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00000020 00025 2 charles Wed, Feb 14, 2001 6:53:56pm  
 
aw, you just like it 'cause you're in it! :) glad to see you here, 
noah.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000029 00054 2 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 9:31:27am  
 
the loss of a surfcam would be a small price to pay. netscape 4 must die.</P> 
(unfortunately, it's not going away anytime soon.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000031 00054 4 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:02:24am  
 
bite the bullet, my son. we all have to make sacrifices in this 
war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000033 00054 6 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:15:29am  
 
i'll be over in an hour to delete netscape 4 off your hard 
drive...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000034 00054 7 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:23:45am  
 
don't try to stop me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000036 00054 9 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:32:42am  
 
i'll be using Norton Wipe Info, just to make sure it's completely gone. you have 
51 minutes left to say goodbye to your beloved netscape 4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000037 00054 10 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:34:40am  
 
i'm doing this for your own good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000039 00054 12 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 10:46:13am  
 
you're so mad about this you're forgetting how to spell!</P> 
your safe deposit box can't stop me, for i have the power of righteousness on my 
side.</P> 
kill netscape...kill netscape...must kill netscape...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000042 00054 15 charles Tue, Feb 20, 2001 11:43:47am  
 
the future is coming. netscape's days are numbered. the beast must 
die.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000044 00070 2 charles Wed, Feb 21, 2001 6:37:05pm  
 
so does Mac IE5...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000046 00070 4 charles Wed, Feb 21, 2001 7:30:10pm  
 
of course, i checked the preferences immediately when i saw that the font sizes 
were too small. but as far as i can tell there's no setting for this.</P> 
sigh. another browser with its own peculiarities. just what we need. i hope an 
explanation for this font discrepancy is forthcoming.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000047 00071 1 charles Thu, Feb 22, 2001 11:02:42am  
 
<I>Two Against Nature</I> is a great album, but not their best. they really 
should have won years ago for <I>Aja</I>.</P> 
i think the grammy voters were trying to make a statement, given the competition 
(Eminem), and all the controversy. how about that nut Elton John, though? what a 
fame whore. no valid career any more, so he hitches rides on whatever bandwagon 
happens to be passing by...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000049 00071 3 charles Thu, Feb 22, 2001 12:34:40pm  
 
making millions != valid career</P> 
being famous != not worrying about fame</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000050 00080 1 charles Fri, Feb 23, 2001 6:38:39pm  
 
it's ok. you can say shit here. i do. shit. see?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000054 00104 1 charles Thu, Mar 22, 2001 5:25:21pm  
 
just testing something here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000055 00104 2 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 10:06:53am  
 
Testing the new comment system.</P> 
Hey! What!Does it work? Can it?</P> 
Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000056 00104 3 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 10:42:58am  
 
Just another test. God, do I ever rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000057 00104 4 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 11:18:57am  
 
This time the test is to see if the comment will show up in the 'recent 
comments' menu.</P> 
Will it? Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00000058 00104 5 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 12:18:13pm  
 
And now the real test -- how's the formatting going to look in this baby?</P> 
Will we have nice paragraph breaks, smooth and shiny ASCII goodness?</P> 
Or abysmal shite?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000059 00104 6 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 12:23:21pm  
 
One more time, just to check something.</P> 
<STRONG>This is strong text.</STRONG></P> 
This is the URL of <A href="http://google.com" target=_blank>google</A>.</P> 
<EM>How am I doing?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000060 00104 7 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 12:45:35pm  
 
I’ll now do another test, this time of the “special character” replacement code—
a new refinement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000061 00104 8 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 12:56:54pm  
 
Checking still another detail before unleashing this critter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000062 00104 9 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 1:16:34pm  
 
Yes, indeed, I certainly am filling up this entry with junk. Piling on 
superfluous verbiage and eschatological obfuscations. But there is a plan behind 
all this insanity.</P> 
Oh yes. A master plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000063 00104 10 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 1:24:52pm  
 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing elit, sed diam nonnumy eiusmod 
tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquam erat volupat. Et harumd dereud 
facilis est er expedit distinct. Nam liber a tempor cum soluta nobis eligend 
optio comque nihil quod a impedit anim id quod maxim placeat facer possim omnis 
es voluptas assumenda est, omnis dolor repellend. Temporem autem quinsud et aur 
office debit aut tum rerum necesit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et 
molestia non este recusand.</P> 
Take that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000064 00104 11 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 1:37:31pm  
 
<I>Ow!</I> What'd you say?</P> 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipscing elit, sed diam nonnumy eiusmod 
tempor incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquam erat volupat. Et harumd dereud 
facilis est er expedit distinct. Nam liber a tempor cum soluta nobis eligend 
optio comque nihil quod a impedit anim id quod maxim placeat facer possim omnis 
es voluptas assumenda est, omnis dolor repellend. Temporem autem quinsud et aur 



office debit aut tum rerum necesit atib saepe eveniet ut er repudiand sint et 
molestia non este recusand.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000066 00106 2 charles Thu, Mar 1, 2001 5:54:55pm  
 
thanks, ~k*. that's an odd name you got there. how do you pronounce 
it?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000070 00109 2 charles Thu, Mar 8, 2001 4:45:28am  
 
hi ben, thanks for visiting! i enjoyed your article immensely, and it echoes a 
lot of the thoughts i've been thinkin' (i could be another lincoln).</P> 
as i said, i do think you can create clean, compliant code with Dreamweaver 4 -- 
but only if you know both DW and HTML very well. DW's biggest failing is that it 
encourages the development of what we see nowadays as "bad habits": especially 
the use of the evil FONT tag, which is horribly easy to insert into a page via 
the DW properties pallette.</P> 
but i like to think that any designer worth her salt will eventually see the 
limitations of relying solely on a visual editor, and start digging into the 
code.</P> 
i've also seen hand-coding produce some pretty gnarly pages. a tool is only a 
tool; it's the person wielding it who determines the result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000076 00123 2 charles Thu, Mar 8, 2001 4:33:57am  
 
ah ha! i figured it was some kind of rounding error, although why the netscape 
engineers decided to tie frame size to window size is beyond me. thanks for the 
clarification!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000078 00125 2 charles Thu, Mar 8, 2001 9:18:51am  
 
yes. the mighty hand of brother zeldman smote our foreheads. and lo, the server 
logs went forth and multiplied.</P> 
thanks dave -- your site is on our daily list too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000089 00132 2 charles Fri, Mar 9, 2001 9:57:20am  
 
that's true; and you could also do a javascript browser detect and load a 
different stylesheet for netscape 4. but i shy away from using javascript for 
vital things like text size, because a significant number of people surf around 
with javascript disabled.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000091 00133 2 charles Fri, Mar 9, 2001 10:32:15am  
 
interesting! i didn't know that; thanks for the info.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000094 00137 3 charles Mon, Mar 12, 2001 10:50:35am  
 



rob: yes, min-width and max-width, if supported widely enough, would take care 
of the overlapping issue. i can't wait for the day when these and other CSS2 
properties are really usable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000096 00137 5 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 3:49:59pm  
 
if you're already running a template-driven site, you're not going to really 
save time by switching to a pure CSS layout, although it should still be 
marginally quicker to make simple stylistic or positioning changes. but you do 
get the benefits of true separation of content from presentation in the final 
result -- the page that's served to the browser -- which would probably make it 
more easily adaptable to different types of devices like wireless thingies, etc. 
and your markup would be semantically meaningful. it's up to each developer to 
decide how important these factors are to a particular project.</P> 
the whole argument does tend to stray into ivory tower theoretics. i'm learning 
these new techniques, but in no hurry to abandon tables just 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000098 00142 2 charles Sat, Mar 10, 2001 6:11:57pm  
 
sure, if you want to spend 10 times as much as you would for a 3M Precise 
Mousing Surface...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000100 00142 4 charles Sun, Mar 11, 2001 4:08:16am  
 
you're right, that was an exaggeration. it's really only 5 times as 
expensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000102 00142 6 charles Sun, Mar 11, 2001 8:47:26am  
 
tax? shipping? and anyway, how are we ever going to get <STRONG>3M</STRONG> to 
pay us huge cash dollars for endorsing their wonderful <STRONG>3M Precise 
Mousing Surface</STRONG> unless you <EM>pipe down</EM>...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000105 00149 2 charles Sun, Mar 11, 2001 4:56:07pm  
 
just so happens i can give you the exact figure -- 11%.</P> 
i don't think it's "ignoring" netscape 4 users to have some parts of the display 
that don't look or work right, as long as the main content is readable and the 
navigation works. you could look at it as a gentle, implicit reminder that 
things are changing, and that netscape 4 is really starting to show its 
age.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000108 00155 2 charles Tue, Mar 13, 2001 11:49:24am  
 
yep, that's a good idea, <EM>if</EM> there's a file being served. many times, 
you'll want to use the onClick code to do something else, though; e.g. pop open 
a new window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000110 00155 4 charles Tue, Mar 13, 2001 12:15:05pm  



 
oh, now i get it. the HREF contains a filename so that if javascript is turned 
off, the file that would otherwise go into the popup window is loaded into the 
main window. then the onClick returns "false" so the click doesn't fall through. 
gotcha. good idea!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000112 00155 6 charles Tue, Mar 13, 2001 3:08:47pm  
 
thanks, mark! i just noticed your weblog wasn't in our list, even though it's in 
my personal bookmarks; so you're in there now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000119 00180 2 charles Thu, Mar 22, 2001 8:05:49am  
 
thanks for the clarifications, joe. but even if you only include 
<STRONG>marginheight</STRONG> and <STRONG>marginwidth</STRONG> in your BODY tag, 
it will still cause the page to fail validation.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000121 00181 2 charles Sat, Mar 17, 2001 4:45:38pm  
 
so it <STRONG>is</STRONG> an ie5 mac thing. here's a <A href="alistapart.jpg" 
target=_blank>screenshot</A> of what it looks like on a mac. interesting -- the 
dotted border style isn't the only difference!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000122 00181 3 charles Sat, Mar 17, 2001 4:51:53pm  
 
and thank you, jeana, for posting that. :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000125 00181 6 charles Sun, Mar 18, 2001 2:23:47pm  
 
good to know there's a reason for it. but it is interesting that the PC version 
of IE apparently doesn't exhibit the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000130 00184 2 charles Sun, Mar 18, 2001 3:04:46pm  
 
yes, very technical. it's related to "mung," but without the organic 
component.</P> 
it's that stuff that collects inside a computer. it's not really dust, it's more 
concentrated than that. viscous somehow. gross, really.</P> 
not something you want on your contacts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000132 00184 4 charles Mon, Mar 19, 2001 5:44:32am  
 
i think all computers are evil at heart.</P> 
that must be why i like them so much. ;)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000135 00197 2 charles Thu, Mar 22, 2001 4:57:28am  
 



interesting question, but i doubt it. that code sure doesn't look like the kind 
zeldman writes. and in one of the pages, there's a comment that says "03/01 EK" 
-- looks like someone's initials.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000138 00198 2 charles Tue, Mar 20, 2001 5:33:51pm  
 
i know the members of w3c are incredibly talented people. (no sarcasm, i mean it 
sincerely!) but the site is just a nightmare.</P> 
i'm not speaking from a personal angle; i'll get the information i need no 
matter how badly it's presented. but if you apply any kind of usability standard 
to w3.org it's a dismal failure, and i think a lot of less tech-oriented 
designers will be left out of the CSS/XML/XHTML revolution as a result.</P> 
but you're right, barry, about the "academics in an ivory tower" 
syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000142 00200 2 charles Wed, Mar 21, 2001 5:51:29pm  
 
and me, being the bleeding heart semi-liberal that i am, i always envision what 
it's like to be sasha, hiding under the house, afraid of every sound.</P> 
we think we have it rough in the human world.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000143 00202 1 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 11:08:59am  
 
just testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000144 00202 2 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 11:11:13am  
 
and again...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000147 00203 3 charles Thu, Mar 22, 2001 9:47:54am  
 
note that the non-netscape browsers will load <STRONG>both</STRONG> stylesheets. 
if the same classes and styles are used in both, the ones that are loaded last 
will take precedence. but if one sheet contains different classes or styles, the 
two sheets will be combined.</P> 
the typical use for a javascript sniffer is to choose between two stylesheets 
and load only one of them. you should keep in mind that with this method both 
stylesheets will always be loaded by browsers that comprehend @import.</P> 
a good way to use this is to create a basic sheet that's compatible with 
netscape 4, then create a second one for better browsers that builds on the 
first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000154 00205 4 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 7:44:08am  
 
thanks for checking that, sara. at the moment, this one's got me stumped.</P> 
to people reading this: sara reports that after posting a comment, when the page 
reloads she sees only the top and sidebar panels, with nothing in the center 
column except the 'back to top' link. if she then reloads the page it comes in 
fine.</P> 



i haven't been able to duplicate this myself. i'd appreciate it very much if 
others could post some test comments and let me know if you experience the same 
thing. TIA...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000155 00205 5 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 7:45:57am  
 
no problem with that comment.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000157 00208 2 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 8:23:43am  
 
in other words, at the top of the PHP template page, put the code:&lt;?php 
Header("Location: $PHP_SELF"); ?&gt;is that what you're 
suggesting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000160 00208 5 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 11:30:38am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Actually, only have it fire on the content submit. (so it doesn't 
get confused.) I've encountered weird results submitting a form to itself with 
php...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
but the form is actually posted to gm-comments.cgi -- a Perl script, part of 
Greymatter. as soon as someone hits the 'post' button it's out of php's 
hands.</P> 
it's very weird that i don't see the problem, though; that seems to point to 
some kind of browser-related thing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000162 00208 7 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 12:08:43pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I really need to mess around with Greymatter some. It seems quite 
nifty. Though, if it's causing problems like this...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
well, i'm using Greymatter in a slightly non-standard way; instead of using its 
templates to create complete HTML files, i've set it up so it creates text files 
which are included (with @readfile) into a PHP template page. it wasn't really 
designed with PHP in mind.</P> 
having said that, the gm-comments script ends up with:print "Location: 
$aftermathnn";after adding the comment. $aftermath contains the URL for the 
entry, and as far as i can tell that's all correct. so the page refresh should 
already be happening -- and it <EM>is</EM>, for me.</P> 
and that's very odd, because all this stuff is happening <EM>on the server</EM>. 
why should browser or platform matter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000164 00209 1 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 8:43:53am  
 
testing. found something in gm-comments.cgi that might have been the 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000165 00209 2 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 8:47:53am  
 
well, it works for me. but then, it always did. anyone else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000170 00209 7 charles Fri, Mar 23, 2001 1:19:09pm  



 
nope, it hasn't been fixed but that confirms it's somehow related to browser or 
platform.</P> 
which makes no sense.</P> 
the comment page is being generated with Perl, then read with PHP; it all 
happens on the server. so why should the browser make a difference?</P> 
it's a frickin' enigma.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000172 00209 9 charles Sat, Mar 24, 2001 12:29:43pm  
 
sara wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>sorry to throw such a crazy thing your way. it's just that i comment 
on lots of pages, and am pretty familiar with greymatter, and i'd never seen it 
before. next time maybe i'll keep my mouth shut. :)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
no, please don't! i need to know about this kind of stuff so i can figure out 
what's wrong and fix it.</P> 
i'm still stumped; can't find anything that would cause it in either my PHP code 
or the Greymatter Perl code. i'm wondering if there could be some kind of sync 
problem between the Perl code writing out the new file and PHP reading it? maybe 
the file is still not fully closed yet? but then why would it act differently in 
other browsers?</P> 
arg. frustrating. but i'd still rather know about it! :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000175 00209 12 charles Sun, Apr 1, 2001 1:20:41pm  
 
patsy,</P> 
thanks for testing. i still haven't got a clue what could be causing this! the 
comment page is included on the server side, with PHP; i just can't see why the 
OS would make a difference here.</P> 
i've dug around in the greymatter code and found the area where the page is 
reloaded after a comment is added. but there's nothing unusual there; the 
comment is created, written out, the file is closed, and then a Location: header 
is written to cause a page refresh.</P> 
still a mystery at this point...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000186 00213 2 charles Wed, Mar 28, 2001 2:31:18pm  
 
you might be able to get away with that in the UK, don, but here in los angeles 
more than half of the werewolves <EM>are</EM> packing heat. 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000190 00214 4 charles Sat, Mar 24, 2001 9:45:59am  
 
matt wrote:</P> 
Do you have your mac browser set to 72dpi or 96dpi on the sizing side of 
things?</P> 
---</P> 
i always leave ie5 set to 96dpi, so i'm seeing the web the same way as the vast 
majority of other people.</P> 
---</P> 
adam wrote:</P> 
Pixels or ems, the important thing is to size UP and not DOWN. Never specify 
small pixel sizes (14 or less) or less than 1 em.</P> 



---</P> 
<B>exactly!</B> but there are a <I>lot</I> of sites that have fractional em 
sizing, apparently without any inkling that people can change their default text 
size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000192 00214 6 charles Sat, Mar 24, 2001 10:11:57am  
 
beth wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Netscape 4 was the only one installed (it was a Sun box so they 
didn't have much choice) and CHANGING THE DEFAULT FONT SIZE DIDN'T DO 
SQUAT!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
that's true; the most popular browsers, unfortunately, have a bug that prevents 
resizing pixel-based text. (and it <EM>is</EM> a bug; there's nothing in the CSS 
spec that says pixel-sized text should not be resizeable.) ie5 mac does let you 
resize any text and mozilla will too, although the latest build of mac mozilla 
doesn't have this feature enabled. hopefully this problem will soon be a thing 
of the past.</P> 
thinking about it, i guess it's not really ems that i hate, but designers who 
make assumptions without thinking through all the implications. if your layout 
requires precise (or even semi-precise) alignments, sizing systems like ems are 
a poor choice because you cannot know what the resulting font size will actually 
be; it's dependent on the user's preference settings.</P> 
i keep going back to zeldman's "Fear of Stylesheets" articles, especially "Give 
Me Pixels or Give Me Death." i think the reasons he gives for using pixels are 
still valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000193 00214 7 charles Sat, Mar 24, 2001 10:46:06am  
 
adam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>most of the web would be at least minimally readable if only 
designers would stop making everything so damn tiny.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
i think i posted a rant about this subject a while back. it's one of my pet 
peeves; i don't mind small text used for non-critical elements, but body text 
should always be large enough to easily read.</P> 
that's where you get into the personal preference area, though. for me, 9px 
verdana is readable, although it's really too small to use for important text. 
11/12px verdana is perfect, and 14px verdana looks huge.</P> 
the worst sites are the ones that use fractional em sizing with a serif font. 
and believe me, they're out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000196 00214 10 charles Sat, Mar 24, 2001 3:09:49pm  
 
jeanne wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Certainly doesn't seem to me like an argument *for* hardcoded sizes, 
unless I'm missing something.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
you're right, it is mostly an argument against teeny fonts, but also against 
making assumptions. the difference between pixels and ems is that, with pixels, 
the developer sees the text at the same size his visitors do. with ems, there's 
no such feedback; it may look fine on your computer and on most of your 
visitors', but when someone comes along (like me) who's changed his default font 
size -- bam. chicken scratches.</P> 
i've been finding more and more sites that suffer from this incorrect assumption 
about ems. and when i came across the web review article about how to make your 



sites work across browsers... and that article contained unreadable text... 
well, ranting ensued.</P> 
but theoretically, pixels are no more "hard-coded" than any other measurement 
system. it's only because of a fault in Internet Explorer PC that they can't be 
resized; IE5 mac has always had this ability. and the new crop of browsers 
(mozilla especially) can resize any text as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000199 00214 13 charles Sun, Mar 25, 2001 4:53:07am  
 
simon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I thought that the whole point of ems is that you can scale them - 
and you need to scale them downwards if you are aiming at the effect of 11/12px 
Verdana, say.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
i guess i don't understand why, if you're trying to get 11/12px text, you don't 
just use 11/12px text? if you're aiming at 11/12px text you're just not going to 
get it in any browser where the default font size has been changed. you might 
get <EM>anything</EM>. and a setting of .65em virtually guarantees that some 
people will see little dots that bear no relationship to readable text.</P> 
lars wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Isn't the hole point of em's that the relationship between text will 
remain the same nomatter what the browsers specified fontsize is.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
in browsers that allow resizing pixel-based text, the same holds true; when you 
increase the size, the relationship between the different font sizes remains the 
same. ems have no advantage here, except (as mentioned) that PC versions of IE 
5+ have a bug that prevents resizing pixel-based text.</P> 
simon asked for screenshots to see just how silly that page looks when the size 
is increased. here you go:</P> 
the <A href="uponestep.jpg" target=_blank>first screenshot</A> shows what it 
looks like with the size increased one step. the font in the table is 
<EM>still</EM> too small, but at least now it's (barely) readable. wish i could 
say the same for the body text, which now looks scrunched together and 
shtoopidly swollen.</P> 
the <A href="uptwosteps.jpg" target=_blank>second screenshot</A> shows what it 
looks like with the size increased two steps. the font in the table is now 
easily readable, but the body text has gotten so huge it's forcing the text to 
overflow the window, and causing the dreaded horizontal scroll bar to 
appear.</P> 
i'm sure an em-based page could be designed to work better than this web review 
page. but it's a perfect example of why ems can be very 
problematic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000201 00214 15 charles Sun, Mar 25, 2001 10:14:09am  
 
simon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>On the basis of that, I reckon that I am going to revert to using 
pixels and just live in hope that IE6 will include proper scaling. Thank you so 
much for including those extra screenshots, Charles - it has been a valuable 
lesson!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
hey...wait a minute there, simon! don't you know the rules? in an ems vs. pixels 
discussion, nobody is allowed, under any circumstances, to ever change their 
mind! :)</P> 
you're welcome. glad you found the screenshots useful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000203 00214 17 charles Sun, Mar 25, 2001 6:56:00pm  



 
dan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How many users *actually* change the default font size?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
i don't know; do you?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Most don't even know the name of the browser they're using much less 
have the knowledge to change settings.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
you're probably right that many people don't know how to change their 
preferences. but "most" people? i don't know about that. and even if that were 
true -- does that make it OK to penalize the ones who <EM>do</EM> know how to 
customize their browsers?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You have a valid argument but for the sake of accessibility, em's 
are still the recommended approach to type sizing. Ask W3C.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
the best solution for people who are <EM>really</EM> concerned about 
accessibility is to turn off stylesheets altogether, as simon pointed out. or to 
use their own custom stylesheet, as the new breed of browsers allows.</P> 
as for the w3c, yes, they do recommend using ems. but in my opinion, they also 
have one of the hardest to navigate, ugliest sites on the web. as vital as the 
w3c is, their word is not gospel on every issue...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000207 00214 21 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 4:18:57am  
 
sam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Um... Am I the only one to find it ironic that the quoted text on 
this page is way too small to read without severe eyestrain? :)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
actually, i've been thinking about changing that; i put together a quick style 
for the BLOCKQUOTE tag a couple of days ago, and you're right, it <EM>is</EM> 
too small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000208 00214 22 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 4:33:32am  
 
dan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And Charles shame on you for using personal aesthetics to discredit 
a W3C recommendation...unlike your opinion I'm sure they didn't create the em 
recommendation on a whim.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
i'm not trying to discredit their recommendation; just trying to point out that 
if you rely on W3C advice for creating readable pages, you might end up with a 
site that looks like theirs. ;) and by the way, my opinion is not based on a 
"whim," either; i've done a lot of experimentation with the different font 
measurement systems, and decided on pixels only after examining the options 
carefully. YMMV.</P> 
for some types of pages ems are the best choice. but not every site uses a 
strict text layout, in which font size doesn't matter. many (maybe most?) site 
layouts require at least a modicum of control, and if you use ems you have 
<EM>no</EM> control over font size, except in a very broad sense.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it gospel? Hell no. Is ALA gospel? Hell no. It's just info that 
helps designers/developers make an educated and sometimes personal decision on 
how to best approach a particular audience or design.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
right -- neither the W3C or ALA is dispensing the gospel truth. that's exactly 
my point; too often the W3C's ivory tower recommendations don't work well in the 
trenches. when it comes to design advice i tend to trust ALA more than the W3C, 
because their advice is usually rooted in reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000211 00214 25 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 5:43:55am  
 



davezilla wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So wait... are you all saying that specifying my H1s to be 100em was 
a bad idea?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
those must be some pretty important headings...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000214 00214 28 charles Tue, Mar 27, 2001 10:38:22am  
 
peter: ouch! i rest my case. ;^)</P> 
lars: when you set type in pixels, it will appear at that pixel size in every 
browser, on any platform. (well, except for the <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblog.php?x=archives/00000132.
htm&amp;y=1" target=_blank>little bug</A> some versions of netscape have.) the 
size is not calculated relative to the user's default size, as ems and 
percentages are. a pixel is a pixel is a pixel. i've found that most "web fonts" 
tend to be readable (although not necessarily <EM>comfortable</EM> to read) down 
to 9px. anything below 9px will probably be illegible to many 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000217 00214 31 charles Fri, Mar 30, 2001 8:32:06am  
 
lars wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So a pixel is a pixel until the user rezises it and it becoms 
something that sounds to me like ems. I'm even more confused now. :-
)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
the difference is what the measurement is based on. with ems, the starting 
display (before resizing) is related to the user's default font size, therefore 
it can and will be different in each person's browser. with pixels, the starting 
display is the same in each person's browser.</P> 
the best way to get a real understanding of how this all works is to build a 
test page and experiment with different measurement systems in the 
stylesheet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000218 00214 32 charles Fri, Mar 30, 2001 8:39:56am  
 
jeffrey wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Remember all those standards-compliant CSS-based site redesigns way 
back in February and March 2001? They probably all have to change to accommodate 
IE6.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
makes me glad i didn't rush into a pure CSS design. i think i'll just wait and 
let you bleeding-edge guys find all the bugs first. ;^)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Here's my advice. Go into plumbing. Or dentistry. Something 
reliable, where you help people and can put a nice meal on the 
table.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
and miss all the excitement and glamor of web design? not to mention the hordes 
of groupies...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000222 00225 2 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 5:58:30am  
 
however you look at it, that had to be a singularly unpleasant way to exit this 
mortal coil...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000223 00225 3 charles Sat, Mar 31, 2001 12:55:48pm  



 
<BLOCKQUOTE>just testing...</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000226 00228 2 charles Mon, Mar 26, 2001 6:18:06pm  
 
you've got an errant space in there, nick...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000229 00229 3 charles Tue, Mar 27, 2001 10:26:05am  
 
welcome, christina! i really like your site, and how you actually examine and 
think about "the rules" of IA instead of parroting them. we're trying to do that 
in our own little green way, too, and your site has helped form many of our 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000235 00236 5 charles Thu, Mar 29, 2001 4:59:38am  
 
sara wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>i'm more likely to blame it on myself and my ignorance about proper 
paragraph tagging per the w3c, but maybe it is a gm issue.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
one of the template settings in greymatter determines how it converts line 
breaks into paragraphs. because of the way block level elements work, it's quite 
possible to "trick" greymatter into generating redundant &lt;/P&gt; tags, 
particularly if you use BLOCKQUOTE tags (as i did above) or DIV tags. it's not a 
bug or a problem in greymatter; but there's no way it can generate totally clean 
code automatically, without quite a bit of logic to handle situations such as 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000236 00236 6 charles Thu, Mar 29, 2001 5:10:02am  
 
rude parrot wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The proper way to escape ampersands in URL's is not with %26, which 
usually breaks the scripts to which you're trying to connect, but with &amp; 
instead.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
right you are, and that's how we do it here. look in the source at the links 
under "recent" in the left sidebar.</P> 
but since some of the content in our weblog comes from outside sources 
(comments), and incorrect tags are sometimes generated automatically by code 
(see previous comment), it becomes a waste of time to track down and fix every 
validation error.</P> 
at least the basic template for the page is 100% valid 4.01 
transitional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000239 00236 9 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 12:19:20pm  
 
francis wrote:</P> 
In my very limited experience of greymatter it should be possible to set it to 
produce valid HTML 4.01 with a bit of template tinkering.</P> 
---</P> 
yes, definitely; and it's set up to do that here. but as i mentioned, it's still 
possible to "trick" greymatter into producing dangling P tags -- for example, if 
i put a &lt;BLOCKQUOTE&gt; in a post, greymatter produces an extra &lt;/P&gt; 



following the closing &lt;/BLOCKQUOTE&gt;, because it doesn't "know" that the 
opening BLOCKQUOTE implicitly ends the paragraph.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000244 00239 5 charles Wed, Mar 28, 2001 4:31:14pm  
 
looks to me like you've had too <EM>little</EM> caffeine, dave. ;^)</P> 
anyway, i've been fooling around with this, and have decided (again) to stick 
with the tables -- because netscape 4 has problems with some of the styles i'd 
need to use. right now, it looks pretty good in n4; if i switched to DIVs for 
the separator lines it would mean a major difference in the display for about 
10% of our visitors...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000247 00239 8 charles Thu, Mar 29, 2001 4:44:00am  
 
rude parrot wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Netscape must be punished for their version 4 browser. We also need 
to be a little more vigilant to make sure we, as web designers, never, ever let 
that happen again.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
well, if you peruse my tips for netscape 4, you'll see that i'm as pissed off at 
that lame pile of kludges as anyone on the planet. and i'm starting to give n4 a 
pretty low priority when testing pages.</P> 
eventually i'll be converting this page to a pure CSS layout. i actually have a 
design almost finished already (although there are still some rather frustrating 
limits to CSS 1 and 2 that require design compromises).</P> 
but for now, while more than 10% of our visitors are using n4, it doesn't hurt 
to continue to support them.</P> 
(and try explaining to a paying client that they should forget about 10% of 
their customers... or give them a page that looks "generic"...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000248 00239 9 charles Thu, Mar 29, 2001 5:44:15am  
 
marko wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Well it seems like your paragrpahs are "fixed" width, then why not 
use a good, plain ol´ gif image?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
because by using a table background image i can easily play around with the 
width of columns, and the dividing line will always stretch the entire width. if 
i used a plain IMG, i'd have to edit it every time i changed the column 
width.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000252 00253 2 charles Sat, Mar 31, 2001 11:44:14am  
 
that's true, dude. thanks for the lesson.</P> 
on the other hand, dude, you should be careful about posting stupid javascript 
code. it could get you banned.</P> 
in fact, it did. dude.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000254 00256 2 charles Sat, Mar 31, 2001 4:55:55am  
 
francis wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How did you find out the URL for the SWF file? I couldn't view 
source on the host page. Is there a trick for allowing view source when the page 
has disabled it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 



i used the contextual menu of mac ie5 (equivalent of right-clicking on a PC). 
the only tricky part was finding the right place to click on screen, because the 
page is split into several frames. in this case the right place was just to the 
left of the movie area.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>yes I am a Christian, but some of us can cope with jokes and fun 
such as the God &amp; Devil Show...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
i've always thought it was pretty obvious that God has a great sense of humor. 
:)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000257 00258 2 charles Sat, Mar 31, 2001 4:37:07pm  
 
the parrot squawked:</P> 
Why not allow just the basic modules of XHTML?</P> 
---</P> 
wonderful idea. were i the author of our weblog software, i'd be looking into 
this (and other options). unfortunately, i isn't. ain't. whatever. noah seems a 
bit burned out on greymatter right now; but i hope he'll see how his creation is 
affecting so many people's lives for the better, and find new inspiration to 
take it to the next level.</P> 
hey noah! you reading this? i'm willing to help in any way i can...</P> 
today i was actually looking at the greymatter code that decides which tags to 
allow, with an eye toward adding some better (non-deprecated) markup tags like 
&lt;strong&gt; and &lt;em&gt;.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000259 00266 2 charles Sun, Apr 1, 2001 6:03:00pm  
 
i feel free!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000261 00266 4 charles Mon, Apr 2, 2001 11:01:00am  
 
yes, these lists have gotten a bit out of hand. it gets hard to keep up with 
hundreds of messages a day and still get any real work done.</P> 
but every once in a while there's a little gem of knowledge that makes it worth 
the aggravation of wading through it all. and i found a solution to that 
netscape problem you helped with, through webdesign-L.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000264 00266 7 charles Tue, Apr 3, 2001 5:12:52am  
 
christina wrote:</P> 
anyhow-- anyone else get a sippy is everywhere post?</P> 
---</P> 
nope! apparently he's less ubiquitous than he'd like us to 
believe...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000266 00266 9 charles Tue, Apr 3, 2001 4:21:25pm  
 
ollie,</P> 
i'm really happy i switched from blogger to greymatter. i can't recommend 
greymatter highly enough. the docs are quite specific about how to install it 
and it's hard to go wrong.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00000267 00268 1 charles Mon, Apr 2, 2001 2:04:54pm  
 
i'm not one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000278 00285 2 charles Sat, Apr 7, 2001 5:15:56pm  
 
yep, recumbents can fly on level ground. especially if there's a stiff headwind; 
no standard road bike will keep up with a shortie into the wind, assuming equal 
fitness.</P> 
but they sure are ponderous going uphill. and i do a lot of climbing, so i'm 
gonna stick with my "wedgie" for now... :^)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000283 00287 5 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 10:28:48am  
 
Hrunting wrote:</P> 
Dashed textareas make me skittish.</P> 
---</P> 
yikes! just got a screenshot of IE5.5 PC. those borders are supposed to be 
dotted, not dashed. hmm.</P> 
thanks for testing, folks. the fact that the comments don't appear in the source 
is very interesting, and gives me an idea. more later.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000286 00288 3 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 12:08:38pm  
 
thanks, francis. i just returned it to the old code, because i don't want error 
messages every time someone posts a comment. it's looking more and more like 
some sort of "latency" issue; i may try hacking the greymatter code to put in a 
short pause before reloading the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000288 00288 5 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 1:05:51pm  
 
don't panic. this is only a test. repeat, do not panic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000294 00288 11 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 2:25:35pm  
 
holly,</P> 
can you email me a screenshot? i can't really picture what you're seeing...</P> 
the table containing the left and right sidebars and the main content <I>is</I> 
a centered fixed-width table -- 784 pixels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000296 00288 13 charles Fri, Apr 6, 2001 2:40:37pm  
 
francis wrote:</P> 
Oh and by the way your input texts and your submit buttons do have dashed 
borders in IE5.5/Win98 - but your column borders are dotted. I just assumed that 
was supposed to happen...</P> 
---</P> 
the column borders are created with a table cell background image, while the 
borders of the form elements are created with CSS border styles, like this:</P> 
&nbsp;&nbsp;border-width: 1px;&nbsp;&nbsp;border-style: dotted;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000301 00292 2 charles Sun, Apr 8, 2001 5:59:51am  
 
isn't that just about the creepiest darn thing you ever saw?</P> 
heh, residents. the first time i saw the residents was in the Quicktime movies 
that came on Apple developer CDs back in 1994.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000304 00292 5 charles Mon, Apr 9, 2001 8:18:10pm  
 
christina,</P> 
i think you're encountering the problem we've been having with comments. after 
posting a comment, you see only a 'back to top' link, right? well, you're 
supposed to see the entry and its comments at that point, not just 'back to 
top'.</P> 
i'm still clueless about why this is happening.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000308 00293 4 charles Mon, Apr 9, 2001 8:36:17pm  
 
thanks for the link, jason. i'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000321 00302 5 charles Wed, Apr 11, 2001 2:43:49pm  
 
hey beth,</P> 
thanks for the tip, but removing the P tags entirely doesn't get it -- i 
<I>want</I> greymatter to create paragraphs for semantically meaningful code. 
but in order to avoid dangling P tags, it would need to be much smarter about 
how it builds the entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000323 00302 7 charles Thu, Apr 12, 2001 5:12:40am  
 
the parrot squawked:</P> 
If you manage to fix the bugs and get 'em accepted by the author into the 
codebase, though, you'll certainly have my respect.---</P> 
well, as i mentioned, it's really not a bug in greymatter; to catch these kinds 
of errors gm would have to include an HTML parser, which is really beyond the 
scope of the program.</P> 
however, yesterday noah grey emailed me with a quick and dirty solution for the 
dangling P problem, and i'm going to test it in just a minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000326 00307 1 Charles Mon, May 20, 2002 6:11:39am  
 
If you’re looking for the discussion mentioned by Howard Kurtz in the Washington 
Post, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3079" 
target=_blank>it’s here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000328 00308 2 charles Fri, Apr 13, 2001 5:44:34pm  
 
and they also claim to get more than a <B>million</B> hits per 
day!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00000331 00308 5 charles Fri, Apr 13, 2001 6:17:47pm  
 
apartness wrote:</P> 
you know, since you *are* a developer, you might want to set your default font 
to the "standard" size (16px - 96ppi). then you'll know what your own audience 
is seeing when you design. and you'll also see what most sites actually look 
like. which could be very useful.</P> 
jeffrey---</P> 
must admit, you have a point; and in fact, i do change that setting quite a bit. 
however, i probably also represent a minority of browser-savvy *users* who know 
they can change their default font size. and i like to think that people are 
able and willing to learn how to use their tools.</P> 
---apartness wrote:</P> 
it's painfully sad how microsoft got it right in 2000 ON THE MAC, but so far 
they won't do the same thing for their windows users - 85% of the audience.---
</P> 
amen, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000333 00308 7 charles Sun, Apr 15, 2001 11:43:10am  
 
i don't suppose there's any reason to hope that when the final IE6 is released, 
it will allow resizing of pixel-based text? it's just amazing to me that they 
haven't addressed this problem.</P> 
unless they don't see it as a problem, but as a feature. since you can resize 
<I>any</I> text in mac IE5, this may be a conscious decision on MS's part.</P> 
i know a common question that pops up in web design forums and mailing lists is: 
"how can i stop the user from resizing my text?" the question usually comes from 
newbies, and they usually ask because they have a fragile non-flexible layout 
that falls apart if the text size changes.</P> 
i wonder if someone at microsoft is thinking they have to keep pixel-based text 
non-resizeable because some developers have come to rely on it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000335 00308 9 charles Sun, Apr 15, 2001 2:26:35pm  
 
great article, chris, and a very interesting technique. IE5 mac also lets you 
install a user stylesheet. (although it's less necessary, since IE5 mac also 
lets you resize <I>any</I> text.)</P> 
i would quibble, though, with your use of the term "fixed font size." nowhere in 
the CSS spec does it say that pixel-based text is supposed to be "fixed" -- this 
is simply a bug in IE windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000339 00309 3 charles Fri, Apr 13, 2001 5:13:34pm  
 
wow! talk about QA! i posted that entry at 6:40 and you responded at 6:41.</P> 
thanks. so, initial indications are positive on my heinous 
kludge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000340 00309 4 charles Fri, Apr 13, 2001 5:17:13pm  
 
testing. is this thing on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000345 00309 9 charles Sat, Apr 14, 2001 4:58:17am  



 
most excellent! and all i had to do was write some php code to create html and 
javascript on the fly, based on the output of a perl script...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000346 00309 10 charles Sat, Apr 14, 2001 5:13:17am  
 
checking to make sure the history buffer is being correctly 
rewritten...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000350 00311 2 charles Sat, Apr 14, 2001 10:24:28am  
 
the cause of the problem remains a mystery. but i can tell you what i did to fix 
it.</P> 
after adding a comment, greymatter reloads the page. who knows why, but people 
running ie5 windows didn't see the comments at this point, just a blank center 
column. but they reported that the comments did appear on a page refresh.</P> 
i decided to hack greymatter so that, instead of reloading the entry page, it 
loads a PHP redirect page instead, passing it the URL of the comment page. the 
redirect page then uses javascript to remove itself from the history buffer (so 
the 'back' button doesn't take you back to the redirect page), and then 
redirects to the real comment page.</P> 
if you watch the browser window's title bar after posting a comment, you'll 
briefly see "thanks for commenting!" -- that's the redirect 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000352 00311 4 charles Sun, Apr 15, 2001 5:58:02am  
 
agreed. it ain't pretty. but it works for now until i figure out the true cause 
of the problem. it's a very odd one, because it only occurs in IE5 Windows even 
though all the file access is taking place on the server.</P> 
greymatter is a flat-file system, no database. there's only one guy developing 
it -- noah grey. and he seems to have a slight case of gm burn-out at the 
moment. (if you want to know more, have a look at his site; it's in our list of 
links.)</P> 
as for security, there's code in this page to prevent URL 
exploits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000355 00311 7 charles Sun, Apr 15, 2001 11:24:04am  
 
jason,</P> 
i don't think it is a cache problem. in one test i discovered that PHP was 
actually failing to open the comment file. this has nothing to do with any 
browser cache -- it happens on the server. and PHP code is not cached; the 
browser never sees the PHP code, only its result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000357 00311 9 charles Sun, Apr 15, 2001 6:45:52pm  
 
that's what is so strange about this problem! i'm sure there's a logical 
explanation, but i sure haven't found it yet...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000359 00320 2 charles Tue, Apr 17, 2001 10:37:54am  



 
and what's even creepier -- the guy was coming out of what is supposed to be a 
house of worship. so he switched from worship mode to murder mode in the blink 
of an eye.</P> 
it makes me wonder what's going on inside that place...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000362 00325 2 charles Wed, Apr 18, 2001 4:48:54pm  
 
i ran into this early in the development of the surf academy site, found the 
fix, and filed it away in the memory banks. then i saw it discussed again 
recently on one of the mailing lists, so it occurred to me to post it here. i 
don't have a page at the moment that demonstrates it, though; maybe if i get a 
few free minutes i'll see if i can put one together.</P> 
it's even possible this was only a bug in one of the many incremental versions 
of n4.</P> 
---joe wrote:</P> 
Oh and Charles, as a cyclist you should know you should be rationing your energy 
-- Netscape 4 is a bastard, but in 3 years, you won't even think about it.---
</P> 
3 years that will seem an eternity. i'm afraid you're right, though; it may take 
that long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000364 00325 4 charles Wed, Apr 18, 2001 5:06:46pm  
 
or in IE5 mac, go to Edit-&gt;Preferences-&gt;Web Content, and uncheck "Show 
Stylesheets."</P> 
and that isn't actually a bug in netscape's prefs; it's because netscape 4 uses 
the proposed (and never adopted) Javascript Stylesheet spec, instead of CSS1, 
and all CSS1 properties are translated into their JSS equivalents. if there 
<B>is</B> an equivalent.</P> 
so javascript and stylesheets are inextricably linked in n4; that's why turning 
off javascript also disables CSS. and that's also why netscape 4's CSS support 
is so ungodly awful; because the translation isn't perfect, and there are no 
equivalents in JSS for many CSS properties.</P> 
there's an article explaining how all this happened, somewhere out there. don't 
have the href handy at the moment though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000366 00325 6 charles Wed, Apr 18, 2001 8:23:59pm  
 
thanks jason!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000368 00325 8 charles Thu, Apr 19, 2001 4:54:14am  
 
kristin,</P> 
yes, that's a great tool. the 'view stylesheets' bookmarklet is also very very 
handy.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000370 00326 2 charles Wed, Apr 18, 2001 1:58:40pm  
 
my god! could you please send me a screenshot, so i can get started fixing that 
right away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000374 00329 3 charles Sat, Apr 21, 2001 4:25:19pm  
 
will,</P> 
i've had good experiences with the Wrox Press books; they have several PHP 
titles. i've learned everything i know about PHP from the web, and i actually 
don't own any PHP books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000375 00329 4 charles Sat, Apr 21, 2001 4:27:46pm  
 
who was that masked cod?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000378 00343 2 charles Mon, Apr 23, 2001 7:57:52pm  
 
amen, brother. gotta stay connected to the meat world.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000387 00368 3 charles Mon, Apr 30, 2001 5:25:03am  
 
first impressions.</P> 
CSS support is still very weak. our weblog looks decent (there's nothing 
unreadable), but many of the fonts in my stylesheet are not being used. and some 
of the styles are wrong; the date headings are specified as 'bold' but show up 
as normal text. pixel sizes look like they're correct, though.</P> 
our 'contact' form in the left sidebar is not displayed correctly, possibly 
because of styles applied to the form elements.</P> 
the readme file says that 'float' is not yet supported, which pretty much rules 
out CSS-P layouts. it also does not see my margin settings applied to the body 
tag.</P> 
also, it doesn't support the link/visited/active/hover pseudo-classes. but 
that's CSS2; it only claims to support CSS1 at the moment.</P> 
a performance issue: it's much slower at loading/displaying images than ie5. and 
its jpeg rendering engine has problems; gradient fills show very noticeable 
banding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000388 00368 4 charles Mon, Apr 30, 2001 3:41:09pm  
 
update: jpeg rendering can be improved by editing the preferences. high quality 
image rendering is turned off by default.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000390 00373 2 charles Sat, May 5, 2001 7:09:57am  
 
she's a monster! a she-beast! a demon of destruction!</P> 
kinda cute, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000393 00377 2 charles Mon, May 7, 2001 5:23:19pm  
 
hey, thanks for the tip, David! sure enough, set BBEdit to save in Unix format 
and the line numbers start making sense. good one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000396 00384 2 charles Wed, May 9, 2001 6:38:06am  



 
thanks for posting those, dave; i think greymatter got confused because there 
was no space between "a" and "href" in your links -- i'll fix 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000401 00387 3 charles Thu, May 10, 2001 5:33:31am  
 
what, no otter puns yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000403 00387 5 charles Fri, May 11, 2001 6:45:02am  
 
maybe you otter look the otter way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000406 00390 1 charles Thu, May 10, 2001 3:26:53pm  
 
azar shows once again that he can take rather meager source material and create 
even more meager results.</P> 
why are the swedes apparently nuts for this bizarre Turkish scheisse?</P> 
and what's with the hat obsession?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000409 00391 3 charles Fri, May 11, 2001 5:48:17pm  
 
agreed; belgium is sadly under-represented on steve's site.</P> 
but he's right about Pilsner Urquell. unfortunately, by the time it reaches the 
US it often gets a bit "skunky," but i've had it in Czechoslovakia and it truly 
is one of the best beers in the world.</P> 
another one i'm really fond of: amstel lager, which is only available in europe. 
all we get here in the us is amstel light...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000414 00398 2 charles Mon, May 14, 2001 9:46:11am  
 
hey peter! thanks for stopping by with that blast from the past. let's not 
forget PinHead, probably the most popular dual-capital shareware program i 
wrote. and one of the dirtiest little hacks imaginable. it sat in the vertical 
blank interrupt watching for the CPU's program counter to enter the OS code. 
dirty, dirty, dirty. makes the @import hack look like child's play. ;^)</P> 
speaking of t-shirts, we've been thinking of doing an LGF design shirt, through 
Cafe Press...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000418 00410 2 charles Wed, May 16, 2001 5:56:28pm  
 
that is one scary critter, all right. thank god we don't have monkey men here in 
the US of A. (although i did know a saxophone player once who could have passed 
for the monkey man's cousin...)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000423 00419 2 charles Sat, May 19, 2001 6:13:09am  
 
yes, he has the right to do it; that's not the issue. the question is whether 
it's a good thing for the race, and excluding some of the world's top riders in 
favor of lower echelon french teams is just wrong, IMO.</P> 



although it may be technically correct, i don't think the tour de france has 
been "semi-private" for quite a while. it's the most high-profile bicycle race 
in the world, and fortunes in advertising revenues and endorsements are 
involved.</P> 
if we're going to start pointing the doping finger at marco pantani, there are 
an awful lot of french cyclists who are just as dirty, if not dirtier. i'm sad 
to see that pantani won't be in the tour, because the battles between him and 
armstrong were just phenomenal.</P> 
and sure -- cippolini is a clothes-horse, and he always bails out as soon as the 
road points up, but he's also one of the greatest sprinters in cycling 
history.</P> 
anyway, i'm jealous of that european all-day coverage. i've been in europe 
during the tour, and it's great to see the entire race, instead of just the 
highlights like we get here in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000426 00427 2 charles Mon, May 21, 2001 12:19:42pm  
 
yes, this is definitely true. drop into that 11-tooth gear and crank on a 
straightaway for less than 5 miles.</P> 
it would be interesting to see what the speed record would be if every TT were 
staged like that.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000428 00430 2 charles Mon, May 21, 2001 5:38:31pm  
 
thanks, rik! as for making millions, i would never think of profiting from the 
misery of poor indians living under the shadow of the monkey man. imagine their 
terror.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000431 00444 3 charles Wed, May 23, 2001 10:30:02am  
 
people who were directly involved certainly have a right to be hurt and angry. 
and then they should move on. if that's the worst thing that ever happens to 
them, they'll have a pretty nice life.</P> 
but i doubt that every one of the hundreds who took part in the festivities over 
the weekend was personally involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000437 00456 3 charles Sun, May 27, 2001 5:04:47pm  
 
problem is, the title tag is already used for more descriptive info about the 
link.</P> 
the other problem i've been having with link crediting is that, often, the link 
is simply to a story on a popular news outlet, like Ananova or the NY Times, or 
Yahoo, and it seems kind of silly to credit someone else for an article they 
didn't write, and we probably would have seen anyway.</P> 
but ok, policy revision time. if the link is obviously unique to a particular 
person (i.e. if she obviously found it herself) then we'll credit it whether or 
not it's in our list.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000439 00462 2 charles Sun, May 27, 2001 9:51:22am  
 
good point vis a vis War Of The Worlds; the american public has gotten much more 
suspicious of mass media in the last half century. i do think that with the 



right preparation and setup, however, a similar hoax might still be perpetrated 
today.</P> 
but the monkey man (and now bear man!) stories are notable for an element of 
what can only be called <B>sheer lunacy</B>. that's why i love 
'em.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000441 00463 2 charles Sun, May 27, 2001 11:59:27am  
 
quite right—there's no magic formula to encrypt a person's current credit 
balance in their card number!</P> 
we've been dealing with this very issue, as a matter of fact. one of our clients 
wants to have our back-end script verify (but <I>not</I> charge) cards submitted 
through their order form.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000443 00469 1 charles Tue, May 29, 2001 4:26:05pm  
 
and i'm starting to wonder why it's so hard for the Opera developers to figure 
out how to display the correct fonts. this version is a little better, but it 
also crashed on quitting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000446 00475 2 charles Wed, May 30, 2001 4:16:24pm  
 
thanks for the correction!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000452 00483 3 charles Sat, Jun 2, 2001 5:06:21am  
 
"lies, damned lies, and statistics..."</P> 
so what's india's excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000461 00492 2 charles Tue, Jun 5, 2001 6:00:10am  
 
i'm not laughing at you, dave. i'm laughing <I>with</I> 
you!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000470 00503 5 charles Fri, Jun 8, 2001 5:06:31am  
 
i read the statement as saying that the browser will no longer be the <I>main 
focus</I> of the company. they don't say they're "abandoning" 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000484 00523 2 charles Wed, Jun 13, 2001 6:51:09am  
 
it's a complex issue; i don't necessarily agree with Robin Gross's opinions, but 
none of this stuff has really been tested in court yet.</P> 
you're right, it's not the <I>concept</I> of Smart Tags that is disturbing; it 
could be a very powerful way to cross-reference web pages. but the Microsoft 
connection should make any thoughtful webhead nervous.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000486 00524 2 charles Wed, Jun 13, 2001 3:27:57pm  



 
well, i don't mean to bash metafilter; i think it's still a cool site. but i've 
seen this entropic process happen on other “community” sites; it seems as they 
get more popular the percentage of trolls and other undesirables gets higher, 
until eventually the noise overcomes the signal.</P> 
and i've written before about how the whole kaycee nicole thing turned me off. 
(not just the fraud, but also the reaction of the mefi mob.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000491 00525 2 charles Wed, Jun 13, 2001 3:18:41pm  
 
thanks for stopping in, cb! i have no argument with the premise that the web is 
an inherently liquid medium. but “Opera does it right and everyone else does it 
wrong?”...well, that i do argue with! :) i think your <A 
href="http://www.macedition.com/cb/cb_20010507.shtml" target=_blank>earlier 
column</A> was more accurate, and i don't think you owe Opera an apology at 
all.</P> 
in fact, there are several font-related bugs in the beta version of Opera, not 
just the pixel sizing thing. and i'm hopeful they will all be fixed by the final 
release.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000494 00525 5 charles Thu, Jun 14, 2001 6:09:43am  
 
thanks for the link—interesting article. i'm not disputing the premise that 
eventually it will be necessary to accommodate high-res displays. but i don't 
think it's going to happen on a large scale very soon; i think it will be years 
before we see them in wide use.</P> 
but it's just crazy for Opera to apply the pixel scaling rationale to Mac/PC 
displays. common sense should be applied to this stuff, not just rigid adherence 
to the letter of the law, and this approach will definitely work against the 
acceptance of Opera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000496 00525 7 charles Thu, Jun 14, 2001 5:27:49pm  
 
i don't think this is a case of wanting the standards to be selectively applied. 
it's more a case of imprecise writing on the part of the W3C.</P> 
the problem with applying the pixel scaling rationale to 72/96 ppi displays is 
that the point of reference is just too small for scaling to make sense. with 
displays of this resolution, 1 or 2 pixels are the difference between 
readability and hieroglyphics. it really is absurd to try to scale such tiny 
objects, and i can't believe this was done on purpose; no serious software 
developer would write code that attempts to scale (for example) an 11x8 pixel 
object by 20%, especially when the result is supposed to be readable text! 
that's just silly. it has to be a bug.</P> 
to reiterate, the W3C's recommendation says pixels should be scaled (in fact 
they <I>need</I> to be scaled) when the resolution is <B>very different</B> from 
a <B>typical computer display.</B> the reason we're having this discussion is 
because these terms are not defined clearly enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000514 00525 25 charles Sun, Jun 17, 2001 5:30:42am  
 
CB: wow, you really are a glutton for punishment—trying to use iCab to do real 
web work! ;)</P> 



seriously, although it shows great promise i wouldn't recommend iCab at all 
right now, for the same reasons Jeffrey brought up in regard to OmniWeb. partial 
CSS support can be worse than none at all, and iCab slips through the @import 
hack while not supporting many CSS properties.</P> 
to digress a bit, this is the reason the @import hack has always bothered me; 
theoretically it seemed very possible for a browser to come along that would 
screw things up like this. now it's happened, and it's a good illustration of a 
coding principle i learned long ago: <I>it's a bad idea to rely on hacks that 
exploit bugs in existing software.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000515 00525 26 charles Sun, Jun 17, 2001 5:53:23am  
 
howard: great post! supports what i've been saying from the start of the 
discussion: scaling pixels only makes sense for high resolution output 
devices.</P> 
by the way, for future reference, greymatter is set to strip out all HTML tags 
in comments except what it says above the comment form. (one of these days i'm 
going to dig into the code and see about adding a few more tags to that list.) 
that's why your blockquotes and paragraphs aren't showing up; to create a 
paragraph break just type 2 returns...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000516 00525 27 charles Sun, Jun 17, 2001 6:39:22am  
 
lest it be missed, Dori made a great point up there.</P> 
<B>if</B> the font-sizing problem in Opera for Mac is not simply a bug, and 
<B>if</B> it really is a deliberate decision based on an interpretation of the 
CSS spec, <B>then</B> it is a fundamentally flawed decision because it relies on 
a very specious assumption—that since it's running on a Mac, it can assume a 
certain pixel density.</P> 
and that's why i've been skeptical about this interpretation of the spec. any 
programmer worth his/her salt learns very early to avoid assumptions, and i'm 
sure the developers at Opera are among the best in the biz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000520 00525 31 charles Sun, Jun 17, 2001 4:43:17pm  
 
thanks for chiming in, Eric! did you know you can type <B>Command +</B> and 
<B>Command -</B> to do the same thing in Explorer 5? works with any CSS or HTML 
measurement system. and you can instantly get back to the default size with 
<B>Option 1</B>.</P> 
just another reason why mac ie5 is such a good doggy! yes, you are! here's 
another bone!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000526 00551 1 charles Mon, Jun 18, 2001 12:29:40pm  
 
testing comment entry.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000530 00561 3 charles Tue, Jun 19, 2001 12:33:19pm  
 
true, but he was able to design and implement the course with no objections! the 
article doesn't say how long the project continued, but it was only stopped when 
a parent complained.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000534 00561 7 charles Wed, Jun 20, 2001 7:43:38am  
 
Actually, what I was trying to point out was the blatantly insane hypocrisy of 
teaching such a course, while at the same time persecuting students who write or 
talk about these subjects on their own. As the article says:</P> 
Any student writing such a paper on his or her own would have attracted the 
attention of school administrators, Harrison said. A paper with a serial killing 
would have been viewed as someone "sending a signal" about personal problems, 
and counselors would have investigated the possibility of risk to students or 
staff, she added.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000541 00571 1 charles Sat, Jun 23, 2001 11:10:23am  
 
What's a “Network Appliance filer?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000544 00573 2 charles Sun, Jun 24, 2001 12:38:22pm  
 
I'm not averse, but it's kind of in a state of flux right now, and there are 
several files involved and correct permissions to set and all that rot.</P> 
I probably will make it public, though; check back and remind me again if you 
don't see anything about it.</P> 
(PHP makes this kind of thing almost laughably easy; it didn't take very much 
code at all.)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000546 00577 2 charles Mon, Jun 25, 2001 11:44:53am  
 
You're welcome, Stewart. Glad the link helped you out.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000552 00596 3 charles Tue, Jun 26, 2001 6:26:28pm  
 
Thank you, greymatter.</P> 
You behaved when I posted this entry, yet you crashed for the next one. Since 
you seem to be feeling talkative—whassup, greymatter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000556 00601 2 charles Thu, Jun 28, 2001 9:41:51am  
 
Who knows if Lance is doping? If he is, though, that just means the playing 
field is even—because almost everyone else is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000562 00605 1 charles Thu, Jun 28, 2001 2:20:44pm  
 
Never mind. Got it sussed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000564 00606 2 charles Fri, Jun 29, 2001 4:51:52am  
 
Another point that should be mentioned: Microsoft did not actually remove the 
SmartTags feature from Windows XP. They just removed the hooks in IE6.</P> 
I don't think we've heard the last of SmartTags.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000568 00615 2 charles Sun, Jul 1, 2001 11:36:42am  
 
Flat files, baby! Databases are for wimps!</P> 
No, actually, databases are for people who want to pay the extra fee their host 
requires to set one up. Ahem.</P> 
At the moment there's no attempt to match referrer with page view. The hit 
counts are stored in flat files named according to the current day, so a new 
file is created automatically each day. The referrer log is a simple rotating 
queue of the last 50 URLs.</P> 
I'm still thinking through all the issues but eventually the script will capture 
all possible data from each page view (browser, IP, etc.), and index them with 
the hits.</P> 
One disadvantage of doing this stuff server-side is that it's not very 
straightforward to capture information about screen size, colors, javascript, 
etc., since parameters like that can only be detected in the 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000570 00615 4 charles Sun, Jul 1, 2001 4:02:36pm  
 
Thanks for the offer, Don, but I'm having too much fun programming this one 
myself.</P> 
I have a wild idea for a way to capture client-side info like window size, color 
depth, etc.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000575 00619 4 charles Tue, Jul 3, 2001 3:21:18pm  
 
Thanks for the offers, guys! I'm starting to think about a PHP translation of 
Greymatter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000577 00619 6 charles Wed, Jul 4, 2001 10:51:52am  
 
The only thing on your list that I haven't tried yet is uploading a new copy of 
gm.cgi. I have visually checked the one I'm using now, though, and it looked 
fine.</P> 
I wonder if I've got a munged *.cgi file in my archives folder that's causing it 
to crash. The weird thing is that it seemed to start working again the last time 
this happened; the errors just stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000587 00622 5 charles Thu, Jul 5, 2001 8:47:13am  
 
I probably will make the code available at some point, but at the moment it's 
still changing rapidly. And there are also some issues that would have to be 
resolved to make it easier for people to install.</P> 
I'd also like to implement a wild idea I have to capture client-side info like 
screen resolution, bit-depth, Javascript/on-off, etc.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000596 00629 2 charles Thu, Jul 5, 2001 4:29:02pm  
 
What can I say? I'm a one-cookie kind of guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00000599 00630 2 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 8:18:46am  
 
Welcome, marc! Glad to hear the design works in the WebTV 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000602 00632 2 charles Fri, Jul 6, 2001 5:22:06am  
 
This could be a really good race; Ullrich is supposed to be in great shape. But 
he has to overcome Lance's force-of-nature determination.</P> 
That uphill time trial is going to be the real turning point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000604 00632 4 charles Fri, Jul 6, 2001 5:50:44am  
 
Oh, Lance will be under plenty of pressure, no doubt. I was in Europe the year 
that Ullrich won, and got to watch most of the race on European TV, which makes 
even OLN's coverage look meager—and Ullrich was awesome.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000606 00638 2 charles Fri, Jul 6, 2001 9:50:01am  
 
It <I>is</I> kinda cute, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000610 00641 2 charles Sat, Jul 7, 2001 8:08:26am  
 
They're in England, and the only contact info on that page is <B>mine</B>. On 
the same page, the loser even talks about ripping off somebody else's design for 
a logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000612 00641 4 charles Sat, Jul 7, 2001 9:38:47am  
 
Thanks, Qirk -- found it myself a little while ago and sent a short but sweet 
email to Mr. Thomson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000617 00641 9 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 5:03:04am  
 
Well, since the stolen code is still there, and he ignored my email from 
yesterday (even though he did come back to this page again yesterday), that's 
exactly what I'm going to do.</P> 
If he doesn't take it down, there are other things I can do that will make him 
wish he had. (He still has links to me on that page.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000619 00641 11 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 8:03:06am  
 
With my new handy dandy <A href="lgf-daily.php" target=_blank>lgf daily 
stats</A> program, of course!</P> 
And yes, it looks like he took the page down now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000621 00641 13 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 2:09:48pm  
 



I didn't say anything right away after discovering your site, thinking it may 
have been just an experiment as you said. When it was unchanged for several 
days, I decided to email you and post an entry here.</P> 
In any case, I do thank you for the apology and for removing the copied code. 
Case closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000623 00641 15 charles Tue, Jul 10, 2001 4:30:28am  
 
Thanks, Al. But right now I'm sort of wondering what exactly is going on, 
because the page is <B>back up</B>, and has been since yesterday 
afternoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000629 00645 2 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 5:34:57pm  
 
Patience, grasshopper, patience...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000632 00646 3 charles Sun, Jul 8, 2001 11:35:15am  
 
Unfortunately they don't have a Mac version...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000635 00647 2 charles Mon, Jul 9, 2001 7:00:52am  
 
Right; this vulnerability was pointed out to me by several fellow members of the 
webdesign-L mailing list, shortly after we put the weblog online. They had lots 
of fun at my expense, until I wised up.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000637 00648 2 charles Mon, Jul 9, 2001 4:57:48am  
 
If you mean "how do I edit a post after posting it?" then I'm afraid the answer 
is "you don't." Greymatter only allows admins to edit posts. If you really need 
to have something changed, let me know and I'll do it for you.</P> 
The list of browsers in our colophon isn't supposed to be a complete list of 
standard-compliant browsers; just a pointer to the most popular ones. Also, 
while the download is free, Opera is not technically a free 
program...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000640 00657 2 charles Wed, Jul 11, 2001 8:44:25am  
 
Thanks, Paul; I've seen that topic in the Greymatter forum too, and it does 
sound interesting. With the experience he gained from working on the current 
version, Noah will probably do a great job with a new one.</P> 
I still may end up writing my own in PHP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000644 00657 6 charles Thu, Jul 12, 2001 4:55:24am  
 
So is Greymatter crashing now when comments are posted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000648 00660 2 charles Thu, Jul 12, 2001 8:32:33am  
 



I have an ingrained fear of venomous reptiles clamping onto my penis with their 
poisonous fangs and thrashing about.</P> 
Call me paranoid.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000654 00668 2 charles Thu, Jul 12, 2001 8:28:03am  
 
Hmm. I guess Velonews had the wrong info; that was from their minute-by-minute 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000660 00672 3 charles Fri, Jul 13, 2001 11:39:09am  
 
It <B>is</B> that cool! Well, combined with PHP, it is—since PHP has a built-in 
XML parser. (To which I am just beginning to get hip.)</P> 
My post was facetious, of course; I've been reading about XML just like every 
other would-be web developer in the universe. And I don't think I'm the only one 
who's felt totally baffled by it all. :)</P> 
But the power of XML is becoming much clearer to me now that I have my hands in 
some actual code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000665 00687 3 charles Mon, Jul 16, 2001 6:25:13am  
 
In this case, nothing appears to be corrupted. Both Noah and I have combed 
through all the files and nothing seems out of place. And when the problem first 
showed up, it was intermittent; sometimes the rebuild would finish normally, 
sometimes it would time out.</P> 
It's very frustrating, and I'm trying to figure out what to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000667 00687 5 charles Mon, Jul 16, 2001 11:45:03am  
 
That's what I suspected too, but Noah tells me there are Greymatter sites with 
thousands of entries, so I don't think it's because we have too many 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000673 00691 5 charles Mon, Jul 16, 2001 10:19:09am  
 
The font settings you choose are stored in a cookie in your browser by the prefs 
page. The weblog page checks for the presence of that cookie, and adds the 
inline CSS styles for your prefs on the fly, as the page is being generated.</P> 
The trickiest part of it was designing the form, and the code for setting up the 
form elements based on the current styles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000677 00694 2 charles Tue, Jul 17, 2001 5:48:53am  
 
Lance is doing it again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000680 00696 2 charles Tue, Jul 17, 2001 6:33:08am  
 
This was a classic day in the Tour. For the first two climbs, the announcers 
were all saying Lance looked like he was in serious trouble, barely hanging 
on.</P> 



He turned the Telekom team's strategy against them, sitting on the back, making 
them think he was wearing down. And then he struck.</P> 
This is a day Ullrich will never forget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000683 00696 5 charles Tue, Jul 17, 2001 12:06:09pm  
 
Lance put a big old hammer down on the Telekom boys today. It has to be very 
demoralizing for them to feel like they're setting a blistering pace, watching 
everyone else fall behind ... and then suddenly Lance just drops them all like a 
losing argument!</P> 
This was an <B>awesome</B> show of strength. It will be very interesting 
tomorrow to see how badly these guys hurt themselves today. Ullrich was in a 
world of pain at the finish; he had to dig really deep just to minimize his 
losses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000685 00696 7 charles Tue, Jul 17, 2001 5:31:44pm  
 
I think that's Lance's edge; he trains more systematically, in a more dedicated 
fashion, than any other modern cyclist.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000694 00699 7 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 3:44:59am  
 
I keep seeing people write that Opera is "speedy." For the life of me, I can't 
figure out why people have this impression. In some quick tests with the latest 
beta release of Opera, it came out the <B>slowest</B> at rendering pages and 
scrolling, far slower than either IE5 Mac or Mozilla 0.92.</P> 
Example: this page! Let's not even get into the fact that it totally botches the 
fonts. But scroll down a little bit; seems acceptably fast, right? OK, now 
scroll up. As soon as both sidebars are full of content, the scrolling slows 
down as if the window has been dipped in molasses.</P> 
And about the form elements: great! A fascist browser that's going to decide for 
us which elements should be styled and which shouldn't. And then, in spite of 
the fact that they claim not to support styles on form elements (for a wrong-
headed ideological reason, not because the spec says so), Opera goes ahead and 
applies them anyway, but in a half-assed way that destroys their appearance.</P> 
I wanted to like Opera; really I did. But with each release, I'm getting less 
and less enamored with this program. It's not speedy, it's not standards-
compliant, and I really don't need a browser telling me the proper way to write 
my code. That's what clients are for. ;)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000696 00699 9 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 3:37:19pm  
 
Here's why I call it "totally botching" the fonts - a side by side comparison of 
IE5 Mac and Opera Mac:</P> 
<A href="screenshots/opera01.jpg" target=_blank>Our weblog in Opera</A><A 
href="screenshots/explorer01.jpg" target=_blank>Our weblog in 
IE5</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000697 00699 10 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 3:39:11pm  
 



By the way, yes -- I did set a preferences cookie in Opera. The displays should 
be identical; but you can see it's not even using the same 
fonts.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000699 00700 2 charles Thu, Jul 19, 2001 5:20:55am  
 
The Mac version lets you select text and drag/drop it to a new location. And it 
supports keyboard shortcuts for word-forward and -back, beginning/end of line, 
etc. This is the first browser (on the Mac platform anyway) that has these kinds 
of features in textareas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000704 00702 3 charles Wed, Jul 18, 2001 8:04:59am  
 
So that was you! Thanks! I didn't know; Amazon doesn't tell who a gift is 
from.</P> 
The book has already proven itself very valuable. It even has a complete 
(although pretty simple) weblog program that's looking rather attractive due to 
the recent Greymatter troubles we've been having.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000709 00708 2 charles Thu, Jul 19, 2001 8:10:42am  
 
Hmm. I don't know why that would be; it looks fine in IE5 Mac. It's just a 
blockquote, same as all the others around here. And I just checked the post to 
make sure there are no odd characters lurking in it.</P> 
I would like to see a screenshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000713 00708 6 charles Thu, Jul 19, 2001 11:19:01am  
 
I sent you email about this, but should probably post it here too, just in case 
someone else experiences this. If you ever see your fonts acting funny as 
Stewart describes, it may be because I've stupidly changed something in the 
cookie code without thinking through all the implications. :) You should always 
be able to fix it by going to the preferences page and choosing 'restore 
defaults'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000717 00712 3 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 6:24:00am  
 
I've been a musician for more than 20 years. The reason I haven't posted my own 
story yet is because I'm having a hard time picking the worst of many heinous 
soul-destroying experiences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000720 00712 6 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 10:08:02am  
 
And you did that for money? How much did you get paid?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000724 00712 10 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 2:21:03pm  
 
Cov, I think you've been wanting to share that for a long time, haven't you? :) 
You are -- <B>HEALED!</B></P> 



I've thought of a few stomach-churners from my musical career. Still trying to 
narrow it down to a few candidates for "worst."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000727 00713 2 charles Fri, Jul 20, 2001 3:54:10am  
 
For the love of god, someone please make them stop!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000736 00721 3 charles Sat, Jul 21, 2001 7:40:25am  
 
I'm listening to the live broadcast from the 'le tour' site, which is the 
soundtrack from the OLN coverage. My cable company doesn't carry OLN. The 
bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000740 00728 3 charles Wed, Jul 25, 2001 4:02:48pm  
 
I learned long ago that it's pointless to argue against creationism. People who 
have trained themselves to ignore logic and science will not be convinced by 
logic and science.</P> 
People used to believe the earth was flat, and that the entire universe revolved 
around us. Creationism springs from the same human egocentrism, and is thus 
impervious to logic.</P> 
Creationism and spirituality are not the same thing at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000743 00730 2 charles Sun, Jul 22, 2001 7:32:05am  
 
That was my point; but I'm afraid any attempt to impose a solution is doomed to 
failure. It's like battling the Hydra—cut off one head and three others grow in 
its place. Technology is making its own rules, and I suspect we can do little 
but hang on and see how it all turns out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000745 00730 4 charles Sun, Jul 22, 2001 3:35:57pm  
 
Great article. The only thing I'd disagree with is her statement that “artists 
are not scary freaks.” I work hard at being a scary freak.</P> 
The artist/distributor relationship <I>does</I> need to change, definitely. I 
must admit to pretty deep pessimism where it comes to the music business, 
though.</P> 
Todd Rundgren has an interesting idea—subscriptions. People pay a yearly fee and 
have access to works in progress and other goodies. But this concept will only 
work for established artists; people won't pay for subscriptions to unknown 
artists.</P> 
There is also a very significant portion of the Napster/Gnutella-using public 
that doesn't give a flying fuck about artists' rights, or any of these issues. 
They just want something for nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000762 00745 3 charles Wed, Jul 25, 2001 5:20:45am  
 
Upset me? Nope, takes a lot more than that to upset me, six! :)</P> 
I just thought those photos were hilarious.</P> 



Unfortunately, stupidity isn't grounds for impeachment. But I wouldn't impeach 
him even if I could; I get too much enjoyment from photos like 
that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000773 00748 7 charles Tue, Jul 24, 2001 2:48:46pm  
 
Of course, as soon as I ask people for help the problem goes away for me 
too.</P> 
Dave -- are you on AT&amp;T Broadband by any chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000775 00748 9 charles Tue, Jul 24, 2001 3:39:58pm  
 
I spoke too soon. It is still happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000782 00748 16 charles Tue, Jul 24, 2001 5:55:33pm  
 
I'm starting to wonder if this is related to the Sircam virus, clogging up the 
web sending huge attachments through email. I got at least 12 Sircam emails 
today, one of which had an 80Meg file attached.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000793 00748 27 charles Wed, Jul 25, 2001 5:17:01pm  
 
Thanks to everyone for the status reports! After tracerouting and pinging and 
whoising myself halfway into an early grave, I'm beginning to suspect a problem 
on one of the main networks maintained by AT&amp;T.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000795 00749 1 charles Wed, Jul 25, 2001 5:06:06am  
 
Or should that be “suck fully?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000797 00749 3 charles Wed, Jul 25, 2001 5:09:02pm  
 
Still problems here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000807 00756 7 charles Fri, Jul 27, 2001 6:38:31am  
 
Stewart, you're the only one I don't have an email address for. Send me an email 
if you don't want to put it here.</P> 
Anyway, that makes 6 testers, which is enough. So the list is now closed. Unless 
you whine very convincingly.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000812 00767 2 charles Sat, Jul 28, 2001 10:19:46am  
 
Actually, in the film "Monterey Pop" Hendrix <B>does</B> say "'scuse me while I 
kiss this guy," as he points at Noel Redding!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000819 00770 5 charles Sun, Jul 29, 2001 8:23:17am  
 



Nicholas: didn't you ever ask your grandmother how to handle the inevitable 
breakthrough problem resulting from such a miserly allotment of tissue? I would 
think this would be of much greater concern.</P> 
But that's just me.</P> 
It's sad that you now overcompensate by wasting huge amounts of tissue in 
gigantic wads. There are therapists who specialize in treating this disorder; I 
suggest you seek help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000820 00770 6 charles Sun, Jul 29, 2001 8:39:32am  
 
I fold. But I double the paper over at least once, sometimes more depending on 
the molecular density of the tissue at hand. Breakthrough should be avoided at 
all costs.</P> 
On the issue of rubbing back and forth, I have advice straight from a 
proctologist's, er, mouth. I was told one should never “wipe,” in the sense of 
dragging the tissue across the area vigorously in a scrubbing action. The best 
way is more of a “blotting” type of action, with several applications of tissue 
if needed.</P> 
For those occasions (say, after a hearty Mexican dinner, or a satisfying repast 
of sauerkraut and wienerschnitzel) when the area seems to need more cleaning 
than the blotting approach affords, keep a package of wet napkins on hand. No, 
there's nothing shameful about a wet wipe. Get over it.</P> 
And for those (hopefully) rare occasions when even a wet wipe isn't enough, a 
quick jump into the shower will leave you feeling fresh and sparkly again. 
(Assuming you felt that way before your bowels exploded.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000830 00780 3 charles Mon, Jul 30, 2001 4:43:07am  
 
No matter what you believe, it comes down to a matter of opinion. It does seem 
like it would be insane for someone with Armstrong's medical history to use 
blood doping substances.</P> 
But unfortunately, I wouldn't be surprised if he is.</P> 
OK, a little surprised. But not shocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000833 00782 2 charles Tue, Jul 31, 2001 2:03:27pm  
 
If it were me, I'd jump out of the pool and run like hell.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000841 00794 4 charles Wed, Aug 1, 2001 6:20:13am  
 
That's the point I was making; this kind of stuff may have started with script 
kiddies, but they're quickly becoming much more dangerous than that.</P> 
The Sircam virus actually has an SMTP server built in; that's not a trivial 
task.</P> 
Anyone working with the internet has to be disturbed at these recent 
developments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000844 00794 7 charles Wed, Aug 1, 2001 7:46:11am  
 
Huh? When did I write that?</P> 



If the terms are that important, how about if I just use the old-fashioned word 
"vandal?" Or maybe "criminal?" Those are more appropriate than romantic terms 
like "hacker" and "script kiddie."</P> 
(FYI, I programmed in assembly language for years.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000850 00803 2 charles Thu, Aug 2, 2001 7:31:07am  
 
I can't help you with DOS/Windows/Intel assembly language; I only have 
experience with Motorola chips. I started with the 6502 and later moved on to 
the 680x0 series.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000854 00807 2 charles Thu, Aug 2, 2001 5:31:06pm  
 
Ask and you shall receive!</P> 
Thanks, David. Of course you're right that the referrer can be anything, but are 
you sure that's the Blogdex spider? I'd have to go back in the logs to check, 
but I'm pretty sure it had a normal referrer string the last time we saw it 
around these parts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000856 00807 4 charles Thu, Aug 2, 2001 6:23:12pm  
 
Smart ass! :) Now look what you did. You made my table expand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000859 00807 7 charles Sat, Aug 4, 2001 6:35:12am  
 
Thanks, Joe; good tip. Definitely something to keep in 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000863 00810 4 charles Fri, Aug 3, 2001 9:16:51am  
 
Thanks, Bill; I obviously need to figure out bugzilla's search system a little 
better.</P> 
And thanks for the URL correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000867 00812 1 charles Fri, Aug 3, 2001 10:07:37am  
 
Hey, I see what you mean, Charles! That's pretty cool, how that Javascript code 
just stops double submissions dead in their tracks! Yeehoo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000868 00812 2 charles Fri, Aug 3, 2001 10:12:00am  
 
Unfortunately, because we're still unable to complete a full rebuild of our 
weblog files with Greymatter, the double submission prevention code starts from 
this entry. Previous entries may or may not have it, depending on how motivated 
I get; because the only way I can add it to the older posts is to use 
Greymatter's control panel to edit and save each message individually (as much 
fun as watching water evaporate), or download all the files and do a massive 
search and replace sneak attack operation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00000870 00812 4 charles Fri, Aug 3, 2001 11:37:36am  
 
I'll try turning off email, but I don't think that's the reason this time. I'm 
really starting to think we have a network problem at a node somewhere near our 
host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000872 00812 6 charles Sat, Aug 4, 2001 6:45:08am  
 
I agree; that's why I wrote my own stats program, because it was such a pain 
dealing with TheCounter.com. One of these days my pain threshold for dealing 
with Greymatter will be reached too, and I'll have to write the XML-based weblog 
system I've been semi-planning.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000876 00819 2 charles Sat, Aug 4, 2001 5:36:50pm  
 
see, that's cause I'm gettin' all multi-level with my shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000879 00820 2 charles Sun, Aug 5, 2001 12:55:15pm  
 
Never had any trouble with them before this week, other than occasional slow 
connections.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000882 00824 3 charles Mon, Aug 6, 2001 9:43:54am  
 
Thanks for the URL, Michael.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000885 00825 2 charles Mon, Aug 6, 2001 12:17:25pm  
 
In the fullness of time, all things are possible...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000888 00827 2 charles Tue, Aug 7, 2001 9:14:37am  
 
Thanks for the credit, Tarsh! Nice of you to say that even though you didn't use 
my code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000898 00841 1 charles Wed, Aug 8, 2001 11:22:47am  
 
...but wait... if the search ended up here ... doesn't that mean 
...D'oh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000906 00852 2 charles Fri, Aug 10, 2001 10:17:32am  
 
Oops -- sorry. Just use the search form in the left sidebar, under the archive 
listings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000910 00854 2 charles Sat, Aug 11, 2001 5:14:05pm  
 
He probably didn't include mod_rewrite because it scared him.</P> 



I know it scares me. :)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000913 00855 3 charles Fri, Aug 10, 2001 10:27:12am  
 
Gotta admit, Herr Herr has a point about "breast warts," though. That <B>is</B> 
nasty. Ah, German; the language of love!</P> 
Personally, I prefer "perky love spigots."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000917 00858 2 charles Sat, Aug 11, 2001 9:28:23am  
 
Great link, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000920 00859 2 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 5:48:36am  
 
What gets me are comments like, “Show me the research that says people are 
turned off by these ads.” The implication being that the only people complaining 
are jaded, irritable web geeks, and that the great unwashed masses are too 
anaesthetized and dim to even care.</P> 
We really need research for this? Let's see, this means that even if common 
sense tells us that many (most?) people find sneaky ads obnoxious and annoying, 
we should still deploy them all over the internet because the research isn't in 
yet?</P> 
I don't know why even large companies like the NY Times seem to lose all sense 
of propriety when it comes to internet advertising, and head right for the 
lowest common denominator, dragging the rest of the internet into the sewers 
with them. It's depressing, if you stop to think about it.</P> 
So instead I'll go look at more photos of the bunny with pastries on its head. 
That's what the internet is really for!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000923 00860 2 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 7:20:32am  
 
That's why these lists are useful; you can identify which cookies are being used 
by nosy companies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000925 00860 4 charles Mon, Aug 13, 2001 8:05:42am  
 
I really like the Mozilla approach; you can selectively accept or reject cookies 
from specific sites.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000929 00864 1 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 7:25:12am  
 
This is the untranslated Japanese version of the page.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000934 00865 5 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 4:35:43am  
 
That's the beauty of the internet...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000936 00865 7 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 7:09:41am  
 



It <B>is</B> cute. But there is a rather odd undercurrent to some of the 
pictures (and Google's garbled translation probably makes it seem worse than it 
really is) -- e.g., the pictures of the bunny under a car wheel, and some photos 
where someone appears to be strangling it! (He could be just scratching its 
neck, but the translator put in something about "dying" there!)</P> 
I've been working on PHP stuff the past few days and haven't had a lot of time 
for surfing, but this morning I see that the bunny link is really making the 
rounds. I hope the Akutagawa family's bandwidth bills don't get 
insane...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000937 00865 8 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 9:21:27am  
 
Do you speak Japanese, Kristin?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000940 00865 11 charles Mon, Aug 13, 2001 11:41:18am  
 
Thanks, Kristin! Glad to know it's not a weird bunny-sacrificing cult. 
:)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000942 00868 2 charles Tue, Aug 14, 2001 5:35:25am  
 
Interesting idea. But connected files can be anything; they don't have to 
contain searchable text. For example, if you've set up connected files to 
generate an RSS file, there would be no point in searching it, since it's just a 
copy of the entries in XML form. Also, generating a link becomes problematic, 
because the way the connected file is used will vary from one person to the 
next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000944 00869 1 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 10:37:31am  
 
And this is a test of the script...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000945 00869 2 charles Mon, Aug 13, 2001 7:24:59am  
 
Testing this baby one more time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000946 00869 3 charles Mon, Aug 13, 2001 7:27:15pm  
 
Oh no, more testing...!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000947 00870 1 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 10:44:49am  
 
Yes, the Cluetrain Manifesto is a great book. But this comment really exists 
only to test the new "recent comments" script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000948 00870 2 charles Sun, Aug 12, 2001 10:48:31am  
 
As does this one.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00000956 00882 3 charles Tue, Aug 14, 2001 5:15:59am  
 
The heroin/music connection. There's no denying that many of the greatest 
musicians have played at their most phenomenal level while they were totally 
messed up.</P> 
It's a real mystery; a drug that depresses most people to the point of stupor, 
yet seems to enable some talented musicians to perform feats of incredible 
coordination and mental agility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000963 00888 2 charles Tue, Aug 14, 2001 10:36:07am  
 
True. They're all doing it. But the author does make note of this in the column. 
(With a note about "columnists being allowed to bite the hand that feeds 
them.")</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000965 00892 2 charles Tue, Aug 14, 2001 1:30:20pm  
 
I'm not...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000969 00893 4 charles Wed, Aug 15, 2001 4:10:54pm  
 
Todd: I do know what you're talking about, and I'm getting closer to going that 
route every day; but there are still some things that are simple to do with 
tables, but very complex and time-consuming (and subject to browser-related 
problems) with CSS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000970 00893 5 charles Wed, Aug 15, 2001 4:13:26pm  
 
Marko: I'm thinking about using a server-side (PHP) browser detection routine 
and altering the popup list to use only the dates if it's Netscape 
4...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000971 00893 6 charles Wed, Aug 15, 2001 4:20:07pm  
 
Anders: unfortunately, in this case the @import hack is of no help. Netscape 4 
sizes popup menus according to the widest OPTION element, and there's no way on 
god's green earth to stop it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000988 00902 17 charles Fri, Aug 17, 2001 7:14:03am  
 
As much as I like how Mozilla (Netscape 6) is shaping up, I must say I agree 
with some of the comments about the interface. It's one of the clunkiest parts 
of the program, especially on a Mac. It still doesn't properly pick up 
Appearance Manager properties, fly-out menus jump around like chihuahuas on 
methedrine, and clicking on a menu bar title the first time results in a wait of 
almost 20 seconds (!) on my system. If a new window is opened with a _blank 
target and the parent window is already full-screen, the new window will open at 
the same size but slightly lower, so its bottom controls are off the screen.</P> 
And bookmark management is still just awful.</P> 



I've written before that I think it was a big mistake to bypass the Mac 
OS.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000994 00910 2 charles Fri, Aug 17, 2001 6:05:59am  
 
I also thought it was a little cheesy to use XSLT to generate a BASEFONT tag, 
instead of a CSS rule.</P> 
But this is one of the few articles I've come across that gives real concrete 
examples of how to use XSLT; I gotta give it pretty high marks for 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001003 00925 2 charles Sat, Aug 18, 2001 4:17:29pm  
 
I thought "fractal" too when I saw it, and I suspect it did originate with a 
Mandelbrot rendering...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001010 00931 4 charles Sun, Aug 19, 2001 5:17:53pm  
 
Well...missed, anyway. ;)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001018 00952 4 charles Wed, Aug 22, 2001 5:33:36am  
 
OK, let me qualify that -- the best Dutch beer that I can buy for $4.49 a 6-pack 
at Trader Joe's! :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001033 00959 3 charles Thu, Aug 23, 2001 9:18:40am  
 
Good catch...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001034 00960 1 charles Thu, Aug 23, 2001 1:48:25pm  
 
Merely a test...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001042 00974 4 charles Fri, Aug 24, 2001 3:10:33pm  
 
Well, I just heard the Gloved One's new single, at michaeljackson.com. (You have 
to give them an email address to listen.) If there are 15 tracks on the album, 
this one cost about $2 million to make.</P> 
I'd ask for my money back. That is one boring piece of highly polished fecal 
matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001044 00974 6 charles Sun, Aug 26, 2001 6:21:48am  
 
By the time the “chorus” came around for the 90th time, with nothing to 
distinguish this iteration from the other 89, I was feeling pretty batshit loony 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001063 01003 5 charles Wed, Aug 29, 2001 5:33:58pm  



 
I've ridden in many European cities, and I must say -- you guys <B>are</B> in 
heaven, compared to the US. Bicycles and cars will never be best friends, but at 
least in Europe they aren't bitter enemies.</P> 
Come ride in the bike lanes of Los Angeles if you want to experience true 
fear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001076 01016 4 charles Wed, Aug 29, 2001 7:43:33am  
 
You'll have the same problem in IE 5.5 if it has been upgraded with Service Pack 
2. Microsoft dropped all support for "Netscape-style" plugins, and now only 
supports ActiveX. Follow the link in Matt's post and see if the ActiveX control 
for QuickTime fixes things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001082 01020 1 charles Sun, Nov 18, 2001 8:17:54am  
 
Eeeww. A bug.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001091 01029 5 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 6:39:19am  
 
Please note, folks; the encoding only works if you save your name and email 
through our preferences page, so that it's stored in a cookie on your computer. 
If you just type it into the comment form, you don't get this 
protection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001092 01029 6 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 7:01:28am  
 
Erk. Just discovered that Greymatter is translating the addresses back into 
plain text. But not to worry, I have a plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001095 01029 9 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 7:57:28am  
 
This is an issue on which reasonable people can differ; that's why I give you 
the option to change it, in our <A href="lgf-prefs.php" 
target=_blank>preferences</A> page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001099 01029 13 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 11:54:03am  
 
OK, the spam-proofing is complete, and it's even better now; all email links are 
now encoded, not just ones that are saved in your preferences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001101 01029 15 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 2:03:46pm  
 
With the mighty power vested in me by PHP. ;-&gt;</P> 
Details: read the entire entry file into an array, search each line for an email 
link, if it's found do the character encoding stuff, then join the array into a 
string and eval() it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001104 01031 1 charles Fri, Aug 31, 2001 11:47:49am  



 
“You <B>like</B> me...you <B><I>really</I></B> like me!” Miss Oblique 
gushed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001107 01031 4 charles Thu, Sep 6, 2001 4:36:45am  
 
Wow, a star is among us!</P> 
Since you're in a talkative mood, would you like to address the rumors that your 
obliques are just too perfect to be entirely hand-drawn -- that they've been 
algorithmically enhanced?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001121 01041 3 charles Sun, Sep 2, 2001 2:38:26pm  
 
Of course China would continue to build their nuclear arsenal no matter what the 
US says; and knowing that, the issue for me is the complete insanity of telling 
them, “go ahead, build your missiles.” It's stupidly, needlessly provocative, 
like a schoolyard bully crazed on testosterone.</P> 
As for the missile defense shield, I think it's a hopeless pipe dream that will 
never work—another excuse to pump billions of tax dollars into the coffers of 
corporate America.</P> 
Even <B>IF</B> (and that's a very big <B>IF</B>) it could somehow be pulled off 
technically, the only thing a missile defense system would achieve would be to 
force nations like China to concentrate on more insidious weapons of mass 
destruction, like biological and chemical agents.</P> 
Since I'm in a Frank Zappa mood today, I think he said it best:</P> 
Star Wars won't workStar Wars won't workThe gas still gets throughIt could get 
right on youAnd what about those germs, now?Star Wars won't 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001123 01041 5 charles Mon, Sep 3, 2001 7:33:53am  
 
Last time I checked, the US had enough nuclear weapons to destroy the world 
about 2000 times. The number may have decreased lately. Now we can only destroy 
the world 200 times.</P> 
With this kind of destructive power, the last thing we need is a leader with 
more testosterone than common sense. But that's what we have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001125 01042 1 charles Sun, Sep 2, 2001 5:21:28am  
 
To provide incontrovertible proof of the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001130 01044 3 charles Sun, Sep 2, 2001 4:52:33pm  
 
Here's how I look at articles like this: read them carefully and understand the 
points they make, because those points may have validity. The <I>amount</I> of 
validity they contain is up to <B>you</B>. Evaluate them. Judge them. 
<B>Think</B> about them. Make your own decisions.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001147 01058 3 charles Wed, Sep 5, 2001 1:12:29pm  
 



Thanks.</P> 
That's what I was afraid of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001153 01060 3 charles Thu, Sep 6, 2001 9:34:05am  
 
Yes, Illustrator 9 does export in SVG format. Creates a nice XML file, and gives 
you some options for customizing the output. I just tested it, and it works 
quite well.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001154 01062 1 charles Thu, Sep 6, 2001 6:19:10am  
 
Looking into this a bit more, it seems the news media are making it seem worse 
than it really is (how unusual!).</P> 
The MSN search page only appears when you mistype a domain name, leading to a 
DNS lookup failure. It doesn't hijack 404 errors, as you might think after 
reading the press; if you click a broken link on a web page, you'll still see 
the 404 error page, and custom 404 pages will also still work.</P> 
So it's only <I>slightly</I> nefarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001156 01062 3 charles Thu, Sep 6, 2001 6:31:03am  
 
Turn it off? But why would you want to?</P> 
Quote:Microsoft said the update helps Web surfers by better directing them to 
places they want to go. The change is an effort "to make it a less disruptive 
experience to browse the Web," said Jim Cullinan, lead product manager for 
Windows XP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001180 01076 12 charles Mon, Sep 10, 2001 5:19:57am  
 
One thing I like about it: if I want an easily accessible copy of a weblog post 
(for example, the one with the all the mySQL links) I can just email it to 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001189 01079 2 charles Mon, Sep 10, 2001 11:33:34am  
 
Hmm. Only one person interested in testing so far? After all the positive 
comments when I first mentioned it I expected more of a response.</P> 
Maybe the name isn't sexy enough? Maybe it sounds a little too much like 
"fartmail"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001191 01079 4 charles Mon, Sep 10, 2001 3:43:44pm  
 
christina wrote:<I>Even better would be a tool to mail people one week's worth 
of blog in a newsletter.</I></P> 
Great idea! That sounds like a separate application; I think you just gave me my 
project for next weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001201 01086 6 charles Tue, Sep 11, 2001 8:26:52am  
 



The creatures who did this were not human. Humanity is something you choose; 
when these <I>things</I> chose their course, plotted their evil, and carried it 
out, they relinquished the privilege of being considered human.</P> 
Even more sickening are the scenes of celebration coming out of Palestine and 
other Islamic states. Such hate. Such joyous embracing of evil. It's just soul-
wrenching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001202 01086 7 charles Tue, Sep 11, 2001 8:33:01am  
 
<A href="http://www.zeldman.com/coming.html" target=_blank>Jeffrey</A> just put 
up a note. I haven't been able to connect to the Morning News, or to Metafilter 
or wholelottanothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001213 01088 2 charles Tue, Sep 11, 2001 12:48:47pm  
 
So what exactly fills you with "disrespect?" The idea that we know who the enemy 
is? Do you disagree?</P> 
Or are you simply expressing the knee-jerk, unthinking European criticism of 
anything American that I've seen so many times? That's what I think, and 
frankly, it's very boring, and very ignorant. And at a time like this, very 
inappropriate.</P> 
If you have something thoughtful to contribute I welcome it. But if you continue 
to equate the Israelis with the Nazis, you may get banned. Think before you 
write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001218 01088 7 charles Tue, Sep 11, 2001 4:17:56pm  
 
And isn't this the central dilemma of trying to deal with monsters like these—
that they feel no similar hesitation about involving innocents? And in fact, 
that they deliberately <I>target</I> innocents?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001220 01088 9 charles Tue, Sep 11, 2001 5:18:42pm  
 
This is the horrifying reality that Israel has been dealing with; when the 
monsters create the rules, how can you avoid taking on some of their attributes 
in the battle?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001226 01088 15 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 5:21:10am  
 
To JB:</P> 
Typical spoiled European, slamming the US while your country sucks mightily on 
her teat, expressing ugly opinions you wouldn't even be alive to hold if it 
weren't for the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001227 01088 16 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 5:33:14am  
 
Mort,</P> 
Of course, I'm not responsible for any policy decisions in this country. I'm 
simply expressing an opinion. And I did say that we should not jump to 
conclusions.</P> 



But if we were to follow the course of thought in your comment all the way to 
the end, we would be unable to respond to this atrocity at all.</P> 
We do know who our enemies are; we've known for years. The truly horrifying 
thing about all this is that our enemies have no compunctions at all about 
slaughtering <I>our</I> women and children. And their souls are so corrupt that 
they will use their own children to do it, sacrificing them on a demonic altar 
of willful ignorance, corrosive envy, and endless violence. This is the world 
they want us all to live in.</P> 
I don't know what should be done. I'm just heartbroken. But I do know that we 
<I>must</I> respond, and it has to happen quickly.</P> 
I can't remember who said it, but this quote seems very appropriate: all that is 
necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to stand by and do 
nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001233 01088 22 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 7:38:08am  
 
Sorry, I don't mean to impugn all Europeans. Just JB. And that will be my last 
comment about/to her(?), because I'm starting to smell a troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001240 01088 29 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 8:53:10am  
 
Jon, if you're trying to get yourself banned from posting here, you're on the 
right track.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001242 01088 31 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 9:01:39am  
 
Quote:<I>Go ahead ban me.</I></P> 
Happy to oblige!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001246 01088 35 charles Sat, Sep 15, 2001 3:17:56pm  
 
Quote:<I>They dig out examples like how the civilian population in, say, Iraq 
are suffering because of the blockade. This is true. They are suffering, and the 
big bad boss himself, saddam, is living life in luxury.</I></P> 
But that's the point. People bring this up all the time, without any context. 
Hussein has the power himself to end the blockades <B>at any time</B> simply by 
demonstrating that his government no longer seeks to obtain weapons of mass 
destruction. Of course, he won't do this because he <B>is</B> seeking these 
weapons. Think about what this means for the future; I have. The people of Iraq 
are not being oppressed by the US, they are being held down by a brutal Dark 
Ages regime that wants to extend its destructive reach into the entire civilized 
world.</P> 
It's ironic that many people bring up this point, while at the same time 
recommending the very same measures (economic boycotts and political sanctions) 
in place of military action.</P> 
And another sad point is that Saddam Hussein is actually very popular in the 
Islamic world of the Middle East, almost as popular as Osama bin Laden. "Osama" 
is the second most popular name given to male babies. This is not simply a story 
of a few deranged individuals; millions of people hold these poisonous beliefs 
and are sympathetic to Hussein, bin Laden, and the other murderous madmen who 
infest the region.</P> 
Quote:<I>...people have to understand that there may be a deeper reason as to 
why they are taking such extreme measures.</I></P> 



And you may have noticed that I've been posting a steady stream of links to 
articles and other resources to help our visitors to do just that.</P> 
None of this is news to me. I've been following the terrorism plague for years, 
and dreading the day when it would finally be brought to the US on a large 
scale. This is why I get very insulted at comments such as "typical American" 
(to quote more than one jerk). Categorize me like this at your own risk.</P> 
Quote:<I>Oh, and remember now kids... the taliban regime arent islamic... they 
only use it for power, which is ofcourse not a good thing in any 
religion.</I></P> 
This is just nonsense. I'm starting to wonder if you know what you're talking 
about, or if you're just writing off the top of your head. The Taliban regime is 
most definitely following an insanely strict fundamentalist Sunni Islamic path. 
To say they "aren't Islamic" is silly. They <B>are</B> Islamic -- 14th century 
Islamic.</P> 
Quote:<I>charles, -- you are simply too much like "if you dont share my opinion, 
I will ban you" for comfort.</I></P> 
I haven't banned you, have I?</P> 
As I wrote in the main weblog, this is our house. Respect it, and you're welcome 
to share your opinions with us. But I won't tolerate casual disregard for the 
dead, and I don't have to read it in my own house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001254 01095 3 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 8:27:16am  
 
Here's a link to a RealAudio clip from FDR's <A 
href="http://www.pbs.org/kaze/memorialdayconcert/memhtml/learn4.html" 
target=_blank>Day of Infamy speech</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001256 01095 5 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 8:39:59am  
 
I was very disappointed in that speech, as I've been very disappointed and 
unhappy with almost everything related to George W. Bush. And I have very little 
confidence in his ability to handle this. That's why I wrote that I hope he's 
able to rise to the challenge. I do hope that. But I fear it won't happen, based 
on my impression of Dubya's character.</P> 
Yes, I do want to be rich (who doesn't?) and yes, I like to have a good time 
(who doesn't?), but I don't want to be a spoiled rich party boy.</P> 
Quote:<I>Come on...you seem to value politics above patriotism.</I></P> 
I value humanity above politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001262 01095 11 charles Wed, Sep 12, 2001 3:44:52pm  
 
Quote:<I>Action speaks louder than words...I hope he's a Texan down to his 
boots, I hope he takes firm action and fast.</I></P> 
On this, I agree totally. We need a Texan right now.</P> 
I do worry about letting the Texans loose though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001265 01095 14 charles Thu, Sep 13, 2001 4:43:45am  
 
Quote:<I>No president would have givin a speech at this time that wasn't 
scripted. In fact, you may want to do a little research about presidents and 
their speeches before opening your mouth again.</I></P> 
There's a difference between 'scripted' and 'robotic.' The man is a dangerously 
ignorant puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00001266 01095 15 charles Thu, Sep 13, 2001 4:59:49am  
 
Thomas: your link is broken, so I couldn't read what you had to write. But it's 
amazing to me (and very disheartening) how many Europeans apparently want to say 
"I told you so" at a time like this.</P> 
I <B>am</B> very aware of the US government's actions. Are you aware of 
<B>your</B> government's actions? Are you aware that there is not one nation on 
the face of the earth that can claim the moral high ground in this modern era? 
You seem very eager to blame these horrible developments on the US; but the 
simple fact is that the burden of history weighs equally on every country. 
Europeans, and Germans in particular, who criticize the US at this time are 
indulging in the worst kind of hypocrisy. By doing so, you give moral support to 
the monsters who commit these crimes, and give validity to their actions. It's 
ugly, and it's not worthy of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001269 01095 18 charles Thu, Sep 13, 2001 11:24:35am  
 
Quote:<I>"Whoever hit America has demonstrated that he wants peace, because if 
America understands that it is not invulnerable peace will be possible. But, 
does America want that?"</I></P> 
Thomas,</P> 
Reading your comments, I feel that you're honestly convinced you're presenting a 
rational viewpoint; you're not just trolling, as JB was.</P> 
But the quote above is one of the most repellent, stupid, and ass-backward 
things I have ever had the displeasure of reading. You have a German domain 
address. How well did appeasement and inaction work in WWII? Is that what Hitler 
was doing too -- just letting all the other nations of Europe in on the 
incredible secret that they weren't invulnerable?</P> 
They "wanted peace?"</P> 
Have you no decency?</P> 
There was a group of young children on one of those planes, on a class trip to 
the Channel Islands. Think of the terror those children felt. Then tell me again 
how much those animals wanted peace.</P> 
History holds numerous lessons for people who think this way. What you're saying 
is so far outside of reality, so twisted and illogical that I won't waste any 
more time trying to rebut it. Thank God most people aren't as suicidally naive, 
and as willing to make excuses for evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001273 01095 22 charles Thu, Sep 13, 2001 12:57:14pm  
 
Thomas,</P> 
I hope you get to experience the same terror and pain someday. You'll find that 
it's not so easy to brush it aside with such appalling and callous glibness, 
when it happens to you.</P> 
Thanks for the links. If you're getting your opinions and world view from 
anarchy.tearitalldown.net, I'm not surprised your head is all screwed up.</P> 
You must be very young; only very young, very naive people fall for shit like 
this. Since you don't seem like a stupid person, one day I'm sure you'll regret 
the things you've said, after life has had a chance to teach you a few lessons. 
Or maybe not.</P> 
In the meantime, consider this one lesson. Like your ISP, I'm revoking your 
right to post your poisonous comments. Feel free to call it censorship if you 
like, call me a capitalist swine like every other American.</P> 



But you're making me sick. And I don't have to put up with it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001283 01105 3 charles Fri, Sep 14, 2001 5:38:27am  
 
Jon,</P> 
I agree, finger-pointing is inappropriate. But on the other hand, we also need 
to start looking at what we did wrong, that could allow something like this 
happen. And the National Security Commission was definitely handled very badly 
by everyone, including the media. I try to keep up on news, and the article at 
Salon is the first time I can recall even hearing about this 
commission.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001290 01106 7 charles Fri, Sep 14, 2001 4:53:04am  
 
I don't disagree, and as usual, Frank speaks the truth.</P> 
But this is an extraordinary time. I think if Frank were alive now, he would 
also support the President.</P> 
No, I didn't vote for Bush. But I did participate in the process, and he is the 
person in office.</P> 
No, it's not carte blanche, and no, it doesn't mean indiscriminate support of 
mass violence. But at this time, it's vital for all US citizens to pull together 
and support the people we've elected to represent us. It's not a time for 
second-guessing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001305 01112 4 charles Sun, Sep 16, 2001 2:50:09pm  
 
Saima,</P> 
I totally agree, no one deserves this. And as I think I made clear above, taking 
out anger on innocent Muslims is on the same level with the animals who attacked 
us.</P> 
Quote:<I>But I also think that it's wrong to wonder if there's something 
sinister going on in a house of worship because of the actions of one man 
towards you.</I></P> 
I don't agree here. I think increased vigilance is essential. The murderers 
lived among us, possibly for years, in a sinister masquerade that ended in the 
deaths of thousands. And there are almost certainly more of them, among us right 
now.</P> 
And as I reread my original post, I still find it <B>extremely</B> disturbing 
that someone could walk out of a house of worship and immediately fantasize 
about murder.</P> 
If the same thing happened to me today, I would probably call the FBI 
immediately.</P> 
It's absolutely wrong to make Muslims into targets, or to abuse them verbally or 
physically. But as the details of this plot come out, it would be quite foolish 
to ignore the possibility that there are other terrorist cells hidden throughout 
the US.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001306 01114 1 charles Fri, Sep 14, 2001 10:25:11am  
 
I just heard this song for the first time in years, and it utterly destroyed 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00001311 01114 6 charles Sat, Sep 15, 2001 6:18:03am  
 
Thanks for the MP3 link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001314 01120 2 charles Sat, Sep 15, 2001 6:09:01am  
 
I agree, it's a great article. Heartbreaking, really. And thanks for the 
correction.</P> 
But I'm not sure I really have any more insight into the minds of these people 
after reading it. Knowledge, yes. But their thinking is so twisted and poisonous 
that personally, I don't even <B>want</B> to have insight.</P> 
It's important to understand them, and know their motivations; and I feel great 
sympathy for the nightmarish lives that lead to such hatred. But it's a distant, 
sad, sympathy, with the sure knowledge that these are hopelessly lost 
souls.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001320 01126 4 charles Sat, Sep 15, 2001 3:22:26pm  
 
Quote:<I>well.. to clarify something... fundamentalism really means that you 
take your "bible" literary; as in you do whatever it tells you to do and live 
exactly by the rules it gives you. these terrorists only take parts of their 
"bible", the koran, and turn it into a soup of religious trash. they are in no 
way fundamentalists.</I></P> 
Did you even read the article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001322 01126 6 charles Sun, Sep 16, 2001 6:08:53am  
 
I know, Reid. And I'm not sure what to do about it. I can't ban every one of 
these twisted fuckheads.</P> 
I hope they're just European kids, inexperienced and stupid. That I could 
understand. But if these freaks are adults, they need to start looking inside 
themselves to see if they still have souls. Sure can't see them from here.</P> 
So far I've been resisting the impulse to delete messages like the ones "Danny" 
left. But I'm really getting fed up.</P> 
I don't know. Yesterday, I considered disabling comments, because it's breaking 
my heart to see this ugliness well up. I just don't know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001325 01126 9 charles Sun, Sep 16, 2001 7:43:09am  
 
You haven't hogged the space, Reid; post as many comments as you want. I need to 
be reminded the whole world hasn't gone insane.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001333 01130 2 charles Sun, Sep 16, 2001 2:20:42pm  
 
Huh? Where does he say anything about "flattening Afghanistan?" His point is 
incredibly valid, and for me cuts right through the moral murk. He's advocating 
self-defense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001340 01142 3 charles Mon, Sep 17, 2001 11:55:53am  
 



Chris,</P> 
Actually, no -- he did authorize US fighter jets to shoot if necessary, but the 
4th plane crashed on its own, very likely due to the actions of a few heroic 
passengers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001355 01150 9 charles Wed, Sep 19, 2001 5:44:50am  
 
Quote:<I>the minute an innocent afghan is killed, (or libyan, iraqi, pakistani 
for that matter), the US will have legitimised the attacks of last week in the 
eyes of those who view her as an enemy.</I></P> 
Of all the straw men in your post, this is the most specious. The people who 
already view the US as their enemy could not possibly be any more polarized 
against us. If the attacks of last week didn't prove that to you, there's no 
point in discussing it, because obviously nothing will.</P> 
Quote:<I>i am certain that a war on terrorism cannot be won.</I></P> 
Really? Oh well, then, no sense in even trying, because hey! 'littleboy' says it 
will never work. I look forward to hearing you support that statement with 
arguments based on your extensive military training and study of world 
politics.</P> 
Quote:<I>furthermore, it is plain to see that your admistration has already 
gathered enough of a mandate, and is willing, to embark on another disastrous 
round of foreign policy in a geo-political sphere already ravaged by the 
posturing of Western powers during the cold war.</I></P> 
Ah. I knew I heard the sound of an axe grinding.</P> 
Thanks to that 'posturing' of which you're so scornful, you've been able to grow 
up in a world where tyrants with nuclear ICBMs aren't constantly threatening 
your security. You speak English, instead of Russian or German. You don't have 
to stand in line to buy toilet paper. You don't have to worry about saying the 
wrong thing to the wrong person, and ending up beaten, tortured, and in prison—
or killed. You were able to get a quality education that now enables you to spew 
plausible-sounding nonsense like that.</P> 
Wake up. The US has made plenty of mistakes, and <B>nobody</B> denies that.</P> 
But the world is full of madmen who do a great job of screwing things up with or 
without US intervention. The fundamentalist Muslim world chose the course they 
are on centuries ago, when they turned their backs on science and progress in 
favor of ignorant Dark Ages mysticism. The US is just the latest convenient 
scapegoat for the evil bastards who rule these countries; fostering hate against 
an external "oppressor" lets them control their uneducated populations, so they 
can continue to grow fat and live like 14th century sultans while their people 
starve and die and commit their miserable, resentful, hate-filled lives to 
killing Americans.</P> 
And don't even get me started on what those fucking monsters do to their 
women.</P> 
Oh right, though; according to your muddled crypto-anarchist cant, the entire 
world has been "ravaged by the Western powers." If not for those evil Westerners 
the world would be a paradise, filled with love, cuddly bunnies, and fresh 
candy.</P> 
How about this interpretation? If not for the Western powers, the world would 
very likely be a nightmare of oppression, tyranny, death, and eternal 
darkness.</P> 
You may not agree. You probably don't. I suggest you try living in one of these 
idyllic non-Western societies for a while. Give it a year or so, so you're able 
to really feel the effects of living without your evil Western comforts and 
luxuries, so you know what it's like to never see a woman, and have constant 
hunger and diarrhea, and be woken at dawn by mullahs shouting prayers from 



loudspeakers. Then come back and tell me again how it's all the fault of the 
US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001356 01150 10 charles Wed, Sep 19, 2001 7:03:19am  
 
P.S. I don't want to see innocent people die. No one I know wants that. But 
there is a very strong sense that this kind of horror has no place in the world, 
and it's time to oppose it before it destroys us.</P> 
If we go to war, it won't be because we feel we're better than the terrorists 
and those who support them. If the US were truly so arrogant and intent on 
dominating the world, we could have done that any time.</P> 
If we go to war it will be because they're killing us, and they have to be 
stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001358 01150 12 charles Thu, Sep 20, 2001 4:49:57am  
 
Quote:<I>i'm not going to call your bluff with regards to my knowledge of world 
politics since it is neither constructive nor necessary.</I></P> 
This is a good one. "I could refute your arguments anytime I want. I just don't 
feel like it right now." Right.</P> 
Quote:<I>what i do hope is that it will be obvious to other people who read this 
thread which were my words and which were the words you and photodude put 
forward as mine.</I></P> 
Yes, I think it is <B>very</B> obvious which words were yours. They're the ones 
that I quoted, verbatim, in my post, to respond to specific points you made.</P> 
So to sum up, when your views are challenged, your response is: "I'm right, 
you're wrong, and you're quoting me out of context."</P> 
Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001360 01150 14 charles Thu, Sep 20, 2001 9:57:07am  
 
I quoted specific verbatim sections of your messages. Those are the things you 
wrote. They have quotes around them, or are marked with the word "Quote:" and 
set in italics. In one case I substituted "the world" for "geo-political 
sphere".</P> 
The other stuff you say you didn't write -- you're correct, I wrote those 
things. I didn't say you wrote them.</P> 
By focusing on stuff like this, once again you've diverted the discussion away 
from the substance of the issues. You haven't refuted a single thing I wrote; 
instead you put up straw men and shoot them down.</P> 
That's enough of this particular pissing match. I have to get back to ravaging 
the geo-political sphere. That's hard work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001363 01152 2 charles Tue, Sep 18, 2001 7:58:03am  
 
Quote:<I>Are you not familiar with Steele, is that why you instructed readers to 
look at his (black) face?</I></P> 
I'm familiar with him, but I'm sure many readers won't be, and will probably 
jump to conclusions after reading the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001369 01157 3 charles Tue, Sep 18, 2001 3:24:57pm  
 



Thanks, Stewart. That's good info.</P> 
Amazing as it seems, there must still be a lot of IIS admins out there who 
haven't bothered to patch their systems. But it's not only an IIS problem.</P> 
This thing is really insidious; if you receive one of its emails (and you 
haven't turned off scripting), you don't even need to open the attached file to 
become infected; simply viewing the email in Outlook will do it.</P> 
It also tries to turn on sharing on your C: drive, and uses FTP to download and 
install DLLs and other files all over the place.</P> 
And of course, 'Nimda' is 'Admin' backwards...</P> 
All you Windows people, get thee hence to McAfee or Symantec and cleanse 
thyselves!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001371 01158 2 charles Tue, Sep 18, 2001 2:33:58pm  
 
Of course, cheering when people die is wrong.</P> 
But surely we can agree that there's a difference between:</P> 
a. cheering for the murder of thousands of innocent men, women, and children, 
and</P> 
b. cheering as the brutal Iraqi Republican Guard is driven out of a country they 
had invaded?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001374 01160 1 charles Tue, Sep 18, 2001 4:18:36pm  
 
I wonder if it's related to <A 
href="http://www.wired.com/news/technology/0,1282,45101,00.html" 
target=_blank>this</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001379 01168 1 charles Wed, Sep 19, 2001 10:26:13am  
 
WHOIS searches on the domain names in this article show up as unregistered, 
except for one or two that have dates after the attack.</P> 
So it's either another stupid hoax, or the government has removed the names from 
the registry somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001395 01179 2 charles Thu, Sep 20, 2001 1:31:16pm  
 
No better than shouting "Death to America?"</P> 
You seem to have taken it as derogatory. God forbid we should ever be derogatory 
about people who are burning our flag and screaming for our deaths.</P> 
But that particular comment was supposed to point out the simple fact that many 
of these people are starving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001399 01184 2 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 5:49:32am  
 
Interesting. Looks like it was pulled; I get an "unavailable" message 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001401 01184 4 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 6:04:47am  
 



Thanks, Miriam; but I think there's been a lot of action going on behind the 
scenes on this one. The headline on your link has now been changed to "UK 
Airlines will continue flying."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001404 01184 7 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 5:34:00pm  
 
I'm sure there's a very big story behind this. I wonder if we'll ever really 
know what happened; it's pretty clear to me that the major players in the 
insurance and airline industries (which together account for a very large 
percentage of the West's economies) were engaged in some very, er, "interesting" 
discussions behind the scenes.</P> 
The first casualty of war is Truth.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001408 01187 4 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 3:15:52pm  
 
Thanks for the correction, Don; I should have checked. No disrespect intended. 
Firefighter or policeman, he was a real hero when it counted.</P> 
I must be tired from ravaging the geopolitical sphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001411 01189 2 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 12:58:28pm  
 
Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001413 01190 2 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 10:07:39am  
 
OK. This time I think I'll leave your idiotic comment up, so everyone can see 
what a moron you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001419 01190 8 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 12:47:41pm  
 
And I, on the other hand, have you pegged as an insensitive pedantic pseudo-
intellectual who insists on trolling in our comment area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001421 01190 10 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 12:54:35pm  
 
To fromabove:</P> 
It has nothing to do with Davezilla, or with the link I posted. This guy has 
posted the same message twice before. He needs to get out more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001423 01190 12 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 1:21:04pm  
 
OK, kids. Are you through having fun now? You do realize that we have records of 
your IP addresses, right? And that it's very easy to send email to 
abuse@bt.net?</P> 
What a coincidence! "littleboy" just happens to have the same IP as "webmeister 
general", and halo just happens to have an IP in the same block.</P> 
If you cowards continue with your stupid harassment game there will be a very 
strongly worded notice to your ISP, along with full documentation. Last 
warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00001425 01190 14 charles Fri, Sep 21, 2001 1:30:05pm  
 
I was going to refrain from mentioning this, but since you seem to want to 
inflict your bandwidth-wasting inanities on everyone, they should also know 
this.</P> 
I haven't forgotten our introduction to "nu-produkt.net" --- when I saw your URL 
in our referrer log and discovered that you had blatantly stolen our design. So 
it isn't surprising to see you now resort to asshole tactics like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001430 01190 19 charles Sat, Sep 22, 2001 6:40:57am  
 
I suspect our government is very aware of these issues.</P> 
We're obviously in a political minefield, as well as a literal one, and you're 
right that open discussion is vital. That's one reason our comments are still 
open, in spite of what you're seeing here; more than once in the past few days 
I've been on the verge of turning off commenting.</P> 
And I must admit that at this point in history I have <I>zero</I> patience for 
idiots who want to lecture Americans on how stupid and evil we are, and how this 
is all our own fault. Just go away.</P> 
I think our government has shown surprising restraint so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001436 01192 6 charles Sat, Sep 22, 2001 6:52:49am  
 
Quote:<I>Boy, you guys ARE cynical.</I></P> 
I guess that's what happens after years in the music business.</P> 
And I won't harp on Jim Carrey. For that action, he gets big ups from me.</P> 
But the slickness, glibness, and deep cynicism and hypocrisy of pop culture has 
disgusted me for years, and especially now it really really rings 
hollow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001438 01192 8 charles Sat, Sep 22, 2001 8:08:34am  
 
I'm not saying the whole thing was crap. Just most of it. Springsteen was good. 
Tom Petty was good too; what other song could he possibly have played but "I 
Won't Back Down"?</P> 
But there were many moments that struck me so wrong I just had to leave the 
room.</P> 
I think it's good for people to question stuff like this, even if it does seem 
cynical to some. If I've learned one thing from a life in the entertainment biz, 
it's that no matter how cynical you get about it, you can't possibly approach 
the cynicism of the people who actually package the stuff and sell it to 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001447 01206 3 charles Mon, Sep 24, 2001 3:40:53am  
 
Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001449 01206 5 charles Mon, Sep 24, 2001 7:54:49am  
 



Mort,</P> 
One of the casualties of the attack was, apparently, the ability of many people 
to think logically and make moral judgments that have a basis in reality. When 
you equate the statements of Tom Clancy (a very knowledgeable and, as far as I 
can tell without meeting him, also a very decent man) with the war criminals of 
Nazi Germany...well yes, I think that's amazing. Amazingly simplistic, and 
morally indefensible.</P> 
It's your privilege to disagree. I don't agree with everything he writes in that 
article myself; but if you're going to draw parallels with historical events, 
it's important to avoid falling into the pit of moral equivalency. There seem to 
be a lot of people stuck in that pit right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001466 01221 2 charles Wed, Sep 26, 2001 5:42:07am  
 
That's right, of course. I only take issue with his use of the word "liberal" in 
this context because I don't think it's very helpful or correct.</P> 
We probably need a new word to describe this odd creature; I think Matt Welch is 
using "consequentialists" which isn't bad, but a bit of a 
mouthful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001471 01231 2 charles Fri, Sep 28, 2001 4:37:22am  
 
Congratulations! You just made it onto our All-Time Top 10 List of Incredibly 
Stupid Statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001507 01270 2 charles Mon, Oct 1, 2001 6:20:52pm  
 
OK coward. Will you stop pestering me now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001516 01281 2 charles Wed, Oct 3, 2001 9:06:48am  
 
Sorry. I didn't realize that the Israelis were also training suicidal killers to 
invade homes and slaughter teenagers. Silly old partial me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001519 01281 5 charles Wed, Oct 3, 2001 10:42:48am  
 
Again, I'm sorry for pointing out that 2 young people were mercilessly 
slaughtered in their own homes by fanatical religion-crazed suicidal 
killers.</P> 
And thanks for tipping me off about the context that's supposed to let me be all 
glib and worldly about it; I never knew there were problems in that part of the 
world. Learn something new every day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001525 01288 3 charles Thu, Oct 4, 2001 6:03:16pm  
 
Bethann,</P> 
And the fact that they deliberately hid their identities reveals a very 
important fact: they are not interested in "understanding." They simply want to 
destroy, without compromise, without issues, even without 
identities.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00001527 01289 2 charles Thu, Oct 4, 2001 3:42:47pm  
 
Thanks, Bethann - no imposition at all, that's what the comments are for.</P> 
BTW, that was my brother who posted the link. :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001533 01292 2 charles Fri, Oct 5, 2001 5:20:45am  
 
Right, Mort; keep it balanced. Keep reminding us that in your Bizzarro universe, 
there's no difference between anti-Semitic suicidal killers of women and 
children, and military retaliation. It's very important for us to know that 
about you.</P> 
At every turn in the history of the Middle East, Palestinians have blown every 
chance they had to deal with their situation realistically, instead preferring 
to follow a path that has one simple goal -- the total elimination of Jews from 
the region. They don't want to co-exist. They don't want to negotiate.</P> 
Yes, both sides have committed violence. But there <B>is</B> a huge difference 
between the motivations, values, and ideologies of the Israelis, and the 
murderous religious fanatics who won't rest until all Jews are 
dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001535 01292 4 charles Fri, Oct 5, 2001 9:05:35am  
 
Quote:<I>I consider that moving to a place that's already populated it's a bad 
idea.I consider that getting territories for your people by stealing (occupying) 
it from other people is a bad idea.</I></P> 
Do you really know anything about the history of the area? It's nowhere near as 
simplistic as you seem to think, and at no time have I said that it's a simple 
situation. A great book to read is Joseph Heller's "Birth of Israel."</P> 
But I do think there's a serious moral distinction between the sides, and that's 
what I try to point out with my posts. I've been to Israel, and I've also seen 
Islamic craziness first-hand in Istanbul, where a riot threatened to cancel a 
concert I was playing.</P> 
I don't see Israelis training their children to devote their lives to hatred and 
murder. And that's a vital distinction, because a society that has nothing to 
offer its children but fantastic promises of martyrdom is, by my definition, 
deeply anti-human, and should be condemned.</P> 
I do see Israelis as a very very hard people, and I don't think it's surprising 
-- when all their neighbors are trying to destroy them, and have been for 
decades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001538 01292 7 charles Sat, Oct 6, 2001 5:54:45am  
 
Quote:<I>I don't think i'm getting it now. You had a nice time in Israel and a 
bad time in Istanbul, ok. So what's your point?</I></P> 
The point is simple; I've seen both societies at work, and if I had to choose 
one side it's clear to me which one it would be. "A nice time in Israel?" 
Hardly. It was one of the most depressing trips I've ever taken. A real lesson 
in the devastating effects of religious fanaticism.</P> 
Quote:<I>Of course, i didn't mean the conflict can be summarized in a couple of 
paragraphs. But in the end, I think Theodore Herlz's idea was a Big Mistake. I 
certainly don't think he could foresee what it would bring, no one could, and no 
one can blame Jews for embracing it, after everything they went through from 



Dreyfus to the Holocaust. But when it's all said and done, i don't think Zionism 
was the answer.</I></P> 
That's right, no one could have foreseen what would happen when the area was 
partitioned, because no one could foresee the incredible stubbornness and (yes) 
stupidity of the people we now call Palestinians. At every turn they have failed 
to negotiate for a reasonable solution, choosing instead an unyielding course of 
violence with one goal: the extermination of Israel. It's such a sad history 
that there's actually a saying about it: "The Palestinians have never missed a 
chance to miss an opportunity."</P> 
Quote:<I>Yeah, and i do see Palestinians as a very very angry people, and I 
don't think it's surprising -- when you've been living in a refugee camp for 
ages and you are at mercy of Israel's combination of demographic growth+superior 
firepower.</I></P> 
So I guess your point is that they have no other option but terrorism? I have 
one simple question: if you're going to claim that terrorism is your last 
resort, shouldn't you have tried other approaches first?</P> 
Again, a reading of history reveals much. During the last 50 years Israel has 
had many different leaders; some were right-wingers, yes, but many were outright 
doves who made serious overtures toward solutions. But regardless of whether a 
hawk or a dove was in power, terrorist attacks continued unabated.</P> 
Quote:<I>As for the "retaliation" argument, it's my understanding that the 
consensus around the world is that Israel's violence goes far beyond than 
selfdefense. Come on, Charles, check the death tolls. It's not "an eye for an 
eye" it's more like "400 eyes for an eye", everytime. Apart from Israel's 
goverment, no one really says with a straigth face that it's somewhere near a 
just or equal fight.</I></P> 
How could Israel "play fair" enough to satisfy Mort's Bizzarro Rules of Order? 
By training Jewish children to strap bombs all over their bodies and walk into 
Arab shopping malls?</P> 
Israel has a policy of hitting back very hard when they are attacked. This is 
not a just or equal fight, and it can never be; by their own admission, the 
enemies of Israel will stop at nothing less than total 
destruction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001540 01292 9 charles Sun, Oct 7, 2001 1:51:21pm  
 
Well, Mort, you've just caused Godwin's Law to be invoked. With that in mind, 
and knowing that once the Godwin point is reached, any discussion is effectively 
finished, just one quick point.</P> 
Quote:<I>Should i point that in completely destroying the other side Israel is 
by far much more succesful?</I></P> 
The idiocy of this statement is manifest. Israel has had nuclear weapons for 
decades; for a long time they were the only ones in the area who did. At any 
time, they could have quite literally wiped out every other state in the area. 
Yet they didn't.</P> 
On the other hand, I don't think anyone doubts for a second that Yasser Arafat, 
the PLO, or any one of a number of Arab states would have used nuclear weapons 
without hesitation if the situation had been reversed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001541 01292 10 charles Sun, Oct 7, 2001 2:08:57pm  
 
P.S. I wrote on September 1st that I give a "slight edge" in morality to the 
Israelis. After September 11th, that became a much more substantial edge, 
because now we see more clearly than ever where the course of religious 
terrorism leads.</P> 



If it really bothers you to see pro-Israeli, anti-terrorist comments that much, 
maybe you should find another weblog to read. Because I guarantee it isn't going 
to stop, and you'll never convince me there's no difference between the 
two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001543 01292 12 charles Mon, Oct 8, 2001 6:05:57am  
 
Oh well, you can't please everyone.</P> 
It is pretty funny, though, to hear you accuse me of 'ad hominem' attacks, when 
you just posted a nearly incoherent rant comparing me to Goebbels and the KKK, 
enabling you to neatly sidestep my point that the Palestinians have refused from 
the very beginning to seek peace -- except when great pressure was brought to 
bear on them by (guess who?) the 'evil' US.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001545 01293 2 charles Fri, Oct 5, 2001 6:18:12am  
 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001551 01312 2 charles Sat, Oct 6, 2001 10:41:31am  
 
I know I'm coming late to the "jump on Bill Maher" party, and yes, he did 
apologize. (After a lot of weaseling around, if you ask me -- his first attempts 
to salvage things were semi-apologies like "I'm sorry if people were offended" 
mixed with half-hearted defenses of his dumb remark.) His personality never 
appealed to me, and that remark, at that time, didn't help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001555 01312 6 charles Sun, Oct 7, 2001 8:27:51am  
 
I totally disagree with that viewpoint. It's semantics, and we can debate the 
importance of that, but I see only cowardice in what they did, starting with the 
very ideology that fueled it.</P> 
Courage would be attacking a military target, expecting resistance. Courage 
springs from acting with bravery, for a good cause. Courage is what the people 
on flight 93 had, and what the firefighters and police who rushed into the WTC 
had.</P> 
But these murderous fanatics drove civilian airplanes into buildings full of 
unsuspecting civilians. Suicide itself is usually an act of cowardice; 
definitely so in this case. And their cause is a contemptible power fantasy.</P> 
Don't be fooled by the scale of what they did, or by their planning and 
dedication; they were cowards to the bone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001561 01320 2 charles Sun, Oct 7, 2001 11:13:49am  
 
Chris,</P> 
Yes, they're free. I used an XML parser for moreover from the PHP Classes 
Repository. Wrote about it here:</P> 
<A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblog.php?y=1&amp;x=archives/0
0000669.htm" target=_blank>Moreover XML Parser</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001565 01325 3 charles Mon, Oct 8, 2001 9:58:34am  



 
Gee, and here I was thinking it was one of the best summations I had seen of the 
reasons for the mess we're in. Did we read the same article? (I hope you read 
more than just my quote...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001567 01325 5 charles Tue, Oct 9, 2001 10:15:06am  
 
Huh? Do I "want" a religious war? I have no idea how you could get that out of 
anything I've written.</P> 
No sane person "wants" a religious war. But Bin Laden <I>obviously</I> does. 
It's not even debatable! Just read his own words.</P> 
The point of the article, and the reason I agree with it, is that we can't 
afford to ignore the facts for the sake of political correctness. And the fact 
is that the ideology driving our enemies is based on an extremist version of 
Islam.</P> 
Do I want it? No. Am I ready? Not really, but maybe more than most people 
because I'm a history buff and I've been following this stuff for years.</P> 
Ready or not, here it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001569 01325 7 charles Wed, Oct 10, 2001 2:31:34pm  
 
Quote:<I>The problem is that Islam (in both its Sh'iia and Suni forms) have no 
pope-like figure to come out and denounce Bin Laden. Islam needs to address the 
problem of its fanatics. For that to happen, there needs to be an international 
meeting of Muslim clerics - not an easy indertaking. I hope it will happen soon, 
though.</I></P> 
And I wish it was Christmas every day too. The chances of getting such a group 
to 1) convene at all, and 2) agree on a condemnation of terrorism and bin Laden 
are, to put it mildly, remote.</P> 
The anti-US demonstrations are actually quite a bit more widespread than just 
Bangladesh, Pakistan, and Indonesia. Students in Oman and Egypt (just to name 2) 
have been protesting for the past 2 days in increasingly violent demonstrations. 
I hope it won't spread much further, but I'm afraid that before this is all over 
we're going to see real chaos in some countries.</P> 
Quote:<I>In the meantime, the last thing we should do is encourage the viewpoint 
that this is a religous war. That is *exactly* what Bin Laden wants.</I></P> 
No -- Bin Laden wants Western influence removed from the world. And his stated 
motivations are purely religious. He portrays this as a conflict between atheism 
and the one true path. He's been exceedingly clear on this point in his twisted 
rants, even claiming direct inspiration from Allah.</P> 
As I see it, the point of the Sullivan article is not to convince everyone to go 
rushing off on a religious crusade; instead he's trying to look at the causes 
and motivations of the enemy. And I agree -- like it or not, we <I>are</I> in a 
religious war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001571 01325 9 charles Wed, Oct 10, 2001 5:20:40pm  
 
Quote:<I>But Charles, saying that we are engaged in a religious war implies the 
kind of "us" and "them" attitude towards Islam that would doom the war from the 
outset. ...There must be arab and muslim involvement - if for no other reason 
than to drive home the point that this is not a war on Islam.</I></P> 
I agree; however, what this will take is for the "moderate" secular Arab states 
(very few of which are really "moderate") to strongly disavow the psychotic 
ideologies espoused by Bin Laden and his ilk. Someone in those countries has to 



<B>stand up and do the right thing</B>, damn it! And I just don't see that 
happening very much. I see a few good signs (Arafat, the old publicity whore, 
"deploring" the attacks), but I see a <B>lot</B> more bad ones.</P> 
Just browse around the Arab newspaper sites in countries like Saudi Arabia, 
Pakistan, and Jordan; you'll find a lot of tip-toeing around the terrorism 
issue, with the occasional shocking outright expression of hate toward the US or 
Israel (or less frequently, toward a neighboring country) and support for Bin 
Laden, Hamas, Al Qaeda, Hezbollah, or any of a number of local cadres with names 
like the People's Revolutionary Front of Incredibly Grandiose Delusions.</P> 
The support for extreme Islamic ideologies is very widespread in the Muslim 
world; if we ignore this we're putting our society in great peril.</P> 
The nightmare that started in New York had its roots in religion. We <I>are</I> 
in a "religious war," even if the "religion" part of the phrase only applies to 
one side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001574 01332 1 charles Mon, Oct 8, 2001 9:50:33am  
 
Not to mention that the first man who died lived about a mile away from an 
airport where Mohammed Atta rented airplanes.</P> 
They apparently found a spore in the nasal passages of the second man, and also 
found spores on a computer keyboard. I would bet that the officials already know 
the truth, since if they've recovered spores they should be able to tell if they 
come from nature or were cooked up in a lab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001576 01332 3 charles Mon, Oct 8, 2001 7:49:58pm  
 
Great links, Joe; thanks. I agree, it's going to be very difficult for our 
enemies to use bio-weapons effectively. But we can't afford to underestimate the 
power of religious fanaticism.</P> 
And I'm scared witless too.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001594 01347 6 charles Wed, Oct 10, 2001 12:29:43pm  
 
I prefer "Sceptred Isle," myself.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001603 01358 3 charles Thu, Oct 11, 2001 11:59:46am  
 
This is not good. 700 pounds is a <B>LOT</B> of explosives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001607 01362 2 charles Thu, Oct 11, 2001 1:44:06pm  
 
Thanks, Phil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001610 01366 2 charles Thu, Oct 11, 2001 5:48:21pm  
 
Some of our Anonymous Cowards at least have the courage to label 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001619 01366 11 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 4:42:16am  
 



Geez, I go to bed to try to get a night's sleep without dreaming about planes 
crashing, and when I wake up I find our weblog has been taken over by 
apologentsia and ignorant children.</P> 
Like I said, GO RUDY!</P> 
By the way, for the record, I deleted one of the comments in this thread and 
banned the poster, because it was abusive and insulting.</P> 
And "stylo~", you're on the brink too, by posting your insults and muddled moral 
equivalency anonymously. The Saudi prince you describe as "gentle" and 
"intelligent" is in reality a spoiled, rich, arrogant leader of one of the most 
repressive and brutal societies on Earth, and he was trying to make political 
points with radical Saudis over the dead bodies of thousands of innocent 
civilians. It was disgusting, and so are you for trying to make apologies for 
mass murderers.</P> 
If you're so fond of the "gentle, intelligent" Saudi Arabians, I suggest you go 
live there, for a hard lesson about just how "gentle" they are. If you're 
married, be sure to take your wife, so she can experience the gentle, 
intelligent Saudi attitude toward women. Maybe you're gay. If so, be sure to 
bring your boyfriend or girlfriend so they can experience the gentle, 
intelligent Saudi attitude toward homosexuality.</P> 
GO RUDY!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001621 01366 13 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 5:12:52am  
 
Quote:<I>I think there was an opportunity here to talk about how Bin Laden et. 
al. use the Palestinian situation as a stalking horse for their true intention 
of establishing repressive theocracies in the middle east to replace the 
repressive monarchies of the middle east. I think it might have been good to get 
this Saudi Prince to understand that the US Gov't is not buying the links Bin 
Laden talks about. And have him spread the word in the Middle East.</I></P> 
Joe,</P> 
Nothing about what Giuliani did stops us from attempting to spread that message. 
You're right, the Palestinian situation <B>is</B> being used in a cynical way by 
Bin Laden and his cronies. But there are many more serious obstacles to 
communicating that message than Rudy giving back a check!</P> 
I have an enormous amount of respect for Giuliani for giving back that Saudi 
blood money. It's a very human, non-politician thing to do. It's what I would 
have done.</P> 
But when you say we should "make the Saudi prince understand" -- do you really 
think that's possible? Remember that the current Saudi regime is deeply in bed 
with radical extremists, and even now is refusing to freeze Bin Laden assets and 
impeding the investigation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001622 01366 14 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 5:18:13am  
 
Chris,</P> 
If someone came into my house, told me his name was a nasty word for female 
genitalia, then started yelling insults at me, I'd throw him out. 
Comprende?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001625 01366 17 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 7:55:13am  
 
Joe,</P> 
I just posted a link to an article at Slate that makes a similar argument, and 
it's a good one.</P> 



But I don't think Rudy's rejection of a hypocritical Saudi "donation" is 
necessarily the best platform to make this point.</P> 
I've been reading that Bush is considering an offer to be interviewed by the Al 
Jazeera TV station that seems to be Bin Laden's main conduit to the outside 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001627 01366 19 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 8:40:35am  
 
Don't forget that Giuliani has been right in the middle of the horror from the 
start. His patience for hypocrisy may be a bit strained.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001630 01366 22 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 9:38:00am  
 
Quote:<I>I don't know if what stylo was saying is true or not, but you've failed 
to address the real meat of his argument -- the US actions in Cambodia and Laos. 
Instead, you use ad homenim attacks.</I></P> 
The <I>meat</I> of his argument? What on earth does the history of the Vietnam 
conflict have to do with Rudy Giuliani returning a Saudi check? And please, 
don't start lecturing me about how it's all interconnected. These are just 
outrageous statements, totally off topic -- not arguments.</P> 
The only thing he wrote that <I>is</I> on-topic is his ridiculous 
characterization of the Saudi prince's statement as "gentle and intelligent." So 
that's the part I responded to; the rest of it is just the same old tiresome 
anti-Americanism people like him trot out at the slightest opportunity, so they 
can seem intelligent.</P> 
You obviously haven't read much of what I've posted if you think I'm saying the 
"US is 100% right." You might be interested to know that I demonstrated against 
the very bombings that stylo~ felt compelled to bring up.</P> 
But I absolutely do think that Rudy Giuliani was 100% right. No, actually... 
1000% right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001633 01366 25 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 3:12:02pm  
 
Chris,</P> 
You're totally misunderstanding me. I was referring to the <B>message I 
deleted</B>. You didn't see the insults because they are now just digital 
memories.</P> 
Two points:</P> 
1. It's very inconsistent to say that on one hand the US isn't diplomatic 
enough, while on the other hand the US should have been more aggressive about 
pursuing other terrorist organizations. Which way do you want it, diplomacy or 
stronger enforcement?</P> 
Fact is that each situation in our vastly complex foreign policy has its own 
rules of <I>realpolitik</I>, and has evolved over time, not always the way we 
might prefer.</P> 
2. I strongly disagree with your opinion that Rudy should have taken the check 
and shut up. If you don't understand why I feel that way, then we'll have to 
agree to disagree and leave it at that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001637 01366 29 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 11:30:28pm  
 
You're not worth one second more of my time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00001646 01367 4 charles Fri, Oct 12, 2001 5:35:56am  
 
Ray,</P> 
Hey, we used the word "apologentsia" on the same day! High five. Good 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001655 01395 2 charles Mon, Oct 15, 2001 10:09:26am  
 
No, actually -- it's your logic that's busted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001657 01395 4 charles Mon, Oct 15, 2001 1:16:31pm  
 
OK, I'll bite. Apparently, your point (as far as I can tell) is that 
Palestinians feared genocide when Israel was founded in the 1940s?</P> 
This is so wrong it's just laughable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001660 01395 7 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 7:29:11am  
 
You know what pisses me off? People who open their big mouths when they 
obviously have no knowledge of history or politics. Especially when their agenda 
is to spread anti-Semitism -- one of the persistent evils of modern times.</P> 
Quote:<I>I'd be pretty damn pissed of if some organization came in and told me 
to leave my homeland because they have to make room for some poor jews.</I></P> 
If you want your comments to be treated with respect, I suggest you read a few 
books and educate yourself first, because your ignorance is showing.</P> 
On the other hand, if your purpose is just to make snarky remarks and spread 
discord, I suggest you find somewhere else to play your games. Thank 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001662 01395 9 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 11:00:21am  
 
A quick search on Google is not an education. Here's what you wrote:</P> 
Quote:<I>And when the jews aren't satisfied with the land they got and decided 
to make a quick war to annex some more land.</I></P> 
Fact: Israel did <B>not</B> "make" the Six Day War. But they certainly did 
finish it. And you wonder why I said your ignorance is showing.</P> 
Quote:<I>The UN created Israel in 1948 and during the six day war in 1967 Israel 
annexed the West-bank and Gaza.</I></P> 
Right -- during the Six Day War which started because Egypt and several other 
Arab states made a concerted and very serious effort to destroy Israel, and got 
their asses handed to them on a platter. Oh, but I guess that part of it doesn't 
matter?</P> 
Fact: Israel is not trying to destroy their Arab neighbors.</P> 
Fact: Every neighboring Arab country has stated outright that they DO want to 
destroy Israel, and many of them pursue that goal on a daily basis.</P> 
To answer your question, no I don't think Israel should be building settlements 
on the West Bank.</P> 
But now let me ask you a question, since you know your history so well. Suppose 
Israel withdrew entirely from the West Bank tomorrow, and freely endorsed the 
creation of a Palestinian state. Do you think the terrorism against Israeli 
citizens would then stop? And that all the Arab nations in the area would then 
accept Israel's existence?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00001664 01395 11 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 11:32:56am  
 
And by the way, my friend, this:</P> 
<I>I'd be pretty damn pissed of if some organization came in and told me to 
leave my homeland because they have to make room for some poor jews.</I></P> 
is an anti-Semitic comment. Those "poor jews" you speak of with such derision 
had just suffered one of the worst incidents of genocide in human history. And 
the land given to them by the UN <B>is</B> their homeland, going back thousands 
of years; it wasn't chosen at random.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001666 01395 13 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 11:52:23am  
 
You're right. I've taken sides. I'm on the side of democracy and individual 
freedom (and bacon sandwiches, to quote Salman Rushdie), and I'm against the 
cowards and terrorists and religious fanatic tyrants of the world who want to 
impose their sick beliefs on me, and spread their hatred into my part of the 
world.</P> 
Quote:<I>I'm not defending the actions of the palestinian terrorists, and I'm 
not defending the actions of the Israeli army (which are every bit as much evil. 
Choppers against people with rocks, c'mon).</I></P> 
And here you reveal your bias again. The Israelis are <B>not</B> "every bit as 
evil" as people who teach their children to hate, and to kill themselves and 
others by walking into discos with bombs strapped to their bodies, under a 
stupid religious delusion that they're going to heaven for their loathsome 
acts.</P> 
Again, a fact: if not for the Israelis' helicopters and military weapons, every 
Jewish man, woman, and child in the area would have been dead (or driven out) a 
long time ago. The threat of immediate overpowering retaliation for terrorist 
acts has probably saved many Israeli lives over the years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001667 01395 14 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 12:09:49pm  
 
Quote:<I>If anyone are to blame here I'd say it is the politicians at UN in the 
40s that created Israel in the first place.</I></P> 
Wow. I guess that says it all. With that remark you put yourself on the same 
side as the Arab despots, who also think Israel has no right to 
exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001669 01395 16 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 1:23:20pm  
 
Ah, there you are! I was wondering how long it would take the nu-produkt.net 
kids to chime in. Don't you have a website to steal or 
something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001671 01395 18 charles Tue, Oct 16, 2001 1:49:14pm  
 
Excuse me? Am I holding a gun to your head and forcing you to read this 
weblog?</P> 
As a matter of fact, I'd greatly prefer it if you wouldn't.</P> 
Quote:<I>Man I wish there was some way of banning your IP from 
littlegreenfootballs.</I></P> 



I'm sure that's very frustrating to you. :-)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001676 01395 23 charles Wed, Oct 17, 2001 2:00:02pm  
 
Don't you kids have anything better to do than make a big mess in our comments? 
I mean, really. If you're trying to convince me you're a bunch of losers - it 
worked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001677 01395 24 charles Wed, Oct 17, 2001 2:05:48pm  
 
And by the way, that whirring sound you hear is Socrates, spinning in his 
grave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001681 01395 28 charles Sun, Oct 21, 2001 6:26:33am  
 
I agree, he is stating the view of the far right. And I also agree that:</P> 
Quote:<I>Peace can never be achieved in the Middle East without the 
establishment of an independent Palestinian state - and the universal existence 
of Israel's right to exist.</I></P> 
(I assume you meant "universal acceptance.")</P> 
But I don't agree that the article is "paranoid"; the history of the region 
shows that the <B>second part</B> of your statement above will be much harder to 
achieve than the first.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001688 01410 3 charles Wed, Oct 17, 2001 4:59:22am  
 
Wasn't it gross? If there's any justice, she'll be thrown out on her ass next 
election.</P> 
According to what I've been reading McKinney is a notorious publicity whore, 
sometimes coming to sessions of Congress hours early so she could be sure to get 
an aisle seat and get her mug in the news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001699 01415 2 charles Wed, Oct 17, 2001 6:25:09am  
 
Stephen,</P> 
You must have missed my first sentence, where I wrote that he resigned on 
Monday. And actually, he was still a minister at the time of his death; the 
resignation was to take effect today.</P> 
Quote:<I>Furthermore, the claim that it was a Palestinian hit is 
conjecture...</I></P> 
How is it "conjecture" when a Palestinian group has claimed responsibility? I 
think at this point, it's more accurate to say it's "conjecture" that Israelis 
were somehow responsible.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001702 01416 3 charles Wed, Oct 17, 2001 4:16:14pm  
 
Bethann,</P> 
I hope this doesn't sound too alarmist, but the anthrax outbreaks are definitely 
an attack by someone. Anthrax spores do not naturally form in the tiny sizes 
necessary to cause infection; in fact, the last death from pulmonary anthrax 
(the most virulent kind) was 25 years ago. It's <I>extremely</I> rare.</P> 



The anthrax spores sent to Senator Daschle's office are the type known as 
"weapons grade" -- which means the dried spores were ground with very 
specialized equipment to a very exact size.</P> 
It's not a joke. But on the other hand, at this point it's not very serious 
either. The real purpose of attacks like this is to spread fear, real and 
imaginary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001717 01445 3 charles Sun, Oct 21, 2001 4:26:20pm  
 
OK. Right. Agreed about the dangers. But isn't increased wariness 
justified?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001719 01448 2 charles Fri, Oct 19, 2001 4:25:31pm  
 
Bethann,</P> 
Yes, I've read that opinion about the lack of asbestos leading to a quicker 
failure. But who can really say?</P> 
There's no doubt that the attackers skillfully tilted the wings of both planes 
in the final moments, to take out more floors in the impact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001730 01461 2 charles Sun, Oct 21, 2001 8:45:11am  
 
You don't have to be a Falwell follower to be disturbed by Chomsky's moral 
equivalency, and to feel that his flat statement that the US is a "terrorist" 
state is unjust.</P> 
He was/is a great linguist. But his politics have always been offensive to me 
(and to lots of other people, I think). His statements have always seemed more 
like deliberately outrageous publicity grabbing stunts, clever intellectual 
constructions that use <B>any</B> issue at hand to justify tirades about "US 
crimes," a theme he returns to over and over and over, ad nauseam.</P> 
I don't find Chomsky "lucid, informed, and transparent." Not at all; I see him 
as incredibly biased, almost obsessed. And in our present circumstances, pretty 
damned irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001732 01461 4 charles Thu, Oct 25, 2001 7:24:16am  
 
Wow. Did you think that piece would change my mind?</P> 
Sorry, Mike, but I couldn't even finish it. Nobody denies that Chomsky is an 
intelligent man, but the most "lucid" thing about him is his agenda: to portray 
the US as the world's greatest source of evil, and Israel as the second 
greatest.</P> 
I don't have time to really take this piece apart, but it's so full of straw men 
and non-issues and distractions that I'll quote two right near the start:</P> 
Quote:<I>Among the great majority of people suffering deep poverty and 
oppression, similar sentiments are far more bitter, and are the source of the 
fury and despair that has led to suicide bombings, as commonly understood by 
those who are interested in the facts. The U.S., and much of the West, prefers a 
more comforting story. To quote the lead analysis in the New York Times (Sept. 
16), the perpetrators acted out of "hatred for the values cherished in the West 
as freedom, tolerance, prosperity, religious pluralism and universal suffrage." 
U.S. actions are irrelevant, and therefore need not even be mentioned.</I></P> 
This statement is so obviously untrue that I believe Chomsky is deliberately 
lying here. I have never seen so much discussion of the reasons behind Islamic 



extremism, in the popular press, the alternative press, television, radio, 
weblogs, people on the street, everywhere. I see the US making a great effort to 
understand. Chomsky's disdain for the great unwashed is obvious, but it's a 
completely phony argument, and I think contemptible.</P> 
Chomsky makes numerous omniscient-sounding references to "US mistakes," when 
what he's really talking about are complex issues that aren't so easily broken 
down into his either-or polemics. And in doing so he exposes his biases most 
nakedly. Example:</P> 
Quote:<I>Like others in the region, [bin Laden] is also outraged by long-
standing US support for Israel's brutal military occupation, now in its 35th 
year...</I></P> 
The truth is that before his recent statements, Bin Laden evinced absolutely no 
interest in the plight of the Palestinians. But this doesn't stop Noam the 
godlike one from evoking his other favorite theme. Notice the subtle use of the 
term "brutal military occupation." If you believe the situation in Israel can be 
reduced to such simple terms, with no context or history, then we'll have to 
agree to disagree here.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001735 01463 2 charles Sun, Oct 21, 2001 7:49:16am  
 
If I didn't have so many other things screaming to be done, I'd shut the door, 
put on the headphones, and write my own. I may start by replacing some of the 
Greymatter stuff with PHP scripts, like adding new entries and comments, 
preserving the GM data files.</P> 
I downloaded Movable Type, and although it looks like it might be cool I'm 
leaning more toward doing my own CMS in PHP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001747 01474 3 charles Wed, Oct 24, 2001 5:05:18am  
 
What's that funny smell?</P> 
Oh, now I recognize it. It's that annoying nu-produkt troll, back again.</P> 
Just ignore him, folks, and he'll go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001762 01497 2 charles Sun, Oct 28, 2001 7:50:03am  
 
Click the link, oh grasshopper, and all will become clear.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001767 01498 5 charles Fri, Oct 26, 2001 2:58:57pm  
 
Excuse me but it definitely does say, outright, in the very first paragraph:</P> 
<I>OSAMA BIN LADEN and his al-Qaeda network have acquired nuclear materials for 
possible use in their terrorism war against the West, intelligence sources have 
disclosed.</I></P> 
Then it goes on to water down this initial statement somewhat. But the point 
remains, and I think it's an extremely important one: these people have been 
trying to get nuclear weapons for many years now, and probably have them. We can 
quibble over how long it might be before they have something they can actually 
use as a weapon, but does anyone really doubt it's just a matter of 
time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001791 01531 4 charles Wed, Oct 31, 2001 3:23:55pm  
 



Dean: I thought maybe you were at the tail end of a week long binge or 
something.</P> 
Kidding! I knew our cute little asswipe wasn't you, because you don't live in 
Norway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001801 01535 8 charles Fri, Nov 2, 2001 5:06:01am  
 
Todd wrote:<I>i was merely exemplifying the misleading nature of the link title 
as it connotes a feeling or multiple feelings less violent.</I></P> 
"Misleading?" The link title is the title of the article. How is it "misleading" 
to point you at an article, using its own title? Surely you realize that you can 
read the article for yourself, and make up your own mind?</P> 
The section I quoted is something known as an "excerpt." That means it is not 
the entire article. The whole point of giving you a link is so that you'll click 
it, and read the entire article.</P> 
This is the <B>opposite</B> of "misleading."</P> 
Man. Some mornings I get <I>this close</I> to shutting down our comments 
altogether.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001803 01535 10 charles Fri, Nov 2, 2001 7:06:16am  
 
Mike,Noam is cod.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001807 01541 3 charles Fri, Nov 2, 2001 5:14:22am  
 
Hey, Elise - would you please post a comment every day so I'm reminded there are 
people with some <B>sense</B> out there? :)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001809 01542 2 charles Fri, Nov 2, 2001 4:54:36am  
 
What are you talking about?</P> 
From the very first day this country was attacked, every government official has 
been stating over and over, in every speech, that we were in this for the long 
haul. <B>Not one person</B> ever claimed victory would be simple, easy, or 
quick.</P> 
Go read <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblog.php?y=1&amp;x=archives/0
0001187.htm" target=_blank>Bush's speech</A>.</P> 
Go read <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblog.php?y=1&amp;x=archives/0
0001279.htm" target=_blank>Blair's speech</A>.</P> 
Sheesh. And I thought the media was bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001811 01542 4 charles Sun, Nov 4, 2001 3:22:20pm  
 
Your eye must be <B>much</B> more intelligent than mine, because I sure don't 
see any of that stuff!</P> 
I bow before the superior wisdom of your eye.</P> 
(All this time I was using my <I>brain</I> to think with -- when I should have 
been using my <I>eye</I>! D'oh!)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00001816 01553 2 charles Sun, Nov 4, 2001 8:55:36am  
 
It looks like it was written for publication, Bethann. I don't know if it was 
published here in the US or only in the UK's Telegraph.</P> 
As for McKinney, I don't think it's possible for her to feel 
embarrassment...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001818 01555 2 charles Mon, Nov 5, 2001 8:06:29am  
 
It's fixed now. Thanks for letting me know.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001823 01569 5 charles Tue, Nov 6, 2001 4:09:05pm  
 
<B>gsh writes:</B><I>It's well known at this point that the Cat Stevens 
condeming Rushdie story is urban legend, media hyperbole and stupid anti-Islamic 
pot-stirring. Stevens was, at the time, a new convert to Islam and was, as such, 
learning the ropes, figuring out what Koranic doctorine demanded of him as a 
believer.</I></P> 
Hmmm. Did you read the article? The author personally experienced the "urban 
legend" of Cat's "learning the ropes":</P> 
<B>Quote:</B><I>The moderator asked if, in my role as a commissioning editor of 
Channel 4 UK, I would contemplate turning The Satanic Verses into a film. I said 
that I would judge the cinematic merits of the script, and that no other 
consideration would rule it out. Kalim Siddiqui and Yusuf Islam snarled, warning 
that the sentence of death on Rushdie would extend to all those who forwarded 
his book in any way.</I></P> 
I grew up playing Cat Stevens songs. I admired his writing. But if anyone ever 
tries to tell you, "People never change," just ask "What about Cat 
Stevens?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001826 01569 8 charles Wed, Nov 7, 2001 11:06:57am  
 
Again, gsh, the author personally had his life threatened by Cat Stevens. It's 
not hearsay, and it's not an urban legend. It's personal testimony, not an 
episode of Behind the Music.</P> 
"All he did was restate Islamic law." Right -- a law that sentenced Salman 
Rushdie to death. For writing a book. In the link you gave, he backs down (a 
little) and says he doesn't advocate breaking the law of the land. But he does 
want to change that law -- presumably to allow the death penalty to be enforced 
against anyone who writes "blasphemy," or at the very least to censor any such 
writings.</P> 
It's not blowing things out of proportion to be appalled at 
this.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001827 01570 1 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 5:47:30am  
 
<STRONG>Just testing.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001830 01572 3 charles Tue, Nov 6, 2001 8:20:48am  
 
Actually, no; there is probably no more dense material in the universe than the 
stuff inside Dan Quayle's noggin.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00001845 01580 2 charles Wed, Nov 7, 2001 4:59:27am  
 
John,</P> 
It's a bit more complicated than that. For all practical purposes, Bin Laden 
<B>is</B> the Taliban; he financed their government to the tune of $100 million, 
and used their country as a training ground for terrorist attacks. It's a very 
clear example of a nation that supports and harbors terrorists.</P> 
And McElvoy makes this point as well:</P> 
<I>Action against Afghanistan is a necessary pre-condition of a wider campaign 
against terrorism.</I></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001850 01589 2 charles Thu, Nov 8, 2001 12:54:17pm  
 
<B>Paul wrote:</B><I>Hizbollah is not a terrorist group. They are the group 
which drove the illegal Israeli occupation of Lebanon out, by attacking 
soldiers. Terrorists target civillians, while Hizbollah attacks 
soldiers.</I></P> 
Uh, Paul? Does the kidnapping of Terry Waite ring a bell with you? Or the 
hijacking of an MEA plane in 1984? Suicide bombers? Or the fact that they're 
backed by Iran, are virulently anti-American, and follow a very extreme Islamic 
ideology devoted to the destruction of Israel?</P> 
Here's a good article about the PR campaign to <A 
href="http://world.std.com/~camera/docs/oncamera/ochezb.html" 
target=_blank>Whitewash Hezbollah</A>, for which you have apparently 
fallen...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001852 01589 4 charles Thu, Nov 8, 2001 4:46:59pm  
 
Look -- Hezbollah is a terrorist organization. There is an unbelievable amount 
of evidence; if you've been paying attention to the news for the past two 
decades (or if, in fact, you've been alive for the past two decades), you 
wouldn't need to be convinced. This is <B>not</B> a group of people you should 
be sticking up for.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001855 01591 3 charles Thu, Nov 8, 2001 11:58:04am  
 
I once had a cat named Boots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001858 01591 6 charles Tue, Jan 15, 2002 9:07:32am  
 
How could I ever be "frieghtened" by somebody named 
"Boots?"</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001865 01609 2 charles Sat, Nov 10, 2001 7:19:12am  
 
So in other words, you're saying that unless the US bombs every country that 
contains terrorists, all at the same time, we're being hypocritical by trying to 
do something about one country that has committed an act of war against us?</P> 
Pretty tough standard to meet. Either solve all the world's problems at once, or 
you're a hypocrite. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00001867 01609 4 charles Sat, Nov 10, 2001 8:01:27am  
 
<B>warren writes:</B><I>i would love to see other examples of totalitarian 
"intellectuals."</I></P> 
Chomsky, Zinn, Sontag, just off the top of my head. Please note; I didn't say 
they were totalitarian themselves. (Although I shudder to think what might 
happen if Noam were to somehow gain real political power.)</P> 
Sorry if the term "intellectual" didn't meet with your approval. How about 
"over-educated, over-privileged, megalomaniacal academics writing outside their 
fields of expertise?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001870 01609 7 charles Sat, Nov 10, 2001 4:21:53pm  
 
Hey, the Euro kids are back! Bring it on, kiddies.</P> 
A. I am not publishing my work in scholarly journals, and giving speeches to 
rooms full of students.</P> 
B. I've never claimed to be an expert on anything. I'm a guy expressing his 
opinions on a web site -- just like you.</P> 
C. Knowing that it will do no good, I'd like to ask you to please grow up? 
Please? If you would like to debate the merits of an opinion I express, then do 
so. If you only want to get in little ignorant digs like this, from now on I'll 
be deleting them.</P> 
Thank you for your consideration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001872 01609 9 charles Sun, Nov 11, 2001 4:48:20am  
 
You're right; the piece did appear in the Independent first. But right next to 
Fisk's byline, it says "Special to Arab News" which is why I thought it was 
written for them.</P> 
How strange -- Arab News printing something misleading.</P> 
Doesn't change my opinion about Fisk or his writing, though; at a time like 
this, his usual shtick looks more and more like giving aid and comfort to the 
enemy. To use the scary word for it -- treason. What a twisted little man he 
must be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001877 01612 2 charles Sun, Nov 11, 2001 6:11:22am  
 
"Anti-academia hacks" is a totally unfair accusation. Conservatives, yes, 
absolutely, but neither anti-academia nor hacks.</P> 
Kay S. Hymowitz is a senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute for Policy 
Research, a conservative think tank. She's written several books and many 
articles on education, and hardly qualifies as "anti-academia."</P> 
Harry Stein used to write the ethics column for the Wall Street Journal. 
Whatever you think of the WSJ's politics, I'd venture to say that not too many 
"hacks" get picked to write for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001879 01612 4 charles Sun, Nov 11, 2001 4:10:54pm  
 
<B>warren writes:</B><I>they were attacking someone for saying "retaliation 
breeds retaliation". You don't believe this, Charles?</I></P> 



Actually I do believe it. Retaliation breeds retaliation, until one side wins. 
That's how war works. And I still expect more attacks on the US.</P> 
But the point is -- this war was not declared by us, but by Bin Laden and Al 
Qaeda. Just a few days ago he said he thinks it's a really groovy idea to kill 
as many US citizens as possible. With nuclear bombs.</P> 
Hello, warren? Nuclear bombs? 100,000 people dead in Manhattan? Radioactive 
clouds spreading death and sickness along the east coast? Do I have your 
attention yet?</P> 
If he doesn't have them now, he sure as hell will in the near future, if we let 
ourselves be paralyzed with moral indecision.</P> 
And that goes double for Saddam.</P> 
Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001896 01628 3 charles Mon, Nov 12, 2001 1:25:04pm  
 
The dictionary definition:</P> 
<I>Violation of allegiance toward one's country or sovereign, especially the 
betrayal of one's country by waging war against it or by consciously and 
purposely acting to aid its enemies.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001898 01628 5 charles Mon, Nov 12, 2001 4:14:33pm  
 
You're right, Dan; it's not treason by the legal definition. But Noam is really 
skating on the razor edge of legality here, and he should be grateful he's a 
citizen of a country that allows him to do that. In the countries that <B>really 
are</B> sponsoring terrorism, he would have been pushing up daisies long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001901 01628 8 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 5:10:45am  
 
Mike,</P> 
You've been trying to sell Chomsky to us ever since the 9/11 attacks, and it's 
not going to work. I <I>have</I> read his speeches. I used to be a fan, back 
when he stuck to what he knows (linguistics) instead of indulging what I see as 
a sick obsession. The summary of his speech in the article I linked to is not 
out of context at all. On the contrary, it's a good summary of his main points, 
neatly encapsulated for an audience of fellow haters.</P> 
I once considered him a genius, but there's nothing admirable about this man any 
more. He's a phony and a liar, and just as blinded by his hatred of America as 
any madrassa-schooled extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001902 01628 9 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 5:18:33am  
 
Luke,</P> 
Just as Chomsky is free to spread his lies and loathsome moral equivalency, I'm 
free to say that I think he's making treasonous, evil statements.</P> 
I have neither the power nor the desire to censor him. I wouldn't do it even if 
I could, because I do believe the values of the US should be upheld -- even for 
egomaniacal swine like him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001907 01628 14 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2001 7:05:52am  
 



I am not aware of any sort of judicial approach that the US took in response to 
the embassy bombings. Perhaps you could provide a link?</P> 
Treating this (the embassy bombings, the Cole, and Sept 11) as acts of war is 
proper from one perspective. But, this perspective does not consider long term 
consequences. Treating this as a crime, will provide certain diplomatic and 
historical precedents that we have never, as far as I know, attempted. Sure, 
there will always be extremist who will cry out. But, a criminal proceeding 
which displays evidence in front of an inter'l court, and seeks an inter'l court 
to rule on this, will turn a larger amount of the world's population to not only 
sympathize with the US but to assist proactively. In the end, if the goal is to 
wipe out terrorism, you need proactive support from everyone everywhere. There 
is no possible way to achieve that goal will militaristic response that many 
consider dodgy.</P> 
So, we are not a terror state? The strategy of forceful relocation and mass 
starvation that a bombing campaign ensures is an appropriate response to what we 
have suffered? The already 3-4 million starving has been increased to 7 or so 
and they are all soldiers? The vast number of these people somehow are getting 
what they deserve? Let's see, starving, homeless, people but who are fearless 
blah blah blah NC is our hero yadda yadda we are righteous in our pursuit of 
justice blah blah blah</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001909 01628 16 charles Wed, Nov 14, 2001 7:46:03am  
 
How can I argue with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001912 01633 1 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 2:20:28pm  
 
And that coding frenzy involved a brand new, super speedy PHP replacement for 
Greymatter's comment module. This is the first big public test. Gee, I sure hope 
it doesn't destroy all my files.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001913 01634 1 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 3:18:49pm  
 
And I’ll take this opportunity to test out the automatic linking feature by 
putting in a gratuitous link to [Link: <A href="http://google.com." 
target=_blank ?>google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001917 01634 5 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 6:23:30pm  
 
Graham,</P> 
Well, maybe. It would take a lot of generalizing and template-izing to put it in 
shape for a public release...</P> 
When I’m in a code frenzy I tend to just hammer it out and get it working, damn 
the torpedos, full speed ahead. That’s the state it’s in right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001920 01634 8 charles Wed, Nov 14, 2001 6:58:36am  
 
Too much coffee this morning, Mike?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001925 01639 1 charles Tue, Nov 13, 2001 5:31:57pm  



 
Gaaahhh! Please, in the name of all that is holy, <STRONG>make them 
stop!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001933 01644 5 charles Fri, Nov 16, 2001 10:23:59am  
 
"Rabidly pro-war?" You mean, like <A 
href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/11/20011112-3.html" 
target=_blank>Nelson Mandela</A>?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001940 01648 3 charles Thu, Nov 15, 2001 5:50:47am  
 
The "intentionally pulling out" argument doesn't pass the giggle test. They 
intentionally gave up 80% of the country?</P> 
As for guerilla warfare, it's possible but I doubt it. I think we're going to 
learn that our bombing campaign has been more effective than people yet 
realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001948 01661 3 charles Fri, Nov 16, 2001 4:27:32pm  
 
Don't worry; he'll find a way to blame America. And the really insidious thing 
about Noam and his ilk is that there will be an element of truth in what he 
says.</P> 
Just like there's a tiny amount of cyanide in an almond.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001953 01661 8 charles Fri, Nov 16, 2001 11:19:20pm  
 
Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001954 01661 9 charles Fri, Nov 16, 2001 11:35:40pm  
 
Hmmm, I say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001960 01667 4 charles Sat, Nov 17, 2001 10:31:26am  
 
Hey Noah! I hope you realize it's no reflection on your coding skills; as I 
wrote, I'm sure our problems are caused by the limits on our (el cheapo) host. 
As I get deeper into my system I'm realizing more and more what an achievement 
Greymatter really is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001962 01667 6 charles Sat, Nov 17, 2001 5:46:26pm  
 
Paul,</P> 
I tried to make it clear that the problems I've been having are in no way Noah's 
fault; let's face it, we went with the cheap (but amazingly good for the price!) 
web host, and they put limits on system resources, and those limits cause 
Greymatter to get peevish.</P> 
I exchanged email today with someone who has nearly as many entries as we do, 
and Greymatter is still doing fine for him. So there's the proof that there's 



nothing inadequate about the GM code. The difference is that he runs his own 
dedicated server, and we're on a shared host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001964 01667 8 charles Sun, Nov 18, 2001 5:53:32am  
 
Fredrik,</P> 
It may eventually develop into something that can be released to the public. But 
it will take a lot of work. Right now the system doesn't use the GM templates at 
all, and it doesn't support all of GM's features. It's very specific to our 
weblog, in other words.</P> 
So the answer is maybe, but it probably won't be very soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001965 01667 9 charles Sun, Nov 18, 2001 6:02:12am  
 
cynn,</P> 
The PHP 4 Bible actually has a simple mySQL-based weblog program as one of its 
projects; you might want to check that out.</P> 
The code I'm writing is not based on anything else; I basically started by 
reverse-engineering the Greymatter file structure and figuring out how it all 
fits together, then wrote code to generate those files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001968 01669 1 charles Sat, Nov 17, 2001 3:13:29pm  
 
x</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001969 01669 2 charles Sat, Nov 17, 2001 3:14:13pm  
 
y</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001972 01669 5 charles Sun, Nov 18, 2001 8:15:21am  
 
a</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001984 01682 1 charles Sun, Nov 18, 2001 5:18:51pm  
 
Just testing a minor detail of the comment posting module...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00001993 01694 2 charles Tue, Nov 20, 2001 11:24:10am  
 
I'm not judging the whole paper -- and I know they publish many different points 
of view. I was writing about the "anti-war whingers" specifically (of which 
there <I>are</I> quite a few).</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002002 01701 6 charles Wed, Nov 21, 2001 5:12:07am  
 
Yeeha, I say. And again, yeeha.</P> 
Yes, the changeover from Greymatter is now complete. The new system uses the 
same file structure, so nothing had to be imported or modified.</P> 



The 'rebuild' module goes through and reconstructs all the files -- the main 
index, individual entry pages, and monthly archives -- according to the design 
templates. After changing the design, it's necessary to rebuild everything.</P> 
And the speed of the new system is unbelievable!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002004 01701 8 charles Wed, Nov 21, 2001 7:01:23am  
 
Steven,</P> 
I'm considering it. The easy part was writing the code to generate <B>our</B> 
weblog -- it will take a lot more work to generalize it, provide an interface 
for editing templates, etc.</P> 
And I think I'm really asking for support headaches if I release something 
that's billed as Greymatter-compatible. I really like the concept of a lean, 
mean weblog system, without all the frills most people don't 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002011 01704 2 charles Wed, Nov 21, 2001 3:03:48pm  
 
I agree; there's an awful lot of bad blood on both sides. The reason I point out 
that the actual settlements are only a tiny portion of the occupied territories 
is that once again, we see an issue that's based on ideology, wounded pride, and 
bloody rage more than on reality.</P> 
But I do think that on the Israeli side there is at least a chance of withdrawal 
from the territories; they've already agreed to it in principle.</P> 
A question, however: if the Palestinians were to (somehow) suppress their 
extremists and stop the violence from their side, for a reasonable length of 
time, don't you think the Israelis would keep their side of the bargain?</P> 
And if the positions were reversed, and Israel completely stopped all attacks 
against Palestinians -- what do you think would happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002014 01711 1 charles Wed, Nov 21, 2001 4:35:08pm  
 
Just testing again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002016 01711 3 charles Wed, Nov 21, 2001 5:38:42pm  
 
Don't we all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002024 01725 2 charles Sat, Nov 24, 2001 6:33:29am  
 
I'm no military historian, that's for sure, but I have read enough history to 
know that the broad outlines of Hanson's article looked right. So I appreciated 
Steven's entry about it as a much-needed other perspective.</P> 
(That guy's got a perspective on <I>everything</I>.)</P> 
As for Iraq, agreed; we need more evidence to support an all-out attack on 
Saddam. But he scares me much more than the Taliban.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002026 01728 2 charles Fri, Nov 23, 2001 5:31:05pm  
 
The letters weren't only to Democrats -- they were addressed to every American 
unlucky enough to be in their path.</P> 



I doubt that the person who sent the letters cared about the political 
affiliations of the recipients. The intent was to spread fear in the US 
infrastructure, and the timing is just too close to 9/11 for me to believe it 
wasn't related. Manufacturing weaponized anthrax in these quantities is not a 
trivial task.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002028 01728 4 charles Sat, Nov 24, 2001 6:46:09am  
 
Actually, there was a letter sent to Bill O'Reilly of Fox News, with Sean 
Hannity's name as the return address -- two of the most rabid right-wingers in 
the media. Apparently the handwriting was identical to the other letters, 
although this one didn't contain anthrax and was sent earlier.</P> 
I may not be getting the details right; I haven't seen much about this in the 
usual outlets.</P> 
Another point against the homegrown connection theory: most of the radical 
American groups who would be suspects are also Christians. Would militant 
Islamists make alliances with infidels? What would they have to gain by such an 
alliance, instead of just doing it themselves?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002034 01737 1 charles Sat, Nov 24, 2001 2:07:12pm  
 
And don't try to stop me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002037 01738 2 charles Sat, Nov 24, 2001 1:57:02pm  
 
It's close, but "da kine" is all-encompassing. It's the Leatherman of pidgin 
phrases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002051 01744 2 charles Sun, Nov 25, 2001 1:15:39pm  
 
I know -- the horror! I'm not a big fan of Will, but I did think he made some 
valid points in that column. (I'm even less a fan of Colin 
Powell...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002053 01744 4 charles Sun, Nov 25, 2001 1:28:55pm  
 
<A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblog.php?y=1&amp;x=archives/0
0001736.htm" target=_blank>Linked to it</A> yesterday...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002055 01744 6 charles Mon, Nov 26, 2001 8:49:07am  
 
Good one, Dan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002056 01744 7 charles Mon, Nov 26, 2001 9:00:55am  
 
Lynn,</P> 
I agree the Mitchell plan is about the best hope we have at the moment; but 
that's not saying much.</P> 



I also agree that Israel should withdraw from the occupied territory, because 
the settlements do seem to be in violation of the Geneva convention.</P> 
However -- I've said it before and I'll say it again -- I don't think any 
agreement will ever hold, as long as Palestine (and the Arab world in general) 
continues to implicitly (or explicitly in many cases) support terrorism against 
civilians as a valid form of political struggle.</P> 
Yes, the settlements are a provocation. But just the latest in a long line of 
expedient provocations; if Israel withdraws completely, it wouldn't be long 
before another "life-or-death" issue came up.</P> 
As long as the extremists hold so much power, the agenda will be to completely 
eliminate Israel; that's the real issue under all this talk about a "cycle of 
violence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002058 01748 1 charles Mon, Nov 26, 2001 3:30:06pm  
 
This must be the phrase of the week: "homemade electric pig stunner." Wherever 
he is, Frank Zappa is smiling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002067 01755 5 charles Tue, Nov 27, 2001 12:39:37pm  
 
Here is <A href="http://www.edume.org/react/pa1.htm" target=_blank>CMIP's 
response</A> to the Palestinian criticisms of their reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002069 01755 7 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 7:28:01am  
 
Well, "eric," I followed your links, and it's very interesting that in all the 
storm of outraged rhetoric issuing from Arabs and Palestinians, there is not one 
denial that the schoolbooks <B>really do say</B> what CMIP alleges. Rather, they 
throw up a transparent smokescreen of counter-charges and justification, for 
example:</P> 
<I>The suggestion seems to be that Palestinians ought to accept their 
dispossession and abuse at the hands of the Israelis without feeling or 
expressing anger and resentment. There is nothing unhealthy about a people 
subjected to this kind of mistreatment feeling anger, and in many cases their 
emotions may be all they have left after total dispossession. Expressions of 
hatred are not defensible or desirable, but as long as a people are subjected to 
extreme injustice, they have every reason to be upset about it. These emotions 
might be reflected in textbooks where unfortunate or indefensible statements are 
occasionally to be found, but the emotions are clearly not generated by them. 
Rather, they are rooted in a profoundly unjust reality.</I></P> 
I remain disgusted by the twisted rationalizations of those who indoctrinate 
children into a life of hatred. The links you provided have only strengthened my 
opinion.</P> 
And by the way, I'm seriously considering requiring registration to post 
comments here. I'm getting very tired of anonymous cowards who leave insulting 
messages full of propaganda with no accountability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002072 01755 10 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 2:47:32pm  
 
Right -- so there was nothing wrong with my link, or my research. The textbooks 
do contain the poisonous statements that CMIP exposed.</P> 
Just so we're clear.</P> 



And just like the Palestinian Authority, you make light of it. I'm not obscuring 
the truth, you are. Apparently, your point is that it doesn't matter whether 
Palestinian children are officially taught to hate Jews.</P> 
What color is the sky on your planet? On this world, it matters what children 
are taught in schools. Anyone who says differently is either a fool or a liar. 
Children aren't born as little haters and suicide bombers; these perverted 
skills are taught to them. And in Palestine, they're taught by the 
authorities.</P> 
The conflict in Israel is not as one-sided as you picture it; another truth I'm 
sure you're aware of, but choose to obscure.</P> 
If you're trying to say the conflict could be resolved if Israel withdrew their 
settlements from the occupied territories -- well, that's just silly. Yes, 
Israel should withdraw. But it won't solve a damn thing, because Arafat and the 
thugs he works with will not rest until Israel is wiped off the map -- as it 
already is from the maps in Palestinian classrooms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002074 01755 12 charles Thu, Nov 29, 2001 9:12:16am  
 
You're wrong, "Eric." The schoolbooks currently in use in Palestine contain 
numerous racist statements. Again, I refer you to CMIP's response to this and 
other Palestinian attempts to whitewash the situation.</P> 
Quote:<I>Furthermore, I reject the notion that history books are the primary 
cause of young Palestinian anger, fear, and resentment. I think I've more then 
covered the primary causes for that hatred.</I></P> 
Please show me where I wrote that the schoolbooks are "the primary cause of 
young Palestinian anger."</P> 
You can't, because I didn't. Classic straw man argument; make up statements out 
of thin air, then "rebut" them.</P> 
As to whether you've "more then (sic) covered the primary causes for that 
hatred," you certainly did a good job of espousing the official Palestinian 
anti-Israel line -- the very same rationalization used by the fanatics of 
Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002075 01755 13 charles Thu, Nov 29, 2001 9:19:32am  
 
Quote:<I>Hatred on both sides just breeds more hatred...</I></P> 
Aren't you the same "eric" who commented in another area that you think "it's 
perfectly acceptable for a Palestinian to hate"?</P> 
You can't even keep your own arguments straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002077 01755 15 charles Thu, Nov 29, 2001 2:14:41pm  
 
Just today, another noble, oppressed, justifiably hateful Palestinian boarded a 
bus in Israel with explosives strapped to his body, most likely on the way to a 
populated area (since the bus was almost empty) and blew himself up, killing 
himself and three other people.</P> 
This while Anthony Zinni is in the area to try to promote peace. Since Zinni has 
been there, 7 Israelis have been killed in suicide attacks.</P> 
I have no patience for those who make excuses for atrocities like this.</P> 
You're free to disagree, but you had better be prepared to back up assertions 
like you have made -- and you have not done so. In fact, you've had to backpedal 
when it was pointed out that the schoolbooks I mentioned are <B>now in use</B> 
in Palestine. You persist in attempting to deflect the argument, now saying the 



schoolbooks are "not in print." So what? They're in use, and that's what 
matters.</P> 
CMIP's research is "fatally flawed?" And yet, everything they write is 
demonstrably true. Beats me how you get "fatally flawed" out of that; your 
argument seems to be based solely on the fact that you disagree with their 
politics.</P> 
You can "reject" the premise that what children are taught in schools shapes 
their world view -- but it doesn't make it any less true.</P> 
These are not personal attacks, "Eric" (your name is in quotes because I have 
absolutely no way of knowing who you really are, and what your agenda is). They 
<B>are</B> attacks on your attempts to discredit CMIP's research, attempts which 
I've shown to be disingenuous (at the very least).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002079 01755 17 charles Fri, Nov 30, 2001 8:47:41am  
 
There's a big difference between "debating" and "denying reality."</P> 
Palestinian textbooks now in use contain numerous racist and hateful statements. 
This is reality.</P> 
If I seem angry about this, it's because <B>I am</B>. It's disgusting and evil 
to indoctrinate children this way.</P> 
And it's intellectually dishonest to deny it, or to toss a bunch of 
contradictory arguments out there to obscure it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002087 01760 6 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 3:09:14pm  
 
Quote:<I>What do you mean "mis-guided and mis-informed?" Are you saying that it 
is stupid and uneducated to say that the deaths of the common citizens of Iraq 
are not caused by US sanctions. Because they are and the US knows it.</I></P> 
It <B>is</B> stupid and uneducated to say that US sanctions cause the deaths of 
Iraqi citizens. Before you lecture others on history (apparently based on some 
Chomsky article you read without questioning) you might try doing some research 
yourself. Because you're spreading absolute <B>bullshit</B>, my friend.</P> 
(By the way, it looks like you got a bit confused in the middle of that second 
sentence.)</P> 
If you'd care to set foot on the road to enlightenment, you might start with 
this article:</P> 
<A href="http://www.thenewrepublic.com/061801/rubin061801.html" 
target=_blank>Food Fight</A>.</P> 
Then, kindly explain why, if Saddam Hussein is so concerned about Iraqi 
citizens, why his agents have been caught numerous times smuggling food 
<I>out</I> of Iraq? And why, if he's so concerned about his starving children, 
he spends <I>billions of dollars</I> on lavish palaces -- and on at least one 
occasion, had a palace architect murdered to cover up his Napoleonic 
excesses?</P> 
Study your history, indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002093 01761 3 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 10:56:26am  
 
Quote:<I>I am generally liberal, but share the usual view that if it's war, it 
is fair to kill members of the opposing side. However, the prison incident 
smacks of "killing fish in a barrel".</I></P> 
Except that these fish were shooting back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00002099 01761 9 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 2:55:07pm  
 
Yes, Lynn -- and the rules of engagement are that if someone shoots at you, you 
shoot back.</P> 
The rules of engagement are that if you surrender, you're promising to remove 
yourself from combat. If you then decide to "un-surrender" and ambush your 
captors, you deserve to face the consequences.</P> 
I read an account today that the CIA man who was killed in the prison was 
"kicked, clawed, and bitten" to death. The prisoners ran directly into gunfire 
in their attempts to kill their captors. These are the kind of mad dogs you're 
getting dangerously close to expressing sympathy for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002101 01761 11 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 4:28:28pm  
 
Thanks for the thoughtful post, Lynn. I lived the first 10 years of my life in 
New York (Queens Village to be precise), and that aching hole in the skyline is 
a hole in my heart too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002105 01762 2 charles Wed, Nov 28, 2001 9:48:56am  
 
That was Michael there... he's getting bold and posting more, now that I've 
rewritten the weblog system. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002121 01769 2 charles Thu, Nov 29, 2001 11:28:47am  
 
<A href="http://info.astrian.net/jargon/terms/t/troll.html" 
target=_blank>Troll.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002135 01769 16 charles Sat, Dec 1, 2001 5:05:53pm  
 
Thanks for the comments, everyone. A couple of points:</P> 
1) Registration would only be necessary for posting comments, not just for 
visiting the site.</P> 
2) No, we'll never charge you money just for visiting. (Who do you think we 
are...Salon?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002136 01769 17 charles Sat, Dec 1, 2001 5:09:07pm  
 
And yes -- if I do implement a registration system, I'll try to make it as 
painless as possible.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002150 01784 2 charles Fri, Nov 30, 2001 3:10:53pm  
 
Don't feed the troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002157 01784 9 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 12:07:21am  
 
Thank you for that link. Here's <A 
href="http://world.std.com/~camera/docs/alert/hedges.html" target=_blank>the 



piece</A> at camera.org dealing with Hedges' article, which is indeed riddled 
with factual errors and demonstrable bias.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002159 01784 11 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 5:21:17am  
 
Fred,</P> 
Did you really read the camera piece? Saying there's "no reason to think" that 
Hedges deliberately distorted the facts is completely untrue. He even 
contradicts his own reporting:</P> 
Quote:<I>Hedges: "The Egyptians, who first controlled Gaza, would not allow the 
camp to expand, nor would the Israelis, who gained control of Gaza after the war 
in 1967."</I></P> 
<I>Hedges is right about the first part. It is true the Egyptians did not allow 
any expansion or new building for the Palestinians during their rule of Gaza 
(1948-1967).</I></P> 
<I>He is wrong in his second assertion. Many nations – including Israel – have 
tried to help improve the lot of Palestinian refugees. The PLO has consistently 
rebuffed these efforts - particularly Israel’s, preferring to keep Palestinians 
angry and destitute as a way of maintaining and focusing their rage on the state 
of Israel. Arab states abetted this, regularly introducing resolutions in the 
United Nations denouncing Israel for seeking to move Palestinians out of squalid 
refugee camps. UNRWA's Ralph Garroway said in August 1958:</I></P> 
<I>"The Arab states do not want to solve the refugee problem. They want to keep 
it as an open sore, as an affront to the United Nations and as a weapon against 
Israel. Arab leaders don’t give a damn whether the refugees live or 
die."</I></P> 
<I>Hedges himself is well aware of these realities. In correspondence in 
February 1994 to his deputy editor at The New York Times, Steven R. Weisman, 
Hedges wrote:</I></P> 
<I>"The PLO did resist Israeli attempts to move Palestinians to housing units. 
And many people do charge the PLO with keeping Palestinians in squalor to prove 
a political point. (This correspondence came in response to a 1994 CAMERA query 
about another Hedges article on Gaza.)"</I></P> 
<I>If these facts were known to Hedges seven years ago, why did he falsify them 
in his October story?</I></P> 
Why indeed? I urge anyone tempted to believe the allegations in the Hedges 
article to read this piece.</P> 
And <B>especially</B> the allegation that Israeli soldiers deliberately lured 
children into gunfire -- putting "silencers on their M16s" even though it was 
broad daylight and (according to Hedges) they made no other attempt to hide what 
they were doing.</P> 
I'm not going to quote the whole section that refutes this incredibly stupid 
allegation. Here, again, is the <A 
href="http://world.std.com/~camera/docs/alert/hedges.html" 
target=_blank>link</A> to the piece.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002167 01787 2 charles Sat, Dec 1, 2001 8:20:44am  
 
Are you aware of the record of the Iraqi military? And what these "simple combat 
soldiers" did to the citizens of Kuwait?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002170 01787 5 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 8:06:26am  
 



Maybe I am being too sensitive; but I still think "honoring their comrades" has 
an air of sympathy about it, and knowing the history of Iraq's military I find 
that really hard to swallow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002173 01789 2 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 4:59:51am  
 
Really? Oh my goodness. What will we ever do without the support of Germany and 
France?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002175 01789 4 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 1:12:28pm  
 
Quote:<I>USA can't do shit when it comes to wars without the approval from the 
UN and NATO.</I></P> 
Bwah hahaha! Thanks for the belly laugh. I've printed that one out and it's now 
on my bulletin board, next to the picture of Bert and Osama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002178 01789 7 charles Mon, Dec 3, 2001 7:54:22am  
 
Thank goodness we have killi to enlighten us.</P> 
<I>France?</I></P> 
Bwah hahaha!</P> 
(Sorry. That just cracks me up every time I read it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002184 01793 5 charles Sat, Dec 1, 2001 5:48:46pm  
 
Quote:<I>The entire cycle of violence in Israel is such a needless and cruel use 
of force by extremists on both sides.</I></P> 
With one crucial difference -- the Israelis are not teaching their children to 
strap bombs around their bodies and walk into Palestinian 
neighborhoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002187 01793 8 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 5:08:02am  
 
Thanks, Mark. Those are good points. But trying to use logic with killi is like 
teaching a cat to wear pants. He's a perfect example of the Euro-kiddie who has 
no trouble with any despicable, evil thing done by Palestinians -- but still 
tries to picture himself as anti-war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002197 01801 5 charles Sun, Dec 2, 2001 2:55:01pm  
 
Hey, it’s the nu-produkt weenie again! It's always such a joy to see that 
'littleboy' signature, and you always have such wonderful insights to 
contribute.</P> 
How's the war going for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002201 01804 3 charles Mon, Dec 3, 2001 11:22:46am  
 
Note: I don't always agree with the stuff I post here. This article is a good 
example; I put it up mostly to get reactions, and thanks to both of you for the 
thoughtful comments.</P> 



In 2011, I hope to be able to look back on this pessimistic article and 
laugh.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002204 01806 2 charles Mon, Dec 3, 2001 11:52:05am  
 
The Christian Science Monitor <B>is</B> there already; I had to label it 
'csmonitor' because the full name wrapped to the next line. We can't have 
that.</P> 
I agree that Amnesty International has done good things in the past; that's why 
I gave them money. But I was greatly offended by their rush to judgment over the 
battle at the fort; they were calling for an 'urgent investigation' before the 
fight was even over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002211 01809 4 charles Mon, Dec 3, 2001 9:26:38am  
 
Eric,</P> 
Do you own any books by Noam Chomsky?</P> 
Just curious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002216 01809 9 charles Tue, Dec 4, 2001 5:52:08am  
 
Right -- maybe it will, "littleboy". For you certainly, because you just made it 
onto the banned list. I've had it with your pointless, juvenile bandwidth-
wasting digs. Go shit on your own carpet, I'm tired of seeing it on mine. 
Asshole.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002239 01825 2 charles Tue, Dec 4, 2001 2:23:48pm  
 
Right you are; I mistyped. Thanks for the correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002241 01825 4 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 9:59:01am  
 
I totally agree, Evan. Be sure to check out their very well-done Flash maps, 
too.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002244 01828 2 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 9:15:56am  
 
I agree with most of what you say, Mark; but unfortunately hate-driven societies 
rarely die a natural death. Diplomacy doesn't work against unreasoning hatred -- 
it needs to be fought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002247 01830 2 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 8:43:35am  
 
Well, someone around here is certainly copping out. Spin it all you want, eric, 
but it's a fact attested to by <I>many</I> Middle Eastern analysts that the goal 
of Arafat, the PLO, and all the other radical Islamic nutjobs is not to simply 
"question Israel's policies," but to drive Israel into the sea. It's not 
debatable. They say it outright -- unless they're writing for the NY Times, in 
which case they try (feebly) to disguise it.</P> 



The sad thing is that there are plenty of people like you who will split 
semantic hairs, denying the obvious truth and lending legitimacy to 
terrorists.</P> 
And once again, you try to equate suicide bombings by loathsome religious 
fanatics with Israeli military retaliation. I suspect that many of our readers 
are just as fed up with this crap as I am, and quite frankly -- you're wasting 
your time trying to convince me of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002253 01830 8 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 10:43:04am  
 
Quote:<I>But we're not talking about Hamas and radical Islamic nutjobs. We're 
talking about a respected media critic writing in the New York Times.</I></P> 
It's getting awfully tedious to respond to your misleading statements. I can't 
let this one go by, though.</P> 
Have you totally missed the fact that this "respected media critic" brought up 
the old specter of <B>53 years</B> of occupation?</P> 
Robert's right. Anyone who writes something like this is using code words to say 
that Israel has no right to exist.</P> 
But no, I don't think you did miss it. I think it just doesn't fit into your 
apologies for Palestinian terrorism, so you gloss over it, rather than 
acknowledge that Israel is literally fighting for its very 
existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002259 01831 3 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 10:49:43am  
 
Quote:<I>Arabs have not accepted Isreal but then again Isreal has not accepted 
Arabs.</I></P> 
Give me a break. Arabs who live as law-abiding, peaceful citizens of Israel have 
much more freedom and are treated much better than they would be in any Arab 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002266 01834 2 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 6:19:31pm  
 
Silly me; I've been laboring under the apparently mistaken assumption that the 
truth matters.</P> 
And what if their religious claims to Jerusalem <B>ARE</B> a bunch of 
BS?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002269 01834 5 charles Wed, Dec 5, 2001 7:15:00pm  
 
Quote:<I>Every single one of his 'facts' is either specious, a lie of omission, 
or easily countered by Christian, Jewsish or Muslim scholars.</I></P> 
Really? From what I've read, I have a hard time seeing it that way; what Farah 
says seems to jibe pretty closely with the historical facts. But then, I'm not a 
Christian, Jewish, or Muslim scholar. I look forward to reading your counter-
arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002272 01835 2 charles Thu, Dec 6, 2001 7:01:32am  
 
Right -- if you believe (as you and Noam obviously do) that the US government is 
no more worthy of trust than a murderous South American 
dictator.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00002274 01835 4 charles Thu, Dec 6, 2001 1:17:08pm  
 
I'm going to surprise you, Mike, and say that you're entitled to your view.</P> 
It's delusional, but you're entitled to it.</P> 
As I said, I'm not convinced military tribunals are the right way to handle 
captured terrorists. But not because I think the US government is just as 
corrupt and evil as a South American dictatorship. That's just a stupid 
comment.</P> 
P.S. It's easy to dismiss you when you don't even attempt to deal with the 
points I raised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002278 01835 8 charles Fri, Dec 7, 2001 8:24:05am  
 
Quote:<I>Oh, so now I'm delusional, eh? You would prefer that I blindly trust my 
government.</I></P> 
Please point out where I said you should "blindly trust" your government. 
Surprise! I didn't.</P> 
But of course, it's much easier to argue with a straw man than to face 
reality.</P> 
Yes, it is utterly delusional to insist that the US government is no more worthy 
of trust than a South American dictatorship. That's what you said. I stand by my 
statement that this is, plainly and simply, a stupid comment, and only someone 
who has never experienced true repression would have the chutzpah to make 
it.</P> 
Question the government, yes. Debate the government's policies, yes. When 
they're wrong, shout it to the world.</P> 
And guess what? The government that you so casually equate to a dictatorship 
will let you do it. You won't have to fear the secret police breaking down your 
door in the middle of the night and dragging you away to a nameless prison. 
That's what happens in real dictatorships, Mike.</P> 
Go to Venezuela or Saudi Arabia and try speaking out against <I>their</I> 
governments, if you want a taste of <B>real</B> repression.</P> 
One point in response to your argument, a critical point you seem to have 
totally missed -- military tribunals would not be used to try citizens of the 
US.</P> 
P.S. You still haven't dealt with even one of the points I raised in my original 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002279 01835 9 charles Fri, Dec 7, 2001 8:36:13am  
 
StOne,</P> 
Yes, Ashcroft's statement about critics definitely struck me the wrong way too. 
But in his defense (and it's a feeble defense, I'll grant) he also stated that 
the hearing was 100% appropriate, and that he supported it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002281 01835 11 charles Fri, Dec 7, 2001 8:49:36am  
 
What would Frank say? Let's ask him:</P> 
<I>Don't clap for destroying America. This place is as good as you want to make 
it. -- Zappa introduced "Billy the Mountain" by revealing that Billy and Ethel 
took a vacation trip across the United States, destroying it in the process. 
This was Zappa's response to the applause and cheers from the audience.</I></P> 



That's why I still think Zappa was a genius. There was no harsher critic of the 
US. But he also clearly understood that this is, by far, the best government 
that has ever existed on this sad planet.</P> 
And now, I'll lighten up. (Until the next time you try to say the US is a 
dictatorship.)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002284 01837 3 charles Thu, Dec 6, 2001 6:18:34am  
 
Lynn,</P> 
I thought it was obvious what happened; I watched the city of my birth attacked 
by fanatic monsters. I watched a symbol of human hope and aspiration brought 
down by creatures who want to drag us into the Dark Ages. I woke up on 9/11 and 
discovered that we were at war -- a war that had been openly declared years 
before, while we all slept and ignored it.</P> 
And I found out that I care about deeper issues than Ananova stories about the 
monkey man. Apparently, a lot of other people have discovered the same thing; 
we're getting more than a thousand hits a day.</P> 
And yes -- I know the boneheads are "just expressing their opinions." As am I, 
and as are you. And that's exactly what I think deserves to be challenged and 
defended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002292 01838 6 charles Fri, Dec 7, 2001 5:36:45pm  
 
Hey, Magog! How's Gog?</P> 
I agree it's hypocritical in the extreme to talk about a war on terror, yet fail 
to support Israel's right to defend herself against the very same Islamist 
freakazoids.</P> 
I'm just not sure what you mean by "let Sharon off his chain." To do what? It's 
hard to conceive of an all-out military response that doesn't end up in a long-
term occupation.</P> 
But on reflection, I agree with you that the last option is probably unworkable, 
both because the border could never be fully sealed, and because a Palestinian 
civil war would inevitably spill over into Israel with potentially disastrous 
results.</P> 
Unfortunately, none of the surrounding Arab countries contribute anything 
helpful to the situation, either, since they all want Israel off the map too, 
and are perfectly happy to let the Palestinian Arabs suffer and die if it will 
further their ultimate goals.</P> 
So we come to the impasse that many better minds than ours have sought and 
failed to bridge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002298 01843 2 charles Fri, Dec 7, 2001 10:53:28am  
 
Heh heh. I didn't notice there was a word missing there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002312 01852 2 charles Sat, Dec 8, 2001 2:29:34pm  
 
Isn't the black turban, perfectly straight, really just the mullet of 
Afghanistan?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002321 01856 3 charles Sun, Dec 9, 2001 4:07:48pm  
 



I quote them here because they've been right enough times to get my 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002333 01860 5 charles Mon, Dec 10, 2001 11:47:20am  
 
If a post like this showed up on slashdot, it would definitely be a troll. But 
sadly, on Indymedia this is considered journalism; it's the extreme ass-end of 
the extreme left, looking at the world through the wrong end of a Klein 
bottle.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002338 01865 1 charles Tue, Dec 11, 2001 3:11:45pm  
 
And his email name was "doodoo."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002357 01876 3 charles Tue, Dec 11, 2001 9:48:06am  
 
I don't know, Dan, call me old-fashioned, but I don't think a "Professor" has 
any business being out in the street throwing rocks at Jews. Just doesn't sit 
right with me.</P> 
And Said's own admitted "infatuation with the catharsis of violence" has always 
troubled me too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002361 01876 7 charles Tue, Dec 11, 2001 2:25:19pm  
 
Quote:<I>No, the stone throwing was definitely not lethal, but it was the 
epitome of cowardess.</I></P> 
I agree about the cowardice, but if you'd ever been on the receiving end of a 
baseball-sized rock thrown hard by a full-grown man, you might rethink how 
lethal it can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002362 01876 8 charles Tue, Dec 11, 2001 2:29:55pm  
 
Merritt,</P> 
I haven't seen anyone call Said an 'evildoer.' What I see in that photo is an 
aging intellectual in nice clothes trying pathetically hard for some street 
cred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002375 01885 5 charles Thu, Dec 13, 2001 5:47:25am  
 
I don't care for cowards who kill innocents in pizza parlors, either. 
Palestinians, though, build "art" exhibits commemorating acts like this.</P> 
Quote:<I>All the media that showed those few Palestinians celebrating on Sept 12 
were lacking in moral integrity. There were thousands openly and explicitly 
mourning Sept 11 and none of the was shown.</I></P> 
That's a silly comment. Why is it "lacking in moral integrity" to show those 
images? It happened, didn't it? (And from accounts I've read, it was far from 
being as rare as you're trying to portray). The ones lacking in moral integrity 
are the Palestinians who celebrated (and subsequently tried to lie about it and 
cover it up) in Ramallah and Nablus and elsewhere.</P> 
As for the "thousands openly mourning who weren't shown," this is more hooey. I 
saw a lot of coverage of Yasser Arafat giving blood, Palestinians with candles, 



etc. And in fact, after showing those ghastly celebration scenes, the media went 
out of their way to counter it with pro-Palestinian and pro-Arab coverage.</P> 
Have you seen what's being printed about the US in Palestinian and Arab press 
lately? Do you care about that as much as you care about the US press's "lack of 
moral integrity" for showing you an inconvenient truth?</P> 
I think there's a lot of truth in Norah Vincent's article, and no one here has 
refuted even one point she makes.</P> 
Eric writes:<I>The author is off his rocker with hate and venom. Unfortunately, 
the Palestinians (of prior generation) thought they could push the Israelis into 
the sea. And, when they failed, they were not offered refuge by any other 
country accept Israel. And, they have never changed certain clauses of their 
charter which are, to say the least, counter-productive to peaceful 
reconciliation.</I></P> 
Interesting. Your first sentence says <B>she</B> (not he) is off her rocker with 
hate, but then you proceed to agree with her main points.</P> 
And those "certain counter-productive clauses" you mention are not as incidental 
and unimportant as you seem to think. The fact that the Palestinian Charter 
still does not even recognize Israel's right to exist is vastly important. It 
speaks of a lack of the national will needed to turn away from violence and 
toward compromise.</P> 
This corruption of the Palestinian national will is also demonstrated by the 
extensive official support for indoctrination of children into the cults of 
anti-Semitism and martyrdom.</P> 
And that is really the whole point of Vincent's article. There cannot be peace 
in the region because <I>one side does not want peace</I>.</P> 
The sad thing is that you're partially right; I'm sure there are Palestinians 
who want to break out of the creed of violence. But ultimately, the 
responsibility for doing that lies solely with the Palestinians themselves, and 
unfortunately the fact is that the violent freaks are more popular than 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002382 01885 12 charles Thu, Dec 13, 2001 9:36:47am  
 
Eric,</P> 
Sorry for attributing Mike's quote to you. Are you sure you're not the same 
person?</P> 
I challenge you to produce evidence that the tapes of celebrating Palestinians 
were "manipulated."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002384 01885 14 charles Thu, Dec 13, 2001 9:54:20am  
 
...Because honestreporting.com says otherwise. In fact, the reporters who shot 
and broadcast these tapes were threatened:</P> 
<A href="http://www.honestreporting.com/Critiques/2001/68_celebrate.asp" 
target=_blank>About the Palestinian Celebrations.</A></P> 
<A href="http://www.honestreporting.com/critiques/2001/celebrate.jpg" 
target=_blank>Photographs.</A></P> 
And by the way, yes, the children were given candy. By shopkeepers. That's what 
they do when they celebrate.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002399 01889 3 charles Thu, Dec 13, 2001 5:24:09am  
 
Quote:<I>A PHP punctuation philter? sounds yummy, feel like sharing?</I></P> 



Unfortunately it isn't a separate module; it's built into the weblog 
software.</P> 
I am starting to think seriously about releasing our weblog system as shareware; 
wouldn't be very soon, because it needs work to generalize it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002437 01911 5 charles Sun, Dec 16, 2001 2:21:49pm  
 
It does work in Mozilla; I had to correct something in my stylesheet. Should be 
fine now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002439 01911 7 charles Sun, Dec 16, 2001 3:06:55pm  
 
Gotta clear the cache...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002441 01911 9 charles Sun, Dec 16, 2001 3:32:39pm  
 
Hmm. Works for me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002456 01921 2 charles Mon, Dec 17, 2001 5:25:58pm  
 
We shouldn't be surprised, though; think Saudi Arabia. Think oil money. These 
people live for money, and have intimate connections to the principal 
players.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002460 01921 6 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:08:00am  
 
Good entertainment? You mean, like a Ku Klux Klan rally?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002463 01922 3 charles Mon, Dec 17, 2001 10:46:05am  
 
Uh ... Eric ... the article says he was "briefly detained," not "arrested."</P> 
And it's not surprising at all that Israeli security forces would be concerned 
about a gathering of PLO officials in Jerusalem at the present 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002466 01923 2 charles Mon, Dec 17, 2001 2:28:13pm  
 
Oh. Well, that settles it, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002470 01923 6 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:10:01am  
 
Darren,</P> 
You don't have to capitalize "Terrorise" and "Murder" to make your point.</P> 
What was your point, anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002471 01923 7 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:17:05am  
 
Julian,</P> 



I don't think this is a "technicality" at all; in fact, it goes right to the 
heart of the issue.</P> 
The author makes the point that the land which now constitutes the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip was not legally part of any sovereign power when it was occupied by 
Israel in the 1967 war; in fact, one of the factors that precipitated that war 
was the annexation of these areas by Egypt and Jordan. The West Bank and Gaza 
were essentially stateless regions managed by Great Britain after the collapse 
of the Ottoman Empire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002472 01923 8 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:44:33am  
 
And this begs the question: would there be such an outcry if those territories 
were still being "occupied" by Egypt and Jordan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002476 01924 2 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:06:03am  
 
Sure, darren, there you go. No difference at all between filming the Protocols 
of the Elders of Zion, and Naked Gun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002480 01925 2 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:02:25am  
 
Noam? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002482 01925 4 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 5:42:30am  
 
"Iran under Saddam Hussein?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002484 01925 6 charles Tue, Dec 18, 2001 6:22:28am  
 
I know what you mean. I often hit 'N' when I'm going for 'Q'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002495 01928 7 charles Thu, Dec 20, 2001 11:18:27am  
 
I'm down on the EU because they've ended up on the wrong side of too many 
issues, and their leadership seems like a bunch of Belgian buffoons.</P> 
But did you read the article? The problem is that the money currently being 
given to the PA by the EU is under no supervision at all; it goes directly into 
Arafat's hands, and I don't think it's a giant leap of faith to think that some 
of it (probably a lot of it) ends up in the hands of Hamas and Islamic Jihad. By 
undercutting Israel's efforts to dry up funding for terrorists, once again the 
EU is squarely on the wrong side.</P> 
And who exactly do you think is responsible for the Palestinians lacking any 
infrastructure or social support systems to help people build constructive 
lives? Or for the fact that Palestinians cannot travel freely and work in 
Israel?</P> 
It wouldn't have anything to do with the fact that they've been squandering 
their country's future on fanaticism and violence, would 
it?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002509 01935 2 charles Wed, Dec 19, 2001 9:58:16am  



 
How dare they change the URL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002518 01937 2 charles Wed, Dec 19, 2001 12:05:26pm  
 
I rest my case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002529 01939 3 charles Thu, Dec 20, 2001 9:53:44am  
 
Great take-apart, Dan. But you should save that stuff for your weblog; it's 
wasted on the MeFi space cadets.</P> 
By the way, the University of New Hampshire was also in the news recently for 
passing a resolution condemning the war in Afghanistan. So Herold isn't alone up 
there.</P> 
I heard a student from the University on a radio talk show a few days ago, 
trying to defend the resolution, and collapsing into an almost charming 
adolescent squeakiness. Almost charming, except this inarticulate creep was 
accusing the US of the worst kind of evil.</P> 
When challenged, their arguments invariably rip apart like wet tissue paper. I 
often wonder if the people parroting this incredibly dumb anti-war stuff are 
aware that they're fooling themselves -- or if they're just incapable of 
thinking rationally?</P> 
For the students, I suspect it's the latter. I can't let the professors off so 
easily, though; some of them, I'm sure, are acting out of malice and 
hubris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002541 01942 2 charles Thu, Dec 20, 2001 3:34:17pm  
 
OK, you got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002546 01942 7 charles Fri, Dec 21, 2001 5:55:48am  
 
No, that's really how he talks! Remember, just before he became a Muslim he was 
way into hip-hop, and even claimed to be black in some newsgroup posts. What do 
you think he sounded like then?</P> 
Doesn't take a headshrinker to see that this kid had some serious identity 
issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002552 01946 1 charles Thu, Dec 27, 2001 5:54:27pm  
 
Yay for Tony!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002553 01946 2 charles Fri, Dec 28, 2001 1:42:50pm  
 
Yessir.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002556 01951 2 charles Mon, Jan 28, 2002 12:57:20am  
 
If you think this is a "beautiful" poem, then you, my friend, are a lost soul. I 
pity you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00002581 01971 3 charles Sun, Dec 23, 2001 7:02:45am  
 
Neville,</P> 
Nope, that wasn't my point; I know that C4 is set off that way.</P> 
He was a nimrod for using <I>matches</I> to try to ignite the material. It 
should have been obvious that the smell would be very noticeable in the closed 
environment of an airplane cabin -- and that's what drew the flight attendant's 
attention.</P> 
If he'd had the brains to use a lighter, we'd all be watching reports about a 
mysterious plane crash over the Atlantic Ocean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002589 01988 2 charles Mon, Dec 24, 2001 11:23:01am  
 
My point is that we can't assume that they <I>don't</I> have true fissionables 
either, just because they weren't found at one site.</P> 
Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.</P> 
I'm not so sure about the "would have used it already" argument, either. We 
don't know what plans they may have put in place, and I think we've seen plenty 
of evidence that Al Qaeda is capable of disciplined long-range 
operations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002603 02000 2 charles Wed, Dec 26, 2001 5:56:09am  
 
Better now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002609 02004 3 charles Wed, Dec 26, 2001 8:51:08am  
 
Nate,</P> 
I'm sorry you feel that way. But I have to ask; are you willing for people to 
die in great numbers so we can maintain the polite fiction that no ethnic group 
should ever be singled out for special attention? Because that's what will 
happen if we continue to treat the 70 year old woman exactly the same as the 
Richard Reids and Mohammed Attas.</P> 
Nobody is proposing that we round up Muslim men and put them in camps. But in 
situations like air travel, where there's a potential for great catastrophes, 
people who look and act like Richard Reid <I>must</I> be singled out -- because 
they have declared war on us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002613 02004 7 charles Wed, Dec 26, 2001 10:26:35am  
 
Quote:<I>This is the same mentality that justifies the profiling and stopping of 
black men here in the USA.</I></P> 
This is absolutely nothing like "profiling and stopping black men." Haven’t you 
noticed that our country is at war? That there is a large group of Muslims out 
to kill Americans? And that they're willing and eager to kill themselves in the 
process?</P> 
Nobody denies your right to ignore the facts. But you don't have the right to 
insist that other people behave suicidally too.</P> 
And by the way -- 71 percent of black respondents to a Gallup poll said they 
would favor special, more intensive security checks for Arabs, including those 
who are U.S. citizens, before boarding airplanes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00002614 02004 8 charles Wed, Dec 26, 2001 10:51:12am  
 
Dan,</P> 
Why take it to the extreme? I think we can understand that there is a need to 
pay special attention to guys who look like Richard Reid, and even search them 
if the situation calls for it, without saying we need to "ban all Arabs" from 
flying. Nobody is advocating that.</P> 
But the attitude expressed by Norm Mineta is just, in my view, absolutely 
insane. It's not freedom at that point, it's suicide. You're literally inviting 
terrorists to attack you if your policy is to pay them no special attention.</P> 
I don't recall where I read it, but I recently saw an article by an Arab man who 
wrote that he would gladly have suffered any personal indignities (i.e. 
screening, profiling, searching, etc.) if it would have prevented September 
11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002619 02004 13 charles Wed, Dec 26, 2001 3:16:25pm  
 
Daniel,</P> 
The comment about "taking it to the extreme" was meant for Dan Hartung 
(lakefxdan), not you. Sorry for the confusion. I actually agree pretty much 
completely with your post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002653 02016 3 charles Fri, Dec 28, 2001 2:51:53pm  
 
Quote:<I>Pointing out the inaccuracies , false assumptions and generalisations 
would take forever and a day.</I></P> 
Heh heh. Right. I guess we’ll just have to take your word over Victor Davis 
Hanson’s, then?</P> 
You Euro-kids crack me up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002660 02019 2 charles Fri, Dec 28, 2001 6:55:17pm  
 
Uh... “Joe”... did you miss this sentence?</P> 
<I>Therefore, we should consider profiling techniques (which are more 
sophisticated than simply strip-searching anyone with dark skin)—because they 
work.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002667 02025 4 charles Sun, Dec 30, 2001 8:32:47am  
 
And I am definitely flattered, honored, all those things. As I wrote in my first 
post about this.</P> 
I have to confess I wasn't familiar with Mark Steyn before 9/11, but he's become 
one of my favorite writers.</P> 
Besides, how can I compete in punctuation pedantry with someone who pulls off 
not one, but <I>two</I> doubly-nested, period-interrupted, single-double curly 
quotation mark maneuvers in the letter above?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002669 02026 2 charles Sun, Dec 30, 2001 12:15:00pm  
 



Hmm. This can't have been normal traffic, though; we're talking about a 
continuous stream of hits over the course of a couple of days, often only 
seconds apart. That isn't how a web bot should behave...</P> 
I'd hate to think I was blocking out pocket pc users -- but it's hard to believe 
those thousands of hits were genuine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002671 02026 4 charles Sun, Dec 30, 2001 12:59:37pm  
 
Well, I removed the block to see what happens.</P> 
I didn't mention the other odd thing about the hits from the AvantGo bot -- they 
all had instapundit.blogspot.com as the referring page. Which is another reason 
it seems like an out of control bot, scraping links from other pages. It might 
have even been in some sort of hyperlinked infinite loop...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002683 02033 4 charles Mon, Dec 31, 2001 9:09:17am  
 
And here's another good <A 
href="http://www.sciam.com/2001/1201issue/1201ramana.html" target=_blank>article 
at Scientific American</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002694 02042 2 charles Tue, Jan 1, 2002 1:50:09pm  
 
Hi Bala,</P> 
Thanks for the nice words! On the India/Pakistan issue I haven't posted much, 
but that doesn't mean I'm not paying attention.</P> 
But if you have some links and other viewpoints, please feel free to share 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002698 02045 3 charles Wed, Jan 2, 2002 3:53:56pm  
 
Quote:<I>that picture does not look genuine to me :-)</I></P> 
What do you mean?</P> 
Are you accusing me of finding two pictures in Google's image search, loading 
them into Photoshop, using the lasso tool (w/ 1 pixel feathering) to quickly cut 
out Chirac's head, scale it, and paste it over the other person in the Geraldo 
photo, adjusting the color balance and adding a little noise in a half-hearted 
attempt to disguise the slightly askew aspect ratio and funky edges?</P> 
How dare you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002726 02072 3 charles Fri, Jan 4, 2002 5:24:34am  
 
Works for me. You guys should tell Andrew instead of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002736 02073 8 charles Sat, Jan 5, 2002 12:54:59pm  
 
Quote:<I>An Arab American who is profiled is termed dangerous because among 
other things, he is carrying a book that appears to have "Arabic print."</I></P> 
??? Excuse me? "Among other things" this guy was also <B>carrying a gun</B>. Do 
you think maybe that might have contributed to seeing him as dangerous? Just a 
little bit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00002738 02073 10 charles Sat, Jan 5, 2002 2:58:26pm  
 
I don't know, Don; maybe you live in a world where credentials are impervious to 
forgery. But this agent failed to correctly fill out forms three times, for 
Pete's sake, in addition to the fact that he was carrying a gun. In any common 
sense world, that has to be considered a big red flag.</P> 
He also got off the plane and left his carryon luggage in his seat. Hello? 
Unattended bags? Anyone worried about that?</P> 
And another red flag is the agent's behavior. Secret service agents are supposed 
to be <B>secret</B>. This guy got loud and belligerent after being confronted 
about his botched paperwork, according to several witnesses. That's totally 
unprofessional behavior for a federal agent, and that alone should be cause to 
fire him -- if everyone involved weren't falling all over themselves trying to 
be more politically correct than each other.</P> 
And yes, the agent was Arab, and yes, that has to play a part in it too, whether 
you like it or not, whether it's politically correct or not. It wasn't 70-year 
old white women who declared war on America, it was <B>Arabs</B>. And it was 
Arabs who attacked us on 9/11, using airplanes.</P> 
American Airlines has every reason to be on hyper-alert status right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002756 02082 3 charles Fri, Jan 4, 2002 11:10:30am  
 
Except that he is not a US citizen.</P> 
Please note: I don't want him executed without a trial. But I agree with Rich 
Lowry that a military tribunal would be the proper way to deal with him. 
Unfortunately, this isn't possible any longer.</P> 
I don't think trying this guy in a criminal court is going to be a good thing. 
I'd love to be proved wrong, though, and I guess we're going to find 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002769 02083 5 charles Sat, Jan 5, 2002 7:06:46am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002773 02083 9 charles Sat, Jan 5, 2002 12:46:12pm  
 
You must not be very familiar with this weblog, or you wouldn't be recommending 
John Pilger to me.</P> 
But this is beside the point -- as are your comments, which have nothing to do 
with the outrageous attempt by Palestinians to smuggle in illegal weapons from 
another murderous Islamo-fascist state, Iran.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002790 02098 1 charles Sun, Jan 6, 2002 4:45:16pm  
 
“Miki?” Whassup wit dat? I had one of those Cat boards too, you know—with the 
odd V-scooped “template” that was supposed to facilitate nose-riding—and he was 
Mickey Dora back then. When did he become “Miki?”</P> 
I am sorry to hear about his passing though.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002793 02099 3 charles Sun, Jan 6, 2002 4:38:35pm  



 
Wow. It doesn’t surprise me; this kind of stuff is one reason I cancelled my LAT 
subscription a while back.</P> 
<A href="http://www.latimes.com/includes/ramirez/ramirez_20020106.gif" 
target=_blank>That Ramirez cartoon</A> is in the same spirit as <A 
href="http://www.arabnews.com/Cartoon.asp?ArY=02&amp;ArM=01&amp;ArD=06" 
target=_blank>this one at the Arab News</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002805 02104 3 charles Mon, Jan 7, 2002 7:58:36am  
 
That's why it’s the “BizarroWorld” French version! (He said, neatly slipping out 
of gsm’s grammatical trap.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002820 02112 2 charles Mon, Jan 7, 2002 6:40:52pm  
 
Hi Joe,</P> 
I confess I know nothing of Lynx; I tried to handle the most common stuff likely 
to show up in a Greymatter weblog. But a rudimentary knowledge of PHP would let 
you modify this script to handle any odd HTML stuff. If you know enough to 
deviate from the standard Greymatter templates that much, you'll probably be 
able to modify the script to handle it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002822 02112 4 charles Fri, Jan 11, 2002 6:09:46am  
 
Lew,</P> 
Make sure you have PHP 4.06 or later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002829 02114 4 charles Wed, Jan 9, 2002 5:40:27am  
 
As Zeldman says, simple character encoding will stop the Richard Reids of the 
spambot world. But I've been told that the Javascript method is also now being 
decoded by the smarter ones.</P> 
Unfortunately there's no foolproof way to block them all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002839 02118 2 charles Tue, Jan 8, 2002 3:30:22pm  
 
Warren,</P> 
I guess you hadn't read down to this entry yet:</P> 
<A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2114" 
target=_blank>hiding from spambots</A></P> 
Basically, there's no need to worry about putting in your email with the @ 
symbol-- I got your back, dude!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002848 02122 8 Charles Wed, Jan 9, 2002 1:25:45pm  
 
Re: Bill's comments.</P> 
To say that both sides are wrong because they have broken "deals", is 
simplistic. You did not compare or contrast how each country broke its "deals". 
The statement level's all "deals" to the same level.</P> 
Are the Palestinian's <B>just</B> breaking "deals" when they continue to kill 
innocent Isreali's? Are the "deals" that the Isreali's are breaking tied into 



their perfectly understandable reaction to the rising death tolls of their own 
citizens?</P> 
So Bill, is the current situation hard for you to understand? If it is I'll try 
to simplify it. Random psychotic Palestinians either a) blow themselves up, or 
b) go on shooting rampages and take out non-military targets. Isreal gets a 
trifle upset at these things, as people do when their getting shot at, and 
reacts in kind. They can not levy punishment upon those who have already died so 
they instead try to make a point about what these savage incidents bring the 
common Palestinian people. And what they bring is just this; violence in their 
direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002858 02123 4 charles Thu, Jan 10, 2002 8:56:14am  
 
I agree it gets the box model right, but I won't use or recommend the Mac 
version until they fix the incredibly annoying font rendering 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002862 02125 4 charles Wed, Jan 9, 2002 2:37:07pm  
 
Yes, actually—I am starting to plan a public release of my weblog software. 
There's no timetable as yet, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002876 02128 2 charles Thu, Jan 10, 2002 5:36:06am  
 
Maybe you'd better switch to decaf...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002878 02129 2 charles Wed, Jan 9, 2002 3:47:24pm  
 
OK. I think I know why. Check back in a little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002879 02129 3 charles Wed, Jan 9, 2002 3:55:34pm  
 
How about now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002908 02138 4 charles Sat, Jan 12, 2002 5:35:31pm  
 
Well, even your cached Google link is now defunct. All references to this story 
seem to have been disappeared.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002910 02139 2 charles Thu, Jan 10, 2002 6:49:39pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002914 02139 6 charles Fri, Jan 11, 2002 6:25:47am  
 
It’s utterly laughable; the definition is so broad it includes virtually 
everything an individual or state can do. Then they explicitly exclude Israel 
from it.</P> 



That’s OK, though. With each bloodthirsty anti-Semitic statement they make, they 
seal their own fate a little tighter. Better an unequivocal enemy than a 
“friend” concealing a knife.</P> 
The most discouraging thing about monitoring the Arab press is how few rational 
moderates you see.</P> 
Most of them are spiritual brothers to this freak Abdelmonem who just posted 
about a dozen incoherent raving comments here, telling us that America’s 
democracy is a joke and the US is the world’s biggest terrorist (YAWN), he's 
starting a school for Arab-Israeli kids, and he wants to ship the Israelis and 
Palestinians to the North Pole and nuke them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002929 02144 4 charles Sat, Jan 12, 2002 6:55:25am  
 
Nope, just a few minutes on Saturday morning... B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002936 02148 2 charles Sat, Jan 12, 2002 6:54:33am  
 
Hmm. Did the previous PC-only version work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002939 02150 2 charles Sat, Jan 12, 2002 8:15:57am  
 
OK, I'll whip up a PC-only version.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002947 02153 2 charles Mon, Jan 14, 2002 6:12:14am  
 
Basically, I wrote a replacement for Greymatter from the ground up, using the 
same flat file structure. I did it this way for 2 reasons: 1) no conversion or 
importing of files was necessary, and we already had over 1000 entries in GM 
format, and 2) our web host charges an extra fee for mySQL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002950 02154 2 charles Sun, Jan 13, 2002 12:03:44am  
 
I don't think you have to read too far into this weblog to find outrage about 
the way women are treated in these countries...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002952 02154 4 charles Sun, Jan 13, 2002 1:52:44pm  
 
OK, fair enough, and thanks for the compliment.</P> 
I guess it didn't even occur to me that the story could be seen as 'consensual' 
gay behavior, given that there are children involved. The article even mentions 
that the boys' lives are ruined when they become ashna, so this is hardly a 
matter of choice; it's child molestation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002961 02155 3 charles Sun, Jan 13, 2002 5:00:58pm  
 
Yes, spamcop.net is a good tool; thanks for reminding me. I've known about it 
for a while, but I guess my annoyance threshold hadn't been reached yet. I 
signed up this afternoon and reported a dozen spammers from today's Inbox 
load.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00002985 02167 4 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 5:36:35am  
 
Hey -- "Sheikh" --</P> 
I don't know what <I>you</I> think you're doing, but the only reason I'm leaving 
your loonball ravings here and not deleting them is because I want everyone to 
see just how sick and fucked up you people are.</P> 
So keep it up! You're doing a great job.</P> 
By the way, folks, according to the freak's IP address, he really is posting 
from Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002989 02167 8 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 8:47:15am  
 
Gabba gabba hey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002991 02167 10 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 9:17:16am  
 
And that will be the freaky sheik’s last comment here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002993 02167 12 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 10:37:38am  
 
I think he's already saying it.</P> 
I figured that 30 abusive and psychotic comments were entirely sufficient to 
demonstrate what a complete moron this guy is. After that, it's just a pain and 
a waste of server space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00002996 02167 15 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 2:29:23pm  
 
<I>why are your postings so anti-palestinian and anti-arab?</I></P> 
Did you read the article I wrote about? If so, does this strike you as a 
reasonable point of view?</P> 
I'm not anti-Arab or anti-Palestinian.</P> 
I'm anti-idiot.</P> 
When reasonable points of view show up in the Arab press, <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2169" target=_blank>we 
notice them</A>.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003003 02170 6 charles Tue, Jan 15, 2002 11:09:46am  
 
I disagree, Eric. Karmi was a very active terrorist. Taking him out will 
obviously help prevent attacks against Israelis -- on a purely pragmatic 
level.</P> 
Yes, he was popular -- for being a very successful and inspirational Jew-
killer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003008 02170 11 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 5:57:27am  
 
Most of the Israeli press uses the term "disputed territories." And you guys are 
right; to the PLO, the entire state of Israel is an "occupied territory."</P> 
By the way, after the '67 war, Israel actually occupied the <I>entire Sinai 
peninsula</I> - and they gave it up, freely, keeping only a security zone in the 



West Bank and Gaza. Arabs tend to forget just how much land Israel could have 
taken from them (and kept).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003022 02174 2 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 8:04:43am  
 
That’s true, but the article also refers to that scumbag Karmi as a “militia 
leader.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003025 02174 5 charles Wed, Jan 16, 2002 2:20:23pm  
 
It's not a "pro-Israeli" view to call a terrorist a terrorist. What would you 
call people who deliberately kill old men and women ... freedom 
fighters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003041 02178 3 charles Thu, Jan 17, 2002 12:48:10pm  
 
It’s not a very big leap from whining about shaving beards to whining about not 
getting lox with bagels, is it?</P> 
But no ... not serious. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003045 02178 7 charles Fri, Jan 18, 2002 8:56:57am  
 
Quote:<I>Sheesh, you make it sound like some obscure tribal ritual. Though 
b&amp;cc is certainly Jewish in origin and identity, I believe that we have 
recently voted to allow Gentiles to partake of the round bread, though we have 
chosen not to announce this through our media for fear of a stampede.</I></P> 
Actually, I see it as another nefarious Zionist plot to take over the world’s 
breakfast habits like they have the media and the banking system, replacing our 
all-American eggs and bacon with this evil, unleavened, baked (not fried like it 
should be) donut.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003054 02180 3 charles Thu, Jan 17, 2002 12:31:35pm  
 
Quote:<I>I've always wondered: Why haven't the Palestinians tried non-violent 
Gandhi-style protests?</I></P> 
Because it’s a horribly dysfunctional society. Their children are inculcated 
with hatred of Jews from their very first days in school, and told that there is 
no higher goal than to become a martyr for the “cause”—which is to wipe out the 
state of Israel. How can there be a movement toward non-violence in an 
atmosphere so drenched with hatred, constantly inflamed by the Palestinian 
Authority itself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003075 02186 2 charles Fri, Jan 18, 2002 12:45:15pm  
 
You probably have no idea how silly you just made yourself look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003078 02186 5 charles Fri, Jan 18, 2002 2:17:16pm  
 
Warren,</P> 



Simple -- the Saudis <I>asked us</I> to come to their country. We were invited, 
so we could save their sorry asses from Saddam Hussein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003082 02187 3 charles Fri, Jan 18, 2002 12:34:37pm  
 
Well ... it wasn't me making that comment, it was Daniel Pipes. But I do believe 
it's tragic how their national identity is totally bound up in violence, and 
yes, as you say, willful blindness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003086 02188 2 charles Fri, Jan 18, 2002 10:26:01am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003096 02188 12 charles Sat, Jan 19, 2002 7:53:25am  
 
Please do not feed the troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003104 02190 5 charles Sat, Jan 19, 2002 6:53:39am  
 
I have to agree with Perry. And I'd also point out that Saddam Hussein is very 
capable of supplying terrorist groups with nukes or bio/chem weapons.</P> 
Nuclear deterrence is an outmoded concept from the Cold War; it worked as long 
as we had a well-defined nuclear opponent who played by more or less the same 
rules we did. I'd argue that it has very little meaning in the current 
situation, where there might be no way to tell who is responsible for an 
attack.</P> 
And that's exactly why preemptive measures <I>must</I> be used, before it's too 
late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003107 02190 8 charles Sun, Jan 20, 2002 7:01:00am  
 
Brian,</P> 
Agreed. There are wider implications to an attack on Iraq, although I don't 
think it would automatically imply we should do the same thing to China and 
North Korea. The threat from Iraq is far more immediate.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003119 02197 3 charles Sat, Jan 19, 2002 1:28:34pm  
 
See <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2180" 
target=_blank>this entry</A> and <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2181" target=_blank>this 
entry</A> for more details and links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003126 02200 4 charles Sun, Jan 20, 2002 6:20:51am  
 
That's it exactly, Ben. I think this article is a real find, because it tells 
the unvarnished truth -- that the Arab media cares nothing for the 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00003128 02200 6 charles Sun, Jan 20, 2002 7:08:41am  
 
Qute:<I>I'd add that it's in its way quite modern thinking: appearance is all 
that matters, we wouldn't give a damn about the weapons *really*.</I></P> 
Well yes, the "plausible deniability" thing is a modern development -- but 
somebody forgot to tell this guy that it doesn't work if you <I>let the whole 
world know about your plans</I>. More evidence that, underneath the oil money 
and Western educations, these guys really are still a bunch of rubes -- Middle 
Eastern hillbillies.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003233 02232 3 charles Thu, Jan 24, 2002 7:20:54am  
 
Erk! I plead lack of coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003239 02232 9 charles Thu, Jan 24, 2002 3:30:08pm  
 
Patsy,</P> 
Yes, of course you'll get credit in our "You like me...you <I>really</I> like 
me!" acceptance speech.</P> 
Seriously, thanks for the nomination! And you too, Bad Samaritan, who disagrees 
with all my opinions. B^) God bless America.</P> 
Henk: Labeled? Hey, 20 bucks is 20 bucks! (Well ... $20.02 to be precise 
...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003269 02240 10 charles Sat, Jan 26, 2002 8:44:01am  
 
I think you're being way too lenient, Dan. Cartoons like this one are drawing on 
anti-semitic "blood libel" imagery, a very common theme for Kahil, who has also 
drawn images of Sharon drinking the blood of Palestinian children.</P> 
I agree it's possible Israel was involved in Hobeika's death, by the way. 
Possible, but by no means certain -- because that man had a <I>lot</I> of 
enemies, in a country where murder is a way of life. (A previously unknown 
Lebanese group has claimed responsibility.)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003276 02242 2 charles Fri, Jan 25, 2002 2:57:33pm  
 
First paragraph of the article:</P> 
<I>The American Red Cross is taking the heat for the International Red Cross' 
involvement with Taliban prisoners. That's because their names are so similar, 
but they want you to know they are two totally separate 
organizations.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003304 02250 2 charles Sun, Jan 27, 2002 6:38:03am  
 
Maybe so, Dan. But since the survey was done after 9/11, I think we can assume 
the results are a direct reflection of anti-American feelings.</P> 
I'd also like more information about the survey; the article says it was 
conducted in mid-October, and this is the first time I've ever seen it 
mentioned. I'm surprised it hasn't received more attention.</P> 
It's deeply disturbing that 95% of <I>educated</I> Saudis saw thousands of 
innocent civilians murdered -- and rallied to the cause of the murderer. It's 



not only evidence of profound antipathy toward the US, but of an even more 
profound moral corruption in Saudi society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003348 02260 10 charles Mon, Jan 28, 2002 5:55:10am  
 
And I'll surprise our Palestinian apologist friend by saying that I'm against 
the WTO and the WEO myself -- but I will never have any commonality with the 
morons who make a big business out of destroying property. These are the same 
idiots who, after September 11, hastily changed their protest signs from "Say No 
to WEO" to "End This Racist War."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003388 02271 2 charles Tue, Jan 29, 2002 12:54:08pm  
 
I know. I tried to find a photo, but couldn’t.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003396 02272 6 charles Wed, Jan 30, 2002 9:12:13am  
 
Quote:<I>First, take Debka with a grain of salt.</I></P> 
Oh, I do. But this story is confirmed by other sources; the meetings are taking 
place, which is a big step.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003405 02276 2 charles Wed, Jan 30, 2002 9:09:11am  
 
Someone pointed out in another comment that he also referred to countries that 
were "timid" on terrorism. Combined with the "containing resentment" remark, I 
don't think it's too much of a stretch to think there were some messages 
intended for our friends the Saudis.</P> 
And I prefer to think of it as a hobby. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003411 02278 2 charles Wed, Jan 30, 2002 10:34:52am  
 
I know—wasn’t it great?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003415 02278 6 charles Thu, Jan 31, 2002 8:49:58am  
 
Ahem.</P> 
Just because I link to something doesn’t necessarily mean I agree with it, or 
with everything in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003420 02279 4 charles Wed, Jan 30, 2002 12:38:02pm  
 
Just for the record, though, he does still refer to Israel as “the 
enemy.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003439 02284 4 charles Thu, Jan 31, 2002 8:47:19am  
 
Why would taking Arafat out of the picture in 1982 have resulted in “20 years of 
chaos?” I don’t believe this at all; nature abhors a vacuum, and so does 
politics. If Arafat had been “eliminated” someone else would have stepped into 



the power void. It’s hard for me to see how it could have ended up worse than 
what we have now: a morally debased, economically destitute Palestine. I put the 
blame for this situation squarely on Arafat. He’s been lying through his teeth 
for too many years, and it has destroyed his credibility as well as the people 
he “represents.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003489 02309 6 charles Sun, Feb 3, 2002 12:37:40pm  
 
Thomas,</P> 
Most observers believe that the deal Barak offered Arafat at Camp David was, by 
far, the most generous deal the Palestinians are ever going to get; basically it 
gave them everything they wanted, except the "right of return" -- and Israel 
will never compromise on that.</P> 
Daniel Pipes has a good piece about the real reasons <A 
href="http://www.danielpipes.org/articles/20001011.shtml" target=_blank>why the 
deal was rejected</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003495 02313 2 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 10:55:51am  
 
You’re right! I was interrupted while reading it, and didn’t actually finish it. 
And that is an unfortunate conclusion. But Rushdie, after all, is a product of 
the intellectual European tradition; I guess it’s not too surprising that he 
would share their multilateral views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003498 02314 2 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 9:03:37am  
 
The "Washington Report on Middle Eastern Affairs," your source, is a propaganda 
organ of the Saudi establishment, directly funded by the Saudi royal family and 
by other Gulf Arab states. Any "facts" they publish should be viewed with 
extreme skepticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003500 02314 4 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 9:41:36am  
 
In 1999, the "Washington Report on Middle Eastern Affairs" received the <A 
href="http://www.middleeast.org/archives/1999_02_14.htm" target=_blank>"Lie of 
the Week"</A> award from Mid-East Realities, a truly independent group which can 
certainly not be accused of being pro-Zionist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003503 02314 7 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 10:12:31am  
 
I'm sure I could find more dirt on WRMEA if I dig a little bit more; that one 
popped up on the first page of a Google search.</P> 
Look, WRMEA's pro-Arab, anti-Israel agenda is perfectly clear. Just read what's 
on their site.</P> 
As for the "prestigious" people at WRMEA, far be it from me to suggest that 
former senators and ambassadors could be bought off with Saudi money. No 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003509 02314 13 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 10:57:50am  
 



Quote:<I>Without our backing, the Israelis would be forced into a peaceful 
settlement with the Palestinians...</I></P> 
Right -- the peace of the grave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003522 02314 26 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 5:09:38pm  
 
Perry,</P> 
The quote I pulled from Hanson’s article says it all for me.</P> 
<I>Death, not voters, brings changes of rule in the Arab 
world.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003527 02314 31 charles Mon, Feb 4, 2002 11:27:27pm  
 
Dan,</P> 
I don't think it's "jumping to conclusions" to <B>quote a reputable source</B> 
that WRMEA is funded by Saudi Arabia. As I said, I didn't do an exhaustive 
search -- the page I linked above came up on the first page of Google results. 
But I certainly didn't just pull this out of thin air, as you make it 
sound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003538 02314 42 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 9:27:35am  
 
Soup:</P> 
Bravo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003540 02314 44 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 4:36:07pm  
 
To "vkg":</P> 
To have someone like you call me an "ignorant bigot" is an 
honor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003542 02314 46 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 5:08:59pm  
 
Quote:<I>You mean somebody with the broadest possible human 
sympathies...</I></P> 
Hey, I think we have a new entry in the Mr. Empathy Contest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003547 02314 51 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 11:40:16pm  
 
Quote:<I>Glad to see you rising to the occasion, Charles: petty, shallow 
sniping.</I></P> 
Dear Mr. Empathy,</P> 
Of course, petty shallow sniping is above such an evolved creature as 
yourself.</P> 
It must have been someone else whose first words in this forum were:</P> 
<I>Sheesh, you guys are <B>idiots</B></I>.</P> 
Or maybe you see that as lofty, enlightened sniping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003548 02314 52 charles Thu, Feb 7, 2002 12:25:42am  
 



Soup,</P> 
Very well said. There can never be peace in the Middle East as long as Arabs and 
Palestinians continue on their violent, genocidal course; that much seems 
obvious.</P> 
And I agree that a unilateral turn toward non-violent resistance would 
reinvigorate the Palestinian cause, and perhaps re-establish some of the 
credibility they’ve lost as a result of their disastrous, psychotic 
intifada.</P> 
But I’m very much afraid that Palestinian society has been so warped by their 
embrace of violence that this simply will never happen. I’d love to be proven 
wrong, but I see very few hopeful signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003555 02316 5 charles Tue, Feb 5, 2002 7:40:12am  
 
Enron? What’s that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003564 02317 4 charles Tue, Feb 5, 2002 10:38:59am  
 
Bill,</P> 
Do you see any contradiction between this statement:</P> 
<I>Retaliation means you only get involved when provoked.</I></P> 
and this:</P> 
<I>A fine example of this hypocrisy (see how good we are when we want to be) is 
happening right now in Afghanistan. Where were the militaries of the world when 
the Taliban was carrying out its atrocities 5 years ago?</I></P> 
??? (Because I sure do.)</P> 
You’re not seriously suggesting that the US should have invaded Afghanistan 5 
years ago without being attacked, are you?</P> 
No, I didn't think so.</P> 
The fact is that the US has gotten involved many times in situations where our 
national interests were not at stake; Kosovo comes to mind, where the US finally 
stepped in (after years of European dithering) on the side of the Muslims. There 
was absolutely no national interest for us in Kosovo -- just a desire to 
(belatedly) prevent genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003566 02317 6 charles Tue, Feb 5, 2002 3:43:47pm  
 
Really? Afghanistan was all about “retaliation?”</P> 
Oh.</P> 
Silly me. I thought it was about removing the sources of support for a well-
organized band of international terrorists, to prevent them from mounting any 
more attacks on our country.</P> 
Quote:<I>Charles, you confirmed this by stating "You’re not seriously suggesting 
that the US should have invaded Afghanistan 5 years ago without being attacked, 
are you?" That's Bill's point exactly. Apparently, the oppression of the Afghani 
people didn't weigh too heavily on your conscience until now.</I></P> 
Hey, J. Wilkes. Do I know you? How are you fit to pronounce judgment on 
<EM>my</EM> conscience? If you give a shit, besides just trying to score some 
points in the Mr. Empathy Contest, search for Taliban on this weblog and see 
what you find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003568 02317 8 charles Tue, Feb 5, 2002 4:33:54pm  
 



Quote:<I>...the oppression of the Afghani people...</I></P> 
By the way, if you really want to win the Mr. Empathy Contest, maybe you should 
start by caring enough to learn the proper terminology.</P> 
Afghani = the basic monetary unit of Afghanistan’s currency.</P> 
Afghan = the oppressed Afghan people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003577 02319 2 charles Tue, Feb 5, 2002 4:11:03pm  
 
It’s a great piece; I printed it for future reference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003579 02319 4 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 5:16:40am  
 
“Jingoistic?” “Slanted?” “Selectively researched?”</P> 
I have no idea how you came to these opinions. You must have read a different 
article than I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003588 02324 2 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 9:11:06am  
 
Yes, as a matter of fact, the definition is very much <A 
href="http://www.jcpa.org/art/brief1-1.htm" target=_blank>open to 
debate</A>.</P> 
The West Bank and Gaza were seized by Israel (along with the entire Sinai 
Peninsula, which they gave back) during the 1967 war, and territories seized in 
wars of self-defense are generally not considered “occupied” by international 
law.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>International jurists generally draw a distinction between 
situations of "aggressive conquest" and territorial disputes that arise after a 
war of self-defense. Former State Department Legal Advisor Stephen Schwebel, who 
later headed the International Court of Justice in the Hague, wrote in 1970 
regarding Israel's case: "Where the prior holder of territory had seized that 
territory unlawfully, the state which subsequently takes that territory in the 
lawful exercise of self-defense has, against that prior holder, better title." 
Israel only entered the West Bank after repeated Jordanian artillery fire and 
ground movements across the previous armistice lines; additionally, Iraqi forces 
crossed Jordanian territory and were poised to enter the West Bank. Under such 
circumstances, even the UN rejected Soviet efforts to have Israel branded as the 
aggressor in the Six-Day War.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003590 02324 4 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 2:29:18pm  
 
I had a feeling you weren’t really interested in the answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003595 02325 3 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 4:27:22pm  
 
I know, he’s probably bogus. They’re beating the shit out of him, he’s cold, 
he’s hungry, he’ll say anything. But it’s a great story, isn’t it?</P> 
Come on, give the poor holy warrior a break! I say he deserves to go to Cuba 
whether he really was Bin Laden’s chef or not. Hey—he got noticed by the 
international press, didn’t he?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003600 02326 5 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 9:51:51am  



 
Thanks for the link. Amazing.</P> 
The Saudis are just throwing those millions of PR dollars down the toilet, as 
long as they let Neanderthals like this guy speak to the press.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003609 02328 4 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 2:38:56pm  
 
No, debunk is the right word. If you read what John Cole wrote, he tears apart 
the stupid arguments put forth by Walker’s legal team.</P> 
J. Wilkes: reality isn’t your strong suit, is it? Get a grip, man. Jihad 
Johnny’s getting a FAIR TRIAL. Nobody’s constitutional rights are being taken 
away from them. Has your computer been confiscated because of the comments 
you’ve left here? Do you see any death squads knocking on doors in your 
neighborhood?</P> 
If you want to see <B>real</B> suppression of speech, and <B>real</B> lynch mobs 
(not your ad hominem ones), you need look no further than the Palestinian 
Authority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003616 02328 11 charles Wed, Feb 6, 2002 7:23:55pm  
 
Thanks for answering, Rand -- but your good sense is wasted on these poor 
benighted children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003634 02328 29 charles Thu, Feb 7, 2002 10:10:47am  
 
Yes, I’ve been wondering too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003636 02328 31 charles Thu, Feb 7, 2002 10:22:19am  
 
Except that one of the witnesses can be Johnny himself, via his freely given 
testimony after waiving his right to a lawyer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003656 02329 7 charles Thu, Feb 7, 2002 8:25:30am  
 
And of course, nowhere in the article do you find the word “terrorism,” even in 
the description of the horrific murder of the little girl last night. The slime 
who did it is referred to as a “gunman” or “attacker.”</P> 
Except for this curious bit at the end:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Palestinian Authority says it has arrested nearly 200 militants, 
frozen dozens of bank accounts and shut down 15 munitions factories in its 
counter-terrorism efforts.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hmm. The BBC won’t use the word “terrorism” even though the PA is engaging in 
“counter-terrorism?” What an obvious double standard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003687 02340 4 charles Sat, Feb 9, 2002 4:33:11pm  
 
Quote:<I>So this must be kiss-ass toward the tryants and murderers in charge of 
the oil.</I></P> 
I think that’s exactly right, Bill. It’s appeasement at its 
sleaziest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00003731 02369 2 charles Wed, Feb 13, 2002 5:55:38am  
 
The original article does say “sources differ about the reasons.”</P> 
Man, I would have loved to be a fly on the wall in that room. Must have been 
quite a scene.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003766 02376 8 charles Fri, Feb 15, 2002 10:11:40am  
 
If our military leaders need lawyers to make sure they’re doing everything by 
the book, maybe “J Wilkes” should also have someone to monitor his comments to 
make sure he doesn’t say something stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003773 02381 5 charles Sat, Feb 16, 2002 6:04:54am  
 
Dan,</P> 
I don’t think so, although the composer Adams sounds like he might have the same 
outlook.</P> 
This article is written in such a ham-handed way that I doubt an educated “neo-
classical” composer could have done it. No way to prove it, of course, but I’d 
give you 10-to-1 odds that it was written by an Arab News editor.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A 28-year-old, educated, good looking, Palestinian paramedic who 
blew herself in Jerusalem.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
“Blew herself?” I’ve seen this clumsy phrasing before—in Arab and Palestinian 
writings. An American would never say it that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003774 02381 6 charles Sat, Feb 16, 2002 6:17:48am  
 
Lowell,</P> 
You’re right, and that’s just one example.</P> 
But of course, if we were as far-sighted, well-informed, and well-traveled as 
our buddy Merritt, we’d recognize this for the work of genius that it is, 
instead of ignorantly believing it to be a transparently obvious piece of lying 
Arab propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003777 02381 9 charles Sat, Feb 16, 2002 12:07:27pm  
 
Please show me where I ever “denied that Arabs and Iranians are upset about US 
policy.” (You won’t be able to.)</P> 
The point is that this article is an obvious fake. Doesn’t it bother you that 
the dictators who run these countries do things like this? Don’t you think it 
reveals something about their morality and ethics—or lack thereof?</P> 
It’s obvious that Arabs are upset about US policy. But that doesn’t mean our 
policy is wrong.</P> 
On the contrary. <EM>Their policy is wrong.</EM> It’s racist and self-serving 
and yes, evil.</P> 
Saudi Arabia and Iran and all the other Arab nations will continue to whine and 
moan about how unfair our policy is <EM>no matter what we do</EM>, as long as we 
support Israel in any way whatsoever. The real beef these people have with us is 
not our “policies”—it’s the existence of Israel.</P> 
And with another suicide bombing today, I’m getting increasingly tired of 
reading defenses of the bloody-minded medieval freaks who run these countries. 
You’re being used by the corrupt leaders of the Palestinian Authority and Saudi 



Arabia, to deflect attention away from their horrendous failure to build 
functioning societies. And every time you defend the sentiments in phony 
articles like this, you play right into their hands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003780 02381 12 charles Sat, Feb 16, 2002 2:02:53pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003785 02381 17 charles Sun, Feb 17, 2002 6:04:31am  
 
Andrea,</P> 
The Arab News does publish articles by Western authors, as long as their views 
are in line with Saudi views.</P> 
Like <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2030" 
target=_blank>this one</A> by Holocaust-denying conspiracy wacko Michael Collins 
Piper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003794 02388 4 charles Sat, Feb 16, 2002 11:19:26pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003817 02402 2 charles Mon, Feb 18, 2002 7:10:59pm  
 
Thank you for sharing, Pauline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003822 02403 2 charles Tue, Feb 19, 2002 7:55:28am  
 
Mike,</P> 
I do intend to eventually release my PHP weblog system, but it still needs a lot 
of work to bring it to a point where that’s possible.</P> 
In the meantime, you might want to look at <A href="http://www.movabletype.org/" 
target=_blank>Movable Type</A>.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003828 02406 4 charles Tue, Feb 19, 2002 10:34:03am  
 
What Robert said. Sanctions should be the first step, not the last.</P> 
I’m glad he mentioned South Africa, because I was having a hard time thinking of 
a single case where sanctions had been truly effective. Most of the time they 
end up having a disproportionate effect on the lower rungs of a society, while 
the dictators and sycophants at the top of the ladder continue to live well. And 
it gives those dictators a ready-made propaganda weapon with which to convince 
logic-impaired anti-war Westerners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003831 02410 2 charles Wed, Feb 20, 2002 6:09:55am  
 
Well, as someone who couldn’t be further out of the loop, I’ll withhold 
judgment. But the CIA’s record of self-policing doesn’t exactly fill me with 
confidence.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00003837 02411 6 charles Wed, Feb 20, 2002 5:52:39am  
 
Dan’s right. You can use Blogger even if you don’t host on Blogspot; we used it 
here for the first month, until I got tired of the constant outages and 
occasionally flaky performance.</P> 
I highly recommend using something like Greymatter or Movable Type instead; then 
you’re responsible for your own system.</P> 
And another serious issue was brought to the surface recently when a hacker got 
into the Blogger database, potentially gaining access to passwords for hundreds 
of thousands of sites. This is really not good. Storing all those FTP passwords 
in one place is a security timebomb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003840 02412 2 charles Wed, Feb 20, 2002 5:43:33am  
 
Dan,</P> 
Uh -- “missed the more important point”?</P> 
I wrote:</P> 
<I>...part of a concerted effort by the EU to help Arafat polish up his 
image...</I></P> 
Of course it's not news that Arafat has help writing speeches. The news is that 
the EU is involved in an Arafat PR campaign.</P> 
And actually, the article does not say the <B>US</B> is involved; it says a 
former US consul general <I>now working for a lobbying firm</I> is involved.</P> 
Also -- I doubt they have any input on Arafat’s “policy”—unless they’re advising 
him to take the terrorist attacks to a disgusting new level, because that has 
been Arafat’s policy for the past week. If you hadn’t noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003854 02415 12 charles Thu, Feb 21, 2002 9:07:22am  
 
Aw come on, Andrea, don’t be so hard on the kid. He’s 19, he’s a socialist . . . 
whaddaya expect?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003868 02424 2 charles Thu, Feb 21, 2002 6:08:16pm  
 
“Virtuoso.” Solo guitar that sounds like a trio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003876 02430 2 charles Fri, Feb 22, 2002 1:38:19pm  
 
The real weak point in the plan is, of course, the robot. Everyone knows you 
can’t trust ’em.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003907 02440 5 charles Sat, Feb 23, 2002 1:50:52pm  
 
What guy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003915 02442 2 charles Sat, Feb 23, 2002 4:57:45pm  
 
Nope, not surprising at all, unfortunately. But it does illustrate a big problem 
for free societies: how do we prevent the scorpions among us from exploiting our 
freedoms?</P> 



It’s nice to know they’re getting showers and clean clothes and Red Cross 
contact forms, though. Isn’t it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003958 02451 7 charles Thu, Feb 28, 2002 6:53:11am  
 
My, my. It’s a touchy Brit, isn’t it?</P> 
Perhaps if you had a bit more familiarity with our weblog you’d know that if I 
find something that <EM>isn’t</EM> a wank at the Guardian, I often point it out. 
But it is also, without fail, a source of the most scurrilous and ugly anti-
Americanism being published in the UK.</P> 
And that’s saying something.</P> 
Thanks for enlightening me, though; I didn’t realize the Spice Girls had a 
member named “Milligan.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003960 02451 9 charles Thu, Feb 28, 2002 8:49:56am  
 
Whereas you, on the other hand, are simply incapable of 
thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003969 02455 3 charles Thu, Feb 28, 2002 7:10:50am  
 
OK, I changed the entry to read “and/or imaginary” because, as I’m sure you 
nitpickers realize, the square root of -1 is actually an <A 
href="http://www.virtualchaos.org/science/sqrt(-1).html" target=_blank>imaginary 
number</A>, not, strictly speaking, an impossible one.</P> 
In the future I will endeavor to make my supposedly witty comments as 
scientifically and mathematically accurate as possible. Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003973 02455 7 charles Thu, Feb 28, 2002 11:41:24am  
 
Now, Dan . . . don’t piss Jak King off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003976 02455 10 charles Thu, Feb 28, 2002 12:26:59pm  
 
Sorry guys, but I’m <EM>WAY</EM> more cynical about this plan than you appear to 
be.</P> 
It’s beyond me how this can be seen as “groundbreaking” in any real sense, when 
it basically tries to rewind history back to 1967, in return for a 
“normalization” that would amount to nothing more than words on paper—signed by 
dictators.</P> 
I think the Saudis are using this as another PR ploy, to improve their image in 
the West without damaging it too much with the extremists in charge of countries 
like Iran and Syria. And guess what—they’re already backing off. I predict this 
“peace plan” will not even show up at the meeting of the Arab League next month; 
and if it does, it will be so diluted and poisoned by harsh rhetoric (as it was 
at the UN) that it will be meaningless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00003994 02461 7 charles Fri, Mar 1, 2002 12:58:53pm  
 
I don’t think anyone was claiming this is a new tactic, although it certainly is 
new for the area.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00004004 02464 3 charles Sat, Mar 2, 2002 1:39:57pm  
 
Or both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004007 02465 2 charles Sat, Mar 2, 2002 3:49:02pm  
 
You caught me, Jak King!</P> 
Caught me being on the side of a democratic people fighting for their very 
existence against genocidal, suicidal religious fanatics.</P> 
A democratic people who, despite your stupid, cheap attempt to portray 
otherwise, <EM>do not</EM> make it a policy to kill children.</P> 
Fighting an enemy who <EM>openly advocates</EM> and <EM>celebrates</EM> killing 
children.</P> 
Yes, you caught me, all right. How will I sleep at night?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004017 02466 4 charles Sun, Mar 3, 2002 1:54:04pm  
 
Agreed. It’s very creepy stuff, and it’s frightening indeed to think that large 
numbers of people embrace these sick ideas, and are working to make them 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004026 02472 3 charles Tue, Mar 5, 2002 1:55:02pm  
 
As usual, the people who post these things do so anonymously. Why am I not 
surprised?</P> 
If you go to the site “Aziz” is linking to (Electronic Intifada), you’ll find 
articles denying all Arab responsibility for any aggression against Israel, 
saying that every war since 1948 was started by Israel against innocent 
Arabs.</P> 
I have rarely seen such blatant propaganda and outright distortions of history 
and fact. Oh, that’s right ... except for the last time I visited a Palestinian 
web site.</P> 
But your mileage may vary. Thanks for the links, “Aziz.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004045 02478 2 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 10:58:13am  
 
Educate yourself, Alan. You’re talking rubbish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004049 02478 6 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 12:39:10pm  
 
It’s astounding to me that every time I post something positive about Israel, 
someone like you pops up to tell us that Israel is really just as bad ... no, 
worse ... than the Palestinians.</P> 
So let’s see you back up your evil accusations with references. Show me one 
source that proves Israel has an official policy that targets children. I dare 
you.</P> 
And please remember that it is pitifully easy to cite not one, but hundreds or 
thousands of sources—<I>including their own words</I>—to prove that the 
terrorist groups destroying Palestine’s future deliberately kill women and 
children.</P> 



And then they have parties.</P> 
Quote:<I>I fear you have become what you hate on this issue alone.</I></P> 
Hey, don’t knock it! It isn’t easy to type wearing this white hood. And man, 
does this explosive belt ever chafe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004058 02478 15 charles Tue, Mar 5, 2002 6:10:24am  
 
Before he starts screaming about censorship, I deleted Jak King’s last comment, 
because he pasted in a long link without bothering to include either an http: 
prefix or an A tag, which causes this page to blow up.</P> 
To sum up, he linked to a Ha'aretz article that he claims supports his stupid 
idea that Israel deliberately targets civilians. He says the Israelis are 
“terrorists.” Blah blah blah.</P> 
Jak, if you want to post your stupid comment again, please feel free, but at 
least make it a real link. I wouldn’t want you to think I’m turning Jak King 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004078 02478 35 charles Sat, Mar 9, 2002 1:26:04pm  
 
A masterpiece of apologia, Jim. Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, 
eh?</P> 
(I especially liked the line, “then he wonders why Arabs find it hard to trust 
Israel.” That’s a real kneeslapper.)</P> 
And in such wonderful taste, considering that another of these poor oppressed 
murder-happy freaks walked into a cafe and attacked civilian women and children 
again, less than 2 hours ago.</P> 
But you keep on fighting the good fight, OK? Terrorists need friends 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004080 02478 37 charles Sat, Mar 9, 2002 10:30:39pm  
 
In Jim’s world, all is equal. The terrorist murderers of women and children are 
the same as the people who defend against the murderers.</P> 
The religious fanatic human bombs are the same as the people they slaughter.</P> 
In Jim’s world, Israel is a nation of “jackbooted thugs.” (I always love to see 
anti-Semites using the language of Nazism against Israel.)</P> 
In Jim’s world, genocidal Jew-hating killers are on the same moral plane as 
their victims.</P> 
You’re right, I don’t have time, energy, or motivation to go through your points 
one by one. One thing I’ve learned in dealing with Palestinian apologists is 
that attempting to discuss the issue logically is a complete waste of time. You 
can find that “telling” if you like—I don’t really care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004082 02478 39 charles Sun, Mar 10, 2002 9:42:38am  
 
In case it wasn’t obvious to you before, I’m on Israel’s side. I’m on their side 
because there is a very clear moral difference here, a difference that comes 
into sharper focus every single day, as Palestinians launch one suicide bomber 
after another on missions to deliberately kill women and children.</P> 
I choose not to engage with you because you’ve demonstrated that this is a 
difference you’re unwilling to acknowledge.</P> 



Do I think there are innocent Palestinians? Yes. But how innocent is Palestinian 
society, when a majority support suicide bombings? The medieval mindset that 
drives their savagery is exactly the same as Osama Bin Laden’s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004085 02479 2 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 10:57:17am  
 
Hey, no fair trying to send your nutjobs over here! We already get more than our 
share...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004091 02479 8 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 12:18:06pm  
 
Amazing. “Marchers in costume?” Why, it’s just a fun-loving bunch of costumed 
Palestinian revellers! A Palestinian Mardi Gras! How quaint!</P> 
Look. Martin Luther King was an activist.</P> 
When you dress up in hooded robes and dance around like a psychotic maniac, 
wearing a symbolic (or real, who knows?) explosive belt, and make sure your 
image is photographed and broadcast around the world ...</P> 
Your purpose is to terrify. You are, <I>by definition</I>, a <B>terrorist</B>, 
in the same way the Ku Klux Klan is a group of terrorists.</P> 
Would you approve of such a caption if it were used under a picture of a KKK 
rally?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004093 02479 10 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 12:55:13pm  
 
Quote:<I>And, while marching may be terrifying, it's not the conventional 
definition of terrorism.</I></P> 
“Marching” sounds so respectable. And it’s totally the wrong description of this 
scene, just as “activists” is the wrong description of the participants.</P> 
This was a celebration of the murder of women and children by a suicide bomber, 
<I>not a protest march</I>. The participants are letting their victims know that 
they plan to do it again.</P> 
Believe it or not, “meck,” I understand the principle of journalistic 
impartiality. But that’s a far cry from whitewashing the actions of murderous 
thugs who are threatening to kill again. When you call them “activists” you 
dishonor the memory and the actions of the many decent people in this world who 
have protested against oppression without resorting to the slaughter of children 
as a deliberate political tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004101 02479 18 charles Mon, Mar 4, 2002 3:36:35pm  
 
Hang on; I’m not saying the caption should have been “Hamas terrorists” (even 
though I believe it's accurate). But a word like “activist” is not just weak, 
it’s wrong.</P> 
“Hamas thugs” would work. But if we totally want to avoid passing any judgment 
(as if there were something defensible about advocating suicide bombings) even 
“Hamas supporters” would have been neutral, without drastically abusing the word 
“activist.”</P> 
I think there’s a very noticeable pro-Palestinian bias at the Times, and that 
the word was deliberately chosen -- and not just to be neutral.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004111 02479 28 charles Wed, Mar 6, 2002 12:23:28am  
 



As I thought I made clear, even though I do believe “terrorist” is the correct 
word for these maniacs, I’m not advocating its use for the picture in question. 
But I disagree totally that “activist” is correct.</P> 
The word “activist” has a long history of being used to describe people like 
Martin Luther King, Nelson Mandela, et al. To me, it’s a term of respect, and 
applying it to the creatures in this photo is simply a travesty.</P> 
Quote:<I>And I'm sorry, but the argument that the New York Times has a major 
pro-Palestinian slant is just silly.</I></P> 
Maybe you’d better inform <A href="http://www.smartertimes.com/" 
target=_blank>Ira Stoll</A> of that, since he’s been documenting the anti-
Israel, pro-Palestinian bias of the Times for years. Go take a look through his 
archives and see if you still think it’s “silly.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004114 02479 31 charles Sat, Mar 9, 2002 10:44:19pm  
 
We’re going to have to agree to disagree then, because it’s totally beyond me 
how anyone can look at that photo and see “activists.”</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004118 02482 3 charles Tue, Mar 5, 2002 8:22:56am  
 
Sure, he’s got a right to draw this garbage. Just as we have a right to let the 
publishers know we think it’s disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004144 02486 3 charles Tue, Mar 5, 2002 1:44:39pm  
 
It’s still syndicated in lots of places. Try <A 
href="http://dailynews.yahoo.com/h/cx/uc/tr/?u" 
target=_blank>Yahoo</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004149 02486 8 charles Tue, Mar 5, 2002 3:51:40pm  
 
Well, if you really want to know ... here’s what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>To whom it may concern,This email is to let you know that I am 
thoroughly disgusted by the Ted Rall cartoon you published today, titled "Terror 
Widows." This is the most mean-spirited, evil-minded thing I have ever seen. I 
am utterly appalled that the New York Times would publish such a thing. You 
should be ashamed of yourselves.Ted Rall obviously has no 
shame.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004196 02498 4 charles Thu, Mar 7, 2002 5:03:02am  
 
If reality were Jak’s only friend, he’d be lonely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004200 02498 8 charles Thu, Mar 7, 2002 8:31:23am  
 
I think we know where <EM>your</EM> loyalties lie, Eric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004202 02498 10 charles Thu, Mar 7, 2002 9:11:32am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00004217 02501 4 charles Thu, Mar 7, 2002 11:42:00am  
 
Hey, what set Jak King off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004227 02501 14 charles Fri, Mar 8, 2002 4:39:34am  
 
Quote:<I>Have you noticed how Jak never, ever, EVER, EVER responds once others 
have debated and made an attempt to refute his point?</I></P> 
Exactly. And that’s why, rather than dignify his blasts of irrationality with 
responses, I simply write Jak King off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004236 02502 2 charles Fri, Mar 8, 2002 8:07:32am  
 
And again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004237 02502 3 charles Fri, Mar 8, 2002 8:25:01am  
 
One more test. Just ignore this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004258 02504 6 charles Sat, Mar 9, 2002 6:27:44am  
 
Come on, Stephen—get it all out. All that anti-Americanism must be very painful 
to hold in, and it’s good that you’re sharing it.</P> 
I know what you mean about the drinking age, though. Crime against humanity, 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004278 02511 1 charles Fri, Mar 15, 2002 8:16:32pm  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004285 02516 3 charles Sat, Mar 9, 2002 12:18:48pm  
 
And don’t forget also that during the Gulf War, Yasser Arafat was close buddies 
with Saddam Hussein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004299 02518 4 charles Mon, Mar 11, 2002 6:46:51am  
 
<I>And, yes, when a Palestinian goes into a cafe and kills unarmed people with a 
bomb, that is terrible and it is terrorism.</I></P> 
Careful, Jak. You could get a brain cramp struggling to push out such a 
difficult thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004307 02521 2 charles Sun, Mar 10, 2002 1:22:55pm  
 
Googling the author—<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=googlet&amp;q=John%20V.%20Whitbeck" 



target=_blank>John V. Whitbeck</A>—turns up quite a lot of revealing 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004333 02523 12 charles Mon, Mar 11, 2002 11:19:50pm  
 
Thanks for the correction; I’ve seen his name spelled several different 
ways.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004350 02525 3 charles Tue, Mar 12, 2002 4:26:04am  
 
That’s right, Jak, because we’re <EM>EVIL</EM>, through and through, and even if 
we do save their country for them, our intentions are <EM>EVIL</EM> and they’re 
entitled to hate us.</P> 
And morons like you will cheer them on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004360 02525 13 charles Tue, Mar 12, 2002 9:48:05am  
 
I hereby nominate Jak King as the Official Idiotarian Mascot. He comes in, humps 
your leg, leaves a mess in the middle of the floor, and won't stop barking ... 
but dang! Ain’t he cute?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004383 02528 4 charles Tue, Mar 12, 2002 10:55:22am  
 
Alan: heard it before, read it before, had the Happy Meal, didn’t buy the t-
shirt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004400 02530 8 charles Wed, Mar 13, 2002 7:53:26am  
 
To Meck: when an apologist for terrorists calls me a racist, I consider it an 
honor.</P> 
To Jamese:</P> 
Quote:<I>“Transfer them! Anywhere! Just get them the hell away from me!”</I></P> 
<I>Isn't that pretty much the attitude the Nazis had about German Jews?</I></P> 
No, it's <B>absolutely nothing like</B> the attitude Nazis had about Jews.</P> 
A) Jews were not indiscriminately slaughtering German civilians, and</P> 
B) Nazis wanted to kill all Jews, not relocate them to another country.</P> 
It’s utterly beyond me why this should be a difficult distinction to 
make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004435 02530 43 charles Sat, Mar 16, 2002 6:32:00am  
 
You should be more sorry for the hate that fills your head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004438 02530 46 charles Sun, Mar 17, 2002 6:20:11am  
 
Let’s see. You come in here, tell everyone to “Get this NOW,” proceed to rant 
about Israeli “OPPRESSION,” throwing around Nazi terminology and hysterical 
exaggerated accusations of “ETHNIC CLEANSING,” and saying “i've never thought 
suicide bombings are a good idea, but...” ... in a comment full of shouted 
(capitalized) words ...</P> 



And then you act surprised and hurt when someone calls you on your 
hate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004441 02530 49 charles Tue, Mar 19, 2002 5:38:27pm  
 
<I>Please, this is a complex issue. Make sure you do justice to the opinions of 
everyone who comments here.</I></P> 
Miki: I’m trying my best to do that. But I just can’t give credence to those who 
compare Israel to Nazi Germany; it’s the worst kind of moral 
equivalence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004458 02534 2 charles Wed, Mar 13, 2002 3:59:18pm  
 
Taro: unfortunately, Iain’s article doesn’t appear to have been indexed by 
Google, probably because it was generated from a database. That’s why Megan set 
up the meme-trap to direct people to the article.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004461 02535 3 charles Wed, Mar 13, 2002 4:03:39pm  
 
You have a point, but nonetheless ... it’s not nuke-yuh-lur. It’s new-klee-er. 
This really isn’t that hard to learn. Coming from a drinking buddy, I’d have no 
problem with it. But from the President?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004510 02537 2 charles Wed, Mar 13, 2002 4:40:26pm  
 
Hmm. I’m willing to trade a limited amount of commercial exploitation for the 
debunking of a poisonous meme. It probably won’t be long before Google codes 
around the problem and the Googlebomb stops working. But if we can kill this one 
meme, it will all have been worth it.</P> 
And Google ends up a little smarter. Win-win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004512 02537 4 charles Thu, Mar 14, 2002 10:03:28am  
 
Thomas: only if the software engineers at Google are unable to come up with a 
way to defuse Googlebombs ... and I’d bet money they will, long before it 
becomes a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004543 02543 2 charles Thu, Mar 14, 2002 12:12:44pm  
 
Tony: That’s $2 <B>billion</B>. Egypt is one of the biggest recipients of US 
money, and one of the most savagely anti-American countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004579 02549 4 charles Sat, Mar 16, 2002 12:19:42am  
 
It’s out host’s fault; they just changed something and screwed up all my file 
permissions. Sigh.</P> 
(Update: it’s fixed.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004599 02553 2 charles Fri, Mar 15, 2002 4:30:16pm  



 
In a way, this is true “electronically enabled democracy” at 
work.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004606 02556 5 charles Sat, Mar 16, 2002 8:13:49am  
 
Sure, but as <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2553" 
target=_blank>this entry</A> makes clear, Google is already on to the 
technique.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004615 02561 3 charles Sat, Mar 16, 2002 11:16:41am  
 
<A href="http://world.std.com/~camera/docs/alert/wkreader.html" 
target=_blank>This page</A> has a lot more information about the myth that 
Sharon’s visit to the Temple Mount somehow “triggered” the intifada. It’s very 
well-documented by now that the intifada was planned long in advance of the 
visit, and in fact that the violence started before the visit. Marwan Barghouti 
(secretary-general of Fatah in the West Bank) has publicly admitted that the 
violence had been planned since Camp David.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004709 02577 3 charles Tue, Mar 19, 2002 8:06:11am  
 
Uh, Gary ... this is something known as <A href="http://www.m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?humor" target=_blank>humor</A>. Check out definition number 3 in 
particular.</P> 
Geez. Next you’ll tell me I can’t make fun of stupid white 
men.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004719 02578 10 charles Wed, Mar 20, 2002 5:04:53am  
 
Patrick and Katherine: My point (which I didn’t make very clear) was that the 
hatred we see in Arab media is not the result of a free press; it’s a deliberate 
government policy. It isn’t the Saudi media we should be confronting—it’s their 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004729 02581 2 charles Tue, Mar 19, 2002 11:01:49am  
 
Oh no; I’ve had this discussion before, with a(nother) semantic nitpicking 
friend!</P> 
My position, and I’m sticking to it, is that a “near miss” can be defined as a 
miss that was almost a hit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004760 02583 14 charles Tue, Mar 19, 2002 2:26:55pm  
 
Here's a Forbes article documenting some of Alwaleed's AOL investments, from 
October 2000:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.forbes.com/columnists/2000/10/09/1005simons.html" 
target=_blank>www.forbes.com...</A>]</P> 
He may not be the largest shareholder, but it's clear he did (does?) have a 
considerable interest in the company.</P> 



And the point stands: isn't it curious, with all the screaming about Zionist 
media that Saudi Arabia does, to find them heavily invested in US media 
companies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004762 02583 16 charles Tue, Mar 19, 2002 2:40:15pm  
 
For proof of the bias, all you have to do is watch CNN. I was suggesting a 
possible <EM>reason</EM> for the bias, and please notice that I was careful to 
use the words “a discovery that <STRONG>may</STRONG> explain it.” Not claiming 
any sort of proof whatsoever, although the article I just posted shows that the 
story is not totally unfounded.</P> 
But please ... I’m doing the same thing <A 
href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1567" target=_blank>the 
Saudis</A> are doing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004778 02584 11 charles Wed, Mar 20, 2002 4:16:25am  
 
Right. Maybe all those Palestinians who are buying Mein Kampf are working on 
doctoral theses in German history.</P> 
We must be careful not to draw any conclusions from this. After all, it’s only a 
book, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004830 02593 6 charles Thu, Mar 21, 2002 4:17:17am  
 
Maybe it’s a Mac thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004831 02593 7 charles Thu, Mar 21, 2002 4:45:09am  
 
Merritt: yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004972 02616 3 Charles Sun, Mar 24, 2002 2:02:37pm  
 
Yes, I think you're right that the article gives too much voice to the leftist 
elements in Israel. But it's significant (and long overdue) that US media is 
beginning to report unflinchingly on the true extent of Arab anti-
Semitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00004991 02619 4 Charles Mon, Mar 25, 2002 4:30:06pm  
 
This will probably be the one and only time I ever agree with Ted 
Rall.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005012 02623 7 Charles Mon, Mar 25, 2002 3:38:30pm  
 
<A 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/middle_east/newsid_1891000/1891013.
stm" target=_blank>More Ashura photos.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005166 02638 15 Charles Wed, Mar 27, 2002 1:52:44pm  



 
That’s why he’s the Official Idiotarian Mascot!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005183 02639 6 Charles Wed, Mar 27, 2002 2:49:00pm  
 
Hmm. Let’s see. America-hating extremist Islamic fanatics hijack airplanes and 
fly them into buildings. Saudi Arabia has been spending “astronomical” amounts 
of money (by their own words!) to promote their version of America-hating 
extremist Islam around the world ... for <I>many years</I>. The Taliban were a 
direct creation of Saudi Wahhabism.</P> 
You see no connection?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005184 02639 7 Charles Wed, Mar 27, 2002 3:46:37pm  
 
By the way, just joking about the choking. Although that would be pretty cool if 
I could do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005253 02647 2 Charles Fri, Mar 29, 2002 5:52:03am  
 
You’re right, it certainly won’t end the battle, and I didn’t mean to imply 
that. But it will end Arafat, and that’s a step in the right direction.</P> 
<I>...the situation has become a proxy for larger battles. It's not just about 
Palestine and Israel now, but about a clash of cultures, religions and world 
views - Arab vs. Western.</I></P> 
I think we’ve been at war for years. 9/11 was the wake up call.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005276 02652 4 Charles Fri, Mar 29, 2002 8:48:42am  
 
Thanks for the link. I think you meant “1934.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005344 02669 9 Charles Sun, Mar 31, 2002 11:07:21am  
 
On this, I must agree with Pat. Let’s try not to invoke <A 
href="http://www.godwinslaw.com/" target=_blank>Godwin’s Law</A> quite so 
quickly, folks. We can discuss honest differences of opinion without the Nazi 
comparisons.</P> 
Pat, just by way of explanation -- unfortunately, on occasion, we have had 
<B>real</B> anti-Semites posting comments here, and I think people are a bit, 
uh, <I>sensitive</I> as a result.</P> 
I’ve been to Israeli too, not for a long period of time, but I did see how 
Palestinians lived. This was before the stupidfada, but even then it was no 
paradise. And I agree that Israel has much to answer for.</P> 
But you seem to blame Israel exclusively for the Palestinians’ predicament. I’d 
submit that a much larger part of the blame has to go to the Palestinians’ (and 
Arab world in general’s) insane hatred of Israel, that has led them to embrace a 
leadership and an ideology that is literally ruining the future of its own 
people.</P> 
As for your water rights arguments, please check out <A 
href="http://world.std.com/~camera/docs/backg/water.html" target=_blank>this 
page</A>, which thoroughly and completely debunks these claims for the 
propaganda they are. And note the photographs of (gasp!) Palestinian swimming 
pools.</P> 



But you know what? None of that matters. The Palestinian strategy of suicide 
terrorism disgusts me down to the very bottom of my soul. I have no sympathy for 
this. None. It has to be stopped. After that, we can discuss water rights and 
property issues. But it has to be stopped now before it spreads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005349 02669 14 Charles Sun, Mar 31, 2002 4:27:03pm  
 
<I>I also disagree with the Israeli tactic of if a man or even if it was his 
brother convicts a crime, he is put in his home, the wife and children are made 
to stand outside and watch as the man and home are blown up. That is not 
"propaganda." I know a Palestinian family that this happened to.</I></P> 
OK, Pat. Now you’re starting to piss me off too.</P> 
This is an outrageous accusation, and if your credibility is important to you, I 
expect you to back it up with some proof. It’s not good enough to say you “know 
a family this happened to.”</P> 
I’ve already shown you that your last outrageous accusation (that Israel is 
sinisterly manipulating the water supply to deprive Palestinians) was totally 
false. Are you just repeating lines that have been fed to you, or have you 
really looked into this stuff for yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005356 02669 21 Charles Mon, Apr 1, 2002 4:47:21am  
 
I show you that your water allegations are false. You keep repeating the 
unsupported allegations and throw in some more.</P> 
I ask you for proof of your outrageous accusations of murder against the 
Israelis. You have no proof. Instead you spew out even more outrageous 
accusations.</P> 
The difference is clear for anyone to see. You have to concoct ridiculous 
stories to make the Israelis look like evil oppressors. The Palestinians, on the 
other hand, commit their atrocities right out in full view of the entire world, 
then brag about them.</P> 
And they get away with it time and again, because hopelessly naive or deluded or 
anti-Semitic people like you continue to make excuses and spread Jew-hating 
lies.</P> 
<I>And nobody has yet addressed why Sharon was so adamant about not wanting 
Zinni and the U.N. delegation inspecting the camps.</I></P> 
Because it didn’t happen. Or maybe it did. Who knows? But I’m certainly not 
going to take <I>your</I> word for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005363 02671 2 Charles Sun, Mar 31, 2002 7:39:28am  
 
The link is fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005365 02671 4 Charles Sun, Mar 31, 2002 7:50:48am  
 
Yes, there have been quite a few US citizens murdered by Palestinian terrorists. 
Most recently, a 70-something man who was on a shopping trip was kidnapped, 
driven to a stadium, shot (something like 50 times) and then mutilated.</P> 
And I’ve also wondered why the US doesn’t prosecute these 
murders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005467 02686 2 Charles Mon, Apr 1, 2002 9:17:44am  



 
Bruce: I think he has a perfect right to say and feel anything he likes.</P> 
And I’d agree with your point about non-violent protest ... except that the man 
Shapiro is defending has led a 30-year career of terrorism and 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005484 02686 19 Charles Fri, Apr 5, 2002 12:03:31am  
 
Gary: would it make a difference to you if many of the people commenting in this 
thread were from Israel? No? I didn't think so.</P> 
<I>Wanna denounce Jews for having different opinions as "self-hating"?</I></P> 
Actually, I didn’t see a single person do this—but I guess it’s always easier to 
argue with a straw man. The discussion is about one particular Jew, who has made 
some extremely troubling statements and acted to defend the decrepit old 
murderer Arafat.</P> 
<I>I'm less an less interested in the notions of instant experts.</I></P> 
The feeling is mutual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005494 02689 2 Charles Mon, Apr 1, 2002 9:59:31am  
 
<I>Zubaida was shot three times, in the groin and thigh, as he attempted to 
escape from a compound in Faisalabad during the raid.</I></P> 
Looks like he’s already had his weenie shot off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005553 02693 13 Charles Sat, Jun 15, 2002 5:16:11am  
 
Sigh. Why do idiotarians have to be such ... idiots?</P> 
I deleted the stupidly long post that our Arab apologist dumped here. The link 
in the message from “critique” goes to a page where you can read the same 
drivel, if you’re feeling masochistic.</P> 
And yes, it’s a typical Arab propaganda document, full of outright lies and 
distortions of history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005662 02711 6 Charles Thu, Apr 4, 2002 8:09:29am  
 
Yeah, Jeff—you scared me for a few seconds there too. I was starting to think, 
“Just what we need, another Jew-hating wacko.” You’re a little too good at that 
stuff. B^)</P> 
You’re right about LGF’s sudden change in direction after 9/11. Someday I’ll 
write something about it; I’ve tried a few times, but haven’t found my voice for 
it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005693 02715 10 Charles Thu, Apr 4, 2002 9:35:57am  
 
Martha: Jak is our Official Idiotarian Mascot, who can always be counted on to 
stand up for the terrorists.</P> 
Basically he’s an annoying little Jew-hating fruitcake who won’t leave us alone. 
Not to put too fine a point on it ... a pest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005718 02716 18 Charles Thu, Apr 4, 2002 10:10:53am  
 



I think what people are reacting against is Bush’s call for Israel to withdraw 
from Ramallah, Nablus, and the other terrorist hives. I do notice, however, that 
there was no “or else” associated with it.</P> 
The vast majority of his critical remarks were directed at the right targets, 
and that’s encouraging. And I definitely loved the statement that suicide 
bombers are “not martyrs, they’re murderers.”</P> 
I think that may actually have been a response to the recent Islamic 
conference’s craven failure to make a statement on this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005768 02721 2 Charles Thu, Apr 4, 2002 5:25:29pm  
 
I’m talking sheer longevity. Most murdering dictator thugs self-destruct in 10 
years or less; Arafat has broken all records. He’s in a class by 
himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005776 02721 10 Charles Fri, Apr 5, 2002 8:13:55am  
 
<I>...which Charles probably couldn't be bothered to dignify with an 
explanation...</I></P> 
Bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005806 02724 7 Charles Fri, Apr 5, 2002 1:27:19pm  
 
What an odd argument you’re trying to make, Gary. This deluded young man has 
compared the Israelis to Nazis, and accused them of summary executions ... but 
you think <EM>we’re</EM> “spewing hate and epithets?” For saying what appears to 
be the simple truth—that he hates his own people? Because, in addition to the 
Nazi reference, he broke bread with one of history’s most notorious terrorists, 
then gushed about it?</P> 
I just looked through all the comments about Shapiro, and for the life of me I 
can’t seem to find any of this “hate speech” you’re railing about. With your 
superior knowledge, maybe you could enlighten this poor benighted instant expert 
as to which comments upset you so badly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005808 02724 9 Charles Fri, Apr 5, 2002 5:09:09pm  
 
And I’d also point out that there are lots of anti-Semitic nutjobs who would use 
Shapiro’s notoriety as an excuse to have some fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005838 02732 4 Charles Sat, Apr 6, 2002 7:49:49am  
 
Meryl: right—so they hand the belts out to the public, free of charge. Poor dumb 
saps.</P> 
“Here you go, Abdullah! Just run up to that tank over there and press this 
button, and say hello to Allah!”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005877 02740 6 Charles Sat, Apr 6, 2002 12:19:46pm  
 
Sometimes a bicycle is only a bicycle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00005887 02740 16 Charles Sun, Apr 7, 2002 7:30:59am  
 
It’s always amusing when someone with the writing and punctuation skills of a 4-
year old attempts a slur on my intelligence, using the omnipotent “we” as if 
typing in front of an auditorium full of worshippers. Great 
stuff!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005931 02747 2 Charles Sun, Apr 7, 2002 2:20:13pm  
 
From the article I linked above:</P> 
<I>Four Franciscan priests who managed to slip out of the church on Friday 
confirmed that they were being held against their will.</I></P> 
Whose word is more likely to be the truth: the priests who escaped, or the ones 
who are still inside the church <I>with the gunmen</I>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005936 02747 7 Charles Sun, Apr 7, 2002 7:51:01pm  
 
What he said!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005974 02751 4 Charles Mon, Apr 8, 2002 12:57:40pm  
 
Matthew: he stands to lose everything. If Saddam uses chemical or bio weapons 
against Israel, it’s a virtual certainty that Israel will respond with nuclear 
weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00005986 02752 7 Charles Wed, Apr 10, 2002 5:48:09am  
 
What a strange coincidence. “Mr. Goldman” and “Mr. Henman” seem to have the 
exact same IP address!</P> 
What are the odds?</P> 
And what do you know? They both have email accounts at Hotmail!</P> 
Shocking!</P> 
Why are anti-Semites so frickin’ schtoopid?</P> 
Never mind. It’s a self-answering question.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006014 02756 12 Charles Tue, Apr 9, 2002 1:33:54pm  
 
I have no doubt whatsoever that, if pushed to the point where they feel they are 
in danger of being wiped out, Israel will use her nuclear weapons. But I agree 
it’s unlikely that they would be used in the West Bank or Gaza, for two reasons: 
1) it’s just too close to use these hellish weapons, and 2) it isn’t necessary, 
because Israel’s conventional military is more than capable of handling the 
undisciplined Palestinian fighters.</P> 
But once the decision is made to use nuclear weapons, the terrible logic of 
total war would compel Israel to destroy <I>all</I> of the threats against their 
existence in one nightmarish day of vengeance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006029 02758 12 Charles Tue, Apr 9, 2002 9:23:03am  
 



Noah: yes, 9/11 was perhaps the most successful act of suicide terrorism in 
history. But it was on a very large scale, both strategically and tactically. 
(It was unbelievably schtoopid strategically, but that’s another subject.)</P> 
I think the term “suicide bomber” connotes an individual who carries out a 
small-scale operation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006030 02758 13 Charles Tue, Apr 9, 2002 9:24:23am  
 
d: that’s exactly why I <EM>never</EM> visit Metafilter any more. It’s nearly as 
bad as Indymedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006047 02759 8 Charles Tue, Apr 9, 2002 9:12:18am  
 
Bill: I know, it’s becoming a real pain. Our host used to be great, but in the 
past month service has been deteriorating, to the point where we’re talking 
about moving to a different host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006051 02759 12 Charles Tue, Apr 9, 2002 12:21:04pm  
 
Jon: contact me in email. I don’t want to give them a bad rep, because they 
really have been good until fairly recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006133 02768 7 Charles Wed, Apr 10, 2002 8:15:52am  
 
Actually, there was a point; I got a phone call and forgot what I was going to 
write.</P> 
I was going to mention that this soldier’s description reveals a common 
battlefield problem: a certain percentage of soldiers will freeze and be unable 
to fire on other humans.</P> 
Which makes the suicide bomber phenomenon even more frightening, because not 
only have they overcome the barrier to inflicting harm on others, they’ve also 
suppressed their survival instinct. It’s a profoundly anti-human 
strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006135 02768 9 Charles Wed, Apr 10, 2002 8:44:56am  
 
Yep, you caught me, anonymous Canadian coward. Right now I’m eating caviar while 
relaxing in my ermine bathrobe, smoking a Cuban cigar. Man, does aipac.org pay 
great!</P> 
(Who the hell is aipac.org?)</P> 
And thanks for the link to the PLO Propaganda News Network. It’s always good for 
people to see for themselves exactly how fucking hateful and twisted the enemy 
is. The people who run that site are doing the world a great favor.</P> 
By the way, <A href="http://tellinglies.org/news/media/ambulance.wmv" 
target=_blank>here’s a video</A> (Windows Media) showing what the Palestinians 
do with their Red Crescent ambulances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006140 02768 14 Charles Wed, Apr 10, 2002 10:14:23am  
 
The ambushers wore no uniforms. They belonged to no legitimate military. You can 
say they were protecting their homes, but you must recognize that they were also 



protecting the bomb labs and stores of arms and ammunition that were hidden 
among those homes. The blame for the devastation in these camps should not fall 
on the IDF, but rather on the (yes) <EM>terrorists</EM> who have deliberately 
concealed their evil among people who just want to live their lives in 
peace.</P> 
This is what Chairman Arafat has brought upon his people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006204 02775 11 Charles Thu, Apr 11, 2002 7:12:59am  
 
Michael: Jak is our Official Idiotarian Mascot, who’s never met a terrorist he 
didn’t like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006219 02777 5 Charles Thu, Apr 11, 2002 9:07:33am  
 
By the way, thanks for the tip about the Yahoo group. But I wouldn't advise 
anyone with a sensitive stomach to go to that page on Yahoo, because this 
particular idiotarian is one of those ghoulish little creeps who thinks he can 
best make his point by displaying war photos of dead infants.</P> 
A truly disgusting glimpse into a sewer-like adolescent mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006223 02777 9 Charles Thu, Apr 11, 2002 10:01:54am  
 
Let’s show some sensitivity, people! We’re scaring poor little 
Jeremy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006239 02778 8 Charles Thu, Apr 11, 2002 10:56:14am  
 
Welp ... looks like I popped the champagne cork too early. It started out fast 
this morning, but now it’s bogged down again. Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006285 02786 5 Charles Fri, Apr 12, 2002 6:36:09am  
 
I understand the distinction, but I don’t like the term “homicide bomber.” 
Although it does describe the victims more accurately, it misses the essence of 
this type of terrorism: that the murderer is willing to kill him/herself to 
carry it out. A bomb concealed in a trash can is also a “homicide bomb” if it 
causes death.</P> 
The “suicide” part of it is what makes these attacks so hard to 
stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006378 02799 4 Charles Sat, Apr 13, 2002 1:38:04pm  
 
<I>Why do you continue to lie...</I></P> 
Probably just to piss Jak King Off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006415 02805 3 Charles Sun, Apr 14, 2002 9:46:55am  
 
I guess I could have made my point more clearly. I wasn’t singling out the 
Ukraine—I was <I>including</I> them. Any European country that collaborated with 
the Nazis (and there are widely differing accounts of how much collaboration 



took place in the Ukraine) is indulging in a dangerous kind of hypocrisy to deny 
that there is anti-Semitism involved in an attack on a 
synagogue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006463 02808 33 Charles Mon, Apr 15, 2002 7:30:13pm  
 
<I>is the pro-israeli parent who parades their child around in military fatigues 
somehow less to blame for the perpetuation of violence?</I></P> 
Short answer: yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006517 02812 5 Charles Mon, Apr 15, 2002 6:33:30am  
 
Yes, I did email him. Thanks for the clarifications, Roger and Milton; I guess I 
don’t read his site enough to be aware of the special significance of 
capitalization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006579 02820 3 Charles Mon, Apr 15, 2002 5:44:22pm  
 
The “boy president” thing is because Bashar Assad has actually made efforts 
(feeble and politically constrained as they may be) to move his country into the 
19th century, unlike his fire-breathing daddy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006584 02822 2 Charles Mon, Apr 15, 2002 5:41:15pm  
 
I know...but still...<EM>Ted Rall!</EM>...my brain hurts...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006589 02822 7 Charles Tue, Apr 16, 2002 5:28:15am  
 
<I>Come on, you praised Rall for this...?</I></P> 
I think this has to come under the heading “damning with faint 
praise.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006594 02823 4 Charles Mon, Apr 15, 2002 7:57:10pm  
 
A prediction: the poll will be removed from their site by 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006612 02824 5 Charles Tue, Apr 16, 2002 6:17:46am  
 
Comes as no surprise, really; the Arab and Islamic world is notoriously murky on 
concepts like “voting” and “freedom of speech.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006673 02825 30 Charles Wed, Apr 17, 2002 5:38:03am  
 
Eric is correct; the resolution referred to in that “over the top” article was 
passed on April 15, and it does not appear to have been posted on the site 
yet.</P> 
By the way, the National Post is not known for making up stories out of thin 
air.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00006680 02825 37 Charles Wed, Apr 17, 2002 10:00:06am  
 
According to an email I received from the author of the original piece, 
Michael’s interpretation above is correct. To summarize, the document signed on 
the 15th “recalls” an earlier document which supported the use of armed 
struggle, although it does not include that language itself. According to Steven 
Edwards, the actual words are “recalling particularly,” which leaves little 
doubt as to the intent.</P> 
Come on. This is diplo-weasel speak, intended to be decrypted by the high 
priests of international law—but the bottom line is that it supports Palestinian 
violence, and all the signatories know it. The headline is not over the top at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006715 02831 11 Charles Tue, Apr 16, 2002 4:32:04pm  
 
I agree; the vast majority of Germans today are aware of the danger of anti-
Semitism, and probably more sensitive to it than most European countries. 
Because they got a lesson they will never forget.</P> 
I think it’s interesting that the two countries who suffered the most horrific 
damage at the hands of the US in WWII (Germany and Japan) are now our allies, 
and are also among the most prosperous economies in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006761 02839 2 Charles Wed, Apr 17, 2002 9:49:46am  
 
I agree, Michael; my impulse was, of course, to distrust the Palestinians’ 
statements, because ... well, because they <B>lie</B>. Constantly.</P> 
But in armed conflict, there is always the potential for things to go horribly 
wrong. So I just felt it was important to avoid jumping to conclusions without 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006770 02839 11 Charles Thu, Apr 18, 2002 2:06:25pm  
 
Matt: wow. That deserves a front-page writeup.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006795 02841 6 Charles Wed, Apr 17, 2002 12:01:58pm  
 
Michael: I’m looking forward to your links to statements from the UN Human 
Rights Commission condemning Palestinian terrorism.</P> 
Hint: they’re few and far between.</P> 
Seriously, do you think the anti-Israel agenda of the UN started with this 
document? Remember the Durban conference? How can this commission be granted any 
legitimacy whatsoever, when it’s dominated by countries like Cuba and China and 
Syria and Saudi Arabia? It’s a sham, manipulated for maximum PR effect by 
dictatorships.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006815 02842 2 Charles Wed, Apr 17, 2002 5:20:39pm  
 
It kind of reminds me of the ranting on a Dr. Bronner’s Peppermint Soap 
bottle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00006882 02845 6 Charles Thu, Apr 18, 2002 1:51:22pm  
 
I know the site’s slow again. The host says they’re working on it. We’re giving 
them a couple more weeks, then we start looking seriously for something 
else.</P> 
Hey, it’s still better than Blogspot—they’ve been having several outages a 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006891 02846 3 Charles Thu, Apr 18, 2002 4:13:23pm  
 
For the record, I’ve made copies of this article in several different formats, 
because I suspect that when the Arab powers-that-be realize what it reveals 
about them, they may remove it from the Al Ahram web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006904 02846 16 Charles Fri, Apr 19, 2002 6:04:39am  
 
Damian: the bit about the sniper is ambiguous, but I think it's pretty clear 
that (if it really happened at all) the guy was shot by his own buddies for 
surrendering. We certainly know by now that Palestinians have a zero tolerance 
policy for that kind of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006931 02850 5 Charles Fri, Apr 19, 2002 9:37:21am  
 
Please do not feed the troll. Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00006985 02854 22 Charles Fri, Apr 19, 2002 4:11:15pm  
 
Michael: thanks for the link. I’m going to put something on the front page about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007003 02857 9 Charles Fri, Apr 19, 2002 5:52:56pm  
 
A quick Google search reveals that bromine is indeed a very dangerous poison, 
with many legitimate uses. It wouldn’t be strange to find it at a factory or 
laboratory, stored with appropriate precautions.</P> 
But buried in sand in Arafat’s diplomatic compound?</P> 
Remember that the compound also concealed large caches of illegal weapons, and 
counterfeit currency (both US and Israeli) and printing equipment.</P> 
And another detail that hasn’t gotten much coverage in the Western press so far 
(I don’t have a link handy at the moment) is that some of the bombs used by 
Palestinian human sacrifices have contained rat poison, in a crude sort of 
chemical warfare. It looks like they were preparing to take the next step, to a 
much more effective poison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007074 02865 6 Charles Mon, Apr 22, 2002 9:45:31am  
 
<I>Why is it funny that there are ads on a news site? I honestly don't get 
it.</I></P> 
Well, explaining humor is always risky. But the Arabic News web site often 
publishes virulently anti-American articles. Hence, the fact that they run ads 



for American products at the same time struck me as rather 
ironic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007100 02867 21 Charles Sun, Apr 21, 2002 3:27:19pm  
 
Here’s the article Alley referred to: <A 
href="http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/chi-0204210352apr21.story" 
target=_blank>Birthrates alarm Israel</A>. (I hadn’t been to the Trib’s site in 
a while, and apparently they now require registration. Boo.)</P> 
And I agree with Evan: there’s a vast difference between Tom Friedman and a 
monster who parties when his son explodes. Let’s cool the rhetoric down a 
little.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007114 02868 5 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 5:26:36am  
 
Skunk (great name! did you think it up all by yourself?): so you’re generaliZing 
from a comment about Palestinians celebrating (which they did, by the way, and 
sorry—it wasn’t “a few”) to call me a biggoted [sic] racist?</P> 
That sounds borderline moron to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007148 02871 20 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 5:37:45am  
 
Jason: just curious, but have you ever had an original thought in your life? 
Because what you just regurgitated here is nothing but the official pro-death 
Palestinian line.</P> 
<I>In my opinion, the UN fact-finding mission has a moral responsibility to sift 
through the evidence at Jenin and fix responsibility for the crimes committed 
there.</I></P> 
True, and I hope they find the UN responsible for allowing a place they manage 
to become a haven for death-cult terrorists. Oh, and the Palestinians who booby-
trapped hundreds of houses, and used women to lure soldiers into an ambush—I 
hope those people are also brought up on war crimes charges.</P> 
Not to mention the fat old terrorist at the top of the heap, who is the most 
disgusting war criminal of them all: Arafat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007156 02872 7 Charles Sun, Apr 21, 2002 4:37:49pm  
 
I’m sure. Here’s the link to the AP story on Yahoo: [Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/ap/20020421/ap_wo_en_ge
/saudi_us_3" target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007160 02872 11 Charles Sun, Apr 21, 2002 6:04:18pm  
 
By the way, I believe that’s the first “fuck you” that has appeared at LGF, even 
though I have been tempted many many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007242 02877 26 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 7:59:03am  
 
I’m sorry, people, but my patience has run out. If you don’t want to see me get 
mad, skip this comment.</P> 
EdG: with all due respect, you, sir, are a <B>fucking moron</B>.</P> 



Brian Regan will get a trial. <I>How dare you</I> compare democratic due process 
and trial by jury to the barbarism on display in the Palestinian Authority? He 
isn't being dragged into the street and shot, then strung up from a lamp post 
while people cheer and bring their children to watch.</P> 
You ass. Is it really too much to ask people like you to <B>think</B> before 
opening your mouths? Yes, it probably is.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007259 02879 3 Charles Mon, Apr 22, 2002 3:47:37pm  
 
<I>He must be enjoying the position he's in right now. He can say all sorts of 
things and set the authorities off chasing all sorts of boogeymen.</I></P> 
Very true ... but what else can they do? This freak and his buddies did carry 
out the most devastating terrorist attack ever on US soil, after all; you can’t 
dismiss anything he says out of hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007294 02881 3 Charles Mon, Apr 22, 2002 4:54:00pm  
 
Or don’t print...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007317 02883 2 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 6:40:55am  
 
My God. The story is actually much worse than early reports indicated. This is 
going on the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007327 02883 12 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 4:43:36pm  
 
Yes, Jeanne; you do know the answer.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007331 02884 4 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 8:16:26am  
 
Please do not feed the troll. Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007348 02885 11 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 2:19:37pm  
 
In a statement about Palestinian lynchings released today, Terje Roed-Larsen 
said, “How does my hair look? Where’s my assistant? Olaf! Bring me an Evian! 
Now!!!”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007376 02887 11 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 11:48:43am  
 
Glenn: that’s why I posted the update. I agree (and I’ve said it here before) 
that Germany is more sensitive and more proactive about anti-Semitism than 
probably any other European country.</P> 
But this was a very ill-considered and unfortunate suggestion, and it did smell 
of anti-Semitism. And I was glad to see the Berlin police 
apologize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007382 02887 17 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 8:49:07am  
 



Chris: looks like you found a new way to break my URL-parsing regular 
expressions. Sigh. I’ll see if I can fix this.</P> 
Maybe this will work:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://216.239.37.120/translate_c?hl=de&amp;langpair=de%7Cen&amp;u=http://
de.news.yahoo.com/020423/12/2ql7g.html&amp;prev=/language_tools" 
target=_blank>de.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007423 02893 11 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 12:20:44pm  
 
Skunk: and you see no difference between mob lynchings and the actions of the 
Israeli government, apparently. Sad, but not surprising if, as you said 
elsewhere, you're getting your viewpoints from the shamefully slanted BBC.</P> 
It just amazes me that people like you throw out absolutely bogus comparisons 
like this, without a single thought for how morally stupid it makes you 
look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007432 02895 3 Charles Tue, Apr 23, 2002 7:20:22pm  
 
<I>Technically, Charles, that's TWO questions.</I></P> 
As I’ve said many times, LGF condemns all forms of double bogus questioning, but 
what about the questions perpetrated by...</P> 
Oops. Wrong script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007456 02896 16 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 6:58:58am  
 
I need to point out that using "pixels" as a unit of measurement for fonts is 
not the problem; there's nothing inherently "fixed" about pixel sizing. The Mac 
version of Internet Explorer lets you resize the fonts on any page, pixels or 
not. The real problem is that the PC version of IE has a <I>bug</I> that 
prevents resizing pixel fonts.</P> 
Unfortunately, this bug has now morphed into a "feature" (any bug that persists 
through two or more versions officially becomes a feature), and it's unlikely to 
change.</P> 
Therefore, if you're really concerned about allowing your fonts to be 
resizeable, I'd suggest not specifying any size at all—because the other sizing 
methods (points, ems, percentages, etc.) will give you wildly different results 
in different browsers, based on how the user has set their preferences.</P> 
Or you can do what I did, and develop a preferences feature so people can set 
the fonts how they want them. (If you can program, that is.)</P> 
If you search our weblog for "pixel" you'll find lots of discussion about this. 
It's a hot topic among web developers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007460 02896 20 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 8:35:09am  
 
Andrea: I’m a complete Luddite when it comes to the tables vs. CSS issue. I 
don’t like pure CSS layouts, because the platform-specific workarounds required 
to make them display similarly in all browsers are just, in my opinion, totally 
insane. To make pure CSS layouts work, you actually have to put in <B>more</B> 
kludges than with tables.</P> 
The goal of separating content from presentation is a good one, but the real 
world of Netscape 4 (which still accounts for about 10% of our visitors) means 
that if you use pure CSS you’re sending 10% of your users into a text-only 



ghetto (in the best case) or giving them a page that doesn’t work at all (in the 
worst case).</P> 
I have a version of this page that uses a pure CSS layout. But the sheer 
kludginess of what was required to make it work in IE/PC-IE/Mac-Mozilla offends 
my delicate sensibilities. And debugging all these kludges is a frickin’ 
nightmare. (Right, Mindles?)</P> 
Tables are predictable, all known browsers support them, and I’m sticking with 
them for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007471 02896 31 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 7:21:08pm  
 
Raoul: validation is an utterly pointless exercise. I could write a doctype that 
would let any page validate, even one with hundreds of mismatched and badly 
nested tags. The W3C validator is notoriously buggy and inconsistent, and its 
only real purpose is to convince clueless bosses that their HTML drones are 
doing their jobs correctly.</P> 
I used to care about validation. Then I realized it doesn’t matter; it’s a 
completely arbitrary measurement of nothing at all. Yes, if you have BIG 
problems in your code, the W3C validator will catch them, and that’s the only 
thing it’s good for. Who cares if every ampersand is properly escaped? If I 
spent the time to make sure this page validated according to the W3C every 
single day, I would have no time for anything else, including a life. Should I 
be combing through the code of every moreover news feed to make sure there are 
no “illegal” link targets? Should I be editing every reader’s comment to make 
sure they haven’t included an “illegal” character?</P> 
Bottom line: does the page display the way you intended? If not, fix it. If so, 
get on with it. There are a lot more important things going on in this 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007472 02896 32 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 7:33:48pm  
 
And by the way, not one of the errors that shows up according to your link is a 
real mistake. Not one. That meaningless list of non-existent errors makes my 
case better than I can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007490 02898 11 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 12:39:27pm  
 
Bill: maybe you expect Ariel Sharon to call you personally?</P> 
Or are you saying that you don’t see anything wrong with Sommaruga’s 
comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007526 02906 4 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 6:42:03pm  
 
Right. And what these people describe as “bravery”—jumping onto a tank and 
trying to <EM>grab</EM> weapons from the soldiers inside—most normal humans 
would call <EM>unbelievably frickin’ schtoopid</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007533 02907 5 Charles Wed, Apr 24, 2002 8:21:49pm  
 
<I>The fate of the Palestinians means nothing to them; all they care for is 
their own game, and their own skin.</I></P> 



And to extend this, the fate of the Palestinians also means nothing to the rest 
of the Arab world, apart from the propaganda value of having a rage-inducing 
stalking horse that diverts the justifiable anger of their oppressed people away 
from the leaders’ miserable hides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007573 02910 19 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 10:27:04am  
 
Michael: the latter scenario will become <EM>much</EM> more likely when there’s 
another big terror attack on US soil.</P> 
Notice I don’t say “if.” I think it’s a virtual certainty we’re going to get hit 
again; just a matter of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007584 02910 30 Charles Fri, Apr 26, 2002 5:25:41pm  
 
<I>Goddamn, we need an "edit post" feature...</I></P> 
It’s in the works.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007593 02911 9 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 4:42:55pm  
 
Jeff: I hope you’re not wrong too.</P> 
But as I’ve said before, every time I thought (hoped) our government was playing 
some sort of giant game of global chess, it turned out to be tic-tac-toe.</P> 
And the other side had the first move.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007600 02913 2 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 5:09:58pm  
 
A remarkably well-reasoned argument! Bravo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007601 02913 3 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 5:14:28pm  
 
Oh ... and I should let our readers know that our pal “butthead watcher” is 
posting his noxious little anti-Semitic comment from...</P> 
...wait for it...</P> 
...drumroll, please...</P> 
Rimshot!</P> 
<STRONG>FRANCE!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007617 02915 6 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 9:15:51am  
 
<I>If you expelled every Saudi "diplomat" who thinks like this freak, who'd be 
left?</I></P> 
Damian: you say that like it would be a bad thing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007620 02915 9 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 9:35:59am  
 
Sean: that’s exactly right. He was expressing his “solidarity” with his 
Palestinian “brothers.”</P> 
And it was a message to radical Muslims in the UK (there are <EM>lots</EM>), 
that they have friends in high places.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00007625 02915 14 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 11:04:09am  
 
jimC: and with all the screaming about Sharon’s responsibility for the Sabra and 
Shatila massacres (and he does have some, if only for turning a blind eye to 
it), why doesn’t it bother Saudi Arabia that the <EM>actual killers</EM> were 
... Arabs?</P> 
In the Arab world, it really isn’t a problem to kill large numbers of Arabs.</P> 
Unless it’s Jews doin’ the killin’.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007634 02915 23 Charles Thu, Apr 25, 2002 12:17:24pm  
 
BruceR: I know -- the Christian Phalangist militia commanded by Elie Hobeika. I 
didn’t say they were Muslim. But am I mistaken that they’re Arabs? (I’m asking 
seriously; I always thought they were.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007674 02919 2 Charles Fri, Apr 26, 2002 7:34:41am  
 
That’s a perspective that doesn’t get enough airtime. I’m going to post this 
link on the front page. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007738 02926 2 Charles Sat, Apr 27, 2002 11:14:12am  
 
Just testing something here.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007745 02928 5 Charles Sat, Apr 27, 2002 7:49:02am  
 
Honestly, I don’t think these ads are going to do anything to help the Saudi 
entity.</P> 
If a product sucks it doesn’t matter how well-produced the TV spots are—people 
will stop buying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007771 02932 8 Charles Sat, Apr 27, 2002 3:41:06pm  
 
I agree. Edward Nough has spoken. The principles of journalistic fairness demand 
that I give him equal time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007815 02936 11 Charles Sun, Apr 28, 2002 6:10:06am  
 
Winer’s “opinion” on the Middle East boils down to “War bad! Stop! And you asked 
for it, anyway!”</P> 
Pure, distilled 180-proof blame-the-victim rotgut.</P> 
Because Ariel Sharon “went out of his way to press Palestinian buttons,” a 5-
year old girl deserves to be shot in her bed?</P> 
Sharon is “as much to blame as Arafat?”</P> 
I guess I’m just no good at perceiving these moral nuances that guys like Winer 
instinctively pick up on. Because that comment just sounds unbelievably stupid 
to me.</P> 
Winer says Sharon has to go? Well, sorry, Dave; but more than 60% of Israeli 
voters don’t agree with you. The people seem to have this crazy idea that they 



have a right to defend themselves against suicide bombings and insane, hatred-
motivated attacks.</P> 
Winer says he won’t support the US defending Israel as long as Sharon is in 
charge. Sorry, Dave, but the president of the United States doesn’t agree with 
you on this one. He seems to have this crazy idea that we shouldn’t allow 
another Holocaust in our time.</P> 
Most of all, though, Winer shows a stunning ignorance (willful or not, I can’t 
say) of history, and even refers to “Palestine” (note to Dave: doesn’t exist). 
He fixates on Ariel Sharon and the settlements because he doesn’t (or won’t) see 
the bigger truth: Arab rejectionism and refusal to compromise on the ultimate 
goal of the destruction of Israel.</P> 
And I’d just remind Dave that there were no settlements in 1967.</P> 
I was going to put this on the front page, but naah. This is really just a 
typically silly San Francisco viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007839 02937 10 Charles Mon, Apr 29, 2002 6:57:03am  
 
John: I agree, there's very little chance Jordan would let the vipers back into 
their midst. They made clear in 1970 that they have no real love for these 
particular “Arab brothers.”</P> 
Still, it’s good for people to be aware of all the 
possibilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00007841 02938 1 Charles Sun, Apr 28, 2002 6:23:53am  
 
And now the screaming starts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008014 02954 5 Charles Wed, May 1, 2002 8:19:51am  
 
Earth to Rain Man: the Washington Post. I’ll repeat that, in case the tinfoil is 
obscuring your eyes today. The Washington Post.</P> 
I would have linked directly to the WaPo article, but they archive stories older 
than 14 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008102 02956 84 Charles Thu, May 2, 2002 5:54:35am  
 
I don't mind having the discussion here, but we have storage space and bandwidth 
limits on this host, so at this point I can't set up a discussion board on this 
site.</P> 
Two options:</P> 
1. I appreciate Tiger Lily's offer, and since her board is already set up that's 
one way to go.</P> 
2. If you guys will, among you, come up with $100 to set up a new hosting 
account, I'll install and set up a discussion forum. I've already registered the 
domain anti-idiotarian.com, so we have the name.</P> 
Opinions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008130 02957 6 Charles Tue, Apr 30, 2002 10:55:06pm  
 
Sorry—I guess my Thetan gained control for a minute there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00008279 02968 5 Charles Wed, May 1, 2002 7:12:09pm  
 
Right you are; my typing got ahead of my notes. Chevron is indeed the biggest 
buyer of Saudi oil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008322 02969 21 Charles Thu, May 2, 2002 9:13:08am  
 
Thanks, Steven. Fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008410 02977 7 Charles Fri, May 3, 2002 5:42:28am  
 
I know, the Telegraph is generally more even-handed. But on the other hand, they 
jumped onto the Jenin massacre bandwagon with both feet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008502 02984 10 Charles Fri, May 3, 2002 8:52:21am  
 
James,</P> 
You don't need to put</P> 
tags in your comments. Just type blank lines; the software will substitute 
paragraphs and line breaks as needed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008547 02990 1 Charles Fri, May 3, 2002 3:54:16pm  
 
And you know I’m not Powell’s biggest fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008668 03002 13 Charles Sun, May 5, 2002 4:19:38pm  
 
cb: points taken. But still ... since they <EM>have</EM> updated their front 
page more than once today ... and since UPI is now estimating attendance at more 
than a million people ... it begs the question: what does it take for the NY 
Times to notice that something unusual has happened in their 
city?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008811 03009 3 Charles Mon, May 6, 2002 6:26:21pm  
 
God help me. I thought it looked familiar.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008975 03017 9 Charles Wed, May 8, 2002 6:01:02am  
 
Kevin: we’ll see, but I doubt it. It usually begins to bog down at about 8-9am 
PST...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00008976 03017 10 Charles Wed, May 8, 2002 6:07:25am  
 
And sure enough...we’ve hit the sand again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009010 03019 15 Charles Wed, May 8, 2002 8:56:42am  
 



OK, folks -- strong feelings are appreciated around here, and Arafat certainly 
deserves the hatred. But let's ease up on the ranting a little, please?</P> 
I know I kind of invited it with my post, and this was one of the ones that I 
almost censored. Maybe I should have.</P> 
But damn. When I think about Arafat getting <B>another</B> chance from the US, 
my head feels like it's about to explode.</P> 
Just take it down a notch, OK? Thanks. Everyone will appreciate it, I'm 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009059 03024 1 Charles Thu, May 9, 2002 1:49:55pm  
 
Testing a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009060 03024 2 Charles Thu, May 9, 2002 1:56:36pm  
 
Testing a comment. Yet again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009061 03024 3 Charles Thu, May 9, 2002 2:09:58pm  
 
Still yet one more da kine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009062 03024 4 Charles Thu, May 9, 2002 3:51:06pm  
 
Gimme some love, y’all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009096 03030 2 Charles Fri, May 10, 2002 5:50:56pm  
 
I know... shouldn’t that be “apparati?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009117 03034 9 Charles Sat, May 11, 2002 2:29:31pm  
 
Richard Bennett writes:<I>Dude, put a redirect on your old site and nobody has 
to do nothing.</I></P> 
Well... I was trying to avoid that because I really don’t want people to notice 
a different URL and change their bookmarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009169 03040 14 Charles Sun, May 12, 2002 6:33:20am  
 
I like “EUnuch” myself, since it connotes subservience to Arab masters, lack of 
cojones, and political impotence. A perfect match.</P> 
EU-NUCH</P> 
1 : a castrated man placed in charge of a harem or employed as a chamberlain in 
a palace2 : a man or boy deprived of the testes or external genitals3 : one that 
lacks virility or power &lt;political eunuchs&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009171 03040 16 Charles Sun, May 12, 2002 7:03:52am  
 



Actually, as I just wrote in an update to this entry, I think Israel can take 
some credit too, for rushing the pEUkes into an ill-considered decision. 
Remember the Stevie Wonder song, <EM>Livin’ in the City</EM>?</P> 
“Hey man! Run this across the street for me!”</P> 
Israel did the diplomatic equivalent of this.</P> 
Yep, the EU was mind-bogglingly negligent or stupid as well. As hard as it seems 
to believe, they actually seem to have bought their own romantic “freedom 
fighters” spiel.</P> 
Reality’s a bitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009489 03065 15 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 6:11:43am  
 
Sorry, folks. I just noticed that one of this world's true scumbags decided to 
leave a dropping in this topic; a link to one of the ugliest hate sites on the 
Internet. The freak thought he was being sneaky. That comment has been deleted, 
as all such malignant garbage will be.</P> 
If anyone followed that link before I caught it, our sincere 
apologies.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009493 03066 4 Charles Tue, May 14, 2002 1:59:25pm  
 
Laurence Simon wrote:</P> 
<I>What the heck kind of universities give out doctorates for kooks like 
these?</I></P> 
Apparently, if you can believe Dr. Moonbat, Stanford.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009497 03066 8 Charles Tue, May 14, 2002 3:04:55pm  
 
Edward: Awesome. Are you sure you're not Lileks in disguise? Can I repost this 
on the front page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009525 03067 14 Charles Wed, May 15, 2002 5:35:03am  
 
M. Simon writes:</P> 
<I>Charles you have to do something about the address posting bit.</I></P> 
Why? It worked exactly the way it's supposed to with your message. Those 
"http..." lines above are fully clickable links.</P> 
I did it this way because if the URL is too long, it causes the layout to blow 
up, by forcing the center column to expand. So I have a regex that converts URLs 
to hyperlinks, with a label of "http...".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009527 03067 16 Charles Wed, May 15, 2002 9:40:30am  
 
Oh, I see what you mean. Actually, the reason why your “at” symbol didn’t show 
up is because you enclosed it with angled brackets, like an HTML tag:</P> 
&lt;at&gt;</P> 
The comment code strips out all HTML except for a few safe tags, and it thinks 
this is an HTML tag that needs to be stripped. I suggest using something like 
this instead:</P> 
netmaster-at-unicef.org</P> 
Or use character encoding for the brackets:</P> 
&amp;lt; and &amp;gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00009549 03070 7 Charles Wed, May 15, 2002 8:26:00am  
 
I love how the Clown Prince moans about how “reluctant” he was to go to America, 
but sacrificed his own feelings for the sake of the poor suffering 
Palestinians...</P> 
Then he ends up spending, oh, about <B>two weeks</B> in the belly of the Great 
Satan. Imagine the tortures he endured.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009551 03070 9 Charles Wed, May 15, 2002 9:15:55am  
 
Aaarrrghhh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009632 03079 27 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 6:39:33am  
 
I’m much more interested in seeing action now, than in playing a pointless blame 
game. I think we’ve gotten rather obsessed with assigning blame in this country, 
to the point where we sometimes try to do it in situations where there is no 
easily identifiable responsibility, or where the responsibility is spread among 
so many people that singling out one (or a few) is meaningless and unjust.</P> 
We should carefully investigate how our intelligence systems failed us, because 
they did fail. Catastrophically. But the investigation should focus on how to 
fix the problems, connect investigators better, set priorities, and analyze the 
data effectively, not on singling out people to put on a congressional hot 
seat.</P> 
Hank Bradley writes:</P> 
<I>Does anyone remember that the Official Policy about hijackings was (and had 
been since the PLO in the early 70s perfected the art), do NOTHING to resist the 
thugs and nobody will get hurt?</I></P> 
Right. And that explains how our planes could be taken over so easily. But there 
were <I>a lot</I> of signs that something new was coming. For example, there 
were foiled plots in the Philippines and in France to crash airplanes into 
buildings.</P> 
And FBI agents were filing very specific warnings about Middle Eastern men in 
flight schools. Why go to flight school if you’re planning a traditional 
hijacking? One agent even mentioned the WTC specifically.</P> 
The simple fact here is that we were caught off guard. I’m just very concerned 
right now that, given the nature of bureaucracies, there has been more effort 
devoted to ass-covering than to putting our intelligence services on a war 
footing. I’m concerned that we <I>still don’t get it</I>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009728 03085 8 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 4:46:33pm  
 
Eric Pobirs wrote:</P> 
<EM>Remember Charles...</EM></P> 
Actually, this one's from Michael, who keeps up on the Machiavellian 
machinations of Microsoft more than me.</P> 
(Sorry for the egregious alliteration.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009743 03088 3 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 12:58:43pm  
 



James: that was one wacky Islamic URL, full of strange characters. Sorry, but 
that one won’t fly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009752 03088 12 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 3:31:38pm  
 
Jonathan: you got the opening tag right, but the closing tag needs to have a 
slash in it:</P> 
&lt;b&gt;<B>Some bold text, with a correct closing tag.</B>&lt;/b&gt;</P> 
If you want to get really technical, it would be better to use the STRONG and EM 
tags instead of B and I, because 1) these are more “structural” tags and hence 
more ideologically pure, as if that mattered to anyone except a relative handful 
of total geeks, and a better reason, 2) because STRONG and EM are understood by 
audio screen readers for visually impaired people, and given appropriate 
emphasis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009756 03088 16 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 5:34:09pm  
 
Edward Nough writes:</P> 
<EM>I'm guessing that by now, audio screen readers have mapped B to STRONG and 
EM to I...</EM></P> 
Last I heard, not yet. (It’s not exactly a huge market.) Perhaps I’m out of 
date, though.</P> 
You busted me on the HTML instructions, though. OK, I’ll update ’em. Real soon. 
I promise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009778 03090 2 Charles Thu, May 16, 2002 4:05:30pm  
 
Should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009784 03090 8 Charles Fri, May 17, 2002 5:41:34am  
 
Well, I was trying to leech off of Apple’s bandwidth by putting it on my Apple 
site, but apparently they have a bandwidth restriction. Can’t put it here, 
because we’ll end up paying for it. All I can suggest is to try again in a few 
days; I don’t know how long the restriction will be in effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009789 03090 13 Charles Fri, May 17, 2002 4:06:08pm  
 
It wasn’t a bandwidth restriction; Apple’s servers were glitchy today. My email 
also failed a few times. It seems to be working fine now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009874 03099 2 Charles Sat, May 18, 2002 9:00:32am  
 
Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00009902 03102 6 Charles Sun, May 19, 2002 6:04:49am  
 
I was seriously starting to worry that Jak had been kidnapped in the middle of 
the night by jackbooted Mossad war criminals, forced to read Philip Roth, 



flogged with wet bagels, and fed chicken soup with matzoh until he converted to 
Judaism.</P> 
I’m glad they didn’t drag Jak King Off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010111 03112 45 Charles Tue, May 21, 2002 4:41:07pm  
 
<STRONG>Rand Simberg</STRONG> writes:<EM>People seem to have this bizarre notion 
that piloting an aircraft is like driving a car. It's much more akin to being 
the captain of a ship.</EM></P> 
Listen to Rand, people.</P> 
We can’t anticipate every possible situation. But we can provide the <EM>people 
in charge</EM> with the means to improvise a solution. Even if it’s not a 
perfect solution.</P> 
Because terrorists will continue to surprise us.</P> 
And as Michael points out above, the alternative is to be <EM>shot down</EM>. 
Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010163 03114 2 Charles Tue, May 21, 2002 11:42:00am  
 
That’s a temporary address until the real domain name—instapundit.com—is 
accepted by all the world’s domain name servers. You should be able to get to 
his site in a day or two by going to instapundit.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010371 03130 8 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 11:51:34am  
 
<STRONG>Paul</STRONG> wrote:<EM>Perhaps now that Mr. Glazov has told us what the 
"typical Muslim" thinks, he can also tell us what the "typical Jew" thinks too, 
or the "typical Negro", or the "typical American".</EM></P> 
I think you’re missing the point, or maybe Glazov didn’t express it well, but I 
took it to mean the typical Muslim <EM>who debates with him</EM> about 
Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010381 03131 3 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 3:56:28pm  
 
<EM>What does it take to get on that list?</EM></P> 
Maybe a convincing whine, followed up with a readable and informed weblog.</P> 
<EM>Does a radical moderate such as myself who remembers his teenage libertarian 
phase with embarassment and cringes when he links to wacko right-wing 
publications, but does it anyway because they're telling the truth have any 
chance?</EM></P> 
If you only knew the angst I suffered the first time I linked to David Horowitz, 
or World Net Daily. But after the first time it gets easier. You don’t have to 
give up your liberal ideals. Not totally. You just have to renounce 
idiotarianism. And I can see you already have. Blessings upon you, my 
son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010387 03133 3 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 9:27:38am  
 
James: works for me! Are you by any chance using a popup-ad-blocking hosts file? 
When I installed one of those on my system it blocked certain Yahoo 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00010393 03133 9 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 12:49:26pm  
 
Yes! They really do!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010396 03133 12 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 5:49:41pm  
 
Maybe not, but I have had a troop of the red-assed bastards grab a camera out of 
my hands, open the back, and rip the film out. Does that count?</P> 
And yet, in some strange way, I still feel affection for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010403 03134 6 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 11:44:07am  
 
James: sorry, but they’re already gone. Please remember that an online poll is 
an essentially meaningless thing. It’s not scientific, it’s not verifiable, it’s 
not really a poll at all.</P> 
And this is nothing like what CAIR did. The problem here was that my code to 
prevent multiple votes wasn’t working on the new web host, allowing our click 
freak to vote more than 1000 times. All of the bogus votes were from the same 
address.</P> 
In the CAIR poll, on the other hand, the votes they deleted were all real, from 
unique individuals. Or mostly; because in order to bypass their system you’d 
have to pull some tricks the ordinary web user doesn’t know about.</P> 
If we actually get a flood of votes because CAIR or some other pro-Islamic site 
links to our poll, I’ll leave them up, don’t worry.</P> 
But the bottom line: the polls are just fun. And to keep them fun, I reserve the 
right to make corrections if/when bozos abuse them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010408 03134 11 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 12:31:11pm  
 
Michael: that’s what I do. But I was using a PHP environment variable that isn’t 
supported by the new host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010412 03134 15 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 2:26:13pm  
 
That’s exactly right; there is no really reliable way (short of a registration 
scheme) to prevent someone from submitting multiple votes over the web, if 
he/she is determined to do it. I check IP addresses, but I don’t use a cookie. 
The cookie method is almost worthless in my opinion, since a lot of people set 
their browsers to refuse them, and they’re also quite simple to delete. The IP 
method has drawbacks too, as Enough said, but I use it as a quick and dirty 
method of blocking most multiple votes, even though it may block some users 
behind proxy servers.</P> 
Like I said, it’s just an online poll, and shouldn’t be looked on as a reliable 
measure of anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010414 03134 17 Charles Thu, May 23, 2002 2:56:46pm  
 
<STRONG>Michael Glazer</STRONG> 
wrote:<EM>if(getenv(HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR)...</EM></P> 
Can’t do that; the HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR and HTTP_CLIENT_IP environment variables 
aren’t supported here either.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00010446 03137 6 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 7:10:21am  
 
Sure. I knew that. Heh. (I’ve even drunk Calvados; thought you knew of an 
alcoholic cheese I’d never heard of.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010462 03138 14 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 6:15:01am  
 
Note from the Little Green Daddy: can we please cool it with the profanity and 
the all-caps messages? Words in caps look like you’re shouting. Nobody likes to 
be shouted at.</P> 
I try to keep as much of a hands-off policy as possible at LGF, but I’ve 
received a couple of complaints about the tone of our comments areas, and I 
would appreciate it very much if everyone would do their best to keep things 
civilized.</P> 
Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010469 03138 21 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 8:40:27am  
 
<STRONG>Bossman</STRONG> writes:<EM>(look charles, no caps)</EM></P> 
Domo arigato.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010486 03140 9 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 8:54:22am  
 
<STRONG>Robert Crawford</STRONG> wrote:<EM>I read a suggestion the other day 
that we should rename the DoD to the War Department, for the duration of the 
war. While it's a purely symbolic move, I think it's an excellent idea.</EM></P> 
Are you kidding? As someone pointed out, this is PC War One. No way our present 
government would make an incredibly controversial move like that; it’s much 
easier to come up with color-coded warning systems. They don’t even have the 
common sense to let airline pilots carry guns.</P> 
Arrgh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010510 03144 3 Charles Fri, May 24, 2002 10:02:15am  
 
I think we pretty much do that already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010541 03151 2 Charles Sat, May 25, 2002 6:19:22am  
 
And the British press...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010618 03161 3 Charles Tue, May 28, 2002 5:33:09am  
 
Chris: great links, thanks! I’m looking forward to installing the latest version 
of PHP; I was a little disappointed in the lack of libraries (graphics, etc.) in 
Apple’s build.</P> 
And I’ve also been wanting to test my scripts with PHP 4.2. I’ve heard that the 
new version breaks just about every script because the “register_globals” option 
is off by default.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00010628 03162 9 Charles Mon, May 27, 2002 4:47:27am  
 
Please notice that I wrote “I have to wonder if...” and not “This is proof 
that...”</P> 
But I have a hard time believing that it’s <EM>sheer coincidence</EM> these 
statements were made the first year this show was broadcast to Arab countries. 
If you don’t think every announcer was well aware of the new audience, you don’t 
know the media very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010750 03173 20 Charles Tue, May 28, 2002 3:30:29pm  
 
<STRONG>scott</STRONG> wrote (from Ontario):<EM>typically American this blog has 
become. so little insight, one-sided approach to postings, little knowledge of 
the whole issue and likely wondering how to keep itself on course...</EM></P> 
With all due respect, bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010787 03175 6 Charles Wed, May 29, 2002 10:25:32am  
 
Gee, I don’t know. But take a look at some of the other articles on that site, 
and ask yourself who might be paying for the blatantly pro-Arab, anti-Israel 
Washington Report On Middle East Affairs?</P> 
Another thing I don’t know: why I bother responding to such an obvious 
troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010847 03176 16 Charles Thu, May 30, 2002 1:05:01am  
 
From the article linked above:</P> 
<EM>In January last year she was allowed into the country and attended a meeting 
at the House of Commons where she was quoted equating Zionism with 
Nazism.</EM></P> 
<EM>Ms Khaled said: "If they are prepared to arrest me, I am prepared. My people 
can answer. We have a lot of supporters here."</EM></P> 
Khaled herself seems to think there’s “a lot” of support for Palestinian 
terrorism in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010926 03178 46 Charles Fri, May 31, 2002 9:31:52am  
 
Troll alert.</P> 
Rob: I’m on to you. And you’re this close to being banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010929 03179 2 Charles Thu, May 30, 2002 7:10:16am  
 
Dr. Mylroie has been researching the strange case of Saddam Hussein for years; 
but I admit this wasn’t the most detailed and persuasive piece she’s done. Check 
this <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=googlet&amp;q=Laurie%20Mylroie" 
target=_blank>Google search</A> for links to her other stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00010991 03186 2 Charles Thu, May 30, 2002 3:15:01pm  
 



Can anyone translate this for me, before I delete it and ban the anonymous 
coward who posted it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011025 03189 4 Charles Fri, May 31, 2002 7:36:10am  
 
Thanks, folks.</P> 
How a weblog called “Little Green Footballs” ever got to be considered “right 
wing” I’m not sure. Aren’t right wing sites supposed to have names like The 
National Review or The Weekly Standard? B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011098 03193 5 Charles Sat, Jun 1, 2002 1:54:58pm  
 
Thanks, Bossman—but it wasn’t tongue-in-cheek; I really did play guitar in Al 
Jarreau’s band, for about 7 years altogether.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011170 03202 8 Charles Mon, Jun 3, 2002 5:52:59am  
 
<STRONG>Yehudit</STRONG> wrote:<EM>I am a Mac user since 1989. I have so far 
avoided using OSX because of the UI.</EM></P> 
I felt the same way, but sooner or later you’ll have to make the jump—Steve Jobs 
officially buried OS 9 last month. It’s really not as bad as you think. I was 
surprised at how many of the UI conventions were preserved.</P> 
<STRONG>Mike</STRONG> wrote:<EM>For a scanner driver, try Vuescan X, a link to 
which is available from the Apple website.</EM></P> 
Unfortunately Vuescan X doesn’t support USB scanners. As far as I’ve been able 
to discover, there are no USB drivers out yet.</P> 
<STRONG>Mike Morley</STRONG> wrote:<EM>You're starting to write like James 
Lileks.</EM></P> 
What a compliment! Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011175 03202 13 Charles Mon, Jun 3, 2002 12:05:15pm  
 
I just checked out Vuescan again and you’re right, it does support some USB 
scanners—but not mine, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011244 03209 2 Charles Mon, Jun 3, 2002 5:15:49pm  
 
Robert: the register_globals option refers to variables passed to a script from 
outside; the acronym for this is <STRONG>EGPCS</STRONG> (Environment, GET, POST, 
Cookie, Server). In earlier versions of PHP these variables were automatically 
registered in the global symbol table, so they showed up automagically in 
scripts and you could simply reference them by name without ever declaring or 
reading them.</P> 
But thanks to the script kiddies, those days are gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011246 03209 4 Charles Thu, Jun 6, 2002 6:55:33am  
 
Rick: thanks. I know about that technique; here's a more concise way to do it, 
from php.net:</P> 
if (ini_get('register_globals') != 1) {&nbsp;&nbsp;$supers = 
array('_REQUEST','_ENV','_SERVER');&nbsp;&nbsp;foreach ($supers as $__s) 



{&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;if (is_array($$__s) == true) extract($$__s, 
EXTR_OVERWRITE);&nbsp;&nbsp;}&nbsp;&nbsp;unset($supers);}</P> 
The nice thing about the .htaccess method is that you don’t have to change a 
single script. If you’ve already written your code with security in mind, it’s a 
much quicker way to deal with the situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011348 03218 25 Charles Wed, Jun 5, 2002 7:34:59am  
 
Sorry, Zion Blogster, I think this is not a good idea, both from a moral and a 
practical standpoint. Others have brought up the moral arguments.</P> 
But practically, think about this. Humans are imperfect creatures who make 
mistakes. What happens when the wrong family is targeted and destroyed? If this 
policy were actually adopted, there's no doubt it would happen.</P> 
And think about the people who would carry out these operations to wipe out 
whole families. Do you really want to encourage the same nihilistic culture of 
indiscriminate slaughter that Palestinians and other Arabs have embraced? What 
effect would it have on a soldier who was ordered to do such a repellent thing? 
And what effect on the military in general?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011425 03220 15 Charles Wed, Jun 5, 2002 2:53:33pm  
 
<STRONG>Jeremy</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In a war, soldiers in uniform are always a valid target. Even if 
there are civilians nearby.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What war? Who declared this war? What states are waging this 
“war?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011473 03221 11 Charles Wed, Jun 5, 2002 5:00:08pm  
 
Here’s <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/ap/20020605/ap_on_re_mi
_ea/israel_palestinians_4598" target=_blank>the AP story</A> at Yahoo where I 
found it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A Palestinian official said Tenet warned Arafat that if the 
Palestinian leader did not prevent terror attacks, he would stand alone in 
facing Israeli reprisals — an apparent threat that the United States would give 
Sharon a freer hand in retaliating.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011535 03222 23 Charles Thu, Jun 6, 2002 9:49:38am  
 
I’m pretty sure I’ve seen it credited to Barak, but you may be right about Eban 
being the originator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011607 03228 1 Charles Thu, Jun 6, 2002 3:24:24pm  
 
And before someone mentions it, yes I know about the Hosts file, and I know 
about Mozilla, and none of these are really satisfactory to stem the flood of 
shit that issues daily from our debased, porn-influenced Internet advertising 
establishment. Fuck them all.</P> 
Yes, I’m pissed. They’re ruining my Internet. Bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00011665 03231 2 Charles Fri, Jun 7, 2002 5:51:02am  
 
Actually, never mind. I don’t think it <EM>would</EM> shut him 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011667 03231 4 Charles Fri, Jun 7, 2002 6:23:21am  
 
<EM>Rimshot</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011769 03234 3 Charles Fri, Jun 7, 2002 3:49:22pm  
 
I tried to find some screenshots for you, but Apple hasn’t put any up. Too bad. 
I think this is actually one of the coolest features of OS X. Some of the sites 
that used to drive me nuts because they used a font (like Times) that was hard 
on the eyes and difficult to read at small sizes, are now gorgeous. (National 
Review, I’m talking to you.)</P> 
OS X rocks. Did I say that already?</P> 
A tip based on painful experience: don't stop Classic when it's in the middle of 
starting up. They should just take that Stop button out of the Classic startup 
window, because interrupting it at the wrong time can seriously hose your file 
system, and make it impossible to start up until you fix things with the Disk 
Warrior CD. As I found out last night from 11:00pm to 2:00am.</P> 
Yes, OS X warns you when you click that damned Stop button. It might have been 
more effective if the warning had said, “Yo. Dumbshit. What are you doing 
clicking here? You’re in a world of hurt if you confirm this.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011777 03235 3 Charles Fri, Jun 7, 2002 3:22:31pm  
 
Words like “queer” and “n*****” (no I’m not going to use the Ebonics spelling) 
are racist/sexist words used by bigoted people to degrade minorities.</P> 
Q: How is this similar to “jihad?”</P> 
A: It’s not. <EM>Jihad</EM> is a word that is being used by Islamic extremist 
groups around the world to describe the war they are waging against the 
infidel.</P> 
Do I need to define “infidel?” Well, that would be me.</P> 
Denying this obvious and dangerous fact is just silly.</P> 
Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>and that link you gave... a middle east organization that analyzes a 
muslim word... comprised of no arabs and no muslims? you can't tell me that's 
fair (unless you'd accept what muslim extremists say about jewish 
doctrine).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
“Jewish doctrine?” You probably have no idea how revealing this remark is.</P> 
Thanks for your comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011838 03242 5 Charles Sun, Jun 9, 2002 6:56:27am  
 
I agree, it’s probably hyperbole. But the reason I don’t dismiss it out of hand 
is that Palestinians have been attempting “mega-attacks” recently, like the 
bombing at the Pi Glilot natural gas facility, and the plot to bomb a skyscraper 
in Tel Aviv. It’s possible Arafat knows about another attack being 
planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00011884 03248 3 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 10:35:10am  
 
Hey Joe: guess what? I <EM>did</EM> consider that. But I’d be very very 
surprised if there were no overlap between those two categories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011906 03252 3 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 8:23:21am  
 
That’s true. But I don’t think the Shah of Iran kept a refrigerator full of 
human heads in his palace.</P> 
And the creeps who replaced him were much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011977 03256 13 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 10:51:44am  
 
Idiot alert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011981 03256 17 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 11:26:32am  
 
The BBC has <EM>removed</EM> the paragraph from the article linked above that 
says it was a suspected landmine. Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011986 03256 22 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 12:04:15pm  
 
Although I really want to, I’m not going to delete your link to your disgusting 
little hate site, just so people can see for themselves what a sick, twisted 
fuckhead you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00011992 03256 28 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 12:20:00pm  
 
David: it did more than wreck a house; it destroyed two entire floors of a 
building, and collapsed roofs of buldings nearby. And injured more than 20 
people. The blast was heard miles away in Gaza.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012007 03256 43 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 4:31:24pm  
 
Since when is “bigbad” the same person as “BNK?”</P> 
And that’s all the attention you get from me. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012009 03256 45 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 4:58:32pm  
 
<STRONG>Robert Crawford</STRONG> wrote:<EM>(This is, of course, why I won't ever 
have comments on my site. Too many trolls.)</EM></P> 
And it’s why I’m still considering some kind of registration scheme to post 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012018 03256 54 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 5:42:42am  
 
<EM>Oops</EM>. Sorry for jumping to conclusions, bigbad. I guess I was on a bit 
of short fuse there. Having a lunatic anti-Semite posting links to hate sites 
tends to make me cranky.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00012033 03258 3 Charles Mon, Jun 10, 2002 5:55:52pm  
 
Listening now. This is an incredible speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012042 03258 12 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 12:52:22am  
 
I.M.: Thanks for the correction. The Jerusalem Post article is a bit misleading 
on this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012094 03262 5 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 4:08:55pm  
 
Glenn: congratulations!</P> 
I agree that Germans think their anti-death-penalty stance is principled and 
honest. And I would argue that it’s principled, honest attitudes like this that 
have convinced the Arab world that they have the upper hand in the ruthless (and 
ultimately hopeless) war they’re fighting.</P> 
And we can only guess how many executions take place every week in Saudi Arabia, 
with nothing we’d recognize as a “trial,” in sandy backyards and <A 
href="http://www.gravelroads.com/saudi_arabia/execution_eyewitness.htm" 
target=_blank>abandoned parking lots</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012105 03264 2 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 8:48:54am  
 
Curses! Laurence’s site is impervious to mere Javascript. Blast you, file13! I’m 
not done with you yet!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012113 03264 10 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 10:49:31am  
 
Thanks, James, for helping out with the directions. Sorry, Steven and Jeff, for 
going out for some exercise and not even thinking about directions. Mea 
culpa.</P> 
I guess I thought I was dealing with a bunch of tech bloggers, instead of you 
bloodthirsty killbloggers, you.</P> 
One hint: it's actually a little easier than James’s description. You can just 
drag the link off the page into your browser toolbar. (IE/Netscape.)</P> 
And also: it doesn’t work on all pages, depending on how they’re 
coded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012117 03264 14 Charles Tue, Jun 11, 2002 4:44:26pm  
 
Thank you so much, Andrea! Would you please share your code with 
Pejman?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012211 03270 17 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 6:27:58am  
 
Great point, M. Simon!</P> 
Also, <STRONG>Rick</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Notice how he brings the environment into it, and specifically 
mentions allowing women to implode themselves too.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



Yes, I noticed that too. That seems specifically aimed at young air-headed 
Euroweenie Kyoto Protocol fans, like the nimrods who had to be forcibly evicted 
from the Church of the Nativity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012241 03271 22 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 7:50:03am  
 
Don’t forget that this moron (to use the scientific term) posted a link to a 
truly vile hate site (I won’t repeat the name) in another topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012259 03273 2 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 8:02:45am  
 
Yes, the OS X version of Mozilla is quite nice; definitely better than the OS 9 
version. But it still isn’t going to replace IE5 as my default browser—even 
though the OS X version of IE5 is definitely <EM>buggier</EM> than the OS 9 
version.</P> 
Quick list of reasons why I'll use it but not make it my default:</P> 
Window handling is lame, compared Mac IE (new windows don’t open in a nice 
stacked format, for one thing) and there are still numerous rough edges in the 
interface that bother me. Starting up is much slower. In many ways it’s still 
very much a browser for geeks; some of the cooler features are only available if 
you edit strange XML configuration files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012260 03273 3 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 8:08:18am  
 
By “windows not stacking properly” I’m referring to the way, when they reach the 
bottom of the screen, they just keep opening at the same size and offset until 
the controls vanish into offscreen limbo...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012267 03273 10 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 10:31:30am  
 
<STRONG>Eric Pobirs</STRONG> wrote:<EM>It's a mystery to me, Charles, why you 
feel compelled to bring this stuff up. Most of the time you don't come across as 
a platform zealot.</EM></P> 
That’s because I’m not. It’s my brother who posts the digs at Microsoft. 
B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012272 03273 15 Charles Wed, Jun 12, 2002 4:43:06pm  
 
Just a note to back up my bro’s platform zealotry:</P> 
Every time I launch my Apache server under OS X to work on some PHP code, and 
open it up to the Internet, my access_log file instantly starts to fill up with 
attempts to exploit IIS vulnerabilities. There are one hell of a lot of zombie 
machines out there running without supervision, or with a waterhead at the 
console who refuses to deal with (or doesn’t care about) his/her/its hopelessly 
infected box.</P> 
It’s maddening, and sad, to think of the effect all of this bogus traffic has on 
Internet access worldwide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012353 03278 17 Charles Thu, Jun 13, 2002 10:33:24am  
 
<STRONG>Gershom Martin</STRONG> wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>PS: to most non-Israeli audiences Achinoam Nini is better known by 
her nickname cum nom d'artiste "Noa". Knowing that the editor of LGF is a jazz 
guitarist, it's perhaps relevant that Pat Metheny made a guest appearance on one 
of her albums.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, actually I am familiar with her work; I saw her perform at the North Sea 
Jazz Festival several years ago. That’s partly why the story caught my 
eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012563 03287 14 Charles Fri, Jun 14, 2002 7:37:21am  
 
Please remember, folks, that our little raving moonbat here posted a link to a 
vile hate site in another topic.</P> 
And by the way, according to his IP, he’s posting from an ISP in 
Toronto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012731 03299 3 Charles Sun, Jun 16, 2002 9:20:52am  
 
That one will be on the front page shortly...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012732 03299 4 Charles Sun, Jun 16, 2002 9:33:45am  
 
James: I didn’t make the melting polar cap connection. I thought it was supposed 
to connote fear-sweat, as the terrified planet Earth notices this horrible 
Zionist bulge on its mantle.</P> 
Kahil has been getting weirder and more insane lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012733 03299 5 Charles Sun, Jun 16, 2002 9:35:11am  
 
I just realized ... that’s it! A <EM>new explanation</EM> for global warming—
it’s the Jews’ fault!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012739 03299 11 Charles Sun, Jun 16, 2002 3:10:06pm  
 
If you follow through on the implications of that cartoon, the only solution is 
to excise the cancerous growth before it spreads. A connection I’m sure that 
sick bastard Kahil is aware of.</P> 
I think his mind is going. Check out this nightmarish sweating, straining <A 
href="http://www.arabnews.com/system/html/cartoon/110602.jpg" 
target=_blank>dove/snail</A> chimera, ridden by a cowboy-suited 
Dubya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00012771 03302 6 Charles Mon, Jun 17, 2002 9:03:35am  
 
“Childish Jewess” is a bizarre insult; I can’t think of many women less childish 
than Albright. And is she Jewish?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013084 03317 4 Charles Wed, Jun 19, 2002 7:32:08am  
 
Roses are red,Violets are blue,Sugar is sweet,And the Jews are apes and pigs who 
must be exterminated to save the pride of the Muslim Ummah.</P> 



Praise Allah,Your pals in Saudi Arabia</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013166 03319 43 Charles Wed, Jun 19, 2002 4:09:06pm  
 
DJ: thanks for trying again. Great comment!</P> 
When text is displayed in a browser, multiple spaces are collapsed to one space—
that’s why your comment didn’t look like you thought it would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013181 03319 58 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 5:12:36am  
 
No, Steve is definitely not Chris Patten. Patten has enough decency left in his 
anti-Semitic soul to at least keep up the <EM>appearance</EM> that the EU 
doesn’t want their funding to be used for terrorism. Steve, on the other hand, 
reveals what I’m afraid is a far more common European attitude; not only is he 
aware that the money is being used to kill Jews, he <EM>approves</EM> of it. 
He’s <EM>proud</EM> of it.</P> 
Steve: no, I don’t hate Europe. Just craven, effete, morally bankrupt, anti-
Semitic Europeans. Like you. Sitting in your comfortable European home, and 
“approving” as little children are deliberately slaughtered by terrorists. You 
are disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013190 03319 67 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 5:52:28am  
 
Actually, people, our little terror apologist Steve is in England. Whoever 
posted the remark about living in Tel Aviv is a different person (probably a 
troll) in Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013198 03319 75 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 6:10:33am  
 
Again, people—don’t get sucked in by the troll from Germany posing as “Steve.” 
It’s a different person. His real name is probably Dieter.</P> 
Steve One is disgusting enough, but he doesn’t live in Israel. And neither does 
our German troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013318 03327 4 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 2:43:25pm  
 
<STRONG>Jonathan</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Who cares. Nobody who doesn't already support the destruction of 
Israel will buy into this crap.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Would it change your mind if I told you that other speakers at the Zayed 
Nuthatch this year have included former vice president Al Gore, former secretary 
of state James Baker, and President George W. Bush’s brother, Neil 
Bush?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013325 03327 11 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 3:29:09pm  
 
It’s yet another Steve. We’re being barraged with Steves. But this one sounds 
like a good Steve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013326 03327 12 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 3:29:56pm  



 
Welcome, Steve. Nice to see that all Steves aren’t idiotarians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013337 03327 23 Charles Fri, Jun 21, 2002 6:32:01am  
 
I think “psychos” and “freaks” is a perfect description for the lunacy on 
display at the Zayed Centre. If you can read this article without getting the 
same impression, we really have nothing to talk about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013363 03328 10 Charles Thu, Jun 20, 2002 3:57:04pm  
 
Please read the article I just linked Gal’s name to. Her mother survived. The 
last thing she recalls before waking in an ambulance was crossing the street, 
holding her daughter’s hand.</P> 
She survived only because <EM>her</EM> mother absorbed most of the blast. Her 
daughter Gal was simply, in her words, “destroyed.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013521 03328 168 Charles Fri, Jun 21, 2002 5:02:13pm  
 
Yes, it is a record, but it doesn't bring me any joy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013600 03331 11 Charles Fri, Jun 21, 2002 8:19:07am  
 
I’m going to post an entry about Lynne Jones, and the way she bought this story. 
If this “letter” seems like it might have come straight from the Arab News, 
that’s because <EM>it did</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013655 03333 19 Charles Fri, Jun 21, 2002 12:03:53pm  
 
Glazer: please. That message (the one I just deleted) was way over the line. 
Think before you post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013724 03336 9 Charles Sat, Jun 22, 2002 5:46:24am  
 
Alex: I’ll be anxiously awaiting that answer!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013736 03338 3 Charles Sat, Jun 22, 2002 4:56:03am  
 
Brajeshwar: thanks for the note! Yes, someone in Mumbai has been making a local 
copy of our site. I wanted to let them know that I’m aware of what they’re 
doing, because we’ve had our design and content ripped off before.</P> 
Nice design on your site, by the way!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013737 03338 4 Charles Sat, Jun 22, 2002 6:19:34am  
 
Oh, and thanks, Michael—I’ve got it covered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013788 03343 6 Charles Sat, Jun 22, 2002 6:08:35pm  



 
We need to stop fooling ourselves and realize that the Arab world is in an all-
out race to <A 
href="http://www.hughhewitt.com/past_news_links_04.02/04.03.02.Stop_the_Dream_of
_Arab_Bomb.html" target=_blank>get the bomb</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013793 03343 11 Charles Sun, Jun 23, 2002 11:23:04am  
 
Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013802 03344 7 Charles Sat, Jun 22, 2002 1:58:07pm  
 
Joseph: I agree, it’s important to take the Arab propaganda machine seriously. 
And one way to do that is with relentless, cruel mockery.</P> 
If someone in the Israeli government wants to pay my consultancy fee, I’d be 
happy to sit around and brainstorm possibilities. But actually, they could just 
poke around in our comments here and find quite a few good ideas...</P> 
(Boy, can you hear the screaming from the Jak Kings and the BNKs? “We TOLD you 
he was on the Jewish Conspiracy™ payroll!!!”)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013822 03344 27 Charles Sun, Jun 23, 2002 12:17:07pm  
 
You forgot the equal sign after 'href'.</P> 
Example:</P> 
<A href="thelink.com" target=_blank>CNN</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013877 03346 50 Charles Mon, Jun 24, 2002 4:46:49am  
 
Which brings me to a question: why are Palestinian supporters so overwhelmingly 
pathetic?</P> 
Never mind. The question answers itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013910 03347 6 Charles Sun, Jun 23, 2002 2:53:43pm  
 
<STRONG>jeanne</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think this works best if used to promote only the occasional 
standout comment.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree, and that’s exactly how I intend to use it.</P> 
I’ve been playing with it to get the look right; normally I won’t be promoting 
this many entries. Unless there’s an epidemic of brilliance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013913 03347 9 Charles Sun, Jun 23, 2002 3:24:23pm  
 
No... that’s also a new feature. There’s now a named anchor for each 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00013916 03347 12 Charles Mon, Jun 24, 2002 10:11:07am  
 
Your wish is my command.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00013996 03353 7 Charles Mon, Jun 24, 2002 11:48:26am  
 
Don’t forget, folks; we (meaning LGF readers) are pretty well aware of the human 
costs already, but to the great American herd this is completely new 
information. I think gathering all those pictures and stories together will have 
an enormous impact on people.</P> 
But I also agree that they should continue to show the tapes made by suicide 
bombers, and the celebrations after mass murders, and the lynchings, and all the 
other barbaric behavior. They don’t show <EM>enough</EM> of that, in my 
opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014138 03356 3 Charles Mon, Jun 24, 2002 6:22:44pm  
 
The Islamic world is <EM>totally confused</EM>! Film at 11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014375 03365 17 Charles Wed, Jun 26, 2002 2:01:17pm  
 
As for points 6 and 7, I think a case can be made.</P> 
<EM>A low valuation of education.</EM></P> 
The <A href="http://www.edume.org/" target=_blank>Center for Monitoring the 
Impact of Peace</A> has translations of the incredible racism and hatred taught 
in Palestinian schools. I’ve written several dozen weblog entries about the 
perversion of the Palestinian educational system, and this past week we’ve all 
seen the photos from that Islamic kindergarten in Gaza. Can a society that 
encourages and promotes this sort of thing in their schools truly be said to 
place a high value on education?</P> 
<EM>Low prestige assigned to work.</EM></P> 
I’m sure that there are individual Palestinians who don’t fit this description, 
who are entrepreneurial and hard-working. But can a society that has totally 
failed to provide a working political structure, in which refugee camps have 
existed for more than 50 years, and in which the majority of people express 
support for the acts of suicide bombers, truly be said to place a high value on 
work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014460 03368 30 Charles Wed, Jun 26, 2002 7:44:06pm  
 
Sorry, I thought he was talking about either:</P> 
Mustafa Muhammad Ahmad</P> 
or</P> 
Mustafa Mohamed Fadhil</P> 
So many Mohammeds, so little time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014750 03384 3 Charles Sat, Jun 29, 2002 7:46:27am  
 
Tore the roof off the sucker!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014781 03387 1 Charles Sun, Jun 30, 2002 12:59:39pm  
 
Testing a little something. Bear with me, please.</P> 
How's it?</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com" target=_blank 
?>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014842 03390 35 Charles Sun, Jun 30, 2002 3:30:48pm  
 
freetles: if you don’t know what I mean by “typical condescending European 
attitude” you must not know many Europeans. If I had a shot of tequila for every 
time I’ve had to endure the Americans-are-dumb-TV-watching-imperialist-cowboys 
lecture from a snotty European, I’d be blind stinking drunk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014848 03390 41 Charles Sun, Jun 30, 2002 4:34:33pm  
 
Been working on the code. Should be OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00014852 03390 45 Charles Sun, Jun 30, 2002 4:52:59pm  
 
M. Simon: try clearing your browser cache. From this end it looks like 
everything’s working.</P> 
(Just to make sure, I previewed this comment and added this sentence to 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015033 03398 28 Charles Mon, Jul 1, 2002 9:33:10am  
 
“Cleatus” is posting from an ISP in London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015055 03398 50 Charles Mon, Jul 1, 2002 11:11:31am  
 
Joanne: yes, that kind of sours the humor, doesn’t it? When I originally posted 
it, I didn’t know where it was from; I added that link later, so people could 
see where it came from, and make their own conclusion.</P> 
They’re obviously trying to emulate the Onion, but with a dash of anti-
Semitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015194 03406 35 Charles Tue, Jul 2, 2002 11:23:49am  
 
A reader emailed me to note that it's possible this tribal court was Hindu, not 
Muslim; he pointed out that an Islamic court would probably issue a more humane 
punishment, like amputation or stoning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015202 03406 43 Charles Tue, Jul 2, 2002 12:19:23pm  
 
Yes, there's some kind of underground email campaign circulating really vicious 
stuff like that. <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3333" 
target=_blank>Here's one entry</A> about the Jenin rape libel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015378 03411 33 Charles Wed, Jul 3, 2002 10:07:48am  
 
For what it’s worth, “wiseabre” posted his comment from an ISP in 
Pakistan.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00015407 03413 3 Charles Wed, Jul 3, 2002 6:44:53am  
 
I’m not skeptical at all. Here’s the catalog page for the simulation at the 
publisher’s web site:</P> 
<A href="http://www.interact-
simulations.com/product_search_details.asp?prodID=I3016O" target=_blank>Islam: a 
simulation</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015465 03413 61 Charles Wed, Jul 3, 2002 11:37:51am  
 
Sigh. This is why I didn’t comment on the Pledge of Allegiance flap originally, 
because I knew that these kinds of discussions rarely lead anywhere productive 
or illuminating.</P> 
But since it came up, my take: the 9th Circuit Court should have tossed the case 
out when that nut sandwich Newdow first brought it. They didn’t, because those 
judges are nut sandwiches themselves. Now it will have to be reversed by a 
higher court, and it probably will be.</P> 
The whole thing is nothing but a distraction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015510 03414 11 Charles Wed, Jul 3, 2002 12:07:22pm  
 
Link to the same story at Yahoo:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;cid=514&amp;ncid=716&amp;e
=2&amp;u=/ap/20020703/ap_on_re_as/afghan_u_s__attack_3" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
It’s starting to look like there’s more to this story. Check out the Yahoo photo 
slideshow; it’s striking how little actual damage is shown. One roof with a hole 
in it, photographed from about a dozen angles. A discolored pile of sand with an 
Afghan man pointing to it, claiming it’s a “blood stain.” A roomful of 
shoes.</P> 
There’s something fishy about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015752 03426 11 Charles Thu, Jul 4, 2002 4:52:30pm  
 
Jeanne: that’s exactly what I’m talking about. They <EM>must</EM> know who he is 
by now. Why why why are the authorities hiding this important information?</P> 
Arrgghhh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00015880 03427 53 Charles Fri, Jul 5, 2002 11:28:21am  
 
No, there's nothing magical about airports, except that they seem to be very 
popular places for terrorists to go on killing sprees. (And they also are a good 
source of flying bombs loaded with jet fuel.) But the point I was trying to make 
is that in the public places where we <EM>do</EM> have guards—like airports—
they’re almost certainly not trained to handle an outbreak of violence in the 
same way El Al's guards are. As someone pointed out above, we're putting 
National Guardsmen in airports with unloaded weapons. I'm afraid we're still not 
taking the threat very seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00015946 03431 3 Charles Fri, Jul 5, 2002 2:16:21pm  
 
I guess we'll know by how upset the Bushies get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016014 03433 5 Charles Sat, Jul 6, 2002 7:04:02am  
 
Jonathan: I saw that Debka report, but I usually like to wait for independent 
confirmation before trumpeting Debka’s stuff. So far the FBI is still peddling 
the no-connection line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016020 03433 11 Charles Sat, Jul 6, 2002 8:42:02am  
 
Well, damnit all, Dan! You’re correct that this particular story plays down the 
missile angle; I had just gone through about half a dozen, though, and there’s a 
much stronger case for believing it was a missile than the Ukrainian government 
says in this article. Don’t forget that they categorically denied it was their 
missile that shot down a plane in October as well, right up until they were 
forced to admit it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016116 03435 20 Charles Sun, Jul 7, 2002 1:40:23pm  
 
<STRONG>Headhunter</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>InstaPundit has a post up that may shed a little light on the Arab 
World.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Er... I wrote about this one last week:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3407" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016214 03436 90 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 7:58:04am  
 
OK, LGF readers; I don't want to appear as if I'm stifling dissent, but this 
asshole "Konrad" and his hateful little rants are really pissing me off. Can 
anyone give me a good reason not to ban him?</P> 
Honestly, having the link to his disgusting web site here feels like someone 
took a shit in my living room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016215 03436 91 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 8:03:34am  
 
Never mind; I decided I don't have to allow hateful pinheads like this to use 
our site to spread their filth. It's not dissent, it's abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016392 03441 7 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 7:09:01am  
 
I’m not opening any champagne yet, either, but there’s no doubt that Arafat’s 
position is more precarious now than it’s ever been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016442 03445 3 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 8:17:54am  
 
It was taken yesterday in Ramallah. Here’s the link:</P> 



[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/020707/168/1t8u9.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016563 03448 2 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 12:43:30pm  
 
Oh well, clap me in leg irons, I guess. I plead ignorance; I didn’t know Saddam 
had a Ministry of Blog Readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016596 03449 12 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 8:57:59am  
 
There’s an Israeli company called “Fresh Wipes” that looks like a possibility, 
but their <A href="http://www.fresh-wipes.com/" target=_blank>web site</A> is 
under construction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016598 03449 14 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 9:11:54am  
 
I think you’ve found the manufacturer, Tony. The logo looks like a match, even 
though there’s no exact match for Arafat’s blue dispenser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016618 03450 14 Charles Mon, Jul 8, 2002 6:37:06pm  
 
<STRONG>zulubaby</STRONG> writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,Who is Frank who rambles on the right?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That would be Frank Zappa, a freakishly gifted musician with a propensity for 
pissing people off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016638 03450 34 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 1:38:28pm  
 
Quote:<I>I doubt people are openly homosexual in any Islamic city.</I></P> 
How about a city you might have noticed in the news quite a bit recently: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2154" 
target=_blank>Kandahar</A>, where the birds fly with one wing. (The link in this 
entry is no longer good, but the quotes give you an idea.)</P> 
Comments for the post above include a rabid attack on gays by a Saudi Arabian 
admirer who posted a number of weird, twisted comments here. Interestingly, the 
same freak also sent me hate email in which he offered to have his camel perform 
a sex act with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016649 03451 9 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 9:04:23am  
 
Yeah, that stuff is in there. I kind of tune out that defeatist media noise 
these days, I admit, unless it’s over the top; the interesting part was the 
slice-of-life story of the soldiers, doing their best at a lousy 
job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016740 03458 2 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 1:01:12pm  
 
An American sweep is definitely possible, if Tyler can just stay on his damn 
bike.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00016743 03458 5 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 1:59:55pm  
 
Did you hear about Stuart O'Grady’s <A 
href="http://www.velonews.com/race/tour2002/articles/2619.0.html" 
target=_blank>soaring heart rate</A>? 235 beats per minute...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016748 03458 10 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 4:22:00pm  
 
When I first started following the Tour I thought Jackie was a real buffoon. Now 
I know he’s a real buffoon.</P> 
But dammit, he’s a <EM>lovable</EM> French buffoon! We need more of 
those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016766 03460 6 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 3:20:51pm  
 
Quote:<I>Chris Patten makes some good points.</I></P> 
I’m not surprised; you also think the BBC is pro-Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016768 03460 8 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 3:51:57pm  
 
James: that is the bottom line for America. Our constitution does not allow us 
to grant sovereignty to a bogus international court whose judges are not elected 
and not accountable to <EM>anyone</EM>. It’s simply another horrible EU idea, in 
line with their goal of taking power away from nation states and concentrating 
it in the hands of the elites of Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016786 03460 26 Charles Tue, Jul 9, 2002 7:14:29pm  
 
<STRONG>andrea</STRONG> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>James said <I>Because we can and you can't</I>. That, although said 
in jest (I hope), clearly illustrates the reason why the term CSY was 
coined.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess I don't have enough anti-American friends, because I'm still waiting to 
find out what CSY might stand for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016829 03460 69 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 6:52:33am  
 
Specifically, the ICC violates <A 
href="http://www.law.cornell.edu/constitution/constitution.articleiii.html#secti
on2" target=_blank>Article III, Section 2</A> of the US 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016834 03460 74 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 7:49:46am  
 
Quote:<I>Charles is unclear about exactly how III. 2. gets violated.</I></P> 
Hm? I thought the language of the Constitution was clear enough on its own. It 
says unequivocally that ultimate jurisdiction over US citizens is given to the 
United States Supreme Court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00016916 03463 27 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 7:58:47am  
 
Re: CSY. Yep, that’s what I’ve been told.</P> 
This is considered a devastating insult? And this usage is becoming a fad among 
Euros? How much more pathetic could they be?</P> 
As limp and irrelevant an insult as it is, they don't even have the stones to 
say it outright. And they wonder why we call them weenies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016918 03463 29 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 9:24:04am  
 
I’m disappointed, actually. I expected much better from our nuanced European 
visitors. I thought maybe it stood for “Court Shunning Yahoos.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00016943 03465 8 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 7:05:39am  
 
I believe the story. It sounds disturbingly similar to what actor <A 
href="http://www.snopes2.com/rumors/woods.htm" target=_blank>James Woods</A> 
experienced before 9/11, when he witnessed an apparent reconnaissance run by 
terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017013 03468 4 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 10:26:35am  
 
Don’t forget, after a month it’s open season on collaborators 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017014 03468 5 Charles Wed, Jul 10, 2002 10:35:45am  
 
I just have to mention how unbelievably sickening some of the photos in the link 
above are; not because of dead bodies, but because of the behavior of the 
crowds. One that really got to me was the picture of the guy in the checked 
shirt writhing on the ground and bleeding to death after being shot—with a large 
crowd of men and boys just standing in a circle, watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017162 03475 5 Charles Thu, Jul 11, 2002 6:39:02am  
 
I have no doubt this is exactly what the hijackers intended; if they had 
succeeded in knocking both towers over in opposite directions, there could have 
been hundreds of thousands of deaths. It would have been comparable to a nuclear 
explosion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017223 03477 3 Charles Thu, Jul 11, 2002 10:53:35am  
 
It’s possible he didn’t say it. But I don’t think that gives him a pass. Surely 
by putting himself in a position to be exploited by monsters like Hussein, he 
bears some responsibility. Say what you like about Farrakhan, he isn’t stupid, 
and I’m sure he was aware that the very act of visiting Iraq gives them a 
propaganda victory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017309 03482 2 Charles Thu, Jul 11, 2002 5:27:10pm  



 
Don’t have time to research the research reactor at the moment, but my guess is 
one of the usual suspects: Russia, China, or France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017311 03482 4 Charles Thu, Jul 11, 2002 5:43:51pm  
 
Nope; turns out to be <A href="http://www.gat.com/triga/summ.html" 
target=_blank>California</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017519 03490 54 Charles Sat, Jul 13, 2002 4:07:44pm  
 
Excellent point, David.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017593 03493 15 Charles Sun, Jul 14, 2002 3:44:37pm  
 
I fixed it for you. Thanks for the comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017625 03495 26 Charles Sun, Jul 14, 2002 3:59:55pm  
 
<I>this site is an arab hating site.</I></P> 
No, it isn’t.</P> 
<I>the jews control the media in the usa...</I></P> 
No, they don’t. (And by the way, do you have any idea how sick this kind of 
statement makes you sound?)</P> 
<I>america should cut off all aid to these murderous thugs.</I></P> 
No, we shouldn’t.</P> 
<I>sharon was guilty of killing hundreds of people in beruit.</I></P> 
No, he wasn’t.</P> 
<I>now he is trying to wipe out every palestinian.</I></P> 
No, he isn’t.</P> 
<I>and bush sits by and watches it all happen</I></P> 
Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017650 03498 2 Charles Sat, Jul 13, 2002 11:48:03am  
 
Of course they have! You must have missed the last part of the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Adonis said he would have been happy to stay in Beirut, but the 
civil war there made that impossible. During the 1982 Israeli invasion of 
Lebanon, his bedroom was bombed while he sat with his wife, Khalida, in the 
living room. A year later he settled in Paris, choosing, as he puts it, the 
"hell of exile" over "the hell of daily life" in the Arab countries. Hell may 
seem a strong word to describe the life of a middle-class literature professor 
at the College de France, but the earthly comforts of life in exile, he said, 
come with a painful sense of solitude, as well as the ever-present menace of the 
fatwas issued against him."We are all seen as renegades and anti-Muslims, and 
we're all on hit lists," he said, referring to secular Arab 
intellectuals.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017666 03499 10 Charles Sat, Jul 13, 2002 4:15:04pm  
 



Quote:<I>Are we really facing a blogosphere-wide crackdown on topic 
drift?</I></P> 
Nope. I don’t mind if the conversation drifts away from the topic. But I do mind 
if it veers into ad hominem insults and personality-based 
feuding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017797 03503 74 Charles Mon, Jul 15, 2002 6:19:40am  
 
Quote:<I>He supports stone throwing for political points, doesn't he?</I></P> 
Yes, <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1876" 
target=_blank>he does</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017818 03504 7 Charles Sun, Jul 14, 2002 8:52:46am  
 
Well, it may be irony. But seeing how the anti-globo bozos write and spell over 
on Indymedia, somehow I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017883 03505 6 Charles Sun, Jul 14, 2002 1:24:36pm  
 
Yes, Frieda!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00017904 03507 5 Charles Sun, Jul 14, 2002 1:30:31pm  
 
My God—does that cap really say “<EM>Happy Beaver</EM>?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018160 03514 17 Charles Tue, Jul 16, 2002 5:17:18am  
 
Dan: factual? Balanced? Sober?</P> 
<I>According to an Arab journalist, the new channel will not differ from other 
Arab official and local channels. It will be airing its own views with scant 
regard for any others.</I></P> 
<I>The current demand for the channel will not last long after people’s 
curiosity has been satisfied and once they realize that it is an official 
channel with no freedom of opinion.</I></P> 
This is factual and balanced? Every other line in this article is a slanted 
opinion presented as fact. I think Tatterdemalian is right; you’re getting numb 
to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018249 03519 3 Charles Tue, Jul 16, 2002 8:41:08am  
 
Genius!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018251 03519 5 Charles Tue, Jul 16, 2002 9:07:39am  
 
I’m beginning to believe that they’re not desperate—they’re <EM>clinically 
insane</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018337 03521 26 Charles Tue, Jul 16, 2002 3:08:23pm  
 



Carey: I think you’re missing the point. These ads will never be seen by 
Palestinian children. They are for <EM>us</EM>—the West.</P> 
The Voice of Palestine feeds Palestinian children a steady diet of open hatred 
and militaristic propaganda. Westerners need to be gently led to accept 
martyrdom as a legitimate act, and that’s the purpose of this thoroughly 
scurrilous advertising campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018340 03521 29 Charles Tue, Jul 16, 2002 3:51:29pm  
 
Oh, <EM>that</EM> Umm Kulthum. I have a dim memory of someone else in my dim 
past lecturing me on how I was a complete dolt for not knowing about Umm 
Kulthum...</P> 
Guess I was too busy transcribing Pat Martino solos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018411 03521 100 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 4:42:59am  
 
Well, this topic got a link on Metafilter, and predictably, they’re screaming 
racist. And I’ve also received some lovely hate mail this morning already! Rise 
and shine!</P> 
I have to say I’m amazed that some people apparently don’t (or won’t) see the 
subtext in this ad campaign. Sure, all the famous people in the posters are good 
role models. Sure, the text doesn’t say “Death to the sons of pigs and 
dogs!”</P> 
And no, I don’t want to see the ads “burned as well as the people they portray,” 
as one sick moron wrote above.</P> 
But if you honestly can look at this ad campaign, with its obvious fixation on 
<EM>dying</EM>, for God’s sake, and not see it for the propaganda it is, then I 
just don’t know what to tell you.</P> 
This is one of the creepiest things I’ve ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018445 03521 134 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 9:28:09am  
 
Robert: I think you read Eric the CR’s comment exactly opposite to the way he 
intended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018447 03521 136 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 9:35:11am  
 
Ah, those lovable Metafilter kids. After calling LGF vile and racist and a bunch 
of other names, and demanding a ban on LGF and someone who defended us, now 
they’ve retched up a soggy Zionist media conspiracy rant.</P> 
Thanks to Fred Lapides for trying to say something sensible. Boo to Matt Howie 
for slapping him down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018578 03521 267 Charles Fri, Jul 19, 2002 1:05:03pm  
 
Irony is a subtle thing. Push it too hard and it can tip over into sarcasm.</P> 
Sarcasm is less subtle. Overdo sarcasm and it becomes sneering mockery.</P> 
Overdo sneering mockery and you get something like comment #266.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018616 03521 305 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 11:19:10am  
 



The above incoherent rant was brought to you by an idiot in Great 
Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018705 03524 7 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 4:01:59pm  
 
Thank you so much, guys and girls!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018792 03528 3 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 1:43:29pm  
 
But you just can’t seem to stay away, can you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018812 03528 23 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 3:08:12pm  
 
Ihmooda: just curious. Did you find us through Metafilter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00018899 03529 3 Charles Wed, Jul 17, 2002 4:47:12pm  
 
John S: OK, let me see if I have this straight. Are you telling me that I won’t 
necessarily become a millionaire just because I used Google’s image search to 
find a photo of P, P &amp; M? How dare you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019023 03534 18 Charles Thu, Jul 18, 2002 11:59:01am  
 
Quote:<I>I share all the above sentiments, but what about this "obscenity" shit? 
We are not actually going to be censored, are we?</I></P> 
... pregnant pause ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019247 03540 25 Charles Fri, Jul 19, 2002 9:19:40am  
 
The Trone family is apparently very active in Middle East issues; all three of 
them signed <A href="http://rightofreturn.org/be-
active/petition/drivers/friends/sign.2.html" target=_blank>this petition</A> 
demanding the full right of return for Palestinian refugees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019386 03544 4 Charles Fri, Jul 19, 2002 11:18:28am  
 
Quote:<I>You know, at least public TV threatens to stop broadcasting if nobody 
antes up...</I></P> 
Heh heh. I wuz bribed.</P> 
Quote:<I>There's actually something far more sinister about P,P,&amp;M than we 
realized. Tim Blair has the scoop.</I></P> 
My God! Which world-dominating conspiracy is beaming these heinous thoughts into 
the blogosphere?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019394 03544 12 Charles Fri, Jul 19, 2002 12:47:34pm  
 
Yikes, where are all those slashes in your name coming from? I thought I was 
stripping out all extraneous slashes.</P> 



I admit it; you caught me. I didn’t do my usual exhaustive research before 
picking that song title. I chose it because it had a funny-sounding name and 
matched the bass player’s attitude. But I could swear I remember an elpee (yes, 
I do remember them, have a couple shelves full, in fact) with that song on it. 
PP&amp;M were slightly before my time, but not by much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019395 03544 13 Charles Fri, Jul 19, 2002 12:54:19pm  
 
...and...and...how can you prove they <EM>weren’t</EM> playing “Tom Dooley” when 
this picture was taken?</P> 
Huh?</P> 
Hah! Gotcha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019446 03549 2 Charles Sat, Jul 20, 2002 2:50:36pm  
 
Thanks for the suggestion, Soup, but I've already tried that. When I start from 
my repair CD (the one that has every utility in the world on it) it gets to the 
desktop, then says the internal HD is unreadable, do I want to initialize or 
cancel?</P> 
Hit cancel and the desktop freezes up. So I can't get into Disk Warrior.</P> 
My brother had the idea to boot from the OS X install disk, and when it gets up 
to the first dialog you can access the Disk Repair utility from one of the 
menus. Disk Repair did see the internal HD and had the correct names for the 
partitions (which is one good sign), but trying to repair it did nothing; it 
returned instantly without actually fixing anything.</P> 
Hate to say it, but it sounds like some boot block corruption. The place I took 
it to is supposed to specialize in data recovery, so I'm hoping for the 
best.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019452 03549 8 Charles Sat, Jul 20, 2002 4:21:54pm  
 
Joe,</P> 
Tried Command-S, no go. Won’t start at all, just sits there with that consarned 
question mark. Blinking, endlessly blinking.</P> 
Couldn’t reinstall OS X because when the install CD gets to the desktop I get 
the same message: initialize (no thank you) or cancel, and cancel causes things 
to lock up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019465 03549 21 Charles Sun, Jul 21, 2002 7:08:18am  
 
Thanks for the suggestions, everyone. I do have backups of most of my important 
stuff -- slightly out of date, but it's not a major catastrophe.</P> 
Jennie: thanks for the nice words! As you probably know, the web design biz is 
not exactly on fire right now, so even though my computer's a couple of years 
old (centuries in computer time) I can't justify buying a new one. It would be 
great if we could get enough donations for me to afford a new computer, but I've 
already begged enough for one month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019547 03555 7 Charles Sun, Jul 21, 2002 1:54:02pm  
 



Well yes, actually, I did go there. But since almost every string of question 
marks on the site seems to be a link of some kind, I didn't follow all of 
them.</P> 
The interesting part of this story to me is that the jihadis seem to think the 
site has been hijacked. But it's curious that doing a WHOIS lookup on the IP 
address given in the article returns different info than a lookup for the domain 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019618 03561 2 Charles Mon, Jul 22, 2002 11:10:07am  
 
Quote:<I>You must have a Hawaii connection...</I></P> 
Yep, sure do. The family moved to Hawaii when I was 10 years old, and that's 
where my brother and I grew up.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019620 03562 2 Charles Mon, Jul 22, 2002 7:30:56am  
 
Quote:<I>Lance doesn't wear gloves? Hmmm...</I></P> 
Only on training/rest days. During the race he wears gloves.</P> 
When it's hot, and you're doing a major climb like Mont Ventoux, taking off the 
gloves can alleviate a little of the suffering. I noticed that Virenque removed 
his gloves on that stage.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019685 03566 8 Charles Mon, Jul 22, 2002 7:19:14am  
 
The quotes are there because calling this loathsome slug a “religious leader” is 
a travesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019805 03571 19 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 9:09:09am  
 
Henry Shieh's penetrating powers of analysis again. Yeah, that's <I>just 
like</I> calling for the destruction of Jews and infidels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019892 03573 74 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 5:42:15am  
 
Henry Shieh wrote:<I>I hope all those posters exulting over the deaths of women 
and children realize how much they sound like those morons who shoot guns in the 
air with the news of every successful suicide bombing. The sentiment that says, 
"Yes, we killed women and children, now they will know how it feels" is utterly 
moronic --- it's exactly the logic of Hamas and Islamic Jihad.</I></P> 
All those posters? Would you mind pointing out even <B>one</B> person who is 
"exulting over the deaths of women and children?"</P> 
It's amazing to me that there are people so blinkered they can read literally 
dozens of expressions of regret for the accidental deaths, and then leave a 
comment like yours. Apparently, you filter everything you read through your 
agenda.</P> 
Let's see if I can make my feelings clear about this.</P> 
1. The filthy mass murderer who was killed yesterday was responsible for MANY 
deaths of women and children. And these weren't accidental deaths. This pig 
deliberately plotted to kill as many innocents as possible. And he was 
undoubtedly plotting more slaughter. He deserved to die.</P> 
2. He was HIDING AMONG WOMEN AND CHILDREN while planning his murderous acts. 
THIS is a war crime.</P> 



3. It is regrettable that other people died in the attack. (He said for the Nth 
time.) But the BLAME is on HAMAS, not on Israel.</P> 
Sorry for capitalizing. But the lack of simple reading comprehension some people 
are exhibiting here is beyond ridiculous. In fact, it's reprehensible. The 
people who are screaming the loudest about the accidental deaths are the same 
people who make endless excuses for Palestinians, even as they murder children 
in their beds, in ice cream parlors, on buses, in schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019942 03573 124 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 9:01:17am  
 
Quote:<I>*shrug* If you want to claim that no one here is exulting over the 
deaths of women and kids, just read the hundred-some posts above.</I></P> 
Thanks for confirming that you have a huge problem with reading 
comprehension.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019959 03573 141 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 12:47:44pm  
 
Quote:<I>Name ONE other "civilized" nation that intentionally bombs apartment 
buildings.</I></P> 
The United States. Ever hear of the Dresden firestorm? Berlin? Hiroshima? 
Nagasaki?</P> 
And those bombings were justified too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019967 03573 149 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 2:16:33pm  
 
1. Hamas is on record saying over and over that they will never stop suicide 
attacks against Israeli civilians. They have made it abundantly clear that the 
attacks will continue until Israel ceases to exist. That's their goal. They 
don't try to hide it. They will not abide by any peace agreement.</P> 
2. The Palestinian public, in poll after poll, overwhelmingly supports suicide 
attacks against Israeli civilians. They have parties when women and children are 
slaughtered. They build exhibits commemorating suicide bombings, complete with 
imitation body parts flying through the air. Children in kindergarten are taught 
to reenact barbaric lynchings, and wear "martyr medals" with pictures of suicide 
bombers. The cult of martyrdom is <I>everywhere</I> in the PA; posters honoring 
mass murderers are plastered on every building.</P> 
Given these facts, what do the Palestinians expect Israel to do? Clearly, in the 
past they have relied on Israel's civilized reluctance to cause widespread 
destruction to hide their leaders and bomb factories in plain sight, in "refugee 
camps" that are little more than terrorist training schools, surrounded by 
"innocent" people who are quite happy to let themselves be used as human 
shields.</P> 
This attack is evidence that Israel is paying attention to what the Palestinians 
say, and what they do, and taking action against a population that is in the 
grip of a psychotic death fever. The only way the Hamas/Islamic Jihad/Al 
Aqsa/PFLP murderers will ever stop committing evil acts is if they are forced to 
lose all hope.</P> 
They say so themselves. Well, the gloves are off. And it's about 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00019997 03573 179 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 7:26:46pm  
 



Quote:<I>Charles said: "All those posters? Would you mind pointing out even one 
person who is "exulting over the deaths of women and children?".</I></P> 
<I>Well, "exulting" no...</I></P> 
Thank you for making my point for me. Not one person "exulted" over the 
accidental deaths, even if they didn't quite meet your lofty standards for 
expressing concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020156 03575 10 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 12:53:48pm  
 
Quote:<I>Sometimes I get the feeling that a lot of bloggers would be lousy poker 
players!</I></P> 
Don't confuse a link to an article with a personal opinion. But James Robbins 
has been one of the very best writers about Iraq, and his opinion certainly 
carries weight.</P> 
By the way, if you read Robbins' piece you'd know that he also mentions the 
possibility that the NYT article was either disinformation or an intentional 
leak. But once you start into that rabbit hole, there's no end to the logic 
reversals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020191 03577 5 Charles Tue, Jul 23, 2002 4:31:02pm  
 
Bossman: Of all the people in the world I would have expected to be Chomsky 
fans, you are close to the last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020241 03577 55 Charles Wed, Jul 24, 2002 4:45:32am  
 
Quote:<I>and chajo, jes, it would be nice to see some sort of documentation on 
this chomsky info?</I></P> 
Sorry, haven't been able to find a web link. But I have seen the Lexis search 
results. If anyone is really interested, email me and I'll foward them to 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020273 03577 87 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 1:27:38pm  
 
Quote:<I>btw, I'm still waiting to find out the source for the story about 
multiple houses and yachts. Would it matter to rightwingers that the story was 
apocryphal? Hardly.</I></P> 
Nice straw man, and a nice demonstration that you haven't bothered to read the 
other comments in this thread.</P> 
As I said, I have seen the Lexis search results, and I offered to email them to 
anyone who asked. Of course, you'd have to relinquish your anonymity for 
that.</P> 
Easier to just accuse me of fabricating it. And quite in line with the Chomsky 
method of debating.</P> 
You might also have noticed, if you had read before you opened your mouth, that 
my original source has been corresponding with your idol about this very 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020276 03577 90 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 2:52:21pm  
 
Troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00020505 03585 11 Charles Wed, Jul 24, 2002 9:35:34am  
 
Ray: yes, I believe you're right. The comment you mention has been deleted. 
(Note that the comment now labeled #8 is not the one Ray is referring to.) And 
you've started me wondering whether I should be a <EM>little</EM> more ready to 
hit the delete button.</P> 
We're getting thousands of visitors a day now, and unfortunately a certain 
percentage of them are going to be ravers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020509 03585 15 Charles Wed, Jul 24, 2002 9:44:28am  
 
Ray: that's OK, I'm going to leave them there for the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020516 03585 22 Charles Wed, Jul 24, 2002 10:45:10am  
 
Your post was deleted because I don't want to be associated with sentiments like 
"kill all arabs" and "death to islam forever." That kind of stuff is way over 
the top, and I am sick of seeing it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020518 03585 24 Charles Wed, Jul 24, 2002 10:56:16am  
 
And just to make it even clearer to you, I am not obligated to "hold all others 
to the same standard." I'm not obligated to do anything. I provide this forum as 
a free service, and I will run it as I see fit. If that upsets you, you're very 
welcome not to come here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020577 03589 2 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 12:36:40pm  
 
Ahem. After several of these comments, I must ask: is there something magical 
about PCs that prevents hard drives from failing?</P> 
It was a <EM>hard drive</EM> that failed. Not the computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020585 03589 10 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 4:40:02pm  
 
Yes, that includes data recovery. And they did a pretty good job; I have all my 
applications and files back, and the only thing that needed to be reinstalled 
was Office X.</P> 
The drive bit the dust as I was checking my email, and that's probably why I 
lost my email database.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020593 03590 4 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 2:14:55pm  
 
I see two possibilities:</P> 
1. You really see no problem with having supporters of Hamas and Hezbollah 
picking USAF chaplains, in which case you’re a fool, or</P> 
2. You’re just a smart-ass troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020602 03590 13 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 3:40:45pm  
 



Yes, Jak. We know. You link to some of them yourself, ZOG boy. Why pretend to be 
outraged, when you know they’re your ideological cousins?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020605 03590 16 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 3:46:20pm  
 
Ray: don't be fooled by our Idiotarian Mascot, Jak King. He <EM>loves</EM> 
Nazis. He approvingly links to their web sites quite often. And he has 
absolutely nothing worthwhile to contribute to this discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020635 03591 18 Charles Thu, Jul 25, 2002 6:56:05pm  
 
Suddenly Jak King is down on Nazis. What happened, Jak? Did they turn down your 
advances?</P> 
Does anyone here remember Jak King’s links to the hateful Nazi site zog.to?</P> 
I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020651 03591 34 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 5:51:19am  
 
Thanks for the update, BJW and Reid. But I’m not sure at all that this lays the 
issue to rest. Government and law enforcement seems to have a knee-jerk reaction 
to news of this kind: “No problem! Nothing to it! Why don’t you just roll over 
and go back to sleep?”</P> 
I would still want to know why there were school buses and female mannequins in 
domestic situations used as targets, and why the camp was described on an Al 
Qaeda-linked <EM>jihad</EM> web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020724 03593 12 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 12:52:28am  
 
Quote from a moron:<I>In America, the Nazis are having a World Congress in 
Pennsylvania this weekend.</I></P> 
<I>But that's a bit too close to home, so let's just worry about the French, 
shall we?</I></P> 
How did you find out about the Nazi Congress, Jak? From the zog.to mailing 
list?</P> 
You are a pathetic little man with a mind like a sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020731 03593 19 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 5:44:00am  
 
For the record, I wasn’t trying to imply that the French were the ones appealing 
Papon’s sentence; all you have to do is follow the link and you’ll see the 
headline: “European Court Says Nazi Ally Was Denied Fair Trial by France.”</P> 
Gotta watch those indeterminate pronouns, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020772 03594 37 Charles Sat, Jul 27, 2002 9:04:36am  
 
What the hell are you talking about, Dan? And where the hell did I “justify 2000 
lb bombs dropped on Palestinian children?”</P> 
Nowhere, that’s where.</P> 
You’re losing it, Dan. But if it makes you feel better about yourself to 
demonize me, have at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00020814 03597 14 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 12:02:31pm  
 
Amy wrote:<I>And it's not treason to burn another country's flag.</I></P> 
Look again. She's burning a US flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020852 03598 3 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 12:00:05pm  
 
Amy: yes, there is a big difference between having your head hacked off by a man 
wielding a sword, and hanging or electrocution.</P> 
The French invented the guillotine precisely because the manual hacking method 
is prone to, shall we say, human error—sometimes requiring several blows to 
properly sever the head.</P> 
And another huge difference; in the US, executions are not carried out in 
public, in front of approving audiences at the local town square, as a form of 
entertainment.</P> 
This form of capital punishment is utter barbarism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020857 03598 8 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 12:56:37pm  
 
The Saudi legal system is <EM>sharia</EM>: Islamic law. And I disagree most 
strongly that we shouldn't feel disdainful toward it; it's a brutal medieval 
system with absolutely nothing we would recognize as due process. Other lovely 
sharia punishments include amputations and stonings.</P> 
We'll have to agree to disagree, because to me, hacking heads off with swords in 
front of cheering crowds belongs in the dark ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020899 03600 13 Charles Sat, Jul 27, 2002 4:59:43am  
 
Dear Mr. Bradley:</P> 
Please forgive me for doubting your existence. But since the Arab News has 
published articles by Holocaust denier Michael Collins Piper, Ku Klux Klan 
leader David Duke, and even a person using the name “Thomas Jefferson,” perhaps 
you can understand why I might be a little suspicious.</P> 
To avoid this sort of confusion in the future, may I suggest that you refresh 
your memory of Strunk &amp; White’s style guide, or at least write in English a 
bit more, because your attack on James Taranto was laughably inept. In fact, it 
was so incredibly bad I would have bet a <EM>billion dollars</EM> it was written 
in Arabic and translated to English.</P> 
But thank you for clearing up the matter. Your IP address shows that you are 
indeed posting your comment from somewhere in the Saudi entity. I won’t doubt 
your existence any more.</P> 
Just your sanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00020978 03601 9 Charles Fri, Jul 26, 2002 4:06:35pm  
 
Mmm. Cheese.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021047 03607 3 Charles Sat, Jul 27, 2002 10:34:15am  
 
Brandi: I just posted an entry about the article to which you're 
referring.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00021095 03609 12 Charles Sat, Jul 27, 2002 12:46:32pm  
 
Actually, Robert, I doubt very much that she ran up to the soldiers; it’s more 
likely that she approached cautiously with hands in the air, then whipped out 
the can of paint, tossed it on the vehicle, and ran away flushed with excitement 
at how brave she was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021143 03610 18 Charles Mon, Jul 29, 2002 4:20:48am  
 
Here's more information about Sami Al-Arian, the professor who Andrew says was 
"fired for being Palestinian."</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.danielpipes.org/article/116" 
target=_blank>www.danielpipes.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021175 03612 6 Charles Sat, Jul 27, 2002 4:52:15pm  
 
<A href="http://www.prankcallsunlimited.com/cuckooclock.wav" target=_blank>Right 
here.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021249 03614 13 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 10:06:53am  
 
Just to let our readers know, Mr. Bradley tried to post a reply a little while 
ago, but it was blocked. He was using an account with an IP address that was in 
a group of Saudi Arabian IPs we banned several months ago when we began 
receiving threatening messages from an anonymous Saudi moron.</P> 
I've emailed Mr. Bradley to ask him to use one of the accounts he used yesterday 
instead. Stay tuned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021255 03614 19 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 11:23:36am  
 
Quote:<I>I like the fact that you block messages from hostile Saudis but allow 
personal insults against my loved ones.</I></P> 
First, I haven't seen any of these personal insults against your loved ones. To 
which comments are you referring?</P> 
I have seen comments expressing concern, and the hope that your fiancee knows 
what kind of society she'd be joining; a society where women are not allowed to 
drive, where she might be beaten by the mutaween if a lock of hair escapes from 
under her scarf, where she is a second class citizen.</P> 
As for blocking comments from "hostile Saudis," here are the sort of comments 
this freak was posting.</P> 
---I HAVE BEEN READING UR GARBAGE LATELY,AND I TELL YOU YOU ALL ARE FUCKIN LUCKY 
I AM NOT ON THE WEST COAST,I WOULD HAV BROUGHT MY CAMELS AND SHOVE THEIR DICKS 
UP UR ASSHOLES SO BAD U WILL END UP WITH DEFORMED FACES U MOTHERFUCKERS WHITE 
RACISTS .U CONTINUE WITH UR GARBAGE AND TRUST ME I WILL GET ALL UR ASSES FUCKED 
SO BAD U WONT BE ABLE TO WALK NOMORE !!!I DONT KNOW WHO TAUGHT YOU TO WRITE ANTI 
ARAB ARTICLES,UR FUCKED UP WEBSITE SUPPOSE TO PRESENT VARIOUS VIEWS AND NOT ANTI 
ARAB GARBAGE,KEEP UP BUT WATCH OUT FOR UR ASSES YOU MOTHERFUCKERS!</P> 
Sheikh.Abdelmonem Addas---</P> 
Perhaps now you can understand why it was necessary to ban this person.</P> 
I await your response to Mr. Katzman's questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00021258 03614 22 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 11:45:24am  
 
Quote:<I>We receive emails like that at Arab News -- but from our American 
audience -- every day. But we don't block just about everyone else as a result. 
I tried to send you the first posting from a public internet cafe.</I></P> 
Well, you see, unfortunately the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has implemented proxy 
servers on all public Internet accounts that use their ISU, in order to watch 
what their subjects are doing on the Net. Here in the USA, we call this 
"invasion of privacy." You might have a different name for it.</P> 
And this means that most people using the Internet in Saudi Arabia do not have 
their own unique IP addresses. So I had no choice but to ban the entire block of 
addresses.</P> 
Nice try at turning the tables, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021323 03614 87 Charles Mon, Jul 29, 2002 5:54:10am  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3614#c0078" 
target=_blank>Steven Chapman</A> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And what's all this talk of allowing and not allowing certain people 
to comment? Is he suggesting that all the pro-Saudi, pro-Palestinian, anti-
Zionist comments have been expunged?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As Robert mentioned above, I had to block a group of IP addresses from Saudi 
Arabia after receiving numerous threats. But it's dead obvious that I certainly 
do not delete pro-Saudi, pro-Palestinian, or anti-Zionist 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021473 03616 43 Charles Mon, Jul 29, 2002 1:44:12pm  
 
Very interesting story, Amy, thanks. I’ve posted it on the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021487 03617 4 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 8:37:05am  
 
Quote:<I>Who really takes this guy seriously?</I></P> 
Unfortunately, a great many people do take him seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021546 03618 11 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 10:54:29am  
 
Agreed. This was an absolutely stunning demonstration of cycling 
teamwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021550 03618 15 Charles Sun, Jul 28, 2002 12:43:50pm  
 
Jonathan: you're not a moron! Most people have never ridden a bicycle in a pack, 
or in what's called a paceline. On a flat road, riding closely behind another 
cyclist lets you take advantage of the "draft" or slipstream, cutting the wind 
resistance and reducing the effort needed to maintain speed by up to 30%. When 
you ride in a large group, the effect is amplified still further; the first time 
I did that I was amazed at how easy it was to maintain a speed of 30mph+.</P> 
Amazed -- when I got over being terrified, that is. When I say "riding closely," 
I mean CLOSELY—like about six inches (or less) away from a guy's rear wheel.</P> 



On a climb the draft effect is less, but at the speeds that Lance and his team 
are riding, still considerable. And having a teammate set the pace on a hard 
climb is also a tremendous psychological help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021653 03620 68 Charles Tue, Jul 30, 2002 8:16:16am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It only occurred to me afterwards: no self-respecting British 
journalist (which Bradley claims to be) would ever spell civilisation with a 
z.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good catch! That slipped past me.</P> 
I've been half-convinced that "John R. Bradley" is an Arab ever since I first 
became aware of his attempted murder of the English language. Now I know that 
there is a real person using the name, but I still have my doubts that it's the 
name he was born with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021698 03623 10 Charles Mon, Jul 29, 2002 2:40:00pm  
 
Quote:<I>Haaretz has yet another version. I wonder if this is going to be 
promoted to its own thread?</I></P> 
It might have been, if you hadn’t made your stupid remark. Get your own 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021835 03625 2 Charles Tue, Jul 30, 2002 6:25:42am  
 
You're right, but in this case the wounded don't appear to be hurt as badly.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=192434&amp;cont
rassID=1&amp;subContrassID=0&amp;sbSubContrassID=0" 
target=_blank>www.haaretzdaily.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021904 03628 16 Charles Tue, Jul 30, 2002 8:39:47am  
 
Note: the only reason I haven’t banned BNK from posting his anti-Semitic 
droolings is that he’s so <EM>unbelievably schtoopid</EM> he deBuNKs 
himself.</P> 
However, BuNKy, if you post any more links to your favorite hate sites on the 
web, you will be banned. Just a friendly warning.</P> 
Carry on, village idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00021922 03629 2 Charles Tue, Jul 30, 2002 9:07:14am  
 
Doug: right you are. Typing got ahead of brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022224 03637 4 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 5:12:33am  
 
A Ha'aretz news flash (no link yet) says that Jackson has cancelled the meeting 
with Yassin.</P> 
He's still a rotten bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022284 03638 25 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 12:09:50pm  



 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, might we not give him the benefit of the doubt? That could 
as easily have been a search for news (by someone who didn't know about 
news.google.com) as someone looking for porn.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I might be more inclined to give the benefit of the doubt if our server logs 
weren’t jammed with thousands of similar requests, often involving rape, many of 
which are much more explicit than that example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022287 03638 28 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 1:57:10pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Good point. Do you have any idea why Saudi Porn requests would find 
LGF so often?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh, we aren’t the only ones to get these hits. I’m sure most bloggers get 
similar ones. If the words they’re searching for appear on your site, even if 
they’re not in sequence, your site will show up <EM>somewhere</EM> in Google’s 
results.</P> 
We get a lot of pr0n hits from pedophiles looking for various combinations 
containing the word “little.”</P> 
(I shudder to think about the search requests <A 
href="http://up_yours.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>Dawn Olsen</A> must 
get...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022459 03645 4 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 4:51:27pm  
 
I think I'll let BNK's comment just lay there like the diseased turd it is.</P> 
Maybe it will turn white and dry in a few days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022467 03645 12 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 5:34:12pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And no one seemed to care. In fact, this type of posting was the 
norm.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh BuNKy BuNky. How could you possibly know this if you stopped reading at the 
second message? My goodness, BuNKy. Thimk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022472 03645 17 Charles Wed, Jul 31, 2002 5:41:50pm  
 
But how 'bout that “thick as the fog in San Francisco” bit, huh?</P> 
Give it up for BuNKy, stretching his cerebellum to the straining, bleeding 
limit!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022590 03645 135 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 6:35:42am  
 
Glazer: knock it off.</P> 
I notice that the trolls always show up when I post photographs, especially if 
they’re photos of Israeli terror victims. There’s something about seeing the 
viciousness of Palestinian terror firsthand that provokes them.</P> 
Some respond by retreating from reality into boneheaded “all violence is equally 
wrong” fantasy worlds.</P> 
Some respond by building elaborate pseudo-logical arguments based on historic 
distortions, that boil down to “the Jews were asking for it.”</P> 
And some just dig the pictures, and can’t understand why everyone else 
doesn’t.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00022594 03645 139 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 6:52:42am  
 
Interesting note: the troll posting under the name “Jim Languish,” who claims to 
be Irish, but seems to have difficulty with English, is posting from an ISP in 
Belgium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022772 03648 3 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 8:02:37am  
 
I think he was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022818 03649 27 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 11:39:20am  
 
No, actually I think it was a temporary glitch in Apple's .mac servers. The 
pictures are loading again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022866 03653 13 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 3:11:18pm  
 
I’ve added the preceding paragraph to my quote from Derbyshire, to make clear 
that he’s <EM>not</EM> talking about killing all Palestinians. He’s talking 
about crushing Hamas.</P> 
And I think he’s right. This a reality that will eventually have to be faced. 
The question is, what will it take to get the US to face it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022932 03654 40 Charles Thu, Aug 1, 2002 3:04:18pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Don't feel bad about not getting an actual link from him, 
Charles.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But of course he wouldn't provide a link; he’s probably already told the Saudi 
Internet Service Unit to add LGF to their banned list. Lots of dangerous info 
around here, including that most subversive thing of all—humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00022979 03654 87 Charles Fri, Aug 2, 2002 4:31:47am  
 
Damn right I tried to block you, you Nazi piece of shit. Since you seem to have 
experience with being blocked, you've found some other ISPs from which to spread 
your filth.</P> 
You are not welcome here. From now on, if you post something I'm going to delete 
it. I'll leave up the twisted little turds you've already dropped, so people can 
see why I'm doing it.</P> 
Please don't reply to any more of this white supremacist's garbage, people. Your 
replies won't make sense when his messages are deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023169 03656 58 Charles Sat, Aug 3, 2002 6:11:50am  
 
Oh, Mookie. Mookie, Mookie. You've hurt me. You <EM><STRONG>hate</STRONG></EM> 
every single person in this thread, deeply and personally?</P> 
But you feel no hate for the Islamic Jihad, who would send this young woman on a 
suicide bombing mission carrying a baby?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00023248 03659 8 Charles Fri, Aug 2, 2002 9:46:54am  
 
AG: I think Raj is on the right side here, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023267 03659 27 Charles Fri, Aug 2, 2002 10:21:41am  
 
Raj: I had a wreck a while back and totalled both wheels -- then I got pretty 
busy with work and I still haven't gotten a new set. But dang—decent road wheels 
sure are expensive. Needed an extended break anyway; I was riding way too much 
for a couple of years (6-7 days a week). I'll get back into it soon, 
though!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023314 03662 16 Charles Fri, Aug 2, 2002 1:40:13pm  
 
LGF reported Rantisi’s earlier remarks too: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2867" target=_blank>death 
worship in gaza</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023349 03663 7 Charles Fri, Aug 2, 2002 6:07:34pm  
 
Xavier: sorry, this is the first time I've heard of her. Thanks for the 
correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023408 03665 16 Charles Sat, Aug 3, 2002 7:04:13am  
 
<A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1876" 
target=_blank>Here's the infamous photo.</A></P> 
The whole thing's been blown way out of porportion. Professor Said was simply 
conducting some empirical experiments in ballistical analysis as it relates to 
post-Orientalist cultural imperatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023419 03666 5 Charles Sat, Aug 3, 2002 6:23:52am  
 
The public's fear of dirty bombs may be over-hyped, but there are ways to use 
them to maximize the strategic effect. Imagine the long-term economic effects of 
a large dirty bomb at LAX or Chicago O'Hare, or on the National Mall, or all of 
the above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023691 03676 22 Charles Mon, Aug 5, 2002 6:04:35am  
 
Booga booga! It's the Wahhoobi from New Jersey (according to his IP 
address)!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023723 03679 1 Charles Sun, Aug 4, 2002 2:18:39pm  
 
"Pay to the nose." An intentional racist slur?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023845 03680 80 Charles Mon, Aug 5, 2002 6:23:41am  



 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3680#c0055" 
target=_blank>Anil</A> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Uhhh, yeah. Because light-skinned blonde people never kill anyone, 
right? The fact that Kolya's the only one who had a solution with even a 
theoretical chance of working, and that Charles tolerates blatantly racist 
comments on his site without comment, disgusts me.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
First: I didn't "tolerate" the comment. I didn't even see it until this 
morning.</P> 
Second: sure, if you put that interpretation on it, you can see it as a racist 
comment.</P> 
But since there are numerous Western "peace activists" in the West Bank and 
Gaza, harassing the IDF and "supporting" the Palestinian Arabs, a more likely 
interpretation is that ...</P> 
It's a JOKE.</P> 
Third: you know what disgusts me? The horrifying, undeniable, true racism of a 
huge mob celebrating the deaths of Jews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023961 03682 20 Charles Mon, Aug 5, 2002 9:14:05am  
 
I just tried to find something related to the British empire falling because of 
the telegraph. Couldn't. I'm a history buff and I've never heard this 
before.</P> 
I wonder if it's some obscure pararaph in an H.G. Wells book? An episode of 
'Connections' I missed? Maybe it's in <EM>Mein Kampf</EM>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00023968 03682 27 Charles Mon, Aug 5, 2002 9:47:59am  
 
Doug: caught me in the middle of writing a front page entry on that 
one!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024025 03686 1 Charles Tue, Aug 6, 2002 7:35:13am  
 
Comments!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024053 03687 1 Charles Tue, Aug 6, 2002 7:34:15am  
 
Comments!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024056 03687 4 Charles Tue, Aug 6, 2002 7:44:20am  
 
Yes, everything is groovy again.</P> 
I lost a couple of threads when we hit the end of our storage space, 
unfortunately. But it was a valuable lesson; the code that was supposed to 
handle "no room" errors didn't. The new code I just wrote will handle that kind 
of error without blowing anything away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024299 03692 65 Charles Wed, Aug 7, 2002 5:34:21am  
 
I just wrote an entry about ClearGuidance.com for the front page.</P> 



I have to admit something; I discovered this site last year in November, and 
wrote an entry about it, but decided not to post it because I didn't want to 
give such a hateful place any publicity. Now I think I made the wrong 
decision...because it's gotten a lot worse, with open fantasies about psychotic 
slaughter and decapitation videos.</P> 
My God. This is in the <EM>United States</EM>. It's utterly chilling to know 
that children are being raised with these poisonous attitudes right here, among 
us. And apparently, training for the day when they can make their fantasies 
real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024486 03694 133 Charles Wed, Aug 7, 2002 9:07:01am  
 
<STRONG>Please do not post a link to that sickening video here.</STRONG></P> 
I will delete any message containing that link. I won't have it here. Thank you 
for understanding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00024500 03694 147 Charles Wed, Aug 7, 2002 9:34:50am  
 
Thanks, folks. I agree that more people should see this, but they should seek it 
out and know what they're getting into, and I don't want someone to follow the 
link from our site. If word gets out on the net that there's such a link here, 
we'll get a lot of traffic from sick freaks that I don't want or need.</P> 
I watched it. I'm glad I did. But I really wish I hadn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025238 03705 49 Charles Thu, Aug 8, 2002 3:07:49pm  
 
Looks like my .mac account has reached its bandwidth limit again. No 
lawsuits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025242 03705 53 Charles Thu, Aug 8, 2002 3:41:24pm  
 
No problem with comments.</P> 
Here's the deal.</P> 
When you open an account with a web host, you get a certain amount of disk 
storage space and a certain amount of "bandwidth."</P> 
Storage space is the room you have to store files. That's what ran out a few 
days ago, when we had to disable comments temporarily. We had no room left on 
the web host's hard disk to store the comments. We requested more storage, and 
they kindly granted it to us.</P> 
The bandwidth, on the other hand, is the amount of data that is sent out over 
the Internet, when someone views the site in a browser. As a site gets more 
popular and the number of people who view it goes up, the number of bytes that 
has to be sent out over the Internet pipe also goes up. The more visitors, the 
more bandwidth.</P> 
Web hosts normally grant a certain amount of bandwidth per month (typically 
around 10 gigabytes) and charge more if a site uses more bandwidth.</P> 
To avoid these extra charges, I've been storing picture files (which are 
bandwidth hogs) on my Apple .mac account, instead of on our LGF web host. The 
hitch is that .mac has bandwidth limits too; but instead of charging money, they 
block access when the limit is exceeded. That's why the pictures sometimes go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00025245 03705 56 Charles Thu, Aug 8, 2002 4:07:08pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3705#c0054" 
target=_blank>Riverman</A> wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, what about donations? How much can the services you need 
cost? Not a lot, I would hope, in CA. People are offering you money for the 
great site you are providing. Why don't you take it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Who said I wouldn’t take it? :-) That's why we have the "Support LGF" section 
over there in our left sidebar. You can donate through either Amazon or Paypal, 
whichever you prefer.</P> 
I don't like to hype the donation thing too much. But it certainly does help, 
and not only for the hosting charges. The more donations we get, the more time I 
can allocate to maintaining and improving LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025347 03706 39 Charles Thu, Aug 8, 2002 11:15:23pm  
 
Oggie Ben Doggie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, Charles, I still have a working account at CG, but could not 
find the thread pointing here. If you want to give the referrer string, I could 
suck down the thread.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
We got several hits with this URL as the referrer:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.clearguidance.com/showthread.php?s=&amp;threadid=8106" 
target=_blank>www.clearguidance.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025475 03708 1 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 7:30:27am  
 
Well, the site won't come up now. It's the right link, but their server seems to 
be down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025491 03708 17 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 8:01:47am  
 
“Euro-small sausage!” I <EM>love</EM> this.</P> 
The article does seem to be rather negative. Oh, my fragile self-esteem! How 
will I ever recover?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025502 03708 28 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 8:35:07am  
 
By the way, if I'm reading that translation correctly, I think the section about 
LGF commenters in the sidebar was actually written by the Eurotroll that was 
posting comments here a while back under the name "Euroweenie." I'm trying to 
find the exact thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025517 03708 43 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 12:27:37pm  
 
Thanks, Stefan!</P> 
Well, that scheming little euro-small-sausage got an article out of his trolling 
comments, didn't he?</P> 
European journalism at its finest. Make deliberately stupid and provocative 
comments on a weblog, and print the responses.</P> 
"Hey! These American cowboys aren't as dim as I thought!"</P> 
Grr.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00025612 03711 5 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 12:13:51pm  
 
I knew someone would disagree with that. I hope we don't have to find out who's 
right. But I do believe that if a top Israeli official was murdered the 
retaliation would be ferocious, especially given the explosive nature of the 
current situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025619 03711 12 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 12:33:43pm  
 
Double standard watch:</P> 
It's interesting how the serial killers of Hamas can bug their eyes out and rave 
about bloody revenge and the world thinks, "Well, that's perfectly 
understandable, isn't it?"</P> 
But when Israel bombed the building where Shehade was hiding out, the world 
screamed, "The Israelis are just after <EM>revenge</EM>!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025625 03711 18 Charles Fri, Aug 9, 2002 12:53:07pm  
 
michel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you strike out "democracy", wouldn't that quote sort of justify 
awave of attacks from Hamas?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But that's the whole point. I used that word very deliberately. You 
<EM>can't</EM> strike out democracy; it's the fact that the masses have a 
personal investment in their leaders that distinguishes a democracy from 
thugocracies like Hamas and Al Aqsa Martyrs and the PLO.</P> 
We can argue to what extent Israel is a democracy; I'd agree it's not perfect. 
But then, neither is the United States. The inherent strength of both Israel and 
the US is derived, in large part, from the fact that they are representative 
governments, and their opponents are not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025843 03718 81 Charles Sat, Aug 10, 2002 11:04:15am  
 
Jeanne: I think when the attack does come, it will be over sooner (and with a 
lot less killing) than anybody thinks. In Gulf War One, the Iraqi "troops" were 
surrendering to old tires, signposts, newspeople, anything. And from the looks 
of these photos we're in for a repeat.</P> 
Those women seem absolutely miserable; a couple of them look like they're on the 
verge of tears. Only the true believer in the front is doing her goose step 
properly.</P> 
The guys, on the other hand, are having a grand old time, leaning on the barrels 
of their rifles as if they were walking canes. The one at front left doesn't 
need the suicide belt, though. If he eats one more tiny wafer, he'll explode 
like Mr. Creosote.</P> 
I really think we may be about to witness the biggest military rout and the 
quickest mass surrender in history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00025901 03719 11 Charles Sat, Aug 10, 2002 4:33:36pm  
 
By the way, I've been receiving some emails with attached virus files. They're 
all being logged and recorded, kidz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00026093 03727 9 Charles Sun, Aug 11, 2002 9:13:36am  
 
Lynn: agreed that this particular woman does seem more level-headed, whether or 
not she’s fully veiled when she blogs.</P> 
But I find it very troubling that she could read the account of what was going 
on at ClearGuidance ("Juicy Jews," snuff films, etc.), and her only reaction was 
to warn the posters at ClearGuidance to "be careful."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026101 03727 17 Charles Sun, Aug 11, 2002 2:10:48pm  
 
proud infidel: I don't know what he intends by the name, but Evan_the_Yahud has 
posted several comments that didn't seem especially nasty.</P> 
Care to explain, Evan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026102 03727 18 Charles Sun, Aug 11, 2002 2:14:03pm  
 
Now ... <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3679" 
target=_blank>Dr. E.A. Richards</A> (post <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3727#c0014" 
target=_blank>#14</A>) is quite another story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026206 03729 11 Charles Sun, Aug 11, 2002 2:21:37pm  
 
Sarah’s correct. The poem was written in Arabic, for Al-Watan, an Arabic 
language paper published in America. It was translated by MEMRI. See the link 
above for the original story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026438 03737 5 Charles Mon, Aug 12, 2002 7:31:39am  
 
BuNKy, you idiot. The translations are from the United States Foreign Broadcast 
Information Service (FBIS), not from IMRA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026441 03737 8 Charles Mon, Aug 12, 2002 8:10:31am  
 
Alex: according to their site, FBIS is "limited to the U.S. Government agencies 
and their contractors."</P> 
There's absolutely no reason to doubt these translations. You can find other 
examples of this kind of hatred everywhere you look; it's not unusual at all in 
the official media of the Arab world, and that's probably the worst thing about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026465 03738 4 Charles Mon, Aug 12, 2002 8:42:43am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Today, in order to even accurately target a city in Israel, he would 
probably have to drive it there.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly. And this is where Bandow's argument falls apart, because does anyone 
really believe it's beyond Saddam Hussein to use anonymous actors to deliver a 
nuclear device? And with several suspects to choose from (China, Pakistan, North 
Korea), retaliation against Iraq is far from assured.</P> 



Suppose someone does drive a Ryder truck containing an atomic bomb into NYC. I 
doubt there will be a vehicle ID number left to identify the perpetrators 
by.</P> 
For someone like Saddam Hussein, who would dearly love to strike a massive blow 
against the US, the best way to accomplish it would be in some kind of anonymous 
fashion. People like Bandow seem to still be thinking in terms of deterrents and 
assured retaliation. But in the world of non-state Islamic terror groups, if a 
nuclear weapon is used I fear that it won't be clear at all who we should 
counter-attack.</P> 
And this deniability factor makes it more (not less) likely that if states like 
Iraq and Iran succeed in obtaining these weapons, they will be 
used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026466 03738 5 Charles Mon, Aug 12, 2002 8:44:13am  
 
Stop reading my mind, Eric! B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026580 03741 21 Charles Mon, Aug 12, 2002 3:12:23pm  
 
Tatterdemalian wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it really too much to ask to be able to use greater-than and 
less-than signs once in a while?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unfortunately, yes. The greater-than and less-than angled brackets are used to 
define HTML tags, and it's necessary to strip out any tags that are not in the 
allowed subset, to prevent script kiddies from playing pranks with HTML.</P> 
But you can put the angled brackets in a comment, by using character escape 
sequences. To get the less-than sign use:</P> 
&amp;lt;</P> 
Greater-than:</P> 
&amp;gt;</P> 
See? &lt;sarcasm&gt;</P> 
To get that, I typed: &amp;lt;sarcasm&amp;gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026697 03744 32 Charles Tue, Aug 13, 2002 7:26:28am  
 
Thank you, everyone, for the encouraging words and compliments. I'm not 
worthy.</P> 
Remember (hint approaching!) you can also help us buy some groceries by donating 
to LGF through either Amazon or Paypal (links at top of left 
sidebar).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00026901 03748 3 Charles Tue, Aug 13, 2002 7:57:54am  
 
There is now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027032 03753 32 Charles Tue, Aug 13, 2002 3:13:54pm  
 
I wrote about this article when it came out:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2185" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00027350 03765 5 Charles Wed, Aug 14, 2002 9:35:05am  
 
I suspect Saddam is moving his bioweapons into position to be used. He's 
fighting for his survival this time and he knows it; he probably thinks he has 
nothing to lose.</P> 
It's pretty likely that we'll see Saddam try to use his hell-weapons; what I'm 
concerned about is the US/Israeli response, because it will set a precedent for 
how the West retaliates when Arabs use weapons of mass 
destruction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027457 03768 22 Charles Wed, Aug 14, 2002 3:25:03pm  
 
The photo captions say Gaza. Here's a Yahoo search page with photos from the 
death parade:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://search.news.yahoo.com/search/news?c=news_photos&amp;p=gaza" 
target=_blank>search.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
(As of Aug 14, 2002.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027704 03772 55 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 11:09:54am  
 
Sharman says Ashrawi’s comments on terrorism are “nuanced?” Wow. The air must be 
getting pretty thin up there at the top of the ivory tower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027875 03774 44 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 12:43:54pm  
 
Mookie: please start taking a more civil tone in your comments, or I'm going to 
ban you. You get one warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027878 03774 47 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 1:01:46pm  
 
No, Mookie. <B>You</B> have to be civil, or I'll ban you.</P> 
I have to admit, it is rather amusing to read your impression of Little Richard, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00027982 03777 10 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 1:26:11pm  
 
You know what? I'm not going to ban you, after all, even though you really are 
quite a nasty little Mookie. I'm curious to see just how far out you can 
go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028108 03777 136 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 7:53:41pm  
 
Mookie ranted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>For the last time, I'm not arguing against Israel. I'm arguing 
against littlegreenfootballs.com.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that is indeed the last time, you obnoxious little twerp. You've hijacked 
every thread for your own egotistical purposes today, and I've had enough. Have 
a nice hate-filled life. Bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00028151 03779 11 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 3:44:43pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm just saying the amount they're asking for is 
retarded.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am shocked, Mookie, shocked I tell you, at your reprehensible insensitivity to 
persons who are less mentally able than you. For an arbiter of morality, you 
sure are good at tossing out cruel slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028204 03781 15 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 4:55:01pm  
 
lewisinnyc: wow. It’s even worse than it appears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028209 03781 20 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 5:24:14pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And what was this supposed to prove besides "LOL arabs are 
inherently inferior and dumb and possibly gay LOL"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Again I am shocked, this time at your use of the term "gay" as a defamatory 
slur, when no one else in this thread has used the word in a similar way.</P> 
Is it possible you have "issues," Mookie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028210 03781 21 Charles Thu, Aug 15, 2002 5:25:57pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BTW, I think Charles should consider another addition to the anti-
idiotarian page: Charles Krauthammer.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
If Charles had a weblog, he'd have been on that page 11 months 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028578 03786 56 Charles Sat, Aug 17, 2002 2:56:51pm  
 
lewisinnyc: thanks for the link. It got promoted to the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028686 03788 72 Charles Sun, Oct 13, 2002 6:02:09am  
 
"Jim" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's just amazing how ill-educated and easily manipulated the people 
posting on this website are. Kudos to you skills at hate-mongering and prejudism 
Footballs. It's boring though.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, well, if it isn't our friend "David Vickery," posting now under the name 
"Jim" from none other than An-Najah University. Why don't you use your real 
name, Dahoud?</P> 
In the US we have a word for people like you who try to lie and hide their 
identity, so they can leave little sneak attack comments. Can you guess what it 
is? I'll spell it for you, so you recognize it next time:</P> 
C-O-W-A-R-D.</P> 
And by the way, you <I>are</I> an idiot. There's no such word as "prejudism." 
Maybe if you took a class in English instead of Bomb-Making 101 you would know 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028692 03788 78 Charles Mon, Oct 14, 2002 12:15:42am  
 



Well, look who's here again. The Balfour Declaration is an interesting topic. 
But I'm much more interested to read what you have to say about the fact that 
you were caught in <EM>a blatant lie</EM> about Dundee University. Any comment 
about that, Dhoud?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028695 03788 81 Charles Mon, Oct 14, 2002 5:30:39am  
 
If it was done in "ERROR" then why did you (if it was you) send us an email 
demanding we apologize to Dundee University for "harassing" them? Get your story 
straight, Dhoud.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why don't you come here for a visit?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The photographs above make it look so inviting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028796 03790 25 Charles Fri, Aug 16, 2002 7:03:21pm  
 
Oh well. You haven't contributed a single worthwhile comment, and I'm supposed 
to care that this is your last visit? No problem. Just roll over and go back to 
sleep in your Boston University dorm room. B'bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00028807 03790 36 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 12:36:06pm  
 
Mr. Three Question Marks above, who provided links to a pro-jihad web site and a 
nice picture of Osama Bin Laden, posted his comment from the University of 
Bridgeport in Connecticut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029241 03806 16 Charles Sat, Aug 17, 2002 6:48:24pm  
 
Harry: I'm sorry to see that you hail from my native state of Hawaii. Educate 
yourself, my friend; you have bought into the propaganda of some very evil 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029264 03806 39 Charles Sun, Aug 18, 2002 6:11:14am  
 
denise wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My guess is that they must regularly emphasize in editorial meetings 
that the word Israel always must be substituted for Jew and Israeli for 
Jewish.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I seriously doubt they have any such discussions at all. Despite 
Bradley’s claim, they continue to publish people like Israel Shamir and E.A. 
Richards—indisputable anti-Semitic whackjobs.</P> 
In my opinion, Bradley is nothing but an untalented hack, and a cheap, garden-
variety liar, and nothing he says should be given any credence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029337 03808 6 Charles Sun, Aug 18, 2002 12:26:16pm  
 
Hmm. Do you think that's what <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3790#c0033" 
target=_blank>this ClearGuidance kiddie</A> meant when he wrote “May Allah guide 
you people to the right path?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00029350 03808 19 Charles Sun, Aug 18, 2002 4:04:47pm  
 
James: that was my point exactly. There’s no denying that many of the most 
liberal voices in America have aligned themselves on the Palestinian side, and 
not just the Chomsky/Indymedia crowd; for just one example, witness <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.com/news/752664.asp#020815" target=_blank>Eric 
Alterman</A>, who called Marwan Barghouti a “freedom fighter” recently, and 
implied that settlers in the disputed territories deserve to be murdered in 
their beds. (And I was actually starting to enjoy his weblog, before that.)</P> 
Believe it or not, people, I define <EM>myself</EM> as a liberal, at least on 
social issues. But in my opinion, the left has, for the most part, behaved 
disgracefully since September 11. That's why I coined the term anti-idiotarian, 
because I don't think the old “liberal/conservative” dichotomy works as a 
political definition any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029393 03809 33 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 8:06:19am  
 
Gunny G: I deleted your comments, because your racial epithets were way over the 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029483 03812 18 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 5:56:36am  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I invited you Charles ;-)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So when do we leave? B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029484 03812 19 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 5:57:45am  
 
Eric wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What about all those beutiful photos -- I though you had taken them 
on vacation?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No way! I was on tour with Al Jarreau, and believe me—a concert tour is no 
vacation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00029962 03824 22 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 10:34:36am  
 
By the way—I smell the terror apologist groups CAIR or MPAC or one of their many 
Saudi-financed cousins somewhere in all of this. The PBS statements about 
stereotyping of Arabs could have come straight from one of CAIR's "action 
alerts." And CAIR issued a statement strongly approving of the NEA's lesson 
plans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030151 03828 24 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 3:55:13pm  
 
Henry: HTML tags have an "opening" and a "closing" tag. You were leaving off the 
closing tag, so your italics just continued to the end of your comment. You have 
to tell the browser where the italics start, and where they end.</P> 
Here's what it looks like:</P> 
&lt;i&gt;<I>This text is in italics.</I>&lt;/i&gt; And this is 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00030161 03828 34 Charles Mon, Aug 19, 2002 5:18:30pm  
 
Q: very interesting back-and-forth! But I think you forgot to include a four 
letter word. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030367 03832 43 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 9:03:56pm  
 
There was a time when I would have cared what Matt Haughey thought. Now I 
realize he's just a juvenile know-nothing, with an irrelevant web site 
frequented by some of the web's most fluorescent idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030373 03832 49 Charles Wed, Aug 21, 2002 9:10:49am  
 
J.A. anti-idiotarian wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Re #43 Charles: Good call. I posted that comment not because I 
thought you'd care, but Haughey's remark took me somewhat by surprise, whereas 
I'm accustomed to what the rest of "the Web's most fluorescent idiots" there 
spew out. I'm a little embarrassed I brought it up.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don’t be embarrassed; I’m glad you let me know. I was laboring under the 
obviously mistaken assumption that Matt Haughey had a bit of sense. Now I know 
he’s just another asshole in a crowd of assholes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030394 03833 12 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 12:24:12pm  
 
Wait a minute. Yes, decapitation may be the most humane method—<EM>but not the 
way they practice it in Saudi Arabia</EM>.</P> 
I once linked to an eyewitness account of one of these beheadings; I can’t find 
the link right now, but please reread what I wrote above. These executions are 
done with a sword, and <EM>not</EM> with one quick head-severing blow like a 
guillotine. The "criminal" (who, by the way, is also not given due process, or 
appeals, or anything like the rights we have in this country) is paraded in 
front of a cheering crowd, and the executioner is careful not to kill him/her 
right away. Often the relatives of the criminal's victim(s) are given a chance 
to get in a few hacks. It's a slow, degrading, and horrifyingly painful 
execution—intentionally so—and they treat it as <EM>entertainment</EM>.</P> 
No matter where you stand on the issue of capital punishment, the Saudi method 
of execution is not in any way equivalent to an execution in the US; it's a 
barbaric display of inhumane brutality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030490 03835 27 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 6:58:09pm  
 
Doubting Thomas: don't take this the wrong way, but I'd like to invite you, most 
sincerely, to bite me.</P> 
P.S. your local community college probably has some classes in web design. 
Cheap! And please don't thank me for the traffic; it's on the 
house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030491 03835 28 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 7:08:08pm  
 
Ahem. The warbloggerwatch waterheads are out in force today.</P> 
But I do want to say thank you to all the folks who contributed; it's greatly 
appreciated.</P> 



I plan to get a pound of Peet's Coffee tomorrow, so I'll have lots of energy to 
continue provoking morons like "Doubting Thomas" into revealing their abysmal 
spelling skills. ("VIOLA!" Gotta love it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030501 03835 38 Charles Wed, Aug 21, 2002 5:42:45am  
 
Good morning folks! Thanks a zillion for all the donations! I switched the 
Amazon links to my brother's account, so if you had trouble donating, it should 
work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030503 03835 40 Charles Wed, Aug 21, 2002 3:42:46pm  
 
Peach wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles you didn't tell me what this blog is and what the donations 
are for. This is my first time here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry, Peach! Little Green Footballs is a very pro-American, pro-Israel, pro-
Western civilization, anti-barbarism, anti-terrorism weblog with comments from a 
lot of extremely bright people. No, we're not a charity; we're trying to 
promulgate the truth about radical Islam and the threat it poses to America and 
the West. Donations are used for maintenance costs (web host, programming, news 
searches, etc.) and the sheer huge amount of time it takes to stay on top of all 
this. We're getting 500-1000 comments a day, and we read them all.</P> 
All this is provided for free; there's no obligation to donate. But as I say in 
my Oliver Twist plea, it's one way to show your appreciation for all this work. 
Take a look around and see if the content and discussions interest you; if so, 
and you'd like to contribute, it will be greatly appreciated. If not, that's 
cool too.</P> 
Hope that answers your question!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030506 03835 43 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 5:16:06pm  
 
growler and canadian lady: I'm working on a PO Box address, but the local post 
office has a 3-4 week waiting period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030524 03835 61 Charles Fri, Aug 30, 2002 7:45:59am  
 
Kolya: yes, this topic seems to act like an idiot magnet. I'm waiting for one of 
them to say something worthy of discussion, instead of belching crude insults. 
But I'm not holding my breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030566 03837 18 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 11:00:39am  
 
Scott: I agree, this was a boneheaded move, whoever was responsible, and yes, it 
was a terrorist act. I suspect the people who did it were not really part of an 
organization at all, but simply a group of Iraqis fed up with German waffling on 
Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030576 03837 28 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 3:05:12pm  
 
Jeremy wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>They don't appear to have been armed. Except with pepper spray. 
Terrorism should only be applied to things where civilians are deliberately 
targeted for death or serious injury. Pepper spray doesn't count.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This was no "sit-in." <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story2&amp;ncid=716&amp;e=1&amp;u=/ap/2002
0820/ap_on_re_eu/germany_iraq_embassy_39" target=_blank>They were armed</A>, and 
they took hostages:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Police knocked a loaded Czech-made pistol out of the hands of one of 
the hostage-takers, freeing the two senior diplomats, both of whom were bound, 
Textor said.Police said at least one hostage was injured when the group took 
over the building at 2:25 p.m. In all, four hostages were taken — two embassy 
employees who were released shortly after the siege started, and the charge 
d'affaires and another envoy, who were freed by German police.Textor said the 
hostage-takers fired two shots inside the building during the standoff, 
corroborating a description by a neighbor, Manfred Charnow, who lives near the 
embassy and said he heard two volleys.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030647 03840 6 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 11:21:52am  
 
Psst ... it's a joke.</P> 
Sorry for misleading you guys. I hate to make these things too obvious; nothing 
kills a joke like over-explaining. But I guess I should find a way to cue our 
readers that I'm linking to a joke item...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030810 03846 13 Charles Tue, Aug 20, 2002 8:21:43pm  
 
Glen: brilliant. That's going on the front page. Say thanks to Lou for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00030976 03848 120 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 1:14:20pm  
 
Corvus: you could <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1410" 
target=_blank>start here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031374 03856 59 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 11:07:23am  
 
Jeanne: wow. I hadn’t made that connection, but you’re right; this refers 
explicitly to the blood libel. Very disturbing. It shows just how much this sort 
of evil Nazi-inspired nonsense has been internalized by the Islamic community. 
Remember, these are <EM>kids</EM>. Who’s teaching them this 
stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031395 03857 8 Charles Wed, Aug 21, 2002 8:05:04pm  
 
Fisking: a thorough and forceful verbal beating of an anti-war, possibly anti-
American, commentator who has richly earned this figurative beating through his 
words.</P> 
Named after Robert Fisk, who suffered a beating at the hands of an Afghan mob, 
then proclaimed that he deserved it for being a Westerner. (Even though they 
were probably just trying to steal his camera.)</P> 
Definition courtesy <A 
href="http://volokh.blogspot.com/2002_08_04_volokh_archive.html#85331300" 



target=_blank>Eugene Volokh</A>. (Who still hasn’t added LGF to his 
links.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031396 03857 9 Charles Wed, Aug 21, 2002 8:09:33pm  
 
I saw the end of that Donahue show. The attitudes of Shapiro and his wife were 
absolutely revolting; they smirked obnoxiously at everything the rabbi said—even 
when he talked about women and children being murdered by suicide bombers.</P> 
I'm glad I don't own a shotgun, or my TV would be a smoking crater right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031510 03861 4 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 6:50:51am  
 
I would argue that allowing a demonstration by supporters of Osama bin Laden is 
exactly equivalent to yelling “FIRE!” in a crowded theater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031751 03866 3 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 4:19:33pm  
 
Wow. How did that one slip through?</P> 
Are the Saudis starting to see a strong horse being saddled?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031752 03866 4 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 4:22:08pm  
 
Ben: I tried to send you email about al-Arian (I'm working on a post), but your 
hotmail address is giving me permanent fatal errors. And we all know how painful 
that can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031790 03868 10 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 7:04:47pm  
 
foobar: if you're not familiar with M. Kahil, you're probably not aware that he 
is normally one of the Arab world's ugliest, most anti-Semitic, anti-American 
cartoonists, frequently doing illustrations that invoke the blood libel and 
other evil myths. That's why this cartoon is so extraordinary; it's totally out 
of character.</P> 
On the permission issue: please note, there is no copyright symbol on this 
cartoon. As I understand copyright law (and I've researched the topic quite a 
bit, but I'm no lawyer, so if I'm wrong, someone please correct me), since there 
is no visible copyright mark or statement the work is in the public 
domain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031797 03868 17 Charles Thu, Aug 22, 2002 7:34:48pm  
 
Please see <A href="http://www.agip.com/laws/saudi/c.htm" target=_blank>this 
page</A> on Saudi copyright law, article 8, sections 3 and 4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031819 03868 39 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 4:56:39am  
 
Robin wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, under the Berne convention the absence of a copyright 
symbol does not put works into the public domain - this is also US 
law.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, Robin, I think that’s correct; I misstated. But without any kind of visible 
copyright mark, the issue gets murky. As I understand it the burden of proof 
then falls on the party who failed to properly protect their work. That's why we 
have copyright registration in this country, so the issue does not arise.</P> 
In any case, I do think my use of the cartoon here is covered under fair use 
doctrine, and proper credit was given to the source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00031929 03869 75 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 7:04:00am  
 
Ariel: trying to clean up your HTML, I think I accidentally deleted the original 
comment. Sorry.</P> 
In the future though, remember that Preview button down there -- that's what 
it's for!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032011 03871 26 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 8:07:55am  
 
daniel: perhaps I'm missing your point, but what on Earth does the fact that a 
Nazi hate site linked to Mark Steyn’s excellent article have to do with us? Any 
web site can link to any other web site, and just because VNN linked to that 
article for their own sick reasons, it's no reason to think there is ANY 
connection.</P> 
I have to admit, I’m a little insulted that you would compare LGF to a 
disgusting, filthy hole like that.</P> 
And please don’t post links to VNN here. That truly is one of the most 
disgusting places on the Internet, and I don't want them here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032030 03871 45 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 11:41:46am  
 
Z. Pink wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There is virtually no chance that there will be any Arab support for 
this rally.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, that would be nice. I hope you're right.</P> 
But the <A href="http://www.arabnews.com/Article.asp?ID=17963" 
target=_blank>Arab News</A> is trying to convince Arabs 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032101 03872 51 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 1:37:25pm  
 
You know, I was just about to tell these two knuckleheads to knock it off. But 
it sounds much better coming from a mommydoc!</P> 
Really, guys, we can discuss without the personal attacks. Let's all have a sip 
of a nice adult beverage and cool out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032206 03876 27 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 11:08:29am  
 
foobar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I hope you will explain the hack to those of us who have 
not been habituees of that particular website. Or will it need a translator to 
tell us what the text says, too?Well, who could it have been, hmm? Any guesses? 



I wonder if they will eventually try take credit for it. The notorious Kevin 
Mitnick? 'Emmanuel Goldstein' from 2600? Or the German Chaos Computer Club?Care 
to divulge further details, Mr. Johnson?What's it all about, 
Alfie...?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Had nothing to do with it myself! Zulubaby's the one who brought it up.</P> 
I think everybody's already gone through the monkey/pig thing, though.</P> 
This looks like the work of kidz to me, not someone who really had a mission. It 
would have been better to make an exact copy of the site, and divert only some 
visitors to the copy, so you'd have time to gather real intelligence before the 
webmaster noticed what was happening.</P> 
Still, as someone said above, I'll take it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032218 03876 39 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 2:14:22pm  
 
Lynn B: that's what <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3876#c0027" target=_blank>I 
said</A> too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032232 03877 2 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 11:25:17am  
 
And he's right; I wrote her off a long time ago, and that is an ugly remark. By 
no means the first, though, and that's why I pay no attention to her any 
more.</P> 
Kinda like Ted Rall. Or Robert Fisk, who lives on only in the derisive use of 
his name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032258 03878 3 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 12:07:11pm  
 
We have <A href="http://www.msnbc.com/modules/new_battlefield/saudiarabia.asp" 
target=_blank>more than one base</A> in the Arabian Peninsula:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>[The US] has regular and rotational forces at the following joint 
U.S.-Saudi bases: King Fahd Air Base, Dhahran; King Abdul-Aziz Air Base, 
Dhahran; Jeddah; Khamis Mushayt; Prince Sultan Air Base, Al Kharj; Eskan 
Village, Riyadh; Riyadh Air Base; army bases at Tabuk and 
Taif.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032363 03880 61 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 10:05:38am  
 
Cate: I've disagreed with you in the past, but I have to say "Bravo."</P> 
And I'll point out again that when people post anonymously it's entirely 
possible that they're trolls, deliberately trying to provoke angry responses for 
who-knows-what reason. The best way to deal with a troll is to ignore 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032365 03880 63 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 5:25:10pm  
 
Case in point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032375 03881 3 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 3:56:35pm  
 
What do you mean "gallon?" It says "barrel."</P> 



;^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032378 03881 6 Charles Fri, Aug 23, 2002 4:09:04pm  
 
Gotcha! (No search in web forms with IE5 mac.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032457 03882 18 Charles Sat, Aug 24, 2002 9:02:20am  
 
Robert Crawford wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why is BuNKy still allowed around here?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Comic relief?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032459 03882 20 Charles Sat, Aug 24, 2002 9:06:26am  
 
P.S. New visitors: don't take BuNKY too seriously. He might be deliberately 
trying to provoke people into leaving harsh messages, so his little troll 
buddies can point to them as examples of warblogger "racism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032593 03885 6 Charles Sat, Aug 24, 2002 11:14:41am  
 
Esther: no, it wasn’t your fault; I'd been trying to get into JPost for a couple 
of days, and the annoying registration system kept locking up and timing out, 
etc. When you sent me the link I was finally able to register (again) and get 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032672 03888 24 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 7:29:59am  
 
Well, Anil and his friends have written off LGF as a "fringe site full of racist 
nutcases." They really miss the "pre-9/11" Charles, who they talk about as if 
they actually knew. Yawn.</P> 
Anil: I have to admit, I'm surprised you would have such a negative reaction to 
Dr. Ambati's article. I thought it was 100% positive, an inspirational example 
of someone expressing his love for his country. He even points out flaws; it's 
anything but blind racist jingoism. What does racial profiling or "Jewish 
terrorism" have to do with it?</P> 
If you want to join in the discussions, you're welcome. But guess what? You're 
actually going to encounter people here who will disagree with you and challenge 
you to defend your opinions. Are you cool with that? I suspect not, judging from 
the emotional non-sequiturs you've posted so far, and the accusations of racism 
you and your friends are so quick to throw out. But maybe you'll surprise 
me.</P> 
Yes, you'll find harsh comments here occasionally, even some that might be seen 
as racist. Earth to Anil: this is an open forum, and quite a popular one. Whose 
definition of racism would you like me to use, so I can police it well enough 
for you?</P> 
(And what is it about free speech that angers self-professed "liberals" so much 
that they have to reach for the <EM>delete</EM> button? Or demand that someone 
else do it for them?)</P> 
Speaking of racism, what do you think about the Friday sermons from the Arab 
world that call Jews the "sons of monkeys and pigs," and scream for the deaths 
of <EM>you and your friends</EM>? No problem with that? You'd prefer not to 
know?</P> 



On the profiling issue, if you had bothered to actually find my real opinion 
(and I know there's a lot here, but hey, I do have a search function) instead of 
reading something out of context and forming a snap opinion, you would have 
found that I <EM>do</EM> advocate profiling, but not only on a racial basis. I 
believe Middle Eastern men should come in for extra scrutiny, but not only 
because they're Middle Eastern; an effective profiling system would take into 
account their behavior, their history, their origins and destinations, what's in 
their passport, how new the passport is, who stamped their visa, how they answer 
questions, etc. etc. We've had several very interesting and enlightening 
discussions about profiling here at LGF.</P> 
But yes, I do think Middle Eastern men should be scrutinized more closely than 
80-year old grannies in wheelchairs, or ex-candidates for President. Is that 
because I'm a big old racist?</P> 
No. It's because I don't want to watch any more planes crash into buildings. 
Ever again. In New York or anywhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032679 03888 31 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 1:46:51pm  
 
Hmm. OK, the new URL replacement function isn't quite there yet. How about 
[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com" target=_blank ?>www.google.com...</A>] 
?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032680 03888 32 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 1:58:29pm  
 
Let's see what happens if I put in my own link to <A 
href="http://www.google.com" target=_blank>Google</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032681 03888 33 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 2:02:08pm  
 
Sorry, Anil. Just testing a new URL replacement class for the weblog 
application...</P> 
Here's a URL for ya: [Link: <A href="http://www.yahoo.com" target=_blank 
?>www.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032695 03888 47 Charles Tue, Aug 27, 2002 5:49:23am  
 
Thank you for defending LGF, especially zulubaby and HA. I really appreciate the 
words of support.</P> 
And now, to make Matt Haughey and Anil Dash happy, and get back in their good 
graces, I'm banning all of you!</P> 
&lt;grin /&gt;</P> 
By the way, just for the record, yes I did call Matt Haughey a "juvenile know-
nothing." And here's his comment at Meatfilter that led to it (the quote is from 
Mark Steyn’s article):</P> 
---</P> 
<STRONG>Matt Haughey In His Own Words</STRONG></P> 
<I>Or as Charles Johnson, whose excellent "Little Green Footballs" Web site 
turns up dozens of fascinating Islamic tidbits every day...</I></P> 
muwhahahahahaha. Oh man. I'm supposed to take this editorial seriously with a 
statement like that?posted by mathowie at 11:33 AM PST on August 20</P> 
---</P> 
Note to Matt: the opinion of one Mark Steyn means more to me than that of 
several dozen Matt Haugheys and Anil Dashes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00032754 03890 23 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 3:02:58pm  
 
A. van Hilten: I'm testing some new URL-handling code. You know, building 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00032799 03893 29 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 7:20:37pm  
 
Troll. The same idiot has posted using the names "conspiracy conspiracy," "Zach 
Morello," and now "John Livingston."</P> 
Set troll filters on stun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00033054 03898 13 Charles Sun, Aug 25, 2002 4:32:35pm  
 
Sanjay wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey Charles, no tirade from Mecca this week? Think the Saudis 
clamped down, or it simply did not get translated yet?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, the Saudi Arabian rants were missing <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3844" target=_blank>last 
week</A> too. I doubt the hate sermons have stopped, so this could be an 
indication of "diplomacy" going on behind the scenes.</P> 
The Saudis have proven themselves very acute at exploiting weaknesses and flying 
beneath the radar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00033234 03902 19 Charles Mon, Aug 26, 2002 12:15:09pm  
 
Those photos are from the same pro-Saddam demonstration as <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3773" target=_blank>this 
picture</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00033740 03915 8 Charles Tue, Aug 27, 2002 12:26:23pm  
 
Well, a friend sent this to me from Thailand, and the story that went with it 
(I'm just passing on what he told me, I haven't fact-checked his ass!) is that 
the local elephants are out of work lately, with the modernization of Thailand's 
agriculture, and that farmers who own elephants are staging these little 
elephant circuses for foreign visitors to make money. And he said the elephants 
seemed to love doing the tricks, they weren't forced into it.</P> 
This photo's from the same show as <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3621" target=_blank>this 
one</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00033789 03916 15 Charles Tue, Aug 27, 2002 2:07:43pm  
 
The Zogby op-ed was also in <A 
href="http://www.jordantimes.com/Tue/opinion/opinion2.htm" target=_blank>the 
Jordan Times</A>. The line about Hamas hit me too; he's not saying it was wrong 
to declare "We are all Hamas!" ... he's saying it's wrong to do it on national 
television.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00034197 03925 16 Charles Wed, Aug 28, 2002 12:26:43pm  
 
Ariel: I wrote about the story of Arab terror cells planning to board planes in 
London on 9/11 <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3266" 
target=_blank>back in June</A>. The story comes from Rohan Gunaratna, the author 
of <EM>Inside Al Qaeda</EM>, and the link to the story at CBS News is still 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034355 03929 22 Charles Thu, Aug 29, 2002 9:31:36am  
 
Wayne: I'm about halfway through a piece about Bradley's latest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034490 03933 4 Charles Thu, Aug 29, 2002 1:50:26pm  
 
Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034492 03933 6 Charles Thu, Aug 29, 2002 1:55:10pm  
 
Just building something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034661 03938 1 Charles Fri, Aug 30, 2002 5:41:35am  
 
And now watch the world eat this up, as if it actually meant 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034829 03941 61 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 5:35:43am  
 
Watch out for Bensky's sarcasm; it's so dark it's easy to miss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034830 03941 62 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 5:47:54am  
 
Anil wrote, tediously:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><I>(I think the Mexicans are doing the same thing, too, invading 
us...)</I>For those playing along in the home game, the reason that people say 
LGF harbors racists? Because a guy can leave comments like this and they go 
unchallenged.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, Anil, they go IGNORED. Just like I've been trying to ignore you, but this is 
too stupid to let pass.</P> 
If you think that comment needed answering, and you want to engage with the 
person who left it, here's a clue-gram for you: answer it your own damned 
self.</P> 
But no, Anil would rather look down his nose and say, "Look how offensive this 
is! See how racist you all are? Delete it! Answer it! Racists! Wa-a-a-ahhh!"</P> 
Coward.</P> 
Now, don't you have a flexy-straw you should be studying, so you can complete 
part two of your fascinating essay on their bendability?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00034834 03941 66 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 7:22:53am  
 
Dean: what's even funnier is that ... it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00034900 03943 30 Charles Fri, Aug 30, 2002 4:04:27pm  
 
Amos wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles wrote: "The killing of 13 Israel Arab demonstrators by the 
Israeli police during the early days of al Aqsa intifada"...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wouldn't want people to think I wrote that question myself, so I'd like to 
point out: that is the survey question asked by the Palestinian polling 
organization, as reported by IMRA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035030 03946 60 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 5:33:39am  
 
Thank you, everyone, for saying what needed to be said, and saving me from 
having to waste my time on this nonsense. Some people may think LGF readers are 
the "lowest of the low," but I think you guys are pretty high on the 
evolutionary ladder. (Except you, BuNKy.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035083 03946 113 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 1:17:13pm  
 
A Disappointed Whiner wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And furthermore, had I asked the question "Do you support allowing 
people to post obviously bigoted and inflammatory comments about JEWS on this 
web site?" I can guarantee I would have gotten a very different response out of 
you.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I had a feeling if I let you go on long enough, eventually your agenda might 
slip out.</P> 
To answer your question, “Do you support allowing people to post obviously 
bigoted and inflammatory comments about J-E-W-S on this web site?”</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3913#c0008" 
target=_blank>Why</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3882#c0009" 
target=_blank>yes</A>, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3737#c0001" 
target=_blank>as</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3701#c0009" 
target=_blank>a</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3645#c0002" 
target=_blank>matter</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3284#c0017" 
target=_blank>of</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3256#c0012" 
target=_blank>fact</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035120 03946 150 Charles Sun, Sep 1, 2002 7:33:15am  
 
Talk about poetic justice.</P> 
Just as they're complaining that I should delete comments and ban people, and 
I'm a hypocrite and a racist for allowing "hate speech" at LGF...</P> 
...here comes the true "lowest of the low," a guy who runs an honest-to-Allah 
<EM>Nazi hate site</EM>, spewing evil racist epithets like "yid" and "hymie" and 
"izzie," and supporting the anti-LGF crusade -- and whining that <EM>he was 
banned from LGF</EM>!</P> 
And his comments aren't deleted or challenged.</P> 



That almost makes me want to violate my embargo on front page posts about WBW. 
Almost.</P> 
Thanks for sticking up for LGF, folks. I truly appreciate it.</P> 
And now listen to the total silence from Neale Talbot and Anil Dash about the 
Nazi scumbag who supports their cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035139 03946 169 Charles Mon, Sep 2, 2002 5:12:54am  
 
I guess I'm more hard-hearted than you guys, because Mr. "Disappointed Reader" 
looks like nothing more than an anonymous coward to me. His last attempt to 
demonstrate his "point" contained something that smelled an awful lot like an 
anti-Semitic comment, and he completely ignored my refutation -- as he ignored 
every single point that was made in reply to his accusations.</P> 
Combined with his insulting tone and unsupported claim that he's a really BIG-
TIME internet operator, he gets no respect from me. "Disappointed Reader" is a 
complete phony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035150 03946 180 Charles Mon, Sep 2, 2002 12:27:09pm  
 
This is really getting tedious.</P> 
First, Disappointed Braggart, you came in here and called me a "hypocrite" and 
everyone else "idiots" and "racists," and preened obnoxiously (and anonymously) 
about how much traffic your site gets and how many awards you've won. Your 
comments were far from even-handed criticism, my friend; you introduced yourself 
to me and to everyone by boasting and tossing around ridiculously exaggerated 
insults.</P> 
And everything you wrote is still right there where you left it in case you'd 
like to refresh your memory.</P> 
Second, I did not call you an anti-Semite. I said that this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And furthermore, had I asked the question "Do you support allowing 
people to post obviously bigoted and inflammatory comments about JEWS on this 
web site?" I can guarantee I would have gotten a very different response out of 
you.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
...smelled an awful lot like an anti-Semitic comment. It still does.</P> 
And you still haven't bothered to acknowledge that not only is it a nasty thing 
to say, it's <B>flat out wrong</B>, as I pointed out.</P> 
But then, you haven't answered a single point that <I>anyone</I> raised, so I 
suppose I shouldn't be surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035196 03948 10 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 7:57:35am  
 
Here's the listing for <A href="http://us.imdb.com/Plot?0118542" target=_blank>9 
Millimeters</A> at IMDB. It's a film about small-time criminals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035218 03948 32 Charles Sat, Aug 31, 2002 11:10:56am  
 
Angie: my Swedish source also mentioned that Kerim Chatty was a middle-level 
athlete, winning a gold medal in a middle-level Swedish Championship in 
1994.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035468 03957 16 Charles Sun, Sep 1, 2002 8:00:23am  
 



James: WBW is warbloggerwatch.blogspot.com, the pathetic lair of loony left 
lalaland. (Sorry for the excess alliteration.)</P> 
Donna: I just posted a comment on that incredible stroke of poetic justice <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3946#c0150" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
... must ... resist ... urge ... to ... <EM>gloat</EM> ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035491 03958 2 Charles Sun, Sep 1, 2002 8:36:16am  
 
Israel always investigates these incidents, and Ben-Eliezer is already <A 
href="http://www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=203763" 
target=_blank>calling for an inquiry</A>. Moshe Katsav is expressing concern 
that the army is getting "trigger-happy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035497 03958 8 Charles Sun, Sep 1, 2002 9:03:22am  
 
Nikita: well, I did surround it with "sarcasm on" and "sarcasm off" indicators. 
Just to make it extra clear, though, they're now set in bold <I>and</I> 
italics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035699 03967 7 Charles Sun, Sep 1, 2002 4:28:23pm  
 
Kieran: hey, I like the idea. (Although I think the Arab world is probably using 
something like that already.)</P> 
If you have some source code to start from, email me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00035771 03968 24 Charles Mon, Sep 2, 2002 6:14:14am  
 
Moe's right; Serge Schmemann is an outright Palestinian sympathizer, like most 
of the NYT's writers. While it would be nice if this article were a subtle 
indictment of the degradation of Palestinian culture, I greatly doubt it. I 
think the sympathetic tone is hard to miss, and totally in character with 
everything else Schmemann has written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00036193 03981 15 Charles Tue, Sep 3, 2002 5:41:57am  
 
Well, isn’t this interesting! Our friend "not-juan" above, who took a feeble 
slap at LGF, has an IP address that resolves to ... wait for it ... the US 
Department of State.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00036487 03988 32 Charles Tue, Sep 3, 2002 1:57:54pm  
 
I'm planning to post a photo each day during the next week, and the photo of 
Father Judge is one. It's my way of trying to counter the tidal wave of media 
bathos that's on the way. Even in the promos for the networks’ upcoming shows, 
I'm already seeing a reluctance to show the graphic truth about September 11; 
instead we're going to get a load of sanitized feelings-oriented programming, 
mixed with tedious and inappropriate lectures about tolerance.</P> 
The photographs of what happened are the best witness, and our media are 
gutless. We should see these images. And we should never forget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00036533 03989 10 Charles Tue, Sep 3, 2002 10:23:31am  
 
Note that the New York Sun article refers to a map portraying all of Israel as 
"Palestine."</P> 
The only map I found is on <A 
href="http://www.pbs.org/itvs/caughtinthecrossfire/timeline_flash.html" 
target=_blank>the timeline page</A>, and the portion in yellow is marked 
"Palestine/Israel".</P> 
<I>However</I>, when you roll over a yellow item in the timeline, only the word 
"Palestine" lights up on the map -- which makes me think that "Israel" may have 
been hastily added in response to the controversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00036592 03989 69 Charles Thu, Sep 5, 2002 3:25:57pm  
 
Welcome to all our visitors from the Register, where <A 
href="http://www.theregister.co.uk/content/6/26979.html" target=_blank>Thomas C. 
Greene</A> seems to think that PBS changed their ridiculously slanted 
“historical summary” because of pressure from the International Zionist 
Conspiracy™ -- rather than out of simple shame at the exposure of their error- 
and bias-riddled text.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00036787 03989 264 Charles Sun, Sep 8, 2002 6:34:16am  
 
To the troll calling itself "tokugawa" or "patriot" or any of the other names 
you've been using:</P> 
Your comment has been deleted. I've asked you twice not to post entire articles 
and waste our bandwidth. You won't cooperate.</P> 
Unfortunately, you're using a proxy server so I can't ban you outright. But you 
just went on the list for automatic deletion of any comments you post. I advise 
you not to waste your time trying, or my next step will be to complain to your 
ISP about harassment.</P> 
In short, go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00036793 03989 270 Charles Sun, Sep 8, 2002 12:40:39pm  
 
"On the Fence": as I have told the troll, I will now tell you. It is not 
appropriate to post entire articles in our comments sections. Occasionally I'll 
allow it, when it isn't too long, but "tokugawa" had posted three articles that 
were longer than 20K. That's too long. As I told him, post a link to the article 
instead.</P> 
Now, about your censorship accusation. We are the ones paying the bandwidth and 
web hosting charges here, not you and not "tokugawa." Posting comments here is a 
privilege, not a right, and we provide the comments sections as a courtesy to 
our readers, at our own cost. If people abuse that courtesy, and that privilege, 
their comments will be deleted. This is not "censorship." You do not have a 
"right" to post comments here.</P> 
As should be obvious from this thread, I don't delete comments simply because I 
disagree with them. But if you keep tossing out boorish insinuations I may make 
an exception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00037723 04000 249 Charles Thu, Sep 5, 2002 12:16:00pm  
 



<I>Sorry for a double post, but your cyberspace seems to be 'lagging' today. 
It's called a 'cache lag,' isn't it?</I></P> 
Actually, it's not our bandwidth that's lagging, it's your browser. This topic 
has 250 comments, and Explorer in particular bogs down very noticeably when 
there's a lot of text on a page.</P> 
I've read all the comments, folks. And I've decided the best way really is the 
simplest; the difficult images will be links, with a warning.</P> 
By the way, just to be clear, I'm not going to be posting any especially "gory" 
images.</P> 
(And I'll <I>never</I> link to the obscene Daniel Pearl video. I watched it, and 
gained nothing from the experience except nausea. If you think you need to see 
it, search for it. It isn't hard to find. But I really wouldn't recommend 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00037774 04001 34 Charles Thu, Sep 5, 2002 9:47:42am  
 
NC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My own opinion is, I would rather have been in the plane thinking 
maybe we were actually going to the airport than to be in that tower and seeing 
the plane coming in with no time to react. Brrr.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you were in that plane, there would have been no doubt whatsoever that you 
weren't going to be landing at an airport. On the final run up to the WTC, the 
people must have seen the buildings on either side, much too close. And the 
engines would have been literally screaming, with the throttle wide open. The 
passengers knew they were about to die, I'm sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00037775 04001 35 Charles Thu, Sep 5, 2002 9:49:13am  
 
<I>Charles, why did you think that it was a Photoshop forgery?</I></P> 
I only thought that when I first saw the picture on 9/11, probably because I was 
still trying to come to grips with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00037965 04006 37 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 1:22:43pm  
 
David: please do not waste our bandwidth by posting such long articles. If you 
wish to post a link to the article, you're welcome.</P> 
I won't even speak about the impropriety of posting articles alleging "Jewish 
terrorism" in a topic about the 30th anniversary of the Munich 
Massacre.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038130 04010 3 Charles Thu, Sep 5, 2002 12:41:16pm  
 
That line is still on the Yahoo page I linked to above (click the 
picture).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038447 04014 97 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 11:31:31am  
 
To "patriotism: last refuge, etc.":</P> 
It's not appropriate to post 36K articles in our comments. And it's not 
appropriate to post anything by the LA Times's King Idiot, Robert Scheer. I've 
deleted these long articles. If you'd like to post links to the articles, you're 
welcome.</P> 



But stop wasting our bandwidth with crud like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038492 04015 19 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 11:08:03am  
 
E. Nough wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OFF TOPIC: Charles, when were you going to tell us about your 
interview with Right Wing News? Or do we have to read about it on the 
rocks?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry! Just posted an entry about it. I was actually out all morning at a 
consulting job, then I did a phone interview for PC World magazine.</P> 
Which means I now have about 300 comments and 88 emails to read...</P> 
Hey, what the heck is going on in the "Caught in a Crossfire" topic? Who let all 
these Nazis in? (Never mind, I know who. Thomas C. Greene in the Register, who 
is spearheading the charge to portray PBS as a victim of the International 
Zionist Conspiracy™.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038567 04017 14 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 2:50:58pm  
 
Jeff B: to be honest, I haven't followed the discussion about Goldhagen's book. 
But it really is hard to deny the overwhelming impact of the evidence he lays 
out that the Holocaust had the enthusiastic support of the German population; 
and as you say, his facts are in order.</P> 
By the way, I picked the last 3 books I'd read; as I said, ask me again next 
week and I'll recommend 3 different books. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038601 04019 13 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 3:55:23pm  
 
Gotta disagree with those who say Hanson's "European" statements are straw-man 
arguments. It probably wouldn't be hard to find examples of every single one of 
them simply by searching the Guardian and the Independent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038602 04019 14 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 4:01:24pm  
 
Oh. Donna V. <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4019#c0009" 
target=_blank>already said that</A>. Carry on, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038667 04020 48 Charles Sat, Sep 7, 2002 5:58:22am  
 
To get bold or italic text, you have to mark where the bold/italic 
<I>starts</I>, and where it <I>stops</I>.</P> 
Example:</P> 
&lt;i&gt;<I>This is in italics.</I>&lt;/i&gt;</P> 
Note that the ending tag has a slash before the i.</P> 
The A tag is a bit more complicated; you can use this to create a hyperlink with 
the text you want for the label.</P> 
But my weblog software will automatically convert a web address into a 
hyperlink; all you need to do is copy/paste it from your browser's "Address" 
line into a comment. That's what creates links like this:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com" target=_blank 
?>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00038708 04021 25 Charles Fri, Sep 6, 2002 4:32:57pm  
 
Frank V. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'd like to clarify one little point. The editors didn't write this 
bs.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
True. But it doesn’t get onto the Opinion page if an editor hasn’t looked at it 
and approved it.</P> 
At least, in most papers it doesn’t.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038735 04021 52 Charles Sat, Sep 7, 2002 6:50:06am  
 
Last warning to the jerk who goes by the name "tokugawa" or "the fox" or any 
number of other asinine juvenile handles:</P> 
How many times do I have to ask you to stop wasting our bandwidth? If you post 
one more long article about Jewish conspiracies I will ban you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038736 04021 53 Charles Sat, Sep 7, 2002 6:53:49am  
 
Note: the above was prompted by another 24K article posted by the troll, which 
has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00038867 04027 8 Charles Sat, Sep 7, 2002 7:05:05am  
 
"tokugawa" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Actually, Intifada II was clearly begun by:1) Ariel Sharon's visit 
to the al-Aqsa mosque on September 28, 2000. Prime Minister Barak supported 
Sharon's provocation with 1000 border police.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Big Lie.</P> 
First, Sharon never visited the Al-Aqsa Mosque. He did tour the Temple 
Mount/Haram al-Sharif, but never set foot inside the mosques.</P> 
Second, the Palestinian Authority's own newspaper, Al Ayyam, reported on 
December 6, 2000:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"Speaking at a symposium in Gaza, Palestinian Minister of 
Communications Imad el-Falouji confirmed that the Palestinian Authority had 
began preparations for the outbreak of the current intifada from the moment the 
Camp David talks concluded, this in accordance with instructions given by 
Chairman Arafat himself."</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00040680 04056 12 Charles Tue, Sep 10, 2002 1:38:44pm  
 
mark wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"Stealing" bandwidth is a poor choice of words. The link is out of 
respect and courtesy; not cheap thievery.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, I'm not sure what other word applies. "Pilfer?" "Leech?"</P> 
I appreciate the respect very much, but if you link to one of the pictures on 
our server, all you're doing is making the bandwidth shutdown happen sooner, and 
then no one gets to see the pictures. And if you link to a picture that's on our 
LGF server instead of the .mac server, it could actually end up costing us 
money. That's why I made my request. I'm not trying to offend anyone by calling 
it "stealing" ... but it <EM>is</EM>, whether you're aware of it or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00040681 04056 13 Charles Tue, Sep 10, 2002 1:40:59pm  
 
Kirk Parker wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's a good reminder. You could facilitate that even more by 
putting the original URL somewhere accessible (e.g. in the ALT 
text.)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can't you just right-click (control-click for Mac) the picture and choose 
"download image to disk"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00040683 04056 15 Charles Tue, Sep 10, 2002 4:52:05pm  
 
Kirk Parker wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Not if your .mac account is already out of bandwidth for the day. :-
)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. Good point. Working on it. Bandwidth's a beeyatch.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00040803 04059 59 Charles Tue, Sep 10, 2002 2:37:12pm  
 
amir wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Even here I'll bet few realize that the subject of the 'Koenig 
memorandum' was something completely different...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do you have a link to information about the Koenig memorandum?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00040996 04064 30 Charles Tue, Sep 10, 2002 4:27:22pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I can't believe you didn't tell me you've been to South 
Africa!?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I was in South Africa in October 1993 for about 3 weeks with Al Jarreau. We 
played in all the major cities; Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, Durban, and Cape 
Town.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's where we're going in December. Started packing 
yet?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whew. That was one heck of a travel day; more than 24 hours in planes and 
airports...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00042157 04081 13 Charles Thu, Sep 12, 2002 8:43:18am  
 
Ibrahim: I wrote about this article when it was published in the NY Times:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1544" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
But I'll leave your repost here because the article is no longer available, and 
I agree that he makes some very good points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00042245 04082 73 Charles Thu, Sep 12, 2002 9:48:57am  
 
For the record: I have nothing against the Canadian people, and I'm grateful for 
the support they’ve given the US after 9/11. But these remarks from Chrétien are 
unconscionable, and cannot be denounced loudly enough. If the Canadian people do 
not agree with his statements, I hope they’ll show it with their outrage.</P> 



(Aside to Michael Glazer: the personal attacks are getting annoying, Michael. 
Please think before you post. Don't make me have to start deleting your 
comments.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00042654 04089 62 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 7:26:58am  
 
I hope I made clear in my original post that I really do commend Rasheed and 
appreciate his attempt to bring sanity to the AN.</P> 
But since this is the English face of Saudi media, let's not fool ourselves -- 
these words are <I>never</I> said to the people who need to hear them most, the 
ordinary people of Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043034 04098 4 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 10:02:49am  
 
godless one: you're quite right. My views on the Middle East have changed 
drastically in the past year, mostly because I'm much better informed about it. 
The scenes of Palestinians celebrating after 9/11 were real eye-openers.</P> 
(Oh, and let's not forget all those huge payments from the International Zionist 
Conspiracy™.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043133 04100 11 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 2:03:13pm  
 
Just testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043134 04100 12 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 2:04:02pm  
 
Testing something else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043294 04105 17 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 6:52:18pm  
 
Hey! Sandy the anti-Semite! STOP SPAMMING OUR COMMENTS, YOU 
FREAK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043300 04105 23 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 7:24:27pm  
 
To Sandy the anti-Semite: you are NOT WELCOME here. Go away. If you continue to 
post your hateful comments, I will file a complaint for harassment with your 
ISP: Telecom Internet Services of Auckland, New Zealand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043305 04105 28 Charles Fri, Sep 13, 2002 7:44:17pm  
 
I'll leave your most recent anti-Semitic comment in place, nitwit, because your 
ISP may want to see it when they investigate the complaint I just 
filed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043500 04109 10 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 9:30:38am  
 
Jeffersonian wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>This is the first time I can honestly say I'm disappointed in 
Charles's cribbing...the real bombshell in the column was how so many 
Palestinian kids knew something was up and warned their teachers to keep away 
from Lower Manhattan on 911.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's because I already covered this story <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4097" 
target=_blank>yesterday</A>. And by the way, the statements of the high school 
students were confirmed by the crime reporter who broke the story; it's not just 
an urban legend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043515 04109 25 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 11:42:25am  
 
William wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Gotta agree with Jeffersonian in #1 on this one Charles. ;-)While an 
isolated kid saying the towers "will be gone next week" is certainly compelling, 
dozens of kids with the foresight to bring a camera to school on 9/11 to take 
pictures of the horror is far from an isolated event, and proves beyond a 
reasonable doubt that there was prior knowledge in the 'muslim 
community'.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Er, not to belabor the point, but that is exactly what the article I wrote about 
yesterday says: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4097" 
target=_blank>Prior Knowledge</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043561 04110 5 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 2:22:13pm  
 
Windrider: I did get an odd email a little while ago, from the Washington Times 
MS Exchange virus checker, saying that a message I had sent to "Jennifer Harper" 
had been deleted because it contained the Klez virus. But I don't know any 
Jennifer Harper and a search through my email didn't find anything with her name 
in it.</P> 
I wonder if our Nazi troll from New Zealand is trying to cause more 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043578 04110 22 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 3:39:36pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I still do not think that Charles is infected with 
Klez.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope, my computer definitely does not have the Klez virus.</P> 
And I've never sent email to Jennifer Harper, although it helps to know that 
there is someone at the WashTimes by that name. I've contacted the webmaster at 
the Times to see if I can get an IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043588 04110 32 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 5:02:03pm  
 
I agree that huge damage could be inflicted if an A-bomb were detonated in a 
harbor. But I think the much greater danger is that the creeps will try to 
smuggle it into the middle of a city, for the maximum terror/economic effect. 
And the most likely candidate is New York, because of the population density and 
concentration of financial resources. Maximum casualties, maximum economic 
damage.</P> 
If someone on the bad guys' side has an imagination and a strategic sense (and 
if we give them enough time to do it), an even more devastating move would be to 
quietly smuggle A-bombs into the 10 most vital American cities (for example, New 



York, Chicago, Washington DC, Baltimore, Boston, Detroit, Houston, Seattle, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles), and set them all off on the same day. It's one thing to 
attack the borders of an enemy; it's quite another to strike a massive blow at 
the enemy's heartland.</P> 
This is the kind of stuff that keeps me awake at night. And that's why I think 
Schumer's proposal should be taken seriously.</P> 
And yes, I also believe we should take the battle to the enemy, to attempt to 
prevent the above scenario from occurring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043611 04111 5 Charles Sat, Sep 14, 2002 4:18:43pm  
 
NC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But after all the hostility ClearGuidance has faced from the 
blogosphere and the steps they took to prevent outsiders from visiting their 
boards, why would they go ahead and put their poison on a blog?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't think the jihad kidz are doing the weblog. I think the messages are 
being posted by a ClearGuidance infiltrator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043713 04112 55 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 6:46:09am  
 
If a group of cars is going through a toll booth, and one is paying for all of 
them, the one who's paying goes through first. You don't blow through the toll 
and let the guy behind you pay. This is <I>very suspicious</I> behavior.</P> 
Also, if you're stopped by (in the words of the bearded arrogant jerk) "700 
cops," you don't mouth off and refuse to let them search your car. The whole 
incident could have been over in less than an hour if these "medical students" 
had simply copped to what they did, and cooperated with the police.</P> 
If they were indeed "joking around" in the diner, they deserve everything that 
happened to them (and more) just for the sheer meanness of it.</P> 
Their behavior (and the shrill whining from their families) was so outrageously 
arrogant, I almost wonder whether it was a deliberate, planned attempt to 
deligitimize citizens who report suspicious activity.</P> 
Naw. That's just paranoid. Isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043767 04114 12 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 7:20:22am  
 
AG wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, how many people visit clear guidance?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't have any way to know that. But the discussion board has dozens of main 
topics, hundreds of subtopics, and thousands of messages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043892 04117 10 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 9:16:48am  
 
... Which reminds me of a joke about Buddy Rich, who was notorious for being a 
total shithead to his backup bands. (See <A 
href="http://www.bridgeboymusic.com/billyboy/mybuddy.htm" target=_blank>My 
Buddy</A> for the ugly details.)</P> 
The day after Buddy Rich died, his bass player called the manager's office, and 
asked the secretary when the next tour was scheduled to start.</P> 
"There won't be a tour," said the secretary. "Buddy passed away yesterday."</P> 
"Oh!" said the bass player, and hung up.</P> 
The next day the bass player called again, asking, "So when does the tour 
start?"</P> 



"Don't you remember you called yesterday? There's no tour! Buddy passed 
away."</P> 
"Oh!" said the bass player.</P> 
The next day he called the office again.</P> 
"So when does the tour start?"</P> 
"Buddy's dead!" yelled the secretary. "I told you twice! There won't be a tour 
because Buddy's dead! Why do you keep calling?"</P> 
"Because I just love to hear you say that..."</P> 
(Ba dum bum.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043905 04117 23 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 10:32:12am  
 
If Crazy Sammy got caught in his cave by a daisy cutter, it's extremely unlikely 
they'll ever find a body.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043939 04118 8 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 9:34:41am  
 
Peter Ingemi wrote</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If they didn't do anything other than being idiots then give them a 
pass and let them do their job.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please note: the hospital is not expelling them from the training program. 
They're only talking about relocating them to another hospital that hasn't 
received all this adverse publicity. Who can blame them for not wanting to be at 
the center of a media firestorm?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043976 04118 45 Charles Mon, Sep 16, 2002 8:47:25am  
 
I have to stick up for the hospital.</P> 
First, nobody "caved in" to anything. All they're talking about is relocating 
the students to another hospital, for Pete's sake. They're not being expelled, 
they're not being penalized, as far as I know they aren't even going to be 
charged with anything.</P> 
Second, this is a <I>hospital</I>. There are sick and injured people there who 
need care. Life and death type stuff. I totally understand the desire to avoid 
having it turned into a media circus, with all the harassment and annoyance and 
just plain in-your-face BS that comes with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00043996 04119 10 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 4:21:11pm  
 
Just testing a little something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044028 04121 4 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 11:11:53am  
 
gloria m. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Where are these gorillas (or whatever they are) from? And where did 
you find the picture?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Click it and see!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044080 04122 15 Charles Sun, Sep 15, 2002 4:41:19pm  
 
Donna V. wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Well, they're doing their best to kill Jewish children, but 
enslaving Jewish woman? Yeah, right, in your dreams, Al-Buraik. Try that with 
zulubaby and mommydoc - they'd hand you your balls on a platter.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And let's not forget <A 
href="http://www.pbs.org/ringsofpassion/anguish/gentileschi.html" 
target=_blank>what Judith did to Holofernes</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044401 04133 37 Charles Mon, Sep 16, 2002 4:37:44pm  
 
NC <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4133#c0026" 
target=_blank>wrote</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Seriously, am I the only one who thinks that Saddam must already 
have one or more operational nuclear weapons?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I haven't made a big deal about it, but I've thought Saddam or Al Qaeda must 
have at least one crude atomic weapon for quite some time. The US government is 
clearly on edge about this; the way they handled the Liberian freighter incident 
last week speaks volumes. Immediately quarantine it off shore, send in the Seals 
and Special Forces and NEST—I don't think this was all for show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044579 04136 41 Charles Tue, Sep 17, 2002 9:16:28am  
 
Sorry, folks, but we can't post entire articles from Salon Premium here; it's a 
clear violation of their copyright. I've deleted the article above for this 
reason.</P> 
If someone would like to quote pertinent excerpts, that's fine and comes under 
the heading of "fair use."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044610 04138 4 Charles Tue, Sep 17, 2002 7:49:04am  
 
We've all assumed that Al Qaeda was involved, but this is the first hard 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044666 04140 3 Charles Tue, Sep 17, 2002 8:32:10am  
 
I did notice that. Several ways to look at it:</P> 
* Saudi Arabia applied pressure on FBIS to mute the Saudi coverage</P> 
* The State Department applied pressure</P> 
* FBIS censored themselves</P> 
* The report's accurate, they just didn't include quotes, and the Saudis are 
trying to keep the populace quiet</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044702 04141 24 Charles Tue, Sep 17, 2002 9:57:31am  
 
Just quoting the article, Tim.</P> 
But yeah, the people who did this are terrorists. A bomb in a school yard is 
terror. OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00044836 04141 158 Charles Wed, Sep 18, 2002 11:17:38am  
 
Leo wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>But it seems sort of (I say "sort of" because you at least link to 
the article) disingenuous to claim you were merely using the newspaper's 
word.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, it's not disingenuous; the Jerusalem Post article has been edited. The 
original copy that I linked to used the word "militant."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045175 04146 8 Charles Tue, Sep 17, 2002 5:36:38pm  
 
OK, that's one vote for the new look, and one against. Zulubaby: what don't you 
like about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045238 04148 18 Charles Wed, Sep 18, 2002 7:40:19am  
 
Dan S. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Anyone know what this is about? The AP name for the file 
(MIDEAST_LEBANON_FASHION_BEI103) makes it sound like it was part of some twisted 
Lebanese fashion show.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It was. I found one photo of the woman, but couldn't find your thumbnail image. 
I'll be posting the photo on the main page. This is truly sick; and once again 
the Saudis are behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045278 04150 1 Charles Wed, Sep 18, 2002 8:07:02am  
 
“Tell the truth, honey. Does this dress make me look dead?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045290 04150 13 Charles Wed, Sep 18, 2002 8:28:46am  
 
John wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is that a picture of the little boy and his dad whom the 
Palestinians shot, blaming it on the Israelis?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I couldn't make out the image on her chest, but I think you're right; and the 
caption is "Durah" ... for Mohammed al-Dura.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045506 04154 21 Charles Wed, Sep 18, 2002 3:56:40pm  
 
Dave D. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...they were just 12 items among a huge mountain of 
data.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
True. But this mountain of data also included a <A 
href="http://www.fas.org/irp/world/para/docs/980223-fatwa.htm" 
target=_blank>declaration of war</A> by Osama bin Laden, a Saudi heir with a 
personal fortune equal to the GNP of many third world nations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00045956 04165 7 Charles Thu, Sep 19, 2002 3:57:05pm  
 
Dave D. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This "compensation" crap makes me wonder if these people haven't 
been taking lessons from Jesse Jackson and the rest of our Slavery Reparations 
crowd.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



Well, Jackson did <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3637" 
target=_blank>visit</A> recently. It would not surprise me if the subject came 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046019 04166 42 Charles Thu, Sep 19, 2002 6:37:16pm  
 
The guy made a special trip down to the courthouse (probably got Mom to iron the 
yellow mosque-pattern shirt for maximum visibility), and when the international 
media focused on him, this is how he chose to show his support for his Arab 
brothers.</P> 
Oh, I forgot -- we're supposed to overlook all expressions of hate from Arabs. 
How dare I post an actual <I>photograph</I> of it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046122 04166 145 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 12:18:34pm  
 
Wow, someone must have disturbed an old log or something, because the trolls are 
suddenly everywhere.</P> 
It's pretty hard to explain away that picture, but it sure has been fun watching 
them try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046248 04168 21 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 5:02:11am  
 
DebP wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>However the increased incidence of genetic disorders has nothing to 
do with being closed, misogynistic, or highly regimented.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
When a society is <EM>closed</EM>, its genetic pool becomes progressively more 
non-diverse. When a society is as <EM>misogynistic</EM> as Saudi Arabia, women 
are forced into marriages they don't choose, often with close relatives. When a 
society is <EM>highly regimented</EM>, questioning and rebelling against this 
situation is unthinkable.</P> 
Combine this with an extremist ideology that encourages marrying cousins, and 
it's a recipe for disaster.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What you've got in this editorializing are some gratutitous, sloppy 
potshots.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4168#c0014" 
target=_blank>this</A> is a gratuitous, sloppy potshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046252 04168 25 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 6:44:54am  
 
DebP: I did not say that "misogyny leads to genetic disorders." I said that all 
of these factors combine to create a situation where genetic disorders are 
likely to occur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046253 04168 26 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 6:46:25am  
 
May I remind the people who are calling this a "cheap potshot" that the article 
in question is from Saudi Arabia's own Arab News. I guess they're taking 
potshots at themselves?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046256 04168 29 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 6:48:50am  
 



Ansoncom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Many ethnic groups have a higher incidence of genetic disorders 
(African-Americans are more likely to have anemia or prostate cancer). Does that 
make them closed, misogynistic and highly regimented?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you seriously arguing that Saudi Arabia is <EM>not</EM> closed, misogynistic 
and highly regimented?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046259 04168 32 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 7:45:07am  
 
ansoncom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Using your rational, one could argue that some Jewish communities 
are closed, highly regimented and misogynistic.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? You've completely inverted the sense of what I said.</P> 
I <EM>did not</EM> say that the presence of genetic defects is evidence of a 
society being closed, misogynistic, and highly regimented.</P> 
I said that, in a society which <EM>undeniably is</EM> closed, misogynistic, and 
highly regimented, it is not surprising to find a high incidence of genetic 
damage.</P> 
How you get "genetic profiling" out of that is completely beyond 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046263 04168 36 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 10:12:39am  
 
Uh huh. Well.</P> 
Thanks for letting me know not to waste my time with you any 
further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046320 04169 47 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 5:21:13am  
 
We did indeed have a British nutball leaving evidence of his mental illness in 
this topic. He is now banned, and his droppings deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046323 04169 50 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 5:24:37am  
 
Whackadoodle wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Yes. Some of the folks posting here are losing it. Calm down, you 
look like fools.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
One person left all those warped comments, and he is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046427 04172 6 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 7:55:32am  
 
Joel Rosenberg wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Yes, the day is far away -- they know that suicide bombings won't 
have any special effect.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know. But I can dream, can't I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046563 04178 22 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 2:50:16pm  
 
Chris D. wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>From the comments, I'm taking it here that most people do not know 
any Germans and have never been to Germany. I lived there in 1994-1995 as a 
junior year abroad student.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been to Germany many times. I played a concert in the early 80s at a venue 
within sight of the Berlin Wall. I've been to every major city, almost every 
minor city, and a lot of small towns. I once lived in Hamburg for 6 weeks to 
rehearse for a tour.</P> 
Just for the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046732 04181 11 Charles Sat, Sep 21, 2002 6:05:37am  
 
Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046737 04182 2 Charles Fri, Sep 20, 2002 3:17:16pm  
 
The idiot who posted the comment above is the same troll who has been posing as 
"ansoncom" in other topics, and he's been banned. I'm leaving his last comment 
here just to remind me why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046755 04182 20 Charles Sat, Sep 21, 2002 6:55:30am  
 
Can’t take credit; that’s Peggy’s title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046759 04182 24 Charles Sat, Sep 21, 2002 10:26:29am  
 
Sorry, Paul. Yes, he is dumb and obnoxious, and his comments will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046949 04188 12 Charles Sat, Sep 21, 2002 9:16:51am  
 
True, they're innocent until proven guilty—in a court of law. But LGF is 
<EM>not</EM> a court of law, and our expressions of opinion about the case 
aren't (and shouldn't be) held to the same standards.</P> 
In other words, I don't believe I need to refrain from saying I think their 
stories reek like 3-day old catfish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00046955 04188 18 Charles Sat, Sep 21, 2002 11:52:56am  
 
I agree, the judge does sound hostile to the prosecution. Another quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>At another point, the judge asked, "Is the government taking the 
position that by listening to a speech by Osama bin Laden, is that person as 
evil as Osama bin Laden?"</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00047232 04195 38 Charles Sun, Sep 22, 2002 7:38:35am  
 
I wonder if the merchants in the Temple of Jerusalem thought of Jesus as a 
pacifist when he drove them out with a whip?</P> 
Jesus, by the way, was not "assassinated." He was tried and executed.</P> 
Neither was John Lennon. He was murdered by a deranged fan.</P> 
And Leon Trotsky -- <I>a pacifist?</I></P> 



Wow. I have nothing to add to what Jeff B. wrote above. Now I know why political 
discussions make you nervous, Neale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00047452 04201 32 Charles Sun, Sep 22, 2002 2:09:22pm  
 
Not to be a killjoy, but the more I look at this story, the more I think it's a 
phony. As several folks have pointed out, where would this abaya-clad woman have 
had a chance to learn martial arts? The mysterious woman who sheds her abaya 
long enough to kung-fu pulverize a gang of leering youths, then vanishes into 
the sunset quoting Umm Koulthoum ...</P> 
All I'm sayin' is, my BS detector is beeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00048357 04219 57 Charles Tue, Sep 24, 2002 3:51:56pm  
 
Just noticed as I was browsing our stats that Siraj has been trying to post a 
comment, but he ran into our block on the main Saudi proxy server, which we had 
to put in place after receiving threats and other unpleasantries from Saudi 
Arabia.</P> 
Siraj: post your comment with the account you used earlier today, and it will be 
accepted. You have not been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00048498 04220 88 Charles Tue, Sep 24, 2002 4:23:06pm  
 
I'd just like to say that I take the attempted pejorative "captive audience" as 
a huge unintended compliment, considering the average intelligence quotient 
(AIQ) of LGF commentators.</P> 
Carry on, noble Smoof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00048593 04223 5 Charles Tue, Sep 24, 2002 12:47:35pm  
 
They've already pulled down the PDF document. Could anyone who downloaded it 
please email me a copy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00048596 04223 8 Charles Tue, Sep 24, 2002 12:51:04pm  
 
growler: the link goes to a different story now. Is it possible the NY Observer 
also removed it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00048796 04227 38 Charles Wed, Sep 25, 2002 6:35:07am  
 
Nathanincanada wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And Smoof is a lot better than Anil too, (e.g. where Anil starts 
calling us all "racists," Smoof explicitly does not).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? Maybe you missed <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4166#c0144" 
target=_blank>this comment</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00049292 04238 9 Charles Wed, Sep 25, 2002 4:14:49pm  
 
Ranbutan wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Death by beheading is instantaneous.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe with a guillotine it is. But in Saudi Arabia, beheadings are done with a 
sword, in front of an audience that gets cranky if there isn't enough suffering. 
Often the family members of the victim are invited onstage to take a few whacks 
at the condemned man's neck.</P> 
It's not instantaneous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00049343 04240 1 Charles Wed, Sep 25, 2002 5:05:22pm  
 
And what is <I>Ben Stein</I> doing in there? Bueller?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00049706 04246 11 Charles Thu, Sep 26, 2002 11:32:14am  
 
Here's a photo of Mohammed Deif being carried to the hospital intensive care 
unit, after suffering his flesh wound at the hands of the IDF:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/020926/170/2bto6.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050040 04257 25 Charles Fri, Sep 27, 2002 7:48:02am  
 
This guy "ansoncom" is a troll who was banned for leaving several abusive 
messages under a fake name, among other things. He snuck in using a different 
ISP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050389 04269 18 Charles Sat, Sep 28, 2002 9:06:01am  
 
Mark Morris wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>After a bit of consideration I conclude it's a stock photo (a file 
photo of a item like the one seized).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course it's hard to know for sure with a news item from Turkey, but the 
caption for the photo says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Captured weapons-grade uranium weighing more than 33 pounds is on 
display at the paramilitary police headquarters of southeast province of 
Sanliurfa, Turkey, September 28, 2002.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050553 04270 86 Charles Fri, Oct 4, 2002 9:30:10am  
 
omega wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>[a lot of ugly Jew-hatred]</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is this what you're learning at Maricopa Community Colleges, Mr. 
omega?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050632 04274 4 Charles Sun, Sep 29, 2002 6:53:57am  
 
Evil Otto wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>why do the Spanish get hot-protester-babes while we get people who 
look like Manson family rejects?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think the one on the left is a guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00050811 04278 50 Charles Sun, Sep 29, 2002 3:07:21pm  
 
I appreciate the effort spent answering Phil's nasty little spews, folks. But he 
won't be answering you because he's now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050950 04280 104 Charles Sun, Sep 29, 2002 2:35:16pm  
 
Sheesh. I go out for a couple of hours and come back to find that an anti-
Semitic troll has hijacked the whole thread!</P> 
Say buh-bye to Phil, folks. He has joined the growing ranks of banned LGF 
trolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00050965 04280 119 Charles Sun, Sep 29, 2002 3:21:14pm  
 
Sorry folks -- I just can't hang with phreaks like Phil. They make me feel bad 
and phunny inside.</P> 
Don't worry, though; I'm sure there will be another Phil before 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051112 04283 16 Charles Tue, Oct 1, 2002 7:20:03am  
 
To Mr. Nasty: I'll have you know that Jeanne is a valued contributor to these 
forums. And although you have contributed some good information, your propensity 
for launching personal attacks on anyone who doesn't share your fanatical hatred 
of ALL MUSLIMS (as you have said many times) is becoming very annoying.</P> 
I don't want people like Jeanne to be driven away by people like you. If it 
comes to a choice between losing Jeanne and banning you ... you'll be out of 
here. Consider this a friendly warning; I don't want to ban you, but if you 
don't cool your jets a little, it's going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051283 04287 35 Charles Mon, Sep 30, 2002 12:41:25pm  
 
J. Wilkes wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The problem with all the U-M bashing is that Charles's description 
makes it appear as if the University is sponsoring the event when in fact, the 
University is just the location for an event sponsored by a student 
group.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nonsense. I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>On October 12, the University of Michigan will be hosting a national 
student conference sponsored by pro-Palestinian groups...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That’s perfectly clear, and accurate. You ask if anyone bothered to read the 
president's comments -- that's why I put the link there. One might ask whether 
you bothered to read my description?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051353 04288 12 Charles Mon, Sep 30, 2002 2:32:29pm  
 
nyc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BTW, computer illiterate question. How does one get text to be bold 
or italicized?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
By surrounding the text with either the B or I tags, like this:</P> 
&lt;b&gt;<B>This is bold text.</B>&lt;/b&gt;</P> 
&lt;i&gt;<I>This is italicized text.</I>&lt;/i&gt;</P> 



Notice that the closing tag is preceded with a slash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051471 04290 43 Charles Tue, Oct 1, 2002 5:38:34am  
 
Elizabeth wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But I have noticed that Charles, to paraphrase Abba Eban, "never 
loses an opportunity to lose the opportunity" to remain friendly with Canadians 
who are of like mind.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Elizabeth: you really need to grow a thicker skin. The bookstore is in Toronto; 
that's a fact. If I report that fact, it doesn't mean I'm not "friendly" with 
Canadians, any more than my reporting about the anti-Israel rally at Umich means 
I'm not friendly with people from Ann Arbor.</P> 
As for whether the words of a "70 year old politician" matter -- I guess I have 
this silly idea that the statements of a country's leader are kind of, well, 
important.</P> 
Does the story about the bookstore matter? Actually, yes, it does. Not because 
of some little buttons, but because of what it reveals about the hypocrisy and 
hateful mindset of the anti-Jewish left. This is how pogroms start, with an 
accumulation of tiny insignificant incidents that people like Sameer discount 
and urge others to ignore.</P> 
Sameer: if this is too trivial for you, you can always skip it and read the 
other 4,289 entries at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051495 04290 67 Charles Tue, Oct 1, 2002 6:04:39pm  
 
Honest, folks -- I like Canada! Really, I do! I've had some of the best times of 
my life in Canada. When I was 16 years old I bicycled across Canada, from 
Vancouver Island to Toronto. I still wear my Montreal Jazz Festival T-shirt 
(where I played with Al Jarreau) often. I wash it in cold water, to preserve the 
colors. That's how much I love you guys.</P> 
Cold water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051511 04291 10 Charles Tue, Oct 1, 2002 6:36:40am  
 
Thomas wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So should I assume you chalk this up as a good accomplishment of 
"political correctness"? Them's usually fightin' words, so I can't quite pin 
down your point of view here.Otherwise, of course, you're saying the BBC is 
wrong but you wish they weren't.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, no. I'm simply pointing out that the BBC is being deliberately misleading. I 
think our policy is pretty correct in this case -- except that, as mommydoc 
points out, we're not paying special attention to the Saudis and Egyptians, the 
most likely candidates for terrorism. There's no way to screen people based on 
religion; how can you know if they're telling the truth?</P> 
My point is that even if there <I>were</I> a way to screen for Muslims, we 
wouldn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051787 04298 3 Charles Tue, Oct 1, 2002 1:07:55pm  
 
Psst ... don't tell anybody ... but it's a joke ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00051851 04299 23 Charles Wed, Oct 2, 2002 5:51:18am  



 
Ampersand wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's not true that this article was translated from the arabic. 
Except for four words - which don't seem particularly significant to me - the 
entire thing is Said's own English.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I stand corrected; apparently there are two versions, Arabic and English, and 
the one quoted here is the English version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052190 04306 8 Charles Wed, Oct 2, 2002 2:51:38pm  
 
Ranbutan: way over the top, man. Your comment was deleted. If you have a point 
you want to make, do it without the hateful language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052252 04307 53 Charles Wed, Oct 2, 2002 2:46:36pm  
 
"Dr." Susan Block is a well-known public access cable macadamia here in Los 
Angeles; she's been on for years, in spite of various groups trying to force her 
off the air. A typical Susan Block show features her lolling around on a bed 
with various adult tupperware implements, while a Fred with a video camera tries 
to find the weirdest angle from which to film her. Her show is as brain-damaged 
as this article—but what do you expect from Counterpunch?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052477 04314 12 Charles Thu, Oct 3, 2002 10:14:30am  
 
Please note, folks: Fadi Kiblawi has denied that he wrote this 
email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052514 04315 9 Charles Thu, Oct 3, 2002 10:15:53am  
 
They are the same, uh, person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052703 04318 30 Charles Thu, Oct 3, 2002 4:05:36pm  
 
adam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>is that round bottle vaseline???</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm afraid it is, Adam. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3463" target=_blank>I'm 
afraid it is.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052756 04319 12 Charles Thu, Oct 3, 2002 5:02:32pm  
 
Oops! Sorry, Adam -- error corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052863 04322 26 Charles Fri, Oct 4, 2002 8:57:06am  
 
starstruck wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Maybe I didn't catch it. What kind of explosive was he hiding in his 
shoe. He was lighting it, so it had to have a fuse. Just a stick of dynamite? No 
C-4 with detonators technology here.Was the amount of explosive found 



substantial to blow up the plane? Or would it have just smoldered and caught his 
feet on fire?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
CNN reported that Reid had 10 ounces of PETN (one of the most powerful high 
explosive substances known, often used in landmines) packed into each shoe, with 
detonation cord to set it off. If the nitwit had thought to buy a lighter 
instead of using matches, there’s little doubt that he would have blown a huge 
hole in the plane’s fuselage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00052866 04322 29 Charles Fri, Oct 4, 2002 9:07:28am  
 
starstruck wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it true that C4 can be lit by a match fuse? I thought that C4 or 
PETN, in this case, could only to exploded using a detonator with an electrical 
charge. It may be my limited knowledge of explosives. Clarify if you know more 
please.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, normally a blasting cap or electrical charge would be needed, but the 
Boston Globe reported that "a substance" had been added to enable it to be set 
off with detcord. More than this I do not know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00053766 04340 7 Charles Sun, Oct 6, 2002 8:40:28am  
 
Esther wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Oh, and to that end - somebody download that CG thread onto their 
hard drive, fast, 'cos I have a feeling it'll be deleted soon.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please note: the site I linked to above (with the messages from clearguidance) 
is <I>not</I> the actual CG site; it's a site run by an anonymous "mole" who has 
access to CG and is posting their hate-filled garbage on a blogspot site. The 
actual CG site has been closed to outsiders since they realized they were being 
watched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00053800 04341 6 Charles Sun, Oct 6, 2002 9:21:23am  
 
af: you're right. It has been corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00053919 04343 33 Charles Sun, Oct 6, 2002 6:48:33pm  
 
Bill Peschel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you click to the front page, you'll also find the NJ poet 
laureate's ode to 9/11. A class act Web site all round.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, whenever I need to see what the idiotarians are saying, a quick trip to 
Counterpunch does the trick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00053989 04345 4 Charles Sun, Oct 6, 2002 4:01:24pm  
 
Right; the first paragraph:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Barely six months have elapsed since his murder but the 
<B>Islamophobia</B> openly espoused by anti-immigration politician Pim Fortuyn 
is now being voiced by a female immigrant whose words are outraging Dutch 
Muslims.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The dictionary defines "phobia" as "an exaggerated, usually inexplicable and 
illogical fear." How does "Islamophobia" apply to what Hirsi Ali said about the 
repression of women under Islam?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00054572 04355 17 Charles Tue, Oct 8, 2002 9:06:00am  
 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Seriously, Charles, being pretty much a computer ignoramus myself, 
aside from knowing his ISP, are you able to determine his ITP and notify the 
FBI?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The most I could do would be to notify his ISP; they might have the records to 
determine which customer posted the comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00054754 04360 29 Charles Tue, Oct 8, 2002 1:08:36pm  
 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The death cultists--Jim Jones and the (People's) Temple of Doom, and 
Heaven's Gate--saw death as salvation, but did not hate others.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Small correction: Jim Jones was definitely a hater. He was the son of a Klansman 
and had a weird apocalyptic vision of race war that was quite similar to Charles 
Manson's delusions. And he was willing to commit violence as well; when 
Congressman Leo Ryan tried to leave Jonestown, he was killed on the airport 
runway, along with 3 reporters and a defector from the Temple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00054891 04361 40 Charles Wed, Oct 9, 2002 10:07:56am  
 
David wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you look on the left side of the middle photo, you will seem some 
looney beating the car with what looks like a rake or broom.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought it was a rake at first too, but take another look. It's actually one 
of those green Hamas flags, on a heavy wooden flagpole.</P> 
He's pummeling the car with a Hamas flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00054990 04364 28 Charles Wed, Oct 9, 2002 10:18:26am  
 
The OJ topic has been hammered to death. Many times. I just have to say that 
although there definitely were sloppy mistakes in evidence collection and 
processing, there was never one iota of proof that the LAPD had planted or 
tampered with evidence. Not even a plausible suggestion of it, in fact. I 
disagree that the jury came to the correct decision; I saw them interviewed 
after the trial, and I'm convinced most of them were simply stupid. They were 
chosen for their stupidity. And they were manipulated by an incredible shitstorm 
of non sequiturs—the type of shitstorm only a team of highly paid, highly 
cynical US lawyers can produce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00055099 04368 9 Charles Wed, Oct 9, 2002 7:46:54am  
 
NC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Great piece. But---what's this?<I>Perhaps the suggestion I recently 
saw on the Instapundit.com Web site calling for an "Anti-Idiotarian" party might 
be appropriate.</I></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, yeah. I saw that too. :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00055290 04370 34 Charles Thu, Oct 10, 2002 9:05:22am  



 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OT to Charles--What exactly happened there? I lost half my post when 
I hit "post" prematurely, the top of my post was blank space, the links at the 
top right ended up at the bottom of the page, and until I posted something 
else.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You forgot the closing quotation mark after the URL in your A tag, like 
this:</P> 
&lt;a href="the_URL&gt;</P> 
By the way, I tried to email you but it got bounced back as "spam." Is your spam 
filter maybe a little too sensitive?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00055689 04384 26 Charles Thu, Oct 10, 2002 1:47:57pm  
 
Nikita wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OT but did y'all know that thierry meyssan --french author of "9/11 
the big lie" ---the evil nut that claims the pentagon was not hit by a plane -- 
spoke at the zayed centre in abu dhabi (april 2002, under the aegis of the arab 
league)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Way ahead of you on that one:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3087" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00055859 04389 21 Charles Fri, Oct 11, 2002 6:40:35am  
 
<I>Who's next? Castro?</I></P> 
Could be. He was one of the nominees this year. Yes, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00056403 04401 3 Charles Sat, Oct 12, 2002 12:31:48pm  
 
Yes, I am going to have a talk with the postmaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00056446 04401 46 Charles Sun, Oct 13, 2002 6:31:41am  
 
Thank you for the concern, folks. I am taking this seriously, and I'm going to 
speak to the Postal Inspector (as PB suggested above) and change our PO box.</P> 
And yes, I have contacted Ms. Pope at Dundee University, to appraise her of the 
facts. I emailed her a copy of the PDF version of the An-Najah page listing 
Dundee as a partner. I told her that if she wished to make a statement about the 
matter, I would be happy to post it here at LGF. We'll see what happens. (I 
suspect they'll try to ignore the whole issue and hope it goes 
away.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00057534 04425 101 Charles Tue, Oct 15, 2002 10:50:00am  
 
Yes, it's gone, like the snows of yesteryear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00057670 04429 6 Charles Tue, Oct 15, 2002 8:34:38am  
 
Dean: no, this happened today. There was another incident two years 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00058641 04451 109 Charles Thu, Oct 17, 2002 10:52:28am  
 
ouch: if you're American, why is your ISP Primus Telecommunications of 
Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00058670 04451 138 Charles Thu, Oct 17, 2002 11:48:58am  
 
alex wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>#109/112: Charles, Ouch is right that was out of line. You didn't 
reveal information about anyone else's ISP except for the person who posted 
comments contrary in opinion to your past posts.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He claimed to be American. But he's posting from Canada. I don't think it's out 
of line at all to ask about it, and I revealed no confidential information about 
him. I don't <EM>have</EM> any confidential info about him.</P> 
Now maybe he really is on a business trip to Canada. Seems a bit strange to open 
an account with a Canadian ISP just for a business trip, and then use it to 
participate in trollish political discussions on weblogs, but I suppose it's 
possible. Hence my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00059320 04463 5 Charles Fri, Oct 18, 2002 1:39:35pm  
 
Cigarette Man's comment is gone, before this topic goes skidding completely off 
the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00059522 04467 54 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 10:53:18am  
 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Wow. Is it possible? 'Fess up, folks; who planted <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3788#c0116" 
target=_blank>this response</A>?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It wasn’t a plant, unless someone from An-Najah left it under Vickery’s name—
because the IP is from An-Najah.</P> 
There’s something very weird going on with that guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00059885 04475 78 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 8:55:59am  
 
michel v: I'm curious. Did you follow a link here from Anil 
Dash?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00059920 04475 113 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 1:12:17pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060011 04476 55 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 12:46:32pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060057 04476 101 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 6:08:58pm  



 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060091 04477 22 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 4:36:58pm  
 
Cowardly Pundit plaintively typed:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, could you share with us web geeks the code you used to 
assign those keys?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why yes! I could! To assign a key to an HTML object, use the 'accesskey' 
attribute. For example, to activate the search input box above, the code looks 
like:</P> 
&lt;input type="text" name="searchString" accesskey="s"&gt;</P> 
To go to the anti-idiotarians page:</P> 
&lt;a href="lgf-anti-idiotarians.php" accesskey="a"&gt;Show 
&lt;u&gt;A&lt;/u&gt;ll&lt;/a&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060105 04477 36 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 6:38:53pm  
 
Technosapien wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, the Mac key strokes don't work. Command-S is always "save" 
on the Mac, and it still in on your web page here. Command-A doesn't do 
anything. I am using Mac OS 10.2.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Try <B>control</B>-s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060106 04477 37 Charles Sun, Oct 20, 2002 6:40:09pm  
 
A. van Hilten wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I know this may sound pretty ridiculous given my command of English, 
but I work for a localisation firm—and we seldom localise anything for Macs. My 
question is if having different hotkeys for different platforms running the same 
web-based application is something usual.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Mac keyboard doesn't have an Alt key -- so the accesskey attribute uses the 
Control key instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060250 04478 140 Charles Mon, Oct 21, 2002 5:53:51am  
 
About Neale Talbot: all I need to know about him I learned shortly after his 
last sputtering attack on LGF, when he described suicide bombers as "noble."</P> 
<EM>Noble.</EM></P> 
You're a disgusting human being, Neale Talbot, and I consider it an honor to be 
feebly attacked by a morally empty sleaze like you.</P> 
About Anil Dash: when I was on the college debating team, my coach told me that 
it is a total waste of time to attempt a debate with a dishonest opponent. And 
Anil has quoted blatantly out of context, misrepresented others' viewpoints, 
twisted others' words, and refused to deal with a single substantive point 
raised in reply to his holier-than-thou pronouncements. At one point in our last 
run-in, Anil came right out and said it -- "I am a more moral person than 
you."</P> 
Anil, you are a deeply dishonest debater, probably because somewhere in there 
you realize that your arguments are specious. I will not be deleting posts or 
banning people on your say-so, and I sincerely hope that it drives you crazy. It 
won't be a very long drive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00060253 04478 143 Charles Mon, Oct 21, 2002 6:10:21am  
 
And now that I have that off my chest, I want to say a very sincere <EM>thank 
you</EM> to our readers. Your support means more than you'll ever know.</P> 
Don't worry. I won't be changing a thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00060758 04482 66 Charles Mon, Oct 21, 2002 5:04:29pm  
 
Ken Barnes wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>For instance, how do I know that the "real" GI JOE was the one who 
posted the juvenile crap about Anil's name? If our esteemed visitor was looking 
for posts to criticize he could just as soon pull a Tawana Brawley and generate 
them himself, were he so inclined.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, let's just say that several people have been banned already for posting 
under other people's names. As for the mechanism that revealed them, I leave 
that as an exercise for the reader.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00061701 04500 1 Charles Tue, Oct 22, 2002 12:14:03pm  
 
Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00061703 04500 3 Charles Tue, Oct 22, 2002 12:20:41pm  
 
Uh ... I'd just like to say that many people who have sent mail to Mr. Femia 
have also copied it to me, and of the ones I've seen, only a very few are 
actually what I would call "harsh." I have not seen one that qualifies as "mean-
spirited," but maybe they didn't copy those to me, or maybe Mr. Femia has a 
different standard of mean-spirited.</P> 
Labeling LGF a "hate" site seems a little mean-spirited to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00061733 04500 33 Charles Tue, Oct 22, 2002 2:40:18pm  
 
Ah, Mookie. Mookie, Mookie, Mookie. He was banned from LGF as one of the most 
obnoxious, over-the-top, screeching insane trolloid creatures that has ever 
fouled LGF. I'm glad to see he's found a new friend on whom to 
vent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00061788 04500 88 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 8:21:26am  
 
Ouch. We just had a major glitch in this topic, and lost about half the 
comments. Sorry, folks.</P> 
Dean Douthat: Please email me, but <B>don't post a comment!</B> Your browser is 
sending some very strange stuff to our weblog system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00061912 04502 20 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 8:29:10am  
 
Testing something.Yo.</P> 
Testing.</P> 
1-2-3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00061913 04502 21 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 8:29:53am  
 
And again I must test.</P> 
Don't hate me because I test.</P> 
Is this fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062107 04504 15 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 9:40:29am  
 
foobar: don't panic; unlike the smear campaign, I'm sure the glitch in the BotW 
topic was not a deliberate attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062227 04506 4 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 10:22:40am  
 
James wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Was this always there?!And did you really play with Stanley 
Clarke?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, and yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000005 00001 5 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 2:19:14pm  
 
Well, I added some code that may have fixed it. Try adding the P tags like you 
were doing before, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00000006 00001 6 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 2:20:31pm  
 
Hmm. Well, whatever the problem was, it seems OK so far. I think my code changes 
may have resolved it. Thanks for testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062239 04506 16 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 7:12:05pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062606 04508 28 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 4:58:17pm  
 
Tacitus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why the quotes around "settlement"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because it's not about "settlements." That fence stands for <EM>any</EM> fence 
that defends Jews from those who want to kill them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062625 04509 3 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 1:15:33pm  
 
Green camels?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062733 04510 57 Charles Wed, Oct 23, 2002 7:16:42pm  
 
I wrote about the jihad camp in Marion, Alabama <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3591" target=_blank>in 
July</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00062805 04510 129 Charles Sat, Oct 26, 2002 1:21:56pm  
 
foobar: please email that to me. I'd like to read it, although I'm 101% done 
with the whole nasty business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00062807 04510 131 Charles Sat, Oct 26, 2002 3:16:28pm  
 
foobar: easiest way is to email it as an attachment. If it's a Word document, 
just email that.</P> 
But if you're not comfortable sending it to me, that's OK too. No worries, da 
kine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063033 04513 35 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 5:26:54am  
 
Yes, throwing leaflets into the yard of a mosque is a dumb thing to do. But you 
can be certain that the quote above is the most hateful thing in the leaflet. 
What does it actually say?</P> 
"Every curry fund-raiser will be checked to ensure that funds are not being 
funneled to support terrorist groups."</P> 
Newsflash: the nation's largest Muslim charity has just been <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4468" 
target=_blank>designated a terrorist group</A>.</P> 
"Anyone found in violation will be strapped with explosives and shipped to 
Iraq."</P> 
Dumb thing to write? Sure. Is it indiscriminately hateful to Muslims? Well, no. 
It specifically mentions those who are guilty of supporting terrorism.</P> 
So let's run down the facts, difficult though the concept might be to the trolls 
among us who want to make this out to be the same as defacing a synagogue with 
swastikas.</P> 
1. Was anyone physically injured, or killed? No.</P> 
2. Was any property destroyed? No.</P> 
3. Was any property vandalized? No.</P> 
4. Were indiscriminate threats made against Muslims? No.</P> 
5. Was this a "hate crime?" Give me a break.</P> 
One of these things is <EM>not</EM> like the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063035 04513 37 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 5:40:57am  
 
Alfred: exactly right.</P> 
Oh, and one more thing; CAIR is a propaganda mouthpiece for the Saudi 
government, and is linked to terrorist groups.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.danielpipes.org/article/394" 
target=_blank>www.danielpipes.org...</A>]</P> 
Are these the people who should be defining "hate crimes?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063120 04513 122 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 8:14:57am  
 
great big jerk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As a final note, CJ, let's apply your criteria to a swastika on a 
synagogue:1. Was anyone physically injured or killed? No.2. Was any property 
vandalized or damaged? Yes.3. Duplicitous of #2.4. Were indiscriminate threats 



made against Jews? No.5. Was this a hate crime? Give me a break. Unless damage 
to property is the sine qua non of hate crimes.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I could swear you just wrote that <EM>painting a swastika on a synagogue is not 
an indiscriminate threat against Jews</EM>.</P> 
The swastika is the symbol of a psychotic fascist regime that murdered millions 
of Jews in an act of genocide. Real genocide, not the fake kind peddled by Arab 
propagandists.</P> 
But you know that.</P> 
This comment is why I mostly ignore people like you, who try to squash 
everything down into the same flat morally equivalent plane so that you can 
score meaningless ego points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063228 04515 26 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 7:21:39am  
 
Jeff B wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, the bit about letting Muslims leave was most certainly in 
the link which NC just posted above, and that's from CNN. Perhaps the info's 
being excised from the news service you're reading?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The mention of Muslims being released has been dropped from both Reuters and AP. 
I just took a run around the big US media sites (ABC, CBS, Fox, MSNBC, CNN). 
Only CNN still has that info, and I have a feeling it will vanish from there too 
when they update their story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063558 04520 17 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 1:16:12pm  
 
Mikhal: Please visit our Preferences page at:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-prefs.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
You can remove all those slashes from your name and save your prefs, and it 
won't be a problem any more. (The slashes crept in because of a bug in an 
earlier version of my blog system.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063719 04521 20 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 2:57:25pm  
 
aaron: Thanks. I'm adding those IPs to my array of royalIdiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063725 04521 26 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 7:21:41pm  
 
test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063832 04522 100 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 6:09:43pm  
 
Robert Crawford wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I think it's time to tighten the registration process. 
MSNBC and Anil have brought people here 100-times worse than anyone who was 
around before. I wouldn't be surprised if some of them aren't just trying to 
make LGF look bad, but I'm also sure there are some honest morons.If it's now 
permissible to call other posters "donkeyfucker" and to make threates like in 
#81, then I think I'll have to bow out. I was under the impression that abusive 
posts were verboten.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
We have an extremely persistent troll attacking us from Everyone's Internet, Inc 
(home of ClearGuidance.com) tonight. Hang in there. I'm tracking down every IP 



the creep uses, and emails will be sent to every "abuse" address 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063836 04522 104 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 6:12:06pm  
 
And guess who it is. Say hello again to Mookie the Moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00063950 04523 63 Charles Thu, Oct 24, 2002 6:42:18pm  
 
Kristian: I'm so glad you had fun posting your last comment at LGF.</P> 
Man, the freaks are really out tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064059 04523 172 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 4:02:33pm  
 
Yes, I did. The final straw:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Mr. Johnson sounds stupid...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe so, but not stupid enough to let him keep wasting our 
bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064067 04523 180 Charles Sat, Oct 26, 2002 2:14:40pm  
 
Hmm. You could have prevented a misunderstanding by putting quotes around "Mr. 
Johnson."</P> 
You weren't banned for your opinions, regardless of your noble attempt to paint 
yourself as a victim of censorship. In spite of your subsequent insults, since 
it appears I had a genuine misunderstanding of the intent of your words, I'll 
remove the block.</P> 
And by the way, jerk, another way to handle the situation would have been for 
you to email me, before getting on here and whining about how your noble 
opinions got you banned from LGF -- but that would require you to provide me 
with <EM>your</EM> email address, wouldn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064102 04524 34 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 6:08:19am  
 
The comment about Claire Berlinski (who is a friend) above was posted by the 
same very dedicated troll who has been spamming LGF all night. For the 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064136 04525 19 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 12:48:57pm  
 
ploome: I wouldn't be so quick to judge Stephen Schwartz based on an article by 
moonbat Justin Raimondo. If we have a credibility contest here, Schwartz is 
lightyears ahead of Raimondo.</P> 
As I said above, I don't agree with everything in Schwartz's speech. But I think 
he makes some excellent points about strains of Islam that are being 
deliberately radicalized by the Wahhabi fascists, their cultures eradicated and 
traditions lost. And I think he's dead on the money that this is the source of 
the real threat against Western society.</P> 
Other varieties of Islam may or may not be truly tolerant and peaceful, as 
Schwartz claims. I think he paints a picture that's way too forgiving in that 
respect. But the true driving force of extremist militant Islam is definitely 



the Saudi-financed Wahhabi madness; without that we would not have had September 
11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064140 04525 23 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 3:21:53pm  
 
Hmm. Stephen: I've written several positive things about your articles, and even 
stuck up for you just above. It might be bad form to remind you of that, but I 
think your comment about "blogs" is out of line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064397 04530 114 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 10:18:15am  
 
Please do not feed the troll, people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064735 04533 41 Charles Fri, Oct 25, 2002 5:36:09pm  
 
William: thanks; I updated the URL. And I'll keep that in mind for future links 
to MEMRI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00064825 04535 31 Charles Sat, Oct 26, 2002 12:57:21am  
 
Please note: the quickest way to get banned from LGF is to gratuitously insult 
me. Even then, I'll put up with a lot. I've been putting up with it from 'wah', 
but that comment was the final straw. If you want to insult me, use your own 
bandwidth to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00065159 04541 7 Charles Sat, Oct 26, 2002 10:02:28am  
 
Right now the <EM>adhan</EM>, the Arabic Muslim call to prayer is blaring over 
the speaker system.</P> 
I’ve heard the adhan on my trips to Turkey and Israel, and hearing it again 
echoing over the Washington Mall gave me an incredible sense of 
foreboding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00065713 04551 6 Charles Sun, Oct 27, 2002 11:03:04am  
 
Why yes, they did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00065721 04551 14 Charles Sun, Oct 27, 2002 11:48:17am  
 
bala: right you are. Added Kashmir to the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00065868 04554 7 Charles Sun, Oct 27, 2002 3:11:21pm  
 
Riverman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ha ha! Scandinavia is, um, part of Europe.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know, but the Scandinavians get irritated when you don't single them out. 
B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00066100 04557 20 Charles Mon, Oct 28, 2002 8:07:38am  
 
Asparagirl wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm afraid I must buck the trend here. I don't think polygamy is 
inherently a Bad Thing...as long as the women also have the option of polyandry. 
:-)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Aye, but there's the rub -- the women definitely do not get the same 
privilege.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00066159 04558 36 Charles Mon, Oct 28, 2002 9:20:45am  
 
LGF covered the Weekly Standard story about the grinding machine:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3526" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00066561 04563 23 Charles Tue, Oct 29, 2002 6:05:59am  
 
Steve: no words are being censored on our end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00066624 04564 15 Charles Thu, Oct 31, 2002 11:40:42pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00066927 04568 18 Charles Tue, Oct 29, 2002 8:49:15am  
 
When I first posted that, the 10K-15K figure was the high mark. Now it's the 
daily average, and the general trend is increasing. Looks like this month we'll 
have had close to 300K visits.</P> 
And James is right: I don't like to whine about the threats I 
receive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00068088 04584 103 Charles Thu, Oct 31, 2002 2:31:21pm  
 
I agree. Let's discuss the <I>issue</I>, folks. Stewart Bell lays out a pretty 
scary case that Hezbollah has been infiltrating Canada for at least a decade. 
All of us—Americans and Canadians alike—should be outraged and upset about this. 
Hezbollah is a virulently anti-West Islamist group that is a great threat to all 
of us, not just to Israel.</P> 
Unfortunately, only Canadians can actually <I>do</I> something about the 
problem, which is the dominance of anti-American elements in the Canadian 
government. Chrétien and his cohorts are leading you down a path to 
disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00068137 04585 22 Charles Thu, Oct 31, 2002 6:50:03am  
 
I don't think it will deter the creeps. But every possible psychological weapon 
should be used against them, and this sends a message about the infidels' 
willingness to fight dirty. That's what the Russians understand, in their 
typically brutal way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00068303 04586 44 Charles Thu, Oct 31, 2002 1:56:27pm  
 
The Washington Report on Middle East Affairs is a highly biased, pro-Arab, anti-
Israel site financed by Arab countries and staffed with former ambassadors and 
other ex-State Dept diplomats solidly in the pocket of the Saudis. Richard 
Curtiss often writes for the Arab News. The credibility of articles at WRMEA is 
about the same as at the Arab News, i.e. <I>zero</I>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00068752 04594 34 Charles Fri, Nov 1, 2002 7:08:42am  
 
Janice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Richard Burt, UMass english professor on the list, has a website at 
Naughty Professor.org:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.naughtyprofessor.com/titlepage.html" 
target=_blank>www.naughtyprofessor.com...</A>]</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Gaaahhh! My EYES! They ... BURN!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00069256 04601 8 Charles Sat, Nov 2, 2002 7:17:42am  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00069257 04601 9 Charles Sat, Nov 2, 2002 7:20:27am  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00069486 04607 35 Charles Sat, Nov 2, 2002 4:04:26pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Was LGF down for a while, or was it just my Internet connection 
giving me the what-what again?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, we had some downtime there; about an hour and 51 minutes to be exact. Not 
that I'm keeping track or anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00069678 04612 25 Charles Sun, Nov 3, 2002 3:00:37pm  
 
Maine's Michael wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Evidence from the Prosecutor's Office of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran:<A title=dogs.jpg href="http://www.stanford.edu/~bescoto/hume/dogs.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: dogs.jpg</A></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's all well and good. But how do you explain this:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3649" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00069747 04614 3 Charles Sun, Nov 3, 2002 3:03:27pm  
 
If it keeps stopping in the middle, open the Real player and try increasing your 
timeout values in the settings. I had the same problem and this fixed it for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00070466 04626 4 Charles Mon, Nov 4, 2002 4:57:20pm  



 
Unfortunately there doesn't seem to be a direct link to the poll. Scroll down; 
it's on the right side of the page, titled "QuickVote".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00070714 04627 33 Charles Tue, Nov 5, 2002 11:34:01am  
 
Ed Duthie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>All I can think is that this was the headline supplied by AP, and 
they printed it without really checking.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Check the update above; the original headline read "Suicide bomber kills 2 in 
Israel." No way this could have been a typo or a mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00070855 04630 47 Charles Tue, Nov 5, 2002 10:45:29am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, care to comment?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
After reading the comments from people who know much more about the mortgage 
business than I do, I'd have to agree this isn't as outrageous as it first 
appeared.</P> 
But I am a bit troubled by the idea that, as insignificant as it may be, this is 
a baby step toward the legitimization of shari'a in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00070945 04631 48 Charles Tue, Nov 5, 2002 2:10:49pm  
 
If I could find a source for translations of <I>khutba</I> in the US, I'd be 
posting them, believe me. I have a strong suspicion that the same sermons are 
being given here; don't forget that the majority of the mosques in the US are 
funded and backed by Saudi Arabia. I'd be surprised if they <I>didn't</I> 
disseminate the same extremist views that we see in their native 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00071349 04640 52 Charles Wed, Nov 6, 2002 8:28:48am  
 
You must be accurately when you are speaking with General 
Arafat!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072130 04651 1 Charles Thu, Nov 7, 2002 10:33:12am  
 
And don’t ask about backups. That’s another long story. Need I say 
aaarrrggghh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072417 04653 5 Charles Thu, Nov 7, 2002 6:33:43pm  
 
The PC World interview did happen, but I must admit I wasn't happy at all with 
it. PC World's writer talked to me for almost an hour, and then pulled one quote 
that totally misrepresented LGF.</P> 
But thanks for the kudos, Q. I haven't read NY Press before, but your 
endorsement makes me want to. It has to be better than the pitiful free paper we 
have in Los Angeles, the LA Weekly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072424 04653 12 Charles Thu, Nov 7, 2002 7:01:33pm  



 
Yes, I can send and receive email again, but I may have lost all my saved email 
for the last 6 months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072875 04660 34 Charles Fri, Nov 8, 2002 2:41:09pm  
 
Please do not feed the troll who's been posting as "Kim," "Portal," and 
"Pilgrim."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072909 04661 4 Charles Fri, Nov 8, 2002 3:20:10pm  
 
I found the pictures here, from a link at HonestReporting.com:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.politicsnow.co.il/realpic.html" 
target=_blank>www.politicsnow.co.il...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072937 04661 32 Charles Fri, Nov 8, 2002 5:24:35pm  
 
dave wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>nitpick: neither photo shows the IDF.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right you are. Corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072963 04661 58 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 7:11:34am  
 
Mike Finley wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You people are awful. Kids shouldn't throw rocks, but they are still 
just kids.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm always amazed by people who make light of Palestinian 'kids' who throw 
rocks.</P> 
I have an idea, Mike. If you're in LA, meet me sometime in an open field, and 
I'll throw fist-sized rocks at you from about 30 feet away. I'll even let you 
wear a helmet if you like. Sound like fun?</P> 
The fact is, a rock thrown by a Palestinian kid is a <I>deadly weapon</I>. And 
in the second photo it looks as if the kid may have even been using a slingshot, 
which increases the lethality of the weapon by an order of magnitude.</P> 
No, I don't 'hate' that kid. But the natural human sympathy that we all feel 
when we see a child terrified enough to piss himself evaporates with the 
realization that moments before, that child was attempting to seriously injure 
or kill someone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072967 04661 62 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 8:59:18am  
 
The picture size has been corrected; thanks for mentioning it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00072986 04661 81 Charles Sun, Nov 10, 2002 12:18:57pm  
 
Jon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The sites I linked may indeed have flaws, but the reality of bone-
breaking by the IDF is not an outright fabrication by any stretch.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Let's talk reality: the <EM>little turd</EM> pictured above was attempting to 
maliciously inflict injury on other human beings; he was part of a group of 
Palestinian youths who were stoning worshippers at the Wailing Wall. My sympathy 



for your "root causes" argument stops when he loads a rock into his sling and 
fires it at an unarmed person.</P> 
And by the way -- as someone already pointed out above, that's not the IDF.</P> 
But if you're looking for outright fabrications, there are plenty on the web 
sites you linked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00073009 04662 3 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 5:39:49am  
 
I don't have much to say about this. Here's the first message thread where I 
linked to one of your articles:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4028" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
I see dozens and dozens of welcoming messages for you, compliments on your 
article, and rational discussion. Then I see one or two loudmouths who wrote 
dumb things, and were immediately criticized by the regulars for it. I'm not 
going to waste the time to go through and tally up the negative vs. positive 
comments (and I suspect we'd probably differ on which was which, anyway), but 
it's incredibly obvious that the majority of comments in this thread were 
respectful and intelligent.</P> 
About your comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Until LGF becomes a more enlightened place, I will refrain from 
participating in your Islam-bashing.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
By all means, then, keep writing for the <I>enlightened</I> Arab News, Rasheed, 
in the company of more <I>enlightened</I> people like David Duke, Israel Shamir, 
E.A. Richards, Lyndon LaRouche, John R. Bradley and other crazed anti-Semites 
and racists. There's more bigotry, hatred, and racism in one issue of the Arab 
News than in all the warblogs of the US, and for you to lecture us on 
<I>enlightenment</I> is a really sick joke.</P> 
You were on my short list of Arab writers whose work showed promise. But now, I 
think you're simply a phony, and a liar, and a backstabber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00073016 04662 10 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 5:59:16am  
 
Rasheed wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Oh please Charles, spare me your patronizing comments. I have always 
been straightforward and honest with you and everyone else on this site.Just 
because I can't stomach the nasty comments on LGF makes me a phony, liar and a 
backstabber too?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Hypocrite" also works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00073045 04662 39 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 6:49:27am  
 
PaxAmerica: knock it off. One more comment like that and you're 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00073156 04662 150 Charles Sun, Nov 10, 2002 6:04:48am  
 
Peter Watt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm sick of this shit. We are not going to destroy Islam. Posters 
that make these stupid remarks should be deleted.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have a great idea, Peter. Why don't you start your own weblog with a 
commenting system? Then you can experience the joy of deleting comments 
yourself, instead of demanding that I do it for you.</P> 



What is it about free speech that's so hard for some people to understand?</P> 
If I were to draw some arbitrary line and say every comment that crosses this 
line will be deleted, what do I do about the responses to the deleted comments? 
Believe it or not, I don't sit in front of the computer 24 hours a day, and 
there will be times that people have already replied to those comments that 
offend Peter Watt, before I read them. Do I delete the replies too?</P> 
Often those replies are heartfelt, eloquent rebuttals of the more extreme views 
that get posted here. People work hard and spend a lot of time on their 
replies.</P> 
Should I pull the rug out from under them, and delete the original but leave the 
rebuttals in place -- rendering them senseless?</P> 
I trust in our readers' ability to regulate themselves, and I think they do a 
damned fine job of it. I believe in the power of free speech, and the ability of 
intelligent, ethical people to confront and expose bad ideas to the light. In 
the open. In the community of free individuals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00073372 04667 16 Charles Sat, Nov 9, 2002 3:28:01pm  
 
Let's go back to what Rasheed wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A few Americans have dared criticize LGF, most notably the weblog 
editor of MSNBC, but they have been few and far between.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is a complete distortion of what happened; the weblog editor of MSNBC did 
<I>not</I> criticize LGF, he simply reported that others had made charges. In 
fact, Mr. Femia specifically denied making any judgment in the 
matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00074851 04690 2 Charles Tue, Nov 12, 2002 6:20:32am  
 
Aint: you're right. That slipped past me; I added the word 'state' to the 
description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075030 04692 19 Charles Tue, Nov 12, 2002 10:01:39am  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075038 04692 27 Charles Tue, Nov 12, 2002 10:59:38am  
 
The feeds are still working right now; the email said we had two weeks to sign 
up for the pay service, and after that the feeds would be 
discontinued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075045 04692 34 Charles Tue, Nov 12, 2002 3:43:04pm  
 
If you didn't get an email yet, it's probably just a matter of time. Here are 
the new Moreover terms of service:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://w.moreover.com/main_site/aboutus/terms.html" 
target=_blank>w.moreover.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075054 04692 43 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 8:32:05am  
 



Is there a special category for a non-profit that's so non-profitable that it 
can't pay the legal fees to declare its non-profitability? ;^)</P> 
Seriously, I don't think I want to go through all that just to have the Moreover 
news feeds. To be honest, I don't miss them, and the page loads faster without 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075709 04706 6 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 9:37:05am  
 
In the Mac version of IE, if you just hit several quick Command-Ws (Close 
Window), you can close them before the Javascript window-spawning code 
activates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075732 04706 29 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 11:12:45am  
 
Wayne wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Within the past month or so I've received two e-mails from your 
address (charles@littlegreenfootballs.com) - one was something about an XP 
patch, and the other was titled, "Congratulations"I deleted both simply because 
I don't open anything with attachments unless it's from my wife (and even then I 
do so with a great deal of caution, running a virus scan at least 500 times on 
the file). Did you actually send those e-mails out or are there some nefarious 
goings-on ?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I didn't send those, and my system doesn't have a virus. But there are 
several common viruses that fake the email 'from' address and they can grab 
email addresses from text files, web pages, browser caches, etc. -- not just 
from address books. So those viruses could have come from 
anywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075735 04706 32 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 11:22:51am  
 
SecHumanist wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That being said, the addresses in the source code show up as regular 
text, which makes me wonder if it is working. (Charles?)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sure enough. There was a bug in the code, introduced yesterday. It will be fixed 
shortly. Thanks for letting me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075738 04706 35 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 11:27:46am  
 
OK -- the encoding of email addresses is working again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00075925 04709 32 Charles Wed, Nov 13, 2002 5:08:20pm  
 
Red: I didn't delete your comment. You apparently forgot where you posted 
it:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4708#c0037" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00076086 04711 55 Charles Thu, Nov 14, 2002 5:06:07am  
 
ChazW wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Although some of the linked articles have dubious credibility (this 
article being a case in point)...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Dubious credibility?" The Age is a well-respected daily newspaper in Melbourne. 
Did you follow the link? If you had, you would have seen a <I>photograph</I> of 
the bomber in a room full of smiling, laughing police. There is absolutely 
nothing "dubious" about this article at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00076613 04717 111 Charles Thu, Nov 14, 2002 11:41:35am  
 
Brian: nothing was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00076619 04717 117 Charles Thu, Nov 14, 2002 11:46:01am  
 
Here's a page at FAS about the Soviet R-7 SS-6 Sapwood intercontinental 
ballistic missile, which refers to RD-107 engines.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.fas.org/nuke/guide/russia/icbm/r-7.htm" 
target=_blank>www.fas.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00076677 04717 175 Charles Thu, Nov 14, 2002 1:11:20pm  
 
I've updated the original entry with a note that this is a hoax. Thanks everyone 
for the fact checking.</P> 
I'm surprised to see this in the Asia Times; their credibility just took a big 
hit. But I'm glad that my feeling it was bogus turned out to be 
justified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00076699 04717 197 Charles Thu, Nov 14, 2002 3:02:55pm  
 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Has anyone already written a letter to the Asia Times about their 
printing a hoax with a byline?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, I did that as soon as I saw the about.com page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00077012 04722 23 Charles Fri, Nov 15, 2002 8:32:31am  
 
I thought that was obvious, actually, that they were calling Aghajari “Iran's 
Rushdie.” They may not explicitly be screaming for Rushdie's head, but they 
<I>are</I> saying Aghajari should suffer the same fate -- i.e. 
death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00077172 04725 64 Charles Fri, Nov 15, 2002 10:43:54am  
 
If you were wondering whether this painting is a parody, here's the artist's web 
site:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.lucong.com/paintings/PAINTINGS_2002_INDEX_P1.htm" 
target=_blank>www.lucong.com...</A>]</P> 
...with more examples of his work. Might help to provide that all-important 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00077931 04731 237 Charles Wed, Nov 20, 2002 5:45:06am  



 
Dunya: as I was reading your comments, I was struck most of all by what you're 
<I>not</I> saying.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And two weeks ago, Amnesty International classified IDF actions in 
Jenin as war crimes. We know that missiles were fired into this camp. We know 
there were home demolitions. We know that food and other humanitarian relief was 
refused to be let in by the IDF. We know that people were used as human shields. 
We also know that Israel's High Court refused the IDF's request to bury some of 
the dead inside Israel. How many bodies were there? We'll never 
know.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As if the IDF woke up one morning on the wrong side of the bed, and decided to 
go bulldoze houses and massacre innocent people with missiles, for the sheer 
hell of it.</P> 
One little inconvenient fact that apologists for terrorism always seem to leave 
out when spreading the Big Lie about Jenin: the "camp" had been known for years 
as a hotbed of terrorists and suicide bombers.</P> 
Is this Zionist propaganda? Well, I don't know. Why don't we read what one of 
the terrorists who was in Jenin during Operation Defensive Shield had to say—to 
an <I>Arab</I> newspaper:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.ahram.org.eg/weekly/2002/582/6inv2.htm" 
target=_blank>www.ahram.org.eg...</A>]</P> 
What do you know? Turns out the <I>terrorists</I> were the ones using the 
"civilian" population as human shields—and the population was happy to do it for 
them. Turns out that the <I>terrorists</I> had boobytrapped almost every house 
in the battle area.</P> 
There was a massacre planned, all right. By the Palestinians, against the 
IDF.</P> 
Here are the aerial photos, showing how small the actual battleground was:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2873" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Dunya wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How many bodies were there? We'll never know.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Palestinian Authority's own accounting of the number of casualties put the 
number of deaths in Jenin at less than 50.</P> 
Facts and photographs are such inconvenient little buggers, aren't they? But 
don't let them get in your way—you certainly haven't so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00077970 04731 276 Charles Wed, Nov 20, 2002 2:48:18pm  
 
Dunya: it's not appropriate to post 10K articles in our comments section. Do it 
again and I'll ban you.</P> 
I'm on the edge of banning you for this disgusting, ugly comment, you creep:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Don't get me started on the victim card. Are you aware how many 
people are tired of hearing about the Jewish Holocaust, which is raised 
constantly to evoke sympathies for the Israelis? Please. People may not say it 
to your face since you are Jewish, but people say it behind your backs. Even 
author Norm Finkelstein thinks that many Jews are exploiting the Holocaust as 
some sort of industry, and his parents are both survivors. Just save 
it.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So just give me one more excuse. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00078274 04736 23 Charles Sun, Nov 17, 2002 7:57:20am  
 



Quana: yes, that's the same <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4128" target=_blank>Mr. 
Fouda</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00078369 04738 16 Charles Sun, Nov 17, 2002 8:36:35am  
 
Elizabeth wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Could they be getting a bit discouraged? I would be, by now, after 
weeks of imploring the almighty for victory, to be stuck in the same old rut, no 
visible gains and a regime-change coming down the pipe.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But don't forget, this hate speech is nothing new. It's been going on for many 
years, and is only now coming to the attention of the West. I don't think 
they're getting discouraged at all; the repetition that we find boring is an 
essential part of the brainwashing process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00079076 04750 112 Charles Mon, Nov 18, 2002 11:27:50pm  
 
This topic was acting strange tonight, but I think I found the problem. It 
should be OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00079414 04755 6 Charles Tue, Nov 19, 2002 7:07:51am  
 
Yes, but as the article you linked shows, the "spies" (really just one) were 
used only as a last-ditch attempt to get information that the inspection team 
hadn't been able to obtain for years, due to Iraqi obstruction and 
intransigence.</P> 
The Iraqi line is a propaganda ploy, using the charged word "spies" to promote a 
lie—that they were acting in good faith, and the evil US took advantage of them 
to send in the CIA. It's a line that goes over big in the conspiracy-haunted 
Arab world, and with the weenies at the Guardian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00079556 04756 47 Charles Tue, Nov 19, 2002 8:14:09am  
 
I looked into Cafe Press, and while it does make things easier, I don't want to 
go that way. Their prices are too high. If I do it myself (and maybe hire a 
neighbor kid to help package them) I can sell them for less and still make a few 
bucks myself.</P> 
I may look into coffee mugs too. They're more expensive and time-consuming to 
ship, because they have to be protected against breakage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00079847 04757 81 Charles Wed, Nov 20, 2002 8:21:01am  
 
sisiphus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>don't click on #36...virus alert...winbomb...repeat do not click on 
#36...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
All comments left by that moron have been deleted, and he has been 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00080414 04762 17 Charles Wed, Nov 20, 2002 7:56:53am  
 
Kurt wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Uh ... has anyone verified that the comment was actually from 
someone on the Asia Times staff? We could probably use a little fact checking 
here before trumpeting this about.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The IP address of the comment was in Bangkok, and they also left the email 
address of the editor at the Asia Times. With this much, I assumed it was real, 
but I just sent an email to the editor to double-check. (I emailed them about 
the hoax, too, by the way.)</P> 
Oh, and ... I know this the same way I know that you, Kurt, also posted that 
next comment pretending to be from the Asia Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00080540 04764 23 Charles Wed, Nov 20, 2002 8:49:28am  
 
Aristotle (that's a pretty hefty handle you've chosen) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But the modern tendency to limit the term to Jews is an error. 
Semites are a distinct racial group (much like Anglo-Saxons and Teutons, 
Japanese and Koreans) with an overlapping history.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not a modern tendency at all. The term "antisemite" was coined by German 
anarchist Wilhelm Marr in the 19th century, specifically to denote Jews, in a 
way that sneakily avoided the negative-sounding <EM>Judenhass</EM>. Marr is 
often called "the father of anti-Semitism."</P> 
Here's a short bio of Marr:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/text/x15/xm1578.html" 
target=_blank>motlc.wiesenthal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081102 04771 16 Charles Thu, Nov 21, 2002 6:12:51am  
 
BigBad wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How come I never get a "hat tip"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, here's a hat tip for you! :^)</P> 
But come on -- you guys should know I keep a Jpost window open pretty much all 
the time. This article I found myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081309 04773 59 Charles Thu, Nov 21, 2002 10:13:52am  
 
I deleted "cedric's" comment. Unfortunately his IP is not blockable, because his 
ISP uses a proxy server that dynamically assigns IPs.</P> 
Once again I am considering requiring registration to post 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081597 04774 184 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 6:32:41am  
 
Ray: I'm glad you apologized. You're lucky I wasn't awake when all this went 
down, or you would be banned right now.</P> 
Consider this a friendly warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081679 04775 29 Charles Thu, Nov 21, 2002 2:48:03pm  
 
Here we go again with the <A 
href="http://atrios.blogspot.com/2002_11_17_atrios_archive.html#85702596" 
target=_blank>smearbots</A>. I try not to waste time on wankers like this, but 
this one is so schtoopid I can't resist rubbing his nose in it.</P> 
The article I linked to about Colin Powell says:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Secretary of State Colin Powell said Monday he is trying to expand 
programs to bring educators, journalists and political and religious leaders 
from Islamic countries to the United States.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hisham Sharabi is -- wait for it -- an <I>educator!</I></P> 
Hence, my comment about "people like Sharabi."</P> 
Try reading, Atrios.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081681 04775 31 Charles Thu, Nov 21, 2002 3:10:22pm  
 
P.S. Not to mention the willfully blind attitude that sees an article about a 
professor at a <I>US university</I> preaching anti-Semitic and anti-American 
conspiracy theories and lies at a school in Lebanon, and doesn't even find it 
worthy of comment.</P> 
Instead, the reaction is to slam <I>me</I> for tying this to a Colin Powell 
statement that explicitly refers to "educators," in an act of misinterpretation 
so blatant I suspect it was intentional.</P> 
It's another demonstration of just how morally bankrupt and bereft of ideas the 
so-called "left" has become. Faced with insane murderous hatred being spread in 
our own schools, their only response is to attack the messengers who point it 
out. Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081725 04775 75 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 12:51:41pm  
 
Yehudit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, Wilkes #42 nailed your post in #31 much better than I 
could.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh really? So you agree with him that I plot and scheme ways to cleverly phrase 
my posts to "throw red meat" to the "rabid dogs?"</P> 
Thanks a lot, Judith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081935 04779 21 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 7:02:46am  
 
Joel N. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Where exactly does he describe suicide bombers as 
"noble"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He engaged in a bit of soul searching on his weblog after his last hysterical 
attempt to smear me and LGF's readers, and the comment about suicide bombers was 
in that post. I tried to find it so I could provide a link, but his site is so 
poorly organized and impossible to navigate that I gave up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00081952 04779 38 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 12:27:27pm  
 
Yehudit: If you don't know the history of Neale Talbot's mean-spirited attacks 
on LGF (and you obviously don't) why do you think it's appropriate to offer an 
opinion? If you really want to align yourself with someone who thinks suicide 
bombers are brave and noble, I have to say I'm very disappointed in 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082009 04780 43 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 6:57:25am  
 
There's a little too much "f--- you" going on around here lately. Let's keep the 
level a little higher than that, please.</P> 



jeb: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=peaceful+religion+watch" 
target=_blank>Peaceful Religion Watch</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082153 04782 12 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 7:42:37am  
 
Mr. "freedom" above is spreading his hate from our neighbor to the north, 
Canada.</P> 
I've noticed before that posts about victims of Palestinian terror seem to 
really enrage the Jew-haters. I think it's because looking at the faces of their 
victims is like holding up a mirror to their twisted souls; they can't stand 
what they see, so they lash out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082373 04787 23 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 2:14:08pm  
 
DebP wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If Charles did delete one or more of his comments, it could very 
well be that this guy's misattributing Charles' reason for the deletion, and if 
Charles saw it again, Charles could provide his real rationale for deleting it 
(like this guy'd care or believe Charles anyway).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He has never posted a comment here under his own name. If I did delete something 
he left (which I probably didn't, because I delete <I>very few</I> comments), 
it's because he was obviously trolling, or was insulting, or a similar 
reason.</P> 
But the real point is -- he admits he was trolling LGF! So how can he claim 
outrage that his sneaky dishonest comments were deleted -- even if they were? 
Believe me, I'm starting to get a very good nose for trolls, and by admitting 
that he is one, he put himself on a very short list of suspects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082389 04787 39 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 3:30:04pm  
 
Glen:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Aquilae non captant muscae - "Eagles don't eat flies."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That just got added to our random title list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082391 04787 41 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 3:43:01pm  
 
Kirk: thank you for the much-needed smile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082393 04787 43 Charles Fri, Nov 22, 2002 3:44:58pm  
 
And lest anyone feel left out -- you guys are the greatest, and anyone who says 
otherwise can bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082573 04790 42 Charles Sat, Nov 23, 2002 6:37:14pm  
 
Fixed it.</P> 
But in the future, please remember -- that's why I worked my fingers to the bone 
creating the PREVIEW feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00082747 04792 72 Charles Sat, Nov 23, 2002 5:39:01pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4792#c0071" 
target=_blank>PaxAmerica</A>/<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4792#c0070" 
target=_blank>IslamObam!</A>: I hope you enjoyed your little pseudo-dialog with 
yourself, because those are your last posts at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00082981 04797 3 Charles Sat, Nov 23, 2002 4:57:27pm  
 
What it means for you guys: all your carefully considered comments are now 
backed up, so if a stray cosmic ray hits our web host's server at the wrong 
time, the LGF legacy remains intact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00083004 04797 26 Charles Sun, Nov 24, 2002 5:31:51am  
 
The Bug scratched:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, two things that come to my mind: it's possible to gzip 
delivered content at both the server level (scroll down a little) and the PHP 
code level.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, I know. Our server is already using the gzip-compressed method of sending 
HTML.</P> 
But the module I wrote yesterday lets me quickly and easily back up the entire 
LGF weblog, by archiving everything in ZIP files that can be downloaded -- a 
different thing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00083071 04798 67 Charles Sun, Nov 24, 2002 12:10:42pm  
 
Susan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>We need a new word for what Islam is, vis a vis "kaffirs" and 
"unbelievers". ...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Muslim supremacists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00083103 04799 8 Charles Sun, Nov 24, 2002 6:52:39am  
 
I completely disagree that this headline isn't biased. (And yes, my meds are up 
to date, thank you.)</P> 
This is part of a long-standing pattern by the BBC to delegitimize and demonize 
Israel; by saying that Israel "admits" to the killing, they imply that there was 
an attempt to cover it up and Israel was forced to make a confession.</P> 
Notice that the text uses the far more neutral term "acknowledges."</P> 
There are many ways the headline could have been phrased. The BBC chose this one 
very deliberately to cast aspersions on the IDF, as they have many times 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00083207 04799 112 Charles Sun, Nov 24, 2002 9:18:43am  
 
Bez:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My original post was addressed to Charles and it was never 
answered.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As Ryan said above, I was mocking the "honor" of this man being awarded 
martyrdom status by the PA, not his death.</P> 



Was his death "a bad thing?" In the sense that any human being's death 
diminishes us, yes.</P> 
But the history of UNRWA toleration of (if not outright support for) Palestinian 
terrorism is disgracefully villainous, as others have already pointed out. 
Search for UNRWA here to find countless examples.</P> 
If this man was an innocent aid worker, his death was unfortunate.</P> 
But if, as the IDF says, he was allowing Palestinian gunmen to stage attacks 
from inside the UN compound, then I'm sorry -- it may not be very politically 
correct to say it -- but he got exactly what he deserved.</P> 
P.S. This may sound harsh. But I owe you neither an apology nor an explanation 
for what I wrote, and you don't have a right to demand it. If you don't like 
what you read here, don't read it. I'm not going to start walking on eggshells 
to please humorless PC advocates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00083949 04813 23 Charles Mon, Nov 25, 2002 12:21:09pm  
 
We also have a sequence of satellite photos of Jenin here at LGF:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2873" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00084099 04816 32 Charles Mon, Nov 25, 2002 5:02:41pm  
 
But that is one lovely camel in the BBC's stock photo, you have to admit.</P> 
And let us not forget that camels produce other substances favored by 
Islamists:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2466" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085399 04836 10 Charles Wed, Nov 27, 2002 5:13:10pm  
 
Thanks, William. I updated the links. (And I wish MEMRI would rethink their 
strange linking system.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085409 04837 3 Charles Wed, Nov 27, 2002 3:00:39pm  
 
Q: I got a message from the author a couple of weeks ago when I was out, but he 
never called back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085414 04837 8 Charles Wed, Nov 27, 2002 3:11:42pm  
 
NTropy: all of the above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085415 04837 9 Charles Wed, Nov 27, 2002 3:15:09pm  
 
Q: It was Adam Heimlich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085422 04837 16 Charles Wed, Nov 27, 2002 4:26:51pm  
 
Hodadenon wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Have you considered running a "Best of..." on your hate mail as a 
weekly/monthly humor feature?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unfortunately, most of it consists of boring insults. For example, here's one I 
received earlier this year from an Arab state that shall remain nameless:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>F-ck you Jew b-st-rds...you think youre so g-dd-m superior...well 
we'll see how you fare when America cuts you loose...</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085803 04843 23 Charles Thu, Nov 28, 2002 9:10:52am  
 
foobar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, number eleven appears to be mentally ill. I hope you can 
trace back the origin of this just in case anything happens.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
All I can say is, please do not feed the troll from 
Saskatchewan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085849 04844 10 Charles Thu, Nov 28, 2002 8:51:14am  
 
Ivan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>the country should read Kenya not Nigeria</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Um, right. Had a little glitch in the software there. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085913 04845 41 Charles Thu, Nov 28, 2002 12:37:09pm  
 
Please do not feed the troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00085950 04845 78 Charles Thu, Nov 28, 2002 11:10:23pm  
 
Hmm. OK, I see why Zzed thinks I deleted his post; one of his comments is 
missing. I was working on some new features of the comment editing system 
earlier today, and it's possible that something was lost inadvertently. Sorry 
for the confusion.</P> 
This is the comment from Zzed that was formerly #2:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Stupid.The investigation into the financing of the 911 terrorists is 
ongoing, having your hand up in the air merely demonstrates ignorance of the 
matter.So no vote for a Palestinian state, what is the alternative. Four million 
people with their own identity need somewhere to live and have the right to 
their own state, deny it and the war of attrition will continue 
indefinately.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086063 04849 17 Charles Thu, Nov 28, 2002 4:38:42pm  
 
Kissinger is a crocodile, no doubt. But crocodiles have a place in the 
ecosystem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086155 04851 29 Charles Fri, Nov 29, 2002 8:37:30am  
 
But his S&amp;M background <EM>is</EM> relevant. If we look at this as a 
calculated maneuver (instead of simple schtoopidity) it's clearly intended to 
embarrass Blix. Yes, the more important issue is whether or not he's qualified, 
and I think it speaks volumes that State passed over countless people more 



qualified than McGeorge, to recommend someone whose background they must have 
known would become an issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086408 04861 3 Charles Fri, Nov 29, 2002 3:04:09pm  
 
Way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086414 04861 9 Charles Fri, Nov 29, 2002 3:17:41pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>110 gallons of water!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You bet! Gotta boil a whole camel, and a lamb, and 20 chickens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086415 04861 10 Charles Fri, Nov 29, 2002 3:18:29pm  
 
Boil. A whole. Camel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086417 04861 12 Charles Fri, Nov 29, 2002 3:20:43pm  
 
And WTF does "once you get over the hump" mean?</P> 
I need a glass of wine. I treasure each one before our inevitable conversion to 
Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086887 04870 29 Charles Sat, Nov 30, 2002 9:28:07pm  
 
"The World Turned Upside Down."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086951 04871 28 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 8:16:45am  
 
I'm glad to hear that. I wrote about the anti-Semitism at DMOZ back in July, 
after a reader tipped me off:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3486" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And by the way, Netscape may say they have "taken steps," but the pages with 
links to whatreallyhappened.com and other anti-Jewish sites are still there at 
DMOZ:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://dmoz.org/Bookmarks/S/shermain/" 
target=_blank>dmoz.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00086952 04871 29 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 8:22:55am  
 
Excuse me, Ralph, but Matt Haughey has made it very clear on several occasions 
how he feels about LGF and me, and has expressed his approval of attempts by 
other weenies (names available on request) to have LGF shut down.</P> 
Haughey can do whatever he wants on his own site, of course. But don't try to 
convince me that deleting that post had nothing to do with LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087023 04873 4 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 5:50:34am  
 



It's no secret that I wasn't a fan of Bush before September 11. I agree that 
politicians are always vilified by the public, but it's quite a different thing 
when a high-ranking Canadian official calls the POTUS a 'moron' in front of the 
press.</P> 
It ought to be clear to everyone (except those wearing ideological blinders) 
that Bush is anything but stupid. Even though he still can't pronounce the word 
'nuclear.' (And actually, I think he mispronounces it 
deliberately.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087060 04873 41 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 9:17:04am  
 
Auntie Phredricka: posts under a false name, with a false email address and a 
false URL. Never has anything worthwhile to contribute, issues provocative 
statements intended only to piss people off and make them focus on 
him/her/it.</P> 
Troll.</P> 
And as of now, a banned one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087165 04876 15 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 9:06:22am  
 
Hey Jamie: yes, that is a great op-ed. I didn't put it on the front page only 
because every other blog in the western world had already done 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087311 04877 18 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 1:01:37pm  
 
NTropy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Cousin-It errr Auntie Phredricka will be by shortly to make sure 
we're being edumacated durn good.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, no; I reached my limit with that troll this morning and banned 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087322 04877 29 Charles Sun, Dec 1, 2002 3:39:01pm  
 
Thank you for taking the time to see what LGF is all about, Ralph—that's much 
more than most of our detractors have bothered to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087388 04878 3 Charles Mon, Dec 2, 2002 6:24:40am  
 
Grantman: we're still working out the pricing, but probably in the $18-$20 
region, plus $3.00 shipping/handling. Overseas shipping would cost a little 
more, depending on the country. We'll post more info on pricing 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00087409 04878 24 Charles Mon, Dec 2, 2002 8:48:25am  
 
These will be Hanes Beefy T shirts, one of the highest quality shirts you can 
get. And we'll be doing silk screens, not iron-on transfers.</P> 
One reason we're not doing black shirts or other designs is because, again, we 
want to keep initial costs low. The design is a problem on a black shirt because 
the black outlines will be lost, and also because the text will have to be in a 



different color. For each different design, new screens have to be created, 
which means the setup cost is higher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00088499 04891 367 Charles Wed, Dec 4, 2002 5:27:57am  
 
VD wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OTOH the signal/noise ratio in this thread was not too bad despite 
theincomplete article somewhat maliciously quoted by Charles...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Said in the true Euroweenie spirit. When you can't attack the facts, you 
attribute false motivations to the one communicating the facts and attack him 
instead.</P> 
The description above is a straighforward summation of the point of the article. 
That you think it's "malicious" says more about you than about 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00088874 04894 14 Charles Wed, Dec 4, 2002 3:52:49pm  
 
Move along. This is just a test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00088967 04896 9 Charles Wed, Dec 4, 2002 7:00:29am  
 
Cowardly Pundit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you saw a photo of the door of a synagogue with a swastika on it, 
would you accuse Jews of being Nazi sympathisers?Note, too that the martyr 
poster has been torn down.I think, for once Charles, you overstate the 
point.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're reading too much into what I wrote. I'm not saying the poster was 
intentionally placed there. I'm aware that it could have been put there after 
the sign was torn down.</P> 
But it's an excellent symbolic representation of UNRWA's agenda. And you don't 
have to look very hard to find photos of UNRWA signs covered with martyr posters 
that <EM>aren't</EM> torn down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089321 04901 106 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 2:42:23pm  
 
What the hell?</P> 
Jim West: your email address is <I>optional</I>. If you provide it, you do so 
because you want to let others contact you. There's nothing hidden, and no 
conspiracies. Sheesh.</P> 
Are you new at this internet thing?</P> 
By the way, in the actual HTML source for the page, the email address is encoded 
to help block spambots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089373 04903 3 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 6:41:39am  
 
And there you have the Muslim supremacist ideology in a nutshell. It's not 
enough for Sobia Virk to simply refrain from drinking alcohol herself -- she 
must stop everyone else from doing it too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089381 04903 11 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 6:48:44am  
 



I don't think the booze was served at an actual meeting; the article mentions a 
"reception."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089401 04903 31 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 7:11:46am  
 
fergusoa: you're correct, I misread that. But the quote does make it clear that 
her demand for an apology was "for religious reasons," not out of concern for 
drinking at a meeting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089496 04903 126 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 11:15:23pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089538 04904 32 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 8:44:26am  
 
Ian S. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If Allah is speaking through LGF, does that mean Charles is Allah? 
The theological implications are staggering.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right, and from now on I insist that when you write my name, you must 
follow it with <B>(pbuh)</B> -- <B>p</B>ropellor <B>b</B>eanie <B>u</B>pon 
<B>h</B>im.</P> 
Don't make me pronounce a fatwa on y'all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089851 04910 15 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 12:38:44pm  
 
Halifax, Nova Scotia, to be exact -- Dalhousie University, to be even more 
exact. And our little happy Frenchman may be surprised to know that a letter of 
complaint is on its way to the president of the university right now.</P> 
And he/she/it has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00089948 04911 25 Charles Thu, Dec 5, 2002 5:12:32pm  
 
Look who crawled out from under his rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090033 04911 110 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 5:17:48am  
 
So "Wrong Way" Neale and T.H. the Swiss Troll both think collectibles, Jeffrey 
Dahmer action figures, and Nazi toys sold from a fringe web site are <EM>exactly 
the same</EM> as Osama Bin Laden toys.</P> 
If the Jeffrey Dahmer dolls were on the top 10 list at Toys R Us, they might 
have a point. But what part of "one of the most popular toys in the Muslim 
world" didn't they understand?</P> 
Of course, they didn't misunderstand -- they're deliberately using bogus morally 
equivalent comparisons, because once again the truth is too unpleasant to deal 
with.</P> 
And only someone who doesn't live in the US (like these two clowns) would 
question the <STRONG>fact</STRONG> that the US toy industry is under immense 
pressure to sanitize and PC-ize childrens’ toys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090044 04911 121 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 6:50:50am  



 
It's very revealing that TH reads my comment and thinks I'm referring to 
<EM>government</EM> pressure, then actually brags about European governments 
<EM>banning</EM> militaristic toys.</P> 
As if that were something to be proud of.</P> 
Again -- only someone who doesn't live in the US would be unaware that US toy 
manufacturers are under enormous pressure to purge even the slightest hint of 
violence from mass-market toys.</P> 
And only a Eurolefty would applaud governments that ban childrens’ toys for 
ideological reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090241 04914 83 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 4:00:38pm  
 
Stephen Schwartz wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Sorry Charles, I used to believe you were trying to shed light on 
difficult issues, but now I see you are simply pandering to the lynch 
mob.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Stephen: the article I linked was published by the National Review, the same 
site that has published several articles by you recently. I'm sorry to see you 
resort to such silly accusations, because I've been very much on your side in 
the past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090267 04915 3 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 6:54:45am  
 
This is potentially <EM>very scary news</EM>. I hope it's not as bad as it 
looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090286 04915 22 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 2:45:19pm  
 
Question marks are also often used to denote lack of certainty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090493 04917 38 Charles Sat, Dec 7, 2002 8:06:17am  
 
Hmm. I just updated the entry with a link to a story that says "weeks," not 
months.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090620 04919 13 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 2:23:45pm  
 
Nothing was "purged." The thread still exists, I just hid it from public view 
because it was filling up with noise, and I had received several complaints 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090633 04919 26 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 6:36:02pm  
 
Alfred wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Please enlighten me as to why you have killed an entire thread, 
which I have never, ever seen you do before, entirely.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
First, please note -- the thread has not been "killed." All I've done is close 
it off from public view. All comments remain intact.</P> 
Second -- why did I close it? Because I returned from running some errands for a 
couple of hours and found more than 150 new comments, the majority of which 



seemed to be personal insults and attacks having very little to do with the 
topic. Much more noise than signal. And I also received three complaints that 
the tone of the thread was turning people off.</P> 
Maybe now that people have cooled down a little, I can open the topic again. I 
don't mean to slight your contributions, or anyone's contributions, but that 
thread really was spinning out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090645 04919 38 Charles Sat, Dec 7, 2002 5:46:00am  
 
<B>Note:</B> I reopened <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4916" target=_blank>the 
original thread</A>, a few entries down. I agree with Alfred that there are some 
valuable comments in there; but rereading the whole thread confirmed my reasons 
for closing it in the first place. I really <I>really</I> don't want LGF to turn 
into the internet equivalent of an all-noise, no-signal usenet group, and I 
reserve the right to close threads when necessary to prevent this.</P> 
In any case, Alfred, I'm surprised you would toss out accusations of censorship; 
the term "censorship" is meaningless in terms of a privately-owned forum, as I'm 
sure you must know.</P> 
I suspect you were reacting out of shock that I had (apparently) deleted all the 
comments in that thread, even though I tried to make it clear that nothing was 
permanently lost. And I think Raj was doing the same when he pledged to stop 
posting here. I hope both of you will reconsider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090657 04920 3 Charles Fri, Dec 6, 2002 3:25:23pm  
 
Who said anything about banning the book?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00090963 04924 39 Charles Sat, Dec 7, 2002 3:21:29pm  
 
It wasn't a typo -- just my odd sense of humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00091158 04927 138 Charles Sun, Dec 8, 2002 6:04:17am  
 
Jeebus in a sidecar, what's going on around here? Are we witnessing the 
onslaught of holiday-related stress syndrome?</P> 
Ranbutan: your personal attacks really are going over the line. Have been for 
some time, actually. If you won't turn down the vitriol level, I'm going to ban 
you. Consider this a friendly warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00091179 04928 2 Charles Sat, Dec 7, 2002 12:09:34pm  
 
There does seem to be a theme developing. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00091201 04928 24 Charles Sat, Dec 7, 2002 3:56:16pm  
 
You know what? I'm shocked and disappointed in myself for this post, and I 
hereby announce that I'm delinking everyone who links to any site that has ever 
linked to me.</P> 
I'm so disgusted with me. How dare I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00091660 04937 14 Charles Sun, Dec 8, 2002 3:39:26pm  
 
It's addictive to watch these requests come in. And a nice side effect: the 
referrer page is much easier to read now, without all those unformatted search 
requests cluttering it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00091661 04937 15 Charles Sun, Dec 8, 2002 3:42:41pm  
 
<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=potato+chip+iraq&amp;hl=en&amp;lr=&amp;ie=U
TF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>potato chip iraq</A>???</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00092215 04946 21 Charles Tue, Dec 10, 2002 9:14:35am  
 
tom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>charles, when and where did u work in nyc?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I was born there, and lived in Queens Village until I was 10, when the family 
moved to Hawaii.</P> 
And I've been back many times since. Even played a concert with Al Jarreau at 
Carnegie Hall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00092673 04951 24 Charles Tue, Dec 10, 2002 11:44:49am  
 
Montaigne's Cat wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Bet you didn't know George Clinton ran for President!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right, and if he'd been elected we wouldn't have had all these problems 
over all these years, either!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00093178 04959 67 Charles Wed, Dec 11, 2002 3:13:02pm  
 
Actually, I didn't exactly delete it, but I am testing some new software that 
tries to intercept troll-type comments, by looking for comments containing lots 
of profanity, lots of capital letters, and lots of exclamation and/or question 
marks. And unfortunately, your comment was caught by the filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00093494 04963 38 Charles Wed, Dec 11, 2002 12:52:30pm  
 
The page is there, but some browsers may balk at displaying it because of its 
size.</P> 
On the "first" issue, I'd prefer that people not do it. Think how much more it 
would mean if you got the first comment, <EM>and</EM> had something intelligent 
to say...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00093520 04963 64 Charles Wed, Dec 11, 2002 2:23:07pm  
 
The original source is this ICQ prank by somethingawful's Rich "Lowtax" 
Kyanka:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://somethingawful.com/articles.php?a=287" 
target=_blank>somethingawful.com...</A>]</P> 
which inspired this odd web animation:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://www.jonathonrobinson.com/3.0/web/webtsos.html" 
target=_blank>www.jonathonrobinson.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094020 04968 46 Charles Thu, Dec 12, 2002 7:29:45am  
 
The link for "Abu Abad" says hezbollah.org, but it actually goes to a travel 
agent site. He's posting his comments from (where else?) Canada.</P> 
He expresses his <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4961#c0061" 
target=_blank>support for Hezbollah</A> here, so it's not surprising that he's 
attempting to pretend he's associated with them.</P> 
So far he seems to be trying to discuss things semi-rationally, if only to spout 
the usual line of pro-Palestinian flak.</P> 
I have no interest in discussing anything with Hezbollah supporters, but at 
least he doesn't appear to be totally insane like so many of the trolls we get 
around here.</P> 
By the way: GI JOE -- please knock that stuff off. All you did was give "Abu 
Abad" an excuse to complain and be a victim, instead of answering the rebuttals 
to his distorted arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094235 04972 80 Charles Thu, Dec 12, 2002 3:37:10pm  
 
The IDF site has screenshots of the Arabic pages with the Nasrallah quotes that 
Hizb'Allah is now trying to expunge from the historical record, with help from 
willing tools like CBC:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.idf.il/newsite/english/1125-1.stm" 
target=_blank>www.idf.il...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094237 04972 82 Charles Thu, Dec 12, 2002 3:43:06pm  
 
According to the IDF site again, the quotes are from Hizb'Allah's official 
magazine El-Intikad (November 15, 2002). The article in question has apparently 
been removed from their site:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.intiqad.com/moqawama/doc2.htm" 
target=_blank>www.intiqad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094818 04983 17 Charles Fri, Dec 13, 2002 11:26:54am  
 
Thanks Jamie, but I came across that one myself, when I went to the WaPo looking 
for a new Krauthammer. Where's my Krauthammer?</P> 
But you can have a hat tip anyway! ;) (Hat tip: Jamie Irons.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094908 04985 14 Charles Fri, Dec 13, 2002 11:41:22am  
 
In the bottom photo the screaming child is standing in front of a large 
painting. Here's another view of it, complete with masked mortar-holding 
terrorist:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/021213/170/2v17y.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00094929 04985 35 Charles Fri, Dec 13, 2002 3:35:11pm  
 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00094947 04985 53 Charles Fri, Dec 13, 2002 7:05:18pm  
 
TROLL ALERT: Q is right. #46 and #48 were posted from the same IP address. It's 
sad when cousins marry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095143 04989 3 Charles Fri, Dec 13, 2002 5:20:02pm  
 
Don't make me write code to delete "First!" comments. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095237 04993 11 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 9:22:14am  
 
Please note, folks!</P> 
The page stored in Google's cache is <B>not</B> the correct document. Apparently 
that page at the alintiqad site is frequently changed, and Google's cache 
contains a different story.</P> 
Ben at StopOnlineTerror found a source that refers to the statements, although 
it's not complete:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://stoponlineterror.blogspot.com/2002_12_01_stoponlineterror_archive.h
tml#85941306" 
target=_blank>stoponlineterror.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095244 04993 18 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 9:58:22am  
 
The point I'm trying to make is not that the CBC should have accepted the IDF's 
story uncritically -- it's that the CBC, after bragging about their Mideast 
Bureau's fact-checking, <EM>does not even mention</EM> the IDF 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095246 04993 20 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 9:59:32am  
 
What Erik said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095247 04993 21 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 10:12:45am  
 
And by the way, when I first wrote about this story on November 25:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4814" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
I followed the link from the IDF site, and I'll confirm that at the time there 
was indeed a page full of Arabic text at that location. I don't read Arabic, and 
didn't try to translate the page with a web service, so I can't verify the 
actual quotes. But unless someone can produce evidence that the IDF has 
misrepresented facts on its web site (and I've never heard anyone make this 
accusation), I see no reason to assume the quotes are not authentic.</P> 
They're certainly not out of character for Nasrallah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00095334 04994 50 Charles Sun, Dec 15, 2002 1:33:54pm  
 
Steely Dan, "Deacon Blues." From the album "Aja," 1977.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095354 04996 10 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 12:34:05pm  
 
orsus: It's not appropriate to post entire articles from MEMRI here in our 
comments section. It wastes our space and violates MEMRI's copyright. I've 
deleted the article from your comment, but anyone who wants to read the entire 
thing can simply follow the link in my entry.</P> 
If you're trying to make a point, why not say what you mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095365 04996 21 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 2:41:09pm  
 
orsus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I ask you this, who is benefiting the most from our struggles? it is 
at them that we should direct our outrage...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't be coy, orsus. Who in the world could you be talking about? I really have 
no idea. The Polynesians? Wait ... I know! It's those dirty, scheming Eskimos! 
Right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095377 04996 33 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 3:40:55pm  
 
orsus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>i'm not being coy, i really don't know...but i suspect it would take 
a pretty damn good accountant to find out.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah, an accountant! That means it has something do with ... money! Am I 
right?</P> 
I know! It's the greedy, scheming Taiwanese! They love money, don't they? 
Offhand, I just can't think of any other group that's as greedy and scheming. 
Can you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095381 04996 37 Charles Sat, Dec 14, 2002 4:07:54pm  
 
orsus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>i think the group thats greediest might possibly be the one with all 
the dough.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good! Another clue!</P> 
So it's not the Taiwanese, huh? They do have quite a bit of money. Let's see. 
Who has more money than the Taiwanese? The Japanese?</P> 
It's the evil, greedy, scheming Japanese, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095698 05006 3 Charles Sun, Dec 15, 2002 7:58:35am  
 
No, but I'll bet the "UN official who worked in Iraq" is Scott 
Ritter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095908 05011 6 Charles Sun, Dec 15, 2002 1:51:41pm  
 
Deleted for egregious abuse of exclamation points. Carry on. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00095918 05011 16 Charles Sun, Dec 15, 2002 3:05:37pm  
 
The first run will be white and grey only; it will take an entire different set 
of screens to do a design for black shirts, and we want to keep things simple at 
first. But they'll be top quality Hanes Beefy T shirts, pre-shrunk 100% 
cotton.</P> 
I understand the Paypal complaints, and you'll also be able to mail a check if 
you want to avoid it. But Paypal is the easiest and quickest way for us to put 
up a shopping cart system without getting into the merchant account/card 
authorization mess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00095983 05012 44 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 5:26:58am  
 
The comment that used to be #42 is gone; I'm deleting all the comments by this 
moron where he posed as someone else. The rest I will leave in 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096058 05013 73 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 7:41:19am  
 
Hey "Lee/Li/go hitler" -- I have some information for you.</P> 
I'm aware that you're posting your hateful comments from <A 
href="http://www.wsipc.org/" target=_blank>The Washington School Information 
Processing Cooperative</A>, and I intend to send them copies of your comments, 
along with all technical information they'll need to find out who you are and do 
something about you.</P> 
Have a nice day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096341 05018 55 Charles Mon, Dec 16, 2002 3:31:31pm  
 
Overwatch wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If Charles would do an IP trace on the poster claiming to be her and 
let us know if it is likely to be the real deal or not I'd be much 
obliged.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hard to believe, from the unprofessional nature of the responses, but yes ... 
it's her.</P> 
I'd just like to ask Antonia, if she's still reading, if she's comfortable with 
the knowledge that her so-called debunking of the Hizb'Allah story is being used 
triumphantly by terror apologists to support their cause ... as the article that 
started this thread makes abundantly clear?</P> 
And a question that one of our other readers asked deserves a reply, I think: 
did your research into this story include contacting Hizb'Allah themselves? If 
not, how can you claim you've "debunked" anything?</P> 
And ... I haven't seen you address the fact that the statements in question 
(minus the "don't be shy" part) were originally sourced on the IDF website on 
November 25?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096377 05018 91 Charles Mon, Dec 16, 2002 8:46:20pm  
 
From Canada again, too. What the hell is going on up there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096378 05018 92 Charles Mon, Dec 16, 2002 8:49:14pm  



 
An anonymous troll from Canada wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There are good works you can be doing to make this world a better 
and safer place but instead you choose to imperil us all by disseminating evil 
under the cover of false identities.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is rich, coming from someone posting under the name Theodor 
Herzl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096478 05020 13 Charles Mon, Dec 16, 2002 9:39:25am  
 
Narniaman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What's the URL for the website?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Click the picture; the link to the Hamas site is on the IDF's page. I don't 
really want to post a link to it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096587 05022 3 Charles Mon, Dec 16, 2002 4:25:22pm  
 
Changed the link to a Yahoo news version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096696 05023 92 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 7:59:05am  
 
Q wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What is it with the Jew-hating brain-dead troll infestation 
today?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
We always seem to get an influx of these types when our close personal friends 
Neale Talbot and Anil Dash post limp-wristed attacks on LGF. Just a coincidence, 
I'm sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096960 05027 6 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 7:13:51am  
 
Trolls are so predictable. I think I'll start including projected troll 
responses along with my posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096962 05027 8 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 7:20:14am  
 
People -- before you endorse the Saudis' medieval punishments, please note the 
latest 3 victims of this barbaric punishment were simply "convicted" (as if 
their courts grant any sort of due process at all) of armed robbery. Do you 
really want to endorse the death penalty for armed robbery?</P> 
And I'll continue to point out that these executions are carried out in the most 
brutal inhumane way possible, in front of cheering crowds who are disappointed 
if the "criminal" doesn't suffer enough. These are not clean decapitations, 
guillotine-style -- they're nightmarish chop-fests, similar to what happened to 
poor Daniel Pearl. In murder cases, they let the victim's family members step up 
and take a few whacks.</P> 
Even if you approve of the death penalty for capital crimes, the Saudi way of 
carrying it out is evil barbarism and we shouldn't approve of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00096970 05027 16 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 7:40:24am  
 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Questions about the fairness of the Saudi Legal system aside, is 
there a humane way to execute someone?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is there a barbaric, Dark Ages way to execute someone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097015 05027 61 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 11:42:44am  
 
huppo wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So, they push him to the ground a couple dozen feet away for this 
guy and a big dude with a real big sword steps up and with a couple backhand 
strokes, offs their heads. And that’s the story.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't doubt that it happens that way sometimes; but the scenario I described 
above also comes from an eyewitness account from an 
acquaintance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097194 05030 19 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 2:31:54pm  
 
bondurant: Florida. (Gave himself away with the "no wonder Disney doesn't hire 
Jews" remark.)</P> 
terry: the UK.</P> 
Canada gets a break on these two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097235 05030 60 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 6:25:26am  
 
You really are a piece of work. At least you found the correct 
topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097363 05031 16 Charles Tue, Dec 17, 2002 1:17:23pm  
 
NC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Damn. I thought I e-mailed this link early this morning. WILL WORK 
FOR HAT TIPS!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Then Bigbad wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>NC - Re: hat tips - don't expect them. I don't anymore, and also 
don't e-mail stories anymore.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't say I've never forgotten to credit someone, but I really do try. Today's 
Inbox contains 139 new emails, and I've gotten through about half, while 
arranging for the T-shirts and keeping an eye on the troll infestation, and 
trying to get some paying work done as well. If you sent me email about a story 
and you don't get a hat tip for it, it's because I didn't find it through your 
email. Simple as that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097737 05036 58 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 7:25:11am  
 
o'danny boy: Please turn off your caps lock. It looks like you're SHOUTING at 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097750 05036 71 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 8:15:43am  
 
Laertes wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But the fascinating bit to me is how you guys (#1 NTropy, #11 GB, 
#20 starstruck, #32 Jack) swallow a bleedin' Iraq Daily article just because it 



tells you something you'd like to believe. The fact that you bought it in the 
first place suggests that you'll let slip the opportunity to reflect on why you 
did so.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not one of the comments you cited "swallows" the Iraqi Daily article. I think 
it's abundantly clear to people that Iraq fabricated the quotes -- Brian Jacks 
pointed out the the NY Post article in the second post, for Pete's sake.</P> 
You're completely missing the real point, which is that public figures who 
eagerly allow themselves to be used by murderous dictators, without considering 
the implications carefully, deserve public censure. And that's what Penn did. It 
almost doesn't matter whether he said those words or not -- he gave Saddam 
Hussein another propaganda victory, and that's contemptible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097755 05036 76 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 8:32:07am  
 
Laertes wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Me, I prefer to blame the liar for the lie, but then I'm into 
"personal responsibility" and all that.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do you understand how propaganda works? This isn't a simple case of someone 
telling lies; you may prefer to "blame the liar," and most Americans and 
Westerners will indeed see through the lies, but this propaganda <EM>isn't aimed 
at the West</EM>. It's used to enhance Saddam's image in the Arab world (where 
they will never hear Penn's disavowals), and to demoralize any possible 
rebellious elements of his own population, by making it appear that even 
American movie stars support Saddam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097811 05037 6 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 6:35:02am  
 
Robert: thanks. I think you emailed about this yesterday, didn't you? (I can't 
seem to find it in my incredibly cluttered Inbox...) That belongs on the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097870 05039 4 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 9:11:11am  
 
Aw. Now my widdle feewings are hurt. Wah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097884 05039 18 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 11:30:16am  
 
I'm curious, "Abu." How do you like working at St. Michael's Hospital in 
Toronto? Do they know you're using one of their ISP accounts during work hours 
to post messages supporting terror gangs like Hizb'Allah?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097890 05039 24 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 12:02:10pm  
 
&lt; ... <EM>sound of crickets</EM> ... &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097895 05039 29 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 12:40:43pm  
 
&lt; ... <EM>zzzZZZzzz</EM> ... &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097898 05039 32 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 2:53:32pm  



 
&lt; ... <EM>sound of wind rushing through olive groves</EM> ... 
&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097903 05039 37 Charles Wed, Dec 18, 2002 4:02:37pm  
 
Terry's British. Well, sort of. I think true Brits would prefer it 
otherwise.</P> 
And I hereby nominate him for official Idiotarian Mascot. (A post that has been 
unoccupied since the late, unlamented Jak King retired from the Internet 
game.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097917 05039 51 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 5:54:13am  
 
Is that a promise, Hizb'Allah boy? Just to make sure, I think I'll ban your IP. 
Don't catch your bomb belt in the door on the way out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097918 05039 52 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 6:00:25am  
 
By the way, just to clear up one thing -- according to "Abu" it was 
"unprofessional" to post his ISP details, and anyone might be next.</P> 
Nothing could be further than the truth.</P> 
However, if a person:</P> 
1. expresses support for the murderers of Hizb'Allah,</P> 
2. exclaims "SWEET!" at a bloodthirsty Hamas banner,</P> 
3. all while living in the West and taking full advantage of Western 
privileges,</P> 
4. and then, even though I've been patiently letting this person get away with 
this outrageous behavior, posts a comment personally insulting me numerous times 
and including lots of personal details,</P> 
THEN ...</P> 
Don't be surprised if that person gets name-checked. I will only indulge terror-
supporting scum like "Abu" so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00097920 05039 54 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 6:22:06am  
 
And... (after this I'll drop it) ...</P> 
Speaking of unprofessional weasels, I wonder how St. Michael's Hospital would 
feel about one of their employees posting messages on a US discussion forum in 
support of an organization the Canadian government calls a terrrorist group, on 
the hospital's dime and the hospital's time, using an assumed name and false 
email addresses?</P> 
Let's see; a quick look at the stats reveals that "Abu" has posted 28 such 
comments at LGF, all during work hours. And I have copies of all of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00098654 05051 49 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 10:21:59am  
 
It's true, Fisk really is the über idiotarian. It's beyond debate; why even put 
him in the race? So we'll call it the Robert Fisk Award for Idiotarian of the 
Year.</P> 



And yes, no Arafat-type killers. (I was thinking more of the semi-comical Arafat 
who shrieks <EM>shut up</EM> at reporters...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00098707 05051 102 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 11:14:40am  
 
Wow, dennisw! We're on the same channel. I just dug out my copy of that oldie 
but goody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00098880 05051 275 Charles Sun, Dec 22, 2002 10:16:16am  
 
Sorry, nominations are closed. I can't add anyone else to the list at this point 
-- it wouldn't be fair to those who've already used their votes.</P> 
It's pretty clear the big (and I mean that literally) favorites are Michael 
Moore and Jimmah Carter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00098949 05053 22 Charles Thu, Dec 19, 2002 1:00:21pm  
 
Re: #18.</P> 
Hellooo, Egypt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099078 05054 83 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 5:41:11am  
 
Whew, that was a nasty one! It left messes everywhere.</P> 
But now the jackass called Steinberg, Brian, jon, etc. is banned from LGF, and 
letters of complaint are on the way to its ISP. I've actually been getting quite 
a bit of satisfaction lately from reporting the nastier trolls to their ISPs and 
seeing their accounts cancelled or disciplinary action taken.</P> 
I'm starting to feel like Kurt Russell in John Carpenter's <EM>The 
Thing</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099080 05054 85 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 5:47:47am  
 
By the way -- sorry to say it, but it looks like the Steinberg thing is in 
Canada.</P> 
Since the encounter with Antonia Zerbisias from the Toronto Star (who got quite 
hysterical in our comments), we've had a rash of these anti-Semitic creatures 
appearing from the Great White North. I'm not implying a connection. I'm just 
sayin', is all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099141 05056 6 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 6:54:58am  
 
Bigbad wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Isn't this post a violation of the Trent Lott free 
zone?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Technically, yes. :) I agonized for oh, at least 7 seconds over the seeming 
inconsistency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099227 05057 59 Charles Sat, Dec 21, 2002 4:49:56pm  
 



Heads up: post #57 from "Brian" is the same troll who was posting as 
Steinberg/Brian/etc yesterday. It's a persistent creature that has apparently 
procured another ISP account just to continue spreading its lunacy at LGF. 
Please do not feed this Gollum-like aberration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099310 05061 2 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 7:44:12am  
 
Actually, the site quoted above is alneda -- and it's the real deal, not teenage 
wannabes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099541 05064 5 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 10:36:40am  
 
That's, uh, wow. Quite a bit of money.</P> 
Come on, LGF readers! Are you going to let those Sullivan groupies outdo 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099565 05065 18 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 11:56:34am  
 
The 2nd Mandela has magically morphed into ... Al Gore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099568 05065 21 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 12:14:19pm  
 
<STRONG>UPDATE!</STRONG> I just changed the polling code to allow five votes per 
person, since the list is so long.</P> 
And by the way, there's nothing scientific about this poll, I feel obliged to 
point out. (It's a sort of reverse popularity contest.) If you're Internet-savvy 
at all you can figure out how to get around the limit, but I'll just delete the 
bogus votes anyway, so why bother?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099569 05065 22 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 12:16:46pm  
 
New additions: Jane Fonda, the UN, and Lewis Farrakhan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099570 05065 23 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 12:25:08pm  
 
Amnesty International, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099581 05065 34 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 12:43:20pm  
 
Hmm. I'm not sure what happened, but I just tweaked the file locking code. Let's 
see if it happens again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099600 05065 53 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 2:09:21pm  
 
OK, the final additions to this year's nominees have been made:</P> 
ReutersThe New York TimesIndymediaHarvardPatty Murray</P> 
Nominations are now closed. (I feel so official when I write things like 
that.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00099601 05065 54 Charles Fri, Dec 20, 2002 2:10:11pm  
 
And marymary's suggestion for the award is absolutely perfect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099690 05066 3 Charles Sat, Dec 21, 2002 6:48:33am  
 
Oops! Well, you know, the sun is a star, isn't it? :) Thanks, it's 
corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00099762 05068 4 Charles Sat, Dec 21, 2002 8:28:41am  
 
SA: we already have an entry for that story:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5052" target=_blank>FBI 
Whistleblowers.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00100583 05084 21 Charles Mon, Dec 23, 2002 11:28:02am  
 
Erik: that story is not true:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.snopes.com/military/fonda.htm" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P> 
Jenin Jane did plenty of things she should be ashamed of in Vietnam, but that 
was not one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00100786 05087 18 Charles Mon, Dec 23, 2002 2:49:07pm  
 
orson: I always forget that my excessively dry sense of humor can be missed. 
Yes, it's a parody -- follow the link at the top of the article to see the real 
Catholic reaction to the BBC documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101226 05093 19 Charles Tue, Dec 24, 2002 12:21:10pm  
 
ben: that was a downright offensive comment, and it has been deleted. We have a 
lot of visitors from the armed services, and that is not the message I want them 
to see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101237 05093 30 Charles Tue, Dec 24, 2002 2:00:14pm  
 
Squiddy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, if you deleted Ben's post, why was I just able to read it? 
(I agree with your decision, by the way.)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There was another one even more offensive than the one that's still 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101375 05096 36 Charles Tue, Dec 24, 2002 5:17:32pm  
 
Kay: that is very creepy indeed. If I were you, I'd consider calling the FBI. 
There may be a perfectly logical explanation for their behavior. On the other 
hand, this is exactly the sort of suspicious activity we should all be watching 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00101416 05097 30 Charles Wed, Dec 25, 2002 5:34:30am  
 
Marcus: why would you believe anything you read on a site like "Jew Watch?" It 
isn't just "critical of Israel." It's a disgusting anti-Jewish, anti-black white 
supremacist hate site. In fact, I removed the link from your URL, because I 
don't want to send anyone there -- and especially not on Christmas day.</P> 
As for whether Israeli newspapers print similar anti-Arab cartoons -- please. 
Israel has a free press and a democratic government; if such cartoons existed on 
the Israeli side, groups like Peace Now would make sure the world knew about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101609 05101 6 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 7:07:35am  
 
When you submit to the will of Allah, there is no need for 
waffles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101817 05107 2 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 11:34:00am  
 
Apparently there's a threshold of money and/or influence, above which Jewishness 
ceases to matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00101997 05109 7 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 3:32:31pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Mazel Tov! I'm sure you're very happy about this. Maybe next year 
it'll be you ;-)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
In my dreams, maybe! Actually, I'm ashamed to say how long it's been since I've 
ridden. My bike is without wheels (it's a long story). But maybe if our <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5064" target=_blank>end of 
the year telethon</A> gets a little closer to its projected goal of $800,000 (is 
it too much to hope for 10 times what Andrew Sullivan gets?) I'll be able to 
afford that magic feather-light bicycle that will let me ride like 
Lance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102052 05111 10 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 3:21:44pm  
 
aaron wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>note the copyright notice on the images...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I did. But as usual with these freaks, it's done sloppily -- there's no 
year, which makes it worthless as a legal copyright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102058 05111 16 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 3:54:02pm  
 
Note: if you're going to browse the web sites of these freaks, you may want to 
use something like this:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.the-cloak.com/login.html" target=_blank>www.the-
cloak.com...</A>]</P> 
...to make sure your IP address isn't recorded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00102073 05111 31 Charles Thu, Dec 26, 2002 6:51:22pm  
 
ploome: just enter the address of the web site you want to visit anonymously in 
the field called 'Starting URL'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102151 05113 33 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 8:11:42am  
 
Rich Phillips wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I was arguing against the claim that terrorism is somehow uniquely 
Islamic.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Then you're arguing against a claim that nobody made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102215 05113 97 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 3:20:25pm  
 
Right, PJ. But see, that's the thing. You <EM>can't</EM> substitute "Jews" for 
"Islam" that way.</P> 
Various groups claiming to be acting in the name of Islam have murdered more 
than 100 people around the world in <EM>just the last 3 days</EM>. Hello?</P> 
Are Jewish extremist groups being arrested in France and the US and Canada, 
killing people in Pakistan and Israel and Russia and Algeria and Nigeria? Please 
provide me with the links, and I'll feature those atrocities at LGF 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102261 05114 28 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 8:06:32am  
 
Believe it or not, I once owned a cheap Hong Kong suit that fell apart like a 
Jimmy Carter disarmament treaty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102506 05119 19 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 4:00:37pm  
 
Steven: when I first looked at it, I thought it was an illustration of a "silent 
kill" technique. Then I realized it was an Islamist would-be artist's lame 
version of the silent kill. That's one reason why I used the word "inept."</P> 
But the artistic technique is also painfully amateurish. In fact, it's 
amateurish on so many levels that it boggles the mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102508 05119 21 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 4:19:46pm  
 
Interesting. I know about Arnis, but where does "picaw" come 
from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102509 05119 22 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 4:26:04pm  
 
And by the way, has a noble Palestinian jihadi ever killed an Israeli 
soldier/policeperson with a technique like this? I had the impression they 
favored indiscriminate murder of innocents, preferably from a distance with the 
aid of suicidal dupes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102512 05119 25 Charles Fri, Dec 27, 2002 4:55:35pm  
 



<BLOCKQUOTE>I certainly hope that you didn't get the impression that I was 
*condoning* this, or in any way supporting the Jihadis.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I was just curious about the 'picaw' terminology - and wondering if this 
technique has ever been used against an Israeli soldier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102917 05128 48 Charles Sat, Dec 28, 2002 5:10:12pm  
 
Logician: right you are. I'll correct the entry to reflect that, lest nitpickers 
begin to pick nits.</P> 
It's still a bizarre, rejectionist sentiment, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00102973 05130 3 Charles Sat, Dec 28, 2002 4:37:00pm  
 
"History's greatest monster:"</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.townhall.com/columnists/jonahgoldberg/jg20020515.shtml" 
target=_blank>www.townhall.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00103405 05138 103 Charles Sun, Dec 29, 2002 11:14:56pm  
 
<B>Please note</B>: the comments above from Elliot Temple, "High School 
Sophomore," and "Right Wing Bastard" are all from the same person. Nothing 
pisses me off more than when a humorless troll poses as several different people 
to trick our readers into thinking it has support. It's deceitful and dishonest, 
and when I catch people doing it, they get banned -- like this person has been 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00103483 05139 15 Charles Mon, Dec 30, 2002 7:24:13am  
 
Smedley wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What's wrong with an Illinois ISP hosting this site?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, for starters, it's illegal for Americans to do business with listed 
terrorist organizations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00103493 05139 25 Charles Mon, Dec 30, 2002 5:25:12pm  
 
Smedley: Al Jazeera is not a terrorist organization that kills people. Islamic 
Jihad kills people. Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00103827 05144 12 Charles Mon, Dec 30, 2002 8:20:42am  
 
growler: I got at least a dozen emails about this article, starting a few days 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104689 05155 27 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 1:57:25pm  
 
Hey, all I did was link to the dang poll! I don't have any special mind control 
powers.</P> 
Honest.</P> 
<I>(Mwuhahaha...)</I></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00104767 05157 3 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 10:38:17am  
 
Photios: how long ago did you send it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104771 05157 7 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 11:21:37am  
 
Photios: looks like I never got it, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104778 05157 14 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 12:32:05pm  
 
Sharona: yes, absolutely, the Amazon donations get through. But (I think) they 
recently changed the way the Honor System works, and I no longer receive 
notifications for individual payments, so I can't send thank-you notes for 
those. But here's my chance -- thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104790 05157 26 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 3:24:50pm  
 
The Alexa rankings are based on the information they receive from people who 
have installed their Alexa Toolbar application and use it to surf around. (In 
other words, it's a promotional device for the company's product.) I'd be 
curious to know how many LGF readers use the Alexa Toolbar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104798 05157 34 Charles Wed, Jan 1, 2003 8:48:26am  
 
Freebourne: did that just happen? There seems to be some kind of limit on the 
Amazon system (and it's hard to find any documentation about it). I switched the 
link to our other account this morning, so if it still doesn't work when you try 
again, let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104899 05160 3 Charles Tue, Dec 31, 2002 4:37:36pm  
 
I don't hate NPR. I'm just very ... <EM>disappointed</EM> with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104946 05162 8 Charles Wed, Jan 1, 2003 8:10:52am  
 
RonAA: thanks. I'll correct that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00104995 05164 11 Charles Wed, Jan 1, 2003 7:38:53am  
 
Amos wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BTW, had the bastard stabbed the girl a hundred times, probably his 
act would have been defined not as an act of anger, but righteous wrath, in 
which case he would not have been detained at all.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And if he had stabbed her only once and killed her immediately, he'd have been 
executed for murder. His punishment is <EM>less</EM> because he flew into a rage 
and cut her to pieces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00105072 05165 9 Charles Wed, Jan 1, 2003 10:20:36am  
 
Jonathan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles -- why do you think Bush's popularity rating will be down at 
the end of 2003 (i.e., after we steamroll Iraq and reveal all his hidden 
WMD)?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because I'm concerned that his continued whitewashing of the extent of militant 
Islam, refusal to do anything about our porous borders, and continued soft-
pedaling of the Saudis will backfire badly -- especially if there is another 
large terror attack in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00105221 05168 48 Charles Wed, Jan 1, 2003 3:36:16pm  
 
That's right, folks. Pay no attention to the evidence in front of your eyes, the 
photographs of real moments in time. Pay no attention to the little boy in the 
top photo, obviously terrified, his father wearing a strange hood and pushing 
him along with a hand to the back of his head, carrying a gun he can barely 
lift, bravely trying to please daddy (why's daddy wearing that hood?) by keeping 
his finger on the trigger.</P> 
It's just a distraction from the <EM>real issues</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00105371 05171 40 Charles Thu, Jan 2, 2003 6:53:01am  
 
"Hate-filled" is a term these creeps always throw out immediately before 
launching into an extended "Jews=Nazis" rant, usually with no punctuation or 
line breaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00106418 05186 9 Charles Fri, Jan 3, 2003 4:08:38pm  
 
HA: It's a great idea, but my schedule is crazy right now, with the T-shirts and 
a couple of web design clients on the line -- I just don't have time to set that 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00106428 05186 19 Charles Fri, Jan 3, 2003 6:09:33pm  
 
I know -- how dare I try to eat and pay rent! The nerve of me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00106463 05187 1 Charles Sat, Jan 4, 2003 6:15:51am  
 
And a big LGF thank you to John Cox and Allen Forkum for the cartoon and Fiskie 
design. Check out “<A href="http://www.intellectualactivist.com/php-
bin/ecomm4/products.php?category_id=&amp;product_id=231" target=_blank>Black 
&amp; White World</A>” for more of their work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00106624 05188 10 Charles Sat, Jan 4, 2003 8:08:44am  
 
Ben: I agree, the conclusion hits a wrong note -- sort of an airheaded "love 
will conquer all" sentiment, at odds with the rest of the article. It's as if 
the author didn't want to deal with the harsh reality he described so well in 
the first two thirds.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00106881 05192 46 Charles Sun, Jan 5, 2003 7:45:26am  
 
I just fired off an email to MSNBC. This is a new low for them, and I didn't 
think they could go any lower. Absolutely rotten, disgusting 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107087 05193 24 Charles Sun, Jan 5, 2003 10:20:57am  
 
GI Mike: yep, I'm aware of all those tricks. Unfortunately, they only work on IE 
6 PC for the most part.</P> 
The SelectRange method isn't supported in Mac IE, and I really prefer to avoid 
browser detection routines.</P> 
I did add the word-wrap style to the comment tables, so maybe it will benefit 
some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107403 05197 6 Charles Sun, Jan 5, 2003 3:10:38pm  
 
The really nauseating thing about this is that most people believe TIME in the 
US deliberately shied away from picking a controversial "Person of the Year" 
this year. But TIME Europe apparently doesn't even think it will be 
controversial to prominently feature a <EM>filthy, stinking, murdering, 
terrorist piece of shit</EM> in their goddamned rag.</P> 
What does THAT tell you about the prevailing attitude in Europe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107419 05197 22 Charles Sun, Jan 5, 2003 3:42:17pm  
 
This must have gone over big with the Euroweenie editors:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The growing influence of Hamas in the West Bank and Gaza, as Rantisi 
sees it, is part of a broader trend across the globe that puts him at odds not 
only with Sharon but also with the U.S. government and the West. "I consider 
this a year of accomplishment for Islamic groups," he says. "I do believe that 
this century is going to be the century of Islam." With that prediction, it's 
clear the time of the hard men isn't passed.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Note the drooling relish of that final sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107611 05199 22 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 7:57:07am  
 
J Lichty wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My new year's resolution: "don't feed the trolls"</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes. This bears repeating, with emphasis, since we seem to be having an influx 
of creatures of the trollish persuasion:</P> 
<STRONG>Do Not Feed The Trolls.</STRONG></P> 
I did get a chuckle out of the idiot who lectured us on the "hermeneutics" of a 
photograph of a would-be axe murderer. Rarely have I seen a better illustration 
of the effete, sick, Euro-elitist attraction to savage killers—so blatant it was 
actually sorta funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107825 05203 2 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 8:19:05am  
 



However, E. Nough gets a special dispensation for his patented 
trollfiskings.</P> 
And his troll technique is a good one; use them to sharpen your debating/writing 
skills if you like -- but don't expect to have a real discussion with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107828 05203 5 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 8:26:32am  
 
And note: not everyone who expresses contrary opinions is a troll!</P> 
The LGF Prayer:</P> 
Oh lord, grant me the serenity to ignore the trolls, the courage to debate with 
honest opponents, and the wisdom to know the difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00107854 05203 31 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 12:24:21pm  
 
E. Nough wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm curious as to which sites sent their helpless victims our way... 
nothing jumped out at me in the referrer list.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That shows how pitiful the traffic is at these sites.</P> 
The ones I'm thinking of (and there may be others) are:</P> 
* Democratic Underground</P> 
* a British site that seems to be run by E. A. Richards (the anti-Semitic old 
coot who sometimes writes for the Arab News)</P> 
* the Independent's bulletin board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00108012 05205 62 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 12:52:26pm  
 
Amin the terror supporter is right here in the US of A.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00108021 05205 71 Charles Mon, Jan 6, 2003 1:10:31pm  
 
bill: I appreciate the sentiment, but I don't reveal personal info without a 
good reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109141 05212 5 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 8:57:55am  
 
The link still works for me; what happens when you try it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109142 05212 6 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 9:00:34am  
 
Man. I'm drooling over that new 17" Powerbook. One inch thick!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109157 05212 21 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 9:36:04am  
 
I'm using Safari right now, and Jobs was <EM>not</EM> exaggerating about the 
rendering speed. This utterly blows the competition out of the water.</P> 
I'm very impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109177 05212 41 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 10:24:37am  



 
Beth: Jaguar is actually a bit faster than 10.1.</P> 
Doug: yes, Chimera is also a very nice browser. I haven't A/B'ed them yet, but 
I'm pretty sure Safari is faster on large pages.</P> 
An excellent feature in Safari that has me beaming: full drag-and-drop text 
editing in web forms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109178 05212 42 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 10:25:21am  
 
Doug: yes, the X11 port is available now too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109180 05212 44 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 10:26:48am  
 
Nice cookie feature: accept only cookies from sites you've browsed to -- rejects 
all those nasty web bugs and tracking cookies ad servers 
install.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109186 05212 50 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 10:51:55am  
 
First major disappointment: Safari doesn't seem to support Javascript 
bookmarklets. This means I can't use it as my main browser, since the LGF weblog 
system uses a bookmarklet to post new entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109240 05212 104 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 6:29:26am  
 
NTropy: bookmarklets are special hyperlinks that contain Javascript code. You 
can do some nifty things with them; see this LGF entry for my Google News 
bookmarklets.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2555" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
(To use, drag the link to your IE favorites bar.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109344 05214 27 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 4:11:29pm  
 
Dear King (I once had a dog named King): do you really think you can post stuff 
like that from the University of Chicago and get away with it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109348 05214 31 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 4:14:53pm  
 
Fifth column watch: every once in a while, a jihad sympathizer reveals itself 
here at LGF. Your comments are noted and saved, King, along with lots of other 
surprisingly pertinent information about you.</P> 
Want to say something else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109440 05215 8 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 3:41:00pm  
 
A new browser makes me sit up and bark, for sure. This is potentially a 
fantastic development for the internet; a blazing fast, standards-compliant 
browser backed by a major computer maker. I hope to see a rapid cycle of bug 



fixes and interface improvements, and the inclusion of a prominent bug reporting 
feature (quirky though it is in this version) bodes well for that.</P> 
Safari's bookmark management system is really <EM>really</EM> nice, the best 
I've seen by far (although it needs import functions).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109445 05215 13 Charles Tue, Jan 7, 2003 3:54:40pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not sure how Chimera (or other Mozilla based browsers) store 
bookmarks. Is it a text file? If so would a simple text edit transform them into 
Safari bookmarks?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't know. Anyone? Bueller?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109605 05217 91 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 11:32:36am  
 
Speaking of Ray Hanania, he features LGF prominently on his short list of "hate 
sites" along with Mark Fox and Stefan Sharkansky:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.hanania.com/hatred.htm#hate%20sites" 
target=_blank>www.hanania.com...</A>]</P> 
If you follow the links on that site, his criterion for a "hate site" seems to 
be any critical comment about him.</P> 
Here's the socko opening for <A 
href="http://pub9.bravenet.com/forum/fetch.php?id=10111546&amp;usernum=771985586
" target=_blank>one of his "humor" columns</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Maybe I was too busy running after September 11th from people who 
wanted to hurt me because I looked Middle Eastern to notice, but I am left 
wondering what it is that Iraq's Saddam Hussein did to us that justifies 
starting a war?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Har! Stop it! Yer killin' me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109688 05219 4 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 7:57:15am  
 
The individual known as Troll King should be aware that letters of complaint 
have been sent to several people at the Internet department of the University of 
Chicago, along with copies of your abusive messages showing the time and date of 
each one, along with the IP address of your account. Have a nice 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109802 05220 54 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 3:31:01pm  
 
I like the idea of a FAQ; I've been intending to write one for quite a while, 
and just can't seem to get to it. (Perhaps the time I wasted chasing this "troll 
king" moron today partly explains this.)</P> 
I'm less comfortable with trying to define the "character" of LGF. I prefer to 
keep things fact-based, and avoid even the semblance of preachiness or dicta 
about acceptable behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00109805 05220 57 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 3:35:53pm  
 
This one is really trotting out the oldest of the old cliches, isn't it? 
Remember the LGF Prayer, and Do Not Feed The Trolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00110021 05223 14 Charles Wed, Jan 8, 2003 6:16:12pm  
 
Jheka wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, isn't there a way to put in an "edit" feature for spastic 
typists like me? What can I do to make this happen? I'll buy shirts, truckloads 
of shirts!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No need to buy a Ryder truck full of LGF T-shirts -- the edit feature is already 
there! It's called "preview," and it's that little button right next to "post 
this comment." Remember: the preview button is your friend!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110096 05224 2 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 12:23:00am  
 
Well, it is our job, after all! ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110098 05224 4 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 12:30:04am  
 
For a web developer, the release of a new browser is cause for simultaneous 
rejoicing and gnashing of teeth. Rejoicing because another standards-compliant 
browser is a wonderful thing, and gnashing because it inevitably brings a host 
of incompatibilities and problems to deal with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110189 05226 18 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 8:00:32am  
 
bala: There will never be conclusive proof in the Mohammed al-Dura case, because 
the Palestinians immediately covered up and/or destroyed all the evidence. The 
boy's body was never examined, the bullets that killed him were never recovered, 
the video was never seen in an unedited form, the wall was torn down soon after, 
they even staged photographs days later that made it look as if the cover was 
lower -- and voila! no proof possible.</P> 
But if you look at the analyses of the angles of fire involved, and the patterns 
of bulletholes in the wall behind the boy and his father from the few photos in 
existence, it's extremely unlikely the bullets came from the IDF 
outpost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110333 05229 1 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 7:40:24am  
 
Look at the Arab on her left, nervously fingering his prayer beads, trying to 
catch a glimpse of that heaving blonde American bosom, so tantalizingly 
close...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110451 05229 119 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 3:46:47pm  
 
bala wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>call her a moron, naive, idiotic, but evil and despicable are 
gratuitous insults. don't let the torrent of evil garbage you have to sift 
through every day rob you of your humanity, charles.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You know I respect your opinion, Bala, but in this case I have to disagree. This 
woman and her colleagues are supporting and giving comfort to a truly monstrous 
dictator, and allowing themselves to be used for the basest sort of propaganda. 
In my opinion, this goes beyond mere stupidity; I think naivete can cross the 
line into willful ignorance, and then cross another line into knowing complicity 



-- and I think this woman, as dim as she obviously is, has crossed all those 
lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110459 05229 127 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 4:47:01pm  
 
You know, she may be evil but -- that is a very nice Gibson dreadnought she's 
strumming. Can anyone identify the model and year?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110508 05229 176 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 6:00:57am  
 
Well, Gene, looks like you violated Godwin's Law in your very first post; it 
usually takes a bit longer for people to get to the Nazi comparisons and shut 
down the discussion.</P> 
I'll just point out that Der Stuermer ran <I>cartoons</I>, as you said. The 
image above is a <I>photograph</I>. One of these things is not like the other. 
But if it gives you a warm, fuzzy, holier-than-thou feeling to call me a Nazi 
because I imagined what might be going through someone's head -- hey, knock 
yourself out.</P> 
I must admit, though, I was wrong.</P> 
He's staring at her booty, not her bosom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110513 05229 181 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 9:27:08am  
 
"Chest thumping hate fest?" Because I pointed out that the Arab to Kristina 
Olsen's left, who has certainly never been outside Iraq, is obviously a devout 
Muslim (prayer beads) and has almost never seen an unveiled woman, let alone an 
unveiled American hippie woman playing a <I>guitar</I>, for Allah's sake, might 
actually be entertaining an unclean thought?</P> 
This makes me sorta similar to, although not exactly like, Julius Streicher?</P> 
I'll bite. What do <I>you</I> think was going through his mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110517 05229 185 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 4:45:18pm  
 
I have contempt for Kristina Olsen, not for the Arab ogling 
her.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110640 05231 72 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 11:48:00am  
 
By the way, the same loser also posted similar links on several Islamic bulletin 
boards... trying to get the freaks excited, it looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00110649 05231 81 Charles Thu, Jan 9, 2003 12:26:14pm  
 
Mufti with Hitler:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3759" target=_blank>The 
Man Who Inspired the PLO.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111033 05235 38 Charles Fri, Jan 10, 2003 7:29:45am  
 
philippe wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Nope. In Europe, people who exhibit psychotic behavior are 
considered mentally disturbed also. We also consider psychosis as a mental 
disorder...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Point taken -- but not <I>everywhere</I> in Europe. Witness Abou Jahjah in 
Belgium.</P> 
But to be a bit more fair, I changed the text to "some parts of" 
Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111225 05238 5 Charles Fri, Jan 10, 2003 11:49:32am  
 
Ariel: well, if I could add another few hours to the day I'd love to send 
personal emails to everyone, but 1) most of the notes I get with Amazon wish 
list items don't include an email address, and 2) I'm totally swamped trying to 
keep up with LGF as is.</P> 
Did you send me <I>Perdido Station</I> and <I>Islam and Dhimmitude</I>? If that 
was you, thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111226 05238 6 Charles Fri, Jan 10, 2003 11:50:23am  
 
davesax: I've heard Jeff Babko's name, but I don't think we've ever played 
together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111230 05238 10 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 11:12:13am  
 
Julia wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Have you ever noticed how as Keith has aged his moaning gets worse? 
I mean, on Koln it was barely discernable, but when he is, say, 70, there will 
probably be 10 minutes of piano and 40 minutes of moaning.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Keith is a perverse character, and I think he actually wants his squealing and 
grunting to be prominent.</P> 
But he remains one of the most phenomenally talented musicians who has ever 
lived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111290 05247 3 Charles Fri, Jan 10, 2003 2:47:35pm  
 
Yes, pinging blo.gs just fine, but now the weblogs.com ping isn't working. Time 
to open the wine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111291 05247 4 Charles Fri, Jan 10, 2003 3:00:46pm  
 
Got it! OK, I'll stop pestering everyone with these weird ping entries 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111560 05252 15 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 6:58:09am  
 
She reminds me of the hideous upper class women in Terry Gilliam's 
<I>Brazil</I>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111567 05252 22 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 7:21:22am  
 



AP is pumping out wire stories:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://search.news.yahoo.com/search/news?p=gretta+duisenberg" 
target=_blank>search.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
But very few outlets are picking them up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111568 05252 23 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 7:22:37am  
 
Also, I get 29 hits from a Google search:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://news.google.com/news?client=littlegreengoogler&amp;hl=en&amp;scorin
g=d&amp;q=gretta%20duisenberg" 
target=_blank>news.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111660 05252 115 Charles Sun, Jan 12, 2003 5:24:42am  
 
My my. What a filthy little sewer of an Arab mind. Operative term: 
<EM>little</EM>.</P> 
Of course "sam" is not posting from Tel Aviv; I always wonder what strange 
warped synapse leads the Jew haters to lie that they're Jewish, or that they 
live in Israel. In their narrow, craven world view, devoid of truth and honor, 
maybe they actually think it gives their lies credibility.</P> 
"Sam" was posting his bigoted, homophobic, misogynistic garbage from the 
hatehole called the United Arab Emirates, so I sincerely doubt he was drinking 
beer; that was more of his subtle humor. And he won't be abusing our comments 
any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111748 05254 26 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 10:43:03am  
 
Uzi wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Pick up your jaw Charles. It's not an acknowledgment of the reason 
for the Intifada. The Palestinians were offered a state at Camp David, 
diplomatically, no war required. They rejected the offer and then started this 
war. It's far from clear what -if anything- the uprising was "for", but it 
definitely wasn't "for a state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip".</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know -- but my amazement is because this is the first time (to my knowledge) 
that Reuters has even mentioned the 1967 war in their standard intifada 
boilerplate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00111802 05256 4 Charles Sat, Jan 11, 2003 3:21:54pm  
 
Apple hasn't released a changelog, but Dave Hyatt's weblog has some clues:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mozillazine.org/weblogs/hyatt/" 
target=_blank>www.mozillazine.org...</A>]</P> 
A message in the Apple support forum says the update addresses "the issues 
discussed in the forum" but doesn't get any more specific.</P> 
Discovered today that DebkaFile doesn't display correctly in Safari, and filed a 
bug report with screen shot and source code ... worked 
swimmingly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112060 05262 23 Charles Sun, Jan 12, 2003 8:12:59am  
 



Yes, I know this isn't a new story -- and thanks to the several people who 
emailed about it. As Yehudit notes, I'm swamped with email and stuff to do, but 
I held off on this one just because it seemed so outrageous; I was expecting 
more info to come out.</P> 
But then, when Aaron reminded me of it again, I realized that the very sources 
that would follow the story are also the ones with the most to lose if it turns 
out to be true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112273 05266 23 Charles Sun, Jan 12, 2003 3:42:46pm  
 
Donna V. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It is insulting, isn't it? If you're a pro-Zionist gentile it must 
be because you're controlled by "the Zionist media" not because you've read and 
thought about the issue and made up your own mind. I think that it's because the 
Arabs seem to have trouble, not only with the concept of a free press, but with 
the concept of free will.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It isn't just the Arabs; when I get hate mail it invariably reflects the 
prejudices and fears of the author. For example, the neo-Nazi creep known as 
'Mark Konrad' has called me a 'j*gaboo' and a 'n*gger', and various Arab 
admirers have called me 'gay' and other less PC terms, or 'Jew bastard', 
etc.</P> 
I mention it because just today I received the following lovely missive:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What a nasty set of minds are meeting on this page. Porn could'nt be 
nastier - even with animals! So, you guys hate every Palestinian, every Arab, 
maybe every 'n*****" Are you sure you don't hate the Jews too? So the whole 
world is shook up after 9/11. Stop whining - it wasn't onlyAmerican white people 
who died - a few "blacks", "chinks", "spics" "micks" did as well. I only hope no 
irishmen are contributing to this page...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And this one demonstrates another trait of the LGF detractors: they're very 
quick to use racist terms that appear on this site <I>only in their own sick 
imaginations</I> ... or in their own words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112275 05266 25 Charles Sun, Jan 12, 2003 3:46:02pm  
 
And by the way, Donna -- thank you for your generous donation to the LGF weblog 
fund. It's greatly appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112490 05269 18 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 6:33:34am  
 
Er, Wayne ... you're thinking of a different person with a similar name. This is 
A<B>d</B>il.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112562 05271 3 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 7:04:07am  
 
Erik wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Has anyone actually seen these anti-Israeli ads? What were they 
about?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
They were radio ads; I never heard them myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00112701 05272 111 Charles Mon, Jan 13, 2003 4:28:18pm  
 
Note: "calipha" and "stacy" have the same IP address.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00114165 05286 87 Charles Wed, Jan 15, 2003 8:07:24am  
 
I'm picturing Mike Myers in his Saturday Night Live "Sprockets" skit.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.gawth.com/~desolate/sprockets.html" 
target=_blank>www.gawth.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00114292 05286 214 Charles Wed, Jan 15, 2003 11:46:20am  
 
Kalle wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Based on idiomatic expressions hans the despicable troll is using, I 
doubt that entity is German. The email address seems to be a fake (but using 
"wurst" for "foo" indicates some familiarity with German vernacular). 
Charles?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's German, all right. Köln, to be exact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00114441 05287 65 Charles Wed, Jan 15, 2003 2:45:00pm  
 
Yep; I had to delete the last two comments to stop PHP from crashing.</P> 
The limit is not the number of comments -- it's the overall size of the comment 
data file. When I get time I plan to write some code that will automatically 
disable comment posting when a topic nears the size limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00115457 05301 2 Charles Thu, Jan 16, 2003 2:07:54pm  
 
You might even call it rather ... unilateral.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00115974 05306 90 Charles Fri, Jan 17, 2003 5:12:16pm  
 
What's that smell? Wait ... I know! Is it Eau de Troll?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00115975 05306 91 Charles Fri, Jan 17, 2003 5:13:35pm  
 
And I sense a distinct Maple Leaf tinge to the odor, if you know what I'm 
sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00116003 05306 119 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 5:51:51am  
 
He's banned. What a creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00116187 05309 23 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 6:07:00am  
 
someone: thanks for that clarification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00116193 05310 4 Charles Fri, Jan 17, 2003 3:48:27pm  
 
Whose name is underneath it? :^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00116414 05312 134 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 6:32:30am  
 
The creep from Canada using the name "Burt Ward" has been banned, after spamming 
every thread last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00116805 05317 12 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 1:21:16pm  
 
Joan Baez:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030118/170/32j35.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00116825 05318 9 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 10:16:52am  
 
I used to admire Friedman and think he was on the side of the good guys too. 
Some of the columns he wrote about Saudi Arabia right after 9/11 were very 
clear-headed, especially about the duplicity and hidden hostility of the Saudis 
toward the US. Which makes it all the more unconscionable that he lent his name 
(and by extension, the NY Times' name) to a transparently obvious sham. Given 
what he himself wrote about the Saudis, it's nearly impossible for me to believe 
he was actually taken in by Abdullah's "peace plan" ... so why did he support it 
so strongly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117015 05321 4 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 12:11:10pm  
 
Sweden makes this really excellent frozen penne pasta dish that Trader Joe's 
sells, with eggplant and red peppers. Man, is it good. But I'll give it up if I 
have to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117161 05324 4 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 1:47:46pm  
 
Eh? Didn't get the link from him, I'm afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117162 05324 5 Charles Sat, Jan 18, 2003 1:49:59pm  
 
Oh, I see the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5314#c0034" 
target=_blank>comment</A> you mean. Nope, hadn't read that one yet -- but we did 
have the same reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117330 05326 54 Charles Sun, Jan 19, 2003 10:18:12am  
 
Hey, Photios -- thank you for what you're doing. Stay safe, 
buddy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117390 05327 35 Charles Sun, Jan 19, 2003 8:54:40am  
 
"Justa Goy" is the same Canadian troll who's been posting under the name "Bob 
Dobbs". Please do not feed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00117757 05335 54 Charles Mon, Jan 20, 2003 8:02:48am  
 
Canada again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00117967 05339 7 Charles Mon, Jan 20, 2003 7:20:44am  
 
No, not Photoshop this time... this is the real thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00118035 05339 75 Charles Mon, Jan 20, 2003 10:58:27am  
 
Barbara: that's another good reason to post parodies every once in a while -- to 
keep you guys on your toes! Heh heh heh... that'll teach you to skim LGF ... 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00118454 05345 28 Charles Mon, Jan 20, 2003 3:52:38pm  
 
Anant: thanks for the correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00118663 05348 10 Charles Tue, Jan 21, 2003 12:47:15am  
 
You got it. London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119017 05351 110 Charles Tue, Jan 21, 2003 1:36:47pm  
 
Buh bye, igs.</P> 
It was from France, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119409 05355 6 Charles Wed, Jan 22, 2003 9:45:03am  
 
The problem I'm running into with the Paypal shopping cart is that the shipping 
charges are not configurable enough. But I'll work something out soon. Also, 
Paypal does take a big cut (15%), so I was a little reluctant to pass that on. 
Any reactions to paying a bit more for the Paypal option?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119426 05356 5 Charles Wed, Jan 22, 2003 8:00:38am  
 
I don't mind when someone quotes LGF, with a link and proper credit. In fact, I 
encourage it! I've seen my stuff turn up at Free Republic and Lucianne, but 
always with credit. This guy makes no attempt to credit me whatsoever -- he's 
clearly trying to pass it off as his own work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119448 05356 27 Charles Wed, Jan 22, 2003 8:33:54am  
 
Ariel: was it you who discovered it? There have been a couple hundred comments 
since then, and I honestly couldn't remember...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119559 05362 3 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 11:17:21am  



 
zulubaby: it's an old hippie-era "activist" slogan. In this case it means we 
were "up against the wall" of our hard disk space. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119603 05363 40 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 12:19:11pm  
 
Hey "truth teller": I traced your IP and I know that you're posting your 
comments with a US government ISP account. Just thought you might like to know 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119606 05363 43 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 12:29:41pm  
 
&lt; ... <EM>sound of crickets</EM> ... &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119610 05363 47 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 1:20:40pm  
 
"truth teller": Hard to believe Allah would reveal your whereabouts to the likes 
of me, isn't it? Wouldn't it be a real kick in the nads if she wasn't on your 
side after all?</P> 
I know considerably more than I've shared here, too; and I'm honestly wondering 
if it might be a good idea to drop an email to the abuse department of your 
organization, and let them know about your threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00119764 05364 150 Charles Fri, Jan 24, 2003 5:20:19am  
 
<A href="http://www.the-ocean.com/simpsons/burns/germans.wav" target=_blank>Oh 
nooo! The Germans are mad at me!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00120061 05369 67 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 1:32:38pm  
 
As deep a subject as <EM>Mr. Holland's Opus</EM> is (and I think we've seen just 
how deep that can be), the genius that is Richard Dreyfuss can be observed in a 
raw, undeveloped state in his seminal film <EM>The Apprenticeship of Duddy 
Kravitz</EM>. Set in 1948 Montreal in a Jewish ghetto, a young Dreyfuss gives an 
excellent performance as the title character who suffers through years of self-
abuse in an effort to become something of substance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00120074 05369 80 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 2:13:26pm  
 
<EM>Apprenticeship</EM> is a post-war parable of hubris and ambition. The abuse 
Kravitz suffers as a young man leads to an overbearing drive to succeed. But as 
he ascends the social ladder, Kravitz finds his own integrity and honesty 
slowly, inexorably slipping away.</P> 
In his youth, Dreyfuss was often compared to Dustin Hoffman, and 
<EM>Apprenticeship</EM> owes a huge (usually unacknowledged) debt to <EM>The 
Graduate</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00120114 05369 120 Charles Thu, Jan 23, 2003 3:48:41pm  
 



TrueBob: the Dreyfuss Affair began with <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5205#c0115" 
target=_blank>this comment</A> in our all-time record thread (663 comments). I 
just resurrected the thread from the grave a few minutes ago; it was crashing 
PHP and I had to delete the last comment (sorry, Avi) to make it load.</P> 
Warning: the link above may take forever to load, and/or crash your browser. 
Only true Richard Dreyfuss fans should click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00120501 05371 68 Charles Fri, Jan 24, 2003 10:57:53am  
 
Doug: you had an A tag that was malformed. I repaired it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00120793 05375 11 Charles Fri, Jan 24, 2003 8:52:12am  
 
Robert: ah! So that's what she was raving about. I honestly missed that one when 
I scanned the comments. Amazing; all those facts and arguments, and she found 
one dumb joke (sorry Jal) that wasn't even directed at her, and took offense to 
it.</P> 
That must be one of those professional journalistic techniques that I know 
nothing about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121109 05382 49 Charles Sat, Jan 25, 2003 7:12:27am  
 
Mikkel A: that's a different perspective on it. So you're saying that the camp 
organizers were actually demeaning the German kids, by making them dress as Jews 
and be chased by adult "Nazis?"</P> 
Wow. I'm not sure that's any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121118 05382 58 Charles Sat, Jan 25, 2003 10:32:37am  
 
Mikkel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It seems like a rather tasteless and poorly thought through thing, 
but insinuating that this is an expression of anti-semitism is well, ill-
informed...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, gee, Mikkel -- I'm sorry I haven't been keeping up to date on the Danish 
minority in Germany. I do thank you for informing me though; because without 
that information this story plain <EM>reeks</EM> of anti-Semitism.</P> 
Even if the intent was not anti-Semitic, the trivialization of the Holocaust 
(even using the monstrous inscription from the Auschwitz camp gate -- <I>Arbeit 
macht frei</I>) is quite disgusting, and goes considerably beyond 
"tasteless."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121163 05383 40 Charles Fri, Jan 24, 2003 11:24:23pm  
 
technosapien: please resend your email -- I don't seem to find it in my Inbox, 
at least not under that name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121164 05383 41 Charles Fri, Jan 24, 2003 11:29:59pm  
 
About the percentages of spam vs. regular email -- the numbers above do not 
include my regular allotment of spam, which runs about 50-100 pieces a day. My 



mail rule for forwarding junk mail to spamcop.net contains more than 20 
criteria.</P> 
Anyway, the point of mentioning this: if anyone sent me email they considered 
important, and I didn't respond, please try again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121172 05383 49 Charles Sat, Jan 25, 2003 6:07:22am  
 
Kylaer: I did read that one, and saved it in my scrapbook. Thanks for the 
reminder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121173 05383 50 Charles Sat, Jan 25, 2003 6:52:41am  
 
Anon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Out of curiosity, what email program do you use to handle that load? 
I'm assuming you're on a Mac. Is it Mail, Eudora, Powermail, or 
what?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Microsoft Entourage. It's a love/hate thing, though. Best feature set and 
interface of any Mac email client, but you have to make sure to back up the 
database; I had a database meltdown recently and lost a lot of mail. Now I back 
it up every night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00121957 05392 6 Charles Sun, Jan 26, 2003 4:08:48pm  
 
harry: If that's what they wanted, that's what they would pray 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00122492 05398 12 Charles Mon, Jan 27, 2003 8:45:19am  
 
Tim G. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That said, should we vote for you? Your readers need to 
know...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... well ... yes, I suppose. If LGF wins I'll think of something creative to 
do with the book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00122535 05399 2 Charles Mon, Jan 27, 2003 10:46:27am  
 
Yes, actually, I do -- but that's what PayPal charges. If you think it's too 
much, you can always choose to mail a check and avoid the surcharge.</P> 
(I did ask in an earlier t-shirt topic for opinions about this, and several 
people said they'd pay 15% extra for the convenience. No one 
objected.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00122541 05399 8 Charles Mon, Jan 27, 2003 2:55:55pm  
 
Laura: there are pictures of the front and back on the order page:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-tshirt-form.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00123085 05408 2 Charles Tue, Jan 28, 2003 12:06:16pm  
 



Too many people emailed this for me to give one person a hat tip. Thanks 
everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00123130 05408 47 Charles Tue, Jan 28, 2003 12:51:19pm  
 
Here's the Goya painting this slimebag cartoonist mimicked:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://mrs.umn.edu/~deaneb/romantic/Goya_Saturn.htm" 
target=_blank>mrs.umn.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00123823 05413 17 Charles Wed, Jan 29, 2003 8:22:02am  
 
"Eurosceptic?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00124249 05419 8 Charles Wed, Jan 29, 2003 6:40:48pm  
 
marymary: click the photo and all will be revealed. Except the hats. That I 
can't help you with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00124381 05421 20 Charles Thu, Jan 30, 2003 8:24:30am  
 
alex wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Face it folks your government inteligent agents are anything but 
inteligent.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. Iraq would <I>never</I> do anything like this. Our silly government. Who 
do they think they're fooling?</P> 
A tip: when putting down someone for lack of intelligence, it helps your point 
immeasurably to spell the word correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00124392 05422 1 Charles Thu, Jan 30, 2003 6:27:55am  
 
I got 7 emails about this one. Thanks, everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00124604 05424 8 Charles Thu, Jan 30, 2003 7:44:44am  
 
Ottawa Mike: because of bandwidth issues. I know what you mean though; the 
mideasttruth server has been sluggish today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00125123 05427 260 Charles Mon, Feb 3, 2003 7:02:44am  
 
Since Ulf isn't coming back (how will I bear the pain of his leaving?), and 
since he continued to play coy about what country he lives in, while lecturing 
us stupid American cowboy war criminals (I never knew that you could commit 
genocide without killing anyone!), I thought it might be interesting to our 
readers to know where this particular Euro hypocrite hails from:</P> 
That paragon of European morality and goodness known as Bosnia-
Herzegovina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00125387 05433 4 Charles Fri, Jan 31, 2003 8:17:07am  
 



Sorry, it works now. I always forget that the Boston Globe adds those silly '+' 
signs to their URLs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00125491 05437 17 Charles Fri, Jan 31, 2003 10:39:08am  
 
I think it's a mistake to assume that Islamic terrorists will behave according 
to our logic or our timetables. Al Qaeda has shown in the past that they're 
capable of strategic decisions, and that they're very 
persistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00125657 05441 5 Charles Fri, Jan 31, 2003 4:05:24pm  
 
Susan: sorry, but you weren't first on this one. I got 5 emails about it, and 
was also checking the Independent myself for followups. (Believe it or not, I do 
that sometimes...) But thank you, I do appreciate your email!</P> 
:^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00126099 05446 59 Charles Sat, Feb 1, 2003 9:47:36am  
 
All honors to the fallen.</P> 
It is a rare thing when one's life-long dream and duty walk hand-in-hand. Though 
I am saddened by this day, I rejoice that seven human beings were able to reach 
the mountain-top of their dreams.</P> 
God grant them peace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00126160 05447 26 Charles Sat, Feb 1, 2003 10:17:38am  
 
I understand the impulse to react to trolls like #1, but that's exactly what the 
sick son of a bitch wants. Please don't feed it any further. It's from Calgary, 
by the way.</P> 
I'll leave its comment there, because at this point I'd have to delete too many 
other comments to clean it up.</P> 
But it's good to know who your friends are -- and aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00126238 05449 1 Charles Sat, Feb 1, 2003 12:22:54pm  
 
I'm just finishing listening to this recording and I'm ... aghast at this 
woman's stupidity. If you ever needed a definition of "idiotarian," this 
interviewer is <B>it</B>. Absolutely mind-boggling PC garbage. Who is this 
idiot?</P> 
Oh, and you can stop it after Pipes' interview, unless you enjoy listening to 
hilariously bad antiwar "poetry."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00126285 05449 48 Charles Sun, Feb 2, 2003 5:51:23am  
 
"Libre" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Pipes is lying as usual.Here is the blacklist he claims does not 
exist on his site.[Link: <A href="http://www.campus-watch.org/apologists.php" 
target=_blank>www.campus-watch.org...</A>]</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, someone is lying around here, but it isn't Dr. Pipes.</P> 



Here we see a common practice of the undomesticated idiotarian. It will often 
post blatant falsehoods, despite being caught repeatedly.</P> 
This is part of the Big Lie tactic that idiotarians seem to instinctively 
employ; i.e. toss a whole bunch of scheisse at the wall and hope some of it 
sticks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00126372 05451 4 Charles Sat, Feb 1, 2003 1:54:25pm  
 
Thanks, zulubaby, but I can't take credit for that -- it's their 
title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127035 05463 24 Charles Mon, Feb 3, 2003 7:20:18am  
 
Toby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, would you accept e-mailed submissions of "incriminating" 
photographs.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sure. No promise to publish them, but if they're funny enough I 
might.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127380 05469 4 Charles Mon, Feb 3, 2003 3:55:50pm  
 
Well, the Freep thread was interesting, but I don't know if the photo was really 
"debunked." I saw a lot of people expressing skepticism, but very little real 
information; I'm no Photoshop amateur, and I don't see any obvious tampering. 
Also, Maariv -- as far as I know, not living in Israel, or being able to read it 
in Hebrew -- is a pretty reputable source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127383 05469 7 Charles Mon, Feb 3, 2003 3:56:27pm  
 
Maybe it <EM>was</EM> noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127641 05474 64 Charles Tue, Feb 4, 2003 11:05:39am  
 
Geez. "Anti-Muslim hatred?" Give me a break. You're reading <EM>waaay</EM> too 
much into this.</P> 
The photograph is funny. It would be just as funny, and I would have been just 
as likely to post it, if the sheep's boyfriend was a red-headed Irishman. 
Wearing hip boots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127660 05474 83 Charles Tue, Feb 4, 2003 12:38:33pm  
 
In the past I have posted funny photographs featuring aardvarks, bicycle-riding 
elephants, Ringo Starr (ok, it was comparing him to arafat, but still...), etc. 
etc. The only reason this photo has a Palestinian subject is that I was browsing 
the Middle East photos when I found it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00127851 05477 45 Charles Tue, Feb 4, 2003 3:53:10pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5477#c0042" 
target=_blank>not happy</A> wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Dear #29.Your link had an ugly virus!Second I have picked up from 
links on thissite. Are you for real?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I checked it and the link in Glen's post doesn't have any kind of virus. I don't 
know where you might have picked up a virus, but it wasn't from that 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00128115 05479 33 Charles Tue, Feb 4, 2003 3:25:07pm  
 
Whoa there, Vegard old fella, old pal! I'm not advocating Peters' idea myself, 
and I for one know you're on the side of truth, justice, and the Amer... uh... 
well, you know what I'm sayin'.</P> 
I have to wonder whether Peters was really serious, though, because the real 
world would never put up with such a blatant exercise of Western power—but he's 
right that it's time to think about a replacement for the United Nations, which 
has degenerated into the worst sort of dictator-enabling charade. If Peters is 
serious, I'd like to see a longer essay about the idea with his usual 
intellectual rigor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00128298 05481 58 Charles Wed, Feb 5, 2003 8:38:12am  
 
Yes, obviously the FBI screwed up ... AGAIN. But those of you who are on the 
Saudis' side seem to be forgetting what is involved here. This woman lived with 
a man who clearly had terrorist intentions. Since when does hypocrisy (if that's 
what it is) trump intent to commit mass murder?</P> 
Criticize the FBI all you want. I'm there. But to say the Saudis did the right 
thing is to ignore their obvious intent to obstruct US terror 
investigations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00128758 05486 31 Charles Wed, Feb 5, 2003 11:08:32am  
 
It's pathetic enough to read that garbage once. Since Tyler decided to inflict 
it on the Powell's Presentation topic too, I deleted this one.</P> 
If you're dying to see what passes for clever with the TP crowd, it's here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5482#c0178" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00128764 05486 37 Charles Wed, Feb 5, 2003 11:19:10am  
 
Robert Crawford wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, why do you even let TP post? He's nothing more than a 
troll. I've never seen any evidence he's bothered to get any information beyond 
loony left spew.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He used to try a little harder, I think, before having his ass handed to him on 
a platter repeatedly. Lately he seems shell-shocked, traumatized; he keeps 
repeating inane slogans and long-debunked arguments and non sequiturs.</P> 
Sad, really. But it's useful to have an Idiotarian Mascot, and before TP showed 
up the position had been empty -- since Jak King retired. (Ah, the trolls of 
yesteryear!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00129173 05493 35 Charles Thu, Feb 6, 2003 10:25:54am  
 



Note: "Peter PETA" is none other than our Idiotarian Mascot, Tyler 
Patterson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00129246 05494 20 Charles Thu, Feb 6, 2003 10:23:39am  
 
By the way -- "Liar Liar" up above is none other than our Idiotarian Mascot, 
Tyler Patterson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00130534 05514 4 Charles Sat, Feb 8, 2003 6:49:26am  
 
Sorry, didn't notice that it was also badly coded, preventing linking to the 
comments page. Working on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00130535 05514 5 Charles Sat, Feb 8, 2003 6:53:49am  
 
Link's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00130627 05516 9 Charles Sat, Feb 8, 2003 8:30:29am  
 
Please don't post direct links to these sites here; some of them will log IPs in 
order to do a port scan for virus vulnerabilities. If you want to browse these 
sites, it might be a good idea to use something like this:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.the-cloak.com/login.html" target=_blank>www.the-
cloak.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00131101 05521 17 Charles Sat, Feb 8, 2003 4:43:26pm  
 
dennisw wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I despise Noam Chomsky but I doubt he owns four boats. One or two 
perhaps.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it's true; the anti-capitalist Noambot actually owns only <EM>two</EM> 
boats. (The thread linked above has the details.)</P> 
But I'm sure he only uses these boats for legitimate revolutionary 
purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00133204 05548 60 Charles Tue, Feb 11, 2003 3:52:05pm  
 
Sheesh -- this thread is turning into a textbook example of the inadequacy of 
computer ASCII to properly convey emotional tone and nuance. Nobody's a troll in 
this spat, and nobody's a bully, either.</P> 
Terror threats have people on edge, I guess. I'm not in the best mood myself, 
after spending all day waiting around in jury duty, and finding out I may have 
to do it again every weekday for the next 3 weeks.</P> 
Can't they install Internet terminals for jurors? Would that be so wrong?</P> 
But I'm beginning to see the real reason for those dreadful "smiley" icons you 
see on all the Ultimate BBS forums. Please don't make me install the smilies, 
people. I beg of you. Anything but the smilies.</P> 
OK. I think I'll have a glass of California Chardonnay now. Cheers! 
:^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00133321 05549 102 Charles Wed, Feb 12, 2003 1:03:06am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Personally, I have a difficulty believing that Charles was actually 
serious in extending to this guy any form of admiration simply because he was a 
deviantly skilled artist.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I did not extend any admiration to Kahil. I said I choose to remember and 
respect his <EM>talent</EM>, not the man himself.</P> 
And I'm sorry if it makes me lose my bloodthirsty status, but I don't believe in 
dancing on our enemies' graves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00133337 05549 118 Charles Wed, Feb 12, 2003 7:32:55am  
 
Well, this got a lot more attention than I expected.</P> 
Was I eulogizing M. Kahil? Well no, I didn't see it that way at all. Am I sorry 
he's dead? Not particularly. He was a scumbag who drew some of the most 
disgusting cartoons I've ever seen -- but he wasn't the worst of the Arab 
cartoonists, not by a long shot. Check this page to see how bad they can be:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.memri.org/cartoons/" 
target=_blank>www.memri.org...</A>]</P> 
But like Gollum in The Lord of the Rings, you can see him as a symbol of the 
wider tragedy of talented individuals perverted into the cause of evil. And 
every once in a while, Kahil showed flashes of real insight:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3868" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00133344 05549 125 Charles Wed, Feb 12, 2003 11:41:56am  
 
"free radical": Before you lecture me about how ugly Kahil's work was, why don't 
you take a look through the LGF archives and see what I've written about 
him?</P> 
Please don't hold your breath waiting for me to apologize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00133634 05553 15 Charles Wed, Feb 12, 2003 7:58:55am  
 
Ian: I do have some code that blocks posts containing <I>only</I> the word 
"first." I agree, it's annoying and I wish people wouldn't do it. It's 
especially annoying when the "First!" post isn't even first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00134849 05569 85 Charles Fri, Feb 14, 2003 3:00:03pm  
 
Looks like we lost some comments from this topic when our server disk space 
maxed out earlier. I have email copies of all of them, but it's a major pain to 
enter them all back in; if you posted something you thought really needed to be 
heard, and it's gone now, let me know. No promises to replace everything, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00135374 05578 61 Charles Sat, Feb 15, 2003 6:09:23am  
 
OK, let’s stop feeding this one, folks. His "arguments" (if you want to call 
them that) were about one micron thick, and he's now collapsed into a quivering 
mass of insult-spewing biowaste. Any more would just be cruel to the poor widdle 
Jew-hating trolly troll.</P> 



Let him go back to pineapple world and write about how he smashed the dreaded 
warbloggers to bits. Go on, now, troll. Go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00135432 05578 119 Charles Sat, Feb 15, 2003 9:02:24am  
 
Yehudit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I realize Charles isn't doing hat tips anymore, but I posted the 
cartoon link in a previous thread.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Where did you get the idea I'm not doing hat tips any more? I see at least 5 of 
them on the LGF front page right now. Actually, Allen Forkum emailed this 
cartoon to me this morning...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00135484 05579 44 Charles Sat, Feb 15, 2003 9:12:40am  
 
someguy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But your last two entries show no attempt to understand the Church 
or Her functions at all. When you use this very valuable forum to spew anti-
Catholicism over the public airwaves, you do Catholics like me who love Israel 
and pray for her every day a great disservice.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It may come as a surprise, but I'm a mostly lapsed Catholic myself. I was an 
altar boy. I went to Catholic elementary school and high school.</P> 
So I'm certainly not uninformed about the Church. And I disagree that I am 
"spewing anti-Catholicism." The pope should not have met with Tariq Aziz, a man 
with the blood of countless people on his hands, and the Vatican has no business 
sending envoys to Iraq. I'm aware that the pope is barely functional these days, 
and that makes it worse -- because he's being doubly used, by Saddam and also by 
his own inner circle of Islam-apologist cardinals and bishops. It's not anti-
Catholic to point this out, and I take no joy in it; in fact, it's terribly 
sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00135982 05584 19 Charles Sat, Feb 15, 2003 6:34:39pm  
 
The Jew-hating asshole known as "Joe1" is now banned. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5584#c0013" 
target=_blank>Gloating over terrorist murders</A> was the final 
straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136027 05585 4 Charles Sat, Feb 15, 2003 4:08:31pm  
 
Yes, there is a very determined and utterly unconscionable effort by Western 
media to ignore and cover up the Islamofascist presence at these demonstrations. 
This scares me more than the Islamofascists themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136225 05586 41 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 7:06:16am  
 
This idiot "Uncle Sam" posted similar asinine comments in several topics, and 
it's been banned. Please don't feed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136244 05587 12 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 7:02:53am  
 



Man, the trolls are really worked up today. Must have been all that peace and 
love they soaked up yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136274 05587 42 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 11:50:48am  
 
Man, the banning stick is getting a workout today.</P> 
I may have to put up with the Idiotarian Circus yesterday, along with its myriad 
stupidities. But if there’s one thing I don't have to put up with, it's being 
insulted by losers like you on a web site that I pay for. Buh bye 
Harley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136279 05587 47 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 12:17:10pm  
 
Widdle Harwey has taken his ball and his infantile politics and gone home, after 
logging on with an AOL account in a pitiful attempt to get the last word. I will 
miss him so.</P> 
Of course, knowing his type, he's refreshing this page every 10 seconds hoping 
to see something about himself. Will he resist the impulse to make more stupid 
comments with his AOL account? Stay tuned for the next chapter of <EM>Holier 
Than Thou</EM> starring Harley the Hypocrite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136318 05588 31 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 10:13:26am  
 
Brian: ooh, that stung. Especially coming from a commie with a butt-ugly web 
site containing blatant misspellings immortalized in graphic text.</P> 
BTW, post another long rant like that and you'll be banned. LGF does not exist 
for you to abuse our bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136328 05588 41 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 11:12:12am  
 
Brian: with all due respect (i.e., none) I suggest you take your apology, print 
it out on a nice high-gloss paper suitable for the work of a master artist, roll 
it into a carefully finished and precisely aligned tubular shape, and cram it up 
your ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136333 05588 46 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 11:26:13am  
 
Robert Crawford:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, Charles, what is going today? What's with all the trolls? Were 
yesterday's marches like idiotarian viagra?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, they're spewing inanities like mutant ferrets on crack. I see that we're on 
the Daypop top 40 today, and also pretty high on Blogdex, so that's probably why 
Brian the communist is trying to hawk his design business.</P> 
By the way, he's outta here. Let the commie pay for his own rant 
space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00136591 05597 1 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 11:39:02pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00136593 05597 3 Charles Sun, Feb 16, 2003 11:57:13pm  
 
Well, I still haven't heard from our host, but I was able to delete enough 
unnecessary stuff to open up comments again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137183 05607 10 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 7:02:36am  
 
The donations are <B>greatly</B> appreciated, folks.</P> 
I liked the Iraq reference, MnJoe. :^) No, we will never sell your information 
to a telemarketer, or indulge in such evil pursuits ourselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137184 05607 11 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 7:05:10am  
 
And special thanks to velvetelvis for stepping up to the telethon mike. 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137186 05607 13 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 7:23:06am  
 
Ariel,</P> 
Amazon takes a larger cut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137194 05607 21 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 9:14:25am  
 
Elizabeth: yes, we received it, thank you. We're getting another large shipment 
of shirts out later this week, and I think yours is among them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137203 05607 30 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 10:12:28am  
 
Caton: First, thanks for trying to donate. We've noticed that Amazon seems to 
have an absurdly low limit on the amount they can accept, and our attempts to 
get them to raise our limit have been met with total silence.</P> 
Paypal is also a great way to donate; if you've never used it, the signup 
process is quick and the service is free, and it's very useful for a lot of 
internet stuff. (Also, they take a smaller cut of donations than Amazon, so we 
get more of the money.) Here's a link to sign up if you're interested:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.paypal.com/refer/pal=R5UBL6YXVBTXY" 
target=_blank>www.paypal.com...</A>]</P> 
Just curious -- why can't you use Paypal?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137455 05613 2 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 10:01:56am  
 
The idea is not to spam -- but to prevent spam. By taking a slot in their scheme 
and doing nothing on Feb 26, you prevent an idiot from spamming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137462 05613 9 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 10:29:28am  
 
Look who showed up again with a different account.</P> 
Brian: you didn't get banned because of your "opinions." (Ha! Opinions. More 
like warmed over freshman-level socialism.) You got banned because you insulted 
the host, posted a long screed full of communist rubbish you cut-and-pasted from 



somewhere, and then continued to insult the host while hawking your own design 
business. You got banned because you're a moron and an asshole.</P> 
But it's great that you showed up again to prove it beyond all doubt.</P> 
Now go away, pest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137561 05614 34 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 11:04:42am  
 
Austin wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hmm I smell a Troll... Go back to your cave TP</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Troll yes, but not TP. That's the Harley-thing using its AOL 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137664 05616 3 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 2:38:57pm  
 
Jim: your T-shirt order is probably in the next shipment, going out in a day or 
two. Sorry for the delay -- it's on the way!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137671 05616 10 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 3:33:22pm  
 
dennisw: it's not the amount of each individual donation that's limited; it's 
the total amount they'll accept over an unspecified period of 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00137673 05616 12 Charles Tue, Feb 18, 2003 3:50:17pm  
 
Jeff: yes, it <I>could</I> be PayPal, but the description says it's a 3rd party 
system "used by merchants." That suggests a merchant credit system like 
authorize.net rather than a consumer-oriented system like 
PayPal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00138085 05623 20 Charles Wed, Feb 19, 2003 10:03:15am  
 
I love the smiley at the end, though. Nice touch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00138400 05626 62 Charles Thu, Feb 20, 2003 8:55:52am  
 
buzz: I agree, celebrities get too much attention. But don't forget, they're 
very simple creatures, most of them, and they respond well to positive 
reinforcement and the occasional tasty treat. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00138420 05627 6 Charles Wed, Feb 19, 2003 4:12:25pm  
 
hans: so this is your first encounter with Pilger? This should be 
interesting.</P> 
By the way, please talk to your countryman "fritz," who's been posting some 
incredibly dumb comments tonight. He's makin' y'all look bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00138437 05627 23 Charles Wed, Feb 19, 2003 7:22:30pm  
 



Fay wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>NZ is approximately 1400 miles away from Australia, is that 
considered near?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nearer to Australia than anything else...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00138973 05634 3 Charles Thu, Feb 20, 2003 9:34:27am  
 
Yeah, dude!! He's old, too!!! I, like, fergot that, you know??? 
lol</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00139321 05639 5 Charles Fri, Feb 21, 2003 7:43:37am  
 
What would we do without the Tyler-thing to remind us every five minutes about 
our constitutional rights? Clearly, it's only the efforts of such as he that 
have prevented the US from descending into right-wing anarchy.</P> 
In a court of law, you are innocent until proven guilty. If you're on the jury, 
you are bound to observe this principle.</P> 
Here at LGF, we're not on a jury and are allowed to express our opinions, just 
as Kristof is in the New York Times. And I agree with Podhoretz; Kristof and the 
other PC liberal columnists who raced to defend this scumbag behaved 
disgracefully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00139572 05641 19 Charles Fri, Feb 21, 2003 11:20:37am  
 
Sure, it's possible. But it's quite a coincidence then, that someone posted the 
image with a link to LGF at Sean Hannity's discussion forum on 2/18:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.hannity.com/forum/index.cfm?frmid=6&amp;tpcid=7858&amp;skey=" 
target=_blank>www.hannity.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00139576 05641 23 Charles Fri, Feb 21, 2003 11:22:46am  
 
By the way, the image on that page shows a broken link now, because they simply 
posted a link to the image on our server instead of making their own copy -- 
thereby leeching our bandwidth. But the link to LGF is still 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00139759 05643 17 Charles Fri, Feb 21, 2003 3:21:37pm  
 
Sheesh. Tough room.</P> 
When they stop holding up tempting picture frames containing photos of murderers 
and dictators, I'll stop masking in the poker dogs. Deal?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00139902 05645 38 Charles Sat, Feb 22, 2003 6:49:57am  
 
You get one warning, pineapple face. Post another long article like that and 
waste our bandwidth, and you're banned.</P> 
I may ban you just for the nasty comment above. Thinking about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00140157 05649 20 Charles Sat, Feb 22, 2003 8:15:30am  
 
Scratch a "peace activist," and find a Jew hater. Works every time.</P> 
Who do you think is paying for Little Green Footballs, Mark?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00140158 05649 21 Charles Sat, Feb 22, 2003 8:16:58am  
 
(Mark is the sewer-minded little hater known as "ausyankee," by the 
way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00140166 05649 29 Charles Sat, Feb 22, 2003 8:29:25am  
 
Jay: good catch. From geektools, here's the registrar info for no-war-
logo.org:</P> 
Checking server [whois.publicinterestregistry.net]Checking server 
[whois.schlund.de]Results:</P> 
% The data in the WHOIS database of Schlund+Partner AG is provided by% 
Schlund+Partner for information purposes, and to assist persons in% obtaining 
information about or related to a domain name registration% record. 
Schlund+Partner does not guarantee its accuracy. By submitting% a WHOIS query, 
you agree that you will use this data only for lawful% purposes and that, under 
no circumstances, you will use this data to% (1) allow, enable, or otherwise 
support the transmission of mass% unsolicited, commercial advertising or 
solicitations via E-mail% (spam); or% (2) enable high volume, automated, 
electronic processes that apply to% Schlund+Partner or its systems.% 
Schlund+Partner reserves the right to modify these terms at any time.% By 
submitting this query, you agree to abide by this policy.</P> 
domain: no-war-logo.orgcreated: 27-Sep-2002last-changed: 27-Jan-
2003registration-expiration: 27-Sep-2003</P> 
nserver: ns19.schlund.denserver: ns20.schlund.de</P> 
registrant-firstname: Rainerregistrant-lastname: Drzymallaregistrant-street1: 
Justinianstr. 17registrant-pcode: 50679registrant-city: Koelnregistrant-ccode: 
DEregistrant-phone: +49.221810314registrant-email: nc-peterspe@netcologne.de</P> 
admin-c-firstname: Puretecadmin-c-lastname: Hostmasteradmin-c-organization: 
1&amp;1 Internet AGadmin-c-street1: Erbprinzenstr. 4-12admin-c-pcode: 
76133admin-c-city: Karlsruheadmin-c-ccode: DEadmin-c-phone: +49.190870700admin-
c-fax: +49.1805001372admin-c-email: hostmaster@puretec.de</P> 
tech-c-firstname: Rainertech-c-lastname: Drzymallatech-c-street1: Justinianstr. 
17tech-c-pcode: 50679tech-c-city: Koelntech-c-ccode: DEtech-c-phone: 
+49.221810314tech-c-email: nc-peterspe@netcologne.de</P> 
bill-c-firstname: Ansgarbill-c-lastname: Ljucovicbill-c-organization: Schlund + 
Partner AGbill-c-street1: Erbprinzenstr. 4-12bill-c-pcode: 76133bill-c-city: 
Karlsruhebill-c-ccode: DEbill-c-phone: +49.721913740bill-c-fax: 
+49.72191374217bill-c-email: billing@schlund.de</P> 
% See [Link: <A href="http://registrar.schlund.info" target=_blank 
?>registrar.schlund.info...</A>] for information about Schlund+Partner 
AG</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00140252 05649 115 Charles Mon, Feb 24, 2003 12:21:27am  
 
The above message of peace and love was posted from an Internet cafe in 
London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00140516 05654 8 Charles Sat, Feb 22, 2003 3:50:13pm  
 
OK, I won't 'splain the Photoshop jokes any more. But I'll expect you two to 
rush to my defense when our humor-impaired readers get their shorts in a 
bunch...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00141554 05670 4 Charles Mon, Feb 24, 2003 8:45:37am  
 
Doug: yeah, probably, unless the Zionist-controlled media covered up a 
<I>really</I> big story 5 years ago.</P> 
What is it with British writers and dates lately?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00141632 05671 49 Charles Mon, Feb 24, 2003 11:21:50pm  
 
Is Khaled Abou el Fadl truly a "moderate" Muslim? See <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5069" target=_blank>this 
entry</A> for an interesting revelation about this so-called 
moderate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00142769 05687 44 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 12:40:18pm  
 
Does the University of California Center for EUV Astrophysics know that you're 
using their Internet account to post your hateful garbage? Perhaps they 
should.</P> 
Watching you back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144062 05706 25 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 5:39:55am  
 
Deacon Frost: pardon me if I point out that <I>you</I> are the only person 
making generalizations about "everyone."</P> 
But to answer your leading question, no, opposition to the war does not 
automatically classify a person as an idiot. But if there really is a good 
argument to be made for letting Saddam Hussein continue his deadly shell game, I 
haven't heard it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144335 05710 37 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 12:49:35pm  
 
#33 the watcher is posting that garbage from the University of California Center 
for EUV Astrophysics in Berkeley. And an abuse complaint is on its way to them 
right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144421 05711 80 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 12:48:35pm  
 
#66 the watcher is posting that garbage from the University of California Center 
for EUV Astrophysics in Berkeley. And an abuse complaint is on its way to them 
right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144491 05712 48 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 12:47:20pm  
 



#30 the watcher is posting that garbage from the University of California Center 
for EUV Astrophysics in Berkeley. And an abuse complaint is on its way to them 
right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144503 05712 60 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 1:57:02pm  
 
Yes, we had a momentary problem; it should be OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00144504 05712 61 Charles Fri, Feb 28, 2003 2:00:18pm  
 
I'm hoping the watcher will keep posting comments, because each time he does 
it's another piece of evidence for UC Berkeley's abuse team -- who got back to 
me right away with a note saying that they will investigate, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00146226 05741 153 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2003 2:20:29pm  
 
NucleaRay: sorry, but I don't want a link to that video here, so I've deleted 
your comment. If people really want to see it, they can find it with Google. I 
actually sort of agree that people <I>should</I> see it. Sort of. But it's such 
a filthy abomination that I don't want to help; let them seek it out for 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00146402 05743 12 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2003 11:59:49am  
 
I don't think Jacob is a troll, folks -- I think he just forgot his 
&lt;sarcasm&gt; tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00146699 05747 61 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2003 5:43:56am  
 
Ariel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Actually, I have the problem of only having four more pages in my 
passport with &gt; 3 yrs to go before I need a new one. Do you have that 
problem?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've run out of space for stamps in several passports, more than once while I 
was on the road. If you go to a US embassy they'll add more blank pages to the 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00147890 05760 163 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2003 10:53:26am  
 
The low-life scumball who posted comments under the names "Bill," "Larry," and 
"P" has been banned. He/she/it is in the Bronx, by the way.</P> 
"Becca" is a different low-life scumball, in Chicago, Illinois.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00147909 05760 182 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2003 11:13:37am  
 
Note to "Becca" -- do not post long articles in their entirety here. You're 
wasting our space. If you do it again, you will be banned like your friend 
"Bill."</P> 



Please note: this will be the only time I address you directly, you piece of 
dirt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00147914 05760 187 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2003 11:17:31am  
 
Sorry, OR, but I will not allow dishonest creeps like "Bill" to post under 
multiple names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00148544 05765 129 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2003 4:18:39pm  
 
I just want to say that Ariel deserves our highest LGF kudos, for continuing to 
remain patient (far more patient than I could ever be, which is why I mostly 
stay out of the discussions at LGF) and methodically, relentlessly, rebutting 
the trolls that come back time and again with the same tired lies, in a sad 
procession of idiocy that is very depressing and would defeat the ordinary 
mortal.</P> 
Thank you, Ariel. Big ups to Ariel, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00149044 05769 71 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2003 4:00:58pm  
 
You guys are all missing the point.</P> 
Suppose (indulge a wild fantasy) 10,000 Angelenos show up. Each of them brings a 
$3.00 bottle of cheap French wine. That's $30,000.</P> 
Some of them will already have a bottle of French wine in their extensive 
temperature-controlled wine cellars. (This is LA.) Maybe a bottle that's 
probably gone to vinegar, and every time they open the cellar they look at it 
and worry.</P> 
So they won't even spend the three bucks.</P> 
It's not about hurting the CESM financially.</P> 
Total investment for demonstration: less than $30,000.</P> 
Value of symbolic gesture: Priceless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00149123 05772 7 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2003 3:50:22pm  
 
He's tired, yes. But we're seeing a master poker player at work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00150390 05786 30 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2003 7:41:18am  
 
Illiterate, inarticulate, belligerent, hidden in a sack and proud of it, Afia is 
in Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00150691 05791 10 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2003 6:20:16pm  
 
david wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>umm, won't this block say, google and other search 
engines?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Umm, no it won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00150719 05791 38 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2003 1:07:20pm  
 



Cybrludite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Say, if I start using Bugnosis again, am I going to run afoul of the 
"Do not disturb the 'bot trap" rule?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't think so; our trap doesn't meet several of the criteria that Bugnosis 
looks for; the image URL has no funny parameters, and it's hosted on the same 
server as our site. And you would have to actually follow the link to get 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00150754 05792 32 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2003 7:31:20am  
 
Oh please! Do you guys honestly believe these soldiers were surrendering because 
they made a moral choice not to fight for Saddam? Give me a break. They were 
scared out of their wits, tired, and hungry. Nothing smart or moral about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151068 05797 31 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2003 3:40:11pm  
 
OK, Make-Sense-Of-It. Time to come clean. You're "Nastification Agenda," aren't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151436 05803 21 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 10:44:18am  
 
tech reader wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Duh, but what if the bot reads your robots.txt and then searches 
everywhere else in your site except the hole?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not the point; the trap is to catch the bad bots that either ignore 
robots.txt or worse, use it as a guide to find hidden pages. Although I guess 
I'm emphasizing the spambot angle, there are other types of bots that violate 
robots.txt as well, like site downloaders, and invasive spyware such as 
nameprotect.com and turnitin.com that drain our bandwidth for their own 
purposes.</P> 
I've considered a DB scheme for hiding email addresses, but it would require 
implementing full user registration here to do it right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151447 05803 32 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 2:44:14pm  
 
A Jackson wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you're feeling ambitious you might want to tar-pit the evil bots. 
Include a bunch of links off your trap page - that go to dynamic pages that 
respond v e r y v e r y s l o w l y. Maybe even sprinkle in a few E-mail 
addresses for the bot to harvest - I'm sure Mr. Arafish would be real interested 
in making a fortune helping out a relative of the former leader of 
Nigeria.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The dead-end page where bad bots end up includes a nice little 12-second delay. 
The page I linked above is not the actual dead end; it's just an example that 
doesn't include the delay.</P> 
I don't know if I want to start serving fake email addresses though (the wpoison 
approach); that will just keep them coming back and we're already consuming 
mucho bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151448 05803 33 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 2:46:17pm  
 



Does anyone know where I can find some PHP source code that will generate 
Javascript-encrypted email addresses like Caton's example above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151451 05803 36 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 3:07:50pm  
 
Hmm. That's a nice low-tech, low-overhead idea. I like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151453 05803 38 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 3:42:49pm  
 
Thanks for the tip. I've written a similar program for LGF to protect our email 
addresses, and it appears to be working very nicely. Take that, 
spambots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151462 05803 47 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 6:25:57am  
 
Legitimate search engine spiders that honor the robots.txt protocol are not 
caught in the trap. Only bots that violate robots.txt are trapped. The technique 
I'm using is similar to the one described here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.kloth.net/internet/bottrap" 
target=_blank>www.kloth.net...</A>]</P> 
By the way, on our robot pillory page I added a link to Geobytes to do a 
location lookup. It isn't 100% accurate, but I'm sure the ID of the Nigerian bot 
was correct. (And I love seeing one of those Nigerian creatures in the 
trap.)</P> 
Last night, a bot was caught in the trap and thrashed around for about an hour, 
trying to download every link off the main page. Heh heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151834 05806 65 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 11:20:34pm  
 
It's very well-known that the name "Abu" is often used by Arab terrorists, and 
that "Abu Mazen" in particular is a nom de guerre. It may mean "father" in 
Arabic, but you can't ignore its long history of use by terrorists in need of 
false names. See this Google search:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?num=30&amp;hl=en&amp;lr=&amp;ie=ISO-8859-
1&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=abu+%22nom+de+guerre%22" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00151985 05809 3 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2003 5:41:02pm  
 
Caton: about the PO Box address, take a look at the LGF weblog page source. 
About the contact page, thx for the reminder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00152006 05809 24 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 8:00:51am  
 
Michael T wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Looking through the HTML source, the email is : instead of @. How 
safe is that really?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Spambots typically look for a "mailto:" link, followed by an '@' symbol. Since 
neither of these is in the code, this is actually all that's needed to fool 



these programs. To be able to recognize an email address from the links on our 
page requires an intelligence far beyond what a web bot possesses.</P> 
It won't fool a human, of course, and neither will any other masking technique; 
but the humans aren't the main problem -- the automated email gatherers 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00152007 05809 25 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 9:07:06am  
 
Even though it probably isn't necessary, I've added another layer of protection 
by implementing GI Joe's suggestion for encoding the addresses. Now there is 
nothing like an email address visible in the code, although you can still click 
to launch an email program.</P> 
BTW, GI Joe: the base64_encode() method doesn't really have a "secret" key, 
since simply running the base64_decode() function reveals the key and data; it's 
not really encrypted, just encoded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00152010 05809 28 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 11:57:16am  
 
I'd be very curious if anyone knows of a web bot that can decode the scheme I'm 
currently using: the email address is encoded with base64 and passed to a PHP 
program that decodes it, puts the pieces together, and redirects to a mailto: 
link.</P> 
I appreciate the code, GI Joe, and I've saved it for future use, but it's 
probably overkill unless there are some awfully intelligent spambots out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00152012 05809 30 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 12:29:22pm  
 
I don't like to use Javascript when a PHP solution exists, because a significant 
number of people browse with Javascript disabled. The PHP method works for 
everyone, while hiding the email addresses quite nicely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00152563 05816 17 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2003 12:20:09pm  
 
That's right, AG, I was worn out by the Middle East at that point. But 9/11 sure 
changed things. I'm still worn out and not optimistic about it, but the moral 
issues were thrown into very sharp focus.</P> 
Hey, at least I was willing to give a "slight" moral advantage to Israel, 
eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00153406 05827 271 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 5:41:09am  
 
#254 may be the single most disgusting comment ever posted at LGF. That asshole 
(in Los Angeles) is now banned. I hope he chokes on his hate. I would delete his 
sick words, but then John Palubiski's reply wouldn't make sense.</P> 
Some people's minds are indistinguishable from raw sewage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00153451 05827 316 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 12:28:18pm  
 



Paul W: I am banning your IPs as they show up, and if you come back again I will 
delete your comments. You are not welcome here. Go back to Indymedia, you 
nauseating puddle of putrid pus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154110 05832 175 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 12:14:49pm  
 
Robin Roberts wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>With respect Charles, while I have been a great fan of LGF, I think 
your comments are over the line on this one. I don't think you can link this 
particular religious rite of the Shi'ite's quite so directly to the anti-
american, anti-west and anti-semite islamicists.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
My comments? I didn't make any comments on these photos -- the text below them 
is from the original captions on Yahoo News.</P> 
As for whether this ritual is linked directly to anti-American and anti-Israel 
hatred, maybe you should take that up with Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/ap/20030313/ap_wo_en_ge
/me_gen_lebanon_iraq_2" target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
Or you could ask the Bahrainis whether they see any linkage:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In Bahrain, where Shiites form a slight majority of the tiny Gulf 
kingdom's 400,000 population, black-clad men marched in the streets slashing 
their heads with blades and whipping their backs with chains.Women in chadors 
sat on pavements wailing as the procession passed, and children stamped on a 
U.S. flag made of cardboard whose stars were replaced with Stars of David, the 
symbol of the Israeli flag."Curse be on U.S.A., the big Satan," shouted black-
clad Sayyed Kadhim as he left black shoe prints over the eight-foot long 
banner.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154139 05832 204 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 12:55:58pm  
 
Robin Roberts wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, as I said, I respect you and support you but I think the 
headline you put on the thread implies the linkage I took from this thread. The 
chanted slogans are indeed worthy of condemnation but the Shi'ite sect itself 
and its rituals do not in and of themselves merit such. And for that reason, I 
still believe you are over the line here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Robin: do you see the blood in these photos? Have you followed the link to the 
other photos, where you will see <B>a lot</B> more blood? Did you notice that in 
more than one Arab state the participants in this blood ritual were chanting 
"Death to America, Death to Israel"?</P> 
It may be harsh, but I disagree that my title is "over the line." It's a precise 
description of the reality. "Cult of Blood and Death." Exulting in bloodshed and 
screaming for death. My death and your death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154387 05835 2 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 3:22:48pm  
 
Yes, it's a PHP program called lgf-safe-mail that takes a query string, decodes 
it, and reassembles it into an email address, then sends an HTTP "Location" 
header with a "mailto:" link.</P> 
That was, of course, pure gibberish to 98% of our readers. &lt;smile 
/&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154392 05835 7 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 4:23:36pm  



 
Ben F: thanks for the report. That's different behavior than I see with IE for 
Mac, which opens the email program without spawning a new browser window, all 
very nice and clean.</P> 
I think it's still better than the manual alternatives though, e.g. "name at 
domain dot com"...</P> 
One click on the Back button is better than a lotta keystrokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154394 05835 9 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 4:34:34pm  
 
nik: glad to hear it. I'm trying to keep it that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154405 05835 20 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2003 10:30:39pm  
 
As I said, I know that if a bot parses HTTP headers, the email address will be 
visible; but I seriously doubt that there is a bot this intelligent at 
present.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154408 05835 23 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 8:40:25am  
 
We'll see soon enough; I'm keeping an eye on who accesses the safe mail 
program.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154526 05836 118 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 3:41:44pm  
 
jeanne: done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154719 05838 28 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 5:38:32am  
 
Bender wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ive said it before (before this server blew out all the posts 
yesterday around noon) and ill say it again (and hopefully it wont get blown out 
today)...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? We didn't lose any comments yesterday. I just checked all of yesterday's 
entries and there's nothing missing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00154904 05840 17 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 9:11:43am  
 
Please. If Marshall meant that Abu Mazen is the best of a lousy bunch, he would 
have written that. "Unquestionably one of the good guys" is unqualified praise. 
It's like the Washington Post calling Mazen a "peacenik."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00155088 05841 4 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 9:42:10am  
 
Lyn: I have a special directory set up that is disallowed in the robots.txt 
file; in other words, robots are not supposed to follow any links to that 
directory. In the page source for our weblog template, I have a 1x1 transparent 
GIF, linked to that directory.</P> 
A human being will never click the link; it isn't visible on the page. And if a 
web crawler follows it, it is violating the robots.txt file at LGF.</P> 



Inside that disallowed directory is a PHP index file that logs all the 
information from the trespasser, and adds it to our list of evil robots. So 
that's how the trap works.</P> 
The Robot Pillory shows all the bots that have been caught in the trap so 
far.</P> 
By the way, as I warned our geeky readers in my original entry about this, it's 
not hard to find the bot trap directory if you know what you're looking for -- 
but DO NOT browse to it, or you will be automatically and instantly banned from 
LGF.</P> 
And if you do it even after this warning, removing the block may be assigned a 
rather low priority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00155093 05841 9 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 10:53:02am  
 
Lyn: see here for a good explanation of why web crawlers that don't honor 
robots.txt can be a real problem:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://diveintomark.org/archives/2003/02/26/how_to_block_spambots_ban_spyb
ots_and_tell_unwanted_robots_to_go_to_hell.html" 
target=_blank>diveintomark.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00155185 05844 17 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2003 12:58:36pm  
 
The 1st amendment does allow free politcal speech, however it does NOT confer 
you immunity to contrary opinions nor any consequences (from private citizens) 
that might arise from said opinion.</P> 
Scorn and ridicule are also protected speech, as the Dipshit Chicks are about to 
find out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00155234 05844 66 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2003 8:15:59am  
 
Here we have a perfect example of the America-hating troll: barely literate, 
full of hate and anger yet completely unable to articulate it. What comes across 
more than anything is the sheer meanness of these creatures who preach so much 
about peace and love.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00155712 05851 15 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2003 9:44:17am  
 
Deacon Frost: you have completely failed to show that I "distorted" Marshall's 
points. Yes, I summarized, with a link to the original that anyone can read. I 
defy you to explain how any of these points were distorted.</P> 
I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>says he believes Arafat has genuinely worked for peace but “for a 
variety of reasons both personal and political was unwilling or unable to 
actually make the deal”...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Marshall wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think Arafat was open to the idea of peace and at various points 
truly pursued it. But for a variety of reasons both personal and political was 
unwilling or unable to actually make the deal.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
How is that a distortion?</P> 
I wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>...reiterates that it doesn’t matter to him if Mazen has ugly 
beliefs, he’s still one of the “good guys,” because he worked on the Oslo trojan 
horse ... uh, I mean peace plan...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Marshall wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think Abbas is in that category of Palestinians who really do want 
a just peace. I think his role in the various negotiations over the last decade 
shows that. Now, I'm no expert on the peace process. But I know a bit about it. 
And that's my opinion. To me, that makes him "one of the good guys" in the 
context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, even if he may have ugly beliefs 
and be an awful person.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
How is that a distortion?</P> 
Simply pointing out that I didn’t quote every word he wrote is not an argument. 
I challenge you to explain how I misrepresented his statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00156475 05857 79 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 1:39:05pm  
 
I don't know what #72 is supposed to mean, but the person who posted it is in 
DeKalb, Illinois. Anyone have an Arabic font installed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00156523 05858 38 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 11:37:56am  
 
In addition to the comment Addison notes above, also see this page at the site, 
where Rachel Corrie is listed as the contact for the Olympia Movement for 
Justice and Peace:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.omjp.org/SustMove.html" 
target=_blank>www.omjp.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00156648 05858 163 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 2:31:58pm  
 
kid charlemagne wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Any information on where our Arabic friend is posting 
from?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes. He posted his comments from Dekalb, Illinois:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.geobytes.com/IpLocator.htm?GetLocation&amp;Template=iplocator.h
tm&amp;ipaddress=12.251.143.5" 
target=_blank>www.geobytes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00156816 05858 331 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 8:15:31pm  
 
This "Harley" creep is an obnoxious asshole who has been banned from LGF, but 
got itself an AOL account to avoid the block.</P> 
I will be deleting any further messages it posts, so please do not reply to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00157115 05862 8 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 4:31:08pm  
 
William: it <EM>would</EM> cut down on the idiot quotient, and yes, I've been 
considering it. Coding is involved, and we all know how painful that can 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00157139 05862 32 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 7:21:19pm  
 
nik wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Uh-oh. a troll invasion This is why LGF needs user registration. 
Charles must feel like he's trying to single-handedly run a 
kindergarten.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Did I call it or what? Looks like LGF got linked on a couple of Nazimedia sites. 
Batten down the hatches, here come the haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00157260 05864 31 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2003 8:50:24pm  
 
The idiot who posted comments 15, 20, and 26 has been banned.</P> 
Aren't these Indymedia kids a congenial bunch?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00157656 05864 427 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 7:08:45am  
 
Anatoly wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Have a nice life.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks! I will, now that you're out of it.</P> 
Since people like Anatoly rarely keep their word when they say they're leaving 
for good, I granted his request and added him to our ban list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00157933 05868 96 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2003 11:03:48am  
 
Actually I wasn't looking for pats on the back (although they are appreciated). 
The main point of putting this on the front page was to let</P> 
1) Jewjerker, and</P> 
2) any other Indymedia hater who might be reading (and our traffic is going 
through the roof today)</P> 
that I'm not going to treat threats like that as a joke. When people threaten 
the president (especially in a time of war, and especially if they seem 
psychotic) it's not a joke. It's deadly serious. I'm going to report it. And I'm 
going to let it be known.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158117 05869 173 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 6:31:02am  
 
Anatoly: I'm getting really sick and tired of your nasty and insulting tone. Cut 
it out, or I'm going to ban you. If you have points to make, you can do it 
without these over the top insults. You get one warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158302 05879 5 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2003 11:56:43pm  
 
I know -- I seem to be caught somewhere in the middle of a DNS update. That was 
supposed to go here; as soon as the change reaches my ISP's cache I'll post that 
entry here as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158320 05880 17 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2003 4:27:45pm  
 
You guys are lucky -- I still can't get in at our actual address, which is 
making it a bit of a pain to do my thing. Updates may still be slow for a little 
while.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00158324 05880 21 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2003 4:43:22pm  
 
I think only a small percentage of our users are getting through to the new 
server, as of 6:40 pm PST. Come on, DNS propagation, come on! Hayaku, kudasai! 
Wiki wiki! Alors!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158331 05880 28 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2003 5:06:47pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Thank G-d! (and Charles, of course ;-)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean there’s a difference? &lt;/smile&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158583 05881 66 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 5:46:03am  
 
Mock Chicken Hawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What is the connection between this jewjerker jerk and 
Indymedia?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He showed up immediately after our address was posted on several Indymedia 
sites; I don’t know for sure that's where he came from, but he certainly fits 
right in with that evil bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158588 05881 71 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 5:57:42am  
 
apotheosis wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why, Charles, I notice you don't have <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> e-mail 
address obscured by the whippy-dippy super-duper LGF Address 
Protector.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, what do you know? I plumb fergot to protect <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> from 
spambots. I certainly hope no evil spambot harvests <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> and 
adds <A href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" 
target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> to their spam lists, causing <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> to 
receive tons of annoying email at his <A href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" 
target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> email address.</P> 
That would be awful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158590 05881 73 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 6:02:49am  
 
What do you know? SecHumanist found a page where <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> is 
listed:</P> 
http://www.innevations.com/3party-parts.html</P> 
His address on this page has an .org domain, but Speakeasy uses either one, so 
I'm almost certain it's him. Looks like <A href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" 
target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A>'s real name is Michael 
Christopherson.</P> 
I think I'll make another call to that friendly Secret Service 
agent.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00158591 05881 74 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 6:03:43am  
 
Caton: the "mailto:" link is a bot magnet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158615 05881 98 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 7:57:04am  
 
mjh: I reported him to the Speakeasy abuse address earlier this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158617 05881 100 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 8:09:41am  
 
SecHumanist: actually, I've had very good luck with the complaints I've sent to 
ISP abuse departments, and gotten several accounts cancelled. I always make sure 
to send them all possible information (logs, IP, etc.), and I've been pleasantly 
surprised by the responses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158646 05881 129 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 5:51:35am  
 
<A href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A> may 
say that, but whoever sent those emails to our clients had the same static IP 
address as "Jewjerker". It's possible to fake a "From" address, but since the 
sender of those emails specifically asked for a reply, I am inclined to doubt <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A>'s 
denial.</P> 
Some of our other readers have also corresponded with <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A>, and 
if you'd like to check the IP address of the email you received from him, the 
address of "Jewjerker" was:</P> 
64.81.24.142</P> 
You can find the sender's IP address by looking at the source of an email (some 
programs call it "internet headers"), and checking the "Received: from" 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158649 05882 2 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 6:18:38am  
 
Thanks for the tip, Bigfire. I'll send them a support ticket on 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00158804 05884 74 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2003 10:53:59am  
 
It is not OK to post her parents' address and phone number here. I've deleted 
your comment; please don't post it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160234 05898 4 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:19:33am  
 
He is banned from accessing LGF at all, so unless he uses a different account 
(from his normal Speakeasy account) he won't see this 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00160237 05898 7 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:20:51am  
 
I've sent a complaint to his ISP already; I sent it right after he posted his 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160239 05898 9 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:26:37am  
 
He's using the one that I've posted here before: <A 
href="mailto:mchris@speakeasy.net" 
target=_blank>mchris@speakeasy.net</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160240 05898 10 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:30:00am  
 
I don't know how he assembled his email list, but Mary at surfacademy forwarded 
an email from him that contained responses from many of our 
regulars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160244 05898 14 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:36:25am  
 
Joshua: if you use Outlook or Entourage, the email may still be in your "Deleted 
Items" folder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160255 05898 25 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 6:59:55am  
 
Uh...guys... unless you don't mind exposing your email address to spambots, you 
probably shouldn't be posting it in plain text here.</P> 
And as I mentioned above, "Jewjerker" has been totally blocked from accessing 
LGF; he can't even get to our weblog with his Speakeasy account, so he probably 
won't see your bait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160259 05898 29 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 7:23:26am  
 
Jay: thanks. His original message to our client contains the IP address matching 
"Jewjerker", and I've retained a copy of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160264 05898 34 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 8:07:38am  
 
Mattan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As far as I know most ISPs use dynamic IPs, so the next time 
JewJerker logs in he'll get a diffrent IP</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That used to be true, but people with broadband connections usually get a static 
IP address these days, and a lookup on "Jewjerker" shows that he's not using a 
proxy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160269 05898 39 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 8:46:37am  
 
Black_Flag: thanks for the info. I didn't realize how Speakeasy's IP allocation 
worked. That's why people like Jay Zilber are seeing a different Speakeasy IP 
for the creep.</P> 



In any case, I have a copy of his original message to Surf Academy, which shows 
the same IP as the comments left by "Jewjerker." And I have a feeling he's going 
to regret leaving those comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160950 05906 8 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 9:56:15am  
 
aaron: I don't have any headers yet -- he hasn't emailed me directly. But I know 
our readers have been getting them. So anyone who's received one, please post 
the headers here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00160954 05906 12 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 10:00:37am  
 
I've checked the logs and his first visit to our site was referred by one of the 
Indymedia sites (I don't recall which one).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00161069 05907 29 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2003 1:43:52pm  
 
The troll who has been posting comments under the name "jew," "ay-rab," "dubya," 
"company politics," "evergreen," and "israel" has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00161791 05915 20 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 5:48:21am  
 
Thanks for the comments, folks. Tatterdemalion: I read you. For now I've changed 
the code to do as Grognard suggested, and ask the user to enter the number in 
reverse order. This weekend I'll play around with the fonts to obfuscate it even 
more.</P> 
Remember, this doesn't have to have the same level of security as Paypal or an 
online bank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00161796 05915 25 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 1:35:03pm  
 
I may release it as shareware; at this point I'm still tweaking it though. 
Thanks for the suggestion, Eric.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00161931 05919 9 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 6:30:05am  
 
Hey JR: what's up with the "boobies" comments? Knock it off, or I'm going to ban 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00161999 05919 77 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 11:37:20am  
 
Jheka wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles: I have a whole bunch of pictures that you might find 
interesting. What's the best way to get them to you? E-mail?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, but don't email me a "whole bunch" please -- I won't have time to look at 
all of them. If you could just pick out 3 or 4 of the best that would be 
great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00162239 05923 6 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 8:15:30am  



 
The main presidential compound in Baghdad is in ruins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00162764 05926 64 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2003 4:20:16pm  
 
hobgoblin: I appreciate the emotion, but a link to the comments you're upset 
about is sufficient. Let's not turn LGF into a place where we spam the spambots, 
please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00162938 05928 56 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2003 10:46:16am  
 
Sorry, Caton, but while I appreciate the sharing of information, molotov 
cocktail recipes don't really belong here. Let's not make it any easier for the 
peace creeps...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00163046 05929 104 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2003 5:41:10pm  
 
And to cap it off, "Robert" is posting his comment from ... &lt;rimshot&gt; ... 
Belgium!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00163389 05933 23 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2003 6:58:57am  
 
The FBI is very aware of ClearGuidance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00163391 05933 25 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2003 7:00:10am  
 
...at least, as aware as they are about anything. Which is 
questionable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00163434 05933 68 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2003 11:20:08pm  
 
Ahmed Eissa: so you're saying that it's a conspiracy against you? Are you 
denying that the messages in question were ever posted at ClearGuidance?</P> 
You are aware of what goes on at ClearGuidance, aren't you?</P> 
Since there is a note on those messages saying the IP was recorded, it should be 
easy to prove it wasn't you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00163438 05933 72 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2003 6:25:06am  
 
"Christina Jewitt": who do you think you're fooling? You put up a very 
passionate defense, but then leave no contact information? What's your real 
name? It's obvious from your comments that English is not your first 
language.</P> 
Clear Guidance is not some ordinary discussion board, and you cannot trust 
anything told to you by the owner. It's a site run by jihadis. CG has been 
thrown off one server after another, as web hosts become aware of the content of 
that disgusting place, and they keep finding new web hosts every few months.</P> 
You are either ignorant of this, or you are lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00165039 05949 92 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2003 8:32:35am  
 
If Donald Rumsfeld said he didn't think the video should be shown, this is the 
first time I've disagreed with him.</P> 
This video could change minds, just as some of the human shields had their minds 
changed by seeing the reality.</P> 
I'm very troubled by our knee-jerk head in the sand approach to any disturbing 
imagery, while our enemies delight in it and exploit it to the 
hilt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00165044 05949 97 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2003 8:35:17am  
 
The video I saw did not contain the actual executions, but the bodies on the 
floor had pretty clearly been shot in the back of the head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00165444 05952 107 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2003 3:37:40pm  
 
Justin: the one and only person using the words "n*****" and "instant moron" on 
this page is ...</P> 
You.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00166776 05962 34 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2003 8:21:16am  
 
Troll prediction: I'm waiting to read "that's just what you're doing you racist 
hypocrites!!!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00166898 05962 156 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2003 5:54:56pm  
 
Fool me once, shame on you.Fool me twice, shame on me.Fool me 1,457 times, I 
must be a Palestinian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00167393 05967 76 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2003 4:24:53pm  
 
Is "Hesiod" someone I'm supposed to know?</P> 
Because he is one of the foulest-mouthed, nastiest trolls ever to darken our 
door, and he's banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00167396 05967 79 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2003 4:37:13pm  
 
Well, OK, since you guys seem to want to have some fun, I removed the block on 
Hesiod. I'm sure he's feverishly refreshing this page right now, hoping to 
witness a stirred-up beehive.</P> 
Hey, Hesiod! Howzit?</P> 
Why do all the fruitbat lefties have phony Greek names, by the way? (No offense 
to Athos, who's anything but a fruitbat lefty.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00168160 05973 44 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2003 9:18:29am  
 
Eric: you're an idiot.</P> 



Everyone else: unfortunately, I have no proof that the original text contained 
the word "Kristallnacht." I read it at about 2 am when I awoke with war-induced 
insomnia. So unless someone else has a copy of the original, I'll have to 
retract the accusation of editing.</P> 
But it's quite clear what Krugman intended, from the reference to Sinclair 
Lewis' satirical novel about the rise of fascism in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00168348 05975 67 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2003 9:25:32am  
 
Desert Vet: northoftheborder knows very well what the video contains. I posted a 
full description with a link to a streaming video feed last weekend:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5949_Iraq_Parades_Prisoners" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
He's playing dumb because he sees another chance to yank our chains.</P> 
Please do not feed the nasty trolls, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00168888 05982 104 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2003 2:15:44pm  
 
Ed Duthie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles has consistently ignored the large amount of support 
declared from English Canada in general and Western Canada in particular, which 
can be found everyday in newspapers across the country.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's an odd thing to say, on a day when I've linked to:</P> 
1) an article about Wayne Gretzky doing the right thing, and</P> 
2) the Canadian Friends of America site.</P> 
Perhaps you also missed the many articles I've posted today critical of the US 
government, and US journalists. I think you'll find that Canadian idiocies get 
equal time at LGF with idiocies from everywhere else. It certainly isn't going 
to help anything to just ignore the huge amount of anti-American sentiment 
expressed by the Canadian government since 9/11, however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00169712 05989 93 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2003 7:16:59pm  
 
"Yousuf" is actually "Zachary Cohen". And I don't know what he's up to, but he's 
banned. I don't appreciate this kind of BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00169788 05990 4 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2003 4:02:51pm  
 
Uh ... Zachary?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00170192 05993 98 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2003 11:38:50am  
 
Nice try, Eric. But:</P> 
1) You are still an idiot, and</P> 
2) You have your own web site to publicize your moronic protests/tantrums. I'm 
not going to let you leech off LGF, just like you leech off society. Creep.</P> 
Is my distaste for you and your friends clear enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00170463 05996 99 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 6:29:26am  
 



Sam I Am: sorry, but I'd rather we didn't post links to that hate site here. I 
appreciate the point you're trying to illustrate, but we don't need the kinds of 
people that might show up here if they notice us in their 
referrers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00170873 06000 38 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 6:53:57am  
 
Lyn: what are you on about? The Iraqis are forcing women to be human shields and 
giving weapons to children, and you go on a feminist rant? These aren't 
soldiers, Lyn, they're civilians. Clue, anyone?</P> 
Who said anything about expecting them to behave by our standards? It couldn't 
have been me, because I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171097 06004 43 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 5:37:50am  
 
BigDogDaddy: that's not correct. The news sources that Google crawls are 
selected by human beings; they're not pulled at random from the entire web. I 
submitted LGF to them, in fact, and was told that they only list sources that 
have a "staff"; since LGF is run primarily by one person, we don't qualify.</P> 
A "staff" of jihadis dedicated to the destruction of the non-Islamic world, 
though -- that's fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171103 06004 49 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 5:53:49am  
 
Repeat: the Google news service is ***NOT*** generated by a random crawl of the 
internet. News sources are selected and approved by Google. That means that a 
human being actually looked at Khalifa.com and found nothing objectionable 
enough about the content to exclude it.</P> 
Other radical Islamist sources I've seen on Google News include IslamOnline and 
JihadUnspun.</P> 
elana: They didn't remove it; the news scrolls quickly. It's probably still 
there on an earlier page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171117 06004 63 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 9:06:16am  
 
For the record, here's the email I received from Google News after submitting 
LGF:</P> 
Hello Charles,</P> 
Thank you for your suggestion. We have reviewed [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>] and, we cannot include it at this 
time. We are not accepting sites where all articles are produced by one or two 
individuals. We are looking for sources with current news written by a staff of 
reporters. We will log your suggestion for future consideration should our 
constraints change.</P> 
Thank you for trying Google News and taking the time to write us.</P> 
Regards,The Google Team</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171821 06013 2 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:16:31pm  
 
Oh well. He apparently didn't get beaten up enough in Iraq, because he's still 
an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00171823 06013 4 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:18:26pm  
 
He just pronounced categorically that Iraq is not a direct threat to us. Larry 
Elder asked, "On September 10, would you have considered Osama bin Laden a 
direct threat to us?"</P> 
His answer: "No."</P> 
But he doesn't see any parallel with Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171824 06013 5 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:19:28pm  
 
He just brought up Israel's nuclear weapons, out of nowhere of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171826 06013 7 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:24:37pm  
 
I will never understand the rationale that says we have no right to defend 
ourselves against another attack like 9/11 because it would be 
<EM>hypocritical</EM>. These people put hyped-up, self-aggrandizing "principles" 
even ahead of their own survival.</P> 
Empty non-arguments like this are why I coined the word 
"idiotarian."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171827 06013 8 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:25:01pm  
 
His name is Ryan Clancy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171829 06013 10 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:26:35pm  
 
He also said that the reason he went to Iraq was because the Bush administration 
had "made it clear" that they would not be swayed by letters, phone calls, and 
demonstrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171831 06013 12 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:31:44pm  
 
There's the non-argument again. Because we gave limited support to Saddam in the 
Iraq-Iran war (much less than France and Germany), Clancy said it is 
"irresponsible" to disarm him now.</P> 
Huh? Does this make <EM>any sense at all</EM>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171834 06013 15 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:34:13pm  
 
I'm fascinated by these human shields. They're like some forgotten alternate 
race of hominids—<EM>Homo Idiotarius</EM>—with differently-wired brains, living 
unsuspected among homo sapiens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171838 06013 19 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:39:43pm  
 



He actually thinks that he wasn't being watched the whole time. He just said 
there were no minders, and that they had free reign of Baghdad.</P> 
Obviously still as naive as a newborn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171844 06013 25 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:57:05pm  
 
Larry asked, "Have you ever thought of being a human shield for Israelis against 
suicide bombers?"</P> 
His answer: "No. It's a different situation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171845 06013 26 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:57:39pm  
 
He left Iraq because he ran out of money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171846 06013 27 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 2:58:07pm  
 
Arrgghh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171849 06013 30 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:01:26pm  
 
I should probably stop listening to this invertebrate before I lose all faith in 
the power of the human intellect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171851 06013 32 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:07:38pm  
 
Oh man. Here come the callers. This guy is gonna get hammered.</P> 
I may even try to call in myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171856 06013 37 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:11:37pm  
 
He just claimed there have been "hundreds" of Iraqi civilian 
casualties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171857 06013 38 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:14:08pm  
 
He just stated categorically that there is no connection between Iraq and 
September 11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171858 06013 39 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:15:09pm  
 
He doesn't even know how many inspectors were in Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171861 06013 42 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:17:59pm  
 
He's stammering. Larry Elder is actually taking it easy on this tool, and he 
sounds like he's almost ready to weep.</P> 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00171862 06013 43 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:18:46pm  
 
This is an awesome interview, folks. I highly recommend following the link above 
to listen on line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171870 06013 51 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:26:30pm  
 
Phil: Larry does goof sometimes. ;)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171875 06013 56 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:33:56pm  
 
He said, "It's an incredibly complex situation."</P> 
Right. But this moron couldn't even say how many inspectors were in Iraq in the 
previous UN go-round. He's so paralyzed by the "complexity" of it all that he 
hasn't even bothered to <EM>try</EM> to educate himself.</P> 
This interview is a microcosm of the infantile "protest" 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171882 06013 63 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:38:05pm  
 
He just said "[bigoted word]!"</P> 
Unless I'm mistaken, no one else has used that word except him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171886 06013 67 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:40:14pm  
 
The stammering is getting worse. He's gonna cry... he's gonna cry... wait for 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171902 06013 83 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 3:53:24pm  
 
"Sanctions only work when the people can decide who's in power."</P> 
Wow. The many-layered idiocy of this statement. I am aghast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00171910 06013 91 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2003 4:02:21pm  
 
And consider this: here we see one of the most highly motivated, sharpest tacks 
in the drawer. He's probably been rewarded all his life by an educational system 
more concerned with self-esteem than with achievement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00172986 06025 220 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 9:24:24am  
 
Bill: as disgusting as De Genova's comments are, it's not OK to post his home 
address here. I've deleted your comment; please don't post it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00172991 06025 225 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 1:15:04pm  
 



Note: The creep who was abusing our readers in this topic has been banned, and 
his comments deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173463 06033 11 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 4:10:01pm  
 
Fuck you, Justin. You have never contributed anything except snotty comments, 
and I'm sick of you. You're banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173464 06033 12 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 4:12:14pm  
 
Laertes: your defense of this picture is unconscionable, and you know damned 
well that if pro-war groups dared to use a comparison like this, the screams of 
RACISM! would be deafening. You make me sick, apologizing for something like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173467 06033 15 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 4:14:10pm  
 
Kylaer: you didn't see the message I deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173479 06033 27 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 4:28:44pm  
 
Go away, Justin. Any comments you leave are just going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173482 06033 30 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 4:31:43pm  
 
Laertes: keep digging. The hole's not deep enough yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173538 06033 86 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2003 5:40:56pm  
 
Laertes: keep on digging. I can still see the top of your head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173811 06036 51 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 5:40:36am  
 
By the way, "Mock Chicken Hawk" is in South Korea, a country which would not 
even exist if not for the sacrifices of US soldiers. Just another ungrateful 
moron consumed by irrational hatred, whose only purpose in coming here is to 
stroke its ego and get the Americans upset. Let's not feed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173887 06036 127 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 11:01:50am  
 
Do I really need to say, "Please don't feed the BongoTroll?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00173937 06037 25 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 7:31:02am  
 
Do not feed the trolls. Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00173943 06037 31 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 8:03:19am  
 
aaron: the troll is in Minneapolis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174014 06038 34 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 8:01:03am  
 
zaza: don't underestimate the power of television—images of dead Americans 
surrounded by dancing hordes of Arabs, the gruesome pictures of dead children Al 
Jazeera seeks out and dotes over.</P> 
I agree that their religious leaders are also doing everything they can to 
incite violence; I just updated the entry to reflect that. But Al Jazeera 
promotes the jihad ideology 24 hours a day, and Palestinians spend plenty of 
time watching television.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030326/170/3mt67.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174112 06040 24 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 10:46:59am  
 
Tyrone: you're completely missing the point, probably because you really don't 
know much about Al Jazeera. I guess I should have made it more obvious -- the 
contention that Al Jazeera "generally avoids commentary" is complete bullshit. 
Go read through MEMRI's archives and see what sort of commentary is on Al 
Jazeera, then come back and tell me again it's just an "alternate viewpoint." 
You have no idea what you're talking about.</P> 
And about that hacking incident: why would you attribute it to "conservatives?" 
You must know something I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174115 06040 27 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 10:50:43am  
 
Tyrone wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>War supporters are unlikely to ever like Al Jazeera's coverage. But 
it is a legitimate voice and deserves to be heard, not dismissed as propaganda 
and shut down by vigilante hackers.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
A legitimate voice of the Muslim Brotherhood, Al Qaeda, and the jihadis who 
attacked us on September 11, sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174355 06043 4 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 2:48:41pm  
 
Colt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hate em all you want (I know I do), but at least Al Jazeera don't 
pretend to sit on the fence.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly -- they're exceedingly open about their jihad agenda. That's the point, 
and another way in which they are nothing like a Western media 
organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174393 06043 42 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 6:36:39pm  
 
Caton: the University of Chicago, to be precise. I hope you aren't too 
shocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00174396 06043 45 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 6:47:10pm  
 
Caton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>why is it still posting???</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As an example of the total intellectual and moral bankruptcy of the modern 
“anti-war” left, it's useful. Future generations will read the comments of 
creatures like this and marvel at their pigheaded naivete and willful 
blindness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174412 06043 61 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2003 7:49:27pm  
 
Eric the moron wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...from someone who doesn't watch Al Jazeera.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And it knows this... how? With that sixth sense that all moonbat lefties 
possess?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174434 06043 83 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 1:37:58am  
 
I think it's quite amusing that Eric the anti-war idiot tells me I have no right 
to judge Al Jazeera, but then proceeds to judge it as "independent."</P> 
Just for the record, no -- I don't speak Arabic. Yes -- I have watched Al 
Jazeera; I get it on my satellite system. And Eric the anti-war idiot may wish 
to take note that this is entry #6043 at LGF. I've always been curious about the 
bizarre hatred and delusional views that are standard fare in Arab media, but 
since 9/11 have been researching the subject in great depth.</P> 
Has Eric?</P> 
Eric's comments about "democratizing the Arab world" with the help of Al Jazeera 
are so starry-eyed it's a wonder he can see his keyboard to type. The Muslim 
Brotherhood just loves useful idiots like him.</P> 
Assignment for Eric: research the Arabic word <EM>taqqiyeh</EM>. That's the 
first step in understanding the agenda of "independent" Al Jazeera. (That is, if 
he hasn't made up his mind already based on vague multicultural emotions, with 
<EM>zero</EM> research.)</P> 
Laertes: if all you know about Al Jazeera is what I've written, you have only 
yourself to blame. Almost every entry in this weblog contains links to external 
sources; if you haven't followed the links and read the articles enough to make 
up your own mind, maybe you're kind of missing the point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174446 06043 95 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 6:00:17am  
 
By the way, if Eric the empty-headed anti-war freshman decides to call me out 
again, and I don't respond, it's because he is now on my "scroll past" 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174831 06048 90 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 9:44:19am  
 
schaffman: I don't have time to write the essay it probably deserves, but here's 
why I wrote that.</P> 
It's incontrovertibly true that the creatures who commit these atrocities belong 
to the genus <EM>Homo Sapiens</EM>.</P> 
But to be a <EM>human being</EM> implies much more than simply being born. It 
implies a sense of humanity. It implies morals, and values, and an aspiration 



toward consciousness, responsibility, and respect for life that is the essence 
of what separates the human being from the beast.</P> 
I would argue that creatures who strap explosives around their bodies and walk 
into pizza parlors, ice cream shops, and schoolbuses with the intent to murder 
and maim innocents have so thoroughly dehumanized <EM>themselves</EM> that they 
forfeit the right to the title "human being." There is no humanity left in 
them.</P> 
And to be honest, if someone wants to call me a "racist" for this viewpoint, I 
could not possibly care less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174847 06048 106 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 4:07:53pm  
 
Caton: excellent quote. Just added it to our random page titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00174917 06049 61 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 8:45:02am  
 
Phil: E. Nough asked me a while ago to enable the STRIKE tag, and it slipped my 
mind. I just added it to our list of allowed HTML tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00175610 06059 54 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2003 7:27:53pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00175625 06059 69 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 5:58:07am  
 
Frank IMC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It may be a typo, but it is an accurate description, Charles! 
;)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, it <I>was</I> a typo -- but when I read it over I decided not to fix 
it. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176038 06063 263 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 9:19:43pm  
 
"David Goldstein" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So for all you bellyaching Jews...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What's your real name, you filthy liar? People like you disgust me. You pretend 
to be something you're not, to lend bogus credence to your hatred and sickness. 
You are one foul creature. How do you sleep at night, consumed by vile racism, 
jealousy, and dishonesty?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176510 06070 19 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 9:11:53am  
 
The woman looks a lot like the psychotic murdering dwarf in Nicholas Roeg's 
<I>Don't Look Now</I>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176572 06071 39 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 10:34:55am  
 
Sure, Lyn. There's nothing wrong with parading your children in front of 
international media with pictures of a genocidal mass-murdering monster taped to 
their chests. Nothing wrong at all.</P> 



How could I have thought this was "abuse?" Thanks for setting me straight. I'll 
try not to be stupid again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176848 06076 21 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 1:50:45pm  
 
Sam: Didn't I ask you once before not to post links to aztlan here? That is a 
truly vile site, and I don't allow it here, just as I won't allow links to Nazi 
sites. Please don't post that again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176915 06078 1 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 12:11:43pm  
 
Why do I have the feeling this thread is going to be a troll 
magnet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176948 06078 34 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 1:03:09pm  
 
You know, I never read Hesiod. Just like I never shove knitting needles into my 
eyes.</P> 
But is he always like that? Or is he kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00176949 06078 35 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 1:06:01pm  
 
ABC News radio is already calling this "a tragic mistake."</P> 
If they mean it was a mistake for the Iraqis in that van to keep driving even 
after shots had been fired into the engine, I guess I'd agree.</P> 
But somehow I don't think that's their meaning.</P> 
Regrettable, yes. A mistake on the soldiers' part? Absolutely not. They did the 
right thing, and it's just par for the course that our cowardly media would try 
to blame them for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177058 06078 144 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 5:04:35pm  
 
Uhh... Caton? Don't you realize that by posting that link here you are 
potentially pissing off and offending a LOT of non-troll visitors?</P> 
You know what I'm talking about. I have a block on that link, as you found out 
once before. PLEASE don't do that again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177129 06078 215 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 4:58:31am  
 
Dar ul Harb wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I thought posting goatse links was an automatic ban, but you're 
letting Caton get away with it twice?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't have an 'automatic ban' policy. Caton goes over the top sometimes, but 
he's also contributed a lot of value to our discussions; if it had been one of 
the hit-and-run trolls that are fouling this topic, I probably would have 
instantly banned it. But yes, Caton gets another chance -- just like you 
would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177130 06078 216 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 5:03:52am  
 



By the way, the Jew hater posting as "David Goldstein" (yeah, right!) is in 
Australia, not Britain.</P> 
Trolls like that really do seem to have a bizarre shared mental illness. They 
<B>all</B> do it: post under fake Jewish names, trot out the "I can't be an 
anti-Semite because Arabs are semites" line, trot out the tired "criticism of 
Israel isn't anti-Semitism" canard, etc.</P> 
Do these freaks go to a Jew-hate school somewhere to learn their lines? Maybe a 
correspondence course?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177152 06078 238 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 6:28:43am  
 
billhedrick wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Actually Charles, Criticism of Israel is not necessarily anti-
semitism.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not arguing that point; I know that. My point was that <EM>trolls</EM> 
invariably bring this one up, because they dimly perceive a grain of truth in it 
-- and the best lies are those that contain a bit of truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177449 06082 63 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 6:15:16am  
 
OK, I take back the Microsoft crack. But it looks like they probably got in 
through one of the many security holes in PHP 4.0.6.</P> 
A sysadmin got lazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177462 06083 11 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 6:10:40pm  
 
james: when I get more than a dozen emails about a story, it seems unfair to 
give any one person a hat tip.</P> 
Also -- I've been monitoring the story myself, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177556 06084 17 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 6:55:55pm  
 
A warning has been added.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177620 06084 81 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 5:08:09am  
 
Oliver: if you're going to call me out for not covering the Geraldo story, you'd 
be well-advised to check the rest of the blog first, so you don't come off like 
a complete idiot.</P> 
Oops. Too late.</P> 
And don't think I didn't notice that you are still dodging the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177639 06085 6 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2003 8:14:26pm  
 
James wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Didn't Herr Konrad of Vanguard "News" drop a bunch of stink bombs 
here last summer?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, Reichmarshal Konrad sure did foul our site for a while. I had to ban him, 
and then watch for his attempts to log on with different accounts to post his 



hateful spews. He ended up using 4 or 5 different IPs, and kept trying for 
several days until he realized it was futile.</P> 
I don't know if this new "Vanguard Network" is related to Konrad the skinhead 
creep, and have no inclination to find out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177757 06087 13 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 6:40:08am  
 
Why am I paying attention to him? Because otherwise, he and his buddies like 
Ikram Saeed will be crowing about their "victory." Willis is a high-profile 
lefty blogger, and he deserves to be put on the spot.</P> 
Don't worry -- it won't preempt the war coverage. But as long as he refuses to 
either 1) admit he made a really stupid comparison, or 2) attempts to defend it 
(that would be amusing), I'm going to keep the heat on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177771 06087 27 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 6:55:31am  
 
Hey! Checking those referrer logs every 5 minutes, eh Oliver?</P> 
Al Jazeera is an arm of the Muslim propaganda machine, Oliver. They pump a 
steady diet of death pr0n and jihad ideology into the Muslim <EM>ummah</EM>. 
They gloat over the deaths of Americans (and I mean <EM>gloat</EM>, as in 
<EM>celebrate</EM>), and glorify suicide bombing and terrorism against 
infidels.</P> 
You're an infidel, Oliver, like it or not. The agenda they promote is the same 
one that killed 3,000 of us infidels on September 11. And you want to stick up 
for them?</P> 
But in your deluded little world, this is identical to ... <EM>Pat 
Robertson</EM>? Wow. I knew you had a problem with logic and proportion, but 
that's a winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177884 06088 24 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 7:29:18am  
 
Celissa wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Taste and class from Madonna?It has to be an April Fool 
Joke.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, it has nothing to do with taste and class. It's all about the 
Benjamins. Madonna's last few records have stiffed. Execs are sweating bullets 
over releasing a new Madonna video that shows her "killing" the president.</P> 
I guarantee this was not her idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00177928 06089 15 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 7:06:46am  
 
Ray wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So why is killing human shields Iraqi propaganda?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because the US military has not confirmed it:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/afp/20030401/wl_afp/ira
q_war_us_shields_030401125418" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00178041 06091 4 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 8:03:09am  
 
Pssst.</P> 



Try "cpunks/cpunks".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00178317 06094 62 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 1:43:48am  
 
I normally wouldn't answer a troll, but "view from Ireland" is lying.</P> 
Here is the Washington Post story:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A61229-
2003Mar31.html" target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
In typical WaPo fashion they do their best to spin it as negatively as possible, 
but this story explicitly reports that warning shots WERE fired.</P> 
There is NOT ONE source, anywhere, that denies the warning shots -- except the 
troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00178502 06097 15 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 1:36:28pm  
 
Ariel: sorry! I can't read all these comments line by line any more -- it's up 
to over 1000 a day, sometimes over 2000. I added you to the tip, though.</P> 
whatgun: and your point is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00178654 06100 13 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2003 3:48:20pm  
 
That's probably the "Justin" I banned a few days ago, trying to cause trouble 
like a sneaky little back-biting coward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179162 06105 54 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 6:12:24am  
 
To Blair Force One: I've been giving you plenty of rope to hang yourself.</P> 
You probably think you're anonymous.</P> 
But here's a call on the clue phone for you, you anti-Semitic pig.</P> 
I traced your IP, and I know you work for a high profile brokerage firm on the 
east coast. Or at least, you're using an account of theirs.</P> 
I wonder if your boss would like to know about these comments you're posting at 
LGF, on the company dime?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179165 06105 57 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 6:52:11am  
 
... <EM>sound of crickets</EM> ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179172 06105 64 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 7:56:53am  
 
The anti-Semitic pig wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, Guess again ?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No guessing involved, even though you've now logged on with a different account, 
in a transparent attempt to cover your tracks.</P> 
Since you've chosen to deny you were using this account, here is the WHOIS 
record for the IP address that all your previous rants were posted from. I have 
records of every one.</P> 
Final results obtained from whois.arin.net.</P> 
Results:OrgName: Lehman BrothersOrgID: LEHMAN-1Address: 101 Hudson St., 38th 
FloorCity: Jersey CityStateProv: NJPostalCode: 07302Country: USNetRange: 
192.147.47.0 - 192.147.64.255CIDR: 192.147.47.0/24, 192.147.48.0/20, 



192.147.64.0/24NetName: SHEARSON2NetHandle: NET-192-147-47-0-1Parent: NET-192-0-
0-0-0NetType: Direct AssignmentNameServer: NS.LEHMAN.COMNameServer: 
NS2.LEHMAN.COMNameServer: NS3.LEHMAN.COMNameServer: NS4.LEHMAN.COM</P> 
Comment:RegDate: 1992-05-12Updated: 2002-03-01TechHandle: ZL75-ARINTechName: 
Lehman BrothersTechPhone: +1-201-524-2000TechEmail: 
internic@lehman.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179177 06105 69 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 2:20:35am  
 
It certainly did get quiet around this topic. What happened to "Blair Force 
One"?</P> 
I'll be contacting Lehman Brothers about this one later today. I'm sure they're 
going to take a pretty dim view of what this creep has been posting 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179182 06105 74 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 4:06:31pm  
 
Quiet? Maybe. But that doesn't mean nothing is happening. Received from Lehman 
Brothers:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,Thank you for contacting us. We will look into this matter 
and get back to you. We may request web server and other logs to help validate 
your information.Regards,___Lehman Brothers Information Security</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since the troll posted more than 2 dozen comments using the Lehman account, I 
think they'll have plenty to work with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179187 06105 79 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 6:34:18am  
 
Can you say, "Backpedaling furiously?"</P> 
Just a reminder -- all of the comments it left are saved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179586 06111 82 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 12:53:12pm  
 
"Right wing jew" (what's with the lower case "j"?) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I do not believe that any of these photos are doctored, and believe 
me, I have no love lost for libs. ... Sorry people, but you got yourself worked-
up for nothing.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Would the fact that the photographer has admitted doctoring the picture have any 
effect on your opinion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179619 06112 6 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 7:34:09am  
 
itsme: you've already posted that (very long) comment in another topic. Cross-
posting lengthy comments like that wastes our disk space, so I've deleted it. 
Nothing personal intended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179713 06112 100 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 10:07:37am  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE NOTE:</STRONG></P> 
"Paula," "Helen and Kevin," and "JJ" are all the same person, and he/she/it has 
been banned.</P> 



This kind of behavior is so pathetic it's beyond words. It indicates a person 
who has no faith in their argument, and has to LIE to back it up.</P> 
Kind of like Oliver Willis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179795 06113 28 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 10:12:27am  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE NOTE:</STRONG></P> 
"Pavlo" is the same lying troll that has been posting as "Paula," "Helen and 
Kevin," and "JJ." It has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179815 06113 48 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 10:39:15am  
 
northoftheborder: But then on the other hand, you're a giant flaming asshole, 
and I haven't banned you, have I?</P> 
That person was banned for posting under multiple names to make it look as if it 
had support. It was lying. End of story.</P> 
Get your own weblog if you don't like it, jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179839 06113 72 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 11:43:51am  
 
Spiny Norman:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But I agree with Greg, multiple posts under multiple names to give 
the appearance of "support" is completely different than "opposing 
viewpoints."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's more than that; this person actually carried on a phony conversation with 
itself. As "Helen and Kevin," replying to "JJ":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Thank JJ for this link...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As "Paula":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Interesting link!'bout time we had someone who could see further 
than the end of their nose on the blog!!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This kind of stuff will get you banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179841 06113 74 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 11:56:11am  
 
northoftheborder: let's count the insults in your original post, shall we?</P> 
1. "juvenile"2. "Nazi"3. "shut up"4. "Just another computer geek"5. 
"dictator"</P> 
I'm sorry for calling you a "giant flaming asshole." Actually, you are an 
ENORMOUS flaming asshole. And a slimy hypocrite to boot. You have never 
contributed anything of value to this weblog. You're a complete idiot who 
swallows every bit of anti-American propaganda that gets dumped in your fish 
tank, then regurgitates it here just to irritate people. You are a know-nothing, 
a cad, a dolt, a knave. A complete waste of protoplasm, consuming oxygen that 
would otherwise be put to good use feeding a ficus bush. And the ficus bush 
would have a higher IQ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179851 06113 84 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 1:42:04pm  
 
Cool! Is that a promise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00179854 06113 87 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 1:55:27pm  



 
I seem to have hurt the widdle troll's feewings. I really am a mean, mean 
person. I should be ashamed of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180007 06116 10 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 1:44:58pm  
 
Yes -- there is a sort of Wile E. Coyote aspect to this...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180184 06118 3 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 4:06:24pm  
 
The Arafish picture comes out when I find a direct quote from him -- and direct 
quotes from the fish are getting scarce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180230 06120 4 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 4:52:26pm  
 
Anyone want to bet we're going to see these reporters paraded for a photo op 
with the Arafish?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180285 06121 13 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 5:42:57pm  
 
My Inbox is so out of control that I can't find the reader who emailed this one. 
Sorry! But thank you, whoever you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180371 06122 29 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 7:22:11pm  
 
It isn't just you. I don't know what's been going on, but I'm starting to 
suspect a Denial of Service attack. I have several support requests in to our 
host, and if I find out what's been happening I'll let you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180406 06123 4 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 8:36:53pm  
 
Arnett is a naturalized US citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00180409 06123 7 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2003 8:52:13pm  
 
Darren: yes, I saw that, thanks; that story illustrates the mean-spiritedness 
that drives many "peace activists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181266 06135 4 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 10:18:01am  
 
Uh, sorry, ET -- but davesax beat you to it by several hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181837 06143 15 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 7:50:30pm  
 
To those of you who see nothing anti-Semitic about these foul cartoons: are you 
on drugs?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00181857 06143 35 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 8:19:09pm  
 
Ann Northcutt Gray wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'd personally only characterize #1 as truly "anti-Semitic." The 
rest is just run-of-the-mill idiocy.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? You see nothing anti-Semitic about an image of the Israeli prime 
minister <EM>eating</EM> Palestinians while sitting on the toilet???</P> 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181868 06143 46 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 8:39:36pm  
 
Don't you hate it when that mask slips down and reveals your true 
face?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181871 06143 49 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 8:44:21pm  
 
Jew-hater says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181876 06143 54 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 8:51:07pm  
 
Why do the Jew-haters always claim to be Jewish?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00181883 06143 61 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2003 8:56:12pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Or is that *sniff sniff* bullshit I smell?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why yes. I believe it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00182254 06146 5 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 7:32:04am  
 
Guy Cabot's disgusting comment has been deleted.</P> 
If he posts it again he will be banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00182286 06146 37 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 8:45:05am  
 
This is the grave-dancing comment left by Guy Cabot almost immediately after I 
posted this entry. I'm reprinting it (minus the self-serving link to his web 
site) because, even though I hit the Delete button almost reflexively after 
reading it, I think we should see just how empty-hearted and vile some of these 
people can be.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Karma always wins.In defense of Kelly--who was a truly reprehensible 
excuse for a person--he did actually put his butt on the line by reporting from 
Iraq.Unlike most of the FoxNews watching chickenhawks.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00182527 06148 53 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 4:50:46pm  
 
piglet wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Used In A Sentence: You no can trick Kimo. Da buggah stay 
akamai.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No ac'. Coz bum-bye da buggah going come stay, das why. An' get one akamai 
okole.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00182767 06149 238 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 4:26:09pm  
 
"freelixir" quoted an attempted smear piece about Daniel Pipes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>'People need to understand that this is just the beginning. The 
fundamentalists are on the upsurge, and they make it very clear that they are 
targeting us. They are absolutely obsessed with us.'</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And he was RIGHT. 100% right. If you don't see that, you are blind, deaf and 
dumb, and should just get out of the way.</P> 
But I know you won't, because you're also incredibly, overbearingly, completely 
full of yourself.</P> 
Cordially yours,The owner of the site you have been abusing all 
day</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00182805 06149 276 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2003 5:16:51pm  
 
reaganite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As you correctly posted, this is your blog. Don't sweat it, we'll do 
the wet work, you just ban the worst ones. We'll chase off the 
rest.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I just want to say thanks to reaganite and everyone who's been fighting the 
latest LGF troll infestation.</P> 
I don't know what I'd do without rational people like you. Probably lose all 
faith in the human race and join a Buddhist monastery in Tibet.</P> 
This could be the weekend when registration comes to LGF. The nasty ignorant 
trolls are becoming very tiresome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00182873 06149 344 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2003 6:54:47am  
 
After spewing his confused, insulting, self-contradictory, narcissistic drivel 
all over the place, wasting our time, disk space, and bandwidth in one of the 
most pathetic and obsessive broadsides against logic and common sense I have 
ever had the misfortune to witness, the troll says, "I will leave you be from 
now on."</P> 
Well, that's nice, but I don't believe it. So I've taken the liberty of making 
sure, by adding the freak's IP to our ban list. And if he manages to slip 
through to abuse our site some more, I will be deleting any further rants he 
posts.</P> 
No doubt another troll will now call me a Nazi and accuse me of 
"censorship."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00183429 06157 16 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2003 6:41:30am  
 
Yossarian: what Model4 said. Keep in mind that when I woke this morning there 
were more than 400 new comments, too many to do more than just skim through. (If 
I want to get anything else done, that is.) And with a story like this, it's all 
over the place anyway.</P> 
I do appreciate the links though!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00183488 06158 21 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2003 7:24:44am  
 



Dee: thanks, I knew about the TIME article; linked to it a few days ago. It was 
a kick, and my mother got all excited about it, but I've been surprised by how 
<EM>little</EM> traffic it has generated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00183681 06160 13 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2003 12:18:29pm  
 
I feel neither joy nor sympathy for this moron -- just a kind of weary 
disgust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00183991 06162 100 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2003 3:26:52pm  
 
Iron Fist: yes, the IP traces to Ireland. Using an Irish ISP doesn't necessarily 
mean he <I>is</I> in Ireland, but it's pretty strong circumstantial 
evidence.</P> 
Just like the fact that Saddam Hussein is a murdering, megalomaniacal dictator 
doesn't necessarily mean that he was building a stockpile of chemical and 
biological weapons, and very probably continuing to seek nuclear weapons as 
well.</P> 
But it's pretty strong circumstantial evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00184632 06166 6 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2003 7:52:02am  
 
It doesn't mention Lewis on the page linked above, but click the "Watch LIVE" 
link and you'll see it. As I type this, they're on a break, announcing upcoming 
shows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00185979 06181 98 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 2:36:01pm  
 
I'd be happy to "leave the dead in peace," but the ISM and other terror-
supporting groups have not stopped their efforts to canonize Rachel Corrie. 
Palestinian propaganda that exploits her death is just pouring out of the usual 
outlets. And a group of Arabist Congressmen is pushing for an investigation that 
would condemn Israel in advance, backed by CAIR and other Islamist front 
groups.</P> 
That's why I keep bringing her up. Laertes: why don't you go and dump on 
electronicintifada and CAIR and Dennis Kucinich for shamelessly exploiting her 
death? When they stop bringing her up, I will.</P> 
By the way, she was not a "kid." She was 24 years old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00186910 06186 33 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 8:55:40am  
 
Please note: there is absolutely no point in responding to the foul pond scum 
calling itself "Hesiod."</P> 
Please do not feed the troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00186971 06186 94 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 2:11:02pm  
 
By the way, folks, I've banned "Hesiod," because he/she/it is one of the 
nastiest foul-mouthed creeps on the Internet, and I have no desire to pay for 
him to spew his abuse.</P> 



Expect him to begin freaking out about "censorship" in about, oh, 10 minutes or 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187026 06187 9 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 8:34:16am  
 
The moron who posted #1 (now deleted) is the same freak who's been posting 
illiterate, inane comments trying to draw people to his lame web site. I did ban 
it, and it went to an Internet cafe to keep posting this garbage. So I've now 
banned the entire block of addresses for that chain of cafes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187262 06188 188 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 12:01:20pm  
 
"Deacon Frost" keeps repeating a silly accusation that I'm slamming "everyone 
who was against the war."</P> 
Joe McCarthy comes up. Again. "Fascism." Sigh. This is why people like Deacon 
are becoming so irrelevant, straining at gnats to swallow camels.</P> 
Please reread what I wrote. I specifically singled out "lefty bloggers" and gave 
4 specific examples of the ones I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187305 06188 231 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 1:00:36pm  
 
"Deacon Frost" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Or do you think describing someone as not having any morality or 
conscience doesn't qualify as hating?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's exactly what I think. I don't waste my hate on the likes of Hesiod 
and Willis. "Contempt" is a more accurate description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187589 06191 5 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 3:25:55pm  
 
Erica: the cost of maintaining the site is kind of hard to pin down. The hosting 
costs are just part of it; a much bigger factor is the time it takes to upgrade 
the code, write the entries, research important topics, monitor the trollage, 
and deal with hundreds of other little details. I'm a bit reluctant to start 
tallying up what it would cost if I were charging my normal consulting rate for 
the time I spend managing LGF ... I might not like what I see!</P> 
About your hesitation to contribute -- no amount is too small. If just 10% of 
our visitors contributed $5 a month, we'd be paying for hosting costs and also 
buying some groceries. If you're between jobs, though, don't worry about it; 
there's no obligation here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187590 06191 6 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2003 3:27:10pm  
 
RightisRight: last month we used ... gulp ... about 100G of 
bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00187869 06193 105 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2003 1:13:12am  
 
Speaking of babbling baboons -- we've got two of them in here tonight, both from 
Peru.</P> 
Actually, I misspoke. There are no baboons in Peru. Howler monkeys, though, they 
have those. (And I think I have a new favorite troll insult...)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00188578 06198 137 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2003 10:23:56am  
 
roll out: why are you wasting our space with 8K of badly formatted crap? If it's 
so important to you, post a link. Do that again and I'll ban 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00188681 06198 240 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2003 1:11:17pm  
 
The sanctimonious Euroweenie calling itself "peace," "einstein," "ghandi [sic]," 
etc., is in the country that gave the 20th century two of the most horrific wars 
in history: Germany. Essen, to be precise, home of the Krupp armament factory in 
WWII.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191048 06217 34 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 6:50:37am  
 
FYI, moron #19 is posting from Buffalo, New York. And yes, it slithered here 
from Indymedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191210 06218 81 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 6:53:26pm  
 
"jfinkel": I know you're posting your Palestinian propaganda from Chicago, but 
I'm curious -- what is your real name? I seriously doubt it's "finkel."</P> 
I don't expect you to be any more honest in your reply than the lying garbage 
you've been writing here. Just thought I'd give you a chance to come 
clean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191304 06218 175 Charles Tue, Apr 22, 2003 2:20:31pm  
 
I see that jfinkel has logged on with a German account, to leave one last 
comment. I expected this.</P> 
For the record: he/she/it was not banned because of a "careless interpretation" 
of its remarks. This person has been posting an unbroken string of lies, 
hysterical accusations, and pro-Palestinian propaganda, and when confronted with 
the truth merely repeats the lies. It's not worth the time it would take to 
recap (I'll just mention the lie that a "massacre" took place in Jenin, the lie 
that Israeli soldiers deliberately murder Palestinian children, and the sick 
twisted accusation that Zionism "thrives on anti-Semitism"), but just take a 
look through this thread and it's blazingly obvious where this perverted 
creature is coming from. It's not interested in "honest, intellectual debate," 
although it does a good imitation of appearing to be -- as the most polished 
anti-Semites often do.</P> 
I would like to thank SecHumanist for his incredible work responding to 
jfinkel's outrageous lies; I would have banned the creep much sooner if not for 
his responses.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191596 06220 4 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 9:27:03am  
 
Not even one minute into the interview and she has already brought up 
"Palestine."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00191598 06220 6 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 9:28:46am  
 
The new rallying cry of the loony left: OCCUPATION!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191599 06220 7 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 9:30:54am  
 
"A quarter of a million American soldiers are in Iraq killing innocent 
civilians." Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191605 06220 13 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 9:34:58am  
 
It's over already. Al Rantel asked if she would condemn Castro as readily as she 
condemns America, and this evil witch weaseled around for a while, then signed 
off. Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191700 06221 9 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 12:46:23pm  
 
Angie: the problem with posting the IP is that some features of LGF won't work 
correctly if you get there via the IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191705 06221 14 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 2:49:01pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191706 06221 15 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2003 4:35:22pm  
 
Again with the test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191808 06222 99 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 2:58:17pm  
 
Luis: you're funny! I was going to ban you, but you're doing such a terrific job 
of representing the clueless, arrogant, hypocritical Euroweenie mindset that 
it's extremely amusing! Keep up the good work.</P> 
Disneylanders! Oh, you have cut us to the quick!</P> 
Love the racist "anglo" remarks, too! Sheer comedy gold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00191919 06224 10 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 6:03:58am  
 
ploome: the contact form works now. That's what happens when you change web 
hosts -- there may be other little glitches too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192057 06231 2 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 8:58:14am  
 
Luckily the DNS change hasn't propagated everywhere yet, so a lot of the /. 
people are still seeing the old site (where comments are 
disabled).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00192061 06231 6 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 10:47:53am  
 
Celissa: if you use a Mac, there's a terrific program called Spam Sieve that 
uses Bayesian analysis (Google it for more details if you're interested) to 
catch spam. You "train" the program by giving it examples of "good" email and 
"spam," and it gets progressively smarter at identifying the spam. I've been 
using it for about a week and I'm mighty impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192063 06231 8 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 11:01:51am  
 
Celissa: about your email address -- if you supply both a URL and an email 
address when you post a comment here, only the URL appears in the page source 
code. And even if you give an email address with no URL, the address is 
scrambled and encrypted.</P> 
So I don't think spammers are grabbing your address from LGF. It's more likely 
they're getting it from your blog page, where your email address appears out in 
the open, unencrypted, with a nice spambot-attracting mailto link and a "contact 
me" invitation. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192064 06231 9 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 11:03:21am  
 
sub_version: After about a week of training Spam Sieve, I'm getting very few 
false positives, and it's catching almost every piece of spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192161 06234 9 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 12:22:45pm  
 
"Ted" from Saskatchewan: Silent? No, it's already been discussed in our 
comments. I personally could not care less what happens to ISM terrorist 
supporters. They are siding with murderers and monsters, and they have only 
themselves to blame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192169 06234 17 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 12:28:47pm  
 
<A 
href="http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?pagename=JPost/A/JPArticle/ShowFull
&amp;cid=1050131006981" target=_blank>Peace activist fired first.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In its initial report into the shooting of British peace activist 
Thom Hurndall in Gaza Friday, the IDF states: "At about 5pm yesterday an IDF 
post on the Israeli-Egyptian border in an Israeli security-controlled zone 
identified a man, who appeared to be approximately 20 years old, wearing a 
combat uniform and carrying a weapon."The report further states: "The man opened 
fire at the IDF post and IDF forces returned fire using one bullet - and saw 
that the person carrying the weapon was injured from IDF gunfire. It should be 
noted that this was the only shooting incident reported in the immediate area." 
It was this area where Hurndall, an International Solidarity Movement activist, 
was thought to be injured, the report concluded.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192284 06236 9 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2003 2:45:48pm  
 
Caton: yes, I considered that -- but then I'd probably be flooded with email 
asking "What do you mean, add it to the DNS list? How do I do 
that?"</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00192625 06242 7 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 6:48:55am  
 
Thanks, Shelli!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192632 06242 14 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 7:13:42am  
 
Aw, shucks. Thank you, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192665 06242 47 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 3:56:58pm  
 
Thanks all for the birthday wishes! I'm hoisting a glass of Clos du Bois 
Chardonnay (not French -- Sonoma County) in celebration. Join me, won't you?</P> 
Cheers! L'Chaim! Skoal!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192723 06243 47 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 9:31:41am  
 
Please note: view from Ireland's sole purpose in posting here is to derail every 
discussion, and make it focus on him and his transparently stupid 
pronouncements. The best way to deal with this sort of person is to ignore 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00192919 06245 23 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 9:17:19am  
 
Celissa: that's her, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00193152 06248 53 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2003 6:31:56am  
 
For the money we give to Israel, we got amazing breakthroughs in irrigation and 
agriculture, the Pentium 4 processor, and too many other scientific innovations 
to list.</P> 
For the money we give to Egypt, we got Mohammed Atta and September 11.</P> 
See a difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00193169 06249 6 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 12:52:15pm  
 
Seen in the crowd: tatooed, nose-ringed UCLA peaceniks wearing kaffiyehs, 
carrying Palestinian flags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00193173 06249 10 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 12:59:00pm  
 
Now they're begging for money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00193184 06249 21 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 1:09:18pm  
 
"I don't mean to be picky, but can I get some more vocals on these monitors over 
here?"</P> 
Bwahahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00193212 06249 49 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2003 1:42:24pm  
 
Now one of the ANSWERbots is reading a statement from convicted murderer Mumia 
Abu Jamal. She called him a "political prisoner."</P> 
By the way, it looks like there are only a couple hundred people there -- if 
that many.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00194277 06256 35 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2003 2:09:13pm  
 
Laertes: it's not this one photograph that's rotten. It's all about the context: 
France?s shameful history of befriending, defending, and appeasing Ba'athist and 
Islamist terrorist dictatorships.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00194409 06257 92 Charles Tue, Apr 15, 2003 8:03:37am  
 
Are we surprised that "Sin" above is posting his "Great Satan" remarks from the 
State University of New York at Buffalo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00194474 06258 57 Charles Tue, Apr 15, 2003 9:12:06am  
 
Note: "Sin" is posting its comments from the State University of New York in 
Buffalo.</P> 
You are wasting your time answering this troll. Please ignore 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00194475 06258 58 Charles Tue, Apr 15, 2003 9:13:01am  
 
And #27 is the same troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00194481 06258 64 Charles Tue, Apr 15, 2003 9:28:21am  
 
Reminder: Please do not feed "Sin," the troll from the State University of New 
York at Buffalo. It is a complete waste of time. (Not to mention a waste of our 
disk space and bandwidth.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195237 06265 105 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 6:40:28am  
 
ELC: yes, you're correct, the article was written last year. I've edited my 
entry to reflect this (took out the 'today' reference), but this doesn't vitiate 
any of my points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195481 06267 48 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 7:17:40am  
 
"Insidiot" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it a slow news day, or is racism now a political 
agenda?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
ISLAM IS NOT A RACE. Why is this so hard for people like this to understand?</P> 
"Insidiot" also wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>I understand the difference between Shari'a and other sects of 
Islam...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
...demonstrating total ignorance of the subject. But then, it's always easier to 
make "racism" accusations than to educate yourself on the issues, n'est ce 
pas?</P> 
"Insidiot" also wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So.. lighten up towards the sandy blacks, okay guys?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Sandy blacks?" Why are the ones who scream "racism!" always the first to use 
ugly terms like this?</P> 
And then "Insidiot" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Divisive elitism is Hitleresque...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Lazy, intellectually dishonest, and just plain ignorant of the issues, and now 
also violating Godwin's Law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195484 06267 51 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 7:21:01am  
 
...and it's another one from Buffalo New York.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195510 06267 77 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 7:32:29am  
 
<A href="http://info.astrian.net/jargon/terms/g/Godwin_s_Law.html" 
target=_blank>Godwin's Law</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Godwin's Law prov. [Usenet] "As a Usenet discussion grows longer, 
the probability of a comparison involving Nazis or Hitler approaches one." There 
is a tradition in many groups that, once this occurs, that thread is over, and 
whoever mentioned the Nazis has automatically lost whatever argument was in 
progress. Godwin's Law thus practically guarantees the existence of an upper 
bound on thread length in those groups. However there is also a widely- 
recognized codicil that any intentional triggering of Godwin's Law in order to 
invoke its thread-ending effects will be unsuccessful.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195515 06267 82 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 7:35:23am  
 
I agree most strongly with Caton -- please do not feed the troll from Buffalo 
any more. He's already lost the argument with his first comment 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195803 06271 16 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 9:33:20am  
 
"Bull": When you leave messages here about "kicking pregnant Muslim women in the 
belly," it's not only disgusting, it gives fuel to those who try to paint LGF as 
a hate site -- because that's a hateful sentiment.</P> 
I suspect you know that.</P> 
And I also know that you've posted similarly extreme and hateful comments here 
before.</P> 
If you continue posting things like that, you'll be banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00195976 06273 37 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 11:35:17am  
 
Censored: I took the liberty of passing on your message to Daniel Pipes, and 
he'd very much like to communicate with you. (And yes, I do know which company 
you're referring to.) Please contact him at: meqmef@aol.com</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00196026 06274 29 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 12:20:07pm  
 
NTropy: no, that's actually a template from Network Solutions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00196032 06275 2 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2003 12:15:46pm  
 
You got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00196773 06284 28 Charles Thu, Apr 17, 2003 9:09:03am  
 
ElCapitanAmerica wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I didn't know a cross was bizarre or a religious fetish 
object.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
On Yasser Arafat's desk it is...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00197203 06287 83 Charles Fri, Apr 18, 2003 7:55:08am  
 
Hey, Mr. Gordon, Mr. Blind Fool from Oregon: why don't you get your own weblog, 
asshat?</P> 
Man. Am I ever getting tired of idiots like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00197614 06290 28 Charles Fri, Apr 18, 2003 8:05:51am  
 
BJW wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, you are implying that Bush has no plan to "deal" with them. 
How do you know this.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm implying nothing of the sort. I don't know if Bush has a plan for dealing 
with them, and neither do you.</P> 
But I do know that groups like CAIR and other radical Islamics still seem to 
have <EM>way</EM> too much access to the inner circles of our government, while 
spreading their hatred and <EM>dawa</EM> in more subtle ways as well -- by 
getting their agenda into public schools, and in documentaries on PBS, to name 
just two examples.</P> 
I hope you're right, and there is a long-term plan for dealing with the Saudis -
- who truly are at the very center of Islamic terrorism. But when I said that I 
see some very unsettling things going on, I meant it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00198086 06296 106 Charles Sat, Apr 19, 2003 6:33:40am  
 
I was out last night, but I guess some of you had problems connecting. 
Everything seems fine this morning, though.</P> 
It's not unusual for there to be occasional glitches and slow connections; I've 
never worked with a host that didn't have these kinds of problems once in a 
while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00198106 06296 126 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2003 7:53:41pm  
 
That's it. I've had enough of jfinkel and his apologies for terrorist groups, 
and this hysterical attack on Daniel Pipes, and defense of CAIR -- a group 



linked to Hamas and Islamic Jihad -- was the final straw. He's banned from 
posting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00198622 06306 28 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2003 6:20:42am  
 
Susan: sorry, but you weren't the first to send this one to me. (The first was 
anonymous.) But thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00198762 06308 4 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2003 7:32:13am  
 
Jacob: as I wrote to you in email when you asked me to post that pile of garbage 
here, you've gotta be kidding. An article from Indymedia saying "it's all about 
oooiiilll?"</P> 
Did you even look at the rest of that 'ratville' site? Michael Rivero, Norman 
Solomon, Howard Zinn, and Marc Herold?</P> 
Please.</P> 
Next you'll be posting links from whatreallyhappened.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00198884 06310 8 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2003 12:56:31pm  
 
zulubaby: that's right. I saw it coming. But this time there's a fairly large 
network of bloggers and others who are just as determined to keep putting the 
truth out there too. They're not going to get away with it if I can help 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00199006 06311 5 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2003 4:18:07pm  
 
cba: Alex Bensky always forgets his /sarcasm tag. Just assume it's there. 
B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00199238 06315 78 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2003 6:06:04am  
 
The Viking wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I guess you mean: "n'est-ce pas?, n'est-ce pas?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, I was trying to use a more colloquial form, but maybe my gutter French 
isn't up to it. Caton?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00199410 06317 34 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2003 9:56:50am  
 
SecHumanist: got that story already, last night:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6313_An_Iraqi_Scientist_Talk
s" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00199434 06318 5 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2003 7:34:56am  
 
It's a picture of a sign: "Go to hell, Mugabe tells Bush." And the caption is 
"And so say all of us."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00199659 06319 4 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2003 9:00:06am  
 
Don't know why you're having trouble, folks -- it works fine for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00200048 06324 64 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2003 6:44:58pm  
 
Julianne: you guessed right; they're all the same person, none other than our 
"pal" Insidiot, posting from New York University again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00200203 06324 219 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 2:40:30pm  
 
Cheesehead wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>She died trying to block an Israeli bulldozer from demolishing a 
Palestinian house. Israelis seem to enjoy knocking down the houses of 
Palestinian Civilians even when they know no terrorists are inside, even when 
they know that civilians are inside.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's a word for what you just said.</P> 
That word is:</P> 
BULLSHIT.</P> 
Rachel Corrie did NOT DIE DEFENDING ANYONE'S HOUSE. The bulldozer that she 
jumped in front of was clearing brush. CLEARING BRUSH. Brush that was hiding 
smugglers' tunnels, used to smuggle drugs, prostitutes, weapons, and terrorists 
into Rafah from Egypt.</P> 
The rest of your babbling is just the typical anti-Semite's parroting of 
terrorist propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00200712 06333 14 Charles Tue, Apr 22, 2003 2:29:47pm  
 
Ariel: I'd like to see another source too, but the credibility of these 
documents seems very high to me. Here are photos and translations:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailytelegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/04/22/ndocs
22.xml&amp;sSheet=/news/2003/04/22/ixnewstop.html" 
target=_blank>www.dailytelegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
And here is the story of their discovery, by the reporter who found them:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailytelegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2003/04/22/ngall
122.xml&amp;sSheet=/news/2003/04/22/ixnewstop.html" 
target=_blank>www.dailytelegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00200996 06338 67 Charles Tue, Apr 22, 2003 11:48:41pm  
 
nik wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As for Ralph Peters, he doesn't get it either. The problem is not 
crazed terrorists...The problem is that at the core of the Palestinian movement 
is the goal of destroying Israel. The goal of destroying Israel takes precedence 
over self-government, economic prosperity, or anything else for Arafat and his 
gang.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But that's exactly what Peters says. Another quote from the column:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Once there is an independent Palestinian state, Israel will be 
accused of countless other sins - among them hindering the economic and 
political development of the new entity. While many Palestinians do, indeed, 



yearn for freedom and a just society, the hardline killers desire the complete 
destruction of Israel. Nothing less will do.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201195 06341 55 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 7:59:34am  
 
Zymurgist wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, you turned me on to reading blogs, and for that I'm 
grateful. But I don't appreciate being preemptively labeled a troll for 
disagreeing on what I consider to be minor issues in what we do agree is the 
major issue of our time.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, actually I was not thinking of you when I wrote that, and I don't consider 
you a troll.</P> 
But I think there's a huge difference between this behavior and, say, Catholics 
taking communion, or babies being circumcised. The trolls I was referring to are 
the ones who say that there's no difference; I think that's foolish.</P> 
It isn't necessarily proof of the "barbarism of Islam," but it is proof of the 
barbarism of <EM>these people</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201197 06341 57 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 8:04:20am  
 
"Matt" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, you were the one who wanted to "liberate" the Iraqi people. 
Now you don't like what you got, and there are no WMDs to boot. What a 
moron.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? See, I think a "moron" is someone who expects me to continue to let him 
post here, even as he spews stupid insults at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201208 06341 68 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 8:20:06am  
 
liberalhawk: Please stop mischaracterizing my posts. I have never "panicked" 
about the Shi'ite demonstrations; in fact, I fully expected 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201219 06341 79 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 8:33:04am  
 
liberalhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Can you at least admit on this issue you are closer to many of the 
opponents of the war ...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You are reading all kinds of things into my posts that ARE NOT THERE. Pointing 
out that "some" Iraqis are demonstrating against the US is not the same as 
saying they represent the views of "most" of the Iraqi people. It's simply a 
fact, stated as such. Any conclusions you've drawn from that are your 
own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201294 06342 10 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 7:03:49am  
 
liberalhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>and why surprise at it happening at very last minute.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently, you missed my sarcasm. I'll try to make it a bit more obvious next 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00201932 06346 15 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 4:10:32pm  
 
"CJ is my lovechild" (hah!) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How many friends of LGF do you meet like this, Charles? I'd be 
surprised if it weren't quite a few more than just this singular 
fellow.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right you are. I have a folder called "Abuse" that currently contains several 
hundred emails.</P> 
I stopped some of it by blocking IP addresses from the Arab tyrannies, but there 
are a disturbingly large number of these freaks living in New Jersey and 
Michigan and Montreal, to name three of the worst hotspots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201960 06346 43 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 5:13:15pm  
 
Shamus: so sorry for not linking you before; my only excuse is an Inbox with 
thousands of unread messages. The Lemon is now righteously listed among our <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-anti-idiotarians.php" 
target=_blank>anti-idiotarians</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00201975 06346 58 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2003 5:43:48pm  
 
Zealot: 67.85.191.71</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00202001 06346 84 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2003 6:12:38am  
 
JimC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As a blogger would you rather get 1-3 dollars a month or perhaps a 
10 to 20 dollar donation once a year or so. the reason i ask is that I have been 
giving 15 to 20 dollars a month to one blogger a month. I am just wondering 
would a couple or three bucks be helpful every month to you or a once a year 
bigger amount?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
First, thanks to all who hit the tip jar in response to this post!</P> 
Jim: If 10% or 20% of our regular readers would donate just a couple of dollars 
a month, it would make a huge difference. PayPal has a subscription feature that 
I've been thinking of implementing for this purpose -- and the subscription 
would include a weekly email of all the LGF posts from that week. (I already 
have the code written for the weekly email feature...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00202366 06352 3 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2003 10:16:04am  
 
I considered photoshopping this one, but really -- how could you improve on the 
sheer schtoopidity?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00202820 06355 64 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2003 6:22:46am  
 
Deathberg wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Roughly what percentage of the emails that you get are hatemail, 
charles?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm sure it's less than 5%.</P> 
(P.S. I'd be careful hanging around at VNN; that site is known to cause brain 
rot.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00202925 06357 6 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2003 4:27:50pm  
 
tom: it's all about the PHP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203289 06360 101 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2003 10:57:39am  
 
The more comments "USSR" (posting from Saskatchewan) makes, the more obvious its 
Jew-hatred becomes.</P> 
I suggest we stop feeding this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203329 06360 141 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2003 1:12:15pm  
 
trevalyan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't pretend to be a large student of Arabic. But Aziz was 
CLEARLY not impressed with the results of the suicide bombing in that post he 
sent you. In addition, you truly should have considered the way in which he 
wrote the article. To me, he clearly wrote that Hamas is fighting a harabah (war 
of intimidation) and will FAIL, and that all their claims about jihad are 
worthless: jihads win, and Aziz clearly feels that Hamas will fail 
brutally.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I didn't say that Poonawalla was "impressed with the results" of the suicide 
bombing. I said that the way he expressed this post was incredibly offensive, 
and I stand by that. Immediately after a mass murderer on a <EM>jihad</EM> 
murders children, you don't say something like "Jihad will always succeed." At 
best, it's tone-deaf and insensitive.</P> 
And invoking Mohammed Al-Dura, the Palestinian boy who has now been shown to 
have been killed by Palestinian guns -- not Israeli -- and saying he will 
"welcome the innocents to heaven" ... well, this is just an utterly disgusting 
comment, attempting to draw an equivalence between children murdered on purpose 
by a suicide bomber, and a child murdered by Palestinians and then used as an 
appalling propaganda tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203371 06360 183 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 1:59:16am  
 
As usual, Michael Farris shows up to make snarky comments and twist my words. I 
really wonder why you visit LGF? Your only contributions here have been content-
free insults, usually with deliberate misrepresentations and willful point-
missing, and this one is no different.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203372 06360 184 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 2:07:00am  
 
By the way, Michael Farris: got any snarky comments about Aziz's "Weapons of 
Mass Genocide" lies? Or does he get a pass for that too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203378 06360 190 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 6:22:14am  
 
Michael Farris: I've explained the reasons why I find Aziz Poonawalla's comments 
about <EM>jihad</EM> and Mohammed Al-Dura offensive several times already.</P> 
As for twisting my words, you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't necessarily lump him in as an al-Qaeda or Hamas fighter on 
the basis of one very wrong idea.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I never said or implied anything like this; it comes solely from your mind. Go 
ahead; please explain to me how this is NOT twisting my words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203593 06363 47 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2003 3:53:37pm  
 
Sorry, but if you would bother to visit Merde in France at the link above, you 
would find that this is only one of several telecom companies offering images of 
Osama Bin Laden for download -- and it's been going on since 9/11. The caption 
can be interpreted in many ways, but the popularity of this image is not in 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203638 06364 10 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2003 4:17:07pm  
 
The definition of insanity is: doing the same thing over and over, expecting a 
different result. Take a look through the LGF archives for April of last year to 
see why I chose that title:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?archive=042002" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203825 06365 159 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 1:51:50am  
 
WMI: first, I didn't unblock you. I don't have a "policy about being nice," but 
I agree with ploome that your comments tonight have been extremely unpleasant 
and ugly. We have all kinds of people visiting LGF, and your disgusting comments 
about "dumb blond b*itches" are degrading and nasty.</P> 
Paul of Arabia has contributed a lot of value to the discussions at LGF. If you 
want to disagree with what he said, fine. But your tone is way over the top, and 
personally insulting, and I don't like it.</P> 
There are plenty of places you can go on the Internet to be a rude, knuckle-
dragging barbarian, and everyone else will join you. But if you continue doing 
it here, you're going to get banned. At both of your accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203826 06365 160 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 1:52:26am  
 
P.S. I don't appreciate having to waste my time being a hall 
monitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203863 06365 197 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 7:31:23am  
 
Laurence: I really appreciate the words of support. Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00203958 06367 30 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 10:29:06am  
 
Amy: I'm utterly sick and tired of her too. But I made a vow to myself to do 
everything possible to fight against her canonization, and I'm going to honor 
that vow. Honestly, I wish Israel would do more themselves to work against this 
sort of thing; I know there are many issues for them to deal with, but the 
Mohammed Al-Dura experience shows the incredible power of dishonest, 
disconnected, out-of-context Palestinian terrorist propaganda, and this should 
be a priority for Israel.</P> 



I agree about self-loathing Jews like Shapiro and our recent trollish commenter 
"jfinkel." They are disgusting beyond words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204010 06367 82 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2003 3:35:12pm  
 
Amy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>view from Ireland -You are incredibly naive, misinformed or 
obtuse.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do we have to pick just one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204251 06371 8 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 12:13:10pm  
 
The picture comes from here:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030416/241/3tjj3.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204312 06373 5 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2003 1:12:37pm  
 
Ushie: what's a "vacation?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204628 06380 24 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2003 7:12:54am  
 
Yep, IIS on a Win2K box. The swiss cheese of server software.</P> 
This is why I <EM>never</EM> recommend MS servers to clients.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204676 06381 6 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2003 6:50:16am  
 
JG wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles: Did you know that I can't post comments when using Opera 
7?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What happens when you try?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204976 06388 3 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2003 10:01:47am  
 
My God. This woman is truly reprehensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00204980 06388 7 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2003 10:03:18am  
 
israeliguy: I agree. The Americans on the panel just sit there listening to her 
insane ranting, and then respond with weak, wimpy diplomatic BS. It's 
maddening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00205535 06395 193 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:35:04pm  
 
Moo-ooo! Moo-ooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00205651 06398 29 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2003 8:29:57am  



 
realist wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"let's be honest... at least the other indymedia morons were just as 
quick to ridicule this guy."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just give them time. The post has only been up there for a few 
hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206196 06404 9 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2003 4:50:10pm  
 
zulubabe: sorry -- had a moment of dyslexia there, now corrected. It isn't 
always a malicious thing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206402 06406 6 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2003 8:21:58pm  
 
Excellent, Duane. Thank you for that DNS info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206435 06406 39 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:12:12am  
 
Robert Crawford wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, are you sure that IP is the source?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that was definitely the IP that spammed us last night, with about two dozen 
web sites with innocent-sounding domain names that lead to pr0n sites.</P> 
I agree that with this many ports open, it looks like a zombie machine being 
used by an idiot script kiddie.</P> 
I agree with the SpamAssassin recommendation, too; since I enabled it on our 
account at Hosting Matters, I rarely get spam in my Inbox. Combined with 
SpamSieve (Mac OS X) on the client side, my spam is finally becoming manageable 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206441 06406 45 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 8:30:26am  
 
Duane,</P> 
Thanks again. I bow before your security prowess. I prostrate myself. I am not 
worthy.</P> 
I've sent emails to all the abuse addresses I could find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206444 06406 48 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 9:31:27am  
 
Korora wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I just checked the Robot Pillory and it wasn't there! Is it not yet 
banned?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This one is banned at a different level; the Robot Pillory is for bots that 
violate the robots.txt protocol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206518 06408 3 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:14:08am  
 
Thanks to all who sent this item, by the way. There were too many to give a hat 
tip to just one person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206571 06408 56 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 9:38:12am  



 
Hans: yecch. Clue time.</P> 
rense dot com is a far left, anti-Semitic conspiracy site, with absolutely ZERO 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206716 06409 116 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:26:28pm  
 
Moo-ooo! Moo-ooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206721 06409 121 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:45:17pm  
 
Moo-ooo, baby! Moo-ooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206726 06409 126 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:51:28pm  
 
Moo-ooo! Moo-ooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206729 06409 129 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 7:54:38pm  
 
Moo-ooo! Moo-ooo! Moo-ooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206790 06410 45 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 9:26:33am  
 
"Young Goodman Brown" points to an article by Tim Cavanaugh at Reason, saying 
that it shows a "less rosy view" of this move. But as usual with a Cavanaugh 
article, I am at a complete loss to discern his point; other than vague snarky 
put-downs. He did a similar inept smear job on MEMRI a while back, also devoid 
of substance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206830 06410 85 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 10:55:59am  
 
E. Nough: well said, as always. Tim Cavanaugh is one of the weakest journalists 
writing opinion pieces today; in January of last year he wrote an article about 
weblogs that was similar in tone, and similarly devoid of a point:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2185" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206876 06412 3 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 10:33:45am  
 
That's the $64,000 question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00206880 06412 7 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 10:42:16am  
 
NC: oops. Guess I had a little synapse blockage there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207512 06421 44 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 5:36:04pm  
 
The evil creep going by the name "the duke" has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00207514 06421 46 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 5:37:29pm  
 
And by the way, it was posting from Oak Ridge, New Jersey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207544 06421 76 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 6:44:50pm  
 
Ben: Oh, he'll see it. He just won't be able to spew any more of his sick hate 
on this site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207649 06422 42 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 5:42:52am  
 
Little Green Fascists! I love it. Doesn't take much to get an idiotarian to 
break out the word "fascist," does it? I'm sure you've applied the same rigorous 
intellectual analysis before coming up with your label of "racist" for Daniel 
Pipes.</P> 
But mwuhahaa! Notice how I evilly suppress you from posting here, crushing your 
dissent with the iron hand of totalitari... uh...</P> 
As for your links redirecting to the IDF, why, I have no idea how that would 
even be possible. Maybe you've been hacked?</P> 
Best regards,The Little Green Hitler Fascist</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207741 06424 4 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2003 9:34:50pm  
 
The number of layers isn't that important. Just make sure the shiny side is 
facing OUT; that's vital.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207875 06425 8 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 6:13:34am  
 
Deathberg: I'd need a real email address for that. And by the way, our admirers 
have signed my email address up to hundreds of email lists, pr0n, industrial 
equipment, anti-Semite lists, everything under the sun. I never know what I'm 
going to find in my Spam folder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00207883 06425 16 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 6:23:53am  
 
Deathberg: there's no way to get its real email address, unfortunately. But I 
will be sending a letter of complaint to its ISP, of course, with the time, 
date, and IP of its love note.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208077 06427 33 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 8:07:35am  
 
I hereby nominate Gordon, the Oregonian college student who sees nothing wrong 
with Iran possessing nuclear weapons, for the post of Official LGF Idiotarian 
Mascot, which has been vacant since the late, unlamented Tyler Patterson stopped 
visiting.</P> 
All in favor say, “Aye.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208149 06428 4 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 7:13:34am  



 
Why shouldn't he be happy? He's playing the game beautifully so far, getting 
everything he wants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208528 06434 6 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 3:52:43pm  
 
Robert: over 200 spam emails during that time. Copy DVDs, enlarge your member, 
meet horny housewives, free spam-blocking software, you know the 
drill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208529 06434 7 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 3:56:18pm  
 
Oh yeah - and several dozen pleas from generous ex-wives of African dictators to 
help them access their funds. I've turned down about $250 million dollars 
today.</P> 
I must be crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208624 06438 7 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 4:55:48pm  
 
Are you guys by any chance using Netscape version 4.x? (Which has a bug causing 
it to send incorrect referrer information...)</P> 
I've removed the referrer check that was probably causing this. Is it OK 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208625 06438 8 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 4:56:33pm  
 
Canadian Lady: yes, Bill Moyers is one of the financiers of 
Indymedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208631 06438 14 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 5:14:11pm  
 
Queen Esther: they are. And Yahoo News too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208721 06439 19 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 8:17:04pm  
 
To those who've pointed out that this is a relatively small amount: true, but 
this is just <EM>one installment</EM>. The Saudis send regular payments of this 
size, every few months, including some earmarked especially for 
<EM>mujahideen</EM> -- i.e. terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00208771 06440 45 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2003 11:44:30pm  
 
Tom: I didn't see your comment, sorry. Please remember -- I do look through the 
photos at Yahoo quite often, and I was watching for the other passport 
photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209028 06441 92 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 8:19:19am  
 
A link to the petition is now at the top of our right sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00209061 06442 19 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 6:37:24am  
 
Carl: sorry, but if you want a hat tip, you need to sign your email! If an email 
isn't signed I assume the person wants to stay anonymous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209203 06443 41 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 9:40:01am  
 
I was going to post something about these despicable comments in the Mike's 
Place guestbook, but they've now been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209417 06445 8 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 9:12:01am  
 
The creep who just posted a picture of a dead baby has been banned, and his post 
deleted. (In case anyone saw it before I nuked it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209654 06448 78 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 2:05:27pm  
 
Gordon, proving why he's the Idiotarian Mascot, drooled:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey Charles, Reuters has a great picture of Bush on the deck of the 
aircraft carrier, wearing some fake seabee outfit with a bunch of medals or 
patches or some such folderol on the front of the shirt. He looks almost as 
ridiculous as Dukakis in the tank from 1988...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's known as a "flight suit," Gordon. Since you're comfortable mouthing off 
about it, I assume you can also fly a fighter jet, like President Bush?</P> 
No? Didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209719 06449 6 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 2:09:54pm  
 
The President did fly the plane for about "a third" of the trip, according to 
reports. I don't think he landed it, though; sorry if that wasn't 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209778 06449 65 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 3:37:53pm  
 
wordwarp: I hate to break it you, but that Daschle photo is a Fark Fotoshop 
Fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209960 06449 247 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 11:53:23am  
 
zulubaby: that's the email address that David aka... left with his comment; all 
Black_Flag did was a 'whois' lookup on the address, something anyone could do. I 
don't really understand why you and Geepers are so offended by that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209966 06449 253 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 12:52:47pm  
 



Geepers: you're mistaken. You do not get any personal information from doing a 
whois lookup. The only information you get is the domain where the email address 
is hosted -- or in this case, where it isn't hosted.</P> 
As for whether this is a good way to argue a point, I'm not making a judgment on 
that. Just pointing out that this is not such a big deal, and no truly personal 
information has been revealed. Everything in that comment is a matter of public 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00209999 06450 9 Charles Thu, May 1, 2003 3:52:10pm  
 
NYT Junkie: If I "bother to read" what I've linked to? I read every word of 
every article linked on this weblog. But thank you for the tedious pedantic 
lecture. I don't get enough of those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210251 06453 12 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 6:34:37am  
 
Gonz: good idea; I must need more coffee this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210554 06457 4 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 7:58:58am  
 
Also, please note: as Aaron Lerner points out in the article linked above, this 
is just one of the groups financing the Palestinians. There are others. The 
financial support given to the murderers by the Saudis is 
<EM>huge</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210693 06460 32 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 11:35:48am  
 
Bill: Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210701 06460 40 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 11:48:26am  
 
Geepers: why is that an attack that should be deleted? The person in question 
left that email address with his comment. Black_Flag was pointing out that it 
seems to be a fake address, and taking (strong) issue with David aka...'s 
statements. I don't understand why you're so tweaked over this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210706 06460 45 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 11:59:18am  
 
PS: whois information is a matter of public record. Anyone can look up anyone 
else's email address in that way. Nothing private was revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210709 06460 48 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 12:11:33pm  
 
Bill: if I were trying to be clever, you'd know it. I was giving you exactly the 
amount of attention you deserve.</P> 
Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210762 06460 101 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 5:48:23am  
 



Maddox,</P> 
Do you really hate LGF so much that you completely lose all sense of humor?</P> 
Hint: if the soldier had been standing up, I would have said <EM>he</EM> was 
cheating. The disclaimer was because I knew that a humorless sod like you would 
show up -- and sure enough, like clockwork!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00210951 06461 172 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 5:30:45am  
 
I realize this may be difficult for you to understand, so let's break it down, 
shall we, mate?</P> 
1. Religion. The people in the photograph are practicing religion.</P> 
2. Of. A preposition used to indicate a characteristic or distinctive quality or 
possession.</P> 
3. Masked. They are wearing masks.</P> 
4. Murderers. They belong to Hamas, a terrorist gang openly dedicated to the 
murder of Israeli men, women, and children.</P> 
Hence, "religion of masked murderers." See that wasn't so difficult, was it, 
mate?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I wouldn't call Judaism the religeon of childkillers because I'm not 
an anti-semitic piece of shit.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Could have fooled me, mate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211242 06465 25 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 6:45:28pm  
 
Anant: Wow. You have just opened a real Pandora's box. The ISNA is covered 
extensively in Steve Emerson's "American Jihad." It's a hard-core Islamist 
organization, which serves as an "umbrella group" for hundreds of Islamist 
groups in North America, including some that are linked to the Muslim 
Brotherhood, Hamas, and Islamic Jihad. The ISNA was also involved in the 
formation of the Holy Land Foundation, which was shut down by the Justice 
Department for soliciting funds for terrorist organizations in the Middle East, 
including Al Qaeda.</P> 
If you want more info about this terror-supporting group, I highly recommend 
getting a copy of Emerson's book. ISNA is not only in the same league as CAIR 
and MSA, they are probably worse -- a LOT worse.</P> 
When you say they're giving a lecture "here" -- where is "here?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211250 06465 33 Charles Fri, May 2, 2003 7:17:28pm  
 
Anant wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>When I went to the IMRC website, I noticed that, on their banner, 
they portray themselves as part of the ISNA.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly; they're one of the organizations under the "umbrella" of the ISNA.</P> 
Again, I highly recommend Steve Emerson's book for more info on the ISNA, a 
virulently anti-American Islamist group based in the Midwest. They publish a bi-
monthly magazine called <EM>Islamic Horizons</EM> that often publishes militant 
Islamic articles, and are affiliated with the North American Islamic Trust, a 
non-profit organization that funds mosques, schools, and community centers 
across the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211340 06466 25 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 7:29:17am  
 



Actually, I'm not eager at all. I've bashed Powell as harshly as anyone, and 
many times he has deserved it. But Steve Miller's comments above are on the 
mark; the State Department's reason for existence is to negotiate. To be 
diplomatic. The art of diplomacy lies in not making absolute pronouncements and 
dire threats. It's all part of a larger game, as frustrating as it often 
appears.</P> 
But believe it -- when Powell tells Syria "now is not the time," they get the 
message loud and clear: we're not playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211342 06466 27 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 7:37:38am  
 
selpaw: I agree. The State Department has often behaved disgracefully toward 
Israel; and no one is more aware of it than me. But again, it's State's function 
to employ diplomacy.</P> 
If you want to talk about disgraceful, dishonorable behavior, Senator Bob Graham 
is a much better example -- when he recently sat on a panel with the Syrian PR 
witch and let her spew anti-Israel hatred endlessly with no rebuttal at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211512 06470 26 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 10:16:48am  
 
Caton: Dvorak's Slavonic Dances (well, the E minor, Op. 46, anyway) and 
Purcell's "The Queen's Dolour" are available at the iTunes Music Store. 
:)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211516 06470 30 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 10:57:47am  
 
Caton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Queen's Dolour is not the Music for the Funeral of Queen 
Mary.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah well, my mistake. I'm not too familiar with Purcell. I did another search and 
they don't seem to have that one ...yet. Word has it that the catalog is growing 
daily, however. (Not that it matters to you, since you can't use it yet.)</P> 
The Slavonic Dance is the Itzhak Perlman version from the album <EM>My Favorite 
Kreisler</EM>, and it's great. I just downloaded it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211682 06474 58 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 1:03:08pm  
 
People, please: a discussion on bomb-making does not belong here. LGF gets 
attacked enough as it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211685 06474 61 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 1:07:07pm  
 
HEY! WMI! Stop posting that stuff here. Don't make me ban you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211856 06474 232 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 7:39:51pm  
 
Why are you insulting Johan? He's been a valued contributor here long before 
you, and YOU are really starting to get on my nerves, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00211951 06476 20 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 2:03:32pm  
 
Whoever posted it to Indymedia changed other important things in the article 
too. The original article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Since then, 19-year-old editor Kristinae Toomians has been the 
target of demands calling for her firing and an increase in faculty control over 
the content of the biweekly newspaper.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The distorted version published at Indymedia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Since then, 19-year-old editor Kristinae Toomians has been the 
target of death threats from area jewish extremists.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The original article also contained this sentence, which was deleted from the 
Indymedia version:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Jewish faculty members have received abusive letters from white 
supremacist groups.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This sentence from the original:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The piece included inflammatory language, took a pro-Palestinian 
position and used arguments popular in white supremacist 
literature.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
...was shortened to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The piece took a pro-Palestinian position...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is a really nasty piece of work, but it's utterly typical of the blatant 
anti-Semitism of Indymedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00211954 06476 23 Charles Sat, May 3, 2003 2:16:49pm  
 
zulubaby: you don't need my permission! :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212703 06481 20 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 8:11:51am  
 
Aaron wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>InfoCom Corp is a Hamas front, to make a long story 
short.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Last December I wrote about Infocom, when they were busted for terrorist fund 
raising:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5037" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212862 06483 61 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 11:59:58am  
 
The haters at Indymedia have now posted a photograph of me at their site:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.indymedia.org/front.php3?article_id=316941&amp;group=webcast" 
target=_blank>www.indymedia.org...</A>]</P> 
To any lawyers out there: can I take legal action against them for this? This is 
clearly intended to be a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212877 06483 76 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 12:34:56pm  
 
No, they didn't ask for permission. I've used their contact form to tell them to 
remove it immediately (and I was not polite about it); it has been removed from 
the front page but it's still visible on the "article" page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00212894 06483 93 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 12:56:13pm  
 
I've had it with creeps like David, who uses Islam Online as his URL. He's 
banned from posting here.</P> 
I'm not in a good mood right now. I think I need a drink. Too bad it's only 
3:00.</P> 
What time is it in England?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212903 06483 102 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 1:01:55pm  
 
Colt: if you're serious about that barrister, please ask him if I have a case. 
And if so, please ask him to contact me.</P> 
By the way, they've now posted a defaced version of my photo with a cute little 
Hitler mustache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212917 06483 116 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 1:23:58pm  
 
Colt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's very very strange. Click on any link on that thread and 
you're redirected to the Hebrew IDF site.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? How odd! How truly odd! I can't imagine how that could have 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212929 06483 128 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 2:20:37pm  
 
zulubaby: of course not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212931 06483 130 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 2:22:51pm  
 
Thanks PDM, I've saved it too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00212932 06483 131 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 2:23:39pm  
 
PS -- PDM, please hang onto that. It may become necessary for 
corroboration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213515 06489 9 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 3:55:10pm  
 
Aleksander: looks like they got it from Nick Denton's site.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://nickdenton.org/blogallery/Charles%20Johnson.html" 
target=_blank>nickdenton.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213525 06489 19 Charles Sun, May 4, 2003 4:06:19pm  
 
Caton: that's what I thought at first, too -- but if you look closely at the 
Nazimedia picture, it has the same random un-cleaned pixels as the Denton 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213720 06489 214 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 6:21:10am  



 
It's always hilarious when idiots like Brixtonian (an Indymedia nob from Great 
Britain) lecture US citizens about the First Amendment. Here's a tap from the 
clue bat, Brixie boy: follow PDM's link above to see why the First Amendment has 
absolutely <EM>nothing</EM> to do with this situation.</P> 
Troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213723 06489 217 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 6:23:14am  
 
Will Brixtonian admit he/she/it was wrong? Stay tuned for the next episode of 
<EM>Pedantic Indymedia Troll</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213745 06489 239 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 7:24:00am  
 
Still waiting for Brixtonian to admit that he/she/it mouthed off about the First 
Amendment, in complete ignorance of what the amendment actually says, and what 
freedom it really protects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213749 06489 243 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 7:28:18am  
 
Note: WarMongeringInfidel has been banned from posting here, not because he 
insulted me (which he did) but because he has shown that he is likely to post 
extremely dangerous information about bomb-making, and also that he attacks 
valued LGF participants while drunk. The attacks on other users drag down the 
discussion, but the the bomb-making stuff can get us thrown off our server and 
get our DNS registration cancelled. WMI has put the entire site at risk with his 
ill-considered comments, and I can't take that chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00213893 06491 39 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 8:06:47am  
 
If Iraq really had no WMD, then Saddam Hussein was probably the single stupidest 
person in the history of mankind. To avoid being toppled from power (an outcome 
that was never in doubt), all he would have had to do would have been to open 
his country to full, intrusive inspections and produce documents showing that 
the weapons had been destroyed. Instead he lied, obstructed, and blustered.</P> 
Stupid, or hiding something very important. Take your pick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214060 06492 38 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 9:04:23am  
 
#14 used a French name, but it was posting from Washington DC. #29 was another 
one from Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214089 06492 67 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 9:46:57am  
 
Sheesh. That's enough of that one. Amazing how every time Indymedia links to 
LGF, freaks like that show up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214098 06492 76 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 9:55:47am  
 
He is banned. He used two different IPs:</P> 



207.172.11.148</P> 
and</P> 
207.172.37.48</P> 
Both of which trace to an ISP called RCN Corporation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214106 06492 84 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 10:02:33am  
 
This one is really trying hard to keep spewing its irrational 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214164 06493 24 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 9:28:48am  
 
Jordan: I agree, the author makes a number of admissions that would be instantly 
decried as "racism" if written by someone like ... oh ... me, for example.</P> 
But don't kid yourself. These statements aren't coming from enlightenment, 
they're coming from denial. The thrust of the article is that the report 
humiliated Arabs -- so therefore there should be no more reports. The admissions 
made by Fanek are totally inadvertent. (But totally revealing.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214193 06493 53 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 10:46:04am  
 
Bill: bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214202 06493 62 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 11:11:04am  
 
A selection of choice quotes from Bill, the lecturer on civil discourse:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>the negative comments in this blog are fucking pathetic...you guys 
are like a bunch of palestinians...y'all are jingoistic mouthfoamers...I have 
news for you assholes...you expressed your stupidity...the simplifications and 
bile that are spewed in here is a perfect example of how mindless extremism is 
born...I think that LGF, and many of the mouthfoamers that get their rocks off 
by spewing extremism...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's plenty more where that came from.</P> 
Maybe it will sink in better if I say it in French.</P> 
Bitez moi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214481 06495 22 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 1:53:11pm  
 
SteveB: I just updated the entry above with a link to the order 
form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214631 06497 60 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 3:29:27pm  
 
Bushwhacker is a very sick person, consumed by hatred, who thinks it's 
appropriate to make jokes when a six-year old girl has been shot in the head. 
He/she/it has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214632 06497 61 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 4:39:48pm  
 
And by the way, it posted its comment from Madison, Wisconsin.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00214636 06498 3 Charles Mon, May 5, 2003 3:23:56pm  
 
He was convicted in absentia -- in Jordan. Chalabi may very well have been 
involved in scams, but any judicial procedure in Jordan is automatically 
suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00214989 06502 48 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 8:24:29am  
 
Black_Flag:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"At least we werent at war under Clinton"</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, we were. Osama Bin Laden and Al Qaeda had openly declared war against 
the United States, and even attacked us on our own soil. (The first WTC 
bombing.) Clinton just didn't acknowledge it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215166 06503 59 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 9:31:10am  
 
Mike Nargizian shouted, in uppercase and bold:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CHARLES DID YOU MEAN HAT TIP TO ME, MIKE N NOT MIKE S?I POSTED THIS 
ABOUT AN HOUR AGO. :-))</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sigh.</P> 
No, I did not mean Michael N.</P> 
Michael S. emailed this article to me at 5:58 this morning.</P> 
Please don't make me justify and explain every hat tip; it's a complete waste of 
my time.</P> 
Here are some things to keep in mind.</P> 
1. I read a lot myself. Just because an article was posted in the comments here 
doesn't mean you're going to get a hat tip. Believe it or not, I do find things 
myself occasionally.</P> 
2. I don't always have time to do anything more than skim the comments.</P> 
3. If an article comes from one of the sources in my right sidebar, and there's 
no hat tip, chances are that's because I found it myself, regardless of whether 
it was emailed to me, or posted in a comment. Those links are there for a reason 
-- because they're the ones I read most often.</P> 
4. I always appreciate when people let me know about articles. But yelling 
"where's my hat tip?" does get on my nerves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215344 06506 6 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 10:09:14am  
 
(Someone should tell them it has a typo, though...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215371 06506 33 Charles Wed, May 7, 2003 7:08:51pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What typo?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They have told you that would would find /error2.php here but we do 
not have such a file.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215402 06507 30 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 11:50:33am  
 



Ariel: I'm skeptical too, but the article goes into enough depth that it seems 
plausible, and Discover is a pretty reputable magazine. (It's a different Bob, 
BTW.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215677 06508 103 Charles Wed, May 7, 2003 1:07:40am  
 
"sara" (#87) was visiting us from the lovely city of Dubai in the United Arab 
Emirates.</P> 
"livinginfrance" (#91) was visiting from gay Par-ee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00215754 06510 12 Charles Tue, May 6, 2003 4:17:55pm  
 
Thank you, folks, but I must point out that this is not my work, except for the 
work required to copy and format it for republishing at LGF. It came from the 
ZOA; follow the link at the top of the entry for the original 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00216337 06521 94 Charles Wed, May 7, 2003 3:36:14pm  
 
I have to agree with Rod about Seymour Hersh (but not about VFI, who has proven 
to be a complete ass). I used to have a great deal of respect for Hersh; he's 
done some incredible ground-breaking journalism, and you can't take that away 
from him.</P> 
It's sad that he's devolved into his present persona, a strident, negative joke. 
Very much like Norman Mailer, whose <EM>The Naked and the Dead</EM> was an 
awesome piece of work, but who has gradually become a self-
parody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00216857 06526 80 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 5:47:58am  
 
troll #2 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Waaah! Blah blah blah blah! Waaah! Geneva Conventions! Waah! 
Incompetent military! WaAah! WAAAH!</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00217342 06534 46 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 8:17:02am  
 
kayawanee wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What the hell is with all the troll traffic?!!!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's because terrorist supporter Antonia Zerbisias slammed LGF in the Toronto 
Star today. These are her readers, using names like GoFilterFish and throwing 
around words like "Jewzi." A really disgusting bunch of people, ideologically 
akin to the Palestinian mob in the photo above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00217414 06534 118 Charles Sun, May 11, 2003 5:58:53am  
 
It really is a curious phenomenon; the people who make the "Nazi" comments 
<EM>invariably</EM> try to pass themselves off as Jews, even as they fail to 
capitalize the word.</P> 
This one, by the way, is in ... Japan.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00217591 06538 20 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 10:26:40am  
 
mommydoc wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>C'mon, Charles: Which one of the trolls from this thread was it? I'm 
betting on georges.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope, it was a new one. Or at least, one that hasn't posted here with that 
IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00217593 06538 22 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 10:29:03am  
 
Even funnier, by the way -- this lackwit actually used our contact form to send 
its email, apparently not realizing that this would give me <EM>all kinds</EM> 
of information about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00217619 06538 48 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 10:53:15am  
 
All your base are belong to us:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.captaincursor.com/objects/weblog/zerowing.mov" 
target=_blank>www.captaincursor.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00217654 06538 83 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 1:00:06pm  
 
William de Haan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So how did this get traced back to Rexdale, of all 
places?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Go to [Link: <A href="http://www.geobytes.com" target=_blank 
?>www.geobytes.com...</A>] and use their IP Locator on the address 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218047 06543 38 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 1:31:11pm  
 
Another Antonia Zerbisias reader from Mississauga, Ontario, I see. 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218097 06544 13 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 1:33:34pm  
 
Boycotting Belgium is sort of redundant, don't you think? :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218109 06544 25 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 1:53:55pm  
 
OK OK, I'll give Fat Tire Ale a try. Remember though; Chimay is brewed by 
Trappist monks, who have nothing to do with the ruling poodles of Belgium. In 
fact, they don't have much to do with anything on this mortal plane, except beer 
and cheese. (I've never had their cheese.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218127 06544 43 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 2:29:13pm  
 
Overwatch: glad to see that. I know the UK is not (entirely) an anti-Semitic 
shithole. I was just really shocked to see that site at "Innovative Minds" a few 
days ago; hearing a crowd chanting "Jihad Jihad Jihad!" and "Hizb'Allah will 



attack" is some pretty scary stuff. I know we've got wackos like that in the US 
too, but it's rare to hear them screaming for jihad at public 
demonstrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218146 06544 62 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 3:59:13pm  
 
zulubaby: I'm sure it helped. And I'm also sure that the complaints from our 
readers were not the only ones. But I have to give kudos to Google for noticing 
that Indymedia is clearly beyond the pale of responsible journalism.</P> 
Now we need to get them to drop Islam Online and Khilafa.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218312 06551 14 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 4:25:22pm  
 
rabidfox wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But if something DOES happen I hope it happens right infront of 
Powell. Maybe if he sees first hand what is going on...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
On Powell’s last visit to Israel, the murderers sent a female suicide bomber who 
blew herself up in a market as Powell's helicopter flew overhead. He heard the 
explosion, and saw the carnage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218324 06551 26 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 7:05:55pm  
 
Yes, Amos, bless you and stay safe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218362 06552 13 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 4:20:23pm  
 
Boy Hits Car: this is not Google's search engine. It's their <EM>news 
service</EM>, which compiles news headlines from sites that are submitted by the 
site owners. I submitted LGF to them, in fact, but they replied that they only 
include news sources that have a "staff" of writers, and since LGF's main 
entries are primarily the work of one person (me) we didn't 
qualify.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218379 06552 30 Charles Thu, May 8, 2003 4:45:11pm  
 
Bleeding heart conservative: you have expressed my philosophy even better than I 
could have myself. Brilliant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218431 06552 82 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 12:04:52am  
 
#65 posted a link to a Nazi site, and has been banned. I also deleted the link, 
but left its comment for the record.</P> 
Nice friends Indymedia has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218458 06552 109 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 8:50:25am  
 
Jean-Paul: what part of "LGF has never mounted a campaign to have Indymedia 
removed from Google News’s list of sources" didn't you understand?</P> 
Did you follow the link to Only in Israel, with a screenshot of an Indymedia 
headline using the word "Zionazis?"</P> 



How is it "censorship" when people write in to complain about a hate site (and 
that's what Indymedia is) being included in Google's news browser? If Google 
responds to what must have numerous complaints, and removes them from the list, 
how is this "censorship?"</P> 
Indymedia hasn't been shut down. No one is censoring them. No one is stopping 
you from accessing them. Their hatred and anti-Semitism is still on the web in 
all its glory.</P> 
But they do not deserve to be included as a legitimate news source, along with 
the Washington Post and the New York Times, because they are not. Excuse me if 
it makes me happy to see them removed from Google.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218461 06552 112 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 11:26:23am  
 
John-Paul: in your first comment, you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's a much better idea than initiating or supporting a process 
that could easily come back and bite you in the ass.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I neither initiated nor supported any process. That's what I was responding to; 
that's what you wrote. Now you accuse me of "misinterpreting" you?</P> 
LGF has absolutely no input into Google's selection of news sources, and I have 
no idea how many of our readers may have complained about Indymedia. If Google 
removed Indymedia, that is their right, and their choice. Again, this is not 
censorship. It's a service responding to complaints from users.</P> 
You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It is sufficient for you to foster at LGF an environment in which 
the near-term gratification of helping obscure Indymedia trumps the free vetting 
of ideas, moronic or otherwise.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm trying not to be insulting, but come on. This is just stupid. All I have 
ever done is to criticize Indymedia and point out their insane, over the top 
anti-Semitism.</P> 
Then, again you attempt to insinuate that I've somehow been responsible for the 
removal of Indymedia from Google:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Do you really think your readership didn't write Google in droves to 
complain?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know, and I don't care. Our readers are individual humans with the same 
rights as any other individual human. It's nice that you seem to think I have 
some sort of Svengali-like power that can compel them to do my bidding, without 
ever spelling out what that bidding is, but again -- this is just stupid, and 
it's an insult to our readers, who are all adults and can all take 
responsibility for their own actions.</P> 
If you want to read Indymedia, you know where to find it -- exactly where it's 
always been. No "subtle" suppression has taken place, and your access to it is 
just as "easy" as it ever has been. Just click a browser bookmark, and hey! What 
do you know! You're at Indymedia! (In spite of my Rasputin-like attempts to 
suppress them.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218695 06555 79 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 5:17:45am  
 
Bongo Moron loves to cut and paste long articles from loony left web sites and 
waste our bandwidth with them, because (as it has proven many times) its own 
writing skills are subliterate. That "article" came from the hate site 
whatreallyhappened.com and it has been deleted. If the fool wants to post a 
link, fine; but one more long pile of garbage like that and I'll ban 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00218796 06555 180 Charles Sun, May 11, 2003 11:31:44am  
 
What a gigantic load of nonsense and loony left propaganda.</P> 
So long, thanks for all the bollocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218822 06557 3 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 6:35:36am  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">3</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, May 9, 2003 
6:35:36am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00218827 06557 8 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 6:43:25am  
 
You know, I'm changing my mind, because I know it will also enrage VfI and cause 
him to seethe and sneer. And that’s always amusing. OK, one JPEG coming 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00218896 06557 77 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 9:32:37am  
 
The strike tag was disabled in comments, but I've now enabled it.</P> 
<STRIKE>Strike out!</STRIKE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219281 06565 13 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 3:54:38pm  
 
Way to miss the point, Gordon! And here I was thinking that you were starting to 
wake up, and even considering rescinding your nomination as LGF Idiotarian 
Mascot.</P> 
Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219445 06568 3 Charles Fri, May 9, 2003 3:46:45pm  
 
If you visit the site Marduk is writing about (wear your biohazard suit) you'll 
see this picture at the top of the page, with no explanation except for some 
strange reference to her birth name. Apparently, to the Jew-hating cognoscenti, 
a Jew dressed as the Statue of Liberty is so obviously evil that they don't even 
need to say why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219687 06572 29 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 6:55:22am  
 



Deathberg: where is that review? I'd like to complain to alexa about it; that's 
pure libel, and it shouldn't be allowed to remain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219835 06574 52 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 6:13:33am  
 
"Beth" posted her comments from PALNET.</P> 
Two guesses where that ISP is located. Hint: it's not about being 
friendly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219842 06574 59 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 6:59:23am  
 
Maine's Michael and Caton beat me to it. What they said.</P> 
If there's no attack, I'll be very happy; but it will be because of the IDF's 
continuing efforts to crush the terror infrastructure, not because of anything 
the puppet Abu Mazen has done -- he's done nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00219848 06574 65 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 7:24:03am  
 
Queen Esther: I'm not trying to "spook Israelis." It's just a plain fact that 
every time a US official visits Israel to promote a peace plan, the Palestinians 
launch an attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220137 06581 3 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 8:52:33am  
 
Also, please note that the AP story linked above says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...was the target of a foiled bomb plot by a member of the militant 
Jewish Defense League in 2001.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Isn't there a word missing from this description -- the little word "alleged?" 
No one has been convicted for this "bomb plot," and it has never been 
proven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220143 06581 9 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 8:59:27am  
 
Tatterdemalion: I'm not saying anything about the JDL. And I know people are in 
jail, awaiting trial. Unless they are convicted, this is still an ALLEGED bomb 
plot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220149 06581 15 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 9:10:19am  
 
Tito's Tacos is still there, all right. Hmmm. I'm getting 
hungry...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220422 06584 18 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 1:21:21pm  
 
Here's the latest LGF basher to rear his ugly head: Radley Balko, who completely 
mischaracterizes my post as "gloating" and misquotes me as saying "liberals" 
would have made it known if Halder were a right wing nut.</P> 
After accusing me of ad hominem attacks (when my posts about Halder consist 
entirely of verifiable facts), he writes:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Methinks Johnson's "let's-make-sausage-of-everything-Arab" bloodlust 
is quickly approaching psychosis.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What a flaming hypocrite.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.theagitator.com/archives/005893.php#005893" 
target=_blank>www.theagitator.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220423 06584 19 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 1:23:07pm  
 
Oh yes -- and Balko is also a Rachel Corrie defender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220453 06584 49 Charles Sat, May 10, 2003 2:37:33pm  
 
Ian S. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Either that or it's all a stunt to get hits (I mean, if I were 
obsessed with my hit counter I'd totally launch a jihad against Charles and 
Glenn...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that's why there's no front page linky love for Mr. "I Can Ad Hominem All I 
Want But If You Do, You're Vile" Balko.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220630 06588 33 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 8:08:35am  
 
The comment about the Torah was way over the top, Michael. WAY over the top. 
It's time for a final warning to you. I really don't like playing daddy, but 
I've had enough.</P> 
Davesax tried to talk sense to you recently, but all it did was provoke you to 
make even more outrageous comments. If you don't start moderating your tone, and 
STOP the disgusting Jew-baiting remarks, I AM going to ban you.</P> 
It's unfortunate, because as dave said, when your demons aren't raging you can 
actually make some very thought-provoking contributions. But it's gotten to the 
point where I can't ignore it any more, and it's alienating many of our readers. 
(I've lost count of the complaints I've gotten about you.)</P> 
There you have it. Next move is up to you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00220893 06592 196 Charles Sun, May 11, 2003 6:46:26am  
 
Can we please stop this pointless pissing match? It's gone on way too long. If 
it continues I'm going to close the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00221295 06601 35 Charles Sun, May 11, 2003 3:50:54pm  
 
SecHumanist: Thanks, fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00221908 06608 65 Charles Mon, May 12, 2003 9:48:40am  
 
The troll calling itself 'pshaw' has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00222420 06618 8 Charles Mon, May 12, 2003 8:09:30pm  
 
Because as nice as Safari is, it still has some serious shortcomings that 
prevent me from using it full time.</P> 



1. It doesn't support Javascript methods for reading selected text on a web 
page. This makes it impossible to use for blogging articles, because I use this 
Javascript feature all the time.</P> 
2. It munges character entities, when editing text in TEXTAREA 
fields.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00222617 06621 12 Charles Mon, May 12, 2003 3:31:49pm  
 
Paul of Arabia is not in Saudi Arabia; I'm sure he's fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223060 06624 158 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 10:53:21am  
 
"supreme jew" (ooh, it has a rudimentary grasp of sarcasm!) is posting from 
Switzerland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223261 06625 130 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 12:02:13pm  
 
<EM>BZZT!</EM></P> 
Hesiod invokes Godwin's Law, loses argument, is banned from LGF.</P> 
Anyone know of a good industrial strength air freshener to get his stink out of 
the room?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223273 06625 142 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 12:36:10pm  
 
Hesiod wasn't banned just for the Godwin violation. He was banned because he is 
one of the nastiest people on the web. He was banned from LGF once before, but 
has apparently changed ISP accounts.</P> 
There are some left-leaning bloggers that are capable of holding a discussion, 
but not him. I don't want his type around here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223320 06626 34 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 5:52:53am  
 
Michael Kennedy: that comment was beyond offensive. I've warned you in another 
topic, but on the off chance that you didn't see it, I'm going to repeat it 
here. If you keep up with the highly offensive Jew-baiting, and the over-the-top 
personal attacks, I'm going to ban you. Last warning. I've really had it with 
you, and I'm tired of getting complaints about your comments -- many of which 
come from people who don't post at LGF specifically because they don't want to 
be attacked by you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223389 06627 69 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 10:48:04am  
 
If you can't view the movie on a Mac, you need to get the latest version of 
Quicktime:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/" 
target=_blank>www.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00223472 06628 39 Charles Tue, May 13, 2003 11:56:00am  
 



To see who's funding and supporting Indymedia see my update to the original 
entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224064 06639 64 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 5:32:43am  
 
The Mysterious Dash is right -- it is possible for anyone to use any name, in an 
open discussion forum like this.</P> 
<EM>However</EM>, if there is a suspicion at LGF that someone is posting 
comments under someone else's name, I do have ways to check and find out. And 
when I catch someone doing this maliciously, they get banned on the 
spot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224224 06641 57 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 5:13:52am  
 
I knew it would surprise some of our readers when I posted this. I have read up 
on Bechtel (as much information as there is, and some of the stuff on the web is 
definitely from moonbatland), and as I wrote, I'm willing to concede that 
they're probably the most qualified to handle the job.</P> 
But I think it looks like hell for them to be awarding contracts to Saudi firms. 
It's called "dealing with the enemy." I just don't like it, and in the world of 
politics (where appearances seem to count more than actions), this is going to 
be used against the Bush administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224406 06645 3 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 6:38:35am  
 
OnlyinIsrael: it <EM>has</EM> changed. Notice that in 1991, the figures were 
reversed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224799 06654 11 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 9:35:49am  
 
Craig: you never read LGF "lauding" Salam Pax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224800 06654 12 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 9:38:46am  
 
I appreciate et's contributions, but I got this article through an anonymous 
email earlier today.</P> 
Again -- <EM>please</EM> don't make me justify and explain every "hat 
tip."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224804 06654 16 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 9:47:38am  
 
OR: so you're willing to believe that someone could be writing a blog in Baghdad 
under the Saddam regime, connected to the internet through the Iraqi proxy (or 
even more suspicious, making long distance telephone calls), without the 
Mukhabarat knowing?</P> 
Wishful thinking, my friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224848 06654 60 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 11:05:01am  
 
Craig wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Would Saddam be tolerant of someone saying that he led the country 
into a "dead end"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Absolutely. This was not intended to be read by Iraqis, but by people like you 
who would believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224852 06654 64 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 11:09:19am  
 
By the way, before you dismiss the idea that the Mukhabarat was capable of a 
disinfo operation, do some research. The truth is that they were a highly 
sophisticated intelligence apparatus, on the Soviet model, who carried out 
assassinations in other countries among other operations. The Mukhabarat was 
quite accomplished and very competent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00224872 06654 84 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 11:51:05am  
 
trevalyan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How sure are you that Salam's blog can't be explained through a more 
mundane view?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure. There's no way for any of us to be sure of anything about this 
guy. But my <EM>opinion</EM> is that he's either connected to Iraqi 
intelligence, or well-connected to higher-ups in the Ba'ath Party -- as David 
Warren wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00225066 06656 57 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 1:38:46pm  
 
Derbyshire was an assembly language programmer? Hey -- me too. I cut my teeth on 
6502 assembly language, and graduated to 680x0, eventually writing some quite 
large applications with it for my software company, CodeHead Technologies. 
(Running into tens of thousands of lines of code.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00225318 06660 5 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 3:28:21pm  
 
Chuck: Google News is Google's news service. There's a link to their main page 
in our right sidebar under "News/Opinion"; go ahead and click it and all will be 
revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00225329 06660 16 Charles Wed, May 14, 2003 3:43:56pm  
 
Send it, lizzy. That's what the "email this article" link is 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00225410 06660 97 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 6:59:12am  
 
fear some: there's no need to post a list of every Indymedia site in the world -
- that list is already available at Indymedia. And posting such a list here has 
negative effects: 1) it uses a lot of our space and bandwidth, 2) it will be 
indexed by search engines like Google, Blogdex, and Daypop (among others), 
raising Indymedia's visibility, and 3) it's a long, long, list to scroll 
past.</P> 
A better way to do this would be to note that the list is in the left sidebar on 
every Indymedia page.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00225807 06665 61 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 8:16:45am  
 
Henry S: how did you know I was Photoshopping away at that very 
moment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00226189 06671 125 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 10:43:05am  
 
Ellen wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Er Charles, nitrogen is not explosive...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Shhh! You're telling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00226190 06671 126 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 10:44:51am  
 
Er, uh ... the "cigar-smoking" part of the post just as true as the rest of 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00226323 06672 3 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 9:17:38am  
 
kayawanee: another member of the Vast Lizardoid Conspiracy. Bwa hahahaha!</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.kinkyfriedman.com/" 
target=_blank>www.kinkyfriedman.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00226589 06676 55 Charles Thu, May 15, 2003 3:31:47pm  
 
Man, that's a funny troll there. <EM>Nine</EM> identical posts, all just 
dripping with ignorant hate! Bonus!</P> 
From British Columbia, by the way.</P> 
Why do these hostile morons always end their posts with jolly salutations like 
"Namaste?" (Others I've seen after a noxious blast of hatred: "take care!" 
"Laters!" and "Peace out!")</P> 
You don't have to answer that, "Colin." Not that you could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227079 06685 10 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 7:43:11am  
 
Daniel: "optimism?"</P> 
Wow. Guess I have to make my sarcasm <EM>even more obvious</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227335 06687 49 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 1:01:16pm  
 
DaveH: Everyone's Internet again? That web host seems to turn up a lot; Aaron at 
Internet Haganah has documented lots of cases of jihad sites on their servers. I 
believe they were even hosting ClearGuidance and Taliban Online at one point. 
Very interesting. I think I'll give Aaron a heads-up on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227351 06687 65 Charles Sun, May 18, 2003 2:47:37pm  
 
You're treading on awfully thin ice, Gordon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00227583 06691 21 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 3:47:16pm  
 
Caton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's a Jewish community center, not an Israeli night-club. And it's 
not an anti-Zionist act, either.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know; that was the report I heard on the radio, though. And that's why I 
posted the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227801 06694 14 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 7:38:08pm  
 
segacs: that's not the point. Whether or not Belgium was targeted, why is CNN 
lying that they were allies of the US and Britain? I think it's because they are 
deliberately trying to make it seem as if these attacks are payback for being on 
the side of the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227802 06694 15 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 7:40:57pm  
 
Model4: and it took me about 10 seconds to find that list of coalition members 
at the White House, to back up what I already knew to be the case. This is 
unbelievably shoddy journalism, and I just heard it repeated again on 
television.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00227815 06694 28 Charles Fri, May 16, 2003 8:09:55pm  
 
J Sherman: I was eating dinner when I saw the report on CNN. I see that you did 
comment on it, but sorry -- I didn't learn about it from your comment.</P> 
If I had, I would have mentioned it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228285 06702 9 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 9:01:38am  
 
So many anchor tags, so little time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228292 06702 16 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 9:18:09am  
 
Caton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm impressed, anyway: you hand-coded all the XHTML?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean, the weblog template? Yes, that's all hand-coded. I do use Dreamweaver 
occasionally (mostly for its site management features), but always end up 
cleaning the code with BBEdit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228911 06711 155 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 8:11:00pm  
 
#145, who posted under the name "Kuss Ukhtun", used the same IP address as 
"Triana Beller" who posted a number of comments yesterday. I don't know what 
your post means, but I'm on to you, you asshole.</P> 
Can anyone translate that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228922 06711 166 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 8:19:03pm  
 



PLEASE NOTE my post #155. The same person also posted yesterday as 
"akhmedpalsy". Can anyone translate post #145?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228938 06711 182 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 8:26:11pm  
 
Yes, Lizzy -- please take care. My heart goes out to you. NC didn't mean to 
hurt, I'm sure. He's just full of rage, as are we all. We're on your 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00228955 06711 199 Charles Sat, May 17, 2003 8:37:53pm  
 
Uh huh. I thought so, but wanted to make sure. That disgusting creature is now 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00229600 06718 19 Charles Sun, May 18, 2003 11:54:38am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Over the past six months, Saudi Arabia has dismissed over a thousand 
preachers at various mosques who have transgressed.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This statement struck me as I read it again.</P> 
<STRONG>Over a thousand</STRONG> preachers have been dismissed?</P> 
Whether you believe it or not (I don't) al-Jubeir is saying something incredibly 
revealing here -- that the problem is so widespread, so pervasive in Saudi 
society that a <STRONG>huge</STRONG> number of their sheikhs are preaching hate 
and violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00230872 06730 141 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 2:51:59pm  
 
Pffft! You call these tunes horrible? Listen to the music in my new post, and 
weep! Weep, I say! Bwa hahahaaa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231193 06732 38 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 11:58:27am  
 
NC: that's OK. I'm collecting all of these pages where they libel me. I hope 
they keep it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231199 06732 44 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 1:10:57pm  
 
PDM: thanks -- done. I hope they continue in this vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231377 06734 22 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 2:24:15pm  
 
darren: when the truth comes out about Salam Pax (and it will) don't say I 
didn't warn you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231445 06737 11 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 3:24:37pm  
 
Fay: you need to have an MP3 player to listen. Did you successfully download the 
file?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00231456 06737 22 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 4:03:53pm  
 
Hmmm. Sorry about that, lizardoid minions. An Indymedia gremlin seems to have 
sabotaged the file. I will see what I can do to fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231458 06737 24 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 4:30:13pm  
 
Curses! The file has been munged!</P> 
But it may all be for the best. Believe me, I wasn't exaggerating about its 
heinous nature. This song has been known to make Marines sob like little 
babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231462 06737 28 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 5:41:12pm  
 
The hideous MP3 linked above is now fully functioning, and ready to inflict 
horrendous pain on any who download it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231467 06737 33 Charles Mon, May 19, 2003 6:53:35pm  
 
<STRONG>Bwa hahahahahaaa!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00231845 06743 29 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 6:25:47am  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Palestinians had a big party on September 11. Since then they have 
been running a disinformation campaign, trying to deny that it ever happened. 
Here are the pictures, with links to dozens of stories at IMRA about their 
celebrations:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4030" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00232284 06750 20 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 9:38:12am  
 
Colt: no, it's not mine. It came from the JWR article linked in the 
entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00232310 06750 46 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 10:32:37am  
 
Susan: sorry, but there are about 5 Susans at LGF, posting under different 
screen names -- can you send me an email so I know which one is 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00232583 06753 3 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 10:05:49am  
 
NC: That sign is <EM>real</EM>. Check the end of Martin's 
article...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00232870 06758 7 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 4:03:18pm  
 



Jacob: done...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233021 06758 158 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 10:13:53pm  
 
G Gonzalez is banned. The phony "google" poster is banned. "Tomas Mendoza is 
banned. That was easy.</P> 
What a bunch of lame freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233036 06758 173 Charles Tue, May 20, 2003 10:57:52pm  
 
OK, Robbie Fal doesn't seem malicious, so I removed the block for him. Also, G 
Gonzalez, while hopelessly pedantic and condescending, doesn't seem malicious 
either, so his block is removed too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233100 06758 237 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 4:54:10am  
 
Well, the troll came back while I slept. The entire block of IPs belonging to 
its ISP -- RCN Corporation -- has been banned, and letters of complaint have 
been sent. This behavior is in clear violation of RCN's acceptable use 
policy:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.rcn.com/legal/index.php" 
target=_blank>www.rcn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233102 06758 239 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 4:57:11am  
 
By the way, folks, please do not spam the Indymedia boards. I cannot sanction 
any such action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233104 06758 241 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 5:04:02am  
 
Geepers: I have no way of telling whether "Robbie Fal" is the one posting as 
"Tomas Mendoza" at Indymedia, and I have no way of getting an email address for 
any of these people from the information I have. But I can, and will, complain 
to the ISPs of anyone who abuses LGF in this way.</P> 
I've also changed my mind again about allowing "Robbie Fal" and "G Gonzalez" to 
post here. They are both out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233116 06758 253 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 5:28:06am  
 
A letter of complaint has now been sent to Level 3 Communications as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233121 06758 258 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 5:45:04am  
 
There's no difference between a troll and an Indymedia poster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233122 06758 259 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 5:49:51am  
 
SG: I'd appreciate it if you wouldn't post that here.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00233143 06758 280 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 6:57:01am  
 
I think I'll leave Intelligent Human's comment here, as an excellent 
demonstration of the incredible arrogance and impenetrable density of these 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233147 06758 284 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 7:20:24am  
 
View from Ireland: with all due respect (i.e., none), bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233168 06758 305 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 7:04:33pm  
 
Swollen Irony Glands in Canberra: that must be awfully painful. Maybe you should 
see a humor specialist.</P> 
The difference between your two examples is that I'm better at cleaning up the 
spew from your Nazimedia cronies than they are at figuring out whassup. It's a 
dirty job, but someone has to do it.</P> 
P.S. Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233185 06759 17 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 5:53:37am  
 
James: I agree. With the information captured last year in Arafat's 
headquarters, Israel surely has enough to put Arafat on trial. Expelling him 
would just allow him to roam around Europe, being feted by the EUroweenies who 
can't get enough of the raddled old terrorist, and continuing to issue orders 
for more more attacks.</P> 
Expelling him would be a symbolic gesture that wouldn't solve anything, and 
might make things worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233198 06759 30 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 6:24:11am  
 
Caton: that's big news. Is there a link to that story? I couldn't find it at the 
usual places...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233399 06764 2 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 7:00:12am  
 
They can still read, but not post comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233434 06765 13 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 7:46:57am  
 
Didn't anyone catch that reference to the "stray black stone in the Islamic 
galaxy?"</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6693" target=_blank>Where 
do you suppose they got that from?</A></P> 
Sure enough, looking in our server logs, someone visited LGF from the Zayed 
Centre last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233435 06765 14 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 7:48:51am  



 
And by the way, I have now implemented a block on most ISPs from Arab countries 
(Paul of Arabia should still be able to get in), because I'm getting very tired 
of the illiterate hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233444 06765 23 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 7:55:15am  
 
Law Student: excellent idea! I'm putting together a 404 page with quotes from 
that press release now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233579 06767 5 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 9:26:56am  
 
Kelly: I'm sure there were many more people trashing that poll than just LGF 
readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233614 06767 40 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 7:07:18am  
 
Of course, you must realize that the nosebridge eyepoke block is easily thwarted 
by the two-handed index-finger simultaneous bypass maneuver?</P> 
Nyuk nyuk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00233722 06771 11 Charles Wed, May 21, 2003 3:46:26pm  
 
Caton: yes, but I haven't had a chance to check it out yet. Looks very 
interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00234138 06779 27 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 8:01:57pm  
 
"concerned reader": interesting. You're so "concerned" that you posted your 
comment without an email address or a real name.</P> 
And your comment consisted of nothing but murky accustions about "innuendo" and 
"rumor," without refuting a single one of the factual allegations in Kaufman's 
article.</P> 
Very interesting indeed, considering that CAIR has put an alert about Kaufman on 
their web site.</P> 
What a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00234140 06779 29 Charles Sat, May 24, 2003 3:33:48am  
 
"concerned reader" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The truth is not changed by the face of its speaker. I am sorry if 
you are shaken by the dose of reality that you do not bother to check for facts 
before an oral spewing. With the careless mentality of the gross majority of 
posters here, it should be quite obvious why I wish to remain private. I noticed 
how you chose to dodge the issue by shifting focus to that matter. How about 
focusing on content?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What "truth?" What "reality?" What "facts?" What "content?" You haven't provided 
any of the above. Simply saying the words is not the same as making an 
argument.</P> 



All you did was cast vague aspersions on Joe Kaufman's article -- which, on the 
other hand, is <EM>full of facts</EM>. Names, dates, places. Those kind of 
facts.</P> 
It's up to you to prove him wrong in any of those documented, factual 
allegations. You have not even begun to do so.</P> 
Instead you just issue blanket condemnations, first of the article, and now of 
this forum. Not a very good beginning, if you wish to be taken 
seriously.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00234158 06780 18 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 6:04:12am  
 
mark holland: sure, Gruyere is Swiss -- but from the <EM>French</EM> part of 
Switzerland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00234914 06787 30 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 5:04:22pm  
 
jb4: I knew someone would bust me on that rhetorical shortcut... OK, I'll 
clarify it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00234930 06788 7 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 3:12:44pm  
 
J Lichty: it's a matter of finding time to write the code, that's all.</P> 
Ronnie: the Morlock did log on with several different IPs. I had to keep 
tracking it, and banning the new ones as they popped up. It was a BIG pain in 
the nether regions, which is why I'm considering registration for posting 
comments again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00235056 06789 90 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 6:59:24pm  
 
Deathberg: thanks for the warning. I think I will turn off comments tonight, so 
I can sleep the sleep of the righteous.</P> 
By the way, this is the first heads-up to LGF readers about this weekend -- I'm 
going to be watching my brother get married this weekend, so I'll be turning off 
comments from Saturday through Tuesday afternoon, and there will probably not be 
any updates during that period either. This will be my first semi-vacation for 
several years.</P> 
Hate to make you go cold turkey, folks, but hey -- it's Memorial Day weekend! 
You should be barbecuing and drinking beer anyway!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00235062 06789 96 Charles Thu, May 22, 2003 7:07:57pm  
 
PDM: Thanks. As for having E. Nough host -- I'd love to, except for two small 
problems:</P> 
1) My custom blog software isn't set up to allow that, and</P> 
2) I wouldn't wish that job on my worst enemy...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00235613 06794 34 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 7:22:26am  
 
Uday's Iron Maiden:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6391" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00235627 06794 48 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 9:53:12am  
 
Typical, Gordon. In your rush to demonstrate your historical superiority and 
draw stupid equivalences, you get it wrong.</P> 
The <EM>winning</EM> team was executed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00235994 06799 75 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 11:28:07am  
 
Caton is right; I would prefer for the abortion argument not to happen 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00236004 06799 85 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 11:52:18am  
 
GoFilterFish: That's right, you were banned before, and now you're banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00236273 06801 154 Charles Fri, May 23, 2003 4:24:33pm  
 
"Justice," the antisemitic Morlock who's been dropping little turds in LGF's 
comments, is posting from Saskatchewan like so many of the antisemitic Morlocks 
we see around here. Is there something in the water up there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00236949 06812 59 Charles Wed, May 28, 2003 7:53:30am  
 
someguy: the interview with Hamas leader Mahmoud Zahar was covered here at LGF 
last Friday:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6798_The_True_Goal_of_Islam" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00237033 06812 143 Charles Wed, May 28, 2003 11:29:56am  
 
Warning to "frenchie": If you continue doing that, you will be banned. You get 
one warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00237929 06820 2 Charles Wed, May 28, 2003 7:45:56pm  
 
DB: fixed now. Why oh why does the Boston Globe put '+' symbols in their 
URLs?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00238150 06822 144 Charles Thu, May 29, 2003 5:48:24pm  
 
#142, "Oded" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>She may be odd, but the vast majority of people posting here are 
rather crass and crude bigots that feels like a threat to this country. The 
anti-Muslim crap that flies through here is frighteningly similar to the anti-
Jewish crap that pollute 1930s Germany.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



A threat to "this country?" That's an odd thing to say, for someone posting from 
the University of Cambridge in Great Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00238574 06832 9 Charles Thu, May 29, 2003 3:04:31pm  
 
The website of this group is here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.11.be/index.htm?palestina/index.htm&amp;2" 
target=_blank>www.11.be...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00238596 06832 31 Charles Thu, May 29, 2003 3:47:00pm  
 
Agreed -- it's probably a blood orange. But the drop coming off the bottom has 
been Photoshopped to look like a drop of human blood; much thicker and darker 
than the juice of an orange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00238909 06836 93 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 1:21:01am  
 
#8 "Oded" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Has it occurred to any of you that the weight gain may be due to 
notoriously fatty processed American foods and not being able to exercise in 
their tiny cells? We are a nation of fatties...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please note: this person is posting from the University of Cambridge in Great 
Britain, pretending to be in the US. This is the second comment in which it lied 
about its location.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00239202 06839 20 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 8:45:52am  
 
Bradley showed up at LGF last July, here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3600" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
and here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3614" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
The second thread contains his infamously snooty "I'm off for a stroll down 
Jeddah's fabulous Corniche" remark, in which he sings the praises of "crime-
free" Saudi Arabia:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3614#c0076" 
target=_blank>Strolling the Corniche with Bradley.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00239766 06845 5 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 12:18:36pm  
 
Oops -- forgot to link the full interview. It's there now; the link goes to the 
DoD's DefenseLink site, and contains the full transcript of the 
interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240011 06848 17 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 4:49:42pm  
 
The rotten bastard who posted #11 has been banned. He's in 
London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00240021 06848 27 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 5:27:00pm  
 
I agree with Model4. I've been noticing that many of the worst moonbats who drop 
their hate turds at LGF are from Britain, and it's very disturbing to see.</P> 
The second worst country for insane haters is Canada; mostly from Saskatchewan, 
Vancouver, and Montreal.</P> 
And before our readers take offense -- I know decent people are in the majority 
in all of these places. But the problem is becoming very serious; I'm dealing 
with it on a daily basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240028 06848 34 Charles Fri, May 30, 2003 6:15:04pm  
 
Andjam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it possible for you to look up what search string or referrer got 
Brian here?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it is possible, and in fact that's the first thing I did. The Brian-thing 
searched Google for "lgf" three times -- that's how he got here. I have 
suspicions about where he originally found us, but without concrete facts I 
can't say more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240150 06849 89 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 7:03:49am  
 
Colt: I have forwarded it to Aaron at Internet Haganah, and I'm going to feature 
it on the front page here. Odin's Rage is a white supremacist site, affiliated 
with the antisemitic World Church of the Creator. Here's the ADL page on this 
group:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.adl.org/backgrounders/wcotc.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P> 
Apparently the WCOTC is now finding common cause with Muslim supremacist groups 
like Hamas and Hizb'Allah—groups that would normally hate each other, but are 
now bound together by their hatred of Jews. Sick, sick, sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240308 06851 33 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 10:24:15am  
 
someguy: that's why I used the word "suggesting" rather than "demonstrating." 
I'm skeptical of this report too; it first appeared in the World Tribune, which 
is not the most reliable of sources. But when Jpost (a more reliable source) 
picked it up, I felt it couldn't be ignored. If it turns out to be untrue, I'll 
be very happy to post an update to that effect.</P> 
But about Bush meeting with Abu Mazen -- this really rubs me the wrong way, 
especially immediately after touring a death camp of which Mazen tried to deny 
the existence.</P> 
The roadmap is doomed to failure, in my opinion, and unless there is a deeper 
game being played I am very disappointed that Bush is putting so much emphasis 
on it. No such deals should ever have been considered before substantive steps 
were taken on the Palestinian side to stop the terrorism and brainwashing of 
their children into a life of hate and violence. By proceeding with this plan, 
that demands no accountability for the Palestinian Arabs, we're sending exactly 
the wrong message to them and to the Arab world -- that terrorism pays 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240360 06853 5 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 9:45:25am  
 



Hmm. No sign of VDH yet -- Bill O'Reilly is being interviewed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240362 06853 7 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 9:58:47am  
 
VDH is on now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240447 06855 20 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 11:25:04am  
 
Miranda blathered:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>thanks for exporting American racism to Europe :(</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right, Miranda. Because everyone knows there was no antisemitism in Europe 
before we Americans exported it to you.</P> 
By the way, when I say this Dutch group is "associated" with the WCotC, what I 
meant is that the site is hosted by a company that is affiliated with them.</P> 
But feel free to go back to sleep and blame America for the crocodiles in your 
midst. Nighty night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240459 06855 32 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 12:27:33pm  
 
Mar: please note, as I explained to Miranda, the group linked above is not part 
of the WCotC as far as I know. But their web site is hosted with a company that 
IS apparently part of that hate group. This is why I said they were "associated" 
with the WCotC, and not "a European branch" of the WCotC.</P> 
Also, the KKK is about as marginalized in America as such a group can be, as is 
the WCotC. On the other hand, groups like the "Werewolf" site linked above are 
<B>not</B> marginal at all in Europe. They stage large demonstrations in the 
major cities of Europe, drawing thousands of people. See our many entries about 
the Arab European League, for example, or the many Islamist front groups 
operating openly in France and Great Britain. It's a <B>very serious problem</B> 
for Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240555 06857 24 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 12:41:47pm  
 
Melanie Phillips (whose name was misspelled by the Islamic Human Rights 
Commission) is an excellent writer; here's her web site:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://pws.prserv.net/mpjr/mp/intro.html" 
target=_blank>pws.prserv.net...</A>]</P> 
She's been on our anti-idiotarian blogroll for a while:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-anti-idiotarians.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240687 06859 8 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 1:36:48pm  
 
^^^ Vancouver again ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240887 06862 10 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 4:05:36pm  
 
I just realized that the painting in the second photo seems to show a Jew being 
drawn and quartered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00240894 06862 17 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 4:56:57pm  
 
justdanny: Palestinians are not Israelis, they're Arabs. The city of Nablus, 
where An-Najah University is located, is right in the center of the West Bank 
area. Here's a good map:</P> 
<A title=israel_pol01.jpg 
href="http://www.lib.utexas.edu/maps/middle_east_and_asia/israel_pol01.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: israel_pol01.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240910 06862 33 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 6:58:32pm  
 
Yehudit: I probably over-simplified. Yes, there are Arabs living in Israel, but 
they're known as "Israeli Arabs," not "Palestinians." As far as I'm aware, the 
term "Palestinians" is used to describe the Arabs who live in the disputed 
territories of the West Bank and Gaza, and in the "refugee camps" in Lebanon. If 
I'm mistaken, please let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240946 06863 9 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 5:03:34pm  
 
Iran's former president Ali Akhbar Hashemi Rafsanjani has already promised that 
on the day Iran succeeds in building an atomic bomb, they will use it against 
Israel:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2071" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00240969 06863 32 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 7:11:42pm  
 
carolina jack: do you have a link? I did write about "odin's rage" today, but it 
was certainly not with approval; it was the entry about the "werewolf" site in 
the Netherlands, and I think I made my disgust at its contents very 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241025 06864 12 Charles Sat, May 31, 2003 8:30:06pm  
 
The celery stalk is going nuts over there, pulling negative quotes about LGF 
from everywhere it can dig up, including the old Anil Dash and Nick Denton 
attacks. Pretty funny stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241768 06875 26 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 1:36:54am  
 
Tiburon: huh? Unless you posted that from a different IP address in Santa 
Monica, that was not you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241808 06876 4 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 6:29:56am  
 
Gordon the Idiotarian Mascot is trying to derail the discussion again. Please 
ignore him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241899 06877 23 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:42:40am  



 
mariner wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My, my aren't you (and the WaPo, and a number of other people here) 
awfully quick to convict this guy without any evidence at all?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What are you talking about? I've done no such thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241953 06878 4 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:26:13am  
 
Rick: I get them occasionally too, but this is not a coincidence -- I've 
received almost a dozen of these notices just in the last hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00241979 06878 30 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 10:56:24am  
 
rabidfox: most email programs have an option to show the actual "headers" that 
are included with every email, but don't normally show when you read the mail. 
In the Mac version of Entourage, it's in the "View" menu, called (oddly enough) 
"Internet Headers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242019 06879 21 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:48:24am  
 
iowahawk: sorry, I didn't get this from your comment (which I just saw a minute 
ago). I received 5 or 6 emails about the cartoon this morning; and the first one 
was from someone who wanted to stay anonymous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242021 06879 23 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:50:22am  
 
The Trib's apology means nothing. That someone could let this cartoon be 
published at all is utterly despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242455 06882 99 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 3:25:48pm  
 
In response to the question:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why should not the "Pentagon's" view hold a place in academic 
debate?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
John Mulhausen wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Who says it doesn't? And who says I think it shouldn't?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Answer: <STRONG>you did</STRONG>, in your very first comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you want pro-American views, there's no shortage of White House 
propaganda. But it's not the job of the Universities to teach its students to 
hate America's enemies.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been watching this discussion, and I could point out lots of other 
disingenuous and dishonest remarks you've made, but this is certainly the most 
egregious.</P> 
By the way, folks, our pal John Mulhausen has just invited the trolls who 
frequent Atrios's blog to come over and pester us, with the comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Anyone wanna help me debate a bunch of freepers at LGF?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
A real class act, our friend John.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242470 06882 114 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 4:23:53pm  
 



Sorry, Black_Flag. Yes, I deleted that jerk's post. I'm in no mood to tolerate 
that sort of garbage, or pay for personal attacks on myself. That moron (one of 
the Atrios readers that John Mulhausen invited to come over) has been 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242471 06882 115 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 4:25:31pm  
 
Bert Wolff: exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242578 06882 222 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 6:40:03am  
 
I don't know why I even bother to respond to "Mystery Phone's" idiotic comments 
-- but if Oubai Shahbandar is not a real person, Arizona State University must 
be in on the scheme:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://cgi.asu.edu/sfs/servlet/edu.asu.wmac.servlets.SFSDirectory?sn=Shahb
andar&amp;givenname=Oubai&amp;logic=AND" target=_blank>cgi.asu.edu...</A>]</P> 
My question is, who is "Mystery Phone?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242771 06885 39 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:20:52pm  
 
#37 is the same idiot troll that posted here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6884#c0022" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
and here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6886#c0016" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242776 06885 44 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 7:27:44pm  
 
reaganite: these freaks are all coming from Atrios's site, after the 
intellectually superior John Mulhausen issued his invitation to his little troll 
buddies to come over and harass us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242820 06886 19 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2003 6:55:14pm  
 
The moron who posted comment #16 also dropped a turd here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6884#c0022" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Another Atrios fan, no doubt, like this one:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6882#c0135" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00242939 06887 43 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 10:16:24am  
 
OK.</P> 
KNOCK IT OFF, ALL OF YOU.</P> 
I've deleted the entire thread of comments. If you people want to exchange 
threats, do it in email. I will not allow this kind of crap to happen here.</P> 



I try to keep a low profile. I try to let discussions take their natural course. 
But this is way over the line. Are you trying to get ME in trouble? Because 
that's what will happen if I allow this to remain at LGF.</P> 
God damn it. You people have really pissed me off. I'm tempted to ban all of 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243017 06889 12 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 7:20:04am  
 
iowahawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Please explain why anyone would want to win a popularity contest 
with this collection of mentally disturbed fuckwits.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't explain that. But that seems to be exactly what the President is 
doing.</P> 
"We must not allow a few people, a few killers, a few terrorists, to destroy the 
dreams and hopes of the many?"</P> 
WTF?</P> 
As this poll shows, the hopes and dreams of the many are:</P> 
1) the destruction of Israel, and</P> 
2) the destruction of the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243762 06892 10 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 11:31:23am  
 
Bob Doyle wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, you should make some t-shirts or bumper stickers, or SOMETHING 
I could use to promote the cause down here in good ol' Washington 
D.C.!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
T-shirts? We got 'em:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-tshirt-form.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243789 06893 15 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 11:49:43am  
 
Don't forget to click the baby for audio effects!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243823 06894 5 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 1:22:30pm  
 
John Mulhausen wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Does everyone who makes a political statement by burning an American 
flag deserve to be crushed by tanks?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You really don't know anything about these issues, do you?</P> 
Rachel Corrie was not crushed by a tank. Anyone who would think something like 
that is suffering from <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6882#c0016" 
target=_blank>serious psychological problems</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243851 06894 33 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 1:46:50pm  
 
You're a liar, John Mulhausen. In your very first post here, you slung insults. 
Does "<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6882#c0016" 
target=_blank>serious psychological problems</A>" ring a bell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00243856 06894 38 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 1:48:55pm  
 
Oh, and by the way, liar, your list of links to Indymedia, ISM members, and 
Palestinian propaganda sites shows where you're getting your information 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243865 06894 47 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 1:54:08pm  
 
I thought you said you "never read" Indymedia. Why are two of your links to 
Indymedia, then? Or did you just Google up some stuff and post it here without 
reading?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243957 06894 139 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 3:18:00pm  
 
John Munchhausen wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I cannot respond to every challenge to my point of view, if that's 
what you mean "refused to respond."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So far, you haven't responded to anything at all. The links you've posted are 
absolute garbage propaganda, from liars and murderers and terrorist enablers. 
Electronic Intifada? Indymedia? <EM>Starhawk</EM>, for God's sake? Anyone who 
would read that stuff and believe it is obviously suffering from serious 
psychological problems.</P> 
Here's another link for you to ignore:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.pmw.org.il/new/ASK%20FOR%20DEATH.htm" 
target=_blank>www.pmw.org.il...</A>]</P> 
Go watch the video on that page, John. Then come back and try to argue your 
moral equivalence bullshit some more.</P> 
By the way, I showed your posts to a friend of mine, a knit cap wearing, 
dreadlocked Berkeley student. After he put down the bong, we laughed and laughed 
at your incredible stupidity and gullibility, and he said, "Dude! How can I get 
some of what <EM>he's</EM> been toking?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00243974 06894 156 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 4:21:41pm  
 
Here's an entry at LGF that has a link to Michael B. Oren's definitive study of 
the USS Liberty incident, proving beyond any doubt that the attack was not 
deliberate:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5456" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244019 06894 201 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 7:28:30am  
 
Rick Z: sorry, but you're wrong. The attack on the Liberty <EM>was</EM> a tragic 
'friendly fire' incident. See Michael B. Oren's exhaustive study of the 
incident, referring to previously unreleased documents, here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.shalem.org.il/azure/9-Oren.htm" 
target=_blank>www.shalem.org.il...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244062 06895 39 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2003 4:28:11pm  
 
Hey, Maui Girl -- I think I need some Maui time soon. Are you on the Lahaina 
side or the Hana side? Can I come over and stay at your pad? ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00244269 06897 139 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 5:22:53am  
 
Look.</P> 
I know tempers are running high these days. But I just had to spend 10 minutes, 
first thing in the morning, to clean up this thread so that it wouldn't offend 
everyone who reads it.</P> 
Caton: please. I know you can make your points without the foul language. I've 
gotten several emails of complaint about this, and it's no fun to wake up to 
that.</P> 
Don't make me put in a foul language filter. I value an open comment board, and 
occasional strong language is to be expected, but that was over the line. Just 
clean up your act, please. VFI is not worth this kind of anger.</P> 
Every time I have to deal with something like this it takes time away from more 
productive activities. Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244510 06900 8 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 6:04:00am  
 
That's right, Caton. The only thing Mazen said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"We do not ignore the suffering of the Jews throughout history. It 
is time to bring this suffering to an end," he said. "We the Palestinians will 
fulfill the obligations for this endeavor to succeed."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think this was supposed to be a refutation of his doctoral dissertation 
denying the Holocaust.</P> 
He also made no statement about <EM>how</EM> he planned to stop the terror 
gangs.</P> 
Weak. Very weak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244652 06901 90 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 12:19:03pm  
 
Jim Bob: I've been trying to ignore your stupid comments (Hamas doesn't want to 
slaughter Jews? what color is the sky on your world?), but this is getting 
ridiculous. Do you see quotation marks around the words above?</P> 
No, you don't.</P> 
Get it?</P> 
(And now I'm back to ignore mode.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244712 06902 46 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 7:59:32am  
 
Dovid: the question is, if Palestinian blood is "on sale," how are the 
purchasers going to use it? Sharon is portrayed as a butcher -- one who cuts up 
meat for human consumption -- while Palestinian children swing from hooks in the 
background. I think it is indeed the same blood libel, thinly 
disguised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244734 06902 68 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:53:09am  
 
dms: click on the cartoon and you'll go to that page at the PA Info Center. The 
site takes forever to load, so be patient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00244811 06903 18 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 9:06:02am  



 
Thom: you can subscribe to the PMW report list by sending a blank email to <A 
href="mailto:reports-subscribe@pmw.org.il" target=_blank>reports-
subscribe@pmw.org.il</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245297 06906 140 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 4:32:53pm  
 
"Shell Answer Man" is the same fool who was posting earlier as 
"Truth".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245299 06906 142 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 4:38:05pm  
 
...and it has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245320 06906 163 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 7:46:42pm  
 
Oh man. Here come the idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245337 06906 180 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:04:53pm  
 
"Chris," "Kyle," and "Bill Frist" are all the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245339 06906 182 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:06:43pm  
 
Oh yes, "Boris the Blade" is also the same person as "Chris," "Kyle," and "Bill 
Frist."</P> 
It's sad when cousins marry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245340 06906 183 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:07:23pm  
 
And now it's "Christ," too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245342 06906 185 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:11:20pm  
 
...and it's banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245347 06906 190 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 8:18:38pm  
 
Model4 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles: You've got to be kidding, right? Someone would be so 
insecure as to invent false identities to give backing to their views that logic 
won't support?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know -- hard to believe, isn't it?</P> 
But amazingly enough, we have a<EM>different</EM> liar doing the same thing over 
in the "Fark Free for All" topic. Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245399 06906 242 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 9:20:07am  
 



Hockeytown4Ever: The Guardian has admitted their lie, and pulled the story off 
their web site. My link was fine. The story no longer exists. See:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/corrections/story/0,3604,971436,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245401 06906 244 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 9:26:32am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I forgot that leftists have journalistic integrity.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. Sure they do. Because this was an honest mistake, right? Even though the 
true quote was available to anyone who bothered to look for it? It took our 
readers all of 30 seconds to find it at the DoD web site.</P> 
This is how the Guardian does things. Print blatant lies, then print 
retractions. The lie is remembered, the retraction is ignored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245717 06910 19 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 7:50:48pm  
 
"T.Paine" and "redfish365" are the same person.</P> 
And I do think I'll be turning off comments tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245748 06910 50 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 6:42:46am  
 
Mike Haskell: and, to add to Model4's comment, I'd like to invite you (with all 
due respect) to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245751 06910 53 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 7:03:22am  
 
Sometimes it only takes one comment for someone to get banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245760 06910 62 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 8:45:56am  
 
I've deleted the remark by that antisemitic, hateful asshole, and I will delete 
anything else he manages to post here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245761 06910 63 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 8:49:33am  
 
And by the way, "Baruch Goldstein's Children" wasn't just "standing up" for the 
other hateful remark -- he was the same hater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245765 06910 67 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 5:19:22am  
 
A pedantic reply to an idiotic comment. Seems appropriate to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245767 06910 69 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 6:12:16am  
 
"All due respect" = zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00245866 06912 6 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2003 9:25:19pm  



 
Amazingly sick is right. Utterly depraved is another way to put it.</P> 
And yet we still have fools like <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6908#c0043" 
target=_blank>this</A> who can't see any difference between the monsters and the 
Israelis who try to stop them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00246500 06923 2 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 10:32:43am  
 
I was going to say "angry white loner."</P> 
I'm sure it has nothing to do with Islam, in any case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00246685 06926 33 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 2:56:35pm  
 
lizzy: I'd like to feature your comment #22 on the front page; I thought it was 
very touching. Would you have any objection?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00246857 06929 9 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 7:21:21pm  
 
Model4: It looks like these creeps deliberately picked a day when the consulate 
was closed. See the notice on the Chicago consulate's web site -- they were 
closed for Shavuot:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://israelemb.org/chicago/" 
target=_blank>israelemb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00246878 06929 30 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2003 8:32:23pm  
 
I've been trying to do my part at LGF to bring out the story of the Sheik Zayed 
donation to Harvard Divinity school for quite a while. We have several entries 
about it -- here are two:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6606" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6734" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And here's a search page showing our many entries about the Zayed Center:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=zayed+cent" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247106 06930 42 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 9:09:05am  
 
liberalhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>who am i - some one willing to learn and change for sure. but also 
interested in challenging viewpoints, and perhaps even persuading other people. 
Does that make me a troll?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Absolutely not. You're arguing a viewpoint with intellectual honesty, and I 
respect that, even though I disagree with every one of your 
conclusions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247364 06934 9 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 7:22:59am  
 



The above bit of incoherent rage (gavroche #6), triggered by a presentation on 
antisemitism, was brought to you from Paris, France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247419 06934 64 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 9:22:02am  
 
The asshole calling itself "Bill" above is banned -- again. As for the claim 
that I "brook no dissent," anyone who reads our comments knows this is a blatant 
lie.</P> 
But creatures like this "Bill" freak, who insult and abuse LGF readers, will be 
banned. And I make no apologies for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247447 06935 13 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 7:46:47am  
 
kayawanee: the comment you replied to no longer exists. "Thing-fish" is the same 
antisemitic hater who has been attempting to drop its little turds in many of 
the threads at LGF, under a series of offensive and insulting names. I promised 
to delete any messages it manages to excrete here, and I'll be keeping that 
promise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247469 06935 35 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 8:16:55am  
 
Sorry for the missing messages, people. I will not allow this person to continue 
posting comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247479 06935 45 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 8:22:55am  
 
Please don't respond to the troll who insists on being a hateful pest. Its 
comments are going to be deleted, and your replies only encourage it to 
continue.</P> 
Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247484 06935 50 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 8:27:06am  
 
lawhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, is there any way to maintain the numbering convention so 
that postings that are deleted do not affect the numbering?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
At present, no. That's why I'm asking -- no, begging -- people to PLEASE stop 
replying to this creature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247546 06936 8 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 8:42:43am  
 
Robert: that was the same troll again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247610 06937 6 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 9:06:08am  
 
#1 has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247618 06937 14 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 9:12:01am  
 



Shipman: I'm getting work done. I can handle idiots like this one with one hand 
tied behind my back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00247620 06937 16 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 9:12:39am  
 
There may be hope for John Mulhausen after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248005 06939 75 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 4:22:55pm  
 
"Truth" is posting its hate from the University of California in Los Angeles 
(UCLA), with the IP address 149.142.163.51.</P> 
There's some "truth" for your ass, you piece of shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248035 06940 11 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 10:59:37am  
 
Robert: and the MySQL comment was also completely off-base, and wrong. LGF does 
not even use MySQL, for anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248037 06940 13 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:00:26am  
 
Robert: Bingo! Someone who can read!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248039 06940 15 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:01:25am  
 
endnprbias: because a lot of people use my referrers script, and it's important 
to answer BS like that so it doesn't get an undeserved bad 
reputation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248047 06940 23 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:16:00am  
 
By the way, to be completely sure this alleged "hole" can never be exploited, 
I've also added some code that explicitly checks for the word "javascript" in a 
referrer string, even though the strip_tags() command is sufficient to avoid the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248049 06940 25 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:18:55am  
 
John Munchhausen: for someone whose posts at LGF have been overflowing with 
haughty insults, you have a lot of chutzpah to talk about me giving back what I 
got.</P> 
Can you say, "hypocrite?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248054 06940 30 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:23:06am  
 
cdavies: You are utterly hopeless. I'll be waiting for your apology, when you 
finally discover how stupid you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248063 06940 39 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:30:56am  



 
cdavies: you are a complete idiot, and I'm not going to tell you why. It will be 
much better when you discover it yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248066 06940 42 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:34:13am  
 
Robert: I think you have the original, before I altered the line in question to 
include a check for "javascript:" as I mentioned above. Would you please 
enlighten this jerk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248070 06940 46 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 11:37:01am  
 
PS: the line that contains the strip_tags() code has been in the script for many 
months. I'm not trying to hide anything at all; I said openly that I changed the 
script today, immediately above.</P> 
Waiting for that apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248107 06940 83 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:02:05pm  
 
cdavies: uh, excuse me -- but that code at Scripty Goddess has been modified, 
from an earlier version. It's not my code, as distributed on this 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248110 06940 86 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:03:18pm  
 
Also, you still can't read, because I never said it "was fixed in 
2001."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248115 06940 91 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:05:38pm  
 
Please note: the Scripty Goddess version is a modified version that saves search 
engine references separately.</P> 
It's not my code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248118 06940 94 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:08:37pm  
 
Charles,It sure as hell is based on your code.</P> 
So when did you actually fix it then, Charles?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248122 06940 98 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:14:49pm  
 
I see that cdavies is getting so tweezed off that he's forgotten his own 
name.</P> 
Sorry, but I don't recall exactly when the code was changed. I do recall 
discovering that the very first version had the flaw you described, I'm not 
disputing that. But when I realized it, I fixed it, in both my personal version 
and the script I had for download.</P> 
Why don't you go out and find some more sites that use it and attack them as 
well? Maybe you could narrow it down for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00248138 06940 114 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:27:29pm  
 
Ah yes -- there's one example. The script was installed at Roger Simon's site 
last month, and the version there has the strip_tags() code.</P> 
And now, I'm through with you, cdavies. I don't owe you any more of my time. Go 
find another right wing nut to bother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248158 06940 134 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:50:34pm  
 
One last word: even if someone does have the very first original version of the 
script, the "security flaw" pointed out by cdavies is utterly insignificant. It 
cannot grant access to a server, it does not allow modification of files on the 
server, and it does not create any "holes." All it does is allow someone to 
insert some "nuisance" Javascript, which is what cdavies did to the two sites 
that he attacked today. (That's right, he pulled his little trick on two 
sites.)</P> 
Caton: about the safe-mail feature, you're exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248170 06940 146 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 12:57:14pm  
 
adam: I'm trying not to smile too hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248217 06940 193 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 1:42:56pm  
 
Gonzo: you know what? You're right. I'm tired of paying for cdavies to spew 
garbage here, and he's now banned from commenting.</P> 
some random person: you're right, I should have included a changelog. We've been 
jumping around from one hosting company to another for the last year, and that's 
my only excuse -- it just got lost in the shuffle. If I ever release a script to 
the public again (which is doubtful, if this is the kind of crap I'm going to 
put up with, after releasing something for which I have never seen a single 
penny of income) I will be more conscientious about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248225 06940 201 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 1:50:14pm  
 
adam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>haha charles i can't post using a less than characer - anything 
after it gets deleted, as if it were a tag :)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right you are. Use the character entity for the less-than symbol, i.e., 
&amp;lt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248229 06940 205 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 1:57:08pm  
 
Caton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How many people who downloaded the script sent a polite e-mail to 
Charles thanking him and telling him they were using his code?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
In the two years it has been available, I think maybe <B>two</B> people have 
written to me to say thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248233 06940 209 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 2:05:59pm  



 
Caton: unfortunately, no -- because my email program crashed last year and wiped 
out my email database. And my backup, in a cosmic stroke of bad luck, was also 
corrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248257 06940 233 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 3:39:24pm  
 
Mississippi Kid wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>hmm where'd the lst half of my attempt at juvenile programming humor 
go?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
To the same place all disallowed code in an LGF comment goes -- straight into 
the bit bucket. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248279 06940 255 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 6:24:44am  
 
Robert: truth is, this is such a non-issue that only a fool would even bring it 
up. I haven't been back to cdavies's site; is he actually seriously criticizing 
the fact that I store unparsed referrer strings in a file that's essentially a 
rotating stack -- based on <I>processing</I> time?</P> 
What kind of idiot would obsess over processing speed in such a simple, 
inconsequential web application?</P> 
That's a rhetorical question.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248383 06942 76 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 3:36:31pm  
 
Deathberg: I know you weren't doing it on purpose, but I'm more concerned about 
the kind of freaks who would start showing up here if they notice the referrals 
from LGF, so I removed the link from your post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248403 06943 3 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 3:09:39pm  
 
...and no, this wasn't "cdavies," the grammatically-challenged. It was the 
antisemitic jerk who was posting under lovely names like "Ilan Ramon's Charred 
Decoder Ring" and "Charles Krauthammer's Running Shoes."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248411 06943 11 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 3:26:53pm  
 
Angelus: I'm not "censoring" anyone. No one has a "right" to post anything at 
LGF; this is a privately-owned web site and it is not "censorship" to delete 
posts or prevent someone from commenting.</P> 
If I allow morons like the jerk described above to post here, it drags the 
entire site into the gutter, and I have no interest in paying to host the 
rantings of a sick antisemite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248435 06943 35 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 7:09:22pm  
 
Angelus: you are really beginning to piss me off. This is a private web site, 
THAT I PAY FOR. I have no obligation to let anyone post comments here. What is 
hard to understand about this?</P> 
"Censorship" is when the government prevents a person from publishing his 
opinions.</P> 



If I block someone from posting a comment here, there is ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to 
prevent that person from posting his views on another web site -- SAY, FOR 
EXAMPLE, ONE THAT HE/SHE PAYS FOR HIM OR HERSELF. I HAVE NO OBLIGATION TO ALLOW 
THESE KIND OF "OPINIONS" TO BE POSTED HERE.</P> 
Why is this hard for you to understand?</P> 
OK. I'll calm down now. But this is just incredibly stupid. If you think there's 
"censorship" going on here, just go away. Please. I've had it with this garbage, 
and I'm sick and tired of defending what should be TOTALLY OBVIOUS. Just leave 
if you don't like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248444 06943 44 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 7:40:54pm  
 
Iron Fist writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Aside to Charles: is there any way you can simply skip deleted post 
numbers? I (among others) have a tendency to hit back hard and fast. If you 
delete the troll before I complete my post (or even after) I appear to be 
viciously attacking someone who is completely blameless.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, there is a way, but it involves coding, because the LGF software does not 
have such an option right now. Today I've been doing very little but chasing one 
idiot after another and deleting their hateful comments, which leaves no time 
for coding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248477 06944 20 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 3:57:44pm  
 
The sick creature who posted comments 9 and 12 is in Wokingham, England; its IP 
address is 62.253.96.5, which traces to <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=62.253.96.5&amp;targetnic=auto" target=_blank>NTL 
Internet</A>; and it has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248623 06948 5 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2003 8:10:25pm  
 
I've added an option for the poll: "It's too late."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00248832 06951 10 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 7:06:25am  
 
'@' wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A segment on polygamy and wife beating (with the veiled wives 
singing chorus) would be priceless.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Saudis are way ahead of you. Here's a Real Video, showing the types of clubs 
allowed for wife-beating, and discussing the proper times and methods to 
administer the pounding. The only thing missing from your description is the 
singing veiled women:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://stream.realimpact.net/rihurl.ram?file=realimpact/memri/memri_10-30-
02_08.rm" target=_blank>stream.realimpact.net...</A>]</P> 
Here's the transcript of the program:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.memri.org/video/segment8_program.html" 
target=_blank>www.memri.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249168 06955 21 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 11:03:19am  
 
"camus" wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Is this troll as particularly annoying as the libertarian guy from 
the other day, who Charles banned after only one medium-sized post?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I assume you mean "only one medium-sized post" from the creep calling itself 
"Ariel Sharon's Girdle," that started like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Boy oh boy are the Jew lovers out in force here or what?? Man!! 
You'd think this inane blog was based in Tel Aviv for all the sick praises being 
sung for a Zionist shill (Wolfowitz) and a shitty little nation.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that one post got the creep banned. And yes, the one I'm trying to block, 
after deleting close to 50 similar hateful messages yesterday from this bastard, 
is the same "libertarian guy."</P> 
Any more questions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249195 06955 48 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 3:04:37pm  
 
OneTuneBand: "An innocent question"?</P> 
Is there something about hatred and antisemitism that eludes you? Are you being 
deliberately obtuse, or do you sympathize with the sentiments expressed by that 
creep?</P> 
In each case you're citing, the people who used that phrase were turning this 
well-known antisemitic comment around to use it on other countries, to make a 
point -- as I'm sure you know.</P> 
And by the way, after your recent series of troll-like comments, you are indeed 
pretty close to being banned yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249207 06955 60 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 7:21:49pm  
 
Julia/Apache: it's because I don't allow the URL of the hate site (aztlan) whose 
URL you tried to post. You're not blocked, but that site is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249236 06957 4 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 3:06:52pm  
 
zulubaby: I wish the trolls were that few. No, this was a different one, from 
several months back, who tries every once in a while to spew some hate here at 
LGF and runs up against the block again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249271 06957 39 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 4:25:45pm  
 
Mr. Bill thought he could get around the ban by going to a Kinko's and abusing 
their Internet connection. I'll be forwarding copies of his comments to the 
Kinko's abuse address, just to make his life that much more 
miserable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249289 06957 57 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2003 4:54:34pm  
 
This time he was using his Verizon account, and a letter of complaint will be 
sent to their abuse department as well.</P> 
If he had just shut up and gone away, this wouldn't have been necessary. But he 
seems to think he can get the best of me.</P> 
I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249372 06959 5 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 5:46:50am  



 
Caton: Voice of America is no longer the voice of America. It hasn't been for a 
long time; since September 11 they've been running one "root causes" article 
after another. I've even seen sympathetic portraits of terrorists at their web 
site.</P> 
Their branches in the Middle East have been thoroughly Arabized. They really 
should be renamed to Voice of America's Enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249533 06964 40 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 8:15:17am  
 
#37 has been deleted.</P> 
Sure enough, as soon as I lift the block so that others aren't prevented from 
commenting, that antisemitic whackjob comes back again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249683 06966 23 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 8:26:24am  
 
Comment #18, by "Iron Eagle" has been deleted. As soon as I lifted the block on 
the range of IP addresses this creature uses, it came back and started spewing 
hate.</P> 
I know you're reading this, you freak. Just go away. You are not welcome here, 
and I will not let you excrete your disgusting hatred at this 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249740 06969 7 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 8:56:54am  
 
^^^ Another Evergreen student ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249744 06969 11 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 9:08:13am  
 
No, it's bullshit, like everything this person posts here.</P> 
LGF uses that company, so that our personal information does not show up in a 
whois search. And as Elise and her fellow creatures who spam our comments with 
their unceasing drivel illustrate, there's a very good reason for 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249746 06969 13 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 9:11:50am  
 
And by the way, "Elise" is now banned from posting comments.</P> 
Dissenting opinions are fine. But we don't have to pay to host "her" attacks and 
attempts to cause trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249834 06971 24 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 11:19:41am  
 
The Arab News is so predictable; it's very important for them to say something 
to combat the bad press Saudi Arabia and the PA has recently gotten for the 
hatred taught in their schools, so they come up with this.</P> 
Even if the story about a "research study" is true (notice they do not even 
identify the "researcher" by name), here's the money quote from this 
ridiculously deceptive article:</P> 
"The researcher talked to eighty-four children after the suicide bombing in the 
nightclub."</P> 



"The" suicide bombing in "the" nightclub? What's up with that? And why is it 
surprising that Israeli children might be angry at Palestinians, immediately 
following a <I>suicide bombing</I>, for Pete's sake?</P> 
I went to the London School of Economics and searched their site for "Israeli 
children," and found no mention of any such "research study:"</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.lse.ac.uk/" target=_blank>www.lse.ac.uk...</A>]</P> 
If anyone does succeed in finding this study, please let me know. Until then, I 
consider this to be just more Arab lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249854 06971 44 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 7:09:22pm  
 
I'm still very skeptical about this "research study."</P> 
But now I know why the Arab News didn't provide a date or an author's name, and 
was deliberately vague about the other details -- because they didn't want 
people to know the "study" was from two years ago, immediately after the 
Dolphinarium suicide bombing. and they didn't want people to be able to fact 
check them.</P> 
This is utterly typical of the Arab propaganda campaign. They dig up 
ridiculously obscure "studies" and "reports" from questionable sources, and 
trumpet them as if they were news.</P> 
BTW, searching Google for "Assi Sharabi" brings up this article and nothing 
else. If he was really a researcher, shouldn't there be <I>something else</I> by 
him somewhere on the internet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249858 06971 48 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 7:28:53pm  
 
blogaddict: I'm not questioning <I>you</I> -- I appreciate you pointing out the 
article.</P> 
But I <I>am</I> questioning the original article on which the Arab News story 
was based. There are things about it that just don't ring true, many of which 
are described in the comments above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00249979 06976 5 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 2:22:16pm  
 
Good suggestion. I am thinking along these lines, because, as wordwarp points 
out, if LGF readership continues to grow the way it has, I will be forced to 
find some way to turn it into an income-producing situation -- it is becoming 
simply too much for one person to handle, especially when the trolls and 
Morlocks start the kind of sick, determined harassment we've seen this week.</P> 
The other option is to start accepting advertisements here; but the "banner ad" 
rate is so low these days that in order to make it worthwhile, the ads would 
have to be the dreaded "pop-under" type -- and I'm very reluctant to do 
that.</P> 
I haven't made a decision yet, but a subscription format may work. Suggestions 
and ideas are welcome; whatever happens, I want it to be something that our 
readers can feel comfortable supporting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250265 06980 3 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 8:29:00pm  
 
It's an online storage service from Apple. 100M of storage that mounts as a disk 
on the Mac desktop.</P> 
No shell access allowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00250284 06980 22 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2003 8:58:30pm  
 
Thanks, folks. I'm hoping Brian is right, and it's some sort of transient 
glitch.</P> 
I have tried iDisk Utility to access a friend's iDisk, and it worked.</P> 
The error I get when trying to mount the disk has now changed, from -5000 to -
36.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250305 06980 43 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 7:10:18am  
 
Phil: tried that. Didn't work. Also, note that web access to the pictures is not 
working -- so it's not something on my machine only.</P> 
technosapien: no, I'm still getting -36 errors.</P> 
Adam: well, I'm glad to know I'm not the only one who's having 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250308 06980 46 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 8:00:48am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Weren't they switching to a pay service?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, and I'm paying for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250311 06980 49 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 9:04:07am  
 
OK -- all is back to normal now. The threat level has been lowered to yellow. 
It's safe to go back in the water. Do not fold, spindle, or mutilate.</P> 
If our pictures still aren't visible, reload the page or clear your browser 
cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250451 06982 51 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 7:22:09am  
 
liberalhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I do agree - there needs to be a time limit on this - or the 
"negotiations" can drag out indefinitely, while terror attacks 
continue.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There <EM>was</EM> a time limit:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6873" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250678 06986 15 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 7:37:59am  
 
Comment #5 is from the same hate-filled subhuman who posted a few days ago under 
the names <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6944#c0009" 
target=_blank>Kikehater</A> and <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6944#c0012" 
target=_blank>Zion will fall</A>. Its IP address is <A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=62.253.96.5&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>62.253.96.5</A>, and it is in Wokingham, England. And it is banned 
(again).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00250829 06989 17 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 10:59:45am  
 
Just to see what would happen, yesterday I removed the block. Within 10 minutes, 
the freak was posting hateful comments again.</P> 
In the past 4 days there have been at least 8 different creeps haunting 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250834 06989 22 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 11:10:19am  
 
Sydney Carton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Right now, Andrew Sullivan is having a "pledge week." Every time an 
IP is blocked, someone who hasn't donated to Charles should donate a bit. What 
I'm wondering is - through which is more beneficial to LGF? I know Paypal takes 
their cut off the top. Does Amazon also? And which one is more profitable for 
LGF?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Paypal is a much better deal for us; Amazon Honor System takes a pretty big cut 
(15%, I think). Paypal's percentage is much more reasonable. (Not sure offhand 
what it is...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00250836 06989 24 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 11:13:28am  
 
Spiny Norman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, are they all from Evergreen State?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No -- I think one was from Evergreen. One was from Vancouver, and a couple were 
from the UK. The others are harder to track down because they're using accounts 
through dial-up proxy servers. One of them went to a Kinko's after his home IP 
was blocked. Now that's what I call <EM>obsessed</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00251027 06992 17 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2003 4:11:05pm  
 
Celissa: #14 has been deleted. And since this idiot spammed four different 
threads with the same inane comment, it has been banned. I left one of the 
comments intact, in the "French Hypocrisy Watch" thread, even though it was 
completely off-topic there as well:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6985#c0073" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
It's interesting how freaks like this always presume to be the "Voice of 
America" or "Truth" or "Peace" or "Coalition of Billions," among many other 
self-aggrandizing phony names.</P> 
Weenies, all of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00251394 06995 100 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 5:45:37am  
 
#97 has been deleted. The jerk who posted it is another one from Manchester in 
the UK. He spammed our comments this morning with a series of hateful posts, 
including one under the name "BLOCK THIS ZIONAZIS."</P> 
Since we've been getting a lot of this kind of abuse from NTL Internet in Great 
Britain (here's its IP: <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=81.96.110.90&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>81.96.110.90</A>) I've blocked out that entire ISP, until they 
respond to my abuse complaints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00251480 06996 73 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 5:59:09am  
 
pepebotella: Bullshit. I did not push for a "boycott." I did urge LGF readers to 
complain to Cafe Press.</P> 
Apparently, in the world of people like you, the right to express an opinion 
only goes one way.</P> 
As for your argument that unless we "take further action" against every 
offensive shop at Cafe Press, we shouldn't take action against any of them -- 
gee, where have I heard this one before?</P> 
That shop was not merely offensive -- it was the front for a site called Jihad 
Unspun, that is openly aligned with -- and promotes -- the agenda of Islamic 
militancy. This goes beyond offensive, into the area of <EM>enemy behavior</EM>. 
And they were glorifying the person who murdered 3000 of my countrymen on 
September 11.</P> 
Since you're from Amsterdam, I don't expect you to understand or sympathize. And 
I frankly don't care if you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00251485 06996 78 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 12:03:55pm  
 
Looks like "Lies" managed to log on again from UCLA, to excrete some more 
propaganda. I won't delete this one, but I have blocked the entire range of UCLA 
addresses -- so if you respond to this terrorist supporter, it won't be able to 
answer you.</P> 
I'm also going to send an email of complaint to the UCLA abuse 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00251819 06999 56 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 8:57:42am  
 
#50, who accurately self-identifies as a "Trolll," is the latest Jew-hater to 
slink in here from the UK. This one is in Birmingham.</P> 
I'm starting to think there must be some kind of Muslim "action alert" about LGF 
going out in Britain. There are too many of these freaks hitting us in the last 
few days for it to be a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00251921 07000 70 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 4:23:41pm  
 
dougrhon: I agree, it just doesn't ring true, and that's why I haven't put this 
story on the front page. Unless I see independent verification of this, I'm 
trusting my BS detector on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252105 07002 102 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 12:46:28pm  
 
Tim wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Let us not forget that most of the weapons over there were of U.S. 
sponsorship. Or will you deny this?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Absolutely, I'll deny this. Because it's utterly, overwhelmingly 
<EM>wrong</EM>:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.command-post.org/archives/002978.html" 
target=_blank>www.command-post.org...</A>]</P> 
You're just regurgitating every bit of anti-war propaganda you've ever read, 
without doing a single bit of your own research to find out the facts, aren't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00252132 07002 129 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 1:10:46pm  
 
#120 just spammed four or five topics with its inane comment, and has been 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252386 07004 6 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 1:05:44pm  
 
The Morlocks sure are getting bold today. Hey, Voice -- you don't speak for me, 
and I'm an American, you egomaniacal freak. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252411 07004 31 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 2:02:19pm  
 
Several people have pointed out the Ron Rosenbaum article, "Second Holocaust," 
following a link from Instapundit.</P> 
Not to blow my own horn (I would <EM>never</EM> do that) but I linked to that 
article when it first appeared at the New York Observer, in April of last 
year:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2907" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
(The link on the page no longer goes to that article, though -- the Observer 
isn't very good about keeping their links fresh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252493 07006 7 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 4:07:31pm  
 
kamala: We're getting 15-20,000 unique visitors per day, according to my custom 
statistics application. During the Iraq War, that number was up around 20-30,000 
a day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252527 07006 41 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:04:25pm  
 
NTropy: The entire weblog system here was written by yours truly, from scratch. 
In fact, all of the code that makes up this site is my work. See the 'colophon' 
section in our left sidebar for details.</P> 
About hit counters: I don't know. For some reason, it has always seemed kind of 
crass to me to have a hit counter on a blog site. I'm happy to tell people what 
our traffic is if they ask, though. Today's stats: as of 11:02 pm Pacific, we 
have 30,426 total visits, and 16,726 unique.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252663 07010 12 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 7:30:56pm  
 
An interesting little exchange from the deleted thread that makes me think I may 
have discovered the source of some of the disgusting troll comments that have 
been posted here for the past few days:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>(By the way, I think the most interesting issue in the whole debate 
is the "liberal" use of the delete button in the LGF comments section).posted by 
<A href="http://www.metafilter.com/user.mefi/1490" target=_blank>Jimbob</A> at 
11:27 PM PST on June 9Jimbob: I believe it's fairly expensive to use now... so 
I've heard.Also, what's with the green bird? I must have skipped Terrorist 
symbolism 101 the day they gave that lecture.posted by Espoo2 at 11:32 PM PST on 
June 9</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00252665 07010 14 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 7:38:13pm  
 
As a little payback for his numerous obnoxious comments at LGF, here's the web 
site of Jim Bob, who was always careful not to leave a URL or an email when he 
posted here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.the-fix.org/" target=_blank>www.the-
fix.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252674 07010 23 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 8:05:03pm  
 
Er ... before you guys give Haughey too much credit, I'd like to mention that he 
has made some pretty gratuitous and nasty comments about LGF himself. Let's just 
say, he's not a fan. For example: "the fat camp?" "some nutters site?"</P> 
Trust me -- he didn't delete that thread out of any kindness toward LGF, or our 
readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252682 07010 31 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:06:05pm  
 
I don't need to 'read' anything into it, Matt. You've already made your feelings 
quite clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252688 07010 37 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:15:57pm  
 
Charles Hauppage: Are you seriously proposing that someone would put an Osama 
Bin Laden bib on their child -- and not understand what it meant?</P> 
(And who ever called for people wearing these clothes to be harrassed? Certainly 
not me...)</P> 
The much larger issue behind the Cafe Press store is that the entity that 
created these items is an Islamist propaganda site called Jihad Unspun, that 
promotes and glorifies radical Islamic ideology. This isn't just some muddle-
headed goofball trying to make money with shocking clothes, it's an outright 
enemy of the US, aligned with Al Qaeda, Al Muhajiroun, and other terrorist 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252690 07010 39 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:20:41pm  
 
Matt: I didn't say you did anything 'wrong' by deleting the thread. I'm just 
letting people know that you have made some pretty insulting comments about LGF 
yourself in the past, and that you didn't delete that thread out of any good 
will towards us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252698 07010 47 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:33:39pm  
 
Charles Hauppage wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Absolutely -- a good example would be someone with a dissenting view 
to government actions, who thought that a pro-terrorist stance would be better 
than a constructive one.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? If they're taking a "pro-terrorist stance," wouldn't that indicate they 
know what wearing those clothes means?</P> 
Are you trying to make a point, or just being contrary?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00252704 07010 53 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 9:46:03pm  
 
Matt Haughey wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There were already threads (1, 2) making slights against 
MetaFilter.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
In the first link you cited, I made a (very small) reference to the 'weenie' who 
posted a slam at LGF at Metafilter; the rest of the post had nothing to do with 
Metafilter, and was in fact a "thank you" to Cafe Press for doing the right 
thing.</P> 
The second link you cited was written as some of the lovely people who frequent 
Metafilter were starting to post nasty comments here, and was intended to let 
our readers know where they were coming from.</P> 
The third post (this one) may seem excessive to you, but I like to keep a record 
of things like that MeFi thread, for my own reference. Some of your readers seem 
to enjoy trolling LGF, and it can be helpful to keep track of MeFi threads where 
they let their guard down and discuss it -- as some of them did in that 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00252787 07011 6 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2003 8:10:49pm  
 
I've complained to campus IT departments on several occasions, usually to be 
told that there's no way to trace a specific person because they were using a 
machine in a library or another public area. Similarly, only a few of the ISPs 
to which I've complained have even bothered to answer my email.</P> 
However, I have had some success. So far I've succeeded in getting five people's 
ISP accounts cancelled because of their abusive comments or emails -- including 
one in Saudi Arabia. (I wonder what part of his anatomy they lopped off?)</P> 
And I'll continue to do my best to make life difficult for every one of these 
freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00253339 07016 32 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 8:37:29am  
 
Doug: your comment was truncated because you didn't close the A tag correctly. I 
fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00253741 07023 9 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 11:33:38am  
 
SoCalJustice: instead of deleting his snooty pile of pseudo-intellectual horse 
puckey, I decided to feature it on the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00253776 07023 44 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 2:17:00pm  
 
iowahawk: I hope your keyboard is licensed as a deadly weapon, otherwise I'll 
have to report you to Deputy Chief Woob-Woob of the Stooge 
Police.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00253777 07023 45 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 2:17:54pm  
 
By the way, folks -- if anyone still gives a flying furball, the lovely 
Metafilter weenies have opened up yet another bash-LGF thread:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://metatalk.metafilter.com/mefi/3321" 
target=_blank>metatalk.metafilter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00253967 07027 44 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 2:26:35pm  
 
It means that the words "Bush" and "terrorist" show up together in a lot of 
places on the web.</P> 
When you search for "Arafat condemns terrorism," however, you find many 
thousands of articles in which Arafat is quoted condemning terrorism.</P> 
I understand that, for people like you, this is a very difficult connection to 
make. But come on -- strain your brain. You can do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254092 07030 14 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 3:47:14pm  
 
See this LGF entry for another swarming mob photo, a bit more graphic:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5788" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254094 07030 16 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 3:49:42pm  
 
Also see this photo of the event above, in which Agence France Presse says the 
mob was trying to "rescue the charred bodies."</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030611/241/4d7zm.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254220 07032 21 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 4:46:06pm  
 
#13 seems to be upset that I've deleted comments from his buddies in the UK, all 
using NTL Internet, under the names "adolph hitler," "BLOCK THIS ZIONAZIS," "you 
bunch of fucking jews," and many other revealing pseudonyms, all of which are 
"somewhat to the left of Bush."</P> 
Just another opinion. Free speech, don't you know.</P> 
Wanker.</P> 
Hey, wanker: who told you to come here and post your hateful garbage? Really; 
I'm curious -- who put you up to this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254229 07032 30 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 5:03:35pm  
 
#28 (hey): thanks for the lecture about proxies. That's an amazing piece of 
information that I never knew before. Gee. Wow. Proxies. Who knew?</P> 
But you didn't answer my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254257 07032 58 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 5:51:05pm  
 
"hey:" I'm still waiting for you to answer my question. You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>No-one told me to come here and spread anything.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK. No one "told you." So who sent you an email about LGF? Or did you just 
<I>assume</I> that your post would be deleted, like the ones from your friends 
(the ones using "proxies" -- wow, I'm still amazed to learn about those) with 
names like "adolph hitler?"</P> 



I'm expecting another change of subject. Why don't you prove me 
wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00254387 07033 17 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2003 6:33:50pm  
 
The rotten bastard calling itself "Objective Fellow" is in Hamilton, 
Ontario.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255039 07037 93 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 9:34:36am  
 
shogo wroto:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>there are no pieces of flesh being held in those pictures, of any of 
the recent ones for that matter. If I am wrong, then no problem, just point me 
to the one I've missed/skipped.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Here you gogo:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5788" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255103 07038 9 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 8:49:52am  
 
I'm encouraged because it's a big step in the right direction to acknowledge 
that Hamas needs to be stopped. And because there was no condemnation of Israeli 
attacks on terrorists.</P> 
I agree that the PA itself is a rejectionist terror support network. But you 
didn't really expect the White House to say that, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255411 07041 132 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 11:16:12am  
 
Andrew Sullivan just linked to this entry...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255448 07041 169 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 11:38:48am  
 
Occasional Reader wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How does it feel knowing you have the likes of Sullivan AND Lileks 
AND Steyn AND VDH regularly reading your blog? Congratulations.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks, OR. Luckily, the madness never slows down enough for me to feel 
intimidated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255673 07041 394 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 1:49:42pm  
 
Exodus wants to see a video to get an idea whether there was a "festive" 
atmosphere. There are videos on this page at Yahoo News:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=index2&amp;cid=968" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
Short answer: yes. As soon as the fires are out, the mob dances, chants, fires 
guns in the air, and swarms over the cars, yanking out chunks.</P> 
The photo that started this discussion is <STRONG>not</STRONG> unusual, and it 
is not just a group of innocent people trying to recover bodies for a quick 
burial. I've linked to several other bizarre, ghoulish displays like this one at 
LGF.</P> 



And this is certainly not the only example of Palestinian savagery that has ever 
been captured on film.</P> 
Not by a long shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255675 07041 396 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 1:50:51pm  
 
I'm beginning to get tired of ZOG-boy here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255715 07041 436 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 2:30:55pm  
 
Well, our buddy "Sick and Tired, etc." had a good run there. 28 comments, each 
one getting progressively more incoherent, with little tidbits of nauseating 
antisemitism occasionally slipping out between the froth.</P> 
ZOG. I think the last person to use that one here at LGF was the late, 
unlamented Jak King, who some of our long-time readers will remember as our 
first Official Idiotarian Mascot.</P> 
But that's enough of S and T, I think. He's used a lot of space and bandwidth 
here, not totally wasted because it was pretty amusing to watch him get sliced 
and diced, but I certainly wouldn't want this to become a daily thing. So he's 
now banned.</P> 
I know, you're sorry to see him go. So am I. But I'll get over it. 
Somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00255795 07041 516 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 7:01:22pm  
 
#504, "Kronk," is in Singapore.</P> 
#512, "Trausti," is in Lima, Peru.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256175 07045 55 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 7:55:33pm  
 
justdanny: this is a good chance to give you a big public THANK YOU for your 
efforts in helping to expose the Indymedia Morlocks. A "village idiot" you are 
definitely NOT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256217 07047 5 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 4:36:11pm  
 
Aleksander wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How many did the trolls leave?!?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You don't want to know. One of them tried over and over and over and over and 
over...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256237 07047 25 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 7:04:23pm  
 
jack: a big shipment of t-shirts is going out tomorrow...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256244 07047 32 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 8:21:21pm  
 
steve miller: wow, what a surprise!</P> 



I have no idea where Sullivan got the idea that the photo showed "murdered 
Jews"; I never wrote that, and the only "missile-struck cars" in the past two 
days were carrying Hamas members, not Israelis.</P> 
His retraction seems to blame me for deceiving him, which is obviously not the 
case; I emailed him, described the situation, and asked him to please correct 
his entry to reflect this. As it is, he seems to be implying a deceptive 
intent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256258 07047 46 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 1:39:00pm  
 
Gordon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As a designated (by Chuck himself) Honorary Idiotarian 
Troll...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
As usual, Gordon, you're wrong. The title bestowed on you was Official 
Idiotarian Mascot. A very different thing from a troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256330 07050 8 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2003 8:01:48pm  
 
Oops. Thanks for the correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256715 07054 101 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 8:03:55am  
 
Smitty (#54) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I believe you have just called me a rascist - though perhaps not in 
so many words. That is a first for me.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't worry -- after the first hundred or so times you get called a racist, you 
stop noticing. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00256795 07055 16 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 9:03:48am  
 
UziDoesIt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Echoing #12 above, what would it take (paid registration perhaps) to 
get LGF to be solvent enough to hire some paid staffers and reduce your own 
heavy lifting?I noticed you were posting until 2 AM your time last night...Also, 
which is better for you, Amazon Honor, or Paypal? Maybe you can add a donate by 
credit card area.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been doing a lot of thinking about a registration/subscription service, but 
I haven't come to a decision yet.</P> 
PayPal is a much better deal for me than Amazon -- Amazon takes a 15% cut of 
donations, whereas the Paypal cut is under 5%. You can also send a check to our 
PO Box by emailing me for the address.</P> 
Thanks for asking!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257174 07061 19 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 10:46:31am  
 
sharona wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I thought LGF's set up prevented moonpat's from posting on long-
since inactive posts.What gives?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Comments are closed after two weeks -- that entry is from June 4, so it still 
has a few days to remain open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00257424 07062 115 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 6:26:33pm  
 
Jheka wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My suspicion was that your nick was just a cheap piece of hate-bait 
with you assuming that the people here are intolerant. Perhaps I was 
wrong.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I don't think you were wrong. I've been watching this one 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257442 07063 7 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:13:49pm  
 
Really, Tacitus? I must have missed the briefing from the Celestial Blogmaster 
where he handed down this rule. Apparently, you have an exemption that allows 
you to post entries at your blog, whereas I can only "debate" in your comments 
with the likes of "harley" (banned for his insulting, abusive comments here) and 
Aziz, an apologist for murderers who still hasn't recanted his Jewish Biological 
Weapons fraud.</P> 
Well, fair's fair, my friend. If you're allowed to take a slap at me, surely you 
can't object when the reverse happens?</P> 
Well, actually you can object, but it makes you look pretty 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257444 07063 9 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:18:17pm  
 
Laurence: thanks for the correction. I'll update the entry...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257449 07063 14 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:25:43pm  
 
<EM>Randian!</EM> Oh, you have cut me to the quick, ye with the ancient Roman 
pseudonym!</P> 
Yes, I think comments like "having conniptions" qualify as "slaps." But that's 
just me, with my Randian incredulity.</P> 
By the way, you've been off the blogroll here for quite a while. It didn't just 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257469 07063 34 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:40:47pm  
 
No, not an idiotarian, and I really don't appreciate this continuing effort to 
put words in my mouth. Not an idiotarian -- just wrong. If you can't see a 
difference between this behavior and rescue workers, you're wrong. If you can't 
see a difference between these "souvenirs" and Christian relics, you're 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257473 07063 38 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:43:00pm  
 
Scott: you <EM>don't</EM> see this every time it happens, believe me. I've 
refrained in the past from posting too many pictures of these macabre 
riot/celebrations, I suppose because I was shying away from what I knew would be 
the reaction from certain quarters -- the reaction we're now seeing from 
Tacitus, among many others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00257478 07063 43 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 2:49:48pm  
 
By the way, Tacitus: just for the record, you were removed from the blogroll 
here when you defended Aziz Poonawalla's loathsome accusations of a Jewish 
Bioweapon targeted against Arabs, and decided instead to call me hysterical for 
likening it to a modern variation on the ancient blood libel -- an opinion I 
stand by, 100%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257486 07063 51 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:00:12pm  
 
RedMoonProject: exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257488 07063 53 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:02:23pm  
 
And ... this is why I get very peeved at people like Tacitus, who should know 
better than to try to lay a thick coating of moral equivalence over it. This is 
<EM>savage</EM> behavior, and there is nothing remotely defensible about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257490 07063 55 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:05:47pm  
 
Sorry for putting words in your mouth.</P> 
You didn't use the word "hysterical," but I don't have time (or motivation) to 
track down your exact phrasing. You did, however, pedantically criticize my 
blood libel comparison, correct? (I noticed your clip, curiously, stopped right 
before that...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257503 07063 68 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:23:22pm  
 
Tacitus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>No, I still don't agree that it's blood libel, but it no longer 
strikes me as out of left field as it once did. Ah, the power of rational 
discourse.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whatever happened to reading comprehension in Texas? I wrote a <EM>modern 
variation</EM> on the blood libel. Is this a difficult concept? A variation is 
similar, but not identical, to the original.</P> 
As trevalyan's quote eminently points out, for all your whining about "rational 
discourse," you're not above the occasional ad hominem attack yourself, oh ye of 
ancient Roman pseudonym and accusations of <EM>Randianism</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257511 07063 76 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:36:57pm  
 
Tacitus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm in Texas? Charles, you've lost me, here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry, I forgot. You're in ancient Rome.</P> 
And guess what? I'm done, too. I hope you enjoy hanging out with "harley" and 
Aziz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257517 07063 82 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:45:32pm  
 
Tacitus wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Wow, I really thought you were more articulate than this. It's 
disappointing. Very well -- farewell.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whereas I had no illusions about you, and hence am not surprised at all that 
you're an arrogant jerk. Bite me, "Tacitus."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257521 07063 86 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 3:51:52pm  
 
Ed: "Randian" is how a <STRIKE>pseudo-intellectual weenie</STRIKE> refined 
ancient Roman historian insults the plebeians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257537 07063 102 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 4:03:39pm  
 
Tacitus wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>An apt synopsis, I'd say.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought you were leaving?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257558 07063 123 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 7:02:31pm  
 
Paul: Here's an account of that horrific lynching in Ramallah:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.tzemachdovid.org/Arab_Violence/ram.html" 
target=_blank>www.tzemachdovid.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257560 07063 125 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 7:07:52pm  
 
And here's the LGF report on the even more horrific reenactment of the lynching 
at a kindergarten run by the Islamic Charitable Association in Gaza:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3346" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Notice that in the picture on the page above, there is a boy on the ground in 
front of the little girl with "bloody" hands, playing the lynched 
Israeli.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257570 07063 135 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 8:43:55pm  
 
Showing his class and refined skill at rational discourse, "Tacitus" has now run 
over to the Daily Kos, to try to sic the freaks from that site on us:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/MT/mt-comments.cgi?entry_id=3036" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257581 07063 146 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 9:42:35pm  
 
I'm about to shut them off here as well. The banned morons are really stirred up 
tonight, and I don't want a repeat of what happened a few weeks ago, when I left 
for a few hours and returned to find hundreds of cut/paste comments from an 
Indymedia goon, in dozens of threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257590 07063 155 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 6:13:01am  
 
columbo: excellent points. Noted and filed. Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00257804 07067 29 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 8:08:31am  
 
OK.</P> 
I have no idea what this little squabble is all about, but please take it 
elsewhere. It has nothing to do with LGF, or the topic of this thread.</P> 
I appreciated Dawn's words of support, and thanked her for them.</P> 
You're wasting my time and bandwidth with this off-topic pissing 
match.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257847 07070 23 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 8:31:22pm  
 
Geepers: I see why you might suspect that one, but no -- this was a different 
Jew-hater. Unfortunately there are quite a few of them out there, and in the 
past 2 weeks it seems like most of them have found LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257851 07070 27 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2003 8:52:55pm  
 
To Teacake: if you read this -- sorry, but I had to block out your ISP again, 
because this entry has gotten the haters all stirred up and they're trying to 
post comments like a swarm of angry bees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257894 07072 6 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 6:04:57am  
 
And sure enough -- within two minutes of turning things back on, one of the 
first to comment was a moron whose posts are now deleted. Amazing.</P> 
Don't these people have lives?</P> 
Obviously not (he said, answering his own question).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257896 07072 8 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 6:05:58am  
 
AB: actually, we don't have a FAQ online yet, but LGF reader cba has just sent 
me the first draft of one that she wrote for us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00257918 07072 30 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 7:39:01am  
 
The word "Morlocks" comes from the novel "The Time Machine" by H. G. Wells. They 
were a race of debased, cannibalistic subterranean dwellers.</P> 
If you haven't read "The Time Machine" I highly recommend it; it's a classic. 
You can read the whole book online here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.ebooks3.com/ebooks/the_time_machine.html" 
target=_blank>www.ebooks3.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258013 07074 3 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 8:00:35am  
 
Anon: while I agree that Arafat has to go, I don't believe that he is the only 
obstacle to peace. As Oren writes in the article above, the only Arab countries 
that even pay lip service to Israel's existence are Egypt and Jordan, and even 
those countries continue to broadcast and print rejectionist incitement. Arafat 
is a loathsome terrorist murderer, but the problem goes far beyond one 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00258020 07074 10 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 8:22:04am  
 
"Schlomo" is another one of those banned Morlocks, who slipped in as soon as I 
lifted the block.</P> 
It must really suck to be so full of hate that you spend all your time trying to 
post nasty comments at LGF, even when it's perfectly obvious that you're not 
wanted.</P> 
Registration is looking more and more like the way to go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258226 07077 52 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 2:33:39pm  
 
Donna V. (#46) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, you might already be aware of this, but just now I was 
reading through the comments on an old thread ("American Muslims Seethe") and a 
pop-up appeared for "Yeast Infection Support." I clicked it away and within 
seconds, I was redirected to a "Candida Support Site." I'm sure some little 
pimply-faced Nazimedia twerp is chortling over that one. Has this been reported 
by anybody else?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, and believe me, I make it very hard for people to get away with tricks like 
that here. I just took a look through the raw data file for that page, and 
there's nothing unusual in there that could cause that. I think you probably had 
a lurking popunder from visiting some other site, that popped up another window 
after a timed delay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258257 07078 22 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 4:54:47pm  
 
wrathofg-d (#15) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I dont know much about computers but maybe they did something so 
people could no longer go to the site. If this is possible maybe it is something 
someone could look into.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks for the tip about this site. But there's nothing nefarious going on; the 
site is using Tripod, a free web hosting service that puts a strict limit on the 
number of visitors per hour a site can have. They exceeded the limit, that's 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258306 07080 6 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 2:17:30pm  
 
Turtleboy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>there are pictures of Israeli soldiers, with guns, praying at the 
Kotel.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wearing masks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258347 07080 47 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 3:15:49pm  
 
"Devil's advocate," by the way, means making an argument that you don't really 
believe in, for the sake of discussion.</P> 
Seems to me, Josh Shanker, that you believe in this argument.</P> 
And I'm wondering why in the world you would defend people who wear masks, carry 
guns, and are dedicated to the complete destruction of Israel -- and people who 
wave a Koran while cutting up an American flag?</P> 



Nothing outrageous about this? I hope I never get that blasé about fanatics 
committed to my destruction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258690 07082 28 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 7:17:27pm  
 
Note: I'm pretty sure that "Lou Falconetti" (#19) is the same troll that posted 
similar anti-Israel comments a few days ago under the name "Harry Colombo," from 
Santa Monica CA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258743 07083 11 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2003 8:19:30pm  
 
The freaks are coming out to play again. Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258930 07087 32 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 7:58:33am  
 
#23 has been deleted and banned. It posted a series of hate spews in several 
topics. It is in Worcester, Massachusetts, using the following IP addresses:</P> 
<A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=68.118.224.85&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>68.118.224.85</A><A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=4.17.131.254&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>4.17.131.254</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00258939 07087 41 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 8:16:18am  
 
Also, in regard to my comment #32 about the hate creature that hit us a little 
while ago, letters of complaint have been sent to the abuse departments of both 
ISPs it used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259089 07090 45 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 10:52:32am  
 
spector wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ah Charles you realy an innocent and good natured man.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, I've been called a lot of things, but how dare you! Innocent? Good 
natured?! I insist you take that back!</P> 
Seriously, I am proud of Bush for saying that. He is the first US president to 
do so. And I write this knowing full well that there is a great difference 
between words and deeds -- but that all deeds begin with words.</P> 
Now, having written that, I agree with Donna V. that I'm going to need some 
lithium soon if the policy reversals and wobbling don't stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259396 07096 23 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 12:30:31pm  
 
Wow. This is rich.</P> 
I'll leave #11 ("Support Israel") there because the way this creep found LGF 
speaks volumes about his type.</P> 
First, he's in Jordan. You know -- the "moderate" Arab state that recognizes 
Israel? His IP address is <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=212.33.201.18&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>212.33.201.18</A>.</P> 



But the good part is that I checked the server log for that IP to see if he was 
referred from somewhere -- and he was.</P> 
He found LGF (and I don't know why we show up) by searching MSN.com for: <A 
href="http://search.msn.com/preview.aspx?ps=ba%3d(0.120)0....%26co%3d(0.10)200.2
.5.3.%26rd%3d0%26pn%3d12%26&amp;q=arab%20hot%20sexy%20girl%20to%20call" 
target=_blank>arab hot sexy girl to call</A>.</P> 
Bwahahahahaaa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259401 07096 28 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 12:37:12pm  
 
The Morlocks always think their hate screeds are devastating intellectual 
arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259429 07096 56 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2003 1:48:58pm  
 
Great comments, folks -- but I regret to inform you that our friend in Jordan 
won't be seeing them. He's been trying to get back to LGF for the past hour, but 
for some bizarre reason, I don't know how, really I don't have any idea, he 
keeps ending up at the Hebrew version of the IDF web site.</P> 
This wacky Internet thing must be full of djinns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259444 07096 71 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 6:39:45am  
 
Paul: well, that explains why I just started receiving multiple spam emails from 
that site -- Mr. Freaky Deaky signed me up for their list.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259776 07104 16 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 7:35:42am  
 
Jerry: no, I haven't gotten that book yet -- I just added it to the wish list a 
few days ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259844 07105 59 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 9:17:58am  
 
Please don't post links to pr0n sites here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259851 07105 66 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 9:56:29am  
 
fiery celt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"Gweilo Diaries" is not considered a "prOn" site , Is 
it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, of course not -- I was referring to a couple of comments I had to 
delete.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259852 07105 67 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 9:57:07am  
 
Tara T.: I don't think it could get much worse than it already 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00259997 07108 10 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 9:08:32am  



 
Please note: the organizer of this campaign is the radical Islamist front group 
CAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260107 07108 120 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 11:48:34am  
 
In April, Darrell Issa went to the Middle East, where he announced that 
Hizb'Allah is a "legitimate" group that has never been involved in terrorism. He 
also went to Yasser Arafat's stinky office in Ramallah and partied with the old 
murderer, describing him as "a charismatic individual, despite being a very 
small man and very old. He gives you food off his plate if you sit next to 
him."</P> 
See Debbie Schlussel's article about Issa:</P> 
<A href="http://www.politicalusa.com/columnists/schlussel/schlussel_003.htm" 
target=_blank>Darrell Issa: Traitor, or useful idiot?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260115 07108 128 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 11:58:30am  
 
I used to consider Khaled Abou El Fadl a "moderate" as well, until this:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5069" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260170 07108 183 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 1:51:13pm  
 
John Munchhausen wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I lived 4 blocks away from a Mosque when 9/11 happened, and I was 
there when crazed people tried to go on a killing spree inside to get all those 
Muslims.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow.</P> 
Seems like crazed people on a killing spree to "get all those Muslims" in a 
mosque would have been big news. But I sure don't remember reading about this. 
Where did this happen?</P> 
Can I read about it at the same place where you find your 
statistics?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260398 07110 58 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 3:10:15pm  
 
Sorry, reaganite -- I've deleted that Morlock's comments. Unfortunately, it 
slipped through again when I experimented with removing a blocked range of 
addresses. It's clearly a very deranged, obsessed, pathetic individual, with no 
life whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260656 07113 2 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 3:45:19pm  
 
So many outrages it's hard to keep track...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260883 07120 4 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 8:15:39pm  
 
They were loading the page I linked to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00260913 07120 34 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 8:14:44am  
 
therien wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, how fast was it reloading? Was it regular? If so, sounds 
like a FOIL attack.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, it wasn't reloading at regular intervals -- it was quite irregular, and 
sometimes several minutes would go by without a reload. I'm fairly sure there 
was a "human being" on the other end of that HTTP connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00260926 07121 3 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2003 8:18:59pm  
 
wordwarp: good point. I've edited the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261166 07122 235 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 11:47:59am  
 
heretic: I do let some of them post here. Recently we had one posting under the 
lovely name "Sick and Tired of this pro-Israel BS!!!" (The multiple exclamation 
points were a nice touch.) I let this one continue until he started babbling 
about "ZOG."</P> 
But if they're simply raving and spewing hatred, I don't want to pay to host 
that sort of garbage. Not only is it offensive, it drags down the level of the 
discussions until they end up as little more than shouting matches. Those kinds 
of moonbats have ruined many an Internet forum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261203 07123 29 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 7:30:26am  
 
Gordon: Hamas doesn't lie, and I never called them "lying" terrorist scum. 
"Terrorist scum," yes, I called them that.</P> 
Hamas is totally upfront about their goals and methods. It's people like you -- 
who insist on projecting your Western ideas of fairness and decency on Hamas -- 
who are seriously deluded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261605 07125 84 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 11:16:19am  
 
Inspector Callahan: the fish only makes an appearance when I have a direct quote 
from the old murderer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261657 07126 30 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 5:14:25pm  
 
jekrub wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It does sound strange to someone who is acustomed to different 
music.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Different music? Are you referring to <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?num=20&amp;hl=en&amp;lr=&amp;ie=ISO-8859-
1&amp;newwindow=1&amp;safe=off&amp;q=nasheed" 
target=_blank>Nasheed</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261832 07128 85 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 11:04:59am  
 
^^^ France ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00261889 07129 44 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 2:36:20pm  
 
Yehudit: I wrote about that "open letter" a week ago when it was published in 
Ha'aretz:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6985" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00261981 07130 68 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 1:50:38pm  
 
See my update for the latest despicable Reuters spin on this 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00262020 07130 107 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 6:27:17am  
 
Son_of_Muhammad posted that comment from Wilmington, Delaware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00262346 07134 18 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 5:06:53pm  
 
Er, uh ... I hope people realize the "insufferable" comment was a good-natured 
tweak of Roger's nose, and not a real criticism. I always forget to add those 
[sarcasm] tags myself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00262350 07134 22 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2003 5:17:51pm  
 
Guess what, "fancy pants?" The owner of this site is not Jewish.</P> 
But if you really "wish you was jewish" you could always 
convert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00262663 07136 192 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 6:36:56am  
 
Caton beat me to it. Yes, Mohammed did take Aisha as a wife when she was 9 years 
old -- and he was 53.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263345 07143 102 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 3:41:26pm  
 
The latest Morlock to spray its scent all over LGF ("Honest IDF Soldier" #90) is 
in Argentina, with the IP address <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=200.69.253.125&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>200.69.253.125</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263347 07143 104 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 3:47:43pm  
 
The Jew-hater who posted #53 and #54 under the oh-so-clever name "Goldberg" was 
a different moron -- in France, with the IP address <A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=193.108.167.127&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>193.108.167.127</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00263353 07143 110 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 3:51:51pm  
 
Actually, I think they <EM>are</EM> all the same creep, posting from ISP 
accounts in several countries. The one I just deleted used a German account: <A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=145.228.80.17&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>145.228.80.17</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263367 07143 124 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 4:09:54pm  
 
"Joel" is the same Morlock, this time with an account in Brazil: <A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=200.180.107.23&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>200.180.107.23</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263456 07145 17 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 7:26:51pm  
 
This time the Morlock posted his nasty comment with an account in Slovenia: <A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=213.253.88.97&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>213.253.88.97</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263465 07145 26 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 7:33:32pm  
 
And that one was from Melbourne, Australia: <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=144.135.2.29&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>144.135.2.29</A>.</P> 
We've got a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263534 07147 9 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2003 8:37:13pm  
 
Our latest poll doesn't show a whole lot of confidence that Bush will stop Iran 
from getting nukes:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
poll.php?pollName=will-iran-go-nuclear" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00263743 07151 23 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 6:31:27am  
 
Joel: oops! I forgot -- the hat tip is now bestowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264005 07153 35 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 9:23:21am  
 
FYI: the reference to Jonah was picked solely for its "jinx" connotation, not 
for any deeper Biblical meaning -- although, if I wanted to, I'm sure I could 
find a way to interpret the story to fit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264379 07159 22 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 4:52:49pm  
 
Iron Fist wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>These jokers are just another gang.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly right, and that's why I call them "terror gangs." The only difference is 
that the Palestinian gangs have huge money behind them, and the support of the 
entire Arab world. The mentality is identical to the gangs of the West; weakness 
is exploited, and only strength is "respected."</P> 
And that's the real reason why the "roadmap" is doomed to failure -- because it 
willfully ignores this truth about the Arab terror gangs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264523 07161 34 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 3:15:11pm  
 
All the comments posted by the Morlock using my name have been deleted.</P> 
This looks like the same freak who was pissing all over the place 
yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264524 07161 35 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 3:17:17pm  
 
<B>Please note</B>: DO NOT REPLY to this creature, because anything it manages 
to post is going to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264550 07161 61 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 3:45:34pm  
 
Spiny Norman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BTW, Charles (the real one), how long has that "users on line" 
counter been there?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
For a few hours. I've been tweaking it to show as accurate a count as possible; 
I think it's pretty close now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264827 07164 35 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 7:27:17pm  
 
This is one freak, using hacked ISP accounts all over the world, probably found 
on some idiot script kiddie site. Ooooh. I'm impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264833 07164 41 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 7:31:18pm  
 
PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THE CREEP WHO IS POSTING THESE COMMENTS.</P> 
Sorry to shout. But if you reply to it, you're wasting your time, because its 
comments will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264854 07164 62 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 7:51:26pm  
 
AB: PLEASE STOP REPLYING TO THIS FREAK. This is the third time I've 
asked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264859 07164 67 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 8:02:12pm  
 
Black_Flag: check your email...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264908 07166 9 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2003 9:12:18pm  
 



Joe: And their inexperience at backtracking really shows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264981 07169 10 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 8:52:09am  
 
GW: the Morlocks come from all over the place, not just from Indymedia. We get 
15-20,000 unique visitors a day here, and a certain percentage of them are 
deranged antisemites and America haters. They often fly into a rage when they 
read LGF, and spew irrational nonsense in our comments.</P> 
Does that answer your question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00264999 07170 17 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 5:49:40am  
 
I doubt the documents were forged by MI5. A far more likely explanation is that 
they were forged by Iraqis, to bilk the gullible, looking-for-a-scoop Christian 
Science Monitor out of some cash. (CSM admitted they paid for the 
documents.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265119 07172 59 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 7:53:27am  
 
MnJoe (#48) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Could someone help me with where I could go to get more information 
about the PA incitement broadcasts?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Palestinian Media Watch is the place for this stuff; they have the actual videos 
from PA TV, with translations into english, and it's unbelievably sick:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.pmw.org.il/new/tv.html" 
target=_blank>www.pmw.org.il...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265183 07173 53 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 8:02:20am  
 
"NYorker" (#44) posted a link to Holocaust denier David Irving's disgusting hate 
site, which has been deleted. And that person -- who is really in New York, by 
the way -- is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265191 07173 61 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 8:17:41am  
 
Banning prevents Morlocks from posting comments, but not from reading. Unless 
they're really evil, in which case they get the full Monty -- a server-level 
block that won't let them access the site at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265209 07173 79 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 12:37:18pm  
 
DebP: here's our entry about that story, from September of last year. It's not 
an urban legend:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4097" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265311 07175 33 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 8:36:10am  
 
"starstruck" is in Toronto, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00265355 07175 77 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 9:18:47am  
 
Unbelievable! Genocide Gordon actually failed to recognize Arafat in that 
cartoon!</P> 
But then, that's a perfect illustration of why he is our Official Idiotarian 
Mascot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265495 07175 217 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 6:44:37am  
 
I need to correct something "Bubba" wrote above -- he said the Muslim population 
of the US 8-10 million.</P> 
This is a wildly exaggerated figure. Even CAIR, who exaggerates shamelessly, 
only puts the Muslim population at about 7 million, and the truth is probably 
far less -- more like 3 million at the upper limit.</P> 
The US census is prohibited from collecting data on religious affiliation, so no 
one really knows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265691 07178 20 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 11:03:18am  
 
#6 was posted by a Morlock in Pomona, California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00265727 07178 56 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 2:46:35pm  
 
The freak who posted #6 was stupid enough to send a long, rambling, obscene 
email to me with his Yahoo account, forwarded to a long list of other freaks at 
a variety of extremist web sites.</P> 
A complaint has been sent to Yahoo's abuse department, since this email was in 
clear violation of Yahoo's terms of service, and I also now have a list of email 
addresses for a number of other disturbed individuals.</P> 
However, he was obviously trying to stir up trouble, so don't be surprised if we 
see a sudden influx of Morlocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266027 07180 21 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 1:49:47pm  
 
ploome: thanks for reminding me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266407 07183 40 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 7:34:38pm  
 
Another troll bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266417 07183 50 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 7:49:40pm  
 
NTropy: the 'users online' feature is new; I installed it yesterday. Don't know 
about your other questions, though...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266418 07183 51 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 7:51:25pm  
 
Tasty Beverage: I can't really glean ideologies from IP addresses, I'm 
afraid...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00266436 07183 69 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2003 8:48:21pm  
 
3ChordGuitarist: it's time for you to retire for the evening. That comment was 
way out of line, and I've deleted it. You'll regret writing it in the 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266451 07183 84 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 1:40:21pm  
 
Eric Coe wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>While there might be better solutions (like an assigned display 
number for each comment that would not change), a simple fix would be to have a 
scriptlet to replace the offending post with something like "Troll Post 
Deleted"...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been meaning to get around to this for a while, and that's exactly what I 
just did. Deleted comments will now be replaced with '[deleted]" and the name 
will be changed to "---". The comment numbers won't change.</P> 
All other information available to the admin (i.e., me) will remain so that I 
can correlate the trolls as they rear their ugly heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266542 07185 47 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 6:01:16am  
 
DO NOT REPLY TO THIS CREATURE, PLEASE!</P> 
Anything it manages to post will be deleted, and your replies will not make 
sense.</P> 
Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266640 07186 6 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 6:29:01am  
 
Note: the troops found documents marked "top secret." Of course we don't know 
what they're about yet -- but that doesn't mean I shouldn't even mention the 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266897 07188 87 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 3:34:55pm  
 
Hey, "you still don't blah blah blah" ... don't forget the Swiss. We 
<EM>really</EM> despise them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266898 07188 88 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 3:39:22pm  
 
That's enough of Sgt. Bubba, who has finally outed himself as an antisemitic 
moron. The last comment he posted as "Marine" was Bubba trying to make it look 
like he has someone on his side besides his Swiss friend. 
Wanker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00266902 07188 92 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 3:43:09pm  
 
The other freak posting as "you still don't, etc." is not Sgt. Wanker. It's 
another idiot in Switzerland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00266915 07188 105 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 4:20:42pm  
 
By the way, "Sgt. Bubba" was also "comic" in addition to his other 
personalities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267195 07191 149 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2003 6:47:17pm  
 
^^^ Thailand ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267205 07192 8 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 4:33:51pm  
 
You're starting to piss me off, Michael. (Again.) I suggest you take a time-out 
and think about the wisdom of comparing Israel to Nazi Germany and Imperial 
Japan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267212 07192 15 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 5:19:28pm  
 
Ranbutan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I noticed you had no comment on the Israeli map showing all of 
Palestine theirs.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Perhaps you missed this statement, sitting big as life on the page to which I 
linked:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In these maps, Israel is portrayed including all land currently 
under its authority. Still, Israel is small compared with most countries around 
the world, most states in the U.S. and most other countries in its 
region.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And by the way, there is no country called "Palestine."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267322 07194 5 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 5:03:56pm  
 
Photios: jeez, am I gonna have to start giving "runner-up" hat tips too? 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267341 07194 24 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2003 5:25:22pm  
 
Black_Flag wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>a heads up, I'm getting "unterminated line constant script errors" 
from LFG for the past couple days when IE6 loads the first time, anything on 
your end?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh... no. That's the first I've heard about this. I wonder if it has something 
to do with the new 'Users Online' feature, which I just installed in the last 
few days. There's nothing too tricky in that -- just uses PHP sessions to count 
users. Can you get any more info about the error?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267541 07195 112 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2003 6:11:51am  
 
Please note: I have deleted all the comments with vulgar personal attacks, and I 
will continue to do so. Think about what it looks like for new visitors from 
Iowa to walk into the middle of all that.</P> 



And a special warning to the person posting as '-'. Knock off the personal 
attacks, or you will be banned.</P> 
Sorry to have to do this, but that stuff was really over the 
top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00267892 07197 220 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 11:59:32am  
 
Ben: yes, I saw that. I hope Mr. Aufrecht enoys knowing that thousands of people 
consider him a craven coward, even if he did manage to sell some t-shirts from 
all the traffic.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00268254 07200 143 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2003 4:39:03pm  
 
I suggest that everyone take another look at the LGF prayer above the comment 
entry form. "chrono" is a classic troll, making stupid, outrageous statements 
designed to focus all attention on itself. The best way to deal with these 
creatures is to ignore them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00268424 07204 41 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2003 5:20:43pm  
 
I've had enough of the troll from Switzerland (<A 
href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=213.3.34.226&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>213.3.34.226</A>) calling itself "chrono," and I'm not going to 
let it hijack another thread. It's banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00268804 07209 98 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 9:20:53am  
 
Hi Caton. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00268809 07209 103 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 9:38:56am  
 
Caton: yes, I did see it, but it's some kinda, like, you know, foreign language 
or sump'm. Us monolingual trailer park dwellers don't know nothin' 'bout no 
foreign languages...</P> 
Seriously though, it looks interesting, but Google's translation is pretty rough 
and it's hard to make out the details. Care to do a translation for 
us?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00268983 07211 23 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 6:33:54am  
 
&lt;troll&gt;So let me get this straight. Just because these oppressed people 
are reacting to the occupation by firing guns and screaming hate slogans, you're 
going to demonize them? In many parts of the world, this is considered a 
perfectly valid way to express grief. But of course, you zionist jew freepers 
wouldn't know that, sitting in your trailers swilling beer and scarfing Big 
Macs.&lt;/troll&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269211 07212 12 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 9:54:37am  
 



angela wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>According to a posting at the NYC IdiotMedia site, Google restored 
them to Google News last week.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, I don't think so. A search of Google News for "Indymedia" returns no 
articles from there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269259 07212 60 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 12:47:00pm  
 
Comments #39 and #42 were posted by the same drooling moron who was annoying 
everyone as "Sgt. Bubba" a day or two ago. He now is finding hacked servers to 
get around the ban; I'll leave his comments there this time instead of deleting 
them, because sometimes it's good to see how incredibly lame and stupid these 
kinds of people are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269327 07213 14 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 10:15:49am  
 
paganinfidel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Did anyone else click on the LGF link and get a completely different 
site? It linked to a hebrew site.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? Why, that's odd. Very odd. Downright weird, in fact! I have no idea how 
that could have happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269550 07216 44 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 4:42:12pm  
 
Yossarian: it's all the same antisemitic drooler. Thinks he's a l33t 
hax0r.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269552 07216 46 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 4:44:17pm  
 
And by the way, he's going to be quite surprised soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00269559 07216 53 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2003 4:48:03pm  
 
reaganite: I don't want to spoil the surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270296 07226 8 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 2:07:39pm  
 
Sure enough -- looks like it doesn't take much to fool Genocide 
Gordon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270495 07229 4 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 4:19:22pm  
 
AB: there was nothing wrong with the script. But since you asked, here are the 
technical details.</P> 
The "Users Online" feature uses PHP's "session" functions to count the number of 
users, and for some reason, PHP adds the session variables to anything in the 
page that looks like a URI, as a GET variable, e.g. "?PHPSESSIONID=[string of 
numbers]". It was adding the session ID to the javascript functions doLink() and 
doLinkNew(), because they contained "&lt;a href=". If you'd like to see how I 



solved it, view the page source and check out those javascript 
functions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270578 07231 3 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 4:24:22pm  
 
NTropy: it isn't just today; I've had to leave the block in place for a couple 
of weeks, because these stalkers are being incredibly ... uh ... persistent. 
(Read: obsessed.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270584 07231 9 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 4:35:34pm  
 
Kelly: All of the PHP backend software that runs this weblog was written by 
yours truly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270585 07231 10 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 4:36:40pm  
 
Iron Fist: actually, I have already contacted the relevant 
authorities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270660 07231 85 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 5:42:40am  
 
T. Lawrence is right, this guy is mentally ill.</P> 
A few points:</P> 
1) This lame brain may think he's getting away with something by using hacked 
servers as proxies, but he's actually committing a crime, and he's going to be 
sorry -- because I do have his real account's ISP address.</P> 
2) He may catch me out occasionally and be able to post his drivel for a little 
while, but his comments will be deleted. Every one of them. He is not welcome 
here.</P> 
3) Every time he succeeds in posting another comment, he gives me more 
evidence.</P> 
4) There is no number 4.</P> 
5) Anyone who thinks I have mind control powers is obviously wrong, because look 
how many people got into it with this mindless hatebot, despite my <EM>many</EM> 
requests to ignore these creatures. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270665 07231 90 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 5:59:18am  
 
Caton: #17 is someone else. The others have been wiped -- thanks for reminding 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270667 07231 92 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 6:16:44am  
 
DOF: what database?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270668 07231 93 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 6:22:00am  
 
By the way, one more note about this obsessed stalker: he said he's using 
"random" IPs, and that blocking him would block other users. This is not true. 
There's nothing random about what he's doing. He's using a list of compromised 



servers, in spots all around the world. It has nothing to do with a satellite 
connection, and blocking this creep does not block other users unless they use 
the same list of hacked servers -- in which case, I don't want them here 
anyway.</P> 
And by the way, cyber-stalking is a serious crime, and it has been reported to 
the relevant authorities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270671 07231 96 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 7:30:26am  
 
heretic: No, the one who pissed all over this thread is not "chronos." This one 
is "Sgt. Bubba."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270677 07231 102 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2003 5:40:00am  
 
Frank: yes, I saw the email, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00270806 07233 3 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2003 8:04:07pm  
 
James: don't worry; I grabbed a copy in case it goes away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271418 07237 196 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 3:20:29pm  
 
We couldn't have asked for a more perfect illustration of Orson Scott Card's 
premise than Matt and his "little brown people" comment. Moral stupidity 
indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271534 07238 50 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 10:48:11am  
 
Ulf (#38) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Morocco is close to 90%, and there hasn't been much of a jihad there 
lately.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You can't be serious.</P> 
May 16? Suicide bombings? Casablanca? 43 people dead? Connected to Al Qaeda?</P> 
Ring a bell?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/L21604700.htm" 
target=_blank>www.alertnet.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271568 07238 84 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 1:45:57pm  
 
Ulf (#83) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Not sure if there ever was any definitive linkage to al-Qaida. But 
that's irrelevant anyway, the question was whther there was a jihad going on in 
Morocco, and a country being the victim of terrorist attacks simply doesn't cut 
it, in my book.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess you couldn't be bothered to follow the link I provided above, so here's 
a relevant portion to refute your ridiculous denial: <A 
href="http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/L21604700.htm" 
target=_blank>Morocco arrests reporters in Casablanca bomb sweep</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Editor of Al Hayat al Maghribia (Moroccan Life), Mustapha Qachnini 
was charged for having published an article written by Zakarya Boughrara, an 
Islamic militant who was among the five others also arrested and an interview 



with radical Islamist cleric Mohamed Fizazi, arrested a few days after the 
attacks.Two other journalists, Mohamed Lhard and Abdelmajid Ben Tahar from 
Acharq newspaper, were charged for having carried excerpts of Boughrara's 
article and interviewing Fizazi."Boughrara...received funds from foreign parties 
belonging to the so-called Jihad Salafist currently linked to al Qaeda," Laoufi 
was quoted as saying by the official MAP news agency."The funds were destined to 
finance Salafist Jihad followers in Morocco to perpetrate terrorist acts," 
Laoufi added.Boughrara's article called for "gathering people and means to lead 
acts that spread disorder and terror through terrorist suicide operations", the 
prosecutor added.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271791 07242 7 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 1:34:03pm  
 
I'm waiting for the first cry of "48 hour rule!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271928 07243 36 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 4:27:34pm  
 
I'm not going to ban Matt yet, because he's doing a wonderful job of self-
debunking. If he descends into loony idiotarian raving (which could happen) then 
I'll consider it.</P> 
Notice that, even as he expresses his contempt for everyone here at LGF, he 
makes sure to enter his weblog URI into the input line labeled "home page 
(optional)".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271932 07243 40 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 4:31:30pm  
 
Gordon the Official LGF Idiotarian Mascot wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, are your Rachel Corrie pics photo-shopped too?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What do you think, Gordie? Please explain, and provide links to prove your 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00271957 07243 65 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 7:02:32pm  
 
Hello? Gordie? Waiting for those links, and that explanation for your libelous 
comment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00272084 07245 58 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2003 8:47:30pm  
 
Darrell Issa is no moderate.</P> 
Read this Debbie Schlussel column from November 2001 to get a clue about where 
he stands:</P> 
<A href="http://www.politicalusa.com/columnists/schlussel/schlussel_003.htm" 
target=_blank>Darrell Issa: Traitor, or useful idiot?</A></P> 
On a trip to the Middle East, he gave interviews to Arab media in which he 
claimed that Hizb'Allah was a "legitimate" organization that had never been 
involved in terrorism, and met with Yasser Arafat and gushed over how nice he 
was.</P> 
Jihad Darrell made another trip to the Middle East in April of this year and met 
with Arafat <EM>again</EM>, even though President Bush was refusing to deal with 
Arafat. I saw photos of this meeting when it happened, and should have saved 
them -- because, oddly enough, they are nowhere to be found on the web 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00272898 07251 172 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2003 6:00:53am  
 
Hey -- let's stop flaming Elizabeth, OK? She is a valued contributor to LGF 
discussions, even if she does have an amazingly thin skin when it comes to 
criticism of Canada. Save the flames for people who deserve it, not people who 
are friends -- hot-tempered, but friends nonetheless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00272907 07252 8 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2003 1:49:07pm  
 
Well, I thought about it -- but not this time. This should be the end of her 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00273119 07257 49 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2003 6:22:27pm  
 
By the way, folks -- a curious fact. "Shogo" is not in Australia, despite what 
its comment may have led you to believe. It's in Montevideo, 
Uruguay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00273952 07264 114 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2003 9:59:11am  
 
Since several people are questioning whether the email from Wilkie is genuine, 
I've emailed Amit Duvshani to ask him to confirm it.</P> 
Note that this has been circulated on noted author Naomi Ragen's mailing list, 
and I sincerely doubt that she would risk her reputation without being certain 
the email was authentic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00274519 07271 31 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2003 8:16:48pm  
 
JohninLondon: Even as you were writing your comments I was working on a post 
about this BBC flap. I've been watching it develop today, and I agree -- it's 
quite extraordinary. The BBC's culture of snarky post-modern anti-Western bias 
is finally being outed, and it's about time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00274823 07277 8 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2003 7:36:57am  
 
JG: that's the referrer URL. Someone clicked on the link to LGF on that Google 
page, and I see the URL of the page where they clicked, which includes the 
search request info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00274840 07277 25 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2003 10:31:21am  
 
Robert wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I've had a few visits from net.sa the past few days. Whoever is 
visiting shows referrer as unknown. Does this mean the url for my blog is being 
typed into the visitor's browser window?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's one reason for no referrer. Also, some people use proxies that block 
referrer information, or software like AdSubtract.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00275158 07282 26 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2003 6:54:02pm  
 
Chris (#20) wrote from Australia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So when the Kiwis or the Irish meet with the Palestinians, they are 
disgusting anti-Semites, but when a representative of the US government does so, 
you "understand the need for diplomacy"?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
1) The Kiwis and the Irish met with one of the century's bloodiest terrorists, 
Yasser Arafat.</P> 
2) I never said they were "disgusting anti-Semites." If you're going to try to 
bash what I write, you'd be well-advised not to put words in my mouth while on 
the way.</P> 
3) What part of "It's not right" didn't you get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00275253 07283 26 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2003 7:41:08am  
 
Spitfire: the easiest way is just paste the URL into your comment. As long as 
it's separated from the rest of the text with whitespace, it will be 
automatically converted to a link.</P> 
If you want to have a descriptive title for your link, use the "Link" feature 
right above the comment entry box. You'll be prompted for the URL, and then the 
title, and the code for the link will be inserted into your 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00275329 07284 75 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2003 5:59:19am  
 
Colt (#72) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Just looked at the "Search Requests" page. Aside from the usual 
requests for Arab pr0n, there was a Google search for "semtex c4 recipe 
make".Charles, I strongly recommend reporting this person to the appropriate 
authorities.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That search request came from an IP address in Ukraine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00275759 07288 192 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2003 2:32:03pm  
 
"Conventbabe" is in the UK. She/he/it was first seen making holier-than-thou 
clucking sounds over a Rachel Corrie post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276155 07292 16 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2003 4:07:04pm  
 
reaganite: yep. "Justin" is a British pest from Sheffield who checks in every so 
often, to defend antisemites, demean the intelligence of LGF readers, and 
denigrate yours truly. He/she/it is now banned.</P> 
By the way, another British pest has been trying to post lengthy excerpts from 
<EM>Mein Kampf</EM> lately. If it manages to get one through somehow, please 
don't respond; I'll be deleting garbage like that as soon as I become aware of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276356 07294 27 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 9:15:13am  
 
I guess it's too much to expect someone who names himself after a cartoon cat to 
understand the point being made by Chip Joyce, or to recognize that Ms. Hepburn 
is exactly the kind of woman who would have never lived to see the age of 96 in 



any Muslim country -- where her views and independent actions would have gotten 
her stoned to death, or murdered by her own family in an "honor killing."</P> 
But if it makes you (and the ancient Roman) feel better to ignore and make light 
of issues like this, or to accuse those who point them out of "hatred," then 
please go ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276563 07296 56 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 7:24:18am  
 
A note about "hat tips": please remember, folks, that I also find a lot of 
stories myself. If it's in the WSJ or Jerusalem Post or Ha'aretz or the Weekly 
Standard -- or any of the sites listed under "News/Opinion" in the right sidebar 
-- there's a good chance I'll find it myself, even if you do email about a 
story. And also please remember that if you email about something, it doesn't 
guarantee that I've been able to read it; I receive so much email that it's rare 
for me to be able to get through it all.</P> 
I do appreciate all the efforts to bring items to my attention!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276649 07297 3 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 7:55:53am  
 
Actually, I believe there have been several CAIR officials arrested now. I'm not 
sure how many.</P> 
Royer is described as a "former" CAIR spokesman, by the way, although no one is 
saying how "former" he was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276653 07297 7 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 7:59:19am  
 
The comment about the "Jew with a gun" is very revealing, especially given the 
recent conviction of that Jewish podiatrist in Florida for planning to attack 
Islamic centers. These people are utterly obsessed with Jews, and blinded by the 
obsession.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276873 07301 70 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 2:41:42pm  
 
I've deleted that ugly comment, and I have a question for the person who has 
posted as "Jim B".</P> 
To "Jim B": your other posts have not been like the disgusting comment I just 
deleted. Why is a person with the same IP as yours posting that kind of thing? 
Was it supposed to be a joke? Unless I hear something from you to explain this, 
I'm going to block your IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276876 07301 73 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 2:55:26pm  
 
Jim B: thanks for the reply. Are you using DSL or cable, or are you on a dial-up 
connection?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00276882 07301 79 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 6:39:16pm  
 
Phil: this time it was Lester Holt, but I have a feeling he was only reading 
copy prepared by someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00277101 07303 190 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 4:39:36pm  
 
Josh Shanker: you're wrong. There is <EM>not</EM> "a lot of kill them all" on 
this site. The "kill them all" posts constitute a <EM>very</EM> small percentage 
of what is posted here.</P> 
In fact, I'm proud of the high level of most discussions here, and the informed 
opinions of most commentators. I don't know how it's happened, but LGF has 
attracted a lot of incredibly bright people, who -- even when they're incredibly 
pissed off, such as immediately after a suicide bombing -- still have 
thoughtful, intelligent things to say.</P> 
When I wrote the entry above, I was simply reminding our readers that there are 
a lot of people paying attention to LGF these days, and as a result, to give 
some thought to what they write before committing it to the 
ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00277255 07305 41 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2003 2:59:49pm  
 
"Justso" is a creep who was banned previously from posting comments here, and he 
used a proxy in Mexico to slip through. I don't appreciate that sort of thing, 
and anything else he manages to post will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00277823 07309 40 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2003 5:11:14am  
 
Oops -- I forgot to enter the width and height info for the second photo. That's 
why some of you couldn't see it. It's corrected now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00278620 07315 218 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2003 3:18:40pm  
 
I've had enough of the John Mulhausen creature; he is now banned. If he wants to 
insult me, he can use his own web site to do it; I'm not going to pay to host 
any more of his America-hating garbage.</P> 
By the way, if you're ready for a laugh -- John's band is hilariously awful; 
I've saved a couple of the meandering, cacophonous, nearly atonal selections on 
his 'Multimedia' page in my 'So Bad It's Almost Good' folder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00278724 07315 322 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2003 8:09:38pm  
 
"alcuin": shut up and sit down. You are completely without Clue™. The pictures 
<EM>are not photoshopped</EM>, and I have to wonder why people like you are so 
eager to spread such lies.</P> 
Hint: You're looking at the <EM>wrong picture</EM> at Sgt. Stryker's site, 
idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00278992 07319 33 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2003 6:52:23am  
 
Please note: the incoherent rants in comments #31 and #32 were posted by the 
same freak from Melbourne, Australia. Another of Amir's friends, I 
suppose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00278996 07319 37 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2003 7:26:55am  
 



zaza: exactly right. That's why I left both posts there. (Remember: 31 and 32 
are by the same person.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00279742 07326 18 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2003 11:05:48am  
 
Raj: yes, actually, I have started cycling again, after too much time away from 
it. (But that's not how I wrenched my shoulder this time.)</P> 
Just got a beautiful all-carbon monocoque Scattante with Ultegra and Shimano 
wheels, in fact. 59cm frame, but weighs just 17.8 pounds. Rides like 
silk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00279761 07326 37 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2003 1:04:03pm  
 
I'm sorry, folks, but the shoulder is not feeling any better; in fact it's been 
getting more uncomfortable all day. I'm disappointed; I was looking forward to 
this event. But please, do go anyway! I know Roger would love to see you all 
there, and then you can let me know what I missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00279782 07326 58 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2003 3:42:28pm  
 
Caton: thanks for the concern. The last time this injury acted up, I did see a 
doctor, who told me it was a condition called "frozen shoulder," and that no one 
really knows what causes it.</P> 
I know what causes it, though. Hitting a patch of oil while taking a turn at 20+ 
miles per hour, and then hitting the asphalt hard. And skidding. You wouldn't 
believe the road rash I had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281068 07338 3 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2003 3:03:02pm  
 
Alfred: no, you're not reading anything wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281076 07338 11 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2003 5:21:16pm  
 
I was curious how often the ancient Roman was checking to see if we were talking 
about him, and now I have my answer: 2 hours, 25 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281175 07340 10 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2003 4:59:12pm  
 
He got ToS'ed out of his Yahoo email account, after sending me a series of 
bizarre, evil-minded, and obscene rants. And now he may have managed to get that 
BBS ToS'ed as well. Dreamhost has already replied to my 
complaint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281178 07340 13 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2003 5:04:00pm  
 
Iron Fist: this freak is in the UK, so I'm not too worried about Manson-style 
action. But I'm prepared for anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281312 07341 49 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 8:13:38am  



 
Paladin: make sure you have your browser set to "accept 
cookies."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281403 07343 44 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 9:25:48am  
 
CastorOil wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I wonder if the Saudis are publishing this for Western consumption? 
Would this questioning of their society be allowed in the Arabic 
media?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Arab News <EM>is</EM> strictly for Western consumption. Anything published 
there is what they choose to show to the West.</P> 
The Arabic language media in SA is considerably more anti-Western. They don't 
allow questioning there, and if some happens to slip through, it is quickly 
suppressed.</P> 
I've been watching the Arab News for years now, and every time the House of Saud 
comes under criticism, these "hopeful" pieces appear. Frankly, they mean 
nothing; they're <EM>taqqiyeh</EM> -- the Arabic word for strategic lying to 
infidels. Don't be fooled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281437 07343 78 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 11:59:44am  
 
Photios: your T-shirt order went out on Wednesday, along with quite a few 
others...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281441 07343 82 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 12:18:23pm  
 
Photios: Well, I don't really like to complain in public, but my rotator cuff 
ain't rotatin' too good right now. I think it's starting to get better, after a 
couple of days of hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281842 07349 6 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 5:37:58pm  
 
Alex F: the picture at lower left shows an Arab holding the severed head of an 
Israeli soldier. The other pictures are various forms of murder and mayhem, 
intended to show IDF soldiers manning border outposts what Hizb'Allah intends 
for them, and for the rest of Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00281858 07349 22 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2003 6:43:28pm  
 
Montaigne's Cat: the photo was sent to me several months ago. I stored it in a 
"graphics" folder and just discovered it again today. It was orginally posted at 
webshots.com, in the user storage section of a Lebanese person who also had lots 
of other photos of the area. Unfortunately, I didn't save the exact URL of the 
page where the photo came from, but I'm sure it depicts a real billboard; I've 
seen descriptions of this and similar billboards in several 
places.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282101 07353 9 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 11:00:29am  
 



I'm sure Lance is very happy with a seventh place finish; it wouldn't make sense 
for him to go all out for the time trial win, pushing the turns as fast as he 
could, and risk a crash or mishap. At this point he's only 7 seconds back from 
the leader, which is nothing. He'll bide his time until the mountain stages -- 
that's where the race is won or lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282102 07353 10 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 11:02:45am  
 
And ... it's pretty great that there are three US Postal guys in the top ten 
finishers. The team is looking incredible, and that's going to make a huge 
difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282380 07358 5 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 2:15:54pm  
 
Looks like CityLink Computers realized that the <EM>wrong</EM> sort of people 
were linking to their animation, and removed it. If you still want to see it (I 
recommend it, to get a good look at what the enemy is up to, and how they 
promote their jihad ideology), see the UPDATE above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282395 07358 20 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 3:01:13pm  
 
NOTE: I'm going to remove this foul animation from my server soon, so if you 
want to see it, do it soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282396 07358 21 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 3:03:10pm  
 
Thom: I agree -- there's nothing funny about this thing. It's deadly serious. 
It's the face of the enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00282414 07358 39 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2003 3:28:20pm  
 
To save a copy of the animation, just right-click on the link above (Control-
click on Mac) and choose 'Download Link to Disk'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283511 07377 12 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2003 8:28:04am  
 
kid charlemagne wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Joe Sacco is an excellent cartoonist, as you yourself once 
acknowledged, Charles, calling his work "graphically detailed and 
beautiful".</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I wasn't really saying that Sacco's work was "beautiful" in that entry 
-- I was using that phrase to make a point about Ted Rall.</P> 
But I do agree that Sacco is a talented illustrator. And Leni Riefenstahl was a 
talented filmmaker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283520 07377 21 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2003 8:59:45am  
 
I disagree about the money-obsessed colonel. (Please note: I didn't write 
"greedy.") Of all the ways to portray an IDF officer, it's very telling that 



Sacco chooses to depict him as looking at the conflict in terms of 
money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283589 07378 20 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2003 9:24:04am  
 
<STRONG>Please note</STRONG>: The bulldozer in the Rachel Corrie incident was 
<EM>not</EM> destroying anyone's house that day. It was <EM>clearing brush</EM> 
-- nothing more. The story about destroying a doctor's house is just more of the 
pro-Palestinian spin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283710 07379 57 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2003 2:42:09pm  
 
Before we all conclude that the letter I posted is a forgery, let's wait and see 
what Jolly Roger has to say about where he got it, OK? The one I posted is 
obviously not just a reworded version of Lizzel's letter -- the content is 
completely different, and it refers to the search for WMD in a way that would 
have made no sense back in May.</P> 
If it does turn out to be a forgery I'll certainly post an update, but I haven't 
seen any proof of that yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283736 07379 83 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 7:11:48pm  
 
Mike (#79) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Blah. Blah blah blah Bush lied blah blah blah...It wil be 
interesting to see if this post gets deleted because of its 
content.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So, are you interested yet? Why in the world would I want to delete such a fun-
filled post?</P> 
Are you maybe feeling a little embarrassed by your whiny accusation before the 
fact? No?</P> 
You'll need to be a lot nastier than that to get your posts deleted. As it is, 
you're just regurgitating the standard foolish counterpunch/alternet/indymedia 
line; you didn't even do a good job of trolling. (Notice how you were 
ignored.)</P> 
Better luck next time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00283861 07381 20 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 12:22:54pm  
 
J.D.: I suspect that person is for real -- he provided an email address, and his 
IP traces to Pensacola Florida, which is where Padilla's family supposedly 
lives. He probably found LGF by searching for "missing 727" -- we come up pretty 
close to the top Google's search results for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00284323 07387 64 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 8:21:38am  
 
VFI: "white women" is a quote from the article, you moron. Try reading the 
links. And the point is that even as they decry our decadence and try to kill 
us, they secretly indulge the same vices they accuse us of.</P> 
As if you didn't know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00284327 07387 68 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 8:39:21am  



 
VFI wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What light this thread brings to anything of significance escape 
me.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
One more item to add to the long, long list of things that escape 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00284805 07393 27 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 3:23:54pm  
 
 
 
Susan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Did the wire services release any photos of the grieving relatives 
of the victim (the old lady, I mean)?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, for once they did:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://search.news.yahoo.com/search/news/?c=news_photos&amp;p=Mazal+Afari" 
target=_blank>search.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00284807 07393 29 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2003 3:25:56pm  
 
The real reason they are crying and wailing is because there are Arab 
photographers sticking cameras in their faces, and playing it up for the cameras 
is a Palestinian national pastime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285014 07393 236 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2003 11:50:51am  
 
<STRONG>Godwin's Law</STRONG>: prov. [Usenet] "As a Usenet discussion grows 
longer, the probability of a comparison involving Nazis or Hitler approaches 
one." There is a tradition in many groups that, once this occurs, that thread is 
over, and whoever mentioned the Nazis has automatically lost whatever argument 
was in progress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285043 07393 265 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2003 3:52:59pm  
 
I should point out that the only person to use the word "vermin" in this entire 
topic was ... Quincy, the sanctimonious one.</P> 
I do hope Quincy continues with his foolishly overblown rhetoric and pseudo-
intellectual, borderline antisemitic "Nazi" comparisons. He's doing a wonderful 
job of discrediting himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285068 07393 290 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2003 8:37:55am  
 
I'd like to point out that we have only the Palestinians' word that the people 
depicted in the photos above are actually family members of the suicide bomber. 
As for the little girl, she's surrounded by grown men wailing and putting on a 
show for the cameras; they've got their arms around her and are crying right 
into her ear. Another is apparently behind her, shoving a photo of the murderer 
in front of the camera to make sure it gets in the picture. Whether this girl 
was actually related to the murderer or not, I think we can't assume that she's 
crying out of grief. She might simply be scared by all the adults carrying 
on.</P> 



As for the two women, I've never seen a phonier display.</P> 
That's right, Quincy. Boo freakin' hoo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285076 07393 298 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2003 9:53:01am  
 
We get more than 2000 comments here at LGF every day. Quincy the moral 
equivalizing Energizer bunny has found about 20 that use the word "vermin" and 
links to them with absolutely no attempt to put them in context.</P> 
The first one you quoted, you repulsive toad, was from a topic about the 
deliberate murder of a 5-year old girl, blown to bits by a Palestinian suicide 
bomber along with her grandmother. There was nothing left of her body, even 
though the grandmother tried to shield her.</P> 
You have no shame. I'm proud that people like you are offended by what I write. 
Go ahead, call me a Nazi again, you sick fuck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285476 07403 49 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2003 8:11:20am  
 
Several people have mentioned that New Jersey has a large Islamic population, 
and many connections to radical groups. I'll add that many of the Muslim 
radicals and nasty trolls who have posted comments at LGF have also been in New 
Jersey; here is the latest, who posts a link to the web site of Sas Jamal, the 
founder of the evil ClearGuidance Muslim forum for bloodthirsty Islamic 
teens:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7396#c0033" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285607 07406 17 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2003 8:58:12am  
 
Joe: "anorexic" isn't the right word -- you would not believe how much these 
guys eat. They may look skinny and undernourished (in the upper body anyway; 
their legs are massive) but standing on that podium are some of the most 
physically fit individuals in the entire world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00285946 07411 5 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2003 11:58:44am  
 
Here's the program for the Middle East Studies Association 2003 conference in 
Anchorage Alaska:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://fp.arizona.edu/mesassoc/MESA03/2003panels.htm" 
target=_blank>fp.arizona.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287092 07420 116 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2003 12:28:11pm  
 
NOTE: You folks are not going to believe where the latest freak, calling itself 
"LGF groupies, etc." is posting his nasty garbage from.</P> 
THE UNITED NATIONS. Here is the Whois lookup for his IP address:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=157.150.194.10&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>geektools.com...</A>]</P> 
Hey, Mr. Poopie -- do you think the UN IT department might like to know how 
you're using their internet connection? Or did you think I wouldn't find 
out?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00287111 07420 135 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2003 12:41:35pm  
 
This is too funny, Mr. Poopie. In addition to a complaint letter to the UN's IT 
department, you're going to be featured with a front page post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287131 07420 155 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2003 1:19:37pm  
 
Hey! What happened to Mr. Poopie?</P> 
I'm picturing him frantically trying to erase all evidence from his computer. 
Too late, though, Mr. P. I have logs and email notifications, times and dates, 
IP addresses and reverse domain lookups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287322 07421 160 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 10:42:40am  
 
Dylan has no idea what he's talking about. Clue time for Dylan: an IP address 
gives away NO PERSONAL INFORMATION. It cannot be tracked to an individual, 
unless you go to court, show cause, and get a subpoena to examine the server 
logs of the ISP that owns it.</P> 
And if you're concerned about people seeing your IP address, you'd better stop 
accessing the internet altogether, because -- I hope you're sitting down, this 
may come as a shock -- every site you browse is RECORDING YOUR IP ADDRESS.</P> 
Also, if the person who posted those comments from the United Nations loses 
his/her/its job as a result -- that is what SHOULD happen. Unless you believe 
that sort of thing is appropriate behavior for someone using an account at the 
UN?</P> 
I hope the creep does lose his job. He doesn't deserve it. And I've done my part 
to make it happen by sending a complaint to the UN's web site 
managers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287325 07421 163 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 11:03:30am  
 
Lavaliere: I'm glad to see you keeping yourself amused with your fantasies -- 
but like Dylan, you have absolutely no idea what you're talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287443 07422 102 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 10:52:19am  
 
I wonder if the librarian is starting to wonder about that guy in the computer 
carrel, rocking frantically and giggling to himself as he bangs on the 
keyboard...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287693 07425 135 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 9:10:02am  
 
Thumper wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If Red George's hate-filled posts aren't getting deleted, I can only 
imagine the tripe that Charles DOES pull.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sometimes it's interesting to let the moonbats spew for a while. I'm sure "Red 
George" has no idea that he's coming off as a Jew-hating, terrorist-supporting, 
illiterate moron, leeching off the fruits of Western society even as he 
projectile-vomits his hate at it, but I think the vast majority of LGF readers 



see it quite clearly. And it's educational, for those who tend to disbelieve 
that people like him really exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287716 07425 158 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 9:59:22am  
 
Amy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And from where is our brilliant, well-informed and persuasive 
"correspondence course" participant posting, hmmm?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
He's posting from a public library in Cleveland Ohio. And by the way, I disagree 
that this person is a kid, or is even from America. I'd bet money that we're 
dealing with an Arab here, probably Palestinian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287785 07425 227 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 3:42:14pm  
 
"Jeff" (Formerly "insidiot") wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As the webmaster will gladly verify (he broadcast my personal info 
on this site because I disagreed with him), I am no LGF'r.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bullshit.</P> 
I did not "broadcast" any personal information about you. In one comment I 
mentioned where you were posting your messages from, after you posted a series 
of nasty messages, under several different names, pretending to be from 
different people -- a very childish and stupid act. Nothing personal was 
revealed about you, except where your internet connection was located. And this 
was not revealed because you "disagreed" with me -- it was because you were 
being dishonest and attempting to pose as several different people.</P> 
I see you haven't learned anything from the experience, and are still a liar -- 
which doesn't surprise me at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287801 07425 243 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2003 6:01:25am  
 
Well, Red George is back in the library.</P> 
And that library is now banned from posting comments at LGF. In fact, it's 
banned from accessing the site at all.</P> 
That's me, the big bad censor, taking away Red George's freedom of 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287807 07425 249 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2003 2:49:44pm  
 
What an incredible coincidence. "Sammy," the Jew-hater who posted a comment 
supporting his comrade "Red George," is <EM>also</EM> posting from Cleveland 
Ohio! What are the odds?</P> 
Nice try, "Sammy." Thanks for giving me your home IP address 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00287959 07428 40 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 8:32:54am  
 
Good boy, Frank IMC! Good! Biscuit for you! B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00288462 07434 7 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 7:26:30pm  
 



When I first caught them poking around they seemed to be downloading our 
archives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00288469 07434 14 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2003 7:49:26pm  
 
Robert Speirs: the Zayed Centre was founded by the "president" of the UAE, who 
has also contributed money to Harvard Divinity School. See this LGF entry:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6606" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And speakers at the Zayed Center have included former vice president Al Gore, 
former secretary of state James Baker, President George W. Bush’s brother Neil 
Bush, and LGF Idiotarian of the Year Jimmy Carter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00288975 07444 4 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2003 9:05:47am  
 
In past Tours, Lance has won in the mountains. He's unbelievable on climbs, 
superhuman. I'll never forget the moment in 2001 when he turned and looked back 
at Jan Ullrich, who was suffering badly, and then proceeded to power away from 
the other leaders as if he had a rocket mounted on his seat stays. Ullrich 
didn't even try to match it. It was mind-blowing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00288976 07444 5 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2003 9:07:30am  
 
Here's a photo of that moment:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=697" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00288986 07444 15 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2003 12:24:32pm  
 
Mr. Pol: that was a hilarious video. To put it in context for those who might 
have been a bit puzzled, Virenque was busted a few years back along with the 
entire Festina team, for using "blood-doping" drugs during the Tour, and 
suspended from racing -- for a year, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00289670 07451 17 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2003 8:31:17am  
 
I agree that Tyler Hamilton is showing an amazing amount of endurance, 
absolutely amazing. But he's not on Lance's team; this year he's riding for the 
Danish CSC team.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00290012 07454 76 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2003 11:52:38am  
 
RC neo-Jew: I just realized what's causing your trouble with the safemail 
program, and it isn't your fault. It's because I had to block a group of IP 
addresses and yours is among them; this causes the safemail program to refuse 
you.</P> 
I'll have a fix soon. Sorry for the inconvenience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00291342 07470 9 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2003 8:27:41am  
 



Bigfire wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Nope. He actually stopped, and carried his bike by hand back to the 
original point of departure to continue.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't think so -- I saw it on television, and he cut across the field to the 
bottom of the switchback, picked up his bike to cross a ditch, then rejoined the 
race. Definitely not at the original point of departure.</P> 
But I doubt anyone's going to call for him to be disqualified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00291469 07472 22 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2003 2:16:47pm  
 
sean crowley: not one Bush administration person <EM>ever</EM> used the words 
"imminent threat" to describe the situation in Iraq. Not one. Yet moonbats like 
"Paul Diogenes" (and what is with these people's fascination with Greek and 
Roman pseudonyms?) continue to trumpet it as if it were a fact, completely 
ignorant of just how stupid and uninformed it makes them look.</P> 
By the way, "Mr. Diogenes" -- did you know Frank Zappa? Because I 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00292607 07483 46 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2003 2:40:35pm  
 
Yes, Lance does indeed have bodyguards -- here's a photo of one:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030714/161/4ogro.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00292657 07484 33 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2003 3:34:22pm  
 
zulubaby: mostly because my main source for them (IMRA) doesn't publish them as 
often.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00292980 07487 73 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2003 5:31:49am  
 
"smellthecoffee" (#69) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Wake up, rightwing Americans. The rest of the world hates you and 
your warped, Fox News mentality, if it can even be called that. Your day of 
reckoning is at hand.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please note: this comment came from someone using the internet connection of 
British magazine The New Statesman:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.newstatesman.com/" 
target=_blank>www.newstatesman.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00292982 07487 75 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2003 5:55:45am  
 
The top item on the New Statesman site right now is "Great Thinkers of Our Time 
- Noam Chomsky".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00293000 07487 93 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2003 4:05:34pm  
 
Anyone want to bet whether "PearlGirl" is the same person as "Conventbabe"? Same 
ISP. I'm betting she/he/it is the same British hater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00295002 07509 68 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 7:48:59am  
 
Mouse (#66) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Did anyone see the news article about the Sauds attempting to corral 
their clerics? Apparently, and I can't find the link, they have decided that the 
Anti-American Friday prayer rants need to be curtailed a bit. Is there any hope 
of this actually happening?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, there is no hope of it actually happening. The Saudis are lying to us. See 
this LGF entry about what was preached in Mecca and Medina last Friday, July 
11:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7484_Peaceful_Religion_Watch
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295244 07512 80 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 5:51:04am  
 
Our latest "Islam means Peace!" visitor probably came from Tacitus, who is in 
attack mode again, determinedly missing the point as he rushes to prove his 
multicult credentials:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://38.144.96.23/tacitus/archives/000779.html#000779" 
target=_blank>38.144.96.23...</A>]</P> 
(By the way, the word "Islam" actually means "submission" - not exactly the same 
thing as "peace," although submission can lead to a <EM>sort</EM> of 
peace.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295245 07512 81 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 5:53:06am  
 
Oops, I was wrong -- "Araven" came here from Aziz "Jewish Weapons of Mass 
Genocide" Poonawalla's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295337 07512 173 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 2:05:08pm  
 
By the way, Aziz "Jewish Weapons of Mass Genocide" Poonawalla says I've "hit a 
new low" with this post, because America is the greatest Islamic country in the 
world, the women in this article are <EM>assimilating</EM> into US society (even 
as they claim they began veiling at the <EM>start of the first Gulf War</EM>), 
and how dare I imply that there is any misogyny in Islam:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://unmedia.blogspot.com" target=_blank 
?>unmedia.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
Aziz may think I've "hit a new low," but after his loathsome and ugly comments 
about Israel seeking bioweapons that would target only Arabs, down looks like up 
to him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295339 07512 175 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 2:16:45pm  
 
That's right; because, according to Aziz, America embodies the Quranic 
principles of freedom of speech and religion.</P> 
I know, it seems bizarre; but follow the link if you don't believe 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295381 07512 217 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2003 8:17:03am  



 
A 12-year old girl started covering herself the day the first Gulf War began, 
yet people would have us believe this is her "choice."</P> 
To the ancient Roman: I have never once "complained" about being "continually 
misunderstood." You just love to put words in my mouth, don't you?</P> 
As for "defending" what I wrote, I don't feel it's necessary to defend against 
such a feeble attack, or against your pathetic "longest meltdown" rah-rah let's-
all-bash LGF comment. I wrote exactly what I felt, and I stand by every word of 
it. If that upsets you, I view it as an achievement.</P> 
I do occasionally wonder why people like you are so obsessed with what I write. 
I think it has something to do with a pathological desire to feel morally 
superior to someone. As long as you continue to spell my name right, though, 
knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295489 07515 12 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 8:03:30am  
 
Here's my new bike: a Scattante carbon monocoque with Ultegra components and 
Shimano aerodynamic wheelset, at a pretty amazing price ($1495). Comparable 
carbon bikes like the Trek OCLV models will cost 2 to 3 times as much, and after 
test-riding them all, the Scattante felt much more lively and responsive.</P> 
My 59cm bike, fully built, weighs just 17.8 pounds. This is one sweet bicycle. 
Now I need to get back in shape so that I'm worthy of it.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.supergo.com/itemdisplay.asp?parentid=19083&amp;secid=7559&amp;s
ubid=7" target=_blank>www.supergo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295490 07515 13 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 8:05:14am  
 
By the way, since we're talking cycling, my personal best ride was at the Palm 
Springs Century (100 miles) which I finished in 4 hours, 44 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00295885 07519 20 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2003 2:44:13pm  
 
"mullah" (#14) posted his comment from Portugal, with an IP that traces to 
Portugal's TV Cabo:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=212.113.164.98&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>geektools.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00296392 07526 41 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 6:41:59am  
 
T.L.: sorry, I didn't find that photo through your comment, but in my normal 
daily scan.</P> 
I'll investigate the preview function to see if there's something causing double 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00296778 07530 6 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 8:06:37am  
 
He may be used to the heat, but losing 15 pounds to dehydration is highly 
unusual by any standards, and <EM>not good</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00296795 07530 23 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 2:41:38pm  
 
You guys are missing the point -- Lance lost that much water in <EM>one 
hour</EM>, and no, he couldn't keep drinking the whole way, because during the 
time trial the riders were not allowed to take water or food from the team 
car.</P> 
Here's what Lance's coach Chris Carmichael had to say about the situation:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://lancearmstrong.com/lance/online2.nsf/htmltdf03/cc" 
target=_blank>lancearmstrong.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00296917 07531 118 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 3:15:06pm  
 
Actually, "apesgrapes" was the first one to say something that wasn't full of 
hate and insults. Even though he tried to bait me into deleting his post, I 
think I'll surprise him and leave it.</P> 
I may regret this, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00296924 07531 125 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 3:23:32pm  
 
reaganite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CharlesThat was really all one guy wasn't it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unfortunately, no -- it was a couple of different morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00297304 07531 505 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2003 7:26:50am  
 
You're damn right he was banned, for his disgusting language and "gas stove" 
comment. That kind of talk may be just fine at "soccer hooligans" but it's not 
welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00297522 07534 6 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2003 5:00:51pm  
 
And don't get me started on Infoshop, IslamOnline, and Khalifa.com, all of which 
Google News apparently considers legitimate news services.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00297823 07538 48 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2003 1:48:50pm  
 
"Felix" is none other than our idiot pest "Red George," back at the Ohio Public 
Library again. His comments have been deleted and the new IP he used has been 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00298053 07541 42 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2003 4:51:24pm  
 
Yuvalien: heh -- with a couple thousand comments every day, I have to admit I 
didn't consciously notice yours. But maybe you're due for an unconscious hat 
tip...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00298106 07543 28 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2003 5:20:08pm  
 



"Barry" is "Felix," who is "Red George," who is banned. Please don't respond to 
his noxious garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00298319 07545 16 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2003 5:48:16am  
 
Mike: I wouldn't trust that CAIR email form myself; even if you use the option 
to compose your own letter, what's to stop them from adding their own message 
anyway, or reviewing it first and then not sending it?</P> 
Not to mention that by using their form, you're giving CAIR all kinds of 
information about yourself, including your email address, name, and IP 
address.</P> 
Jamie is right -- it's better to just grab the contact information from their 
page and send your own email or US Postal mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00298653 07549 15 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2003 6:50:26am  
 
I agree -- Lance won the Tour today. I'm still in awe.</P> 
After watching the replays where his foot came off the pedal, though, it didn't 
look like he actually banged his crotch on the top tube; I think he managed to 
catch himself. But he came very close to going down a second time.</P> 
The grace and sportsmanship shown by the other riders, as they waited for Lance 
to recover from the crash, was almost as amazing as Lance's performance. I love 
this sport.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00298859 07552 31 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2003 4:10:48pm  
 
I learned long ago that whenever you can't seem to understand why people act the 
way they do ...</P> 
... the answer is ... <STRONG>money</STRONG>.</P> 
(Or sex, but I don't think that applies here.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00299496 07559 222 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2003 9:30:50am  
 
Yes, that was him, all right. Turns out he's just as incoherent and hateful as 
we imagined from his sick "artwork."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00300766 07567 137 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2003 3:44:49pm  
 
triticale (#131) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They also discussed Uday's operation of the Olympic committee and 
the national soccer team. Athletes who did not perform up to his standards would 
be tortured, including the use of an "iron maiden" which has in fact been found. 
The NPR guy actually tried to get more information about the iron maiden 
(traditionally a coffin-like box with spikes on the inside) but the reporter had 
gone on to another topic.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uday's iron maiden was very real; we have a photograph of it here at LGF:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6391" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00302423 07579 69 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2003 12:56:14pm  
 



Ed Moran: yes, the idiot "Red George" who called in is the same fool who posted 
his Jew-hating comments from the Ohio Public Library system. As soon as Dennis 
said "George from Cleveland Ohio" I knew who it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00302505 07579 151 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2003 4:42:52pm  
 
I'm amazed that some of you think I'm a New York transplant.</P> 
Because I am.</P> 
I was born in Far Rockaway, and until the age of 10, lived in Queens 
Village.</P> 
But since those days, back in the Pleistocene Era, I've lived in Hawaii for 12 
years, then mostly in Los Angeles for more than 20 years now. I can't believe I 
still retain enough vestiges of my (formerly unmistakable) New York accent to be 
recognizable to those of you with eagle ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00302909 07584 8 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2003 4:28:46pm  
 
I'd want to know what the verses say; if you've ever been to the Grand Canyon, 
you know that it will definitely bring thoughts of higher planes to mind. I 
don't see a problem with quoting one of the most influential books of Western 
civilization in one of America's most inspirational places. After all, it's not 
about proselytizing -- it's about emotional resonance. Why should quotes from 
the Bible be forbidden in such places?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00303374 07588 40 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2003 6:05:25am  
 
Er, folks ... I know the stamp isn't new. That's why I wrote 
"reissued."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00303404 07588 70 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2003 6:31:10am  
 
reaganite: pease note, I'm not saying the stamp is evil or that it has to go. 
I'm pointing out the absurd double standard in the US government and the ACLU in 
particular, exempting Islam from the Establishment Clause even as it is applied 
rigorously to Judeo-Christian religions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00304479 07597 36 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2003 7:40:54pm  
 
Michael Totten: I'm <EM>very</EM> familiar with Justin Raimondo. He used to post 
comments here at LGF, until he was run out of town on a rail for his rabid 
antisemitism and tinfoil hat delusions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00304596 07598 80 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2003 5:08:39pm  
 
evariste: yes, that was "Red George," the obsessed LGF stalker, with another 
Internet account -- this time in Mentor, Ohio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00304870 07603 5 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2003 6:19:57am  
 



And speaking of hate sites -- one of the bashers recommends two of the most vile 
anti-American, anti-Israel sites on the web, antiwar.com and lewrockwell.com. 
Lovely.</P> 
I'm almost certain, by the way, that at least two of those reviews were written 
by the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00304908 07603 43 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2003 6:59:28am  
 
I'm just going to point out that I DO delete hateful comments from both sides; I 
don't know why people would assume I only delete the antisemitic loons. I don't 
make a big deal of announcing every comment I delete, folks.</P> 
One thing to keep in mind, however; often the comments that people point to as 
"hateful" are expressed in a moment of extreme emotion, by people who at other 
times leave thoughtful, intelligent remarks that I wouldn't want to lose. If I 
start policing comments with a heavy hand, I risk alienating those people, who 
are basically decent and smart -- even if they occasionally go overboard.</P> 
On the other hand, comments from Jew-haters and America-haters that get deleted 
-- well, I don't care if those people ever come back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00304923 07603 58 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2003 7:19:08am  
 
Thank you for the reviews, folks. They may take a while to appear -- Alexa isn't 
very quick at updating these things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00306778 07620 14 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2003 3:11:53pm  
 
addison: exactly right. Why are journalists so cowardly that they continually 
let liars get away with the most obvious blatant falsehoods? Almost everything 
he said in this interview was a lie!</P> 
Give me a chance to interview Abu Mazen. I'd have him squirming like a worm on a 
hook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00307537 07626 180 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2003 4:08:58pm  
 
Good for you, Iron Fist. Congratulations on the black belt. I know how hard you 
have to work, and how much punishment you have to take, to reach that 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00307734 07627 134 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2003 6:19:02pm  
 
See this LGF entry for a lot of interesting info about "Eugenie F. Trone," 
including WHOIS information and links to petitions signed by the entire Trone 
"family:"</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3540" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00307738 07627 138 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2003 6:21:55pm  
 
And please note that since that entry, the domain registration information for 
"israelshamir.net" has been changed to "Mr Israel Shamir" with only a Post 
Office Box in Tel Aviv for a contact address.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00307741 07627 141 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2003 6:28:21pm  
 
The WHOIS lookup for israelshamir.net:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.geektools.com/cgi-
bin/proxy.cgi?query=israelshamir.net&amp;targetnic=auto" 
target=_blank>www.geektools.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00308950 07638 105 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2003 3:05:03pm  
 
This mindless bumper-sticker quoting freak is not "Red George," folks. He's in 
Utah -- "Red George" was in Ohio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00309698 07642 84 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 5:17:58am  
 
Apparently these protesters didn't get the memo that there's no anti-Americanism 
in Turkey:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/030726/168/4sqs1.html" 
target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00309700 07642 86 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 5:22:12am  
 
Also -- please note, the article I quoted explicitly says that the ads 
themselves are not anti-America. In the first sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00309734 07642 120 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 6:42:44am  
 
Another note: reaganite and PDM got my point here; by posting this I wasn't 
trying to make some dark scary implication about Turkey, or about Chevy Chase. 
(Although I have met Chase, and he's a major putz.) Not everything that gets 
posted here is intended to be deadly serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310385 07649 44 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 12:00:36pm  
 
Yes, #19 was posted by the Latuff creature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310753 07652 29 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 2:01:11pm  
 
"Ronald Reagan" is banned. It was posting from Israel, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310754 07652 30 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 2:02:05pm  
 
...And I have a strong feeling it's probably one of the ISM terror 
enablers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310767 07652 43 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 2:16:24pm  



 
Well, I see this little Morlock is going to be a pest. Please ignore any 
comments it manages to leave -- they will only be deleted as soon as I can get 
to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310810 07652 86 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 2:43:54pm  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE STOP REPLYING TO THIS TROLL.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00310845 07652 121 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 3:19:58pm  
 
Thom: I do leave some of the idiotic troll ramblings. This was the same one who 
posted yesterday as "Ronald Reagan," back with the same mindless bumper sticker 
garbage again. The reason why I ban creatures like this is because they drag the 
whole discussion down with their nonsensical, irrational hate spew -- and some 
people just can't resist getting into pointless arguments with them that end up 
wasting big chunks of bandwidth and server space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311239 07658 22 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 7:28:50pm  
 
Faigalah MD. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Whats going on with all the deletions?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
We have a stupid repetitious troll who has nothing to say, but insists on being 
a pest. Nothing important; just ignore the deleted posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311242 07658 25 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 7:29:45pm  
 
mommydoc: I have no idea. Welcome to my world. :)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311246 07658 29 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2003 7:35:55pm  
 
No, Deacon Frost was not banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311424 07660 88 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 5:37:18am  
 
PDM: wow! That's fantastic. Please let me know when the auction is open at Ebay 
and I'll feature it on the main page. You're a true friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311463 07660 127 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 6:01:52pm  
 
Note: the troll posting under the name "Mad Max" and "Mel Gibson" above is the 
same freak who was being a stupid pest yesterday under the name "Ronald 
Reagan."</P> 
Just thought you might like to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311608 07662 17 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 7:07:08am  
 
Ariel: that video is a terrorist promotional and recruitment tool, discovered on 
an Islamist web site by <A href="http://haganah.us/haganah/index.php" 



target=_blank>Aaron Weisburd</A>. When I titled it "The face of the enemy" I was 
100% serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311610 07662 19 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 7:09:39am  
 
Ben F: however, the problem is that the people who are "teaching" the FBI about 
Islam are in fact Saudi-sponsored radicals themselves, often from groups such as 
the American Muslim Council and CAIR. This is much worse than honest sensitivity 
training, in my opinion; it's deliberate whitewashing and concealment of the 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311703 07663 47 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 11:35:59am  
 
punchy: "elected" by the Palestinian parliament? You're kidding, right?</P> 
No, actually, my original statement is correct. Abu Mazen was appointed by 
Yasser Arafat, then <EM>confirmed</EM> by the Palestinian cabinet, all of whom 
were also appointed by Yasser Arafat. There were no elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00311983 07668 4 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 9:52:28am  
 
dennisw: that's correct -- I do prefer Paypal, because their cut is much more 
reasonable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312026 07668 47 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 3:05:59pm  
 
Maine's Michael: yes, we are back-ordered on T-shirts, but expect to have a new 
shipment soon. Sorry for the delay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312056 07669 15 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 11:27:31am  
 
Nikolakis: sorry, I didn't see your comment before I posted this! I do check the 
Yahoo photos quite often, and found this one myself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312063 07669 22 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 11:38:58am  
 
mommydoc: this could be the same child:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6801" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312212 07670 55 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 6:33:05pm  
 
Interesting -- just as I was preparing the image file for posting, I saw Sean's 
note about Radley Balko.</P> 
Radley can, pardon my French, kiss my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312214 07670 57 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 6:37:19pm  
 
And by the way, as several others have pointed out, the transplants in this case 
went to Israeli <EM>Arabs</EM>, not to Jews -- even though there are many cases 



where Israeli Jews have given blood and organs to save the lives of 
<EM>Palestinian Arabs</EM>. Every life is precious, yes -- but it's hard not to 
notice the disparity.</P> 
Unless you're a wanker and an LGF basher like Balko.</P> 
Who can kiss my ass. (Oh. Did I already say that?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312218 07670 61 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 6:43:10pm  
 
reaganite: but it's <EM>not</EM> the same. When a Palestinian family lets their 
child's organs be used to save the life of an Israeli Jew, then I'll be happy to 
trumpet it to the skies. Although I agree this is a somewhat positive 
development -- which is why I posted about it -- it's not an example of 
Palestinian Arabs selflessly helping their enemies. Sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312347 07671 12 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 7:10:17pm  
 
Oh man. The wacky dust is in the air tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312383 07671 48 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2003 8:06:06pm  
 
"JoeyJoeJoeShabbadooJr": you could search for the article and find out, as I 
did, that all the children who received transplants were Israeli 
<STRONG>Arabs</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00312994 07676 13 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2003 7:25:27am  
 
No, it's yet another Jew-hater, from the apparently endless supply. This one 
posted from Pine Lake, Georgia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00313699 07684 84 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2003 7:52:04am  
 
Amos: I knew it when I watched the second plane fly into the tower, live on TV. 
I didn't see the first plane crash, and it seemed remotely possible that it 
could have been an accident. But when the second plane flashed into the frame 
and slammed into the tower, I had an overwhelming feeling that I was watching 
the hand of evil at work -- and I knew at that moment I was seeing radical Islam 
striking at America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00313848 07687 21 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2003 7:16:49am  
 
Zwicker: no, Balko didn't keep it private at all -- he made a public accusation 
on his weblog, yesterday, long before I posted this entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00313963 07687 136 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2003 6:54:03am  
 
Cliff: I just want to point out that the attacks all come from Radley Balko. I 
have never attacked him or his readers; he has now taken it upon himself several 
times to launch these sorts of ad hominem personal attacks against me, 
culminating in this ridiculous lie that he received a "death threat."</P> 



It's all well and good to tell us both to knock it off, but this is not a 
schoolyard and we're not children fighting. This guy attacked me out of the 
blue.</P> 
I sincerely doubt that Balko will produce any email to back up his charge. 
Because it doesn't exist. He's lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00313967 07687 140 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2003 7:22:06am  
 
The deleted comments are from the idiot who posts under the name "Ronald 
Reagan". He was banned for abusive, stupid behavior, and anything he manages to 
get past me will be deleted. Please do not reply to this moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00314555 07698 10 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2003 4:59:09pm  
 
Notice also: all the women sitting in the bleachers behind the men, wearing 
their hijab and niqab masks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00314690 07699 62 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2003 6:45:41am  
 
Sorge: I don't think you want the Secret Service showing up at your door, do 
you? I know I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00314917 07704 3 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2003 7:48:56am  
 
aaron: it's Africa...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00315014 07705 32 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2003 12:03:50pm  
 
Did someone hack their site? The window tab at the bottom of my monitor says 
"Muslim Basketball". It seems to me a bit out of context from the rest of the 
site. The URL says "muslimstudio" in the address bar and usually the tab will 
correspond. But no, it definitely says "Muslim Basketball". Any thoughts on 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00316296 07722 3 Charles Sun, Aug 3, 2003 4:24:45pm  
 
Yair: yes, it's a new story. Maid-abuse is a popular pastime in Saudi 
Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00316959 07728 10 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2003 11:49:15am  
 
NOTE: Comment #3 above was posted by a long-time LGF basher, who has posted many 
other nasty and negative comments here, some under the name "Quincy."</P> 
Comment #3 was not posted by someone honestly asking about why this cycling 
topic exists; he was being sarcastic.</P> 
Here is another comment left by this person today, saying we should cut off all 
aid to Israel:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7720#c0042" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And here's another by the same freak, bashing Bob Hope:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7635#c0176" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00316965 07728 16 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2003 2:20:35pm  
 
Juliette: No -- LP is a different human.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00317955 07737 44 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 6:46:41am  
 
Ah! Well, looks like the hotel I stayed in was an earlier Marriott.</P> 
Tamar: yes, and I also played in Israel with Jarreau in 1994.</P> 
ND MN TX: I'm the guitar man...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00318060 07738 70 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 8:18:18am  
 
Roger: I should have been more clear -- I was talking about television news, 
where all you're hearing about this is quick blurbs before they nose back to the 
steaming pile of Kobe Bryant trivia...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00318859 07738 869 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 9:20:55am  
 
Sorry, folks, but I'm going to have to ask you all to move on to fresher topics, 
before this one goes over the PHP buffer limit and crashes. When that happens it 
makes extra work for me, to clean up the raw data so the topic can display 
again. So the fun's over. Last call has come and gone. Only empty bottles. The 
fat lady has sung. The eggs are in the fridge. Time for some hair of the 
dog.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00318911 07740 5 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 3:18:08pm  
 
Actually, it's Michael Savage's show. Roger said he would be on from 5:20 to 6, 
but Savage's show began at 5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00318986 07742 5 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 3:41:16pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Doesn't J. Lichty get a hat-tip for this? :-)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, he would, except that CAMERA contacted me first to let me know about their 
link. Thanks to J. for mentioning it in the comments, though... 
B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319117 07743 11 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 4:37:20pm  
 
If one of our loyal minions would like to backtrack from today to 9/11 to get 
the total since then, I'd be happy (well ... not <EM>happy</EM> exactly) to 
start with that number. I just don't have time to do it myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319121 07743 15 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 4:41:01pm  
 



zulubaby: we're on the same wavelength again, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319155 07743 49 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 5:23:50pm  
 
Honestly, folks - if any of you want to help by making a tally of all the jihad 
victims since 9/11, I would greatly appreciate it, and I'll certainly credit you 
for it. I just don't have time for a project like that right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319172 07743 66 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2003 6:14:47pm  
 
Here are some resources that can help compile a more-or-less accurate count:</P> 
The Terrorism Research Center:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.terrorism.com/modules.php?op=modload&amp;name=Attacks&amp;file=
index&amp;limitVar=0" target=_blank>www.terrorism.com...</A>]</P> 
The RAND Terrorism Incident Database:[Link: <A 
href="http://db.mipt.org/mipt_rand.cfm" 
target=_blank>db.mipt.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319245 07743 139 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2003 12:26:56am  
 
The site was moved to a new server at our web host tonight -- that's what caused 
the glitches you saw, folks.</P> 
Good suggestions all...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00319272 07743 166 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2003 5:23:48am  
 
Overwatch wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The totals I get from 9/11 (notincluding those killed in the actual 
attacks of 9/11) to 10th of May 2003 are 466 major incidents of terrorism 
killing 2900 people and injuring 6384.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure how that list was compiled, but the total sounds way too low; the 
9/11 attacks alone killed 2,937 people at last official count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00320006 07750 17 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2003 4:17:27pm  
 
I don't know if I'm willing to concede that he's given up steroids. I don't know 
for sure, of course, but he still has the look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00320263 07751 18 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2003 6:32:09pm  
 
Papertiger: although I agree that we need to know what these freaks are capable 
of, I draw the line at showing the last moments of a terrified human being 
before he is brutally murdered. I have a policy that I don't allow these sorts 
of videos to be posted here; I don't blame you for wanting to post it, but I've 
deleted the link because it just feels filthy and evil to have that sort of 
thing at my site.</P> 
If people really want to see it (and I do think that if you have a strong psyche 
it can be very educational) the Daniel Pearl video can be found through Google. 
Just not here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00320424 07753 42 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2003 4:47:07am  
 
Testing. We moved to a new server last night and I'm checking 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00321334 07759 338 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 12:03:01pm  
 
"Princess" (#327) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles!!!Your first line in the article is an outright 
lie.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? An outright lie, "Princess?"</P> 
And yet, in comment #326, you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>LVF---&gt;Klein is a member of Dafka. She's a nutjob.Nuff 
said.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Very interesting that you would back up that comment from "LVF."</P> 
Because "Princess" and "LVF" seem to have the same IP address.</P> 
Were you talking to yourself?</P> 
It does look like someone around here is lying.</P> 
You are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00321340 07759 344 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 1:36:05pm  
 
"Princess/LVF" (#341) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What on earth are you talking about? This is your board correct? 
When I point out the article has un-truths, you in turn say I'm a liar? What's 
that about? I notice you didn't refute the article is in fact making untrue 
statements.Also Charles, are you trying to prevent me from voicing my opinion on 
your board? Curious.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's exactly right -- I'm saying that you are a liar. You posted as "LVF" 
then posted as "Princess," agreeing with yourself, trying to fool people into 
believing that more than one person was voicing these accusations against 
Susanna Klein. Maybe you thought you could get away with it.</P> 
Well, you didn't. You're right, it's my board, and I can tell when people like 
you are trying to run a game on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00321368 07759 372 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 3:04:06pm  
 
Please note: in the article about the demonstration here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.chronwatch.com/content/contentDisplay.asp?aid=2422" 
target=_blank>www.chronwatch.com...</A>]</P> 
It's very clear that Ms. Klein dressed as a suicide bomber as a <EM>counter-
protest</EM> to the SJP's outrageous "Apartheid Wall" props, and their usual 
dishonest "guerilla theater" presentations and "die-ins." She <EM>was not</EM> 
arrested. She spit at a Palestinian student who, she says, shoved her.</P> 
I find her story very easy to believe, knowing the thuggish behavior in which 
the SJP regularly engages. And I see nothing wrong with her suicide bomber 
costume, which was intended to illustrate the dishonesty of the SJP's propaganda 
by graphically demonstrating <EM>why</EM> the security fence ( which is <EM>not 
an "apartheid wall"</EM>) is being built.</P> 
On the other hand, the letter from Abbas Kadhim that Eugene Volokh printed is 
full of evasions and lies, and attempts to smear Ms. Klein's reputation -- not 
least of which his insistence that the Protocols of the Elders of Zion are part 
of <EM>Iraqi conventional wisdom</EM>.</P> 



This statement is an <EM>outrage</EM>. WISDOM? How dare this man say that about 
a forged conspiracy tract that was used by Adolf Hitler to justify his Final 
Solution -- a book that was directly responsible for the deaths of millions, a 
book that is still being used in the Arab world to incite irrational hatred of 
Jews?</P> 
Quite frankly, I'm surprised at Dr. Volokh for not taking a stronger stance on 
the outrageous distortions in Kadhim's email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00321369 07759 373 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 3:07:07pm  
 
Also, see Meryl Yourish for a complete tear-apart of Kadhim's disgraceful 
email:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.yourish.com/archives/2003/aug3-
9_2003.html#2003080802" target=_blank>www.yourish.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00321845 07762 83 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 12:11:33pm  
 
"Hot Rats" is the same creature that was posting as "Benjamin Freedman" 
yesterday, and before that as "Ariel Sharon's Girdle" and a number of other 
offensive names. It is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00322115 07763 242 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2003 7:32:41pm  
 
Yes, it was deleted.</P> 
I watched the Daniel Pearl execution video, and I will not allow a link to it on 
my site.</P> 
Yes, I think that adults with strong minds and strong hearts should see it. But 
as Tasty Beverage writes, if you have a soul, no matter how strong you think you 
are -- it's going to break your heart.</P> 
It broke mine. I still have nightmares about it.</P> 
It's an obscenity. It's a glimpse of pure evil. It's as if someone had put a 
camera in the showers at Auschwitz.</P> 
If you think you need to see it, you can find it through Google. It's only a few 
keystrokes away. But not here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00322475 07768 17 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2003 6:57:44am  
 
"NS" is the same person who has been posting similar comments under the name 
"Dave" in other topics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00324501 07783 214 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 4:28:03pm  
 
"Foolbright" (#209) is in Malaysia, where there are no Jews but plenty of Jew-
haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00324525 07783 238 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2003 5:03:29am  
 
"Tracian", the Morlock who thinks the genocidal murder of millions of people is 
"boring", is in Milan, Italy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00324537 07783 250 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2003 3:24:45pm  
 
"tracian" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And what tracing my IP (a privacy violation, and a crime in itself) 
was supposed to mean? Did (238) want to organize a nice punitive raid to shut me 
up, or was it simple psychological terrorism?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Get a clue, would you? Tracing an IP address is not a crime, or a privacy 
violation. There are numerous sites on the web that provide this service free of 
charge, idiot. When you post on a web forum, your IP address is recorded. In 
fact, every site you visit records your IP address, and anyone with the power to 
see that recording can find out which ISP you used. Whoa! Light bulb goes on in 
tracian's head!</P> 
But you're right, we are organizing a punitive raid. My jackbooted lizardoid 
minions will be kicking down your door any minute. Resistance is futile! Be very 
afraid!</P> 
But hey, look on the bright side. At least you won't be BORED, 
jackass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00324692 07785 85 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 4:50:28am  
 
SoCalJustice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Volokh Conspirator, George Mason Law professor David Bernstein 
responds to what he believes is "unfair" criticism of Eugene by Charles and 
Roger Simon.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I saw that response and the "unfair" criticism remark -- but if you read his 
whole entry, he never makes that case. He said "unfair" ... and then left it at 
that.</P> 
In fact, he spends most of the entry agreeing with my and Roger's points, that 
Kadhim was extremely dishonest in his email. If you're going to say I was 
"unfair," shouldn't you at least say why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00324718 07785 111 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 8:14:44am  
 
Randy (#109) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles: Your failure to reply to my question (#86) appears to be a 
tacit admission that you agree with DAFKA EDITOR's characterization of David 
Bernstein.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I direct your attention to the notice at the beginning of every page of 
comments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect the views of Little 
Green Footballs.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00324733 07785 126 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 9:22:44am  
 
Randy (#114) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Interpreting your failure to reply as a tacit approval of the 
sentiments expressed is not much different than your interpretion of Eugene 
Volokh's original post.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, no, that's not correct at all. Eugene Volokh posted the email from Kadhim 
himself, then wrote that he didn't know who was telling the truth (even though 
Kadhim's email contained several very obvious falsehoods). The DAFKA editor 
posted that comment on LGF's open comment system, with no input whatsoever from 
me -- except that I wrote the code that allowed him to do so. Since I have a 



very clear disclaimer that opinions expressed in our comments do not necessarily 
reflect my own, these cases are not even remotely similar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00325022 07786 92 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 8:11:52am  
 
"non-bigot" (an unintentionally ironic name, after his "Jews=Nazis" comment) is 
posting his confused and ungrammatical insults from London, 
England.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00325038 07786 108 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 8:20:53am  
 
"blatantly bigoted" (#96) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Your sister, a jew, lives in the south, is an attourney, and that in 
some way makes the south tolerant or educated? I know southerners love jews and 
are fervent zionists. And I also know they have attourneys in the south. Well 
done.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh no! No bigotry here!</P> 
What's pathetic about people like this is how they can spout such amazing, 
undisguised hatred and still consider themselves a higher form of enlightened 
being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00325829 07794 18 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 5:10:14pm  
 
evariste: the AOL addresses are faked; he used our contact form, which can only 
verify that the address <EM>looks</EM> like a real address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00325969 07794 158 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2003 8:47:29pm  
 
friend (#101) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey Charles.. I go to UCI. I am a graduate student and might know 
some techies on campus who can trace the IP address to the student if the 
student lives on campus. All students need to register their computers if they 
are using the school network. lemme know and i will email you so you can 
respond.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sure -- email me and I'll send you the IP address. You can use the contact form 
in our left sidebar, or use the link at the top of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00327328 07806 40 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2003 8:03:35pm  
 
"Ariel" #30 is in Toronto. He also posted this comment, using the name 
"Mordecai":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7794#c0238" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And this comment, with the name "Tsvi":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7759#c0294" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
And this comment, with the name "Soloman":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7759#c0293" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
What we have here is a noxious scumbag, using Jewish names to post antisemitic 
hatred.</P> 
You're banned, freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00328753 07819 14 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2003 5:24:50am  
 
But see -- this is their idea of democracy. If the majority of Muslims want to 
wipe out Israel, a true democracy would let them do it! Therefore the US is not 
a true democracy -- it's controlled by the Jews, who for some odd reason think 
they should be allowed to live.</P> 
And please note: this bug-eyed insanity is published in the official magazine of 
the MAS -- American Muslim. This is not coming from Egypt, or Saudi Arabia -- 
these people are <EM>here</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00328913 07821 4 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2003 7:24:36am  
 
Scott: thanks, but check the date on that photo -- it isn't new. It's already in 
the slideshow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00329566 07828 18 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2003 4:50:50pm  
 
Spiny Norman: great minds think alike. How did you know I was searching for an 
appropriate picture to represent the Seethe-O-Meter? (And I've found a good one 
that will just take a bit of tweaking...)</P> 
Instead of putting it in one of the sidebars, I'll use it to accompany any 
"Islamic seething" articles I post, with my best guess at the level of seethe 
therein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00331478 07856 20 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2003 4:13:04pm  
 
Nekama: A work of genius. I salute you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00331988 07858 15 Charles Mon, Aug 18, 2003 6:28:39am  
 
Jamie (#6) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OT, Max Sawicky seems to be on a real hateful anti-LGF snit 
...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, isn't he cute? That's apparently his idea of clever wit -- to make up 
elementary school rude names for blogs like LGF and Instapundit.</P> 
But it does give me great pleasure to cause buffoons like that to rant 
incoherently, I must admit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00332643 07868 48 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2003 6:05:08am  
 
How quickly we forget.</P> 
Two previous entries at LGF on John Allen Muhammad's possible connections with 
terrorist groups, and with James Ujaama who pleaded guilty to aiding the 
Taliban:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4539" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4546" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00333837 07875 315 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2003 12:32:03pm  
 
The stinking piece of shit calling itself "john in south central" is banned. 
It's just amazing and utterly disgusting to me how every time there is one of 
these atrocious bus bombings, people like this crawl out from their rocks to 
gloat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00334393 07879 87 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2003 7:03:12pm  
 
lewisinoz: thank you so much for those links. I couldn't have asked for a more 
perfect ending.</P> 
I'd love to visit Sydney again; I was there in 1995 with Al Jarreau, and really 
enjoyed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00335215 07886 168 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:48:57pm  
 
OK, "Mr GQ." So tell us, please: what did you mean by this statement:</P> 
<EM>”No matter where you go, the war will never end until we say so. The Muslims 
wont give up until we get what we want.</EM></P> 
<EM>The tricky part is, what are WE doing about it?</EM></P> 
You wrote it. So explain it.</P> 
This ought to be good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00335698 07888 295 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2003 3:13:02pm  
 
Since ConventBabe just admitted that her only purpose in posting comments here 
is to antagonize people, especially when emotions are raw following an atrocity 
like yesterday's bus bombing, I've decided not to let her (if it is a "her") 
continue with this disgusting game.</P> 
This amoral creature is now banned. If it somehow manages to slip through the 
block, anything else it posts will be deleted. I won't allow any more 
discussions to be derailed by its nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00336471 07893 312 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2003 6:31:53am  
 
Note: the foul-mouthed abusive troll calling itself "A. Hick" is using an ISP 
account that traces to the British Houses of Parliament.</P> 
Yes, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00336562 07895 2 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2003 7:42:36pm  
 
I'm using Spam Sieve. But there is still a LOT of junk to go through, and the 
Bayesian filter is not perfect enough to trust it not to mark good emails as 
spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00337144 07902 22 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2003 8:45:53am  
 
For what it's worth, I searched the Yahoo AP reports on this story, and not one 
of them uses the term "Israeli militants."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00337616 07905 12 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2003 3:51:32pm  
 
dennisw: Yes -- that photo looks as if it was taken after the car swarm frenzy 
had died down somewhat, and the more-or-less legitimate emergency people could 
get close. Notice also the father (?) who brought his young son out to look at 
the dead bodies...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00337675 07906 17 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2003 4:25:23pm  
 
James: thanks for the cuckoo clock reminder. Fits perfectly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00338258 07911 179 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 7:16:33am  
 
He came to LGF by following a link from Tal G's ISM Central blog. And yes, I 
think it is him for real; the comment was posted from Israel.</P> 
I hope he does return, and try to answer some of these questions. Let's not all 
pile on at once and scare Abe away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00338328 07911 249 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 4:21:26pm  
 
By the way, "bugg" is posting his pro-Palestinian propaganda and Chomskyisms 
from Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh Ohio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00338331 07911 252 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 5:03:34pm  
 
Oh, I'm sorry, "bugg" -- I was still thinking of our last terrorist supporter to 
post at LGF, Maryam, who was posting from Ohio. Please accept my sincere 
apologies for mislocating you. I should have said, Carnegie Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339097 07918 323 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 5:58:58pm  
 
Ah! Words of encouragement from a metafilter kiddie, posting from Texas! Music 
to my ears!</P> 
Love you too! Smooch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339352 07923 2 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 2:58:54pm  
 
We're just not allowed to be a front page entry. This link was in their 
comments...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339353 07923 3 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 3:00:05pm  
 
And by the way, I don't think it's a Metafilter "policy" that links to LGF can't 
be posted -- but the kidz who've dragged the site into the gutter will scream 
bloody murder if someone does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339356 07923 6 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 3:01:46pm  
 



Paladin: I disagree. The attitudes being expressed at Metafilter are as much a 
threat to the nation as the creeps at Indymedia and SoundVision. It's become 
Indymedia Lite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339359 07923 9 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 3:03:07pm  
 
And -- there's no shortage of posts here about other issues. If it's boring to 
you, skip over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339588 07926 42 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 5:04:27pm  
 
"Dick", who posted a link to a Palestinian propaganda site above, is in the city 
of Regina in Saskatchewan, Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339601 07926 55 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2003 5:23:04pm  
 
Phil: it's not about Canada. It's about letting people like our little friend 
"Dick" know that they're not as anonymous as they think they 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339967 07930 182 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2003 12:16:54pm  
 
The deleted comments above are from our rabid Islamic psycho buddy, who posted 
the complete text of one of Osama Bin Laden's moronic, delusional "letters" to 
America. If you want to read this pile of shit, you can find it elsewhere on the 
web; I'm not going to host it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00339979 07930 194 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2003 1:09:28pm  
 
This raving psycho is a perfect example of what happens when people fall under 
the influence of a totalitarian cult. I thought it would be illuminating to see 
the dysfunctional behavior of the radical Islamic mind in its native habitat, so 
this curious creature is not yet banned. It appears to be getting more 
irrational and abusive with each comment. How insane will it 
get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00340430 07936 42 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2003 3:31:08pm  
 
Euro Trash is now outta here. Good lord, what a moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00340493 07937 34 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2003 4:41:54pm  
 
Sea Salt (#31) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>How come Charles doesn't title this post: No Terrorism in the USA 
Part 27</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Perhaps because President Bush never said “There are no terrorists in the USA” 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341538 07948 318 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 3:52:59pm  



 
"Maryam" (#68) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You Israeli soldiers think you are strong because you have money and 
guns from America? You think you are strong because you can kill our men, women 
and children? The devil thinks he is strong too. Wait until you die, then your 
weapons will mean nothing, and God will judge you for your evil.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
NOTE: this person posted this comment from Xenia, Ohio, a beautiful little city 
that apparently has a thriving fifth column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341746 07950 69 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 5:18:43pm  
 
I deleted "Cletus" because it's a known troll who keeps finding new ways to post 
its sick comments here. And anything else it manages to post will also be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341800 07951 13 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 6:02:42pm  
 
A troll from Metafilter has decided to grace us with its "insights." It is now 
banished back to Metafilter, where it belongs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341825 07951 38 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 6:49:48pm  
 
<STRONG>Please do not engage this troll.</STRONG></P> 
Responding to it will only encourage it to continue. Any comments it manages to 
post will be deleted, so your replies will not make sense 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341842 07951 55 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 7:13:15pm  
 
It's not Latuff. This is the sick son of a bitch who was posting under the name 
"Sgt Bubba" a few weeks ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341938 07954 12 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 8:05:20pm  
 
Actually, the freak who wrote this hate screed called it Indymedia 
<EM>Palestine</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00341940 07954 14 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2003 8:08:04pm  
 
Sorry -- I misunderstood. Even though the name of the web site is 
jerusalem.indymedia.org, the page title is "Indymedia 
Palestine."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342059 07955 84 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:44:23am  
 
Her motivations are utterly irrelevant. The point of titling this entry "It's 
1939 All Over" is not to say that this one incident means we're seeing a repeat 
of the run-up to the Holocaust. It's the steady drumbeat of trivialization and 
denial, and the steady increase of antisemitism around the world that I was 
referring to.</P> 



This is just the latest example. She may not <EM>intend</EM> to trivialize the 
Holocaust, but she <EM>is</EM>. Auschwitz <EM>keychains</EM>, for God's 
sake?</P> 
This trivialization comes out of an atmosphere of acceptance of antisemitism 
that is undeniably gaining momentum, especially in Europe. Agata Siwek herself 
may not be antisemitic, but I guarantee that many of the people who look at this 
exhibit with approval and purchase her "artwork" are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342316 07958 12 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:13:18am  
 
"Pot Kettle Black" is none other than yesterday's terrorist supporting zombie 
from Xenia, Ohio, "Maryam."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342317 07958 13 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:13:59am  
 
...and by the way, not one of the zombie's posts was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342328 07958 24 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:31:58am  
 
You're a liar, "Maryam." I do like the “religious fanatic” line, though; coming 
from you, that’s really rich.</P> 
Being a Jew-hating zombie, you probably are unable to appreciate the irony that 
your ridiculously dishonest comment will not be deleted. Cheers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342335 07958 31 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:47:17am  
 
James: I wouldn't believe a single thing this person says, especially any 
comments about its whereabouts or nationality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342346 07958 42 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:59:30am  
 
"Maryam": you are such a liar! The IP you used yesterday, and for your first 
three posts in this thread, was 216.142.208.179.</P> 
The last post used a different IP. Whoa! You sure fooled me!</P> 
And the IP you used yesterday was not banned. Liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342354 07958 50 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 7:10:48am  
 
Oooh. "Maryam" is breaking out the big guns. "Chuckie!" I am so hurt. The 
pain.</P> 
That IP was not banned. That's a fact. But hey, keep posting about how I'm 
banning and deleting you. It's hilarious!</P> 
The last two comments from this zombie used the IP: 
216.7.107.64.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342378 07958 74 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 7:42:22am  
 
This person has used only two IP addresses, and is lying about the proxies, and 
being banned.</P> 



How do you look in the mirror, "Maryam?" You know you're lying, and you know I 
know you're lying, but you continue to do it? I guess you're just hoping to fool 
our other readers with this pathetic charade.</P> 
You are one sad little zombie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342380 07958 76 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 7:45:05am  
 
But I've now had my fill of toying with this feeble-minded Morlock, and it 
<EM>is</EM> banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342388 07958 84 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 7:57:03am  
 
By the way, this "Maryam" zombie has not been using proxies. But if it does, and 
manages to post something else, it will be deleted.</P> 
Not because I'm afraid of its righteous grasp of the truth (although that 
"Chuckie" thing really hurt my fragile feelings), but because it's a 
nitwit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342389 07958 85 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 7:58:33am  
 
P.S. I now know who this one really is, as well. It's the same microcephalic 
creep who was posting under the name "Ronald Reagan" a few weeks 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342404 07958 100 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 8:15:44am  
 
billhedrick: see my comment #84.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342428 07958 124 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 8:42:10am  
 
Folks: that was not "John B" who posted that comment. It was the same troll 
who's decided to be a pest today, still lying. This time it tried to 
deliberately leave a very nasty message containing a threat, just to have 
something to point at.</P> 
This is a truly foul son of a bitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342451 07958 147 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 9:05:45am  
 
By the way, Geepers -- the last deleted comment from our brain-damaged pest was 
pretending to be from you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00342511 07958 207 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 1:16:18pm  
 
Return of the zombie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00343235 07969 69 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2003 6:37:07am  
 
Shaik Yerbouti (#47) wrote, about Al Muhajiroun:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>I dunno, that website is "too bad to be true." Does anybody suspect 
it's a hoax?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Al Muhajiroun is most definitely not a hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00343518 07971 66 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2003 6:46:08pm  
 
chana61: They're here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7886" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00343836 07972 165 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2003 6:50:43am  
 
AG in Houston: no, Nick and Terry are not the same person. But taking Nick's 
suggestion to check the IPs, I did find out something interesting. One of those 
two, who defends the teaching of hate-America sites like Alternet and Indymedia 
(and these sites do promote outright hatred of America -- and even more, hatred 
of Jews -- not just "different views") is posting from an account at the 
<B>Voice of America</B>, the organization whose mission is supposedly to promote 
American values around the world.</P> 
This gives some insight into the puzzlingly negative reports that now come from 
that once proud institution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00343854 07972 183 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2003 8:00:06am  
 
Sic et Non wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Posting somebody's workplace (The Voice of America) in retaliation 
for a post viewed as somewhat against the grain of the site is a bit over the 
line. The webmaster could have e-mailed it to people he thought might want to 
see it. Now you're opening up the poster to any troll who might want to contact 
his employer to get him fired for posting on company time.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nonsense. I deliberately did not identify the exact person I was writing about, 
and I did not reveal enough information to make a complaint to the Voice of 
America.</P> 
Even if I had, I doubt that the Voice of America would do anything about such a 
complaint; the institutional rot at that organization has become quite clear in 
recent years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00343932 07973 34 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2003 11:33:39am  
 
Jheka: however -- bear in mind that the administrators have now deleted or 
hidden the worst threads, following their writeups here and in the Washington 
Times and other places. I agree that SoundVision is not as virulent as 
ClearGuidance (in an LGF entry last year I called it ClearGuidance Lite); but 
don't forget that you're seeing the cleaned-up version right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00344711 07980 19 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2003 3:52:41pm  
 
Please see the update to this entry for a link to the video of this horrific 
event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00345910 07993 5 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2003 6:45:41pm  
 
Paul: see here:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.supergo.com/itemdisplay.asp?parentid=19083&amp;secid=7559&amp;s
ubid=7" target=_blank>www.supergo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345931 07993 26 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2003 7:16:01pm  
 
Fay: yes, I did indeed play guitar on that album; John McLaughlin recommended me 
to Stanley. It was the first "real" recording I ever did, in fact -- in the 
studio with Stanley Clarke, George Duke, and Billy Cobham (I was terrified). I'm 
on the track "Life is Just a Game," under the name "Icarus 
Johnson."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345934 07993 29 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2003 7:19:51pm  
 
42 MPH is just from this weekend... my top speed record is 56 MPH, going down 
the east side of Hawthorne Boulevard. (That's on Mr. Purple, Scatman's 
predecessor.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345937 07993 32 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2003 7:22:43pm  
 
Doss: Radley Balko slithered, just as I expected. It would have been easy for 
him to prove his case (if it were true), but he didn't even try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345983 07993 78 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 5:36:24am  
 
mark holland (#44) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I hope you got rid of the lame spoke guard Charles.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean the "nerd badge?" Immediately!</P> 
I also removed the super lame reflectors that bike stores in California are 
required by law to put on new bikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345984 07993 79 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 5:49:13am  
 
lewy14 (#48) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Keep the rubber side down and please remember to call "on your 
left!" when you pass us!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Always! There's an odd phenomenon that happens with yelling "on your left" 
though -- a certain percentage of people will invariably swerve immediately to 
their left when they hear you. Or look to their right...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345986 07993 81 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 6:12:54am  
 
wordwarp: Actually, I never met Steve Cropper. That record was one of those put-
together jobs, for a Japanese producer, and we were never in the studio 
together. It was fun, though.</P> 
I've met Jeff Beck a couple of times; my friend Simon Phillips played drums for 
him in the 80s and I got to hang out at the Hyatt hotel on Sunset Blvd with Jeff 
after his concert here in LA. He's a wacky guy; he's got very bad tinnitis now, 



and has trouble playing at concert volume, which is why you haven't heard much 
from him for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345987 07993 82 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 6:21:37am  
 
Thanks for the concern, folks -- I always wear a helmet! Well, when I ride my 
bike, anyway. (I'm not wearing one right now.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345997 07993 92 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 7:18:09am  
 
Rob: I agree, the Bontrager wheels are really nice. Eventually I may upgrade to 
those, or possibly the Mavic Ksyrium wheelset. So far, I haven't really noticed 
a problem with these Shimano wheels flexing; but then I'm not back in top shape 
yet either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345998 07993 93 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 7:20:10am  
 
Pat (#80) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>56 mph, wow. I was going to play can you top this with my 50 mph 
during a Santa Anna on the west side of Hawthorne in Palos Verdes. Ever notice 
that wind shift in the curve part way down? always makes for a little excitment 
when you are riding at 45 mph or so.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I sure have noticed that wind shift! When the wind is really blowing off 
the ocean, coming down the west side of Hawthorne is, uh, <EM>very 
interesting</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00345999 07993 94 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 7:23:18am  
 
brianstien (#83) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Did you ever rap with McLaughlin re: Shakti, or ever meet any of the 
Indian players? Amazing band.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I actually used to visit John's loft in Manhattan and watch Shakti rehearse. 
They were absolutely mind-boggling to watch up close. I took North Indian rhythm 
lessons for a time with R. Raghavan, who played mridangam with the 
band.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00346283 07995 13 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 7:25:41am  
 
GRS says Ben is a fake -- well, all I can tell you is that the IP he used did 
indeed trace to the State Department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00346887 07998 83 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2003 3:56:37pm  
 
Tacitus (#82) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Wow, you're actually deleting my posts -- even the ones that agree 
with you. Just when I thought it couldn't get any more petty.A man of character 
indeed.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you referring to this post?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7994#c0181" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



I haven't deleted your posts, Tacitus. Not one of them. Are you 
embarrassed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00346888 07998 84 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2003 4:18:30pm  
 
So, <A href="http://tacitus.org/" target=_blank>Tacitus</A> -- you're going to 
just breeze in with a huge chip on your shoulder, insult me, then breeze back 
out convinced I deleted your comments ... when I didn't?</P> 
An ancient Roman of character, indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00347306 08004 81 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2003 9:04:50pm  
 
I lifted the ban on posting links to aztlan, because the topic is directly 
related -- and also because so many other places are linking to it right now 
that LGF shouldn't stand out in their referrer logs, and draw the freaks to 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00347931 08009 87 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2003 2:53:36pm  
 
Knock it off, you two. Just cut it, right now, or I'll start deleting your 
comments. This kind of pissing match is very unpleasant for people to read, and 
it doesn't belong in a thread about a pregnant woman and her husband being 
shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00347937 08009 93 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2003 3:27:52pm  
 
Too many threads recently have devolved into pointless, offensive back-and-forth 
name-calling and profanity. It's that simple. I don't like it, and it's a real 
turn-off for people who want to have a civil discussion.</P> 
I'm not taking sides. I just want it to stop before it turns into another 
hundred comments about nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00347942 08009 98 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2003 3:40:59pm  
 
I have no problem with the topic. I have a problem with the numerous personal 
insults that are being tossed back and forth. Please don't make me tally them up 
and show you what I'm talking about; it's evident in the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00347944 08009 100 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2003 4:23:49pm  
 
Yair: please, take a chill pill. I'm not trying to shut down the discussion or 
censor anyone. I just want the pointless personal insults to 
stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00349149 08016 70 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2003 4:45:32pm  
 
Lickmuffin: that typo was just a dream...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00349166 08016 87 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2003 7:34:36pm  



 
"ChecksCashed (#85) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I understand your point about intent, but I still maintain that they 
are both victims - so it is therefore a transferable term from Israeli to 
Palestinian.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Translation: I understand your point about intent, but I really don't give a 
shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00349212 08017 18 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2003 4:30:48pm  
 
reaganite (#6) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>WTF are you talking about?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... think <EM>irony</EM>. Think <EM>James Lileks</EM>.</P> 
(Amelia Earhart's body has never been found ... ?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00349418 08018 116 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2003 7:02:36am  
 
On the subject of whether Conal Urquhart drools with pleasure when he passes on 
quotes from Hamas killers, check out his numerous other reports from Gaza for a 
glimpse into the sick mind of this terror apologist:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://search.guardian.co.uk/search97cgi/s97networkr_cgi?QueryText=Conal+U
rquhart&amp;Action=Search&amp;Collection=archive_artifact&amp;ResultTemplate=Arc
hive_Artifact.hts&amp;SortSpec=VdkPublicationDate+Desc" 
target=_blank>search.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00349770 08022 7 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2003 1:11:10pm  
 
Bala: thanks, I got your email too, but Doss was first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00350264 08030 32 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2003 7:52:58am  
 
"Yahweh-Puncher" is the same person as "nhop."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00350494 08033 58 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2003 3:11:49pm  
 
"publius" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...so how come whenever a professor questions American curricula the 
talk on this blog quickly digresses to 'America: love it or leave it' 
diatribes?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
A totally inaccurate summation of this thread, in which several people have 
addressed the specific points (if you want to call them that) in Massad's 
article for the government-controlled Al-Ahram.</P> 
But I'm curious about something too. Why do so many lefty bloggers hide behind 
ancient Greek and Roman pseudonyms? Do you think it somehow gives your opinions 
more <EM>gravitas</EM>?</P> 
Because honestly, to me it seems incredibly silly and pretentious. But my mom 
always told me I was too judgmental.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00351133 08041 25 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2003 5:54:53pm  
 



Bette: Pearl City H.S.? I went to St. Louis and Kalani H.S. in the 70s myself, 
and played Cat Stevens songs in night clubs in Waikiki. Ooh, baby baby, it's a 
wild world.</P> 
A close friend once said, "If anyone ever tells you that people never change, 
just ask -- oh yeah? What about Cat Stevens?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00351162 08041 54 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2003 6:52:22pm  
 
Bette: Do the club names "The Red Noodle," "The Lemon Tree," "The Stuffed 
Tomato," "Da Sting," "Hula's Bar and Lei Stand," and "The Point After" mean 
anything to you?</P> 
I jammed with Carlos Santana at the Red Noodle with my band "Blitzen," and with 
Joe Cocker at Da Sting with "Golden Throat." I miss those days -- the music 
scene in Hawaii disappeared in the 1980s, unfortunately.</P> 
So you lived in Aiea, huh? You're not Bette Midler by any chance, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00351359 08042 92 Charles Tue, Sep 2, 2003 6:48:52am  
 
About "Gawd" -- you're wasting your time arguing with this brainwashed Belgian 
poodle, folks. Creatures like this are why the term "Euroweenie" was 
coined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00351734 08046 22 Charles Tue, Sep 2, 2003 7:54:52am  
 
Michael: I think they probably exceeded their daily cost-per-click budget. 
Chances are it will be back again tomorrow; I didn't get a screenshot this 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00353733 08062 77 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2003 5:04:49pm  
 
Josh K. is in Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00353789 08062 133 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2003 5:29:54pm  
 
reaganite: "Josh K." and "a not disinterested Canadian" are not using the same 
IP address, although they do share a mindset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00354120 08066 72 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2003 6:34:58am  
 
By the way, "bugg" is a hard-core, America-hating leftist, and possibly an 
Indymedia sysadmin. Here are the minutes of an IRC Indymedia meeting, where 
"bugg" shows up:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://sarai.indymedia.org/~ansti/meeting_log" 
target=_blank>sarai.indymedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00354500 08067 188 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2003 1:59:57pm  
 
Note: "joeliberal" and "vanishingconservative" both have the same IP address. He 
also posted as "nothingnew" here:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8064#c0005" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
...comparing the Project for a New American Century to the Jemaah Islamiya 
terror handbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00354519 08067 207 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2003 3:02:36pm  
 
KevinV: please note that "visitor" is not using the same IP address as 
"vanishingconservative" and "joeliberal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00354783 08068 202 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2003 2:15:33pm  
 
And kicked off of LGF too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00355367 08077 110 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2003 6:18:14am  
 
Just want to clarify: I don't know who is posting items from LGF at Indymedia, 
but it certainly isn't me. I've never posted a single article or comment at any 
of their pathetic hate sites, and I never will.</P> 
The sheer insanity on display at Indymedia is really amazing. It's getting 
worse, and I wouldn't have thought that possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00355474 08078 95 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2003 7:11:40am  
 
Thanks, Tal -- corrected now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00355986 08080 150 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2003 4:37:51pm  
 
"TruFreedom" (why do the worst idiotarians always pick the most ludicrously 
self-aggrandizing names?) is in ... wait for it ... Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00356339 08083 127 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2003 6:29:06am  
 
DAFKA EDITOR wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, your website information is usually terrific but saying 
CAIR represents moderate Muslims is not true.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? I wrote that CAIR is a "pro-terror fifth column group." I usually refer to 
them as a "radical Islamist front group." I don't know where you got the 
impression that I've ever said CAIR "represents moderate Muslims."</P> 
Believe me, I have no illusions about CAIR, and the article linked above makes 
their Hamas origins very clear.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00356773 08088 196 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2003 6:01:44am  
 
Very interesting. The raving freak posting with the name "h" is using an account 
with the IP 165.1.97.35, that traces to the Associated Press in New York.</P> 
Very interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00357305 08091 112 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2003 4:11:00pm  



 
evariste wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>LMFAO I just saw an LGF tagline for the first time, it went "don't 
indiscriminately go wild!" Ha ha ha! Where did you get that from 
Charles?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's from a North Korean anti-American poster:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://corsair.blogspot.com/2003_01_01_corsair_archive.html#88325848" 
target=_blank>corsair.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00357395 08093 1 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2003 3:11:47pm  
 
Thanks to all who emailed about this outrage, starting a couple of days 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00357530 08093 136 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2003 5:38:32am  
 
zaza: well, zulubaby has already said it, but I will too -- present company 
excluded. This headline was not aimed at you, or at the many sensible Europeans 
that remain.</P> 
But it's awfully hard, after covering for two years the undeniable rise of 
antisemitism and trivialization of the Holocaust that's happening in Europe, to 
feel that this is just a non-issue. The headline is my expression of outrage 
that such a thing is even possible; I doubt that even 20 years ago such wine 
labels would have been conceived and marketed.</P> 
Is there antisemitism in America? Sure. But Europe has seen a real increase in 
this kind of hatred in recent years that has no parallel in America. And I'm 
certainly not the only one to notice it; witness the conference on antisemitism 
recently held by the EU.</P> 
Germany, to their credit, is also standing up in outrage, and has complained to 
the Italian government about the Lunardelli Hitler wine:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/ap/20030905/ap_on_re_eu
/hitler_wine_3" target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
The German embassy doesn't seem to believe this is a non-issue either; in fact, 
they've been complaining to Italy about this wine since 1997.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00357749 08096 4 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2003 6:51:31pm  
 
The essential contradiction is that all these skills they plan to use to 
establish an Islamic state <EM>could not have evolved</EM> in an Islamic state -
- they're a direct result of the democracy they scorn and want to destroy.</P> 
These people are nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00358331 08101 60 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2003 4:45:52pm  
 
"A Lone Voice" posted that comment from UC Berkeley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00358522 08103 44 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2003 4:27:49pm  
 
"Dylan Avery" wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>I must thank Charles and all the readers of his website. They have 
made me feel quite loved, although im sure that was not their 
intent.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Has there ever been a more poignantly pathetic troll, with such raging, 
debilitating parental control issues? "Love me, daddy!" he screams -- but he'll 
accept abuse instead, because any attention is better than none.</P> 
Trust me, troll. You may <EM>think</EM> the attention means you are loved, but I 
have nothing but disgusted contempt for you. Straight up, dude. I'm not your 
daddy, thank God, and if I were I might just kill myself, knowing that I had 
spawned such a twisted piece of garbage, leaving you alone and friendless in a 
confusing nightmare world.</P> 
Pleasant dreams!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00359742 08114 42 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2003 4:20:58pm  
 
bull: that's an excellent article -- I posted it here last August:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3933" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00359745 08114 45 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2003 4:30:01pm  
 
No problem, Teacake. You're among friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00359784 08115 18 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2003 4:38:44pm  
 
wordwarp: your wish has been granted, my son. B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00360244 08117 52 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 5:13:12am  
 
Egfrow: thanks for the link to Samspade. Good site.</P> 
About Everyone's Internet: there is something very fishy about that company. 
They've been linked to a lot of jihad web sites, including ClearGuidance and 
TalibanOnline. And another thing I have noticed is that many of the worst pro-
terrorist trolls who harass LGF seem to be using Everyone's Internet as their 
ISP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00360646 08121 144 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 8:01:39am  
 
Note: I'm pretty sure that Laura is "ConventBabe" using a different ISP to 
continue to post its obnoxious comments at LGF. It is now banned at this ISP as 
well, and its comments have been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00360665 08121 163 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 8:11:28am  
 
Ed: I'm not absolutely sure, just pretty sure. The tone of the comments is 
identical, and "ConventBabe" has made other attempts to continue posting 
here.</P> 
Regardless of whether it's the same person or not, those comments are not 
welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00361696 08124 48 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 3:16:07pm  
 
Jheka: the "markus" who posted #17 is not the same "Markus" who has posted here 
before. This one is in the city of Ingolstadt, Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00361793 08124 145 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 8:53:01pm  
 
Yehudit: thanks for that link! I've been meaning to add that to our right 
sidebar, and just did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00361822 08125 1 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 3:35:11pm  
 
Hat tip: Si Kampret. Thanks for pointing out this poem. It raised goosebumps on 
my arms, after this horrible day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00361829 08125 8 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 3:47:46pm  
 
Meryl: Here's an article at the NY Review of Books that describes the genesis of 
this poem:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.nybooks.com/articles/127" 
target=_blank>www.nybooks.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00362363 08132 15 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2003 9:06:55pm  
 
EJ: The only Arabs and Muslims I refer to as "savages" are the murderers 
themselves, or the ones dancing in the streets at the deaths of innocent men, 
women, and children. Many Palestinians danced and gibbered when the World Trade 
Center fell, murdering almost 3,00 people, just as many of them danced and 
gibbered today when Israelis at a bus stop, and at a restaurant, were murdered 
for the crime of being Jews.</P> 
I make no apologies for calling these people "savages." Their behavior is self-
evidently savage and revolting; and I'm not interested in making an "argument" 
to support this, either. If you need to be argued into seeing this, you probably 
won't.</P> 
If you won't recommend LGF because I refuse to put a PC filter over my thoughts 
and opinions, then so be it. There are plenty of other sites where you can find 
toned down, polite descriptions of mass murderers, if that's your taste. I 
recommend the Guardian and the BBC, for starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00362995 08137 199 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2003 10:04:56am  
 
The incredibly clueless creature calling itself "ProgressTeacher" has graced LGF 
with its mind-bogglingly stupid pronouncements before:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7054#c0030" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00363249 08140 32 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2003 10:40:08am  
 
"Fair and Balanced" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>JihadTV? At first I though you were talking about FOX News. Now 
let's see how long this post stays up.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I hope you're not holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00365805 08158 97 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2003 4:34:57pm  
 
"Eurofighter" (an oxymoron if ever I've read one) is in Italy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00366054 08158 346 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2003 5:42:24am  
 
<B>NOTE:</B> the comments from "Deano" and "Alphonse" were posted by the same 
lying antisemite.</P> 
"People" like this are so full of hatred that they will lie and cheat to try to 
make it seem as if they have support. This isn't the first one of these 
creatures to do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00366423 08161 251 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2003 7:31:12pm  
 
Stop this pointless bickering right now, or I'm going to shut off comments. It's 
extremely unseemly <EM>on this day of all days</EM>, and my patience is running 
out. And if I get a bunch of "well, he started it... no he started it..." 
comments I'll ban the lot of you.</P> 
You're turning our comments into a fucking kindergarten classroom, and I'm sick 
of being the classroom monitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00366449 08161 277 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2003 7:53:23pm  
 
Congratulations on your new nephew, Iron Fist! May his scales be shiny and 
strong...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00369243 08184 64 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2003 1:12:48pm  
 
Frank: yes, "G Adams" and "D Moore" are the same person. He didn't lie about 
being in Australia, though.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00370049 08193 151 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2003 12:26:55pm  
 
Just got back from a bike ride -- I see several people have questioned my 
comment about John Lennon not liking what Yoko's doing.</P> 
Well, of course there's no way for anyone to know. But his politics were ... not 
left, exactly, but more starry-eyed pacifist. I really doubt that suicide 
bombings and murders of little children would have been OK with John. He may not 
have been pro-Israel, but I doubt he would have been pro-Palestinian either.</P> 
Also, back then MY politics were pretty lame too. A lot can change in 20 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00370321 08196 3 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2003 3:57:40pm  
 
Jheka: not forgetting. But Powell has a lot of leeway, and I doubt that 
everything he says is vetted by the White House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00370584 08198 59 Charles Mon, Sep 15, 2003 5:58:08am  
 
Kim Asham: I'm sorry you feel that way, but I don't apologize for what I wrote. 
"Canada" refers to the Canadian government, not to every one of its citizens, 
and the lax attitude of the government to terrorist activity inside Canada is 
overwhelmingly documented here at LGF, with dozens and dozens of entries. Am I 
also bashing the United States when I wrote earlier the same day that the people 
in charging of guarding our security are "irresponsible sheep?"</P> 
Maybe I should hate myself now?</P> 
Go ahead and hate Americans because I criticized Canada's policies, if it makes 
you feel righteous. We all have work to do, but you prefer to stick your head in 
the sand. Luckily, not every Canadian has such a thin skin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00371881 08210 52 Charles Tue, Sep 16, 2003 6:38:15am  
 
All of the posts above are from the same mentally ill person, now 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00372221 08213 74 Charles Tue, Sep 16, 2003 12:03:41pm  
 
Geepers: please pay special attention to the so-called "advisors" that I've 
heard are being flown in by the conference organizers from Middle East 
countries. I'm very curious about who these people are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00373884 08228 46 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2003 6:57:32am  
 
Attaboid wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I tried to e-mail you and I get the message: "you are not 
allowed to use our contact form".</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That happened because of a block I had to put on a range of AOL addresses, to 
stop a particularly annoying antisemite from harassing me. Just send email 
directly to 'charles -at- littlegreenfootballs.com' instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00374397 08232 107 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2003 6:02:09pm  
 
"Agrippa" and "Mustafa" are the same person. Man, I really hate when these 
freaks lie, pretending to be different people so it looks like they have 
supporters.</P> 
We've been having an epidemic of this kind of moron lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00374399 08232 109 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2003 6:05:17pm  
 
"Derrida" is also the same freak.</P> 
J.D.: No, we don't have a name for these lying multi-personality types yet. Got 
a suggestion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00375041 08242 49 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2003 7:04:39am  
 
raj (#47) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>When did Iran become part of the -Arab- world?</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I didn't write that Iran was "part of the Arab world." I wrote that they were 
<EM>leading</EM> the Arab word in the charge to develop nuclear 
weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00375210 08245 41 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2003 7:19:25am  
 
We have another sock puppet here -- "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8246#c0018" 
target=_blank>tony</A>" and "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8245#c0032" 
target=_blank>Bloody angry</A>" are the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00375503 08246 39 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2003 7:10:11am  
 
"tony" is in the United Kingdom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00376030 08252 18 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2003 6:42:34pm  
 
FH: I can't always tell...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00376317 08258 16 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2003 7:36:15am  
 
The Mossad killed Kennedy? What conspiracy freaks. Everybody knows it was the 
Mafia. Or the Cubans. Or the Russians. Or the Vietnamese. Or Lyndon Johnson. Or 
the CIA. Or the Republicans. Just how many people can all fit on that grassy 
knoll anyway? 4 or 5 tops.</P> 
Anyway, there is nothing better to add credibility to a statement than to add 
another JFK conspiracy along with it. It just gives it that extra nudge to make 
everything believeble.</P> 
And what about Bobby? How come there aren't all these conspiracy theories about 
who killed Bobby? There just isn't any dispute at all. Oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00376799 08262 45 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2003 7:10:45pm  
 
Er. Uh. All this from two words of comment?</P> 
What I see in this picture:</P> 
* on one level, it's humorous. "Fire? What fire? Be right there. Woob woob 
woob."</P> 
* on another level, on a symbolic level -- a level that I think is the reason 
for all these strong reactions -- it makes a statement about a serious problem 
in the Islamic world. Not a problem with <EM>this particular firefighter</EM> 
necessarily. But multiply his attitude by about a billion, and...</P> 
By the way, the ritual pictured above is required to take place 5 times a 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00376800 08262 46 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2003 7:11:38pm  
 
Garsh, but I hate explaining jokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00377466 08269 11 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2003 7:50:21pm  



 
Good to know he couldn't have opened the door. But why was he trying to open 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00377516 08269 61 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2003 8:01:37am  
 
cba (#57):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I want to know what was in the large black sack.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Probably his wife.</P> 
Ba-dum bum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00377549 08270 29 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2003 7:40:51am  
 
Donna V. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>O Devilish Lizard King, supplying the IDF with the IP's of LLL 
trolls, I salute your scaly splendor! I think we should encourage this belief as 
much as possible - the Nazimedia dipshits will be too afraid to come here and 
post.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Heh. Those poor dumb kidz at Nazimedia. Little do they realize the terrible 
truth that lurks behind their laughable accusation! Bwahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00378099 08274 363 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2003 7:02:26am  
 
Yair: I just got into this topic, and those comments are WAY out of line. Why do 
you think that's an appropriate way to react to disagreements and criticism?</P> 
You owe everyone here an apology for those abusive comments, and that includes 
me. This is the third time I've had to come in and play kindergarten in a thread 
where you became insulting, and it's the last warning from me. Control yourself, 
or leave. It's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00378374 08276 124 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2003 7:13:44am  
 
littleoldlady wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And how come there's 4400+ people here when usually there's about 
163 at this time of the morning?!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, we may have had an attempted DoS (Denial of Service) attack on LGF 
last night. Someone started hitting us from the IP 69.31.32.16 last night at 
about 1 AM, and then launched a series of nearly continuous page requests, 
totalling something like 40,000 hits altogether.</P> 
I've banned this IP at the server level, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00378378 08276 128 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2003 7:42:07am  
 
MG lazer: sure, email the code to me, it might come in handy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00378670 08278 49 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2003 7:37:45am  
 
ron: post a link to an article, please, not the whole thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00382890 08299 6 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2003 9:28:56am  



 
It's true, I channeled the Krebmaster there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00384136 08308 85 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2003 1:15:37pm  
 
von (#69) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...Tacitus.org (from which LGF still, inexplicably, blocks access) 
...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is not true. Also, your comment wasn't deleted. Sorry to disappoint 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00384142 08308 91 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2003 1:45:05pm  
 
By the way, it is true that I once blocked people coming from Tacitus, because 
the last time he launched one of his out-of-the-blue attacks against me, we got 
an influx of foul-mouthed trolls coming from the link at his site.</P> 
See? It wasn't "inexplicable" at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00384455 08310 73 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2003 2:42:32pm  
 
Papertiger: I just spoke to an Israeli who has been in touch with people at the 
settlement, and he told me that the Ha'aretz report is wrong -- that the 
terrorist did deliberately murder the little girl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00384602 08311 57 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2003 6:25:57pm  
 
Ben F wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Reuters is stating A FACT, which is that the Palestinians, by and 
large, consider the settlers legitmate targets.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not really, Ben. Reuters was stating their <EM>opinion</EM> that the 
Palestinians consider the settlements an "obstacle to peace," not that they 
consider them legitimate targets. ("Legitimate targets" is your reading.) The 
assumption behind the opinion is that the Palestinians attack Israeli 
settlements because they want peace, and the settlements prevent that. In 
Reuters Bizarro World, the way the Palestinians advance the cause of peace is by 
violent attacks.</P> 
The bias is obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00384874 08313 61 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2003 8:19:40am  
 
Milty: we're on the same wavelength about that Berlin photo. I was just 
preparing an entry about it, comparing it to the Ramallah lynching 
photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00385111 08315 141 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2003 6:20:29am  
 
This woman is probably Arab, possibly Palestinian (from the <EM>kaffiyeh</EM>, 
although that doesn't prove it), almost certainly Muslim (from the black 
<EM>hijab</EM> she's wearing), and politically active enough to take part in a 
pro-Palestinian demonstration that is explicitly timed to commemorate the 
intifada.</P> 



The Ramallah lynching photo was broadcast around the world, and it's an incident 
that Palestinians have <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3346" 
target=_blank>celebrated and emulated before</A>. Yet some of you want us to 
believe that she is completely unaware of this and that the congruence of her 
red hands and the Ramallah lynching photo is nothing more than a 
coincidence.</P> 
There are none so blind as those who will not see.</P> 
I did like the comment about being "sued for defamation," though. That was 
comedy gold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00385113 08315 143 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2003 6:25:56am  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4200" 
target=_blank>Another photo of Palestinians emulating the lynching.</A> Was this 
one a coincidence too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00385873 08329 7 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2003 9:41:39am  
 
marymary wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, are you actually suggesting that if "top white house 
officials" disclose the name of a CIA operative to the media there should not be 
an investigation?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? How did you get that out of what I wrote? If there was a leak, then 
absolutely there should be an investigation.</P> 
By mentioning that Tenet is a Clinton holdover, however, I'm pointing out that 
this situation is <EM>lousy</EM> with politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00386574 08338 26 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 3:01:18pm  
 
The comment above was posted from the library at the University of California in 
Los Angeles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00387635 08344 29 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 8:43:21am  
 
Uh ... I don't think the FBI normally gets involved in traffic warrant 
arrests...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00387789 08347 20 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 1:32:49pm  
 
Gordon: normally I just ignore you, but this statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...has Spencer repeated his own blood libel that the Muslims were 
responsible for what happened to them in Bosnia?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
...is an outrageous distortion of what Robert Spencer has written about Bosnia. 
The point he has made is that jihad ideology exacerbated the conflicts, making a 
peaceful solution all but impossible. He never denied that there were plenty of 
other bad actors in Bosnia.</P> 
The only one indulging in a libel here is ... you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388149 08352 97 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 6:45:53pm  
 



Henrik Mintis: as Oscar Jr. says, it gets worse, a lot worse. I didn't use the 
word "moonbat" just for effect.</P> 
The really pathetic thing about this story is that you will not see coverage of 
this angle anywhere in the major media, guaranteed. There is a <EM>lot</EM> more 
to this than meets the eye, and the involvement of numerous Arab fifth column 
groups (hastily and ineptly concealed on the web page) raises the specter of big 
time oil-financed bribery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388200 08353 2 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 6:38:49pm  
 
cubanbob: when a flaming hypocrite attacks me publicly, I feel it's appropriate 
to respond. But my blood pressure is steady as a rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388212 08353 14 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 7:07:50pm  
 
Philly G: There's no squabble on this side. I only mention the ancient Roman 
when he launches one of his periodic Punic Wars to drum up traffic for his 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388244 08353 46 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2003 8:37:06pm  
 
Tasty: Muqtedar Khan also publishes articles regularly at the loony left site 
Counterpunch, and is on record wishing that the US could be made into an Islamic 
state under shari'a law -- although he said that he (sadly) had to abandon this 
dream after 9/11. There's a revealing exchange between Khan and Daniel Pipes at 
Pipes' site (but the site seems to be down right now so I can't give you the 
link).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388250 08353 52 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 5:58:28am  
 
Ungracious? You mean, "ungracious" like when someone accuses me of deleting a 
message, impugns my integrity, then doesn't even bother to return to see if 
there was an answer -- until he's publicly embarrassed into it?</P> 
That kind of ungracious?</P> 
And yet, I'm supposed to jump up, thank you for the apology, and then answer 
your questions promptly.</P> 
Life is too short to waste time digging through hundreds of thousands of 
comments to find the offensive ones left by visitors from your site, after your 
last unwarranted attack. You'll just have to take my word for it. Or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388259 08353 61 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 9:47:13am  
 
Buck: heh. You'll have to get in line for that; you have a lot of 
competition.</P> 
But I have added your blog to our <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-anti-idiotarians.php" 
target=_blank>anti-idiotarian links</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388262 08353 64 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 2:45:38pm  
 



Fine! Like I said, it's your choice. Now bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388332 08354 67 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 6:37:33am  
 
zaza: did you miss the word "members" with which I qualified every reference to 
the European Parliament?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388370 08355 37 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 8:23:08am  
 
Plato says "minion" is plural. The Merriam Webster dictionary says he's 
wrong:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&amp;va=minion" 
target=_blank>m-w.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388454 08356 78 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 7:22:13am  
 
NOTE: comment #39, from a person who thoughtfully self-identified as "LLL 
Moonbat" and proceeded to tell us all that our liberties are being eroded by an 
increasingly fascistic Bushitler dictatorship, was posted from the 
University&nbsp;of&nbsp;Ghent in Belgium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388886 08360 161 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 7:36:23pm  
 
Ben F writes (about "Ahem"):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You're in a dream world.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, it isn't in a dream world at all. It's following a very deliberate course of 
propaganda, ignoring all refutations and continuing to post the same lies and 
evasions over and over -- lies and evasions that come straight out of the 
Islamist playbook.</P> 
This person posts its comments from New York, and after reading its twisted, 
dishonest garbage for several weeks now, I am 100% convinced that it is not 
Jewish, as it claims -- but almost certainly an Arab Muslim.</P> 
Feel free to prove me wrong, "Ahem." Send me an email with your real name and a 
photo of yourself; you have my word I won't reveal your personal 
information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388893 08360 168 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 8:27:51pm  
 
Ahem the liar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Do you think that if someone is an ethnicity or a religion that you 
don't like, that their ideas can be automatically invalidated?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. I just think you're a liar; in fact I know you're a liar. You've been 
spewing an unbroken string of lies all day (26 comments so far), and ignoring 
every attempt to correct them.</P> 
I knew you wouldn't accept the challenge. Liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00388906 08360 181 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 5:34:14am  
 
Ahem: no "foot stamping" going on here. Simply calling a liar by its proper 
name. Liar.</P> 



My only concern with your ethnicity is that you've been using a falsehood about 
your Jewishness to give a false veneer of authenticity to your outrageous lies, 
lies that you continue to spew even after they've been thoroughly debunked. I 
thought you might take advantage of an opportunity to prove that <EM>one 
thing</EM> you've said is the truth.</P> 
But you don't care about the truth -- you're here to promote the cause of 
Palestinian Arab propaganda, and you're sticking to the party line relentlessly, 
never admitting mistakes, repeatedly using one poll that is years old and 
ignoring the many recent polls, plagiarizing sources with no attribution and 
trying to pass them off as your own writing, quoting questionable sources like 
the Saudi-financed Washington Report, misrepresenting documents (e.g. the Glenn 
Amendment), brushing aside documents that don't fit into your party line (the 
Hamas charter), and in general, refusing to debate honestly.</P> 
You're a liar, and the only point of engaging with you is to demonstrate this -- 
and many people have done so. Nevertheless, you continue to spout the same 
garbage, returning to the same mendacious misrepresentations again and again. 
Your so-called "reasoned arguments" are a textbook example of the Big Lie in 
action.</P> 
I won't be addressing you again.</P> 
If others choose to continue to refute your lies, I can only salute their 
patience. I don't have that sort of patience myself -- liars disgust 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00389315 08364 5 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 11:17:31am  
 
Paul: all AOL users go through one of several proxies, so there's no way to know 
their location.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00389320 08364 10 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 11:22:42am  
 
Right wing conspirator: if you use Comcast you won't have a 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00389659 08365 55 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2003 7:23:27pm  
 
"Grab Mine" is posting its comments from Tempe Arizona.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00389731 08365 127 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 5:48:25am  
 
evariste wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>nobody's debating you because you don't make any 
sense...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What do you mean? Don't you realize that "coherent questions is birocracy 
frase?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00391158 08375 203 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 7:12:03pm  
 
"Hoax Buster" is in Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00391169 08375 214 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 7:43:59pm  
 



I'm a devotee of a much earlier Dreyfuss work myself: <EM>The Apprenticeship of 
Duddy Kravitz</EM>. Set in 1948 Montreal in a Jewish ghetto, a young Dreyfuss 
gives an excellent performance as the title character who suffers through years 
of self-abuse in an effort to become a person of substance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00391302 08378 6 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 7:22:43pm  
 
Sanity Inspector: This is more than "sharing webspace." The HTML code for that 
page was written by someone who deliberately put the words "CAIR List Server" in 
the title tag. This doesn't happen by accident. It was probably intended to be a 
page for their mailing list or something, and got lost in the shuffle.</P> 
Both "iap.org" and "www.iap.org" trace to the same ISP, although the "www" 
version is mapped to a different server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00391407 08380 38 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2003 6:55:27am  
 
The mosque in my neighborhood is definitely spreading Wahhabist hatred; it's 
financed wholly by the Saudis and I believe it's the largest mosque in Los 
Angeles.</P> 
Read what I wrote in April 2001, when I had a very disquieting experience at 
this mosque, a sort of a omen of what was to come later that year:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=320" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00391422 08381 7 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2003 8:27:02pm  
 
Hulugu: see the update; they're Pakistani, but have the same Muslim supremacist, 
antisemitic views as the Wahhabis and Iranian Shia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00392432 08388 33 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2003 4:39:14pm  
 
someone wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What the heck did I do to get on a "no hat tip" list?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No offense intended, but sometimes I have a browser window open, get into 
something else, start reading other stories, then get back to that original 
browser window, and decide to write an entry about it -- but the constant deluge 
of email has now buried the original tip so deeply that I can't find it. You're 
credited now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00392518 08389 46 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2003 3:44:26pm  
 
Yair: what in the ever-loving hell are you talking about? Did you follow the 
link? Did you look at the other images, some at very high resolutions?</P> 
Are you aware that this photo was released by NASA?</P> 
Do you also think the moon landings were faked?</P> 
You are really beginning to get on my last nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00392680 08389 208 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2003 5:10:26pm  
 
Keep asking me to ban you, Yair. When it happens, don't pretend to be surprised, 
and don't email me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00392813 08389 341 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2003 8:20:00pm  
 
Yair is banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00393379 08395 96 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2003 7:47:01am  
 
evariste wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles-you've transposed an i and an e in activities.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, no—the CIA did that. It's misspelled in the title of their 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00393725 08398 5 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2003 9:31:33am  
 
K.: LGF is on the Saudi proxy's ban list; this visitor used an account with 
SkyNet, which has a presence in Saudi Arabia. I suspect (but don't know for 
sure) that SkyNet is used by the privileged classes to get around the 
ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00393842 08398 122 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2003 4:04:27pm  
 
Good work, lizard lieutenant evariste.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00394269 08404 24 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2003 4:29:18pm  
 
Iron Fist: You're correct about the martial arts discipline on display, and yes, 
you will see children doing similar things in the West.</P> 
I know I don't have to spell this out to you, but the crucial difference here: 
how this little girl's guardians intend her to use her skills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00394331 08404 86 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2003 7:08:05am  
 
Those who are speaking up to defend this as just harmless martial arts for self 
defense are completely missing the point. Haven't I been covering literally 
hundreds of stories about Palestinian indoctrination of children for the past 
two years?</P> 
If this photo were from a children's martial arts school in Fresno, I'd agree 
that it's no big deal. But <EM>nothing</EM> taught to children in Gaza, at a 
place called the Al Aqsa School for Girls, can be considered innocent.</P> 
It's about the context and the intent, people. I'm surprised that people who 
read LGF would look at this photo and miss the context, just because it's 
similar to something you've experienced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00394364 08405 30 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2003 7:33:39pm  
 
Cleveland ... Cincinnati ... what's the difference?</P> 
(OK, OK. I know there's a difference. One has 9 letters and one has 
10...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00395074 08408 404 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2003 11:23:44am  
 
I see we have another vulture, drawn by the smell of blood to gloat over the 
deaths of Israelis.</P> 
This one is in France, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00395439 08410 13 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2003 3:13:54pm  
 
Jean Chrétien? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00395536 08411 12 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2003 4:49:59pm  
 
Spoons: they did. They're doing it again. They feel that strongly about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00396489 08420 115 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2003 6:34:56pm  
 
Please don't reply to this pitiful creature, folks. Its foul spoor will be 
deleted and your replies will not make sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00396558 08421 10 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2003 7:26:54pm  
 
Lumiere: read the first sentence of Myre's article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00396597 08422 10 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2003 7:53:33pm  
 
Racist? Why no, I don't think it's racist to point out that the tyrants and 
despots of the Arab League have been covertly and overtly perpetrating violence 
against Israel and the United States for decades upon decades.</P> 
But just to make you more comfy, Nick, I've clarified the 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00396609 08422 22 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2003 8:24:57pm  
 
I'm no fan of Kofi Annan, but to be fair, he did issue a condemnation of the 
Haifa bombing. Weak and equivocating, yes, but slightly better than nothing:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=8449&amp;Cr=Palestin&amp;Cr1=
" target=_blank>www.un.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00397006 08427 55 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2003 8:28:31am  
 
#43 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Those complaining about receiving messages saying they have already 
voted should note that Charles' link automatically votes for you...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hmm. Well, that wasn't my intention; if the link actually does vote 
automatically that's pretty lousy programming, if you ask me.</P> 
In any case, I've corrected the link to remove the voting 
information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00397434 08431 9 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2003 2:34:01pm  
 
Sorry, LR -- I've been out today and didn't see your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00397834 08434 25 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2003 4:38:18pm  
 
NOTE: please see the update above, for a link to the Charlotte Observer's 
contact form. They need to issue a correction for this outrageous bullshit, 
pronto.</P> 
<B>This is no joke.</B></P> 
It's easy and fun to mock and make fun of this article, but the agenda of the 
group that's pushing this crap is deadly serious. This is a depressing reminder 
of how journalistic standards have utterly vanished in this country. Tell the 
Observer what you think about it, and hold them accountable. I 
have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00398010 08434 201 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2003 5:23:57pm  
 
^^ Lynchburg, Virginia ^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00398895 08439 297 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2003 2:45:11pm  
 
William: thanks for posting that -- I didn't see your posts before I put 
Gillerman's speech in a front page entry. I deleted it here because it's a waste 
of bandwidth to have it in two places. No offense intended!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00398954 08440 43 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2003 2:48:59pm  
 
Colt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why has the Ahmed Chalabi Speech thread been closed? Trolls? 
Hackers? Zionists?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nothing so interesting, I'm afraid -- there was a little technical problem with 
the thread that needed fixing. It's open again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00399441 08445 46 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2003 5:03:28pm  
 
You evil neo-cons are mocking every poor overweight smoker who ever suffered a 
heart attack, and you're no better than Osama bin Laden.</P> 
/bugg</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00399982 08447 230 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 2:47:22pm  
 
Go away, "Patriotboy." You are wasting your time trying to post your inane 
garbage here. It will continue to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00400232 08451 28 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 10:26:29am  
 



Note: I made a few little cosmetic edits to the press release above, to help 
clarify the agenda of the fine people from Rutgers who posted it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00400239 08451 35 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 10:58:27am  
 
Note: all the scheduling information, email addresses, locations, etc., are 
unedited and accurate.</P> 
I just wanted to help them get their true message heard by as many people as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00400737 08456 33 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 2:48:13pm  
 
Travis wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hopefully, this site gets to be as popular as Charles music career 
(hehehe)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh, that stung. You have cut me to the quick. And your "hehehe" lent even more 
power to your dastardly insult.</P> 
Just curious -- how many gold records do you have on your wall, travis? Not 
boasting or anything, but I have three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401423 08458 54 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 7:06:55pm  
 
People -- I sincerely doubt that Glenn Reynolds is on the Dean 
payroll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401427 08458 58 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 7:27:36pm  
 
Dear "Confused": I'll be apologizing any moment now. In the meantime, I suggest 
you hold your breath and wait for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401429 08458 60 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 7:50:11pm  
 
"Professional Internet surfers" are being paid just to surf Dean's website?</P> 
"Yes, Howard! We're doing our best to keep the people who visit your website 
excited about your campaign! They seem pretty excited already (after all, 
they're at your site), but we'll continue to work tirelessly for you! We're 
surfing back and forth, forth and back, on howarddean.com! Yes, master!"</P> 
It's a real skill to read whatever you like into what some might think is a 
pretty damning statement. Some might even call what you're doing, 
"spinning."</P> 
If it's just a badly written article, then the Dean camp should clarify things, 
as Rick said above. But my reading skills are just fine, thank you.</P> 
I suggest you continue holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401431 08458 62 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 8:03:20pm  
 
Turning blue yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401433 08458 64 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 8:22:07pm  



 
But you know, it is interesting that as soon as I post an entry about Dean 
paying "professional Internet surfers" to go around and spin things his way, an 
anonymous troll shows up and ...</P> 
You can guess the rest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401444 08458 75 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 8:49:54pm  
 
I haven't seen spinning like this since Lance Armstrong rocketed away from the 
peloton on the Col du Galibier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401462 08458 93 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 5:56:24am  
 
Yes, actually, we're very interested in the truth. As Rick Heller said above, 
and as I agreed, if the article is badly written and misleading, then it should 
be clarified. But rather obviously, I am not the only one who read this to mean 
that people were being paid to hype Dean's campaign on the Internet -- even some 
of Dean's own followers took it that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401463 08458 94 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 5:58:36am  
 
P.S. It isn't helping the case of the Dean people very much that you're behaving 
like a hive full of angry wasps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401476 08458 107 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 7:50:11am  
 
Why, yes, "Confused." There is a reason why there's no update to this story yet 
-- because it still hasn't been clarified by the original source. You'll have to 
forgive me if I'm not willing to take the word of an anonymous Dean supporter 
posting under the name "Confused," as appropriate as your chosen name may 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401481 08458 112 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 8:43:45am  
 
Wow, this really touched a raw nerve, didn't it?</P> 
One entry at LGF now qualifies as a "smear campaign?" Heaven help the Deaniacs 
(love that word -- describes what we've seen here perfectly) if I ever decide to 
launch a <EM>real</EM> smear campaign -- like Dean's entire candidacy has been -
- instead of just quoting an article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401486 08458 117 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 8:51:20am  
 
Deaniacs are very accomplished seethers! I haven't seen this much thrashing and 
whining since the last UN Security Council meeting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401489 08458 120 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 9:02:08am  
 
It's a seethefest! The anonymous Dean supporters don't like me; I am 
bereft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00401497 08458 128 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 9:11:10am  
 
Viking the Kitten: I agree; one of the distinguishing characteristics of the 
Dean supporters, and of many of the far left bloggers (you know who you are) is 
their sheer mean-spiritedness and willingness to launch immediately into ad 
hominem attacks and personal slurs. They seem to believe the best way to advance 
their arguments is to denigrate their opponents. These are people whose idea of 
a snappy retort is to call me "Chuck." It's pathetic, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401508 08458 139 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 9:49:21am  
 
"Confused" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles wants names. Why hasn't he gone to Dean's online FEC 
filings, which have records of every disbursement the campaign 
makes?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I did, as a matter of fact. But since so many lefty bloggers hide behind 
pseudonyms (just like you're doing), it tells me nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401517 08458 148 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 11:03:10am  
 
Oh, but wait a minute! I thought Glenn Reynolds wouldn't touch this story? I 
thought "no other major web site" was going to pick up this scandal?</P> 
Maybe you're more confused than you thought?</P> 
<A href="http://www.opinionjournal.com/best/?id=110004140" target=_blank>James 
Taranto</A> has also picked it up. Does the Wall Street Journal qualify as a 
"major web site?"</P> 
Seethe away!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401520 08458 151 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 11:23:17am  
 
Uh ... "scandal" was <EM>your</EM> word. But I guess when you're "Confused," 
it's easy to forget little details.</P> 
Keep spinning! I'm getting a kick out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401533 08458 164 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 5:35:06pm  
 
"Confused": I think you should change your handle to "Scared," because you sound 
very afraid, with this "LGFers/dittoheads/Freepers" stuff.</P> 
"You all should really open your eyes."</P> 
The evil conservatives are all against you, and you can't seem to make them 
understand how stupid they are!</P> 
Turning blue yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401536 08458 167 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 6:50:44pm  
 
Oh, woe is me! "Confused" has given up on me. Sob. How will I go on? How will I 
ever get over the hurt?</P> 
OK, I'm over it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401543 08458 174 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 7:03:49am  



 
Call a waaahmbulance! Somebody's gonna get hurt by all this spinning.</P> 
I thought you "gave up on me?" If you want to declare "victory" (really? how 
much money did you win? did you get a nice trophy for the mantelpiece?) because 
Glenn Reynolds expressed an opinion, then go right ahead and knock yourself out. 
Another blow to the head couldn't make you any more "Confused" than you already 
are.</P> 
Why do I have the feeling your latest promise to exit is just as dishonest as 
your last one? I'm clicking the stop watch now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401809 08459 241 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 7:33:49am  
 
PLEASE NOTE the update above. This list of Jews is NOT a student-run 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401817 08459 249 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 8:32:08am  
 
Ben F: are you looking at the same list I am? Every person on that list has the 
word "Jew" following their name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00401888 08461 9 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2003 7:40:20pm  
 
ORD Neighbor: it's capitulation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00402248 08465 50 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 9:41:45am  
 
Ariel: if the university provided funds for Islam Awareness Week, and the MSA 
used those funds to hire a neo-Nazi speaker, the university did pay for it. I 
don't agree that Front Page was misleading; it sounds more to me like the Office 
of the Chaplain is trying to cover their butts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00402565 08469 116 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 9:33:05am  
 
reaganite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CharlesIs #86 Zulubaby an imposter? It doesn't seem like the real 
zulubaby, you know, the capitalized 'nik and the lousy spelling. And of course 
the link...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that was a liar, posting from the University of Toronto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00402902 08471 58 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 12:07:55pm  
 
paul: that Atrios post is a perfect example of what I said in the Dean topic: 
that lefty bloggers, hiding behind pseudonyms (and they're particularly fond of 
ancient Greek and Roman names, to demonstrate how intelligent and educated they 
are), are an amazingly mean-spirited and nasty bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00402963 08472 43 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 7:42:35pm  
 
On the contrary, JJ. Very much on the contrary: Joseph Wilson is a far-left 
psycho, associated with lunatic organizations like "Voices in the Wilderness" 



and Islamist front groups like Hussein Ibish's American-Arab Anti-Discrimination 
Committee and Mahdi Bray's Muslim American Society:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8352" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
This man should never have been allowed anywhere near the Niger yellowcake 
investigation. Listen to the speech he gave to the group linked above, and I 
dare you to tell me he's impartial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00403645 08482 11 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 7:08:14pm  
 
Yehudit:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I know Charles doesn't like Schwartz ...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, that's not true. I've given Stephen some very good press at LGF. In 
return, he's posted comments here that I thought were arrogant, brittle, thin-
skinned and downright nasty, even after I stood up and defended him.</P> 
I do recognize his contributions to the war against radical Islam, but he's 
shown himself to be a very unpleasant person as well.</P> 
And I linked to the Forward article earlier today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00403662 08482 28 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2003 8:15:21pm  
 
As vile as they are, the comments left at onlyinisrael.com are tame compared to 
some of the stuff I've deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404539 08490 18 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 1:07:54pm  
 
jimmytheclaw: That story was the LGF Outrage of the Day on August 8:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7762" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404554 08490 33 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 3:07:55pm  
 
By the way—<A 
href="http://www.oliverwillis.com/entries/1003/smears_taranto_dean.html" 
target=_blank>Oliver Willis</A> is a big, fat idiot, and I'll be waiting for 
<EM>his</EM> update to his obnoxious comments. Jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404562 08490 41 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 6:33:14pm  
 
Was that Oliver? Was that supposed to make sense?</P> 
Wow. Oliver's losing it. Such a shame. Must be all those midnight 
Twinkies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404563 08490 42 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 6:51:59pm  
 
Postscript to "Two Dinners" Willis: you have a groaning ton of nerve complaining 
about attacks on your appearance, after the insulting shit you've been throwing 
at me the past few days, you reeking, corpulent hypocrite.</P> 
Like most self-important assholes, you can dish it out, but scream like a baby 
and throw tantrums when someone responds in kind. Loser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00404569 08490 48 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 8:04:41pm  
 
I must admit, you have a lot of guts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404571 08490 50 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 8:10:47pm  
 
Dan: and you and Oliver are doing a great job of proving the accusations of 
mean-spiritedness, refusing to acknowledge that I've posted a clarification of 
the article. Even your compatriot Ed Cone says he can see how people might have 
been confused, and I was far from the only person to read it that way.</P> 
The article was poorly written. A clarification was posted. Keep whining about 
how misunderstood you were -- it's really working beautifully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404577 08490 56 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 9:23:07pm  
 
zulubaby: if you think the comments that are still here are ugly, you should 
have seen the ones I deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404578 08490 57 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 9:24:19pm  
 
Yes, "Confused" apologized, which was very gracious of him. (Unlike "Two 
Dinners" Willis and his pal Dan.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404591 08490 70 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 5:42:31am  
 
Even Willis's taunts are senseless and inept. The term "cry baby" fits Willis 
like a glove; after calling me a "liar" and saying I should have a wing of a 
mental hospital named after me, he's now bawling and throwing tantrums about his 
<EM>appearance</EM> being insulted. (And apparently my "big fat idiot" comment, 
echoing the title of a book by one of his idols, Al Franken, went right over his 
pointy head until someone mentioned it to him in his comments. Not the sharpest 
tack in the drawer, is Oliver.)</P> 
He even has the nerve to admit that he degrades Katherine Harris for her 
appearance -- but after all, it's "her fault," so he gives himself a pass.</P> 
There's something really pathetic about a 25-year old self-important hypocrite 
with a Britney Spears obsession.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00404856 08491 258 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 8:43:23pm  
 
And right on cue, here's the first troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00405404 08496 6 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 7:13:24pm  
 
Actually, evariste: I did write every single line of the CMS code that generates 
LGF, in PHP. The "colophon" section in the left sidebar is quite accurate. It 
used to be a Greymatter blog, but that was many moons ago.</P> 
Rajan: Yoni's blog uses MT because adapting my own code would have been much 
more expensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00405408 08496 10 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 8:32:22pm  
 
"A weird dependency?" I'm not sure what that means, but the system I wrote for 
LGF is very specific to the design of LGF, and was not intended to be ported to 
other sites. I <EM>could</EM> adapt it to be more portable, but it would take a 
lot of programming time. That's why I said it would be too 
expensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00405413 08496 15 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 5:05:48am  
 
GH: If you have questions for Yoni, why don't you ask him? You can contact him 
at his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00405415 08496 17 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 6:30:29am  
 
GH: I'll suggest again that you contact Yoni through his site and ask him 
directly about your concerns, instead of making accusations 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00405572 08499 11 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2003 8:15:58pm  
 
Mike M: yes, they did give it to Carter explicitly as a rebuke to President 
Bush, and didn't even try to hide their intentions:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4389" 
target=_blank>www.littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00405778 08501 78 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 4:42:39pm  
 
^^ Another user of Everyone's Internet. ^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406340 08507 64 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 6:59:17pm  
 
A note about "Ahem": This is the same person who was previously banned for 
posting outrageous antisemitic lies at LGF under the name "Babylonian," and now 
this Morlock is banned again.</P> 
A note TO "Ahem": go away. You are not welcome, and anything else you manage to 
post will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406485 08508 68 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2003 2:49:18pm  
 
^^ Miami, Florida. ^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406515 08509 5 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 8:03:29pm  
 
Erica: notice, however, that they do include the dotted line separating 
"Palestine" from a certain other entity that shall remain 
nameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406522 08509 12 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2003 8:10:19pm  



 
Sophorist: every <EM>nearby</EM> country. The missing country name is not Saudi 
Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406794 08510 68 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2003 2:21:26pm  
 
fiery celt: here's the contact page for Alexa if you want to try to complain 
about that review:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://pages.alexa.com/company/contact.html" 
target=_blank>pages.alexa.com...</A>]</P> 
Be aware that they are VERY slow about returning emails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406795 08510 69 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2003 2:23:26pm  
 
By the way, thanks a million to you, oh lizardoid army, for the terrific 
support. I'm really touched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00406817 08510 91 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2003 6:31:59pm  
 
#88 is another loser from Everyone's Internet in Texas -- and I'm getting very 
tempted to ban their entire IP block, because they are a hotbed of this sort of 
inane garbage, perhaps even more than AOL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00407537 08519 75 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2003 8:02:50am  
 
TheGreatSwami wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>With all the evil in the world this is all you got?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe you missed the other 8500+ entries here at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00407588 08519 126 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2003 9:41:40am  
 
The moron who posted #99 is in Toronto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00407598 08519 136 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2003 4:01:01pm  
 
jb wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think it was just a cheapshot Charles and you should annotate such 
comments to make your intention clear.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess you haven't noticed, jb, that I often identify where trolls are posting 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00407600 08519 138 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2003 5:05:06pm  
 
jb: consider, if you will, why I might want to let the trolls know that I know 
where they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409321 08536 103 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 9:53:14am  
 



Note to "Carl Rove/JustSayNoToJihad/etc." -- I'm curious. Do you think I don't 
know what you're doing? Or are you waiting for me to out you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409365 08536 147 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 10:53:15am  
 
Well, I guess instead of coming clean you're going to make me do this. Don't say 
I didn't give you a chance.</P> 
"Carl Rove," "JustSayNo...," "Allah Impersonator," and several other pseudonyms 
all used the same IP address, which traces to a single non-proxy server at a 
company in Lancaster Pennsylvania. Some months ago "War Mongering Infidel" (who 
was banned for posting bomb-making information among other offenses) also used 
an IP address that traced to the same company.</P> 
Again -- did you think I wouldn't notice?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409372 08536 154 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 11:02:18am  
 
I was going to give this person another chance to fess up, but then realized 
that he sneaked back in even though he knew he was banned, and then became 
abusive. It's quite possible that he <EM>is</EM> deliberately trying to degrade 
the discussions. He is now banned (again).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409379 08536 161 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 11:19:58am  
 
Right Wing Conspirator: I didn't let him back in -- he used a different IP at 
the same company and got around the block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409566 08538 88 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 4:38:22pm  
 
Sorry, folks, but AP is doing another of their whitewash jobs on the Movement 
for Islamic Reform in Arabia, one of the groups involved in this "demonstration 
for human rights." MIRA is a radical Islamic group that thinks the Saudi 
government is <EM>not fundamental enough</EM>. They're listed in Internet 
Haganah's database:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://haganah.us/jihadi/viewAllInfo.php?site=135" 
target=_blank>haganah.us...</A>]</P> 
See this essay at their web site, called "Options Are Limited" in which they 
argue that America needs to suffer more Islamic terrorism, until they learn not 
to fight against the coming <EM>khalifa</EM>.</P> 
And see this entry at LGF, where a MIRA follower posted our address in their 
discussion forum, for more information:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8398" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
These "human rights" protesters that the AP says have "no links to terrorism" 
are even more radical than the Wahhabi oil ticks in the Saudi royal family. 
Everything AP tells you is wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00409972 08542 50 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 7:59:00pm  
 
Teacake wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is the user feature out of wack tonight? Over 4000?</BLOCKQUOTE> 



It's not out of whack. We've been getting hit by a web bot of some kind, 
thousands of times within the last few minutes. Probably an attempted denial of 
service attack.</P> 
The IP of the attacker is now banned at the server level, and the user count 
should now decline rapidly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00410385 08544 49 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 8:08:55pm  
 
Yes, it looks like there was an attempted attack tonight; as soon as I noticed 
it I blocked the attacker's IP at the server level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00410390 08544 54 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 8:13:50pm  
 
A traceroute at samspade.org shows a fake rDNS and a string of DNS 
errors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00410392 08544 56 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2003 8:14:49pm  
 
Here's the traceroute, containing the attacker's IP:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://samspade.org/t/lookat?a=135.207.41.13" 
target=_blank>samspade.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00411242 08549 107 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2003 12:01:13pm  
 
Gentry wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles: Did you post your lgf msg on the St.Paul/MN Indymedia hub? 
Because I just checked it and someone posted your exact lgf msg onto the hub 
under the name "charles."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. I never post anything in that foul cesspool. Someone is probably trying to 
agitate the monkeys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00411782 08553 8 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2003 4:14:02pm  
 
RightisRight: Thanks for asking! PayPal takes a much smaller cut than 
Amazon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00412070 08555 193 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 6:49:33am  
 
"Punter" (#119) brings us his thoughtful comments from ... 
Vietnam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00412764 08565 51 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 9:40:19pm  
 
Meryl: that's right, and that's why I linked to the full text, so people can 
read what he really said, instead of the shamefully bowdlerized version being 
fed to the sheeple by our inane mass media.</P> 
This speech is utterly appalling. It's beyond appalling. And notice that not one 
world leader has stepped forward to condemn Mahathir's sickening antisemitism 
and hatred. Not one. Not George Bush. Not Tony Blair.</P> 



Kofi Annan was at the meeting and didn't have a word to say. Hamid Karzai was 
there and applauded. Pervez Musharraf shook Mahathir's hand.</P> 
This is a very very bad omen for the future.</P> 
And meanwhile, as Mahathir and the crowds who cheer him get an almost complete 
pass for this religious insanity, our media and the far left freaks at Atrios 
and the other blogspot hate sites go completely nuts about a US general who said 
the war on terrorism is "a battle with Satan."</P> 
I'm not in favor of religious fanaticism in any case, but after reading 
Mahathir's speech it's not that far-fetched to call it the work of 
Satan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00412870 08567 4 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 1:23:46pm  
 
And now the lovely people at Atrios are threatening my life:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles Johnson deserves an honor killing.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00412973 08569 6 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 7:56:45pm  
 
BigFire: do you know for a fact that there was a DoS attack against HM? I 
haven't been able to get any information yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00412992 08570 9 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 7:59:24pm  
 
I have a whole lot of hits in my error log from IP address: 
69.44.59.151</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00413005 08570 22 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2003 8:08:29pm  
 
See my update above. Hosting Matters was targeted tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00413108 08570 125 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2003 6:14:00am  
 
Aaron: I'm not surprised; I was afraid it was your site that was being attacked, 
but didn't know for sure. Thanks for the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00413939 08576 110 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2003 5:43:19pm  
 
Not only do I "not have a bad word" for Hosting Matters, I have to say that 
after going through 4 different web hosts in the past two years, Hosting Matters 
is by far the best one I've found and I am more than happy with their service, 
support, and features. They've been a godsend for this site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00413956 08576 127 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2003 3:06:37pm  
 
I hope no one is surprised to find out that the comment immediately preceding 
was posted by a follower of the Religion of Peace™ in Malaysia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00415322 08598 280 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2003 3:01:56pm  
 



A "Dowdification?"</P> 
Please.</P> 
The words I quoted are 100% from Easterbrook, and there is nothing missing. They 
are his words.</P> 
The highlighted phrases are there to draw attention to the important -- and I 
still believe, antisemitic -- phrases in what he wrote. It's not "Dowdification" 
to draw attention to words that were NOT taken out of context. "Greedy Hollywood 
Jews" is an absolutely accurate characterization of what he wrote. When he wrote 
"worship money above all else" there is only one way to read that.</P> 
We can argue until the end of time whether Easterbrook is <EM>actually</EM> 
antisemitic or not, but those phrases undeniably echo and draw on a long history 
of antisemitic libels. It's even more obvious that this stuff was in his psyche 
somewhere, when you consider that the offensive section came out of left field, 
and had only an extremely tangential relationship to the rest of the piece.</P> 
Having said that, I do believe that his firing was an overreaction, and as I 
said, I also believe his apology was sincere; but on the other hand, if I were 
working for a major media corporation and wrote in a very public place that my 
boss was (in effect) a greedy Jew, I would not be surprised one bit to find 
myself out on my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00415352 08598 310 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 9:02:10am  
 
Alex wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>One more thing. Charles, if you accept the sincerity of 
Easterbrook's apology, at the very least you have to agree with me that he is 
not anti-Semitic and does not hate Jews, as some have offered here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I don't agree. But I should clarify what I don't agree with.</P> 
I don't know what's in Easterbrook's heart, and I can't pass judgment on whether 
or not he "hates Jews." I can say, however, that what he wrote is so obviously 
in line with well-known long-standing antisemitic libels that it went way over 
the line.</P> 
I think it's possible that he holds some unconscious antisemitic attitudes (like 
many people do) without being an explicit antisemite. To write those kinds of 
things, and not catch them and think better of it before committing to print -- 
well, it's just very <EM>off</EM>.</P> 
When I say I think his apology was sincere, I'm saying that I think he may have 
learned something about himself from the reaction to his comments, and may have 
been forced to confront the attitudes that he holds, and expressed in that 
column. The fact that he says he wrote the article quickly is <EM>more</EM> 
disturbing, not less, because things written quickly are more likely to come 
straight from the id -- and reflect a real opinion deeply held.</P> 
That's the way I read his apology, in any case, and I'd like to believe it's 
possible for people who are not evil-minded to examine their attitudes and 
feelings and learn from experiences like this.</P> 
A true antisemite of the National Vanguard ilk would not even have apologized, 
because he wouldn't have seen anything wrong with what he said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00415491 08600 17 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2003 6:23:06pm  
 
Russ Schultz: the title of the main site is "Islamic Site for Muslims Who Love 
Allah and <STRONG>Jihad</STRONG>." One of the main links on Mahathir's home page 
is "Khalifa Child." Please read up on the concept of "khalifa" and see if you 
can still argue that this is a nice, harmless web site with helpful parenting 
tips.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00415946 08608 7 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2003 5:40:41am  
 
Yes, Dean's wife is Jewish. But remember -- she's a woman, and can be 
disregarded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416389 08611 32 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 7:48:38am  
 
Eric: thanks for the comments. I hope I made it clear that I respect your 
editorial policy; but honestly, I think it's in extremely poor taste to allow 
mocking posts like that one, saying that "Bush was hoping Osama would launch 
another terror attack soon."</P> 
It's disrespectful to the people who died on 9/11. I just don't see anything 
funny about that -- and I doubt that I ever will. It's a measure of how cheap 
our culture is becoming that this subject is now considered fair game for 
infantile attempts at humor. And honestly -- posts like that would fit right in 
at Indymedia. Is that what you want Blogcritics to become?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416393 08611 36 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 9:43:45am  
 
Phillip Winn: "hysterical?" Are you kidding? I'm glad you're proud of yourself 
for allowing stuff like that to be posted, but if you think what I wrote was 
"hysterical," your reading skills leave a bit to be desired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416394 08611 37 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 9:46:01am  
 
Dawn: I don't think I could have made it any more clear that I was not attacking 
Eric. The piece in question is offensive to me, and I said so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416398 08611 41 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2003 7:18:09pm  
 
Eric: I thought the post was blatantly offensive and hateful, disrespectful of 
the 9/11 victims ... and also disrespectful of me, personally, because every 
time I read something like Mike Larkin's "piece" I lose a little more faith in 
our ability to keep our society alive. I only have so much of that, and every 
piece gone is irreplaceable. I hang onto the remaining chunks with great 
tenacity.</P> 
But a front page post with byline credit as a contributor seems more like an 
"associate" position than an essentially anonymous person commenting in a system 
open to the public.</P> 
As I said, if that fits with your vision of how you want Blogcritics to be, 
cool. It's your site. If I didn't have a lot of respect for you I wouldn't have 
written what I did. I don't pay any attention to 90% of the blog noise I 
see.</P> 
And I hope you'll give some thought to why I might feel that way. Believe me, I 
didn't post that entry without a lot of thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416524 08613 72 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2003 7:23:12pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is LGF crashing? It's being weird.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



Yes, there is something going on. Someone at the IP address 207.70.150.203 has 
been sending rapid requests for nonexistent pages, for several hours. I've 
blocked this IP now at the server level, so performance should be 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00416608 08615 16 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2003 8:01:08pm  
 
addison: I always look at the HTML source of pages. You can find all sorts of 
interesting stuff there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417335 08623 9 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 2:29:15pm  
 
evariste: the three gold records are: "Reach For It" by George Duke, "School 
Days" by Stanley Clarke, and "Live in London" by Al Jarreau.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417351 08623 25 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 2:44:21pm  
 
On "School Days," I played on the track "Life is Just a Game" -- the epic track 
of the album. It was my first time in a real recording studio, and the band was 
Stanley Clarke, George Duke, Billy Cobham, and yours truly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417352 08623 26 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 2:45:07pm  
 
justdanny: no, I never played with Terry or Chad, although I have met them 
both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417439 08623 113 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 8:08:43pm  
 
Why would we care what her views are? Maybe because she's all over the news, 
telling us what her views are, and her album is also stuffed full of those 
views? Ya think?</P> 
She skated into a record deal at a time when just about anyone with a good 
cocaine connection could get signed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417461 08623 135 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2003 2:33:33pm  
 
Rick: before 9/11 I was pretty apolitical actually, and mostly identified with 
Dem/liberal causes. I really didn't have much interest in politics at all, and I 
think most musicians are similar, especially in the highly technical circles I 
ran with. In fact, most really good musicians don't have a whole lot in their 
brains except intervals and chords, and whether to play a diminished or super-
locrian scale over a flat nine.</P> 
I prefer the super-locrian myself.</P> 
The morning of September 11 was my wake-up moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417492 08624 26 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 5:11:51pm  
 
Yes, it looks like the cyber jihadis launched another attack, even though 
Internet Haganah is not even on that server now.</P> 
The Metafilter kidz will now laugh again.</P> 



By the way, I didn't mention this on the front page because I didn't want to 
start another blog war with those losers, but when "Cedar" linked to our entry 
about the Al Qaeda DOS attack at Metafilter last week, I noticed a dramatic 
increase in visitors from the Middle East (UAE, Kuwait, Oman, etc.) -- referred 
from the Metafilter link. I don't know what it means, but there it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00417531 08625 12 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2003 5:41:46pm  
 
Entourage. And the 2,000 count doesn't include the spam that Atrios and Hesiod 
readers have signed me up for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00418064 08632 51 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2003 12:41:51pm  
 
Lumiere: Hosting Matters has stated that the attack was directed at the same 
site, even though it's not at that address now.</P> 
It's not out of the question that they <EM>would</EM> mount a general attack 
against the blogosphere, and we may see that sort of thing happen, but I don't 
think that's what happened here. They went specifically after Internet Haganah 
because Aaron is hurting their command and control facilities by getting their 
sites closed down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00418786 08638 202 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 8:07:20am  
 
NOTE: Reuters, as Jbad notes above, did change the headline on the page that I 
linked to. However, the original biased headline is still here:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/nm/20031022/wl_nm/midea
st_un_dc_10" target=_blank>story.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00418793 08638 209 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 9:20:12am  
 
There it is, people -- the sophisticated modern European view of the world, 
brought to you from Amsterdam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00419498 08645 181 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 6:08:58pm  
 
Yael: Heh. See the new poll.</P> 
Hat tip to Yael, y'all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00419932 08648 84 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 9:12:07pm  
 
"Mladen" is in Bosnia/Herzegovina.</P> 
At LGF, our trolls are worldwide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00419940 08648 92 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 9:22:38pm  
 
Allah-Puncher: sorry, but that's nonsense. You have no idea whose posts get 
deleted and whose don't, and I assure you that I do indeed delete plenty of 
'nuke em all' posts.</P> 



If they're deleted, you don't see them.</P> 
I also leave plenty of dissenting posts here, and even some outright antisemitic 
ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00420032 08649 28 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2003 5:17:30pm  
 
Deathberg: You're killin' me. B^)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Howard Dean harshly criticized the legendary progressive rock band 
Kansas today. Dean sent a letter to the New York Times, coauthored with his 
Jewish wife, that called the well-known Midwestern group "a bad copy of Yes, but 
even more cliched and meaningless in the lyric 
department."</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00421466 08661 147 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2003 4:34:25pm  
 
NOTE: "abe smoling" and "shlomo katz" are the same sock puppet, posting from 
Sterling Heights, Michigan. And this creep is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422336 08672 7 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 6:25:38am  
 
Argh. Now these benighted creeps are playing a taped statement from convicted 
cop killer Mumia Abu Jamal.</P> 
"Free Mumia!"</P> 
And now here comes the representative of terrorist front group the Muslim 
Students Association.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422342 08672 13 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 6:29:47am  
 
And now ... Queers for Peace and Justice, who start off with a "shout out" to 
Rachel Corrie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422381 08672 52 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 6:51:18am  
 
I'm starting to worry that watching this display of idiocy is killing brain 
cells...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422385 08672 56 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 6:54:34am  
 
And now we have a Korean demanding the end of "US occupation of South 
Korea."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422390 08672 61 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 6:56:21am  
 
Palestinian flags and kaffiyehs are everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422409 08672 80 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 7:10:56am  
 
Now they're expressing support for Sami Al-Arian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00422414 08672 85 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 7:15:36am  
 
And now we have the always screaming Mahdi Bray from the terror-linked Muslim 
American Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422465 08672 136 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 7:38:47am  
 
By the way, folks -- after events like this we usually get a sudden influx of 
pumped-up peace creep trolls full of empty-headed enthusiasm where their brains 
should be; so get ready to GAZE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422475 08672 146 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 7:43:57am  
 
Ladies and gentlemen: Al Sharpton, the racist demagogue par excellence. He fits 
in beautifully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422529 08672 200 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 8:06:21am  
 
Ramsey Clark just said the word "terrorism" with a mocking little snicker. What 
a loathsome old bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00422803 08673 62 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 7:52:55am  
 
Robert Crawford: excellent questions. So Moe: care to answer any of those?</P> 
Robert: One correction, though. Mumia Abu Jamal isn't just "suspected" of 
murdering Officer Daniel Faulkner -- he was tried, convicted, and sentenced to 
death for the crime. He is as guilty as a murderer can possibly 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00423141 08676 10 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2003 9:23:34am  
 
Nooo! Not the giant puppets! I ... feel ... my <EM>mind</EM> ... slipping ... 
away ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00423778 08679 390 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 3:04:53pm  
 
I'm beginning to get very irritated at the pissing match going on in this 
thread.</P> 
Kat: if you want to leave, then please do. You've been posting deliberately 
offensive and nasty messages, one of which I just deleted. Continue and I will 
ban you and save you the trouble of leaving.</P> 
Everyone else: look at what you've turned this thread into. Religious arguments 
are incredibly tedious, and pointless. Please step back, take a breath, have an 
adult beverage, and knock it off.</P> 
The people participating in this argument are making a mockery of the point of 
my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00423785 08679 397 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 3:37:42pm  
 



tictoc: I'm considering it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00423864 08680 64 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 1:12:02pm  
 
A sock puppet is the person who posted that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00423865 08680 65 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 1:21:06pm  
 
...and who posted comments under the names "victor," "lanny," and "dori," and 
yesterday under the names "shlomo katz" and "abe smoling."</P> 
"shlomo katz" responded to "abe smoling," telling itself what a reasonable and 
fair person it was -- a lying bastard, in other words. I have zero patience with 
that kind of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424166 08685 82 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 1:28:36pm  
 
Comment #78 was left by the same pathological liar who has been trolling all 
over LGF today, under at least 6 different names. It is posting from the 
University of Windsor, and is probably an Arab. Some of the names it has posted 
under are cartoon versions of Jewish names, like "shlomo katz" -- this is very 
common behavior for Arab trolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424176 08685 92 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 3:49:29pm  
 
Darleen: please see my comment #82. This person is an evil-minded 
troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424198 08686 7 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 7:56:20am  
 
That was ... disturbing. One audience member after another spouting "both sides 
are equally guilty," "we can't blame anyone," "I'm sure Israelis preach the same 
hatred," etc. etc.</P> 
The skulls of those people are filled with gelatin. They know <EM>nothing</EM> 
about the situation in the Middle East, yet still spout morally equivalent 
opinions with zero facts to back them up. Scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424258 08687 18 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 9:23:49am  
 
Here's an LGF entry about Anne Selden Annab: she makes a mission out of 
publishing anti-Israel articles and letters in every newspaper and magazine that 
will publish her ravings:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7772" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
She is also a self-described "Communist poet."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424820 08691 16 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 3:42:44pm  
 
Dennis Kucinich is insane.</P> 
Al Sharpton is worse. "In the Middle East, it's not about terrorism." Wow.</P> 
Wow.</P> 



Meltdown.</P> 
And Sharpton is getting a riotous ovation for these remarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00424833 08691 29 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2003 3:51:44pm  
 
Notice how the audience is not applauding Lieberman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425453 08695 196 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 12:29:02pm  
 
Please note: you cannot trust anything the troll calling itself "T.H. of 
Suburbia" tells you. This one is notorious for deliberately making comments to 
provoke people into intemperate remarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425456 08695 199 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 1:55:15pm  
 
It's simple -- you are not to be trusted because you have <EM>proven</EM> that 
you are not to be trusted. Maybe you thought I would just forget about your 
tactics and let you get away with it?</P> 
I'm not afraid of you, and I don't debate with you because you're a 
liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425643 08697 44 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 8:16:25am  
 
We didn't have a DOS attack. We got linked from Andrew Sullivan, Metafilter, 
Steven Den Beste, and lots of other places today, and our traffic went through 
the roof. The user count was accurate; the initial rush has 
subsided.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425798 08699 17 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 7:29:38am  
 
Comments that contain death threats are deleted from LGF. And I have banned 
people for doing it. Matt Haughey seems to have no real problem with bashing me, 
or bashing LGF -- hell, he's done it himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425802 08699 21 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 7:33:15am  
 
Viking: not one person at Metafilter has condemned this; every one of them is 
happy about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425803 08699 22 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 7:33:56am  
 
The link is fine -- Metafilter is down. What a shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425811 08699 30 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 7:51:12am  
 
I was advised to remove the original post. It's hidden for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425834 08699 53 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2003 8:40:45am  



 
djspicerack: the person who posted that item at Metafilter ("crasspastor") was 
definitely attacking me. He says exactly that in the comments for the post.</P> 
They also mock the terrorist DOS attacks against Hosting Matters in that thread. 
You may think Metafilter is still a decent place, and you're entitled to your 
opinion. But a lot of people -- many of whom used to enjoy Metafilter, like I 
did -- have come to the conclusion that it has become a black hole of anti-
American stupidity.</P> 
And by the way, I mentioned this in a previous thread but I don't know if anyone 
noticed. Someone posted a mocking entry at Metafilter last week about the DOS 
attack -- and I noticed a sudden influx of visitors from Persian Gulf countries, 
referred from that post. Does this mean anything? I don't know. But it's 
interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00425935 08699 154 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2003 7:12:46am  
 
^^^ I rest my case. ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00426758 08708 73 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 5:18:48am  
 
"Judy Dean" (who is apparently attending a public school in Fairfax County, 
Virginia) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles seething, whining. Again.Yawn.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So sorry to disturb your sleep, "Judy." You just roll over now, and don't worry 
your pretty little head about it. Nighty night!</P> 
We'll wake you up when the next terror attack hits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00426944 08710 40 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 6:29:17am  
 
Folks -- that "poem" posted by "Jan" was not fantastic at all. He spammed 6 or 7 
threads with it, even after he knew I was deleting it. This person has never 
posted here before. I smell an Indymedia troll, planting an obviously bigoted 
and offensive comment, that they can use to defame LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00426986 08710 82 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 8:56:41am  
 
I have to say I'm amazed that anyone would look at this cartoon and try to 
imagine a way that it isn't antisemitic -- especially in the context of the 
second cartoon. It makes an equivalence between Hitler's undisputed, genocidal 
hatred for Jews -- and the notorious historic antisemitic libel that "Jews hate 
Jesus" -- and you don't see antisemitism?</P> 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00426996 08710 92 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 9:36:07am  
 
Andy: It will be hard -- very hard -- but somehow I'll find a way to keep 
living, in spite of your deep disappointment that I don't agree with your 
tortured rationale for excusing this cartoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00427006 08710 102 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 10:27:33am  
 



Throbert: one accusation, however, is true; namely, that Palestinian Jew-hatred 
has much in common with Nazi Jew-hatred. Palestinians allied themselves with 
Hitler in WWII, and to this day the PLO charter and the Hamas charter make no 
secret of their genocidal goals. And Nazi imagery is a staple of Palestinian 
advocates.</P> 
On the other hand, the accusation that Jews "hate Jesus" is a pure antisemitic 
libel.</P> 
Drawing a moral equivalence between these two positions is, at best, stupid and 
wrong. Taken in context with the followup cartoon, with an image of the 
cartoonist muzzled with a JSU gag, and a tattooed Holocaust victim expressing 
sympathy for his "suppressed freedom," the antisemitism is glaring.</P> 
Again, I really am amazed that even in a case like this, people will try to deny 
the evidence of their eyes, and find ways to excuse the hatred.</P> 
And notice -- the Palestinian student groups apparently found nothing 
objectionable about their characterization in the cartoon. Because as always, 
they don't try to hide their hatred. Why should they, when we work overtime to 
avoid looking at it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00427810 08719 40 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 5:02:20pm  
 
Elizabeth: the problem is that you're using the Web TV browser, which is, I'm 
sad to say, not up to par with current web standards. Any chance I could 
convince you to get an iMac?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00427931 08721 6 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2003 7:15:23pm  
 
I haven't seen it yet, but here's what the LGF reader sent to me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Letter to the editor about Gil Troy's column that mentioned LGF 
slams LGF for being just as bad as the listing of Jews site, etc, and offers 
quotes, but doesn't mention that user comments are just that, not the opinion of 
the site.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00428358 08723 253 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2003 12:50:16pm  
 
{Applause}</P> 
I agree with Model4. <STRIKE>Astro</STRIKE> Afro Man has to be in the running 
for Moonbat of the Year at LGF -- a separate prize from the Fiskie, which is 
reserved for high-profile idiotarians.</P> 
quark2: He/she/it is in Windsor Ontario. Hmmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00428576 08726 4 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2003 7:38:11am  
 
Deathberg: you're right, that's a more accurate way to describe 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00428898 08727 125 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2003 2:08:36pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What is a trisexual anyway?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It means you'll "tri" anything...</P> 
Ba dum bum!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00430221 08734 576 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2003 7:25:15pm  
 
Verge has been sent to his room, and will no longer be allowed to annoy the 
grown-ups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00431156 08742 6 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2003 5:27:39am  
 
Philly G: Drudge is way behind LGF. Scroll down, my son, scroll 
down...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00431911 08749 11 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2003 1:31:42pm  
 
dennisw: If you don't like the pop-up window, click the "time" link instead; 
that opens the entry in a full screen window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00431969 08749 69 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2003 6:04:09pm  
 
Amsterdam. What can you say? Spent too long at the Bulldog Bar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00431977 08749 77 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2003 6:26:27pm  
 
Other posts by the Dutch moonbat calling itself "average american," formerly 
known as "Reflection":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8638#c0205" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8638#c0224" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8638#c0243" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00432260 08753 84 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2003 5:57:08am  
 
Christopher Luebcke wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There's plenty of evidence to support the claim that this was 
intensely stupid. But illegal, even treasonous? I hope you believe that evidence 
is required to make those kind of claims.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
In a court of law, evidence is required to make claims such as this. Do I need 
to point out that this isn't a court of law, and the only evidence we have 
available is what the media prints?</P> 
But taking your points in order:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>1. Edwards knew who Michael Petruzzello was and who employed 
him</BLOCKQUOTE> 
John Edwards was part of a <EM>Congressional investigation into Saudi 
activities</EM>. It is not far-fetched at all to surmise that he knew 
Petruzzello was employed by the Saudis. It was a matter of public record.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>2. Petruzzello obtained the money for the house through the 
Saudis</BLOCKQUOTE> 
See point one. Petruzzello was employed by the Saudis. After years of evidence 
that Saudi Arabia routinely greases the palms of American politicians -- again, 
not far-fetched at all to surmise that this was the case.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>3. Edwards' altered his behavior as a result of the 
bribe.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Again. Edwards was on <EM>a Congressional investigation</EM>. In a time when the 
mere appearance of impropriety is enough to get people fired and end careers, 
you're willing to overlook a possible Saudi financial connection to <EM>a 
Presidential candidate</EM> -- who is investigating the Saudis?</P> 
As David2 wrote, if a Bush administration official were in this position, it's 
an absolute certainty that the Democrats and the media would be screaming bloody 
murder about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00433642 08762 202 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 1:46:08pm  
 
My goodness. The adolescents are really raving today, aren't they? Go away, 
little moonbat. The adults are trying to have a conversation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00433650 08762 210 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 1:54:53pm  
 
Darleen: yes, sometimes I deliberately leave laughable hate spewage like that 
up, because it's self-discrediting.</P> 
But you know, a little bit of that goes a long way. Just as with a hyperactive 
child, sometimes you have to send these creeps to their rooms without dinner -- 
or they'll just keep acting out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00433657 08762 217 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 2:10:25pm  
 
By the way, that was the idiot who calls himself "Patriotboy". He knows he's 
going to get deleted and thrown out again, but he just keeps coming back. Like 
Wile E. Coyote, but dumber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00433799 08763 89 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 9:00:22am  
 
That one was from the city of York in the UK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00433802 08763 92 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 9:01:23am  
 
And 'mazen' above is in Belgium, land of chocolate poodles, soon to be under the 
rule of shari'a.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434128 08763 418 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 7:12:43am  
 
I have a call coming in on the Clue Phone for someone named "Ulf..." Is there an 
"Ulf" here?</P> 
Did you happen to notice that this woman was also harboring a <EM>Hamas 
fugitive</EM> in her house?</P> 
But don't let that stop you from demonstrating your superior 
morality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434132 08763 422 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 7:26:29am  
 



"Sorry, Ulf is rescuing a small puppy from drowning, and can't come to the phone 
right now. But leave a message, and he'll get back to you as soon as 
possible."</P> 
<EM>Beep.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434247 08764 51 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:15:13pm  
 
Agnoton: don't you think it might be time to find out what you're talking about, 
before accusing me of "anti-Arab sentiments?" The name "Abu" is used as a 
<EM>nom de guerre</EM> by Palestinian Arabs. In case you're not aware what that 
means, it's French for "name of war." It's used to signal to other Palestinian 
Arabs that they are committed to the cause of wiping out Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434250 08764 54 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:18:06pm  
 
Andy: you're another one who sees a comment like that and has a knee jerk 
reaction. See my message above for the context; "Abu" is a name specifically 
chosen by Palestinian Arabs for a reason. That reason is because they are 
committed to the Arab war against Israel. They're not given that name by their 
parents.</P> 
Abu Ala is Yasser Arafat's <EM>nom de guerre</EM>, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434253 08764 57 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:19:57pm  
 
And also by the way, that's why I wrote "never trust anyone named Abu." Because 
it means they're at war against you.</P> 
Not because they're Arab. Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434254 08764 58 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:21:26pm  
 
Only Allah can keep the noms de guerre of his submissive subjects straight. I 
bow before Allah's might and wisdom. (Not really.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434255 08764 59 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:22:18pm  
 
Andy: before you continue to react, I suggest you read what I just wrote. You're 
off base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434268 08764 72 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:32:24pm  
 
Agnoton: if you don’t like being given lectures, don’t be pedantic and naive. 
Yes, the name "Abu" means "father of." But in this context, with a Palestinian 
spitting in the face of the US and supporting the people who murder us, it means 
only one thing -- as I'm sure you're aware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434277 08764 81 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:43:27pm  
 
Agnoton: so tell me -- is "jihad" also just a peaceful search for self-
improvement?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00434279 08764 83 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 3:48:11pm  
 
Note: #28, posting under the imaginative name "truth," is in Miami, Florida. 
Earlier today, this one posted a comment saying "Jews killed 
Jesus."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434306 08764 110 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 4:07:10pm  
 
#94 (whose disgusting comment has been deleted) was posting from Westfield, New 
Jersey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434312 08764 116 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 4:14:53pm  
 
Another note: the disgustingly racist comment from "88" (now deleted) was posted 
from an account at <EM>New York Law School</EM>. I will be emailing all the 
pertinent information to the authorities at the school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434328 08764 132 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 4:26:35pm  
 
Shiplord Kirel: I'm so sorry to hear your nephew was a victim of the jihadis, 
but glad to know his life isn't in danger. If you speak with him, please convey 
my gratitude for his service to our country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434391 08764 195 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 7:30:47pm  
 
Who unlocked the doors to the asylum today?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434410 08764 214 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2003 8:19:48pm  
 
J.D. -- of course not. This wacko is in Janesville, Wisconsin. Pretty amazing 
collection of thrashing nutjobs we've got here tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434600 08768 52 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 8:14:41am  
 
ElCapitanAmerica: sorry, there's nothing I can do about that. It's a bug in 
Mozilla.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00434947 08773 26 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 7:55:39am  
 
Thom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I wish somebody would ban that stoopit hit-troller.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And lo, it was done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00435489 08777 208 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 4:26:22pm  
 
Note: the pest who has recently discovered web proxies, and ends his obnoxious 
comments with "peace," is Patriotboy. His web site is:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://patriotboy.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>patriotboy.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
Not that I would advocate any reciprocal action against this mentally ill 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00435494 08777 213 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2003 4:34:39pm  
 
Please stop answering this monkey, people. That's what he wants. Every reply 
feeds his illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436500 08790 39 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 9:31:48am  
 
Please ignore the "anarchist" poseur, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436541 08790 80 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 10:47:29am  
 
I think Rob just finished a few bowls of primo sinsemilla in his Gandalf-shaped 
anarchist's bong.</P> 
PLEASE don't feed this Chomsky-loving numbskull, folks. It's a waste of time and 
bandwidth, and will only encourage the poor thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436689 08791 109 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:08:31am  
 
Please note, folks: if you reply to people (and I use the term loosely) like 
'88', you are:</P> 
1) wasting your time, because the comment will be deleted and then your reply 
will make no sense -- or even worse, if you quote part of the scummy comment 
I'll have to delete yours too, and</P> 
2) encouraging the loser to come back and do it again.</P> 
PLEASE ignore pond scum like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436697 08791 117 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:17:07am  
 
"Logicbullet". I see we have another Saudi apologist from Canada chiming in.</P> 
The ad says "For exchange." Servants are HIRED, not bought from other people 
with a car.</P> 
Nice try, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436712 08791 132 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:32:00am  
 
"Logic-free" writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And lay off the Canada thing willya, its mighty stupid of you to 
attribute every Cannuck to be a Saudilover...please its small of u to be that 
judgemental, that quick.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, actually ... "stupid" is what you just wrote. I neither said nor implied 
that "every Cannuck is a Saudilover." I said YOU (not "u") are a Saudi 
apologist.</P> 
Looks like "Logicbullet" is shooting blanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436719 08791 139 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:40:35am  



 
"Behave yourself?" I love it!</P> 
So you're a Saudi yourself, Logic-free? That explains why you would try to 
apologize for this disgusting advertisement, and try to cover up and deny the 
disgusting practice of slavery, and the abuse of "servants," which continues in 
Saudi Arabia to this day.</P> 
But tell me -- why is it so hard for people like you to type the words "you" and 
"your?" It's just two more letters, after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436727 08791 147 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:43:23am  
 
Damn. Isn't it amazing the depths of depraved behavior that can be excused by 
the good book of the prophet Mohammed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436735 08791 155 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:47:23am  
 
Note: #147 was not posted by me.</P> 
"Charles" -- please use a different name to post here, so we avoid 
confusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436745 08791 165 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 11:52:43am  
 
"Logic-free" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>{insults} ... must you want a mental image of your opponents skin 
color before you step into battle ... {insults}</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah, so you <EM>can</EM> type the word "you" after all! Very good!</P> 
What the hell does "skin color" have to do with anything? You said you had 
family in Saudi Arabia, so I assumed this meant you were Saudi. If you say 
you're Indian, OK, whatever.</P> 
I couldn’t care less whether your skin is brown, green, or purple. But you're 
still a Saudi apologist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436788 08791 208 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 1:16:55pm  
 
Californican: I didn't ban him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436912 08793 38 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 1:43:19pm  
 
Dave J. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think we should, in all seriousness, commend her son, and the 
father of the dead would-be terrorist, for criticizing Palestinian terror 
groups, and for expressing regret that his son died.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe I'm just cynical, Dave, but I think it's entirely possible that the father 
said those things to the press in an attempt to keep the IDF from knocking down 
his house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00436961 08793 87 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 6:24:52pm  
 
Maine's Michael: the deletion was because this person, who has never posted at 
LGF before, posted that nasty comment in more than one thread. My radar was 
going off.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00437235 08797 8 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 3:34:39pm  
 
Meryl: I don't rule that possibility out. But I have to think that Hannity 
wouldn't have gone public with this unless he was very sure of its 
provenance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00437385 08797 158 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2003 7:02:46pm  
 
Uh... I'd just like to say that LGF is getting quite a few more than 15,000 
visits per day nowadays. (That's <EM>unique</EM> visits, by the way, not repeat 
visits.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00438570 08808 19 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2003 3:44:58pm  
 
See the update above; apparently the first part of the plan is for oil to move 
through the Eilat-Ashkelon pipeline, built by Israel in the 1960s to ship 
Iranian oil to Europe and the US, before relations between Iran and Israel 
disintegrated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00438671 08809 10 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2003 4:07:29pm  
 
I don't know why the direct link to the RealPlayer page acts like that (Evan's 
up to something there), but I corrected the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00438680 08809 19 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2003 4:18:18pm  
 
I'm still trying to figure out that accent. Upstate New York, bordering on New 
England, by way of faux Harlem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00439262 08813 147 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2003 1:47:27pm  
 
KarmaCola wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles is one of the largest Canada haters that I have seen and his 
mindset disgusts me.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually he wrote a lot more nonsense, but I'll only respond to this.</P> 
Bullshit. I challenge you to find one instance of me expressing "hatred of 
Canada" on this web site. You can't. It doesn't exist.</P> 
I highlight stories like this because they fit into the theme of LGF, not 
because I hate Canada. This story was published in the Toronto Globe and Mail -- 
do they "hate Canada" too?</P> 
The thin-skinned whining that goes on every time I post a story about terrorists 
in Canada, or the incredibly lax immigration policies and far left liberal 
government that allow abuses like the one in this story to occur, is simply 
ridiculous. And in case you haven't noticed, I'm just as hard -- if not harder -
- on US failures to deal with <EM>our</EM> terrorism problems.</P> 
And by the way, it is not true that there has never been a case of a terrorist 
crossing the Canadian border into the US. Please refer to the case of Ahmed 
Ressam, who crossed the border with a car full of explosives, planning to bomb 
Los Angeles International Airport in late 1999, and was only caught by sheer 
luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00440641 08826 28 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2003 8:22:20am  
 
Stormi: please send a complaint to the network administrator. What network is 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00440815 08828 66 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2003 9:30:30am  
 
Ed Moran: that's not Coulter hyperbole -- it's absolutely true. I've had several 
entries at LGF about this Islam class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00441365 08834 160 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2003 5:21:02pm  
 
"Miranda Divide" is bestowing her great wisdom and moral superiority upon us 
from the city of Roma, Italia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442544 08848 10 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 6:43:27pm  
 
Uh, Jess -- thanks, but we've been all over the Riyadh bombing story already 
today. Please don't post entire news articles in the comments, especially not 
before you check the rest of LGF to see if the story's already 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442560 08849 2 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 6:46:21pm  
 
By "foreshortened" I mean that the background has been brought forward and the 
overall perspective has been flattened. A telephoto lens can make everything in 
the image appear to be close to the same distance, and that's what is going on 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442573 08849 15 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 6:56:02pm  
 
Elana: I didn't say the picture was "altered." I said it was taken with a 
telephoto lens that makes the bulldozer appear much closer to the ISM tools than 
it really is. The dishonest part comes from the Reuters caption (from an Arab 
photographer) that says they were trying to "stop" the bulldozer, when it 
appears to me that in truth, they were not even close to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442590 08849 32 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 7:21:40pm  
 
Anyone want to guess where "Counterpunch reader" is posting from?</P> 
I won't keep you in suspense - this terrorist supporter is in San 
Francisco.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442593 08849 35 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 7:23:50pm  
 
Lumiere: the photo might have been a happy accident, but the caption is a 
deliberate attempt to deceive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00442612 08849 54 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 8:07:28pm  
 
Rob Findlay: Just thought I'd let you know; the only reason you're not banned is 
that you're so incredibly, mind-bogglingly schtoopid that you provide terrific 
comic relief. Rock on, dude!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442614 08849 56 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 8:10:15pm  
 
James Lileks: great catch. The "10-year old boy" story has been repeated 
endlessly by the wires for the past two days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00442619 08849 61 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2003 8:33:45pm  
 
Brian Walski's doctored photographs are here at LGF:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6111" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444292 08871 148 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2003 1:22:03pm  
 
roop: You know what's even more hilarious? When losers like you come prancing 
in, enlightening us all how "hilarious" we are without bothering to read any of 
the 146 comments before yours, in which, if you <EM>had</EM> read them, you 
would have discovered that everyone here already knew that.</P> 
Weenie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444384 08873 7 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 9:59:51am  
 
Thom: no, I keep regular backups of the site, and Hosting Matters also backs 
everything up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444394 08873 17 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 10:06:07am  
 
ND MN TX wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>is this where you retort " BWAHAHAHAHA</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why yes, I believe it is!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444434 08873 57 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 11:30:35am  
 
Andrew Duncalfe wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Does this have any implications for those of us who use your 
referral script on our own sites?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Make sure you have the latest version, available from the "Scripts" section in 
the left sidebar. But even if you're using a previous version, PHP code inserted 
into the referrer data will not be executed, since the "show-refs.php" code does 
not use the eval() function to output the referrer strings.</P> 
An earlier version of the referrers script had a flaw that would allow someone 
to insert some nuisance javascript code in a referrer string, but even that 
earlier version couldn't be used to hack a site like this moron tried to do 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00444442 08874 3 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 10:13:54am  
 
zulubaby is on to my evil scheme! Curses!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444447 08874 8 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 10:19:01am  
 
zulubaby: RSS stands for "RDF Site Summary". RDF stands for "Resource 
Description Framework".</P> 
There! Aren't you glad you know that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00444496 08875 32 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 11:15:51am  
 
Thanks to everyone who emailed this story -- but I didn't get it from your 
emails. I got it from the new Yahoo newsfeed feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00445417 08886 3 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2003 8:02:46pm  
 
Here's the June 2002 LGF entry about the Al Qaeda plan to crash an airplane into 
the houses of Parliament:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3266" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446265 08892 170 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2003 4:44:49pm  
 
"Billy Bloggs" is posting from Italy.</P> 
"The Bear" is posting from Australia.</P> 
At LGF, the Morlocks are worldwide. And they all drink idiotic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446270 08892 175 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2003 4:51:13pm  
 
Er... New Zealand, I mean. An Australian ISP, though.</P> 
Must be nice to live in beautiful New Zealand, and pass judgment on people who 
do things that matter in the real world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446412 08894 70 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2003 5:44:30pm  
 
As people catch on to the ugly games you're playing, it sucks to be you, doesn't 
it, "Drudge Report?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446463 08894 121 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 6:27:29am  
 
I think they did let all the stupid people out of their cells last night.</P> 
1) No one's "right to free speech" is being curtailed. The march will take place 
as planned. But they won't be allowed to march past Parliament. That's it. The 
peace weenies can still shake their signs and scream and parade around with 
giant puppets all they want. Just not in front of Parliament. Want to whine some 
more?</P> 
2) Free speech is not just for peace weenies. It's also for those who mock the 
peace weenies. And they're <EM>so easy</EM> to mock.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00446544 08895 45 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 7:01:39am  
 
Gordon: once again you mouth off without having a single clue. You admit you 
haven't read the book, yet you feel free to pass judgment on it. This is exactly 
why you are the official LGF Idiotarian Mascot.</P> 
Unlike you, I <EM>have</EM> read the book, and Robert Spencer quotes <EM>The 
Islamic Declaration</EM> verbatim, you moron. And it definitely <EM>does</EM> 
call for Islamic rule in no uncertain terms. The word <EM>shari'a</EM> is not 
used, but how else would you interpret this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>An Islamic society without Islamic power is incomplete and weak; 
Islamic power without an Islamic society is either a utopia or violence ... 
History knows of no true Islamic movement which was not at the same time a 
political movement as well. This is because Islam is a faith, but also a 
philosophy, a set of moral codes, an order of things, a style, an atmosphere -- 
in a nutshell, an integral way of life.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446545 08895 46 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 7:02:46am  
 
Ah -- I see the author himself has appeared to refute our Idiotarian Mascot's 
ravings. Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446556 08895 57 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 9:04:07am  
 
The Idiotarian Mascot wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And Charles, your "answer" was mostly just a gratuitous insult 
anyway...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Merriam Webster defines "gratuitous" as: "not called for by the circumstances." 
Since you clearly are spouting off on a subject about which you know nothing 
(and not for the first time, either) I maintain that the insults are very much 
called for by the circumstances.</P> 
And this is just more raving idiocy from Genocide Gordon:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...you claim that you are not blaming the victim in Bosnia by taking 
isolated quotes from Izetbegovic. But you are justifying it by using these 
statements. Statements don't equal or justify ethnic cleansing or 
genocide...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You really are shameless about putting words in other people's mouths, aren't 
you? Neither I nor Mr. Spencer are "blaming the victim," or justifying ethnic 
cleansing, and you know it.</P> 
And now, back to ignoring you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00446957 08898 118 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 12:08:43pm  
 
Uh ... I'd love to know why people think I was "making fun" of this email. The 
phrasing is funny, yes - but believe me, if I'm mocking something you'll know 
it.</P> 
Also, I have never referred to the Persian Gulf as the "Arabian Gulf," and I've 
never called Iranians "Arabs."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447360 08903 3 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 9:07:22am  
 



That's 1 pm Pacific, 4 pm Eastern -- and yes, the MPAC representative is still 
scheduled to be on with Robert Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447361 08903 4 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 9:08:32am  
 
Buck: yes, ask your friend to email me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447683 08906 158 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2003 5:55:20am  
 
Martijn: if you honestly believe Rall was trying to "get into the mind of the 
Iraqi terrorist," in order to help us fight the battle -- you cannot possibly 
have read anything else he has written, or seen any of his cartoons. The man has 
an undeniable, virulent hatred of America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447857 08910 10 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 8:27:47pm  
 
"Dancing Cadaver" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Punishing the presumed innocent (this is america) for the crimes of 
others.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
"This is America?" Then why are you posting from Malaysia?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447858 08910 11 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2003 8:31:16pm  
 
And why is it always the freaks like you who use ugly racist slurs? If you use 
those words again you'll be banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447901 08910 54 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2003 5:30:24am  
 
"dancing cadaver" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Isn't it a tad bit hypocritical of you to use [bigoted word]s, 
Moonbats, [bigoted word]s- and yet bear the cloak of virture when it comes to 
others of your choice?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have never used the words "[bigoted word]s" or "[bigoted word]s." Not once. 
And "moonbat" is a general term used to describe someone who is nuts -- not 
specifically an Arab or a Muslim.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So Arafish is not a slur on the race of Arab, which many jews 
are?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, Arafish is a slur on Arafat, and only Arafat. And Arabs, by the way, are not 
a "race".</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And Farakhan what do I call him in loathing?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I prefer "Screwy Louie" myself. But you go ahead and use racial slurs if that 
floats your boat.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The minute you lose respect for your 'enemy' is when you lose the 
ability to care or tune into how they think or operate. WWII US hated Japan vice 
versa but the respect stayed on throughout the whole mess.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You've got to be joking. Respect for the monsters who perpetrated the Bataan 
Death March, and the Rape of Nanking, and the sneak attack on Pearl Harbor -- 
among many other atrocities? I don't know what planet you're on, but on this one 
the US had very little "respect" for the Japanese during World War II. Now that 
they've built a peaceful society with respect for OTHERS, they are worthy of 
respect themselves.</P> 



It's not high-minded to have "respect" for those who have no respect for you, or 
to have "tolerance" for those who are intolerant. It's just 
stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447910 08910 63 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2003 5:49:52am  
 
Zionista: perhaps you should start your own blog, and then you can censor and 
delete whichever comments you don't like.</P> 
The slurs used by "rotting cadaver" are way over the line, and he/she/it knows 
it -- that's why they were used, to be deliberately offensive.</P> 
Do I approve of the terms "[bigoted word]" or "[bigoted word]?" No, I don't. 
That's why I don't use them. But those terms are not "racist," by the way. 
They're equivalent to calling a Christian a "Jesus freak" -- offensive? Yes, but 
usually not over-the-top hateful, and what they refer to is a belief system, not 
a skin color or a race.</P> 
And they fall considerably short of the kind of racial hate speech the "cadaver" 
was spewing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00447930 08910 83 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2003 6:53:07am  
 
Alex: I don't think you're cooking the numbers, but I do think you're proceeding 
from a flawed premise. The facts are: 931 incidents of anti-Jewish bias, versus 
155 incidents of anti-Muslim bias. The total population of Jews and Muslims has 
nothing to do with the relative numbers of crimes committed against them. If the 
population figures were different, the number of crimes would still be the same; 
the people committing the crimes are not doing it based on the number of Jews or 
Muslims.</P> 
And in any case, the estimates of Muslim population in the US vary so widely 
(I've seen numbers from 1.5 million to 8 million, depending on which advocacy 
group is speaking) that it's not possible to come up with a reliable figure, 
even if it were meaningful in this context. (Which it isn't.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00448863 08915 429 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 5:06:52am  
 
^^^ Say <B>HELL</B>o to a visitor from Maldives... ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00449248 08921 36 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2003 5:20:09pm  
 
Yehudit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm curious about why on LGF the tag shows up as 
[p][blockquote][/blockquote][p]  
usually the [blockquote] tag is enough to create a paragraph 
spacing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's complicated and difficult to explain, but it has to do with the way the 
weblog system converts line feeds into HTML paragraph tags, and a now-abandoned 
attempt to preserve validation on comments pages. In other words, don't ask. 
B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00449898 08929 162 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2003 10:53:23am  
 
Alan: I'm curious -- you seem to know a lot about the Patriot Act.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>The more I hear about the Patriot Act the better I understand what 
Orwell was writing about. This is becoming a country where not toting the 
mainstream line is undemocratic.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What state do you live in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00449933 08929 197 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2003 12:06:12pm  
 
Alan wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The teeming slums, millions repressed by the elite. Just like 
here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And Alan also wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>When the military junta in the US is overturned or runs out of money 
[Israel] will have no friends left.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Again, Alan -- which state are you posting these comments from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00449989 08929 253 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 4:09:27pm  
 
Well, since it looks like Alan is going to ignore my invitation to tell us where 
he lives...</P> 
Despite his numerous hints that he's American and lives in the US, Al is posting 
these comments from the lovely city of Dublin, Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451267 08941 91 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 5:38:26am  
 
Once again we see that the holier-than-thou terror apologists are 
<EM>always</EM> the ones who use the most hateful bigoted slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451666 08942 386 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 6:44:23pm  
 
As anticipated, the spinning from the likes of Atrios and Daily Kos and Matthew 
Yglesias is so furious it's throwing off sparks of sheer stupidity.</P> 
As Robert Crawford said, there is absolutely nothing in the release from the 
Department of Defense that disputes the actual <STRONG>content of the 
memo</STRONG>. The DoD simply says that the conclusions reached by Stephen Hayes 
<STRONG>are not their conclusions</STRONG>. It takes a true simpleton to read 
this as a refutation of Hayes' article -- a simpleton, or a person who can't 
acknowledge the facts because he/she is utterly blinded by unexamined 
ideology.</P> 
It's going to take a very long time for the Democratic party to recover from the 
damage they are inflicting on themselves with this stunning failure of 
intellect, morality, and common sense. And as a former Democrat myself, I say 
this with a heavy heart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451674 08942 394 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 7:38:32pm  
 
I think "Moshe" just outed himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451695 08942 415 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 8:39:53pm  
 



"wa wa wombat" is banned for posting an obscene insult. His last comment was 
posted from an Egyptian account, by the way. Anything else this person posts 
will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451704 08942 424 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 9:15:34pm  
 
The "wombat" character is playing proxy games, but his posts will continue to be 
deleted.</P> 
NOTE: If you see one of his droppings, do not reply to it, because it's going to 
be deleted, and your reply will be wasted energy. This is why I constantly beg 
our readers to ignore the obvious trolls. (Not that it does me any 
good.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451714 08942 434 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 5:59:32am  
 
Don't forget, "Moshe" first appeared at LGF gloating over the report of the 
former Shin Bet officials who want Israel to adopt the latest suicidal deal 
negotiated with terrorists by Israeli leftists -- the so-called "Geneva 
Accords."</P> 
From there, "Moshe" the pseudo-Jew segued into the standard leftist cant, 
seasoned with a big dash of antisemitism and conspiracy theory.</P> 
We've got several robots infesting the board in the past few days, regurgitating 
their pre-programmed propaganda with no intention to learn or discuss anything. 
I've had to ban a couple of them when they collapsed into raving insults. So far 
this "Moshe" bot is at least keeping it civil -- but don't fool yourself into 
thinking you'll make a dent in its hardened steel casing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00451932 08944 48 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 6:02:39am  
 
Please note: "happy as a lark" just outed itself as a raving antisemite, 
folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452046 08946 5 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2003 5:10:28pm  
 
Yes, it is a loony left site, and I don't want to send them any traffic -- so I 
created <A href="lgf-press.php" target=_blank>an LGF page</A> with the same 
information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452189 08949 33 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 11:31:19am  
 
^^^ North Carolina ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452316 08950 121 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 6:10:59am  
 
zulubaby: it's a robot, pre-programmed to say this stuff by the appalling 
propaganda it watches on Al Jazeera -- an example of exactly the sort of 
brainwashing Martin Kramer wrote about in the thread titled "The Jihad Against 
the Jews". And over in that thread, this robot has outed itself as a raving 
antisemite who believes Israel was behind 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00452323 08950 128 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 6:17:10am  
 
Hey folks! Why are you arguing with a robot? Do I need to make the LGF Prayer's 
font size larger or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452359 08950 164 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 6:46:19am  
 
My favorite part of the "Mr. Holland Trilogy" is where Captain Holland catches 
the evil robot in a logical conundrum, and smoke starts spewing from its 
antennae while its arms flail wildly and it blares "Does not compute! Does ... 
not ... COMPUTE!"</P> 
And I never get tired of the scene where jolly Captain Holland looks into the 
camera and gives us a big wink and a thumbs-up. It's a modern 
classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452423 08950 228 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 8:08:15am  
 
I've had enough of this moronic robot; I've let it spew self-contradictory 
nonsense for 48 comments, because it's good sometimes to let these people expose 
themselves. But the "Jews perpetrated 9/11" crap was the final straw. Buh bye, 
larkie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452594 08954 50 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 11:36:10am  
 
"Moshe" the pseudo-Jew is back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452598 08954 54 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 11:41:08am  
 
See this comment from the "Moshe" robot for a very good look into its twisted 
psyche:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8942#c0390" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
When people like those Shin Bet officials lose their sense and give up the 
fight, creatures like this get all hot and bothered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00452617 08954 73 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2003 12:10:12pm  
 
Again: before you engage this "Moshe" robot, folks, I strongly suggest you read 
this comment of his, to see where he's coming from:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8942#c0390" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
This is not an honest opponent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00453384 08963 8 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2003 6:28:44am  
 
Of course "Moshe" the terror apologist robot shows up right on schedule. Please 
don't allow this automaton to derail any more discussions, 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00453440 08963 64 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2003 7:38:12am  



 
This "Moshe" trollbot is out of here. If it comes down to losing valued 
contributors like Zaide, or banning a lying robot propagandist like "Moshe" ... 
it's an easy choice.</P> 
Please do not post any more replies to "Moshe." He won't be able to answer you; 
anything else he manages to post will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00453482 08963 106 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 3:05:30pm  
 
You are a hilarious moonbat, aren't you? A rant about American stupidity, chock 
full of misspellings, juvenile hacker-speak, and radical Islamic propaganda! And 
it calls me a woman -- no doubt a deadly insult in the misogynistic circles you 
run in.</P> 
And from Britain too! Bonus!</P> 
"You Americans with your stupid, STUPID MINDS! Stupid! Stupid!" Bwahahaha!</P> 
I hope I'm not keeping you from saying your du'a qunoots, praying for Allah to 
freeze the blood in my veins and shake the ground under my feet. Better get on 
that -- my blood still feels pretty warm and the ground feels rock steady. Maybe 
Sheikh Abdullah Azzam can help you out?</P> 
Oh, I forgot! He's dead! Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00454034 08968 13 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2003 10:43:43am  
 
PLEASE NOTE! I copied the text for this entry from an earlier post, and 
inadvertently left the word "tomorrow" in it. Robert Spencer will be on Michael 
Medved's show <STRONG>TODAY</STRONG> at 1 pm Pacific, 4 pm 
Eastern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00454876 08973 60 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2003 6:51:20pm  
 
Unbelievable. And I thought that all the idiot politicians in the world were 
running NZ right now. Here, our foreign minister sees nothing to be unduly 
alarmed about when an international Islamic "charity" organisation with alQuaeda 
links attempts to purchase a city mosque, even when local Muslims are themselves 
sufficiently alarmed by this to approach said foreign minister. Phil says things 
like:"Of course we take these warnings seriously and will monitor the situation 
closely. However, as I have said many times before, until we find a just 
solution to the Palestine/Israel situation these threats will not go away. I 
once again implore the leaders of Israel to cease their aggressive, 
destabilising, provocative actions in the Middle East. Was that OK Prime 
Minister?" (with apologies to Bob)It would seem that democracy is its own worse 
enemy, allowing idiots and possibly lack of action by an apethetic majority, to 
cause other idiots to be elected. These elected idiots make pronouncements that 
are then reported under the guise of news by other idiots working in the media. 
Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00455631 08976 281 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 11:49:31am  
 
Right Wing Conspirator wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I was visiting the Chasing Bush website and the link that supposedly 
was to point to LGF actually linked to the "You are an idiot" flash. You 
wouldn't know who would have done that, would you?</BLOCKQUOTE> 



Why, I can't imagine why that would happen! How is that even 
possible?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00455774 08977 48 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 1:07:22pm  
 
The subhuman freaks like "hermann" above (now deleted) always get flushed with 
excitement over incidents like this. It was posting from Elroy, Wisconsin, and 
its IP address was:</P> 
207.138.161.175</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00455784 08977 58 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 1:11:45pm  
 
Colt: there's no way of tracking an actual street address from an IP number, 
short of getting a court order to examine the ISP's records.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00455790 08977 64 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 1:21:58pm  
 
Correction: a reverse DNS lookup shows that the deleted freak above may have 
been posting from Uruguay. (Or was using a proxy.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00455951 08978 32 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 3:55:19pm  
 
Elizabeth: er, sorry -- I wasn't deliberately passing over your email, but I am 
literally deluged with email these days and didn't see your note about this. 
Please don't take it personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00456105 08980 19 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 3:51:45pm  
 
iowahawk: it's awfully hard to communicate in ASCII how hard that one made me 
laugh. My eyes, they are filled with tears, yet I laugh!</P> 
Thanks. I needed that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00456454 08986 17 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2003 7:52:29pm  
 
Not to mention, "Fred," that falling in love and getting married, even if it's 
soon after a divorce, SHOULD NOT BE A FREAKIN' CRIME.</P> 
Sorry for shouting. Stupidity does that to me lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00456578 08987 73 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2003 5:37:03am  
 
Bob Jones wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Unless English is different in Canada, "hate" is a verb. "Hatred" is 
the noun.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bzzzt! Wrong:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://m-w.com/cgi-bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&amp;va=hate" 
target=_blank>m-w.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00456738 08989 122 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2003 9:19:52am  
 



By the way, I've finally had enough of "view from Ireland." I let her post her 
nasty digs and moral equivalence for almost a year, but it has become very clear 
that her main purpose in posting here is simply to derail discussions into silly 
irrelevance. This one is now an ex-view from Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00457503 08995 18 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2003 8:22:59am  
 
Outsider: yes, you can email them to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00457697 08996 143 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2003 2:25:00pm  
 
Maybe I'm losing my sense of humor; maybe it got stuck in the Twilight Zone 
along with that other Pearl Izumi cycling sock I've never been able to find.</P> 
But knowing that the people who made this video -- and the people they made it 
for -- actually believe its messages ... well ... that just kind of kills the 
funny for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00457950 08998 24 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2003 7:16:29pm  
 
I hate to say it -- but I don't think that's writing at the base of the towers. 
I think it's supposed to be the remains of jumpers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458439 09001 19 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 5:45:52am  
 
It's not off the mark. Bangadesh is a hot spot of Islamic extremism and 
violence. If the "dacoits" turn out not to be Muslims, I'll post a correction -- 
but as Anant points out above, it's a virtual certainty that these killers were 
Islamic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458452 09001 32 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 6:03:42am  
 
"A Troll" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>pls. define what you mean by the statement "Bangladesh is a hotspot 
(and don't you mean hotbed) extremism" .. on what basis do you make this 
judgement.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is a joke, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458455 09001 35 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 6:05:06am  
 
Carol wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Just like anyone else, a Muslim can be a thug without being an 
Islamofascist terrorist.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And where did I write that the killers were "Islamofascist 
terrorists?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458458 09001 38 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 6:11:26am  
 
Then maybe you should look into the long history of Islamic violence in 
Bangladesh. Here's a place to start:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7382" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458469 09001 49 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 6:40:34am  
 
"A Troll" -- the openly terrorist Jamaat-e-Islami gets <EM>only</EM> 10% of the 
vote in popular elections, and you use that as an argument that there's no 
problem with Islamic extremism in Bangladesh? Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00458949 09005 4 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2003 3:01:42pm  
 
That's exactly why the counter got so high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00459494 09009 43 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2003 10:19:09am  
 
MnJoe: the 'lampshade' thing refers to Ilsa Koch, the "Bitch of Buchenwald," who 
collected the skins of Jewish victims of the Nazi death camps and made 
lampshades and other sick trophies from them:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://motlc.wiesenthal.com/text/x12/xm1294.html" 
target=_blank>motlc.wiesenthal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00460120 09017 46 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2003 6:28:47pm  
 
I have local copies of every photo posted at LGF. I don't have local copies of 
every article -- it would take too much server space to do that. But that's why 
I post extensive quotes from articles, so that I have records of the pertinent 
sections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00461293 09030 264 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 5:44:33am  
 
#238 was not Teacake. It was a freak posting from an IP in Argentina -- a 
country I'm beginning to realize is lousy with antisemites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00461476 09033 23 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 5:15:27am  
 
Hey, an admirer! Nice try, Mr. "Puh-lease" -- but as I'm sure you're aware, all 
of the validation errors you so gleefully point to are in the site's content; 
missing ALT tags for images, non-SGML characters, etc. The template itself is 
clean. Maybe you'd like to rain on Shawn for his lack of XHTML knowledge 
now?</P> 
Or maybe instead, you should get over your web weenie self, and realize there 
are much more important things in this world than XHTML validation -- like the 
site's friggin' CONTENT.</P> 
You know -- the writing? The purpose of the site? Oh yeah, that!</P> 
I like the "ten lines" slam, too. How did you get Shawn's password, to check out 
how many lines I changed in the main index template? (Hint -- it's quite a few 
more than ten.) Are you some kind of hacker/cracker/script kiddie, in addition 
to being an expert on validation? Awesome, d00d! Good luck in your 
career!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00461482 09033 29 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 7:51:51am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00461491 09033 38 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2003 8:05:33pm  
 
Yawn...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00461493 09033 40 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2003 6:20:11am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462034 09043 71 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2003 5:52:24am  
 
Moonbat #67 is in Singapore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462197 09045 56 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 7:44:05pm  
 
This is pretty incredible. They're trying to cover their tracks as we watch. 
Save copies of this post at the Dean blog, folks -- it's already been radically 
edited, and it may just disappear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462247 09046 8 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 5:01:25pm  
 
zulubaby: the site seems to be down right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462331 09047 25 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 6:58:54pm  
 
"American" #15 is the same person who has been posting trollish comments for a 
week or two under the name "pink cream cheese," and he/she/it is using a 
computer at <A href="http://www.sunysb.edu/" target=_blank>Stony Brook 
University</A> in New York. I'll leave its comment there as an illustration that 
people with sympathy for the jihad schools of Pakistan are attending US 
universities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462403 09048 7 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 7:46:24pm  
 
How soon we forget.</P> 
Here’s what Palestinians do with these toys:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pal-child-abuse/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462415 09048 19 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2003 8:13:34pm  
 
Interesting.</P> 
So we're now going to completely ignore all context, everything I've been 
posting for the past two years, the incitement, the murders, the children 
dressed as suicide bombers, the children taught to hate and kill Jews and 
infidels, the sermons, the schoolbooks, the after-school TV specials glorifying 



martyrdom, the posters, the martyr badges, the school exhibits, the Hamas jihad 
camps, children jumping through flaming hoops, shooting at models of Jewish 
settlements, dancing in the streets on 9/11 ...</P> 
and say this is just like a swap meet in the US?</P> 
Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00462752 09051 173 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2003 6:49:19am  
 
The person who posted above as "American Dreamer" is a troll who was previously 
banned from LGF, who sneaked back in with a different ISP. What it thought it 
was accomplishing with that comment is anybody's guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00463079 09055 22 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2003 12:07:50pm  
 
Otter wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it just me, or do all those blockquotes have a formatting error 
where the first paragraph is in a smaller font? Or is it intentional? If the 
latter, may I seethe and whine about its unattractiveness?  
(In Mozilla, in both MacOS X and Linux)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You may need to clear your browser cache and relaunch; I recently changed the 
CSS at LGF to use a contextual selector for blockquotes, and some browsers are 
very stubborn about reloading the CSS file.</P> 
The blockquotes look fine for me in all modern browsers under Mac OS X, 
including Mozilla...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00463730 09062 104 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2003 4:55:25am  
 
The Jew hater who posted under the name "Avi" is in Cleveland, Ohio. It's quite 
amazing how many of these freaks choose phony Jewish names when they post 
antisemitic, delusional rants. Some sort of mass psychosis at 
work...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00463781 09063 24 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2003 5:49:27am  
 
Abu el Anon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I have had problems with LGF under Mozilla 1.5 and Firebird 
0.7 for Windows. About 50% of the time part/all of the comments on an article 
will be blank.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a bug in Mozilla; nothing I can do about it, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00464775 09067 451 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2003 9:59:19am  
 
Rayra: thanks for the pictures! It does my heart good to see that this event was 
a complete failure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00465283 09072 50 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2003 1:23:54pm  
 
If these journalists like consorting with these cowardly fucks so much and are 
able to get the sort of unlimited access to them that they seem to enjoy, could 
we not send said journalists in with a few pounds of semtex strapped to their 
waists and blow up some terrorist scum for a change?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00465437 09074 38 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2003 10:20:01am  
 
Ben F: it's not the IAD web site that is down. The page at the Saudi embassy 
site that links to the IAD site has been removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00466862 09089 101 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2003 8:26:50pm  
 
#72 was posted from the Dartmouth College Library.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467465 09097 123 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2003 4:18:57pm  
 
Jimbo, Jimbo, Jimbo.</P> 
Another article from August?</P> 
You're really starting to look pathetic.</P> 
Didn't you notice what several <EM>active duty</EM> military folks have already 
told you: rather than getting a pay cut, they're getting a <EM>raise</EM>? Or 
don't you even care about the truth?</P> 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467575 09098 106 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2003 3:18:53pm  
 
Hmm. Yes, there was some kind of glitch there; no hacking going on, though. I 
think what may have happened is that you both posted at exactly the same 
moment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467583 09098 114 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2003 3:39:10pm  
 
reaganite: yes, as a matter of fact, "Mike G" and "Paki Baitor" have the same IP 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467697 09102 51 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2003 6:37:39am  
 
"Aamir Ali" posted that comment from here in the United States, Knoxville 
Tennessee to be exact. Interesting that he expresses such hatred for America, 
while availing himself of its freedoms.</P> 
This creature wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The cat story about Khalkhi is incorrect and is to be expected at an 
right wing extremist website like Little Green Footballs.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The story is from Britain's Telegraph newspaper. If I have to choose whether to 
believe a respected British newspaper or a random Morlock expressing admiration 
for a monstrous serial killer like the Ayatollah Sadeq Khalkhali, there's no 
contest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467717 09103 9 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2003 4:21:41pm  
 
Riverbend is the Hesiod of Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00467759 09103 51 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2003 6:27:53am  



 
Hey there, Jimbo! Any comment on the fact that you were caught red-handed trying 
to spread a lie about a pay cut for the armed forces, using a discredited 
article that was more than four months old?</P> 
Or are you just going to follow the usual lefty game plan when caught in a lie -
- ignore it and change the subject?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00468213 09108 70 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2003 11:38:35am  
 
Man, this thread is really bringing out the trolls. "Jim Waters," "Bill 
Masters," and "Peter Piper" are all the same person.</P> 
The fact that some Iraqis are actually on the side of the US seems to be driving 
these people into a frenzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00470365 09128 126 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2003 1:47:26pm  
 
"Bushisajoker" is posting from Waterloo, Ontario. And someone will indeed "shut 
up," though it won't be me; I've had enough of this moron's mindless 
venom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00470494 09130 1 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2003 2:16:29pm  
 
To enter: jpost/jpost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00470791 09133 136 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2003 4:45:39pm  
 
I'm thinking of making a rule that previous winners will not be eligible -- 
because otherwise it looks like Dhimmi Carter may win again based on his 
performance at the Geneva Farce. (Say what you like about Jimmah -- the man's 
got timing!) I think it would be more interesting if we honor one of the other 
deserving idiots this year.</P> 
Any comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00471409 09136 60 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2003 6:59:41am  
 
Kelly: it's a funny story. But please don't post the same thing in several 
threads -- you're going to run into a new spam-catching routine I'm working on 
that detects multiple posts with the same content.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00472233 09143 70 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2003 12:57:00pm  
 
I see that Gordon, the master straw man builder, is back.</P> 
He hasn't read any of Robert Spencer's books, but he feels free to pronounce 
judgment just the same.</P> 
I report a news item that the two highest-ranking Bosnian Muslims are going to 
be tried in the Hague for war crimes, and that means I'm trying to "force the 
Bosnian conflict through" my "Islamophobic prism."</P> 
Don't you ever feel a little foolish when you make such blatantly false, 
overblown, hysterical accusations, Gordon?</P> 
Of course not, I replied, answering my own question. This is why you're the 
Official Idiotarian Mascot of LGF.</P> 



And now, back to ignoring you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00472734 09146 155 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 8:01:12pm  
 
Hey, "truth" -- did you know that the software that enables you to post your 
sick, hateful comments here, from your warm apartment in New York over your 
Verizon DSL connection ... was written by Jews? Yes! It's true! The PHP 
scripting language was developed by those people you say "weren't meant to be on 
this planet."</P> 
Chew on that, you disgusting toad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00472813 09146 234 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 8:42:22pm  
 
"tooth" is a robot, folks. If I didn't know that there really are people this 
mindless, I'd be tempted to suspect a Perl script, aping a human's 
responses.</P> 
It has an organic brain, but it's a robot nonetheless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00472831 09146 252 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 8:51:12pm  
 
Robot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00473136 09146 557 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2003 10:51:37am  
 
This one is posting from the University of Long Island.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00473292 09148 10 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2003 7:41:37pm  
 
About the "British-mandate Palestine" whitewash -- note my update, with a link 
to the earlier version of the caption, before an editor somewhere realized how 
offensive the original text was...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00473869 09151 253 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2003 3:05:43pm  
 
This person posting under the name "Ken" is a previously banned moonbat who 
snuck in with a different ISP. It is now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00473873 09151 257 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2003 3:27:15pm  
 
Model4: bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00474034 09153 42 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2003 10:46:19am  
 
evariste: thanks for the head-up on the Paypal referral thingie. I must have 
missed that bulletin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00474164 09153 172 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2003 6:35:58pm  
 



torchy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A larger font,maybe 12pt instead of 10pt would make for an easier 
read.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ever notice that link at the top of the left sidebar that says 
"Preferences"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00474203 09154 38 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2003 12:21:58pm  
 
The Morlock who posted comment #17 is the same creature who was posting under 
the name "Israel incites, too." It is currently breathing the air of New 
York.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00474584 09159 2 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2003 7:24:40pm  
 
Oops! Thanks, Tasty B.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00475479 09168 3 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2003 4:16:40pm  
 
Thanks, evariste! But, uh, we already have a favicon:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/favicon.ico" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00475484 09168 8 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2003 4:29:08pm  
 
Did you clear that pesky old browser cache?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00475491 09168 15 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2003 4:41:07pm  
 
Hmm. Maybe because ours has a transparent background? It works on all Mac 
browsers...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00475500 09168 24 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2003 5:01:16pm  
 
Stephen: I agree, the conclusions reached by the site owner are questionable to 
say the least. But he has put together all the available information in a way I 
haven't seen elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00475806 09173 144 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 8:10:17pm  
 
Jimbo will be shutting up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00476214 09179 89 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 5:13:25pm  
 
Jason Kottke, an old school blogger from New York who links approvingly to an 
interview with America-hater Howard Zinn, has taken the lead.</P> 
I'm not overly attached to awards like this, but it would truly suck if someone 
who admires Howard Zinn wins this one. You don't have to vote for me, LGFers, 
but get out there and vote against kottke.org...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00476905 09187 97 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 2:51:34pm  
 
Tom Coates linked to the poll with this lovely comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's Kottke (Filthy Liberal Centrist Scumbag) vs. Little Green 
Footballs (Filthy Right-Wing Amerika-First Scumbag) in a battle for the soul of 
webloggery. I know which way I'll be voting...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nothing says "moonbat" like spelling America with a "K." 
Asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00476976 09189 2 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2003 7:36:44pm  
 
New York.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477041 09189 67 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 7:07:23am  
 
Uh, bigel -- that was NOT Ben Shapiro.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477046 09189 72 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 7:14:59am  
 
bigel: no, Ben Shapiro has not posted anything here. Anyone can put any web 
address on their post. That was the same troll who posted under Kim du Toit's 
name recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477178 09191 57 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 8:51:10am  
 
There's a moron who's been impersonating you, Paul.</P> 
If you see one of its comments, please don't respond to this fool, people. 
You're only encouraging it. I'll be deleting anything it manages to 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477586 09197 8 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 11:59:03am  
 
Toronto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477589 09197 11 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 12:04:41pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8757#c0011" 
target=_blank>Yes,</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8676#c0017" 
target=_blank>they</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8396#c0075" 
target=_blank>do</A>.</P> 
(Those three above are the same troll who used zulubaby's name.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00477934 09201 28 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2003 7:16:40pm  
 
Paladin: nope -- it's American football. Click the link to their 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00478176 09202 46 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2003 10:12:37am  
 
I have a call on the LGF Clue Phone for "wrapper". Is there a "wrapper" 
here?</P> 
British dates are expressed day/month/year.</P> 
That's OK, though, "wrapper". Don't feel too bad that you just revealed your 
ignorance in front of thousands of people. We all were young and dumb 
once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00478735 09209 44 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2003 2:51:20pm  
 
JED posted those moonbat comments from Alberta, Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00478849 09210 22 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2003 3:44:49pm  
 
About "tupical/typical" -- Canada, again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00479210 09218 7 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2003 7:41:50pm  
 
I wasn't saying that this particular gun isn't a toy -- it may indeed be a 
replica. (But I hesitate to call something that could be mistaken for a real 
gun, in a war zone, a <EM>toy</EM>.) But the wire services are using the term 
"toy gun" even for obviously real weapons:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9134" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00479698 09222 45 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2003 12:28:18pm  
 
Please note, also, that Palazzi is a Sufi, one of the smallest Muslim sects, 
considered heretical by the vast majority of the world's 
Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00479875 09224 23 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2003 11:25:40am  
 
Here are the pics, still on the Muslim Football site:</P> 
Soldiers of Allah:<A title=soapic.jpg 
href="http://muslimfootball.com/teams/soapic.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: soapic.jpg</A></P> 
Intifada:<A title=intifadapic.jpg 
href="http://muslimfootball.com/teams/intifadapic.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: intifadapic.jpg</A></P> 
Mujahideen:<A title=mujahideenpic.jpg 
href="http://muslimfootball.com/teams/mujahideenpic.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: mujahideenpic.jpg</A></P> 
Emrullah:<A title=emrullahpic.jpg 
href="http://muslimfootball.com/teams/emrullahpic.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: emrullahpic.jpg</A></P> 
Saracens (and the picture is named "assassins"):<A title=assassinspic.jpg 
href="http://muslimfootball.com/teams/assassinspic.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: assassinspic.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00480622 09231 3 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2003 6:14:31am  
 
Yeah -- actually I forwarded the info to Aaron myself, because it's more in his 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00481177 09236 39 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2003 3:10:36pm  
 
Judith: I deleted your comment as you requested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00481189 09236 51 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2003 4:34:17pm  
 
Uh ... come on, folks. Lay off Judith, already. She's apologized for her 
remarks, and I deleted them at her request. That's the end of it as far as I'm 
concerned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00481378 09238 110 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2003 5:06:25pm  
 
LisaG: your father is a very special man, and I thank you for posting on his 
behalf. Please let him know that I wish him a speedy recovery, as I'm sure 
everyone here does. His contributions are very much a part of what makes LGF a 
special place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00482351 09251 39 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2003 11:51:22am  
 
brianstien: heh! I guess we were on the same wavelength with this one. See my 
latest post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00482584 09252 199 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2003 5:23:30pm  
 
"shintriad" #197: Do you realize you just made a complete ass out of yourself in 
front of several thousand people, from all over the world? Do you care?</P> 
Another one from Toronto, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00483042 09259 87 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2003 5:16:19pm  
 
^^^ This one was posted from McMinnville, Oregon. ^^^</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00483404 09262 31 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2003 6:53:28am  
 
Perhaps I could have been more clear: I do not trust anything written by (in 
order of decreasing trust): Reuters, Reuters Palestinian reporters, and 
"Palestinian officials." These people have been caught red-handed in lie after 
lie after lie. Time after time, the initial reports say "medics," "children," 
"retarded women" have been "killed by the Israeli Army," only to find, days 
later, that the dead are: "gunmen," "militants," or "Hamas activists."</P> 
Or to find that the death reports were completely fabricated.</P> 
How could the headline have been more accurate? How about if they rephrased it 
to match their usual wording when Israelis are killed by Palestinians? Something 
like:</P> 



<STRONG>Five Palestinians Killed in Gun Battle</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00483551 09263 92 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2003 8:38:11am  
 
"Hester Thrale" is either ConventBabe come back from the dead, or someone so 
much like her that I have added him/her/it right next to ConventBabe in the LGF 
ban list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00484723 09275 169 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2003 7:19:11am  
 
"european" is indeed Norwegian, posting from Trondheim, Norway.</P> 
I loved Trondheim when I visited several years ago, "european." A beautiful 
city, with an exquisite ancient cathedral.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00485004 09277 98 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2003 11:16:47am  
 
<B>Colt</B>: sorry, I don't know what happened to your email, but I don't seem 
to have it. Can you resend it please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00485470 09283 35 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2003 7:11:19pm  
 
Sea Salt: Please note, I did not write "the camel is all the way inside the 
tent." Shari'a is not the law of the land in Canada. I know that. But if you 
don't think this advances the agenda of radical Muslims in Canada, well... 
you're being naive. The Canadian branch of CAIR has already begun gloating over 
this.</P> 
Baby steps. The camel's nose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00485491 09283 56 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2003 6:41:17am  
 
Joe: again, I'm not saying it's a big deal -- now. But please note the glee with 
which Ibrahim Hooper greeted this news. Hooper, of course, is on record saying 
that he would like to see Islamic law ruling North America. I think it's clear 
that radical Islamic front groups see this as a victory; and anything CAIR sees 
as a victory should be very troubling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00488278 09310 53 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2003 3:42:49pm  
 
James: I saw the DEBKAfile report that speculated about Saddam being held 
captive to turn him in for the ransom -- but this is one time I have to say 
they're way off the mark. The reports say he had a pistol in his little hole, 
and I sincerely doubt that someone holding him captive would let him have a 
gun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00488337 09310 112 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2003 5:13:45pm  
 
Photios: so sorry to hear about your father-in-law. Please give my condolences 
to your wife and her family as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00488970 09319 30 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2003 12:08:34pm  
 
PLEASE NOTE: the comment quoted above was not from Mark Fiore himself. It was a 
post by someone else at his discussion forum.</P> 
The forum seems to be down right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00489165 09322 3 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2003 10:18:55am  
 
Joel: Look at the top of this column...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00489175 09322 13 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2003 12:03:03pm  
 
Ed: still getting the database straightened out; I'll update those links this 
week.</P> 
veebee: no, we don't have an extra small, sorry. The small size is the standard 
adult small t-shirt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00490330 09335 134 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2003 5:28:03am  
 
The numbers in this thread are messed up, because I had to get rid of a VFI 
infestation. If this creature manages to slip through again, please do not 
respond to it, people.</P> 
And to "view from Ireland" -- go away. Anything you manage to post here is going 
to be deleted. You're not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00491430 09343 18 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2003 3:50:33pm  
 
Er, bigel -- I did get your email, but you didn't sign it. When people don't 
sign their emails I assume they don't care about (or don't want) credit.</P> 
However, I didn't find this one through your email, sorry. That list of news 
sources in the right sidebar is there for a reason -- I use it myself. (And I'm 
also on the FP email list.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00492535 09357 3 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2003 9:34:51am  
 
Sorry! I screwed up the PayPal link. It should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00493359 09364 127 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2003 11:13:46am  
 
John B wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles - what's with the Canadian connection? The poster Nora 
clearly states she is Egyptian and from what I read, drew one response from 
Sabiha who is Canadian.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nora was posting from Egypt, but "the true faith" and Sabih are Canadian, and 
posted within minutes of each other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00493724 09368 121 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2003 4:17:11pm  
 
I guarantee that those posts (which I also saw) were deleted when the Nazimedia 
administrators saw a large number of referrals coming from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00495734 09391 8 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2003 8:30:27am  
 
One reason why this sort of thing didn't happen in World War II was because any 
reporter who tried to "interview" Japanese or Nazi SS commanders would have been 
taken prisoner -- or shot.</P> 
The mujahideen, on the other hand, know very well how useful Western media is to 
their jihad, so they welcome people like this TIME reporter. Quid pro 
quo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00499186 09423 2 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2003 10:30:53am  
 
Actually, you shouldn't see anything different; the changes I've made are just 
internal, to remove some of the tables from the code and replace them with DIVs. 
Should substantially reduce the size of the lengthier comments 
pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00500216 09430 6 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2003 6:52:46am  
 
93 it is. Still clearing the turkey out of my brain this 
morning...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00500259 09430 49 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2003 9:07:16am  
 
Radian wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm looking at a Scattante CFR, wondering how yours is holding up? 
Seems like to good a deal for a carbon bike with ultegra trim. Seems like a good 
christmas present for myself..</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No complaints so far; the bike is extremely comfortable to ride, and the 
monocoque frame gives a nice stiff main triangle that feels rock solid in a 
sprint. Great bike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00501752 09442 125 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2003 9:32:53am  
 
The comment above was posted with an account at Associated Press in New York. 
I'm fowarding all information, including the IP address, to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00501952 09445 9 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2003 8:00:19am  
 
Because the discussion linked above implies that it's a robot scanning for email 
addresses. Here's another site that discusses it (and has blocked it):</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.mjbdata.co.uk/spider_insight.php?view_insight_id=137&amp;from=4
0&amp;beginning_with=" target=_blank>www.mjbdata.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00501970 09445 27 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2003 12:03:39pm  
 
slashbot: if you follow the discussions I linked to, the "Green Research, Inc." 
user agent has been in use from multiple locations for quite a while, and those 



forums were already openly discussing blocking it. I posted the rules because I 
thought someone might benefit from learning that technique of blocking a user 
agent, without using mod_rewrite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00502161 09448 14 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2003 10:24:36am  
 
zulubaby: No, Richard Penna has nothing to do with that nasty comment. He's the 
technical contact for AP's network, that's why his name is listed in the WHOIS 
lookup. Only the network admin can find out which computer was used to leave 
that comment; I can't find out a name from an IP address. That's why I forwarded 
the information to Mr. Penna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00502180 09448 33 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2003 1:03:18pm  
 
Roll-aid: nope, it's not possible to post a comment with a spoofed IP address. 
The page you linked to explains why; HTTP connections require two-way 
communications, and unless the IP address is real, the necessary responses can't 
take place, and a connection cannot be made.</P> 
Spoofed IP addresses can be used for things like Denial of Service attacks, 
where the attacker does not care whether a connection is actually 
made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00502713 09450 311 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 10:53:13am  
 
Yankev: your posts are being cut off because you surrounded your text with 
'&lt;' and '&gt;' symbols. These symbols are used to denote HTML tags, and since 
most HTML tags are stripped out of comments (to prevent abuse) your entire 
comment disappears because it looks like a big HTML tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00502952 09451 230 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 8:35:57am  
 
Abu Hoo Hoo wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In the links posted above the charter ‘&amp;’ is being replaced with 
a ‘ § ‘ and truncating part of the string.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is because some versions of Microsoft Internet Explorer have a bug that 
incorrectly converts the character sequence "&amp;sect" into the special 
character "§" when you copy and paste a URL. It's a bug because the character 
sequence should end with a semi-colon to be converted to a special character, 
and it doesn't.</P> 
Since many web sites use a variable like "section" in their URLs (Arab News is 
another) this leads to broken URLs. The solution is to watch for that character 
when you paste a URL, and manually replace it with the correct sequence: 
"&amp;sect".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00502968 09451 246 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 4:24:15pm  
 
To "Who Funds LGF," the troll from Saskatchewan: who do you <EM>think</EM> funds 
LGF?</P> 
Oh, I know ... you're probably thinking it's one of those Zionist world-
domination ploys. But the truth is <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6671_The_Truth_About_LFG" 
target=_blank>far more disturbing</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00503389 09454 117 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 4:35:06pm  
 
"A Mossad front?"</P> 
If only you knew the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6686" target=_blank>terrible 
secret of LGF</A>.</P> 
How's the weather up there in Regina?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00503539 09455 145 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 7:19:59pm  
 
RandyRants (#134) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I could go on to point out that every source of facts in emotionally 
charged issues will be tainted to one side or the other, but I won't, as I don't 
see the need...  
I might also point out that even "layman's" resources - such as Encarta - admits 
that Israel occupied territories to expand her own borders from 1948 to 1967, 
but I don't see the point in that...</P> 
I have no reason to bother with making such a comment...</P> 
No, I don't see much reason to say anything to the comments that are offering 
such enlightenment...</P> 
I do wonder how many people are guilty of that, but, that too is a moot issue at 
this point in time...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Reading your comments took 30 seconds out of my life. That time was completely 
wasted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00503637 09456 31 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 12:18:03pm  
 
jms: Here's a picture of another sign on the highway to Mecca (don't you know 
that everything you need to find is here at LGF?):</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8070" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00503964 09463 21 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2003 6:14:53pm  
 
cba is right -- the one Baldy linked to is the same cute little brainwashed 
troll who's been leaving ill-informed messages all over LGF tonight.</P> 
It also left two similarly deluded comments on Christmas Day:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9412#c0153" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9416#c0099" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
I'm giving this one some rope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00504343 09467 141 Charles Wed, Dec 31, 2003 1:26:12pm  
 
I updated the entry with a link to Eugene's post. The "blasphemy law" part of 
the article, even though it has a high "buzz" value, is only a small section of 
the whole, and the Ford Foundation has a history of supporting far left causes -
- including the disastrous UN Antisemitism Conference in Durban. So it's not 
correct to cast aspersions on the rest of the article, even if Alyssa Lappen's 
take on the "blasphemy law" exercise was a little askew.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00504669 09470 27 Charles Tue, Dec 30, 2003 3:16:32pm  
 
We've been seeing an infiltration of Canadian Morlocks in the past two days. #16 
is in Vancouver, whereas the creature that has been posting antisemitic 
conspiracy theories is in Saskatchewan.</P> 
In the following thread, the Saskatchewan Morlock says that the anthrax letters 
were sent by ... guess who ...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9433#c0020" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00504672 09470 30 Charles Tue, Dec 30, 2003 3:19:35pm  
 
By the way, the Saskatchewan Morlock has been posting with a new name in each 
comment, to make it look like there's more than one of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00504891 09470 249 Charles Wed, Dec 31, 2003 4:04:04pm  
 
"Peace Train Rider" is the same person as:</P> 
American loving Frog[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9475#c0174" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Major Mike H.W. Wilcox (Ret)[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9470#c0239" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Al Sonborg[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9470#c0034" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00505675 09475 221 Charles Wed, Dec 31, 2003 12:08:41pm  
 
Engineer wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, did you forget my hat tip, or did you, as usual, beat me to 
it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, actually I heard from John about it. But thanks for the 
note!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00506402 09485 3 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2004 8:54:27am  
 
Jimmy Carter isn't in the running, after winning last year. Carter's 
idiotarianism is so overweening that he'd probably win again, and I thought our 
other deserving nominees should have their time in the 
spotlight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00506435 09485 36 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2004 9:38:18am  
 
To Right Wing Conspirator and "perplexed": I checked the poll data, and you each 
have only five votes recorded.</P> 
The multiple vote prevention isn't particularly sophisticated, and I don't 
really want to stress about it too much because it's just supposed to be fun, 



more than anything. If I notice anyone seriously abusing the poll, however, I 
will do something about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00506526 09485 127 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2004 3:25:34pm  
 
To be honest, I also chose not to list "Howard Dean" or the "Democratic Party" 
because I didn't want this to become a partisan contest.</P> 
Dennis "Mind Control Satellites" Kucinich, though -- I mean, he's gotta be in 
there, doesn't he?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00510890 09522 94 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 6:01:01am  
 
"Badtux" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...when you lie about someone, you destroy your credibility and make 
yourself look like just another propogandized Party apparatchnik taking orders 
from Commissar Drudge.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And when you spew nonsense like this, you reveal that you have the reading 
comprehension skills of a stalk of broccoli. What part of "submitted to 
Moveon.org" is unclear?</P> 
By the way Moveon.org DID show the ads on their site, indicating that they DID 
NOT consider them outside the realm of acceptability. They were removed from the 
competition only when they were exposed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00511505 09527 65 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2004 5:32:48pm  
 
Mardukhai: er, no -- I don't consider you an idiotarian. Are you 'Stan Brin,' 
the author of the OC Weekly article?</P> 
As zulubaby said, I get an awful lot of email, and it's reached the point where 
some of it will be missed, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00512598 09533 353 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2004 7:35:46am  
 
Oops! A small bug crept into the latest revision of my poll program, and it 
prevented voting for Michael Moore for a few hours. That's why he's slipped into 
third place.</P> 
Sorry about that! It's fixed now.</P> 
Since the poll just opened yesterday afternoon, I have the option of clearing 
the results and starting over, or letting it run from here. There are four more 
days of voting, so Moore could still scramble back up to the top of the heap 
(and probably will).</P> 
Let me know if you feel strongly that the poll should start 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00512600 09533 355 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2004 7:44:18am  
 
I decided to just start over ... see the latest post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00513384 09540 7 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2004 7:45:59am  
 
I didn't vote for Moore... B^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00513809 09540 432 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2004 6:43:55am  
 
I'm on to you, RWC...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00513873 09540 496 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2004 7:11:25am  
 
V the K wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't know if this is a bug or not, but when I finally made up my 
mind this morning, I tried to vote and got the message "You have already voted 
in this poll," even though I hadn't yet.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I checked the poll database and the IP with which you posted your comment is 
already in there. Maybe you voted and forgot? Or if you're in an office with a 
proxy-based network, it could be someone else on the network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00514745 09545 299 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 6:33:25am  
 
The deranged conspiracy freak known as "Saskatchewan Morlock" is outta here. 
I've let this nutbag spew garbage all over our comments for long 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00514952 09546 205 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2004 7:01:12am  
 
"Nice Try" is none other than "view from Ireland," sneaking back again with 
another account. Its messages have been deleted, as everything it manages to 
post will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00515751 09553 9 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2004 7:14:40am  
 
Actually, the cartoon does make sense. The USA is taking away the very last 
weapon (WMD) of the poor victimized Arabs, their teeth, even as a hideous Jew 
monster is biting them to death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00516751 09559 248 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2004 1:58:10pm  
 
Thom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I wonder what the troll is doing during these long pauses between 
posts.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know, but I can tell you one thing -- this next pause between posts is 
going to be <EM>really</EM> long, because the mentally disturbed "Zionazi" creep 
is now banned.</P> 
Would you believe he's in Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00517348 09564 4 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2004 2:15:16pm  
 
Road cyclists don't have to contend with wild animals, unless you count those 
crazy people in their cars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00518250 09573 39 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2004 4:26:06pm  
 



Note: when I write about Iran's nuclear program, I proceed from the assumption 
that they are actively seeking nuclear weapons, and that they feel secure 
they'll be able to hoodwink the IAEA long enough to get them.</P> 
If you had been paying attention over the years, you might have noticed numerous 
statements from the mullahs themselves that make their nuclear goal crystal 
clear.</P> 
If you want to call that "spin" you are, of course, welcome to your opinion(s). 
But I call it having a viewpoint that is well supported by facts and common 
sense. And if you are willing to consider the denials of the mullahs as having 
any credibility whatsoever, I submit that you are a fool.</P> 
(And how curious it is that these two comments happen to be posted within 
minutes of each other, both from the same area of the east 
coast.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00520433 09591 144 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2004 7:26:13pm  
 
Fay: No -- Ladybug @ Berkeley is not RWC in disguise again. It's an authentic 
moron. In typical idiotarian semi-literate fashion, just brimming with peace and 
tolerance, "Ladybug" tells us all to "go back to where ever we came from" and 
says he/she/it hopes to get us banned, while defending a terror supporter who 
burned an American flag in front of a crowd of children, and got herself killed 
while defending tunnels used for smuggling weapons, murderers, and drugs.</P> 
So many idiots, so few bulldozers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00520457 09591 168 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2004 7:45:05pm  
 
Aaarrrgghhh! I fell for the Berkeley Ladybug trick! Curse you, Austin from 
Boston!</P> 
(That was too realistic...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00521635 09598 479 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 1:39:45pm  
 
It's getting so you can't tell the trolls around here without a scorecard. 
Sheesh.</P> 
ANNOUNCEMENT: <A href="http://www.coxandforkum.com/" target=_blank>Cox and 
Forkum</A> are working on a cartoon to commemmorate Rachel's stunning upset 
victory. Allen tells me that we'll have it by tomorrow morning at the 
latest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00521651 09598 495 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 1:46:06pm  
 
No ... "Jesus" was a real one, from a university in Oregon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00521658 09598 502 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 1:47:44pm  
 
And "ah, LGF" is also a real one, from a college in 
Massachusetts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00521672 09598 516 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 1:54:30pm  
 



And by the way ... "ah, LGF" gave himself away with that "nigh unto a murder" 
line, notwithstanding all the boilerplate about his "ideological brethren on the 
right."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00522168 09598 1012 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 7:28:39pm  
 
Wow. I think I'm going to have to shut this thread down. Stand back, she's gonna 
blow!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00522184 09598 1028 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2004 7:32:56pm  
 
I must admit to some pride that my home-brew PHP system is chugging along just 
fine with more than 1,000 comments, but I don't want to crash PHP -- and if I 
let this thread continue to grow, eventually that's going to happen.</P> 
So it is with fond affection that I close this thread, saying goodbye to the 
trolls, faux trolls, and faux faux trolls and their faux fiskers, and avoid a 
server meltdown that will result in a huge bandwidth bill for yours truly.</P> 
But hey Mom! Look! Over 1,000 comments in one day!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00524198 09611 9 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2004 3:05:59pm  
 
No, no attacks going on as far as I know. Still investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00524217 09611 28 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2004 4:45:11pm  
 
evariste: shhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00525166 09621 22 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2004 12:28:47pm  
 
cba: yep. A long message in Italian, apparently something about Palestinians. I 
had one of those "all right, that's enough" moments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00528603 09643 318 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2004 6:17:12am  
 
"pimpf" (in Germany) -- there is a photo of one of the crematorium smoke stacks 
here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.swannell.net/worldtrip/Auschwitz.htm" 
target=_blank>www.swannell.net...</A>]</P> 
There are also numerous accounts from survivors of the camp about the smoke from 
the crematoria. One said that they tried to guess which nationality of human 
being was being burned by the color of the smoke.</P> 
So either you are a liar, a Holocaust denier, or someone who is spouting off 
without any real knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00528605 09643 320 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2004 6:40:09am  
 
By the way, "pimpf" came here from an apparent skinhead discussion board in 
Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00528763 09646 8 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2004 6:51:49pm  
 
I'm not attacking the critics -- just suffering from an overdose of irony, I 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00529429 09650 3 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2004 3:33:26pm  
 
Marc: right you are. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00532355 09667 49 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2004 4:33:14pm  
 
The "law enforcement" bit was aimed squarely at Howard the Dean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00534369 09680 130 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2004 5:04:49pm  
 
All the troll's comments are logged and will be passed to the proper folks. The 
earlier posts were from a University of Southern Mississippi address.</P> 
One of its later comments was apparently from a server at the Pentagon. That's a 
pretty high-level compromised box. I suspect they'll be interested to learn the 
details.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00535090 09686 75 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2004 2:23:07pm  
 
Comment #59 above was posted by an admirer in Amman, Jordan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00536522 09695 111 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2004 5:32:46am  
 
^^^ Another one from Montreal. ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00536810 09698 219 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2004 6:03:23am  
 
Bubbaman: thanks for the note about this article, but I actually got emails from 
4 (or 5?) people about it -- so the hat tip goes to several people. Thanks 
all!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00536828 09698 237 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2004 1:03:54pm  
 
The above comment was posted from Amman, Jordan, just like this one, posted as 
"f*ck y'all":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9686#c0059" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
and this one, posted as "proud to be a muslim":</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9705#c0038" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
This evil-minded creep is now banned, but I'm not deleting the comment above -- 
to show why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00536984 09702 2 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2004 7:44:09am  
 



Hey, how did that happen? Must have been hackers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00537725 09708 20 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2004 3:03:53pm  
 
zulubaby: yes, I added the asterisks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00537918 09708 213 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2004 1:49:27pm  
 
Well, isn't that special? Our mentally ill Jordanian death cult member used a 
different ISP and got around the ban, just to post another ugly antisemitic 
rant. LGF must mean a lot to it, to go to such lengths to post, even when it 
knows it isn't welcome.</P> 
That ISP is now banned too. But again, I think I'll leave the creature's post in 
place, as an excellent example of the ideology of sick, blind hatred that drives 
these cultures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00540554 09730 71 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2004 9:08:57am  
 
Gordon is jumping to wild unsupported conclusions again. It's what he does 
best.</P> 
My view about Iraqi WMD: I think it's still way too early to conclude that there 
were none, and in fact not even David Kay is saying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00540922 09734 6 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2004 11:01:21am  
 
Click the link that's labeled "Senate Cmte. Hearing on Status of Iraqi WMD 
Programs".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00544811 09763 43 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2004 7:16:53am  
 
Thom: it's true, the Saudis make token attempts to prevent the stampedes; so I 
added the word "effective" to my description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00544850 09763 82 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2004 8:01:22am  
 
Thom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...they probably figure that a few hundred deaths versus the cost 
involved in coming up with an effective crowd management system is an acceptable 
cost/benefit ratio.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I was quite serious when I called these stampedes a form of human 
sacrifice. Eid, after all, is known as the "Festival of Sacrifice," and the mass 
slaughter of sheep, cows, and goats is being matched with this thinly disguised 
sacrifice of humans. There's such a long history of mass death that certainly 
every person who goes to the stoning ritual is aware they may not get out 
alive.</P> 
Saudi Arabia is a totalitarian country ruled with an iron hand. If they were 
serious about stopping the stampedes, they would be stopped. I think there's an 
implicit agreement that this particular ceremony includes a real possibility of 
mass casualties -- and even an implicit approval of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00545741 09768 35 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2004 4:13:23pm  
 
f1o2o3 wote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>would it be possible to post a link to that picture?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'd prefer you download it and make a local copy somewhere, so Apple doesn't 
shut down my .mac account for overuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00546113 09771 114 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2004 9:10:05am  
 
The creep who posted the deleted comments above is the same creature who was 
posting with the name "amated" yesterday. It's in Britain and it's now banned; 
anything it manages to slip through will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00546840 09775 62 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2004 4:00:50pm  
 
Testing:</P> 
<A href="http://google.com" target=_blank>Testing!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00546851 09775 73 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2004 4:06:34pm  
 
Groovy! Hovig John Heghinian suggested the regex solution that works. 
Thanks!</P> 
ereg_replace('(&lt;[aA] [^&gt;]*[^"])&gt;', '\1"&gt;', $s);</P> 
or</P> 
preg_replace('/(&lt;[aA] [^&gt;]*[^"])&gt;/', '$1"&gt;', $s);</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00546856 09775 78 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2004 4:08:07pm  
 
That other thing you folks are talking about is a browser-related thing; some 
browsers do that, others don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00546900 09775 122 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2004 6:36:25pm  
 
David: thanks for your solution, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00547410 09780 42 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2004 7:36:35am  
 
Scrutineer: sorry, didn't mean to ignore you -- but I get literally hundreds of 
emails a day, and it's just not possible to answer everything. (Or even read 
everything.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00547563 09780 195 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2004 12:53:26pm  
 
Man. This thread has turned into flypaper for Euro poser jihadi freaks with the 
reasoning ability of wet toilet paper and the verbal skills of 2-year olds.</P> 
How pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00547708 09780 340 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2004 12:17:45pm  
 



DeanUK is so concerned about people's race -- but the funny part is that he 
doesn't realize we're not even <EM>human</EM> at LGF.</P> 
<EM>Bwahahaha!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00551226 09799 14 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2004 6:52:32am  
 
SoCalJustice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Who do you think the Saudis want to win the election?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Easy to find out -- who is CAIR backing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00560196 09852 4 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2004 1:40:55pm  
 
zulubaby: yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00560245 09852 53 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2004 3:35:05pm  
 
This section of Krauthammer's speech is especially perceptive:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Was it moral suasion that made Qaddafi see the wisdom of giving up his weapons 
of mass destruction? Or Iran agree for the first time to spot nuclear 
inspections? It was the suasion of the bayonet. It was the ignominious fall of 
Saddam--and the desire of interested spectators not to be next on the list. The 
whole point of this treaty was to keep rogue states from developing chemical 
weapons. Rogue states are, by definition, impervious to moral suasion.</P> 
Moral suasion is a farce. Why then this obsession with conventions, protocols, 
legalisms? Their obvious net effect is to temper American power. Who, after all, 
was really going to be most constrained by these treaties? The ABM amendments 
were aimed squarely at American advances and strategic defenses, not at Russia, 
which lags hopelessly behind. The Kyoto Protocol exempted India and China. The 
nuclear test ban would have seriously degraded the American nuclear arsenal. And 
the landmine treaty (which the Clinton administration spent months negotiating 
but, in the end, met so much Pentagon resistance that even Clinton could not 
initial it) would have had a devastating impact on U.S. conventional forces, 
particularly at the DMZ in Korea.</P> 
But that, you see, is the whole point of the multilateral enterprise: To reduce 
American freedom of action by making it subservient to, dependent on, 
constricted by the will--and interests--of other nations. <STRONG>To tie down 
Gulliver with a thousand strings</STRONG>. To domesticate the most 
undomesticated, most outsized, national interest on the planet--
ours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00560886 09857 23 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2004 2:07:51pm  
 
Colt: actually, the article says that Hamas and Islamic Jihad are not on the 
Aussie terror list yet, although they're expected to be added 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00561523 09864 18 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2004 2:20:42pm  
 
Chomsky just said that the US has a long way to go to reach the same level of 
democracy as ... wait for it ... Brazil.</P> 
You can't make this stuff up.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00561728 09865 14 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2004 3:37:22pm  
 
Montaigne's Cat: there's been a lot going on and a flood of email, and I missed 
yours along with a few hundred others; sorry!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00562442 09874 6 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2004 12:53:12pm  
 
Can someone help Sideshow Ben? I don't own one of those infidel tools 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00563089 09878 282 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2004 11:34:51am  
 
Thanks to all who pointed out the "millennium" typo. By way of pitiful excuse, 
several very smart people looked at that intro many times and never noticed the 
typo. It's fixed now; you may need to clear your browser cache to see the 
change, though.</P> 
Also thanks to evariste for suggesting making the "Skip Intro" link plain old 
HTML. Good idea. (Although the percentage of people who don't have Flash 
installed is <EM>very</EM> small these days.)</P> 
By the way, for those who care about such things, I wanted to mention that the 
site is 100% validated HTML 4.01 transitional code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00563760 09880 36 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2004 7:17:01am  
 
Please do not feed the troll from the University of Cardiff, 
Wales.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00563765 09880 41 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2004 7:18:58am  
 
P.S. This is the same person who was posting as "Idanopolis" 
recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00563840 09881 9 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2004 7:43:20am  
 
zulubaby: great photo, thanks for the tip. Had to include it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00565218 09894 216 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2004 6:11:31am  
 
By the way, a little more evidence of the failure of the US educational system: 
from reading his/her semi-literate comments, you might be tempted to think "ch2" 
is about 12 years old. But this one is actually posting from Princeton 
University in New Jersey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00566269 09898 549 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2004 8:15:55am  
 
Wow. Lotta love in this room.</P> 
I think I am going to have to declare LGF a Mel Gibson-free zone. The amount of 
friendly fire over a <EM>movie</EM> is getting a bit disturbing.</P> 



Howzabout we all just take a step back from this, and tone down the insults and 
rhetoric? Pretty please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00567514 09909 39 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2004 11:39:06am  
 
Rusty wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I guess you have to be quick around here. I for one want to know 
what the troll said.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry, Rusty -- but this particular troll will be deleted whenever it manages to 
slither in. It's a well-known pest around here that has posted under many 
names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00567524 09909 49 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2004 11:45:31am  
 
You didn't miss anything. This one is a nasty psychopathic stalker type, who is 
absolutely not tolerated here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00568223 09910 496 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2004 6:52:50am  
 
Good lord! The place is a wreck! What happened in here last 
night?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00568653 09914 62 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2004 10:00:45am  
 
Psst -- SoCalJustice: you no longer need to have a separate blockquote tag for 
each paragraph...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00569298 09920 314 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2004 10:03:33am  
 
The lovely comment above from "Edward" (<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9920#c0307" 
target=_blank>#307</A>) was posted from Jordan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00569967 09926 106 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2004 2:23:20pm  
 
The "Turner Diaries" idiot was posting from New York.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571263 09934 67 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2004 4:44:13pm  
 
DouginAZ: that looks interesting, but do you know how to translate it to PHP's 
preg_replace() function?</P> 
Dave Schuler: I tried that code from php.net earlier today and it doesn't seem 
to work -- times out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571302 09934 106 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2004 5:37:50pm  
 
DouginAZ: the 'g' modifier isn't supported by PHP's preg functions. What do it 
do?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00571352 09934 156 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2004 6:55:25pm  
 
Doug: nice try, but it only works on your example. Here's an example of a string 
someone might type into the comment box (the '&gt;&gt;&gt;' is a line break 
inserted to prevent expanding this table any more than it already is). The code 
doesn't work on this; it doesn't split the string inside the <A>tags:</A></P> 
asdfasdfadfasdfasdfasdfasd &gt;&gt;&gt;fasdfasdfadsfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfasdfnn 
&gt;&gt;&gt;So here is a test of the word chopping function I discovered at 
PHP.net. How will it do? Just for the heck of it, here's a URL: <A 
href='/"http:///www.xxxxx.com/xxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxx/xxxxxx.xxxxxxxxxxx//"' 
target=_blank>http:///www.xxx.com/xxx.xxx/xxx.xxx/</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571374 09934 178 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2004 7:37:07pm  
 
Doug: almost. It seems to work with my previous example, but when I plug in this 
string:</P> 
WhattheheckdoesanyofthismeanohnevermindIwoudntunde 
rstandevenifyoutriedtoexplain.</P> 
...it doesn't break correctly. (This is the one Fay put in 
above.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571456 09934 260 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 6:11:23am  
 
And Doug Stewart wins the Clash of the Geeks! That little snippet from php.net 
works beautifully, thanks for finding it. (Exhibit A: this thread is no longer 
obese...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571464 09934 268 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 6:22:05am  
 
Looks like the wordwrap() function adds slashes to escape quotes and other 
characters. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571479 09934 283 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 6:46:36am  
 
zulubaby: it is? It looks fine to me now. Can you tell which comment is causing 
the problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571531 09934 335 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 12:14:43pm  
 
YesasolutionhasbeenfoundandIhopethiswillmeanthatId 
on'thavetomanuallyeditcommentsanymorewhensomebodyt 
ypesareallylongword...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571536 09934 340 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 1:42:43pm  
 
Geepers: if you want to test it, go ahead. I'd like to know if there's a common 
case it doesn't handle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571544 09934 348 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 3:11:58pm  



 
The preview function now breaks long words too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571550 09934 354 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 3:32:45pm  
 
Oh, I'm sure you can find extreme cases that will break this code; but remember, 
it doesn't have to be perfect, just good enough to handle the most common cases. 
I just got tired of manually fixing these threads when someone typed a long 
string, and none of the CSS/HTML solutions work in every browser.</P> 
We once had an idiot who went into every thread and posted comments consisting 
of nothing but a huge string of 'ooo's.</P> 
I actually tested the regex (which makes clever use of PHP's ability to call a 
function from within a regex) on several of the recent cases where this has been 
a problem, and it worked great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00571552 09934 356 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2004 3:39:16pm  
 
Geepers: the blockquote thing should be fixed now too... you may need to clear 
browser cache to see it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572672 09940 13 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 5:47:33am  
 
Tim: pardon me for believing that a Presidential candidate's record is 
relevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572799 09941 19 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 5:44:07am  
 
Thanks, hans -- I was looking for that quote but you beat me to it.</P> 
And by the way, when that MSNBC comment took place, Mark Steyn came to our 
defense:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4503" target=_blank>Mark 
Steyn Backs LGF</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572804 09941 24 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 5:49:03am  
 
Unmutual: trust me -- Justin Raimondo is NOT on any side you want to be 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572826 09941 46 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 6:14:39am  
 
I'm just watching all the referrals coming from antiwar.com, and wondering when 
the first troll will post a rant here... (and don't get any ideas, 
RWC).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572906 09941 126 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 7:12:42am  
 
Would you guys please get back to hating now? You're going to give LGF a bad 
reputation.</P> 
Happy birthday, Ginger Liz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00572939 09941 159 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 7:58:36am  
 
And congrats to AG, too!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00572960 09941 180 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 8:25:28am  
 
Renna: missed that post! 10 weeks, eh? Guess I have to congratulate you 
too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00573325 09946 86 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 10:19:26am  
 
That "Voice of the Lurker" creep is now banned, and anything it manages to sneak 
in will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00573797 09949 63 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 2:38:16pm  
 
That wasn't a troll. It was me, testing something sneaky. Obviously, I can't say 
what it was, or it wouldn't be sneaky any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00573806 09949 72 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 2:58:46pm  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">72</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Feb 25, 
2004 2:58:46pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00573834 09949 100 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2004 3:33:31pm  
 
It's raining, and I'm sneaky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00574143 09951 6 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 5:58:25am  
 
Here's the Yahoo page where you can report abuse:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://add.yahoo.com/fast/help/us/groups/cgi_abuse" 
target=_blank>add.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00574472 09956 53 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 10:10:04am  
 



For some reason, I just started singing (to the tune of "Every Picture Tells A 
Story" by Rod Stewart):</P> 
Every Muslim wants to be a martyr!</P> 
<EM>Whooo!</EM></P> 
Every Muslim wants to be a martyr!</P> 
<EM>Whooo!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00575752 09959 13 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 10:06:14am  
 
Alfred: this is a flat file system. Real men don't use databases. (Heh.)</P> 
Hans: these days we're seeing at least 20,000 unique visitors a day, with some 
days going as high as 40,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00575857 09959 118 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 12:37:23pm  
 
Here are the top 20 comment posters, although since we don't really have 
registration here, those of you who change your name frequently don't get 
counted as you should. (All I can do is match names to count the posts per 
user.)</P> 
zulubaby -- 17,925 CommentsColt -- 8,019 Commentsploome -- 7,674 CommentsCaton -
- 6,706 Commentsreaganite -- 6,641 Commentsevariste -- 5,891 CommentsGeepers -- 
5,335 CommentsJames -- 4,955 CommentsAriel -- 4,750 CommentsModel4 -- 4,618 
Commentsmommydoc -- 4,284 CommentsSoCalJustice -- 4,149 CommentsMr Pol -- 3,879 
CommentsRobert Crawford -- 3,579 CommentsThom -- 3,266 CommentsOccasional Reader 
-- 2,989 CommentsCharles -- 2,922 CommentsJ.D. -- 2,744 CommentsDonna V. -- 
2,639 Commentsquark2 -- 2,621 Comments</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00575885 09959 146 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 12:51:51pm  
 
Another interesting stat: there are 25,619 unique comment names. I'm sure about 
half of those actually belong to Ed Moran, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00575904 09959 165 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 1:07:03pm  
 
What the heck ... here are the top 40:</P> 
1. zulubaby -- 17,927 Comments2. Colt -- 8,019 Comments3. ploome -- 7,677 
Comments4. Caton -- 6,706 Comments5. reaganite -- 6,641 Comments6. evariste -- 
5,900 Comments7. Geepers -- 5,335 Comments8. James -- 4,955 Comments9. Ariel -- 
4,750 Comments10. Model4 -- 4,618 Comments11. mommydoc -- 4,284 Comments12. 
SoCalJustice -- 4,149 Comments13. Mr Pol -- 3,879 Comments14. Robert Crawford -- 
3,579 Comments15. Thom -- 3,272 Comments16. Occasional Reader -- 2,991 
Comments17. Charles -- 2,924 Comments18. J.D. -- 2,745 Comments19. Donna V. -- 
2,639 Comments20. quark2 -- 2,621 Comments21. Frank IBC -- 2,523 Comments22. 
Joel -- 2,423 Comments23. Glen Wishard -- 2,411 Comments24. PDM -- 2,369 
Comments25. scaramouche -- 2,356 Comments26. Q -- 2,355 Comments27. Ranbutan -- 
2,324 Comments28. William -- 2,262 Comments29. Amy -- 2,222 Comments30. Teacake 
-- 2,124 Comments31. cba -- 2,121 Comments32. gymnast -- 2,076 Comments33. EE -- 
2,036 Comments34. Robert Brandtjen -- 2,032 Comments35. NC -- 2,008 Comments36. 
Maine's Michael -- 2,002 Comments37. Elizabeth -- 1,995 Comments38. Right Wing 
Conspirator -- 1,973 Comments39. Gordon -- 1,954 Comments40. zaza -- 1,857 
Comments</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00575919 09959 180 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 1:14:54pm  
 
OK -- here is that top 40 list again, this time searching only on the first 8 
characters of the name (thanks, e). Hey! There's Ed Moran!</P> 
1. zulubaby -- 17,930 Comments2. Colt -- 8,019 Comments3. ploome -- 7,703 
Comments4. Caton -- 6,706 Comments5. reaganit -- 6,696 Comments6. evariste -- 
6,573 Comments7. Geepers -- 5,335 Comments8. James -- 4,955 Comments9. Ariel -- 
4,751 Comments10. Model4 -- 4,618 Comments11. mommydoc -- 4,290 Comments12. 
SoCalJus -- 4,154 Comments13. Ed Moran -- 4,142 Comments14. Mr Pol -- 3,879 
Comments15. Robert C -- 3,583 Comments16. Frank IB -- 3,413 Comments17. Thom -- 
3,272 Comments18. Occasion -- 3,020 Comments19. Charles -- 2,925 Comments20. 
J.D. -- 2,745 Comments21. Donna V. -- 2,693 Comments22. quark2 -- 2,621 
Comments23. Joel -- 2,423 Comments24. Glen Wis -- 2,411 Comments25. scaramou -- 
2,388 Comments26. PDM -- 2,369 Comments27. Q -- 2,355 Comments28. Ranbutan -- 
2,327 Comments29. William -- 2,262 Comments30. Amy -- 2,222 Comments31. Teacake 
-- 2,124 Comments32. cba -- 2,121 Comments33. Maine's -- 2,109 Comments34. 
gymnast -- 2,093 Comments35. Robert B -- 2,054 Comments36. EE -- 2,036 
Comments37. Michael -- 2,023 Comments38. NC -- 2,008 Comments39. Elizabet -- 
2,001 Comments40. Right Wi -- 1,988 Comments</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00575924 09959 185 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 1:17:19pm  
 
ploome: those are the actual number of posts by each name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00576015 09959 276 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2004 2:49:40pm  
 
Oh, what the hell -- here are the top 100 comment posters, listed by the first 8 
letters of their names:</P> 
1. zulubaby -- 17,930 Comments2. Colt -- 8,021 Comments3. ploome -- 7,707 
Comments4. Caton -- 6,706 Comments5. reaganit -- 6,696 Comments6. evariste -- 
6,594 Comments7. Geepers -- 5,335 Comments8. James -- 4,956 Comments9. Ariel -- 
4,751 Comments10. Model4 -- 4,618 Comments11. mommydoc -- 4,290 Comments12. 
SoCalJus -- 4,159 Comments13. Ed Moran -- 4,142 Comments14. Mr Pol -- 3,879 
Comments15. Robert C -- 3,583 Comments16. Frank IB -- 3,413 Comments17. Thom -- 
3,277 Comments18. Occasion -- 3,020 Comments19. Charles -- 2,927 Comments20. 
J.D. -- 2,747 Comments21. Donna V. -- 2,693 Comments22. quark2 -- 2,622 
Comments23. Joel -- 2,423 Comments24. Glen Wis -- 2,411 Comments25. scaramou -- 
2,389 Comments26. PDM -- 2,369 Comments27. Q -- 2,358 Comments28. Ranbutan -- 
2,327 Comments29. William -- 2,262 Comments30. Amy -- 2,222 Comments31. Teacake 
-- 2,124 Comments32. cba -- 2,121 Comments33. Maine's -- 2,111 Comments34. 
gymnast -- 2,093 Comments35. Robert B -- 2,054 Comments36. EE -- 2,036 
Comments37. Michael -- 2,023 Comments38. NC -- 2,008 Comments39. Elizabet -- 
2,001 Comments40. Right Wi -- 1,992 Comments41. Gordon -- 1,954 Comments42. zaza 
-- 1,857 Comments43. Frank IM -- 1,828 Comments44. Iron Fis -- 1,790 Comments45. 
view fro -- 1,778 Comments46. steve mi -- 1,746 Comments47. AG in Ho -- 1,735 
Comments48. bigel -- 1,727 Comments49. M. Simon -- 1,720 Comments50. NTropy -- 
1,701 Comments51. hans ze -- 1,699 Comments52. Yair -- 1,610 Comments53. Yehudit 
-- 1,582 Comments54. Paladin -- 1,580 Comments55. Ben F -- 1,562 Comments56. J 
Lichty -- 1,526 Comments57. RC neo-J -- 1,523 Comments58. Spiny No -- 1,512 
Comments59. selpaw -- 1,486 Comments60. Susan -- 1,462 Comments61. RIP Ford -- 
1,423 Comments62. hobgobli -- 1,406 Comments63. Dirk Dig -- 1,379 Comments64. 
RightIsR -- 1,347 Comments65. ralph -- 1,307 Comments66. Ms. Andi -- 1,286 
Comments67. piglet -- 1,284 Comments68. Engineer -- 1,264 Comments69. dennisw -- 
1,260 Comments70. Dom -- 1,254 Comments71. E. Nough -- 1,253 Comments72. Dar ul 
H -- 1,243 Comments73. lizzy -- 1,228 Comments74. andrew -- 1,182 Comments75. 



someguy -- 1,181 Comments76. veebee -- 1,163 Comments77. someone -- 1,142 
Comments78. Baldy -- 1,098 Comments79. HULUGU -- 1,088 Comments80. Paul -- 1,082 
Comments81. Camel Pr -- 1,052 Comments82. SecHuman -- 1,044 Comments83. kathyn -
- 1,039 Comments84. Jewels ( -- 1,034 Comments85. Tiburon -- 1,034 Comments86. 
Ben Noah -- 1,033 Comments87. Deathber -- 1,030 Comments88. Jheka -- 1,022 
Comments89. Leah -- 1,022 Comments90. Craig -- 1,021 Comments91. David -- 1,001 
Comments92. BH -- 993 Comments93. spidly -- 986 Comments94. Henry S. -- 979 
Comments95. DP -- 955 Comments96. Athos -- 952 Comments97. briansti -- 952 
Comments98. Lively -- 948 Comments99. freedoms -- 926 Comments100. mickthem -- 
909 Comments</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00577278 09970 29 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2004 1:28:25pm  
 
"andrew" is banned. He has been spamming several threads with pointless LGF 
bashing, and began posting the same message more than once -- and that kind of 
thing has to be nipped. In the bud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00577970 09978 10 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2004 6:06:35am  
 
Elizabeth: it's not surprising, no. But it has to continue being pointed out, 
over and over, relentlessly, because the majority of Westerners have slipped 
back into dreamland and just don't want to hear about these unpleasant 
facts.</P> 
The jihadis, on the other hand, are wide awake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00578840 09984 28 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 6:10:18am  
 
Ntropy: the slowdown you see is because there are currently 7 or 8 photos on the 
front page, which increases the size a lot. I haven't done anything recently 
that would affect the load time of the front page.</P> 
Forbes has a good article about RSS:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.forbes.com/personaltech/2004/02/23/cx_ah_0223tentech.html" 
target=_blank>www.forbes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579348 09989 54 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 2:52:09pm  
 
Great catch, Nancy. That has to go on the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579508 09992 47 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 4:25:17pm  
 
These two photos were taken at virtually the same moment -- look at the position 
of the boy's hand, the angle of the man's head, even the rumples in their 
clothes.</P> 
I think it's the same room and the same wall, just two different photographers 
from two different angles, with two different cameras. The wood panel could be 
obscured by the bodies in the second photo, and by the radiator(?) or whatever 
is against the wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579511 09992 50 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 4:28:01pm  
 



And as soon as I wrote that, I noticed the pattern on the blanket. Look at the 
pattern just below the boy's elbow.</P> 
Definitely going in a different direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579518 09992 57 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 5:01:08pm  
 
lmg: Look at the pattern of the blanket directly underneath the boy's elbow. 
There's no way these two photos were taken at the same moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579723 09992 262 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2004 6:08:53am  
 
"Oliver Twist" is posting from a college in Britain, and judging from the 
misspellings and tortured grammar, is probably an Arab, although I wouldn't rule 
out the possibility that it is a professor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579740 09993 4 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 4:02:15pm  
 
CFR is the model name of the bike; I assume it stands for Carbon Fiber Road. I 
was calling it "Scatman" because its brand name is "Scattante," but lately I'm 
calling it "The Cycle of Violence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579753 09993 17 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 4:13:09pm  
 
evariste: Yes, I'd buy it again. In fact, I might even spend an extra $500 and 
get the next higher model, which includes a full Dura-Ace gruppo and better 
wheels.</P> 
I'm already on my third pair of tires; bike tires last about 1500-2000 
miles</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00579993 09997 23 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 6:20:15pm  
 
Leni Riefenstahl was a monster.</P> 
I'm very aware of all the points in Dean Esmay's essay, and it changes nothing. 
Genius. Innovator. Monster.</P> 
This woman was a monster, just like Goering. Just like Himmler. Just like 
Eichmann. Just like all the talented, gifted Aryan monsters with their genocidal 
Third Reich. She gave her all to this horrible endeavor.</P> 
And that the Academy Awards would honor such a monster is an atrocity, and shows 
how far the rot of antisemitism has taken hold in this world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00580015 09997 45 Charles Sun, Feb 29, 2004 6:51:08pm  
 
I'm not sure what kind of game it was playing, but the troll posting as 
"Veronica Zweig" also posted comments tonight under the names "Tillie 
Shibblestone," "Horst Lemongello," "Al Barber," "Negby Northcott," and "Ellis B. 
Chitters."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00580378 10000 22 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2004 7:58:26am  
 



bull: yes, the number of this entry is 10,000, but there are actually 9,830 
visible entries at LGF; so I haven't quite reached the 10,000 mark yet.</P> 
The closed entries are mostly duplicate entries that happened when Grey Matter 
malfunctioned in the earlier days of LGF, before I wrote the PHP blog software 
we now use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00581476 10008 169 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2004 6:05:27pm  
 
realwest: I think you've confused this thread with another one; there's nothing 
out of place as far as I can see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00581530 10009 45 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2004 7:07:56am  
 
I know it's hard to accept, folks. But this is real. The children were actually 
cut, and the blood is real.</P> 
There are dozens of these photos in Yahoo's galleries. Go look for 
yourselves:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://search.news.yahoo.com/search/news/?adv=1&amp;ei=UTF-
8&amp;c=news_photos&amp;o=o&amp;s=&amp;n=20&amp;2=&amp;3=&amp;p=ashura+ashoura&a
mp;b=41&amp;xargs=" target=_blank>search.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583174 10018 4 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 8:15:18am  
 
Don't worry; and you won't be seeing any Morrissey or Depeche Mode 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583176 10018 6 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 8:16:48am  
 
I'm using a Mac tool called Konfabulator, with a "widget" titled iTunes 
Publisher that uses FTP to upload a small HTML file containing the image of the 
CD cover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583189 10018 19 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 8:33:35am  
 
RWC: yes, I fixed that. A small bug crept into part of the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583204 10018 34 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 9:16:08am  
 
That problem happened on the "Muslim Holy Days" thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583208 10018 38 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 9:45:25am  
 
Surely the worst song ever written:</P> 
<A href="http://www.popculturemadness.com/Music/NeverBeenToMe.html" 
target=_blank>I've Never Been to Me</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583250 10018 80 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 10:54:35am  
 



I would argue that "The Safety Dance" by Men without Hats is so incredibly awful 
that it wraps around and becomes genius.</P> 
"Everybody look at your hands." That line kills me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00583368 10019 6 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2004 8:46:26am  
 
Notice how Blair used the word "terrorists" in his speech, yet good old Reuters 
changed it to "militants" in the headline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00585256 10031 70 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2004 3:06:53pm  
 
dan: I've had differences with John-Paul Pagano, but he couldn't be more right 
about that. You should raise holy hell with your school administration. Mark 
Glenn is not just a garden variety antisemitic "intellectual"; he is a full-
fledged raving Nazi Holocaust denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00585366 10031 180 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 6:06:10am  
 
#179 "Barry": you are a lousy, lying apologist for murderers, and you're 
banned.</P> 
You rotten son of a bitch. People like you make me sick. And no, I'm not going 
to waste time "refuting" your garbage. If you ever manage to post anything here 
again, it will be deleted. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00585677 10036 8 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2004 4:30:50pm  
 
Ntropy: yes, I add each one to the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pal-child-abuse/" 
target=_blank>slideshow</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586830 10047 403 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 5:28:08am  
 
There's that famous German sense of humor again! Ha! Ha!</P> 
You are making me to feel the need for laughings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586836 10047 409 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 5:48:01am  
 
He likes us! He <EM>really</EM> likes us! Touch my monkey! Love him!</P> 
But seriously, Dieter, you have one of the worst cases of "what have you done 
for me lately" I've ever seen. Are you wearing black?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586855 10047 428 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:23:21am  
 
<EM>Liebe meine abst-monkey!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586861 10047 434 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:31:52am  
 
holiday fan/promoter -- your biting sarcasm has intimidated me to the point of 
humiliation. Would you care to strike me?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00586866 10047 439 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:44:05am  
 
Genius! By embracing the cliches of the European progressive, he underscores 
their excruciating banality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586871 10047 444 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:50:36am  
 
It is true. We are blind, and doomed, and it fills me with remorse. It is 
delicious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586872 10047 445 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:51:02am  
 
Thom: all the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586877 10047 450 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 6:57:10am  
 
"Weird Danke Schoen" up there seems to be a different weenie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586880 10047 453 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 7:18:44am  
 
Our referrers page shows links from several German forums and blog sites. 
They're on to us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586950 10047 523 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 10:25:50am  
 
The lacerating beauty of their arguments has caused me to soil myself. I am 
ashamed.</P> 
<A href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Music/dance.wav" target=_blank>Now is the 
time!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586954 10047 527 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 10:36:40am  
 
Dieter wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Seeing Americas virtues of liberty, justice and democracy, it would be a smarter 
thing to bring those virtues into a powerful UN (even if it would mean at times 
compromise for the US), but instead Bush even decides to throw away many of 
these virtues even back home. (infringement of civil liberties like via Patriot 
Act, etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sadly, there are no integers on <EM>this</EM> scale, so your gangly adolescent 
attempt to be clever has proved futile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586973 10047 546 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 11:33:18am  
 
<A href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Music/monkey.wav" target=_blank>Do you 
want to touch my monkey?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00586995 10047 568 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 2:19:36pm  
 
So my American friends! Your story has become tiresome. Why is it that the truly 
brilliant are doomed to a life of obscurity, surrounded by a sea of mediocrity, 
only to end up covered in sores in a pool of their own filth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00586998 10047 571 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 3:17:18pm  
 
Alas, evariste! Our friends are limited. But they are beautiful, are they 
not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587000 10047 573 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 3:32:19pm  
 
^^^ The Netherlands gets into the act ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587061 10047 634 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2004 5:39:27am  
 
I must admit I'm getting a huge kick out of seeing the German left frantically 
stuffing the poll box at Spiegel Online.</P> 
<A href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Music/dance.wav" target=_blank>Now is the 
time when we dance!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587171 10047 744 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2004 11:10:30am  
 
j.e. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
my grandma spell the same words about a person who has so much "long sight". he 
called "Führer"!! ...</P> 
i am proud to be a part of old wise europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So your grandmother was a Nazi? I would estimate your age at about 16, then.</P> 
This would explain the terrible beauty of your argument, which has driven me 
insane. There, I am insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587214 10047 787 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2004 5:36:17am  
 
waxdax's jubilant, deliciously humiliating announcement of victory reminds me of 
the old Bavarian proverb: A fat man and a sprinkler are soon 
together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587490 10050 110 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2004 11:40:03am  
 
"joe sixpack" was posting from Belgium. It is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00587562 10051 22 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2004 11:48:42am  
 
"right is might" was the same creep from Belgium who was posting as "joe 
sixpack" in another thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00588137 10056 25 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2004 6:44:04pm  



 
Please note comment #19: this person did indeed try to stack the vote, and was 
caught -- and now says "I expected better from you".</P> 
Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00588186 10056 74 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2004 8:03:16pm  
 
What would we do without Germans lecturing us on our sense of humor? The irony -
- I cannot bear it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00588608 10060 23 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2004 11:25:44am  
 
"special force" is our troll from Belgium, back with another account, now banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00588764 10062 9 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2004 1:30:10pm  
 
Isn't it clear that this man felt dishonored by having a child he irrationally 
believed was not his own? How does this differ from the irrational motivation of 
any other honor killing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00588916 10062 161 Charles Wed, Mar 17, 2004 6:40:46pm  
 
The creature who posted comment #157 is in Brampton, Ontario.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00589005 10063 88 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2004 3:24:43pm  
 
"American Joe" is neither American, nor, I suspect, named Joe. This one is 
posting from McGill University in Quebec, a school with a very large Arab/Muslim 
student body.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00589193 10065 2 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2004 5:14:32pm  
 
That's right, and I'm watching. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00589907 10076 25 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2004 7:17:27pm  
 
^^^ Oklahoma City ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00590178 10079 30 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 7:16:49am  
 
I see that Joseph Farah is catching up to LGF -- I had the story about the Tides 
Center and Peaceful Tomorrows on Friday:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10054_Anti-War_9-
11_Victims-_Project_of_Tides_Center" target=_blank>Anti-War 9/11 Victims: 
Project of Tides Center</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00591017 10087 13 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2004 1:36:05pm  



 
Ms Andi: he was looking at this one:</P> 
<A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5781" 
target=_blank>Yusuf Islam Back in the Studio</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00593610 10109 62 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 5:42:28am  
 
The mentally ill person posting as "erik johnson" also posted as 
"Leslie".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00593749 10111 14 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2004 4:52:00pm  
 
realwest: well, that was certainly the most creative "missed hat tip" kvetch 
yet. But I got such a blizzard of emails about this story that it was hopeless 
to attempt to find the original.</P> 
I do thank you, however. Let the blizzard resume.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00594416 10113 11 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 6:59:21am  
 
von: no, I'm not "focused" on a <EM>hat</EM>. I'm looking at a symbol of 
Palestinian terrorism, at a demonstration supposedly against 
terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00594423 10113 18 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 7:03:34am  
 
Alice: I spent many years touring Europe, and filled up several passports with 
visa stamps. I lived for 6 months in Japan. I've been to Istanbul twice.</P> 
Any other questions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00594934 10113 529 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 12:48:37pm  
 
To those slamming me for "insensitivity" over this post: nonsense. You're 
reading things into the post that are not there.</P> 
I feel silly even saying this, because it should be self-evident, but of course 
I do not believe Spain in any way "deserved" what happened, and of course I feel 
sympathy for the families of the victims. And nothing I wrote suggests 
otherwise, except in the imagination of my critics.</P> 
But I look at the photo of the demonstration above, and it literally turns my 
stomach to see the symbol of the PLO featured so prominently in a demonstration 
against terrorism. It's an outrage.</P> 
To those claiming that this is just some sort of innocuous choice of neckwear -- 
please. There are very few Europeans who are unaware of the symbolism of the 
kaffiyeh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00594941 10113 536 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 1:52:35pm  
 
^^^ Hamburg, Germany ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595190 10114 151 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 12:17:18pm  
 



Glen Wishard wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The type of explosive used was apparently identical to the stuff Basque 
terrorists were recently apprehended with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But the only source we have for that claim is the Spanish government, who 
immediately began blaming the ETA, even though the style of this mass murder has 
the stink of Al Qaeda all over it.</P> 
I take that claim about the type of explosives with a large grain of 
salt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595208 10114 169 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 12:30:07pm  
 
I agree, it's possible the ETA collaborated with Islamozoids. The Basque 
spokesman's reference to "the Arab resistance" really raised my antenna.</P> 
I'm just saying that the initial reports about the type of explosives made the 
meter on my BS detector quiver.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595341 10115 10 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 12:11:46pm  
 
Wonkette? Is that a parody site, or do people really think that way?</P> 
Never mind, I know. They do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595666 10118 30 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 2:52:13pm  
 
Deacon Frost: no, I didn't forget. That's why I said "Western countries". As you 
point out, Aznar also has political reasons for putting pressure on the UN to 
blame ETA. But the readiness -- in fact, eagerness -- of the entire SC to jump 
on board with this rush to judgment is disturbing, especially when many of the 
obvious signs pointed immediately to Islamic terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595674 10118 38 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 2:55:56pm  
 
Excuse me, "pond." I should have said "Arab agenda-dominated" to achieve the 
precision for which you crave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00595812 10119 23 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2004 4:38:11pm  
 
Gunzilla: uh, wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00596771 10131 93 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2004 9:59:30am  
 
Mass linking. Instapundit, the New Republic, Tim Blair, just to name the top 
referrers...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00598457 10143 6 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2004 2:18:46pm  
 
Another great paragraph from our friends the Saudis:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Europe could easily be infected with American paranoia and illiberalism. Most 
crucially, it might start to accept Israel’s craven claims that it too is a 
helpless victim of fanatical Muslim terrorism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Saudis really make my skin crawl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00598692 10147 22 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2004 4:53:19pm  
 
FH: someone else emailed this to me earlier, and didn't want a hat 
tip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00598870 10148 15 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2004 5:40:40pm  
 
zulubaby: because the Arab cause (read: destroying Israel) depends on keeping 
the Palestinians stateless and miserable. Give them a state and there's a 
possibility (however remote) that they might decide they like having real 
productive lives. The Saudis don't want to chance that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00598887 10148 32 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2004 6:06:13pm  
 
Ariel: well said. As long as the Palestinian sore festers, the bloated toads who 
rule the Arab world can use it to keep the people's rage focused on an "other" -
- supported with citations from the Koran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00598980 10149 8 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2004 7:02:25pm  
 
Geepers: A Cateye cordless cycle computer...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00599547 10153 175 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 9:09:04am  
 
Sorry about the messed up numbering. But I had to delete all those duplicate 
posts from Dar ul Harbarian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00599715 10154 16 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 10:14:03am  
 
Amy (and Andrew): I don't blame Yahoo for this at all, actually. The RSS feeds 
let you use Yahoo's content without being exposed to the ads and other income-
producing stuff at their web site, and it's also probably a pretty big drain on 
their bandwidth when a site like LGF requests 40,000 or more page views per 
day.</P> 
And caching their feeds should also make the LGF pages load a bit faster, so 
it's not necessarily a bad thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00599733 10154 34 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 11:06:24am  
 
A Jackson: the RSS feeds also include a short description of the article; the 
first sentence. You might not be fully informed, but you can pick up a lot by 
skimming the descriptions -- so technically, it could be losing them some ad 
views.</P> 
I don't use the descriptions here, but if you check out any of the Yahoo feeds 
with a newsreader you'll see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00600746 10161 29 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 3:01:01pm  
 
Posts can be hidden (a 'deleted' entry still shows) or completely nuked into the 
next universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00600750 10161 33 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2004 3:06:17pm  
 
I use the 'deleted' mark when there have been a lot of posts after the stinky 
one, referring to numbered posts after it. This avoids messing up the number 
references. Also, 'deleted' posts are not completely deleted; they remain 
visible to my backend system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00603439 10179 15 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2004 7:12:58pm  
 
Uh, yes, there's a superficial similarity between the attitudes of the Bush 
administration and radical Islam on this issue.</P> 
However, the rather obvious difference is that in Islamic countries, gay people 
are stoned to death. Or crushed beneath a falling stone wall. Or tied into a 
sack and thrown off a cliff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00604186 10182 24 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2004 6:35:09am  
 
Happy b, justdanny!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00604841 10185 21 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2004 11:35:12am  
 
We're getting a flood of hits from WSJ's Best of the Web. The count looks to be 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00604985 10186 9 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2004 12:50:27pm  
 
trigger girlie: I'm upset by what that rotten SOB wrote, too, but we don't allow 
phone numbers to be posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00606828 10200 20 Charles Wed, Mar 17, 2004 8:57:51am  
 
Yep, Leonard Bernstein was as loony left as it's possible to be, throwing "white 
guilt" fundraising parties for the Black Panthers and the like.</P> 
But he was a genius musician, undeniably. And this recording of Quiet City is a 
landmark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00608564 10215 57 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2004 11:18:21am  
 
(...I'm just counting the minutes until the first troll says, "what's 
antisemitic about that?"...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00608690 10215 183 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2004 2:02:41pm  



 
Nope, "Chuck" and "Meteor Blades" are two different highly empathetic peace 
lovers. "Chuck" is currently enjoying the educational services of UC 
Irvine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00608867 10216 119 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2004 5:37:45pm  
 
SoCalJustice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is the chunk of J. Lichty's comment at the top of the thread a new 
feature?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, no -- it's been in the code for a while but when I first introduced 
it, it got a luke warm reception. So I haven't been using it 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00608916 10217 11 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2004 2:19:50pm  
 
Uh, Andrew B. -- that was a bit too graphic. Remember that kids read LGF 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00609750 10222 32 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 5:56:05am  
 
Hecate: thanks for the clarification. Without a comment it did look like 
spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610034 10224 43 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 8:18:16am  
 
BruceR: sorry, but you're the one who's got the facts wrong. Maybe you should 
read before posting. Reuters reported earlier today that UN staff had been 
evacuated from Kosovo.</P> 
And you completely missed my point in the original post. Upset because the UN 
isn't getting into Iraq "fast enough?" Hardly. The UN should have nothing to do 
with Iraq. They've proven in almost every situation that they're worse than 
useless.</P> 
The point of quoting Annan's "practicable" statement is to illustrate once again 
the UN's craven, feckless, irresponsible, corrupt nature.</P> 
So that's two wrong for Bruce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610250 10227 64 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 1:39:07pm  
 
Is that ancient Rome I smell?</P> 
The point, oh exalted one, is not one of jihad against the kufr (alhough I do 
congratulate you on learning some of the correct terms, even if your analysis is 
as stary eyed as ever).</P> 
It's not a case of Islamic aggression against other people. It's a case of 
Islamic aggression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610254 10227 68 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 3:54:08pm  
 
"Didn't" argue that they "weren't?" "This" an example of "that?" What are you 
trying to say?</P> 



And you have the nerve to write about "standards of discourse."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610256 10227 70 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 4:32:02pm  
 
No, actually ... your entire body of work on this site "invalidates everything 
you've ever said on this site or any other."</P> 
Have you gone off the Zoloft again, oh exalted ancient Roman 
senator?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610264 10227 78 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 4:39:52am  
 
Tacitus: so you burst in, call everyone ignorant, say that "Meteor Blades" is 
smarter than everyone here, make a nasty crack about "standards of discourse" 
...</P> 
And then you have the overweening gall to say that I am a "jackass?"</P> 
Bite me, you rotten hypocrite. I don't debate with you because you're an 
arrogant fool, who very obviously thinks he's smarter and better and just all-
around more moral than the mental pygmies with which he's surrounded.</P> 
Go ahead and distance yourself from LGF when you "return from overseas." I don't 
need or want support from clowns like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610267 10227 81 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 5:24:22am  
 
Yes, Tacitus. I know the difference. Really.</P> 
But do I "grasp" the difference? Ah! Now there's a question!</P> 
Don't you have a fabulous foreign country to go visit now?</P> 
Wanker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610269 10227 83 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 5:32:39am  
 
Pretty funny that someone who cowers behind a pretentious Roman pseudonym is 
talking about "running away."</P> 
Keep it up, wanker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610273 10227 87 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 6:46:18am  
 
So that's what this is about? You want to "win?"</P> 
Maybe you can have a trophy made.</P> 
Wanker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610274 10227 88 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 6:55:03am  
 
Geepers: Tacitus once compared the actions of Israeli ZAKA volunteers cleaning 
up after a bus bombing with the actions of a Palestinian mob swarming over a car 
and pulling out body parts after a missile strike. He has the moral sense of a 
turnip.</P> 
Let him think he won something. Maybe then he'll go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610275 10227 89 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 6:59:58am  
 



P.S. And here's the post I'm talking about:</P> 
<A href="http://38.144.96.23/tacitus/archives/000710.html" 
target=_blank>http://...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610280 10227 94 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 9:41:24am  
 
I cringe before the majesty of Tacitus and his master debaters!</P> 
All hail!</P> 
There. Feel better? Now maybe you can get back to saving civilization with your 
tremendously important insights.</P> 
Is this International Wanker Day or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610283 10227 97 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 1:29:28pm  
 
Too funny.</P> 
I see why Tacitus thinks you're a genius.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610285 10227 99 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 4:30:38pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610288 10227 102 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 6:41:22am  
 
David Weisman: if I meant to imply that the violence in Sudan was part of the 
Islamic jihad against non-Muslims, I would have said so.</P> 
I'm not bashful about doing that.</P> 
The point I'm making, which is backed up by close to 10,000 entries at LGF, is 
that Islam itself encourages, supports, and engenders this kind of violence. 
Islamic violence is not solely directed against "infidels" -- the precepts of 
Islam are so strict and all-encompassing that any one sect can easily find 
justification for declaring another sect "apostate" or "heretical" -- and 
bloodbaths result, on a regular basis.</P> 
What's the point of claiming that I knew this when I wrote it? So Tacitus can 
then say I looked it up after the fact, and continue the little pissing contest 
he seems to enjoy firing up every once in a while?</P> 
Tacitus is a pompous jerk, who came in here with a BIG chip on his shoulder, and 
as I wrote, he can bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610289 10227 103 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 6:42:33am  
 
And by the way, yes, your link is being redirected away from here -- because 
since you put it up, no fewer than three banned trolls have tried to come in 
here and spew hatred and insults. Nice company you keep, oh exalted Roman 
senator.</P> 
Wanker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610290 10227 104 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 6:48:32am  
 
I am officially now fed up with Tacitus, and tired of him wasting my time and 
bandwidth with his obsessive BS. He's banned.</P> 
Now watch him go whine about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00610292 10227 106 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 6:57:06am  
 
Bird Dog: Tacitus doesn't write this blog, I do. I wrote exactly what I intended 
to write, and I <EM>did not</EM> imply that this was Muslim against Christian 
violence. The point I wanted to make is that, as usual, the BBC went out of 
their way to avoid mentioning the words Islam or Muslim, even though the fact is 
that Islam plays a huge role in what's happening in Sudan.</P> 
I have nothing to correct or clarify. The only people who seem to want this are 
trolls -- and Tacitus the exalted one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610304 10227 118 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 12:15:04pm  
 
von: a critique? Specially written just for little old me?</P> 
Aw! You shouldn't have.</P> 
I'll be sure to read every word and give it the attention it 
deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610305 10227 119 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 12:15:56pm  
 
Bird Dog: are you aware that you just backed up my point, which is that the BBC 
<EM>always</EM> whitewashes this issue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610306 10227 120 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 12:19:04pm  
 
"league" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
A statement is not true simply because it has been repeated 10,000 
times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's 10,000 entries, all linked to a specific article or news story. Not the 
same statement repeated 10,000 times, although that was a good 
try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610307 10227 121 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 12:20:23pm  
 
"von" also wrote (without benefit of his team of highly skilled fact-checking 
lawyers):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For instance, this entry on the Spanish protestors is particularly wrong-headed 
and counterproductive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh huh. Wrong-headed, counterproductive ... and turned out to be 100% 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610848 10232 9 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 10:04:45am  
 
iagofest: hence my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00610916 10232 77 Charles Fri, Mar 19, 2004 1:44:46pm  
 



Wow. I stand in awe of your brilliant analysis. This has really been a day for 
the geniuses to strut their stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00612361 10247 7 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 6:25:16am  
 
Let's Roll: sorry, didn't see your comment on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00612380 10247 26 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 7:13:39am  
 
Uh, Paco ... I wasn't referring to Aznar's nose. We know about Pinocchio.</P> 
But I guess you missed the Star of David and the dollar sign stabbing a peace 
dove in the back?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00612668 10249 103 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 5:26:17pm  
 
zombie: email me the best 3 or 4...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613588 10254 5 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 4:53:05pm  
 
evariste: exactly. The AP photographer was not just taking pictures. He was 
<EM>taking part</EM> in the demonstrations, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613603 10254 20 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 5:06:48pm  
 
Zachary: thanks. I still suspect an Arab connection, but I've changed the 
text.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613649 10254 66 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 6:27:25pm  
 
Zachary: excellent point, and very true. I'm always struck by the Leni 
Riefenstahl approach of many of those pictures, with a Palestinian boy or girl 
waving a flag, silhouetted against the sky heroically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613733 10254 150 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 2:17:51pm  
 
"Meteor Blades" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
... it is highly unlikely that Mosur wrote that caption ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? So you think that the Associated Press somehow investigated and 
discovered the officer's name, within minutes of the photo being taken, then 
deliberately included the name (something that is very rarely done) for some 
unknown reason that has nothing to do with the fact that the name is 
"Cohen?"</P> 
Fascinating.</P> 
As for your stereotyping accusation, look upward in the thread and you will see 
that I changed my original text when I realized it was not an Arab name. (Oh, I 
forgot, though; I'm supposed to never acknowledge mistakes.) Nonetheless, this 
photographer, as others have pointed out, has a history of sympathy for 
Palestinian causes.</P> 



Do I know for sure that Jakob Mosur wrote that caption? No, but it's a lot more 
likely than your ridiculous alternative, despite your attempt to claim intimate 
knowledge of AP's captioning practices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613737 10254 154 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 3:02:43pm  
 
Oh, OK. "Meteor Blades" worked for AP, so he knows.</P> 
Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613738 10254 155 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 3:08:04pm  
 
Queen Esther: you're obviously wrong. "Meteor Blades" has an extensive 
background in journalism, and by coincidence, even worked for the AP. I'm sure 
he wouldn't lie about something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00613845 10256 10 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2004 7:14:54pm  
 
evariste: can you translate the Arabic script on the poster?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00614098 10257 27 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 7:26:19am  
 
Oh, "a republican," eh? Posting from London, England?</P> 
It's gotten to the point where I automatically suspect "troll" when someone 
posts with a handle like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00614101 10257 30 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 7:37:51am  
 
Man, are you obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00614844 10260 199 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 1:05:23pm  
 
"TRUTH" (don't you love these guys with their grandiose handles?) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since when did San Francisco have palm trees?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://chicagouncommon.com/travel/san_francisco/union_square/1285/" 
target=_blank>If you're going to San Francisco... be sure to wear a Palestinian 
kaffiyeh over your hair...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00614845 10260 200 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 1:06:43pm  
 
#196 "rick" -- pathetic, dude. Really pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00614883 10261 6 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 1:52:53pm  
 
cba: why, yes! Yes, I believe it will!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00615051 10262 41 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 4:11:45pm  
 



Engineer wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thank you Charles. After Spain switching sides and all the trolls here for the 
weekend, I needed a laugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What trolls?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00615084 10263 9 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 4:10:37pm  
 
evariste wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, did you coin the phrase Moronic Convergence? It seems like I read you 
say it first, and now I hear it or a slight variation all the 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I believe I did. But I wouldn't swear to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00615648 10267 361 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 7:21:43pm  
 
bad elvin: must be those AP editors again. Couldn't be Jakob Mosur himself 
writing those captions. Meteor Blades assures us of this, and he should know, 
being a 35-year veteran of the journalism biz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00615912 10268 38 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2004 7:27:22pm  
 
Israel's Amos: well said. That's how I'm feeling, too; not joy, but a sort of 
steely sense that at least one thing has now been set right in the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00616192 10268 318 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 5:48:20am  
 
This asshole "OJ" is using an account that traces to New Jersey, and is owned by 
Germantown Travel Inc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00616617 10269 413 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 5:38:49am  
 
andagain: do you have anything to actually contribute to the discussions, or are 
you just here to provoke people? (I know what it looks like to me; I'm just 
interested in your answer.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00616647 10269 443 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 6:25:28am  
 
andagain: this is what you wrote, you liar:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That'd be just great, except for the gales of laughter which would greet the 
sight of Sharon denouncing someone <EM>else</EM> as a "filthy 
Nazi..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Weasel all you want. You called Ariel Sharon a Nazi. And now you don't have the 
guts to admit it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00617402 10277 104 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 11:59:00am  
 



^^^ There's that well-known "anti-war" empathy and love. ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00617500 10278 96 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 8:52:24am  
 
Right on cue! The LGF Euroweenie Mascot, spewing the usual bigoted Euroweenie 
stereotypes about America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00617751 10280 21 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 9:26:38am  
 
I wonder if <A href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0265870/" target=_blank>They 
Saved Yassin's Brain</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00617869 10282 7 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 9:32:21am  
 
Frank: thanks. Corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618008 10284 10 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 10:46:45am  
 
William: I usually do, but some misleading slurs need to be answered (especially 
when combined with a heaping dose of arrogance).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618030 10284 32 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 11:16:55am  
 
Ed: that's a temporary redirect to keep the trolls out. When T. posted that 
link, three banned trolls tried to post nasty comments (one of them openly 
antisemitic); and I've got better things to do with my time than deal with these 
clowns. So I reckon the IDF site can always use a little extra 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618032 10284 34 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 11:19:09am  
 
And by the way, von, I just read what you've been writing to zulubaby on that 
thread. Did you know that you really are a creepy character?</P> 
No?</P> 
Well, it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618038 10284 40 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 11:28:23am  
 
BruceR: please. When you're in a hole, stop digging.</P> 
Two entries before the one you're crowing about:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10222" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618042 10284 44 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 11:33:20am  
 
P.S. It's still on the front page. First post, Wednesday morning. I know it must 
be painful and difficult for you to read other things at LGF when you think 
you've caught me in a mistake, but there it is, Bruce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00618048 10284 50 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 11:55:12am  
 
I get it! So you took my <EM>one</EM> snarky comment about France literally, 
even though my excerpt quotes the exact section of the story that made it clear 
it was the French base -- and <EM>that's</EM> what you're nitpicking about?</P> 
See, this is why I usually don't waste my time with crap like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618086 10284 88 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 12:33:16pm  
 
"Gunslinger" was banned here, for ridiculous over the top comments in favor of 
Israel and against Arabs.</P> 
Oh, but I forgot; I never ban people like that.</P> 
If he's posting comments at Tacitus to defend LGF, it's solely to make us look 
bad. This person is a serious and very determined troublemaker.</P> 
And he's using an account at Microsoft. (Not MSN.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618095 10284 97 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 12:38:23pm  
 
"Gunslinger" and "Disturbed Individual" used different accounts, different 
browsers, etc. The comments seemed very similar, but there's no way to know if 
it was the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618117 10284 119 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 1:10:25pm  
 
I'm still poring over every word of your critique, and I'm going to have a team 
of highly paid fact-checking androids from the planet Aidemydni look it over as 
well, just to make sure you didn't get something wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618142 10284 144 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 1:58:36pm  
 
"von" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks, Charles. You're a prince.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't mention it. You're a duke yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618148 10284 150 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 2:03:58pm  
 
Glen Wishard wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know what anyone hopes to accomplish with this perpetual ankle-biting, 
but it always follows the same script and it gets goddamn boring 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That it does, Glen. That it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618196 10284 198 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 6:14:51am  
 
bender: I appreciate your effort to get people to step back and calm down. I'm 
just going to point out one simple fact: these little pissing matches are 
<EM>never</EM> started by me. Every few months, Tacitus takes a completely 



unwarranted cheap shot at me, usually starting from an incorrect assumption and 
containing a personal insult or two. And then the other assholes see the Bash 
LGF train going by and jump aboard.</P> 
You're right, I'm not going to stop and I'm not going to tone it down -- and 
especially not based on the wishes of naive, arrogant jerks like von, Tacitus, 
Meteor Blades, Bruce Rolston and all the other detractors who take a shot at LGF 
and our readers whenever they feel their traffic starting to slip.</P> 
I have absolutely zero interest in playing along with their little word-parsing 
games -- games that always end up with them "winning." Look at Tacitus and his 
incredibly stupid declaration of "victory" -- the guy is an ass.</P> 
And that really is my last word on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618200 10284 202 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 11:01:07am  
 
If I have to choose between honoring the opinions of 4 ad hominem-slinging, 
nitpicking jerks with axes to grind, or the 30,000-50,000 people who visit LGF 
each day and obviously enjoy it, who do you think I'll choose?</P> 
I know that in your opinion, all 50,000 of those people are Neanderthals and 
knuckle draggers. But I have a little more respect for them, and for the people 
who contribute to the LGF discussions.</P> 
In fact, I have a <EM>lot</EM> more respect for our readers and commenters.</P> 
Go ahead and find as many examples of outrageous comments as you like; just 
remember that for every outrageous comment, there are at least a thousand others 
(no exaggeration) expressing careful opinions, imparting factual knowledge, and 
generally mixing it up. I think what really bothers you more than anything is 
that I've found a formula and a balance that works -- really well -- and you 
don't like that. It's double plus ungood.</P> 
But I value this place enormously for what it has taught me, and taught others, 
and frankly, you can take your snooty, high-handed, elitist "critique," run it 
past your team of fact-checking attorneys, and then ram it up your nose. 
Sideways.</P> 
(I lied, I know; but this one really is my last comment on the 
subject.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618558 10289 35 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 2:51:27pm  
 
Athos: I believe you misinterpreted Doss's comment; it was directed at the 
controversy makers, not at us. Doss is known to us as a fine, upstanding 
lizard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00618561 10289 38 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 2:52:00pm  
 
Uh, like Doss said. Carry on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00619137 10295 7 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2004 5:22:02pm  
 
Oops, sorry. I meant <A href="http://zilch.com/" target=_blank>this 
page</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00619475 10296 207 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 6:56:06am  
 



PLEASE NOTE: "Alhamedi Alanezi" and "Sol Rosenblum" are the same person, posting 
with a British account. Now banned.</P> 
I reeeaallly hate when the trolls use multiple nicknames to make it look like 
they have support. It's one of the few things that will bring on an instant 
ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00620220 10301 6 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 11:44:56am  
 
Carl: no way I can know if he really is a Muslim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00620733 10305 41 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 3:23:10pm  
 
Robert E Leet also posted <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10260#c0203" 
target=_blank>here</A>. This one originally came here through <A 
href="http://blogdex.net/" target=_blank>Blogdex</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00621202 10311 17 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2004 7:34:23pm  
 
McBain: but unfortunately, as the story above shows, his ideas <EM>are</EM> 
infecting more young Arabs -- right here in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00621447 10312 166 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2004 6:09:51am  
 
NOTE to nhop: I was told that you claimed you were banned at the blog of one of 
our bashers; I'd appreciate it if you would clarify the situation there, instead 
of leaving the impression that I banned you for no reason.</P> 
From time to time, it's necessary to put a block on an entire range of IP 
addresses to stop a persistent troll; you got caught in one of those blocks, 
which was since removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00622191 10323 31 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 4:15:39pm  
 
^^^ Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624525 10342 6 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 3:13:12pm  
 
Judith: this isn't unusual. I deal with these morons all the time, believe me. 
The people who spammed Chomsky (and by the way, the FreeRepublic crowd got into 
the act and did some of the worst of it) didn't provoke this. It happens 
constantly around here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624547 10342 28 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 3:23:24pm  
 
By the way, Doug from Kansas City will not be back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624549 10342 30 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 3:23:56pm  
 
There I go, banning people just for disagreeing with me again.</P> 



Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624567 10342 48 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 3:37:49pm  
 
That NOFX Flash animation is hilarious -- did you notice, right after the line 
about "tell me why and how are all the stupid people breeding," they misspell 
the word "REVOLOUTION"?</P> 
These idiots really make it too easy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624569 10342 50 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 3:39:55pm  
 
J.D. -- the Dougs, Anarchist, and Black bloc are all the same person. Using an 
account in Kansas City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00624970 10346 1 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2004 6:10:55pm  
 
What can I say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00625620 10353 12 Charles Fri, Mar 26, 2004 7:25:53am  
 
The 'jerome' character above is the same person who has been posting comments 
under the names "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10342#c0148" 
target=_blank>notforyou</A>" and "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10348#c0036" 
target=_blank>yourstruely</A>," from a college in Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00625651 10353 43 Charles Fri, Mar 26, 2004 7:48:57am  
 
It's not the Noamster, folks.</P> 
Good imitation. (But it is starting to get a little old.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00627360 10365 231 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2004 10:32:08am  
 
"NabberGnossi" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree he deserved to die, I just don't think it will further the cause of 
peace. There are a lot of people who have been enemies to peace and do not 
deserve life, but the careless killing of them will only make the world less 
stable and further from peace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is a stunningly stupid statement, the kind of thing that is said by people 
who just <EM>feel</EM> it's true, without any regard for the real world, where 
properly applied violence absolutely does solve problems and stop terrorist 
killers.</P> 
From a recent editorial by Bret Stephens, an illustration of this real world 
fact:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In 2003, the number of Israeli terrorist fatalities declined by more than 50% 
from the previous year, to 213 from 451. The overall number of attacks also 
declined, to 3,823 in 2003 from 5,301 in 2002, a drop of 30%. In the spring of 
2003, Israel stepped up its campaign of targeted assassinations, including a 



failed attempt on Yassin’s deputy, Abdel Aziz Rantisi. Wise heads said Israel 
had done nothing except incite the Palestinians to greater violence. Instead, 
Hamas and other Islamic terrorist groups agreed unilaterally to a cease-
fire.</P> 
In this context, it bears notice that between 2002 and 2003 the number of 
Palestinian fatalities also declined significantly, from 1,000 to about 700. The 
reason here is obvious: As the leaders of Palestinian terror groups were picked 
off and their operations were disrupted, they were unable to carry out the kind 
of frequent, large-scale attacks that had provoked Israel’s large-scale 
reprisals. Terrorism is a top-down business, not vice versa. Targeted 
assassinations not only got rid of the most guilty but diminished the risk of 
open combat between Israeli soldiers and Palestinian foot 
soldiers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But don't let facts get in the way of your feelings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00627421 10365 292 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2004 11:10:30am  
 
"BlabberFaucet" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Keep your eyes on the news (Hopefully an outlet a little more serious than Faux 
news), these trends will not keep up. The tensions are increasing. That is 
evident. I don't see any fact that would tell me that terrorism is being 
defeated, only violent reactions to it have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's <EM>it</EM>? That's your reaction to a collection of facts that shows 
indisputably the benefits of targeted assassinations and a hard line against 
terrorist murderers?</P> 
A dumb comment about "Faux news," and more <EM>feelings</EM> that the "trends 
will not keep up?" Care to provide a source for this feeling? Or did you just 
pull it out of your ass, like so much of what you've written here?</P> 
When I wrote, "don't let the facts get in the way of your feelings," I didn't 
know how right it was. Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00628038 10371 8 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2004 5:03:01pm  
 
CY: You mean, like that?</P> 
My French is rusty, I admit, and I'm finding it hard to get motivated to brush 
up...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00629554 10384 19 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2004 2:58:36pm  
 
And now -- you can set a time limit for the search. See UPDATE 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00629663 10386 3 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2004 5:17:06pm  
 
A <EM>lot</EM> of time was spent on that hair. Trust me. I know. I've been in 
show biz. A sculptured helmet like that is not achieved without significant 
labor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00629783 10386 123 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2004 7:45:05pm  
 



I've had it with this 'postit' character. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10378#c0101" 
target=_blank>This comment</A> shows what he's about; he has no interest in 
discussing anything for real, he's simply trying to get people wound up.</P> 
And <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10337#c0124" 
target=_blank>this one</A> shows him making a completely disgusting racist 
comment as well.</P> 
He's banned. Anything else this creep manages to post will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630023 10389 61 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 6:48:07am  
 
I recommend that each and every one of you go to the web site and view that 
(very large) movie of the event.</P> 
Quicktime:[Link: <A href="http://www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org/videos/jvp_cat.mov" 
target=_blank>www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org...</A>]</P> 
Windows Media:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org/videos/jvp_cat.wmv" 
target=_blank>www.jewishvoiceforpeace.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630192 10390 51 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 7:24:11am  
 
Kickbacks? Nobody told me about those! Where do I sign up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630316 10391 46 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 7:21:00am  
 
The media is certainly trying hard to spin these French poll results as a result 
of internal French politics, which may or may not be accurate. But regardless of 
the cause, the socialist movement in Europe is perfectly aligned with the 
appeasement bloc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630435 10392 27 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 8:06:14am  
 
Yes, I changed the "Link" feature to have all links open in a new window. If you 
want a link to open in this window, you can enter it manually.</P> 
If you copy a site's address from your browser address bar and paste the raw 
address into a message, without using the Link feature, the link will open in 
either a new window or this window, depending on the user's preference 
setting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630807 10394 70 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 12:20:00pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, you're getting blogads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I'm going to try them out for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630811 10394 74 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 12:31:13pm  
 
No pop-ups, ever! Actually, the other nice thing about blogads is that I have 
some control over which ads appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00630938 10396 12 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 12:56:15pm  
 
evariste: oops! I thought I had set that, but for some reason it reverted to the 
default. I adjusted it. Thanks for bringing it to my attention!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630941 10396 15 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 12:57:07pm  
 
Another shipment of t-shirts is going out this week, Nekama... sorry for the 
delays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630944 10396 18 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 1:05:20pm  
 
evariste: after a bit more research on traffic and other bloggers' rates, I 
raised it a bit higher than that. At 3pm Pacific, we have over 25,000 visits 
today; from my research the new rates are more in line with what others are 
charging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630947 10396 21 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 1:09:15pm  
 
Sorry to keep changing it like that; in the setup this isn't explained very 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630975 10396 49 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 1:42:02pm  
 
Well -- remember, they are advertisements, and they're not designed by me, so it 
may be hard to avoid visual pollution altogether. I've already customized the 
blogads CSS to have the text styles and colors match LGF as much as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630996 10396 70 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 5:33:13pm  
 
Promethea: I have some pretty reliable, extra-super-secret tricks that try to 
make sure each visitor is only counted once per day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00630997 10396 71 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 5:34:09pm  
 
Promethea: and P.S. -- thank you for your very generous 
donation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00631204 10399 95 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2004 4:30:14pm  
 
A communiqué from Lizardoid HQ: the Morlock calling itself "CompuSerb" is 
thrashing about like a rat in a trap, trying to post comments every few 
minutes.</P> 
Pictures like the one above seem to provoke the haters into paroxysms of 
obsessive rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00632187 10406 208 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 10:10:45am  
 
The freak calling itself "truth," "pete," "comedy," etc. is now banished to 
Troll Netherworld. This one is in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00632208 10406 229 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 10:24:01am  
 
I have two levels of banning available; 1) read but not post, and 2) forbidden 
to enter the site at all.</P> 
Most idiots get level 1. Some graduate, by sheer persistence or creepiness, to 
level 2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00632311 10406 332 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 11:56:40am  
 
Mark Steyn fan: please do not post entire articles here; it wastes our space and 
bandwidth, and may violate copyrights. Just post the web address of the article, 
please. The "work of fiction" piece by Mark Steyn was already the subject of an 
LGF thread a day or two ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00632434 10407 45 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 12:07:23pm  
 
"nutz" above is our good buddy Roland, posting from Purdue University. Hi 
Roland!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00632981 10412 51 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 5:11:37pm  
 
Connecticut Yankee: yep, we had that one here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9334" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00633206 10412 276 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2004 6:49:52am  
 
Hey, Nazi -- GO AWAY. You will not be allowed to post here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00633293 10414 7 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 6:39:19pm  
 
Nekama: yes, that little red sliver in the Middle East includes Israel and 
Turkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00633301 10414 15 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 6:43:31pm  
 
zulubaby: yes, there is a box for Israel! I know, I checked 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00633343 10414 57 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2004 7:26:52pm  
 
Note to people who want to post the URL to their map: after you finish filling 
out the form and the map is generated, there's a little box that says "paste 
this code", etc.</P> 



The part you need to copy and paste is the URL that follows 'img src="' and ends 
before the second quotation mark. It starts with '[Link: <A href="http://...'" 
target=_blank ?>...'...</A>] and has a string of uppercase characters in 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00634393 10415 698 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2004 3:57:18pm  
 
Demetrius is visiting from Malaysia, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00634679 10419 6 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2004 8:33:03am  
 
The father is trying to have it both ways. He wants to avoid the IDF flattening 
his house, because he didn't even get the $35,000 blood money payoff and 
couldn't afford a new one.</P> 
And at the same time, he wants to let the neighbors know he's still a tough guy 
and no collaborator.</P> 
He probably beat the hell out of his son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00634756 10420 25 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2004 9:06:30am  
 
About Cooper -- anyone notice the date?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00635496 10425 183 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 5:36:48am  
 
It might be interesting to wade through the sewer of morally vacuous comments at 
Billmon, and cherry-pick some of the more outrageous ones just like he did to 
LGF.</P> 
For example, the antisemites:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As for LGF, well maybe I'd feel the same way if I was Jewish and had lots of 
family and friends in Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe like "Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon," where we could find out just how close 
the LGFers are to Jews. Like Charles Johnson - maybe he has a Jewish grandmother 
or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And Billmon himself, the deep thinker, to whom any deviation from his party line 
is "fascism:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And remember that war never solved anything except ending slavery, fascism, 
Nazism, and Soviet Communism.</P> 
Well, if LGF is any guide, it certainly hasn't ended fascism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is what the hypocrite wrote, just before mass-deleting all comments from 
LGF people.</P> 
And oh yes, the deep thinker also posted here at LGF:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Those brown shirts look VERY butch on you guys.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because, you know, nothing says "serious intellectual" like calling your 
opponents "Nazis" and "brown shirts."</P> 
And of course, Tacitus gets into the act, with his usual completely unwarranted 
and dishonest slam:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



On the other hand, it is pretty amusing to see Charles Johnson, of all people, 
shrieking about someone "deleting all comments at his blog except the ones from 
his sycophants."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've deleted only one comment in this topic, because it was amazingly offensive, 
as usual for the kinds of idiots who idolize pseudo-intellectuals like 
Billmon.</P> 
And by the way, not one of Tacitus's comments at LGF has ever been deleted. Not 
one. I delete <EM>very few</EM> comments, and he knows it; Tacitus is a liar. 
He's banned from posting because of crap just like this. And he proved once 
again that he has the moral sense of a root vegetable with his statement that 
the murdered Americans were "mercenaries."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00635573 10427 14 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2004 6:04:44pm  
 
^^^ Denver, Colorado ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00636729 10431 61 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 12:41:46pm  
 
"fubar" (apt name) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"We have to destroy Falluja to save Falluja!!!" say the 
LFG'ers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6686" target=_blank>The 
Terrible Secret of LFG</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00636741 10431 73 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 2:38:26pm  
 
#10 is using an NTL Internet account in Britain.</P> 
#68 is using a Dishnet DSL account in New Delhi, India.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00636849 10432 104 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 1:00:26pm  
 
The Progressives United thing is an April Fool's joke, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637110 10435 36 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 2:11:50pm  
 
Mr Pol makes a great point, related to mine about the "honor-shame" dynamic. The 
clan is the all-important unit; within that system, there are no real "neutral" 
people. All clan members will defend the clan, always.</P> 
And if you look at the history of Arabs in warfare, yesterday's incident was 
<EM>not</EM> an aberration, or something that needed to be planned. Books are 
filled with horrific stories of what Arab mobs have done with poor unfortunates 
who fall into their hands. In the context of honor-shame, these acts that appear 
to us as shocking barbarity are tolerated and allowed in Arab society because 
they are quick, easy, animalistically gratifying "honor" fixes.</P> 
I would wager that the children shown in those photographs are being treated as 
heros in their neighborhoods today.</P> 
(Yes, I've been reading David Pryce-Jones again.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637246 10435 172 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 3:49:48pm  
 



mujahideen allies (#159) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Isn't that how you Americans trained the mujahideen to fight in Afghanistan 
against the Soviets? Seems like you can't complain about a little blowback now 
and then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This one is in Saint Petersburg, Florida.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637274 10435 200 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 4:08:12pm  
 
"prince of peace" and "Bearing Arms" are the same moron, who thinks he's fooling 
someone by using a proxy server. This troll has also posted under the name 
"Redcoats."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637277 10435 203 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 4:09:27pm  
 
And anything else this freak manages to post will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637304 10435 230 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 4:35:01pm  
 
#197 was a different troll. Again we're seeing the sort of people who are 
attracted when Billmon links to us.</P> 
And by the way, "Bearing Arms" and "prince of peace" is in 
Australia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637314 10435 240 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 5:14:38pm  
 
If our troll traffic is any indication, the loony left is going absolutely wild 
with delight over the horrible murders of four of their fellow citizens.</P> 
Lovely people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637374 10435 300 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 5:57:38am  
 
"Bow to my superiors?" Based on the anonymous word of someone going by the name 
"AllahHateMe?" I love it. How about if you bite me instead?</P> 
I have great respect for Steven, but I still do not believe the mob was planned, 
and I've seen absolutely no evidence that it was.</P> 
The attack, as I wrote above, may or may not have been planned. The lynching and 
desecration of the bodies -- sorry, I don't believe this kind of thing 
<EM>can</EM> be planned. Incited, maybe. But not a purposeful trap. If you want 
me to believe this, show me some evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637401 10436 23 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2004 5:05:35pm  
 
Hosting Matters was having some issues, but I think things are fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637874 10440 168 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 6:15:24am  
 
#27 was deleted because it used a nasty racist epithet.</P> 



And for the record, I've never had to delete a comment from an LGFer for using 
this epithet. It invariably pops up only from the lefties who try to put words 
in our mouths.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00637938 10440 232 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:56:37pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638273 10444 30 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 7:20:48am  
 
Oops. That's what happens when you don't notice that the quote in your post 
contains some Javascript code. Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638489 10446 19 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 8:03:58am  
 
I agree with those who say nothing is going on at the Arab News. They regularly 
print things like this, as a sort of "balance" (some might call it "cover") for 
their rabid hatred, which still erupts frequently.</P> 
Even if insincere, though, it's still a more human response than Daily "Screw 
Them" Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638796 10450 27 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 10:22:39am  
 
#7 was posted by the same creep that was calling itself "prince of peace" and 
"Bearing Arms."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638879 10450 110 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 8:08:53am  
 
Diana: you asked me to delete the offensive word. I did so. Now you're going to 
complain about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638881 10450 112 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 8:51:10am  
 
Whatever, Diana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638883 10450 114 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 8:55:01am  
 
Uh, Diana -- I <EM>did</EM> acknowledge I made a deletion. You're really 
starting to sound like someone with a big axe to grind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00638955 10451 70 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 11:58:14am  
 
Allah's Helper: you can do it through a robots.txt file, as Thom mentioned, but 
there is also a form at Google to have it removed immediately. Zuniga must have 
used that form, because the robots.txt file doesn't work immediately. He very 
consciously went about removing as many traces of his post from the internet as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00638988 10451 103 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2004 12:32:26pm  
 
PLEASE NOTE: the creep who posted #91 with its link to Nathan Newman's sick 
little hate hole is "<STRONG>socialjustice</STRONG>," not lizardoid minion 
"SoCalJustice."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00639354 10454 107 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 1:34:08am  
 
What the hell are you talking about? No one has made any "death threats." 
Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640288 10465 137 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 12:21:32am  
 
Post numbers are messed up; a clean-up was necessary to get rid of yet another 
idiot who really wanted to prove to everyone how stupid he was.</P> 
And succeeded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640728 10468 214 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 11:39:50am  
 
"sun zoo" won't be visiting LGF any more, I'm not sorry to say. He earned a spot 
in the Ninth Circle of Banning, and now gets the cheerful "403 Forbidden" 
message when he tries to grace us with his presence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640762 10469 27 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 10:49:27am  
 
Laertes exhibits another charming lefty trait: he tries to put a racist slur in 
my mouth.</P> 
But you wrote it, Laertes. Own it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640771 10469 36 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 10:54:57am  
 
I think that was sarcasm, but I'm not sure. Was that sarcasm, 
"Laertes?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640794 10469 59 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 11:17:51am  
 
Of course, I don't have an ancient Greek name, so maybe I'm way off base. But it 
seems to me that I've seen all of the lefty bloggers you mention say things just 
like Zuniga. Zuniga came out and <EM>said</EM> "Screw them." That's the only 
difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00640800 10469 65 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 11:28:04am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...it's your position that they don't really mean it and that 
they're secretly cheering the deaths of their fellow Americans?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that's not my position. There's nothing secret about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00640901 10469 166 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:57:02pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641441 10476 2 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 2:45:28pm  
 
I heard the discussion on Hugh Hewitt's show. I also emailed him about it 
shortly after breaking this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641447 10476 8 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 3:09:55pm  
 
Powderfinger: you saw it here; I mentioned it in my original post breaking this 
story:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10440" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Someone called in and suggested Zuniga as a replacement for Joshua Micah 
Marshall, who left Hewitt's show in a lefty snit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641480 10477 12 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 3:52:33pm  
 
realwest: But this is an important story; it's not just a dumb blog war, like 
when Tacitus slams me to boost his traffic.</P> 
Daily Kos is a very high-profile voice of the Democrat Party, and someone who 
obviously has political aspirations. 100,000 visitors a day is huge. More than 
many mainstream media sites.</P> 
Remember Columbia professor <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6025" target=_blank>Nicholas 
De Genova</A>, who said "I personally would like to see a million 
Mogadishus"?</P> 
The statement from Daily Kos, and the orgy of backslapping comments that 
followed, are a sign that this vile attitude is becoming mainstream. It 
<EM>must</EM> be exposed for the hatred it really is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641486 10477 18 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 4:06:18pm  
 



rosh: It's hard to know what Kos did to hide his original statement. But it was 
moved from where it first appeared, and a redirect was put in place to send 
people to the non-apology; that should tell you everything you need to know.</P> 
I think he realized people were on to him when he originally removed the 
comment, and replaced it in a different spot to obfuscate the matter. Just my 
opinion, of course, but that's what it looks like to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641563 10478 6 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 4:09:43pm  
 
The problem is, this particular snake has a very nasty bite. And it's very 
sneaky.</P> 
I normally agree that the best policy is more light. But some snakes just need 
to be killed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641670 10479 5 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 4:37:41pm  
 
Kerry's motive for doing this is purely political, of course. But still, I'm 
glad to see him (or his "people") do the right thing, whatever the 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641890 10479 225 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 7:28:37pm  
 
I hope you won't be too surprised to discover that "Blah" is posting from 
berkeley.edu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641908 10479 243 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 7:38:26pm  
 
RWC: SZ was in Philadelphia, an account with ucwphilly.rr.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641945 10479 280 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 7:58:58pm  
 
Blah: are you going to regurgitate every single stupid talking point of the 
loony left? Don't forget "No Blood for Oil!" That's my favorite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00641955 10479 290 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2004 8:04:08pm  
 
Please ignore this moron from Berkeley, people. He's just jerking us 
around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642213 10481 47 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 7:28:25am  
 
Sydney Carton: that's certainly possible, but I don't think that's what's 
happening. His site is going up and down like a yoyo. Sometimes it appears on a 
page refresh, other times I get the blank page. And it happens even if I use an 
anonymous proxy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642421 10484 15 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 8:47:29am  
 



There are very few people in Karachi who are not Islamic. The shaving may have 
been in preparation for dying a martyr's death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642444 10485 3 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:16:15am  
 
SecHumanist: they may try to pull something like that, but a phalanx of bloggers 
will be all over them like white on rice if they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642452 10485 11 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:27:55am  
 
Gee, I'm sorry I didn't read mydd.com. I'll be sure to check that site 
daily.</P> 
Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642457 10485 16 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:31:34am  
 
Laertes: John Kerry's official campaign web site is not just another blog. I'm 
sure you're aware of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642460 10485 19 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:34:34am  
 
Commissar: do you have a source for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642463 10485 22 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:40:56am  
 
Nobody "demanded" that Kerry delink Daily Kos. You're beginning to sound really 
ridiculous, Laertes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642466 10485 25 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:49:55am  
 
Glen: I just scared my cat by laughing out loud. If she has permanent trauma, 
it's your fault.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642493 10485 52 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 10:31:20am  
 
Laertes writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I salute you for your measured tone and I hope I've managed to return 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow. Look who's talking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642543 10485 102 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 1:00:18pm  
 
Glen: that's too good to pass up. I'm going to put that one on the front page; 
thanks!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642555 10486 6 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:21:47am  
 



Yawn.</P> 
Another idiot troll with a ridiculously self-aggrandizing nickname, spouting 
Richard Clarke quotations as if the man were not completely discredited.</P> 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642558 10486 9 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:24:01am  
 
Patriot: think real hard. You might be able to figure it out.</P> 
But somehow I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642568 10486 19 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 9:38:58am  
 
Notice: I didn't endorse this view. I linked to the article because I think she 
makes a pretty strong case. But there are also strong cases to be made on the 
other side.</P> 
We report, you decide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642625 10486 76 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 10:26:12am  
 
Camel Prophet wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It appears that if the less-than/greater-than signs are used, even for non-html 
tagging, following material will not post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's correct, because the less-than symbol is used to denote the start of 
an HTML tag, and anything following it will be stripped out by our code to 
prevent malicious HTML. You can insert the less-than symbol into a post by using 
the character entity form of it, i.e.:</P> 
&lt;</P> 
will produce:</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00642978 10487 46 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 12:02:44pm  
 
H was visiting from the York Region District School Board in Ontario, and it 
will not be back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643133 10488 81 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 2:45:23pm  
 
"rumdude" (the name screams seriousness), when he mentions January 1, 2000 as a 
time when "Clinton stopped terrorism," is lost in a fantasy world. He's 
referring to the Millennium Bomb plot which targeted LAX airport -- and the 
thwarting of that plot had <EM>absolutely nothing to do with Clinton</EM>. In 
fact, if not for an observant border guard and a healthy dose of sheer luck, LAX 
would have been hit with a devastating car bomb attack.</P> 
Clinton was busy staining dresses around that time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643138 10488 86 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 2:48:58pm  
 
Run, little Morlock! Run!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643139 10488 87 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 2:49:33pm  



 
(Starting the LGF Troll Return Stopwatch...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643169 10488 117 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:55:51pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643293 10490 28 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 3:55:56pm  
 
To the tune of The Girl From Ipanema:</P> 
Young and dumb and pierced and nastyThe troll from Indymedia goes spewingAnd 
when it commentsEach one who reads it goes<EM>Eeeewww!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643298 10490 33 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 4:02:32pm  
 
Glen: <EM>Kahanists?</EM> Bwahahaha! I see they still haven't grasped <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6686" target=_blank>the 
terrible secret of LFG</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643307 10490 42 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 4:21:01pm  
 
The voice of the Kos supporter speaks again. Keep it up! You're doing an 
excellent job!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643329 10490 64 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 7:00:11pm  
 
I don't think so, numbskull. And an email has been sent to the Oklahoma State 
Regents for Higher Education, whose internet account you are 
abusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643348 10490 83 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:59:07pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 



To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643384 10491 23 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 4:17:33pm  
 
Michael: good points, and hopeful ones. You're very right that this is a 
regional war, and the repercussions from US actions are echoing in every Middle 
Eastern country as we write: Libya coming clean ... Iran under pressure and 
struggling to put down recurring rebellions ... Pakistan's Musharraf risking 
assassination to crack down (however half-heartedly) on the Islamists ... the 
list goes on.</P> 
The real question is whether the Dark Ages still have such a hold on the Arab 
masses that all our efforts will come to naught. I agree completely that there's 
nothing in the Iraqi genome that mandates behavior like we saw in Fallujah -- 
but the Arab world has serious problems with coming to grips with reality, that 
seem to be culturally and religiously (not genetically) reinforced.</P> 
And I also agree that the US should be doing more -- a lot more -- to support 
pro-democracy elements, which cling tenuously to existence in the midst of Dark 
Ages shame-honor barbarism. It's one of our biggest historical failures in the 
Middle East.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643404 10491 43 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 5:09:55pm  
 
#39 (zubb) was posted from Oxford University in Britain. Academic standards 
continue to slip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643631 10492 163 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 6:50:26pm  
 
Comment #154 was left by someone using an account at the Oklahoma State Regents 
for Higher Education.</P> 
Honest. I know it's hard to believe. But there it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00643985 10496 63 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2004 8:59:23pm  
 
Model4: I saw that too. Zuniga's advertising rates have mysteriously dropped by 
more than 50%.</P> 
Of course, he doesn't <EM>need</EM> any of those advertisers, so I'm sure this 
is just a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644062 10496 140 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 7:52:19am  
 
kmthurman: you're either obtuse or you're being deliberately dishonest. This is 
what Kathleen Parker wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I suppose it would be considered lacking in nuance to nuke the Sunni 
Triangle.</P> 
But so goes the unanimous vote around my household - and I'm betting millions of 
others - in the aftermath of what forevermore will be remembered simply as 
"Fallujah."</P> 
Wouldn't it be lovely were justice so available and so simple? If we were but 
creatures like those zoo animals we witnessed gleefully jumping up and down 



after stomping, dragging, dismembering and hanging the charred remains of 
American civilians whose only crime was to try to help them.</P> 
These are the times that try Americans' souls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's obvious to anyone with an IQ higher than room temperature that Parker is 
not seriously proposing a nuclear attack on Fallujah. You're an 
idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644071 10496 149 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 10:42:31am  
 
kmthurman: typical. Burst in, make a really stupid accusation, then whine about 
the evil neocons "attacking" you for your stupidity.</P> 
If you really believe there's no difference between what Kathleen Parker wrote, 
and what Markos Zuniga wrote, you are at worst dense and obtuse.</P> 
But I don't think you really believe it at all. I think you know very well that 
your characterization of what Parker wrote is dishonest, yet you continue to 
(lamely) defend it. Because after all, lying for a good cause isn't really 
lying, right?</P> 
You're casting around for anything, anything at all, to defend what Zuniga 
wrote. And as usual with your ilk, this means twisting and distorting the 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644074 10496 152 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:59:38pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644581 10503 33 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 8:13:34am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Makes me glad i'm Canadian.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm glad you're Canadian too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644588 10503 40 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 8:23:31am  
 
Here comes the ranting, right on cue.</P> 
Why is it so hard for people like you to spell out the word "you?"</P> 
Are you a Muslim, Moses?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644663 10503 115 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 9:25:55am  
 
f u cn rd ths yr wy to clos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644790 10504 19 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 7:56:30am  



 
Tman: I disagree -- dailykos.com already gets almost 100,000 hits a day. It's 
listed as one of the top three political blogs and has been written up in Forbes 
Magazine. He is connected to the Democrat Party at the highest levels. The 
poisonous crap this creature writes needs to be exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644801 10504 30 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 8:00:50am  
 
twisterella: see comment #19.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644931 10504 160 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 10:46:57am  
 
Jim Peterson wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For instance, you can rest assured that NOBODY employed by the Bush campaign is 
reading this blog right now. That is pathetic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wouldn't be so sure about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00644980 10504 209 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:57:47pm  
 
Mike: you're spamming.</P> 
Here's my response to your dumb comment, which you have now posted 9 times:</P> 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645310 10509 27 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:33:22pm  
 
Rachel Corrie was a terrorist enabling member of the International Solidarity 
Movement, a group funded by the PLO that has been busted harboring Islamic Jihad 
terrorists in their offices. She was photographed burning an American flag in 
front of Palestinian children with a look of sheer hatred on her face. She died 
from her own stupidity, "protecting" smuggling tunnels that are used to bring 
weapons, drugs, and prostitutes into Rafah.</P> 
To compare this creature with the Americans lynched in Fallujah is the absolute 
height of idiocy. But nothing surprises me about the left any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645598 10512 19 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:19:56pm  
 
<STRONG>We have a sneaky bastard among us, planting extreme comments on 
purpose.</STRONG></P> 
Comment #8 above, from "Jess," was posted by a person who has been planting 
these little bombs all over LGF, using the names "Jess," "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10465#c0148" 
target=_blank>Samuel</A>," "<A 



href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10465#c0142" 
target=_blank>My Pol</A>," "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10465#c0018" 
target=_blank>Alex</A>," "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10448#c0055" 
target=_blank>ted</A>," "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10428#c0007" 
target=_blank>chris</A>," and "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10425#c0012" 
target=_blank>bob</A>."</P> 
This creep is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645689 10513 35 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 2:40:16pm  
 
I admit, I'm beginning to love it when these raving morons post comments like 
#31. Keep exposing yourselves; it's ugly but we need to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645826 10515 16 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 3:44:07pm  
 
Athos: the tip is thine. In my excitement at learning that I wield a terrifying 
power over John Effin' Kerry, I forgot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645835 10515 25 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 3:48:36pm  
 
Garofalo used to be sorta funny. But hate and bitterness have flensed all humor 
from her tiny shriveled soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645837 10515 27 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 3:48:57pm  
 
zulubaby: it's on now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645866 10515 56 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:04:07pm  
 
I haven't heard any callers. I really doubt they would open themselves up to the 
real majority of Americans that way.</P> 
Free speech for me, not for thee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645872 10515 62 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:06:23pm  
 
Good lord. They have a "news" segment that is mind-blowingly slanted.</P> 
Lord Haha had nothing on these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645875 10515 65 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:08:48pm  
 
Zuniga's on now. Republicans have ruined the entire world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645886 10515 76 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:11:46pm  
 



<STRONG>"If it was up to me, these people would still be 
alive."</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645891 10515 81 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:12:36pm  
 
<STRONG>"I know the horrors of war."</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645894 10515 84 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:13:15pm  
 
Waiting for the attack on LGF ... waiting ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645916 10515 106 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:17:33pm  
 
Garofalo: "you're not the jerk! These words come from your background, and how 
much you care about this!"</P> 
Un-freakin-believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645934 10515 124 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:21:45pm  
 
"Mercenaries are the victims of the economic circumstances that put them in the 
military..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645941 10515 131 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:23:30pm  
 
Zuniga's really starting to open up now, prodded by the 
loons/hosts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645982 10515 172 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:29:53pm  
 
I may throw up at these people's expressions of "support" for our "men and women 
in the military."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645987 10515 177 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:30:35pm  
 
<STRONG>Mercenaries are "Hessians" and "Hessians" are the original anti-
Americans.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00645993 10515 183 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:31:17pm  
 
<STRONG>They're gonna blame me!</STRONG> says Zuniga.</P> 
Waaah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646021 10515 211 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:37:07pm  
 
POLICE STATE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646030 10515 220 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:38:26pm  



 
<STRONG>Zuniga: I grew up in the midst of a war. ... It was useful to keep 
people scared (by 9/11) ...</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646051 10515 241 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:42:06pm  
 
Garofalo: Why not try something new: <STRONG>COURAGE, COURAGE, 
COURAGE!</STRONG></P> 
You can't make up stuff like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646056 10515 246 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:42:47pm  
 
They wish drunk driving was a bigger issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646065 10515 255 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:43:51pm  
 
Garofalo and her moron co-host are so enamored with the sound of their own 
voices that they're barely letting Zuniga talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646072 10515 262 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:45:12pm  
 
<STRONG>The health of the blogosphere is probably the most important thing that 
I ... have .. that I strive for.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646107 10515 297 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:53:53pm  
 
<STRONG>The beauty of the Daily Kos is ... it's <EM>not 
me!</EM></STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646111 10515 301 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:54:35pm  
 
Garofalo's co-host sounds drunk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646123 10515 313 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 4:57:28pm  
 
Awww! I'm disappointed that they didn't attack me! Attack me! Come 
on!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646247 10515 437 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 7:38:31pm  
 
"concerned" (#431) writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't find the link to littlegreenfootballs.com anymore on either the George 
W. Bush website or the blog. Did they take it off? How come?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are no links to any blogs on [Link: <A href="http://www.georgewbush.com" 
target=_blank ?>www.georgewbush.com...</A>] -- neither on the home page nor on 
the blog. And there never have been. Nice try, thank you for 
playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00646408 10517 19 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2004 8:33:00pm  
 
really grumpy: no, the picture is supposedly an Iraqi child killed by US bombs. 
And unless we feel the same outrage over this picture (taken from Al Jazeera, 
whose journalistic standards are nonexistent) as we did over the murdered 
veterans, we're supposed to be "hypocrites" in the twisted mind of this Newman 
clown.</P> 
Really, this kind of thinking is a form of serious mental 
illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646473 10517 84 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 8:15:13am  
 
INCOMING!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646478 10517 89 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 8:39:31am  
 
THRILL at the leaps of illogic! MARVEL at the stunning hatred of their own 
country! GASP as they remain impervious to common sense!</P> 
But for goodness sake, no matter what else you do, don't call them 
"unpatriotic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646488 10517 99 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:02:03am  
 
Rant, rant, rant! Rant away, little Morlocks. Let everyone see you, naked and 
unashamed of your stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646491 10517 102 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:07:11am  
 
Hey, Patti, that was great! For a second I really believed you were a complete 
lunatic!</P> 
What? You weren't kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646496 10517 107 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:15:42am  
 
Oooh! The left is fighting back! The leeefft! I'm so scared!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646504 10517 115 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 12:54:35pm  
 
Really, it's quite wonderful to see the people on the left utterly dishonoring 
themselves with these bizarre psychosexual rants. Keep it up, 
lefties!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646506 10517 117 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 12:56:31pm  
 
"Telefunken" writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No matter how much spin you put on events over there (whichever side you're on) 
just remember that people in the middle east are being told a competely 
different (and certainly less flattering) story about the US occupation of Iraq. 



And illustrating their story are images of dead children with the top of their 
heads blown off.</P> 
And neither you nor Newman nor Kos nor can do a damn thing about it.</P> 
Have you given that any thought?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh no, not me. I never think about that at all.</P> 
This is only post #10,517, after all. Guess I'd better start paying attention to 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646509 10517 120 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 4:46:32pm  
 
Telefunken: you must be new here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646920 10520 29 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 7:44:31am  
 
Satire, folks. Iowahawk is all about satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646942 10520 51 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 9:54:12am  
 
I love it! "Used to be a Republican," eh?</P> 
That's almost as funny as Iowahawk's satire.</P> 
Oooh! The left is watching us! I'm so scared! Please don't let them get me! The 
leeeft!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646946 10520 55 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:27:33am  
 
He will be stopping now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00646977 10521 18 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 8:33:56am  
 
andagain: I think it's great that people like you continue to delve into the 
most ridiculous paranoid conspiracy theories and take them all at face 
value.</P> 
Keep it up! You're doing a great job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647005 10521 46 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:25:05pm  
 
Do you guys all read from the same script? That was really, really 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647019 10522 14 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 7:27:44am  
 
Occasional Reader: Steyn is on the Hugh Hewitt radio show 
frequently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647077 10523 39 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 9:23:37am  
 
Michael: thanks for the comment; I agree completely. Iran is the unseen actor 
behind much of the violence in Iraq, and we need to do a much better job of 
supporting the elements in Iran that want out from under the mullahs.</P> 



P.S. My advice is to ignore Gordon, our resident apologist for radical 
Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647149 10524 19 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 7:54:04am  
 
I received this letter from several people whom I trust; and I was told it had 
been verified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647235 10524 105 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 9:58:08am  
 
Yes, people. PLEASE DO NOT SEND NASTY EMAILS TO THIS COMPANY. Not only is it a 
waste of time, but you may be aiming at the wrong target.</P> 
To reiterate, I was sent this email from multiple sources, and I was assured 
that it is genuine. But I suggest we wait until we have confirmation. One of our 
Israeli readers should be able to get in touch with the Israel Medical 
Association, and let us know if this IS a hoax.</P> 
If so, I will update this entry as soon as I get the word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647324 10524 194 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:03:25pm  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE NOTE:</STRONG> I have just received a reply from Esti Sherbelis, 
and the email quoted above is not only real, but the author has admitted writing 
it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dear Mr. Johnson,</P> 
Thank you for your concern and support. Unfortunately the letter is not onlytrue 
but the "author" has admitted writing it.</P> 
Best WishesEsti SherbelisInternational Relations CoordinatorIsrael Medical 
Association2 Twin Towers35 Jabotinsky St. P.O.Box 3566Ramat Gan 
52136Israel</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647368 10524 238 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 2:18:44am  
 
#235 is in Everett, Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647429 10525 54 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 9:17:52am  
 
"andagain" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The trouble with the little denunciation at the top of this page</P> 
Let terrorist suspects fly</P> 
..is that it's palpably untrue. What you call a demand by ACLU to "let 
terrorists fly" ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can anyone tell me which important word was left out of this tool's 
characterization of what I wrote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647536 10527 24 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 8:22:56am  
 
Sorry if you clicked the link left by "Mister America" before I deleted it, 
folks.</P> 
That's the way the left argues, by posting disgusting links.</P> 



"Mister America" got an instant trip to the Ninth Circle of 
Bandom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00647612 10527 100 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:08:40am  
 
Commandante Marcos wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I heard on the radio many of the marines are itching to go in to Fallujah and 
kick some butt. The blood for pay, oil for pay killers will no doubt gun down 
many innocent Iraqis in the process of getting revenge for some 
mercs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wipe the drool off your keyboard, son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648176 10530 13 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 4:51:46pm  
 
Hmm. I'm about to hide this entry, because the person calling himself "Alhamedi 
Alanezi" also posted with the name "Sol Rosenblum." There's something fishy 
about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648196 10530 33 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 5:10:30pm  
 
evariste: He was using a British ISP, as many (connected) Saudis do. Another 
reason why my BS detector is beeping loudly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648199 10530 36 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 5:13:18pm  
 
FH: it was the same computer. I know this for a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648219 10530 56 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 5:37:30pm  
 
I've removed the block on his British IP. If he wants to comment, he can. (And 
if he's a real blogger, he's already aware of this discussion because he's 
watching his referrer logs like a hawk.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648247 10530 84 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 6:15:29pm  
 
FH: I have absolutely no doubt that this is the same person. If I am wrong, in 
spite of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, I will be very happy to admit 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648282 10530 119 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:21:04pm  
 
zombie: it's not against the rules to post with different names -- unless you're 
doing it to hide something, or to make it seem like you have support when it's 
really only one person. Those are the red flags that will cause 
banning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648294 10530 131 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 10:44:43am  
 



Thank you for the post, Alhamedi, and for admitting to posting under a second 
name. A real troll would never admit to making a mistake, and I appreciate your 
honesty.</P> 
You won't be banned again. But you should be aware that most people at LGF do 
not think there is a moral equivalence between the actions of the Palestinians 
and those of the Israelis. Too many bus bombings, too many deliberate murders of 
women and children, too much deliberate terrorism targeted against civilians -- 
that's why you received such a strong reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648429 10532 52 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 7:27:28pm  
 
"4moreYears" is posting with an account in South Korea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648533 10532 156 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:11:41pm  
 
Armed Liberal (#113) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, Charles, I kinda wished you'd have been clearer, and not suggested that 
WoC (as opposed to commenters there) are calling this a hate site; that's 
something I would never say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wrote "attacked AT," not "attacked BY."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648611 10533 12 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 8:33:39pm  
 
Digital Octopi: I agree that the left doesn't understand the military mind. But 
to use photos of dead soldiers to attack the President is absolutely beyond the 
pale.</P> 
Unfortunately, however, not beyond the left.</P> 
I cannot understand how someone could gather these photos, look at the faces of 
those who sacrificed their lives to defend America, and not feel one tiny twinge 
of misgiving over what they were doing.</P> 
This is an absolute disgrace. I promise you that the families of the soldiers 
used in this way would be appalled at what has been made of the images of their 
sons and daughters, and how their sacrifice has been mocked and used for a cheap 
political point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648627 10533 28 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 9:12:58pm  
 
#25 was posted from Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00648728 10534 43 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2004 10:33:17pm  
 
I'm sorry if any of our readers saw that unbelievably foul post from the 
creature calling itself 'IXLNXS.'</P> 
This creep is banned, and if it manages to post anything else it will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00649269 10538 2 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 7:47:13am  
 
You are such a tiresome little bore, andagain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00650225 10541 251 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 4:25:34pm  
 
Telefunken: I'm still trying to find out more about your incredible revelation 
that Al Jazeera and Al Arabiya actually use pictures of dead children to incite 
hatred against America.</P> 
Wow.</P> 
That was quite an eye-opener. Who'd'a thunk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650381 10543 12 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 11:10:47am  
 
grayp: I'm not sure what you're asking. The person who received the email 
verified its authenticity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650394 10543 25 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 11:23:59am  
 
grayp: if you send me an email, I'll send you the address of Esti Sherbelis and 
you can ask her for more details. (I don't want to post her email address 
publicly.)</P> 
Personally, I have very little doubt that the email is genuine. This is how bad 
it's gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650649 10543 280 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 4:05:45pm  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">280</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Apr 7, 2004 
4:05:45pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00650663 10543 294 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 5:37:31pm  
 
Post #280 is not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650742 10544 14 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 3:50:34pm  
 
realwest: Kathryn Cramer is a well-known author and editor of science fiction 
anthologies. I even have a few of her books in my library.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650813 10544 85 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 4:19:21pm  
 



Joel Rosenberg: thanks for the comments. Of course, if Cramer has actually 
received threats, that is double plus ungood.</P> 
However, given her very weird and overblown reaction to all this, I am not 
willing to simply accept that this claim is true.</P> 
If she really did receive such threats, she should prove it. I am more than 
skeptical about this claim from her -- I think she's probably 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650865 10544 137 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 4:50:18pm  
 
Yankee Zionist: she deleted the post to hide her ghoulish 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650901 10544 173 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 5:11:59pm  
 
Sydney Carton: AAAUUUGGHHH! My EYES! Make it STOP!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00650938 10544 210 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 5:47:00pm  
 
JMC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have seen more than one person's address posted on LGF, BTW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, you haven't. Or, if you did, it was deleted shortly 
thereafter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00651083 10545 12 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2004 5:08:13pm  
 
black_flag: sheesh. With everything else going on at Lizardoid HQ, now I have to 
worry about hat tips too?</P> 
OK, the tip is thine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00651296 10546 160 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 2:17:30am  
 
#158 was posted from the University of Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00652081 10552 9 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 6:21:29am  
 
I agree, there's a point; I've said the same thing myself, that there should 
have been a big shakeup -- especially at the FBI.</P> 
But this story is an incredibly transparent political smear job; this is not how 
the discussion of this important matter should proceed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00652121 10552 49 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 7:16:20am  
 
Commandante Marcos writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Granted Saddam is not the kindest soul...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Granted, Hitler had a mild dislike of Jews...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00652141 10552 69 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 7:43:22am  
 
Marcos is so over the top, I think he's playing games with us. My BS detector is 
beeping loudly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00652776 10557 258 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 12:14:03pm  
 
The "curtis lemay" Morlock was using a Swedish account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653599 10563 6 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 2:06:58pm  
 
Sheesh, picky picky, Walter. (You're right, of course.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653603 10563 10 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 2:08:18pm  
 
P.S. Don't I get any credit for navigating the difficult reef of pluralities in 
the headline?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653605 10563 12 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 2:08:58pm  
 
Sanity Inspector: Some are AFP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653774 10564 122 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:16:25pm  
 
The BS detector is showing a slight reading, on a message posted above. Not 
sure, so I don't want to identify the source of the signal yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653775 10564 123 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:18:30pm  
 
And no, that's not an invitation to guess. &lt;grin /&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653778 10564 126 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:21:46pm  
 
A slight reading. That's all I'm sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653856 10565 22 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:01:48pm  
 
brianstien: the "Daily Unique" count is the number of unique visitors -- in 
other words, repeat visits from the same person aren't counted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653875 10565 41 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:56:00pm  
 
Beagle: we had that email, courtesy of lizardoid Jolly Roger, earlier this 
morning:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10557_Postcard_from_the_Edge
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00653956 10567 17 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 4:59:06pm  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">17</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Apr 8, 2004 
4:59:06pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00653965 10567 26 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 5:01:54pm  
 
<STRONG>"Marcos" is deliberately trying to provoke extreme comments. Please do 
not feed this one.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653973 10567 34 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 5:05:56pm  
 
#17 is me. Check out the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00653988 10567 49 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 5:11:23pm  
 
See the front page. I'll hide the post as soon as you folks get over the fear 
(and I don't blame you -- after the past few days I'm feeling a little paranoid 
myself).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00654102 10567 163 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 6:35:17pm  
 
Sorry, Innismir -- looks like I read you wrong, in the midst of trying to do 100 
things at once. I deleted comment #17.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00654172 10567 233 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 7:30:15pm  
 
Innismir -- we try not to talk about ... the <EM>dreaded comment 
#17!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00654530 10570 10 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2004 9:30:19pm  
 
Oh, don't worry, folks -- the jaw's still up. I see these lyrics as profoundly 
hopeful, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00654599 10570 79 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 7:23:00am  
 



Thom -- we try not to mention <EM>the dreaded comment #17!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00655396 10576 3 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 9:53:11am  
 
Claudius: sure -- keep us up to date.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00655436 10577 1 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 10:06:10am  
 
Hamas is hurtin', folks. Hurtin' bad. Money's drying up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00655956 10582 47 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 1:24:18pm  
 
"Bob" (#14) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The massive denial of responsibility begins. A certain other blogging dipshit is 
ducking and running for her part in all this ("it was all just my medication"), 
coward Charles posted a belated and convenient warning after the fact to try to 
cover his ass, and now he runs even more.</P> 
You're a complete coward, Johnson, pure and simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Kathryn? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00656071 10582 162 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 2:43:44am  
 
Jheka: anyone who would defend what Cramer has done, friend or not, has a 
problem. A true friend wouldn't enable her bizarre behavior.</P> 
Gary Farber used to drop me whiny little emails from time to time begging me to 
link to his blog. What we're seeing here is payback time because he doesn't feel 
like the blogosphere has adequately recognized his genius.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00656141 10583 57 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 2:26:05pm  
 
Thom: I don't mind. I have a copy too, but for some reason didn't feel like 
posting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00656564 10588 13 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2004 5:05:56pm  
 
Heh. Allah's touchy tonight. Things not going well with the 
<EM>mujahideen</EM>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00656969 10591 102 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 2:30:34am  
 
The person posting under the names 'PNAC,' '4moreYears,' etc. is a banned moron 
who keeps coming back with different proxies. It will not be allowed to post 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657051 10592 52 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 8:20:58am  
 



#25 was posted by a previously banned troll, who sneaked back in typical troll 
fashion, using a proxy. Any other comments this person tries to post will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657118 10593 49 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 8:42:11am  
 
Crichton wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think it's important to try to rise above the mud-level all of this can 
sometimes bring us down to, stop preaching to all our respective choirs, and try 
to find some common cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I couldn't agree more. And for the record, when the Clinton impeachment hearings 
were going on I was similarly appalled at the partisan grandstanding.</P> 
The difference now is that this is a crucial juncture in the nation's history. 
We're at war. And the Democrat party, at almost every level that I can see, is 
behaving like children throwing tantrums, and sending our enemies an 
unmistakable signal of weakness.</P> 
Legitimate criticism is one thing; one <EM>desirable</EM> thing. But what's 
happening on the left side of the aisle is looking more and more like a full-
fledged psychotic meltdown.</P> 
And I say this as a life-long Democrat, who now feels as if the party has 
mutated into a monster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657290 10595 13 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 9:06:00am  
 
The second verse may refer to America. It could be taken other ways though.</P> 
It's no mystery that Todd's a peacenik. But the first verse shows he recognizes 
the enemy -- which is more than I can say for most other 
musicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657341 10595 64 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 11:47:18am  
 
Michael: that was really good. Thanks.</P> 
Oh, and on the Rundgren-skeptic front -- I hated "New World Order." I was ready 
to write him off as too mellow from having lived too long in Hawaii. Tokin' da 
kine pakalolo all day, li' dat.</P> 
But the new album really is stunning. Todd's a peacenik and anti-right wing 
(although he's too smart to really be classed as left wing either), and after 
reading over the responses here and taking another look at the lyrics, I think 
he probably did mean the second verse to be about the US.</P> 
But if I began liking music based on my political preferences I'd have to toss 
out most of my CD collection.</P> 
It's a short step, by the way, from realizing the truth about Islamic radicalism 
(which he obviously does) to realizing that pacifism isn't a viable option. 
Maybe Todd will eventually take that step.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657516 10597 17 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:04:40am  
 
Engineer: I delete them because that kind of poison does nothing to improve or 
advance a discussion. All it does is enrage people, drawing enraged responses, 
and 9 times out of 10 that's exactly what the troll wants -- so he does it 
again.</P> 



I've seen many forums completely ruined by allowing posts like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657523 10597 24 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:07:44am  
 
Right on cue, up pops "Pals" in comment #9.</P> 
This one is benefitting from American society at the 
University&nbsp;of&nbsp;California,&nbsp;Los&nbsp; Angeles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657532 10597 33 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:10:15am  
 
bpolsky wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is "Veritas" the same troll who last posted under the moniker, 
"Truth?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No -- that's a very common trait of the LGF Morlock. They love idiotic self-
aggrandizing names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657537 10597 38 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:19:05am  
 
You guys are missing the point. If I leave comments like this visible all the 
time, the discussions <EM>will</EM> spiral out of control, and the Morlock 
<EM>will</EM> be fed -- and Morlocks keep stoking the fire until someone hoses 
them down.</P> 
I know this from way too much experience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657551 10597 52 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:29:21am  
 
I don't know -- because capital letters in bold piss me off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657570 10597 71 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:42:27am  
 
Osama-bin-dere (#57) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But wouldn't a troll-free LGF become less interesting? Less 
real?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't think you need to worry about LGF ever becoming troll-
free.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657599 10597 100 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 10:55:48am  
 
von: it speaks volumes that you see no essential difference between the posts 
(and people posting) that you quoted and the ones in my entry.</P> 
I'm not going to defend Camel Prophet's more extreme comments. That's why there 
is a disclaimer at the top of each page. It says opinions do not necessarily 
reflect mine.</P> 
And that's what it means. Read it again. It's there for a reason, and it really 
gets tiresome having to point it out.</P> 
Camel Prophet is the one person probably quoted most in these endless whiny 
discussions. As I said, I don't defend his more extreme remarks. BUT ... to put 
him on the same plane as the people quoted above is just absolutely disingenuous 



and stupid. Camel Prophet <STRONG>knows</STRONG> what he's talking about. He's 
coming from a position of voluminous knowledge about Islam and radical Islam in 
particular, and has also made comments about other world situations that 
indicate real experience.</P> 
I made a decision to continue allowing his posts, even though I agree he goes 
over the line often in the incendiary rhetoric, because on balance he is 
providing a lot (and I mean a lot) of good background information. All it takes 
to get the info is a standard issue internet flame filter -- the kind I thought 
most web people had put in place years ago.</P> 
But apparently, some people's filters stop working when they need to attack 
someone on the "other side."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657604 10597 105 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 11:00:49am  
 
And by the way, Camel Prophet: in addition to what I wrote above, I would 
appreciate it if you would try to restrain the more vehement remarks. It would 
sure make my life a little easier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657635 10597 136 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 11:23:53am  
 
von ranted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It similarly speaks volumes that you're willing to excuse Camel Prophet's 
remarks as mere "rhetoric."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See, this is exactly what I mean by disingenuous. I wrote 
<STRONG>incendiary</STRONG> rhetoric.</P> 
And now von goes back into the ignore file. Expect seething to 
follow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657668 10597 169 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 11:58:36am  
 
realwest (#152) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Von - I know that you've been engaged in a discussion with Charles, his ownself, 
but when you find the time, could you please respond to my 
#115?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
He'll have plenty of time to discuss it with you, because I'm done with him and 
his attempts to distort my words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657716 10597 217 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 12:36:49pm  
 
John Robert (#190) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wish you'd post more--if you can--about who exactly is posting from these 
universities. Certainly you must have additional referring information? When one 
uses a university server, a university member is required to uphold standards of 
decency and civility. I'd like to know--more than mere curiosity, I'm a 
professor at Boston University.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't get personal information from an IP address, other than the fact that it 
came from a server at BU. I can tell you that "give-me-a-break" found LGF by 
searching Yahoo for "<A 
href="http://search.yahoo.com/search?p=%22UN%20Partion%20of%20Palestine%22&amp;f
r=fp-pull-web-t&amp;n=20&amp;fl=0&amp;x=wrt" target=_blank>UN Partion of 



Palestine</A>." And he was using a Macintosh computer, with Safari as his 
browser.</P> 
I was also able to determine something about the state of his mental health, but 
I didn't need any web tricks to figure that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657823 10597 324 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:00:36pm  
 
I'm testing something with this post just for you. you may not believe it, but 
you will probably like it if you are anything like me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657824 10597 325 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:05:34pm  
 
If you are like me you want to be able to read your posts. You can't do anything 
about what's in their alleged brains, but at least it can be a little easier to 
read.</P> 
You know what i mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657826 10597 327 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:07:30pm  
 
Cool. It works. Heh heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657830 10597 331 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:08:39pm  
 
Can anyone guess what I just did? (Hint: look up at an earlier series of 
exchanges...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657831 10597 332 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:09:41pm  
 
Not <EM>faux</EM> Charles. You will figure it out eventually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657856 10597 357 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:30:06pm  
 
Are u getting it yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657861 10597 362 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:32:41pm  
 
Colt: tweaking the code...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657881 10597 382 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 3:49:22pm  
 
Er, well, I didn't exactly write a grammar checker in a half hour...</P> 
Just trying to take care of my pet peeve. Heh.</P> 
u have no idea how much that annoys me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657915 10597 416 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 4:09:24pm  
 
von wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



(To actually do it would be idiotic and immoral.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
To actually think anyone here has the <EM>power</EM> to do it is beyond 
idiotic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00657926 10597 427 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 4:34:12pm  
 
Promethea: you're not even close to being banned. In fact, that was 
<EM>very</EM> well said.</P> 
I'd also like to commend <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10602#c0050" 
target=_blank>Camel Prophet</A> for not using bold capital letters, in a great 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00658724 10602 147 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 5:59:13am  
 
Camel Prophet: that kind of language toward Yehudit is not OK. You owe her an 
apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00658752 10603 4 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 6:08:11pm  
 
It's the dreaded <EM>comment #17!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659158 10605 21 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 8:31:48pm  
 
zulubaby: didn't you know? We try not to mention the <EM>dreaded comment 
#17</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659161 10605 24 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2004 8:33:52pm  
 
What is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659356 10606 18 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 6:05:21am  
 
realwest: thanks for the concern, but I got 8 hours of sleep and I'm rested and 
ready. Planning on cycling a bit later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659363 10606 25 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 6:09:39am  
 
Thom™: we try not to mention the <EM>dreaded comment #17!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659398 10606 60 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 6:41:16am  
 
scaramouche: shh. Don't want to wake up the Mudheads with any factual data; it 
might hurt their feelings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659411 10606 73 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 7:00:09am  
 
Mike: you have stung me to the quick.</P> 



Guess you missed the numerous statements from the owner of that site saying it 
was exactly what he wanted, and that he was delighted with it?</P> 
Thank you for the comment, though. Every time you folks reveal yourselves as the 
low, crass, hate-filled slogan spouters you are, I laugh. But just a little; 
then I get back to work.</P> 
Happy Easter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659423 10606 85 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 7:13:34am  
 
It's on the front page, cedar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659440 10606 102 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 7:44:17am  
 
cedar: got it. So, in other words, a front page post that contains a vile 
picture (unflattering, too) of me as Eva Braun is fine with you?</P> 
Thanks for clarifying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659444 10606 106 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 7:46:41am  
 
ronnie: Thank you for sharing that; it brought tears to my eyes. What an amazing 
synchronicity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659451 10606 113 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 8:09:05am  
 
cedar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, it's not. However, I don't recall seeing a picture of you at all on 
MetaFilter. Did I miss something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nice dodge. Thanks for playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659507 10606 169 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 10:45:48am  
 
Folks, we're talking about two different things. The actual picture was not 
visible on the Mudfilter page.</P> 
There was, however, a link to the picture. That's what cedar and johnny dee 
think is just fine. According to these guys, there's a huge difference between 
posting the actual picture, and posting a link telling people to go look at the 
picture. Apparently, when someone posts a link to a crude photoshop that puts my 
head on Eva Braun's body at Metafilter, I'm supposed to have humility and 
acknowledge that I'm not always right.</P> 
It's a matter of nuance, you see. When executing a personal smear job, it's good 
to do it in as nuanced a way as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659514 10606 176 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 11:09:10am  
 
One is left to wonder how long that personal attack would have remained on 
Metafilter's front page if I <EM>hadn't</EM> linked to it.</P> 
Getting caught does wonders for some people's scruples.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659518 10606 180 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 11:24:31am  



 
Folks, what we have here is a typical case of lefty role reversal. To divert 
attention away from the fact that a link to a really nasty personal attack was 
left on Mudfilter's front page for several hours -- on Easter morning, mind you 
-- it's now become a matter of the "group think" at LGF. We're all supposed to 
be ashamed and I'm supposed to be humble. And even pointing it out is called a 
bad thing.</P> 
Just observe the tactics at work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659520 10606 182 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 11:32:07am  
 
OK, folks -- I don't know for sure -- I never saw the picture at Mudfilter. So I 
don't know either way, at least from my personal experience.</P> 
But be aware -- this is <EM>not the issue</EM>. This is an attempt by Mudfilter 
groupies to turn the argument around and deflect the blame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659535 10606 197 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 12:12:15pm  
 
cedar: you're really starting to show your jerk badge.</P> 
The "Nuke Mecca crowd," as you put it, does not appear on the front page.</P> 
"A dumb post." I'm trying to remain level-headed here. But someday I'd like to 
see how you react if you wake up on a nice Easter morning and find the Mudfilter 
slimeballs chuckling and patting each other on the back at how clever they are 
for comparing you to Adolf Hitler's girlfriend.</P> 
In an ugly polka dot dress to boot.</P> 
Right, but that's just "dumb." Whereas, pointing it out is "shameful, 
hypocritical, disingenuous," etc. etc. etc. retch.</P> 
That "dumb" post stayed up for almost 6 hours, until I linked to it. I'm pretty 
sure that if I hadn't linked to it, it would have remained.</P> 
Now go away, you pest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659542 10606 204 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 12:23:43pm  
 
Please note: now the discussion has turned to ways to shut LGF down, at 
Metatalk.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://metatalk.metafilter.com/mefi/6454" 
target=_blank>metatalk.metafilter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659553 10606 215 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 12:33:49pm  
 
That's right, not everything is about me. How could I have thought that putting 
my head on Eva Braun, then gloating over it at Metafilter, was about me?</P> 
I'm such a thin-skinned narcissist. You have taught me much, 
cedar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00659642 10606 304 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 7:47:08pm  
 
And by the way, at this point, you've made my case, underlined it, signed it, 
sealed it, bought insurance, and shipped it FedEx. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00660139 10609 212 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 2:59:05pm  



 
"counterconservatism expert" was nowhere near Texas, by the way. He's at Oberlin 
College in Ohio.</P> 
Another young genius. Hope of the future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00660143 10609 216 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 3:11:14pm  
 
"DoubleStandard" is lecturing us from Maryland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00660242 10611 59 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 2:44:03pm  
 
<STRONG>Note:</STRONG> See the update to the thread. They're saying mean things 
about us over at "Screw Them" Zuniga's hole again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00660303 10611 120 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 3:33:16pm  
 
Paladin: Mister Ghost is a friendly lizard -- he was quoting a comment posted 
over there. Take another look at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00660606 10614 76 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2004 6:32:17pm  
 
dexter green: knowing a bit about web backend systems, I couldn't disagree with 
you more.</P> 
The ramifications of allowing a security hole like this to be opened go way 
beyond the hole itself. I can imagine a dozen scenarios off the top of my head 
that could have serious implications for national security.</P> 
And if they are this careless about opening a hole THIS big (they let <EM>anyone 
on the internet</EM> post a page at Kerry's official site -- this is not a minor 
problem), what other easily exploitable holes have they left 
open?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661018 10617 53 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 8:10:46am  
 
^^^ This person is in Hoboken, New Jersey. ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661293 10619 90 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 7:06:45am  
 
Another genius shows up!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661307 10619 104 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 7:35:16am  
 
SAO (who is in Canada) takes a pause from bashing LGF at every other site in the 
blogosphere, to spew:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nobody is comparing Charles himself to a Nazi, just a few "cherry-picked" 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh huh. That Eva Braun thing, why, that's just a <EM>joke</EM>, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00661324 10619 121 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 7:57:26am  
 
Notice: showing up in Yglesias' comments now, the same people who always show up 
when an LGF bashing session starts, like flies circling fresh 
feces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661334 10619 131 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 8:13:49am  
 
People like #129, who would normally have their comments deleted, do a better 
job of proving my point than I ever could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661337 10619 134 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 8:20:44am  
 
#129 won't be allowed to post anything else. One's enough to display to the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661344 10619 141 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 8:33:41am  
 
"chuckiebubbles" used to post here under the name "ahem".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661361 10619 158 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 9:04:09am  
 
Wow. Now the <EM>real</EM> whackos are coming out in Yglesias' comments.</P> 
Thanks to all who supported me and LGF over there. The lizardoids handled 
themselves in an exemplary fashion.</P> 
And the haters are now showing the world what <EM>they're</EM> really 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661363 10619 160 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 9:13:20am  
 
Athos: that creep's comment is gone. Gotta be quicker on the draw, buddy! 
(Thanks...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661370 10619 167 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 9:36:17am  
 
It's a lie. There has never been a single post by me that uses the word 
"pancake" to refer to Rachel Corrie. Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661371 10619 168 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 9:39:41am  
 
And if her brother's address was ever posted, it was deleted as soon as I became 
aware of it. But I don't recall this ever happening either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661372 10619 169 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 9:41:57am  
 
And I have never encouraged, instructed, or brainwashed anyone into writing 
email to Corrie's parents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00661477 10619 274 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 2:48:20pm  
 
"thumper" is a very scary bunny. Don't let thumper get me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661484 10619 281 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 3:03:24pm  
 
In addition to two points that no one seems to want to acknowledge:</P> 
1. there's a disclaimer at the top of every page. Read it. It's there for a 
reason, and</P> 
2. the people making the complaint have no idea how many posts I delete or don't 
delete ...</P> 
There's another reason why occasionally angry, venting comments such as those 
quoted by "Detached Observer" (uh...) are not deleted.</P> 
If you look at more than a few of these carefully extracted quotes and put them 
in context, they almost always follow barbaric acts of terrorism. Or barbaric 
honor killings. Or the expressed desire of an Islamic spiritual leader for Allah 
to freeze the blood of the infidel.</P> 
All of these are facts, backed up with links or citations.</P> 
If I begin deleting and banning people based on the PC delusions of weak-minded 
critics who count random combinations of words and think it proves something 
(<EM>oooh! I found 31 matches for "vermin!" LFGers are Nazis!</EM>), I would 
risk turning off people who, on another day, might provide a concise explanation 
of an obscure medical issue. Or a link to an interesting story about 
nanotechnology. Or a first-person account of a historic event.</P> 
All of these are actual cases; the same people described above have occasionally 
given vent to vehement expressions of disgust -- usually when there is a damned 
good reason to be disgusted.</P> 
Some of the quotes favored by the bashers, for example are from our thread about 
Gal Eisenmann. A heartbreaking, rage-inducing story of a beautiful little girl 
deliberately murdered at a bus stop.</P> 
Heartbreaking, that is -- if you <EM>have</EM> a heart, and a sense of morality. 
Those who cherry-pick through topics like that looking for extreme comments will 
find them.</P> 
And they'll also expose themselves as heartless ghouls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661501 10619 298 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 4:10:20pm  
 
Heartless Observer wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
do not respond by saying that the death of Palestinian children is not the the 
same thing as the death of Israeli children because Palestinians deliberately 
put their children in harm's way. While true, <B>this is irrelevant</B>. The 
issue is whether comments that call for the sterilization of an entire race are 
justified merely because they occured after a tragedy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What can I say? You and I have very different ideas of 
"relevance."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00661557 10619 354 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 6:00:38pm  
 
Number of matches for "f*ck" in <A 
href="http://www.matthewyglesias.com/archives/003049.html" target=_blank>one 
topic</A> in <STRONG>one day</STRONG> at Matthew Yglesias' site, as of this 
writing: <STRONG><EM>393</EM></STRONG>.</P> 



Number that contain vicious personal attacks on yours truly: don't feel like 
counting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00662152 10624 16 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 11:29:43am  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">16</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Mon, Apr 12, 
2004 11:29:43am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00662178 10624 42 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 11:48:50am  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">42</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Mon, Apr 12, 
2004 11:48:50am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00662269 10625 15 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 12:41:54pm  
 
Marshall wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Okay, Christianity distinguishes by nature between church and state. Riiight. 
Tell that to Torquemada or Pat Robertson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But it does. One of Jesus' core tenets was expressed in "Render unto Caesar that 
which is Caesar's, and unto God that which is God's."</P> 
Individuals and governments have done bad things in the name of Christianity. 
This is no secret. But Christianity <EM>does</EM> distinguish between Church and 
State, in the very words of the founder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00662905 10630 15 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2004 5:53:16pm  
 



"Malcolm" posted a link to one of Steve Bell's nasty Guardian cartoons -- and I 
have no problem showing this. We should know about sentiments like 
Bell's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663131 10631 35 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 6:31:20am  
 
(Yes, it's my birthday. Shhh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663132 10631 36 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 6:31:50am  
 
(But thank you for the birthday wishes...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663183 10632 4 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 6:23:39am  
 
Well, since Matthew asked for a "policy recommendation" but didn't say what it 
was supposed to be about, this is the first policy recommendation that came to 
mind. It's a sound policy, and has probably kept many a thief from stealing my 
lunch money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663259 10632 80 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 7:18:46am  
 
foreign devil wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ignore stupidy--it can only rub off on you. You're much better than that. 
;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree. But how could I pass up such a golden opportunity for snarky 
comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663271 10632 92 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 7:28:16am  
 
I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But how could I pass up such a golden opportunity for snarky 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And even better -- snarky comments that <A 
href="http://www.matthewyglesias.com/archives/003061.html" target=_blank>flew 
right over young Matthew's head</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663273 10632 94 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 7:31:26am  
 
justdanny and musician: and never work with Buddy Rich.</P> 
What? He's still dead?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663320 10632 141 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 9:58:36am  
 
Inside the Whale: Buddy was a phenomenal drummer and a phenomenally nasty human 
being. Not to take anything away from his talent, which was prodigious, but 
listen to <A href="http://www.bridgeboymusic.com/billyboy/mybuddy.htm" 
target=_blank>the secret Buddy Rich tapes</A> to see why I say 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00663321 10632 142 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 10:01:59am  
 
Thanks for the birthday wishes, folks! Now would you please get back to being 
knuckle-dragging, hate-spewing racists? We have a reputation to maintain.</P> 
<EM>Bwahahahaha!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663348 10632 169 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 1:01:25pm  
 
Skanda opined:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I find myself embarrassed to be even human. Were your commentators abused as 
children, and that’s why they turned out this way? Or were they just born fucked 
up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm embarrassed you're human too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663839 10636 79 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 11:23:43am  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00663841 10636 81 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 11:26:41am  
 
So how's the weather over there in Haifa, Nathan East?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664270 10642 36 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 1:53:28pm  
 
#29: Markos? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664391 10644 5 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 1:29:52pm  
 
(Please note: read carefully -- it's a pro-LGF agenda...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664396 10644 10 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 1:37:08pm  
 
Thanks, Roger, for demonstrating once again my incredible Rasputin-like hold 
over the lizardoid hordes. Bwa! Bwa hahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664421 10644 35 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 2:13:08pm  
 
#30: Katherine? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664523 10646 10 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 2:34:51pm  
 
addison: thank you! And I believe the last two or three times Sharon has been 
here the Palestinians have arranged huge atrocities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00664744 10648 49 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2004 3:50:01pm  



 
First question, the media gets Vietnam and QUAGMIRE into one 
sentence!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00666064 10654 120 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 10:02:56am  
 
LGF has been loading slowly, it's true; I think it's because of very high 
traffic, due to the numerous lefty blogs linking to the Eva Braun/Nazi LGF 
quiz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00666326 10655 60 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 11:39:26am  
 
Angie Schultz: clearing the cache doesn't throw away all your cookies and 
passwords, etc. It just gets rid of stored copies of web pages (and CSS 
files).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00666327 10655 61 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 11:40:45am  
 
The problem with the blogads taking over the screen is something I haven't 
experienced myself. But I've sent a tech support note to the blogads people 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00666934 10659 6 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 1:15:50pm  
 
Powerline, Fraters Libertas, Lileks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667119 10659 191 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 4:32:17pm  
 
I haven't heard it yet -- just got back from running errands. Did they criticize 
my polka dot dress?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667142 10659 214 Charles Wed, Apr 14, 2004 6:32:57pm  
 
Wow! Very strange to hear yourself discussed like that on the radio.</P> 
Matthew thinks I'm a very angry person, and tut-tuts about the angry tone of 
LGF's comments.</P> 
And doesn't even mention the tone of what happened in his comments -- which I 
think most impartial observers would have to agree was far uglier than any 
thread at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667353 10661 102 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 10:35:12am  
 
Anne Gwynne's name is not on the page linked above. It's unclear whether that 
section was written by Rachel herself -- and that's why I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Rachel is the only author listed on this page of messages from ISM 
members...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I deliberately did not attribute the words to Rachel Corrie, because it wasn't 
clear.</P> 



However -- there's nothing misleading about attributing the <EM>sentiments</EM> 
expressed in the quote above to ISM members. That's why they're in the 
Palestinian-funded ISM, after all.</P> 
And all you have to do is look at the photos of Corrie burning a mock flag, her 
face twisted in rage and hate, to know that she shared those 
sentiments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667355 10661 104 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 11:25:30am  
 
You'll notice, however, that there is another attribution/signature line at the 
bottom of the page for Rachel.</P> 
It's confusing, and not clear at all that the first section was written by 
someone else. The ISM web site has that quote, attributed to Anne Gwynne, I 
agree. But the ISM lies blatantly when it serves their purpose, so I can't take 
that as definitive proof either.</P> 
In any case, as I've already pointed out, because it was unclear I specifically 
did not attribute that quote to Rachel Corrie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667361 10661 110 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 1:00:23pm  
 
1) I don't know that it wasn't Rachel Corrie. You're linking to the web sites of 
Palestinian propaganda groups, and I do not consider them to be definitive proof 
of anything; on sites like the Palestine Chronicle, lying is standard fare.</P> 
2) There's no need to clarify anything. I did not attribute the quote to Rachel 
Corrie, because (he wrote for the third time) it was unclear whether she wrote 
it or not. I wrote that her name was the only name on that page at Scoop, and 
this is true.</P> 
3) The larger point stands that the quote I printed above is absolutely 
representative of the philosophy and politics of the ISM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667364 10661 113 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 1:13:49pm  
 
William Swann: so you consider the ISM web site and Palestine Chronicle to be 
legitimate, unquestionable sources?</P> 
Again, there's nothing to correct. I did not write that the quote above was 
written by Rachel Corrie, just noted that her name is the only one on the page 
with that quote, under a title: "Courage and More Martyrs."</P> 
However, I will add a note to mention the assertions by you and "Hipocrite 
[sic]".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667371 10661 120 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 2:28:23pm  
 
It's very tempting to delete posts like the one above, which are a good 
illustration of how the left (and particularly the ISM left) deals with the 
issue of Corrie -- with lies, smears, exaggerations and distortions.</P> 
But I'll leave that one in place, even though it now risks being quoted for the 
next LGF-bashing survey. (Which may have been the reason for it being posted in 
the first place.)</P> 
By the way, Rachel Corrie was no teenager.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667372 10661 121 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 2:29:41pm  
 



(Referring to post #118, of course.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667375 10661 124 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2004 3:18:02pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00667380 10661 129 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 7:04:07am  
 
V the K: yes, I'm beginning to think you're right. The picture is going 
up...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669454 10675 127 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 5:57:32am  
 
von: are you threatening me with legal action?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669455 10675 128 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 5:57:57am  
 
(Starting the weasel stopwatch...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669473 10675 146 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 6:32:32am  
 
von wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course not, Charles . How the Hell could you even think that? (That a weasely 
enough answer for you?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, thank you. Exactly what I expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669477 10675 150 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 6:37:25am  
 
von: could you possibly be any more dishonest? A big topic of discussion during 
Yglesias's appearance was the LGF brouhaha. You know this. So why are you 
thrashing around like an off-balance washing machine, trying to obfuscate 
it?</P> 
Apparently in your laser-like legal opinion, Yglesias is free to casually smear 
me and LGF any time he likes, but if I respond, I'm opening myself to the 
possibility of legal action. Keep talking, tool. You're doing a great job of 
showing (once again) your ugly, vindictive agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669481 10675 154 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 6:44:25am  
 
Michele: I for one will miss your passionate commentary. I certainly appreciate 
your reasons for cooling out the war/political angle, though -- and I'm sure the 
hate mail to a woman blogger is much worse than the garbage I get.</P> 
(Just remember: ankle biters. That's what they are.)</P> 
You're always welcome to comment here, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669491 10675 164 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 6:59:40am  
 



von: what you call my "cropped" version of Yglesias's post is missing <EM>one 
unimportant sentence</EM> from his original entry. Anyone reading this is free 
to go there and read what Yglesias wrote, and decide for themselves whether 
there is anything misleading about my entry above.</P> 
Keep thrashing, though. It's fascinating to watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669517 10675 190 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 2:03:35pm  
 
Meryl wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
By the way, Charles, aren't you supposed to be banning and deleting people who 
disagree with you? How come von is still posting?</P> 
I don't get it. You allow DISSENT here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I didn't notice -- is someone dissenting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00669810 10679 4 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 7:30:07am  
 
Every time these slimeballs go up against someone who asks them tough, real 
questions about their motivations, they come apart like cheap suits.</P> 
I loved that question: "do you think Israel has checkpoints because of 
terrorism, or because Israelis are sadistic?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00670004 10681 28 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 10:05:14am  
 
Ms Andi: there's no one named "Caleb" in my ban file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00670020 10681 44 Charles Fri, Apr 16, 2004 12:44:48pm  
 
Bill: Don't like the way I handle criticism? Well, at least you can post a 
comment and tell me that, can't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00670993 10690 105 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 7:45:49am  
 
#95 ("dave") is visiting from the tolerant, peaceful folks who populate the 
comments at Atrios, where he boasted about his daring trip into the LGF lion's 
den and wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Let's see how long it lasts!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See, "dave" -- sometimes I like to leave those sorts of comments in place, 
believe it or not. Because when you come in here spewing profanity and foaming 
at the mouth, you do a better job of discrediting yourself than I could ever 
do.</P> 
Thanks for the comment!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00671318 10692 26 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 6:56:28am  
 
Dudley Storey: hilarious parody of leftist PC-babble! Run with it, man. You're 
on a roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00671459 10696 8 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 7:48:59am  



 
Chris Patten, by the way, is famous for stonewalling the investigation into 
Palestinian misuse of EU funds, and saying he wanted an investigation as much as 
he wanted "<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4683" 
target=_blank>a hole in the head</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00672640 10699 93 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 1:17:19pm  
 
ted: sorry, I don't allow stuff like that to be posted at LGF, as a rule. If you 
want to point out the page at counterpunch that's OK; presumably she gave 
permission for it to be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00672710 10699 163 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 1:56:23pm  
 
Aziz Poonawalla pulls some comments from the topic about Rantisi's death, and 
pronounces LGF a home for immoral ghouls:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
UPDATE: Of course, Israeli partisanship has no shortage of depraved, immoral 
ghouls. Crowing about the death of a child - any child - is a clear marker of 
evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://unmedia.blogspot.com/2004_04_17_unmedia_archive.html#10822302268561
0784" target=_blank>unmedia.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
Just one problem, Aziz. Rantisi's son was <STRONG>twenty seven</STRONG> years 
old.</P> 
Hardly a child.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00672896 10700 32 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 2:02:05pm  
 
"isa" wrote...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
God Bless America.</P> 
I suggest you repeat that. Love and loyalty to your country 
first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
... from Montreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00673017 10700 153 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 3:56:55pm  
 
^^^ Sweden ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00673480 10702 11 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2004 4:21:51pm  
 
<A href="http://bugmenot.com/view.php?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nrc.nl%2F" 
target=_blank>Login accounts for nrc.nl</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00674202 10710 3 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 8:45:29am  
 
addison: no, not surprised at all. But it still has to be pointed 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00674483 10714 1 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 10:39:23am  
 
Wait a minute. Anyone know if this site is a joke? It's gotta be a joke, 
right?</P> 
Either that or I woke up in a different dimension today...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00674515 10714 33 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 11:19:56am  
 
Right now, I'm trying to figure out if this is something I should block. I'm not 
sure I want to be associated with this "kobehq" entity either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00674921 10717 157 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 3:20:20pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00674978 10717 214 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 4:51:00pm  
 
Would you be surprised to learn that "Egon" is posting from the University of 
Sussex in Great Britain?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00675423 10721 53 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2004 5:46:13pm  
 
It's OK, Alexis, and I appreciate your contributions. I think maybe we're all a 
bit on edge after the recent rash of attacks on the LFG community (or whatever 
you want to call this).</P> 
Chill out, everyone. It's gonna be a long war. Victory is a dish best served 
cold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00676491 10729 61 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2004 9:42:21am  
 
zulubaby has eagle eyes! Yes, I changed the border to a dotted line instead of 
solid. Just checking the look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00677020 10732 103 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2004 3:02:31pm  
 
Yes, that was the same person, actually, despite its attempt to lie in comment 
#100. It's posting from the University of Iowa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00677028 10732 111 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2004 3:06:56pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What are you gonna do next?  
Ban us???</P> 
HHAHAA</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sounds like a great idea!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00677040 10732 123 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2004 3:56:11pm  
 
Sorry to deprive you of a mouse, kitty cats, but if you search for 
'IluvEconomicTheoryinthehandsofaRightWinger' you'll see that I gave this child a 



more than adequate chance to rebel against Daddy, with a couple dozen incoherent 
comments.</P> 
With each new comment I had to read, I felt my IQ dropping a point. I don't have 
too many IQ points to waste, so I had to nip that one in the bud.</P> 
On a more serious level, when a Morlock degenerates to the point of irrationally 
spewing insults and daring me to ban it, I'm doing a disservice to the readers 
who want to actually engage in an adult discussion if I don't oblige the Morlock 
and grant its wish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00677372 10735 84 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2004 5:23:45pm  
 
"me" is posting hatred from Brigham&nbsp;Young&nbsp;University in 
Utah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00677895 10737 107 Charles Tue, Apr 20, 2004 9:52:36am  
 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG><I>Although Islam prohibits violence against 
women</I></STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is simply contrary to established fact. Islam not only doesn't prohibit 
violence against women, the Quaran actually instructs, requires and imposes a 
duty on a man to beat his wife under certain circumstances.</P> 
As translated by the <A href="http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/" target=_blank>USC 
Mulim Student Association Islamic Server</A>, Chapter 4, Verse 34 of the Quran 
<A href="http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/004.qmt.html" target=_blank>states 
(in three different translations):</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
004.034YUSUFALI: Men are the protectors and maintainers of women, because Allah 
has given the one more (strength) than the other, and because they support them 
from their means. Therefore the righteous women are devoutly obedient, and guard 
in (the husband's) absence what Allah would have them guard. As to those women 
on whose part ye fear disloyalty and ill-conduct, admonish them (first), (Next), 
refuse to share their beds, (And last) <STRONG>beat them (lightly)</STRONG>; but 
if they return to obedience, seek not against them Means (of annoyance): For 
Allah is Most High, great (above you all).PICKTHAL: Men are in charge of women, 
because Allah hath made the one of them to excel the other, and because they 
spend of their property (for the support of women). So good women are the 
obedient, guarding in secret that which Allah hath guarded. As for those from 
whom ye fear rebellion, admonish them and banish them to beds apart, and 
<STRONG>scourge them</STRONG>. Then if they obey you, seek not a way against 
them. Lo! Allah is ever High, Exalted, Great.SHAKIR: Men are the maintainers of 
women because Allah has made some of them to excel others and because they spend 
out of their property; the good women are therefore obedient, guarding the 
unseen as Allah has guarded; and (as to) those on whose part you fear desertion, 
admonish them, and leave them alone in the sleeping-places and <STRONG>beat 
them</STRONG>; then if they obey you, do not seek a way against them; surely 
Allah is High, Great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/004.qmt.html" target=_blank>Quaran, 
Sura 4, Verse 34</A><A href="http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/004.qmt.html" 
target=_blank>http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/004.qmt.html</A>(emphasis 
added).</P> 
For CNN to say that Islam "prohibits violence against women" when the Quran 
specifically instructs a man to beat or scourge a "disloyal" wife is either 
stupefying ignorant or deliberately misleading.</P> 



___Is there any escape? <A href="http://www.purevolume.com/DrinkersPurgatory" 
target=_blank>Drinkers Purgatory</A><A 
href="http://www.purevolume.com/DrinkersPurgatory" 
target=_blank>http://www.purevolume.com/DrinkersPurgatory</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00678786 10741 62 Charles Tue, Apr 20, 2004 5:09:59pm  
 
justdanny wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm sure you've heard of the synthetic lubricant "Slick 50". Aside form its 
lubricating qualities it is a great way to protect metals in areas like you 
describe in the problem point of your wheels. It adheres to the metal and 
greatly slows the corrosin process.</P> 
I have used it for problems like the one you describe and it has worked 
wonders.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good tip! I hadn't thought of that. I'll be sure to check that out for the new 
wheels.</P> 
The only drawback of the otherwise beautiful South Bay bike path is the salt 
air, which accelerates corrosion on everything not protected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00680225 10751 116 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2004 11:22:03am  
 
Folks: I don't think what happened with "Valerie" was any kind of accident or 
computer malfunction. This is the third time "Valerie" has done this, each time 
with a different IP. I've never heard of a browser malfunction that would send 
hundreds of posts in a few seconds.</P> 
This was a deliberate spam attack, probably with a script of some 
kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00680270 10751 161 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2004 2:25:26pm  
 
"brian" is not going to be around much any more. He's wasting our server space, 
bandwidth, and brain cells with the feeble-minded conspiracy crap he keeps 
pasting in, and he's banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00681695 10763 133 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2004 12:01:09pm  
 
I think Camel Prophet may have gotten miffed when I chided him for excessive 
rudeness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00682355 10768 71 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2004 2:42:52pm  
 
OK, I think I found the problem -- a missing &lt;/tr&gt; tag in the new counter 
display.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00686091 10795 3 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2004 4:01:52pm  
 
zulubaby: I'm hoping it's a <EM>friendly</EM> mailing list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00686413 10799 42 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2004 6:24:58am  



 
"abdulhaq" is visiting us from Nottingham, England.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00687795 10809 106 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2004 7:49:43pm  
 
justdanny wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
realwest, I've never had a hat tip. And you not getting one makes you no less a 
great poster here. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7534" 
target=_blank>how quickly they forget...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00688587 10815 2 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2004 1:12:49pm  
 
Just checking...again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00688596 10815 11 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2004 1:31:24pm  
 
Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00688598 10815 13 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2004 1:33:25pm  
 
evariste: no, some people reported that the preview button actually posted the 
comment, or appeared to do nothing. I changed the way the form submit buttons 
worked to fix it.</P> 
The preview code has been pretty well synced-up with the regular posting code 
for a while now. I fixed the problem where character entities were lost after 
previewing, for one thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00690587 10826 40 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2004 2:40:59pm  
 
Each new message from "DoubleStandard" is like a direct injection of novocaine 
into the brain.</P> 
So far I've been letting this one continue, because it isn't abusive and obscene 
(for the most part), but unless it comes up with more than these absurdly 
exaggerated, off-topic comparisons and deliberate passive-aggressive attempts to 
offend, I'm considering a ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00692884 10841 14 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2004 5:22:12am  
 
Janet Levy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are no malls near the Federal Building in Westwood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unless you count Westwood Village as a shopping mall...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00693460 10843 385 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2004 3:49:31pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00693930 10847 91 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2004 4:59:10pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00694958 10854 42 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2004 7:12:27am  
 
upton (#26) wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It totaly doesn't matter how we treat prisoners, in fact we should do just like 
Charles suggests, kill em like they kill their prisoners. We could do it at 
Ghazi Stadium, and really teach them all a lesson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I neither wrote nor suggested anything like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00694972 10854 56 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2004 7:26:35am  
 
Robb: I'm simply trying to give this a bit of balance, and avoid making it the 
focus of a gigantic overreaction. If it's all true, then yes, of course, the 
soldiers need to be disciplined. And then we move on. I don't think we have to 
worry about this sort of thing becoming an epidemic in the US military.</P> 
However -- this does not make "us" as bad as "them," it doesn't hand the Arab 
World™ a huge propaganda victory, or anything else along those lines. These 
things happen on the battlefield, and they need to be dealt with. But it seems 
like in our super-saturated media environment, this incident (involving only 6 
MPs, and nobody was physically harmed) is being inflated beyond all rational 
importance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00695217 10856 30 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2004 8:21:08am  
 
"Patriotic Man" is a banned troll who posts deliberately over-the-top 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00695399 10857 79 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2004 9:22:37am  
 
twisterella wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I find it adds greatly to my lgf experience if I can listen to the same 
thing you are playing, but you are flipping those platters far too speedily for 
me-- whass up? Do you also have a thousand ears to go with your thousand 
eyes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm checking out the new iTunes "Party Shuffle" feature. Heh. Shuffles up your 
whole library and plays random selections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00695868 10861 19 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2004 10:58:30am  
 
No one can humiliate you without your permission.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698068 10878 8 Charles Sat, May 1, 2004 5:30:55pm  
 
Tasty: Serotta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00698071 10878 11 Charles Sat, May 1, 2004 5:36:23pm  
 
Kerry has very expensive taste in bikes for someone who's obviously a rank 
amateur. It's hard for me to fault him, though, because if I had his money I'd 
probably have an even more expensive bicycle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698104 10878 44 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 10:52:56am  
 
do_not_spindle wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...a set of Performance's ~200g Forte road pedals (on sale) will hopefully get 
me through the season. What do people think of Speedplays?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Speedplay pedals are the best. I wouldn't use anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698105 10878 45 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 10:58:51am  
 
Inside the Whale wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're dissing my lousy Shimano derailleur!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No! Shimano derailleurs are fine, top-notch in fact. But the <A 
href="http://bike.shimano.com/Wheels/Wheels_-
_Road/componenttemplate.asp?partnumber=WH-R540" target=_blank>wheels</A> that 
came on my bike are another story. I'll keep them as spares (after replacing all 
the spokes), but in my opinion the WH-R540 wheelset has a serious design flaw -- 
the way the spoke enters the side of the rim -- that makes them unreliable for 
daily use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698122 10879 16 Charles Sat, May 1, 2004 5:39:27pm  
 
KevinV: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10869_The_Brave_Mujahideen_o
f_Fallujah" target=_blank>The Brave Mujahideen of Fallujah</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698729 10882 38 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 8:24:42am  
 
"Ignorer" wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It seems childish to honor every one of their silly attacks with an extra 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Believe me, I don't give every attack on LGF its own thread. There would be 
nothing else on the front page if I did. Please note that in the last five days, 
this is the only such post out of more than 60.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698743 10882 52 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 8:40:41am  
 
Marshall: so, not a word about the points I made above, just more ad hominem 
insults? Should I assume that you concede everything?</P> 
By the way, trust me -- if I hadn't happened to glance at the referrers page, I 
would never have seen your inept, pathetic comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698748 10882 57 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 8:45:41am  



 
Thanks, Marshall. I thought so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00698765 10882 74 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 9:08:55am  
 
SoCalJustice: I'm sure Marshall knows that. After all, he's a medical student at 
Oxford. They teach reasoning skills at Oxford, don't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00699173 10884 83 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 9:43:56am  
 
Please ignore this "DoubleStandard" robot. It exists only to spew vapid moral 
equivalence, and derail discussions into pointless side issues. You can't affect 
its programming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00699830 10889 7 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 3:35:22pm  
 
evariste: not to worry. That song fits the day just as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00699848 10889 25 Charles Sun, May 2, 2004 4:12:59pm  
 
Never could stand that dog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00700399 10896 62 Charles Mon, May 3, 2004 7:21:18am  
 
Yes, right now you do have to post a comment with no home page in order for your 
email to be accessible. The reasoning is that a home page will probably have a 
way to contact the owner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00700508 10897 57 Charles Mon, May 3, 2004 6:53:14am  
 
lawhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If the DNC can come up with a candidate that forces Bush to get tough or puts 
together a policy that is even better than Bush's, there is not only nothing 
wrong with it, but it is in this country's best interests to have such a 
candidate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well said and exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00701334 10904 37 Charles Mon, May 3, 2004 11:13:17am  
 
The idiot who's spamming us above is posting from 
Ohio&nbsp;State&nbsp;University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00701642 10908 3 Charles Mon, May 3, 2004 12:43:42pm  
 
Just sent Ronnie a note about that, evariste.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00701661 10908 22 Charles Mon, May 3, 2004 1:29:57pm  



 
I got some Holy Land olive oil too, and it is excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00703906 10922 384 Charles Tue, May 4, 2004 6:10:44pm  
 
Marshall the coward just picked through this topic for comments and posted them 
at Daily Kos.</P> 
See the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/ref.php" 
target=_blank>referrers</A> page for the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00705863 10937 77 Charles Wed, May 5, 2004 1:29:16pm  
 
If a detainee was raped, I'm still not sure it should be called "torture," 
unless the rape was planned for a purpose. If it was an action by one MP, I'd 
call it a crime, certainly.</P> 
But which allegation of rape are you talking about? I don't see one in <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/4894001/" target=_blank>the report at 
MSNBC</A>. There is an allegation that a male MP "had sex" with a female 
detainee, but the word "rape" is not used to describe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00706267 10938 75 Charles Wed, May 5, 2004 2:27:40pm  
 
It's really her. Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00706268 10938 76 Charles Wed, May 5, 2004 2:28:23pm  
 
Not a fake troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00706285 10938 93 Charles Wed, May 5, 2004 2:37:30pm  
 
RIP Ford: you're right. The wrong link got in there...I was looking at a 
different story and got two windows confused! I'll try to find the 
original.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00706289 10938 97 Charles Wed, May 5, 2004 2:39:43pm  
 
And actually, Kathryn Cramer is right, believe it or not -- the story I 
<EM>was</EM> looking at has been changed. I'll update the main 
entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00707912 10946 628 Charles Thu, May 6, 2004 2:19:10pm  
 
I have a feeling if "roger" keeps going, eventually he'll emit a sequence of 
words so bizarre and convoluted, it will end up in the rotating 
titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00708767 10950 9 Charles Thu, May 6, 2004 2:39:56pm  
 



insane_kufr: Email me about it, please. I'm still getting caught up with back 
orders; sorry for the delays but it's just me doing this...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00708896 10951 37 Charles Thu, May 6, 2004 3:36:26pm  
 
'None of the above' has been added as a choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00711620 10966 25 Charles Fri, May 7, 2004 6:06:56pm  
 
"Hath wrought?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00712588 10971 43 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 2:58:41pm  
 
Well, if it isn't our old Idiotarian Mascot and confirmed Jew-hater Jak King, 
back from the dead like an antisemitic vampire.</P> 
Does anyone know what set Jak King off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00712808 10975 30 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 5:13:39pm  
 
^^^ caters to its most extreme elements ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00712906 10976 9 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 4:53:08pm  
 
Kevin: well, that certainly gave me a sinking feeling. Of course, the mere fact 
that Rumsfeld mentioned it means it's probably pretty bad. I'm emphatically not 
looking forward to next week, as the feeding frenzy intensifies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00712917 10976 20 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 5:19:58pm  
 
Engineer: actually, it's a little more 'unique' than just the IP address. The 
'unique' count at LGF is about as accurate as possible, with current web 
tech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00712924 10976 27 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 5:24:07pm  
 
Engineer: heh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00713194 10977 3 Charles Sat, May 8, 2004 5:38:38pm  
 
42 miles, including a sustained push on the return route at 20+ MPH into a 
crosswind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00713529 10980 12 Charles Sun, May 9, 2004 6:14:59am  
 
^^^ Pakistan ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00713531 10980 14 Charles Sun, May 9, 2004 6:17:28am  



 
#10 appears to be the work of a genuine death cultist, using an ISP based in 
Karachi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00715703 10993 128 Charles Mon, May 10, 2004 11:10:07am  
 
Note to "I Hate Islam" -- I'd sure appreciate it if you would change your 
nickname to something less confrontational. When I see that on the front page 
(i.e. when you've left the most recent comment), it really hits me the wrong 
way. It gives ammo to the opposition, and turns off people who might otherwise 
appreciate LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00716086 10999 35 Charles Mon, May 10, 2004 1:27:41pm  
 
Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00716275 11000 38 Charles Mon, May 10, 2004 2:54:18pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00716856 11001 500 Charles Tue, May 11, 2004 5:12:41am  
 
The moron posting with the names "bill" and "ohio" is actually in 
Finland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00716881 11001 525 Charles Tue, May 11, 2004 6:12:45am  
 
"sahara" is in Toronto. I'm tempted to add "of course."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00719186 11009 139 Charles Tue, May 11, 2004 2:51:25pm  
 
"Look at yourself first" is in Italy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00719581 11009 534 Charles Wed, May 12, 2004 6:00:49am  
 
"sad" (#531) is posting from South Carolina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00719639 11009 592 Charles Wed, May 12, 2004 4:09:54pm  
 
^^^ Los Angeles ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00719813 11009 766 Charles Fri, May 14, 2004 6:04:26am  
 
#765 was posted from someone at the University of Wisconsin in 
Madison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00719907 11009 860 Charles Sat, May 15, 2004 1:17:26pm  



 
OK. I think this thread has run its course. In fact, it's just begging to have 
comments turned off.</P> 
And as the Lizardoid Monarch, I get to have the last word.</P> 
<EM>Bwa hahahaha!</EM></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00720711 11013 262 Charles Wed, May 12, 2004 5:43:26am  
 
We did get a very large number of visitors yesterday; it was partially due to 
thousands of hits from search engines as people tried to find the video. But 
even the non-search hits were up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00722319 11023 103 Charles Wed, May 12, 2004 5:47:15pm  
 
#89 is in Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00723570 11027 32 Charles Thu, May 13, 2004 11:10:13am  
 
#18 was visiting from the hallowed halls of the 
University&nbsp;of&nbsp;Northern&nbsp;Colorado.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00723843 11028 53 Charles Thu, May 13, 2004 2:42:58pm  
 
It's not surprising for Berg to say "Inshallah" to a hotel clerk; this is a 
common way of speaking in Islamic countries. Most people who spend any time in a 
foreign country pick up such mannerisms and figures of speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00724109 11030 17 Charles Thu, May 13, 2004 4:25:17pm  
 
When I went to Israel, the visa stamp was deliberately put on a removable piece 
of paper and stapled into the book. I was curious and asked our road manager 
about it (at the time I didn't know about the depth of Arab hatred of Israel) -- 
and she told me it was because we were going to Istanbul after Israel, and that 
even "moderate" Turkish customs officials might get ... difficult ... if they 
saw an Israeli stamp.</P> 
The point is that if Nick Berg had told Israeli customs (and you can be sure 
they asked) that he planned on visiting Iraq, he would probably have been 
offered the same option. Either he 1) didn't know, or 2) didn't 
tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00725918 11041 109 Charles Fri, May 14, 2004 1:44:28pm  
 
"Reza" is not "Aisha." Reza is in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00728349 11054 247 Charles Sat, May 15, 2004 6:23:42pm  
 
After reading the dozens of comments "DoubleStandard" left today, all of which 
are intended to derail topics and spew propaganda with no attempt to debate or 
discuss, this internet creature is now banned. Anything it manages to post will 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00728824 11056 36 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 7:12:59am  
 
zenbone: no, not really. Marc's comments as quoted by Zerbisias are 
unobjectionable. It's Antonia who has a screw loose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00728827 11056 39 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 7:14:07am  
 
By the way, I'm just curious about the libel thing -- I'm not the type to run 
out and file lawsuits at the drop of a hat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00728832 11056 44 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 7:19:43am  
 
So far, there are zero referrals from the link in her column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00729530 11061 8 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 10:28:58am  
 
It was very close to Santa Monica -- only 3 miles West Southwest, which puts it 
offshore between Marina del Rey and SM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00730039 11064 4 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 3:59:44pm  
 
Amazon is acting funny tonight, and that's why some of the album covers are 
showing up blank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00730055 11064 20 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 4:38:00pm  
 
My current guitar rig is not the very latest stuff, but I like the sound:</P> 
Mesa Boogie Simul-Class 2:Ninety power amp</P> 
Mesa Boogie tri-Axis preamp</P> 
RSP Technologies Intelliverb signal processor</P> 
Various pedals and such (wah wah, overdrive) -- seldom used</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00730098 11064 63 Charles Sun, May 16, 2004 5:49:59pm  
 
justdanny: it's a Tom Anderson guitar. The pickups are their custom-wound jobs, 
with a humbucker at the bridge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00730229 11064 194 Charles Mon, May 17, 2004 5:37:38am  
 
ylreveb wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Where IS the Now Playing feature??</P> 
I don't see it on the front page. Anywhere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Did you turn it off in the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
prefs.php" target=_blank>visitor preferences</A> page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00731194 11070 45 Charles Mon, May 17, 2004 9:33:54am  



 
"...right wing ditto monkeys at the Washington Post ..."</P> 
I think we have our most hilarious LLL comment of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00731975 11074 20 Charles Mon, May 17, 2004 5:01:22pm  
 
I too have been drunk in Belgium, Antwerp to be precise. Excellent beer, from 
what I recall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00735115 11086 18 Charles Wed, May 19, 2004 11:09:39am  
 
#1 is being taught to think like that at the University of 
Pennsylvania.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00736798 11092 72 Charles Thu, May 20, 2004 5:36:58pm  
 
Thanks, folks. I already did contact the shelters and nothing. She had a collar 
on, and is very recognizable because her hips were pinned together after a car 
nearly killed her when she was a kitten -- and if you touch her hips you can 
feel the pin on both sides.</P> 
Never seemed to affect her walking, though. You'd never know her legs were 
nearly torn off, if you watched her run up and down stairs, jump incredible 
distances, etc.</P> 
The accident happened before she adopted me. She used to belong to some 
neighbors, and they saved her life. Then they had a baby, and Sasha decided to 
move on -- two houses down, to my yard, which is where I found her, hiding under 
the house, scared of the whole world, four years ago.</P> 
Yes, I went to the neighbor's house. Nothing. In fact I went to all the 
neighbors and asked them to watch for her. I also walked for several blocks 
around.</P> 
And I did leave food out for her. The problem now is that the house is going to 
be sold (I was renting) and they're going to do some work. It's not going to be 
a place she'll return to.</P> 
Maybe she somehow sensed that I was going to move, although when she left there 
wasn't any obvious sign of it. As the time passes, I'm losing hope of seeing her 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00737715 11098 140 Charles Fri, May 21, 2004 10:33:04am  
 
The idiot comment at #137 has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00737728 11098 153 Charles Fri, May 21, 2004 1:53:26pm  
 
By the way, the deleted comment #137, which consisted of the word 'pesk' 
repeated a couple of hundred times, was posted by the same idiot who has been 
posting under the name "Troll" for the past week or so. He couldn't win any 
substantive arguments, so he resorted to childish crap like that. 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00737742 11099 9 Charles Fri, May 21, 2004 6:31:54am  
 



Writermom: no, sorry -- I haven't heard from realwest. The last email I received 
from him was on May 7. Hope he's all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00737978 11100 28 Charles Fri, May 21, 2004 7:00:19am  
 
By the way, I've had enough of "DnaDan56" and his psycho Bush hating babble. 
He's outta here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00739090 11106 11 Charles Fri, May 21, 2004 6:28:20pm  
 
It's not just the media. You can be sure the ghouls of International ANSWER are 
also pressuring Berg to do things like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00739809 11111 27 Charles Sat, May 22, 2004 8:30:51am  
 
Globular: I'm pretty sure the 'Thank You Tony' site is legit. See this page:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.thankyoutony.com/news.html" 
target=_blank>www.thankyoutony.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00740131 11113 12 Charles Sat, May 22, 2004 10:37:04am  
 
quark2: no, I'm afraid Sasha still hasn't turned up. And they've already started 
building a deck in the back yard of the old place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00740358 11116 56 Charles Sat, May 22, 2004 12:06:36pm  
 
#51 is in Denmark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00740687 11116 385 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 1:13:20pm  
 
So what is this now? The 200th time some idiot has pasted that same propaganda 
list of quotations, many of which are either false or out of 
context?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00740688 11116 386 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 1:21:59pm  
 
That list is hosted on numerous other web sites by the way, usually of the pro-
terrorist, antisemitic variety, and I'm not going to allow it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00741412 11123 20 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 7:10:42am  
 
What's that smell in here? Is that the odor of Norwegian 
antisemitism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00741739 11127 28 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 9:52:37am  
 



Marshall, who is currently wasting his parents' money in an obviously futile 
attempt to obtain an education at Oxford University, is banned. He'll probably 
follow the time-honored tradition of idiots like him, and try to post something 
else about being censored, free speech, can't handle my shining truth, blah 
blah, with another account. If he does, it will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00741856 11129 3 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 10:12:48am  
 
Allah does not need to use the infidel's satanic email innovation to 
communicate.</P> 
In this case, he did. But only because he felt like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00741982 11129 129 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 3:34:06pm  
 
"King Of All Jews" and "streisand's nose" are the same person. Now banned for 
obnoxious behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00742038 11130 21 Charles Sun, May 23, 2004 3:22:23pm  
 
Invariably, the stupidest no-content comments dropped at LGF are from 
institutions of higher learning.</P> 
Case in point: #15. MIT's admission standards have slipped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00742671 11135 46 Charles Mon, May 24, 2004 6:52:33am  
 
Comment #28 was posted by the psycho who was using the names "King Of All Jews" 
and "streisand's nose." The freak is using a DSL Extreme account in Los 
Angeles.</P> 
And he just got escalated to the ninth circle of bandom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00742685 11135 60 Charles Mon, May 24, 2004 7:05:34am  
 
Frank IBC: at first I didn't know what to make of KOAJ. Now I know for sure 
he/she/it was simply trying to cause trouble. It's been coming back with 
different accounts and different names and leaving evil 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00742815 11136 29 Charles Mon, May 24, 2004 6:36:09am  
 
carefulnow: no, Sasha is still missing. I've been going back to the old house 
every day to check for her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00743370 11139 116 Charles Mon, May 24, 2004 10:54:08am  
 
Oh, are we talking bike crashes now? I've had some pretty spectacular ones on 
the road. Never crashed in the mountains, believe it or not, but probably only 
because I do more road riding.</P> 
My last crash was a doozy. Happened on the bike path in Santa Monica -- I sped 
up to go around a group of really slow walkers who were milling around the path 
(even though the pedestrian path was three feet away) and put my front wheel 



into a crack in the pavement. Bike stopped dead. Lizard flew into air over bars, 
landed on shoulder on hard hard concrete.</P> 
Ended up with a badly bruised rib from that one, but luckily nothing broke. Even 
my bike was OK, once I straightened the handlebars which had turned 90 degrees. 
That shoulder now acts up from time to time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00743473 11139 219 Charles Thu, May 27, 2004 4:35:17pm  
 
It's not appropriate to post multi-part comments here, consisting of nothing but 
someone else's words. And I especially am not willing to give up 24K of my 
server space, and the bandwidth associated with it, to host another "Bush is a 
stupid cowboy/evil genius" screed.</P> 
Post a link, not the entire thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00744606 11148 84 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 10:39:54am  
 
Geepers: nope, not the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00745201 11151 95 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 11:03:12am  
 
My comment "way to go" is directed at the FBI for screwing up, and providing 
more propaganda for CAIR et al, as I think is pretty clear from the context.</P> 
And yes, I do think an apology is appropriate -- but highly unusual for the FBI. 
He was arrested erroneously -- again, as I wrote. I also wrote that his anger 
was understandable.</P> 
But it's also important to keep a sense of perspective and not to buy into these 
ridiculous claims that Mayfield was "targeted because of his faith." I have 
little doubt that he was actually treated more carefully because of his faith -- 
witness the FBI's very non-characteristic apology.</P> 
By the way, Glenn -- why are you using a Road Runner account in New 
York?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00745207 11151 101 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 11:19:36am  
 
PLEASE NOTE: The comments posted by "Instapundit" and "Citizen LT Smash" were 
fraudulent. They were really posted by the creep going by the name 
"X".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00745213 11151 107 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 12:02:41pm  
 
PLEASE NOTE: The troll who posted as Glenn Reynolds and LT Smash is now crowing 
about it at Daily Kos, and getting advice on how to do it without getting 
caught:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2004/5/25/16019/9143" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00745807 11156 95 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 2:58:22pm  
 
Nope, that's it, folks! Until we have the Little Green Footballs Power Hour on 
the radio, I get little slices of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00745818 11156 106 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 3:03:38pm  
 
PDM: thanks! Could you send me the recording?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00745866 11156 154 Charles Tue, May 25, 2004 5:29:52pm  
 
You can still listen here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://play.oneplace.com/Stream/ksky/LiveStreamwmp.asp" 
target=_blank>play.oneplace.com...</A>]</P> 
My segment is coming up in a few minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00746570 11161 166 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 6:05:24am  
 
The abusive psycho using the name "Kathleen Hunter" is indeed banned. You should 
see the email she/he/it sent me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00746666 11161 262 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 11:19:36am  
 
"oxfordboy" is "johnny dee".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00746732 11161 328 Charles Thu, May 27, 2004 6:18:25am  
 
The Dread Pirate Gryphon wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You wish you could get banned here. Sorry. My guess is that Charles doesn't 
think you're important enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bullseye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00746988 11163 24 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 6:55:36am  
 
The video of Bazian calling for intifada in the US is here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://users.lmi.net/zombie/sf_rally_april_10_2004/movies/" 
target=_blank>users.lmi.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00748332 11167 376 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 6:04:44pm  
 
The phony "Iron Fist" above (comment #280) is currently wasting its parents' 
money at Princeton&nbsp;University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00748613 11168 39 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 6:58:24pm  
 
Comment #35 is a perfect illustration of why AOL is blocked at the server level. 
This one is using AOL via ANS Communications, whose IP range has now been added 
to the AOL block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00748753 11169 47 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 7:12:45pm  
 
"Sanedra" (#41) is posting from Germany.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00748754 11169 48 Charles Wed, May 26, 2004 7:14:59pm  
 
And the useful idiot McClelland is in Canada, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00750341 11177 285 Charles Thu, May 27, 2004 6:29:28pm  
 
"oi vey" (which is very obviously a nickname chosen to offend) is currently 
enjoying the fruits of American culture, "ripping it off" in his or her own 
words, at the Art&nbsp;Center&nbsp;College&nbsp;of&nbsp;Design in Pasadena, 
California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00751171 11183 17 Charles Fri, May 28, 2004 6:56:22am  
 
"geekpunk" is posting from Malaysia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00751193 11183 39 Charles Fri, May 28, 2004 7:19:56am  
 
realwest: thanks for checking in; take care of yourself and get 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00752298 11191 26 Charles Fri, May 28, 2004 4:31:41pm  
 
Grandma: excellent observation!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00752408 11192 18 Charles Fri, May 28, 2004 4:27:15pm  
 
fred from AL: yes, there were apparently enemy sympathizers in the Manhattan 
Project. But please note: they had to hide what they were doing. In the modern 
era, we have amoral media like the BBC that enable, promote, and publicize this 
kind of behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00752722 11195 27 Charles Sat, May 29, 2004 6:43:34am  
 
ploome: I had that story a few days ago:</P> 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11172_Saudi_Insurgents_Promi
se_More_Death" target=_blank>Saudi Insurgents Promise More Death</A>.</P> 
(And they kept their promise.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00752888 11195 193 Charles Sat, May 29, 2004 3:23:48pm  
 
"liberal jew hater" is "matt".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00752924 11195 229 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 12:13:10pm  
 
Please note: "liberal jew hater" is not kidding. That's exactly what he is. And 
he is also the same person who used the name "matt" previously.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00753451 11199 9 Charles Sat, May 29, 2004 11:28:20am  
 
The attack in Saudi Arabia was the first post this morning...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00753489 11199 47 Charles Sat, May 29, 2004 2:42:24pm  
 
papijoe: I read it shortly after it was released. I'm sure it's just a 
coincidence that many of the people now popping up as "moderate" Islamic leaders 
are covered extensively in Emerson's book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754039 11202 31 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 11:14:36am  
 
shergald: if you continue to post LGF-hating rants, copied and pasted from 
another site, you'll be banned. You're pretty close already.</P> 
I'm not going to pay for the bandwidth and disk space to host attacks upon 
myself. If you want to post stuff like that, get your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754040 11202 32 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 11:15:08am  
 
Kevin: thanks for the note. I corrected the entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754043 11202 35 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 11:47:20am  
 
shergald: you are still here. If you want to waste your time complaining that 
your "free speech" (which does not exist in the context of a private blog) is 
being violated, go right ahead. It's a self-rebutting argument, but I don't 
expect that to make any impression on a propaganda-spewing robot like 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754565 11206 30 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 1:03:47pm  
 
I thought you were leaving? The door's open, right over there. I think I hear 
your mama calling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754814 11210 10 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 2:31:21pm  
 
cary strunk: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;cid=519&amp;u=/ap/20040521/ap_on
_re_us/prisoner_abuse_one_day_1&amp;printer=1" target=_blank>a single 
day</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00754921 11211 31 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 3:52:40pm  
 
Canuckistan: A picture of George Bush laughing, superimposed over US soldiers' 
coffins.</P> 
On Memorial Day.</P> 
I don't see the humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00755159 11213 36 Charles Sun, May 30, 2004 7:25:27pm  
 
Alouette: if you forward that email along with all its headers to the ISP in 
question, you may have the satisfaction of getting the creep's account canceled. 
That kind of thing is prohibited by the terms of most ISP 
contracts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756122 11218 186 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 4:48:46am  
 
"zafar" is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756123 11218 187 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 5:05:21am  
 
And by the way, he's using an ARAMCO account, the Saudi oil 
conglomerate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756181 11220 16 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 3:23:25pm  
 
"liberal jew hater/matt" is banned, has been all day, and he's been trying every 
trick in the book to get around the ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756213 11220 48 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 3:53:22pm  
 
Folks: this is not a joke. Or, to be more precise, even if "djangone" was 
joking, I know for a fact (as I stated above) that this kind of thing is 
happening. Trolling LGF has been discussed at Atrios and Hesiod, and at other 
moonbat sites I won't name. And I have other evidence I can't reveal, because it 
would disclose too much about the Morlock-monitoring techniques I've developed 
behind the scenes.</P> 
Believe me, this is not a joke, and I'm not being paranoid. We need to be aware 
that there are some extremely obsessed people out there, and they don't like LGF 
-- and they feel no compunction about using dirty tricks to hurt our 
reputation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756218 11220 53 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 3:58:59pm  
 
urthshu: yes, that's one likely suspect, and one of the obsessed freaks I 
mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756220 11220 55 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 4:01:01pm  
 
Matt: no, you're cool -- I'm referring to a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11195#c0163" 
target=_blank>different "matt"</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756284 11220 119 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 4:50:43pm  
 
Powderfinger wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Further, I've got reason to believe that LGF watch is run by the same people who 
bring you Electronic Intifada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm interested. Please email details.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756290 11220 125 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 4:55:00pm  
 
justdanny wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
To not respond to them is the answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well said. That's the reason for the LGF prayer that all of us have long since 
stopped noticing above that comment box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756549 11220 384 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2004 12:25:47pm  
 
logger phd: the office move threw everything way off schedule, sorry; but we'll 
be shipping again within a week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756842 11224 7 Charles Mon, May 31, 2004 7:53:43pm  
 
"geekpunk" is in Malaysia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00756951 11225 86 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2004 5:51:33am  
 
"Blackman," by the way, is posting this anti-American garbage with an account 
that belongs to the government of the state of Michigan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00757207 11227 175 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2004 10:37:20am  
 
I don't own the rights to these photos, so you don't need to ask me for 
permission.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00757340 11228 130 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2004 8:16:32am  
 
If a picture exists, I will make sure it gets to my VFW post and to all other 
veteran's organizations that I can reach.</P> 
I will have a lot of help. Do any pictures exist, or not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00758279 11235 24 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2004 3:22:38pm  
 
Actually, if they did a real "review" of the site, they may have used a script 
to download the whole site -- and that might indeed be visible in the logs, as a 
consecutive series of accesses to all the pages in the site.</P> 
I've noticed this happening at LGF several times, and usually put a stop to it. 
It's an incredible bandwidth drain when someone tries to download everything at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00758401 11235 146 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2004 6:38:01am  
 



"Blackman" has now taken to issuing insulting critiques of regular posters, 
after his incredibly simple-minded ISM-style "political views" fell apart like 
wet tissue paper when challenged. I am growing weary of this 
robot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00760812 11252 57 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2004 6:13:40pm  
 
I think they're on to us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00762021 11257 26 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2004 11:55:13am  
 
Heh. I bet certain people would really freak out if I showed up at events like 
this with a Gaddafi-style cadre of fembots, in designer camouflage 
outfits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00762727 11264 6 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2004 3:52:47pm  
 
In 60 years, a lot of things can happen to even the most meticulous records.</P> 
<STRONG>17 million</STRONG> deportees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00762728 11264 7 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2004 3:55:05pm  
 
... Maybe even enough things to make it relatively non-incriminating to 
<EM>release</EM> those records.</P> 
<STRONG>17 million</STRONG> deportees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00763138 11264 417 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2004 8:31:26am  
 
Now you see why I let "Blackman" continue to post -- because the more he writes, 
the more ridiculous he looks.</P> 
"Blackman:" Do your bosses in the Michigan&nbsp;State&nbsp;Government know what 
you're doing on the taxpayer's dime?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00763485 11265 315 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 6:49:47am  
 
"Ubermensch," who has posted his Palestinian propaganda at LGF under many names, 
wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Even if I am blocked, which I have been once before, it is exceedingly easy to 
remedy that problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is not the statement of a wise person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00764054 11270 106 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2004 10:09:52am  
 
See the update to my original post. The moonbats are all stirred 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00764482 11272 20 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2004 12:31:22pm  
 



NC: right you are. I guess I don't even consider JihadTV to be a media 
source.</P> 
But I changed the entry to avoid confusion. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00764667 11273 79 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2004 3:03:53pm  
 
Sorry, but I was a bit confused by your post. Can you give me a link to an 
article about the situation? (Or anyone else?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00765406 11277 21 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2004 3:28:25pm  
 
I think I like him better when he's shrieking for Allah to crush the Crusaders 
and the Jews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00765584 11277 199 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 5:57:03am  
 
Thom: "zafar" was working himself up to post several long articles from 
Counterpunch and other loony left sources, which have now been deleted. He was 
using an ARAMCO account in Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00766237 11281 13 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 11:25:09am  
 
Michael Feingold has been the chief theater critic of the Voice for many years. 
He's won numerous awards for his writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00766990 11283 95 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 3:33:15pm  
 
PLEASE NOTE: the robot calling itself "anthony" will not be allowed to post 
anything else. This one was previously banned for posting links to Nazi sites 
(and above, to a Buchanan rant) and for other obnoxious behavior, but it snuck 
back in. Anything else it posts will be deleted.</P> 
In addition to "anthony," this one has also used the names "non e-mouse," 
"Harman," "Steve Coen," and "Simpr."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00766997 11283 102 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2004 3:41:49pm  
 
"Tristan" seems to be a different person. But this one has <EM>also</EM> posted 
with several different names -- and is now banned. The moonbats are among 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00767373 11287 12 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 6:52:32am  
 
dalia: that's why "the Preview button is your friend!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00767430 11288 26 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 7:13:18am  
 
Photoblogger: they're using a PO Box in the UAE -- that's not necessarily where 
they're based. Now that I see the page with Aaron's address, I recognize these 



freaks. They were running a series of <EM>jihad</EM> sites that were shut down 
by Haganah, and they're out for revenge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00767433 11288 29 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 7:19:17am  
 
ploome: you mean the Moore film trailer? Yes. and I'm pretty disgusted that it's 
being hosted by Apple.</P> 
The very first thing in the trailer is a huge lie that was debunked in front of 
the 9/11 commission by Richard Clarke -- that President Bush allowed the Bin 
Laden family to fly out of the US on Sept 12. Clarke testified that <I>he</I> 
was the one who approved the flight.</P> 
Yet Moore's trailer hasn't been changed to reflect the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00768275 11294 143 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 4:00:59pm  
 
I'm amazed that some of you can recognize the Dobbs-thing from a hairdo, one 
eyebrow and one eye, and part of the bowl of its pipe.</P> 
Verily, the power of slack is among us. Lizardoids recognize its siren call, yet 
are strangely resistant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00768785 11296 7 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2004 4:31:18pm  
 
Somebody stop him! I'm out of wine!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00769529 11299 26 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2004 8:03:21am  
 
Blackman: I have a proposal for you. Meet me in a park somewhere. I'll bring a 
bucket full of fist-sized rocks. You can wear a helmet. I will throw the rocks 
at you as hard as I can, with a slingshot.</P> 
Sound like a harmless afternoon of fun to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00769545 11299 42 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2004 9:04:51am  
 
Blackman: I do not have access to any "personal information" about you. I know 
that you're using an ISP that belongs to the state government of Michigan -- but 
here's a newsflash: every web site you visit also knows this. I hope that isn't 
too big of a shock.</P> 
I do not know, and cannot know, any "personal" info such as your real name, 
address, ethnicity, or any distinguishing marks such as tattoos or moles.</P> 
But I do think it's interesting that you espouse such a hard left ideology, 
while using an internet account paid for by the taxpayers of 
Michigan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00770821 11308 72 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2004 4:55:55pm  
 
reaganite: congratulations on your assignment. I know you'll do us 
proud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00771130 11310 100 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2004 5:05:32am  
 



"oxfordboy" has been crowing about this in several comments now. He thinks he 
really caught me.</P> 
A derogatory term for black Africans? Hello? Racial slur, anyone?</P> 
This is the kind of empty nitpicking that tools like oxfordboy are reduced 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00771143 11310 113 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2004 6:08:41am  
 
oxfordboy: "Look at me! I'm important! The LGF wingnuts are trying to shut down 
my freedom of speech! Oooh! They're sending me <EM>viruses</EM>! Love me, 
daddy!"</P> 
Tool. And a self-debunking tool at that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00772524 11318 208 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2004 4:12:26pm  
 
The creep impersonating other posters in this thread was the same scumbag that 
called itself "King Of All Jews" a few days ago. It's banished again, and 
everything it posted has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00772664 11319 41 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2004 4:38:36pm  
 
Robert McClelland is banned, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00772873 11321 72 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2004 1:28:20pm  
 
"MichLib," "shergald," and "Blackman" all seem to share an IP address, at the 
Michigan&nbsp;State&nbsp;Government. So when they spew the kind of hard left 
garbage you see above, keep in mind that they are doing it on the taxpayer's 
dime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00772874 11321 73 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2004 1:29:04pm  
 
And by the way, it's entirely possible they are all the same 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00773901 11329 36 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2004 10:57:19am  
 
"MichLib" is, of course, the same person who posted as 
"Blackman".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00776105 11339 166 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2004 2:25:36pm  
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">166</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Jun 10, 
2004 2:25:36pm </EM></TD> 



<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
00776791 11346 99 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 7:25:37am  
 
So which one of the Michigan state government Morlocks do we have with us today? 
Is this "Blackman," "MichLib," or "shergald?"</P> 
The same account at the Michigan DMB has been used by all three of those 
nicknames.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00776822 11346 130 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 9:48:33am  
 
Colt: I keep hoping one of these robots will say something idiotic enough to 
deserve a spot in the rotating titles, but so far it's just the same old dreary 
crypto-liberal neo-fascist cant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00776829 11346 137 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 10:06:30am  
 
Why am I not surprised that <STRIKE>God</STRIKE> Blackman is a fan of Mikhail 
Gorbachev? On the Michigan taxpayers' dime, no less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00776832 11346 140 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 10:09:42am  
 
By the way, Gorbachev was no reformer, and Blackman's attempt to portray him as 
such is deeply dishonest. "Gorby" had to be dragged kicking and screaming into 
his grudging reforms; if not for the strength of purpose shown by the Reagan 
administration and the constant economic and military pressure, the Soviet Union 
would exist today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00776845 11346 153 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 11:04:41am  
 
Gorbachev was quite clear that his job was to make the Soviet Union 
<EM>stronger</EM>, and to build up its military. The reason why the Politburo 
turned over command to him in 1985 was because Gorbachev promised "renewed 
confidence in the Party." His goal was to preserve Communism, not to tear it 
down. A case can be made that his reforms helped destroy the Soviet system from 
within -- but that was never his intention, and no one was more surprised when 
the house of cards collapsed and he was swept out of power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00778006 11355 27 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 3:39:15pm  
 
Remember to drink responsibly, and use a designated driver or call a cab. Thank 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00778304 11355 325 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2004 5:22:28pm  
 



The Lizardoid Master says we hoist one (or should that be two?) in honor of 
Powderfinger's courage above and beyond the call.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00779664 11362 92 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2004 1:48:42pm  
 
Please do not answer this troll. You're only feeding it. If you refer to its 
posts, your post will not make sense because anything it manages to sneak 
through will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00779735 11362 163 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2004 7:09:48am  
 
Just to clear one thing up -- Lydia and Sha'nfara are different 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00780259 11369 6 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2004 4:59:30pm  
 
Sarah: I also believe we know where Osama is -- under about 2000 tons of 
pulverized rubble in Tora Bora, squished so flat and buried so deep that no one 
will ever find him.</P> 
A fitting end for a foul creature that dealt the same fate to so 
many.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00782011 11381 54 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 6:07:31am  
 
"Blackman" continues to use an account at the Department of Management and 
Budget of the state of Michigan to post comments like the one above, obviously 
feeling no compunction about using the taxpayers' money to rant about "welfare 
programs for the rich."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00782336 11384 57 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2004 9:03:29am  
 
Kelly, please. There's a big difference between a "whitewash" (a term I did not 
use) and an "air of admiration," which I think is blatantly obvious in the 
section I quoted. And I recommended that people read the whole thing for the 
details, despite the air of admiration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00782587 11386 117 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2004 12:29:31pm  
 
#115 is in Denmark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00782616 11386 146 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2004 1:25:46pm  
 
The creep is banned now. I'm going to leave that comment in place to show 
why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00784635 11393 330 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 10:55:29am  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00784862 11394 35 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 10:54:38am  
 
papijoe: thanks for letting me know. The preview function should work 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00784924 11394 97 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:09:55am  
 
Claudia: It looks like you were able to post now. Are you sure you entered your 
password?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00784948 11394 121 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:16:23am  
 
DGMS: you and Claudia are both showing as confirmed in the 
database.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00784959 11394 132 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:19:27am  
 
Yikes. I forgot that AOL does that weird thing with URLs in email. The 
registration program now includes what should be a clickable link for AOL 
users.</P> 
Can anyone tell Maui Girl how to get the link to work from her AOL 
email?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785021 11394 194 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:38:50am  
 
DGMS: your password and username do work -- I just tested them. Please make sure 
you're entering the correct password -- refer to the email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785032 11394 205 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:41:12am  
 
papijoe: I'll allow changing passwords in the future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785112 11394 285 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:56:18am  
 
Judith: copy and paste the address WITHOUT the &lt; and &gt; symbols. 
Apparently, they cause problems for some email programs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785115 11394 288 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 11:57:31am  
 
Claudia: do you have cookies enabled in your browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785173 11394 346 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 12:24:08pm  
 
Just a li'l test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785245 11394 418 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 1:05:18pm  
 



ploome: you're registered as 'ploome hineni', and it shows you as confirmed with 
your usual email address. Are you sure you're entering your name and password 
correctly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785362 11394 535 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 2:17:40pm  
 
So far 815 people have registered, and 579 of those have 
confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785452 11394 625 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 3:32:40pm  
 
Final Historian wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
BTW, Charles, are you going to let Gordon and Aisha register?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They both have!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785516 11394 689 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 7:33:56pm  
 
Ol' Southern Boy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm in the habit of clearing my cache, cookies, history, etc., when I shut down 
my browser. Will clearing those files require that I re-register every time I 
come back to LGF, or is there some other juju going on that's transparent to 
me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No need to reregister. Just enter the name and password again in the comment 
form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785779 11396 1 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 2:42:55pm  
 
And I will be the first tester.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785812 11396 34 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 2:50:56pm  
 
Yes, the username is case sensitive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785840 11396 62 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 2:56:28pm  
 
Thom: you're using that little trademark symbol (&amp;trade;) -- make sure it 
isn't getting changed by the preview function into a trademark 
character.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00785949 11396 171 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 3:22:30pm  
 
We now have 932 registrations, 691 of them confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786091 11396 313 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 4:04:58pm  
 
Expect glitches for a little while, folks, as the system undergoes fine-tuning. 
I'll try not to blow everything away. We're flying on a wing and a prayer here. 



But just remember while this thrill ride is going on: the Reload button is your 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786112 11396 334 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 4:13:23pm  
 
Ann: yes, it does require more bandwidth, to send out the emails, handle 
confirmations, etc., at least initially. Then there is the extra processing time 
on the server, to check the database on each comment post.</P> 
But in the long run it will give me tools I didn't have before.</P> 
One major reason to do this: the nastiest of the trolls will never give out a 
valid email address, because they can be tracked that way, and have their 
accounts canceled. And the system requires a valid email 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786208 11396 430 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 4:45:09pm  
 
430 comments and no Morlocks?</P> 
Now is the time on Sprockets when we dance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786337 11396 559 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 5:32:04pm  
 
558 comments, and nary a Morlock. Bwahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786409 11396 631 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2004 6:15:09pm  
 
I know I said I was going to turn off unregistered comments "for a little while" 
-- but I'm enjoying the respite from the trolls so much that I may leave them 
disabled for ... uh ... more than a little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786568 11396 790 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:41:39am  
 
There's nothing in the registration process that's keyed to a particular 
computer; no IP check or anything like that. You should be able to log in from 
any computer as long as you enter the correct name and password.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786945 11398 17 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:32:30am  
 
Chuck Pelto: I re-sent the confirmation email to you -- didn't you receive 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786949 11398 21 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:37:07am  
 
You should be able to use the same name and password from any location -- 
there's nothing in the registration process that's keyed to a particular 
computer.</P> 
However, some offices have filters that prevent logging in to registration 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786959 11398 31 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:52:18am  



 
Again, there's nothing in the registration process that's keyed to a particular 
computer, or to a particular browser. The only things that are checked are the 
username and password, so if you enter the correct ones, you should be able to 
post from anywhere -- unless there is some other factor interfering, like a 
virus checker, a spam filter, or an office firewall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786961 11398 33 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:53:32am  
 
Beagle: your name is confirmed in the database.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786974 11398 46 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 6:28:55am  
 
Good catch, aaron. The preview thing should be fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786978 11398 50 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 6:31:41am  
 
1491 registrations, 1242 confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786985 11398 57 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:03:09am  
 
Chuck Pelto: I went ahead and confirmed you manually. Your ISP must have a spam 
filter that's mistakenly screening out emails from our domain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786986 11398 58 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:03:45am  
 
Scaramonga: I re-sent your confirmation email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786988 11398 60 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:07:32am  
 
Thom: I think the problem is the trademark symbol you're using in your name. 
Sometimes in the process of going back and forth from preview, the character 
entity gets converted to the actual character, and your name no longer 
matches.</P> 
quark2 has the same problem, because of the heart symbol. I probably should have 
disallowed anything except the lower ASCII characters.</P> 
Would you like me to change your username to remove the &amp;trade; 
symbol?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786992 11398 64 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:12:19am  
 
I removed the trademark symbol from your username. Post a comment with 'Thom' 
and you'll set your registration cookie properly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00786998 11398 70 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:36:03am  
 
Pirate Gryphon: I re-sent your confirmation email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00786999 11398 71 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:36:58am  
 
PLEASE NOTE! If you haven’t received your confirmation email, make sure to check 
in any 'Spam' or 'Junk Mail' folders you might have, especially if you use 
Hotmail or AOL. Several people have reported that the confirmation email was 
automatically filed in their junk mail folders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787003 11398 75 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 7:48:30am  
 
Iowa Girl: I re-sent your registration email as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787006 11398 78 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 8:05:02am  
 
Iowa Girl: your confirmation email bounced; are you sure the hotmail account you 
used is still active?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787009 11398 81 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 8:20:31am  
 
Iowa Girl: oops, maybe not. See my latest post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787010 11398 82 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 8:21:03am  
 
Pirate Gryphon: I manually confirmed your registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787019 11398 91 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 9:34:51am  
 
Claudia: not sure why you're having those problems, sorry. It sounds like some 
sort of browser issue. Your registration information is all correct in the 
database.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787688 11404 20 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 8:38:34am  
 
Marble: registering allows you to post comments at all times, even when I need 
to turn off unregistered posting because of a troll invasion.</P> 
It also protects you from having someone use your name to post nasty comments, 
which some trolls enjoy doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00787706 11404 38 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 8:55:47am  
 
LotharBot: I re-sent your confirmation email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00788318 11409 26 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 11:48:56am  
 
#18 (trollman) is our old friend "shergald," and the first banned troll to want 
to post at LGF so badly that he actually registered to do it.</P> 
Which leads to an interesting question: should I allow banned venom-spewers like 
this to register?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00788602 11410 86 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 3:09:11pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00788718 11410 202 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2004 5:40:24pm  
 
zorkmidden: you can change your email address just by changing it on the comment 
form before posting a comment. This sets a cookie that's separate from the 
cookie that holds your username and password.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00789327 11413 32 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 6:21:13am  
 
justdanny: because the link was entered manually, without the target="_blank" 
attribute that makes a link open in a new window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00789827 11417 266 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 2:18:09pm  
 
kinneret: I re-sent your confirmation email...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00789828 11417 267 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 2:21:02pm  
 
mszphit: I re-sent your confirmation email too -- you haven't confirmed 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00789831 11417 270 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 3:47:48pm  
 
kinneret: the email address you gave me is no good -- emails to it are 
bouncing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00790200 11420 185 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 11:12:50am  
 
J. Lichty: it's awfully hard to get a recognizable lizard into a 16x16 
icon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00790203 11420 188 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 11:14:06am  
 
Anne Elk: your username is: Anne Elk (not AN elk)</P> 
Note the capitalization...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00790316 11420 301 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 1:45:02pm  
 
JimInMpls: you're in the database as registered. Are you sure you're entering 
your password exactly as you gave it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00790378 11421 31 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2004 1:20:49pm  
 
David 'Parisian Insider' -- I corrected a small glitch that caused you to show 
as unregistered. If you post again with your registered password you should get 



the little football. Or <EM>le football minuscule</EM> as they might say in the 
cafes of the Champs Elysees. If they were cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00791779 11428 50 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2004 5:55:41am  
 
By the way, reptiles, remember that 'trollman' above is none other than 
'shergald' (friend/doppelganger of 'Blackman'), who was banned after a series of 
offensive posts, before registration started. He registered to get around the 
ban.</P> 
(I say 'he' but it could very well be a woman. Or a robot.)</P> 
Since he at least had the stones to register, I'm letting him post -- at least 
until/if he loses it again and starts ranting.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792167 11429 388 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2004 5:41:54am  
 
By the way, reptiles, remember that 'trollman' above is none other than 
'shergald' (friend/doppelganger of 'Blackman'), who was banned after a series of 
offensive posts, before registration started. He registered to get around the 
ban.</P> 
(I say 'he' but it could very well be a woman. Or a robot.)</P> 
Since he at least had the stones to register, I'm letting him post -- at least 
until/if he loses it again and starts ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792378 11430 201 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 11:12:38am  
 
I don't see anything wrong with this page -- can someone tell me which post the 
problem starts at?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792706 11431 52 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 11:29:19am  
 
seldomsober: unfortunately, blocking them isn't just a matter of a few lines of 
code. I already have some code that parses referrer URLs for search engines (see 
'Search Requests' at upper left); I added an extra check for the search terms 
'behead', 'decapitat', 'paul+johnson', etc. and put up a page with a message if 
those terms are found.</P> 
Go to our Search Requests page, follow one of the links to a search page, then 
click on any link to LGF and you'll see the block page that 
appears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792723 11431 69 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 11:54:17am  
 
seldomsober wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm assuming, then, you don't want to share the code?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that's not it -- I began writing a post about it, in fact. But I realized 
that it wasn't something I could easily put together, because there are 
functions and classes involved, and it's a part of a much larger module -- so 
it's not a simple matter to figure out what's needed to make it 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792731 11431 77 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 12:04:07pm  



 
Craig: yes, I can tell. They're coming from everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792748 11431 94 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 12:21:18pm  
 
Ms. Andi -- have you cleared your browser cache?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792771 11431 117 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 12:44:20pm  
 
ploome and Ms. Andi: you don't need to clear cookies -- just the cache. I think 
it's in the Preferences, under 'Advanced'. (At least in the Mac version of 
IE...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00792827 11432 10 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2004 12:50:00pm  
 
Frank IBC: it's way too late to do anything to stop the flood of search 
requests, I'm afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00793905 11435 100 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 9:12:43am  
 
Note to Kinneret: the email address you provided for your account is bouncing -- 
I've tried to send your confirmation twice, and also tried to send an answer to 
your emails, but all my emails are bouncing with "permanent fatal errors."</P> 
I confirmed your account manually, but you should find out why your email isn't 
working.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00795042 11439 110 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2004 5:20:37pm  
 
"trollman" (also known as the previously-banned "shergald") wrote (about 
me):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
He is an excellant programmer and is presently working for a right wing Israeli 
news source, I believe. Ask him for the specifics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm sure that, at some level of his consciousness, shergald is aware this 
"accusation" is complete bullshit, and that posting it here is despicable. But 
what else can we expect from his ilk?</P> 
And this, after I gave the creep a very public second chance. Fool me twice, 
shame on me. No third chance, shergald.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00795456 11442 5 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2004 4:27:58pm  
 
Helena emailed it to me. She didn't say where it came from. Helena?</P> 
(There are some other great ones too, that I plan to use.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796179 11446 72 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 11:03:22am  
 
I'm working on the registration code. Sorry for the small 
glitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00796182 11446 75 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 11:03:50am  
 
It's a little like operating on a conscious patient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796566 11450 41 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 2:11:23pm  
 
I believe [Engineer] is referring to this photo:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8972" target=_blank>Say 
Cheese</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796888 11453 5 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 4:29:56pm  
 
Katt: are you sure you're entering your password correctly? It's case-sensitive, 
especially the first letter (hint).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796893 11453 10 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 4:34:54pm  
 
JimmyTheClaw: bingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796897 11453 14 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 4:37:05pm  
 
joemaller: thanks! I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796900 11453 17 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2004 4:43:03pm  
 
Registered users: about 2500 at last count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00796965 11453 82 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2004 6:49:06am  
 
A!an wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's against MT's license to install MT for someone for a fee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It is? Where is this spelled out at the MT site? I've been looking for this 
restriction, but haven't found it.</P> 
I will say that the MT licensing maze is highly confusing and way too complex. 
And in my opinion, the licensing prices are too high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00797236 11456 44 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2004 6:19:23am  
 
V the K: trollman is outta here, after posting a blatant lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00798370 11463 1 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2004 4:35:21pm  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00798384 11463 15 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2004 4:43:45pm  
 
Just another li'l ol' test.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00800089 11470 310 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2004 4:59:40pm  
 
A little birdy just landed on my shoulder and told me that the lizard formerly 
known as Camel Prophet has registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00800520 11472 83 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2004 10:05:24am  
 
Testing sump'n.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00801953 11479 3 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2004 12:25:56pm  
 
Leah: I see one denied comment from you recently -- it was because you used a 
lower case 'L' for your name.</P> 
Remember folks -- both username and password are case sensitive. And you can't 
change your username -- you have to post with the name you registered 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00802244 11482 4 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2004 3:23:25pm  
 
reaganite: I got it off one of the wires about a month ago and I have now 
forgotten the source. It may have been AFP. But it was not Photoshopped or 
altered in any way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00805347 11496 63 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2004 8:51:12am  
 
realwest: I'm glad to know you're on the mend, and welcome back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00805392 11497 8 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2004 9:06:01am  
 
mrsoc: the most important thing for you to do, if you're using Microsoft 
Explorer on Windows, is to make sure that you have all the latest updates. And 
it's also a good idea to have the latest version of a virus checker 
installed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00805410 11497 26 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2004 9:32:19am  
 
Roll-aid wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'll presume Charles &amp; LGF are not on IIS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have to be dragged kicking and screaming to work on a IIS system. For web 
servers, *nix forever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00806042 11500 281 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2004 4:49:31pm  
 
struan al kufr: yes, I block the URLs of some sites, because experience tells me 
that if they see referrals from LGF, we get invasions of Morlocks. That article 
had a link to one of those sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00806288 11502 5 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2004 5:22:08pm  
 
bigel: there are still many people in Belgium who are decent, and don't want to 
see another Holocaust.</P> 
I know some of them.</P> 
Yes, there's a big problem in Europe, just starting to be recognized.</P> 
But please. Tone it down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807272 11506 61 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 4:49:24pm  
 
Testing sumpin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807646 11508 20 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 5:50:52pm  
 
reaganite: back-dating registrations ... hmm. Interesting idea. A lot involved, 
but I'll give it some thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807707 11508 81 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 6:28:40pm  
 
You can always edit your information, just by logging in to the "Manage Your 
Account' page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807712 11508 86 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 6:30:38pm  
 
quark2 -- that little heart next to your username is causing all kinds of 
trouble for you. Would you mind if I abbreviated your username to simply 
'quark2'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807716 11508 90 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 6:32:56pm  
 
You can change your profile at any time by logging in to your account -- see 
"Manage Your Account" at the top of the left sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00807727 11508 101 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2004 6:40:47pm  
 
quark2: you are now officially 'quark2' with no hearts. May your logging in be 
easier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808102 11508 476 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 5:09:41am  
 
Those of you having trouble logging in -- remember that passwords are case 
sensitive. This means that, for example, 'Lizard' is different from 'lizard'. 
You need to enter your password exactly as you did when you created it.</P> 
Your username is not case sensitive; 'ny nana' is the same as 'NY 
Nana'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808110 11508 484 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 5:58:43am  
 



zombie: if you're using Internet Explorer 5.1 on Mac OS 9, that's the reason why 
long threads slow down so much for you. There's nothing about the LGF code that 
causes a slowdown -- it's simply that the Mac version of IE is infamously slow 
at loading large pages.</P> 
I highly recommend upgrading to Mac OS X (if you can) and switching to Safari. 
You won't believe the difference in speed.</P> 
Of course, you may not even see this comment because this thread is now so 
large, but on my broadband connection this page loads in about 5 
seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808171 11510 15 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 6:09:03am  
 
RayA wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The guy is obviously a Kurd, what the hell is a persian Turk?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know, that was my thought as well -- but since the subhead describes him as 
"Persian Turkish," I figured that's how he wants to be 
described.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808334 11512 59 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 11:56:28am  
 
Frisco Patriot: I fixed the links - email links need to have the mailto: prefix 
in order to work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808408 11514 6 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 7:11:02am  
 
asher: Hey, you got in!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808437 11514 35 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 8:26:59am  
 
Sorry, had a brain disconnect there. It's corrected now, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00808442 11514 40 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 8:59:35am  
 
Rust: if someone wants to try to make fun of me for acknowledging and correcting 
a mistake, I'm fine with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00809045 11520 29 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 11:49:02am  
 
Occasional Reader wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
How do I reset this to automatically remember my new password?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to check the box labeled "Remember Me" right above the post and preview 
buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00809481 11523 61 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2004 5:14:34pm  
 
Elcid: perhaps you need to clear your browser cache?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00810386 11530 11 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 7:03:26am  
 
Hmm. I heard a report on the radio that said "girl" and must have remembered 
that when I wrote the entry. It's corrected now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00810565 11531 38 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 7:56:36am  
 
realwest: everything's good. Glad to see you're recovering...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00811706 11537 3 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 4:48:11pm  
 
Sandy P: I suspect Spc. Maupin was murdered shortly after he was captured, and 
the tape is only now being released by the savages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00811758 11538 8 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 5:10:48pm  
 
Beth: follow the football ... the tiny green football ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00811766 11538 16 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 5:20:19pm  
 
See, that's the way buglets are. As soon as you announce their eradication, more 
of them crawl out from the cracks in the code.</P> 
Now you <EM>really</EM> have 200 whole characters for your personal 
profile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00811770 11538 20 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2004 5:25:41pm  
 
RayA: Remember -- creativity often flourishes best within tight boundaries. Two 
hundred characters can convey an entire world of information, if you let it.</P> 
/ channeling buddha self</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00813547 11550 138 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 10:43:37am  
 
The idiot who posted the pile of rubbish above is no friend of mine, of course. 
But I always enjoy seeing these creatures driven into such a frenzy of deranged 
hatred that they post pretentious, borderline incoherent rants like that.</P> 
Now run along, you silly moonbat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00813548 11550 139 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 10:52:45am  
 
By the way, this is "shergald", previously blocked for lying, coming back with a 
new email account and a new phony name. Now blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00814968 11555 561 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 5:50:50pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00815076 11555 669 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 6:56:22pm  



 
Sheesh, we have a feeding frenzy here! The Khalsawarrior is now blocked, unless 
and until it finds a gifted anger management therapist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00815536 11559 7 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 3:15:44pm  
 
Beth: Believe it or not, I think it might be a botched Shakespeare quote:</P> 
"The first thing we do, let's kill all the lawyers." -- Henry VI, Part 
2</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00815844 11561 12 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 4:40:54pm  
 
Cranch: thanks for forwarding that; the window was open on that page all day and 
I couldn't recall where I'd found it. I added a hat tip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00815922 11562 7 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2004 5:36:52pm  
 
reaganite: nope, no kidding. There are several aspects of this tour's route that 
are deliberately calculated to hurt US Postal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00817073 11569 7 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2004 2:24:22pm  
 
Tango: I saw the film so that I can legitimately criticize it.</P> 
And it was exactly what I expected it to be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00817094 11569 28 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2004 2:43:19pm  
 
Chris L: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11507" 
target=_blank>see here</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Before a delighted Cambridge crowd, Moore reflected on the tragedy of human 
existence: "You're stuck with being connected to this country of mine, which is 
known for bringing sadness and misery to places around the globe." In Liverpool, 
he paused to contemplate the epicenters of evil in the modern world: 
"<STRONG>It's all part of the same ball of wax, right? The oil companies, 
Israel, Halliburton</STRONG>."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00817109 11569 43 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2004 2:55:58pm  
 
RepJ: yes, that site is run by one of my more idiotic and persistent 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00817190 11569 124 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2004 4:17:35pm  
 
I had the Alois Brunner tale linked at LGF in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6245" target=_blank>April of 
last year</A>.</P> 
Here's the story of this disgusting creature, who's been given refuge in Syria: 
<A href="http://www.auschwitz.dk/Brunner/new_page_2.htm" target=_blank>Brunner 
After The War</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00818040 11577 10 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2004 6:01:02am  
 
Uh, please note -- they "interrogated" this man for two days. I'm sure he would 
have admitted to anything by the time these barbarians were through with 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00819634 11590 8 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 5:26:58am  
 
andrew: doubtful. I don't know any details about this yet, so I don't know how 
the hacker got in. But LGF is as secure as I know how to make a web 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00819656 11590 30 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 5:59:49am  
 
Jheka: I don't think motime has any kind of banning function.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00819664 11590 38 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 6:26:08am  
 
Jheka: you'll need access to the server to do anything more, and I don't believe 
motime gives you that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00820465 11595 3 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 1:14:12pm  
 
At the end of Washington Blvd. at Venice Pier, and all over the bike path 
through SM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00820541 11595 79 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 3:29:30pm  
 
NC: well, I wanted to go back to get a photo of them, so I'm afraid the deed has 
been done. But I could only tear down two of them -- because other people had 
already been tearing them down.</P> 
This isn't any big statement, and it certainly isn't going to be a habit. But 
you see, these posters are on my bicycling route. I'm being purely selfish. I 
just don't want to see them when I ride by. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00820584 11595 122 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 4:28:39pm  
 
To #100: sorry, dipshit (excuse me, I mean "registered dipshit"), but the 
posters I took down were on public traffic switchboxes. You know, those big gray 
things next to traffic lights?</P> 
Duh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00820615 11595 153 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 4:57:04pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00820738 11595 276 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2004 8:12:00pm  



 
You're wasting your time with this dishonest robot, folks. It will just keep 
changing the subject whenever an uncomfortable truth is raised. It will not 
address any points directly. It has no interest in your views -- it only wants 
to keep repeating its pre-programmed nihilistic talking points.</P> 
If you really want to keep toying with this automaton, be my guest. That can be 
fun. But don't expect anything like a real debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00821246 11597 233 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2004 12:25:11pm  
 
Jidlag wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As for Moore, well, see it. Whatever you can say, criticize, or disparage, it is 
a highly impactful political film which did not even show any direct scenes of 
the 9/11 attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right -- it didn't show any scenes of the attacks. Because <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11569_The_Cowardice_of_Micha
el_Moore" target=_blank>Michael Moore is a coward</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00822001 11602 43 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2004 3:07:34pm  
 
SoCalJustice: The University of Texas School of Journalism is the lair of Robert 
Jensen:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://uts.cc.utexas.edu/~rjensen/home.htm" 
target=_blank>uts.cc.utexas.edu...</A>]</P> 
An anti-American academic in the Chomsky mold. I'm sure he's the reason the 
School of Journalism is on the list.</P> 
And yes, it's a disgrace. The question is, how many graduates of this place are 
already creating the news we read?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00822487 11604 49 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2004 6:56:14pm  
 
"Jidlag" is that cyber-stalking loser from Michigan who originally posted here 
as "shergald." As I have promised, every time this dishonest little creep comes 
back with a new email address, it will be banned and everything it posted will 
be deleted. I left one of its comments here just as a point of 
reference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00823289 11610 82 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2004 3:30:27pm  
 
scaramouche: the article you linked, criticizing Moore for "racism" (really, for 
his lack of ideological purity) is by Robert Jensen, who I mentioned 
yesterday:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11602#c0043" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
The hatred this man has for his own country, even as he participates in the 
benefits and freedoms it provides, is absolutely incredible. I read that whole 
piece, and I could feel the neurons vaporizing as I did. Look up the definition 
of "America-hating loon" in Webster's, and you'll find Jensen's picture.</P> 
I shudder to think of the damage he's already caused in his life, as a 
journalism professor at a major Texas University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00823387 11611 16 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2004 4:50:07pm  
 
Elcid: appreciate the investigative work, but I don't allow phone 
numbers/addresses to be posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00825474 11622 47 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 7:22:10am  
 
Over at Drezner's site, we now have one of my stalkers posting hateful comments, 
pretending to be an LGF fan. Such lovely, civil people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00825497 11622 70 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 9:18:16am  
 
The LGF stalkers are having a field day in Drezner's comments, pretending to be 
LGF fans and posting deliberately over-the-top comments -- a perfect example of 
the kind of sick, obsessive hatred coming from so much of the left.</P> 
This is why we now have registration here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826507 11629 126 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 2:57:20pm  
 
Crusader wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
When I try to click on the "Palestinians Celebrate 9/11" link in the upper left 
hand corner of this site, I get a "error" response telling me that my computer 
can't play the video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Try right-clicking, then download the link to disk. Then you should be able to 
open it with Windows Media or RealPlayer or any other MPEG 
viewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826628 11632 6 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 2:26:30pm  
 
Elcid: it doesn't affect Paypal, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826629 11632 7 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 2:28:44pm  
 
Globular: I can't check on shipping status for Amazon wish list stuff, so I 
don't know. If it's undeliverable, you'll get a notice from 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826632 11632 10 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 2:44:39pm  
 
levi: I think so. What was it again? (And thanks!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826635 11632 13 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 3:04:55pm  
 
Yes! Got them, thank you very much. I've been reading the PHP book in my spare 
time. It's excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00826847 11636 1 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2004 3:35:46pm  
 



And by all that's holy, this unaltered image is one of the creepiest photos I 
have ever posted at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00827321 11637 65 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2004 6:34:13am  
 
Moonbat_One wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why do you think the Israeli flag is despicable, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huh? Please reread what I wrote; it's not the flag that's despicable, it's AFP's 
intent in publishing these photos that's despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00827331 11637 75 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2004 7:00:20am  
 
See the update...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00831299 11663 2 Charles Sat, Jul 10, 2004 7:45:55am  
 
Unsafe at any speed. Maybe Ralph Nader needs to get involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00831518 11665 52 Charles Sat, Jul 10, 2004 3:00:35pm  
 
BritishPickle: I did not jump to a conclusion.</P> 
See here: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;cid=514&amp;e=3&amp;u=/ap/
20040708/ap_on_re_mi_ea/iraq_filipino_hostage_13" target=_blank>Philippines 
Halts Troop Deployment to Iraq</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
CAIRO, Egypt - Armed Iraq insurgents threatened to kill a Filipino hostage if 
his country does not withdraw from Iraq, according to a video that aired 
Wednesday. <STRONG>The Philippines responded hours later by ordering a halt to 
further deployment</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00831645 11666 26 Charles Sat, Jul 10, 2004 3:46:36pm  
 
RayA: Your point is taken, but I was merely echoing the AP release. Now that you 
mention it, this is another case of the media refusing to identify the real 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00832980 11673 9 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 6:57:24am  
 
Search Google for <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=philippines%20us%20colony&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>philippines us colony</A> and you get a list of 
wacko far left sites (Common Dreams, World Socialist Web Site, Counterpunch, ad 
nauseam), who commonly use the term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833147 11673 176 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 12:52:03pm  
 



Words have meanings. The definition of <A href="http://m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&amp;va=colony&amp;x=15&amp;y=15" 
target=_blank>colony</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
1 a : a body of people living in a new territory but retaining ties with the 
parent state b : the territory inhabited by such a body2 : a distinguishable 
localized population within a species</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Philippines was not a colony of the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833160 11673 189 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:04:05pm  
 
Frank IBC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Those African countries were called "colonies" - why is it unreasonable to refer 
to use the same word to describe the situation Philippines at that 
time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because the situations were different, and the word "colony" is simply incorrect 
in regards to the Philippines. The European powers <EM>did</EM> colonize African 
countries; they moved large numbers of non-native people into those countries 
and lived apart from the indigenous people. That's the definition of "colony" -- 
see my comment #176.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833166 11673 195 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:15:23pm  
 
My main point <EM>was</EM> the gratuitous insult, yes. But it also drives me 
crazy to see words blatantly misused -- especially when it's done to serve an 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833168 11673 197 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:17:58pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Until we come up with a new word, colony is what we 
use.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. We don't need a new word. We already have a correct word for the former 
status of the Philippines, and that word is "territory."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833185 11673 214 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:39:15pm  
 
<A href="http://www.google.com/search?q=philippines%20us%20territory&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Google Search: philippines us 
territory</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833190 11673 219 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:44:15pm  
 
Like it or not, the word "colony" is simply the wrong word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833200 11673 229 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 1:57:59pm  
 
villa: no, "colony" is not the word that has always been used for American 
administration of the Philippines. The word that is correct is the only word I 
have ever heard -- "territory" -- and if you follow the link to the Google 
search I posted above, you'll see that "territory" is far more accepted and 



widely used than "colony." The main hits for "colony," as I pointed out, come 
from far left sites like Counterpunch. And there's a reason these people use 
such a ridiculously inaccurate word (explain, please, how the US "colonized" the 
Philippines?) -- because it paints a picture of the US as an imperialist entity, 
which fits their anti-American agenda.</P> 
The word "colony" is incorrect. It does not mean what you say it means, and it 
does not fit the relationship of the US to the Philippines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833236 11673 265 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 2:41:05pm  
 
villa wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The word colony has bad connotations, therefore it isn't used.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. The word "colony" is not accurate, therefore it isn't used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833244 11673 273 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 3:01:46pm  
 
By the way, I don't mean to hammer this point into the ground, but incorrect use 
of well-defined words is a pet peeve of mine. The word "colony" has been 
appropriated by the far left, and is regularly applied in situations where it 
shouldn't be, specifically to impute "colonial" motives to the US, "colonialism" 
being the latest always-negative buzzword.</P> 
And I am not "whitewashing" anything. The US record in the Philippines is not 
one of altruism and sweetness, and I'm not implying or saying that it was. 
(Although the tendency to apply "modern" multicultural standards to what was a 
very different world is another topic for discussion.) But the Philippines was 
termed an "unincorporated territory" because it's a better way to describe the 
situation. "Colony" obviously implies "colonization" -- which simply did not 
occur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833823 11680 7 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 6:14:06pm  
 
The theme for today: not looking at oncoming traffic. The worst offender: a 
father with a two-child trailer who suddenly decided to execute a 180 degree 
turn.</P> 
Without looking, or signaling, of course.</P> 
On a very crowded bike path.</P> 
With a son following along behind, and making the obstacle even more 
dangerous.</P> 
I think I said something rude to Dad as I passed (after braking fiercely to 
avoid killing his entire family). But I can't recall what it 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00833833 11680 17 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2004 6:39:21pm  
 
mickthemick: If I recall correctly, it was something like 
<EM>Aaarrrggghhh!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00834442 11686 117 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2004 10:05:17am  
 



Cam: so sorry to hear about your father; I can't keep up with everything that 
goes on here, and just got to read the comments about it. Please accept my 
deepest sympathies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00836761 11707 48 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2004 4:49:52pm  
 
You're very welcome, Allen. LGF lizards -- if you haven't purchased C&amp;F's 
terrific book yet, why ... <EM>shame on you!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00840809 11740 20 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2004 9:47:47am  
 
SoCalJustice: Greg Lemond has been hinting around about LA's drug use for years. 
With each new Lance win of the Tour, Lemond's comments get more explicit.</P> 
Greg is a great champion. But he should really just shut up; this makes him look 
very petty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00840810 11740 21 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2004 9:49:18am  
 
Nukes of Hazzard: Virenque lost more than 8 minutes today. I don't think he'll 
be on the podium; he nearly killed himself winning the stage on Bastille 
Day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00842830 11754 58 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2004 3:01:39pm  
 
daybrother: heh! I did take part in some pretty outrageous escapades aboard 
commercial airplanes, in the years when I was touring.</P> 
But that was before September 11, of course.</P> 
By the way, before we all assume this is a paranoid overreaction, I recommend 
reading the article again to refresh your memory on the full details of how 
these Syrians acted. To pick one example: standing up after the "preparing for 
landing" announcement is, purely and simply, odd and frightening behavior. 
People on that flight would have been <EM>very</EM> remiss in their duties if 
this didn't arouse suspicion.</P> 
In all of my outrageous touring escapades, one thing I <EM>never</EM> did was 
stand up after the landing announcement. I can't believe this Syrian band (if it 
was them) would not be aware how alarming this act would be; they are on tour; 
they've been flying a lot; they know the drill.</P> 
I think it's possible (knowing how sarcastic and cliquish musicians can be, 
which probably goes triple for Syrian musicians) that they were deliberately 
acting weird to "terrorize" the "stupid Americans."</P> 
And I think it's also possible, from Annie Jacobsen's description, that there 
was something much more sinister going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00842994 11754 222 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2004 9:33:03am  
 
Please notice (since you apparently missed it the first time) -- I made it very 
clear that I had no corroboration for this report, and also qualified every 
reference to the band; e.g. "if it was them."</P> 
I will add an update about this. Shortly after I posted this entry, the web site 
went off line for exceeding its bandwidth, and I could not find any other 
information about the tour; so I never saw the page that says the tour is 
scheduled for the fall.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00842997 11754 225 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2004 10:00:06am  
 
I did go to that site already, and there's no information about the US 
tour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00843018 11754 246 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 12:52:48pm  
 
Erika: the post at the head of this discussion was updated two days ago to say 
that Kulna Sawa is not on tour in the US.</P> 
I'm curious, though; did you read the article that launched this discussion? 
Since you're decrying "paranoia and racism," what do you think about the 
behavior described in that article? Is it "paranoia and racism" to be alarmed 
when a group of Syrians acts suspiciously on an airplane -- after September 
11?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00843021 11754 249 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 3:53:47pm  
 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00845530 11778 47 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2004 9:48:04am  
 
Throbert: thanks for pointing out Lizzy's and Ralphoosh's comments -- they're 
quite right. I've flown both El Al and Air 2000 (a Turkish airline, if I recall 
correctly), and the unruly behavior during takeoff and landing is quite 
surprising to Americans. And for the record, Air 2000 was even worse than El 
Al.</P> 
The thing is, apart from the fact that security at El Al makes you feel pretty 
safe from the git-go, on those flights <EM>everyone</EM> behaves that way. The 
Syrians from Jacobsen's story would have had to be <EM>mega-yokels</EM> not to 
notice that everyone else on the plane was still buckled into their seats and 
looking at them oddly.</P> 
And remember, they were supposed to be musicians. It's difficult to believe that 
a group of musicians on tour would have that high of a Hick 
Factor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00845575 11778 92 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2004 10:44:39am  
 
Throbert:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Um, if a group of American musicians were touring Moscow, would you expect them 
to automagically know that a well-mannered person entering a Russian home must 
trade his street shoes for indoor slippers within two or three steps of the 
front door?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Poor analogy; nobody would die if I failed to remove my shoes.</P> 
Actually, people have been known to die when I <EM>do</EM> remove my 
shoes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00845851 11781 65 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2004 1:51:20pm  
 



bigel: Please tone it down with the Nazi accusations. You're going way over the 
top.</P> 
longwhitecloud: Stuff may not be far-left, but looking around the site I don't 
think "left-leaning" is an exaggeration -- I edited my post to say 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00846197 11781 411 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 2:46:44pm  
 
"Mr. X" is sharing his deranged America-hatred from Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00846227 11781 441 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 3:29:00pm  
 
"Mr. X" is out of here. He admitted openly that his only reason to be here is to 
wind us up; this kind of narcissistic behavior is the Modus Operandi of the 
Troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00846236 11781 450 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 3:46:15pm  
 
"JFK" is "Mr. X" again. Asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00846251 11781 465 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 4:24:26pm  
 
Another Modus Operandi of the Common House Troll is that they suddenly shut up 
and stop trying to register with different email addresses, when they realize 
you're on to them, like misbehaving children caught with their hands in the 
cookie jar.</P> 
"Mr. X" is following the script; and yes, I caught the other email address you 
tried to register, asshole. You're lucky I'm a nice guy, or I'd publish all the 
email addresses you tried to use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00846820 11783 98 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2004 4:24:51pm  
 
Donna: life sucks sometimes. But at the end of the day, you do have friends 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00847903 11787 20 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 11:15:42am  
 
Right, Marshall, nothing to see here. Former national security adviser takes 
top-secret documents from a secure area.</P> 
In war time.</P> 
Marshall says, "No big deal."</P> 
Do you have any idea how stupid your comments make you look?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00847963 11787 80 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 11:33:25am  
 
Rayra's right; the idiot Marshall was banned for spewing that kind of content-
free drivel mixed with inept insults once before, then he registered to get 
around the ban ... and now he's banned for good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00848769 11791 79 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2004 3:58:40pm  
 
angeles: thanks. You're right -- I copied the list from a Ha'aretz story and 
didn't notice there were only five nations. I added Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00850557 11804 11 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2004 8:36:20am  
 
Tman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have to disagree with Charles, this is very unlikely to be a terrorist related 
situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't get me wrong -- I'm not saying it is terror-related. But the knee-jerk 
denial from law enforcement is becoming almost comical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00851128 11807 18 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2004 11:36:40am  
 
I believe the guys in orange are Basque.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00853158 11818 144 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2004 3:28:02pm  
 
Wow. Quite an outburst from Camel Prophet, whose input (when he's not seeing 
red) is appreciated at LGF.</P> 
This isn't the first time I've asked you, CP, to apologize for sudden absurdly 
over-the-top attacks on other LGF regulars. It's clear you've got strong 
beliefs. And it's also clear you have serious issues with distinguishing friend 
from foe.</P> 
You do owe these people an apology, and I hope you'll find it in yourself to do 
so. Because as I mentioned above, your contributions can be great -- when you're 
not going off like an interpersonal nuclear device. But surely you have enough 
sense to see that I can't let this kind of thing continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00853161 11818 147 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2004 3:30:58pm  
 
Nastification Agenda = Camel Prophet = peace be upon me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00853824 11823 17 Charles Fri, Jul 23, 2004 7:40:58am  
 
Geepers: do you know which comment # it starts at? (I don't see anything wrong 
with Safari.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00853879 11824 48 Charles Fri, Jul 23, 2004 8:52:48am  
 
They changed the headline on <EM>that</EM> page, but it's still posted at Yahoo 
with the original headline -- twice. See the update above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00855035 11833 29 Charles Fri, Jul 23, 2004 3:57:19pm  
 
Robert Crawford: I don't think they usually bother with the 
basket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00855868 11836 252 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2004 11:57:21am  
 
One thing I've learned from running LGF is that no matter how glaringly obvious 
the antisemitism, there is always someone who will try to deny its 
existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00856473 11838 186 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2004 5:23:06pm  
 
My goodness. Petesy's description of his "conservative troll attack" has 
disturbed me so much that I decided to help him out, by revoking his 
registration so that he won't be subject to any more of these horrible 
incidents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00856489 11838 202 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2004 6:04:54am  
 
The "petesy" moron promptly tried to register with another email address. 
Imagine my surprise. I would have thought that after his terrible ordeal at the 
hands of the conservative internet attackers, he wouldn't want to come back.</P> 
And oddly, someone signed me up for 5 or 6 random newsletters last night, trying 
to be a nuisance. I'm sure it's just a coincidence. After all, "petesy" spent 
all that time telling us how awful it is to be harrassed on the web. He wouldn't 
turn around and do the same thing, just because he was blocked, would he?</P> 
You're a pathetic wanker, "petesy", and you're owned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00856552 11840 17 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2004 2:20:30pm  
 
"A.C.R.O.N.Y.M." will now try to make the entire discussion revolve around 
him/her/it.</P> 
He/she/it writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What irks me, though, is how they are labelled as Jew-haters...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Great! I live to irk people like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00857144 11846 20 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2004 6:39:19am  
 
"Reza" is the troll who infests Robert Spencer's site; it has apparently decided 
to start spewing its bizarre incitement here as well.</P> 
It's in Minneapolis. And the block clock is ticking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00857800 11853 7 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2004 9:43:26am  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00858230 11858 6 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2004 3:55:56pm  
 
sometwo: See here: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=364&amp;searchSt
ring=kerry&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>lgf search: 
kerry</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00858270 11858 46 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2004 4:28:23pm  
 
Hulugu, please. You know we love you, as only a lizard can love. But that was 
waaayyy over the top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859103 11864 16 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 7:35:19am  
 
Thom: notice also that the post is in their "hidden" area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859387 11868 7 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 8:02:18am  
 
Bill ... Hillary ... what's the difference?</P> 
(Oops, corrected now.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859653 11870 40 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 10:42:24am  
 
"joeg" is the Israel-hating liar who has posted many comments here under the 
names "Blackman" and others. He is still leeching off the taxpayers of the state 
of Michigan, posting his comments with an account paid for by the Michigan State 
Department of Management and Budget.</P> 
He registered earlier this month, and laid low until he thought everyone would 
have forgotten about "Blackman".</P> 
In other words, like almost all Palestinian propagandists: an ignorant, lying, 
cheating parasite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859657 11870 44 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 10:47:26am  
 
The jerk is now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859811 11872 120 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 10:30:57am  
 
Free Speech: I understand your feelings, but please. It may feel good to vent, 
but those kinds of comments give ammo to the enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859840 11872 149 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 10:53:04am  
 
"joeg" is the liar who has posted here before with the name "Blackman". See my 
comment here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11870#c0040" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859990 11872 299 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 12:41:54pm  
 
See the update to my entry above -- these parrots are coming over from Daily 
Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00859997 11872 306 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 12:43:39pm  
 



MSO writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am a Patriot, and though my weapons be not guns and bombs and my battlefield 
my home, I have no paucity of comrades in arms. We are legion, we are Patriots 
and we will triumph.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860051 11872 360 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:08:27pm  
 
What's that I smell? Is that the sick odor of antisemitism, wafting 
by?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860054 11872 363 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:09:22pm  
 
"soultaco" is posting his comments from (prepare to be shocked) the University 
of Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860078 11872 387 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:25:27pm  
 
"soultaco" is banned, in spite of his winning ways and congenial 
personality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860109 11872 418 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:45:33pm  
 
The cretin "soultaco" has indeed whined about being banned, for his noble 
attempt to share the light of reason.</P> 
And he also made a threat that he'll "be back" with another IP address. Moonbats 
are so cute when they're mad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860117 11872 426 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:52:42pm  
 
Yep, a bit on the crude side, Elcid. Best not to give the Morlocks 
ammo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860180 11872 489 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 6:30:50pm  
 
The idiots at Daily Kos are now making up stories about Kathryn Cramer's 
"victory" over LGF. These people apparently feel no shame at all at spreading 
the most outrageous lies -- and these are lies that are easily checked. So 
painfully pathetic.</P> 
Thrash away, little Daily Kos moonbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860213 11872 522 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 11:44:39am  
 
Well, richardphx, your disgustingly ghoulish comment, gloating over soldier's 
deaths in loving detail, has finally moved me to block you.</P> 
Because I can't stand dissent?</P> 
No, because you make me want to vomit.</P> 
If you try to post here again you'll be blocked again and your posts deleted. 
You are not welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00860218 11872 527 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 2:48:49pm  
 
Sergio: I get email daily from military folks and their families, telling me how 
much they appreciate LGF. I would be letting these people down if I allow stuff, 
on a regular basis, like what richardphx posted.</P> 
These people are doing a job all of us should be thankful for. They deserve 
gratitude and respect, not condescending, ghoulish attempts to sap their morale 
with lurid fantasies of dying soldiers. I can't even imagine the mindset that 
produces such a comment. I just know I don't want it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860298 11874 11 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 1:17:34pm  
 
I've had enough of that Daily Kos cretin "soultaco," posting from the University 
of Washington. He's blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860413 11875 34 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:00:31pm  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860419 11875 40 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:03:40pm  
 
Again with the test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860452 11875 73 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:29:44pm  
 
realwest: very sorry to hear that. I thought you were on the mend. Please keep 
us updated on your condition, take care of yourself, and follow the doc's 
advice!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860539 11876 54 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:45:57pm  
 
The worst childrens' choir in history has just performed. Wow.</P> 
How symbolic for the Democrat agenda. A group of children who can't sing, 
dressed up and pretending to be a choir, getting tons of approval and praise for 
achieving nothing.</P> 
Those poor kids, shamelessly used by such a blinkered bunch of 
clowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860545 11876 60 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:47:48pm  
 
Heh! Guess I saw this differently from evariste. ;^)</P> 
But I'm a former choir singer myself, so I know that when done right, a 
childrens' choir can be awesome.</P> 
That one wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860576 11876 91 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:58:03pm  
 



Jimmy Carter, according to the speaker, "awakened America to the concept of 
energy independence."</P> 
Bwahahahaha!</P> 
Anyone remember waiting in a 5-hour gas line during Carter's administration? 
Yes, I'd say he "awakened" me, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860582 11876 97 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 3:59:53pm  
 
He was awarded -- the NOBEL PEACE PRIZE! (applause)</P> 
The same prize awarded to the world's oldest terrorist, Yasser Arafat. Now 
there's something to be proud of.</P> 
Oh good lord. Now we're being subjected to a Carter paean on video.</P> 
He truly is history's greatest monster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860598 11876 113 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 4:03:51pm  
 
"My name is Jimmy Carter and I am not running for President."</P> 
(Weak laughter.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860636 11876 151 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 4:12:43pm  
 
Carter: "peace and justice for the Palestinians."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860644 11876 159 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 4:14:19pm  
 
Carter: "In the world at large, we cannot lead if our leaders ... mislead."</P> 
Oh wait, he's not finished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00860864 11876 379 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 5:25:13pm  
 
This should be interesting, to see how Hillary tries to square the Democratic 
circle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00861155 11877 35 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 5:57:44pm  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00861305 11879 9 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 6:48:49pm  
 
Just for the record, and not that I expect the idiots at Daily Kos to believe me 
(or care if they do), the 'unique visitor' count at upper left uses several 
techniques to try to make sure it really is a count of unique visits. It's about 
as accurate as a web counter can be, and it does <EM>not</EM> count repeated 
browser refreshes from the same visitor.</P> 
Of course, I could be sitting here, day after day, adding 2 or 3 to the count 
and uploading the page every few minutes, 24 hours a day. You never know. 
Especially when <EM>those people</EM> are behind LGF.</P> 
Bwahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00861311 11879 15 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 6:52:15pm  
 
Kathryn Cramer sent a series of embarrassingly stupid letters of complaint to 
our host, Hosting Matters, eventually resulting in a promise from Hosting 
Matters that if she didn't stop harassing them and me with her bogus complaints, 
she would be hearing from Hosting Matters' lawyers.</P> 
Upon which, Cramer suddenly shut her trap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00861354 11879 58 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2004 7:41:59pm  
 
The frothing derangement is reaching new heights over at the Daily Hate. I 
recommend visiting one more time to see "soultaco" exhibit his mad Photoshop 
skillz. Sheer genius, in a non-genius kind of way.</P> 
It's a badge of honor that those microcephalic mooks hate me so much. Sleep 
well, freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00861775 11881 170 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 10:01:19am  
 
A.C.R.O.N.Y.M. -- I'm going to ask you directly: are you the person who formerly 
posted here under the name "DoubleStandard?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00862411 11884 90 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 12:21:52pm  
 
Nuclear Tinkerbell: some good points from the Cracker Barrel Philosopher. 
However, I must point out that John Kerry <EM>did</EM> try to distance himself 
from Zuniga when that foul comment was publicized -- Kerry removed the link to 
Daily Kos from his official web site, and published a statement denouncing 
Zuniga.</P> 
The statement is still there at Kerry's site, although they seem to have 
forgotten their desire not to be connected with Zuniga's nasty sentiments:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://blog.johnkerry.com/blog/archives/001494.html#001494" 
target=_blank>blog.johnkerry.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863367 11891 10 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 3:55:03pm  
 
Did Tom Daschle say one word about terrorism? Or did I nod off 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863395 11891 38 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 4:07:35pm  
 
It's the screamer!</P> 
<A href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Music/dean-freaks.mp3" 
target=_blank>Eeeyyaarrrggghhh!!!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863465 11891 108 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 4:32:15pm  
 
Al Qaeda? Al Qaeda? Hello? Anyone? War declared against the US? Hello? Is this 
thing on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863559 11891 202 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 4:54:16pm  



 
"John Kerry will not hesitate to use our military..."</P> 
He'll just vote against <EM>every single defense spending bill</EM> that ever 
crossed his desk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863569 11891 212 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 4:56:12pm  
 
I actually liked the first part of Obama's speech, but now he's completely off 
the loony left deep end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863747 11891 390 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 5:39:57pm  
 
We are now seeing why the big three networks decided to cut away to their 
regularly scheduled programming when THK took the podium.</P> 
Those guys are driven by money. And even with their obvious sympathy for Kerry, 
they can tell that the ketchup queen is poison for ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863782 11891 425 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 5:47:30pm  
 
THK: not one word about terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00863808 11891 451 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 5:52:54pm  
 
"Truth to power!" She said, "Truth to power!"</P> 
Noam Chomsky is grinning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00864073 11893 17 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2004 5:43:40pm  
 
J. Lichty: and when the Republicans trot out the imams, I'll be just as harsh. 
Possibly more harsh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00865803 11904 35 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 6:33:50pm  
 
Jamie: I didn't write "state-run." I wrote "government-controlled," and your 
comment reinforces my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00865835 11905 22 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 4:14:34pm  
 
Richardson said "Al Qaeda!" DRINK!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00865961 11905 148 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 5:04:00pm  
 
Notice the perfunctory applause Shalikashvili is getting. These people do not 
want to give it up for a military man, even if he's on their 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00866017 11905 204 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 5:23:46pm  
 



Will John Edwards mention the dreaded words "Al Qaeda?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00866091 11905 278 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 5:41:33pm  
 
Edwards said "Al Qaeda!" DRINK!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00866115 11905 302 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 5:46:22pm  
 
"Including a safe and secure Israel" ... he tossed off to very weak 
applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00866164 11905 351 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 5:55:17pm  
 
Think Johnny's wearing enough orange TV makeup?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00866352 11907 32 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2004 7:22:13pm  
 
DaveI wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is old news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're right. <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=0&amp;searchStri
ng=Death+Cult+Summer+Camp&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>It is old 
news</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00867683 11916 30 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 12:44:14pm  
 
andrew: a shipment is going out this week. Sorry for the delay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00867688 11916 35 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 12:47:47pm  
 
ShiksaGirl: sorry, but these days I can't read every comment at LGF, with more 
than 3,000 posted every day. Missed your link, but you can have an honorary hat 
tip anyway!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00867890 11918 42 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 3:29:28pm  
 
Oh, Joe. Joe.</P> 
Now we see why he stood no chance at all of getting the nomination. Do you think 
there's a little Joe somewhere inside him, screaming in torment at how he let 
himself be used tonight?</P> 
I kept looking for signs of it in his eyes. But he's polished. I saw 
nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00867924 11918 76 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 3:41:16pm  
 
I wonder what the atmosphere is like in Joe Lieberman's dressing 
room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00867954 11918 106 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 3:49:30pm  
 
I once spent three weeks on a tour bus whose driver had just finished driving 
Willie Nelson. He said he had never seen anyone smoke as much pot as Willie.</P> 
And this guy had driven for one of the biggest tour bus companies for years, 
driving people like AC/DC, Marilyn Manson, Led Zeppelin, etc.</P> 
Willie is legendary in the world of THC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00867974 11918 126 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 3:53:59pm  
 
Lysander: great post. The people who made that terrible choice deserve to have 
their images seen.</P> 
If I were standing on a ledge, trapped, with a raging inferno on one side and a 
yawning gulf on the other, I would want my choice WITNESSED.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868001 11918 153 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 4:05:01pm  
 
Good morning, Vietnam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868262 11918 414 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 5:16:36pm  
 
GOOSEBUMPS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868270 11918 422 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 5:17:44pm  
 
That has to be the first mention of "goosebumps" in a Presidential candidate's 
speech.</P> 
Ooh. I'm getting <EM>goosebumps!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868287 11918 439 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 5:20:04pm  
 
They really hate John Ashcroft, don't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868343 11918 495 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 5:30:46pm  
 
My God. This is worse than I ever could have imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868609 11918 761 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 7:00:23pm  
 
PDM: congratulations to you and your wife!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868672 11919 14 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 3:31:05pm  
 
denbike: it was tough to put together too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00868697 11919 39 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2004 4:00:11pm  
 



Paul: none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870530 11931 66 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 2:24:11pm  
 
Christopher Luebcke wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Given that the mullahs' nuclear arms development program speeds ahead with no 
intervention by the current administration, who's to say that under John Kerry 
we'd do any worse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Who's to say? <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9832" 
target=_blank>The mullahs themselves.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870782 11934 49 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 2:19:46pm  
 
zombie: Lizard by the Bay (#33) summed up pretty well the reason why I'm letting 
that ad run. I sincerely doubt it's going to convince any LGF readers that 
Halliburton is planting mind control devices in Desert Storm veterans.</P> 
Except maybe Gordon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870795 11934 62 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 2:28:26pm  
 
If the "Nablus university" is the infamous An-Najah University, it's extremely 
likely that these people were up to no good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870802 11934 69 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 2:34:34pm  
 
An-Najah University is well known at LGF, and some of the people who attend this 
august institution have even posted comments here, and harassed me through 
email. Here's an LGF search that will bring up our <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=0&amp;searchStri
ng=najah&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>entries related to An-Najah 
University</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870808 11934 75 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 2:36:44pm  
 
freedomsound had the same idea! But since this "school" is known by two names 
(Al-Najah and An-Najah), if you search for just "najah" you'll find a few more 
entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870936 11935 17 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 4:27:42pm  
 
aaron nailed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00870990 11937 4 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 4:13:36pm  
 
I think we just found the drinking thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871000 11937 14 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 4:18:21pm  



 
This Nazi-like news of bizarre medical experiments (I think we should get used 
to calling them BME for short) is going to cause quite a stir in the caverns of 
the Morlocks.</P> 
After all, Bush = Hitler, right? Here's the proof.</P> 
Expect serious derangement. This should be great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871015 11937 29 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2004 4:25:35pm  
 
zulubaby: yes, I do know what you're talking about. A very detailed Al Qaeda 
manual on how to manipulate the Western legal system when captured and put on 
trial. It was discovered in one of the terror raids in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871581 11940 26 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 5:41:54am  
 
SoCalJustice: more images from that evil Palestinian display celebrating the 
Sbarro atrocity:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4523" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
There appears to have been a deliberate attempt to keep these images away from 
the world -- they're extremely hard to find on the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871711 11941 9 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 6:00:01am  
 
"militant lepers?" You know, I've never thought of that. But sure, it could be. 
We may never know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871734 11941 32 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2004 7:10:15am  
 
OK. Let's just ignore the hundreds of similarly blindfolded wire stories I've 
covered over the past 3 years, and quibble about <EM>this</EM> one.</P> 
I do like the gratuitous Fox News reference though. Nice touch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00871762 11942 26 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 6:26:30am  
 
Check the look on the Marine's face. Close-mouthed, looking right into Kerry's 
eyes.</P> 
Heh. That cannot have felt too good for Flipper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00872601 11943 116 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 9:48:04am  
 
Avram wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm with you on Kerry's comments against the Saudis. I don't know why Charles - 
who I happen to know from very long personal experience is as smart as they come 
- would seem so inconsistent on this point...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Howzit, Avram? Appreciate the comment, but you missed my point. Yes, on the 
surface, Kerry's needling of the Saudis appears to coincide with my views. 
However, there are two deeper points here: 1) Kerry doesn't mean it, like almost 
everything else he says -- the statement was tossed off in a moment of cheap 



political pandering, and 2) it's utterly inconsistent with Kerry's own stated 
goal of "restoring respect for America overseas."</P> 
The simple fact, stated by many others above, is that as distasteful and ugly as 
our relationship with the oil ticks is, this country needs their oil. Neither 
you nor anyone else (and especially not John Kerry) would enjoy what would 
happen if the petro-taps were suddenly shut. That's why a statement like this, 
thrown out to the DNC crowd for pure "red meat" effect, is so 
disingenuous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00872605 11943 120 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 11:01:19am  
 
Avram wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But I guess I take Kerry at his word that if there were a serious, specific 
security threat to this country, he would use military force to defend 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why would you take Kerry at his word on something so important, when his record 
for the past 20 years suggests a <EM>very</EM> different conclusion? He voted 
against every single military spending bill that ever crossed his desk, 
including the bills that funded some of the most important weapons systems we 
have in use today. He was rated by National Journal as <A 
href="http://www.govexec.com/dailyfed/0204/022704nj1.htm" target=_blank>the most 
liberal Senator</A> of 2003. Not "one of the most." <EM>The most</EM>.</P> 
And while <EM>some</EM> high-ranking generals may support Kerry (Cleland? 
Clarke?) I suspect that an awful lot of military people will be quite unhappy 
serving under a commander-in-chief who once labeled his fellow soldiers "war 
criminals" with not a shred of evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00872606 11943 121 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 11:03:35am  
 
Avram wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
One of the Republican fringes supports Israel only because they think that Jews 
have a role to play in the second coming - the same role as the one black guys 
used to play in monster movies. This is a fringe that Bush positively identifies 
with, and I think that supporters of Israel should take this into 
account.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sources? (I know about the Second Coming fringe types, but do you have any 
source for your assertion that George Bush "positively identifies" with 
them?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00872679 11944 65 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 3:15:39pm  
 
I'm still trying to catch up on back orders ... hopefully soon!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00872898 11945 20 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 3:00:15pm  
 
reaganite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are those Speedplay pedals? How the hell do you walk on the 
cleats...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Slowly and carefully. Actually, sometimes it's almost better to walk sort of on 
tip-toe, so the cleat is the walking surface. I try not to walk much in them if 
I can help it.</P> 
But I've had both Shimano and Look pedals, and vastly prefer Speedplay for the 
double-sided access and quick/easy/safe click in/out. And Speedplays are almost 
maintenance-free. I've had accidental releases with both Shimano and Look (once 
in an uphill sprint -- that was fun), but never with Speedplay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00873094 11947 34 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2004 5:01:24pm  
 
I was talking to a somewhat liberal, somewhat Kerry-liking (or more accurately, 
GWB-disliking) friend last night, and in the course of our discussion I said, 
"Imagine what would happen if 5 nuclear weapons went off simultaneously in 5 
different cities."</P> 
Boy, talk about yer conversation-stopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00873617 11954 16 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 8:17:20am  
 
Sandy P: the ones who spat at Lance were described as "Europeans"; the picture I 
posted doesn't show the spitting, it shows a Basque fan flipping the bird to 
Lance: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11807" 
target=_blank>Feel the Love</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00873656 11955 4 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 7:54:26am  
 
By the way, Michele has a serious moonbat infestation in the comments for this 
topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874495 11962 71 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 2:30:18pm  
 
"Laura" is not venting. "She" is an LGF-hater, who lost it in that comment. Or 
maybe "she" was deliberately planting something to whine about later.</P> 
People like that are why I used to block the entire AOL IP range, before 
registration. Now they register, because it's just too hard for them to resist 
spewing bile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874504 11962 80 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 2:41:15pm  
 
No ... "petesy" was in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874511 11962 87 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 2:49:23pm  
 
Azure: don't get "Laura" wrong. She didn't mean a word of that comment -- it was 
pure nasty sarcasm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874533 11962 109 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 3:13:50pm  
 
Jheka wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Does Kerry's site or blog still link to DU (or any other site/blog)? I'm looking 
and I can't find a link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, I'll be a lizard's uncle! I had just looked at the <A 
href="http://blog.johnkerry.com/" target=_blank>official John Kerry blog</A> 
about a week ago, and they had a list of links to sites that included Democratic 
Underground. (I was checking to see if they had added Daily Kos back to their 
links after removing him.)</P> 
It looks like they decided to sanitize their site for the DNC. Trying to put 
some distance between themselves and the lunatics like DU and 
Atrios...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874542 11962 118 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 3:17:39pm  
 
Jheka: but Google's cache comes through again:</P> 
<A 
href="http://66.102.7.104/search?q=cache:http://blog.johnkerry.com&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Kerry's blog with DU link</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874767 11963 94 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 7:35:00pm  
 
"siamesegirl" found LGF by searching Google for <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;q=george+W+Bush+on+anti-depressents&amp;btnG=Google+Search" 
target=_blank>george W Bush on anti-depressents</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00874779 11963 106 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2004 7:56:21pm  
 
As of this evening, the total number of comments at Little Green Footballs: 
874,548.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00875779 11970 4 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2004 8:53:01am  
 
ddobie: please don't post entire articles here. A link and an excerpt are 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00876731 11977 260 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2004 5:25:15am  
 
It's interesting that creeps like "Lance Stein" give themselves permission to 
use the most vile racial slurs and hate speech when they come to LGF, thinking 
that they're "showing us how we are." But the truth is, the only time racist 
epithets like "sp*c" appear at LGF is when they're posted by foul, twisted 
haters like "Lance."</P> 
Who is now blocked, and is not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00877526 11980 411 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2004 10:54:33am  
 
evariste: the problem you discovered is not specific to Unicode. It's because I 
have a regular expression that parses comments and breaks up any "words" with 
more than 40 consecutive letters -- to prevent the page from exanding 
horizontally.</P> 
Hmm. Maybe it's time to make that regex Unicode-aware.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00878254 11987 3 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2004 3:41:49pm  
 
Thom: do you see that error message every time you load LGF? Sometimes it's 
unavoidable, if I can't connect to Yahoo's feeds, but it shouldn't be happening 
every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00878520 11990 49 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2004 6:48:29pm  
 
Yes, I removed the block on Lance, because he asked politely. Just in case 
anyone was wondering.</P> 
But think, "short leash."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00878796 11991 168 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2004 5:40:44am  
 
loggiedog: the story of UPenn's drafting of shari'a for the Maldives was first 
broken here at LGF -- here's the topic: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11805" target=_blank>UPenn 
Drafting Shari'a Law for Maldives</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00878807 11991 179 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2004 5:51:44am  
 
And with that, the subliterate moron above managed to ensure that he won't be 
spending much time at LGF. Because he's banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00880180 11996 169 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2004 3:01:47pm  
 
We may have maxed out their bandwidth. Either that or they're carrying out a 
purge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00880974 12002 179 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2004 5:04:40am  
 
The moron calling itself 'Klof Diputsu' is the same brain-damaged Brit who was 
blocked under the name 'pissoffuwankerz'. These creatures think they're being 
clever when they get a new Hotmail address and register with a different 
name.</P> 
This one won't be back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00882350 12012 76 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2004 3:48:01pm  
 
JWarrior: thank you for sharing your grandmother's life with us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00882637 12015 28 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2004 3:59:48pm  
 
Here are the technical details on today's outages, for interested geeks:</P> 
<A href="http://forums.hostmatters.com/showthread.php?p=62397" 
target=_blank>Hosting Matters Support Forum - DOS attack/flood attack: August 5, 
2004</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00883307 12021 13 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2004 6:15:33am  
 
SoCalJustice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So now they have to prove that the Sami knew that the money was going to support 
terrorism. He clearly knew, and there's plenty of evidence to show 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But the article quoted above doesn't say they have to prove al-Arian 
<EM>knew</EM> -- it says they have to prove the money <EM>actually was used</EM> 
to commit terrorist attacks. If that's accurate, it's a much higher burden of 
proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00883336 12021 42 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2004 6:44:09am  
 
SoCalJustice: the first paragraph of the AP article states:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Prosecutors putting a former professor on trial on charges he raised money for 
the Palestinian Islamic Jihad will have to prove contributions to the group were 
used for terrorist attacks rather than for charity, a federal judge has 
ruled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
From the St. Petersburg Times article you linked, it looks like the AP once 
again distorted the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00883661 12027 7 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2004 8:28:47am  
 
The Post is having some severe issues with the Javascript in their ad banners. 
Turn off Javascript in your browser and the article will come 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00884571 12032 37 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2004 4:36:05pm  
 
jrdroll wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Gee lets play gotcha.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's <EM>exactly</EM> what happened. The question is straight from a high-
school junior's final term essay, and just as meaningful.</P> 
Yes, Bush could have answered it more artfully. He could have plumbed the 
nuances of this very deep question.</P> 
But he would have been finessing bullshit with more bullshit.</P> 
After watching Kerry and Bush twice and considering the implications of what I 
saw, I actually respect Dubya a bit more—despite (maybe because of) the reaction 
of these thoroughly indoctrinated "journalists."</P> 
And shame ... <EM>shame!</EM> ... on what's become of the journalistic 
profession.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00886077 12042 22 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2004 4:54:57pm  
 
Rob Hartsock asked:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are those FSA RD200 wheels? If so, have any feedback on them? I was thinking of 
getting a pair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



No, they're Ksyrium Elites, the 2004 model. Great wheels, very sturdy, 
reasonably light for the price, and they've stayed perfectly true for a couple 
of months despite several potholes and a couple of flats.</P> 
The FSA RD200s look pretty cool, but I haven't heard much about them 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00886078 12042 23 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2004 5:10:27pm  
 
P.S. We won't talk about those Weyless Korso wheels I exchanged for the 
Ksyriums. (Two broken spokes within two months, and both of them broke when I 
was doing <EM>nothing</EM> ... e.g. coasting down a hill and pedaling lightly 
...)</P> 
P.P.S. We also won't talk about the angst I feel about buying such a ... a ... 
<EM>French</EM> product. I wish they didn't make such good wheels. And 
tires.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00886081 12042 26 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2004 5:52:49pm  
 
addison: me and a cyclist friend who wishes to remain anonymous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00887515 12057 4 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2004 4:11:28pm  
 
Hi Jacob: yes, it got bad enough, with several dedicated trolls posing as other 
users to stir up trouble, and using anonymous proxies to do it.</P> 
Registration has been working out great, even with the extra support issues. And 
it hasn't affected our traffic or the number of comments posted, either -- both 
are actually increasing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00887524 12057 13 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2004 5:13:46pm  
 
DouginAZ: It's a Javascript issue. Do you have Javascript turned 
off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00888320 12066 33 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 1:45:29pm  
 
Purple Fury: I just noticed that too. See my update -- the original is still 
there in three different versions. Working like busy little beavers behind the 
scenes, they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00889289 12071 8 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 11:57:49am  
 
In many ways Abdullah Azzam is the father of today's jihad ideology. He was 
Osama bin Laden's teacher. Azzam Publications was named after 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00889329 12071 48 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 12:42:53pm  
 
Great news, AG. Congratulations and best wishes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00889585 12073 14 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 3:51:31pm  
 
Actually, I have raised some serious hell in the Netherlands, and this I can't 
deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00889590 12073 19 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 3:55:55pm  
 
Buckaroo: yes, as long as I don't try to stay at a few hotels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00889602 12073 31 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2004 4:14:56pm  
 
Connecticut Yankee: No toe-licking was involved on the occasion(s) I'm thinking 
of. That's a recent Dutch deviation that I wouldn't know about.</P> 
zulubaby: "Up against the wall" was popularized by (among others) the Jefferson 
Airplane, in the height of their acidic popularity. It's a cool revolutionary 
slogan, like "Fight the power! Man!" or "Steal this book! Dude!"</P> 
Why, whatever did you think I was talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00890178 12079 13 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 5:35:11am  
 
SoCalJustice: see my next entry -- it doesn't even matter whether they do have 
access to the testimony of Binalshibh, because the defense is arguing that the 
testimony was obtained through torture. With no evidence at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00891298 12085 11 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 1:56:37pm  
 
Athos: they're all waiting for a cue from the Kerry campaign. Couldn't be more 
obvious. It's comical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00891313 12085 26 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 2:05:00pm  
 
What evariste said. I didn't read antisemitism in that; there are no slurs or 
code words. He's just asking which religion John Kerry follows, after his very 
public displays of sudden Catholicism. Is that supposed to be an un-PC 
subject?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00891340 12085 53 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 2:22:30pm  
 
I've been watching Kerry's sudden interest in Catholicism (publicly taking 
communion, etc.) for a while, so I automatically put Corsi's remark in that 
context -- he was questioning Kerry's political religiosity.</P> 
I do see how it could be construed as antisemitic without that context, though. 
Just didn't see it here. Although it's clear that the wire services include it 
because it makes Corsi look like he hates everyone. But I'd need a bit more 
evidence before concluding he hates Jews; his question isn't unreasonable, per 
se.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00891342 12085 55 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 2:24:21pm  
 



And vickie -- you're right. Corsi's got a mouth on him. I'll bet he wishes now 
that he'd been a little more circumspect in his Free Republic postings.</P> 
Let that be a lesson for the lizards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00891456 12085 169 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2004 5:28:03pm  
 
jake wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That last paragraph sounds weird b/c I had to keep editing it to figure out why 
LGF said it contained a "banned word or phrase".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry about the inconvenience. But I've learned from hard experience that it's 
best to block links to some sites, because when the Morlocks become aware that 
you're watching they get agitated and act schtoopid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00893491 12102 156 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2004 2:54:20pm  
 
"Wanker Meister" is so addled, it's amusing.</P> 
Flat-line moral equivalence revealed with a mighty fanfare as if it were the 
Word from on high! Asinine talking points gloatingly trotted out for the 
thousandth time, polished to a high sheen by overuse but still reeking of 
schtoopidity!</P> 
Go, Wanker Meister, you magnificent bastard!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00894201 12107 8 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2004 6:24:07pm  
 
ms heather: it's part of the joke...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00894263 12108 34 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2004 7:13:42pm  
 
Great photos, Dave -- I just updated with a link to your Webshots 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00896995 12124 5 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 8:30:55am  
 
Joel: they're starting already:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.antiwar.com/blog/index.php?id=P1234" 
target=_blank>www.antiwar.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897026 12124 36 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 8:47:06am  
 
Simple logic: if you are advocating a position that refuses to prepare for a 
nuclear attack by helping survivors with evacuation and other civil defense 
measures, you are saying that you won't respond to a nuclear attack.</P> 
The notion that "everyone will die, therefore there's no sense in even trying to 
survive" is suicidally silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897040 12124 50 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 8:53:12am  
 
Please note the real point of this article: the position described here is on 
the far, far left, even for the nuclear freeze people.</P> 



If John Kerry is elected, he'll be America's first openly radical pacifist 
President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897062 12124 72 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 9:04:00am  
 
Response does not equal retaliation. There's no leap of logic here, and I'm not 
trying to mislead anyone. By refusing to plan for assistance to survivors, Kerry 
committed Massachusetts to a policy of not responding to a nuclear attack. (The 
state of Mass would not be the one who would retaliate in any case.)</P> 
I neither wrote nor implied that he wouldn't "retaliate" -- although the 
question is a good one, given his dedication to unilateral 
disarmament.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897093 12124 103 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 9:27:28am  
 
AI: actually, I did change the headline slightly, from "Kerry: I Wouldn't 
Respond to Nuclear Attack" -- which is on the tabloidy side of the street. 
(Putting words in Kerry's mouth he didn't actually say.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897110 12124 120 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 9:38:08am  
 
Blue Falcon: thanks for the info, but no phone numbers here, please. Not 
everyone reading this is a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897879 12129 245 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 3:56:23pm  
 
Nope, it's not me, folks. And I don't know who it is, either.</P> 
I'm pretty sure it's a parody, but unfortunately the dementia of the left has 
reached such an advanced state that I might not bet on it. It just might be 
sincere, the Bush-deranged version of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6737" target=_blank>Carmen 
the Abominable One</A>.</P> 
Occasionally, insanity becomes so extreme that it wraps around to become 
unintended genius. Perhaps this is one of those times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00897905 12129 271 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2004 4:17:11pm  
 
Bernadette: it's on Blogspot, which gives the author anonymity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00899073 12135 19 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2004 1:10:20pm  
 
evariste: good idea on the redirect. I put it on the feature wishlist.</P> 
FreakyBoy: tiny Elvis will always be welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00899454 12138 38 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2004 7:57:11pm  
 
DANEgerus: why was the person who tried to post a similar message banned from 
your blog? Do you still have the post(s) that made you ban him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00899719 12141 17 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2004 5:56:41pm  
 
zulubaby: "buzzed" means he drove deliberately too close to me.</P> 
Bleeding Heart: so it was <STRONG>you</STRONG> in the white Mustang! I should 
have known!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00899997 12145 4 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2004 5:45:28am  
 
Here's <A 
href="http://www.satp.org/satporgtp/countries/india/states/assam/terrorist_outfi
ts/Ulfa.htm" target=_blank>some information</A> on ULFA.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
ULFA's camps in Bangladesh have been functioning since 1989, at which time there 
were 13 to 14 such camps. Commencing initially with using Bangladesh as a safe 
haven and training location, ULFA gradually expanded its network to include 
operational control of activities and the receipt and shipment of arms in 
transit before they finally entered India. <STRONG>The Muslim United Liberation 
Tigers of Assam (MULTA) and Muslim United Liberation Front of Assam (MULFA) are 
the chief suppliers of arms for the ULFA through Bangladesh.</STRONG> Owing to 
greater vigil along the known routes of ULFA arms flow, the group has, in recent 
times, been making attempts to set up bases in Meghalaya, especially in the West 
Garo Hills to coordinate the transit of arms coming through Bangladesh.</P> 
ULFA has for long maintained close linkages with the Pakistan's ISI which 
procured several passports for Paresh Baruah and other ULFA cadres. Several ULFA 
cadres have also received arms training from the ISI at various training centres 
in Pakistan, close to the Afghanistan border. The top ULFA leadership was also 
in close touch with certain officers of the Pakistani High Commission in 
Bangladesh, who have arranged for their passport in various names and travel to 
Karachi, from where they have been taken to the terrorist training centres run 
by the ISI and its affiliates. ULFA had also announced its support for Pakistan 
during the Kargil war. They described the Pakistani intruders -- primarily 
Pakistani Army regulars and Afghan mercenaries -- as 'freedom fighters'. Some 
children of top ULFA leaders are reportedly studying in the USA and Canada under 
ISI protection. Reports indicate that the ULFA's mouthpiece, ULFA's a website 
newsletter Swadhinata also known as 'Freedom', receives editorial support from 
ISI agents inside Pakistan. It was in 'Freedom' that the ULFA first supported 
the Pakistanis during the Kargil war. The ISI has provided ULFA cadres with arms 
training, safe havens, funds, arms and ammunition. Training has been given at 
camps in Pakistan, Bangladesh and Bhutan. At least 300 ULFA cadres were also 
trained at Rawalpindi and other locations in Pakistan. The training included 
courses in the use of rocket launchers, explosives and assault weapons. Paresh 
Baruah has been regularly visiting Karachi since 1992-93. He is also reported to 
have met Osama bin Laden in 1996 during a visit to 
Karachi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00900027 12146 8 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2004 6:39:26am  
 
Thom: actually, I think it's likely that Muslim antisemites <EM>would</EM> be 
aware of something like this. They're very well-versed in neo-Nazi 
lore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00900041 12146 22 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2004 7:32:17am  
 
Thom: "a man of origin maghrébine" sounds like an Algerian...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00900544 12154 28 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2004 10:24:40am  
 
See my update: the DUmmies are watching!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00901546 12159 391 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2004 2:08:20pm  
 
For the record, Gary Farber is a very jealous person, who used to send me emails 
begging me to link to his blog. Apparently, I didn't give him enough links, and 
now he bashes LGF at every opportunity. In addition, he took the side of Kathryn 
Cramer when she went insane, posted what she thought was my personal phone 
number, and tried every underhanded and dishonest method possible to get Hosting 
Matters to cancel our account.</P> 
Farber is a monumental jerk, and I feel no hesitation about saying it. He can 
bite me. Thrice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00901547 12159 392 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2004 2:12:51pm  
 
P.S. Once again, Joe, I have to say I'm very disappointed that you're letting 
people like Farber grind their axes at your site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00901814 12162 2 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2004 7:11:25am  
 
And then he was again. Sort of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00902550 12166 350 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2004 4:02:23pm  
 
Raziel: I think Bugmenot has been shut down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00902892 12170 40 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2004 6:48:06pm  
 
RightisRight: when you're right, you're right. The entry is corrected; 
thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00903953 12176 93 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2004 2:51:00pm  
 
"Untermenschen" is visiting us from one of Britain's homes for nutball 
antisemites, the Education Forum.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00904145 12180 32 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2004 1:43:36pm  
 
PDM: just tell me something: am I going to crash your server if I link to that? 
That deserves a front pager.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00904479 12182 46 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2004 3:52:29pm  
 



bigel: if someone were to deliberately try to plant comments at LGF to make this 
entire community look bad, they'd have a hard time doing a better job than you 
are.</P> 
You need to step back a little. When you're not raving about nuking and killing 
everything and everybody, you have good things to contribute.</P> 
But these comments are not in that category.</P> 
Is the media despicable? Of course. Does it follow that the best course of 
action is to begin murdering them en masse -- to make them "fear Jews?" Of 
course not, and it's not going to happen. All you do when you write stuff like 
that is to give the enemy ammunition.</P> 
It's gone way past the point of "blowing off steam," and guess who gets to take 
the heat for your comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00905679 12196 7 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2004 8:58:41am  
 
Ward: WriterMom deserves all the hat tips in the world, but this one I didn't 
get from her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00906782 12205 46 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2004 5:55:19am  
 
Jamie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
A simple search of the Washington Post's site shows nineteen different hits for 
"swift boat" since 8/6/04.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/Search?keywords=swift%20boat" 
target=_blank>That's true</A>. But only the story from today deals with the 
Swift Boat Veterans' accusations. The other hits are for pro-Kerry stories that 
contain the words "swift boat."</P> 
A better search is for <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-
dyn/Search?keywords=kerry%20cambodia" target=_blank>kerry cambodia</A>, which 
reveals exactly ONE story that deals with Kerry's Cambodian fantasy -- the one 
from this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00907948 12208 228 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2004 2:38:52pm  
 
"Untermenschen" is visiting us from one of Britain's homes for nutball 
antisemites, the Education Forum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00908548 12215 18 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2004 5:41:19pm  
 
Sol Roth: you're right. This is a story that our children will wish we had paid 
more attention to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00911874 12247 2 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2004 4:11:04pm  
 
Gotcha. Excellent postscript to Steyn's piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912412 12252 28 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 6:38:14am  
 
Jamie: sorry -- that's not the same at all. Neither of the cases to which you 
link show Kerry asking those groups to "stop" what they're doing. What they do 



show is an attempt to distance himself from them to avoid McCain-Feingold 
allegations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912419 12252 35 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 6:49:35am  
 
Godzilla: Glenn's just getting around to that now? I had the Schanberg story 
linked <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9940" 
target=_blank>back in February</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912432 12252 48 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 6:59:53am  
 
Jamie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Second, as you may know, MoveOn never ran an ad comparing Bush to 
Hitler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9514" target=_blank>Yes, 
they did.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912438 12252 54 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 7:09:10am  
 
To say that hosting such an ad on their web site is not "publishing" it is 
absurd. Someone at MoveOn.org approved that video for display on their web site. 
It was done deliberately, with full knowledge of its content.</P> 
Unless you'd like us to believe that ads simply appeared as soon as they were 
uploaded?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912453 12252 69 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 7:18:47am  
 
Jamie would apparently now also like us to believe that the Internet is not a 
media outlet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912463 12252 79 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 7:24:01am  
 
Jamie: so now your position is that <EM>no one at MoveOn.org</EM> approved this 
ad before publishing it?</P> 
You sure you want to try to defend this argument?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00912486 12252 102 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 7:37:33am  
 
Here are <A href="http://www.thememoryhole.org/pol/bush-hitler-ads.htm" 
target=_blank>the Bush-Hitler ads</A> that ran at the MoveOn.org web 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00913426 12261 52 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 3:15:38pm  
 
These are weenies, not serious hackers. They almost certainly exploited a known 
vulnerability in whatever mailing list software the Protest Warriors were 
using.</P> 
The attack looks like it was limited to the mailing list. There's no sign that 
they actually got into the PW web site.</P> 



But it's bad enough that they got all those addresses. That's why I asked if 
anyone knew what software they were using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00913453 12261 79 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 3:42:39pm  
 
Radian: I've been on the radar of those goons for quite a while now. For a while 
someone was posting fake news stories at Indymedia, claiming I had been arrested 
for child molestation.</P> 
I've detected and/or fended off several attempted attacks against LGF, one of 
which tried to insert (into our referrers page) a UNIX system call that would 
have deleted all files on our server as soon as someone viewed the page -- if I 
were stupid enough to leave a hole like that.</P> 
Every day our error logs show probes for known vulnerabilities.</P> 
This is a big advantage to having custom-written all the software that runs LGF. 
There are no known vulnerabilities that can be passed around in the caverns of 
the Morlocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00913461 12261 87 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 3:52:30pm  
 
I've alerted Hosting Matters to the threats against LGF and 
Instapundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00913612 12262 20 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 3:21:56pm  
 
Mississippi Kid wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Didn't Columbus sail right after the Reconquest of Spain. Would Muslim sailors 
even be welcome in that climate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly -- that's what immediately set off my BS detector. In fact, the search 
for an alternate sea route to the Indies was a response to Muslim domination of 
land routes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00913870 12263 29 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2004 4:56:00pm  
 
Fidato: good info, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00914173 12263 332 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2004 4:34:29pm  
 
Indymedia calls itself an "open publishing system" (or whatever their current 
jargon is), so the posts containing Protest Warrior email addresses were posted 
by ... anyone.</P> 
This gives the Indymedia "staffers" (if you want to call them that) a degree of 
deniability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00915678 12271 203 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2004 4:39:18pm  
 
Please note: I linked to moveon.org in this thread. I'm sure they check their 
referrer logs often.</P> 
Take from that what you may.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00917298 12282 26 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2004 12:49:35pm  
 
D.C. Watson: you're starting to look a lot like a Moby to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00917972 12286 349 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2004 5:35:28pm  
 
I'm still getting a reading over here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00918068 12287 21 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2004 4:35:50pm  
 
Cam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Congratulations! Is it paying for itself yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Er, not quite ... but getting there. Just imagine (he said wistfully, lost in 
dreamland) if each one of those million+ visitors contributed just a few cents 
each day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00918078 12287 31 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2004 4:41:56pm  
 
SoCalJustice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And Charles, do you have a link with a pricelist for your design services?</P> 
Or is that not something that can/should be publicly 
accessible?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I had to remove our portfolio from the site because our stalkers were harassing 
our clients through email. (But in spite of this crap, we actually have more 
design work than ever. Too much, in fact.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00921200 12309 26 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2004 6:18:33am  
 
There's no mystery why 'johnx' got back in. He registered. He was banned before 
registration for the same sort of content-free nastiness you see in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00921852 12313 11 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2004 1:27:43pm  
 
Don't miss the comments below the behinds.</P> 
"POWER TO THE PEOPLE!"</P> 
I get an urge to giggle uncontrollably when people write or say this without 
irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00921938 12313 97 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2004 2:44:04pm  
 
RWC: Indeed, those are the very buttocks I had in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00922076 12315 13 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2004 1:56:08pm  
 
Actually, heh, I've already thought about that one. Not a simple coding job, 
though; next time I rip into the posting modules I may try to shoehorn it 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00922534 12319 11 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2004 5:50:36pm  
 
I don't find it strange at all that a bus full of musicians would generate 800 
pounds of shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00924300 12334 7 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2004 2:33:42pm  
 
The reason why I don't dismiss this out of hand is that the interview with 
Jabarah took place in March 2002; he's not just coming forward 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00924526 12335 178 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2004 5:30:48pm  
 
I'm already getting the feeling that this story is going to be a lot less 
significant than CBS wants it to be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00924919 12337 6 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2004 3:34:48pm  
 
evariste: nope -- entries and comments for that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00924924 12337 11 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2004 3:38:57pm  
 
Hmm. That's because of a browser back button issue. I hate 
those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00926017 12345 52 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2004 4:50:18pm  
 
Great posts, DP111.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00926460 12351 21 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2004 4:43:12pm  
 
Oh, believe me ... I noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00926537 12352 17 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2004 4:54:12pm  
 
There was no terror attack at the Olympics because both Iran and "Palestine" 
were there. The terror masters are getting smarter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927401 12359 42 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 8:56:14am  
 
C-SPAN is showing a group of contemptible idiots chanting "Fuck Fox News."</P> 
Now here come the "Long live Palestine, long live intifada" 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927417 12359 58 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 9:03:13am  
 



What's that stench?</P> 
Oh yes, another antisemite, showing up right on cue!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927574 12360 13 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 9:13:38am  
 
Every village needs an idiot. lester the 1/2 wit is LGF's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927581 12360 20 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 9:16:55am  
 
Watching the C-SPAN feed, there's really a nasty edge to this demonstration. I 
hope it doesn't happen, but I would not be surprised at all to see violence 
break out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927763 12361 41 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:06:01am  
 
It's more than a little infuriating to see NY firefighters cleaning up the mess 
from these morons' little fire. A lot of these guys died on September 11, trying 
to save people just like those assholes on parade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927767 12361 45 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:08:07am  
 
Did anyone see who set the fire?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927817 12361 95 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:26:20am  
 
The group chanting "What do we want? Troops out!" was the International 
Socialist Organization, and quite a few were wearing 
<EM>kaffiyeh</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927820 12361 98 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:27:06am  
 
epg: International Socialist Organization is one of the biggies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927826 12361 104 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:28:00am  
 
Man. They really hate Fox News, don't they? Almost more than George Bush.</P> 
"Bill O'Reilly's gotta go"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927867 12361 145 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:38:02am  
 
Because, CrusaderGirl, the world's media is all controlled by a huge 
international conglomerate, headed by Bush, Halliburton, and Israel.</P> 
Life is so much easier once you drink the Koolaid.</P> 
/michael moore</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927882 12361 160 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:41:43am  
 
Is that Arabic music?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00927937 12361 215 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:50:28am  
 
I don't think this is a pro-Kerry crowd. It's an anti-American, anti-Bush crowd, 
with a sizeable anti-Israel and radical Islamic contingent.</P> 
Looks like every nutball in America headed to NY this weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00927953 12361 231 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 10:52:48am  
 
Here's the mandatory moron dressed as the Statue of Liberty, dancing like a 
goof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00928119 12362 6 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 11:12:29am  
 
The drums will be back. Oh yes, they'll be back.</P> 
<EM>The drums always come back.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00928456 12364 39 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 2:10:22pm  
 
hovig: yes, images are hosted on my .Mac account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00928474 12364 57 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 3:23:47pm  
 
Also, notice the "P. N. A. C." embroidered on Cheney's sleeve. They spent a lot 
of time hiding their code words and images in this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00928837 12367 6 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2004 3:26:12pm  
 
Thank you, Alouette! I got an email about it earlier today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00930697 12381 79 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 3:42:41pm  
 
About the imam -- I haven't exactly cleared him. But I've looked and haven't 
found anything even slightly shady. Here's the front page statement on the web 
site of the <A href="http://www.aicongress.org/" target=_blank>American Islamic 
Congress</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Our organization grew out of the ashes of September 11. The vicious terrorist 
attacks made many American Muslims realize that we had been silent for too long 
in the face of Muslim extremism. We believe American Muslims must take the lead 
in building tolerance and fostering a respect for human rights and social 
justice. We have a responsibility to help our country rebuild from this attack, 
and to our religion to reassert that we are moderate and peace-loving 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00930810 12381 192 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 4:35:48pm  
 
American Islamic Congress spokeswoman (!) now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00930948 12381 330 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:21:57pm  
 
This one's going all the way out of the park, folks. Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00930975 12381 357 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:26:55pm  
 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931055 12381 437 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:41:24pm  
 
Just opened a new topic for Rudy's speech...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931192 12382 33 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:50:06pm  
 
Thank you, Rudy, for remembering the people who made the awful choice to jump 
from the doomed towers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931212 12382 53 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:53:40pm  
 
The Munich Olympics. Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931239 12382 80 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 5:55:58pm  
 
This is an absolutely outstanding speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931294 12382 135 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 6:01:17pm  
 
Now he's tearing into Kerry's record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00931324 12382 165 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2004 6:03:44pm  
 
He's bringing up Kerry's flip-flops on Israel!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00932144 12384 286 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 5:48:50am  
 
Dear Ahmed,</P> 
Thank you for taking time away from feeling the pain of all human suffering to 
venture into our den of "hate-mongering." You're welcome for the traffic. I'll 
do you the courtesy of leaving your comment here, instead of deleting it and 
banning you like you've done to LGF readers who visit your site.</P> 
One question: do you support the right of the state of Israel to 
exist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00932146 12384 288 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 10:39:07am  
 
Again, since you dodged the question: do you support Israel's right to 
exist?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00932160 12384 302 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 1:09:25pm  
 
Ahmed,</P> 
I have to admit, I didn't expect you to answer. It's completely obvious your 
answer would be a simple "No," but for some reason you prefer to 
dissemble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00932951 12388 12 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2004 11:18:43am  
 
I think Martin Lefevre is a contemplative, non-academic American, from a quick 
Google search.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00935850 12402 74 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 10:21:21am  
 
"may05" is visiting us from Lebanon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00935887 12402 111 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 10:49:45am  
 
By the way, for a more interesting troll, Ahmed from MuslimWakeup.com is 
responding to my post about them, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12384#c0285" 
target=_blank>over here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00936246 12405 87 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 1:27:21pm  
 
Look who agrees with me, even as he says mean things that hurt my feelings 
dreadfully -- <A href="http://obsidianwings.blogs.com/obsidian_wings/" 
target=_blank>von</A> and his <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10227#c0115" 
target=_blank>team of highly paid attorneys</A>, who have approved this 
statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I recognize that my dislike of the particular mindset represented by this fellow 
is out of all proportion to his reach or influence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Over a million unique daily visits a month, von. But it's nice to know that I'm 
so far inside your head. Cheers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00937179 12410 13 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 3:50:43pm  
 
Rayra: thanks for reposting. My email's so out of control, it has stopped being 
remotely funny. I've been signed up for every spam list and mailing list on the 
Internet by my secret admirers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00937204 12410 38 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 4:11:19pm  
 
Sojourner: thank you for the offer, but I already have one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00938206 12413 62 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2004 6:27:36pm  



 
Zell Miller put Chris Matthews in his place. Big time. That was 
beautiful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00940091 12422 254 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2004 11:55:17am  
 
"mylgf" was previously banned, using the name "curious_lib". Thought he/she 
could sneak back in.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00940474 12424 359 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2004 4:57:36pm  
 
New topic just opened for Bush's speech...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00940619 12425 139 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2004 4:57:17pm  
 
New topic just opened for Bush's speech...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00941745 12429 136 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2004 7:11:48pm  
 
That was an almost unbelievably pathetic, rambling, unfocused and 
characteristically vague answer from John Kerry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00943905 12442 13 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2004 9:43:07am  
 
peach: I noticed that too! It looked like a kid was standing behind Edwards, 
holding a balloon with Kerry's head painted on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947012 12461 24 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2004 4:29:24pm  
 
Ben F wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I read the NYT as suggesting that Putin negotiate with the LEGITIMATE Chechen 
leadership, NOT with the terrorosts.</P> 
Or are you suggesting that no anti-Moscow Chechen politicians can be 
legitimate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wasn't saying that before, but after considering, yes, that's exactly what I 
would say. There may have been a righteous cause at one time, but the so-called 
"legitimate" Chechen leadership has sold their movement out to the Islamists and 
Al Qaeda. I would no more advocate negotiating with them than negotiating with 
the "political wing" of Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947306 12464 5 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2004 6:47:41pm  
 
reaganite: I can't lie to ya -- the moonbats are represented. One of the 
featured filmmakers is an anti-globalist pseudo-crypto-communist 
type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947307 12464 6 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2004 6:49:34pm  
 



And a Palestinian supporter just ranted, while breathing the dust of 
corpses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947559 12465 62 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 7:22:21am  
 
I posted this because I had a feeling the LGF hordes would criticize the ads. I 
agree -- they're not very good. Invoking Horton is probably a bad idea.</P> 
The connections of Al Sharpton to the Kerry campaign should be drawn out; 
Sharpton is a dangerous man, and represents the looniest wing of the Dems. But 
it would have to be done more artfully than this, to avoid as much as possible 
the inevitable cries of racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947580 12465 83 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:05:38am  
 
The ads have indeed been taken down. Perhaps they're reading the comments 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947846 12470 30 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 7:54:03am  
 
CGW: no, actually, I've had enough of "Reza." I can't tell if that one's 
genuine, or a fake troll trying to provoke anger, but its comments following the 
Beslan massacre were the last straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947854 12470 38 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 7:58:18am  
 
#19 was posted by the same person who used the name "Reza". This one is now 
blocked too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947869 12470 53 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:08:35am  
 
The Reza/Joe H. robot was posting with an ISP in Chicago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947888 12470 72 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:20:42am  
 
Yes, at the bottom level of banning they can still read LGF. There are a couple 
of freaks who get smacked with the higher level ban stick, and see only a "403 
Forbidden" screen when they try to get in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947891 12470 75 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:23:57am  
 
The Reza/Joe H. robot registered two different email addresses, about a month 
apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947899 12470 83 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:29:05am  
 
By the way -- here's proof that "Reza" is a fake troll: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=all&amp;searchTime=180&amp;searchString



=joe+h.%7C&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>a list of the LGF topics</A> in 
which his alter ego "Joe H." posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00947917 12470 101 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 8:39:07am  
 
CGW wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm still ignorant. Can "Reza" just register again with a new e-mail address, or 
is she banned using her IP address?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
IP banning is not reliable, because many people have dynamic IPs that can 
change. That's the whole reason for our registration system.</P> 
So yes, he could re-register with a new email. But it only takes me one click to 
block him again, whereas he has to create a new account each 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00948195 12473 2 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 10:11:22am  
 
Oh, about 80 miles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00948217 12473 24 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 12:33:27pm  
 
Mike P: actually, I ate that little on purpose, because I need to lose weight. 
In top shape I'd have a couple of Clif Shots and an energy bar as well as the 
fluids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00948222 12473 29 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 1:21:41pm  
 
It's a carbon monocoque frame, with Ultegra group (12-23 cassette), and Ksyrium 
Elite wheels. I try to keep my cadence in the 90-100 region; hope that meets 
with your approval!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00948238 12473 45 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2004 3:25:18pm  
 
Bleeding heart conservative: I've already sent you email with my 
congratulations, but let me say it publicly too: congrats!</P> 
Now you see why I keep Gordon around; he's good for our readers' careers. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00949269 12484 88 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2004 7:55:24am  
 
That is priceless, Eugene. Deserving of a front-pager.</P> 
I advise everyone to save a local copy of this page. It's almost guaranteed to 
vanish soon.</P> 
Amateurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00950154 12490 63 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2004 3:40:08pm  
 
I guarantee there are Chomsky books in that auditorium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00950463 12494 14 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2004 4:56:26pm  
 
They're throwing us bones. These are the losers they give up, to deflect 
attention from the more accomplished <EM>jihadis</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00952417 12509 58 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2004 6:04:24pm  
 
Friday sermons (<EM>khutba</EM>) in the holiest centers of Islam: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=0&amp;searchStri
ng=peaceful%20religion%20watch&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>Peaceful 
Religion Watch</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00953404 12516 20 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2004 11:14:22am  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=0&amp;searchStri
ng=red+binder&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>The horrible red 
binder.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00953661 12517 28 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2004 5:20:01pm  
 
zulubaby: nope, no filtering there. Yahoo's Middle East feed is usually 
dominated by releases from Palestinian stringers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00954258 12524 31 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 6:57:13am  
 
This topic just got linked at fark.com -- traffic is soaring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00954527 12525 74 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 12:25:53pm  
 
"may05" isn't Irish -- he's posting from Lebanon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00954664 12526 108 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 9:53:45am  
 
Another point: I don't know of any device in use at military bases in 1973 that 
did automatic word-wrapping to set margins. You had to manually (or 
electrically) do that old carriage return. What are the odds that every single 
line would have broken at exactly the same point as a Word document with 
autowrap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00954678 12526 122 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 10:04:14am  
 
The users online count is correct. That's why LGF is slow, we're getting hit 
hard by fark.com. I just installed a little software shut-off valve to try to 
stop some of the fark traffic.</P> 
The visitor count for today is not correct -- it should actually be well over 
30,000 already, but we had a race condition when fark first linked to us and a 
flood of users hit us all at once, and the count file got 
munged.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00954827 12526 271 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 12:17:50pm  
 
evariste: the visitor count file keeps getting reset to zero by some sort of 
race condition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00955118 12527 88 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 2:07:25pm  
 
FreakyBoy: I haven't been able to figure out what's causing the visitor count to 
get reset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00955406 12528 14 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 3:27:34pm  
 
Traffic today is well over 100,000 unique visitors. I'm estimating 3-4 times our 
usual traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00955419 12528 27 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 3:37:57pm  
 
The Wang is the early word processor I was referring to.</P> 
Amendment -- <EM>not quite</EM> since their inception! But for long enough, and 
with enough background knowledge, to have a pretty good idea what I'm talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00955452 12528 60 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2004 3:53:19pm  
 
EE: "Kerning" is adjusting the space between characters, usually to bring two 
characters closer together to avoid awkward spacing and improve the text's 
visual appeal and readability. Letter combinations that benefit from kerning 
include, for example, WA and AT.</P> 
Another good example is right here at LGF. If you look at the LGF logo at the 
top of the page, the words "little green footballs" are very tightly 
kerned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00956647 12531 52 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 6:15:16am  
 
The debunking has already been done, in great detail, in several of the topics 
from yesterday.</P> 
The simple fact is that it strains credibility way past the breaking point to 
maintain that a 1972-era typewriter would produce a document that matches <EM>in 
every detail</EM> the character spacing, line spacing, line breaks, kerning, and 
character shapes of a document created with Word in 2004 -- matches so well that 
overlaying one on the other produces an exact 1:1 
correspondence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00956649 12531 54 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 6:20:09am  
 
If someone produces a typewriter available in 1972 that could create an exact 
match for these documents, I'll eat it.</P> 
There is no such typewriter. The documents in question could only have been 
produced in 1972 by a typesetter.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
00956941 12534 53 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 7:15:27am  
 
Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00956979 12534 91 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 7:29:57am  
 
amir wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
When using Word, if you type "1." in the first paragraph, when you get to the 
second paragraph Word automatically uses different paragraph settings and 
automatically changes the spacing between "1." and the first word of the 
paragraph and it automatically adds "2." to the second paragraph. This is the 
question. A normal person typing would leave one space between the period after 
1 and the first word of the paragraph. Word does not. It has an automatic 
setting. In the supposedly forged document, the space between the period and the 
first word appears longer than one space bar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are two spaces after the numbers in the document, and this is actually 
another good argument that the document is forged. To prevent Word from 
automatically turning those paragraphs into a numbered list, you simply type two 
spaces after the numbers.</P> 
And that's what they did. Unfortunately, they missed Word's automatic 
superscript feature, which turned "187th" into a giant red forgery flag.</P> 
Whoever typed this document into Microsoft Word used two spaces after every 
period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00956995 12534 107 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 7:36:48am  
 
citizensoldier wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles--I know this is probably a stupid question but a LLL friend of the 
family says that a document scanned into PDF is automatically formatted to 
Microsoft Word specifications...that's a bunch of bull right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. A scanned document is imported into Acrobat as a picture. An image. No 
formatting whatsoever is applied to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00957218 12535 139 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 8:35:21am  
 
The comments glitches are caused by the extraordinarily high traffic we're 
getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00957286 12535 207 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 9:04:27am  
 
justdanny: I think I fixed the problem with the visitor counts; it seems to be 
running smoothly today, so the count is accurate.</P> 
Yesterday the traffic got so high (over 7000 simultaneously online at one point) 
that it seems to have even caused glitches in our host-supplied AwStats program. 
Right now I'm not sure what the total traffic was, but it was very likely over 
150,000 unique.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00957508 12537 28 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 9:15:11am  



 
I'll use the 28<SUP>th</SUP> comment to announce that the &lt;sup&gt; and 
&lt;sub&gt; tags are now allowed in comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00957517 12537 37 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 9:19:32am  
 
Maybe I should have tried that with the 36<SUP>th</SUP> 
comment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00957536 12537 56 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 9:24:27am  
 
Testing again -- 187<SUP>th</SUP>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958091 12540 2 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 12:03:05pm  
 
Testing to make sure...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958105 12540 16 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 12:12:44pm  
 
Er, no ... I didn't mean to imply that we <EM>are</EM> moving to a dedicated 
server soon; there's no plan to do that yet. (Expensive, is 
why.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958121 12540 32 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 12:18:59pm  
 
The Auto Centering topic is fixed now.</P> 
Scotty! I need more power!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958135 12540 46 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 12:24:51pm  
 
mrsoc: if traffic doesn't return to something more like our normal levels, I'll 
investigate. I'm sure things will slow down substantially over the 
weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958334 12542 107 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 2:10:38pm  
 
killbuckner: I used Times New Roman 12 point. Default setting. You can download 
the Word document and see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958502 12543 24 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 3:01:50pm  
 
Thom: I was going to do that today, but ran out of black ink, and the copies I 
managed to print were not good enough quality. I'll get some ink soon and run 
that test, but even from looking at the smeary copies I can see that the 
superscript will match perfectly -- as will the rest of the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958512 12543 34 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 3:07:04pm  



 
That is closer, Brian -- the margins are right and the word wrap is the same, 
but I can see big differences in the spacing just from eyeballing the two 
images.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958516 12543 38 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 3:09:11pm  
 
Also, Brian -- my page was created with View-&gt;Wrap to Page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958531 12543 53 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 3:20:08pm  
 
Thom: sure, send me a scan if you would...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00958533 12543 55 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2004 3:22:09pm  
 
brian: mine's a screenshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00960128 12551 4 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2004 7:37:04am  
 
Sorry -- the first version wasn't animating properly. (Forgot to set it to 
loop.) Refresh your page and you'll see the animation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00960140 12551 16 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2004 7:45:11am  
 
Bleeding heart conservative wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, Medved mentioned you on his show the other day as a resource for this 
(said "It's a great site, I use it all the time"). I think it would be an 
interesting segment to have you on the show to explain exactly why this is so 
clearly a forgery. Would you be open to that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00960426 12551 302 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2004 1:00:28pm  
 
I disagree completely that the font is Palatino. The spacing matches exactly 
with Times New Roman, and is radically different when typed with Palatino. In 
addition, many of the Palatino letterforms are radically different. If you load 
my Word document and simply select all and change the type to Palatino, the 
entire look of the document changes.</P> 
Bottom line: it's Times New Roman, the Microsoft TrueType 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00960433 12551 309 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2004 1:08:03pm  
 
Another point -- analyzing the letters to see if a serif is slightly longer or a 
descender goes slightly lower is futile. The original document was made to look 
"aged" somehow, either by being faxed or by repeated photocopying, and this has 
distorted and smeared the characters slightly, causing the tiny differences in 
serifs and descenders that some are noting.</P> 



These tiny differences mean nothing, when compared against an exact 1:1 
correspondence in vertical spacing and character alignment. There is simply no 
way that this match could occur by accident or coincidence, and using any other 
font would cause the document's appearance to change radically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00960989 12554 64 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2004 5:41:43pm  
 
Andjam wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you saying you're certain it was made with MS Word, or saying you're certain 
it was made by some word processing program?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm certain it was created with Microsoft Word. Other word processing programs 
do not use the same algorithms for displaying text, and there will be very 
noticeable differences in other programs; I demonstrated one of these 
differences yesterday, using Apple's TextEdit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00961839 12558 181 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 10:50:54am  
 
realwest wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought everyone on "both" sides of this issue agreed that it was Times New 
Roman font, not Word 2002 Palatino type. Charles what sayeth you to 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The two documents I've analyzed both used Times New Roman, but it's possible the 
one in that Flash movie uses "Palatino Linotype." It's no big deal to change the 
font in MS Word.</P> 
I have "Palatino," but not "Palatino Linotype," so I can't do this 
comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962031 12559 190 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 11:40:55am  
 
Yehudit: and by the way, I haven't stopped being a musician...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962048 12560 7 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 6:57:00am  
 
cba: yes -- I need to take it to a different branch of my bank to exchange the 
Canadian dollars, and just haven't been able to get there yet. Thank 
you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962054 12560 13 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 7:13:45am  
 
cba: my bank is difficult about Canadian dollars; when I've deposited Canadian 
checks in the past, they've been returned to me.</P> 
Geepers: do you mean the picture frame? Yes, I received it and it's currently on 
my wall. Thank you!</P> 
Last Thursday when the story broke, our visitor count was well over 200,000 
unique visitors.</P> 
I'm also working on a low-bandwidth version of the LGF template that I can put 
up if traffic surges again, to alleviate the slowdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962083 12560 42 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 7:52:12am  



 
tyrannical: the entire LGF system uses flat files. The fix I installed is to 
write the data out to a temporary file, then rename it to the actual file; this 
replaces the file on an atomic level, and should eliminate any race condition 
problems.</P> 
(This is what my code already did with all other important files; but I hadn't 
done it for the count files.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962101 12560 60 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 8:06:16am  
 
AG: "Pulp Fiction," right? Thank you very much!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962162 12560 121 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 11:06:27am  
 
We do have mySQL here. I originally built the system to use flat files mainly 
because LGF formerly used the Greymatter blog software, and that used flat files 
-- and I wanted to move the Greymatter stuff over with a minimum of fuss.</P> 
However, another big reason to use flat files is speed. It's much quicker to 
read/write files than to establish a DB connection, send a query, extract the 
results, etc. You eliminate a whole abstraction layer. And after doing quite a 
bit of work with Movable Type -- a Perl/MySQL system -- I know for a fact that 
my blog software is very noticeably speedier.</P> 
I've always preferred to work closer to the machine's level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962168 12561 5 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 8:44:53am  
 
Your political cartoon is very nice too, Frank. Heh. Heads up, C&amp;F. There's 
a new kid on the block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962312 12563 8 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 9:36:15am  
 
andrew: it's on the way. We got way behind, but we're catching 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962503 12565 16 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 10:17:42am  
 
sockeye: if you can't see that your overlay image is <EM>not an exact 
match</EM>, maybe you should take that sock off your eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00962509 12565 22 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2004 10:22:16am  
 
And by the way, the IBM Executive was quite a bit more expensive than the other 
IBM consumer machine, the Selectric. It had special keys, including more than 
one spacebar as you can see from the photo I posted, and a strange spacing 
method where each key was assigned a number of "half spaces."</P> 
Sockeye, you don't know what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964233 12579 57 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 5:55:57am  
 



Heh. I was hoping that the caller might actually raise a point worth responding 
to, but that was really lame. Do I know when the military started using GPS? 
Huh?</P> 
Oh well. I could have gone into quite a bit more detail, but that was all the 
time I got.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964369 12580 94 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 7:56:31am  
 
"House of Saud" got here by following a link from the comments at 
Atrios.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964380 12580 105 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 8:04:35am  
 
And right on cue, here's another new visitor who picks out the comment from 
"House of Saud" to harp on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964381 12580 106 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 8:06:00am  
 
Registration is closed, because the Atrios morons are acting up 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964530 12581 54 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 7:01:44am  
 
I'll be on in just a few minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00964546 12581 70 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 7:08:44am  
 
Technical difficulties ... standing by ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00965054 12583 10 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 9:55:41am  
 
I'm bothering with her because she is being cited as an "expert" on quite a few 
blogs on the other side of the aisle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00965178 12583 134 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 11:32:54am  
 
Check my update -- O'Brien has shut off her comments and labeled everyone who 
posted anything at her site as "trolls."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00965641 12588 63 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 1:17:39pm  
 
"numberOneFan" is a Moby troll. He previously registered as "DittoHead" and was 
promptly banned. Like many of these odd creatures, it thought it could sneak 
past me with a mailinator.com address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00966575 12595 358 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 5:56:48am  
 



The moron calling itself 'gP' is now banned. Sorry I didn't catch it 
sooner.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00966611 12596 36 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 5:12:17pm  
 
evariste: the point is that he's been suddenly promoted by CBS from "former 
typewriter repairman" to "document expert."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00966623 12596 48 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2004 5:22:23pm  
 
evariste: genius. Active voice, always better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00967986 12606 6 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 9:49:07am  
 
amir: scroll down the CNN page to the "Gallery" link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00968433 12610 139 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 1:59:03pm  
 
Barbara O'Brien is spinning furiously, trying to get another link because after 
all, it will increase her Google ranking.</P> 
To debunk her silly points, all you need to do is look at her larger example, 
where the capital letter "I" appears twice. The other "I" has a flat top 
line.</P> 
Typography expert O'Brien is looking at tiny distortions in a crumpled, multiply 
copied and/or faxed document and trying to make them important. It's sad, 
really, and if she really ever did have a claim to being an "expert" she's 
throwing it all away with this pathetic performance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00968596 12612 20 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 12:56:57pm  
 
Frank IBC: in Photoshop, the option I used is at Image-&gt;Adjustments-
&gt;Levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00968630 12612 54 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 1:16:49pm  
 
No -- but actually I did speak with Brit Hume's producer. I had too many other 
things scheduled to do it.</P> 
I spoke with Howard Kurtz from the Washington Post and Ed Carson from Investor's 
Business Daily today, as well as several other reporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00968808 12613 121 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 1:42:40pm  
 
Several reporters have asked me that question about editors today; my answer is 
that I have <EM>thousands</EM> of editors. Every lizard is an editor. (But not 
all editors are lizards. Heh.)</P> 
Seriously, if I post something incorrect, my ass is usually fact-checked within 
minutes, and usually by more than one person.</P> 
Open source journalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00969105 12614 105 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 2:57:53pm  
 
<EM>Psst. I'm not actually going to be on in person, but a certain honorary 
lizardoid will be ... and I'm told we get big ups.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00969201 12615 12 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2004 3:34:27pm  
 
It was worth watching just to see the I-just-ate-something-nasty look on Bill 
O'Reilly's face when he had to say "Little Green Footballs." 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00970591 12621 15 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 6:42:36am  
 
SoCalJustice: well, since the original 60 Minutes piece aired Wednesday night, 
it's actually been about 6 and a half days. Since our server is behaving itself, 
I should be able to post the '7' tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00970714 12623 17 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 7:08:54am  
 
cba: yep, it's a record, all right.</P> 
Furious J: yes, the visitor counts are based on midnight-to-midnight Pacific 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00971459 12628 31 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 8:24:59am  
 
Oops -- I only got the first page of the discussion. I just posted an 
excerpt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00972455 12631 32 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 1:20:39pm  
 
I went back within seconds to grab a copy but it was already down.</P> 
Colt: this one is a very obviously typewritten memo, probably done by Killian's 
secretary with her <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12613_Killians_Secretary-
_These_Are_Not_Real" target=_blank>Olympia</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00973395 12637 7 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 4:54:16pm  
 
addison: If I lock it at the top, I may go insane. Or, more 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00974205 12640 132 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 8:04:38pm  
 
reaganite wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
CharlesEver think when you started this you'd be here? Imagine 3 years from 
now.</P> 
Night all, I really need to crash.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's been a hell of a week, for sure.</P> 



Get some sleep. And thanks, to you and to all LGF readers, for everything you 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00974292 12641 42 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2004 8:30:01pm  
 
Throbert wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Something I've been wondering about since, oh, Friday: Did Charles always use 
curly-quotes in his entries, or did he update the page template and style sheets 
in honor of the recent developments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been using "pretty" quotes here for a long time. Recently I added a series 
of regular expressions to the posting modules that automatically convert 
straight quotes (single or double) to curlies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00977455 12660 668 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 5:47:43am  
 
sonofdad wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Was Charles similarly outraged when a protester at the Republican convention was 
thrown down and kicked?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00977469 12660 682 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 6:00:34am  
 
The source for the accusation that the man on the left holding pieces of a torn 
sign is Parlock's son comes from ... Democratic Underground, and a left wing 
moonbat site that refers to us as "Little Green Snot Bubbles." Their evidence: a 
tiny low resolution photograph of Parlock's family and a lot of wishful 
thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00977483 12660 696 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 6:08:39am  
 
Here's what these people consider a "credible source:"</P> 
<A href="http://rising-hegemon.blogspot.com/2004/09/bogus-assault-father-
freeper-of-year.html" target=_blank>Rising Hegemon: The Bogus Assault -- Father 
Freeper of the Year (should buckhead not be able to serve)</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Remember this when the Cornerites and Little Green Snot Bubbles spout off and 
try to make this a big story...especially in the wake of the known abuse 
protestors get at the regular "Triumph of the Will" functions that comprise a 
Bush Campaign appearance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00977531 12660 744 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 7:04:46am  
 
I'm closing this thread because it's getting too long, and opening a new one so 
that our left wing admirers can continue to make excuses for the behavior we see 
in this photo.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00978281 12666 282 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 10:48:41am  
 



ShanNYC: uh, what you posted backs up what Parlock told the WashTimes, it 
doesn't prove him a liar.</P> 
From your press release: "The coordinators will organize grass-roots activities 
across the state, according to a news release."</P> 
Your quote of Parlock: "strictly a volunteer, grass- roots supporter"</P> 
There's no inconsistency there, and certainly nothing that gives reason to call 
Parlock "a liar."</P> 
The left's standard for screaming "LIAR!" seems to slip lower and 
lower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00978359 12667 34 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 8:17:45am  
 
I'm trying so hard not to gloat over Wonkette, Atrios, DU, and the other dim 
bulbs who leaped on the "staged incident" story like a pack of jackals, even 
though it came out of one of the worst pits of lunacy on the web.</P> 
Really trying hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00979403 12675 68 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2004 1:20:25pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00981715 12687 226 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2004 12:18:41pm  
 
See my update to this post for some interesting tidbits about what happened when 
I spoke with this LA Times reporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00981879 12688 135 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2004 2:01:17pm  
 
Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00984079 12704 22 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 8:12:28am  
 
Buckaroo: we're getting close to 7,000 registrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00984129 12704 72 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 10:53:17am  
 
That's the total number; we've had close to 2,000 new registrations in the last 
week, some of which are still not activated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00984132 12704 75 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 11:03:05am  
 
Dim bulbs like girlieman and lester1/2wit are good to keep around as 
mascots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00984589 12707 10 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 10:50:27am  
 
Dar ul Harbarian: this appears to be the first such transaction for Redstone in 
the past 2 or 3 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
00985445 12714 26 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 3:58:05pm  
 
That's the last time the 'girlieman' Morlock will spam us with that link. 
Everyone, say goodbye to 'girlieman.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00985524 12714 105 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 5:15:29pm  
 
Beagle: you'd clean up with those odds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00985592 12715 2 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2004 5:03:25pm  
 
It's apparently not on 60 Minutes tonight. In fact, it looks like 60 Minutes is 
planning to ignore the story completely tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00986348 12718 64 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 5:36:16am  
 
Dave: I'll get back to you soon. The past 11 days have been insane around 
here!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00986406 12718 122 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 6:07:02am  
 
"RustyZipper" is a parrot who has posted the exact same comment three times. 
(Now a blocked parrot.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00987342 12725 10 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 8:11:01am  
 
AG: there are phone numbers below "CBS News Path". I have another closeup photo 
with the numbers clearly visible, and I'm debating with my evil twin whether to 
post it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00987447 12725 115 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 9:24:48am  
 
Nattering Nabob: I have two other photos of the truck, one showing the license 
plate, and another with a closeup of the CBS News sign, showing phone 
numbers.</P> 
I'm reluctant to post that stuff, though, with almost five thousand people 
online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00987449 12725 117 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 9:25:22am  
 
The photos were taken yesterday...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00987600 12726 17 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 8:33:03am  
 
Hmmm... maybe I should have exaggerated my Valley accent more when I was 
imitating the clueless young CBS staffers...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



00987634 12726 51 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 8:49:31am  
 
amir: I believe that's correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988336 12728 236 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 2:42:39pm  
 
Believe me -- if Kos linked to Stormfront, they WILL notice it. I speak from 
experience. This is why I do not allow comments to contain links to that site, 
because the nasty pinheads invariably notice the link and come over to 
investigate, to see if they have some new comrades in hatred.</P> 
In the early days of LGF, we had one of their worst creeps harassing us (going 
by the name Mark Konrad), and he was one of the first people ever to get 
permanently banned from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988396 12728 296 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 3:37:56pm  
 
See my update. Markos is now patting Michael Moore on the back for undermining 
troop morale in Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988640 12730 55 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 2:56:11pm  
 
Nearly 7,000 registrations, but about 700 of those are unconfirmed. I'm going to 
prune the list pretty soon and remove the older unconfirmed 
ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988842 12732 42 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 3:49:59pm  
 
TheBurbs wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, how about telling us about how your change of heart came about? If 
you've related this before, maybe you could point us to the article. Best 
regards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?archive=092001#09/10/01" 
target=_blank>Start here</A> and scroll upwards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988849 12732 49 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 3:53:23pm  
 
P.S. And don't forget to read the comments, few as they are. They're another big 
part of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988879 12732 79 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 4:21:04pm  
 
J.D. -- you're absolutely right. I was (more than) a bit rough on Bush's speech. 
But since then the guy has earned my respect in so many ways that I wish I could 
reach back through time and club myself with the cluebat.</P> 
Remember Zell Miller's speech? He was speaking for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00988946 12732 146 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2004 6:57:44pm  
 



Globular: good point. And contrast it with "Scott Johnson <STRONG>is</STRONG> a 
Republican activist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00990851 12739 67 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 11:49:19am  
 
Beagle: Frank always was a prickly bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991289 12742 38 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 12:44:29pm  
 
The most tedious trolls are the ones who cut-and-paste from loony web sites, 
with megalomaniacal names usually containing some permutation of the word 
'truth'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991302 12742 51 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 12:51:33pm  
 
Some of the names used by banned trolls at LGF:</P> 
patriotsupreme jewJusticeTruthVoice of AmericaAriel SharonObjective FellowSick 
and Tired of this Pro-Israel BS!!!Ronald ReaganJesus ChristAdolph 
HitlersteinAdolf Dubya Bushreal americanColonel Christian PatriotAmerican 
Freedom Loving Man</P> 
...and an almost endless series of variations on the Bushitler 
theme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991438 12743 54 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 1:51:33pm  
 
NY Nana: NBC actually called and asked me to be on the show tonight, but I had 
too much going on this morning/afternoon and couldn't do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991585 12744 86 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 2:37:21pm  
 
NBC asked me to be on today, but I had too much other stuff scheduled this 
morning and afternoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991588 12744 89 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 2:40:20pm  
 
erik144 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You are saying: If republicans made them, they would be better 
forgeries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I'm saying that if you're trying to pull off a fraud, and convince your 
victim/mark/patsy that it's NOT a fraud, you don't hand the entire CBS News team 
a bunch of obvious fakes. Has nothing to do with 
Republicans/Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991589 12744 90 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 2:41:20pm  
 
Cam: nope, not today!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991620 12744 121 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 4:04:20pm  



 
Please see my update about Soros operative Oliver Willis, and his hilarious 
attempt to smear me.</P> 
Really, it's damned funny. Willis is just as inept as whoever forged the Killian 
memos.</P> 
Hey! Maybe ... ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991625 12744 126 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 4:16:35pm  
 
Lewis: it's even funnier -- because what Willis linked to is a <EM>parody</EM> 
of the Nazi-smear quiz, a parody that's very much on my side.</P> 
Thanks, Ollie!</P> 
By the way, the original version of this quiz featured a Photoshopped image with 
my head pasted onto the body of Eva Braun, sitting next to Adolf in the bunker 
at the end.</P> 
That Ollie is a class guy, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991712 12745 49 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 3:34:44pm  
 
Q: I knew that part of the speech would be controversial. But really, it's about 
politics. You need to look at actions too -- and the fact is that Israel has 
finally been able to gain a measure of security, in part because of pro forma 
statements like that, backed with more <EM>real</EM> support for Israel than I 
can remember seeing in any other US President.</P> 
I didn't like hearing it either. But I've become a big believer in the "Bush as 
poker player" theory, and it's all part of the game. The bottom line: all the 
things he asked of Israel are superceded by the demand for Palestinians to 
renounce terror.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991767 12745 104 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 5:10:58pm  
 
zulubaby wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Me neither, but I do a good imitation of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00991782 12745 119 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2004 6:01:53pm  
 
In global politics, progress is measured in inches.</P> 
Consider how much better things are in Israel right now, compared to the 
atmosphere after the Passover atrocity at the Park Hotel.</P> 
Measured in inches, this is a mile's worth of progress.</P> 
Yassin is dead. Rantisi is dead. Countless other lesser jihadis are dead. And 
the US has not done anything to stop Israel's counterattacks against the 
terrorists (which are still continuing), apart from meaningless political 
pronouncements.</P> 
In spite of what you know must be incredible pressure from the pro-Arab State 
Department.</P> 
Dubya is the most pro-Israel president America has ever had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00992901 12753 122 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 6:21:15am  
 



jonathan.culbertson: another outburst like that and you'll be 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993602 12758 11 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 7:40:10am  
 
Dave J: try to keep up. If you're referring to the "yellowcake/Niger" documents, 
they were <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12716" 
target=_blank>forged by France</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993612 12758 21 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 7:51:46am  
 
Ignore Dave J., folks -- he's trying to derail the discussion. This is a very 
common troll tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993616 12758 25 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 7:53:55am  
 
ShaNYC: to repeat what I just wrote to Dave J., although you'll probably just 
ignore it like he did, try to keep up. If you're referring to the 
"yellowcake/Niger" documents, they were <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12716" target=_blank>forged 
by France</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993649 12758 58 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 8:09:29am  
 
ShaNYC: sorry, but your ignorance of the facts is showing, badly. Please read <A 
href="http://www.butlerreview.org.uk/" target=_blank>the Butler report</A> 
before repeating any more leftist talking points. There was much more to the 
Niger uranium story than the forged French documents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993658 12758 67 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 8:14:41am  
 
Again, folks -- Dave J. is very obviously trying to steer the discussion away 
from writing letters to your representatives. The prospect of several thousand 
LGF readers doing something like this has scared him badly.</P> 
Any effort spent "debating" people like this is 100% wasted. The goalposts will 
just keep moving no matter what you say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00993663 12758 72 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 8:20:29am  
 
ShaNYC: I see you decided not to take my advice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00994378 12762 88 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 10:13:04am  
 
SoCalJustice: thanks for that PDF. Wow. If even half of what's in the GQ article 
is true, Stevens is much dirtier than I imagined. He seems to be a full-fledged 
Salafist who is now wearing sheep's clothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00994883 12764 19 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 4:05:09pm  
 



Cato: what can I say? He's a creep. I recommend complaining to his web host. 
That kind of thing is probably in violation of their terms of 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00995212 12766 165 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 6:13:33pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4503" target=_blank>Mark 
Steyn Backs LGF</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00995439 12767 2 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2004 6:51:32pm  
 
That's how they're labeling me, in spite of my many attempts to correct 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00997736 12779 9 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2004 3:04:23pm  
 
Google's policy is that they only index sites that have a "staff" of people 
posting stories. Because LGF's stories are posted by just one person (me) we 
don't qualify.</P> 
Daily Kos has a staff (of raving loons), so they qualify.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00997739 12779 12 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2004 3:05:38pm  
 
Uh, that's Google <B>News</B> I'm talking about, not Google search. Just to be 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00997882 12779 155 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 9:41:09am  
 
'dalej42' is visiting us from Ireland, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00997883 12779 156 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 9:43:24am  
 
... and has an IP that looks a lot like that of the late, unlamented "View from 
Ireland."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00998167 12781 103 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2004 6:33:50pm  
 
Apparently, some new parrots have found us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00998886 12785 258 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 5:33:55am  
 
'johannes' is writing about "OUR White House" from Quebec, 
Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
00999228 12790 17 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 6:44:30am  
 
sevoguy: it's all true. Here is a list of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-



search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchTime=0&amp;searchStri
ng=damra&amp;doSearch=search" target=_blank>previous LGF entries</A> about Fawaz 
Damra and the Islamic Center of Cleveland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01000200 12798 138 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 12:57:39pm  
 
DentalFloss_Tycoon: does your employer know what you're doing with their 
internet connection?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01000233 12798 171 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 1:29:44pm  
 
DentalFloss_Tycoon: I'll ask again. Does your employer know what you're doing 
with their internet connection? I think they might be surprised, to say the 
least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01000586 12799 142 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2004 11:57:00am  
 
'dalejxxx' is another LGF stalker, probably driven into an apoplectic frenzy by 
the recent publicity. Don't be surprised to see an article saying the same 
things he/she/it posted in #83 suddenly pop up at Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01001980 12806 164 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 5:40:40am  
 
levi from queens: I think we have a case of operator error; there's nothing 
wrong with realwest's account, and he's posted several times with no trouble. 
Realwest: if you read this -- you need to make sure you're entering your 
password correctly on the password line. If you forget the password, use the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-reset-pass.php" 
target=_blank>password reset page</A> to get a new one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01002051 12807 40 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 6:05:46am  
 
Ann: sorry about that. Amazon has a limit on the amount of donations they accept 
in a given period of time, and they won't tell you what the limit is, or how you 
can raise it, or how long the shutdown lasts.</P> 
Usually it seems to be lifted in a few days when this happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01002162 12810 5 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 5:41:49am  
 
Karim Badr doesn't need security. It's obvious to everyone that he's doing 
<EM>taqqiyah</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01003109 12817 91 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 2:14:25pm  
 
[Engineer] wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am assuming you are not a troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wouldn't assume that. Here's the first post from "remotedevice". Notice that 
it <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12663#c0059" 
target=_blank>claims to be American</A>.</P> 



Just one problem. He/she/it is posting from Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01003138 12817 120 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 3:12:19pm  
 
really grumpy: yes, I had dinner at Roger Simon's place last night, and the 
Morlocks got frisky. I left some of their wonderful contributions in place, 
where they will dry up and turn white, and eventually crumble and blow 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01003170 12818 5 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 2:08:06pm  
 
pious agnostic: Joshua Micah Marshall is one of the top left-wing 
bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01003181 12818 16 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 2:23:50pm  
 
Dave: sorry to hear. Take care of yourself, and know that you're always welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01003465 12820 115 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 8:12:05pm  
 
oldblogger and Spiny Norman: here is part of the answer you are seeking:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6686" target=_blank>The 
Terrible Secret of LFG</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01004149 12824 49 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2004 6:21:06pm  
 
To clarify: I never thought the New York Times would be fair. But I didn't 
expect them to try to make me disappear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01005371 12834 8 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2004 10:14:09am  
 
Her father is a principle in the law firm Dewey, Cheatham, and 
Howe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01005374 12834 11 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2004 10:14:57am  
 
Hah! Beat bigel to the hackneyed joke!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01006627 12841 8 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2004 6:52:54am  
 
I don't think I agree with David Frum that this was an intentional 
"evisceration," though. Klam did defend the piece on C-SPAN.</P> 
But it's more delicious when the damage is unintentional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01007931 12855 24 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2004 1:07:05pm  
 



Right on cue, here comes the robot from Canada, "remotedevice," to try to divert 
the discussion away from Dan Rather.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01009350 12864 43 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2004 6:22:39am  
 
"Modern Crusader" and "newsonterr": if you want to post things like that, do it 
on your own blogs. You've abused my hospitality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01010390 12871 6 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2004 1:00:50pm  
 
bp sf wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, why do you continue to give this whiny loser your 
time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe because he is connected to the DNC, and the Kerry campaign reads his nasty 
blog?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01010645 12872 204 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2004 5:36:39pm  
 
Not for the first time, I need to ask "adam_dc" a question: does your employer 
know what you're using their internet connection to post at LGF? I suspect they 
wouldn't approve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01012379 12884 97 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2004 11:20:27am  
 
aaron: can you send me the LexisNexis transcript? I can't believe they did this 
-- I'm almost certain the line about 'Parents Against the Draft' was not in the 
CBS article when I first read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01012490 12885 91 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 5:29:32am  
 
The person who posted #67 with an antisemitic nickname was visiting from 
Fordham&nbsp;University in the Bronx, and a complaint has been sent to them with 
all information needed to track him down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01013345 12891 6 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2004 3:19:14pm  
 
Geepers: does the graphic match up now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01013362 12891 23 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2004 3:30:12pm  
 
Geepers, reaganite: if you refresh the page and clear cache -- still a 
gap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01013373 12891 34 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2004 3:38:59pm  
 
Gap still there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01013392 12891 53 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2004 3:56:30pm  
 
Interesting. A line feed in the source code caused that gap, even though 
according to the HTML specs, it shouldn't have. Safari and Mozilla win again in 
the compliancy sweepstakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015214 12906 47 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 11:55:47am  
 
tgibbs wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I find his argument unconvincing. I think he's seeing faces in 
clouds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's worse than that -- it's deliberately fraudulent. See my latest 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015459 12909 9 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 11:40:35am  
 
The PDF link is fixed now. Get it before he notices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015613 12909 163 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 1:05:11pm  
 
No need to delete anything. But it is true that "hot button" words are used to 
defame sites like LGF. So I'd prefer if we stay away from them, not out of 
political correctness, but to avoid pointless battles over inconsequential 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015625 12909 175 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 1:10:41pm  
 
amir: He states outright that he believes the memos were typewritten, and that 
there is nothing about them that indicates otherwise.</P> 
But to prove it, he cut and pasted sections of graphics and moved them around to 
simulate the CBS memos.</P> 
This is fraud, pure and simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015702 12909 252 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 3:25:11pm  
 
By the way, I did send email to Dr. Joseph Newcomer about this yesterday, but 
have not received a reply yet.</P> 
I have a pretty good idea what he'll say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01015722 12910 5 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 12:18:27pm  
 
overwatch: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12897_Fighting_the_Child_Kil
lers" target=_blank>try here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016020 12915 8 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 3:49:03pm  
 
Is Teresa <EM>chewing gum?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01016027 12915 15 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 3:52:10pm  
 
Jim Lehrer is talking tough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016050 12915 38 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 3:57:34pm  
 
Lehrer is having <EM>way</EM> too much fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016077 12915 65 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:02:19pm  
 
New topic now posted as it starts...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016215 12916 25 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:05:29pm  
 
"Left them in SHATTERS."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016223 12916 33 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:06:01pm  
 
"Radical Islamic Muslims!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016353 12916 163 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:19:21pm  
 
"We got weapons of mass destruction crossing the border every 
day?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016517 12916 327 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:32:27pm  
 
Kerry: "Statesman-like summits. The kind that pull people 
together."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016601 12916 411 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:39:53pm  
 
Kerry: "I've never used the harshest word...(liar)"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01016987 12917 19 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 4:59:58pm  
 
Kerry: "that passes the ... the global test!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01017020 12917 52 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 5:05:17pm  
 
Kerry: "PROVIDE THE NUCLEAR FUEL (TO IRAN)!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01017534 12918 32 Charles Thu, Sep 30, 2004 6:44:01pm  
 



I would have liked to see a REAL debate, not this stilted show loaded down with 
artificial rules. I'd rather see the candidates get angry, get passionate, speak 
what's really in their hearts with conviction.</P> 
I know. I'm dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01018514 12921 88 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2004 8:15:15am  
 
John Goldstone is spamming LGF in a pathetic attempt to drive traffic to his 
pathetic site, and has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01018620 12923 4 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2004 7:37:13am  
 
Joel: I agree. But Kerry clobbered himself with that idiotic "global test" 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01018817 12925 59 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2004 8:47:01am  
 
"adam_dc" is more than a trollbot. He's an advocate for an anti-Bush 
organization. Do you want to reveal what organization's ISP you're using to post 
these comments, "adam_dc", or shall I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01019186 12927 101 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2004 10:47:07am  
 
Lady of Shalott: sure, you can email them to me. I'd like to see 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01020906 12939 21 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2004 6:04:26am  
 
Jamie: I have no interest in playing along with your 'gotcha' game. The story is 
<EM>over</EM>. Fox immediately retracted it. It's being 'dismissed' now because 
it's unbelievably venal and silly for people like Marshall (and you) to try to 
inflate its importance.</P> 
If CBS News had behaved the same way as Fox, we wouldn't still be talking about 
Rathergate, and you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01021693 12945 7 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2004 1:01:15pm  
 
SoCal: I think it was Jim Geraghty at Kerry Spot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01021788 12946 9 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2004 1:33:40pm  
 
SoCal: That's the one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01022210 12951 7 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2004 3:59:03pm  
 
Oh, Canuckistan. I almost feel sorry for what's about to occur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01022333 12952 12 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2004 4:39:51pm  



 
Yehudit: because CBS producer Mary Mapes has been citing his study, and I would 
not be surprised at all to see this become the mainstream media rallying point. 
But now, the case has already been destroyed.</P> 
That's why it's important to deal with this stuff as soon as possible, and big 
ups to <A href="http://wizbangblog.com/" target=_blank>Wizbang</A> for noticing 
the crude cut-and-paste job in Hailey's own PDF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01022992 12959 18 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 6:13:42am  
 
That "Abu Qa'qa" name makes me suspect that the Arab writer of this piece was 
deliberately making up the report, and scornfully included a big hint knowing 
that it wouldn't be caught.</P> 
Anyone know if "Qa'qa" is really an Iraqi name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01023325 12962 115 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 11:22:12am  
 
zombie: I don't know what program you're using to create these JPEGs, but they 
are way too large. I re-saved them with GraphicConverter (Mac) at 90% quality 
and they went from about 50K to 9-10K. You could cut your bandwidth enormously 
if you just adjust the settings...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01023415 12962 205 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 1:40:38pm  
 
TenRing: I'd love to see it. It's difficult to transfer a file that size, 
though. Is it online anywhere? (Email me if it is... or if you have another way 
to get it to me.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01023418 12962 208 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 1:43:16pm  
 
Wait -- 840K? I thought you wrote 840M. Yes, please email it to me 
ASAP!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01023439 12962 229 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 2:47:26pm  
 
I just posted a link to the higher resolution video. Thanks, operative 
TenRing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01023787 12966 13 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 1:17:03pm  
 
Contact info for the Lowell Sun is <A 
href="http://www.lowellsun.com/Stories/0,1413,105%7E4795%7E,00.html" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01024025 12967 48 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 3:16:49pm  
 
TenRing: "LGF Operative" is a rare accolade. Only a few have reached this 
stage.</P> 
Some of them were taking potshots at each other last night. &lt;grin 
/&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01024242 12968 13 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 4:00:36pm  
 
J. Lichty: First thing I would check -- when you create a new email you can 
choose which account is sending it. If you've created an account on your home 
computer for your work email, it's possible you're using this one without 
noticing. There's a popup menu at the top of your email window, labeled 'From:', 
where you can choose the account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01024244 12968 15 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2004 4:01:53pm  
 
bigel, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01024934 12972 39 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 5:51:01am  
 
Careful, lizardoid cult members. I think Moishe Pipick is on to 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01024988 12972 93 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 6:26:46am  
 
See the update above for an interesting note about the author of the NY Post 
article that reports the "pen" claim. (Thanks, KJC.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025335 12975 30 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 7:33:35am  
 
Thom: spammers do that to trick spam filters that use Bayesian analysis to 
detect spam. The Bayesian technique relies on patterns of words (generally 
speaking) stored in a database, and by including nonsense words the spammers 
hope to load the database with so much noise that the filtering will be 
ineffective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025366 12976 21 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 9:58:06am  
 
I guess the show wasn't broadcast in LA today, but I just 
finished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025370 12976 25 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 12:27:04pm  
 
It went well, I thought -- but I didn't get a copy of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025740 12980 66 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 11:17:03am  
 
Rashomon: you're the third person to post that assertion, but the video you're 
linking to does not show Bush taking anything out of his pocket. 
Sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025753 12980 79 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 12:01:42pm  
 



The new video is now available; see the update above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025754 12980 80 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 12:03:11pm  
 
And by the way, in this video you can very clearly see that Bush does <B>not</B> 
take anything out of his coat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025767 12980 93 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 1:06:04pm  
 
TenRing: Quicktime PC or Mac? Make sure you have the latest version; it plays 
fine for me with version 6.5.1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025773 12980 99 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 1:52:59pm  
 
About the AVI file: I used this program to convert it, from the original 180 MB 
file:</P> 
<A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/20008" 
target=_blank>Forty-Two DVD-VX Plus 2.4</A>.</P> 
Maybe this program installed a better codec for MPEG video; I'm not sure. Or 
maybe the Windows Quicktime is less capable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01025776 12980 102 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 1:57:47pm  
 
Dar ul Harb: try installing the program above. You don't need to purchase it, 
just install it. It also installs several other packages and I suspect one of 
them may be what you need.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01026310 12984 30 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 1:23:03pm  
 
That AVI file plays fine on a Mac with Quicktime 6.5.1. Make sure you have the 
latest version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01026503 12985 33 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 3:37:40pm  
 
TenRing: Actually, I'm not apologizing at all for the Pocketgate brouhaha. At 
this point, it looks like it was a pen, although like you I would like to see 
the complete video this still shot was taken from.</P> 
But none of the bloggers that covered this have done anything that warrants an 
apology. The questions were legitimate, even if the answer is that nothing 
improper took place.</P> 
And it's depressing that this country is now willing to accept blatant flaunting 
of debate rules, because it was "only a pen." Kerry was specifically forbidden 
to do this, but he did it anyway, apparently without even thinking.</P> 
Aaarrrggghhh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01026578 12986 11 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 3:30:23pm  
 
L88Vette: would you please forward that email to me?</P> 
charles at littlegreenfootballs . com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01026903 12988 119 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2004 5:24:06pm  
 
You seem very bitter and angry, billib. Do you need a hug?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01029235 13004 15 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 3:12:35pm  
 
Hmm. OK. Looks pretty easy to have a staff. Let's see what we can 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01029289 13004 69 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 3:44:12pm  
 
Look! I do have a staff, and I didn't even know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01029297 13004 77 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 3:50:13pm  
 
SoCalJustice: heh. We probably need <EM>real names</EM>, though, not LGF 
nicks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01029461 13005 112 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 4:07:50pm  
 
Topic two for the VP debate, now posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01029543 13006 14 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 3:34:20pm  
 
Somebody step on a duck?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01030409 13009 30 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 4:47:02pm  
 
OUCH. Round to Cheney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01030503 13009 124 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 5:02:27pm  
 
Class, people. That was real class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01030559 13009 180 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 5:07:39pm  
 
The exchange about Cheney's daughter is going to go down in history. John 
Edwards came off as incredibly sleazy with that personal attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01030868 13009 489 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2004 6:37:29pm  
 
^^^ Canada ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01032003 13015 43 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2004 5:54:23am  
 



Nancy Block is the 'Nancy' who often gets hat tips; she offered to allow her 
full name to be used.</P> 
And there's nothing deceptive about this, by the way -- Nancy is one of the best 
researchers around and continually finds great stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01032008 13015 48 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2004 6:02:02am  
 
Thom: applications now being accepted, but a full name is required. 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01033617 13026 153 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 6:34:39am  
 
adam_dc is on the payroll of the AFL-CIO, the union group that's been invading 
and ransacking RNC offices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01034632 13033 47 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 6:14:41am  
 
MartinG: right you are. I corrected that line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01034937 13033 352 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 10:59:03am  
 
Some readers may not be aware that 'adam_dc' works for the AFL-CIO, and trolling 
LGF appears to be part of his job -- since he's using an AFL-CIO account during 
work hours to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01035042 13033 457 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 11:52:14am  
 
By the way, I didn't 'out' adam_dc. He admitted himself that he is working for 
the AFL-CIO.</P> 
Notice how he never responds to questions, just moves the goalposts and tosses 
out another talking point. He isn't here for dialog, he's here to spread 
propaganda.</P> 
And I'm beginning to get very tired of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01035065 13033 480 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 12:13:01pm  
 
Cam: there's nothing I can do about that, except to redirect any traffic from 
there to somewhere else.</P> 
I haven't seen one referral from there yet, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01035906 13036 82 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2004 2:49:03pm  
 
blt: I'm going to take a wild guess that you were using Netscape before you 
switched to Firefox? The popup shows differently in Netscape 4.x (and in Opera) 
because those browsers don't honor the CSS spec for the width of popup 
menus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01036956 13043 58 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2004 9:25:49am  
 



^^^ AFL-CIO shill ^^^</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01038870 13060 76 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2004 4:12:24pm  
 
I would have used that force wisely!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01042826 13078 15 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2004 4:34:08pm  
 
Also see this entry about muslimwakeup.com:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7209" target=_blank>Saint 
Rachel Finds a Home</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01043340 13080 11 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2004 6:47:35am  
 
If you want a command line in OS X, you've got it. Full access to a Unix bash 
shell. You can do an incredible amount of damage with just a few 
keystrokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01043344 13080 15 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2004 6:57:17am  
 
Every computer will occasionally have problems -- there's no such thing as a 
crash-free machine or OS.</P> 
I've used all types of computers and I still vastly prefer Mac OS X. Before the 
problem this morning, I had left the computer running continuously without 
restarting for <EM>several months</EM>. That's pretty amazing stability.</P> 
This was a reminder to run Disk Warrior occasionally even if there are no 
visible problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01043345 13080 16 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2004 6:58:09am  
 
Mr Pol: when I say "start up," I mean "awaken from sleep mode."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01043385 13080 56 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2004 8:53:51am  
 
Solstice wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As a developer who constantly installs and removes developmental (and unstable) 
MacOS X systems, I would avoid Carbon Copy Cloner. It can destroy permissions, 
misses files, hacks resource forks, and can do all sorts of other bad things. 
It's much safer to use the Create Image/Restore Image of the Apple Disk Utility. 
It does a bit-by-bit copy of the disk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Interesting! I hadn't heard of those problems with Carbon Copy Cloner; I've had 
nothing but success with it myself. Can Apple Disk Utility run as a cron 
job?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01047764 13111 81 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2004 5:44:47am  
 
I thought liberals were supposed to be mellow and forgiving about things like 
prostitution. Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01048500 13113 367 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2004 11:06:57am  
 
Please remember, folks: "adam_dc" is an employee of the virulently anti-Bush 
AFL-CIO, and is posting his comments with an AFL-CIO account. You don't have to 
be a conspiracy nut to suspect that he's being paid to do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01048611 13113 478 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2004 12:53:03pm  
 
I've had enough of adam_dc's antics. Anyone reading this thread can see that 
this person is avoiding all questions and direct confrontations, and continuing 
to parrot one leftist/Islamist talking point after another.</P> 
Since adam_dc did not answer my charge that he's being paid by the AFL-CIO to be 
an agent provocateur, he's now banned. As is "DannyA," who posted yesterday with 
a different account as "DannyK."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01048958 13114 258 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2004 10:48:07am  
 
On the subject of abortion: I do not have a hard and fast rule about not 
discussing it. However, this topic is a very good example of why I prefer people 
to avoid the subject -- because it inevitably causes hard feelings and vicious 
fights, among people who are otherwise on the same side, and nobody's opinion 
ever changes.</P> 
There are plenty of forums on the internet where you can argue about abortion if 
that's what you want. I'd prefer to focus elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01051056 13129 19 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2004 7:08:07am  
 
sharona: that's right, it was you! I couldn't remember where I got 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01052680 13139 18 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2004 3:33:01pm  
 
I won't say he's guilty either. But a large part of my career has been in the 
entertainment biz (and O'Reilly is an entertainer above everything) and I've 
witnessed many stars and celebrities act this badly -- and <EM>worse</EM>. Much 
worse. So I don't dismiss this out of hand.</P> 
Plus, O'Reilly has always seemed like an egotistical jerk to me. But that's my 
judgmental side coming out again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01053118 13142 13 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2004 4:03:54pm  
 
That's right. CBS News is hosting the debate. It's really quite amazing.</P> 
If Schieffer asks the President to apologize for his mistakes, I hope Bush 
demands an apology from Schieffer for CBS's disgusting behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01053617 13143 50 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2004 4:28:34pm  
 
Kerry's face is melting!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01057184 13158 17 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2004 3:00:29pm  
 
reaganite: unfortunately, there's no way to know who made the millionth comment. 
Comments are only numbered within the context of each page; there's no overall 
counter. Comments also are often posted within the same second on different 
topics -- so you often can't pick out one as being posted "before" 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01057189 13158 22 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2004 3:02:33pm  
 
JWM wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles: Out of curiosity- Do contributions currently cover the cost of 
bandwidth, time away from design work, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Some months are better than others, but overall -- not really. Getting closer, 
though!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01057346 13158 179 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2004 6:08:23pm  
 
Subscriptions -- great idea! Paypal does have that feature, and all I need is a 
few spare hours to implement it properly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01057569 13160 30 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2004 5:28:40pm  
 
zulubaby: I know. It must be karma, for all those years in which I paid for a 
subscription.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01061681 13186 4 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2004 6:25:18am  
 
An apology by any other name...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01062389 13186 712 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2004 9:59:17pm  
 
This thread is now closed, for two reasons. 1) It's getting too large, and 2) 
it's getting too nasty.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01062869 13188 322 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2004 6:23:01am  
 
billib: you're an idiot. LGF is not "shut down" literally or figuratively, and 
your wishing won't make it so. I closed one thread to give people a chance to 
cool off. It's happened before and it will probably happen again.</P> 
When you say LGF is "shut down," you're showing the same complete lack of 
comprehension (combined with mean-spirited irrational hatred) that you bring to 
the issue of Iraq.</P> 
Did I mention that I truly believe you are an idiot? Now go 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01062954 13188 407 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2004 9:34:45am  
 



Here's the deal. Bigel wrote email to me and asked me to block his account. I'm 
going to honor his request, but I asked him again to reconsider his extreme 
rhetoric, and let him know that if he can find a way to tone it down and let his 
sense of humor and knowledge (both of which he does possess) come through, I'd 
remove the block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01064117 13193 498 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2004 4:34:39pm  
 
Folks, lizards and countrymen: note the words of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=13193#c0488" 
target=_blank>Al di Grandpa</A>, for there is wisdom therein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01065493 13202 191 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2004 1:45:54pm  
 
wizofodd: thanks, but I can't allow home addresses and/or phone numbers to be 
posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01065732 13204 136 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2004 11:24:43am  
 
If you're wondering where our latest petulant, sneering, utterly clueless 
visitor came from, it's a Kos Kid. Can you believe it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01065843 13204 247 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2004 2:01:39pm  
 
I love it when weenies like Mr. Mxyzptlk try to call me out on my pre-9/11 
statements. It's almost ... cute, in a pathetically useless kind of 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01066035 13205 150 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2004 1:07:58pm  
 
Beagle: comments are automatically "cleaned" of HTML before posting -- that's 
why part of your comment disappeared.</P> 
If you want to post HTML examples, use the character entities &amp;lt; and 
&amp;gt; instead of &lt; and &gt;</P> 
Example -- to produce this:</P> 
&lt;a href="link"&gt;some text&lt;/a&gt;</P> 
you type this:</P> 
&amp;lt;a href="link"&amp;gt;some text&amp;lt;/a&amp;gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01068257 13216 135 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2004 8:19:09am  
 
It's not an assumption: <A 
href="http://www.bnduke.org/bndt/scholars/profile.aspx?id=98" 
target=_blank>Kurian is black</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01069489 13220 23 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2004 3:03:39pm  
 
davesax: email me, please. I must have missed an email from you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01069495 13220 29 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2004 3:05:04pm  
 
evariste: yeah, their B1000 plan works for most people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01070229 13221 541 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2004 5:50:32am  
 
"NBK062" is the same idiot who was posting with the names "DannyA," "DannyK," 
and 5 or 6 others. It's a mystery why these creatures think they'll be able to 
sneak back in with new addresses and continue to spew antisemitism. This one is 
blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01070811 13224 105 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2004 9:15:58am  
 
"ConIL" is the same persistent, mentally ill troll that has called itself 
"NBK062" and "DannyK" among other names. Now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01081312 13273 269 Charles Sun, Oct 24, 2004 4:49:38pm  
 
"bos" wrote in his endearing way:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What hypocrites. LGF called for the assassination of Kerry when it ran that 
photoshopped image of the man with a rifle to Kerry's head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The image to which "bos" refers is here, and it came straight from Yahoo's 
Reuters news feed: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11596" 
target=_blank>Don't Go Shooting With John F. Kerry</A>.</P> 
Easily provable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01084436 13288 30 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2004 6:47:55am  
 
If the story's true, it's a legitimate beef and should be investigated. But I'm 
waiting for more corroboration before buying into the theory that it was a 
slipup on our part. It's possible (even likely) the IAEA and New York Times are 
not telling us the whole story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01084489 13288 83 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2004 7:11:18am  
 
Who needs oil? We ride the bus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01084931 13289 207 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2004 10:45:54am  
 
Californican (and all): my sincere thanks to everyone who has dropped something 
in my tip jar! I don't know if I'll ever dig my way out of this pile of email 
enough to thank each of you individually, but your contributions are greatly, 
greatly appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01090021 13306 37 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2004 6:34:25am  
 
dazoid81: yes, I do -- see here: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5789_LGF_Button_Image" 
target=_blank>LGF Button Image</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01090087 13306 103 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2004 6:57:53am  
 
By the way, don't be surprised if the editor of the Revealer shows up here in a 
few minutes, to tell us all what a bunch of Nazis we are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01091694 13313 164 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2004 2:45:07pm  
 
Lexis/Nexis is available to anyone who pays their fees. It's not limited to law 
schools or law firms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01092606 13314 881 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2004 2:49:07pm  
 
RIP Ford wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
800 posts and nary a troll in site.Will wonders never cease?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm glad to read that. When I see 800+ posts in a few hours, I usually fear the 
worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01092739 13314 1014 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2004 4:53:17pm  
 
This thread is getting too full, and slowing down like a big dog after a hard 
run. I'm going to close it now, since there's another topic for the (hopefully) 
impending demise of one of the world's great villains.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01096276 13324 9 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2004 1:24:13pm  
 
levi from queens: that's the SiteMeter statistics counter. I added this to LGF 
recently, to augment my own stats package, and I've noticed that Sitemeter has 
been very slow to load lately. Nothing to worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01096325 13324 58 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2004 1:49:37pm  
 
Did this moronic story originate at Daily Kos?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01096351 13324 84 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2004 2:01:57pm  
 
How could this have been intended to make it look like the crowd was larger? The 
editor filled in the missing space where Bush originally stood; it's a pretty 
safe assumption that there were people there.</P> 
Stupid thing to do? Maybe. But welcome to the world of video editing, folks. 
This stuff is done all the time. The editor who put this ad together may have 
had no inkling that he was doing anything out of the ordinary.</P> 
This is the ultimate example of grasping at straws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01098509 13339 10 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 7:57:16am  
 
Abu Maven: then why change his story?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01098539 13339 40 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 8:11:54am  
 
I DO dismiss it out of hand. This tactic is so common with people like Sharlet; 
I have seen it again and again. They claim to have received radically hateful 
email, but can <EM>never</EM> prove it.</P> 
Look. With the pro-Israel bent of this weblog, I have received more than my 
share of hate email. But I have never received one that said anything like what 
Sharlet claims.</P> 
I have received a few threats, and here's the key fact: sending such email is 
<B>illegal</B>. The proper way to handle it is not to whine about it in print -- 
it should be reported to the authorities, and to the sender's 
ISP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01098601 13339 102 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 9:11:47am  
 
Shaka Ndaw: as I updated my post to say, IF (and that's a mighty big IF) Sharlet 
produces a valid email with full headers that can be verified and it matches a 
poster at LGF, that poster will immediately be blocked here. There's nothing 
more that I can do.</P> 
But please note: you do NOT have to post your email address here. That line in 
the comments form can be left blank, as the word "(optional)" is supposed to 
connote! If you register, your email address is kept private and not revealed 
unless you choose to enter it on the 'Email' line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01098664 13339 165 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 11:45:29am  
 
For the record, in one of my email replies to Mr. Sharlet's incoherent ranting, 
I did indeed inform him that he is a wanker. The exact email was this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're nuts. Don't bother responding; any email from you will now go straight to 
the trash, wanker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And if Sharlet continues to push it, I will post his email that prompted this 
response.</P> 
However, I never called him a liar in any of the three emails I sent to him. I 
did that on the front page of LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01099579 13343 289 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 12:22:09pm  
 
"rocusman" is blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01099790 13343 500 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 1:20:49pm  
 
If anyone finds a full transcript of the bin Laden video, or a full streaming 
version, please post it here. I've got a suspicion that we're not being given 
the full picture of his statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01100416 13346 179 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 3:45:22pm  
 
<A 
href="http://216.239.39.104/search?q=cache:wUVHe23CZrUJ:washingtontimes.com/nati
onal/20040824-124654-



9870r.htm%20%22my%20pet%20goat%22%20and%20%22stephanie%20cutter%22&amp;hl=en" 
target=_blank>Kerry bid to make Bush 'goat' for 9/11 seen risky</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"John Kerry is not the type of leader who will sit and read 'My Pet Goat' to a 
group of second-graders while America is under attack," said Kerry campaign 
spokeswoman Stephanie Cutter, a reference to the book Mr. Bush continued reading 
with children for several minutes after his chief of staff informed him of the 
second World Trade Center plane attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01100527 13347 78 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2004 4:02:11pm  
 
Sorry for the bogus link, folks. Posted while trying to do too many other things 
at the same time...</P> 
Thanks for the immediate corrections, editor-minions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01102544 13353 60 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2004 12:13:36pm  
 
#53: A case in point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01103087 13356 66 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2004 2:32:08pm  
 
Wicksy: why should I be any easier on Britain's lunatics than I am on 
America's?</P> 
You might want to consider growing a humor gland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01103326 13356 305 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 9:21:27am  
 
Marcus: The headline is almost verbatim from the Reuters article. Bigel is 
currently banned. Reaganite did not call LGF a "hate site."</P> 
And please see <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=13358_Historian_Paul_Johnson
-_Kerry_Must_Be_Stopped" target=_blank>this post</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01103948 13360 16 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2004 5:09:03pm  
 
ploome: which shops?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01103955 13360 23 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2004 5:16:45pm  
 
Ah ha! I. Martin! One of the best bicycle shops in LA, now owned by Helen's 
Cycles -- who seems to have cornered the LA cycling retail 
market.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01103964 13360 32 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2004 5:29:57pm  
 
Spiny Norman: Sorry I couldn't make it to the meet-up! I was planning to, but 
business intervened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104398 13364 18 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:07:34am  



 
So ... lester, in addition to being a half-wit, you're also an antisemite? Is 
that about right?</P> 
Some trolls I allow to remain because their stupidity leads to amusing 
exchanges. The amusement is wearing off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104429 13364 49 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:16:29am  
 
Jack: I appreciated the point, but I don't think it's a good idea to leave 
comments like that where they may very well be seen by the people involved, who 
have lots and lots of lawyers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104438 13364 58 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:20:40am  
 
There you have it, folks. lester shows us the true meaning of neocon. Out of the 
mouths of (now-banned) idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104452 13364 72 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:26:19am  
 
moshe28: that's outrageous! Do you have a link to a web site that lists this 
event?</P> 
This should be a front page post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104467 13364 87 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:33:29am  
 
moshe28: yes, please, email that to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104480 13364 100 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:38:39am  
 
moshe28: charles at little green footballs dot com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104495 13364 115 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:41:50am  
 
Geepers: no, the independent_etc. robot hasn't been banned. Yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104503 13364 123 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 6:44:06am  
 
Oops! I'm wrong! I forgot; I did ban inde... last night after a particularly 
nasty exchange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01104902 13366 47 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 12:08:18pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01105131 13368 45 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2004 9:55:53am  
 
ShanNYC wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



The fact that Osama Bin Laden can help the Bush campaign is personally repulsive 
to me.</P> 
But that's just me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? Even if said help consists of an acknowledgment that the cause of 
freedom has been advanced in Afghanistan, and that the US is safer from Al Qaeda 
-- and the monster who perpetrated 9/11 is left raging impotently against the 
man who did it to him?</P> 
I don't find that repulsive at all. I find it cause for celebration. But maybe 
that's just me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01113501 13402 127 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2004 11:20:20am  
 
Irene: please email the pictures to me, at charles at little green footballs dot 
com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01113850 13405 27 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2004 11:39:06am  
 
ProudLiberals dot com: please try to keep up. The polls in the previous post are 
not exit polls; they're the final pre-election results from the major polling 
sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01119578 13421 1514 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2004 6:43:59am  
 
This topic has gotten insanely long, and will now be closed. Good work, LGF 
readers. We won.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01120699 13426 113 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2004 7:21:06am  
 
foreign devil: In my opinion, not credible. The guy who runs that site has tried 
to register with several different names, in order to spam LGF with links to his 
site. I've blocked him at least 3 times, and he keeps coming back. I don't trust 
someone who behaves like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01123600 13436 89 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2004 2:02:30pm  
 
Bill, thank you for the clarification! I wanted to make this especially clear 
because stories are now appearing on the wire impugning the credibility of all 
bloggers, because of the bogus exit poll story.</P> 
(And thanks for the mention in the article!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01123601 13436 90 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2004 2:04:44pm  
 
P.S. Stories like this one: <A 
href="http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story2&amp;u=/ap/20041103/ap_on_el_p
r/eln_tv_exit_polls" target=_blank>Bloggers Said to Blame for Bad Poll 
Info</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127186 13447 62 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 11:31:30am  
 



Cless: don't worry. I have a very special final Arafish ready to go, as soon as 
he goes belly up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127194 13447 70 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 11:34:33am  
 
I looked at viu's other comments, and it seems he/she may have intended #19 to 
be sarcastic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127576 13448 53 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 11:41:07am  
 
I started writing the update to that post as soon as I finished the original, to 
say that the exit polls were meaningless. As I was writing, the news came in 
that the numbers had reversed.</P> 
And note that I was reporting a post at the Corner, obviously at that point a 
rumor. I did not post the full skewed exit poll numbers, although several people 
emailed them shortly after that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127600 13448 77 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 11:50:37am  
 
Abu Maven: OK, I clarified that statement, to show I was referring to my first 
post about the Wonkette/Kos numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127608 13448 85 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 11:55:45am  
 
Capt. Queeg: Just updated that sentence for clarity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127643 13448 120 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 12:52:55pm  
 
jbltk: the difference is -- if I had posted numbers showing Bush to be winning, 
I would have been right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01127651 13448 128 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2004 1:06:07pm  
 
Partisan? You mean, for President Bush?</P> 
At what point did you figure that out?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01131478 13468 6 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2004 3:24:07pm  
 
The link should work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01131481 13468 9 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2004 3:26:40pm  
 
blt: I love that idea! Mind if I steal it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01131482 13468 10 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2004 3:27:38pm  
 
The link was using some kind of odd frameset, hosted at another site. I looked 
at the source code and found the real URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01132209 13470 219 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2004 7:02:57pm  
 
That idiot with the 'Squeaky' posts is banned troll 'billib', trying to sneak 
back in with new email addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01134227 13480 7 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2004 12:52:40pm  
 
I'm sure Andy wouldn't like it. Heh. But it does work amazingly 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01138088 13498 7 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2004 4:49:05pm  
 
SoCalJustice: actually, that quote comes from <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=13465_Kerry-
_I_Cant_Believe_Im_Losing_to_This_Idiot" target=_blank>Kerry 
himself</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01139772 13506 22 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2004 7:37:28am  
 
Infidel and Proud: when you post comments like that, you may think you're just 
venting. But in reality, you are giving ammunition to those who want to shut LGF 
down. Your comments are read by a LOT of people. Please keep this in 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01140533 13507 403 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2004 11:20:23am  
 
"Shintriad" posted that murderous comment from Sudbury, Ontario, where he/she/it 
is using an account that traces to the 
Rainbow&nbsp;District&nbsp;School&nbsp;Board.</P> 
That's right. This creature is involved in education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01140589 13507 459 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2004 11:43:05am  
 
The comment was reported to the Rainbow District School Board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01147373 13538 32 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2004 10:33:14am  
 
About the CAIR-IAP connection: the current head of CAIR, Nihad Awad, is the 
former public relations director of the Islamic Association for 
Palestine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01148002 13542 58 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2004 4:21:57pm  
 
I thought it was about Orson Welles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01156782 13578 2 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2004 1:40:06pm  
 



At least some are Shi'ites, judging from the Ayatollah Khomeini pictures at 
Getty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01160129 13595 35 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2004 6:57:59am  
 
"Abe Froman" and "Anonymous Dude" are the same person. I don't appreciate this 
kind of BS, and the creep is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01160148 13595 54 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2004 7:09:06am  
 
"Anonymous Dude" and "Abe Froman" also registered with the name "griepenm", and 
he/she/it is doing this with an account at Concordia College in St. Paul, 
Minnesota. This person has been spamming our comments for weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01160366 13596 26 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2004 8:16:32am  
 
mad_scientist: If Israel gets hit with a nuclear device, it won't be just Tehran 
that turns into glass -- many of the other capitals of Arab countries will also 
cease to exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01161522 13602 177 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2004 2:26:12pm  
 
"The_real_american" is in Norway.</P> 
Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01163726 13607 322 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2004 10:49:39am  
 
The person using the name "rabbid_conservative," pretending to be Jewish, is the 
same one who previously posted as "independent_with_common_sense". Now banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01163744 13607 340 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2004 11:12:02am  
 
I know that information is easily available via whois, but I'd prefer that you 
just mention that, rather than posting the information here.</P> 
Thanks all, for the words of support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01163747 13607 343 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2004 11:18:04am  
 
"The_real_america" (who is Norwegian) is hilarious. I didn't ban him; some 
trolls are so amusing they're worth keeping around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01169994 13635 13 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2004 4:33:05pm  
 
"Unconfirmed" means they didn't reply to the email that activates their 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01170539 13638 2 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2004 6:43:56am  



 
editor: yes, I just changed that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01172846 13647 247 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2004 5:42:07am  
 
"spamlet" and "bones" are the same person, of course, in Canada. The LGF haters 
love to play that little game of pretending to be more than one 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01173258 13652 10 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2004 7:10:46am  
 
Notice that Imus's comment is actually sympathetic to the 
Palestinians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01180733 13689 148 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 5:34:05am  
 
The tool posting as "lynn.thule" is probably the same person who previously 
abused LGF as "adam_dc". The IP address traces to the AFL-CIO in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01181294 13694 7 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2004 4:05:52pm  
 
levi: Spirit of America is a 501.c.3...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01181331 13694 44 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2004 4:39:17pm  
 
Buckeye Abroad wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I dialed the number listed, but the advised making out a check to an office in 
Salt Lake City, Utah, not LA as listed? Why the descrepency?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't know! You'll have to <A href="http://www.spiritofamerica.net/site/contact" 
target=_blank>contact</A> Spirit of America about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01181359 13694 72 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2004 5:45:55pm  
 
Over $5000! All right, lizards! Pat yourselves on the dorsal 
spine!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01181392 13694 105 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 5:33:40am  
 
The tool posting as "lynn.thule" is probably the same person who previously 
abused LGF as "adam_dc". The IP address traces to the AFL-CIO in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01182286 13697 514 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 5:33:08am  
 
The tool posting as "lynn.thule" is probably the same person who previously 
abused LGF as "adam_dc". The IP address traces to the AFL-CIO in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01182832 13700 296 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 5:32:28am  
 
The tool posting as "lynn.thule" is probably the same person who previously 
abused LGF as "adam_dc". The IP address traces to the AFL-CIO in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01183732 13704 15 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2004 12:08:12pm  
 
About proxies: note that many of the IP addresses used by these proxy servers 
are banned from accessing LGF, because of virulent troll abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01185154 13713 299 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 5:29:24am  
 
The tool posting as "lynn.thule" is probably the same person who previously 
abused LGF as "adam_dc". The IP address traces to the AFL-CIO in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01185417 13714 138 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2004 11:19:12am  
 
Oops - the link to the Powerpoint file was bad -- it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01189458 13729 459 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2004 11:51:35am  
 
Since "reason" said "Im [sic] out," I took the opportunity to ensure that it 
really is out, by blocking its account. Those of you who said the amusement 
value had worn off -- you're right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01190356 13732 299 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2004 4:24:17pm  
 
Meanwhile, in another universe, "Charles" is considering the implementation of 
an "ignore" command, so that these blue-on-blue incidents are kept to a 
minimum.</P> 
The Internet needs filters. If we can't install them ourselves, in the pipeline 
from our eyeballs to our brains and back out through our fingers, maybe there 
should be tools to help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01191240 13737 43 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2004 4:26:53pm  
 
The toxic lab in Fallujah is looking like it may be an invention of the 
Iraqis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01191246 13737 49 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2004 4:38:42pm  
 
zulubaby: I'm detecting a notable lack of enthusiasm for the story from US 
military sources. It may still pan out. The story originates from Iraqi National 
Security Adviser Qassem Dawoud, for the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01191691 13741 82 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2004 7:25:58am  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01191702 13741 93 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2004 7:36:53am  
 
I knew I smelled something!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01192158 13742 27 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2004 6:30:35am  
 
"shiraaz" is the troll "independent_with_common_sense," coming back yet again 
with another Hotmail address.</P> 
They just can't seem to stay away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01192164 13742 33 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2004 6:43:53am  
 
The Viking: yes, you can just email at my regular address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01192483 13746 52 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2004 11:30:35am  
 
All I can say is, if Dean really is a centrist, he did a damned good impression 
of a raving left-wing nutjob during the campaign, even implying that Bush knew 
about 9/11 before the attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01194585 13758 23 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2004 3:12:49pm  
 
Testing something!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01194911 13759 111 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2004 7:16:30pm  
 
See the update to this post above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01196332 13768 50 Charles Mon, Nov 29, 2004 12:53:10pm  
 
andrew: yes -- unfortunately, there's nothing I can do to help. VFR needs to get 
access to the database from the web host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01197663 13779 12 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 7:15:42am  
 
Please note: the ICRC is basically a European organization, and it is unrelated 
to the American Red Cross.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01197957 13782 17 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 8:29:47am  
 
hornet: please use the preview button -- you're not entering your links 
correctly.</P> 



The easiest way is to just paste the link into your comment. It looks like 
you're trying to use the "Link" button incorrectly, and pasting three copies of 
the link. Don't use that button -- just paste in the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01198487 13786 9 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 11:52:57am  
 
Go right to the source!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01198531 13786 53 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 12:18:28pm  
 
Heh. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01199319 13789 116 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 4:58:24pm  
 
Or, How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01199321 13789 118 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2004 4:59:04pm  
 
Or, the Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up 
Bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01199680 13790 184 Charles Wed, Dec 1, 2004 6:35:04am  
 
One of the reasons I posted about this group is that they have a (conditional) 
seal of approval from <A href="http://www.danielpipes.org/article/2226" 
target=_blank>Daniel Pipes</A>. The fact that they condemn terrorist violence in 
the name of Islam is positive; others have discovered numerous negative factors 
about them.</P> 
My point is not to accept everything about their agenda, but to recognize that 
it's a positive development when a Muslim group takes a stand unequivocally 
against terrorism.</P> 
It's a lot better than silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01203121 13808 23 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2004 1:38:22pm  
 
zulubaby: yep! I fergot!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01203179 13809 21 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2004 2:21:29pm  
 
And by the way, no tricks with deleting cookies, please -- Kevin at Wizbang will 
catch you, he's quick with the banning stick, and you'll end up locked out of 
the voting.</P> 
Not that anyone here would even think of such a thing, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01205058 13824 46 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2004 10:47:55am  
 
What I want to know is, just how many caged dogs has this evil Sheila Cooperman 
"zapped?" What a monster! Those poor doggies.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01205063 13824 51 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2004 10:49:15am  
 
Robert Gordon is going to be on the Sean Hannity radio show in a few minutes. 
It's hard to believe, but it doesn't seem to be a hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01206597 13833 62 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2004 1:23:41pm  
 
Luigi,</P> 
There seem to be about 5-10 votes coming in every few seconds. If it's a script 
(it could be) Kevin will catch it I'm sure. I didn't see a front page link to 
the poll at Daily Kos but may have missed it.</P> 
If you just Refresh your browser you can watch the votes mount 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01207290 13835 77 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2004 6:59:30pm  
 
Another reminder: please don't respond in kind to the Kos Kidz, lizards. You'll 
just make more work for poor Kevin, who is now aware of the ballot box 
stuffing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01207467 13837 36 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2004 6:14:02pm  
 
The rules (such as they are) state that the Fiskie can only be won once. So 
Jimmuh is out of the running this year.</P> 
But we will always remember him as the very first Fiskie winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01208719 13842 60 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2004 12:45:52pm  
 
foreign devil: I don't think any LGFers used that code. Kevin sent me the IP 
addresses they used and they don't match any registered users here. After the 
initial surge of stupidity by the Kos Kidz, it looks like other kiddies got 
involved just to cause havoc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01208829 13842 170 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2004 4:03:11pm  
 
OK, a lot of folks have suggested <EM>both</EM> registration and captcha.</P> 
But if I limit the voting to only registered users, the captcha approach seems 
unnecessary -- because if I require a username and password, and someone is 
schtoopid enough to write a script that tries to send that username/password 
over and over ... the solution is to simply block that account.</P> 
The reason I was thinking about a captcha: to allow unregistered people to vote, 
yet still prohibit the script kidz from peeing in the punchbowl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01210419 13852 17 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2004 11:39:09am  
 
steve miller: in the comments to that Wizbang poll, one of the poll stuffing 
idiots admits he was doing it just to cause chaos. It had nothing to do with 
LGF, and no one from LGF ran any scripts as far as I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01210579 13852 177 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2004 2:58:26pm  
 
black_flag: thanks, it should be fixed. Firefox and Mozilla aren't rendering 
correctly when I use percentage widths for form elements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01210764 13854 38 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2004 4:21:35pm  
 
Cornholio: The lawyer for the Quranic Literacy Institute says they can't (or 
won't) pay him. By "feigning bankruptcy," I meant that this claim sounds fishy 
to me, not that a legal claim of bankruptcy has been filed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01212629 13860 552 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2004 3:37:59pm  
 
Bigel: You promised not to do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01212808 13860 731 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 2:40:25pm  
 
This thread is now generating much more heat than light, and I am closing it 
with a small reminder to all involved: please remember that it's only the 
internet.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01214114 13868 8 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 7:16:41am  
 
strictnein: here are five of the domains it used:</P> 
equity-loan-4u.infoleading-brands-deals.infocommercial-mortgage-e-bank.infogolf-
e-course.infofinance-company-e-bank.info</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01214144 13868 38 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 10:01:15am  
 
Keith: that's a good trick, thanks. I just added similar code to my 
template.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01215974 13882 10 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 4:56:14pm  
 
The spider has been following links from other blogs, and internal links at LGF. 
It's apparently building an image of LGF's "link network".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01215981 13882 17 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 4:58:47pm  
 
And by the way, this isn't the only blog-specific spider activity I've noticed 
in our logs lately. Several universities are also collecting data on 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01216007 13882 43 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2004 5:13:50pm  
 
No worries, folks -- it's not a security issue for you, as far as I know. I've 
just noticed an unusual amount of referrers to old LGF pages, that trace to 
Internap. The referrers are coming from lots of other blogs. There's no way I 



can tell why they're doing it, but someone out there is very interested in 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01217214 13887 64 Charles Thu, Dec 9, 2004 11:18:05am  
 
lawhawk: you summed up my problem with this very well. It seems to me to be the 
height of unethical behavior for a journalist to plant questions with soldiers, 
in an attempt to pump up a story.</P> 
Was the question valid? Maybe; the reality is, though, that the armor issue has 
already been discussed openly for quite some time, and the consensus opinion is 
that yes, we need more, and yes, we're working to get it as fast as possible. It 
was discussed at great length in more than one LGF thread, as well.</P> 
What is troubling and infuriating is that this reporter used a soldier, in a 
deceptive way, for maximum effect, to ask a question that he knew would 
embarrass Donald Rumsfeld and be inflated into another negative piece about the 
war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01218101 13892 19 Charles Thu, Dec 9, 2004 3:13:09pm  
 
I don't have software to convert WMV to Quicktime; any 
suggestions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01219208 13900 76 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2004 7:50:46am  
 
"Quimmelton" and "Duder" are the same creep, and its account has now been 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01220423 13906 83 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2004 2:14:52pm  
 
sharona: gloating? Who's gloating? Or "dancing on an old man's grave?" How do 
you get that from what I wrote?</P> 
Whoever wrote the obituary is exploiting his death in a very crass way to make a 
political point. It's not dancing on his grave to draw attention to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01221097 13911 4 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2004 4:00:59pm  
 
Notice that there were 2,000 complaints last year, none of which were 
prosecuted. We're talking about untold <EM>thousands</EM> of incidents of child 
sexual abuse, just within the last few years.</P> 
And for every incident that was reported, there were probably dozens that 
weren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01222546 13919 20 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2004 3:44:59pm  
 
Michael Totten will probably moider me, but you should also vote for Meryl 
Yourish in <A href="http://2004weblogawards.com/archives/000054.php" 
target=_blank>this poll</A>, because she begged me without shame to mention her. 
Heh.</P> 



Also, Jeff at Protein Wisdom will probably disembowel me, but you should vote 
for Iowahawk in <A href="http://2004weblogawards.com/archives/000076.php" 
target=_blank>this poll</A>, because he begged too.</P> 
Sorry, Michael and Jeff.</P> 
And for <A href="http://2004weblogawards.com/archives/000063.php" 
target=_blank>Best Essayist</A>, go throw your support behind Bill Whittle (<A 
href="http://www.ejectejecteject.com/" target=_blank>Eject!Eject!Eject!</A>), 
because he's up against, of all people, Victor Davis Hanson and James Lileks and 
is still holding his own at third place.</P> 
May the best blog bloviate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01222547 13919 21 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2004 3:46:43pm  
 
(I gotta be honest -- my enthusiasm for this award has been slightly dampened by 
the Kos Kidz and their moronic behavior.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01226157 13943 8 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2004 5:48:53pm  
 
If you insist on paying more, Bill, I'm sure we can come to an agreement. 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01226288 13945 36 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2004 12:05:00pm  
 
I hereby declare a fatwa on artificial banana flavoring, because it is just 
revolting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01227031 13950 3 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2004 4:58:10pm  
 
I don't think it's a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01228190 13956 27 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2004 6:46:30am  
 
I'd like to believe this was monitored by the authorities, but I'm not as 
confident as some of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01229321 13961 87 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2004 5:20:53am  
 
addison: that line of code causes PHP to compress the data for each page before 
sending it to the browser, using the GZIP compression algorithm. The browser 
then decompresses the data and displays the page. Because our page is mainly 
text, and text compresses very well, the size of the data is significantly 
reduced. Since less data needs to be transferred over the net, and the 
decompression process happens very quickly on your computer, you see a speed 
improvement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01229326 13961 92 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2004 8:30:27am  
 
addison: I'm sure there is some processing overhead involved, but at LGF there's 
already so much PHP action in each served page that I don't think it's much of a 
factor.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01234138 13987 19 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2004 5:25:52pm  
 
Yes, please read the whole thing (how could I forget the standard 
disclaimer!)...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01235304 13996 1 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2004 11:53:06am  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01235439 13996 136 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2004 1:31:57pm  
 
Egfrow: I'm not sure, but I think it's a limit on memory allocation. Still 
investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01236356 14002 2 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2004 6:02:27am  
 
And don't forget, feeding people into plastic shredders uses a lot of 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01236718 14005 10 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2004 3:22:53pm  
 
Nope, Point Fermin is much further south -- but you're right, it's the Point 
Vicente lighthouse, not Point Reyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01236721 14005 13 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2004 3:24:46pm  
 
Behold: the <A href="http://www.palosverdes.com/pvlight/" target=_blank>Point 
Vicente Lighthouse</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01236745 14005 37 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2004 3:44:51pm  
 
bigel: I did take off a few days for my brother's wedding. But I've never been 
much of a vacation person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01237121 14008 33 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2004 5:38:34pm  
 
justdanny: yes, but no attachment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01237840 14014 237 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 10:50:15am  
 
Sorry, folks, I don't have any information about what's happening with Ali. I'm 
going to refrain from commenting on it until I know what prompted that 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01237847 14014 244 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 11:02:46am  
 



Over at Iraq The Model, one of the LGF stalkers using the name "The Insider" is 
spreading outright lies, saying I posted photos of Omar and Mohammed -- which, 
of course, I never did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01237871 14014 268 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 11:29:35am  
 
Sojourner: I don't know what Ali's post was about. I'm just as much in the dark 
as all of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01237921 14014 318 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 12:26:01pm  
 
For the record, "Little Green Footballs" does <B>not</B> refer to: boogers, 
illegal drugs, or Vietnam-era racial slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01238019 14014 416 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 4:14:58pm  
 
zulubaby: where is that list from? (I'm almost afraid to ask...)</P> 
(BTW, over at Iraq the Model, the inevitable internet stalkers who show up in 
any discussion that involves LGF (even peripherally) are showing their true 
colors with some really disgusting comments.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01238024 14014 421 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2004 6:49:48pm  
 
The LGF haters are really picking up steam at <A 
href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/omar/110340935674230152/" 
target=_blank>Iraq the Model</A>'s comments. I wonder how many of those 
anonymous posters have the same IP address?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01238925 14024 26 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 6:52:16am  
 
(Psst. It's a photoshop. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8301" target=_blank>The 
original is here.</A>)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01238935 14024 36 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 6:55:42am  
 
The page is out of alignment because of a new ad that's too wide. I've written 
to blogads and asked them to fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01239785 14029 72 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 5:30:27pm  
 
Asher: did you write this in the comments at Iraq the Model?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
How do you reason with this kind of thinking? You don't. If I were the Fadhils, 
I'd feel hurt and betrayed. As it is, I feel ashamed of having been part of that 
site at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because if you didn't, someone is impersonating you. If you did, just let me 
know, and I'll be happy to delete your account so you don't need to feel ashamed 
any longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01239882 14030 90 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 2:28:39pm  
 
I'm testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01240497 14033 7 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 5:36:17pm  
 
It may be quiet here, but the LGF haters are raging at <A 
href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/omar/110340935674230152/" 
target=_blank>Iraq the Model</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01240507 14033 17 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2004 6:36:15pm  
 
Yes, the begging is getting annoying. And I'm also more than a little annoyed at 
Ali himself, for posting something he had to know would stir up a blog storm, 
then sitting back and watching the mess go on without setting the record 
straight. Where I come from, that kind of thing is called 
"chickenshit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01241165 14038 127 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2004 11:28:07am  
 
John B: I didn't mean to imply that the Montreal Gazette was "the heart of 
Canadian liberalism" -- I was referring to Quebec.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01243726 14059 3 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 11:41:06am  
 
zombie: which sneaky trick is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01243731 14059 8 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 11:46:18am  
 
Ah -- got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01243742 14059 19 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 11:52:40am  
 
zombie: I have the program, no need to send me an MP3. Thanks for reminding me 
about it.</P> 
I thought you knew about some secret tricksy way of getting the Mac OS to do it 
without an external app.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01243747 14059 24 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 11:54:08am  
 
The professor who's on now, Robert Jensen, was featured recently at LGF: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=13910" target=_blank>UT 
Journalism Prof: We Lost, and It's Good</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01243883 14059 160 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 12:32:03pm  
 
Whew! "We have not been reparated!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01244100 14059 377 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 1:12:57pm  
 
I did record it, I think. I haven't listened yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01244199 14059 476 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2004 1:53:01pm  
 
By the way, if you missed it while it was on, I believe the show repeats for the 
next day at the link above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01246175 14067 12 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2004 4:07:28pm  
 
ploome: I wondered that too, but couldn't find anything in a quick search. Maybe 
Mr Pol will check in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01246483 14071 10 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2004 5:19:04pm  
 
Wow. This is incredible stuff. Anyone capturing this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01246504 14071 31 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2004 5:46:21pm  
 
This really is amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01246758 14074 22 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2004 7:23:19am  
 
Please see the update above for more information about the Reuters stringer who 
filed this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01247331 14079 42 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2004 5:25:14pm  
 
foreign devil: yes indeed, you did. I missed the live telecast of this event, 
and your post as well.</P> 
And that was the last appearance of the story in mainstream 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01247419 14080 60 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2004 2:52:25pm  
 
I hope you folks realize that if the Christmas tree in our logo were actually 
drawn to scale, the football would be about 12 feet tall.</P> 
<EM>Bwa ha hahaha!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01248900 14088 19 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2004 9:04:50pm  
 
Jim Rockford: thanks for the research. It's a Perl script all right, but not 
just a simple script kiddie -- these hits are coming from dozens (maybe 
hundreds) of different zombie machines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01248902 14088 21 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2004 9:15:09pm  



 
aboo: that's a vulnerability in phpBB -- doesn't affect us, because we don't use 
phpBB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01248956 14088 75 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2004 12:02:30pm  
 
Wicksy: yes, it could be a problem in any program that uses the unserialize() 
and realpath() functions; but the exploits going around are specifically looking 
for the phpBB weaknesses.</P> 
But LGF is not vulnerable to this exploit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01249666 14095 2 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2004 2:45:10pm  
 
mickthemick: yep, lots of Bush-bashing in there, even as they report a major 
success of the Bush administration. I'm starting to not even notice the NYT bias 
any more; just read around it for the information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01250770 14101 13 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 7:14:32am  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01250772 14101 15 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 7:22:39am  
 
Aquatic Cadaver Dog: LGF has not been compromised. Whatever's happening with 
your computer has nothing to do with posting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01250785 14101 28 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 8:05:04am  
 
I've never heard that a restart is necessary after editing .htaccess -- and to 
test it I just added my own IP to the deny rules, and it worked without a 
restart of Apache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01250787 14101 30 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 8:11:33am  
 
By the way, the worm is being blocked out of LGF right now, at a higher level 
(inside the main template). But I'd like to do it at the .htaccess level. All 
the examples and documentation I've found seem to indicate that the code above 
should work.</P> 
Well... perhaps I'll try the mod_rewrite route.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01250794 14101 37 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 9:00:11am  
 
kafir: I already have quite a few similar rules in the header of my main 
template, and the worm is now being blocked there as well, but I'm curious why 
the .htaccess rules aren't working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01251258 14104 31 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 10:47:23am  
 



papijoe: possibly. I've been noticing all kinds of spiders crawling around here 
lately. Too many to keep track of. We're infested with the critters, and 
probably every other blog site too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01252202 14112 23 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2004 5:23:01pm  
 
You guys are getting goofy in here! Goofy, I tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01253837 14122 5 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2004 11:10:08am  
 
I misread that as "rump steak," and I had to agree. Statehood based on no more 
than a rump steak would be a disaster waiting to happen. It's a delicious meaty 
main course, but certainly no basis for statehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01254456 14126 146 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2004 4:22:08pm  
 
I'm thinking about a "time-out" feature that would ban certain types of trolls 
only long enough for them to get bored. The time-out period could be adjusted 
depending on the recalcitrance of the troll, with a scale from "Mildly Annoying" 
to "Full-Fledged Pest." Comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01254906 14127 16 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2004 4:16:42pm  
 
Well, I have a suspicion about what it means, but maybe John or Allen will chime 
in with the straight dope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01255465 14129 18 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2004 7:06:11am  
 
And by the way, one of these Morlocks is ranting about yours truly (can you 
believe it?) <A href="http://tbogg.blogspot.com/2004/12/when-were-done-hatin-a-
rabs-well-start.html" target=_blank>over here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01256707 14133 98 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2004 10:55:09am  
 
"remotedevice" seems to have forgotten its manners, and is on indefinite time-
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01257022 14135 10 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2004 11:53:08am  
 
zombie: I haven't posted specifically about the Sri Lanka story yet, because 
there's too much contradictory BS flying around and I can't tell what really 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01258501 14139 182 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2004 7:58:43am  
 
Blueroom127: would you please forward that email to me?</P> 
charles at littlegreenfootballs.com</P> 
I'd like to update this post with that outrageous reply.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01260003 14146 53 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2004 3:27:00pm  
 
Beagle: it's a problem in the Mozilla display engine. It shows up in Mozilla, 
Netscape, and Firefox. They just choke on the larger pages -- it seems to be 
some kind of memory management bug. Internet Explorer doesn't have the problem, 
and neither does Safari on the Mac.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01261262 14150 10 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2004 6:54:21am  
 
New feature if you click the football next to a user name: you can look up the 
last 7 days worth of comments by that person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01262840 14160 27 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2004 3:22:25pm  
 
Kerry just doesn't seem like an idiotarian so much as an opportunistic, 
ambitious politician to me. If the consensus is to add him, I will -- but Dan 
Rather and Michael Moore and their ilk are much more in the idiotarian vein, I 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01262844 14160 31 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2004 3:26:05pm  
 
Yep, one of the few rules is that you can only win once, so Carter is 
ineligible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01262867 14160 54 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2004 3:39:00pm  
 
ajackson: yes, that's a pretty good definition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01266461 14174 26 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2005 4:13:44pm  
 
I've searched and searched for a fish that looks like Abu. The chin. The 
glasses. The cheesy suits. Somewhere this fish exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01266484 14174 49 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2005 5:04:43pm  
 
Maine's Michael: I agree, most emphatically. Somewhere the perfect Abu Mazen 
fish exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01267679 14179 6 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 7:15:58am  
 
Sorry, bigel. This one came from someone else (no name), at 5:12 am this 
morning. Your email was the fourth...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01268304 14182 47 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 11:37:58am  
 
pilgrim shadow wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Did this 'reporter' call you for a comment or to inquire about anything 
regarding his 'report' which included commentary on your work?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course not!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01268408 14182 151 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 12:11:06pm  
 
cathyf: I have to disagree; it's not trivially easy at all to exactly reproduce 
a typewritten document with Word. You would need to do extensive fiddling with 
typefaces, spacing, margins, line spacing, tabs, etc. etc. It would take a LONG 
time.</P> 
Note that my point is not that you couldn't produce a document that 
<EM>looks</EM> typewritten to an untrained eye. This is possible without a lot 
of work. But it's much much harder to create in Word an exact reproduction of a 
document produced on a typewriter.</P> 
I know this for a fact, because as one experiment I tried to do this, using a 
verified typewritten document from Bush's TANG days. In about an hour's work, I 
produced something that was a very rough approximation, not even close to the 
original.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01268679 14182 422 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 3:18:35pm  
 
toddhisatva wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just use Courier, since Courier was endemic in the 1970s. Don't even mess with 
tabs, just use spaces -- Courier is monospaced.</P> 
I don't have Word on any of my computers (the less Microsoft, the better), but 
just doing this in WordPad on Windows is looking pretty close to typed pretty 
fast. In Courier New 10 (does Word have a wider selection of Couriers?) the 
default line spacing is 6-per-inch, matching the IBM Selectric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But you missed my point, as I explained in the following paragraph:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Note that my point is not that you couldn't produce a document that looks 
typewritten to an untrained eye. This is possible without a lot of work. But 
it's much much harder to create in Word an exact reproduction of a document 
produced on a typewriter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01268705 14182 448 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 4:25:37pm  
 
toddhisatva: I appreciate the comments, but again I think you're missing my 
point. Yes, you can sit down with Word and create a document that looks as if it 
might have come from a typewriter, to a casual eye.</P> 
But it is <EM>much</EM> harder to use Word to recreate an <EM>actual typewritten 
document</EM>, to the point where you can overlay them and produce an exact 
match.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01269123 14184 4 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 5:01:15pm  
 
Donna V: thanks, I saw that earlier. Of course, Ali's move had nothing to do 
with LGF, everyone knew that. And I'm sure the people who tried to put that 
libel across also knew it. That never stops them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01269420 14186 46 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2005 6:53:09pm  



 
NY Nana: the problem is, you're using AOL. If you can log on to the internet 
with something other than AOL, you'll be able to vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01272776 14202 100 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2005 11:21:02am  
 
Smitty wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just curious, why do you not link to Powerline on the right hand side? I mean, 
it's your blog and everything, but they link to LGF...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I do link to Power Line; it's in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-anti-idiotarians.php" 
target=_blank>the full list of blogs</A>. The list that shows up in the right 
sidebar is a random selection of 75 blogs from the full list. Refresh your 
browser and you'll see that the list changes every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01273770 14211 60 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2005 4:28:36pm  
 
Please don't tell me I'm going to have to write some regex code to eliminate 
long strings of curly brackets and parentheses.</P> 
I could do it, you know. And don't think I won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01273825 14211 115 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2005 5:16:31pm  
 
I don't mind the hugs, folks -- I was trying to make joke, and be funny, thus 
defusing situation. Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01276574 14219 1065 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2005 5:38:52pm  
 
This thread is getting massive, slow, and unwieldy (kinda like Michael Moore) 
and will now be closed.</P> 
There's a new open thread. Come on over!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01277297 14225 8 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2005 2:58:33pm  
 
SoCalJustice: true, and that point reinforces the partisan 
blindness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01277308 14225 19 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2005 3:04:53pm  
 
The Bruce: exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01278248 14228 49 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2005 1:48:38pm  
 
Sorry, Melody -- I can't allow home addresses to be posted 
here.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01279306 14235 72 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2005 1:13:48pm  
 



"Anti-idiotarian" is definitely mine, inspired by Glenn Reynolds. First use is 
here: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2091" 
target=_blank>Anti-Idiotarian Bloggers</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01279308 14235 74 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2005 1:15:07pm  
 
By the way, "moonbat" was originally coined by Perry at Samizdata, I believe. 
But LGF probably played a much bigger part in popularizing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01280420 14241 11 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2005 5:44:27am  
 
No word from Hosting Matters on the target of the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01280466 14241 57 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2005 6:18:43am  
 
You couldn't connect to all those other blogs because they're all on the Hosting 
Matters network. The DOS attack was apparently directed at the entire network, 
not a specific site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01281799 14249 76 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2005 2:33:05pm  
 
Testing the comment preview function...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01283213 14256 181 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 9:09:11am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01283221 14256 189 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 9:13:39am  
 
'visualpolitics' is now sniffing bidets at some other site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01283832 14261 13 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 10:46:19am  
 
zombie: Not to mention, if Palestinians actually were carrying around pictures 
of Elvis and dogs playing poker...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01284418 14265 75 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 4:18:47pm  
 
Testing this thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01284432 14265 89 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 4:30:46pm  
 
Brian: Thanks! Good input. One important reason to change the way the links are 
displayed, though, is that this signals to people that there's something new. If 
I change the behavior of either of those links without changing their visual 
appearance, I'm guaranteed to get a flood of emails asking, "Where are all the 
comments?"</P> 



But if I combine the visual change with a front-page post about the new feature, 
it minimizes the confusion on all fronts. Make sense?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01284441 14265 98 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2005 4:38:46pm  
 
Bbev: I have a lot of faith in the constitution of the United States, and if the 
day ever comes to pass that LGF is charged with "hate crimes," that will be the 
least of all of our worries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01284719 14266 178 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2005 6:43:59am  
 
Er, for the record -- I'm very happy with the way Hosting Matters handled this 
situation. DOS attacks happen on the internet; that's a simple fact. The scripts 
to launch these attacks are widely available and very easy to use.</P> 
I'll continue to recommend Hosting Matters to all our clients, because their 
service, professionalism, and responsiveness are second to none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01285243 14272 46 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2005 6:47:24am  
 
I have no information about who's responsible for the attack, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01285588 14273 91 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2005 8:56:05am  
 
I posted about the crumpling issue, with an image showing the marks: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12612" target=_blank>Killian 
Memos Crumpled and Smoothed Out</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01287902 14287 12 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2005 7:47:34am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01288139 14289 9 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2005 9:15:42am  
 
song_and_dance_man: check the link above -- this is a new essay, not the one I 
first posted about in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12150" 
target=_blank>August</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01288161 14289 31 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2005 10:59:58am  
 
Congratulations, zulubaby! Great news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01289025 14293 14 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2005 4:09:05pm  
 
That's right, so let that be a reminder to us all that we should be on our best 
**cough**bigel**cough** behavior.</P> 
&lt;smile /&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01290675 14298 111 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 7:17:38am  
 
Sigh. I've written this several times before, but since a certain pest is 
squawking like a parrot, I'll clarify, for the record, once again:</P> 
I have never accepted money from any political campaign in exchange for writing 
favorable things about them. In fact, I have never accepted money from any 
political campaign for anything at all, except for the few advertisements that 
have appeared at LGF as part of Blogads.</P> 
OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01290974 14298 410 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 12:06:14pm  
 
Thom: this one is obviously just trying to yank people's chains, and will no 
longer be posting comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01291746 14302 19 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 1:08:58pm  
 
Studsup: sorry, there was a problem with my link. It's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01291773 14302 46 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 1:29:03pm  
 
snellenr: it looks like the exhibits and appendices have also been altered. I 
have an early copy of Appendix 4 (linked above), but I didn't save all of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01292298 14304 14 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 4:43:34pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01292511 14305 4 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 5:09:39pm  
 
Crimsonfisted: ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01292513 14305 6 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2005 5:11:23pm  
 
No video, sorry. Just corrected the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01294477 14315 242 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2005 2:13:41pm  
 
Not an attack. I'm messing around with the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01297472 14327 57 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2005 4:53:01pm  
 
rightasrain: thanks for the correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01298424 14332 70 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2005 8:03:00am  



 
They're speculating about my wing-wang? <EM>Bwa hahaha!</EM> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6686" target=_blank>The 
truth</A> is far stranger than their puny earth minds can 
comprehend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01298468 14332 114 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2005 9:47:57am  
 
Looks like my cyber stalker has found that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01300523 14344 6 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2005 5:31:33am  
 
Registration is open now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01301257 14349 49 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2005 9:16:22am  
 
realwest: no, there was no name on the post, and the email had a hotmail 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01301550 14350 19 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2005 10:44:22am  
 
realwest: the email had no name, and the address was from hotmail and was 
probably fake. (I answered you <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14349#c0049" 
target=_blank>here</A>.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01303133 14360 3 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2005 5:51:52pm  
 
Kevin who?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01303135 14360 5 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2005 5:55:31pm  
 
Oh, that Kevin! Well, I assumed he wouldn't email me asking him to link him if 
it was going to be a huge problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01305666 14374 29 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2005 4:26:26pm  
 
kehenry1: I did see that earlier. I'm loath to give the blog quoted as a source 
by the Times any additional traffic though. (Because that's what it's all 
about.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01305965 14376 186 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2005 5:59:39pm  
 
Let Israel Win: it is coming, honest. I'm finally digging my way out of the back 
orders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01306004 14376 225 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2005 6:20:29pm  
 



Let Israel Win: I did, and it was filed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01306009 14376 230 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2005 6:23:32pm  
 
vp45: won't be much longer; I'm now handling all orders myself until we get 
caught up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01309907 14396 103 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 6:19:58am  
 
I never get tired of these clowns! Their stupidity is so extreme you think it 
has to be a gigantic put-on ... but it isn't!</P> 
It's the best free comedy in the world today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01309929 14396 125 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 6:28:09am  
 
Saddam's lawyer!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01311549 14399 1079 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 1:00:50pm  
 
OK, folks. Party's over. Last call. You don't have to go home, but you can't 
stay in this thread.</P> 
Seriously, gotta close this one. It's just too darn big.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01311770 14401 49 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 3:20:22pm  
 
IDFDave: you're right. You will henceforth be referred to as ... 
<EM>operative</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01311816 14401 95 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 3:54:39pm  
 
justdanny's information about this person is correct, by the way. And I'll add 
that he/she/it is in London, England.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01311827 14401 106 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 4:07:33pm  
 
'DaBeeenster' is a banned British troll from the pre-registration days. Now 
banned again. Thanks for revealing yourself, DaBeeenster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01312279 14404 21 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2005 4:00:47pm  
 
Darleen: they're not peaceful at all, but they're great at attaching themselves 
to the gullible moonbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01314997 14419 25 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2005 2:39:11pm  
 
Sorry about the link -- will fix it shortly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01316937 14426 10 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2005 6:48:27am  
 
manker: the Jerusalem Post is a daily read, in fact I leave its window open most 
of the time; no hat tip because I discovered that one myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01317415 14429 18 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2005 2:13:31pm  
 
Spiny Norman: 12-23 rear, 53/39 front.</P> 
alkmyst: sounds like you would be pretty happy with some kind of low-to-medium 
range mountain bike, especially if there are a lot of hills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01317458 14429 61 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2005 3:26:24pm  
 
Sure, I'll put up a book thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01317470 14429 73 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2005 4:11:50pm  
 
wrenchwench: yes, the titanium Wippermann is silly expensive. I guess there must 
be some people who think the few grams give them an edge.</P> 
The real beauty of the Wippermann is the connector link that lets you easily 
take the whole chain right off the bike with no tools in a few seconds, making 
it very easy to clean -- and clean much more thoroughly than you can ever clean 
a chain while it's on the bike. I soak it in Simple Green for a couple of hours, 
then rinse in the sink and scrub with a brush until the water runs clean.</P> 
And with the chain off, cleaning the derailleurs and pulley wheels and cassette 
and everything else is so much easier too.</P> 
And another cool thing I recently discovered -- if you have one of the 
Wippermann connector links, you can use it to replace a broken chain link, even 
in a Shimano chain. I had a rivet pop out of a Shimano chain, and the Wippermann 
connector let me put it back together in a few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01317471 14429 74 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2005 4:18:52pm  
 
foreign devil: the bike isn't new, unfortunately -- had it for over a year now. 
Just the chain and gears are new.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01319605 14437 26 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2005 8:10:29am  
 
Dr.z3n wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Muslims? mu_Z_Z_ies changed to "Muslims"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes. I don't like that slur. Using it does nothing to advance the discussion, 
and gives the LGF opposition easy ammunition to smear me personally, and the 
community in general.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01321982 14449 471 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2005 5:38:09pm  
 
bigel: I'm sure I remember a promise from you to stop attacking LGF posters who 
are on your side, but happen to live in Europe? Am I wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01325648 14466 7 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2005 12:47:20pm  
 
ibrodsky: you're right. I didn't notice that one in there. They're also big-time 
LGF haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01325781 14467 81 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2005 4:02:41pm  
 
justdanny wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Now if one could only covertly replace their illness with wellness as 
easily.</P> 
Imagine that. Islam wakes up in the morning to find all their hate and illness 
had been turned to love and wellness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Damn, danny. You almost brought a tear to my hardened lizard eyes with that one. 
Imagine that, indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01328627 14483 20 Charles Wed, Jan 26, 2005 3:45:05pm  
 
zulubaby: "astute observer" is the same tool, previously calling itself 
"richardphx," who posted that hilarious picture filled with incredible insight 
into my personality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331308 14492 3 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2005 1:28:19pm  
 
My breath is not held.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331337 14492 32 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2005 1:48:20pm  
 
Luigi: the Bloggies are run by a bunch of moonbats, and they have become 
increaisngly irrelevant, as their nominees show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331596 14492 291 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2005 5:56:22am  
 
Ben F wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But that thread was full of such posts, and this one is too, and criticism of 
either the tone or the substance has been pretty scant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Reading over this thread, I am amazed that you would make such an assertion with 
a straight face. I do see a FEW intemperate comments. But to characterize it as 
"full of such posts" is simply not true.</P> 
And it's equally absurd to claim that no one is arguing against the few posts 
that are offensive. In fact, the whole discussion has been about nothing else 
for the last, oh, 200 comments or so.</P> 
The guiding principle of LGF has always been that more free speech is better 
than less, and that's not going to change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331601 14492 296 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2005 6:32:31am  
 
Rant Wraith: I disagree. When Andrew Sullivan identifies Little Green Footballs 
as an "enthusiastically pro-torture site" he is very definitely smearing 



<EM>me</EM>. And there's no mystery as to the reason; he's lashing out because I 
posted about Heather Mac Donald's refutation of his NYT piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331603 14492 298 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2005 6:40:09am  
 
Rant Wraith: and by the way, I do agree with your point that people really 
should stop and think a bit more before venting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01331604 14492 299 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2005 6:41:59am  
 
Jamie: the disclaimer could not possibly be any clearer. I allow comments 
because they are far more valuable than not. But the opinions expressed are not 
necessarily mine. Is this confusing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01336245 14517 10 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2005 3:32:28pm  
 
&lt;rant&gt;Earth2moonbat: I consider these scripts an attack, because they are 
unwanted spam, and they can really barrage a site to the point where it becomes 
a drain on bandwidth. It's not a <EM>serious</EM> attack like a DDoS, 
specifically designed to take a site or a network offline, but these kinds of 
parasites are polluting and degrading my precious internet, and I won't have 
it!&lt;/rant&gt;</P> 
Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01336276 14517 41 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2005 4:18:30pm  
 
Cattt: and that's why I don't like it. They're parasites, leeching off the 
bandwidth of popular sites to promote cheap sex sites, quasi-legal 
pharmaceuticals, credit card scams, and the like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01340687 14539 5 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2005 8:31:12am  
 
I'm pretty sure Aaron knows about this one already...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01340690 14539 8 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2005 8:31:49am  
 
The site linked above seems to be down right now, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01349366 14570 88 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2005 6:02:26am  
 
Jittery? Who's jittery? What do you mean, jittery? Me?</P> 
Heh. Seriously, I had finished a 50-mile ride just minutes before the interview; 
took time only to shower. I do tend to be a bit amped after long rides. Normally 
I am a serene blue lake of calmitude. (Is that a word?)</P> 
But enough money for a mocha frappucino? Hey, it's only a coupla 
bucks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01349858 14570 580 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2005 2:58:25pm  
 



I feel a need to clarify the mocha frappucino issue: that was the first one I've 
had in more than a year. Honest. And yes, I did have the whipped cream. 
Bwahahaha!</P> 
But remember, I earned that mega-caloric beverage with 50 not-easy miles on my 
road bike. Gosh dang it, I deserved that frappucino. And it tasted good -- real 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01349859 14570 581 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2005 3:01:08pm  
 
And thank you all, by the way, for the expressions of concern. I am being 
careful, and there's nothing in that article that couldn't be found on 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01349873 14570 595 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2005 6:56:21pm  
 
My point about Watergate got lost a bit in the transcription; yes, it was an 
attempt to get an edge in an election, but it was not a completely fraudulent 
story.</P> 
I never get tired of that "Chimpy" stuff, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01351482 14578 31 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2005 3:28:44pm  
 
American Infidel: there was an incorrect story at the Washington Post ... it's 
true. This one time, we may have to cut Kos a break. (But he still hasn't 
updated his post...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01354116 14589 182 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2005 10:24:29am  
 
realwest: I think you'll be interested in this, from the FAQ at their site:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Q: What does the saying, "1 Shot, 1 Kill, No remorse, I Decide" actually mean 
and where did it come from?</P> 
A: In the Vietnam War, the military's emphasis on individual marksmanship skills 
had diminished and it was discovered that 10,000 rounds of ammunition were 
expended by regular troops for every enemy casualty incurred.</P> 
However, the snipers expended roughly 1.3 rounds for every enemy casualty 
incurred, hence the term one shot, one kill. Precision fire is the sniper's 
specialty and one could refer to the sniper as the "laser guided bomb of the 
infantry". Likewise, the American law enforcement sniper is expected to produce 
no collateral injury to innocents and do not spray weapons fire indiscriminately 
around American neighborhoods.</P> 
A sniper has to be in total control of his emotions as his job is one of the 
most stressful in the military (and police) service. He is often operating alone 
or with a single partner and often on the front or behind enemy lines. To be 
overly remorseful about his mission would compromise his safety and that of the 
men he is sworn to protect. Decisions based upon emotions, rather than rational, 
correct thought in these situations can cause casualties.</P> 
To IMMEDIATELY stop an insurgent or terrorist from shooting his friends or to 
keep a maniac from drawing a knife across a child's throat, requires that the 
sniper destroy the terrorist/suspect's central nervous system. To do this with a 
rifle requires a precision shot under tremendous stress on the part of the 
sniper. And destroying the central nervous system of a person almost always 



results in the death of that same person. However, it also saves the life of the 
innocent and this is why the sniper does what he does.</P> 
To save innocent lives.</P> 
Due to the fact that the sniper must often operate alone, it is he himself who 
decides when, where, why and how he will fire his rifle. There is no commander 
telling him it is okay for him to shoot now. The sniper is expected to make 
these types of decisions on his own. Time frames in combat and hostage 
situations are much too compressed for this type of supervisory control. This is 
also why sniper schools in the military and law enforcement are so arduous and 
only the best and most mature soldiers, sailors, marines and police officers are 
picked for the assignment.</P> 
The sniper himself must decide if it is logical and correct to fire his rifle. 
Hence the term "I Decide"</P> 
The sniper may just as well choose NOT to fire if there are friendly or 
civilians present and the act of firing would do more harm than good. Snipers in 
both the military and law enforcement are often mature, family men and have no 
interest in harming those who are not an immediate danger to themselves or 
others.</P> 
The title sniper is an honorary one and whether he (or she) be a military or 
police sniper, should not be granted to murderers such as Charles Whitman or the 
more recent John Mohammad and John Malvo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01354187 14589 253 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2005 12:04:22pm  
 
Um, realwest -- that comment wasn't written by me, or directed at you. I thought 
I mentioned that it came from the FAQ page at adoptasniper, explaining the motto 
that you were taking issue with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01356529 14598 26 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2005 7:33:46am  
 
Please note: we have this confusion every time the subject comes up. I'm 
referring to <STRONG>Google News</STRONG>, not the Google search 
index.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01360131 14614 499 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2005 5:53:37am  
 
Please note: I don't know where this rumor started, but my bicycle didn't cost 
anywhere near $5000! For that kind of money you get an imported Italian bicycle 
with all top-of-the-line components.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01360456 14617 21 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2005 7:44:00am  
 
Thom: yep, you caught me making a quick edit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01363694 14634 8 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2005 2:48:16pm  
 
Buckaroo: "Martha" Mapes! Heh. That was New York Magazine's error -- it's their 
page title. (I corrected mine.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01367455 14654 335 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2005 12:20:21pm  
 



Dov,</P> 
When someone comes in and tauntingly says he's posting outrageous garbage just 
to be a jerk -- yes, those posts will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01368961 14662 11 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2005 4:03:06pm  
 
I haven't communicated with Bret directly, no. I'm sure he'll be aware of this 
pretty quickly, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01369046 14662 96 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 5:59:58am  
 
Kalev: "tizzy fit?" "screaming?" You must be thinking of someone else's 
comments, because my original post certainly doesn't fit those 
descriptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01369048 14662 98 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 6:12:34am  
 
Looks, folks -- no one said that Bret Stephens is not a man of honor. I went out 
of my way to praise him in my post, in fact; I have nothing but respect for his 
writing. But in a piece that is somewhat exculpatory of Eason Jordan (he 
"deserves credit?") I do think it would have been proper for Mr. Stephens to 
disclose his extensive connections to the WEF -- the same organization that is 
stonewalling on the release of the videotape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01369054 14662 104 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 6:38:24am  
 
Please, Roach, continue explaining why a writer's Jewish faith should be 
disclosed when he or she writes something positive about Israel. Should they 
also be forced to put a yellow star next to their byline?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01369059 14662 109 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 7:07:02am  
 
Excuse me, I know I'm just a hack, but I'm not quite clear how you feel about 
this; you're saying that potential conflict of interest is not a problem, but a 
writer's possible religiously-motivated dual loyalties are -- and that if I 
point out potential conflicts of interest, I should also clearly identify Jewish 
writers as Jews because they might be disloyal to the US? Or else I'm a 
hypocrite?</P> 
That about right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01370370 14668 3 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 8:24:54am  
 
He apparently got around the US ban on travel to Libya by going as a rep of the 
International Indian Treaty Council.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01371502 14672 138 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 3:28:00pm  
 
Killian Bundy wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Charles, who's faster (better), Al Di Meola or John McLaughlin?</P> 



Currently, I'm leaning towards Mahavishnu John, he of the scalloped 
fretboard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It depends what you mean by "faster." They're both fast. DiMeola excels at 
repeated patterns with a minimum of pick-crossing. But McLaughlin does some 
astounding things with both picking and fingering, amazingly quickly. Overall, 
if technique's your thing, John is El Supremo.</P> 
The scalloped fretboard of his acoustic is intended to emulate (and produce some 
of the sound quality of) the Indian <A 
href="http://chandrakantha.com/articles/indian_music/saraswati_vina.html" 
target=_blank>vina.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01371539 14672 175 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2005 4:01:01pm  
 
The World Economic Forum said they won't release the videotape. Undoubtedly 
because CNN requested them to hold it until they reviewed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01372757 14675 14 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2005 6:55:25am  
 
lgf4flipper: Roger is having his gall bladder extracted via laparoscopy today. 
He's doing fine, and no one expects any problem.</P> 
Haven't met with France 2 yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01373271 14678 18 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2005 9:30:49am  
 
bigel: he's probably in surgery right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01374094 14683 24 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2005 3:20:09pm  
 
Sorry, I don't have a recording of it myself. My little voice recorder chose 
today to die on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01374119 14683 49 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2005 3:43:35pm  
 
I'm promised a copy of the tape as soon as it's done.</P> 
He was also interested in whether the blogosphere "had it in" for mainstream 
media; seemed slightly fearful of it, in fact. I said yes, in a way we do have 
it in for MSM, because we've seen behind the curtain and know how biased it is -
- so biased they are almost unaware of it themselves.</P> 
He asked if blogs were becoming an alternate news source, I answered, "Hell 
yes!" Not in so many words, of course. He asked about our traffic and my daily 
deluge of email, he asked how/when LGF started, he didn't ask where the name 
came from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01375190 14686 98 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2005 8:35:00am  
 
song_and_dance_man wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
At least we're not called Nazis. I suppose thats next.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Next? In the last few years I've been called (in no particular order):</P> 
NaziZionaziAdolf Hitler <EM>and</EM> Eva Braun!A vicious killer monkey</P> 



...and many other epithets from the febrile minds of the LGF 
haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01375961 14687 642 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2005 2:53:55pm  
 
Freedom Fan: I don't have a specific policy on discussing abortion. I just know 
from years and years of debating the issue that: 1) there's nothing left to say 
on either side, and 2) the debate invariably escalates into personal attacks, 
rapidly.</P> 
I've requested in the past that we refrain from bringing this issue into LGF, 
because of these reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01377209 14691 423 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2005 6:51:16am  
 
Sorry, detective lizardoids, but kelly is not posting from 
Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01381127 14708 221 Charles Tue, Feb 15, 2005 5:03:16pm  
 
rod: from this side, there is no sniping war. But I think I'm entitled to 
respond to this direct attack, don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01385411 14732 51 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2005 6:38:37am  
 
Dave Ray: that site is a cornucopia of "progressive" cognitive dissonance. Check 
out the blogroll. Check out the button that says "I'm not particularly proud of 
Israel."</P> 
The bulk of his post is just so stupid and out-of-context it's not worth 
responding to. But the bit about the banned user "Abdulhalim" is especially 
funny, because he thinks he caught me deliberately excluding Arabs from 
commenting -- when in truth, "Abdulhalim" was just one of the names registered 
by this troll (there were five in total, and he kept coming back for days trying 
to register different names, e.g. "moonbat15x," "CPJenkins," etc.).</P> 
What a maroon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01386652 14738 27 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2005 3:29:59pm  
 
I'd like to also confess a lurking fondness for Governor Moonbeam. (Don't think 
I'd ever vote him into high office, though, ooohhh no.) He may be a nut, but 
he's a smart nut, and he's <EM>our</EM> nut, damn it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01390991 14761 49 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2005 7:13:50am  
 
Ayatollah Ghilmeini: if there were evidence that the White House had paid 
Gannon, I'd probably agree. But as far as I'm aware, this is not the case. The 
guy got a day pass, like many other journalists for many other organizations. No 
one has accused the White House of paying him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01391249 14763 53 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2005 8:43:00am  
 



<A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/york/york200405281333.asp" 
target=_blank>David Brock and Media Matters</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01393813 14778 14 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 10:29:45am  
 
selpaw wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
BTW: Someone explain why Chrenkoff thinks what happened in Lebanon is like 
September 11, 2001.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wasn't Chrenkoff -- that's a quote from a Syrian human rights 
activist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394486 14780 55 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2005 5:18:45pm  
 
Is it me, or did that last comment make no sense whatsoever?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394528 14781 40 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 1:29:13pm  
 
Terrye: thanks for the effort, but please don't post phone 
numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394694 14781 206 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 2:23:33pm  
 
Lynn B. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ok, Charles, no phone numbers. But how about the Congressman's own website 
(where he posted his fax and phone number himself).</P> 
That ok?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have no problem with posting a link to Hinchey's own web site, where a phone 
number is listed. Then it's <EM>his</EM> responsibility, not 
mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394822 14781 334 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 3:29:43pm  
 
Terrye wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey, you deleted the numbers.</P> 
It is not some big bad secret. Just go to Hinchey's website, the contact 
information is there for all to see.</P> 
So much for freedom on the internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please see my posts #40 and #206...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394850 14781 362 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 3:53:27pm  
 
zombie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So far, this scandal is on:</P> 
LGFzombietimepookleblinkyFree RepublicThe Brown Daily Squeal</P> 
Not quite critical mass yet, but I predict soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



It's on a lot more sites than that --- check our <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>Most Recent Referrers</A> page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394893 14781 405 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 4:25:57pm  
 
Ariana wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do you want the recording to be reproduced and passed around the net to spread 
the news,</P> 
orDo you want to ensure this news break is tied to LGF with iron clad links?</P> 
If people post to the audio link and not lgf in comments or on blogs, will the 
net and media people understand the news source is LGF? Call me a cynic, but I 
never assume that people will credit their sources.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not too worried about it, to be honest. Most bloggers understand the need to 
credit people for their work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01394914 14781 426 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 4:40:19pm  
 
Instapundit just linked...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01395154 14782 59 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 6:42:06pm  
 
It's true: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/ap/20050221/ap_en_ot/obit_tho
mpson_2" target=_blank>Author Hunter S. Thompson Commits 
Suicide</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01395208 14782 113 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 7:11:16pm  
 
Over at Markos "Screw Them" Zuniga's hole, they're starting to freak out that 
the Jeff Gannon story isn't getting more play, and they're lashing out at Howard 
Kurtz and Powerline. Kos's spelling is getting even worse than usual. It's 
fairly hysterical.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://dailykos.com" target=_blank 
?>dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01395222 14782 127 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2005 7:17:57pm  
 
Karl Rove is living inside these people's heads. It must be quite miserable to 
be them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01396121 14785 8 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2005 7:42:30am  
 
Jheka wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And what's with not allowing more than one exclamation point? Sometimes I feel 
the need for several :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Punctuation abuse is a pet peeve of mine. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01397096 14790 9 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2005 12:15:31pm  
 
I'm just about to do a phone-in interview for MSNB's Connected Coast-to-Coast 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01398327 14796 51 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 5:56:35am  
 
Tbogg now has his own front page post. Gotta love these brain-damaged, 
vindictive lefties. They do my work for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399137 14803 124 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 10:18:28am  
 
liberality: yeah, dude! Speak truth to power!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399147 14803 134 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 10:35:30am  
 
liberality: yeeeaarrrgh! McCarthyite wingnuts on a Zionazi jihad! Fight the 
powers that be!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399207 14804 22 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 8:23:05am  
 
jscorse2: Your account wasn't blocked. I just got sick of you spamming our 
threads with links to your blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399447 14805 107 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 10:43:07am  
 
Jheka: that's great. I don't mind at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399459 14805 119 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 11:12:51am  
 
Jheka: here you go...</P> 
<A title=lgf-badge.jpg href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Pictures/lgf-
badge.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: lgf-badge.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399460 14805 120 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 11:13:41am  
 
(You'll have to erase the background, though...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399495 14805 155 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 1:02:45pm  
 
Jheka: here's a version with the background masked out, saved as a GIF with 
transparent background...</P> 
<A title=lgf-badge.gif href="http://homepage.mac.com/cfj/.Pictures/lgf-
badge.gif" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: lgf-badge.gif</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399591 14806 91 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 11:49:24am  
 



tom (#72): if you continue posting comments like that, you'll be banned. Think 
before you hit that button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399625 14807 14 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 9:33:39am  
 
Thanks for letting me know, Sean. So our friend kelly shared its account with 
bugmenot, eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399638 14807 27 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 9:39:44am  
 
To find kelly's account at bugmenot, use:</P> 
-[Link: <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com" target=_blank 
?>www.littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>] (without the dash)</P> 
There's also another account listed there, but it isn't valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399649 14807 38 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 9:43:17am  
 
You bet kelly's been banned. And any other account I find at bugmenot will meet 
the same fate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399658 14807 47 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 9:46:19am  
 
And this explains why 'kelly' would sometimes sound reasonable, and other times 
like a raving lunatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01399671 14807 60 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 9:50:19am  
 
I was sorry to miss it too. I'm in the third day of the flu, and feel basically 
like something the dog drug in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01400064 14810 118 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 12:25:45pm  
 
Please note that the Al Qaeda training manuals specifically advise captured 
jihadis to claim they were tortured.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01400482 14811 20 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 3:45:24pm  
 
manofaiki wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is that the same Saudi prince that made the stupid comment after 9-11 and Rudy 
Guliani sent the money he donated for the 9-11 victims back to 
him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that was <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=1366" 
target=_blank>Prince Alwaleed bin Talal bin Abdul Aziz Al 
Saud</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01400524 14811 62 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2005 4:20:56pm  
 



Some Jews are allowed into the Saudi entity, if they have sufficient wealth or 
influence. Thomas Friedman of the New York Times, for example. I believe Joe 
Lieberman was also allowed to set foot on holy soil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401372 14816 8 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 6:13:05am  
 
It looks like this person (or bot) was downloading all our 
archives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401413 14816 49 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 6:26:47am  
 
Photios: welcome to the blogosphere! I added your blog to our master 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401415 14816 51 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 6:28:51am  
 
Note: there's no danger for LGF readers here. Maybe for me, and maybe for any 
Iranian bloggers I've linked to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401492 14816 128 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 6:56:10am  
 
At 07:24:55 am, this bot (I'm now sure it was a bot) came into LGF at <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=3624" target=_blank>this 
page</A> (don't know why -- maybe from a search engine), then loaded the current 
front page, then started going through the monthly archives (which do not 
include user comments), loading a new one every 5 seconds or so.</P> 
It looks like they managed to get all of the archives, but no individual pages 
were loaded (except the first one mentioned above) so visitors' comments were 
not downloaded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401570 14816 206 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 7:39:13am  
 
There are thousands of people on the bike paths here, and when you're dressed up 
in cycling gear (helmet, glasses, etc.) it's awfully hard to recognize people. 
I'm not too worried about that. But believe me, I am being careful. I appreciate 
the expressions of concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401692 14816 328 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 2:34:27pm  
 
Skeptic: it wasn't a person, it was a web crawler. A script. This was obvious 
from its access patterns.</P> 
And yes, at first I did consider the possibility that it could be a person 
looking for information. But it's exceedingly unlikely that such a person would 
1) use an Iranian government account to do it, and 2) download all our archives 
as quickly as possible, and risk having that stuff in his/her possession.</P> 
In any case, the point is moot; see my update above. It was most probably a 
search bot, just as I thought. Possibly innocent, possibly not. But people who 
run web sites should be aware that Iran has bots out crawling the 
web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01401737 14817 35 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 7:42:46am  
 
Note! This comes up every time -- I'm not talking about <A 
href="http://google.com" target=_blank>Google</A> the search engine (we're 
indexed there), but about <A href="http://news.google.com/" target=_blank>Google 
News</A>, their news service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01401762 14817 60 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 8:01:42am  
 
Occasional Reader wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT: Via The Weekly Standard, we learn that the political party of Belgium's Vice 
Prime Minister is cheerfully handing out George Bush/US Flag "piss on me" urinal 
stickers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean these stickers? <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14740" 
target=_blank>Sophisticated, Nuanced Belgian Socialists</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01402206 14821 95 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 11:14:35am  
 
kayatribe: thanks for the info; I've had both of those images in my possession 
for a long time, and did not realize the Ground Zero photo was copyrighted. I've 
added the notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01402959 14823 16 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 3:14:24pm  
 
Norwegian kafir: you should enter your blog's address on the 'URL' line when you 
post comments. Then your name will become a link to your blog.</P> 
Like mine is, in this comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01403029 14824 9 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 3:49:40pm  
 
Yes, I think I hold the distinction of being the only person labeled both 
"Hitler" and "Eva Braun" by the clueless left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01403090 14824 70 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2005 4:21:11pm  
 
That was awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01404100 14829 6 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 5:59:28am  
 
BabbaZee: please. I'm going to delete any posts that advocate violence here. 
Think before you hit that button. When you post things like that, you give the 
opposition ammunition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01404531 14831 98 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 8:38:10am  
 
liberality: if our comments are so "unsavory," aren't you afraid of getting 
cooties?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01404937 14833 77 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 8:51:31am  
 
jscorse2 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow- you guys are scary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Booga booga!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01405026 14833 166 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 9:17:17am  
 
Merriam-Webster Online: <A href="http://m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&amp;va=fascism&amp;x=15&amp;y=15" 
target=_blank>fascism</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>1</STRONG> often capitalized : a political philosophy, movement, or 
regime (as that of the Fascisti) that exalts nation and often race above the 
individual and that stands for a centralized autocratic government headed by a 
dictatorial leader, severe economic and social regimentation, and forcible 
suppression of opposition</P> 
<STRONG>2</STRONG> : a tendency toward or actual exercise of strong autocratic 
or dictatorial control</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The nodrog is lying again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01405046 14833 186 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 9:24:56am  
 
Rayra: No, it's all the same sad, deluded person, screaming for attention day 
after day.</P> 
Mr Pol: yes, I do know where the nodrog posts from. No, I'm not going to say, 
even though I have no doubt that if the positions were reversed he wouldn't give 
me the same courtesy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01405408 14835 27 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 11:23:43am  
 
Mr Pol wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Stéphane Juffa posted a few times here, but before the registration system was 
set up. As long as registrations are closed he won't be able to answer 
anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I do try to open registration for a few hours every day. But I can't leave it 
open continuously. We already have over 11,000 registered users; I have to limit 
it to avoid straining our system resources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01406269 14839 63 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2005 5:39:37pm  
 
Lou Minatti: you're right, LGF was listed on that site. I spotted it in our 
referrers list earlier today.</P> 
However, it has been removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01407771 14846 187 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2005 9:32:51am  
 
<STRONG>NOTE!</STRONG> Please do not post phone numbers here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01409251 14849 336 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 6:31:25am  
 
There's absolutely nothing misrepresented in that post. It's from a forum for 
Borders employees, and there were at least two posts talking about hiding books 
or making fun of purchasers. I quoted one. It's a little difficult to go back 
and check now, of course, because the entire thread has been deleted.</P> 
I didn't "tar a group of 35,000 people." I wrote "employees of Borders," which 
is completely accurate. I didn't write "all 35,000 people who post at the 
Borders Union forum."</P> 
A typical straw man argument from a logic-challenged Bush-hater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01409253 14849 338 Charles Mon, Feb 28, 2005 12:34:09pm  
 
No, pointing out hypocrisy (although you never explained how, since you admit my 
post was factual) doesn't automatically equate to Bush-hating. That judgment 
comes from reading some of your past comments.</P> 
As to whether there really was an overwhelming response against the employees 
who hid books, it's a little hard for anyone to check at this point since the 
entire thread was deleted. Seems an odd thing to do. If it had been left online, 
anyone could freely see for themselves whether I misprespresented 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01409272 14850 18 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2005 3:53:43pm  
 
pookleblinky wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nag: since when did "gift" become a verb?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Courtesy of Merriam-Webster Online, <A href="http://www.m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?gift" target=_blank>gift (transitive verb)</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Main Entry: <STRONG><SUP>2</SUP>gift</STRONG>Function: transitive verb<STRONG>1 
:</STRONG> to endow with some power, quality, or attribute<STRONG>2 :</STRONG> 
PRESENT &lt;generously gifted us with a copy -- Saturday 
Review&gt;</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01409291 14850 37 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2005 4:09:17pm  
 
It's all part of the verbification of nouns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01410658 14857 52 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2005 11:01:37am  
 
If it's any consolation to you, taryn, I don't think Hunter S. Thompson would 
have liked you very much, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01411133 14861 53 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 7:05:34am  
 
Darleen: just so you know who you're dealing with, that "Mr. Spock" character 
posting at Jerry Brown's blog is one of the people who stalk LGF around the web 
and inevitably show up to smear us in any blog that I link. He is the lovely 
person who created <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10583" 
target=_blank>this</A>.</P> 



He's not rational; he's obsessed. I appreciate your defense of LGF, but be aware 
that you're not dealing with an honest person there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412190 14865 47 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 7:08:29am  
 
(I also posted this in the Jerry Brown topic...)</P> 
Darleen: just so you know who you're dealing with, that "Mr. Spock" character 
posting at Jerry Brown's blog is one of the people who stalk LGF around the web 
and inevitably show up to smear me in any blog that I link. He is the lovely 
person who created <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10583" 
target=_blank>this</A>.</P> 
He's not rational; he's consumed with hatred, and he's been doing this for at 
least a year now. I appreciate your defense of LGF, but be aware that you're not 
dealing with an honest person there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412206 14865 63 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 7:38:45am  
 
Well, the other obsessed stalkers have now shown up at Jerry's blog. It's an 
LGF-hating feeding frenzy over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412229 14865 86 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 10:12:02am  
 
Man. The stalkers are really letting it all hang out over there. I think I'll 
email Jerry Brown and ask him for some of their IP addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412231 14865 88 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 10:28:40am  
 
Hey, I've finally made it! There's now a conspiracy theory about me! Apparently 
LGF is being secretly funded—to the tune of 10 grand a month!—by shadowy right-
wing (possibly Zionist?) forces, according to "Inside Informer."</P> 
It would be pathetic if it weren't so damned funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412733 14872 1 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 11:50:25am  
 
And now I shall test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412759 14872 27 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 12:22:14pm  
 
Fabio: we use less than a gigabyte on Hosting Matters, and I also have a .mac 
account that I use for image hosting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412760 14872 28 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 12:23:00pm  
 
("Close to a gigabyte" is more accurate.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01412788 14872 56 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 3:26:17pm  
 
Sarah D.: Indeed I did. Been meaning to do that for quite a while, actually, and 
something about having the flu lends itself to PHP coding.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01413007 14874 34 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 2:09:36pm  
 
Just a little teensy test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01413010 14874 37 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 2:11:11pm  
 
And another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01413016 14874 43 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 2:16:19pm  
 
Nothing wrong, this is only a test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01413225 14875 105 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 3:30:20pm  
 
Joshua: HTML tags use a 'forward' slash ('/'). The backslashes are being removed 
by the PHP stripslashes() function.</P> 
Well, you asked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01413245 14875 125 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 3:34:44pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=269" target=_blank>A 
previous LGF post about buses.</A></P> 
The mystery deepens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01413349 14875 229 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2005 4:00:27pm  
 
An Atari 800! That was sheer luxury! I started programming with the Atari Basic 
cartridge plugged into an <A href="http://oldcomputers.net/atari400.html" 
target=_blank>Atari 400</A> with 8K and a "pressure-sensitive, wipe-clean 
keyboard," using an Atari cassette storage unit with a reliability factor of 
less than 50%! Hah! I guffaw at your <A 
href="http://oldcomputers.net/atari800.html" target=_blank>Atari 800</A> with 
its so-called "floppy drive!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01414984 14882 59 Charles Mon, Feb 28, 2005 3:48:06pm  
 
Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01417140 14891 383 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2005 1:32:40pm  
 
Wonkey wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I hope you die from AIDS...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that's all she/he/it wrote. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01418881 14898 2 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2005 2:47:25pm  
 



Alexa is a division of Amazon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01418888 14898 9 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2005 2:51:51pm  
 
Tanker J.D. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
How do you account for people that check at work and at home - that'll be at 
least two different I.P.'s but only one "viewer". And, what about folks from 
servers that assign floating IPs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You don't account for people who check at work and home -- there's really no 
way. They show up as two different visitors.</P> 
But for people who use proxy servers like AOL, you set a cookie that expires in 
24 hours. If they come back with a different IP but have the daily cookie, 
they're not counted again.</P> 
You can't use IPs to track visitors. It's inherently unreliable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01418892 14898 13 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2005 2:53:59pm  
 
Ward: I don't know. Never used it. It might. (In fact, the whole idea of Alexa 
is to track everything people do.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01419187 14901 11 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2005 4:41:20pm  
 
s&amp;dman: I thought the same thing. Still funny, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01424385 14925 12 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2005 1:32:29pm  
 
zulubaby: the phone's wired to a bomb... the call was the 
trigger...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01424434 14925 61 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2005 1:53:50pm  
 
I believe the idea is that the wiring didn't work, since it would probably be 
set to explode on the first ring. It's an IED that 
malfunctioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01424702 14925 329 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2005 10:03:15am  
 
RedWhiteAndJew: no offense, but I was asked by someone who knows the biz to make 
sure the discussion doesn't get too specific here; the info is out there, yes, 
but let's not make it any easier for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01424874 14927 62 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2005 3:27:49pm  
 
On the Mark: enter your web site on the "URL" line when you post a comment, and 
your name will become a link to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01427971 14940 188 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2005 4:32:58pm  
 



I am not the painter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01428822 14943 308 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 5:32:44am  
 
Note: "the_real_american" is posting from France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01428824 14943 310 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 5:34:00am  
 
Also please see the new post on the front page. Amir Taheri's article is 
absolutely accurate. Bill Clinton really did say these things to Charlie 
Rose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01428994 14944 149 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 7:19:15am  
 
This sentence speaks volumes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know it is not popular for an American ever to say anything like this, but I 
think it’s true <STRONG>[applause]</STRONG>, and I apologized when President 
Khatami was elected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01429134 14945 53 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 6:58:33am  
 
tigger2005: Iran's 'elected secular representatives' are hand-picked by the 
mullahs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01429159 14945 78 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 7:15:53am  
 
By the way -- be very careful if you use Google to get information on Mossadegh. 
The loony left's explanations of that era are all over the place, posing as 
authentic historical reviews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01429947 14950 68 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 4:14:05pm  
 
Heh. See the update to this post. The kooky kos kidz are going 
krazy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01430231 14952 18 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 3:54:19pm  
 
"Hadees," by the way, is probably what we would normally spell as "hadiths," the 
addenda to the Quran that spell out every minute detail of how Muslims should 
live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01430841 14956 150 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2005 7:24:29pm  
 
Cool. Embedded video is now working...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01431128 14957 9 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 5:28:44am  
 



Bob Munck: where's the evidence that you haven't had a lobotomy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01431433 14959 56 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 7:11:28am  
 
Mr Pol: I saw the reports about Zarqawi, but there have been many other similar 
reports that all turned out to be false alarms. Waiting for more 
corroboration...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01431984 14962 12 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 11:26:00am  
 
zombie: that screenshot is also from the AP video; there's a closeup of the car 
immediately following the section from which you got your 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432015 14962 43 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 11:38:29am  
 
If that isn't her car, the AP video is highly misleading. As the voice-over 
says, "Coalition forces fired on a vehicle that was approaching a checkpoint at 
a high rate of speed," they cut to a medium shot of this car, then the closeup 
above.</P> 
This must be Sgrena's car.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432273 14962 301 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 1:38:04pm  
 
Please see the latest update above, and thanks to Cattt for alerting me about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432337 14962 365 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 2:09:57pm  
 
Well, I've searched all the usual sources, including Getty Images, and no one 
seems to have a photograph of the car. Or even a description of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432363 14962 391 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 2:23:28pm  
 
Sheesh. See the latest update; I went back to the caption for the February 4 
photo -- and this was not even Sgrena's car.</P> 
The kidnappers drove off with her in the car after forcing the other people 
out.</P> 
The AP used a photo of a car that had nothing to do with Sgrena, except that the 
kidnappers ran into it while driving away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432364 14962 392 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 2:24:43pm  
 
needles wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
this is one of the problems with blogs... instantaneous misinformation going out 
to the masses...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And instantaneous corrections as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01432379 14962 407 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 2:35:34pm  
 
Sarah D.: We don't have a picture of the car that ran the checkpoint. I've 
searched; it doesn't seem to be on the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01432409 14962 437 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2005 6:26:23pm  
 
da Nightman: please read the whole post above. This is not the car that was shot 
at the US checkpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01433501 14969 41 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 5:50:57am  
 
liberality scribbled:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Meanwhile, the anti-Semitic Moonie Times publishes a report that has a qualifier 
('likely') in the lead (where I come from, that makes the entire story suspect) 
and that is taken as gospel truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're hilarious! The article you posted completely refutes your accusation:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The paper, he said, "never knowingly" allows ads that are "false, denigrate 
religions, or commit a variety of other infractions." He said all questionable 
ads are supposed to be seen by him, as well as the advertising director, "but 
neither occurred."</P> 
The paper has "strengthened our policy as a result of this lapse ... and there 
will be suspensions and, if necessary, termination for any violation," Amberg 
said.</P> 
"I doubt there is any major newspaper in the United States that is more 
favorable to religious brotherhood and more opposed to the attacks on Israel 
(and thinly disguised attacks on Jews) than The Washington Times in its news and 
editorial columns," wrote Amberg.</P> 
He said that advertising is "part of the legitimate debate that a democratic 
society can and should have," but "we, of all newspapers, are conscious of what 
bigotry means and brings, and while we want minority voices to be heard, we do 
not want the hateful voices of the sort that occurred in the ad of Jan. 20."</P> 
JCRC executive director Ron Halber said he hoped the paper would acknowledge the 
mistake to its readers, but said that the Times deserves "high public praise 
from the Jewish community" for its quick response when the JCRC brought the 
matter to its attention and the paper's actions to prevent such ads from being 
printed in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh yeah, that sure sounds antisemitic to me.</P> 
Maybe you were hoping that just using the word would get everyone all hot and 
bothered?</P> 
Keep speaking truth to power, dude!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01433654 14969 194 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 8:22:26am  
 
jaybird: sorry -- I didn't see your post. I check the Washington Times every 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01434596 14976 29 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 10:06:55am  
 



The point is not that they're protesting for democracy -- it's that they're 
protesting at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01434636 14976 69 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 10:34:44am  
 
Oh, I'm listening. Just don't totally agree. Yes, the government does sponsor 
and approve protests. However, this one seems to be more about people wanting 
unlawful prisoners freed, instead of the anti-war spectacles staged by the 
government. The point is that people in all these countries are feeling more 
free to express their views in public.</P> 
It's also a great opportunity to drive people like liberality into a Michael 
Moore-quoting snit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01434648 14976 81 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 10:41:22am  
 
This is called, "flushing out the moonbats."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01435276 14980 15 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 1:41:48pm  
 
Cattt: that's a sort of evil idea. I like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01435300 14980 39 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2005 2:00:08pm  
 
Zulubaby has a point; it is appropriate for the President to apologize for the 
death of the Italian agent (without admitting fault). In a friendly fire 
incident that's what a President should do, especially for a good ally like 
Italy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01438131 14990 67 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 11:07:26am  
 
I suppose it's possible this may still not be the right car -- but La Repubblica 
does identify it unequivocally as Sgrena's car.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01438888 14992 416 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 3:54:49pm  
 
You folks will not believe the email I've been getting about this story today. 
The idiot left is like, <EM>totally</EM> disturbed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01438931 14992 459 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 6:33:56pm  
 
Anyone notice that the windshield wiper seems to be upside down? And doesn't 
match the clean section of the windshield?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01438936 14992 464 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 6:55:39pm  
 
I've just looked at a bunch of Toyota Corolla pictures, and I am 90% certain 
that windshield wiper arm is upside down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01439003 14993 47 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 4:00:29pm  
 
zulubaby: I don't think the UCC is one of the divesters. I looked into their web 
sites and didn't see anything like that -- and the owner of Blogads vouched for 
them. Please let me know if you find a pro-divestment statement from 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01439065 14993 109 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 4:33:08pm  
 
I've sent an email to Blogads about the UCC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01439088 14993 132 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 4:44:17pm  
 
I'll wait for the reply from Blogads, but if it's true they're considering 
divestment, the UCC ad will be gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01439315 14994 122 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 5:39:17pm  
 
Gordon? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01439348 14994 155 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2005 5:55:20pm  
 
There's a reason why I asked 'martinsmithy' if he's 'Gordon'.</P> 
Are you, 'martinsmithy'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01440131 14998 61 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2005 6:05:43am  
 
Mohamad Ballas writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...along roads surging with faith and fervor...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But I'm the one who's hyperventilating?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01440186 14998 116 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2005 6:51:35am  
 
Man, we really need to get a better class of troll around here. Am I imagining 
things, or are they just getting dumber and dumber?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01441665 15010 3 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2005 1:28:53pm  
 
You usually clear the cache from your browser's 'preferences' or 'settings,' 
depending on the browser/computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01446269 15032 36 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2005 7:23:45am  
 
Maines Michael: heh. You need Windows Media Player installed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01446284 15032 51 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2005 7:32:06am  
 



There was a problem in the HTML code for the video; it should work 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01446512 15032 279 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2005 9:24:50am  
 
By the way -- when I noted that the rescue workers ran away and left the wounded 
victims lying there, it wasn't necessarily intended as a criticism. I don't know 
what I would have done myself; I don't think any of us knows, until we're in 
that situation. But I immediately thought of what it must have been like to be 
gravely wounded, and watch your rescuers run away leaving you 
alone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01450616 15048 19 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2005 6:24:01am  
 
liberality wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't get it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nothing new there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01450630 15048 33 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2005 6:39:23am  
 
Immortal_Cthulhu wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's all about proper attribution, not use of comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01453264 15061 31 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2005 6:52:07am  
 
The reality is, this thread <STRONG>is</STRONG> representative of Daily Kos. It 
was kicked off by a doom-and-gloom front-page post. And no, there is no 
disclaimer at Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01453390 15061 157 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2005 11:43:46am  
 
Craig Abu Al-Boo-Boo: I have no idea what you're on about. You don't think you 
got enough coverage of that story from every single mainstream media 
outlet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01453547 15062 130 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2005 8:42:44am  
 
littlebluesoccerball's tone-deaf comment was indeed deleted; in a thread about 
the danger of revealing an Iraqi judge's identity, this one thought it was a 
great idea to link to pictures of the judge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01454761 15068 70 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2005 2:06:49pm  
 
Amazing. Three degrees and still can't spell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01454768 15068 77 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2005 2:14:35pm  



 
I myself have 17 degrees, in subjects ranging from Pre-Cambrian Philosophy to 
Applied Nuclear Biophysics to Political Deniability. Betcha didn't know 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01457436 15078 496 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2005 3:02:52pm  
 
Havoc: no, I never got an honest answer from Google. They are obviously lying 
about their selection criteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01461767 15105 11 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 5:27:35am  
 
Countdown to Willis posting an ad hominem attack on LGF...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01462367 15107 30 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 6:31:13am  
 
Skippy: you're right, that did belong in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01462372 15107 35 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 6:33:01am  
 
By the way, for those with a Seven Windows addiction -- sorry, but I don't 
control when she appears, that's done by the advertiser...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01463066 15108 93 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 12:14:56pm  
 
Sarah D.: Heh ... that's the latest single from Ben Folds. It's a brutal parody 
of gangsta rap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01463626 15108 653 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2005 5:59:06pm  
 
Thom is quite right. The 'Moishe Pipick' troll is indeed the same creature as '8 
yr-old American suicide bomber' and its account is now blocked.</P> 
It was posting from Brooklyn&nbsp;College.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01463785 15110 21 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 2:10:29pm  
 
#14 Powderfinger: why yes, you are correct, sir!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01464143 15112 39 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2005 4:38:48pm  
 
Lawrence will now have a time-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01467980 15118 31 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 2:59:15pm  
 
I don't even want to start reading that thread. It's about Terry Shiavo, 
right?</P> 
Now you see why I've been resisting the pressure to write about this 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01467988 15118 39 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 3:02:49pm  
 
Ann: I feel like a wrung-out washrag at the moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01468038 15118 89 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 3:30:28pm  
 
cat dancing: do you have a link for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01468064 15118 115 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 3:41:30pm  
 
cat dancing: found the story...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01468078 15118 129 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 3:50:19pm  
 
Absoludicrous wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've got no use for the pinkos at MoveOn, but they quite simply ran no such ad. 
They had a contest, in which anyone could submit an ad and in which all 
submissions were open to the public. One of the submissions made said odious 
comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? So you believe that no one at MoveOn.org approved that ad before it 
appeared on the web? You believe they were just letting anyone post anything in 
their contest, with no vetting at all?</P> 
You do realize that this makes no sense, don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01468140 15118 191 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2005 5:20:49pm  
 
It was "pulled from the contest" only after they were harshly criticized for 
posting it. You're incredibly naive (or you know nothing about how the internet 
works) if you honestly believe MoveOn.org allowed any old ads to appear on the 
web as soon as any old random person uploaded them.</P> 
This would be called a <EM>gigantic security hole</EM> among web-savvy 
people.</P> 
And after MoveOn "pulled the ad," of course, it was <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=11684" target=_blank>still 
available on their server</A>, under a different name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01468749 15123 31 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2005 5:59:25am  
 
Thanks for the good wishes, folks. I'm still not all the way back, but at least 
I'm not hurling every 20 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01469468 15130 35 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2005 10:47:13am  
 
zombie: it isn't the video that's slowing things down. Blogads is really 
dragging right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01469475 15130 42 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2005 10:54:01am  



 
Turned off Blogads, and everything's snappy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01469948 15131 346 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2005 5:08:32pm  
 
justdanny: interested. Proof?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01471001 15139 35 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2005 8:49:18am  
 
Craig: as I said last time you tediously brought this up, do you feel like you 
didn't see enough coverage of that bombing? Or are you just trying to be a pain 
in the ass?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01471007 15139 41 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2005 10:03:14am  
 
And the solution, if you feel so strongly that you didn't get enough 
information, and you think something more needs to be said about that bombing 
(out of a dozen or more stories posted every day at LGF) is to start your own 
blog. Rather than hector me about not covering it.</P> 
The idea that I was somehow concealing or ignoring the story is ridiculous, 
considering that it was on a non-stop mainstream media loop for several 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01471022 15139 56 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2005 11:15:13am  
 
Craig: and now you're playing word games. If you'd like to believe you've 
somehow made me uncomfortable, be my guest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01471025 15139 59 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2005 2:19:10pm  
 
Craig: LGF is not a newspaper. It's a blog. If you think there should be a blog 
to cover the subjects you'd like to see covered, go ahead and start your own. 
It's simple. You can set one up in minutes at blogger.com, and then you can 
indulge in all the soul searching you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01475621 15158 221 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2005 1:08:13pm  
 
Morgan: well, you know more about these freaks than I do, apparently. I've 
changed the wording of the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01478541 15172 103 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2005 9:31:25am  
 
The person who provided the video has a complete version, but it's a very large 
file and impractical to post at LGF.</P> 
But please note: there are only two edits in the video above, separating long 
unedited sections of McKinney speaking. The statement quoted above is from an 
uncut section nearly 40 seconds in length. This is hardly "cut and paste 
editing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01479211 15174 12 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2005 2:45:47pm  
 
If the discussion gets nasty and rancorous, like the 2100+ comment monster from 
last Friday, I will turn off comments on this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01479276 15174 77 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2005 3:30:42pm  
 
"Murder" is now having a time-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01479517 15174 318 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2005 5:57:19pm  
 
This whole thread is having a time-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01479521 15174 322 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2005 6:38:18pm  
 
Time-out over. Think before posting, but carry on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01480053 15177 61 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2005 6:14:12am  
 
Dude! Still speaking truth to the power of the Zionazi Hitlers, I see. Got any 
more links for us that <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14969#c0041" 
target=_blank>debunk your own points</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01481335 15182 165 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2005 11:09:43am  
 
(By the way, if 'failed musician' means someone who has two gold records and one 
platinum record hanging on the wall, I guess I'm a dismal 
failure...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01482869 15186 1073 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2005 8:02:42pm  
 
I'm closing this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01484232 15194 56 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2005 7:39:06am  
 
zuukie will apparently keep spamming every thread with that comment until 
someone gets the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01484258 15194 82 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2005 7:52:57am  
 
Havoc: not much I can do to help with a DoS attack -- only the web hosting 
company can deal with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01487209 15207 54 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2005 3:27:41pm  
 



Of all the strange fallout from this gigantic argument, I never thought one of 
the results would be an area of agreement between bigel and Jheka. I stand here 
(well, sit actually) dumbfounded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01488202 15208 39 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2005 6:16:36pm  
 
Don't worry about me, Bud. I'm protected from such misfortune and woe by my 
saddle: <A 
href="http://www.performancebike.com/shop/profile.cfm?SKU=11465&amp;subcategory_
ID=5210" target=_blank>Performance Forte Classic Saddle</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01489294 15214 41 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2005 7:59:18am  
 
As Geepers mentioned, it's a tiny church in the Swiss countryside outside 
Geneva.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01497171 15247 127 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2005 9:57:22am  
 
Yes, I made the next thread disappear -- the story was out of date, and I didn't 
realize it on first reading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01497208 15247 164 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2005 10:21:40am  
 
It is like comment #17, true. Except that it's post #15,248, which doesn't have 
quite the same ring to it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01499364 15256 72 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2005 5:45:19am  
 
manker: thanks, I saw that picture. But it appears to be an older photo -- I 
couldn't find it in any of the usual news photo sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01499369 15256 77 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2005 5:49:16am  
 
liberality: are you lying again? I don't see anything in this report about a 
"racist" (please) email from a Jewish professor. Please back up your 
claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01499411 15256 119 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2005 6:30:49am  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14969#c0041" 
target=_blank>liberality's last lie</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01501782 15261 28 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2005 12:08:55pm  
 
I've offered to show "Columbia Unbecoming" at LGF; it's up to the students who 
made it.</P> 
From what I understand, the film does not contain footage of professors 
speaking. It's primarily interviews with students.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01503490 15271 25 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2005 6:18:26am  
 
Thom: I should never mess with infinitives until I've had at least two cups of 
coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01504116 15274 102 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2005 2:56:39pm  
 
Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01504295 15276 119 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2005 10:39:22am  
 
mardukhai: you can't tell the antisemites without a scorecard. I actually had a 
source for that statement, but it turns out to be wrong. I corrected the post, 
thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01505134 15280 47 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2005 3:51:48pm  
 
'zutman' is the Dutch version of 'liberality'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01508852 15294 3 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2005 4:25:18pm  
 
Thom: sounds like you need to revisit the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-prefs.php" 
target=_blank>Preferences</A> page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01508858 15294 9 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2005 4:32:52pm  
 
Hmm. May have been off by default if you set the prefs cookie before I 
added/debugged the 'now playing' feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01508975 15295 42 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2005 7:24:14am  
 
aaron: Everyone's Internet again, huh? That company's name comes up over and 
over in connection with jihad sites, and some of the nastiest Islamist trolls we 
had at LGF before registration were traced to EI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01509746 15298 97 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2005 8:12:54am  
 
Something there? Sure. Abuse? Sure. Investigations already underway when the 
story was "broken" by media? Sure. Perpetrators being punished? Sure.</P> 
Overblown? By several orders of magnitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01515038 15327 298 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2005 2:26:59pm  
 
That was a really crappy comment from Sheet o' Glass, and he is now having a 
time out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01515053 15327 313 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2005 5:23:13pm  
 
And after the email this one just sent to me, its time-out has now been made 
permanent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01516007 15330 46 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2005 2:35:05pm  
 
For my money it's the pig in red. He has a hungry look, and he's not letting 
greenie get too far ahead. I think he's setting up for a last minute 
sprint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01517990 15337 14 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2005 6:44:21am  
 
Who said "Arab = Bad" except you? I'm simply pointing out that he's a Kurd, not 
an Arab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01518818 15342 29 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2005 1:35:15pm  
 
Gringo: yes, there is code to filter a few derogatory terms that have been found 
to provoke strong reactions, cause arguments, and give the Morlocks ammunition 
when they're cherry-picking comments to smear LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01520961 15348 335 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 1:05:12pm  
 
Absoludicrous: yawn. This has been discussed several times. Yes, some words are 
filtered to prevent trolls leaving little bombs throughout our comments. If you 
think it's big news, then by all means knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01520964 15348 338 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 1:09:01pm  
 
I think this one's been drinking too much Crazy Mocha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521247 15350 93 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 8:39:14am  
 
liberality wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That ad was submitted by someone not affilliated with MoveOn.org for a contest 
they were sponsoring, yet the right continues to insist it was produced by 
MoveOn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course, that isn't what I wrote. I said it ran on their site, an undisputed 
fact.</P> 
And if you believe that the web people at MoveOn.org simply let all videos 
submitted to the "contest" appear immediately on their site without any 
supervision, you have a much lower estimation of their competency than I do.</P> 
By the way, revisiting this video, it's worth noting that although we never 
found out who actually did produce it, it has a <EM>very</EM> professional look. 
Yes, you can do this sort of work on personal computers now, but the visual 
sense is definitely not amateurish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521520 15350 366 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:01:49am  



 
Out of breath? Not intentionally, but I was trying to do some other stuff while 
talking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521524 15350 370 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:04:55am  
 
ploome: nope, not a smoker. It would be hard to do 150 miles of cycling per week 
if I were...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521710 15353 4 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 10:00:02am  
 
Thom: yep, they're mine. Thanks for the compliment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521867 15353 161 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 10:42:45am  
 
Ollie chickened out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521929 15353 223 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:13:43am  
 
Mjolnir: those comments are not acceptable. Keep posting that and you'll be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521934 15353 228 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:15:34am  
 
Let me amend that. It's blocked, after reviewing some of the other things it 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521975 15353 269 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:50:49am  
 
I've unblocked 'Mjolnir' because he/she wrote a polite email apologizing and 
asking to be reinstated. The lizard's scaly eyeball will be watching, 
however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01521982 15353 276 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 11:59:20am  
 
Ward Cleaver wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, what kind of camera do you use?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The picture above was taken with a Sony 5.1 MP Cybershot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01522224 15355 1 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 12:11:34pm  
 
Crazy Mocha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01522373 15355 150 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 1:13:37pm  
 
Absoludicrious: you're hyperventilating here too? This has been discussed 
several times. Yes, some words are filtered to prevent trolls leaving little 



bombs throughout our comments. If you think it's big news, then by all means 
knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01522413 15355 190 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 1:31:09pm  
 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01522598 15355 375 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2005 4:08:45pm  
 
Wacademic trolls are the best kind, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01524181 15359 118 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 6:31:45am  
 
john jay: no, I don't hold Kevin Drum responsible for that comments thread, 
except in the sense that when you start off by telling other bloggers to "Shut 
The F*ck Up," I think it can be argued that you're setting the tone.</P> 
I wanted people to read this, because it exposes once again how very sick (and I 
mean mentally ill) some of the creeps who stalk LGF are. With all their talk 
about LGF's "mysterious funding," and with the left's known penchant for 
projection, it would be very interesting to discover who funds LGF Watch to 
continue their obsessive work. Note the "Electronic Intifada" news 
feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01524549 15359 486 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 10:32:46am  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE NOTE</STRONG>: The person posting as 'Charles' at Washington 
Monthly is not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01524555 15359 492 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 3:54:17pm  
 
Dr.z3n: sigh. Please see comment #118.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01525974 15366 444 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 2:24:00pm  
 
Raj: heh. I appreciate the support, but posting your phone number is really 
asking for problems...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01526033 15366 503 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 5:08:41pm  
 
quark2: please note -- many of the people claiming to be "lurkers" and "minions" 
at Washington Monthly are almost certainly lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01526034 15366 504 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 5:09:57pm  
 
P.S. Kevin Drum will probably not come clean on this, but I'd bet that a look at 
the IP addresses of most of those people would reveal that they all came from 
the same ISP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01526063 15366 533 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2005 6:35:52pm  
 
piniella: if something like that was going on at LGF, it would be shut down so 
fast your head would spin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01527612 15373 406 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 3:17:06pm  
 
Amy: I have to disagree. The quoted phrase, from a letter written directly to 
the President, is "You will die too George W Bush real Soon..."</P> 
This is a direct threat. Let's turn it around. Suppose someone wrote a letter to 
<EM>you</EM>, "You will die too Amy real Soon..." and then spouted some 
gibberish about Al Qaeda.</P> 
Would you think that was a harmless threat? Suppose you discovered it had come 
from someone in prison - a person already proven to commit illegal acts. Still 
harmless and nothing to worry about?</P> 
And when the threat is against the leader of the country, it enters a different 
realm of seriousness.</P> 
I absolutely disagree with the court's action on this. It's crazy to classify 
death threats against the President of the US as innocuous free 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01527679 15374 55 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 6:45:42am  
 
taryn wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>If the target had been Jews, or Americans in Iraq, Sheik Mohammed Sayed 
Tantawi would have been praising the bomber as a "martyr."</EM></P> 
how do you know? gosh, such a cynical tone!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=tantawi&amp;doSearch=search" 
target=_blank>Start here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01528256 15377 8 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 1:03:37pm  
 
Sorry, folks, but if you didn't get a hat tip, it's because I didn't find the 
article through you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01528590 15379 19 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 4:10:50pm  
 
Gotta keep it clean, wrenchwench. The drivetrain is everything.</P> 
By the way, anyone know a good, quick way to clean those pesky areas where the 
Ksyrium spokes are attached to the hub? I've been using industrial size Q-tip 
swaps, but it takes forever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01528599 15379 28 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 4:24:40pm  
 
Airbrush? Is this a tool I should know about? Or do you mean an artist's 
airbrush?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01528744 15380 105 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2005 7:37:29pm  
 



Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01528970 15381 192 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 9:21:32am  
 
Know a lot about gun safety, do you, 
absoludicr<STRONG>i</STRONG>ous?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01529570 15383 50 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 7:47:10am  
 
Amy: perhaps, by the letter of the law, these European courts acted correctly. 
You're right about the need to avoid violating our own principles.</P> 
But this is the point that concerns me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am as frustrated as everyone else by the conflict between well-established, 
traditional principles of law and the need to stop these animals before they 
actually succeed in carrying out their plans. The thing is, democracies are 
nations of laws, and we don't want to throw our very precious baby (our 
Constitutional protections) out with the bathwater, but we also have to stop 
terrorists from taking advantage of those protections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly right; any system that can be conceived by a human mind can also 
be <EM>gamed</EM> by a human mind, especially if the gamer is utterly 
ruthless.</P> 
And that's the problem. Unless the Western world figures out how to respond to a 
determined, embedded enemy that is very canny about using our legal systems (Al 
Qaeda training manuals contain detailed strategies for doing this), eventually a 
group of jihadis will manage to pull off an attack so horrific that many people 
will be willing to support totalitarian measures in response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530081 15386 44 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 10:05:53am  
 
He's allowed several more comments from stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530130 15387 10 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 10:08:26am  
 
I've now become a "reclusive founder" of a sect. Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530845 15389 72 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 6:51:03pm  
 
Have you folks contacted Mr. Gorton to let him know how wrong he 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530849 15389 76 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 7:24:02pm  
 
Really -- I'm sure D. Gorton will be very interested to know that Absoludicrious 
and treblanews have proven him wrong. I urge you to contact him and share your 
knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530851 15389 78 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 7:28:44pm  
 



You can reach D. Gorton at <A href="http://www.dgorton.com/" target=_blank>this 
page</A>, to let him know he's a rank, clueless amateur with no 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530852 15389 79 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 7:46:26pm  
 
Can you believe a person who takes pictures like <A 
href="http://www.siu.edu/~jadams/thumball.html" target=_blank>these</A> has the 
nerve to think he knows something about photography?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530857 15389 84 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 8:02:33pm  
 
But treblanews -- I have no reason to contact him. I've already read what he had 
to say; he goes into great detail. You're the one criticizing his expertise, and 
I thought you'd appreciate the links, so you could let him know what a charlatan 
you think he is. If you'd rather not tell him that directly, I 
understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530858 15389 85 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 8:06:09pm  
 
Absoludicrious: Damn, but you're smart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530864 15389 91 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 8:28:17pm  
 
That's very interesting. I'm sure D. Gorton and your friend the pro photog are 
exactly alike in that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530866 15389 93 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 8:31:32pm  
 
You're right -- my attention does tend to wander when reading posts by 
Absoludicriousious. So sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530880 15389 107 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 5:03:32am  
 
treblanews wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You must have a reading comprehension problem ... blah blah blah ... So how in 
hell did you miss Gorton basically saying he wasn't "knowledgeable" about the 
science of optics, wingnut?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess I was too busy being astounded by your knowledge of photog. I admit, if 
I have to choose between a world-renowned, award-winning photographer like D. 
Gorton and your friend the pro photog, I'd probably choose to trust Mr. Gorton's 
opinion.</P> 
Nothing personal. It's the wingnut in me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530887 15389 114 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 10:38:49am  
 
Absoludicrieous wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



I'm sorry I have a hard time holding your attention, Charles. Shall I use 
smaller words?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks for offering, but I don't think it's the size of your words (although 
that is very impressive). I'll let you know if I figure out what the problem 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530892 15389 119 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:00:53pm  
 
"OMG" must be one of Absoludaeioucrous's blindingly impressive brobdingnagian 
verbal constructions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530979 15391 4 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 3:25:35pm  
 
He's scuffling furiously right now, trying to justify his "screw them" comment. 
What a rotten hypocrite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01530985 15391 10 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 3:27:23pm  
 
"If that's the worst you can say about me..."</P> 
Guess what? It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01531015 15391 40 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 3:41:54pm  
 
He says he knows only "maybe 3" people in the entire country who have his 
"skillset."</P> 
I may hurl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01531057 15391 82 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 3:54:36pm  
 
He refuses to mention a single right of center blogger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01531065 15391 90 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 3:56:49pm  
 
What a perfect example of the left's ideological fascism. Whenever I've been 
asked what left of center blogs I read, I <EM>always</EM> come up with one or 
two.</P> 
But Kos looked like he'd been asked to swallow a boulder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01531099 15391 124 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 4:08:38pm  
 
Looks like there was no call-in, as I thought. A wise decision for Kos, the 
incredibly talented political consultant with 13 failed campaigns to his 
credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01531104 15391 129 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 4:10:51pm  
 
Rayra: I love question time in the House of Commons. Watch it all the time. It's 
a real circus. We have nothing like it in US politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01531390 15395 15 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2005 6:10:18pm  
 
Sorry, zombie -- in this case Rayra beat you by about 4 hours. That's how long 
the window's been open while I did other stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532127 15399 30 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 6:27:07am  
 
aaron: it looks like him, but I don't think so. Zubeidi's face is disfigured by 
powder burns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532152 15399 55 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 6:43:30am  
 
I think you guys are right about the sequence, so I switched the positions of 
the photos to make it clearer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532212 15399 115 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 9:11:15am  
 
See the latest update. ALL THREE wire services were at this little terrorist 
shindig.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532373 15401 46 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:17:09am  
 
Babs is up! The dumbest Senator in Congress. This oughtta be 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532384 15401 57 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:17:55am  
 
Babs is quoting from the moonbat site stopbolton.org!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532405 15401 78 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:22:24am  
 
Babs sees anger! Hostility!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532413 15401 86 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:23:42am  
 
Is Babs leading up to a question, or is she just going to whine endlessly? Oh, 
the humanity!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01532506 15401 179 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2005 7:44:33am  
 
I love how Babs tries to look busy and studious while the camera's on her, 
making notes and flipping through papers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01534922 15412 306 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 5:58:12am  
 
I considered changing it -- but changed my mind. The updates make the story very 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01536023 15416 243 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 1:00:37pm  
 
I really have nothing to say about Discarded Lies, except that I am very 
disappointed in the direction they've chosen. Evariste is now posting the 
details of emails I sent to him, even though I asked him not to, so if you're 
curious I'm sure you can find out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536031 15416 251 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 1:11:10pm  
 
Thanks, Roger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536043 15416 263 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 1:38:36pm  
 
By the way, I will make one comment -- what's going on right now in evariste's 
thread is a very good example of why I'm disappointed in them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536044 15416 264 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 1:39:21pm  
 
...and I don't intend to go back there again, so any accusations and insults 
will go unanswered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536436 15418 68 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 1:42:57pm  
 
rightasrain: jlfintx, who registered at least a dozen different usernames to 
abuse and insult people over the Terry Schiavo story, as well as sending me 
dozens and dozens of angry and abusive emails, and is now insulting me at 
Discarded Lies, is being sarcastic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536476 15418 108 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 3:03:44pm  
 
KarmiCommunist: knock it off. First warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536491 15418 123 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 3:20:10pm  
 
jlfintx: I've already emailed you about this. I did not save the thousands of 
emails (yes, thousands, actually more than 10,000) I received about the Schiavo 
case, many of them abusive and some outright threatening. So I can't provide you 
the proof you're looking for, even if I were inclined to go back and subject 
myself to that again. I do remember yours, though, because at the same time you 
were registering multiple user names, and I tend to put two and two 
together.</P> 
By the way, after some of the comments you posted at DL about me, I'm amazed 
that you're going to claim you never wrote anything abusive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01536954 15423 15 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 5:31:33pm  
 
Yet, always, the oil tanker looms on the horizon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01537066 15423 127 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 6:46:44pm  
 
Sarah D. -- I'm using the 'Party Shuffle' mode of iTunes, which picks random 
songs from my favorites library...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01537375 15426 19 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 8:47:35pm  
 
Thank you for the birthday wishes, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01537446 15428 6 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2005 8:46:24pm  
 
Spiny: I think that's 1944...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01538209 15430 18 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2005 6:00:00am  
 
I disagree. We may be intended to think it's a "joke," but the SF Chronicle is 
one of the most biased newspapers in the US, and this is anything but an 
innocent attempt at humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01538308 15430 117 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2005 6:50:40am  
 
Let's see -- BPP, TH Suburbia, and the Nodrog all think I'm crazy.</P> 
I'd call that pretty good evidence that I'm on to something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01538382 15430 191 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2005 8:14:08am  
 
Thank you for the birthday wishes, folks!</P> 
By the way -- I think some people may have read me wrong. I'm not saying the 
caption was a deliberate humorless Bush=Sharon=Hitler reference. It's obviously 
intended to be a joke. Sort of.</P> 
The point is that the SF Chronicle has gone way past the point of being allowed 
the benefit of the doubt on things like this. It may have been intended to be 
funny, but it comes from a very unfunny mindset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01538943 15434 26 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2005 8:43:48am  
 
Thom wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I hope this doesn't turn into another Ken Bigley thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree. This poor guy is probably going to have his head hacked off by maniacs 
screaming "Allahu Akbar!" Let's please avoid criticizing him for begging for his 
life. It's easy to say we wouldn't do it, but none of us know how we'd react in 
this horrific situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01539051 15435 45 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2005 9:08:04am  
 
Geepers: that photo of Saddam and Chirac touring a French nuclear reactor is 
originally from LGF: <A 



href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=5614&amp;only=yes" 
target=_blank>Nuclear Buddies for Life</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01541986 15448 73 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2005 1:10:04pm  
 
Dianna: small HTML problem. Refresh and it will go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01543002 15456 6 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2005 7:42:57pm  
 
Kragar: there's something odd about that story -- it says the attacks happened 
Tuesday. And there is absolutely nothing about bus bombings on any of the 
Israeli news sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01543143 15457 68 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2005 8:35:01pm  
 
rightasrain: maybe not -- still checking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01543161 15457 86 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2005 8:44:22pm  
 
Yep, it's the old story, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01545578 15470 26 Charles Fri, Apr 15, 2005 2:39:12pm  
 
Zachary: here's some sample PHP for that:</P> 
<CODE>if (stristr($_SERVER['HTTP_REFERER'], 'moron.com')) 
{&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;header ('Location:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.idf.il/');" 
target=_blank>www.idf.il...</A>]&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;exit;}</CODE></P></DIV><
/DIV> 
 
 
01546575 15474 562 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2005 5:33:56am  
 
bigel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't. It was a lie. I admit it. I did it to stir the pot. Ed acted exactly as 
I thought he would, and say "So what?", and you acted exactly as I thought you 
would and get all blown out of shape.</P> 
I had a big grin on my face when I read your post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is really beyond the pale. LGF is not here for you to abuse other posters 
with lies, bigel. After promising to rein in the rhetoric time and time again, 
you've slipped all the way back and then some.</P> 
When you're not raving, you make decent contributions to the site. But I'm not 
going to allow this to become a place where people are deliberately jerking 
other posters (and me) around. That's just crappy.</P> 
You're blocked. And if I recall correctly, you've already gotten more than one 
chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01547469 15479 62 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2005 2:58:24pm  
 
Rayra wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't think Charles is crass enough to have a sticker the likes of "Fuck 
Republicans" on his Apple laptop, as Kos does.</P> 
Speaking of that, anyone get it on tape - I wanted to get a screencap of that 
image, think I might have recorded over it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You reminded me -- I did capture that image but forgot to post it. Now 
remedied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01547666 15481 42 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2005 3:33:46pm  
 
I think the sticker at upper left says, "F*ck the System."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01547703 15481 79 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2005 4:21:55pm  
 
I sure do use Macs. OS X is a thing of beauty.</P> 
This is probably the only thing Kos and I have in common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01548143 15482 356 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2005 12:09:44pm  
 
ElCid: you got carried away with that comment, and I deleted it.</P> 
I'd really appreciate it if everyone involved in this internet argument would 
take a step back and a deep breath. It's an awful waste of time and 
energy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01548483 15484 113 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2005 8:32:29pm  
 
Bigel knows that he has broken his promises to me. And that's all I have to say 
about it, except to note that I would have preferred not to block him, but he 
left me no choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01548990 15484 620 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2005 7:34:48am  
 
Please note one thing: my concerns about bigel's overheated rhetoric, expressed 
to him many times, were not because it made LGF "look bad," although it 
certainly did do that. As others have pointed out, it really doesn't matter what 
is said in the comments; people who want to slam me and LGF will use anything 
they can find to do it.</P> 
My concerns about the constant attacks against all Europeans was that they 
alienated people who should be allies. If someone has found LGF and goes through 
the trouble to open an account and post comments, and then is attacked as a 
"Jooo-hating Nazi," etc., simply because of being European, this is a tragedy. 
I've received more than a few emails from Europeans telling me exactly that -- 
that they loved LGF for its editorial viewpoint and most of the commenters, but 
stopped coming and reading because of the personal, vitriolic attacks of one 
person.</P> 
Just wanted to make that clear. And now I think we should really drop the 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01549129 15485 20 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2005 6:55:00am  
 



andrew: check your email, please. Sorry about the delay; we had problems with 
the people who were filling orders for us, and I'm now doing it myself, and 
getting caught up on all back orders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01549986 15491 12 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2005 2:02:30pm  
 
denbike: I admit it, that was a staged photograph.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01549987 15491 13 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2005 2:03:02pm  
 
And I'm not in it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01550528 15494 38 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2005 5:04:35pm  
 
Dar ul Harb wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Interesting that the "Now Playing" feature is now on the left, and in the "Add A 
Comment" form, the form elements which don't have focus are gray 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The 'Now Playing' feature is on the left because I'm playing with the layout, 
but the gray form elements are one of those CSS compatibility issues I 
mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01554525 15512 224 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 2:23:43pm  
 
Note to Joseph: I know you probably meant it for expressions of support, but 
it's probably not a great idea to post the rabbi's email address 
publicly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01555682 15517 340 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 1:10:23pm  
 
The name-stealers and anonymous stalkers are now showing up <A 
href="http://www.roadtosurfdom.com/archives/2005/04/marla_ruzicka.html" 
target=_blank>here</A>, as I expected when I posted this item.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01555701 15517 359 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 2:21:33pm  
 
Jheka's exactly right about the stalker. I've tested, and it can be reliably 
expected to post on any blog I link to, within a few hours at the most. And the 
scabrous creature is no doubt reading this as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01556506 15526 5 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 3:01:00pm  
 
Heh. Sorry about the IDF. Won't happen again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01556508 15526 7 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 3:03:05pm  
 
(That, by the way, was part of the vast lizardoid conspiracy, working 
ceaselessly behind the scenes for world domination.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01556509 15526 8 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2005 3:03:49pm  
 
Carolina Girl: yes, that's exactly what they're saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01558539 15538 2 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 8:14:47am  
 
(I gotcher florid overwriting right heah...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01558604 15539 10 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 8:30:52am  
 
President Kinky Friedman does have a nice ring to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559436 15543 19 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 3:54:39pm  
 
mkultra: 'Now Playing' shows what I'm playing in iTunes. I use a Mac OS 
application called Konfigurator to communicate the info to our web host.</P> 
Coincidentally, I was looking at another application today that would let me 
actually stream audio over LGF (using Macromedia Flash). But until I can afford 
my own server farm and distributed network, I'm not going to install it because 
it would cause a quantum leap in bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559468 15543 51 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 4:13:58pm  
 
Sarah D.: Not Photoshopped. Straight outta the camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559474 15543 57 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 4:17:30pm  
 
Carolyn: not a deck.</P> 
Cattt: not partially melted snow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559476 15543 59 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 4:18:51pm  
 
Sarah D: the twig was actually about 1.5 inches long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559802 15543 385 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 7:27:06pm  
 
OK, I can't hold out in the face of these plaintive cries...</P> 
The background is a plastic Rubbermaid chair mat, left out in the rain so that 
moisture has condensed on the underside around the spikes that are intended to 
hold the chairmat on a carpet.</P> 
So some of you were pretty close...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01559939 15545 12 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2005 5:17:03pm  
 
manny: the publisher has asked more than one blogger to remove links to the 
video, so I believe the report that they asked the EU not to show it.</P> 



I can't speculate as to their motives, but they apparently do hold the 
copyright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563068 15558 67 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2005 7:48:52pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563075 15558 74 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2005 8:11:10pm  
 
By the way, everything I've ever written on this site is right out in the open, 
indexed and searchable. I have never deleted pages from the Google cache, or 
tried to hide anything I've written. "dgbellak" is completely full of 
feces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563085 15558 84 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 5:35:06am  
 
'dgbellak' -- again, you're completely full of it. The fact is that the 
permalink is redirected on that page; this is a deliberate action, intended to 
make the comment hard to find. No other comment on that page is redirected in 
this way. And the page has been deleted from Google's cache of Daily Kos, which 
can only be done by request of the page owner.</P> 
My charge that he hid the comment is not false. Your dissembling and attempts to 
make excuses, on the other hand...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563087 15558 86 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 11:57:08am  
 
The permalink is not "broken." Links that previously worked do not just "break" 
by themselves. The link has been deliberately redirected, just as you are trying 
to do with this discussion.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563330 15560 126 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2005 7:44:31pm  
 
"may05" is posting from Concordia University in Montreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01563333 15560 129 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2005 7:46:52pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=concordia&amp;doSearch=search" 
target=_blank>Previous LGF posts about Concordia University</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01564359 15564 139 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 7:16:32am  
 
By the way, one of the bad-taste posts on Nodrog's list was deleted when I 
became aware of it. So he must have been compulsively saving up his list, 
anticipating using it later. What a tool.</P> 
DU is an open forum; there is no "proprietor" there. The posters <EM>are</EM> 
the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01565528 15568 34 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 9:17:51am  



 
UCC bought an advertisement at LGF, but I canceled it when I realized who was 
behind it and why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01565628 15568 134 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 10:23:06am  
 
religion of bacon: about the Cuban cigars, I had been told that restrictions 
were looser and that purchasing small quantities of Cuban cigars was legal. If 
you know otherwise please inform me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01565776 15569 13 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2005 10:03:15am  
 
Mentat: yes, I believe I did a post about that -- if not, it was certainly 
discussed extensively here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01568091 15581 634 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2005 4:02:37pm  
 
By the way -- about the Cuban cigars, I've deferred that ad after researching 
the issue. I have an email in to Blogads about it, asking them about the company 
and the legality of the ad. I didn't feel comfortable running it after looking 
into it further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01568492 15585 33 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2005 4:36:46pm  
 
I don't believe the picture is photoshopped. The camera focus is on the child, 
that's all.</P> 
Why would they need to photoshop an image like this, when the real thing is 
happening on the streets of Gaza every other day?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01568494 15585 35 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2005 4:40:02pm  
 
Just took the photo into Photoshop, and after zooming way in, isolating the 
child and looking at histograms of the child and the background, I see no 
evidence of alteration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01571169 15600 22 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2005 4:24:09pm  
 
quark2: yes, the info about the dry run that James Woods witnessed is old news, 
but unless I'm mistaken it's never been confirmed that one of the people on that 
flight was Mohammed Atta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01571171 15600 24 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2005 4:26:41pm  
 
And let's not even mention that this incident happened <STRONG>last 
July</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01573763 15614 16 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2005 3:05:50pm  
 



Try the first link again, it should go to a search results page now. I forgot 
that Getty uses a frameset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01574131 15617 43 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2005 6:12:50pm  
 
The front brake is the most important because if you know how to control it, it 
can save you. But if you don't, it can hurt you. Hence, 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01576410 15625 83 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2005 1:39:37pm  
 
Sarah D: that's actually a Levi's 501 ad. Pretty funny video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01576855 15629 7 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2005 3:29:40pm  
 
The kid just kept on riding...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01576924 15629 76 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2005 4:08:13pm  
 
Ice and ibuprofen are the ticket. And booze. Lots of booze.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01576959 15629 111 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2005 4:25:19pm  
 
reaganite: that's one type of crash I've managed to avoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01577051 15629 203 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2005 5:23:34pm  
 
I used to ride without a helmet. Here's how I became a believer in them: I was 
in a crash where I somehow fell backwards, landing on my back and snapping my 
head <EM>hard</EM> into the pavement. I was wearing a Bell Evo helmet, their top 
of the line at the time. And it was cracked all the way through, for 10 inches 
straight up the back. I learned what they mean by "seeing stars" that day; I 
almost blacked out, and for a few minutes I was barely present in this 
world.</P> 
I went to the emergency room for that one, and it turned out the helmet had 
pretty much saved my life. Or at least, my life as a functioning, thinking human 
being.</P> 
But the day before the crash, I was wearing only my super comfortable Campagnolo 
cycling cap.</P> 
If the crash had happened the day before, that ten-inch crack would have been in 
my skull.</P> 
I now wear the helmet every ride.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01578703 15636 70 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2005 6:36:46am  
 
theparson: yes, she did allude to the incident at UT-Arlington, so I removed the 
final note from my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01580016 15643 596 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2005 2:30:12pm  



 
El Cid: no, I didn't need to go to the doctor; I'm pretty sore but the shoulder 
isn't that bad. Most of the aches are in places that weren't aching yesterday. 
Like my left knee -- I don't remember hitting that on anything, but it sure is 
sore today.</P> 
Thank you for the concern!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01580040 15643 620 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2005 2:56:31pm  
 
Geepers: just a little scrape on my hip; apart from that, no real road rash, 
just bruises.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01580161 15644 31 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2005 3:23:21pm  
 
No one was ever actually electrocuted -- you guys are right. This prisoner was 
told that if he fell off the box he would be shocked -- but the wires were not 
connected to anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581407 15648 463 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 8:01:07am  
 
Golden Jerusalem wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think the publication quoted above is a fringe one. MSM in Turkey wouldn't 
print stuff like that. Also, Turkey (ie. the state) actually is known for 
prosecuting clerics who get out of line and start calling for murder and stuff 
like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Follow the link to MEMRI and read the whole thing; they quote at least 5 
different papers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581448 15648 504 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 12:12:26pm  
 
Alan111 seems to think the Turkish antisemitism problem is a figment of MEMRI's 
imagination.</P> 
Of course there is that little matter of <EM>Mein Kampf</EM> being on the 
Turkish best seller list.</P> 
This is a good one, though:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In other words MEMRI couldn't find any antisemitic articles in any of the top 12 
newspapers in Turkey.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Or in <EM>other</EM> other words, MEMRI found antisemitic articles in one of the 
top 15 newspapers in Turkey.</P> 
(I don't know why I'm bothering. This person isn't arguing 
honestly.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581454 15648 510 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 12:48:09pm  
 
Alan111, by the way, is posting from Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581501 15649 26 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 6:00:40am  
 



"Kill them wherever you find them," by the way, is a direct quote from the 
Koran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581505 15649 30 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 6:02:14am  
 
Sorry -- didn't mean to imply that today is the anniversary; it actually 
happened in March.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581573 15649 98 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 6:32:38am  
 
AG in Houston wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Could it be that LGF readers are linking back to LGF via Ummah?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No -- I only checked IPs that hit us <EM>before</EM> I put up the 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01581633 15649 158 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 7:20:10am  
 
Paco: I just checked a few more IPs that came from that page, and yes, there are 
several European countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01582786 15656 4 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 2:51:01pm  
 
chris: he wasn't just trying to run the reservist over -- he 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01583015 15657 182 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 3:51:00pm  
 
I can't believe I once bought into the nonsense that Bush is "stupid." I think 
he's doing really well. He has good answers ready for every issue and delivers 
them with conviction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01583739 15662 4 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2005 5:11:58pm  
 
cba: still pretty sore, actually. But I've had much worse 
crashes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01584585 15664 81 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2005 6:26:07am  
 
Some quick answers: no, it won't change anything I'm doing at LGF; we're not 
merging blogs together. The idea is to have a central aggregator that could pull 
breaking stories from around the blogosphere. The editorial oversight will be 
primarily to assign relative importance, and to 'vet' stories for 
credibility.</P> 
frankp: your points are well-taken, and echo discussions we've had. We're very 
aware of the unique character of blogs, and an important consideration is 
retaining that character. We don't want to try to force blogs into a mold -- 
that obviously won't work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01584834 15666 54 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2005 7:09:18am  
 
JammieWearingFool: sorry, our policy is not to allow personal info to be posted 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01584899 15667 11 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2005 7:46:05am  
 
The Viking -- look at the time on your post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01586666 15677 43 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2005 3:57:01pm  
 
badanov: thanks for the correction. I changed the post to read "enclave" instead 
of "reservation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01588185 15684 69 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 5:32:27pm  
 
The point I was trying to make: not that this was an Islamist attack (no one 
knows right now if it was or wasn't), but that our media rushes to assure us it 
<EM>wasn't</EM>. And this is far from the only example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01588732 15687 53 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 1:48:00pm  
 
What's that smell? Is that the scent of moby?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01588749 15687 70 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 1:54:28pm  
 
Beagle: that's awful news. If there's anything we can do to help, please let us 
know. You have friends here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01588758 15687 79 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 1:57:44pm  
 
The nutjob/moby posting as 'Americanjihad' is now banned. This one is at DePaul 
University, subject of this recent LGF post: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=15520&amp;only=yes" 
target=_blank>DePaul's Jihad Against Academic Freedom</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01588825 15687 146 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 4:15:46pm  
 
Gadfly: Google News sources are explicitly approved and included by Google 
staff. This is different from Google search -- it's their news service, and they 
decide what's included and what's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01589348 15693 76 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2005 6:25:36pm  
 
If you're seeing odd things, please clear your browser cache and reload the 
page; I made some changes in the CSS code, and many browsers have trouble seeing 
those changes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01591957 15709 48 Charles Mon, May 2, 2005 6:57:30am  
 
Brenda: oops! No coffee yet. That's my excuse and I'm sticking to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01593433 15717 20 Charles Mon, May 2, 2005 5:01:01pm  
 
A pendulum swings from one extreme to another...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01594525 15719 19 Charles Tue, May 3, 2005 5:55:00am  
 
mommydoc: their pro-DeLay ad is running, yes. But Google rejected their anti-
Pelosi ad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01594572 15719 66 Charles Tue, May 3, 2005 6:14:17am  
 
Mr. Neutron: eventually the Google search option will disappear from LGF; I'm 
working on a keyword-based site search application.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01595448 15722 491 Charles Tue, May 3, 2005 3:36:40pm  
 
I don't want to post a front page entry about Beagle's situation, because 
unfortunately it would draw a lot of the wrong kind of attention to him and his 
blog. (He's already gotten more than one hateful comment over there.)</P> 
But he and his wife are very much in our thoughts and prayers, and I hope, no 
matter what happens, he can take some strength from knowing that he's made a lot 
of friends here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01600958 15746 20 Charles Thu, May 5, 2005 9:01:06am  
 
We're catching up on all shirt back-orders, after problems with the people who 
were shipping for us. Another shipment is going out beginning of next week, 
including several Canadian orders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01601335 15747 224 Charles Thu, May 5, 2005 10:56:19am  
 
There's no hard and fast rule about which topics can or can't be discussed here. 
I've said before (and still feel) that arguments about abortion invariably 
escalate instantaneously to the point of nuclear fusion, and that I'd prefer 
(just for my own sanity) that if people can't refrain from the issue, at least 
try to avoid meltdown and keep things reasonably civil.</P> 
And the same goes for homosexuality; I have nothing against discussing it, but 
if the tone veers into gay-bashing, then I have a problem because we have quite 
a few valued commenters here who are gay, and if it comes down to losing a gay-
basher versus losing an intelligent commenter -- well...</P> 
So no -- there's no taboo and you won't get banned for talking about any 
subject. Just try to remember that there are people behind all these internet 
text blocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01603397 15752 111 Charles Thu, May 5, 2005 6:50:53pm  



 
It's good news ... because the alternative was worse. Much 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01606213 15763 29 Charles Fri, May 6, 2005 4:18:45pm  
 
Elcid wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles...this new project Pajama Media, Inc., how is one able to 
invest?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Send an email to "join -at- pajamasmedia.com", please, and tell us what you're 
thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01606990 15767 10 Charles Fri, May 6, 2005 7:09:07pm  
 
Theocracy? Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01607564 15768 41 Charles Sat, May 7, 2005 6:40:09am  
 
Jakester: one of the few hard rules at LGF is that no addresses or phone numbers 
may be posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01608575 15771 10 Charles Sat, May 7, 2005 1:52:26pm  
 
Got a great lighthouse photo for the next open thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01608602 15771 37 Charles Sat, May 7, 2005 2:19:06pm  
 
ratherdashing: my route changes all the time, and on any given Saturday, there 
are thousands of cyclists out, all wearing helmets and sport glasses. It's hard 
to even recognize friends.</P> 
By comparison, Theo Van Gogh was riding slowly on a well-known route, and was 
very recognizable.</P> 
So yes, I do think about it, but I'm not going to change my lifestyle.</P> 
(Also, I wouldn't be too sure that my route details are always 
accurate.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01613385 15792 590 Charles Tue, May 10, 2005 4:41:05pm  
 
steve miller wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No one can take advantage of you without your permission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that's a simple truth. Remember the LGF prayer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01613646 15794 6 Charles Mon, May 9, 2005 3:04:55pm  
 
The letter has actually been sent to other media outlets, so the exclusive won't 
last long. But we were first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01614680 15798 97 Charles Tue, May 10, 2005 6:28:24am  
 
... and nowhere did I <EM>quote</EM> Blix saying he hates 
Bolton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01615625 15799 848 Charles Wed, May 11, 2005 6:07:03am  
 
It would be greatly appreciated if all involved in this pissing match would take 
a step back from the computer, and knock it off.</P> 
octopus: that comment was way over the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01620068 15818 55 Charles Wed, May 11, 2005 5:25:12pm  
 
Rest in peace, Alexander. I'm so sorry to hear this news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01622607 15827 75 Charles Thu, May 12, 2005 4:47:49pm  
 
May I remind everyone that Saudi citizens were planning to do exactly this on 
September 11?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01625537 15837 527 Charles Fri, May 13, 2005 2:18:17pm  
 
octopus: at this point, it's clear that you're more interested in yanking 
people's chains than discussing anything of real substance. You're acting like 
an agent provocateur. Because you've made good contributions in the past (and 
also crossed the line a couple of times) I'll give you a chance to step back and 
rethink your approach to what you're doing here—because it isn't working, and 
I'm getting tired of the flamewars wasting my time and 
bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01625540 15837 530 Charles Fri, May 13, 2005 2:19:36pm  
 
And I will also ask everyone else to think before commenting as well. This is no 
victory for anyone's "side" when I have to step in and say 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01625564 15837 554 Charles Fri, May 13, 2005 2:29:20pm  
 
And by the way, after reading this thread (ooh, my aching head) Q may be blunt 
but he's also right. This 'sebastopol' character has been blocked, after an 
increasingly obvious series of antisemitic comments.</P> 
There are one or two other new registrants that I'm keeping my eye on as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01625577 15837 567 Charles Fri, May 13, 2005 2:34:31pm  
 
chris: yes, it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01625581 15837 571 Charles Fri, May 13, 2005 2:36:27pm  



 
Rayra: not posting from Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01627690 15844 431 Charles Sat, May 14, 2005 5:39:16am  
 
By the way, 'octopus' was banned after sending me an email threatening to 
"expose" me to liberal journalists. (Oooh. Scary.) He chose not to take my 
suggestion that he rethink his approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01627710 15844 451 Charles Sat, May 14, 2005 5:52:32am  
 
Correction: although the threatening email I received appeared to be from 
octopus, it was actually from the person posting above as 'niccolo.'</P> 
This is the email he/she/it sent me, through our contact form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ok, Charles...you've shown your true colors, at last. You're the same kind of 
religious zealot as rightasrain, and the worst of the Islamists. No difference, 
whatsoever.</P> 
I'm a conservative attorney, formerly a liberal, pre0-11, always a person 
interested in world religion. You've proven your ignorant bias, in so many ways, 
it's going to make for a bang-up journalistic expose, when I forward some of 
these exchanges to my friends in the not-so-conservative local press.</P> 
To think I've been championing you, and your site, for all these months...not to 
mention, the couple of hundred bucks I've donated. I wish I had it all back. 
You're a complete fraud, and a sell-out. You're not even smart enough, to know 
that the ultra-conservative, Orthodox Jews are just as bad, or worse, than the 
the Islamists, in terms of the actual "sacred texts," if not the practice of 
suicide-bombing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01627732 15844 473 Charles Sat, May 14, 2005 6:04:19am  
 
And another update/correction -- 'niccolo' and 'octopus' are the same 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01631241 15859 40 Charles Sun, May 15, 2005 3:33:45pm  
 
alkmyst: that's some kind of spam. I've been receiving similar trash all day, 
with messages in German and links to German sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01633503 15869 141 Charles Mon, May 16, 2005 11:00:03am  
 
Americanjihad: would you please knock it off? It's not appropriate to spam the 
message boards with long comments that are pasted in from other sites. If you 
have a point to make, link to a site where interested people can click 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01633688 15870 177 Charles Mon, May 16, 2005 11:01:45am  
 
Americanjihad: would you please knock it off? It's not appropriate to spam the 
message boards with long comments that are pasted in from other sites. If you 



have a point to make, link to a site where interested people can click 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01634166 15873 156 Charles Mon, May 16, 2005 11:03:32am  
 
Americanjihad has been spamming every thread, and is now having a 
timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01634331 15874 85 Charles Mon, May 16, 2005 9:47:09am  
 
Agreed -- Darby did his job, and I have no bone to pick with him. But he's being 
used by the Kennedy Library Foundation, and there are many more compelling 
stories of bravery in Iraq than his.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01638254 15887 30 Charles Tue, May 17, 2005 12:18:41pm  
 
Studsup: you're right, I was very disappointed in Norm Coleman's performance. 
Don't any of these Senators know enough about the issues to debunk Galloway's 
stupid claims?</P> 
In the long run, this appearance is really going to hurt Galloway, though, 
because he told several large whoppers that will be used against 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01645907 15904 14 Charles Thu, May 19, 2005 4:41:19pm  
 
Geepers: the internet seems to be experiencing connectivity issues. Roger Simon 
just called about this very issue. There may be a disturbance in the 
force.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01648492 15914 26 Charles Fri, May 20, 2005 9:11:03am  
 
Belize042: ha! That's now the title of this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01648495 15914 29 Charles Fri, May 20, 2005 9:12:28am  
 
That's the difference between LGF and Daily Kos. We don't need to be warned not 
to drink our bong water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01651615 15925 22 Charles Sat, May 21, 2005 6:07:43am  
 
Already corrected...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01651979 15926 277 Charles Sat, May 21, 2005 5:58:20pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01653598 15930 237 Charles Sun, May 22, 2005 5:34:09am  
 



justdanny: I'm so sorry to hear of your loss. Take care, partner; you have lots 
of friends here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01654623 15935 10 Charles Sun, May 22, 2005 12:02:33pm  
 
It's real, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01654760 15935 147 Charles Sun, May 22, 2005 1:16:45pm  
 
GW: I had Bill's excellent essay on the front page <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=15919_Whittle-
_Sanctuary&amp;only" target=_blank>Friday</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01658329 15949 17 Charles Mon, May 23, 2005 6:24:26pm  
 
Rayra: tried the blue boosting option, but keep going back to a set of manually 
tweaked options. The Cybershot really does produce brilliant blues without too 
much work though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01660970 15955 316 Charles Tue, May 24, 2005 3:06:37pm  
 
It looks like 'nonic' may have a spyware infestation or a virus. I'm certain she 
didn't enter that URL into her profile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01660987 15955 333 Charles Tue, May 24, 2005 3:14:28pm  
 
Bubble Girl: if you're on a Mac, no need to worry. If you're on a PC, you should 
check it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01661216 15956 12 Charles Tue, May 24, 2005 4:55:20pm  
 
Smoke Detector: third from the left, top row.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01661390 15957 120 Charles Tue, May 24, 2005 6:11:38pm  
 
Can we please restrain the venting, people? Do I really need to point out that 
extreme comments will be used against LGF?</P> 
Your points will be better received if delivered in an even tone.</P> 
In other words, please. More free speech is better than less, but please think 
about the effects of your comments. I don't want to start leaning on the delete 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01662734 15959 180 Charles Wed, May 25, 2005 8:02:22am  
 
'Nam Grunt: When you leave over-the-top comments like that here, they are used 
against LGF, and against me personally, and dealing with the fall-out is giving 
me a giant headache. I'd appreciate it if you would please keep this in 
mind.</P> 



I don't want to start leaning on the delete button, as I wrote in another 
thread, but I don't like what's happening with the tone lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01662744 15959 190 Charles Wed, May 25, 2005 8:20:28am  
 
I do understand the feelings, believe me. But we're in a very public place here, 
and any points you feel strongly about making are better received if they're 
stated with thoughtfulness. It's not about giving up the anger -- it's about 
making it productive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01664531 15966 742 Charles Thu, May 26, 2005 5:13:12am  
 
Pointless, ugly pissing matches like the one that occurred in this thread make 
me think seriously about shutting down comments.</P> 
All involved would be well advised to consider this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01664540 15966 751 Charles Thu, May 26, 2005 12:17:16pm  
 
It's not directed at you, Rayra, or at anyone in particular; I simply don't have 
time to go back through all this and make judgments about who said what, and I'd 
like everyone involved to take a step back and cool off.</P> 
Don't make me go all Rodney King on you guys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01664559 15967 8 Charles Wed, May 25, 2005 3:41:52pm  
 
noshariaincanada: the contact box got turned off a couple of days ago because an 
idiot spammer was bombarding me with links to texas holdem sites with it.</P> 
I'll turn it back on -- I think the idiot spammer's lost interest 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01667536 15980 170 Charles Thu, May 26, 2005 3:43:30pm  
 
"Chicken hawk chimpy?"</P> 
Bwahaha! Ha!</P> 
You people are losing it. Really. Look at what you just typed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01667656 15980 290 Charles Thu, May 26, 2005 5:09:39pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01669072 15984 841 Charles Fri, May 27, 2005 6:44:01am  
 
I have to admit, I love it when the stalkers at that 'rabid racist' site get me 
so wrong, so consistently. They can spin a whole grand unified theory out of one 
offhand comment; they're so crazy, and so obsessed, it's actually a bit 
amazing.</P> 
(Psst. I have no plans to shut down comments, but I was serious when I said I'd 
prefer that people avoid indulging in 'extreme venting' and blue-on-blue pissing 
matches -- and this is, of course, the same position I've always had. It's the 
reason for the 'LGF Prayer'.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01670148 15988 43 Charles Fri, May 27, 2005 9:04:09am  
 
More thoughts on this, in the update above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01674026 16013 6 Charles Sat, May 28, 2005 6:25:02pm  
 
reaganite: yep, switching the front and back tires is a good idea, when the back 
one starts to square off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01674040 16013 20 Charles Sat, May 28, 2005 6:44:45pm  
 
reaganite: I usually just save the less-worn front tires for emergency 
replacements.</P> 
Rode on a new pair of Pro Race tires today; these tires really feel great when 
they're new. Despite their numerous other ... uh ... shortcomings, the French do 
make good bicycle tires.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01675738 16023 31 Charles Sun, May 29, 2005 2:49:02pm  
 
Colt: I like a few songs on the new Weezer album. Gets a bit repetitious, 
though. The material isn't as varied as on the Green album.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01677291 16027 148 Charles Mon, May 30, 2005 2:39:06pm  
 
It doesn't take very much reading between the lines of that sketchy piece in The 
Star to realize that Ayah Pin's sect is being persecuted because they are 
apostate Muslims; but in case you really are tempted to believe this whole thing 
is just an overblown zoning issue, please read Paul's link above, titled 'Escape 
from Islam.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01677663 16028 352 Charles Mon, May 30, 2005 12:35:50pm  
 
Er ... this post really isn't about "cleaning up" LGF or anything like that. But 
there's been a lot of discussion lately that threads tend to wander off topic, 
making it difficult for those who do want to dig into subjects a little deeper. 
This is just an attempt to provide a relief valve for the inevitable off-topic 
links people come across (which can also be quite interesting and 
valuable).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01677677 16028 366 Charles Mon, May 30, 2005 12:53:11pm  
 
Yes, the open threads are intended to be spots for less formal socializing, and 
other analog behavior. But it's not my intention to strictly enforce these 
"limits." I'm just providing another outlet for these types of conversations, to 
try to make LGF a better exerience for everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01677713 16028 402 Charles Mon, May 30, 2005 1:13:15pm  
 



We're going to be running some demographic surveys pretty soon that will give us 
a more accurate picture; I think zombie's estimates are probably pretty 
close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01680267 16040 30 Charles Tue, May 31, 2005 12:04:38pm  
 
Actually, I was doing push-ups while we talked. (Kidding.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01685082 16059 90 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2005 6:32:26am  
 
Ariel wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I actually agree that we shouldn't touch this one unless there is evidence that 
her faith influenced her actions or that she is tied to fundamentalists. It's 
not fair to a priori suspect Muslims just because they disagree with 
us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I would usually agree with this statement, but in this case the description of 
Gitmo as "the gulag of our time" is remarkably similar to the nonsensical 
propaganda of radical Islamists; it goes far beyond simply "disagreeing with 
us."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01685134 16059 142 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2005 4:17:37pm  
 
Luckily, I managed to register my name at Typekey before the stalkers figured it 
out, so ... yes, those are my comments at Roger's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01688826 16075 102 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2005 6:36:40am  
 
I'm thinking about having a "Stupid Comment of the Week" topic, and I do believe 
we have our first winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01692292 16092 19 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2005 7:46:20am  
 
The next time someone on a lefty blog whines that LGF does not allow comments 
from progressive, forward-thinking individuals who hate Bush, just point them at 
the "Koran apocalypse" threads.</P> 
The fact is that there are plenty of these useful idiots registered at LGF, but 
they rarely comment because when they do, they're invariably exposed as 
morons.</P> 
Hey -- nice link to the World Socialist Web Site, hs. Really proves your 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01694113 16103 144 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2005 1:01:54pm  
 
nonic: I appreciate the desire to share the article, but I can't allow full 
copyrighted articles to be posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01697431 16117 196 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2005 2:44:33pm  
 



For the record, this troll was using a Korean ISP. Don't think it was the same 
as the other one, but the internet makes it impossible to say for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01699666 16130 77 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2005 5:31:38am  
 
Notice how 'hs' could not care less whether Connelly's statement is true or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01703803 16141 10 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2005 6:46:57pm  
 
Note: The link to my "Smoking Memo" entry isn't in the original article; I added 
it to underline the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01708669 16160 58 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2005 6:50:12am  
 
We are extremely fortunate that Debra Burlingame blew the whistle on this 
project; it seems that the IFC was hoping to get it installed and operating 
before anyone noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01710631 16164 52 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2005 4:20:52pm  
 
I must admit I don't always have a smile on my face when I'm <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&amp;u=/050529/481/sel10605291123" 
target=_blank>putting up with South Korea</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01710753 16165 43 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2005 4:56:12pm  
 
Picture now posted, and it does indeed provide some much-needed 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01712359 16172 97 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2005 10:10:40am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>First held in Ottawa, Canada in the 1980s, the event was created to 
fend off stereotypes that Muslim youth were spiritually and 
<STRONG>politically</STRONG> apathetic, said organizer Sajid 
Farooq.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01714165 16177 20 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2005 3:57:05pm  
 
<A href="http://www.frontpagemag.com/Articles/ReadArticle.asp?ID=17310" 
target=_blank>Justin Raimondo: An American Neo-Fascist.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01714204 16177 59 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2005 3:44:21pm  
 
rod: well said. The best thing we can do is publicize what they're up 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01714438 16179 41 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2005 5:11:28pm  
 
A couple of clarifications: you will never receive spam as a result of this 
survey. The purpose is simply to get a 'snapshot' of the demographic profiles of 
people who read blogs. And we don't ask for your email address or any other 
personal information that can be used to identify you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01714734 16179 337 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2005 5:24:13am  
 
We will share the results, as soon as we compile and analyze 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01716319 16188 78 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2005 3:26:11pm  
 
Mack the Knife: why did you register two user names?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01716506 16189 104 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2005 5:11:22am  
 
FrauBudgie: you can leave any of the questions blank if you're not comfortable 
answering them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01720879 16213 42 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2005 9:21:27am  
 
Google's headline has no periods in the abbreviations. Could be an algorithm 
doing that, but I do see some abbreviations there with 
periods...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01720883 16213 46 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2005 9:23:17am  
 
A possibility, however, is that Google cached an earlier version of the 
headline, which was subsequently changed when someone at DailyIndia.com noticed 
the hits from Google and got anxious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01722112 16217 38 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2005 4:31:02pm  
 
Elcid: what, me worry?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01724895 16225 309 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2005 4:23:10pm  
 
Great post, really grumpy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01725528 16228 18 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2005 4:26:24pm  
 
This story is why the word "irony" exists. It's hilarious and horrible at the 
same time.</P> 
But Italy rocks, when it can produce women like Oriana and 
Stefania.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01728414 16237 351 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2005 7:18:45am  
 
Once again, I've got to point out how much I love it that people like 
'ramashiva' have such completely wrong ideas about LGF.</P> 
"Ooh! I criticized Charles! I'm so brave! Look how brave I am, everyone! Now 
he'll ban me, for sure!"</P> 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01728420 16237 357 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2005 11:06:11am  
 
Dang! You caught me, ramashiva, trying to hide something. Next time I'll have to 
remember not to provide a link to the complete PDF file, so you won't be able to 
catch me so easily.</P> 
Note to self: when dishonestly concealing evidence, remember not to reveal 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01732912 16249 724 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2005 6:11:49pm  
 
Everything's just fine, folks! Thank you for your concern, but there's nothing 
to worry about. I've been in meetings all day for PJ-related stuff.</P> 
(I remember when seven posts was a lot for one day at LGF...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01736155 16262 22 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2005 3:47:06pm  
 
McGovern mispronounced "chutzpah." Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01738313 16271 85 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 1:31:08pm  
 
Please note: these documents have not been authenticated by anyone who is 
willing to go on record. In other words, at this point there remains serious 
doubt about their authenticity.</P> 
The news that Michael Smith <STRONG>destroyed the originals</STRONG> (or so he 
says) should make eyebrows raise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739000 16274 20 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 3:19:27pm  
 
Bob's Kid -- this is actually an equal opportunity photo I have. I think female 
lizardoids may also find it interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739002 16274 22 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 3:20:30pm  
 
Ottawa Mike: hey! I said thank you! Really, though -- they were slowing way down 
on the rollers, and that's just unacceptable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739014 16274 34 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 4:07:14pm  
 
wrenchwench: I use Pledge furniture polish. Works great on clear 
coat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



01739016 16274 36 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 4:22:09pm  
 
Boeing's super-lube, T9.</P> 
Used to love Schwinn's Factory Chain Wax, but they discontinued 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739018 16274 38 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 4:31:24pm  
 
<A href="http://boeshield.com/index.htm" target=_blank>Boeshield T-9</A>, for 
those unacquainted with this exceptional lubricant. Click "Bicycles" in the left 
column for the bike spiel. The rest of it's about dull, boring stuff like 
airplane bearings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739023 16274 43 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 6:06:00pm  
 
tsol: usually on the South Bay bke path in Los Angeles, with frequent 
variations.</P> 
I'm riding a carbon fiber bike, with Shimano 9-speed Ultegra (soon to be 
upgraded to Dura Ace 10-speed), Speedplay pedals, Ksyrium wheels, and a very bad 
attitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01739029 16275 4 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2005 3:25:52pm  
 
Easy now, folks. Don't scare the household pets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01740857 16288 11 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2005 3:59:06pm  
 
Please note: the line about "Nazi-like abuses" was not a quote from Durbin, but 
an editorial comment from Newsmax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01742643 16299 73 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2005 8:52:22am  
 
Larger version of the photo above:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/photos/3rd-infantry-saddam-
911.jpg" target=_blank>saddam-911.jpg</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01743737 16308 7 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2005 3:18:42pm  
 
Lazarus: those are the Santa Monica/Malibu mountains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01744054 16310 81 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2005 4:51:14pm  
 
The same tropes, over and over. Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01748629 16324 557 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2005 4:17:14pm  
 
As of this date, not one person has put their name on record to vouch that the 
Downing Street memos are genuine. That's a fact.</P> 



But even more importantly, the entire issue is a sham. Most people understand 
this, I think, except the breathless Bush-hating far left with their unrequited 
fantasies of impeachment.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01751138 16334 3 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2005 4:26:25pm  
 
denbike: hope you don't mind if i steal your title idea...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01751395 16336 117 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2005 5:52:06pm  
 
Maybe the Solomonic solution here is to relax the laws for simple assault, if 
committed in the presence of flag-burning.</P> 
Just kidding. I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01753649 16343 275 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2005 11:40:13am  
 
See the update above: AP changed the headline on the link I posted, and moved 
their original outrageous headline to a different page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01755007 16351 10 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2005 4:34:19pm  
 
You can enter your site address in the URL line, and your name will be a link to 
your site. This is the commonly accepted way to plug your site; constant posting 
of self-links annoys a lot of people and is disallowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01756210 16355 53 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2005 5:50:02am  
 
roach:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yet, you've seemingly supported hate crimes prosecutions for Muslims, while 
deploring hate crimes prosecutions for Christians under these same 
statutes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please cite one example where I have "supported hate crimes prosecutions for 
Muslims."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01756303 16355 146 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2005 3:21:57pm  
 
Bye, roach. I guess you were trying to see how far you'd have to go to get 
banned, and you found it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01760165 16374 13 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2005 6:12:08am  
 
Accidentally left off the next line:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Last year, a French study revealed that Muslims make up between 50-70% of 
prisoners in the French jails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01760372 16376 7 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2005 6:30:58am  
 



I know: the server's clock is running fast. Will let Hosting Matters know 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01762059 16381 212 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2005 7:17:09pm  
 
KarmiCommunist is now having a time-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01763637 16387 12 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2005 11:55:17am  
 
Mambo's demo pages are currently disabled, unfortunately. What do you guys like 
about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01767905 16404 24 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2005 5:02:59pm  
 
'treblanews' falls toward the latter end of the scale described in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=16379_Re-
_Registration&amp;only" target=_blank>this post</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771619 16415 45 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:10:24pm  
 
"For the sake of our nation's security, this will not happen on my 
watch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771683 16415 109 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:20:50pm  
 
'ronnyd' is that 'dabeeenster' character back again. I'm debating whether to ban 
him right now, or let the lizards toy with him first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771698 16415 124 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:22:28pm  
 
KarmiCommunist had a timeout, and I'm giving him another chance to tone it 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771720 16415 146 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:24:54pm  
 
Chaos for the cameras!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771740 16415 166 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:26:01pm  
 
Buh-bye, beeenster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771750 16415 176 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:26:47pm  
 
Excellent speech so far. It's amazing how far Bush has come as a public 
speaker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771795 16415 221 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:30:27pm  



 
Yeah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01771831 16415 257 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2005 3:34:02pm  
 
Has anyone found a transcript online yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01773919 16419 45 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2005 6:10:10am  
 
Current photos of Ahmadinejad:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://news.search.yahoo.com/news/search?p=Ahmadinejad&amp;ei=UTF-
8&amp;xargs=0&amp;pstart=1&amp;c=images&amp;b=1" 
target=_blank>news.search.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
It's him, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01776274 16429 22 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2005 4:28:52pm  
 
Notice how Ahmadinejad invokes tsunami imagery here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01777981 16434 187 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2005 11:38:59am  
 
jwpaine wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm thinking I must have committed some heinous sin of which I'm 
unaware, but which has caused Charles to cast me into the Icy Purgatory of 
Ignored Bloggers!  
Say it ain't so, Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It ain't so! That's why I gave you the plug above. There's just too much stuff 
to read and deal with, and things get lost in the flood 
sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01778277 16437 22 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2005 6:53:25am  
 
Ringo: that show was the subject of this Debbie Schlussel column: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=16372&amp;only=yes" 
target=_blank>Unreal for 30 Days</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01780880 16447 22 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2005 4:34:42pm  
 
Actually, it's one of the Replogle World Nation™ series globes, © Replogle 
Globes, Inc., LeRoy M. Tolman, Cartographer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01785766 16466 22 Charles Sat, Jul 2, 2005 12:12:21pm  
 
I don't know what's causing the problem with Thunderbird, but the LGF RSS feed 
is 100% valid, according to the RSS/Atom validator:</P> 
<A 
href="http://feedvalidator.org/check.cgi?url=http://littlegreenfootballs.com/web
log/lgf-rss.php" target=_blank>Validate me.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01797354 16528 53 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2005 7:42:27am  
 
Why do the most tedious trolls always seem to be using <A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=44594" 
target=_blank>Everyone's Internet</A>? What is it about that 
ISP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01798595 16533 31 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2005 12:48:50pm  
 
William: Bush probably has disc brakes on his MTB; they work much better in the 
rain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01798708 16533 144 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2005 4:50:39pm  
 
It's a safe bet that anyone who says this proves Bush is 'stupid' hasn't ridden 
a bicycle since they were 10.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01798987 16536 40 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2005 4:10:10pm  
 
Sarah D: people do get used to the furniture, don't they?</P> 
Here's the thing; on a day like the Fourth of July or Memorial Day or September 
11, I want the design change to mean something. It loses impact and meaning if 
it stays there 24/7/365.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01798991 16536 44 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2005 4:12:31pm  
 
Sarah D. also wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's like having a couple thousand spouses isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Heh. A cross between that, a daycare center, and a loony bin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01800336 16541 78 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2005 4:00:18am  
 
I'm going to be traveling this morning, and unfortunately don't have time to put 
up a British flag... maybe later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01807037 16566 66 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 7:11:01am  
 
Geepers: that's hysterical!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01807158 16566 187 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 3:22:18pm  
 
jdwill: good point. I meant "Stalinist" to be taken as sarcasm -- but you're 
right, and I've removed that word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01807170 16566 199 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 5:00:43pm  
 



I've had a belly full of dr.z3n. He's had a timeout, and that's enough. 
Bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01808497 16576 60 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 4:33:59pm  
 
Daniel Pipes is right. We've been covering the threat from Britain's radical 
Islamic contingent for years, and it's been disturbing to see the political see-
saw between the appeasement/EUro/socialist/self-loathing contingent and the 
remnants of John Bull.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01808788 16580 7 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 4:44:26pm  
 
rosh: he did better than most of them, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01808793 16580 12 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2005 4:47:04pm  
 
Ibrahim Hooper!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01812210 16599 31 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2005 5:47:42am  
 
Roger and Thom: there is a <EM>lot</EM> going on behind the scenes at PJ Media. 
Announcements will be made before much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01819469 16633 114 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2005 6:24:24pm  
 
KarmiCommunist: how about if you give yourself a time-out, so I don't have 
to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01819584 16634 73 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2005 5:05:17am  
 
Stormy: please email me with your information, and I'll check on your shirt 
today...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01824987 16658 38 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2005 9:44:52am  
 
Sheepdogess: please email me with your order details and I'll make sure it goes 
out asap...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01825147 16658 198 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2005 5:03:47pm  
 
fluke_boy: please resend the email and I'll look into it ASAP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01833213 16699 4 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2005 4:27:34pm  
 
It's a she... an apparent self-appointed "Shayhka".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01835596 16709 4 Charles Mon, Jul 18, 2005 10:30:46am  



 
Dig the moonbat beanie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01839365 16724 7 Charles Tue, Jul 19, 2005 6:09:28pm  
 
Not a re-run -- another in the series...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01840250 16727 32 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2005 7:40:46am  
 
wood-butcher wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Of course I'm not saying that terrorists are above attacking schools 
but the article does not support Charles' headline.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess I'm kind of simplistic in this way, but when a car bomb goes off near a 
school, I see it as an attack against a school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01841986 16733 36 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2005 3:35:33pm  
 
I did get a new rotating title out of him, though...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01844602 16746 328 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2005 8:50:22am  
 
coldwarrior: please don't post links to those kinds of sites. I know people can 
find this easily on the web, but I don't want to make it any easier. 
Thanks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01846649 16756 222 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2005 6:33:48am  
 
See the update: once again, the Kos Kidz are hiding the evidence when they 
notice hits from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01852105 16781 32 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2005 3:10:22pm  
 
Jheka: yes, Rasmussen was his own worst enemy today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01852177 16782 9 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2005 3:04:49pm  
 
wrenchwench: no D-A 10 yet. The Ultegra 9 is still working well, and I want to 
wear it out a little more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01852210 16782 42 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2005 3:52:47pm  
 
wrenchwench: for the last few years, Ultegra and Dura-Ace have been so close in 
terms of quality that it's hard to decide whether D-A is worth the extra 
cash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01852212 16782 44 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2005 3:54:52pm  
 



Perry: it's not the Tour causing the crowds on the bike path -- it's this 
infernal heat wave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01852347 16785 15 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2005 5:02:24pm  
 
Man, this is a tough room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01853358 16787 412 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2005 5:54:48am  
 
Lots of discussion here, and I've only had time to read about half of it, but 
please note that I am <STRONG>not</STRONG> trying to claim that if the Newsweek 
article hadn't existed, the London bombings wouldn't have happened. That's why I 
used the words "<STRONG>partly</STRONG> responsible."</P> 
And I still think that's a fair assessment, since the bomber's cousin explicitly 
refers to the bogus Koran story as a motive. Yes, they would have found other 
excuses for mass murder if there were no Newsweek story, but it's pretty clear 
the story played a part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01862557 16832 96 Charles Wed, Jul 27, 2005 8:33:10am  
 
jimg: you're right -- my typing got ahead of my brain. I've corrected that, 
thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01865195 16844 507 Charles Sat, Jul 30, 2005 3:22:23pm  
 
Lovely pictures on your web site, mildly. Is that your 
work?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01865235 16845 40 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2005 6:23:40am  
 
I don't see a point in removing my link to the ABC News site -- this cat is 
already out of the bag, and LGF is the smallest part of it. If I'd known about 
the UK police request, I wouldn't have featured it, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01865817 16849 328 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2005 9:11:35am  
 
Posts #60 and 61, for those wondering, were messed up by some sort of random 
internet glitch. Probably a stray cosmic ray or something. I repaired the file 
and everything's cool again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01867149 16853 340 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2005 3:38:18pm  
 
Please note: the only person who can see IP addresses at LGF is 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01868386 16856 596 Charles Fri, Jul 29, 2005 6:43:19am  
 
Personal threats are not allowed at LGF, and comments that contain them will be 
deleted as soon as I become aware of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01871934 16877 29 Charles Sat, Jul 30, 2005 3:01:36pm  
 
david e: no, I've heard about that ride, but never done it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01871942 16877 37 Charles Sat, Jul 30, 2005 3:25:07pm  
 
Frank: typo? What typo?</P> 
(Heh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01874585 16892 8 Charles Sun, Jul 31, 2005 4:50:11pm  
 
OK. I've just learned more than I ever wanted to know about 
exile.ru.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01876468 16900 3 Charles Mon, Aug 1, 2005 7:56:40am  
 
We'll be reviewing the IT resumes soon. Got a lot of responses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01876476 16900 11 Charles Mon, Aug 1, 2005 1:09:30pm  
 
Yehudit: I just re-sent your offer; it was sent a few days ago but you must not 
have received it. Please make sure it isn't getting caught by a spam 
filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01881642 16917 408 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2005 6:03:33am  
 
The ghoul piniella has posted its last comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01882291 16921 81 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2005 5:07:52pm  
 
freedomsound: I'm absolutely certain that post at Steven's blog is from a 
stalker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01886292 16935 53 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2005 1:22:51pm  
 
Folks: I actually used the BBC headline and changed one word (replaced 'killing' 
with 'attack' for no particular reason); if you think it's whitewashing the 
crime, complain to the BBC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01886323 16935 84 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2005 1:32:40pm  
 
Who said, "the BBC did it first and so it's OK?" If someone wrote that, it 
certainly wasn't me.</P> 
I'm simply pointing out that, as I often do with straight news articles, I used 
the existing headline. And if you read it dispassionately, it's a simple 
statement of the facts, which are made clear by the body of the 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01886335 16935 96 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2005 1:35:03pm  
 
And yes, it is an ugly incident. But as zombie points out, we do not have all 
the facts at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01886387 16935 148 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2005 1:53:54pm  
 
Killgore Trout: absolutely, and I don't mind criticism. I changed the headline 
to make it reflect the known facts more clearly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01886882 16935 643 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2005 5:58:15pm  
 
Hey, if this internecine warfare serves no other purpose, at least zulubaby and 
reaganite are talking again.</P> 
Heh. (c) 2005 Glenn Reynolds</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01888514 16944 8 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2005 6:48:54am  
 
Deep thoughts by Taryn™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01892736 16958 26 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2005 3:57:49pm  
 
tridroid97: Cytomax Orange (with Herbal Blast!) has creatine? I don't see it in 
the ingredients.</P> 
My bike came with Ultegra 9 speed -- when this chain and cassette wear out I'll 
probably replace the whole gruppo with Dura-Ace 10.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01892741 16958 31 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2005 4:17:56pm  
 
I'm really happy with the performance and durability of the Ultegra 9 set; in 
fact, I'm still considering upgrading to Ultegra 10 instead of D-A, because I'm 
not sure the extra cost is really worth it. Lose a few grams in the big parts? 
Well, OK, that's cool, but losing a few pounds around the midriff makes more of 
a difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01893547 16963 6 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2005 6:13:08pm  
 
Earth2moonbat: that is an awfully big BUT, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01900378 16990 512 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2005 1:48:10pm  
 
I'm about to start handing out timeouts. People need to back away from the 
keyboards and get a serious grip. This silly bickering is a complete waste of 
time and energy, and a real drag for people reading it who are not involved -- 
which is almost everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01902815 17002 52 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2005 5:21:16pm  



 
realwest: no lockback on this baby, and I have a big "snap shut" scar on my 
right index finger to prove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01909346 17018 1564 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2005 6:18:15pm  
 
Deranged lefties who use the term "Chimpy" to refer to the President will now be 
banned automatically.</P> 
I'm really, really tired of that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01910114 17018 2332 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2005 5:39:43pm  
 
Safari is handling comment #2332 just fine. Good work, Apple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01914519 17023 113 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2005 6:42:36am  
 
I edited the text to more clearly describe the picture...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01918272 17041 46 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2005 3:44:01pm  
 
paulski: if I responded to every dumb leftist who calls me a Nazi, I'd be doing 
nothing else for the next ten years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01918613 17042 28 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2005 5:00:53pm  
 
Michelin Pro Race II tires are my favorites. If you want durability, try the 
Michelin Axial Carbon tires; I've gotten over 2000 miles on a pair of those, but 
the feel is not as good as the Pro Race.</P> 
I've used Vredestein tires too, and they're also very good but probably won't 
last as long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01923378 17062 133 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2005 9:09:49am  
 
Posts containing racist slurs are not welcome. I'm talking to you, 
tfk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01926240 17073 892 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2005 4:45:23pm  
 
Hey! What's going on in here? 890+ comments? Are we fighting 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01926528 17074 46 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2005 7:11:05am  
 
Hizb ut-Tahrir is completely open about their desire for a worldwide 
caliphate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01929998 17090 127 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2005 12:05:20pm  
 



Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01930899 17095 36 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2005 7:11:27pm  
 
Don't forget that real moonbats believe CNN, ABC, and the New York Times are all 
tools of the right-wing war machine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01934509 17107 35 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2005 3:23:45pm  
 
It's becoming quite clear this was botched. And The Telegraph is hardly a left-
wing paper.</P> 
But "no caveat?" What did you think I meant by, "If these reports about the 
killing of Brazilian Jean Charles de Menezes by British police are true..." 
?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01934686 17108 120 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2005 6:01:55pm  
 
Who better than NPR to explain the Israeli-Arab conflict?</P> 
/sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01934840 17109 13 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2005 5:22:10pm  
 
If you click the link above, you'll be "redirected" to the IDF site. That's what 
I meant by "now redirected..."</P> 
In other words, I set it up to go to the IDF site when this unknown web site 
tries to put LGF in a frame for an unknown reason.</P> 
I hope that's clear. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01934856 17109 29 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2005 5:39:41pm  
 
Sleep?</P> 
Why yes ... I've heard of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01934894 17109 67 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2005 5:27:04am  
 
Please see the update above -- this was not a malicious act.</P> 
It's a shame that seeing 'zionistmedia.com' in the referrer log is cause for 
suspicion, but that's the world we live in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01938387 17130 3 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 6:13:24am  
 
The troll's post: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=17126#c0006" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01939646 17137 60 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 1:57:32pm  
 
Liz Ard: you are the same person who registered as 'Rocket'. Please 
explain.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01939651 17137 65 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 1:58:57pm  
 
You also tried to register as 'Danger'. What kind of game are you 
playing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01939662 17137 76 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 2:02:14pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>since you allow certain free email services to register, I'm 
basically drawing your attention to them.  
I'm not trying to do anything shady.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? So why didn't you just contact me about these free email services, 
instead of quietly registering multiple times?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01939669 17137 83 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 2:05:43pm  
 
Are you the person who also tried to register four different accounts with free 
email services and anonymous proxies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01939681 17137 95 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 2:08:47pm  
 
Please answer my questions or you're going to be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01939710 17137 124 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 2:19:41pm  
 
OK -- I accept the explanation, but you should understand that when I see this 
kind of thing happening it sets off all kinds of warning alarms.</P> 
And at the same time that you were registering multiple names, we had several 
other people doing the same thing. There is a concerted effort going on right 
now by someone, to register multiple names with anonymous proxies -- I've 
blocked 5 accounts already.</P> 
And there is also someone at Stanford who is doing the same thing.</P> 
The moonbats are howling, and beating at the doors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01940577 17142 208 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 7:58:14pm  
 
"MajorSS", by the way, is one of the people who registered multiple names today, 
from an account at Stanford. And he/she/it is now posting from an anonymous 
proxy in Russia.</P> 
I left that account open just to see what it would post.</P> 
This is not a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01940609 17142 240 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2005 1:04:11pm  
 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01941115 17146 107 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2005 9:06:27pm  
 
"Rear Admiral Tubesock" is another troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01942404 17155 62 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2005 1:10:48pm  
 
"Chuckie!" You have cut me to the quick with your rapier wit and turgid 
pedantry. How shall I go on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01942409 17155 67 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2005 3:38:37pm  
 
So long, Jonny-boy. If you want to insult me, do it on your own 
dime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01945558 17173 105 Charles Mon, Aug 22, 2005 11:44:42am  
 
Manker: the story comes from the PMW mailing list -- their site is often 
slightly behind the email list announcements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01946860 17179 199 Charles Mon, Aug 22, 2005 6:08:06pm  
 
Please don't turn this topic into another internal squabble.</P> 
I've really had enough of that.</P> 
Turn off the computer, have a beer, whatever it takes. But after watching this 
show, I'm in no mood for this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01947098 17179 437 Charles Mon, Aug 22, 2005 7:54:11pm  
 
Because I'm sick and tired of people who use genocidal language. I hope that's 
clear enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01947103 17179 442 Charles Mon, Aug 22, 2005 7:55:59pm  
 
And if you do it again, you'll be banned. I've really had it with this 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01949652 17185 65 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2005 2:14:55pm  
 
(By the way, I didn't create the picture -- it's a gift from 
Allah.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01950482 17188 115 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2005 5:31:47pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01952859 17198 9 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2005 10:27:51am  
 
It could possibly be done long-distance, but being able to meet in person 
occasionally will be required. Your friend can submit a resume, and we'll 
definitely have a look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01953256 17201 123 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2005 3:48:17pm  
 
The comments from Kidz who enjoyed the picture were posted <EM>before</EM> my 
little practical joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01954345 17207 39 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2005 6:40:49pm  
 
Follow all the links in this post and prepare to be amazed at the convergence of 
Islamist/Communist/Idiotarian ideologies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01954354 17207 48 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2005 6:46:01pm  
 
U2 Brutus: you are an evil-minded scumbag, and you're banned.</P> 
I am so sick and tired of Jew-haters. No matter how you try to stop them, they 
crawl in through the cracks like cockroaches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01959061 17225 44 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2005 6:24:55am  
 
The contact form in the left sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01959062 17225 45 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2005 6:25:57am  
 
GoatGuy: sorry -- it's just impossible for me to answer every email, or even 
most of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01960905 17234 184 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2005 4:05:22pm  
 
No, I'm not changing any headlines. The piece quoted by one of our resident 
idiotarians is so deliberately over the top that the intent is quite obvious -- 
to set up the coming "death" of the bogus father.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01961297 17237 29 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2005 6:27:52pm  
 
Loppy's talking bra?</P> 
I'm afraid to ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01961317 17237 49 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2005 6:46:00pm  
 
Just wait. Big things are, as they say, in the offing. And I'm not just talking 
about Loppy's Talking Bra.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01961964 17241 36 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2005 6:25:08am  
 
goethe girl: you mean this neo-Nazi group? (Posted here on Thursday): <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=17217_Neo-
Nazis_Dig_Mother_Sheehan&amp;only" target=_blank>Neo-Nazis Dig Mother 
Sheehan</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
01963361 17252 9 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2005 5:08:24pm  
 
If anyone wants to email an appropriate picture for this one, I'm all ears. Or 
actually, in this case, I'm all internet ports.</P> 
Sometimes life gets in the way of Photoshop...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01964012 17256 17 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2005 7:27:00pm  
 
LaRouche seems to be focusing on Cheney for some weird reason. There were two 
other anti-Cheney posters on display, and one of the creeps at the table 
approached me and said, "Are you ready to get Dirty Dick deposed?"</P> 
I have no idea what the point of this evil poster is; but if you think that's 
weird, you should see the literature they were handing out - a bizarre 32-page 
brochure mixing Communism, environmentalism, and antisemitism.</P> 
Bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01967416 17272 67 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2005 8:00:14pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01967642 17273 11 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 8:20:14am  
 
Dymphna: Couldn't agree more -- Sissy's blog is excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01969276 17278 48 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 9:17:21am  
 
Any comments advocating "genocide" will be deleted as soon as I become aware of 
them. People who continue to post things like this will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01969818 17281 4 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 2:55:42pm  
 
Cartman: actually, this could turn into more work...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01969824 17281 10 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 3:28:23pm  
 
Cartman: if we can find someone in LA, that's preferable to us, but not 
absolutely necessary.</P> 
Specific technical skills: everything, all the time. Heh™. Seriously, they need 
to be able to write good clean (X)HTML and CSS code, and be skilled at 
converting mockups into web pages. Experience with integrating HTML pages with 
the Zope CMS system would be a major plus. Proficiency in Perl/PHP would also be 
very welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01969835 17281 21 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 4:28:39pm  
 
Didn't mean to scare anyone off -- and graphic design skills (illustration 
skills especially) are also very welcome. Don't be afraid to send a resumé -- 
we'll review them all.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01970953 17288 13 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 7:28:28pm  
 
Note the section I marked in bold; this is an explicit rejection of the often-
repeated claim that the Palestinians are too weakened by "the occupation" to do 
anything about the death cult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01970956 17288 16 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 7:37:11pm  
 
Hey folks -- don't you think Bush realizes that his appeal to 'show courage' is 
going to be ignored?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01970992 17288 52 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2005 9:15:42pm  
 
Well, we're all reading tea leaves here. But don't forget that these statements 
are light years beyond any previous president's.</P> 
I agree with Ed Driscoll that we're seeing the surface of some very high-stakes 
poker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01974503 17301 16 Charles Tue, Aug 30, 2005 8:56:58pm  
 
I can't do a Kos Kountdown tonight. Just wouldn't be right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01977255 17312 5 Charles Wed, Aug 31, 2005 4:30:09pm  
 
note to punditeria guys: you do need a real mailing address, not PO 
box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01985927 17343 8 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2005 4:56:31pm  
 
Baier: I'm going to repost something I wrote a few days ago. I understand your 
concern, but the American Red Cross is not the same group as the International 
Committtee of the Red Cross:</P> 
---</P> 
And another note: some readers have expressed anger with the Red Cross. But 
please remember—there is no connection between the International Committee of 
the Red Cross (a Europe-based organization with an anti-American, anti-Israel 
agenda) and the American Red Cross, who support the United States whole-
heartedly, and have even withheld dues from the ICRC, out of disgust at their 
agenda. Don’t target the wrong group, just because they have a similar 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01988966 17357 59 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 5:16:19pm  
 
drseudo: do you belong to Moore's Slacker Army?</P> 
Just curious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989016 17357 109 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 5:33:28pm  
 



You know, I'd bet a $50 donation to the Salvation Army that drseudo is a mid-
level officer in the Slacker Army. Anyone want to cover that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989314 17357 407 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 6:53:52pm  
 
drseudo: Was that an answer to my question?</P> 
Didn't think so.</P> 
I still have $50 for the Salvation Army that says drseudo is an officer in 
Michael Moore's Slacker Army. Don't want to take that bet, doc?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989334 17357 427 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 6:59:33pm  
 
OK, bubbles. If drseudo produces evidence that he's NOT in the Slacker Army, you 
win. If he/she/it changes the subject again, I win.</P> 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989398 17357 491 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 7:24:45pm  
 
Who's Jeraldo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989399 17357 492 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 7:25:40pm  
 
And by the way, that was the most pathetically weak Moby I've ever read. You 
need more time in Moby School.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01989453 17357 546 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 7:43:42pm  
 
I guess drseudo has lost interest. That's an occupational hazard in the Slacker 
Army.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01990294 17361 281 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2005 6:25:20am  
 
We have several people like dgbellak at LGF today, desperately trying to regain 
the upper hand with their usual tactics of misdirection and 
distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01990312 17361 299 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2005 6:49:28am  
 
It's useless to engage with people who use terms like "Shrub."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01990385 17362 17 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2005 8:22:11pm  
 
GruntDoc: you're right. Now corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01994781 17384 57 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2005 7:01:54am  
 
Note: this isn't Markos; it's one of those "diaries" at his site, by 
"bmaples."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
01996195 17388 147 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2005 6:01:33pm  
 
Right wing nut case LGF publishes article that could be construed as critical of 
Republican administration. Cognitive dissonance! Does not compute! Toto, this 
isn't Kansas!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
01998757 17400 39 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2005 11:00:28am  
 
Atlas: I had a post about that story on the day it broke: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=17378_RoP_Strikes_In_West_Ba
nk&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02000412 17410 2 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2005 8:12:47pm  
 
Looks like I was too slow ... while I was writing this post, the counter rolled 
over!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02000415 17410 5 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2005 8:14:02pm  
 
No way to really tell who posted #2,000,000, I'm afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02000791 17410 381 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2005 6:28:02am  
 
File locking? Real men don't lock files! Heh™.</P> 
Actually, advisory file locks can work, but they're a pain and not supported on 
all systems, and I found that occasionally "miss" during peak traffic. I use an 
atomic renaming method, writing a temporary file first (with the user's process 
ID appended to the real name to ensure a unique name), then renaming it to the 
actual file name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02000847 17411 36 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2005 6:21:21am  
 
bouzouki: I'm very sorry to hear of your loss. Please accept my condolences, and 
please keep us to date on your situation whenever you can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02006924 17439 5 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2005 7:03:59pm  
 
Sorry -- first post got messed up. Reload, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02017625 17481 40 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2005 7:23:06pm  
 
Carolyn: no blue filter, straight out of my Sony DSC-P100.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023584 17506 9 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 1:15:39pm  
 
Man. These people are really hard to take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02023589 17506 14 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 1:17:39pm  
 
We gotta lotta people that are just, like, out there, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023655 17506 80 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 1:39:43pm  
 
This is like left-wing hell. You die and have to listen to this supposedly witty 
song for the rest of eternity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023680 17506 105 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 1:47:19pm  
 
"Social Justice!"</P> 
Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023734 17506 159 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 1:55:37pm  
 
Come on everyone ... quit complaining! It's good to listen to these freaks 
sometimes!</P> 
Whatever doesn't kill you, makes you dumber.</P> 
I have a headache though, and until Hitchens gets on, I'm listening to Beth 
Nielsen Chapman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023775 17506 200 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 2:02:40pm  
 
OK ... I'm switching to Nine Inch Nails now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023807 17506 232 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 2:06:45pm  
 
Primus: Coattails of a Dead Man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02023889 17506 314 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2005 2:17:50pm  
 
Man, these guys are running on lefty time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02027917 17516 19 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2005 8:50:29am  
 
No -- definitely not the end of LGF!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02027921 17516 23 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2005 9:01:51am  
 
zombie: it's not so much about seeking the middle path -- it's about keeping 
things interesting!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02029058 17520 5 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2005 3:42:01pm  
 
Thanks, Ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02029557 17522 44 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2005 5:04:58pm  
 
The crowd veils were obviously added with a rubber stamp tool, copying sections 
of the real veil at lower right.</P> 
Stalin would have been mortified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02029661 17523 7 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2005 5:49:24pm  
 
Drudge linked to it, and the traffic has shut pdnonline down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02030523 17527 71 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2005 6:20:06am  
 
tedzilla: have a link to that letter? So the Arabs she quoted received death 
threats, eh? I wonder who would do a thing like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02030614 17527 162 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2005 8:19:46am  
 
rod: her letter to the Tarheel claims that she did not mislead her sources. She 
says it was very clear to them that she was writing an article about 
profiling.</P> 
(I agree the writing is sophomoric, by the way. But this is college after all, 
and it's far from the worst thing you'll see in a college 
paper.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02031751 17532 60 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2005 2:14:28pm  
 
Just opened a thread about this and see that you're already talking in 
here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02032683 17534 100 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2005 5:38:23pm  
 
<STRONG>Titus:</STRONG> the problem has been traced (courtesy of several LGF 
readers) to Norton Internet Security. Try turning that off while you read LGF 
comments.</P> 
As a Mac OS guy, I'm not familiar with the alternatives to Norton Internet 
Security, but I'm sure others can fill the gaps...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034721 17542 64 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 3:46:16pm  
 
Really? Do you turn off Fox News too, because Allan Colmes is 
on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034723 17542 66 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 3:47:04pm  
 
Uh ... and who said I wasn't on the Editorial Board?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034726 17542 69 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 3:56:24pm  
 



One more point, and then I'll let the predicters of doom continue 
prognosticating -- if you're convinced we're "listing to the left," please note 
our next scheduled Editorial Board profile: Michael Barone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034731 17542 74 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 4:04:27pm  
 
Powderfinger: bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034737 17542 80 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 4:09:46pm  
 
jlfintx: I probably missed it, because my email is insanely out of control. 
Please re-send and I'll watch for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034750 17542 93 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 4:41:12pm  
 
I've said this many times, but I'll say it again -- LGF is going to continue 
just as it always has. I am not planning to close down comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034796 17542 139 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 8:07:43pm  
 
By the way -- I'll nip this rumor in the bud. David Corn is not an investor in 
PJ Media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034880 17543 60 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 3:59:51pm  
 
TenRing: if I discover that there's nothing to the story, I will of course post 
an update and make that very clear. Right now, I'm inclined to believe my 
tipster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034889 17543 69 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 4:03:11pm  
 
This is not the result of a Google search. And the person who emailed did not do 
so anonymously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02034915 17543 95 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 4:22:13pm  
 
Let's not count our exclusives before they're hatched -- as I hope I made clear 
in my post, this is simply a tip right now, and unverified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02035114 17543 294 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2005 7:17:38pm  
 
Please see the update to this post -- Michelle Malkin has verified at least part 
of the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02047761 17604 4 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2005 5:29:20pm  
 
Moonbat_One: they haven't changed it -- the caption is in a scrolling area to 
the right of the photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
02049957 17611 99 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2005 12:42:02pm  
 
Inconsiderate? Well, that wasn't my intent, certainly. I rarely get so 
personally involved in my entertainment choices that I'd get upset if someone 
revealed an ending to me. But to avoid anyone else getting bent out of shape, 
I've hidden the "spoiler" text above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02052228 17618 127 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2005 7:06:52am  
 
Brain-Washed Sheeple: I did not post that comment. That was one of my 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02052258 17618 157 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2005 7:33:35am  
 
Unbelievable -- they just dumped about 30,000 names into their "petition," 
within the last 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02052340 17618 239 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2005 11:48:36am  
 
lockednloaded: sorry, but I can't allow phone numbers to be posted in our 
comments. There's too much potential for abuse. Phone numbers can change. If 
they post the numbers at their site, link to their site -- then <EM>they</EM> 
are responsible for making the numbers public, not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02055946 17638 25 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:52:32am  
 
It's probably a data mining operation. Not an attack...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056047 17639 4 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:53:52am  
 
The crowd looks very sparse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056048 17639 5 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:54:22am  
 
The first speaker expressed solidarity with the Iraqi 
"resistance."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056053 17639 10 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:55:17am  
 
They're going to keep hammering that "100,000 dead Iraqi civilians" canard from 
the discredited Lancet study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056067 17639 24 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:59:19am  
 
Jesse!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02056068 17639 25 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 6:59:36am  
 
What did he say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056071 17639 28 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 7:00:07am  
 
Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056073 17639 30 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 7:00:41am  
 
Is he speaking English?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056092 17639 49 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 7:04:11am  
 
I'm glad they found Adam.</P> 
And now ... Mama Moonbat. This oughtta be good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056115 17639 72 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 7:08:27am  
 
"It's not OK for us to torture people!"</P> 
<EM>Huge applause.</EM></P> 
"And it's not OK for other countries either!"</P> 
Silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02056120 17639 77 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2005 7:09:07am  
 
Smoke much, Nancy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02060068 17657 10 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2005 4:05:48pm  
 
Semper Fi: that's not a <EM>real</EM> 3000+ visitors -- I just caught another 
robot loading the home page over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02060072 17657 14 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2005 4:08:48pm  
 
During the Rathergate craziness, when Drudge linked us for a brief time, I 
managed to get in and saw over 30,000 online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02063489 17675 34 Charles Mon, Sep 26, 2005 6:13:55pm  
 
That chain isn't dry ... it's <EM>clean</EM>.</P> 
With just the right amount of T-9.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02065078 17682 281 Charles Tue, Sep 27, 2005 5:01:33pm  
 
Mapery it shall be. ;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02079639 17738 92 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2005 2:17:07pm  
 
"Lazy, racist illiterates"? I think that will be enough out of 
you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02088864 17772 89 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2005 4:55:31pm  
 
I'm starting to think this may have been a work accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02089284 17773 145 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2005 5:50:40pm  
 
Yes, I do allow "free-form" IDs, it is true. To a certain extent.</P> 
But those who abuse them will experience my wrath.</P> 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02094169 17797 15 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2005 7:05:56am  
 
Occasional Reader: it's true -- Russia and the Baltic areas are quickly becoming 
real competitors in the field of spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02095274 17803 99 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2005 6:06:56pm  
 
As reaganite pointed out, this story is from last year... the original LGF post 
is here: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=9793&amp;only" 
target=_blank>Norwegian Dhimmitude</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02097851 17815 38 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2005 6:58:26pm  
 
State College, Pennsylvania.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02102864 17839 35 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2005 6:03:03pm  
 
Reruns? Never! (Actually, I did accidentally link to fence8 instead of fence9... 
now corrected.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02103758 17842 26 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2005 7:05:13am  
 
amir: I know Sinai isn't a Palestinian territory -- my point is that if Al 
Qaeda's in Sinai, it means they're in Palestinian areas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02105478 17848 24 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2005 7:29:15pm  
 
World Tribune is a different story -- they're trying to include LGF in a framed 
page, and I'm not letting them. But they keep trying...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02107407 17853 102 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2005 4:32:29pm  
 



Unix is the very best of modern operating systems. I totally agree with The 
Monster. I insist on Unix/Linux servers for all projects I'm involved 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02107410 17853 105 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2005 4:33:22pm  
 
Ahem. With which I am involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02116178 17888 12 Charles Sat, Oct 15, 2005 6:19:44pm  
 
The no longer unidentified flying objects are birds...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02134970 17964 39 Charles Sun, Oct 23, 2005 6:48:49am  
 
The link works now -- formatting got messed up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02136562 17971 84 Charles Sun, Oct 23, 2005 5:44:09pm  
 
ploome: nothing wrong with a hotmail account -- but because they're free, and 
easy to create, trolls who want to send abusive email often use 
Hotmail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02136983 17977 9 Charles Sun, Oct 23, 2005 8:27:22pm  
 
It's from a moonbat mailing list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02160368 18064 1024 Charles Mon, Oct 31, 2005 1:21:56pm  
 
Sheesh. More than a thousand comments in less than seven hours? What the heck 
happened in here?</P> 
Oh, I see. Abortion again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02160897 18065 33 Charles Mon, Oct 31, 2005 3:28:43pm  
 
There will be no filtering of blogs, folks. None. I wouldn't be in this if that 
was the plan. It's absolutely not part of our mission to get involved in editing 
or changing anything a blogger writes; our purpose is to bring further attention 
and credibility to the best, most interesting, and most provocative 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02166553 18085 32 Charles Wed, Nov 2, 2005 6:53:19am  
 
Don't misunderstand my post, please -- the fact that it's a sick stunt doesn't 
make it any more forgiveable. But the attribution of the photos was incorrect, 
and that should be noted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02175091 18115 48 Charles Fri, Nov 4, 2005 4:59:34pm  
 



liberality: you're a hoot! Please, don't ever change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02194478 18179 35 Charles Wed, Nov 9, 2005 8:51:18pm  
 
zombie: We're all swamped and working overtime right now to meet our first goal 
-- to launch the portal web site, and our ad system -- but the concept of a news 
network that taps the power of blog readers and contributors is a huge part of 
our plans, and it will definitely involve original reporters like 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02205076 18225 8 Charles Sat, Nov 12, 2005 6:05:55pm  
 
bert169: please stop spamming every comment thread, or you'll be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02211786 18255 4 Charles Tue, Nov 15, 2005 5:38:50am  
 
Yep, the launch is tomorrow, and yep, we have a permanent name. All will be 
revealed tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02216874 18267 371 Charles Wed, Nov 16, 2005 8:44:57pm  
 
This will be the 4th or 5th time I've repeated that LGF will not be changing -- 
in fact, it is part of my deal that LGF will not change. No one wants LGF to 
change. No one has asked me to spend less time at LGF, and no one has asked me 
to change LGF. If they did, I wouldn't be involved in this venture.</P> 
I hope I'm making myself clear here. You folks who are worried about negative 
effects on LGF are winding yourselves up over nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02221152 18279 8 Charles Fri, Nov 18, 2005 8:08:06am  
 
RSS feeds are in the works. Please stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02230828 18315 22 Charles Mon, Nov 21, 2005 5:33:24pm  
 
Amy: yes, Adam is Saul's son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02232610 18321 521 Charles Tue, Nov 22, 2005 8:14:43am  
 
Had a server malfunction... getting things back to speed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02233462 18324 211 Charles Tue, Nov 22, 2005 11:57:16am  
 
tfk: i'm really getting fed up with your continuing use of racial slurs, and 
tired of having to delete your posts. You've been warned more than once. One 
more time and you're out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02238912 18350 6 Charles Thu, Nov 24, 2005 9:27:14am  



 
You can always live-blog the BlogJam (boy does that sound weird) here at LGF. 
Heh™.</P> 
But seriously, we are planning a way for readers to participate, in the near 
future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02239345 18353 16 Charles Thu, Nov 24, 2005 5:11:02pm  
 
Pepcid_Complete: turn off Norton Internet Security.</P> 
And then please apologize for the implications you've been 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02239895 18363 18 Charles Thu, Nov 24, 2005 8:53:39pm  
 
Eber got the hat tip because he was the first to email the story to me, 
yesterday morning, long before anyone posted it here.</P> 
And complaining about hat tips is really, really annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02242474 18376 97 Charles Sat, Nov 26, 2005 3:29:38pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02250205 18406 7 Charles Mon, Nov 28, 2005 4:48:44pm  
 
NY Nana: yes, I'm fine. Just trying to juggle 13 balls at once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02252551 18416 4 Charles Tue, Nov 29, 2005 9:21:44am  
 
The husband of a cousin...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02254984 18427 143 Charles Wed, Nov 30, 2005 9:10:15am  
 
Please note: the Universal School in Bridgeview, Illinois, was covered at LGF in 
June of this year, along with links to other LGF posts on the Islamist presence 
in Bridgeview: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=16212&amp;only" 
target=_blank>lgf: TIME Magazine's Model Islamic School</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02265726 18473 8 Charles Sun, Dec 4, 2005 2:21:42pm  
 
Oh brother. Who opened registration around here anyway?</P> 
Oh yeah, that was me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02265731 18473 13 Charles Sun, Dec 4, 2005 2:27:01pm  
 
Guess where this genius came from? <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2005/12/4/155922/476" target=_blank>Daily 
Kos: State of the Nation</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02269429 18484 155 Charles Mon, Dec 5, 2005 11:40:22am  
 
LGF now has a new rotating page title: "there are mischiefs to be 
cured."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02272200 18495 89 Charles Tue, Dec 6, 2005 2:31:23pm  
 
Uh, sorry -- but there was no hat tip because I saw this myself, scanning 
through Yahoo news for reports on the Netanya bombing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02272225 18495 114 Charles Tue, Dec 6, 2005 3:42:08pm  
 
I don't know whether rar is completely banned or just having a time-out. All I 
know for sure is that I saw behavior in that thread that was way over the line, 
especially with such a sensitive subject, and it was clear where it started.</P> 
It certainly wasn't a knee-jerk decision, and it wasn't because anyone asked me 
to do it. I make these decisions myself, and usually after an enormous amount of 
provocation, because I don't like to block people.</P> 
What's more, I don't usually explain this stuff, because I don't want to open 
the door for people to start second-guessing, and telling me, "But so-and-so was 
worse!" Consider this a one-time only explanation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02272655 18498 15 Charles Tue, Dec 6, 2005 4:13:12pm  
 
Bubbaman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OT, anyone notice that Charles has changed the front page a little 
and the contact information has disappeared? Is he being Islamospammed or 
something?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I have a really obnoxious spammer who's using the contact form to send me 
hundreds of garbage emails. Not an 'Islamospammer' ... just really really 
schtoopid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02277514 18515 107 Charles Thu, Dec 8, 2005 8:11:32am  
 
I corrected the post, with a link to Dr. Rusty's report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02277945 18519 37 Charles Thu, Dec 8, 2005 10:06:16am  
 
I believe "enoughalready" is trying to insinuate that reporting on the worldwide 
<EM>jihad</EM> is the equivalent of Nazi propaganda in the 1930s.</P> 
Clearly, he hasn't even read the Scott Burgess reports linked above, and has 
almost no real knowledge of the subject. The Muslim Brotherhood document to 
which Scott refers is almost certainly genuine; there are many antecedents for 
it, including the works of Sayyid Qutb which are readily available on the web, 
on many Islamic sites.</P> 
But that doesn't stop him from comparing me to a Nazi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02277951 18519 43 Charles Thu, Dec 8, 2005 10:18:32am  
 



No, I don't have to be able to recognize any such thing. The Protocols of the 
Elders of Zion is an obvious forgery, debunked and proven false many times.</P> 
The document that Scott Burgess is writing about is similar to many other such 
Islamic documents. Have you even read his posts about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02296543 18574 10 Charles Thu, Dec 15, 2005 7:32:43am  
 
Ed: more like, Charles has a significant cold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02303120 18596 590 Charles Sat, Dec 17, 2005 8:26:32pm  
 
The creep posting as "jew_moma" has been blocked, but I'm leaving its ugly 
comments in place to serve as a record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02304267 18600 71 Charles Sun, Dec 18, 2005 8:36:57am  
 
atlas: thanks -- I still have a cold, so I probably sounded a bit strange. Was 
trying not to cough and sneeze...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02304505 18602 44 Charles Sun, Dec 18, 2005 10:13:45am  
 
Looks like some real winners got in when I opened registration 
yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02325009 18675 118 Charles Sun, Dec 25, 2005 9:25:47pm  
 
You people need to stop fighting this battle at LGF. It's really unpleasant to 
read. You're turning off people who have no interest in this squabbling 
(starting with me), and if it doesn't stop I'm going to break out the banning 
stick and block the lot of you.</P> 
Take it to email and threaten each other there. I'm tired of seeing it here, and 
getting complaints about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02325517 18678 150 Charles Mon, Dec 26, 2005 5:15:25pm  
 
Bayou_King: please don't promote charities here, especially not charities in 
which you are personally involved. The controversies around this are not my 
business, and if you want to promote a particular cause, the right way to do it 
is to find your own outlet for publicity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02329918 18698 1 Charles Tue, Dec 27, 2005 8:16:55pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02329966 18698 49 Charles Tue, Dec 27, 2005 8:45:01pm  
 
Something strange happened with the thread before this one; it disappeared 
because I removed it, while I try to find out what's going on...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02333049 18709 147 Charles Wed, Dec 28, 2005 8:56:47pm  
 
'cedrchopr' is the same person as 'Bayou_King'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02333806 18709 904 Charles Thu, Dec 29, 2005 7:14:25am  
 
Bayou_King was blocked because I became aware he was using several accounts, 
pretending to be different people and paying compliments to himself. See #137 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02365580 18709 1176 Charles Wed, Dec 28, 2005 8:56:47pm  
 
'cedrchopr' is the same person as 'Bayou_King'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02366337 18709 1933 Charles Thu, Dec 29, 2005 7:14:25am  
 
Bayou_King was blocked because I became aware he was using several accounts, 
pretending to be different people and paying compliments to himself. See #137 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02354986 18766 403 Charles Wed, Jan 4, 2006 6:47:04pm  
 
I don't see obvious ballot stuffing going on, from checking the logs. I think 
the best way to handle this controversy may be to hold a run-off vote with the 
top three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02387517 18766 820 Charles Wed, Jan 4, 2006 6:47:04pm  
 
I don't see obvious ballot stuffing going on, from checking the logs. I think 
the best way to handle this controversy may be to hold a run-off vote with the 
top three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02359507 18777 116 Charles Thu, Jan 5, 2006 5:58:28pm  
 
For those expressing misgivings about the NYT's inclusion... the guideline for 
the Fiskies (not a rule, rules need to be changeable) is that a Fiskie winner is 
only eligible once. Jimmy Carter, for example, no matter how well he exemplifies 
the idiotarian ideal, cannot win another Fiskie. He won the first. It's his. 
Forever more.</P> 
So if The New York Times wins this year, it just means they were 
<EM>especially</EM> idiotarian this year.</P> 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02392038 18777 439 Charles Thu, Jan 5, 2006 5:58:28pm  
 
For those expressing misgivings about the NYT's inclusion... the guideline for 
the Fiskies (not a rule, rules need to be changeable) is that a Fiskie winner is 
only eligible once. Jimmy Carter, for example, no matter how well he exemplifies 



the idiotarian ideal, cannot win another Fiskie. He won the first. It's his. 
Forever more.</P> 
So if The New York Times wins this year, it just means they were 
<EM>especially</EM> idiotarian this year.</P> 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02398002 18798 28 Charles Sat, Jan 7, 2006 8:52:25pm  
 
Ward: we featured a C&amp;F cartoon a little over a week ago: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=18704&amp;only" 
target=_blank>lgf: Indefensible</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02427644 18885 98 Charles Wed, Jan 18, 2006 8:54:29am  
 
It's true, actually. He did post here as Saul Rosenbloom. If I recall correctly, 
he came clean and admitted it. But unlike Dar Al Hayat, I don't see this as 
evidence that he's really Jewish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02427656 18885 110 Charles Wed, Jan 18, 2006 9:10:31am  
 
zombie: it was before registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02427670 18885 124 Charles Wed, Jan 18, 2006 11:00:56am  
 
Man, the LGF search function is really getting slow, searching through almost 
2.5 million comments, but here's the thread with the rest of the story...</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10530" target=_blank>The 
Religious Policeman</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02430876 18893 158 Charles Mon, Jan 16, 2006 8:33:16am  
 
Our server's clock is going nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02451745 18964 951 Charles Thu, Jan 26, 2006 3:19:10pm  
 
Hey, tfk: you probably aren't reading this, but wrenchwench is cool.</P> 
In the future though, tfk, if you don't want people to notice things like that 
you're going to have to be a little less, uh, distinctive. I'm not going to 
clean up for you again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02459751 18993 35 Charles Sat, Jan 28, 2006 4:42:45pm  
 
Ringo the Gringo asks poignantly:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, why don't you ever ride north up the coast toward Malibu 
and into the Santa Monica Mountains?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually I do sometimes... but the problem is that unless you drive up the coast 
with your bike (say, to Malibu Canyon) and ride from there, you have to ride on 
Pacific Coast Highway - and there are some very scary stretches on that road, 
sections without shoulders and cars going 50+ mph. I knew a woman cyclist who 
was killed on PCH. And had a scary experience myself once with a gigantic horse 



trailer that was going over 60, and generated a vortex of wind that almost 
caused me to lose my balance in a really tight spot near Pepperdine.</P> 
So I've ridden all around those hills, but I've kind of lost my enthusiasm for 
the PCH ride.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02464715 19013 209 Charles Mon, Jan 30, 2006 12:12:01pm  
 
Columbia University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02479351 19070 11 Charles Fri, Feb 3, 2006 6:19:24am  
 
Our server's having problems... not sure why, but Hosting Matters is on the 
case...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02481536 19077 65 Charles Fri, Feb 3, 2006 4:22:57pm  
 
prepka9: please refrain from gay-bashing, or your account may be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02488609 19118 61 Charles Mon, Feb 6, 2006 8:37:32am  
 
Yes, I'm trying to minimize the bandwidth - this is apparently all legitimate 
traffic, mostly to the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02492555 19132 55 Charles Tue, Feb 7, 2006 2:06:53pm  
 
superhawk: that's the Zerb-thing! What do you mean, she's never read LGF? Au 
contraire, as they say in Montreal.</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=15867&amp;only" 
target=_blank>lgf: Canadian Moonbat 'Journalist' Now 
Blogging</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02492678 19133 29 Charles Tue, Feb 7, 2006 2:31:38pm  
 
Keep in mind that this stuff is only what they found, after a long period in 
which Hamza knew he was being watched. This is just what was left over; there's 
no telling what other kinds of weapons may have passed through Finsbury Park 
Mosque.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02493231 19136 126 Charles Wed, Feb 8, 2006 6:39:12am  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02493600 19137 241 Charles Wed, Feb 8, 2006 8:11:13am  
 
Nothing wrong with what Baldy posted... just trying to minimize the problems 
with the changeover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02500385 19167 23 Charles Fri, Feb 10, 2006 5:36:38am  
 
In my opinion, the Holocaust cartoon issue is a very obvious smokescreen, an 
excuse to do what the paper's owners have probably wanted to do since the whole 
thing started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02504146 19184 134 Charles Sat, Feb 11, 2006 6:19:20pm  
 
It's awfully early in the morning in the UK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02514497 19241 5 Charles Wed, Feb 15, 2006 6:34:31am  
 
Yes, LGF has been attacked several times. Our original move to a dedicated 
server (last year) was because of a persistent DoS attack originating in 
Southeast Asia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02515150 19247 161 Charles Wed, Feb 15, 2006 9:04:27am  
 
That's correct, I don't like racial slurs, and any type of racial slur that I 
notice will be deleted, and the poster may very well be banned.</P> 
It's also correct that I deliberately block some of the most common slurs, 
because when they're left here without my knowledge, LGF detractors invariably 
discover them and use them to smear me in particular, and LGF in general.</P> 
I hope that people who comment here will keep this in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02520248 19272 64 Charles Fri, Feb 17, 2006 6:31:52am  
 
GW: I've had a few similar complaints, and I contacted Hosting Matters about it. 
They assured me, however, that we're not blocking anyone in a way that would 
cause what you're seeing. The most likely reason is that your ISP is caching DNS 
lookups, and when we changed servers our DNS had to change as well -- so if your 
ISP is still hanging on to the old IP address of LGF, that could be the 
reason.</P> 
If you're familiar with editing your /etc/hosts file, you could add the 
following line to that file and it should solve your problem:</P> 
128.177.180.45 littlegreenfootballs.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02527575 19309 501 Charles Sun, Feb 19, 2006 4:36:42pm  
 
Well, I don't have time to read this whole thing, but I really wish those of you 
who want to fight with each other would take it to email (or somewhere else -- 
maybe a boxing ring?), because whenever the squabbling starts I invariably get 
complaints from people who aren't interested -- and are turned off by it.</P> 
I may just start shutting down threads that are headed in that direction. Come 
on, folks. Think before you post, and don't make me go there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02528078 19313 7 Charles Sun, Feb 19, 2006 5:21:22pm  
 
Dar ul Harb: added "temporarily." :^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02530199 19325 25 Charles Mon, Feb 20, 2006 2:19:33pm  
 
GW: did you do something that let you access LGF, or did it just start working 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02530216 19325 42 Charles Mon, Feb 20, 2006 2:26:07pm  
 
gopninja: the 'first' posts are really annoying people. Including me. Please 
knock it off, or I'll just start deleting them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02537285 19365 100 Charles Wed, Feb 22, 2006 4:16:55pm  
 
Knock off the infighting, please. Regardless of who's right and who's wrong, it 
really turns off people who are not involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02540642 19382 31 Charles Thu, Feb 23, 2006 4:06:00pm  
 
scott in east bay: there's some kind of DNS issue that we're trying to track 
down, with Hosting Matters' help. You're not alone, I've been deluged with 
emails from people who can't get to LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02542300 19392 20 Charles Fri, Feb 24, 2006 12:21:16pm  
 
Looked over the comments from 'visitorstay', and this is a very obvious troll. 
Now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02543380 19399 18 Charles Fri, Feb 24, 2006 1:53:41pm  
 
For their honeymoon dinner, they shared an excellent bottle of Goat du 
Rhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02546723 19418 17 Charles Sat, Feb 25, 2006 5:29:57pm  
 
tridroid97: what's the STP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02546743 19418 37 Charles Sat, Feb 25, 2006 5:40:56pm  
 
tridroid: I'll check it out... I'm still trying to decide whether or not to do 
the Solvang Century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02549514 19429 10 Charles Sun, Feb 26, 2006 3:19:08pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02553195 19449 32 Charles Mon, Feb 27, 2006 5:06:00pm  
 
Columbia University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02570521 19530 32 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 2:32:58pm  
 
Columbia University again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570526 19530 37 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 2:35:00pm  
 
That's enough out of the CU tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570532 19530 43 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 2:35:51pm  
 
No, wait. I think I'll unblock it and let it rant some more. Could be more 
interesting than the Oscars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570569 19530 80 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 2:44:57pm  
 
I'm curious to see just how ugly this one's gonna get. They're kinda cute when 
they're all riled up and spitting bile everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570747 19530 258 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 3:39:05pm  
 
Cato the Elder: those are the troll coordinates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570855 19530 366 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 4:11:45pm  
 
Somewhere, a Columbia University troll is seething...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02570863 19530 374 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 4:13:51pm  
 
One of my favorites: an early Coen Brothers film, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00005LC4P/qid=1141611161/sr=8-
1/ref=pd_bbs_1/littlegreenfo-20" target=_blank>Blood Simple</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02571002 19530 513 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 4:59:19pm  
 
For those keeping score, the "downtown" troll is already trying to smear LGF 
with the troll's own words, at f*ckedcompany.com: <A 
href="http://bbs.fuckedcompany.com/index.cgi?okay=get_topic&amp;topic_id=2333788
&amp;page=6" target=_blank>***Official 78th Annual Academy Awards 
Thread***</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02571289 19531 10 Charles Sun, Mar 5, 2006 5:23:32pm  
 
southernman: did you really want to post a comment with the word "t-owelhead" in 
it? Well, you just did. Congrats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02575282 19550 4 Charles Tue, Mar 7, 2006 6:44:44am  
 



Could mean the Chinese are scanning blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02579553 19570 7 Charles Wed, Mar 8, 2006 4:43:27pm  
 
Nope, no sound yet. Still running it down...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02579563 19570 17 Charles Wed, Mar 8, 2006 4:47:21pm  
 
Sound should play now... refresh the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02582711 19580 143 Charles Thu, Mar 9, 2006 5:24:08pm  
 
Pay no attention to the man behind the curtain...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02584222 19585 80 Charles Fri, Mar 10, 2006 7:20:49am  
 
zombie: I'm on a Mac running Tiger as well... make sure you <EM>select</EM> 
(highlight) the text before clicking the button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02584234 19585 92 Charles Fri, Mar 10, 2006 7:27:08am  
 
zombie: have you done all the latest updates to Tiger?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02584256 19585 114 Charles Fri, Mar 10, 2006 7:35:01am  
 
zombie: ah ha! Earlier versions of Safari had a Javascript bug that prevents 
this code from working correctly. Tiger is up to version 10.4.5 now, and you 
should really do the upgrade as soon as possible -- it also has some security 
fixes that are very important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02584340 19585 198 Charles Fri, Mar 10, 2006 8:47:13am  
 
Yes, forgot to add the new code to the preview function. Should work 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02584380 19585 238 Charles Fri, Mar 10, 2006 10:12:40am  
 
Think of it this way ... it works more like a word processor does, where you can 
select the text and then apply the formatting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02586729 19598 87 Charles Sat, Mar 11, 2006 8:09:29am  
 
I would very much appreciate it if you take this battle elsewhere, and not 
inflict it on people who don't know or care about it. It's ruined too many 
discussion threads already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02587962 19607 5 Charles Sat, Mar 11, 2006 4:04:39pm  



 
I just got a crash course in converting MP3 sample rates. The geek shall inherit 
the Earth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02588002 19607 45 Charles Sat, Mar 11, 2006 4:49:39pm  
 
The audio player is <A href="http://www.alsacreations.fr/?dewplayer" 
target=_blank>Dewplayer</A>...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02588751 19609 436 Charles Sun, Mar 12, 2006 5:59:36am  
 
Er -- there are no popup ads coming from LGF. If you're seeing popups, your 
computer is probably infected with some adware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02589092 19612 53 Charles Sun, Mar 12, 2006 7:04:57am  
 
Ringo: scroll down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02589692 19615 94 Charles Tue, Mar 14, 2006 6:26:28am  
 
Red Square wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They also made LGF post a link to Matt Cutts's blog - apparently 
without disclosing that Matt works for Google.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not true. No one "made" me do anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02589695 19615 97 Charles Tue, Mar 14, 2006 12:29:21pm  
 
Here's what really happened: I saw the link from Matt Cutts's blog in our 
referrals, followed the link and read what he wrote. No one wrote to me asking 
for a retraction. (Unless I missed it in the daily flood of email.)</P> 
I'm definitely not an apologist for Google, but if you were indeed loading your 
site with hidden keywords then you can't really complain about being dropped 
from the index for political reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02590187 19618 5 Charles Sun, Mar 12, 2006 4:56:12pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS_(file_format)" target=_blank>Really 
Simple Syndication...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02591408 19620 13 Charles Mon, Mar 13, 2006 7:08:46am  
 
Ward:</P> 
1. type your title for the link</P> 
2. select/highlight the title by dragging over it with the mouse or using the 
keyboard equivalent</P> 
3. click 'Link'</P> 
4. paste the URL into the prompt box and hit return</P> 
If you just want to post a link, without a title, just paste the URL into your 
comment and it will be automatically converted to a link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02594283 19633 46 Charles Tue, Mar 14, 2006 7:05:58am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02595967 19640 160 Charles Tue, Mar 14, 2006 5:47:56pm  
 
Crimsonfisted: Vallejo worships at the shrine of the immortal <A 
href="http://frazettaartgallery.com/ff/index.html" target=_blank>Frank 
Frazetta</A>.</P> 
And both of them were infinitely more talented than the Photoshop hack who did 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02598528 19648 98 Charles Wed, Mar 15, 2006 12:13:59pm  
 
Reload the page and you should now see the correct audio files, instead of the 
default playlist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02598539 19648 109 Charles Wed, Mar 15, 2006 12:21:31pm  
 
Anybody still seeing the default playlist after reloading?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02598583 19648 153 Charles Wed, Mar 15, 2006 12:48:58pm  
 
OK, how's it working now? (You may need to clear your browser 
cache...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02604886 19677 12 Charles Fri, Mar 17, 2006 2:51:49pm  
 
<A href="http://www.guelman.ru/gallery/photogallery/phsycodarwinizm/12/" 
target=_blank>Hubba hubba.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02604899 19677 25 Charles Fri, Mar 17, 2006 3:02:59pm  
 
haakondahl: I didn't even think of that, to be honest -- just thought it was 
amusing. I like monkeys, actually. But you have a point -- and just to avoid 
throwing too much meat to the hounds, I'll take down the image and leave a link 
to the gallery site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02615173 19726 16 Charles Tue, Mar 21, 2006 4:53:11pm  
 
If you're seeing oddities in the post headers, clear your browser cache -- I'm 
playing with the LGF stylesheets, and browsers are really stupid about CSS 
changes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02616505 19730 64 Charles Wed, Mar 22, 2006 7:01:01am  
 
Powderfinger: I tried to find a statement of any kind from the Afghanistan Human 
Rights Commission about this case, and could not. It is possible that the AP has 



distorted or misrepresented the AIHRC position. But the AIHRC has not come out 
against killing Abdul Rahman either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02616624 19730 183 Charles Wed, Mar 22, 2006 8:20:39am  
 
For what it's worth, I've emailed the Afghanistan Independent Human Rights 
Commission to ask if this AP article properly represents their 
position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02617948 19738 35 Charles Wed, Mar 22, 2006 4:46:04pm  
 
I could not agree more with my colleague, the estimable zombie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02640028 19858 73 Charles Thu, Mar 30, 2006 4:02:43pm  
 
A link to the video is now posted. It's actually worse than this article makes 
it appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02640088 19858 133 Charles Thu, Mar 30, 2006 4:24:39pm  
 
The video is now embedded in the post above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02642379 19871 83 Charles Fri, Mar 31, 2006 9:35:43am  
 
It's not a MIRV -- I used the wrong term, since the 'R' in MIRV stands for 'Re-
entry' from orbit. I've corrected the title...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02642595 19873 17 Charles Fri, Mar 31, 2006 11:32:18am  
 
Don't feel bad, zom. One of our PJ Media editors also fell for Gerard's 
hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02643299 19879 6 Charles Fri, Mar 31, 2006 4:50:35pm  
 
Not a satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02644153 19880 737 Charles Sat, Apr 1, 2006 6:31:55am  
 
pajamazon: yes, I deleted your comment. The simple fact is that I get blamed 
when comments that can be construed as 'racist' are posted here (despite the 
very obvious disclaimer at the top of the page), and if I become aware of such 
comments I will delete them.</P> 
Notice: I have not deleted the ensuing discussion, nor your attempt to explain 
your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02644636 19889 3 Charles Sat, Apr 1, 2006 9:47:20am  
 
No cycling this morning -- it's been raining.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
02647495 19903 108 Charles Mon, Apr 3, 2006 9:33:01am  
 
I've been contacted by several people who work at Borders and all have confirmed 
the 'top shelf for Korans' policy. That doesn't mean that all stores are 
following (or even know about) the policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02649218 19915 34 Charles Mon, Apr 3, 2006 9:34:14am  
 
Mike C.: I've been contacted by several people who work at Borders and all have 
confirmed the 'top shelf for Korans' policy. That doesn't mean that all stores 
are following (or even know about) the policy, but all of the employees who 
emailed did know about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02649860 19918 79 Charles Mon, Apr 3, 2006 11:37:17am  
 
Killgore Trout: it's not a myth -- I've heard from several Borders employees who 
confirmed they were told to keep Korans on the top shelf. As I wrote earlier, 
this doesn't mean that every single Borders store in the US is following the 
policy, or even that it's official policy at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02650484 19927 4 Charles Mon, Apr 3, 2006 4:32:09pm  
 
Torchy: not even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02650710 19929 64 Charles Mon, Apr 3, 2006 5:46:43pm  
 
Alternating comment box colors: I can't sneak anything past you guys, can I?</P> 
Yes, I'm playing with the design a bit...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02652817 19938 227 Charles Tue, Apr 4, 2006 12:29:24pm  
 
See the update above for more info on the author of the email...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02653520 19945 6 Charles Tue, Apr 4, 2006 4:20:37pm  
 
It's Billy Joel's "We Didn't Start the Fire" with a different chorus, but I 
won't mention that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02655990 19960 124 Charles Wed, Apr 5, 2006 3:33:51pm  
 
It's Simmons' first novel, but "Song of Kali" remains one of my favorite horror 
tales. You'll never think of India the same way after you read it. "Carrion 
Comfort" was also great...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02656027 19960 161 Charles Wed, Apr 5, 2006 4:40:19pm  
 



wrenchwench: that thread was withdrawn at the request of the 
author.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02661813 19991 9 Charles Fri, Apr 7, 2006 11:50:42am  
 
Hang on. Will repost in a sec.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02661828 19991 24 Charles Fri, Apr 7, 2006 11:56:14am  
 
Reposted in WMV format -- should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02662216 19996 9 Charles Fri, Apr 7, 2006 3:43:40pm  
 
Ouch, Aaron. You're going to need to get HM on it right away. Did you file an 
urgent support request, I hope?</P> 
Do you know how they got in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02663186 20000 102 Charles Sat, Apr 8, 2006 4:35:59pm  
 
Timbre: heh! Actually, most of the deleted ones are from very early on, when I 
was still using Grey Matter as the blog software. As LGF got larger Grey Matter 
began posting every blog entry twice, and I had to delete the 
duplicates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02664066 20006 29 Charles Sat, Apr 8, 2006 5:00:38pm  
 
wrenchwench: I got a 12-25 cassette with the new Dura-Ace 10-speed group. I'm 
intrigued by compact cranks but haven't tried 'em yet... you actually get a 
bigger and a smaller gear ratio with them, than a standard 53-39 
setup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02668250 20028 59 Charles Tue, Apr 11, 2006 6:04:48am  
 
Flaming Liberal wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I did a little search on google, and I guess Daniel Pipes didn't 
advocate putting all American Muslims in internment camps. He did, however, 
express his approval for the internment of the Japanese, and he objected to the 
internment of Muslims on what seem to be purely practical grounds. Sorry for the 
confusion.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
So, in other words, you made up a nasty accusation that wasn't true. You 
lied.</P> 
Absolutely typical behavior for the modern left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02669684 20041 13 Charles Mon, Apr 10, 2006 4:39:11pm  
 
It's the first step in our hegemonic crusade to conquer the moon, of course. 
Haven't you guys been paying attention?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02672531 20055 41 Charles Tue, Apr 11, 2006 3:30:35pm  



 
Aaron: thanks for the warning. I'm not running Word Press or Movable Type or any 
publicly available blog software, so LGF isn't vulnerable to "known exploit" 
hacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02672691 20057 3 Charles Tue, Apr 11, 2006 3:13:58pm  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.jgeoff.com/godfather/gf1/transcript/gf1transcript.html" 
target=_blank>www.jgeoff.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02678616 20087 18 Charles Thu, Apr 13, 2006 3:52:05pm  
 
Yes, it's a retread -- CBS seems to like the image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02678628 20087 30 Charles Thu, Apr 13, 2006 3:57:37pm  
 
Here's the other LGF post about that "United States of Islam" flag:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=16907&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02684346 20119 97 Charles Sat, Apr 15, 2006 2:43:40pm  
 
quark2: thanks for asking, but I never did see Sasha again and never found out 
what happened to her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02687847 20132 9 Charles Mon, Apr 17, 2006 6:45:20am  
 
Ward: if I post the real URLs, their page rank will increase at Google, and I 
won't do anything to assist these creatures if I can help it. Follow the link to 
Miscellaneous Objections -- the links are posted there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02688478 20138 30 Charles Mon, Apr 17, 2006 12:48:39pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02691480 20154 28 Charles Tue, Apr 18, 2006 5:39:04pm  
 
Yes, it's an old story, but as far as I know this is still where things 
stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02697674 20185 28 Charles Thu, Apr 20, 2006 3:46:26pm  
 
There's nothing wrong with posting under a pseudonym. There are very few LGF 
readers who use their own name when posting here, and that's fine. What crosses 
the ethical line, however, is using a 'sock puppet' to praise yourself, back up 
your own opinions, or otherwise engage in deviously self-promoting behavior. 
Apparently Hiltzik didn't realize that on today's fantasmic interweb, there are 



ways to bust people doing things like that. I've busted dozens 
meself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702557 20214 31 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 2:50:21pm  
 
I'd be happy to exhibit it here, but I don't know how much (if any) of it is in 
electronic form...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702632 20214 106 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 3:34:54pm  
 
For the record: I've sent email to Joshua Stulman, offering to host the exhibit 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702709 20214 183 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 5:53:41pm  
 
deadmaus: I know you were trying to help, but that's too much information. 
Remember that not everyone reading this is a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702958 20216 13 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 5:20:21pm  
 
Dinner tonight will be North Atlantic turbot fillets, pan-fried, with steamed 
fresh spinach and a mushroom risotto (Trader Joe's, frozen).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702961 20216 16 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 5:23:29pm  
 
Of course, wine! Rodney Strong Chardonnay goes very well with 
turbot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702979 20216 34 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 5:43:08pm  
 
rayra: I used to do intervals, and wind sprints, and alla that training type 
stuff. But it's gotten harder to maintain lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02702989 20216 44 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 5:58:57pm  
 
bonz: it's not age -- it's obligations. I may need to start sleeping less. If 
that's possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02703144 20217 140 Charles Sat, Apr 22, 2006 7:35:47pm  
 
"Loose Change" is a badly done piece of idiot propaganda. Here's some background 
on the creep who produced it: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=20119&amp;only" 
target=_blank>LGF Troll Hits the Big Time</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02706730 20238 29 Charles Mon, Apr 24, 2006 8:56:58am  
 



Theft of intellectual property is indeed a serious problem, but the DMCA is not 
the answer in my opinion. It puts way too much power in the hands of film/music 
companies, and after working in the field for decades I can tell you that these 
are some of the least trustworthy people on the planet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02707317 20241 113 Charles Mon, Apr 24, 2006 1:02:18pm  
 
I don't allow phone numbers to be posted here -- phone numbers can change, and 
not everyone reading this is a friend, and I cannot be responsible for any abuse 
of personal information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02707864 20243 112 Charles Mon, Apr 24, 2006 4:35:56pm  
 
A very stinky troll seems to have gotten in. Now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02707866 20243 114 Charles Mon, Apr 24, 2006 4:37:39pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?doSearch=search&amp;searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;search
Time=7&amp;searchString=Conquistador%7C" target=_blank>The troll's 
history.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02711074 20259 195 Charles Tue, Apr 25, 2006 3:49:06pm  
 
No hackers, folks. Just a bad line in my .htaccess file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02711115 20260 28 Charles Tue, Apr 25, 2006 3:48:00pm  
 
Sorry about the weirdness, folks. I had a line in my .htaccess file that was 
doing a bit too much. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02711158 20260 71 Charles Tue, Apr 25, 2006 3:56:22pm  
 
No hackers involved. The .htaccess file is used by the Apache web server -- 
contains rules for who can access the site. In an attempt to block some idiot 
referrer spammers, I added a rule to block referring URLs that contained 
'cialis', and forgot that the word 'socialist' contains 'cialis'. So trying to 
go anywhere else at LGF from this page would give a 403 error.</P> 
(Well, you did ask.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02716694 20284 107 Charles Thu, Apr 27, 2006 7:30:22am  
 
enik wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Are you sure that Universal Studios had anything to do with this? 
The domain u93.org is registered by someone name Paul Lauer, president of Motive 
Entertainment...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's a Universal Studios copyright notice at the bottom of the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02717845 20290 75 Charles Thu, Apr 27, 2006 5:14:49pm  
 
I think I need to remind people again that comments containing email addresses 
and/or phone numbers, or other private information, will be deleted. Too much 
potential for abuse, folks. Please keep it in mind when 
commenting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02717936 20291 9 Charles Thu, Apr 27, 2006 4:02:07pm  
 
Note that the 3D Star of David actually features a severed head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02719624 20299 13 Charles Fri, Apr 28, 2006 6:49:07am  
 
Yes, apparently LGF is not completely isolated from the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02720693 20304 47 Charles Fri, Apr 28, 2006 4:45:41pm  
 
grayp: when the moonbats bring up the Pentagon, send them this article by James 
S. Robbins from April 2002:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/robbins/robbins040902.asp" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
And if they refuse to accept his eyewitness account, they're either 1) 
dishonest, or 2) crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02726383 20334 133 Charles Mon, May 1, 2006 8:13:43am  
 
Forgot to give Mr. Trout the hat tip! Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02729294 20343 13 Charles Tue, May 2, 2006 7:45:25am  
 
It is just common sense, and for the record there has been a long-standing 
policy at LGF not to post (or allow comments containing) such personal 
information as phone numbers, email addresses, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02729295 20343 14 Charles Tue, May 2, 2006 7:46:10am  
 
Yes, major players were contacted in advance and asked to 
participate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02729328 20343 47 Charles Wed, May 3, 2006 7:36:19am  
 
Please see the update above. It may have been a good idea, but it's not turning 
out that way.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02729604 20346 6 Charles Tue, May 2, 2006 9:38:15am  
 
Europe and most other parts of the world have been paying double the US price 
for many years. Sometimes more than double.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02732587 20366 9 Charles Wed, May 3, 2006 10:44:43am  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=juan%20cole&am
p;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02732855 20368 28 Charles Wed, May 3, 2006 11:48:40am  
 
<STRONG>Note:</STRONG> in radical Islamic ideology, being captured by infidels 
and executed does not equal martyrdom. The '72 virgins/raisins' fantasy is 
reserved for those who die 'gloriously' in battle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02735293 20378 45 Charles Thu, May 4, 2006 6:32:26am  
 
dymphna: I wasn't really driven out by one person's remarks. That person was 
just the crystallizing factor, that brought my misgivings about the statement 
into sharp focus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02735324 20378 76 Charles Thu, May 4, 2006 11:46:06am  
 
dymphna: I haven't written about my misgivings -- but it boils down to: 1) it's 
a worthless statement, because those who would sign it are probably already 
behaving decently, and 2) those who won't sign it will instead use it in a 
legalistic way to beat up the ones who do sign.</P> 
And that's exactly the way it's playing out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02736917 20387 17 Charles Thu, May 4, 2006 4:57:36pm  
 
Link is now fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02739859 20404 16 Charles Fri, May 5, 2006 3:18:49pm  
 
tantraman and liberality: it's a troll tag team!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02739940 20404 97 Charles Fri, May 5, 2006 4:13:26pm  
 
Polls are the last refuge of shills and fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02739952 20404 109 Charles Fri, May 5, 2006 4:33:59pm  
 
A riff on <A href="http://www.samueljohnson.com/qotw02q2.html" 
target=_blank>Samuel Johnson</A>.</P> 
I see that BabbaZee is way ahead of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02741802 20420 8 Charles Sat, May 6, 2006 4:00:43pm  
 



Excel Sports is good. Performance is OK, but prices aren't great. If you spend 
more than $200 a year on bike stuff, Performance's 'team' membership is a good 
deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750675 20478 119 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:52:24am  
 
zulubaby: I changed the way the link button works ... now you type the title for 
your link first, then highlight it (by dragging over it with the mouse), then 
click the link button and paste in the URL.</P> 
The other formatting buttons work the same way -- highlight the text you want to 
format, then click the button. It's supposed to be a bit more like working in a 
word processor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750681 20478 125 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:57:56am  
 
The link to the bill should work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750748 20479 2 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:03:09am  
 
Report on Hirsi Ali, lecture 5/9/06 (from LGF reader 'looking closely')</P> 
Lecture was held in the Tsai Auditorium, a medium sized lecture room in the 
Harvard JFK School of Gov't building on Cambridge Street. It was pouring rain 
outside. Room filled up, and I found out afterwards that people were turned away 
at the door after the seats were filled.</P> 
At the entrance to the building was one slightly disinterested looking security 
guard. . .that's it, anyone could walk in off the street. Downstairs in front of 
the actual auditorium security was much better with two (armed) uniformed 
Harvard Police present. The lecture room was decorated with posters of the 
event, the same posters that Charles linked to at LGF:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=20422_Ayaan_Hirsi_Ali_at_Har
vard_May_9_2006&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
As advertised Harvard IDs were checked and necessary for admission to the 
auditorium.</P> 
Audience was mostly Harvard undergrads, including members of the Harvard Dutch 
students group, and also what appeared to be a few faculty members. There were 
scattered Hijabs present, most were clearly students. As Charles predicted, 
these likely represented a Harvard Islamic student group.</P> 
Dutch security was present and operating in addition to Harvard police. For her 
safety, I won't give out any more details about Hirsi Ali's security detail, 
other than to note that they did what they were supposed to before, during, and 
after, and that a few of the specimens looked exactly like you might imagine 
Dutch security to look like: tall butch blonde men with crew cuts and dark 
suits!</P> 
I'll try to paraphrase what was said there, and by whom. I didn't bring a tape 
player and couldn't transcribe it, so this is from memory, and a bit rough. I am 
also going to admit my bias up front here. I disagreed with many of the things 
that were said by panel members, though I have attempted to give the gist of 
what was said by the various panel members without injecting too much of my own 
interpretation.</P> 
All of the panelists were polite and respectful to one another. The audience too 
was civil, quiet, and respectful, with no heckling of any kind at any point 
(though during open questions there were two pretty pointed ones directed at Ali 
by Muslims in the audience).</P> 



Ali was given the opportunity to speak first. She answered a few pre-prepared 
written questions about immigration issues in Holland, and whether or not 
Holland was truly an "open" society, and what that meant, and what it meant in 
the context of a Welfare state. She talked a little bit about how Immigration in 
general was relatively new to Holland, and what measures the state has taken to 
address that immigration, and also what role the State has to play with respect 
to immigrants.</P> 
She also went on a bit about this concept she called "Hadochbeleit" (sorry if I 
am spelling that wrong). It's a Dutch term, she said it didn't translate well, 
but she explained it as the Dutch idea that the State not enforcing some of its 
laws is perfectly OK. She gave as an example the liberal Dutch policy towards 
soft drugs. In Holland drugs like marijuana are still technically illegal, but 
the laws just aren't enforced. She noted that in this case the progam was a 
success because since that Dutch policy was implemented in the 60s, drug use 
among native Dutch had gone down each successive decade, and suggested that this 
policy be adopted more widely. But she also said that "Hadochbeleit" with 
respect to immigration wasn't working well, and that the State can't leave its 
responsibility at the door to people's homes when there are violations to 
individuals within those homes. ...</P> 
Continued...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750750 20479 4 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:05:02am  
 
Next speaker was Dr. Ahmed Massouri. If I understood right, his area of 
expertise is Islamic history and theology. He gave a brief biography. He was a 
teacher at the large Islamic University in Cairo for many years, and was 
ultimately imprisoned for his beliefs. (Forgive me for not remembering the 
details). He apologized for his less than perfect English. His thesis was that 
Islam actually is a religion of peace. . .the terrorists are a small sub-sect of 
a small sect.. .the overwhelming majority of Muslims are peaceful. . .'real' 
Islam is the antidote to terrorist-Islam. Though only a small minority, 
terrorists are disproportionately powerful because they are aided by dictatorial 
Arab leaders, and also by the United States. The Unites States aids terrorists 
by using military force around the world. He defined a 'Muslim' as anyone who 
was peaceful, regardless of whether they were a Jew, Christian, or Atheist, and 
an 'Infidel/Kuffir' as anyone who was non-peaceful. At points, he supported his 
various arguments with quotes from the Koran (in Arabic).</P> 
Ambassador Swannee Hunt was quite "animated" introducing herself by asking for 
an "Amen" from any other Southern Baptists in the room (nobody in the room gave 
her one. . .causing her a bit of dismay). Later she sang a hymn (I kid you not) 
as an example of the religion of her youth. She said she understood the allure 
of fundamentalism, and gave concrete examples of why, such as knowing that you 
are right and God is behind you. She spoke quite a bit about empowering women 
politically (that, apparently is her academic area of expertise), and how it 
happened in Rwanda, and how she had gone to Iraq to try and get Iraqi women to 
run for parliament there. She noted that only 14% of Federal American 
legislators are women, and asked if there were more women in our gov't if we 
still would have made the same decision about Iraq, adding that women in gov't 
tend to divert more money towards education and less towards defense, and were 
much less likely to vote for war.</P> 
Interestingly, after she was finished, Ali said though she agreed with virtually 
everything Hunt said, but had to disagree on point, that of course a gov't run 
in part or in whole by women would still declare war, if it were logical to do 
so.</P> 
Last speaker was a Professor of Philosophy, Dr. Thomas Scanlon. He read a long 
prepared statement about the nature of religion and offense. His thesis was that 



if one accepts the concept of "religion" (in general) then that permits one to 
consider other religions. But if you only accept your way, that isn't really 
"religion". In the context of the cartoon incident, he also talked about the 
necessity to hear offensive things as part of debate, and gave as an example, if 
one wishes to pass laws providing groups with protection against hate crimes, 
then there has to be a public debate on those laws. At that time, some group 
will inevitably say that the laws aren't necessary or that the group in question 
needs no special protection, ideas that are inevitably going to be offensive to 
the group in question, even if it ultimately benefits. .</P> 
The floor was opened up to questions. This is really the only point where things 
got ugly, and then only briefly.</P> 
Continued...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750751 20479 5 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:05:44am  
 
The first question came from a short and rather shrill middle-aged woman in a 
hijab (she didn't identify herself, and taking a closer look, in her case the 
Hijab was definitely a useful accessory). Her comments were clearly more of an 
angry rant at Ali than a question, and the discussion moderator, Dr. Allen 
Counter, who had earlier asked for the usual Harvard Tolerance (tm) quickly cut 
her off, saying it was a question period, not a time to make statements. . The 
"question" she got off was an essentially an accusation directed at Hirsi Ali 
asking her how she felt being responsible for causing so much violence and 
misery with her agitation.</P> 
Ali was fairly composed in her response, and said politely that she was 
extremely upset by the murder of Theo Van Gogh, that she didn't think she had 
hurt anybody, and if so certainly not deliberately, and that if we believe in 
free choice, we have to hold the persons who commit acts of violence responsible 
for them, not others. This response got an ovation from the audience. Hijab 
woman left the room shortly thereafter.</P> 
One questioner said he knew Van Gogh was stabbed to death and a note left on the 
body for Ali, and asked Ali what about her movie angered Muslims. She went on at 
some length about what she was trying to do with her movie (start a dialogue 
about women's issues in Islam) said that her movie put words from the Koran on 
women's bodies and that Muslims were upset by this. She added that she never 
expected anyone to get killed, and that Theo Van Gogh himself pooh-poohed any 
danger involved saying that he had criticized Islam before and nothing had ever 
happened because of it.</P> 
And she said one more thing that to me was probably the most important bit of 
the entire lecture. She said that after Theo Van Gogh was murdered, the nature 
of the debate about her film quickly changed to revolve entirely around security 
issues, and any talk about women's issues in Islam was dropped. Consequently, 
she said, she believed her project goals were not achieved.</P> 
One of the female Muslim students up front asked Dr. Massouri if he was going to 
simply let Ali defame the Koran and the prophet. Massouri responded, 
essentially, that she was responsible for her own behavior, not him, and it 
wasn't his place to condemn her, and instead called her a fellow Muslim sister. 
Incidentally, to that point in the discussion Ali had made no remarks whatever 
about the prophet or specifically the Koran, though she did earlier draw 
distinctions between different groups of Muslims, fanatical vs other.</P> 
One student way in the back asked Massouri and Ali about Islam's attitude 
towards homosexuality. Massouri was kind of taken aback by the question and said 
that he is often asked about things not openly discussed but that was the first 
time in 25 years he was asked about that topic! By the by he said that 
homosexuality was described in Egypt for centuries, and that it was known in the 
Muslim world for centuries, and that there is no specific Koranic injunction to 



kill homosexuals. That practice evolved later with one of the Islamic sects. 
[Again I'm paraphrasing what he said; I can't speak to its merit]. Ali said that 
her movie Submission II did have a homosexual character in it, though it wasnt 
entirely about that, and explained what his role in the movie is, and what the 
nature of the debate she wanted to provoke on that issue.</P> 
Massouri also added that there was nothing specific to Islam about abuse of 
women, and referred to that famous passage from the Koran saying it was 
acceptable to beat your wife, claiming that the Arabic word meaning "beat" could 
have many different meanings</P> 
To that, Ali said she didn"t want to be "cheeky", but that there were multiple 
quotes in the rest of the Koran saying how the Koran is clear, and the word of 
Allah is clear and direct, and that when a passage says that it is permissible 
to "beat" women, there is really no reason to take that statement at anything 
other than face value.</P> 
Continued...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02750752 20479 6 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 7:06:05am  
 
Lecture ended, people went outside to a reception with dip, veggies, cheese, and 
colas. Professor Scanlon and the moderator, Dr. Counter attended. Hirsi Ali had 
left, as did Massouri. Hunt had already left prior to questions.</P> 
Standing by the dip, I overheard some very interesting complaints from the 
Muslim students about the "hatred" of the speaker, and how offended they were 
that she was invited to speak at Harvard, but that's another rant 
altogether.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02751018 20481 11 Charles Wed, May 10, 2006 9:08:45am  
 
You folks who can't play the video -- are you on Windows 
machines?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757010 20521 490 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 1:55:59pm  
 
You know, this obsessive focus on other posters is really getting stupid, and 
incredibly annoying. And I especially do not appreciate the blatant attempts to 
"poach" LGF readers. That is simply crappy behavior.</P> 
This all seems to stem from the desire of one group to have members of another 
group banned from posting. In my humble opinion, you should all be ashamed of 
yourselves. You're acting like high school kids. And the people who are 
derailing discussions, from what I can see, are the ones coming in and attacking 
other posters.</P> 
I'm going to start shutting off comments on every post where this 
happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757022 20521 502 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 2:09:08pm  
 
I've asked more than once for people to stop this petty bickering, because it is 
incredibly unpleasant to read. And unless you're personally involved, it's also 
incredibly boring. Incredibly unpleasant and boring. These are not good 
traits.</P> 
And reaganite, although I'd rather not, I'll be happy to block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02757040 20521 520 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 2:22:38pm  
 
By the way, it's also a complete misrepresentation to say that because I haven't 
banned someone, it means I approve of their opinions. I thought this would be 
obvious by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757084 20521 564 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 3:42:35pm  
 
rayra: I'm sorry you feel that way. Same goes for [Engineer]. But I'm not going 
to start banning one group of people simply because another group demands it. 
You're asking me to pick sides, and I'm not going to do it. Defend your 
opinions, or don't. Argue with trolls, or ignore them. It's your choice.</P> 
I defend my opinions every day by posting here, and this kind of personal grudge 
fighting only gets in the way. Trolls debunk themselves with their silly 
comments, and making them into huge enemies who need to be defeated and driven 
out is not only counter-productive, it makes them happy.</P> 
And I reiterate (not to rayra), inviting people to leave LGF and post elsewhere 
is crappy behavior, and I wouldn't do it to any of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757116 20521 596 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 4:19:55pm  
 
Swampwoman wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So are you saying that everytime BDS is reigning supreme here, I am 
to let it go unchallenged?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I'm not saying that. Challenge all you want.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757118 20521 598 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 4:20:43pm  
 
Ny Nana: and no, I have no intention of closing the comments, thank 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757134 20521 614 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 4:30:58pm  
 
OK, so I'll clarify: challenge all you want, but if it starts veering into "you 
posted with such and such name with such and such IP on such and such date, and 
everybody knows you're a stinking liar!" ... well, that is not challenging 
anyone's ideas. It's unpleasant and ugly to read, and for all the talk of 
driving people away, I've had far more complaints about this kind of personal 
bickering than about almost anything else at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757153 20521 633 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 4:45:34pm  
 
And by the way, since his name came up -- bigel <STRONG>asked</STRONG> to be 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757207 20521 687 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 6:08:02pm  
 
Cattt wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Do you have to be in shape already to start a biking routine? If so, 
how do I start?  



I sold my mountain bike several years ago, and I want to get a new bike and 
start riding, but I am embarrased that I'm so out of shape. Not that I'm trying 
to get encouragement here...</P> 
Advice?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, you don't need to be in shape already. In fact, cycling is a great way to 
get in shape, since it's a very low-impact type of exercise and probably much 
easier on your body than many other cardio-type activities. Unless you crash, 
that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757215 20521 695 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 6:24:10pm  
 
Ann: bigel was banned, and un-banned more than once, and you have no idea what 
sort of private communications passed between us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02757217 20521 697 Charles Fri, May 12, 2006 6:26:13pm  
 
And on that note, I'm closing this topic. Feel free to continue bashing me at 
Gulf Coast Pundit, but my patience with this nonsense is 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02759599 20541 78 Charles Sat, May 13, 2006 6:38:30pm  
 
Little Green Nostradamus gotta wake up early in the morning to catch the 
moonbats nappin'!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02759619 20542 4 Charles Sat, May 13, 2006 5:44:47pm  
 
Andrew's probably reading this, so let me remind him that LGF is a tough room. 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02761479 20557 136 Charles Sun, May 14, 2006 5:51:32pm  
 
Arafish is funny because ... it's true!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02767710 20589 144 Charles Tue, May 16, 2006 2:48:49pm  
 
Great post, Egfrow. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02768307 20596 14 Charles Tue, May 16, 2006 4:26:07pm  
 
Sydney: it is now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02768665 20601 46 Charles Tue, May 16, 2006 7:51:26pm  
 
Orson Buggy: it's not OK with me to threaten people with violence by 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02769992 20605 68 Charles Wed, May 17, 2006 7:20:13am  



 
I saw that CAIR 'super-fatwa action alert' yesterday -- I don't remember when I 
deleted the comment in question.</P> 
And yes, I'm getting quite tired of kill-em-all rhetoric. People who post 
comments like that are doing LGF no favors.</P> 
By the way, did anyone notice what happens when you click one of the LGF links 
over there? Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02771104 20617 4 Charles Wed, May 17, 2006 2:49:34pm  
 
pegcity: please. I'm getting very tired of asking people to stop making casual 
threats here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02771106 20617 6 Charles Wed, May 17, 2006 2:51:09pm  
 
And yes, I did delete a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02773723 20631 41 Charles Thu, May 18, 2006 12:06:50pm  
 
savage_nation: it's not OK with me to post comments advocating harm to people, 
even if it's supposedly in jest. You're giving ammo to the enemy when you do 
that, and I'm the one who has to take the heat for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02777764 20660 6 Charles Fri, May 19, 2006 6:24:40pm  
 
Second track is all chimpmunk'ed out. Sorry -- fixing now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02777772 20660 14 Charles Fri, May 19, 2006 6:31:52pm  
 
Fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02777823 20660 65 Charles Sat, May 20, 2006 1:06:13pm  
 
Noam Sayin' wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, how might we encourage a constant music stream? Is it a 
bandwidth thing? Seems to me an online retailer of music, a record label, or 
perhaps a collective of artist, would be happy to sanction such an endeavor. You 
know, make it worth your while.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not a technical issue, although it does take up quite a bit of disk space 
on the server to keep a bunch of MP3s online.</P> 
But there are way too many regulatory hoops to jump through if you want to 
stream music continually; you're basically setting up as a web radio station, 
and everybody wants a piece of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02778444 20661 620 Charles Sat, May 20, 2006 2:48:30pm  
 
Frog march!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02780446 20678 54 Charles Sun, May 21, 2006 7:02:22am  



 
Maha G. is visiting us from Egypt...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02780537 20678 145 Charles Sun, May 21, 2006 11:15:16am  
 
Important: see the update to this post. The story could be a 
hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02780820 20682 85 Charles Sun, May 21, 2006 8:44:28am  
 
Michelle's traffic is helped immensely by a permanent link at Drudge Report, who 
gets in the neighborhood of 10 million hits a day. (The only blog linked there, 
as far as I know.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02782065 20689 5 Charles Sun, May 21, 2006 6:20:23pm  
 
I know, I know. Fixed now.</P> 
One of my audio editing tools keeps ambushing me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02783503 20699 60 Charles Mon, May 22, 2006 7:59:03am  
 
J.D. -- I did program those redirects, after noticing the referrals coming from 
their site. I intended to write about this before today, but other stuff kept 
coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02783574 20699 131 Charles Mon, May 22, 2006 8:52:48am  
 
If you're using a browser (or some kind of plugin) that blocks referrals from 
being sent, you won't see the redirects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02784373 20705 19 Charles Mon, May 22, 2006 4:42:14pm  
 
The first LGF post about Ahmadinejad's "wipe Israel off the map" statement is 
here: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=18003&amp;only" 
target=_blank>lgf: RoP Leader Calls for Genocide</A>.</P> 
And it's not from MEMRI. It's from the Associated Press. (Yahoo only archives 
news stories for two weeks, but there's an extensive quote.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02785735 20709 66 Charles Tue, May 23, 2006 4:04:35pm  
 
aggiepundit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I call BS. I went to the Google blog search and had no problem 
finding Outside the Beltway.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Outside the Beltway says they were dropped from <STRONG>Google News</STRONG>, 
not Google Blogs. Separate systems. Google News sources are human-picked, and 
human-purged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02787223 20722 100 Charles Tue, May 23, 2006 7:20:49pm  
 



Carl: visit the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-prefs.php" 
target=_blank>preferences page</A> and make sure 'show "now playing" CD image' 
is checked...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02789527 20738 41 Charles Wed, May 24, 2006 12:59:36pm  
 
Note: see the update. Michigan DOE head says the story's not true. Watching for 
a Detroit News response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02790929 20747 3 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 5:49:42am  
 
Not a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02791690 20751 401 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 11:14:13am  
 
American Infidel: <EM>automatic weapons systems</EM> on the Mexican border?</P> 
You've got to be kidding. That is an incredibly repulsive idea. If your idea of 
free speech is to praise the vile tactics of Communist East Berlin, maybe you 
should find somewhere else to exercise your free speech.</P> 
You're doing LGF no favors by posting that kind of stuff here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792100 20754 55 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 1:46:09pm  
 
See update: I've contacted Reuters with all the information I have (a 
lot).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792197 20754 152 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 3:23:44pm  
 
Please take the religious arguments elsewhere. And storagemanager, I'm beginning 
to get peeved at the lengthy religious posts, often posted in several topics 
without regard to the subject, and I've received more than one complaint. Knock 
it off, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792204 20754 159 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 3:27:04pm  
 
And to try to get this back on topic instead of turning it into another 
thousand-plus bickering thread, please see the update above.</P> 
There's evidence pointing to the possible identity of the person who emailed the 
threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792399 20757 11 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 3:42:55pm  
 
Noam Sayin: no... Nick223 is a lizard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792436 20757 48 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 4:02:55pm  
 
Registration is now open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02792448 20757 60 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 4:06:49pm  
 
To pull off a hoax, the perpetrator would have to know a lot about my blog 
system, and the kind of information I get. (Hint: it's much more than a log 
analysis tool.) It's very unlikely this is a hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02792839 20757 451 Charles Thu, May 25, 2006 6:36:34pm  
 
Instapundit just linked to this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794092 20760 15 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 6:12:06am  
 
No reply from Reuters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794175 20760 98 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 6:45:45am  
 
Eagle: the LGF weblog system has many interesting capabilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794184 20760 107 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 6:50:27am  
 
Sure, our server could handle a link from Drudge Report.</P> 
For about 45 seconds. (Better than most blogs, but a site needs to be on a 
distributed network to stay online when Drudge sends millions of visitors to 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794196 20760 119 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 6:58:25am  
 
m: actually no -- the slowdown wasn't because of the Instapundit link. We can 
handle Instapundit-level traffic just fine on our dedicated server. Drudge 
traffic is several orders of magnitude higher than Glenn's.</P> 
The slowdown last night was related to some Amazon javascript code that was 
malfunctioning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794227 20760 150 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 7:40:01am  
 
Imagine if you received a message like this. Would you think it was a 
threat?</P> 
It says: "the day when you pigs get your throats cut..." That's a promise, not 
just a fond hope.</P> 
If we want to split hairs and parse the hateful message, true -- it doesn't 
specifically say "I'm going to cut your throat." But I'm not trying to prove 
this in a court.</P> 
I think most people recognize a threat when they see one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794246 20760 169 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 8:05:22am  
 
See the new update: Reuters says they have started an 
investigation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02794264 20760 187 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 8:27:26am  
 
Hmm. That's not a bad idea, z.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794279 20760 202 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 8:51:31am  
 
To be accurate -- the IP address has not been traced to Bunglawala himself. It's 
not possible for me to do this -- only Reuters has the necessary information to 
trace it to a particular machine. The evidence against Bunglawala is 
circumstantial at present. (But pretty strong.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794291 20760 214 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 9:02:12am  
 
Note: there's no doubt whatsoever that the threat came from a Reuters 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794297 20760 220 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 9:08:52am  
 
Most broadband networks (and Reuters is probably one) don't use dynamic IP 
addresses. Dynamic addresses are most common with dial-up accounts, or proxy-
based networks like AOL.</P> 
Note also that Reuters is not a public ISP, like Comcast or Verizon. You don't 
just sign up and pay $25 a month. I don't know Reuters' policy, but it's very 
likely that only journalists or people working for news organizations would have 
these accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794300 20760 223 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 9:10:42am  
 
eschew: yes, it could be a router address. In that case, it should still be 
possible to trace it to a particular machine. (If you're the network admin, that 
is.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794326 20760 249 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 9:36:37am  
 
eschew: I've found Geobytes to be pretty accurate. The 62 rating for your 
location sounds like a good match...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794328 20760 251 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 9:39:27am  
 
The LGF visitor you're talking about was 'Doc Z3n'. Not the same 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794346 20760 269 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 10:03:11am  
 
To clarify another point -- this threat wasn't sent through email. The sender 
used the LGF contact form in our left sidebar, which calls a PHP script that 
passes the message on to me via email. That means the email comes from the LGF 
server, not from someone's personal email account. The email address the sender 
used is fake -- the LGF contact form doesn't verify the address provided by the 
sender.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
02794359 20760 282 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 10:19:29am  
 
See the new update: whoever is using this IP has visited LGF 45 times today. 
He/she/it has now turned off accepting cookies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794384 20760 307 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 10:36:30am  
 
Another update: he/she/it is checking to see if this post is showing up at 
Google...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794387 20760 310 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 10:41:00am  
 
At 1:31:09 am Pacific, that IP address visited LGF with the same user agent, 
following a link from the Guardian site:</P> 
Time: 1:31:09 amIP: 192.165.213.18User agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; 
Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794409 20760 332 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 10:57:42am  
 
eschew: nope -- when they click a link at google, it shows up as the referring 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794473 20760 396 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 12:05:13pm  
 
New update: Reuters says they have suspended an employee, but not an employee of 
their news division.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02794546 20760 469 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 1:29:33pm  
 
I've requested more information...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795179 20766 29 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 3:25:11pm  
 
Ben F: I updated the post to read "no official cover-up". If the charges are 
true, the bad guys on the scene would be expected to try to cover up their 
acts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795209 20766 59 Charles Fri, May 26, 2006 4:02:22pm  
 
BG: great post. Just updated with it. And thanks, fmfnavydoc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795392 20766 242 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 4:16:59pm  
 
I think it's pretty sick and disgusting to rush out there and take glee in 
calling US soldiers "murderers" before anything has been proven.</P> 
But that's just me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02795396 20766 246 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 4:29:26pm  
 
Yes, I think you're gleeful about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795398 20766 248 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 5:02:00pm  
 
Demonize you? Hardly. It's not worth the effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795415 20766 265 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 8:55:27pm  
 
Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02795431 20766 281 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 6:58:27am  
 
The idiot was not banned, by the way. It's suffering delusions of 
importance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02797005 20775 561 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 4:45:01pm  
 
neverquit wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The real question is as follows - Joe Wilson, fradulent, or just 
dumb?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do I have to pick only one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02797423 20780 54 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 5:34:22pm  
 
Great comment, Seven Stripes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02797548 20780 179 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 7:19:26pm  
 
Elias Israel: exactly right, and that's why I'm being careful to use phrases 
like "person (or persons)".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02797771 20781 28 Charles Sat, May 27, 2006 8:04:43pm  
 
New song added to the playlist...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02798242 20785 12 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 6:49:54am  
 
Li'l Mamzer: have Katyusha rockets been fired from Lebanon 
before?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02798243 20785 13 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 6:50:55am  
 
neverquit: sorry -- looks like I was misinformed. Will update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02798939 20788 198 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 3:32:57pm  
 
Ignore the moron, please. He's obviously just trying to wind people up. Might as 
well talk to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02799098 20789 34 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 2:42:15pm  
 
Ben F wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, have you been punked?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope -- that's the most recent logo:</P> 
<A 
href="http://featuresblogs.chicagotribune.com/entertainment_tv/2006/05/curvy_wig
gly_th.html" target=_blank>Chicago Tribune %P% The Watcher</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02799121 20789 57 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 3:01:07pm  
 
realwest: sorry, missed that one. What 'site meter' are you talking 
about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02799139 20789 75 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 3:13:25pm  
 
Oh yes, that sitemeter thing. I only have it there so LGF will show up in Truth 
Laid Bear's traffic rankings, and I don't really use it that much. (I have a 
much more comprehensive stats package in the LGF Blogg.) I think it uses 
cookies, so you could clear cookies and try again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02799595 20792 43 Charles Sun, May 28, 2006 6:05:16pm  
 
wordwarp: I'm putting audio online rarely, with links to the product site for 
people to purchase, and only for very short periods ... which should be "fair 
use" the way I understand it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02801339 20801 14 Charles Mon, May 29, 2006 7:05:30am  
 
Miss Trixie: just got a new shipment and I'll be catching up on all orders this 
week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02801977 20805 113 Charles Mon, May 29, 2006 4:45:51pm  
 
Earth2moonbat wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is it possible to be a bloated self-important racist toltalitarian 
coward and a blathering titted weenie man at the same time?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And don't forget, I'm also Eva Braun and Adolf Hitler ... <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=20685&amp;only" 
target=_blank>at the same time</A>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02803781 20815 41 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 6:47:50am  
 
David E: the hits from this IP are browsers. I know this because they all have 
user agent strings.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
02803802 20815 62 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 7:15:08am  
 
Please note: Reuters has claimed they suspended someone, which indicates that 
they do know which computer was used, and which person was using 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02803812 20815 72 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 7:27:08am  
 
Earth2moonbat: no -- I meant that Reuters says they know who used the LGF 
contact form to send the original threat. The email from the anonymous remailer 
is a different matter, and can't be traced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02803813 20815 73 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 7:28:05am  
 
Also note: all of the hits from that IP contain user agent strings, indicating 
that these are browsers, most likely with human beings using 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02805109 20823 70 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 4:41:36pm  
 
I'm tallying up the hits from that IP now, starting with May 15. The link to LGF 
appeared in comments to Bunglawala's article on May 25.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02805165 20823 126 Charles Tue, May 30, 2006 5:11:50pm  
 
There's more to come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02809117 20841 492 Charles Wed, May 31, 2006 9:26:18pm  
 
The person posting as 'jogging on empty' is the same troll who registered two 
other names, '1978' and 'gargantuan fuchsia squashballs', all with email 
addresses from a well-known moonbat-infested university. I don't know what kind 
of game it's playing, but all three of these sock puppet identities are now 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02809119 20841 494 Charles Wed, May 31, 2006 9:27:22pm  
 
"Camel Prophet" was not banned. He/she just stopped commenting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02809120 20841 495 Charles Wed, May 31, 2006 9:27:55pm  
 
And by the way, we just got our first new hit from Reuters, just as I 
predicted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02813388 20859 48 Charles Fri, Jun 2, 2006 7:07:21am  
 



OracleGuy: thanks, I'm aware of all that. Please check out the full thread to 
see the entire story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02813390 20859 50 Charles Fri, Jun 2, 2006 7:12:25am  
 
P.S. One of the first things I did was try to ping the address 192.165.213.18 -- 
for what it's worth, you can't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02814138 20864 4 Charles Fri, Jun 2, 2006 9:07:18am  
 
[Link: <A href="http://youthforvolpe.ca/" 
target=_blank>youthforvolpe.ca...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02815100 20868 135 Charles Fri, Jun 2, 2006 6:39:47pm  
 
Comments were shut off on those threads because the same boring personal 
arguments were being rehashed again, despite my many pleas not to do this here. 
I said I would start shuttng down comments when that happened, and I meant 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02817160 20877 3 Charles Sat, Jun 3, 2006 3:26:41pm  
 
By the way, the knucklehead insisted on passing even though I was going 45 mph 
in a 35 mph zone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02817166 20877 9 Charles Sat, Jun 3, 2006 3:32:38pm  
 
Oh! Wrenchwench, you have wounded me.</P> 
But actually, 45 in a 35 zone is pretty standard for SoCal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02817174 20877 17 Charles Sat, Jun 3, 2006 3:54:08pm  
 
I tried to use one of those Viewpoint mirrors that sticks to the inside of the 
glasses, but I just couldn't get used to it. I'm waiting for them to come out 
with high-tech glasses with a heads-up LCD display and tiny rear-mount 
camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02822488 20909 57 Charles Mon, Jun 5, 2006 1:58:46pm  
 
I agree that the ad hominem anti-gay slurs are, to put it mildly, not helpful. 
When you post those kinds of slurs, guess who has to deal with the fall-out?</P> 
Keep the discussion on the ideas, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02823153 20915 8 Charles Mon, Jun 5, 2006 3:03:51pm  
 
Not a joke...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02823475 20916 36 Charles Mon, Jun 5, 2006 4:02:16pm  



 
See the update...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02828963 20942 64 Charles Wed, Jun 7, 2006 6:57:55am  
 
I'm beginning to think 'joewilson' may have to be the first troll banned from 
LGF for excessive stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02834742 20968 8 Charles Thu, Jun 8, 2006 3:51:52pm  
 
SoCalJustice: oh brother. I knew I'd seen his name somewhere before.</P> 
Good source for Reuters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02834804 20968 70 Charles Thu, Jun 8, 2006 4:43:59pm  
 
mich-again: Arab News is a voice of reason only because they've learned not to 
let the mask slip too much in public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02836942 20976 66 Charles Fri, Jun 9, 2006 9:14:24am  
 
Pro-Bush Canuck: you won't see me pretending that US academia and MSM are not 
every bit as PC-hobbled as Canada's -- all you have to do is read LGF to see 
that US institutions come in for much more criticism here than Canadian ones. 
But this is a particularly egregious example, because the Canadian authorities' 
outreach program includes obvious extremist types like Tarek 
Fatah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02850025 21040 48 Charles Tue, Jun 13, 2006 4:25:41pm  
 
See update. The Pentagon is caving in to CAIR's false claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02850074 21040 97 Charles Tue, Jun 13, 2006 4:44:21pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Cause her brother and her father shouted...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I heard that as:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Cause her brother and her father shot her...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02855708 21064 68 Charles Thu, Jun 15, 2006 12:25:04pm  
 
Jamie: yes, there's a filter for some words like that, because I don't like them 
either and I simply don't have time to read and/or police all 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02856502 21068 196 Charles Thu, Jun 15, 2006 3:29:48pm  
 
Callisthenes wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>...we can't be sure that he's as hardline as Charles would have us 
believe because MEMRI removed what may well have been relevant 
statements.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=qaradawi&amp;doSearch=search" 
target=_blank>lgf: search (43 results)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02858134 21072 16 Charles Fri, Jun 16, 2006 5:51:19am  
 
Please note -- Johnson edited his post, from:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Small wonder his mother killed herself.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This could explain why his mother killed 
herself.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02859079 21079 134 Charles Fri, Jun 16, 2006 12:36:29pm  
 
secsailor wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,What happened to the link to Pajamas Media that used to be 
on the righthand side?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I turned it off temporarily to test something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02864767 21117 52 Charles Sun, Jun 18, 2006 5:24:15pm  
 
Geepers: the numbers Kos is giving there are a simple tally of the daily unique 
visits. By that measure, LGF has 3 to 4 million visits a month currently.</P> 
LGF may be the only blog that's keeping track of monthly unique visitors in this 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02864837 21117 122 Charles Sun, Jun 18, 2006 6:06:21pm  
 
When I copied and pasted this mess, I missed the first digit of the results for 
January 2006. Hence the January Anomaly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02864898 21117 183 Charles Sun, Jun 18, 2006 6:51:17pm  
 
Another lonely college student heard from...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02864930 21117 215 Charles Sun, Jun 18, 2006 7:49:36pm  
 
jmaimarc: I don't have monthly counters for RSS, but I do have daily counters, 
and the RSS traffic is in the neighborhood of 40-50,000 hits a 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02870580 21143 182 Charles Tue, Jun 20, 2006 7:16:50pm  
 
savage_nation: I deleted your last comment. If you continue in this vein I'll 
block you. When you post comments like that at LGF, I am the one who has to take 
the heat, and I don't appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02870621 21144 6 Charles Tue, Jun 20, 2006 4:08:33pm  
 
Cato: the article I linked is actually open -- no reg required.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02870628 21144 13 Charles Tue, Jun 20, 2006 4:15:40pm  
 
Looks like they put it behind the registration wall again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02874037 21161 210 Charles Wed, Jun 21, 2006 4:43:34pm  
 
Everything joewilson knows is wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02877280 21172 106 Charles Thu, Jun 22, 2006 1:07:33pm  
 
Dianna: but how could I be condoning beheading when it's Kos holding the 
sign?</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02877607 21174 77 Charles Thu, Jun 22, 2006 3:33:04pm  
 
Please. Let's not derail this thread with another long argument that bores 99% 
of LGF's readers to tears. I know this, because they tell me. This is an 
important story. Please keep the discussion on topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02877609 21174 79 Charles Thu, Jun 22, 2006 3:34:19pm  
 
And I'm talking about the personal back-and-forth sniping, not discussion of 
issues, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02880924 21187 113 Charles Fri, Jun 23, 2006 12:31:24pm  
 
Silhouette: that rates a big heh...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02883883 21205 16 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 4:33:08pm  
 
And by the way, it doesn't exactly make your day to get calls from the 
FBI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02883898 21205 31 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 4:38:30pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=20699&amp;only" 
target=_blank>lgf: CAIR Attacks LGF</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02883921 21205 54 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 4:47:48pm  
 
Killgore Trout wrote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Any suggestions/guidelines for us to keep your contact with the FBI 
to a minimum?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well yes! Since you asked...</P> 
The reason for these calls was that LGF readers had posted (or used our 'email 
an article' feature to send) explicitly threatening messages. With our traffic, 
there's no way for me to catch and delete every such message, so the way to keep 
my contact with the FBI to a minimum is to remember that not everyone reading 
your angry vent is a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02883927 21205 60 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 4:48:52pm  
 
Amy: yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02883935 21205 68 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 4:51:51pm  
 
Joshua: please. There's no "suit." Read what I posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884069 21205 202 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 5:38:04pm  
 
The FBI did not call about 'American Infidel'. If this thread turns into another 
axe-grinding session, I will shut it down.</P> 
If you want to know who they did call about, I posted a link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884095 21205 228 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 5:44:54pm  
 
Earth2Moonbat: no -- the update is some context for the story. CAIR is getting 
lots of money and this stuff is going to get worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884171 21205 304 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:07:34pm  
 
Joshua: I hope your blog gets very popular, so you can find out if you're 
capable of doing a better job than my "piss-poor" job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884183 21205 316 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:09:39pm  
 
There will be no change in my posts at LGF as a result of this attempt at 
harassment, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884207 21205 340 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:15:43pm  
 
Ann: I'll direct this to you, since you're ignoring it. The FBI did not contact 
me because of American Infidel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884254 21205 387 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:25:38pm  
 
wccawa: See my <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=21205#c0054" 
target=_blank>comment #54</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02884279 21205 412 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:31:32pm  
 
Thanos: subpoenas were mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884298 21205 431 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:35:41pm  
 
PETN Sandwich: that's not the whole story. I'm not going to reveal all the 
details, but see comment #54.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884304 21205 437 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:37:14pm  
 
Ann: if you want to see LGF as a "panicky negative place," that's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884314 21205 447 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:40:36pm  
 
Joshua: just keep in mind that I've read what you write about LGF elsewhere. 
You're not fooling me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884328 21205 461 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:46:39pm  
 
SwampWoman: but as I've said several times now, this post is <EM>not</EM> about 
Ann's target. If you want to continue grinding that axe, fine -- but it has 
nothing to do with why the FBI contacted me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884350 21205 483 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:52:43pm  
 
And by the way, the reason the FBI contacted me has absolutely nothing to do 
with Joshua Scholar's sniping, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884353 21205 486 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 6:53:31pm  
 
Yes, I'm certain it was the FBI. And it was not the LA office -- it was the 
Washington DC office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884403 21205 536 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 7:07:28pm  
 
Ann writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My target is defeatism. I have never met AI, so it's just another 
poster to me.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, OK. Whatever you say.</P> 
And no, I'm not "defending" AI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884447 21205 580 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 7:20:41pm  
 
Joshua: you're welcome to take your comments elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02884627 21205 760 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 8:15:40pm  
 
Kaintuck: the calls did not come today -- they contacted me earlier this week 
and last week, and I called them at the FBI offices in DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884749 21205 882 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:51:42am  
 
Another reason the FBI contacted me is visible on this page at the Muslim hate 
site MPACUK:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mpacuk.org/content/view/2187/34/" 
target=_blank>www.mpacuk.org...</A>]</P> 
Search for "Nals Rawna".</P> 
This seems to be an international effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02884787 21206 11 Charles Sat, Jun 24, 2006 7:41:53pm  
 
Sorry, no time for a music post tonight. (Those posts take a lot of time to 
prepare.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886676 21218 35 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 4:11:39pm  
 
krazykounselor has achieved a level of density heretofore unseen in the annals 
of LGF trolldom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886766 21218 125 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 4:41:35pm  
 
This is why I let trolls hang around. They just say these incredibly funny 
things!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The criticisms are so ignorant and incredibly stupid, that I just don't know 
where to start.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I haven't laughed like that since my cat ate Christmas tinsel.</P> 
Now 'shukri,' on the other hand, seems like a genuine apologist for radical 
Islam. Notice this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The excesses of those who are <STRONG>striking out</STRONG> against the 
<STRONG>invasion and occupation</STRONG> of their countries doesn't change 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Clearly sympathizing with these monstrous acts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886776 21218 135 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 4:46:51pm  
 
That sound you hear is krazykounselor frantically googling up some quotes from 
the Koran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886825 21218 184 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:09:09pm  
 
Knock it off, American Infidel. I didn't fix the bold because you asked; I fixed 
it because it was ugly. And I do think your comments about rayra's pets, etc. 
are way out of line, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02886826 21218 185 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:11:33pm  
 
And I also think the personal bickering is way out of line on this thread, in 
general. The 'knock it off' goes for all.</P> 
I've been thinking of coding an 'ignore filter' so people can just click a 
button and never see a particular person's posts. Maybe then this completely 
inappropriate, offensive-to-those-not-involved bickering wouldn't happen so 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886876 21218 235 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:30:05pm  
 
Midwestprof: the ignore filter would be totally your personal choice; it would 
be stored with your registration data.</P> 
If you never click on the 'IGNORE ME' button, you'd still see everyone's 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886879 21218 238 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:32:34pm  
 
ibrodsky: yes, a magical grow-up button would be very nice.</P> 
Ann: I get it. Only other people can have 'targets.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02886884 21218 243 Charles Sun, Jun 25, 2006 5:34:56pm  
 
On the other hand, as the threads get longer, only the die-hard bickering fans 
have the patience to keep posting. It's a self-limiting device. That's my line, 
and I'm sticking with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02888776 21224 104 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 8:53:24am  
 
OK -- I spoke with a friend who has extensive building experience in Culver City 
and he said, "No way." But when I pointed out that the mosque is funded by Saudi 
Arabia, he said, "Hmm."</P> 
Any permits would be on file at the Culver City Hall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02888777 21224 105 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 8:54:59am  
 
By the way, there are <EM>two</EM> gun stores in that same area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02889614 21229 93 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 11:37:45am  
 
As I wrote yesterday, 'shukri' clearly sympathizes with the beheaders.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Most of these killings are due to their being provoked. For instance, the first 
beheading came only after Abu Ghraib.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really? That might come as a surprise to Daniel Pearl, if he were still 
alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02889661 21229 140 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 2:25:01pm  
 



shukri: since you've described the actions of the head-choppers as "excesses," 
I'm curious: what sort of actions are OK with you, short of slicing an unarmed 
hostage's throat?</P> 
We've already established that kidnapping a wounded person and holding him for 
ransom is OK with you. So where in that continuum from kidnapping to head-
chopping does it become an "excess?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02889663 21229 142 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 2:29:59pm  
 
And since I'm feeling curious: who do you believe is responsible for the 9/11 
attacks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02889679 21229 158 Charles Mon, Jun 26, 2006 4:30:46pm  
 
I'm actually glad that shukri has joined us. I'm very much in favor of giving 
his viewpoints lots (and lots) of publicity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02892638 21245 52 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 7:50:23am  
 
The killings could, of course, have nothing to do with Ford's religion. But the 
way everyone involved is tiptoeing around the subject is 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02892692 21245 106 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 8:17:01am  
 
storagemanager: please stop posting the same things over and over. This is 
called 'spamming' and it becomes very annoying when people are trying to have a 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02892833 21245 247 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 10:31:43am  
 
<STRONG>PLEASE NOTE:</STRONG></P> 
'Shukri' is deliberately trying to provoke angry responses. Don't give him what 
he wants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02893357 21249 164 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 12:01:21pm  
 
'Shukri' is either a genuine Islamist dissembler, or someone doing an amazing 
impression of one.</P> 
But bear in mind that he appears to be deliberately trying to provoke angry 
responses from LGF commenters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02894876 21256 377 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 7:45:46pm  
 
I thought better of the Mike S. thread and pulled it. It's got to be a 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02895168 21258 28 Charles Tue, Jun 27, 2006 7:28:13pm  
 



I thought better of the Mike S. thread. It's got to be a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897016 21267 10 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 12:10:18pm  
 
Remember that 'shukri' has an agenda here. He is trying to provoke angry 
responses. Please refrain from giving him what he's looking for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897521 21272 7 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 2:48:45pm  
 
Because it's a kidnapping. See how simple that is?</P> 
When you finish baiting LGF readers, you might want to write to the Bahrain Gulf 
Daily News and ask them why <EM>they</EM> call it a kidnapping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897602 21272 88 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 3:19:22pm  
 
'Shukri' has got to be a genuine Islamist. He's got all the Muslim 
Brotherhood/radical Palestinian talking points down cold. His rationalization 
for "we love death, etc." is a classic.</P> 
And I'm going to remind people once again that he's deliberately baiting you to 
provoke angry comments.</P> 
He's still posting here because I think everyone should have a good look at how 
Islamists 'think'. But don't fool yourselves -- you won't be able to have an 
honest debate with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897615 21272 101 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 3:24:21pm  
 
Sure, you can play with it. I'm just warning people not to give it what it 
really wants, which is a nice juicy angry comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897646 21272 132 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 3:34:34pm  
 
Amalie: sorry, I can't help with that. There's nothing unusual going on from our 
end. It could be a bad router somewhere in the net, between you and LGF's 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897661 21272 147 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 3:41:17pm  
 
nuggsgalore wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Remember when feeding or playing with the TROLL,  
The FBI is watching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, they aren't. The agents I spoke with were investigating specific 
things, and they made a point of telling me they did not want to shut down 
anyone's free speech, and that they were not "monitoring" LGF. They contacted me 
only because of complaints from CAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02897930 21275 52 Charles Wed, Jun 28, 2006 4:36:02pm  
 
Notice: I did not say that every Palestinian should be murdered as a 
consequence, unlike Osama bin Laden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
02898127 21275 249 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 6:14:51am  
 
'Shukri' isn't a murderer. He just supports murderers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02901570 21288 48 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 12:36:05pm  
 
Yes, I did pull your comment. Please don't post things like that 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02901592 21288 70 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 12:50:12pm  
 
Uh ... by the way, Hooper is not the obese one. The one you folks are thinking 
of is Hussein Ibish, who now works at the Lebanon Daily Star.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02902436 21292 52 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 5:29:03pm  
 
I've taken away the posting privileges of 'shukri'. That's 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02902789 21294 90 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 6:17:28pm  
 
Ward Cleaver: haven't used Greymatter in years. The LGF weblog system is 
completely custom-designed in PHP. (I was a software developer long before LGF 
started.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02902822 21294 123 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 6:28:38pm  
 
Frank: there's nothing unusual about the LGF code that should cause that. Are 
you using a reasonably up-to-date browser? (Safari, IE 5+, Mozilla, 
Firefox?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02902840 21294 141 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 6:32:52pm  
 
Canadian Infidel: unfortunately, web security is a very very messy topic. I've 
learned what I know in a very un-systematic manner, often by hard personal 
experience dealing with serious problems. If anyone knows of any decent books to 
introduce people to the basic concepts, please chime in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02902957 21295 56 Charles Thu, Jun 29, 2006 7:16:09pm  
 
RobtS.: see the update just posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02904843 21308 88 Charles Fri, Jun 30, 2006 3:41:12pm  
 
Just noticed those comments at Ummah.com about 'subpoenas'. Complete and utter 
fantasy, just like the bit about me posing as every commenter at LGF. (That 
would be quite an amazing feat, really, to post almost 3 million comments. Those 
numbskulls must really be scared of us.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
02906062 21319 3 Charles Fri, Jun 30, 2006 5:04:24pm  
 
I know, audio problem. Working on it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02906070 21319 11 Charles Fri, Jun 30, 2006 5:15:14pm  
 
Reload the page... working now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02907842 21328 7 Charles Sat, Jul 1, 2006 2:32:34pm  
 
Mmmm. Artichokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02908044 21330 31 Charles Sat, Jul 1, 2006 4:02:35pm  
 
Oh yes, I stood up on the 15% grade. Indeed I did. It was either that or fall 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02908063 21330 50 Charles Sat, Jul 1, 2006 4:16:29pm  
 
I searched a long time, and finally found the ultimate electric guitar at <A 
href="http://www.andersonguitars.com/" target=_blank>Tom Anderson 
Guitarworks</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02908079 21330 66 Charles Sat, Jul 1, 2006 4:27:15pm  
 
wrenchwench: scary. I once saw someone in the passenger seat of a car on a steep 
downhill in Malibu reach out and try to <EM>slap</EM> a cyclist in front of me. 
Glad you weren't hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02908084 21330 71 Charles Sat, Jul 1, 2006 4:30:46pm  
 
tridroid: well, if you insist on full disclosure, it was a short section of the 
climb, and I knew it was coming up. Average grade was about 9-
11%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02909406 21338 45 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 6:41:59am  
 
<STRONG>ADVANCE NOTICE:</STRONG></P> 
Please do not post any phone numbers here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910300 21342 7 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 3:16:53pm  
 
My new computer is the Garmin Edge 305:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000BS4PZW/littlegreenfo-
20" target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
Here's the page at their web site:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://www.garmin.com/products/edge305/" 
target=_blank>www.garmin.com...</A>]</P> 
The cycle of violence is now GPS-enabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910315 21342 22 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 3:34:44pm  
 
dgd: I stop at all stop signs and traffic signals, and have nothing but scorn 
for idiots who don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910320 21342 27 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 3:40:14pm  
 
DWB: not using motionbased.com yet, because they don't have the Mac OS software 
ready yet. It's promised soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910323 21342 30 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 3:41:47pm  
 
mich-again: not hard if you have a chain tool:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.parktool.com/products/detail.asp?cat=5&amp;item=CT%2D3" 
target=_blank>www.parktool.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910332 21342 39 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 4:03:03pm  
 
TheLeague: it's only an estimate. There's no way to get a precise calorie count 
without some kind of direct monitoring. I assume the Garmin takes the rider's 
weight (which you enter when you set it up) and uses one of the common formulas 
to estimate calories burned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02910334 21342 41 Charles Sun, Jul 2, 2006 4:04:08pm  
 
However, I'm pretty sure I did burn some major calories today. 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02912221 21353 35 Charles Mon, Jul 3, 2006 6:42:44am  
 
Looks like we have the Idiot Tag Team with us today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02912492 21355 73 Charles Mon, Jul 3, 2006 8:38:18am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02912637 21357 39 Charles Mon, Jul 3, 2006 9:20:30am  
 
storagemanager: why are you posting things like this over and over, regardless 
of the topic?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Islam is Cancer the only cure is to Cut it out.Nothing is left but ruins 
wherever Islam is infested</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



This achieves absolutely nothing except to derail the conversation and make you 
look like a raving nut, and it reflects badly on LGF. I'd appreciate it if you 
would knock it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02916258 21374 62 Charles Tue, Jul 4, 2006 3:18:30pm  
 
'Sir Man' was apparently in Redondo Beach, and he is now completely blocked out 
of LGF. No reading, no commenting, buh bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02918971 21389 31 Charles Wed, Jul 5, 2006 11:26:28am  
 
randman: I don't allow phone numbers to be posted here. The potential for abuse 
is too great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02919006 21389 66 Charles Wed, Jul 5, 2006 11:37:47am  
 
Rushed a little too much to write this, but it's fixed now. Thanks for the 
corrections...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02923041 21411 9 Charles Thu, Jul 6, 2006 2:36:38pm  
 
Will they show the Kos ad?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02923043 21411 11 Charles Thu, Jul 6, 2006 2:38:11pm  
 
Hey! Why didn't Ned want to show Kos Kidz kavorting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02923044 21411 12 Charles Thu, Jul 6, 2006 2:39:06pm  
 
jwbaumann: Quicktime? You need this free download:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/28842" 
target=_blank>www.versiontracker.com...</A>]</P> 
Lets Quicktime play Windows Media files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02923066 21411 34 Charles Thu, Jul 6, 2006 2:56:10pm  
 
<EM>Yawn.</EM> What a sleeper.</P> 
Lamont has spooky bug eyes just like Kos, like he's holding his eyes wide open 
deliberately. Did they go to the same media consultant?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02925000 21418 32 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 7:42:48am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There weren't any anti-semetic comments in that link.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Typical. Maybe if you learned how to spell it, you might be able to recognize 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02925241 21421 10 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 6:18:35am  
 



mglazer: your comment has all kinds of strange formatting and it's screwing up 
the page ... that's why it was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02925254 21421 23 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 6:21:45am  
 
ctrlL: not the wrong thread -- it was here too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02925839 21423 73 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 3:56:27pm  
 
See the update. Greenwald lying again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02927094 21430 59 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 4:48:43pm  
 
Whenever one of these morons links to LGF, I go through a process of deciding 
whether it's worth responding to, knowing that responding will give them traffic 
and increase their Google page rank. But when the lies are this blatant, they 
need to be answered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02927299 21432 96 Charles Fri, Jul 7, 2006 5:31:37pm  
 
Apologies to anyone who's been enjoying the comments of 'joewilson' -- but I've 
had enough of his stunning idiocy. Buh bye Joe. Give my best to 
valerie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02928732 21440 22 Charles Sat, Jul 8, 2006 6:56:35am  
 
I'm very skeptical of the claim that she "resigned." I'd wait for confirmation 
of her claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02929969 21444 45 Charles Sat, Jul 8, 2006 5:58:52pm  
 
If any of you lizardoids find this video, please let me know. I have not located 
it at Al Ghurabaa -- they may have removed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02931648 21451 134 Charles Sun, Jul 9, 2006 4:04:12pm  
 
I've really had it with "kill 'em all" talk. Those who wish to post such 
messages should start their own blogs, so that they can be held to account for 
them.</P> 
Instead of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02933748 21466 91 Charles Mon, Jul 10, 2006 9:03:26am  
 
Inside Higher Ed is offline now because of the Drudge link.</P> 
From the point of view of a web server, a Drudge link is pretty similar to a DoS 
attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02933985 21468 38 Charles Mon, Jul 10, 2006 8:01:30am  



 
pishposh4567: yes, it could be a "false positive" match for terms that resemble 
those found on pro-jihad sites. But the particular post in question is this 
one:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=21447_Religion_of_No_Fun&amp
;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
...and there isn't much there, unless they're filtering on the word 
'sharia'.</P> 
It could also be deliberate blocking of anti-jihad sites, though, and that's why 
I contacted them and posted this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02933997 21468 50 Charles Mon, Jul 10, 2006 8:43:34am  
 
Dreadnaught: unfortunately, just because they're in Israel doesn't necessarily 
mean they're friendly to LGF and Jihad Watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02935244 21475 141 Charles Mon, Jul 10, 2006 5:17:02pm  
 
zombie: contact HM about your email problems...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02935496 21477 11 Charles Mon, Jul 10, 2006 5:00:52pm  
 
KevinV: they also raped some of the teenaged girls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02937171 21484 66 Charles Tue, Jul 11, 2006 6:38:16am  
 
CAIR is using the FBI because they understand how intimidating it is for the 
average person to be contacted by the FBI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02937189 21484 84 Charles Tue, Jul 11, 2006 6:50:48am  
 
Killgore Trout: you don't have to defend the actions of the guys who made the 
video (I don't either) to recognize what CAIR is doing. This is a sustained 
effort to stifle negative speech about Islam, and they're not just going after 
white power freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02938795 21493 152 Charles Tue, Jul 11, 2006 5:23:56pm  
 
Again I reiterate: this is not a home for "round em up and kill em all" 
advocates, and those who wish to post such sentiments should start their own 
blogs and be held accountable for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02938796 21493 153 Charles Tue, Jul 11, 2006 5:26:05pm  
 
P.S. 'Infidel and Proud' is now the proud owner of a blocked 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02940369 21497 54 Charles Wed, Jul 12, 2006 7:04:33am  



 
lawhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It is a military operation launched by a terrorist organization to 
take Israeli soldiers. To me, capture is better than any of the alternative 
usages I've seen.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
However ... the <EM>purpose</EM> of the 'capture' is to extract a ransom from 
Israel. That's why I still think it's more similar to kidnapping than capturing 
a prisoner of war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02941072 21504 11 Charles Wed, Jul 12, 2006 7:51:13am  
 
I don't like the sound of that 'deal' either, but consider the source. For all 
we know, the whole story could be a fraud.</P> 
But the fact that Mubarak <EM>isn't</EM> blaming Israel makes me think there's 
something to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02948168 21532 28 Charles Fri, Jul 14, 2006 6:11:43am  
 
lawhawk:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=21520_Daily_Kos-
_Imagine_a_World_Without_Israel&amp;only" target=_blank>lgf: Daily Kos: Imagine 
a World Without Israel</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02953050 21568 7 Charles Sat, Jul 15, 2006 4:58:39pm  
 
Carridine: be patient... I think this video's getting hit hard. It will show up 
eventually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02961140 21608 33 Charles Mon, Jul 17, 2006 4:29:29pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_bookmarking" target=_blank>Social 
bookmarking.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02961170 21608 63 Charles Mon, Jul 17, 2006 5:10:16pm  
 
I'm flabbergasted. (No, really.) Has Kathryn Cramer had an 
epiphany?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02961174 21608 67 Charles Mon, Jul 17, 2006 5:18:06pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchString=cramer&amp;doSearch=search" 
target=_blank>lgf search: Kathryn Cramer</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02965230 21630 5 Charles Tue, Jul 18, 2006 3:12:53pm  
 
Gilad Shalit is on the other front, and we haven't forgotten him around 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



02965424 21632 41 Charles Tue, Jul 18, 2006 4:45:27pm  
 
<EM>From an LGF reader:</EM></P> 
If Not Us, Then Who?</P> 
If Not Now, Then When?</P> 
Israel Needs Our SupportSolidarity Rally</P> 
Sunday, July 23, 3 PMat Ezra-Habonim, the Niles Township Jewish Congregation4500 
Dempster, Skokie, IL</P> 
Representatives of the Israeli Consulate and our elected officials have been 
invited.</P> 
Sponsored by Children of Israel Fund</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.childrenofisraelfund.org/" 
target=_blank>www.childrenofisraelfund.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02972441 21666 57 Charles Thu, Jul 20, 2006 2:10:28pm  
 
The photo was taken in 2000 -- see the caption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02974921 21684 54 Charles Fri, Jul 21, 2006 7:17:00am  
 
Wm T Sherman: that sounds like a known problem with Norton Internet Security. 
Try disabling that and see if the problem goes away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02975185 21687 23 Charles Fri, Jul 21, 2006 7:59:33am  
 
Got the wrong vote record somehow! The entry is now corrected -- sorry for the 
confusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02978081 21704 5 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 6:13:33am  
 
Andreas Kloden is also doing an astounding ride, but it looks like Landis may 
end up more than a minute ahead in the overall standings...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02978104 21704 28 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 6:34:26am  
 
Mike C: Landis took third in this stage, but his time was good enough to put him 
in the overall lead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02978160 21704 84 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 2:12:32pm  
 
Hip replacements are becoming pretty routine, and they can even end up being 
stronger and better operating than a natural hip. I think Landis has a very good 
chance of coming back from the surgery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02979016 21710 65 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 2:15:56pm  
 
We have a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02979134 21710 183 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 3:37:16pm  



 
"Zinedine" is in London, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02979824 21715 48 Charles Sat, Jul 22, 2006 4:44:42pm  
 
Wrenchwench: held the camera really steady by bracing against the next spoke 
down, and set the macro mode...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02982135 21732 38 Charles Sun, Jul 23, 2006 2:10:44pm  
 
#20 has been here before. It's a neo-nazi wannabe in Redondo 
Beach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02983953 21742 72 Charles Mon, Jul 24, 2006 7:02:00am  
 
About the USS Liberty: it's been <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7412_USS_Liberty_Bombing-
_An_Accident&amp;only" target=_blank>conclusively proven</A> that the bombing of 
the ship was an accident, but that doesn't stop the antisemites from 
resurrecting the story whenever there's a crisis in the Middle 
East.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02984494 21746 57 Charles Mon, Jul 24, 2006 9:51:20am  
 
They'll be posting the interview at Dennis's site -- see the link in the 
update...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02989286 21771 62 Charles Tue, Jul 25, 2006 4:38:05pm  
 
mich-again: is there a page where the UNIFIL reports show up? This is definitely 
worth watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02992556 21788 37 Charles Wed, Jul 26, 2006 4:49:24pm  
 
And by the way, reading the comments Mr. Sockwald picked out to feature, I 
confess I don't think they're so awful. Not one of them caused a rush of horror, 
blurred vision, or nausea and disorientation. Unlike some <EM>jihad</EM> videos 
I've seen.</P> 
But some of us have thinner skins than others, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02996085 21806 25 Charles Thu, Jul 27, 2006 6:56:26pm  
 
That's a gear indicator, shows which rear cog your chain is on -- not high-tech 
at all, been available for years, it's only about 10 bucks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02998307 21818 10 Charles Fri, Jul 28, 2006 1:28:13pm  
 
Curiosity -- you're right -- missed the date. This topic will soon disappear, 
because it's not current...</P> 



Don't start any conversations...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02998311 21818 14 Charles Fri, Jul 28, 2006 1:45:46pm  
 
It's back ... there is current news after all...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
02998496 21820 83 Charles Fri, Jul 28, 2006 4:02:32pm  
 
Why yes, it is! Good eye. I really like that tape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03000438 21825 237 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 12:29:18pm  
 
cyberbot7: you're welcome to start your own blog and advocate violence there. 
It's not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03000595 21826 129 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 1:20:37pm  
 
If the cartoon was intended to accompany the Moore editorial, it certainly was 
not obvious. And there is absolutely no context with the cartoon -- no caption, 
nothing to indicate that it is anything other than what it appears to be.</P> 
It's possible this was not intended to seriously compare Israel with Nazi 
Germany. But if so, it was incredibly clumsily done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03000598 21826 132 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 1:32:20pm  
 
And by the way, as for "accusing allies of antisemitism," I've also had posts 
with titles such as "Los Angeles Antisemitism Watch." (Just an example.) It's 
not intended to accuse all Brits of antisemitism, but to point out that there is 
a serious problem. Because there is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03000602 21826 136 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 2:09:18pm  
 
Also by the way, this cartoon is not simply accompanying the Charles Moore 
article.</P> 
It's the illustration on the Telegraph's Opinion home page.</P> 
And I repeat, there is nothing to make that connection except that the cartoon 
and a link to Moore's article appear on the same page, along with links to all 
the other Opinion pieces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03001894 21832 55 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 2:28:24pm  
 
The Boodge: you're not in the PC zone. But when you post comments like 'round em 
up and put em in camps', guess who gets blamed for it?</P> 
I don't advocate that position and I'm tired of taking the heat when people 
express it here. I see you have your own blog, and you're free to do it 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03001900 21832 61 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 2:33:09pm  
 



shlemazl: the phrasing seems clear to me. The first sentence has Shehadeb 
discussing Haq, and the second sentence seems to follow the same 
construction.</P> 
But I guess it could be a case of bad writing, so I added a question mark to the 
title...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03001969 21832 130 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 3:26:47pm  
 
While the threat of dirty bombs has been somewhat exaggerated, they are far from 
innocuous, and if done intelligently, far more dangerous than a conventional 
bomb. One of the substances talked about for use in dirty bombs is cesium-137, a 
highly reactive material that can be nearly impossible to clean up.</P> 
There's a pretty good piece on the effects of a cesium-137 bomb here: <A 
href="http://www.wired.com/news/conflict/0,2100,53110,00.html" 
target=_blank>Wired News: How Bad Can a 'Dirty Bomb' Be?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If a relatively tiny "dirty bomb" -- one containing only ten pounds of TNT and 
pea-sized amount of cesium-137 -- were detonated in Washington, federation 
scientists recently told Congress, "The initial passing of the radioactive cloud 
would be relatively harmless, and no one would have to evacuate 
immediately."</P> 
"However," the scientists continued, "residents of an area of about five city 
blocks ... would have a one-in-a-thousand chance of getting cancer. A swath 
about one mile long covering an area of forty city blocks would exceed EPA 
contamination limits, with remaining residents having a one-in-ten thousand 
chance of getting cancer. If decontamination were not possible, these areas 
would have to be abandoned for decades."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03001987 21832 148 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 3:47:54pm  
 
Ann: just want people to know the facts. Nobody is served by minimizing the 
danger, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03002245 21836 15 Charles Sat, Jul 29, 2006 4:35:31pm  
 
KevinV: yes, the language does sound good.</P> 
That's how they get ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03004074 21844 5 Charles Sun, Jul 30, 2006 7:02:38am  
 
Yes, ciao -- absolutely. I hope you're going to press charges against this 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03004166 21844 97 Charles Sun, Jul 30, 2006 7:36:38am  
 
grayp: I let Michelle know about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03005403 21849 4 Charles Sun, Jul 30, 2006 3:22:19pm  
 
It's not the level, it's the ratio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03005412 21849 13 Charles Sun, Jul 30, 2006 3:33:03pm  
 
I do 2 or 3 shorter weekday rides. Usually 35-40 miles. And usually a bit easier 
pace, although not always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03005867 21854 12 Charles Sun, Jul 30, 2006 6:08:01pm  
 
Link is fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03007312 21859 59 Charles Mon, Jul 31, 2006 6:54:50am  
 
Terp Mole: no phone numbers, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03011602 21884 152 Charles Tue, Aug 1, 2006 1:09:18pm  
 
See my update: digital cameras automatically record a timestamp for each and 
every photograph. The wire services <STRONG>do have this 
information</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03011622 21884 172 Charles Tue, Aug 1, 2006 1:15:52pm  
 
Also, it's <EM>extremely</EM> unlikely that a professional photographer for a 
news service would have an inaccurate time programmed into his/her digital 
camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03011822 21885 59 Charles Tue, Aug 1, 2006 2:02:24pm  
 
The link seems to be to an AP intranet, closed to the public. I'm removing it 
from the post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03011914 21885 151 Charles Tue, Aug 1, 2006 4:10:46pm  
 
Trashman: not exactly right. High-end digital cameras definitely do store the 
time that the photo was taken, as IPTC metadata inside the picture file.</P> 
You're correct that the timestamps that show up next to the photos when they're 
posted at Yahoo or other places are irrelevant. Those timestamps are most likely 
when the news agency received the picture, not when it was taken.</P> 
However, the original photo files, which are undoubtedly saved somewhere, would 
have the true timestamps in their metadata headers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03015009 21899 699 Charles Wed, Aug 2, 2006 5:09:13pm  
 
Since this thread has degenerated into bickering, it is now 
closed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03015950 21908 7 Charles Wed, Aug 2, 2006 4:48:46pm  
 



He appears medicated in the video. The words "United We Stand" are not printed 
on our money -- and he seems to realize that about halfway through saying 
it.</P> 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03019050 21922 1 Charles Thu, Aug 3, 2006 1:53:33pm  
 
And before the inevitable accusation -- no, I'm not advocating this approach 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03019874 21928 11 Charles Thu, Aug 3, 2006 6:50:30pm  
 
They are real, and the source is highly reputable but does not wish to be 
identified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03022147 21938 236 Charles Fri, Aug 4, 2006 12:21:01pm  
 
Before this turns into another knock down drag out battle, please note that for 
many LGF readers, personal bickering is incredibly unpleasant. If this becomes 
another thread of ugly insults back and forth, I'll just close 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03022441 21942 4 Charles Fri, Aug 4, 2006 12:23:01pm  
 
Sully Jones = Andrew Sullivan / 9/11 crackpot Alex Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03022920 21946 2 Charles Fri, Aug 4, 2006 3:19:40pm  
 
No, fluffy -- last night's cards were 100% genuine Hizballah business 
cards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03024995 21956 15 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 1:47:24pm  
 
Click the picture. It's straight from the Reuters wire, I didn't do anything to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025327 21956 347 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 3:47:05pm  
 
The section I highlighted was cloned, then faded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025590 21956 610 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 6:13:55pm  
 
<STRONG>Important update!</STRONG></P> 
The original photo has been unearthed, and it was taken on July 26 -- by the 
Associated Press!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025646 21956 666 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 6:44:10pm  
 



galloping granny: the area behind the smoke, all the way to the top of the 
photo, has been completely cut/pasted and reshuffled, to add the smoke.</P> 
I'm almost certain these photos are from the same larger panorama shot. The 
angles of the buildings, lighting, and small details in the matched area are 
identical -- not just similar. This is way out of the realm of 
coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025652 21956 672 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 6:47:25pm  
 
Dar ul Harb: I respectfully disagree. To my eye, the angle of the lighting is 
identical. Notice how all the little details on the roofs show up exactly the 
same in each picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025662 21956 682 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 6:53:02pm  
 
We're slow because this post is getting a lot of interest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03025691 21956 711 Charles Sat, Aug 5, 2006 7:06:57pm  
 
Dar ul Harb: the first photo I posted, the doctored one, has definitely had its 
contrast pumped up. This is not difficult or tricky at all. It's one simple 
adjustment in Photoshop or any other image editor.</P> 
The important thing is that all the details are lit from exactly the same angle 
in the two photographs. Don't be misled by the differing 
contrast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03030056 21980 203 Charles Mon, Aug 7, 2006 4:28:02pm  
 
really grumpy: thanks. Beautiful post. And thanks to everyone for all the 
support I see in this thread. I'm humbled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03030255 21982 73 Charles Mon, Aug 7, 2006 4:43:05pm  
 
Allen: I agree about the bridge pics, after a close second look. It's not 
conclusive evidence of staging.</P> 
(We need to be aware of the microscope effect, where you study something so long 
you start to miss things.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03032184 21991 365 Charles Tue, Aug 8, 2006 7:54:39am  
 
Unfortunately, there's no way for me to actually know the one true 3 millionth 
comment, especially with traffic this high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03032333 21992 20 Charles Tue, Aug 8, 2006 8:01:22am  
 
I'm back -- they said they'll be using taped segments throughout the day.</P> 
Just saw Ace of Spades. It's great that they're hitting the staging issue 
hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03032364 21992 51 Charles Tue, Aug 8, 2006 8:16:39am  
 
Judith wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I didn't recognize you on CNN. You don't look anything like 
your official Lizardoid picture, you know the one where you're using the Moonbat 
as a footstool.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Have you considered the possibility that I might be a master of 
disguise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03034245 22003 21 Charles Tue, Aug 8, 2006 5:17:18pm  
 
Cattt: no, the wish list is way out of date! Haven't gone there in months at 
least. Maybe over a year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03036095 22014 91 Charles Wed, Aug 9, 2006 7:32:07am  
 
zombie: are you getting email? I have something important I just emailed 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03036641 22017 303 Charles Wed, Aug 9, 2006 12:10:24pm  
 
Important update! See the latest above -- Allahpundit has found another photo of 
the same scene...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03040978 22040 28 Charles Thu, Aug 10, 2006 2:22:08pm  
 
Sorry, Katyusha launcher picture was broken ... visible now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03042890 22051 98 Charles Fri, Aug 11, 2006 6:21:43am  
 
<STRONG>Please note the update above...</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03044182 22058 385 Charles Fri, Aug 11, 2006 12:48:44pm  
 
I have to agree with zombie on the new toy photo sequence; it may indeed be 
evidence of deliberate staging, but without knowing the actual sequence of the 
pictures it's impossible to prove it.</P> 
If they were taken in the opposite order from the way they're arranged on that 
FreeRepublic page, it could be simply a case of salvaging toys from the rubble, 
and there's no way to be sure without the actual times the photos were 
taken.</P> 
That does suggest one way MSM could protect against abuse, however -- by always 
releasing the exact time and date a photograph was taken by the 
photographer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03049992 22084 34 Charles Sun, Aug 13, 2006 9:25:28am  
 
Village Idiot: yes, I did mis-speak. Meant Lamont. Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03053346 22098 14 Charles Mon, Aug 14, 2006 8:08:21am  
 
<STRONG>Warning on the Ahmadinejad blog</STRONG> -- browsing to it may install a 
virus on your computer:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=22093_Ahmadinejads_Blog_is_D
angerous&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03054479 22107 7 Charles Mon, Aug 14, 2006 3:35:26pm  
 
I blurred the images, yes. Click the pictures to see the clear 
versions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03054788 22108 133 Charles Mon, Aug 14, 2006 5:12:33pm  
 
And before someone asks -- yes, I did blur some of the components on that 
breadboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03056132 22113 102 Charles Tue, Aug 15, 2006 6:21:22am  
 
I'm completely sick and tired of people who refuse to realize that ugly comments 
about genocide and "burning mosques" are not welcome here. Think before you 
post. I'm not going to take the heat for any more such comments, and I will 
delete them if I become aware of them.</P> 
If you want to advocate such things, start your own blog and take the 
responsibility for them yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03056541 22116 22 Charles Tue, Aug 15, 2006 6:57:23am  
 
Chiya is the town in which photographer Bryan Denton said he saw <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=22071_Photographer_Alleges_U
nearthing_of_Bodies&amp;only" target=_blank>bodies disinterred for staged 
photos</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03057776 22123 37 Charles Tue, Aug 15, 2006 3:58:54pm  
 
I guess that's going to be the left-wing talking point on this one. No problem 
here. Desecrating the bodies of children -- hunky dory with the left.</P> 
Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03060929 22137 270 Charles Wed, Aug 16, 2006 3:19:47pm  
 
realwest: you're not the only one who's tired of the 
complaining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03060937 22137 278 Charles Wed, Aug 16, 2006 3:24:26pm  
 
And Ann, by the way, your "final solution" comment was exceedingly tasteless and 
offensive.</P> 



At this point, I'd be much happier if you found somewhere else to post comments. 
Your only contributions here are these negative sniping remarks. If you object 
so much to the comments at LGF, don't read them. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03060943 22137 284 Charles Wed, Aug 16, 2006 3:27:57pm  
 
And because I don't want this topic, about a very serious subject, to be dragged 
into the gutter by another endless round of personal bickering, it's now 
closed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065035 22156 124 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 4:21:57pm  
 
To 'useless' -- why are you going out of your way to post slurs? Surely you must 
realize that the software is blocking some words (some might take that as a hint 
that I don't want that kind of crap here)--so why find a spelling it doesn't 
block?</P> 
And yes, I added your alternate spelling to the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065041 22156 130 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 4:35:02pm  
 
#66</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065044 22156 133 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 4:38:21pm  
 
Look, I realize that these kinds of topics stir up emotions. But it simply 
doesn't help the cause of shedding light on the nature of the enemy to rant and 
suggest violence, or to use religio-racial made-up slurs or any other kind of 
slur. That stuff is <EM>used against you</EM> and <EM>used against me</EM>, no 
matter what my disclaimer says, and I'd appreciate it -- again -- if people 
would please remember this when posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065052 22156 141 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 5:01:42pm  
 
Big sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065057 22156 146 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 5:22:11pm  
 
I'm now working on a 'report this comment' feature that will allow registered 
users to send a quick notification that a comment may have crossed the line.</P> 
And I'll say right up front that this is not a guarantee that the reported 
comment will be deleted. I've always been deeply uncomfortable with the idea of 
being a free speech hall monitor, because the mainstream media is already too 
much of a self-imposed nanny. But we'll try this for a while and see how it 
works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03065073 22156 162 Charles Thu, Aug 17, 2006 6:55:14pm  
 
It's so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03075823 22202 58 Charles Mon, Aug 21, 2006 7:53:31am  
 
Geepers: it isn't "PC creep." It's me being tired of getting smeared for 
comments I didn't post that contain "slurs."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03084461 22235 22 Charles Wed, Aug 23, 2006 4:51:21pm  
 
Because they're on Blogspot, it's unlikely that they can do anything nefarious. 
You're extremely limited in what you can do on Blogspot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03084472 22235 33 Charles Wed, Aug 23, 2006 5:01:42pm  
 
Orson Buggy: yes, that's right. Just clicking through to the Blogspot sites 
isn't a problem, but be VERY careful about clicking any links on those 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03086933 22246 61 Charles Thu, Aug 24, 2006 3:17:07pm  
 
I changed the code that embeds the YouTube video in the page -- let me know if 
that works better for those of you reporting problems...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03086954 22246 82 Charles Thu, Aug 24, 2006 3:44:15pm  
 
zombie: I captured all 3 videos -- but don't get too pumped. It's going to be 
extremely difficult to pull evidence (if it's there) from these low-resolution 
images.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03086959 22246 87 Charles Thu, Aug 24, 2006 3:45:45pm  
 
zuckerlilly: thank you. Your mention is noted!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03086987 22246 115 Charles Thu, Aug 24, 2006 3:59:21pm  
 
z: agreed. Lots of circumstantial stuff here. But it won't pass muster as hard 
evidence of staging, not without much better images to work with.</P> 
It does suggest, though, that the success of the propaganda effort in this 
incident inspired Hizballah's media handlers to try to emulate their previous 
mega-hit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03088487 22254 57 Charles Fri, Aug 25, 2006 9:11:17am  
 
ronnie: sorry, but I can't allow comments that even indirectly hint at breaking 
laws. Not only do I disagree with that approach personally, it's been 
demonstrated many times that such comments will be used against LGF and against 
me personally. And especially in a topic about CAIR, I don't want to give those 
creeps any more ammo than they already have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03088541 22255 38 Charles Fri, Aug 25, 2006 7:17:13am  
 



derek: did you do that poster? It's great!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03088956 22260 59 Charles Fri, Aug 25, 2006 9:01:07am  
 
Derek: I completely agree with your point and didn't see this as 'making fun' of 
dead children at all. But because the point is in danger of being missed due to 
the upsetting images, I took the liberty of blurring the kids' faces... hope you 
don't mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03090256 22269 184 Charles Fri, Aug 25, 2006 5:01:12pm  
 
"Screaming at morons."</P> 
"George Mitchell."</P> 
Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03090308 22270 32 Charles Fri, Aug 25, 2006 4:12:28pm  
 
PDM: I'll host 'em... email or download from somewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03091376 22273 40 Charles Sat, Aug 26, 2006 7:09:43am  
 
Eagle: well... this one goes to eleven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03092293 22280 48 Charles Sat, Aug 26, 2006 5:09:07pm  
 
wrenchwench: yes, after uploading the data from the Garmin, their web site shows 
wind speed and other weather data. Graphs of elevation vs. time, all kinds of 
cool stuff for the cycling geek.</P> 
But I really suck at climbing right now. Used to be better, before this damnable 
weblog started cutting into my riding schedule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03094716 22292 20 Charles Sun, Aug 27, 2006 4:59:29pm  
 
tridroid: yes, I love the Speedplays, been using them for years. Tried some Look 
pedals a while ago, but went back to the Speedplays after 2 
weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03094721 22292 25 Charles Sun, Aug 27, 2006 5:46:07pm  
 
tridroid: I use the stainless X/2 pedals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03095917 22297 2 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 6:33:10am  
 
Sorry -- link is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03095976 22297 61 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:10:07am  
 



See the update -- although the ICRC hid all the thumbnails that formerly were on 
that page, only the ambulance picture was actually deleted from their 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03095988 22297 73 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:19:51am  
 
On the bandwidth issue: it's extremely unlikely that a huge multi-national 
organization like the ICRC, regularly involved in massive rescue and relief 
operations, would have a web site that can't handle the bandwidth from one link 
at zombietime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03095993 22297 78 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:24:34am  
 
Earth2moonbat: all the photos at the ICRC have a high resolution 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03095994 22297 79 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:26:33am  
 
Also note: there are thousands of high resolution photos at the ICRC site. They 
sell them, in fact.</P> 
The bandwidth is not an issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096018 22297 103 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:44:44am  
 
zombie: no way this was done because of bandwidth. The ICRC web site is not a 
blog, it's a critical part of a huge organization that often needs to manage 
large humanitarian operations. I would be willing to bet my bike that they have 
enough bandwidth for absolutely any possibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096020 22297 105 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 7:45:51am  
 
And 10,000 visitors an hour is nothing, when (for example) a large tsunami hits 
Southeast Asia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096076 22297 161 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 8:54:46am  
 
zombie: you're thinking about servers on the scale of LGF or zombietime. The 
ICRC web site is in a completely different category. They <EM>must</EM> be able 
to stay online throughout a large emergency, which means they are required to 
have a large server farm of their own, probably hosted redundantly in more than 
one location, with massively distributed resources. Again, there's absolutely no 
way the bandwidth hit from a link to one photo would impact their 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096100 22297 185 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 9:59:58am  
 
Powderfinger: zombietime may be close in terms of day-to-day traffic (although 
Alexa is not the best measure of this), but the ICRC needs to stay online even 
through massive emergencies. My point isn't that the ICRC's traffic is larger, 
but that the ICRC's server capacity must be able to handle anything. So the 



argument that they removed the photo to save bandwidth simply doesn't hold 
water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096114 22297 199 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 11:59:44am  
 
ska-t2: it's of limited value, because most of the time the photos are processed 
by media before being released. You won't find EXIF data in any Yahoo News 
photos. This one was straight out of an ICRC camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096218 22298 88 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 8:45:42am  
 
Mearsheimer is much more open about his hatred for Israel.</P> 
The questions from the audience should be interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096304 22298 174 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 9:19:08am  
 
Gee. There seem to be some antisemitic conspiracy buffs in the audience. I 
wonder why?</P> 
"When did AIPAC start controlling American foreign policy? Was it under 
Reagan?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03096462 22299 64 Charles Mon, Aug 28, 2006 10:05:02am  
 
See the update: apparently not a photoshop job -- simply an out of focus 
shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03099641 22316 144 Charles Tue, Aug 29, 2006 12:35:45pm  
 
blahman2450: sure, that's Greenwald's point. But the fact is, I did not (and do 
not) advocate military attacks on journalists -- he simply lied about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03107175 22350 60 Charles Thu, Aug 31, 2006 5:14:29pm  
 
No. "Nuke 'em all and let allah sort 'em out" is NOT my motto. And if you want 
to post comments like that, you can start a blog very easily at Blogspot. And 
then take responsibility for your own statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03109223 22361 91 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 7:34:02am  
 
Dan's wrong. The graphic was not "rotated" ... it was deleted, while other 
images on the same page were not. The proof for this is above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03109302 22361 170 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:46:41am  
 
That's right, the Google cached page has changed.</P> 
And that's why I took the screenshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03109306 22361 174 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:50:17am  
 
Doss: I'm pretty sure the pictures are placed on Google News pages by an 
automated algorithm. It's possible that the change you saw was done 
deliberately, but it's also possible there was no human decision 
involved...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110200 22371 173 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 4:44:08pm  
 
rayra: I'm tired of getting emails from offended women--many of whom are NOT 
commenters, but just people who read this stuff and are offended--and I don't 
blame them for being offended. Knock it off, or start your own blog and deal 
with the crap yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110220 22371 193 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 5:38:38pm  
 
I'm serious. Start your own blog. Then you can insult whoever you want to 
insult, and ban whoever you want to ban, and deal with all of the crap that 
comes with it.</P> 
If this isn't a satisfactory answer, then you're welcome to take your comments 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110236 22371 209 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:16:10pm  
 
Really? You're demanding answers from me, rayra? And if I don't answer, 
you'll... do what? Leave? Post more death threats to CAIR officials? Take 
potshots at me behind my back at other blogs?</P> 
Oooh. Now I'm terrified. Grow up, you freaking bully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110240 22371 213 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:23:40pm  
 
No, I think bullying assholes are a pain in the ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110241 22371 214 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:25:25pm  
 
And rayra: that's it. Make your decision. If you're so convinced that you know 
better than me how to run a blog, go ahead and do it. Build your echo chamber 
and have fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110245 22371 218 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:29:04pm  
 
No one is forcing you to read it, Swampwoman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110248 22371 221 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:30:58pm  
 
This is really getting stupid now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110250 22371 223 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 6:32:55pm  
 



Have fun, kids. I'm out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110311 22371 284 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:26:26pm  
 
I just came back and read what's been going on in here. Thought I'd let everyone 
have their say.</P> 
I'm now shutting off posting privileges for those who think this is a horrible 
place, and I'm a "cowardly fraud." Go insult me elsewhere. I know you 
will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110714 22375 8 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 5:32:41pm  
 
Audio now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110945 22379 16 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 7:51:14pm  
 
Noam Sayin': that there is your Topeak Mini 18, a must-have for long bike rides. 
Every tool you might need -- even a chain breaking tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110979 22379 50 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:14:31pm  
 
Are you going to bring that crap in here too, rayra?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03110986 22379 57 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:17:47pm  
 
One thing I don't have to put up with on my own blog is personal insults from 
obsessed people. You're not welcome here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03111000 22379 71 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:28:08pm  
 
And please don't bother sending me those nasty emails you're no doubt writing at 
this moment. They'll be filed in the trash, unread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03111031 22379 102 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 8:54:37pm  
 
Sorry, but I disagree -- I'm making some moves I should have made long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03111040 22379 111 Charles Fri, Sep 1, 2006 9:02:07pm  
 
There has been a clique of bullying, insulting people here, who have driven away 
some very valued commenters -- for example, zulubaby, who was one of the best 
early supporters of this site, a person who gave an enormous amount, almost 
never posts any more because she is invariably abused by this clique.</P> 
There are also some people who deliberately post extreme comments, and as I've 
been saying quite a lot recently, I'm not going to put up with that any more 
either.</P> 
No, this doesn't mean we all have to be "nice" to each other. But these 
obsessive feuds are dragging one thread after another into the gutter; every 



request I've made to cut it out has been scorned. Tonight that turned into open 
defiance and mockery. I'm finished allowing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03111100 22379 171 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 12:24:36pm  
 
That picture was taken with a Sony Cybershot DSC-N1 (8 
megapixels).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112282 22387 324 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 12:35:27pm  
 
Keepandbear: wow. You folks are really nuts, aren't you? Now you're concocting 
conspiracy theories?</P> 
Call on the clue phone: yes, that was me who banned that group of jerks, and I 
would gladly do it again. I reached the end of my rope with their crap last 
night.</P> 
The gang who posts at Gulf Coast are a bunch of back-stabbing childish 
hypocrites, who have caused more trouble at LGF than almost anyone else, and I 
have zero respect left for them.</P> 
And that's my last word on this subject. If you don't like it, you're welcome to 
join them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112306 22387 348 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 12:51:14pm  
 
After glancing through the back-stabbing thread again, I see that I missed a 
couple of jerks. Now corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112361 22387 403 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 1:40:16pm  
 
Please note: I wasn't going to post about this again, but I see that rayra has 
now moved on to making up sad little fantasies about me being "ready to give him 
up to the FBI." This is absolute paranoid nonsense. Nothing like this ever 
happened.</P> 
Just to set the record straight. And that's the very last time I will visit that 
blog. From now on, if you see any similar accusations, just assume they are 
bullshit -- because they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112400 22387 442 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 2:59:54pm  
 
rightymouse: if your comment about "asshole" is directed to me, I do apologize 
for using that word here, something I never do. I lost my temper at the 
arrogance and unbridled hostility on display. I'm leaving my words there, 
though, because I meant them--and continue to mean them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112649 22388 185 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 3:07:19pm  
 
Couldn't be more obvious that "Moonbat" is a fake troll. Froll for 
short.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03112667 22388 203 Charles Sat, Sep 2, 2006 3:21:15pm  
 



RedPepper: I wish I had time to write some code like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03115124 22403 249 Charles Sun, Sep 3, 2006 12:07:05pm  
 
To JustMyView: are you the person who used to comment here with the name "View 
From Ireland"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03115978 22406 4 Charles Sun, Sep 3, 2006 5:08:18pm  
 
Amalie: about a mile...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03115990 22406 16 Charles Sun, Sep 3, 2006 5:15:24pm  
 
fraxinus: top speed was 44.9 mph -- the speed limit there was 35 mph, so we were 
already pushing it. I once hit 56 mph behind a truck on one PV hill -- that's my 
personal max speed so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03116178 22407 124 Charles Sun, Sep 3, 2006 6:53:09pm  
 
To So?: Knock it off. Take some time away from the computer and do something 
else. I understand you're angry but the language is not OK. If you keep it up 
I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03117467 22415 80 Charles Mon, Sep 4, 2006 1:10:01pm  
 
The idiot named 'coolhandluke' is affiliated with Central Michigan 
University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03118138 22417 133 Charles Mon, Sep 4, 2006 4:00:47pm  
 
On the issue of whether Steve Irwin should have taken such risks, with a wife 
and children -- hell, yes.</P> 
By living his life to the fullest, Steve Irwin not only built a life of material 
comfort for his family, he gave them a one-in-a-million role model. Yes, I'm 
very sad for his family, and I'm sure this is a huge blow. But in years to come, 
his children will treasure his memory and in all likelihood be inspired to 
achieve in a similar way.</P> 
Good on ya, Steve. Crikey, but you'll be missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03121367 22435 63 Charles Tue, Sep 5, 2006 4:50:29pm  
 
I liked the President's speech. I didn't like the fact that one of the Iranian 
terror masters is touring our country while he gave that speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03121428 22436 18 Charles Tue, Sep 5, 2006 4:38:53pm  
 
Olmert may cave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03123295 22448 76 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 10:22:22am  
 
Occasional Reader: I agree that wikis are great tools. For some things. But not 
for enclopedias, which are supposed to be authoritative factual references. The 
problem is that they are too easily abused by people with 
agendas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03123322 22448 103 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 10:29:32am  
 
Occasional Reader: again, I disagree. There are far more quotes and citations by 
detractors than by supporters, and the citations supposed to document my 
"contempt" for Arabs and Palestinians are totally devoid of context. Not 
balanced at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03123396 22448 177 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 11:01:08am  
 
JustMyView wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Given the amount of criticism that appears on LGF regarding other 
blogs, both broadcast and print media, it seems a little odd to expect that only 
favorable comments about LGF be presented.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And, of course, I didn't say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03123418 22448 199 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 11:16:20am  
 
Also please note that since I posted this entry, the Wikipedia article has 
changed considerably and is now much more balanced...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03123425 22448 206 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 11:20:24am  
 
FabioC: maybe. But only because I happened to follow a link and noticed it, then 
pointed it out here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124029 22451 233 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 1:30:26pm  
 
Um, no -- I'm not hedging. Didn't realize anyone would question the photo. But 
it's genuine; I have the high-resolution original from the camera, unedited, 
with EXIF info intact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124075 22451 279 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 1:46:25pm  
 
And just for the record, the EXIF data's missing from the photo here because it 
was put through Fireworks to scale it down and resave it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124084 22451 288 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 1:49:53pm  
 
The original is a 2-megapixel image from a Sony Ericsson cell phone, which will 
produce that fishbowl effect at the edges, by the way, because it has a crummy 
lens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03124245 22451 449 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 4:59:55pm  
 
Carridine: please. If you want to proselytize for the Baha'i faith, do it 
elsewhere. It's not appropriate here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124246 22451 450 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 5:03:41pm  
 
Once again:</P> 
The photo is genuine, folks. I have the original, and there is absolutely no 
evidence of fakery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124278 22451 482 Charles Thu, Sep 7, 2006 8:30:13pm  
 
I'll repeat this one more time -- there is absolutely no evidence that this 
photo is a fake, and lots of evidence that it's genuine, including a 2-megapixel 
image with EXIF data.</P> 
Some of you folks are letting your imaginations get away from 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03124743 22454 99 Charles Wed, Sep 6, 2006 6:48:08pm  
 
DistantThunder: sorry, but there's too much potential for abuse when email 
addresses of private individuals are posted here; please feel free to post your 
story, but personal info isn't allowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03126009 22459 68 Charles Thu, Sep 7, 2006 6:42:21am  
 
I've added a direct link to ABC's own contact form above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03129302 22470 205 Charles Fri, Sep 8, 2006 8:28:11am  
 
For the record, I edited the post above to reflect that I don't know for certain 
that Mitchell himself edited the piece admitting his journalistic fraud, since 
the edit was made with no accreditation. But since he's the editor of E &amp; P, 
and since he wrote the piece in question, it's a pretty reasonable 
assumption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03129333 22470 236 Charles Mon, Sep 11, 2006 7:51:00am  
 
pediomelum: You don't seem to care about the continuing sneaky deceptions in 
that article by Mitchell, or the fact that it's not an apology at all -- noted. 
You think Kantor is "right" when he says faking quotes is no big deal -- also 
noted.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03136409 22506 22 Charles Sun, Sep 10, 2006 4:48:49pm  
 
Yes, I'm sure they have it all wrong. And if you stop and think about it, I'm 
pretty sure you don't want to live in a society like that 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03138975 22522 198 Charles Mon, Sep 11, 2006 11:12:34am  
 
I almost never post to you, Gordon, but if you're trying to get me to ban you 
today, continuing to spam every thread with sneering Biblical quotes just might 
do it.</P> 
Have some decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03139718 22527 60 Charles Mon, Sep 11, 2006 4:10:41pm  
 
I've reworked the way this video was posted, to use the LGF Quicktime code 
instead of revver's. This should solve some of the problems reported 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03147901 22557 57 Charles Thu, Sep 14, 2006 7:20:05am  
 
Er - the title of the post is "Left Wing Nihilist Murderer," folks. I'm not 
suggesting his BDS was the cause of the shooting rampage, but it's definitely 
there. He was a screwed up psychopath, of the left wing variety.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03159294 22606 169 Charles Sun, Sep 17, 2006 4:23:24pm  
 
"Request cleanup" is a new feature that lets people easily send me an email to 
let me know about a comment that may be offensive or over the top.</P> 
It uses a mailto link, so that people who request a cleanup must provide me with 
their email address (to prevent abuse).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03159407 22606 282 Charles Sun, Sep 17, 2006 5:07:30pm  
 
Instead of "cleanup," it now says "Notify" because Killgore is right -- this can 
be used not just to report negative comments, but to notify me of an interesting 
link, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03159443 22606 318 Charles Sun, Sep 17, 2006 5:25:40pm  
 
mazeman: that's a good point, but the kinds of comments that could be considered 
"culpable" are extremely rare, because the registration system already imposes a 
pretty effective layer of accountability.</P> 
I'm simply trying to make it easier for people to let me know about a particular 
comment, whether in a positive or negative sense. I already receive numerous 
emails referring to comments -- this is just a shortcut to let that happen more 
efficiently.</P> 
And by the way, reporting a comment that you consider offensive does not 
constitute a guarantee that the comment will be deleted, or that any action will 
be taken. (The lawyer in my head made me post this.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03161771 22616 201 Charles Mon, Sep 18, 2006 2:05:59pm  
 
If the link to LGF isn't working for you, what email program are you 
using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03165686 22641 96 Charles Tue, Sep 19, 2006 2:47:58pm  
 
Wow. He's really going for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03165698 22641 108 Charles Tue, Sep 19, 2006 2:51:43pm  
 
He seems to be getting ready to call for Israel to be expelled from the 
UN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03165771 22641 181 Charles Tue, Sep 19, 2006 3:05:03pm  
 
"Human perfection!"</P> 
Ubermenschen, anyone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03165792 22641 202 Charles Tue, Sep 19, 2006 3:09:38pm  
 
Ladies and gentlemen, how about a big hand for Hitler?</P> 
Wolf Blitzer says he was "kinder and gentler." Whew. Lay off the Paxil, 
Wolf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03168227 22651 33 Charles Wed, Sep 20, 2006 9:21:34am  
 
stranded conservative: he put up a picture of people he explicitly accuses of 
antisemitism, and one of those people is Charlton Heston.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03168238 22651 44 Charles Wed, Sep 20, 2006 9:23:47am  
 
lawhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Let's get this straight. Markos thinks Heston is an anti-Semite 
based on what exactly? That he swapped jokes? Ah, the joys of Leftists' 
priorities.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, no -- he thinks Heston is an antisemite based on <EM>a fantasy</EM> 
that he swapped jokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03168248 22651 54 Charles Wed, Sep 20, 2006 9:27:25am  
 
Heh. Not a rebuke -- just trying to make the connection clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03176542 22699 38 Charles Sat, Sep 23, 2006 5:59:03am  
 
We are banned in Saudi Arabia, but not from Aramco's network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03178772 22712 117 Charles Sun, Sep 24, 2006 8:13:34am  
 
ChenZhen: in LGF's history, I've only banned one person for excessive stupidity. 
So you're pretty safe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03182721 22727 35 Charles Mon, Sep 25, 2006 11:12:43am  
 
Clio: just added an update -- it's one of those post-modern "enhancements" to 
Mozart's opera, by a German director.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03185202 22736 153 Charles Tue, Sep 26, 2006 3:09:13pm  
 
<STRONG>Update</STRONG>: Hosting Matters tells me there was no DoS attack, just 
technical issues at the NOC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03185254 22736 205 Charles Tue, Sep 26, 2006 4:36:57pm  
 
lgfwatch: creepy stalker-type hatred brought to you by Blogspot, via Google, who 
refuse to deal with issues like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03185290 22737 26 Charles Tue, Sep 26, 2006 3:14:01pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PWNED" 
target=_blank>Pwned</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03193975 22772 88 Charles Sun, Oct 1, 2006 3:54:47pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03196033 22783 35 Charles Sat, Sep 30, 2006 3:36:45pm  
 
If I have to delete another comment, I'm going to start banning people. 
Advocating violence is NOT OK at LGF, and it's not a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03196039 22783 41 Charles Sat, Sep 30, 2006 3:40:02pm  
 
mama winger: that wasn't directed at you...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03196049 22783 51 Charles Sat, Sep 30, 2006 3:45:31pm  
 
Killian Bundy: exactly. They know who they are. Their comments just disappeared, 
and if it continues, their accounts will too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03198340 22797 11 Charles Sun, Oct 1, 2006 4:46:22pm  
 
jrdroll: I was thinking specifically of VOA when I wrote that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03205465 22834 487 Charles Wed, Oct 4, 2006 4:40:24pm  
 
snowtravel: because it's not clear from the media reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03211009 22855 31 Charles Fri, Oct 6, 2006 7:12:25am  



 
Uh, folks -- Allahpundit's comment is a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03214664 22869 19 Charles Sat, Oct 7, 2006 6:31:29pm  
 
wrenchwench: the Sidis were not working for me. I was developing a nasty hot 
spot in my left foot that was hurting all the time. Since I got the Specialized 
shoes the hot spot has completely gone away and there's no discomfort left. 
Yay.</P> 
They're also amazingly light and comfortable, with a super-stiff carbon sole and 
a great fastening system that keeps perfectly even pressure across the top of 
the foot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03215395 22873 53 Charles Sun, Oct 8, 2006 6:54:05am  
 
I believe the badge was probably removed before uploading to iStockPhoto because 
they have a policy of not accepting photos with trademarks or identifying marks, 
which they specifically define to include military insignia:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.istockphoto.com/tutorial_7.0_copyright.php" 
target=_blank>www.istockphoto.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03222208 22908 99 Charles Wed, Oct 11, 2006 10:56:36am  
 
wordwolf: Tim Powers' new one, Three Days to Never, is just great. The Mossad is 
in it, but they're not bad guys. One of the most interesting books I've read all 
year.</P> 
Tim is actually an LGF fan, and he sent me this copy himself, autographed with a 
little drawing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03223974 22915 59 Charles Wed, Oct 11, 2006 7:47:48am  
 
I'm not jumping to conclusions about Michael Phillips, of course, as the post 
makes clear. But even though it is a common name, how many Michael Phillipses 
could there be in Nablus?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03224361 22919 60 Charles Wed, Oct 11, 2006 8:44:47am  
 
Blocking software is often automatic, based on blacklists, as several people 
have mentioned.</P> 
But also note that the reader above says he was able to get to LGF for a while, 
but then suddenly couldn't. This strongly suggests that LGF was deliberately 
added to a blacklist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03227434 22930 29 Charles Thu, Oct 12, 2006 6:26:02am  
 
Fjordman: Jihad Watch had a serious glitch yesterday, and I'm working with 
Robert and Hosting Matters to get things restored. It's probably going to be at 
least a day before things are back to normal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03228823 22933 134 Charles Thu, Oct 12, 2006 4:06:20pm  



 
Harry Tuttle: emacs, for about 20 years now. Starting using it on an Atari 
computer.</P> 
But when I don't have to use a terminal, BBEdit is the bomb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03236953 22968 8 Charles Sun, Oct 15, 2006 4:22:11pm  
 
fresh crayons: it's a <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000B8UOTS/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Sony Cybershot DSC-N1</A>. Fantastic pocket 
camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03236957 22968 12 Charles Sun, Oct 15, 2006 4:25:26pm  
 
I always obey traffic lights and stop signs, by the way, and get very irritated 
at cyclists who don't.</P> 
The one time I blew a stop sign I got a $250 ticket. That'll learn 
ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03237447 22969 423 Charles Sun, Oct 15, 2006 8:21:33pm  
 
NOTE:</P> 
Posting links like that is not OK, and if you do it again you'll be banned.</P> 
I would have thought the fact that I deleted it would have indicated I did not 
want that crap here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03237455 22969 431 Charles Sun, Oct 15, 2006 8:25:23pm  
 
PS: I deleted it because the link was posted as a hostile act, by an obviously 
hostile person who abused the privilege of an account at LGF. And I don't 
appreciate the second guessing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03238732 22976 20 Charles Mon, Oct 16, 2006 9:29:44am  
 
I think this may call for a reduced-size flying pig.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03248498 23022 102 Charles Thu, Oct 19, 2006 3:22:53pm  
 
NOTE: see the update for the craven official statement from the 
NUJ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03250830 23035 61 Charles Fri, Oct 20, 2006 1:47:33pm  
 
Grigny was the center of some of the worst rioting last year. If you think 
that's unrelated to this video, I don't know what to tell you.</P> 
This is not just kids playing with fireworks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03260522 23082 41 Charles Tue, Oct 24, 2006 6:35:37am  
 



About the links to the pictures -- wire photos are only available at Yahoo for 
about 2 weeks. (They didn't remove them because of my post.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03261983 23092 13 Charles Tue, Oct 24, 2006 4:56:54pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_bomb" target=_blank>Google 
bomb.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03268122 23112 120 Charles Thu, Oct 26, 2006 5:17:40pm  
 
Please don't post personal information, addresses or phone numbers here. If you 
want to contact someone at UC Irvine, the info isn't hard to find; it's posted 
at their site, for which they have responsibility.</P> 
And if you do contact anyone, remember that politeness will get you in the door, 
but rudeness will simply get your email or voice mail deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03269973 23118 71 Charles Fri, Oct 27, 2006 7:55:48am  
 
This "Khmer Rouge" theme is the latest lefty talking point; as usual, they all 
fall into lockstep and parrot the same claims.</P> 
What they don't tell you is that the Khmer Rouge also used <EM>real</EM> torture 
techniques -- electric shocks, red hot instruments, cutting, burning, and 
hanging. They did this to schoolteachers, doctors, and common folk, on their way 
to killing millions of people.</P> 
To the left, though, our use of water boarding to coerce information from 
terrorists proves we're <EM>just like the Khmer Rouge</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03271687 23124 20 Charles Fri, Oct 27, 2006 5:15:57pm  
 
Jim C: you're right, it's the Rite of Spring... copied and pasted the wrong 
thing. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03272688 23126 35 Charles Sat, Oct 28, 2006 2:52:28pm  
 
Colt: this FBIS report mentions links between the Muslim Brotherhood and the 
Kurdish Ansar al-Islam: <A href="http://cryptome.org/ansar-al-islam.htm" 
target=_blank>Ansar Al-Islam, Ansar Al-Sunnah Army, Abu-Mus'ab Al-Zarqawi, and 
Abu-Hafs Brigades</A>.</P> 
I've never seen mention of a separate Egyptian group by that name. Do you have a 
source?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03275888 23142 8 Charles Sun, Oct 29, 2006 3:14:21pm  
 
Does the audio work now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03275904 23142 24 Charles Sun, Oct 29, 2006 3:35:18pm  
 
Hmm. Must be an IE thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03285839 23183 10 Charles Wed, Nov 1, 2006 3:54:39pm  
 
That's the one, W-lover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03291291 23208 47 Charles Fri, Nov 3, 2006 8:28:25am  
 
See the update -- Ray Robison notified the IAEA about the nuke documents weeks 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03291438 23209 105 Charles Fri, Nov 3, 2006 9:25:47am  
 
Ward: I took down the AP counter because they apparently changed their IP range 
sometime around October 12, and weren't showing up any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03293429 23215 889 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 8:09:39am  
 
realwest: I actually don't have a "policy" about discussing abortion, in the 
sense of a hard and fast rule. But I'd prefer that people don't argue about it 
here, because it inevitably leads to the internet equivalent of a screaming 
match, and we have enough of those already. There are plenty of other places on 
the web where you can have that argument...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03294267 23220 19 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 3:35:52pm  
 
Noam Sayin: almost all road bikes come with 10-speed rear cogs now. Even the 
low-end component sets from Shimano and Campagnolo have 10 
speeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03294276 23220 28 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 4:07:08pm  
 
wrenchwench: yep, the photo's from today. I took it while the bike was on the 
workstand, right before the ride.</P> 
There is some dirt on the inner surfaces of the chain links (where you can't see 
in that pic), to be honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03294476 23222 17 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 4:00:04pm  
 
guzziguy: 2600 is the total -- chat would be limited to registered 
users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03294566 23222 107 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 4:26:48pm  
 
We're now calling it a "conference room" (heh) to avoid the negative framing 
around the word "chat." I'm all about framing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03294707 23222 248 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 5:19:25pm  
 
Remember: it won't be open all the time ... only for certain designated 
periods.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03294903 23223 25 Charles Sat, Nov 4, 2006 5:20:38pm  
 
Say the words, "Angry surrender monkey," and look who pops up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03298680 23234 497 Charles Mon, Nov 6, 2006 5:35:29am  
 
The big spike in the visitor count is due to a nasty robot trying to download 
every comment from the site. I've blocked it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03299974 23241 8 Charles Mon, Nov 6, 2006 2:27:10pm  
 
Forgot to do something -- try again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03300249 23241 283 Charles Mon, Nov 6, 2006 3:27:19pm  
 
SlothB77: yes, the shutdown needs a little work...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03302217 23250 23 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 6:54:44am  
 
When I set up the Lounge this afternoon, by the way, I may try a different chat 
program, Java-based this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03303570 23252 69 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 12:08:59pm  
 
I just upped the limit to 60... go for it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03304274 23256 13 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 3:32:02pm  
 
fluffy: try California...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03304319 23256 58 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 3:44:57pm  
 
Hazan: sorry, it's probably the parentheses in your user name. Parachat no 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03304476 23256 215 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 4:15:55pm  
 
Usernames with parentheses - ( or ) - should now be able to get in to the 
Lounge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03304983 23257 7 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 4:42:15pm  
 
Because, on balance, I think it's better to see what CNN's 
doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03304987 23257 11 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 4:42:58pm  
 
And yes, the hotel has every right to do it, and more power to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03305761 23260 132 Charles Tue, Nov 7, 2006 7:59:28pm  
 
Knock it off, mbpaul, before I give you a timeout. All you're doing is giving 
the enemies of LGF colorful quotes to smear us with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03308049 23268 100 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 8:15:52am  
 
mbpaul: thanks, I appreciate the apology. I'll delete your 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03309216 23273 232 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 12:47:19pm  
 
Mike C: I disagree. I read through the open thread. One of the most negative 
commenters has apologized, in fact, and asked me to delete all his/her comments, 
which I did.</P> 
I see a majority of positive, informative stuff there and I can't agree that it 
looks just like a DU thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03309875 23275 10 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 4:47:17pm  
 
find your violent etc: try now. Your exclamation point was confusing the chat 
software.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03309880 23275 15 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 4:55:25pm  
 
vet: it was the comma. Try again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03309882 23275 17 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 4:56:17pm  
 
aishel: actually, comments are way above average.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03309983 23275 118 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 5:50:35pm  
 
Apostrophes and question marks now accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03310007 23275 142 Charles Wed, Nov 8, 2006 6:07:02pm  
 
Hazan: parentheses also accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03311321 23278 63 Charles Thu, Nov 9, 2006 6:37:49am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03311338 23278 80 Charles Thu, Nov 9, 2006 6:42:02am  
 
Bush bypassed the Federal Insurance Contributions Act? Wow. Who 
knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03314603 23289 19 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 6:40:56am  
 
He's banned because the vitriolic comments and insults are just too 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03314777 23290 11 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 7:00:37am  
 
Please note: I'm not saying VerbalCaricature's example is a faked photo (and I 
don't think he is either) -- but it's definitely another example of sheer 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316163 23296 114 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 2:22:26pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316194 23297 14 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 2:43:30pm  
 
Paco: oops. That's the random blogroll. Some of the blog names/urls have bad 
characters in them. Try the validation again and it will probably 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316197 23297 17 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 2:45:24pm  
 
I turned off the blogroll so I don't look like a liar. Heh. Gotta go through 
there and prune out the troublemakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316203 23297 23 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 2:50:59pm  
 
not neo: check your Java installation, make sure you're up to date. It works 
fine with Firefox here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316219 23297 39 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 3:02:24pm  
 
Those errors you're seeing now are caused by "Da_Beerfreak's" comment, which has 
some weird characters in it. A snippet of the most recent comment is included on 
the front page as a popup, and that's causing the error. As soon as someone else 
comments in that thread, no errors again.</P> 
This is one of the problems with having user comments; people paste all kinds of 
stuff into comments and there's no way to sanitize it all to make the page pass 
validation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316232 23297 52 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 3:16:05pm  
 



VIA: to use the link button, first click-drag the mouse to select the text you 
want to be the link's title, then click the link button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03316233 23297 53 Charles Fri, Nov 10, 2006 3:17:07pm  
 
wrenchwench: did you put on a full SRAM component set or just 
shifters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03317673 23304 23 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 6:19:34am  
 
Sorry, but it's not a stretch at all. Just listen to what the jihadis are 
saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318612 23312 21 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:34:09pm  
 
It's working here. Which browser are you guys using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318619 23312 28 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:39:17pm  
 
What browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318622 23312 31 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:40:16pm  
 
If you're using Internet Explorer, you should switch to Firefox and you won't 
have these kinds of problems...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318624 23312 33 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:41:13pm  
 
Mike C: robots again. There's been a lot of weird robot activity 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318630 23312 39 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:43:09pm  
 
Install Firefox and you won't have any more trouble with audio/video:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/" 
target=_blank>www.mozilla.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03318637 23312 46 Charles Sat, Nov 11, 2006 4:46:36pm  
 
Install Firefox, please:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/" 
target=_blank>www.mozilla.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03319815 23316 72 Charles Sun, Nov 12, 2006 6:59:43am  
 
Thank goodness you <EM>don't</EM> run the country, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03320418 23319 36 Charles Sun, Nov 12, 2006 7:03:24am  
 
J.D. -- I don't know what's causing that, but no one else seems to be having the 
problem. I suggest restarting your computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03320790 23321 46 Charles Sun, Nov 12, 2006 1:37:02pm  
 
strongthomas: be a bit more obvious about the trolling, why don't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03322915 23329 129 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 8:59:13am  
 
All I can say to you, Hazan, is that this would be a huge mistake. I hope you'll 
stop and think about it, and change your mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03322919 23329 133 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 8:59:39am  
 
Folks: there isn't anything else I can do from here. I've sent an email to his 
registered account. But it's really out of our hands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323069 23329 283 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 9:48:19am  
 
I deleted Hazan's comment, because there was personal information that could get 
him in serious trouble, if he doesn't carry through on the threat. But he also 
posted it at his blog and I can't do anything about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323146 23329 360 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 10:35:30am  
 
His IP hasn't hit the site since he posted that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323190 23329 404 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 11:03:38am  
 
I have to agree with mommydoc, folks. Pakistan is not like America, and if what 
Hazan said is true it may actually put him in more danger to contact authorities 
or his parents.</P> 
What a lousy situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323201 23329 415 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 11:12:51am  
 
VIA: great, thanks. Let us know as soon as you hear something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323205 23329 419 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 11:15:54am  
 
And thanks, Killgore. I think contacting the priest is probably the best way to 
go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323233 23329 447 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 12:04:07pm  
 



It's important to note that we simply don't know how much of this is real. I'm 
not getting any of the usual alarm bells, reading Hazan's blog or his other 
posts, but fake suicide scams are not unknown to the internet.</P> 
Having said that, I set it up so that if Hazan's IP address hits LGF I'll get an 
email to notify me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323292 23329 506 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 3:48:03pm  
 
Sorry to report that there has still been no return visit from Hazan's 
IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03323521 23331 10 Charles Mon, Nov 13, 2006 9:32:46am  
 
Dreadnaught: and our new Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi, has posted at Daily 
Kos. She seems to think they <EM>are</EM> her base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03325623 23342 6 Charles Tue, Nov 14, 2006 7:05:24am  
 
I closed the Germany thread, because it was based on an old 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03325630 23342 13 Charles Tue, Nov 14, 2006 7:08:39am  
 
Ojoe: because I don't want to be responsible for spreading false information, 
and even with an update there will still be some who don't read carefully and 
take it as a new story. (I speak from experience here.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03325649 23342 32 Charles Tue, Nov 14, 2006 7:17:38am  
 
Hazan's IP has not hit the site again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03327546 23352 130 Charles Tue, Nov 14, 2006 7:26:33pm  
 
Quando: "Charles, stop being silly?"</P> 
Can I now expect an apology for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03328982 23358 133 Charles Wed, Nov 15, 2006 9:03:34am  
 
<STRONG>Please note</STRONG> the important update to this story (thanks to 
Kenneth).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03329972 23363 33 Charles Wed, Nov 15, 2006 2:50:07pm  
 
That was a bit of BS we just heard. The ringleader of the 7/7 bombers was not 
from a "lower class" at all. He came from a very well-off 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03330265 23364 16 Charles Wed, Nov 15, 2006 3:35:21pm  



 
buzzsaw: I disabled those because they were preventing reliable page 
validation...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03330338 23364 89 Charles Wed, Nov 15, 2006 5:26:31pm  
 
TREKrider: any decent RSS reader implements some kind of caching so that they 
don't end up being a pest. I'm pretty sure Google Reader does 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03330381 23364 132 Charles Thu, Nov 16, 2006 1:53:31pm  
 
Isabella3: there are no viruses or anything else at LGF that can possibly infect 
your computer. The robots described in my post cannot affect any LGF reader in 
that way; all they do is fill up my server logs and annoy me.</P> 
If you're having those kinds of problems, the source is somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03331436 23367 124 Charles Thu, Nov 16, 2006 7:18:22am  
 
Please do not post personal information such as telephone numbers 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03332665 23375 20 Charles Thu, Nov 16, 2006 3:43:56pm  
 
bweep: no -- if they wait long enough to get past the rules, they can get in 
again.</P> 
How long they have to wait depends on how badly they violated the 
rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03332678 23375 33 Charles Thu, Nov 16, 2006 4:09:28pm  
 
It's not a permanent block. Only until the interval expires.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03332700 23375 55 Charles Thu, Nov 16, 2006 4:49:25pm  
 
room-temp: these aren't the kind of robots who pay attention to robots.txt 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03334169 23382 58 Charles Fri, Nov 17, 2006 9:14:31am  
 
An essential book to understand the shame-honor basis of most Islamic societies: 
<A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1566634407/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Closed Circle</A>, by David Pryce-Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03334489 23385 4 Charles Fri, Nov 17, 2006 10:08:42am  
 
zombie: no. They are French.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03334939 23387 40 Charles Fri, Nov 17, 2006 2:30:10pm  
 
Killgore: I've been doing work on the backend PHP code and just reinitialized 
our counter. It will take a few minutes for all the new sessions to open 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03336526 23395 3 Charles Sat, Nov 18, 2006 9:09:03am  
 
It might, especially now that I have the bots landing in a tar pit.</P> 
Time to tweak the rules...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03336556 23395 33 Charles Sat, Nov 18, 2006 9:30:23am  
 
Pro-Bush Canuck: actually, no, it's not true that "many or most" of them were 
from Google. I did this specifically in response to a continuing flood of bots 
that most definitely were not from Google, and the Googlebots were apparently 
caught in the trap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03336561 23395 38 Charles Sat, Nov 18, 2006 9:33:22am  
 
bweep: the ones I'm trying to block don't even bother with 
robots.txt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03336582 23395 59 Charles Sat, Nov 18, 2006 9:49:18am  
 
A curious fact is that on the days when our flood control script was displaying 
that message, I can't find any entries in our logs with 'Googlebot' as user 
agent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03337171 23398 147 Charles Sat, Nov 18, 2006 4:54:21pm  
 
"LOL!11!" is what happens when you're so consumed with gloating that you 
momentarily lose control and let go of the Shift key while typing your multiple 
exclamation points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03338370 23404 17 Charles Sun, Nov 19, 2006 6:36:58am  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03339097 23407 115 Charles Sun, Nov 19, 2006 1:47:06pm  
 
Sura 109: I should issue a "definitive correction" because you distorted 
something I wrote?</P> 
Killgore Trout is right, of course. And I suspect you already know it.</P> 
As for your definitive correction, how's this: bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03339183 23407 201 Charles Sun, Nov 19, 2006 3:47:28pm  
 



Sura 109 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I will thank you not assume ill will on my part merely because I disagree with 
your politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right.</P> 
People can read what you wrote and judge for themselves whether there was ill 
will on your part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03339753 23410 204 Charles Mon, Nov 20, 2006 1:33:55pm  
 
P.S. yes, I do realize the Z guys are a conservative, right-wing group, and I 
might agree with at least some of their positions. But still, dressing up as a 
comic book anarchist is moonbatty. No way around it.</P> 
P.P.S. I think of 'moonbat' as a politics-neutral term, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344301 23426 413 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 11:29:35am  
 
The text formatting problems are happening because of some code changes -- I've 
now put in a simple 'TIDY' function that does its best to fix unclosed 
tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344362 23426 474 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 12:41:41pm  
 
Yes, italics and other formatting problems should be gone now -- I've just 
installed and implemented the PEAR <A 
href="http://pear.php.net/package/HTML_Safe/" target=_blank>HTML_Safe</A> class, 
which is supposed to fix improperly formatted HTML (and also strips out other 
types of bothersome stuff). Seems to be working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344377 23426 489 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 12:54:52pm  
 
Silhouette: if you reload the page, is that little space still 
there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344382 23426 494 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 12:58:03pm  
 
Can you email me a screen shot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344384 23426 496 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 12:59:04pm  
 
Also, try clearing your cache and reloading the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344446 23426 558 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 2:18:35pm  
 
Discovered the problem with the spacing -- it's a deficiency in Internet 
Explorer 6. (Technically, it doesn't understand the 'first-child' and 'last-
child' CSS selectors.)</P> 
If you upgrade to IE7, the problem will go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03344450 23426 562 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 2:20:08pm  
 
P.S. Or use Firefox, which you should be doing anyway because it's a much more 
secure browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344465 23426 577 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 2:29:56pm  
 
realwest: yes, maxthon has the same problem as IE6 -- doesn't understand some 
critical CSS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344509 23426 621 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 3:13:24pm  
 
By the way -- the spacing of paragraphs should look better to everyone now -- I 
changed the code again to get away from the 'first-child' selectors with an 
alternate technique that works with IE6 too.</P> 
Reload the page if it doesn't look right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344521 23426 633 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 7:27:50pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344718 23429 20 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 4:13:58pm  
 
Silhouette: how's that space at the top and bottom of the comments 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03344731 23429 33 Charles Tue, Nov 21, 2006 4:20:29pm  
 
Right, zombie -- it's not in the preview window yet. Thanks for reminding 
me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03347060 23435 68 Charles Wed, Nov 22, 2006 5:02:06pm  
 
Blatant trolls get blocked. Next?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03347853 23440 11 Charles Thu, Nov 23, 2006 6:50:49am  
 
The video was posted at YouTube by CAIR official Ahmed Bedier, who seems to 
believe these TV appearances by CAIR are good propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03348414 23444 55 Charles Thu, Nov 23, 2006 2:05:50pm  
 
Video views of the Hagia Sophia here: <A 
href="http://www.thoughtequity.com/video/clip/171025_007.do" 
target=_blank>Thought Equity</A>.</P> 
I've been there too, twice in fact, on music tours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03349558 23450 21 Charles Fri, Nov 24, 2006 8:53:44am  
 
The URL for the video changed -- it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03349600 23450 63 Charles Fri, Nov 24, 2006 1:09:35pm  
 
mjazzguitar: comments are automatically closed after 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03349624 23451 21 Charles Fri, Nov 24, 2006 9:28:48am  
 
aaron: the odd thing is that "Ayman Joudah" is the name of one of the branches 
of Al Aqsa Martyrs:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.imemc.org/content/view/16076/137/" 
target=_blank>www.imemc.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03349649 23451 46 Charles Fri, Nov 24, 2006 10:19:59am  
 
Killgore: that article's almost 3 years old...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03351085 23461 59 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 7:47:08am  
 
J.D. -- the problem is caused by line feeds in the middle of your links. (I'll 
check into the regex code later...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03351105 23461 79 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 8:34:51am  
 
Links with linefeeds in the middle should be working now...</P> 
For example:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com" target=_blank>Hereweare.</A></P> 
No, not working yet. For now, don't put linefeeds in the middle of your 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03351196 23462 17 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 7:42:42am  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03351651 23464 340 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 3:06:37pm  
 
Killgore: those people really are geniuses, aren't they? An Israeli site 
mentions my name, and it's PROOF! that I'm a spy in the pay of Zionists. Heh. 
Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03351891 23465 74 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 4:21:16pm  
 
mama winger: the statement about "a positive change" is now linked in the post. 
It's from the Columbus Dispatch -- CAIR removed it from their web site.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://dispatch.com/editorials-
story.php?story=dispatch/2006/06/28/20060628-A12-03.html" 
target=_blank>dispatch.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03351896 23465 79 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 4:25:17pm  
 
Here's the link where CAIR used to have the "positive change" statement. It now 
leads to an ASP error page:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.cair-
net.org/default.asp?Page=articleView&amp;id=39986&amp;theType=NB" 
target=_blank>www.cair-net.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03352086 23467 8 Charles Sat, Nov 25, 2006 5:12:38pm  
 
Sometimes a blue flag is just a blue flag...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354187 23477 25 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 3:16:17pm  
 
AG in Houston: browser? I bet it's Internet Exploder.</P> 
Does the middle column expand or does the text simply go out of the 
box?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354227 23477 65 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 3:34:45pm  
 
Any change now if you refresh the page?</P> 
Best solution is to stop using buggy, insecure Microsoft browsers, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354251 23477 89 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 3:48:18pm  
 
If you're using IE7, try clearing your cache and reloading the page. Some new 
CSS code may have fixed the overflow problem for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354392 23477 230 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 5:20:50pm  
 
Thanos: I know. The PRE tag is a real pain in the nether regions, as I am 
discovering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354448 23477 286 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 6:08:31pm  
 
RSS file now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354496 23477 334 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 8:00:03pm  
 
OK -- there's apparently no way to get IE to wrap the text in a PRE tag. So 
instead, I'm checking the browser type and if it's IE, the code sections are 
wrapped in TEXTAREAs instead, to prevent blowing up the page. You IE users: are 
you seeing the text areas now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03354508 23477 346 Charles Sun, Nov 26, 2006 8:30:34pm  
 



Thanks, soccermom. Firefox seems to be wrapping at a spot of its own choosing. 
Weird. Well, at least it doesn't blow up the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03358813 23492 4 Charles Tue, Nov 28, 2006 3:44:44pm  
 
Please note that the Amal-Michel Aoun-Hizballah alliance is a Christian-Shia 
Islamist hybrid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03358921 23493 29 Charles Tue, Nov 28, 2006 4:28:10pm  
 
vet: just paste the address right into your comment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03360574 23497 69 Charles Wed, Nov 29, 2006 9:27:43am  
 
If you send email to anyone, folks, please remember to be 
polite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366741 23517 16 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 11:08:52am  
 
Try clearing your browser cache and reloading the page, to make sure you're 
seeing the latest CSS code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366758 23517 33 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 11:17:14am  
 
Can one of you email me a screenshot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366810 23517 85 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 11:55:19am  
 
The page should now refresh properly in Firefox (the real page, not the test 
page).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366862 23517 137 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 12:23:54pm  
 
Never mind with the testing now, folks. Thanks for confirming what I already 
suspected, that Internet Explorer is the browser of Satan.</P> 
I'm going back to the drawing board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366870 23517 145 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 12:26:40pm  
 
By the way, wrenchwench, if you clear your cache and reload the main page (not 
the test page) that slight color variation should now be gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03366918 23517 193 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 12:53:54pm  
 
OK -- testing's on again. Dump cache and reload, and does it look it any 
better?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03366952 23517 227 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 1:16:00pm  
 
Can you hear me now?</P> 
I mean, does it look any better now after the reloading bit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367026 23517 301 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 2:16:03pm  
 
What about now? Still the break?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367116 23517 391 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:26:52pm  
 
Any better in IE now?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367122 23517 397 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:30:58pm  
 
Jog still there now?</P> 
(Reload, etc.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367131 23517 406 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:36:16pm  
 
How about now? I removed the padding from the div holding the search form...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367132 23517 407 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:36:44pm  
 
And yes, I know the search form overlaps the dotted line now. That's why the 
padding was there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367141 23517 416 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:41:14pm  
 
Amy: it's an Explorer thing.</P> 
For some reason, IE insists on adding some space to the height of the enclosing 
DIV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367146 23517 421 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:44:56pm  
 
raistaln: that's the right padding. I haven't tried changing that yet.</P> 
How's it look now?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367163 23517 438 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:54:48pm  



 
How 'bout now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367164 23517 439 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 3:55:06pm  
 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367224 23517 499 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 4:26:00pm  
 
OK, how's that?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367229 23517 504 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 4:29:37pm  
 
Thanks, Raistlan! That's why IE is Satan. It's supposed to ignore those 
linefeeds, according to all that is holy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367240 23517 515 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 4:34:09pm  
 
Cartman: in this case, the solution to that extra space was just removing the 
linefeeds from the source code. (HTML says they're supposed to be ignored, but 
IE thinks otherwise.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367247 23517 522 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 4:37:07pm  
 
Does it still look all right? I added some linefeeds to the source to make it 
easier to read...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03367276 23517 551 Charles Fri, Dec 1, 2006 4:53:19pm  
 
OK -- testing raistlan's last fix, I set the font-size for the .topdiv class to 
zero, and put the troublesome linefeeds back in.</P> 
Still look OK after a cache clear and reload?</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/weblogdiv.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03371287 23534 33 Charles Sun, Dec 3, 2006 1:36:00pm  
 
Is the search form back at the top now where it should be?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03371288 23534 34 Charles Sun, Dec 3, 2006 1:36:42pm  
 
zombie: you can get straight to the google search from the front page by 
clicking the Use: Google button before searching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03371289 23534 35 Charles Sun, Dec 3, 2006 1:37:58pm  
 
Yes, the ads sometimes delay the page load. If you move around the page before 
it's finished loading it jumps to the top when it IS finished.</P> 
It's a pain, I know. But beyond my control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03376281 23558 36 Charles Tue, Dec 5, 2006 9:53:45am  
 
zombie: get this free download and you'll be able to play the embedded 
videos:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/28842" 
target=_blank>www.versiontracker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03377138 23564 2 Charles Tue, Dec 5, 2006 4:06:02pm  
 
Stunned silence ensues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03377145 23564 9 Charles Tue, Dec 5, 2006 4:07:25pm  
 
jwbaumann: yep, that out-of-date version of safari doesn't support the necessary 
Javascript. Upgrade! It's better...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03377174 23564 38 Charles Tue, Dec 5, 2006 4:27:53pm  
 
To put the trademark sign in a comment, just type:</P> 
&amp;trade;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03377204 23564 68 Charles Tue, Dec 5, 2006 4:42:54pm  
 
To type ampersandtradesemicolon without it looking like ™, type it like 
this:</P> 
&amp;amp;trade;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382765 23581 10 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 1:45:54pm  
 
Yes, looks like Gmail does a pretty awful job of displaying the 
HTML.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382787 23581 32 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 2:12:46pm  
 
Should be somewhat better in Gmail now. At least everything isn't centered, 
although for some reason Gmail wants to make all the text 
purplish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382792 23581 37 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 2:16:32pm  
 



abolitionist: I don't see how. It's no different than using your own email 
program -- you choose to send the email, and you choose who to send it to. No 
one gets your address except the ones you choose to give it to.</P> 
(And the email-a-post feature isn't new. It's been here for at least four 
years...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382815 23581 60 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 2:48:46pm  
 
Gmail should look better now. I figured out the best way to write the HTML for 
Gmail -- the caveman approach. Tables and inline styles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382855 23581 100 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 3:36:12pm  
 
Cognito: that's a royal 'we'. It's really just me here, controlling a gigantic 
conspiracy for world domination all by myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03382858 23581 103 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 3:39:07pm  
 
And by the way -- the LGF software deliberately does not save your email address 
when you post a comment because if it's automatically filled in, many people 
won't notice, and they could post an email link without meaning 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03383510 23587 18 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 6:29:34pm  
 
Two front chainrings and ten rear cogs = 20 gears. 53-37 teeth in front, 12-25 
in the back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03383563 23587 71 Charles Fri, Dec 8, 2006 8:34:02am  
 
wrenchwench: actually, I had more than 5000 miles on the last setup. I should 
have changed the chain long before, and I might have been able to get away with 
keeping the old cassette.</P> 
carbon_fiber_addict: yes, I had a Wipperman chain on my older 9-speed Ultegra 
stuff. I didn't put one on this time because I happened to get a great deal on 
the Dura-Ace chain, and I'm planning to replace it at about 1500 miles 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03383564 23587 72 Charles Fri, Dec 8, 2006 8:35:20am  
 
wrenchwench: that SRAM cassette sure does have a shiny finish on 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03383661 23589 29 Charles Thu, Dec 7, 2006 8:02:12pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03386333 23599 114 Charles Fri, Dec 8, 2006 7:36:27pm  
 



What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389446 23613 7 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 2:10:05pm  
 
I know about the errors, thanks -- it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389449 23613 10 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 2:12:07pm  
 
Let me guess -- internet exploiter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389461 23613 22 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 2:15:43pm  
 
You don't see the songs in Firefox? I tested that one and it worked fine. Latest 
version?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389469 23613 30 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 2:22:47pm  
 
zombie: yes, there was an unexpected feature (aka, a bug) in the configuration 
code that made things go wonky for a few minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389547 23613 108 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 3:34:53pm  
 
Another cool thing about the playlist generator is that I can add songs to the 
playlist just by uploading them. Just added a hilarious track by The 
Streets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389568 23613 129 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 4:11:26pm  
 
If you reload the page, you'll find that the 'Link' function for comments works 
a little more nicely.</P> 
It no longer puts the '[Link: <A href="http://'" target=_blank ?>'...</A>] in 
the field, but if you don't use one in your URL it's automatically 
added.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03389608 23613 169 Charles Sun, Dec 10, 2006 5:55:08pm  
 
squarepeg: see comment #108...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03393586 23628 38 Charles Tue, Dec 12, 2006 6:28:59am  
 
It isn't just the Democrats. Follow the second link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03394838 23633 16 Charles Tue, Dec 12, 2006 12:48:49pm  
 
I'm trying some new code (actually, reverting to some old deprecated code) for 
the video display ... does it work for those of you who are still using the 
accursed Internet Explorer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03394934 23633 112 Charles Tue, Dec 12, 2006 3:24:03pm  
 
CastorOil wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,On this page I see the video screen all black with a play 
button in the center and the controls below. Otherwise it plays just fine in 
IE7.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I just figured out the image attribute of the new video player. Should be 
visible now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03395292 23636 14 Charles Tue, Dec 12, 2006 5:01:04pm  
 
The songs are only available for a very limited time (as with all playlists 
posted here), to stay within fair use parameters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03395308 23636 30 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 7:37:12am  
 
That one appears to be a bug in the XSPF player...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03397460 23644 57 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 11:59:50am  
 
trooper: see the update. Links can now open in new windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03397489 23644 86 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 12:29:18pm  
 
ciaospirit: yes, that's right. The first number is the number of headlines that 
will display.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03397490 23644 87 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 12:30:32pm  
 
the_flying_pig: if it lets you put three lines of code into your template it 
should work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03397520 23644 117 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 1:23:36pm  
 
smfoushee: sure, if the football image doesn't work with your background color, 
you can turn it off the way you described.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03397581 23644 178 Charles Wed, Dec 13, 2006 3:20:50pm  
 
mjazzguitar: try clearing your browser cache and reloading the page. You may 
have the older javascript file still loading from your cache. The feature is 
actually supposed to work both ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03398986 23653 6 Charles Thu, Dec 14, 2006 6:44:19am  
 
Abu Maven: it's a correct spelling. I don't mind one silent vowel, but two is 
just unacceptable. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03399794 23656 433 Charles Thu, Dec 14, 2006 2:47:47pm  
 
Just a quick note to say that I do not want anyone from LGF to fight fire with 
fire and cheat too. First of all, it just ain't right. Second, it's <EM>way</EM> 
too much energy to invest in an internet poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03401533 23668 79 Charles Fri, Dec 15, 2006 7:08:18am  
 
Earth2moonbat wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles - just to be clear, is this a malicious attack with the 
intent to take the site down, or just commercial spam? Is it fair to say that 
this is being done by pro-idiotarian forces?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's no way for me to tell. The bots are using proxy IP addresses ('zombie' 
machines infected with a virus) and that means they can't be traced back to one 
point of origin.</P> 
I think it's <EM>likely</EM> that this is a deliberate attack, but there's no 
way to know for certain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03404881 23687 24 Charles Sat, Dec 16, 2006 3:45:06pm  
 
Don't let it go to your heads now. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03409046 23710 58 Charles Mon, Dec 18, 2006 4:06:01pm  
 
abolitionist: concatenated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03409060 23710 72 Charles Mon, Dec 18, 2006 4:13:43pm  
 
And by the way, links in deleted comments are also ignored by the 
extractor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03411303 23720 12 Charles Tue, Dec 19, 2006 11:47:06am  
 
Full dislosure: cancer stick added to this one with Photoshop for comic effect. 
(But he does smoke and has been photographed doing it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03417620 23748 18 Charles Fri, Dec 22, 2006 7:13:15am  
 
<EM>Pssst. Iowahawk = parody.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03418036 23749 236 Charles Sat, Dec 23, 2006 5:55:37am  
 
Since several people were shocked--shocked!-- that I would label Goode's 
statements "over the top," here's why: because when you say things like "we have 
to stop Muslims from being elected," you are handing high-caliber ammunition to 
the enemy. Groups like CAIR are constantly watching for these kinds of missteps, 
and they will jump all over the chance to paint those who say such things as 
"extremists." And it's <EM>working</EM>.</P> 



Political correctness kills, yes. But so do ill-considered remarks that can be 
easily pictured as bigotry. There are ways to talk about these subjects that 
don't give ammo to the enemy. It's that simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03418038 23749 238 Charles Sat, Dec 23, 2006 7:01:32am  
 
There's no need to "circle talk" or avoid telling the truth. But these subjects 
can be discussed honestly without giving the enemy easy openings to slip in the 
knife.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03418771 23756 34 Charles Fri, Dec 22, 2006 5:08:48pm  
 
Truck Monkey: you're right, but it's the other way around. Jarrett's tune was 
first, by several years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03419389 23759 14 Charles Sat, Dec 23, 2006 6:54:06am  
 
Dublin: that warning actually comes from Earthlink's "Scam Blocker" software, 
not from IE. Their software apparently has LGF on some kind of blacklist, or 
there's something about the code here that triggers the warning--there are no 
scams going on, of course.</P> 
I've tried to contact Earthlink to get them to fix this problem, and they have 
not responded to any of my emails. If you're a customer, please contact them and 
complain about it; maybe they'll pay attention to paying 
customers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03419411 23759 36 Charles Sat, Dec 23, 2006 7:11:37am  
 
ATT is affiliated with Earthlink, and if you upgraded your copy of IE with a 
disk from the ISP the Scam Blocker was probably installed then.</P> 
This is a really annoying thing; I've received dozens of emails complaining 
about it, but there's nothing I can do. And Earthlink ignores my 
contacts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03422240 23775 12 Charles Mon, Dec 25, 2006 6:40:54am  
 
arabica: 'Welch' is an alternate spelling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03427564 23797 372 Charles Thu, Dec 28, 2006 5:39:11pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03430269 23806 43 Charles Thu, Dec 28, 2006 10:53:32am  
 
Stuck Mojo:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=23711&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
Where else but LGF would you find Pope Benedict competing against Stuck Mojo for 
an award?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03430391 23806 165 Charles Fri, Dec 29, 2006 12:29:06pm  
 
About Oriana Fallaci-- the award is named for her, and I couldn't think of 
anyone better. That's a bigger honor than winning...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03431017 23809 61 Charles Thu, Dec 28, 2006 5:26:53pm  
 
Sure, there's way too much Kos, and way too much Hamsher... but at the end, they 
<EM>lose</EM>.</P> 
It may not be a bad thing that their hubris is so nakedly exposed. So to 
speak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03431024 23809 68 Charles Thu, Dec 28, 2006 5:31:25pm  
 
WrathofG-d: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
prefs.php" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03437198 23834 12 Charles Sat, Dec 30, 2006 4:34:52pm  
 
seven_stripes: yep. I have a bicycle tan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03440234 23849 34 Charles Mon, Jan 1, 2007 7:12:41am  
 
Abu Maven: you're right -- I removed the redirect so that people who click the 
NYT link will see this post.</P> 
Problem is, there are so many NYT-reading snuff seekers that it's acting almost 
like a DoS attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03440253 23849 53 Charles Mon, Jan 1, 2007 7:18:07am  
 
I'm now redirecting NYT visitors to this page, instead of the front page, so 
they'll be sure to see the slapdown. It should also help with the DoS effect, 
since there isn't so much data to serve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03441409 23856 52 Charles Mon, Jan 1, 2007 5:20:54pm  
 
marcusa: my point is that there's a huge difference between slaughter and 
<EM>cruel</EM> slaughter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03441432 23856 75 Charles Mon, Jan 1, 2007 5:33:42pm  
 
Can we just agree that blood rituals are generally not a good thing, in the 21st 
century?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03441452 23856 95 Charles Mon, Jan 1, 2007 5:41:37pm  
 



And by "blood rituals" I mean rituals where real living humans or animals are 
bleeding, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14758&amp;only" 
target=_blank>voluntarily or involuntarily</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03443222 23863 9 Charles Tue, Jan 2, 2007 1:38:06pm  
 
zombie: yes -- they cited LGF as a web site that hadn't observed the "niceties" 
like the mainstream media, and said specifically that LGF had posted the 
complete video showing Saddam's drop. It's not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03443261 23863 48 Charles Tue, Jan 2, 2007 2:08:22pm  
 
Killian Bundy: re-read the NYT article -- Bill Carter specifically wrote that 
"the complete cellphone coverage of the execution, including the moment Mr. 
Hussein falls from view" was posted at LGF. And many thousands of their readers 
have clicked the link, obviously expecting to see the video. I don't think this 
was just a case of confusion between a link and an actual embedded 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03443473 23865 8 Charles Tue, Jan 2, 2007 3:50:54pm  
 
A lot of these people are going to absolutely hate LGF. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03445268 23872 171 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 2:02:50pm  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03446046 23876 7 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 2:56:36pm  
 
vxbush: can't control the width of the ads, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03446143 23876 104 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 3:52:51pm  
 
The widths of the 'latest posts' and 'latest comments' sections, and the 
'contact us' section, are form elements that some browsers are really bad about 
displaying properly. (Think: Internet Explorer, aka Satan's 
Browser.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03446147 23876 108 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 3:59:23pm  
 
Yep, firefox is also bad about following the width property for those 
elements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03446158 23876 119 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 4:03:40pm  
 
Changed the width to 100% instead of the left column's pixel width, and 
Firefox/Mac now seems to be displaying the 'latest posts/comments' 
properly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03446193 23876 154 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 4:20:52pm  
 
Rain Patriot: which browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03446354 23877 62 Charles Wed, Jan 3, 2007 4:45:23pm  
 
I suspect very few French Jews are offended by the pork soup 
handouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03448643 23883 21 Charles Thu, Jan 4, 2007 11:58:46am  
 
LGF has a picture of Khomeini's funeral, where <STRONG>millions</STRONG> of 
Iranians stormed the funeral bier and tore the corpse apart:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7050&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03449060 23885 33 Charles Thu, Jan 4, 2007 4:30:48pm  
 
The quote is a poorly-translated English version of an Arabic web 
page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03454542 23907 64 Charles Sun, Jan 7, 2007 7:46:29am  
 
strangelove: oh no! They're on to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03455567 23912 119 Charles Sun, Jan 7, 2007 2:50:46pm  
 
#87 Kreuzueber Halbmond: that's one of my many admirers, who stalks around the 
web posting deranged comments under my name. It's hard to know what this one 
thinks it's achieving, except to make itself look seriously mentally ill and 
obsessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03455570 23912 122 Charles Sun, Jan 7, 2007 2:53:49pm  
 
Uh -- of course it's bogus. It's a stalker, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03455577 23912 129 Charles Sun, Jan 7, 2007 3:03:28pm  
 
BTW, I see that the stalker's comment has now been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03455581 23912 133 Charles Sun, Jan 7, 2007 3:05:03pm  
 
Oops, no it hasn't. It didn't show up at first for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03457645 23921 52 Charles Mon, Jan 8, 2007 8:38:11am  
 
I'm not going to allow those kinds of comments, tfk.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03458387 23925 159 Charles Mon, Jan 8, 2007 11:29:19am  
 
Killgore: the usual inane crap. If I had nothing better to do, I'm sure I could 
pick through Daily Kos comments for the main posts and for the "diaries," and 
find lots of stupid, offensive, obscene, and racist stuff. So what?</P> 
At least it keeps them off the street, where they could get in trouble dealing 
with reality-based reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03458408 23925 180 Charles Mon, Jan 8, 2007 11:37:30am  
 
<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6zOaqz04Zc" target=_blank>Parallel 
parking.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03461511 23937 278 Charles Tue, Jan 9, 2007 3:05:06pm  
 
Killian Bundy: nothing specifically happened. I just don't appreciate people 
sneaking back with new names once they've been blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03461575 23938 46 Charles Tue, Jan 9, 2007 1:49:11pm  
 
Elric66: it's very easy for people to slander LGF and me personally, when you 
post comments saying things like "Islam is a disease." I suggest that if you 
think that message really needs to be heard, start your own blog so that you can 
take the responsibility -- and the heat -- for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03461633 23938 104 Charles Tue, Jan 9, 2007 2:15:54pm  
 
"Threat to civilization" is a very different criticism from "disease," "vermin," 
"rats," etc. It's easy for idiots to compare LGFers to Nazis based on statements 
like that, because the Nazis <STRONG>did</STRONG> use those specific 
dehumanizing terms.</P> 
I'm not going to lay down a list of what can or can't be said. If you think 
something may be over the top, it probably is. And especially if, as in this 
case, there was nothing else to the comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03461819 23938 290 Charles Tue, Jan 9, 2007 6:07:44pm  
 
dll2000: bottom line is that I do not want to take the heat for other people's 
thoughtless--and essentially anonymous--comments. And I'm going to start 
deleting that kind of crap more frequently, because it hurts the message of 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03461858 23939 18 Charles Tue, Jan 9, 2007 4:09:06pm  
 
When it was happening, the information I heard was that they were in the 
passenger compartment/sleeping area, which is behind the driver's seat, not in 
the trailer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03463132 23942 200 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 7:26:40am  
 
crown_of_feathers: please see this Power Line post about Ellison; his 
"denunciation" of Farrakhan was very ambivalent. He claims that he just somehow 
never noticed the NOI's virulent antisemitism.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/015415.php" 
target=_blank>www.powerlineblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03463142 23942 210 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 7:33:09am  
 
Apparently, Ellison is the only person in America who didn't notice Farrakhan's 
antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03463866 23947 125 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 9:51:58am  
 
ChenZhen: the line about "evidence that Kos is a 9/11 conspiracy site" is 
entirely your own imagination. I never wrote any such thing.</P> 
And needless to say, there's more than a little difference between my linking to 
an actual Kos 9/11 conspiracy diary, and this theoretical assumption that my 
post will be deliberately misrepresented.</P> 
But I realize logic isn't your strong point. Carry on with your straw 
men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03463879 23947 138 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 9:57:18am  
 
The 9/11 conspiracy diary is still posted at Daily Kos, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03464588 23951 95 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 1:24:35pm  
 
Killgore Trout: of course, one reason I write less about Osama bin Laden is 
because he's dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03465109 23954 115 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 4:25:53pm  
 
Durbin goes right for the throat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03465139 23954 145 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 4:29:10pm  
 
Short but not sweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03465658 23955 46 Charles Wed, Jan 10, 2007 7:04:14pm  
 
By the way, Psychology Today contacted me to interview me for that article on 
"9/11 conservatives," but I smelled an agenda and bailed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467292 23963 2 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 8:15:55am  
 
That's why it's in the <EM>left</EM> sidebar. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03467308 23963 18 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 8:23:15am  
 
zombie: I agree, the iPhone's on the expensive side, but it's one hell of a 
phone. Basically, a tiny Mac (with Mac OS X) with a wide-screen 
display.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467335 23963 45 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 8:39:24am  
 
Here's the iPhone page at Apple, for more info:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.apple.com/iphone/" 
target=_blank>www.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467353 23963 63 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 9:34:54am  
 
Here's a report that the iPhone may be using a Samsung ARM-based chip:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://arstechnica.com/journals/apple.ars/2007/1/10/6569" 
target=_blank>arstechnica.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467361 23963 71 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 10:44:17am  
 
galloping granny: I see what you mean -- if you cancel the 'Quote' dialog box, 
you get blockquote tags with the word 'null' between them. I'll fix that -- it 
isn't supposed to work that way.</P> 
But the right way to use the 'Quote' function is:</P> 
1) paste the text into your comment that you want to quote</P> 
2) click and drag the mouse over the pasted text to highlight (select) it</P> 
3) click the 'Quote' button while the text is selected, and the 
&lt;blockquote&gt; tags will be inserted at the beginning and end of the 
selected area</P> 
Alternate method:</P> 
1) copy the text you want to quote with ctrl-c (command c on Mac)</P> 
2) click the 'Quote' button</P> 
3) paste the quoted text into the dialog box and click OK, and the quote will be 
inserted into the comment at the current cursor position</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467641 23965 230 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 10:06:12am  
 
That's right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03467662 23965 251 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 10:09:52am  
 
Elric66: you're welcome to write whatever you like -- if you start your own 
blog. When you post comments like that, it causes trouble for me (fair or not) 
and I am not interested in taking the heat for things I don't say or 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03468535 23968 215 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 4:05:40pm  
 



Yes, I removed the bit about "Jews strangling Palestinians" when I found the 
high-res version at the site. The cross on the guy in the center isn't visible 
on the lower res versions I had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03468548 23968 228 Charles Thu, Jan 11, 2007 4:11:45pm  
 
Attention: WrathofG-d is not a crazy person.</P> 
Or so he says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03472961 23990 34 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 9:28:01am  
 
The tiny fonts in the search options should now be fixed; dump cache and reload 
the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03472964 23990 37 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 9:30:53am  
 
wrenchwench: reload and see if the jog is still there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03472966 23990 39 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 9:35:29am  
 
Unfortunately, IE6 is still much more popular than IE7, according to LGF 
stats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03472981 23990 54 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 9:55:03am  
 
wrenchwench: I'm taking a week off from riding -- I do that every couple of 
months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473014 23990 87 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 10:58:35am  
 
Well, since no one has reported anything hideous in the new percentage-based 
method -- I'm going to replace the old stuff with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473065 23990 138 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 11:41:34am  
 
ploome: I don't know what you mean by the "comments are collapsed." Which 
browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473108 23990 181 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:07:58pm  
 
Yep, I'll fix the preview problems. The percentages are doubling because of the 
older code in the preview template.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473112 23990 185 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:11:31pm  
 
If anything looks really messed up, you probably need to clear your browser 
cache and reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03473137 23990 210 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:36:19pm  
 
ploome: if you click the link from the front page that says "Link Only" you go 
to a page with the comments collapsed. To go directly to the comments, click on 
the link that says "link: 123 comments".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473139 23990 212 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:37:15pm  
 
The comment preview page should display correctly now, but again you may need to 
clear cache to see the change. (Some browsers don't want to reload a changed CSS 
file.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473141 23990 214 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:38:49pm  
 
Also, quotes now display slightly smaller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473149 23990 222 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 12:46:45pm  
 
Ringo: try clearing your browser cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473245 23990 318 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 3:09:54pm  
 
mommydoc: I think you might need to clear your cache -- font sizes in preview 
should be fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473252 23990 325 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 3:26:22pm  
 
ploome: ah ha! So it's from the 'Show All' page. Right, I changed that to go to 
the post only.</P> 
I just added a link to the page with comments -- the number of comments becomes 
the link. Check it out again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473254 23990 327 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 3:28:28pm  
 
And by the way -- the link to the 'Show All' page is in the 'Tools/Info' box in 
the left sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473256 23990 329 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 3:35:17pm  
 
big L: you probably need to clear your browser cache and reload the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473265 23990 338 Charles Sat, Jan 13, 2007 4:18:24pm  
 
mommydoc: which version of IE are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03473320 23990 393 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 9:04:11am  



 
mommydoc: in both Safari and Firefox, the fonts in the comment preview screen 
look right to me. Are you sure you've cleared your cache and reloaded?</P> 
Anyone else seeing too-large fonts in comment preview?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474603 23998 27 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 9:54:10am  
 
Is the font size better now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474628 23998 52 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 10:12:18am  
 
Can't change that font currently, WriterMom...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474635 23998 59 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 10:25:04am  
 
If you set your font preferences, it should now also affect the comment entry 
box ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474781 23999 22 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 11:52:48am  
 
mommydoc: I'm just not seeing that giant font problem in comment preview. It 
looks fine from here. Can anyone else verify?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474801 23999 42 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 12:25:09pm  
 
You may see things moving around and changing a bit while I tweak 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474807 23999 48 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 12:50:48pm  
 
The problem with allowing the middle content area to be "flexible" and fill the 
screen is that the lines of text become too long. Most people find lines with 
more than ~15 words to be difficult to read. (I know I do.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474820 23999 61 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 2:31:27pm  
 
If you want pixel-perfect control of the font sizes, use the preferences 
page:</P> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-prefs.php" target=_blank>LGF 
Preferences</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474828 23999 69 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 3:51:22pm  
 
M. Simon: our flat file database has gotten so large that the search function is 
beginning to time out. For now, you can use the Advanced search options to limit 
the search by time, instead of searching everything. I'm working on a better 
solution for the long run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03474839 23999 80 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 7:25:32am  
 
M. Simon: I worked on the code a bit to optimize the searching of entries only, 
and it should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03474840 23999 81 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 7:30:46am  
 
mommydoc: see the latest update above -- you should be able to tweak your 
browser's base font size to make it look better.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03475547 24005 11 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 6:03:19pm  
 
I didn't want to jump the gun and spoil it for the West Coast 
people...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03475628 24005 92 Charles Sun, Jan 14, 2007 6:53:04pm  
 
Hey, that's Kumar from "Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03476921 24011 22 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 8:13:42am  
 
Cartman: that's probably because you've set your preferences on the LGF Prefs 
page. To see the new font styles, you'll need to delete the LGF cookie named 
'lgfprefs' from your browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03476922 24011 23 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 8:15:17am  
 
P.S. Or you can click the button labeled "Restore Defaults" in the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-prefs.php" 
target=_blank>preferences page</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03476933 24011 34 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 8:26:54am  
 
zulubaby: that would be nice. At least 98.73% of the most serious web 
difficulties are caused by IE.</P> 
But I didn't make this change just for IE; it's part of a gradual shift to more 
modern web design techniques.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03477739 24018 7 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 2:59:37pm  
 
Keep trying ... it's brand new and may not be available to everyone 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03477744 24018 12 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 3:03:32pm  
 
Yes, it's there. They didn't take it down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03477784 24018 52 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 3:38:37pm  



 
The second part is now posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03477912 24018 180 Charles Mon, Jan 15, 2007 5:04:39pm  
 
Part three is now up ... may take a few minutes to be viewable, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03479358 24024 46 Charles Tue, Jan 16, 2007 8:28:50am  
 
Drudge just linked to the Undercover Mosque videos...</P> 
Incoming...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03479504 24025 27 Charles Tue, Jan 16, 2007 9:49:51am  
 
Eventually I'll have to move parts of LGF to a distributed network with load 
balancing. With the insane amount of traffic a Drudge link generates, the 
server's operating at over 90% load.</P> 
Gotta do some major refactoring of the codebase to make that work, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03479795 24027 15 Charles Tue, Jan 16, 2007 4:27:02pm  
 
The Drudge firehose has finally been shut off, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03480018 24028 15 Charles Tue, Jan 16, 2007 4:52:38pm  
 
I saw 12,732 visitors online once today when I managed to get 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03482175 24035 49 Charles Wed, Jan 17, 2007 2:41:30pm  
 
Ajax: yes, I have been thinking of ways to use Ajax here, but I'm not quite 
ready to code anything yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03482448 24037 107 Charles Wed, Jan 17, 2007 6:21:51pm  
 
The moonbats are howling tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03484004 24043 111 Charles Thu, Jan 18, 2007 11:51:15am  
 
See the updates, please. In this case, Google is not to blame. The annotations 
and border lines are supplied by others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03484604 24047 123 Charles Thu, Jan 18, 2007 11:36:59am  
 
See the update. Handwriting is a match.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03485356 24052 57 Charles Thu, Jan 18, 2007 5:49:49pm  
 
The troll calling itself 'HVT' now has the distinction of being the second idiot 
ever banned from LGF for sheer stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03485361 24052 62 Charles Thu, Jan 18, 2007 5:52:41pm  
 
He did, and the post is now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03488197 24063 44 Charles Fri, Jan 19, 2007 2:56:45pm  
 
Excellent post, Ayatollah Ghilmeini. Thanks. (Of course, you'll get nowhere with 
that bunch.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03488273 24064 27 Charles Fri, Jan 19, 2007 3:45:10pm  
 
The non sequitur prose is there to screw up spam filters that use Bayesian 
filter algorithms. You know those spam filters that you "educate" by marking 
emails as spam? They recognize patterns of words (short explanation). So the 
spammers use big blocks of nonsense words to introduce "noise" into the patterns 
and make them less effective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03490643 24078 43 Charles Sat, Jan 20, 2007 3:40:06pm  
 
It's the Hamas lawyer.</P> 
This is an excellent show. (I'm recording it with EyeTV.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03490647 24078 47 Charles Sat, Jan 20, 2007 3:41:44pm  
 
Stanley Cohen. A kapo if ever there was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03490665 24078 65 Charles Sat, Jan 20, 2007 3:47:49pm  
 
Call the waaambulance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03490674 24078 74 Charles Sat, Jan 20, 2007 3:49:03pm  
 
Gee, do you think it might be possible that Hizballah coached this guy?</P> 
Naah. What am I saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03490735 24078 135 Charles Sat, Jan 20, 2007 4:27:11pm  
 
I'm going to post the clip with Stanley Cohen, the weeping terrorist, and his 
fully veiled mom. It's classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03491985 24083 60 Charles Sun, Jan 21, 2007 9:29:38am  
 



Beagle wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Eric Clapton ripped off Bob Marley, FYI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, Clapton made Marley a rich man by covering that 
song...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03492581 24088 22 Charles Sun, Jan 21, 2007 2:15:10pm  
 
I don't know where you live, but in Los Angeles "gringo" is very definitely a 
racist term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03494509 24098 130 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 10:21:56am  
 
O R: I've got to disagree. If I'm walking around LA and encounter people wearing 
this shirt (which I do) in restaurants, markets, etc., it's a very different 
situation than a 12+ hour plane flight. For one thing, the security issues are 
not as important. And in LA I can just leave if I'm offended. A little hard to 
do that at 32,000 feet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03494524 24098 145 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 10:26:43am  
 
Sure, and I'd have no grounds to complain in that case either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03494531 24098 152 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 10:30:38am  
 
But really, who could ever be offended by a cheery little bouncing green 
football?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03494616 24098 237 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 11:45:28am  
 
When I wrote that Qantas could refuse service to anyone, of course I meant 
"within the applicable laws." Note that Jasson was not actually refused service 
-- he could have made the flight just by changing his shirt.</P> 
OR, I'm a bit surprised you don't see the obvious problem with letting someone 
make inflammatory (actually, insane) political statements on a trans-continental 
flight, using the word "terrorist." No flight crew wants to deal with that 
potential disruption, and they shouldn't be second-guessed when they take 
preemptive action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03494630 24098 251 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 12:17:01pm  
 
The point about the word "terrorist" on the shirt is not so much that it makes 
him a terror threat -- it's that it's inflammatory and highly insulting 
language, and stands a real chance of provoking confrontations, especially at 
about hour 14 when people's tempers are getting short.</P> 
I've been on planes where people have come to physical blows, and believe me, 
it's scary. (Once on a flight from Britain, a guy had a psychotic break, stood 
up at the front of the cabin and started yelling at the top of his voice about 
"the f*cking NEW YORK TIMES!" They ended up putting him in a straitjacket. And 
no, it wasn't me.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03494632 24098 253 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 12:19:32pm  
 
I would say the same thing if someone were refused service because of a Mohammed 
cartoon t-shirt. Change the shirt, get on the plane. Or don't change, and don't 
fly. The flight crew should have ultimate discretion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03495640 24105 4 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 6:02:42pm  
 
rickl: which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03495651 24105 15 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 6:11:41pm  
 
rickl: Unfortunately, Safari 1.3.x has many deficiencies in its Javascript 
implementation, and this won't work with that version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03495657 24105 21 Charles Mon, Jan 22, 2007 6:21:35pm  
 
10.4 is really nice, and very stable. Upgrading was very painless for 
me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03495702 24105 66 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 6:33:56am  
 
zombie: thanks for the report -- I know about that little playback problem, and 
it seems to be some sort of bug in Safari where it misses the 'stop' event 
occasionally and the sound keeps playing even though you've chosen another 
feed.</P> 
txlady: the way Reuters is distributing these clips makes them very difficult to 
record.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03496549 24108 35 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 7:10:34am  
 
I looked at those photos, but 1) the resolution is too low to make a judgment, 
and 2) they don't look obviously faked to me. The smoke from burning tires is 
very heavy, and very dark, and in this case I don't think the photos are 
frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497108 24111 20 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 10:39:00am  
 
soccerdad: which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497115 24111 27 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 10:44:56am  
 
soccerdad: do you see a small yellow icon with an X over it? If so, double click 
it and you should see more info about the error.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497116 24111 28 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 10:46:09am  
 
yah: well, that rules out a problem with IE6...</P> 



soccerdad: I'd try reinstalling the Flash player...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497124 24111 36 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 10:53:27am  
 
soccerdad: thanks -- try it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497136 24111 48 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 11:09:25am  
 
soccerdad: reload the page and see if it works now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497700 24115 99 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:56:17pm  
 
JustMyView: I know what you mean. He might have been talking about Karl Rove, or 
Cindy Sheehan. Who the hell knows?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497739 24116 18 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 3:26:07pm  
 
I'll be playing Rob Zombie, Motorhead, and Stuck Mojo during the 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497889 24117 30 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:13:11pm  
 
Butter wouldn't melt in her mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497922 24117 63 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:20:11pm  
 
The speech is pretty cool with low volume Motorhead behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497949 24117 90 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:23:11pm  
 
If you've read the speech -- this is just the prelude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497964 24117 105 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:25:20pm  
 
Motorhead just doesn't go with the health insurance talk, though.</P> 
I'm thinking maybe Simon and Garfunkel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03497988 24117 129 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:27:48pm  
 
This will be known as the Night of the Blinking Pelosi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498141 24118 7 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:36:58pm  
 
She's blinking at least 100 blinks per minute (BPM).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498151 24118 17 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:39:53pm  



 
Distinction between Shi'a terrorists and Sunni terrorists. This is 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498161 24118 27 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:41:13pm  
 
Somebody told Nancy to try to stop blinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498169 24118 35 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:43:07pm  
 
She's working really hard to stop blinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498193 24118 59 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:47:32pm  
 
Nancy's lips are pursing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03498212 24118 78 Charles Tue, Jan 23, 2007 4:51:11pm  
 
"Victory" pissed some of them off. But they all clapped to "support the 
troops."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03500780 24130 33 Charles Wed, Jan 24, 2007 9:41:52am  
 
Great post, buzzsawmonkey. I agree entirely. It's a sort of vestigial respect 
for honesty -- and the honest truth is that CAIR is ideologically aligned with 
Hamas and Hizballah. It <EM>offends</EM> CAIR when people call those groups 
terrorists.</P> 
And the amazing thing is that every CAIR official who is directly asked this 
question behaves in exactly the same evasive way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03503251 24140 3 Charles Thu, Jan 25, 2007 6:58:21am  
 
And by the way, the source is <EM>highly</EM> credible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03503296 24140 48 Charles Thu, Jan 25, 2007 7:32:24am  
 
Killgore: maybe -- but my source is saying they were never shot in the head at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03503345 24140 97 Charles Thu, Jan 25, 2007 8:11:50am  
 
Right Side: I did <STRONG>not</STRONG> quote my source as if it was fact. There 
are numerous caveats in my post. Did you miss them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03504474 24146 9 Charles Thu, Jan 25, 2007 4:40:23pm  
 
OK, reload and try it again ... there was a little typo in the MP3 player code, 
now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03505934 24151 56 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 9:43:51am  
 
Ward: it is Austin, and he's seriously off the mark on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03505937 24151 59 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 10:07:16am  
 
Ward: if Austin didn't write that, he'll repudiate it. But judging from that 
post on Jan 4, I'm pretty sure he did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506143 24153 23 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 8:24:06am  
 
Right Side: <A href="http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/786507.html" 
target=_blank>Hezbollah, Amal announce resignation from Lebanese 
government</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The two major Lebanese Shiite political parties, Hezbollah and Amal, declared 
their intention to resign from the Lebanese government Saturday.</P> 
The two parties are represented in the government by five ministers, including 
Foreign Minister Fawzi Salloukh, who will resign from their 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506162 24153 42 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 8:41:16am  
 
Right Side: did you even look at my link?</P> 
You do not know that "Nawar Saheli did not hand in his resignation." I haven't 
found a report that mentions him by name, but there are many reports that all 
five Hizballah and Amal MPs resigned, as part of Hizballah itself resigning.</P> 
It's a simple fact. Hizballah made a big show of resigning from Lebanon's 
Parliament. Why are you trying to spin it otherwise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506168 24153 48 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 8:44:25am  
 
Something is beginning to smell funny here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506202 24153 82 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 9:03:51am  
 
lawhawk: sorry, I should have written "all five cabinet members." But the point 
stands that the purpose of this was for Hizballah to resign from the coalition 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506224 24153 104 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 9:18:11am  
 
<STRONG>NOTE:</STRONG> I think that piece at the Austin Statesman may be by 
Michael Bay, not Austin Bay. Notice that the byline under the title says 
"Michael Bay," even though it has a "signature" by Austin Bay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506249 24153 129 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 9:27:17am  
 



Never mind. It is Austin. Too bad; he doesn't even mention that the rest of the 
AP's story was just plain wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506253 24153 133 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 9:28:46am  
 
That smell isn't going away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506570 24157 8 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 11:41:53am  
 
Ward: the print edition had "Austin Bay" in both spots. I think it was just a 
typo. If Austin wants to clarify it, I'm sure he will in light of the current 
post at his blog on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506604 24157 42 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 12:15:05pm  
 
O R -- I had a few spare minutes, and foolishly tried to correct an idiot who's 
putting two different stories together. I know it's useless. I'll stop 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506640 24157 78 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 12:45:55pm  
 
O R - I like J.J. Tanto. Don't get me wrong. But I'm thinking the Tanto part 
sounds too much like 'Tonto' and that would be racist or something. You know I 
hate to offend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506733 24159 4 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 12:56:08pm  
 
zombie: notice the comment "Maybe it's time to reassess Forbes."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03506735 24159 6 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 12:56:21pm  
 
Oh yeah, we bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03507311 24161 12 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 3:38:55pm  
 
Earth2Moonbat: this video is indeed hosted on my server. We do have the 
bandwidth to support it. The problems for us happen when a whole lot of people 
start trying to access LGF at the same time. (Like a Drudge 
link.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03507445 24161 146 Charles Fri, Jan 26, 2007 4:50:01pm  
 
I no longer believe that "Right Side" is an honest contributor to our 
discussions, and this person's account has been blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508690 24166 2 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:05:46am  
 
Can anyone translate what Jesse Jackson is saying?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03508696 24166 8 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:07:41am  
 
CODEPINK harpies standing right behind Jesse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508713 24166 25 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:14:04am  
 
British moonbat says: "George Bush doesn't represent the American people."</P> 
He only won an election, that's all. Tiny detail.</P> 
Now he's calling for impeachment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508716 24166 28 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:14:53am  
 
Stalinist grandpa lost his voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508721 24166 33 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:15:33am  
 
Sean Penn!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508725 24166 37 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:16:32am  
 
They're cheering for John Walker Lindh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508737 24166 49 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:19:47am  
 
I'm recording it. I got the cheer for John Walker Lindh.</P> 
Now it's Sean Penn and Jane Fonda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508741 24166 53 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:20:40am  
 
Penn: "Stand up and make a resolution as binding as the death 
toll."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508745 24166 57 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:21:08am  
 
Augh. Fonda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508764 24166 76 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:26:53am  
 
Notice they're showing only tight shots of the crowd. I suspect attendance is 
sparse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508766 24166 78 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:27:57am  
 
Also notice that when Medea Benjamin did a call-response thing with the crowd, 
someone on the crew quickly switched on the crowd microphone. They missed the 
first response and it sounded pitiful.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03508788 24166 100 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:32:47am  
 
All these BDS-obsessed Hollywood stars seem to be aging rapidly.</P> 
Must be all the hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508805 24166 117 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:35:09am  
 
Whoa. Now <EM>that</EM> was acting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508818 24166 130 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:37:46am  
 
We'll now be treated to the musical stylings of The Hip Hop 
Caucus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508835 24166 147 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:39:36am  
 
Oh. Now the real nuts are onstage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508850 24166 162 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:41:23am  
 
"Islam means peace. And these actions of these individuals no more define Islam 
than pedophile priests define Catholicism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508854 24166 166 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:41:57am  
 
And he's a <EM>terrible</EM> rapper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508858 24166 170 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:42:30am  
 
I'm dying here.</P> 
"Can you start this over, man?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508897 24166 209 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:51:22am  
 
Worst. Puppet. Ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03508932 24166 244 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 8:57:16am  
 
Isn't that nice. There's a flag-draped coffin on the stage. Looks like a real 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03509980 24175 9 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 2:44:27pm  
 
You didn't want to hear Jane Fonda speak, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03510271 24176 153 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 3:56:51pm  
 
I believe Allahpundit was recording it, so there will be a way for you to hear 
me raving if you were fortunate enough to miss it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03510574 24178 21 Charles Sat, Jan 27, 2007 7:20:11pm  
 
zombie: yes, it looks like an automatic thing, powered by Daylife.com. I'm 
almost certain that post didn't end up on their front page by 
design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03511523 24184 46 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 8:29:57am  
 
'joewilson' is the only person ever banned from LGF for sheer stupidity.</P> 
And by the way, Sura 109, I didn't say that no one is ever banned here. Nice try 
at moving the goalpost, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03511534 24184 57 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 8:36:48am  
 
If anyone cares, out of more than 15,000 registered users at LGF, only 381 
accounts are blocked. And the only reason it's that high is because quite often 
when I open registration, people like this Kos Kid will try to register multiple 
accounts with different names--which will be blocked.</P> 
This amounts to a banning level of about 0.02%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03511642 24184 165 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 11:32:40am  
 
Killian: yes, cumulative effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03511652 24184 175 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 12:40:01pm  
 
"Shukri" -- yeah, I remember that one. Banned when he/she/it started to verge on 
Holocaust denial. That's one way to get banned here.</P> 
The other was banned when he/she/it refused to answer more than one direct 
challenge from me; and a subsequent review confirmed to me that it was not being 
honest about its intentions at LGF.</P> 
The untold story of the bizarre and incredibly vicious things leftists will do 
to damage and sabotage their perceived enemies would make a good 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03511867 24187 3 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 9:32:35am  
 
Not a parody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03512868 24196 22 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 3:03:42pm  
 
They cut out Kerry's "international pariah" statement, and his Kyoto Protocol 
stuff. All the inflammatory stuff is gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03512870 24196 24 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 3:04:44pm  
 
It's the same one. The panel's the same, date's the same, and Kerry does mention 
sending Clinton as an envoy, as reported.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03512872 24196 26 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 3:06:04pm  
 
They also cut out the bits about viewing the world through "an American 
lens."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03512874 24196 28 Charles Sun, Jan 28, 2007 3:07:22pm  
 
Looks like they've been trying to make sure they don't have any Eason Jordan 
moments slipping through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03514314 24203 28 Charles Mon, Jan 29, 2007 7:27:30am  
 
Now I have to change that rotating title to "unbanned by the 
BBC!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03514787 24208 9 Charles Mon, Jan 29, 2007 11:03:51am  
 
zombie: we're having major traffic surges that are tying up the pipes. Both 
Instapundit and Michelle Malkin linked, and many others as well. Links coming in 
from all directions. It's Grand Central Lizard Station around 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03514811 24208 33 Charles Mon, Jan 29, 2007 11:40:52am  
 
It's not just a simple matter of upgrading to a more powerful server, 
unfortunately. I have to do some significant work on the LGF Blog Engine code to 
support a load-balanced multiple server setup. I'm 
investigating...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03514836 24208 58 Charles Mon, Jan 29, 2007 12:21:02pm  
 
Now that it's after 5 pm on the East Coast the server should begin to cool 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03516959 24219 125 Charles Tue, Jan 30, 2007 8:22:44am  
 
P-L -- around noon/1 pm eastern is when we seem to have our biggest traffic 
surge of the day.</P> 
Evidently, I'm going to have to Just Poop™ and get some kind of load balancing 
setup. I'm looking into it. (It won't happen overnight.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03517006 24219 172 Charles Tue, Jan 30, 2007 8:36:43am  
 



Ever since the link from Drudge Report earlier this month, LGF traffic has been 
significantly higher -- and there were links from Michelle Malkin and Glen 
Reynolds at the same time pushing a lot of traffic here.</P> 
One thing that was probably giving the server a stomach ache was my 'Best Of' 
video; it was over 20 MB. So I moved it over to YouTube.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03517295 24220 87 Charles Tue, Jan 30, 2007 9:41:46am  
 
Ringo the Gringo wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Shouldn't that read " ...while not facing Mecca"?</P> 
Weren't the toilets moved so that they wouldn't face Mecca?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well yes ... but the 'facing' part depends on whether you're performing No. 1 or 
No. 2, if you get my drift.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03517296 24220 88 Charles Tue, Jan 30, 2007 9:45:27am  
 
Unless of course, you're a sitzpinkler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03518451 24228 19 Charles Tue, Jan 30, 2007 4:39:15pm  
 
Killgore: the LGF battlefields are littered with corpses from the Evolution 
Wars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03519984 24233 16 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 7:05:55am  
 
Yes, the numbers are up; but more than that, it's the sheer volume of HTTP 
requests in that timeframe. The server gets maxed out when it happens.</P> 
The only permanent solution is to spread the site out over several machines, and 
use a load balancer to route requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520022 24233 54 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 7:33:30am  
 
Ward: LGF doesn't use Blogads -- our ads are supplied by Pajamas Media.</P> 
If it were just a matter of paying more, I'd do it right away. But the problem 
is that LGF uses a custom content management system, based on flat files instead 
of a DB. This means it involves some fairly low level coding work to implement a 
load balancer. So it's going to be a little while before a real solution can be 
put in place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520029 24233 61 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 7:35:56am  
 
ratherdashing: those numbers would be much higher, but the server simply can't 
accommodate any more traffic at this point. And check out where January is 
starting this year, compared to last year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520077 24233 109 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 8:30:09am  
 
badmonkey: we have a dedicated server managed by Hosting Matters. I can't really 
answer your other questions yet, because I haven't decided on a strategy yet. I 



may end up converting the entire flat file system to MySQL, which would make the 
process of mirroring or load balancing much simpler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520078 24233 110 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 8:34:39am  
 
Harry Tuttle: the bottleneck is the pipe going into our single server, not so 
much the server's processing power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520085 24233 117 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 8:58:46am  
 
badmonkey: thanks. I'll keep it in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03520095 24233 127 Charles Wed, Jan 31, 2007 9:57:33am  
 
krazymike: the pages are already gzipped. I am looking into caching strategies 
too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03523371 24250 9 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 7:54:41am  
 
Traffic is surging again. I've been reading up on reverse proxies and compiler 
caches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03524899 24259 60 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 2:38:21pm  
 
WrathofG-d: the ads are placed on LGF by Pajamas Media -- I did not pick the ad 
for the UN's game. It's not only showing here, it's currently appearing across 
the whole PJ network.</P> 
I'm checking into it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03524909 24259 70 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 2:43:45pm  
 
Killgore: that's my first impression, too. I'm currently downloading the game to 
see what it's about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03525014 24260 25 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 4:14:01pm  
 
The video is still new -- may still be getting set up at Google Video.</P> 
Here's the link to the page at Google Video: </P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=5158780407631950723&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03525214 24261 13 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 5:15:47pm  
 
Not as far as I'm concerned. They've always been terrific to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03525233 24261 32 Charles Thu, Feb 1, 2007 5:59:12pm  
 
There's apparently been a major screwup that isn't HM's fault:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
From Peak10, Telcove has had a major fiber cut in Atlanta, and our Level 3 
Circuit is carried over the Telcove line. Telcove technicians are onsite trying 
to repair the cut right now. We will let you know as soon as we have any more 
information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03527969 24274 15 Charles Fri, Feb 2, 2007 3:29:38pm  
 
"Cutting down the trees" is a reference to the Koranic verse about the final 
battle between Muslims and infidels, when even the trees will say to Muslims, 
"There is a Jew behind me, come and kill him."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03529528 24282 21 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 9:33:43am  
 
zombie: that's why the Google search option exists:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=google&amp;searchString=sweden+art+suicide+bomb" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03529573 24282 66 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 10:02:49am  
 
zombie: before registration, there was no way of associating a username with an 
actual identity. And people often changed their usernames frequently. So no, 
there's no easy way to do that.</P> 
As for searching backwards -- no can do. Maybe in a future update, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530159 24287 146 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 3:51:59pm  
 
Sevoguy: you're getting a timeout. I'm not going to allow those kinds of 
comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530279 24288 71 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 4:14:17pm  
 
&lt;raised eyebrow&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530325 24288 117 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 4:33:30pm  
 
The kids' shows really are the worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530367 24288 159 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 4:48:35pm  
 
(Almost all of these stories have been the subjects of posts at LGF... just 
sayin' ...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530376 24288 168 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 4:52:28pm  



 
Apologist now on screen.</P> 
"This is the result of political development in the last 60 
years."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03530378 24288 170 Charles Sat, Feb 3, 2007 4:52:56pm  
 
60 years = founding of Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03532101 24296 22 Charles Sun, Feb 4, 2007 8:13:24am  
 
Agreed on News of the World -- that's why I pointed out that it's a tabloid.</P> 
In news about terror busts, however, the UK tabloids have been pretty accurate. 
Overheated, but accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03532225 24297 20 Charles Sun, Feb 4, 2007 9:30:47am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03532503 24299 25 Charles Sun, Feb 4, 2007 11:40:31am  
 
Hhar: you're right - it's corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03533553 24303 35 Charles Sun, Feb 4, 2007 4:03:57pm  
 
Fjordman: I've always thought that description of Qutb's supposed 
"radicalization" in America sounded like an attempt to mythologize himself, to 
put himself on a higher plane, to turn himself into the One Good Muslim outraged 
by the depraved Satanic West to the point where he wanted to do violence.</P> 
In other words, self-aggrandizing crap, with more than a little sexual 
frustration underneath. The global jihad in a nutshell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03535170 24311 18 Charles Mon, Feb 5, 2007 8:52:08am  
 
zombie: that "satanic" remark is interesting. But I'm not sure it's necessarily 
moderate. This is the same kind of Islamic rhetoric that Sunnis employ against 
Shi'ites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03535447 24312 40 Charles Mon, Feb 5, 2007 9:44:35am  
 
Bashar Assad:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bashar_al-Assad" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03535448 24312 41 Charles Mon, Feb 5, 2007 9:44:56am  
 
Also known as "Baby Bashar."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03537658 24320 12 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 7:53:19am  
 
Had a short outage as the "work surge" hit...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03537666 24320 20 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 7:56:02am  
 
Yep, looks like we killed Brian's server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03537716 24320 70 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 8:13:59am  
 
Our traffic is surging again... so far we're running OK, but we may have a 
problem. I'm monitoring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03537721 24320 75 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 8:15:52am  
 
I'll just mention, without getting specific, that you can do much more than 
simply play pranks when someone hotlinks to your images.</P> 
It opens up a gigantic security hole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03537748 24320 102 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 8:30:50am  
 
Peacekeeper: no, that's not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03538206 24323 202 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 3:43:31pm  
 
Hey folks -- I'm not anti-Microsoft and I'm not taking a shot at Microsoft 
specifically. I just think it's phenomenally dumb to challenge the world's 
crackers to find holes in your OS. Maybe he's got some fantastic new AI Bayesian 
super Alien-blood virus repellent in Vista, I don't know. But it had better be 
good, after that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03538397 24326 41 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 10:43:26am  
 
Caption added in update -- Avnery is the white-haired kook on the far right of 
the photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03539139 24332 7 Charles Tue, Feb 6, 2007 4:26:48pm  
 
Ferraro was embarrassed into a slight concession that perhaps she herself 
wouldn't have picked this guy, had she known...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03540714 24338 160 Charles Wed, Feb 7, 2007 11:52:20am  
 
M1rth: in this case, that's the phone number for the school, so it's OK to post 
it.</P> 
(It's true that I don't allow personal phone numbers of any kind to be posted in 
comments.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03542630 24350 28 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 5:43:57am  
 
That was it, just a short one. Now for some coffee...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03543346 24358 17 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 8:08:32am  
 
Speaking only for myself, I have absolutely no desire to work on anyone's 
political campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03544721 24364 15 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 2:07:26pm  
 
If I don't give a hat tip, it's usually because I either found it myself, or 
received a barrage of emails...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03545046 24368 7 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 4:24:37pm  
 
The handshake is right after the Imam's <EM>khutba</EM>. Dean steps up, shakes 
his hand, and the video cuts away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03545062 24368 23 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 4:34:34pm  
 
Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03545181 24368 142 Charles Thu, Feb 8, 2007 5:45:59pm  
 
That interview is a classic. I also recorded it, and as soon as YouTube makes it 
public I'll post my version here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03547944 24378 18 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 2:59:59pm  
 
Killgore: I think it's pretty clear this photo was left in the editor's round 
file until now, because it really wrecks that whole suspension of disbelief 
thing that actors need to convince the audience. It's like seeing all the cables 
and lights and fake landscapes behind the scenes at a theater.</P> 
Imagine if pictures like this had the same coverage as all those heart-wrenching 
dead baby pictures. Context? Why bother?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03547955 24378 29 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 3:04:03pm  
 
Yes, there is. Words posted here are read by a lot of people, not all of them 
friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03547956 24378 30 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 3:05:13pm  
 
And for that matter, not all the words here are posted by friends, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03547970 24378 44 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 3:09:51pm  



 
Those words are planted in our archives often, specifically to be used to defame 
me, personally, and LGF in general. I don't have time to read every single 
comment and watch for them. Therefore the script automatically catches them.</P> 
If you really <EM>really</EM> want to use one of the words the script catches, 
there are other blogs where you can do it. Or you could rethink the necessity 
and wisdom of doing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03547981 24378 55 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 3:13:47pm  
 
Beagle: exactly. It's the most gut-wrenching image you could possibly use for 
propaganda. That's why it's so important to see that it's a cheat, a 
manipulation. That they're <EM>using</EM> us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03548062 24378 136 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 3:52:01pm  
 
hiker: if you really want to post those words, there are ways.</P> 
If that's what you really want to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03548079 24378 153 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 4:07:59pm  
 
hiker: if I post a list of words that are not allowed here, are you really 
prepared to argue for their use?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03548089 24378 163 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 4:13:55pm  
 
hiker: put spaces between the letters, and you can tell everyone which word is 
being censored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03548125 24378 199 Charles Fri, Feb 9, 2007 4:28:52pm  
 
hiker: I like to hope that people will take the rather unsubtle hint, that 
disparaging words that are very reminiscent of racial slurs aren't welcome in 
LGF comments.</P> 
But now you know how to post them, if that's really what you want to 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552447 24397 11 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:30:31am  
 
victor_yugo: that's the nice thing about Ajax -- it doesn't slow down the page 
load. It's an asynchronous data exchange, and has no effect on the loading of 
the rest of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552460 24397 24 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:41:45am  
 
E2M: Yep, it might be very useful in comment threads too. I'm thinking about 
other applications for Ajax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552473 24397 37 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:48:37am  



 
Ajax: [Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_%28programming%29" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552476 24397 40 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:50:32am  
 
E2M: the lounge is actually hosted on a completely different system; it's a Java 
applet that loads from parachat.com.</P> 
So even if the rest of LGF gets swamped with traffic, if you manage to load that 
page the lounge will keep functioning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552479 24397 43 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:52:51am  
 
windybon: yes, it should work with IE6. Anyone else with IE6 having a 
problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552482 24397 46 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:54:03am  
 
That message appears if the code is unable to create the ActiveX Object. Do you 
have ActiveX disabled?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552488 24397 52 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 9:57:22am  
 
E2M: yes, the messages go through parachat, but more importantly the Java applet 
itself is running on their server. That's why it keeps working if LGF is 
swamped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552503 24397 67 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 10:08:38am  
 
windybon: those "scam blockers" are a major pain. They identify lots of sites 
incorrectly as possible scams. And it's nearly impossible to get the companies 
who foist these things on ISPs to be responsible about their crummy 
software.</P> 
Ironically, I think it's one of the measures I use to thwart spambots that 
confuses the scam blocker and makes it issue that wrong warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552515 24397 79 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 10:20:49am  
 
aaron: reload the page and try again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552532 24397 96 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 10:51:26am  
 
aaron and windybon: can you verify that it still works? I made some changes to 
the IE code...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552586 24397 150 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 12:31:41pm  
 



victor_yugo: not quite. With Ajax, it's possible to schedule periodic refreshes, 
which act exactly like 'push' technologies, by using Javascript's SetTimeout() 
function.</P> 
The problem at LGF though is bandwidth. If I have thousands and thousands of 
browsers out there periodically requesting stuff from the server over and over, 
as long as the user is on the site, it becomes a serious drain on server 
resources. One way to avoid it is to set the refresh time to a longer interval, 
but then you start losing that 'live' feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552596 24397 160 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 1:16:06pm  
 
But the point is that every one of those thousands is <EM>not</EM> refreshing 
every 30/60 seconds. It's probably only a small percentage of the total people 
logged on. As soon as I implement a periodic Ajax refresh, every single one of 
those browsers is hitting the server.</P> 
I'm not just hypothesizing. A few days ago, I tested an Ajax enhancement that 
used periodic refresh to automatically update the 'Now Playing' window. I set it 
to 10 seconds. That section is a very small amount of data.</P> 
Within a few seconds, the server had begun to noticeably drag, and inside of a 
minute it was nearly shut down. I quickly restored the non-Ajax code, to rethink 
the strategy for that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552605 24397 169 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 1:48:01pm  
 
I've added a bunch of new feeds to the list. Thinking about putting a few blogs 
in there too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03552606 24397 170 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 2:09:06pm  
 
OK, folks, one of the things you've asked for is now set up.</P> 
One of the feeds in the list is the LGF front page feed, and it's set not to be 
cached (unlike the other feeds which cache for 15 minutes). So by hitting the 
'reload' button you can see if there's a new post up without reloading the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03553767 24404 4 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 5:11:55pm  
 
Video still uploading... the internet is sluggish tonight...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03553786 24404 23 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 5:18:24pm  
 
It's working now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03553838 24404 75 Charles Sun, Feb 11, 2007 5:47:47pm  
 
If you're having trouble, I suggest clearing your browser cache, quitting, and 
restarting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03554731 24406 52 Charles Mon, Feb 12, 2007 6:14:08am  
 



Couldn't find a larger image, but all the proportions are the same, as are the 
shape of the eye and nose holes, and the direction it's facing. That's an SS 
skull.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03554759 24406 80 Charles Mon, Feb 12, 2007 6:25:04am  
 
MikeySDCA: it's from a Waffen SS Panzer unit cap:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://axis101.bizland.com/PzVisor1.htm" 
target=_blank>axis101.bizland.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03556153 24415 25 Charles Mon, Feb 12, 2007 1:13:49pm  
 
Note the updates -- Hamadei, the Hizballah creep, was recently released from 
prison in Germany, and welcomed home to Lebanon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03556643 24418 11 Charles Mon, Feb 12, 2007 3:36:14pm  
 
That little icon thingy that shows up next to the feed title.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Favicon" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03562054 24439 97 Charles Wed, Feb 14, 2007 8:40:57am  
 
Bill Donohue jumped in and turned the whole issue into "anti-Catholic bigotry," 
but I've been saying all along that the anti-Catholic stuff is only a small part 
of the extreme hatred nutroots bloggers display for <EM>everyone</EM> who 
doesn't drink the same Koolaid they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03562228 24440 19 Charles Wed, Feb 14, 2007 9:13:43am  
 
I think the Lizard Effect has crashed InTheBullpen's server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03563261 24445 80 Charles Wed, Feb 14, 2007 3:27:03pm  
 
DocDublU: that's your browser making the box disappear. Unfortunately I can't 
change that. Is that Internet Explorer, by any chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03563704 24449 13 Charles Wed, Feb 14, 2007 6:18:15pm  
 
Ruby on Rails and mod_perl are not even the same genre of software.</P> 
Ruby on Rails is a development framework for the Ruby language. mod_perl is an 
Apache module that speeds up the execution of Perl programs. They do completely 
different things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03563817 24449 126 Charles Thu, Feb 15, 2007 6:13:04am  
 
If PHP is not good for large-scale development, someone forgot to tell Yahoo. 
Two years ago they switched from their proprietary scripting language to PHP for 
all web development, and their programmers seem very happy with the choice.</P> 



And as we all know, programmer happiness is key.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03564847 24452 121 Charles Thu, Feb 15, 2007 7:10:28am  
 
dicentra: please note -- I have <EM>not</EM> expressed any opinion on whether 
the attack was an act of jihad, personal or otherwise. I've raised the issue, 
with good reason. But I have deliberately refrained from expressing a 
conclusion, because we obviously do not know enough at this point to do 
that.</P> 
I <EM>have</EM> come to the conclusion, however, that the media are doing 
everything possible to hide connections to Islam in cases like this. It's an 
absolutely predictable pattern, and they do it every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03564963 24452 237 Charles Thu, Feb 15, 2007 7:51:50am  
 
I listened to the audio on that video at LiveLeak, by the way, and I do not hear 
"Allahu Akbar." The only audible voices seem to be the cops'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03565037 24452 311 Charles Thu, Feb 15, 2007 8:38:10am  
 
Pawn: I'm going to back you up on one point. I am also getting very irritated by 
the "round 'em all up and put 'em in camps or deport 'em" talk.</P> 
Face facts. This is never going to happen, and the only thing you achieve by 
calling for it over and over is to make yourself -- and LGF by association -- 
look like ranting extremists.</P> 
I try to keep discussions as open as possible, but I'm thinking seriously of 
simply deleting any such comments that I see from now on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03566359 24458 64 Charles Thu, Feb 15, 2007 3:08:17pm  
 
The popups now show in the Top Tech News section as well...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571360 24479 34 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 8:23:27am  
 
zombie: I can't give specifics, but I've been contacted by Google insiders who 
confirmed that it's every bit as bad as it seems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571396 24479 70 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 8:46:13am  
 
z: the "bad as it seems" refers to the leftism in the organization. I don't know 
about the other, but it sounds possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571402 24479 76 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 8:51:46am  
 
clgood: the reason they gave Treacher is only the most recent excuse I received. 
Earlier, they gave me the excuse that they don't include sites that are 
primarily "news aggregators," which is obviously false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571524 24480 65 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 9:45:37am  



 
It certainly doesn't prove anything that his father suspects he was influenced, 
let's not forget that. As several have pointed out, it's not unusual for a 
grief-stricken parent in this situation to say these kinds of things.</P> 
It's a piece of information at this point, not proof of anything.</P> 
And on the audio recording of the shooting incident, again -- I've listened to 
it several times, and I do not hear "Allahu akbar" anywhere on that 
tape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571552 24480 93 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 9:59:00am  
 
E2M: I agree -- he does seem to have someone or something specific in mind. Of 
course, the interviewers don't bother asking any more questions about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571568 24480 109 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 10:10:24am  
 
Killgore: please notice that the line about "no computer" is not a quote from 
the police, it's an assertion by the AP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571573 24480 114 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 10:14:24am  
 
From the Salt Lake City Tribune: <A href="http://www.sltrib.com/ci_5230906" 
target=_blank>Trolley Square: A search for answers</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Salt Lake City police spokeswoman Robin Snyder said Wednesday that police have 
not discerned a motive or found anything resembling a suicide note. With the 
permission of Talovic's parents, detectives searched their home but did not take 
any computers or video games, she said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not to parse words too much, and it could be just unclear writing, but "did not 
take" is very different from "did not find."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571591 24480 132 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 10:25:07am  
 
In the video above, the father says he bought his son a car. How likely is it 
that this 18-year old had a car, but no computer?</P> 
And if he was caught looking at sites with info on AK47s, he clearly knew how to 
use a computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03571671 24480 212 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 11:27:55am  
 
I admit, I still find it a little hard to swallow that he didn't own a computer. 
It's not impossible, but the fact that he was proficient enough with a computer 
to log on to prohibited web sites at school and find info on weapons suggests 
otherwise.</P> 
But if that's what the authorities are saying, then there we have 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03572053 24483 66 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 1:34:35pm  
 
[Link: <A href="http://google.com" target=_blank ?>google.com...</A>]</P> 



Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03572060 24483 73 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 1:38:32pm  
 
[Link: <A href="http://google.com" target=_blank ?>google.com...</A>]</P> 
No need to click. This is only a test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03572177 24484 10 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 2:55:39pm  
 
Testing: <A href="http://google.com" target=_blank>Google</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03572179 24484 12 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 3:01:13pm  
 
[Link: <A href="http://google.com" target=_blank 
?>google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03572180 24484 13 Charles Sat, Feb 17, 2007 3:29:10pm  
 
Had to close the thread for a few minutes to test something. It's open 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575362 24495 946 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 5:09:12pm  
 
"basnata," by the way, is lecturing us all about the First Amendment of the US 
Constitution from somewhere in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575708 24498 60 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 8:00:37am  
 
Traffic is very high today, because of the Iranian fauxtography 
post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575721 24498 73 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 8:11:24am  
 
Speaking of heavy traffic, looks like we LGF'ed Sargent's blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575845 24499 7 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 8:44:33am  
 
Front page of Digg -- Michelle, Hot Air, lots of others.</P> 
Check the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>referrers page</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575971 24500 7 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 9:50:26am  
 
He used his name -- Dylan Avery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03575976 24500 12 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 9:54:48am  
 



He shows up in this thread:</P> 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8103_Moonbat_Alert#comments" 
target=_blank>Moonbat Alert</A>.</P> 
He also tried every trick in the book to get around being banned, to keep 
posting messages like you see in that thread. A lot of his posts were 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03576687 24503 80 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 3:34:31pm  
 
Uh -- no, it's not erroneous at all. I've never maintained that honor killing is 
unique to Islamic cultures. A lot of times it is related to and justified by 
Islam, but not here.</P> 
That doesn't change the fact that in countries like Pakistan and Jordan, honor 
killing is given an Islamic justification and protected by law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577041 24504 3 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 4:47:25pm  
 
It's not playing, I know. New code...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577060 24504 22 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 5:03:39pm  
 
Video is fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577095 24504 57 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 5:20:36pm  
 
If the video isn't working for you, which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577117 24504 79 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 5:39:29pm  
 
IE folks: does it work now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577126 24504 88 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 5:43:47pm  
 
Ward: that's the Flash script that plays FLV format videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03577180 24504 142 Charles Mon, Feb 19, 2007 6:38:59pm  
 
Well, I tweaked some more stuff to try to make videos work more consistently. 
Does it still work for you IE folks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579035 24513 14 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 12:39:35pm  
 
Yep, there's something going on with IE7. It's odd, because the UFO library is 
specifically supposed to handle IE browsers properly. Aaron: is there any way 
you can capture the code that's being generated by the javascript 
call?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03579061 24513 40 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 1:01:52pm  
 
Different method now installed -- please clear browser cache and reload, and see 
if it's any better...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579075 24513 54 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 1:10:13pm  
 
Ward -- if there's a little yellow icon, click it and tell me what it says, 
please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579096 24513 75 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 1:22:19pm  
 
OK, some IE users are reporting success. Those of you still having problems, 
please clear the browser cache, and reload the page to make sure everything's up 
to date...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579121 24513 100 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 1:34:58pm  
 
OK, reload the page and try it now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579202 24513 181 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 3:03:48pm  
 
Heh. Of course, my post makes that very clear in the first sentence. But you 
know, that would require actual reading and attention span 
skills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03579221 24513 200 Charles Tue, Feb 20, 2007 3:21:12pm  
 
Those Digg links have increased our diggs so much that I'm beginning to get a 
little worried about the increased traffic. There are several posts that might 
end up on their front page at this rate. Gulp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03580396 24516 720 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 6:57:17am  
 
(It's not the same person.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03580832 24519 117 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 9:19:09am  
 
Isadore: it's not in the least bit "racist" to point out that Obama apparently 
worships at a church that preaches rather extreme black nationalist precepts. 
Obama is getting the same scrutiny from me that any other presidential candidate 
would get, and I strongly object to your "racist" label.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03580869 24519 154 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 12:14:35pm  
 
Of course, I didn't say I was "off limits" at all, Isadore. I said I strongly, 
repeat, strongly object to your ludicrous knee-jerk accusation of 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03580871 24519 156 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 12:16:12pm  
 
Nice try. But Lieberman doesn't worship at a synagogue that preaches "extreme 
Jewish" precepts. So there's that little reality thing interfering 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03580881 24519 166 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 12:28:25pm  
 
Apparently, Isadore, you want me to present an argument that I'm not a racist, 
in response to your off-the-wall accusation. But it's pointless to try to prove 
a negative, to an ideologue.</P> 
It is interesting that you brought up a spurious Jewish comparison, though. Is 
that supposed to mean something special?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03581410 24523 34 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 1:25:35pm  
 
E2M: I'm not seeing that at all -- I see 8 diggs. Since that code is included 
from Digg, it's beyond my control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03581842 24526 169 Charles Wed, Feb 21, 2007 4:46:33pm  
 
Killgore Trout: it may annoy the crap out of the Diggers, but I need to point 
out that the increased Digg traffic is entirely due to tools that they 
themselves provide. If they want to talk the social networking talk, they should 
also be prepared to walk the social networking walk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03582725 24528 700 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 8:19:17am  
 
By the way, since 'froghat' thinks there's nothing important happening at LGF, 
I've shut off his account so he won't be tempted to waste any more time here, or 
help me enrich myself through the nefarious advertising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03583724 24536 65 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 9:40:13am  
 
There's no "obsession with Digg," folks. And there's no "battle" going on. It's 
just another way to reach people, that's all.</P> 
And the new server is certainly not just for Digg, by the way. We were already 
having problems with increased traffic even before the new Digg links were 
added; this just brings it to the top of the to-do list a little 
faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03583750 24536 91 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 10:21:45am  
 
#72 Pro-Bush Canuck: the server isn't active yet, so the strategy may change, 
but the first move will be to transfer the registration database to server2 and 
have it operate from there. That will save a lot of overhead in the comment 
system right away. There are other services that can probably operate on server2 
as well.</P> 



In the longer run, first the reg DB then the entire site is going to be migrated 
to MySQL, to allow more complete load-balancing solutions. No projected 
timeframe on that one yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03583756 24536 97 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 10:38:47am  
 
One more note about Digg - I wasn't trying to start some kind of takeover or 
battle when I put those new Digg links on the pages. I was just trying some code 
that looked cool; simple, non-javascript links to "digg" LGF posts had been 
there already for months.</P> 
I really didn't expect that little bit of feedback (seeing the # of diggs) to 
produce this result. It's an interesting bit of web behavioral 
knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584254 24539 62 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 12:44:52pm  
 
I'm testing some new code...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584256 24539 64 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 12:45:19pm  
 
Should make comment posting quite a bit faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584320 24539 128 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 1:00:44pm  
 
This is another post headed for the Digg front page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584358 24539 166 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 1:18:48pm  
 
Killgore: is there a way to see who's burying posts at Digg? If they're going to 
make 'diggs' public, they should also do that with 'buries'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584375 24539 183 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 1:29:22pm  
 
jooly: try clearing your browser cache and reloading the page. I think the Digg 
code may have a few problems with caching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584390 24539 198 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 1:44:16pm  
 
Hey, we've stayed online through this <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>Digg surge</A> pretty well so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03584405 24539 213 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 1:48:59pm  
 
Killgore: made a huge improvement in the system load situation, by revamping the 
way registration status is maintained between pages. Let's just say there used 
to be a whole lot of disk thrashing going on, and now it's been decreased by a 
factor of 20 or so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03584526 24539 334 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 3:42:47pm  
 
Interesting. Digg now seems to be redirecting our front page digg link to a 
different post with only 28 diggs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03585050 24540 483 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 5:03:55pm  
 
Time out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03585094 24540 527 Charles Thu, Feb 22, 2007 5:20:24pm  
 
I know about the error message, thanks. Not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03586234 24544 9 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 6:27:48am  
 
Note: there is no "Wonkette" any more. This is Ken Layne's work 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03586510 24545 58 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 7:49:34am  
 
Note: our second server still isn't online. The overall improvement you notice 
is entirely due to the code changes I installed yesterday.</P> 
Two big areas that were causing a major amount of disk access have been cleaned 
up. In addition to the registration checking (which used to read through a flat 
file for each comment, and now uses sessions to maintain logged-in status), I 
also now cache the 'visitors online' count, with a cron job that runs every 
minute -- instead of having every page request do the count.</P> 
And I deliberately posted this rather large video (hosted here at LGF) to see 
how it would affect the new system. So far so good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03586522 24545 70 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 8:04:45am  
 
ziggy's comment has been nuked. That kind of comment is not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03586523 24545 71 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 8:05:53am  
 
By the way, I'm about to get the first real acid test of the new code, because 
this post just made the Digg front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03586529 24545 77 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 8:39:40am  
 
The lefties over there are rushing to Digg down every LGF post. As soon as one 
of ours makes it to the front page, they swarm all over it and 'bury' it.</P> 
(And I didn't really expect my code changes to survive a Digg front page. When 
that happens, visitors don't even reach the code -- Apache just runs out of 
connections. That's why a load-balanced system of some kind is 
necessary.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03586534 24545 82 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 8:46:13am  
 
It <EM>is</EM> happening every time. There have been quite a few LGF posts 
recently that made their front page, and now they jump as soon as they see our 
URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03587135 24548 166 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 10:55:06am  
 
Another LGF post on Digg's front page. Man, the lefties must have steam shooting 
out of their ears. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03587170 24548 201 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 11:21:36am  
 
You don't get to see who buries articles at Digg. Just who supports them.</P> 
This is a pretty obvious problem, and in Digg's case it seems to have led to de 
facto mob rule.</P> 
Here's a post by someone about the subject. It was buried.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/politics/Dear_Kevin_Rose_Please_Create_a_Who_Buried_This_T
ab" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03587644 24552 7 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 3:14:12pm  
 
karmic: I don't control that code -- it's an IFRAME that loads from Digg.com. So 
unfortunately, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03587715 24552 78 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 3:47:47pm  
 
At least his name isn't 'Richard de Cock.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03587724 24552 87 Charles Fri, Feb 23, 2007 3:52:26pm  
 
The Digg lefties are burying LGF as fast as they can. I think the Hamas post is 
a new record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589028 24557 84 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 8:05:08am  
 
Note the update: this post just got onto Digg's front page, and the lefties are 
scrambling to bury it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589079 24558 42 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 7:00:49am  
 
Yes, there have been 48 hits from the UK Reuters IP address this morning. Very 
unusual. Saturday usually has zero hits from there.</P> 
I've been scanning around to see if there's something specific they're worried 
about, but so far I haven't found anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589368 24562 10 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 8:07:36am  



 
By the way, the ACLU post is now on Digg's front page, and the lefties are going 
berserk. It will probably be buried within minutes.</P> 
Anyone who commented over there: your comments have also been buried.</P> 
Here's the page: [Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/politics/ACLU_US_Can_t_Bar_Terrorism_Supporters_2" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589529 24563 74 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 9:22:42am  
 
And this post is headed for Digg's front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589541 24563 86 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 9:28:31am  
 
See the update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589576 24563 121 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 9:45:14am  
 
I see why it's been flagged as "inaccurate" -- that apparently prevents the post 
from being "made popular," even if it gets enough diggs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589598 24563 143 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 10:00:05am  
 
Spiny Norman: just for the record, there have indeed been several efforts to 
shut LGF down, through various means. Let's just say I'm very glad we have a web 
host with the spine to stand up for us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589618 24563 163 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 10:10:33am  
 
I haven't written about every effort to cause trouble for LGF, because in many 
cases it's better to keep that knowledge to yourself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589662 24563 207 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 10:32:35am  
 
Sorry. Messing with something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589676 24563 221 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 10:39:18am  
 
Sorry for the glitches -- just reload the page if you see 
this...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589762 24563 307 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 12:49:35pm  
 
Colossal waste of time? Actually, see my new update -- I spent about ten minutes 
adding the Digg code. Doesn't seem like much time from my side at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589802 24563 347 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 5:18:33pm  



 
Great post, Noam. Couldn't agree more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589861 24564 45 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 11:37:45am  
 
Somebody at Reuters reloaded the front page 48 times this morning, within a few 
minutes. No idea why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589867 24564 51 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 11:41:24am  
 
Geepers: I think you're probably right about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03589899 24564 83 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 12:40:33pm  
 
This is another post that made the front page at Digg and was almost instantly 
buried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03590760 24569 13 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 4:45:14pm  
 
E2M: not my doing. The Digg code seems to have caching issues. If that happens, 
try clearing the browser cache and reloading.</P> 
I don't see that problem in Safari, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03590771 24569 24 Charles Sat, Feb 24, 2007 5:06:18pm  
 
Killgore: the Reuters spike happened during a period of a few minutes, with 
someone at their UK office reloading the page over and over. Geepers thought it 
was someone testing to see how well the Reuters counter worked, and that sounds 
very possible.</P> 
I wouldn't be surprised to see the Reuters counter suddenly stop working 
altogether. If they're checking to see how it works, it's probably because 
management told the IT department to do it. Next step is to reassign the IP 
address for their router at the Canary Wharf facility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03591690 24573 16 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 6:35:54am  
 
They're already trying to bury this story at Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03591720 24573 46 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 7:07:44am  
 
Killgore: the link code doesn't like that '@' symbol. It thinks it's an email 
address. Bad link code. Bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03591739 24573 65 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 8:22:59am  
 
E2M: go to 'Upcoming Stories' and sort by 'Most Popular.'</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/news/upcoming/most" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 



The cutoff to show up on the front page under All Stories is about 100 diggs. So 
any post that has more than that and didn't show on the front page was 
buried.</P> 
That's pretty much every post on LGF's front page right now.</P> 
And on this page:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/spy/queue" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
You can watch as they bury LGF stories in real time. Click the buttons at upper 
left to show only 'buries'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592410 24580 43 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 10:11:18am  
 
Lewisxxxusa: you're getting a timeout, for abusive behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592516 24581 73 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 10:41:58am  
 
stylus: I disagree. There are lots and lots of left-wing blogs represented on 
Digg, all the time. And the fact is that Digg invites blogs to include these 
links.</P> 
You may think there's nothing going on here but links to news articles, but LGF 
is also about commentary. Sometimes laconic commentary, sometimes spelled out, 
sometimes not, but always there. And many posts consist of more than one inter-
related link, for reasons that I hope are usually made clear.</P> 
It's most definitely not the same to include a simple link to the source. And 
the 'spamming' accusation is simple politically driven nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592517 24581 74 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 10:43:47am  
 
Craig Abu Al-Boo-Boo: and that's wrong, too. Links to 'digg' LGF posts have been 
included at LGF for at least 6 months now. Only recently did I learn of their 
new code, and installed it in ten minutes. I had no expectation of driving more 
traffic to LGF by the new link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592532 24581 89 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 10:51:22am  
 
Craig: I'm not posting stories at Digg. LGF readers are. I have no intention of 
double-posting the same things at LGF and Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592534 24581 91 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 10:55:34am  
 
And another point -- the links go to LGF because that's how the Digg code is 
designed to work. I implemented it according to their own documentation. Look it 
up if you don't believe me.</P> 
I'm a bit offended by the suggestion that I'm trying to 'game' them to raise 
traffic at LGF. In fact, the increased traffic has been more of a headache than 
anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592540 24581 97 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 11:04:50am  
 
If a post is popular at LGF, it's not unusual for it to get 500+ comments. The 
&amp;only flag is necessary to avoid a huge bandwidth hit, not just from Digg, 



but all the other day-to-day incoming links. It's the difference between a 50K 
page and a couple of megabytes.</P> 
Maybe when we have a server farm of our own, but right now, it's not practical 
at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592580 24581 137 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 1:06:27pm  
 
One more point I'd like to make on the Digg subject -- if there's ill will to be 
found, it didn't originate here. I installed their link code in good faith, 
because it looked like interesting technology, and when LGF posts began to be 
popular, the totalitarians over there responded by organizing a campaign to make 
sure we don't go up in the rankings.</P> 
There was no gaming going on from my side, just using the tools they made 
available, the way they were supposed to be used.</P> 
Is there ill will now? Well, there's been a highly organized, highly vindictive 
and nasty campaign to prevent my posts from appearing, that has nothing to do 
with their content, and everything to do with smashing opposing opinions in a 
very thuggish way. They don't try to hide that they're doing it; in fact they 
brag openly in several places.</P> 
So yes, I think it's fair to say that I do have some ill will toward the ones 
who are doing this.</P> 
And I'm not a person who gives up easily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03592583 24581 140 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 1:25:40pm  
 
So ... the Digg links will stay where they are. The sheer ridiculousness of 
having post after post on the LGF front page with hundreds of diggs, and every 
one of them buried regardless of merit or interest, is quite a statement about 
the tactics of the progressive left.</P> 
And if you want to digg the original article instead, there's nothing stopping 
you from doing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593150 24586 21 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 2:10:09pm  
 
LGF Derangement Syndrome is a serious affliction. There are people like the one 
linked at Digg who have made it their business to electronically stalk me and 
LGF for years, mocking and insulting me, and posting all kinds of false and 
libelous information, not just there but in many places on the web. They use 
Blogspot so they can avoid consequences for their defamatory posts and stay 
anonymous like the sleazy cowards they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593164 24586 35 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 2:16:28pm  
 
"Aisha" is a genius troll. The kicker is that everything it says is based in 
accurate Islamic knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593177 24586 48 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 2:23:35pm  
 
By the way, see the update above. Blogspot does have one tool to get malicious 
stalkers like this stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03593307 24586 178 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 3:22:40pm  
 
It's a waste of time posting comments there, to be honest. They're obsessed, and 
nothing you say will make any difference. The best thing you can do is flag them 
with Blogspot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593312 24586 183 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 3:25:38pm  
 
It's not silly to flag the site, by the way. They've been at this for years, 
posting libelous stuff intended to damage me personally and everyone who posts 
at LGF. When people search Google for us, their scummy site comes up in the 
list. Flagging them with Blogspot is the only way to make a difference, and get 
this long-running harassment to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593319 24586 190 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 3:29:40pm  
 
I'm not advocating that anyone bury stories at Digg; it's up to you. If it's 
offensive or lame enough, that's what the tool is <EM>supposed</EM> to be 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593339 24586 210 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 3:40:06pm  
 
When I say the stalkers have been running that blog for years, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8718&amp;only" 
target=_blank>I'm not kidding</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03593799 24588 345 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 5:49:30pm  
 
Knock me over with a feather. The Goracle wins. He's telling a truth to all of 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03594003 24588 549 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 7:08:15pm  
 
"Fly Vision" is posting from the American University in Washington 
DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03594011 24588 557 Charles Sun, Feb 25, 2007 7:10:45pm  
 
And the moron is now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03595569 24598 5 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 8:48:44am  
 
new_tommy: I don't understand -- wasn't there someone here last night assuring 
us that left-wings blogs rarely appear at Digg?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03595603 24598 39 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 9:04:34am  
 



bos: you are completely full of scheisse. Watch Digg Spy and you'll see it isn't 
just LGF they're burying. It's every single right-of-center and anti-jihad 
blog.</P> 
I know you realize this. But you suffer from LGF Derangement Syndrome, so you'll 
say anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03595782 24598 218 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 12:42:38pm  
 
sidney: I've posted this several times, but apparently you missed it.</P> 
The fact is that I did not try to use Digg to add traffic to LGF. Links to add 
LGF posts to Digg have been present in every post at LGF for many months, 
possibly over a year. The newer links were added simply because it looked like 
interesting technology, not because I was trying to pump up LGF's traffic.</P> 
But the new links caused many more people to become aware of the Digg 
connection, and our posts started becoming popular there.</P> 
At that point, the mob kicked in and began burying everything. You seem to be 
saying that's just fine -- but it's a thuggish small-minded tactic, and it's 
obviously being used solely for political purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03595992 24600 54 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 11:07:23am  
 
Mr Michael: that story says <EM>some</EM> of the French group were Muslims. That 
means that basically, they were all infidels - because they brought the non-
Muslims into the "holy" area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03596280 24601 100 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 12:50:02pm  
 
The Diggbats didn't bury this post fast enough, and it made the front page... 
incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03596288 24601 108 Charles Mon, Feb 26, 2007 12:58:36pm  
 
Killgore: not with 5300 people online. Too much overhead...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03597794 24607 102 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 7:01:15am  
 
The Digg link changed to a new page because I changed the title of the post, and 
the title was included in the Digg link. See the update above; this isn't 
anything sneaky going on at Digg.</P> 
I've changed the code to prevent this in the future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03597851 24607 159 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 8:41:01am  
 
I thought about it, but I'm not going to ban #152. It's a perfect example of 
amoral thinking that pretends to be moral.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03598185 24609 105 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 8:07:24am  
 
RedDish: after clicking through to Digg.com, click the title of that Digg post 
and it will take you to the stalker's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03598223 24609 143 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 8:34:44am  
 
Egfrow: that's what I've been doing, and the stalking has continued for years. 
I've had enough, and in the current climate I <EM>am</EM> concerned about my 
safety, with creeps doing their best to incite hatred against me personally, and 
posting pictures so that haters will know what I look like. Time to try a more 
confrontational approach. I can't deal with every one of these bastards, but at 
least there's a way to do something about one of them.</P> 
The question now is whether that little Flag button on Blogspot is even used for 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03598242 24609 162 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 8:55:46am  
 
The stalker just used an anonymous proxy to get into LGF, and then sent this 
with the contact form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The entire world can hear you whining and crying like the little baby that you 
are. You poor poor thing. Have you ever contemplated the thought that Google 
can't stand you and your stupid followers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Looks like he's worried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03598314 24609 234 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:15:50pm  
 
smill1953 -- here's the link to Digg:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/political_opinion/So_you_re_Digging_Stories_from_LittleGre
enFootballs_Why" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03598759 24614 56 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 11:09:36am  
 
Yep, it's a correction -- hence, my post. I think "plunge" is accurate though, 
because it happened within minutes. The volume was huge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03598774 24614 71 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 11:14:11am  
 
KB: a 'correction' is 10%? Didn't know that, thanks. I'll remove 'major' from 
the description above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599016 24617 25 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:26:22pm  
 
Digg URL changed now ... anyone want to post it before that lunatic gets there 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599024 24617 33 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:33:49pm  
 
Folks, please. There is no Digg 'obsession'. Please count the posts today and 
see how many of them mention Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03599033 24617 42 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:41:58pm  
 
jrdroll: I'm considering it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599053 24617 62 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:52:20pm  
 
Maine's Michael: when the second server is deployed, the delays should go away. 
And those delays were not only caused by Digg -- we've been having outages for 
two weeks due to traffic surges. Our traffic has been growing steadily even 
without Digg.</P> 
Digg is not the cause of the problem, it's just making it more important to 
switch to a load-balanced system here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599056 24617 65 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:53:22pm  
 
Ben Hur: I don't understand what you mean by "dependent on Digg." Who's 
dependent on them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599060 24617 69 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 12:59:10pm  
 
Please remember -- I had no intention of exposing Digg, or driving up our 
trafffic, or anything like that when I added those new links. Who knew that 10 
minutes of PHP programming would result in all this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599410 24620 18 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 4:27:13pm  
 
They're bragging already about burying this post at Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599448 24620 56 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 4:47:03pm  
 
Killgore: it's brazen. Scroll down the LGF front page, and you see post after 
post with hundreds of diggs, every one of them buried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03599780 24622 19 Charles Tue, Feb 27, 2007 7:48:41pm  
 
stylus: and the links are going to stay there. If Digg wants to ban LGF, let 
them do it. They'll have to take that action themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03600830 24623 293 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 9:26:31am  
 
Kenneth: getting sloppy? Well, no -- I can't check every single link in every 
single article for veracity. I assume when someone publishes a column at 
Townhall that they've already checked those facts.</P> 
But I do appreciate the heads-up, and I've added an update 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03600876 24623 339 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 12:15:17pm  
 



Kenneth: I believe the picture at the site is a well-known terrorist, not the 
author of the blog. (Not sure exactly who, but I've seen the photo 
before.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03600961 24624 65 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 7:59:43am  
 
They're frantically burying this at Digg, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03600994 24624 98 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 8:14:20am  
 
zombie: one of the earlier LGF posts about this issue had the story of a 
transsexual who was refused service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601060 24624 164 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 8:55:33am  
 
zombie: the video on that page is a clip from a longer video that actually 
featured an interview with the transsexual who had been refused service. It was 
linked on the page with the original article.</P> 
He was an ugly pre-op older guy, wearing women's clothes and makeup. Very 
obviously a man. Technically according to PC-speak, I guess you might be able to 
say he wasn't "gay." But the cabdriver who turned him down certainly thought he 
was.</P> 
Unfortunately, I don't seem to have saved a copy of the longer 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601278 24626 24 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:01:02am  
 
zombie: I saw that yesterday, and immediately started working on a program to 
read the 'bury' information. But the Digg admins are quick; by the time I 
started testing my code, they had already removed the user id from that JSON 
feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601286 24626 32 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:05:01am  
 
NoSubmission: the Digg lynch mob is also going after nearly every major right-
of-center or anti-jihad blog. It isn't just LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601303 24626 49 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:13:42am  
 
That's right -- I got the wrong link by accident. It's corrected 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601308 24626 54 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:19:04am  
 
Actually, I'd like to see the one with this title rise in the rankings. It makes 
my point for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601313 24626 59 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:21:15am  
 



Yikes! I screwed up the links when I copied and pasted from another window, 
sorry. I'll fix that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601320 24626 66 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:26:26am  
 
zombie: right, I fixed that. Getting a little fast and loose with copy and 
paste. (Had another page open with duplicate posts, but now I can't seem to find 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601324 24626 70 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:29:47am  
 
scoreboard44: 'buried' refers to being removed from the 'popular' lists, which 
hold the stories with the most diggs. Popular stories end up on the front page 
where they're seen by potentially millions of people a day. The bats are 
'burying' every LGF post (and every post from Hot Air, Michelle Malkin, etc.) so 
they don't show up on the front page and remain unseen. They're still present at 
the site, but they don't get 'featured'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601360 24626 106 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 10:58:01am  
 
emorykid: I commented above on it -- I pasted the wrong links into my posting 
form. Sorry for the confusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601741 24631 5 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 12:51:57pm  
 
The second server is still in the works; sorry, it's not a quick or easy process 
to switch to a load-balanced system, but it's being worked on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601764 24631 28 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 1:13:08pm  
 
Robert: it's the post that says "more fake photos from the middle 
east."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601781 24631 45 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 1:24:59pm  
 
See the update: I also fixed a problem that was causing about a 20-second delay 
loading LGF. The Tech News feed was failing to connect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601796 24631 60 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 1:37:18pm  
 
See the latest update for some good news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601891 24631 155 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 2:41:24pm  
 
arch wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
All day, all night, all I read about is, "Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg 
Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg Digg 
Digg!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



So far today I've posted eight entries, and only one was partly about Digg. 
Yesterday I had 17 posts, two mentioned Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601909 24631 173 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 2:52:49pm  
 
For those keeping score at home, the Holocaust-denying Diggbat antisemite who's 
been attacking LGF like a chihuahua on crack is now defunct:</P> 
<A href="http://digg.com/users/haugbuimusulman" 
target=_blank>haugbuimusulman</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03601948 24631 212 Charles Wed, Feb 28, 2007 3:36:29pm  
 
Ronnie: but I'm <EM>everybody's</EM> friend!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603316 24639 28 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 5:56:54am  
 
Derek: I've explained this before; it is not the same to link to the "original 
article". Many posts at LGF include commentary and links to supporting or 
related articles. If it were the same thing to just post links to articles, 
there'd be no point in me running LGF at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603335 24639 47 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 6:12:28am  
 
It's not the only identity theft:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.digg.com/users/bumblescrump/news/submitted" 
target=_blank>www.digg.com...</A>]</P> 
This creep is also using a picture of me, and posting LGF entries with 
defamatory titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603341 24639 53 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 6:16:24am  
 
Heh. Yes, they're definitely paying attention over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603359 24639 71 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 7:11:03am  
 
And in other Digg news, I think they may have blocked their little counter code 
from appearing at LGF. I've emailed to ask about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603364 24639 76 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 7:40:48am  
 
Looks like a momentary glitch -- the Digg button links are back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03603607 24641 172 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 7:30:39am  
 
About the Digg links...they may have blocked LGF from using their counter code. 
Those little buttons are suddenly not showing up.</P> 
I emailed them to ask about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03604043 24645 82 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 9:00:36am  
 
See the update: the Euroweenies want to ban it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03604761 24650 71 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 12:08:51pm  
 
ChenZhen: that's just stupid. I never claimed those photos showed the same 
greenhouse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03604774 24650 84 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 12:13:32pm  
 
Here's the page for this pile of crap at Digg:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/political_opinion/So_much_for_Fauxtography_Fake_before_and
_after_pics_on_LGF" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
This one should be marked 'inaccurate,' because it is. In fact, the banned troll 
who posted it (banned for posting at LGF under multiple names, pretending to be 
different people, and yes, I can prove it) was almost certainly deliberately 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03604992 24652 22 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 1:31:56pm  
 
By the way, he notes that he's not sure whether Google is counting comments at 
LGF -- it isn't. I'm sure our number would be much higher then, because I don't 
block out Carlin's words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03604998 24652 28 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 1:36:23pm  
 
And most of those 230 results for LGF are (obviously) quotes from other people, 
or spurious. I see some results from our Frank Zappa quotes, and also from the 
front page comment summaries that pop up when you hover over a 
username.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03605020 24652 50 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 1:43:30pm  
 
I don't think you can conclude anything from this study, really.</P> 
Except that leftist bloggers are, by and large, a bunch of narcissistic, 
attention-demanding, angry, whiny babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03605428 24653 75 Charles Thu, Mar 1, 2007 3:52:01pm  
 
Alouette: I was testing some Javascript code for Reddit.com -- I've removed it 
because it's too flaky, and put in a simple link to submit LGF posts to that 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03606950 24658 60 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 7:01:17am  
 
I'm not seeing any redirection, with Safari. The link goes to the jihad 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03607334 24662 1 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 8:13:14am  
 
And if you don't like reading about this issue, just skip this post and read the 
other dozen plus posts that will appear today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03607657 24664 52 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 10:54:46am  
 
Dan G. wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
One legitimate reason that LGF posts are getting burried at Digg is that LGF 
isn't the original source of the stories. LGFers should post stories at Digg 
that point to the original story, or they should ensure that the post is filed 
in "political opinion". I've created a submission that is based on the original 
source (the AAH press release).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I sincerely doubt that a significant number of people are burying LGF posts 
because they're not original stories. Even completely original LGF posts are 
instantly buried. What's going on has nothing to do with the originality of the 
source.</P> 
By all means, do submit any articles or blog posts I link to, as well as the LGF 
post. I agree that the most important thing is to get the info out there.</P> 
But it's not why LGF posts are being buried. That's a different 
battle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03607659 24664 54 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 11:34:03am  
 
TimeQuake: that's correct -- that's my account. It's an in-joke -- long ago, 
James Lileks referred to us that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03607907 24666 120 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 5:06:08pm  
 
Harry: as if I didn't know. Heh.</P> 
Difficult stuff takes time. The impossible takes a little 
longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608342 24669 94 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 2:33:58pm  
 
savage_nation: those kinds of comments are not welcome here. One more time, and 
you'll lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608452 24670 26 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:29:21pm  
 
I notified Michelle. She should get a restraining order against that 
guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608530 24670 104 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 8:56:21am  
 
No problem, Pablito. Ace has that effect on people. (Heh.)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608539 24671 9 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:32:27pm  



 
When someone gets next to you under false pretenses, I'd consider that 
stalking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608543 24671 13 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:33:49pm  
 
And by the way, there's nothing funny about this. It's menacing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608563 24671 33 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:44:47pm  
 
loflyer: this is a completely whacked out left-wing blogger, and he apparently 
got next to Michelle Malkin without telling her who he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608585 24671 55 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:52:19pm  
 
sunburned: it's the same picture, resized. He posted his high-resolution picture 
without bothering to resize it, which is why it looks crummy at his 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608594 24671 64 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 3:57:09pm  
 
Odinist: yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608800 24671 270 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 6:58:04pm  
 
#264 stormhit: if the person in that picture had a documented history of violent 
harassment of public figures, yes, that would be stalking.</P> 
But of course, you're really not interested in that, are you? You're playing 
semantic gotcha, a favorite game of the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608844 24671 314 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 6:47:04am  
 
cracker-crusader: those kinds of comments are not welcome here. If you do that 
again, your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608899 24672 36 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 6:30:54pm  
 
Flying Dutchman: I'm aware of it, and I reported it to Digg. (It's their code 
causing the problem.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03608924 24672 61 Charles Fri, Mar 2, 2007 6:43:56pm  
 
Flying Dutchman: yes, it could also be a problem in this release of Firefox. As 
you said, Safari has no trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03609687 24674 11 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 7:32:36am  
 



The link didn't work because the idiot who runs that lefty hate site put illegal 
characters in his URL. I fixed it to go to the front page.</P> 
Good lord. Our adversaries are fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610493 24680 25 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 11:39:33am  
 
galloping granny: there is a reddit button, on the front page, as of two days 
ago. I'm in the process of adding it to individual posts as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610536 24680 68 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 2:03:07pm  
 
tantraman suffers from LGF Derangement Syndrome (check its past posts) and 
therefore will say anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610537 24680 69 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 2:07:18pm  
 
stylus: not even remotely a fair comparison. Daily Kos does not have links to 
submit to Digg on their site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610540 24680 72 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 2:12:26pm  
 
Here's a more fair comparison:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/search?s=americablog.blogspot.com&amp;submit=Search&amp;se
ction=news&amp;type=url&amp;area=all&amp;age=7&amp;sort=new" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610541 24680 73 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 2:14:42pm  
 
And note: their post with more than 900 "diggs" consists of absolutely nothing 
except a link to another site.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/Cheney_GOP_prez_candidates_must_condemn_
Coulter_for_calling_Edwards_fag" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610545 24680 77 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 2:26:40pm  
 
By the way, before I started posting about this issue, I did look into it. The 
lefty (not "liberal") blogs are not getting buried at anywhere near the same 
rate -- that's simply a fact. The link I posted above is just one example.</P> 
And it has nothing to do with linking to original sources or any of the other 
excuses that have been tossed out there. Look into it for yourself; if a lefty 
blog includes the digg link they get posted at Digg all the time, and very 
rarely are they buried.</P> 
So no, it is not "demonstrably <STRONG>false</STRONG>" that lefty blogs are 
getting a pass at Digg. It's demonstrably <STRONG>true</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610555 24680 87 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 3:10:05pm  
 



jooly: what is 'aoshq'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610558 24680 90 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 3:17:56pm  
 
Never mind - I get it, Ace of Spades HQ.</P> 
Aren't lefties wonderful? That's such a great tactic, to post as me. So 
imaginative.</P> 
It's going to backfire, though. I hope these creeps continue.</P> 
Please, stalkers--do post comments under my name, at as many righty blogs as you 
can. It's a great idea!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610566 24680 98 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 3:54:44pm  
 
Iron Fist: where is that posted? The Digg admins have actually responded to 
people's complaints about open antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03610568 24680 100 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 4:09:30pm  
 
Got it. Added as an update to the Canadian hijab story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611058 24683 182 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 4:28:04pm  
 
#165 AriZoney: nope, it hasn't been removed. It's simply hidden because 3 people 
voted against it. Look for 'neznice' and then click 'Show Comment' next to the 
name.</P> 
I actually think these kinds of comments should be voted <EM>for</EM>, not 
against. They should be seen, not hidden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611157 24683 281 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 5:15:50pm  
 
That's one reason why registration is only open for short periods. Because of 
nutcases like "kevo".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611225 24683 349 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 6:14:51pm  
 
I was going to leave "kevo's" account open, so the lizard army could play with 
it for a little while. But after reading its other posts, I don't think I want 
this particular deranged freak in my living room.</P> 
B'bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611235 24683 359 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 6:28:54pm  
 
And by the way, imagine my surprise to discover that "kevo" came to LGF by 
following a link from this post at nutroots site Crooks and Liars, which laughs 
at our concerns about Mike Stark's stalking behavior:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.crooksandliars.com/2007/03/03/victimless/" 
target=_blank>www.crooksandliars.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611413 24685 13 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 7:02:57pm  



 
I just took a look through the log of attempted comment posts from unregistered 
visitors, and whoa. The unhinged left was really climbing the walls today. I 
haven't seen comments this insane since the 2004 election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611431 24685 31 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 7:13:23pm  
 
Yes, mostly about Mike the Stalker.</P> 
You'll just have to take my word on this one -- I can't post this stuff because 
it would reveal too much about the Blog Engine. But let's just say that a lot of 
these freaks not only see nothing wrong with Stark's creepy stalking behavior, 
they're cheering him on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03611448 24685 48 Charles Sat, Mar 3, 2007 7:18:55pm  
 
Ojoe: because they're idiots, and because they're so angry they can't even see 
straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03612290 24687 53 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 7:31:52am  
 
Killgore: you can include an ampersand symbol in a URL if you change it to 
'%40'. I fixed the one you posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03612332 24687 95 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 7:47:32am  
 
arch: there are currently 30 posts on the front page. Three of them mention 
Digg. I'm not going to stop posting about it, so you have the option of either 
going elsewhere, or continuing to complain. Up to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03612909 24691 59 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 12:31:27pm  
 
Meanwhile, over at Diggbat Central, our pal 'bumblescrump' is back with a new 
account, doing the same thing that got him banned before--submitting multiple 
copies of LGF posts, so they'll be marked as 'duplicate' stories.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/politics/The_Great_Global_Warming_Swindle_4" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613427 24696 107 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 3:34:17pm  
 
E2M: look at the top of the right sidebar.</P> 
And this post has now been buried too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613429 24696 109 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 3:39:21pm  
 
windybon: at the top of the right sidebar is a link that says "Digg Search: 
LGF". That shows all LGF posts at Dig, including buried ones. But at the top of 
the Digg page is a checkbox that says "Include buried stories." Turn off that 
checkbox and you'll see that every single LGF post is being 
buried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03613448 24696 128 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 8:56:13pm  
 
It was not made up, and it was not a lie, and it was not "selective quoting." 
It's a direct quote, in context, from the London Times.</P> 
We have only your word that Professor Michael Spagat has no statistics 
background, or that you do. I invite readers to check out your posting history 
at LGF, and judge for themselves whether you're an honest commenter.</P> 
But in any case, please note that the criticism of The Lancet's ludicrous study 
is not only from Prof. Spagat:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://magicstatistics.com/2006/12/05/a-specification-of-the-
lancet-studys-main-street-bias/" target=_blank>magicstatistics.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Neil F. Johnson, Michael Spagat, Sean Gourley, Jukka-Pekka Onnela, and Gesine 
Reinert have written a paper entitled “Bias in epidemiological studies of 
conflict mortality”, containing a mathematical specification of that source of 
bias. An abstract is posted here and the full document here (pdf). Mr Spagat is 
on faculty at Royal Holloway, University of London, and the other four are 
associated with the University of Oxford. They plan to submit the paper to an 
academic journal for publication.</P> 
For the full monty with mathematical equations and charts, read the pdf paper. 
I’ll try to explain it briefly here.</P> 
The authors single out four parameters as of crucial significance for precise 
estimation of bias in the Lancet study’s estimate of excess deaths. First is the 
ratio of the probability of death faced by those living in residential streets 
crossing main streets compared to that faced by those living in other 
residential streets. They designate this ratio by the letter “q”. They argue 
that this parameter is certainly greater than 1, and probably closer to, say, 5, 
because targets of terrorist and other attacks would be found on main streets to 
a much greater degree than on more remote streets.</P> 
Secondly, the ratio of out-of-scope residential streets to in-scope residential 
streets. After looking at maps of Baghdad generated via Google Earth, examples 
of which are reproduced in the paper, they argue that a reasonable value for 
this ratio is 10. That is, there appear to be ten times as many residential 
streets that do not cross main streets as those that intersect main streets. 
This parameter is designated by the letter “n”.</P> 
Thirdly, the probability that a resident of an out-of-scope residential street 
is present in an out-of-scope residential street; and fourthly, the probability 
that a resident of an in-scope residential street is found in an in-scope 
residential street. These parameters are designated “fo” and “fi” respectively. 
The authors argue that, because of the dangers of traveling far from home in 
war-torn Iraq, both parameters are close to one (13/14, to be 
precise).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613449 24696 129 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 9:15:56pm  
 
By the way, I've emailed Prof. Spagat to let him know about your attack on his 
qualifications. If he replies, I'll post the answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613459 24696 139 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 5:59:19am  
 
On the contrary, Bob Munck -- I have nothing to hide. My archives are open, and 
people can read everything I've ever written, <EM>as always</EM>.</P> 



You, on the other hand, have been posting these kinds of deranged comments and 
delusional accusations at LGF at regular intervals for quite some 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613461 24696 141 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 6:17:44am  
 
See the update: Professor Spagat confirmed to me that Munck is correct in one 
thing -- the professor is an economist, and not a statistician, although he 
obviously works extensively with conflict statistics.</P> 
The Times article did not "lie," as Munck would have it with his increasingly 
ugly personal attacks; the writer made a mistake, and the paper has been alerted 
to that fact. It's a sign of the weakness of Munck's position that he posts 
personal attacks, rather than dealing with the substance of the criticism.</P> 
In the update above, there's now a link to the web site Prof. Spagat's group has 
set up to show their research debunking The Lancet's study, and it's quite 
interesting.</P> 
(And I'm finished feeding this troll.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613467 24696 147 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 7:28:41am  
 
#144 demonstrates exactly the kind of delusional accusation I'm talking 
about.</P> 
The link is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613600 24697 123 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 4:10:10pm  
 
Geepers: excuse me? What challenges have I backed down from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03613629 24697 152 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 4:23:10pm  
 
OK. Never mind...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03614106 24700 112 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 7:47:23pm  
 
Abu Maven: I've already made it clear that I don't approve of Coulter's 
remark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03614124 24700 130 Charles Sun, Mar 4, 2007 7:57:13pm  
 
Am I convinced global warming is a hoax? Not 100%. Maybe 95%.</P> 
But after reading Crichton's book, with its voluminous research and 
documentation, and after speaking at length with a good friend who is a 
climatologist, I'm almost certain that at the very least, the danger is being 
greatly exaggerated for political reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03615023 24702 150 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 9:10:58am  
 
Egfrow: the traffic from Digg.com is not the only thing causing our server to 
crash. The same kind of outages have happened when other major sites link to 
LGF, such as Drudge or Fark.com.</P> 



The fact is, our traffic has been steadily growing, until now we're at the point 
where I've had to add a second server.</P> 
Work is proceeding on revamping the site's infrastructure to deal with the 
increased traffic; it's not a simple process, and it's going to take a bit of 
time, but eventually we'll be able to withstand anything the net can throw at 
us.</P> 
In the meantime, I'm sorry about the inconvenience. Hang in there. It will get 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03615738 24707 107 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 2:03:58pm  
 
See the update, sorry about that little hiccup...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03615887 24708 91 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 2:44:57pm  
 
<STRONG>Note:</STRONG> The post above titled Jihad.com has been removed, because 
Google removed the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03615980 24708 184 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 3:46:32pm  
 
Just_a_Grunt: PC World doesn't seem to have LGF fans on staff. They did include 
us in their top ten web scandals article, but with a slightly patronizing 
tone.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24340_Rathergate_-
3_on_PC_Worlds_Top_Ten_Web_Scandals&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03616044 24709 2 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 2:43:09pm  
 
Oops, the video has been removed already. Closing this topic.</P> 
See ya...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03616047 24709 5 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 3:41:21pm  
 
The amazing reappearing topic!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03616302 24711 20 Charles Mon, Mar 5, 2007 6:07:45pm  
 
Wow, this post was buried in record time at Digg.</P> 
Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03617178 24712 237 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 9:46:51am  
 
I'd appreciate if we just knock off the bickering right now, before I have to 
close the thread. There are thousands of people reading, and the fights are 
interesting to maybe ... 10, max.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618043 24717 134 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 9:58:39am  
 



Look out. Somehow this post slipped past the Diggbats, and made it to the front 
page. Incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618052 24717 143 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 10:35:45am  
 
Buried at about 30 minutes. I think the Diggbats are getting a little 
tired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618055 24717 146 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 10:51:59am  
 
The comments at Digg are interesting. That's what LGF would look like if I had 
unlimited registration and largely unmoderated Moonbatism.</P> 
Just for the sheer ever loving hell of it, one of these days I may allow 
unregistered comments. Maybe in one post only, so the damage wouldn't be too 
hard for Stinky to clean up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618057 24717 148 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 10:56:27am  
 
I know. I have to hand it to that guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618076 24717 167 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 12:43:46pm  
 
Just for the record -- I do not make more money because of Digg traffic. If I 
did, I wouldn't apologize for it anyway, but that's the fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618911 24722 330 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 3:36:53pm  
 
By the way. The filters are in place to block those words because I don't want 
them at my site, and there isn't enough time in the day to police them 
manually.</P> 
If you really want to, you can find ways to post them anyway. But it's supposed 
to be a not-very-subtle hint that that language isn't welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03618915 24722 334 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 3:38:48pm  
 
And ... if you continue to post them even though I've now made it clear I don't 
like it, accounts may start getting cancelled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03619420 24724 74 Charles Tue, Mar 6, 2007 7:09:43pm  
 
LiveLeak's embed code is squirrely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03623227 24734 227 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 10:51:49am  
 
I've said it many times before. I am really getting tired of 'round em up and 
put em in camps' talk, and I will delete posts that cross this line.</P> 



I don't believe this crap and I don't want it on my web site. Those of you who 
do believe it, start your own web site and post it there -- so you can take the 
heat for it, not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03623930 24740 56 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:01:40am  
 
Please see this post in the King Abdullah thread:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24734#c0227" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03624014 24741 5 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:04:47am  
 
Please see this post in the King Abdullah thread:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24734#c0227" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03624165 24742 33 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:41:38am  
 
The lovely 14-year old fascists at Digg now submit LGF posts with mocking 
titles; this one was titled "Winning in Iraq."</P> 
So if anyone would like to re-submit with the correct title, here's the link (I 
don't think it's cool to do it myself):</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/submit?phase=2&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Flittlegreenfootballs.c
om%2Fweblog%2F%3Fentry%3D24742_%26only&amp;title=Speed+Trap&amp;bodytext=Michael
+Yon+emailed+a+classic+photo+he+took+on+an+Iraqi+road+near+Samarra+this+morning.
" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03624173 24742 41 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:46:40am  
 
(And bury the current one for 'Wrong Title'...)</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/world_news/Winning_in_Iraq" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03624196 24742 64 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:56:04am  
 
I know. It's fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03624205 24742 73 Charles Thu, Mar 8, 2007 11:57:34am  
 
I'm messing around with code back here. Don't mind any little temporary 
glitches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03625538 24745 108 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 7:24:02am  
 
OR: you're right -- I updated the post and title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03625543 24745 113 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 7:26:28am  
 



(Nevertheless, the idea of relaxing visa requirements in an "anti-terrorism" 
bill is bizarre.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03629127 24747 260 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 11:05:26am  
 
OK, I read through this, and Elric66 -- you're getting a timeout. It's a real 
pain to have to deal with things this way, but I can and will, rather than have 
another thread on an important topic turn into baiting and personal 
squabbling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03629918 24752 21 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 3:24:17pm  
 
Oh -- I'm not a MySQL newbie. I'm pretty comfortable with SQL; been speaking it 
for years. The flat files came about for two reasons -- 1) the first draft of 
the LGF code simply adapted the flat file format used by early blog system 
Greymatter, because I already had quite a few entries stored that way, and 2) 
inertia.</P> 
The flat file system worked great on a single server, with average traffic. But 
we're not in Kansas any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03629955 24752 58 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 4:03:46pm  
 
GeeWiz: sure, I know Clayton. We wrote for the same Atari computer magazines, ST 
Log/Analog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03629958 24752 61 Charles Fri, Mar 9, 2007 4:05:16pm  
 
I'm thinking of testing the new system tomorrow, when people aren't at work and 
our traffic mysteriously subsides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03630003 24752 106 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 6:18:27am  
 
MySQL injection? What am I, an amateur?</P> 
But seriously, preventing SQL injection is one of the main reasons I'm using the 
MDB2 abstraction layer. It makes sure all SQL queries are nicely quoted, 
escaped, and sanitized long before they get into a position to cause 
damage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631719 24758 3 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:12:14pm  
 
Nah, you've still got a few minutes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631750 24758 34 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:22:53pm  
 
Remember now, this is only the user account registration part of our code. It's 
not the whole shebang yet.</P> 
Anyway, no sense putting it off any longer. Comments now being shut 
down...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03631760 24758 44 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:45:13pm  
 
OK. Authentication ain't working in the comment module. Works everywhere else. 
Back to old script for a few...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631770 24758 54 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:46:54pm  
 
Ah! Found it. Typo. Comments being disabled again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631773 24758 57 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:48:34pm  
 
Now we're on the new system...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631774 24758 58 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:48:53pm  
 
It's ALIVE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631786 24758 70 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:52:00pm  
 
Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631798 24758 82 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:56:38pm  
 
Aw right. She's working. If anyone would like to probe for SQL injection 
weaknesses, please be my guest. The 'prepared statements' feature of MDB2 is 
supposed to make that impossible, and I'm using that for all queries.</P> 
Now I'm going to do something crazy and trash all the currently open session 
files. Shouldn't be too noticeable but the visitors online count will drop. But 
you'll have to log in again and access the database, just to give it an acid 
test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631803 24758 87 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:58:46pm  
 
Yowza.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631808 24758 92 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 1:59:56pm  
 
The profile that appears when you click the little football next to a username 
is now also drawn from the MySQL database, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631811 24758 95 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 2:01:28pm  
 
And if you use the 'Manage Your Account' feature at upper left, that's also part 
of the SQL Makeover. That's where I invite nerds to try injection attacks; I've 
already tested several varieties and passed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631820 24758 104 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 2:04:13pm  
 



I'm going to tweak a few more things, then test it with open registration. Back 
in a few.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631925 24758 209 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 2:58:13pm  
 
There were a few glitches in the comment count flat file -- fixed most of 
them.</P> 
Another reason not to use flat files. More prone to corruption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631928 24758 212 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 2:58:39pm  
 
Yes, I think I do notice an improvement already...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03631963 24758 247 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 3:51:34pm  
 
Erk! The Lounge! It slipped off the list somehow.</P> 
I'll get the registration for that working straight away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03632020 24759 33 Charles Sat, Mar 10, 2007 3:22:34pm  
 
Got a bug in the confirmation module. Stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03637691 24780 30 Charles Mon, Mar 12, 2007 5:27:18pm  
 
The only IP address I ever had for "Hazan" was a proxy server for a major 
Pakistani hub. In other words, not helpful in any way for getting real 
info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03639669 24786 88 Charles Tue, Mar 13, 2007 11:54:18am  
 
Those two numbers, folks, are the total number of pageviews and unique visitors 
logged since March 2004.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03639704 24786 123 Charles Tue, Mar 13, 2007 12:11:57pm  
 
buzzsawmonkey: the ads can cause that sometimes. Also the sitemeter logging 
code. If you hit the stop button, you might be able to see where the page stops 
loading...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03641600 24792 123 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 9:30:30am  
 
It's not just Digg, although this post is on the upcoming list there. These 
traffic surges are why I'm ripping apart the backend system...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03641626 24792 149 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 9:46:31am  
 



E2M -- the video is hosted at MEMRI; we're not serving it from here. (That's the 
way they asked me to do it, by the way, so that they can log the 
hits.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642248 24794 32 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 2:05:53pm  
 
Wicksy: yes, I've normalized the schema as much as feasible. But it's still not 
final either, and if something can be broken down any further I still have 
plenty of leeway to do it.</P> 
And yes, I'm looking forward to the improved FULLTEXT searching 
abilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642251 24794 35 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 2:07:43pm  
 
QueeQueeg: I'm looking at PHP Dig, if MySQL searching doesn't cut 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642256 24794 40 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 2:10:54pm  
 
That schema bit does bring up one interesting problem I ran into -- I add 'tags' 
to each post as I write them, and they can be anything. They're not selected 
from a preset list.</P> 
To really normalize the tags, each one should be distinct, rather than in a 
comma-separated list as I have them now. But the comma-separated list gives me 
much more flexibility at the time of creating a post. So in that case, I 
deliberately didn't normalize the tags field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642288 24794 72 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 2:30:31pm  
 
eCurmudgeon: yes, PostgreSQL is being considered. I'm designing all the code 
with a database abstraction layer API, so switching to PostgreSQL would not be 
difficult if it seems necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642294 24794 78 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 2:41:07pm  
 
Hmm. Not sure either of those approaches really solves it. Because there can be 
multiple tags for each post, but the same tags are often used for different 
posts. It's a many-to-many relationship.</P> 
I suppose I could design a third table, that simply contains rows with a tag_id 
and a post_id, and correlate them that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642302 24794 86 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 3:16:20pm  
 
haakondahl: yes, the comments are keyed by a comment_id and a post_id, and also 
a commentauthor_id which is the ID of their registration. But in that case, it's 
more of a one-to-many relationship -- one post, many comments.</P> 
Those triggers do look interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642306 24794 90 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 3:35:23pm  
 



Now coming up on 500,000 comments inserted... up to the end of 
2003.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642316 24794 100 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 5:21:25pm  
 
Lorenska: the Norton Utilities are known to cause problems like that. Try 
disabling them if you have them installed, and see if the problem goes 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03642317 24794 101 Charles Wed, Mar 14, 2007 5:24:09pm  
 
Well, the conversion script got almost to a million comments, then failed 
because of a corrupt flat file.</P> 
Truncating the table and wiping out those millions of comments from MySQL, so I 
can start over with new tweaks, took only 0.026 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03644922 24801 226 Charles Thu, Mar 15, 2007 12:08:32pm  
 
Ruh roh. I think they're on to us.</P> 
/dripping with sarc</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03644928 24801 232 Charles Thu, Mar 15, 2007 12:15:49pm  
 
VIA: I'm not sure exactly what accusation I'm supposed to think is worth 
answering...</P> 
The idiot emailed me; apparently birdbrain thinks I had something to do with 
posting that diary. As if.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03648033 24814 193 Charles Fri, Mar 16, 2007 11:42:42am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>#137 Pro-Bush Canuck 3/16/2007 01:21PM PDTCharles:  
Make sure you seal off all vulnerability to SQL injection attacks. These are by 
far the most common and dangerous hacks against SQL-backed web sites.</P> 
We have SQL back-ends too, but they are separated from the HTTP servers by many 
layers, firewalls, etc. This adds tremendously to the complexity and server 
load, but we process data dealing with threats against commercial aircraft, so 
being 100% secure trumps raw performance by a wide margin. We use blade servers 
to simply scale out the hardware as required to handle the load.</P> 
The bottom line is that SQL attacks are extremely serious and you have to scrub 
POSTed data meticulosuly, and control authentication very 
carefully.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Very aware of this; and that's one of the main reasons I'm using an abstraction 
layer with prepared statements to make sure all input coming from outside LGF is 
sanitized against SQL injection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03648224 24814 384 Charles Fri, Mar 16, 2007 1:45:37pm  
 
Sharmuta: yes -- that's the cache operating. When you comment, you may not see 
that comment on the front page immediately, because that page is being cached 
for five minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03648284 24814 444 Charles Fri, Mar 16, 2007 2:27:22pm  
 
Just realized that pages are being cached with users' custom font preferences. 
So that's why some of you have seen some odd things, font-wise.</P> 
Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03648317 24814 477 Charles Fri, Mar 16, 2007 3:45:39pm  
 
tedzilla: unfortunately, our creaky old preferences setting code is going the 
way of the dodo. It just wasn't compatible with the new stuff going on. 
Eventually, there will be a replacement.</P> 
You can use the font size adjustments in your browser to change the font size 
though, for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650143 24822 13 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:27:07am  
 
The creep onstage right now is calling for "resistance." More than 
protests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650149 24822 19 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:28:21am  
 
Gahh! The power fist! We're doomed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650172 24822 42 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:37:40am  
 
Wow. This guy just barely caught himself before saying Muslims were "living in 
concentration..." ... camps?</P> 
Bad craziness going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650181 24822 51 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:41:16am  
 
Ramsey Clark, superstar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650264 24822 134 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:54:30am  
 
Cindy Shehain!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650284 24822 154 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 9:56:09am  
 
America is only part of the universe!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650364 24822 234 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 10:06:36am  
 
Oh no! It's Giuliana Sgrena!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650384 24822 254 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 10:09:27am  
 



Uh. That's a really small crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650387 24822 257 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 10:10:05am  
 
The mayor of Salt Lake City is a moonbat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650391 24822 261 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 10:10:26am  
 
Oh boy. Is he ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03650648 24822 518 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 10:42:57am  
 
That was a great moment. "Down with capitalism!"</P> 
Cut to a guy in the front giving a WTF look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03651044 24824 14 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 12:32:32pm  
 
I think the face that's covered up might be a school admin? Not sure. The 
blacked-out parts were in the images I got.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03651555 24827 27 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 3:53:10pm  
 
zombie wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does this "caching" of the front page prevent one from seeing newly-posted 
threads when they first get posted?</P> 
Say, for example, that a user checks the front page at 1:00pm. Nothing new is 
there. Then you post a new thread at 1:01pm. Then the user goes back at 1:02pm 
and checks the front page. What will that user see? Will they see just a cached 
version of the front page, without the new thread? Will they have to wait until 
1:05 to see the new thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good question! The answer is no. They won't have to wait. When a new entry is 
posted, or when an existing entry is edited, the cache is automagically updated 
at that point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03651595 24827 67 Charles Sat, Mar 17, 2007 4:16:04pm  
 
Persistor: you really don't want web sites to have the ability to write files to 
your computer. Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03652574 24830 538 Charles Sun, Mar 18, 2007 7:19:53am  
 
Comments like #230 will now be cause for instant deletion, and loss of account. 
End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03653157 24837 3 Charles Sun, Mar 18, 2007 11:26:42am  
 
I know, working on it. Stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03653160 24837 6 Charles Sun, Mar 18, 2007 11:31:05am  
 
OK, should be working now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654839 24844 5 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 6:53:29am  
 
vxbush: if you're in here, you don't have the problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654907 24844 73 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 7:29:42am  
 
Again, I can turn off this feature at non-peak traffic times. But if I allow 
outside links to individual comments, that gives rise to the problem -- because 
I've found several robots that were following every link to an individual 
comment, reloading the entire page every time.</P> 
There's no way for me to tell whether it's a real person who wants to link to a 
comment, or a resource-sucking robot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654927 24844 93 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 7:37:20am  
 
vxbush: sure, robots could send a fake referrer. But they have to be coded to do 
that, and most aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654930 24844 96 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 7:41:29am  
 
I'm pretty sure this referrer code, and the caching code I wrote about recently, 
are having an effect. The server load is much lower than usual, even though 
we've got over 4500 users on line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654961 24844 127 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 8:04:49am  
 
Mambo Bananapatch: actually, most people won't have a problem. In almost every 
case, if their browser isn't sending referrer info, it's because they changed a 
pref, or installed something. So I'm not asking anyone to change their browser 
settings --most people won't have to do that -- I'm providing information to 
help the few who will have a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03654977 24844 143 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 10:24:39am  
 
Wicksy: it makes sense -- I'm trying the session variable approach now.</P> 
As for showing only the comment linked to -- good idea, but not practical with 
the current flat file system. When everything is switched over to MySQL, then it 
should be a piece of cake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03655033 24845 45 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 8:16:29am  
 
They're really working to shut this one down quick at Digg.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03655063 24845 75 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 8:30:59am  



 
zombie: I don't think the point of this is to fool anyone outright. Propaganda 
is an incremental game. They're not looking for big wins every time out -- 
they're planting seeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03655173 24845 185 Charles Mon, Mar 19, 2007 9:19:24am  
 
This post was rising fast at Digg -- now buried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03657475 24857 49 Charles Tue, Mar 20, 2007 6:00:14am  
 
mama winger: of course I mean no disrespect to soldiers fighting in Iraq. My 
disgust is at the politicians who do everything by committee, and have failed to 
show the strength and vision needed to really make a difference in the Middle 
East.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03657481 24857 55 Charles Tue, Mar 20, 2007 6:01:47am  
 
mama winger: it is the Iraqi <EM>government</EM> doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03657483 24857 57 Charles Tue, Mar 20, 2007 6:03:25am  
 
song_and_dance_man: after WWII, Douglas MacArthur wrote and imposed a 
constitution on imperial Japan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03659700 24867 18 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:16:50pm  
 
OK, that mysterious error on posting comments has been fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660068 24868 347 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:04:19pm  
 
stylus: I know you've said from the start that I'm "using Digg" in a way it 
wasn't meant to be used, but that is simply wrong. I'm not "using Digg" at all. 
I included code at LGF that Digg supplied. If they don't want blogs to be posted 
at Digg, they shouldn't actively encourage blogs to use their code.</P> 
And another simple fact is that the burying has absolutely nothing to do with 
originality or sourcing, and you know it. Many completely original LGF posts 
have also been buried. And many completely unoriginal posts from left wing blogs 
rise to the top, every day.</P> 
Obviously, quite a few people read what I write and think it's worthy of being 
posted there. If you don't, then don't click the button that Digg invited me to 
put on LGF. But I don't appreciate you arguing the same points over and over, 
even though I've responded to them several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660091 24868 370 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:23:06pm  
 
stylus: and again, I completely disagree that LGF is "violating rules." Almost 
every post at LGF has commentary in addition to a link; in some posts, it's more 



dominant than others, but it's almost always there. I don't simply dump links. 
And often there are several links, tied into some sort of theme.</P> 
If you don't think that commentary is worth being read, fine. But many others 
obviously do.</P> 
I also am beginning to think you have some kind of agenda here. I've now made 
these same points to you at least three times, and you refuse to acknowledge 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660103 24868 382 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:31:30pm  
 
stylus: are you posting as "Dr Pepper" in the thread linked 
above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660160 24868 439 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 2:09:19pm  
 
Re #382: <EM>&lt;sound of crickets&gt;</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660182 24868 461 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 3:13:57pm  
 
I'm getting that old sock puppet feeling again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660192 24868 471 Charles Thu, Mar 22, 2007 6:35:28am  
 
"stylus", by the way, is about <EM>this</EM> close to being banned. I think this 
person is being dishonest about its intent here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660226 24869 31 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 12:48:34pm  
 
That 'precondition failed' error is weird. I'm looking into it.</P> 
Sheesh. This is one crazy day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660270 24869 75 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:10:37pm  
 
Figured out the 'precondition failed' error -- it was caused by the server-level 
redirect we put in to reroute referrals from Drudge Report. Since the title of 
the post and its URL includes 'drudge', when you click to go to the comments it 
was triggering mod_security. Fixing it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03660281 24869 86 Charles Wed, Mar 21, 2007 1:14:49pm  
 
The 'precondition failed' error has been fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03662141 24879 60 Charles Thu, Mar 22, 2007 6:52:12am  
 
ChenZhen: Daily Kos diaries are a different story. Those are blogs, not 
comments, and they are under the aegis of Daily Kos, very obviously.</P> 
And there are no disclaimers posted there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03662194 24879 113 Charles Thu, Mar 22, 2007 7:02:15am  
 
OR: I changed the way those previous/next buttons at the top of the page work, 
again to conserve bandwidth and server resources. (I found robots that were 
using those links to crawl through every post at LGF, loading the comments for 
every one.) They now go to the pages without comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03662348 24879 267 Charles Thu, Mar 22, 2007 8:41:32am  
 
About an "ignore" feature: it sounds like a great idea, until you think about 
how it would actually work. Not everyone would be ignoring the same people, so 
you'd have fractured conversations, and quotes of posts from people you 
'ignored.' Which means you'd end up seeing them anyway -- if not their comments, 
then reactions to their comments.</P> 
A simple 'ignore' feature might (probably would) end up creating more confusion 
than anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03663678 24886 8 Charles Thu, Mar 22, 2007 2:33:18pm  
 
Uh, er, this isn't an invitation to make fun of Rachel Corrie and hand the 
lefties more excuses to bash us, just as everyone is being so nice elsewhere. 
Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03666328 24895 270 Charles Fri, Mar 23, 2007 1:26:19pm  
 
I can hereby authoritatively state that the name "Little Green Footballs" has 
nothing whatsoever to do with hand grenades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03669703 24904 706 Charles Sat, Mar 24, 2007 3:56:28pm  
 
Re: the scary abortion subject.</P> 
There's no outright ban on abortion discussions. But after years of trouble and 
strife, I've learned that this topic invariably deteriorates very quickly into a 
flame war.</P> 
There are literally thousands of places on the web where you can get into a 
flame war about Roe v. Wade, if that's what you really want to do. I'd prefer 
that LGF not be one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03672069 24912 477 Charles Sun, Mar 25, 2007 3:10:59pm  
 
E2M wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I got it. Batman's a 'bot. Batman's a sentence generator. Batman is a script, 
probably running under Linux.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, 'Batman' is French.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03672218 24913 66 Charles Sun, Mar 25, 2007 4:01:31pm  
 
St. Pancake -- reload the page and it should be OK.</P> 
The LGF preferences page is going the way of the dodo soon. Maybe even now, 
since it's doing stuff like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03672224 24913 72 Charles Sun, Mar 25, 2007 4:04:33pm  
 
That's it. Everyone is back to the font defaults. Sorry. No way around it. The 
old preferences code sucked, and it's now being shunned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03672227 24913 75 Charles Sun, Mar 25, 2007 4:06:10pm  
 
mama winger: use your browser's font size settings to change it. It sounds like 
you have a large default font size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677020 24934 58 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 11:58:14am  
 
zombie: no, no, not live yet. Added an update. I think I'm going to wait until 
the weekend to roll it out, when the traffic is lower and if something, uh, 
unforeseen occurs, I can more easily revert to the existing kludgy mess.</P> 
I ran into an interesting little problem in the search module. The old flat-file 
system keeps each entry and all its comments in a single file. Therefore, it's 
easy to get the relative comment number for that post--it's in sequential order-
-to build a link to a specific post from search results.</P> 
But in the new system, each comment is a row in one big database table, 
containing as one of its fields the ID number of the post to which it belongs. 
So there's no longer a direct correlation between the actual "number" of a 
comment (as we see here on this page) and its position in the database.</P> 
I'm still trying to figure out how to get a comment's relative number within the 
post, from a search result that returns only the comment's absolute ID within 
the table.</P> 
(Yes, I know that meant absolutely nothing to 98% of those reading. 
Heh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677033 24934 71 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 12:09:18pm  
 
Marian: I could do that -- that's the simplest approach. Unfortunately, I've 
already imported those 3.6 million comments (took about 8 hours) and didn't 
include those numbers. I could bite the bullet, I guess, truncate the table and 
re-import the comments, but I'm trying to figure out some kind of magical table 
join before I do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677040 24934 78 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 12:13:05pm  
 
My fault. Playing with stuff again. No imposters in our house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677071 24934 109 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 12:37:31pm  
 
Marian: actually, as I go over the code, I realize it's a bit more complex than 
that, because even when a comment is posted to an entry, at that point I don't 
know what its relative number is. The only way to tell that would be to select 
all the existing comments for that entry and count them up to that point. And 
then, what happens if another process gets in there and adds another comment 
while those queries are going through?</P> 



It's only in the search function where I need to extract this relative comment 
number; in the display modules, it's generated as part of iterating over the 
query results. Adding a field to the comments table seems overkill just for this 
one function.</P> 
So maybe the best way is to: 1) get the search results, 2) run a query for all 
comments belonging to each search result's parent post, sorted by date, 3) find 
the search result in the list of comments, which would give its relative 
number.</P> 
As long as the search results are paginated with only 20 or so on each page, 
this shouldn't be too much overhead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677094 24934 132 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 12:48:51pm  
 
Marian: mm. Interesting suggestion. Will consider this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677138 24934 176 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 1:07:11pm  
 
Marian: it's a good idea, and I may steal it from you, thanks. However, I don't 
think it will save much time in the displaying of the number of comments on 
front page, etc. Right now I'm using 'SELECT COUNT(*)' to get that number and 
the queries execute in well under a hundredth of a second.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677264 24934 302 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 3:22:36pm  
 
Persistor was banned because this is 'Right Side' sneaking back in under a new 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03677326 24934 364 Charles Tue, Mar 27, 2007 3:55:20pm  
 
By the way, at about 2 pm, I decided to add an indexed, non-null column to the 
comments table. As of 5:50 pm, phpMyAdmin is still cranking away. (And I'm 
planning to just toss out this column anyway, after thinking about it some 
more.)</P> 
So not everything is superfast. Luckily, this won't normally be 
necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03679328 24941 8 Charles Wed, Mar 28, 2007 1:08:01pm  
 
Both Instapundit and Michelle Malkin linked to the WaPo entry from yesterday. 
Kablooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03680715 24943 695 Charles Thu, Mar 29, 2007 7:55:20am  
 
phoenixgirl: that's an Earthlink feature called "Scamblocker" which supposedly 
recognizes bogus web sites. I've complained and complained about our inclusion 
on their list, and LGF readers have complained, and they still have not fixed 
it.</P> 
Please write to Earthlink's customer service and complain. Maybe there's some 
critical mass of complaints at which they start paying 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03684408 24954 23 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 6:30:37am  
 
SlothB77: see my update -- the inappropriate reaction in this case is from the 
UK government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685148 24960 16 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 12:00:38pm  
 
mj: to search for all comments you've posted, enter your username with the pipe 
character '%P%' after it. For example:</P> 
mj%P%</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685168 24960 36 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 12:15:20pm  
 
BabbaZee: "34388 matches, in 1376 pages"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685226 24960 94 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 12:45:41pm  
 
I've added a less cryptic way to search for posts by username -- just prefix the 
name with 'user:'.</P> 
For example:</P> 
user:charles</P> 
...finds all my comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685243 24960 111 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 12:55:38pm  
 
Just so I don't get a lot of reports, I know about the bug where blank pages 
show up at the very end of the results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685326 24960 194 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 1:37:14pm  
 
lawhawk: you can get around the three letter limitation by surrounding the word 
in double quotes.</P> 
The title is now included when you search entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685395 24960 263 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 2:17:21pm  
 
lawhawk: great idea for searching within a specific poster's comments -- now you 
can do it.</P> 
To search for keywords within the posts by a certain username, put the name in 
double quotes with the prefix 'user:'. For example:</P> 
"user:charles" database</P> 
...would search for all comments by me that include the word database.</P> 
"user:Killgore Trout" +daily +kos</P> 
...would search for all Kos-related comments by KT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685452 24960 320 Charles Fri, Mar 30, 2007 4:37:46pm  
 
jenv: see my comment #263 -- you can search by username.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03685470 24960 338 Charles Sat, Mar 31, 2007 6:28:49am  
 
Pennies for Patriots:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24844_LGF_Technical_Update_-
_Comment_Threads&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03685473 24960 341 Charles Sat, Mar 31, 2007 11:51:42am  
 
PforP: the new search feature will make those kinds of things MUCH 
easier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03688081 24972 6 Charles Sat, Mar 31, 2007 4:17:04pm  
 
Has no effect on the lounge...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03688117 24972 42 Charles Sat, Mar 31, 2007 7:01:04pm  
 
Here we are on the other side...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03688699 24977 32 Charles Sun, Apr 1, 2007 11:24:21am  
 
zombie: that feature you asked for is working now. Ahem.</P> 
Also, there's a new syntax for searching for all posts by a particular user. You 
can still use the '%P%' character following the username (the old way), but now 
you can also use the following method:</P> 
"user:zombie"</P> 
The quotation marks are required; that's how the search engine knows where the 
end of the name is. (It might contain spaces.)</P> 
If you want to search within all comments by a certain person for a word or 
phrase, the syntax is:</P> 
"user:zombie" francisco</P> 
That would find all comments by zombie that contain the word 
"francisco."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03690066 24985 19 Charles Sun, Apr 1, 2007 6:41:12pm  
 
BabbaZee: use 'babba*' instead, and all will be revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03690273 24985 171 Charles Sun, Apr 1, 2007 7:39:24pm  
 
By the way, one thing I learned tonight by checking the search logs: the poster 
known as "View From Ireland" is still apparently very interested in 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03690495 24985 343 Charles Sun, Apr 1, 2007 9:26:22pm  
 



Searched comments are now sorted in ascending order, while their topics are in 
descending order.</P> 
Also, the user profile you see when clicking a football is now much 
faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03692090 24988 114 Charles Mon, Apr 2, 2007 1:24:12pm  
 
"Abu Al Gonzales" is the previously banned poster that called itself 
"Legalized," doing what leftists always do -- sneaking back in under false 
pretenses.</P> 
Now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03693075 24999 8 Charles Mon, Apr 2, 2007 10:33:52pm  
 
(Yes, I realize there's a small bug in the date display that's putting this post 
in tomorrow on the front page. Will fix.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03695252 25004 639 Charles Tue, Apr 3, 2007 5:08:18pm  
 
jehu: your abusive language in this thread is over the top. I've received 
several complaints about it, from people who think it's extremely unpleasant to 
read, and I agree. This is a warning to tone it down--a lot--or you'll get the 
stick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03695331 25006 100 Charles Tue, Apr 3, 2007 5:49:28pm  
 
I'm aware of the Ajax security hole, and it isn't a problem here. I'm not using 
either of the problem PHP libraries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03695337 25006 106 Charles Tue, Apr 3, 2007 5:51:34pm  
 
hyphen: I do my best to stay current on security problems, and every aspect of 
this redesign was examined 12 or more times with that in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03697189 25013 75 Charles Wed, Apr 4, 2007 1:50:18pm  
 
To "The Boodge:" that kind of comment is not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03698041 25019 24 Charles Wed, Apr 4, 2007 7:01:13pm  
 
Bearster: sorry, but you're completely wrong. This block affects literally 
millions of people. Many of whom are following a link to LGF for the first 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03698044 25019 26 Charles Wed, Apr 4, 2007 7:02:44pm  
 
From the person who sent me the screenshot above:</P> 
DailyKos, Wonkette, Firedoglake, and Huffpo are not blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03698079 25019 53 Charles Wed, Apr 4, 2007 7:13:46pm  
 
PrimePowerPro: please check your email. I saw your earlier 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03698115 25019 78 Charles Wed, Apr 4, 2007 7:30:54pm  
 
An interesting note: many readers who've contacted me about this specifically 
mention that their company does NOT have a blanket policy against web-
surfing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03699435 25023 51 Charles Thu, Apr 5, 2007 9:01:04am  
 
MI db: I don't think "lied" is too harsh at all. Here's what Websense wrote to 
me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I’m writing to clarify recent reports that Websense had classified the Little 
Green Footballs Web site as “racism/hate.” At no point was this site classified 
as “racism/hate” in our customers’ databases, meaning at no point would this 
have been a reason for a block.</P> 
At the request of one of our customers, Websense yesterday reevaluated its 
classification of the Little Green Footballs Web site, which had been classified 
for a week under “advocacy groups.” Today the site is classified as “news and 
media,” which is standard for blogs that are political in nature. Customers 
using Websense either have or will receive updates starting within the next few 
hours, changing the classification from “advocacy groups” to “news and 
media.”</P> 
Yesterday, some bloggers sent an inquiry to our Database Operations team asking 
under what category the site was classified. Because some of the content may be 
considered racist by some, it was classified as “racism/hate” for a few hours. 
Again, this was never sent to our customers. Due to our routine checks before 
databases are distributed, Websense detected this misclassification and changed 
it to “news and media” before the database was distributed to 
customers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They assured me repeatedly that the classification wasn't sent to customers. But 
it was sent, to <EM>all</EM> their customers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03699939 25025 59 Charles Thu, Apr 5, 2007 11:22:28am  
 
savage_nation: I'm beginning to wonder why you think it's OK to post stuff like 
that here, even after I've warned you more than once. I'm quite tired of 
cleaning up after you, and even more tired of taking the heat for your ugly 
comments, and this is the last warning before the banning stick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03701095 25033 39 Charles Thu, Apr 5, 2007 6:38:53pm  
 
zombie: there's no rule. All I can tell you is it has to resonate.</P> 
And I <EM>have</EM> used lots of readers' suggestions...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03702274 25035 135 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 9:48:53am  
 



PBC: actually, I was using gzip, through the PHP ob_start('gz_handler') call. 
But I've just switched it to use the zlib_output_compression setting 
instead.</P> 
Where did you get that header dump from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03702298 25035 159 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 9:57:16am  
 
zombie: that's not all that's going on at Wikipedia. There's also an obsessed 
moonbat trying to rewrite the history of the fake Rathergate documents, and 
calling me all kinds of names, here:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Killian_documents#R.I.P._Rathergate" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03702368 25035 196 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 10:13:02am  
 
Hey, Geepers -- sorry to hear you're having trouble. Let me know if there's 
anything I can do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03703952 25042 389 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:08:09pm  
 
Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03703956 25042 392 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:11:09pm  
 
Testing again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03703968 25042 401 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:17:12pm  
 
Another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03703984 25042 413 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:28:27pm  
 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704001 25042 428 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:37:50pm  
 
Making cookies more secure... please stand by...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704004 25042 430 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:38:21pm  
 
Checking ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704006 25042 432 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:40:15pm  
 
Cool. It works.</P> 
If you check the "Remember me" button when posting a comment, the cookie that's 
set in your browser is now encrypted with the Blowfish algorithm.</P> 



I know, it's gibberish to most people, but it means that your login information 
is now much more secure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704019 25042 443 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 6:44:34pm  
 
The cookie is automatically upgraded...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704088 25043 14 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 7:20:34pm  
 
The lack of bike threads is also a security measure, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704101 25043 23 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 7:23:52pm  
 
Defogger: no, the upgraded cookie happens automatically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704207 25043 88 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 7:49:44pm  
 
aqvik: no redirection, that's me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03704807 25045 68 Charles Fri, Apr 6, 2007 11:51:28pm  
 
That is one of Aaron's sites, and it has been hacked. I'm deleting the URL, 
though, because if they've compromised his site they could be collecting 
information on visitors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03705479 25046 4 Charles Sat, Apr 7, 2007 10:36:47am  
 
somaking: always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03705621 25047 12 Charles Sat, Apr 7, 2007 11:26:27am  
 
And look out, because I see that when I opened comments, the dreaded Daily Kos 
kestrel fluttered in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03705650 25047 32 Charles Sat, Apr 7, 2007 11:33:28am  
 
I almost banned the kestrel, I admit, when I saw the registration. But this one 
is so deranged it may be amusing for a short time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708230 25059 24 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 12:02:49pm  
 
rickl:</P> 
"user:rickl" searchwords</P> 
Works faster if you limit the time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708246 25059 36 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 12:09:35pm  
 



E2M: I just found and fixed a bug that was causing some hangups like you just 
experienced. (Bad parameter being passed to a MySQL query.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708249 25059 39 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 12:10:55pm  
 
the phantom: heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708310 25060 16 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 12:47:54pm  
 
The quoted wire story calls him a "reporter"... not me. The headline: "Afghan 
authorities confirm execution of journalist: report."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708388 25060 70 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:28:45pm  
 
Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708393 25060 73 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:31:20pm  
 
Nope. Just put in some code to prevent duplicate comments...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708409 25060 85 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:34:49pm  
 
Testing:</P> 
KABUL (AFP) - Afghan officials have confirmed that the Taliban militia executed 
an Afghan reporter who was abducted with an Italian journalist last month, an 
Afghan news agency reported Sunday.</P> 
Intelligence services spokesman Saeed Ansari confirmed that the radical Islamist 
militia had executed Ajmal Naqshbandi on Sunday, the private Pajhwok news agency 
reported.</P> 
Ansari also said Rahmatullah Hanefi, the head of the Emergency non-governmental 
organisation that brokered Mastrogiacomo’s March 19 release, had been arrested 
on suspicion of involvement in the abduction.</P> 
The Taliban earlier Sunday announced they had beheaded Naqshbandi after the 
government failed to respond to their demands for the release of jailed 
insurgents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708411 25060 86 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:35:55pm  
 
cbinflux: I think that must be local connection issue -- the comment above 
posted in less than 2 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708428 25060 97 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:43:24pm  
 
And another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708435 25060 101 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:47:17pm  
 



Wishbone: the answer is <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24844_LGF_Technical_Update_-
_Comment_Threads&amp;only" target=_blank>here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708438 25060 104 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:49:10pm  
 
Excellent. It works. It's going to be much harder now to post a duplicate 
comment by accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708447 25060 109 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 1:53:09pm  
 
cbinflux: sometimes things will "churn" like that when an advertisement is slow 
to load, or when Sitemeter is slow.</P> 
Sitemeter has so many episodes of slowness, in fact, that I'm considering 
removing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708469 25060 126 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 2:05:19pm  
 
Dragon Drop: the key word is "accidentally." You can still post a duplicate 
comment if you mean to do it. Although it might be annoying.</P> 
It's supposed to catch those times when something hangs up, and the user hits 
the 'post' button a second time thinking it didn't go through. Or when somebody 
uses the Back button in their browser and accidentally submits the form 
again.</P> 
It works by assigning a unique identifier to each instance of the comment form, 
then saving that ID when the comment is posted. As each comment is posted the ID 
is checked against the saved list; if there's a match, it's an accidental 
duplicate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03708644 25060 192 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 3:05:23pm  
 
Now updated; someone sent me the Loyn article and I didn't notice it wasn't new. 
The point still stands, however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03709247 25064 56 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 6:56:17pm  
 
That mini-outage was a scheduled Apache config change, that might help us stay 
online a bit better during the coming week. Load-balancing techniques are high 
on the agenda for the near future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03709268 25064 74 Charles Sun, Apr 8, 2007 7:04:15pm  
 
Beagle: that just became our first non-flat-file random title added to the MySQL 
database. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03710438 25067 13 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 9:04:09am  
 
Ward Cleaver: he's deliberately using Blogspot in order to remain 
anonymous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03710847 25071 78 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 10:36:00am  
 
hujambo: oh, I see. Yglesias doesn't link to the post he's quoting from! He was 
probably afraid I'd notice it and respond.</P> 
And by the way, the words "stunning ****" do not appear on that page.</P> 
Killgore: there's one deleted post now. I didn't see the "hand job" comment when 
it was posted, and I don't like that kind of stuff. So I guess I should thank 
Yglesias for spending his time to find it for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03710906 25071 119 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 10:52:37am  
 
About hat tips: there's so much email, and so much input, that it's often very 
difficult for me to discover where a link was first mentioned. Sometimes I'll 
have a window open for more than a day before posting something. Then it's 
nearly impossible to remember where it came from, and taking the time to search 
several places for it would be crazy--I'd be spending more time searching for 
hat tips than I would posting articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03712355 25078 9 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 6:31:17pm  
 
People without an account can still read all the comments. They just can't 
search them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03712367 25078 16 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 6:33:38pm  
 
Well, there really is a serious bandwidth concern; that's the main reason for 
this change. But a positive side effect is that it also keeps out the anonymous 
stalkers on cherry-picking missions. Now they'll have to <EM>work</EM> for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03712452 25078 67 Charles Mon, Apr 9, 2007 6:54:01pm  
 
Actually -- you <EM>are</EM> logging in when you post comments. You need to 
provide the name and password and it does the same authentication. I just 
haven't linked up comment posting to the global login yet.</P> 
Another feature I'm about to implement -- just so it isn't a complete surprise -
- is that if you aren't logged in you won't even see the comment posting form. 
And again this is mainly to stop robots that I've discovered trying to post spam 
comments over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03713315 25078 281 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 8:11:30am  
 
corrosive wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The big question is are you using rel="nofollow" as an achor tag? If not, then 
why the hell not? If so, then why are'nt the bots following it. They are 
supposed to. That was the whole point of that tag. MSN, Yahoo and Google all 
claimed they would honor that tag with their search bots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You bet I'm using that tag, and the search page is also listed in robots.txt. 
But I know for a fact that all of the search engines you mentioned will 



occasionally ignore the nofollow tags. And that's not even getting into the 
spambots, who couldn't care less about a meta tag.</P> 
In the case of Googlebot, I caught it searching all of our comments over and 
over, with an IP that did indeed trace to Google. It could have been Google 
desktop, or someone using the Google API, but the user agent string said 
Googlebot and it's specifically blocked from that page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03713876 25085 1 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 11:34:37am  
 
And this is a test of the new system, which seems not to be 
failing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03713899 25085 12 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 11:39:01am  
 
Sponge: that's about to change too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03713953 25085 46 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 11:50:30am  
 
OK, first test of fully logged in comment form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714018 25085 81 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 12:05:55pm  
 
Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714027 25085 88 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 12:08:04pm  
 
Zionist Youngster: you don't need to click the 'remember me' checkbox now. Your 
name should be properly set by logging in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714069 25085 116 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 12:16:01pm  
 
Checking the checkbox...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714089 25085 132 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 12:19:51pm  
 
There we go. No need to have 'remember me' checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714118 25085 152 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 12:24:14pm  
 
'URL' is your web site address, if you have one. Once you're logged in you don't 
need to enter your password again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714282 25085 260 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 1:04:22pm  
 
There's now a "Log Out" link in the logged-in comment form, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714331 25085 292 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 1:14:33pm  



 
Testing another comment, with refresh to bottom of page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714716 25085 603 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 3:21:40pm  
 
TimeQuake: the login in the left sidebar does the exact same thing as the one 
for comments. It's just there for convenience.</P> 
You don't have to log in twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714938 25085 652 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 5:20:04pm  
 
The session timeout should work properly now -- it should be 6 hours. I didn't 
notice that this very cool PEAR session manager I'm using has different settings 
for 'Expire' and 'Idle'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714871 25087 8 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 4:50:25pm  
 
Sorry to close that other thread so abruptly; I don't want to spread 
misinformation, and it looks like that was not the same 
newspaper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03714877 25087 13 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 4:52:24pm  
 
zuckerlilly: I removed that post because it now looks as if that was not the 
same Palestine Times as in the JPost article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03715385 25088 344 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 9:02:52pm  
 
Checking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03715389 25088 348 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 9:04:31pm  
 
OK, we should be back to normal now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03715393 25088 352 Charles Tue, Apr 10, 2007 9:05:37pm  
 
Yes, you can leave the site and return and your session is still good -- that's 
how it's supposed to work. But if you quit your browser, the session is closed 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03716991 25094 9 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 12:12:33pm  
 
It doesn't depend on time zones -- the timeout is six hours from whenever the 
session started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717046 25094 36 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 12:26:00pm  
 



Yes -- I removed the 'logged in' count because it needs some 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717055 25094 41 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 12:28:27pm  
 
zombie: there's some extra bandwidth used, yes. But it's far outweighed by the 
reduced load on the server in many areas.</P> 
(Also, I'm working on an Ajax version of the login that won't require a page 
reload.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717068 25094 49 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 12:33:59pm  
 
bryantms: that's almost certainly a problem with your browser's autofill 
setting. Some browsers insist on trying to fill in forms even if you type them 
manually. Check the settings for autofill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717134 25094 78 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 12:50:42pm  
 
Testing URL saving...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717169 25094 104 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 1:01:03pm  
 
Testing web site URLs...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717173 25094 105 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 1:01:24pm  
 
Voila.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717311 25094 181 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 1:41:33pm  
 
I'll have a solution for the email/URL thing soon, stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717407 25094 236 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:09:25pm  
 
Testing sumpin...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717410 25094 239 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:09:47pm  
 
Again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717415 25094 244 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:10:16pm  
 
Once more...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717422 25094 251 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:13:26pm  
 
There we go.</P> 



You may want log out and back in, just to make sure you have the correct session 
information.</P> 
The comment posting form will now show the current email and homepage (if any) 
you have entered in your user profile. Since most people don't want to include 
their email address when they post, there's a checkbox that you have to check if 
you want your email to show, and it defaults to unchecked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717495 25094 312 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:30:04pm  
 
Ben Hur and s_and_d: your email is not being shown to anyone but you, unless you 
click the "Show email" checkbox. If you check that box, then it is used to make 
an email link out of your username, when the comment is posted.</P> 
If you don't check the box, no one ever sees it but you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717542 25094 349 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:48:20pm  
 
abolitionist: the status of the 'show email' button isn't saved.</P> 
I'm not sure it's a good idea to save that status. For security, it's probably 
better to have it always come up set to unchecked -- that way, it's much less 
likely that an email would be accidentally posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717544 25094 351 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 2:49:10pm  
 
And by the way, that lgf-safemail program is also due for an 
overhaul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717708 25094 497 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 4:12:10pm  
 
Still refining the new login approach, bear with me.</P> 
Now the email line is blank when you first go to the comment form, just to 
prevent any confusion about what's being posted. If you want your email to be 
linked in your username, click the 'show email' button, and your address will 
appear in the email line, and be included with your posted comment.</P> 
And I still think it's best to have the default state to be unchecked, so no one 
ever posts their email address without specifically meaning to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717710 25094 499 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 4:13:54pm  
 
Noam Sayin' -- the email address in the box is the one in your user profile. Use 
the 'Manage Your Account' link to change it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717887 25094 583 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 5:46:44pm  
 
The logged in count wasn't working right -- it will return.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03717923 25094 584 Charles Wed, Apr 11, 2007 5:57:47pm  
 
It has returned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03719620 25103 85 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 9:37:01am  
 
Mike: we just had a server hiccup, that's why the count is low.</P> 
I'm aware that the login timeout is still too short; working on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03719930 25104 99 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 10:51:57am  
 
Thanks for the correction, folks. (I knew it, was just trying to do too many 
things at once...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720132 25105 60 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 11:32:28am  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720431 25107 20 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 12:49:54pm  
 
realwest: if you're the only one using your computer, it doesn't really matter 
if you log out. If you're in a situation where someone else might use it when 
you're not around, logging out makes sense.</P> 
It doesn't matter which log out link you use, they do the same 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720515 25107 38 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 1:07:11pm  
 
Spionator: that's right -- the web site takes precedence over email. The 
thinking is that if you have a web site, there's probably a way to contact you 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720537 25107 40 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 1:12:31pm  
 
zombie: sure, anything's possible. Is the code in there now to do it? Nope.</P> 
One of the biggest problems with the old system was that there were different 
settings all over the place. Comments settings were unrelated to preferences, 
which were unrelated to user profile, etc.</P> 
The central login/profile management system is intended to simplify and make the 
overall system stronger.</P> 
But if you change either the web site address or the email address before 
posting a comment, the changed one will be used. That's why those fields are 
still editable, unlike the username -- to give a bit of flexibility for those 
times you might want to post a different email or URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720629 25107 56 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 1:31:47pm  
 
zombie: there's no link to the preferences page because it doesn't work any 
more. Hasn't since the font design changes a couple months ago. Eventually there 
will be a replacement.</P> 
That profile management link is a good idea -- it's in there now.</P> 



bryantms: no you don't have to click 'remember me' every time; if you click it 
once, an encrypted cookie with your login info is set in your browser. Leaving 
'remember me' unchecked does not delete that cookie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720672 25107 58 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 1:40:15pm  
 
jjmckay: see note #2 above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720862 25107 60 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 2:33:43pm  
 
That's not complicated at all. Just restrict preferences setting to registered 
users. Unregistered ones get the default LGF experience, no customization. 
Another perk of making it through the gates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03720992 25107 68 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 3:22:16pm  
 
OK, that little problem with losing a post due to a login timeout may be fixed. 
I'm not sure; it's a bit hard to test. But I explicitly update the idle time 
when a comment is submitted.</P> 
superdave: I'm not sure I have fixed that bug yet, check back later. The worst 
thing about that PEAR session class is the skimpy documentation. The problem is 
that it's hard to see how the idle time is being calculated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721190 25107 72 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 5:26:35pm  
 
Wow ... I just got the Ajax version of login working. This is <EM>really</EM> 
cool. No page reload ... you're instantly logged in after clicking the 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721218 25107 74 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 5:41:47pm  
 
Sorry ... I should always say -- it's not live yet. Working on dev 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721222 25107 75 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 5:43:30pm  
 
Defogger: possible reasons: 1) cookies are disabled, or 2) your browser's 
autofill settings are messing with you. If your cookies are enabled, turn off 
autofill entirely and manually type your name and pass and see if it 
works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721242 25109 7 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 5:59:58pm  
 
Only works on the front page right now, Sharmuta -- it won't automatically open 
up the comment form for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721258 25109 20 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 6:03:38pm  
 
Man. You guys sure find the bugs quick.</P> 



I replaced the old school login system for now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03721699 25113 94 Charles Thu, Apr 12, 2007 9:21:34pm  
 
Now the Diggbats are piling on with some more hate, posting this with their own 
special commentary:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/political_opinion/Cluefulness_Rampant_at_Fark_com" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03722454 25113 178 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 8:32:44am  
 
Testing expired session...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03722914 25119 84 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 10:42:59am  
 
Thank you very much for the birthday wishes, all!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723128 25120 11 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 11:51:08am  
 
itellu3times: you need to make sure cookies are enabled in your 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723202 25120 24 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 12:32:02pm  
 
Quite a sudden spike we had there.</P> 
zombie: the session does not end just by closing all windows. It does end when 
you quit the browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723231 25120 25 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 12:45:39pm  
 
Ah ha! I should have asked Stinky Beaumont what to do. It was the garbage 
collection! The default maximum lifetime before a session was considered 
'garbage' is 24 minutes, which would pretty much explain things.</P> 
The session.gc_maxlifetime variable has now been set to 6 hours as well. This 
may have finally killed the beast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723249 25120 28 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 12:51:13pm  
 
realwest: that's why I'm a bit vague about exactly what ends a session myself; 
not all browsers seem to behave the same way with sessions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723353 25120 35 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 1:31:20pm  
 
I'm pretty sure it's working, but it had the effect of also causing our online 
visitor count to go through the roof, incorrectly, because every visitor's 
session is now staying alive for 6 hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03723384 25120 42 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 1:42:59pm  
 
The online count is now corrected to include only sessions that have been active 
within the past 24 minutes, to emulate the way it used to 
behave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723393 25120 44 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 1:47:39pm  
 
NTropy: yes, I changed the way it works after posting a comment, to put you at 
the bottom of the page near the comment you posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723518 25120 49 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 2:40:15pm  
 
Actually, yes, that is the correct logged in count. Previously it was being 
"purged" every 24minutes. Those are all the sessions that are logged in (i.e. 
haven't logged out) during the past 6-hour interval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723622 25120 51 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 3:31:08pm  
 
The logged in count now shows the number of logged in readers who have been 
active within the past 24 minutes, which gives a number similar to the previous 
method.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723940 25125 16 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 6:08:31pm  
 
If you saw the 'eh?' message, log out, reload the page and try again. I think I 
found that problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03723946 25125 20 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 6:14:14pm  
 
OK ... one more time... it ought to work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03724029 25125 85 Charles Fri, Apr 13, 2007 6:42:16pm  
 
Sharmuta: the login form is automatically filled in for you if you've checked 
the 'remember me' button. This saves a cookie on your computer (named 
'LGFAUTH'). You don't have to check that option every time -- if you did it once 
during login, your computer has the LGFAUTH cookie.</P> 
It could also be filled in by your browser's 'autofill' feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03724879 25125 441 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 8:19:43am  
 
Update on the cookie problem: turns out the LGFAUTH cookie <EM>was</EM> being 
set on every login, whether you had the 'remember me' button checked or not. 
It's now fixed, and no cookies will be set unless you check the 
box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03724887 25125 442 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 8:27:37am  
 



And thanks to all for the birthday wishes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03725608 25130 278 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 4:27:48pm  
 
Just testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03725694 25131 17 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 5:28:12pm  
 
Cartman: almost every major browser for the past couple of years supports Ajax 
techniques, one way or another.</P> 
The big dog, Internet Explorer, has supported it for a long time, and so has 
Mozilla/Firefox. Some earlier versions of Safari for Mac OS 
didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03725914 25131 210 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 7:19:42pm  
 
Pro-Bush Canuck: it looks like some browsers don't re-interpret Javascript code 
that's inserted via the innerHTML property. Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03726323 25131 456 Charles Sat, Apr 14, 2007 10:38:28pm  
 
Sharmuta:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
After I log in, my username isn't displayed and I either get the oops page for 
missing it or I had to refresh the page to have it come up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Another loose end -- now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727496 25134 151 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 2:04:53pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727564 25135 7 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 2:49:50pm  
 
pat: no, you aren't -- see the last paragraph.</P> 
Killian: I know about the formatting links. That's a tricky one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727674 25135 85 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 3:41:39pm  
 
<STRONG>Hear ye!</STRONG></P> 
The new, more secure persistent login feature is now activated. You may want to 
log out and log back in, just to make sure you're starting from the right 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727696 25135 103 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 3:50:20pm  
 
gettinby: filling in the name and password from a cookie was convenient, but not 
secure at all.</P> 
You should be able to have your browser automatically fill in the form. Check 
autofill settings.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03727725 25135 127 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 4:02:24pm  
 
nonic: logging out isn't strictly necessary if you're the only person who uses 
your computer. It's a security measure, for people whose computers might be in 
an environment where they wouldn't want to remain logged in -- like 
"work."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727764 25135 163 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 4:18:47pm  
 
Oops! Search. Forgot that one. Will be fixed soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03727993 25135 320 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 5:54:53pm  
 
kreuzueber halbmond: hate to tell you this, but that's because you entered your 
name in lower case when you registered.</P> 
I know these things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03728460 25135 352 Charles Sun, Apr 15, 2007 9:47:34pm  
 
The formatting buttons now work immediately after logging in; just needed to 
change a little detail of the Javascript syntax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03730422 25145 18 Charles Mon, Apr 16, 2007 2:59:50pm  
 
ZionistYoungster: aye, there's the rub. But actually, the persistent login 
somewhat mitigates the problem of transferring the password in clear text, since 
the user/pass login only happens once in a great while if you use that 
cookie.</P> 
Putting the login behind SSL is just not feasible for LGF. It would slow things 
down to a crawl, and the information isn't so sensitive that it's worth the 
tradeoff.</P> 
Still, even with that, the new system is much safer than the one we've been 
using for years -- the flat file system used to send the username and password 
in plain text with every posted comment. Now it's only once per session; or if 
you use the persistent cookie, almost never.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03730446 25145 22 Charles Mon, Apr 16, 2007 3:08:29pm  
 
The lounge is not tied in to the new system yet, and requires a separate 
login.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03730951 25145 34 Charles Mon, Apr 16, 2007 5:44:18pm  
 
Yes, we slowed down this afternoon. The post about the Virginia Tech shooting 
made it to the front page of Digg (for about two nanoseconds before the LGF-
haters buried it).</P> 
Things are improving, though, because the server never actually crashed.</P> 
We're bringing another database server online soon, that will replicate the 
current database and help split some more of the load.</P> 



Been looking into a managed server cluster, and we're talking pretty big bucks 
for something like that. Typically, $3-$5000 a month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03731076 25147 200 Charles Mon, Apr 16, 2007 6:34:30pm  
 
Please note: if I have to spend any more time editing/deleting posts that 
destroy the thread, because of careless abuse of style attributes, I'm going to 
disable the style attributes in comments.</P> 
A word to the wise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03733770 25155 5 Charles Tue, Apr 17, 2007 3:27:26pm  
 
The video is there -- YouTube sometimes takes a little while to register new 
videos. If it won't play for you, try again in a little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03734084 25157 12 Charles Tue, Apr 17, 2007 5:20:01pm  
 
EC Marm: you need to put your web site address in your user profile; see "Manage 
Your Account."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03734089 25157 14 Charles Tue, Apr 17, 2007 5:20:43pm  
 
m1150: if you couldn't log in, how did you post that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03735650 25162 39 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 9:12:41am  
 
Sheesh. The traffic spikes are brutal this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736142 25166 17 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 11:44:29am  
 
Alouette: the Ajax login code is causing your browser to put up that warning. 
You can either ignore it or mess with your browser's settings to make it go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736153 25166 18 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 11:45:28am  
 
nonic: that one is in the "unexplained" file. I never found any other evidence 
of your account being compromised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736190 25166 23 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 11:54:08am  
 
realwest: you don't have to change your password; the random seed stuff is all 
behind the scenes and doesn't affect you or your password.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736478 25168 19 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 1:27:08pm  
 



Thanos: looks like we temporarily ran out of DB connections. MySQL is set to 
allow 500 simultaneous connections, the default. When we get a big surge like 
this, it may max out the connections.</P> 
Usually, 500 connections is sufficient, but I may try increasing that 
setting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736481 25168 21 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 1:30:26pm  
 
MoonbatBane: that comment about the Secret Service was posted by a WaPo reader, 
not by the Post themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03736538 25168 40 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 1:52:08pm  
 
Thanos: actually I haven't changed the logging levels, so they're probably still 
at their defaults. I did turn on the slow query log for a little while, but it's 
off now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03737840 25170 304 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 7:58:55pm  
 
I've now deleted two comments in this topic because they included telephone 
numbers.</P> 
PLEASE. Do not post phone numbers at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03737888 25171 226 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 8:15:40pm  
 
Yes, comment 205 was nuked. I've had it with the thick-headed creep calling 
itself "liberality," and it's no longer welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03738233 25171 362 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 9:41:01pm  
 
Is there something unclear about, "I am NOT implying that Cho was a “sudden 
jihadi?”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03738246 25171 369 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 9:47:58pm  
 
fiodax: thanks -- that is my point, despite a number of people who seem 
determined to misunderstand it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03738249 25171 370 Charles Wed, Apr 18, 2007 9:49:21pm  
 
Cognito: I watched hours of television reports on this story today, and the time 
that was devoted to the "Ismail/Ishmael" angle was measured in 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03739491 25179 37 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 10:18:07am  
 
The first comment to this post at Digg.com:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
More racist hate bile being spewed. Big surprise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03739947 25182 121 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 12:16:24pm  
 
It's not a joke. It's a real story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03740540 25185 8 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 4:18:09pm  
 
Mmf. Another sudden traffic spike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03740570 25185 32 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 4:46:15pm  
 
Had to restart the server there.</P> 
I just discovered another thing that's been jamming us up; the Microsoft web 
bots. There are two different ones using multiple IPs hitting the site over and 
over as fast as possible. It looks like they're crawling pages they're supposed 
to be specifically blocked out of, but I haven't fully checked that yet.</P> 
In any case, this is how you nip a Microsoft bot swarm in the bud, right away, 
in htaccess:</P> 
SetEnvIfNoCase User-Agent "^MSRBOT" badbotSetEnvIfNoCase User-Agent "^msnbot" 
badbotorder deny,allowdeny from env=badbot</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03740692 25186 50 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 5:57:29pm  
 
He was eating lunch with four other Somalis and suddenly he felt alone?</P> 
What were the other Somalis, chopped liver?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03740712 25186 68 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 6:02:08pm  
 
observations: I agree! But remember, this is being treated as a <EM>crime</EM>. 
That's the twisted part.</P> 
A kid who played a harmless prank is now involved in a police investigation. 
Sure, discipline him (in a sane world, the parents would) ... but a 
<EM>crime?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03741198 25188 37 Charles Thu, Apr 19, 2007 9:56:09pm  
 
Ow. These spikes are brutal.</P> 
Anybody got a spare $5000 a month to set up a server farm and pay some admins? 
(Kidding...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03743657 25198 19 Charles Fri, Apr 20, 2007 6:15:22pm  
 
JMEnglish: knock off the blog pimping or your account will be history. People 
are getting irritated and so am I. I removed the three links to your blog that 
you posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03748089 25210 40 Charles Sun, Apr 22, 2007 6:42:43pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 



<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">40</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Apr 22, 
2007 6:42:43pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03746268 25213 49 Charles Sat, Apr 21, 2007 9:35:51pm  
 
That outage was my fault, not a spike. Doing some work on the database and 
launched a query that tried to select a few million rows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03747166 25214 270 Charles Sun, Apr 22, 2007 10:22:24am  
 
If this turns into another pointless personal bickering session, I will shut the 
whole thread down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03747718 25214 318 Charles Sun, Apr 22, 2007 3:39:08pm  
 
By the way, gigantor's timeout is now over, and his account is unblocked. I hope 
I don't have to do that again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752287 25238 87 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 1:11:29pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752338 25238 90 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 1:20:45pm  
 
Any comments you post will now appear with a slightly greenish header ... only 
in your browser, not to the world.</P> 
It's intended to let you easily see which comments you've posted in a thread by 
scanning down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752344 25239 154 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 1:22:14pm  
 
Right -- your own posts show up in your browser with a greenish 
header...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752476 25239 226 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 1:54:53pm  
 
I get a blue header, though...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752698 25240 66 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 2:41:48pm  



 
Ojoe: your own posts will now show up with a greenish header, <STRONG>only in 
your own browser</STRONG>. Lets you easily find stuff you've 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03752703 25240 68 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 2:43:24pm  
 
LGF-haters are already making nasty remarks at Digg, btw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03753393 25240 600 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 6:49:57pm  
 
No drunken chimpanzees, but we are experimenting around here with some new 
software and new guidelines. I've said many times that it gets wearying to take 
the heat for comments I don't make and don't support. I'm not stifling anyone's 
free speech -- if someone <EM>really</EM> believes that their deleted comment 
needs to be heard, they can certainly post it elsewhere, where they can defend 
it themselves instead of me getting blamed for it (when in 9 occurrences of 10 I 
haven't even read it).</P> 
It's a problem in any large web site with a lot of commenters, and it's a very 
tough line to walk between free speech and a good experience for visitors. We're 
trying to find that line, drunken though it may seem at times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03753603 25241 121 Charles Tue, Apr 24, 2007 7:59:30pm  
 
The only chain lube that touches my sprockets is Boeing's T-9, also known as 
Boeshield.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03755046 25244 50 Charles Wed, Apr 25, 2007 10:29:46am  
 
Notice, please -- it's <EM>Bernard</EM> Kalb the ex-CBS guy, not Marvin Kalb the 
ex-CBS guy. Don't know if they're related...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03755054 25244 54 Charles Wed, Apr 25, 2007 10:33:57am  
 
Oops! I'm wrong -- or rather, the article quoted above is wrong. It is Marvin 
Kalb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03755430 25245 207 Charles Wed, Apr 25, 2007 12:20:11pm  
 
Bubbaman: thank you so much for that expression of support. It's greatly 
appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03756207 25248 38 Charles Wed, Apr 25, 2007 5:59:12pm  
 
scott in east bay: that video does exist. It was deleted from YouTube at request 
of the owners. Here's the LGF post:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=22529_9-11-2006-
_Bear_Witness&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03757941 25253 45 Charles Thu, Apr 26, 2007 9:43:20am  
 
dicentra: you're correct in one criticism--the poll says Muslims want shari'a in 
Islamic countries, not the entire world. I corrected that. But I disagree that 
anything else I wrote is inaccurate; read the actual poll results linked 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03758550 25259 4 Charles Thu, Apr 26, 2007 11:58:32am  
 
ArcherB: click the little football on that page and all will be 
revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03758567 25259 7 Charles Thu, Apr 26, 2007 12:02:16pm  
 
tools/info-&gt;LGF Monthly Archives</P> 
(Left sidebar.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03759244 25262 50 Charles Thu, Apr 26, 2007 5:02:01pm  
 
squarepeg: I don't know where you got the impression that it isn't true that the 
<EM>mutaween</EM> beat women (and other offenders against Islamic standards) but 
please see: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Committee_for_the_Propagation_of_Virtue_and_t
he_Prevention_of_Vice" target=_blank>Committee for the Propagation of Virtue and 
the Prevention of Vice</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The group is widely feared in Saudi Arabia. Its members patrol the streets 
enforcing dress codes, enforcing strict separation of men and women, and forcing 
Muslims to pray on time. Those who refuse to obey their orders are often beaten 
and sometimes put in jail. Other Islamic nations subject to Sharia feature 
similar religious policing entities (e.g., the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan's 
"Ministry of the Propagation of Virtue and the Prevention of Vice").</P> 
In March of 2002, they caused the deaths of several girls in Saudi Arabia by 
preventing them from leaving a burning school building. Witnesses reported 
seeing religious police beating young girls trying to flee the burning building, 
because they weren't wearing the abaya. This incident resulted in a very rare 
public criticism of the group in official Saudi newspapers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are numerous personal testimonials available as well, from many 
sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03762031 25275 11 Charles Fri, Apr 27, 2007 3:10:28pm  
 
Mardukhai: not sure what you mean -- you're not required to enter an email and 
web site to post a comment...</P> 
If you do want a web site address to show up (your username turns blue and is a 
link), enter it in your user account page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03762054 25275 27 Charles Fri, Apr 27, 2007 3:17:42pm  
 



Mardukhai: once you're 'logged in' that's it -- you don't need to enter a 
username and password any more, the new login system remembers that you're 
logged in for the duration of your session.</P> 
The old way made you enter a username and password each time you posted a 
comment. I think you're still expecting it to behave that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03763478 25283 14 Charles Sat, Apr 28, 2007 9:55:18am  
 
Mike C.: I know. You post that comment every time the subject comes 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03765690 25294 245 Charles Sun, Apr 29, 2007 2:33:24pm  
 
Killgore's right -- nothing offensive, but I can't allow phone numbers to be 
posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767347 25301 66 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 8:54:28am  
 
nonic: I've done everything I can to protect registered users' information, 
using the best practices outlined by security experts. You have very little to 
worry about; as someone mentioned, it's always a good idea to change your 
password occasionally, and DON'T use the same password you use 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767579 25303 51 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 10:09:46am  
 
Terp: you're right -- I got the timeline confused. I believe Reagan's action did 
help to scare the bastard; they're still talking about it 20 years later. But 
Lockerbie did happen after that; mea culpa.</P> 
But I added a note about Gadafi's wake-up call from President 
Bush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767810 25304 53 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 11:40:13am  
 
Actually, it doesn't allow multiple voting. If your IP address has already 
voted, it silently fails to add your vote to the total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767813 25304 55 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 11:44:26am  
 
Yep -- Ajax version is in the works...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767897 25304 117 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 12:12:42pm  
 
Check the update -- proxy users may see the 'already voted' message.</P> 
If you really want to vote and you're on AOL or some other proxy based network, 
use something like [Link: <A href="http://www.anonymizer.com" target=_blank 
?>www.anonymizer.com...</A>] ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767930 25304 138 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 12:22:11pm  



 
The proxy notes above are still correct -- but I also just found and fixed 
another small bug that may have blocked out some people from voting who 
<EM>aren't</EM> on proxy nets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03767945 25304 147 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 12:27:12pm  
 
Spiny Norman: it should be ok now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03768154 25304 237 Charles Mon, Apr 30, 2007 1:35:16pm  
 
devilzadvocate: no personal info here, please. Posting a link to a whois lookup 
is OK, but I can't allow phone numbers and/or addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03772433 25324 103 Charles Wed, May 2, 2007 9:33:41am  
 
Oh please. You don't have to be a supporter of Sony to understand what it means 
to violate copyrights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03772599 25324 219 Charles Wed, May 2, 2007 10:17:39am  
 
I've had this discussion so many times with so many people that my eyes start to 
glaze over when it comes up.</P> 
You either respect the concept of intellectual property, or you don't.</P> 
A whole lot of people don't even know the concept exists.</P> 
Some of this is healthy; challenges lead to stronger systems. But the troubling 
part here is that the insistence on "fair use" is coupled with an almost 
thuggish disregard for the intellectual property of the creators of the 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03773907 25331 39 Charles Wed, May 2, 2007 6:09:10pm  
 
Don't know why some are having problems, works OK here in 5 different 
browsers...</P> 
Could be connection issues. I turned off the Digg iframes to see if that 
helps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03775684 25341 126 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 11:59:27am  
 
In case anyone is confused about it, I'm not cheering this kid's behavior. But 
it's the kid of mean schoolyard crap that happens every day, in a million ways, 
in a million schools across the world. It's part of growing up.</P> 
To even think of making it a crime is simply deranged.</P> 
Give the kid a talking to. Make sure he knows he behaved badly. But call the 
police? That's sick, on a whole lot of levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03776738 25346 53 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 5:25:54pm  
 
"What do you dislike most about America?"</P> 
Are they kidding with this stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03776919 25346 219 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 5:52:00pm  
 
This is painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03776921 25346 221 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 5:52:47pm  
 
"Nuanced position!"</P> 
Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03776930 25346 230 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 5:53:40pm  
 
There will be a post-debate poll, to see who "won."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03776940 25346 240 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 5:54:46pm  
 
The debate. Painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03777070 25346 364 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 6:11:01pm  
 
Evolution!</P> 
Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03777110 25346 403 Charles Thu, May 3, 2007 6:15:21pm  
 
Here comes the mandatory guilt check. "What are your 
weaknesses?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03778950 25354 71 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 11:04:48am  
 
Don't get me wrong, folks. I'm not taking the side of the DRM groups. In fact, 
the DMCA is absolutely horrible legislation for many reasons, and I would like 
to see it thrown out.</P> 
But the fact remains that it <EM>is</EM> legislation. And from a strictly 
pragmatic point of view, it's really stupid to dare these companies to sue 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03778973 25354 84 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 12:04:44pm  
 
Yeah, we had a little vacation there... not sure why, the load just went crazy 
on our web server. When the 'load average' in 'top' says 323.08, you know you're 
having a spike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03779019 25354 110 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 12:17:47pm  
 
And -- I don't think Kevin Rose is a criminal, either. But posting the code 
wasn't a smart play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03779715 25357 151 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 4:51:16pm  
 
On a different note, to anyone who was having trouble with the poll yesterday 
(Internet Explorer users): does it work better now? I checked the code with a 
Javascript validator and fixed some things that could have caused problems for 
some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03779742 25357 172 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 5:00:52pm  
 
I should have known better than to try to ask a tech question in the middle of 
an abortion argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03779852 25357 277 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 5:47:55pm  
 
Windybon: please reload the LGF home page and try again ... I think I found the 
problem. I deleted your vote so you can vote again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03779858 25357 283 Charles Fri, May 4, 2007 5:49:20pm  
 
cbinflux: I deleted your vote too. Please try it again and see if it 
works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03781975 25357 945 Charles Sat, May 5, 2007 5:30:07pm  
 
I'm closing this thread now, because the ratio of heat to light is beginning to 
tilt in the wrong direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03783773 25376 27 Charles Sun, May 6, 2007 1:55:07pm  
 
Hey, moron:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25355_Honor_Killing_in_Kurdi
stan&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03784097 25380 35 Charles Sun, May 6, 2007 3:37:19pm  
 
Killgore: unless I've missed it, I don't think the News of the World runs 
"Bigfoot Alien Abduction" stories; they're more of celebrity-focused tabloid, 
not the loony kind like Weekly World News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03784136 25380 62 Charles Sun, May 6, 2007 3:50:22pm  
 
<A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/1855209.stm" 
target=_blank>Prosecutors to simulate shoe bomb.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03784287 25380 161 Charles Sun, May 6, 2007 5:02:41pm  
 
Reid was convicted on January 30, 2003.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03784324 25380 188 Charles Sun, May 6, 2007 5:24:15pm  
 
A possible clue: this description of the Max X episode titled "Awesome 
Explosions" mentions "bomb test on passenger jet," but has no other details, and 
it isn't mentioned in the actual show description:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.tv.com/maximum-exposure/awesome-
explosions!/episode/338526/summary.html?tag=ep_list;title;23" 
target=_blank>www.tv.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03787157 25393 105 Charles Mon, May 7, 2007 6:22:56pm  
 
Aw. Le Trôle is cranky. Mean old LGF wants him to be accountable. Waah!</P> 
Apparently, he got over it.</P> 
(Now I have his personal private double-secret information! Bwa ha! 
Ha!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03787180 25393 121 Charles Mon, May 7, 2007 6:33:43pm  
 
You're in Europe and you're concerned about a web site in the US having your 
email address, and putting session cookies on your computer (an activity that is 
not unusual in the least)? Delete your cookies, Le Trôle. It isn't hard.</P> 
And I suggest you redirect your privacy concerns a bit closer to 
home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03787218 25393 155 Charles Mon, May 7, 2007 6:44:48pm  
 
I sense that Le Trôle is almost ready to come over to the dark 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03787496 25395 4 Charles Mon, May 7, 2007 8:45:02pm  
 
I wouldn't trust these numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03789614 25401 287 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 2:10:41pm  
 
Phone numbers are not allowed in LGF comments. Please don't post them, or your 
comment will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03789319 25402 9 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 1:03:42pm  
 
Uh, folks. This is hardly secret information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03789355 25402 33 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 1:10:10pm  
 
Sheesh. These devices are for sale everywhere, not just Radio Shack. It was a 
complete accident the jihadis were caught this way, not a secret plan. Come on, 
folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03790319 25402 219 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 6:31:03pm  
 
Again.</P> 
The video converter above is available at every Radio Shack in the United States 
(more than 6,000 at last count), and the need to convert videotape to DVD is so 
common that there are (probably) dozens of similar products.</P> 
And don't shoot me for even mentioning it, but there are (gasp!) <EM>other</EM> 
ways to convert tape to DVD as well.This is not even remotely secret 
information, and it was a complete accident that these guys were caught this 
way. And it wasn't LGF that revealed how they were caught -- it was the 
feds.</P> 
With all respect to the lizard army, there's a whole lot of over-reacting going 
on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03790433 25402 222 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 7:33:04pm  
 
What if the next group of jihadis is caught by a vigilant Radio Shack clerk, who 
notices suspicious behavior from the guy who's buying the CameraMate 
VideoSafe?</P> 
Terror attacks are not going to be prevented by "hiding" commonly available 
information. They're prevented when people use their eyes and brains, and all 
the information they have -- as in this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03791228 25402 234 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 8:15:14am  
 
This is really getting silly. Now I'm "educating the enemy?"</P> 
Maybe I should just shut down LGF altogether. After all, almost every post here 
contains information that might "educate the enemy."</P> 
Please, people. Use your heads. I've explained my position on this over and 
over, and I'm not going to take down the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03789842 25404 114 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 3:32:40pm  
 
OK. Who are you and what have you done with the real Le Trôle?</P> 
<I>Heh.</I></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03790339 25409 61 Charles Tue, May 8, 2007 6:39:28pm  
 
jester6: please see:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25360_35%25_of_Democrats_Are
_Truthers&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03791933 25420 9 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 11:52:22am  
 
Cato: that sounds logical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03791939 25420 11 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 11:53:25am  
 



(I actually wrote it that way first, and changed it...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03792494 25422 8 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 2:47:13pm  
 
ted: actually, right now it's more like controlled anarchy, with occasional 
raids by Stinky Beaumont.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03792615 25422 102 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 4:15:13pm  
 
Another possibility is to have only a positive ranking system. In other words, 
no 'down' button to vote things down, only a digital pat on the back to show 
approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03792666 25422 152 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 4:28:13pm  
 
I am sensing a certain degree of resistance to change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03792740 25423 8 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 4:41:31pm  
 
zombie: it looks like MEMRI did the actual translation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03792767 25423 15 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 4:46:55pm  
 
Did Beck cover this on his TV show? I missed the first part, but he hasn't 
mentioned it in the second half.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03793080 25426 29 Charles Wed, May 9, 2007 6:27:27pm  
 
Gaaah! It's the kestrel! Take cover!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03794626 25431 75 Charles Thu, May 10, 2007 12:02:39pm  
 
EtNorskTroll: it is absolutely not OK to post things like that here. Occasional 
Reader didn't "censor" you, I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03794671 25431 101 Charles Thu, May 10, 2007 12:15:58pm  
 
etNorskTroll: no one ran to me. I repeat: comments like that are not OK. They 
will be used against ME, personally, and I would greatly appreciate if you stop 
and think about who else might be reading your theoretical 
speculations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03796848 25438 49 Charles Fri, May 11, 2007 10:36:49am  
 
Jinx McHue: I'm not worked up at all -- just noting what's going on, so that 
people know any similar comments they might read are not posted by me.</P> 



But it isn't just this one case. Lizards have <EM>no idea</EM> how much of this 
stuff I deal with on a daily basis. It's non-stop. The obsession level is a bit 
scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03796858 25442 97 Charles Fri, May 11, 2007 10:39:50am  
 
The transcript is from the mailing list -- it's not on the web site 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03797708 25446 7 Charles Fri, May 11, 2007 5:40:29pm  
 
By the way, in Safari the pop-up date picker has a quirk -- it appears at the 
left edge of the screen first, then jumps into position. Works fine apart from 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03799463 25458 16 Charles Sat, May 12, 2007 6:31:22pm  
 
DesertSage: Frank is golden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03800393 25460 55 Charles Sun, May 13, 2007 9:23:10am  
 
squarepeg wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Seriously, what do you call him instead of a "military 
commander"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Terrorist leader" works for me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does the Taliban have a military? Was he a commander in it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, they have an illegitimate terrorist gang that wears no uniform, and tortures 
and murders civilians.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Was he at the top?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently, he was at the top of the terrorist gang.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For heaven's sake, they nailed him for slaughter and beheadings in their first 
sentence. I think there's some stretching going on here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree, there's some stretching going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03801261 25470 11 Charles Sun, May 13, 2007 6:15:01pm  
 
Things do seem snappier.</P> 
But that could be the wishful thinking effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03801272 25470 20 Charles Sun, May 13, 2007 6:21:43pm  
 
ElderZionist: yep, I'm sure it's working. Shows up in phpinfo() and files have 
been created in the cache directory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03802835 25480 19 Charles Mon, May 14, 2007 12:57:51pm  
 



This particular speed improvement doesn't depend in any way on your browser -- 
the speedup happens at the web server before the browser ever gets to the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03804726 25492 9 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 9:11:28am  
 
You don't even have to disable Javascript. Just use the 'Copy' command in the 
'Edit' menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03804993 25494 53 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 10:32:22am  
 
Killgore: actually -- that's 19 videos and <EM>131 members</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03804999 25494 58 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 10:34:14am  
 
Mambo: the group exists, it does post Islamic videos, and the user who sent the 
email (I redacted the name) also exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03805581 25494 117 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 12:57:20pm  
 
I'm helping sailordude to get off the internet and get a freaking life, by 
blocking his posting privileges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03806453 25494 126 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 5:07:11pm  
 
Robert O: if you click the YouTube logo at bottom right of their video player, 
it should take you to that video's page... does for me, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03807042 25501 399 Charles Tue, May 15, 2007 7:06:01pm  
 
Something real just happened!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03808637 25504 9 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 8:54:33am  
 
Harry Tuttle: what's wrong? Simple -- it's a dishonest tactic intended to build 
a false impression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03808677 25504 39 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 9:02:47am  
 
EC Marm: there definitely IS an organized effort to get Paul's supporters to 
vote here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03808725 25504 79 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 9:11:04am  
 
catholic anarchist wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But the groupthink insanity of removing a nominee from a dumb online poll 
because he doesn't agree with your exact brand of GOP™ is every bit as 



disgusting and creepy as the goose steppers at DK, MMFA, and 
DU.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And of course, that's not what I said. He's removed because his supporters are 
using our poll dishonestly, to make it appear as if he has more support than he 
really does.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I'll be banning myself, thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'll try to get over the loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809064 25504 277 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 10:20:54am  
 
I didn't want to limit the polls only to registered people, because that's a 
very small subset compared to our entire readership.</P> 
Chen Zhen: look at the referrers page; there are a couple of links there now, 
one from a Ron Paul site where internet polls are listed. Earlier there were a 
lot of referrals from email sites as well, directly to the poll, from people 
with IP addresses who then voted for Ron Paul. They did the same thing in the 
last debate, and that's why I warned them.</P> 
And a look at the raw data in the database also makes the spamming very 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809074 25504 282 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 10:22:46am  
 
Of course, if you'd rather believe that I removed Paul because I'm trying to 
suppress his brilliant message, don't let me dissuade you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809126 25504 292 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 10:34:22am  
 
Bill Amos: actually no -- you can't vote multiple times in an LGF poll by 
deleting cookies. The system is IP-based, not cookie-based.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809212 25504 305 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 10:51:01am  
 
Mambo: yes, if you have a dynamic IP. But it's going to be a little hard to spam 
that way very effectively.</P> 
Bottom line: there's no real way to completely stop internet poll spamming, 
without requiring registration or something similar. That's the way it is.</P> 
And that's why I mentioned above that there's nothing scientific about any of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809225 25504 306 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 10:55:16am  
 
... But acknowledging that it's not scientific does not mean that I'm going to 
stand by and watch as Ron Paul's supporters try to hitch a parasitical ride on 
LGF's popularity, to trick people into thinking he has more support than he 
does. This is a dishonest tactic, and I'm not going to let them do it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809764 25509 49 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 1:22:16pm  
 



SY: you're right that I don't like Ron Paul, but you're quite wrong that he was 
removed for that reason. He was removed because his supporters were gaming our 
polls, repeatedly. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809775 25509 56 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 1:23:49pm  
 
Canadastani: see:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25504&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809825 25509 85 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 1:38:23pm  
 
Ed: want to try that again without the giant red text that blows up the 
page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809936 25509 129 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 2:11:47pm  
 
SY: it's not a coincidence that I don't like Ron Paul. In fact, poll spamming is 
one reason I don't like him, or specifically, don't like a lot of his 
followers.</P> 
I also don't like that he's nuts. But if his disciples didn't spam our polls, he 
would still be included.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809978 25510 39 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 2:21:55pm  
 
It's a group calling itself 'Hizbullah in Pakistan':</P> 
<A 
href="http://editorial.gettyimages.com/Search/Detail.aspx?axd=DetailPaging.Searc
h%P%1&amp;axs=0%P%74165401%2c74165396%2c74165391%2c74165192%2c74165118%2c7416486
9%2c74164868%2c74164849%2c74164831%2c74164816%2c74164736%2c74164678%2c74164665%2
c74164648%2c74164640%2c74164621%2c74155448%2c74155446%2c74155440%2c74155439%2c74
155371%2c74155359%2c74155358%2c74154249%2c74152928%2c74152917%2c74152739%2c74152
722%2c74154295%2c74154274%2c74154271%2c74154270%2c74143609%2c74143043%2c74142972
%2c74142622%2c74142609%2c74142281%2c74142279%2c74142276%2c74142275%2c74142274%2c
74142273%2c74142224%2c74141975%2c74141963%2c74141958%2c74141952%2c74141919%2c741
41916%2c74141904%2c74141895%2c74141893%2c74141879%2c74141845%2c74141844%2c741418
18%2c74141810%2c74141805%2c74141792&amp;id=74164831" target=_blank>Getty 
images</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03809998 25510 49 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 2:31:10pm  
 
Killgore: I think the people on that sign are Nasrallah and 
Khomeini.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03810059 25510 86 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 2:57:00pm  
 
Looks like Getty's now using some kind of token/session-based method to make it 
hard to link to their image preview pages. Tricky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03810478 25514 19 Charles Wed, May 16, 2007 5:44:30pm  



 
You can't believe the hate mail I'm getting. Struck a nerve 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03812200 25521 29 Charles Thu, May 17, 2007 9:51:19am  
 
NoSubmission: no -- 'The Fixers' is a repeating segment on 'The 
Chasers.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03812540 25523 37 Charles Thu, May 17, 2007 11:33:16am  
 
Old_Maid: you might need to upgrade your Flash player. Here's the link:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.adobe.com/products/flashplayer/" 
target=_blank>www.adobe.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03814677 25531 19 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 8:52:39am  
 
Ward: actually, the redesign is the only reason we're online as much as we are. 
The problem is the traffic, as always.</P> 
The solution is a server cluster, but that's neither easy nor cheap to set 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815616 25538 15 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 1:27:23pm  
 
alone in 90210: bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815619 25538 16 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 1:28:14pm  
 
Those connect failed errors are what this post is about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815622 25538 17 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 1:28:46pm  
 
And you should be seeing them a lot less now.</P> 
Can't promise never.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815677 25538 47 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 1:50:08pm  
 
zonekeeper: no -- they're about 20% slower than myISAM in most uses, and I 
really don't need the transaction capability here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815715 25538 64 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 2:04:49pm  
 
diablovision: i'm sure lots of people would be happier if I were running Oracle. 
Including Oracle's sales department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03815999 25538 154 Charles Fri, May 18, 2007 4:17:00pm  
 



KrsnaDas: yes, I've been looking at memcached -- actually, I believe 
eAccelerator has methods in their API to use shared memory too. I'm also in the 
process of getting another server set up for MySQL replication, with the aim of 
splitting tasks between the two of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03817966 25538 163 Charles Sat, May 19, 2007 1:53:00pm  
 
Thanks for the good ideas. (I'm used to tech threads turning into open threads, 
btw.)</P> 
It's actually not the comments table that was causing the problem -- it's the 
entries table. And it's not related to the size. The contention happened when I 
edited one of my entries at the same time as a lot of people were loading the 
front page--which does lots of SELECT queries against the entries table.</P> 
I tested the LOW_PRIORITY fix a lot yesterday during high traffic, while 
watching the mysql processlist, and it does seem to solve the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03818218 25538 165 Charles Sat, May 19, 2007 3:08:51pm  
 
Fascinating stuff. I actually have switched my sessions table over to innoDB 
now, for better concurrency.</P> 
However, unless I'm reading the docs wrongly, there's one hitch with innoDB 
tables, even in the 5.x versions of MySQL -- no support for FULLTEXT indexes. 
That's a large drawback, for the search module.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819206 25538 169 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 9:26:54am  
 
Search is actually one of the main reasons I'm setting up a replication server; 
I'm planning to have the search module run its queries against the rep server, 
to save load on the main db server and speed things up.</P> 
I know what you mean about using a dedicated seach engine instead of MySQL for 
this, but there are only so many development hours in a day. And the database 
search does let me do some interesting things by JOINing and GROUPing results 
from entries and comments.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03817565 25546 63 Charles Sat, May 19, 2007 11:06:54am  
 
By the way, LGF's anonymous stalkers also love to post at PetitionsOnline. It'll 
be interesting to see how quickly the first one turns up there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03818149 25550 219 Charles Sat, May 19, 2007 2:39:54pm  
 
Interesting! Our referrers page shows a large amount of hits from people 
searching Digg.com for 'Ron Paul'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819065 25553 24 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 8:16:21am  
 
lorien: I know, and I have looked into a server cluster.</P> 
The stumbling block, though, is $$$. A managed server cluster is mucho 
dinero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03819077 25553 36 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 8:21:35am  
 
realwest: yes, those sites are run on server clusters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819102 25553 55 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 8:38:42am  
 
lorien: if there's a DSL or cable connection that can support 100,000+ page 
views a day, that's news to me. Sign me up!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819116 25553 65 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 8:46:47am  
 
chief long name: one estimate I got was $5000 a month. I'm still researching it, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819181 25553 86 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 9:17:30am  
 
Thanks, chief! I'm not at the point yet where I can say exactly what it will 
cost to go to a distributed system (another name for a server cluster).</P> 
But the main reason for all of this database redesigning I've been doing is to 
make it possible to move to a cluster at some point. The pre-database LGF, based 
on flat files, could not run in a distributed environment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819336 25553 116 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 10:23:06am  
 
The advertisements are bringing in income, yes... but $5000 a month is still 
more than a little out of the budget. That's why I'm researching 
alternatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03819315 25556 23 Charles Sun, May 20, 2007 10:16:20am  
 
It's true; I have no idea whether zombie is man, woman, or hellish creature from 
beyond the grave.</P> 
I have this habit of calling all zombies "he." I know it's sexist of 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03822233 25570 54 Charles Mon, May 21, 2007 1:20:00pm  
 
It seems clear to me -- Fatah al-Islam is training to kill Jews, in their own 
words. That's what they want to accomplish. So when the Daily Star writes, 
"their only accomplishment to date" is adding to Palestinian suffering, what am 
I supposed to think? The only other thing they want to accomplish is killing 
Jews.</P> 
In their effort to appear even-handed, the Daily Star revealed a bit more of 
their true attitude than they thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03822652 25575 10 Charles Mon, May 21, 2007 3:47:29pm  
 
I stole your line, Killgore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03828062 25605 15 Charles Wed, May 23, 2007 2:37:02pm  
 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=14724_Carter_vs_the_Swamp_Ra
bbit&amp;only" target=_blank>Carter vs. the Swamp Rabbit</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03828494 25606 97 Charles Wed, May 23, 2007 5:40:59pm  
 
Insert Clever Name Here: it's hosted at their site, beyond any 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03828521 25606 114 Charles Wed, May 23, 2007 5:52:45pm  
 
Killgore: I couldn't find a link to that page either, but I confirmed that the 
domain is owned by Amnesty International USA before posting 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03832033 25619 22 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 8:50:44am  
 
squarepeg: it's not your imagination. I decided to leave registration open 
overnight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03832072 25619 53 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 9:00:49am  
 
Looks like about 75 new hatchlings got in. Some of them, of course, will be 
trolls and sock puppets...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03832574 25622 95 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 11:38:18am  
 
I don't think that photo is a fake -- it's taken with a telephoto lens, and the 
missile is probably quite a bit farther away than it appears.</P> 
These kinds of photos may look unusual, but they really do happen sometimes, 
especially when the photographer is shooting dozens and dozens of 
pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03832823 25625 15 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 12:58:35pm  
 
CT blog seems to be down -- the proof is a PDF scan of the newspaper with her 
name clearly listed as managing editor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03832851 25625 29 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 1:08:19pm  
 
The PDF file is now posted at LGF -- click the link above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03833650 25629 19 Charles Fri, May 25, 2007 6:18:11pm  
 
Correction: not quite a year; it's from last August. (See the 
update.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03834757 25635 32 Charles Sat, May 26, 2007 12:37:00pm  
 
I would have thought it was obvious, but a username like "Nuke All Islam" is not 
going to be allowed here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03835127 25638 61 Charles Sat, May 26, 2007 3:53:42pm  
 
Nope, I can't go there, folks. The pixellation you see in the original image is 
due to standard JPEG compression techniques, which are always especially 
noticeable at the boundaries where two very different shapes/colors meet. JPEG 
works by compressing image data in square blocks, and you can see that the 
pixellation is in that shape when you zoom in.</P> 
So I'm kidding (obviously) with the photo above, but I really don't see any 
evidence of manipulation in the original. It's just one of those lucky 
photos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03836294 25645 26 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 11:24:24am  
 
Good lord. If you start following the 'Related' links from this video, you step 
into a whole world of jihad propaganda. Wow.</P> 
I knew YouTube had a lot of this stuff, but I had no idea it was <EM>this</EM> 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03836308 25645 38 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 11:31:46am  
 
Killgore: I agree, that's one of the sickest things I've seen in a long time. 
I'm making a copy of that video in case it disappears. Un-freaking-
believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03837062 25651 46 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 6:34:22pm  
 
Joshua Scholar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
nothing sinister...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thnk the fact that Hamas supporters are allowed to determine which comments 
appear when they post their propaganda is <EM>incredibly sinister</EM>.</P> 
But maybe that's just me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03837100 25651 76 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 6:52:00pm  
 
Joshua Scholar wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It would be sinister if You Tube staff were cooperating with jihadis. But if 
every user has the same control over his videos then that implies no malign will 
on the part of You Tube or its employees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's long past the point where YouTube can claim igorance of how their system is 
being used. The fact is that their current system allows jihadis to determine 
what is posted at their site. Maybe you think they're unaware of this, but I 
don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03837274 25651 207 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 8:09:34pm  
 
Joshua Scholar: You seem to believe that YouTube is a faceless corporation, 
above criticism, acting out of everyone's best interests. If they say the 
jihadis get to determine the rules of the game, who are we to judge?</P> 
Sorry. This is a ridiculous viewpoint. The people who run YouTube are 
<EM>people</EM>, and they make decisions to allow this kind of crap. Their 
system is being used on a massive scale to promote jihad propaganda, they know 
it, and they allow it. They're absolutely complicit in the spread of this evil 
ideology, because they won't stand up and do the right thing.</P> 
You're way off base. Yes, we need to see the propaganda, but we don't need to 
help them promote it.</P> 
If you think the best way to handle this kind of thing is to sit passively, let 
it spread, and hope the public will become aware and get angry -- you're 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03837385 25651 304 Charles Sun, May 27, 2007 9:11:04pm  
 
See the update above. He's also using Flickr to spread Hamas propaganda, and he 
clearly has more than casual access to the terrorists.</P> 
<A href="http://flickr.com/photos/eng_ahmed" target=_blank>Flickr: Photos from 
eng.ahmed</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03837993 25652 23 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 9:05:03am  
 
ChenZhen: yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03837998 25654 5 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 9:07:18am  
 
Killgore: they don't say exactly why, just "terms of use violation." But since 
the original remains, it's obviously not because of the subject matter. 
"Engahmed" must have complained.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838012 25654 15 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 9:13:18am  
 
Don't forget to digg this post. The Diggbats buried the other posts about this 
evil video almost instantly. They <EM>really</EM> don't want it to be 
seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838224 25654 71 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 10:25:09am  
 
If you want to download a copy of the video and post it somewhere else, I've now 
put up a link to the Quicktime version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838247 25654 77 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 10:37:15am  
 
Macker: You'll need to have Quicktime installed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838270 25654 79 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 10:44:43am  



 
Macker: try downloading it again. You may have gotten a partial file, because I 
posted the link before the upload was finished...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838346 25657 25 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 11:09:25am  
 
Ward: that's one of my photos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03838777 25660 6 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 1:50:02pm  
 
Bill: they're not banning mosques. Only those minaret towers that are designed 
to stand out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03839572 25664 43 Charles Mon, May 28, 2007 6:27:06pm  
 
average_guy: see the update above. It will work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03840873 25664 63 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 8:16:38am  
 
The IP address is: 64.191.203.34</P> 
Here's a blog that says this is Digg's podcast crawler:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://cleverhack.com/2006/12/" 
target=_blank>cleverhack.com...</A>]</P> 
And by the way, there are no bots written by LGF users, to submit our stories. 
That's one of the more stupid comments I've seen from that crew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841354 25674 73 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 10:23:56am  
 
LGF pages are not slowed down by the Digg link. I've removed their javascript 
links from the front page, and they only appear on individual posts.</P> 
If you don't want to use the link, don't. I am not going to give up and remove 
it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841361 25674 78 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 10:25:41am  
 
The Digg link does not cause Firefox to crash; if you're having that problem, 
it's due to something else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841391 25674 95 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 10:35:29am  
 
galloping granny: again -- there are no Digg IFRAMES on the front page; I 
removed them specifically because they were slowing down the front page. 
Individual posts still have them, but I have never seen one Digg IFRAME delay 
the page loading by up to a minute.</P> 
And it's not about "popularity." It's about spreading our message beyond this 
one site, and reaching people who might still have open minds. It IS making a 
difference, and it takes zero effort on my part, so I simply don't understand 
these calls to remove the links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03841456 25674 136 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 10:53:14am  
 
galloping granny: the Digg buttons are IFRAMEs.</P> 
I'd be very surprised to find out that Digg is data mining from those buttons. 
There are probably hundreds of thousands of sites that have them, some of them 
very popular high traffic sites, and trying to record and mine all of that data 
would take Google-level resources. We're talking probably <EM>billions</EM> of 
hits on those buttons every day. It's highly unlikely that they're recording all 
of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841515 25674 173 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 11:09:12am  
 
galloping granny: sorry, that's not correct. Web servers do not automatically 
log hits; they have to be configured to do it. At LGF, I've turned off Apache 
logging, because it ate up disk space so rapidly that if I left it on, I'd run 
out of space in just a few days. Instead, I have a custom logging application 
that records information at the page view level only.</P> 
You need to appreciate the incredibly vast volume of data that you're talking 
about here. I'm sure Digg.com is logging everything at their own site, but it 
would just make no sense for them to try to record every hit on their IFRAME 
buttons -- that amount of data would dwarf the traffic on their own 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841538 25674 184 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 11:20:17am  
 
galloping granny: "obsession?" Because I put a line of code in my template, I'm 
obsessed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841542 25674 188 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 11:22:17am  
 
Le Trole: sure, that level of logging might be going on -- simple counting. 
Possibly. Even that would quickly grow to an enormous volume of data, but it's 
possible. However, no one is going to be "tracking" any individual users by 
simple counting algorithms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03842230 25674 291 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 2:25:36pm  
 
mean Gene: here's the LGF link, quoting an Associated Press release:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=18003_RoP_Leader_Calls_for_G
enocide&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
TEHRAN, Iran - Iran’s hard-line president called for Israel to be “wiped off the 
map” and said a new wave of Palestinian attacks will destroy the Jewish state, 
state-run media reported Wednesday.</P> 
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad also denounced attempts to recognize Israel or 
normalize relations with it.</P> 
“There is no doubt that the new wave (of attacks) in Palestine will wipe off 
this stigma (Israel) from the face of the Islamic world,” Ahmadinejad told 
students Wednesday during a Tehran conference called “The World without 
Zionism.”</P> 
“Anybody who recognizes Israel will burn in the fire of the Islamic nation’s 
fury, (while) any (Islamic leader) who recognizes the Zionist regime means he is 



acknowledging the surrender and defeat of the Islamic world,” Ahmadinejad 
said.</P> 
Ahmadinejad also repeated the words of the founder of Iran’s Islamic revolution, 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, who called for the destruction of Israel.</P> 
“As the imam said, Israel must be wiped off the map,” said Ahmadinejad, who came 
to power in August and replaced Mohammad Khatami, a reformist who advocated 
international dialogue and tried to improve Iran’s relations with the 
West.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03841667 25675 58 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 11:52:01am  
 
Ringo: they're not in the Memorial Day graphic. Seemed like a wrong note to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03843074 25685 15 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 8:00:17pm  
 
You mean, in your brain? Not much, apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03843180 25685 87 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 8:30:02pm  
 
ChenZhen: read every word of it. Seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03843290 25685 128 Charles Tue, May 29, 2007 9:18:05pm  
 
Sullivan spends 2000 words comparing the Bush administration to the Nazis, then 
says "I am not."</P> 
Oooo-kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844636 25688 1 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 8:44:38am  
 
Some of you lizards forgot about the LGF Prayer last night. Tsk 
tsk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844772 25689 6 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 9:24:54am  
 
neapoi: uh, I'm not admitting error here. I never claimed the photo was a fake. 
I've been saying it's genuine ever since Saturday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844828 25689 28 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 9:44:04am  
 
At the risk of repeating myself, it's not a fake. If you'd rather believe that 
it is, I can't stop you, obviously. But I've looked closely at it. It's not a 
fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844887 25689 61 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:07:02am  
 
Sure, people have a right to be skeptical, and yes, it's an unusual photo.</P> 
But it is not a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03844945 25689 77 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:25:42am  
 
It's not a fake. I ran some of the same tests victor_yugo mentioned, and some 
other tricks I use to detect fakes.</P> 
It's NOT a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844953 25689 81 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:27:53am  
 
The artifacts you see around the bomb are more evidence that it is NOT a fake. 
They appear in square patterns because that's how the JPEG algorithm compresses 
image data -- in square blocks. Those artifacts are exactly what you would 
expect to see at the boundaries of two very different colors and 
shapes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844956 25689 84 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:28:45am  
 
bobbyjoe: you're beginning to smell a lot like a troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03844983 25689 95 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:33:58am  
 
I did seriously examine the issues. It's not a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03845849 25689 154 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 3:49:25pm  
 
hebrewtoyou wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can understand that it is embarrassing to be caught claiming fauxtography when 
such is not the case, but at what point do we all start convincing ourselves to 
believe our lying eyes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Has nothing to do with being embarrassed; but I've done enough photography in my 
life, both digital and film, to know that these kinds of pictures are not 
impossible, or even improbable. I've gotten a few shots myself that some people 
might think were faked, by luck or by accident. When you shoot a lot of photos, 
it happens. And I don't think most realize how many photos these wire service 
guys take when they're on a scene. They're shooting probably hundreds of 
pictures in the space of a few minutes.</P> 
Modern pro digital cameras can easily capture detail on very fast moving 
objects, as several readers have pointed out.</P> 
To answer your question, I'll ask another: at what point are you looking so 
closely at something that you're seeing things that aren't there?</P> 
Something about trees and forests...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03845867 25689 155 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 3:57:17pm  
 
As for the tailfins, I can't make a judgment on that, it's outside my area of 
expertise. I'll take Jimmy Doolittle's word for it that the bomb might have been 
unstable without having the fins deployed.</P> 
But that still doesn't prove anything. It could have been tumbling, and the shot 
would still be possible. Reality doesn't always do what you'd expect -- and 
that's just a photograph of a split second.</P> 



I see a whole lot of assumptions being made here. We don't know what happened 
immediately before and after those two split seconds. We don't know the layout 
of the scene. And we don't know what kind of lens was used, and how much 
distortion and/or foreshortening might have taken place.</P> 
Maybe it WAS faked. I think it's highly doubtful, verging on certainty, but not 
100% certain. But if it's a photoshop, the evidence is not in those 
images.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03845959 25689 160 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 4:32:41pm  
 
The burden of proof is on those who claim it's a fake. If it's proven, I'll be 
glad to eat crow.</P> 
Ain't gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03845793 25693 86 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 3:19:45pm  
 
Note: I don't like the slurs toward females, either, and I've already deleted 
two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03846289 25697 22 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 6:21:06pm  
 
beblebrox wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Laudable idea, but let me play devil's advocate for a moment. would it make more 
sense to set up a straight cluster and load balance? I know the outages have 
reduced in number lately, but those hamsters have to be running their little 
legs off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'd be sorry for the little rodents if I weren't a heartless neocon Zionazi.</P> 
And the cluster solution is in the planning stages too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03846837 25697 75 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 10:19:26pm  
 
See? I knew we had some geeks around here. (Heh.)</P> 
Thanks all. The input is greatly appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03846167 25698 9 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 5:53:12pm  
 
I got pretty close to 3.782 minutes, I think. (Heh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03846301 25699 13 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 6:24:33pm  
 
Killgore Trout Stinks may stink, but he stated it correctly. The elites have put 
a hate-Israel motion on the table that's probably going to get voted down by the 
hoi polloi.</P> 
Still sucks, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03846799 25699 47 Charles Wed, May 30, 2007 9:48:54pm  
 
Sue Blackwell in Palestinian flag costume:</P> 



[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=15673_British_Academic_Insan
ity_Watch&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03848303 25704 103 Charles Thu, May 31, 2007 12:32:54pm  
 
Forget about the Reuters spin. Look at the facts; when Benedict downgraded that 
office he was making a powerful statement. When he restores it to prominence, 
that's also a statement. I agree with the first statement, and greatly disagree 
with the second.</P> 
This isn't bashing, it's disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03848589 25704 123 Charles Thu, May 31, 2007 1:48:29pm  
 
Yes, we will have to see what actually happens. I do see this as a concession, 
caused by the violent reactions to his earlier attempts to take a stronger 
stance toward Islam. If that turns out not to be the case, I'll be happy to eat 
crow. Nothing would make me happier, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03848136 25706 77 Charles Thu, May 31, 2007 11:41:59am  
 
Killgore: first -- there's no "support" for Vlaams Belang in that post; it's 
supposed to be an "odd news" type of thing, not "supporting" Vlaams Belang. 
That's abundantly clear from the tone of that entry.</P> 
Second -- as for the motivations of Filip Dewinter, from reading that Kos post, 
he's renounced his party's historic antisemitism. I didn't really follow the 
anonymous poster's argument, but apparently that's supposed to be a bad thing. I 
don't know if all of that other stuff is true or not; I didn't research the 
subject before posting that entry.</P> 
Third -- the credibility of someone who calls me "Chuckles" in an anonymous post 
is just a little in doubt. (That diary reads almost exactly like a post at the 
stalker's web site.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03848663 25709 176 Charles Thu, May 31, 2007 2:07:17pm  
 
lawhawk wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Expect the left to slam Hunter and anyone else who is running for the GOP 
candidacy for posting to LGF in a smear campaign. It's what they do. They'll 
bring out the smears and claims that because some posters (not Charles mind you) 
have expressed anti-Muslim or racist sentiments, that the candidates aren't 
worthy or need to distance themselves from LGF.</P> 
... just fair warning...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh, I know! In fact, I made sure to apprise the campaign of that before 
publishing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03849746 25713 27 Charles Fri, Jun 1, 2007 10:00:58am  
 
Yes, we had another series of brutal traffic spikes, just overwhelmed the web 
server.</P> 



All the changes I've made have helped (this is the first long outage this week) 
but until we move to a cluster setup (talks are underway), there's not much more 
I can do about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03849788 25713 56 Charles Fri, Jun 1, 2007 10:10:15am  
 
No, these don't seem to be deliberate attacks. We've just reached the point in 
our traffic where sudden surges can happen. It's teh chaotic, d00dz.</P> 
It's like thousands of people all trying to get through one door at the same 
time. The only solution is to build more doors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03849866 25714 8 Charles Fri, Jun 1, 2007 10:37:15am  
 
Maine's Michael: guess who gets blamed when you post that kind of 
stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03851963 25723 135 Charles Sat, Jun 2, 2007 10:11:49am  
 
See the update above for background on Jamaat al-Muslimeen...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03852700 25725 342 Charles Sat, Jun 2, 2007 3:17:46pm  
 
OK, everybody knock off the squabbling now.There are lots better things to do 
with your life than fight with anonymous strangers on the internet.</P> 
tangonine is having a timeout, and I'll start handing out others too if I have 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03854652 25725 406 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 11:42:08am  
 
As I mentioned, tangonine was given a timeout to cool off. His/her account is 
now unblocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03855658 25739 238 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 5:39:02pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03855667 25739 244 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 5:39:55pm  
 
Biden wins for "phoniest emotional outburst."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03855768 25739 334 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 5:59:00pm  
 
They're all going to bring peace in our time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03855774 25739 340 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 5:59:54pm  
 
New poll posted!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03855896 25740 82 Charles Sun, Jun 3, 2007 6:25:49pm  
 
They're doing post-debate interviews now, as if they were basketball players 
just off the court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03860965 25764 40 Charles Tue, Jun 5, 2007 4:15:31pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03861269 25765 5 Charles Tue, Jun 5, 2007 4:57:30pm  
 
He's getting the big ovations tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03861873 25767 12 Charles Tue, Jun 5, 2007 6:06:00pm  
 
stoker: the my.cnf file is bare bones. The RAM in the server could be a problem, 
but I've also tried setting the cache size from small to 
large...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03862216 25767 53 Charles Tue, Jun 5, 2007 7:22:16pm  
 
Thanks -- it's looking more like a RAM issue. I've tried several cache sizes and 
they all eventually exhibit the problem. We have 2G in the DB server and there 
isn't much working room. Probably time for that upgrade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03863436 25767 73 Charles Wed, Jun 6, 2007 8:52:31am  
 
basnata wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Also is it really necessary to have activex controls on the 
page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes -- there are some elements that use Ajax techniques (login, polls, right 
column newsfeeds).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03863464 25767 74 Charles Wed, Jun 6, 2007 8:58:43am  
 
Thanks all for the ideas and suggestions -- after digging into it some more 
(using some of the ideas above) I'm fairly sure it's a RAM issue causing the 
pileups.</P> 
I've also started caching some of the non-critical queries via cron jobs. The 
visitor/logged in counters are one example; if you watch you'll see that they 
update at one minute intervals.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03862251 25768 243 Charles Tue, Jun 5, 2007 7:30:48pm  
 
Oh brother ... check out <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php" target=_blank>the referrers page</A> to see a whole universe of 
Paulian seething...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03863953 25775 33 Charles Wed, Jun 6, 2007 10:58:25am  
 
Updated and clarified above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03869322 25796 52 Charles Fri, Jun 8, 2007 11:44:30am  
 
Elder: do you have any Javascript in your template from an outside source? 
That's the most likely culprit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03870975 25811 19 Charles Sat, Jun 9, 2007 9:05:35am  
 
That's right. Klein thinks Juan Cole is a credible source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03872089 25819 41 Charles Mon, Jun 11, 2007 12:21:02pm  
 
Jimmy the Clam and itellu3times: I'm liking the transaction theory. It makes 
sense because when the session manager goes into garbage collection mode it 
issues a series of rapid SELECT statements for session IDs by creation date.</P> 
Interesting problem - I switched this table to InnoDB to avoid the thrashing 
that sometimes happens in MyISAM tables with concurrent UPDATEs and SELECTs. But 
this makes it impossible to use the query cache.</P> 
What to do? Maybe I'll try switching it back to MyISAM and see if having the 
cache on alleviates the concurrency problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03872163 25819 90 Charles Mon, Jun 11, 2007 12:56:08pm  
 
I do have a test server, but it's not fully set up yet. But I just narrowed the 
problem down even more -- even with the session table in MyISAM format, the 
thrashing still happens when the query cache is on. So the problem isn't the 
InnoDB table -- it's got something to do with the query cache.</P> 
Could be a version thing. I'm not using the latest MySQL (5.x) on the production 
server -- it's 4.1.22.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03872434 25819 275 Charles Mon, Jun 11, 2007 3:10:38pm  
 
Killgore: it must have been a connectivity issue for some ISPs -- I've had no 
trouble getting to LGF all day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03872463 25819 297 Charles Mon, Jun 11, 2007 3:31:35pm  
 
I'm thinking of allowing logged-in commenters to delete their own posts. 
Opinions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03872766 25819 395 Charles Mon, Jun 11, 2007 5:24:02pm  
 
If I do add a self-delete feature, it would have a 10 or 15 minute time limit. 
About the possibility someone would leave a bunch of nasty posts then delete 
them, I don't really see that being a problem; a troll would get away with that 
tactic exactly once before having its account 86ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03876883 25839 93 Charles Wed, Jun 13, 2007 11:48:59am  
 
tfk: haven't you noticed yet that your posts with phone numbers are being 
deleted? We have a rule about that, and you've been around long enough to know. 
You're creating extra work every time you do it, and if you keep it up your 
account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03877366 25842 8 Charles Wed, Jun 13, 2007 2:47:10pm  
 
Yes, mostly a figurehead. But the message this sends is awful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03880747 25858 79 Charles Fri, Jun 15, 2007 9:23:54am  
 
I don't believe that the Palestinians in Gaza are just going to keep killing 
each other until they're gone. This orgy of violence is going to subside, and in 
its place we're going to have a brand new Islamic totalitarian 
state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03880779 25858 106 Charles Fri, Jun 15, 2007 9:33:26am  
 
OR: What would I have Bush do? For one, stop pressuring Israel to "make 
concessions" to the Palestinians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03881236 25862 77 Charles Fri, Jun 15, 2007 11:26:38am  
 
zombie: I can get to the site, but it's very slow. What did they say they 
fixed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03881309 25862 122 Charles Fri, Jun 15, 2007 11:47:37am  
 
zombie: keep in mind, if you're having a traffic spike there's probably nothing 
the host can do to improve things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03883620 25873 139 Charles Sat, Jun 16, 2007 11:05:04am  
 
See the update.</P> 
"Progressive Christians Uniting" are Troofers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03885607 25879 710 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 8:51:46am  
 
This discussion of traffic is ridiculous. Who cares?</P> 
If LGF's traffic declined to zero, I still would never let those people back 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03885790 25884 25 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 10:30:43am  
 



Interesting note: I noticed we had one visitor today from Reuters' Canary Wharf 
facility in London, unusual for a Sunday.</P> 
So I checked the stats to see where the visitor came from.</P> 
Our Reuters visitor was referred here by a link at a neo-Nazi web site:</P> 
coolkidsrebel.com/blog/syndication/?bdprssarchived ate=2007-05-
28</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03885822 25885 8 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 10:50:24am  
 
Those metal panels can be made into nice Qassam rockets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03885911 25886 19 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 11:25:42am  
 
zombie: can't say for sure that the person using that Reuters IP "likes" going 
to a neo-Nazi site. The only fact we know for sure is that he/she did click the 
LGF link on that page; it's certainly not a well-known or popular site, so it's 
very curious indeed that a Reuters employee is reading it.</P> 
See the added note above; the neo-Nazi is a big Ron Paul supporter and 
originally found us because of our Ron Paul posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03885956 25886 43 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 11:53:24am  
 
Anyone who clicks an LGF link at that site will now end up at the IDF's Hebrew-
language site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03886213 25886 94 Charles Sun, Jun 17, 2007 2:19:33pm  
 
Thor: I didn't mean that I couldn't ban referrers from the site -- I'm already 
doing that. But I can't stop them from putting links to LGF on their 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03888704 25896 170 Charles Mon, Jun 18, 2007 1:07:57pm  
 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25304_LGF_Polls_Making_a_Com
eback&amp;only" target=_blank>If you’re seeing the message that says “You have 
already voted,” and you haven’t, here’s why...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03889663 25902 161 Charles Mon, Jun 18, 2007 7:40:59pm  
 
jrdroll will now have a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03891448 25910 299 Charles Tue, Jun 19, 2007 12:27:21pm  
 
Andy in Agoura Hills: start your own blog if you want to post that kind of crap. 
Keep it up and your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03894672 25921 1 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 2:16:41pm  
 



Testing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03894735 25921 39 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 2:25:27pm  
 
ec marm: just testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03894775 25921 71 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 2:29:57pm  
 
vxbush: yeah, that's an interesting point about deleted comments. I'll have to 
ponder on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03894936 25921 209 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 2:48:39pm  
 
Actually, once I add comment posting to the system, it has the potential to make 
threads get <EM>really</EM> long.</P> 
At that point there would be no artificial limits imposed by the page 
loading...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895106 25921 361 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 3:21:18pm  
 
A tip: you can check for a new thread without a page reload by using the Ajax 
news feeds in the right sidebar -- LGF Front Page is one of the options. (It's 
not real time though, it's from the RSS feed.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895126 25921 380 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 3:23:51pm  
 
Another note: if it seems to just hang up for more than about 20 seconds, just 
reload the page. On rare occasions the database will take a long time to 
connect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895209 25921 459 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 3:39:55pm  
 
Wow. Comments sure are appearing faster, even without Ajax posting. More than 
400 in an hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895241 25921 491 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 3:45:23pm  
 
Fighting Back: not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895594 25922 67 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 5:27:50pm  
 
A tip: a neat way to use this new feature is to open each comment thread in its 
own tab, then use the button to keep up with several threads at once without 
ever reloading anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895654 25922 122 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 5:44:41pm  
 



I'm testing the new feature with the latest release versions of Safari and 
Firefox. Less concerned about Internet Explorer, but testing that one too.</P> 
And some people have asked about security -- I'm very aware of the issues and 
have implemented the fixes for all known Ajax vulnerabilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895656 25922 124 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 5:45:09pm  
 
Bearster: not a bug. A filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895672 25922 139 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 5:49:56pm  
 
JamesTKirk: hence, the aforementioned filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895674 25922 141 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 5:50:36pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895721 25922 187 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 6:03:51pm  
 
Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895844 25922 281 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 6:27:35pm  
 
If you're having problems, first try clearing your cache and reloading the page. 
Things are changing rapidly and that's the best way to keep up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895880 25923 51 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 6:34:25pm  
 
Clear the browser cache and reload the page if you're seeing the comments appear 
below the posting form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895887 25923 57 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 6:35:37pm  
 
OK, I see it. Will fix. Please stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03895989 25923 146 Charles Wed, Jun 20, 2007 6:57:01pm  
 
Fixed the mysterious bottoming out comments problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03897901 25929 33 Charles Thu, Jun 21, 2007 9:19:38am  
 
Paco: it's absolutely, definitely coming from Haaretz.</P> 
And I would never allow such an ad at LGF. If one of our advertisers ever tries 
to sneak something like that in here, they would be cancelled as fast as I could 
file the ticket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03899630 25940 41 Charles Thu, Jun 21, 2007 5:47:08pm  



 
Pastorius: you won't find me "matching that level of vitriol" on the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03899694 25940 77 Charles Thu, Jun 21, 2007 6:06:42pm  
 
ChenZhen: no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03901269 25948 34 Charles Fri, Jun 22, 2007 9:46:20am  
 
squarepeg wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wait a minute. King Philip expelled 300,000 people? And he managed this with all 
the technology available in 1609?</P> 
/very dissonant echo of "We can't deport a million illegal 
aliens!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The technology available in 1609 consisted mainly of violence and 
killing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03901666 25951 31 Charles Fri, Jun 22, 2007 11:22:48am  
 
No ... the comparison makes no sense if you assume "martyrs" means the victims 
of 9/11.</P> 
"Martyrs" is referring to the attackers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03903472 25961 63 Charles Fri, Jun 22, 2007 8:51:45pm  
 
A note: I am absolutely fed up with posts that advocate rounding up all Muslims 
and/or illegal aliens and putting them in camps, or that use bigoted language. I 
do not agree with this kind of crap, it drags the site down, and those comments 
are not welcome here.</P> 
I'm not going to take the heat for it any more -- I'm simply going to start 
blocking people who do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03905045 25971 16 Charles Sat, Jun 23, 2007 3:27:22pm  
 
Thanos: it's nothing original or earthshaking; Movable Type has had this feature 
forever. But it's new to the LGF system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03905064 25971 26 Charles Sat, Jun 23, 2007 3:36:55pm  
 
looking closely: yes -- for split posts, I'm planning to have a thumbnail image 
of some kind when appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907223 25987 176 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 4:12:34pm  
 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907512 25990 24 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 6:13:02pm  



 
Martyn Burke's comments were very clumsily edited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907558 25990 62 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 6:26:32pm  
 
The presentation of this show is very weird. I sense interference from 
management.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907561 25990 65 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 6:27:32pm  
 
On the other hand, this may be the first honest look at "honor killings" many 
Americans have seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907587 25990 86 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 6:34:34pm  
 
I hate that giant bee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03907589 25990 88 Charles Sun, Jun 24, 2007 6:35:00pm  
 
It has human eyes. That's just wrong. Very wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03908986 25992 70 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 8:14:20am  
 
Pass The Moonbaticide: yes, the 4-character limit is a recent 
requirement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03909002 25992 78 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 8:17:03am  
 
Almost 200 registrations already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03909331 25992 258 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 9:11:05am  
 
EC Marm: that appears to be some kind of bug in Firefox. It doesn't happen in 
other browsers, such as Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03909345 25992 263 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 9:14:20am  
 
We currently have almost 19,000 registered accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03910620 25992 358 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 1:57:59pm  
 
Corvinus: I've activated your account for you. And that little inadvertent 
backdoor you discovered is now closed and locked. Thanks for mentioning 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03909367 25993 143 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 9:17:34am  
 



Sharmuta: that person posted much more than "carpet bomb Gaza" -- in his first 
few posts, he made racist comments about Mexicans and Africans, called other 
users "morons," and dared me to ban him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03910060 25999 28 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 11:36:42am  
 
Josiah Stevenson: if you ever find someone who stalks, smears, lies about and 
libels moonbat blogs, please let me know. As far as I know, this kind of 
obsessive behavior is only directed at right-of-center bloggers and 
personalities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03910073 25999 33 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 11:40:56am  
 
And yes ... the LGF stalker's site is also hosted on Blogspot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03910149 25999 59 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 12:00:01pm  
 
legalbgl: as far as can tell, that 'Flag' button on Blogspot sites does 
absolutely nothing. It's probably sent straight to /dev/null.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03910648 25999 85 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 2:04:00pm  
 
Google's advertising revenue is most definitely NOT "tiny."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03919606 26001 164 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 8:08:50am  
 
^^^ This account is now blocked. I'm leaving the comment here to show 
why.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03911403 26005 163 Charles Mon, Jun 25, 2007 5:45:03pm  
 
Heh. I just noticed that this is the same spell checker Digg.com 
uses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914130 26018 25 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 2:35:21pm  
 
daughter of patriots: actually, Bush used "Islamofascist" in one speech (to my 
knowledge, may have been more than one), but he stopped doing it after CAIR went 
ballistic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914169 26018 48 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 2:42:27pm  
 
Anyone who posts threats will be instantly deleted and blocked from posting 
here. No discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914366 26018 196 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 3:40:20pm  
 



No phone numbers, please! Links to pages that have phone numbers are fine, but I 
do not want to be responsible for having out-of-date phone numbers posted at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914431 26018 251 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 4:03:38pm  
 
There's a small chance that Bush will call out some of the pro-jihad people 
tomorrow; if he does, I will certainly cover that, with great pleasure.</P> 
But I wouldn't bet cash dollars on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914544 26018 347 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 4:54:56pm  
 
suntory_boss: you do not share my opinion. There's a difference between 
criticism and idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914557 26018 359 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 4:57:58pm  
 
mama winger: suntory_boss is not part of LGF. He's been spewing that kind of 
nonsense for a long time.</P> 
Apparently, when I criticize something George Bush does, there are an awful lot 
of people standing around ready to yell, "I told you so."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914583 26018 381 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 5:02:29pm  
 
And by the way, when I feel Bush is making a big mistake, which I'm feeling 
quite often these days, I'm not going to censor myself just because the idiots 
will piss and moan.</P> 
Giving a speech at this Islamic Center is a huge mistake, unless it's a speech 
that includes serious criticism of their support for extremism. And the chances 
of that are very very slim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914598 26018 393 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 5:06:45pm  
 
rappmandu and zombie: that ad is about bicyclists afraid of getting "doored" -- 
when someone flings open a car door without looking.</P> 
I don't think it's a play on "Islamophobia" at all. I doubt they made that 
connection.</P> 
And in fact, it doesn't even make sense. Cyclists don't fear <EM>slamming</EM> 
doors, they fear <EM>opening</EM> doors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03914719 26018 481 Charles Tue, Jun 26, 2007 5:34:18pm  
 
Folks, you are wasting your time trying to "debate" with suntory_boss. I long 
ago gave up that sort of futile pursuit.</P> 
Logic does not work with people who arrived at their opinions through illogic. 
Never has, never will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03916040 26024 60 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:36:19am  
 



The problem with Flickr links is the @ symbol -- the autolinker thinks it's an 
email address.</P> 
You can get around this by replacing the @ symbol with: &amp;#64;</P> 
Like this: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/41423273@N00/sets/72157600504480551/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03917355 26034 24 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 1:18:33pm  
 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03917393 26034 47 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 1:23:40pm  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com/source/search/details_pop.aspx?iid=
74933082&amp;cdi=0" target=_blank>legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Washington, UNITED STATES: From left: Fran Townsend, Assistant to the President 
for Homeland Security and Counterterrorism, NSC Senior Director for European 
Affairs Judy Ansley, White House Chief of Staff Josh Bolten, and Under Secretary 
of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs Karen Hughes, attend the 
rededication ceremony of the Islamic Center of Washington during its 50th 
anniversary 27 June 2007 in Washington, DC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03917432 26034 76 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 1:29:39pm  
 
Ben Hur: that's not funny at all, and the only reason you weren't blocked for it 
is because you don't usually post things like that. But this is the only warning 
you'll get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03917515 26034 133 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 1:46:44pm  
 
I don't think John Bolton is in the running.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26020_Bolton-
_US_Is_Fiddling_While_Iran_Gets_Nuclear_Weapons&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03917600 26034 204 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 2:07:34pm  
 
ibrodsky: the entire existence of the OIC is based on a lie -- because the arson 
attack at the Al Aqsa Mosque was committed by an Australian 
Protestant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918380 26035 73 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 6:50:26pm  
 
EE: exactly. It's a form of "soft terrorism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918342 26037 24 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 6:38:44pm  
 
Cognito: why would you defend something like this?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03918364 26037 42 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 6:45:46pm  
 
Cognito: Right. Arab villages that haven't existed since 1948--which just 
happens to be the date of the establishment of Israel--were added to that page 
out of laziness. Or stupidity.</P> 
Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918391 26037 66 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 6:53:56pm  
 
Cognito: news flash: the internet did not exist in 1948.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918428 26037 99 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 7:05:58pm  
 
Cognito: misdirect much?</P> 
It's no better if they were added a "dozen years ago" (your invention) or 
yesterday. Someone added nonexistent Arab village names to the list for 
Israel.</P> 
Is it a wound? No. It's just another example of systemic bias. The kind of 
systemic bias you are obviously doing your best to obfuscate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918441 26037 110 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 7:09:07pm  
 
seven_stripes: propaganda is not a game of big victories. It's a game of inches. 
This is another inch.</P> 
And it's ludicrous to suggest this is due to "outdated sources." <EM>Sixty years 
out of date?</EM></P> 
You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918581 26037 238 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 7:54:43pm  
 
In these kinds of discussions, there always seems to be a point where I realize 
the other side isn't being honest.</P> 
I've reached that point now. Feel free to continue, Cognito.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918604 26037 260 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:01:59pm  
 
Of course, the only person who has used the word "conspiracies" in this thread 
is ... Cognito. Straw man alert.</P> 
But please do continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918657 26037 283 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:18:03pm  
 
Cognito: no, I don't think I'll play your dishonest game any more. I'm sure you 
realize that no one can answer the questions you asked except CNN themselves. 
This is getting ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918670 26037 289 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:21:40pm  
 



I'll be waiting with bated breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918688 26037 298 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:27:47pm  
 
Spare me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918707 26037 308 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 8:32:25pm  
 
You got me, Cognito. I hate facts. How could you tell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918935 26037 363 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 10:11:12pm  
 
Once again, Cognito, you're using words that no one else has written. "Jew-
haters" is entirely your invention, and "frothing" is a ridiculous 
exaggeration.</P> 
It's this kind of stuff that has convinced me that you're not being 
honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918939 26037 366 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 10:13:16pm  
 
NiceLass: the Arabic villages were there when I first wrote about this; CNN 
fixed the 'null' reference, but did nothing about the nonexistent Arab village 
names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03920883 26037 422 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 12:20:22pm  
 
I've updated the post with information from Cognito, who followed through on his 
promise to call CNN.</P> 
Thanks, Cognito. However, I'm still not happy about your characterizations of 
the reactions as "frothing," or the other straw men you've built in this 
topic.</P> 
Now we know that the source of the propaganda isn't CNN; but it doesn't change 
the fact this is pro-Arab propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922692 26037 430 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 8:40:15pm  
 
seven_stripes: the fact remains that CNN corrected their listing of "Jerusalem, 
null."</P> 
Not Accuweather. CNN controlled that listing, and corrected it in response to 
the outrage from LGF and other blogs like Israellycool.</P> 
That would not have happened if not for these posts. Sorry if that doesn't 
impress you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03918971 26041 6 Charles Wed, Jun 27, 2007 10:30:04pm  
 
Boogberg: it's at least 50 attacks since January 1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03920066 26045 9 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 9:25:44am  
 



Hint: see who was banned in the George Bush threads for posting 
threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03920098 26045 22 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 9:30:40am  
 
If you like the 'new comments' button, wait until I finish coding the Ajax 
comment posting script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03920252 26045 90 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 9:56:46am  
 
There is a way to see if a new thread has been posted without reloading the 
page: hit the 'Home' key to go to the top of the page, click Ajax News Feeds to 
jump back down to that section of the right sidebar, then select "LGF Front 
Page" from the list. If it's already selected, all you have to do is hit the 
'Reload" button.</P> 
It's not ideal, but it's also not very difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03920380 26045 166 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 10:26:08am  
 
Just for the sheer heck of it, I just checked our log to see how many visits 
were being referred by that LGF stalker's web site, in the past two days.</P> 
The answer: 14. And if I don't count duplicates from the same IP, the total goes 
down to -- 5.</P> 
The stalking business doesn't seem to be working out too well for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921012 26047 86 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 12:45:48pm  
 
buzzsawmonkey: I wish I could believe your arguments. I wish I could believe 
that Bush really did make a stand, and force the OIC to accept our envoy.</P> 
But:</P> 
1) they haven't accepted our envoy yet, and they may not, given the member 
states of the OIC, and there's no way we can force them to, and</P> 
2) I have no doubt that the signal this will send to the OIC (and the Islamic 
world in general) is that the US is a paper tiger, weak and foolish, and 
unwilling to face reality. Far from putting them on notice that we're watching 
them, this will further confirm their contempt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921142 26047 164 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 1:17:27pm  
 
There is going to be enormous pressure on Bush from CAIR/ISNA and other radical 
front groups -- not to mention the Saudis -- to appoint a Muslim of their 
choosing. And seeing appeaser Karen Hughes in such a prominent position at that 
speech yesterday, wearing a headscarf, is a good indicator of how that will turn 
out.</P> 
I hope I'm wrong. I hope he does appoint someone like Bolton--although I doubt 
it will be Bolton, because he's very disillusioned with the Bush administration 
too.</P> 
But I can't see it going that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921155 26047 172 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 1:21:38pm  



 
In case you missed it when I posted it Tuesday, this is John Bolton's current 
assessment of the Bush administration:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bolton lamented that the Bush administration today was “not the same” as a 
presumably more robust incarnation three years ago, because of what he said was 
now the State Department‘s overwhelming dominance of foreign policy.”</P> 
“The State Department has adopted the European view [on how to deal with Iran] 
and other voices have been sidelined,” he said. Secretary of State Condoleezza 
Rice “is overwhelmingly predominant on foreign 
policy.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921185 26047 191 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 1:27:49pm  
 
buzzsawmonkey: there are a lot of people behind the scenes who are doing just 
that. Not everyone in the Bush administration is pleased about this--not by a 
long shot.</P> 
In my opinion, the whole idea of sending a US envoy to the OIC is crazy, and 
there's no way it will ever achieve any benefit. On the contrary, it's going to 
embolden the jihadist enemy even further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921261 26047 246 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 1:42:57pm  
 
#232 saltmarsh: that confirms my worst suspicions. This is Karen Hughes' 
doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03921415 26048 13 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 2:23:26pm  
 
I'm an elbow man myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922085 26049 34 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 5:44:16pm  
 
rightwinger3 wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles - who's better Stanley Clarke or Jaco Pastorius?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, since Jaco's dead, the answer would have to be Stanley. But seriously, I 
never get into those kinds of arguments. "Better" is a completely subjective 
term; in this case, both of them are more than adequate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922092 26049 37 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 5:46:01pm  
 
Since I knew both of them, though, I can tell you that Stanley is definitely a 
nicer guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922222 26049 74 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 6:15:41pm  
 
murqtaad: I think you read my mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922231 26049 79 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 6:17:42pm  
 



Cattt: that's me all right, keeping up with that speedy SOB. Every concert was 
like running a marathon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922264 26050 71 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 6:25:16pm  
 
This vote was probably a direct result of the earlier vote against cloture on 
the immigration bill.</P> 
The massive public outcry may have shocked some of these career politicians into 
consciousness.</P> 
However brief it may be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922272 26050 76 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 6:27:47pm  
 
arf: yes, technically, you are correct sir. But with a margin like this, it's 
fair to use the word "history."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922492 26052 2 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:28:35pm  
 
I guess that wasn't very fair and balanced of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922509 26052 8 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:32:42pm  
 
It was on PBS, and it's already over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922515 26052 11 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:33:43pm  
 
Blink and you missed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922521 26052 15 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:34:58pm  
 
Politics is getting really weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922532 26052 21 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:38:10pm  
 
Killgore: the Kidz have a couple of threads. But even they seem 
disinterested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922564 26052 39 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 7:50:09pm  
 
New poll up!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922651 26052 91 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 8:23:21pm  
 
I'd just like to say that Dick Morris makes me sick.</P> 
Thank you for listening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03922891 26054 6 Charles Thu, Jun 28, 2007 10:19:53pm  



 
Not a single word about either of these votes on the front page of Daily Kos. 
The silence is deafening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03925561 26062 169 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 12:56:44pm  
 
Fox News is now promoting the "poverty causes terrorism" line of complete 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926405 26067 11 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 5:10:27pm  
 
I searched, but there's apparently nothing on this from any other 
source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926537 26068 6 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 6:05:24pm  
 
Nope. Not live. Maybe by Sunday, but I'm not promising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926648 26068 91 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 6:41:32pm  
 
Pablo is definitely one of the good guys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926958 26068 215 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:21:37pm  
 
Malatrope: it has crossed my mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926903 26069 110 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:03:44pm  
 
Notice that Colmes repeated the Muslim Council of Britain's weasely propaganda 
statement.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mcb.org.uk/article_detail.php?article=announcement-
655" target=_blank>www.mcb.org.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926931 26069 137 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:13:56pm  
 
Within the next day or two, you can expect a press release from the Muslim 
Council of Britain stating that Britain's foreign policy is the root cause of 
this attempted mass murder attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926940 26069 144 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:15:57pm  
 
...And if Britain doesn't change that foreign policy, they can expect more of 
the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03926971 26069 162 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:24:29pm  
 
Killgore: I'm starting to really hate being right all the time.</P> 
Heh. Sort of.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03927215 26069 220 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 10:00:32pm  
 
Deporting "the whole shitload" is never going to happen. And by posting that 
crap here, you only make yourself look nuts.</P> 
But don't let that stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03927000 26070 9 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:35:21pm  
 
Float like a butterfly, sting like a bee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03927061 26070 44 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 8:53:45pm  
 
tommoon: never underestimate the power of stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03927083 26070 57 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 9:00:23pm  
 
Wow. The Kos moron who posted that 'Crock of Crap' insanity is going to be on 
Keith Olbermann's show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03927128 26070 93 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 9:16:19pm  
 
I can't watch Olbermann. I like my plasma TV too much, and I don't want to go 
Elvis on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03927186 26070 140 Charles Fri, Jun 29, 2007 9:44:38pm  
 
That Kos Kid nitwit who posted the 'Crock of Crap' diary WAS Larry Johnson. I 
didn't even notice until now. "L C Johnson."</P> 
I think I want to change my name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928135 26071 324 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 9:53:48am  
 
Nam Grunt: if you don't watch it, you're going to get banned. I don't want 
comments like "they're all stupid, all of them" on my blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928168 26071 339 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:00:26am  
 
It's not about other posters, Nam Grunt. It's about your bigoted 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928173 26071 342 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:00:59am  
 
And I'm tired of deleting them. This is the last warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928190 26071 350 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:03:16am  
 



mama winger: I don't care what a great guy he is. I don't want bigoted comments 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928205 26071 358 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:04:52am  
 
#351 Egfrow: and that's what he did. More than once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928212 26071 363 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:06:08am  
 
mama winger: I'm keeping track of deleted comments, and I'm not making anything 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928250 26071 380 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:12:27am  
 
Look, I'm not going to repost what he wrote. But it had nothing to do with other 
posters, or France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928290 26071 398 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:21:54am  
 
Odinist: there is no other way to read the deleted comment. And that's my last 
word on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928328 26071 409 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:28:12am  
 
I'm beginning to get seriously annoyed.</P> 
cdn.infidel: one more comment like that and you're out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928439 26074 37 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:51:13am  
 
New thread -- another airport has been closed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928465 26075 11 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 10:54:43am  
 
Correction: it's in northwest England...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928672 26075 158 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 11:29:18am  
 
Update above: the burned terrorist was wearing a vest, possibly 
explosive...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03928888 26075 339 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 12:19:14pm  
 
British threat level has been raised to "Critical."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03929406 26075 810 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 2:35:04pm  
 
New thread posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03929675 26078 31 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 3:36:07pm  
 
s_d: yes, we had that this morning -- reports were that it was taken out and 
blown up in a "controlled explosion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930097 26078 423 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 5:40:33pm  
 
New thread posted...</P> 
<STRONG>IMPORTANT NOTE</STRONG> for any of you who are using the 'new comments' 
button: you should reload the page with your browser's reload button now, 
because a new feature is about to go live and if you don't reload the page you 
may see some odd results if you click the button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930100 26079 3 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 5:40:56pm  
 
<STRONG>IMPORTANT NOTE</STRONG> for any of you who are using the 'new comments' 
button: you should reload the page with your browser's reload button now, 
because a new feature is about to go live and if you don't reload the page you 
may see some odd results if you click the button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930178 26080 18 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 5:56:39pm  
 
If you see errors or anything odd, reload your page. I'm still tweaking things 
and it may be necessary to reload again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930217 26080 44 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 6:04:28pm  
 
The next modification will be a foolproof way to prevent people from posting 
"F1rs+!"</P> 
/kidding, kinda</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930267 26080 79 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 6:18:19pm  
 
There's one idea I keep wrestling with: threaded comments. Not the 
implementation (which isn't too difficult) but the useability. I haven't seen 
any threaded system yet that beats a time-based consecutive system (including 
Digg's redesigned one-level-deep system).</P> 
But the consecutive design has the big disadvantage that the larger it gets, the 
more difficult it is to follow for new readers. Who has time for the mental 
investment?</P> 
The solution remains elusive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930300 26080 104 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 6:26:14pm  
 
The other big disadvantage of consecutive non-paginated comments is that they 
are more taxing on server resources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930306 26080 109 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 6:27:39pm  



 
(Which means, in the long run, my wallet.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03930400 26081 3 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 6:51:09pm  
 
I see you clicking those buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03931211 26085 18 Charles Sat, Jun 30, 2007 11:05:11pm  
 
I sure hope there isn't another attack in Britain tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932081 26088 22 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 10:39:24am  
 
I don't think that's a water hose. They were Macing him. It's probably the only 
weapon airport security is allowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932102 26088 39 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 10:44:55am  
 
I'm not just speculating. I read that in one article -- security personnel used 
quite a lot of Mace (or whatever it's called in Britain) but it didn't stop him. 
They finally had to tackle him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932151 26088 81 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 10:59:08am  
 
Yeah, could be a fire extinguisher.</P> 
The point about the Mace though, is that security tried to take him down with 
something like that simply because they couldn't shoot him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932297 26088 212 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 11:37:50am  
 
Latest Ajax enhancement -- when you click the 'new comments' button, my entry at 
the top of the thread is now also updated, so any new additions to a post will 
be immediately visible if you're keeping track without refreshing the whole 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932307 26088 221 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 11:41:38am  
 
If you're seeing 'undefined' you need to reload the page to get the latest 
Javascript in place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932315 26088 227 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 11:44:51am  
 
Another correction just made: I removed the BBC photo; it was actually an 
investigator on the pavement in that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932370 26089 10 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 12:06:51pm  
 



Live preview's problematic, because there are some features of LGF's comments 
that require back-end processing with PHP. The Javascript code to implement the 
type you see on that site is actually very simple -- but making it show an exact 
preview of LGF comments, with automatic URL formatting, etc., isn't too simple 
at all.</P> 
It's something to look at for the future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932589 26090 115 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 1:40:54pm  
 
Killgore: that one's hysterical!</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/7/1/12326/25667" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P> 
Geopolitical analysis, from the viewpoint of first period math 
class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932643 26090 157 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 2:04:06pm  
 
ChenZhen: the problem with the phrase "go after Osama bin Laden" is that it's a 
meaningless parrot squawk. There's nothing that America could actually 
<EM>do</EM> to go after Osama that the left would support.</P> 
And by the way, I think he's been dead for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03932654 26090 167 Charles Sun, Jul 1, 2007 2:07:04pm  
 
I could see the Kos Kidz getting totally behind an invasion of Pakistan, 
couldn't you?</P> 
And after that, Saudi Arabia!</P> 
Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03935304 26098 130 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 10:30:40am  
 
Salman will be fine. He's a chick magnet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03935647 26100 49 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 11:41:34am  
 
The article linked above says they're pulverizing it to prevent parts from 
getting into the hands of the bad guys...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03936046 26101 146 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 12:50:53pm  
 
Yes, btw, I am moving the 'new comments' and 'show links' buttons around to 
organize those tools and reduce the clutter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03936346 26103 11 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 2:17:13pm  
 
Yes, hitting 'new comments' does interrupt the video now, because it also 
redisplays the top post, to allow you to see updates and such.</P> 
Before that last feature was added, the top post wasn't touched, so the video 
would continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03936465 26104 12 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 2:49:57pm  
 
Libby's conviction stays in place, two years of probation, pays the 
fine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03936540 26105 11 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 3:02:42pm  
 
Notice the smiley face after 'if they are muslim'...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937200 26106 390 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 5:12:34pm  
 
Those little 'reply' links simply insert the comment number and author name of 
that comment into the posting form at the bottom of the page...</P> 
No dreaded threading or anything like that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937244 26106 430 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 5:20:11pm  
 
Clear browser cache and reload if it isn't working.</P> 
Which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937268 26106 450 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 5:23:19pm  
 
Looks like another one of those IE things. Works in everything 
else...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937313 26106 486 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 5:33:15pm  
 
Reload the page and try again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937534 26107 127 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 6:11:24pm  
 
If it stopped working, reload your page, grasshopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937567 26108 17 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 6:15:51pm  
 
#7 christheprofessor: if you really want to get pedantic, it should be, "to whom 
you're replying."</P> 
But sometimes prepositions want to dangle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937785 26108 159 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 6:53:24pm  
 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03937897 26108 242 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 7:11:48pm  
 
Show links page is fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
03937903 26108 247 Charles Mon, Jul 2, 2007 7:12:51pm  
 
zombie: the link lets people go see the comment it's replying 
to...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03939868 26112 68 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 11:19:05am  
 
shoeless: deleted your post to avoid spreading misinformation...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940093 26112 102 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 12:17:41pm  
 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940157 26114 9 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 12:32:29pm  
 
ZY: yep, logging in alone doesn't display the links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940169 26114 15 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 12:33:48pm  
 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940354 26114 102 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 1:08:37pm  
 
RTLM: if that happens, just refresh the page and it should be OK from then 
on.</P> 
The 'reply' links at bottom right only appear if you're logged in. So if you've 
been reading the page before logging in, only the 'new comments' will have the 
link. Refresh the page and they'll all be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940557 26114 151 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 1:43:06pm  
 
I've been working on setting the cursor after inserting the link, but moving the 
cursor in a textarea is surprisingly difficult to do with 
Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940854 26114 159 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 2:50:09pm  
 
<EM>re:</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940864 26114 160 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 2:52:42pm  
 
For some weird reason, it doesn't want to go two lines down. Even though the 
second line feed is there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03940922 26114 161 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 3:03:39pm  
 



Not wanting to go two lines down is a bug in Safari -- it works correctly in 
Firefox...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03941208 26114 168 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 4:12:10pm  
 
Reload your browser, folks. There's a new version, now includes quoted 
comment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03941217 26117 251 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 4:13:41pm  
 
Time to reload the page with your browser's 'Reload' button again -- the reply 
feature has been moved into the comment's top bar, and it now includes the 
comment it's replying to, in a blockquote...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03942210 26120 205 Charles Tue, Jul 3, 2007 8:13:57pm  
 
Worse than I could have imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03944885 26134 73 Charles Wed, Jul 4, 2007 6:41:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #63 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not sure what it is about this year, but an unusually large number of my 
neighbors are celebrating with seemingly ample supplies of fireworks this 
year.</P> 
They are actually putting on quite a good show... the funny thing is, I'm in 
Massachusetts, and fireworks are illegal here :)</P> 
<I><B>&nbsp;</B><B>&nbsp;</B><B>&nbsp;</B><B>&nbsp;</B><B>&nbsp;&nbsp;</B><B>&nb
sp;&nbsp;</B><B>&nbsp;&nbsp;</B>&nbsp;</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03944891 26134 78 Charles Wed, Jul 4, 2007 6:43:16pm  
 
Heh. Yep, that little flag CSS hack isn't compatible with the quoting 
feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03944905 26134 91 Charles Wed, Jul 4, 2007 6:47:19pm  
 
I know those CSS hacks are cute, by the way, but I've been seriously considering 
disallowing them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03945377 26135 80 Charles Wed, Jul 4, 2007 11:11:52pm  
 
Sorry folks -- I cannot guarantee that CSS hacks like the flag symbol will 
always work, as I continue revamping the commenting module.</P> 
There's a good chance that the whole trick of using 'style' attributes is going 
to go away soon. There's too much potential for abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947022 26139 24 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 12:53:29pm  



 
<EM>re: #20 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Folks, what do you think of this suggestion:Make the previewed text appear ABOVE 
the preview box, so that it's visible basically instantaneously 
<EM><STRONG>without having to scroll down to see it</STRONG>.</EM>Would this 
idea be an improvement, or just pointless fiddling?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Tried that -- but it pushes the form down and that's kind of annoying if you're 
working on a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947075 26139 65 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 1:05:09pm  
 
You'd be amazed at how much processing has to take place when a comment is 
posted--just to make sure it doesn't have any bad HTML code, bad words, too-long 
words, annoying repetitions, 'first!' posts, bad karma, etc. 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947119 26139 90 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 1:15:13pm  
 
Reload the page and there are now keyboard equivalents for the formatting 
links.</P> 
On the Mac you hold the Control key while typing the key (not command).</P> 
Strike: -Bold: bItalic: iQuote: 'Link: l (that's an L, not a 
one)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947231 26139 180 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 1:42:55pm  
 
Ah, ampersand! Of course. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947253 26139 201 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 1:47:21pm  
 
Reload and you'll see that the &amp; bug is fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947265 26139 212 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 1:49:19pm  
 
If you start a comment with the &lt; symbol, it produces one of those blank 
comments because the parser think everything after the &lt; symbol is an HTML 
tag it needs to strip out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947367 26139 275 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 2:19:00pm  
 
I've set up our HTML Tidy parser to strip out 'style' attributes from the 
allowed HTML tags in comments, just to see how that goes for a while. As CSS 
gets more powerful, it's not totally secure to allow those attributes. There are 
ways to exploit CSS, which I won't go into.</P> 
Yep, that means the fancy colored text and the stripey flags won't be 
possible...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947374 26139 277 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 2:25:12pm  
 



There's nothing I can do about cutting and pasting garbage characters, by the 
way... you should try a different browser and see if the problem goes 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947397 26139 287 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 2:36:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #282 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #265 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
I am so sorry. I had to do something and realized when I came back the code was 
invisible.</P> 
&lt; br /&gt;&lt; i style="font-style: normal; color: RED"&gt;</P> 
Change RED to #F0F0F0</P> 
See if that works for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
To repeat my post <EM>#275</EM>:</P> 
I've set up our HTML Tidy parser to strip out 'style' attributes from the 
allowed HTML tags in comments, just to see how that goes for a while. As CSS 
gets more powerful, it's not totally secure to allow those attributes. There are 
ways to exploit CSS, which I won't go into.</P> 
Yep, that means the fancy colored text and the stripey flags won't be 
possible...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947434 26139 304 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 2:50:10pm  
 
I knew this was gonna hit you hard, Ed, but it's gotta be. CSS code in comments 
is a security hole waiting to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947518 26141 11 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 3:26:02pm  
 
Yeah, refresh the page and get rid of all those. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947824 26141 200 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 4:53:08pm  
 
Line breaks inside quoted comments should now behave in the expected way, with 
complete obedience.</P> 
If you look through this thread you'll see some quoted comments that have all 
their line breaks stripped out so that sentences run together.</P> 
Now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947932 26143 5 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:30:21pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947951 26143 15 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:34:30pm  
 
Perhaps we should say a prayer tonight for the LGF Prayer, which had long since 
lost its humorous 'edge' and become stale, and nobody ever read it anyway...</P> 
RIP, LGF Prayer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03947957 26143 19 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:35:49pm  



 
And also, it was getting in the way of the new preview feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948007 26143 52 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:43:43pm  
 
Sooner or later, if you're on the internet in any way, you will encounter the 
Ron Paul Horde. It's never pretty and it's never brief. They remember their 
enemies and absorb their friends. They are truly frightening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948050 26143 88 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:49:35pm  
 
I hope any trolls among these hatchlings realize by now that they're being 
watched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948089 26143 118 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:56:02pm  
 
Lots of .edu domains in that little window. Could be good, could be Ron 
Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948094 26143 121 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 5:56:46pm  
 
Yes, I'm opening more because the back-end system is more efficient and 
reliable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948136 26143 158 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 6:04:08pm  
 
Kinda sucks that I have to be suspicious of .edu domains. But there you have 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03948295 26143 276 Charles Thu, Jul 5, 2007 6:44:05pm  
 
Carridine: proselytizing for Baha'i is best done at your own site. I think we've 
had this conversation before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950076 26150 79 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 9:38:28am  
 
The part about the kid may or may not be a sort of Iraqi urban legend. There was 
another report of something like this, from a Christian missionary group, that 
couldn't be verified.</P> 
But if you follow the second link in the post, you'll see plenty of photographic 
evidence that suggests it may not be false. They certainly did wipe out entire 
families.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950743 26152 9 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 12:47:02pm  
 
Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950780 26152 25 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 12:52:19pm  



 
Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950902 26152 102 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:13:25pm  
 
And another...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950954 26152 137 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:22:23pm  
 
Yet again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03950960 26152 140 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:23:31pm  
 
Dum diddley dee...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951060 26152 214 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:43:15pm  
 
Another test, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951061 26152 215 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:43:28pm  
 
Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951062 26152 216 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:43:43pm  
 
Get ready for overdrive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951078 26152 228 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:45:47pm  
 
Almost ready for prime time, folks. Gotta add the little niceties.</P> 
But this really is wicked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951089 26152 237 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:47:23pm  
 
Wow. Just wow. This completely changes commenting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951093 26152 239 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:47:40pm  
 
Hey hey! Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951126 26152 266 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 1:52:46pm  
 
I'll post a new thread when it's released. I'm really excited about this; it's a 
quantum leap in ... something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951227 26152 349 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:11:25pm  



 
Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951240 26152 361 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:15:05pm  
 
The torture never stops...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951241 26152 362 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:15:17pm  
 
Oh yeah...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951244 26152 365 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:15:23pm  
 
Tell me about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951245 26152 366 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:15:32pm  
 
This is silly fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951250 26152 370 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:16:59pm  
 
Soon everyone will be spamming the thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951252 26152 372 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:17:09pm  
 
Post as fast as you can type...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951255 26152 375 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:17:35pm  
 
Wowie zowie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951260 26152 380 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:18:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #374 turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, I notice the increase in speed.</P> 
Or is this just my imagination?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's your imagination. The new edition isn't released yet. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951263 26152 383 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:18:43pm  
 
I'm using it. Just me. Hahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951269 26152 388 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:19:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #357 saywhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<EM>re: #196 FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It is interesting to note that the failed London bombings occured on 
the anniversary of the <A href="http://www.answers.com/topic/battle-of-inab" 
target=_blank>Battle Of Inab</A>, in which Nur ad-din became an Islamic hero by 
defeating Raymond Of Antioch. He was inspired by <A 
href="http://www.answers.com/topic/saladin" target=_blank>Saladin</A>, another 
Islamic hero.</BLOCKQUOTE>Good catch. Good to know.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just testing a quoted comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951275 26152 392 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:19:45pm  
 
Dang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951277 26152 394 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:19:55pm  
 
This is completely ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951278 26152 395 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:20:03pm  
 
In a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951301 26152 416 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:22:24pm  
 
Testing one more little tweak...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951313 26152 428 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:24:17pm  
 
Tweaky tweak...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951325 26152 440 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:25:43pm  
 
Need for speed agreed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951445 26152 546 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:43:54pm  
 
New thread posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951452 26153 4 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:45:08pm  
 
Seems to work adequately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951483 26153 30 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:47:18pm  
 
Bwa. Bwa ha! Bwahahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951516 26153 60 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:49:14pm  
 



Smell the majesty!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951535 26153 77 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 2:50:46pm  
 
I see the future ... more open threads ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951782 26153 292 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:10:28pm  
 
Great googly moogly.</P> 
If you see anything go all whack, reload the page. I'm still tweaking as I see 
it get used...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951909 26153 415 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:22:34pm  
 
Reload NOW!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951914 26153 420 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:23:06pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951936 26153 441 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:27:31pm  
 
again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951939 26153 444 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:27:50pm  
 
OK, the hang up is fixed... Reload, reload, reload...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951960 26153 463 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:29:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #445 JenBee</EM></P> 
It's a fluid experience right now. Get used to hitting the browser refresh 
button until the bugs are out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03951995 26153 496 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:31:13pm  
 
When in doubt, reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952086 26153 581 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:39:36pm  
 
Reload again, folks! Fixing the comment number mismatches...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952103 26153 598 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:41:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #586 coquimbojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Why do I get an undefined message when I hit the new comments button and 
sometimes have to hit the post button more than once?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>Reload! Reload!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952124 26153 619 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:42:57pm  
 
NOTE!</P> 
I'm changing things a lot and you're going to see that kind of stuff for a 
little bit. If you see 'undefined' or the post button hangs up, just hit your 
browser's reload button.</P> 
Reload, I say! Reload!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952169 26153 664 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 3:46:12pm  
 
Did somebody say, "Reload?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952334 26153 797 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:00:38pm  
 
I suspect it's having a major impact on the overall site as people go nuts at 
first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952359 26154 43 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:02:16pm  
 
Yeah, we had a little hamster hiccup, but it seems to be working again.</P> 
Could be the stress from lizards going nuts with the Ajax 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952425 26154 84 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:07:11pm  
 
If you see 'undefined' -- Reload!</P> 
Reload!Reload!You can't go wrong by reloading!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952447 26154 101 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:10:00pm  
 
Still having some little trouble with the numbering. Next up on the debugging 
list.</P> 
But I'll just leave it running for now since it's working great apart from 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952502 26154 147 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:14:32pm  
 
OK -- I see where one of the problems is -- if posts come in at exactly the same 
second, sometimes the 'new comments' code gets confused. That can be 
fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952546 26154 183 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:21:27pm  
 
No comments have been deleted. There's a bug causing that. I'm working on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03952711 26154 298 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:44:31pm  
 
I know about the numbers... see my post above.</P> 
I'm trying something now that ought to fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952779 26154 340 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 4:54:52pm  
 
The post number problem is a real bear. It happens because those numbers aren't 
really related to the comment's actual position in the database.</P> 
This is one of those things that's surprisingly difficult to do in a relational 
database. Still trying different things; the MySQL timestamp is only accurate to 
the second, so there are often posts with the same timestamp, and that can't be 
used reliably to get a post's relative order. When two posts have the same 
timestamp, doing a query for all comments after a certain time yields 
unpredictable results. I hope that's sufficiently geeky for everyone.</P> 
If any DB wonks have an idea feel free to suggest away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952862 26154 410 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:11:41pm  
 
<EM>re: #375 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #340 Charles</EM></P> 
In SQL Server there is a TIMESTAMP datatype which is distinct from DATETIME. 
TIMESTAMP is used to indicate relative order of rows which are inserted in a 
high-volume setting.</P> 
DATETIME in SQL Server is accurate to 3.33 milliseconds. This is OK for most 
stuff, but not everything. MySQL is only accurate to 1,000 ms? That's sorta 
lame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yeah, MySQL doesn't go into millisecond territory. I may have to use a BIGINT 
and save my own finer resolution time stamp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952881 26154 422 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:16:14pm  
 
I'm going to hold off on trying a fix for this numbering problem, because it's 
going to need a change to the database table and that could take a little while. 
I may take the site offline a bit later this evening to do this and some other 
maintenance work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952891 26154 429 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:19:09pm  
 
Lee: hmm -- add the username to the ORDER BY clause. That could work. I'll give 
it a try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952894 26154 430 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:22:01pm  
 
Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952902 26154 437 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:25:58pm  
 



<EM>re: #427 Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #340 Charles</EM> I forget. Are you running on a UNIX 
platform?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Linux. Red Hat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03952913 26154 447 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 5:29:11pm  
 
I'm beginning to think that our consecutive comment numbering system needs 
another look. Could be time to abandon trying to impose that artificial order -- 
it's a relic of the flat file days, when comments really were stored in 
consecutive order.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03953361 26158 1 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 6:23:57pm  
 
Check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03953502 26159 2 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 6:35:04pm  
 
Finally fixed the 'undefined' when showing new comment on a new thread.</P> 
Heh. Bwa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03953803 26159 258 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 7:04:49pm  
 
We're about to crack the 5,000-comment mark for today...</P> 
And we're getting close to 4 million comments total.</P> 
Gah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03953811 26159 266 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 7:06:06pm  
 
Pluses are on the to-do list...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03954367 26160 384 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 7:58:19pm  
 
Testing%20the%20 %20symbol...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03955340 26161 67 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 9:39:48pm  
 
Testing the + character...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03955374 26161 90 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 9:42:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #80 Krampus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, the plus character doesn't work</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it does, if you...</P> 
Reload!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03955966 26161 503 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 10:30:02pm  
 
This must be the seventh time I've posted this -- thanks for reporting it, but I 
know about the numbering problems!</P> 
I have an idea to fix it, and should have an update this 
weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03956106 26162 4 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 10:49:09pm  
 
This really is something else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03956135 26162 16 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 10:52:25pm  
 
The counters refresh at one-minute intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03956139 26162 18 Charles Fri, Jul 6, 2007 10:53:00pm  
 
If you're just using the Ajax buttons, by the way, you won't see the counters 
change until you refresh the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957280 26164 45 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 9:21:24am  
 
I'm trying a different SQL query that may fix the screwy post numbering and 
duplicate posts.</P> 
You may want to ... reload!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957383 26165 33 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 9:36:00am  
 
Just so you guys know -- those numbering errors and duplicates were caused when 
more than one comment had the same timestamp. Which the Ajax system makes a much 
more likely occurrence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957398 26165 40 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 9:37:53am  
 
So to fix it, I changed the query to return all comments <STRONG>after</STRONG> 
the last posted time, <STRONG>or</STRONG> all comments <STRONG>equal</STRONG> to 
the last time but with a different ID number.</P> 
Whew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957462 26165 87 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 9:48:11am  
 
This code definitely eliminates the duplicates.</P> 
Numbering can still potentially be off -- depending on the exact moment when 
your browser requests the new comments.</P> 
If you look back at the posts that are identified here as having wrong numbers, 
in every case there's a post either before or after with the same 
timestamp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957488 26165 104 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 9:53:25am  



 
wrenchwench: I have a post about that almost done...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957758 26165 200 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 10:35:18am  
 
I believe I've fixed the post ordering problem now; the solution was to add the 
primary index ID to the 'ORDER BY' clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957904 26169 31 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:08:51am  
 
Notice that almost all the photos on the wires and BBC are closeups, so you 
can't judge the size of the crowd. The only long shot I could find is the one 
above, and that one is tightly cropped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03957978 26169 61 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:28:06am  
 
<EM>re: #51 Iron Fist</EM></P> 
Comments aren't actually getting posted twice. But there's still a glitch when 
two posts have the same timestamp. Notice that Resistance Girl's post right 
after yours has the same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958011 26169 75 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:37:38am  
 
If the 'new comments' button hangs up, just reload the page. I'm tweaking things 
behind the curtain again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958032 26170 2 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:43:40am  
 
I'm trying a different approach to display new comments. Instead of using the 
timestamp, I'm using the primary index of the comment in the table.</P> 
Normally this wouldn't be a good idea, because that index is not guaranteed to 
be consecutive. But our system never actually deletes a comment's table row, 
even if it's deleted from view, so the auto-incrementing index should provide a 
solution to the numbering and display problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958051 26170 9 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:46:58am  
 
Just ignore any test comments from me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958056 26170 10 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:47:20am  
 
Diddley dee...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958058 26170 11 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:47:38am  
 
Whoomp dere it is...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958063 26170 13 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:48:09am  



 
Gotta get into it before you get out of it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958071 26170 18 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:49:40am  
 
Trunk monkey says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958079 26170 21 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:50:38am  
 
I think 'So?' proved last night that you can dump an amazing amount of spam very 
quickly if you have an account. (And nearly got banned in the 
process...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958104 26170 29 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:57:42am  
 
To get even more technical, the primary index isn't even guaranteed to be 
related to the time of the comment, if that table has a lot of inserts and 
deletes. If you delete a row, that index could be reused at some unpredictable 
time by MySQL.</P> 
I'm glad that when I designed the system I set things up so that rows are never 
physically deleted from the comments table. That decision pays off now, because 
even though the IDs aren't necessarily consecutive (because comments are being 
posted in more than one thread at a time), the numbers are always in increasing 
order.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958112 26170 35 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 11:58:28am  
 
Use &amp;copy; for the copyright symbol...</P> 
©</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958139 26170 46 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:02:17pm  
 
So far the comment numbers seem to be staying in sync in this thread... fingers 
crossed ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958241 26170 88 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:20:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #83 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
Checking to see if anyone sees a glitch here -- #83 and #84 were posted at the 
same second...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958254 26170 91 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:22:12pm  
 
Jammie - Mandy - everything OK for you guys after posting those comments? No 
duplicates or reversed order?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958301 26170 110 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:28:07pm  
 



If anyone's interested, here's a list of HTML character entities that can be 
used to enter special characters like the copyright symbol and European 
characters with umlauts, etc.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://htmlhelp.com/reference/html40/entities/latin1.html" 
target=_blank>htmlhelp.com...</A>]</P> 
All these entities will work at LGF. It's much better to use these than to paste 
in the raw characters, if you can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958309 26170 114 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:28:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #109 carefulnow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What happened to the reply quote thingies?(Don't make me read the whole 
thread.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
let me guess -- you just logged in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958333 26170 125 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:32:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #117 Max Darkside</EM></P> 
Yep, that's one of those little things that worked fine with the old-style 
comment posting, but became an obvious problem when the Ajax code was launched 
and speed increased radically. I do believe it's working correctly now, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958358 26170 135 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:36:50pm  
 
Actually, when I realized I could just use the primary index, it was a slap-the-
forehead moment.</P> 
I was thinking of adding a column to save a microsecond-based timestamp, which 
would probably have taken more than an hour to do (with the size of the table), 
and involved some special-case coding to handle older comments without the finer 
timestamp.</P> 
This is much better. Even made the query simpler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958481 26171 20 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 12:56:47pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958893 26171 185 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 2:38:02pm  
 
Excellent. I think I can pronounce the numbering/duplication bug dead. No 
mismatches in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03958983 26172 22 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 2:59:02pm  
 
Shifra: I filter out punctuation abuse - that's why you can't put strings of 
exclamation points.</P> 
Also, the problem some people have had with posting if their name contains an 
apostrophe ('username mismatch') is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03959020 26172 48 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:06:01pm  
 
EC Marm: yes -- that was me testing.</P> 
If you reload the page that problem is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959022 26172 50 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:06:51pm  
 
And people with quotation marks in their usernames can now log in and post 
comments, too. Was a problem before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959060 26172 77 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:12:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #64 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm back!</P> 
Oh, thank you Charles, for whatever you did.</P> 
I thought we'd seen the last of Noam Sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
All these little bits of web technology expecting different treatments of 
characters and punctuation. It's enough to drive me crazy. (A short 
drive.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959121 26172 118 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:23:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #90 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #77 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #64 Noam Sayin'</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm back!  
Oh, thank you Charles, for whatever you did.</P> 
I thought we'd seen the last of Noam Sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>All these little 
bits of web technology expecting different treatments of characters and 
punctuation. It's enough to drive me crazy. (A short drive.)</BLOCKQUOTE>I 
really feel bad each and every time you have to screw with something just for 
the apostrophe in my nick. When I see open reg again, I'll register a cleaner 
version.  
And it won't be a sock puppet. We've seen I'm incapable of operating one of 
those.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't worry about it -- it forces the code to evolve which is good, in the 
Darwinian sense.</P> 
Your sock puppet will work now, too, by the way. It was the apostrophe in the 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959147 26172 139 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:31:03pm  
 
Yeah, I watched the prolog on EyeTV today... kind of predictable. The prolog 
never ends up saying much about the overall race.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959156 26172 147 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:31:56pm  
 
Nother test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03959166 26172 155 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:34:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #151 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Are you still biking at all? I can't remember the last time I saw a post about 
one of your rides... As a 50-year old former marathoner who gained 40+ pounds 
since my running days, I can only urge you not to give up the 
bike!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not to worry, I haven't given up riding!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959233 26172 218 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:48:51pm  
 
The number of comments is now displayed in the little navigation bars at top and 
bottom of the page -- automatically updated when you check for new 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959267 26172 250 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 3:54:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #243 therewaslight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The number of comments is now displayed in the little navigation 
bars at top and bottom of the page -- automatically updated when you check for 
new comments.</BLOCKQUOTE>My updated numbers are lagging well behind the 
comments.  
Got comment #236 but it says 226.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's the number of comments for the previous or next thread... not this 
thread.</P> 
The BBC reporter thread has 226 as I write this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959551 26173 13 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 5:18:36pm  
 
In the other clip, "Peace Train," he starts snapping at a stagehand at the 
beginning of the song, then realizes he hasn't plugged something 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959556 26173 17 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 5:19:46pm  
 
He sounds like he hasn't sung much in the past two decades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959592 26173 47 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 5:26:44pm  
 
mama winger: first question is always, which browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03959599 26173 53 Charles Sat, Jul 7, 2007 5:27:21pm  
 
Yes, you may not be seeing it. It shows up below the comment posting form after 
you click the button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961493 26175 73 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 9:03:32am  



 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">73</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Jul 8, 2007 
9:03:32am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
03961646 26175 95 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 9:44:23am  
 
<EM>re: #92 MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charless, your deleted comment keeps returning. I reload, it works for one 
comment, and then your deleted comment re-appears when I hit new 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know -- I'm testing something. Reload the page and it should work correctly 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961649 26175 97 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 9:45:53am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">97</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Jul 8, 2007 
9:45:53am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
03961711 26177 7 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:00:48am  
 
The latest enhancement -- when you post a comment or click 'new comments,' any 
deleted comments will now be hidden from view.</P> 
Previously they remained visible; this led to numerous emails about one or two 
comments that had already been deleted. Now you'll know if a comment has been 
nuked as soon as you click 'new comments.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961719 26177 10 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:02:00am  
 
The deranged suicidal moonbat story has hit both freerepublic and 
lucianne.com...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03961731 26177 16 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:05:04am  
 
I'll delete one of my comments to demonstrate...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961732 26177 17 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:05:19am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">17</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Jul 8, 2007 
10:05:19am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
03961734 26177 19 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:05:48am  
 
new2thezoo: the preview shows up under the comment posting form -- you probably 
just need to scroll down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961747 26177 24 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:09:14am  
 
Yes -- it loses the number. I may or may not add the number -- it's a little 
tricky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961750 26177 26 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:09:35am  
 
Don't mention comment #17!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961783 26177 44 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:17:02am  
 
<EM>re: #41 zombie</EM></P> 
Problem is, by now I've long forgotten what it said!</P> 
Forgotten what what said?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961795 26177 50 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:19:24am  
 
Comment # 0x11?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03961840 26177 73 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 10:31:44am  
 



Yeh, I'm leaving the flag up for the weekend, but I'll be taking it down 
sometime today. It makes more of a statement to bring it out on special 
occasions, than to leave it up all the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962040 26179 20 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 11:39:32am  
 
First!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962050 26179 28 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 11:42:39am  
 
Try posting "First!" now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962064 26179 41 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 11:45:33am  
 
And sure, you can find ways to write 'first!' that get around the filter. Maybe 
folks will get the hint a little better if it's spelled out like that. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962100 26179 69 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 11:53:04am  
 
F¡rst!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962106 26179 73 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 11:54:39am  
 
F¡rst!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962134 26179 96 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:02:03pm  
 
F¡rst!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962145 26179 106 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:03:52pm  
 
F¡rst!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962149 26179 110 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:04:32pm  
 
(Trying to block the entity trick.) Oh well, it's not worth chasing that rabbit 
any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962156 26179 114 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:06:07pm  
 
Instead of trying to close all the 'first!' loopholes, hopefully when people see 
that message they'll get the hint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962179 26179 129 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:14:13pm  
 
First!<EM>re: #115 TimeQuake</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So while we're doing a little tech talk (first?). Does this new post comment and 
new comments, reduce the number of pages viewed? Is that good or bad, as a blog 
site being rated (I know it's good for the server)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So far I haven't noticed much difference in our pageviews per 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962205 26179 145 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 12:24:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #138 MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #129 Charles</EM>Do you see a substantial percentage-wise drop in 
overall hamst-ergs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Too early to really say. We still had one or two traffic spikes this week that 
knocked us offline for short periods.</P> 
I am working on a longer term solution with a clustered, load balanced 
setup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962423 26181 20 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 1:14:52pm  
 
I moved the preview area to above the comment posting form, since several people 
missed it when it was underneath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962701 26181 126 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 2:26:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #124 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #114 lawhawk</EM></P> 
I found it so funny I watched it twice. He really has transformed this thing 
into a religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You watched that <EM>twice</EM> and remained conscious? My hat's off to you, 
sir.</P> 
I got about halfway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962830 26181 214 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 3:09:27pm  
 
Good news: this place is going to be getting a load balanced multi-server setup, 
with server clusters in California and New York, and enough bandwidth to handle 
a Drudge link.</P> 
I'm selling my first-born male child to pay for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962943 26181 307 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 3:35:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #165 Le Trôle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Again, I remind everyone that if you see any unusual displays when 
you click the ‘new comments’ button (e.g., repeated posts, or the word 
‘undefined’), your browser is probably running an outdated version of the 
Javascript code.</BLOCKQUOTE><A 
href="http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?
entry=26181_Sunday_Afternoon_Thread#comments" 
target=_blank>http://validator.w3.org/check?uri=http:/ 



/littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry= 
26181_Sunday_Afternoon_Thread#comments</A></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Um, yeah, the hyper-picky W3C validator complains about HTML tags in Javascript 
code, and special characters in links in comments, and all that kind of crud. 
But none of those are serious errors.</P> 
I've ranted before about the difficulty of providing perfectly valid pages that 
also include user comments. Users can render pages invalid in ways that are 
completely impossible to predict.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03962963 26181 326 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 3:42:34pm  
 
<EM>re: #320 DeerMusic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
BTW, I stopped in at the Lounge earlier. there was an echo in there it was so 
empty (3 logged in, none with any activity in the past few hours). I guess 
everyone's hangin' out here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure the Lounge is going to survive the change to the new server. We 
shall see.</P> 
The speed of Ajax comment posting kind of makes the Lounge 
superfluous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963014 26181 371 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 3:56:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #360 "Oh no...Sand People!"</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I downloaded the latest Javascript and it didn't let me post for about 5 
attempts. "Form values missing" error... I refreshed the browser and now it puts 
back the</P> 
"nn', '');document.commentForm.newcommentbody.focus();" &gt;reply nn', '', 
'com0353');document.commentForm.newcommentbody.foc us();"&gt;quote"</P> 
after my login...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your posts look fine to me -- that problem, though, was definitely something 
recently fixed. Did you clear your cache?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963115 26182 44 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 4:25:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #20 "Oh no...Sand People!"</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Yes, I cleared my cache. I still get the funky code by the "reply" "Quote", but 
as long as I am the only one who can see it, and I can still post...I'll take 
it!</P> 
I love you guys...*sniff*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963134 26182 59 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 4:30:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #32 "Oh no...Sand People!"</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #26 pat</EM></P> 
Thanks Pat. I have done most of it, but I will see if I am missing the latest 
Java. Thanks again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I'm going to fix the problem by removing the quotes from your user name -- but 
you will have to log out and back in, without the quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963141 26182 62 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 4:31:40pm  
 
OK -- it's done. Log out, please, Mr. Sand People. And log back in without the 
quotes around your name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963144 26182 65 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 4:32:23pm  
 
(And quotes will not be allowed in new usernames any more.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963178 26182 91 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 4:43:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #90 Oh no...Sand People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #65 Charles</EM></P> 
Sorry for all the fuss over lil ol me...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not a problem. I need to know about bugs so they can be fixed. Easiest way to 
avoid problems with quotation marks is to simply not allow them in 
usernames.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963256 26182 151 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:12:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #147 Colonel Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #29 buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>no problems whatsoever here. firefox 1.5 on Ubuntu 
Linux</BLOCKQUOTE>buzzdroid,How do you like Ubuntu? I'm a hard core Mac guy but 
I've been thinking about throwing a Linux box together just for kicks. Was 
leaning toward Red Hat since they are owned by Novell and have good support but 
I hear good stuff about Ubuntu.  
BTW can you guess how I came up with my nic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Me like Red Hat.</P> 
As for the kernel panics, don't remind me. I'm seeing them suddenly when I try 
to delete some large files created by EyeTV. (Only the files created by the most 
recent versions though -- so I think it's an EyeTV problem, not something in the 
hardware.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963284 26182 172 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:22:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #163 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>Suggestion:</STRONG></P> 
Since the new blinding comment speed does not help conversational continuity, 
can the link-to-the-comment-being-commented-on feature which was initially 
introduced with the "reply" button be reconsidered?</P> 
I'm concerned about the comments turning into mere links and one-liners; some of 
the multi-paragraph posts here have been very good. But with superfast posting, 
there will be 100 comments between the initial post and the reply; there should 
be some way to make sure they are easily read together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Yeah, that might be a good idea. The objection to it, though, is that it 
clutters up the comment posting box with HTML code and could be 
confusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963286 26182 174 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:23:45pm  
 
Also, it clutters up the 'show links' page of extracted links with tons of 
duplicate self-referencing links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963300 26182 186 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:26:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #179 Etaoin Shrdlu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Now, now. /dev/null isn't a directory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Heh. I could have said 'round file,' and it's neither round nor a 
file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963309 26182 194 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:29:14pm  
 
<EM>re: #177 Colonel Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
More than likely. Have you tried doing a repair permissions in Disk Utility 
before deleting the files?</P> 
Just a guess. Been a while since I've dealt with big video files on a Mac.Used 
to be an everyday thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, repairing permissions is always the first thing I try. Didn't help.</P> 
Also booted up in single user mode and did an fsck ... that found a couple of 
small problems (and took forever) but didn't help with the EyeTV 
files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963331 26182 211 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:35:33pm  
 
The best *nix overcoat, hands down, is the Mac OS. BSD with the Mach micro-
kernel, courtesy of Berkeley, California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963339 26182 217 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:38:34pm  
 
xvbush: I don't think EyeTV uses any kernel extensions...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963346 26182 222 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:40:20pm  
 
The panic.log says, helpfully:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
panic(cpu 0 caller 0x00102924): jnl: transaction too big (8385024 &gt;= 8388096 
bytes, bufsize 4096, tr 0x7210fb0 bp 0x57267980)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Too big! Too big!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963371 26182 241 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:49:28pm  
 
vxbush: journaling? Why do you think it's the journaling?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03963374 26182 243 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:50:31pm  
 
Ah, never mind. 'jnl'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963378 26182 247 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:51:36pm  
 
Ah. Disable journaling and all will be deleted, grasshopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963381 26182 249 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:52:09pm  
 
Indeed. Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963399 26182 265 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 5:57:57pm  
 
I didn't suspect it, but it makes total sense. At the application level, Mac OS 
is pretty bulletproof, but journaling is a very low-level function--and if a 
number overflows a machine register in a device driver the kernel just might 
panic like this.</P> 
Makes total sense. If you're a hopeless geek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963406 26182 271 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 6:00:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #255 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #217 Charles</EM></P> 
Did you try dumping the EyeTV preferences folder?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, tried that early on. First, dump the preference file for the misbehaving 
application. Then repair permissions. Those two simple steps fix a lot of 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963574 26183 58 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 6:42:52pm  
 
65 new hatchlings so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963619 26183 93 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 6:50:54pm  
 
118 and counting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963654 26183 125 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 6:54:36pm  
 
At this point, I'd like to encourage everyone to put on pants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963695 26183 162 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 6:58:40pm  
 
160...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03963703 26183 170 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 7:00:03pm  
 
That window is closing... can't you feel it closing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963723 26183 190 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 7:02:03pm  
 
175 hatchlings... window closing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03963750 26183 216 Charles Sun, Jul 8, 2007 7:04:54pm  
 
Whew.</P> 
Registration is closed. My goodness. More than 200 baby lizards to watch over, 
and ruthlessly expel from the nest if necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03965966 26188 78 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 10:16:19am  
 
<EM>re: #66 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Waaah! I can't find out about my traffic or stats or "latest visitors" to 
zombietime anymore. I just tried to check my visitor stats for the first time in 
a while, but they weren't working. When I inquired at the hosting company, they 
sent this message:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Stats logging is actually not running on your server, due to your 
traffic. It would rapidly take the logfiles up to the 2GB limit that would crash 
apache. You'll need to use a third party stats option, such as Site Meter or 
Google Analytics.</BLOCKQUOTE>Does this mean that the mere act of 
<EM>counting</EM> the number of visitors would overwhelm the computer?  
How can that be?</P> 
I hate doing technical stuff. I may just shrug my shoulders and leave the 
visitors uncounted! Since I don't have ads, it doesn't matter 
anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They're right -- an Apache access log for a busy site gets very large, very 
quickly, and when it hits 2G Apache has a fit and must be restarted. Every HTML 
access is logged in detail on its own line, including requests for images, 
javascript, stylesheets, etc. etc.</P> 
An alternative is to install one of the free visit counters like 
statscounter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03965975 26188 83 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 10:18:31am  
 
galloping granny's right too -- you can use cPanel to block image hotlinking, if 
you haven't already.</P> 
But if your problem is that you want to see how many visits you have, a free 
counter's probably the easiest solution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03966760 26190 106 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 12:02:55pm  
 
By the way --</P> 
I'm adding some words to the spell checker dictionary -- if you have noticed 
some words that aren't recognized, tell me now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03967020 26190 224 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 12:41:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #207 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm hoping Kasper or someone is getting a copy of the Documentary on Ch 4 in the 
UK...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
We've got you covered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03967111 26190 256 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 12:53:33pm  
 
Words now added to the spell checker's dictionary:</P> 
HalliburtonblockquoteblogospherespellcheckemLGF</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03967169 26190 267 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 1:03:37pm  
 
Also 'moonbat'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03967817 26192 289 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 3:28:56pm  
 
Just testing the new buttons below the preview area...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03967819 26192 291 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 3:30:06pm  
 
They work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03967861 26192 324 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 3:48:19pm  
 
Reload the page if preview suddenly looks weird. CSS has 
changed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968131 26194 29 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 5:11:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #19 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
At 7:50 PM this evening, LGF crashed my Safari browser.</P> 
Any and all attempts to log onto LGF crashed Safari immediately. I don't know if 
it was the newest Ajax code or what, but all I needed to do was try and load an 
LGF page for Safari to go down.</P> 
I hope this is a temporary phenomenon. I HATE Explorer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That was probably a Javascript mismatch. I try to avoid that, but it's not 
always predictable what will crash Safari and what won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968137 26194 32 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 5:12:23pm  
 
I'm using Safari myself. What version?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968158 26194 44 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 5:15:58pm  
 



Ah. Very outdated version there... the latest is 2.0.4. Earlier versions had all 
kinds of weird Javascript bugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968191 26194 67 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 5:23:46pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968333 26194 183 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 6:02:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/3968318" target=_blank>#171</A> 
song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
Just testing the new/old reply link.</P> 
OK. Works. If you use the 'reply' button on a comment's top line, it now turns 
the post number into a link that opens a new window showing only that 
comment.</P> 
The 'quote' button does not do this, since it's quoting the entire comment 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968344 26194 192 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 6:05:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #182 DanThePainter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #29 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #19 buzzsawmonkey</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>At 7:50 PM this evening, LGF crashed my Safari browser.  
Any and all attempts to log onto LGF crashed Safari immediately. I don't know if 
it was the newest Ajax code or what, but all I needed to do was try and load an 
LGF page for Safari to go down.</P> 
I hope this is a temporary phenomenon. I HATE Explorer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>That was 
probably a Javascript mismatch. I try to avoid that, but it's not always 
predictable what will crash Safari and what won't.</BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>Mine, as 
well. Hope you get this fixed soon.</STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dan -- it's not something I can fix, because it's not a problem in my code. 
Outdated versions of Safari have a lot of bugs, unfortunately.</P> 
I highly recommend upgrading to the latest Mac OS (Tiger) and latest Safari; 
they fix a lot of the bugs in the earlier versions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968377 26194 224 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 6:10:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #193 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #183 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3968318&amp;n=171" 
target=_blank>#171</A> song_and_dance_man</EM>  
Just testing the new/old reply link.</P> 
OK. Works. If you use the 'reply' button on a comment's top line, it now turns 
the post number into a link that opens a new window showing only that 
comment.</P> 
The 'quote' button does not do this, since it's quoting the entire comment 
anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Would I be assuming too much if I thought you had 
listened to my suggestion on this?  
/wishing hopefully</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I always listen to the suggestions of the lizard army. (Don't always agree, but 
always listen.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968411 26194 254 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 6:17:59pm  
 
buzzsawmonkey: Mac OS Tiger is definitely not the 'latest and greatest' any more 
-- it's been out for almost two years!</P> 
I understand the reluctance to upgrade, I've been there too -- but this kind of 
problem is a good example of why it's necessary. A <EM>lot</EM> of bugs are 
fixed in the Tiger version of Mac OS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968568 26194 402 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 6:59:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #362 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #254 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>buzzsawmonkey: Mac OS Tiger is definitely not the 'latest and 
greatest' any more -- it's been out for almost two years!  
I understand the reluctance to upgrade, I've been there too -- but this kind of 
problem is a good example of why it's necessary. A <EM>lot</EM> of bugs are 
fixed in the Tiger version of Mac OS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Yes, but what I said in 
#233 above is true for me also:  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I just tried the other computer with 10.3.9 on it and -- blammo -- 
LGF crashed Safari (v. 10.3.2).Oh no!  
I don't want to have to shell out a hundred bucks to upgrade the OS just for 
this.</P> 
Especially with a new 10.5 coming out soon. Pointless to upgrade to a new level 
just weeks before it becomes obsolete.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK... but it doesn't make sense for me to hold back development because of bugs 
in a two-year old browser. It's not just about eye candy -- the earlier versions 
of Safari had serious problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03968698 26194 522 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 7:39:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #507 EIDE_Interface</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Did Charles do a post on that horror story out of Iraq, Rush had it on this 
morning. From Michael Yon about how the jihadis come to a village and live roast 
the 11 yo boys to their own families. Serve em up like roast pig with fruit in 
their mouths. I swear I thought barbarity couldn't go lower - Al queda proves me 
wrong every day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/index.php?entry=26150_Michael_Yon-
_The_Atrocity_at_Al_Hamari&amp;only" target=_blank>The Atrocity at Al-
Hamari</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03969035 26194 832 Charles Mon, Jul 9, 2007 9:04:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #793 So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3968976&amp;n=778" target=_blank>#778</A> 
m</EM></P> 



When I type in the url for LGF, Safari quits immediately. From what I read up 
there, it doesn't make sense, at least not to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure how much more clear I can make this -- you're using a two-year old 
version of Safari that is full of bugs. The bugs in your outdated version of 
Safari are going to make it harder and harder for you to continue browsing web 
sites, and eventually you're going to have to upgrade.</P> 
I've temporarily disabled the fancy sliding effect, to avoid having to deal with 
any more complaints until I see if there's something I can do to accommodate the 
pre-2.0 Safari users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03970855 26199 44 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:19:42am  
 
realwest: glad to hear you're doing well!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03970858 26199 47 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:20:03am  
 
See my update above. Why isn't this illegal?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03970894 26199 60 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:26:18am  
 
<EM>re: #56 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is publishing this twaddle doing business with Hamas if no money is paid to the 
author?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They're probably not paying him in money. He's getting paid in a much more 
valuable currency--access to US media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03970947 26199 86 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:33:37am  
 
<EM>re: #82 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT</P> 
#60 Charles</P> 
Re: last night's Safari/code problems.</P> 
Sprung for the upgrade to Tiger, though I haven't yet had a chance to load it 
(work does come first, sometimes).</P> 
In any event, I hope that within 24 hours I will no longer be a barrier to site 
progress.</P> 
In the meantime, thanks for temporarily disabling the latest 
innovations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not a problem -- and I think you'll be happy you did the upgrade. It's a big 
improvement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971005 26199 112 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:42:51am  
 
Normally, I'm a big believer in market forces to handle issues where speech is 
being abused. But the fact is that over the past six years since 9/11, we've 
seen a huge <EM>increase</EM> in this kind of stuff from mainstream media. Not a 
decrease. Market forces are not working. And we have a determined external enemy 
who sees this, and is using it to great effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03971088 26199 153 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 10:57:06am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/3971043" target=_blank>#127</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
OK, let me amend that slightly. Maybe market forces are working. But if so, it's 
at a glacial pace. Meanwhile groups like Hamas and Hizballah are exploiting our 
morally blind media as rapidly as they can--while our government does nothing to 
counter it, neither by enforcing the laws against doing business with 
terrorists, nor by mounting an effective counter-propaganda campaign. The 
situation is bad. We're losing the propaganda war.</P> 
Also, I'm not so ready to point to Fox News as evidence of responsible media. To 
my mind, they're only slightly less blind than the rest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971208 26199 246 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:20:02am  
 
buzzsawmonkey: since I know you have the older Safari, you get to help test 
something. I'm trying a different Javascript library, and will install it in a 
few seconds. Could you report if it causes your Safari to crash, 
please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971219 26199 252 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:22:05am  
 
buzzsawmonkey: OK... installing it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971238 26199 265 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:24:15am  
 
The new library is called MooTools:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://mootools.net/" target=_blank>mootools.net...</A>]</P> 
And it claims full compatibility with Safari. But I don't know if that includes 
the 1.x versions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971242 26199 268 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:24:41am  
 
The new code is up. Lookin' good. Did you reload the page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971253 26199 275 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:26:37am  
 
Great!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971309 26199 315 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 11:36:21am  
 
Oops. Unfortunately, the Mootools effects I wanted to use require the page to 
have an XHTML doctype. That's not going to work without a lot of re-coding.</P> 
Back to the drawing board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971925 26199 694 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:32:09pm  
 
Hey, buzzsawmonkey! You still here? One more test to run, if you 
are...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03971936 26199 703 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:34:13pm  
 
OK, i'm installing a new version of Jquery that supposedly fixes the Safari 1.x 
bug... Please reload your page, and let me know if you crash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971943 26199 710 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:35:58pm  
 
Man, it's amazing how much comfortable these 700+ comment threads are since the 
Ajax makeover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971947 26199 712 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:36:18pm  
 
The code's installed now... no crashes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971950 26199 715 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:36:47pm  
 
"more comfortable".</P> 
Preview is great if you use it. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971954 26199 718 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:37:43pm  
 
Great!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03971971 26199 731 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:41:38pm  
 
OK, groovy.</P> 
If you reload the page in your browser, you'll find that the wowie-zowie 
animated effect on preview is back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972037 26199 775 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 1:52:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #772 Judith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #731 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OK, groovy.  
If you reload the page in your browser, you'll find that the wowie-zowie 
animated effect on preview is back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>And this time it won't make 
my poor outddated Safari crash this time? I love all the new stuff Charles, 
don't get my wrong, but i had a disconcerted few hours there. No 
LGF.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope, won't crash ... works fine with older versions of Safari 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972097 26199 799 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 2:04:19pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/3972047" target=_blank>#778</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Well, it makes me regret--for a nanosecond--having blown the money on the 
upgrade. But it's surely better that I install it anyway, even if it does become 
obsolete 5.3 seconds later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're going to like the Tiger version of Mac OS much much better; you didn't 
blow the money. And you weren't planning to upgrade to Leopard as soon as it's 
released, were you? (I always wait to do major upgrades until a couple versions 
down the road.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972380 26200 183 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 3:26:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #181 Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
With this Ajax thingie... when we click on a #nnn link are we supposed to get a 
whole full new window? That's what I get with Foxfire 2.0.0.4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dasher: yes, that's how it works, to let you quickly see the comment, then close 
the window and you're still where you were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972283 26201 16 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 2:58:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #12 ploome hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, how often have you been asked if you are Jewish?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Happens all the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972395 26202 27 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 3:29:43pm  
 
The sliding effect is now applied to posting comments, and also to the 'new 
comments' button. With jQuery, it takes two lines of code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972398 26202 29 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 3:30:21pm  
 
If you're not seeing the slide, remember the sage advice of the elders.</P> 
Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972423 26202 39 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 3:37:00pm  
 
Annnd... I just realized that it's not going to work right just yet, until I 
tweak a few more things, so once again ... reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972426 26202 41 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 3:37:55pm  
 
pat: nothing's sliding now. I just took that code out 
temporarily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972725 26202 187 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 4:55:34pm  
 
<I>Notice!</I></P> 
Get ready to <STRONG>reload</STRONG> again. I won't always be asking you to do 
this -- but there are a million things to tweak in a complex Ajax system like 
this. The rapid updates should start leveling off soon.</P> 



Remember -- whenever you see any odd displays or behavior in the comments pages, 
the first thing to try is reloading the page in your browser, to refresh the 
Javascript code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972730 26202 190 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 4:57:39pm  
 
The slide is back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972736 26202 195 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:00:11pm  
 
Checking something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972741 26202 198 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:01:28pm  
 
Posting had a bug, now fixed.</P> 
Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972746 26202 199 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:02:02pm  
 
Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972747 26202 200 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:02:18pm  
 
Slip sliding away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972775 26202 218 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:08:18pm  
 
Again with the testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972776 26202 219 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:08:34pm  
 
Me like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972778 26202 221 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:08:49pm  
 
Monkey like sliding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972856 26203 32 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:25:16pm  
 
The sliding effect is a completely useless bit of eye candy -- we could easily 
do without it -- but it's amazing how much this affects the user experience. 
Adding a bit o' fun, as it were.</P> 
In this case, the underlying library that creates this effect (jQuery) can do 
much more than visual effects, so the overhead of loading it is offset by the 
extra power it provides to Javascript applications.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972861 26203 35 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:27:11pm  



 
<EM>re: #31 LaMano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Anyone sippin Sangria?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I'm about to open a Merryvale Chardonnay, to go with the salmon I'll 
be broiling tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972913 26203 74 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:38:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #59 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do you know of any YouTube-esque video uploading site that...</P> 
- allows file sizes up to 100mb- is free and easy to use and embed- is kind of 
"wild and crazy" and won't cave in to moonbat intimidation 
tactics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Try Sevenload -- 200M limit, based in Germany (I think):</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.sevenload.com/" 
target=_blank>en.sevenload.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03972972 26203 125 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 5:50:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #118 bikermailman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #104 dmjboose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>you know, there is a problem with that new comments button... it 
results in manic clicking on it.</BLOCKQUOTE>And here I was, thinking I was the 
only one doing that...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The current total number of clicks on the 'new comment' button is:</P> 
414,554</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03974026 26206 22 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 9:18:45pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03974117 26206 69 Charles Tue, Jul 10, 2007 9:50:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #48 YourTaxDollarsAtWork</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3974066&amp;n=36" target=_blank>#36</A> 
SpartanWoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Maybe we need Petreaus to tell the President 
this...</BLOCKQUOTE>Bush barely speaks english. If Gen P. were to address/advise 
him on any topic, W would simply space out and start to drool.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not criticism; it's simply over the top, and offensive. You're now on 
warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03975794 26211 29 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 9:10:49am  
 
TMF: hang on -- charges have not been dropped yet. It's a recommendation from 
one of the hearing officers...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03975938 26213 10 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 9:35:24am  
 
Remember, it's not a win yet. Just a recommendation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03976960 26217 33 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 12:41:08pm  
 
Hmm. There seems to be an unfortunate interaction between our code-formatting 
CSS, and the show new comments feature. Removed the code temporarily while I 
sort it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977010 26217 60 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 12:49:46pm  
 
OK, to fix that posting problem, the code snippets above now appear in 
&lt;textarea&gt; elements, instead of using the strange CSS needed to display it 
inline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977567 26218 161 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 2:44:06pm  
 
<EM>Notice!</EM></P> 
If you reload your page now, you'll see a new style of animation when you 
preview, post comments, or use the 'new comments' button. Sort of a fadey, 
slidey, growy kind of thing.</P> 
This has been a public service announcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977638 26218 215 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:00:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/3977618" target=_blank>#200</A> EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It looks like the size is contained in a variable on the server (Charles') side. 
Good move.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a CSS class, actually. Right now the HTML sanitizer allows classes.</P> 
I'm thinking about setting up a limited set of classes to change color, size 
(with limits), fonts, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977652 26218 226 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:03:57pm  
 
And actually -- I just realized that I need to disable the class attribute for 
now, too, because if people start applying other random classes they could 
really mess up the display.</P> 
Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977658 26218 232 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:05:35pm  
 
Sorry to take that little toy away after dangling it out there. But it could be 
a disaster if people apply some of the formatting classes in my CSS file.</P> 
Just testing to make sure it's outta there:</P> 
<EM>Testing!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977679 26218 251 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:13:52pm  
 



Mmf. Had to add that code in several spots. Time to refactor 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977817 26218 374 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:55:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #310 wvobiwan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Every time I hit new comments the font changes to some weak, squiggly dot matrix 
font.</P> 
I have to hit reload to get it to change back.</P> 
Gee, running development work in production Charles? Tsk, tsk... 
:&gt;D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You must have missed my constant, relentless nagging to ...</P> 
Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977834 26218 386 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 3:58:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #378 thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I added "Vlad Tepes" as a sock puppet, but the validation email says it's 
already validated, and the login tells me I have to validate it... If you would 
just nuke it please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nuked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977839 26218 391 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 4:00:05pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/3977744" target=_blank>#310</A> wvobiwan</EM></P> 
You didn't mention which browser you're using...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977849 26218 401 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 4:03:29pm  
 
Hmm. The fadey, slidey thing doesn't like IE7 maybe. I changed it back to the 
'slide down' effect. Reload and it should fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03977894 26218 444 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 4:20:34pm  
 
Another tech note: the 'show links' button now ignores links inside quoted 
sections of comments, so the list of extracted links isn't cluttered up with 
multiple duplicates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03978176 26221 8 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 6:00:16pm  
 
This is not the Duck of Death.</P> 
Although the size does give it a somewhat creepy quality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03978182 26221 10 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 6:01:10pm  
 
In fact, that thing is damned creepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



03978259 26221 59 Charles Wed, Jul 11, 2007 6:13:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #33 SummerSong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hello Charles,</P> 
On the donate through Amazon site it says I am sending to: Charles Johnson 
<STRONG>(littlegreenfutbols)</STRONG></P> 
The funky spelling concerned me a bit. Okay to go ahead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's the account name, yes. It comes from an old James Lileks jape. Ya hadda 
be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03980305 26224 474 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 7:20:03am  
 
<EM>re: #463 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
How did #453 get deleted before Charles is even out of bed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Who says I'm still in bed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03980310 26224 477 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 7:21:03am  
 
No telephone numbers, please!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03980339 26224 505 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 7:25:16am  
 
Posts are not deleted because they contain "truth." It usually happens 
because:</P> 
1) they contain personal info, like phone numbers, addresses, or names of 
private individuals.</P> 
2) they advocate violence.</P> 
3) they contain bigoted comments (e.g. 'round them all up and put them in 
camps') or slurs.</P> 
In the case of 2 and 3, repeated abuse will sooner or later get the account 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03980360 26224 524 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 7:28:21am  
 
Aladin Sane: see numbers 2 and 3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03981431 26228 89 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 10:55:53am  
 
<EM>re: #71 Terp Mole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In other AIDS news;</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26219_Libya_Upholds_Death_Se
ntences_EU_Haggles&amp;only" target=_blank>Charles wrote</A>: They’re almost 
certainly <STRONG>not going to be executed</STRONG>. This [<EM>Libyan death 
sentence</EM>] is an elaborate honor/shame <EM>charade</EM>, trying to shake 
money out of some gullible EU country; if not Bulgaria, any of the others might 
pony up.</BLOCKQUOTE>I predict Kaddafi and his thugs will execute these dirty 
kuffar nurses-- to demonstrate they're still serious extortionists-- even if 
that means holding them hostage 'til they rot in a Libyan prison.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I hope you're wrong (and I think you are, I think it's a dance leading up to 
releasing them), but unfortunately I wouldn't rule that out. We'll see soon 
enough whether they're released or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982670 26228 573 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 2:58:03pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03981988 26229 26 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:44:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #16 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, Ed, why is the "Center" command accepted?</P> 
Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because the align attribute doesn't leave any security holes open, unlike the 
style attribute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982002 26229 34 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:47:07pm  
 
Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982027 26229 48 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:49:54pm  
 
zombie: three choices: left, right, or center.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982048 26229 58 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:52:49pm  
 
Another thing about allowing styling of any kind, apart from the security holes 
that I won't discuss -- if someone found a way to completely screw up the 
display through CSS (wouldn't be that difficult), they could go through all the 
threads and make a complete botch of everything in a few seconds by pasting the 
malicious comment in each one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982077 26229 71 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:56:51pm  
 
Allowed tags:</P> 
&lt;b&gt;&lt;i&gt;&lt;a&gt;&lt;strong&gt;&lt;em&gt;&lt;blockquote&gt;&lt;p&gt;&l
t;br&gt;&lt;pre&gt;&lt;strike&gt;&lt;sup&gt;&lt;sub&gt;&lt;code&gt;</P></DIV></D
IV> 
 
 
03982085 26229 76 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:57:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #68 Ed Mahmoud's Sock Puppet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #58 Charles</EM></P> 
But other than long characters (like "Florida/Alabama" in 30 point font), which 
could be controlled by a drop down menu that allows only limited font-size 
options, and code that limited any single word to say, 20 characters, couldn't 
that kind of malicious posting be eliminated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No ... too many ways to write CSS code.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03982094 26229 79 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 12:59:16pm  
 
I think I already mentioned that some kind of styling options are on the to-do 
list...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982147 26229 114 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 1:06:17pm  
 
Not sure why I put &lt;pre&gt; in there. That list was created a while 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982168 26229 123 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 1:09:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #117 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What if the parser that examines the text after clicking "post this comment" for 
bad words was able to insert a few simple color codes based on the presence of a 
pre-defined variable? A lot of coding involved? Like 
<CODE><CODE>etc...</CODE></CODE></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's the idea, eventually. (There are other parts of the system that need work 
before that, though.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982184 26229 133 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 1:10:34pm  
 
All those tags work exactly the same way in preview, btw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982336 26229 230 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 1:40:05pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/3982215" target=_blank>#156</A> realwest</EM></P> 
Yes, just not posting about it for security reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982375 26229 256 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 1:51:45pm  
 
See, you guys who are messing with the allowed tags? That's what I'm talking 
about. Even with that small set of HTML tags, you've managed to widen the 
display area. Sigh. Say goodbye to &lt;pre&gt;...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982515 26229 310 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 2:17:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #276 Harry Tuttle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
WhataboutifIjustmakeupareallylongwordCha 
rleswhatwouldhappenthentothewidthofthefr ameIwonder?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982518 26229 312 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 2:18:33pm  
 



By the way, if somebody tries some code that ends up really messing up the 
display of this thread, I'm going to leave it like that and change your name to 
'Doofus'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982736 26233 2 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 3:17:11pm  
 
Ron Paul indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982824 26233 49 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 3:30:45pm  
 
Another thing to notice about our comment counter: to save on database thrashing 
it's cached at one-minute intervals.</P> 
So chances are you won't be able to see it actually tick over to 
4,000,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982876 26233 88 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 3:39:15pm  
 
Also, the number that shows up in the 'reply' link is off by quite a bit, for 
various reasons. The real number of comments in the database is the number in 
our left sidebar, since that uses the MySQL COUNT(*) function. And it includes 
deleted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03982995 26233 190 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:03:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #152 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, that side bar- you may have moved it, but it's still not 
working.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been using it all day, and it's been working fine. One thing to keep in 
mind is that it may take a little while if you're logging in on a page that has 
a lot of comments -- some things that have to be done during login take time, 
like showing all the 'reply/quote' links, and they'll take more time the longer 
the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983000 26233 194 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:04:33pm  
 
Checking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983005 26233 199 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:04:58pm  
 
Yep, just used the sidebar form again and it worked fine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983145 26233 319 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:37:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #262 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wipe out everything, close my browser, reopen it, pull up LGF, use the side 
bar log in on the front page before clicking anything else. I log in fine, I 
enter a thread and I'm kicked out. I have to log in again. Not that LGF isn't 



worth the effort of a double log in, because it is, I'm just sayin' that side 
bar doesn't like me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hmm. I cannot duplicate this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983151 26233 325 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:38:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #320 thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #199 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Yep, just used the sidebar form again and it worked 
fine...</BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not even seeing the form here, could it be visible 
locally to you only, or is it the prophylactics I keep on my browser? ( I don't 
get your ads either.)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since I don't know what you're using on your browser, I suggest you disable all 
of that stuff and see if the problem goes away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983162 26233 334 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:40:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #329 leepro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3983117&amp;n=295" target=_blank>#295</A> 
LeftJustAintRight</EM></P> 
Did that. Brought me to main page. Nothing about how many times 
<STRONG>I've</STRONG> posted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Click the tiny football next to your name on the top line of your 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983214 26233 383 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:48:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #339 LeftJustAintRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3983145&amp;n=319" target=_blank>#319</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
CharlesI can't log in in the side bar eitherI use manage my 
account</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That sounds like you don't have Javascript enabled. Check your browser settings 
-- the Ajax login requires Javascript to be enabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983247 26233 415 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 4:52:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #394 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I just tried again- it kicked me out. Honest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What do you mean by "kicked you out?" What exactly happens?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983291 26233 457 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:01:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #429 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have to log in again. I go from being logged in, to not being logged 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I believe you -- but no one else has reported that, and I can't duplicate it 
myself, so there's not much I can do without more info.</P> 
Some browsers have a limit on the number of cookies they allow; you could try 
deleting as many cookies as you can, to make room, and see if that improves 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983371 26233 530 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:14:47pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/3983336" target=_blank>#498</A> Milk Toast 
Intolerant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Now, I remember. I used to have the same problem you're having now. It's a 
setting in my firewall that let's me block/allow things like cookies, 
javascript, referrers, etc. Thus, not only must the browser's settings be 
examined, but the firewall's as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's another thing you should always try when you have any sort of 
problem like this -- turn off any firewall software and see if the problem goes 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983388 26233 546 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:16:55pm  
 
This thread, by the way, has gotten 540 comments in two hours. And the system is 
handling it very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983514 26233 667 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:35:23pm  
 
New monkey thread!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983571 26233 694 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:40:50pm  
 
Now approaching 5,000 comments in the past 24 hours...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983579 26234 37 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:49:33pm  
 
The hamsters staged a mini-revolt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03983609 26234 58 Charles Thu, Jul 12, 2007 5:54:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #54 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That brief work stoppage resulted in the login box moving to the top of the left 
column.</P> 
Was that up there 10 minutes ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Moved it to that spot a little earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03985629 26240 33 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 9:12:41am  
 
If you follow the link to Harry's Place, there's some interesting info about 
where this lie came from -- an infamous antisemitic tract called "The Talmud 
Unmasked," routinely circulated by neo-Nazi groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03985901 26240 122 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 10:05:15am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/3985652" target=_blank>#54</A> Drained Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
One of the few Canadian libertarians extant, Colby Cosh, just wrote an excellent 
column on the general topic here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You should be aware that Colby Cosh despises LGF. He's written some very nasty 
words about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03986912 26244 352 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 1:05:58pm  
 
Well, I'm always tinkering but that almost never causes the site to go offline. 
We're having some sudden traffic spikes, as usual.</P> 
The server cluster is being set up, and I may be able to start working on the 
transfer soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987071 26245 15 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 1:36:55pm  
 
The red dot in the middle is Musa Abu Marzook, whose op-ed was recently 
published in the LA Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987192 26245 75 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 2:03:46pm  
 
Killgore: that's Bowers, too, the MyDD guy. They sure are open about their plans 
to game the system to smear opponents, aren't they?</P> 
This sleazy internet trick has been used against LGF too, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987237 26245 87 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 2:10:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #85 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=3987192&amp;n=75" target=_blank>#75</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Is there anything we can do? Can/will google do anything if we report 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Doubtful. But an example is easy to find -- google lgf and see what comes up 
right underneath us (with a traffic count of about 17 people a 
week).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987743 26248 94 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 4:18:02pm  
 
I made the title text larger, and also tightened up the letter spacing. Nothing 
is final here -- I'm tweaking it on the live system to get live feedback, so 
reload the page occasionally to make sure we're all seeing the same 
styles...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987779 26248 124 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 4:24:28pm  
 



Trying it in a medium-light green...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987823 26248 163 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 4:31:39pm  
 
I just removed the big date from the individual entry pages. Unnecessary; it's 
in the info line at bottom right of the entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987834 26248 173 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 4:33:39pm  
 
I gotta say, I'm diggin' on the black, myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03987910 26248 238 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 4:48:15pm  
 
Back to green, a bit darker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03988131 26248 430 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 5:33:49pm  
 
Black. Monkey liking.</P> 
One point of this change, by the way, is to accelerate the page load. The old 
headings used a GIF image background. The new ones don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03988144 26248 440 Charles Fri, Jul 13, 2007 5:36:24pm  
 
Or maybe this gray.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03990790 26257 66 Charles Sat, Jul 14, 2007 3:09:23pm  
 
The 'c' word doesn't have the same offensive quality to our Brit cousins, 
obviously -- but when it shows up here I invariably begin to receive complaints. 
I don't need aggravation, and Stinky gets pissed if he has to clean up too many, 
hence the discouraging of the word. In fact, it's now in the filter list, 
replaced with asterisks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03991217 26259 18 Charles Sat, Jul 14, 2007 5:56:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #14 lorien1973</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
#3 is weird. It's really only one image that gets loaded. Then repeated on our 
end. That doesn't save too much bandwidth. Moving the stuff to an external file 
will do a lot better with saving that :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, loaded once, then redisplayed a whole lot of times (especially on the 
monthly archive pages). If the goal is to optimize (on both server and client), 
the more displaying of images that can be eliminated the better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03991224 26259 24 Charles Sat, Jul 14, 2007 5:59:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #21 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Charles: I don't like the dotted line separating the posts. Can't it be a solid 
thin line? Greenish?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean, like this (reload)?</P> 
In gray. Green's too much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03991262 26259 50 Charles Sat, Jul 14, 2007 6:13:37pm  
 
OK -- removed the pseudo-kerning in post titles if you (reload).</P> 
Tight kerning can really help with headlines, but the CSS 'letter-spacing' 
property isn't smart enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03992763 26262 54 Charles Sun, Jul 15, 2007 9:25:14am  
 
<EM>re: #27 mikeysdca</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, children, how long is it going to take everyone to learn that not every 
kaffiyeh is a Palestinian kaffiyeh? Charles, I'm disappointed with 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'll try to carry on somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03992749 26263 18 Charles Sun, Jul 15, 2007 9:22:58am  
 
No, folks -- the Thai jihadis are killing pretty indiscriminately, fellow 
Muslims as well as Buddhists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03993168 26265 24 Charles Sun, Jul 15, 2007 11:43:40am  
 
Very busy around here -- I'm doing a audit of the entire site to see which 
sections need work to make the move to a distributed system.</P> 
And I just realized that a major section has somehow eluded my notice until 
today -- the RSS feeds in our Ajax news feed area.</P> 
The problem is that they are currently using an RSS library called Simplepie, 
which is very nice, but its caching mechanism uses flat files with no option for 
database storage.</P> 
That's a big no-no, in the clustered world. That stuff has to go into a 
database.</P> 
So I'm considering reverting back to my own RSS parsing code (which I used 
before Simplepie), refactored to cache the feeds in the database.</P> 
(I know most of you have no clue what I'm talking about, but occasionally a 
nerdy lizard chimes in with a useful suggestion when I ramble on in this 
fashion...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03993277 26265 100 Charles Sun, Jul 15, 2007 12:25:08pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/3993252" target=_blank>#84</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
Yes, I saw that at the Simplepie site. But I can't wait for them; and actually I 
think it will work out better to use my own super-lightweight parser and work 
out my own DB caching.</P> 
The Simplepie PHP file is 129K, because it's loaded with features. But my own 
little PHP parser is about 2K. So it would potentially cut down on a lot of 
system overhead too.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
03995859 26270 100 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 9:28:55am  
 
<EM>re: #65 mongrel19</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey guys, I'm no dermatologist, but there are a number of conditions which 
display the pattern of pigmentation and lesions on this perp's ugly puss. If 
this were from from an explosion, there would be a much less symmetric 
presentation. Not to mention severe eye injuries.</P> 
Not defending this dipsh*t, but don't think the 'explosive injury' angle holds 
water.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not just making this up. Zubeidi's disfiguration from explosions is well-
known. Try looking up the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03995874 26270 114 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 9:31:45am  
 
From Agence France Presse:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20070715/wl_mideast_afp/mideastpalestinian_070
715193335" target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"The Al-Aqsa martyrs' Brigades fighters signed the agreement to stop attacks 
against Israel at the request of president Mahmud Abbas and in order to offer 
him our support," the top militant told AFP, his face deeply scarred after an 
explosive device accidently detonated near him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03995898 26270 132 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 9:40:39am  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03995944 26270 173 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 9:51:14am  
 
Folks -- there is no need to speculate about Zubeidi's facial injuries. They're 
from bombs. There is nothing new about this information, it's very well-
known.</P> 
It's even in his Wikipedia entry.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zakaria_Zubeidi" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03995949 26270 178 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 9:52:37am  
 
And I assure you, I'm not in the habit of making things up and posting them just 
because they sound good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03996091 26272 7 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 10:26:15am  
 
$190 million.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03996836 26273 109 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 12:53:14pm  
 



I know there are quite a few out-of-date links in our blogroll; I'm slowly going 
through them and removing the dead wood. eyeontheleft.com is 
gone...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03996839 26273 112 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 12:53:31pm  
 
Feel free to let me know if you notice others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03996903 26273 151 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 1:06:27pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/3996877" target=_blank>#137</A> 
NoSubmission</EM></P> 
Done!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03997363 26276 52 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 2:20:54pm  
 
The full hour-long video is available here:</P> 
<A href="http://www.atheistvoices.com/" target=_blank>AFHR Video 
Page</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
03998337 26279 152 Charles Mon, Jul 16, 2007 7:15:03pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/3998326" target=_blank>#144</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
Approaching 20,000...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04000143 26281 1056 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 8:05:34am  
 
The number that's in the reply link is <EM>not</EM> the true number, folks. It's 
off by several thousand; has to do with the way MySQL numbers rows.</P> 
The real number is the one in the statistics panel of the left 
sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04000149 26281 1062 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 8:06:34am  
 
In other words, we haven't hit 4M yet...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04000306 26283 13 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 8:36:20am  
 
Identifying the four millionth comment is tough. The index in the database 
doesn't correlate to the absolute comment number.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04000365 26283 42 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 8:45:38am  
 
<EM>re: #22 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, what is the difference between the tally shown by the Comments counter 
and the post number shown in replies? Is it, as I theorize, that the Comments 
counter doesn't include deleted comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



The number in the reply link is the database index. It has no real relationship 
to the actual number of comments; it's only an index, and is not intended to be 
a counter, and it changes for many reasons.</P> 
The number in the left sidebar includes deleted comments; it's the true 
counter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04000477 26283 133 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 9:07:05am  
 
<EM>re: #104 haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah, so the index will change as comments get deleted? I see... But then after a 
day or two, the index is definitive, isn't it? It sounds like the most 
definitive thing going, at any rate...</P> 
I guess this is the difference between counting people as they enter and exit 
and tattooing numbers on their foreheads. <I>sigh...</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope -- the index doesn't change as comments are deleted. Deleted comments still 
use a row in the database, they aren't physically removed.</P> 
Again -- that index you see in the reply link is <EM>not</EM> definitive at all. 
It's not related to the actual number of comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002507 26289 14 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:40:07pm  
 
To be honest, I don't care so much about big round numbers (unless they're in my 
bank account), but I know lots of lizards will be going for that coveted 
4M.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002543 26289 43 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:44:00pm  
 
What I'm going to do shortly: shut down comments and wait a couple of minutes. 
Then get the current count of comments, and subtract that from the last database 
index. That offset should let me predict which comment index number will be the 
real #4M. When I have that number I'll open a new thread and announce it -- then 
everyone can watch for that number to show up in the reply link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002557 26289 53 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:45:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #47 1SG(ret)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why is the page reloading everytime I hit (new comments) button. Feels like an 
outage coming on!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Which browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002569 26289 64 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:46:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #56 Mike C.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does that work if it's on an older thread ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, the database indexes just keep increasing one by one, unrelated to the 
thread they're posted in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002583 26289 75 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:47:46pm  



 
1SG(ret): try clearing the cache and reloading the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002641 26289 130 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 3:52:29pm  
 
<EM><STRONG>Note!</STRONG></EM></P> 
When I shut down comments, they're going to be off for about a half hour -- so 
be prepared for a little interruption! It's like the final timeout before the 
grim milestone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002780 26289 264 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:01:48pm  
 
Please reload your browser now -- the problem with 'new comments' causing a 
reload should be fixed in IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002826 26289 309 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:04:25pm  
 
In case you missed that...</P> 
<STRONG>Reload.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002841 26289 323 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:05:11pm  
 
OK, folks. I'm shutting off comments now. Please stand by for about 30 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04002877 26289 354 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:38:02pm  
 
New thread, with super-secret numerological meanings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04003085 26290 184 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:43:37pm  
 
It's Irish Rose!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04003191 26290 277 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:47:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #134 Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think we're overloading Ajax</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ladies and gentlemen, we have a grim milestone!</P> 
<STRONG>c=4003030</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04003301 26290 382 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 4:55:41pm  
 
'I think we're overloading Ajax' is now immortalized as a random rotating 
title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04003753 26291 116 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 6:21:37pm  
 



bryantms: you need a hobby. Heh.</P> 
I think you missed 20 or so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04003876 26292 39 Charles Tue, Jul 17, 2007 6:51:02pm  
 
LGF is not a bathroom stall, and your comments are not graffiti.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006647 26300 155 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 12:55:06pm  
 
I took out the Javascript version of the video player -- does the preview 
function work now after a reload?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006665 26300 164 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 12:58:58pm  
 
What browser?</P> 
(And please ... always tell me this when you report a problem.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006670 26300 167 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 12:59:35pm  
 
Does preview work on other pages?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006698 26300 184 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 1:06:02pm  
 
OK, that tells me there's something in that embedded video code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006703 26300 187 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 1:07:14pm  
 
I removed the video. Work now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006723 26300 202 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 1:12:01pm  
 
That Sevendust video player is nice, but something in its Javascript code is 
messing with my initialization routines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006742 26300 214 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 1:17:39pm  
 
The video will be back shortly, at YouTube.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04006780 26300 235 Charles Wed, Jul 18, 2007 1:28:13pm  
 
OK -- the YouTube version is up. Any problems with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04009486 26306 9 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 8:28:11am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 



<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">9</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Jul 19, 
2007 8:28:11am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04009511 26306 28 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 8:30:50am  
 
Yes, I'm testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04010075 26310 7 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 11:07:27am  
 
By the way, posts that only contain a variation on 'FIRST!' will now be deleted. 
I thought the message you get when you try to post 'FIRST!' would be enough to 
discourage it, but apparently not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04010079 26310 9 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 11:08:13am  
 
Posts that contain clever spellings to get around our filters on slurs will also 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04010100 26310 23 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 11:11:24am  
 
That's right -- 'new comments' does interrupt the playback. Not a bug; that's 
how it needs to work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04010275 26311 44 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 11:46:24am  
 
The ads are misbehaving -- connection failures. I turned them off temporarily 
while it's sorted out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04011071 26312 284 Charles Thu, Jul 19, 2007 2:03:53pm  
 
Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014473 26323 18 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 11:30:57am  
 
zombie: that delay is a Safari problem. If you quit and restart you'll find that 
the delay is much shorter, and it gets longer as you browse around more and 
more. Seems to be related to Safari's cache.</P> 
It doesn't seem to happen in Firefox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014481 26323 21 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 11:31:59am  
 



The gray box should now be gone if you reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014685 26323 62 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 12:08:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #53 Stormy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I like the feature but have one enhancement request. It would be nice if the 
"default date" when you open it is set to the date of the posts you're looking 
at. For instance: I'm looking at 7/7/2005. I want to look a day or two away from 
that. I'd like to see the date be 7/7/2005 when I pull up the calendar rather 
than today. Saves a lot of steps.</P> 
Besides, the calendar control already has a "today" button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Forgot to add that code -- it's in there now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014691 26323 66 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 12:08:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #55 Pass The Moonbaticide</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>Charles</STRONG>After Previewing a comment, only the lower 'Post this 
Comment' button seems to work. The one above the comment text box does 
nothing.Is it me only ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Seems to work fine for me... that's how I just posted this 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014749 26323 83 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 12:20:29pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/4014730" target=_blank>#77</A> Pass The 
Moonbaticide</EM></P> 
You need to clear your cache and reload the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04014826 26323 109 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 12:36:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #106 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles: when I click the "reply" button it just puts me at the top of the 
thread and doesn't put the reply code into the posting box.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Clear browser cache and reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015679 26324 23 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 4:59:40pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/4015670" target=_blank>#17</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
Clear cache and reload. (The new code checks out with Firebug.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015727 26324 59 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:22:14pm  
 
<EM>re: #31 Liberty trumps Peace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Getting this error:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Internet Explorer cannot open the Internet sitehttp:/ 
/www.littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/.  



Operation aborted</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I've cleared the cache and restarted IE, but 
no go.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Which version of IE is this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015733 26324 64 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:25:34pm  
 
OK -- I removed the new tooltip script to see if that's the problem. Please 
reload and let me know if it's working now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015749 26324 77 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:31:05pm  
 
Try reloading with IE again. I removed the calendar script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015761 26324 89 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:33:57pm  
 
Ah ha. It's the calendar. Curses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015769 26324 97 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:36:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #94 Liberty trumps Peace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
:(</P> 
it's broke again...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Mmf. Try now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015773 26324 101 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:36:58pm  
 
Mkay. It's not the calendar, it's the tooltip script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015783 26324 107 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 5:39:46pm  
 
The tooltip script is outta there. IE7 should work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015951 26324 255 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 6:49:07pm  
 
Who could have imagined that those tiny tooltips would turn out to be such a 
giant pain? I've reverted to the original code that was working with a few bugs; 
clear cache and reload and you should be back to normal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04015961 26324 263 Charles Fri, Jul 20, 2007 6:54:03pm  
 
Oh... no problem. Why do you ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017300 26326 89 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 8:43:44am  
 
Try clearing cache and reloading the page, IE users. Found a bug in the tooltip 
script that might have been causing your problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04017393 26327 34 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:09:09am  
 
zmdavid: thanks -- that tells me there's some kind of Javascript syntax error, 
but IE's line number is useless.</P> 
Firefox's javascript debugger is much better -- but the script doesn't cause any 
errors in Firefox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017426 26327 48 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:15:58am  
 
The preview and spellcheck buttons don't work because the problem script is 
messing up the installation of the Javascript.</P> 
But the fact that you can still post comments is good -- it proves that the 
fallback method of posting for those who don't use Javascript still works.</P> 
<EM>re: #37 Etaoin Shrdlu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I currently see these two (using Firefox):</P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>$("#calendarDaily").calendar is not a 
functionlittlegreenfootballs.com/lgf-javascript/ lgf-init.js?v=10Line 
32</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>hovertipInit is not definedlittlegreenfootballs.com/lgf-javascript/ 
lgf.js?v=22Line 161</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oops. Yeah, those are unrelated to the tooltip problem -- I removed those 
statements,</P> 
All, please reload and try again ... but I'm beginning to think this script just 
isn't going to make the grade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017432 26327 51 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:16:48am  
 
zombie: Safari and Firefox/Mozilla have no problems with the tooltip 
script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017435 26327 53 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:17:35am  
 
Cartman: no need to bother. It's not Java that's the problem -- it's the 
Javascript built into IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017460 26327 67 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:30:32am  
 
OK, try reloading once again. I've switched everything back to the previous 
tooltip script, and everything should now work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017483 26327 79 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:36:25am  
 
<EM>re: #72 christheprofessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Works fine, but I get this error message:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Line: 18Char: 46Expected: ")"Code 0</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, that's the problem with the old tooltip script, and that's why I was trying 
to update to a more modern script. At least that error isn't 
fatal.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04017498 26327 84 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:43:28am  
 
Those 'expected )' errors should now be fixed. Found a way around that 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017547 26327 118 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 9:59:59am  
 
Those missing ')' errors should be completely gone now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017555 26327 125 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 10:02:08am  
 
Old Grouch: fixed the 'font:100%' typo -- the other one is an intentional hack 
to get around some IE weirdness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017674 26327 192 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 10:42:22am  
 
<EM>re: #181 Spionator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Probably this is not really a bug, but it seems not to be a feature either:</P> 
Why is the "new comments" button being displayed in archived threads where 
comments are closed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good point. I'll fix that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017724 26329 6 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 11:08:06am  
 
In Safari, as we discussed yesterday, the calendar can take several seconds to 
appear. It's a quirk in Safari related to the cache -- the longer you browse 
around, the longer the calendar takes. If you quit Safari and relaunch, the 
calendar pops up almost immediately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017768 26329 25 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 11:27:38am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/4017763" target=_blank>#22</A> bikermailman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No problems for me, except that weird can't load problem yesterday. I use IE7 
most of the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That problem yesterday was caused by the new tooltip script, now fixed.</P> 
It looks like the calendar is down with IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04017968 26329 67 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 1:11:43pm  
 
A good bit of news on the topic of the thread ... I dug into the popup calendar 
to see what was slowing it down (especially in Safari) and I believe I've found 
and fixed the delay. It still takes a second or three to pop up, but the delay 
won't get longer as you browse around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04018016 26329 71 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 1:59:00pm  
 



Click the button that says 'daily archives'...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04018744 26336 10 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 6:52:45pm  
 
This is the lonely orphan post of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04018516 26337 40 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 6:03:55pm  
 
The Overlord Tool reports 19,768 users, as of this writing. Including blocked 
and unactivated accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04018557 26337 68 Charles Sat, Jul 21, 2007 6:12:01pm  
 
Sheesh. More than 100 registrations in 20 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04019882 26339 16 Charles Sun, Jul 22, 2007 8:34:24am  
 
Note: If I have to keep deleting 'FIRST!" posts by repeat offenders, I'll start 
blocking accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04019910 26339 37 Charles Sun, Jul 22, 2007 8:40:21am  
 
The message you see when you try to post a variation of 'FIRST!' now includes a 
warning that your account may be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04020308 26340 121 Charles Sun, Jul 22, 2007 10:16:53am  
 
<EM>re: #113 Powderfinger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not hate speech. This is hate speech.<A 
href="http://incoldblogger.blogspot.com/2007/07/killitary-how-americas-armed-
forces.html" target=_blank>KILLITARY: Are America's Armed Forces Creating Serial 
Killers and Mass Murderers?</A></P> 
Needless to say, the answer is "Yes"</P> 
Note the comment from a mother of a murder victim about her daughter's killer. 
It's priceless, in a sad, cold way. And she's a co-blogger on the site...which 
is apparently a crime blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That disgusting piece of tripe was posted at Daily Kos too, before being quickly 
deleted. I was going to write about it, but they deleted it so fast I didn't 
have a chance.</P> 
And now it's been deleted from the site above, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04020473 26343 26 Charles Sun, Jul 22, 2007 11:12:58am  
 
<EM>re: #20 sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
LGF is eating half my posts</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You can't use the '&lt;' symbol as part of a post. That's how HTML tags are 
inserted. And since we only allow a few HTML tags, anything after that character 
will disappear, because it looks like a disallowed HTML tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04020697 26345 17 Charles Sun, Jul 22, 2007 1:09:41pm  
 
Those are definitely not models.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04024111 26355 116 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 11:07:16am  
 
<EM>re: #90 amused</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So the Killitary diary at DailyKos was not 'disappeared' but rather removed by 
the author himself. Further, that is the one and only diary posted by 
'liquidman' and so is not representative of DailyKos at all. Doesn't Charles owe 
Markos an apology for slamming DailyKos with insinuations that; A) Corey 
represents the mindset at DailyKos and, B) That there was some nefarious reason 
why the diary was removed?</P> 
It appears to me that Corey is in the business of selling his books online and 
tried a marketing scheme that involved making posts to political websites. 
That's all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's incredibly easy to find examples of this kind of thinking at Daily Kos. 
Please try to sell your BS to someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025135 26358 214 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 1:55:02pm  
 
Here's something interesting -- I'm seeing a lot of referrals with this 
address:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://preview.tinyurl.com/365hz9" 
target=_blank>preview.tinyurl.com...</A>]</P> 
TinyURL is a service that lets you create a smaller web address, but it also 
hides where the link is coming from. There are so many of these referrals that 
this must be a high-traffic site that's linked to us with TinyURL -- but they 
apparently didn't want us to be able to know. Hmm.</P> 
Anyone notice a link to LGF somewhere, using TinyURL?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025172 26358 234 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 2:02:41pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/4025150" target=_blank>#226</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
A lot of companies block Tinyurl, since it can be used to circumvent Web 
filters.</P> 
What do you see when you click on that link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It just takes you to the TinyURL preview page, and shows that the link goes to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025206 26358 258 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 2:08:46pm  
 
Ah, of course. The crackheads at Sadly No. I should have guessed.</P> 
They're doing it to get around the redirect. Big surprise for them now in 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025241 26358 273 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 2:16:02pm  



 
<EM>re: #274 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4025206&amp;n=262" target=_blank>#262</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
There's another tinyurl link to LGF on the next post down on Sadly 
No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks. Added to the jerk filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025531 26358 355 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 3:12:53pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/4025498" target=_blank>#356</A> ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you talking about ad space? You know, ad revenue or sponsorships that one 
might stand to lose if one is perceived to be running a hate 
site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, with that stupid comment you got my attention. The simple fact is that I 
have never done anything at this site that was intended to pander to 
advertisers.</P> 
And not one of our advertisers has ever said a single word about LGF being a 
"hate site." On the contrary--advertisers contact me almost daily wanting to 
place ads here.</P> 
So you can take your smarmy "hate site" accusation and cram it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025630 26360 37 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 3:35:26pm  
 
<A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D8QII4M00&amp;show_article=1&amp;c
at=0" target=_blank>Voters to Address Candidates Via YouTube</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Among the potential questioners and questions:</P> 
—a man standing in front of an ATM, asking how the candidates would stop the 
spread of check cashing centers and predatory lending in the inner cities.</P> 
—a woman holding a picture of a brother wounded in Vietnam who had post-
traumatic stress disorder and who never got the necessary help. She wanted to 
know how the candidates would ensure today's veterans get better treatment.</P> 
—a woman saying she had to charge her health care expenses to her credit cards 
and wanted to know how the candidates would make health care affordable and 
available to all. "I'm sick about not being able to afford being sick," she 
says.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025778 26361 5 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:09:09pm  
 
"Congressman Kucinich: how would America be better off with YOU as 
president?"</P> 
Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025796 26361 13 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:10:54pm  
 
"Senator Clinton: how would you define the word 'liberal'?"</P> 
This is brutal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04025811 26361 22 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:12:03pm  
 
Mike Gravel is neither liberal nor progressive. He's just plain 
weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025831 26361 32 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:13:44pm  
 
Next they'll ask them their favorite colors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025851 26361 41 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:15:40pm  
 
This is beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025870 26361 53 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:17:00pm  
 
"Is African Americans ever gonna get reparations for slavery?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025888 26361 64 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:18:25pm  
 
Drinking game: every time one of these tools says "bring about 
change..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025891 26361 67 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:18:58pm  
 
Kucinich quoting the Bible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025904 26361 76 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:19:58pm  
 
The inevitable Katrina racism question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04025955 26361 112 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:24:06pm  
 
That's right. Obama says he can't get a cab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026052 26361 202 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:31:42pm  
 
John Edwards is against imposing religious beliefs on the American people. Whoa. 
That's heavy, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026084 26361 232 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:35:16pm  
 
These campaign videos are the most painfully inept, forced, unfunny things I 
think I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026124 26361 268 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:38:43pm  
 
Oh no. Please tell me I'm not really seeing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04026149 26361 292 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:40:37pm  
 
Now they're on Darfur, ignoring the real issues, and acting 
tough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026165 26361 306 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:41:41pm  
 
Dennis Kucinich wants to send in the troops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026181 26361 321 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:42:41pm  
 
Darfur is caused by America failing to own up to its 
responsibilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026192 26361 332 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:43:47pm  
 
Clinton's against sending in the troops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026203 26361 342 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:44:32pm  
 
Now they're using dead soldiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026213 26361 351 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:45:21pm  
 
"How do we pull out now?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026273 26361 410 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:49:37pm  
 
"No military solution!" Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026295 26361 432 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:51:00pm  
 
"No military solution!" Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026318 26361 453 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:52:18pm  
 
QUAGMIRE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026337 26361 472 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:53:17pm  
 
Gravel's getting cranky!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026366 26361 497 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:55:02pm  
 
Obama dodges the "dying in vain" question.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04026380 26361 511 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:55:39pm  
 
Edwards dodges the "dying in vain" question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026393 26361 523 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 4:56:39pm  
 
"Should women register for the draft?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026471 26361 600 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:02:31pm  
 
"Would you be willing to meet with Iran, Syria, terrorists, anyone at 
all?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026474 26361 603 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:02:51pm  
 
Obama says he'll talk to anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026481 26361 610 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:03:26pm  
 
Of course she won't talk about women's rights in Islamic countries. That would 
come too close to actually being substantive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026508 26361 636 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:04:56pm  
 
Edwards will meet with Castro, Ahmadinejad, Kim Jong-Il, Chavez, anybody!</P> 
"Restore moral leadership!" Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026595 26361 719 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:11:09pm  
 
Gravel video! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026615 26361 739 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:12:24pm  
 
OK... I think it's time for a new thread. There's plenty of stupid still left to 
go...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026652 26361 765 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:15:41pm  
 
New thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026665 26362 22 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:16:38pm  
 
Mike Gravel is dyslexic? Who knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026683 26362 37 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:17:46pm  



 
blackturtle.us</P> 
Oh my god.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026704 26362 53 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:18:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #41 daughter of patriots</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Has <STRONG>anyone</STRONG> talked about the <STRONG>Islamist threats</STRONG> 
we face, yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course not! What do you think this is, a presidential debate or 
something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026737 26362 85 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:20:45pm  
 
"Do you send your kids to public school or private school?"</P> 
These are weighty questions of national importance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026786 26362 129 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:23:52pm  
 
"Comprehensive sax education?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026803 26362 146 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:24:40pm  
 
Weighty, weighty questions!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026844 26362 183 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:26:45pm  
 
Please. Make it stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04026882 26362 221 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:28:16pm  
 
LIGHT BULBS! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027022 26362 358 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:35:56pm  
 
Democrats are in favor of nuclear power?</P> 
When did that happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027097 26362 427 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:42:53pm  
 
New thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027172 26363 50 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:46:48pm  
 
Dennis Kucinich: we'll have "a defense policy of strength through 
peace."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04027337 26363 191 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:56:10pm  
 
Clinton just suggested that Bush stole the 2000 election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027358 26363 212 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 5:57:19pm  
 
"Bringing about change!" Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027442 26363 296 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:01:59pm  
 
Gun nut! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027451 26363 305 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:02:26pm  
 
Red meat for the progressives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027456 26363 310 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:03:06pm  
 
Biden: "I hope he doesn't come lookin' for me."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027488 26363 342 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:04:30pm  
 
Obama gets the final video. Now we know who CNN digs.</P> 
The last question: "look at the candidate to your left, and tell the audience 
one thing you like and one thing you dislike about them."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027640 26364 23 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:15:52pm  
 
The sycophants on Wolf Blitzer's show are now hyping this pathetic show for all 
they're worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04027692 26364 55 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 6:20:25pm  
 
Dick Morris is ... not my favorite person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04028311 26364 350 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 8:04:31pm  
 
Sandrine:</P> 
Hillary Clinton's husband Bill was deeply in the pockets of the Arabs, giving 
speeches at the insane antisemitic think tank called the "Zayed Centre for 
Coordination and Followup" for big bucks. If you think Hillary is going to be 
tougher on the Saudis than Bush -- you're a deluded fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04028133 26365 74 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 7:32:47pm  
 
And by the way, Layne also emailed me with a demand for an apology.</P> 
Minus the legal threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04028529 26365 100 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 8:56:03pm  
 
Cattt: judging from the emails Layne sent me, he was definitely <EM>not</EM> 
kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04028533 26365 102 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 8:57:31pm  
 
Indeed I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04028696 26365 112 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 9:33:19pm  
 
Layne has posted another dishonest attack on me tonight, no doubt to soothe his 
poor little wounded ego.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04028811 26369 40 Charles Mon, Jul 23, 2007 9:55:58pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/4028789" target=_blank>#25</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't really tell whether the guy honest-to-goodness hates Jews, or feigned it 
in some coy attempt at irony. I don't guess it matters, as the effect is the 
same, but man -- you ain't afraid of nobody's lawyers, apparently. 
Gutsy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Doesn't take guts at all. Layne isn't suing anybody and he knows it. He was just 
trying to intimidate a blogger he thought was a nobody, like a cheap schoolyard 
bully. He sent the same email to me, but left off the legal 
threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04029606 26370 16 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 7:13:57am  
 
Had some funny characters in the link -- it works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04030132 26375 9 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 8:29:20am  
 
You bet, Terp. By the way, I hate to say "I told you so," but I was right about 
their imminent release...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04030180 26375 37 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 8:37:47am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/4030166" target=_blank>#29</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
the more people pay the ransoms, the more people will be kidnapped and held by 
these thugs. It doesn't matter whether it's Khadafi or the Palestinian 
terrorists Hamas, PIJ, or the Taliban in Afghanistan, etc. They see money to be 
made - to finance their ongoing terrorist operations.</P> 
The only way to break the cycle is not to pay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
True -- and that's what the European Union will never do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04030617 26378 86 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 9:45:08am  



 
See update: jumped the gun on this one -- the story's a year 
old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04030679 26378 122 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 9:55:05am  
 
See the update, please. This is an old story; he's not fired 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04030877 26381 23 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 10:27:17am  
 
<A href="http://www.slate.com/id/2107096/" target=_blank>What is blood 
doping?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04032537 26385 170 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 4:33:25pm  
 
I think the regents are in a back room playing Yahtzee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04032985 26386 42 Charles Tue, Jul 24, 2007 6:07:22pm  
 
Fredlike: reload and Safari will show the tips...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04036258 26398 271 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 1:17:02pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/4036208" target=_blank>#252</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
(Charles, the n with a tilda doesn't work)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to use the HTML character entity -- &amp;ntilde;</P> 
See? Prospero año y felicidad...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04036728 26400 25 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 3:46:49pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/4036721" target=_blank>#21</A> Lee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I must have missed the part where he "self-identifies as a 
leftist/radical".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think in running the story, the New Republic once again demonstrates why the 
whole center-Democrat DLC Clintonista armada offers nothing to any genuine 
radical of any stripe from green to red. ...</P> 
I suppose I wish Foer well. He's got a long life ahead of him and right now he's 
way up a tree and that looks like a long fall. But I can't help thinking that 
the sooner he falls out of that tree, the better for all of us on the left, and 
maybe for the country as a whole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037112 26404 8 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 5:44:24pm  
 
I've got a bad feeling about this. I'd really hate to see Giuliani climb down, 
but I'm afraid it might happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04037146 26404 22 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 5:51:25pm  
 
In this case, the phone numbers are more than appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037172 26404 36 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 5:58:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #33 RememberSekhmet?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"the subscriber you have called is not receiving calls at this time"---the phone 
message on both numbers as of a minute ago</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not good. It means the CAIR supporters have probably flooded his voice 
mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037405 26404 235 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 7:11:39pm  
 
You're not in a private chat room, folks. People who are not your friends are 
reading your comments. Please keep this in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037424 26404 249 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 7:16:32pm  
 
I might need to start making my comments show up in giant red 
letters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037717 26405 21 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 8:33:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 ibrodsky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
What makes you think Giuliani will backpedal on this? Is it just a hunch or have 
you heard something specific?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I haven't heard anything specific. I'm just looking at the current climate 
of appeasement -- and suffering from a severe case of political 
mistrust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037863 26405 124 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 9:05:21pm  
 
Rudy's phone numbers have been overloaded since CAIR announced their campaign 
against him today. That's why I have a second post on this subject -- because 
it's important. Big pressure is being put on Giuliani to compromise his stance 
on Islamic terrorism; we're only seeing the tip of the iceberg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037880 26405 137 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 9:08:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #131 francisco d'anconia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4037863&amp;n=124" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
how do we know the phones arent being inundated with people telling him to stick 
to his guns? i really dont think too many people that support Cair (democrats) 



would call Rudi. They would just call their people and make 
donations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because the lines were shut down before I posted about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037925 26405 175 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 9:17:52pm  
 
This is a vitally important issue. It's not the place to have petty personal 
fights, and I'm going to start banning people unless they get a 
grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04037955 26405 201 Charles Wed, Jul 25, 2007 9:24:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #177 Canadastani</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
158 Irene NYC</P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I try to send people to LGF and a lot of people are just turned off 
by that sort of stuff.</BLOCKQUOTE>Not that Irene needs anyone to support her, 
but I totally agree with her. It is not difficult to make your point clearly. 
Being vulgar just lets people get away with comparing this to KOS or the HufPo. 
Kind of like typing in ALL CAPS, being vulgar takes away from whatever point you 
were trying to make and makes the rest of us look bad.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04039007 26408 4 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:31:53am  
 
Traffic suddenly went through the roof for some reason. It's coming back down 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04039090 26408 68 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:46:31am  
 
Have the lefty blogs started attacking yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04039665 26411 89 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 10:31:27am  
 
<EM>re: #84 Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow. Tucker destroyed him. Everyone should see this clip. No idea why CAIR is 
spreading this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
CAIR is spreading this because they want people to know they're going to get 
sued if they report suspicious behavior. Carlson did destroy Hooper, but to CAIR 
it doesn't matter. The important thing is to get the intimidation message out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04040905 26411 207 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 3:22:35pm  
 
I've said it before and I'll say it again -- if you use creative spellings to 
get around our filters on slurs, your comment is going to be deleted.</P> 
And if you post a comment advocating any sort of violence or even hinting at it, 
your comment will be deleted and your account will be blocked.</P> 



Posting comments here is a privilege, not a right, and I can and will take it 
away from those who abuse that privilege.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041100 26411 213 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 4:36:13pm  
 
And if #207 sounds like I'm a bit irritated, I am. I've spent way too much time 
keeping an eye on this thread today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04040211 26413 23 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 12:10:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #17 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Think back to the threads a month or two ago about the elementary school teacher 
who went on a Saudi-paid junket, her lavishly praiseful blog, and the Li'l 
Muslim Day they had at her school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean, the LGF article I linked at the bottom of my post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04040322 26414 25 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 12:30:43pm  
 
I agree that the focus should be on the veracity of the stories -- but this is 
not irrelevant. It has a distinct odor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04040666 26414 211 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 1:50:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #188 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The more I look at Reeve's work, the less I think she ghost-wrote Beauchamp's 
material.</P> 
1) She writes well; graceful, closely-observed, clean prose.</P> 
2) She writes about integrity.</P> 
3) She demonstrates integrity - read what she wrote about the attacks on Ann 
Coulter.</P> 
I have a very bad feeling about this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I never believed she ghost-wrote the article. I'm fairly good at distinguishing 
a writer's "voice," and "Shock Troops" has a very similar ring to the blog 
postings -- just more polished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04040794 26414 259 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 2:49:39pm  
 
(And by the way, "R the R"'s IP address traces to TNR.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041244 26416 75 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 5:28:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #43 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4041190&amp;n=39" target=_blank>#39</A> 
akak</EM></P> 
Yea yea yea. Ok fine get Charles to deleat it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not OK to post things like that here. Period. If you do it again your 
account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04041270 26416 95 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 5:36:14pm  
 
Look. I understand being angry about this stuff. I am too. But when you post 
crap like that, it IS NO LAUGHING MATTER.</P> 
Sorry for shouting--but I'm on the brink of a full-fledged rant about this, 
after having to delete WAY too many comments in the CAIR thread. You're posting 
under a fake name--and I do not want to be associated with comments like 
that.</P> 
Full stop. Bah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041372 26416 162 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 6:20:25pm  
 
<EM>re: #151 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't (know) of anybody (aside from Miss Malkin) who has access to O'Riley so 
it would just end up getting deleted by some intern. Anyways, I seriously doubt 
that they are blog savvy enough over there to know how it's supposed to be 
done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
O'Reilly does not understand blogs, and has an ego that rivals the black hole at 
the center of our galaxy.</P> 
And Fox News's main interest is what they can exploit for ratings and ad 
dollars. The people behind Fox News are our friends only to the extent that our 
coinciding interests result in more profits for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041608 26417 131 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:53:21pm  
 
We're having a series of traffic spikes, and there's nothing I can do about it 
at this moment -- but a permanent solution for these interruptions is coming 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041630 26417 146 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:55:46pm  
 
<EM>re: #123 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hi. I'd just like to take this moment to express my honest gratitude for this 
site and most especially to Charles for all the work he puts into it. No way on 
earth could I or most people be as passionate as Charles to anything in our 
lives let alone to something so immediate and threatening that it demands the 
constant attention that Charles puts into it.I'm preaching to the choir here but 
terrorism is a real threat and must be stopped at every move that it tries to 
take, no matter where it comes from. Especially in these days that we're living 
in now, there's never been a more crucial point in the history of not only the 
Western world but the entire world where extreme ideologies need to be wiped 
out. Please, let's continue to fight this evil by any means that we are 
personally able and by supporting and demanding that those in power fight it as 
well with all of their resources.I think I speak for all lizards in these 
thoughts and thanks to Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks for the support. Much appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041640 26417 153 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:57:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #147 steve miller</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
where are the traffic spikes coming from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can't tell, unfortunately, or I'd be able to do something to mitigate the 
problem. It's chaotic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041650 26417 161 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 8:59:51pm  
 
To elaborate a bit -- I'm about to spend a whole lot of money to make sure we 
stay online through any kind of traffic spike, by moving the site to a 
distributed, load-balanced network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041675 26417 180 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:07:05pm  
 
To elaborate a bit more -- we'll be on a network run by the same host that 
Drudge Report uses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041703 26417 201 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:14:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #185 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #180 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>To elaborate a bit more -- we'll be on a network run by the same 
host that Drudge Report uses.</BLOCKQUOTE>The network is the choke point, not 
the servers? Is this a new discovery?  
Fascinating stuff, never been hands-on at those levels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not a new discovery. But the software that ran LGF for years was not able 
to run on a distributed system; it was designed on a single server system, in 
the days when we got ~100 visitors a day. That's been the main purpose of all 
the software updates I've been doing since February -- to get the system ready 
for prime time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041706 26417 204 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:14:57pm  
 
<EM>re: #197 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well I'll say that I agree with Sullivan's basic point, in that these 
Brobdingnagian factcheckathons only seem to happen in the rightosphere when 
confronted with a story or news piece that contradicts the accepted 
worldview.</P> 
/ok, let me have it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why bother? That's just silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041758 26417 248 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:25:32pm  
 
Drudge Report, by the way, gets in the neighborhood of <EM>10 million hits a 
day</EM>. Just to give you an idea of the neighborhood we'll be moving 
into.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041790 26417 279 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:32:24pm  
 



I always like to see ChenZhen and Cognito agree on something, even if it's 
complete nonsense.</P> 
The reason why people questioned the article is because it is an injustice 
against <EM>reality</EM>. If it comes out that every story Beauchamp concocted 
is true (which is very unlikely), you'll see the same people who questioned it 
acknowledge that -- count on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04041798 26417 286 Charles Thu, Jul 26, 2007 9:34:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #283 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #248 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Drudge Report, by the way, gets in the neighborhood of <EM>10 
million hits a day</EM>. Just to give you an idea of the neighborhood we'll be 
moving into.</BLOCKQUOTE>We're moving into the high rent district?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hence the "whole lot of money" comment. A load-balanced system is not 
cheap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044875 26425 198 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:04:13pm  
 
By the way -- according to commenters at <A 
href="http://patterico.com/2007/07/26/another-smug-and-dishonest-lecture-from-
rick-ellensburg-or-is-it-thomas-ellers/" target=_blank>Patterico</A>, this 
thread proves LGF is a "hate site."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050876 26428 397 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:32:38am  
 
Rraawwkk! Irrelevant! Caw! Mouth-breathers! 
<EM>Rrraaawwkkk!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044888 26429 23 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:09:41pm  
 
By the way, folks -- LGF is being called a "hate site" in the comments for this 
post by <A href="http://patterico.com/2007/07/26/another-smug-and-dishonest-
lecture-from-rick-ellensburg-or-is-it-thomas-ellers/" 
target=_blank>Patterico</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044922 26429 50 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:19:24pm  
 
One benefit of moonbats who pick through our comments is that they seem to have 
more time to do it than I do. I hadn't even read the two comments featured 
there, but they're now deleted because they were over the top.</P> 
("Hateful?" I'd argue with that. But definitely on the extreme 
side.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044938 26429 59 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:24:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #51 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Last night late I read something that bugged me.It was a post about 
jumping the camel — literally — six of them.</BLOCKQUOTE>Interesting he read 
that "late last night" when Charles only posted it today.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good catch. It was posted around noon today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044964 26429 77 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:34:35pm  
 
EE: that's a good article on Raimondo.</P> 
However -- you should know that Stephen Schwartz absolutely despises LGF. In 
fact, he has written me more than one email that was so over the top with 
ranting obscenity, that at first I doubted it was really him. But it was.</P> 
Just so you're aware of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04044981 26429 93 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:40:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #81 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well it is a good discussion, at the height of passion during tense events some 
of us do go over the top when venting... making it about peoples instead of the 
evil groups, ideologies, or persons. There's a difference, and often it amounts 
to checking the syntax and parsing of your words. Be exact, be direct, be 
factual, and be fully honest; then it can't be twisted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And then Stinky won't have to delete it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045018 26429 125 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:50:49pm  
 
ChenZhen is right -- don't blame Patterico for that garbage. The 'hate site' 
accusation is from a moonbat commenter at his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045022 26429 128 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 5:52:23pm  
 
EE: don't miss my comment #77.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045066 26429 168 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 6:08:31pm  
 
<EM>re: #157 Patterico</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"By the way, folks -- LGF is being called a "hate site" in the comments for this 
post by Patterico."</P> 
Not by me! I'm defending LGF and Malkin (and Hot Air, to which I contribute) 
against the lies told by Glenn Greenwald.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Pointed out in my comment #125. And I thank you for the defense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045080 26429 181 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 6:13:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #178 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4045066&amp;n=168" target=_blank>#168</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Pink and green? Well, at least it's an attention getter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Getting attention is the point. Still tweaking colors.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04045095 26429 194 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 6:15:35pm  
 
If you guys don't watch it, I'll make my posts bright orange and 
flashing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045120 26429 215 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 6:19:53pm  
 
Sorry, folks... the days of using "style" attributes to create colored posts at 
LGF are over.</P> 
It's a huge security hole. End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045136 26429 230 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 6:24:25pm  
 
I'm just glad no enemies of LGF figured out how to exploit our CSS 
vulnerabilities before I blocked the style attribute. Believe me, you would not 
have liked that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045326 26430 76 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 7:09:12pm  
 
Bottom feeder Harvey Levin is now hyping the Lindsay Lohan story on Fox News. 
She has a movie coming out. What a coincidence.</P> 
A perfect example of why I say Fox is just as bad as the rest of the MSM.</P> 
They're giggling now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045352 26430 98 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 7:14:15pm  
 
That's not pink. It's pastel red. And I'm still tweaking, but it got your 
attention, didn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045769 26433 62 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 8:44:54pm  
 
This crap is all over the left wing blogosphere. They're salivating over 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045828 26433 111 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 8:56:47pm  
 
The latest komments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Trolling specifically to give LGF (5+ / 0-)a screen shot to post on their front 
page.</P> 
What pathetic tactics the wingnuts are stooping to.</P> 
by Loquatrix on Fri Jul 27, 2007 at 08:35:29 PM PDT</P> 
---</P> 
You little green footballs fuck nut (4+ / 0-)YOu posted this here and then ran 
over to Charles Johnson to post this on their front page. Asshole.</P> 
That is one million percent truth-n-fact, moonbat!</P> 
by calipygian on Fri Jul 27, 2007 at 08:35:35 PM 
PDT</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04045846 26433 127 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 8:59:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #123 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4045828&amp;n=111" target=_blank>#111</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Well, that was Mr. 3CCD's only diary and has 0 comments in the 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, that proves it, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045853 26433 133 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 9:01:03pm  
 
Because this kind of stuff is <EM>never</EM> posted at Kos except by trolls, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045868 26433 148 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 9:03:35pm  
 
They see it as a "troll diary" because they're on edge about the O'Reilly 
business. It's purely self-preservation.</P> 
If it weren't for the current circumstances, the Kidz wouldn't even blink at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04045954 26433 222 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 9:21:34pm  
 
Mr. Happy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04046043 26433 301 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 9:35:31pm  
 
<EM>re: #286 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #62 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This crap is all over the left wing blogosphere. They're salivating 
over it.</BLOCKQUOTE>I don't particularly want to be a Kos defender, but no one 
there is salivating over this diary. The very first comment about it called it a 
piece of crap, as did pretty much every one thereafter.  
Why is it "cherrypicking" if someone grabs a hateful comment from LGF and posts 
it elsewhere, but it's OK to post a diary that was roundly rejected by the 
Kossites as if it accurately reflects the views of anyone other than the person 
who wrote it?</P> 
And, as the commenters there point out, no one knows who wrote this diary. It's 
clearly not someone who participates there extensively. I mean, if what gets 
published anonymously in TNR can't be taken at face value, why should what gets 
published under much less stringent controls at Kos be taken at face 
value?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. It's a complete fluke. A one-off. Never happen again.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26428_Daily_Kos_Kestrel_Swoo
ps_In&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04046125 26433 334 Charles Fri, Jul 27, 2007 9:51:27pm  
 



<EM>re: #325 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #301 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Right. It's a complete fluke. A one-off. Never happen again.  
</P></BLOCKQUOTE>The fact that it's not a one-off doesn't justify 
misrepresenting how the diary was received or the extent to which it reflects 
the views of the people who post there regularly.  
Every third post on this blog is about distortion and bias in the MSM. Shouldn't 
you live by the standards you apply to them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh please. I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This crap is all over the left wing blogosphere. They're salivating over 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And it is. It's at ThinkProgress, it's at Huffington Post, you can find this 
garbage at nearly every left-wing site tonight. Take your misdirection 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047035 26435 16 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 8:15:22am  
 
The original is still posted; see the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047229 26437 14 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 9:15:10am  
 
<EM>re: #1 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
They getting into dangerous territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree. I would not be surprised to see Fox News file suit against them over 
this tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047266 26437 38 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 9:23:31am  
 
<EM>re: #16 Dragon Drop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is what y'all get for pummeling JetBlue...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... excuse me, but I did not sign on to the JetBlue thing, and in fact I 
think it was a bad idea. O'Reilly should have focused on the political 
candidates who are attending YearlyKos and made them account for their pandering 
... not the sponsors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047289 26437 56 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 9:32:18am  
 
Actually -- an 800 number is OK to post, because it clearly belongs to a public 
company, not an individual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047381 26437 122 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 9:57:25am  
 
<EM>re: #111 JonnyMac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well said whosoever. This is faux outrage. What about all the boycotts Charles 
encourages of 'peace scarves' etc? Win the war of ideas, don't bleat about crap 
like this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please cite one post at this blog in which I have advocated a boycott.</P> 



Hint: you can't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047430 26437 160 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 10:11:21am  
 
carefulnow: thanks. I updated with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047594 26437 251 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 10:56:20am  
 
More whacked-out anti-LGF posts at Digg:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/politics/Kos_and_MoveOn_Harass_Fox_News_Advertisers" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047601 26437 253 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 10:58:04am  
 
By the way, folks. I am not a fan of Bill O'Reilly, as I've mentioned many times 
here. The point here is not to defend O'Reilly, but to expose the thuggish 
tactics of Kos and MoveOn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047751 26439 11 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 11:45:56am  
 
jaybo: welcome to LGF, but comments that say nothing but 'I'm first' are 
deleted. Feel free to contribute to the discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047836 26439 45 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 12:14:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #15 Atman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, sorry to go OT so soon. <A 
href="http://www.securenet.bc.ca/NewsCentral/News%20Library/News%20Releases/nl07
2307.htm" target=_blank>Did this happen?</A>I haven't heard anything about it in 
the MSM (natch)...Debka is mention so it might be a 
fairytale...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Extremely unlikely. That would have been international news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047901 26439 66 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 12:57:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #56 ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thank you for making this an article, Charles. Had you seen my <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26438#c0011" 
target=_blank>posting</A> with the same excerpt?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Er, no. Found through our Ajax news feeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047928 26440 19 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 1:05:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #14 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles:</P> 



Why are you publishing all these Daily Kos diary entries? Anyone can be a Daily 
Kos diarist. Why should Kos be held to account for what deranged posters write 
on his site, yet you disclaim any stake in the opinions expressed by Lizards 
(which is as it should be)?</P> 
Look, I detest Kos and the Kossacks as much as the next guy, but this really 
does reek of a double standard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, it is not a double standard. Diary posts are not comments -- they're blogs 
sponsored by Daily Kos, and are often recommended on the front page. It's not 
even remotely similar to comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04047936 26440 25 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 1:07:39pm  
 
As to why I'm highlighting these diaries, the answer is very simple. This isn't 
just a nowhere blog -- it's now become such a force in the Democratic Party that 
presidential candidates post there.</P> 
Maybe you think that doesn't matter, but I disagree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048159 26440 200 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 2:19:59pm  
 
Wait til you see this one:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2007/7/28/1627/96049" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P> 
Not worth a front page post, but the Kidz are completely freaking 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048164 26440 204 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 2:21:43pm  
 
On the other hand, maybe it is worth a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048464 26442 21 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 3:42:56pm  
 
(The nasty little crackheads at Sadly No are attacking again, by the 
way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048486 26442 34 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 3:48:09pm  
 
I won't link to the morons, but here's a Google search:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=sadly+no&amp;i
e=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048502 26442 47 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 3:53:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #43 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They've got 4 or 5 LGF headlines up and when you click on them, you 
go to something called "tinyurl" which you click again, and then to LGF. I don't 
know what "tinyurl" is. But the headlines/stories they've highlighted are all 
LGF.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Did you click the link to LGF at the TinyURL site, by the way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04048507 26442 51 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 3:54:59pm  
 
Sirens of Titan was a great book. For me though, Vonnegut's work started to 
decline rapidly after Slaughterhouse 5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048513 26442 56 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 3:55:55pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/4048508" target=_blank>#52</A> reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
If you'd like to see what fans of the crackhead site see...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048528 26442 66 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 4:00:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #55 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4048502&amp;n=47" target=_blank>#47</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I won' link to them but check out the Sadly No post on Mark Steyn...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Above, Steyn under the influence of Heineken and amyl nitrate:“Chief 
Ho-mo Ind-i-an! Hunkpapa! Little Bighorn! It is to larf!”  
‘The internal contradictions of multiculturalism’</P> 
* Behold the self-serving inconsistency of Charles Merrill (a gay atheist artist 
who regularly blasphemes monotheist religions) saying that he admires faggy 
polygamist Native American cultures because of their tolerance of faggotry! What 
a faggy fag-lover who loves fag-loving fags!</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Could any "right 
wing" blogger even come close to getting away with that? Amazing.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It really is amazing. They give themselves permission to smear, libel, use 
racist slurs, homophobic slurs, anything at all. It's because they're superior 
moral creatures, you see. It's impossible for them to really be racist or 
hateful, because they're just so damned wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048625 26443 23 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 4:38:33pm  
 
justadot: its not a connection problem on your end ... we've been having some 
traffic spikes this afternoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048931 26445 27 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 6:21:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #23 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I suppose if you think hard enough you could find a way to blame the left for 
just about anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're not trying to deny that the left is responsible for the pressure to 
release Gitmo detainees, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048966 26445 52 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 6:28:19pm  
 
Come on, ChenZhen. You may be clinging to the shreds of your leftist ideology, 
but you're not stupid. Are you really prepared to deny that it's the left who 
campaigns against Guantanamo Bay?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04048999 26445 73 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 6:34:27pm  



 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/4048981" target=_blank>#61</A> ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So you're saying that these campaigns have resulted in the release of 
prisoners?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. We've been releasing them because we feel bad for them.</P> 
Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04049009 26445 82 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 6:47:15pm  
 
Traffic spikes. We've set up a process monitor to try to figure out why this is 
happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04049053 26445 119 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 7:05:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #114 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #101 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I see Chen's rattling the cage.</BLOCKQUOTE>Shhh...I'm 
concentrating!  
/I'm trying to see if my leftist mind rays can bust Kaczynski out 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. It's all a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04049192 26445 230 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 7:48:38pm  
 
I guess ChenZhen is finished trying to misdirect this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04049368 26445 369 Charles Sat, Jul 28, 2007 9:08:19pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/4049340" target=_blank>#351</A> ChenZhen</EM></P> 
Ok, I'm done with you. That was so convoluted and twisted that I'm ready to 
admit I was wrong when I said you weren't dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050288 26447 28 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 8:27:51am  
 
It would be better for Mr. Shmulevich to set up his own Paypal 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050310 26447 46 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 8:30:57am  
 
<EM>re: #35 goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'd like to know:</P> 
1. Did putting the koran in the toilet result in any damage to the plumbing? I 
could see the argument that it's not that Shmulevich put a koran in the toilet 
but that he put ANY object in the toilet that resulted in damage, and thus the 
criminal mischief charge; it still should NOT be a felony.</P> 
2. The aggravated harassment charge is really disturbing since no human beings 
were hurt or specifically insulted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



None of the news stories have mentioned any damage to plumbing. That does not 
seem to be the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050352 26447 81 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 8:39:55am  
 
<EM>re: #48 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4050288&amp;n=28" target=_blank>#28</A> 
Charles</EM> Charles - as was asked in #15, by Canadian Infidel, can you (or 
have you already) verified that the e-mail was from the real Mr. 
Shmulevich?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it's him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050378 26447 107 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 8:44:24am  
 
I would not have posted this if I had any doubt about the email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050453 26447 178 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:02:06am  
 
This was charged as a hate crime <EM>only</EM> because CAIR and the Muslim 
Students Association complained and pressured the university into it. They 
wanted to have 'sensitivity training' and leave it at that, but the Islamic 
advocacy groups were looking to make an example of this guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050485 26447 208 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:08:39am  
 
Stan: I want to reiterate what others have said -- please do not post any 
specific details about the case here except what's already public knowledge. You 
can be sure that CAIR's lawyers are reading this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050495 26447 217 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:11:37am  
 
<EM>re: #212 hiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4050387&amp;n=115" target=_blank>#115</A> 
StanS</EM></P> 
What exactly were you charged with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's in my post, and it was all over the newspapers so there's nothing wrong 
with repeating it. "Criminal mischief and aggravated 
harassment."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050529 26447 250 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:18:37am  
 
<EM>re: #244 loggiedog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT Charles: How much bandwidth on average did the "new comments" button actually 
save you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Lots. And lots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050614 26447 333 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:38:42am  



 
It's all fine and good to say we're a nation of laws, that should be applied 
equally to all citizens. I agree with that, of course.</P> 
But we're also a nation where people accused of crimes are presumed innocent. 
This guy is innocent of these felonies. And he should have our support in this 
case, because the groups who are trying to make an example of him and ruin his 
life for one stupid act are our enemies.</P> 
And Mike C., I also think your swastika analogy is ridiculously exaggerated, and 
not comparable to this case at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050650 26447 367 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:45:17am  
 
<EM>re: #346 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4050615&amp;n=334" target=_blank>#334</A> 
little boomer</EM></P> 
He *did* steal the book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's highly debatable. It was taken from one public room to another on a 
university campus. I think you have to really stretch to call that 
"stealing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050659 26447 376 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:46:55am  
 
And I do not think it's a good idea to start a campaign of Koran abuse. We can 
support this guy without handing more ammo to the enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050747 26447 451 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:05:04am  
 
<EM>re: #406 Craig Abu Al-Boo-Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>Yes, the book in question is school property.</EM></P> 
So he admits to taking the book from the school library and ruining it in the 
school toilet...</P> 
And he's being made a cause celebre at LGF?</P> 
/LMAO!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Pretty hilarious, isn't it?</P> 
You just laughed your ass right on out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050909 26447 552 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:38:43am  
 
<EM>re: #543 Iron Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4050881&amp;n=536" target=_blank>#536</A> 
PISSED</EM>,</P> 
That used to ba a banning offense. Back when you had to <I>really</I> try to get 
banned. (Like Yair did)</P> 
Yech. I don't need to <B>ever</B> see that again. wish I hadn't the first 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It IS a banning offense. I'm not going to ban 'PISSED' for it, but only because 
he didn't post it out of malice toward LGF.</P> 
Do it again, though, and the stick will get used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04050918 26447 558 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:39:24am  
 
New thread now open to discuss this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050945 26449 19 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:43:55am  
 
We had a visit from the dreaded kestrel today:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26428#c0396" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050978 26449 38 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:48:41am  
 
The bird of prey also swooped in at <A 
href="http://jammiewearingfool.blogspot.com/2007/07/dishonoring-pat-
tillman.html" target=_blank>JammieWearingFool</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04050986 26449 45 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:50:57am  
 
<EM>re: #34 Mike C.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4050945&amp;n=19" target=_blank>#19</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Um, didn't somebody just get banned for less than that two threads down ?</P> 
I suppose it's none of my business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right. It is none of your business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051000 26449 53 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:52:47am  
 
<EM>re: #35 snowkat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not to be a party pooper, but I have read that he STOLE the Koran from someone 
and then flushed it. I would be outraged if he just flushed his own 
copy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
He took a book from one public room to another public room on a college campus. 
Calling that "stealing" is quite a reach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051036 26449 85 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:59:19am  
 
<EM>re: #75 lobo91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apologies for the cross-post, but the previous thread seems to be dying...</P> 
OT Plea for technical assistance:</P> 
I've been experiencing a weird glitch since the recent changes to LGF. If I 
click on a post from the main page that has more than about 200 or so comments, 
the comments won't show up on my computer. It displays normally, down to the 
"Hide comments" button, after which there is just blank space.</P> 
If I click on a new post and keep the window open, it doesn't matter how many 
comments there end up being. I can see them all, as long as I just click the 
"new comments" button.</P> 
I'm using IE 6 with SP2 (tried 7 and didn't like it, so I switched back). My 
wife downloaded Firefox onto this computer the other day to see if that would 
fix the problem, but it didn't. Same thing happens.</P> 



It doesn't happen on her computer, though, or on my machine at work.</P> 
This is very strange...</P> 
Any ideas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Two possibilities:</P> 
1) You may need more RAM.</P> 
2) Some firewalls or virus guard programs can interfere. Try turning them off 
and see if the problem goes away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051216 26449 244 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 11:33:10am  
 
<EM>re: #233 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That would be an <STRONG>extremely</STRONG> bad idea.</P> 
/the first piece of advice <EM>any</EM> criminal defense lawyer will give a 
defendant is to <STRONG>STFU</STRONG>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've also emailed to tell him not to discuss details of the case at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051280 26449 302 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 11:49:58am  
 
Again, let's look at what's really going on here.</P> 
If CAIR and the MSA (or MSU, or whatever they call themselves at Pace) are 
allowed to get away with this, and Shmulevich is convicted of felonies for 
putting a Koran in a toilet, the precedent it will establish is utterly 
disastrous.</P> 
The only reason these charges are so severe is because of these Islamic advocacy 
groups and their demands. CAIR posted TWO articles about this at their web site 
yesterday, they're so excited.</P> 
It's not about making Shmulevich a "hero." He's not a hero. He's a guy who let 
his anger get the better of him, and fifth column groups are using it to push a 
very very bad agenda.</P> 
As for comparing this to "cross-burning" or swastika graffiti, those acts carry 
with them a very explicit threat of violence against specific people. You just 
cannot make a case that putting a Koran in a toilet is a threat of violence. 
It's rude, sure. You can even call it offensive. But there is no threat 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051408 26449 418 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 12:25:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #344 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
ciaospirit (#323),</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CAIR usually runs away if challenged in countersuits to avoid the 
discovery process.</BLOCKQUOTE>Has CAIR ever not turned tale? I don't know that 
they've ever gone through discovery have they?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unfortunately, that does not apply here. CAIR is not the plaintiff in the 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051421 26449 428 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 12:28:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #413 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



It would be nice to know <EM>exactly</EM> what he's been charged with. So far, 
I've seen:</P> 
two felonies, criminal mischief and aggravated harassmentcriminal mischief 
chargestwo counts of criminal mischief as a hate crime</P> 
/that's all over the map, legally speaking</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
According to news reports and his own statement, the charges are criminal 
mischief and aggravated harassment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051437 26449 443 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 12:33:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #429 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles (#418),</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Unfortunately, that does not apply here. CAIR is not the plaintiff 
in the case.</BLOCKQUOTE>Do we know who is?  
I know in Ohio all charges are public record and can be accessed on the 
internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Most likely, the State of New York. I don't know where to look to find the case 
records -- anyone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051477 26449 480 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 12:47:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #473 Baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,I know it's easy enough to find, but can you put the contact info to 
Pace in a prominent place for a few days so we can keep the pressure on? This is 
unbelievable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unfortunately, now that he's been charged, there's nothing Pace U can do about 
it even if they wanted to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051484 26449 487 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 12:48:43pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/4051466" target=_blank>#469</A> 
kuchuklambat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since no theft charges were filed, I assume that the Korans were free to take 
from the prayer room, a Dawa handout. A likely hypothesis, I 
think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's a good point, and it is entirely possible. One of the news articles said 
the Koran was a "paperback" copy, so this is definitely not some sort of rare 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051611 26450 27 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 1:22:01pm  
 
Note: the Korans in this case were not flushed, and no damage to the plumbing 
occurred. They were placed in the toilet.</P> 
Just to be precise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051632 26450 45 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 1:26:52pm  
 
And again -- I do not support going out and dunking more Korans.</P> 



That kind of demonstration will achieve nothing except to alienate people 
reading about the incident for the first time, and will hand CAIR an excellent 
club to beat us with, and paint everyone who objects to this madness as an 
extremist.</P> 
Let's focus on the merits of the case -- or, I should say, the <EM>lack</EM> of 
merit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051688 26450 90 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 1:39:30pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/4051660" target=_blank>#68</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
They're just picking on this guy because he's small-time, all alone, and 
defenseless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That is exactly right. They're making an example of him because he's easy 
pickings. They get a high-profile win in their media jihad by going after 
someone who has no resources, and who they think won't be able to fight 
back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051833 26450 232 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 2:24:44pm  
 
I just had a moment of sadness, when I realized that this really <EM>should</EM> 
be a subject on which both the left and right could agree -- the need to protect 
free speech from attack by fanatics.</P> 
Of course, it ain't gonna happen. I'm already being attacked for these posts by 
angry lefties.</P> 
OK. I'm over the sadness now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04051850 26450 249 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 2:28:05pm  
 
And Thanos is right. <EM>re: #227 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ok, had it up to here with the "holier than thou" sniping at other lizards. This 
ain't about you folks, it's about Smulevitch. What are you doing right now to 
help him? I've written five letters, committed to sending money to his defense 
fund, suggested a few things that need research, and some lines of defense. I've 
contacted a board member of FIRE.</P> 
I'm not going to play the "you are all dhimmis because you don't agree with me" 
game anymore. Get off your fricking high-horses and say something new. It was 
friendly discussion but some are insisting on making it ad hominem and taking 
things way too personal. It's not about you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree. It's beginning to irritate me too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052054 26452 4 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 3:30:20pm  
 
And today's edition is a two-fer. We also get Keith "9/11 = Reichstag" Ellison, 
complaining about discrimination, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052072 26452 14 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 3:36:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 insanity police</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #8 insanity police</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>These whitewash PR pieces for bad men make me sick.  
O/T<A href="http://antiracistblog.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>Making fun of the 
Holocaust, calling Jews "pigs," and <STRONG>comparing Israelis Nazis</STRONG>. 
Where you ask? On a public University's student newspaper 
website.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE>Oops, I meant "comparing Israelis to 
Nazis."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is spamming. You've posted that in every thread today. Knock it 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052143 26452 48 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 3:59:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #41 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hi folks,</P> 
Just stopping by. Haven't had my LGF fix in days while on vacation, which sadly 
is now over.</P> 
Lots of catching up to do.</P> 
Charles, I see you linked an item by Radical Ron over at my place, so thanks for 
that.</P> 
Was this kestral troll banned today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nah. The sparrow is too funny to ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052164 26452 59 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 4:04:42pm  
 
I just notified Steve that Siddiqi is denying making the statements quoted in 
his book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052635 26452 132 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 6:29:28pm  
 
Watch for Steven Emerson's response to Siddiqi's deceptive piece 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052720 26456 95 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 6:56:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #75 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #67 Outrider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm probably not expressing this the best way, but to use Tillmans 
death to further their cause and turning him into a pathetic creature whacked by 
his own side or even worse; murdered on the Presidents orders, is despicable and 
a new low.</BLOCKQUOTE>/his parents are the ones making the media rounds, 
promoting the murder theory</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's one of the saddest aspects of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04052793 26456 154 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 7:22:09pm  
 
It doesn't stop with this. The Associated Press is attacking on all fronts.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dailynews/rss/iraq/*http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/2007
0730/ap_on_re_us/army_rape_slaying" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04052956 26456 263 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 8:20:29pm  
 
ChenZhen is trying to turn this into a conspiracy smear.</P> 
I'm done with him, and it's too bad. I thought he had a chance to be sane. I was 
mistaken.</P> 
The officers and soldiers who covered up the facts of this case were probably 
trying to spare the family the pain of knowing their son was killed in such a 
terrible way. But by covering it up, they've created something that's much, much 
worse, and now the left is exploiting that vulnerability to the hilt. An awful 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04053223 26457 108 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:44:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #89 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles- will the Lounge be affected?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not sure. If you're in the lounge at that time, it may continue working. Or it 
may not.</P> 
This is the first step into the new distributed universe. Geeks will know what 
I'm talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04053250 26457 126 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 9:56:42pm  
 
Mantenance is now beginning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04053274 26457 144 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:23:13pm  
 
See, that didn't hurt a bit, now did it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04053276 26457 146 Charles Sun, Jul 29, 2007 10:24:31pm  
 
Uh, dewie ... long posts all in bold are not a good thing. Please post a link to 
the site instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04054159 26459 121 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 8:46:13am  
 
Psst. O'Reilly's producers are interested. Stay tuned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04054343 26459 180 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:33:51am  
 
<EM>re: #155 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Will you post an email where interested parties can contact the defense team? 
That would seem to me the safest way to protect them from CAIR and their 
ilk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There is no defense team yet. It's still being sorted out. I'll post info when I 
have it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04054422 26459 205 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:51:37am  
 
Lonesome Journey: that kind of language is not OK here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04054955 26463 10 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 11:48:30am  
 
Faisal Khan appears to be an NYPD detective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055365 26463 193 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 12:58:06pm  
 
<STRONG>See the update above.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055469 26463 239 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 1:17:40pm  
 
OK -- I've removed the photo for now, because there's some doubt it's really the 
same 'Faisal Khan.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055546 26463 265 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 1:35:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #261 ratherdashing</EM></P> 
Bingo. That's him. It's not the cop. Glad I pulled down the photo 
quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055620 26463 285 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 2:00:34pm  
 
Note: on the page linked by Kruezueber above, which announce that Det. Faisal 
khan has been nominated to the board:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.amleoa.com/events.html" 
target=_blank>www.amleoa.com...</A>]</P> 
You will also find links to CAIR, the ISNA, ICNA, and SoundVision.</P> 
That list of organizations includes two of the unindicted co-conspirators in the 
Dallas Hamas trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055726 26463 314 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 2:35:28pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/4055703" target=_blank>#306</A> zombie</EM></P> 
Yes, it's hard to believe that it's a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055121 26464 8 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 12:10:46pm  
 
The media are waking up to this story. I just spoke with a CNN producer about 
the larger issues involved, touching on some of the same points Hitchens makes 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04055866 26466 34 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 3:03:51pm  
 
More than 50 hatchlings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04056361 26467 86 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 4:10:46pm  
 
I was invited on Hannity and Colmes tonight, by the way -- but I have another 
step in our server upgrade planned tonight, and it can't be delayed, 
unfortunately.</P> 
They're going to cover the story, though, so it might be worth 
watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056446 26467 161 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 4:24:23pm  
 
Sorry to disappoint the lizard army, but this is a step I've had planned for a 
long time, and it has to happen tonight or it will be delayed again for 
weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056459 26467 172 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 4:26:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #170 David E</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4056446&amp;n=161" target=_blank>#161</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Is this something like the stars have to be aligned just right? 
;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Something like that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056550 26467 247 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 4:49:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #236 windybon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, does that mean that LGF will be down for a while 
tonight?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, this won't require taking LGF offline like last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056611 26468 5 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 5:04:18pm  
 
O'Reilly just unloaded on Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056854 26469 4 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 5:56:20pm  
 
And I expected it because I communicated with O'Reilly's producer today and saw 
which way this was headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056861 26469 9 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 5:57:01pm  
 
O'Reilly also stood up for Dan Rather, remember. This is far from the first time 
he's been on the wrong side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056885 26469 24 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:01:22pm  
 
Also see:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=13762_OReilly-
_Rather_was_Slimed&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056905 26469 36 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:03:51pm  
 
I have a feeling Fox News was planning an LGF ambush tonight on H &amp; 
C.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056962 26469 74 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:11:48pm  
 
Jammie: they asked me to be on, but I had plans I couldn't 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056972 26469 82 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:13:43pm  
 
I'm not saying they <EM>were</EM> going to stage an ambush. I don't know that. 
I'm saying O'Reilly's show -- their flagship show -- gave me a very bad feeling 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04056986 26469 91 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:15:37pm  
 
I also talked to a CNN producer today, by the way, for the Paula Zahn show. She 
seemed much more aware of the issues. (Of course, that's what they want you to 
think.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057002 26469 103 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:17:01pm  
 
H &amp; C didn't mention the Koran case in the intro. I suspect they canceled 
their coverage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057024 26469 123 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:19:15pm  
 
Ah, never mind -- they are going to talk about it. I'm trying to do 30 things at 
once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057080 26469 174 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:27:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #136 CrazyJew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As an aside... Does anyone here think that "Cross in Urine" or Bible in toilet 
should be outlawed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Absolutely not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057157 26469 250 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:40:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #231 Cobra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OMG. I agree with the broad from moveon.org</P> 



Somebody shoot me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not MoveOn.org. It's Move America Forward. Exactly 
opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057183 26469 273 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:44:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #253 thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Too bad they gave you a bad vibe Charles. You could have really set Colmes 
straight on CAIR tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I didn't decline the show because of a bad vibe... I declined because I'm right 
in the middle of some major work on LGF tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057202 26469 292 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 6:46:54pm  
 
For the record, I thrive on bad vibes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057369 26469 447 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 7:19:47pm  
 
And again, for the record, I'm not going to support any kind of campaign to 
burn/dunk/insult Korans.</P> 
Acting deliberately offensive will turn off far more people than it will 
convince. We should focus on the real issue -- the agenda of the groups who are 
working to subvert our free society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057435 26469 509 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 7:31:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #490 NiceLass</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #447 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Acting deliberately offensive will turn off far more people than it 
will convince.</BLOCKQUOTE>Yet we cheered the Danes burning the Mohammad 
effigy...why is this different?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's news to me that I "cheered" that incident. I covered it, yes, but there's a 
big difference between supporting someone's right to do something and "cheering" 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057498 26469 568 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 7:44:28pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/4057437" target=_blank>#511</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
Yes, O'Reilly actually came out tonight and said that Shmulevich should go to 
<EM>prison</EM> for <EM>four years</EM> for putting a Koran in a toilet.</P> 
Only a malignant narcissist could advocate a position like that. When I saw this 
show, my last shreds of respect for O'Reilly evaporated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057508 26469 577 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 7:46:37pm  
 
I'm beginning to get a 'globular cluster' kind of feeling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057547 26469 614 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 7:53:12pm  



 
By the way -- the sentiments expressed in this thread are probably causing 
severe cognitive dissonance among the moonbats who think we're all in 
brainwashed lock-step with Fox News.</P> 
Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057752 26470 31 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 8:26:40pm  
 
Sure, he slips back into PC idiocy. But even a momentary glimpse of sanity is 
surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057760 26470 34 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 8:28:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #28 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Even the comments on LGF Watch were mostly anti-hate crime. CAIR and O'Reilley 
are the only ones on the other side of them fence on this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, O'Reilly aligned himself with CAIR tonight. It's troubling, because there 
are a LOT of people who take every word he says as gospel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057889 26470 102 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 8:48:22pm  
 
A question for the horde: if even people like Allan Colmes are opposed to the 
'hate crime' concept, how has it gained so much traction in our society?</P> 
Where is this agenda coming from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04057898 26470 108 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 8:50:53pm  
 
(After this post and the O'Reilly post, I probably don't need to worry about 
being asked to appear on Fox News again.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058000 26471 7 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:10:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #3 bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Lol</P> 
"Edgy wonkette editor"</P> 
I see what you did there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nuance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058074 26471 44 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:24:46pm  
 
<EM>re: #40 Gordan the Fisherman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know about you guys, but news of late is become more depressing then 
usual...I'm going back to stare at the baby orangutan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There is no Wonkette "person." It's a pseudo-blog, run by a corporation, with 
several well-paid scumbags who churn out this evil crap day by 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04058122 26471 83 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:34:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #65 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #28 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Such <EM>lovely</EM> sentiments the left has.</BLOCKQUOTE>I saw this 
earlier. Extremely poor taste. I was going to leave a comment but I didn't 
really feel like registering.  
That said...</P> 
Just two threads down I saw <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26469#c0778" 
target=_blank>this comment</A> regarding Ellison's trip to the M.E.:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I hope that's one bridge that drops like a rock with him on 
it.</BLOCKQUOTE>I think <EM>everyone</EM> needs to get a grip.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That comment was inappropriate and has been deleted.</P> 
But having said that, there is a <STRONG>huge</STRONG> difference between that 
comment and the Wonkette post. One is a user comment. The other is a paid post 
at a major web corporation's "blog."</P> 
Huge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058135 26471 91 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:36:10pm  
 
<STRONG>I repeat, because some lizards seem to have missed it:</STRONG></P> 
There is no Wonkette "person." It's a pseudo-blog, run by a corporation, with 
several well-paid scumbags who churn out this evil crap day by 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058169 26471 116 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:41:56pm  
 
We do need to understand what Wonkette really is. Please see comments #44 and 
#91. They <STRONG>want</STRONG> you to think this is just some ditzy chick.</P> 
It's not. This is calculated and there's big money behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058189 26471 134 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:46:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #129 huckfunn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
#91 Charles</P> 
OK... I give up. A little help here, please. Who the hell is 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://gawker.com/advertising/contact/" target=_blank>Gawker Media</A>. 
Owned by Nick Denton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058197 26471 142 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:49:00pm  
 
<A href="http://www.nickdenton.org/" target=_blank>Nick 
Denton</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058255 26471 193 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 9:59:01pm  
 
Nick Denton once threatened LGF with legal action, because I wrote my own code 
to parse the feeds from his Moreover news site. He also posted my picture 



without permission in a sort of hit list he put together of conservative 
bloggers.</P> 
I have a history with this guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058274 26471 211 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 10:02:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #204 Carridine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #183 Malatrope</EM></P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4058219&amp;n=160" 
target=_blank>#160</A> DesertSage</EM>Remember that Al Gore got a lot of flack 
for being a "policy wonk"? As is Condi Rice (just to be even-handed). A "wonk" 
tends to work for things like think tanks, and bloviates on strategery. A 
"wonkette" is, well, a teeny tiny <I>little</I> wonk.</BLOCKQUOTE>And remember, 
when that 'teeny, tiny little wonk' STARTED writing, it WAS a single girl, and 
much of what she wrote centered on HER BONKING experiences; HER anal-sex 
efforts; HER sexual pecadillos and the relating of HER affairs with Washington, 
DC, men...  
THAT is what got her 'famous' enough to sell out yet again, this time to a 
corporation... That is 'Wonkette'...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wrong... it was not a single girl even then. Ana Marie Cox was just the first 
front for Denton's pseudo-blog corporation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04058289 26471 226 Charles Mon, Jul 30, 2007 10:06:35pm  
 
And I'm pointing this out because I think what Denton is doing is completely 
ugly and despicable, by the way. He's taken the blog concept and turned it into 
a deceptive, mean-spirited travesty. He's the Larry Flynt of blogs. But with 
less ethics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04059342 26474 22 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:18:44am  
 
When I read that statement from the school, my jaw dropped. It's an outright 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04059612 26474 116 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:56:35am  
 
See my latest update: Cory's statement that it was the NYPD that decided to 
pursue 'hate crime' charges is another contradiction of earlier reports, which 
stated very specifically that the school "reversed themselves" and referred the 
incident to NYPD's hate crimes unit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04059486 26475 46 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:36:51am  
 
Is there any other time but Pacific time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060204 26475 428 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:00:08am  
 
Another day, another reason for CAIR to hate my guts. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04060221 26475 438 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:01:08am  
 
By the way, the writer of the Washington Times piece is not happy with Pace U's 
spokesman today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060378 26475 520 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:19:44am  
 
Dennis really let that fool from Philly. I wanted a piece of him too, but 
couldn't get in a word. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060381 26475 521 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:20:13am  
 
"...fool from Philly <STRONG>have it</STRONG>."</P> 
Preview is my pal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060447 26475 532 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:29:32am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/4060423" target=_blank>#530</A> chief long 
name</EM></P> 
I'll look into it and let you know ... my email is completely out of control, 
with close to 2000 non-spam emails a day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060338 26477 9 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:13:13am  
 
Bloated Vanity Fair loon James Wolcott is hyperventilating about the horrible 
hate crime of flipping the bird to Cindy Sheehan:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.vanityfair.com/politics/blogs/wolcott" 
target=_blank>www.vanityfair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060353 26477 15 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 11:15:37am  
 
Yes, Wolcott just reeks of class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060625 26478 47 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 12:04:06pm  
 
Folks: it's a very good idea to keep in mind that the prosecution will certainly 
be mining our comments for things that could be helpful to their case. Please 
consider that before using our comments as a venting station.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060705 26478 102 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 12:14:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #70 Hooray for Captain Spaulding</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It is one thing to talk trash, another to prosecute someone for the 
equivalent.</P> 
Yes, he is *probably* guilty of vandalism, but thoughtcrime is ridiculous.</P> 
Donation on the way as soon as Charles sets it up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
To clarify: I'm not the one setting up the fund. It's being created by the legal 
team. I'm only passing on the information.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04060732 26478 122 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 12:18:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #89 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't get it. What do our comments here on a Web site have anything to do with 
what happened in that toilet stall 3,000 miles away, month ago? Out comments 
should be completely irrelevant to the actual legalities of the case.</P> 
What's stopping CAIR or the prosecution from slipping in a troll here and 
dropping a comment which they will themselves subsequently cherry-pick and use 
in court somehow?</P> 
Mr. Shmulevich is on trial, not us. I could say, "CAIR is stinky" but that 
doesn't reflect badly on the defendent, because HE didn't say 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just pointing out once again that not everyone readng your comments is a friend. 
(And a member of the legal team asked me to remind people of 
that.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060793 26478 166 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 12:25:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #148 Sponge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, not to stoke the fire or anything, then maybe, we shouldn't be told that 
the legal team is a part of LGF.</P> 
Just sayin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Everything in my post was cleared with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04060800 26478 171 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 12:27:14pm  
 
And by asking to people to keep in mind that gremlins are reading, I'm not 
trying to stifle discussion -- just requesting thoughtfulness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04061155 26478 437 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 1:21:27pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/4060988" target=_blank>#317</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I believe that in this case, the defendant admitted that he hated Muslims and 
that was part of his motivation for defacing the Korans. So no "divination" is 
required here at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that's not correct. According to the criminal complaint, he said he was 
angry at some Muslim students, after getting into an argument.</P> 
Not at all the same as admitting he 'hated Muslims.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04061166 26478 444 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 1:24:08pm  
 
The exact wording in the complaint:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...he committed the acts out of anger toward a group of Muslim students with 
whom he had had a recent disagreement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04061194 26478 467 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 1:28:58pm  
 
 
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/4061167" target=_blank>#445</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You might want to repost the complaint in the posting - just so we're all clear 
on this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good idea. Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04061410 26478 622 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 2:24:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #577 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The problem Stan has here may not be the desecration of the Koran per se, but 
the <EM>way</EM> it was desecrated. If he had done something else to it he could 
claim that he was unaware how offensive it is. The fact that he (allegedly) put 
it in the <EM>toilet</EM> implies that he was familiar with the Gitmo outrage. 
You've some unmistakable intent to offend there, and it's hard to get around 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
1) The 'Gitmo outrage' was a complete fraud. This isn't just an opinion. It's a 
fact. There was no Koran in a toilet at Gitmo. Full stop.</P> 
2) There is no law in this country that prohibits offensive behavior, or you 
would have been in jail a while ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04061623 26481 5 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 3:02:52pm  
 
Sorry, M. If I'm going to have a rule about variations on 'first!' it has to 
apply to everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062185 26483 43 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 4:57:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #30 baby gorilla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The way You-tube and other sites allow jihadi materials to be disseminated is 
disgusting. During the GOP debate next month a few (hundred) of us lizards 
should send in questions demanding the candidates to state their opinion on the 
hundreds of jihadi vids up on the site. Turn the tables on You-tube and make 'em 
squirm.</P> 
Just a thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's actually a great idea. Never happen, though - they would just ignore 
those questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062211 26483 60 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:02:30pm  
 
Ibrahim Hooper vs Christopher Hitchens, now on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062226 26483 72 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:05:06pm  
 
I'm recording. Will post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04062241 26483 84 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:07:53pm  
 
That thuggish creep Hooper is interrupting every time Hitchens speaks. This is 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062244 26483 87 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:08:11pm  
 
Dennis Prager now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062292 26483 130 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:16:11pm  
 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062295 26483 133 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:16:43pm  
 
He picked some comments from Robert Spencer's site and represented as being by 
Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062313 26483 149 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:18:57pm  
 
He called both Hitchens and Prager bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062324 26483 160 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:20:45pm  
 
Hooper would not let Hitchens finish a sentence. Interrupted every 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062327 26483 163 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:21:03pm  
 
Discussing the Pace U incident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062337 26483 171 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:23:13pm  
 
I'm disappointed that Prager appeared to acknowledge that Spencer had made those 
comments; this is how CAIR gets away with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062342 26483 176 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:24:35pm  
 
Hooper should be asked if he condemns Hamas and Hizballah every time he goes on 
these shows. He's incapable of lying about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062367 26483 198 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 5:30:46pm  
 
Did you notice how quickly Hooper flashed those supposed 'hate messages' they've 
received? You couldn't even see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062576 26484 16 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 6:51:33pm  



 
As I posted last night, the last shreds of my respect for O'Reilly evaporated 
during that show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062934 26485 100 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 8:26:35pm  
 
The original image is not the Capitol building -- and I didn't say it was.</P> 
But of all the mosques in the world, it's pretty clear they chose this one 
because of its resemblance to the Capitol. And the overlaid American flag drives 
the point home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04062992 26485 108 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 8:42:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #104 Odinist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #100 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The original image is not the Capitol building -- and I didn't say 
it was.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>the US Capitol building re-imagined as a mosque, complete with gold 
dome and minaret:</BLOCKQUOTE>Really... Might want to update this, then...  
/Sorry, but I call'em like I see'em...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope. I stand by that. I did not say the image was the US Capitol. I said it was 
a re-imagining of the Capitol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063062 26485 118 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 8:54:43pm  
 
OK, so we apparently have some readers who are willing to believe this is pure 
coincidence. Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063031 26486 108 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 8:48:27pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/4062999" target=_blank>#97</A> rtheyserius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just watched the video.</P> 
Actually that was Dennis Praeger and Christopher Hitchens defending against 
Ibrahim Hooper’s BS. (Might want to revise this topic's header, 
Charles.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're misreading something. There's nothing incorrect in the topic's 
heading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063241 26486 135 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:37:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #126 cbinflux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This thread should remind us all that our occasional over-the-top statements and 
rants hurt LGF and Charles. They give our enemies a reason to excuse their 
overwheming number and caliber of moonbat posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's why I keep harping on the subject. There is going to be a time when 
Hooper or another CAIR mouthpiece brings up a comment like the incredibly stupid 
one posted by 'Rayra' (long ago deleted, but nevertheless the subject of a CAIR 



complaint to the FBI) or some other idiotic anonymous venting comment that I 
missed, and uses it to smear and discredit this whole site.</P> 
People who are not your friends are reading what you post here. And they will 
not hesitate to use it against me, personally, no matter how convincingly I 
argue against it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063345 26486 144 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 10:01:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #139 cbinflux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4063241&amp;n=135" target=_blank>#135</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Thanks for the reinforcing reply. I know that you must often feel like the grunt 
who's always on point duty, 'hanging out there' on many levels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Indeed. There have been days when I've been very close to shutting off comments 
altogether.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04064849 26486 159 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 8:31:15am  
 
And right after we discuss comments that can be used against LGF, someone posts 
a nasty comment that has to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063163 26487 113 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:15:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #107 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>Could this report be wrong?</EM></P> 
Is there an official announcement, I don't see it on a couple of regular news 
sites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sure, it could be wrong. I hope it is. But I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04063210 26487 139 Charles Tue, Jul 31, 2007 9:29:29pm  
 
LGF: a tough room.</P> 
And I wouldn't have it any other way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04065241 26487 807 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:47:11am  
 
sheik yer'mami: I've now deleted two of your comments, because you used a racist 
slur to refer to Condi Rice. Once more, and your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04065019 26490 92 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:04:05am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/4064991" target=_blank>#74</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
My problem with Obama and Edwards saying these things is that we know they're 
full of sh*t, not that these things don't need to be said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bullseye. It's all a sham.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04065114 26492 37 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:21:47am  
 
Note: I'm considering a new policy of near-zero tolerance for over the top 
comments, after someone posted a really nasty comment in the Robert Spencer 
topic -- right after a long discussion of how those kinds of comments are used 
against LGF and against me. Apparently, there are some readers who don't take 
this seriously.</P> 
The vast majority of our commenters are great. Smart, logical, willing to argue 
based on merits and refrain from hateful garbage. I'm very irritated that I have 
to start getting tougher; I'd prefer to let people regulate themselves. But 
that's not working well enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04065122 26492 41 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:24:41am  
 
And by 'near zero tolerance' I mean: two or three such comments that have to be 
deleted, and the account is blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04065252 26492 129 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:49:43am  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26487_US_Signs_Appeasement_D
eal_With_Arab_States#c0807" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04065323 26492 174 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 10:05:38am  
 
The latest version of Firefox is very buggy. Seems like the project is starting 
to get out of control; each new version has been less stable than the one 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066093 26492 757 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 12:50:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/4065482" target=_blank>#267</A> 
infidelterrorist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In the criminal complaint filed ([Link: infidelterrorist.com...] it says 
Stanislav admitted to shitting on the Koran in the toilet, "out of anger toward 
a group of Muslim students with whom he had a recent disagreement." Now yes, 
this doesn't explicitly mean it was a "hate crime" (as opposed to a "love 
crime," I always say), but it does make the story less favorable to Stanislav 
than it has been presented here at LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nonsense. I published the criminal complaint here, and we discussed it 
extensively. Nothing was misrepresented.</P> 
On the contrary, you are misrepresenting what the complaint says. It does 
<EM>not</EM> say that Shmulevich admitted to shitting on the Koran. It says he 
admitted putting it in the toilet, and that when it was found it was covered in 
feces.</P> 
Perhaps before blasting me for presenting something incorrectly, you should work 
on your own reading comprehension skills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066308 26493 98 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:24:35pm  



 
infidelterrorist: you are really setting off my Moby-dar. I don't know what kind 
of game you're playing, but be aware that you're now officially on a short 
leash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066318 26493 108 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:27:17pm  
 
Do not post email addresses here, please. I'll delete any comment that contains 
an email address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066429 26493 206 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:46:02pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/4066422" target=_blank>#199</A> sloggin420</EM></P> 
Please read the notice posted above the comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066457 26493 228 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:50:37pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/4066410" target=_blank>#188</A> 
infidelterrorist</EM></P> 
Are you connected somehow with Rev. Jim Sutter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066471 26493 241 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:52:16pm  
 
P.S. Because I just read your post about Sutter and his site, and I'm a little 
puzzled about how you could call something like that 
'respectful'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066480 26493 249 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:53:55pm  
 
Why does your blog start on the same day you registered here? 
Coincidence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066505 26493 270 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 1:56:45pm  
 
Killgore: which comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066556 26493 319 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 2:02:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #306 murqtaad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Am I the only one who thinks the nic, <EM>infidelterrorist</EM>, is in bad 
taste?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04066610 26493 369 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 2:10:23pm  
 
Posters like sandrine may be contrary, but they aren't trying to hide 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04067102 26496 21 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 3:32:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #8 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Setting their sights lower?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Video games are not low-hanging fruit. This is a multi-billion dollar industry, 
with profits bigger than the film industry. Capcom is a huge company.</P> 
This is not a small thing that they caved in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067396 26497 32 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:25:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #22 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm surprised they haven't tried to sue Charles yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. But they've filed two FBI complaints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067422 26497 47 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:29:50pm  
 
I've already told this whole story. One was over a (long-deleted) comment posted 
by 'Rayra' and one was over an email sent to Ibrahim Hooper with our 'email this 
article' feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067433 26497 56 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:31:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/4067411" target=_blank>#42</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What came of those? A visit over coffee? Any subtle reprimands, or was it a "we 
must do this"? Or are some questions better unanswered?</P> 
The guys I know in the FBI seem fairly clued in to the whole intimidation 
game.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No visits, no investigations, just two short phone calls.</P> 
Of course, it's not the greatest feeling in the world to get a call from the 
FBI. And that was CAIR's intent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067454 26497 70 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:34:26pm  
 
'The Sphinx' by the way, was almost certainly the person who posted a large 
number of filthy comments that all had to be deleted, in the middle of the 
night, and tried to register 4 or 5 usernames for later use, with proxy 
IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067468 26497 80 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:37:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #70 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
'The Sphinx' by the way, was almost certainly the person who posted a large 
number of filthy comments that all had to be deleted, in the middle of the 
night, and tried to register 4 or 5 usernames for later use, with proxy 
IPs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I'm sure he'll deny it when ChenZhen tells him.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04067479 26497 90 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:39:19pm  
 
ploome: heh. Well, that's a little different than getting a call out of the 
blue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067523 26498 8 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:46:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #5 daughter of patriots</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
8 cars in the drink?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a LOT more than 8.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067617 26498 70 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:55:57pm  
 
Does any TV station in Minn. have a live feed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067652 26498 100 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 4:59:28pm  
 
Live feed now linked in an update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067694 26498 139 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:06:24pm  
 
No work going on beneath the bridge -- just heard on KARE 11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067736 26498 175 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:11:58pm  
 
Homeland Security is on scene.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067928 26498 349 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:34:20pm  
 
It is <STRONG>extremely unlikely</STRONG> to be terrorism, in my opinion.</P> 
Planting enough explosives to cause something like this would have been 
noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067938 26498 358 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:35:54pm  
 
<EM>re: #340 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>This and the numerous accidents involving bridges PROVES that bridges 
should be outlawed. Bridges kill people!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey, Wrath. I see your wisecracks. No need to put them in bold. And I would 
greatly appreciate it if you KNOCK IT OFF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04067972 26498 391 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:39:30pm  
 
If people start squabbling I'm going to block accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04067985 26498 404 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:40:50pm  
 
No appeal, by the way. This is not the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068055 26498 470 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 5:49:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #462 FreeIowa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In my totally uninformed opinion, terrorists don’t want their work to be 
mistaken for an engineering or nature disaster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Very good point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068129 26498 539 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 6:02:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #530 Dave the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Man, look at the underside of that bridge! It looks so very weak! 
Compare it to the old bridge in the distance, that would never ever collapse 
like that...</BLOCKQUOTE>I thought of the same thing. Those old stone bridges 
are 75 years old and as good as new. The 1960's freeway bridges are due for 
replacement.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... I think that those of us who are not engineers should not make judgments 
on those supports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068209 26498 611 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 6:17:18pm  
 
New thread now posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068241 26499 20 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 6:22:16pm  
 
Image now corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068583 26500 67 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 7:23:54pm  
 
I love this country, by the way. When something like this happens, we rock.</P> 
Beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068606 26500 88 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 7:26:21pm  
 
I think I had to mention that squabbling would lead to banning in the previous 
thread, did I not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04068985 26500 434 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:10:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #402 Fearless Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #88 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think I had to mention that squabbling would lead to banning in 
the previous thread, did I not?</BLOCKQUOTE>Dude --- brother ... you are 



obviously gifted with various and extraordinary talents. That doesn't mean you 
are perfectly suited to each and every responsibility associated with this lgf 
endeavor. Do you have enough help? Really? Your advisement / warning about 
"squabbeling" is not so very clear. What exactly shall lizards refrain from? Get 
some help. Get a seargent at arms kinda dude ... chick ... ploome maybe ... paid 
spot for sure ...  
peace</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It was clear enough to those who needed to hear it. And if I need advice on 
running LGF I'll be sure to email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04069135 26501 66 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:52:23pm  
 
Near zero tolerance begins now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04069140 26501 71 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 9:54:14pm  
 
Yes, it's too early to rule out terrorism.</P> 
But it's <STRONG>extremely unlikely</STRONG> in this case, and I'll be very 
surprised if evidence turns up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04069163 26501 92 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 10:00:08pm  
 
I could get used to being a drill sergeant. Who knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04069198 26501 125 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 10:12:06pm  
 
But seriously. One advantage of the new Ajax commenting system is that I can now 
monitor what's going down here a lot better, when I have time to do it. Patterns 
emerge. And I do not want a username like 'pork rinds for allah' appearing next 
to one of my posts on the front page.</P> 
If that's the kind of image you want to project, find somewhere else to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04069238 26501 162 Charles Wed, Aug 1, 2007 10:23:59pm  
 
After being blocked, some people also send emails that confirm it was the right 
decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04071523 26509 2 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 12:55:22pm  
 
Well, I didn't want to say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04071563 26509 14 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 12:59:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #8 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
You could always adopt the Hot Air method of running breaking/not quite fully 
thread worthy subjects in a banner area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Working on something similar, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04071573 26509 17 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 1:00:11pm  
 
Old Tanker: please read the notice at the top, especially the last 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04071900 26514 19 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 1:44:25pm  
 
<EM>re: #10 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>using a Media Center PC</BLOCKQUOTE>What is the Media 
Center?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a Windows PC made to record and edit video...</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/mediacenter/evaluation/hardware.mspx" 
target=_blank>www.microsoft.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04071917 26514 30 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 1:46:48pm  
 
(My point in mentioning the Media Center is that it could have been one of those 
YouTube freaks.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04071954 26514 50 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 1:51:59pm  
 
zombie: no, more than that... it includes a TV tuner and other stuff that make 
it a self-contained editing station. I have a similar setup on the Mac, but it 
took a number of add-ons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04072057 26514 113 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 2:05:47pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/4072001" target=_blank>#75</A> zombie</EM></P> 
The scroll wheel? If it's sticking and not working, wash your hands, put a drop 
or two of isopropyl acohol on the tip of your finger, then hold the mouse upside 
down and run that scroll wheel back and forth vigorously to get that alcohol in 
there. The tolerance is very close in there and it easily gets gummed up with 
skin oils, tiny food particles, mites, dust, and other appealing substances.</P> 
If you keep your fingers as clean as possible while using the Mighty Mouse, it 
stays in good shape longer. No Cheetohs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04072092 26514 139 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 2:10:59pm  
 
And another tip for zombie on cleaning that dirty mouse: get a can of compressed 
air and use it after doing the alcohol maneuver described above. Blast it right 
into that scroll wheel.</P> 
I've revived two Mighty Mice that were unusable this way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04072401 26515 19 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 3:06:32pm  
 
I think it happened in... Niagara Falls!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04072512 26516 9 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 3:29:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #4 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Now, now, no naysaying--they didn't demand that the Israelis address the 
<EM>"Palestinian right of return!"</EM></P> 
And now I shall go hurl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh yeah, they did:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...the fate of Palestinian refugees who fled or were forced to flee their homes 
in Israel, mostly before or during the 1948 war...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04073333 26520 67 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 6:03:36pm  
 
Hey lizards: I'm not tired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04073365 26520 87 Charles Thu, Aug 2, 2007 6:07:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/4073353" target=_blank>#82</A> cbinflux</EM></P> 
What are these 'shifts' of which you speak?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04075015 26525 775 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 7:43:09am  
 
<EM>re: #241 RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wouldn't mind seeing rayra, reaganite back in LGF.</P> 
Make for some fine popcorn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Rayra and reaganite are not welcome at LGF.</P> 
And Mike C -- your constant references are getting on my last nerve. A moronic 
post from Rayra was responsible for a CAIR complaint to the FBI. Maybe you'd 
like to see that happen again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04075049 26525 807 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 7:54:03am  
 
And let me make that even more clear. Mike C: if you post another 'hat tip' to 
Rayra, or to anyone at Gulf Coast, I'm going to block your account.</P> 
I've had it with these snide little comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04075116 26526 16 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 8:06:50am  
 
<EM>re: #12 Dirk Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I would have preferred a more in depth, point by point refutation from the 
Army.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm sure more details are on the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04075233 26526 95 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 8:26:22am  
 
Blumenthal, by the way, refers to LGF as "overtly racist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04075840 26527 179 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 10:06:09am  
 
Romney's response is posted above, in case you missed it.</P> 
It's good... but I would have liked to have seen an acknowledgment that the 
analogy he made in the first statement was off base. The social programs of 
groups like Hamas and Hizballah should not be given one shred of legitimacy; 
their motives for these programs are not altruistic, and even the tangential 
appearance of support for them is a real misstep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04076019 26530 89 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 10:26:01am  
 
<EM>re: #37 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I must say -- the search function on LGF is frustrating me! The Java 
calendar popups always give me spinning beachballs and never seem to work 
right.</P> 
Sigh.</P> 
Guess I'll have to quit Safari and re-launch and empty cache.</P> 
Not useful for quick searches!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yeah, that's Safari causing the delay. The longer you have Safari open, the 
longer the delay gets.</P> 
I just changed the default search time for entries to be ALL entries (instead of 
the last month). That should make quick searches from the front page a lot 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04076162 26531 23 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 10:44:12am  
 
It may be against regulations. But unless I'm mistaken, it's not the duty of a 
YearlyKos panel to enforce those regulations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04076366 26531 136 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 11:13:27am  
 
<EM>re: #74 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Live stream of the Kos Kidz Konvention: <A 
href="http://www.yearlykosconvention.org/ustream" target=_blank>UStream.tv 
Feeds</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That video feed stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04076678 26531 310 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 12:08:48pm  
 
lawhawk: hmm. Is it 'public speech' to ask a question at a convention panel? I 
think there's plenty of room to argue about that.</P> 
Again, though -- even if it was against regs, it's not the YearlyKos moderator's 
job to enforce those regs. The story is not whether the Army captain (?) 
violated the rules -- it's about the childish/thuggish behavior of our pals the 
progressives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04076710 26531 333 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 12:13:38pm  
 



And actually, to go even more narrow, the language is "participating in public 
speeches." I don't think this situation qualifies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077178 26535 28 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 2:32:40pm  
 
Notice: when the moderator yells, "Hey! You want me to come down there?" in the 
background you can hear Wes Clark going, "oh... no..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077214 26535 55 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 2:41:53pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/4077197" target=_blank>#41</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
I got the impression the moderator knew who it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077256 26535 91 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 2:51:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/4077244" target=_blank>#81</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
The way he just cops an attitude instantly, seems like maybe he's been 
challenged by this soldier before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077283 26535 116 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 2:56:08pm  
 
He wasn't making a speech. He was at an open panel, asking a question like any 
other member of the audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04080128 26535 330 Charles Sat, Aug 4, 2007 9:37:47am  
 
This is some of the most pathetically desperate spinning we've ever seen at LGF. 
You should be embarrassed.</P> 
But I know you aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077346 26536 20 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 4:09:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #16 Malatrope</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What is this load number of which you speak?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The load average shown by the Linux command 'top'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077378 26536 45 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 4:19:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, are these "traffic spikes" actually caused by the change you made to 
the search function earlier today? When you made each search comb through the 
entire LGF archive, it may be causing a lot of bandwidth-usage and/or processing 
power.</P> 
The slowdowns and "spikes" seem to have started right after you changed the 
search parameters.</P> 
May be unrelated, but...hmmm...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



No, unrelated to that. Same thing that's been happening semi-
regularly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077469 26536 109 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 4:43:48pm  
 
<STRONG>Notice!</STRONG></P> 
To make the search function more useable, here's a quick and dirty solution I've 
just put in place:</P> 
If you're searching comments, the maximum time interval you can search is now 30 
days. If you have the dates set to a larger interval than that, it will be reset 
to 30 days back from the 'Search To' date.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077849 26537 189 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 6:17:27pm  
 
And to the lefties reading avidly: please also note that 'Throbert McGee' was 
<STRONG>very upset</STRONG> with my position on the Terry Schiavo media madness. 
Very upset. Said some mean things, even, which wasn't like him.</P> 
Just throwing a little more cognitive dissonance into the mix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04077996 26539 8 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 6:42:25pm  
 
We may go over the 20,000 registered user mark tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04078049 26539 41 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 6:49:40pm  
 
42 hatchlings in 10 minutes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04078090 26539 67 Charles Fri, Aug 3, 2007 6:53:50pm  
 
Now at 20,014 registered users. The door is closing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04079781 26541 821 Charles Sat, Aug 4, 2007 8:18:38am  
 
Mike C, by the way, will now have more time to spend at Gulf Coast Pundit. This 
morning, it dawned on me that I was indulging a two-headed snake, after a quick 
look at the nasty crap being posted there. And that's the last time I visit that 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04079897 26541 843 Charles Sat, Aug 4, 2007 8:48:45am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/841/4079874" target=_blank>#841</A> Dirk 
Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm sure Jehu will be heartbroken to hear that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Jehu had better not start celebrating yet. I've had to delete way too many of 
his comments, and it's getting old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04079991 26541 848 Charles Sat, Aug 4, 2007 9:06:24am  
 



<EM>re: #845 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4079897&amp;n=843" target=_blank>#843</A> 
Charles</EM> FWIW - you've demonstrated a great deal of patience with some 
posters.</P> 
Never been to and don't intend to ever go to GCP, but I don't like two-faced 
people. Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I was a bit surprised at the sheer nastiness. I moved on from them and their 
dramas long ago, but they're obsessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04083828 26554 39 Charles Sun, Aug 5, 2007 10:02:36am  
 
I admit, I didn't know about it until it was over. From all accounts, there were 
no surprises.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04084020 26554 192 Charles Sun, Aug 5, 2007 10:54:31am  
 
Yes, here we go again:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=10635" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04091718 26572 74 Charles Tue, Aug 7, 2007 9:57:01am  
 
See above: the article appears to be in a sort of limbo at the site; it's still 
there, but does not show up in a search - the same search I used to find it 
previously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04094140 26575 25 Charles Tue, Aug 7, 2007 11:08:08pm  
 
Thanks for the welcome back! I had an idea that might help a little if I can't 
post because of traveling or whatever -- if there's no front page post for more 
than four hours, auto-generate an open thread. At least that way, we don't have 
the most recent thread growing to 2,000 comments.</P> 
On the TNR story, this is another one I take no "glee" in criticizing; I 
actually believed that TNR was significantly less loony than, say, The Nation. 
You can find links at LGF recommending TNR articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04094157 26575 42 Charles Tue, Aug 7, 2007 11:21:05pm  
 
The Washington Post and New York Times have now confirmed the Army's statements 
that the Beauchamp tales were false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04094159 26575 44 Charles Tue, Aug 7, 2007 11:23:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #35 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
if you know you aren't going to post a new thread for a certain number of hours, 
quickly write up a couple of link-dump threads, and then post them with a built-
in "delay," so that the first one doesn't appear until 2 hours have elapsed, 
then another one appears after 4 hours, and so on. It'll look like you're still 



there running the blog, when you can actually be off riding your bike or 
traipsing the globe or having a life or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't tell anybody, but ... I might have something like that running 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04099574 26580 164 Charles Thu, Aug 9, 2007 9:43:35am  
 
Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04100312 26590 146 Charles Thu, Aug 9, 2007 12:41:44pm  
 
My opinion: banning books is always bad, and never works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04100756 26593 24 Charles Thu, Aug 9, 2007 1:39:39pm  
 
Did Markos see the words "Little Green..." and reflexively hit the Delete 
button?</P> 
<A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2007/8/9/154040/9689" 
target=_blank>Daily Kos: Little Green Doctors</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04101429 26596 47 Charles Thu, Aug 9, 2007 5:34:52pm  
 
I believe 'MLA' stands for Member of Legislative Assembly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04104738 26605 105 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 2:28:28pm  
 
Throbert: while I agree that the magazine is more centrist than leftist (and 
I've linked to many good pieces there), I do think Krauthammer has a point. I'd 
argue that Foer's anti-war agenda skewed his judgment to the point where they 
ran articles that should have raised red flags--just on the face of it, because 
the stories were so lurid and far-fetched.</P> 
In other words, the anti-war ideological bent is what allowed this crap to slip 
through their BS filters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04103813 26606 20 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 10:46:49am  
 
Stonewall: that's your second deleted 'first' comment. Please read the notice at 
the top of the page; if I have to delete one more of your posts for that reason 
I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04103838 26606 34 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 10:51:28am  
 
<EM>re: #22 justnobody</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is this really significant? So there's one mistake in one chart that was 
published by NASA. That surely can't undermine the whole Global Warming 
thesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Read the article. It's not "one mistake in one chart."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04104242 26607 168 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 12:28:56pm  
 
A permanent solution to the problem of being knocked offline by links from 
Fark/Digg/Drudge is in the works, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04104278 26607 198 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 12:36:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #183 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4104242&amp;n=168" target=_blank>#168</A> 
Charles</EM>A quick question, if you're handy. Is preview 'server' side or 
'client' side?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Preview is both server and client side -- it's Ajax-based. Lets me do exactly 
the same PHP-based formatting and filtering as with the comment posting 
script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04104800 26609 152 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 2:51:47pm  
 
republic: that's not your email address, unless your email address is 
F@cking.</P> 
The 'at' symbol makes the system try to turn your text into an email 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04104683 26610 13 Charles Fri, Aug 10, 2007 2:14:26pm  
 
taxfreekiller: since you're here, please note -- I'm tired of warning you not to 
post phone numbers and deleting your posts when you do. You're wasting my time. 
It's against the rules, and you know it. Once more and your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04106796 26615 127 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 9:43:37am  
 
It's not OK to post comments promoting vandalism and illegal behavior, and I do 
not agree with suggestions to deface this sign.</P> 
The sign is offensive as hell, yes, but when you advocate vandalism here you are 
doing a disservice to LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04107455 26616 179 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 12:02:43pm  
 
For me, the discussion over whether it's OK to lie sometimes is completely 
beside the point. Of course you can come up with situations where diplomatic 
lying would be the best course.</P> 
But look at what this religious leader is <EM>saying to these children</EM>. 
Look at the picture he's painting of a husband-wife relationship:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"The Prophet has forbidden lying, so I cannot tell a lie – I hate you, I want to 
kill you, and get rid of you..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Imagine if a US children's show host used language like that -- it would be 
completely unacceptable.</P> 
Not to mention instructing children to lie to the enemy in time of war. And the 
enemy just happens to be "the Jews."</P> 



I just can't agree with those lizards arguing that this is reasonable fare for 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04107900 26622 8 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 2:59:34pm  
 
Notice the shiny new 'report' button. If you click it, an Ajax script will send 
Stinky Beaumont an email with the full text of the comment and a link to it, so 
that if it needs to be janitorialized, he'll know what to do.</P> 
It prompts you to make sure you want to report a comment, then lets you know 
your mail was successfully sent - all without reloading the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04107906 26622 13 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 3:01:09pm  
 
The 'report' button is only visible to logged-in lizards, by the way, like the 
'reply' and 'quote' buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04107959 26622 56 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 3:13:00pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/4107918" target=_blank>#23</A> Shakeel Bhat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you abuse report, do you get the stick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Gee, I don't know. Why don't you try it and find out?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04107968 26622 64 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 3:14:52pm  
 
Another note about the report -- when you report a comment, your username is 
also included in the notification email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04108246 26623 2 Charles Sat, Aug 11, 2007 5:15:24pm  
 
The Ron Paulians have set up with lots of signs right in front of the Fox News 
cameras.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04111182 26630 383 Charles Sun, Aug 12, 2007 4:48:59pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04111177 26631 128 Charles Sun, Aug 12, 2007 4:46:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #95 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4111124&amp;n=87" target=_blank>#87</A> 
sattv4u2</EM> <EM>Sorta</EM>LOL! - in the old system, it was an e-mail to 
Charles where you could tell him why you were "complaining" about a certain 
post. With the new report system all you can do is report. So yeah, I reported 
that I reported him, but by reporting my post to that asshole, I hoped Charles 
would understand why I reported him.Y'all ought to go read his comment - long as 
you don't mind a hot shower afterwards!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



The old system is still there -- it's in the profile window (click the little 
football) if you want to use your own email to send the report.</P> 
When you 'report' a comment Stinky Beaumont gets a complete copy of it, and a 
direct link to it so he can take action if need be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04113328 26636 974 Charles Mon, Aug 13, 2007 8:56:06am  
 
ANNOUNCEMENT:</P> 
I'm not going to make this a front page post, but a couple of things need to be 
said.</P> 
I'm very disappointed at the number of comments that had to be deleted in this 
thread. Some people seem to think that LGF is a place where they can advocate 
vandalism and illegal activity and get away with it because they're 
"anonymous."</P> 
From now on, any such comments will not only be deleted, they will be cause for 
instant loss of posting privileges. I've warned people about this before, but it 
apparently didn't take. So it's time for zero tolerance. There will be no 
appeal.</P> 
Also, please do not quote from comments that are probably going to be deleted, 
even to denounce them; this just creates another comment that has to be deleted. 
Instead, use the 'report' button to notify the janitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04113265 26637 8 Charles Mon, Aug 13, 2007 8:42:26am  
 
ANNOUNCEMENT:</P> 
I'm not going to make this a front page post, but a couple of things need to be 
said.</P> 
I'm very disappointed at the number of comments that had to be deleted in the 
Hizballah billboard thread. Some people seem to think that LGF is a place where 
they can advocate vandalism and illegal activity and get away with it because 
they're "anonymous."</P> 
From now on, any such comments will not only be deleted, they will be cause for 
instant loss of posting privileges. I've warned people about this before, but it 
apparently didn't take. So it's time for zero tolerance. There will be no 
appeal.</P> 
Also, please do not quote from comments that are probably going to be deleted, 
even to denounce them; this just creates another comment that has to be deleted. 
Instead, use the 'report' button to notify the janitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04115729 26647 21 Charles Mon, Aug 13, 2007 6:25:44pm  
 
I wish it wasn't like this, but whenever I see a lot of .edu accounts signing 
up, I launch the troll monitoring systems...</P> 
I'm seeing a lot of .edu accounts tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04118599 26654 74 Charles Tue, Aug 14, 2007 11:56:58am  
 
In this case, since the phone numbers are in a WHOIS lookup, I'll let them 
remain. But thank you for being aware that it's not usually OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04118615 26654 80 Charles Tue, Aug 14, 2007 11:59:36am  
 



Kragar: it isn't always possible to differentiate between public and private 
numbers so clearly. The easiest way to make sure is to simply not allow phone 
numbers.</P> 
The WHOIS is a bit different, since that IP address is the whole point of this 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04118678 26654 102 Charles Tue, Aug 14, 2007 12:09:42pm  
 
Cognito: the domain info was updated in July 2006. It isn't unusual for address 
info to be out of date.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04118752 26654 128 Charles Tue, Aug 14, 2007 12:23:45pm  
 
You can see the edit history of any Wikipedia page by clicking the 'History' tab 
at the top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04120030 26658 145 Charles Tue, Aug 14, 2007 4:22:35pm  
 
Zombie is right.</P> 
If anyone missed this important announcement, <A href="/showc/8/4113265" 
target=_blank>please read it now</A>.</P> 
It is absolutely not permitted to promote, cheer, or otherwise support illegal 
behavior in a comment at LGF. If I ban someone for that reason, you're out for 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04122194 26658 256 Charles Wed, Aug 15, 2007 8:07:32am  
 
Some of the lizards seem not to understand that by posting comments in favor of 
arson, or in favor of attacking mosques, you are putting yourselves AND LGF at 
risk. This is not "politically correct." It's very simple. I do not support 
illegal activity, and if you do you aren't welcome to post comments at LGF.</P> 
Warnings are now exhausted, and accounts are being blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04126825 26676 93 Charles Thu, Aug 16, 2007 8:19:37am  
 
<EM>re: #82 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #69 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This is interesting; compare the <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/usnw/20070815/pl_usnw/cair__nypd_terror_report_cas
ts_suspicion_on_all_u_s__muslims" target=_blank>yahoo press release</A> to the 
<A 
href="http://cair.com/default.asp?Page=articleView&amp;id=2916&amp;theType=NR" 
target=_blank>press release on CAIR's website</A>. the are identicle with one 
exception. The release on Cair's website leads with " In the Name of God, the 
Compassionate, the Merciful". Why do they leave it out in public statements? 
Perhaps the phrase is just too ironic.</BLOCKQUOTE>Maybe it is Yahoo that leaves 
it out.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope -- that report's from PR Newswire, a paid press release service. They don't 
edit releases. Almost certainly it was CAIR who left the line out of the public 
release.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04129812 26688 86 Charles Thu, Aug 16, 2007 6:38:52pm  
 
What I've always loved about this song: if you follow along with the lyrics, 
he's dealing with large issues. And the video adds another layer to the 
largeness of the soufflé.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04132200 26692 127 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 11:03:29am  
 
<EM>re: #123 shiloh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I actually think in this case that its just a poorly written paper. I think that 
they're saying that their names are being smeared by <EM>appearing</EM> in a 
list that also includes all these hamas guys.</P> 
If someone else already mentioned that, my apologies, 100+ comments are too many 
for me to read through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If that were the case, you'd expect at least some recognition that the named 
people <STRONG>are</STRONG> terrorists, and that CAIR was objecting to being 
linked to them. Read that section -- there's not a hint of any such recognition. 
On the contrary, it's a defense of the Hamas leaders, identified as being 
"political" leaders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04132235 26692 133 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 11:12:49am  
 
Also note this section:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Each and every one of the over three hundred listed unindicted co-conspirators, 
whether an individual or an organization, suffer massive harm to their good 
names, their reputations, their privacy, and their economic well-
being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's an explicit declaration that Rantisi and Yassin are suffering "massive 
harm to their good names."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04132488 26693 366 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 12:12:01pm  
 
zombie: I'm shocked -- shocked! -- that you didn't search here first: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-search.php?searchString=Al-
Haramain" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04132474 26694 32 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 12:08:15pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/4132451" target=_blank>#18</A> zombie</EM></P> 
There's quite a bit of info in an LGF search: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-search.php?searchString=Al-
Haramain" target=_blank>Al-Haramain</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04132587 26695 6 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 12:35:19pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/4132582" target=_blank>#3</A> Lucius 
Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As they guy says...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Arzu Toker is of the female persuasion, actually...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04133311 26697 6 Charles Fri, Aug 17, 2007 3:52:55pm  
 
<A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/8/17/17203/2738" target=_blank>Daily 
Kos: I Hate Fox News With The Red-Hot Fire Of 1,000 Suns</A>.</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04135786 26706 10 Charles Sat, Aug 18, 2007 9:41:18am  
 
Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04135850 26708 7 Charles Sat, Aug 18, 2007 9:58:52am  
 
The writing of this article is amazingly sloppy, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04136436 26711 18 Charles Sat, Aug 18, 2007 1:18:01pm  
 
The Bush edit took place in Dec 2005 -- they may not have to keep logs for that 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04137260 26717 8 Charles Sat, Aug 18, 2007 6:09:53pm  
 
Locked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04137286 26717 20 Charles Sat, Aug 18, 2007 6:21:11pm  
 
It's Mike Stern on guitar. Dennis Chambers on drums. James Genus on bass. 
Michael and Randy Brecker. Not sure who's on keyboards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04139414 26724 11 Charles Sun, Aug 19, 2007 5:36:07pm  
 
Must have hit the Post button twice. The first one of these threads is now 
hidden ... apologies if your comment was lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04139426 26724 18 Charles Sun, Aug 19, 2007 5:39:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #6 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So, Charles, is "Parallels" the final release version of "Boot Camp"?</P> 
I don't keep up with these things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, Parallels is a separate product. (Wouldn't be surprised to see them get 
bought up by Apple for Leopard, though.)</P> 
Much better than the Boot Camp beta; Boot Camp requires you to start up in 
either Windows or Mac mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04139446 26724 33 Charles Sun, Aug 19, 2007 5:43:18pm  
 



<EM>re: #22 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In Parallels, the Windows environment runs in its own "window," that you can 
click in and out of -- right? But it's sharing the same hard drive and RAM as 
the Mac OS, so that it can slow down performance, eat up memory, and so on. 
Right?</P> 
I'm just curious as to how "dangerous" it is to run Parallels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are 'Security Options' in Parallels that let you choose various levels of 
isolation for the virtual OS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04139753 26724 255 Charles Sun, Aug 19, 2007 6:53:35pm  
 
I am becoming increasingly certain that the Windows operating system was 
designed by sadists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04141879 26732 21 Charles Mon, Aug 20, 2007 11:28:30am  
 
I turned the ads off temporarily, because one of the advertisers is apparently 
sneaking in some bad juju. I notified PJ's ad dept., and they'll figure it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04141963 26733 3 Charles Mon, Aug 20, 2007 11:45:41am  
 
Now that they've pronounced themselves to be mainstream, they're letting the 
craziness flow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04142018 26733 37 Charles Mon, Aug 20, 2007 11:55:00am  
 
The ads are back -- they discovered which ad was trying to pull a fast one and 
removed it from rotation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04148075 26755 6 Charles Tue, Aug 21, 2007 6:54:55pm  
 
Notice how often they show KISS video clips.</P> 
Simmons really got to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04149930 26756 82 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 9:09:02am  
 
<EM>re: #62 EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>* KinderUSA removed from their web site all mention of former board 
member <STRONG>Dalell Mohmed</STRONG> (who was also a board member of Hamas 
front group The Holy Land Foundation), <STRONG>even though the WHOIS information 
for ‘kinderusa.org’ still shows that name as their site 
manager.</STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>Couldn't find it.</STRONG>  
<EM>Has it already been erased?</EM></P> 
~Norsk Troll</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, the WHOIS information still has that name, and it was last updated in 2005. 
As linked above:</P> 



[Link: <A 
href="http://www.networksolutions.com/whois/results.jsp?domain=kinderusa.org" 
target=_blank>www.networksolutions.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04150032 26758 112 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 9:35:03am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/4149951" target=_blank>#63</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Once again, TNR goes on an ideological attack against Bill Kristol and 
completely ignores the mess that is their initial fact checking on the Beauchamp 
story. If they had done the proper fact checking originally, they would have 
realized that something was amiss - especially with the dining hall incident - 
which didn't even occur in Iraq, but in Kuwait before Beauchamp arrived in the 
war. That should have set off alarm bells over his timeline, but it did no such 
thing because TNR didn't bother checking beforehand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's been my position all along that the incidents Beauchamp was describing, and 
the way he described them, should have been enough <EM>on their face</EM> to set 
off warning bells for any reasonably skeptical editor. The lurid, crappy writing 
and the outrageousness of the stories should have triggered more rigorous fact-
checking--not less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152458 26773 18 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 6:16:19pm  
 
The "God's Jewish Warriors" segment was awful.</P> 
But this one is actually covering some fairly deep subjects. Sayyid Qutb is now 
onscreen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152500 26773 41 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 6:23:45pm  
 
Oh no. Here comes Karen Armstrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152568 26773 90 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 6:38:05pm  
 
Amanpour is now sitting down with a Muslim Brotherhood leader.</P> 
Inspired by Qutb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152586 26773 102 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 6:42:41pm  
 
The imam who is sponsoring the 9/9 Muslim Day Parade in NY calls Sayyid Qutb a 
"prominent Muslim" in this Daily News article:</P> 
<A href="http://www.nydailynews.com/opinions/2007/08/22/2007-08-
22_local_muslims_must_help_cops_target_terr.html" target=_blank>Local Muslims 
must help cops target terror</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152663 26773 151 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 6:57:18pm  
 
CNN drops in for a jovial visit on the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt. 
Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04152814 26773 258 Charles Wed, Aug 22, 2007 7:26:44pm  



 
"You put on hijab, you don't take it off."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04155195 26780 9 Charles Thu, Aug 23, 2007 12:09:09pm  
 
zombie: gracias, but Patrick deserves all the credit for staying on top of the 
Ohio situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04156597 26787 102 Charles Thu, Aug 23, 2007 6:42:48pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/4156581" target=_blank>#88</A> peck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
it is a nice house and should stay that way</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Indeed. Now added to the rotating front page titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04156752 26787 233 Charles Thu, Aug 23, 2007 7:06:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #164 windbag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I took me month of watching on the weekends to gain access here, now it seems 
like every other day, the welcome mat is placed on the front porch. Not 
complaining, just wondering what Charles has planned and why he needs so many 
new lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just responding to demand. Every day I get a dozen or more registration 
requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04159851 26796 6 Charles Fri, Aug 24, 2007 3:00:53pm  
 
Yeah, I'm getting the 'Fidel is dead' emails... but there have been so many 
false alarms that I'm waiting until it's confirmed before 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04160652 26800 69 Charles Fri, Aug 24, 2007 7:04:14pm  
 
45 hatchlings in 10 minutes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04160671 26801 42 Charles Fri, Aug 24, 2007 7:05:59pm  
 
Ahem. As Noam said: 45 hatchlings in 10 minutes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04160699 26801 63 Charles Fri, Aug 24, 2007 7:09:29pm  
 
Approaching 100.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04162828 26808 14 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 11:34:52am  
 
<EM>re: #7 paint-right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #1 Sharmuta</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Faster loading- it's a good thing.</BLOCKQUOTE>For what it's worth, 
the scroll down feature is no longer workinng on my ibook. when I hit reply or 
quote , I have to manually scroll down to the comment box.  
What could be the problem?</P> 
/or was it too ritzy a feature for the hampstirees?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Which version of which browser? Is it Safari v1 or v2?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04162896 26808 45 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 11:56:19am  
 
The jQuery blog has some benchmark results, showing impressive speed 
increases:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://jquery.com/blog/2007/08/24/jquery-114-faster-more-tests-
ready-for-12/" target=_blank>jquery.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04163511 26811 5 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 3:48:00pm  
 
<A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2007/8/25/1851/75564" 
target=_blank>Daily Kos: Love furry pussy, Hate cats</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04163812 26812 5 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 5:28:23pm  
 
My heart sank when Bush compared Iraq to Vietnam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04163814 26812 6 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 5:28:45pm  
 
It's not just wrong. It's a kind of surrender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04163943 26813 19 Charles Sat, Aug 25, 2007 6:05:46pm  
 
Not all musicians are stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04166654 26822 12 Charles Sun, Aug 26, 2007 4:17:49pm  
 
I don't know about intelligent design, but I definitely believe in stupid 
design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04166673 26822 28 Charles Sun, Aug 26, 2007 4:23:21pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/4166660" target=_blank>#17</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
hrmm.. I was wondering why the quote button stopped working last thread until I 
reloaded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been tightening up the 'insertReply' function that performs the reply/quote 
feature. It should jump correctly to the bottom even in Safari 3 now, and I also 
trimmed a lot of repetitive code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04166848 26822 147 Charles Sun, Aug 26, 2007 5:09:46pm  
 



<EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/4166820" target=_blank>#132</A> 
jmbennett@wichita.edu</EM></P> 
Uh... you used your email as your username -- probably not the best idea.</P> 
Normally, changing the username isn't allowed, but I'm going into the DB to 
change yours -- it will be jmbennett instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04168980 26830 20 Charles Mon, Aug 27, 2007 9:42:18am  
 
By the way, work is proceeding on moving to that load-balanced multi-server 
setup I keep promising, to enable us to stay online even through Fark, Digg, or 
Drudge links.</P> 
I keep telling the hamsters, "Hang on, reinforcements are on the way." Some of 
them give me dirty looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04169540 26831 238 Charles Mon, Aug 27, 2007 11:24:26am  
 
Wow. There is an amazing amount of completely crazy stuff in the Kos diaries 
today. Check out the Ajax feeds for 'Daily Kos Kidz'.</P> 
They're even hatin' on the Nuge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04172919 26839 38 Charles Tue, Aug 28, 2007 9:11:08am  
 
I just can't get all worked up about Ted Nugent. He's a clown, and he's always 
been a clown -- and in fact, he's been doing that "suck on my Glock" schtick for 
years, it didn't just start with that concert. He even had a song with that 
title.</P> 
It's only being brought up now because the left wing needs to attack someone 
they think is a right wing figure, to make up for all the heat they've been 
taking on similar issues.</P> 
It was crass, sure. Since when has it been news that Ted Nugent is 
crass?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04174548 26843 72 Charles Tue, Aug 28, 2007 4:54:29pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/4174536" target=_blank>#63</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
Yeah, I had to remove those Amazon book links, because they were slowing down 
the page loading, sometimes drastically. I keep meaning to look into the Amazon 
"store" feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04174586 26843 99 Charles Tue, Aug 28, 2007 5:06:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #93 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Most web site those nested menu are annoying as hell, Charles those work really 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks. I try not to be annoying as hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04174800 26844 53 Charles Tue, Aug 28, 2007 5:50:30pm  
 
More than 60 hatchlings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04176793 26851 23 Charles Wed, Aug 29, 2007 10:12:43am  
 
Oops. Looks like we LGFed his server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04178188 26855 158 Charles Wed, Aug 29, 2007 2:46:07pm  
 
Refresh again and 'new comments' should work now. The Digg javascript link was 
acting up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04178770 26857 48 Charles Wed, Aug 29, 2007 6:27:47pm  
 
50+ hatchlings so far.</P> 
Who knew that so many people actually read the exit lines?</P> 
Heh™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04179040 26857 289 Charles Wed, Aug 29, 2007 7:12:53pm  
 
259 hatchlings registered...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04180865 26862 44 Charles Thu, Aug 30, 2007 10:05:19am  
 
Yes, it's not a nerve gas. It's technically a "nettle agent." Very toxic, if 
inhaled can cause pulmonary edema (your lungs liquify).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04181694 26864 294 Charles Thu, Aug 30, 2007 12:12:08pm  
 
This one's in the UK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04181813 26864 391 Charles Thu, Aug 30, 2007 12:34:57pm  
 
We haven't had one of these pretend-Jews for a while; before registration it 
used to be extremely common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04184881 26869 72 Charles Fri, Aug 31, 2007 9:09:29am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/4184794" target=_blank>#57</A> VictorK</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can understand calling the book 'detrimental to US foreign policy' or 'the 
wrong direction for nation security' but anti-semitic? Questioning the influence 
of a /state/ does not make one anti-semitic. I think that we can move onto a 
more meaningful debate about what Walt and Mearsheimer are saying (and I don't 
offer support for them here, having not read the book) without all the kneejerk 
reactionism that we can see at work in the article but also in the comments here 
in this thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=19958_Yes_Its_Anti-
Semitic&amp;only" target=_blank>Yes, It's Anti-Semitic</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04186589 26876 17 Charles Fri, Aug 31, 2007 6:17:35pm  



 
I bet the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26848_Japanese_Internet_Acce
ss-_Really_Really_Fast&amp;only" target=_blank>Japanese</A> don't have to deal 
with this kind of aggravation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04188057 26876 404 Charles Sat, Sep 1, 2007 8:50:02am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/4187648" target=_blank>#401</A> Wind Rider</EM></P> 
Actually, all this messing around was to install a new Airport Extreme base 
station, the 802.11n model. With the newer computers it worked with absolutely 
no hassle; the older laptop and the G3 iMac were the cause of all the 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04188212 26879 123 Charles Sat, Sep 1, 2007 9:44:16am  
 
Don't miss the video update, in which CAIR's Ahmed Bedier calls the students 
"victims."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04188639 26881 160 Charles Sat, Sep 1, 2007 12:22:07pm  
 
It definitely hasn't stopped. In fact, we're expanding our training of Fatah/Al 
Aqsa:</P> 
<A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20070830/ap_on_re_mi_ea/israel_palestinians" 
target=_blank>U.S. official: Expand Abbas forces</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04189614 26886 92 Charles Sat, Sep 1, 2007 6:46:05pm  
 
Le Trole now has a new user ID -- sorry to do that to you, Le T, but you 
registered before the recent changes and your username contains one of those 
Euro characters that introduces chaos into our system.</P> 
Please log in with an old-style standard 'o' character in your name, instead of 
the 'o' with a hat on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04191786 26894 15 Charles Sun, Sep 2, 2007 1:43:46pm  
 
Technically, that's a niqab, not a burqa. But 'burqa' sounds 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04192271 26897 65 Charles Sun, Sep 2, 2007 4:54:43pm  
 
Yeah, that "Maccabee" is a piece of work. But I'll bet they don't block his 
account, even though he's obviously a serial liar.</P> 
The progressives need these types of serial liars to help set the stage for 
their coordinated meme promotions. The HuffPo article is the more mainstream 
version of the same meme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04194864 26902 31 Charles Mon, Sep 3, 2007 11:57:02am  
 



By the way, from the last incident I learned that the block may take a little 
while to reach all their subscribers -- it depends on when the subscriber 
updates the WebSense database.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04195935 26906 20 Charles Mon, Sep 3, 2007 6:26:06pm  
 
NTropy: yeah, I suspect the font cache in this one. If it happens again I'll 
just try clearing that and see if it fixes it without the whole fsck 
routine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04196009 26906 51 Charles Mon, Sep 3, 2007 6:44:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #44 IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your pilikia is all pau.</P> 
Huh? Da kine no mo' stay broke!Shaka braddah!</P> 
Power to the Correct People!(Even the Haoles.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Born an' raise, da kine. Well, not born. But raise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04202157 26909 41 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 11:22:07am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">41</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Sep 5, 2007 
11:22:07am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04198934 26917 8 Charles Tue, Sep 4, 2007 2:26:53pm  
 
Doesn't show the beheading -- just the kid waving a sword.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201382 26924 113 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 8:25:58am  
 
<EM>re: #71 Dar ul Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT,</P> 
Hey Charles, it seems the Javascript isn't working right with Camino 1.5.1.</P> 
The new comments button and the menus are both kaput.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just tested it again with Camino and it's working here. I suggest clearing the 
cache, quitting and relaunching...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201635 26926 59 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 9:19:09am  
 



To post a Flickr link, you have to replace the @ symbol with:</P> 
&amp;#64;</P> 
The automatic link creator sees the @ symbol and thinks it's an email 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201761 26926 154 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 9:46:46am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4201727" target=_blank>#130</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Possible huge upside, and no downside that I can see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The downside is staring you in the face; it's a huge sign of weakness. The 
person who took the photo got this right away:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Look who is next door...lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
... and so did the commenter "Khalid" who wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh, that's funny!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201829 26926 206 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 10:03:43am  
 
Flickr links will now work like any other links -- no need to replace the @ 
character.</P> 
I disabled the email linking code. Better that way anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201833 26926 210 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 10:04:09am  
 
All the Flickr links posted above are now valid, if you refresh the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04201895 26926 258 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 10:19:47am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/4201880" target=_blank>#246</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The poster can't make enemies of the country hate us any more than they already 
do; the only thing it might do, that I can see, is to reach that one guy or gal 
who has seen something and might be willing to speak up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that's not the "only thing it might do." It obviously also reinforces the 
view of some Muslims (among them, the photographer) that the US is a laughable 
paper tiger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203629 26933 52 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 5:50:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #35 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>UPDATE at 9/5/07 5:39:50 pm:And one more little Javascript tweak to 
report</BLOCKQUOTE>Hate to say this, but the calendar function on the "advanced 
search" page doesn't work for me at all. (Safari 2.0.4, OSX 10.4.10). I select 
the dates I want on the calendar, but the numerical dates in the date-field 
simply stay the same and won't change.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Clear cache, refresh, and try again. The search page was still loading the old 
version of jQuery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04203699 26934 1 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:06:13pm  
 
Ron Paul: the Republican anti-war candidate!</P> 
Positioning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203704 26934 3 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:06:50pm  
 
McCain just quoted Homer Simpson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203730 26934 16 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:08:44pm  
 
Rudy's going after Fred big-time. As he must.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203738 26934 22 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:09:35pm  
 
Real questions? What's going on here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203771 26934 45 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:12:31pm  
 
Excellent answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203788 26934 57 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:14:13pm  
 
Suddenly the debates become interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203799 26934 66 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:15:00pm  
 
All it takes are honest intelligent people asking serious questions. Go 
figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203806 26934 71 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:15:49pm  
 
I wasn't even recording this one, but I just started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203820 26934 84 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:17:13pm  
 
Tancredo unleashes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203822 26934 85 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:17:33pm  
 
This is getting good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203848 26934 108 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:20:44pm  
 
Fox is trying to be contemporary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04203916 26934 171 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:28:04pm  
 
<A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=NGU0NGExZWIxMDVhYmQyNDc4NGQwMTI3N
WE5ZTMzMmY=" target=_blank>Brownback's base is a bit slim.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203960 26934 210 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:32:23pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203971 26934 221 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:33:06pm  
 
Guns on planes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04203989 26934 238 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:34:09pm  
 
Ron Paul wants everyone to pack heat on airplanes.</P> 
You heard it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04204034 26934 281 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:37:53pm  
 
With all due respect to the 2nd Amendment, I wouldn't feel particularly safe if 
everyone on an airplane could decide whether they wanted to carry a gun, and no 
one checked them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04204146 26934 386 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:47:03pm  
 
I know these are weighty issues, but right now I'm trying to decide if Ron Paul 
should be included on the post-debate poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04204160 26934 400 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:47:43pm  
 
Chris Wallace!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04204164 26934 404 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 6:47:58pm  
 
Lots of Paulians in this audience!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04204217 26934 455 Charles Wed, Sep 5, 2007 7:10:42pm  
 
Little traffic spike there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04211325 26958 91 Charles Fri, Sep 7, 2007 1:19:06pm  
 
Chertoff now on Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04212755 26961 41 Charles Fri, Sep 7, 2007 6:45:16pm  
 
Killgore: exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04217800 26965 87 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:01:39pm  
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04217817 26965 88 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:09:11pm  
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04217830 26965 89 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:13:33pm  
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04217833 26965 90 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:14:01pm  



 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
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04217839 26965 91 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:14:53pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
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04217857 26965 92 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:18:20pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
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04217874 26965 93 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:24:58pm  
 
These deleted comments are the result of some testing. Don't 
panic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04217875 26965 94 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:25:06pm  
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04217884 26965 95 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:27:36pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">95</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
12:27:36pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04217979 26965 96 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:51:49pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">96</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
12:51:49pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04217981 26965 97 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:52:28pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">97</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 



<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
12:52:28pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04217990 26965 98 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 12:54:37pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">98</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
12:54:37pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218115 26965 99 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:32:34pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">99</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:32:34pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218117 26965 100 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:32:56pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">100</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:32:56pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 



<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218122 26965 101 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:35:02pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">101</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:35:02pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218126 26965 102 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:35:24pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">102</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:35:24pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218149 26965 103 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:44:05pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">103</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:44:05pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218158 26965 104 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:46:23pm  
 



<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">104</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:46:23pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218167 26965 105 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:50:40pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">105</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:50:40pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218199 26965 106 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:59:34pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">106</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:59:34pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218202 26965 107 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 1:59:52pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">107</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 



<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
1:59:52pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218207 26965 108 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 2:02:13pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">108</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
2:02:13pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218208 26965 109 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 2:02:27pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">109</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
2:02:27pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04218209 26965 110 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 2:02:45pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">110</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 9, 2007 
2:02:45pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 



<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04215053 26967 24 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 2:58:52pm  
 
<EM>re: #18 skree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Download the libtidy source (tidy_src.tar.gz) sourceforgePut it into 
/usr/local/src (for example), and untar.Go into the untarred library's 
/build/gmake/ directory.Run 'gmake', and 'gmake install'.Check that 
'/usr/local/lib/libtidy.a' exists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks, but those are old directions -- the latest distribution doesn't have a 
/build/gmake/ directory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215085 26967 48 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:09:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 Jack D. Ripper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This any help?[Link: <A href="http://www.linux-mag.com/id/2124/" 
target=_blank>www.linux-mag.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope, same problem -- after unpacking the tarball, there is no /build/ 
directory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215108 26967 67 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:17:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #55 suboptimal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you're building as a user other than root, you may need to su to root to run 
"make install" and copy the files out to their final destinations.</P> 
BTW, which version of RedHat, and is SELinux turned on? I've seen SELinux do 
some rather weirod things, so you may want turn it off and retry if it's 
currently running. Sorry, that does mean a reboot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Building as root -- no SELinux. It's Red Hat Enterprise Linux ES release 
4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215113 26967 71 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:19:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #66 mrkwong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is it not installing the library, or is it putting it in the wrong place, or is 
it just not running ldconfig to update the dynamic library 
cache?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not installing the library at all -- the file libtidy.a never gets 
created.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215117 26967 74 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:20:26pm  
 
I'm starting to think the official Tidy .tar file may be missing some crucial 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215173 26967 121 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:44:22pm  



 
<EM>re: #109 suboptimal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Quick and dirty, I downloaded the first Tidy cvs tarball I could find, and tried 
running ./configure and make, found libtidy in a real funky spot:</P> 
suboptimal@crashnburn:~/tidy-cvs_2007032 6$ find . %P% grep 
libtidy./src/libtidy.la./src/.libs/libtidy-0.99.so.0.0.0./src/.libs/libtidy-
0.99.so.0./src/.libs/libtidy.so./src/.libs/libtidy.a./src/.libs/libtidy.lai./src
/.libs/libtidy.la</P> 
Hope that helps. Don't know why it's "dot" libs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Um, nope. Not here. That find command finds nothing. Did you use the same 
tarball I did? (Linked above.) Can you show me the exact commands you 
used?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215195 26967 142 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:52:22pm  
 
Ah ha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215204 26967 151 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:54:18pm  
 
Here's the solution:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.linuxfromscratch.org/blfs/view/svn/general/tidy.html" 
target=_blank>www.linuxfromscratch.org...</A>]</P> 
The tarball in the CVS at Sourceforge does not include most of the necessary 
files. Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215225 26967 169 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 3:59:13pm  
 
That did it; the tarball at [Link: <A 
href="http://anduin.linuxfromscratch.org/files/BLFS/sources/tidy-
cvs_20070326.tar.bz2" target=_blank>anduin.linuxfromscratch.org...</A>] had all 
the necessary ingredients. Compiled and installed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215247 26967 189 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 4:07:59pm  
 
The bogus tarball is from their CVS repository at:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://tidy.cvs.sourceforge.net/tidy/" 
target=_blank>tidy.cvs.sourceforge.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215366 26967 298 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 4:59:13pm  
 
Just to finish this Tidy discussion, after running the standard Linux 
compilation commands, I was then able to install the PEAR PHP 4 Tidy extension 
by doing a simple:</P> 
pecl install tidy</P> 
Added the line:</P> 
extension=tidy.so</P> 
...to my php.ini file, restarted Apache, and bada bing. PHP now has a library of 
nice functions for calling Tidy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215386 26967 316 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 5:07:38pm  



 
<EM>re: #307 christheprofessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4215366&amp;n=298" target=_blank>#298</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Hi. I was trying to search the archives the other day, and I couldn't get that 
date function to accept a new year (defaults to 2001 on the start date). If I 
select, say, 2005, it shows up in the tool, but then when I hit "close", the 
year displayed in the text box still says 2001...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yeah -- you have to actually click on a day in the calendar to have it 
register.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215482 26968 14 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 5:55:40pm  
 
Emacs from way back. Used it on an Atari ST to write assembly 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04215534 26968 33 Charles Sat, Sep 8, 2007 6:14:31pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/4215507" target=_blank>#23</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, did you write TOS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, actually TOS was a descendant of CP/M, repackaged by Digital Research as DR-
DOS, then by the Tramiel clan as TOS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04217298 26971 64 Charles Sun, Sep 9, 2007 9:22:45am  
 
I replaced the Javascript popup version with an image link that goes to the 
petition page. Some of you werent seeing the popup, probably because of a popup 
blocker. And there was also an issue with the display of the petition window, 
overlapping the LGF popout menus in the left sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220610 26981 36 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:43:52am  
 
Wow. Skelton is doing his best to cast the most negative light on everything 
before the report.</P> 
Get the hook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220670 26981 89 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:52:12am  
 
The Democrats are giving their response before Petraeus even says a 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220708 26981 122 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:55:43am  
 
What a disgrace. Shut the hell up and let the General talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220723 26981 137 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:57:19am  
 
Go, Duncan.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04220735 26981 149 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:58:25am  
 
Good. He's bringing up the MoveOn.org ad in the Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220850 26981 254 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 10:12:04am  
 
I missed a couple of minutes -- did any of the Democrats condemn the MoveOn 
ad?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220861 26981 265 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 10:12:58am  
 
Ooh, CAIR is going to be seething at Ros-Lehtinen's remarks. 
Guaranteed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220934 26981 332 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 10:17:47am  
 
MoveOn.org sneaked someone into the tech staff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04220938 26981 336 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 10:18:11am  
 
Doesn't anyone test this stuff ahead of time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04221289 26982 204 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 10:44:44am  
 
Another moonbat!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04221468 26982 371 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 11:00:31am  
 
More screaming moonbats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04221489 26982 392 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 11:01:05am  
 
This one's really freaking out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04221511 26982 412 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 11:01:52am  
 
More moonbats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223160 26986 78 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 2:27:21pm  
 
Right now, all the ratings do is show the comment's approval level. But I'm 
planning to add filtering abilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223205 26986 113 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 2:31:53pm  
 



Well, that would be one way for me to get notified -- if the approval level 
drops to (say) -10, I get an email telling me there might be a problem.</P> 
Another possibility is to let you set the level of comments you want to filter 
out; so any comment with -5 or lower (for example) wouldn't display unless you 
clicked a button to show it.</P> 
All of this will be totally optional -- if you don't want to use the ratings, 
just ignore them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223249 26986 142 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 2:35:36pm  
 
I see this as a useful tool, and I disagree that it's going to ruin 
anything.</P> 
If things are getting ruined and LGF starts melting down in a heinous popularity 
contest, I'll just disable the feature. But I just don't see that 
happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223335 26986 204 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 2:46:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #187 Slumbering Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I think I noticed a possible problem. I 'minused' my #118 and it went 
from 0 to -3, then I went to my #88 and 'plused' it and it went from 0 to 3. I 
'plussed' a couple of other user's posts and they only went up by one.</P> 
Would someone else like to try this on their own posts to see if the same 
happens?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not a bug -- others rated the comment before you updated your total by rating 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223409 26986 269 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 2:56:14pm  
 
<EM>re: #238 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4223336&amp;n=205" target=_blank>#205</A> 
paxnhymn</EM></P> 
Because instead of engaging in debate people will just vote unpopular comments 
down.This is a big problem for hatchlings who are already intimidated around 
here. I think we're going to see a lot fewer dissenting opinions.</P> 
I can think of a quite a few occasions where a lizard decides to go against 
popular opinion and takes a sever beating only to be proven correct later on. 
We're going to see much less of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, again ... if that starts happening, the feature can be very easily turned 
off. I really don't think it will, though. I think lizards are made of stronger 
stuff than to censor their opinions out of fear of having their self-esteem 
damaged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223460 26986 294 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 3:03:05pm  
 
One big reason for this: have you noticed how many LGF posts have more than 
1,000 comments now? How is anyone supposed to read through all that to find the 
best ones -- especially when a bickering session breaks out?</P> 
A rating system will help greatly with managing all this data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04223483 26986 311 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 3:05:41pm  
 
If you're so vehemently opposed to this that you have to leave LGF, I'll be 
sorry to see you go. But I <EM>am</EM> going to try it, so that's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223491 26986 319 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 3:06:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #307 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So, you need to reload the page to see the ratings update?</P> 
/kind of defeats the purpose of the bandwidth-saving new comments 
button</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No -- just click the number of any post for which you want to see the latest 
total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04223789 26986 557 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 3:45:40pm  
 
I'll make an exception to my usual policy and explain why 'humanity' was 
blocked.</P> 
1. He/she posted an extremely bigoted comment, completely off-topic, that had to 
be deleted.</P> 
2. Then he/she proceeded to post a series of numbers, making fun of the ban on 
'first' posts.</P> 
I have much better things to do than babysit people who act out like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224113 26986 685 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 4:52:04pm  
 
Since I'm all about freedom of choice, I've now added an option to the 'Manage 
Your Account' page that lets you turn off the display of the comment 
ratings.</P> 
You'll still have to cope with the thought that someone might be rating your 
comment, even though you don't know it. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224278 26986 734 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 5:28:34pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/719/4224220" target=_blank>#719</A> Jimmy The 
Clam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I re-booted and I still see the massive processor usage on this page that goes 
away when I navigate to another site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't see that in IE7 myself -- the load goes up and down as you mouse over 
things, of course, but it doesn't go way up and stay there. Not sure why that's 
happening for you...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224635 26986 772 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 6:35:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #760 Paco from Sefarad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Hey Charles, all day today I've been seeing the <B>spinning</B> <B>beachball</B> 
<B>of</B> <B>death</B> on all pages, even before this latest addition and 
specially on pages like this one with lots of comments.</P> 
(Safari 1.3.2)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ugh. I hate to tell you this, but Safari 1.3.2 is a very bad browser, with way 
too many problems. I advise getting away from that version as quickly as 
possible. On the other hand, Safari 2.0.4 (419.3) is great. Upgrade. You'll be 
glad you did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04225329 26986 800 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 9:14:43pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/791/4225039" target=_blank>#791</A> indythinker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Comment ratings create a negative situation which I will not give myself over 
to. Of course I'll keep reading. I just won't post. That's it from me. Thanks, 
Charles. We love ya. Keep up the good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, see ya. You're only hurting yourself, based on an assumption without any 
evidence, but if that's what you need to do...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224150 26987 195 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 4:57:57pm  
 
NOTE! If you go to the 'Manage Your Account' page, you can now turn off the 
display of the rating system, if you really hate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224453 26989 36 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 6:01:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #21 Born Again Republican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
LGF is misbehaving. When I click new comments it reloads the whole 
page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If that happens, clear your browser cache and refresh the page. And if that 
doesn't fix it, clear the browser cache, quit, and relaunch the 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04224603 26990 66 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 6:27:10pm  
 
It's interesting that Crocker was on the scene at the Sabra/Shatila massacre by 
the Lebanese Army.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04225246 26990 560 Charles Mon, Sep 10, 2007 8:59:09pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/4225229" target=_blank>#554</A> DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why don't you just tell the one way or another how you feel, whether you agree 
with them or not, by just quoteing them and talking to them?Why do you need to 
also tell them that you gave them a + or -?</P> 
They can figure it out on their own whether you agree with their comment or 
not.Have we become so juvenile that we need to give out grades for 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Turn it off if you don't want to see it.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-user-manage.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04227401 26996 30 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 10:11:45am  
 
<EM>re: #21 NoSubmission</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Feeling unnoticed, I realized that I could rate my own comment. Was that part of 
the bug?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I decided not to block people from rating their own comments, since you can only 
do it one time. That wasn't the bug -- the bug was that the setting for 'show 
comment ratings' wasn't being correctly handled at log in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04227718 26998 30 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 11:03:22am  
 
I always turn off C-SPAN when they start taking calls. It's Moonbat 
City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228177 27000 75 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 12:03:12pm  
 
Trolls always get all lathered up around September 11. It excites them, so they 
start posting drivel, unable to control their poisonous hatred. It's a look into 
a pathetic, shriveled soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228214 27000 97 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 12:08:51pm  
 
Hmm. Ban this one or let the army toy with it? Decisions, 
decisions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228273 27000 121 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 12:19:41pm  
 
Well, uh, see, that was one reason why I put in the rating system...</P> 
Trolls are pretty obvious if everything they post gets -50 
ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228280 27000 126 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 12:20:42pm  
 
But what do I know about trolls?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228625 27000 235 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 1:28:16pm  
 
Since 'xane' says it's REALLY GOING now, I thought I'd help it along by a tap of 
the banning stick.</P> 
I mean, really. That's enough of that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04228986 27004 10 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 2:40:03pm  
 
I know, I screwed up the links. Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04229814 27006 498 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 6:27:30pm  



 
Had to pull the poll down temporarily, while I wrestle with the Ajax code to 
show results without going to a different page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04229937 27006 606 Charles Tue, Sep 11, 2007 7:13:56pm  
 
Nope, no spamming by the morlocks, just some coding issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04231622 27008 972 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 8:26:23am  
 
<EM>re: #964 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
people just hate the ratings system, so they're screwing with it in hopes of 
getting charles to get rid of it.</P> 
kind of akin to people trying to stop deforestation by sabotaging equipment or 
tying themselves to trees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep. And they probably are not aware that I am recording who rates each comment, 
so I can see who's doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04231675 27010 24 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 8:33:50am  
 
<EM>re: #13 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Where do you get the embed code for this clip?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dom sent the code to me in an email... you should be able to get it at the 
Motionbox site:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.motionbox.com/video/player/ec94d3bd151de461#1" 
target=_blank>www.motionbox.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04231899 27013 18 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 9:12:06am  
 
And by the way, I mentioned it in another thread, but I'll put it here as well 
to make sure people know...</P> 
When you rate a comment, your up/down vote and your username are recorded, so I 
can monitor what's happening and prevent abuse of the system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04231914 27013 28 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 9:15:19am  
 
<EM>re: #23 JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If there are no consequences to the comment rating, how can there really be 
abuse? It's not like negatively-rated comments disappear, or comments with high 
positive ratings float to the top...</P> 
/disabled it for me yesterday anyway</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not finished yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232915 27013 220 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 11:53:13am  
 
<EM>re: #214 Highrise</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 



Any way to update the numbers by clicking on the NEW COMMENTS button? Right now 
I think it just updates when you click on the number and reload the entire 
page.</P> 
Just thought I'd ask.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Click the rating number for a comment, and it will update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232257 27014 109 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 9:59:52am  
 
<EM>re: #83 red satellite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I must've missed the memo...what's with the - sign and + sign? we vote if we 
like the comment or not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a quick way to register your approval or disapproval. You can turn it off 
in your Account Management page if you don't want to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232301 27014 139 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 10:04:08am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/4232284" target=_blank>#126</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Better we should be able to turn it off for our posts if we don't want to 
participate Charles. That I can't see it makes it no less a popularity 
contest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I haven't seen any "popularity contests" going on yet, but please let me know if 
you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232334 27014 163 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 10:08:20am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4232289" target=_blank>#130</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is there going to be a "modded down" or "bury" feature involved in this, where 
too many "negatives" makes it disappear?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, no automatic burying is planned. I am planning to let people be able to 
filter based on rating, so for example, you could choose to block out all 
comments with more than a -10 rating, or show only comments with a rating of +5 
or above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232369 27014 182 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 10:12:38am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/4232354" target=_blank>#173</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Until you put this thing in, if you disagreed with someone you had to form a 
logical argument as to why you disagreed - one of the nicest things about this 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
With all due respect, I think you're over-reacting. I've been watching the 
threads, and I haven't noticed any change at all in the types of posts, or the 
level of arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232762 27016 38 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 11:17:48am  
 



<EM>re: #19 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT -</P> 
Hey Charles, I've got a question. I notice that even if I'm not logged in, I can 
see the comment rating buttons. Is this intentional? Are non-Lizards able to 
rate comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ratings are visible when you're not logged in, but only registered, logged-in 
lizards can rate comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04232798 27017 11 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 11:23:34am  
 
<EM>re: #6 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
After the initial story yesterday, it completely disappeared. Anything 
updated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See the update -- they're blaming the Kurdish PKK group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04233197 27018 92 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 12:55:03pm  
 
See the update -- the dawahworks ex-con emailed me today, with the blatantly 
phony "email from a Jew" above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04233474 27018 150 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 1:45:27pm  
 
See the new update, with a video clip in which the ex-con dresses up like a US 
soldier, puts on a redneck voice, and mocks soldiers for forcing democracy on 
Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04234180 27020 333 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 5:05:04pm  
 
NOTE! Interesting new details on this flag story in the update above ...</P> 
The ACLU threatened to sue if the superintendent allowed only the US 
flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04234459 27022 11 Charles Wed, Sep 12, 2007 6:33:03pm  
 
I think he's bin dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04236484 27027 48 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 10:35:28am  
 
They changed it back to the default, apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04236991 27030 18 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 12:34:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT</P> 
Tech question!</P> 



You know how some Web sites, instead of giving you an email address to contact 
them with, give you a "Web contact form" that you can fill out and then click 
"submit", which then commands the browser to send them a Web-based email?</P> 
Well, my question is: is there any way to find out the actual email address to 
which your submission was sent? Any way to reverse-engineer it and extract the 
recipient's email from the process?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, not if the actual email address is only contained in the server-side script 
that processes the form submission.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237825 27032 7 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:16:21pm  
 
The President's going to give a speech about the Petraeus recommendations at 9 
ET. I'll have a thread for that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237862 27032 35 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:24:15pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/4237843" target=_blank>#20</A> zombie</EM></P> 
I don't trust any list based on Alexa. What you should know about Alexa: their 
system only logs statistics from people who install its special toolbar, and 
that toolbar has a rather bad reputation as a quasi-virus -- so the number of 
people who install it, and their demographic, is suspect to say the 
least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237897 27032 66 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:31:42pm  
 
New feature coming soon (not right away, haven't started coding, but the concept 
is taking shape):</P> 
A way for registered lizards to post links to articles or web sites, with a 
short description. The list of posted articles will appear on the front page, 
and each post will have its own thread of comments. And yes, there will be a 
system for registered lizards to rate the posted articles.</P> 
It's always irked me that there wasn't a better way to feature the many great 
links that are posted in our comments every day. And I just don't have the time 
to post everything I'd like to. So this will be a way to tap the expertise and 
vast linkosity of the lizard army, for everyone's benefit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237917 27032 85 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:36:41pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/4237912" target=_blank>#80</A> Roll-Aid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
May be a recipe for chaos, but could be interesting. Would the most recent ones 
push the older down off the list?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thinking of showing the last 24 hours worth of titles on the front page, like 
the RSS feeds for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237959 27032 126 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:46:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #113 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4237917&amp;n=85" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 



Are you thinking a Digg-like system to avoid duplicates, bogus stories, 
etc?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Duplicates should be pretty easy to avoid. Bogus stories -- the rating system 
will help with that, and I'd also keep an eye on things, of course, with the 
Lizard Overlord Tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04237983 27032 148 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 5:54:01pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4237964" target=_blank>#130</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
Mmm. Categories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238466 27032 210 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 7:00:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/4238432" target=_blank>#209</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
Which browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04240830 27032 226 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 1:27:48pm  
 
'bos' is not a friend of this site, and he/she/it is no longer welcome to post 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238051 27033 28 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:08:43pm  
 
He's describing the Giuliani approach, on a much larger scale. Take back the 
streets, and drive out the thugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238115 27033 88 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:15:05pm  
 
Nucular! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238132 27033 103 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:16:55pm  
 
What's up with the ghostly reflection to the right? I think we're getting an 
impromptu glimpse at the back of the President's head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238150 27033 121 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:18:40pm  
 
Yep, that's the back of his head, all right. Watch the 
movements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238161 27033 132 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:19:15pm  
 
Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238187 27033 157 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:20:53pm  
 
No, please. Not Jack Reed. I'll talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04238230 27033 198 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:24:52pm  
 
Gah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04238281 27033 244 Charles Thu, Sep 13, 2007 6:30:52pm  
 
Juan's framing on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04241108 27047 88 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 2:12:11pm  
 
I understand getting angry at this disgraceful display, folks. But any comments 
that advocate attacking or beating anyone will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04241658 27049 15 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 4:42:02pm  
 
Age of Hooper will be there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04241663 27049 18 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 4:42:46pm  
 
[Link: <A href="http://ageofhooper.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>ageofhooper.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04241714 27050 28 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 4:59:58pm  
 
Just fixed a couple of bugs in the coloring of the rating numbers too. Should 
work much better now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04241951 27052 3 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 5:55:27pm  
 
Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04242049 27052 63 Charles Fri, Sep 14, 2007 6:24:07pm  
 
Must I say it again?</P> 
Reload?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243655 27057 67 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 9:54:19am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/4243564" target=_blank>#23</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Error message says:</P> 
Line: 161Char: 4Type mismatchCode: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's one of those cryptic IE 6 Javascript error messages, that doesn't tell 
you anything helpful. I cranked up IE 6 and loaded LGF, and I do see the same 
error message.</P> 
However, in IE 7 there's no problem, which makes me think this is probably 
another one of those little IE 6 "undocumented features."</P> 



I've also checked with Firefox's excellent Javascript debugger, Firebug, and it 
reports no errors in my Javascript code.</P> 
As far as I could tell, the error really doesn't affect anything; all the 
scripts seem to be working fine in spite of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243693 27057 83 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 10:05:27am  
 
<EM>re: #71 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's no good reason for anyone to still be running IE6.</P> 
/<A href="http://www.microsoft.com/windows/products/winfamily/ie/default.mspx" 
target=_blank>IE7</A> is a <EM>much</EM> better browser</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Agreed -- IE 7 is vastly superior. Microsoft finally came out with a PC browser 
that complies with web standards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243697 27057 87 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 10:07:25am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/4243674" target=_blank>#75</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
IE, particularly the older versions, are known for implementing darned near 
everything in Microsoft's own "special" way, a way that conforms to none of the 
standards that everyone else observes. Therefore, nothing that works in 
everything else also works in Microsoft without a great deal of hair pulling, 
double coding and bad language.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, IE 6 is a mess. Its CSS implementation is horribly broken, for 
starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243763 27057 131 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 10:28:22am  
 
<EM>re: #115 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4243697&amp;n=87" target=_blank>#87</A> 
Charles</EM> Hey Charles - when I got this new computer (XP-Pro) it came with IE 
7 pre-loaded. Since I've never had "great" experiences with any prior versions 
of IE, I loaded Maxthon which I've used on two prior computers.How do you rate 
Maxthon vs. IE 7?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not too familiar with Maxthon and haven't tried it, but I believe it's just 
a "shell" that actually uses IE for its web browsing, unless the latest versions 
are different.</P> 
So if that's the case, you're getting the benefits of the IE 7 improvements when 
you use Maxthon, if you have IE 7 installed in Windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243796 27057 146 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 10:37:12am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/4243767" target=_blank>#132</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Firefox, OTOH, takes anywhere from 30 seconds to two whole minutes to load the 
page. The "new comments" feature works fine, but if I refresh the page, or go to 
another one, Firefox hangs on something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can't duplicate that; Firefox is working very fast over here and not hanging up 
on anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04243915 27057 214 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 11:27:37am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/4243900" target=_blank>#207</A> squarepeg</EM></P> 
By the way, I do see that you're giving all your own comments a negative rating. 
If you're so intent on sabotaging the system, I'll just block you from rating 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243934 27057 221 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 11:34:19am  
 
<EM>re: #217 squarepeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4243915&amp;n=214" target=_blank>#214</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Charles, that's fine with me. Aside from the first day when we were tossing 
around plusses and minusses like pick-up sticks, I haven't given out a single 
ranking since -- except a minus for you when I thought 9 plusses was 
unreasonable for something about a browser or whatever it was. As far as ranking 
others' posts, I really have no interest at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So instead of turning it off with the feature I provided, you choose to give all 
your own posts a minus rating -- why? Just to be a pain in the 
ass?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243936 27057 222 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 11:35:14am  
 
If I sound irritated, it's because I am. I think that's crappy 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243969 27057 233 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 11:49:08am  
 
<EM>re: #226 Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I don't think we should be allowed to rate our own posts. Let others 
judge our comments by our content.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good idea. I just changed the code to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04243980 27057 235 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 11:53:41am  
 
<EM>re: #224 squarepeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, you're entitled to your opinion (that it's crappy behavior). But what I 
do with my own posts should be my own business, shouldn't it? Why are you so 
irritated? Does my hitting my own posts effectively sabotage the entire system? 
I think it's quite a small thing. Does this really pain your ass? Does it really 
pain anyone's?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You seem to be a little confused about who runs this site.</P> 
Why am I irritated? Why were you doing this, except to show your dislike of the 
whole idea of ratings?</P> 
I gave you an option to turn it off, and instead you're deliberately introducing 
noise into the system. Yes, I call that sabotage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04244035 27057 251 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 12:15:52pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/4244011" target=_blank>#246</A> squarepeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not the least bit confused, Charles. You're entitled to your opinion and any 
handling of my account you choose to exercise. I have my reasons for doing it, 
but why ask why? Who even noticed this besides you? Who was pained by it? Our 
exchange is the loudest noise on the subject to date, surely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I put the system in place to be helpful. Believe it or not, there are quite a 
few LGF readers who don't agree with your dislike of the rating system, and as 
LGF continues to grow, it's going to become another useful tool to manage the 
large amounts of information.</P> 
When you deliberately subvert the system (you didn't answer my question about 
why you're doing this, but you didn't deny it either), you're diminishing the 
usefulness for everyone, just because you don't like it.</P> 
Even though you can choose to opt out and not see it at all. I'm done discussing 
this; you can't rate your own comments any more, so maybe you'd be happier if 
you used the option I created, partly because of your vehement complaints, and 
turn it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244086 27057 259 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 12:31:37pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/4244075" target=_blank>#257</A> Kulhwch</EM></P> 
You probably need to adjust the security levels in IE 6, to make sure you're 
accepting cookies from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244336 27057 265 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 1:27:09pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/4244311" target=_blank>#264</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Charles, did you see my post last night asking about Javascript popups (the 
link box) in Vista?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. Something wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244080 27059 15 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 12:29:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #4 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I got <A href="http://img528.imageshack.us/img528/9961/coconutcrab2zt4.jpg" 
target=_blank>crabs</A> in my junk!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That, of course, is a <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coconut_crab" 
target=_blank>coconut crab</A>, the largest terrestrial arthropod in the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244159 27059 80 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 12:50:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/4244144" target=_blank>#66</A> Pro-Bush 
Canuck</EM></P> 
I'm a little wary of this story, because of the involvement of Vlaams Belang, 
who can arguably be called a far-right, nationalist party. They're known for 
staging events to get exactly this kind of publicity.</P> 



That's part of the history behind this incident -- but it does look as if the 
police went way overboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244201 27059 117 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 12:57:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #102 BlueCanuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4244159&amp;n=80" target=_blank>#80</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Actually I heard a lot of this from Gates of Vienna. That wasn't the only arrest 
or group that was arrested there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know, I've been watching the story. But Belgian politics is a real minefield; 
a lot of things are not as they appear on the surface, and there are some 
parties and politicians we should be very wary of throwing our support 
behind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244728 27060 275 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 3:59:02pm  
 
If you see anything looking strange, it's because I'm tightening up the CSS code 
for comments. Refresh the page and it will be fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04244899 27061 7 Charles Sat, Sep 15, 2007 5:06:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #2 insanity police</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually I remember the previews. Doesn't it talk about how things haven't 
gotten much better for women in Afghanistan? That what the previews made it seem 
like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently, things really haven't gotten much better for women in 
Afghanistan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04246911 27067 2 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 8:24:07am  
 
And no, I don't mean the editorial staff was on crack. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04246961 27067 25 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 8:41:00am  
 
<EM>re: #20 MICHAEL in MI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"...run by Zombie with help from <STRONG>his</STRONG> crack 
editorial staff:..."</BLOCKQUOTE>So does this mean that when I refer zombie's 
documentary posts to others, I can stop saying s/he and his/her and just 
confidently say he and his?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope. That was a mistake on my part, now corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04247019 27067 61 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 9:01:44am  
 
"Moronic convergence" needs to be in there too. I'm pretty sure I coined that 
one meself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04247089 27067 88 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 9:20:28am  
 
The truth is -- it's not misdirection at all. I honestly do not know if zombie 
is male or female.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04247548 27070 158 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 11:00:31am  
 
<EM>re: #135 BeerForMyHorses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Am I the only one experiencing problems with the quote button? I hit it and it 
keeps bringing me back to the beginning of the thread. Hamster 
strike?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to clear your browser cache and refresh the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248144 27073 77 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 1:33:29pm  
 
Hey, Le Trole: check out the notice at the top of the comments. The new policy 
is that 'first' posts get deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248219 27073 140 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 1:53:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #84 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, but consider this:</P> 
If the possibility exists that one's incisive comment could get promoted to 
front-page status, it would be an incentive for people to post thoughtful, 
incisive, research-packed essays or mini-investigations. Incentive. Motive. So 
the "trophy" button will spur people to post better comments, because they would 
want to strive for the glory of getting on the LGF front page.</P> 
I see it as a way to improve the overall quality of comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's a good idea. Higher-rated comments could be featured in an area like the 
LGF Headlines area, and they would link to the comment itself in the thread, so 
you can get to the entire discussion. Wouldn't be very difficult to 
program.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248232 27073 153 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 1:56:29pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/4248202" target=_blank>#126</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Also: there will be no way to cast a negative vote; and also, perhaps the 
current running total of a comments votes won't even be displayed; it'll be a 
secret ballot, and you won't have the ego-crushing or ego-raising of seeing a 
comment's rating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have to be honest, I don't get this concern with protecting the lizard army's 
fragile egos. I think people who post here are made of sterner stuff, and if 
someone posts something exceptional, why shouldn't they be rewarded with a 
promotion to the front page? How is that an "ego contest?"</P> 
I thought we were supposed to be in favor of rewarding excellence, and healthy 
competition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248248 27073 165 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 1:59:23pm  
 



<EM>re: #151 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles -- one thing before you do that. Right now you have a bug where non-
registered users can sometimes rate comments. (I was just able to change some 
ratings while logged out.) Before doing that you might want to fix that to 
registered users only being able to rate comments.</P> 
The reason I say this is I could see a troll comment being swarmed and rated to 
the front page by outsiders.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanos: I can't duplicate that. In fact, the ratings are session-based, so if 
you are logged out, you won't get past the first check in the rating script. If 
you can describe exactly how you did that, I'd like to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248264 27073 179 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:03:36pm  
 
<EM>re: #174 cbinflux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Neon green gone again, replys go back-to-top</P> 
Refresh x3</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
By now, you know to clear cache and refresh the page when you see stuff like 
that happen, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248279 27073 193 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:07:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #185 xenophobic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles:My browser doesn't cache, and I don't see it green until I do a hard 
refresh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248293 27073 206 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:09:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/4248276" target=_blank>#190</A> zombie</EM></P> 
You're missing an important point about the ratings. Sending a 'report' requires 
a person to read and make a decision. Ratings provide an actual numeric 
measurement that can be used in many ways, without requiring any human 
oversight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248302 27073 212 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:10:50pm  
 
Folks -- you aren't rating comments while logged out. I can see the ratings, and 
they're all from people who are logged in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248323 27073 231 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:14:40pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/4248304" target=_blank>#213</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If that isn't the case and my understanding is wrong and this really is a 
competition for some kind of "best" then please do let us know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please. This is getting old. You can opt out of the rating 
system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04248331 27073 237 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:15:41pm  
 
<EM>re: #227 xenophobic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know its a little sad, but I use the rating system to 'speed read' when I 
don't have time but want to see the highlights of the thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not sad at all -- it's one of the purposes of the system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248338 27073 244 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:18:21pm  
 
zombie: see #206. Also, the 'report' function is not only for negative reports. 
It can be used to notify me about something worthy as well, and people do use it 
for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248356 27073 260 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:21:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #245 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #231 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248304&amp;n=213" 
target=_blank>#213</A> galloping granny</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>If that isn't the case and my understanding is wrong and this really 
is a competition for some kind of "best" then please do let us 
know.</BLOCKQUOTE>Please. This is getting old. You can opt out of the rating 
system.</BLOCKQUOTE>No I can't Charles. I can opt out of <STRONG>seeing</STRONG> 
the rating system. The rating system still applies to my posts - I simply do not 
see it.  
You might not have noticed but people on the dead thread are getting dinged for 
things like saying Hi to ploome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So your point then, is that you want it removed because you don't like it?</P> 
Regardless of whether others do, and regardless of my plans for the feature?</P> 
If that's the case, maybe you should find another blog to post at, because 
you're not going to be happy here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248374 27073 276 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:25:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #272 Beobachter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #107 AW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think the comments section would benefit if a reply to a comment 
was indented and placed beneath that comment (like at Digg, for example).  
That way you'd know if someone reponded to your comment without doing Cntrl+F 
for your username and comments would be grouped more or less according to 
subject and not chronological order.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I second that. It would 
make it a lot easier to follow along. This way, when someone replies, one has to 
go back o the post just replied to and pick up there.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a good idea, but a much bigger change in the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248395 27073 294 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:32:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #280 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Can we work this out Charles without losing valuable friends? 
Please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's nothing to work out -- the feature is staying. I believe it will be a 
valuable tool. And I don't agree with any of the criticisms made so far; there 
has been no negative effect on discussions here from the ratings system; the 
only negative effects have been from those who are sniping about it.</P> 
And by the way, I have suggested numerous ways in which the feature could be 
useful in comments all week long. It gets wearying to have to keep repeating 
things, and I suspect nothing I could say would make a difference 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248403 27073 301 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:33:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #284 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #206 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248276&amp;n=190" 
target=_blank>#190</A> zombie</EM>  
You're missing an important point about the ratings. Sending a 'report' requires 
a person to read and make a decision. Ratings provide an actual numeric 
measurement <STRONG>that can be used in many ways</STRONG>, without requiring 
any human oversight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>But what are those ways? So far, we haven't 
seen them. All we've seen is that a comment gets a rating. It just sits there. 
And then a new thread starts. So what was the purpose of that comment having 
acquired a rating in the first place? (Sorry, that's not a sarcastic rhetorical 
question: it's an honest query! Can't convey tone of voice in typing too well.) 
Either a comment gets deleted, or it makes it to the front page. What other 
purposes are there?  
To keep tabs (behind the scenes) on who has consistently low and high rated 
comments? Again -- for what purpose?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not finished yet, that's why you haven't seen it.</P> 
But check out the system at YouTube for one obvious way to use 
ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248416 27073 312 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 2:37:56pm  
 
Read the original thread about this for numerous examples of how it might be 
used:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26986" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248504 27073 395 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:01:15pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/4248471" target=_blank>#364</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
garbage can -- to notify Stinky that an egregious comment needs deletion 
ASAP.</P> 
trophy -- to recommend that a great comment be promoted to the front page.</P> 
exclamation mark/envelope -- to recommend a particular comment (usually 
containing a link to a breaking news story) to Charles for him to make a thread 
out of.</P> 
plus/smiley/thumbs-up -- to give a friendly pat on the back +1 rating to a 
comment that you like but which doesn't rise to the level of being on the front 
page.</P> 



minus/frowney/thumbs-down -- to give a stern -1 rating to a comment you think is 
icky in some way, but which doesn't sink to the level of being deletion-
worthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good suggestion -- but I think you've overthought it and over-complicated 
it.</P> 
The separate icons aren't necessary for the 'report' function. I chose the word 
'report' precisely because it's a neutral word. You can report it because it's 
noteworthy, or you can report it because you think it needs to be deleted. Since 
I (or Stinky) have to read it anyway, and it's always obvious whether it was 
reported for positive/negative reasons, it really isn't necessary to have more 
icons.</P> 
Likewise, the 'trophy' recommendation is really duplicating the function of the 
+ icon. If enough positive ratings are given, that does the same thing -- it 
says this comment is particularly noteworthy and could be promoted to an area on 
the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248516 27073 407 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:05:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #374 ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248471&amp;n=364" target=_blank>#364</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
Zombie, maybe you can explain something that has us confused... what's the 
difference between the "report" link on each posting and the "Notify the 
Janitorial Engineer" link? Both sound like they are reporting messages to 
Charles for possible deletion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's really no difference. The 'Janitorial Engineer' link is the older 
feature, created before the 'report' feature, and it's still there just because 
I didn't remove it.</P> 
Actually, there is one technical difference in the way they work: one sends me 
an email using our server, and the other opens a new pre-addressed email in the 
user's email program. But they're really for the same purpose.</P> 
I prefer that people use the 'report' link, to be honest, because that way I get 
a complete copy of the text of the comment and can see why it was reported right 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248523 27073 414 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:08:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #410 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248515&amp;n=406" target=_blank>#406</A> 
ted</EM></P> 
I don't remember who did "Poke Salad Annie," but it was not 
Elvis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That was Tony Joe White, and the tune was 'Polk Salad Annie."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248555 27073 439 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:20:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #435 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248523&amp;n=414" target=_blank>#414</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I never saw the title written, but it was spelled <EM>"Polk?" 
<STRONG>"Polk?"</STRONG></EM> That's absurd; it's clear from the song--and the 



lead-in narration--that the <EM>spoken</EM> word derives from the same source as 
a "pig in a poke," that is, the archaic word "poke" (a bag or sack) from which 
"pocket" (a poke-ette, or <EM>small</EM> poke) is derived.</P> 
"Polk Salad Annie" is described as going out and picking a "mess of poke salad" 
and "carrying it home in a tote sack," i.e., in a <EM>poke.</EM> Hence the name 
of the salad--and her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, that's how he spelled it:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000002MKI/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/littlegr
eenfo-20" target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248587 27073 468 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:26:14pm  
 
<EM>re: #449 goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
If you want an honest assessment, though LGF has a nice design with some neat 
features, performance is becoming an issue once you get out around 500 
comments.</P> 
And I've noticed that is becoming more common with the open registrations as of 
late.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
A page with 500 comments is a lot of data to transfer over the web, and it's 
also a lot for a browser to format. There's nothing special about LGF that makes 
this worse, it's just a fact.</P> 
The only way around it would be some kind of pagination -- and the last time 
that was brought up, it got (I think) an even more negative reaction than 
comment ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248597 27073 478 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:29:14pm  
 
<EM>re: #466 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #374 ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4248471&amp;n=364" 
target=_blank>#364</A> zombie</EM>  
Zombie, maybe you can explain something that has us confused... what's the 
difference between the "report" link on each posting and the "Notify the 
Janitorial Engineer" link? Both sound like they are reporting messages to 
Charles for possible deletion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I 
<STRONG><EM>thought</EM></STRONG> that the "report" link was to recommend a 
comment for deletion, while the "Notify the Janitorial Engineer" link was to 
recommend a comment as being worthy of making a new thread out of.  
However, I think that I was wrong, and that either link can be used for either 
purpose.</P> 
Too confusing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I've thought about removing the 'Janitorial' link for that reason. It's a 
legacy feature.</P> 
I greatly prefer for people to use the 'report' feature for either reason. It's 
more informative than the 'Janitorial' link.</P> 
In fact, I may just remove that link now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248629 27073 506 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:38:52pm  
 



The 'Janitorial Engineer' link in the profile window (that pops up when you 
click a user's football) is now history.</P> 
Use the report link instead for all reports -- it's much quicker and easier for 
you, and much better for me as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248669 27073 546 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:52:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/4248654" target=_blank>#531</A> 
ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, is that also the best way to tell you about something you might want to 
put on the home page? Or should we use the Contact form (which isn't always 
available)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it's the best way, because I get a copy of the complete comment, with any 
links in it, and it's the quickest way for me to check something 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248682 27073 557 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 3:57:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/4248666" target=_blank>#543</A> zombie</EM></P> 
I see where you're going with it, but with the current state of things, adding 
more features like you describe would make things more complicated for me to 
manage, not less.</P> 
One way I've considered augmenting the report feature is to pop up a list of 
reasons for the report, such as 'abuse,' ' recommendation,' etc.</P> 
But the fact is, it's not necessary. I've never been even slightly confused 
about why a comment was reported -- it's always very obvious as soon as I read 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04248992 27074 60 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 5:36:38pm  
 
<EM>re: #42 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've noticed that the first ten or so posts are rated and then it levels off to 
almost no ratings unless someone writes something so profound it can't go 
unnoticed later in the any given thread. And I haven't seen any one post get 
over 20 or so rating points unless one counts the negatives of the forgotten 
poster who said, "why do we need this?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Check out the original thread for the rating system:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26986" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04249023 27074 69 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 5:48:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #47 Piglet-U93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can I go back to September 13, 2006 and rate a comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, you can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04249154 27074 91 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 6:32:09pm  
 



Sorry, realwest, but I don't agree that the comment ratings have changed 
anything about the discussions here, and I offer this thread as a case in 
point.</P> 
LGF has changed since back in the day, no doubt about that. But we're about to 
move to a distributed network, and that isn't happening just because I feel like 
spending huge amounts of money -- it's happening because the community has 
grown, and unless we start to acquire the tools to manage these increased 
amounts of information, fluff, and interesting side streets, it's just going to 
devolve into a mess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04249157 27074 93 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 6:33:24pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/4249148" target=_blank>#90</A> 
song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that is why we must post as we feel and let the rating fall where they 
may.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
May it ever be so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04249177 27074 100 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 6:37:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/4249162" target=_blank>#94</A> Lucius 
Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Could you explain a bit more about this change you're describing? I'm not sure I 
understand the implications clearly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You may have noticed quite a few incidents of downtime this week; LGF has grown 
past the point where a single web server and a single DB server can handle the 
chaotic traffic spikes and surges. I've been working on a move to a distributed 
network of clustered servers, load-balanced so that we'll stay online even 
through the incredible traffic that comes from a link at Drudge Report (for 
example).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04249257 27074 113 Charles Sun, Sep 16, 2007 6:58:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #111 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know I'm in the minority here on this issue, and I hope Charles that you're 
not getting too frustrated with me...and I will soon get the stick. But I must 
speak my mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The most ironic thing about this controversy is that the people who seem to be 
the most worried about getting down-rated are some of the least likely people to 
actually <EM>get</EM> down-rated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04250735 27078 768 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 7:47:31am  
 
I'm seeing a lot of pointless bickering in this thread, and I've received email 
from all parties involved, demanding that I do something about it.</P> 
I am not the supervisor of a day care center, and we're all adults here. And 
waking up to a bunch of whiny complaints is something I can do without.</P> 
I'm not going to take sides in these personal disputes, and quite frankly I'm 
considering whether the best way to solve it is to simply block all those 
involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04250791 27078 819 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:03:52am  
 
<EM>re: #803 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Charles, sorry to be a pest, but did you see <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27057#c0276" 
target=_blank>my post yesterday with the step-by-step instuctions for fixing the 
link popup box problem in Vista</A>? I didn't see a reply post from you, so I 
thought I'd check.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, thanks, I saw it. I don't have Vista myself, but I saved it in my clipping 
file in case the problem comes up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04251016 27078 883 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:57:42am  
 
<EM>re: #164 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Corpsman Mom (#142),</P> 
The LGF search function used to be a fantastic tool. I have that kind of mind 
that can remember specific posts and could search for a few key words and find 
damn near anything in a heartbeat, but sadly ever since the reworked query it's 
just about worthless for me now in regards to how and what it looks for.</P> 
Your specific problem is the result of searches now being limited to 30 day 
blocks, so you have to manipulate the drop-down calenders for each 
query.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know. With 4.2 million comments, searching through them has become a real 
problem. It used to be a fantastic tool when there were fewer, but the sheer 
number had already made that fantastic tool useless, even before the MySQL 
makeover.</P> 
I'm thinking of having an option to do a 'raw' search through comments, without 
correlating them to the thread topic the way they are now. It's that cross-
correlation that really slows things down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04250910 27080 32 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:30:46am  
 
<EM>re: #24 Galactacus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The only links to this nutjob movement ,stateside,are the 'fake-black Muslims' 
that pour out of our prison system and other 'sectors' of uneducated and 
misguided Democrats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What are you talking about? That's completely untrue. Nearly every American 
Muslim advocacy group has ties to the Muslim Brotherhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04250926 27080 45 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:33:54am  
 
<EM>re: #17 NiceLass</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, we're going to have to find some way to co-exist with Muslims. We can't 
just kill them all...can we?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What is the point of this question? Aren't you the same one who was vehemently 
arguing that we should all go out and immediately flush Korans down 
toilets?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04250949 27080 59 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:40:28am  
 
'Galactacus' is the previously banned poster 'Czarmangis', who was blocked for 
posting a series of bigoted comments with 'jokes' about killing people. Now 
blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04250984 27080 79 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 8:50:54am  
 
I notice that NiceLass got quiet all of a sudden.</P> 
I think it's clear that comment was intended for no other purpose than to 
provoke people. If there's some other reason why you posted that non sequitur, 
NiceLass, please let me know, or your account will be blocked for 
trolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04251041 27080 121 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 9:01:41am  
 
And by the way, another account was blocked in that other topic, because it had 
the same IP as one of the participants in the bickerfest. Can you say, sock 
puppet?</P> 
I haven't even had my usual two cups of strong coffee yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04252458 27085 113 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 2:36:58pm  
 
If you really hate the comment ratings, maybe you'll feel a little better with a 
new feature on the way (or maybe you'll hate it even more, I don't know) -- 
you'll also be able to rate my posts.</P> 
It's only fair, after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04252973 27086 33 Charles Mon, Sep 17, 2007 5:44:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #31 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, is rating allowed for your front page posts only while comments for 
those thread(s) remain open?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, you can rate any post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255104 27094 19 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 9:37:10am  
 
<EM>re: #4 RedDish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But Charles, Michelle has an update on this. Seems this poor moonbat was mad 
'cause he didn't get the time to talk to Mr. Kerry. He rushed the stage. Lucky 
being tased was all he got.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Watch the video -- he did not rush the stage. He did, however, struggle with the 
police, which is never a great idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255161 27094 52 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 9:44:52am  
 
<EM>re: #36 RedDish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Charles,The video shows cops already standing behind this student. The update on 
Michelle's blog mentioned that the video started after he rushed the stage. When 
I checked back at her blog, there was that additional update from the Hopkins 
grad, so there are two different stories being passed around. Sorry I wasn't 
clearer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That account says he rushed to the microphone as soon as the Q&amp;A started -- 
not that he rushed the stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255178 27094 64 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 9:46:43am  
 
I love how he calls the black cop "bro."</P> 
"Don't tase me, Homey G!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255199 27094 77 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 9:49:27am  
 
I have no problem with the tasing, either, by the way. He clearly asked for 
it.</P> 
But I don't see any evidence he rushed the stage, or acted in a threatening way 
toward Kerry. (Except in the sense that any crazy person is 
unpredictable.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255312 27095 6 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 10:02:23am  
 
Obama girl is back:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://myspacetv.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=vids.individual&amp;videoid=1835
3631" target=_blank>myspacetv.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255323 27095 10 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 10:03:14am  
 
<EM>re: #2 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Should we "Rate" the open threads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, right now the rating widget shows up automatically. I'll probably add a 
way to turn it off when appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255947 27096 199 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 11:36:04am  
 
This one posted several messages about "hating all Palestinians" before 
revealing its true colors. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04255978 27096 217 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 11:42:31am  
 
Atmosphere was a really clumsy troll, yes.</P> 
I'll never understand the mentality of people like that; it posted several 
comments I didn't even see, pretending to be "one of us," then couldn't help 
revealing itself in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04256910 27099 6 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 3:33:10pm  
 



Don't tase me, Homey G! Squeeeaaak!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04256926 27099 19 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 3:35:26pm  
 
These hamsters aren't gassy. They're jacked-up, and ready to go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04256943 27099 30 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 3:37:55pm  
 
On a related subject, significant progress has been made today on moving to our 
load balanced setup.</P> 
If anyone reading has experience with the Zeus web server, please chime in. I'm 
thinking of using it instead of Apache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04257458 27101 5 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 6:15:26pm  
 
I just gave myself a minus for this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04257483 27101 22 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 6:17:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #13 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4257458&amp;n=5" target=_blank>#5</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
You're tanking in the ratings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know, but watch how many people really do want to talk about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04257593 27101 82 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 6:31:47pm  
 
Heh. A -20 rating with more than 80 comments. Harvey Levin is on to 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04257778 27101 130 Charles Tue, Sep 18, 2007 7:07:33pm  
 
A -60 rating. My ego is staggering under the blows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04259950 27104 174 Charles Wed, Sep 19, 2007 10:32:10am  
 
Van: I'm not going to repeat it, but language like "c--- sm--- m---" is not 
acceptable. You can make your point without descending into 
slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04262047 27106 279 Charles Wed, Sep 19, 2007 4:51:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #278 Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe it's just me, but I'm not seeing "Bush, beware. The world recognizes an 
arrogant liar." as a "direct threat to President Bush." Sensationalism comes to 
mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



An enemy combatant imprisoned at Gitmo says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
America, you ride on the backs of orphans, and terrorize them daily. Bush, 
beware.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
... and a representative of CAIR posts it at his web site.</P> 
But you think it's no big deal?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04262151 27114 32 Charles Wed, Sep 19, 2007 5:34:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #29 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What part of the bike is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's the rear gate hanger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04262758 27116 82 Charles Wed, Sep 19, 2007 8:16:43pm  
 
The music is <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Internationale" 
target=_blank>The Internationale</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04263663 27118 45 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 8:04:24am  
 
<EM>re: #28 ellem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought I remembered reading that an IBM Selectic (or something) could have 
produced Superscript but that it was highly unlikely that the USMil would have 
had one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The problems with the documents go far beyond the superscript. No IBM Selectric 
was ever made that could produce documents like those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04263706 27118 77 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 8:11:17am  
 
The fact is, the character spacing of the Times New Roman font used by Microsoft 
Word is as distinctive as a fingerprint. It's not just the kerning, or the 
superscript -- look at the animation and you'll see that the vertical line 
spacing exactly matches as well, and the automatic line wrap broke the lines in 
exactly the same spaces.</P> 
It's completely, 100% impossible that this is a real document from the 1970s. 
There is no doubt about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04264482 27118 244 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 10:07:47am  
 
<EM>re: #208 Throbert McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
My favorite line from the <I>WaPo</I> story:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The debacle over the National Guard story, which the suit says 
became known as "Rathergate," turned on 30-year-old memos said to have been 
written by Bush's late squadron commander. <B>Several newspapers, including The 
Washington Post, and conservative bloggers gathered evidence</B> that the 
documents were unlikely to have been typed on government typewriters of that 
era.</BLOCKQUOTE>Really? So "conservative bloggers" <B>helped</B> a teeny little 
bit?  



'Sfunny, but my memory is that the <I>Post</I> (along with many other MSM 
sources) spent approximately the first two weeks <B>not talking about the 
pathetically incompetent obviousness</B> of the forgeries, and instead spinning 
this as a "he said, she said" controversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right. The Washington Post and Howard Kurtz have relegated "bloggers" to 
a side role, and are now busily claiming the credit for themselves--when they 
did their best to ignore it at the time.</P> 
Kurtz knows my name. I talked to him about this. I've appeared on his television 
show. But he clearly doesn't want to give any credit to me or 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04264207 27120 230 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 9:22:32am  
 
<EM>re: #194 commander_vimes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT ask for help. I've been looking for the photo of the offramp at mecca 
(muslims only beyond this point). Searched the LGF archives and cannot find it. 
Anybody got it handy?</P> 
TIA</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=8070_Apartheid_Mecca&amp;onl
y" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04265473 27120 437 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 1:16:51pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/4264720" target=_blank>#392</A> Jheka</EM></P> 
Please don't blow smoke up my ass, Jheka. I saw some of those comments myself, 
before I stopped going to their site.</P> 
I don't regret for one second banning that crew. They've shown their true colors 
over and over since then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04265187 27124 41 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 12:19:44pm  
 
If you've been having problems where the 'new comments' or ratings buttons seem 
to stop working until you refresh the page, the fix I mentioned above may also 
have solved that. I'm still testing that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04265431 27126 25 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 1:07:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #15 Abu Bin Squid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles could you post a more telling reaction. Your comments about being able 
to see this coming leaves me wanting. Is Floyd innocent? Are the Fwench using 
this because Lance was not found guilty? Should Floyd tell them to go scratch 
and refuse their demands?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I hate to say it, but I'm leaning toward Floyd being guilty. Sure, the French 
used it. But I remember that stage, and Floyd's performance, the day after 
totally cracking, and even at the time I thought, "there's something fishy 
here."</P> 
It's a sad fact that pro cycling is lousy with doping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266056 27127 178 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 3:37:10pm  



 
PLEASE NOTE: the dishonest troll calling itself "l'omega" is now 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266015 27128 95 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 3:26:06pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/4265926" target=_blank>#39</A> l'omega</EM></P> 
I'm thinking you're playing some kind of game here.</P> 
This is what you posted in another thread, shortly before it was deleted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So given that Muslim people are incapable of living among themselves in peace 
and prosperity, and those that live in the Western diaspora often get caught up 
in Jihad, why do we advocate spending hundreds of billions of dollars, and 
thousands of young promising lives, to give Muslims opportunities they will 
inevitably squander? I believe the answer is simple. We don't give them an 
opportunity. The next time a Muslim people threaten us, we kill them, all them, 
with the weapons we use best, long range, civilian saturation bombing. No 
Muslims, No Problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right. From "kill 'em all!" to "dialogue is a precondition to the 
resolution of the clash of civilisations."</P> 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266041 27128 115 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 3:33:23pm  
 
That one is so obviously trolling that it's now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266411 27130 51 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 5:02:42pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/4266391" target=_blank>#36</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wonder if she believes her own B.S. or if it's just the ol' Mikey Moore trick 
of repeating lies (no matter how outrageous) until they become 
truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you read the comments, you'll see that not a single person over there 
disbelieves her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266459 27130 88 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 5:13:43pm  
 
"The brand new and bruising power" is now one of our rotating 
titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266633 27132 6 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 5:53:05pm  
 
Rather's pretty deranged these days, and may say something really 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266688 27132 29 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 5:59:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #20 egregory</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



So proud to log my first-ever comment on LGF. If it wasn't for Charles (whom 
Rather terms "pajamacocci"--a fungus or bacteria that must be sterilized) the 
story would have stood. How many other sheer fabrications did Rather perpetrate 
on the public in his 40+ years at CBS? BTW, does anyone know how Mapes' lawsuit 
against LGF turned out? Can't imagine Charles would settle as he was just 
exposing a clear media lie.Erik</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What are you talking about? Mary Mapes never sued LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266701 27132 34 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:02:11pm  
 
"Two core reasons."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266707 27132 36 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:02:28pm  
 
"Democracy cannot survive."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266712 27132 40 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:02:53pm  
 
He's nuts. Completely nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266718 27132 43 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:03:24pm  
 
"The weeds of the story."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266735 27132 55 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:05:28pm  
 
"Big government and big corporations ... are intimidating especially 
investigative reporting."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266743 27132 61 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:06:01pm  
 
He's on drugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266760 27132 74 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:07:35pm  
 
His eyes aren't focusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266768 27132 80 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:08:26pm  
 
He's slurring his words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266779 27132 87 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:08:59pm  
 
This is beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266787 27132 94 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:09:47pm  
 



"Nobody to this day has shown that these documents are 
fraudulent."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266797 27132 102 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:10:34pm  
 
We're watching the Big Lie being promulgated, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266836 27132 136 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:13:39pm  
 
"Nobody to this day" is now a rotating title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266848 27132 146 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:14:29pm  
 
"We have to ... somehow ... get back to integrity in the news."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266853 27132 150 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:14:54pm  
 
He's out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266865 27132 159 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:15:38pm  
 
"I have no desire to get into an arggg...ment..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266875 27132 168 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:16:17pm  
 
Smacking his lips. Dry mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266908 27132 200 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:18:32pm  
 
"We kept the little green flame of investigative reporting 
alive."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266923 27132 213 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:19:30pm  
 
A Fruedian slip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266934 27132 223 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:20:51pm  
 
THE LITTLE GREEN FLAME OF INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING!</P> 
Hah!</P> 
Added to the rotating titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04266969 27132 253 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:24:01pm  
 
He is so messed up.</P> 
Someone needs to tell him to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04267087 27132 352 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:35:18pm  
 
He's getting comfortable now. Completely forgetting the difference between 
vowels and consonants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267094 27132 357 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:36:10pm  
 
"Is it been done?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267100 27132 363 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 6:36:56pm  
 
The drugs are really kicking in now, and Larry put an end to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267423 27132 555 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 7:46:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/4267325" target=_blank>#535</A> 
EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I like to think that Little Green Footballs is better than 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh brother. Do you really believe this crap you're writing, or are you just 
trying to piss people off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267477 27132 562 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 7:57:39pm  
 
For what it's worth, I never read that post by Buckhead on the day in question. 
I saw Powerline's post referring to it, and went to the CBS web site to look at 
the documents myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267502 27132 568 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 8:04:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #563 traveler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4267477&amp;n=562" target=_blank>#562</A> 
Charles</EM>I seem to recall that you reproduced the same document using default 
settings in just a few minutes, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12526&amp;only" 
target=_blank>Right.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267407 27133 55 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 7:41:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #20 Pvt Bin Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Even though I cleared the cache three times &amp; refreshed, then rebooted, I am 
unable to view the comments on the Rather piece. I can see these comments as 
well as the registration thread.Internet Explorer, Windows XP.</P> 
Sorry to go OT</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to turn off Norton Internet Security -- that's the cause of your 
problem -- and use a better firewall utility.</P> 



It's not because LGF is "hinky."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04267527 27133 149 Charles Thu, Sep 20, 2007 8:10:24pm  
 
I don't know how many ways I can find to tell people that you can't post phone 
numbers here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04268743 27134 822 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:24:47am  
 
I see Jheka had to come in with a sock puppet and take one more dump on the 
carpet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04268745 27134 824 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:25:35am  
 
He had another sock puppet registered too. And may have more.</P> 
And I'm the one who's obsessed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04268904 27134 872 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:50:24am  
 
<EM>re: #865 Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, their undying animosity really is astounding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They've now moved from animosity to deliberate malicious actions -- registering 
sock puppets specifically to cause trouble at LGF. And they brag about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04268964 27134 887 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 9:00:33am  
 
I just discovered another one of their sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269102 27134 911 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 9:25:31am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/891/4268983" target=_blank>#891</A> realwest</EM></P> 
No, I can't always spot them right away. But I have lots of tools to 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269206 27134 943 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 9:48:22am  
 
<EM>re: #796 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ed Mahmoud,</P> 
Anyone who post at GCP is being banned here. Hate to see you 
go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That is simply not true, Geepers.</P> 
Although with the kinds of ugly comments that are being posted over there, 
complete with boasting about sabotaging LGF, maybe I should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269733 27134 988 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:15:35am  
 



Just to finish this debacle, please note that "Jheka" registered at least six 
accounts at LGF. Several other of the GCP people have done the same thing, and 
have been using these dishonest accounts to cause trouble at LGF.</P> 
Those of you defending these people need to have a reality check. This is really 
ugly, obsessed behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269882 27134 994 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:41:41am  
 
<EM>re: #993 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Also, Charles... how does one get in line to be suggested for your links to 
other blogs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your blog is now in there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04270315 27134 1033 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 12:49:10pm  
 
Jheka's seventh sock puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269047 27136 82 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 9:16:18am  
 
Bobbo: you're one heartbeat away from being banned. Comments like the one you 
posted are not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269059 27136 86 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 9:18:05am  
 
Any more talk of eradicating people and the banning stick is going to get a 
workout. Last warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269412 27140 16 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:22:30am  
 
Two more Jheka sock puppets found. Classy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269431 27140 28 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:23:58am  
 
This time the creep was using a sock puppet account to give negative 
ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269498 27140 64 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:35:38am  
 
Jheka had at least 6 accounts registered here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269512 27140 72 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:37:55am  
 
<EM>re: #70 Dirk Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This time the creep was using a sock puppet account to give negative 
ratings.</BLOCKQUOTE>Good lord. I just read some comments in a GCP forum 
relating to this. These people need to start asking their doctors if Prozac is 
right for them.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



That's right -- they're bragging about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269522 27140 80 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:39:46am  
 
And by the way, several other people at GCP also registered numerous accounts. 
The obsession has taken over their lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269596 27140 124 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 10:53:16am  
 
Note: comments wishing death on people, or talking about doing violence, will 
now be cause for immediate banning, with no appeal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269653 27140 146 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:03:37am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/4269626" target=_blank>#139</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does that include advocating, or voicing support for, retaliatory violence 
against jihadi outrages--or is it limited to person-specific "I'd love to pump a 
few into X"-type comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269698 27140 152 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:09:34am  
 
As long as the bacon isn't poisoned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269704 27140 154 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:10:42am  
 
That new policy is now included in the notice at the top of comment 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04269746 27140 160 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 11:17:50am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/4269713" target=_blank>#157</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Obviously, it will be wise to err on the side of caution, but I hope that such 
colorful expressions as "what a waste of skin" or "X would be vastly improved by 
assuming room temperature" do not vanish completely from the 
lexicon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not intended to squash that kind of stuff. But I've now had to delete four 
comments today, for this reason, and I'm tired of wasting my time on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04270348 27145 114 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 12:55:41pm  
 
By the way, "Jheka" is continuing to play his sock puppet games. Just banned the 
seventh one, after another nasty comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04270659 27145 201 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 1:57:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #186 SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #114 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>By the way, "Jheka" is continuing to play his sock puppet games. 
Just banned the seventh one, after another nasty comment.</BLOCKQUOTE>How sad 
that Charles has to take time away from this immensely important blog to deal 
with childish bullshit like that. Remember that the time he spends putting out 
LGF is time that he could spend making money, relaxing, or doing something else. 
In essence, he's volunteering thousands of hours of his time each year to help 
protect this country, and anyone who makes him spend additional time dealing 
with petty crap should realize that they're getting in the way of LGF's 
mission.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks for the supportive words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04270719 27145 206 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 2:10:38pm  
 
Another GCP sock puppet, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04271537 27150 72 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 5:55:24pm  
 
Allah al Fubar: you're posting things you shouldn't. You need to take a break, 
and because I suspect you're not going to do it by yourself, I'm giving you a 
timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04271652 27151 102 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 6:23:42pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/4271609" target=_blank>#74</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think So's point is that a number is a number is a number. It's how you view 
it that matters. There's nothing in the story Charles linked that seems to "whip 
up anti-war sentiment" to me. It's just facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right, it's just facts. Repeated endlessly, and updated frequently, from a wire 
service with a demonstrable history of doing everything they can to sabotage the 
Iraq War.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04272160 27153 24 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:12:38pm  
 
Yes, anyone can be nominated. And it speaks volumes about the Prize to see who 
IS nominated.</P> 
And who wins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04272164 27153 26 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:13:35pm  
 
It was a "protest nomination," Cognito, because the corrupt nature of this prize 
was evident even then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04272375 27155 60 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:53:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #47 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #41 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Somewhere, Oriana Fallacci is smiling.</BLOCKQUOTE>Let's just hope 
that somewhere doesn't feature a lake of fire...  
She was an atheist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's a really crappy thing to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04272393 27155 70 Charles Fri, Sep 21, 2007 8:56:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #63 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #60 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #47 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #41 Occasional Reader</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Somewhere, Oriana Fallacci is smiling.</BLOCKQUOTE>Let's just hope 
that somewhere doesn't feature a lake of fire...She was an 
atheist.</BLOCKQUOTE>That's a really crappy thing to say.</BLOCKQUOTE>Perhaps 
so. But choices matter.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And your choice to post that ugly sentiment is very telling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04274379 27161 12 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 11:44:23am  
 
In case it's not clear, that is a Muslim TSA agent wearing a 
hijab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04274394 27161 23 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 11:45:41am  
 
<EM>re: #18 Conserve Liberty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is that TSA screener wearing a head scarf? The irony would be too sweet, but I 
can't really tell from the photo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04274600 27162 37 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 12:31:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #33 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4274584&amp;n=29" target=_blank>#29</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
I think GCP folks are dusting off all their old sockpuppets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that was a 'first' post this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04274700 27163 11 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 12:58:04pm  
 
If you've been keeping track, you may have noticed that it's been several days 
since our last hamster panic at LGF.</P> 
I discovered (and fixed) a pretty serious bug in one of the PEAR modules that 
runs this site, that was leading to the creation of orphaned processes that were 
taking up huge chunks of the web server's memory.</P> 
At this point, the load spikes that were knocking us offline seem to be history. 
(Of course, as soon as I write that, we'll probably have another one just so 
Murphy can prove me wrong.)</P> 



We're still going to be moving to a load-balanced multi-server setup, so that we 
can stay online even with huge traffic from a site like Drudge Report.</P> 
But this bug fix means we'll be able to stay online much more consistently in 
the meantime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275456 27166 76 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:29:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #33 agrosquid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I saw this on FOX and remember the "plenty of platforms" as not being Columbia. 
He prefaced saying that he could of spoken at Columbia provided he was willing 
to face the scrunity of the faculty; whatever that's worth. But, I do think 
that's a bit of a selective quote there, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It is not a selective quote. Those are the exact words he said.</P> 
Sure, he also said "if he were willing to engage in a debate," as anyone can 
hear for themselves simply by following the link and watching the video. But 
this in no way changes the meaning of what he said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275479 27166 94 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:35:36pm  
 
By the way, the obsessed morons at GCP are still talking about their plans to 
sabotage LGF, and another one of their accounts was just 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275500 27166 109 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:39:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #103 Egfrow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4275479&amp;n=94" target=_blank>#94</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Is there a link to peep them out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not linking to that site, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275510 27166 117 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:41:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #114 pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, lots of new registrants don't know about the Friday Night Massacre and 
the follow thru.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I really have no desire to tell the story again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275533 27166 135 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:49:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #127 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4275510&amp;n=117" target=_blank>#117</A> 
Charles</EM> Don't blame you Charles - having to go through that once was bad 
enough for you and those of us who watched it with ever increasing disbelief.And 
their continuing to come here with sock puppets and then slamming you ATS is an 
indication of a truly unhealthy obsession on their part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04275539 27166 139 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:51:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #132 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #94 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>By the way, the obsessed morons at GCP are still talking about their 
plans to sabotage LGF, and another one of their accounts was just 
blocked.</BLOCKQUOTE>I see they're sifting through the comments today and 
trashing people.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
The behavior is so infantile it's almost unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275557 27166 155 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:56:35pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/4275546" target=_blank>#145</A> agrosquid</EM></P> 
And it's still not a "selective quote."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275560 27166 157 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 4:57:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #149 Ed Mahmoud's Sock Puppet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #132 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #94 Charles</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>By the way, the obsessed morons at GCP are still talking about their 
plans to sabotage LGF, and another one of their accounts was just 
blocked.</BLOCKQUOTE>I see they're sifting through the comments today and 
trashing people.</BLOCKQUOTE>As someone with people I consider friends, some 
I've met in person, at both GCP and LGF, I hope this just dies down, and as I 
referred to it before, call it a (semi-)amicable divorce.  
There is a lot of bitterness on both sides, which is sad, as the average poster 
at both sites probably agrees on 90% of the issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry, Ed, but you're wrong. I have no bitterness toward those people. I don't 
even think about them, until they force the issue by this kind of childish, 
malicious behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275661 27166 237 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 5:35:16pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/4275636" target=_blank>#217</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
Right -- that's Stalking 101. The stalker is excited by 
acknowledgement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275804 27167 54 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 6:24:41pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/4275799" target=_blank>#50</A> 
madisonsfriend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think you are very wrong and I find your post insulting. All of my 
grandparents who would have been murdered in Germany found a home here in the 
US. America is not Nazi Germany- and if you can not feel outrage for Nazi 
Germany- you are the one at fault.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04275808 27167 56 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 6:25:56pm  
 
And I really do not appreciate the effort to divert this important topic into 
another argument about abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275811 27167 59 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 6:26:57pm  
 
<EM>re: #57 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4275802&amp;n=52" target=_blank>#52</A> 
cbinflux</EM></P> 
I just turned it on a few days ago. Might turn it off again. Looks like we're 
headed for an abortion fight on a friday night. This could get 
ugly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There isn't going to be an abortion fight, because I'm not going to allow 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04275825 27167 71 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 6:30:54pm  
 
Michael in MI: if you continue to pursue this, your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04276582 27171 15 Charles Sat, Sep 22, 2007 9:31:31pm  
 
Another GCP sock puppet has been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04277908 27172 49 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:01:11am  
 
It is NOT OK to post comments calling for violence. Please read the disclaimer 
at the top of the thread. I'm not going to give any more 
warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04277971 27172 93 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:18:24am  
 
<EM>re: #86 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #49 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It is NOT OK to post comments calling for violence. Please read the 
disclaimer at the top of the thread. I'm not going to give any more 
warnings.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I'm not trying to be nitpicky, but I'm genuinely 
not sure exactly how far this ban on "advocating violence" goes. For instance, I 
am in favor of bombing Iran's nuclear sites. That's violence. I assume that's 
not what you mean. And if I were to say that Ahmadinejad would be an excellent 
project for a Delta Force sniper team at some future date... well, is THAT what 
you mean? I am operating under the assumption that when you say "no advocating 
violence", you mean someting like; no calls for direct violence by readers of 
these posts; but calls for military and/or covert "violent" action by the US and 
our allies is okay.  
Am I on base here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes. I'm talking about posts that call for someone to assassinate or shoot 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04278037 27172 119 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:33:31am  
 
<EM>re: #100 John Schneider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Fair enough, let's just call Hitler 2.0 silly names and ask him if he would 
please not advocate killing Jews and Americans. I'm sure that'll work just fine. 
Maybe we could ask him if he also wouldn't mind to stop his revolutionary guard 
to pretty please not arm the insurgency in Iraq. I bet that'll work out just 
fine.</P> 
What's going on here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're missing the point. Comments advocating violence will be used against LGF, 
and against me, and in the past have even been reported to the FBI (thanks, 
Rayra). If you want to expose yourself to that sort of jeopardy, go right ahead 
-- but not at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04278358 27172 176 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 10:45:46am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/4278305" target=_blank>#172</A> John 
Schneider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Obviously we should give him a pony ride through Manhattan. God forbid that we 
should actually condemn a criminal. Sure, he's a "head of state," but he's a 
head of state that is an enemy of the United States.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Condemn him all you want. But call for someone to kill him in New York and your 
post will be deleted. I've explained why already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04279180 27178 7 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 2:27:32pm  
 
Notice: it doesn't say Christian and Jewish leaders will meet him -- it says 
he'll "address" them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04279879 27180 27 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 5:24:22pm  
 
Two more GCP sock puppets discovered today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280252 27182 262 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 6:28:29pm  
 
I am getting very tired of the personal sniping going on here, and contemplating 
banning everyone involved. You can either knock it off, or continue to see how 
far you can push me.</P> 
Just so you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280288 27182 291 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 6:39:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #283 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4280252&amp;n=262" target=_blank>#262</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I must not be reading carefully enough; I missed the personal sniping. I don't 
count disagreements on the interpretation of a comment.</P> 



Yom Kippur was yesterday, but if I've been sniping at anyone here, I 
apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You have nothing to apologize for, but thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280407 27183 13 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 7:11:08pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/4280388" target=_blank>#6</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Tough questions or questions that any responsible journalist would ask as a 
baseline?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Those are now known as 'tough questions' in the debased mainstream 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280871 27186 27 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:00:23pm  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=19733_UAE_Will_Fund_Hamas&am
p;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280872 27186 28 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:00:53pm  
 
There is no Persian Gulf state that does not support terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280933 27186 72 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:13:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #40 Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is similar to the Ports Deal...remember that? We are in this world 
together. The Gulf States - UAE, Qatar - are FRIENDLY to the US and the West. 
They want to be a player...look at the buildings they are making, the moves they 
are making in the financial markets...the last thing they want is for some crazy 
Jihadist to run things...These people are not the ones financing the madrasas or 
training the terrorists...that is Iran and Saudi Arabia. Do they deal with 
scumbags of the world? Sure they do, so does the Swiss Banking community.</P> 
The last time I checked...WE send money to the Palis (not Hamas). Our good 
buddies in Europe send money to them as well...should we stop dealing with those 
people as well?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They are most assuredly NOT friendly to the US, and you're living in a dream 
world if you believe that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04280976 27186 107 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:21:36pm  
 
We're beginning to see just how ill-advised our dependence on their oil really 
was. This is just the start of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281003 27186 134 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:26:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #114 Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Japan bought up much of New York and Los Angeles. Shortly afterward real estate 
went into the toilet and they lost their ass.</P> 



Daimler bought Chrysler and recently sold it back - at a loss.</P> 
Economic indicators point to a recession - not good for financial markets.</P> 
Do not under estimate the Crafty Capitalists™</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And don't underestimate the gigantic amounts of capital owned by the Persian 
Gulf states. Far, far more than Japan or Daimler ever dreamed 
of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281013 27186 142 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:29:36pm  
 
And can we please stop the "end times" nonsense? This is a very troubling 
development, but I'm not ready to climb into the bunker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281054 27186 180 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:37:18pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/4281041" target=_blank>#168</A> FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I luv 'ya, but Dubai is not a terror-sponsoring state. Dubai is the 
capital city of the UAE, a country which sponsors terror on a daily basis--as 
I've noted here many times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is self-contradictory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281075 27186 199 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:41:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #188 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #3 SherpaCam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is the UAE is terror-sponsoring state? I thought it was more of a 
modern Arab nation.</BLOCKQUOTE>That's pretty much dead-on. It's been almost 
completely westernized. The only "Arab-ness" they have left are gussied-up faux 
bedouin camps set up for tourists, and wearing the old 19th-century "shiek garb" 
as a kind of national folk costume. Aside from that, they've been thoroughly 
converted to capitalism. They cooperate with the West in just about everything. 
Their super-tall skyscaper? Designed by an American, built by South 
Koreans.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I posted a link above, showing that the UAE proudly funds Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281082 27186 204 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:42:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #191 FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4281054&amp;n=180" target=_blank>#180</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
What I mean is Dubai is a city...</P> 
<STRONG>UAE</STRONG> is the terror-supporting state.</P> 
A minor thing, but nonetheless worthy of note.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ah, OK. I see your point. But I would argue that none of the Persian Gulf states 
are really "states" at all in the Western sense of the word. They're all 
interlinked, and controlled by Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281123 27186 234 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:54:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #227 RTLM</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Boy that Rummy was some dumbass/s</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281135 27186 244 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 9:57:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #233 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #199 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I posted a link above, showing that the UAE proudly funds 
Hamas.</BLOCKQUOTE>Yeah, I noticed that after posting my comment!  
So, they fund Hamas. They may be terror-<EM>funders</EM>, to a lesser degree, 
but then again so is the EU, so is Norway, so is China, so are plenty of 
nations.</P> 
I'm sure that they have a "solidarity with Arabs" mindset, but more than almost 
any other Arab country, the UAE is as westernized and capitalistic as they can 
possibly get. Sure, they'll toss some cash to Hamas, but when push comes to 
shove: money trumps jihadism for the sheiks of the UAE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
For the people on top, money always trumps everything. But that doesn't change 
the fact that they are funding and supporting terrorism, to keep the attention 
of the populace diverted, while they rape their own countries' 
wealth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281156 27186 262 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 10:02:32pm  
 
Here's a fact to consider. The Persian Gulf states have so much capital, they 
could invest it in anything. There are businesses and concerns that would give 
them much bigger returns on their investments than Western ports and stock 
exchanges.</P> 
So why are they so interested in the West's vital 
infrastructures?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281169 27186 274 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 10:07:18pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/4281160" target=_blank>#265</A> pat</EM></P> 
But the point remains -- there are Western investments that would pay much 
bigger dividends, with fewer headaches and management issues than stock 
exchanges and ports. Yet, they're pursuing the businesses that are most vital to 
the functioning of Western societies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281194 27186 297 Charles Sun, Sep 23, 2007 10:13:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #281 Against Socialism</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This deal is even bigger:[Link: <A href="http://www.thelocal.se/8562/20070920/" 
target=_blank>www.thelocal.se...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04281943 27188 21 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 7:49:12am  
 
<EM>re: #14 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Charles, that link is to an official Iranian news site? Hasn't there been a 
history of those things being infected with all sorts of fun 
viruses?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I haven't seen that at ISNA -- Fars News is the one I've caught trying to 
install spyware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282033 27189 17 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 8:03:04am  
 
Is there something unclear about the policy above? Posts that contain nothing 
but variations on 'First' are going to be deleted.</P> 
And since I have much better things to do with my time than chase after juvenile 
repeat offenders, if you do it again your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282050 27189 27 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 8:05:43am  
 
Sorry for the typo -- it is noon Eastern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282344 27189 108 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 8:53:53am  
 
Hmm. I could swear that when I first pulled up the C-SPAN page, it said this 
would be his speech to the UN. Maybe I need more coffee.</P> 
It's the National Press Club speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282516 27191 80 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:17:40am  
 
His eyes are glowing purple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282529 27191 90 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:18:46am  
 
The journalistic elites of America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282553 27191 113 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:21:06am  
 
He's all about love, beauty, and kindness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282597 27191 154 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:25:39am  
 
Oh yeah. Let's have a dialog with <EM>this</EM> guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282712 27191 266 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:34:37am  
 
"How important do you think the worldwide spread of Islam is to creating the 
world of sublime beauty you envision?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282724 27191 277 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:35:26am  
 
This is going to be even worse than I imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04282732 27191 285 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:36:21am  
 
"Does that mean there is room for Christianity?"</P> 
"They're all brothers. Justice and friendship."</P> 
Kumbaya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282769 27191 321 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:39:45am  
 
<EM>re: #316 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh oh.</P> 
Some ornery questions, there.</P> 
Something tells me they'll be serving Ahmadinejad's roasted rump for lunch at 
the Press Club.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I sincerely doubt that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282818 27191 370 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:45:00am  
 
He's running circles around these fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282849 27191 399 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:47:32am  
 
<EM>re: #388 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #370 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>He's running circles around these fools.</BLOCKQUOTE>Is that what 
you think? Because to me it seems like an inept attempt to not answer direct 
questions.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, it's what I think. But I know you're coming at this from a different 
angle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282892 27191 440 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:53:01am  
 
No, he didn't admit it. He said "this does not exist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282907 27191 454 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:56:26am  
 
What the hell is wrong with the translator? I'm getting the impression she has a 
goon standing right behind her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282928 27191 474 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 9:58:58am  
 
He's saying exactly the same things he always says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282943 27191 488 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:01:07am  
 
I repeat -- he is running circles around these elite 
journalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04282957 27191 502 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:03:01am  
 
The Press Club president keeps laughing. It could not possibly be any more 
inappropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282968 27191 513 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:04:12am  
 
"Do you plan on running for re-election in two years?"</P> 
Oh. Tough question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282976 27191 521 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:04:55am  
 
The Press Club president is now sharing a hilarious moment with the 
terrorist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04282988 27191 533 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:06:11am  
 
That was completely disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283003 27191 548 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:07:44am  
 
First caller: "This guy's pretty good at speaking."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283018 27191 560 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:10:26am  
 
Yes, the Press Club president's behavior was ludicrous. Laughing along with 
Ahmadinejad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283024 27191 565 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:11:13am  
 
Wow. The callers are reaming the Press Club.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283084 27192 7 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:26:56am  
 
Traffic is way up. But I fixed a serious bug last week -- and so far we seem to 
be holding on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283105 27192 23 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:32:11am  
 
XM Radio suit now on talking about POTUS 08, their completely unbiased new 
show.</P> 
And then cited as bloggers -- Daily Kos and Washington Monthly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283199 27192 102 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:49:18am  
 
Prediction: this is going to be MUCH worse than the Press Club sideshow.</P> 



Moonbats rule at Columbia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283210 27192 112 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:50:55am  
 
Moral bankruptcy in full flower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283216 27192 118 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:51:25am  
 
"To those among us who experience hurt and pain -- I am sorry."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283250 27192 148 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:55:47am  
 
Bollinger's doing his best to look tough right now. He has to, after the beating 
he's taken for allowing this travesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283270 27192 166 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:56:45am  
 
"You exhibit all the signs of a petty and cruel dictator."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283309 27192 203 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 10:58:52am  
 
<EM>re: #179 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The fact is Mahmood will ignore all this and say whatever he wants 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly right. This is a show intended to redeem Bollinger's reputation, nothing 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283348 27192 239 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:01:18am  
 
It's not totally unexpected -- Bollinger has been saying all week he would do 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283378 27192 269 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:03:33am  
 
The flying pig is not even being fueled up. I don't buy this at all.</P> 
Wait until the audience questions start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283407 27192 296 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:05:24am  
 
It's going to be peace, love, and beauty again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283423 27192 311 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:06:35am  
 
Students now applauding Ahmadinejad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283489 27192 375 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:11:52am  



 
The students are lapping this up. Watch the reaction when he 
finishes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283523 27192 407 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:15:25am  
 
Bollinger brought up many serious issues.</P> 
And it isn't going to matter one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283539 27192 422 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:17:35am  
 
While Bollinger's speech may have sounded good, it doesn't even begin to make up 
for the atrocity of giving this creature a podium.</P> 
Maybe I'm cynical, but he gets no credit from me just for stating 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283570 27192 450 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:20:45am  
 
The students will applaud. Watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283629 27192 504 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:27:10am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/4283580" target=_blank>#460</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course - they're talking to different audiences. Bollinger to the alumni to 
try and convince 'em to keep giving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>Exactly</STRONG> right. It was a show to redeem his reputation and keep 
the money flowing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283639 27192 513 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:28:01am  
 
We're slowing down under the heavy traffic, but we haven't gone offline 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283656 27192 528 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:29:48am  
 
I'm going to open a second thread for this...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283693 27192 561 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:34:14am  
 
Take it to the next thread up, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283708 27193 6 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:36:13am  
 
Applauding him again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283719 27193 13 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:37:02am  
 



More applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283741 27193 28 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:38:52am  
 
"The Iranian nation is a victim of terrorism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283746 27193 33 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:39:24am  
 
This line is really going to get applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283762 27193 44 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:40:34am  
 
More applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283852 27193 121 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:49:46am  
 
"In Iran we don't have homosexuals like in your country."</P> 
Gets a big laugh from the students.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283927 27193 189 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 11:56:58am  
 
More applause for Ahmadinejad, as he says we have no right to question their 
pursuit of nuclear weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283962 27193 221 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 12:02:06pm  
 
He's wrapping up now. Wait for the applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283965 27193 224 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 12:02:33pm  
 
There it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04283989 27193 247 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 12:04:26pm  
 
Here comes the peace and brotherhood stuff again.</P> 
More applause. Extended applause this time, with cheers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04284011 27193 267 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 12:05:49pm  
 
Coatsworth went over and shook his hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04284025 27193 280 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 12:08:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #234 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not one student has stood up and thrown a shoe at him yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



The students were warned that if they stood up, they'd be taken out by the 
Secret Service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04284372 27196 17 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 1:35:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #5 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, are the hamsters threatening to join the GM assembly workers on the 
picket line?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know it's slow, but I'm very happy that we're not going offline. That bug I 
fixed in the PEAR database code has really helped our server cope with big 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04285370 27201 11 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 5:21:06pm  
 
OT (yes, I'm OTing myself): I'm really pleased that LGF withstood some pretty 
huge traffic today without once crashing the server. The major bug I fixed last 
week in one of our PEAR modules seems to have really improved the hamster 
situation.</P> 
I guarantee that before the bug fix, we would have been going up and down today 
like a yoyo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04285380 27201 16 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 5:23:05pm  
 
More about Shiri Negari:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7144_When_Will_It_End&amp;on
ly" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04285383 27201 17 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 5:23:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #13 Dublin(CA)Dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4285370&amp;n=11" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I had lots of trouble accessing the site around 11 am PDT. Kept getting messages 
that the site was not responding. Just wanted to let you know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your browser was probably timing out too soon -- the server never actually 
crashed, but it did get slow at the peak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04285603 27202 54 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 6:24:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/4285561" target=_blank>#20</A> bikermailman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
He's got lots of readers, even if they don't post. It's encouraging. It's also a 
reminder to mind our p's and q's on here. You never know who might be watching 
you, good, bad, or indifferent, and what effect your words might have on 
another. If I ever slip, remind me of this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Lizards, please read this. It's exactly right, and it's why I've been cracking 
down hard lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04286106 27202 212 Charles Mon, Sep 24, 2007 7:57:30pm  
 
LGF: still a tough room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04287560 27202 492 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 8:26:43am  
 
<EM>re: #481 U.S. 395</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4287135&amp;n=479" target=_blank>#479</A> 
The Albatross</EM></P> 
I do wonder if Charles has a way to determine if we really are debating with the 
two people reporting live from the site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They're real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04288242 27210 151 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 11:13:54am  
 
Don't bother replying to 'Jakester' -- he's outta here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04288336 27210 202 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 11:29:38am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/4288273" target=_blank>#176</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
He'd been around here for a long time (three years and 3,261 comments). I didn't 
remember him being a troll in the past; maybe just annoying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Check out his past dozen or so comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04288394 27210 223 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 11:36:21am  
 
Jeff MacMillan: I'm going to assume that you missed my warning about posting 
comments advocating violence. But if it happens once more, your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04288667 27212 89 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 12:20:02pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/4288598" target=_blank>#44</A> Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey, when I clicked on your football, I got this:</P> 
This lizardoid's name does not seem to exist in the LGF repository.</P> 
Huh?</P> 
Who are you, anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Little bug in the profile code. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289155 27215 15 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 1:55:09pm  
 
Applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289197 27215 40 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:00:04pm  
 
Lewdness? Breaking the boundaries of chastity?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04289218 27215 57 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:01:37pm  
 
C-SPAN is cutting away?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289274 27215 104 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:06:27pm  
 
Humiliated! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289286 27215 116 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:07:26pm  
 
Here comes the appeal to the international Marxist left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289302 27215 132 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:08:26pm  
 
Mortality rate during pregnancy!</P> 
He sounds like Hillary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289322 27215 152 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:09:47pm  
 
Love! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289336 27215 165 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:10:45pm  
 
Protection of the environment!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289390 27215 217 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:13:54pm  
 
Here comes the Holocaust denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289402 27215 227 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:14:55pm  
 
Master-servant relationship.</P> 
Now he's channeling Morrissey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289429 27215 253 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:17:11pm  
 
<A href="http://youtube.com/watch?v=4qhC1d62x9M" target=_blank>Master and 
servant.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289451 27215 273 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:18:26pm  
 
That last line sounded exactly like a quote from Plan 9.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289477 27215 296 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:19:48pm  
 



Affection! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04289597 27215 412 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 2:26:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #350 cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
As wrong -- vastly wrong -- as every word proceeding from his mouth has been, 
it's weird how much more coherent he seems than during his more extemporaneous 
remarks at the Press Club and Columbia.</P> 
What's that all about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See the thread title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290159 27217 18 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 3:37:25pm  
 
The people at GCP are now spreading their obsessive vendetta at Free Republic, 
and three more of their accounts have been blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290188 27217 40 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 3:41:43pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/4290164" target=_blank>#21</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
Well, since I have nothing to do with Hot Air, that would be blocked 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290200 27217 45 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 3:43:28pm  
 
And by the way, they're trashing zombie over there now, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290272 27217 71 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 3:53:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #54 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #18 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The people at GCP are now spreading their obsessive vendetta at Free 
Republic</BLOCKQUOTE>I plan to spend zero mind-minutes on that topic. I have no 
idea what the fracas is about, and I count myself lucky in my ignorance.  
I will spend all my energy moving forward, achieving goals, and none going 
backward, rehashing (or even becoming aware of) other people's incomprehensible 
obsessions.</P> 
The way people spend their time amazes me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, that says it all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290320 27217 82 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 4:02:49pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/4290306" target=_blank>#78</A> Daryl Herbert</EM></P> 
You're right -- I wrote too quickly and it's now corrected. 
Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04290737 27217 142 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 5:50:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #126 cbinflux</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4290159&amp;n=18" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Starting to remind me of the bar rivalry in <EM>Cheers</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's no rivalry. Just some creeps with mental problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291050 27225 32 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 6:51:00pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/4291020" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Koskidz are oddly silent about Ahmadinejad's UN speech 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I noticed that too. I suspect they haven't received their talking points 
yet.</P> 
Must be confusing: he hates gays and women and is an obvious liar. Do we support 
him or not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291086 27226 3 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 6:58:45pm  
 
Video will be available shortly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291184 27226 47 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 7:15:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #27 Ghengis Khan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Seriously, this is the biggest problem facing elections. The people most 
qualified for bearing the mantle of power, do not desire to take it 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're right. By inches and degrees, we've created a political system in this 
country that guarantees the <EM>least qualified</EM> people will be the ones who 
rise to power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291387 27227 42 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 7:46:49pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/4291346" target=_blank>#16</A> Sifty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles is trying to kill me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, I'm trying to wake you up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291460 27227 95 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 7:56:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/4291416" target=_blank>#64</A> cbinflux</EM></P> 
If there's a reason you posted this comment, please let me know. Because I'm 
getting very tired of the sniping, and if you're now directing it at me, you're 
welcome to post elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291508 27227 133 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 8:08:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #108 cbinflux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4291460&amp;n=95" target=_blank>#95</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<STRONG>It was a joke</STRONG>, stemming from earlier thread and hamster comment 
above that post.</P> 
<STRONG>I am not your enemy.</STRONG> You might want to check CZ's drive-bys 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I didn't say you were "my enemy." I said you need to stop the sniping, or 
find somewhere else to post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291558 27227 172 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 8:17:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #152 cbinflux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4291508&amp;n=133" target=_blank>#133</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
No sniping today, period.</P> 
I'd be glad to discuss this offline or in the lounge. You have my e-mail 
address. This is about as comfortable and considerate as a Boss chewing on an 
employee in the cafeteria.</P> 
It's not appreciated, and you should know better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Someone definitely should know better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291614 27227 215 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 8:33:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #191 EE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does the Left value truth? by Dennis Prager[Link: <A 
href="http://www.frontpagemag.com/Articles/Read.aspx?GUID=565A41A0-1BBA-4D7D-
AB0A-15AA767FAF63" target=_blank>www.frontpagemag.com...</A>]</P> 
Prager points out that truth is not highly valued by the Left (as opposed to 
traditional liberalism). The Cause is far more important than telling the truth, 
as Leftists themselves insist.</P> 
I do not expect radical Leftist Lynne Stewart to be involved in telling the 
truth. Her cause is anti-Americanism. She will do whatever she can to turn 
people against America and to support the subversion of America. She is there to 
make propaganda, and the truth will be a casualty of her pursuit of her 
cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dennis is exactly right -- and there is no shortage of academic outlets for 
these seditionists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04291651 27227 236 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 8:48:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #207 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...not that I could decipher the "nuanced discourse"... ): ...but this happens, 
right after I got <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27202#c0071" target=_blank>a 
really nice approbation</A> from cbinflux...grieving, 'n' don't really know 
why... ):</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Here's the bottom line: I'm aware of what's happening at my web site, now more 
than ever with the new tools I've developed. If I tell you to knock it off, you 
have two ways to go -- you can either knock it off, or lose your account. It's 
not open to debate. LGF accounts are not a right, they are a privilege. Abuse 
it, and lose it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04291703 27227 272 Charles Tue, Sep 25, 2007 9:05:04pm  
 
And by the way, sending me an angry email after being banned guarantees that 
you're not going to get your account back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04292903 27232 52 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 9:39:05am  
 
<EM>re: #48 Ghengis Khan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4292838&amp;n=42" target=_blank>#42</A> 
ChristianRepublic</EM></P> 
I'm glad to hear that, I'm sure most people are joking about this to some degree 
anyway. I just worry about how all of this gets percieved by fence sitters and 
comment cherry pickers. We really could look racist if these aren't taken in 
context and if we don't apply reason to our statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The real problem is that "disadvantaged Moroccan youth" are precisely the ones 
most susceptible to radical Islamic indoctrination. And background checks are 
useless to detect that.</P> 
Of course, not every Moroccan youth is a terrorist, I think most people know 
that. But the Netherlands has a severe problem with radical Islam, and this kind 
of program is far from the only example of their ongoing PC 
blindness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04293370 27238 56 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 11:03:31am  
 
<EM>re: #46 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4293290&amp;n=39" target=_blank>#39</A> 
Cap'n DOC</EM></P> 
Yeah, I'm pretty sure this was an internal check of screeners by the 
feds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I doubt that the feds would have let an internal check get to the point of 
shutting down the airport and delaying flights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04293443 27238 73 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 11:14:30am  
 
If it was a forgotten test device, that would be almost as disturbing as a real 
dry run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04293619 27240 42 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 11:43:37am  
 
Palestinian car swarms are not what they used to be; I've noticed that the last 
few post-strike swarms seem very depressed:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26549_Tepid_Palestinian_Car_
Swarm_Watch&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294824 27246 12 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 5:48:38pm  
 



<EM>re: #5 ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, is this a slow news day ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, 17 front page posts so far doesn't seem that slow to me.</P> 
I know it seems as inviting as a root canal appointment, but I honestly think 
there might be some great comedy moments tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294870 27246 36 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:02:26pm  
 
Will they be asked about their shameful failure to condemn that disgusting 
MoveOn.org ad?</P> 
My guess is no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294873 27246 39 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:03:03pm  
 
They're going to anti-war each other right out. Obama is already talking 
surrender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294886 27246 49 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:04:23pm  
 
Kucinich is pondering how he can possibly get to the left of 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294891 27246 52 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:05:31pm  
 
Gravel is thinking, "..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294906 27246 65 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:06:41pm  
 
It's striking how the Democratic position has become unanimously anti-war. 
They're owned by the far left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294927 27246 83 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:10:04pm  
 
Oh yes, and what about that bloodbath that will follow total surrender?</P> 
Edwards: "well, that's a very difficult problem."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294931 27246 86 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:10:42pm  
 
An all-Muslim peacekeeping force!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294942 27246 96 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:12:16pm  
 
They're going deeper and deeper into the implications of surrender.</P> 
And not in a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294959 27246 111 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:13:47pm  
 



They're falling over each other to be the fastest to surrender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294971 27246 122 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:15:08pm  
 
Here comes Dennis!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294979 27246 128 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:15:48pm  
 
Three months, says Dennis!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04294992 27246 140 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:16:44pm  
 
Dennis says, no partition! Let them unite!</P> 
Strength for peace!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295005 27246 151 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:17:25pm  
 
I kinda like Mike Gravel, because he's so damned weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295016 27246 162 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:18:25pm  
 
This is fantasy land!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295022 27246 167 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:18:52pm  
 
Gravel is snapping like a poodle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295026 27246 171 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:19:01pm  
 
Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295028 27246 173 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:19:15pm  
 
Hillary laughed! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295050 27246 192 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:20:43pm  
 
Come on! This is comedy gold, people!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295057 27246 197 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:21:06pm  
 
Dodd's about to have a stroke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295069 27246 209 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:21:58pm  
 
They're getting kind of unruly at this one. Talking over each other.</P> 



Surrendering is stressful work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295087 27246 224 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:23:41pm  
 
That's actually a tough question from Tim Russert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295103 27246 239 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:24:47pm  
 
"Will you make a promise you will not allow Iran to become a nuclear power?"</P> 
Sanctions, talks, diplomacy.</P> 
In other words, yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295110 27246 245 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:25:24pm  
 
Obama. The quintessential empty suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295127 27246 262 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:26:51pm  
 
Obama's going to stop Iran from getting the bomb by allowing people to divest 
from their private pension funds in Iran.</P> 
Oh yeah, baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295159 27246 293 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:29:30pm  
 
Richardson thinks Iran deserves nukes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295173 27246 304 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:30:32pm  
 
Mike Gravel said it: this is fantasy land.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295193 27246 324 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:31:57pm  
 
Uh oh. Immigration.</P> 
Watch them duck and dodge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295202 27246 332 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:32:57pm  
 
Richardson's fine with sanctuary cities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295225 27246 355 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:34:46pm  
 
Biden's fine with sanctuary cities too, but he's taking a much longer time to 
say it.</P> 
Gratuitous attack on Rudy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295239 27246 369 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:35:57pm  
 



Dodd's trying to split the difference with bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295251 27246 381 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:37:01pm  
 
Not one of the candidates came out and said they would close down sanctuary 
cities.</P> 
Kucinich: there's a moral law here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295265 27246 395 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:37:45pm  
 
Duck Dodgers in the 21st century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295274 27246 403 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:38:22pm  
 
Gravel!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295294 27246 422 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:39:26pm  
 
Gravel gets applause. Apparently appealed to the Dartmouth 
audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295304 27246 432 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:40:13pm  
 
"Mike Gravel" is the new "Ron Paul."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295314 27246 442 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:41:17pm  
 
OK, I'm going to open another thread for this circus, while MSNBC tries to sell 
us stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295357 27247 16 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:45:38pm  
 
The cost of the makeup these people are wearing would pay for health care for 
every American for 10 years.</P> 
At a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295372 27247 24 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:46:40pm  
 
My experience on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue.</P> 
I'm not touching that line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295396 27247 40 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:48:34pm  
 
Biden's makeup goes all the way over his balding head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295421 27247 63 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:50:20pm  
 



Anyone mention the Muslim Brotherhood yet?</P> 
No?</P> 
Didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295437 27247 77 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:51:55pm  
 
I feel for the makeup artist who had to make Biden's scalp look 
natural.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295461 27247 99 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:54:05pm  
 
Barack Obama is just not connecting to the Dartmouth audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295468 27247 106 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:54:29pm  
 
Gravel's ranting! I love this guy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295489 27247 126 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:55:29pm  
 
"I stuck the credit card companies with $90,000 worth of bills and they deserved 
it!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295496 27247 133 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 6:56:21pm  
 
Gravel rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295539 27247 173 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:00:07pm  
 
"With Bill Richardson, you get both: change and experience."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295547 27247 179 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:00:46pm  
 
Same-sex marriage. The issues that really matter to Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295561 27247 193 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:02:08pm  
 
Edwards has put a significant portion of his trial lawyer fortune into his 
hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295590 27247 219 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:04:21pm  
 
Has anyone mentioned radical Islam? Al Qaeda? No?</P> 
I didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295682 27248 19 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:12:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The MSNBC stream just crashed my browser..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
MSNBC's web developers stink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295697 27248 24 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:13:23pm  
 
Challenged on taxes, Hillary gets strident!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295732 27248 53 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:16:07pm  
 
Gravel's being ignored. It's a traveshamockery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295840 27248 149 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:23:33pm  
 
Second hand smoke. Now there's an important topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295856 27248 163 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:24:35pm  
 
Obama wants a national law to ban smoking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295857 27248 164 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:24:47pm  
 
They all do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295892 27248 196 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:27:07pm  
 
Drinking age. Another vitally important topic.</P> 
Still waiting for a mention of the Muslim Brotherhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295908 27248 211 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:28:18pm  
 
How many of these candidates smoke cigarettes when they think no one is 
watching?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295928 27248 230 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:29:31pm  
 
Gravel comes out strongly in favor of drinking!</P> 
I love this guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04295959 27248 259 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:32:15pm  
 
Apparently we're going to need another topic to discuss this clown show, despite 
the disavowals from the lizards.</P> 
One topic, coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296020 27249 22 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:37:10pm  
 



Kucinich plays the short card.</P> 
Yes! Gravel!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296070 27249 59 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:40:43pm  
 
Sexual orientation in the Boy Scouts.</P> 
Vital topics on the agenda.</P> 
Richardson's tying it in to torture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296075 27249 64 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:41:08pm  
 
This is beginning to get really weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296088 27249 75 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:41:56pm  
 
Edwards on nuclear power: no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296095 27249 81 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:42:23pm  
 
Obama's trying to have it both ways, as usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296118 27249 101 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:43:28pm  
 
Gravel wants 5 million windmills across the nation.</P> 
I love this guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296209 27249 186 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 7:50:04pm  
 
TORTURE! WE'RE EVIL! We need to stop the torture!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296568 27250 158 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 8:42:13pm  
 
In this "debate" there wasn't a single word about Mahmoud Ahmadinejad visiting 
New York.</P> 
And not a single word about MoveOn.org.</P> 
And not a single word about Islamic terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04296581 27250 170 Charles Wed, Sep 26, 2007 8:45:17pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/4296576" target=_blank>#165</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
I must have been going to the bathroom then.</P> 
Don't blink, you'll miss it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04297852 27254 75 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 10:09:24am  
 
<EM>re: #61 goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Somebody explain this to me because I am too thick to understand what the 
"editor" is saying:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This is despite the fact that you can not shift the baseline of 
individual characters in Microsoft Word.</BLOCKQUOTE>How is a shifting baseline 
relevant? Do they mean superscript or subscript?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not relevant at all. It's nothing more than misdirection. Any distortions 
in the characters are caused by the photocopying and crumpling that was done to 
the documents to make them appear aged.</P> 
This is someone's attempt to sound like they know what they're talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04297865 27254 86 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 10:13:42am  
 
<EM>re: #44 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://www.wavy.com/Global/story.asp?S=7136839" target=_blank>Kaine 
faces questions about Muslim appointee to immigration panel</A></P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>RICHMOND, Va. (AP) - Governor Tim Kaine is examining online videos 
that show a man he appointed to the state Commission on Immigration -- 
comdemning Israel and advocating ... quote ... "the jihad way."In one video, 
Muslim American Society president Esam Omesh is shown at a rally last year in 
Washington denouncing the invasion of Lebanon during that time by what he called 
the "Israeli war machine."  
Omesh also accused Israel of genocide and massacres against Palestinians and 
said the ... quote ... "Israeli agenda" controls Congress.</P> 
In a separate, undated video, Omesh tells a crowd of Washington-area Muslims 
that ... quote ... "the jihad way is the way to liberate your land."</P> 
A caller asked Kaine about the Omesh appointment on his monthly radio show 
today. Kaine said he was unaware of any video of Omesh and would check it 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Er ... I broke that story yesterday, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04297901 27254 111 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 10:22:48am  
 
<EM>re: #100 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4297865&amp;n=86" target=_blank>#86</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
My bad.</P> 
/I try to read it all...I really do!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, that is a new story, although it doesn't have much new 
information.</P> 
The North Virginia Daily web site was completely crashed by our traffic 
yesterday, but they have a more substantive update I'll be posting in a little 
while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298264 27258 17 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 11:41:02am  
 
I've been trying to find the video at YouTube, by the way. No luck so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298482 27259 73 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 12:33:15pm  



 
Governor's official statement now posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298645 27259 181 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 1:22:21pm  
 
I finally found the video where Omeish praises the "jihad way" ... now posted 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298666 27259 192 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 1:28:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #184 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Fox news story breaking: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,298300,00.html" target=_blank>Iranian 
Government Ordered Terror Attacks in US</A></P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Iranian government directly ordered an act of terrorism in the 
Americas after being frustrated in its secret nuclear ambitions, a former chief 
of Argentine intelligence tells FOX News in an exclusive interview.Miguel Angel 
Toma, the former head of the Argentina's intelligence service, tells FOX News' 
Dan Senor that the Iranian government directly ordered a terror bombing on a 
Buenos Aires Jewish community center in 1994. The interview will air on Saturday 
at 9 p.m. ET on FOX News Channel.  
Toma's investigation into a Middle East-style terrorist bombing targeting 
Argentinean Jews found that the orders for the attack were given at the highest 
levels of the Iranian government in response to the ending of secret nuclear and 
missile agreements between Iran and Argentina.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That story says "the Americas" ... it's referring to the attack in 
Argentina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298843 27259 285 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 2:30:53pm  
 
The Esam Omeish story was just on Fox News -- it's OK that no one is crediting 
me with breaking the story. I don't mind. Really I don't.</P> 
Sniff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04298992 27259 293 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 3:06:08pm  
 
Don't forget, folks -- Omeish is the leader of a Muslim Brotherhood front group, 
and this is very much a part of their overall plan to place operatives in the US 
political system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299214 27261 69 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 4:40:23pm  
 
I was floored by the anchorwoman's comment that since there are people who have 
these opinions, maybe they should be represented on an immigration commission 
too?</P> 
What the hell is wrong with people who come up with these kinds of weird 
ideas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299666 27261 141 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 6:49:56pm  



 
<EM>re: #140 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The only reason Omeish resigned without a fight is that he doesn't want to be 
under the microscope and further exposed. You can bet there's much more. He 
wants to crawl back under his rock. For now. When I taped him over a year ago in 
D.C. (see video a few threads down), I posted that Omeish is going to be a force 
to be reckoned with. Out of all the speakers that day, he held the crowd 
spellbound.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly right. He knew he wasn't going to stand up to scrutiny.</P> 
The next guy they try to infiltrate will have a cleaner past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299702 27264 10 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 6:57:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #9 WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean they cover stories they pick up here, at Lizard 
Headquarters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Almost every day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299758 27264 50 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:07:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #29 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Q. I sent <STRIKE>Charles</STRIKE> FOX an email about the story 
<STRIKE>he</STRIKE> THEY posted but <STRIKE>he</STRIKE> THEY didn’t give me the 
hat tip. Why not, and how can I get <STRIKE>him</STRIKE>THEM to give it to me?A. 
Just because you emailed a story to <STRIKE>Charles</STRIKE> FOX or were the 
first person to link to it, (-ed: or post it on your fabulous blog) it doesn't 
mean that's the first place <STRIKE>he</STRIKE> THEY saw it. <STRIKE>He does 
his</STRIKE> THEY DO THEIR own research, ...It’s considered poor form to ask for 
a hat tip.</BLOCKQUOTE>/Just some very friendly ribbing.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Go ahead. Rib away. The difference is that Fox is making millions of dollars by 
reading LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299783 27264 70 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:11:17pm  
 
The Reuters counter is there because I managed to track the IP address of their 
Canary Wharf headquarters.</P> 
Unfortunately, most of the weasels aren't that easy to catch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299950 27264 138 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:41:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #134 uptight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>(cough)KARMA(cough)</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And this means...?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299985 27264 150 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:51:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/4299965" target=_blank>#144</A> Egfrow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



I think the reason they don't quote you as much as they should is because of the 
smear campaign against you and LGF as a racist site. They want to take the 
benefits of the story without taking the heat by acknowledging the 
source.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300026 27264 159 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:59:24pm  
 
And by the way -- I appreciate tips from LGF readers immensely, and if there is 
ever income from the mainstream media, I'll figure out a way to share it with 
valued contributors.</P> 
Don't hold your breath, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300216 27264 250 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:36:36pm  
 
<EM>re: #179 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Honestly -- what's up? You use other people's work every day.</P> 
Every day.</P> 
Come on, man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I give them credit, as you well know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300225 27264 254 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:38:25pm  
 
Everyone uses other people's work. Welcome to the real world. The difference is 
that the big media use it without credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300339 27264 304 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 9:03:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #275 sbvft contributor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
bcgirl -</P> 
Agreed. Savage MOST DEFINITELY mines LGF for material. I think there's a 
reluctance by many talk radio hosts (especially Savage) to acknowledge how much 
they now utilize blogs for show content. Part of it though is self-preservation. 
<STRONG>I think many hosts feel that if they were to continually reference 
blogs, well then it could result in listeners just removing the middleman (talk 
radio host) and going straight to the blogs for info.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300531 27264 352 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 9:47:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #328 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #272 Shaky Louie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This just in on local CBS station...The US Navy has discovered a 
building with an "unusual"shape. More on this story after tonights episode of 
<EM>Survivour</EM>..Now, let's see...where did I hear that <STRONG>two days 
ago!?</STRONG>MSM-- scooped again by LGF!</BLOCKQUOTE>This is sorta what I'm 
talking about... CBS didn't pull that story from LGF. And LGF didn't "scoop" the 
mainstream media. That was an Associated Press story.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



LGF didn't scoop the mainstream media on that story because I never posted 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04301392 27264 427 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 8:36:15am  
 
<EM>re: #406 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #50 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The difference is that Fox is making millions of dollars by reading 
LGF.</BLOCKQUOTE>While that is true, it brings up philosophical questions. What 
is the main reason why you are doing all that you do? I propose it's the same 
reason why I do what I do: to make a difference. To do our part to save the 
world. I wager that many bloggers would say the same, though of course their 
impact is 1/10,000th of what LGF's is.  
Further down the list of motivations is to make money. And in case of a full-
time project like LGF, one needs to make a living at it.</P> 
Further down still, for some people (not me and probably not you either) is 
personal fame and glory.</P> 
Well, two out of three ain't bad! LGF makes a HUGE difference, setting the news 
agenda for the nation. And you have earned a huge amount of respect for it, 
deservedly so.</P> 
The money? Well, if all we cared about was money, would we be blogging? No. 
You'd be a cutting-edge software engineer pulling in a juicy paycheck every 
month. And I'd be a ___.</P> 
I resigned myself to being an unpaid "content provider" who got ripped off by 
the Big Boys on that day in 2004 when Bill O'Reilly discovered my video of Hatem 
Bazian calling for an intifada in America, through a link on LGF. O'Reilly made 
a big stink about it, even had Bazian on his show, almost got him fired, raised 
a ruckus about jihadi professors in our universities, and played my video 
repeatedly -- all the while never once acknoweldging LGF as the place he 
discovered it, and never once mentioning me as the ultimate source, the 
reporter, the videographer, etc.</P> 
I made a decision on that day: better to "make a difference" in this world than 
to seek acknowledgement. It was a tough decision, but in reality we have to live 
with the injustice whether we like it or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're right -- and the point of my post was not to get Fox News to give me some 
money. (Or to sound like a Spnal Tap song.)</P> 
But since they definitely do take stuff from LGF constantly, maybe whoever 
they've assigned to watch LGF will read my post and start being a little more 
upfront it. And maybe not.</P> 
At least they know that I see what they're doing now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04301394 27264 428 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 8:37:07am  
 
Upfront "about" it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04301449 27264 434 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 8:48:21am  
 
Can we please stop the infighting in this thread?</P> 
And Victoria (VA girl): if it's so awful to read LGF, no one is holding a gun to 
your head and forcing you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303109 27264 450 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 3:59:53pm  



 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/4301411" target=_blank>#431</A> Victoria (VA 
girl)</EM></P> 
This statement could not possibly be more dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303122 27264 451 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 4:04:55pm  
 
To clarify: she not only knew exactly what she was being asked, she promptly 
went and posted my comment to her at GCP, prompting the usual round of moronic 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04299884 27265 24 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 7:28:05pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/4299868" target=_blank>#18</A> WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
You're really pushing it, aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300115 27265 141 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:18:14pm  
 
ChristianRepublic: setting off warning sirens. Big time.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
mmm. They already get $XB a year. Based on their religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wrong. Israel gets aid from the US because they are a powerful ally, and the 
only democracy in a sea of totalitarian Islamic dictatorships.</P> 
And you ought to know that. Maybe you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300160 27265 165 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:27:00pm  
 
I just reviewed the posts of "ChristianRepublic," and this person is out of 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300252 27265 212 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:44:39pm  
 
The link to the document is now removed. Sheesh. How lame can Foggy Bottom 
get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300285 27265 228 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 8:50:47pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/4300277" target=_blank>#223</A> Pro-Bush 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Those things are exceedingly dangerous. They come mostly from Russia and can run 
your phone bill up hundreds of dollars. If this document really is infected with 
a dialer (I haven't downloaded it) then I would strongly recommend nobody clicks 
on that link until Charles can check it out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
As soon as I became aware of this, I removed the link to the document.</P> 
Of course, since I'm a Mac user, it wasn't an immediate issue for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300366 27266 6 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 9:12:40pm  
 



It's a real lizard. No trickery. Click the picture for the 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04300442 27266 36 Charles Thu, Sep 27, 2007 9:25:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #10 SouthernFriedChickenHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT</P> 
The Bush Guard documents are LEGIT after all. Go figure.</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/opinion/blumenthal/2007/09/27/dan_rather_suit/" 
target=_blank>www.salon.com...</A>]</P> 
Here is my favorite part:</P> 
<STRONG>"Indeed, no credible source has refuted the essential facts of the 
story."</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Already answered that stupid article by Sid Vicious <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27260_Blumenthal-
_Almost_Certainly_Karl_Rove_Was_Behind_Rathergate&amp;only" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302010 27271 42 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 10:44:38am  
 
<EM>re: #16 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CTRepublican, While the misidentification of that particular photo 
is regrettable (since it does appear that, as claimed, it is a still from an 
extremely obscure Dutch movie, rather than a photo of an actual stoning,) the 
LGF story did not center around the supposed incident.  
Posted by: CJ</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I wonder who this is.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Another dishonest attack from the crackheads at SadlyNo. That's what they 
do.</P> 
The image is in that post, by the way, because it's the flyer for the event the 
post is about. Of course, the moonbats know that; the important thing for them 
is to get that smear on. Who cares about honesty?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302013 27271 44 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 10:45:36am  
 
And 'CJ' wasn't me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302305 27273 139 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:00:36pm  
 
<EM>re: #118 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Have we been duped by Fauxtography?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That’s a reprinted press release from David Horowitz’s FrontPageMag. 
The text reads, “The photo accompanying this article, which shows a teenage girl 
buried before being stoned to death for alleged sexual offenses, will serve as 
the poster for the protest Week. The stoning took place in Iran.”  
This photo turns up all over the right-wing media, but the ’stoning’ actually 
takes place in a 1994 Dutch indie film called De Steen, directed by Mahnaz 
Tamizi. The ‘teenage girl’ is actress Smadar 
Monsinos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Well?</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I certainly haven't been "duped" by anything -- I put that image in my post 
about Islamofascism Awareness Week because it's the flyer for the event. If 
FrontPage used an erroneous caption, that has nothing to do with 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302341 27273 165 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:09:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #150 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4302305&amp;n=139" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I can't find the clip on the internet but it looks like it's from the movie. 
It's important to get the word out the the pic isn't genuine so we don't keep 
using it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe, but I'm not willing to take the word of those morons on it, and they 
haven't supplied anything like proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302356 27273 176 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:16:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #171 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4302305&amp;n=139" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
See <A href="http://confederateyankee.mu.nu/archives/241980.php" 
target=_blank>Bob Owens'</A> take on that image.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good post from Bob, as usual.</P> 
But I'm puzzled about why people are willing to take SadlyNo's word for this? 
They've shown themselves on numerous occasions to be one of the most dishonest 
sites on the web. And their links do not even show that this movie exists -- 
they all go to other blogs, and none of those blogs provide proof 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302362 27273 181 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:18:00pm  
 
A Google search for the film turns up nothing, except those 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302387 27273 196 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:24:34pm  
 
And the post at the crackhead site illustrates again their dishonesty -- they 
use a screenshot from LGF to lead off, even though I did not claim anythng about 
the image. Again - it's in my post because it's the flyer for the 
event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302430 27273 228 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:39:28pm  
 
You folks are discovering exactly what I have -- that SadlyNo is making a lot of 
assertions without any real proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302445 27273 238 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:42:10pm  
 



Also, from Bob's post -- note that it's not just crazy right-wingers who have 
used this image:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/worldnews.html?in_arti
cle_id=467588&amp;in_page_id=1811" target=_blank>www.dailymail.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2007/07/a8dcbe4b-0e23-4822-
8d65-e4b6ec23bd9a.html" target=_blank>www.rferl.org...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2007/07/a8dcbe4b-0e23-4822-
8d65-e4b6ec23bd9a.html" target=_blank>www.rferl.org...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.savedelara.com/stoning.html" 
target=_blank>www.savedelara.com...</A>]</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.ishr.org/index.php?id=784" 
target=_blank>www.ishr.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302463 27273 249 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:45:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #246 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The thing is, there are <EM>other</EM> photos and films of <STRONG>real</STRONG> 
stonings in Iran, but FrontPage chose this one because it was so much clearer. 
They could easily get a replacement photo of a real stoning if this one turns 
out to be a re-creation.</P> 
Somewhere on my hard drive I saved a absolutely authentic video of a woman being 
stoend to death for adultery in modern Iran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep. I wouldn't call this "fake but accurate." If it is from a film, it's a 
dramatization of an event that is unquestionably real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302468 27273 251 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:46:36pm  
 
...And that's very different from a deliberately faked image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302488 27273 264 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 12:51:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #258 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #251 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...And that's very different from a deliberately faked 
image.</BLOCKQUOTE>Right... but it is not OK to imply that an image from a film 
is real.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree -- if you know that it's not real, it's not OK to say that it is.</P> 
If, on the other hand, research turns up numerous sources that have published 
the image as a picture of a real event, it's pretty hard to argue that there's 
bad faith involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302528 27273 286 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:00:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #267 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, this pretty much nails it down:</P> 
<A href="http://archief.trouw.nl/artikel?REC=tr-19960620-000143800" 
target=_blank>A 1996 listing for a screening of "De Steen"</A> at a small Dutch 
film festival.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #274 lawhawk</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What I find interesting is not that Sadly, No found a problem with the image, 
but the reasoning on some of the blogs that cite back to it - as though it 
undermines the whole notion of Iranians sanctioning the stoning of people it 
deems criminals.</P> 
The Iranians have admitted that they stone criminals, including women who are 
accused of extramarital relations. Yet, these guys think that any problems with 
this image undermines the case against Iran?</P> 
Sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that was SadlyNo's whole purpose in launching another dishonest attack like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302556 27273 307 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:08:49pm  
 
I don't think I want to dignify this trumped up controversy with a new post, but 
I have updated the post that used the flyer image, with a link to Confederate 
Yankee's summation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302569 27273 316 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:13:23pm  
 
Again -- let's be precise. This is not a "fake" image. It's a dramatization of 
an event that unquestionably does take place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302575 27273 321 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:14:13pm  
 
... if it is a dramatization, which has not yet been proven, but looks 
probable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302585 27273 329 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:16:43pm  
 
P.S. Links to blogs, and sites that look like they were designed by second-
graders, I don't consider proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302591 27273 333 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:17:25pm  
 
<EM>re: #327 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4302569&amp;n=316" target=_blank>#316</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's a dramatization of an event that unquestionably does take 
place.</BLOCKQUOTE>But that requires a lot of typing. "Fake" lacks nuance but 
gets the point across.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I disagree, though. "Fake" doesn't just lack nuance, it's not the correct 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302616 27273 349 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:22:43pm  
 
Let me clarify that then -- links to <STRONG>anonymous</STRONG> 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04302665 27273 387 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:35:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #357 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #307 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't think I want to dignify this trumped up controversy with a 
new post, but I have updated the post that used the flyer image, with a link to 
Confederate Yankee's summation.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well, I still tend to think that it 
would be best to defuse the situation by:  
- Pointing out that it was FrontPage's attribution error, not yours.</P> 
- If indeed the photo is a re-creation from the film, then pointing out that it 
is based on an authentic photo showing the same thing.</P> 
- Giving links to actual stonings in Iran.</P> 
By doing this, you're completely robbing the Left of their talking points. And 
in a reverse-flip way, you're playing a role in the exposure of a case of 
fauxtography.</P> 
However, of course, it's up to you. Personally, I'd make a small post 
aclknowledging the controversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK -- I'm considering it. In the meantime, the update to my original post makes 
almost all of those points, except the possibility the picture is based on an 
authentic photo.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27143_Islamo-
Fascism_Awareness_Week_October_22&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302683 27273 399 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:40:17pm  
 
For the record -- that large photo is not a high-resolution image, it's a low-
resolution image blown up to a large size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302884 27273 426 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 2:35:35pm  
 
New post now up about the stoning image. Thanks to all who helped track down the 
story...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302776 27274 65 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 1:58:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #56 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xA1DbBAcOQ" target=_blank>Ahmadinejad 
Meeting With Anti-Zionist Jews</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I love how they describe Neturei Karta as a "group of Orthodox rabbis." These 
wackos are not recognized as "rabbis" by anyone except themselves, and make a 
point of showing up to support terrorists wherever they can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302963 27275 36 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 2:53:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #19 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles: If you're looking for a good-quality video of a definitely real stoning 
of a woman to death in Iran, then you can find a good one here:</P> 
<A href="http://www.iran-e-azad.org/stoning/video.html" 
target=_blank>Stoning</A></P> 



Scroll to the bottom of the page and click on the "T1 Download 23.6MB" link for 
the best quality version. It only takes a couple minutes to download.</P> 
Problem is, it's a RealPlayer video, and I don't know how easy that is to host 
or convert to YouTube or whatever. The same video is available <A 
href="http://www.amitiesquebec-israel.org/texts/stoning.wmv" 
target=_blank>here</A> in WMV format, but it's very lo-res.</P> 
If I come across any better videos, or ones in QuickTime or a decent format, 
I'll post it here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've seen that video before; the Real Player format makes it difficult to work 
with, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302984 27275 51 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 2:59:53pm  
 
I think this is the video zombie linked to, at YouTube. Very low quality, 
though.</P> 
</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ybZ1YLYfYVI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04302989 27275 56 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 3:02:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #53 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #36 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I've seen that video before; the Real Player format makes it 
difficult to work with, though.</BLOCKQUOTE>Have you tried downloading and using 
<A href="http://ffmpegx.com/" target=_blank>ffmpegX</A>?  
it supposedly can convert RealPlayer videos to mpegs.</P> 
I've tried it and it worked for me, but not I haven't used it in a 
while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes -- I could never get ffmpegX to work for Real Player videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303031 27275 89 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 3:20:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #84 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, I've compared the RealPlayer video I linked to in comment #19 and the WMV 
video that Cattt linked to in #48, and can say that they're essentially the same 
video quality -- no difference. (Both are equally grainy.) So, Charles, forget 
about the RealPlayer, and if you want a slight improvement on video quality, go 
with the WMVs in Cattt's comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've linked to the YouTube version above -- I don't think I want to actually 
post that horrific video here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303180 27275 211 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 4:27:28pm  
 
See the newest update above.</P> 
Mother of three sentenced to death by stoning ... today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04303355 27276 13 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 5:57:04pm  
 
Interesting: we've had several visitors today who followed a link at the stalker 
blog lgfwatch -- coming from Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303371 27276 25 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 6:05:15pm  
 
And ... lgfwatch is now converging with GCP. Perfect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303388 27276 42 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 6:12:21pm  
 
The BNP, by the way, is historically not very far away from a neo-Nazi party, 
although recently they're gaining converts among sane Brits fed up with the 
multicultural hogwash -- sane Brits who will regret getting mixed up with that 
bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303395 27276 49 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 6:14:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #36 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4303371&amp;n=25" target=_blank>#25</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I noticed that. I can't wait for that situation to go away.P.S.I know it's a 
touchy subject but I think the situation with cbinflux was a case of friendly 
fire. I think if I had been there the situation could have been easily diffused. 
I won't push the topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not anxious to discuss this, but I disagree. I reviewed a lot of comments 
before taking action, and it didn't come out of nowhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303840 27276 154 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 8:01:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/4303667" target=_blank>#136</A> Corpsman 
Mom</EM></P> 
I appreciate your concerns. I bring up these issues because I think LGF readers 
should know that there are crazy people who are obsessively watching the 
comments posted here, and will use anything they can to harm the site and smear 
anyone who supports us.</P> 
If I were just a commenter, and not the owner of LGF, I'd like to know that 
something like this was going on. In the internet age, these kinds of creeps can 
cause real damage to people's reputations, unless they're 
exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04303867 27276 158 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 8:07:20pm  
 
And it's not about my reputation, by the way.</P> 
The left has already done everything possible to destroy that. Just do a Google 
search for 'LGF' to see what I mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04304111 27276 175 Charles Fri, Sep 28, 2007 9:17:04pm  
 



I'm very tired of creeps like "Priapus," who pick deliberately offensive names 
and then post stupid posts like the one above. This moron is no longer welcome 
to spew at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04304997 27282 43 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:55:50am  
 
<EM>re: #31 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>To: POLITICAL EDITORS...  
SOURCE Council on American-Islamic Relations</P></BLOCKQUOTE>It's a 
<EM>freaking</EM> <STRONG>press release</STRONG> , and Yahoo publishes it 
<EM>verbatim</EM> without comentary in their "news" section under the headline:  
<STRONG>CAIR Supports VA Muslim Leader Smeared by 'Islamophobes'.</STRONG></P> 
Pathetic. Truly the press is on the other side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
PR Newswire is a paid press release service -- and it's not cheap. It's not 
obviously labeled as a paid release, and that's why CAIR uses it, to give their 
spews a bogus sense of legitimacy -- and also to avoid having anyone edit their 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305089 27282 57 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 10:33:02am  
 
<EM>re: #53 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles (#43),</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>PR Newswire is a paid press release service -- and it's not cheap. 
It's not obviously labeled as a paid release, and that's why CAIR uses it, to 
give their spews a bogus sense of legitimacy -- and also to avoid having anyone 
edit their garbage.</BLOCKQUOTE>Sure. And anything that comes from them should 
be <I>clearly</I> labeled as NOT news.  
And do you know does Yahoo News writes the headlines or do those come from PR 
Newswire as well?</P> 
Because this one reeks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
CAIR supplies all the copy, including the headline. PR Newswire takes the money 
and pushes it out to their syndicate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305345 27288 23 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 12:54:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #20 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles is a great guy!</P> 
Ok, now that I've gossiped about Charles will his shadow appear? And if his 
shadow does appear, can he disconnect me from the Lizard Lounge? I apparently 
inadvertently left myself logged in on my work computer and it now won't let me 
access it from home since it doesn't allow multiple connections from the same 
user!</P> 
Thanks in advance Charles' shadow!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Clear your cookies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305351 27288 26 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 12:58:02pm  
 
Has anyone noticed that it's been more than a week since the last LGF 
outage?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04305358 27288 32 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 1:00:53pm  
 
Just received, from someone who followed a link at Jawa Report to my original 
post on Esam Omeish:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
From: not@thistime.comSubject: Dr O.</P> 
Dr O. is a surgeon at a few N. Virginia hospitals and has been practicing for 
many years. So you are saying he is good enough to operate on you to save your 
life from death but he is not good enough to sit on a committee? In due respect, 
your blog entries on this subject matter are quit biased.</P> 
:Please put this entry on your blog. Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305364 27288 38 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 1:02:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #31 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #26 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Has anyone noticed that it's been more than a week since the last 
LGF outage?</BLOCKQUOTE>No I hadn't -- but now that you mention it, what'd you 
do to improve things?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Fixd a serious bug in the database abstraction layer, that was spawning huge 
orphan processes and gobbling up large amounts of RAM. This is what was causing 
the outages that were happening every day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305368 27288 41 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 1:04:28pm  
 
Something tells me it might not be a good idea to let Omeish operate on 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305387 27288 59 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 1:10:25pm  
 
<EM>re: #48 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I still have an 'Error on Page' down in the left corner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to clear your browser cache and refresh; that bug is 
fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305391 27288 62 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 1:10:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #42 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #23 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #20 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM>  
Clear your cookies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,  
Now that's what I call customer service! Unfortunately, deleting my cookies 
didn't work. I'm still getting "Access Denied. The name you entered is already 
in use. Enter a different user name."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Try logging in again. Should be OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04305870 27289 274 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 4:26:12pm  
 



<EM>re: #269 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4305857&amp;n=263" target=_blank>#263</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
I tried a few times to back up, etc. and I've looked through the Firefox options 
to see if I can load cached pages but no luck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Haven't tried it myself, but this is supposed to be a way to retrieve and view 
cached pages:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.mydigitallife.info/2006/09/24/display-and-view-
firefox-cache-files-without-browser-cache-viewer/" 
target=_blank>www.mydigitallife.info...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306348 27292 29 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:15:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #4 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
CAIR's on a funding drive right now, I suspect their cash flow is thin post-HLF 
revelation and election season sucking up all the loose change. The next few 
weeks ought to prove interesting, they put these PR releases out with donation 
pleas attached when they print them in college newsletters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
CAIR's funding drive is a sham. They don't need donations. Saudi prince Al-Walid 
bin Talal gives them tens of millions of dollars -- and that's only the Saudi we 
know about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306354 27292 33 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:17:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #28 Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #17 MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"In the interview, the senator also said the "Constitution 
established the United States of America as a Christian nation."  
Sorry folks, but McCain is wrong. And, as a Jew, I certainly do notthink only a 
Christian should be President. It's my country too. Now,it's quite possible 
McCain was mis-quoted and that the article isbogus. I'd like to hear 
more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>If he really said that, he's a fool. As an irreligious 
person, I don't want religion in office, period.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is far from the only reason to label McCain a "fool."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306358 27292 36 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:18:50pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/4306351" target=_blank>#31</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's no reason a muslim can't be president.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Have you read the Koran?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306384 27292 52 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:23:18pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/4306368" target=_blank>#44</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't want someone as our President who thinks the Koran should set public 
policy. Obviously. But I don't want someone reading policy out of the Bible 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Have you read the Bible?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04306394 27292 61 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:25:49pm  
 
I ask because I've read both books, and I get the distinct impression you 
haven't.</P> 
Please correct me if I'm wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306423 27292 85 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:31:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #72 Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #61 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I ask because I've read both books, and I get the distinct 
impression you haven't.  
Please correct me if I'm wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>JWaksman can quote a good chunk 
of the Bible. And at Columbia, you are required read the vast majority of it in 
Core Curriculum courses. The Bible is absolutely retarded, as the Koran is 
absolutely retarded. Religion is absolutely retarded.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
If that's what you're learning at Columbia, I feel sorry for you.</P> 
And I'm an agnostic, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306430 27292 92 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:33:18pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/4306417" target=_blank>#81</A> Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought God created AIDS to punish the gays!?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
In which book is that stated?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306444 27292 105 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:35:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #96 Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
JWaksman and I both fully realize that the behavior of <EM>re: <A href="lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4306423&amp;n=85" target=_blank>#85</A> Charles</EM></P> 
Charles, the course is called Contemporary Civilization and it's a 2 semesters. 
We start with Plato/Aristotle stuff, work through religion (including the Koran, 
incidentally. boy, that was a fun day of class), Locke/Hobbes, and end somewhere 
around Foucault. I'm an engineering snob and even I enjoyed the class. No need 
to feel sorry for us. Most of the kids in my class were also agnostic and we had 
a good time bashing both the Koran and the Bible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, that certainly clarifies things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306461 27292 122 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:38:07pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I thought God created AIDS to punish the gays!?!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is known as a "straw man" argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306472 27292 133 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:40:30pm  
 
In case you aren't familiar with that particular logical fallacy:</P> 



[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306482 27292 142 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:42:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #135 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
He's desperate for votes so he appeals to the Evangelical crowd as a last ditch 
effort. I have an idea. Let's put CAIR and McCain in a plastic bubble and send 
them away. CAIR and McCain's campaign are in it's last throes so let's end them 
sooner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree, that's why McCain said those things. Desperation is a harsh 
mistress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306505 27292 164 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:46:16pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/4306493" target=_blank>#152</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, the rude and belligerent behavior is coming from a series of posters 
trying to gang up on Lanaty and I for daring to suggest that not all muslims are 
terrorist sympathizers. You try getting ganged up on and see if you have the 
composure and maturity that Lanaty has shown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think you'd get a better reception if you stopped whining about being 
"attacked" when people challenge your opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306527 27292 184 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:51:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #177 Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #164 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think you'd get a better reception if you stopped whining about 
being "attacked" when people challenge your opinions.</BLOCKQUOTE>Actually, it 
was another poster who whined. I simply countered that poster by pointing out 
how the bad behavior wasn't on my end.  
If you wanted to be consistent, you'd bash THAT poster for whining. Not 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess you've learned something at Columbia after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306551 27292 207 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:56:05pm  
 
<A href="/showc/189/4306532" target=_blank>#189</A> Lanaty</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The issue at hand here was whether or not JWaksman and I had actually READ the 
Koran and the Bible. I talked about the class to show that yes, actually, we 
have. They're both downright idiotic books designed to control primitive people. 
Of course, this offends the 40-something men who think that a guy who was nailed 
to two planks of wood is any more credible than some swarthy arab in the desert 
who wanted three wives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Two whole semesters! I'm impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306562 27292 218 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 7:57:50pm  
 



Two whole semesters to teach how awful all religions are, and apparently none to 
teach arguing coherently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306595 27292 250 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:03:21pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/4306585" target=_blank>#241</A> Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ohhh okay. Christianity is totally right about everything. Got 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Straw man. Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306598 27292 253 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:04:20pm  
 
And by the way, I didn't call either of you "assholes."</P> 
That must be something they teach at Columbia University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306614 27292 268 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:07:01pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/4306605" target=_blank>#260</A> Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Do you realize that when you claim that there are NO Moderate 
Muslims...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Straw man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306626 27292 280 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:08:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/4306607" target=_blank>#262</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can you have a post without an ad hominem attack against me or 
Lanaty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Excellent!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306630 27292 284 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:09:40pm  
 
(That's coming from someone who just called me an "asshole" for challenging his 
opinions.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306660 27292 310 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:15:16pm  
 
The straw men are flying fast and furious now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306674 27292 323 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:18:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/4306662" target=_blank>#312</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
To think that all muslims believe in sharia, or that the only interpretation of 
the religion is sharia is... naive and bigoted, to say the 
least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man" target=_blank>Straw 
man</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04306714 27292 360 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:24:16pm  
 
This is apparently how kids are taught to argue their points these days--by 
whining like babies when they're challenged, and personally attacking the 
challengers. It's really a shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306734 27292 378 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:27:52pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/4306726" target=_blank>#371</A> 
rightwinger3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What am I missing here? I always show up late. Have they thrown out the "You're 
all bigots" yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See #48.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306745 27292 388 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:29:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/4306736" target=_blank>#380</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, just wow. I assume you believe that certain races are better than others? 
Whites are superior to blacks? Or maybe just superior to 
asians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man" target=_blank>Straw 
man</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306807 27292 447 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:39:04pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/4306794" target=_blank>#434</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
Just pathetic. But please do continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306815 27292 453 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:40:08pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/4306806" target=_blank>#446</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Anyone keeping track of the logical fallacies on this thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think we've pretty much covered the waterfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306834 27292 470 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:44:54pm  
 
<EM>re: #460 DerKrieger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm late to this party but it appears as though Jwaksman is a devout 
practitioner of cultural relativism, i.e. all cultures are equal with none 
better than any other. Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306882 27292 516 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:52:16pm  
 



<EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/4306853" target=_blank>#488</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
By the way, I'm not holding my breath until you call DerKrieger out for his use 
of a straw man argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's good -- we wouldn't want you to turn blue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306904 27292 537 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:54:16pm  
 
And Jwaksman:</P> 
If you sense that I'm dismissing you, you're right. You're not arguing honestly, 
and I have nothing but contempt for people who do that.</P> 
But please ... carry on. There's still room to dig.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306938 27292 571 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 8:59:12pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/4306895" target=_blank>#528</A> Pro-Bush 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, this guy is an offensive asshole!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't argue with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306960 27292 592 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:02:33pm  
 
Since I brought up logical fallacies, you've mentioned it in almost every one of 
your comments.</P> 
That tactic apparently gets you points at Columbia.</P> 
Here, not so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04306999 27292 629 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:08:09pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Let me update you on yet ANOTHER assumption that you have made about 
me that is wrong. I DON'T GO TO COLUMBIA.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307003 27292 633 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:09:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #628 Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #626 ConservativeAtheist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #493 pat</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>... See a child molester? That is an atheist or a 
Muslim.</BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, Pat, you can kiss my *ss.</BLOCKQUOTE>Don't worry about 
it. He's busy with the Catholic Priest.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And now we're descending into pure ad hominem. Way to go!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307011 27292 641 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:10:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #635 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4307001&amp;n=631" target=_blank>#631</A> 
Gordon</EM></P> 



Still waiting for Charles' comment in support of john mccain's 
comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
See #33.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307024 27292 654 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:12:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #649 ConservativeAtheist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4306999&amp;n=629" target=_blank>#629</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
He's actually at the University of Wisconsin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's a difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307032 27292 662 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:14:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #645 Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles. You have made about 10 posts criticizing me or Lanaty. And zero posts 
criticizing anybody else. Can you really sit there and tell me that there is 
nothing posted by any other posters that is inappropriate? Come on... be 
reasonable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please make up your mind. Am I a bigoted asshole, or someone who can be 
reasonable?</P> 
Those two positions seem to be mutually exclusive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307039 27292 669 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:15:13pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutually_exclusive" target=_blank>Mutually 
exclusive</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307081 27292 707 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:22:03pm  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypocrisy" 
target=_blank>Hypocrisy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307112 27292 737 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:27:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/715/4307090" target=_blank>#715</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
All I did was call Charles out for his bias. He is on one side of the debate, so 
he is making personal attacks against everyone on the other side. He is blindly 
ignoring the bad behavior on his own side. If he attacked bad behavior on both 
sides equally that would be fine. If he wanted to ignore all bad behavior, well, 
then that's his prerogative as well. But if he only attacks Lanaty and I, then 
that is logically corrupt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This "argument" was perhaps best summed up by the great sage Pee Wee Herman, who 
said:</P> 
I know you are, but what am I?</P> 
The wisdom of the ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307165 27292 784 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:38:15pm  



 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/4307154" target=_blank>#774</A> 
WimbledonWomble</EM></P> 
Excellent post among all this nonsense. I agree wholeheartedly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307171 27292 790 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:39:11pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/781/4307162" target=_blank>#781</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ignore the petty personal insults and actually read the real 
debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean, like that post when you called me an asshole?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04307211 27292 828 Charles Sat, Sep 29, 2007 9:49:33pm  
 
By the way, the tragic fact is that college kids are being taught to argue this 
way. It's really not their fault. They don't know any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308102 27292 1030 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 10:04:27am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/1029/4308080" target=_blank>#1029</A> poteen</EM></P> 
I totally disagree with your assessment of this thread. I just read it again, as 
you suggested, and it's quite clear who started throwing out ad hominem 
attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308271 27297 64 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:06:27am  
 
<EM>re: #54 MattMacD</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"The Brits aren’t releasing any pictures of the suspect, of course; that might 
lead to Islamophobia."</P> 
Let me assure you, a huge amount of brits would be as outraged about it as you 
are. But please, keep generalising, to encourage comments like these.</P> 
"Hey, U.K...I personally invite all of you slimy bastards to go FOAD, right now. 
This Yankee personally recognizes all of you for the European scumbags that you 
are. Seriously, all of you in the U.K. -- go find a short pier, and take a long 
walk. You guys suck my ass, all of you limey POSs."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow. Thin-skinned enough?</P> 
There's a report button, if you think a comment is offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308275 27297 65 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:08:50am  
 
And how long have you been saving up that quote, anyway? I search the past 
month's worth of comments and the only person who's posted it was... 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308286 27297 67 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:12:15am  
 
What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04308294 27297 68 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:15:48am  
 
In fact, no such comment has been posted here all year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308297 27297 69 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:16:20am  
 
Except by MattMacD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308302 27297 70 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:18:11am  
 
Either that or it was deleted.</P> 
Meanwhile MattMacD has been reposting it over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308348 27297 77 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:37:32am  
 
OK, so it was deleted. I also see that it got 3 negative ratings.</P> 
So if we're going to avoid generalizing, you might wish to start by not 
reposting over and over a comment that clearly wasn't representative of the 
prevailing attitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308354 27297 80 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 11:40:16am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/4308342" target=_blank>#75</A> MattMacD</EM></P> 
Sorry to disappoint, but when a comment quotes an offensive comment our policy 
is to delete that one as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308968 27300 91 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 4:40:24pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/4308285" target=_blank>#18</A> gettinby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I did not know Breitbart was co-creator of the HuffPo.</P> 
/Something I, personally, would not be proud of or want people to 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have it on good authority that one reason Andrew helped create Huffpo was to 
expose the inanity of the Hollywood left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04308496 27302 21 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 12:38:37pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/4308487" target=_blank>#17</A> 
storagemanager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
they laughed at Hitler too...until it was to late...then the laughter 
stopped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, no it didn't. The major studios in WWII kept up a constant stream of 
mocking films and cartoons directed at Nazis, Hitler, and the Japanese.</P> 
Mockery is an important weapon in the arsenal, especially when the mockery is 
this pointed and this deserved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04309177 27306 27 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 6:01:57pm  
 



One thing that really got to me: when the Iranian "students" started coming over 
the wall, resisting them with actual force--in other words, shooting some of 
them--was apparently never even considered. It was a complete surrender from the 
word "go."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04309230 27306 60 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 6:24:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #53 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4309177&amp;n=27" target=_blank>#27</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I wouldn't be surprised to learn that policy hasn't changed. Even large 
embassies have a detail of about a dozen marines, fairly lightly armed. If a mob 
of thousands are going to storm the embassy with permission of the host 
government there's not much chance of topping them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
On the other hand, there's a real possibiity that if resistance to the incursion 
happened early in the game, the situation wouldn't have gotten so out of hand. 
Mobs are unpredictable and can be turned around by decisive action. We'll never 
know now, but at the very least, it would have sent a signal that the United 
States was prepared to defend its sovereign soil.</P> 
And having the embassy overrun <EM>despite resistance</EM> would probably have 
been better in the long term.</P> 
Remember the Alamo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04309269 27306 89 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 6:41:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #77 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4309240&amp;n=68" target=_blank>#68</A> 
Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
I would guess a moderately well equipped mob (small arms, blow torches, and 
dynamite) could take most embassies in less than one day despite 
resistance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not sure I agree with this. You're not taking into account the psychology of 
mobs. If they're highly organized, maybe--the Iranian students were anything 
but. After reading Bowden's book, I really do think decisive action might have 
turned it around.</P> 
They got organized quickly when the US surrendered, that's for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04309281 27306 95 Charles Sun, Sep 30, 2007 6:49:05pm  
 
One thing we do know for certain: the way the Carter administration handled it 
did not work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04311924 27315 391 Charles Mon, Oct 1, 2007 1:22:54pm  
 
zombie: the best way to set it up would be something like YouTube's system, 
where you'd have to click a button saying you know it's explicit material and 
you're not under age blah blah. So you could only get to the content after 
clicking the button -- but that would take a little bit of back-end 
coding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04311979 27315 401 Charles Mon, Oct 1, 2007 1:36:29pm  
 
zombie: check your email -- I'll be happy to set it up for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04311593 27316 92 Charles Mon, Oct 1, 2007 12:10:15pm  
 
I'm skeptical about the Expatica report that the US refused to pay for security. 
Notice it's not credited to anyone and it says "allegedly."</P> 
She apparently did go to the Netherlands, but the reporting of this story seems 
really off to me.</P> 
The AP version says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands: Former legislator Ayaan Hirsi Ali, threatened with death 
for her anti-Islam writings, returned to the Netherlands on Monday after the 
Dutch government refused to continue paying for her bodyguards in the United 
States, a newspaper reported.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No mention of the US refusing to pay. She may have returned to the Netherlands 
to argue her case for them to continue her security.</P> 
I'm invoking the 12 hour rule on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04318641 27321 169 Charles Wed, Oct 3, 2007 8:11:18am  
 
1. These are not the kind of comments I like to see posted here.</P> 
2. Anyone who thinks I have "nothing to do" with the success of LGF is welcome 
to start their own blog and see how easy it is.</P> 
3. I notice both of the people who said extremely offensive things about me are 
now posting here again. That's fine, but don't think it wasn't noticed.</P> 
4. If the pissing match doesn't end right now, all those involved will have 
their accounts blocked, because people do not want to read this stuff and I 
don't blame them.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04312895 27322 6 Charles Mon, Oct 1, 2007 6:04:56pm  
 
Yep, he's in favor of allowing radical Islamists to dictate what Western 
newspapers publish. Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04313347 27323 167 Charles Mon, Oct 1, 2007 8:00:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #165 Shari</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh! I get it! ***head and ***head. Sorry!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And just to clarify, this filter is intended to put you on notice that those 
kinds of derogatory words are not welcome here. And using them will put you on 
the watch list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04313807 27325 267 Charles Tue, Oct 2, 2007 1:56:48am  
 
<EM>re: #259 Droplet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please stop with the Daily Kos fixation! LGF should simply ignore them. The 
continual responses to Kos diminishes the quality of this site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Out of the last 100 posts at LGF, 2 are about Daily Kos. Hardly a "fixation." If 
you don't want to read about them, it's not hard to skip 2% of the posts at 
LGF.</P> 
I don't agree that they should be ignored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04317235 27338 74 Charles Tue, Oct 2, 2007 6:44:10pm  
 
See the update above: they apparently believe they have Rush on the 
run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04317492 27338 261 Charles Tue, Oct 2, 2007 7:49:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #244 ChenZhen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #226 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4317426&amp;n=219" target=_blank>#219</A> Killgore Trout</EM>  
Yeah- I got that. Last night he was "brainstorming" about LGF merchandise, and 
he's still mocking Charles after he posted at stalker blog #1. Really lovely 
troll we got here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I just thought it was a neat co-inky-dink 
that the thread appeared the same day that the Rush thing blew up. So I rolled 
with it.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And you're close to rolling your last comment here.</P> 
Decency is apparently foreign to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04317506 27338 269 Charles Tue, Oct 2, 2007 7:53:15pm  
 
In fact, I'm officially tired of being stabbed in the back by ChenZhen, and he 
is now welcome to pursue his agenda without trying to disguise 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04321113 27354 23 Charles Wed, Oct 3, 2007 6:45:17pm  
 
Why are you guys still using Internet Explorer 6?</P> 
The bane of my existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04321122 27354 28 Charles Wed, Oct 3, 2007 6:47:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #25 stuck in california</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, IE7</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm looking at LGF in IE7 right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04321193 27354 67 Charles Wed, Oct 3, 2007 7:03:08pm  
 
Don't have Vista, but apparently I'm going to need to install the latest 
Microsoft torture device to test these problems. Imagine my 
excitement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04322564 27355 922 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 8:58:21am  



 
<EM>re: #410 Waitaminnit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Where's the friggen fruit cup? Oh ! Sorry!BlushTo hide my embarrassment, I will 
ask a question...Ahem..How many members belong to this site? I mean active. I 
was just on a sailing site I read occasionally, and they claim 110,000 active 
and 130,000 total. That to me is a real WOWSER !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is there a point to this question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04322581 27355 924 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 9:00:07am  
 
What a pain, to wake up to another childish flame war.</P> 
Don't you people who do this every night have anything better to talk about? 
It's incredibly rude to post this kind of crap and make other people read your 
petty endless squabbles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04322608 27357 154 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 9:04:19am  
 
<EM>re: #74 Gordon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, Lizards to the rescue! If Charles writes it, it must be gospel (or perhaps 
Torah).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That one did it. I've allowed Gordon to rant and spew for years at LGF, and now, 
in an attempt to get me to notice him, he resorts to Jew-baiting. OK, Gordon, I 
noticed you. I noticed that you're a real creep.</P> 
A creep without an LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04322662 27357 203 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 9:13:45am  
 
Folks -- the launch of Sputnik was most assuredly not a victory for the whole 
world. It was a propaganda coup for the Soviet Union, while we were engaged in 
the Cold War, and there was nothing positive about it for the United States. Was 
it an important event? Yes. But was it something we should celebrate in the US? 
Well, go ahead if you want to, but you need to completely forget about the real 
meaning of that launch to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04322696 27357 233 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 9:19:48am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/4322679" target=_blank>#218</A> The Other 
Les</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The launch of Sputnik was the physical demonstration of a capability. Very 
physical and expensive way of saying, "we will bury you."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324347 27357 422 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 2:07:07pm  
 
To ignore the context of the Sputnik launch is to ignore 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323261 27358 236 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:53:45am  



 
budvarakbar: this is a warning. I deleted your comment because it contained a 
racial slur. If it happens again your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323095 27359 6 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:22:57am  
 
Congrats, Jammie! I hope your hamsters are well rested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323182 27359 37 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:38:16am  
 
It's a pile-on!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323187 27359 40 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:39:10am  
 
<EM>re: #31 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I'll let you know. Was the screenshot I sent you this morning of one of 
the fixed problems?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's the bug I (hopefully) fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323235 27359 52 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:48:23am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/4323207" target=_blank>#46</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
1. Charles, this morning getting on the website, it allowed me to go through the 
page, but clicking on the thread portion I was getting the IE denial window pop 
up.</P> 
It was the dead thread. However, it would allow me to still get on previous 
threads without the error. FWIW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This sounds like the Norton Internet Security bug -- it blocks loading the 
larger pages. If you're using Norton, I suggest switching to ZoneAlarm, which 
doesn't have that problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324643 27359 75 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 3:27:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #73 ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The last two days I've has an error loading the page after the banner appears 
(using IE6) three or four times. The window then changes to a "server not found" 
error page. Refresh loads successfully. The last time that happened was when I 
clicked on the comments link to come here, just a minute ago.</P> 
I can capture the exact error message if that's useful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks, I've seen the error. It doesn't seem to be fixed after all.</P> 
This is a really frustrating problem because it's intermittent; I can't 
duplicate it from one IE launch to the next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324713 27359 79 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 3:53:33pm  
 
Well, I noticed that right before the error, IE was accessing 'dnserror.dll', so 
I went to [Link: <A href="http://www.dnsstuff.com" target=_blank 



?>www.dnsstuff.com...</A>] and checked out the DNS servers, and found a problem 
that was easy to fix. I'm not sure that was the cause, but I can't make the 
problem happen now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324779 27359 81 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 4:25:04pm  
 
I've asked Hosting Matters to check the DNS servers and make sure one of them 
isn't failing intermittently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323287 27360 44 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 10:57:54am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/4323256" target=_blank>#27</A> DanG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whatever he was, this guy was no phony soldier, and neither was Watada even if 
he refused to deploy. Let's save that title for clowns like Jesse McBeth who was 
never really in the military to begin with. Charles, I think you're off base 
with this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Fair enough -- I removed the word "soldier." But claiming to be Special Forces 
when he wasn't -- that still rates as "phony."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323322 27360 70 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 11:04:19am  
 
<EM>re: #54 Le_Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles:When I hit "New Comments" with IE7, it loads them, but goes back to 
beginning of thread.</P> 
On Firefox, it loads the new comments, but stays where I was, without going back 
to comment #1</P> 
Other than that, everything seems to work fine on both browsers</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sounds like you need to clear your browser cache and refresh the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323639 27363 58 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 12:08:40pm  
 
zombie: well, you already know it works for me-- since I wrote the code. 
Heh.</P> 
I'm working on a post for this now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04323761 27364 51 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 12:30:59pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">51</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Oct 4, 2007 
12:30:59pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 



<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04324166 27364 301 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 1:31:20pm  
 
Most of the deleted comments are about zombie asking people not to visit the 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324704 27364 474 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 3:49:39pm  
 
I've now issued three warnings to people about making 'jokes' about snipers, 
etc. There will be no more warnings, just blocked accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324794 27364 501 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 4:31:14pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/4324777" target=_blank>#497</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you do have some photographs of minors at this event and the pictures DO NOT 
have any sexual content or nudity then you should forward those pictures to 
someone like Michelle Malkin and she can post them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... what am I? Chopped liver?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324405 27367 35 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 2:21:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #20 Hard Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No offense Charles, but this is old news. You're preaching to the choir that 
knows this song well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It may be old news to you, but I guarantee that a lot of people are seeing this 
for the first time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324968 27369 29 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 5:25:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #15 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm definitely suspicious of the Kos numbers. At the same time, I think many of 
the visits there are referrals from here and a number of other blogs chronicling 
the freaskshow.</P> 
Since I use Sitemeter, Charles, may I ask which statcounter you're using?</P> 
I'd be glad to switch to something more reliable. I've had enough problems with 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm using my own statistics application; I don't use a third party 
counter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04324986 27369 40 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 5:28:04pm  
 
I guess some folks still don't realize that all of the code that runs LGF is 
custom-programmed, by me and Stinky Beaumont.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04325001 27369 50 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 5:31:47pm  
 
Oops, forgot one thing -- I do have a Nielsen traffic counter installed, but 
only because my ad contract with PJ Media requires it. I don't use 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04325036 27369 70 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 5:46:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #67 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Technical comment:</P> 
I run IE 6 on my home 'puter, and your pages now give me funny issues. The 
banner loads, then I get the error message,</P> 
<EM>Unable to open page...</EM></P> 
Then I hit refresh, &amp; it opens the page anyway. But the tabs for the page, 
at the bottom of the screen continue to say "Cannot find server..."</P> 
There are other problems of abnormal hysterisis and text sometimes running out 
under frames. Very strange.</P> 
I hope this is of help to you in your Sisyphean endevour to build the perfect 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm aware of that issue and I'm trying to figure out what's causing it. We may 
have a DNS server that's failing intermittently; I've asked Hosting Matters to 
check on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04325047 27369 77 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 5:49:13pm  
 
Elizabeth Edwards <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12846_Elizabeth_Edwards-
_A_Daily_Kos_Fan&amp;only" target=_blank>is a Kos Kid</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04325101 27369 115 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 6:07:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #110 zoidberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Their Alexa rank is 4320 - although Alexa is wildly 
inaccurate...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
In my opinion, Alexa is almost worthless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04325542 27371 112 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 8:24:20pm  
 
And while this kind of thing is going on, the leftist victimhood groups in the 
US are whining about "micro-aggression."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04325556 27371 119 Charles Thu, Oct 4, 2007 8:29:23pm  
 
<A href="http://squaringtheglobe.blogspot.com/2004/03/micro-aggression-
defined.html" target=_blank>Micro-aggression Defined</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Micro-aggression was defined as actions or inactions by individuals that 
perpetuate the status quo of racism, homophobia, sexism and xenophobia. Students 
and faculty discussed the issue and the ways in which Colby students can battle 



this problem. The predominant suggestion was that white students needed to speak 
up in classes and not leave the onus of the discussion on the students of 
color.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328621 27382 26 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 5:36:31pm  
 
About that story from Nigeria -- I've become very leery of reports from 
Christian advocacy groups in Nigeria, after being burned a couple of times by 
false stories. I searched for some independent corroboration of that story, and 
didn't find any.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328661 27382 47 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 5:48:32pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/4328642" target=_blank>#36</A> Flying 
Dutchman</EM></P> 
CompassDirect is one of those Christian advocacy groups I'm talking about.</P> 
The story may be true -- it's certainly not that far-fetched. But if it were 
true, there should be some verification elsewhere. And I don't mean WorldNet 
Daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328687 27382 65 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 5:57:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/4328679" target=_blank>#59</A> Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
Exactly. Hence my skepticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328694 27382 70 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:00:02pm  
 
Here's the point: if 9 people were killed in major riots that also destroyed 
churches and businesses, it should be reported in some other, more credible 
source.</P> 
I'm not saying it didn't happen. I'm saying I don't trust news coming out of 
Nigeria, just like I don't trust email coming from Nigeria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328706 27382 80 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:03:25pm  
 
'assistnews.com' and 'christiantoday.com' -- again, these are Christian advocacy 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328790 27382 138 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:26:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #116 Ed Mahmoud's Sock Puppet</EM></P> 
Would you please leave that crap at GCP where it belongs? I have absolutely no 
interest in having that discussion here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328859 27382 161 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:41:40pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/4328843" target=_blank>#155</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
1) There's little disagreement that the largest blogs are liberal. Doesn't mean 
I like 'em, but it's true. We've just got to be honest, there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Please back that up with some facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328869 27382 164 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:43:16pm  
 
Facts, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328884 27382 169 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 6:48:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #168 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #164 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Facts, please.</BLOCKQUOTE>You know where the numbers come from, and 
I can haul them out if you like; but that's really not the point, I suspect.  
If you're saying the conservative sites are bigger -- hey, that's cool, I say. 
I've just never seen any evidence of it, in traffic reports or in more anecdotal 
evidence (we all bear regretful witness to certain conferences, and 
such).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not asserting anything. You asserted something, in no uncertain terms, and 
I'm challenging you to provide proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328939 27382 195 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:07:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #174 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4328884&amp;n=169" target=_blank>#169</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Fine, fine. Which rankings are regarded as most trustworthy? I'll use them.</P> 
(I'm guessing Alexa isn't what you'd like to see.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you're asking me to help you prove your case, you're going to be 
disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328943 27382 197 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:10:42pm  
 
If the GCP crap isn't dropped, I'll close this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328959 27382 205 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:15:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #190 Dar ul Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ed, don't do anything stupid.</P> 
Oops. <EM>Too late!</EM> ;)</P> 
[I sure do miss the old inline CSS, though.]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The inline CSS was a huge security hole. It's not allowed because I don't want 
to give hackers an open door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328968 27382 209 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:18:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/4328961" target=_blank>#207</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
Google alexa.com to see what the web community thinks about their 
"statistics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04328975 27382 211 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:20:11pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/4328972" target=_blank>#210</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
Who cares?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04328999 27382 221 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:26:24pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/4328981" target=_blank>#214</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's got to be a foundation. Otherwise the whole thing is 
afloat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Welcome to the interweb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04329005 27382 224 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 7:28:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #217 Dar ul Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4328968&amp;n=209" target=_blank>#209</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Who actually uses the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexa_Toolbar" 
target=_blank>"Alexa toolbar"</A> anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nobody who knows that they're spying on your internet browsing 
habits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04329175 27384 43 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 8:18:50pm  
 
I guess we're playing chicken tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04329205 27384 61 Charles Fri, Oct 5, 2007 8:37:42pm  
 
I worked my butt off to pay for every guitar I ever played, and treasured every 
one of them. That's why this John Hiatt song rings so true for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04329912 27385 38 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 8:59:28am  
 
<EM>re: #32 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4329894&amp;n=23" target=_blank>#23</A> 
chicagodudewhotrades</EM></P> 
IE7 is better than Firefox, and vastly better than Safari. The Linux browsers 
are OK but have such a minute market presence that they are irrelevent.</P> 
The problem with IE6 is that it was simply horrible. IE7 is a vast improvement 
in every conceivable way. It is more stable than Firefox, and does not have the 
Firefox problems with severe memory leakage. Safari is so buggy and insecure 
that it is essentially banned from most large organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I assume you're talking about the Windows version of Safari? Because on the Mac, 
Safari is not buggy at all, and certainly not insecure. In fact, it's my main 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04329918 27385 44 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:04:19am  
 
I've just made a change that ought to solve it, if the bug is related to the 
loading of page elements.</P> 
Since it's unpredictable, I'm proceeding under the assumption that it's somehow 
related to the DOM; apparently my jQuery-based 'document.ready' function is 
trying to access some elements before they're loaded, leading to the error.</P> 
I've now switched that code to use the 'window.onload' event instead, which will 
wait until the entire page is loaded before trying to access anything.</P> 
Since I can't make the bug happen, I'm not sure this will fix it, but it's the 
best I can do while flying blind...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04329946 27385 69 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:17:28am  
 
<EM>re: #61 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<STRONG>Charles:</STRONG></P> 
You might be a long time fixing that bug without the help of Microsoft Devs. I 
get the same error on my page about 1 out of thirty connects -- and like here 
hitting the refresh makes it go away. It happens more frequently the more tabs I 
have open. Don't want you to waste a lot of time unless you have a clear suspect 
other than IE bugginess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you still seeing that error now (after the change I described in 
#44)?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04330014 27386 23 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:41:15am  
 
<EM>re: #16 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I believe that Islam is a great religion that preaches peace. And I 
believe people who murder the innocent to achieve political objectives aren't 
religious people, whether they be a Christian who does that -- we had a person 
blow up our -- blow up a federal building in Oklahoma City who professed to be a 
Christian, but that's not a Christian act to kill innocent 
people.</BLOCKQUOTE>He sounds like a Koskid. Timothy McVey's motivation was 
political not religious. He didn't seek religious permission to blow stuff up 
and he didn't run around quoting the bible while doing it. No Priests are 
praising him on Sundays.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That statement was a real corker. It's really sad to see Bush parrot the same 
moral equivalence lines we hear all the time from the loony 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04330113 27386 104 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:06:56am  
 
If Bush is playing rope-a-dope to avoid alienating and radicalizing the Muslim 
world -- it isn't working.</P> 
This interview is a perfect illustration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331049 27390 215 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 3:25:29pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/4331003" target=_blank>#209</A> Pro-Bush 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Anyone here know how to get my email link to work on my 
profile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just click the 'Show email' checkbox before posting your 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331265 27393 128 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 4:59:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #109 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4331079&amp;n=52" target=_blank>#52</A> 
Carol Herman</EM> HEY CHARLES - please note "While over at The New Republic, now 
that Beachamp is "free to talk." His wife's been fired. And, Franklin Foer only 
makes hand signals. Totally VOICELESS."</P> 
Shouldn't we have an update on TNR? Just suggesting!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure what that means -- there's nothing new at The New Republic on 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331274 27393 133 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:03:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #79 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Just got the page load error again, so your fix this morning, 
wasn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ugh. I've loaded the page in IE7 at least 100 times today, and no problems at 
all.</P> 
Can't fix it unless I can make the problem occur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331294 27393 148 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:10:46pm  
 
<EM>re: #145 gettinby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles</P> 
Windows XP, IE 6</P> 
Just tried to load main page -</P> 
Window box with the violin slam music -- "...cannot...littlegreenfootballs...ope 
ration aborted..."</P> 
Click ok</P> 
Get "page cannot be displayed."</P> 
Just prior, main page loaded just fine, but got the same thing when I clicked on 
comments, except when I clicked on "back," it gave me the comments page.</P> 
Second attempt at both, loaded fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I turned off the ads to see if it's one of them causing the problem. Is it still 
happening?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331321 27393 172 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:23:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #167 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
It's been very sporadic for me. I'd say <EM>overall</EM>, maybe once in 50 loads 
but clumped together in little groups of say 1 in 5 and then fine again for a 
long time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



That's why I think it might be one of the advertisements. I'm starting a new 
thread for bug reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331328 27394 2 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:26:04pm  
 
It's only happening in ... drum roll, please ... Internet Explorer, the bane of 
my existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331364 27394 25 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:31:43pm  
 
It's faster because the ads are turned off...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331372 27394 30 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:33:31pm  
 
<EM>re: #22 Kong_an563</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just had IE7 refuse to render the page about an hour ago ~7:30 EST.</P> 
It' working fine right now.</P> 
Charles: it has happened on other blogs, not just here.</P> 
National Review Online was (is) a problem site, also.</P> 
And I'm on dial up, so anything related to timing requires a long 
wait.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Really! That's interesting. Another piece of evidence that it may be a rogue 
advertisement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331387 27394 40 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:38:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 gettinby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Faster than lightnin' now.</P> 
BUT WHAT IS THIS LIGHT BLUE "hp Software Update - Would you like HP Software 
Update to check for software and driver updates now?" window?</P> 
I have never seen this before?</P> 
It appeared in the midst of my typing my previous post (#16).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not anything I'm doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331406 27394 53 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 5:45:39pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/4331386" target=_blank>#39</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Another reason is that I am still an anti-capitalist moonbat in many ways and 
think that advertising contaminates the message.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe you'd better send back that Getty payment then.</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331481 27394 110 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:08:29pm  
 
OK. No reports of page loading problems since I turned off the ads.</P> 
In a few minutes I'm going to turn them back on, to see if the problems start up 
again.</P> 
I'll post a comment when I do it, so the exact time is marked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04331489 27394 117 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:11:08pm  
 
It would be easier if everyone in the world switched to Firefox or Mozilla, 
yes.</P> 
It would also be easier if everyone in the world agreed with my politics, which 
has about the same likelihood of occurring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331525 27394 146 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:21:20pm  
 
I'm beginning to feel like a cat-herder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331533 27394 152 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:22:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #144 rappmandu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Would it create significant problems for the site itself if it was inaccessible 
by IE?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, because Internet Explorer is still the market's dominant 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331567 27394 174 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:32:51pm  
 
OK, I'm going to turn the ads back on. Would the Feline Army please let me know 
if the problem starts happening again, so I can start hectoring the PJM 
advertising department to fix it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331575 27394 181 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:34:09pm  
 
Ads back on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331593 27394 194 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:36:50pm  
 
OK. Email now sent to the PJM ad department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331640 27394 231 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:46:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #210 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #194 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>OK. Email now sent to the PJM ad department.</BLOCKQUOTE>So you 
think PJM's ads are causing it?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I turned off the ads for about an hour, and nobody reported problems during that 
time. But as soon as I turned them back on, people started reporting problems 
again.</P> 
It's probably not a PJM problem -- it's probably an advertiser who's using some 
bogus Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331675 27394 259 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:55:25pm  



 
I've now turned off ad slot #1, which includes the top banner ad and the first 
right sidebar ad.</P> 
Would the IE users in the Feline Army please let me know if you experience the 
error?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331694 27394 274 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 6:59:14pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/4331683" target=_blank>#265</A> Bob's Kid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know I don't post as much as I could, but have lizards turned into 
mammals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's evolution in action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331742 27394 316 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 7:07:51pm  
 
I just got the error myself in Parallels on my Macbook, and I'm almost relieved 
in an odd way.</P> 
I've turned off the ads again, because I'm now convinced that's where the 
problem lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331764 27394 334 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 7:11:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #325 Le Trole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have a dream, where a man will not be judged by the colour of his skin, but by 
the content of his character, and also, by whether he can manage and maintain a 
website without blaming his woes upon a given browser.</P> 
W3C, do you speak it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently, you're ignorant about what it means to maintain a web site where 
some of the content comes from outside sources. That's OK, I don't blame you. 
You don't know any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331922 27394 471 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 7:44:56pm  
 
Le Trole is now having a timeout, because it's been drinking 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331935 27394 482 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 7:46:51pm  
 
Meanwhile, I've turned off the ads again. Has anyone seen the 'aborted loading' 
problem in the past 10 minutes or so?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04331955 27394 496 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 7:51:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #491 ElderZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't recreate it right now. Tried hard, but still take that with a grain of 
salt since it's inconsistent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ads are turned off now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04331989 27394 524 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 8:04:06pm  
 
Ads are off now. Let me know if you have the loading problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332042 27394 561 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 8:20:31pm  
 
Ads turned off, problem reports stop within minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332189 27394 592 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 8:55:20pm  
 
If I were the mean sort, I'd post the emails Le Trole has been sending me with 
our contact form. But he's drunk, so it really wouldn't be fair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332300 27395 164 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:38:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #151 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Folks, sorry to say, Hillary's senior thesis as a 21-year old gets us nowhere. 
She can PLAUSIBLY say, "yes, I was young and foolish." Hell, I myself was much 
further left at age 21 than I am now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly right. It's an empty issue.</P> 
And if the Christian far right (Dobson, Reed, etc.) succeed in splitting the 
Republican base, based on fantasies of ideological purity, she's going to be the 
next president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332316 27395 178 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:44:32pm  
 
And you don't even want to know what <EM>my</EM> politics were like when I was 
21.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332339 27396 13 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:55:12pm  
 
<EM>re: #7 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't understand why the far right Christian conservatives would want to run a 
third candidate.</P> 
They have to know that the only outcome of such an endeavor would be to insure a 
Hillary victory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a power play, pure and simple, masquerading as holier-than-thou morality, 
and it honestly disgusts me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332354 27396 22 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 9:59:17pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/4332349" target=_blank>#19</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not sure you're wrong, but I have to wonder -- is it not possible that it's 
a matter of honest belief and conviction? For the average voter, at 
least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It may be a matter of honest belief for the average voter, but for the Dobsons 
and Reeds it's all about power.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04332357 27396 24 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:00:50pm  
 
And they're cynically using the beliefs of average voters to grab that power, 
with no concern for the security of the nation.</P> 
In my opinion, it's a form of nihilism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332383 27396 36 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:07:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4332357&amp;n=24" target=_blank>#24</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
You and I will have to agree to disagree about James Dobson. I don't think you 
could be more wrong about his character.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have no sympathy for extremists on either side of the aisle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332418 27396 57 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:18:14pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/4332407" target=_blank>#50</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
I think there is going to be a showdown, yes. And I'm not going to be on the 
side of the far right in that showdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332437 27396 69 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:25:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #60 Jauhara al Kafirah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess I have a question about third party candidates.At what point do people 
become so disgusted with the corruption and pandering of both parties that they 
simply throw their hands up and decide voting is simply not worth it? If third 
party candidates (regardless of their points of view) are villains, at what 
point do they become viable?What do you think the tipping point is?Much as I 
respect Bush and most Republicans, I am no longer a Republican, but not for 
Evangelical concerns. I am simply tired of the corruption...my senator from 
Philly, in particular.I am just tired, tired of politics. I am not enthusiastic 
about anything. Of course, it is early in the race. I am not leaning toward any 
third party candidate, but I just want to put my hands over my ears and tune it 
all out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Third party candidates will not be viable in the US for a long time to come. 
Their only purpose is to split the supporters of the truly viable candidates, 
and hand victory to the other side. See: Ralph Nader.</P> 
That's why I'm increasingly irritated with the ideological silliness coming from 
the far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04332450 27396 80 Charles Sat, Oct 6, 2007 10:30:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #74 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #65 goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4332424&amp;n=61" 
target=_blank>#61</A> Dar ul Harb</EM>  



Not bad for a guy that is supposedly clueless. Could read like a recommendation 
list from LGF if you ask me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Nobody is arguing that Dobson 
doesn't have a clue about Islam. That's not the point.  
Here is the point...if he knows the danger of Islam, why would he do something 
that would get Hillary elected over Rudy?</P> 
The man is smart, he must know that Rudy will be a terror warrior and that 
Hillary would be an appeaser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that's exactly why I believe it's a cynical power grab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333521 27398 33 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 9:37:59am  
 
<EM>re: #16 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
(Posted on previous thread)</P> 
CHARLES!</P> 
The IE Problem- <A 
href="http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:GnctJngGPfUJ:groups.google.com/group/
jquery-
en/browse_thread/thread/af34da9f408c7e9b/9b95c8592ab45d4f+jquery+calendar+IE+pro
blem&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=5&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>Sound 
familiar?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks -- that's a real clue at last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333542 27398 44 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 9:45:46am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/4333534" target=_blank>#38</A> Yankee Division 
Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your welcome! Also, have you temporarily turned off the calendar function? I 
noticed it's gone, and it seems to have CURED the issue for 
me..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I turned off the calendar. That seems to be the culprit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333566 27398 58 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 9:57:11am  
 
You may see some oddities while I'm changing things to test this problem -- just 
reload the page if you do.</P> 
And I'm now trying a different method to set up the daily archives calendar. Has 
the problem returned?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333570 27398 61 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 9:58:31am  
 
If reloading doesn't fix your problem -- clear your temporary internet files 
under Tools-&gt;Internet Options-&gt;General-&gt;Browsing 
History.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333605 27398 84 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:10:18am  
 
OK, calendar's off again. Fixed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333617 27398 93 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:13:01am  



 
You folks having problems: please reload your page and let me know if it's 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333638 27398 113 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:20:58am  
 
OK, finally I know where the problem lies -- it's in the popup calendar.</P> 
I've turned it off now. Please reload your page and let me know if the problem's 
gone now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333665 27398 138 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:26:51am  
 
Never mind errors a few minutes ago -- I'm only interested in errors that happen 
after 10:26 am Pacific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333666 27398 139 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:27:43am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/4333664" target=_blank>#137</A> Yankee Division 
Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Problem is gone fo me, I'm even posting this with IE, and I belive that's a 
first for me.. one thing I just noticed (which really doesn't matter) is the 
"post this comment" button appears below the check spelling and preview 
butttons. In FireFox they are all in a neat little row...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's because IE makes its buttons larger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333675 27398 147 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:28:30am  
 
<EM>re: #140 Kyle_st</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
IE7 on XP: I've <EM>never</EM> received an error loading LGF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's what makes the problem so frustrating -- it's not easily repeatable. But 
I'm pretty sure it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333705 27398 176 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 10:41:05am  
 
<EM>re: #169 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The shield icon displayed at lower left in status bar is the same icon next to 
the msg at top: <EM>Your security settings do not allow sites to use ActiveX 
controls...</EM></P> 
But LGF is loading ok now in IE6.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You need to allow ActiveX controls in IE6, or most of the Ajax functions won't 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333829 27398 196 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 11:12:44am  
 
Yep, it's the calendar. Mmf. I'll have to figure out a way to get around 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04333801 27399 33 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 11:06:50am  
 
<EM>re: #31 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>hating openly <STRONG>on</STRONG> 
soldiers</BLOCKQUOTE><EM>[sigh]</EM>  
I fear the English language will be unrecognizable within 25 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean it isn't already?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04333994 27401 16 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:03:26pm  
 
I'm considering adding some code to show who is rating comments. I'm not happy 
about some of the games being played here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334038 27401 43 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:12:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #35 Pvt Bin Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4334000&amp;n=19" target=_blank>#19</A> 
me</EM>All I can say about the issue is that certain people seem to get dinged 
no matter what they say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right. And some of the people giving negative ratings are using 
sockpuppet accounts to vote more than once.</P> 
I'm getting really tired of this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334076 27401 69 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:20:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #59 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In all honesty Charles, I dinged down a couple posts for going OT right off the 
bat. That's the kind of thing for which I find the comment rating system 
useful.</P> 
CtP, I realize I'm impugning you with that remark, but I don't think I dinged 
you down. I'm actually hoping someone will cough up the link you're looking 
for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's not what I'm talking about; that is exactly what it's supposed to be used 
for, to give minus if you feel a comment is offensive or off-topic. Or to give a 
plus if you feel a comment is especially well-written.</P> 
It's not supposed to be a way to express personal grudges, without being held 
accountable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334084 27401 74 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:22:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #62 kreigwagon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #16 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm considering adding some code to show who is rating comments. I'm 
not happy about some of the games being played here.</BLOCKQUOTE>IMHO, the 
rating system is <EM>not</EM> just about whether you agree ror disagree with a 
comment. A comment with a contrasting viewpoint that is profound in its 
presentation accompanied with links to support the argument should receive 



ratings in the positive. That is where the spirit of a <STRONG>true 
debate</STRONG> begins.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334106 27401 89 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:28:33pm  
 
I've been reluctant to show who is rating comments, because I didn't want to 
provoke more silly fighting: "Why'd you rate me down?! How dare you!"</P> 
But if that's what it takes to stop this kind of stuff, so be 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334223 27401 124 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 12:56:34pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/4334217" target=_blank>#122</A> PETN 
Sandwich</EM></P> 
Click the number and you'll see that information. It would slow down the page 
too much to include it with each comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334785 27405 80 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 4:15:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #58 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It took over a year of continual dissent from ChenZhen before Charles banned 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And he didn't get banned for "dissenting" ... he got banned for 
backstabbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338399 27405 235 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 3:50:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #234 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dissenting opinions don't seem to fare well here at LGF either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Waaah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04334976 27406 175 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 5:25:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #159 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is good for freedom of press.Don't regulate the internet.More perspectives, 
including opinions with which you do not agree, is a good 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I could not disagree more. Al Jazeera is not simply "opinions with which we 
don't agree." It's the media arm of the Muslim Brotherhood, totally and 
diametrically opposed to Western civilization, and allowing this virulent enemy 
to establish a foothold in the West--especially a foothold that appeals strongly 
to young people--is not just stupid, it's suicidal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335059 27406 195 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 5:57:10pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/4335046" target=_blank>#188</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



This is a bit alarmist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently, you haven't been paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335080 27406 200 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:04:23pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/4335046" target=_blank>#188</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I just think of the leading GOP candidates and their "opinions" on the matter of 
the war or terrorism, more of the same, sound bytes, 10 second ad campaign style 
preplanned responses... Laughable really.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And now we know exactly where you're coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335087 27406 203 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:06:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #198 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4334976&amp;n=175" target=_blank>#175</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
What would Frank Z. say? I think he would say let them compete in the 
marketplace of ideas. Let the light shine on them. Any attempt to suppress will 
only make the message more attractive. You know how that works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, I can't speak for Frank, and neither can you. But I do know he was not a 
stupid man -- and allowing an avowed enemy access to media channels that 
influence American youth is beyond stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335099 27406 206 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:11:21pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/4335086" target=_blank>#202</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, I'm not the only one who supports free markets.I'm glad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What a complete crock. The free market is not a suicide pact. The free market 
has responded to America's distaste for terrorist propaganda by shunning Al 
Jazeera, and I intend to continue doing everything I can to reinforce that 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335116 27406 213 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:19:43pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/4335106" target=_blank>#207</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I also do not want the government or organizations trying to regulate what is 
posted on the Internet- It's futile, a waste of money and opposed to the ideals 
of free expression, free markets, and an open society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Logical fallacy 101: the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man" 
target=_blank>straw man argument</A>.</P> 
Not a single person in this thread has suggested having the government "regulate 
what is posted on the internet."</P> 
I might have more respect for you if you tried to address the very real issue of 
Al Jazeera's Muslim Brotherhood Islamist agenda. But I suspect you aren't going 
to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335131 27406 220 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:25:39pm  
 



And in case you missed it, Al Jazeera's Muslim Brotherhood connections aren't 
just a laughable 10-second sound bite. Intellectuals in the Arab world are also 
trying to warn us:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=22523_Tunisian_Writer-
_Muslim_Brotherhood_Controls_Al_Jazeera&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
But go on telling people it's just another opinion, like any 
other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335144 27406 225 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:30:04pm  
 
Oooh, you got me. Someone suggested bombing Al Jazeera's broadcasting 
facilities.</P> 
That proves all your points. Good work.</P> 
/sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335166 27406 236 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:36:25pm  
 
Defending opinions is hard work, isn't it? Much easier to whine about 
hostility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335179 27406 243 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:40:21pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/4335171" target=_blank>#239</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dangerous, dangerous precedent...What rules? How many rules? For how long?Who 
gets to decide which rules are suspended?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thankfully, that won't be you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335185 27406 248 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:42:01pm  
 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=qatar" target=_blank>LGF search: 
Qatar</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335195 27406 253 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:46:06pm  
 
I'm curious, "Logan," because I see where you're posting from. What's your 
religious affiliation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335207 27406 257 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:51:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #251 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If Al-Jazeera is a media arm of the Muslim Brotherhood--which it is--it should 
be treated as enemy propaganda--which it is.</P> 
That the government of Qatar, with which we are nominally at peace, underwrites 
it is cause for concern. But just as we are dealing with ununiformed soldiers 
both abroad <STRONG>and domestically</STRONG>, we should treat an enemy 
propaganda entity <STRONG>as</STRONG> an enemy propaganda entity, even if it has 



been cleverly placed by the enemy under the auspices of a nominally friendly 
government.</P> 
Personally, I would like to see some form of wartime news restriction on our 
domestic news outlets. It is high time that the legacy media woke up to the fact 
that we are at war, and were forced to declare openly whether they want their 
country or the enemy to win.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is another consequence of the Bush administration's failure to directly 
confront the enemy. Moral equivalence rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335211 27406 260 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 6:54:24pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/4335206" target=_blank>#256</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This comment comes off as a thinly veiled attempt to discredit me and my 
opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'd be proud to tell you my religious affiliation. I was raised as a Roman 
Catholic, and now consider myself an agnostic.</P> 
You?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335227 27406 268 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:00:50pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/4335223" target=_blank>#265</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
One of my parents is Roman Catholic, the other is United.I consider myself a 
non-denominational Christian.</P> 
Perhaps not what you were expecting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Or perhaps it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335233 27406 271 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:03:50pm  
 
United? United <EM>what</EM>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335242 27406 275 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:08:31pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/4335236" target=_blank>#272</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And it wasn't that I was Jewish that's for sure ; )</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Excellent. Anyone want to take this one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335250 27406 279 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:12:21pm  
 
Minutes go by while "Logan" tries to work through the possible 
answers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335257 27406 282 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:15:54pm  
 
Are you Jewish, Logan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335263 27406 284 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:18:07pm  
 



Minutes go by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335277 27406 289 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:22:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #286 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So I guess I can conclude that everyone (except me) is debating the merits of a 
broadcast medium that they have never actually seen.</P> 
Ignorance is strength. And free speech must be supressed to protect our 
freedoms.</P> 
Orwell is spinning faster that an Iranian centrifuge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wrong. I'm fully aware of the propaganda Al Jazeera is trying to spread in the 
US, and I've watched more of it than I ever wanted to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335286 27406 292 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:24:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/4335265" target=_blank>#285</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh and P.S. If you took the time to actually read my responses, you'd be able to 
identify the sentence in which I state my religion, and thus would know I'm not 
Jewish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I never doubted that you're "not Jewish." In fact, it's incredibly 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335294 27406 296 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:27:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #295 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4335277&amp;n=289" target=_blank>#289</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Do you agree with my assessment that Al-jaz English content is about the same as 
BBC in terms of political slant?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335305 27406 299 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:32:29pm  
 
Please note that "Logan" is the only person to mention "Jewishness" in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335316 27406 303 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:37:41pm  
 
Minutes go by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335322 27406 306 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:41:00pm  
 
&lt; ... sound of crickets ... &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335340 27406 316 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:48:16pm  
 
Ma Sands: I saw those comments. I do the research.</P> 



But it would not be the first time someone has put on a mask at LGF to establish 
a history of credibilty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335344 27406 319 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:50:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/4335336" target=_blank>#314</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just making a point about the slippery slope of censorship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And no one is advocating censorship, especially not me. I'm advocating 
<EM>opening your eyes.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335355 27406 325 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 7:55:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #322 threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What a lot of hyperventilating about al- jaz!Look, when it does the weather 
forecast for the Middle -East, Israel doesn't have any weather! In point of fact 
Israel doesn't have any Israel!Who, in the name of the risen Christ, is going to 
be swayed by infantile crap like that ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Most of the Islamic world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335368 27406 335 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:02:02pm  
 
It's very telling that "Logan's" last comments in this thread all involved 
denying "Jewishness," dodging questions about its "United" assertion, when no 
one mentioned "Jewishness" except ... him.</P> 
And I'm pretty sure it's a "him."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335378 27406 343 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:06:42pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/4335372" target=_blank>#338</A> EE</EM></P> 
<EM>re: #340 threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4335362&amp;n=330" target=_blank>#330</A> 
Ginn</EM></P> 
People in the Middle-east aren't watching the english version of al-
Jazeera.Which I thought was the whole point of the You Tube debate. ie. that the 
english version is aimed at the west; that it's propaganda and ergo dangerous. 
I'm saying that no-one in the west-english speaking- will swallow its 
line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Read the comments on any YouTube Al Jazeera thread. You're 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335391 27406 351 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:12:32pm  
 
One last note: I'm not saying that the Muslim Brotherhood is deliberately 
sending shills out to blogs like LGF. I don't know that for a fact. But I do 
know that the Ikhwan is very aware of what happens here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335400 27406 355 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:14:41pm  
 



The University of Windsor in Toronto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335416 27406 362 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:19:31pm  
 
And just for some context -- I have previously filed complaints with the U 
Windsor campus police, after receiving threats originating at their campus.</P> 
Complaints that were ignored, and never followed up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335442 27406 371 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:29:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #369 mrosett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4335416&amp;n=362" target=_blank>#362</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
That seems a little harsh on Logan- as far as I can tell, when he said that you 
weren't implying he's Jewish (which is generally viewed pretty favorably on this 
site, if I may generalize), it wasn't anti-semitic, but rather that he's Muslim 
(which is what you imply in 362...)So l just backed to which of Logan's comments 
started all of this, and it wasn't the one I thought it was... I thought it was 
when he said that regulating universities would be Orwellian, which is true. His 
point about this being good for freedom of press is debatable, but I do think 
that it is possible that he detests Islamic extremism as much as almost anyone 
here and still believes that it's OK for al-Jaz to get exposure. It's a long way 
from believing that this is covered by freedom of the the press to making 
threats on you...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Excuse me? What are you talking about? I never said nor implied that "Logan" 
made threats. I said I've received threats from the University of Toronto at 
Windsor, and it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335458 27406 377 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:35:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #373 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
From <A href="http://muslimsagainstsharia.blogspot.com/2007/10/hamas-pr-machine-
in-america.html" target=_blank>Muslims Against Sharia</A> :</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Hamas PR machine penetrates U.S. airwaves, too. The easiest 
venue to disseminate its message has been the <STRONG>Qatar-based al-Jazeera 
satellite television channel</STRONG>. While the channel is not accessible on 
cable or local satellites, Americans can easily access it on the Internet. 
<STRONG>The channel has helped Hamas transmit the idea that suicide operations, 
or "martyrdom," is approved by the prominent cleric and spiritual leader of the 
Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas, Yousuf al-Qardawi.</STRONG> On July 16, 2007, for 
example, al-Jazeera featured a program in which Hamas chief Khaled Meshal, 
sitting alongside Qardawi, thanked the cleric for his "support of martyrdom 
operations." Meshal praised Qardawi because he issued, "rulings in support of 
these operations, and there were times when we were in dire need of these 
rulings."American networks, for their part, have provided a platform for one of 
Hamas' most ardent advocates, former President Jimmy Carter. In one interview, 
Carter told ABC that, "Hamas leaders sent me word that what they want to do is 
to form, to quote them, a peaceful, united, unity government." The former 
president cast no doubt on this proclamation from a known terrorist 
organization. Indeed, he pleaded with American viewers on CNN to, "Give Hamas a 
chance."</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Exactly right. Sane Muslims who don't follow the Muslim Brotherhood line are 
trying to warn us. And morally blind idiots are doing their best to keep us 
unconscious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335473 27406 379 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:40:21pm  
 
For the record: about six months ago, the Ikhwan apparently thought they could 
persuade me to their side, and put me on several of their mailing lists. Then I 
began getting increasingly belligerent emails, when it was clear I wasn't going 
to sing 'Kumbaya' with them.</P> 
Then they stopped emailing me and took me off their lists. But I know for a fact 
they continue to check in at LGF on a regular basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335481 27406 381 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:42:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #380 mrosett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4335442&amp;n=371" target=_blank>#371</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Sorry- I overstated that. I didn't think that you were implying that- I was just 
pointing out that even if that's the environment at Windsor, he isn't 
necessarily affected by it.Just because I don't want to say something stupid 
again and embarrass myself (I tend to misread comments that aren't explicit), 
who/what do you think Logan is? Do you think he's Muslim, do you think he's pro 
al-Jaz, do you think he works for the Muslim Brotherhood, and do you think he 
knows people who were involved in the threats on you?Sorry again if I offended 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have no idea who "Logan" is. I just know that his answers to my questions were 
extremely slippery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335489 27406 383 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 8:46:04pm  
 
From last October:</P> 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=23133_We_Got_Mail_From_the_M
uslim_Brotherhood&amp;only" target=_blank>We Got Mail from the Muslim 
Brotherhood</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04335536 27406 391 Charles Sun, Oct 7, 2007 9:08:17pm  
 
One last word -- would any religious person describe his background as "United," 
without saying what that means ... and then refuse to clarify?</P> 
Red flags are flying all over the stadium on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337347 27406 404 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 11:58:06am  
 
An update to the discussion we were having with "Logan:" if this person was 
indeed referring to the United Church of Canada, this may explain why he seemed 
a bit obsessed with Jews:</P> 
<A 
href="http://calsun.canoe.ca/News/Columnists/Levant_Ezra/2006/07/03/1665602.html
" target=_blank>Church anti-Semitic</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04337866 27406 415 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 1:48:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #410 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #408 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Logan you are here?  
Is that your church that Charles posted on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Nope absolutely 
not.But it's laughable as I read through, now there is suggestion that I favour 
al Jazeera, or that perhaps I'm part of the Muslim Brotherhood (seriously).  
If people took the time to read through the posts, instead of trying to 
discredit me or post details about where I may live or what religion I am 
*ahem*, they'd realize I never said I belonged to the United Church.</P> 
Oh and clever, and oh so subtle hint, that I may be involved with threats that 
may have come from wherever it is you think I reside.<STRONG>Not a 
chance.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm still waiting for you to explain, then, what you meant by 
"United."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337904 27406 416 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 1:59:42pm  
 
Tossing out red herrings and false accusations that I called you an antisemite 
is a transparently obvious attempt to divert the discussion. You're the one who 
brought up "United," not me. Now you say you weren't talking about the United 
Church. OK. So what <EM>were</EM> you talking about?</P> 
For a long time, I blocked accesses from the University of Windsor, because 
invariably the people who came from there were trolls or Islamists. And I'm 
sensing a distinct odor again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337981 27406 420 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 2:17:36pm  
 
Still no answer, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337995 27406 422 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 2:20:29pm  
 
Here comes another 400 words. I can almost hear the typing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338107 27406 427 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 2:39:50pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/4338001" target=_blank>#423</A> Logan</EM></P> 
Let me explain this slowly, since you seem to have reading comprehension 
difficulties.</P> 
I asked you a direct question: what is your religious affiliation? You 
volunteered that one of your parents was "Roman Catholic," and one "United."</P> 
I didn't bring up your parents' religion. You did.</P> 
When I asked you to clarify your answer, you started furiously spinning. As part 
of the obfuscation, you said, "And it wasn't that I was Jewish that's for 
sure."</P> 
I find that non sequitur revealing.</P> 
I now realize you're not going to answer. And that's an answer in 
itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04338184 27406 431 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 2:53:36pm  
 
Still no answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338204 27406 435 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 2:59:11pm  
 
Lots of whining, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338249 27406 437 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 3:10:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #436 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
If I may ...</P> 
I know your question was not directed at me, but you asked in above posts what 
Logan's religious affiliation was. In post #430 he said</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>My religious affiliation is Christianity.</BLOCKQUOTE>Many 
Christians ARE unafiliated, that is, they were raised in a particular church, 
the church that their parents attended, but although they remain a Christian by 
belief, they do not affiliate themselves with any one church or denomination. 
There are a lot of 'floaters' out there, not feeling at home in any one 
denomination, or not particularly scrupulous in their attendance anywhere in 
particular.  
Not sure if this is the case here, - just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know exactly what he wrote. I asked him to clarify what he meant by 
"United."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338316 27406 444 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 3:29:01pm  
 
I've been asking you direct questions, and you've been responding with insults 
and ridiculous fantasies about my secret motivations. I want you to say this. 
I'm insinuating that you are that. I'm a juvenile idiot and an intellectual 
lightweight. Waah. Waah.</P> 
And you still refuse to directly answer the question, after at least 1000 words 
of spinning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04336479 27410 15 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:16:19am  
 
Here we go again. Every time a topic about Jimmy Carter is posted, some people 
can't seem to control their urge to wish him dead. This is really going to be 
the last warning I issue about this kind of crap -- any more and accounts will 
be blocked. If that's all you have to contribute to the discussion, then do it 
somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04336597 27410 96 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:35:12am  
 
I'm going to point out my comment #15 again and urge everyone to read 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337448 27414 175 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 12:21:53pm  



 
<EM>re: #146 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID), as defined by the American 
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders 
(DSM-IV-TR), is a mental condition whereby a single individual evidences two or 
more distinct identities or personalities, each with its own pattern of 
perceiving and interacting with the environment. The diagnosis requires that at 
least two personalities routinely take control of the individual's behavior and 
that there is associated memory loss that goes beyond normal forgetfulness, 
often referred to as losing time or acute Dissociative Amnesia[1]. The symptoms 
of DID must not be the direct result of substance abuse or a more general 
medical condition in order to be diagnosed. DID was originally named Multiple 
Personality Disorder (MPD), and, as referenced above, that name remains in the 
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health 
Problems. It is also commonly mispronounced "Disassociative Identity Disorder", 
and the primary symptom erroneously called 
"disassociation".</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep. I noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337632 27415 122 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 12:59:41pm  
 
Sorry about hiding the debate thread, folks ... I misread the article. It's not 
until tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338428 27415 257 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 3:58:34pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/4337621" target=_blank>#114</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's hard not to feel like this election has already been decided as a failure 
for the Republican party.</P> 
The crop of nominees isn't exciting anyone, and each seems to have a lot of 
baggage.</P> 
Perhaps a significant loss in Congress, or a Democratic Presidency is the only 
thing that will get the GOP to return to its conservative roots and win back 
support of like-minded average Americans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So who will you be voting for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338634 27415 263 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 4:57:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #261 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4338583&amp;n=260" target=_blank>#260</A> 
mama winger</EM></P> 
It's especially amazing when you consider that everyone who contributes to him 
has to know in their heart that it's a lost cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The election is still more than a year away. I would argue that this statistic 
is nearly meaningless this far out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04337809 27417 22 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 1:31:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 mbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Is that sign for you? God that so rocks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338590 27417 146 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 4:44:59pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/4338519" target=_blank>#138</A> BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
A comprehensive return to pre Renaissance Western Culture is the only thing that 
will save us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you serious? "Pre-Renaissance Western culture?" Do you understand what 
you're saying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338618 27417 150 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 4:53:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/4338613" target=_blank>#149</A> BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Keeping intact the social structures of pre-Ren West and reforming some of the 
uglier tendencies would be much preferred to our post modern existential 
nothingness culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, so you're in favor of kings, lords, and peasants. I assume you'd be one of 
the lords? Because being a peasant really sucked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338658 27417 156 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:03:41pm  
 
<EM>re: #153 BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4338618&amp;n=150" target=_blank>#150</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Being a peasant in the movies may suck but I wouldn't be so sure it really was 
that way universally.</P> 
I'd like to think myself a scribe in a monastery for a great Christian 
philosopher or maybe an artisan (peasant) trained in a real trade, generations 
old. Walking to my village church every Sunday and fearing God. Or maybe a 
farmer who learned his ways from ancient techniques tilling the rich soil of 
Europe or Russia for my sustenance.</P> 
Living a life of hard times yes but benefiting from the lack our 
sickness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow. Well, you're entitled to your opinion, but your view of what it was like to 
live in the Medieval era is completely contrary to history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338671 27420 126 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:06:55pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/4338657" target=_blank>#119</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
That is a major point of contention in the the Aaron Russo (R.I.P.) documentary 
America: From Freedom To Fascism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Now you're citing Aaron Russo? Keep talking. This is getting 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338678 27420 129 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:09:12pm  
 
Aaron Russo was a conspiracy theorist and 9/11 Truther.</P> 



[Link: <A 
href="http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/october2006/281006rockefellerpredicte
d.htm" target=_blank>www.prisonplanet.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338692 27420 133 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:12:51pm  
 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/october2006/281006rockefellerpredicte
d.htm" target=_blank>www.prisonplanet.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"People know that 9/11 was an inside job," said Russo, "look what they did here 
in America, look at 9/11, look what they did - they killed thousands of 
Americans - people jumping out of windows from a hundred floors up - they don't 
care," said the director.</P> 
"There's no way that Building 7 came down without a controlled demolition, it 
takes weeks to do the controlled demolition, they couldn't have done it in a few 
hours like Larry Silverstein said - it blows the whole game - concrete doesn't 
turn to powder unless its exploded."</P> 
"We all know that 9/11 was a fraud - an inside job," concluded 
Russo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338707 27420 144 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:16:40pm  
 
And if I suspected Logan was a troll before, now I'm certain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338713 27420 148 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:18:09pm  
 
This guy is leading you on, folks. Be aware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338742 27420 165 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:24:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #162 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4338713&amp;n=148" target=_blank>#148</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<A href="http://www.freedomtofascism.com/" target=_blank>Freedom to 
fascism</A></P> 
Looks like one of those "the IRS is illegal" kinda things./Ron 
Paul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, there's a real Ron Paul smell in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338778 27420 186 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:31:37pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/4338751" target=_blank>#170</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought maybe there was some reason why you posted it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There is. Yesterday he was defending Al Jazeera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338806 27420 204 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:39:33pm  
 



<EM>re: #187 Son Of The Godfather</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry for the O.T., but Zep was mentioned... I enjoyed LZ growing up, but 
there's a good case that a majority of the songs they claim credit for were... 
uhm... "borrowed without accredation".</P> 
Still love their stuff, but now it seems kind of tarnished. Wish I could 
remember where I heard about it, I think someone was promoting a book, and the 
sound/lyric comparisons they played were sometimes almost identical... On one 
album, almost ALL the songs were of other origins without credit being 
given.</P> 
Shame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's right; the first Led Zeppelin album was virtually a copy of Jeff Beck's 
Truth. And they also used several old blues songs without attribution; I believe 
they were successfully sued over at least one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338822 27420 212 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:42:42pm  
 
And I still liked Led Zeppelin, by the way. But there's no denying that they 
were less than honest.</P> 
Kind of like "Logan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338849 27420 225 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:48:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #217 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #212 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And I still liked Led Zeppelin, by the way. But there's no denying 
that they were less than honest.  
Kind of like "Logan."</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Kind of like the dishonesty involved in 
lying about me supporting al Jazeera?But hey, no big deal...I like you too 
Charles!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338852 27420 228 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:48:54pm  
 
<EM>re: #222 Pork Chops in My Pan!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It really reminds me of the complete lack of military support our 
Canadian soldiers are receiving from NATO or other foreign nations in that 
country.</BLOCKQUOTE>You're a complete and total asshole. Stay in your mama's 
basement where you belong, dickhead.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can't argue with that. He keeps revealing himself a little at a 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338902 27420 253 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:59:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #241 rappmandu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>Top Five Gigs I've Played</EM>, by Charles Johnson</P> 
/pretty please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hmm.</P> 
1) The first Rock in Rio festival. 300,000 people in the audience. Shared the 
stage with Queen.</P> 



2) Carnegie Hall with Al Jarreau.</P> 
3) The North Sea Jazz Festival.</P> 
4) The North Sea Jazz Festival. (Played there twice and both times it was 
incredible.)</P> 
5) Montreux Jazz Festival, with Stanley Clarke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338915 27420 258 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:01:57pm  
 
<EM>re: #257 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4338902&amp;n=253" target=_blank>#253</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQk5vwRR8N4" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
THATONE?,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that's the festival.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338922 27420 260 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:03:00pm  
 
Waah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338930 27420 265 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:06:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #263 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4338915&amp;n=258" target=_blank>#258</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Heh, that ain't no festival...</P> 
It's a temporary city.</P> 
NEVER MORETHAN 1000,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And to make it even more memorable, the festival grounds were on a landfill -- 
and it rained for three days before the festival, turning the entire place into 
a reeking mess. The smell was mind-blowing. Almost as bad as the troll smell in 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338979 27420 290 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:16:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #279 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #251 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't think the government should be in the business of 
legislating morality.</BLOCKQUOTE>In case you hane't notced, the media, in 
<EM>all</EM> forms, is a <EM>central and crucial</EM> front in the global 
conflict we're now engaged in, however you wish to label that conflict.  
/al Jazeera could <EM>easily</EM> be construed as an enemy combatant 
organization</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Al Jazeera IS an enemy combatant organization. I've been documenting it here for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338985 27420 293 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:17:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #289 BignJames</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, what make/model guitar do you normally play?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
My favorite guitar is a Tom Anderson strat-style box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338990 27420 297 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:18:59pm  
 
Anderson Guitar Works:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.andersonguitars.com/" 
target=_blank>www.andersonguitars.com...</A>]</P> 
In my opinion, nobody in the world makes a better electric guitar, although some 
might be as good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339026 27420 313 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:27:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #309 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #297 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Anderson Guitar Works:  
[Link: <A href="http://www.andersonguitars.com/" 
target=_blank>www.andersonguitars.com...</A>]</P> 
In my opinion, nobody in the world makes a better electric guitar, although some 
might be as good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>/<A 
href="http://www.williesguitars.com/index.cfm?sector=user&amp;page=products&amp;
MMID=4&amp;SMID=3" target=_blank>call for price</A> (bring your 
wallet)</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh yeah. They ain't cheap. But play one of their guitars once and you'll never 
regret the money spent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339075 27420 327 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:39:18pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/4339058" target=_blank>#324</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Perhaps that's why this notion of "banning al Jazeera to protect individuals 
from incorrect views" was a bit eerie, as the same logic was essentially used to 
try to prevent Fox News from being broadcast in Canada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No one suggested "banning al Jazeera to protect individuals from incorrect 
views," and you know it.</P> 
Dishonest troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339124 27420 337 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:47:41pm  
 
<EM>re: #332 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339075&amp;n=327" target=_blank>#327</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Charles, at the risk of re-opening last night's brouhaha... what exactly are you 
suggesting be done in regard to Al-jaz in this country?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22al+Jazeera%22" target=_blank>LGF 
search</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339147 27420 339 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:51:24pm  



 
Waah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339160 27420 344 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:53:35pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/4339150" target=_blank>#340</A> Logan</EM></P> 
Sorry, I know that required cogitation. Carry on, troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339179 27420 347 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:56:17pm  
 
<EM>re: #341 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #334 m</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339094&amp;n=332" 
target=_blank>#332</A> Q-Burn</EM>  
I took it as a - write youtube/google and give them your opinion type of thing. 
I didn't see Charles say ANYWHERE that the government needed to ban them.</P> 
But somehow that notion keeps getting thrown around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>If you're 
right about that, I'm all for it. That's all part of free speech as well. But 
the LGF search in #337 doesn't answer my question. Others here have suggested 
that the government impose wartime censorship on the media, but never Charles 
that I can recall.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have never said the government should ban Al Jazeera. Follow the search link, 
and see what I <EM>have</EM> said. Al Jazeera is the media arm of the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and most Americans are aware that there's something deeply wrong... 
or cable companies would already be pumping their garbage into our 
homes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339247 27420 357 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 7:10:13pm  
 
So, to recap: "Logan" believes Al Jazeera is just an alternate view that 
deserves to be aired in the US, believes the Republicans are doomed to lose the 
2008 election, believes Aaron Russo has some interesting opinions, and believes 
Canadian troops are being betrayed by NATO.</P> 
Have I missed anything?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339351 27420 372 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 7:39:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #369 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, in a <EM>perfect</EM> world, Congress could, <EM>theoretically</EM> 
declare al Jazeera to be a terrorist organization and then we could levy 
financial sanctions on the satellite operators that sell them time. Let 'em 
launch their own communications birds.</P> 
/they use our own technology against us and we continue to allow it to 
happen</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right ... but we don't live in that world, unfortunately. We live in the world 
where morons like "Logan" defend the enemy in the name of free speech.</P> 
In the meantime, all we can do is keep exposing their true 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339392 27420 375 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 7:49:42pm  



 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/4339369" target=_blank>#374</A> Logan</EM></P> 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339403 27420 376 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 7:52:58pm  
 
I'll post your response for you, so you don't have to work at it:</P> 
<EM>What an uneducated, juvenile post. I never supported Al Jazeera. Aaron Russo 
makes some good points. You're stupid, and just like Daily 
Kos!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04338839 27421 14 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 5:46:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #6 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I was just reading through that.</P> 
There are several small points of contention, including this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>13. Scott Beauchamp, The New Republic (2007). Lying. TNR hired this 
U.S. Army private and husband of one of its own staff to write first-hand 
accounts from Iraq. One of his accounts, supposedly demonstrating the 
dehumanizing effects of the Iraq war on him and fellow soldiers, occurred in 
Kuwait before Beauchamp even entered Iraq.</BLOCKQUOTE>Has it been established 
that that mess hall event even took place?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're right -- the latest word is that the Army was completely unable to verify 
that story. They called it an "urban legend."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339054 27422 3 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 6:34:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #1 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Dobson. Ay Caramba.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, we had an abortion discussion in an open thread a couple of days ago, and 
it was actually pretty sane, so I'm hoping this one won't turn into a total 
meltdown.</P> 
I know, I'm an optimist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339462 27422 303 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 8:07:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #250 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339388&amp;n=240" target=_blank>#240</A> 
hous bin pharteen</EM></P> 
We'll see how Fred does tomorrow night to see how viable he is but you can 
hardly consider him a real conservative. As a lobbyist he consulted with pro-
abortion groups and as a lawyer he worked for Libya defending the Lockerbie 
bombers. He's hardly pure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So far, I am very <EM>unimpressed</EM> with Fred Thompson. If the US elects a 
president solely because he starred in a TV show, we'll deserve what we get.</P> 
Ronald Reagan, he is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339627 27422 454 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 8:53:49pm  
 



<EM>re: #414 brandonf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I support Dr. Dobson 100%. The lesser of two evils is an evil. Anyone who 
supports abortion will not get my vote. All of you left Republicans out there 
are operating on a skeleton of principles. Fiscal conservatives and that's it. 
Everything else is fair game. You can use all the nasty names you want but 
Dobson is a good man and right. Hannity should be ashamed of himself for 
promoting Giuliani. I've noticed so many LGF'ers comments would put them in the 
Daily Kos camp if not for their hatred of Muslim Terrorists. That's about all 
the substance many of the comments here have. No principles other that defending 
some kind of existential freedom. Liberals on steroids is the best I can say for 
so many of the sick pot head comments I've read here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But then, you're in favor of feudalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339653 27422 479 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 8:59:37pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/4339646" target=_blank>#472</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
Yes, he really is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339659 27422 485 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:00:37pm  
 
Thankfully, no sane person believes in BrandonF's fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339671 27422 496 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:03:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #493 BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I do tend to get a little hot. Done it before. Apologized before.</P> 
I'll reign it in a little but please consider what I say without focusing too 
much on hyperbole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I considered what you had to say.</P> 
And in my considered opinion, you're nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339742 27422 561 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:15:27pm  
 
There will be no King ruling the United States, not now and not ever. I'm 
honestly appalled at this sentiment. Generations of Americans fought and died to 
rid this nation of that noxious, evil fantasy, and if you want to promote it now 
you're welcome to find somewhere else to post that garbage.</P> 
Not now, and not ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339802 27422 620 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:27:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #599 BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339742&amp;n=561" target=_blank>#561</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
We have squandered their sacrifice. All of us are guilty. This sick society 
cannot go on forever. I know I share the guilt as well. We cannot survive on 
meaningless libertarianism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So underneath your royalist delusions, we find ... nihilism. Somehow, I'm not 
surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04339889 27422 700 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:43:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #679 BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339837&amp;n=652" target=_blank>#652</A> 
song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
It means I don't take it to be a serious alternative in the next 1000 years but 
I do think about it's historical and philosophical relevance.</P> 
Troll?</P> 
Wow.</P> 
Sorry. Try reading at least one book a year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You've taken the term "paleo-conservative" to a whole new level. You want to 
bring back the medieval era. And you're tossing around insults?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339933 27422 742 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 9:52:25pm  
 
Brandon won't have to worry about the Iron Maiden. In his monarchy fantasy, he's 
among the privileged class.</P> 
It's all of us who are the peasants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04339993 27422 800 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 10:02:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #775 BrandonF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339915&amp;n=725" target=_blank>#725</A> 
Highrise</EM></P> 
Hierarchical systems of government are more suitable since they reflect true 
metaphysical principles observable in nature.</P> 
Democracy is a reversal of true order. An order that has always been. For better 
or worse mankind has always been ruled from the top down. Now it is ruled from 
the bottom up. A system of government that allows the most unqualified 
intellectually to participate is one that is doomed for failure. My vote, your 
vote is ruled null by the vote of someone who can't read but is granted the 
"right" to vote. It's really a joke.</P> 
Our leaders have to lie and cater to big money rather than make tough decisions. 
That's why nothing gets done anymore. The pols don't lead because they either 
have to answer to the voters or the money men.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So you're pro-feudalism and anti-democracy.</P> 
Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04340069 27422 851 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 10:20:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #843 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4339948&amp;n=757" target=_blank>#757</A> 
Haint</EM></P> 
Not in the ideal feudal world! No one wants to sin, and they are led by a 
Hallowed King, advised to perfection by the Church. No naughty merchants to whet 
their avarice, and break the lovely community harmony; all ills can be cured by 
admonishment and a penance imposed by the priests.</P> 
No floggings necessary, though you may of course don your hairshirt if you feel 
the need.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Don't forget the leeches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04340139 27424 50 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 10:36:52pm  
 
For some comic relief, don't miss Daily Kos genius "Hunter's" latest post:</P> 
<A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2007/10/9/03616/3141" 
target=_blank>Mark Steyn is an Idiot.</A></P> 
Nine months and counting since "Hunter" announced the grand Daily Kos 2.0 
redesign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04340161 27424 59 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 10:48:33pm  
 
(If anyone has wondered why I didn't post anything about Che Guevara today, it's 
because I don't want to give even one minute of my time to that murderous 
swine.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04340198 27424 80 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 11:05:34pm  
 
</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/aYy7qk0hnNw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04340222 27424 96 Charles Mon, Oct 8, 2007 11:12:48pm  
 
Das ist mein guitar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341677 27427 93 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:20:48am  
 
Tariq Ramadan still won't denounce stoning.</P> 
Just called the whole debate an example of fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341694 27427 100 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:25:09am  
 
No wonder the left idolizes Tariq Ramadan. He evades issues just like 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341700 27427 102 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:26:05am  
 
Good lord. What a pile of complete crap that was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341752 27431 26 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:39:04am  
 
British dhimmi in the debate linked above just said "there are no Western 
values."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04341760 27431 31 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:41:00am  
 
The West has "a tradition of colonial genocide."</P> 
This is a direct look into the self-hating moonbat mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341825 27431 75 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:50:11am  
 
Direct question to Tariq Ramadan: what is the "humble" position on women's 
rights under Islam?</P> 
You just know he's not going to answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341833 27431 81 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:51:13am  
 
Tariq: first, I didn't say that.</P> 
Here comes the evasion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341851 27431 94 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:53:18am  
 
Wow, this guy is a real piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341862 27431 101 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:54:40am  
 
"This is masochism, and it's being offered to you by a sadist!"</P> 
Yeah, baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341900 27431 131 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 11:59:37am  
 
Sheesh. This guy is a history teacher.</P> 
"The Nazis weren't shy about asserting the superiority of Wetern values!"</P> 
Boos and catcalls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341917 27431 146 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:02:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #139 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, I just did some research on that hate emailer. He's a gay activist who 
stalks neo-con blogs accusing everyone of being repressed closeted gays. He gets 
especially enraged when people post photos of curvaceous "babes" on their 
blogs.</P> 
I realize now that I wasted those five minutes smacking an insensate troll.</P> 
Oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Unsolicited advice: never answer those kinds of emails. It is always, 100%, a 
waste of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341952 27431 175 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:08:05pm  
 
Tariq Ramadan again. He's a one-man bullshit generator, full of leftist 
buzzwords that boil down to absolutely nothing.</P> 
He still won't answer a single direct question.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04341957 27431 180 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:08:43pm  
 
He's an angry little snapper, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04341975 27431 196 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:10:15pm  
 
Tariq: "send the troops in Saudi Arabia!"</P> 
He's totally snapping out, and yelling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342032 27431 245 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:19:16pm  
 
"Asserting our values is deeply dangerous."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342045 27431 258 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:21:31pm  
 
This is an excellent debate. The GOP debate is going to be a real disappointment 
after this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342088 27431 294 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:27:09pm  
 
"If the Chinese do take over, pray to God they don't treat us the way we've 
treated them."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342105 27431 308 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:29:33pm  
 
Ibn Warraq: "I do not wish to live in a society where we get stoned for 
adultery. I wish to live in a socety where we get stoned first, then commit 
adultery."</P> 
HA ha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342137 27431 334 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:32:08pm  
 
Another victory for Western civilization. Tariq Ramadan must really be snapping 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342150 27431 345 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:33:47pm  
 
Before the debate:</P> 
313 - For the motion221 - Against207 - don't know</P> 
After the debate:</P> 
465 - For the motion264 - Against18 - don't know</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342178 27431 370 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:37:41pm  
 
The search function should be fixed now -- clear cache and reload the search 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04342201 27431 390 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:42:36pm  
 
By the way, a Washington Post editor is very unhappy about my characterization 
of their story on the GWU incident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342235 27431 419 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:46:46pm  
 
Actually, it's the writer of their article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342264 27431 443 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 12:52:02pm  
 
Said I mischaracterized the article and didn't quote the YAF leader -- which I 
very definitely did, and even bolded his quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342527 27431 513 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:21:02pm  
 
Popup calendars now work on the search page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342619 27431 523 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:32:16pm  
 
A little while ago I emailed to the complaining WaPo writer:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since you're bringing it up, I do not agree that my characterization was 
"inaccurate." The focus of the story should very obviously have been on the fact 
that the posters are fakes. Instead you dismissed this with the following 
sentence:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Any subtleties were lost under the gigantic headline, 
though.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not a "subtlety" that someone is circulating fraudulent, libelous posters 
about the Islamofascism Awareness event -- it's the whole 
point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342389 27432 52 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:08:08pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342424 27432 71 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:11:02pm  
 
Fred already had a semi-embarrassing few moments of stunned silence, searching 
for the word "recession."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342567 27432 155 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:26:22pm  
 
Rudy's point was simple, and he's right. The Supreme Court has ruled that the 
line item veto is unconstitutional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342584 27432 164 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:28:18pm  
 



I would really like one of these people to start attacking weasels like Chris 
Matthews, instead of each other.</P> 
Or maybe, in addition to each other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342651 27432 212 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:36:45pm  
 
Not a single one of these candidates seems to have any misgivings about Dubai 
purchasing a controlling interest in NASDAQ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342663 27432 219 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:38:05pm  
 
Yay for Duncan Hunter!</P> 
No, because I don't trust them.</P> 
Nuclear triggers to Islamabad through Dubai.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342677 27432 229 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:39:55pm  
 
Tancredo is also against the Dubai deal, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342684 27432 234 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:41:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #227 Ginn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Go Rudy!</P> 
Charles! Check it out...</P> 
<A href="http://deathby1000papercuts.blogspot.com/2007/10/blog-of-week-little-
green-footballs.html" target=_blank>LGF Blog Of The Week!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Excellent! Thanks very much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342713 27432 257 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:45:53pm  
 
New thread just posted for the debate...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342718 27434 3 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:46:59pm  
 
Oh, CAIR's not going to like that. Fred just said "Islamic 
fascism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342798 27434 56 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 1:55:59pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342863 27434 111 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:01:41pm  
 
The applause for Ron Paul is because this is happening in Dearborn, 
Michigan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342892 27434 138 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:04:40pm  



 
Rudy was great in that exchange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342959 27434 203 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:12:13pm  
 
Ron Howard!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04342969 27434 212 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:13:01pm  
 
Ron Paul wants to stop subsidizing farmers, and pull all troops out of foreign 
countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343004 27434 244 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:15:38pm  
 
I haven't been keeping close track, but I think Rudy's getting shorted on his 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343011 27434 251 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:16:42pm  
 
Rudy's taking a slap at McCain's defeatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343049 27434 288 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:20:30pm  
 
Brownback's campaign is almost done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343197 27434 423 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:40:59pm  
 
OK, one more open thread coming up while they sell stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343246 27435 11 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:46:22pm  
 
"Arab Americans are feeling a bias -- how would you change 
that?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343262 27435 22 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:47:56pm  
 
<EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, today has officially descended into farce. People have been linking to, 
reading and emailing me about two completely unrelated zombietime reports all 
day: the Google Logo Design Contest, and the Folsom Street Fair.</P> 
Now, some confused individual has somehow conflated the two reports, and just 
submitted <A href="http://www.zombietime.com/google_logo_p2.jpg" 
target=_blank>this new design</A>.</P> 
Sigh. What did I do to deserve this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You talked to the LA Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343287 27435 45 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:50:00pm  



 
Kooky Ron!</P> 
We've violated the civil liberties of all the American people!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343339 27435 87 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:54:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #71 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #46 Rogue198</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Finally a hard question for Paul...  
Of course he'll go indy...his ego and his fanatics would allow nothing 
less</P></BLOCKQUOTE>What was the question?It was cutting out, I didn't get a 
chance to hear it.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It was, "what do you mean by 'United'?"</P> 
Oh, you didn't mean that question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343359 27435 104 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 2:56:42pm  
 
"How would you catch Bin Laden?"</P> 
Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343391 27435 136 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:00:13pm  
 
I'll admit right up front -- I think Rudy had the best showing in this one.</P> 
Poll coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343480 27436 37 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:13:22pm  
 
Romney is slamming Giuliani for taking the line item veto to the Supreme Court -
- but in my opinion Rudy did exactly what any mayor of a major city should do, 
he fought to get the best deal for his city.</P> 
Romney's way off base slamming him for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343492 27436 46 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:16:18pm  
 
What's that smell in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343510 27436 60 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:19:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #54 Emperor Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4343480&amp;n=37" target=_blank>#37</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
The structure to finance cities is awful, in the entire western world.Giulani is 
a champion of achieving the possible.</P> 
He's a law-and-order candidate, who won in a city where there are 9 democrats 
for every Republican.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And as someone who spent quite a bit of time in New York when it was at rock 
bottom, in my opinion Rudy achieved something almost like a 
miracle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04343560 27436 103 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:29:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #98 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Rom Paul gets a major victory in the <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/20873697/" target=_blank>MSNBC 
poll</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course.</P> 
I'm starting to see the hits coming in from Ron Paul sites -- the hate mail will 
probably start flowing soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343650 27436 173 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:48:22pm  
 
Paulians <A href="http://dailypaul.com/node/3134" 
target=_blank>incoming</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343658 27436 181 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:49:52pm  
 
Since the great and powerful Paul isn't on our poll, they're discussing how to 
sabotage the vote against Rudy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343664 27436 186 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:50:33pm  
 
There's a definite odor in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343700 27436 218 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 3:58:36pm  
 
A whole lot of hits are coming in from this search at Digg.com, a hotbed of 
Paulian activity: <A 
href="http://digg.com/search?s=ron+paul&amp;section=all&amp;type=all&amp;area=al
l&amp;sort=new" target=_blank>search for 'ron paul'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343713 27436 229 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:01:54pm  
 
<EM>re: #208 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #186 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There's a definite odor in here.</BLOCKQUOTE>Moby-dar getting 
pings?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Mobydar readings are off the scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343737 27436 251 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:07:36pm  
 
The smell's getting worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343767 27436 281 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:13:55pm  
 



<EM>Mr. Holland's Opus</EM> was a brilliant exploration of motivation and 
dedication; Richard Dreyfuss' performance was note perfect. Very inspiring 
movie, with a wonderful score by Richard Kamen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343779 27436 291 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:16:32pm  
 
I do think <EM>Mr. Holland's Opus</EM> could have been improved, though, if only 
it had contained a track or two by Moby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343805 27436 314 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:22:30pm  
 
Especially the scene where Mr. Holland retires -- that great song by Moby 
<EM>Why Does My Heart Feel So Bad?</EM> would have set off the drama 
perfectly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343867 27436 374 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:35:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #366 kreigwagon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #314 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Especially the scene where Mr. Holland retires -- that great song by 
Moby <EM>Why Does My Heart Feel So Bad?</EM> would have set off the drama 
perfectly.</BLOCKQUOTE>"  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why Does My Heart Feel So Bad ?"Why does my heart feel so bad ?Why 
does my soul feel so bad ?  
These open doors</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Geeez Charles, Moby has such a talent for 
phraseology. Notice the rhyme, and my word, such an exquisite use of prosody.  
/<EM>still</EM> have to use the sarc sign...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Couldn't agree more. And his sophisticated political views, and advocacy of 
unpopular causes really inform his powerful dub mixes. Hopefully, when they 
remake <EM>Mr. Holland's Opus</EM>, Moby will do the score.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04343903 27436 410 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 4:42:11pm  
 
First Ron Paul hate mail of the night now posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344400 27436 472 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:28:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #470 pocomoco</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"As I wrote in the previous thread, Ron Paul is not included because his weird 
camp followers have demonstrated over and over that they’ll do anything to stack 
the results of internet polls"</P> 
Charles,Have you given any thought of identifying the Paulianas using your now 
hyper-phenomenal web site to eliminate them from your polls. Either that, don't 
put Paul's name in you polls at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No can do. The intarweb doesn't work like that -- you can't reliably identify a 
single person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344402 27436 473 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:29:02pm  
 



<EM>re: #471 desertdweller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The poll is useless. Just stop posting them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I disagree. It's very useful to shine a light on what's going 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344189 27437 215 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 5:41:17pm  
 
New hate mail now posted!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344202 27437 228 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 5:43:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #222 hous bin pharteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4344189&amp;n=215" target=_blank>#215</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Uhm.Aren't you getting a little too excited about this?You don't want this to 
become an addiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nothing brightens my day like loony email from a Paulite!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344499 27438 50 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:48:26pm  
 
It comes down to this. I don't think George Bush would have refused Al Waleed's 
$10 million offer like Rudy did.</P> 
And that's a major reason why I'm on the verge of becoming an open Guliani 
supporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344306 27439 30 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:04:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #16 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4344264&amp;n=4" target=_blank>#4</A> EC 
Marm</EM></P> 
I think their whole point was that Rudy was winning. The term "freep" means to 
spam a poll to change the results. The easiest one to choose to change the 
results was Fred because he was the closest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, that's what it means. And I'm not dissing Free Republic -- but there are a 
lot of people there who really hate Rudy, and the purpose of that post was to 
change the results against him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344331 27439 41 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:09:40pm  
 
I really hope I'm not going to have to take Fred Thompson off our polls too. But 
I won't indulge this kind of stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344355 27439 59 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:15:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #43 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe LGF polls would be more useful if registration was required. I'd be pretty 
embarrassed if Rudy folks were doing this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I'm considering that, and I've already written the code. I haven't seen any 
signs that Giuliani supporters are playing this game yet.</P> 
But even if the total number of votes declines drastically (which it would) that 
might be the best way to deal with the craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344367 27439 68 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:19:07pm  
 
I'd hope that if Fred Thompson became aware of his followers spamming polls like 
the Crazy Uncle, he'd make a statement telling them to cut it out.</P> 
Unlike said Crazy Uncle, who's desperate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344379 27439 74 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:22:23pm  
 
We're still a year out. This is going to be one crazy election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344424 27439 100 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:33:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #90 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Freep This Poll" is a daily headline at Free Republic. I visit that site a few 
times a day and they're always alerting freepers where there is a poll to vote 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know. And by linking back to them, they know that I know.</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344427 27439 102 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:34:16pm  
 
It's all about feedback, as Jimi Hendrix said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344602 27439 189 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 7:09:58pm  
 
I've never watched a single episode of <EM>Law and Order</EM>.</P> 
Maybe that's why I'm able to keep my distance from Fred-mania.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344754 27439 222 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 7:53:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #218 rogue yam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
FR peace offering here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1908961/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Reading the comments, it hardly seems like a "peace offering."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344763 27439 223 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 7:56:11pm  
 
In fact, I'm seeing a lot of outright hostility toward LGF there. Which is sad, 
but we'll survive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344831 27439 226 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 8:20:05pm  



 
Geepers:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Screw 'em if they can't take a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
They should be thanking you for getting enough votes to be statistically 
significant . I feel like I am doing a favor by going there . 
Once.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
No need to apologize.</P> 
So the Rudyites don’t like the fact that more people like Thompson than Rudy. 
Big Deal!</P> 
So it ruined their Rudy echo-chamber, again, big stinkin’ deal.</P> 
You didn’t do anything wrong except maybe wake them up to the fact that their 
guy winning anything is probably a long-shot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344530 27440 20 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 6:52:52pm  
 
<EM>re: #16 xenophobic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Heh. that's going to play hell with some Ajax driven scripts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I've built in safeguards, which is how I know they're doing 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344592 27440 49 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 7:07:56pm  
 
Baby Ginn rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04344903 27440 117 Charles Tue, Oct 9, 2007 8:39:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #116 1389</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually...the tech issue does make sense to me. I'd very much like to know how 
it works out in practice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Their bot is crawling URLs it finds in externally linked Javascript files, even 
if the URLs are contained within XMLHttpRequest function calls. I discovered it 
because I have a mechanism to send me an email when someone or something tries 
to access a script without the proper parameters or permissions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346036 27446 29 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 9:07:39am  
 
<EM>re: #10 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
LGF debate poll after 4,471 votes:Thompson 36%Rudy 32%</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's a silly internet poll. But apparently these kinds of polls are now going to 
made even more worthless by gaming from all sides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346237 27450 9 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 10:27:38am  
 
Web and database servers now restarted -- seems to have cleared up the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04346264 27450 24 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 10:50:01am  
 
I may have found the culprit -- a nasty web crawler was sucking up all our 
badwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346271 27450 29 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 10:53:32am  
 
<EM>re: #27 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So Charles, did the database crash?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, nothing crashed ... just a series of load spikes on the web 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346272 27450 30 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 10:54:06am  
 
Other sites have bandwidth. LGF has <EM>badwidth</EM>. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346291 27450 44 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 11:03:05am  
 
We're getting hit by a lot of crawlers. I'm trying to identify them 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346539 27451 10 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 4:31:09pm  
 
We may not be back online for good yet. I'm testing now to see if the server 
CPUs are still overheating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346622 27451 89 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 4:49:29pm  
 
The really disturbing thing about this is that, apparently, no one even 
considered that it might send a horrible message to the "tiny minority" of 
Islamic supremacists: that striking the US in its heart will get them amazing 
concessions, and enormous unearned respect.</P> 
Or maybe they did, and this is pure and simple appeasement.</P> 
The two possibilities: cluelessness, or a protection racket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346663 27451 125 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 4:57:30pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/4346649" target=_blank>#113</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is it possible, just hypothesizing here, that it is an attempt at showing the 
domestic Muslim population that we are not at war with Islam? The islamist PR 
machine is well oiled and very effective and needs to be combated some how. Just 
a thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That would fall under possibility #1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346869 27451 222 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 5:32:54pm  
 



Ziggy: no one uses those words here, and any posts that do will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04346931 27451 234 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 5:46:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #230 Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4346869&amp;n=222" target=_blank>#222</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Sorry, I was trying to make apoint about how wrong those words are. I'll be more 
carfeul in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I understand your point, I just want to be very clear. I've banned people for 
using racial/religious slurs, and some of them have turned into stalkers as a 
result.</P> 
And I don't think America needs to do anything to prove that we welcome Muslims 
who aren't Islamic supremacists. The simple fact is that we are still accepting 
Muslim immigrants, even from countries that sponsor terrorism, and they have a 
world of opportunities here that they couldn't even dream of in their home 
countries.</P> 
That's enough of a good will gesture. This Empire State Building nonsense is 
pandering appeasement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04347243 27453 166 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 7:44:47pm  
 
I've warned and warned about wishing for people's deaths.</P> 
From now on, it's instant cause for banning. I'm finished giving 
warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04347253 27453 169 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 7:47:43pm  
 
And if you're wondering whether I'm talking about you, maybe you should take 
that as a sign to check yourself.</P> 
Posting at LGF is a privilege, not a right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04347012 27454 15 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 6:40:14pm  
 
It's OK, guys, I've done a course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04347070 27455 5 Charles Wed, Oct 10, 2007 6:52:37pm  
 
It's sad that some people don't get Iowahawk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04349527 27466 15 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 11:49:34am  
 
Honestly, I have a hard time getting upset about anything Ann Coulter says -- 
she's an expert at winding up the media to sell her books.</P> 
And this particular controversy is another gift from Media Matters, by the way. 
I don't think I want to jump on the "condemn Coulter" bandwagon, if only because 
of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04349945 27468 94 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 12:53:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #76 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>From my reading, Coulter was simply stating standard Christian 
doctrine—</BLOCKQUOTE>True, according to many Christians all non-Christians are 
destined to hell and need to be converted but that doesn't absolve her of an 
offensive viewpoint just because it's in the Bible. Fred Phelps quotes the Bible 
all the time and he's a prick.I found Coulter's exchange (after reading the 
transcript) to be offensive Christian supremicism.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But I'm not absolving her of anything -- her whole schtick is being offensive, 
and I just can't get too worked up about it. Notice you don't see a lot of Ann 
Coulter threads here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350024 27468 163 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 1:03:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #152 segesta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm a loyal lizard, but Coulter is a bomb-throwing moron, the Keith Olbermann of 
the Right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh ... again, I'm not making excuses for what she said, and I understand why 
people are offended.</P> 
I'm not offended, because I don't expect any better from her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350032 27468 171 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 1:05:17pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/4350017" target=_blank>#158</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ann Coulter's primary interest is in helping Ann Coulter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right! She's selling books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350131 27468 253 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 1:22:47pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/4350062" target=_blank>#198</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
And this is fine? It's OK to write a bunch of uninteresting, divisive crap that 
damages anti-idiotarian goals, because she's "selling books"? Of course, she's 
free to do it, but that doesn't make her anything less than an unprincipled 
fool, especially when she claims so much to be principled.</P> 
C'mon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sheesh. Again, I didn't say it was "fine." I said I can't get worked up about 
it, because I don't expect any better from her. How does that get translated to 
me saying it's "fine?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350191 27468 301 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 1:33:01pm  
 
See why I don't care what Ann Coulter says or writes, and never link to her? 
This thread is a case in point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350224 27468 322 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 1:35:40pm  



 
Just received this email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nice to see you finally come out of the closet. You find nothing offensive about 
Coulter saying that Judaism should be discarded? Is that really "standard 
Christian doctrine"? Holy Heinrich Himmler, Batman!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, now I'm Himmler, because I said this is all a ploy for Coulter to sell her 
books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350396 27468 449 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:05:56pm  
 
Media Matters wanted to provoke exactly this reaction, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350489 27468 511 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:21:46pm  
 
<EM>re: #492 israelwantspeace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm offended by Coulter's statement. Charles, I would have expected you to have 
come out harder against her statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Again, I understand why you're offended, and that's your right, but I can't get 
worked up over it because I don't expect any better from Ann Coulter. All this 
outrage is going to achieve only one thing -- she'll sell more 
books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350505 27468 525 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:24:53pm  
 
And one more point -- I have a real resistance to letting Media Matters jerk me 
around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350621 27468 591 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:53:47pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/4350575" target=_blank>#572</A> Fortunate 
son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can’t believe LGFrs are all worked up about what Ann said. <STRONG>This whole 
site is based on unmercifully bashing Muslims.</STRONG> It’s like the pot 
calling the kettle black.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350631 27468 596 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:55:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/4350575" target=_blank>#572</A> Fortunate 
son</EM></P> 
And since you used a spelling to get through the filter, you clearly know that 
words like 'moozlimbs' are not welcome at this site. Your post is deleted for 
that reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350677 27468 608 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 3:05:40pm  
 



By the way, on the subject of words such a the one posted by "FortunateSon" -- 
anyone who posts a slur like that has already tried a more common spelling, and 
discovered that the filter doesn't allow them to post it. So if you then use an 
alternate spelling, even when you know it's not welcome, you're almost daring me 
to block your account.</P> 
That's a dare you're going to lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350764 27468 632 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 3:26:16pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/4350750" target=_blank>#629</A> zombie</EM></P> 
I once had some Jehovah's Witnesses for dinner. They were very tasty, if a 
little fatty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350803 27468 646 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 3:35:22pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/4350768" target=_blank>#634</A> Fortunate 
son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Maybe this site wasn’t based on bashing Muslims but you can’t honestly tell me 
that this is a pro-Muslim blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You're posting deliberate slurs like 'moozlimbs' and you're going to point 
fingers?</P> 
And please don't put words in my mouth. I didn't say this was a "pro-Muslim" 
blog.</P> 
And it's not an "anti-Muslim" blog, either. It's a pro-reality 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350815 27468 652 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 3:38:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #648 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ann Coulter’s statement that “Jews Need to Be Perfected by Becoming 
Christians.”</BLOCKQUOTE>Ann Coulter needs to be perfected by becoming a 
mute.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know the exact verse, but I think that's based on something in the 
Bible.</P> 
And I agree, she should stop doing this -- but how else will she keep getting on 
the New York Times bestseller list?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350880 27468 681 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 3:55:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #668 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #652 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And I agree, she should stop doing this -- but how else will she 
keep getting on the New York Times bestseller list?</BLOCKQUOTE>The brouhaha 
derives from the Left's misapprehension that Ann Coulter is an heroic icon of 
the Right; by bashing her, they think they're bashing one of our ideological 
leaders.  
The problem with that theory is that Coulter (what little I know of her) seems 
to be pretty much a paleo-con. And paleo-cons are last century's news. The 
voting bloc that will decide the next election (as it decided the 2004 election) 
are the nameless, leaderless "9/11 neocons" of this nation, best exemplified by 



LGF minions. We may be only 5% of the electorate, but we're in the political 
"sweet spot": we're the swing vote. And the MSM certainly isn't going to 
convince me to vote for Hillary by showing me me that Ann Coulter is a jerk. I 
couldn't care less about the Ann Coulters of this world.</P> 
Another key trait of the "LGF voting bloc" is that we focus on the message, not 
on any particular messenger. So tearing down the reputation of someone the Left 
thinks is our "hero" has no effect whatsoever on our beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree. Ann Coulter is no "hero" of mine and I'm not "defending" her remarks -- 
although I'm certain it's going to be portrayed that way by LGF enemies and 
stalkers.</P> 
But search my posts for "Ann Coulter," and you'll discover that in 6 and a half 
years, there are 15 posts total that mention her - and in most of them, she's 
mentioned peripherally, not the subject of the post.</P> 
The proper way to handle a self-promoting buffoon who says offensive things on 
purpose to sell product is to ignore them as much as possible.</P> 
Media Matters, on the other hand, has a vested interest in drumming up as much 
outrage as possible -- and as I wrote above, I'm not interested in being jerked 
around by them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350903 27468 689 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 4:02:21pm  
 
By the way, I saw this one coming yesterday, when I received the following email 
with a press release:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASEOctober 10, 2007</P> 
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Today, the National Jewish Democratic Council (NJDC) called 
on mainstream media outlets to stop inviting Ann Coulter as a guest 
commentator/pundit and strongly condemned recent comments that Jews should be 
"perfected" by accepting the New Testament and that America would be better off 
if Judaism were "thrown away" and all Americans were Christian.</P> 
"While Ann Coulter has freedom of speech, news outlets should exercise their 
freedom to use better judgment," said NJDC Executive Director Ira N. Forman. 
"Just as media outlets don't invite those who believe that Martians walk the 
earth to frequently comment on science stories, it's time they stop inviting Ann 
Coulter to comment on politics."</P> 
Media Matters for America has a complete transcript of Coulter's comments -- and 
video -- available here: [Link: <A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/items/200710100008" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P> 
"How does someone who says that Judaism should be thrown out, that Jews should 
be 'perfected' and that America would be better off were everyone Christian 
continue to receive a megaphone and platform from the news networks?" continued 
Forman. "When will the media say 'enough is enough?'"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Notice that they quote Coulter as saying:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...America would be better off if Judaism were "thrown away"...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But if you read the transcript, you'll discover that Coulter <EM>never said 
this</EM>.</P> 
Donny Deutsch <EM>did</EM>, however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350906 27468 691 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 4:03:22pm  
 
And again, since people seem to keep misunderstanding, I am not defending 
Coulter. I'm trying to point out that Media Matters is yanking everyone's 
chains.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04351294 27468 796 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:30:39pm  
 
Killgore: the point is that the press release and Media Matters are not being 
honest by attributing that quote to her. She did not say it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351304 27468 798 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:32:09pm  
 
And if I falsely attributed a quote to someone, I have no doubt that I'd be 
corrected within minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351312 27468 800 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:33:56pm  
 
I'm not fond of Coulter (he said for possibly the 30th time today) but I'm even 
less fond of being manipulated by liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351329 27468 804 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:36:32pm  
 
It is NOT splitting hairs to say that putting quotes around words that Coulter 
did not say is dishonest.</P> 
For the 31st time, I'm not "defending" what she said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351344 27468 807 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:40:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #805 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK she didn't say the exact words. She agreed with the sentiment- twice. "it's 
kind of a fast track" is a particularly unfortunate choice of 
words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If she didn't say the exact words, it is <EM>dishonest</EM> to put quotes around 
those words and attribute them to her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351373 27468 817 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:45:05pm  
 
OK, if you want to split hairs, it's also possible she was agreeing with the 
<EM>second</EM> part of that question.</P> 
This is not a small point. When you put quotes around words and attribute them 
to a person, it has meaning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351381 27468 819 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:46:28pm  
 
And if that person did not say the words you're putting quotes around, you are 
<EM>lying</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351398 27468 821 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:48:51pm  
 
This is a very touchy subject with me, because I've been the target of the same 
kind of lying.</P> 
Deplore what she said. But don't lie about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04351432 27468 828 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:55:04pm  
 
For the 32nd time, I'm not "defending" Ann Coulter. If she wants to, she'll 
defend herself. I'm not fan. There are 15 posts at LGF in 6 1/2 years that 
mention her, for a reason. She's a self-promoting loose cannon.</P> 
But it pains me to see people who should know better being manipulated by the 
likes of Media Matters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351436 27468 829 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:56:13pm  
 
Not "a" fan. My 'a' key is sticking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351469 27468 839 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:02:17pm  
 
How many ways can I say this?</P> 
When Ann Coulter appears on Fox News, I change the channel or close my EyeTV 
window.</P> 
I don't read or link to her columns.</P> 
I wish she would stop saying crap like this, but it's not going to happen 
because it achieves the desired effect - to promote her books, and put money in 
her bank account.</P> 
But I'm also not willing to dance to Media Matters' tune.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351496 27468 848 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:07:54pm  
 
<EM>re: #845 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4351469&amp;n=839" target=_blank>#839</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
So are anti-Semitic statements like that OK if they are just for shock value and 
commercial success?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351499 27468 849 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:09:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #840 spynverzyon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
I think what all of this adds up to is that it's time to start ignoring Ann 
Coulter. So, how about just deleting this whole post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not deleting the post, but I've been ignoring Ann Coulter for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351556 27468 861 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:22:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #856 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #852 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>To be fair those who want to quote Miss Coulter she said that 
throwing away Judaism would be an easy "fast track" solution.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well 



sure, but Media Matters forced her to say that. Don't you get it? It's all part 
of their plan.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Way to go. The last refuge of a losing argument -- misrepresent the 
opposition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351602 27468 869 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:32:10pm  
 
Again -- putting quotes around a person's words means something. If you do it to 
a person who <EM>did not say those words</EM>, it is dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351722 27468 901 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 7:03:36pm  
 
Note: I've updated the disclaimer at the top of our comment 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351776 27468 910 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 7:17:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/906/4351746" target=_blank>#906</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So, curious ain't it, that people obsess on half a sentence to condemn her. 
WHat's going on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
As I've said, people who should know better are letting Media Matters wind them 
up, just like Coulter wound up Deustch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351778 27468 911 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 7:18:12pm  
 
It's a mass wind-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351910 27468 941 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:06:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #925 Rufus Lee King</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles:</P> 
You still fail to denounce this malignant circus act whose mentally ill antics 
will set back the War on Terror and other righteous Right efforts for years.</P> 
Shame on you. And on Fox News Network. For caving to adolescent thrill seeking 
and the lowest demoniator of crowd approval. In the exact same way the Left does 
and by which it also forfieted its authority.</P> 
I will spend my time elsewhere henceforward with those who back up their 
professed ideals some semblence of action.</P> 
Cancel my password.</P> 
Rufus Lee King</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
As you wish, your account is canceled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351926 27468 950 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:12:14pm  
 
Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352002 27468 993 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:32:52pm  
 



I am not defending Ann Coulter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352006 27468 995 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:33:07pm  
 
I am not defending Ann Coulter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352007 27468 996 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:33:22pm  
 
I am not defending Ann Coulter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352012 27468 998 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:33:37pm  
 
I am not defending Ann Coulter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352014 27468 1000 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:33:46pm  
 
I am not defending Ann Coulter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04352033 27468 1012 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 8:36:50pm  
 
Eat your heart out, Edmund Hillary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04350380 27469 28 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 2:03:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #7 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey, what was the deal with the "vote" taken with regards to the debate, that 
was referenced in Tuesday's thread about this? Who was voting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The audience -- at these debates, they take a poll of the audience at the 
end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351203 27472 9 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 5:17:19pm  
 
"And if I'd had one more Panama Canal to give away, Hugo Chavez would be our 
ally today."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351530 27472 240 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 6:14:49pm  
 
Andy in Agoura: you've been here for years, and contributed a lot of valuable 
commentary. But you need to think seriously about the comment I just deleted, 
because if it happens again your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04351815 27472 434 Charles Thu, Oct 11, 2007 7:30:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #249 Andy in Agoura Hills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #240 Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Andy in Agoura: you've been here for years, and contributed a lot of 
valuable commentary. But you need to think seriously about the comment I just 
deleted, because if it happens again your account will be 
blocked.</BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, I've seen worse here. If you're gonna be PC, that's 
fine. I'll go somewhere else. BTW, wishing for someone's death is not the same 
as a threat.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Daring me to ban you is not a good idea.</P> 
Posting comments at LGF is a privilege, not a right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355074 27477 223 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 2:55:32pm  
 
Not this clown again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355140 27477 224 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 3:11:11pm  
 
The comments left by "Logan" and "Jwaksmann" are amazingly similar in tone--
high-handed condescension mixed with runaway self-esteem. If I didn't know 
better, I'd be tempted to think they were the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355212 27477 225 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 3:35:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #191 Cap'n DOC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4353871&amp;n=167" target=_blank>#167</A> 
Logan</EM></P> 
Who the hell are you? Just curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
A troll of the genus "Canadianus Moby."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354423 27479 113 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:15:35pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/4354060" target=_blank>#87</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not quite sure what you think is "busted". Ron Paul's campaign didn't cheat 
- they simply have by far the most internet support. Back in 2003/04, the Dean 
and Kucinich campaigns used to have the same things, insanely high results in 
Internet polls. It's not because they cheated, it's because they had a lot of 
support by internet savvy individuals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wrong again. There is a lot of cheating going on. On most internet polls, 
including CNBC's, all it takes to vote multiple times is to delete browser 
cookies.</P> 
On LGF polls, we check IP addresses. But if you have a dynamic IP address, as is 
the case with many universities, all it takes is to log off and back on. And in 
our polls, I saw repeated votes coming from certain universities, over and over, 
at intervals that strongly suggested the scenario I just described.</P> 
You shouldn't make blanket statements about issues you don't 
understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354484 27479 119 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:30:06pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/4354457" target=_blank>#115</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Don't make blanket statements about issues that you don't understand. You and 
some of your posters have suggested that people are doing things like making 
computer programs that change IP addresses and make extra votes, or that the 
campaign is encouraging kids to do swamp these polls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please point out any post where I have said any of those things. There's one 
thing you obviously are an expert at: straw man arguments.</P> 
And when you've run a web site with 100K visitors a day, you might be qualified 
to lecture me on IP addresses. Until then, your opinions are just that, 
uninformed opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354522 27479 124 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:38:27pm  
 
Next post from Jwaksman:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your opinions are uninformed, I run a web site with <STRONG>200,000</STRONG> 
visitors a day. You're using straw man arguments. Nanny na 
na.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354525 27479 125 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:39:10pm  
 
Hit the target with that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354545 27479 130 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:41:51pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/4354537" target=_blank>#128</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There is something to being mature enough to admit when someone else is correct. 
Don't let your ego get in the way all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Amazing cluelessness, and smug too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354549 27479 132 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:43:26pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/4354546" target=_blank>#131</A> Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What I'm simply doing here is something that isn't done often on internet 
message boards, which is why it's causing such confusion: I'm defending the 
character of someone whose politics I disagree with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, you're an example to all humanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354561 27479 134 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:45:44pm  
 
Everyone: we should all try to be more like Jwaksman. He seems to know almost 
everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354569 27479 136 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:47:19pm  
 
Don't let me stop you from sharing your compelling insights, kid. If I don't 
answer it's because I have better things to do. Like lacing up my new 
sneakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04354635 27479 144 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:57:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #143 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4354589&amp;n=139" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I do believe Israel should create a land for the 
Palestinians/muslims/whatever simply because otherwise the muslims will become a 
majority voting bloc in Israel...  
Look, we're not arguing about Israel here, I think we all pretty much 
agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Count me as one who does <STRONG>not</STRONG> agree. I 
think the "Palestinians" should be encouraged to relocate to Arab nations--
<EM>with</EM> compensation, unlike the way the Arab nations expelled their 
Jewish populations.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
What? You don't agree with Jwaksmann! Are you crazy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354672 27479 148 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 1:05:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #147 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #138 Jwaksman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ron Paul is by far the most popular Republican ON THE 
INTERNET.</BLOCKQUOTE>Can you substantiate that?  
It's clear to most of us that he's just got a cult-like group of supporters who 
spam online polls by playing around with IPs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Most online polls don't even require IP refreshing. Just delete the site's 
cookie and vote again as many times as you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354682 27479 150 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 1:06:42pm  
 
And no, of course Jwaksmann can't substantiate that. We're supposed to take his 
word for it, because he's obviously smarter and more moral than any of the 
knuckle-draggers at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354716 27479 157 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 1:16:08pm  
 
I forgot -- he's more adult, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354736 27479 162 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 1:21:06pm  
 
MySpace, YouTube, and Facebook. You've crushed me, I admit, with your astounding 
web fu. I am humiliated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04354873 27479 183 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 1:58:06pm  
 
So long, kid. You bother me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355601 27479 193 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 5:27:59pm  
 
Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04354578 27481 331 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 12:49:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #327 ProudMOT</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Charles,I emailed you this about 10 times yesterday but you don't give me a 
"hat tip" :(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hate to tell you this, but you weren't the only one to email about 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355493 27487 97 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 5:01:33pm  
 
Ah ha! I knew she was referring directly to a Bible verse when she used the word 
"perfected." <A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/ken-
shepherd/2007/10/11/abcnews-com-misrepresents-coulters-views-jews" 
target=_blank>Newsbusters</A> has the exact verse and quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But don't take my word for it, here's what Jesus taught (and he was teaching 
fellow Jews) [Matt. 5:43-48 ESV]:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and 
hate your enemy.' But I say to you, Love your enemies and pray for those who 
persecute you, so that you may be sons of your Father who is in heaven. For he 
makes his sun rise on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on the just and 
on the unjust. For if you love those who love you, what reward do you have? Do 
not even the tax collectors do the same? And if you greet only your brothers, 
what more are you doing than others? Do not even the Gentiles do the same? You 
therefore must be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Linguists and theologians would also say that "perfect" doesn't necessarily mean 
without any sin or wrongdoing, but connotes spiritual maturity and 
completeness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355553 27487 150 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 5:17:15pm  
 
I do understand why some people are upset about this.</P> 
But to be honest, I find it a lot more offensive when Deustch characterizes her 
statements like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So let's put you at the head of Iran ... let's wipe Israel off the earth 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
He should have been Godwin'ed instantly for that BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04356504 27487 478 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 8:51:57pm  
 
"Isadore" is not welcome at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04357560 27487 657 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 9:23:30am  
 
<EM>re: #555 israelwantspeace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
When someone gets up in front of millions of people and says all Jews need to 
convert to Christianity, it is silly to discuss whether the speaker really is 
anti-Semitic or not, or whether the moderator baited her or not. Charles and 
fellow lizards, while I agree with you on most points, I can't help but be 



shocked at your complete lack of sensitivity on this. While I realize you are 
not "defending" her, you can't seriously ask me or other Jews not to be upset 
with her. I respect Dennis Prager very much, and I don't think of him as a 
"useful idiot," but I'm also troubled by the line of thinking here that "Dennis 
Prager is Jewish and he's not upset so why are you?" You are all entitled to 
your opinions, but I sure wish I was seeing a lot more condemnation of the 
statement here. I don't know anything about Donny Deutsch, but after watching 
the video, I'm confident he is not the one we should be mad at.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
For what it's worth (and I'm quite weary of responding to things I didn't say or 
mean), I cited Dennis Prager not because he's Jewish -- but because I respect 
his thoughtful opinions, and I don't know of anyone who has spoken out more 
strongly against antisemitism.</P> 
I'm not asking anyone not to be upset with Ann Coulter, and I understand why 
some people are offended. But as I've written over and over, I am not 
"defending" her remarks -- I just think they've been deliberately hyped and 
misconstrued, mostly by Media Matters, to elicit this very reaction. And it 
pains me to see so many people letting Media Matters determine the 
discourse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04357630 27487 665 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 9:38:08am  
 
Search LGF for 'Ann Coulter"...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22ann+coulter%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
17 matches in 6 1/2 years, out of more than 25,000 posts. And most of them 
mention her only in passing. Ann Coulter doesn't represent me, and I neither 
support nor defend her outrageous, deliberately offensive comments.</P> 
She does it to sell her books. If you don't want to help that effort, do what I 
do, and ignore her as much as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04357641 27487 667 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 9:40:51am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/4357613" target=_blank>#662</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This going to have Imus-like consequences for her. The only one to blame is her, 
not the usual suspects who pointed it out and used quotation marks 
improperly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I could not disagree more about "using quotation marks improperly." I call ths 
"lying about what someone said."</P> 
And if I'm not supposed to quote Dennis Prager or Michael Medved just because 
they're Jewish, the same thing can be said about the NJDC and the 
ADL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358248 27487 704 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 12:32:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #702 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4358189&amp;n=701" target=_blank>#701</A> 
GreenSoccer</EM></P> 
I not a big fan of the rating system. 99% of those posts don't deserve negative 
ratings. People are just being petty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree, and it's pissing me off. That's not what it's supposed to be used 
for.</P> 



I'm working on code now to show who is giving ratings.</P> 
On the other hand, the negative ratings for hateful comments are definitely 
helpful to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358385 27487 708 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 1:25:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #707 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4358248&amp;n=704" target=_blank>#704</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
If someone feels strongly enough about a post to express an opinion, you have 
made it easy enough to say "agreed", "you suck" or whatever within a second or 
two. That's why I don't think the ratings add anything except that pettiness 
factor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I guess you missed the part where I said the negative ratings for hateful 
comments are already proving very useful to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358434 27487 710 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 1:43:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #709 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4358385&amp;n=708" target=_blank>#708</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
"report" could take care of the hateful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It could -- but it often doesn't. This is another tool that has already shown 
its usefulness to me.</P> 
And the positive ratings are also helpful to draw attention to interesting 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358734 27487 719 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 3:40:30pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/4358614" target=_blank>#714</A> Suzette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles I normally come in late reading the threads. I plus and minus comments I 
think are good or ones I am in disagreement with or find offensive. I apologise 
if I have used this wrongly. But I also try to not just ping a single poster. I 
go by comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No problem, Suzette -- that's exactly how it's supposed to be used.</P> 
It's not supposed to be a way to make a poster feel unwelcome just because you 
don't like them, regardless of the content of the post. That's why I'm 
considering showing the usernames of the raters -- to put a stop to this kind of 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355632 27488 18 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 5:34:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #13 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24630_Cambridge_Students_May
_Be_Prosecuted_for_Publishing_Danish_Cartoon&amp;only" target=_blank>Yeah, here 
it is.</A>Those cartoons are <EM>samizdat</EM> in the UK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
We're on the same wavelength ... see my update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04355650 27488 26 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 5:40:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #14 StarsandStripesForever</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT/</P> 
Watch the <A href="http://www.cnn.com/CNN/Programs/glenn.beck/" 
target=_blank>Glenn Beck</A> program at 6 pm on CNN. Glenn Beck interviews 
Pastor John Hagee for the full hour about the End Times. I agree with Pastor 
John Hagee. I believe we are living in the End Times. Watch Glenn Beck's 
interview with Hagee tonight at 6 pm PST or 9pm PST.</P> 
If you haven't done so already, convert to Christianity. Accept and believe in 
God and His Son the Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and 
Savior!:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please do not proselytize at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355735 27488 55 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 6:00:27pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/4355722" target=_blank>#53</A> zombie</EM></P> 
When ASCII meets HTML, HTML always wins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355749 27488 58 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 6:02:46pm  
 
I couldn't coax the pig out of the hangar for this one. She just didn't want to 
budge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04355844 27488 66 Charles Fri, Oct 12, 2007 6:17:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #61 Albertanator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yeah that's brilliant strategy Zombie...Mock us Christians also while we are on 
the front lines fighting against Islamic brutality for the last 1400 
years...</P> 
Wow...its okay to use us as we are being slaughtered by muslims the world over 
for propaganda against Islam...but we better not spout off to much about that 
Christianity thing huh!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What are you on about? Where did zombie "mock Christians?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04357979 27488 101 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 11:00:43am  
 
In this thread, I'm accused of allowing "Christian-bashing." In the previous 
thread, I'm accused of allowing "Jew-bashing."</P> 
Anyone want to say something nasty about Wiccans, so I can be accused of "pagan-
bashing?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04357989 27493 313 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 11:03:50am  
 
<EM>re: #220 marge45b</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The postal service issued a stamp this year for EID <A 
href="http://www.usps.com/communications/newsroom/2007/sr07_041.htm" 
target=_blank>here.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



They've been doing this for years:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=7588_Post_Office_Celebrates_
Islam&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358182 27495 94 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 12:06:53pm  
 
Hoo boy. You wouldn't believe the email I'm getting from 
'Jawksmann'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358198 27495 97 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 12:13:43pm  
 
No ... I don't share private emails. Let's just say that if he thinks he's 
getting his account back by writing that kind of email, he'll be waiting a 
<EM>long</EM> time.</P> 
I had to ban 4 people yesterday, and so far almost all of them have sent me 
nasty abusive email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358537 27499 6 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 2:28:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #1 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
So they blur the dogs to protect muslim feelings, but don't blur the location to 
protect Vilk's life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That sums it up.</P> 
But anyone who trusts CNN to protect their privacy after inviting them to film 
at a so-called 'safe house' is a fool, as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358545 27499 11 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 2:30:12pm  
 
In fact, anyone who isn't on the left side of the aisle who trusts the media to 
do <EM>anything</EM> honorable--including accurately quoting their words--is a 
fool.</P> 
I won't talk to reporters on the phone any more for this reason. If they want 
information from me they can get it through email. That way I have a 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358782 27500 36 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 3:49:11pm  
 
The question: I'm considering showing the usernames who rate comments (up or 
down) when you click the rating number, because I've noticed that some people 
have been giving negative ratings just because they don't like someone, 
regardless of the content of the post. My thinking is that if they know people 
can see what they're doing, they'll knock off this childish behavior, if for no 
other reason than because it's embarrassing.</P> 
The potential downside is that it might cause even more arguments -- "Hey! Why'd 
you ding me down? I demand an explanation!"</P> 
The upside is that it would at least provide a kind of accountability.</P> 
Opinions? I've already got it working, but right now it's only visible to 
me.</P> 
(And please, I'm not interested in arguing about the existence of the rating 
system any more. It's already proven to be quite useful to me, and will be even 



more useful in some other features I have planned. If you really don't like it, 
go to your user account management page, and turn it off 
entirely.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358791 27500 42 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 3:50:51pm  
 
P.S. If I do enable this feature, I'll set it so that the names are only visible 
after this point, so that no one can say they weren't warned, or start digging 
through old comments to find evidence for grudges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358871 27500 117 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 4:07:34pm  
 
<EM>re: #105 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles- would you have to have your ratings turned on to be able to see this, 
or would you just have to be logged in whether your ratings were on or 
off?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you turn off the rating system, there won't be anything for you to 
click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04358943 27500 178 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 4:19:39pm  
 
<EM>re: #133 Big Boots that's BOOTS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
someone help me here... I remember seeing on the TV a few years back a holiday 
or similar that Muslims celebrated where they would thrash their heads &amp; 
backs with sharp whips and blood was everywhere. It was just a nasty time.</P> 
Well - I haven't seen that celebration on the TV in Years. Anyone remember 
seeing this on the TV alot long ago? It was on every year - like the running 
with the bulls. Just lately (4-5 yrs) it's been abstinent from the tube. What 
holiday were they celebrating?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ashura:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24205_Islamic_Blood_Ritual_S
eason&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359057 27500 274 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 4:38:05pm  
 
Seems to be a pretty overwhelming "yes" to the question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359076 27500 290 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 4:40:51pm  
 
This feature won't increase the clutter on the page, by the way. To see the 
ratings, you'll click the rating number and it will pop up an alert box with the 
info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359141 27500 354 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 4:50:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #346 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4359076&amp;n=290" target=_blank>#290</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I can see the plus, minus and total. Aren't we supposed to see who 
voted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Not enabled yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359286 27500 489 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 5:13:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #439 Bearster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles: I have one techie though. Would it use excessive bandwidth or impose 
undue load on the server to make the ratings on comments update when someone 
hits the "new comments" button?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that would be a drain on server resources, especially on longer threads, 
and would significantly slow down the 'new comments' feature. That's why I 
designed it this way -- you can click the rating number of any comment to update 
it and see the latest totals.</P> 
Atomization is a beautiful thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359306 27500 507 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 5:18:03pm  
 
It won't be retroactive. It will only show the usernames from this entry 
forward. No going back and seeing who dinged you in the past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359365 27500 560 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 5:35:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #556 Kirly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think Charles is right on both counts...there would be some public 
accountability but there might be even more arguments from people demanding to 
know why they were given a negative.</P> 
For the record, I use the ratings when I agree with a post but all I have to say 
is "yeah, what they said". I find those posts boring and I assume that most 
others would find a post by me saying that same thing boring as well. And I give 
a negative rating when I simply disagree but don't really have anything much to 
add or when I find something particularly offensive.</P> 
I had assumed that Charles could always see what and how everyone was rating and 
so if I wasn't using it the way he intended, he'd tell me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly how it's intended to be used, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359468 27500 656 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 5:58:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #650 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK, how do we see who rated comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's coming up soon. Just discovered a teensy bug in the character encoding 
function.</P> 
You'll see it by clicking the rating number itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359484 27500 670 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:01:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #663 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4359398&amp;n=593" target=_blank>#593</A> 
phoenixgirl</EM></P> 
I seriously doubt it was me.I think the only person I ever dinged was Charles on 
the thread that introduced the ratings system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You dinged me down?! How dare you! I demand an explanation.</P> 
/snicker</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359492 27500 678 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:02:29pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/4359485" target=_blank>#671</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks, Charles. I did that earlier and the gizmo just kept spinning.</P> 
Most hypnotic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's the bug I was talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359508 27500 694 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:05:16pm  
 
<EM>re: #688 Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4359484&amp;n=670" target=_blank>#670</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Hey I just dinged you down and the count did not change?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sometimes the dingers cross paths.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359528 27500 713 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:09:14pm  
 
I guess "ding" is becoming the default way to refer to using this feature.</P> 
Not bad. I can live with that.</P> 
It's better than 'blog,' a name I've always hated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359538 27500 722 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:10:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #714 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are we supposed to be able to see who's doing the dinging now?</P> 
Mine doesn't work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Patience, grasshopper, patience. Tying up some loose ends now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359597 27500 780 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:22:15pm  
 
The unveiling of dingers is now live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359610 27500 793 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:23:45pm  
 
From this thread onward.</P> 
In previous threads, you can click the ding number and see how many voted up or 
down, but usernames are not revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04359624 27500 806 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:26:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #800 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4359610&amp;n=793" target=_blank>#793</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Not that you need affirmation on that decision, Charles, but a wise idea to let 
sleeping threads and comments lie.</P> 
Q: Will this rating also include the folks who rate your threads 
up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's next on the development schedule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359633 27500 815 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 6:27:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #808 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4359605&amp;n=788" target=_blank>#788</A> 
song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
I saw you'd clicked Charles immediately...so, when I checked back, I noticed 
your name was to the right...so that means, names get added to the left...now 
all that's needed is for the TIME of the "ding"! :)</P> 
Charles?</P> 
<EM>(heehee</EM> :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Time is an illusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359927 27500 1071 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 7:14:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #1041 mountain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Well, darn it. I still can't see the names (using firefox).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Click the number, grasshopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04359969 27501 54 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 7:22:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #36 1389</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
O/T: Fellow Lizardoids, you're famous!</P> 
What happened in 1389?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You've posted that comment three times now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04360241 27502 2 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 8:30:25pm  
 
Anyone remember "Jakester?"</P> 
He just emailed this lovely sentiment, from the email address 
jakefree24@hotmail.com:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Scheiss Kopf,You banned me from posting cause I called you a paranoid geek 
for causeyou falsely labeled an AP writer an anti-semite. Yet, now you peddle 
abunch of right wing swill about how that **** Coulter is NOT ananti-semite. 
What does a stupid little goyish shit like you know aboutanti-semitism? You use 
it as a convenient label for your politicalopponents, so that's why you gave 
that pig Coulter a pass. DennisPrager is the kind of kike who has to stick his 
phony religious noseinto every right winger's butt to show what a good little 



house Jew heis. You are a fascist retarded knuckledragger just like Nam Grunt 
orIron Fist. You always crap on the MSM, as if you or any of your lazy,ignorant 
pyjama wearing right wing fascist assholes are out in thefield reporting. There 
are truth seekers and bullshit artist, you arethe latter. I'm sure if Zappa was 
alive he'd puke on you and yourprimate pals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04360330 27502 40 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 8:50:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #33 WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
If someone is banned, can they still come here and view the 
threads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I usually don't make the effort to block someone completely from viewing LGF. 
But with jakester I made an exception.</P> 
This is why I haven't opened registration today, by the way. The freaks are 
howling at the moon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04360345 27502 52 Charles Sat, Oct 13, 2007 8:55:23pm  
 
Jakester's final appearance at LGF was on September 25 of this 
year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04362458 27508 182 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 12:59:26pm  
 
<EM>re: #113 Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Seeing as how I'm probably included in this "Religious Right," I'd really like 
to respond to this ridiculous article, but while Charles can go ahead and talk 
about topics touching on religion, I've noticed that when Bible-believing 
Christians mention the topic it's shot down as proselytizing, therefore I'll 
self-censor here and not respond, lest I get a Charles rebuke or a mocking 
Zombie taking-the-name-of-the-Lord in vain reply. So carry on, talk about all 
the topics under the sun, just don't mention Jesus or Christianity--unless it's 
from a strawman perspective, then go ahead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is just a blatant misrepresentation, and I can't it let it go by. I 
politely asked someone not to proselytize at LGF when they posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you haven't done so already, convert to Christianity. Accept and believe in 
God and His Son the Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and 
Savior!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is the very definition of <A href="http://m-w.com/dictionary/proselytize" 
target=_blank>proselytization</A>. I don't accuse people of doing this unless 
they <EM>are</EM> doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04362813 27508 382 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 2:35:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/4362658" target=_blank>#331</A> Emperor Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I can understand it when we're talking about them buying a security company, 
because in that case there are risks involved, such as having employees helping 
smuggle weapons or explosives, but a stock exchange?</P> 
<STRONG>What can happen?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



This:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=MWEwMDg1ZThjM2FmYzU1MTU5Y2Q3MTBhY2I2Y
jM5NTc" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363442 27510 21 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 5:28:05pm  
 
It's an exhibit from the HLF trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363446 27510 25 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 5:29:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #12 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What is that "CBS" on the memo line?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I don't know. Couldn't find an explanation of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363461 27510 35 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 5:32:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #28 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Very curious as top why CBS is on the memo line.</P> 
BTW, I saw Emerson with the kiddie jihadi training video the other night on FNC, 
but haven't been able to locate it online. Anyone else see 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The video is here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://www.investigativeproject.org/article/516" 
target=_blank>www.investigativeproject.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363510 27510 70 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 5:40:53pm  
 
<EM>re: #32 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't jump on me but, maybe Awad didn't know about this check. It is dated 9 
years before he testified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That excuse won't work. He submitted written testimony to Congress about this, 
and accused Steve Emerson of lying about it.</P> 
No, he knew. He just didn't think he'd get caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363585 27510 123 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 5:53:19pm  
 
The mark is a bank teller's mark indicating a cleared check, and so is the round 
sticker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363634 27510 158 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:03:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #132 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Whats kind of odd is that CAIR admitted the testimony was a lie a week after the 
hearing when they released the<A 
href="http://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/misc/50.pdf" 



target=_blank>**Supplemental Testimony** of Nihad Awad</A> on September 17th, 
2003.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>CAIR is a nonprofit, grassroots organization. Our only source of 
income is through donations <STRONG>and the amount in question was a donation 
like any other.</STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE>He lied in his testimony and admitted he 
lied a week later when he changed his story from "we didn't take any money from 
them" to "OK we took the money but it was just a donation."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Interesting. He had to admit it at that point, because he was busted. So he 
tried to spin it as a "donation" instead. And apparently the Senate committee 
let him get away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363680 27510 183 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:17:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #178 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Robert Spencer had posted the graphic at JihadWatch a couple days ago, with a 
single word, <STRONG>Moderates</STRONG>. The graphic was a link to [Link: <A 
href="http://www.anti-cair-net.org" target=_blank>www.anti-cair-
net.org...</A>]</P> 
Render's web-fu on the Thur-Fri dead thread (<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27473#c0295" 
target=_blank>#295</A>) turned up this (among other things):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>[Link: <A href="http://www.adl.org/Israel/cair.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]  
“<STRONG>In June 1994, we used a modest donation as a starting budget to open 
the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR)</STRONG> in Washington, D.C.” 
(<STRONG>Nihad Awad</STRONG>, Americans for Middle East Understanding, ‘Muslim-
Americans in Mainstream America,’ February 2000) <STRONG>The donation Awad was 
writing about was $5000 in seed money from the Holy Land Foundation for Relief 
and Development, a Hamas “charity”</STRONG> shut down by the U.S. government in 
December of 2001. (Testimony of Steven Emerson Before the United States Senate 
Committee of Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, ‘Money Laundering and Terror 
Financing Issues in the Middle East,’ July 13, 2005)"</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Emphasis 
mine. So <EM>10/5/1994</EM> on the check likely means 10 May, 1994.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
But the bank sticker reads "10/14."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363697 27510 198 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:21:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #185 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4363680&amp;n=183" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Charles,</P> 
Feeling slightly dense this evening -- I'm not following what exactly you're 
saying about CBS? What's the upshot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Appearances on 60 Minutes require preparation and research, especially if you're 
the head of a Muslim Brotherhood front group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363705 27510 202 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:22:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #186 CommonSense</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles</P> 



Shouldn't the account number and routing number at least be censored 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The check is almost 13 years old, from an organization that has been shut down 
for years...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363745 27510 232 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:32:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #221 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4363680&amp;n=183" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
If you look closely, the sticker reads 10814. Take a good look. I do believe 
that is the teller ID number. I've seen them on some of my checks from that era. 
The date would be stamped on the back by the automated processing 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, you're right about that. The '8' appeared to be a slash.</P> 
But I still think it's doubtful that the date on the check was in European 
format.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363764 27510 246 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 6:42:11pm  
 
About the date format: European date formats do not use slashes:</P> 
10/5/1994</P> 
The typical European format would use either periods or dashes:</P> 
10.5.1994</P> 
And in 1994, it would have been unusual to find a check using European 
format.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04363876 27512 16 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 7:14:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #2 Skippy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>... is worth looking at, as he chronicles ...</BLOCKQUOTE>Didn't we 
have a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27426_Zombie_in_LA_Times&amp
;only" target=_blank>thread</A>, not too long ago, where we lambasted some 
witless <EM>L.A. Times</EM> reporter for using a masculine pronoun to describe 
zombie?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that incorrect pronoun was posted at LGF for less than a minute. Thanks for 
noticing, though!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364035 27512 133 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 7:59:21pm  
 
After the past couple of days, open registration is going to become much more 
scarce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364043 27512 139 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:02:22pm  
 
In fact, registration at LGF may become a by-request-only 
feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04364045 27512 141 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:03:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #136 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #133 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>After the past couple of days, open registration is going to become 
much more scarce.</BLOCKQUOTE>Lemme guess...high levels of trolls &amp; sock 
puppets?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Very high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364059 27512 152 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:06:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #144 dentate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #139 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>In fact, registration at LGF may become a by-request-only 
feature.</BLOCKQUOTE>What, you don't have enough work to do without sifting 
through applications? Don't you think that people will be just as dishonest, if 
not more so, in such requests as they are when they sign on 
randomly?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No application system ... just a verified email asking to be included. Believe 
me, it will be less work than cleaning up after the droppings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364071 27512 160 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:10:24pm  
 
Apparently, some people aren't reading my conditions for posting 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364096 27512 178 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:17:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #166 FlyingTigress</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow... Did I correctly count the number of deleted posts in this thread?</P> 
11?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, and the time for warnings is finished. From now on, registration at LGF is 
by request only.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04364147 27512 220 Charles Sun, Oct 14, 2007 8:36:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/4364125" target=_blank>#201</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I remember when you didn't even have to be registered to post at 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It would be nice if I could rely on the average internet user to be sane.</P> 
Unfortunately, as LGF has gained more and more visitors, the percentage of 
irresponsible people who don't care about the damage their comments can do has 
also increased. And I'm not willing to let them poison this site.</P> 
If I do open registration, it will be for very short periods, and I'll require 
some kind of verification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04368123 27517 429 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 6:10:00pm  
 



No one has made "death threats" against "stvip." That's 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04368135 27517 430 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 6:12:46pm  
 
Reading comprehension 101. This is what "stvip" <A href="/showc/395/4367220" 
target=_blank>wrote:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...unless you make more veiled death threats/wishes about 
Olmert...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And I haven't seen any "death threats" against Olmert either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04368224 27517 432 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 6:33:23pm  
 
If I seem irritated about this stupid personal bickering, it's because I am.</P> 
I spend way too much of my time dealing with this kind of stuff.</P> 
How about if we all decide to act like grown-ups?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366094 27522 10 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 11:13:39am  
 
They don't do a very good job of promoting it, in my opinion. I found out about 
it from reading Captain's Quarters -- never received an email from 
Wizbang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366099 27522 11 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 11:14:15am  
 
Note that the voting takes place via an internet poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366122 27522 18 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 11:16:44am  
 
I couldn't find where you're supposed to put nominations either; I guess you're 
supposed to do it in a comment.</P> 
Nor could I find a list of current nominees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04367131 27522 126 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 2:26:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #124 Potfry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I would just like to know how "Sadly, No" gets nominated repeatedly for best 
humor blog. How about Whiniest Blog? Or Most Irresponsibly Arrogant Blog? 
Anything but funny, man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The crackheads at Sadly No like to refer to LGF as "The Little Green American 
Bund."</P> 
Because nothing is more humorous than calling someone a Nazi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366537 27525 6 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 12:34:35pm  
 
Yes, I deleted the previous post. It was an ill-advised "satire" by FrontPage 
Magazine, retaliating against the GWU phony anti-Muslim posters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04366558 27525 20 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 12:37:39pm  
 
I'm not too happy with FrontPage right now. If they're going to try their hand 
at satire, they should make it obvious enough that they don't end up punking 
their supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366583 27525 39 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 12:41:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 Cap'n DOC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4366558&amp;n=20" target=_blank>#20</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
What's FrontPage? I thought all the headlines were on the LGF 
FrontPage...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
FrontPage is David Horowitz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04366652 27525 79 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 12:52:38pm  
 
<EM>re: #69 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4366620&amp;n=62" target=_blank>#62</A> 
Thanos</EM></P> 
With the absurdities from the LLL it's always tough to tell. I often can't tell 
koskidz satire from the real thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The only thing that was obviously off-kilter in that "satire" was the date.</P> 
But in those GWU posters, the phoniness could not have been more obvious, 
because you just don't see conservative groups doing that kind of 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04367698 27529 22 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 4:54:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #14 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I thought LGF was going to move towards registration by 
request.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am -- but technical issues need to be solved first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04367728 27529 43 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 4:58:04pm  
 
Consistency is the hobgoblin of small minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04367921 27529 197 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 5:26:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #166 Ashamed to be Dutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Could it be possible have an option in "manage account" to choose to make 
account related e-mail addresses permanently show when posting (without having 
to re-enter every-time we login, could it be like the home page address) ?</P> 



Not that I'm so lazy (...) but for security reasons I reset my browser several 
times a day (to erase all traces and cookies), by doing that I also erase my e-
mail every time... And almost always forget to re-enter it when I post...</P> 
Well, Ok, yes, I'm lazy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You don't have to re-enter it -- just click the 'Show email' 
checkbox...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04367931 27529 204 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 5:28:34pm  
 
<EM>re: #160 ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
LGF New Registrants Watch List.</P> 
Kewl !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Mwa haa ha. Yes indeed, it's a new feature of the Lizardoid Overlord 
Tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04368314 27532 17 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 6:56:03pm  
 
David Crosby put more money up his nose than most people ever dream of. Who 
knows how many people died in stinking hotel rooms in Colombia so he could stay 
high?</P> 
The hypocrisy is stunning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04369000 27533 287 Charles Mon, Oct 15, 2007 8:38:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #154 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Has Charles ever tried a wee hours of the morning (U.S time) open 
registration?</P> 
I'm just wondering if the nominal "registration pressure" which results in 32 
regs in 10 minutes (and 51 in 14 minutes) is present 24 hrs/day, 7 days/wk.</P> 
If so, that would imply a sustained reg rate of ~5000 new lizards/day. Are there 
really that many lizards clammoring to get in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's about right. And sometimes I'm tempted to leave registration open, just 
to see what would happen.</P> 
The problem is that the crackhead trolls would do their best to ruin things, and 
those types are crazy enough that they just might succeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04370474 27536 124 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 8:36:41am  
 
<EM>re: #118 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT - Does anyone have an update on thatHoly Land Foundation trial? What happened 
with that Juror who woudn't vote or take part in the discussions or 
whatever.Anyone?Bueler?CHARLES?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's no news yet. Not a good sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04371659 27536 362 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 12:18:13pm  
 
Heh. Check out the latest update above, from gossip mongers Gawker. Randi's head 
injury was caused by 14 Ketel Ones...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04372531 27543 44 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 4:52:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #32 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There's a rumour of an eyewitness account making the rounds...<A 
href="http://gawker.com/news/developing/was-talk-show-host-randi-rhodes-jumped-
by-14-ketel-ones-311453.php" target=_blank>Was Talk Show Host Randi Rhodes 
Jumped By 14 Ketel Ones?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Randi Rhodes was no more assaulted by a right-wing fanatic on Monday 
than Dick Cheney was. She, in fact, fell down and injured her teeth outside of a 
Midtown Irish bar at around 6 o'clock Sunday evening after downing about 
fourteen Ketel One Bloody Marys. She was abusive to the barstaff and generally 
gross, crass, loud, and pretentious. I genuinely hope she has a speedy recovery. 
I never would've disclosed this (I believe that anyone should feel free to hang 
out at Irish pubs at any time and not be concerned about someone publishing 
their behavior) if Air America hadn't grossly interpreted a drunken indiscretion 
and allowed it to be morphed into some bullish rhetoric on air. Whatever 
journalistic integrity the station may have ever had is now completely 
compromised. The manipulation of the public diminishes any cause, whether just 
or fabricated.</BLOCKQUOTE>Take with a grain of salt.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's from Gawker.com, and I had it as an update to my earlier 
post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04372547 27543 58 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 4:56:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #52 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4372521&amp;n=38" target=_blank>#38</A> 
Shug</EM></P> 
It's possible. <EM>If</EM> it was alcohol related she's have to be very drunk 
for her instinct to raise her hands to protect her face to be suppressed. Take 
it from someone who knows, she'd have to be in near blackout 
territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And fourteen Bloody Marys would get you right into that 
territory...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04372571 27543 82 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 5:00:29pm  
 
The drinking story isn't hard to believe at all ... Google "Randi Rhodes drunk" 
and check out the results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04372582 27543 93 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 5:02:50pm  
 
And notice -- the story is that she had that much booze by <EM>6 pm</EM>!</P> 
She's a one-woman party!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04372595 27543 104 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 5:04:57pm  
 
<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=randi+rhodes+d
runk&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>randi rhodes drunk - Google 
Search</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04372604 27543 111 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 5:05:48pm  
 
She really should get some help, though. I'm very concerned for 
her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04372977 27545 10 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 6:13:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #3 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
What's the retention rate of late?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Pretty high! The trolls may be keeping it on the down low.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04373010 27545 32 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 6:17:49pm  
 
29 hatchlings so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04373024 27545 43 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 6:19:46pm  
 
35 hatchlings now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04373056 27545 71 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 6:23:36pm  
 
40+ now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04373888 27547 29 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 8:44:30pm  
 
<EM>re: #17 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm stumped by the Greek Orthodox thing. I don't see the 
connection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's Neturei Karta again, the phony rabbis who show up at every antisemitic 
sideshow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04373998 27547 70 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 9:13:51pm  
 
They're not Greek Orthodox. Don't be fooled by the hats. That's Neturei Karta. 
The URL on their badges is nkusa.org.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04374178 27547 87 Charles Tue, Oct 16, 2007 9:55:43pm  
 
Oh, I see... they ended up at a Greek Orthodox church.</P> 
It's not surprising, really. The Greek Orthodox Church has a long tradition of 
antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375839 27555 24 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 9:55:50am  
 



As I was thinking through the issues around changing to a by-request-only 
registration system, it occurred to me to try a radical experiment, in the 
opposite direction.</P> 
If I simply left registration open, what would happen?</P> 
The first problem, obviously would be with the leftist trolls, who would do 
their best to post as much nastiness as possible, in as short a time as 
possible.</P> 
But here's where the rating system could come in very handy. Assuming there 
would be more sane people than insane moonbats, any post that got more than, 
say, 10 negative ratings could be automatically deleted. And to take it a step 
further, any commenter who has more than, say, 5 posts deleted in this way would 
automatically have his/her/its account blocked.</P> 
(The numbers above are just for argument, off the top of my head.)</P> 
In this way, the community could police itself. That's the theory, anyway. 
Opinions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375869 27555 43 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:00:35am  
 
<EM>re: #34 Just_A_Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4375839&amp;n=24" target=_blank>#24</A> 
Charles</EM>Two words, Ron PaulIf enough saboteurs managed to get in they could 
target many long time posters here and get them eliminated. The trolls would not 
mind throwing themselves upon the walls to get some folks banned and then brag 
about it.Just my 2¢</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Of course, I'd still be keeping an eye on things, and wouldn't allow that kind 
of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375915 27555 77 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:07:16am  
 
<EM>re: #65 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4375839&amp;n=24" target=_blank>#24</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
The problem with that idea is that an organized group of 10 or 15 trolls could 
give negative ratings to trusted lizardoids and get their posts deleted and 
their accounts blocked. They could stop stomp through the threads giving 10 negs 
to anyone they don't like, over and over, wreaking havoc. They wouldn't even 
have to post comments themelves.</P> 
The only way around that would be to implement a "Digg" style system where old-
timers have more weight to their "votes," but then you get involved in managing 
a whole Diggesque ecosystem, which could be very time 
consuming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There are ways around this too. Troublemakers could be easily identified; 
negative ratings could be limited to a certain number in a certain time 
period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375942 27555 95 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:10:37am  
 
Some kind of system needs to be put in place, because I am receiving literally 
dozens of begging emails every day, asking to register here. Keeping the system 
closed most of the time is creating a lot of work for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04375957 27555 106 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:13:00am  
 
Remember also that you can see who's giving positive/negative ratings now, by 
clicking the number. Abusers wouldn't last long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375972 27555 115 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:14:54am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/4375864" target=_blank>#39</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
You would change us from a community to a war zone in very short order. Most of 
us that come here do so to talk with like-minded people. A troll or leftist loon 
now and then is fine. If coming here meant constant fighting with trolls and 
loons - not so much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's what you said when I first installed the rating system, too, and it 
didn't happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04375988 27555 126 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:18:07am  
 
<EM>re: #118 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4375942&amp;n=95" target=_blank>#95</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Could you email a hint about the next Open Registration to the persistent 
beggers?</P> 
<EM>/All the same more work for you...</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No -- that would be an invitation to abusers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376002 27555 135 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:20:38am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4375994" target=_blank>#130</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Also, even though Charles might be able to rectify uncalled for account 
bannings, individual comments, once deleted, are down the memory 
hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, they're not. They're only hidden, and can be restored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376058 27555 179 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:31:03am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/4376031" target=_blank>#160</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, I could point to many instances to the contrary...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
So go ahead and point them out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376089 27555 202 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:37:17am  
 
<EM>re: #192 ron paul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4376058&amp;n=179" target=_blank>#179</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 



Could You make new lizards unable to rate posts until they have posted a certain 
number of times?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That might be a good way to approach it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376094 27555 207 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:37:53am  
 
<EM>re: #201 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #179 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4376031&amp;n=160" target=_blank>#160</A> Logan</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Uh, I could point to many instances to the 
contrary...</BLOCKQUOTE>So go ahead and point them out.</BLOCKQUOTE>I kind of 
get the feeling that you've already decided to do this, but just want people to 
talk you of it. Am I wrong?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yep, you're wrong. I haven't decided anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376203 27555 291 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:53:48am  
 
<EM>re: #281 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
Do you already block multiple nics from the same IP address? If not, you might 
want to set up that restriction before you go live all the 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Can't do that -- too many people use proxy-based system with dynamic IPs, or 
systems like AOL with massively shared IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376213 27555 299 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 10:55:27am  
 
<EM>re: #271 mbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ie, the registration thing.Would it be possible to place members of a certain 
vintage in a "safe" category of some sort?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, that might be another good way to prevent abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376321 27555 399 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:12:21am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4376031&amp;n=160" target=_blank>#160</A> 
Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #144 unreconstructed rebel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>What's cool about this site is it's <STRIKE>tolerance</STRIKE> 
<EM>wrong word</EM>, lack of fear of contrary opinion.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, I could point to many instances to the contrary...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Still waiting for you to back up that accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376409 27555 466 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:27:56am  
 
It's probably not a good idea to continue ignoring direct questions from 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04376413 27555 469 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:28:46am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/4376405" target=_blank>#464</A> Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Suffice to say, the response I've received for legitimate and intelligent posts 
wasn't always "tolerant."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You mean, people disagreed with you? Well, call the 
waaambulance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376457 27555 508 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:33:34am  
 
<EM>re: #488 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #469 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4376405&amp;n=464" 
target=_blank>#464</A> Logan</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Suffice to say, the response I've received for legitimate and 
intelligent posts wasn't always "tolerant."</BLOCKQUOTE>You mean, people 
disagreed with you? Well, call the waaambulance.</BLOCKQUOTE>No, I don't mean 
that.You didn't even read my post, so anywhoo...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
You wrote this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Uh, I could point to many instances to the contrary...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm still waiting for you to point out those "many" instances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376510 27555 557 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:38:38am  
 
<EM>re: #491 Logan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #466 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It's probably not a good idea to continue ignoring direct questions 
from me.</BLOCKQUOTE>Why?  
Not getting the attention you want?</P> 
Is it now cause to be banned if you don't answer direct 
questions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No. It's cause to be banned if you throw around accusations, can't back them up, 
and instead of explaining yourself, take a big steaming dump in the middle of my 
living room.</P> 
Maybe you'd like to take another one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376604 27555 639 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:50:54am  
 
<EM>re: #626 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Why would some people rather do anything than admit they were wrong? Is it all 
this <STRIKE>tyrant/sociopath training</STRIKE> concern for self-esteem schools, 
that some parents can't ever say no to Jr.?</P> 
Think about it, who has the highest self-esteem?</P> 
Dictators and serial killers top the list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And Mobys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376651 27555 681 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 11:56:35am  



 
That's enough chances for Logan. (Don't waste your time emailing me, Moby--it 
will go immediately into the trash.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376744 27555 759 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 12:08:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #738 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Regarding Open Registration 24X7 -- I like the idea for Charle's sake. If he can 
trust us to bury trolls, threats of violence, etc. then he doesn't have to keep 
his face in a screen 24X7 the rest of his life, the system becomes self-
maintaining.</P> 
It means we have to have his back though.</P> 
There needs to be a limit or level set of posts before you can downrank, there 
needs to be valid email addy filter for registration as exists now, there needs 
to be a reference file that keeps banned people's IP's for 8 hours or whatever 
to disallow new registration from that IP for that period. (That way we won't 
have spam trolls who die and immediately reincarnate.)What else is 
needed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good ideas, and I see you understand the method behind my madness. Its becoming 
too much work to stay on top of the craziness, and I'm trying to find ways to 
automate things a little more, without letting it turn into a complete free-for-
all or mob mentality echo chamber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376757 27555 770 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 12:10:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #746 Oh no...Sand People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does anyone know of any accounts 'Resurrected' from Ban Hammer 
Death?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It has happened, when people are sincere about apologizing for crossing a line, 
and promise not to do it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04376770 27555 783 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 12:12:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #777 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4376744&amp;n=759" target=_blank>#759</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Huffpo has a staff of <EM>forty</EM>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know, and look what a mess <EM>that</EM> site is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04378354 27563 126 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 5:29:42pm  
 
Now updated with audio! Look out, Lawrence Olivier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04378467 27563 225 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 5:56:52pm  
 
Thank you. Thank you. You like me ... you <EM>really</EM> like me.</P> 
I owe it all to my screenwriter, "The Termite."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04378479 27563 234 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 5:58:56pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/4378471" target=_blank>#229</A> 
tasteslikechicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
they are in the wingnut world of derangement that no sane man can 
enter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And you think I'm sane? And a "man?"</P> 
Bwa ha hahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04378496 27563 248 Charles Wed, Oct 17, 2007 6:02:39pm  
 
Don't tempt me to do this in a Laurence Olivier style.</P> 
Just don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04380421 27568 872 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 8:49:09am  
 
I'm pretty open to allowing opposing viewpoints here, but I draw the line at 
9/11 Truthers. 'Jaybo' will have to find somewhere else to post that kind of 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04381499 27576 33 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 12:45:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #13 Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles,</P> 
I have a question regarding the log in system. Even though I check "remember me" 
I have found that after a while I get logged off anyway (sometimes the same 
day). I think I've finally figured it out. I have two computers, my work 
computer and my home computer, and it seems when I log in on one, a short time 
later I'll get logged off the other. Is this what I'm seeing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, if you log in from two different computers at the same time, or two 
different browsers, you can have that kind of conflict.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04381726 27577 91 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 1:21:03pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/4381722" target=_blank>#88</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wait, that makes no sense.</P> 
She's allied with the US, terrorists trying to kill her instead kill 50 
innocents, and the response is to have an anti-American riot?</P> 
Shouldn't that be an anti-terrorist riot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's Pakistan. Nothing makes sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04381787 27577 132 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 1:28:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #123 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4381759&amp;n=113" target=_blank>#113</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 



Actually, I suspect that based on the supposedly tight security that enabled a 
truck bomb to get right in front of Bhutto's convoy and no one seemed to notice. 
And #104 was semi-tongue in cheek.</P> 
The ISI has been quite nefarious in its dealings inside Pakistan and in the 
surrounding countries. They've got their own agenda that is separate from that 
of the official Pakistani government. That's how and why Musharraf has to act as 
cautiously as he does because the ISI is thoroughly penetrated with 
Islamists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, the ISI definitely could be involved in this. Karachi is where Daniel Pearl 
was murdered, by the way; there's a very deep Islamist presence 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04381950 27577 245 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 1:49:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #236 doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Rush letter is now up to $750K. Unbelievable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
At this rate, Rush may have to reconsider meeting the amount dollar for 
dollar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04382981 27579 667 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 4:42:55pm  
 
Sorry to take the troll away from you guys. But you know, when they start 
spewing racism, that's enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04382970 27580 11 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 4:41:24pm  
 
Fourteen Bloody Marys on an empty stomach will do that to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04383262 27581 102 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 5:24:33pm  
 
Hilarious! Democratic Underground is trying to get the auction shut down. See 
the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04383733 27583 116 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 7:07:22pm  
 
Note to Thanos and mondoreb: your sites have been added to the Ajax news 
feeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04383752 27583 131 Charles Thu, Oct 18, 2007 7:09:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #126 mondoreb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4383733&amp;n=116" target=_blank>#116</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Wow!You're the best!Thanx!</P> 
uhhh...what does that mean exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27583_Thursday_Night_Mission
_Statement#newsfeeds" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04386100 27583 741 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:38:45am  
 
WimbledonWomble: your post was deleted because it's extremely annoying for 
people to have to scroll over an endless post that consists of the same 
sentences copied over and over and over.</P> 
If you think that's too "controlled," then so be it.</P> 
You also wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There was a specific quote by someone that said something about killing all 
muslims that got CAIR worked up. It was some time ago and I read about on a CAIR 
press release. I never saw the original quote. There has been nothing like that 
recently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not going into the whole story again, but this is not 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04385977 27587 17 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:20:35am  
 
"15 billion" was a Telegraph typo. The report says "1.5 
billion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388524 27592 118 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 3:55:11pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/4388511" target=_blank>#115</A> ex cathedra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wish Charles didn't post this update without verifying first. An honorable 
group of people have been slandered and vilified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I did research this group, and there are some troubling things in their history; 
I didn't post without looking into them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388536 27592 120 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 3:58:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #117 sheik yer'mami</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
There is that 'racist' word again. Like 'Islamophobe'- the great boogeyman, the 
fiery dragon in our nightmares, to scare us off.</P> 
<STRONG>What's worse? Islam or the perceived racists?</STRONG></P> 
Yes, most of us have problems with those who would openly discriminate against 
another people because of the colour of their skin.</P> 
Perhaps it is the biggest problem we have, in order to organize. <STRONG>But we 
know racism and we know how to deal with it.</STRONG> It shouldn't scare us the 
way it does.</P> 
But most of us don't know Islam and don't realize how dangerous it is for 
freedom and democracy. We need all the help we can get. I say get with the 
program and lets sort the racists out later.What say you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I do not agree. True racists have their own agenda, which they will hide and 
lie about in order to hitch a ride on a popular cause. It's very dangerous to 
associate with those types.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388564 27592 123 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 4:07:40pm  
 



To be fair, I posted your link to the Sverigedemokraterna web site, and noted 
that there is a disagreement about the characterization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388584 27592 128 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 4:15:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #125 ex cathedra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #118 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4388511&amp;n=115" 
target=_blank>#115</A> ex cathedra</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I wish Charles didn't post this update without verifying first. An 
honorable group of people have been slandered and vilified.</BLOCKQUOTE>I did 
research this group, and there are some troubling things in their history; I 
didn't post without looking into them.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, with all due (huge) 
respect, I believe that the research you did was based on very suspect sources. 
Sweden Democrats is the only party in Sweden today that is clearsighted about 
the dangers of islamization. It is the only party that attempts to debate the 
current dangerous situation. They do not say nor hint racist things. Their 
program and rhetoric is radically different from that of the BNP (and even the 
BNP has reformed itself to some degree).  
They are consistently lied about in the Swedish media. The Swedish establishment 
and the leftists are not to be trusted on the information about this 
party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But even you and Fjordman admit that in the past, they were associated with neo-
Nazis. I do not think it's wrong to be wary of any group that has that sort of 
thing in their past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388728 27592 166 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 5:04:38pm  
 
<EM>re: #159 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Interesting thread.</P> 
Brenda (#102),</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>America's patriotic Minutemen are still regularly accused of 
being trigger-happy vigilantes</STRONG> even though there has not been a single 
proven allegation of violence against any of the thousands of citizen border 
watchers over several years.</BLOCKQUOTE>And racists.  
<BLOCKQUOTE>So you can't worry about name-calling from the sons of Allah and 
their lefty pals, if you want to save western civilization.</BLOCKQUOTE>Very 
true. If we were to go with the characterizations made by the media of groups 
that don't rise to their level of political correctness and idealogical approval 
we'd be completely wrong 95 time out of 100.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree with this, mostly. But there's a big difference between a group like the 
Minutemen, which has no history of racism or violence, and groups like the BNP 
or the Swedish Democrats, who do have a well-documented history of racism. It's 
not wrong to be wary of groups like that -- in fact, it's 
necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388922 27592 207 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 5:49:09pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/4388831" target=_blank>#192</A> AliAbDab</EM></P> 
Yes, it does matter.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is racism always bad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Yes, it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388959 27592 213 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 5:55:59pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/4388894" target=_blank>#204</A> dymphna</EM></P> 
I appreciate what's happening in Brussels and it's long overdue, but I cannot 
agree with the idea that they should be making alliances with groups with 
racist, extremist histories. That's the wrong way to go, and it's going to 
backfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389053 27592 222 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:12:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #215 derkrieger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4388959&amp;n=213" target=_blank>#213</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I agree that it is wrong but I disagree that it will backfire. In Britain for 
example it it the BNP that is speaking the loudest about the danger posed by 
uncontrolled immigration and Islamization. All the other parties toe the PC line 
on the subject. Where else are Britons concerned about losing their country to 
turn? No other party will discuss the issue for fear of being labeled racist. As 
I said way back up in post 93(?) the weakness of the major parties on the issues 
of immigration and Islamization leaves a political vacuum readily filled by 
these far right parties. The only way to stop them is to provide people with an 
alternative. But will it happen? Not likely because, again, of the fear most 
politicians have of being called "racist" by the Left. This fear guarantees the 
rise of the far right as the only alternative willing to speak for the concerns 
of the average citizen regarding their national identity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I agree that the average European citizen has been backed into a corner, by the 
multicultural policies of their leaders. I don't agree that the correct way to 
handle this is to jump into the arms of groups like the BNP.</P> 
And by "backfire," I mean that if the average Brit does give the BNP and their 
like free reign, it's going to result in some very bad times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389084 27592 226 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:17:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #224 derkrieger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And by "backfire," I mean that if the average Brit does give the BNP 
and their like free reign, it's going to result in some very bad 
times.</BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not so sure. If the average Brit joins the BNP b/c there 
is no alternative don't you think the real racists will be overwhelmed by Brits 
motivated by national survival? Could they also not force the BNP to accept like 
minded minorities? I'm sure there are many Brit minorities just as fearful of 
Sharia as there are whites.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And they'll be rightfully terrified of the BNP, who are most assuredly not their 
friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389120 27592 230 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:24:10pm  
 
<EM>re: #227 Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



This Sverigedemokraterna seems to be very much like Britains BNP. Openly racist 
past, nationalist agenda, polished new 'non-racist' image, shiny reasonable or 
at least semi-reasonable sounding website. The Islamists would love us to get 
these guys on board, they really would.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's my impression too. And it's why I'm trying to warn the lizard army about 
these "fellow travelers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389129 27592 233 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:26:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/4389105" target=_blank>#229</A> AliAbDab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nutters like Ahmadinajad may well try to deny the mass killing of Jews by NAZIS, 
but many others who do not dispute the millions murdered simply question whether 
it was a deliberate policy originating personally from Hitler. Don't get me 
wrong, I believe it was Hitlers intention. But that doesnt mean we must label 
all who question that as "deniers".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Keep posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389148 27592 238 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:30:32pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/4389125" target=_blank>#232</A> dymphna</EM></P> 
I'm aware of all of that. I've posted about the insanity many times.</P> 
But if you think the right way to handle this situation is to embrace the BNP, 
we're going to part ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389186 27592 240 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:39:36pm  
 
Case in point: comment number 229.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389439 27592 253 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:01:36pm  
 
AliAbDab: Direct question time. Are you questioning the 
Holocaust?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389441 27592 254 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:02:20pm  
 
And please note, folks, this poster has also defended the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389451 27592 255 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:05:20pm  
 
There's a very distinct smell in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389557 27592 260 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:42:23pm  
 
I've read over the posts by "AliAbDab" again, and decided I don't want this 
person posting at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389568 27592 261 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:45:25pm  
 



And the attitude expressed in his posts should be a warning to those of you who 
think you can make alliances with the Vlaams Belang or the BNP, without being 
hopelessly compromised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389582 27592 263 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:50:12pm  
 
Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388151 27593 197 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:18:56pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/4388099" target=_blank>#184</A> 
MigueldowninMexico</EM></P> 
You're overreacting. Big time. There was <STRONG>one</STRONG> offensive comment, 
and it was deleted as soon as I became aware of it.</P> 
No one is served when you fly off the handle because of one offensive 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388235 27593 214 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:41:26pm  
 
I have now banned two people for that "whore of Rome" crap. I consider it hate 
speech, and it's not welcome here.</P> 
But I'm not going to start telling people they can't criticize the Catholic 
church, just like I wouldn't tell our more religious people they can't criticize 
atheism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388252 27593 218 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:45:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #217 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4388235&amp;n=214" target=_blank>#214</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
No one's asking you to.</P> 
It would be nice, though, if people would look at their behavior when the 
subject comes up. You can't make them do that, and you shouldn't have 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually Miguel <EM>did</EM> ask me to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388295 27593 226 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:55:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #223 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4388259&amp;n=221" target=_blank>#221</A> 
Dianna</EM></P> 
I guess I missed it but I've linked to the SouthPark episode on Mormonism before 
and nobody demanded the link be removed. I guess the times are 
changing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just for the record, I don't remove posts because people demand it -- but that 
link was to a crackpot hate site, and deserved to be 86'ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388304 27593 227 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:56:57pm  
 



And just to be sure, I went back and looked at it again. Yup. Crackpot 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388317 27593 229 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 2:59:32pm  
 
By the way, folks -- if you see a post like that, with a link to some kind of 
crazy hate site, respond to it if you like but please <EM>do not quote the 
post</EM>, or your comment will also have to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04388706 27595 102 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 4:55:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #75 Here'sHopin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
come on people, this is Muslim satire.He was just kidding--practising his stand 
up comedy shtick for Canada's own attempt at satirical, hummus programming---the 
highly acclaimed TV show---tadaaa--Mosque on the Prairie.Isn't this their newest 
defense? Not only are they THE ROP but they are very satirical ROPs 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I hope you noticed that your attempt to post a slur was caught by our filter and 
changed to the word "Muslim." It's not OK to post those kinds of words here, and 
this will be the only warning you get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389286 27595 135 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 7:12:48pm  
 
I'm downloading it now. YouTube is apparently trying to cover it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389296 27595 136 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 7:15:00pm  
 
But unfortunately for them, their videos are now distributed over the massive 
Google network, so if we notice their attempt to hide it we have a short window 
of opportunity to grab a copy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389301 27595 137 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 7:16:12pm  
 
Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389005 27597 116 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:04:16pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/4388965" target=_blank>#85</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Apparently quite a few of those followers are in the military and the VFW. He 
really does have a broad ideological appeal... people seem to see what they want 
to see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Right. A broad ideological appeal that can't seem to get poll numbers above 
1%.</P> 
Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389018 27597 125 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:06:47pm  
 



The V in a circle is a variation on the anarchists' symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389066 27597 163 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:14:31pm  
 
 
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/4389040" target=_blank>#142</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Latest Republican polls I have see are more like 2-3%.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
With a margin of error of 2-3%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389236 27597 291 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:55:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #282 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wrong link. Here's the link to the Alex Jones page on <A 
href="http://www.590klbj.com/Bios/Alex_Jones.aspx" target=_blank>KLBJ</A>. Yes, 
that LBJ.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Are you really defending Alex Jones?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389242 27597 296 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 6:56:48pm  
 
I thought Q-Burn wasn't crazy. But apparently he's been hiding 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389532 27597 353 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:34:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #350 jcr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For the record, Ron Paul has been asked point blank whether he believes the US 
government carried out the 9/11 attacks, and he made it quite clear that he does 
NOT think so.</P> 
Charles, shame on you for participating in a smear job. You're behaving like a 
KOSsack.</P> 
-jcr</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And yet, he goes on the Alex Jones radio show and panders to Truthers.</P> 
I'll try to survive your disapproval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389480 27598 160 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:13:28pm  
 
The US media are now completely indistingushable from Pravda at its 
worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389490 27598 170 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:18:13pm  
 
And by the way, we seem to have a sneaky Holocaust denier over here:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27592#c0252" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389578 27598 240 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:49:13pm  



 
<EM>re: #236 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4389564&amp;n=232" target=_blank>#232</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
I suspect Hillary's been well vetted( as well as Rudy). I'm not expecting any 
surprises.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, and that's why I'm not jumping on the Hsu train or the Chinatown story. 
These are diversions, intended to lure the opposition into making 
mistakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389594 27598 251 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 8:56:25pm  
 
<EM>re: #247 formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4389578&amp;n=240" target=_blank>#240</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Interesting way of looking at it Charles, and I am not doubting you.</P> 
Have you read an opinion out there that might allude to this, or something you 
feel on your own?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's my opinion, based on my reading of those stories, and my reading of Sun 
Tzu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389676 27598 319 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 9:32:32pm  
 
Well, I'm going out on that limb and predicting that the Hsu scandal isn't going 
to hurt Hillary one bit.</P> 
Note that I'm not saying it <EM>shouldn't</EM> hurt her campaign. I'm saying it 
<EM>won't</EM>.</P> 
If I'm wrong, I'll happily recant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389721 27598 363 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 9:46:59pm  
 
I say it's not going to hurt Hillary for two reasons: 1) no one has tied the 
wrongdoing to her, and I don't think they're going to be able to do it, and 2) 
she has the MSM on her side.</P> 
And as I wrote above, I suspect the whole issue is a deliberate 
diversion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04389727 27598 368 Charles Fri, Oct 19, 2007 9:48:49pm  
 
Can we please stop posting obscenities over and over? I really don't want that 
here, and I know for a fact I'm not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04390736 27603 26 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 9:40:37am  
 
Congrats to you and your wife, Ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04391613 27606 135 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 1:40:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #122 Q-Burn</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
One of Rudy's biggest problems is his arrogant, grating New York accent. No one 
outside the five boroughs wants to hear a typical New Yorker talk about the 
great way they did things in New York. Even if it's true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Never realized an accent could be "arrogant."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392217 27608 7 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 4:10:09pm  
 
<EM>re: #4 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
He got creamed in the <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/politics_nation/2007/10/huckabee_romney_c
halk_up_wins.html" target=_blank>straw poll</A>.</P> 
/not like that wasn't all that expected</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Huckabee won the straw poll by a huge margin--but he doesn't have a snowball's 
chance of getting the nomination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392269 27608 43 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 4:22:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #18 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4392217&amp;n=7" target=_blank>#7</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
That's true, but it does show that Rudy still has a <EM>long</EM> way to go with 
social conservatives. And that's the one big question left, isn't it?</P> 
/when the general election comes around, with Rudy as the nominee, will they or 
won't they?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
From the looks of that poll, <EM>all</EM> of the candidates have a long way to 
go with social cons except Huckabee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392277 27608 51 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 4:25:16pm  
 
"Vote for Rudy, or he'll kick your booty."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392471 27608 217 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 5:24:44pm  
 
Technical note: I just tweaked our Ajax commenting code so it won't stop the 
video when you post a comment or use the 'new comments' 
button...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392526 27609 7 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 5:44:43pm  
 
The link goes to Google because they're blocking links from the evil right wing 
hate machine and evil right wing hate blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392529 27609 10 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 5:45:08pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/4392524" target=_blank>#6</A> seafoodgumbo</EM></P> 
Arg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04392535 27609 13 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 5:46:14pm  
 
I'm not going to diss the President, but that kind of thing is why I can't wait 
until he's out of office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392548 27609 19 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 5:50:37pm  
 
I read that article on Saudi Arabia again, and it's seriously pissing me 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04393268 27609 94 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 8:10:27pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/4393167" target=_blank>#86</A> Izzy Dunne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But if the choice is a deliberate attempt to hide the true statements vs. mere 
code-jockey incompetence, Occam's razor says to bet on incompetence.I doubt they 
would lie about the statements for political purposes, and then admit to the 
real ones in the same page. Seems to me like they would just keep repeating the 
lie until the storm blows over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Including a poll on your blog means copying and pasting some code into a post. 
The likelihood of this resulting in the deletion of important information from 
your post: approaching absolute zero.</P> 
And the likelihood that it would take you all day to notice that the important 
information was missing: zero.</P> 
Maybe you have to be a blogger yourself to realize how transparently false that 
excuse is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392605 27610 12 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:05:54pm  
 
LGF search: Abu Laban...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;searchString=%22abu+laban%2
2&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;searchFrom=2001-02-07&amp;searchTo=2007-10-20" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392613 27610 16 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:07:38pm  
 
LGF search: Hizb ut-Tahrir...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22hizb+ut-tahrir%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392691 27610 67 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:21:05pm  
 
That's the first mis-step.</P> 
They're touting Tarek Fatah as a moderate, but that's apparently a highly 
relative term: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=20907&amp;only" 
target=_blank>MCC Expresses Relief, Conspiracy Theories</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Tarek Fatah, communications director of the MCC said, “It is ironic that Muslim 
extremists are portraying themselves as anti-imperialist, when in fact Al-Qaeda 



and the Taliban are nothing more but a creation of the 
CIA.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392722 27610 92 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:27:14pm  
 
Maybe a leftist, anti-American Muslim is our best hope to combat the real 
haters. But that's a hell of a choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392729 27610 98 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:29:18pm  
 
LGF search: Tarek Fatah...</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22tarek+fatah%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392751 27610 116 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:34:07pm  
 
Islamic obsession with sexuality.</P> 
This may be the real reason PBS wouldn't show this film.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392767 27610 127 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:35:48pm  
 
sheik yer'mami: if you want to advocate internment and deportations, do it at 
your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392792 27610 147 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:41:03pm  
 
<EM>re: #144 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Clarification: advocating deportations (something governments actually do in 
some cases) is now off limits here? Or is it advocating mass deportations based 
on no suspicion but merely religious ID?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392797 27610 152 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:42:18pm  
 
I'm recording it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392801 27610 156 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:43:20pm  
 
They're now on to the Nation of Islam, and this is another reason why PBS 
canceled it.</P> 
PBS had a NOI member on their reviewing board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392809 27610 163 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:44:29pm  
 
 
 
It's really getting interesting now.</P> 



Saudi Arabia has been courting the Nation of Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392815 27610 167 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:45:07pm  
 
Saudi Arabia has been funding NOI mosques!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04392830 27610 181 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 6:48:21pm  
 
That's a bombshell, folks. I've never seen that mentioned before.</P> 
The mainstream media line on the NOI has been that they're considered infidels. 
Not really Islamic.</P> 
Now we find out that the Saudis have been putting millions of dollars into Louis 
Farrakhan's hate group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04393748 27610 723 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 10:16:24pm  
 
I guess I'm expected to be the day care center manager again.</P> 
OK, I can do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04393824 27610 738 Charles Sat, Oct 20, 2007 10:37:06pm  
 
I really wish that threads on important topics, like this film, weren't turned 
into useless back and forth bickering. It's embarrassing. The people who made 
the film will undoubtedly read your comments, folks. Is that really the face you 
want to show to the world?</P> 
People seem to forget: this isn't a private room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04394910 27615 36 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 9:14:50am  
 
<EM>re: #33 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles - I read the edit history and saw the changes that were made, but were 
they made by that InlikeFlynn guy or who(m?)?Disgusting bullshit, whoever did 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, the malicious edits were done by "InlikeFlynn."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395476 27618 191 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 12:58:06pm  
 
Listen, folks -- I agree with DeliLama. It's not going to help anything for 
people to rant and rave about opening fire on crowds, killing people en masse, 
and mass deportations. It may make you feel better to vent, but the only thing 
it achieves is to make it easier for enemies to paint LGF as a "hate site." And 
guess who gets to take the heat for that? Not the commenters posting under 
nicknames, but me.</P> 
We can discuss the issues without sounding like a bunch of loose cannons, and we 
should remember, as I've said many times: not everyone reading your comments is 
a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395497 27618 211 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 1:03:23pm  
 



<EM>re: #208 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles:</P> 
Here's hoping you aren't near those fires, if you are stay safe first, blog 
later...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Nope, the fires are in Malibu. That's the high rent district.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395534 27618 247 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 1:13:08pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/4395522" target=_blank>#235</A> 
ZionistYoungster</EM></P> 
I've been writing in this blog for more than six years, covering the very worst 
and ugliest stories, and I've avoided that kind of loose cannon hate speech. I 
don't think it's asking too much to remind commenters that they're damaging 
LGF's reputation by unthinking remarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395910 27618 335 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 2:46:34pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/4395752" target=_blank>#332</A> 
anotherindyfilmguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
True enough but I also wonder how many read this site (and others) trying to 
gauge us for being to P.C. and ready for assault and are holding back perhaps? 
OBL and company got it into their heads that the US was way to soft and ready 
because they believed the P.C. politicians, P.C. State dept. and P.C./Socialist 
MSM etc... I'm not advocating hate speech per se but going down the road of 
P.C.ness and caring to much about what others have to say in a negative light, 
which they will no matter the evidence, goes against the grain of what makes 
this site great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm asking people to be responsible, no more and no less. When it comes to 
shooting into crowds, or mass deportation, I do not agree with those things and 
I do not advocate them. I've made this very clear on more than one occasion.</P> 
But I get blamed for anonymous commenters who say those things. Why is it fair 
to ask me to take the heat for things I don't say or agree with, while those who 
do are allowed to remain anonymous? Answer: it's not fair. If you want to 
advocate that kind of stuff, start your own blog, and take responsibility for 
your own words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395815 27621 21 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 2:23:04pm  
 
<EM>re: #13 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Q: If we have a lizard only poll afterwards will it include Ron 
Paul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But there's a lot of fun to be had by allowing everyone to vote, but excluding 
the crazy uncle. Paulians go ballistic every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395879 27621 55 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 2:35:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #43 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Have you decided whether to limit the polls to registered users or not?</P> 



While it might not be fair to regular readers who haven't managed to register 
yet, it would keep the Paulians from spamming it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If I have time to finish that code, I may try it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04395884 27621 57 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 2:37:25pm  
 
<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qtyc0QHo-U" target=_blank>Still 
there'll be more.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396062 27622 1 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 3:44:54pm  
 
Don't even think about it.</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396325 27624 4 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:02:22pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396340 27624 12 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:03:58pm  
 
"Who is the true conservative?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396342 27624 14 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:04:08pm  
 
Giuliani gets it first...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396354 27624 24 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:06:01pm  
 
Romney's got a dangling lock of hair.</P> 
What does it mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396359 27624 29 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:06:14pm  
 
Ronald Reagan!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396375 27624 41 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:07:10pm  
 
I notice that Romney's hair looks a little less perfect tonight.</P> 
Someone's been holding focus groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396385 27624 50 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:07:44pm  
 
Fred's trying hard to be animated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396399 27624 61 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:09:06pm  
 
Oooh. "Fred was the single biggest obstacle to tort reform."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04396433 27624 90 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:12:20pm  
 
I can't wait for Ron Paul. He brings that crazy edge, and invariably gets the 
hammer from Rudy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396447 27624 104 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:13:01pm  
 
Mitt brushed back that errant lock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396454 27624 109 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:13:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #95 FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've had the weight of the world on my shoulders?</P> 
- Paraphrase (Rudy)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
But it's true. New York was a hell hole when he took office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396469 27624 122 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:14:32pm  
 
It's a slap fight!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396488 27624 140 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:15:43pm  
 
I think Stephen Colbert will play Mitt Romney in the film 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396503 27624 155 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:16:44pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P> 
He can't hear!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396555 27624 202 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:21:12pm  
 
Rudy gets off a good line.</P> 
"They were all men and women."</P> 
[pause]</P> 
"I hope."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396562 27624 209 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:21:41pm  
 
"Give me a break... it is New York City."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396577 27624 224 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:23:10pm  
 
Huckabee's going all out for the social cons. Working that FRC 
advantage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04396587 27624 234 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:24:08pm  
 
Fred really needs to work on that throat clearing thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396606 27624 252 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:25:32pm  
 
Good for McCain. Called on "all elements to support the 
nominee."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396636 27624 278 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:28:29pm  
 
I like Duncan Hunter. Too bad he doesn't have a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396651 27624 291 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:30:02pm  
 
Ronald Reagan, unfortunately, is still dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396670 27624 309 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:31:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #292 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Is it okay if I watch the Indians in the ALCS instead of the 
debate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
NO! Why should you get to have fun?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396679 27624 317 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:32:13pm  
 
Ron Paul gets applause!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396708 27624 343 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:35:07pm  
 
Ron Paul said "World Empire!"</P> 
Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396714 27624 349 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:35:42pm  
 
I liked Romney better with the dangling lock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396737 27624 371 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:37:10pm  
 
Huckabee slams old hippies!</P> 
Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396740 27624 374 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:37:46pm  
 
Hey, wait a minute. I'm an old hippie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04396782 27624 412 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:40:46pm  
 
Fred <EM>really</EM> needs to work on that throat clearing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396801 27624 430 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:42:11pm  
 
<EM>re: #414 David IV of Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The Crooks and Liars poll now stands at:</P> 
54% Yes, Stark should apologize to Bush.46% No, Stark should not apologize.</P> 
How long until they delete their poll?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes. YES! Fear us, Crooks and Liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396812 27624 441 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:43:00pm  
 
Next time Crooks and Liars puts up a poll, they'll make sure they have the 
ability to edit it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396825 27624 452 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:43:57pm  
 
New thread coming up soon, now that they're paying the bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396884 27625 17 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:49:58pm  
 
Rudy Giuliani is killing 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04396904 27625 31 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:51:12pm  
 
"The president of the United States is John Kerry, last time I checked!"</P> 
Rudy's on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397007 27625 109 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:57:25pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P> 
Iraq War!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397015 27625 115 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:57:48pm  
 
He's getting booed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397028 27625 124 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:58:19pm  
 
The crazy uncle is not among friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397059 27625 147 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 5:59:47pm  
 



Couldn't care less about the people meter. It's a meaningless 
distraction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397069 27625 153 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:00:59pm  
 
Prediction: Fred's poll ratings are going to drop even more after 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397132 27625 203 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:06:52pm  
 
Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397206 27625 264 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:13:03pm  
 
Reason for deleted comments in this thread: too many quote levels, taking up way 
too much vertical space for no value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397225 27625 282 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:14:34pm  
 
New thread coming up, while Fox News pays their prodigious 
bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397359 27626 87 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:24:57pm  
 
Ron Paul: "we're looking for trouble! We don't need another cold war!"</P> 
Not going over well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397375 27626 99 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:25:44pm  
 
The big news from tonight is going to be Fred Thompson.</P> 
And not in a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397413 27626 130 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:27:22pm  
 
Ron Paul: "They're all neocons!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397624 27627 28 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 6:46:20pm  
 
We have our first Paulian referrer:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://detain-this.blogspot.com/2007/10/on-latest-ron-paul-
smears-by-neocon.html" target=_blank>detain-
this.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397747 27627 132 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:01:41pm  
 
Ron Paul is winning the Fox News texting poll by a large margin.</P> 
Fox hasn't been paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04397820 27627 195 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:13:52pm  
 
I wish it weren't so, but Fred Thompson's fans are now using Ron Paulian 
tactics. I'm not going to block them yet, but watch Thompson's ratings increase 
by the mnute.</P> 
Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397832 27627 206 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:15:49pm  
 
The Fox News poll shows that more Ron Paul fans are willing to spend their 
parents' money to text in a vote, than any other candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397854 27627 228 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:18:36pm  
 
I'm not impugning those lizards who did vote for Fred. But the Lizard Master 
sees all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04397926 27627 292 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:26:28pm  
 
This election will go down in history as the first one that took place in 
Imaginationland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398012 27627 370 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 7:37:01pm  
 
May I just go on the record and say that these real-time polls Fox is touting 
are ... absolute crap?</P> 
Possibly even worse than silly internet polls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398221 27628 68 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 8:15:41pm  
 
zombie: it's about this speech by Pete Stark:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27575_California_Democrat_St
ark-_Heads_Blown_Off_for_the_Presidents_Amusement&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398561 27630 123 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 9:18:49pm  
 
Life is good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398724 27630 268 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:00:07pm  
 
It gets even better -- all of those links from Facebook subdomains are coming 
from only one non-virtual page. They're all fakes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398754 27630 293 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:09:49pm  
 
The number of distinct IP addresses coming from these Facebook links:</P> 



30! That's a three, followed by a zero.</P> 
These subdomains are all referring to the same page. They wanted me to think 
there was a flood of Ron Paul fans... but it's a complete fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398763 27630 301 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:12:14pm  
 
The Ron Paul army -- 30 college kids with MacBooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398766 27630 304 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:13:02pm  
 
 
 
<EM>re: #300 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4398754&amp;n=293" target=_blank>#293</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Is it really the same 30 people just following the same link over and 
over?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, there are only 30 distinct IP addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398778 27630 316 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:17:05pm  
 
304 click-throughs, and 30 distinct IP addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398782 27630 320 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:18:05pm  
 
<EM>re: #311 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4398766&amp;n=304" target=_blank>#304</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Is there a common thread? Universities? Texas? Tailor park?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They're all from universities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398787 27630 324 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:20:03pm  
 
305 click-throughs now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398804 27630 341 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:24:20pm  
 
We're up to 306 click-throughs now. Still only 30 distinct IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398821 27630 357 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:29:59pm  
 
<EM>re: #349 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4398782&amp;n=320" target=_blank>#320</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I've mentioned before that the IPs that spammed our polls with votes for Ron 
Paul before I removed him, were all from universities too. The Ron Paul armada 
is a huge scam, perpetrated by college kids with too much time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398830 27630 365 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:32:10pm  
 
Now up to 309 click-throughs. Still only 30 distinct IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398837 27630 371 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:34:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #355 COINTELPROAgent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not so sure about this. In the referral links, are there more than 30 
uid's?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
What's a 'uid'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398850 27630 383 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:36:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #376 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #371 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #355 COINTELPROAgent</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not so sure about this. In the referral links, are there more 
than 30 uid's?</BLOCKQUOTE>What's a 'uid'?</BLOCKQUOTE>Userids?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Userids" are meaningless in this context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398854 27630 387 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:37:50pm  
 
'UID' is not a term for anything a browser sends when it loads a web 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398866 27630 397 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:40:20pm  
 
Ah ... you're asking about the 'uid' parameter in the query string?</P> 
They're all: uid=2229718737.</P> 
The same page, as I said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04398874 27630 405 Charles Sun, Oct 21, 2007 10:42:58pm  
 
Now up to 313 click-throughs. Still only 30 IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04399887 27632 29 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 8:24:37am  
 
<EM>re: #15 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So again, it’s very easy to vote multiple times, simply by clearing 
cookies, then logging off and back on to the system — which allocates a new IP 
address. You can also do this by using a dial-up account, which assigns a 
dynamic IP address from a pool of available addresses.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well, that 
depends on the DHCP lease period, and lots of machines coming on and going off 



the network. A lot of times in Windows you can do an ipconfig /release, then an 
ipconfig /renew, and you get assigned the same IP address, as long as the lease 
hasn't expired.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
With a Mac, you can manually renew the DHCP lease.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04399938 27632 58 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 8:29:26am  
 
<EM>re: #28 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Glad to see you post a new thread Charles. How far is the fire from 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm nowhere near the fire areas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04399981 27632 83 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 8:35:13am  
 
<EM>re: #56 bulbasaur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Actually, there's a more important reason why online polls are never 
scientific.</P> 
A scientific poll is one in which the pollster selects a random sample from a 
relevant population of interest.</P> 
The operative words are <EM>the pollster selects</EM>. In a scientific poll, the 
<EM>pollster</EM> selects <EM>you</EM> to answer. In an unscientific poll, you 
select yourself.</P> 
In the latter case you get what's known as self-selection bias. The poll is 
weighted by those whose eagerness, or exhibitionism, or motivation, make them 
systematically deviant from the population at large. Hence the outcome is 
biased.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good point -- even if it were possible to guarantee one vote per person, online 
polls would still be silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400089 27633 60 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 8:51:12am  
 
<EM>re: #47 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
OT - CHARLES - are you okay re: the fires? It appears on the DT that at least 
two lizards are in imminent personal danger with no way out.What's going on out 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not in any danger from the fires...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400125 27633 78 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 8:58:27am  
 
From the latest update, it sounds like the acquittal may also be in 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400236 27634 11 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 9:23:57am  
 
Unfortunately, I saw this one coming:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27592_Organizing_to_Resist_t
he_Islamization_of_Europe&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04400298 27634 20 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 9:33:54am  
 
Of course CAIR knows it -- they're not in the business of telling the truth, and 
they'll use anything they can find to smear their critics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400338 27634 25 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 9:38:59am  
 
<EM>re: #23 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles: Yes, but we cannot give in to them because of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Who's giving in? Certainly not Robert, and certainly not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400402 27636 11 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 9:45:33am  
 
They're not free. According to the report above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But a government prosecutor said the Justice Department would retry the 
case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400634 27636 54 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 10:14:05am  
 
See the update above -- we now have the official verdict document and more info 
direct from the court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400698 27636 64 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 10:21:11am  
 
<EM>re: #59 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The astonishing thing is how stupid the government persists in being, bringing 
overlarge, topheavy actions.</P> 
Prosecutors advance in part based on their success record. One would think that 
the federal prosecutors would be eager to present a multiplicity of individual, 
simple, direct cases, knocking over the pins (so to speak) one at a time instead 
of trying to build the Mother of All Cases which is almost certain to collapse 
under its own weight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's not just that -- they wait years to prosecute these cases, and in this case 
they had to be pushed into doing it at all. This really is a failure for the 
Justice Department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400740 27636 69 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 10:27:14am  
 
<EM>re: #67 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Does anyone remember what Count One for El-Mazain was?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Conspiracy to provide material support to a Designated Foreign Terrorist 
Organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400978 27639 32 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 11:04:23am  
 



<EM>re: #23 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you go to <A 
href="http://www.defendcriticalthinking.org/About/page16/index.html" 
target=_blank>the "about" page</A> of the "National Project to Defend Critical 
Thinking and Dissent in Academia" site you can spot the Communist memes and 
verbiage. They were founded to support Ward Churchill.</P> 
A little birdie tells me that they're connected to "World Can't Wait," the 
Maoist cult-goup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, they're especially active in the Churchill and Finkelstein cases. The 
domain is registered to an "Anne McGrath," by the way. Not sure if it's <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_McGrath" target=_blank>this Anne 
McGrath</A>, but it seems likely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04400994 27639 38 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 11:08:07am  
 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anne_McGrath" target=_blank>Anne 
McGrath</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Anne McGrath is the President of the New Democratic Party (NDP) of Canada. She 
was elected to the position on September 10, 2006 at the party's convention in 
Quebec City. Prior to her election, she was Director of Operations for the 
federal NDP caucus, and a frequent commentator in the media. Previously, she was 
an activist in the labour, student and women's movements [1] and has been 
employed by CUPE National &amp; Oxfam Canada. In 1995, McGrath was the Alberta 
New Democratic Party's candidate in a provincial by-election in Calgary McCall 
and came in third place.[2] In 1984 federal election, she <STRONG>ran as 
candidate for the Communist Party of Canada</STRONG> in Edmonton-Strathcona, 
placing seventh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04401037 27639 61 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 11:17:12am  
 
<EM>re: #53 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #33 wargammer2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>my first deletion for no good reason i can see</BLOCKQUOTE>Did your 
post happen to contain the word, "first" in it? Even if it was a perfectly 
innocent use, I believe it can run afoul of a filter guarding the first posts of 
these threads.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It was not a 'first' post.</P> 
wargammer2005: I'm not going to repeat what you posted, but if you think about 
it you might be able to figure out why it was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402100 27642 67 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 3:43:19pm  
 
DerKrieger: I deleted your comment because that's not the Mark Levine 
responsible for the petition. Levine is a professor at UC Irvine, a notorious 
Islamofascist sympathizer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402247 27647 16 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 4:19:06pm  
 
New poll now added above!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04402288 27647 39 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 4:27:10pm  
 
<A href="http://www.meriam-webster.com/dictionary/mook" 
target=_blank>Mooks!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402554 27648 7 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 5:54:52pm  
 
<EM>re: #2 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow, this thread is in the sidebar, but not in the main column. 
Weird!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Open threads are often weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402582 27648 24 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 5:58:51pm  
 
Received tonight from someone in New Orleans who followed the link at Crooks and 
<STRONG>Liars</STRONG>, with the eloquent subject line, "You:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
fuck you!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And 'Jwaksmann' continues to send whiny hate mail too, but none of it's worth 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402675 27648 92 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 6:16:51pm  
 
<EM>re: #57 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4402606&amp;n=47" target=_blank>#47</A> 
republic</EM></P> 
How quickly she goes from hero to goat - when announced that she won, she 
downplayed the Nobel prize and all the attention.</P> 
Now, she comes out and says something thoroughly stupid. Nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Doris is a cranky old lady. I already knew she wasn't on our side, so I didn't 
link to her put-down of the Nobel award.</P> 
But she apparently still has the instinct for media attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402791 27649 20 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 6:36:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #8 sk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I have a major criticism of IFAW, and I'm not sure where to post it... I put it 
a moment ago on a different item, but this one seems more appropriate.</P> 
I was all geeked to lend my support and my body to the proceedings, when it 
turned out that there would be no speaker at the University of Michigan after 
all. Nor could I find out ANYTHING about what was scheduled, if anything. And, I 
emailed THREE TIMES about this, once weeks ago, twice last weekend. Absolutely 
no response. I even emailed the contact person for David Horowitz.</P> 
You know, this sort of unprofessionalism is both surprising and appalling. When 
I think of how much time I have devoted to this issue, and how much money I have 
spent buying books by the biggies in this area, I begin to wonder about the 
overall competence of our anti-fascist leaders.</P> 
It's hard for me to put a good spin on this experience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



I'm not defending the organizers, but I do know that they're not getting 
millions of dollars from Saudi Arabia (unlike CAIR) to promote this event. I 
understand the frustration, but it might be better directed in another 
direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04402825 27649 34 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 6:40:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/4402800" target=_blank>#23</A> Le_Patriot</EM></P> 
Charles Johnsonites!</P> 
Truly, I have arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04403106 27649 171 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 7:31:36pm  
 
Lgfwatch gets about 30 visitors per month, so don't get too pumped up if they 
notice you.</P> 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04403148 27649 203 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 7:40:03pm  
 
But if you're going to that stalker site anyway, don't forget to hit the 
"Report" button at the top of the page, so BlogSpot/Google can continue to 
ignore it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04403170 27649 216 Charles Mon, Oct 22, 2007 7:44:53pm  
 
As for "attacking Jill Carroll," that accusation is so stupid I'm not going to 
put it on the front page -- but here's what I wrote about Jill Carroll:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22jill+carroll%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04404528 27653 33 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 8:41:55am  
 
<EM>re: #24 BulgarWheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
#13 Fjordman</P> 
P.S. I'm coming in "way" on the tail-end of this so I'm just going to sit back 
and find out what exactly happened before I run my yap. I think I know what's 
going on, but am not entirely certain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's about one post; the link to it is in the post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04404678 27653 106 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 9:11:17am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/4404658" target=_blank>#97</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
The problem with this is the attack on each other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please note: I haven't attacked anyone. Not the conference, and not 
Pamela.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04404766 27653 156 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 9:29:19am  



 
<EM>re: #143 VinceP1974</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I bet the responsible thing would have been to contact her directly instead of 
making this even more public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Since Pamela chose to go public with her attack, I had no choice but to respond 
publicly. There's nothing irresponsible about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405213 27653 267 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 10:44:52am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/4405121" target=_blank>#259</A> 
ATLASSHRUGGED</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I hold you in the highest regard (my blog is validation of that) which is why I 
thought your knee jerk reaction to a summit so important was unfair and 
destructive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It was anything but a "knee jerk reaction." I considered very carefully whether 
or not to post what I did, and realized I would probably be attacked for doing 
so. And I tried to be completely fair, giving links to the source so people 
could read for themselves.</P> 
And yes, I do think it's an attack to say (as you did) that I'm "aligned with 
CAIR."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405345 27653 299 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 11:02:26am  
 
Pamela: I appreciate the apology.</P> 
But I'm still not happy about being told I'm "on the same page" with CAIR. We're 
not even reading the same book.</P> 
After the last 100 years of history, we'd be extremely foolish not to be wary of 
European "nationalist" parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405543 27653 352 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 11:32:44am  
 
<EM>re: #322 Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm a huge fan of both blogs and individuals. Respect to both. My subjective 
impression is that I've sometimes found Charles divisive at times, such as in 
his alienating Christians, whereas I've found Atlas to be more fair and 
Christian supportive, and so unifying in that area. (But Charles is cool, and I 
express my disagreement and accept Charles the way he is.) But in this case my 
impression was that Atlas, not the cautious Charles, was the one who sparked the 
division by what I perceived as honest indignation, not really an attack, but a 
I-really-wanta-be-on-the-same-page type challenge. But Atlas' style is always up 
front and passionate (and I accept that way that she is), and at no time did I 
get the impression she was against Charles. For those who were participants in 
the conference, it just makes sense that it'd be more newsworthy to them for 
purposes of their blogs, but I don't really see why they'd expect non-attendees 
to provide big coverage to some networking event, particularly with lack of 
clarity about suspect attendees, that's how it seems to me. But I do wonder why 
Charles hasn't posted a message accepting Atlas gracious "I am sorry" 
(#275)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Please point out where I have "alienated Christians." I have never acted any way 
but respectful to our Christian readers.</P> 
And I accepted Pamela's apology ten minutes after she posted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04405571 27653 366 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 11:38:58am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/4405552" target=_blank>#358</A> Orde</EM></P> 
No. I do not accept that I was "on the same page with CAIR." Period.</P> 
That's insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405669 27653 416 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 11:56:03am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/4405610" target=_blank>#387</A> Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
...one thread in particular hit me hard--some lizard with a name like Stars and 
Stripes or something like that made a general religious suggestion (can't 
repeat, per Charles) as a proposed solution to the crisis presented by the 
global Islamic threat, then Charles replied that he won't tolerate proselytizing 
(though the message was definitely not proselytizing)...</P> 
That's the second time you've made this false claim.</P> 
It's a blatant misrepresentation. I politely asked someone not to proselytize at 
LGF when they posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you haven't done so already, convert to Christianity. Accept and believe in 
God and His Son the Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and 
Savior!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is the very definition of proselytization. I don't accuse people of doing 
this unless they are doing it. Please stop misrepresenting 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405694 27653 426 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 12:00:00pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/4405610" target=_blank>#387</A> Orde</EM></P> 
Since you seem to keep missing my posts, here's that one again with the 
blockquotes fixed:</P> 
That's a blatant misrepresentation, and I can't it let it go by. I politely 
asked someone not to proselytize at LGF when they posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you haven't done so already, convert to Christianity. Accept and believe in 
God and His Son the Lord Jesus Christ as your personal Lord and 
Savior!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is the very definition of proselytization. I don't accuse people of doing 
this unless they are doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405863 27653 476 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 12:38:01pm  
 
Some amazing comments being posted at your blog, Pamela. You're approving those? 
I'm "effeminate" and a "total fool," who "worries too much about being PC?"</P> 
And I need to clarify something posted there: to the person who claimed I 
deleted a comment by 'sheik yer'mami' simply because it was discussing 
deportation, you could not be more wrong.</P> 
'Sheik yer'mami' has now had 14 posts deleted here, some of them for blatantly 
racist language. He's on a short leash for that reason, not because I'm worried 
about what the dailykos idiots think about me.</P> 
If not wanting racist slurs to be posted here makes me "effeminate" and PC in 
the eyes of some people, then so be it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04405869 27653 479 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 12:39:22pm  
 
And if anyone wants to question whether what I wrote above is true, I'll post 
some of those deleted comments, and you can see if it's something you still want 
to defend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04405997 27653 526 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 1:15:34pm  
 
They're gloating like crazy at lgfwatch, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406117 27653 559 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 1:36:49pm  
 
<EM>re: #553 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4406045&amp;n=542" target=_blank>#542</A> 
Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
Like I said this morning, I am not inserting my self into this magilla, and I am 
fairly certain I see both side of the point pretty clearly.</P> 
I just dont like how everything among us becomes such a damn public spectacle 
all the time .Then people are expected to faction up and choose "sides" , when 
meantime we were all on the same side to begin with,it is just a matter of 
personalities shades and degrees...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It became public when Pamela publicly attacked me, for expressing reasonable 
reservations in a reasonable way. At that point, I had no choice but to reply 
publicly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406246 27653 569 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 2:10:17pm  
 
One more note on this situation.</P> 
I've received an email from Bruce Bawer, whose book "While Europe Slept" is a 
must-read to understand the Islamization of Europe.</P> 
I won't post his whole email (even though he gave permission to do so), but this 
is the gist of it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Your concerns about Vlaams Belang/Blok and the Sverigedemokraterna are totally 
justified.</P> 
...</P> 
As we say in Norway, stå på! (Stick to your guns!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406364 27653 596 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 2:51:11pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/4406316" target=_blank>#585</A> BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I wish you would consider posting the bits that have to do withthe facts 
surrounding Vlaams Belang/Blok and the Sverigedemokraterna that support the 
postulation that the people at the conference representing these organizations 
are some kind of skinheads or nazis or racists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There was nothing in the email specifically about those issues. But as I've 
written several times, there's nothing secret about any of this stuff.</P> 
My point in posting this was to let people know that I'm far from the only 
person who has these misgivings about European "nationalist" parties, and that 



people who are very clearly on the right side of the issues and understand the 
Islamist threat to Europe are agreeing with what I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406858 27653 684 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:03:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #651 Leave Iraq Now</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4405869&amp;n=479" target=_blank>#479</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Charles,</P> 
I posted the comment at Atlas concerning the removal of sheik yer mami's comment 
on deportation. I also use the USorThem i.d.</P> 
I don't know, or care too much, about how far you want this thread to go, but if 
you are still interested in posting that comment again, I think it could shed 
some light on the issue of whether you are being too sensitive and too PC. I am 
only aware of the comment the other night (it was the thread for the FNC show, 
Islam v. Islamist) and your admonition. I don't care to see the other comments 
but that is, of course, up to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not going to post that comment, but it ended with, "That's why internment 
and deportations are inevitable."</P> 
I strongly disagree with this statement, and I don't want that kind of crap 
posted at my blog.</P> 
And again, if you think that's 'too sensitive' or 'PC,' so be 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406875 27653 691 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:07:31pm  
 
<EM>re: #688 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4406858&amp;n=684" target=_blank>#684</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
He has also used racial slurs in reference to Condileeza Rice. (Several 
times)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406884 27653 694 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:10:12pm  
 
As for how long is long enough to renounce a Nazi past -- I wouldn't give any 
Islamist a pass on pro-jihad statements from ten years ago either.</P> 
That photo is indeed an eye-opener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406903 27653 703 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:16:21pm  
 
<EM>re: #700 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #697 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4406884&amp;n=694" target=_blank>#694</A> Charles</EM>  
New thread? I know it's kinda stirring the pot but I think you should stick to 
your guns on this one. You're on the side of angels here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Well 
it's a cincher, but it would be giving CAIR more ammo to tar some good people 
with.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



I'm considering it. But I sincerely doubt that CAIR is using my posts in that 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406920 27653 713 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:21:48pm  
 
<EM>re: #710 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #694 Charles</EM></P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>As for how long is long enough to renounce a Nazi past -- I wouldn't 
give any Islamist a pass on pro-jihad statements from ten years ago 
either.</BLOCKQUOTE><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walid_Shoebat" 
target=_blank>Walid Shoebat?</A>  
/ Link not for you, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Walid Shoebat has done more than renounce his past -- he's lived that 
renunciation in a way that would be impossible to fake.</P> 
As opposed to Esam Omeish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406958 27653 728 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:30:50pm  
 
<EM>re: #717 snowtravel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
LGF asks someone to tone down the rhetoric and address the issue?</P> 
What a novel idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
If you have a point to make, go ahead and make it. Or you could just post snarky 
little digs and confirm that you're a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04406968 27653 732 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:33:29pm  
 
<EM>re: #729 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #705 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4406896&amp;n=700" target=_blank>#700</A> Thanos</EM>  
It's a tough call. That's huge ammo for CAIR et al. However, we shouldn't be 
afraid of the truth. Let's not base our actions on lies for a good 
cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Have to agree -- evil needs exposure where ever it 
resides.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm not afraid of the truth, but I'm reluctant to post those images until I know 
more about the credibility of the source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407089 27653 766 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 5:57:40pm  
 
This is what I wrote in comment #299:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Pamela: I appreciate the apology.</P> 
But I'm still not happy about being told I'm "on the same page" with CAIR. We're 
not even reading the same book.</P> 
After the last 100 years of history, we'd be extremely foolish not to be wary of 
European "nationalist" parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Again, I'm disappointed that Pamela chose not to address this, or the points I 
raised in comment #476:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



Some amazing comments being posted at your blog, Pamela. You're approving those? 
I'm "effeminate" and a "total fool," who "worries too much about being PC?"</P> 
And I need to clarify something posted there: to the person who claimed I 
deleted a comment by 'sheik yer'mami' simply because it was discussing 
deportation, you could not be more wrong.</P> 
'Sheik yer'mami' has now had 14 posts deleted here, some of them for blatantly 
racist language. He's on a short leash for that reason, not because I'm worried 
about what the dailykos idiots think about me.</P> 
If not wanting racist slurs to be posted here makes me "effeminate" and PC in 
the eyes of some people, then so be it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407478 27653 822 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 7:05:33pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/814/4407395" target=_blank>#814</A> Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hi, again Charles, I appreciate the attempt to understand each other, but I 
disagree and agree to disagree, I don't think this is proselytization at all--
there's no content of the gospele here, you can't get saved by hearing that 
lizard's words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
OK. I get where you're coming from.</P> 
And I'll continue to delete comments that tell LGF readers to convert to any 
religion.</P> 
Here's the <A href="http://m-w.com/dictionary/proselytize" 
target=_blank>definition of proselytize</A> from the Merriam-Webster Online 
Dictionary.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
intransitive verb</P> 
1:&nbsp;to induce someone to convert to one's faith</P> 
2:&nbsp;to recruit someone to join one's party, institution, or cause</P> 
transitive verb :&nbsp;to recruit or convert especially to a new faith, 
institution, or cause</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407555 27653 827 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 7:19:44pm  
 
<EM>re: #823 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, quick question. Are you cool with dymphna's comments about "those who 
prefer to live among their own kind" and "protecting the ethnic swede"? I don't 
know about you, but to me they're kinda borderline.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Quick answer: no, I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407601 27653 831 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 7:28:07pm  
 
"deewhybee" is no longer welcome to post comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04408377 27653 849 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 9:49:21pm  
 
Pamela: After reading the latest update at your site, I now realize you weren't 
really apologizing at all. So be it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04408480 27653 860 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 10:14:50pm  
 



And by the way, since it appears to be a credible source, and Pamela and her 
friends are continuing the attacks, I'll be posting about the photos at the 
expo.se site tomorrow. I'm not going to take this lying down.</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://expo.se/2006/48_1816.html" 
target=_blank>expo.se...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04408541 27653 865 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 10:33:43pm  
 
Note: since we've talked about 'sheik yer'mami' and his racist comments in this 
thread, please note that he is no longer welcome to post comments at LGF after 
yet another racist comment.</P> 
He got more than enough warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412453 27653 944 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 7:27:28pm  
 
<EM>re: #942 Leave Iraq Now</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4408541&amp;n=865" target=_blank>#865</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Charles,</P> 
It is difficult for anyone else to assess whether the sheik's comments were 
racist or not when no else is able to evaluate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The decision to ban someone is mine alone. Take it or leave it. I'm not going to 
repost racist comments to prove it to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407195 27665 14 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 6:17:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am not sure what to make of his recent return to the music world. Recently at 
Live Earth, there he was, playing a guitar, wearing a white shirt and blue 
jeans. No skullcap, no Islamic garb. Why the sudden change? What is going on 
here? Is this a good sign, or something different?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Something different.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04407524 27665 63 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 7:14:38pm  
 
<EM>re: #55 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Here's another version...<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55TGyPy8bBs" 
target=_blank>Yusuf aka Cat Stevens: His TRUE MODERATE COLORS OF ISLAM</A></P> 
skip to 1:00 for a copy of the original.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I'm downloading it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04408280 27666 799 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 9:31:58pm  
 
It really sucks to have to identify and ban troublemakers, who then send me hate 
mail to make it even more fun.</P> 
But if I don't, the situation just keeps getting worse, until <EM>everybody</EM> 
hates my sorry ass.</P> 
So just call me: the reluctant drill sergeant. Reluctant, bloodied, but 
unbowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04408292 27666 809 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 9:33:59pm  
 
And all the posts that abused the quote function have been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04408569 27667 138 Charles Tue, Oct 23, 2007 10:42:02pm  
 
It's nice to know that LGF is #36. But Memeorandum is about #2,549 on my list of 
sites to check for breaking news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04410165 27671 184 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 10:26:50am  
 
Nervous? Who, me? Ok, I admit -- being in the presence of stunningly lovely 
women does that to me. Even if it's over the phone.</P> 
Oh ... Tammy's here? Ggg... bbb...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04410771 27674 13 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 12:07:46pm  
 
<EM>re: #11 Defeater of Defeatism</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Dutch Vlaams Belang party"? Dutch-speaking perhaps. They're Belgian, or more 
specifically, Flemish. But Dutch, not so much.</P> 
Will add additional thoughts later on (being a Dutch citizen residing in Belgium 
and all).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thanks. Typo corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04410856 27674 64 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 12:21:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #45 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Charles, I was the one who translated that article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sorry, looked at the wrong comment. You have the credit now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411025 27674 191 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 12:48:32pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/4410937" target=_blank>#121</A> Red Sock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
A political party isn't responsible for their voters. What can they do about it 
if suddenly someone in a rally pops up a racist flag like this? It's about the 
same argumentation if you say that the republican party is racist, because some 
a Ku Klux Klan member down in Alabama votes for it. It doesn't make sense 
looking at their voters, just look at their policy, their political program and 
their politicians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, I cannot agree. A political party is nothing more than the sum of its 
supporters.</P> 
LGF is very anti-jihad, and for years I've been pointing out the dangers of 
Islamofascism. Yet you won't find any support for LGF at Stormfront. In fact, 
those pinheads despise me, and I wouldn't have it any other way -- because I've 
made it very clear over the years that they are not welcome here, and that I am 



not their fellow traveler. The fact that they support VB says that they don't 
feel the same rejection from them.</P> 
If someone can unfurl a White Power flag at a VB rally and not be immediately 
tossed out on their skinhead asses, that says something. And it's not 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411072 27674 230 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 12:56:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/4411033" target=_blank>#198</A> SlothB77</EM></P> 
Already posted that earlier. Scroll down the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411169 27674 299 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 1:20:05pm  
 
By the way, I see that the stalkers at lgfwatch are "applauding" my stance on 
this issue.</P> 
Since I know you're reading these comments, lgfwatch creeps, here's a message 
that I've carefully crafted just for you:</P> 
Fuck you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411183 27674 311 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 1:23:27pm  
 
I'm now being barraged with email from Sweden Democrats 
supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411333 27674 433 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 1:47:39pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/4411268" target=_blank>#381</A> Rust Never 
Sleeps</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
In other words, was this a Vlaams Belang rally? I've no knowledge of a rally, 
exclusively for Vlaams Belang members in recent time. The website you linked to, 
a leftist website I might add, doesn't give any prove.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Follow the links at the blog. It was definitely a Vlaams Belang 
rally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411374 27674 466 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 1:59:22pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/4411350" target=_blank>#446</A> Defeater of 
Defeatism</EM></P> 
Good posts, thanks. As I've written before, Belgian politics is a convoluted 
mess, as are European politics in general.</P> 
But in the case of Vlaams Belang, even Pim Fortuyn and Ayaan Hirsi Ali have 
condemned them as "fascists." If I have to choose between a party with a 
skinhead past, and people like Fortuyn and Hirsi Ali, it's not even a 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411385 27674 473 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 2:02:23pm  
 
As for the Holocaust vote -- I see this in very simple terms. That was a 
resolution condemning the Nazi death camps. For a party that's already treading 



dangerously close to the line to refuse to support such a resolution speaks very 
loudly about their ideology.</P> 
This is one big reason why Stormfront and the Pan Aryan Morons like Vlaams 
Belang, because they're trying to use coded words and slippery arguments to get 
to the same place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411735 27674 703 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 4:03:40pm  
 
<EM>re: #697 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4411670&amp;n=670" target=_blank>#670</A> 
Thanos</EM></P> 
Oh, you never figured out the big sham? Nazi ideology isn't "right-wing", it 
never has been. That's probably the biggest lie that the left has ever gotten 
away with.</P> 
Examine some "extreme right"-groups agendas, and you will find that they have 
little in common with any classic liberal (the REAL "far right") ideologies. 
Let's just say that Hitler was never a fan of small government, or freedom of 
religion. In fact, most of the present "far right"-people are all welfare-this, 
social engineering-that, and so forth. They called it National 
<EM>Socialism</EM> for a reason.</P> 
While it is true that Communists and Nazis have always hated each other, they 
still have more in common with each other than either of them have with any 
right-wing ideologies. Personally, I've always found the conflict to be more 
about which gang of thugs are to be in charge.</P> 
Remember kids, if you mix Green with Red, you get Brown!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
In my opinion, the Nazis were really neither "right" nor "left." They were thugs 
and monsters, addicted to power for its own sake, and the political angles were 
afterthoughts -- mechanisms by which they manipulated the German 
public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411764 27674 710 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 4:16:03pm  
 
Wow, I'm getting a real barrage of email from people telling me:</P> 
* I'm an idiot</P> 
* I'm a shallow, cowardly idiot with no balls</P> 
* I'm a closet leftist girlyman</P> 
* I've been played by openly leftist girlymen</P> 
* I'm a complete fucking idiot who should just shut up</P> 
* I'm a moron and I've always been a moron, and this just confirms it</P> 
...and a few emails from VB members who sound like reasonable people.</P> 
I'm sure there <EM>are</EM> reasonable people in the Vlaams Belang, in fact I 
know there are. But that's not the issue for me. The issue is spelled out 
clearly (I think) in my post above.</P> 
And I really don't care whether expo.se or the blog I linked are "leftist" 
sites. The information checks out to be true.</P> 
The crazy, vindictive nature of a lot of the responses I've gotten has gone a 
long way toward convincing me that I wasn't off-base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411788 27674 720 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 4:24:24pm  
 
However ... I've also received more emails from supporters than detractors, 
people who have thanked me for bringing this subject to light and trying to be 



fair about it. Some of those emails have been from people whose names would be 
recognized, and I'm very gratified to have their support.</P> 
What a hornet's nest of an issue this is. But then, I love sticking my face into 
hornet's nests. We close leftist girlymen with no balls are like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411642 27675 25 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 3:35:08pm  
 
Typo in the URLs, sorry about that. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04411722 27675 59 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 3:57:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #43 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
But Charles, if these are real, then why did Drudge remove them? Hmm, maybe 
someone from TNR told him to cease and desist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
They were not removed because they weren't genuine, and no one threatened 
Drudge. I'm not at liberty to reveal anything more than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412040 27676 28 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 5:42:28pm  
 
Huh? Did someone call me? Sorry, I was searching for my balls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412189 27677 26 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 6:14:35pm  
 
<EM>re: #19 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is three attacks on Rudy in less than two weeks. You know who they 
fear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Exactly. It's telling that they're not launching similar attacks on Fred 
Thompson or Mitt Romney, even though they've both used the dreaded word 
"Islamofascist."</P> 
Rudy's foreign policy team seriously scares CAIR. Fred's, not so 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412261 27677 57 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 6:36:27pm  
 
I emailed Rudy's campaign manager about this CAIR press release.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412461 27677 161 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 7:30:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #129 Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For an alternative perspective, maybe CAIR's using reverse psychology or, though 
I find it hard to believe, doesn't understand that Pipes isn't as anti-Islam as 
others. I personally would be thrilled if Pipes wasn't advising 
Rudy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
You could not be more wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412480 27677 171 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 7:38:36pm  



 
By the way, Orde: I'm still waiting for you to acknowledge that you completely 
misrepresented my comments about 'proselytizing.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412548 27677 201 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 7:58:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #129 Orde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
For an alternative perspective, maybe CAIR's using reverse psychology or, though 
I find it hard to believe, doesn't understand that Pipes isn't as anti-Islam as 
others. I personally would be thrilled if Pipes wasn't advising 
Rudy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've now challenged you to back up your accusations at least four times. It 
might not be smart to continue ignoring me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04412527 27678 7 Charles Wed, Oct 24, 2007 7:53:26pm  
 
A blank form DA 3881 is now linked above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414457 27683 169 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:06:16am  
 
Lasd02: please read the notice at the top of this page. It's there for a reason. 
Your account is still active only because I'm in a relatively good mood 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414543 27685 53 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:21:00am  
 
My objections to this are:</P> 
1) as others have pointed out, this kind of "graciousness" only goes one 
way.</P> 
2) the message it sends to women in Saudi Arabia, to see one of the most 
powerful women in the world wearing the symbol of their oppression, is just 
awful. And the Saudis know it; thats why they published the 
photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414550 27685 57 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:21:35am  
 
It's not photoshopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414595 27685 81 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:28:02am  
 
As for the abaya being a "gift," that's fine. But why not graciously accept the 
gift, but refuse to wear it for their photographers?</P> 
We can remain on "semi-friendly" terms with these barbarians without handing 
them propaganda photo-ops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414682 27685 123 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:43:04am  
 
Folks, please -- it is not photoshopped. Lawhawk posted this link to Getty 
Images, with lots more pictures from this event:</P> 



[Link: <A 
href="http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?query=H4sIAAAAAAAEAO29B2AcSZ
YlJi9tynt%2fSvVK1%2bB0oQiAYBMk2JBAEOzBiM3mkuwdaUcjKasqgcplVmVdZhZAzO2dvPfee%2b%2
b999577733ujudTif33%2f8%2fXGZkAWz2zkrayZ4hgKrIHz9%2bfB8%2fIn6NX%2fPX%2bDV%2bjf%2
bbHvzE8xv9WvTP69d5Vk%2fnXxSzWZm%2fKfJ6lP5kXjdFtfxsd7yD%2f0bpybps13X%2b2TJft3VWjt
KX60lZTH%2bv%2fPpN9TZffpbdn2T3du5NH%2bx%2b%2bmBv%2bnD666KH360LePwiv2oW2du8PltkF%
2flPrPP6Gg1%2f3V%2fEvwGZX%2b%2fXpn%2f%2breTJd39y%2ffwnf%2fLNMT0vr37yO5PvPlv%2b1E
%2bc4s%2ffC%2f98%2fvm7%2bez3%2fs787PPv7E73Li5%2bn%2bV3yt%2fn936xc%2fb5i%2flk8aKc
Xnz7Lp7j2z4%2fYX97crL8zuXk3quf%2bH0I%2fuT3%2fuKJa3SGf06%2beHP8HW64nL%2fJf%2b8Xz3
J9T%2bD81P5X98ofvPq9L07ce2%2fxz9MXPzi%2b7vz9A%2fn7O%2fOfunCtj3%2fC%2fi0w9p4tfp8r
Hrs%2bL%2bY%2ftVC8fgL%2ffIF%2fnnyh%2bE1%2bb%2f5Qn9PO36%2fo3ReN98GTJ58T%2fL0r%2bY
t%2f%2fCTaXE9%2bwu%2bz%2f9kTbnv6TnD4Kfn%2bu2feO6ef%2fz7f%2famfni52C%2b%2fDZ%2fLZ
7%2bPRNfbZFP%2fQmLg%2fhfNTPpwnTxaE973vLH4fj3ZPvsufXXvzGfvs2%2fzvmzPuT%2bFc%2b3Bo
Hnk808WZ9yHo%2fpWH4%2blTwqs8VtLR85T%2ffSM0OnGfHz%2f9Cfc96P1Tv7f7juCcAs7UfXB8vPjJ
wvvrSefvk5%2f6vb9wf9Ech3%2b%2f%2bMH02%2b4v4Dm9R7P1E%2faDr7wvT2aLEFb496vL6duf3Nfv
8A%2fxy8Nr4m%2b%2fTfFTX3XbfKekNkIPfoTnv3xjqGX%2fftf5%2b1r%2bfvF2tqcg%2bTl9%2blPf
nq3l95%2fgD6b3frKYejQ%2b%2folXP5h99zsqU%2fw8%2fanvPvtp7%2b8nx3s%2fOf99%2fHfo74Du
P%2fGC9Ij%2fwU%2f%2boN9P5LN788%2ffyNi1zYv9V2%2bvHK884V6%2bnX33%2fk9Pvv2Tb3%2fqJ%
2fjTp6RjdEzSimT9euKT9ht9PvvsN1TF%2f6Pn5%2bPz%2fwC12gFzAAgAAA%3d%3d#" 
target=_blank>www.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414695 27685 128 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:46:05am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/4414685" target=_blank>#124</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
It's not an old photo. It's from this trip. Follow the Getty Images 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414940 27685 239 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 11:37:19am  
 
If you follow the links to Getty Images, you'll see that this wasn't just a 
brief photo-op to make her "hosts" happy. There are quite a few 
photographs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04414945 27685 241 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 11:38:40am  
 
Knock off the back-and-forth insults, or take it elsewhere. The only ones 
interested in reading that stuff are the participants. To other readers, it's 
off-putting and unpleasant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415034 27685 262 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 11:59:40am  
 
<EM>re: #259 Live4Truth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #239 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you follow the links to Getty Images, you'll see that this wasn't 
just a brief photo-op to make her "hosts" happy. There are quite a few 
photographs.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, unless I got the wrong link to Getty, all I 
see are four unique images where she's wearing it, and they all have the exact 
same background.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
And the one I posted above, and the one from Debbie Schlussel's site, which came 
from the White House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04415405 27687 315 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:18:35pm  
 
Please, folks -- don't email me about Pamela's new post on Vlaams Belang. I saw 
it.</P> 
She claims that the 'White Power flag' picture I posted is not from a Vlaams 
Belang rally. It is, and there is a VB flag in the picture.</P> 
I'm sorry to see this from her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415465 27687 369 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:32:37pm  
 
Just to clarify one thing, since "Leave Iraq Now' is now at Pamela's site 
claiming that I just block everyone who doesn't agree with me, and that's why I 
blocked "sheik yer'mami". The reason why "sheik yer'mami" lost his account is 
simple: he posted two comments calling Condoleezza Rice a 
"<EM>pickaninny</EM>."</P> 
I don't even like posting that word here, and I'm sorry for doing so, but since 
people are distorting the record, I want you to see why he's not welcome.</P> 
When he insisted on posting comments calling for mass deportations and 
internments, even after being warned and deleted many times, that was 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415479 27687 381 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:36:27pm  
 
<EM>re: #359 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #313 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Not only are these parties gaining popularity and legitimacy in 
Europe but also here in America. Fascism and white power are 
back.</BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not so sure about that. I covered a neo Nazi rally in 
Columbus, OH, several months ago and not one person showed up in support, not 
one. The only people that were there were about 75 protesters who were primarily 
white. And the whites shouted down the Nazis, big time. It was so pathetic that 
I didn't post a report.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Killgore's right, actually -- not that US neo-Nazis are gaining strength, 
they're not. But the Vlaams Belang is trying to start up a US branch, and like a 
lot of the European parties with fascist roots, they've learned to be very canny 
and deceptive. They're a much bigger danger than the Stormfront morons, because 
under pressure from the European anti-Nazi laws, they've evolved to hide their 
agenda very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415503 27687 403 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:41:40pm  
 
Pamela's account is not blocked, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415505 27687 405 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:42:39pm  
 
But her "apologies" were obviously empty words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415547 27687 433 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 1:53:25pm  
 



By the way, I continue to get email from people insisting that the thousands of 
stories, articles, and blog posts documenting VB and the Sweden Democrats' Nazi 
links and fascist backgrounds are all, somehow, wrong -- and denying 
everything.</P> 
All part of a monumental smear campaign, and anyone who believes them has been 
tricked or played or fooled, according to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04415624 27687 478 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 2:11:31pm  
 
<EM>re: #455 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #375 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4415465&amp;n=369" target=_blank>#369</A> Charles</EM>  
What a terrible word. It makes me cringe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I've never heard that 
word before. What in the world does it mean? I take it, it is some kind of 
racial insult.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Look up the definition. It's a nasty racial slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416312 27687 532 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:12:52pm  
 
<EM>re: #485 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Just stick to calling her "Condo-fucking-leeza" there's no problem with 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Geepers, please. There's a huge difference between an insulting name and a flat-
out racist slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416350 27689 10 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:25:51pm  
 
Well, imagine that. One of these emails is from Ted Ekeroth of the Sweden 
Democrats. A very cordial email, with some documents for me to look 
at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416365 27689 22 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:28:31pm  
 
Sweden Democrats:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden_Democrats" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416399 27689 40 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:36:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #34 Bill Amos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
BTW sent charles a link about a muslim group calling LGF the "Grandwizard" of 
islamophobic sites</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yawn. So what else is new?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416407 27689 42 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:38:06pm  
 
<EM>re: #28 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
From Wikipedia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Sweden Democrats (Sverigedemokraterna, SD), founded in 1988 by Leif 
Zeilon, is a Swedish far-right political party. The party describes itself as a 
nationalist movement that opposes all forms of racism. Notable observers 
describe the Sweden Democrats as anti-immigrant and xenophobic, including 
CNN,[2] the BBC,[3] The Local,[4] the Swedish Security Police,[5] the Expo 
Foundation,[6] the Centre for the Study of European Politics and Society[1] and 
the Stephen Roth Institute.[7]</BLOCKQUOTE>So they claim to be "against racism", 
but are in fact xenophobic nationalists. Sounds about right.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Scroll down to the section titled "Controversies." This is some of the stuff 
that I discovered when reseaching them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416459 27689 54 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:49:02pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/4416431" target=_blank>#50</A> njdhockeyfan</EM></P> 
I discovered the Wikipedia entry shortly after I first began researching them, 
and it's one reason why I decided to post what I did. There's a lot more out 
there too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416504 27690 66 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 5:59:50pm  
 
If you missed it in the previous thread, I've been contacted by Ted Ekeroth, one 
of the leaders of the Sweden Democrats (Sverigedemokraterna), one of the 
subjects of this thread:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27674_About_Vlaams_Belang_an
d_Sweden_Democrats&amp;only" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
He's very concerned about my remarks, and wants me to give the SD another 
chance. Sent along several documents for me to read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416517 27690 77 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:04:10pm  
 
Ekeroth's email was very polite, by the way, unlike most of the emails I've 
gotten from SD supporters.</P> 
My response:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Thank you for the polite note -- I will look at your materials. (Unfortunately, 
some SD supporters have been less than polite in their emails. Some have been 
very abusive, in fact.)</P> 
Do you have any response to the section labeled "Controversies" at this 
Wikipedia page? I'm less concerned with the allegations of "Islamophobia" than I 
am with the many apparent links to Nazi ideology in your party's history:</P> 
[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden_Democrats" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
You've asked what I based my views on -- some of it comes from that Wikipedia 
page. I have also communicated with many Swedish readers of LGF who share my 
misgivings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416527 27690 82 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:06:22pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/4416513" target=_blank>#74</A> 
ZionistYoungster</EM></P> 



I've gotten at least a dozen emails. I'm not sure why, but some of my lizard 
senses are tingling about it, and I'm going to wait for more information before 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416553 27690 98 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:13:30pm  
 
I have a lot of respect (even awe, if you will) for the lizard army group mind, 
and I'm considering putting the documents sent by Ted Ekeroth online so that the 
army can bring its collective experience and wisdom to bear upon 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416568 27690 106 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:17:20pm  
 
<EM>re: #97 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4416541&amp;n=89" target=_blank>#89</A> 
uptight</EM></P> 
Charles gets hundreds (thousands?) of emails per week. I don't imagine he can 
respond in detail to everything...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
At least a thousand emails <EM>a day</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416570 27690 108 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:17:57pm  
 
Not counting the spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416578 27690 115 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:19:54pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/4416569" target=_blank>#107</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This has been my fear. People deny and ignore problems, then they all pile up on 
clueless people. It creates a force like a bursting dam, where all the issues 
they haven't dealt with come crawling out. Next thing you know, they're storming 
the castle with pitchforks and torches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The last 100 years of European history in a nutshell. With a Frankenstein 
flavor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416604 27690 134 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:25:47pm  
 
<EM>re: #119 MigueldowninMexico</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
CharlesDo you have any people helping you with LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
In a word, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416608 27690 137 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:26:48pm  
 
Correction: there is Stinky Beaumont. If I don't mention him, he'll never give 
back my balls with their new armor plating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416681 27690 190 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 6:50:51pm  
 



<EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/4416629" target=_blank>#151</A> WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
You're really pushing it tonight, aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416719 27690 214 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 7:04:12pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/4416697" target=_blank>#200</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
He's one of the main investors in Pajamas Media, and it's not a secret. Wrath 
was apparently trying to see if he could get under my skin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416892 27691 139 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 7:43:47pm  
 
My opinion so far: the hackles are still raised. Maybe even 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416913 27691 157 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 7:47:52pm  
 
There are no "white supremacists" at LGF, and if I ever discover any, they'll be 
kicked out so fast their teeth will stay behind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416939 27691 182 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 7:53:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #74 ointmentfly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4416789&amp;n=55" target=_blank>#55</A> 
Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
I can't disagree with that, but when I see the enormity of the Jihadis sweeping 
Europe with their own vile hatred of western values, I wonder what besides an 
equivilent evil can beat it back?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
After this comment, you're not welcome at LGF. There may be another site where 
you can ally yourself with an "equivalent evil."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416969 27691 210 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 7:59:01pm  
 
<EM>re: #92 june_july</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I dunno. It is striking that they have contacted Charles in a civil manner, 
offered information in whatever manner, and not ranted and raved like lunatics 
usually do.</P> 
It is likely that for some, even if they have anti-semitic inclination, the 
threat of the Jew has long since faded into irrelevance as Jews disappear from 
Europe, while the Muslim hordes continue to pour in.</P> 
I am keeping an open mind. I am a member at Brussels Journal too, and there is a 
mix there of really fine people, obvious racists and anti-semites, and white-
supremacists.</P> 
The same is true of many right wing blogs. Small Dead Animals in Canada, and 
frankly, LGF (sorry, 'tis true).</P> 
Somehow we have to support the good, weed out the bad, and not toss them all in 
the same junk heap.</P> 
Tough to do, but necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is an incredibly offensive post. Racists, antisemites, and white 
supremacists are NOT welcome at LGF, and if those are the kind of people you 
think you need to befriend, you're welcome to go elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04416972 27691 213 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 8:00:14pm  
 
In fact, I'm making that decision easy for "june_july" and blocking its 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04416993 27691 232 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 8:07:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #223 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4416961&amp;n=202" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Cattt</EM></P> 
We're talking about the same thing. It can happen here in the US. Vlaams was 
here <A 
href="http://www.buildingdemocracy.org/Articles/Building_Democracy_Magazine_-
_April_2007/Vlaams_Belang_in_the_USA_200703311075/" target=_blank>this 
spring</A> drumming up support. Altas/Pamela is a real person here in America 
who supports them. The Knuckleheads at Stormfront are real Americans who support 
them. Robert Spencer has defended them. European fascists have real world 
support in America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I disagree on Robert Spencer. He said unequivocally that he denounces neo-Nazis. 
If you have a link where he says something different, I'd like to see it; I've 
emailed him and we're on the same page with these groups as far as I 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417021 27691 257 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 8:16:31pm  
 
I will never ally myself with fascists or neo-Nazis. Not now, and not ever. If 
we convince ourselves that this devil's bargain is the only way to win, we will 
have already lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417085 27691 311 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 8:32:08pm  
 
<EM>re: #293 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Thank you for this post. It's very telling. The only anti-
immigration party in Sweden has it's foundations built on nazism. That should 
tell you something.</BLOCKQUOTE>Look, if you think Bat Ye'or, Aryeh Eldad and 
others would join in with a bunch of neo-Nazis you have lost your marbles. As 
far as I can see, I'm the only person on this thread <STRONG>who was actually 
there</STRONG> at this now-famous conference. Nobody else was, including 
Charles. All participants liked the initiative, and Andrew Bostom held a lecture 
based on his forthcoming book <A 
href="http://www.andrewbostom.org/content/view/15/1/" target=_blank>The Legacy 
of Islamic Antisemitism</A>. To my surprise, I now find that this was a neo-Nazi 
hate party.  
They must be getting soft these days...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The initiative is necessary. I support the movement against the Islamization of 
Europe. But once again, I'm disturbed that no one is willing to discuss the 
problematic nature of some of the participants. Instead, they -- and you -- 
attack those who raise the issue and ask reasonable questions.</P> 
It's a devil's bargain, Fjordman. I thought you were smarter than 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04417105 27691 330 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 8:38:21pm  
 
I've never been more glad to have been born an American than I am 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417281 27691 472 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 9:23:04pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/4417211" target=_blank>#425</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, I agree that some of the characteristics of you were grossly unfair, 
but I don't think your treatment of this has been entirely without problems, 
either. You didn't have to launch such a full-scale assault without even talking 
to the people and parties involved and listen to their side of the 
story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
My original post on this matter contained exactly four (4) sentences questioning 
the participation of Vlaams Belang and SD. And I even gave a link to the website 
of the SD, in the interest of fairness, and noted that some readers disagreed 
with my misgivings.</P> 
For that, I was viciously attacked by Pamela and others, and told that I was 
aligned with CAIR among other insulting and derogatory comments.</P> 
I didn't start this battle. I simply tried to raise some questions. But when 
people attack me, I will not take it lying down. The attacks prompted me to look 
more deeply into those parties, and the more I look, the more I find that 
confirms my original misgivings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417332 27691 499 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 9:38:39pm  
 
Correction: my original post contained <EM>three</EM> sentences questioning the 
participation of VB and SD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417336 27691 501 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 9:40:30pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/4417323" target=_blank>#494</A> 
so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
Thanks for that. It supports the comments I've received from other Swedish 
readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417366 27691 518 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 9:59:36pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/4417362" target=_blank>#516</A> jwbaumann</EM></P> 
Anyone who thinks this site encourages "white supremacists" is not welcome. 
That's not "careless," it's insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417382 27691 529 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:09:42pm  
 
The lgfwatch stalkers are gibbering and drooling and gloating over all this, 
naturally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417417 27691 552 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:35:26pm  



 
I'll take Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417427 27691 555 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:44:39pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/4417423" target=_blank>#554</A> Victor</EM></P> 
What the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417432 27691 558 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:50:25pm  
 
That's it? "Parody?"</P> 
OK. Then I'm indulging in some parody of my own and blocking your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04418707 27691 653 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 9:12:15am  
 
<EM>re: #643 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4418372&amp;n=642" target=_blank>#642</A> 
kepiblanc</EM></P> 
Well, I've made many comments on this (which I think are fair to the VB and 
favorable to Paul Belien in particular), so I would just note it is very 
peculiar that Gates of Vienna doesn't deal with something like this, after it 
was pointed out by me to them.Haaretz:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Gustave "Staf" de Clercq, the Flemish nationalist leader during the 
war, openly collaborated with the Nazis. After the deportation of Jews began, he 
was said to have remarked: "Now we can breathe easier." Nevertheless, many 
members of your party revere his memory and participate in ceremonies to mark 
the anniversary of his death.</BLOCKQUOTE>Filip Dewinter:  
<BLOCKQUOTE>He is one of the historic leaders of the party. This is part of the 
history of the Flemish nationalist movement and it is impossible to deny this. 
We are the descendants of this movement. Some of the members of the party attend 
these events because they want to honor the heritage of the Flemish 
movement...</BLOCKQUOTE>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.filipdewinter.be/page.php?linkID=200" 
target=_blank>www.filipdewinter.be...</A>]  
As repeated so many times, things like this are legitimate grounds for taking a 
step back and proceeding with greater circumspection, rather than issuing these 
strange denials of anything relating the founders of VB (Dewinter's words) to 
the Holocaust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Good post, and that's just one reason why I cannot simply take the word of 
current Vlaams Belang members at face value, and why I cannot simply endorse 
them as allies (unlike some others who have decided to embrace them without 
reservation).</P> 
I'm seeing a lot of denial in the statements of both of these parties, even 
though the things they're denying are easily checked. That disturbs 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04418783 27691 657 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 9:24:20am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/4418721" target=_blank>#654</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 



I think the best course for the SD, if they're being honest about their desire 
to renounce the Nazi roots of the party, would be to make a clean break and 
start a new organization without any associations with previous leaders or 
members. In fact, this course seems so obvious to me that it's another reason 
why I can't simply take them at their word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419075 27691 667 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 10:17:18am  
 
 
 
<EM>re: #664 Ezekiel2517</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4418783&amp;n=657" target=_blank>#657</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
But Charles, wouldn't the same groups who criticize the SD now [CNN, the BBC, 
the usual rogues gallery of the MSM leftists] try to tar any new organization 
with the same brush?</P> 
You might as well suggest that they all go home, retire from politics, and let 
someone else start a new party. The fallacy here is either they are connected to 
the new party or there is no new party.</P> 
Explain to me how they can start a new party that won't be "guilty by 
association" according to their present critics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It isn't hard to tar someone with a brush that has tar all over it.</P> 
I guess you missed my point -- that if they want to stop being associated with a 
Nazi past, they should start a new organization without any associations with 
previous leaders or members. It's not enough to just say, "it wouldn't work 
anyway."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417421 27692 67 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:38:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #46 TomVeal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Much as I hate to say anything positive about a Kossack diary, Yacka Jah Yacka's 
proposal that we all end the War on Terror by converting to Islam is patently 
satire - probably the first funny post "Screw 'em" has ever allowed into his 
hatefest. He must not have seen the point either. Charles at least has the 
excuse of having been preoccupied by his examination of the Swedish 
Democrats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Did you read his comments in that thread? Not a single hint of humor about 
them.</P> 
This was not satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04417422 27692 68 Charles Thu, Oct 25, 2007 10:40:20pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/4417414" target=_blank>#64</A> jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
It really worries me to see this fracas, because it feels more emotional than 
rational, and we need each other for the coming catastrophe. Political alliances 
are more business relationship than friendship, and provide the venue for 
drawing people of shared interests into closer agreement on an ever expanding 
panoply of issues. ...</P> 
While I appreciate Charles' abhorrence of racial hatred, this issue has somehow 
hit a nerve beyond what I am used to seeing, and something feels wrong about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



Please go back and read the posts in sequence. I challenge you to point out 
where I've been "more emotional than rational."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419097 27692 1190 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 10:22:01am  
 
I'm amazed that someone thinks it's OK to talk about bombing anyone "into 
genocide," even in jest (if that's what it was), after all the times I've warned 
people and despite the very obvious disclaimer at the top of each thread. 
"kerravon" is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419390 27696 128 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 11:18:47am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/4419189" target=_blank>#93</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
I'm not really missing that point, I just assume that LGF readers by now are 
aware that Foer has been lying non-stop from the very beginning of this scandal. 
Those documents released by Drudge are extremely damning; they show the backdoor 
maneuvering TNR tried to pull off very blatantly, and make the editors look like 
real creeps. I mean, threatening him with the disapproval of his own wife? And 
pressuring him not to talk to anyone else?</P> 
This is mainstream media at their worst, back-biting, threatening, and scheming, 
lying to the public, and stonewalling to the very end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419502 27698 55 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 11:44:10am  
 
<EM>re: #16 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Koskidz...</P> 
<A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/10/26/133119/98" target=_blank>LGF: 
Free speech for me, not for thee</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Same old same old. Those are people who think it's the height of intellectual 
argument to call me "Chuckie 'Greenballs' Johnson."</P> 
While at the same time, being completely ignorant on the subject they're writing 
about.</P> 
Not worth a reply.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419524 27698 69 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 11:47:42am  
 
<EM>re: #49 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Pamela has improved her apology...<A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2007/10/aligned-was-
wro.html#comments" target=_blank>"ALIGNED" was Wrong</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Stepping back. Not backpedaling. I want to clarify my position. I 
was wrong to say Charles was aligned with CAIR. He is in no way aligned with 
CAIR. In my initial post, my passion and my initial shock lead me to snark. It 
is the blogoshere after all. The fact that CAIR and ultra leftwing sites are on 
the same page as LGF on this is merely a confluence of events.  
This kerfuffle (!) cannot, must not stand in the way of all of Europe. I 
apologize for using that word. I stand by my position. <STRONG>I believe the 
European parties we have aligned ourselves with are forthright</STRONG> and true 
and I am deeply sorry if I offended Charles. He is the quintessential anti-
jihadist and does yeoman's work. And it is my fervent wish that he examine all 



the evidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>She's still set on supporting these Neo-Nazi 
parties but she has improved her apology.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Saw it. I don't consider it an improvement to say that I'm "on the same page" as 
CAIR and ultra leftwing sites. But it's merely a "confluence of events." 
Honestly, that sounds extremely patronizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419598 27698 124 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 12:00:32pm  
 
<EM>re: #96 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4419524&amp;n=69" target=_blank>#69</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
The apology is a minor issue for me. The real problem is that she's still 
praising neo-Nazi groups as the saviours of Europe. She knows what she's doing 
and has rationalized it in her mind. I'm guessing that she (and many others) 
will never reconsider their opinion on that. Some of the her commenters are also 
willing to openly embrace the Nazis...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't see LGF coming around, unfrotunately. They can't withstand 
being called "Nazi" or "Racist" and will do anything to avoid such attacks. So 
LGF is a school at best, but such a school yields graduates who can step up to 
adult challenges. In Holland, <STRONG>the mark of combat-readiness is when you 
say to yourself "I am a racist". It is a declaration of independence, that you 
will be free from the Leftist taunts that are meant to bind you into 
inaction.</STRONG> *Actual* racism is not a factor, the issue is simply 
<STRONG>freeing your mindset so that you are ready to actively join 
cause.</STRONG> CJ and half of his LGF will not do that, Pam, so yes they are 
friends, but don't work too hard to swing them over, 'cause it's not gonna 
happen.</BLOCKQUOTE>Strange days.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Note that Pamela is pre-approving those kinds of comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419647 27698 159 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 12:08:37pm  
 
<EM>re: #148 mglazer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4419598&amp;n=124" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
I'm not so sure I have been posting on her site quite easily with a generic user 
and they always appear right away - it's been a while. I think she uses the 
global signin like debbie schlussel's site typekey or something that redirects 
back to her site.</P> 
I can use that same generic id on both sites to post comments that appear 
immediately</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
From above her comment form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Comments are moderated, and will not appear on this weblog until the author has 
approved them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419681 27698 185 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 12:13:44pm  
 
And by the way, if I ever say "Yes, I am a racist!" to "free my mindset," I 
hereby grant the lizard army permission to throw a blanket over me and pound my 
stupid ass with a ballpeen hammer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04419727 27698 226 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 12:22:00pm  
 
<EM>re: #218 rappmandu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4419681&amp;n=185" target=_blank>#185</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
We'll just tase you.</P> 
/</P> 
Seriously, though, I'm glad to see Pamela apologize to you and to admit openly 
her mistakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
When did that happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04419884 27698 297 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 12:50:39pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/4419826" target=_blank>#283</A> rappmandu</EM></P> 
I saw all that. But I would have picked different sentences to put in 
bold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04420307 27700 120 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 2:03:42pm  
 
<EM>re: #118 Ceemack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hmmm..."ThinkProgress"...well, it's not really <EM>progress</EM>...</P> 
...and they don't really <EM>think</EM>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hence, "A Double Misnomer."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04420893 27700 137 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 4:29:13pm  
 
<EM>re: #136 aboo-Hoo-Hoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Charles, can you tell if the photo was shopped?</P> 
My wife just commented it looked like a Halloween picture and I'll add, <A 
href="http://jcdurbant.blog.lemonde.fr/files/bush_vampire_3.thumbnail.jpg" 
target=_blank>ripe for demonization</A> as the <EM>Left</EM> is so 
inclined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
We went through this yesterday. It's not photoshopped. The photo is on the White 
House web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04420574 27701 217 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 2:38:57pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/4420553" target=_blank>#201</A> Dhimmisum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Also saw this at Northeast Intelligence Network (sometimes their info seems a 
little shaky) but interesting all the same...saw that they found similar devices 
at some of the fires in Greece this summer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
A "little shaky?" Boy, is that ever an understatement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04420968 27702 156 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 4:56:24pm  
 
New update above, with special photo of Umar at the recent ISNA 
convention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04421045 27702 224 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 5:12:16pm  
 
Once again, Bill O'Reilly missed a golden opportunity to confront the Muslim 
Student Association with their radical origins and agenda.</P> 
Why doesn't anyone bother to look into who's behind these groups? The coverage 
is invariably shallow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421114 27703 5 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 5:36:22pm  
 
<EM>re: #4 SecretInternetDoucheBag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yeah these inter blog spats always end up sounding like people talking crap to 
eachother in an AOL chat room or while playing a hard core game of Risk in a 
public library.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
This isn't just an "inter blog spat." It's being noticed at some pretty high 
levels of all of these parties, in Europe and the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421144 27703 25 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 5:50:52pm  
 
Can we put a rush order on that, Stinks? I miss my balls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421192 27703 68 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 6:04:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #49 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4421144&amp;n=25" target=_blank>#25</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
At some point earlier this afternoon there was a glitch of sorts that briefly 
allowed me to rate my own comments.</P> 
KNOWN?,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
A small bug, now squashed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421211 27703 85 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 6:09:18pm  
 
<EM>re: #65 Glen Wishard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
This is important, and I think lgf has sounded this theme many times over the 
years.</P> 
If the center would stand up for some pretty basic principles of civilization 
and stop pretending Islamic fascism doesn't exist, groups like Vlaams Belang 
would be rendered marginal and irrelevant overnight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Hey Glen, nice to see you here. And as usual, you make a great point. The reason 
why Nazi-linked groups are gaining power in Europe is because the majority has 
been bludgeoned into submission by many years of heavy-handed socialist policy, 
and they're looking for any way out of it. It's a very dangerous situation.</P> 
For Europe. For America, not so much right now, but it's going to increasingly 
affect us here too. The blogs are the front line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421271 27703 141 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 6:25:29pm  
 



The German Nazis were neither "left" nor "right". They were pigs and monsters 
who would use any ideology--including occult craziness--to grab as much power as 
possible. It's a mistake to ascribe any kind of ideology to them except the 
ideology of naked opportunism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421303 27703 169 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 6:33:34pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/4421282" target=_blank>#152</A> zombie</EM></P> 
Yep, the left/right dichotomy comes from France.</P> 
That ought to tell us something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421432 27703 284 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:10:48pm  
 
Cincinnatus: "consider your points?"</P> 
OK. LGF readers are welcome to do that. But please know that your "points" are 
utterly disgusting to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421441 27703 291 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:13:15pm  
 
I will never have a "moment of transformation" in which I say, "Yes, I am a 
racist!"</P> 
That's just vile, and anyone who say that kind of thing is nuts.</P> 
Give me a reason why I shouldn't block your account right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421461 27703 311 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:18:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #298 stranded conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I think there an important distinction between not caring if you are CALLED 
racist and not caring if you ARE racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I've been vilified for years with those words. But I will NEVER accept it and 
define myself that way, and people like Cincinnatus who tell me I'll free my 
mind by doing so... make me ill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421474 27703 324 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:21:34pm  
 
<EM>re: #306 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
#260: I just pointed out that LGF links approvingly to a post which contains a 
twisted version of one of the most brutal attacks against anti-Jihadists I have 
seen in a long time. Frankly, I think it undermines the credibility of this 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And for my part, I'm beginning to wonder why I ever thought you were saying 
something worth listening to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421487 27703 337 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:24:19pm  
 
<EM>re: #314 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #291 Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>I will never have a "moment of transformation" in which I say, "Yes, 
I am a racist!"  
That's just vile, and anyone who say that kind of thing is nuts.</P> 
Give me a reason why I shouldn't block your account right 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Racism is the catch-all term used by European governments 
to silence the political opposition. It has nothing to do with actual racism, as 
defined in any dictionary.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Agreed. The "racism" term has been used as a blunt weapon. But "Cincinnatus" is 
saying something very different ... he's saying we should embrace the term, and 
thereby "free our mentality."</P> 
And I find that repugnant in the extreme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421490 27703 340 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:25:33pm  
 
<EM>re: #330 Cincinnatus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #284 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Cincinnatus: "consider your points?"  
OK. LGF readers are welcome to do that. But please know that your "points" are 
utterly disgusting to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I'm sorry to hear that, Charles. But I 
do not wish to be where I am not wanted, so I will take my leave. Best wishes. 
Cc.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Don't let the door hit you in the ass on the way out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421501 27703 350 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:27:45pm  
 
<EM>re: #343 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
#324: And why is that, Charles? Because the post you linked to casually refers 
to a 74-year-old unarmed woman as a right-wing extremist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Because you're completely distorting what Esther wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421517 27703 366 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:31:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #346 Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #283 Beagle</EM></P> 
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>... There are about 20 traveling neo-Nazis in the United States. 
They're met by hundreds of angry protesters wherever they go. 
...</BLOCKQUOTE>American neonazism is a joke, just poor white trash latching 
onto something. It has very little to do with the real nazism, which came out of 
the socialist mainstream of 1920/30s European politics.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
That's exactly right. The neo-Nazis in the US will never gain a foothold.</P> 
But in Europe, the last 100 years of history should teach us how dangerous they 
are. Unfortunately, there are many Europeans who are ignoring that lesson, and 
falling for the siren song yet again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421562 27703 406 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:42:38pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/4421536" target=_blank>#385</A> Dead Sea 
Squirrel</EM></P> 



Thanks, but I don't think it's going to happen. Fjordman has too much invested 
in that opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421584 27703 427 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:47:09pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/4421567" target=_blank>#411</A> Caliredst8r</EM></P> 
How did "abortion" get into this discussion? Please take your agenda somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421606 27703 448 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 7:52:21pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/4421589" target=_blank>#432</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
Yes, you are. You're focusing on a small detail, and trying to discredit the 
larger argument with it. Just as you tried to misrepresent my perfectly 
reasonable questions about VB and SD as a "full scale assault."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421684 27703 519 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:16:36pm  
 
The vindictive reactions to my posts questioning Sweden Democrats and Vlaams 
Belang have succeeded in one thing -- they've reinforced my opinion that 
something is very wrong with those groups.</P> 
Thank God I was born in America, and I can choose another path. Judging from the 
hate mail I've received over this issue, Europe is headed for 
disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421713 27703 543 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:22:43pm  
 
<EM>re: #536 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don’t mind being slandered by people like Pipes or Little Green 
Footballs. Being called an anti-Semite by “Little Green Footballs” is like being 
called ugly by a pig.</BLOCKQUOTE>From the TAM link above</BLOCKQUOTE> 
It's Ray Hanania, the Saudi puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421741 27703 569 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:28:18pm  
 
Hanania always responds this way. He needs to answer to his Saudi masters.</P> 
And he <EM>is</EM> a disgusting antisemite, one of the creatures who has been 
allowed to gain a tiny foothold in American media, looking for a larger foothold 
by attacking Daniel Pipes and me, among others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421754 27703 582 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:31:49pm  
 
Hanania is lashing out because of this post about one of his blatantly 
antisemitic articles for the Saudi royal family's mouthpiece, ArabNews:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27616_Antisemitic_Ravings_of
_the_Day_Courtesy_of_Saudi_Arabia&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04421789 27703 617 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:38:55pm  
 
<EM>re: #601 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #524 carbon footprint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4421684&amp;n=519" 
target=_blank>#519</A> Charles</EM>  
Yes, thank God. Europe is in her death throes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>That is 
absolutely, positively NOT something to be celebrated. Sick.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
carbon footprint was replying to my comment, "Thank God I was born in 
America."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421842 27703 666 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 8:51:18pm  
 
Mich-again: I really like that recording too. Just posted the video, 
thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421937 27703 709 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 9:18:24pm  
 
<EM>re: #703 squarepeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
After hanging in for many many posts, I have two things to say:</P> 
1 - I think it was shitty the way Charles blamed caliredst8r for the abortion 
thing when he wasn't the one who brought it up -- mama winger was. What, 
Charles, you don't want to go down the throat of the more popular poster?</P> 
2 - The video at the next thread up isn't available.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
And that's the last crap you take on my carpet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423149 27703 874 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:54:36am  
 
<EM>re: #865 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4422715&amp;n=847" target=_blank>#847</A> 
Roger</EM></P> 
A cornerstone, Roger, of working through that problem you mention would be 
dealing fully and openly with the well-founded, evidenced concerns people have. 
The silence is thundering. That's why I deplore Belien's latest response: to 
claim 'Charles argues that we are neo-Nazis'. Not so at all; he even made that 
explicitly clear. That's why I deplore these Orwellian denials of anything 
troublesome regarded white nationalism in the Blok's history or the VB's 
relation to the Nazi collaborators, as Dewinter openly affirmed. Instead, they 
appear to be going down a whole other path -- building up strawmen and knocking 
them down as well as full-fledged denials of what people are concerned with. 
This has been a dark realization for me, since there are people I care for 
deeply in Flanders. Their movement won't succeed along this 
path.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
There has been an awful lot of misresenting my opinions in this issue, and the 
simple fact is: that disturbs me, perhaps more than anything. I've done my best 
to be measured and balanced in every blog post, and in return I've been 
slandered, told I was aligned with CAIR, told I was making accusations I never 
made, etc. etc.</P> 
The fact that my reasonable questions have been met with this kind of response 
doesn't make me feel I was wrong -- just the opposite. If there were nothing 



there, why go this crazy, and make claims that are easily checked and 
refuted?</P> 
The post from BruxellesBlog is very interesting indeed, and I don't buy the 
excuse that it's an innocent Celtic Cross. It's another serious warning sign 
among very many.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423150 27703 875 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:55:12am  
 
Correction: "misrepresenting."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423209 27703 882 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:13:41am  
 
By the way, if you search for Vlaams Belang at YouTube, there are some other 
videos that are quite disturbing, including one in which DeWinter seems to 
explicitly say that Vlaams Belang = Vlaams Blok. (Note: I don't speak Dutch, so 
I'm not able to translate what was actually said. But just from the tone, 
there's some pretty disturbing ranting going on here too. If anyone can 
translate the content, please do.)</P> 
</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/j7A8ftkdHL0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P> 
Another one with DeWinter, speaking in front of a Vlaams Blok banner:</P> 
</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HVdL3fTf58M&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423332 27703 898 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:46:19am  
 
<EM>re: #892 ex cathedra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #877 Dennis227</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>LGF is correct in identifying thugs as thugs. The writer of the blog 
report "Islam in Europe" is correct; next in line will be the Jews then the 
Catholics then Lutherans and so forth down the line.</BLOCKQUOTE>The blog entry 
that started this thread is a reporting of the violent attack on one of the SIOE 
leaders. Has it been decided then that SIOE (Stop the Islamization of Europe) is 
an organization of Neo-Nazi thugs? I haven't seen anything about it. As far as I 
know, this is an organization unaffiliated with any political 
party.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
No, that hasn't been decided at all, not by me, anyway. I don't know much about 
this group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423427 27703 913 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:08:48am  
 
<EM>re: #902 Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423209&amp;n=882" target=_blank>#882</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HVdL3fTf58M" target=_blank>Second 
video</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Filip Dewinter: 'Yes, the Vlaams Blok (Flemish Block) chooses our 
own people first (slogan: Eigen Volk Eerst). And yes, the Vlaams Blok chooses a 
Flemish Flanders. And yes, the Vlaams Blok chooses a white 
Europe.'</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Oooh-kay.</P> 
Are you certain of that translation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423461 27703 925 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:23:27am  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/918/4423446" target=_blank>#918</A> Dead Sea 
Squirrel</EM></P> 
That's disgusting, and a complete distortion. Ugh.</P> 
I'm not going to be bullied into shutting up about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423779 27703 940 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 1:18:09pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/938/4423729" target=_blank>#938</A> 
ZionistYoungster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
I am extremely dismayed by the fact that European identity is inextricable from 
race (speaking of "whites" instead of Britons, French, Italians etc.). After 
having made clear that I am against those who sound too much like the pondscum 
on Stormfront, however, it must be made clear that there is no politically 
correct way to win this global war. There is a tiny minority of active 
jihadists, supported and enabled by a vast majority of Muslims who believe in 
their goals. The genuine moderate Muslims are too few, are all in hiding, and 
cannot be relied on. The only way this war can be won without hurting innocents 
is if it is waged by God's direct hand, for only He knows who is innocent and 
who isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
I would agree that there may be no "politically correct" way to win against 
militant Islam. Unfortunately, the Islamists have made this true, by violating 
all civilized rules of warfare, hiding among civilians, using children to commit 
terrorist acts, etc.</P> 
However -- this is still a long, long way from saying that we need to make 
alliances with Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421871 27704 13 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 9:01:14pm  
 
By the way, my email at c h a r l e s (at) lgf.com has been malfunctioning all 
afternoon for some reason, since about 2 pm. I'm trying to get it straightened 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04421885 27704 15 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 9:06:21pm  
 
Glad to hear that, Macker.</P> 
I don't share my personal life much because there are too many creeps out there 
who will use it against me, but if you're the praying sort, my mother could use 



your prayers. She's been diagnosed with liver cancer, has already had one 
operation, and is now going through chemotherapy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04422141 27704 174 Charles Fri, Oct 26, 2007 10:43:29pm  
 
One more note for the night, and I thank you all most sincerely for your wishes 
and prayers from my mom -- my email is not working for some reason and hasn't 
since about 3 pm this afternoon. So if you've emailed something important and I 
haven't responded, I'm not ignoring you -- I haven't read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423059 27705 149 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:33:40am  
 
No need to worry about any viruses, folks, I found the problem. It was a 
corrupted rule in Apple mail; I've never seen that happen before, but somehow 
the condition field for one of my rules got garbage characters in it, and the 
rule was set to delete anything that <EM>didn't match</EM> that condition -- so 
it was deleting everything. Ouch.</P> 
Any emails sent since yesterday were trashed because of this, so if you sent 
something important, please try again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423156 27705 232 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:56:58am  
 
<EM>re: #218 Roger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423059&amp;n=149" target=_blank>#149</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Check <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27703#c0818" 
target=_blank>#818</A> BruxellesBlog 10/27/07 3:23:32 am reply quote report</P> 
Probably the most important research with regard to the hate mail you received 
from across the pond. dewinters has some explaining to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I saw it. And I do not buy the excuse that it's an innocent "Celtic 
Cross."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423166 27705 239 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:00:17am  
 
And by the way, if you search for Vlaams Belang at YouTube, there are some other 
videos that are quite disturbing, including one in which DeWinter seems to 
explicitly say that Vlaams Belang = Vlaams Blok. (Note: I don't speak Dutch, so 
I'm not able to translate what was actually said. But just from the tone, 
there's some pretty disturbing ranting going on here too.)</P> 
</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/j7A8ftkdHL0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423173 27705 245 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:01:51am  
 
Another one with DeWinter, with a Vlaams Blok banner:</P> 
</P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HVdL3fTf58M&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423230 27705 288 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:19:03am  
 
The more people like Paul Belien attack and misrespresent what I've said, the 
more I believe I'm not mistaken to raise these questions. The response to my 
misgivings about VB and SD has been quite revealing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423240 27705 297 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:21:36am  
 
Robert Spencer is not defending the Vlaams Belang and SD. He's saying to focus 
on the good that was accomplished at the conference, which is a perfectly valid 
point -- but really has nothing to do with the underlying issue I tried to 
raise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423246 27705 302 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:23:13am  
 
<EM>re: #294 Poitiers-Lepanto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #282 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423192&amp;n=262" 
target=_blank>#262</A> storagemanager</EM>  
</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>?... Charles is showing proof...why the split?</BLOCKQUOTE>Because 
questions raised by Charles make her feel that she might, just might, be in the 
wrong.  
There shouldn't be a split. This should be a matter of concern and calm 
investigation. This isn't a matter of personalities, but it's become 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>And maybe the organizers of the meeting could have asked to 
someone who knows Europe well before jumping into the unknown.And now they feel 
they should have known better, and it is a bad feeling.  
I TOTALLY agree with your<STRONG>This should be a matter of concern and calm 
investigation</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Yes, I totally agree. The response to my questions and concerns about these 
groups has honestly shocked me a little bit, and I don't think I'll ever be able 
to look at some of these attackers the same way again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423292 27705 339 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:34:10am  
 
<EM>re: #317 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423230&amp;n=288" target=_blank>#288</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Notice Pamela links to this article by and LGF troll...<A 
href="http://www.usorthemonline.com/wordpress/?p=61" target=_blank>When good 
bloggers collide</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Now, Charles has seen my post at Atlas under USorThem (I post as 
Leave Iraq Now at LGF) and says that his removal of the Sheik’s post on 



deportation was warranted and he did not do it to appear politically 
correct.</BLOCKQUOTE>Her continued praise of the European Nazis and the 
extremists banned from LGF calling for ethnic cleansing shows that she's 
embraced her inner racist. She has become radicalized and she's not coming back 
for the dark side.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423300 27705 344 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:36:41am  
 
Just for the record, that "UsOrThem" creep is actually lying about this, and he 
knows it. The post by "sheik yer'mami" that he's referring to specifically 
advocated <EM>mass internments and deportations</EM> of <EM>all</EM> Muslims, 
whether guilty of crimes or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423313 27705 350 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:41:22am  
 
And it was not the first time he posted that kind of bigoted extremist garbage, 
either. Despite being deleted and warned many times, he continued to do it.</P> 
Note also that on three occasions, he posted really ugly racist slurs against 
Condoleezza Rice. (This is the <A href="http://www.answers.com/topic/pickaninny" 
target=_blank>word</A> he used.) Also deleted, and also warned. He was banned 
when he did it again; the last comment he posted here said: "if you HAVE to have 
a black Secretary of State..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423526 27705 403 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:49:02am  
 
<EM>re: #373 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423349&amp;n=368" target=_blank>#368</A> 
Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
I think you're going a little far, here. Pamela tends to be a little excitable, 
so when she gets angry she tends to stay that way, and not think through all the 
implications.</P> 
It doesn't help to keep attacking her. It just keeps her angry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
It doesn't help to keep attacking me, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423614 27705 444 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 12:28:38pm  
 
Can we please back the rhetoric down a notch? Dianna: I do see what you're 
saying, but I'm also very disturbed by what Pamela has been posting. And some of 
the other posts by 'Leave Iraq Now' and at Brussels Journal, linked by Pamela 
with approval, are flat-out dishonest. I'm not going to waste any more time 
replying to those kinds of attacks, but I am going to say once more that the 
reaction to my reasonable questions, framed in a reasonable manner, has been 
revealing. And not in a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423621 27705 448 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 12:31:58pm  
 
Note that the latest post at Brussels Journal starts with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



For several nights in a row now I have watched with great dismay the evolving 
discussion at LGF concerning the alleged Nazi past of some European Anti-
Islamists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
The <STRONG>alleged</STRONG> Nazi past?</P> 
There is nothing "alleged" about it. It's a well-documented fact. Why don't they 
just admit it?</P> 
These are weasel words, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423383 27706 35 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:57:06am  
 
People keep asking whether there's something wrong with the rating system, 
because it seems like their rating went through twice or not at all, or caused 
the number to go in the wrong direction...</P> 
We need to remember that at any given time, there are several hundred people 
logged in at LGF. If the number changes unexpectedly after you click one of the 
buttons, it's because other people are rating it at the same 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423400 27706 46 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:01:51am  
 
<EM>re: #6 nagasaki_hata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Great news, we need more cannon fodder. For Endless Peace, we need Endless War, 
it's the American Empire Way!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
That kind of comment belongs at Daily Kos. Go post there. You're not welcome to 
spew that kind of idiocy at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423759 27708 71 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 1:12:02pm  
 
I'm about to post again on the Vlaams Belang issue.</P> 
Batten down the hatches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423937 27709 62 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 1:55:52pm  
 
Wow. Another huge mistake by the anti-Islamists, at Michigan State:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.lsj.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20071027/NEWS01/710270332/10
01/news" target=_blank>www.lsj.com...</A>]</P> 
The article doesn't mention it, but Nick Griffin is the head of the British 
National Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423961 27709 83 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:02:15pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/4423956" target=_blank>#78</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
Those documents are not from Vlaams Belang -- they're from the Sweden 
Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04423978 27709 97 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:07:02pm  
 
<EM>re: #62 Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Wow. Another huge mistake by the anti-Islamists, at Michigan State:</P> 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.lsj.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20071027/NEWS01/710270332/10
01/news" target=_blank>www.lsj.com...</A>]</P> 
The article doesn't mention it, but Nick Griffin is the head of the British 
National Party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Folks, look at this link. It's not just the European anti-Islamization movement 
that's being corrupted by neo-Nazi connections. The BNP is seriously bad news, 
and Nick Griffin is a Holocaust denier. I'm absolutely appalled that the Young 
Americans for Freedom at MSU would have anything to with this person.</P> 
My God. What's going on here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424032 27709 147 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:21:58pm  
 
<EM>re: #116 mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4423978&amp;n=97" target=_blank>#97</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Read the MSU YAF version of the incident in their <A 
href="http://www.spartanspectator.com/" target=_blank>press release...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Conservatives Assaulted After Speaker Shouted DownConservatives 
Chased by Violent Protesters with Baseball BatsEast Lansing, Mich. – Nick 
Griffin, the chairman of the British National Party, did not receive a pleasant 
welcome during his visit to Michigan State University on Friday. Countered by a 
mob of extremists, Griffin continually faced loud remarks and booing during his 
two-hour speech at the university.</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Ugh, and I mean <EM>ugh</EM>.</P> 
Look at what's going on here. The IFAW event was hijacked by a TRUE extremist: 
Nick Griffin. Who then promptly hitched a ride on the "my free speech was shut 
down" bandwagon.</P> 
This is starting to get very depressing. How could the YAF do 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424066 27709 178 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:30:23pm  
 
<EM>re: #160 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4424032&amp;n=147" target=_blank>#147</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
Could they have not known about his Holocaust denial before they invited 
him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Google his name. How ccould they possibly have missed all of that, if they knew 
enough to invite him to speak?</P> 
This is just awful. I don't even know what to write about it.</P> 
Looks like I picked the wrong decade to give up drugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424085 27709 196 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:34:11pm  
 
According to the article, they knew exactly who Nick Griffin is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
Kyle Bristow, chairman of YAF, said his organization invited Griffin to promote 
intellectual debate. Bristow said he doesn't believe in many of the ideas 
Griffin has preached, particularly his alleged denial of the Holocaust, but does 



agree that the Islamic faith is a threat to 
America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424129 27709 240 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 2:47:10pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/4424112" target=_blank>#223</A> Jim 
Rockford</EM></P> 
That's your opinion, and you're welcome to it. Many European LGF readers 
disagree very strongly with what you wrote, and some of them are well-known 
writers (who asked me not to identify them, sorry).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424252 27709 356 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 3:31:07pm  
 
<EM>re: #334 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4424213&amp;n=320" target=_blank>#320</A> 
Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
It goes like this: Even if "white europe" is a symbolic statement referring to 
the cradle of civilization, yadda yadda, whatever... that still tells you a lot 
about what they think about any non-european culture.</P> 
It's also a way for them to distance themselves from parts of Europe they like 
less, for example the baltic states, the iron curtain states, the yugoslavian 
states, the mediterranian islands, etc. etc.</P> 
Basically, what they mean by "white Europe" is "every country north and west 
from Germany... Except for Spain, they're kinda dark too".</P> 
What they are saying in effect, is that the more pale your skin is, the more 
likely you are to be civilized. They're just not saying it that way... I'm so 
tired of the all this god damned "nuance".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
Truumax: I've been all over Europe as well; spent many years touring Europe in 
different bands, and made a point of researching each country. I'm not a newbie 
about these issues.</P> 
And I completely agree: the "nuance" argument is bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425308 27709 813 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 8:09:30pm  
 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/809/4425282" target=_blank>#809</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
Sorry to see that. I thought better of Diana West. And of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425315 27709 815 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 8:10:57pm  
 
This experience has been very eye-opening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425505 27709 843 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 8:56:45pm  
 
There's nothing funny about this. I seem to be the only 'conservative' blogger 
who gives a shit about this issue, except for Allahpundit. And now people like 
Diana West, a person I formerly had great respect for, are coming out in favor 
of the Vlaams Belang, and the ranting Nazi sympathizer Filip 
DeWinter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425535 27709 851 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:09:39pm  



 
<EM>re: <A href="/showc/849/4425528" target=_blank>#849</A> Jimmy The 
Clam</EM></P> 
I knew someone would say that. Sad to see that it's you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425543 27709 854 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:12:12pm  
 
And I'm not ever going to support Vlaams Belang. I've seen all the evidence I 
need to see. If you want to stay blind and stupid, that's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425545 27709 855 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:13:15pm  
 
<EM>re: #853 Jimmy The Clam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<EM>re: #851 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4425528&amp;n=849" target=_blank>#849</A> Jimmy The Clam</EM>  
I knew someone would say that. Sad to see that it's you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>NO!I'm 
not letting it go at that!  
Please answer why.You have a crap load of people seriously scratching their 
heads wondering what the hell just happened.I'm not a Nazi and I sure as hell am 
NOT willing to hop in bed with the either.</P> 
I want to shake you right now!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
"Please answer why?" Look at the fucking videos I posted above!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425554 27709 857 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:16:17pm  
 
And those videos are only the tip of a fucking giant iceberg.</P> 
But go ahead. Support Nazis. It's your soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425579 27709 861 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:23:28pm  
 
No, we both can't be right.</P> 
<P>That's not a Celtic Cross, it's a white power symbol, and if you don't want 
to admit it I can't help you any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425583 27709 862 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:24:31pm  
 
<P>In any case, I'm finished talking to you about it. Make your choice. I 
have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425601 27709 866 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:27:56pm  
 
<P>new_tommy: you're lucky not to be banned after this ugly comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They would prefer to lose Europe than have Jewish sensibilities 
offended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should hang out at BNP sites where you'll feel more 
welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04425612 27709 870 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #865 Alberta Oil Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, all three videos have become "unavailable". Did Youtube take them 
down?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The videos are still available.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425640 27709 879 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:41:12pm  
 
<P>If someone can look at the videos I posted of DeWinter ranting and pounding 
the podium about a "white Europe" like a little Hitler, and not feel disgusted, 
I don't want them around me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425647 27709 881 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 9:44:39pm  
 
<P>And I DO NOT CARE if that happened in 1991, 1981, or 1946. It doesn't 
matter.</P> 
<P>I'm learning a lot this week about the people who are supposedly "on my 
side."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425708 27709 901 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/887/4425665" target=_blank>#887</A> 
humanliberty</EM></P> 
<P>Good post, thanks. And neither Pim Fortuyn nor Ayaan Hirsi Ali wanted 
anything to do with Vlaams Belang -- for good reason. Not even Geert Wilders 
(who is deliberately provocative on Islamic issues) will support Vlaams 
Belang.</P> 
<P>There are reasons why these smart principled free thinkers don't want to be 
associated with VB, and the reasons are visible in the videos above.</P> 
<P>Search the web for yourself. There's so much information on them you have no 
excuse for staying ignorant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425781 27709 936 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:25:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #933 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425744&amp;n=918" 
target=_blank>#918</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>It hasn't been said outright, but reading this entire thread and how anti 
vlaams belang it is sure makes me think so.</P> 
<P>Besides, you shouldn't base your opinion on the translated text that was 
provided because it isn't a literal translation, quite a bit has been left out, 
and I wonder for what purpose. I'm Dutch and could understand all that was said 
in the clips and can tell you that not everything was translated completely, 
just the juicy, out of context stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's bullshit. Several of our Dutch-speaking readers watched the clips and 
vouched for the translations.</P> 
<P>Please don't piss on my shoes and tell me it's raining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04425822 27709 951 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:38:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #945 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having read this blog for quite a while, (but not contributing) I think too 
many of your new lizards are lefties in disguise and clouding the debates with a 
fair amount of BS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Utter crap. The first video shows a White Power symbol on Filip DeWinter's 
bookshelf. There's no translation necessary. It's a fucking white power 
symbol!</P> 
<P>The second video is here only to show that he's saying the Vlaams Belang is 
the same party as the Vlaams Blok -- and the third video contains only the 
speech that was translated, about Vlaams Blok being for "a white Europe."</P> 
<P>You're still pissing on my shoes. Eventually I'm going to get pissed 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425832 27709 956 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:41:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #948 Jimmy The Clam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #942 Highrise</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4425787&amp;n=938" target=_blank>#938</A> Highrise</EM>And I 
think I can safely say, new tommy's moral compass is broken by the crap he's 
printed here about jews and stuff.</BLOCKQUOTE>And I can safely call you an 
intellectual coward for not answering my question about Bat Ye'or?Think she 
might need to be denounced too?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, Jimmy -- nobody can answer your question about Bat Ye'or except Bat 
Ye'or.</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer was there too, and he's already posted about it, distancing 
himself from the Vlaams Belang. If others don't want to distance themselves 
that's their business. But you're conveniently ignoring the fact that Ayaan 
Hirsi Ali is also very much against the Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425845 27709 962 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:44:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #954 new_tommy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #947 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425786&amp;n=937" 
target=_blank>#937</A> new_tommy</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm not talking about "making deals"</BLOCKQUOTE>Yes- you are:  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I also know that no one has been able to point to any other group we 
could support in this keystone European state we could support to resist 
Islamification.</BLOCKQUOTE>So, you're basically saying- since there is no one 
else- let's go with the nazis! Well- at least, that's my take. I'm with 
Killgore. You stink.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well if that is what I'm saying, then what are 
you saying? Oh, that's right! <EM>Let Europe go to the 
Muslims.</EM></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you think the choices are:</P> 
<P>1) Embrace the Vlaams Belang, or</P> 
<P>2) Let Europe be taken over by Muslims?</P> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04425854 27709 965 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:47:18pm  
 
<P>But I forgot -- Ayaan Hirsi Ali isn't a "white European." I guess that makes 
her opinion worth less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425862 27709 970 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:49:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/967/4425859" target=_blank>#967</A> Jimmy The 
Clam</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished discussing this with you. You're beyond reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425879 27709 974 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:53:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #971 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425822&amp;n=951" 
target=_blank>#951</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>So what, he has a symbol that you equate to "White Power". I have a tow rope 
in my truck but that doesn't mean I hang people. And I'm still saying there was 
more said in the 3rd video then was translated in the text. If you want to get 
pissed about me pointing something out, I'm sure you'll ban me but that still 
doesn't change the fact that you don't have the literal translation, and are 
basing your opinion on incomplete translations.</P> 
<P>Are you now going to ban for having a difference of opinion with 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't flatter yourself. But please, keep on denying that's a White Power 
symbol. Every time you say it, you're digging the hole a bit 
deeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425889 27709 979 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 10:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #977 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425861&amp;n=969" 
target=_blank>#969</A> Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<P>Fine, I'll go through again and get a typed, literal translation for you, 
might take a little while and this thread is moving pretty fast so be 
patient.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go right ahead. But I already have a translation from someone I trust.</P> 
<P>You, I don't trust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425904 27709 983 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:02:22pm  
 
<P>Maybe someone else can let me know later if Johnny Canuck proves the Vlaams 
Belang is made up of harmless kittens and fluffy bunnies. I'm moving on to other 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425916 27709 991 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:07:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #988 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425879&amp;n=974" 
target=_blank>#974</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not saying it is or isn't, but why do some people have a problem with a 
guy who might be proud of his heritage and culture, which for most of that 
countries history was white. Is he not permitted to have pride in his ancestors 
and his national culture? Or are only Americans allowed to have undying 
patriotism for their country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your point is that you're fine with it being a White Power 
symbol?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425923 27709 993 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:09:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #989 new_tommy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I stand by my positions. I just don't want to exaggerate the importance 
of what anyone here can possibly do to support or oppose VB. Providing what 
little support Americans can still looks pretty good to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Vlaams Belang will find no support at LGF. If you want to support them, 
find somewhere else to do it, because you're going to be lonely 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425942 27709 1002 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:16:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #996 new_tommy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #993 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #989 new_tommy</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>No, I stand by my positions. I just don't want to exaggerate the 
importance of what anyone here can possibly do to support or oppose VB. 
Providing what little support Americans can still looks pretty good to 
me.</BLOCKQUOTE>The Vlaams Belang will find no support at LGF. If you want to 
support them, find somewhere else to do it, because you're going to be lonely 
here.</BLOCKQUOTE>I won't be supporting them here or anywhere else on the web, 
Charles. That would be a waste of time. But I think excluding them from things 
like Islamofascism conferences is a bad strategy.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all the baggage they're carrying from their Nazi sympathizer/white power 
past, and the fact that their connection to the Islamization conference has 
already been used to discredit the conference and its participant, you think 
it's "bad strategy" to exclude them?</P> 
<P>What color is the sky on your world?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425946 27709 1003 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 11:17:54pm  
 
<P>And now I really am taking my leave of this thread. It's been fun. Well, 
actually no ... it hasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04426939 27709 1078 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 9:53:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1077 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brazilian Neocon:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Sorry, Charles, you are seriously misguided here... VB is one of the 
best friends of Israel and the Jewish people in the region, Jews actually are 



one of their major constituencies! And I care a lot about that - I live in 
Jerusalem now...</BLOCKQUOTE>Thank you for that.  
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/10/kepiblanc-weighs-
in.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson’s blog “Little Green Footballs” is an archetypical American 
blog. Charles and his commenters seem to know American politics extremely well, 
but know next to nothing about Europe. The standard outcry is “Europe is doomed” 
whenever some stupid Eurocrat appears in theater. From time to time this mantra 
even looks like the wishful thinking and wet dreams of many Americans.</P> 
<P>And suddenly Charles and most of the commenters have gone into full moonbat 
mode, seeing ghosts and specters everywhere, especially in Vlaams Belang and 
Sverigesdemokraterna, thus labeling them “white supremacists” and even 
“Nazis”.</P> 
<P>To me it seems that Charles is hoisting his flag of purity and innocence so 
high that his feet can’t reach the ground anymore. And of course the Muslim 
organisations such as CAIR noticed and haven’t hesitated to exploit this 
controversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What an offensive post. I'm a "moonbat" now, hoisting a "flag of purity and 
innocence?" For noticing that there are serious problems with both of these 
parties, and raising questions?</P> 
<P>Or am I just a stupid, un-nuanced American?</P> 
<P>Everyone who has ever criticized them is wrong, I suppose, including Ayaan 
Hirsi Ali and Pim Fortuyn? Are they stupid too?</P> 
<P>It certainly has been eye-opening to see the vehement attacks launched 
against me on this issue, and now more than ever, I want nothing to do with the 
Vlaams Belang, and I've lost all respect for you, Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424734 27710 113 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:29:12pm  
 
<P>It gets worse.</P> 
<P>This is a leftist group dedicated to "watching" the YAF at Michigan State. 
Normally I wouldn't pay attention to these kinds of groups.</P> 
<P>But in this one case, there does seem to be something that needs 
watching:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://yafwatch.blogspot.com/2007/09/commentaryyaf-had-
knowledge-of-preston.html" 
target=_blank>yafwatch.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424736 27710 114 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/4424686" target=_blank>#100</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nick accused protesters of being "bused in from Detroit."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424743 27710 116 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:31:06pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"I have not been to Stormfront in a year," said Preston Wiginton to 
questions about his ties to the white supremacy website.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424762 27710 124 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:38:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #122 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"People are genetically programmed to fight people who do not look 
like them," Griffin said.</BLOCKQUOTE>That is absurd.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just absurd. Evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424769 27710 126 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #121 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is Bristow's reply to my e-mail to him, which is below.</P> 
<P>Dear Leftist Freak,</P> 
<P>I am thrilled that we had Nick Griffin speak at Michigan State 
University.</P> 
<P>In Freedom,Kyle Bristow</P> 
<P>---Please, renounce your decision to host this anti-Semitic man at 
M.S.U..</P> 
<P>Sincerely,Concerned Lizard from LGF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that settles the issue of whether they were unaware of Griffin's 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424792 27710 137 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:44:01pm  
 
<P>It's becoming clear to me that I was being naive in thinking the YAF at 
Michigan State would renounce Griffin. They knew exactly what he believes, and 
invited him for that reason.</P> 
<P>And surprise -- they're also Ron Paul supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424817 27710 154 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:50:57pm  
 
<P>The patriotboy blog is one of the very worst leftist blogs.</P> 
<P>I hate to admit that creature was right in this case, but he 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424847 27710 176 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 5:58:40pm  
 
<P>I've now put quotes around the word 'conservative' in the title of this post, 
because these people aren't conservatives.</P> 
<P>They're insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04424904 27710 213 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 6:15:55pm  
 
<P>That post by "khamr" will remain there, like a big stinking turd, turning 
slowly white with age, to demonstrate why he/she/it was banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425121 27710 277 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 7:12:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 Underzog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>People are going to accuse the Young American Foundation with the Young 
Americans for Freedom (both have initials YAF).</P> 
<P>This is indeed bad news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made a point of noting they were not the same groups, in bold, in my 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425251 27710 288 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 7:54:27pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://spartanspectator.blogspot.com/2007/10/msu-yaf-
denounces-little-green.html" 
target=_blank>spartanspectator.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And they've published Mandy Manners' email address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425338 27710 309 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 8:15:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #295 Stogiechomper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4425251&amp;n=288" 
target=_blank>#288</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>What did I just tell you about "paleoconservatives"? It's one of my posts 
above.</P> 
<P>They're lunatics. I notice that one Lizard gave me a negative rating for 
describing them as such. You should put him on the watch list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That lunatic is no longer welcome to post at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04425372 27710 319 Charles Sat, Oct 27, 2007 8:22:34pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately, that little 'flag' button on Blogspot blogs does absolutely 
nothing. Blogspot/Google doesn't care about what happens on their blog hosting 
service. They should relabel that button the 'worthless chump' 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04426890 27710 517 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 9:43:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #512 bruxellesblog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4426129&amp;n=490" 
target=_blank>#490</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The "Celtic" cross statue in the VB video that has caused so much 
questioning, isn't Celtic at all.  
<P>It's an award from Stormfront. Nice try Atlas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Jumpin' Jesus 
on a pgo stick, can you back this up Render? Do you have a link?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you go to the Stormfront site, the "Celtic Cross" is very prominently 
featured as their logo.</P> 
<P>It's ludicrous for anyone to claim that the presence of that symbol on 
DeWinter's bookshelf is meaningless.</P> 
<P>I'm going to start an open thread -- can we please discuss this issue in that 
thread so it doesn't get lost here?</P> 
<P>As for the BNP -- they're fascists. I don't want anything to do with them or 
Nick Griffin, and the reaction of that moron Kyle Bristow is a perfect example 
of the kinds of people attracted to the BNP's crypto-Nazism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04429546 27710 533 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 9:23:39pm  
 
<P>It took a while for the BNP toady to show up, but I see it's here 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04426814 27714 18 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 9:26:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 Chicken Kiev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then again, the idea of police "raiding" the company based on "complaints" is 
utterly bloodcurdling. Police would not "raid" anything based on Jewish or 
Christian "complaints," I venture to guess -- not in Italy, not in the USA. I 
think Jews and Christians would be sternly told to suck it up and stop being so 
oversensitive.</P> 
<P>Now I feel ill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason is simple: fear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427051 27715 61 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 10:12:39am  
 
<P>Maybe Stormfront is also using that "Celtic Cross" symbol as a <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=stormfront&amp
;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>metaphor</A>? Or could it be 
satire?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427069 27715 73 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 10:16:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breaking News!</P> 
<P>Anti-Defamation League rationalizes away a White Power symbol!</P> 
<P>"It is important to note that the Celtic Cross is used widely today in many 
mainstream and cultural contexts. No one should assume that a Celtic Cross, 
divorced from other trappings of extremism, automatically denotes use as a hate 
symbol."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice selective quoting there, jeppo. How about quoting the rest of their 
entry on the white Power symbol?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Symbol Type - General Racist Symbol</P> 
<P>Also Known As "Odin’s Cross"</P> 
<P>Traditional Use/Origins - The symbol for the Celts of ancient Ireland and 
Scotland; also used as a Christian symbol</P> 
<P>Hate Group/Extremist Organization - Neo-Nazis, White Supremacists</P> 
<P>Extremist Meaning or Representation - International white pride</P> 
<P>Background/History:This is one of the most popular symbols for neo-Nazis and 
white supremacists. First popularized by the Ku Klux Klan, the symbol was later 
adopted by the National Front in England and other racists such as Don Black on 
his Web site, Stormfront, and the racist band Skrewdriver to represent 
international "white pride." It is also known as Odin’s Cross.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we're supposed to ignore all that stuff, and ignore all the other 
links and connections?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427165 27715 130 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 10:35:33am  



 
<P>The Celtic Cross:</P> 
<P><A title=CelticCross4.gif 
href="http://www.glasspainting.co.uk/pics/Designs/CelticCross4.gif" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: CelticCross4.gif</A></P> 
<P>The White Pride symbol:</P> 
<P><A title=symbol1.jpg href="http://gbgm-umc.org/umw/anti-
hate/images/symbol1.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: symbol1.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Which of these is visible on DeWinter's bookshelf in that video?</P> 
<P>Hint: it's not the first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427222 27715 167 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 10:44:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#114: I didn't bring up this issue. This whole "debate," if it can even be 
called that, has been about "white European racism." OK, but then it is only 
fair that we debate the whole concept of "racism," which has been largely 
defined by the political Left.</P> 
<P>I'm still waiting for a reply from Charles to a question I have asked several 
times: Do native Europeans have the right to desire their own continued 
existence as peoples, or is this racism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the debate is not about "white European racism." It's about the 
disturbing ideologies of two political groups that have hitched a ride on the 
anti-Islamization movement, and whether it is smart to allow this or, as I 
believe, it is political suicide.</P> 
<P>Your question is meaningless in this context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427316 27715 234 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 11:04:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/4427292" target=_blank>#217</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You still didn't answer my question, by the way: Do I have the right to limit 
immigration in order to preserve the traditional demographic majority in my 
country, their heritage and culture? Yes or no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Are you happy now?</P> 
<P>Now answer my question: is it smart for the counter-jihad movement to make 
allies of parties with undeniable fascist and racist backgrounds?</P> 
<P>I suspect you'll answer yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427410 27715 298 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 11:29:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/4427387" target=_blank>#287</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm delighted. Thank you. This also means, by extension, that if the natives 
of a country such as Belgium want to preserve the traditional, in this case 
white majority, that's perfectly OK according to you. They're merely exercising 
their right to self-determination and self-preservation just like everybody 
else. Good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're putting words into my mouth.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is the direction you are pushing with undermining all the hard work 
good people have put into that conference, the first attempt ever to establish 
an organized counter-Jihad cooperation in Europe. Who do you think will benefit 



by this? Could it be the Muslim Fascists and the Eurabian 
Fascists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I brought up the issues because I think the counter-jihad movement will be 
damaged by these associations. If you want to call that "undermining," that's 
your choice. But you're wrong.</P> 
<P>That was an interesting slip of the keyboard above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Splitting Belgium, the ideological and geographical heart of the EU, will do 
a lot to undermine the EU and Eurabia, and this is the policy of the Vlams 
Block.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that deliberate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427507 27715 359 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 11:46:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/4427444" target=_blank>#321</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would also be more than happy to allow Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Ibn Warraq, Ali 
Sina or Wafa Sultan live here any day of the week, although I suspect we are a 
bit too Socialist for their taste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, Ayyan Hirsi Ali has also denounced the Vlaams Belang, quite strongly 
I must add. Is she also "undermining" the counter-jihad 
movement?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427518 27715 365 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 11:50:39am  
 
<P>To quote Ayaan Hirsi Ali, the Vlaams Belang is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>..."a racist, anti-Semitic, extremist party that is unkind to women and that 
should be outlawed."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That goes quite a bit farther than I have. Are you going to denounce her for 
"undermining" the counter-jihad movement too, Fjordman?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427591 27715 393 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 12:11:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/4427568" target=_blank>#386</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way - and allow me to add - for anyone who's lived here, there can be 
absolutely no doubt concerning the association of the 'Celtic' gun-sight cross 
seen in the VB video with the neo-nostalgics of the worst moments of European 
history. And I mean no doubt at all: it's been the symbol and calling-card for 
decades.</P> 
<P>The 'real' Celtic cross - at least as it is used and represented here in 
France - is different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. There is no doubt about that symbol. I'm appalled that some people 
who would otherwise not even think of making excuses for it, are now making 
excuses and trying to rationalize it away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427602 27715 396 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 12:16:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/4427571" target=_blank>#387</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is one of the greatest assets the counter-Jihad movement 
has.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But for some reason, when I raise reasonable questions, and post evidence to 
back up my questions, I'm a "moonbat," giving ammunition to the ultra-left, and 
"hoisting his flag of purity and innocence so high that his feet can’t reach the 
ground anymore?"</P> 
<P>OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427655 27715 412 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 12:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/4427637" target=_blank>#408</A> marwan's 
daughter</EM></P> 
<P>I've communicated with Robert, and been insulted by Andrew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427712 27715 433 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 12:48:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/4427660" target=_blank>#415</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you have any good suggestions to how I can roll back the Islamization of 
this continent, I'm all ears. And I'm not being sarcastic, I really want to hear 
it. But if you believe that not cooperating with the VB is more important than 
preventing Europe from falling to Islam, then, with respect, I think you are 
missing the bigger picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh. Man, is it ever getting old, responding to statements like this.</P> 
<P>I do not think that "not cooperating with the VB is more important than 
preventing Europe from falling to Islam," and I've never said anything remotely 
like this.</P> 
<P>I believe the movement will be <STRONG>stronger</STRONG> without associating 
with the Vlaams Belang. Why is this point so hard for you to understand? 
Politically speaking, in the <EM>real world</EM>, a huge number of people will 
be turned off by the participation of the VB and the SD, people who might 
otherwise be willing to listen to the facts about the Islamization of 
Europe.</P> 
<P>Not just me, "hoisting my flag of purity," Fjordman. My email is running 
vastly more in favor of what I've been saying than against it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427805 27715 471 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 1:11:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/4427764" target=_blank>#456</A> stvip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wouldn't you still refuse to choose supporting a racist-fascist group, as a 
matter of principle, even if it were the more popular thing to 
do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. I'm trying to make the point that those who say it's "necessary" 
to make alliances with these groups are wrong, in my opinion, for two 
reasons:</P> 
<P>1) it's wrong, period, for the reasons you stated, and</P> 
<P>2) it's self-defeating, and wrong from a political standpoint as well, 
because the anti-jihad position is weakened and damaged by their 
participation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428036 27715 553 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 1:57:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/4427996" target=_blank>#536</A> 
HerrMorgenholz</EM></P> 



<P>That is such bullshit. I challenge you to show one post where I have called 
<STRONG>anyone</STRONG> a Nazi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428234 27715 653 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 2:44:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/4428191" target=_blank>#622</A> Brazilian 
Neocon</EM></P> 
<P>From Belien's post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This important and historical event, which shows that there still is a 
fighting spirit among some Europeans, has been criticized by Charles Johnson, 
the owner of Little Green Footballs, an influential American neo-conservative 
website, because members of the Vlaams Belang were present.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong on charge number 1. LGF is not a "neoconservative web site."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Though the VB did not organize the conference, it provided an important part 
of the logistics and the security of those attending. Johnson says the VB is a 
neo-Nazi party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong again. I have not said the VB is a "neo-Nazi party." I have said that 
the disturbing links in their past are problematic for the anti-jihad 
movement.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His arguments are:(1) that the party abstained in the European Parliament 
from approving the above mentioned Holocaust resolution;(2) that early this 
month the party organized a “white supremacist” demonstration;(3) that Nazi 
skinheads applaud the party;(4) that neo-Nazis link to VB 
videos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've presented much more evidence than this.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(2) The VB did not organise a “white supremacist” demonstration. Johnson’s 
website links to a picture of a group of people carrying a white supremacist 
flag and a number of Flemish flags. He claims this picture was taken earlier 
this month and says there are VB flags on the picture. I do not see any VB flag 
on the picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say the VB organized a "white supremacist demonstration." I said 
that white supremacists showed up at a VB demonstration. This is unquestionably 
a fact.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not see any VB flag on the picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several LGF readers have now come to the conclusion that there is a VB flag 
in that photo, it's not just me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson got this picture from the Yelloman blog, a far-left Belgian 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? Who cares where it came from? The picture shows a real event.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(3 &amp; 4) Johnson’s two last charges against the VB are that Nazi skinheads 
applaud the VB and neo-Nazis link to VB sites. During the past days several far-
left and even pro-Islamist groups have linked to Johnson’s website. Does this 
prove that Johnson is a leftist and a pro-Islamist? Yes, it does if we judge 
Johnson by his own standards. Friends tell me that I should not say that Charles 
Johnson is an Islamist who disguises himself as one of their adversaries. But, 
hey, why should we not judge a man by his own standards? Because we are decent 
and responsible people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I discovered that neo-Nazis were linking to me with approval, I would have 
to seriously re-examine my positions. This is not meaningless.</P> 



<P>And the last few sentences are nothing more than a creepy, dishonest 
attack.</P> 
<P>In short, not a single one of these points is valid. He has responded in 
every case to 1) things I did not say, or 2) complete distortions of what I did 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428245 27715 660 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 2:47:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #645 Edouard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me just say that this whole debate is very distressing. I don't like to 
see people at odds with each other who generally have common cause.</P> 
<P>That being said -- Filip Dewinter and his "White Pride" cross which is 
exactly the same as the logo of the deplorable Stormfront -- we just 
<EM>cannot</EM> have this. OK? The Counter-Jihad needs to become aware and 
divorce itself <EM>utterly</EM> from these odious white-power elements.</P> 
<P>Grave public damage will be done if the major global-left media get hold of 
it and see fit to paint the Counter-Jihad cause with a Stormfront 
brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is exactly my point, and it has been all along. Thank you for 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428354 27715 718 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 3:32:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #705 Digger Dan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's time that some of you hotheads calm down. There's simply too 
much innuendo being hurled about today, and it's very unpleasant. I've waded 
through this steaming pile of posts, looked at the video several times, and I'm 
still puzzled how Charles reached the conclusion that the Celtic cross in the 
video is actually posing as a white power cross? Even the <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/racist_celtic_cross.asp" 
target=_blank>Anti-Defamation League says</A> says the white power people have 
appropriated the Celtic cross. I'm not trying to be provocative, but half my 
relatives are buried in graves under this cross, and the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Brothers_of_Ireland" 
target=_blank>Catholic school</A> that I attended 50+ years ago has this cross 
over every door. So I can honestly ask,"How do you know that this cross in the 
video is being used as a hate symbol?" What is the proof?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cross in your link is NOT THE SAME as the one in that video.</P> 
<P>Take a closer look at it. Then compare it to the logo at the Stormfront neo-
Nazi web site, or browse Google images for "white power symbol".</P> 
<P>There's no doubt whatsoever that the "Celtic Cross" (also called Odin's 
Cross) is being used by the White Power goons around the world.</P> 
<P>The only real question is whether you believe its presence on DeWinter's 
bookshelf is just an innocent coincidence. After everything else I've read about 
the VB, I can't take that leap of faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428362 27715 722 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 3:33:47pm  
 
<P>In fact, it shouldn't be called a "Celtic Cross" at all. I'm only using that 
term because the people who are trying to rationalize its presence in that video 
are using it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04428390 27715 732 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 3:41:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/4428377" target=_blank>#728</A> BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think there's any way we can prove it was an "award from Stormfront," 
unless someone discovers a post at their hate hole about it. I doubt that, 
myself.</P> 
<P>But it's undeniably true that it's the same symbol Stormfront uses as their 
logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428406 27715 737 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 3:45:15pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Brussels Journal continues making excuses for it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2596" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428413 27715 739 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 3:46:49pm  
 
<P>Note that they've now graduated to direct ad hominem attacks:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson (who knows nothing about 
Europe)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428590 27715 812 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 4:39:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/4428585" target=_blank>#810</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After watching those clips (about 40 minutes all together), I'm kind of 
wishing Filip could run for president here in America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You really are amazingly gullible, aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428602 27715 817 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 4:45:02pm  
 
<P>HerrMorgenholz revealed himself with the comment about being a "Prussian 
nationalist." (Look it up.) After that, and the comments about the superiority 
of white people, he's not welcome at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428610 27715 820 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 4:49:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/4427005" target=_blank>#35</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you're so preoccupied with racism, will you also launch an equally 
passionate campaign against the Whiteness Studies now taught in increasing 
numbers of American educational institutions, sometimes with the support of 
public money?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you've repeated this several times, I'll answer it.</P> 
<P>The fact that I do or do not post about one thing has absolutely nothing to 
do with what I post about something else. That is a complete red herring, and 
you know it.</P> 



<P>This kind of argument is typical of the left, in fact. "See, Charles Johnson 
didn't post anything about the IDF killing those children! See, Charles Johnson 
didn't post anything about Jewish kids holding guns!"</P> 
<P>You'll see this all the time at lgfwatch. Why don't you try to deal with the 
points I'm actually making, instead of this silly diversionary 
nonsense?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428624 27715 828 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 4:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #825 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm going to take a break from posting at LGF now, possibly for some 
days. First of all because I want more time to concentrate on writing essays, 
which is primarily what I do. But also because I am getting tired of this and 
feel that it's not going anywhere. I never had any particular desire to enter 
into a fight with Charles and LGF and I still don't, but I honestly felt some of 
the things that were written gave in incorrect view of the situation in Europe. 
I understand that Charles was hurt by some of the initial comments, and I can 
understand why, too. But right now, this isn't helpful for anybody.</P> 
<P>I didn't start writing as Fjordman to fight with Little Green Footballs, I 
did it to fight Islam, and I hope I can finally get back to doing so. I will 
appeal to Charles to take a break from this topic, too, and I will see what I 
can do about the other blogs, where I do have some leverage. What is going on 
now is only creating bad blood personally between a lot of people who shouldn't 
be enemies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not attacked any of those people personally, Fjordman. Not one of 
them, not once. ALL of the personal attacks are coming fom them, toward 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428632 27715 832 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 4:55:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #829 Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #753 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4427521&amp;n=368" 
target=_blank>#368</A> Killgore Trout</EM> Hey KT - I know this thread is dead, 
but went to your link and found a lot of "interesting things" but this was 
pretty damn straightforward: Vlaams Belang Party Platform contains, inter alia 
this gem:  
<P>"Full and unconditional amnesty for people convicted for collaboration with 
Nazi Germany after World War II."Yep, glad they had a hand in arranging the 
conference - looks like Charles warning was on target.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Gosh. If 
only we had listened more to people like Fjordman, we could have had these 
lovely people as our CHUMS. If only we weren't so heavily infected with those 
left wing memes that transmit distaste for white power symbols, racism, nazis...  
<P>/heavy sarcasm off</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is so much of that kind of stuff out there, it's just amazing to me 
that so many intelligent people refuse to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428657 27715 844 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:03:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #840 darrinh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #817 Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>HerrMorgenholz revealed himself with the comment about being a 
"Prussian nationalist." (Look it up.) After that, and the comments about the 
superiority of white people, he's not welcome at LGF any 
more.</BLOCKQUOTE>Nothing like a good Stalinesque purge is there?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And don't the door hit you in the ass, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428670 27715 852 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:05:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/842/4428654" target=_blank>#842</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that the one taking the cautious approach is called gullible. 
Amazingly gullible at that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right. You wish Filip DeWinter could be the president of the US. 
That's not just gullible, it's <EM>amazingly</EM> gullible.</P> 
<P>And yes, I watched those videos last week, for your 
information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428675 27715 856 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:07:11pm  
 
<P>jwbaumann: But maybe that's because I'm aligned (in your words) with 
"atheists, homosexuals, and abortionists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428734 27715 890 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:29:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #410 BeerForMyHorses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4427637&amp;n=408" 
target=_blank>#408</A> marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<P>Are we going to denounce the venerable Robert Spencer and Andrew Bostom? I 
certainly hope not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just saw this post, and no -- we're not going to denounce Robert Spencer. 
In fact, of all the people involved in this brouhaha, he's been by far the most 
reasonable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428750 27715 896 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:35:00pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #887 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Nederland &amp; Vlaanderen" section of the rotten hell-hole of a blog 
"Stormfront" has hundreds of threads showing support for Vlaams 
Blok/Dewinter.</P> 
<P>In the U.S. we have already made it more than clear that Ron Paul should make 
a public statement denouncing the views of Stormfront, and that he should return 
or donate to a charity the money he received from Stormfronters.</P> 
<P>I have just been at the stinking dung heap of a blog "Stormfront," and I 
noticed that around the "Odin's cross" is written "White Power World Wide," so 
unless you think Europe is somehow not included in the "World," don't fool 
yourself about the White Power symbol on Dewinter's shelf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I spent way too much time looking at that rotten hate hole myself, and I 
couldn't agree more. It's incredibly disturbing to read all that support for the 
Vlaams Belang at Stormfront.</P> 
<P>If I saw that kind of support for LGF at a site like that, I would probably 
just shut down my site.</P> 
<P>But as I've said before, those freaks do not support LGF, because I've made 
it extremely clear to them over the years that I am not their friend or ally, in 
any way.</P> 
<P>Apparently, they haven't received the same message from the Vlaams 
Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428808 27715 921 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 5:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/4428801" target=_blank>#917</A> hous bin 
pharteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either that, or he himself is a denier and a racist and invited that clown on 
purpose to spread his nonsense at MSU.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I pick this answer, after researching the jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428847 27715 939 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 6:10:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/914/4428796" target=_blank>#914</A> Truumax</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent post, Truumax. I've been trying to make the point, from the very 
beginning of this tempest in a teapot, that it's not an "either/or" situation. 
Those who have convinced themselves that it's time for war and we need to jump 
into the trenches with racists and crypto-fascists, are seriously deluded.</P> 
<P>And they're spouting this kind of nonsense, for the most part, from 
comfortable chairs, typing on computer keyboards that no one is trying to take 
away from them, in societies where they're in no real danger on a daily 
basis.</P> 
<P>It's a crazed over-reaction. The threat of Islamism is real, but we're a LONG 
way from the point where we should let snakes hitch a ride on the "movement," if 
that's what it is.</P> 
<P>EE also makes some excellent points. How many people have to die because of 
nationalist/racial fantasies before we stand up and say "Enough!"</P> 
<P>There <STRONG>are</STRONG> choices, and if the people of Europe want to 
survive the invasion, they need to make the right choices -- not lead the world 
back into yet another long night of ranting madmen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428861 27715 947 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 6:19:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #942 BruxellesBlog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4428842&amp;n=936" 
target=_blank>#936</A> mama winger</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, but this is not the cross that was on DeWinter's shelf. That is my 
point. And he, inadvertently, is making the same argument that "this cross is 
only a Celtic Cross" I've heard 100,000 time today that ignores the fact that 
the white power cross used by Stormfront is the one in 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brussels Journal is making a new argument today: it's a cross used by the 
French party "Occident:"</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2596" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Of course, Occident was dissolved by the French government for involvement in 
violent incidents, and was often described as "fascist."</P> 
<P>But any port in a storm. (Front.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04428960 27715 970 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 6:49:16pm  
 
<P>Just between you and me and several thousand other people, I do start to feel 
a little beaten down by the insanity sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04429012 27715 980 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 6:59:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #977 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The political establishment in Belgium and all of Europe, left and "right", 
are uniformly pro-Islam, pro-mass immigration, anti-American and anti-
Israeli.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile the VB, along with the SD in Sweden and the SVP in Switzerland are 
anti-Islam, anti-mass immigration, pro-American and pro-Israeli.</P> 
<P>Surely that must count for something. No?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no doubt that they're against the things in your "anti" section.</P> 
<P>But I'm not so sure I believe your "pro" section.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04429295 27715 1022 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 8:24:14pm  
 
<P>new_tommy's account has been blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04429635 27715 1057 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 9:51:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1054 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4428610&amp;n=820" 
target=_blank>#820</A> Charles</EM> Please re-read my #818 and reconsider it.I 
meant it. I'm sorry about Pamela and sorry about Fjordman, but YOU are the one 
who has been subjected to baseless, personal attacks and posts from people whom 
I used to consider honest.Do you really need this grief?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been delinked since yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430930 27715 1119 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:15:52am  
 
<P>I don't have time to deal with this bickering. Stop it now, or I'll simply 
ban everyone involved.</P> 
<P>No one wants to read this back-and-forth "you said this - no, you said this" 
crap. You're wasting everyone's time.</P> 
<P>You should take a step back and look at how it appears to someone who isn't 
involved. Hint: it ain't pretty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04427489 27716 47 Charles Sun, Oct 28, 2007 11:43:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 ointmentfly</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laura Bush needs to keep up the political rhetoric just as her husband. I am 
sure her feelings are different off the record. If she mouthed off about the 
hijab, oil prices would go up a few cents and maybe a few westerners would get 
kidnapped and beheaded... why bother...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is saying she should "mouth off" about the abaya. But some sort of 
teensy acknowledgment that it may not be just a quaint cultural custom might 
have been nice, instead of a full-throated whitewash like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430702 27724 28 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:25:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 DanThePainter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/10/kepiblanc-weighs-
in.html#readfurther" target=_blank>Baron Bodissey of GatesOfVienna on the 
Controversey</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I saw it. Kepiblanc predicts LGF has a "very short timespan ahead," 
and the Gates of Vienna apparently agree, because they published that crap with 
approval.</P> 
<P>We shall see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430709 27724 33 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:26:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 robert in england</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Agree with me or we will be very mean to you!"</P> 
<P>Sounds positively islamic to me...</P> 
<P>Charles, might I respectfully suggest that you let this one die a death; I 
don't think I've ever come accross any issue so divisive on this or any other 
blog.Surely, this benefits no one but our mutual enemies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry. I do not agree with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430757 27724 62 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:37:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4430741&amp;n=51" 
target=_blank>#51</A> Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<P>There's more infighting now between right wing blogs than there is between 
the members of Fleetwood Mac. Now that's bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I disagree. I have not attacked any of these people. I've stayed 
focused on evidence and facts.</P> 
<P>In return, I've been called so many names I've lost count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430766 27724 70 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:38:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 Golem Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, the more I read on Gates of Vienna, the more scared I get. Scared may 
not be the right word...concerned is more like it. Are European anti-fascist 
groups allied with white racists? If that's so, then Europe really has a worse 
problem than I ever thought. And European Jews will be caught in the middle. 
Again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The comments are quite ... interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430802 27724 99 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:46:48am  
 
<P>I see "Zionist Youngster" has now joined the ranks of VB defenders too. Oh 
well.</P> 
<P>Apparently the rule that I'm not going to allow comments advocating violence 
was what did it for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430885 27724 150 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:05:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/4430828" target=_blank>#120</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That post disturbed me a lot. It's not about your "reputation" as he asserts. 
It's about not allowing this place to degenerate into a hateful place--a 
conservative Huffpost, if you will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's an incredibly determined effort to mischaracterize LGF, and the rules 
intended to prevent the site from degenerating into a place like Huffington 
Post. I could not care less about my "reputation." Google my name, and you'll 
discover it's already been so smeared that it's pointless even to discuss 
it.</P> 
<P>I don't want people ranting about killing people and mass 
internment/deportations because that kind of unthinking crap is repellent to me, 
and to the vast majority of LGF readers. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430958 27724 187 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:20:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/4430901" target=_blank>#160</A> Piglet-
U93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I believe does not currently allow the advocation of mass internment 
and mass deportation as a policy. I do not believe that discussions in this area 
have been unconditionally banned. Am I wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reasonable discussions are always allowed here, you know that. When I say I 
don't want "mass internment/deportation" crap, I'm referring specifically to the 
types of posts that say things like, "All Muslims must be killed or deported 
NOW! End Islam!"</P> 
<P>That's just plain stupid, and not welcome here, and comments like that will 
be deleted. If it continues, that person will be banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04430965 27724 193 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:22:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #163 jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I know you're a Mac user. Have you updated to Leopard 10.5? Here's a 
post on slashdot that might make you wait a few months:[Link: <A 
href="http://it.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=07/10/27/1838248" 
target=_blank>it.slashdot.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Leopard Upgraders Getting "Blue Screen of 
Death"</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never upgrade to the first version of a major OS release. For that 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04431013 27724 217 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:35:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #186 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I apologize for being somewhat out of the loop on this whole sad affair.</P> 
<P>I think this is what happened and someone please correct me if I am 
wrong...</P> 
<P>There was an anti Islamofacism forum in Europe at which there was aNeo Nazi 
party member (Vlaams Belang, I presume) present or he was planning to 
attend.</P> 
<P>Charles gave the heads up about his expected presence as a cautionary 
warning.</P> 
<P>Blogs that are/were friends of LGF criticized Charles for his 
observation/warning.</P> 
<P>All hell broke loose.</P> 
<P>Am I missing anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your summary's not exactly correct; first, I never said Vlaams Belang was a 
"neo-Nazi party." To be precise, I said their presence at the conference was 
potentially problematic, because of their well-documented history, and warned 
that allowing them to participate might damage the anti-jihad movement in 
Europe.</P> 
<P>All hell broke loose immediately after that post; I was attacked in very 
insulting personal terms, and told I was "aligned" with CAIR, "on the same page" 
with ultra-leftists, "efeminate," and on and on.</P> 
<P>I've completely refrained from responding in kind, and have kept my posts on 
the issue focused with facts and evidence. Anyone can see this by reading what 
I've posted. It's been disappointing -- but revealing -- to see this response. 
When opponents can't deal with facts, they respond with personal attacks and 
smears, to try to bully me into shutting up.</P> 
<P>Well, I'm not going to submit to these tactics. And it's not finished. Not by 
a long shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431407 27724 315 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 12:25:38pm  
 
<P>Give 'moondog' some credit. At least he's admitting that he has no problem 
making alliances with Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431469 27724 327 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 12:36:05pm  
 
<P>I'll try to make this simple, 'moondog'.</P> 
<P>I support the anti-Islamization conference and their goals.</P> 
<P>I do not support having groups like the Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats 
involved.</P> 
<P>If you're looking for someone to propose a 'Final Solution,' maybe your Nazi 
allies would have some ideas on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431614 27724 344 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 1:04:41pm  
 
<P>I see that the Gates of Vienna crew are now crying about being removed from 
my blogroll. Perhaps they should have considered that before posting so many 
personal, insulting attacks, and allowing comments that go incredibly far over 
the line. For the record, I removed them because I'm honestly disturbed by what 



I see going on over there, and I don't want to be associated with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431623 27724 346 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 1:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 moondog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>let's see...the lizzardoid army spends day after day worrying about small 
things when the elephant in the corner starts to wake up...Charles, I would pick 
up a rifle on Israels <STRONG>behalf</STRONG> but you are more concerned with 
turning me into a nazi?Wouldn't it be better to try and come up with a solution 
than even worry about Nazi's? If the lizardoid army puts their minds to this, 
the Nazi's WON'T matter...can't make it any plainer...</P> 
<P>gotta go...charles, sorry you think I'm a Nazi...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break. This isn't worth dignifying with a reply.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431929 27724 392 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 2:27:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/4431882" target=_blank>#388</A> Ovoid</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not arguing about the white power symbol any more -- I agree, it's 
pointless. But it has been revealing to see so many people searching for 
absolutely any way they can find to deny the evidence of their own 
eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431995 27724 401 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 2:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #393 The Albatross</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the cross biz was a dead issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Brussels Journal is still denying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432001 27724 404 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 2:42:28pm  
 
<P>And throwing in a few graituitous insults along the way:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paul Belien's analysis of the EU Inquisition and the racist smears thrown at 
the Vlaams Belang party should be required reading for all, so called, 
conservatives, who are really economic capitalists and social marxists. For such 
conservatives, even as important as George W. Bush or as useful as Charles 
Johnson, often harbor a tangle of unexamined liberal-egalitarian assumptions 
wrapped around an inner strongbox of shallow shibboleths that they haven't 
either the intellect or the civic courage to 
examine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432023 27724 407 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 2:50:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/4432013" target=_blank>#406</A> 
AirForceWife</EM></P> 
<P>That's what the LGF search function is for:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=vlaams+belang" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Start at the post titled 'Organizing to Resist the Islamization of 
Europe'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432045 27724 411 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 2:56:52pm  
 
<P>"An inner strongbox of shallow shibboleths" is now a rotating 
title...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432101 27724 421 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 3:15:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #418 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't shilly shallySave your breathI'm hooked on my 
shallowShibboleths.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Burma shave!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432103 27724 422 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 3:15:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/4432068" target=_blank>#415</A> 
AirForceWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, I will have to read all the threads later and will not have time until 
late tonight but just in case I can save my time, is this quote above what 
people are so upset about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... no. Far from it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432221 27724 441 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 3:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #436 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#432 Buzzsawmonkey</P> 
<P>Yes, your #3 is a perfectly reasonable explanation. But they must have found 
the VB and SD to be acceptable partners in the anti-jihadist fight, warts and 
all. They would not do this with groups they felt to be racist or anti-Semitic 
going forward.</P> 
<P>I also agree with you about the anti-LGF vilification. Charles has taken a 
lot of crap and to his credit has not responded in kind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know for a fact that at least one of those participants was completely 
unaware of the history of the VB and SD, and I suspect it's probably also true 
of others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432291 27724 454 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 4:24:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #452 JohnConnor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#446 Malatrope</P> 
<P>No, there's no mistake. This is the link Dead Sea Squirrel gives:<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27715#c1074" 
target=_blank>Render</A></P> 
<P>Follow the link from there to the Prussian Blue site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, let's assume that Render may have jumped the gun by stating that the 
video by Kris Roman was an official VB video. I just watched the video and I 



don't see any indication that it was, although it is definitely credited to Kris 
Roman.</P> 
<P>What about the fact that there is so much support for the Vlaams Belang at a 
neo-Nazi site like Prussian Blue? Clearly, those people believe that the VB are 
their fellow travelers, wouldn't you say? How did they get that impression, if 
it's completely untrue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432346 27724 460 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 4:45:33pm  
 
<P>And on a similar note, if you search the ugly Stormfront site for "Vlaams 
Belang," there are literally hundreds of results. VB has <EM>huge</EM> support 
in the White Power "community" of the US.</P> 
<P>All a coincidence? A misunderstanding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432355 27724 462 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 4:48:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #459 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the discussion these last few days have been mostly about the Vlaams 
Belang, and the Sweden Democrats have fallen a bit into obscurity. I think this 
is because a) the VB are a bigger deal, b) there is more blantant damning 
evidence against the VB, and c) it's hard to dig up information on the SD. But 
this ticked me off a bit; I kinda think the SD got off the hook a bit too 
easily.</P> 
<P>So I have finished a rather big project and translated the entire historical 
oversight on the SD party from Expo, from 1988 to 2006. I would like to post the 
translation here, so people here can see some of the most vile and important 
stories about the party. Hopefully, it will get a few people who are on the 
fence about them to make a decision.</P> 
<P>But it's gonna be quite the long piece, and probably span over several posts. 
Is that cool? Don't want to flood the thread if it'll annoy people.</P> 
<P>//Niklas</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem posting over several comments. But why don't you post it in the 
newest open thread at the top of the front page, where there are fewer comments 
and it won't be buried quite so deeply...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432424 27724 468 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:15:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/4432374" target=_blank>#464</A> 
JohnConnor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point, Charles, but I don't know if there is that much support for VB on 
display on that site other than from 'Islaminator' who recommends the video and 
says it was made by his buddy, Roman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have disabled the 'search' function at the site, but here's a Google 
search:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=%22vlaams+belang%22+site:www.officialprussi
anblue.net&amp;num=20&amp;hl=en&amp;newwindow=1&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp
;filter=0" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432781 27724 481 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 6:59:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #475 JohnConnor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#468 Charles</P> 
<P>That was an impressive list at first glance, but on closer inspection Google 
only turned up thirteen mentions of the VB on the Prussian Blue site and at 
least half of those were duplicates.</P> 
<P>A quick whizz round the site suggests people there are a lot more interested 
in what Lamb and Linx wear (and <EM>under</EM>wear) than dreary old European 
politicos and their bickering factions.</P> 
<P>Not sure if that's healthy or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go to Stormfront, where they haven't disabled the search function, and you'll 
find a <STRONG>lot</STRONG> more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431125 27727 3 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:09:35am  
 
<P>Widget doesn't seem to work. I notified them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04431547 27727 88 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 12:49:04pm  
 
<P>I put the widget back in the post above, but it's loading waaay too slowly, 
so I had to remove it again.</P> 
<P>Please check out Blackfive's post -- they have links to all the different 
branches of the competition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432114 27730 8 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 3:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Fasternu426</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember the faked photos of the Brit soldier at the beginning of the Iraq 
war? That was LA Times too wasn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=6111_LAT_Doctored_Photos&amp
;only" target=_blank>these faked photos</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432440 27731 125 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:22:21pm  
 
<P>afdad: you'll have lots of friends pulling for you. Hang in there, and stay 
positive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432451 27731 136 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:26:46pm  
 
<P>Truumax: come on, you know that's all hearsay! And didn't it come from ultra-
leftwing sites? You're just stuck in the past! We're at war, and need to accept 
these people as our allies! They've changed, and now they have Jews in their 
organization! Besides, everybody in Europe was a Nazi sympathizer back then!</P> 
<P>/do I need a sarc tag?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432462 27731 146 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:29:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4432451&amp;n=136" 
target=_blank>#136</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>That's the stuff!</P> 
<P>Sadly though, I fully expect those responses to actually start popping up 
real soon. I hope I'm wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may make all of that into a front-page post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432466 27731 150 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:30:55pm  
 
<P>Truumax: are you Swedish? (I'm asking because I'll credit it to "Swedish LGF 
reader Truumax"...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432476 27731 158 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 5:34:22pm  
 
<P>By the way, on that Gates of Vienna post -- again, I'm disappointed that 
they're trying to use the fact that I removed them from our blogroll as some 
kind of slam against me. I didn't publicize it, and they could easily have asked 
me why in a private email.</P> 
<P>Instead, they chose to go very public with it, and use it to form the basis 
of another attack on my reasonable questions about the participation of Vlaams 
Belang in their conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04432900 27733 40 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 7:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden_Democrats" target=_blank>As of 
early 2007 the party claims about 2,500 members.</A></P> 
<P>/not even in Ron Paul territory</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why it's even more important for the counter-jihad movement to 
reject these people. We don't need them. And we shouldn't allow them to use us 
to increase their support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433097 27733 189 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 8:23:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #179 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4433063&amp;n=162" 
target=_blank>#162</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<P>So then, its all Wikipedia's fault? Thats pretty weak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just weak. It's dishonest, and I suspect Fjordman knows that.</P> 
<P>I've lost all respect for the person posting as 'Fjordman'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433113 27733 204 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 8:28:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4433097&amp;n=189" 
target=_blank>#189</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Can there not be a way back?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the one you should ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04433128 27733 217 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 8:31:04pm  
 
 
 
<P>A lot of Americans held great respect for Charles Lindbergh too, before his 
support for Nazis was revealed for what it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433139 27733 223 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 8:33:59pm  
 
<P>LGF reader 'hcq' posted this earlier today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the AS/Brussels Journal/Fjordman arguments of the past days sounded 
eerily familiar. Finally remembered where I'd heard it before:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We, the heirs of European culture, are on the verge of adisastrous war, a war 
within our own family of nations, a warwhich will reduce the strength and 
destroy the treasures of theWhite race, a war which may even lead to the end of 
ourcivilization. And while we stand poised for battle, Orientalguns are turning 
westward, Asia presses towards us on theRussian border, all foreign races stir 
restlessly. It is time toturn from our quarrels and to build our White ramparts 
again.This alliance with foreign races means nothing but death to us.It is our 
turn to guard our heritage from Mongol and Persian andMoor, before we become 
engulfed in a limitless foreign sea. Ourcivilization depends on a united 
strength among ourselves; onstrength too great for foreign armies to challenge; 
on a WesternWall of race and arms which can hold back either a Genghis Khanor 
the infiltration of inferior blood; on an English fleet, aGerman air force, a 
French army, an American nation, standingtogether as guardians of our common 
heritage, sharing strength,dividing influence.</P> 
<P>Our civilization depends on peace among Western nations, andtherefore on 
united strength, for Peace is a virgin who dare notshow her face without 
Strength, her father, for protection. Wecan have peace and security only so long 
as we band together topreserve that most priceless possession, our inheritance 
ofEuropean blood, only so long as we guard ourselves againstattack by foreign 
armies and dilution by foreign races.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So wrote Charles Lindbergh, the Nazis' useful idiot, in November 1939 - the 
same month Warsaw's Jews were ghettoized.</P> 
<P>Seems like the Brussels/AS crowd have incredibly short 
memories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433209 27733 282 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:00:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #271 Sodra Djavul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #266 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Let's put the yoots that are rioting in Brussels into a UFC cage 
along with the scumbag VB. Let them tear each other apart.</BLOCKQUOTE>That's 
it! Now with extra mouth-froth!  
<P>This really would be humorous if it wasn't sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing 'sad' about this. If your principles are so flimsy and easily 
violated that you see nothing wrong with making alliances with groups like the 
SD and the VB, I feel sorry for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433221 27733 291 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:05:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/4433199" target=_blank>#274</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>Those kinds of comments show you the truth about Brussels Journal. People 
with disgusting racist attitudes like that would not last ten minutes at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>But then, I'm just a stupid, un-nuanced American, who doesn't understand the 
great subtleties of European racial hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433224 27733 294 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:06:31pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/4433214" target=_blank>#285</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, I've become a Nazi sympathizer, is that what you're implying, Charles? 
And according to you, you never use negative personal characteristics against 
others, you're just a victim of it. Right...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're just someone for whom I've lost all respect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433241 27733 306 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:14:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #304 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow -- Brussel's Journal siding with BNP... that tears it for 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shouldn't be a surprise, Thanos -- BNP and Vlaams Belang are "on the same 
page."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433285 27733 342 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:28:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #323 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#294: Quoting my name in the context of a pro-Nazi statement means something, 
Charles. Don't pretend. You should be a little bit careful with that, you know. 
It might backfire. The minute you decide that I am a racist, neo-Nazi person, 
you will also have to explain why I have been a frequent poster at your site for 
years, and why you have linked to many of my essays in the past. I hope you 
appreciate the irony.</P> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm just a stupid, un-nuanced American, who doesn't understand the 
great subtleties of European racial hatred.</BLOCKQUOTE>After I had pushed the 
question repeatedly, you finally answered that <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27715#c0234" 
target=_blank>yes,</A> even Europeans have the right to limit immigration in 
order to preserve their heritage and culture. So by your own definition, we are 
allowed to protect our nations, too, just like Israel.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, Fjordman, I'm wondering tonight why I ever thought you had 
anything worthwhile to say. If the time comes when it "backfires" on me that I 
linked to your essays, I'll be happy to say "Mea culpa."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433301 27733 356 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:35:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/4433299" target=_blank>#354</A> 
AtlasShrugged</EM></P> 
<P>Good. So now we know for sure that you support the Sweden Democrats. Thanks 
for clarifying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433309 27733 363 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #361 sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4433292&amp;n=348" 
target=_blank>#348</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<P>By "confront," you do of course mean ,,,</P> 
<P>Fjordman, perhaps a better way to get an answer would be to NOT tell the 
person you're asking what he/she "means", instead, let them tell YOU what they 
mean !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fjordman specializes in putting words in people's mouths that they didn't 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433347 27733 399 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:48:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #373 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello, Pamela:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Now behave yourselves :)</BLOCKQUOTE>I will if he does, but quoting 
me in context of a pro-Nazi statement didn't improve my mood. I'm not going to 
take that lying down. I'm not Dan Rather, you know...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were you, I'd read those words by Charles Lindbergh, compare them to the 
words you have written, and think long and hard.</P> 
<P>But then, I'm not you, thank God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433383 27733 430 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 9:59:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #408 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The interesting thing about Prussian Blue (the Nazi girl band) is that they 
were totally unknown outside of a small circle of American Nazis, until a 
moonbat European documentary crew (they were German I think) who were (as are 
most Europeans) laboring under the impression that America is bursting with 
racists decided to come to the US and film an "exposé" of American Nazi groups; 
but the groups were so small and pathetic, that when the documentarians got a 
glimpse of the 13-year-old Prussian Blue girls performing, decided to change the 
focus of their movie to be mostly just about the girls. They finished the film, 
and it showed in Europe, where it got a lot of notice. As a result, the girls 
became far more well-known in Europe than they were in America. And of course 
the Europeans were all <EM>supposed</EM> to be revolted at Prussian Blue, but 
you know how these things go: what starts out as kitsch or camp or irony very 
quickly can transform into real admiration. So I think they developed a 
following in Europe of people that agreed with their message.</P> 
<P>What happened then (as far as I know) is that the girls tried to drop their 
Nazi roots and released a mostly mainstream pop album, with no racist lyrics, 
trying to build an actual fan base; but the Nazi parents were uncomfortable with 
that, so they told the girls to stop performing.</P> 
<P>Kind of interesting story so far. I wonder what will ever become of them. if 
they hadn't started out as Nazi-lolitas, they might have had an actual 



successful career. As things now stand, they'll probably never live it 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Prussian Blue twins are now just another avenue for the White Power 
Worldwide movement to get its message out -- much like Stormfront, where you can 
find enormous support for the Vlaams Belang and the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433401 27733 444 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:03:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #425 Texas Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #217 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A lot of Americans held great respect for Charles Lindbergh too, 
before his support for Nazis was revealed for what it was.</BLOCKQUOTE>Lindbergh 
wasn't proNazi. That was an FDR smear to cement the Democrat war 
coalition.Lindbergh helped build the B24- less known than the B17, but more B24s 
were made and used, and B24s had longer range with payload, and in the ASW role 
were responsible for winning the Battle of the Atlantic before escort carriers 
were able to be fielded.Lindbergh taught the Army how to run P38's for longer 
missions, enabling Yammato to be killed. He also flew 50 combat missions as a 
civilian contractor in the Pacific.Lindbergh scouted Latin America for air 
fields, and wrote a military evaluation of the Luftwaffe in the thirties that 
alarmed the UK enough to enable them to win the Battle of Britain.  
<P>Lindy thought the Russians were a worse problem than the Nazi's. Wrong he 
was, but not proNazi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could not be more wrong. Charles Lindbergh had a distinguished career, 
but threw it all into the toilet because he couldn't rise out of his racist, 
pro-Nazi sickness. He was a supporter of the 'eugenics' scam and a prototype for 
today's White Power movement. He made numerous visits to Nazi Germany and was 
awarded the Service Cross of the German Eagle in 1938. This is all public 
record, and there's much more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433404 27733 447 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:04:22pm  
 
<P>lol!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433408 27733 451 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/4433396" target=_blank>#440</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that, but I think Charles, and a great deal of the other posters 
here, have completely lost their marbles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whereas you, Fjordman, apparently never had any marbles to 
lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433437 27733 479 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/4433419" target=_blank>#462</A> 
ATLASSHRUGGED</EM></P> 
<P>You might want to ask Robert for permission before citing him to support your 
"case."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433445 27733 487 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:13:43pm  



 
<P>It's pretty clear that it's a waste of time trying to discuss anything with 
Pamela.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433450 27733 492 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:15:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #481 Lydia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm getting pretty sick of this crap. I know I'm gonna catch serious flak for 
this, but some of you ppl need to get a grip, including our host.</P> 
<P>First off, LGF fucked up in labelling <A href="http://this%20picture" 
target=_blank></A><A href="http://yelloman1.blogspot.com/2007/10/nazi-symboliek-
en-vlaams-belang.html" target=_blank>this picture</A></P> 
<P>as "The other flags are Vlaams Belang."</P> 
<P>It isn't..<A 
href="http://www.ethesis.net/vlaams_belang_pers/vl_belang_pers_bijlage_2.jpg" 
target=_blank>here's the VB flag.</A></P> 
<P>Second, if any of you would have actually checked the post previous to this 
one, you'd see ( and I hate saying this) that the Sockmeister didn't actually 
lie (unless LGF is talking about lie's by omission). Check it out and see for 
yourselves what went down.</P> 
<P>We all know that Socky is a masterful propagandaist, and that was the point 
of DPB's post, but if you look at the actual context/content... socks didn't 
lie.. and forgive me for saying, but Charles?, you're getting sloppy.</P> 
<P>Finally, I've been reading ALL these threads about VB and personally 
concluded that LGF is wrong in his conclusions, as well as some of you suck-up 
sycophants... This, "i'm with charles", "LGF is my be all, end all fount of 
info.. fuck checking out what Brussels Journals had to say about this" 
crap..</P> 
<P>I'm sorry, but the fact you got the VB flag wrong makes me wonder now as to 
how you proof-read your own links/posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several European readers came to the conclusion that there IS a Vlaams Belang 
flag in that picture. Not everyone is as willing to believe diversionary 
propaganda as you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433480 27733 519 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:24:55pm  
 
<P>My point has always been, and remains despite these relentless personal 
attacks, that it is political suicide for the counter-jihad movement to make 
alliances with groups like the Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats.</P> 
<P>This really isn't a hard point to understand. Yet a lot of people are 
determined to do everything possible to attack and smear me for stating it. So 
be it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433492 27733 530 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:29:01pm  
 
<P>An email about the flags in that picture:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There seems to be one inaccuracy in the post about the VB: the other flags 
are Flemish flags:</P> 
<P>Now, that may well be a VB rally but it's not perfectly clear from thelink, 
which has some smearing-type stuff on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was followed 15 minutes later by another email from the same person, 
with the subject, "My mistake, you were right":</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The flag in the background is indeed a Flemish nationalist / VB 
flag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433525 27733 561 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/4433485" target=_blank>#524</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know who has written more essays in English regarding the political 
situation vis-a-vis Islam and mass immigration in Sweden than probably any other 
person over the past few years? Me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're beginning to sound like a third-rate road-house production of "Plan 9 
From Outer Space."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433539 27733 575 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:46:41pm  
 
<P>The idiots who are trying to tell us we need to make alliances with neo-
Nazis, skinheads, and White Power creeps are invaribaly sitting in comfortable 
rooms, typing on keyboards no one is trying to take away from them, in no 
imminent danger whatsoever.</P> 
<P>But they want us to believe we're in a war for our very survival, and we need 
to jump into the trenches with the worst racists and freakazoids, because we 
<EM>have no other choice, damn it! Don't you <STRONG>see?</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>It's bullshit. And they've got way too much invested in that alarmist crap to 
ever back down, that's obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433563 27733 599 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 10:57:27pm  
 
<P>OK, I guess we're going to keep arguing about those flags.</P> 
<P>This was posted in the original thread by "Yank in the EU:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The poster, who said he was from Holland, is mistaken here. The flag on the 
right is the Flemish flag. The all black and yellow one in behind is indeed a 
Flemish nationalist flag used by the VB; it symbolizes 
secession.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it does not even matter. The point is that the picture shows a White 
Power flag at a Vlaams Belang rally. It is undoubdtedly a Vlaams Belang rally; 
follow the links in the post. They go to a Vlaams Belang site with a post about 
the rally.</P> 
<P>The issue of whether or not the flags are VB flags is nothing but a 
distraction. But there is a VB/Flemish separatist flag in the picture. It's been 
confirmed by numerous readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433567 27733 603 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:00:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #597 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#575 Charles</P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>typing on keyboards no one is trying to take away from 
them</BLOCKQUOTE>In Europe they are. In the case of VB they're arrested and 
roughed up for appearing in public. Free speech in Europe is almost gone. Have 
you seen the way Islamists lord over posters on UK message boards talking about 



"religious incitement" and "Islamophobia"? That is if your post to many European 
outlets are accepted after the prolonged vetting processes, which is rarely if 
you discuss Islam however factually and dispassionately.  
<P>You should read some of the stories in your archives.</P> 
<P>Nite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beagle: It's because of the posts in my archives that I'm taking this 
position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433579 27733 614 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:05:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #609 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4433557&amp;n=593" 
target=_blank>#593</A> Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, the streamlined lion is in that clip, and it's a VB rally, but do we 
<EM><STRONG>know</STRONG></EM> that the flag is specifically a VB flag? I mean, 
after all, you'll see American flags at Democratic <EM>and</EM> Republican 
rallies here. Maybe they're just flying it to show they like Flanders as a 
concept.</P> 
<P>I don't doubt that it most likely <EM>is</EM> a VB flag, I just want to nail 
down the proof for sure so there's no longer any dispute over the 
photo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can tell you is that I've now quoted two European readers who say there 
IS a VB flag in the picture. And if I search my email, I'll be able to find at 
least two more. It was confirmed to me by numerous sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433582 27733 617 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:06:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #610 ATLASSHRUGGED</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#576 Thanos</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I suspect Orianna's rolling in her grave.</BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>Oriana 
would have been at <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2007/10/one-for-the-
age.html" target=_blank>that conference.</A></STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So now you're speaking for Oriana Fallaci too? Maybe you should at 
least learn to spell her name correctly first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433598 27733 633 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:13:32pm  
 
<P>I apologize for saying you misspelled Oriana Fallaci's name, Pamela.</P> 
<P>I don't apologize for thinking you're despicable for trying to claim her as 
your ally and put her at the conference, when she was a life-long, vehement 
opponent of all forms of fascism.</P> 
<P>This is reaching new heights of stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433602 27733 637 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:17:45pm  
 
<P>And another woman who is vehemently opposed to fascism, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, has 
this to say about the Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...a racist, anti-Semitic, extremist party that is unkind to women and that 
should be outlawed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is she also ignorant about European politics, Fjordman?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433609 27733 644 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:19:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/4433600" target=_blank>#635</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Charles wants to ban me he can ban me, it's his blog. He's banned the 
equivalent of a few Somalian villages over the past couple of days. I frankly 
don't care anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? And you know this, how? And those people who were banned, why did 
that happen, since you seem to have X-ray vision?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433615 27733 649 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:21:59pm  
 
<P>"A few Somalian villages."</P> 
<P>Very nice, Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433618 27733 652 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #648 Fjordman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Yes, Oriana Fallaci would definitely have been there. In fact, I 
shared table with a personal friend of hers and a representative of a memorial 
fund dedicated to her. Remember, me and Pamela were actually there, unlike 
certain other people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your arrogance is off the scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433626 27733 659 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:28:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/4433608" target=_blank>#643</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>The real point is that the Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats <EM>are</EM> 
linked to racists and neo-Nazis. It's not just an accusation. It's the truth. 
There is so much information attesting to this on the web that anyone who denies 
it is, quite simply, lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433644 27733 675 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:41:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #669 Jim Rockford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -- with all due respect you are totally missing the point.</P> 
<P>That point being that the choice for people in Sweden who wish Sweden to 
remain Swedish, and don't want to be an oppressed minority in their own nation, 
is ONLY the hard boys of the neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>WHAT other choice do they have?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolute nonsense. Free people always have a choice. If no one is offering an 
alternative, then you make the alternative yourself. You don't say, "I have no 
other choice but to join the Nazis."</P> 
<P>And if you do, you deserve what will happen to you.</P> 
<P>You seem to have no respect at all for the power of human dignity and 
freedom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04433665 27733 696 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:53:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #693 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.davidduke.com/general/david-duke-joins-james-
edwards-eddie-miller-and-art-frith-on-the-political-cesspool_1803.html" 
target=_blank>www.davidduke.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thepoliticalcesspool.org/guestlist.php" 
target=_blank>www.thepoliticalcesspool.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>LINKDUMP,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. DeWinter and David Duke.</P> 
<P>Defend that, Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433667 27733 698 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:55:43pm  
 
<P>Good work, Render.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433669 27733 700 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:56:26pm  
 
<P>Maybe Oriana Fallaci would also have appeared on "The Political 
Cesspool?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433670 27733 701 Charles Mon, Oct 29, 2007 11:58:18pm  
 
<P>&lt;... crickets ...&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433681 27733 712 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:02:00am  
 
<P>I've saved a copy of that page, because I wouldn't be surprised to see it 
disappear when they notice the links from these comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433684 27733 715 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:03:17am  
 
<P>Also got a screenshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433689 27733 720 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:06:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #719 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sense a <STRIKE>disturbance in the force</STRIKE> new post coming 
up..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not tonight. But this is definitely going to be a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433706 27733 735 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:15:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/4433697" target=_blank>#728</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>All good points, zombie. But sometimes a Nazi really IS a Nazi.</P> 
<P>See the David Duke links above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04433718 27733 742 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:24:12am  
 
<P>Check out the latest post, to see what lengths the left is willing to go to 
in order to smear LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433725 27735 7 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:27:30am  
 
<P>This could be actionable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04433741 27735 21 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:35:24am  
 
<P>I'm going to speak to my lawyer in the morning about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434386 27736 8 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 8:35:46am  
 
<P>I have a copy of the mp3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434424 27736 31 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 8:42:29am  
 
<P>I'm going to listen in a few minutes and possibly post it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434479 27736 73 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 8:54:37am  
 
<P>I've posted the interview above, with our audio player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434518 27736 102 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 9:07:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>shit</P> 
<P>he didn't ask him about the statue</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this interview was done before I posted the statue video.</P> 
<P>If you read between the lines of what Tom Paine posted, it sounds like he was 
pressured not to release this. I can see why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434782 27736 264 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:13:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #254 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air sides with the good guys...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2007/10/29/right-wing-european-ally-against-
jihad-really-not-an-ally/" target=_blank>Right-wing European “ally” against 
jihad really not an ally</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and Allahpundit banned several pro-BNP people as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434793 27736 272 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:15:23am  
 



<P>Does anyone know if DeWinter's claim that the Soviets gave amnesty to Nazi 
collaborators is true? I seriously doubt it, but I haven't been able to find any 
information on it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434831 27736 295 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:23:57am  
 
<P>I'm about to post the link to David Duke's site, on which he posted about an 
appearance on the radio show "The Political Cesspool," with Filip Dewinter and 
Frank Vanhecke of Vlaams Belang, in February of this year.</P> 
<P>The web site of "The Political Cesspool" by the way, is a real cesspool. With 
a link to the Holocaust-denying Institute for Historical Review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434835 27736 298 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:25:10am  
 
 
 
<P>The archive of the DeWinter appearance on "The Political Cesspool" has 
apparently been removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434918 27736 352 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:44:50am  
 
<P>There is still a link to the DeWinter interview at the Political Cesspool web 
site, but it doesn't work.</P> 
<P>I'm reluctant to put the link here, because I don't want them to see the 
referrals from LGF and remove it. But if anyone wants to see if they can get the 
interview to load, search Google for "Political Cesspool." When you go to their 
site, notice the big button at the bottom of the page for the Institute of 
Historical Review.</P> 
<P>Then go to the archives link at upper left on their page, scroll down and 
click 'Show all archives'. If you search that page for DeWinter, you'll find the 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434931 27736 362 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:48:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #353 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #295 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm about to post the link to David Duke's site, on which he posted 
about an appearance on the radio show "The Political Cesspool," with Filip 
Dewinter and Frank Vanhecke of Vlaams Belang, in February of this year.  
<P>The web site of "The Political Cesspool" by the way, is a real cesspool. With 
a link to the Holocaust-denying Institute for Historical 
Review.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>You're right, this smells pretty fishy, but being 
Devil's advocate, just because Duke once shared a stage with them doesn't 
necessarily mean he and they see eye-to-eye on everything.  
<P>What matters isn't so much that they all appeared on the same program once, 
but rather what they discussed and what positions they took.</P> 
<P>For example, despite Duke's disgusting racism, I'm sure there are political 
issues many lizards could find common ground with him about (eg the need for 
strong borders).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's more than that. The radio show they appeared on has a link to the 
Institute for Historical Review, an infamous Holocaust denial organization.</P> 



<P>And David Duke is well-known in Europe. No one would appear on a radio show 
with him -- especially a show like this -- without knowing what he stood 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434934 27736 363 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:48:55am  
 
<P>At a certain point, you have to stop believing all of this is just 
coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434947 27736 371 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:51:20am  
 
<P>I guarantee, beyond any doubt, that if I ever appeared on a show like The 
Political Cesspool, opposite David Duke, absolutely no one would be cutting me 
any slack for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04434958 27736 378 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 10:53:49am  
 
<P>gymnast: let's stand down on the friendly fire, please. 'looking closely' is 
not an enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435044 27736 420 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 11:14:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #398 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem continues to be the fact real authoritarian goose steppers run 
Belgium and Europe generally at present. And Vlaams Belang is under siege both 
legally and literally all the time. So there's a much larger context than VB 
being guys you don't like or support. I don't support Kos, but I don't think the 
government should shut down their website, put Markos in a secret prison with 
endless Poison videos, or crush his balls, should they exist.</P> 
<P>There's a reason VB has success saying they're the only alternative. It's not 
far from the truth. Until you wrap your mind around the EU's clampdown on any 
discussion of certain issues under penalty of law you don't understand this 
controversy. When you green light the EU or Belgium shutting up DeWinter you're 
also throwing out most anti-jihad rhetoric permanently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody has suggested the VB should be shut down, especially not me. I'm 
saying the counter-jihad movement is making a big mistake by allying themselves 
with people like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435156 27736 457 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 11:37:41am  
 
<P>I can't get any of the audio links to the DeWinter appearance on the 
Political Cesspool to work. Those of you who have: is there anything pertinent 
to these discussions in it?</P> 
<P>About the Political Cesspool:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22political+c
esspool%22&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note that if you go to their page, there are very prominent links to the 
Institute for Historical Review:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.adl.org/holocaust/ihr.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P> 



<P>...and the Council of Conservative Citizens:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/learn/ext_us/CCCitizens.asp?xpicked=3&amp;item=12" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is most definitely not an innocuous radio show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435276 27736 472 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 11:57:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #471 Tasty Beverage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#457 Charles</P> 
<P>Dewinter talked about how he thinks VB will be in power in a few years. 
They're in the US looking for support for their cause, they want to meet with 
Tancredo (! - hopefully just to learn effective methods against illegal 
immigration - ed.), they have a meeting with Buchanan scheduled the next day 
(big surprise), radical islam is a threat to us all in the US and Europe. Not 
too much, nothing shocking.</P> 
<P>David Duke is not on this show, he was on the show two days prior.</P> 
<P>Do you want me to download it and send it to you? Is that 
legal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, it sounds like there's nothing very noteworthy about it.</P> 
<P>It's far <EM>more</EM> noteworthy that the show itself appears to be run by 
white supremacists, as should be very obvious from uke's appearance. Looking 
through their archives, Duke is a frequent guest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435281 27736 474 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 11:58:11am  
 
<P>uke = Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435300 27736 479 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:02:11pm  
 
<P>The more I look into the guests on The Political Cesspool, the more 
connections to white supremacists I'm finding. It's a who's who of hate groups, 
neo-Nazis, and White Power freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435401 27736 507 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #499 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #479 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The more I look into the guests on The Political Cesspool, the more 
connections to white supremacists I'm finding. It's a who's who of hate groups, 
neo-Nazis, and White Power freaks.</BLOCKQUOTE>I suppose the "Cesspool" earned 
its monicker for a reason.  
<P>Is the sort of program where pretty much anyone can go on and say their 
piece, or is it the exclusive domain of fringe whack-jobs that can't find a 
voice anywhere else? (I don't know. . .I'm asking).</P> 
<P>Again, being Devil's advocate, radio shows often thrive on controversy. EG: 
On a given Howard Stern show, you could have guests that are prostitutes, 
actors, politicians (do I repeat myself?), alcoholics, athletes, etc. It isn't 
necessarily fair to lump every guest together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go see for yourself. Almost all of the guests are fringe wackos and white 
supremacists.</P> 



<P>This was posted there on March 4, 2007:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Do These Men Have In Common?Sunday, March 4th, 2007Gordon Lee Baum, 
Esq., Peter Brimelow, Filip DeWinter, Dr. David Duke, Paul Fromm, Peter Gemma, 
Joel LeFevre, Dr. Wayne Lutton, Dr. Kevin MacDonald, Michael Peroutka, Rev. Ted 
Pike, Larry Pratt, Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, Kyle Rogers, Dr. Tomislav Sunic, 
Jared Taylor and Frosty Wooldridge.What do all of these men have in common? 
They’ve all been guests on The Political Cesspool during the last six weeks - 
and these are just a few of the luminaries we’ve had the honor of hosting! But, 
much more than just merely bringing you the most powerful voices of our 
movement, we actively battle and are unafraid to name the enemies of our shared 
Cause.As we head into March the die is cast - The Political Cesspool is 
America’s #1 radio destination for paleoconservative, populist leaders. We 
continue to reach out across this nation, and indeed the world, to make 
available to you the most informative guests possible. Remember that all of our 
previously aired shows are available on demand, free of charge, at our website 
in the broadcast archives.All we ask in return is that you stay tuned and 
continue to spread the word! Don’t forget to visit our website and register for 
our brand new online forum, where you can debate and discuss the issues with 
other Political Cesspool listeners from around the globe! The best is still to 
come!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look up those names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435413 27736 510 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 12:23:31pm  
 
<P>Link for the above post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:JH1FwjoxxN0J:thepoliticalcesspool.org
/blog/%3Fm%3D200703+The+Political+Cesspool+dewinter&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd
=2&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>64.233.169.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435878 27736 561 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 1:51:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #560 mahatma coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4435780&amp;n=553" 
target=_blank>#553</A> Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<P>sure did ,and I know several BNP supporters...knitting cap wearing older 
middle class people tired of their views being ignored by David 
Cameron</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a BNP supporter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435963 27736 575 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 2:18:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #572 mahatma coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4435886&amp;n=563" 
target=_blank>#563</A> AirForceWife</EM>too true ...and the last thing we need 
at this point is bickering sub-categories in the anti jihad</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. The last thing we need at this point is to accept as allies parties 
like the BNP and the Vlaams Belang and the Sweden Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435974 27736 577 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 2:19:41pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #567 mahatma coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4435878&amp;n=561" 
target=_blank>#561</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>just realized that article was critical of your stance on that issue.I trust 
you have no problem with honest differences of opinion,I believe a look at my 
comment history wouldn't reveal anything too looney...impaired maybe ,looney 
no</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Honest differences of opinion?" You mean saying that I "don't have the 
intellect" to understand the subtleties of European race hatred? That kind of 
"honest difference?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436188 27736 623 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 3:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #608 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the Vlaams Belang is often dismissed as a fringe movement, this is 
not at all the case. The VB is already one of the largest political parties in 
Belgium and is well on its way to being number one. Hundreds of thousands of 
people vote VB in every election.</P> 
<P>Who are these voters? Racists? Fascists? There's no question that a minuscule 
fraction of their vote comes from white supremacists and anti-Semites, but the 
overwhelming majority of VB supporters are simply Flemish nationalists utterly 
determined to prevent the Islamization of their historic homeland.</P> 
<P>The VB are utterly despised by the Belgian power elite. Why? Well, the VB are 
Flemish separatists who are fiscally and socially conservative, opposed to mass 
immigration and multiculturalism, opposed to Islamism and creeping Sharia law, 
and proudly and vocally supportive of the US and Israel. In other words, 
everything that that the Belgian and Euro-elites are not.</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson has asked people to take a second, critical look at the VB. 
And when a widely respected leader of the counterjihad movement suggests taking 
a second look, reasonable people take a second look. With all due respect to 
Charles, I feel that the VB is a valuable ally of us all, despite a questionable 
past. Many, perhaps most of our counterjihad leaders have also come to this 
conclusion. I would encourage the Flemish people to support the VB, and further 
bring it into the moderate mainstream.</P> 
<P>I respect all the serious counterjihadis who have misgivings about this party 
and refuse to support it. I hope they can respect those of us who do support the 
VB. Let's all assume that we, despite our differences, are acting in good faith, 
until proven otherwise. Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I can't agree with your last comments. After all the information that 
has come out about the Vlaams Belang (with more to come, including very shady 
connections to US white supremacist groups), I can't respect the viewpoint of 
anyone who continues to support them. I think they're seriously misguided, and 
are damaging the counter-jihad cause by stubbornly refusing to apply the same 
common sense skepticism they would use when approaching the statements of 
radical Islamists.</P> 
<P>It's simply not smart to make this alliance, and I'm saddened that so many 
bloggers can't see that. But I won't join them, and I can't respect 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436201 27736 626 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 3:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/4436188" target=_blank>#623</A> Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respect all the serious counterjihadis who have misgivings about this party 
and refuse to support it. I hope they can respect those of us who do support the 
VB. Let's all assume that we, despite our differences, are acting in good faith, 
until proven otherwise. Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And while I appreciate that you may respect those who have misgivings, the 
same people you're asking me to respect "in return" are not joining you in this 
lefty position. Instead, they are vilifying and insulting and attacking me for 
raising these questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436204 27736 627 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 3:38:08pm  
 
<P>"lefty" = "lofty"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436380 27736 641 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 4:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/4436302" target=_blank>#636</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure much more has been posted about this by now, but for those who have 
accused Dewinter of lying about this, are you going to 
apologize?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see one poster who said he/she thought it was a lie. Who would you like 
that person to apologize to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436403 27736 643 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 4:45:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #638 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4436288&amp;n=635" 
target=_blank>#635</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Has it been disclosed that Paul Beliens wife is or was a high 
ranking member of VB?</BLOCKQUOTE>The common wisdom has been that she is one of 
the leading forces of hope, who is making efforts to mainstream the party away 
from its old Vlaams Blok ideology, which has been discussed at length of course. 
Personally, I have now lost all trust in this 'faction' as well, after the 
handling of all of this. Namely, the gratuitous attacks on LGF for legitimate 
and well-made concerns, the distortion of those points at the Brussels Journal, 
the open and ample defense of racial ideology at that site, the fact that the VB 
supports today the BNP, Le Pen, the NPD and Haider, as well as the wholesale 
failure of these people to confront openly and honestly these serious problems 
(which we evidence by Dewinter's own words). I'd say the veneer of the "new and 
reformed party" is wearing thin; they seem to be content with where the party's 
allegiances stand. That has been a disheartening revelation, as I have been an 
active supporter of their efforts.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good summation of the problems. I would add to that the enormous and very 
vocal support for the VB among US and European neo-Nazi groups. If he had 
honestly and sincerely repudiated them, they would not be so supportive -- in 
fact, they would despise him.</P> 
<P>Instead we see that DeWinter has appeared on a white supremacist radio show 
with links to the Institute for Historical Review (Holocaust denial), and the 
Council of Conservative Citizens (white supremacy), whose guest list is a who's 
who of US neo-Nazis and extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04436435 27736 647 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 4:54:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #644 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.townhall.com/columnists/DianaWest/2007/03/16/americas_eyes_shou
ld_look_to_europe" target=_blank>Diane West promoted VB in February 2007 when 
they visited the Robert Taft Club</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a little ironic that Diana West cites Bruce Bawer's book in that article 
-- because Bawer has very explicitly denounced the Vlaams Belang. Bawer emailed 
me and told me to "stick to my guns," in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435859 27738 83 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 1:46:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/4435565" target=_blank>#82</A> Jim 
Rockford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone wanting Britain to remain well, British, as well as preserve at least 
some of the cultural traditions of millennia has only one real choice: 
BNP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's complete crap. If you want to support the British National Party, do 
it somewhere else. You're not going to find any sympathy for their racist views 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435869 27738 84 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 1:49:23pm  
 
<P>Apparently, being a racist makes you even stupider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435873 27738 85 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 1:50:44pm  
 
<P>In fact, I'm going to make it easy for you to go elsewhere, by blocking your 
account. BNP supporters are not welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04435131 27739 71 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 11:31:56am  
 
<P>Another note on Reddit.com -- I have now registered twice at their web site. 
I never posted anything there, but both times my account was deleted with no 
explanation. I emailed their contact line to ask why my account was deleted, and 
got no answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440748 27739 152 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:52:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #147 arcatan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how the guy's observation about Brooks qualifies as anti-
semitism. He was ostensibly referring to one big A-Whole without implicating 
Jews.</P> 
<P>In reading the article about Brooks it seems his extravagance over the Bat-
Mitzvah was the most extreme example of his excess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... I wrote "You won’t believe the comments to this 
post..."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04435885 27741 127 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 1:55:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/4435791" target=_blank>#118</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but what about my notorious "protest babe" pages?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Protest babe pages? Yes, I think we'll need a link for those, just to make 
sure they aren't offensive in some way. Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436524 27744 77 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 5:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 mainah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah? Illinois Nazis, huh? Uniforms! Heil! Ahh, Swastika! I understand. 
Eeevil!</P> 
<P>That makes things so much simpler and easier to understand and the reference 
points are within everybody's reach. Cool!</P> 
<P>Charles, I volunteer to accompany you to Europe when and if you want to go, 
whenever you find it in you, that you want to really go see for yourself and 
actually talk to people and finally get a grasp on what's really going on in the 
Old World.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been to Europe countless times, mainah. I've spent a cumulative total of 
at least four years there, in fact, on many extended tours. I've visited almost 
every European country, and most of them more than once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436528 27744 80 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 5:12:33pm  
 
<P>But if you'd rather believe I'm a stupid uncultured American knuckle-dragger, 
who doesn't understand the nuances of the Continent, be my 
guest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436675 27744 193 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 5:50:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #123 mainah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4436524&amp;n=77" 
target=_blank>#77</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Good. I spent a total of more than 40 years there and my offer stands. I can 
give you total in depth analysis of everything french or german if ever you feel 
you need a clearer idea of things or a thorough understanding of conferences or 
meetings in these languages.</P> 
<P>We cannot simply dismiss Europe. Just like WW2 it's better to fight WW4 there 
than here. If Europe falls we're f*cked.</P> 
<P>Sorry I took you for a lifelong Californian. Shoulda known 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As they say in the "Old Country," with that casually cultured continental 
air, <EM>bite-ez moi.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436796 27745 64 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:14:24pm  
 
<P>We've emboldened the Bush-thing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04436799 27745 67 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:14:51pm  
 
<P>We've driven underground every moderate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436802 27745 70 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:15:14pm  
 
<P>We're calling them "terrorists!"</P> 
<P>It's hurting us!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436807 27745 75 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:15:41pm  
 
<P>Obama: when would you attack Iran?</P> 
<P>A: Never.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436815 27745 82 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:16:36pm  
 
<P>"Reaching out aggressively!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436821 27745 84 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:17:07pm  
 
<P>That's fantastically Orwellian.</P> 
<P>Reaching out aggressively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436830 27745 92 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:17:49pm  
 
<P>Hill-thing: we've got to reign in Bush!</P> 
<P>He has no authority!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436841 27745 100 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:18:52pm  
 
 
 
<P>Total mess! Bush! Carrots and sticks into the mix! Diplomacy!</P> 
<P>No red line!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436850 27745 108 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:19:33pm  
 
<P>Neo-cons!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436865 27745 119 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:20:46pm  
 
<P>The mullahs are ecstatic at this garbage. They're doing 
cartwheels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436876 27745 128 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:21:53pm  
 
<P>Carrots and sticks!</P> 



<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436885 27745 136 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:22:22pm  
 
<P>Talk! Diplomacy! Talk! Raaawwwkk!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436893 27745 140 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:22:49pm  
 
<P>Engage them! Vigorously!</P> 
<P>While reaching out aggressively!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436902 27745 148 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:23:16pm  
 
<P>All right. Kucinich.</P> 
<P>Reject any talk of war!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436910 27745 154 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:23:42pm  
 
<P>Pre-emption is illegal!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436915 27745 158 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:24:07pm  
 
<P>Impeach!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436925 27745 168 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:24:38pm  
 
<P>Kucinich gets applause!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436933 27745 174 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:25:20pm  
 
<P>Will you prevent Iran from getting nukes?</P> 
<P>Uh ... er ... ... uh...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436935 27745 176 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:25:52pm  
 
<P>That's not a toupee. It's a ferret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436948 27745 186 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:26:46pm  
 
<P>Obama said absolutely nothing.</P> 
<P>Biden: this is <EM>complicated stuff!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436967 27745 202 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:28:24pm  
 
<P>I just popped open a Belgian ale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04436970 27745 205 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:28:41pm  
 
<P>Invade Pakistan!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04436998 27745 231 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:30:41pm  
 
<P>I'll stop them from getting nukes with diplomacy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437009 27745 241 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:31:30pm  
 
<P>Kucinich: I would urge Iran ... not just to give up nuclear weapons, but 
nuclear power!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437022 27745 253 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:32:14pm  
 
<P>Ratcheting up the rhetoric!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437051 27745 278 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:34:58pm  
 
<P>Diplomacy!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P> 
<P>Mmmm. Chimay Grande Reserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437077 27745 302 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:36:58pm  
 
<P>Chimay Grande Reserve rocks. Definitely doesn't stink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437116 27745 335 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:40:02pm  
 
<P>Two whole hours of appeasement, waffling, stupidity, carrots, and sticks!</P> 
<P>What's not to love?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437123 27745 341 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:40:38pm  
 
<P>Man, those Belgian monks know how to make beer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437149 27745 363 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:42:52pm  
 
<P>I almost didn't post a thread for this display of idiocy.</P> 
<P>Man, am I glad I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437158 27745 371 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:43:44pm  
 
<P>The specter of Giuliani is in the room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04437169 27745 380 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:44:28pm  
 
<P>Hillary's going elsewhere with it. Republicans are obsessed with 
her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437210 27745 417 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:48:13pm  
 
<P>We may need another thread to contain the scorn of the lizard army.</P> 
<P>Who'd a thunk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437238 27745 441 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:50:10pm  
 
<P>When Obama starts talking, I hear: "waa wa waaa wa, diplomacy, wa waa wa wa, 
change, wa waaa waa..."</P> 
<P>When Edwards is on, I can't take my eyes off his excellent 
hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437267 27745 467 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:51:59pm  
 
<P>Obama is so not ready for prime time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437283 27745 481 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:53:32pm  
 
<P>All of these candidates are focus-grouped and coached and polled on 
everything they're saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437302 27745 498 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:54:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #478 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we have Vlaam Belang vs Ron Paul in the post debate 
poll?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to get me in even more trouble?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437357 27745 550 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 6:58:17pm  
 
<P>Edwards goes fully Marxist, as the richest candidate on the 
stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437393 27745 582 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:00:23pm  
 
<P>Kucinich has elfin ears. And a ferret on his head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437409 27745 598 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:01:27pm  
 
<P>Rudy Giuliani scares the shit out of these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437493 27745 680 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:07:31pm  



 
<P>Hillary says "George Bush" the way Pat Buchanan says "Israel."</P> 
<P>I'm about to open a new thread, as soon as MSNBC takes mercy on us and goes 
to a commercial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437508 27745 695 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:08:24pm  
 
<P>Actuarial gap!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437521 27745 708 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:10:05pm  
 
<P>Swiftboating!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437559 27745 741 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:12:57pm  
 
<P>Obama got nothing from that. Kind of embarrassing.</P> 
<P>New debate thread now open...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437604 27746 33 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:16:57pm  
 
<P>Biden's had too much coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437619 27746 47 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:17:37pm  
 
<P>Oh, sorry, I mean Dodd.</P> 
<P>Biden's had too much Zoloft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437650 27746 71 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:19:20pm  
 
<P>Hillary: we need to get people to be more conscious!</P> 
<P>Like meee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437664 27746 83 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:20:09pm  
 
<P>Kucinich: everyone knows the war in Iraq was about oooiiilll!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437676 27746 94 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:20:41pm  
 
<P>Impeachment!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437738 27746 151 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:25:03pm  
 
<P>Edwards: our government is a mess!</P> 
<P>But my hair is perfect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04437751 27746 163 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:25:47pm  
 
<P>Katrina!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437804 27746 214 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:29:39pm  
 
<P>The Rangel plan.</P> 
<P>Oh, that sounds wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437842 27746 250 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:31:54pm  
 
<P>Russert choked!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437902 27746 306 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:36:15pm  
 
<P>Lightning round!</P> 
<P>How I wish Abe Lincoln would have faced the dreaded lightning round. This 
country would have been so much better off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437946 27746 348 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:39:07pm  
 
<P>Talk faster, Hillary!</P> 
<P>Faster!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437953 27746 355 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:39:28pm  
 
<P>It's the lightning round!</P> 
<P>Talk fast!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437968 27746 369 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:40:20pm  
 
<P>Wake up, Biden!</P> 
<P>It's the lightning round!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437972 27746 373 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:40:39pm  
 
 
 
<P>Biden's on it! Fast!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04437995 27746 396 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:41:56pm  
 
<P>Give Russert some credit. He looks embarrassed by this 'lightning round' 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04438044 27746 444 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:45:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #421 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, just to make sure I didn't dream this; more than one Dem candidate 
basically implied that we should cringe and do whatever the oil producing 
countries (e.g, and especially, Iran) demand, in order to keep oil prices down. 
Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04438059 27746 459 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:46:53pm  
 
<P>Biden's forgetting to complete words. It's the <EM>lightning 
round!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04438112 27746 511 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:50:48pm  
 
<P>Is this 'Jeopardy', or a presidential debate that will determine the 
country's future?</P> 
<P>I can't tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04438142 27746 540 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 7:52:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #520 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>During the last five minutes there will be an air guitar 
competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now THAT I would pay big money to see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04438476 27747 152 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 8:11:20pm  
 
<P>Is there any point to putting up a poll on this one?</P> 
<P>I'm thinking, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04438550 27747 217 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 8:16:58pm  
 
<P>Bill Richardson wants "an all-Muslim peacekeeping force."</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, that'll work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04439028 27750 68 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 9:23:39pm  
 
<P>Oh yes, Vlaams Belang. I'm not finished with them yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04439038 27750 75 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 9:27:30pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #74 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #68 Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Oh yes, Vlaams Belang. I'm not finished with them yet.</BLOCKQUOTE>I 
think if they just listened to the common sense of LGFers they could totally 
change their party and gain more support.  
<P>And that's what they want, isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, and a racially pure Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04439080 27750 105 Charles Tue, Oct 30, 2007 9:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4439038&amp;n=75" 
target=_blank>#75</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Please Boss, don't make me wade through the cess pool again?</P> 
<P>PLEASE?,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've waded enough for today, Grasshopper. Your work has been noted, and 
will not be forgotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04439955 27752 38 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 8:54:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did your lawyer have any news?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't discuss that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440123 27752 177 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:25:07am  
 
<P>The accusation is even more ludicrous, because it's impossible for an LGF 
commenter to find out another commenter's IP address.</P> 
<P>The whole thing is nothing but a sleazy leftist smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440222 27752 198 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:40:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #189 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4440087&amp;n=160" 
target=_blank>#160</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<P>OK, no registration until after Rathergate.</P> 
<P>Funny. . .I had stumbled onto LGF a few times before Rathergate, but didn't 
start lurking until it happened. Don't think I registered or made my first post 
for several more months.</P> 
<P>But even so, it should *STILL* be possible to locate the post(s) in question 
(assuming they existed. . .which obviously they don't). Again all we'd need is a 
date range. Subject of the thread would help as well, but probably isn't 
necessary.</P> 
<P>I bet Charles could come up with a script to search all the posts in the date 
range in question, and screen them to come up with a short list of one-time 
posters, (and even screen them again to limit to posts on threads on 
Palestinians).</P> 
<P>Assuming demented-name-caller would recognize his own nick (or words), or the 
death threats in question, he should then have no problem picking out his 
post(s) from the list.</P> 
<P>The point is, despite the alleged memory gaps, Perrins assertion about death 
threats is still provable or disprovable in an absolute sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, it would be possible to search the comments, if he could 'remember' the 
name he used. But I don't intend to waste my time doing it, only to discover 
either: 1) nothing, or 2) a heated exchange that contains no "death 
threat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440388 27752 223 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:05:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #218 Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok. First it was "several commenters" who "threatened" him. Now it's down to 
"one ... encouraged by a few others." Are we at retraction yet? Not quite. But 
we definitely are at fudge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even better -- the whole 'death threat' has now disappeared too. It's now 
just that someone threatened to track him down:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...he’d track my IP address and “hunt” me 
down...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440603 27752 242 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:37:46am  
 
<P>Instapundit just linked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04440992 27752 265 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:27:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #257 MrBuddwing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point was, Prof. Johnson was saying it was impossible for someone to 
threaten Perrin the way it allegedly happened. My point was, it's entirely 
possible. Whether it actually happened or not is a separate 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not what I said. I said the accusation was ludicrous because it's 
impossible for an LGF commenter to find out another commenter's IP address.</P> 
<P>If you're going to lecture on faulty syllogisms, you might want to start with 
a little better reading comprehension.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441206 27752 276 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 12:12:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #269 MrBuddwing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson: I don't doubt it's impossible for one LGFer to find out 
another's IP address. I don't doubt that one can make an empty threat to do 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't write that it was impossible to make such a threat. I wrote that 
it was "ludicrous" to do so, and there's nothing faulty about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441224 27752 277 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 12:18:02pm  
 
<P>To clarify something: I don't mind being corrected if I do write a "faulty 
syllogism," and I've often updated posts when the criticism is valid. But I do 
mind having my words misrepresented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04441621 27758 37 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 2:03:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 meMarc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Political Cesspool" has had some interesting guest including Pat Buchanan, 
and Gary Pucket of the Union Gap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Puckett also wrote the extremely creepy "Young Girl," a paean to 
pedophilia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441662 27758 65 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 2:12:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 avirus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #25 insanity police</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #21 avirus</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles you don't need to report on these European neo-Nazis any 
more you have nothing to prove, just ignore them and wait that Pamela &amp; co 
will come to their senses on them on</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles is trying to save the 
anti-jihad movement. Keeping quiet will only harm us all.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles 
all ready proved they are Nazis and denounced them, keeping this fight going is 
just counter productive now, LGF should just lead by example and ignore this 
f@#%rs trying to jump the anti-jihadi bandwagon</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to ignore it, sorry. And I'm not "keeping a fight going," I'm 
bringing up more evidence to support my position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441708 27758 102 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 2:22:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/4441686" target=_blank>#83</A> BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<P>And if I recall correctly, you were pretty skeptical of my claims at 
first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441967 27758 304 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:03:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #277 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kilgore -- took some digging since they killed the links from the main page, 
<A 
href="http://www.vbj.org/beeld/publicaties/vrijvlaanderen/VrijVlaanderen_2005_03
.pdf" target=_blank>but here is where it is</A>. I saved a local copy. Check 
page 12, and the very last page, where you see an ad for an NSV rally.</P> 
<P>Interestingly enough, they have a new "Diversity Charter" up on the Vlaams 
Belang Jongeren main page now. I think they are either trying hard to change, or 
trying hard to hide the dirt.</P> 
<P>Also note <A href="http://liedekerke.vlaamsbelanghallevilvoorde.org/" 
target=_blank>this site</A> with an interesting side bar <A 
href="http://www.vlaamsemilitantenorde.com/" target=_blank>banner link to 
VMO</A>, another radical student militia.</P> 
<P>Interesting how someone who was pro-VB the other night tried to convince me 
they weren't uniformed militia, just "activists"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I'm curious to know what the text says that accompanies the rat 
illustration. It isn't a very sympathetic picture; I'm wondering if it's a 
repudiation of the White Pride symbol, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04441975 27758 312 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:07:24pm  
 
<P>The article appears to be about a famous cartoonist, Marten 
Toonder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04441995 27758 330 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:14:56pm  
 
<P>That was really pathetic, Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442049 27758 376 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:44:25pm  
 
<P>In that exchange about Oriana Fallaci, by the way, I did not claim to know 
what Fallaci would have thought about the participation of Sweden Democrats and 
Vlaams Belang in the counter-jihad conference. I don't know; and neither does 
Fjordman. However, I look at her lifelong history of standing up against all 
manifestations of fascism, and I think it's quite likely she would not have 
liked those groups.</P> 
<P>This has nothing to do with Bat Ye'or or her communications with Oriana 
Fallaci, of course.</P> 
<P>Fjordman, however, apparently believes he knows beyond any doubt that Fallaci 
would have wholeheartedly embraced these groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442058 27758 383 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:47:14pm  
 
 
 
<P>Fascinating that Fjordman took the time to paste in that block of text in 
this topic, though -- since it has absolutely nothing to do with the post above, 
and makes no attempt at all to dispute the facts in the post it does 
reference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442062 27758 387 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:48:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/4442032" target=_blank>#363</A> 
profitsbeard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "strip rubriek" ( or "comic strip heading") little rodent appears to be a 
(strange) pro-VB character, who apparently makes witty editorial cartoons on 
topics aimed at kids (his tail is his 'pen'). A Mickey the Rat for youthful 
political satire.</P> 
<P>The article mourns the death of a famous EU cartoonist who drew "Tom Poes" 
(Tom Cat /Tom the Pussycat), a very mild children's series, but it mentions he 
started heis career drawing in anti-Nazi Resistance "underground" magazines 
"Storm" and "Evening" during WW II.</P> 
<P>What would appear to the casual viewer to be an unsympathetic rat seems to be 
VB for kids' version of the classical cranky American strip cartoon mouse from 
the 1920s' (created by don marquis) "archy" (of "archy and mehitabel" 
notoriety).</P> 
<P>And not a repudiation of anything VB.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, that answers my question pretty well. So the white pride armband the 
rat is wearing is apparently intentional, and not supposed to be a negative 
symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04442075 27758 399 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 4:53:44pm  
 
<P>In Fjordman's increasingly hysterical posts to me, he insists on missing the 
point.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...while doing all in his power to bring down our 
conference...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've told you over and over that I support the goals of the conference, but 
have serious misgivings about the participation of Vlaams Belang and Sweden 
Democrats. I've documented the reasons for those misgivings.</P> 
<P>Why do you keep misrepresenting me like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442094 27758 414 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:00:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #408 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#325 Fjordman</P> 
<P>Thank you for sticking to your guns, though you were a little pissy at 
Charles personally.</P> 
<P>I for one do NOT fjart in your general direction ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sticking to his guns? Ok, if you say so. But there was nothing of substance 
in that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442105 27758 422 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:02:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/4442101" target=_blank>#419</A> Fjordman</EM></P> 
<P>I'll take that to mean you have no response for the post at the top of this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442148 27758 438 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:14:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/4442134" target=_blank>#432</A> crawdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would seem that moral and ethical consistency should dictate that LGF 
should post something to distance this blog from the previous supportive stance 
it has taken toward them. All the arguments about moral cleanliness that apply 
to the Counter-Jihad Movement should apply to the Border Protection 
Movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only if you ignore all of the other evidence and links to white supremacist 
groups I've documented. But apparently you're OK with doing 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442198 27758 454 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:32:18pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how much misinformation is being thrown at us, to obfuscate the 
issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442209 27758 460 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:38:08pm  
 



<P>Here are the links Yank in the EU posted, proving that the flag behind the 
White Power flag is indeed a Vlaams Belang flag:</P> 
<P><A title=Jaarmarkt1.jpg 
href="http://www.vlaamsbelangniel.be/files/Jaarmarkt1.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: Jaarmarkt1.jpg</A></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vbjantwerpen.org/vlaamseweek/vlaamseweek.html" 
target=_blank>www.vbjantwerpen.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.vlaamsbelanggenteeklo.org/foto.php?foto=images/Moerbeke51.JPG&a
mp;datum=29/08/2005" target=_blank>www.vlaamsbelanggenteeklo.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://tienen.vlaamsbelangleuven.org/default.asp?p=12_1&amp;n=31" 
target=_blank>tienen.vlaamsbelangleuven.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freewebs.com/vlaamsbelangborsbeek/" 
target=_blank>www.freewebs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://liedekerke.vlaamsbelanghallevilvoorde.org/" 
target=_blank>liedekerke.vlaamsbelanghallevilvoorde.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442216 27758 463 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #457 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore Trout (#447),</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The flag issue has been addressed ad nauseum. Go back and read 
through the relevant threads if you're still confused.</BLOCKQUOTE>Didn't sound 
like he was "confused" a bit. In fact he linked to a fact-checking article that 
showed that that bit of "evidence" wasn't.  
<P>And "go back and read through the relevant threads" is classic dodge 
material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Geepers. That "fact-checking article" was anything but.</P> 
<P>Follow the links in my last comment, and compare for 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442224 27758 467 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:42:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/4442210" target=_blank>#461</A> Brazilian 
Neocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you READ the link I gave you? Yes, I can see through the white power 
sign, I am not blind... But can you prove it is VB's flag just using a couple of 
google images and jpegs from VB's site. Is that really proof enough for you? 
Have you asked people in Belgium who know the different styles of flags they 
have around? Have you heard from people who witnessed that very protest you are 
talking about, a protest that was organized by a group that is completely 
against VB to begin with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem. From Yank in the EU's post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people were asking above about the issue of the Flemish flags. 
<STRONG>Well, I had a chance to discuss this more with people here</STRONG>; the 
conclusion was that today the all-black lion is the symbol of Flemish 
independence (as distinct from the official Flemish flag) and the VB is clearly 
the political party that uses it. There may well be historical meanings to the 
symbol that pre-date the VB and are apart from their use of it, but the VB is 
certainly identifiable in the political realm by that symbol now. This confirms 
what I personally saw at VB activities: they seldom use the modern stylized, 



official version for the cloth flags but rather the all black lion and they 
explain that it means an independent Flemish state, as opposed to the flag which 
looks very similar but with red markings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442228 27758 469 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:43:54pm  
 
<P>Someone must have mobilized the pro-Vlaams Belang people to come over to LGF 
and obfuscate some more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442237 27758 473 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:46:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/4442233" target=_blank>#472</A> Brazilian 
Neocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Listen, admitting a mistake is a noble thing... Insisting on one, covering 
your eyes like a little child throwing a tantrum, is just sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442282 27758 495 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/4442265" target=_blank>#487</A> Brazilian 
Neocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't be serious that your whole argument is based on this faulty 
assumption... Please tell me I'm wrong and you have further 
evidence...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442288 27758 499 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 5:58:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #494 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have so much, it's hard to lay out just how to present it all logically 
comprehensively and yet with brevity for maximum impact.</P> 
<P>There is no defense for the Vlaams Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have much more as well. I've posted only what I consider the most 
compelling evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442319 27758 514 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 6:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/4442284" target=_blank>#497</A> Geepers</EM></P> 
<P>OK, I looked at that link, and all I see that supports their case are the 
green awnings.</P> 
<P>It's the same town square. That's it?</P> 
<P>Totally unconvincing.</P> 
<P>And totally beside the point, in any case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442321 27758 516 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 6:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #500 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>#469 Charles</P> 
<P>"Someone must have mobilized the pro-Vlaams Belang people to come over to LGF 
and obfuscate some more."</P> 
<P>LOL! With Fjordman gone, that leaves me and, I guess, Brazilian Neocon and 
Archer. We're outnumbered 100 to 1! If this is the VB's idea of mobilization, 
then they're going nowhere fast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can only hope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442351 27758 528 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 6:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #522 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4442321&amp;n=516" 
target=_blank>#516</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I doubt green awnings are unique to that square. I've see green awnings all 
over the world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I looked at those pictures carefully, and I don't see the connection to the 
picture I posted. If someone does, please tell me what I'm 
missing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442416 27758 553 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 6:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/4442367" target=_blank>#534</A> Brazilian 
Neocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess the truth is not in some people's interests here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442433 27758 562 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 6:27:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #544 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4442351&amp;n=528" 
target=_blank>#528</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Actually, I do see a possible resemblance, Charles. Compare the building 
right behind the white power flag in your picture, with the far left side of the 
fifth picture. I'm not certain though, the placement of the red umbrellas seems 
a bit off, but maybe that's because of the angles of the photographs? More red 
umbrellas could be obscured by the white power flag maybe?</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I can't tell for sure, but I'd be lying if I said that I didn't think it's 
possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm looking at it, and it's possible.</P> 
<P>But it's far from the convincing refutation some want us to believe it 
is.</P> 
<P>I've been in dozens of similar European town squares.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04442659 27758 657 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 7:23:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #650 JHW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I haven`t had the time to follow this as closely as I`d like , real life 
demands and all, but I spent several hours last night checking out the Cesspool 
radio show . Cesspool is putting it mildly. They are loaded with thinly veiled 
racists, 911 truthers, Ron Paul-bots , holocaust deniers,secessionists and Anti-
semites of varying persuasions. The show describes itself as "populist". One 
tactic outfits like this use is to have the occasional, non-controversial and 
legitimate guest to lend them credibility.My reason for going into this swamp is 
they had Gen. Hal Moore as a guest (telephone interview) and I`ve never heard 
any politics concerning him and I was wondering how the hell he would be 
associated with this bunch. Thankfully he only talked about was only about his 
military service. I sincerely hope that it was ignorance of this outfit that let 
him grant an interview.Much, much more on that site, I posted late last night 
#673 Vlaams Belang thread.</P> 
<P>Years ago I found out the hard way about that Institute of Historical Review, 
I ordered a copy of Gen. Guderian`s memoirs advertised in "Military History" 
magazine, a publication on most large news stands inthe US. Very non-
controversial, run of the mill.That got me on the mailing list of that scumbag 
outfit IHR, which I`d never heard of. Holocaust denial up the ying-yang, Neo-
Nazi crap, Lincoln was a traitorous monster type books, racist junk, on and on. 
I had a mail war with them telling them never to mail any of there garbage 
again, and a few strategy talks with the local postmaster on stopping them. 
There is a lesson here I guess on how groups like this insinuate themselves and 
it could probably go for political conferences too, a lesson to watch be careful 
of the motives of any bunch you don`t thoroughly know.</P> 
<P>Lastly I don`t see how the situation is so dire we have to align ourselves 
automatically with anyone who claims to be on our side without thoroughly 
vetting them. The war on terror is not in the same stage as the last hour at the 
Alamo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great post, JHW. It's not that dire, and those who refuse to face the truth 
are going to regret it -- because they're alienating the vast majority of sane 
people who will run away from any hint of Nazism or white 
supremacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443236 27763 224 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #217 Obsidiandog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would be a little skeptical about something from Luke 
Ford.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I am. That's why there are question marks all over my 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443261 27763 243 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:31:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #236 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #224 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's why there are question marks all over my post.  
<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE>That's a tiny, transparent fig leaf. It doesn't cover 
anything when the mainstream press uses it, and with all due respect, it doesn't 
do any more here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, "Cognito," ... I didn't post this story. I just linked to someone 
else, with plenty of caveats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04443285 27763 261 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #255 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #236 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #224 Charles</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>That's why there are question marks all over my post.  
<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE>That's a tiny, transparent fig leaf. It doesn't cover 
anything when the mainstream press uses it, and with all due respect, it doesn't 
do any more here.</BLOCKQUOTE>For cripes sakes, Cog. LOOSEN UP a little. Give 
the stick some time off. It's a hot rumor - I googled it on the news and got 
over 500 hits. Plus it gives people an opportunity to link odd videos and make 
Rosie jokes.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's all over the place. Cognito's in his "agony aunt" 
mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443319 27763 289 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 9:48:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #275 GreenFootballFan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Luke Ford has such a checkered past (and present) that it's best not to waste 
time on these rumors. Yes it's tintillating, but the Luke Ford of <A 
href="http://lukeford.net" target=_blank>this site</A> is the same guy as <A 
href="http://www.lukeisback.com/bloglukeisback/index.php/" target=_blank>this 
one</A></P> 
<P>There is more info about Mr. Ford <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luke_Ford" 
target=_blank>here</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Luke Ford is far from the only one posting about this. I linked to his site 
because he has the most details right now.</P> 
<P>But yes, I agree about the "checkered past."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443359 27763 323 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/4443337" target=_blank>#306</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And especially not when there's the story about that despicable Fred Phelps 
"church" being successfully sued:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had the Fred Phelps story five hours ago...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443434 27764 24 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:40:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of the <A href="http://2007.weblogawards.org/news/finalists-
announced.php#more" target=_blank>weblog finalists</A> are up. LGF did NOT make 
it in Best Blog but did in something called "Best Community." Jammie made it in 
Best New Blog (congrats guys!).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without belaboring the point too much, I honestly think that contest is 
completely pointless and arbitrary -- and the "voting" process relies on an 
internet poll, which makes it highly subject to gaming, no matter how much they 
say they're "auditing" the votes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04443460 27764 42 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:53:21pm  
 
<P>Brussels Journal slams Ayaan Hirsi Ali:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/634" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443464 27764 45 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:55:53pm  
 
<P>I've never even heard of several of the blogs they have under 'Best 
Blog'.</P> 
<P>'The Presurfer'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443467 27764 47 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 10:57:27pm  
 
<P>'The Presurfer' currently has a post about "Designer Packing Tape."</P> 
<P>Yep, that's an award winner, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443476 27764 54 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:02:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 NYexpat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4443460&amp;n=42" 
target=_blank>#42</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I hate to say it Charles, but I agree with them. I don't see how you can 
paint Christian fundamentalism with the same brush as (even) moderate 
islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must have missed that part of the Brussels Journal post. Where did it say 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443478 27764 56 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:04:48pm  
 
<P>Apparently I should be posting about cute kittens and packing tape. Then I 
might have a chance to be nominated for 'Best Blog.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443488 27764 63 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #24 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #19 Carl in Jerusalem</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Most of the <A href="http://2007.weblogawards.org/news/finalists-
announced.php#more" target=_blank>weblog finalists</A> are up. LGF did NOT make 
it in Best Blog but did in something called "Best Community." Jammie made it in 
Best New Blog (congrats guys!).</BLOCKQUOTE>Without belaboring the point too 
much, I honestly think that contest is completely pointless and arbitrary -- and 
the "voting" process relies on an internet poll, which makes it highly subject 
to gaming, no matter how much they say they're "auditing" the 
votes.</BLOCKQUOTE>Is it as bad as the Jewish blog awards whose motto is "Vote 
early, vote often and erase your cookies." I figured out last year that all you 
had to do to vote multiple times was to keep logging in from different WiFi 
locations. When I told them, they assured me that no one else will think of 
that. Yeah right...  



<P>There's even a guy on the Jewish blog rating service who's rumored to rate 
his own posts as 5's multiple times. The people who run the service haven't 
thought to ask him why he has almost as many ratings as page 
views...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like any internet poll -- silly and meaningless.</P> 
<P>But in this case, they've front-loaded the 'silly and meaningless' 
part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443491 27764 66 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 NYexpat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4443476&amp;n=54" 
target=_blank>#54</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Hirsi Ali is right to oppose the inhumane treatment of women and homosexuals 
in Muslim societies. But she is wrong where she equates any criticism of 
feminism and “gayism” by religious people to inhumane treatment at the hands of 
Muslims.Cut &amp; paste</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's Brussels Journal talking -- not a quote from Ayaan Hirsi 
Ali.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443496 27764 71 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:11:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Brussels Journal:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>“She believes that she can help change the lives of Muslim women 
and, ultimately, the climate that breeds extremism,” RD writes. It is, however, 
the religious vacuum created by the secularist iconoclasts of Europe’s Christian 
civilisation, that provides the breeding ground for Muslim radicals. Europe has 
almost ceased to be Christian. Perhaps, as an inevitable consequence of this, 
Europe will become Muslim because a religious vacuum will inevitably be filled 
by a religion – no matter how hard secularists like Hirsi Ali may try to prevent 
it.</BLOCKQUOTE>It sounds like they are trying to argue that Europe must unite 
under Christianity, for that is the only way to prevent the Islamic take-
over.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, and racist parties like the Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443502 27764 77 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4443460&amp;n=42" 
target=_blank>#42</A> Charles</EM> Interesting that Paul Belien wrote that 
article on Ayaan Hirsi Ali. You remember him, he's one of the big honchos over 
at Vlaams Blok.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course -- and Ayaan Hirsi Ali denounced the Vlaams Belang. (Not 'Blok,' 
that's the earlier banned version of the party.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443504 27764 79 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:15:41pm  
 
<P>That Brussels Journal article isn't new, by the way -- it's from last 
year.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04443514 27764 87 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:20:43pm  
 
<P>Yeah -- why isn't <A href="http://icanhascheezburger.com/" 
target=_blank>icanhascheezburger</A> on that list?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443519 27764 91 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:22:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Dutch government decided to appeal the verdict, but Hirsi Ali, 
as we reported at the time, applauded it, saying that any political party 
discriminating against women or homosexuals should be deprived of funding and, 
hence, effectively banned. Are these “the values of tolerance and justice” that 
Reader’s Digest wants “a young woman born outside Europe” to “show 
Europeans?”</BLOCKQUOTE>That is some seriously twisted logic. Are we supposed to 
tolerate sexism and homophobia? Is that what he's saying?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's pretty much what he's saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443522 27764 93 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:23:12pm  
 
<P>The more I look into what Brussels Journal really stands for, the more 
repugnant it seems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04443524 27764 95 Charles Wed, Oct 31, 2007 11:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #92 NYexpat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #71 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #67 konservo</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>From the Brussels Journal:  
<BLOCKQUOTE>“She believes that she can help change the lives of Muslim women 
and, ultimately, the climate that breeds extremism,” RD writes. It is, however, 
the religious vacuum created by the secularist iconoclasts of Europe’s Christian 
civilisation, that provides the breeding ground for Muslim radicals. Europe has 
almost ceased to be Christian. Perhaps, as an inevitable consequence of this, 
Europe will become Muslim because a religious vacuum will inevitably be filled 
by a religion – no matter how hard secularists like Hirsi Ali may try to prevent 
it.</BLOCKQUOTE>It sounds like they are trying to argue that Europe must unite 
under Christianity, for that is the only way to prevent the Islamic take-
over.</BLOCKQUOTE>That, and racist parties like the Vlaams Belang.</BLOCKQUOTE>I 
had to look for that one.Looks like you made the front page- you and your 
shallow <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/" 
target=_blank>shibboleths</A>!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice -- that post also expresses support for the BNP. Lovely folks over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444247 27765 78 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:45:34am  
 
<P>This 'Jewish conspiracy' attitude is quite common in comments at Brussels 
Journal, by the way. I haven't seen Belien write anything like this, but he's 
very tolerant of it appearing in his comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04444302 27765 109 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:55:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #104 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>fjordman also has <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2613" 
target=_blank>a post about LGF</A> at Brussels Journal today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That post is a duplicate of the screed he posted in our comments yesterday, 
while completely ignoring the white supremacist links I posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444321 27765 112 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:59:28am  
 
<P>I see Fjordman is using his idiotic 'red herring' argument again -- the fact 
that I haven't posted about La Raza means ... what, exactly?</P> 
<P>This kind of argument -- you posted about <EM>this</EM>, but not about 
<EM>this</EM> -- is exactly the same tactic we see all the time at leftist 
attack blogs. It's a diversion, and a way to obfuscate the issues by throwing in 
irrelevant nonsense, hoping to take the focus off the real 
arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444418 27765 156 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:14:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/4444383" target=_blank>#139</A> Poitiers-
Lepanto</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, he's being incredibly dishonest. Even though I have explicitly 
posted to Fjordman directly on several occasions that I support the goals of the 
anti-Islamization conference but have serious misgivings about sme of the 
particpants, he insists on misrespresenting my opinions and claiming that I'm 
trying to "destroy" them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444496 27765 186 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:29:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #174 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#156</P> 
<P>Its been said before, but it bears repeating.</P> 
<P>Any association with Nazis, Neo-nazis, or White supremacist groups will cause 
serious and possibly irreperable damage to the anti-Jihadist cause.</P> 
<P>Maybe that's more true in North America than Europe, but its still true in 
both places.</P> 
<P>Arguing to what extent Vlaams Belang is tainted is a bit beside the point; 
they're linked to neo-Nazis and you have to be willfully blind not to see 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that's been said over and over and over. The fact that the blogs on 
the other side of this issue insist on ignoring and obfuscating that simple 
point speaks volumes about their true beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444593 27765 208 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:54:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/4444557" target=_blank>#202</A> rogue 
yam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>By contrast there is an awful lot of snark and petty cliquishness on this 
comment thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As opposed to the comment threads at Brussels Journal, where you'll find open 
antisemitism. Oops. I mean, "anti-Zionism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444636 27765 215 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:07:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #213 Don Miguel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who's seen Amsterdamsky (BTW, an American) on The Brussels Journal or 
No Pasaran <STRONG>knows that he's an anti-Semite and ignores most everything he 
says</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. So why do they tolerate him at Brussels Journal?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In defense of Fjordman, I believe one of the reasons he quit maintaining his 
own blog was because <STRONG>his views seem to attract some of the racial 
supremacist and neo-Nazi types</STRONG> ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. So why do you think that is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444704 27765 222 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:21:04am  
 
<P>A few days ago, I received this email from Bruce Bawer, author of "While 
Europe Slept" (a terrific book on radical Islam in Europe), and I'm reprinting 
it here with his permission:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>Your concerns about Vlaams Belang/Blok and the Sverigedemokraterna are 
totally justified.</P> 
<P>In May, Paul Belien wrote as follows in the Washington Times: "Europe is in 
the middle of a three-way culture war between the defenders of traditional 
Judeo-Christian morality, the proponents of secular hedonism and the forces of 
Islamic Jihadism."</P> 
<P>”Secular hedonism” is plainly his term for secular liberalism. Plainly he 
identifies with what he calls ”traditional Judeo-Christian morality.” And the 
structure of his sentence suggests that for him both ”secular hedonism” and 
”Islamic Jihadism” are equal enemies.</P> 
<P>And what about those of us who foolishly think this is a war for INDIVIDUAL 
LIBERTY? Are we just supposed to sit back and shut up and take orders from a 
bunch of little Euro-fascists?</P> 
<P>As we say in Norway, stå på! (Stick to your guns!)</P> 
<P>All best,Bruce</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444836 27765 237 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:49:25am  
 
<P>Another thread at Brussels Journal reveals open support for white 
supremacists: <A 
href="http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:nu37VnVULFYJ:www.brusselsjournal.com/
node/1609+fjordman+WN&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=6&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>The Rape of Europe - The Brussels Journal</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the American WN/paleo-con movement has some respectable people &amp; 
organisations such as David Duke, Kevin MacDonald, Kevin Strom, Jared Taylor, 
American Rennaissance, Minutemen, &amp; National Vanguard; overall the American 
movement has failed to connect with mainstream white America. In Europe by 



contrast, many groups using various tactics have managed to bring WN issues and 
ideas to the mainstream political discourse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"WN" is their abbreviation for "White Nationalism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445003 27765 263 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 11:23:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/4444977" target=_blank>#257</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Charles is wrong to banish these links (GoV and BJ) from his 
blogroll. It is his right to have whoever he wants on his blog, but he is now a 
“public figure” (of sorts), and others are within their rights to judge him for 
it. It just seems totally petty, a wrong way to treat an ally in the movement, 
and ill-befitting the spirit of the blogosphere. Just my $.02</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're welcome to your opinion, but the bottom line for me is that I don't 
want to be associated with those opinions. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445219 27765 305 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #300 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445159&amp;n=294" 
target=_blank>#294</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<P>I've followed Paul a lot as well, thought never commented at BJ. He 
<EM>never</EM> seems to utter WN concepts; that's why I once thought he was on 
the right side, but now I don't believe the innocent act. He knows in what 
ideology the VB is invested and from which it cannot stray (WN). The denials no 
longer fly after all the evidence to recently be produced -- and more is 
forthcoming. The mask has slipped. But Fjordman most certainly does defend WN 
openly. See the passage that I quoted above. Consider the link to the BJ in that 
same post, I implore. Nobody is hunting witches here. We are concerned over 
material that is as plain as the eye can see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For me, it was the pro-BNP post that really brought home what they're 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445421 27765 341 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/4445362" target=_blank>#330</A> 1389</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we keep up enough pressure (and I mean communicating politely but firmly 
and persistently, and being very specific about what we want them to do), the 
actual racists will become more and more uncomfortable and will eventually leave 
(probably in a huff, but that's okay) and the decent people will stay around to 
work for positive goals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... good luck with that.</P> 
<P>I've been posting a large amount of evidence, have refrained from personal 
attacks, and have stated over and over that I support the goals of the anti-
Islamization conference, but don't think it wise to associate with certain 
groups.</P> 
<P>In return, I've been vilified, attacked, lied about, and had my words and 
positions distorted beyond all recognition. And this started 
<STRONG>immediately</STRONG> after my very first post on the 
matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04445427 27765 343 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:42:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/4445403" target=_blank>#335</A> Husky40</EM></P> 
<P>Yesterday the Brussels Journal had a front page post openly praising the 
British National Party. Not a comment. A front page post.</P> 
<P>Are you a BNP supporter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445439 27765 345 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:44:28pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2599" target=_blank>On 
Schrödinger's Cat and Joshu's Dog - The Brussels Journal</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is the great luck of Europe's priestly caste that parties like the Vlaams 
Belang, SVP and BNP exist, for they too see and speak the truth, and provide an 
alternative that the common folks can join instead of supporting fringe 
movements that may expound the truth in some ways but spout lunacy (e.g. "the 
Jews did it") in others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445486 27765 355 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:51:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #350 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm... Looking at my posts on some earlier threads, I seem to have been 
getting quite a few negative dings on them these last two days or so. Have I 
started getting haters already?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the number and you can see who's been rating your 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445573 27765 373 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 1:06:27pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #363 Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zuckerlilly -</P> 
<P>I think you are being a little unfair. You are referring specifically to a 
comment, not a posting by BJ. Surely we can't judge Charles by any "nuke Mecca" 
types who post.</P> 
<P>I went to the link expecting to find an actual posting, and had to go back to 
your comment to see that you referred to "another thread". But I find it 
disingenuous to hold any blog "responsible" for a comment on a posting. The 
'sphere has gone round and round on that issue a thousand times</P> 
<P>Charles is mentioning a direct post about BNP by BJ. That is fair game, 
definitely. But if you referring to a comment rather than a post, it may very 
well be relevant and interesting, but I think the blogger is entitled in 
fairness for you to be clear that it's a comment, not a post.</P> 
<P>Just my $.02.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to differ with you on this, in regard to Brussels Journal. There 
are a <STRONG>lot</STRONG> of comments at the site that are openly in favor of 
White Nationalism; the one I posted above is far from the only example. I can 
tell you with no hesitation that if an LGF comment praised the National Vanguard 
and David Duke, that comment would not last 10 minutes here. These aren't 
opinions that need to be expressed and discussed, they're open racism.</P> 



<P>At Brussels Journal, on the other hand, there are hundreds of these comments, 
in thread after thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445586 27765 376 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 1:10:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/4445496" target=_blank>#358</A> Vittorio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would ask some Americans however Why are some Americans so ready to defend 
American Indian populations against the White Man, but refuse to defend the 
European populations against the Islamic Man? Is it because they are genetically 
European?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, as I've stated over and over, I do support the anti-Islamization 
conference that started this whole brouhaha. I do not support the participation 
of Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats in that conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445726 27765 402 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 1:56:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/4445610" target=_blank>#380</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I am saying is that it would seem etiquette would demand that links be 
very clear about whether they are to a bloggers post, or a comment to 
same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never quoted a comment from a blog without clearly identifying it as a 
comment, and I didn't do so in this post either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445783 27765 411 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #409 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #402 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445610&amp;n=380" 
target=_blank>#380</A> Andrew X</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>All I am saying is that it would seem etiquette would demand that 
links be very clear about whether they are to a bloggers post, or a comment to 
same.</BLOCKQUOTE>I have never quoted a comment from a blog without clearly 
identifying it as a comment, and I didn't do so in this post 
either.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles - are all your discussions and discoveries being 
posted here (and happening with e-mail/IM, I assume)? Or are you posting in 
comments, etc. on other sites?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't post on other sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444732 27768 169 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:27:30am  
 
<P>A few days ago, I received this email from Bruce Bawer, author of "While 
Europe Slept" (a terrific book on radical Islam in Europe), and I'm reprinting 
it here with his permission:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>Your concerns about Vlaams Belang/Blok and the Sverigedemokraterna are 
totally justified.</P> 
<P>In May, Paul Belien wrote as follows in the Washington Times: "Europe is in 
the middle of a three-way culture war between the defenders of traditional 



Judeo-Christian morality, the proponents of secular hedonism and the forces of 
Islamic Jihadism."</P> 
<P>”Secular hedonism” is plainly his term for secular liberalism. Plainly he 
identifies with what he calls ”traditional Judeo-Christian morality.” And the 
structure of his sentence suggests that for him both ”secular hedonism” and 
”Islamic Jihadism” are equal enemies.</P> 
<P>And what about those of us who foolishly think this is a war for INDIVIDUAL 
LIBERTY? Are we just supposed to sit back and shut up and take orders from a 
bunch of little Euro-fascists?</P> 
<P>As we say in Norway, stå på! (Stick to your guns!)</P> 
<P>All best,Bruce</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444821 27768 205 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:46:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #188 Pvt Bin Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4444642&amp;n=131" 
target=_blank>#131</A> Killgore Trout</EM>Didn't you just "love" this comment 
from your link:</P> 
<P>Submitted by Amsterdamsky on Thu, 2007-11-01 17:59.-No support of Democrats 
will be tolerated-No criticism of Israel or the Lobby will be tolerated-Half the 
posters are probably on the Iraeli "diplomatic" payroll the rest are Homer 
Simpson type Budweiser swilling chicken hawk rednecks.</P> 
<P>Dude I can't believe you lasted as long as you did. Bloggers like Ann Coulter 
cynically manipulate these idiots in a way that just cracks me up.</P> 
<P>/I want my zionist check AND my Budweiser! LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to look very hard in the Brussels Journal comments to find 
open support for white supremacists.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:nu37VnVULFYJ:www.brusselsjournal.com/
node/1609+fjordman+WN&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=6&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>The Rape of Europe - The Brussels Journal</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the American WN/paleo-con movement has some respectable people &amp; 
organisations such as David Duke, Kevin MacDonald, Kevin Strom, Jared Taylor, 
American Rennaissance, Minutemen, &amp; National Vanguard; overall the American 
movement has failed to connect with mainstream white America. In Europe by 
contrast, many groups using various tactics have managed to bring WN issues and 
ideas to the mainstream political discourse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444825 27768 206 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 10:47:25am  
 
<P>"WN" is their abbreviation for "White Nationalism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04444882 27768 217 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 11:01:39am  
 
<P>Notice especially this part of the comment I posted above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Europe by contrast, many groups using various tactics have managed to 
bring WN issues and ideas to the mainstream political 
discourse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445104 27768 240 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 11:39:17am  



 
<P>More attacks now coming in:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&amp;q=http://www.amnation.com/vfr/archives/
009122.html" target=_blank>www.amnation.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445187 27768 248 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 11:55:54am  
 
<P>Again, notice the distortion at Auster's site:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As part of his continuing campaign against the recent anti-jihad conference 
in Brussels...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over I have stated that I support the goals and most of the 
participants at that conference ... but have serious reservations about the 
inclusion of Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats.</P> 
<P>Yet, those who are attacking me continue to distort and lie about my 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445194 27768 249 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 11:57:32am  
 
<P>By the way, those serious reservations now extend to Brussels Journal. I wish 
I'd paid more attention to what was going on at that site before 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445322 27768 261 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 12:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #256 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445226&amp;n=253" 
target=_blank>#253</A> Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I did, eventually. I just wanted to know <EM>why</EM> I landed on a redirect 
page.</P> 
<P>It's not an experience I've had too often.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You landed on a redirect page because that's how I linked it -- I didn't want 
to link directly Auster's site, because honestly, he gives me the creeps.</P> 
<P>Too late now, though, because I see everyone else has linked directly. Oh 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445819 27771 160 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:16:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the last few days the dots have been starting to connect and a pattern 
is emerging. A lot of these so- called "Nationalist" groups in Europe are 
affiliated with racism. Since these groups are making claims of being counter-
jihad, everyone that is counter- jihad is getting labeled as being "racist." 
Bruce Bawer mentioned this connection in his book <EM>While Europe Slept</EM> 
but I never realized how widespread the problem had become. This is scary stuff 
and I'm glad Charles has gone out of his way to address the 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted this in another thread but you may not have seen it. A few days ago, 
I received this email from Bruce Bawer, author of "While Europe Slept" (a 



terrific book on radical Islam in Europe), and I'm reprinting it here with his 
permission:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>Your concerns about Vlaams Belang/Blok and the Sverigedemokraterna are 
totally justified.</P> 
<P>In May, Paul Belien wrote as follows in the Washington Times: "Europe is in 
the middle of a three-way culture war between the defenders of traditional 
Judeo-Christian morality, the proponents of secular hedonism and the forces of 
Islamic Jihadism."</P> 
<P>”Secular hedonism” is plainly his term for secular liberalism. Plainly he 
identifies with what he calls ”traditional Judeo-Christian morality.” And the 
structure of his sentence suggests that for him both ”secular hedonism” and 
”Islamic Jihadism” are equal enemies.</P> 
<P>And what about those of us who foolishly think this is a war for INDIVIDUAL 
LIBERTY? Are we just supposed to sit back and shut up and take orders from a 
bunch of little Euro-fascists?</P> 
<P>As we say in Norway, stå på! (Stick to your guns!)</P> 
<P>All best,Bruce</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445929 27771 254 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:53:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #246 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#217 mama winger</P> 
<P>Bruce Bawer is a secular hedonist. A gay American, he moved to Europe to 
escape what he felt was the stifling Christian fundamentalism of the US.</P> 
<P>Paul Belien is commited Christian who homeschools his kids (exceedingly rare 
in Europe). He's a partisan of traditional Judeo-Christian morality.</P> 
<P>Both men are staunch opponents of the Islamization of Europe, but while 
Belien, a Belgian, supports the VB, Bawer opposes them. I think what Bawer was 
trying to convey to Charles in his letter is that he sees traditional Judeo-
Christian morality as almost as big of a threat to the West (and his own 
lifestyle) as Islamic fundamentalism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. Bawer is saying that Paul Belien sees secular liberalism 
and Islamism as equivalent.</P> 
<P>Bawer himself sees traditional Judeo-Christian morality and secular 
liberalism as compatible.</P> 
<P>Man, am I getting tired of these bizarre distortions that are being pushed 
out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445932 27771 257 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #253 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445920&amp;n=246" 
target=_blank>#246</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think what Bawer was trying to convey to Charles in his letter is 
that he sees traditional Judeo-Christian morality as almost as big of a threat 
to the West (and his own lifestyle) as Islamic fundamentalism</BLOCKQUOTE>.  
<P>Yes ! You have put into words what I was inferring from his writings.</P> 
<P>So yes - this troubles me. To think that those who fight jihad would view 
people like me as just as big of a threat as the jihadists troubles me 
greatly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not true at all!</P> 



<P>Jeppo is deliberately twisting Bawer's words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445937 27771 260 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:56:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #258 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #253 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445920&amp;n=246" 
target=_blank>#246</A> jeppo</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think what Bawer was trying to convey to Charles in his letter is 
that he sees traditional Judeo-Christian morality as almost as big of a threat 
to the West (and his own lifestyle) as Islamic fundamentalism</BLOCKQUOTE>.  
<P>Yes ! You have put into words what I was inferring from his writings.</P> 
<P>So yes - this troubles me. To think that those who fight jihad would view 
people like me as just as big of a threat as the jihadists troubles me 
greatly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>This is what I have been fighting my whole life. Being 
viewed as some kind of Christian freakazoid, when all I am really is a 
traditionalist within the Judeao-Christian mainstream. I am so weary of this I 
cannot tell you.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you continue down this road, be aware that 'jeppo' is misleading 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445950 27771 269 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 2:58:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/4445943" target=_blank>#265</A> mama 
winger</EM></P> 
<P>See #254.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445956 27771 275 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:01:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/4445920" target=_blank>#246</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bruce Bawer is a secular hedonist. A gay American, he moved to Europe to 
escape what he felt was the stifling Christian fundamentalism of the 
US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is another complete distortion of why Bruce Bawer left the US. Read his 
book, and you'll see how completely dishonest this description 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445960 27771 279 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:03:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445931&amp;n=256" 
target=_blank>#256</A> Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Exactly. What Bawer is attempting to say is that a whole lot of people can be 
in the fight to preserve the Values of the West -- that includes, the secular, 
that includes the atheists, that includes the religious. Jeppo and others are 
attempting to drive a wedge between people like Bawer (the secular) and the 
religious...as if they are opposed to one another. Bawer is saying, "No, they 
can be united in the fight against Islamic extremism."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what jeppo is doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04445964 27771 283 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:04:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4445929&amp;n=254" 
target=_blank>#254</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>How come everybody is missing that Bawer is advocating individual liberty? He 
even put it in all caps!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeppo isn't missing that. He's being deliberately dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445970 27771 287 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/4445962" target=_blank>#281</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<P>It can't be summarized in a sentence or two. He devotes much of the first 
chapter of his book to the reasons why he left America. I assure you that 
Jeppo's description is highly misleading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04445982 27771 298 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:11:35pm  
 
<P>Bruce Bawer is a secular liberal, and yes, he's gay. But he IS NOT the 
enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446032 27771 343 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:35:57pm  
 
<P>Wow. The racists are coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446041 27771 351 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:39:28pm  
 
<P>You folks would not believe some of the email I've been getting today about 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446049 27771 359 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:42:28pm  
 
<P>Many of these emails are too vile to publish. Glancing over some of them, 
I've been called a "n*** lover," a "k*ke lover," a "race traitor," and on and 
on. Apparently the White Power people have gotten wind of this 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446055 27771 365 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:44:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/4446050" target=_blank>#360</A> dwford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Europe allowed to enforce racial purity? It sounds really bad to say it 
because of the history of such things...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. It does sound really bad to say it. At least you have that much 
awareness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446059 27771 369 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:47:09pm  



 
<P>Here's one. Subject: "you're a commie:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you bow down to leftists now? Academic towers says oyu can't say 
muslims are evil. Then you call them nazis. You must be a liberal 
weenie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446078 27771 384 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:51:40pm  
 
<P>Here's one that came from a person who followed a link at lgfwatch:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>your website has longed harbored hate speech equivalent of any nazi website. 
Talk of mass castrations, mass murder, and the subhuman qualities of certain 
groups has gone on at LGF for years. Don't be surprised if you end up letting a 
few Nazi sympathizers in the door when you've hung such hate-filled banners to 
the world for so long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446088 27771 394 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 3:54:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #392 dwford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and thanks for all of you ascribing nefarious motives to me. I think I'll 
go back to lurking...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're the one who's talking about "racial purity" ... and now your feelings 
are hurt?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446124 27771 419 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 4:09:47pm  
 
<P>Another point about these groups: they've been criminalized in Europe. In 
many countries it's illegal to advocate Holocaust denial, or to flaunt Nazi 
symbols.</P> 
<P>So they've evolved under the intense pressure, learning to do something 
that's usually very difficult for hate groups--to hide their agenda. They've 
gotten sneaky.</P> 
<P>Because if they don't, they may end up in jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446145 27771 436 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 4:19:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/4446140" target=_blank>#432</A> The Other 
Les</EM></P> 
<P>The ADL may or may not be left-leaning -- but facts are 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446153 27771 444 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 4:20:38pm  
 
<P>Ugh. Now we've got a Kahanist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446154 27771 445 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 4:21:30pm  
 
<P>And in a real hat trick, it's a Kahanist who sees nothing wrong with making 
allies out of crypto-fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04446263 27771 532 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #446 Buckeye Abroad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>#365 Charles</EM></P> 
<P>re: #360 dwford</P> 
<P>Is Europe allowed to enforce racial purity? It sounds really bad to say it 
because of the history of such things...</P> 
<P><EM>You're right. It does sound really bad to say it. At least you have that 
much awareness</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Charles, I'll pay for your round-trip ticket to Frankfurt if you really 
believe that. Is Europe condemned to cultural suicide as it doesn't accept its 
socialist political leaders intentions or its growing non-assimilated 
immigrants? Who cares. Because for all practical purposes, you're not here. The 
moral high ground is a wonderful place for people not involved or present, but I 
don't think they can rightfully judge with absolutism.</P> 
<P>Email me if you want to spend some time in Europe. Free 
accomodation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, wow. Apparently being appalled at the "racial purity" line is "the moral 
high ground" to you.</P> 
<P>I see it differently. I see it as not wanting to dive head-first into a 
sewer.</P> 
<P>As for your offer to visit Europe, thanks. But despite your patronizing 
comments, I've already spent more than enough time there to form my own 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446288 27771 542 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:09:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/4446227" target=_blank>#511</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, as I said ... repugnant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446290 27771 544 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:10:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #541 Buckeye Abroad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#499 MM</P> 
<P><EM>Charles has spent about four years total in Europe.</EM></P> 
<P>I have been here since 96'. Do I get a prize?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're the one claiming there's something special about it. Go ahead, give 
yourself a prize too. You could call it, "The Buckeye Abroad Racial Purity 
Award."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446354 27771 573 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:30:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/4446315" target=_blank>#557</A> Buckeye 
Abroad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I have never even read or seen that. I admit, I never doubted your 
hesitations, but the your immediate withdrawl of support was 
puzzling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've never "read or seen that?" This is what you posted:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #360 dwford</P> 
<P>Is Europe allowed to enforce racial purity? It sounds really bad to say it 
because of the history of such things...</P> 
<P><EM>You're right. It does sound really bad to say it. At least you have that 
much awareness</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Charles, I'll pay for your round-trip ticket to Frankfurt if you really 
believe that. Is Europe condemned to cultural suicide as it doesn't accept its 
socialist political leaders intentions or its growing non-assimilated 
immigrants? Who cares. Because for all practical purposes, you're not here. The 
moral high ground is a wonderful place for people not involved or present, but I 
don't think they can rightfully judge with absolutism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the highly dramatic request to "deregister" you, it doesn't work that 
way. But if you'd like me to block your account so you aren't tempted to try to 
defend your statements any more, I'll be happy to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446359 27771 576 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:30:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #569 BruxellesBlog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4446315&amp;n=557" 
target=_blank>#557</A> Buckeye Abroad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I formally, and humbly, request that you deregister my LGF 
account.</BLOCKQUOTE>That is a shame Buckeye. And I do mean that...  
<P>Heck, the way things are going, maybe Bigel will be back?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I seriously doubt that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446377 27771 589 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #521 The Other Les</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4446197&amp;n=483" 
target=_blank>#483</A> 1389</EM></P> 
<P>Ten years ago I used to have the ADL site in my bookmarks.</P> 
<P>Watching the spectacle of their pushing the socialist agenda including 
opposition to the Second Amendment was sickening to me.</P> 
<P>Anything they assert needs to be independently verified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead -- independently verify it. I have, and all the facts in the 
article I linked are accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446417 27771 616 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #608 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4446365&amp;n=581" 
target=_blank>#581</A> mama winger</EM></P> 
<P>If you read the material that precedes the part about the African clergy it's 
all about "White Guilt" and how white people have lost their 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with your take on it, Killgore. One thing this controversy is doing 
is forcing into the open some ugly attitudes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446437 27771 626 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:52:26pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #618 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #591 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why does everybody have to be so spiteful to each other?  
<P>I really can't take this</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I don't want to hurt your feelings, 
but remember what PM Thatcher said to President Reagan - don't go wobbly. 
Important stuff - people have to take a stand on it. This does not always result 
in politeness.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admit it -- I lose all my sense of politeness when people start defending 
the idea of "racial purity." This is one of the very worst memes that has ever 
polluted the human consciousness, and I have absolutely no tolerance for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446443 27771 630 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #623 Buckeye Abroad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#573 Charles</P> 
<P><EM>As for the highly dramatic request to "deregister" you, it doesn't work 
that way. But if you'd like me to block your account so you aren't tempted to 
try to defend your statements any more, I'll be happy to do that.</EM></P> 
<P>Apologies chuck. I hereby request that you block <STRIKE>your</STRIKE> my 
account so <STRIKE>you</STRIKE> I'm <STRIKE>aren't</STRIKE> not tempted to try 
to defend <STRIKE>your</STRIKE> my statements any more, <STRIKE>I'll</STRIKE> 
you'll be happy to do that.</P> 
<P>Good luck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, the 'Chuck' rejoinder. You have cut me to the quick.</P> 
<P>Request granted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446460 27771 638 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 5:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #635 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This whole thing really makes you wonder if the VB and SD really were invited 
out of ignorance? Maybe they people who invited them knew exactly who they 
were.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I now believe they did know. Not all of the participants were aware, though; 
some of them were played for patsies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446492 27771 656 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 6:07:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #646 J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4446453&amp;n=635" 
target=_blank>#635</A> Truumax</EM></P> 
<P>Or was it the other way around? I read a post (other site) in which a person 
commented about how the Vlaams Belang "<EM>hosted</EM>" the Counter Jihad 
Conference. That's why it was held in Brussels. So, I'm assuming it was the V. 
Belang who did the invites (?) And, apparently, not all those invited realized 
the V. Belang's (and others) connections (past histories, etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I actually don't blame them at all for not knowing -- I didn't know about 
their history and ideology myself before all this started. In fact, I linked to 
a story about Filip DeWinter hanging up a sign that said "No Jihad Street," 



without realizing I was seeing the first shots in a war that would end up 
here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25700_No_Jihad_Street&amp;on
ly" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446509 27771 667 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 6:13:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/651/4446487" target=_blank>#651</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are reading that completely wrong. Dymphna is not saying that 
there are "too many blacks." She is saying that while America's faith wilts, 
Africa's is strengthening.</P> 
<P>That to me appears to be the polar opposite of racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But then, you also saw Filip DeWinter speaking at an event hosted by the 
Robert A. Taft Club, an extreme right-wing organization linked to Pat Buchanan's 
The American Cause, and thought he'd make a good President of the 
US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446519 27771 673 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 6:15:40pm  
 
<P>President Filip DeWinter.</P> 
<P>What's wrong with this picture?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447202 27771 743 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:28:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #731 jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #673 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>President Filip DeWinter.  
<P>What's wrong with this picture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>He wasn't born in the USA.  
<P>FYI, I also supported Alan Keyes' candidacy.</P> 
<P>Charles, I'm concerned. It appears you have lost Fjordman, at least 
temporarily, and now you have lost mama winger, both rock solid lizards until 
this past week. I might have missed a few other defections. On a personal, human 
level, that's gotta hurt.</P> 
<P>Me, I've got thick skin. Goes with the thick head and midsection.</P> 
<P>But can I ask that you temper your rhetoric to not push out those who have 
been your allies? I just don't see it as productive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But then, you also think Filip deWinter might make a good President of the 
United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447224 27771 745 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:35:34pm  
 
<P>Here's where jwbaumann says he wishes Filip DeWinter could run for President 
of the United States, since he's denying he wrote it:</P> 
<P><A href="/showc/810/4428585" target=_blank>After watching those clips (about 
40 minutes all together), I'm kind of wishing Filip could run for president here 
in America.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447253 27771 747 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:45:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/4447066" target=_blank>#731</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm concerned. It appears you have lost Fjordman...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One less apologist for white supremacists. Doesn't seem like a loss to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448239 27771 824 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:15:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/820/4448139" target=_blank>#820</A> 
jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<P>The arrogance in your post is just astounding. You hope I "come to Christ," 
so I'll understand the wonderfulness of Vlaams Belang? Now you speak for God as 
well, I see.</P> 
<P>There was no lying, except on your part: jwbaumann. You tried to lie about 
your statement of over-the-top gullible admiration for Filip DeWinter, and you 
got called on it.</P> 
<P>And I really don't have to accept being wrongly called a liar in my own 
living room. Take your support for fascists and white nationalism 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448245 27771 825 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:17:05am  
 
<P>P.S. Don't email me. If I see your address on any mail it will go directly 
into the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448612 27771 829 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 10:41:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #828 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #635 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This whole thing really makes you wonder if the VB and SD really 
were invited out of ignorance? Maybe they people who invited them knew exactly 
who they were.</BLOCKQUOTE>I think they might have been the ones doing the 
inviting. I think I saw on some blog the statement "If they're neo-nazis, why 
would they invite Bat Ye'or, etc." but I can't find it now. Does anybody know 
who invited whom?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been very murky about that issue. But Brussels Journal was one of the 
organizers, and Paul Belien's wife is a member of the Vlaams Belang, suggesting 
that it was indeed organized at least in part by the VB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04446953 27774 50 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:19:03pm  
 
<P>If you watch the video, the scarf was wrapped tightly around her head, 
obscuring all her features except her face. Ears, jawline, and hair are very 
much a part of identifying a person, and if you obscure them, it's much harder 
to make a positive ID.</P> 
<P>Sorry, I don't agree that the bank did anything wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447027 27774 101 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:36:46pm  
 



<P>Again -- it's not unreasonable to want to be able to see a person's hair, 
jawline and ears when they're in a situation that requires them to be 
identified. If you wrap a scarf tightly around your head, you're obscuring those 
features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447049 27774 119 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:43:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/4447026" target=_blank>#100</A> Pro-Bush 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<P>But this was not a nun.<EM>re: #110 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #101 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Again -- it's not unreasonable to want to be able to see a person's 
hair, jawline and ears when they're in a situation that requires them to be 
identified. If you wrap a scarf tightly around your head, you're obscuring those 
features.</BLOCKQUOTE>Fine. Then that has to be applied to every Catholic nun, 
orthodox Jew, Rastafarian, etc. etc.  
<P>It is pretty easy to think that nobody would be asking for such stringent 
definition had this woman been a nun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Catholic nuns haven't worn the full habit in quite a few years in the US. And 
in any case, they carry ID that proves they're not laypersons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447058 27774 128 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:47:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #118 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This had nothing to do with her fricking scarf! It was a screw-up related to 
the PATRIOT ACT rules on money laundering. I deal with these rules related to 
securities every day, and this woman, who is apparently a legal US resident, 
with a residential address here, NOT in Morocco, should not have been denied a 
bank account based on her country of origin.</P> 
<P>But they have to twist the story into a fricking scarf story and then get 
crying on tape. Arrgh!</P> 
<P>Cry me a river! Head scarf my foot. Humph.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headline about the scarf isn't mine, by the way -- that's the way it's 
presented by the media, and at Breitbart.com.</P> 
<P>But I'm going to insist, despite the opposition, that it's not a good idea to 
allow scarves that obscure important identifying features, in situation where ID 
verification is important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447065 27774 133 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:48:46pm  
 
<P>And I know from personal experience, by the way, that banks and S&amp;Ls are 
getting a lot stricter on these kinds of issues recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447073 27774 140 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 8:51:09pm  
 
<P>Again -- if you obscure 20-30% of your head, it IS an identification 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447112 27774 170 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:02:44pm  
 



<P>I also agree that this reeks of "setup." Notice that it happened two weeks 
ago. A person operating in good faith would simply go back to the bank, speak to 
a manager, and straighten it out.</P> 
<P>Instead they're launching another episode of the grievance 
theater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04447120 27774 176 Charles Thu, Nov 1, 2007 9:05:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #174 jwbaumann</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #50 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If you watch the video, the scarf was wrapped tightly around her 
head, obscuring all her features except her face. Ears, jawline, and hair are 
very much a part of identifying a person, and if you obscure them, it's much 
harder to make a positive ID.  
<P>Sorry, I don't agree that the bank did anything wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>For 
the record, Charles, how much of a head may be covered, in your opinion?  
<P>I don't mean to start an argument, but if this is ever going to be defined 
statutorily, someone will have to come up with some specifics.</P> 
<P>Our current cultural confusion regarding gender and race don't give me much 
hope here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a banker, and it's not my job to come up with those kinds of 
rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448417 27776 113 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:58:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 DanThePainter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/that-diabolically-clever-
filip-dewinter.html#readfurther" target=_blank>A little equal time</A></P> 
<P>From GatesOfVienna:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>That Diabolically Clever Filip Dewinterby Baron BodisseyDuring the 
last couple of weeks the controversy over the Flemish separatist party Vlaams 
Belang has centered on allegations of “neo-Nazi” baggage and white supremacist 
tendencies among its leaders and membership. Various pieces of evidence are 
offered in support of these assertions: an alleged radio interview of VB leader 
Filip Dewinter “opposite David Duke”, the photo of a white power flag at a 
Vlaams Belang rally, etc.  
<P>Most of these allegations have been refuted. The rally in the photo (a 
smaller version is shown at right) turns out to have been a rally by an entirely 
different group, a truly racist group. Christine has been assiduously compiling 
the facts about this and other allegations at the CVF blog, including a report 
from a European reader named Cincinnatus who posted a comment here a couple of 
days ago, identifying the rally photo as being from a July rally of the VJW, 
Vlaamse Jongeren Westland. Here’s how Cincinnatus describes the 
group...</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Continue reading at link above</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Most of those allegations" have NOT been refuted. I see they're still 
belaboring the flag photograph, but if you follow their links and look at their 
photographs "refuting" it, they are anything but conclusive. Go ahead -- look at 
the photos that they claim to be of the same rally, and please show me where 
it's proven, because I don't see it. (And I looked carefully.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448492 27776 118 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 10:13:09am  
 



<P>One of the people Gates of Vienna cites as a "source" is a commenter named 
"Cincinnatus" -- who also posted comments advocating that people need to say 
"Yes, I am a racist!" in order to "free their mindset" and be ready to fight the 
final battle against Islam in Europe.</P> 
<P>A complete kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448515 27776 122 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 10:18:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4448492&amp;n=118" 
target=_blank>#118</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Why are they still fighting this? To save face?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I believe there's a lot more to it than that. I believe that some of 
these people knew exactly what the Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats stood for, 
and went into this alliance with full knowedge. They expected me to make the 
same moral compromise they did. When I didn't, instead of dealing with the 
issues, it was necessary to lash out and smear and attack -- because they're 
afraid of what will happen when this scheme is exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448640 27776 151 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 10:48:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/4448609" target=_blank>#146</A> Terp 
Mole</EM></P> 
<P>Jamal Badawi has been at this for years, spreading da'wa in the United States 
as a member of the Islamic Society of North America, one of the unindicted co-
conspirators in the HLF trial. They are utterly relentless with this deceptive 
garbage, and they're doing it at US colleges for a very good reason -- to 
corrupt the minds of our youth. It's exactly the same kind of tactic the Soviet 
Union used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04448741 27776 176 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 11:08:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://babbazeesbrain.blogspot.com/2007/11/now-is-dewinter-of-our-
discontent.html" target=_blank>Now is DeWinter of Our 
Discontent</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh man, BabbaZee. <EM>What have you done?</EM></P> 
<P>Seriously ... excellent work, digging around in this cesspool. I'll be 
linking your post, with a note that you were very skeptical of my posts on this 
matter when you started investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449067 27781 29 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 11:54:13am  
 
<P>Video doesn't want to work here for some reason. I'll replace it with a link 
to the Google video page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449215 27781 99 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:17:43pm  
 
<P>It's a web brawl!</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cbn.com/CBNnews/262000.aspx" 
target=_blank>www.cbn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449256 27781 111 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #106 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4449215&amp;n=99" 
target=_blank>#99</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Well...he didn't choose a very good quote from you, did he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm used to that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449337 27781 128 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/4449308" target=_blank>#123</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>That article by Belien at VDARE is linked with approval by the Holocaust-
denying Institute for Historical Review:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&amp;q=http://www.ihr.org/headlines/041114.s
html" target=_blank>www.ihr.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>(Note: the link above goes to a Google redirect page -- please don't post a 
direct link to the IHR here.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449352 27781 135 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>La face cachee du Vlaams Blok.</BLOCKQUOTE><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27764#c0240" target=_blank>I 
posted it yesterday</A>  
<P>Sometimes I feel as if I would be invisible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zuckerlilly: I appreciate your posts -- but with so many comments I simply 
can't follow every link. If you want me to see something you post in a comment, 
the best way to let me know is to use the 'Report' link in the tp line of your 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449353 27781 136 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:42:25pm  
 
<P>tp = top</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449370 27781 144 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-did you see this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2615#comment-20247" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and note Belien's comment immediately following:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exceptional measureSubmitted by Paul Belien on Fri, 2007-11-02 12:49.</P> 



<P>Yesterday evening we removed two comments from Amsterdamsky in which he spoke 
of "Zionists on the Israeli payroll" with regard to Little Green Footballs. 
<STRONG>We consider it an insult to Zionists to compared them to the LGF 
people.</STRONG> We have also blocked Amsterdamsky's account so that he can no 
longer post comments here, but this can be reversed.</P> 
<P>I know that our readers know that we do not agree with every comment posted 
here. Unfortunately, the so-called "proponents of free speech" at LGF do not. 
They think that every opinion voiced in the comments is also ours and they 
attack us for it. Someone told me the other day that Charles Johnson used to be 
a liberal (or a "leftist" as Europeans would say) before he became a 
conservative. Apparently, the man still adheres to the Stalinist (or Nazi) 
methods of the past. One of these Stalinist (or Nazi) principles is the 
principle of guilt by association.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're still distorting and attacking like crazed ferrets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449404 27781 157 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:54:09pm  
 
<P>Notice that Belien is now accusing me of being a Stalinist and a 
Nazi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449425 27781 163 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 12:58:19pm  
 
<P>I may need to make that comment into a post, along with a link to his article 
for VDARE and some background information on that site, and a note about the 
IHR's approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449512 27781 179 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 1:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #172 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4449425&amp;n=163" 
target=_blank>#163</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Charles-I just took another peek. He has put a picture of some homosexual men 
kissing along with quoting your e-mail from Bruce Bawer, under the title "Is 
This What It's All About". It's a disgusting attempt to obfuscate the issues 
even further.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. The hate is really starting to flow over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449516 27781 180 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 1:19:26pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2615" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449601 27781 204 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 1:43:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4449352&amp;n=135" 
target=_blank>#135</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Did you know that you are <A 
href="http://www.gulfcoastpundit.com/index.php?/forums/viewthread/5606/" 
target=_blank>"pampered failed liberal to the core"</A> and that you cant 



"defend his neighbors or himself and no damn wonder he hates conflict, 
profanity, defiance, optimism, self-reliance and fact-checking!"?</P> 
<P>There is a lot more (duck run and hide ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those poor obsessed people are sad and pathetic, and not worth one nanosecond 
of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449720 27781 219 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:15:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #217 noraono</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, so I'm believing a lot of this evidence and seeing that this is a 
nasty, nasty thing. and not that surprising. there are a lot of white 
supremacist groups in California that try to jump on the anti-illegal-
immigration issue and associate themselves.</P> 
<P>I think Tom Tancredo is one of the good guys though...is he ending up 
associated because he is trying to bring all the anti-immigration groups to the 
forefront? I hope so, he is a really good guy and a sane voice in California. 
And NOT a Ron Paul loony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't put Tancredo in with this bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449721 27781 220 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:16:17pm  
 
<P>New post now up about Belien's disgusting attack on Bruce Bawer, Ayaan Hirsi 
Ali, and me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450682 27783 152 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:55:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 block</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just more common sense from Ron Paul I don't see what the problem 
is...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you're a fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451390 27783 163 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:30:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/4451084" target=_blank>#161</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#152 Charles - A very inarticulate response. 'You're A Fool' - Really? That's 
the sum of your argument?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449730 27784 7 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:18:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belien is slamming the concept of "guilt by association."</P> 
<P>It is true that one may not be entirely in sympathy with those with whom one 
associates--but the odds are against one being entirely <STRONG>not</STRONG> in 
sympathy with them.</P> 
<P>And it remains true that <STRONG>those who lie down with dogs, arise with 
fleas</STRONG>--whether that is "guilt by association" or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If there were only one or two of the "guilt by association" connections, it 
might be a valid criticism. But there are dozens, if not hundreds, of these 
connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449792 27784 45 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:32:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/4449774" target=_blank>#33</A> PETN 
Sandwich</EM></P> 
<P>I removed the 'white nationalist' phrase -- although the site clearly has 
ties to people in the WN 'movement', that seems like too broad of a statement. 
Notice the names in their 'Editorial Collective'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449798 27784 49 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:35:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #28 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I still can't understand why that picture of the two men kissing was 
posted. If you don't agree with them, you're for completely unrestricted sex in 
the streets? For gay people? What a bizarre point to try and make from the 
quotes they selected.</BLOCKQUOTE>The rationale behind posting the photo along 
with Bawer's post at LGF is that Bruce Bawer is openly homosexual. He moved to 
Europe, where he thought he would encounter a more tolerant attitude. Got 
smacked upside the head, he did.  
<P>So what Belien is implying is that Bawer and Charles are like - you know - 
'really friendly' and that's what's behind Bawer's support for 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the point of it. It's an incredibly creepy thing to 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449828 27784 70 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:42:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #48 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>This whole brouhaha reminds me of Henry Kissinger's old adage about 
why fights within academia are so vicious--because the stakes are so 
small.</BLOCKQUOTE>Small!?! Small!?! Are you calling the difference between us 
and Holocaust deniers small!?! Are you calling the difference between us and 
those Nazi-wannabes small!?! Sir, you need to really take a hard look at the 
differences between us and them.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeppo is on Paul Belien's and the Vlaams Belang's side. He's been posting 
these kinds of comments ever since the topic came up, and yesterday tried to 
blatantly misrespresent Bruce Bawer's comments as an attack on Christians, 
hoping to split LGF readers on those lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04449893 27784 124 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 2:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the oddest things. Don't know if any of you read the BJ thread 
'Schroedinger's Cat...". Toward the very end, the writer trots out '80 years of 
scientific studies showing mean differences across racial groups' - paraphrased 



as well as memory permits. Basically, whites are the smart ones, the rest are 
intellectually inferior.</P> 
<P>I was going to write a post there asking of anyone thought Belgians born 
w/Down's syndrom should be excluded from citizenship - even residency 
perhaps.</P> 
<P>To allocate various levels of human dignity according to some social 
classification ultimately demeans your own. And Belien has just proved 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That post also expresses admiration for the British National 
Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450109 27784 264 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 3:42:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/4450065" target=_blank>#242</A> 
therewaslight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read anti-semetic and White Nationalist articles 
there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet you think the 'extremist' label is unfair?</P> 
<P>Let's see ... antisemitic and White Nationalist articles don't warrant the 
label 'extremist.' What sort of articles would need to be there for you to agree 
with that label?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450179 27784 296 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 3:57:11pm  
 
<P>Note that Belien's article for Vdare ends with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Our voters deserve a democracy. Belgium refuses to grant them one; we will," 
Mr. Vanhecke said today. "We will establish a new party. This one Belgium will 
not be able to bury; it will bury Belgium."</P> 
<P>And, in the process, the Vlaams Blok will bury mass immigration 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely rhetoric there. Sound familiar?</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/4450111" target=_blank>#266</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for that post -- I reported it to myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450217 27784 313 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 4:02:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #298 Truumax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4450153&amp;n=282" 
target=_blank>#282</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>I'm so tired of this argument. If I don't support the VB, I'm a 
socialist/pro-establishment/pro-big government/multiculturalist/white-hater/ 
whatever.</P> 
<P>I'm not. I just think the VB seem like a bunch of thugs who are barely able 
to contain their racist ideology.</P> 
<P>Now, I'm not belgian, and I don't know about the belgian political structure, 
so I can't tell you what I would be <EM>for</EM>. But I do know what I'm 
<EM>against</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of amazing that no matter how often it's answered, jeppo just keeps 
bringing it up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04450462 27784 431 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 4:55:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/4450403" target=_blank>#401</A> jehu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither am I ready to arrogantly dismiss the Belgians and demand they get 
their shit together and found a political party that pleases all my American 
sensitivities, I find that arrogant and condescending.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've never said anything remotely like this. Frankly, that's the 
Belgians' problem, and they can either deal with it or not.</P> 
<P>My whole point is, and has always been, that for the counter-jihad movement 
to associate with these groups is both morally wrong and politically 
suicidal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450500 27784 443 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:03:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/4450465" target=_blank>#433</A> jehu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I ask is that everyone make a fair assessment based on the facts we can 
glean. Maybe some of you have done that to your satisfaction and find VB to be 
utterly discredited.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Links to everything I've posted on this are now at the top of this page. I've 
been researching and writing about it for almost two weeks now. How about taking 
some time to read what I've put up instead of demanding that everyone go through 
it all again just for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450571 27784 463 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:20:12pm  
 
<P>LGF bashers have found another spot to post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=3173" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450597 27784 471 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:26:30pm  
 
<P>Lots of dramatic emails coming in, saying, "This is goodbye! You're off my 
list!"</P> 
<P>Here's a good one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goog God - they're anguishing over at BJ over your bully tactics,wndering if 
you're right or wrong - and YOU use it as a pretext to saythey're 'showing their 
true face'?!?You are a bully. You are a zealot. You are infantile. These 
Europeanshave had their culture rammed down their throats, taught to think 
ofthemselves as filth and criminals in their own country- and YOU piouslytake 
them to task for being anti-immigrant?! What a pathetic twistedhypocrite you 
are.So obsessed are you with the notion of antisemitismand nazism - so 
brainwashed are you with the norion that a nazi lurksunder every bush and behind 
every tree . You've long stopped seeing theforest for the trees. You have lost 
your mind - and the true nature ofyour hypocrite self is finally coming to 
light. It's YOU who is finallyshowing your true face - and it's not pretty. 
You're a goon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450604 27784 473 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:28:18pm  
 



<P>I also received an incredibly hateful email about Ayaan Hirsi Ali, that I 
won't post here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450635 27784 482 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:35:17pm  
 
<P>By the way, just to be perfectly clear -- I've never done anything at LGF 
just to be "popular." If I lose 90% of my readers because of the stand I'm 
taking against the counter-jihad movement associating with crypto-fascist 
parties, it won't matter one bit to me, and it won't change what I believe to be 
right.</P> 
<P>I know some of the detractors are going to say I'm being pious, holier-than-
thou, ya da blah blah. I do not care what they think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450641 27784 485 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:38:16pm  
 
<P>I think it's revealing that the people Belien attacks in his post (besides 
me) are:</P> 
<P>1) a gay man, and</P> 
<P>2) a black woman.</P> 
<P>The guy is an intolerant bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450678 27784 501 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 5:53:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #489 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4450597&amp;n=471" 
target=_blank>#471</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Goog?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>These Europeans have had their culture rammed down their throats, 
taught to think of themselves as filth and criminals in their own country- and 
YOU piously take them to task for being anti-immigrant?!</BLOCKQUOTE>I suggest 
this person either hasn't read one word off LGF or their name starts with "F" 
and ends in "jordman".</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this one was an American wacko.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450791 27784 571 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 6:31:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #558 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Consider that the Swiss political establishment, mass media, academia and 
every special interest group under the sun, not to mention the clueless foreign 
media, stomped all over the Swiss Peoples Party (SVP) before the recent 
election. All the usual leftist epithets were trotted out: Racist, sexist, anti-
gay, xenophobic, fascist, Nazi, Islamophobic et cetera ad nauseam ad infinitum. 
Then the SVP not only greatly increased their vote and won the election, but 
received the highest vote percentage of any party in modern Swiss history.</P> 
<P>So anyone who thinks that this anti-VB witch hunt is going to influence the 
Flemish electorate is right: It plays right into their hands. Having a bunch of 
foreigners who know little or anything about their country criticize them 
viciously and endlessly tends to get peoples backs up. LGFers are inadvertently 
helping the VB with their attacks. Instead of criticizing and insulting Charles, 
maybe conservative nationalists and serious counterjihadis should be thanking 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey, that's good! You found a new way to spin it. Congrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450811 27784 584 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 6:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #572 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4450786&amp;n=568" 
target=_blank>#568</A> Eric Cartman's Conscience</EM></P> 
<P>He's been the ringleader of the VB/SD supporters here recently. I think he 
got tired of it and is taking a break.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's taking a permanent break. After the misrepresentations he's posted about 
me and my views, despite being corrected many times, he's not welcome at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<P>Fjordman: you're trying to undermine and destroy the anti-Islamization 
conference!</P> 
<P>Me: No, I support the goals of the conference, but I believe it's wrong to 
ally ourselves with European political parties that have Nazi pasts.</P> 
<P>And Fjordman is continuing to promote this distortion. It's been an eye-
opener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450834 27784 596 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 6:44:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/4450827" target=_blank>#593</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no, please reread the post. I'm saying by constantly attacking the VB, 
you are inadvertently helping them. And as a VB supporter, I say keep it 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. I will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450874 27784 619 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 6:53:42pm  
 
<P>Note that Fjordman posted one comment saying he was disturbed by one of the 
videos of Filip DeWinter I posted.</P> 
<P>Then he refused to clarify what he meant, despite being challenged several 
times on it.</P> 
<P>Fjordman is probably not a bad guy. But he seems to have convinced himself 
that he needs to embrace bad guys to achieve a good end.</P> 
<P>It's an old story in human history, and it never ends well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451219 27784 738 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 8:25:34pm  
 
<P>The crazies are really at it tonight.</P> 
<P>"Sodra Djavul," who was blocked yesterday, just emailed this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You shall never block the historical injustice delivered upon the Southern 
white peoples.We shall have our independence.- 
Cheers</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451250 27784 751 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 8:36:35pm  
 



<P>Other blocked posters are now emailing, using proxy IP addresses. Daring me 
to stop them.</P> 
<P>I love this business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451268 27784 759 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 8:41:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/4451220" target=_blank>#739</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for LGF's leftist enemies like LGFwatch, Reuters, Kos, etc., Charles' 
anti-VB stance will win him no kudos from them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's an incredibly lame argument. Even more than the other ones you've 
made. Do you really believe I care what those people think?</P> 
<P>Never mind. I don't care what you think, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451310 27784 768 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 8:56:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #765 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I just sent you a copy of that PDF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must have missed something -- which PDF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451321 27784 771 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 8:59:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #769 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #768 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #765 Thanos</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, I just sent you a copy of that PDF.</BLOCKQUOTE>I must have 
missed something -- which PDF?</BLOCKQUOTE>The youth magazine with the rat with 
the Odin's cross armband.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes -- I have it, thanks. (And a bunch of other evidence I haven't yet 
posted.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451331 27784 777 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:04:30pm  
 
<P>Another one, this time from a probably phony Australian email address:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? You want a neo-Nazi free environment in your California/Washington. We 
want a Muslim-free environment in our little plebian states here in the South.I 
don't hate you. But I will fight you.You get California. Yours.I get the South. 
Mine.I will run your multi-culti horseshit out on a 
pole.Done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451337 27784 781 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:07:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/4451333" target=_blank>#778</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you can recognize that those on the other side are equally as 
principled as you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. That's why they're posting homophobic photos to attack me.</P> 
<P>Quite the principled lot, aren't they.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04451354 27784 789 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:13:30pm  
 
<P>About that White Power rat -- are we completely sure it's not a negative 
image -- i.e. critical of the WN creeps? Before I post it, I need to be sure I'm 
on solid ground.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451361 27784 792 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #791 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If your not sure then leave the White Power rat alone for 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I haven't posted it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451370 27784 794 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:20:06pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer has removed Brussels Journal from his blogroll, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451374 27784 795 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:21:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #793 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #789 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>About that White Power rat -- are we completely sure it's not a 
negative image -- i.e. critical of the WN creeps? Before I post it, I need to be 
sure I'm on solid ground.</BLOCKQUOTE>If this White Power rat turns out to be 
critical of WN creeps, why don't you post it for the sake of 
balance?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeppo, jeppo, jeppo. You're trying so hard! It's almost 
touching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451402 27784 808 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:34:54pm  
 
<P>Another one from the WN guy:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh...</P> 
<P>I forgot.</P> 
<P>Your mother raised you to sacrifice those in uniform and forget about the 
faggots on the battlefield, eh?</P> 
<P>This explains much, given your recent "turn to the left."</P> 
<P>Don't sacrifice for me.</P> 
<P>I don't want back.</P> 
<P>I want my fucking country.</P> 
<P>And I want it free from you.</P> 
<P>As well as the rest of this Northeastern horseshit.</P> 
<P>- Cheers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04451440 27784 824 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 9:50:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #820 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Btw:</P> 
<P>WN==?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"White Nationalist." Search any neo-Nazi site for "WN" and you'll get a whole 
lot of hits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04450699 27785 351 Charles Fri, Nov 2, 2007 6:02:18pm  
 
<P>Please note: comments that advocate violence are going to be deleted. And 
these deletions are tracked. Repeat offenders will have their accounts 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452264 27788 720 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:31:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/4452242" target=_blank>#699</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me, I used to self-describe politically as "liberal" (in the corrupted 
American sense of the word), and vote Democrat. If I'm not mistaken, so did 
Charles Johnson. We've altered our opinions. You, I suspect, repeat the same 
political shibboleths that you did when you were 17. (Assuming you're at least 
18 now.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shibboleths!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P> 
<P>OK, maybe not. It is a little early.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452276 27788 724 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:38:05am  
 
<P>Pamela won't come back to LGF and try to defend her support of Vlaams Belang 
here, against questioning from our many European readers, but she has surfaced 
at Hot Air to say this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=3173" target=_blank>HotAir Headlines 
» Gloves off: LGF vs. Brussels Journal</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BTW, going on the net googling a person is not research. Not 
research. Research is going to Brussels, going to Belgium, interviewing people. 
Doing the work.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452270 27789 6 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:34:38am  
 
<P>Pamela has surfaced at Hot Air, to say this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=3173" target=_blank>HotAir Headlines 
» Gloves off: LGF vs. Brussels Journal</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, going on the net googling a person is not research. Not research. 
Research is going to Brussels, going to Belgium, interviewing people. Doing the 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452304 27789 28 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:54:08am  
 



<P>Also at Hot Air, another person claiming he was banned for no good reason, 
who then posts the comment that got him banned -- an over-the-top rant all in 
capitals, full of insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452369 27789 43 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 10:12:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4452305&amp;n=29" 
target=_blank>#29</A> jonturner</EM> Yeah, that's what I thought at first; but 
this has gotten ridiculous. That's why I asked Charles (who knows her far more 
than do I) what the hell is wrong with her?Taking the position usually taken by 
the MSM, that you have to go there to interview them in person is just so... 
SAD.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, realwest. I wish I did. It's very 
disappointing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452414 27789 49 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 10:24:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #28 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Also at Hot Air, another person claiming he was banned for no good 
reason, who then posts the comment that got him banned -- an over-the-top rant 
all in capitals, full of insults.</BLOCKQUOTE>I saw that. It didn't exactly help 
his argument. So he was not banned for "dissent", but for being an 
ass?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. There's no shortage of people dissenting with my opinion on Vlaams 
Belang here at LGF. But I don't have to allow that kind of insulting crap, and I 
won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452388 27790 19 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 10:17:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 basnata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"he called them a “fascist” group"</P> 
<P>And he's dead now. Must have been the good judgement type!</P> 
<P>just leave the wound to heal, plz.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to say that Pim Fortuyn's "bad judgment" led to him being 
murdered?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452477 27790 26 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 10:39:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 basnata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Are you trying to say that Pim Fortuyn's "bad judgment" led to him being 
murdered?"</P> 
<P>I think he should have been a lot more careful. What happened to him was FAR 
too predictable. I think he should have had better security, and had a better 
appreciation of the danger, yes. But I wouldn't say it as directly as that 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you did say it as directly as that in your first comment.</P> 



<P>So is it your opinion that Pim Fortuyn was right about radical Islam, but 
wrong about Vlaams Belang?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452576 27793 9 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 11:18:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>It’s a sad day when you find out that it’s not accident or time or 
fortune, but just yourself that kept things from you.— Lillian 
Hellman</BLOCKQUOTE>A quote from Lillian Hellman! She was a stone-cold 
communist!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That proves that Atlas and Paul Belien and all the others are right about me, 
I guess. I'm a dyed in the wool leftist.</P> 
<P>(Actually, the quotes are randomly chosen from a large quote 
file.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452605 27793 25 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 11:35:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lillian Hellman was a raving nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her political opinions were nutty, definitely. But she was also a hell of a 
good writer.</P> 
<P>If I started choosing which writers/musicians to read or listen to based on 
their political opnions, there wouldn't be much to read or listen 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04452997 27793 272 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 2:20:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #269 lurking faith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4452927&amp;n=222" 
target=_blank>#222</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>That's going to take me some time, since I've already made my eyes cross with 
the paragraph on Dewinter. ;)</P> 
<P>I think De Striprubriek translates to The Strip Header or the Binding Header. 
What the heck that's supposed to mean, I don't know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a column about cartoon strips.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453003 27793 276 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 2:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #188 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/" target=_blank>The dishonest and 
despicable Mr. Belien</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.pimfortuyn.com/asp/default.asp?t=show&amp;id=1400" 
target=_blank>Not with a single word</A> defends Mr. Fortyn the ideology of 
Filip deWinter. Fortyn is defending democracy and accuses the government, the 
police and all the persons in charge to be blind on the left eye, to accept 
violence if it is directed against non-lefties by lefties and demands 
protections also for those persons with whom they don't agree. Even if you don't 
like Filip deWinter it is not acceptable that he is physically assaulted and his 
car destroyed by lefties without intervention of the police.</P> 



<P>Again: with not a single word does Pym Fortyn defend the ideology of deWinter 
and the Vlaams Bloc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent work, zukerlilly. I've been out and just saw Belien's latest, and 
was about to start hunting down more sources. The Wikipedia entries come up near 
the top, of course, and both the Vlaams Belang entry and the Pim Fortuyn entry 
say that Fortuyn had renounced the Vlaams Belang and Filip DeWinter.</P> 
<P>Your quote is perfect. You just might get that hat tip for this one! 
;^)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453086 27794 3 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:18:34pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/4453085" target=_blank>#2</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<P>I'll be joining some monks myself in a bit, when I crack open a bottle of 
Chimay Grande Reserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453133 27794 36 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:44:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #31 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote by zuckerlilly originally had an embedded link (Dutch language):<A 
href="http://www.pimfortuyn.com/asp/default.asp?t=show&amp;id=1400" 
target=_blank>Not with a single word</A> defends Mr. Fortuyn the ideology of 
Filip deWinter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the same link I have near the top of my post. Zuckerlilly's comments 
are hers, they're not a quote from the article -- I wanted that to be 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453135 27794 38 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:45:28pm  
 
<P>You mean .. there's more than one Pamela?</P> 
<P>Come on. Impossible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453141 27794 43 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:47:23pm  
 
<P>There's a really good US brewer that does it Belgian style: Fat Tire 
Ale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453155 27794 57 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:53:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who will be the first to step up and defend Paul Belien?</P> 
<P>/shall we bet on the comment #?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too late to bet!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453170 27794 70 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 3:59:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #58 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4453132&amp;n=35" 
target=_blank>#35</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>I noticed that Gates o' Veinna put up a big post about the conference: <A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/report-on-counterjihad-
summit.html#readfurther" target=_blank>A Report on the Counterjihad 
Summit</A></P> 
<P>Much of the video was supplied by Pamela but she hasn't posted it on her 
site. She might be distancing herself from the whole ordeal, as she should.I 
also noticed how they whitewashed the Bios of the more unsavoury attendants: <A 
href="http://counterjihadeuropa.wordpress.com/conferences/counterjihad-brussels-
2007/counterjihad-brussels-2007-biographies/" target=_blank>Biographies</A></P> 
<P>Belgium: Filip Dewinter</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Dewinter is the most eminent person of the political party Vlaams 
Belang (The Flemish Interest), the Flemish-secessionist party. In November 1987 
he was elected for the first time in the Belgian Parliament. Under Dewinter’s 
leadership, the parliamentary faction continued to grow, notably in 1991, when 
the Vlaams Belang, from a small party, grew to about 12% of the voters. This 
growth has continued ever since, making the party the biggest in Flanders 
according to polls. In 1995 Dewinter became a member in the Antwerp City 
Council. When the Flemish Parliament and the Belgian Parliament got elected 
separately in 1995, he chose to be a member of the Flemish Parliament en became 
faction leader of the group Vlaams Belang. In 2004 the Vlaams Belang faction in 
de Flemish parliament got 24% of the voters en became the biggest political 
faction in the whole Flemish Parliament.Dewinter was re-elected ever 
since.</BLOCKQUOTE>No mention of his early roots with Jongerenfront and no 
mention of Vlaams Block being outlawed just a few years ago.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's classic. No mention of any controversy 
whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453172 27794 72 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 4:00:36pm  
 
<P>Same with the Sweden Democrats bio. No mention of any controversy at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453184 27794 84 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 4:05:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/4453182" target=_blank>#82</A> ec marm</EM></P> 
<P>Knöchelschleppen!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453192 27794 90 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 4:09:02pm  
 
<P>So my German's not great ... is...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ein amerikanisches Knöchelschleppen gewesen neo-con</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...proper grammar for a rotating headline?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453230 27794 126 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 4:25:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #101 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: #90 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So my German's not great ... is...  
<BLOCKQUOTE>ein amerikanisches Knöchelschleppen gewesen neo-
con</BLOCKQUOTE>...proper grammar for a rotating headline?</BLOCKQUOTE>No. To 
begin with, as I believe ec marm is female, it should be <STRONG>eine</STRONG>. 
And no 's' on 'Americanische'.  
<P>What was this 'Kn?lschleppen' supposed to be ec marm?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since it's to be a rotating title, 'ein' is appropriate I think. But you're 
right about losing the 's' on 'Americanische.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453235 27794 129 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 4:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4453221&amp;n=118" 
target=_blank>#118</A> SirRobert</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Are they really Nazi's or just some fringe element that shows up to 
events.</BLOCKQUOTE>Look, I don't want to be rude, but we have been looking into 
this since Oct 23. Don't ask us to rehash the whole thing here.  
<P>Yes, some are neo-nazis, racial supremists, etc. Unfortunately, they're in 
the leadership.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that the Sweden Democrats have made more of an effort to get 
rid of the outright fascists in the leadership. Both parties obviously still 
have a lot of support in the White Nationalist world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453383 27794 267 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/4453340" target=_blank>#228</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I missed the armbanded rat in the magazine...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You missed it? Have another look. It's on page 12, "De 
Striprubriek."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453410 27794 293 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:34:10pm  
 
<P>Any opinion yet on that rat's armband, jeppo? Page 12. De Striprubriek. It's 
an article on cartoonist Marten Toonder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453414 27794 297 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:35:08pm  
 
<P>Maybe it's satire?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453423 27794 306 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:38:40pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071103VBYouthRat.jpg" 
target=_blank>Here's the picture.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pdf/VrijVlaanderen_2005.pdf" 
target=_blank>Here's the VB youth magazine from 2005.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453425 27794 307 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:40:01pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #299 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #267 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4453340&amp;n=228" target=_blank>#228</A> jeppo</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I missed the armbanded rat in the magazine...</BLOCKQUOTE>You missed 
it? Have another look. It's on page 12, "De Striprubriek."</BLOCKQUOTE>Thanks 
Charles. The phrase beside said rat is "De Striprubriek". The armband looks like 
a circle cross symbol. What does it mean and what does it prove?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453429 27794 311 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:41:25pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/racist_celtic_cross.asp" 
target=_blank>Also found here.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453449 27794 330 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 5:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #320 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4453426&amp;n=308" 
target=_blank>#308</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>they are flying a Ron Paul ad at the 
bottom...</BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>WHAT?!</STRONG>  
<P>The Ron Paul campaign paid for an ad to be carried on that site?</P> 
<P>Oh. My.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not, to be fair... that ad is a web widget that anyone can include on their 
web site to collect donations for Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>However, the Paul campaign knows about it, and have so far chosen not to do 
anything to prevent it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453520 27794 398 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 6:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #388 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #377 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>One lonely racistNazi supporter left here.Sunset. Will more 
come?</BLOCKQUOTE>Open registration.  
<P>/whomever has posting privileges at Brussels Journal, let them 
know</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think? I'm actually considering it. But after the emails of the last few 
days, some really creepy things might get through the door. Some of them will 
lay in wait. Is it worth it? Hm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453941 27794 798 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 8:41:16pm  
 
<P>Another interesting image from a VB web site:</P> 
<P><A title=20071103VBDiversiteitscharter.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071103VBDiversiteitschar
ter.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20071103VBDiversiteitscharter.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Original URL:</P> 



<P><A title=Diversiteitscharter.png 
href="http://www.vbj.org/beeld/publicaties/artikels/Diversiteitscharter.png" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: Diversiteitscharter.png</A></P> 
<P>The "Diversity Charter" means whites will have to bow down to non-
whites?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04453970 27794 825 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 8:49:40pm  
 
<P>Another image from that same PDF file linked above:</P> 
<P><A title=20071103VBJudgeMason.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071103VBJudgeMason.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071103VBJudgeMason.jpg</A></P> 
<P>The judge on the cover has the Masonic compass and ruler -- a frequent symbol 
of conspiracists and ... uh ... Nazis:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/article.php?lang=en&amp;ModuleId=10007187" 
target=_blank>www.ushmm.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>And a sticker that says "Black is beautiful," a knock against him being a 
leftist (and therefore "pro-black").</P> 
<P>And what looks like a line through someone giving a Nazi salute -- so he's 
anti-Nazi too!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454005 27794 857 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:00:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #849 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #825 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And what looks like a line through someone giving a Nazi salute -- 
so he's anti-Nazi too!</BLOCKQUOTE>I just made a quickie screenshot of that 
sticker up-close: here it is:  
<P><A href="http://www.zombietime.com/stickerjudge.jpeg" target=_blank>Sticker 
on side of Judge's box.</A></P> 
<P>Assessments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It says "Stop Vlaams Belang" with a Nazi giving a fascist salute in a circle 
with a line through it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454013 27794 865 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:01:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #848 snowtravel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #825 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Don't you mean a symbol associated with those persecuted by the 
Nazis, i.e. Freemasons and Jews?</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what I mean. An enemy of Nazis -- a Freemason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454019 27794 871 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:03:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #867 Ashamed to be Dutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #846 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #825 Charles</EM>  



<BLOCKQUOTE>The judge on the cover has the Masonic compass and ruler -- a 
frequent symbol of conspiracists and ... uh ... Nazis!</BLOCKQUOTE>Please don't 
go there.  
<P>/my dad was 33 1/3 degree and he was okay</P></BLOCKQUOTE>The compass and 
ruler is a Freemason symbol, nothing nazi there, the nazis persecuted the 
Freemasons almost as much as the Jews...  
<P>In Europe it's very common to see the right wing parties attack the 
Freemasons as they link them to the socialists</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry if I was unclear -- that's exactly what I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454058 27794 910 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:17:41pm  
 
<P>Just to be perfectly clear, since I dashed off the first post -- the Masonic 
symbol on the judge's podium is there to indicate that he's a Freemason, a 
frequent target of white nationalist conspiracy theorizing.</P> 
<P>So he's cracking down on the Vlaams Belang because he's a Freemason who 
thinks "Black is beautiful," and he's smearing the VB as Nazis.</P> 
<P>Accurate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454104 27794 956 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:32:02pm  
 
<P>A larger image of that "anti-Nazi" sticker:</P> 
<P><A title=20071103VBNaziPosters.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071103VBNaziPosters.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071103VBNaziPosters.jpg</A></P> 
<P>From this VB youth magazine, which also has the WN rat:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pdf/VrijVlaanderen_2005_01.pdf" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04454118 27794 970 Charles Sat, Nov 3, 2007 9:36:18pm  
 
<P>Here's the VB article on the Diversity Charter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vbj.org/index.php?id=8e00011" 
target=_blank>www.vbj.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455209 27794 1077 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:45:39am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SSHGLrb5s74" target=_blank>The 
chocolate attack against Filip DeWinter.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455024 27797 39 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 8:43:06am  
 
<P>A couple of interesting links:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Third_Position" 
target=_blank>International Third Position.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entryism" 
target=_blank>Entryism.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455031 27797 45 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 8:45:22am  
 



<P>The second part of the interview with Filip DeWinter, in which you can see 
both the White Power cross on his bookshelf, and a photo of DeWinter with French 
neo-Nazi Jean-Marie Le Pen:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HoXRviYjWAQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455074 27797 84 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 8:55:21am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.165.104/search?q=cache:0nCAm2jfAyAJ:www.stormfront.org/forum
/showthread.php/terminology-acronym-numerical-imagery-gestures-
412292.html+Odin%27s+Cross+WN&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=2&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>The White Power dictionary.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455086 27797 94 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:02:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 allahakchew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a post at the discussion forum at WEb Blog Awards stating lizards 
are voting more than once using different puters...What?!?!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://weblogawards.proboards85.com/index.cgi?board=general&amp;action=dis
play&amp;thread=1194147594" 
target=_blank>weblogawards.proboards85.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>snippet</P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Kevin,There's a contingent (read: circle) of people stemming from 
Little Green Footballs (www.littlegreenfootballs.com) that is, basically, 
stuffing your ballot box by voting at multiple computers for a very specific 
list of nominees.  
<P>See:</P> 
<P>Best New BlogBest Online CommunityBest Conservative BlogBest Individual 
BloggerBest Video BlogBest Military BlogBest Photo BlogBest Australia/New 
Zealand BlogBest 251-500Best 501-1000Best 1001-1750Funniest BlogBest Political 
Coverage</P> 
<P>In almost all of the above categories, there is one CLEAR winner that is 
absolutely smoking the competition, and they're all ahead by the same number of 
votes (700 to 1000 by my last count.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a silly internet poll, folks. These kinds of polls are supposed to be 
fun and nothing more.</P> 
<P>However, with all the poll stuffing that's been going on, and more and more 
people becoming aware of how easy it is to get around such polls and vote more 
than once, the fun isn't so much fun any more.</P> 
<P>I doubt that LGF readers are deliberately stuffing the awards poll, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455132 27797 133 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:24:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Paul Belien of Brussels Journal a speech writer for Vlaams Belang?!?!?!<A 
href="http://antwerp.wordpress.com/2007/02/25/conservative-washington-times-
gives-voice-to-belgian-right-wing-blogger/" target=_blank>Conservative 
Washington Times gives voice to controversial Belgian right-wing blogger</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...Paul personally wrote all “speeches” for the extreme right-wing 
VB visitors when they visited Washington Feb 20-24, although they only met 
conservative Pat Buchanan and held a private meeting at the Crystal City Marriot 
in Arlington, VA, for the Robert A Taft Club. Link: Racist European party to 
meet with US anti-immigrant groups - Jewish ADL  
<P>The Washington Times conveniently forgot to mention that dear Paul Belien is 
the husband of Alexandra Colen, a former Antwerp MP for the “Vlaams Blok“, an 
extremist right wing Belgian party outlawed in 2004 for racism. Way to go, 
“Washington Times”</P></BLOCKQUOTE>The source is a Koskidz diary with ADL links 
so it's a pretty suspect accusation. Checking...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. But all I see is an assertion that Belien wrote the speeches; no 
links proving it.</P> 
<P>That <EM>would</EM> explain why that speech at the Robert Taft Club was so 
slick, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455154 27797 147 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:34:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES - not to add to your agita, but since it was posted by Dead Sea 
Squirrel on the DT and I don't know if you saw it or not, here' another attack 
on you and on LGF commenters by something called View From The Right 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw that a few days ago. Not worth bothering with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455168 27797 151 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:38:22am  
 
<P>Here's a screenshot from that video linked above, showing the photograph on 
Filip DeWinter's bookshelf of him with French National Front fascist Jean-Marie 
Le Pen:</P> 
<P><A title=20071104DeWinterLePen.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071104DeWinterLePen.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071104DeWinterLePen.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455186 27797 160 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:40:50am  
 
<P>Unless I'm mistaken, the blond woman in that photo is Alessandra 
Mussolini.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455225 27797 181 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 9:49:12am  
 
<P>By the way, this issue of whether Pim Fortuyn was a supporter of the Vlaams 
Belang is nothing but a distraction -- he wasn't, and it's well-known. People 
like Auster and Belien are focusing on it because it's a classic diversionary 
tactic, with one of the main parties being dead and unable to speak for himself. 
They can obfuscate forever with this.</P> 
<P>The larger issue remains what it always has been -- that there's no tent big 
enough for fascists.</P> 



<P>(Apologies to KT.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455298 27797 215 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 10:08:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #200 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4455244&amp;n=186" 
target=_blank>#186</A> Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<P>Are you sure? The thread that is came from (2nd link) has posters for a 
Vlaams sponsored event and the video has vlaams style flags on the podium. Maybe 
it's not a video from the same event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Vlaams' means 'Flemish'. Not every 'Vlaams' group is Vlaams 
Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455342 27797 230 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 10:20:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #219 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4455298&amp;n=215" 
target=_blank>#215</A> Charles</EM>Hey Charles - how are you doing today? (I 
just realized that folks out here, including me, say "Hi" to you, but never ask 
that question!)!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm doing just great, realwest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455782 27797 268 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:59:51pm  
 
<P>There's another typo, Outraged Spleen. 'Junciton' should be 
'Junction'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455785 27797 269 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 1:01:13pm  
 
<P>Also, 'co-mingle' should be 'commingle'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455391 27799 93 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 10:29:25am  
 
<P>Just posted the link to the full article above -- it's actually an 
interesting read, despite the sympathy for Chavez.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455509 27799 123 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:13:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/4455497" target=_blank>#121</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<P>Agreed -- I changed the headline after reading the whole article. Still 
overly sympathetic, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455557 27801 5 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:37:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what does 'voor de toekomst' mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'For the future.'</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04455571 27801 12 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:44:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O/T, but WHAT is going on with the weblog awards? It appears that they are 
being spamed. DailyKooks has gained by close to 2000 votes since I voted this 
morning.Do they have reliable safeguards to track invalid 
voters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dunno, not my problem, thank goodness. I've been trying to warn people about 
silly internet pols on a regular basis -- it isn't worth the effort to stress 
out over 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455576 27801 15 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:45:29am  
 
<P>Also, there are no real 'reliable safeguards.' If someone knows enough about 
the internet, you can't stop them from voting as many times as they 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455590 27801 25 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:51:23am  
 
<P>My reply to Paul Belien is linked at Instapundit, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455593 27801 28 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:53:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #12 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #9 JeremyR</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>O/T, but WHAT is going on with the weblog awards? It appears that 
they are being spamed. DailyKooks has gained by close to 2000 votes since I 
voted this morning.Do they have reliable safeguards to track invalid 
voters?</BLOCKQUOTE>Dunno, not my problem, thank goodness. I've been trying to 
warn people about silly internet pols on a regular basis -- it isn't worth the 
effort to stress out over 'em.</BLOCKQUOTE>If a person wanted to ensure a poll 
was semi reliable, why not tie it in with an E-mail address similar to your 
registration?The problem I see is that politicians are starting to take the web 
seriously, and will pay more heed to a high ranked blog vs one with low ranking. 
Thats the whole point behind truthers and their spaming polls.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even an email registration would guard against multiple voting. There are 
thousands of sites where you can get throwaway email addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455609 27801 40 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 11:58:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4455593&amp;n=28" 
target=_blank>#28</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>But if, like yours, its linked to a paid e-mail account, that would make a 
diffrence. How many of the kooks in mama's basement are gonna pony up for a paid 
account? Heck a lot of the losers I know steal their internet connection. So 
they would not have even ONE account they pay for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Unfortunately, you can't always tell if it's a paid email account. There are 
new anonymous remailers and throwaway email sites coming online all the 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455653 27801 74 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/4455640" target=_blank>#64</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>Very interesting, zuckerlilly. Thanks for translating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455706 27801 117 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:35:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/4455695" target=_blank>#110</A> kulthur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is? Ok, everyone seems to take this party and what it is symptomatic of 
more seriously than I do. Well, how many votes do these guys pull down, or how 
big are their rallies? From what I've seen so far, it doesn't seem that 
significant at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the last parliamentary elections, I believe the VB got 19% of the 
vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455708 27801 118 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:36:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/4455702" target=_blank>#116</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The recent efforts to legitimize the VB by bringing Bostom, Giselle and David 
Littmann, Spencer, etc. into contact with Filip Dewinter and other VB members 
was a concerted strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455724 27801 122 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:39:37pm  
 
<P>Sorry, that was the general elections. According to the extreme-right CCC 
(where Vlaams Belang is popular), they currently hold 26% of the seats in the 
regional parliament.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://72.14.253.104/search?q=cache:_sZuOg1Er18J:www.cofcc.org/%3Fp%3D254+
vlaams+belang+popularity&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=7&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>72.14.253.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455731 27801 125 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:42:42pm  
 
<P>OK, that chart shows about 12% of the vote, and 17 seats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455743 27801 130 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 12:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/4455738" target=_blank>#129</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think that's very small, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04455881 27803 34 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 1:33:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, the "Special Edition" of the <EM>Art of War</EM>.</P> 
<P>What might be extra in this "Special Editon"?</P> 
<P>"When your enemy allies with your enemy, seek not an alliance with either 
enemy, but flee into the bamboo forest and forge an alliance with the 
wind."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This edition has both the original text, and an annotated version by Lionel 
Giles with explanatory text and critical commentary. (He said quoting the back 
cover. It's a good edition, anyway.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455899 27803 44 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 1:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Dom</EM> scripting? ? ?</P> 
<P>/Wiggles eyebrows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Document Object Model," I'm afraid. What were <EM>you</EM> thinking it 
meant? Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455907 27803 50 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 1:37:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles bookshelf looks like the typical bookshelf of a data base manager. It 
takes a lot of reading and careful thought to produce an efficient database. PS, 
my hat is off to Charles to his professionalism in producing this efficient and 
practical blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Art of War helps with all of the topics below, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04455924 27803 63 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 1:42:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/4455861" target=_blank>#19</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But where is the copy of Mein Kampf?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That book on the far right, that you can only see the back cover of? That's 
<EM>Mein Kampf</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456003 27803 128 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 2:11:52pm  
 
<P>One more book pic now posted, just so nobody gets the idea I'm a complete 
war-mongering geek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456040 27803 159 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 2:23:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since yesterday I try to figure out what <B>"knuckle dragging"</B> could mean 
but I haven't the faintest idea. Any help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>See: <A title=20071104Knuckledragger.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071104Knuckledragger.jpg
" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20071104Knuckledragger.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456551 27805 23 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 5:39:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Izzy Dunne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody will have to explain to me the benefit of being able to select the 
archive for a date in the future.I wanted to see what would happen on 
Thanksgiving Day, but it won't tell me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too lazy to implement the maxDate option, that's all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456567 27805 38 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 5:45:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was hoping this was going to be a technical update, so 
<STRONG>Charles</STRONG> can show off all he's learned from those books pictured 
in the previous thread!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're using it every day, to read LGF and post comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456619 27805 72 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 6:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 Izzy Dunne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #56 njphonehome</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Bah...you should let IE users drown in errors so they can see the 
err of their ways.</BLOCKQUOTE>That's been tried, I think.Computers get taken 
back to the store: "The InterWeb thing don't work"</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Great Wall of the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456630 27805 78 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 6:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/4456619" target=_blank>#72</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Those of us with lives tunnel under.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04456643 27806 16 Charles Sun, Nov 4, 2007 6:09:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not one cheap shot in the whole thing. Tony is pure 
class.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what impressed me too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04458086 27809 47 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 9:11:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2007/11/political_black_ops_in_belgium.html
" target=_blank>Political Black Ops in Belgium?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The conservative blogosphere is not immune to disinformation ops. If 
the American Left can't knock out conservative talk radio with the Fairness 
Doctrine, they have enough billionaires who are happy to sponsor dirty tricks to 
split the conservative movement. "Black PR" is quite likely to happen during the 
coming election. Keep an eye out for it.  
<P><STRONG>It is therefore at least possible that Charles Johnson has been taken 
in by disinformation.</STRONG> It's easy to fall for suspicious information on 
the web. I would guess that Paul Belien and the writers for Brussels Journal are 
really decent people. They are constantly smeared by the Belgian Left, which is 
practically a proof of their personal probity. But they have some unfinished 
business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>/ooh, now it's a conspiracy</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that, and my reaction is: Oh brother. "I have no evidence at all, but I 
think Charles Johnson may have been taken in by disinformation!"</P> 
<P>What about all the evidence I've posted? It's all disinformation? Wow! The 
Belgians are amazing at that disinformation game!</P> 
<P>And how about this one?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is a very good site, and Charles Johnson is understandably passionate 
about keeping his reputation spotless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when did it become "wanting to keep a reputation <EM>spotless</EM>" if 
you don't want to associate with fascists?</P> 
<P>That's like saying my reason for not diving into a cesspool is because I want 
to stay spotlessly clean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04458183 27809 97 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 9:29:42am  
 
<P>Better translation added above, along with even more evidence and a personal 
statement from Dutch blogger <A href="http://mvdg.wordpress.com/" 
target=_blank>Michael van der Galien</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04458276 27809 146 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 9:51:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4458198&amp;n=105" 
target=_blank>#105</A> formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<P>Stormfront is pissed at me</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They sure are. Notice that they don't exactly &amp;heart; LGF either.</P> 
<P>This was the point I was making recently -- that all the support for Vlaams 
Belang on those kinds of WN sites is significant. If the VB had sincerely 
renounced their white nationalist agenda, the throwbacks at Stormfront would 
hate them too, like they hate you and me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04458325 27809 168 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 9:58:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 Ezekiel2517</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who or what is 'WN'? Never heard of it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"White Nationalist." It's the neo-Nazis' own abbreviation for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04458831 27809 272 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 11:50:37am  
 
<P>Ethelred: even if the kind of "religious cleansing" you're advocating were 
not morally repugnant, the fact is that it's also flat-out ridiculous. It will 
never happen, and by coming to LGF and arguing for it, all you achieve is to 
make yourself look like a raving extremist.</P> 
<P>And if you continue much longer in this vein, you'll lose your account here 
because I don't support those kinds of views and don't appreciate having the 
name of LGF dragged through the mud by association.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459254 27809 307 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 1:34:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #306 Ethelred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4459040&amp;n=294" 
target=_blank>#294</A> WriterMom</EM></P> 
<P>I hear you. To my understanding, most of those things are happening, although 
some are just us pleading with them to wake up.</P> 
<P>And they should keep happening.</P> 
<P>BUT, why not try to legally define what makes a religion not acceptable? 
Islam will most surely qualify and then we make it law.</P> 
<P>Fantasy? Perhaps, but the effort of attempting to define Islam as non-
protected will raise consciousness faster than anything else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to promote this silly idea, be my guest. But at your own blog, 
not at LGF. I've already asked you once to stop doing it here, and that's 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459294 27809 311 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 1:49:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #309 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #306 Ethelred</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>BUT, why not try to legally define what makes a religion not 
acceptable? Islam will most surely qualify and then we make it 
law.</BLOCKQUOTE>This post <A 
href="http://paleo.wordpress.com/2007/11/02/violent-radicalization-and-
homegrown-terrorism-prevention-act-of-2007/" target=_blank>here</A>, is the 
legislative effort in this country to come up with an answer. It has yet to be 
enacted, and please try to ignore all of the pork features in the legislation, 
but at LAST I think that the U.S.A. is taking the first steps toward isolating 
(through legislation and motivational studies, leading to better preventive 
methods) the radical elements.We are not simply throwing up our hands and 
saying, "Deport them all!"Whether it will be effective is anyones guess. But I'd 
rather align behind legislative efforts then goose-stepping 
extremists.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Legislation to protect against radicalization -- great idea.</P> 
<P>But Ethelred wants to outlaw Islam entirely and deport all Muslims.</P> 
<P>And he/she is willing to change the constitution to do it.</P> 
<P>Those kinds of ridiculous extremist views should be posted for all to see, on 
Ethelred's own blog where he/she can take responsibility for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04460063 27809 343 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 6:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4459775&amp;n=331" 
target=_blank>#331</A> EC Marm</EM></P> 
<P>I can remember when Ethelred was not considered a troll around here.That 
whole thing made me very sad.Lots of that crap going around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ethelred set off the troll warning signs on my control panel long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459777 27815 166 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 4:55:03pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459851 27815 222 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Omigosh... <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/disinformation-
being-spread-by-belgium.html#readfurther" target=_blank>Now VB is "infiltrated 
by gubmint agents!"...</A></P> 
<P>Cluebat for the Baron -- white power rat cartoons in their youth magazines;17 
MP's from VB marched with skinheads and NSV, Voorpost, VMO, and other radical 
groups early in Oct;VB carries ads for these groups in their magazines;</P> 
<P>Here's another hint: If the Morrocans in Brussels spoke Dutch instead of 
French, they would be much less concerned.The groups in question march with 
Lebensrunes on their flags, and guess what, they ain't Gubmint 
agents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's all a conspiracy now. All of that evidence out there of extremism? 
Disinformation!</P> 
<P>Who knew the Belgians were so amazingly good at the disinformation game?</P> 
<P>That American Thinker article by James Lewis is a rare slip from their usual 
high quality.</P> 
<P>"I have <EM>absolutely no evidence of it</EM>, but Charles Johnson might have 
been misled by Belgian government disinformation!"</P> 
<P>Oooh-kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459853 27815 224 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:22:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/4459850" target=_blank>#221</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>It's mostly a reprint of James Lewis strange article for American 
Thinker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459857 27815 228 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4459817&amp;n=197" 
target=_blank>#197</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>They also found a quote from Pim Fortuyn: <A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/pim-fortuyn-then-and-now-are-



two.html#readfurther" target=_blank>“Then and now, are two incomparable 
realities.”</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And who gave shelter to all the “war criminals” after the war? That 
was the Allied coalition, and not Haider. So what is Kok on about? Also, it’s 
not valid to talk about the Vlaams Blok in that way, either. It is senseless to 
be endlessly milking this Hitler thing. Then and now, are two incomparable 
realities.</BLOCKQUOTE>Vlaams Blok is not Dewinter (who is still a 
fascist).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote still doesn't change anything about the <EM>fact</EM> that Pim 
Fortuyn was not a supporter of Filip DeWinter. Fortuyn said it's not accurate to 
use the Nazi label for the VB -- but he still considered their leaders to be 
fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459874 27815 244 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:32:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #240 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4459857&amp;n=228" 
target=_blank>#228</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>It's like beating your head against a brick wall with these 
guys.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These tactics remind me so much of leftist dissembling -- focus on 
insignificant details, make assertions with no evidence, ascribe nefarious 
motives to opponents, lie, make irresponsible personal attacks, and fantasize 
about conspiracies.</P> 
<P>Have I missed anything?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459882 27815 251 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:36:59pm  
 
<P>Lots of Ron Paul hate mail coming in, from this link at Digg:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/politics/A_day_for_the_record_books" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459892 27815 259 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:40:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #253 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #244 CharlesThe VB youth magazine has a wealth of material. The WN rat, 
the cartoon with the judge, an article praising le Pen, a movie review on a 
Hitler movie....and there's always Bart Debie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. I'll be posting about the youth magazine soon. The reaction by 'jeppo' 
when challenged on that WN rat was very telling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459923 27815 281 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 5:54:59pm  
 
<P>In that Digg link, a Paulian in Toronto says he was banned after emailing me 
about "November 5th."</P> 
<P>Here are the creepy semi-threats the Canadian Ron Paul supporter emailed.</P> 
<P>With the fake return address, 'whoami@whois.org', and the subject line, 'Do 
you hear the thunder ?'</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, remember the Fifth of November,The Gunpowder Treason and Plot,I 
know of no reasonWhy Gunpowder TreasonShould ever be forgot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Guy Fawkes. Get it?</P> 
<P>And the second email, with the fake email address 'guy@hotmail.com' and the 
subject line, 'November 5th' -- a duplicate of the first:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, remember the Fifth of November,The Gunpowder Treason and Plot,I 
know of no reasonWhy Gunpowder TreasonShould ever be forgot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stalk much? Emails saved, and IP address recorded. These are the people that 
Digg is courting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04459965 27815 316 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 6:12:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #284 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #277 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I keep seeing references to someone called 'jeppo.' I think I missed 
out on something, apparently -- can someone give me the sound bite version of 
who jeppo is?</BLOCKQUOTE>It was a long involved thread in which we talked about 
cartoon mice wearing white power arm bands in Vlaams Belang's youth Magazines. 
Jeppo never satisfactorily answered any of the questions posed. You'll see the 
substance of the question I would wager in Charle's next post.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>May not be the very next post, but it's coming up soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04460361 27818 27 Charles Mon, Nov 5, 2007 8:30:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Zionism is now a dirty word in Britain, and opposition to Israel has 
become a fig leaf for a resurgence of the oldest hatred.</BLOCKQUOTE>Not to 
quibble, but she is just <EM>now</EM> noticing this? Zionism has been a dirty 
word in Britain for a few years now, certainly for the past four or five. This 
is what happens when a country loses its identity and its religion, and cedes 
them to squatters, who incidentally(and inconceivably, to anyone with sense) 
have become terribly chic in the eyes of moonbats enthralled with the whole 
Islamo-Che-esqueness of it all.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Melanie has been writing about this for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04462137 27825 9 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 11:25:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Jeppo links aren't working for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Links work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04462923 27825 319 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 2:47:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/4462888" target=_blank>#310</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>I've tried to refrain from lashing out personally at any of those people, and 
I'll continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04462950 27825 328 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 2:54:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/4462929" target=_blank>#322</A> Rust Never 
Sleeps</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1)</P> 
<P>3) The smaller sticker on the left side is an anti-Vlaams Blok poster, with a 
man giving a Nazi salute inside a red circle with a line through it. It’s 
probably a smack against the “PC judges” who listened to anti-VB propaganda. 
Here’s a larger image of the sticker.</P> 
<P>The poster with the man giving a Nazi salute is a poster that was very 
widespread in the early nineties in Belgium. It was spread by the Maoist party 
PvdA (not to confused with the Dutch PvdA).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I missing something, or did you just confirm what I said? It's a smack at 
the judge, who "listens to anti-VB propaganda."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04462982 27825 335 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 3:02:02pm  
 
<P>Here's Vlaams Belang parliamentarian <A 
href="http://www.vlaamsbelang.be/49/7/" target=_blank>Koen Dillen</A>.</P> 
<P>Here's Koen Dillen in the company of Belgian nazi collaborator Leon Degrelle, 
ranking Standartenführer in the Waffen SS:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106DillenDegrelle1.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DillenDegrelle1.jp
g" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106DillenDegrelle1.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Another picture of Dillen with Degrelle:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106DillenDegrelle2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DillenDegrelle2.jp
g" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106DillenDegrelle2.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Degrelle with someone else:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106DegrelleHitler.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DegrelleHitler.jpg
" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106DegrelleHitler.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Another photo of the young Degrelle:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106DegrelleSS.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DegrelleSS.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106DegrelleSS.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04463184 27825 403 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 4:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #396 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #390 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4463119&amp;n=382" target=_blank>#382</A> Sharmuta</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>And extra pics of the rally- good work!</BLOCKQUOTE>It's not a VB 
rally, but some Gates of Vienna, et al say that's where our VB White power flag 
picture came from. But it really does seem like the same artist.</BLOCKQUOTE>I 
cannot find links between VJW and VB, other than they are inviting the hardcore 
kicked from VMO or who voluntarily left the militia to join them. They are 
openly socialist, anti communist, and <A href="http://nieuw-
solidarisme.blogspot.com/2007/09/betoging-7-oktober.html" target=_blank>very 
much jew haters</A>.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen any real proof that the rally at that site is the same rally. 
Just assertions, and the photos don't back any of them up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04463196 27825 408 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 4:23:30pm  
 
<P>Another rat with a White Power symbol:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106BelgianWNRat2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106BelgianWNRat2.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106BelgianWNRat2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04463199 27825 409 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 4:24:52pm  
 
<P>More:</P> 
<P><A title=20071106BelgianWNRat3.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106BelgianWNRat3.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20071106BelgianWNRat3.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04463262 27825 430 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 4:36:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/4463233" target=_blank>#419</A> 
ContraJihadi</EM></P> 
<P>No, links and approving articles at David Duke and Stormfront and European 
neo-Nazi sites don't prove anything, except that something about the Vlaams 
Belang appeals to that sort.</P> 
<P>But that's far from the only evidence. I posted this earlier, but you may 
have missed it:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Here's Vlaams Belang parliamentarian <A 
href="http://www.vlaamsbelang.be/49/7/" target=_blank>Koen Dillen</A>.</P> 
<P>Here's Koen Dillen in the company of Belgian nazi collaborator Leon Degrelle, 
ranking Standartenführer in the Waffen SS:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DillenDegrelle1.jp
g" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Another picture of Dillen with Degrelle:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DillenDegrelle2.jp
g" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Degrelle with someone else:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DegrelleHitler.jpg
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Another photo of the young Degrelle:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20071106DegrelleSS.jpg" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04463293 27825 443 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 4:42:56pm  
 
<P>By the way, the more information that turns up around this issue, the more 
amazed I am at the position taken by Brussels Journal and Gates of Vienna. They 
seem to have been able to convince themselves this would never be an issue. 
Surely they must have realized that they were going to be challenged on the 
association with Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats.</P> 
<P>These controversies aren't exactly huge secrets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04463400 27825 485 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 5:14:50pm  
 
<P>Those other White Power rats are now posted above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04462762 27826 213 Charles Tue, Nov 6, 2007 2:04:43pm  
 
<P>Gee, it would be nice to have one post about Pope Benedict that didn't turn 
into a knock-down, drag-out brawl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465009 27831 42 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 8:08:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Dar ul Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Some LGF readers get upset when I point this out, but Pat Robertson 
is the very epitome of an idiotarian...</BLOCKQUOTE>--Charles Johnson, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=18203_Robertson_Does_It_Agai
n&amp;only" target=_blank>"Robertson Does It Again,"</A> 
littlegreenfootballs.com, 11/11/2005</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- I'm not a fan of Robertson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465314 27831 246 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 9:10:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Robertson. Politics makes strange bedfellows, for sure.</P> 
<P>His endorsement should carry no weight. His opinions should carry no weight. 
But we cannot afford to be so pure that we only accept support from those whose 
thinking is aligned 100% with our own, and is therefore correct across the 
board.</P> 
<P>/sarc</P> 
<P>Even he has figured that out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But there's no tent big enough for Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465609 27831 265 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 9:48:26am  
 
<P>I don't like Pat Robertson. This isn't "Christian-bashing," it's Pat 
Robertson-bashing.</P> 
<P>Did I mention I don't like Pat Robertson?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465804 27831 277 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 10:17:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #273 Goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4465609&amp;n=265" 
target=_blank>#265</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I don't like Pat Robertson. This isn't "Christian-bashing," it's Pat 
Robertson-bashing.  
<P>Did I mention I don't like Pat Robertson?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I don't like Pat 
Robertson either because I think he's a phony. But that cuts both ways because 
you're no friend of Christians either Charles. There's an allowed double 
standard on this board from Catholic bashing to Protestant mocking that at the 



very least you allow. But you'd be real quick with the banning stick if somebody 
came in here mocking the Jews.  
<P>Is that because it might interfere with {umm, umm} personal 
opportunity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't like the policy at LGF, you're welcome to post elsewhere. I've 
deleted many anti-Christian comments, and banned several people for over the top 
statements. You don't have a clue what you're talking about.</P> 
<P>And your smarmy comment about "personal opportunity" is highly offensive, by 
the way, as I suspect you realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465844 27831 282 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 10:27:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/4465754" target=_blank>#273</A> 
Goodbye_natalie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that because it might interfere with {umm, umm} personal 
opportunity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously trying to suggest that I'm on some kind of secret Jewish 
payroll?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04465906 27831 287 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 10:42:56am  
 
<P>I expect that kind of comment at lgfwatch or some loony left site. I don't 
expect it here, from a long-time commenter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04466392 27831 315 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 12:21:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #302 ThomasTheConfessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First you all bash the founding fathers through Ron Paul. Now you bass the 
message of Jesus Christ through Pat Robertson. Is there a LGF blog for 
Christians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this satire?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04466901 27831 337 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 1:55:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #335 ThomasTheConfessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bassing Christians? Anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll have no Christian-bassing here, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04467214 27831 363 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 3:30:19pm  
 
<P>There's a certain level of vitriol that I just won't put up with, and 
goodbye_natalie and jehu are welcome to find somewhere more conducive to their 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04466342 27835 81 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 12:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4466296&amp;n=56" 
target=_blank>#56</A> Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not saying "fake but accurate"--after all, though I've been a Saki fan 
for years, I don't have all his stories committed to memory. But this phrase 
doesn't jog any memory cells, so I'm curious.</P> 
<P>To tell the truth, it doesn't <EM>quite</EM> ring true as a Saki line--too 
short, too choppy, not sardonic enough, and a little too modern in idiom--but 
I'm willing to be proven wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little Googlebird tells me: "The Square Egg", 1924.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04466661 27836 8 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 1:05:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/4466659" target=_blank>#7</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Server not prepared for the traffic, it looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04466733 27836 41 Charles Wed, Nov 7, 2007 1:16:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who has tried out the new Apple Panther operating system (OSX 10.5) 
will understand why it's so popular. It blows everything else away. No 
comparison.</P> 
<P>Apple's real-world market share has risen from 3% to 8% or 9% in just the 
last couple years. That is an astounding rise in global computer market 
share.</P> 
<P>The Ron Paul phenomenon is all hype, and based on nothing. The Apple 
"phenomenon" is measurably real, and based on real products that people like by 
the millions.</P> 
<P>Not really a fair comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm an Apple user too, and I think you mean Leopard, not Panther! I've been 
using it on my laptop, and it really is nice.</P> 
<P>But I have to admit, I've met a few Mac fanatics straight out of that 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469024 27841 9 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 8:37:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 Kailen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Typical, and predictable, response to any conservative story/organization. 
Misrepresent the facts and accuse the conservatives of bias or ignorance. I 
think it's on page 15 of 'the playbook'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard Miniter <EM>is</EM> a conservative. It's very weird to see 
conservatives using the same tactics as leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469031 27841 14 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 8:39:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like the majority of the conservative blogosphere actually supports 
the side defending Vlaams Belang. I hope Charles isn't the one booted off the 
anti-jihad wagon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can't boot me off something I never jumped on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04469102 27841 74 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 8:58:20am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/4469088" target=_blank>#60</A> Owl</EM></P> 
<P>I'm saying I'm not on <EM>their</EM> bandwagon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469148 27841 118 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 9:11:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/4469129" target=_blank>#99</A> nolocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has he continued to this day the path he took as a young man 60 years 
ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading the link I posted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Degrelle" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Leon Degrelle was an unrepentant Nazi and Holocaust denier right up until his 
death in 1994.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469382 27841 260 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 10:10:50am  
 
<P>By the way, after completely distorting and ignoring most of what I wrote, 
including a 30 minute interview with Filip DeWinter for which I posted the 
complete audio file, Miniter finishes with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This underlines the biggest weakness of the web—and underscores why bloggers 
will not displace the MSM anytime soon. Links are not evidence; they are leads 
to be seriously investigated. It is time for the web to grow 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For whom does the bell toll?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469612 27841 307 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 10:59:24am  
 
<P>A comment at Gates of Vienna:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>latte conservative said...</P> 
<P>The label racist doesn't bother me anymore. If it means being more 
comfortable with white people than non-white people, then I probably am a 
racist. That doesn't mean I want to kill non-white people or think I'm superior 
to them. It's just that I admit to myself what I feel. What some people call 
racism is just a normal human right, freedom of association. Black folks enjoy 
being together, Jews enjoy being together . . . I know this about Jews because 
I'm Jewish. Look at all the people on LGF and elsewhere, making these absurd 
denials about their normal feelings. If we just admit we're human, which 
includes being racist, we can stop letting political opponents shame us into 
pretending to believe nonsense.</P> 
<P>11/06/2007 1:14 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469614 27841 308 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 11:00:12am  
 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/ubiquity-of-white-
racism.html#c5676185982700891681" 
target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469767 27841 341 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 11:31:47am  
 
<P>Get a load of this new information, just added above, about the meeting 
between VB officials and Leon Degrelle:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>About Degrelle's meeting with Vlaams Belang official Koen Dillen, <A 
href="http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Degrelle" target=_blank>Wikipedia's 
Dutch edition</A> has this information (translated by Babelfish):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On 11 July 1992 Léon Degrelle had a maintenance with Koen Dillen, current 
euro-parlementariër for the Vlaams Belang, <STRONG>to whom he gave a signed 
photograph of himself with Adolf Hitler. Filip Dewinter also have a photograph 
signed by Degrelle.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469921 27841 362 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 12:06:52pm  
 
<P>Google translated version:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.resistances.be%2F
blokantisem.html&amp;langpair=fr%7Cen&amp;hl=en&amp;newwindow=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;prev=%2Flanguage_tools" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470016 27841 381 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 12:35:20pm  
 
<P>That signed photo is genuine, as far as I can tell. It looks like it might be 
part of the evidence that got Vlaams Blok banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470099 27841 388 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 12:55:54pm  
 
<P>The VB apologists are showing up in PJ Media's comments, as expected.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/richardminiter/2007/11/07/actually_hitler_l
iked_islam.php" target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470150 27841 393 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 1:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/4470136" target=_blank>#391</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I have emailed people, yes. This one is so off-base, though, I don't see much 
point. And when someone has posted on the web what amounts to an attack, it has 
to be answered...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470222 27841 400 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 1:26:29pm  
 



<P>A New York Times article on Gianfranco Fini, Jorg Haider, and Filip DeWinter 
corroborates the photo of Le Pen and the White Power cross on DeWinter's 
bookshelf:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9E00E4DF1F39F932A15757C0A96
0958260&amp;sec=&amp;spon=&amp;pagewanted=all" 
target=_blank>query.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A top leader of the extreme-right Vlaams Blok, Dewinter has called a news 
conference to try to charm his way off Belgium's "black list," a federal index 
of potential threats to national security. How is it possible, he asks, that a 
democratic political party -- representing 13 percent of Belgium's Flemish-
speaking electorate -- could be lumped together with Islamic militants?</P> 
<P>Part of the answer lies with the Vlaams Blok member who -- almost as Dewinter 
spoke -- was being arrested on suspicion of smuggling mercenaries and weapons to 
white resistance groups in South Africa. Fifteen years earlier the same man had 
been expelled from the United States after meeting with a white supremacist, J. 
B. Stoner. "I'm not responsible for every weirdo and lunatic who's thinking he 
can organize a sort of violent revolution over here," Dewinter says.</P> 
<P>For journalists this morning, the incident was further proof that Dewinter 
and some of his compatriots have even more in store for Belgium than what is 
listed in the party platform -- which is pretty horrific in its own right. The 
Vlaams Blok is calling for the partition of Belgium, to cut Flanders loose from 
the poorer Francophone region of Wallonia. And it advocates the forced 
deportation of non-European immigrants according to a plan that looks similar to 
the Nazis' Nuremberg race laws. The party's motto: "Our Own People First."</P> 
<P>Dewinter, 33, says he would also like to set up a European federation of 
right-wing extremists. He has visited the like-minded in Croatia, Russia, 
Ukraine and South Africa. He plans an expedition to the United States in the 
spring. The morning's news conference -- a public-relations disaster for any 
other party -- was still a good show for the Vlaams Blok and its star 
parliamentarian. Dewinter got his baby face on television and scored a few digs 
against the beleaguered Belgian Government. He had, in other words, gone down 
swinging.</P> 
<P>"You should never run away," Dewinter says. "In our movement, you have to 
defend yourself sometimes. We are not the smooth and easy politicians of the 
traditional parties."</P> 
<P>From the outside, Dewinter's English-style-cottage home looks like the others 
that fill the suburbs around Antwerp -- if you overlook the 15-foot sign 
featuring a clenched fist and the exhortation "Beat corruption, vote Vlaams 
Blok." Inside, his two youngest daughters are playing with dolls in a cheerfully 
sunny playroom. Dewinter's wife, Lutgarde, and their oldest daughter are running 
late, returning from a Flemish youth club. He really is, as many friends say, a 
doting father, the flip side to his tough image.</P> 
<P>One needn't look very hard, however, to find clues as to why Belgian 
authorities are so leery of him. On one of his bookshelves is a heavy marble 
sculpture of the Celtic cross, adopted by some neo-Nazis as their version of the 
swastika. On a dresser, a photo of the French far-right leader Jean-Marie Le Pen 
mingles with those of Dewinter's wife and kids. For Dewinter, Le Pen is like 
family, a father figure even.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470463 27841 423 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 2:37:07pm  
 
<P>In the comments to Miniter's post, someone posted a link to this web site, 
with an interview Filip DeWinter gave to <A 



href="http://majorityrights.com/index.php/weblog/comments/filip_dewinter_in_jewi
sh_week/" target=_blank>Jewish Week</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jewish Week: You are said to have on your desk two pictures in which you are 
shaking hands with Le Pen and Haider. Why display those two photos? What does it 
say about you that you have selected those two pictures to highlight on your 
desk?</P> 
<P>Dewinter: Such photo’s exist of course. But they are not on display in my 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe the photos weren't on display when DeWinter gave this interview to 
Jewish Week, but <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoXRviYjWAQ" 
target=_blank>video evidence</A> exists, and the <A 
href="http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9E00E4DF1F39F932A15757C0A96
0958260&amp;sec=&amp;spon=&amp;pagewanted=all" target=_blank>New York Times 
article</A> on DeWinter verifies it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470654 27841 437 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 3:26:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/4470647" target=_blank>#436</A> Former 
Belgian</EM></P> 
<P>That site is a white nationalist web site -- majorityrights.com. Scroll down 
to the "Zionism" section of their blogroll:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zionism</P> 
<P>CODOHErnst ZündelGermar RudolfInstitute for Historical ReviewJewish 
supremacismJew watchJohn BryantKevin MacDonaldNazi gassingsNoontide PressVrij 
Historisch Onderzoek</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They also have links to the British National Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470790 27841 443 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 4:19:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/4470730" target=_blank>#440</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>Neo-Nazis squabble and bicker among themselves? Who knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04469662 27844 4 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 11:09:56am  
 
<P>How long before someone says I'm "aligned with CAIR" because I'm not a fan of 
Pat Robertson?</P> 
<P>(Note: I'm not calling for Rudy to reject his endorsement.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470535 27846 130 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 2:49:27pm  
 
<P>In the comments to that <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/richardminiter/2007/11/07/actually_hitler_l
iked_islam.php" target=_blank>Richard Miniter post</A> at PJ Media, someone 
posted a link to an interview Filip DeWinter gave to <A 
href="http://majorityrights.com/index.php/weblog/comments/filip_dewinter_in_jewi
sh_week/" target=_blank>Jewish Week</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jewish Week: You are said to have on your desk two pictures in which you are 
shaking hands with Le Pen and Haider. Why display those two photos? What does it 
say about you that you have selected those two pictures to highlight on your 
desk?</P> 



<P>Dewinter: Such photo’s exist of course. But they are not on display in my 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe the photos weren't on display when DeWinter gave this interview to 
Jewish Week, but <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoXRviYjWAQ" 
target=_blank>video evidence</A> exists, and the <A 
href="http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9E00E4DF1F39F932A15757C0A96
0958260&amp;sec=&amp;spon=&amp;pagewanted=all" target=_blank>New York Times 
article</A> on DeWinter verifies that the photos were indeed displayed on his 
bookshelf at one time. Why would DeWinter deliberately mislead Jewish Week about 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470546 27846 138 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 2:52:44pm  
 
<P>Notice that majorityrights.com, the source of that DeWinter link, is a White 
Nationalist web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04470589 27846 168 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 3:06:05pm  
 
<P>That guy using the name "AngleofRepose" at PJ Media is complaining about 
being blocked at LGF, while posting links to White Nationalist, Holocaust 
denying web sites.</P> 
<P>This is majorityrights.com's blogroll under "Zionism:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zionism</P> 
<P>CODOHErnst ZündelGermar RudolfInstitute for Historical ReviewJewish 
supremacismJew watchJohn BryantKevin MacDonaldNazi gassingsNoontide PressVrij 
Historisch Onderzoek</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04471504 27849 17 Charles Thu, Nov 8, 2007 7:53:19pm  
 
<P>In the comments for <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/richardminiter/2007/11/07/actually_hitler_l
iked_islam.php" target=_blank>Richard Miniter's post</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vince P :</P> 
<P>Thanos how much ad money of LGFs are you getting for your shilling 
services?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04472424 27850 17 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 8:28:52am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, in the comments for that post by <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/richardminiter/2007/11/07/actually_hitler_l
iked_islam.php" target=_blank>Richard Miniter</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we want to keep Europe WHITE. We want to keep it for its indegenous 
people. We don't want to commit suicide just to please a bunch of yanki pc muli-
culti good-wishers.</P> 
<P>Let me tell you one thing, what I think is just what every european in the 
street thinks. We don't want to live side by side with people of other races, 
other religion and other cultures. People are ready to vote for any party that 
would deport, humanly, non-europeans to their 
countries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04472739 27850 147 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:28:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4472607&amp;n=111" 
target=_blank>#111</A> Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>re: #103 Dead Sea Squirrel  
<P>re: #88 EtNorskTroll</P> 
<P>Well, that comment has been removed. But this one is on there now:</P> 
<P>We're not racist we're organized. Each thing in its place. Each one in his 
country. Each race in its own continent. And thus we'll live happily.</P> 
<P>And if they don't stay put on their continent, we have ways...</P> 
<P>Whoa, and now that comment has been removed. Miniter is monitoring this one 
closely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>And now...  
<BLOCKQUOTE><A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/richardminiter/2007/11/07/actually_hitler_l
iked_islam.php" target=_blank>Comments are closed for this 
page.</A></BLOCKQUOTE>Perhaps with a little luck this experience will cause 
Richard to rethink his position.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that Richard Miniter is not the one deleting the comments and 
closing the topic.</P> 
<P>To me it's very telling who turned out to attack LGF and defend the Vlaams 
Belang. But I doubt it will make an impression on Miniter; he just ignored 
everything I posted on the subject, so why would the rabid racism of VB's 
supporters have any effect?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04472809 27850 156 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:42:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #152 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4472739&amp;n=147" 
target=_blank>#147</A> Charles</EM> Charles I'm afraid I don't understand. If 
Minter isn't the "moderator" and responsible for removing those very 
revealing(albeit reprehensible) posts, <STRONG>who is</STRONG>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a PJ Media blog -- I'm not sure who's in charge of that 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04472836 27850 159 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:49:37am  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone is wondering -- no, I did not delete those comments and 
close the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04473386 27850 181 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 11:57:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #178 benthoven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Danny (#174) that is the radioactive subject for white people isn't 
it?</P> 
<P>Here's my main concern: The hostility and racism from invading immigrants 
towards us native caucasians, both in US and UK, bothers the hell out of me. 
Hell, living in LA for 2 years was enough to make me feel like an unwelcome 
intruder in my own country. When immigrants come here wanting to assimilate and 
contribute to this great American culture, I'm all for that.</P> 



<P>But - these hostile invaders from Islamic 'cultures' coming here building 
mosques and chanting Death to America while plotting world domination, hostile 
illegal invaders from Mexico marching in our streets and chanting their 
Reconquista slogans, etcetera - this is cause for real concern. This is not 
irrational nor racist. As white people and as kuffar, we ARE under attack, we 
ARE under siege, we are being threatened by hostile hordes.</P> 
<P>I'll shut up now. I hope I don't get banned now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been banning people for reasonable statements, and I don't disagree 
with most of what you wrote. There is cause for real concern, especially about 
the well-funded Saudi efforts to radicalize and Wahhabize mosques and Islamic 
communities around the world.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, the comment I quoted above about wanting a "White Europe," 
and calling for deportation of everyone else ... "humanly" ... yeah, that one I 
have no hesitation labeling objectively racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04472625 27852 19 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:08:27am  
 
<P>Missed Lawhawk at first glance -- I always forget your blog is named "A Blog 
for All." Added you in the list above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04472705 27852 57 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:22:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 DanThePainter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://2006.weblogawards.org/2006/12/best_conservative_blog.php" 
target=_blank>LGF: Best Conservative Blog</A></P> 
<P><STRONG>Congratulations Charles. Why didn't you boast at least a little bit 
about this?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that was last year...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04473810 27857 10 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 2:10:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4473790&amp;n=2" target=_blank>#2</A> 
Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<P>search google images (not safe for work)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link's on the word 'babe'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04473876 27857 59 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 2:23:34pm  
 
<P>Sorry about the confusion! You're right, that's Vandermeersch. Took down the 
photo. Dang. She does look a lot like Mussolini though, in that 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04473882 27857 64 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 2:25:54pm  
 
<P>Man, that got fact-checked so fast it hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04473919 27857 91 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 2:36:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #86 zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Tudor has no problem with to be a virulent antisemit.</P> 
<P>btw: who paid for the counterjihad conference? ITS, VB or both?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/dhimmiwatch/archives/017956.php#c443018" 
target=_blank>Hugh Hewitt on VB</A>:</P> 
<P><B>The "Vlaams" group in Belgium is perfectly acceptable, and I wouldn't 
believe any of the attempts to blacken its name.</B> I don't know enough about 
the BNP, but because I suspect it will never become respectable enough, those in 
Great Britain who sensibly are alarmed about Islam should do what the Muslims 
do: join the major parties and try to rise as high in them as they 
can.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's Hugh Fitzgerald ... not Hugh Hewitt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04474153 27858 115 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 4:16:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #106 Piglet-U93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #89 My 2 Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #82 Barry the Baptist</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Find em, map em, deport em.</BLOCKQUOTE>Now, now. We should only 
<EM>deport</EM> those who are non-citizens of the US. The rest deserve to be 
treated in full accordance with the US Constitution, with the same rights as 
(and no more rights than) other US citizens.</BLOCKQUOTE>You mean its OK to say: 
"deport all the Islamic non USA citizens"?Can I say that and not get banned? I 
sure hope so! I still feel restricted.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, "Piglet-U93," here's a suggestion if you feel so restricted: you could 
always start your own blog, with your own name on it instead of "Piglet-U93," 
and then post anything you feel like, about deporting anybody you want to 
deport. That way, you wouldn't be restricted. And it would be under your name, 
so you'd get to take all the credit for it, instead of sharing any with 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04474607 27860 206 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 6:55:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/4474600" target=_blank>#204</A> Block</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul knocked some sense into me and now you guys seem really are out 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rotating page title of the night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04475529 27860 330 Charles Sat, Nov 10, 2007 8:37:38am  
 
<P>I think the Paulians are actually kinda cute. They're so sure that they're 
right, that Uncle Ron is our only hope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04474922 27863 32 Charles Fri, Nov 9, 2007 9:21:29pm  
 
<P>Is Paul Belien gone from the staff of the <A 
href="http://72.14.253.104/search?q=cache:jJBunJ5pA5YJ:www.meforum.org/staff.php
+MIDDLE+EAST+FORUM+staff&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=1&amp;gl=us&amp;client=saf
ari" target=_blank>Middle East Forum</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04475604 27866 22 Charles Sat, Nov 10, 2007 9:02:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The European Council for Fatwa and Research</BLOCKQUOTE>OK, that's a 
new one to me. The name cracks me up.Gotta google them...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF search: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22European+Council+for+Fatwa+and+Research%22" 
target=_blank>The European Council for Fatwa and Research</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04475966 27868 120 Charles Sat, Nov 10, 2007 11:51:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #103 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #39 Owl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You know you guys are Saints for letting the world know about this, 
right? Saints, I tell you. Saints.</BLOCKQUOTE>More particularly, 
<EM>prophets.</EM> And persecution comes with that territory.  
<P>I'll say it again. This could get VERY ugly. If a significant portion of the 
A-J movement locks arms with these VB types, then CAIR and their lapdogs the MSM 
will use that to discredit the movement, and they will gleefully use these 
LGF/Babba materials, so conveniently supplied and from an unimpeachably hostile 
source ("even LGF, our enemy, admits that...").</P> 
<P>If that happens, get ready for Charles and LGF to be called the Judas of the 
movement, unwitting tools of the Islamists.</P> 
<P>There are major players in the A-J movement who have so far said little about 
this fracas, apparently trying to remain above the fray. Some of them surely 
agree with Charles. <STRONG>They need to speak up.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate your concerns, but I have to disagree on one point -- CAIR and 
their followers do not need any of the research I've done to attack the 
associations with VB and other Euro parties. This is all public record, and most 
of the facts are very well-known in Europe.</P> 
<P>That's what makes it even more disingenuous of VB's defenders to act 
innocent: "What?! Nazi connections? No way! And besides, they've changed!"</P> 
<P>In Europe none of this is a secret. In the US, it's not well-known at all 
because who has time to keep up with Belgian politics normally? Some people seem 
to have been counting on this US lack of knowledge about the Belgian far right, 
to try to legitimize themselves in the US and strengthen themselves in 
Belgium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04476104 27868 152 Charles Sat, Nov 10, 2007 12:57:09pm  
 
<P>Actually, CAIR already has attacked Robert Spencer over this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27634_CAIR_Goes_After_Robert
_Spencer_(Again)&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478281 27868 200 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 11:51:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/4477357" target=_blank>#192</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm disturbed by how few people are taking a stand and being completely 
honest about the arguments and evidence, at least among all the different 
reactions to the issue by both Americans and Europeans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm disturbed by it as well. There's so much evasion going on; it's like a 
dirty little secret no one wants to acknowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04476449 27873 38 Charles Sat, Nov 10, 2007 3:19:45pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/news.html?in_article_i
d=492864&amp;in_page_id=1770" target=_blank>Islamic Rage Boy's 15 minutes of 
fame</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478088 27882 47 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 10:31:57am  
 
<P>The worst thing about this story isn't that CAIR is meeting with this raving 
freakazoid.</P> 
<P>The US government is meeting with him too. Chances are very good that al-
Tamimi is connected to the Muslim Brotherhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478102 27882 53 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 10:36:18am  
 
<P>It's the State Department's work again: <A 
href="http://www.episcopalchurch.org/79901_91763_ENG_HTM.htm" 
target=_blank>Arab/Israeli peace central to Washington interfaith 
initiatives</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478139 27882 75 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 10:48:30am  
 
<P>I've seen no unusual traffic at LGF or Jihad Watch, and Internet Haganah and 
Jawa Report seem to be up and running. I suspect this whole e-jihad attack may 
have nothing but hot air. Oh, and Hot Air is running too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478616 27885 6 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 3:00:48pm  
 
<P>"Why don't you shut up?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04478998 27886 13 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 5:35:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, in the last thread, someone noted that Nasrallah ran exercises and 
the UN tried to help cover it up. I'll alert when you I find 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had that story last Monday: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27812_Lebanese_Terror_Gang_T
raining_Exercises&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04479100 27887 20 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 6:05:09pm  



 
<P>Typo corrected!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04479143 27887 31 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 6:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Pent.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Do you use CVS or Subversion (or git or anything else)? I'm asking 
because I've been trying to get used to Subversion, and I was wondering what you 
use/find best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Used both of them, prefer Subversion, which integrates very well with 
BBEdit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04479162 27887 41 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 6:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Kosh's Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be moving my MacBook pro to Leopard maybe next weekend. Amazon was 
cheaper than the academic price, but super slow saver shipping delayed the 
shipping until next week.I bought a 500 GB external drive so I could back up the 
system partition and use it for Time Machine - $130 for a usb drive (I wanted 
FireWire but at that price, I settled for USB)</P> 
<P>No one at work has had any problems, and some were using prerelease versions. 
As others have stated, there are some problems with the application accelerator 
and some external drives; I intent to reformat and repartition mine.</P> 
<P>I just hope Parallels works no worse than it works now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Warning on Parallels ... it is not fully compatible with Leopard. I've 
switched to VMWare Fusion, which seems much more stable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04479174 27887 46 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 6:34:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4479162&amp;n=41" 
target=_blank>#41</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>What problem did you have with Parallels, if I may ask?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Froze on saving a snapshot, requiring a forced quit. Also had problems 
starting up from saved snapshots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04479196 27887 59 Charles Sun, Nov 11, 2007 6:41:13pm  
 
<P>Other problems with Parallels - if the computer goes into 'sleep' mode, the 
network connections go away, including the intarweb. I had to constantly quit 
Windows and restart Parallels because of this problem, but VMWare is much better 
about keeping the network connection alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04480538 27893 27 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 9:09:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 



<P>No thaw in sight for the Atlas-BJ/LGF chill. The latest at Brussels J calls 
the European sources that gave Charles "dossiers" on VB, TBJ, and Paul Belien <A 
href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2655" target=_blank>contemptible 
weasels</A>. Atlas: "Read it all."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the person who praised the British National Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04480840 27894 146 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 10:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 Meryl Yourish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding Paul Belien's appearance: He's going to be interviewed on another 
show. Brian says Paul couldn't make the time for the interview with Charles.</P> 
<P>It would have been much better to have them both at once, but things don't 
always work out the way we want them.</P> 
<P>Perhaps we can schedule a debate for a later date, if Charles and Paul are up 
for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Meryl. Just to clarify, I agreed originally to appear with Belien at 
any time we could work it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04480896 27894 185 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 10:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 Former Belgian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great interview, great podcast. One minor detail where I am willing to give 
FdW the benefit of the doubt (despite my deep distrust of the guy): his use of 
"negro". I can't count the number of times I've had to explain (in social and 
BUSINESS context) to Dutch-speakers <EM>with political views radically unlike 
Dewinter's</EM> that "negro" or the actual "n***er" word are NOT acceptable 
translations of "neger". (The Dutch equivalent for "n***er", in offensiveness, 
would be something like "roetmop" or "zwartjoekel".)</P> 
<P>Dutch does also have "zwarte" (black man/woman), but that <EM>davka</EM> has 
a different meaning in Flanders, namely "WW II era Nazi sympathizer" (from the 
black uniforms their militias wore). A more graphic term for the latter is 
"zwartzak" which one could literally translate as "black scrotum", idiomatically 
as "fascist asshole".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, interesting. Remember though, according to the Brussels Journal, 
you're one of those "contemptible weasels," so I probably shouldn't trust 
anything you say. Heh.</P> 
<P>I wonder if they include Luc Van Braekel (BJ webmaster) in that group of 
weasels? One of the links I posted about Pim Fortuyn calling DeWinter a fascist 
(after BJ denied it) was to LVB.net.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04480907 27894 193 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 11:02:12am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2655" target=_blank>Contemptible 
weasels, all of you.</A></P> 
<P>This is from the same writer who praised the British National Party in his 
previous post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04480915 27894 199 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 11:06:40am  
 
<P>I've added an MP3 audio player above for the interview, for those having 
trouble getting to the SNN site.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04480951 27894 228 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 11:17:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 Meryl Yourish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't posted about the divide. But I stand with Charles on this issue. I 
will not ally myself with neo-Nazis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No tent big enough for Nazis!</P> 
<P>Or to be more precise, no tent big enough for far-right ultra-nationalist 
European fascist-leaning parties with disturbing connections and Nazi (neo and 
otherwise) histories.</P> 
<P>But "no tent big enough for Nazis" is easier to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481026 27894 289 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 11:38:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #262 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #193 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2655" 
target=_blank>Contemptible weasels, all of you.</A>  
<P>This is from the same writer who praised the British National Party in his 
previous post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>"In this society, everyone has grown up on lies 
that few are equipped to challenge. The older ones have grown up with plastic 
called leatherette, with cigarettes as symbols of sex appeal, and with Negroes 
in the front line in the Army but in the back line at the bus stop. And the 
younger ones have grown up in a world where a short coffee is "tall" and a 
medium one is "grande," and <STRONG>one's life is ruined for pointing out that 
the American blacks' mean IQ of 85, and not racism, is the cause of their 
underepresentation in the upper echelons of government, business and the 
professions.</STRONG>"  
<P>Did I read that correctly? Is he saying what I think he's 
saying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you read it correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481105 27894 346 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 11:58:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/4481091" target=_blank>#336</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. I'm absolutely gobsmacked (my hands have gone cold).</P> 
<P>Paul Belien is the editor at Brussels Journal: he has to have approved 
this.</P> 
<P>I'd take a screen shot and send it to Atlas and Gates of Vienna if I knew how 
(I'm also not registered at their sites). I wonder how they'd respond to such a 
quote? Since it's about American Blacks, are we still too stupid to understand 
the nuance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted that quote above. It's not surprising, coming from a BNP/Le 
Pen/Haider/DeWinter supporter -- just stated a little more directly than 
usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481182 27894 397 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:15:33pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.blogtalkradio.com/AtlasShrugs/2007/11/12/Paul-Belien-
Brussels-Journal" target=_blank>Paul Belien now speaking with 
Atlas.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481199 27894 412 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:20:13pm  
 
<P>The flag again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481207 27894 419 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:21:48pm  
 
<P>So much for taking the high road!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481219 27894 430 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:22:46pm  
 
<P>That rant did have a nice semi-Sprockets cadence, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481235 27894 444 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:25:18pm  
 
<P>Belien can't even bring himself to say my name. Classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481258 27894 466 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:29:11pm  
 
<P>Belien says he applies journalistic standards to his web site.</P> 
<P>Note that currently on his front page, we find a post saying that "<A 
href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2655" target=_blank>the American 
black's mean IQ is 85</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481270 27894 478 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:31:46pm  
 
<P>It's all without merit. All of it. Completely wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481302 27894 507 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:37:44pm  
 
<P>No mention of Leon Degrelle or his connections to DeWinter and Dillen, just a 
digression into another completely different Belgian 
collaborator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481315 27894 520 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:38:58pm  
 
<P>Leon Degrelle didn't just "find himself" in a Waffen SS uniform, either. He 
was proud of his relationship with Adolf Hitler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481335 27894 540 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:42:43pm  
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04481395 27894 595 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:53:34pm  
 
<P>Yes, Fjordman made a big show of saying good bye to LGF. I blocked his 
account after he already made his dramatic exit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481405 27894 604 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:54:56pm  
 
<P>He's claiming that vigilantfreedom has refuted everything I posted, which is 
utterly ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481432 27894 626 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 12:57:57pm  
 
<P>Belien did not deal with one specific fact I posted. Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481676 27894 752 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 1:52:32pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. Now they're subjecting me to analysis.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/11/12/the-
european-foreign-policy-of-charles-johnson/" 
target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481686 27894 754 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 1:54:30pm  
 
<P>Oh great, now I'm "anti-white."</P> 
<P>I <EM>am</EM> white, but let's just ignore that tiny fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481954 27894 805 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 3:14:34pm  
 
<P>I started rereading that post at vigilantfreedom to see if there's anything 
that needs to be responded to - and for the life of me, I can't make out one 
coherent point. Is there something in all of that microscopic nit-picking that 
needs a reply? What am I missing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481980 27894 810 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 3:29:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #808 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#805 Charles</P> 



<P>I believe that they are saying that you are a "fine detail" thinker. That 
means <EM>small-minded</EM>; Christine also implies that you lack the analytical 
and scholarly tools to understand a large, complex system like, oh, Europe.</P> 
<P>It's very dismissive and patronizing. They think you should stick to 
analyzing pictures and the typeface of documents, because they believe that you 
don't understand history or current politics.</P> 
<P>No, you don't need to respond; I think their attempt to dismiss you and place 
you in a box says more about them and their methodologies than it does about 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's my take too; they're basically dismissing me without bothering to 
address any of the facts. A look through their other posts reveals a whole lot 
of detail about things with no bearing on those facts either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04482008 27894 817 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 3:42:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/813/4481989" target=_blank>#813</A> Meryl 
Yourish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, what I got out of it was, "Well, we invited him to the conference, 
and he didn't come, and he didn't say we were bigots for three months, and now 
all of a sudden, he says we're bigots. That's not FAY-YER."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. For what it's worth, I don't remember receiving the invitation, and 
may not have read it. I get 500+ emails a day usually, and it's not unusual for 
me to miss something. But what does any of that matter? Again, it's an 
obfuscation; it's got nothing to do with the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04482185 27894 840 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 4:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #838 Dom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nordish12,</P> 
<P>I doubt that Charles is anti-European. He blogs on the activities of 
Islamists on both sides of the Atlantic, and rejects the far-right. Which is 
very proper. I am European and would not be here otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not anti-European at all. Not one bit. I've spent quite a bit of time in 
Europe and Scandinavia (as well as Japan, Hong Kong, Australia, and the Middle 
East), and love the countries and the people.</P> 
<P>Most Europeans reject these far-right parties as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04482371 27894 865 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 5:50:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/862/4482348" target=_blank>#862</A> 
PIERRE_LEGRAND</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no it is not so strange to take race factors under consideration since it 
is pretty apparent that whites didn't spontaneously appear in Nigeria nor did 
Negro's spontaneously appear in Scandinavia. Both were locations put different 
stresses on the population and produced radically different "breeds" of man.</P> 
<P>Darwin will not be ignored I am afraid. Though personally I believe in 
creation, that is another story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, OK. So you're a creationist who believes in evolution as long as it 
reinforces your prejudices?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04483482 27894 986 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 7:34:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/976/4483398" target=_blank>#976</A> 
PIERRE_LEGRAND</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For instance, it is obvious that Brussels Journal was not throwing out 
something that had no basis in fact when it published the line about black mean 
intelligence scores being responsible for their lot in life. Apparently this 
avenue might lead to a better understanding of why blacks in America are 6 times 
more likely to murder someone and 5 times more likely to die of murder than an 
average white person. Seems like we might be a bit concerned about those facts. 
I know that it bothers me that folks I know are 5 times more likely to die than 
I am from a violent crime.</P> 
<P>And the central truth of the point that BJ was making is depressingly 
correct, that we are unable to talk about those facts in this 
country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a ridiculous overstatement of the case. The Bell Curve is certainly 
NOT universally recognized as fact; it's hotly debated, and respected 
conservative writers like Thomas Sowell have denounced it. The American 
Psychological Association did a special report on the findings of the book, and 
found that the "racialist" conclusions were NOT supported by direct evidence. To 
say that we "can't talk about those facts" is absurd -- there have been volumes 
published on the subject, both in favor of the book's premises and critical of 
them.</P> 
<P>And when we take into account that the Brussels Journal author who wrote that 
outrageous statement above has also lavished praise on the British National 
Party, it's very obvious where he's coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04483708 27894 1009 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 8:25:22am  
 
<P>Actually, it's like eugenics. There's a reason why all the White Power and 
neo-Nazi sites admire The Bell Curve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04483730 27894 1015 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 8:31:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1005 TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I find it interesting, by the way, to look at the direction that defense 
of Vlaams Belang is moving.</P> 
<P>It used to be that "You must support Vlaams Belang, and groups like 
Stormfront, because they are Europe's only hope to fight against Islamfacism, 
and save Western Civilization! We can't be too picky about our allies, and we 
can support these people without supporting racism!"</P> 
<P>Now, with Pierre_Legrand, the argument has shifted over to the relative 
intelligence of blacks (huh?), I.Q. tests and the science of genetics, which has 
nothing really to do with fighting Islam, as far as I can tell, but which guys 
like Pierre seem determined that we must accept, in order to---well, in order to 
what?</P> 
<P>Interesting, when they start showing their true colors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are they really saying when they say we have to make alliances with 
these kinds of groups?</P> 
<P>Do they think these alliances will give the anti-jihad movement more 
political clout? Obviously not -- in fact it will turn off many more people than 
it attracts. And as we've seen over and over in the past couple of weeks, the 



people they DO attract will be skinhead types with even more openly racist 
obsessions.</P> 
<P>No, what they're really saying is that they need these people to <EM>do the 
necessary violence</EM>, because no sane person believes that a campaign of mass 
deportation could ever be carried out without mass violence.</P> 
<P>They need some bull boys to do the dirty work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04483735 27894 1018 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 8:32:45am  
 
<P>"bull" = bully</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481696 27897 7 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 1:56:45pm  
 
<P>I've been analyzed and found wanting.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/11/12/the-
european-foreign-policy-of-charles-johnson/" 
target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481822 27897 66 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 2:31:18pm  
 
<P>Ringo's pretend-drumming in the video, but I'm pretty sure Jim Keltner played 
drums on the original track.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481832 27897 74 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 2:33:32pm  
 
<P>A nihilist <EM>and</EM> a utopian idealist, all rolled into one! And don't 
forget, also a Stalinist Nazi, aligned with CAIR.</P> 
<P>And a neo-con leftist to boot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04481862 27897 99 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 2:39:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #74 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A nihilist <EM>and</EM> a utopian idealist, all rolled into one! And 
don't forget, also a Stalinist Nazi, aligned with CAIR.  
<P>And a neo-con leftist to boot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,  
<P>How can you juggle so many ideologies at once? :-)</P> 
<P>And how did they NOT call you a Zionist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that's right -- also on the Mossad's payroll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04482295 27899 5 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 5:34:12pm  
 
 
 
<P>I wish them all the best. If this meeting does lead to peace, I'll be the 
first to sing their praises.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04482303 27899 10 Charles Mon, Nov 12, 2007 5:35:14pm  
 



<P>But I'm making that bet because I sincerely doubt I'll ever be called to 
sing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484019 27904 30 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 9:52:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Ethnic cleansing and war crimes at Gates of Vienna...<A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/who-do-you-want-in-your-
foxhole.html#readfurther" target=_blank>Who Do You Want in Your Foxhole?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>All I know is it’s a plan; I don’t really care how they get there, 
so long as it achieves the desired results... is there another European Party’s 
plan for the <STRONG>deportation of Muslim immigrants and their 
descendants</STRONG> that I can compare it to?  
<P>Sounds to me like some of our counter-jihad buddies don’t have the stomach 
for what it’s going to ultimately take to REVERSE the Islamisation of the West. 
They’re living in some kind of <STRONG>fantasy world where we’re going to be 
able to achieve our lofty objectives within the realm of the current political 
processes,</STRONG> and without having to endure a constant stream of racism 
accusations from both the left and the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Drinkin' the 
koolaid. If you've ever wondered how the Nazis came to power in Germany now you 
know.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the bottom line, really -- the real reason why those folks think they 
need to have groups like VB on their side is because they know their fantasies 
of mass deportation of all Muslims could never be achieved in reality without 
massive violence. The neo-Nazis and racists would be the bully 
boys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484688 27906 10 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 12:55:54pm  
 
<P>Here are some examples of how to use the boolean search features:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/4.1/en/fulltext-boolean.html" 
target=_blank>dev.mysql.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484701 27906 14 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 12:58:36pm  
 
<P>Except for the ranking by relevance features -- I haven't implemented 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484729 27906 25 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 1:04:26pm  
 
<P>To search for comments by a particular user, you make sure the comment button 
is selected, then use something like this:</P> 
<P>"user:zombie"</P> 
<P>That searches for all comments by zombie, within the time range specified. 
You need the quotes -- and you'll need to be logged in to search comments.</P> 
<P>To select a date in the popup calendars, you need to actually click on one of 
the days in the calendar; exiting with the 'Close' button will not change the 
date.</P> 
<P>Searching comments is restricted to 30 days at a time, to avoid putting too 
much strain on the server. If your 'From' date is set to more than 30 days away 
from your 'To' date, it will be adjusted automatically to be 30 days before the 
'To' date.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04484745 27906 28 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 1:09:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 RUSTY NAIL</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I,ve been trying to access the comments for, Interviewed by Tom Paine, 
nothing comes up. All other articals and comments im able to view. Any idea's as 
to why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Norton Internet Security strikes again. Try disabling that. (And if that's 
it, use ZoneAlarm instead.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484755 27906 30 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 1:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/4484747" target=_blank>#29</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, they're pulling out every possible slur. Now I'm a money-grubbing 
Stalinist Nazi Zionist leftist neocon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484787 27906 52 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 1:25:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Wumpus Hunter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you communcated this bug to MS yet? It's hard to fix something when you 
don't know it's broke..</P> 
<P>You could just drop an Item in the <A 
href="http://www.microsoft.com/communities/newsgroups/list/en-
us/default.aspx?dg=microsoft.public.internetexplorer.general&amp;cat=en_us_28cca
3eb-7037-4d4f-bde1-d8efee1f1420&amp;lang=en&amp;cr=us" target=_blank>MS IE 
General discussion</A></P> 
<P>Another tack might be to drive the maker of the library that you are using to 
drive MS to fix the bug...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They already know about it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://support.microsoft.com/kb/927917" 
target=_blank>support.microsoft.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484823 27906 75 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 1:36:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 shanimal1918</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use IE7 all day long, no problems here whatsoever. On some of my computers 
I have installed Firefox, mostly because I like the skins and add-ons, not 
because I have issues with IE. What is the name of the pop-up module that 
triggers the IE errors?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the <A href="http://marcgrabanski.com/code/ui-datepicker/" 
target=_blank>ui.Datepicker</A> module for the <A href="http://jquery.com" 
target=_blank>jQuery</A> Javascript library.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04484991 27906 192 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 2:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 ChildOfMary</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It sounds like, with the current situation, IE users will not be able to 
access the daily archives. I tried to find a way to work around this with the 
search function, but it insists on having words as well as the date. So, I tried 
to search for a common word that would appear in every post like "the", and got 
zero hits. So, how would IE users access a whole days postings from the 
past?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A quick and dirty way to get to a particular day's posts is to use a URL like 
this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?oneday=2007-11-12" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just change the date at the end of that address to the one you want(in the 
format: YYY-MM-DD).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485017 27906 215 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 2:48:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/4484887" target=_blank>#120</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Olden Dayes, one could juist search "all comments" dating back to the 
beginning of LGF, and it was possible, very quickly, to find the first instance 
of any specific words or phrase. Now, one must go month by month, over a seven-
year span -- too laborious for most volunteers!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to see what happens, I increased the time from 30 days to 180 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485054 27906 238 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 3:02:28pm  
 
<P>I do occasionally breathe through my mouth, it's true. But I'm not going to 
be writing for Newsweek, so you can take my name off that list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485073 27907 22 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 3:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this man any different from James Baker, the Saudi mole at the State 
Department?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, for one thing, this man is a woman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485492 27910 4 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 6:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about searching for a complete phrase rather than just one 
word?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To search for a complete phrase, put it in double quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485537 27910 27 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 6:35:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, lets discuss IQ and race.</P> 
<P>/I still can't believe that actually occurred here</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not surprised here, unfortunately. This issue has been a real eye-
opener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04485559 27910 40 Charles Tue, Nov 13, 2007 6:51:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #27 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #24 Killian Bundy</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>Hey, lets discuss IQ and race./I still can't believe that actually 
occurred here</BLOCKQUOTE>Not surprised here, unfortunately. This issue has been 
a real eye-opener.</BLOCKQUOTE>Did I miss something last thread, or are folks 
still discussing the Rushton-Jensen study that used data from almost forty years 
ago?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's at the end of yesterday's <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27894_Interviewed_by_Tom_Pai
ne" target=_blank>Kilo-Thread</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04486445 27911 43 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 8:58:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Terp Mole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't had time (or inclination) to step into this family squabble... but 
it strikes me as an awful lot of 7-degrees-of-Kevin-Bacon "reasoning."</P> 
<P>I'm reminded of the Leftist memes surrounding Rumsfeld shaking hands with 
Saddam Hussein.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vlaams Belang leader Koen Dillen has a photograph of Adolf Hitler with Leon 
Degrelle, signed by Degrelle personally. Maybe you think that's a trivial "six 
degrees of Kevin Bacon" connection -- but I definitely do not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04486515 27911 110 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 9:16:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 DanThePainter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting this Charles. I was going to in the next open thread, and 
was wondering if I'd get grief for doing so.I understand that the Islamists are 
a greater threat than the neo-Nazis at this point, and so get the GoV and 
Fjordman position.But I fear that this drift of Europe to Nazism will lead to 
another Reich. So in that way I grok your argument.Thanks 
again!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My argument is actually more pragmatic than that, and simpler.</P> 
<P>It's a mistake for the anti-jihadist bloggers and writers to make alliances 
with these kinds of groups, because it will alienate mainstream Americans who 
want nothing to do with anything that smells of Nazis or White Power. And it 
hands the real enemies--like CAIR--a huge club to beat people like Robert 
Spencer with, a club they have already used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04486532 27911 126 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 9:19:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/4486511" target=_blank>#106</A> Former 
Belgian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Point of detail: Koen Dillen is a leading VB-er (quite damning enough) but is 
not the party leader. He is the son of founding party leader Karel Dillen 
(recently deceased).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true -- I meant only that he was A leader, not THE leader, but I see 
how it could be unclear. Thanks for clarifying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04486595 27911 188 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 9:34:03am  
 
<P>About Robert Spencer, by the way -- he did post early on about this, and 
disavowed any connections with shady European parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487081 27911 333 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 11:13:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/4487073" target=_blank>#331</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>The whole things is so disingenuous and dishonest, it's really quite 
appalling. That kind of selective quoting is also in his little bit about 
Wikipedia. He's just throwing a whole bunch of unrelated garbage into the air to 
try to confuse the issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487082 27911 334 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 11:13:37am  
 
<P>"things" = thing</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487161 27911 359 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 11:33:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/4487121" target=_blank>#345</A> 
PIERRE_LEGRAND</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles did you actually read fjordman's piece? It doesn't seem so.</P> 
<P>Fjordman did in fact respond to your posts. In fact he called on the 
disassociation of various groups from La Pen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I read it. And no, he did not respond to any of the points in my list 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487475 27911 436 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 12:35:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/4487210" target=_blank>#371</A> 
PIERRE_LEGRAND</EM></P> 
<P>This post will stand as an example of why your account is no longer 
active.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487516 27911 442 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 12:43:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #438 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #436 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4487210&amp;n=371" target=_blank>#371</A> PIERRE_LEGRAND</EM>  



<P>This post will stand as an example of why your account is no longer 
active.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>There goes that evil Charles Johnson, suppressing 
dissent again! Must be a liberal...  
<P>heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't learned to embrace my inner racist, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487557 27911 453 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 12:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #449 billhedrick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's do a little thought experiment. Let's imagine a fiction European 
country named Blegiland. Like most European countries Blegiland has a native 
birth rate of about .9. Blegilanders, alarmed at the influx of Turkish and other 
brown folks who come to work there, ban all immigration and launch a successful 
movement to make Blegiland white again. <STRONG>Blegiland who in 1960 had a 
population of 30 Million today has a population of 18 Million.</STRONG> 
Blegilanders continue to block immigration, and embrace Classic Blegiland 
culture. The young people of Blegiland flee as they state becomes less relevant 
and older, also their economy is stagnating as the job creation has slipped into 
negative numbers. In the year 2050, we have a few hundred thousand very white 
very old Blegilanders left.</P> 
<P>But they are pure!</P> 
<P>NOt a failry tale, but a logical projection</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The big chapter you left out is what the Blegis had to actually <EM>do</EM> 
in order to reduce the population by almost half.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487650 27911 473 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 1:14:00pm  
 
<P>Pat Condell uncorks a hell of a rant:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/ead_1195057244" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>The British atheist takes a slap at Catholicism in it, so don't say I didn't 
warn you. But he also has some choice words for white supremacists trying to 
latch on to his videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488109 27911 542 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 2:56:47pm  
 
<P>Here goes dymphna of GoV again, in the comments at ShrinkWrapped:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://shrinkwrapped.blogs.com/blog/2007/11/family-
squabble.html#comments" 
target=_blank>shrinkwrapped.blogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04487703 27915 31 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 1:26:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imran Khan an islamist ! Doubt it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, he's a sort of leftist-Islamist, leader of a party that wants to 
establish an Islamic State:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan_Tehreek-e-Insaf" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488561 27915 56 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 5:30:55pm  
 
<P>Well, he leads a political party that wants to establish an Islamic state. 
That's the first point in their platform. That's why I don't think the term 
"Islamist" is out of line.</P> 
<P>And I don't see anything necessarily contradictory in the fact that he had a 
playboy reputation. See: Saudi princes. And yeah, Cat Stevens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488167 27916 248 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 3:11:38pm  
 
<P>I'm getting increasingly uncomfortable about the Meir Kahane talk, to be 
honest. Regardless of what you think of Kahane's arguments, Kach is listed as a 
terrorist group, and not without reason. I do not want anything to do with that 
crew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488495 27916 312 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 5:06:40pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. Here we go again.</P> 
<P>I warned you up front that there was a slap at Catholic priests. If your skin 
is so thin that an offhand comment in an internet video is going to send you 
into a rage, how about if you exercise some self-control and don't click the 
link? Or is the real point that you simply don't want this posted here at 
all?</P> 
<P>Pat Condell is a hard-edged atheist. He's not a demon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04489140 27916 337 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 9:31:46pm  
 
<P>In the future, I advise those of you who are so grievously offended by this 
video to heed my warning and not watch it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488056 27917 22 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 2:42:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #2 storagemanager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is Atlas going to write a hate piece about this 
thread?</BLOCKQUOTE>She is turning into quite the stalker blog there... I 
finally listened to the interview with Belien and I'm quite pissed about it. To 
call facts lies for convenience's sake rather to than to make a valid argument 
is to delude yourself like a frothing lefty. The other day I said I'm not 
writing Pam off yet, well after that interview I have.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It really was outrageous. He launched into a long story about a Flemish SS 
member who just "found himself in a Nazi uniform," as if it could explain away 
hard-core Waffen SS Nazi Leon Degrelle's association with DeWinter and Dillen. 
And then spent most of an hour calling me names like "coward," "liar," etc.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, it was a disgraceful meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04488095 27917 46 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 2:51:52pm  
 
<P>Here goes dymphna again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://shrinkwrapped.blogs.com/blog/2007/11/family-
squabble.html#comments" 
target=_blank>shrinkwrapped.blogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488588 27920 1 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 5:44:23pm  
 
<P>And you PC users (so nobody accuses me of being an anti-Windows bigot), 
here's a goodie for you too... ZoneAlarm is making their full version available 
for free, today only:</P> 
<P>zonealarm.com/bin/free/sum/index.html</P> 
<P>Update: sorry, the offer has expired!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488605 27920 14 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 5:49:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4488588&amp;n=1" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Sorry you missed it.</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Augh. Sorry for the false alarm, but I just grabbed my own copy.</P> 
<P>Oh well. I must have gotten in just under the wire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488645 27920 32 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 6:00:46pm  
 
<P>An anonymous admirer just sent me a link to Alexa.com, showing that LGF 
readership is declining drastically since I took a stand against some European 
far-right parties. It's all over, folks. Last one out, turn out the lights.</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488681 27920 54 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 6:09:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles! While you're here...something popped into my feeble brain yesterday. 
Those posts over on Brussels Journal openly advocating the BNP and racial 
differences in mean IQ - started <EM>after</EM> the racial supremist 
questions/fight began.</P> 
<P>How odd is that?</P> 
<P>Something about it disturbs me. Can't put my finger on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When emotions get engaged, tongues loosen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488687 27920 58 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 6:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repost from earlier: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLpROhIg9eA" 
target=_blank>Indian Nipple Song</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be racist of me to post this video?</P> 



<P>It's insanely funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04488803 27921 40 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 6:49:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/4488791" target=_blank>#30</A> Judith</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, Judith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04489176 27921 295 Charles Wed, Nov 14, 2007 10:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/4489164" target=_blank>#290</A> Tasty 
Beverage</EM></P> 
<P>Notice how all these brave warriors are posting their attacks on me using 
phony names like "Wimbledon Womble," "Baron Bodissey," "Dymphna," "Fjordman," 
"Swamp Woman," etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04489867 27922 38 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 8:10:44am  
 
<P>"Ethelred" (notice how all these brave anti-jihad warriors all use phony 
names) was banned from LGF for posting comments saying Islam should be declared 
illegal and all Muslims deported. And he was warned that I wouldn't allow that 
kind of idiocy here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04490186 27922 172 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 9:08:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/4490031" target=_blank>#112</A> Digger 
Dan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm curious why you take that position (that it's 
idiocy).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Ethelred was not saying this about Europe -- he wanted to outlaw 
Islam and deport all Muslims from the US.</P> 
<P>It's idiocy because:</P> 
<P>1) Eliminationist policies will never be supported by a majority of 
voters.</P> 
<P>2) Spouting extremism like that achieves nothing except to turn off people 
looking for information, and discredit LGF. I don't support that crap, and I 
don't appreciate when anonymous posters demand that I allow them to spew it 
here, on my site.</P> 
<P>3) Even if it were possible to get the majority support needed for that kind 
of ugly policy, executing it would involve mass violence and killing, of a 
mostly innocent, non-jihadi population.</P> 
<P>It's a stupid, ugly, bigoted idea, it will never happen, and it gives 
ammunition to people who try to discredit sites like LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04490243 27922 193 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 9:21:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 Owl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>of a mostly innocent</EM></P> 
<P>Charles, I can agree with everything but this...</P> 
<P>Innocent in that they haven't involved themselves in actual bombings or 
murders, yes - undoubtedly. But innocent within the whole realm of the fight? I 



don't think so. In the same way that I cannot be seen as innocent for my 
postings attacking islamofacism, I don't belive a majority of silent Muslims can 
be held totally innocent for their silence toward the same.</P> 
<P>Do you? I mean, really? I'm just asking. I don't wanna meet Stinky or 
anything but would you not admit there should be more backlash from the moderate 
members of the Islamic faith?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "innocent" I mean people with families who have lived in the US for years, 
have no connections to jihad, and will never be a threat to anyone. Do I wish 
those sorts of people spoke up about the jihadis? Yes, obviously I do -- it's 
been one of my main themes for years.</P> 
<P>But if some "mass deportation" ever took place, it would include those people 
too, and it would inevitably mean killing many of them, because you can't simply 
uproot millions of people out of their homes and lives and not expect serious 
resistance.</P> 
<P>I will never support that. It's stupid. It will never happen in this 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04490397 27922 250 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 10:06:36am  
 
<P>What I DO support to deal with the jihad: much stronger legal barriers to the 
spread of hardline ideology, including monitoring mosques and Islamic schools, 
strictly limiting immigration from Islamic countries, and maybe most important, 
finding some way -- any way -- to eliminate the poisonous Saudi influence from 
our society and our politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04491297 27922 285 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 1:38:24pm  
 
<P>Here's another attack on me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://conswede.blogspot.com/2007/11/looks-like-damage-
control-to-me-charles.html" target=_blank>conswede.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Apparently, something about my statements that I missed the invitation to the 
Brussels conference offends Conservative Swede (another brave anti-jihad warrior 
who doesn't use a real name). But it's a fact -- I saw several emails from GoV 
about the conference, but don't recall specifically seeing an invitation. With 
500+ emails in my Inbox every day, it's impossible to read every one.</P> 
<P>None of this matters anyway, it's just more peripheral crap to distract 
people's attention away from the real issues. Note that "Christine" and her 
friends are now scouring LGF comments for any hint of contradiction, so they can 
play "Gotcha!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04491647 27922 302 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 3:26:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #301 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4491605&amp;n=300" 
target=_blank>#300</A> wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>Will do, perhaps by e-mail in your case.</P> 
<P>Storme is a respected conservative in Flanders who has engaged in much civil 
dialogue with the leaders of the VB -- and he has also issued many 
<STRONG>stern</STRONG> warnings against the party and has supported the cordon 
sanitaire. However, he was absolutely appalled by the decision to ban the Blok 
and I remember reading several articles by him in the major Flemish liberal 
paper De Standaard about that. He probably went to class for many years with the 
jurists who voted on that decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>For what it's worth, I also believe it's a mistake to ban parties like Vlaams 
Blok. It was not without cause, but it's always bad for government to decide 
which parties are legal and which aren't. And in the case of extremist groups, 
banning them can be self-defeating as well, because it forces them to go 
underground, to get smarter and more skilled at promoting their agenda without 
fully revealing themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04491964 27922 318 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 4:54:36pm  
 
<P>My point about using nicknames is not that I'm against it. But a lot of these 
people who are attacking me are doing it under false names, including people 
who've been banned from LGF for posting extreme comments with false names.</P> 
<P>If a person using a nickname is banned for extreme comments at LGF, it takes 
a lot of chutzpah to complain about it. They do not have a "right" to drag my 
name, and my site's name, into a sewer. My real name IS out there, all over the 
internet, and I don't want it to be associated with eliminationist 
garbagethink.</P> 
<P>My suggestion to those who want to post that kind of stuff is simple: start a 
blog of your own--it takes 5 minutes at Blogspot--and take the credit for your 
own words. Eliminationist, round-up-and-deport-everybody rhetoric isn't welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04490407 27925 24 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 10:09:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Sultan Knish</EM>...Never been there before.</P> 
<P>I like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sultan Knish is good. But something about his site causes Safari to freeze 
up; Firefox works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04490432 27925 41 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 10:16:43am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #34 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get nothing but the Whirling Ball of Death when I try to access the Sultan 
Knish site. I don't know if that is due to overwhelming traffic, or something in 
the site itself, but I regret not being able to read the source material 
directly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See #24 -- Safari doesn't like something on the site. Firefox works 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04491284 27928 132 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 1:34:48pm  
 
<P>Here's another attack on me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://conswede.blogspot.com/2007/11/looks-like-damage-
control-to-me-charles.html" target=_blank>conswede.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Apparently, something about my statements that I missed the invitation to the 
Brussels conference offends Conservative Swede (another brave anti-jihad warrior 
who doesn't use a real name). But it's a fact -- I saw several emails from GoV 



about the conference, but don't recall specifically seeing an invitation. With 
500+ emails in my Inbox every day, it's impossible to read every one.</P> 
<P>None of this matters anyway, it's just more peripheral crap to distract 
people's attention away from the real issues. Note that "Christine" and her 
friends are now scouring LGF comments for any hint of contradiction, so they can 
play "Gotcha!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04491932 27932 13 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 4:39:09pm  
 
<P>They make a special point of saying the Red Cross agrees they have a legal 
right to kill Israelis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492001 27933 12 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:04:48pm  
 
<P>Longest intro ever for a presidential debate.</P> 
<P>First yeller in the audience!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492005 27933 16 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:05:14pm  
 
<P>Moonbat acting out already!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492017 27933 28 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:06:18pm  
 
<P>Scratch that, I was looking at the wrong screen. No moonbats 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492021 27933 32 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:06:51pm  
 
<P>Will Code Pink try to stage a disruption? That's something to look forward 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492027 27933 37 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:07:32pm  
 
<P>Pacing, guys, pacing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492034 27933 42 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:08:29pm  
 
<P>No bells, no lights!</P> 
<P>Honor system. Heh. This oughtta be rich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492044 27933 52 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:09:10pm  
 
<P>Wolf Blitzer, the harsh taskmaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492056 27933 63 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:09:57pm  
 
<P>Hillary has asbestos pants on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04492084 27933 89 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:12:42pm  
 
<P>Obama didn't say chaaange yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492114 27933 118 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:15:13pm  
 
<P>Heckler! Code Pink?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492118 27933 122 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:15:31pm  
 
<P>There's going to be a lot of this, I bet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492122 27933 126 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:15:57pm  
 
<P>John Edwards doesn't claim perfection.</P> 
<P>Except for the hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492131 27933 135 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:16:21pm  
 
<P>Neocons! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492143 27933 147 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:17:15pm  
 
<P>Wolfie's losing it already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492148 27933 152 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:17:30pm  
 
<P>Maybe they should rethink the bells and the lights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492151 27933 155 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:17:43pm  
 
<P>This is a screaming crowd!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492162 27933 164 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:18:29pm  
 
<P>Where are they? Las Vegas? No wonder. They're all sauced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492217 27933 217 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:21:58pm  
 
<P>Pssst... registration's open...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492265 27933 265 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:25:41pm  
 
<P>I'm just waiting for the next moonbat eruption myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04492283 27933 282 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:26:35pm  
 
<P>It's an anti-war crowd!</P> 
<P>Which casino is this in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492295 27933 294 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:27:36pm  
 
<P>Heh. Never mind, it's the U of A, not Caesar's Palace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492300 27933 299 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:28:20pm  
 
 
 
<P>After Obama finishes invading Pakistan he's going after employers of 
"undocumented workers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492356 27933 354 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:32:23pm  
 
<P>Obama comes out strongly in favor of driver's licenses for illegals.</P> 
<P>Kucinich says, "there are no illegals! Cancel NAFTA!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492377 27933 375 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:34:13pm  
 
<P>Actually, Kucinich does believe in aliens, just not "illegal" 
ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492423 27933 421 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:38:09pm  
 
<P>I think he was seeing a UFO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492439 27933 437 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:39:06pm  
 
<P>That would be hilarious if CNN went all the way mook with it, and flew a 
papier mache UFO across the stage.</P> 
<P>I think Saturday Night Live should host a debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492468 27933 466 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:41:08pm  
 
<P>The Swift Kids for Truth, on Hillary Clinton:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0OFOy29nNIo" target=_blank>YouTube - 
23/6: SwiftKids: Hillary Clinton</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492558 27934 35 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:47:38pm  
 
<P>Human rights are more important than American national security.</P> 
<P>-- Bill Richardson</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492574 27934 44 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:48:32pm  



 
<P>Pakistan is the Democrats' new plaything. They must have noticed the amazing 
success of Obama's invasion idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492662 27934 107 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:54:33pm  
 
<P>I'd like to see them all in Mexican wrestling outfits, in a cage match, with 
Wolf Blitzer as referee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492703 27934 142 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:56:48pm  
 
<P>Kucinich weighs in on Pakistan:</P> 
<P>"Our aggression in Iraq has contributed to Pakistan's 
destabilization!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492733 27934 167 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 5:58:53pm  
 
<P>Wolf Blitzer, harsh taskmaster.</P> 
<P>Now on to the killer toy issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492788 27934 213 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:02:38pm  
 
<P>Was Ross Perot right?</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492808 27934 233 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:03:50pm  
 
<P>Blitzer is invoking the ghost of Perot in a question to Hillary. 
Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492831 27934 253 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:05:28pm  
 
<P>Obama's opposed to South Korea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04492961 27934 370 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:13:47pm  
 
<P>"The progress of America."</P> 
<P>A bone thrown to the progressives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493018 27934 421 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:19:49pm  
 
<P>New thread up...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27935_Dem_Debate_Thread_3" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493261 27935 200 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:37:26pm  
 



<P>John Edwards will restore America's moral leadership.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493283 27935 222 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:38:45pm  
 
<P>Kucinich apologizes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493305 27935 243 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:39:50pm  
 
<P>Kucinich goes all out for impeachment. Cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493421 27935 357 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:48:11pm  
 
<P>An interesting statistic would be the cumulative weight of the facial and 
hand makeup on that stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493449 27935 385 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 6:49:55pm  
 
<P>And then correlate the cost of the raw makeup materials with the contracted 
makeup artists' invoices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04493721 27936 83 Charles Thu, Nov 15, 2007 7:10:18pm  
 
<P>Richardson just gave us the "chicken in every Middle Eastern pot" 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04495887 27944 21 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 11:07:42am  
 
<P>That Brussels Journal post linking to an antisemitic web site has disappeared 
down the memory hole:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2667" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496173 27945 48 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 12:21:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 My 2 Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had this sleazing hijacking event happen a few times too, at various 
websites. Unlike the voice on the video, I <EM>never</EM> chose any of the OK, 
Cancel, or other button options, but rather forced the offending software to 
close, using the Windows Task Manager and its ability to terminate a process by 
name. Subsequent scans by my anti-virus and anti-malware software did not find 
anything bad on my machine.</P> 
<P>Also, when it says it is scanning your PC, it is <STRONG>not</STRONG>. In 
contrast to actual scanning, Windows Task Manager did not show that any files 
are actually being accessed or read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- it can't actually scan your PC without your permission. All of that 
part is a smokescreen for the real exploit -- which is to get you to download 
whatever program they ask you to download. They bury the download request in a 
bunch of similar dialogs, hoping to confuse people into just OK'ing the 
download.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04496233 27945 68 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 12:35:53pm  
 
<P>And by the way, Macs are susceptible to the annoying part of this exploit 
too. The program they're trying to get you to download probably won't run on a 
Mac so your computer won't actually get infected, but it will still jump to 
another page and pop up a bunch of annoying dialogs and phony "scanning" 
messages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496245 27945 71 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 12:38:40pm  
 
<P>There's another annoying ad technique that a lot of news sites are using now 
-- when you click anywhere on the page, it pops open an ad window. It gets 
around Safari's popup blocker, but not Firefox's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496722 27947 51 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 3:17:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/4496718" target=_blank>#48</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They may be trying to purge themselves of any taint of anti-Semitism but 
certainly not of the racial supremist crap. The 2 Takuan Seiyo's articles 
(citing scientific support for racial differences in mean IQ) are still 
available. BOTH those pieces were published AFTER the questions about 
affiliation with racists were raised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496763 27947 80 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 3:39:38pm  
 
<P>The "Taki site" that BJ linked to is the web site of Taki 
Theodoracopulos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496771 27947 85 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 3:42:43pm  
 
<P>Here's the web site and article they linked to:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&amp;q=http://www.takimag.com/site/article/m
opping_up_the_israel_lobby/" target=_blank>www.takimag.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>(Goes to a redirect page to avoid linking directly.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496779 27947 90 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 3:46:06pm  
 
<P>Notice that another contributor to Takimag is the noted antisemite paleo-
libertarian Justin Raimondo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496892 27947 176 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 4:38:16pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/07Dh85X7hA6Ly/Frank_Vanhecke" 
target=_blank>Filip Dewinter, Bruno Gollnisch, Frank Vanhecke and Jean-Marie Le 
Pen</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actual Far-right party Vlaams Belang leader Filip Dewinter, FN number 2 Bruno 
Gollnisch, Vlaams Belang president Frank Vanhecke and French far-right National 
Front (FN) leader and former presidential candidate Jean-Marie Le Pen attend the 
funeral of Karel Dillen,81, founder of the Flemish far-right party Vlaams Blok 
(now Vlaams Belang) 05 May 2007, in Antwerp</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496904 27947 186 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 4:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That picture of Vanhecke and Dewinter with LePen was six months ago, pretty 
recent, n'est ce pas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what the caption says...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496939 27947 206 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 4:57:17pm  
 
<P>Bruno Gollnisch, by the way, is another well-known French academic Holocaust 
"minimizer" who questions the existence of gas chambers at the Nazi death camps, 
and was suspended from teaching in France for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04496992 27947 217 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 5:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/4496961" target=_blank>#212</A> 
AirForceWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think a distinction needs to be made between those that truly volunteered 
for the SS because they knew of the atrocities being committed and bought into 
the ideology and those that were not aware of the atrocities and were fighting 
on the side of Germany out of fear for their own lives as well as the lives of 
their families.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I posted, two of the Vlaams Belang's current party leaders are known to be 
close associates of Belgian Nazi collaborator Leon Degrelle, an unrepentant 
Waffen SS Nazi sentenced to death in absentia by Belgium, who gave DeWinter and 
Koen Dillen signed photos of himself with Adolf Hitler.</P> 
<P>That's what I mean by "Nazi collaborators."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497003 27947 220 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 5:16:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/4496992" target=_blank>#217</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I should clarify -- they're known <EM>to have been</EM> close associates of 
Degrelle, because he died in 1994 after evading justice for his crimes his whole 
life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497098 27947 242 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 5:50:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #237 EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #234 threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4497043&amp;n=229" 
target=_blank>#229</A> EtNorskTroll</EM>  



<P>Droves ? Your govt's statistics show more Swedes than any other group. And 
the total % is 7% of which only 40% are from Muslim countries. <STRONG>Quit 
hyperventilating.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE>You've been to Norway, TCB?  
<P>Where did you stay, <EM>if I may ask...</EM></P> 
<P>~ENT</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been to Oslo, Bergen, and <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/trondheim.jpg" 
target=_blank>Trondheim</A> myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497239 27949 75 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 6:37:30pm  
 
<P>Hat tip: Render.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497468 27949 210 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 8:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/4497454" target=_blank>#201</A> Beagle</EM></P> 
<P>That is beyond pathetic. Dillen says Degrelle was "was an important figure in 
prewar politicics and played a major role during the war years. After the war, 
in exile, he continued his life in Spain as a writer."</P> 
<P>That's it? Degrelle's history as an unrepentant admirer of Adolf Hitler is 
well-documented. Who is he trying to kid?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497470 27949 212 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 8:39:10pm  
 
<P>Every time they come out of hiding to issue a statement they dig themselves 
deeper into the hole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497476 27949 217 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 8:42:42pm  
 
<P>At this point, you have to want to stay blind to read that kind of 
smokescreen and give it any credence whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497489 27949 229 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 8:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #223 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Best line from Dillen...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Why should I be blamed. I had a few drinks on his 
terrace.</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that Dillen doesn't mention his signed photo of Degrelle with 
Hitler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04497530 27949 263 Charles Fri, Nov 16, 2007 9:18:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #252 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well let's see that was 1992... Let's do a little reading about what blok was 
up to after that IJzerbedesvaart then... (Yzerbedevaart) <A 
href="http://72.14.203.104/translate_c?hl=en&amp;u=http://kafka.antifa.net/yb%27
98.htm&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3Dvlaams%2Btak%26start%3D30%26hl%3Den%26rls%3Dcom.mi
crosoft:en-us%26sa%3DN" target=_blank>Here's some early history</A></P> 



<P>and of course there is the <A href="http://www.resistances.be/enres01.html" 
target=_blank>1997 JPR Antisemitism report</A>... scroll down a bit to see all 
of the VB connections to various radical nazi groups</P> 
<P>That's just a little after his hobknobbing with DeGrelle, perhaps he was 
influenced?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really astounding. They're counting on Americans' ignorance of the 
history of their group to keep the waters muddy. Notice that "Christine" now has 
a new excuse for DeWinter's evasive comment on the photo of Le Pen on his 
bookshelf -- it was in his <EM>home</EM>, not his <EM>office</EM>. Oh! Well, 
that's better...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498120 27949 797 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 8:37:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #787 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brussels Journal does a double reverse flip-flop Belien sez...<A 
href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2667#comment-20701" 
target=_blank>Reposted</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I deleted this page from TBJ because American friends asked me to do 
so. Friends are under attack from Little Green Footballs (LGF) because TBJ 
quoted the above sentences from Paul Gottfried. Today, however, I notice that 
the great Charles Johnson (PBUH) himself links to the above article. Hence, the 
question: If Charles Johnson (PBUH) is allowed to link to this, why am I not 
allowed to post an interesting quote from it? Because I am a European, hence 
tainted with "racism," "anti-Semitism," "neo-Nazism,"... while Charles Johnson 
(PBUH) is an American hedonist? Or because, as the fans of the great Charles 
Johnson (PBUH) say, this website is in the habit of posting "pieces of 
trash"?</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a "hedonist" now? That's rich!</P> 
<P>Doesn't this guy realize how bad he looks with this kind of hysterical 
raving?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498132 27949 805 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 8:46:45am  
 
<P>Notice in that thread -- "lmhough1" was one of the first to attack me and 
defend Brussels Journal.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Looks like Charles Johnson was right after all</STRONG>Submitted by 
lmhough1 on Fri, 2007-11-16 01:35.</P> 
<P>Well, at least we all know where things stand.</P> 
<P>I had some doubts until now, but I guess there is no longer any reason for 
some contributors here to hide how they really feel, or lurk without posting 
their contributions on "the jewish problem".</P> 
<P>Bye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498154 27949 822 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 9:02:27am  
 
<P>New thread posted now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498199 27950 45 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 9:15:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What I still don't understand is this:</P> 
<P>LGF is just a Web site. It's not even a "real" Web site, but merely a 
blog.</P> 
<P>VB is an official political party in an important country, and is part of the 
government there.</P> 
<P>Why in the world should they care what a blog has to say? There are blogs on 
every topic criticizing every political party in the world. Does the Republican 
Party disband because of the criticisms leveled at it by BushIsAFuckFace.com? 
Does the Chinese Communist Party throw in the towel because of 
SaveTibet.blogspot.com?</P> 
<P>I mean, what's the deal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never underestimate the power of American hedonism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498373 27950 148 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 10:00:16am  
 
<P>It's ironic because I even gave Belien kudos in my last post about BJ; I 
thought deleting the article was a possible sign that he wanted to distance 
himself from that kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498378 27950 152 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 10:01:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #67 mikeysdca</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'm unclear why Charles pays attention to these Euro David 
Dukes.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well, now I feel better about not having read every thread on 
VB or the SDs. Starts with a P and ends with a JM.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498389 27950 157 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 10:05:26am  
 
<P>I've tried to refrain from personal attacks in any of this, folks. Let's keep 
it on the high road, please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498407 27950 164 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 10:09:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4498317" target=_blank>#130</A> Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, now I feel better about not having read every thread on VB or the SDs. 
Starts with a P and ends with a JM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of insinuating and being coy, Beagle, why don't you just come out and 
say what you're implying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498456 27950 180 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 10:28:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4498411&amp;n=167" 
target=_blank>#167</A> wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>Pajamas Media. I feel pretty confident this has nothing to do with the PJM 
blogroll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This has absolutely nothing to do with Pajamas Media in any 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498594 27950 213 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 11:19:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/4498487" target=_blank>#186</A> Beagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Four pluses for my secret motivations?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... weren't <EM>you</EM> accusing <EM>me</EM> of hidden motivations? All I 
did was ask you to say outright what you were hinting about.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, this is getting weird and creepy. I use the PJM blogroll for my daily 
Interent reading. Is that part of the Vast Nazi Conspiracy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't get your point, or how any of this is supposed to be related to 
PJ Media. It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498690 27950 241 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 11:54:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #238 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh, Paul. Charles <EM>commended</EM> you for taking the post down, so why 
repost?</P> 
<P>I lose more respect for bj/Fj/GoV/Christine every time I read their 
"work."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was pretty surprised to see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498710 27950 249 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 12:02:09pm  
 
<P>At InContext (missed this when Lynn first posted it):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://incontext.blogmosis.com/archives/034002.html" 
target=_blank>incontext.blogmosis.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498762 27950 262 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 12:19:21pm  
 
<P>The Polemicist has a post on Vlaams Belang's support for unconditional 
amnesty for Nazi collaborators:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ilovepolemics.blogspot.com/2007/11/vlaams-belang-
universal-and.html" 
target=_blank>ilovepolemics.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04499276 27950 311 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 5:27:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #308 bald headed geek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PBUH? Good Lord. Belien has obviously lost it.</P> 
<P>Aleikem Salaam, Charles!</P> 
<P>;-)</P> 
<P>BHG</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it means, "Propellor Beanie Upon Him," I'm cool with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04498340 27951 44 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 9:51:18am  



 
<P>A moonbat in my neighborhood has stickers that say:</P> 
<P>Impeachment is patriotic!</P> 
<P>Iraq is Arabic for Vietnam!</P> 
<P>Why SHOULDN'T Iran have nukes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04499266 27956 21 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 5:21:53pm  
 
<P>Don't give up on it and miss the surprise ending, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04499328 27957 9 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 5:52:41pm  
 
<P>"Shergald" was banned from LGF too, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04499330 27957 11 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 5:56:04pm  
 
<P>In fact, a lot of the people you see in that little illustration above have 
been featured at LGF, some as part of our "Protocols of the Daily Kos" 
series.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04499391 27957 55 Charles Sat, Nov 17, 2007 6:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>“Zionist Occupied Zone?”</BLOCKQUOTE>Recall that neo-Nazis in the US 
like to chatter about "ZOG" ("Zionist-Occupied Government"). Thus do extreme 
right and extreme left meet, and embrace. In the end, they're all f**king 
Nazis.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Right-Left Wrap-Around Effect™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04500489 27960 684 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 8:29:34am  
 
<P>Fjordman is now engaged in a campaign of character assassination -- he has 
published that attack piece on at least 6 web sites, and even translated it into 
German.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04500821 27964 26 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 10:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Le_Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't Fjordman himself make his own decision to leave LGF?(He was not 
booted, was he?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he made two dramatic exits. After the second one, I blocked his 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04500849 27964 42 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 10:33:31am  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4442101&amp;n=419" target=_blank>Fjordman's second big exit, 
stage right.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04500883 27964 64 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 10:44:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Atlas and Brussels Journal had an ad for a Book called <EM>The 
Culturists</EM>. The ads have mysteriously disappeared in the past few days but 
now Gates of Vienna puts up a thread about the book...<A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/take-culturists-
quiz.html#readfurther" target=_blank>TAKE THE CULTURISTS’ QUIZ</A></P> 
<P>I suspect it's related to this controversy. Anyone know what this book is 
about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They seem to have made it their mission to "reframe" racism.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04500906 27964 84 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 10:50:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4500883&amp;n=64" 
target=_blank>#64</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They seem to have made it their mission to "reframe" 
racism.</BLOCKQUOTE>I didn't see anything in that book that could be consider 
racist. Lemme go find it.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not saying the book is racist, I'm not familiar with it -- but that 
culturist quiz seems to be aimed at redefining the term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04501023 27964 165 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 11:31:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/4500995" target=_blank>#148</A> 
scaramouche</EM></P> 
<P>What bothers me about these questions: they keep asking, "does a culture have 
a right...?"</P> 
<P>A "culture" is an abstract thing. What they're really asking is, do certain 
people have the right to take actions to enforce their ideas about what 
constitutes their culture? Because only people can pass laws and enforce 
them.</P> 
<P>But who decides what the culture's values are? It's a rather important 
question, given that one of their quiz questions advocates controlling free 
speech over public airwaves to promote those values.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04504053 27964 631 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 10:43:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/4503834" target=_blank>#629</A> 
bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main issue is again: they riposted most of the the 
criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... no, they did not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04501808 27968 57 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 4:57:45pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH3FWM2ZCeQ" target=_blank>Angus 
Young shreds</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04501876 27968 102 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 5:12:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4501808&amp;n=57" 
target=_blank>#57</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Ha!Somebody put a lot of work into that.</P> 
<P>I've heard that some sound engineer recorded Linda McCarntey's mic which was 
always turned off.<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UoH9zP_n_g0" 
target=_blank>Linda McCartney Sings!</A></P> 
<P>Not sure if this is an urban myth or not but the tapes has been around 
forever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is definitely not a myth. I know some of the people who were involved in 
this, and it's 100% real Linda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04501877 27968 103 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 5:13:02pm  
 
<P>In fact, I heard those Linda McCartney board tapes long before they went 
public. They were being shared around on cassettes among 
musicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04502276 27970 84 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 6:52:14pm  
 
<P>stvip: have you read the book?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04502372 27970 137 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 7:08:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/4502323" target=_blank>#111</A> stvip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #84 Charles</P> 
<P>stvip: have you read the book?</P> 
<P>No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. So why would you throw charges of "whitewashing" at a book you haven't 
even read?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04502425 27970 165 Charles Sun, Nov 18, 2007 7:19:02pm  
 
<P>After reviewing his/her recent history of comments, stvip is no longer 
welcome to post here</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04504906 27980 26 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 2:33:06pm  
 
<P>The Fjordster is at it again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/charles-johnsons-
obsession.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Still no mention of the numerous topics he doesn't want to 
discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04505377 27982 24 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 6:15:15pm  
 
<P>Yellowcard are one of the best of the "emo" bands. They don't really belong 
in that genre. One of the unique things about their sound is the prominently 
featured violin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04505387 27982 29 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 6:21:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 Neo Con since 9/11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT but still technical question.I recently switched to Firefox and it seems 
like a decent browser but when I view LGF I don't see the football before 
posters names or the rating buttons. I don't miss the +/- but I would like the 
balls back to read peoples profiles. What am I doing wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have Firefox on both Mac and PC and can't duplicate that problem. Make sure 
you haven't turned off images in your preferences. Also check any 
firewall/antivirus settings that might interfere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04505404 27982 41 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 6:30:11pm  
 
<P>AG: if you have the older Apple mouse without a real right-click ability, you 
need to hold the Control key while clicking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04505447 27982 71 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 6:56:45pm  
 
<P>When "Fjordman" puts his real name out there and takes real responsibility 
for what he's writing, I'll respond to him. I've made my point and I'm finished 
trying to argue with dishonest opponents. People who don't have the guts to put 
their real names on the line are at the bottom of my priority 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04505490 27982 92 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 7:20:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #84 AJB_Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After all this time of actually being frustrated thinking that mozilla was 
failing in some manner or another. Now we find out that in fact you were never 
sharing the audio just pitching it?</P> 
<P>I am pretty disappointed.</P> 
<P>Is it a blog for exchange of ideas or a store, Charles? Because more and more 
lately I am confused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A suggestion: if you really feel strongly about sharing music, start your own 
blog (it takes five minutes at Blogspot) and share all the audio files you think 
appropriate. That way, you can take all the credit for those shared music 
files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04505498 27982 96 Charles Mon, Nov 19, 2007 7:24:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 idahoAL</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So, Charles, how did the upgrade for Leopard go for you? You've asked us to 
respond and I'm sure you have a tale to tell as well. Still on Tiger with my G5 
quad, (last one to go, the work horse).Please tell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't done it yet, partly because of the topic of this thread; I didn't 
want to give up the Now Playing feature to do it. When I do make the big move, 
I'll post about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506439 27983 691 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 7:52:32am  
 
<P>Since people are wondering why Ed was banned, here's why -- he was copying 
and pasting my comments at the creepy stalker blog, for the wonderful people 
over there to bash and mock. It has nothing to do with anything he posted here. 
I can't stop those creeps from obsessing over me, but I don't have to put with 
two-faced backstabbers in my own site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506492 27983 743 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 8:08:18am  
 
<P>And he went immediately over to Atlas Shrugs and lied about why he was 
banned:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2007/11/alwaysan-open-
t.html#comments" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506513 27983 764 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 8:14:26am  
 
<P>He's also posted at Gates of Vienna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506533 27983 777 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 8:17:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #754 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4506492&amp;n=743" 
target=_blank>#743</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know what your procedure is, but when I read what he had posted, I 
thought that's why he had been banned. But if you emailed the bannee and explain 
why, then yes, he has no reason to think otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't email him, but Ed isn't stupid. He knows what he's been doing at 
gcp. And if I needed any more confirmation that it was the right thing to do, 
his immediate posts at GoV and Atlas, feeding into their hate the same way he 
did at gcp, have completely settled it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506585 27983 799 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 8:27:13am  
 
<P>Again, for the record, Ed did not contact me to ask why he was banned, he 
just immediately started feeding the hate fantasies at GoV and 
Atlas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506829 27983 869 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 9:26:41am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/865/4506795" target=_blank>#865</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's messed up, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it sure is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04506845 27983 871 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 9:31:23am  
 
<P>Ed has my email address, of course. If he wanted to discuss the reason why he 
was banned, or ask me to reconsider, he could simply have contacted me. Instead 
he jumped to an incorrect conclusion, then immediately went and started trashing 
me at the sites where he knew he'd get the biggest reactions.</P> 
<P>To Ed: no point in emailing about this now, by the way. You've made yourself 
clear enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04507206 27988 219 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 11:22:32am  
 
<P><STRONG>See the update above</STRONG>: the convicted terrorist, Sheikh 
Faisel, now has his own YouTube account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04507364 27990 15 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 11:54:24am  
 
<P>The rubbing and the grabbing and the... mmm... 
<EM>glavin!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04507832 27991 127 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 1:13:03pm  
 
<P>You realize you're all acting like a bunch of neo-con hedonists, I 
hope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04508019 27993 8 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 1:48:55pm  
 
<P><A href="http://acht-der-schwerter.freehostia.com/2007/11/20/mein-abschied-
von-little-green-footballs/" target=_blank>Mein Abschied von Little Green 
Footballs!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04508020 27993 9 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 1:49:27pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.hetvrijevolk.com/?pagina=4855&amp;titel=De_Vlaams_Belang_contro
verse" target=_blank>De Vlaams Belang controverse!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04508063 27993 25 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 2:05:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #12 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #8 Charles</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE><A href="http://acht-der-schwerter.freehostia.com/2007/11/20/mein-
abschied-von-little-green-footballs/" target=_blank>Mein Abschied von Little 



Green Footballs!</A></BLOCKQUOTE>I see Fjordman is spreading his manure across 
the internet in several languages.</BLOCKQUOTE>Well, for the record, he denies 
that he has anything to do with the widespread reposting or translation of this 
article of his.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, he's said that. Of course, he isn't trying to stop it, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04508206 27993 75 Charles Tue, Nov 20, 2007 3:10:45pm  
 
<P>Jimmy the Clam: there's a 'report' button on each comment, and you're welcome 
to use it to report any comments you feel go over the line. I've tried to keep 
my own posts as direct and factual as possible, and even asked other people to 
try to keep it on the high road in the comments more than once.</P> 
<P>My point remains the same: it's a bad idea for any counter-jihad movement to 
be allied with far-right European parties, for strictly pragmatic reasons even 
if you don't accept the moral ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04509891 27996 1054 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 8:14:27am  
 
<P>Killgore: Ed was banned when I learned that he was copying and pasting my 
comments at gcp, for everyone to mock and make nasty comments about. That's 
definitely him posting at Gates, and at Atlas, and at discarded lies -- he's let 
his mask of friendliness drop completely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04510149 27996 1146 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 9:18:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1139 ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm shocked--Ed got banned?</P> 
<P>Where have I been. I tried to search, but can't find where he was banned--so 
I can read about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he was banned when I learned that he was copying and pasting my comments 
at a hostile site. Instead of emailing me to ask why he was banned, or to ask me 
to reconsider, he immediately started posting at Atlas and Gates of Vienna, 
feeding their hate fantasies, and calling me "Nancy."</P> 
<P>Ed's mask has come completely off. He was no friend of LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04510410 28000 15 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 10:36:18am  
 
<P>The Vlaams Belang story is not over yet.</P> 
<P>Vlaams Belang purged a picture from their web site, of a VB parliament member 
with Bulgarian antisemite and white nationalist Volen Siderov:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.oyvindstrommen.be/wiki//pmwiki.php?n=Main.TheDisappearanceOfVol
enSiderov" target=_blank>www.oyvindstrommen.be...</A>]</P> 
<P>Scroll down that page and you'll see that Siderov is also a buddy of David 
Duke.</P> 
<P>And if you remember that picture I posted, of VB leaders DeWinter and 
Vanhecke with French white nationalists Le Pen and Grollnisch, here's a page 
that details a meeting of Grollnisch and Le Pen with David Duke, the Stormfront 
and National Vanguard freaks, and BNP leader Nick Griffin:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://anti-fnsl.blogspot.com/2007_04_01_archive.html" 
target=_blank>anti-fnsl.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04510432 28000 26 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 10:41:56am  
 
 
 
<P>It's strange how David Duke always seems to be one click 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04510468 28000 52 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 10:49:39am  
 
<P>Video of another Vlaams Belang parliament member, at a nationalist conference 
in France:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_TodGWnEyQ0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04510472 28000 56 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 10:50:17am  
 
<P>That video was shot earlier this month, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04510576 28000 141 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 11:20:08am  
 
<P>Thanks, folks -- I'll put the wishlist back up soon. It was way out of 
date...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511669 28007 151 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 6:34:57pm  
 
<P>"Ron Paul and Why Sound Money Matters."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Zmi_3Mow1X4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513413 28007 220 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 12:03:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/4511602" target=_blank>#142</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not follow that because someone appears on a radio show that they 
agree with the host's conspiracy theories. Ron Paul has made it very clear on 
many occasions that he does not believe the "9/11 was an inside job" 
nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely ridiculous argument. No reputable politician would appear 
on such a lunatic show. Ron Paul clearly has some sympathy for the viewpoints 
expressed by Jones and his creepy bunch, or he wouldn't have appeared <EM>three 



times</EM> on his radio show. And there's no doubt at all that he is exploiting 
the support of truthers and conspiracy kooks.</P> 
<P>And it's not "smearing" him to point it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04514272 28007 225 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 8:19:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/4514203" target=_blank>#224</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<P>If Rudy appeared on the 700 Club multiple times, yes, it would be fair to 
question him. But he hasn't. Ron Paul HAS appeared multiple times on the Alex 
Jones show.</P> 
<P>Is this hard to understand?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04514294 28007 226 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 8:26:20pm  
 
<P>And if you're "not familiar with Alex Jones," I suggest you take the time to 
familiarize yourself, so you aren't defending the 
indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511510 28008 22 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 5:42:18pm  
 
<P>"Holger Awakens" has invited everyone in the Vlaams Belang controversy to 
kiss and make up:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://holgerawakens.blogspot.com/2007/11/invitation-to-
atlas-shrugs-gates-of.html" target=_blank>holgerawakens.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But apparently, he's missed the fact that I want nothing to do with the 
Vlaams Belang, while Gates of Vienna are embracing them as allies. I will not 
deal with European far-right parties--and especially the Vlaams Belang, BNP, or 
National Front--as allies, not now and not ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511578 28008 80 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 6:05:26pm  
 
<P>Happy Thanksgiving, folks. Tonight I'm thankful that I didn't blindly sign on 
with an attempt by European white nationalists to take advantage of everything 
I've built at LGF, to advance their agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511594 28008 94 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 6:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #79 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think of Atlas, GoV, etc as enemies, I just don't like their friends, 
and trust me I have researched a lot; mostly on VB sites, newspapers, and 
political forums from the right in Flanders. The more I read, the less I like 
VB.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, my research on Swedish Democrats leads me to have hope for 
them in the future, but they have to have a longer track record for me to ally 
with them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. The Sweden Democrats seem to have made an effort to break with their 
neo-Nazi past, or at least they've given every sign of it, even though they're 
still very prickly about acknowledging it. (Ted Ekeroth said in an email that 
LGF commenters were "stupid Americans." Ahem.)</P> 



<P>Vlaams Belang, on the other hand, from everything I've researched and 
experienced in the last month or so, are operating with an entirely different 
set of imperatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511686 28008 167 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 6:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #146 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/cool-war-warm-war-hot-
war.html#readfurther" target=_blank>Cool War — Warm War — Hot War</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>One peculiar aspect along with the feminisation of boys is the 
concurrent “masculinisation” of girls and young women, who are no longer 
encouraged to become housewives and mothers. Instead, they are brainwashed into 
dressing in men’s clothes, entering the work place and embarking on careers; the 
proceeds from which should be spent on the latest “must have” baubles and 
trinkets so beloved of both magpies and women’s’ lifestyle 
magazines.</BLOCKQUOTE>The posts at GoV are becoming increasingly 
bizarre.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow!</P> 
<P>They're embracing their inner throwbacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04511736 28008 209 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 6:50:07pm  
 
<P>"To Live and Die in LA" is an adaptation of a novel by Gerald Petievich -- I 
recommend <A href="http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_gw/103-2689111-
4711869?url=search-alias%3Daps&amp;field-keywords=petievich&amp;x=0&amp;y=0" 
target=_blank>his books</A> highly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04512204 28008 645 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 9:45:30pm  
 
<P>Now we have Ron Paulians trying to spam our comments with fundraising 
appeals.</P> 
<P>What next?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04512209 28008 649 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 9:46:11pm  
 
<P>Don't quote the Paulian's comment, please, or your comment will also be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04512212 28008 652 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 9:47:06pm  
 
<P>He managed to post it in two threads before being blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04512243 28009 6 Charles Wed, Nov 21, 2007 9:58:23pm  
 
<P>It shows how crazy the Paulians are, that they think they're going to be 
allowed to post their crap at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513070 28010 27 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 9:31:22am  
 



<P><EM>re: #13 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://ibloga.blogspot.com/2007/11/center-for-vigilant-freedom-
comes-out.html" target=_blank>Is the Center for Vigilant Freedom (the organizers 
of the Brussels Counter-Jihad Conference) now advocating for making an alliance 
with Jean-Marie Le Pen?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are. All they need from Le Pen is for him to mouth some 
soothing words, and bam! A new ally!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513076 28010 31 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 9:33:09am  
 
<P>The news about Le Pen is no surprise at all, after this photo surfaced:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27949_Vlaams_Belang_and_the_
National_Front_at_a_Funeral&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513110 28010 63 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 9:44:47am  
 
<P>Jean-Marie Le Pen, the French white power freak that "Vigilant Freedom" is on 
the brink of endorsing if he'll just say what they want to hear, met in May 2005 
with:</P> 
<P>David DukeDon Black of StormfrontKevin Alfred Strom of National VanguardNick 
Griffin of the BNP</P> 
<P>... and several other white nationalist and neo-Nazi scumbags.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://anti-fnsl.blogspot.com/2007_04_01_archive.html" 
target=_blank>anti-fnsl.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I hope everyone on that side of the controversy is happy with their new 
neighbors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513119 28010 72 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 9:48:38am  
 
<P>Don't forget - I had video of the Red Cross training session for terrorists 
last Thursday:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27932_Video-
_Palestinian_Terrorists_Take_Classes_from_the_Red_Cross&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513149 28010 99 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 9:59:03am  
 
<P>That post at Vigilant Freedom is another eye-opener. If they're now going to 
invite Le Pen into the "counter-jihad" movement, can David Duke be far 
behind?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/11/22/haaretz-
jews-for-le-pen/" target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513160 28010 110 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 10:01:49am  
 
<P>Render: if you're reading this, I got your email, and yes -- in light of this 
latest post at Vigilant Freedom, your latest discoveries would be 
relevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04513176 28010 125 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 10:14:33am  
 
<P>That Vigilant Freedom post shows that once you begin compromising principles, 
it gets easier and easier. After all, if they can hook up with Filip DeWinter 
and ignore his friendship with Le Pen, it's a very small step to hooking up with 
Le Pen too. If Haaretz says he's changed, it must be true, right?</P> 
<P>And from there, it's another small step to accept the friends of Le Pen, like 
David Duke and Don Black. After all, if they just say the right things and tell 
us they love Jews and hate Islam, who are we to judge?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513333 28010 218 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 11:22:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/4513324" target=_blank>#213</A> Poitiers-
Lepanto</EM></P> 
<P>Le Pen's meetings with Dieudonne (who's been featured several times at LGF) 
make plenty of sense if you realize that they're both antisemites. Any reputable 
politician would have nothing to do with a "comedian" who dresses up in Nazi 
gear to make antisemitic statements. Le Pen is scum -- and he's the man Filip 
DeWinter calls a "father figure."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513435 28012 39 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 12:17:45pm  
 
<P>Tel Aviv University professor thinks the Syrian facility may have been worse 
than a nuclear reactor:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/926815.html" 
target=_blank>www.haaretz.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513414 28013 6 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 12:04:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most excellent.</P> 
<P>How often does the device refresh the pages here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, actually -- I don't have one myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513461 28013 25 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 12:38:36pm  
 
<P>Actually, it says "center-left before 9/11."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513623 28014 3 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 2:42:20pm  
 
<P>I just discovered a web crawler from the Center for Vigilant Freedom going 
through all the comments on our previous Thanksgiving thread.</P> 
<P>IP address: 66.96.213.5</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513635 28014 14 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 2:45:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is the Center for Vigilant Freedom something I should know 
about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the sites promoting the Vlaams Belang alliance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513661 28014 33 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 3:00:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4513623&amp;n=3" target=_blank>#3</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>This might be why...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://64.233.169.104/search?q=cache:dZTVIgm7VxcJ:www.vigilantfreedom.org/
blogattachments/CJCommentsVBSD.doc+vlaams+belang+charles+johnson&amp;hl=en&amp;c
t=clnk&amp;cd=12&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>64.233.169.104...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/11/10/list-of-
posts-on-vlaams-belang-and-sweden-democrats/" 
target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>THEY REALLYDON'T GET IT,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's really creepy, Render. They're deep into stalker territory 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513668 28014 37 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 3:05:46pm  
 
<P>This web crawler from vigilantfreedom has been going through our site ever 
since the controversy began. It's now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513685 28014 52 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 3:11:19pm  
 
<P>The vigilantfreedom web crawler hit our site for the first time on October 
31, at 9:44 am central time, and has hit LGF almost 2000 times since 
then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513731 28014 91 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 3:33:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 Last Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #52 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The vigilantfreedom web crawler hit our site for the first time on 
October 31, at 9:44 am central time, and has hit LGF almost 2000 times since 
then.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles, what does this web crawler do? Just try to slow down 
your server?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no way of knowing for sure what it's doing, but it's probably watching 
for any comments by me so they can add them to their stalker 
scrapbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04513932 28014 264 Charles Thu, Nov 22, 2007 5:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/4513889" target=_blank>#228</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>Whoa. Seriously creepy stuff lurking beneath the surface 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04515251 28022 1 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:38:46am  
 
<P>More chest-pounding silliness at Gates of Vienna:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/army-of-
midgets.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Tasty Beverage" is in their sights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515270 28022 6 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:45:37am  
 
<P>Baron Bodissey quotes his pal "AngleofRepose" for that post -- just to remind 
everyone, "AngleofRepose" is the person who posted links to white supremacist 
web site majorityrights.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515295 28022 17 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:57:17am  
 
<P>Here's another ludicrous post, sent to me by BabbaZee, in which the author 
announces that he's "debunking" me, then proceeds to admit that my post about 
Nazi collaborator Leon Degrelle's friendship with Vlaams Belang MP Koen Dillen 
was exactly right.</P> 
<P>Apparently, "debunking" means something different to people like this.</P> 
<P>Also notice that he apparently cropped the picture of Degrelle with Hitler, 
to remove the autograph to Koen Dillen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515296 28022 18 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:57:24am  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.recycledart.org/node/3488" 
target=_blank>www.recycledart.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515306 28022 23 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 10:02:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what a dumb idea that was. "Let's have a thread in which banned posters 
talk about getting banned." And what do they get? Open BNP racists, Vatican 
conspiracists, assorted liars. Surprise. Didn't it occur to them that sometimes 
banned posters, you know, <EM>earn</EM> the stick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here it is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/and-banned-played-
on.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Seriously crazy comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515353 28022 45 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 10:27:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515251&amp;n=1" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Charles</EM> Charles - I don't remember but did you say you were able to block 
those bots?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there was a bot with the IP address of the "center for vigilant freedom" 
that was hitting LGF over and over, and it's now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04515456 28022 104 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:03:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515376&amp;n=58" 
target=_blank>#58</A> storagemanager</EM></P> 
<P>Oh dear, I'm a baaad boy. Let's see how long it takes to get 
deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Baron Bodissey" has posted a response -- he says everything has already been 
refuted, and if it wasn't refuted, it was trivial.</P> 
<P>Of course, in truth, almost nothing was refuted, and especially not the most 
damning stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515473 28022 113 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:09:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/4515403" target=_blank>#76</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>That's an interesting find ... but I'm a little skeptical, just because it 
would be so easy for people to figure out what's going on -- all they have to do 
is look at the page on another computer. What happens if you look at that page 
in Firefox?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515493 28022 120 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:14:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515473&amp;n=113" 
target=_blank>#113</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>all they have to do is look at the page on another 
computer.</BLOCKQUOTE>How many people look at a computer other than the one they 
normally use? Especially with laptops, they tend to stick with the familiar 
machine.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wouldn't even have to be another computer -- just a different browser that 
isn't signed in at SFGate. That's why I asked zombie what happens in Firefox 
(since I know zombie uses Safari mainly).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515517 28022 127 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:21:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515493&amp;n=120" 
target=_blank>#120</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I just checked Firefox:</P> 
<P>The comment is DELETED in Firefox; but it remains UNDELETED in Safari.</P> 
<P>Simultaneously.</P> 
<P>Doesn't this prove that they are putting a cookie in my Safari preferences 
and using that to ensure the comment appears undeleted just for me in just that 
browser?</P> 
<P>Sneaky! ! ! !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next thing to try: delete your sfgate cookies in Safari, and see if the 
comment now shows as deleted. Then sign in again and see if it 
reappears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04515536 28022 135 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:28:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #132 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does one find the approprioate cookie? There are thousands on the list, 
and they don't seem to be arranged alphabetically. ughhh...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click on the "Website" heading and they'll be sorted by website 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515552 28022 142 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:34:38am  
 
<P>I see that a commenter at GoV is still insisting that Ed was banned for a 
comment he left at LGF -- that's simply not true. As I've said before, Ed was 
banned when I learned that he was copying and pasting my comments at gcp, so all 
the creepy stalkers could make fun of them. In other words, he was banned for 
being a two-faced backstabber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515558 28022 144 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:36:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #135 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #132 zombie</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>How does one find the approprioate cookie? There are thousands on 
the list, and they don't seem to be arranged alphabetically. 
ughhh...</BLOCKQUOTE>Click on the "Website" heading and they'll be sorted by 
website name.</BLOCKQUOTE>You think it'd be that easy, but for some reason there 
are dozens of mini-alphabetized sublists. Odd glitch. Anyway, I already found 
the SFGate cookies.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you still using an older version of Safari? Im running 2.0.4, and all the 
cookies are alphabetized in sequence. Older versions used to have those 
"sublists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515564 28022 147 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:37:40am  
 
<P>I think you should post a comment at SFGate detailing what you've 
discovered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515584 28022 159 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 11:46:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I may have to do is take some screenshots and upload them, and write a 
mini-report about them.</P> 
<P>But I don't want to do this on my existing Web site. I may create a quickie 
Blogger account just for this purpose. Then I can make comments at SFGate 
posting the URL of my Blogger exposé, and see if I can get the other commenters 
to visit the exposé and keep reposting the URL themselves.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want, I'll post it here as a guest post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04515687 28022 207 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 12:33:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #201 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to play Devil's advocate for a moment...</P> 
<P>One of the bleats from the other side is that Charles ignores their answers 
to his objections. Personally, I think it would be a good idea to publicly 
acknowledge the few items (however few they may be) that have been successfully 
countered or at least thrown into serious doubt. For example, I for one don't 
now blame the VB for not signing that Holocaust Resolution, as it did indeed 
seem to contain typically leftie traps in its language. And it may 
<EM>perhaps</EM> be the case that one or two Flems in that SS cemetery that the 
VB blokes were fighting to florify should be spared the full Nazi brush 
(although why the exceptional and extenuating circumstances Belien claims with 
regard to one should be applied to the whole is certainly questionable). Also, 
in good conscience I have to say that I think Fjordman's anonymity is 
irrelevant, and his claim that the popularity of his columns is not under his 
control is a point well-taken.</P> 
<P>I would expect Charles to have his own list of what has been answered and 
what not, and it might not be identical to the above, but IMO a gesture of this 
sort would only enhance the LGF case.</P> 
<P>fwiw</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a link to the actual language of that Holocaust resolution? From 
what I've read, it was a simple non-binding resolution that condemned the 
Holocaust. I do blame them for not signing it, because that's exactly how they 
signal to their white nationalist base of supporters that they're still keeping 
the faith, while making an excuse that deflects criticism.</P> 
<P>Here's the article about it at Expatica: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.expatica.com/actual/article.asp?subchannel_id=48&amp;story_id=1
6337" target=_blank>www.expatica.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>As for the cemetery claim, that graveyard apparently holds at least 22 SS 
graves. Neo-Nazis have been going there for years on November 1, to lay flowers 
on the SS graves; the only reason there was a confrontation was because the 
mayor banned this outrageous practice -- and the Vlaams Blok decided to force 
the issue.</P> 
<P>About Fjordman's anonymity -- I do think it matters, because he's posting 
extremely personal attacks and diversionary articles, while hiding from any 
consequences or responsibility by using a pseudonym.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515784 28022 229 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 1:23:53pm  
 
<P>Thanks for the attempt, Kenneth. The response you received shows once again 
the incredible dishonesty of the pro-VB side -- that was just 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515796 28022 231 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 1:30:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #230 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515723&amp;n=217" 
target=_blank>#217</A> Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<P>The Democratic Party has done itself enormous damage by adopting the rhetoric 
and of the nutroots left. These groups, like Daily Kos, DU and ANSWER have co-
opted the agenda of the Democratic Party. My biggest fear is a similar deadly 
alliance on the conservative side of the spectrum. If conservatives join up with 



neo-nazis, racists, and other extremists, we will destroy the only viable 
opposition to the international jihad.</P> 
<P>Conservatives must make the counterjihad a mainstream issue. That means 
building bridges to the Democratic Party, identifying reasonable leaders who 
recognize the reality of the problem. We may not agree on the details of their 
policies for confronting the jihad, but we need to accept the fact this is a 
long war and will take several administrations to successfully prosecute 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right, and that's been my point all along. It's political suicide to 
deal with European parties like the Vlaams Belang, BNP, and National Front -- 
and all of those parties are now being defended at places like Brussels Journal 
and Gates of Vienna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515850 28022 238 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 1:46:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #237 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515784&amp;n=229" 
target=_blank>#229</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>To be quite frank, Charles, the thanks is unnecessary. I went to GoV for my 
own reasons, as I often have over the past couple years because I like reading 
their columns. I am saddened that they have failed to address the one real issue 
of the racists parties' attempt to co-opt the counterjihad movement. They are 
completely bind to it. They prefer to harp on about a trivial matter such as the 
banning of Ed. Maybe you were a little to quick with the stick on Ed or maybe 
you're right, but honestly, Ed was scroll-over material for a long time, so I 
don't miss him. And Ed isn't the issue. Charles isn't the issue. "Kenny" isn't 
even the issue.</P> 
<P>It's the fricken Neo-Nazi elephant they have let into the 
room.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. But on the Ed subject -- I was definitely not "too quick" with the 
banning stick. I let him carry on with his two-faced behavior for a 
<EM>long</EM> time, even though I knew what he was doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04515878 28022 246 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 1:55:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #240 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4515836&amp;n=237" 
target=_blank>#237</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>Charles made an off-hand comment in one of the threads a week or two ago that 
I thought was dead-on: some of the Euro anti-jihadis are letting these creeps 
come aboard because they need a goon squad to do the dirty work they foresee as 
inevitable once the shit really hits the fan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that's the real bottom line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516173 28027 10 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 4:46:15pm  
 
<P>Over on Gates of Vienna, the racist blogger "Sheik yer'mami," who called 
Condoleezza Rice a "pickaninny" not once but twice at LGF (and was banned for 
that and other extremist ranting), has now appeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516188 28027 16 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 4:54:08pm  



 
<P>(I fixed your links, Render...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516208 28027 30 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 5:04:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 mjazzguitar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't there a Native American Nazi at one time that made the 
news?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I posted that at LGF -- he was in Canada.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516223 28027 41 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 5:10:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516182&amp;n=15" 
target=_blank>#15</A> Render</EM></P> 
<P>Here is the original post, with working links.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28014#c0387" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Cut &amp; pasting older posts doesn't seem to carry the links with it.</P> 
<P>SOMETHINGNEW,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I meant that I fixed all the links in your post #15 above -- they all work 
now.</P> 
<P>Copying and pasting from a comment will only copy the text you see on screen 
-- not the HTML links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516242 28027 54 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 5:16:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/4516227" target=_blank>#45</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a reminder : Kaffir was used extensively in Apartheid South Africa... 
those groups are still linked into the Flemish and Dutch supremacist fronts via 
voorpost.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I visited South Africa in the early 90s, that was the first time I heard 
the word "kaffir."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516277 28027 74 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 5:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 Kirly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #58 Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Whatever happened to photos from the head Lizard's bike ride or 
snapshot of the beach or something?</BLOCKQUOTE>yeah, Charles, no more time for 
your rides?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't post about my rides any more because I received some very specific 
threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516286 28027 82 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 5:34:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #76 Spartacus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So while the right goes crazy attacking the fringe that at least supports the 
goal of saving Christian culture, the left sits back and laughs. Instead of 
forcing people to defend or deny those who travel in the same direction on this 
issue that we do, why not focus on making the left focus on their anti-Semites, 
their truther/communist/pedophile/treasonous/w hatever fellow 
travelers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not traveling in the same direction as Vlaams Belang. And there are 
thousands of posts at LGF on leftist miscreants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516413 28027 146 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 6:21:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/4516341" target=_blank>#115</A> re</EM></P> 
<P>You moron. Have you looked at what majorityrights.com stands for?</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516421 28027 149 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 6:26:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 grumpy old codger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do we differentiate between the "good" extremists and the "bad"? How can 
we denounce VB et al. and yet tolerate the extremists who cover themselves with 
an "acceptable" guise? Is it reasonable for us to denounce VB et al. and yet 
tolerate, without criticsism, irridentists such as the JDL et al. and others, 
such as virulent anti-Chrisitians, especiallay anti Catholics? If so, why? Is 
there a special LGF criteria for what is an an acceptible extremist? We admit 
that the euro weenies have crowded out the "conservatives" from the "regular" 
political spectrum and then frown on them for anyone else who gets lumped with 
them, but we toterate other extremists. Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is "tolerating" the JDL here, and especially not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516426 28027 152 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 6:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a white nationalist, and I support Israel pretty much as strongly as 
I support America (well, close). But you are really misrepresenting potential 
allies against islamofascism, and I think I've seen enough.</P> 
<P>LGF, once a uniting force of all who support an end to islamic supremacism, 
jihadism, and terrorism, is developing a 1984 attitude. Frankly, I'm creeped 
out.</P> 
<P>You will no doubt ban me for saying this (I've seen examples of bannings for 
lesser slights) but STOP DIVIDING THE GOOD GUYS! Is it wrong to be a fan of the 
Democrats since Robert Byrd was in the KKK? Of course not. He grew, and got over 
that. It IS wrong to support the Democrats, but for entirely different 
reasons.</P> 
<P>So why is it wrong to support VB if some of its members were scumbags in the 
past? EVERY political movement has scumbags in its past. As an American, I 
support the Flemish as much as I support the Israelis. Danes, Swedes, 
likewise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What will it do to your world view to discover that you're not banned after 
all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516456 28027 173 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 6:37:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #169 blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Lord, I feel like a troll. On my own turf :(. I expect this from liberal 
sites, but... sheesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, you're still not banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516475 28027 185 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 6:45:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #182 grumpy old codger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516386&amp;n=133" 
target=_blank>#133</A> Highrise</EM>And yet no problem with other types of 
extremists? Is a JDL fanatic any less loathsome than a Nazi, Neonazi's? If you 
despise Christians, due to a concept of persecution secondary to "spiritual 
majority", are you any less hateful that a right wing extremist?It appears we've 
become so hateful of some on the right that we've come to tolerate those who are 
acceptable extremists. Examine the JDL goals and tell me they're not any less 
despicable than VB? Or the slobs who decry "antiSemiticism" yet 
hate/denounce/vilify Christians. especially Catholics? Are they?should they be 
exempt from the same critieria? I think not. Take off your blinders. There are 
haters all around us. Many of whom are draped in the cloth of 
"righteousness".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you please stop asserting that the JDL is somehow "welcomed" at LGF? 
They are not. And I have banned at least three posters recently for over-the-top 
anti-Catholic posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516624 28027 249 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 7:50:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/4516584" target=_blank>#234</A> blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm giving up now, since I saw that Charles is reading this thread and expect 
the smackdown is coming soon...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't flatter yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516639 28027 256 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 7:55:05pm  
 
<P>Jeppo is very obviously a dishonest agent, and has dodged every question I've 
directed to it. He/she/it knows very well what the White Power symbol 
means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516650 28027 262 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:01:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #253 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516564&amp;n=225" 
target=_blank>#225</A> Highrise</EM></P> 
<P>You have to remember that Dewinter was just one delegate among the 80 or so 
from more than a dozen European countries plus the US, Canada and Israel at the 
Counterjihad Summit. Just to list some of the anti-jihadist worthies in 
attendance: Bat Ye'or, Spencer, Bostom, Eldad, Littman, Sookhdeo, Fjordman, 
Ekeroth, Geller, Bodissey, Kepiblanc, Conservative Swede, etc. This conference 



was also supported by mainstream US conservatives like Diana West and Richard 
Miniter. This was not in any way, shape or form a fascist-friendly event.</P> 
<P>Besides Charles and seemingly 98% of the lizards, the VB's involvement was 
also opposed by Allahpundit and Bruce Bawer, among others. But this train is now 
rolling. According to Christine at CVF, many of the same people will be meeting 
next month, including representation from the VB. Should those opposed to the VB 
want to scuttle the good work these pro-American and pro-Israeli anti-jihadists 
are doing? Why? Better to join with the 98% of delegates you agree with than let 
the 2% you disagree with push you away from the united anti-jihadist cause. LGF 
should be one of the worldwide leaders of this movement, not self-marginalized 
because of disagreements with only one of its members.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, please. Tell us more about this upcoming meeting. Where is it taking 
place?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516661 28027 268 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/4516656" target=_blank>#264</A> blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will be sad when he bans me. I fully support Charles... well, except for 
his dislike of many in Europe, but you HAVE to agree that this has become a 
purely one-sided discussion since his bannings started, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516673 28027 275 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:11:51pm  
 
<P>"Oh, oh! Ban me! Ban me! You don't cut your hair!"</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516680 28027 279 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:15:29pm  
 
<P>Jeppo knows what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516732 28027 313 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:34:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/4516708" target=_blank>#297</A> blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be honest with you, Charles. That hurt quite a bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw. Does wittle blogagog have a boo-boo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516748 28027 323 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:39:57pm  
 
<P>Jeppo: are you affiliated with the Vlaams Belang, or their Canadian 
associates?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516755 28027 328 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:41:44pm  
 
<P>Specifically, jeppo, are you a member of the Nationalist Party of 
Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516777 28027 341 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:48:36pm  



 
<P>Jeppo: are you a member of the Nationalist Party of Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516816 28027 359 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:58:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #355 blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #313 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516708&amp;n=297" 
target=_blank>#297</A> blogagog</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I'll be honest with you, Charles. That hurt quite a 
bit.</BLOCKQUOTE>Aw. Does wittle blogagog have a boo-boo?</BLOCKQUOTE>Yes I do. 
And it's a big one. More from realizing that what I thought you were is much 
different from what you really are. You're no Robert Spencer, and I kind of 
thought you were his equal. I mean, I used to.  
<P>This is a sad sad black Friday for me. You are no longer trustworthy. Small 
loss to you, but a HUGE loss to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"<EM>Now</EM> will you ban me? Pleeease?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516818 28027 360 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 8:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/4516809" target=_blank>#356</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a member of the Nationalist Party of Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516846 28027 371 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:07:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/4516844" target=_blank>#369</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a member of the Nationalist Party of Canada?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516896 28027 397 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:21:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #378 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #328 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Specifically, jeppo, are you a member of the Nationalist Party of 
Canada?</BLOCKQUOTE>Absolutely not. The only political party I've ever belonged 
to is the old Reform Party. Of course they were constantly slandered as being 
Nazis, racists, fascists, klansmen, etc. The original chief policy officer of 
this so-called evil neo-Nazi party was Stephen Harper, current Prime Minister of 
Canada.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe you. You've been obfuscating and lying from your very first 
post at LGF, and your continuing attempts to deny the significance of the White 
Power symbol are a real giveaway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516903 28027 400 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/4516883" target=_blank>#390</A> 
EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<P>It must be difficult, being the only adult in a world of children. I feel for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04516936 28027 417 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:33:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/4516913" target=_blank>#404</A> Dead Sea 
Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think these guys are LYING, okay? Not a little scruffy around the edges: 
LYING.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what I think too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04516999 28027 457 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 9:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/4516970" target=_blank>#435</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How have I been obfuscating and lying Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For starters, you know very well that the Odin's Cross is used by neo-Nazi 
and White Power groups around the world. It's not a secret. They don't try to 
hide it. In fact, they proudly flaunt it. It's the Stormfront LOGO. You can find 
the symbol on hundreds, if not thousands, of white nationalist web sites. That 
ADL page you like to point to as vindication is ANYTHING BUT. It's part of their 
documentation of neo-Nazi hate symbols.</P> 
<P>But you continue trying to pretend you've never heard of such a thing. And 
it's a tiny minority anyway. And there's no proof. And it means nothing that it 
shows up on DeWinter's bookshelf. You're lying about it, no one is buying it, 
but you still keep at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04517068 28027 496 Charles Fri, Nov 23, 2007 10:16:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #487 EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #455 Highrise</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516983&amp;n=445" 
target=_blank>#445</A> EtNorskTroll</EM>  
<P><STRONG>The so called schism scolding should be at atlas, gov, and vb and 
it's ilk. .</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE><EM>What makes you think I haven't?</EM>  
<P>~ENT</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing a very serious point: I am not going to back down, and I am 
not going to make alliances with the Vlaams Belang, the BNP, or any of the other 
far-right European parties. That's a simple fact, and no matter how much you 
complain about it, it isn't going to change.</P> 
<P>I'm not asking for "purity." I'm saying we should have nothing to do with 
fascists, white nationalists, and neo-Nazis. If people like GoV and other "anti-
jihad" bloggers want to compromise their principles in the name of expediency, 
that's their choice, but they'll be doing it without my support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518556 28027 675 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 1:50:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #667 blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #334 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4516760&amp;n=332" 
target=_blank>#332</A> blogagog</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>I just want an end, a SWIFT end, to islamofascism.</BLOCKQUOTE>And 
what, in your mind, does this mean?</BLOCKQUOTE>It means the equivalent of 
joining forces with Stalin, if need be. I truly don't think that many in Vlaams 



Belang, or anyone from Brussels Journal or Gates of Vienna are for racial 
purity. But if I'm wrong, and they are, let's use them to accomplish the goal of 
an end to islamic supremacists, and work on ending them next. There's no need to 
open a two front war at this point, especially since, other than in Iraq, we are 
kind of losing.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're basically talking about killing a lot of people, right? And who 
better to do this than fascists/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518713 28027 679 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 3:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #677 blogagog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #675 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>So you're basically talking about killing a lot of people, 
right? And who better to do this than fascists/</EM></BLOCKQUOTE>Please don't 
project your views on me, Charles.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then please, share your views and be specific. When you say you want a "swift 
end" to Islamofascism, how do you propose to do that without killing a lot of 
people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518789 28027 689 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 3:43:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #684 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, and at least as of last week, jeppo wants mass deportations.</P> 
<P>/never mind how that might be accomplished or what country(ies) would take 
them</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeppo is not fooling me one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04517960 28030 774 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 9:58:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #758 The Albatross</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other thing I thought was a hoot from GOV was the sneer at Little Green 
Footballs being named after boogers. Of course it came as no surprise to me.</P> 
<P>What's the big whoop... a little crass keeps out the elitists. I got no 
problem being a lizard on a pick em and flick em blog... I just get grossed out 
when someone actually does it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is, of course, the exact same kind of childish smearing the loony left 
has been using against LGF for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04517991 28031 18 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 10:07:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF commenter "MonkeySon" had this to say on the previous thread:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Not sure if sfgate is using the same software, but the discussion 
boards at many other local papers use software provided by prospero. That 
software has the same behavior...plus a little more. If you're nickname is 
banned, you aren't informed. You can post comments, and see your comments. To 
everyone else, your comments appear as a deleted post. Until someone tells you 
that your comments appear as deleted items, you have no feedback that you have 
been banned...</BLOCKQUOTE><A href="http://www.prospero.com/index.htm" 



target=_blank>Here</A> is the Prospero software site. Anyone find a description 
of this feature there?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find anything about this feature, but it's not surprising. It's not 
something they would advertise.</P> 
<P>It's a craven trick, to avoid criticism and at the same time demoralize the 
critics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518030 28031 54 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 10:26:18am  
 
<P>I admit that when I first learned about this from zombie, the little devil on 
my left shoulder whispered in my ear, "Hey! That's a great trick! It would 
eliminate all those angry emails from people whose comments are deleted. And 
people who were banned wouldn't even know! No more angry emails! DO IT!"</P> 
<P>Then I swatted that little devil again, and he shut up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518032 28031 56 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 10:27:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #26 zombie</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But that's the whole point. You probably HAVE been deleted -- you 
just never knew it! ! ! !For all you know, <STRONG>every comment you've ever 
made</STRONG> was deleted!</BLOCKQUOTE>I guess the quickest way to check is from 
another computer, or set up another user account in XP and switch between the 
two after posting a comment.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quickest way to check it is to delete your sfgate.com cookies and reload 
the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518111 28031 126 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 10:56:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #82 HBob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Will deleting your cookies "fix" the viewing of the comments and 
show what's actually on their site?</BLOCKQUOTE>I think you also have to "log 
out" of your SFGate account -- AND delete SFGate cookies.  
<P>Another alternative is to simply use another browser from which you have 
never gone to SFGate before.</P> 
<P>Or, try another computer.</P> 
<P>Or put the URL here and we'll view it for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deleting cookies and reloading the page should do it; the log-in method uses 
session cookies, so all you should have to do is delete them and 
reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518545 28031 184 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 1:45:55pm  
 
<P>By the way, I believe that Digg.com is using a similar trick to prevent posts 
from being made "popular" that are from sites they don't like -- such as LGF. 
I've noticed for quite some time that LGF posts appearing at Digg will receive 
dozens and sometimes hundreds of "diggs," but never make it to the front page, 
even though posts with many fewer diggs will.</P> 



<P>And I think the same thing has been done to other "right wing" 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518628 28031 188 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 2:22:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #186 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4518544&amp;n=183" 
target=_blank>#183</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Okay, <A href="http://djkonservo.wordpress.com/screen-shots-of-toiletpaper/" 
target=_blank>here ya go.</A> I've aligned comment number 69 at the top of both 
the before and after screen shots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linked your post in an update. Good catch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518845 28036 17 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 4:10:00pm  
 
<P>The enemy of my enemy is a <A 
href="http://in.news.yahoo.com/071103/139/6ms88.html" target=_blank>sea 
anemone</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04518995 28036 115 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 4:55:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 rogue yam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Epaminondas?</P> 
<P>Irony alert!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sterlingtimes.org/epaminondas.htm" 
target=_blank>www.sterlingtimes.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I think he's referring to this Epaminondas:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epaminondas" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519150 28036 246 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 5:49:06pm  
 
<P>It's a full moon tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519157 28036 253 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 5:50:32pm  
 
<P>And believe it or not, my neighbor's part-wolf dog is howling. Adds that 
much-needed atmosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04520003 28036 440 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:42:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #434 Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another split in the ranks? Andrew Bostom has <A 
href="http://www.newenglishreview.org/blog_direct_link.cfm/blog_id/11454" 
target=_blank>some rather sharp words for Melanie Phillips</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ed Husain has merely exchanged his turban for the more acceptable 
Islamic Antisemitism/Anti-Zionism expressed at Durban. And Ms. Phillips just as 
desperately needs to become far better informed, shed her Spiritual Turban, and 



realize that she too, “...cannot stop the inquiring mind at the gates of any 
religion—let alone Islam.” Phillips must begin to realize the perversity of her 
willful ignorance about the contents of books such as Why I am Not a Muslim. In 
the words of that book’s author, Ibn Warraq, “How do they [those like Phillips] 
think reformation will come about if not with [such] criticism?”</BLOCKQUOTE>I 
tend to agree with Bostom's overall view of the vitality of "moderate Islam," 
but <A href="http://www.spectator.co.uk/melaniephillips/364936/the-antijihadi-
debate.thtml" target=_blank>Phillips' column</A> isn't nearly as far off the 
mark as he implies. More important, where did this insistence upon toeing a 
narrow ideological line and the nasty personal attacks on those who don't come 
from? Melanie Phillips isn't the enemy here.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's just say that I have had reason to be very disappointed in Andrew 
Bostom recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521108 28036 504 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 9:47:00am  
 
<P>That's completely enough out of "Spartacus." And I've noticed who's been 
giving him plus ratings.</P> 
<P>I'll leave this racist's comments posted, as a record of why he has been 
banned. Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521120 28036 505 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 9:50:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/4520991" target=_blank>#499</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now the anti-jihadist movement is dividing into two camps: The 
conservatives and realists like Bostom and the other participants at the 
Counterjihad Summit, and the liberals and utopians like Phillips and LGF. The 
former are concerned with defending our 2000-year old Judeo-Christian 
civilization, while the latter defend the pieties of 21st Century politically 
correct multiculturalism. The former are true revolutionaries aiming at stopping 
the Islamization of the West and overthrowing Islam's Leftist enablers. The 
latter are partisans of the liberal status quo, hoping that somehow Islam will 
moderate itself. Serious anti-jihadists will stand with Bostom and the realists 
as it becomes more and more apparent that Phillips and the utopians offer no 
solutions, only milquetoast PC platitudes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you've finished your campaign of ethnic cleansing, and killed your 
millions of people, you'll have the utopia about which you're fantasizing, 
jeppo. The real utopians are those like you, who believe you have the right to 
uproot and kill millions of people, and live in wet dreams of "revolution." 
Stupid beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521214 28036 511 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 10:26:31am  
 
<P>Good responses, folks, much better than the racist deserved.</P> 
<P>Please note that 'Spartacus' is no longer welcome to post at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521246 28036 515 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 10:35:17am  
 
<P>jeppo: are you in favor of deporting all Muslims from Europe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04521847 28036 544 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 1:14:02pm  
 
<P>Eventually, it always seems to get down to this. We're all a bunch of typical 
knuckle-dragging Americans, who don't understand anything about Europe.</P> 
<P>Dog Bone: My primary concern is that counter-jihad blogs who ally themselves 
with European far-right white nationalists are committing political suicide, and 
marginalizing themselves at precisely the time when they need LESS 
marginalization. It's stupid. (And ethically wrong, but apparently there are 
many who are willing to overlook that.)</P> 
<P>As for these weird, unfocused fantasies about deporting large numbers of 
people, I suggest you take a few moments and think about what this would 
actually mean -- you know, in the real world, where people have lives and 
families and homes. Are you prepared to take the steps you'll need to take to 
uproot those people and send them to another country?</P> 
<P>Do you think they won't resist? And what are you prepared to do when they 
resist? How many are you willing to kill, and who's supposed to do 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521925 28036 557 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 1:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/4521884" target=_blank>#548</A> 
bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killing? Who's talking about killing? Dutch MP Geert Wilders has suggested to 
buy them out. I agree with his proposal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've missed my point. What about those who don't want to leave, and don't 
want to be bought out? They would probably be the majority. How are you going to 
deal with the inevitable resistance when you start putting mass deportation into 
effect?</P> 
<P>When Europeans advocate making alliances with very questionable parties like 
the BNP and the VB, what they're really saying is they know they're going to 
need some tough guys to do the dirty work, when the time comes.</P> 
<P>The political strategy angle doesn't work -- it's a liability, not an asset, 
to be allied with such people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522319 28036 586 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 3:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/4522133" target=_blank>#568</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>Assuming that's all a hypothetical argument, you've left out one rather 
important factor to consider. What is the rest of the world doing while this 
"crackdown" takes place? What are the leftist governments of those countries 
going to be doing? What is the US going to be doing? Do you think it can be 
achieved in a vacuum, without consequences?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522350 28036 591 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 3:35:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/4522320" target=_blank>#587</A> 
bottehond</EM></P> 
<P>A lot of what you're saying about Europe is accurate. But it's not my job to 
save Europe -- it's the job of Europeans to care about their countries and act 
responsibly.</P> 
<P>I support Europe, and want Europe to find a way out of its current serious 
predicament. But I don't support the BNP, the VB, the National Front, or any of 
the other crypto-fascist parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04522510 28036 607 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 4:37:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #601 Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Render,</P> 
<P>1. I have no idea what continentals do with their armies. I was British, not 
Belgian; and my military experience extends to a springtime with the CCF as a 
16-year-old. They didn't ask about our religion, but then that wasn't a send-in-
the-guard era (except in Ulster, where it didn't work due to half measures by 
squeamish Brits, and due to the perfidy of certain wretched parts of Boston 
which we can now watch on the big screen - "The Departed", "Gone, Baby, Gone" - 
but I digress).</P> 
<P>2. You sit to the left of my proposal (first stage of which: to keep the 
European National-Guard-equivalents on red-alert standby while the local 
copsfish out Imam Fawaz and his ilk). As far as I can tell, you don't think the 
military is required. My extended family thinks that there exists a strong risk 
that it is. My proposal is that if the risk exists, then we/Europeans need to 
prepare to meet it; and that if the army gets sent in, that measure would end up 
"looking bad on TV". Your considered, left-of-Zimriel opinion is that the local 
armies should stay back and eat the cops' donuts while the cops clean up the 
mess. Charles at that point hadn't addressed my proposal, but I had guessed that 
if he did object, his objection would be to the left of what I said - like yours 
is. As it happens, I was premature; Charles just had a further question, which I 
tried to answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you don't seem to see any ethical problems with it, my point is simple 
and pragmatic -- I don't believe there will ever be enough support from European 
governments or from the majority of European citizens to kill tens of thousands 
of people like you're proposing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519220 28037 2 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:08:22pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">2</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 24, 
2007 6:08:22pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04519227 28037 4 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:09:14pm  
 
<P>Macker: nope, different geek moment here. It's about the SF Chronicle 
thingy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519237 28037 10 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:10:49pm  
 



<P>What two deleted comments? I only see one. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519261 28037 29 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:14:11pm  
 
<P>If I delete one of your comments in this thread -- you will still see it.</P> 
<P>But everyone else sees it as deleted. I've deleted a bunch of 'em now, just 
to sow chaos and confusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519270 28037 36 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:15:14pm  
 
<P>Say, where's WriterMom? Anyone see her around today?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519278 28037 41 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can the person who can still see their deleted post quote the deleted 
post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh. Now you're throwing a monkey wrench into the works. I may have to 
delete that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519289 28037 51 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:17:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 kinzman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I spend much of my time not logged in and log off after posting a message. 
Will I see that my comment is deleted once I log off? Or wold I have to clear 
cookies? Test?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, those of you who look at the page while not logged in, and haven't 
chosen the 'Remember me' option when logging in, will get hip to the scam pretty 
quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519316 28037 67 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:21:02pm  
 
<P>It's not automatic right now, by the way -- I'm manually deleting all of 
these. But it would be a small step to make it so that banned posters would 
never know they'd been banned.</P> 
<P>That's why this is such a thoroughly evil trick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519384 28037 117 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:29:31pm  
 
<P>Another little note: this effect is site-wide. All of LGF's posts are now 
using this trick. If you've ever had a comment deleted for any reason, you will 
now see that comment if you browse to that thread while you're logged in.</P> 
<P>This is almost too meta for me. And that's sayin' sump'n.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519447 28037 166 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:40:57pm  
 
<P>OK, that little glitch where you would see your comment as 'deleted' even 
though you were logged in is now plugged.</P> 



<P>Not that I'm planning to keep this feature or anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519475 28037 188 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:44:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #169 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to clarify things... the problem isn't deleting comments or banning 
posters, its the deception of the author that is unacceptable. Board monitors or 
site owners are free to delete or ban anything they want -- its their space -- 
but tricking a poster by leaving the comment <EM>visible only on the author's 
own p.c.</EM> is hostile to free speech in a passive/aggressive way, and beneath 
anyone with any integrity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent summation of the ethical problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519482 28037 193 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:45:08pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">193</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 24, 
2007 6:45:08pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">1</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04519540 28037 238 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 6:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #220 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles,</P> 
<P>Seems there's a lot of intrigue inherent to this new tweak. Namely that you 
(not you "you," just the generic "you") could more easily cut off commenters for 
merely expressing crosswise thoughts, instead of offensive or abusive posts, 
etc... He or she wouldn't even suspect he or she had disappeared.</P> 
<P>Not that I ever have crosswise thoughts.</P> 
<P>I love you LGF!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519644 28037 313 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 7:10:45pm  
 
<P>I'm about to eat dinner, so if your comment isn't deleted in the next hour or 
so, please don't send me hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519844 28037 473 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:09:06pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm back! Who wants to be deleted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04519898 28037 519 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:22:49pm  
 
<P>Sowing chaos and confusion is too much fun. It's going to be hard to turn off 
this feature.</P> 
<P>Now I know how Darth Vader felt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519920 28037 541 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #522 The Albatross</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesus Charles don't delete me, I'm too damn cave woman to figure it out.</P> 
<P>Does anyone else find this remotely alarming psychologically? I mean, you 
think you're a member of a community, you post your opinions... and go on day to 
day, thinking you're participating in a discussion... and your not. Not only are 
you not, every one else knows you've been banned.</P> 
<P>That's just fucked up.</P> 
<P>Okay Charles, I said fuck... you can delete me now if you must satisfy some 
sadistic albeit inquisitive urge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's totally evil, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519945 28037 565 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:31:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #319 jonturner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>How is this affecting your server performance?</P> 
<P>I'm curious about this. The obvious solution is an algorithm something like 
the following.</P> 
<P>for all commentsif ((!comment.deleted) OR (comment.deleted AND 
comment.author==session.user)) comment.render;else stream.write "deleted";</P> 
<P>Of course, I have no idea about your object model, but you get the gist. that 
could work out to around six lines of code. Am I close?</P> 
<P>(for the non-programmers, what I'm saying is, if the comment is not deleted, 
show it. If the comment IS deleted, and the author is trying to view it, show 
it. Otherwise don't.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's the logic. Server impact is almost nil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04519962 28037 579 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #576 mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4519945&amp;n=565" 
target=_blank>#565</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If the comment IS deleted, and the author is trying to view it, show 
it. Otherwise don't.</BLOCKQUOTE>What about another user from the same 
ip.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's a user with a separate account, no conflict. The registration system 
is not based on IP addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04520017 28037 628 Charles Sat, Nov 24, 2007 8:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #622 desertdweller</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem, Charles, did you mean to leave open the fact that we can still tell 
<STRONG>who</STRONG> posted the deleted comment?</P> 
<P>Such as braverutherford on comment #1?</P> 
<P>The user comments search doesn't find the comment text, using the LGF tool. 
The Google tool incessantly complains for a login, judging by the text it 
returns.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't intended to be bulletproof -- it's just a quick proof of concept 
and there are loose ends like that. If I were to really give in to the Dark 
Side, all of those loose ends would be tied up tight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521055 28037 910 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 9:21:24am  
 
<P>The sneaky trick is now disabled -- new thread posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521057 28039 2 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 9:22:17am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">2</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Nov 25, 
2007 9:22:17am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04521201 28042 17 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 10:22:44am  
 
<P>Here's the same person:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2007/11/24/glenn-beck-poor-people-
are-lazy/#comment-4165061" 
target=_blank>thinkprogress.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521205 28042 20 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 10:24:11am  
 
<P>I'd actually open registration now, but I suspect there are more than a few 
white power goons and banned sockpuppet wielders hanging around waiting for the 
door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521311 28042 74 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:00:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Dom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #21 Highrise</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4521171&amp;n=7" 
target=_blank>#7</A> Dom</EM>  



<P>Did I read that right? You miss those who were making life difficult for 
Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE>Absolutely. Really I mentioned that to demonstrate that 
despite missing those threads I appreciate Charles' reasons for vetting 
registrants. But personally I very much enjoyed debating moonbats and digging up 
information in an environment that largely had my back, rather than just being 
one of the club. I also wonder if LGF's influence and ability to turn antis 
around are limited by a lack of such heated discussion.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a good point, and it's why I still do open registration occasionally. 
The real problem with opening it, though, is that there are a few extremely 
obsessed stalker types who do their best to cause as much trouble is as short a 
time as possible, if they get in.</P> 
<P>But what the hell. I think I'll open it for a while now, and set the lizard 
overlord tool to 'watch' mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521339 28042 96 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:08:36am  
 
<P>Now the question is, should I announce open registration with a post? That 
really starts the rush going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521366 28042 117 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:14:17am  
 
<P>Looks like we have some thrillseekers here today.</P> 
<P>If I do announce open reg, you guys better have my back. I wouldn't be 
surprised to see some real winners get in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521421 28043 22 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:29:13am  
 
<P>More than 30 already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521476 28043 61 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:39:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Isaac Schrödinger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yay! (I registered some time ago but had trouble commenting. I could 
"preview" my comment but it wouldn't post.)</P> 
<P>Plus my name comes with a question mark in it. How cool is 
that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Please note:</STRONG> I'm changing your user name to avoid the ö 
character -- I'll change it to a straight 'o'.</P> 
<P>Some browsers get weird about those furrin characters, although it's working 
fine for me in Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521568 28043 142 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 12:01:58pm  
 
<P>Over 100 now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04521688 28043 236 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 12:23:50pm  
 
<P>The door has closed. The Lizard Overlord Tool reports 162 hatchlings, and is 
in 'watch' mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04521806 28043 335 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 12:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #319 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The Door OpensSun, Nov 25, 2007 at <STRONG>11:20:07 am 
PST</STRONG>Update: The Door Swings ShutUPDATE at 11/25/07 <STRONG>12:21:21 
pm:</STRONG>  
<P>Now closed, with <STRONG>162 hatchlings.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE>So, let's 
figure it out:  
<P>11:20 - 12:21 = 61 minutes</P> 
<P>61 minutes x 60 seconds = 3660 seconds</P> 
<P>162 hatchlings in 3660 seconds = <STRONG>1 hatchling every 22.59 
seconds</STRONG></P> 
<P>Pretty amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a low rate of registrations, too. When I open on a weekday during 
"work" hours, we usually get at least twice that many per hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522047 28044 52 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 2:13:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, they WANT to cut off all contact with Israel, but they haven't actually 
done it yet.I'd say we're being premature in retaliating, until or unless it 
really happens.But President Bush deserves a whole lot of letters warning him 
that we're keeping an eye on this situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bahrain has been boycotting Israel for many years. Their agreement was that 
they would <EM>restore</EM> trade, and they've completely failed to do 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522241 28045 16 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 3:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those of you who might have missed it, in the open registration thread we 
picked up a hatchling named <A href="http://jihadwatch.org/" target=_blank>Jonas 
Salk.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this good or bad?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522287 28045 41 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 3:19:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/4522250" target=_blank>#20</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming that Jonas == Robert, and not someone who just assigned their nic to 
his blog, I would say good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see -- that isn't Robert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522518 28046 21 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 4:38:47pm  
 
<P>That last line works better if you imagine King Abdullah speaking in the 
voice of Triumph the Insult Comic Dog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04522607 28046 88 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 4:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 mikeysdca</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4522534&amp;n=33" 
target=_blank>#33</A> Buster Bunny</EM></P> 
<P>It takes a second or two. One stroke of the sword. Have you ever cut your 
finger? The victim is dead before the paid comes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't done with a guillotine. It's a guy with a sword. And it is not 
always a quick death. I've read reports of executions that go horribly wrong, in 
which the victim is literally butchered to death.</P> 
<P>No matter how you feel about the death penalty (and I'm not totally against 
it myself; there are people who deserve it), the Saudis' method is disgustingly 
inhumane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522868 28048 15 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 5:56:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Headline sidebar, Jpost front is pulling a blank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they're really bad about validating their RSS feeds. I've stopped 
chasing after those kinds of problems, to be honest. The Daily Mail is also 
really bad about that, and several other mainstream news feeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04522988 28049 85 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 6:29:47pm  
 
<P>Throbbing memo now appended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04526059 28049 221 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 1:46:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/4523486" target=_blank>#177</A> Fionn 
MacCumhaill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When this all first happened, some Lizard out there somewhere fitted the fake 
to a new Word document with an affine transformation which produced a comparison 
which hardly throbbed at all, and made the essential identity of the two more 
obvious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's that image, created by a PhD researcher in image processing:</P> 
<P><A title=combo-high-res.gif 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/combo-high-res.gif" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: combo-high-res.gif</A></P> 
<P>Here's the original post about it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=12553_High_Resolution_Image_
Correction&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04523296 28050 190 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 7:33:18pm  
 
<P>130 hatchlings in this batch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04523878 28050 672 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 10:56:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/4523809" target=_blank>#615</A> Dead Sea 
Squirrel</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, that is indeed one hell of an admission, coming after a non-stop series 
of personal attacks and diversionary tactics intended to hide the fact that they 
were aware of these issues <EM>all along</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04523885 28051 5 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:00:32pm  
 
<P>At Gates of Vienna, Baron Bodissey admits outright that Filip DeWinter may 
have had associations with white power groups, and that European "patriots" are 
getting into bed with "white power freaks" -- exactly what they've been denying 
for the past month: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/making-
filip-dewinter-dance.html#c6312582319806149471" target=_blank>Gates of Vienna: 
Making Filip Dewinter Dance</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly don't know the answer -- if I did I would post it -- but given the 
time and the milieu in which Mr. Dewinter lived, and the nature of Flemish 
politics, a sympathy and/or association with "white power" groups would not be 
at all surprising.</P> 
<P>The same can be said of other groups all across Europe. The reigning 
socialist orthodoxy has forced patriots and people who are proud of their 
culture into the same bed as the white power freaks. Once forced by the elites 
into that smelly little ghetto, all patriotic expression can be condemned as 
"neo-Nazism".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04523893 28051 11 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:06:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4523885&amp;n=5" target=_blank>#5</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The reigning socialist orthodoxy has forced patriots and people who 
are proud of their culture into the same bed as the white power freaks. Once 
forced by the elites into that smelly little ghetto, <STRONG>all patriotic 
expression can be condemned as "neo-Nazism"</STRONG>.</BLOCKQUOTE>Nobody can 
FORCE you to ally yourself with "white power freaks".  
<P>And that last bit? The part where all anti-jihadist, patriots are tarred with 
the same brush? <EM>It's exactly what you've been saying for weeks and weeks, 
and they've raked you over the coals for saying it.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04523900 28051 14 Charles Sun, Nov 25, 2007 11:07:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4523887&amp;n=6" target=_blank>#6</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Tonight instead of the usual bike or tanker scene we have a darker Belgian 
theme of despair. Just above you can see the photo of 'patriots and the culture-
proud being forced into bed with white power freaks' by an invisible force known 
as 'reigning socialist orthodoxy'; it removes all free will, you 
know...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Apparently, it also forces people to launch ugly, deceptive personal attacks 
against anyone who points it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04524497 28051 536 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 7:56:42am  
 
<P>By the way, I received word from Baron Bodissey that the bot from Vigilant 
Freedom that I've blocked from our site is actually the Word Press trackback 
mechanism. So I withdraw the allegation that they're using a bot to collect 
information on LGF; it looked that way because CVF has been posting so many 
links to our comment threads, causing lots of trackback pings to be sent.</P> 
<P>I withdraw nothing else I've written about this issue, 
however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04524951 28056 36 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 9:40:54am  
 
<P>They're coming in fast -- almost 50 hatchlings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04525010 28056 75 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 9:49:03am  
 
<P>Close to 200...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04525069 28056 118 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 10:01:34am  
 
<P>The window has been closed.</P> 
<P>Hatchling rate this morning: 230 in less than 30 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04526769 28063 19 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 5:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>an integral part of the Rove pipeline of 
disinformation</BLOCKQUOTE>Rotating title nomination.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way ahead of you on that one...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04526810 28063 37 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 5:57:17pm  
 
<P>Note: The search functions (LGF and News) have been relocated to the right 
side of the logo area, to better utilize the screen real estate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04526829 28063 43 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 5:59:45pm  
 
<P>Our link to:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.americasupportsyou.mil/" 
target=_blank>www.americasupportsyou.mil...</A>]</P> 
<P>...has been relocated to the 'Resources' section of our pop-out menus in the 
left sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04526850 28063 51 Charles Mon, Nov 26, 2007 6:03:59pm  
 



<P>Thanos:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;searchString=%22user%3Atha
nos%22+%2Bvlaams&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;searchFrom=2007-10-19&amp;searchTo=2007-
11-26" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04529183 28067 184 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 10:05:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, 'right of return' the Pals seek is right to return to all Israel 
proper not to a putative Pal state, a right he hasn't suggested, so your 
description implies Bush is giving more away than he is (tho' more than he 
ought). I don't think the return to Gaza appeals to the Lebanese and Kuwaiti 
Palestinian refugees too much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- but by using those kinds of words, Bush is appealing to the "right 
of return" crowd (who see any signs of concession as growing 
weakness).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04529245 28067 209 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 10:17:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #193 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, whatever else we might think of this whole subject, <STRONG>I 
strongly suggest you take down the reference to Bush "endorsing the 'right of 
return'"</STRONG>. That is NOT what the article says, and it's a highly 
inflammatory charge. If Bush does, indeed, endorse the "right of return" (which 
I don't expect), then shame on him. But let's not jump the gun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- I added a clarifying note above. But it's clear to me that this 
rhetoric is intended to sound accommodating to the Palestinians, who 
<EM>are</EM> demanding the traditional "right of return."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04530205 28072 78 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 1:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 Dead Sea Squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things are getting wackier by the day over at GoV. In the latest exciting 
episode, Pastorius decides that VB is indeed racist, and Dymphna responds by 
pointing out that the archive of Infidel Babes at Pastorius's blog, IBA, 
contains 12 pictures of women, all of whom are white, so nyaah, <A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/what-is-missing-in-those-
pictures.html#readfurther" target=_blank>he's a racist too</A>.</P> 
<P>Yo, Ed! How's the weather at GoV? Blustery, you say?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04530803 28072 250 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 3:52:52pm  
 
<P>By the way: '1389' is code in the radical Serb movement for all-out revenge 
for losing the Battle of Kosovo in 1389; and for their 'ethnic cleansing' 
campaign being interrupted 10 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04531369 28076 29 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 6:57:03pm  



 
<P>I see 48 hatchlings so far tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04531379 28076 35 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 6:58:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/4531371" target=_blank>#31</A> 
SecretInternetDoucheBag</EM></P> 
<P>Very low.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04531396 28076 44 Charles Tue, Nov 27, 2007 7:02:05pm  
 
<P>66.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04532968 28078 4 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 8:42:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 dogbot53</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a conservative version of Digg anywhere, or would it be pointless to 
try?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will be soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04533911 28085 32 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 11:45:20am  
 
<P>50 so far, in about 12 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04533938 28085 53 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 11:48:55am  
 
<P>75...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04533955 28085 67 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 11:51:49am  
 
<P>Approaching 100...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04534000 28085 96 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 11:57:44am  
 
<P>120...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04534026 28085 113 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 12:01:21pm  
 
<P>130, and the stone is beginning to roll back...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535136 28089 57 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 3:49:18pm  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535419 28090 56 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:04:50pm  
 



<P>The waving moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535430 28090 65 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:06:06pm  
 
<P>I wonder how many moonbats are planted in the audience ... lurking ... 
waiting ... for that special moment ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535450 28090 84 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:07:29pm  
 
<P>Here we go right away with the multimedia features. How did I know the 
snowman would show up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535473 28090 105 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:09:31pm  
 
<P>"A new kind of debate."</P> 
<P>Right, one that isn't a debate at all.</P> 
<P>Arrrgghh. Not a guy singing a song. Please. Kill me now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535552 28090 176 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:15:18pm  
 
<P>Let's have a brawl! Duel! Come on!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535563 28090 187 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:16:23pm  
 
<P>Mitt's dodging the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535601 28090 223 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:19:21pm  
 
<P>Romney's getting pugnacious over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535614 28090 235 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:20:21pm  
 
<P>56 hatchlings -- now closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535631 28090 249 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:22:01pm  
 
<P>McCain definitely tranquilized the room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535641 28090 258 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:22:47pm  
 
<P>The makeup really brings out the crinkles in his neck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535730 28090 342 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:31:05pm  
 
<P>This is all just a prelude to Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04535741 28090 351 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:31:41pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul! Conspiracy theories!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535782 28090 392 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:33:34pm  
 
<P>Knowledge is out there!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535888 28090 494 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:41:14pm  
 
<P>New thread now posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535928 28091 16 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:42:42pm  
 
<P>McCain bashing The Only Man Who Can Save America!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535944 28091 23 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:43:26pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's claiming military support...</P> 
<P>Not an isolationist...</P> 
<P>Just no troops overseas...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04535957 28091 31 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:44:05pm  
 
<P>It sounds like a professional wrestling audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04536145 28091 200 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 5:58:59pm  
 
<P>Guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04536169 28091 223 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 6:00:26pm  
 
<P>Good for Huckabee. That throwing stunt was stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04536741 28092 254 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 6:36:23pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul: "Let the people have their country back again. Take care of America 
first."</P> 
<P>He's an <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/America_First_Committee" 
target=_blank>America-Firster</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04536761 28092 274 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 6:37:27pm  
 
<P>Boos for the kooky uncle!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04537066 28092 556 Charles Wed, Nov 28, 2007 6:59:06pm  



 
<P>We now know that Tancredo is staunchly opposed to going to 
Mars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04540693 28103 71 Charles Thu, Nov 29, 2007 2:02:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 R.A.D. Dad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yahoo and YouTube showing their allegiance again, and it's not to 
freedom.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,313922,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Not sure why this doesn't have it's own thread here yet.YouTube adn Yahoo are 
disgusting traitors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had it a few days ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28070_YouTube_Closes_Egyptia
n_Anti-Torture_Activists_Account&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04543876 28109 104 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 9:04:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Do you realize how Charles endangered Bat Y’eor by permitting her 
real name to be revealed on his site? The New York Times beat him to it, but 
that’s the company he keeps.</BLOCKQUOTE>Charles is a tool of CAIR and 
NYT!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is such crap. I "endangered" Bat Ye'or now, by trying to publicize an 
article about her in the New York Times? These people have become self-mocking 
jokes.</P> 
<P>By the way, I was contacted by an associate of Ye'or after that NYT article 
appeared at LGF, and I offered to delete my post. I was told it didn't matter 
because it had already appeared in the New York Times. But now, after all this 
time, it pops up here as another smear attack on me, in a private email to 
another blogger. Dymphna also lied about other things in her email.</P> 
<P>There's a deliberate, dishonest campaign of character assassination going 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04543887 28109 114 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 9:05:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles has dropped some of his allegations and has been forced by 
our insistence to retract online his comments accusing us — CVF — of attempting 
to mount a DOS attack on him (a denial of service). CVF did no such 
thing.</BLOCKQUOTE>Did Charles ever accuse them of this? If he did I missed it. 
A blog as small as GoV could never pull off a DOS attack big enough to bring 
down even a small blog much less LGF.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never accused them of "mounting a DOS attack," either. I reported that a 
bot from vigilantfreedom.org was hitting our site a lot, and it was completely 
true. I never used the words "DOS attack."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04544006 28109 194 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 9:27:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4543887&amp;n=114" 
target=_blank>#114</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I never accused them of "mounting a DOS attack," either. I reported 
that a bot from vigilantfreedom.org was hitting our site a lot, and it was 
completely true. I never used the words "DOS attack."</BLOCKQUOTE>Ah, I remember 
the bot discussion too. I never interpreted it as a dos attack, nor was it ever 
mentioned. It makes her statement even more dishonest...  
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles has dropped some of his allegations and has been forced by 
our insistence to retract online his comments accusing us — CVF — of attempting 
to mount a DOS attack on him (a denial of service). CVF did no such 
thing.</BLOCKQUOTE>You never made the allegation so I also assume you were never 
"forced" to retract it by their insistence to retract it.They've really lost 
their marbles.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be completely clear, what was happening was that their Word Press blog 
system was sending multiple trackback hits, because vigilantfreedom was 
obsessively posting links to every comment I made on the issue, so many that it 
resulted in thousands of hits.</P> 
<P>So I did withdraw my inference that there was something sinister going on, 
but my observation of the automated hits coming from vigilantfreedom was 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04544277 28109 328 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 10:09:32am  
 
<P>Dymphna: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-user-
profile.php?Dymphna" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Baron Bodissey: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
user-profile.php?Baron+Bodissey" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pamela: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-user-
profile.php?atlasshrugged" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04544304 28109 340 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 10:14:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/4544287" target=_blank>#333</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>Good post, thanks. And by the way, '1389' is a code word for the ultra-
nationalist Serb movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04544541 28109 391 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 10:51:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/4544522" target=_blank>#389</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>I think you're confusing '1389' with 'sheik yer'mami'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04544561 28109 393 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 10:53:30am  
 



<P>'1389' refers to the Battle of Kosovo in which the Serbs were defeated by the 
Ottomans. It's a kind of battle cry for modern Serbian 
nationalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04544755 28113 50 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 11:20:03am  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04545951 28116 11 Charles Fri, Nov 30, 2007 3:17:34pm  
 
<P>They just took someone into custody, but he was wearing a shirt and tie. No 
evidence of a bomb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04548215 28122 21 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 10:38:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was prompted by Stinky Beaumont's little, <EM>ahhh...</EM> nervous 
breakdown the other day, isn't it?</P> 
<P>;^)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>There’s nothing gossip-worthy here, though...</BLOCKQUOTE>Not that 
it will deter the gossip-mongers, you realize.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I know that! I'm looking forward to the fantasies that will be concocted. 
The truth is exactly what I wrote above, though; there's nothing more to it.</P> 
<P>Let me pre-debunk one of the rumors I expect to hear, though -- it has 
nothing to do with the Vlaams Belang business, and was in the works long before 
any of that came up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04548253 28122 29 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 10:50:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 vanderleun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you could package and sell the backend system you've built to this 
page, then well you'd have something to sell that would have no shortage of 
buyers.</P> 
<P>I'd purchase this blog's software engine in a nanosecond.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You never know what'll happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04548704 28122 47 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 1:22:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 Cy_Kologis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I sure would love to see you build a version of LGF that is 
accessible via phone browsers, with stripped down graphics and just the 
articles/links. What would be super cool is if you could build a filter that 
used the regular web content and reformatted it to be more appropriate for a 
small QVGA screen...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is on the to-do list, as a matter of fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04555587 28122 69 Charles Mon, Dec 3, 2007 12:01:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/4550561" target=_blank>#66</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be so great for us phone-surfers...you got a timetable on that, 
perhaps?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No timetable on it yet; first I have to get one of those newfangled devices 
myself so I can test it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549482 28124 621 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 5:08:24pm  
 
<P>"senor_lewie" is now blocked. This is the same troll that also registered 
under the names "Andrew_KJ" and "jasonkct."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549492 28124 627 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 5:11:23pm  
 
<P>People who do this kind of thing are very odd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549505 28124 632 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 5:17:05pm  
 
<P>This one managed to spew 101 comments with its various super-villain alter 
egos before Stinky squashed it. I could use the 'Cosmic Nuke' process and delete 
all of its comments, but I see that the lizard army toyed with it extensively, 
so there isn't much point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04548992 28127 60 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 2:48:42pm  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549118 28127 110 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 3:28:07pm  
 
<P>A question for commenters: would you be in favor of a method to edit your 
posted comments for a short time after they're posted -- say, within 10 
minutes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549632 28128 63 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 6:11:12pm  
 
<P>It's a little bit slower in the comments, but not much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04549737 28128 147 Charles Sat, Dec 1, 2007 6:50:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #115 WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lounge is too fast for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine how I feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04551216 28132 62 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 10:38:08am  
 
<P>See the update above -- another photo from the VB Youth site contains another 
neo-Nazi symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04551900 28132 377 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 2:17:43pm  
 
<P>'Fencesitter' is 'jwbaumann', back again with a sockpuppet. He has another 
one too, with the nickname 'Teamwork'. All now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04551566 28133 89 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 12:41:39pm  
 
<P>I decided against letting lizards edit their comments for a short time after 
posting, by the way. As I started working out the issues, I realized there's way 
too much potential for confusion and misunderstandings.</P> 
<P>The Ajax-based preview function is so fast and easy to use, I'm going to 
stick with that. And remind everyone that, as ever, "preview is your 
friend."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04551677 28133 166 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 1:11:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4551566&amp;n=89" 
target=_blank>#89</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Preview is for wimps, but I guess he's my friend. I don't know.. I can't 
preview. I can't see new comments either when clicking "new comments." I need 
reload page. I don't think there's a loose nut on this keyboard. What to do? I 
guess I ask my friend preview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser are you using? Make sure you're accepting cookies from LGF, and 
also make sure you have Javascript turned on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04551724 28133 195 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 1:26:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/4551686" target=_blank>#171</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've tried all browsers loaded (FF IE7 NS). Don't know how to turn on/off 
Java script. Is it a control on my Coffee Machine?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In IE7, try playing with the Tools-&gt;Internet Options-&gt;Privacy and 
Security settings. If they're set to very high levels, try lowering them a 
bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552562 28138 21 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 5:27:12pm  
 
<P>Total: 23,466.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552620 28138 69 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 5:37:01pm  
 
<P>56 wigglers and counting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552644 28138 88 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 5:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #76 jewboyshmu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>imbaaaccckkk kkk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552706 28138 143 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 5:49:38pm  
 
<P>The Lizard Overlord Tool is in 'watch' mode. I keep saying that, but I guess 
some people out there on the intarweb don't really get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552770 28138 197 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 5:56:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4552695&amp;n=133" 
target=_blank>#133</A> WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You knew this Shmu?</BLOCKQUOTE>I do, it's true.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whose deleted comments I now review.</P> 
<P>Oh yes, that shmu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04552865 28138 280 Charles Sun, Dec 2, 2007 6:10:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/4552835" target=_blank>#255</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>The project I'm thinking the most about: letting registered lizards post 
interesting links in a special section of the site, with 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04555426 28147 11 Charles Mon, Dec 3, 2007 11:28:53am  
 
<P>It surprises me to see people actually try to deny this stuff, but the 
apologists are out in force in the previous Belgium thread.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28132_Belgium_Coalition_Coll
apses" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04558608 28155 12 Charles Tue, Dec 4, 2007 9:24:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Former Belgian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, way OT: what ways are there to enter special characters (like 
accented or umlauted letters)? Entering straight HTML entities doesn't seem to 
work (presumably, because otherwise everybody who typed an ampersand in their 
messages would send your system haywire).</P> 
<P>Back on topic: Re: GoV, what they're doing is wishful thinking at best and 
taqqiya at worst. And I thought it was usually the <EM>"left"</EM> that engaged 
in wishful thinking (one of the very things that drove me out of the 
left)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can use any of the character entities listed on this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.webmonkey.com/webmonkey/reference/special_characters/" 
target=_blank>www.webmonkey.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04558683 28155 61 Charles Tue, Dec 4, 2007 9:39:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/4558652" target=_blank>#39</A> 
mr_bitterness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't say I'm all that happy with the deluge of reports on this European 
group, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 25 posts currently on the front page, and 2 of them are on this 
subject.</P> 
<P>Not exactly a deluge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04560421 28155 325 Charles Tue, Dec 4, 2007 3:55:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/4560383" target=_blank>#322</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>Nonsense. None of the evidence I've presented has been "debunked." It's been 
disputed, ignored, diverted, and denied to death, but none of it has been 
debunked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04560511 28155 338 Charles Tue, Dec 4, 2007 4:47:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/4560443" target=_blank>#330</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<P>That's right ... none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04563602 28155 374 Charles Wed, Dec 5, 2007 10:17:32am  
 
<P>For all the denial and obfuscation being thrown out there, the simple fact is 
that we've documented these symbols being used <EM>in a political context</EM> 
by the VB -- on armbands, on flags and banners, political posters, etc. There's 
no doubt whatsoever about the meaning of the symbols when used for political 
purposes, and those who are trying to tell you otherwise are not being 
honest.</P> 
<P>As <A href="/showc/237/4559377" target=_blank>Yank in the EU</A> put it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I live in Flanders and, via numerous discussions, there is no question that 
the Odin's Cross, distinct from the ancient and elaborate Celtic Cross, is 
easily recognized as a white power symbol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04560936 28161 66 Charles Tue, Dec 4, 2007 6:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 Vanderleun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I the only one who thinks the conflating of the Foer fable with the NR 
Tank story smacks just a bit of "I know you are but what am I?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04565173 28177 13 Charles Wed, Dec 5, 2007 5:16:17pm  
 
<P>There will be no animated icons and they'll be small, maybe just a bit larger 
than the tiny football is now (16x16).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04565175 28177 15 Charles Wed, Dec 5, 2007 5:16:35pm  



 
<P>I'm experimenting with 24x24.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567598 28183 4 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 11:06:49am  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567776 28183 88 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 11:38:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #77 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #4 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Testing something...</BLOCKQUOTE>Jpgs only or will gifs (for 
animation) be allowed?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No animated GIFs ... you'll be able to upload any type of graphic file (jpg, 
gif, png) but it will be converted to a jpg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567836 28183 119 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 11:50:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #115 Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How often can it be changed? Stuck with it forever?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll be able to change it whenever you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567859 28183 126 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 11:53:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #119 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>re: #115 Attaboid</EM>  
<BLOCKQUOTE>How often can it be changed? Stuck with it 
forever?</BLOCKQUOTE>You'll be able to change it whenever you 
like.</BLOCKQUOTE>When you change it, does it change the avatar on all past 
comments, or just all subsequent comments?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It changes all comments you've posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567888 28183 148 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 11:59:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #131 Owl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4567859&amp;n=126" 
target=_blank>#126</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Is there going to be some sort of "filter" or will we being seeing members' 
private lizard parts?( crossing fingers we won't be)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Naughty icons will be frowned upon, and could cause banning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04567903 28183 158 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 12:03:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/4567795" target=_blank>#100</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why convert it to JPG? If I made an image which wasn't square, I'd want to 
make the surrounding pixels transparent. Plus, converting it to a JPG will cause 
some loss and fuzziness, and at that size a little loss in clarity can make the 
difference between legible and illegible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's limited to jpg format because I don't want animated gifs bouncing and 
jumping and flashing all over the place. There will be a light gray border added 
to the icon image, so transparency isn't necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568131 28183 319 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 12:50:28pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568139 28183 323 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 12:51:46pm  
 
<P>And another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568570 28184 9 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:16:09pm  
 
<P>Monkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568575 28184 13 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:16:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/4568555" target=_blank>#4</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>It sounds like you tried to upload something that wasn't an image 
file...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568629 28184 48 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:21:41pm  
 
<P>If you're having trouble, try uploading again. I'll be fixing bugs as they 
appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568703 28184 107 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:27:32pm  
 
<P>I think some of you are not clicking the 'Upload It' button after choosing 
your file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568726 28184 128 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:29:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, how do I get rid of my first icon? I don't like it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turn it off by unchecking the "Show personal icon" checkbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04568888 28184 270 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, should we be able to see our own avatar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ward: you haven't checked the "Show personal icon" 
checkbox...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569003 28184 375 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 2:50:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #347 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I can't get rid of my Icon. It's a P-38 but you can't tell. How do I 
dump it? (and put in another?) I did uncheck the show Icon box.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To put in another, just upload another file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569145 28184 497 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:02:57pm  
 
<P>It does take a little while to finish loading hundreds of little images. 
That's one drawback.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569178 28184 525 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:05:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #495 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, can inappropriate avatar selection leaad to deletion and eventual 
banning?</P> 
<P>There an infinite selection of potentially offensive imagery out there -- 
sex/nudity/racist/obscene/violent/etc. -- let your imagination run wild.</P> 
<P>Are there guidelines for image selection?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, definitely. Inappropriate icons could lead to banning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569264 28184 600 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:15:20pm  
 
<P>NOTE! After uploading a new icon, you may need to refresh the page to get 
your new icon to show up, because of browser caching. In Safari, I sometimes 
have to refresh twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569303 28184 636 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:20:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #609 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tried an icon... didn't like it. Tried another, and I can't get the first one 
out. Tried refresh, tried log out, closed and reopened LGF... still can't dump 
the first image. Any ideas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the moment, you can't delete the icon entirely -- but you can shut it off. 
I'll probably add a 'delete' option.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569340 28184 669 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:25:16pm  
 
<P>An option to shut off all icons to speed things up would be a good idea 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569435 28184 753 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:37:10pm  
 



<P>Larger images will now show up in the user profile window, when you click the 
icon. The image that shows here is the original one you upload, at whatever size 
it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569484 28184 801 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:43:03pm  
 
<P>Yep, the first time you load a long thread it takes quite a while to finish 
filling in all the images. But at least you can keep reading while the images 
load, and you can even start typing a comment. (At least that's how it works in 
Safari, haven't tried others yet.)</P> 
<P>Once the whole page is loaded though, the 'new comments' button works about 
as fast as it ever did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569513 28184 827 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:48:10pm  
 
<P>Actually, it's not my server that's so busy -- it's all of your browsers! The 
images download pretty fast (they're tiny files), but the browser takes time to 
render all of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569520 28184 834 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:49:18pm  
 
<P>I will have an option in the user account to turn the icons off, to bring 
back the speed, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569531 28184 843 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:50:51pm  
 
<P>I'm also noticing that people who upload GIFs with transparency are getting 
some poor results. Best bet is to convert any images to JPEG before 
uploading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569547 28184 856 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 3:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #842 so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #834 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I will have an option in the user account to turn the icons off, to 
bring back the speed, though.</BLOCKQUOTE>I keep getting warning messages and a 
black avatar. what gives?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PHP's image scaling functions seem to be choking on something in the JPEG you 
uploaded. Try a different one...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569598 28184 899 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 4:02:46pm  
 
<P>I may need to relocate the images to a different server to speed things 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04569739 28185 24 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 4:26:48pm  
 
<P>You can now turn off the display of the avatars in your account management 
page, to speed up the display.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04569920 28186 38 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 4:57:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 jaydub</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're not registered (or not logged in, anyway), all you see are 
footballs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's to take the strain off the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04570108 28186 186 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 5:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 Fredlike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #152 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Charles,  
<P>Why can't I change my icon?</P> 
<P>Gonna try again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE>I just tried to change it and could not as 
well. Quit Safari and tried again still no luck</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Browsers like Safari use image caches, and they might interfere when you 
change your icon. If you see the new icon in your account management page, but 
not on your comment, refresh the page. Sometimes I have to refresh twice in 
Safari to make it take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04570295 28186 348 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 5:53:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #266 so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #261 Silhouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>So, has anyone gone to the trouble to upload an avatar that looks 
exactly like the LGF football?</BLOCKQUOTE>i have trouble uploading 
anything.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try again -- I think I fixed the bug that was causing your 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04570307 28186 360 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 5:55:53pm  
 
<P>If you have a period in your username, that was causing the black rectangle 
bug. Please try uploading your icon again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04570363 28186 407 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 6:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #352 Promethea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I want my avatar to be the outlined butterfly shown in my account form. I 
can't get rid of the squared-off butterfly on the back background, even though 
I've put it in the trashbin 3 times.</P> 
<P>Help!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that your image has a transparent background. If you convert 
it to a JPEG before uploading, it will work better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04570423 28186 456 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 6:13:14pm  
 
<P>If your icon turned into a black square, try again -- I've fixed that 
bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04571092 28187 122 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 7:53:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/4571080" target=_blank>#115</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<P>I noticed that you're one of those who uploaded an icon that showed up as a 
black square -- that problem is fixed, and if you re-upload the image file it 
will work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04571487 28188 29 Charles Thu, Dec 6, 2007 9:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 NTropy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Avatar thingy won't show for me. Bummer!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing uploaded in your username. Did you click the 'Upload it' 
button after choosing your file?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04573432 28188 1815 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 8:17:13am  
 
<P>My goodness. 1800 comments. What's this blog coming to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04573811 28188 1938 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 9:24:48am  
 
<P>Safari, by the way, shows no real slowdown at all with this full thread 
loaded. It takes a while to finish loading, of course, but once it's all there, 
showing new comments, posting a comment, typing, scrolling up/down, etc. all 
work at normal speed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04573821 28188 1941 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 9:25:59am  
 
<P>Unfortunately, 2,000 isn't a record. I'm pretty sure we have a couple of 
threads that went over 3,000 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04574456 28192 105 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 10:46:59am  
 
<P>An interesting point to note: the Gates of Vienna/CVF/Brussels Journal crowd 
are trying to argue that the Vlaams Belang is a perfectly legitimate, 
respectable party.</P> 
<P>But the supporters who comment here and at those blogs are arguing a very 
different position: that Europeans need to ally with extremist parties in order 
to fight Islam.</P> 
<P>This is serious cognitive dissonance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04574473 28192 109 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 10:50:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #108 Kulhwch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why is the black rat w/the hammer trampling on only American symbols, like 
the Statue of Liberty, a basketball hoop, golden arches for McDonalds, Scrooge 
McDuck, etc., and then saying good riddance to the enemies of Europe? &nbsp;Has 
Vlaams Belang as the spokesgroup for Europe declared war against America?</P> 
<P>}:/ &nbsp; &nbsp; [If so, let them try. &nbsp;We've plenty of asskicking to 
hand around ... ]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note: that's not a Vlaams Belang poster. But the rat character does 
appear in the Vlaams Belang youth magazine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04574750 28192 183 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 11:33:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 Pvt Bin Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL Did anyone else follow 1389's link at GoV? 1389 seems to think Nodrog was 
one of Charles' sockpuppets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love it. And I see that "1389" has now come out into the open as a 
Serbian nationalist, which is just what I've been saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04578423 28192 630 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 8:58:07am  
 
<P>Since Baron Bodissey is demanding an apology for this post, I'll post my 
response in this topic:</P> 
<P>1) I did not accuse GoV of cropping the image.</P> 
<P>2) I did not imply that the image was a Vlaams Belang image. In fact, I 
posted two paragraphs of information about the group who did create it.</P> 
<P>3) Both of the points above are very clear from reading my post. Baron 
Bodissey is an expert at misrepresenting and distorting, and his dramatic call 
for an apology is just one more example.</P> 
<P>4) There will be no apology.</P> 
<P>5) I hope the Gates of Vienna people are proud of the community they've 
created. Their comments are now just as full of nasty insults and hate speech as 
any loony left blog's. Congrats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04578560 28192 633 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 9:35:31am  
 
<P>One more note to the Baron: it's time for you to start treating your European 
"sources" with a little more skepticism. They burned you with their latest 
attempted cover-up, and now you have egg all over your face. The person you 
should be asking for an apology is the one who sent you that cropped 
image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04578822 28192 639 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 10:41:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #637 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely true that if you follow those threads to GoV and some of the 
other links (AtS), you will see an unbelievable amount of bitterness and hate 
directed towards LGF and its commentators often in a personal way, who are 
justifiably leery of the VB and the white nationalist ideology as clearly 
defended by Fjordman, Dymphna and many others. So much for a genuine attempt at 
civil, thought-out discussion, eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not surprising, though. GoV invited banned LGF commenters to come in and 
post there -- some of whom were banned for explicit racism or over-the-top 



insulting behavior. It doesn't take a genius to realize that those kinds of 
commenters are going to post nasty messages and insults about LGF. They 
deliberately cultivated an atmosphere of obsessive hatred, and that's what 
they've got.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04579494 28192 672 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 2:34:11pm  
 
<P>This is turning into a real 'globular clusters' kind of moment 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04580208 28192 687 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 5:59:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/4580058" target=_blank>#686</A> 
bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a lot of folks in the Western World lack is balls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still searching for mine.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27676#c0028" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04575043 28194 218 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 12:21:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #208 Angel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I uploaded a dif one but the first one still shows.</P> 
<P>can I change it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because the old one is in your browser cache. Refresh the page and the 
new icon will show up. (You may need to refresh twice in some 
browsers.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04575141 28194 276 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 12:34:27pm  
 
<P>Stats: we now have close to 1,000 custom icons uploaded...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04576760 28199 28 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 6:27:34pm  
 
<P>ProUSA: you haven't uploaded an icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04577183 28199 301 Charles Fri, Dec 7, 2007 8:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/4577154" target=_blank>#276</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After rereading Charles post he never accuses GoV of cropping the image 
themselves. He just says they aren't showing the full illustration which Charles 
then provides. I would guess Paul Belien from Brussels Journal would be aware of 
the true context of the WN rat and I suspect he never told his friends at GoV 
who ended up sticker their necks out and look like asses now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course I didn't accuse them of cropping the image themselves. I have no 
idea who cropped the image, but there's no doubt whatsoever that it <EM>was</EM> 
cropped.</P> 



<P>And there will be no apology. They owe me numerous apologies, and I don't 
expect those, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04579010 28205 40 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 11:46:21am  
 
<P>I think you guys criticizing the Iowahawk piece are sort of missing the 
point. The target is not Romney's speech, but Hewitt's <EM>reaction</EM> to the 
speech.</P> 
<P>My opinion of Romney's speech, as I wrote when I posted the video: decent, 
but nothing earth-shattering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04580018 28207 290 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 5:02:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #279 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fjordman spams the interweb...<A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/12/why-does-lgf-lend-credibility-
to.html#readfurther" target=_blank>Why Does LGF Lend Credibility to Eurabia 
Deniers?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he's at it again. Ignore the substance, attack the messenger, blah blah 
blah, same old story, day after day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04580034 28207 302 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 5:06:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4580014&amp;n=286" 
target=_blank>#286</A> gop_patriot</EM>Some of the pics of of the Swedish Dems 
in Nazi uniforms and the white power symbols at VB rallies came from left wing 
blogs. Notice they aren't saying those pics aren't real, they're just 
complaining that they came from lefties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and notice they aren't disputing any more that the rat character with 
Odin's Cross armband is used by fascist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04580067 28207 331 Charles Sat, Dec 8, 2007 5:17:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #319 bald headed geek</EM></P> 
<P>I've noticed that you and one or two other people have somehow managed to 
create a blank white icon. I'm not sure how that's happening, but you can go 
back to the green football by turning off "Show my personal icon in comments" in 
your account page.</P> 
<P>What kind of image file did you upload? What was the 
filename?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582037 28209 8 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 9:18:32am  
 
<P>A skull cap, and possibly a beard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582306 28211 61 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 10:54:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 swisscottage</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive my confusion but has Charles actually expressed an opinion on Bat 
Yeor's views about Eurabia? Personally I find her books to be very intelligent, 
persuasive and prescient.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Bat Ye'or has done very good work documenting the history of the 
dhimmitude concept in "Islam and Dhimmitude," and in "Eurabia," sounding a much-
needed warning siren on the effect of uncontrolled immigration from Islamic 
countries.</P> 
<P>I do, however, have reservations about her theory that a high-level 
conspiracy is deliberately, consciously directing the "Arabization" of Europe -- 
the same kinds of reservations I have with almost any "grand conspiracy" 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582497 28211 145 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 11:52:34am  
 
<P>"57Chevy," "Oladunk," and "saywhat?" have all given this post a minus rating. 
Would any of you three like to explain why you believe it's OK for Fjordman to 
ignore factual points?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582688 28211 173 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 12:55:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/4582612" target=_blank>#162</A> ovidius</EM></P> 
<P>I'm looking for my copy of Eurabia now, can't find it. It's probably at the 
bottom of a pile of computer books somewhere. But I recall that when I read it 
(and it's not the easiest book to make it through) there were several points at 
which I felt it did come close to conspiracy theory territory.</P> 
<P>The general concept of "Eurabia" as a dangerous state of unchecked 
immigration from Islamic countries is not what I have reservations about -- I 
believe something like that is going on, and Bat Ye'or's book has a wealth of 
information about it. But I'm skeptical about the idea that this situation is 
the result of a conscious plot by Euro elites. It's much easier to believe in a 
convergence of idiocies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582826 28211 199 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 1:28:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that the Odin's Cross is used as a white power symbol. But, I'm 
not clear on what is wrong with using a rat to symbolize one's organization.</P> 
<P>I don't like rats, and most people don't, but that clearly isn't the entirety 
of the problem here.</P> 
<P>Could someone fill me in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The points are:</P> 
<P>1) The cartoon rat has a history of use by fascist groups.</P> 
<P>2) That particular rat is seen in several editions of the VB youth magazine, 
wearing an Odin's Cross armband.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04583357 28211 263 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 3:09:09pm  
 
<P>By the way, just to be as clear as possible: I'm not in any way accusing Bat 
Ye'or of being a conspiracy theorizing fascist neo-Nazi, as I'm sure someone 
will try to say. Her books are indispensable for understanding the global jihad, 



and I highly recommend them, even though I do retain the right to be skeptical 
over some of their more controversial assertions.</P> 
<P>Reasonable, honest people with differing points of view can debate those 
issues, and it is not "denial."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04583395 28211 270 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 3:22:25pm  
 
<P>"americanstar" is yet another banned user trying to sneak back in and post 
stupid comments. Now blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04583418 28211 276 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 3:29:22pm  
 
 
 
<P>This one now has four blocked accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04585651 28211 419 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 8:34:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/4585315" target=_blank>#406</A> 
epaminondas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't we just let this thing just DIE?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the Gates of Vienna people are promoting falsehoods, and attacking me 
personally in a very dishonest way. This "thing" will die when they stop trying 
to deceive people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582446 28212 19 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 11:37:01am  
 
<P>The Motionbox code is quite flaky, actually. Notice on the status line, 
Safari also reports an "error opening the page."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04582454 28212 22 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 11:39:36am  
 
<P>The video will continue playing now if you post or show new 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04583842 28215 17 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 5:05:31pm  
 
<P>The gunman at the church apparently planted explosives around the 
church.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04583884 28215 43 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 5:10:28pm  
 
<P>Planting explosives near the exits really sounds like a terrorist tactic. The 
explosives were probably intended to catch people as they fled the shooting 
inside.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04584170 28216 34 Charles Sun, Dec 9, 2007 5:55:43pm  
 



<P>Here's a tab I missed in the first post:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.infocusnews.net/content/view/18056/430/" 
target=_blank>CAIR calls for ‘conversation to begin’ at banquet</A></P> 
<P>Featuring Rep. Keith Ellison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586064 28220 17 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 9:54:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/4586045" target=_blank>#12</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>What kind of file are you uploading for an icon? You seem to have found a 
glitch in the system that causes a blank white square, but I'm not clear on why 
it's happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586093 28220 30 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 10:02:30am  
 
<P>You can go back to the default green football by unchecking the box labeled 
'Show my personal icon in comments' in your account page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586117 28220 42 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 10:09:48am  
 
<P>Mandy: yes, that file is too large to upload -- it's 40K. In fact, when I 
tried to upload it I got an error message, which is what's supposed to 
happen.</P> 
<P>Did you scale it with some kind of graphics program?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586143 28220 52 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 10:13:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/4586125" target=_blank>#46</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Are you using Internet Explorer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586201 28220 86 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 10:25:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #77 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, "Save changes."</P> 
<P>Let's try it now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Browser cache -- you need to refresh the page, maybe twice for 
Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04586214 28220 94 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 10:27:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 christheprofessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>You may have been asked this already and I didn't see it, but any thoughts 
about scaling the avatars up a bit such that they are more 
visible?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to keep it at this size, to minimize the bandwidth hit and maximize 
loading speed, especially on large threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04588097 28226 177 Charles Mon, Dec 10, 2007 6:35:11pm  
 
<P>93 squirmy little newly hatched lizard pups.</P> 
<P>23,936 registered users total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04590711 28233 91 Charles Tue, Dec 11, 2007 9:09:58am  
 
<P>Here's another attack, from a Serbian nationalist who says I'm "beneath 
contempt."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fromminasmorgul.blogspot.com/2007/12/beneath-
contempt.html" 
target=_blank>fromminasmorgul.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595473 28247 48 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 10:29:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 neocon hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GoV won't let go:</P> 
<P><A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/12/suggested-corrections-for-
charles.html" target=_blank>Suggested Corrections for Charles 
Johnson</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone sees anything new in that magnum opus of misdirection, let me know. 
It's already been amply demonstrated to me that Gates of Vienna has no interest 
in an honest discussion, and a quick skim through the post looks like a whole 
lot more of the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595659 28247 197 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:12:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe Charles offered to debate Paul Beliens? And Paul was too busy?If 
outreach to the interested parties is so important to CVF maybe VB could do a 
little positive PR beyond the Shire News Network outside of their Flanders 
environment. Posting 'gay' pictures and fuzzying up a person's name doesn't 
count.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Belien wasn't too busy. I offered to do the interview/debate whenever was 
convenient. He refused the debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595802 28248 25 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:31:53am  
 
<P>I might put up a silly internet poll and include Ron Paul, just to see if the 
Paulians will still hammer it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595826 28248 43 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:33:42am  
 
<P>Good for Fred on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595864 28248 70 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:37:31am  
 
<P>This debate is wacky.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04595893 28248 92 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:41:06am  
 
<P>Does anyone else find that Fox News swooshing sound incredibly 
annoying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595908 28248 102 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:42:36am  
 
<P>Live stream:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/video2/player06.html?liveSiteStream&amp;Live_Site_S
tream&amp;Live%2520Stream&amp;acc&amp;Live%2520Stream&amp;-
1&amp;News&amp;180&amp;&amp;&amp;new" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595943 28248 132 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:46:21am  
 
<P>Is Alan Keyes a candidate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04595978 28248 163 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 11:50:34am  
 
<P>Wow. We have someone even crazier than Ron Paul now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596386 28248 468 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 12:26:28pm  
 
<P>That's a wrap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596689 28250 26 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 1:02:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/4596617" target=_blank>#3</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Sounds like a good use for a password-protected directory, with the links 
page inside it. Your site control panel should have a way to set that 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596748 28250 50 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 1:09:48pm  
 
<P>Starting to see hits coming in from Ron Paul web sites...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596784 28250 68 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 1:14:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #26 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4596617&amp;n=3" target=_blank>#3</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Sounds like a good use for a password-protected directory, with the links 
page inside it. Your site control panel should have a way to set that 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks. I'll check that out. But my question was -- is it even necessary to 
be password protected, if no one could detect it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any time you have a file in a place that's exposed to the web, it's 
detectable. If you want to be absolutely sure no one ever happens across it, the 
password method is the way to go. If it isn't vital, you could give it some kind 
of hard-to-guess filename, I suppose. But if the page contains a link to an 
external site, that site may see the referral if you click it, and get the 
filename that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596803 28250 78 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 1:16:33pm  
 
<P>zombie: right -- if you're not linking to external sites, you can probably 
get away with using an odd filename. It's not truly secure, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04596921 28250 136 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 1:32:02pm  
 
<P>Yep, they're coming from the Ron Paul Forum chat room, and also from people 
searching Digg for 'Ron Paul'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04597337 28250 404 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 2:56:11pm  
 
<P>Getting a lot of hits from here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=52483" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04598081 28250 516 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 5:45:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #513 guy_philly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone tell me this: are all the voters registered lizards? if so, that 
must mean their are quite a few Paulians amongst us! I knew there were Rudyites, 
but Paulians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - anyone can vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04598328 28250 526 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 6:38:21pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600473 28250 585 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:23:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #584 karl9000</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, my browser shows that I already voted for this poll but I never 
actually voted. What happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's based on IP addresses, and you're using a shared IP address. Same thing 
will happen with people logged on through AOL or other proxy 
setups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04598132 28252 86 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 5:58:44pm  



 
<P>Not to worry about Umar Lee -- he's just a simple-minded 
clown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04598510 28253 177 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 7:14:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #165 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious</P> 
<P>Charles, are you moving to Movable Type Open Source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. That would be a downgrade from the LGF system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04598513 28253 179 Charles Wed, Dec 12, 2007 7:15:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #175 Ashamed to be Dutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #165 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious</P> 
<P>Charles, are you moving to Movable Type Open Source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may add a question : is LGF based on a CMS (like Movable Type / Joomla etc) 
or has it been built from scratch ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Built from scratch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600251 28256 28 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 9:42:45am  
 
<P>They've violated my copyright on the animated memo as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600363 28256 83 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:05:11am  
 
<P>By the way, I wasn't kidding when I said that post about "suggested 
corrections" is 100% empty of real arguments. But it's such a lengthy steaming 
pile that I may have missed something. If anyone finds a point in there that you 
think I should clarify, don't hesitate to ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600382 28256 89 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:08:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/4600360" target=_blank>#81</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, gotta love what those GoV folks are all about! Intelligent, tolerant 
commentators like this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1389 said...</P> 
<P>"As for Charles Johnson, he's made his bed. The reason you see this drama 
continously playing out on an American anti-jihadist blog such as Gates of 
Vienna is because Charles' actions are damaging to the credibility of the entire 
American anti-jihadist movement, specifically in relation to those occuring in 
European countries."</P> 
<P><STRONG>Exactly. We cannot "let go" until we have demolished his credibility 
to the extent that he will never again be able to harm our cause.</STRONG></P> 



<P>As I have pointed out many times, his actions, and those of his followers, 
are giving aid and comfort to our al-Qaeda 
enemies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just imagine what they're trying to do behind the scenes in private emails, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600388 28256 93 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:09:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 birneyw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm we should take a poll of what Charles will be called or compared to 
next:</P> 
<P>1. Godzilla2. Mothra3. thug in charge in Iran4. Ghangus Khan (spelling)5. 
Star Trek Khan6. Darth Vader7. The Emperor</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600415 28256 100 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:13:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 Anthony (Los Angeles)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, is this to say the Sweden Democrats are OK to associate with? Who's done 
the research to vet them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't associate with the Sweden Democrats myself, for the same reasons -
- it's politically stupid. But from my research into them, they do appear to 
have made an effort to reform themselves and make a break with their fascist 
past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600446 28256 110 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:18:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #103 ostar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:Someone can possibly still be right on the overall picture and wrong 
on some details. In which case a position is only strengthened by admitting 
where mistakes were made on those details, removing arguments from the other 
side.</P> 
<P>Specifically you said on Oct 24 2007:</P> 
<P>“Exhibit 2: a White Power flag at a Vlaams Belang rally this month."But that 
picture was in fact of a VJW (Youth of West Flanders) rally. VJW has nothing to 
do with Vlaams Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please provide a link where this assertion is proved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600511 28256 124 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:31:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 Roger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4600363&amp;n=83" 
target=_blank>#83</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Exhibit #1 ?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exhibit 1: in 2005, Vlaams Belang MPs shunned a resolution condemning the 
Nazi death camps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>? Please look at the resolution again and see if you see what its authors 
were really up to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is there something factually incorrect in what I posted? The resolution 
itself was a non-binding resolution, and I'm familiar with the argument that VB 
voted against it because they were concerned it would limit their speech. Given 
all their other activities, I don't accept that this was the only 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600590 28256 152 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 10:50:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 ostar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4600446&amp;n=110" 
target=_blank>#110</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>The website of the group that held the rally and discusses it:[Link: <A 
href="http://nieuw-solidarisme.blogspot.com/2007_07_01_archive.html" 
target=_blank>nieuw-solidarisme.blogspot.com...</A>]But it is not in 
English.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/10/31/facts-part-
4/" target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]discusses and translates it in 
English.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- I see that people have asserted that this is the rally shown in that 
photo. But where is the proof?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600644 28256 164 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 11:08:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #158 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fjordman's essay is bad enough (note that he ignores the hopeful findings at 
the end of the quoted article) but the open racism in the comments is 
shocking.</P> 
<P>Maybe I'm easily shocked but calling immigrants or new Americans 
"squatters"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, many of the comments for that one are blatantly racist. Gates of Vienna 
has become a racist-friendly blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600653 28256 171 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 11:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #168 marwan's daughter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #165 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Horowitz's book "<EM>Unholy Alliance</EM>" is an excellent summary of 
the Islamic-Leftist alliance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what he thinks of neo-fascists trying to hijack his 
movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27726_Horowitz_Denounces_BNP
_at_Michigan_State&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04600955 28256 244 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 12:22:41pm  
 
<P>For the record, this is the part of the Holocaust resolution to which Vlaams 
Belang reportedly objected:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...urges the Council to reach agreement on a ban on incitement to racial and 
religious hatred throughout the EU while preserving legitimate free 
speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But be sure to <A 
href="http://www.msz.gov.pl/gallery/serwis/pe_holocaust_1251.html" 
target=_blank>read the whole thing</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601063 28256 254 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 12:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/4601020" target=_blank>#249</A> oh my i'm 
awry</EM></P> 
<P>Is there a rule somewhere that says I'm supposed to allow people to use my 
own work to smear me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601168 28256 277 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 1:05:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/4601096" target=_blank>#260</A> oh my i'm 
awry</EM></P> 
<P>You're making a legalistic argument that's beside the point, because nobody 
is retaining attorneys and filing copyright claims. I requested that they remove 
my work from their hit piece on me, and they did. I would do the same thing if 
requested, and have in the past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601199 28256 287 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 1:11:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/4601180" target=_blank>#280</A> oh my i'm 
awry</EM></P> 
<P>Not just a little wrong, but "terribly" wrong?</P> 
<P>Oh well. I'll try to survive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601246 28256 296 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 1:21:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #292 ostar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4600590&amp;n=152" 
target=_blank>#152</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>OK. Not even a "hmm, there's some conflicting evidence on this one so I'll 
move this to an unproven either way category."</P> 
<P>I see flaws in both sides of this bruhaha myself. But I have yet to see a 
complex, long running argument between intelligent people where one side or the 
other was perfectly correct on every point and detail though.</P> 
<P>Lord, I'm sick of this whole thing on both sides. The current enemies of 
Western Civilization must be laughing at how we turn ourselves into our own 
enemies without any prodding from them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Show me some proof and I'll be glad to update that post. I don't consider 
what was posted at CVF to be proof in the slightest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601621 28256 331 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 2:46:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/4601576" target=_blank>#326</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 



<P>Does that article say that Frank Vanhecke and other VB officials were at the 
rally where that photo was taken, on July 10, 2006?</P> 
<P>Now, isn't that interesting!</P> 
<P>Babelfish translation:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They to they</P> 
<P>In April 2006 promised Filip Dewinter again that its party would cut through 
the links with extremists such as the VJW definitively. That has not happened. 
On the contrary: on the festival after the flower homage on 10 July 2006 party 
President she stood frank enjoy Vanhecke on the burg in brugge to they with the 
shaved stoottroepen VJW music. Also Vb-personeelsdirecteur and senator Yves 
Buysse and regional President Luc Masyn was of the 
party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601645 28256 336 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 2:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/4601631" target=_blank>#333</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>Well, what do you know. The VB apologists were right after all. It was a VJW 
rally.</P> 
<P>But it was a VJW rally which top VB officials attended. Well, 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601652 28256 338 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 2:54:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #335 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4601621&amp;n=331" 
target=_blank>#331</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I was just looking at that, regarding the flag ...</P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The procession took the kaalgeschoren VJW-ers also all doubt: they 
paradeerden on the Bruges market with a black flag adorned with the runenkruis 
(see photo below).</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a VJW rally that Dewinter was attending. That might explain the 
confusion. If Dewinter was featured at the rally our original source may have 
wrongly assumed it was a VB rally.I don't think this proves it either way but we 
now have two conflicting attributions, both sources seem equally 
reliable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The interesting part is that all the apologists have been claiming over and 
over that it was a VJW rally, but without linking to anything that would 
definitively prove it. Now we know why they didn't want to share that 
information; they've been claiming that the Vlaams Belang has no connection at 
all to the VJW, when Vlaams Belang officials were AT THAT RALLY.</P> 
<P>It's another lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601739 28256 350 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 3:16:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #347 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4601652&amp;n=338" 
target=_blank>#338</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>It was not a VB or VJW rally, it was at a <STRONG>memorial celebration of a 
battle in 1309 led by Jan Breydel and Pieter de Coninck against the oppression 



of the royal class</STRONG>. It is a public celebration held every year on the 
10th of July. It has nothing to do with a rally of any parties but, was attended 
by members of the VJW and politicians of VB.</P> 
<P>If skinheads show up at a 4th of July celebration does that mean that 
everyone there is a skinhead sympathizer?</P> 
<P>Your relying entirely way to much on left-wing, anti-conservative European 
sites!</P> 
<P>Would you trust Keith Olbermans reporting of a conservative event, I think 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the one who claimed it was a VJW rally. That claim comes from the 
Center for Vigilant Freedom.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vigilantfreedom.org/910blog/2007/10/31/facts-part-
4/" target=_blank>www.vigilantfreedom.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04601747 28256 352 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 3:20:15pm  
 
<P>zuckerlilly: can you translate that section better than 
Babelfish?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602004 28256 415 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 4:47:22pm  
 
<P>Gates of Vienna invited these commenters deliberately:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/11/and-banned-played-
on.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602068 28256 431 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:16:44pm  
 
<P>Former Belgian: can you translate this section of <A 
href="http://www.blokwatch.be/content/view/931/47/lang,nl/" target=_blank>this 
page</A>?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zij aan zij</P> 
<P>In april 2006 beloofde Filip Dewinter opnieuw dat zijn partij de banden met 
extremisten als de VJW definitief zou doorknippen. Dat is niet gebeurd. 
Integendeel: op het feest na de bloemenhulde op 10 juli 2006 stond 
partijvoorzitter Frank Vanhecke op de Burg in Brugge zij aan zij met de 
kaalgeschoren stoottroepen van VJW van de muziek te genieten. Ook VB-
personeelsdirecteur en senator Yves Buysse en regionaal voorzitter Luc Masyn 
waren van de partij.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602101 28256 439 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:27:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #435 Former Belgian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #431 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Former Belgian: can you translate this section of <A 
href="http://www.blokwatch.be/content/view/931/47/lang,nl/" target=_blank>this 
page</A>?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zij aan zij</P> 
<P>In april 2006 beloofde Filip Dewinter opnieuw dat zijn partij de banden met 
extremisten als de VJW definitief zou doorknippen. Dat is niet gebeurd. 



Integendeel: op het feest na de bloemenhulde op 10 juli 2006 stond 
partijvoorzitter Frank Vanhecke op de Burg in Brugge zij aan zij met de 
kaalgeschoren stoottroepen van VJW van de muziek te genieten. Ook VB-
personeelsdirecteur en senator Yves Buysse en regionaal voorzitter Luc Masyn 
waren van de partij.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In April 2006, Filip Dewinter once again promised that his party would 
definitively cut ties with extremists like the VJW. This did not happen. On the 
contrary: at the feast after the "homage in flowers" of July 10, 2006, at "the 
Burg" in Bruges, [VB] party chairman Frank Vanhecke stood enjoying the music, 
side to side with the bald-shaven shock troops of the VJW. Also present were VB-
head of human resources Yves Buysse and regional [VB] chairman Luc 
Masyn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see. So the claim here is that Vanhecke and other VB officials were 
associating with the VJW at a "feast" following the rally in that photo. Is that 
accurate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602113 28256 443 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:33:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #440 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4602101&amp;n=439" 
target=_blank>#439</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vanhecke and other VB officials were associating with the VJW at a 
"feast"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well yes and no, they were seen associating at a feast, but it was not a VJW 
rally. One might have taken place else where but the feast is not related to any 
rally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Understood. The "rally" was actually a traditional flower festival. With 
occasional white power skinheads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602126 28256 446 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:37:06pm  
 
<P>If anyone finds more information about this post-flower-festival "feast" (was 
it a VJW event?), please post it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602132 28256 448 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:40:11pm  
 
<P>Also, Killgore if you're around: I think that "yelloman" leftist site has 
altered their post about that photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602141 28256 453 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 5:43:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #447 Johnny Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4602113&amp;n=443" 
target=_blank>#443</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>NO, The "rally" is a traditional flower festival. White power skinheads 
showed up to it despite being hassled by the cops who tried to stop them from 
attending. An agreement was reached with the cops that allowed the skinheads to 
attend but after giving assurances that no violence or any other crap would take 
place.</P> 



<P>Please stop trying to link a traditional Belgian cultural festival to 
skinheads and neo-nazi's. Just because they showed up doesn't mean it 's a nazi 
rally, for god's sake man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there something unclear about this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "rally" was actually a traditional flower festival. With occasional white 
power skinheads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's the same thing you just wrote, in different 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604211 28262 431 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 9:39:06am  
 
<P>Who peed in your Rice Krispies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605129 28262 434 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:46:51am  
 
<P>Don't forget Dylan's "Subterranean Homesick Blues"...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04602750 28263 6 Charles Thu, Dec 13, 2007 8:43:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Did you dispatch LFG mobys to muck up GoV's neat little 
world?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604059 28263 1156 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 9:04:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #873 mr_bitterness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope this doesn't invalidate my Lizard's Licenses, but I can't muster an 
ounce of interest in this little blogwar. If we're so dismissive of these Euro-
dudes' opinions, as we should be, wouldn't it follow to just let them keep 
shouting into the void. More than half of Charles' posts lately have been 
squabble updates; he's letting the idiots ruin LGF's content 
quality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true at all. Please count the posts on the front page. There are 
TWO posts about the Vlaams Belang, and dozens of posts that are on other 
subjects. It's not even close to being "more than half."</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604396 28263 1226 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:11:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1217 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4604323&amp;n=1216" 
target=_blank>#1216</A> redstateredneck</EM></P> 
<P>Anybody know how to date back the post search calendars after you call up the 
initial page of past posts?</P> 
<P>I tried changing the date, but I couldn't make it enter in the 
box.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You need to actually click on a day number in the calendar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604404 28263 1227 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:13:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #790 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to head out to my morning calls, see you all later tonight.</P> 
<P>Someone in comments at my blog linked to their article, and then from there 
to GOV, appears the Baron is declaring unilateral truce.</P> 
<P>I think I will honor that, and not carry forward with Part III of the Sound 
and the Fury essay series, although there's a bunch more on my hard drive and I 
didn't get to conclusions. It needs a rest, and we need to get back to normal 
business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read what Baron Bodissey posted? That is definitely not a truce. He's 
declaring victory, and telling people to stay away from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04607727 28263 1353 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 9:44:16pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604530 28267 52 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:28:22am  
 
<P>Another attack from Euro fascist sympathizers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pi-
news.net%2F2007%2F12%2Fcharles-johnson-was-geschah-mit-
lgf%2F&amp;langpair=de%7Cen&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604561 28267 71 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:33:20am  
 
<P>Thanos: I posted a comment to you in the last VB thread -- I think you 
misread the last GoV post. It's no truce at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604584 28267 88 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:35:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #52 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another attack from Euro fascist sympathizers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.pi-
news.net%2F2007%2F12%2Fcharles-johnson-was-geschah-mit-
lgf%2F&amp;langpair=de%7Cen&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A retread -- did you see Baron's post yesterday, and his "ut oh" can't stand 
the comments post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw it. What a surprise! Who would have guessed that taking the side 
of white nationalists would attract more of them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604633 28267 125 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 10:43:13am  
 



<P>It's amazing and a little disturbing how hard the GoV people and their 
European pals are working to put out this cloud of BS. I may have to do a point 
by point answer of that ridiculous list of "corrections," just to stop those 
idiots from doing their little victory dances all over the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604779 28268 25 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:02:13am  
 
<P>Ack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604839 28268 54 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:08:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just uploaded it a few minutes ago...there is no telling what I did...as I 
have no clue about computers...I just type...hehe</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did you get the original image?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604869 28268 61 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:11:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>um...not sure...have had it on my computer for awhile...it is a 
jpg</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fixed it for now, but could you please try uploading it again to see if the 
same error happens -- and copy and paste here whatever appears on your screen, 
so I can fix it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04604946 28268 88 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:21:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/4604894" target=_blank>#71</A> kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<P>OK... I fixed it again. Looks like you've got a JPG that's messed up 
somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605011 28268 101 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:28:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...did ya figure it out?</P> 
<P>Owl...thanks for making me laugh about it...I was a little 
embarrassed...LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try uploading it one more time. This time you should see an error message 
that it's an invalid image file, and it won't install the huge 
icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605053 28268 109 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:35:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #107 kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok...i did it...Im gonna try what pre-Boomer Marine brat said to do and then 
re upload...maybe that will work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like that loophole is now closed.</P> 



<P>You don't need to re-upload anything -- just refresh the page. Your icons are 
all OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605142 28268 132 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 11:48:44am  
 
<P>If kawfytawk's icon is still large, refresh your page. The browser has cached 
the large image and won't reload it until you freshen up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605579 28270 52 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 1:05:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/4605419" target=_blank>#27</A> bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael has fans too. On the very political correct "sargasso" he was quoted 
on his views on democracy and got fanmail:</P> 
<P>quoteAs an immigrant, I say many thanks to Michael van der Galiën for his 
insightful declaration that ‘In some countries, full democracy means having 
Hamas, Hezbollah or some other extremist movement in power. In those cases, full 
democracy is not in our best interest, thus we should oppose it’.</P> 
<P>In the Netherlands, full democracy means having Pim Fortuyn, Geert Wilders, 
Rita Verdonk or some other extremist nationalist xenophobe in power. In those 
cases, full democracy is not in our best interest as immigrants, thus we should 
oppose it.unquote</P> 
<P>I am all for the hunt for fascists in europe, but I am under the impression 
that LGF is judging some of the situation wrongly, by relying on reports and 
groups/ individuals who die the islamization of europe.</P> 
<P>Charles, I say this to you in the most friendly way I can think of: please be 
very cautious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me see if I understand what you're trying to communicate here:</P> 
<P>1) Michael van der Galien expressed an opinion that full democracy is not in 
our best interest when it comes to groups like Hamas. I agree with that. In 
fact, I'd call that a pretty conservative argument.</P> 
<P>2) In response, a commenter said that as an immigrant, he was also opposed to 
full democracy for people like Pim Fortuyn, et al. Which is a stupid morally 
equivalent comment, mocking Van der Galien's viewpoint.</P> 
<P>How does this reflect badly on Van der Galien?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605610 28270 55 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 1:10:34pm  
 
<P>By the way, another writer at PoliGazette is Pieter Dorsman, who's had the 
excellent blog <A href="http://www.peaktalk.com/" target=_blank>PeakTalk</A> for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605977 28270 80 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 2:12:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/4605883" target=_blank>#75</A> bottehond</EM></P> 
<P>I'm somewhat familiar with Sargasso.nl, and comparing that site to Stormfront 
is ridiculous.</P> 
<P>And I'm also fairly sure from reading what Van der Galien has written that he 
is not in favor of "appeasing Islam."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04606047 28270 86 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 2:24:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/4605883" target=_blank>#75</A> bottehond</EM></P> 
<P>Here's the Sargasso blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://sargasso.nl/" target=_blank>sargasso.nl...</A>]</P> 
<P>Please point out the parts that are like Stormfront, would 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04608940 28270 166 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 10:52:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/4608243" target=_blank>#144</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for your concern, Irish Rose. I am being as careful as possible, and I 
agree that the comments posted at those sites have gone way beyond reason. Note 
that some of those who post the craziest stuff hid behind masks of friendliness, 
for years in a few cases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605343 28271 59 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 12:29:25pm  
 
<P>Master, master, this is recorded through a fly's ear, and you have to have a 
fly's eye to see it...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/v4vjgxBLMs4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605400 28271 104 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 12:36:12pm  
 
<P>Master masterThis is recorded thru uh flies ear'n you have t' have uh flies 
eye t' see itIt's the thing that's gonna make Captain BeefheartAnd his magic 
band fatFrank it's the big hitIt's the blimpIt's the blimp FrankIt's the 
blimp</P> 
<P>When I see you floatin' down the gutterI'll give you uh bottle uh winePut me 
on the white hookBack in the fat rackShad rack ee shackThe sumptin' hoop the 
sumptin' hoopThe blimp the blimpThe drazy hoops the drazy hoopsThey're camp 
they're campTits tits the blimp the blimpThe mother ship the mother shipThe 
brothers hid under their hoodFrom the blimp the blimpChildren stop yer nursin' 
unless yer renderin' funThe mother ship the mother shipThe mother ship's the 
oneThe blimp the blimpThe tapes uh trip it's uh trailin' tailIt's traipse'n 
along behind the blimp the blimpThe nose has uh crimpThe nose is the blimp the 
blimpIt blows the air the snoot isn't fairLook up in the sky there's uh 
dirigible thereThe drazy hoops whirYou can see them just as they wereAll the 
people stir'n the girls knees trembles'n run 'n wave their hands'n run their 
hands over the blimp the blimpDaughter don't yuh dareOh momma who caresIt's the 
blimp it's the blimp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04605424 28271 123 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 12:38:45pm  
 
<P>Sadly, "The Blimp (Mousetrapreplica)" did not turn out to be the smash hit 
that Captain Beefheart was hoping for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04606983 28276 298 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 6:54:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #253 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is hilarious -- between the werewolves of antwerp and the LGF haters I 
am getting a lot of comments, Chen even stopped by.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you even got Björn Roose, apologizing for the white power twins Prussian 
Blue. Kudos!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04608868 28276 782 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 10:30:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #776 Barking Pumpkin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK I must be doing something wrong as I cannot get my avatar to appear. When 
I go to account management the first checkbox, which allows one to see one's 
personal icon, is grayed out and will not allow me to select it. I'm using the 
latest version of Safari on a brand new iMac running Tiger as I have not 
upgraded to Leopard yet. Any Lizard out there know what I'm doing wrong? 
Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't uploaded an image file - that's why the checkbox isn't 
checkable.</P> 
<P>Use the buttons in the top "Icon" area to select an image file and upload it, 
then the "Show my icon" checkbox will be enabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04609572 28276 785 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 3:18:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #784 Barking Pumpkin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: 782 Charles</P> 
<P>Here's what happens. I select a JPEG on my desktop that I rendered in 
Photoshop as an RGB file that is 24 x16 pixels and when it tells me to upload it 
I click "upload" and I immediately get back an error message that says, "Error, 
no file uploaded."I guess there's something going on with my computer and 
browser that does not interact properly with something at LGF. I've been using 
Macs since 1989 and I've gotten pretty good at troubleshooting, but this doesn't 
make any sense to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Photoshop, save your file using the "Save for Web" option, and set it to 
save a JPG file - then upload the JPG file. It sounds like you're trying to 
upload a Photoshop document - that won't work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04607318 28277 1 Charles Fri, Dec 14, 2007 8:10:09pm  
 
<P>And by the way, keep in mind that Diana West has come out as a Vlaams Belang 
supporter recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04609850 28284 10 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 4:55:26pm  
 
<P>Some of the stuff he writes about in this one I've been aware of, but holding 
back because some people are already accusing me of writing about this issue too 
much - like the stories of Roland Raes and Karel Dillen, and the Holocaust 
denial issues around many VB founders and officials.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04610093 28284 122 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 6:15:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/4610079" target=_blank>#114</A> Pennies for 
Patriots</EM></P> 
<P>Is there a point to that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04610105 28284 125 Charles Sat, Dec 15, 2007 6:18:41pm  
 
<P>In other words, is there a reason why you posted that 3-part list of IP 
addresses?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04612207 28284 298 Charles Sun, Dec 16, 2007 9:46:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/4612183" target=_blank>#297</A> jimmybob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How difficult would it have been to simply note that there are certain 
aspects of that site that Charles does not agree with, namely the Eurabia myth 
position. Instead he says nothing and gives the impression that he agrees to the 
casual reader.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We discussed this pretty extensively a few days ago, starting here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28211#c0061" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04612231 28284 299 Charles Sun, Dec 16, 2007 9:52:32am  
 
<P>Unless I misunderstand Øvind Strømmen's position, what he means by "the myth 
of Eurabia" is very specific -- he disagrees that there is a vast conspiracy to 
deliberately bring it about. I don't think he's saying that there's no problem 
at all with unchecked immigration from Islamic countries.</P> 
<P>But he has an account, and he can defend his own views. He seems to be more 
of a leftist than I am, if that concerns you. But in this case, he hasn't posted 
anything that is not accurate and factual. I've verified it, and discovered many 
of the same things in my own research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04612259 28286 811 Charles Sun, Dec 16, 2007 10:00:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/4610852" target=_blank>#577</A> 3 wood</EM></P> 
<P>I'm very sorry to hear of your loss. You must be devastated; take care of 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04617139 28308 232 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 12:19:00pm  
 
<P>mama winger: I'm very sorry to hear about that. Please take care, and I hope 
your father is able to find peace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04617880 28308 629 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 2:34:21pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's a Hindu name, and I removed that email address from my post because 
it may not be the sender's email.</P> 
<P>This came through our contact form, and people can put any email address they 
want in that form -- there's no way to really verify it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04618486 28311 33 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 5:28:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although -- I haven'tt seen the video yet, and some LGF commenters say it's 
actually pretty entertaining, and not brainwashing.</P> 
<P>Anyone who has seen it: what is your assessment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is pretty entertaining, because several of the Brits in this little 
experiment are less than enthusiastic. But the intent of the show is definitely 
to glamorize Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04618686 28312 34 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 6:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 jcr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, there are over 120 thousand donors to Ron Paul's campaign now, and there 
were 27 thousand <EM>new donors</EM> this week. That's momentum.</P> 
<P>-jcr</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04618713 28312 55 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 6:31:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/4618701" target=_blank>#46</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<P>Ron Paul is a lunatic, and if by some absurd congruence of idiocies he 
manages to win the GOP nomination, the Republicans won't be in the White House 
again for at least 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619045 28312 345 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 7:57:12pm  
 
<P>The kook's camp followers apparently believe it's worth propagandizing at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619051 28312 350 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 7:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #349 orson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4619045&amp;n=345" 
target=_blank>#345</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Am I propogandizing ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619064 28312 362 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 8:02:03pm  
 
<P>A note to the camp followers: please continue. The more you promote the Crazy 
Uncle, the less chance he has of destroying the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619381 28312 612 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:06:16pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04619457 28312 654 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:24:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #651 Nexus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been telling you all for weeks...don't underestimate this 
guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes ... you <EM>have</EM> been shilling for weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619469 28312 662 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:27:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #657 idaniboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4619419&amp;n=633" 
target=_blank>#633</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<P>Go ahead and call RP or his supporters "kooky" if you want to, but I'd rather 
not risk the chance of calling an LGF military member here or military passer-by 
who happens to be perusing LGF "kooky" simply out of respect to what they 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul and his followers are kooks. And I do not believe your claims about 
military support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619485 28312 675 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:30:32pm  
 
<P>Apparently, we have a number of Ron Paulians who've managed to register at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619501 28312 689 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:34:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/4619497" target=_blank>#685</A> 
Tangonine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I only offer this: don't dismiss the guy as a "nut." He has his flaws, but he 
also has some viable posiitons on domestic government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do dismiss the guy as a nut. Because he's nuttier than a can of 
Planter's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04619527 28312 708 Charles Mon, Dec 17, 2007 9:40:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #704 Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul - the next President of The United States of America?</P> 
<P>*shudder*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul has absolutely no chance of becoming president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04620734 28312 816 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 8:14:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #812 Nexus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4620043&amp;n=795" 
target=_blank>#795</A> jcr</EM></P> 



<P>I'm a 'shill' because I support a candidate Charles doesn't like. No matter 
what I say or do or what Paul says or does, Charles will try to find something 
negative in it. It's similar to Bush Derangement Syndrome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... actually, you're a shill because you support a candidate who is a 
kook, with followers who are indistinguishable from radical 
leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623244 28312 832 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:43:45pm  
 
<P>Please report any death threats. I've been watching this thread and I did not 
see anything like that -- in fact, I just read the whole thing again, and I 
don't see anything remotely approaching death threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04620835 28314 8 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 8:42:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/4620823" target=_blank>#2</A> keyword</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28302_Muslim_Students_Take_O
ver_Meditation_Room_in_Minnesota&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04620969 28315 24 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 9:13:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killer Tomato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there's an old quote. Sinclair Lewis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's from Sinclair Lewis, a favorite quote of leftists 
everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621071 28315 96 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 9:29:25am  
 
<P>And after the Crazy Uncle's comment about fascism, see the update above for 
some very crunchy irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621487 28315 286 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 11:07:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/4621467" target=_blank>#281</A> Nexus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To try and link Paul with groups he has nothing to do with is 
disingenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you find yourself on the same side with white power goons and David 
Duke, it's time to reconsider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621524 28315 297 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 11:16:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/4621510" target=_blank>#292</A> Nexus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm seeing signs here of a derangement syndrome similar to Bush Derangement 
Syndrome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep using those words. I do not think they mean what you think they 
mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04623867 28315 474 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 9:42:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/4623108" target=_blank>#473</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it's specious, just as specious as looking for the worst person out 
of all the tens of thousand supporters and using that to try to smear the rest 
of the people who support Ron Paul. That's why it's so disappointing when 
Charles persists in doing so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Ron Paul has a huge base of supporters among 9/11 Truthers, neo-
Nazis, antisemites, Birchers, and far-right/far-left crackpots of every stripe. 
That IS his base, and he panders to them shamelessly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621204 28316 3 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 10:06:29am  
 
<P>Motionbox has apparently decided we shouldn't see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621231 28316 21 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 10:10:26am  
 
<P>This was a good one too. The Brits are really getting salty with their Muslim 
overlords. I'll try to get this from another source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621244 28316 29 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 10:13:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 hypothetical truth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>meh... who likes LGF anyway?/kidding</P> 
<P>Charles: did they just block LGF from linking to them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... the videos have been removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621702 28318 17 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 11:50:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you ever post that video of the VB councilwoman giving the Nazi 
salute as she took the oath of office?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it's at Thanos' site though.</P> 
<P>I still have a lot of other stuff I haven't posted on this 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621794 28318 41 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 12:10:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4621702&amp;n=17" 
target=_blank>#17</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>You do realize that no matter how many facts, photos or other evidence 
showing the links between these groups and the unsavory neo-Nazis andwhite power 
groups, Gates of Vienna and others will continue to smear you.</P> 
<P>It's sad that they simply refuse to accept the fact that they're courting a 
real nasty sort in the conflict of our time. It would be nice if they'd 



reconsider their position, but they're so totally staked to it that they'll 
continue smearing you and looking foolish in the process.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I realize that. Their irrational behavior stems from a severe cognitive 
dissonance; they're trying to maintain two mutually incompatible opinions at 
once: 1) there's no truth at all to the claims that VB has fascist origins and 
ideologies, and 2) Europeans have no choice but to ally themselves with fascists 
like the VB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04621924 28318 99 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 12:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 nolocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #67 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4621837&amp;n=58" 
target=_blank>#58</A> nolocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Using the word "ties" is NOT a clarifying term. It is a term that, as I point 
out, lends itself to abuse and demogoguery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That depends on what the definition of "is" is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not so much, it seems. A few weeks ago I was berated for suggesting the 
potential peril of relying on photos as "proof" of nazi affiliations. While I 
was specifically referring to a different photo than the VB flower rally, I 
guess today's retraction makes the point anyway. Credibility on this issue is 
crucial. A mistaken reliance on the VB rally photo harms credibility, make no 
mistake about it. Insisting on precision and accuracy shouldn't be a cause for 
criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't "harm credibility." The truth about that photograph is even 
more damning than the mistaken claim, and the GoV/CVF claims are shown to be 
outright lies. It's not my credibility that has been damaged -- it's 
theirs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04622091 28318 189 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 1:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/4622017" target=_blank>#147</A> nolocon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon, that's bordering on the Dan Rather defense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's completely ridiculous. My original source for the photo was in error 
about one aspect of it -- it was not taken at a Vlaams Belang rally. But VB 
officials were not only at this festival, they apparently hung out with VJW 
members -- the same people that CVF claimed had no connection whatsoever to the 
VB.</P> 
<P>To call this a "Dan Rather defense" is silly and insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04622103 28318 198 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 1:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #194 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's our Little Dutch Boy moby and his sidekick "I'm not a member of VB, 
but I sport their logo as my LGF avatar" jeppo?</P> 
<P>/t'aint no fun without the apologists</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry, they'll be here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04622532 28318 300 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 3:06:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>About that black rat that Gates of Vienna tried to tell us was an innocent 
comic book symbol:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://babelfish.altavista.com/tr?trurl=http://www.vjwestland.be/de_rat.ht
m&amp;lp=nl_en" target=_blank>www.vjwestland.be...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>The black rat as symbol of Right, revolutionary nationalism is 
already some decades in use.</STRONG> It symbolises in fact the nonchalance 
compared with criticisms, decency rules, ... that from the linkerzijde and other 
systeemlakeien to our are forced. The reproach “ (black) ratten” to be, as a 
eretitel it was taken and <STRONG>it was adopted as a political symbol</STRONG>. 
In Flanders gebruik(t)en several organisations the black rat in their symboliek: 
VMO, NSV, NJSV, VJM, ... Abroad this symbol was already longer in use.</P> 
<P><STRONG>The black rat as a representative of militant radical 
nationalism</STRONG> by the end of January 1970 was for the first time used by 
the French students of the Groupe Union et Défense (GUD). Of from that 
verspeidde it itself further in the Latin world (especially in the rings of the 
Italian MSI and its youth organisations), but also to among others Flanders. The 
drawings have been based on the stripverhaal ‘Chlorophylle contre lesson rats 
noirs’ that appeared in 1956, of the hand of the Walloon striptekenaar Macherot. 
In the tale Chlorophylle against the black rats fight which stand under control 
of their king Anthracite. Although in the tale Chlorophylle as vegetarian 
hazelmuis “goeden” represents and promote individualism, gradually the show and 
does not prove he steals Anthracite the stereotype slechterik be. Whereas 
Chlorophylle more and more become annoying, carries the cultivated Anthracite 
more and more human characterise from, combined with jovial cynicism and 
listigheid. As a symbol the kwaaie has contributed black rat with its 
eigenzinnige humour to an attitude which combines verbal aggression, 
vastberadenheid, humoristic nostalgie, proud and healthy 
provocatie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word for what GoV tried to do in their whitewash piece about the rat is: 
"lying."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04622608 28318 307 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 3:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/4622582" target=_blank>#304</A> 
bottehond</EM></P> 
<P>After the vicious personal slurs that have been launched against me by those 
people, and the disturbing views they hold which have now become quite clear, 
you're hallucinating if you think I would ever attend a "conference" with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04622622 28318 309 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 3:38:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/4622617" target=_blank>#308</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're gonna have to accept racist White Nationalist, neo-Fascists and Nazi 
sympathizers within our ranks whether we like it or not? Is that what you're 
implying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't get a straight answer out of him.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04622944 28318 340 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 5:39:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/4622917" target=_blank>#338</A> jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you want CVF to correct or amend their essay on this whole business, 
might I suggest poring over their words very carefully, and pointing out 
*specific* errors. They've corrected mistakes when LGF readers have pointed them 
out before, and there's no reason to think that they won't in the 
future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not care less if CVF corrects the reams of deceptive garbage they 
have posted. They've proven themselves to be the worst sort of apologists, 
eagerly engaging in character assassination to promote their agenda of denial 
and obfuscation, and I neither expect nor want anything from 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623133 28323 6 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:25:11pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is a fan of the gold standard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623159 28323 21 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:29:28pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck: "If you weren't a man, I would french kiss you."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623191 28323 38 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:33:15pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul: "yes, I believe if we leave the Middle East, they'll leave us 
alone."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623193 28323 40 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:33:57pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul: "It's not anti-Israel, it's just neutral."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623202 28323 48 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:35:38pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul on Al Qaeda: "You're talking about several hundred 
people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623207 28323 52 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:36:36pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul is against annoying radical Islamists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623218 28323 62 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:39:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron sounding remarkably sane on energy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And crazy on almost everything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04623225 28323 68 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:41:18pm  
 
<P>Everything the Crazy Uncle is saying is straight out of the John Birch 
handbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623254 28323 93 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:45:54pm  
 
<P>It's sad that American politics has gotten to the point where a kook like Ron 
Paul can be said to have "some good points."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623297 28323 125 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 6:53:28pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's disavowal of the Troofer "movement" was incredibly weak.</P> 
<P>He knows he's getting a lot of support from the Troofers, but he says the 
bare minimum to distance himself from them, and pretends he had no idea this was 
going on.</P> 
<P>This is a man who has appeared four times on the Alex Jones radio show. For 
him to profess ignorance about 9/11 conspiracy theories is incredibly 
dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623800 28323 580 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 9:12:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #358 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have we been infested with Paulians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Just 4 or 5 die-hards, spinning for all they're worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04623837 28323 603 Charles Tue, Dec 18, 2007 9:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #600 Pawn of the Oppressor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care how sane he sounds "on occasion", he hangs out with Troofers, 
which puts him somewhere below whale shit on my "lowness" meter. Anybody who's 
willing to be seen within 100 feet of those retards while not carrying a stun 
gun or a counter-protest sign, is not somebody I want anywhere near the 
Presidency. Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He not only hangs out with Troofers, they are a huge part of his "base." He 
goes on the Alex Jones kook show because he knows that's the best way to 
energize that base of supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04625152 28323 733 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:05:24am  
 
<P>By the way, "sick of it all" is posting from Sweden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04625702 28325 116 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:43:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wow, lgf has really taken to this anti huck bandwagon. thats is truly a 
shame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wrong. LGF has studied the guy's record, and decided he would be a disaster 
as president. I'm not a bandwagon-jumper, and I'm perfectly capable of drawing 
my own conclusions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04625990 28325 161 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 11:34:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/4625215" target=_blank>#46</A> mike volpe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we can add LGF to the list of right blogs taking their turns in 
trying to destroy Huckabee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break. I am allowed to dislike Mike Huckabee, and I'm allowed to 
say so. That's not "trying to destroy him," it's my opinion. If you don't agree, 
fine; but please refrain from this kind of hysterical 
overreaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04626115 28327 295 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 12:02:03pm  
 
<P>What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04626799 28337 56 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 2:37:39pm  
 
<P>That smell is getting stronger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04626931 28338 23 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 3:12:59pm  
 
<P><A href="http://nc-libertarian.blogspot.com/2007/12/slandering-of-ron-paul-
by-lgf.html" target=_blank>The Slandering of Ron Paul by LGF</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627324 28338 87 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:42:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/4627299" target=_blank>#79</A> sick of it 
all</EM></P> 
<P>Why should we listen to a word you have to say about the US election? You 
can't vote, so your purpose seems to be little more than to stir up 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627325 28338 88 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 orson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.rense.com/general42/bshnazi.htm" target=_blank>Bush &amp; 
the Nazis</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have got to be kidding me. Rense.com?</P> 
<P>And you work for Ron Paul?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627353 28338 99 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:48:24pm  
 
<P>The truth about the Prescott Bush tall tales:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.straightdope.com/columns/030214.html" 
target=_blank>www.straightdope.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04627376 28338 109 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:53:31pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's blatant racism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.chron.com/CDA/archives/archive.mpl?id=1996_1343749" 
target=_blank>www.chron.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Texas congressional candidate Ron Paul's 1992 political newsletter 
highlighted portrayals of blacks as inclined toward crime and lacking sense 
about top political issues.</P> 
<P>Under the headline of ""Terrorist Update," for instance, Paul reported on 
gang crime in Los Angeles and commented, ""If you have ever been robbed by a 
black teen-aged male, you know how unbelievably fleet-footed they can 
be."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul's anti-Israel bias (with more than a hint of antisemitism):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In later newsletters, Paul aimed criticism at the Israeli government's U.S. 
lobbying efforts and reported allegations that President Clinton used cocaine 
and fathered illegitimate children.</P> 
<P>Stating that lobbying groups who seek special favors and handouts are evil, 
Paul wrote, ""By far the most powerful lobby in Washington of the bad sort is 
the Israeli government" and that the goal of the Zionist movement is to stifle 
criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627383 28338 113 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:56:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4627353&amp;n=99" 
target=_blank>#99</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Nice whitewash, but there's a <A 
href="http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/new_world_order/bush_nazis.html" 
target=_blank>little more</A> to it than that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. That's another <EM>highly</EM> credible source. Filed under "New 
World Order."</P> 
<P>You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627396 28338 119 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 4:59:03pm  
 
<P>If you had ever read Cecil Adams, by the way, you would realize how flat-out 
stupid it is to call his piece a "whitewash." Maybe you should spend less time 
on New World Order web sites that rant about vaccines being a government 
plot.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627413 28338 128 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:02:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My, my, my, what's going on here? We got RP <EM>and</EM> VB enthusiasts on 
the same thread.</P> 
<P>/two movements headed nowhere in a hurry</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's no accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627439 28338 140 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:10:33pm  
 
<P>The Fox News article confirms what Cecil Adams wrote, and flatly contradicts 
the garbage at those two conspiracy web sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627462 28338 153 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 sick of it all</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he never wrote that, he refuted those allegations over 15 years 
ago...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? So you're claiming he never wrote this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://groups.google.com/group/soc.culture.african.american/msg/c8668bd366
2b0fa5" target=_blank>groups.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice the date: 1993. How could he refute it "over 15 years 
ago?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627481 28338 163 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:22:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #158 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #152 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #141 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was asked for a link and I provided it. They report... youi 
decide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, let me see if I get this. Bush had a grandfather, who worked for a Bank 
that financed Hitler 70 years ago is the same as Ron Paul accepting money 
directly from Nazis in 2007./is that about right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No it's not the same at all. The Bush connection is much more direct. They 
were fronting for Hitler in America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete BS. From the Fox News article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prescott Bush was one of seven directors of Union Banking Corp., a New York 
investment bank owned by a bank controlled by the Thyssen family, according to 
recently declassified National Archives documents reviewed by The Associated 
Press.</P> 
<P>Fritz Thyssen was an early financial supporter of Hitler, whose Nazi party 
Thyssen believed was preferable to communism. <STRONG>The documents do not show 
any evidence Bush directly aided that 
effort.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627484 28338 165 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #162 gadlaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #91 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4627309&amp;n=83" 
target=_blank>#83</A> bottehond</EM></P> 
<P>You want to ask me question while you insult me with your name calling- you 
can forget any answers from me- I already gave you a link, which you've clearly 
ignored. See if anyone else will put up with your ad hominem and be polite back 
to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The level of hostility and lynch mob internet mentality is pretty high here. 
You give an opinion that the mob doesn't agree with and you're an idiot and a 
list of other derogatory names. If you try to point out you aren't an idiot then 
you're some uppity fool who thinks you're better than other people. Discussion 
is mostly pointless, reasoned argument is not something you'll get from many 
here. And then they'll demand you write them a term paper to prove your opinion 
while calling you an idiot and it wouldn't matter anyways since they'll dismiss 
anything you say or any facts you bring up. I've been registered here a fair 
while and usually am only motivated to comment when there's something really 
outrageous but wasn't set on by the mob until I thought some Ron Paul derogatory 
comments were over the top. But at least, unlike giving your opinion elsewhere I 
didn't get death threats by members of the religion of peace as I've had or had 
my mailbox bombed for not having a correct opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "death threat?" You've already admitted you could not substantiate that 
claim. Why are you repeating it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627497 28338 174 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/4627488" target=_blank>#167</A> sick of it 
all</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ah, my math was off, this was brought up when he ran for congress again and 
like I said it was refuted already, there where other people writing the 
newsletter...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. He did not refute it. Saying it over and over doesn't make it 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627509 28338 180 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #178 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy froths at the mouth a lot, but the sourcing and footnotes are 
impeccable. More than you ever wanted to know about the <A 
href="http://www.tarpley.net/bush2.htm" target=_blank>Bush-Nazi 
connection</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's rich. Another nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627518 28338 182 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:32:38pm  
 
<P>Crackpots, by the way, are expert at writing authentic-looking footnotes. 
Have you checked to make sure that they're all correct, or are you taking the 
word of a VERY OBVIOUS ranting lunatic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627531 28338 188 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:35:21pm  
 
<P>Here's a <EM>very</EM> interesting link from neo-Nazi hate site Vanguard News 
Network:</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&amp;q=http://www.vnnforum.com/showthread.ph
p?t=63682" target=_blank>Ron Paul Lies About Lack Of Involvement With White 
Nationalists - Vanguard News Network Forum</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Ron Paul Lies About Lack Of Involvement With White 
Nationalists</STRONG></P> 
<P>Comrades:</P> 
<P>I have kept quiet about the Ron Paul campaign for a while, because I didn't 
see any need to say anything that would cause any trouble. However, reading the 
latest release from his campaign spokesman, I am compelled to tell the truth 
about Ron Paul's extensive involvement in white nationalism.</P> 
<P>Both Congressman Paul and his aides regularly meet with members of the 
Stormfront set, American Renaissance, the Institute for Historic Review, and 
others at the Tara Thai restaurant in Arlington, Virginia, usually on 
Wednesdays. This is part of a dinner that was originally organized by Pat 
Buchanan, Sam Francis and Joe Sobran, and has since been mostly taken over by 
the Council of Conservative Citizens.</P> 
<P>I have attended these dinners, seen Paul and his aides there, and been 
invited to his offices in Washington to discuss policy.</P> 
<P>For his spokesman to call white racialism a "small ideology" and claim white 
activists are "wasting their money" trying to influence Paul is ridiculous. Paul 
is a white nationalist of the Stormfront type who has always kept his racial 
views and his views about world Judaism quiet because of his political 
position.</P> 
<P>I don't know that it is necessarily good for Paul to "expose" this. However, 
he really is someone with extensive ties to white nationalism and for him to 
deny that in the belief he will be more respectable by denying it is outrageous 
-- and I hate seeing people in the press who denounce racialism merely because 
they think it is not fashionable.</P> 
<P>Bill White, CommanderAmerican National Socialist Workers 
Party</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627557 28338 197 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:41:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #195 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4627531&amp;n=188" 
target=_blank>#188</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>You don't even want to know who else attends those "dinners."</P> 
<P>Actually, you already do...</P> 
<P>IT'STHEM,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do. This is getting more than a little creepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627606 28338 216 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:53:53pm  
 
<P>I've posted a new thread for the VNN claim. Including Render's find, proving 
that Ron Paul has indeed been to the restaurant mentioned in the neo-Nazi's 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627812 28338 232 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 6:39:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/4627708" target=_blank>#231</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you one of those blue-eyed fools who bought a McMansion on a subprime 
mortgage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably not. He's a Ron Paulian who's upset about the direction this 
discussion has taken, and he/she is trying his/her best to divert it into 
another direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627635 28341 25 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 5:59:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 sick of it all</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>a source from a forum? and a from the "commander" of the nationalist 
socialist worker party...</P> 
<P>are you now going to claim Ron Paul is a socialist too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hit a nerve, eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627704 28341 72 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 6:14:15pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't have posted this, by the way, except for the link Render found, 
proving that Ron Paul has indeed been at that restaurant. The CCC dinners are 
well documented from many other sources.</P> 
<P>Kudos to Render.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627888 28341 231 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 6:52:51pm  
 
<P>Render is on fire tonight. His latest find is now an update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04627929 28341 268 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 6:59:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #245 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how the troofer minions that post here have gone suddenly 
silent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure they're frantically emailing each other, trying to decide how to 
handle this little problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628193 28341 419 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 7:51:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #412 Quodlibetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4628148&amp;n=406" 
target=_blank>#406</A> Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<P>A "national socialist" who reveres Murray Rothbard, a Jewish anarcho-
capitalist? He may have loopy ideas, but short of suffering from multiple 
personality disorder, I think that combination would be a bit 
difficult.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're posting from Britain. Why are you interested in this 
story?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628226 28341 429 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:00:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #421 Quodlibetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4628193&amp;n=419" 
target=_blank>#419</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Is this discussion only for Americans currently resident in the 
US?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not an answer to my question. Why are you trying to promote Ron Paul 
in America, when you live in Britain?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628270 28341 445 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #428 Iwillnotsubmit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, Ace and the boys seem to think you are a little over the top 
with the Ron Paul connection and they say that you think that all of Europe is 
white supremecist. Comments over there are killin me. Run over there and school 
em will ya.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just curious -- are you a Ron Paul supporter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628295 28341 453 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:15:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #446 Quodlibetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4628226&amp;n=429" 
target=_blank>#429</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not trying to promote Ron Paul. I think a lot of his ideas are crazy, and 
I don't think he has a hope of getting the nomination. There's a difference 
between thinking candidates should be treated fairly (i.e. not have allegations 
of neo-Nazism thrown at them absent solid evidence) and "promoting"/favoring 
them.</P> 
<P>As for where I live: I can still vote, even if I do live overseas. So yes, I 
take an interest.</P> 
<P>I usually lurk here, and now that I've made my point, I'll go back to doing 
so. Sorry if I upset anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you support Ron Paul?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628301 28341 455 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:16:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #452 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's curious how so many of the suspect posts start with a variation of "I 
don't support Ron Paul and I think he's a little nuts, 
but/so..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's become a real red flag. The Paulians have shown over and over that 
honesty is not their strong point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628310 28341 459 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:18:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/4628304" target=_blank>#456</A> 
blueeyedfool</EM></P> 
<P>I wasn't asking you. I already know your agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04628366 28341 477 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:29:33pm  
 
<P><A href="http://conservative.meetup.com/167/" target=_blank>Council of 
Conservative Citizens, Washington DC Meetup Group (Ashburn, VA) - 
Meetup.com</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628430 28341 507 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:43:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #500 Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone find it a bit creepy that for the last three evenings there have 
been Ron Paul threads and people who never post in other threads are playing the 
role of blocking back for Ron Paul in these threads for hundreds of posts.</P> 
<P>There are several Ron Paul supporters in an earlier thread tonight on the 
donations and we're in full flame war then Charles posts that letter from the 
Nazi site and there is radio silence from the Paulbots for two hours. And now 
they're back all of a sudden all at once.</P> 
<P>Weird.</P> 
<P>Am I alone here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not alone. It's more than a bit creepy, and the coordination is very 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628451 28341 514 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:48:29pm  
 
<P>It may be time to ban all of these Paulians, in fact. The dishonesty and 
irrationality is becoming tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628487 28341 529 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 8:56:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #527 Storm'n Norm'n</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4628451&amp;n=514" 
target=_blank>#514</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Ok, Ban us, Even if where not voting for him. or anybody, else. we will sit 
this one out, much as last.You deal with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628505 28341 539 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #534 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't ban the Paulians. Let them hang around until their foreheads have 
an impression that says <A href="http://store.titleboxing.com/titleboxing-
everlast-product.html?source=adwords" 
target=_blank>TSALREVE</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's an option too. But the problem is that they post so much 
deceptive BS, pretending to be "conservatives" when they're really just insane, 
that they may be hoodwinking some of our less-savvy readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628567 28341 573 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #545 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is getting a lot of referrals from [Link: <A 
href="http://psu.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=2229718737&amp;topic=23273" 
target=_blank>psu.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyone have a facebook ID so we know what it says?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a nest of Ron Paul college kid morons, assuring each other that none of 
this means anything, and that the Crazy Uncle is "squeaky clean" (in their 
words).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628576 28341 580 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:18:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/4628561" target=_blank>#570</A> 
blueeyedfool</EM></P> 
<P>"Why would isolationism be a disaster?"</P> 
<P>There you have the Ron Paul mind virus, writ small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628626 28341 604 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #592 hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never thought of Pat Buchanan as a WN type. Paleo Conservative who wants 
to live in an isolated country. That probably does appeal to WN types. But I 
mostly watched him on CNN crossfire, his opponents there might know him best. 
Was that Michael Kinsley of Slate?</P> 
<P>he is sort of Bill O'Reilly's old bitter uncle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is highly connected in the White Nationalist universe. In fact, 
he's one of their main centers of activity.</P> 
<P>I've learned more than I ever wanted to know about these connections in the 
past couple of months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628673 28341 626 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/4628568" target=_blank>#574</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. Ron Paul went to speak at the Robert Taft club, and some nazis 
claim to have attended the event. The Taft club is a group of small-government 
conservatives, who admire Robert Taft (obviously), a man noted for fiscal 
conservatism during his tenure in the congress.</P> 
<P>You sure as hell don't waltz in there with a swastika on and get a warm 
reception by advertising your sympathy with the regime that killed a hundred 
thousand US soldiers in WW II. The members of the Taft club are patriots, who 
know damn well that "american nazis" are traitors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit is right. The Robert Taft club hosts speeches by white nationalists, 
racialists, and yes... Stormfront types. They're connected to the Council of 
Conservative Citizens and many other white nationalist and crypto-fascist 
groups.</P> 
<P>You're revealing yourself quite nicely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628692 28341 637 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:47:00pm  
 
<P>I'm counting about six Paulians in this thread, doing their best to throw out 
as much flak as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04628697 28341 639 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:48:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #635 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4628664&amp;n=622" 
target=_blank>#622</A> jcr</EM></P> 
<P>Canadian Guy wasn't referring to Glen Beck's show, but rather Alex Jones' 
show that Charles spoke about in the thread last night. And you know that 
because you were here with the same catch me if you can BS..</P> 
<P>Look. You can lie to other people about what you see here but you can't lie 
to us. Duh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he knows exactly what the issue is, and he's deliberately trying to 
confuse it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628733 28341 655 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 9:56:21pm  
 
<P>Seven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628763 28341 671 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:01:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #664 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From RonPaulForums...<A 
href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=60928" target=_blank>Neo-
Nazis Say: Ron Paul is One of Us [PROBLEM!?]</A>Here come the 
Paulians!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. The ripples are spreading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628770 28341 675 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:02:31pm  
 
<P>From the Ron Paul forum:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That site is a neocons mouth piece. We should go on the offensive against 
those who would try to smear Ron Paul with misleading distortions.</P> 
<P>If they want to play dirty, we should ask neocon supporters of bloodshed of 
Iraq war to declare that they do not support killing of Iraqi civilians and 
declare that they are not racists and explain why they support war against a 
country that did not attack us.</P> 
<P>If they want controversy, we should give it to 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628787 28341 686 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:07:51pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>We should go on the offensive...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean they're not offensive enough already?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628796 28341 692 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:11:30pm  
 
<P>Judging from our <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php" target=_blank>referrers page</A>, late on a Wednesday evening, 
this post is really kicking up some dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04628845 28341 722 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:24:12pm  
 
<P>New thread now posted -- no new info, but this one is getting very 
lengthy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04628858 28341 730 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:26:45pm  
 
<P>The Kos Kidz are now jumping on it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2007/12/19/21444/976/551/424557" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630228 28341 782 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:09:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #775 EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could say something about all of this--but I won't.</P> 
<P><EM>...for now.</EM></P> 
<P><STRONG>heh.</STRONG></P> 
<P>~Norsk Troll</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stopped caring what you have to say about anything quite a while ago. 
You've shown yourself to be another two-faced backstabber, and if you had any 
self-respect, you wouldn't show yourself here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630449 28341 785 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:51:13am  
 
<P>Another Ron Paulian shows up in a dead thread, claiming to be a longtime LGF 
fan who is suddenly disgusted with me. That's about the 30th time they've pulled 
this one, and the schtick is really getting tiresome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630545 28341 788 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:08:48am  
 
<P>This must be the tactic they decided on, after closing the forum last 
night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630872 28341 798 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:01:52am  
 
<P>Skinheads at a Ron Paul rally in Philly:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/aympZ8ILGSI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630983 28341 803 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:25:25am  
 
<P>Remember -- there's a fine line between stupid and clever.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04628877 28343 18 Charles Wed, Dec 19, 2007 10:33:50pm  
 
<P>The Ron Paul forum has now blocked unregistered users from seeing that 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630195 28343 1219 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:02:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1149 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So at last count there were 9 Paulian minions posting. Has the number 
grown?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually -- it has shrunk. There are three fewer this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630769 28346 185 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:43:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am beginning to think you were right when you said, the other day, 
that the Ron Paul/Far Right/nutzoid Libertarian/Stormfront/Vlaams Belang stuff 
is all related.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the "About Us" page at American Conservative:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott McConnell founded The American Conservative with Pat Buchanan and Taki 
Theodoracopulos in 2002.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that name Taki Theodoracopulos <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27925_Sultan_Knish_Speaks&am
p;only" target=_blank>sound familiar</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630978 28346 251 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:24:08am  
 
<P>Please do not waste everyone's time with personal disputes here. It's a turn-
off to everyone who is not involved -- and that is almost everyone reading 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630601 28348 1 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:18:21am  
 
<P>We have another Paulian assault going on in a dead thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28341_Neo-
Nazis_Say-_Ron_Paul_is_One_of_Us#c0788" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630631 28348 12 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:22:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4630601&amp;n=1" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I'm a little surprised we aren't seeing more MSM heat over that 
story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think people are scared of the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630775 28348 52 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:44:19am  
 
<P>On that American Conservative issue, this is from the "About Us" page at 
American Conservative:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott McConnell founded The American Conservative with Pat Buchanan and Taki 
Theodoracopulos in 2002.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that name Taki Theodoracopulos <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=27925_Sultan_Knish_Speaks&am
p;only" target=_blank>sound familiar</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630855 28348 69 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 10:59:11am  
 
<P>Skinheads at a Ron Paul rally in Philadelphia:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/aympZ8ILGSI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630863 28348 71 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:00:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and by the way, the <A 
href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=29" target=_blank>Ron Paul 
Forum</A> is no longer blocked. In case you want a look see at what we were 
looking at last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've edited the topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04630888 28348 79 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:04:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and by the way, the <A 
href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/forumdisplay.php?f=29" target=_blank>Ron Paul 
Forum</A> is no longer blocked. In case you want a look see at what we were 
looking at last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the topic where they were planning how to respond is still 
closed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=60751" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631076 28348 173 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:46:39am  
 
<P>Note: that idiot going by the name 'krazykounselor' no longer has an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04631123 28348 206 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 11:54:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #204 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh boy, Chuckie's back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I think I blew my cover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631188 28348 253 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 12:09:53pm  
 
<P>By the way, that feature of clicking the rating number for front page posts 
is new -- I decided to disclose the plus/minus votes just like the ratings for 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631721 28351 29 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 1:53:21pm  
 
 
 
<P>I'm watching. The guy giving the intro just gave a shout-out to Peter 
Brimelow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631747 28351 43 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 1:59:01pm  
 
<P>There are five parts to that video:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/profile_videos?user=takadi&amp;p=r" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If anyone sees anything interesting, let me know. I just can't stomach 
listening to Ron Paul for that long myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631791 28351 70 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 2:10:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/4631767" target=_blank>#56</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love how credible LGF is, i mean, they use a completely unsubstantiated 
post as if it is unmitigated truth...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they also apparently have reading comprehension problems, because far 
from posting it as if it were "unmitigated truth," the first sentence in my post 
is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take this with a grain of salt, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah. These people are such dishonest idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631810 28351 80 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 2:12:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 aaron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming Paul ends up running next November as an independent - and with all 
that money streaming in, why wouldn't he - the question will be: which party 
will he hurt the most? Which party has more *nuts and *bats, or which party's 
*nuts and *bats are more disciplined?</P> 



<P>I think this just became the Thursday afternoon drinking 
thread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've thought for quite some time that a large part of Ron Paul's support from 
the left is a deliberate disinformation campaign, because they're hoping he will 
be able to discredit and split apart the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631897 28351 139 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 2:32:34pm  
 
<P>A plaintive question at the Ron Paul Forums: <A 
href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=61207" target=_blank>Do I 
really want to tell someoen to 'Google Ron Paul' anymore? - Ron Paul 
Forums</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04631912 28351 153 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 2:37:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/4631901" target=_blank>#142</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lukacs sees populism as the greatest threat to civilization. By his own 
description, Lukacs considers himself to be a reactionary. In Lukacs's view, the 
essence of both National Socialism and Socialism was populism. Lukacs does not 
believe in generic fascism, in his opinion the differences between Nazi Germany 
and Fascist Italy were far greater than the similarities. Lukacs sees himself as 
the defender of the traditional values of Western civilization against what he 
regards as the debasing leveling effects of modern mass civilization, and above 
the institution that Lukacs sees as the supreme guardian of Western values, 
namely the Roman Catholic Church.</P> 
<P>Lukacs has argued that the best form of government is that of an enlightened 
elite, preferably a Catholic elite. A major theme of Lukacs's writing has 
concerned an assertion by the French historian Alexis de Tocqueville in the 19th 
century that all states, whether monarchies or republics, had been dominated by 
aristocratic elites, and the age of aristocratic elites was drawing to a close 
and the age of democratic elites reflecting the interests and concerns of the 
masses was dawning. Much of Lukacs's writings are concerned with what he regards 
as this transition from aristocratic to democratic elites and its consequences, 
especially towards historiography.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That is seriously twisted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632051 28351 229 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 3:05:07pm  
 
<P>Imagine what our comments would look like right now if I just left 
registration open all the time.</P> 
<P><EM>Shudder</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632257 28353 17 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:01:19pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure I've seen the guy in the hat somewhere before -- he's another 
white supremacist, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632264 28353 20 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:02:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 Render</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ummm Boss?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?n=228&amp;c=4629123" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>PRESENT,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I missed that one! Someone emailed it to me a little while ago. Thanks, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632286 28353 34 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:04:56pm  
 
<P>By the way, the original photo at Render's link has EXIF data in it that 
confirms the date of the photo, and also makes it unlikely that it was 
altered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632352 28353 87 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:14:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #70 Whole Wheat Bagel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, I'm not Paul supporter, but come on. Would you know this guy? I know of 
Stormfront, but I don't know who runs it. If you're running for office, are you 
going to go out of your way to find out who runs every group you don't like?</P> 
<P>Let's not ignore the possibility that Paul didn't know. Frankly, I don't 
really care. He's not getting the nomination, so whatever ties he <EM>might</EM> 
have to these groups is irrelevant.</P> 
<P>I'm more bothered by this guy being at that particular 
event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that Ron Paul knew who this was.</P> 
<P>However -- Don Black made a rather infamous contribution to Paul's campaign. 
How likely is it that he would pose for a photo with Paul and <EM>not tell Paul 
who he was</EM>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632354 28353 89 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats Derek Black, Don's son. He's 18. Heres <A 
href="http://bp2.blogger.com/_6PKqHVdHnFc/RsJ3Ds7UslI/AAAAAAAAAAk/EtqXiHHb5II/s1
600-h/derek.jpg" target=_blank>another picture of him</A> in that same 
hat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632441 28353 161 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 Whole Wheat Bagel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #87 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that Ron Paul knew who this was.</P> 
<P>However -- Don Black made a rather infamous contribution to Paul's campaign. 
How likely is it that he would pose for a photo with Paul and <EM>not tell Paul 
who he was</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, that was the general impression I got from the commenters, not 
you.</P> 
<P>As for the second question, I don't know. I don't know much about Black or if 
he's a real in your face type of guy, or someone who isn't going to be 
forthcoming about his beliefs.</P> 
<P>Either way is possible. I guess I'm willing to give him the benefit of the 
doubt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don Black is absolutely unashamed of his views, and I have little doubt that 
he introduced himself to Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632492 28353 208 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:42:17pm  
 
<P>One of the reasons I'm pursuing this story, by the way, is that if you search 
for information on Ron Paul related to these WN goons, you'll find that 
information -- and a lot of it is on left-wing blogs.</P> 
<P>The mainstream media have stayed far away from the issue, and so have 
Democratic politicians. Why?</P> 
<P>I think it's possible they're planning a sort of late-term surprise here, to 
discredit the Republican party by suddenly yanking out all of these connections 
when the campaign season is much farther along, and it will look <EM>even 
worse</EM> than it does now.</P> 
<P>It's important to get this crap dealt with before it reaches that point, and 
before Ron Paul's irresponsible dealings with people like Don Black and Alex 
Jones can do any more damage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632527 28353 241 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:49:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 uptight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW - in terms of information security, the EXIF data was nothing compared to 
<A href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoimages/" target=_blank>this open 
"images" folder</A></P> 
<P>anyone got a half hour to go through it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. Get on this one now, lizards. This hole won't be open 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632541 28353 254 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:54:30pm  
 
<P>There are hundreds of pictures in that folder related to Ron Paul. These 
people are working hard for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632561 28353 271 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 4:57:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4632527&amp;n=241" 
target=_blank>#241</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>The first file is a stormfront thing, there's a pic of Nick Griffin and lots 
of Ron Paul stuff. What are we looking at here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an unprotected directory full of pictures at the Stormfront 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04632576 28353 286 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:00:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #280 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the deal with the <A 
href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoimages/ArmstrongLance1.jpg" 
target=_blank>Lance Armstrong image</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lance is white.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632583 28353 293 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #285 uptight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt <A href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoimages/Stormfront-US-5-24-
06.gif" target=_blank>this regional breakdown</A> of Stormfront's membership is 
public information</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632598 28353 307 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:04:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #297 Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #211 TheTeflonMaster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/ronpaul2008/2111230786/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]More pictures with white 
supremacists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Looks like an attempt at obfuscation to me</STRONG>, who do you think 
you are? The Teflon Don?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632605 28353 314 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:06:07pm  
 
<P>The Facebook kiddies are already spinning like crazy; "it doesn't mean 
anything" ... "he takes pictures with lots of people" ... "they were just 
supporters like anybody else" ... "he didn't know" ... etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632625 28353 333 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #326 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #289 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #280 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the deal with the <A 
href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoimages/ArmstrongLance1.jpg" 
target=_blank>Lance Armstrong image</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a Nazi too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They appears to just have randmo photos with the Stormfront logo plastered on 
it.</P> 
<P>I doubt Lance would appreciate seeing that.</P> 



<P>There are a couple of others in there I believe some copyright attorneys 
would have interest in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it fits perfectly into their ideology of racial superiority to claim that 
Lance's achievements are due to his "whiteness." I don't think it's random at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632635 28353 343 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:12:12pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #328 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoimages/Miami_Ron_Paul_debate_Versailles_s
peaking.jpg" target=_blank>Don Black and Ron Paul again?</A> The guy in the blue 
shirt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632682 28353 385 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #367 sugiero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://kelso.stormfront.org/Kelsoaudio/WhitakerTransfersAudio/" 
target=_blank>DVD covers with pictures and names</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My, my. My goodness. My oh my. You mean there are <EM>more</EM> unprotected 
picture directories there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632732 28353 434 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:34:13pm  
 
<P>My goodness. They've left every single directory open.</P> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632742 28353 444 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:36:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #439 Whole Wheat Bagel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4632732&amp;n=434" 
target=_blank>#434</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Are they running Linux or Windows?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Linux.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632758 28353 459 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 5:39:55pm  
 
<P>Yes, the Linux command you want is wget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632878 28353 566 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 6:22:57pm  
 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632883 28353 570 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 6:25:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #568 BulgarWheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#566 Charles</P> 
<P>Elaborate please</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: #562.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632933 28353 618 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 6:41:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #582 orson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4632883&amp;n=570" 
target=_blank>#570</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Yup, that would be me. I've been asking a question all day, and haven't 
recieved an answer. It's an honest question, and I given better respect than 
I've gotten...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have a browser, right? You know what Google is, right? So why are you 
demanding that other people do your research?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632941 28353 626 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 6:42:50pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=61864" 
target=_blank>This is going to get really bad. - Ron Paul 
Forums</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04632983 28353 664 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 6:53:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #657 BulgarWheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#648 JammieWearingFool</P> 
<P>Why in the world are you bummed out and depressed? Please explain. You're an 
old and trusted friend around these parts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote is from the Ron Paul Forum... they're not happy campers over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633036 28353 711 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:04:17pm  
 
<P>Well, the hate mail is starting to flow in now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633072 28353 746 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:11:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #733 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=61932" 
target=_blank>Hrmm they are Digging for help</A> ... (how many digbats are 
Paulists?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're also posting methods to vote multiple times at Digg, did you notice 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633155 28353 825 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:37:41pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #772 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul likely could have inoculated his campaign against the Nazi virus by 
publicly denouncing the Stormfront support and then forwarding the $500 donation 
from Don Black to the ADL or the UNCF. Then this picture could have been 
explained away simply with an "I didn't know who they were"</P> 
<P>But his ego prevented him from that. And now the Ron Paul Revolution has 
become the Ron Paul Revulsion. He's done like dinner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly! If the Paul campaign had done the right thing and returned that 
money, and disavowed these creeps in no uncertain terms, this would not have 
been an issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633178 28353 844 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:44:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #812 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=62154" 
target=_blank>Yahoo news search- damning allegations of RP's close ties with 
white supremacist</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hysterical. First they were arguing that nothing posted at the VNN forum 
could be trusted. Now they're arguing that you can trust what's posted at the 
VNN forum, as long as it supports them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633220 28353 884 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #857 cannyman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Bush didn't send the money back when Black supported him in 2000 
and 2004.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please support your claim that Don Black gave money to President Bush. And 
then, if you can do that, provide a link to show that Bush was made aware of 
this "contribution."</P> 
<P>Because if there really were a donation, and if Bush was made aware of it, I 
have absolutely no doubt the money would have been returned. This is simple, 
basic politics, and it's how things have been done in the US for a long time. 
Ron Paul is the first presidential candidate I've ever seen claim that he didn't 
have to return donations from such a despicable source.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ANd this happened at the Values Voters debate? Wow - who knew all those 
Christians were intent on hanging out with the "white power" folks? I'm shocked, 
I tell you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this, well, this is just silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633232 28353 895 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 7:58:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #887 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #626 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=61864" 
target=_blank>This is going to get really bad. - Ron Paul 
Forums</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me, or did this thread over there just go dark?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they've just hidden another thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04633249 28353 911 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:03:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #896 christheprofessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case you missed it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.politicalbase.com/profile/Augustus/blog/&amp;blogId=814" 
target=_blank>Wacky Utterances of the Week: Little Green 
Footballs</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, they're really reaching now. Notice he doesn't dispute 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633371 28353 1027 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:35:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1015 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #998 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we're up...at the <A href="http://www.dailypaul.com/node/16071" 
target=_blank>Daily Paul</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Could be photoshopped,"Uncomfortable issues raised with a pic... IT'S 
PHOTOSHOPPED.</P> 
<P>Well ironman77, if you followed the thread you'll note we found a whole 
series of photos. Not just one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that was predictable. Unfortunately for them, the photos are directly 
from the Stormfront web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633374 28353 1029 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:36:33pm  
 
<P>I can't believe the Stormfront goons have still left that photo directory 
unprotected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633381 28353 1030 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:37:32pm  
 
<P>Hoo boy. The hate mail is really starting to flow now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633429 28353 1048 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:46:10pm  
 
<P>If you want to download those picture folders at Stormfront, here's a great 
add-on for Firefox that makes it easy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.downthemall.net/" 
target=_blank>www.downthemall.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633488 28353 1061 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:01:35pm  
 
<P>The Stormfront goons are starting to close their directories now. The one 
with all the runes now shows up as empty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633454 28354 61 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 8:52:03pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #14 JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having spent some time on a farm and participated in the slaughter and 
butchering of the animal. Most of the photos are in line with the process.</P> 
<P>Throwing the animal into the air. Nope.But they do need to be secured, a 
large animal can hurt you.</P> 
<P>For those who are used to meat in Styrofoam trays with plastic warp the 
photos are a little jarring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... they're doing this in the <EM>street</EM>. Is that standard butchering 
practice? What about the guy who's dancing around and slashing with a 
knife?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633497 28354 96 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:03:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We did cattle on straw in the barnyard, chickens in the backyard.</P> 
<P>I agree with you about the in the street, and the dancing, and the throwing 
the goat in air.</P> 
<P>As far as turning animals into meat, well it's messy, and pictures show 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, it's messy, and I'm not being squeamish about that part of it. But 
what I see in these pictures are terrified animals and wholesale unnecessary 
cruelty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04633665 28355 50 Charles Thu, Dec 20, 2007 9:36:16pm  
 
<P>Lots of perfectly innocent Celtic crosses in this one:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/o3mGbFiSYDY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04635754 28358 77 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 12:00:24pm  
 
<P>Just noticed that my link got mangled in the posting process -- it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04635880 28364 46 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 12:29:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 Pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, people who put Ron Paul's name on an online poll are asking to 
be punked. Ignore him and they'll go away.</P> 
<P>By the way, I'm getting the feeling lately that there's a similar movement 
afoot for Fred Thompson. Anyone else notice some unusual spikes for him in 
recent internet polls?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I have. In our LGF polls, I'm seeing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04635903 28364 62 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 12:33:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 The Pulchritudinous Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to go OT, but when are the Fiskie and Oriana nominees going to be 
solicited?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to open the nominations after Christmas...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04635977 28364 124 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 12:49:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Please understand the internet!</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rotating title nomination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04636081 28364 199 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 1:10:13pm  
 
<P>Some of the incoming links from Ron Paul supporting web sites are so 
completely deranged, it's more than a little scary.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/billwhite.php" 
target=_blank>whatreallyhappened.com: Alleged White Supremacist Bill White‘s 
Kosher Attack on Ron Paul.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.surfingtheapocalypse.net/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=195934" 
target=_blank>URGENT: RON PAUL SUPPORTERS/ READ THIS ASAP</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.erichufschmid.net/Ron-Paul-Nazi-trick.html" 
target=_blank>Ron Paul and the Nazis</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04636295 28366 27 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 2:04:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious - when did DTP go anti-LGF? Was it Vlaams?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been deranged for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04636770 28366 415 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 4:54:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #302 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's odd. Usually at least some Paulians would show up to 'refute' the 
evidence. At least they did when Paul's connections with troofers was 
discussed... I wonder where they are now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. It's awful quiet.</P> 
<P>Too quiet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04636932 28367 17 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 5:38:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never figured you for a narc, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reporting hate mail is not being a "narc."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04636979 28367 54 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 5:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4636947&amp;n=28" 
target=_blank>#28</A> Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<P>That was a given- but the people who enable them are worse, imo.</P> 
<P>With all your hard work on this today- I think we should make you an Honorary 
American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Canadian Guy has tracked down some real freaky stuff today. 
Kudos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04636985 28367 60 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 5:50:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 pre-Boomer Marine brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #20 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I know you want the government to support your ass forever and you 
are scared that will stop.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't need the government to support my ass, I get a check directly from 
the Vast Zionist Conspiracy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't want to gauche, but when will I begin receiving 
checks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't get yours yet? Don't worry, it's in the mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637067 28367 136 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:04:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #71 Penny T. Wienerdog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me or is Ron Paul becoming a deity to his followers. Whenever 
someone has a legitimate objection over something Paul has done, his followers 
rabidly attack the massinger, not the objection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would they attack the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Massinger" 
target=_blank>massinger</A>? He's been dead for 300 years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's better than attacking the <A 
href="http://www.shopinprivate.com/masexcleanvi.html" 
target=_blank>Massengill</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637076 28367 145 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:05:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #134 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, maybe a poll would be appropriate :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suggestions for a poll question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637107 28367 173 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:11:34pm  
 
<P>How about this for a poll question:</P> 



<P>Which GOP candidate would you never vote for?</P> 
<P>And include the full list of candidates, with Ron Paul, and watch them spam 
it anyway...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637619 28367 331 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:30:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #316 Maui Girl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, how do I get my special little icon? Not that I don't love the green 
football but gee whiz, sure would like a pineapple or somethin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go to the 'Manage Your Account' link and upload a JPG, GIF, or PNG 
graphic...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637209 28368 12 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:26:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Bill Amos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately the paulies will simply pick someone else and spam them to 
drive them to higher negatives than ron paul</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're assuming they'll even notice. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637233 28368 24 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:28:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad I read the text before I voted on that one.</P> 
<P>;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637278 28368 50 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:34:46pm  
 
<P>Sorry about ending that question with a preposition, by the way. My guilt 
knows no bounds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637299 28368 66 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:37:26pm  
 
<P>This may be our first boolean poll. In a NOT kind of way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637349 28368 110 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:44:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When the Paulistas find this poll and start spamming it, will they vote for 
Ron Paul anyhow- because they're conditioned to do so -without actually reading 
what the question is?</P> 
<P>Could they possibly be that dumb?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>SHHH!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637377 28368 135 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:50:00pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #122 Fearless Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #54 invictus86</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never thought it would feel good to vote for RP. I was so very wrong. It's 
quite satiating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not all wrong. It's an interesting and great group! <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZWIzYWI4NTBjYTc3NGE1OGEwYWMyZjE1NDZjO
WVmMDQ=" target=_blank>Derbyshire on Paul.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's one reason why Derbyshire has very few links at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637394 28368 149 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:53:03pm  
 
<P>Someone needs to submit this to Digg.</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637402 28368 155 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:54:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/4637384" target=_blank>#142</A> 
SecretInternetDoucheBag</EM></P> 
<P>You're assuming they have reading comprehension skills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637409 28368 160 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 6:55:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 Omega</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some reason, the Paulbats arent spamming this poll.</P> 
<P>Should we email them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Digg it! That's better than email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637485 28368 227 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:07:11pm  
 
<P>Isn't Boolean logic grand?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637495 28368 237 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:08:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #230 Mr Phyzz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4637433&amp;n=183" 
target=_blank>#183</A> Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Yes. The comment about the turd in a swimming pool further up seems apt with 
regard to the USA. It is not unknown for political people over here to lie about 
their religious faith to help them get into political office. I am sure that 
would not happen over with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually -- lots of American politicians lie about their religious faith to 
be elected. But in the other direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637506 28368 246 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:10:24pm  
 
<P>Quiet now. I think I felt a tug on the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04637647 28368 366 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:36:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #348 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a trouble maker commenting at the bottom of the digg 
thread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bury him, like I buried Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04637653 28368 371 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 7:37:22pm  
 
<P>McCartney, that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04638154 28369 15 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 9:44:20pm  
 
<P>The hate mail keeps on comin'!</P> 
<P>Just received, from someone in Florida who apparently believes it's just 
peachy keen for people to use their work accounts to send hate mail, with the 
subject line, "tattle tale":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And yes, I notified them about what one of their employees is doing on 
company time.)"</P> 
<P>What a dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is he calling me Richard? Doesn't he know my name is Chuckie 
Greenballs?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04638189 28369 35 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 9:59:18pm  
 
<P>I once took a KLM flight on which the pilot's name was, and I kid you not, 
Dick Koch. It was a real icebreaker with the flight attendants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04638203 28369 44 Charles Fri, Dec 21, 2007 10:05:34pm  
 
<P>Still more hate mail coming in. A lot of them like to start off by telling me 
how much they <EM>used</EM> to enjoy LGF, before I started bashing the Only 
Crazy Uncle Who Can Save This Terrorist Nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04639240 28372 101 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 9:31:07am  
 
<P>I didn't put "lock up" in quotes because it isn't a quote. But he <EM>is</EM> 
saying he wants to pursue legal action against them:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I’ve proposed that we enforce our obscenity laws again and that we get 
serious against those retailers that sell adult video games that are filled with 
violence and that we go after those retailers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04639264 28372 112 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 9:36:23am  
 
<P>I've changed the entry to use the exact words Romney said. And I still don't 
like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04639198 28373 23 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 9:23:46am  
 
<P>Last night's poll worked better than I ever dreamed. They're still hitting 
it. Every time I click the show button, Crazy Uncle cn has more 
votes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04639376 28373 115 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 10:07:32am  
 
<P>Ruh roh! They're on to us:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ronpaulforum.com/showthread.php?t=267837" 
target=_blank>ronpaulforum.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04639506 28374 22 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 10:43:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and <STRONG>a question for Charles</STRONG>: I've been a proud LGFer since 
sometime in 2003 (don't remember the exact date) when did you stop using 
sitemeter and is it possible for someone to go back into the archives and find 
that sitemeter information?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dropped Sitemeter in May of this year -- and no, none of the Sitemeter 
information is available from our archives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640250 28377 5 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 3:33:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have they formally endorsed Ron Paul yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, if you play "six degrees of Vlaams Belang," you get to Ron Paul in 
two or three steps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640390 28377 89 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 4:47:10pm  
 
<P>You can read more posts per page with this link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/printthread.php?t=60368&amp;pp=40" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640436 28377 128 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 5:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4640414&amp;n=110" 
target=_blank>#110</A> blackpajamas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is little more than Charles Lindberg with an econ 
degree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about the econ degree. He was a Ob/Gyn before becoming a 
politician.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Think he ranted about the gold standard to his patients while they were on 
the table?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640536 28377 211 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 5:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess what folks, <A 
href="http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/election_20082/200
8_presidential_election/for_or_against_presidential_candidates" 
target=_blank>10% of all voters now say they would definitely vote for Ron 
Paul.</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which still puts him dead last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640540 28377 213 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:00:32pm  
 
<P>Well, except for Bloomberg, who I didn't even know was in the 
race.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640564 28377 233 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:05:17pm  
 
<P>That result of 48% who would NEVER vote for The Kook is amazingly close to 
yesterday's LGF poll, which currently shows 55%.</P> 
<P>Nearly every time I refresh the results for that poll, Ron Paul's number 
climbs. Either there are a lot of Paulians who don't read carefully and missed 
the memos, or there really are quite a few people with a negative opinion.</P> 
<P>Oddly, reversing the logic on this poll may have yielded a more accurate 
result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640590 28377 258 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:13:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #237 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #222 Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4640539&amp;n=212" 
target=_blank>#212</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<P>You're not troubled that his ideas are being endorsed by Stormfront and most 
senior neo-nazis in this country? What does that say about his 
ideas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is the all-purpose magnet for the disgruntled and it has very little to do 
with his actual ideas. What about the other 99.XX% of his 
supporters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>10% actually sounds a little low for the total US kook 
population.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640607 28377 273 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:16:17pm  
 
<P>IOW, I think we can safely assume that the proportion of kooks is much higher 
in the good doctor's campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04640627 28377 292 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:20:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, have they closed that MLK thread at the Ron Paul Forum 
yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640634 28377 299 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:22:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/4640621" target=_blank>#286</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>I know. There are some convoluted and confusing issues around character 
encoding that I haven't had time to figure out yet. Someday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640723 28377 383 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:43:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #331 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4640635&amp;n=300" 
target=_blank>#300</A> Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<P>He against foreign aid for EVERBODY, not just Isreal! Crazy but 
consistent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're exactly right. He's a strict isolationist, a discredited political 
philosophy (read: millions died) in the same rubbish heap with 
Marxism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640735 28377 394 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:47:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/4640712" target=_blank>#373</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I will help you ridicule his policies all day long. I bet that's what 
Russert is going to nail him on tomorrow, not this Nazi crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes you have to raise the heat until the lobsters feel 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640758 28377 415 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:54:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #404 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>&amp;1494;<EM>re: #369 pre-Boomer Marine brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4640689&amp;n=352" 
target=_blank>#352</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<P>Gotcha. I was following instructions from the <A 
href="http://www.cookwood.com/html/extras/entities.html" target=_blank>link</A> 
below this comment-entry box. Stupid HTML software can't do that. I feel better 
already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, you have to enter the code manually then it won't carry to quoted 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With quoted comments, for now, the best practice is to note any special 
characters and replace them with their equivalents from the "<A 
href="http://www.cookwood.com/html/extras/entities.html" target=_blank>How to 
enter special characters</A>" link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04640763 28377 420 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 6:56:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #411 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #370 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q-burn- I don't understand you. You don't think paul can win, but you come in 
here and quasi-support him. What gives?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me try to explain. I have seen racism from all angles in my career. I was 
the only white DJ on an R&amp;B station more than 30 years ago. Another time in 
the 80s, a cross was burned at a radio station I worked at in the south. I have 
managed black artists at different times and dealt with people who played the 
race card and didn't think someone of my skin color should be doing what I was 
doing. So I am very sensitive to false accusations of racism. And I think that's 
what going on here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've also seen lots of racism in my career. I've worked in bands with 
black/white/yellow/etc. musicians my whole life. And that's why when I see REAL 
racism, I'm sensitive to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04640841 28377 491 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 7:25:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #475 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #456 MigueldowninMexico</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q-burnWhat don't you better root for a candidate that has any chance to win, 
my friend?</P> 
<P>/Wasting your time and intelligence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I'm for Huck. Which also makes me a heretic around here 
lol...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04643538 28377 599 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 3:27:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #595 zarxos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>They have smeared themselves...through their support of <STRONG>the 
apartheid regime</STRONG></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is bothered by the fact that Strommen refers to Israel as "the 
apartheid regime"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's referring to South Africa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04641002 28379 37 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 8:28:41pm  
 
<P>Is this post a blimp magnet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04641180 28379 175 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 9:07:27pm  
 
<P><SUB>Psst ... it's karmic_inquisitor ...</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04641186 28379 180 Charles Sat, Dec 22, 2007 9:08:47pm  
 



 
 
<P><SUB>Sorry, karmic, but that nic is gonna cause me trubble unless I spill yr 
beanz...</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04642757 28386 25 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 10:57:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I nominate John Bolton!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He won last year, so he's ineligible. You can only win it once.</P> 
<P>Otherwise, some especially durable idiots would just win year after year 
after year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04642820 28386 64 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 11:15:55am  
 
<P>Check out Jawa Report comments for their topic on Ron Paul. Note that Serbian 
nutjob "1389" is doing her best to continue the character assassination, and 
coming off like an obsessed freak.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/mypetjawa/190539/" 
target=_blank>www.haloscan.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04642834 28386 77 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 11:19:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #76 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #64 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out Jawa Report comments for their topic on Ron Paul. Note that Serbian 
nutjob "1389" is doing her best to continue the character assassination, and 
coming off like an obsessed freak.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/mypetjawa/190539/" 
target=_blank>www.haloscan.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He refers to you as "Chucklehead." The first step to immortality is to earn 
your own nickname in the popular culture! Think of it as a backhanded 
compliment. First "Chuckles," now this. And that doesn't even include 
"Icarus"!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a she-beast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04642838 28386 81 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 11:20:15am  
 
<P>Thanks to doriangrey, btw, for the defense against this 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04643115 28387 130 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 12:27:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 gwillie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>could this photo <A href="http://www.truthout.org/imgs.art_02/3.122107J2.jpg" 
target=_blank>be staged</A>? Note the gang signs by the soldiers not holding a 
bible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04643384 28387 348 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 1:55:06pm  
 
<P>The pictures look very odd, but I think it's mainly due to weird lighting and 
exposure.</P> 
<P>I took the big photo into Photoshop and I don't see anything obviously 
altered. And I see the pastor's wife's left knee there, as if she's sitting 
cross-legged on the floor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04643429 28387 387 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 2:18:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #360 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4643384&amp;n=348" 
target=_blank>#348</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Look at the girl just to the right of the pastor's wife. Is he in front or 
behind the pastor's wife. The girls seems about 10 feet closer to the camera or 
is about 4 feet taller. The perspective just doesn't seem to match. Along the 
the strange lighting it looks like a compilation of at least 3 different 
pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, it's weird-looking -- but I just don't see any of the other signs of 
photoshopping that usually turn up by manipulating contrast and levels in 
PS.</P> 
<P>And it has EXIF data that says it came from a Canon Powershot G5, taken on 
November 18, 2007 at 19:54:06. Has all the signs of being legit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04643437 28387 393 Charles Sun, Dec 23, 2007 2:20:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #385 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #360 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?c=4643384&amp;n=348" target=_blank>#348</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Look at the girl just to the right of the pastor's wife. Is he in front or 
behind the pastor's wife. The girls seems about 10 feet closer to the camera or 
is about 4 feet taller. The perspective just doesn't seem to match. Along the 
the strange lighting it looks like a compilation of at least 3 different 
pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's some more <A href="http://www.busseymilmin.com/page3.html" 
target=_blank>pictures</A> with the same group but in these there are no 
weapons. They are also sitting differently.</P> 
<P>This page took a while to load.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That settles the question -- those are from the Ministry web site. As weird 
as it looks, the picture is legit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04646050 28393 21 Charles Mon, Dec 24, 2007 9:29:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, Carl -- she's doing OK at the moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04646959 28396 68 Charles Mon, Dec 24, 2007 2:41:46pm  



 
<P>Crap. I just heard about Oscar Peterson.</P> 
<P>I've added a video above. His talent was superhuman; he made it look 
effortless no matter how insanely fast he played. What a loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04646965 28396 72 Charles Mon, Dec 24, 2007 2:43:35pm  
 
<P>"Hawkish and rigidly empiricist?"</P> 
<P>That's not so bad actually. I've been called much worse than "empiricist" 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04647595 28397 40 Charles Mon, Dec 24, 2007 6:48:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>About the confirmation from the SPLC, you wrote in an update in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28341_Neo-Nazis_Say-
_Ron_Paul_is_One_of_Us&amp;only" target=_blank>this post</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More corroboration of the neo-Nazi’s claim: Extremist Group Announces Speech 
by Congressman.</P> 
<P>The Robert A. Taft Club, a group headed by a man with a network of racist 
connections, has announced that a U.S. congressman, Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas), 
will address the group this Thursday at a restaurant in Arlington, 
Va.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that Paul addressed the Taft Club at the Tara Thai restaurant, 
though.</P> 
<P>According to the reviews Tara Thai has a "funky decor (it looks like it's 
underwater...)" and you can find footage of the Ron Paul/Taft Club speech and it 
doesn't seem to have the underwater theme of Tara Thai.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8cPoCcqL3U" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I think he was speaking at the Taft Club hq.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmm... I don't think I said that speech was at the restaurant, did 
I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04649770 28401 6 Charles Tue, Dec 25, 2007 11:38:16am  
 
<P>I would not be surprised to learn that Google is getting some angry 
communications from our religious apartheid pals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04649809 28401 27 Charles Tue, Dec 25, 2007 11:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Canadian Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4649770&amp;n=6" target=_blank>#6</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I see a post from Troutfishing at Kos on Christofacist religious Internet 
warfare in the works here.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/12/23/10251/691/341/425784" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A very long justification for a really vile diary. For once I would like to 
see these "progressives" simply write something like, "I was wrong to post that, 
and I'm sorry for offending so many people." Instead they compound the offense 
with a stupidly verbose, whiny, self-aggrandizing essay on their own 
importance.</P> 
<P>Yech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04650838 28403 2 Charles Tue, Dec 25, 2007 7:15:45pm  
 
<P>I've been called worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04652759 28405 54 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 9:30:39am  
 
<P>No, he isn't banned, even though (according to the apologists) I'm banning 
everybody who expresses any contrary opinions. Go figure!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653811 28405 178 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 2:58:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #173 oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: Charles</EM></P> 
<P>"Strømmen belongs to an anti-extremist political research group, along with 
78 other academics from all over the world, and one of those 78 is the owner of 
the anti-Vlaams Belang web site, Blok Watch."</P> 
<P>Those 78 are the members with a family name beginning with S. There are 
hundreds of members in total. Here is an article written by <A 
href="http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,20867,21264602-7583,00.html" 
target=_blank>Raphael Israeli</A>, who is also a member of the same research 
group. I am sure Israeli and I would disagree on many issues, but the question 
here would be: Is Israeli, too, part of the sinister conspiracy?</P> 
<P>As mentioned in my own post, I laughed out loud when I saw that my membership 
in this group was becoming a focal point for the VB apologists. Actually, it's 
still funny! :D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- I corrected my post. Didn't notice that was only the page for the 
names starting with S.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04652677 28406 42 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 9:15:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is O'Connor the author of this insanity?</P> 
<P>Someone named Miss Mannered posted it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a sockpuppet she uses. See the update for more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04652800 28406 123 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 9:38:39am  
 
<P>OK -- I had read several posts alleging that "Miss Mannered" was a sockpuppet 
for O'Connor. Thanks for clarifying that, Quella.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653675 28409 8 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 2:23:44pm  
 



<P>The 'show' feature had a small bug -- reload the page and it will work 
correctly now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653745 28409 56 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 2:41:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Since Cox and Forkum have retired, are they still going to do the Fiskie 
illustration?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Allen said they would still be doing it...</P> 
<P>I'm going to ruthlessly narrow these lists down to as few candidates as 
possible, folks -- just so you realize not every name is going to end up in the 
running.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653760 28409 69 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 2:45:21pm  
 
<P>An interesting comment at Digg.com, about Ron Paul:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's look at a short list of Ron Paul's "friends".</P> 
<P>Council of Conservative Citizens - He was lead speaker at one of their 
rally's. Their former name? "The White Citizens Council". Look up the CCC, if 
you dare.</P> 
<P>He was a guest on the radio program Political Cesspool. The singing guest on 
that show? "Prussian Blue" the White Supremacist teenage singing Duo.</P> 
<P>Another speaking engagement? "The Neo Confederate Movement", who "strongly 
support apartheid". They are good friends of the CCC.</P> 
<P>Who's campaign did Ron Paul help with in 1991? Why, none other than David 
Duke!</P> 
<P>Who endorsed Paul in 1996, with Paul refusing to speak against the 
endorsement? Larry Pratt, leader of the white supremacist "Christian Identity" 
movement. More of that old time religious racism.</P> 
<P>Who has 4 articles on David Dukes official Website? Why, none other than Ron 
"it's all a coincidence!" Paul!</P> 
<P>Who has been interviewed by the John Birch Society many times, and spoken at 
their dinners. Yep, Ron Paul. They even gave him a perfect 100 for his record in 
Congress!</P> 
<P>I guess every one of these items are just little slip-up. Ron Paul can't be 
faulted for speaking to these groups? He is running for PRESIDENT. If he isn't 
smart enough to know he shouldn't be associated with such horrid organizations 
(I am really stretching in giving him the "I had no idea" break), he has 
absolutely no business holding the most powerful position in the 
world...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't checked all of these claims, but I'm planning on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653795 28409 97 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 2:54:39pm  
 
<P>It's true that Ron Paul's articles are posted at 
davidduke.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653842 28409 139 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 3:06:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #112 DhimmiMoore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw one article at the crazy Duke site but it was copied there, not 
submitted. It had a link to the source which was on a US web site... lots of 
blogs repost material, often without permission. Especially fringe web 
sites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've found three articles by Ron Paul there already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653857 28409 152 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 3:08:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, if I could vote again I would vote for Tariq Ramadan for the Fiskie. (in 
addition to Walt and Mersheimer)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can nominate as many people as you like... this isn't a vote, it's just 
nominations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04653866 28409 160 Charles Wed, Dec 26, 2007 3:12:19pm  
 
<P>I was going to leave nominations open for a couple of days, but at this rate 
that's not going to be necessary at all. I may take this down in a little while 
-- I think we have plenty of candidates to pick from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04657328 28417 25 Charles Thu, Dec 27, 2007 9:29:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Kragar (Proud to be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Call me cynicial, but I'm willing to bet if Ron Paul was running as a Dem 
then Kos wouldn't have said a word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're probably right about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04657380 28417 61 Charles Thu, Dec 27, 2007 9:38:46am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the New York Times backtracks:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.editorandpublisher.com/eandp/news/article_display.jsp?vnu_conte
nt_id=1003689204" 
target=_blank>www.editorandpublisher.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04659815 28425 4 Charles Thu, Dec 27, 2007 5:53:25pm  
 
<P>They're all doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04663249 28433 6 Charles Fri, Dec 28, 2007 6:29:14pm  
 
<P>Feature not ready yet. Feature coming soon. Will announce. You will 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04663382 28433 116 Charles Fri, Dec 28, 2007 6:58:32pm  
 



<P>Nope, not diaries -- user-submitted related links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665406 28436 11 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 1:41:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 natemannq</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it me or did I just record the FIRST SPINOFF link on LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why yes, natemann, you did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665416 28436 18 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 1:42:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>You activate this feature by clicking the link at the bottom right 
of each front page post, labeled “spinoff links.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>?!?!?!?!?!?</P> 
<P>Confusion reigns! The "spinoff link" links is on the <STRONG>LGF front 
page,</STRONG> but I don't see it on THIS page -- the individual page for each 
thread.</P> 
<P>Am I missing something? Where is it on <STRONG>this</STRONG> 
page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's there now if you refresh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665450 28436 44 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 1:54:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's interesting. Now when I find something particularly relevant, I can 
submit it in the spinoff links. I'm reaching here, but maybe it can be included 
in the spinoff links if I include it in a comment. That way it doesn't need to 
be submitted in two places. Is that a lot of coding?</P> 
<P>I can see not submitting it in both places, but if it's relevant and I want 
people to look at it I probably would.</P> 
<P>Just thinking out loud...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a way for you to give more visibility to a link that you think should 
have special attention. You can also post it in a comment, if you want to 
discuss something about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665467 28436 58 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 1:58:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 SecretInternetDoucheBag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess Charles is not a fan of 300.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... not a fan of multiple exclamation points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665469 28436 60 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 1:59:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do we need to refresh the page to see the new links? Or will they be 
refreshed by hitting the 'new comments' button?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Click the show button in the links area to see anything new. Works like the 
'new comments' button, for spinoff links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665517 28436 100 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 2:15:03pm  
 
<P>The links are sorted by ratings now, so that higher ratings bubble up to the 
top of the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665571 28436 147 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 2:28:37pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #134 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you can only access the <EM>spinoff</EM> links from the front page, they're 
different from the thread links</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a 'spinoff links' button above on this page now -- if you haven't 
refreshed the page you probably haven't seen it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04665830 28436 304 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 3:43:26pm  
 
<P>Spinoff links had a short episode of locking up there, due to an unmatched 
parenthesis in the code. A bug, IOW. Fixed now... so just reload the page if you 
get stuck with that endless spinning wheel...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04666008 28436 321 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 4:33:40pm  
 
<P>There's now a live preview of your link right underneath the entry form. 
Refresh your page if you don't see it as you type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04666183 28436 332 Charles Sat, Dec 29, 2007 5:15:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #330 inkling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #319 LeePro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #52 inkling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice function, Charles -- thank you!Not a big deal, but an editing or preview 
feature would be helpful (I messed up the coding in mine. I'm kind of slow that 
way.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does one "mess up the coding" in a copy/paste procedure? Seems pretty 
simple to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did cut-and-paste, but the quote marks displayed as weird, multi-character 
HTML codes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll need to get rid of curly quotes and replace them with straight 
quotes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04668436 28437 558 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 9:22:43am  
 



<P>Here's the bottom line, folks: LGF is not a Catholic blog. It's not a 
Methodist blog. It's not a Muslim blog. It's not a Hindu blog.</P> 
<P>It's not a religious blog, and I'm not going to refrain from posting articles 
because some people don't want their religion criticized. If you really hate 
being exposed to contrary points of view, you're at the wrong blog.</P> 
<P>This is also not an "anti-Catholic" blog. In fact, the charge is just plain 
dumb. I have never posted anything that could be remotely construed as anti-
Catholic, and I challenge those of you accusing me to post evidence. In fact, I 
HAVE banned more than one person who has crossed the line into bigoted anti-
Catholicism.</P> 
<P>But if you expect me to start banning people because you don't like their 
opinions, and not posting certain articles because you want me to walk on egg 
shells to avoid injuring your thin skins, you are at the wrong 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04668732 28437 562 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 10:57:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/561/4668721" target=_blank>#561</A> 
DhimmiMoore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling the beliefs of the church wacky is anti-Catholic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>The Vatican DENIED the story, because it's a wacky story.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04668761 28437 565 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 11:10:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/4668749" target=_blank>#563</A> Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<P>When someone posts something like that, its quite obvious they don't want to 
have an LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04668822 28437 571 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 11:35:30am  
 
<P>Oh, and also -- LGF is not a Jewish blog either.</P> 
<P>I didn't want anyone to get mad at me for failing to exclude 
Judaism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04668751 28443 147 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 11:07:01am  
 
<P>These images do not necessarily disprove the government's claim that she died 
of a skull fracture. It's quite possible that all the shots from the handgun 
missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04670015 28447 2 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 5:12:44pm  
 
<P>Let me be the first to say: "Charles, this is boring! Can't you just drop it 
and get back to that good stuff you used to post?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04670018 28447 3 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 5:13:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Oyvind Strommen ever posted here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! His nic is 'oslogin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04670243 28447 86 Charles Sun, Dec 30, 2007 6:11:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #70 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Baron," citing a GoV reader, writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Time for an incomplete roundup of what took place this year, what’s good, 
what’s bad.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Bad</STRONG>...Charles Johnson, blogmaster of the large American blog 
Little Green Footballs, showed its incomprehension of European politics and 
history by condemning several participants. This strife has been a drain on 
resources and unity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I thought he wasn't going to post about LGF anymore. I wonder if this is 
a reponse to the GoV's Fiskie nomination?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm currently trying to decide if I should include GoV in the Fiskies, or 
take the high road. They've certainly met a lot of the idiotarian qualifications 
in the past couple of months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04672981 28452 289 Charles Mon, Dec 31, 2007 12:21:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/4672811" target=_blank>#260</A> Jack of 
Shadows</EM></P> 
<P>Vote Ron Paul -- because Lyndon Larouche isn't running!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04674831 28452 383 Charles Mon, Dec 31, 2007 9:55:30pm  
 
<P>Oh no, not the Paulians again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04677326 28461 22 Charles Tue, Jan 1, 2008 5:53:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Slumbering Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're good people Charles, volunteering your time to help out a fellow 
blogger in such a way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said I was volunteering? I plan on putting my niece through college on 
this job...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04677401 28461 78 Charles Tue, Jan 1, 2008 6:21:44pm  
 
<P>I stoled yr wc fieldz clip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04678201 28462 604 Charles Tue, Jan 1, 2008 11:09:10pm  
 
<P>Folks -- I didn't just start doing this yesterday, and when people who only 
recently registered dredge up the USS Liberty antisemitic conspiracy theory out 
of the blue, completely off topic, I don't need any more warning signs.</P> 



<P>There's only one reason why this topic is brought up, and I have no tolerance 
for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683084 28479 127 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 11:23:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/4683062" target=_blank>#114</A> 
Silhouette</EM></P> 
<P>I've also been known to ban people for acting like jerks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683151 28479 179 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 11:32:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/4683102" target=_blank>#142</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<P>And if you believe one word of what anyone says over there, you're as nuts as 
they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683181 28479 203 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 11:37:22am  
 
<P>Why do the media keep saying Mike Huckabee was a "guitar player?"</P> 
<P>He played BASS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683231 28479 243 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 11:43:12am  
 
<P>Guitar bassing is not allowed here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683415 28479 400 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 12:11:47pm  
 
<P>As a guitar player, Huckabee was a pretty good bass player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04683709 28480 45 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 12:54:59pm  
 
<P>Some people were predicting Paul would beat Thompson, but it sure doesn't 
look that way. McCain and Thompson are tied behind Huckabee and 
Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04684157 28481 139 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 2:04:29pm  
 
<P>I changed the poll to one vote per category, because somehow a bug crept into 
my Ajax polling script, when more than one vote is allowed.</P> 
<P>Reload the page if you have a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04684180 28481 155 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 2:08:00pm  
 
<P>Yikes! Michael Yon WAS supposed to be on the Fallaci list, but somehow got 
left off. I added him now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04684418 28482 12 Charles Thu, Jan 3, 2008 2:50:00pm  
 



<P>Black helicopters and Ron Paul just seem to naturally go 
together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688287 28490 14 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 11:31:27am  
 
<P>There was a bug... refresh your browser and it will all work fine 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688301 28490 20 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 11:36:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the sort order, category, then rating, then alpha?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Category, rating, time of post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688302 28490 21 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 11:36:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 Neo Con since 9/11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ack! I posted mine in the wrong category. Is there any way to change 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688433 28490 114 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 12:15:39pm  
 
<P>I'm getting the complicated sorting order under control now. The categories 
are now sorted in a more logical order, not alphabetically, with Breaking News 
in the top slot, followed by US News, World News, Politics, etc... down to 
General in last place.</P> 
<P>Within each category, higher rated posts show up first. Posts with the same 
ratings are sorted by time of posting, so that fresher ones appear 
first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688460 28490 137 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 12:21:01pm  
 
<P>Actually, it wasn't sorted alphabetically before. It was kind of 
arbitrary.</P> 
<P>This order matches the way they appear in the category popup 
menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688603 28490 261 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 12:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have received a weird email at the email address I use ONLY for LGF 
registration, by what sounded like a Jihadist. I am wondering if anyone can see 
my email address, or just registered users? Would it mean there is an islamist 
"spy" roaming around here? I repeat, I have never used that email address for 
anything but to register for LGF.</P> 
<P>Charles, if you are reading this, any thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I searched for your email address in Google and it turns up... try 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688633 28490 286 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 1:02:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/4688622" target=_blank>#277</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are right. I didn't quite realize what I was getting into when I linked 
so much information to my nic. I have been reading LGF for over 2 years, but 
never delved into the subtleties of how users interact or how seriously (for 
good or for bad) people take what is posted here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hope you saw my #261 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04688658 28490 309 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 1:08:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #283 medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4688603&amp;n=261" 
target=_blank>#261</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>That is most inadvertent! It is supposed to mean Kejda @ (meaning, "found 
at") PeekYou.com</P> 
<P>I doubt the person who contacted me found it that way, because if he had 
gotten to my website, he would have emailed me at my "contact" email address 
instead.</P> 
<P>I am pretty sure he just used the LGF form.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the email address on your account ... that's why I searched for it. 
The point I'm making is that it appears elsewhere on the web, but not on 
LGF.</P> 
<P>The only way anyone could ever get it at LGF is if you made it available, 
either by posting it in a comment or by clicking the 'show email' checkbox when 
you posted a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04689371 28492 29 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 6:22:58pm  
 
<P>zombie: if I took away the avatars at this point, the screams would be 
deafening. Deafening, I say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04689375 28492 32 Charles Fri, Jan 4, 2008 6:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4689360&amp;n=24" 
target=_blank>#24</A> Alas</EM></P> 
<P>That story's been floating around all day. I have to admit I'm a little 
suspicious. Is this guy a BNP supporter? I've skimmed though some of his blogs 
and he's a little over the top but not rabid. It'll be interesting to watch that 
one develop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same questions have occurred to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04692620 28500 2 Charles Sat, Jan 5, 2008 6:36:05pm  
 



<P>I have to admit, without the Crazy Uncle there isn't much incentive to 
watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04692660 28500 21 Charles Sat, Jan 5, 2008 6:42:05pm  
 
<P>Is the Dem debate somewhere on TV? I couldn't find it, but maybe I'm not 
really looking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04692696 28500 50 Charles Sat, Jan 5, 2008 6:45:39pm  
 
<P>Apparently ABC has it on time-delay on the West Coast.</P> 
<P>A testimonial to its importance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04692708 28500 60 Charles Sat, Jan 5, 2008 6:47:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/4692701" target=_blank>#54</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<P>I have 'Eye on LA'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04692836 28500 173 Charles Sat, Jan 5, 2008 7:02:41pm  
 
<P>Just starting now on the left coast. Like a sitcom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04694916 28503 3 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 9:37:55am  
 
<P>This round, it's one vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04694931 28503 11 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 9:39:56am  
 
<P>My favorite for the Fiskie, I have to admit, is 'Ron Paul Supporters.'</P> 
<P>Keith Olbermann, you can just change the channel. But the Paulians are all up 
in your face, 24/7. It's the most striking manifestation of pure Idiotarian 
behavior of the year, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04694962 28503 26 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 9:44:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone noticed a weird typing echo "feature" when submitting a spinoff 
link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a live preview of your link...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04695084 28503 84 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 10:07:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #26 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #21 Alouette</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone noticed a weird typing echo "feature" when submitting a spinoff 
link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a live preview of your link...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get this weirdness when submitting a link:</P> 
<P>OOOlOl Ol MOl MOl MerOl MerOl MerdOl MerdeOl Merde:Ol Merde: Ol Merde: "Ol 
Merde: "EOl Merde: "EOl Merde: "EvOl Merde: "EveOl Merde: "EverOl Merde: 
"EveryOl Merde: "Every Ol Merde: "Every SOl Merde: "Every SOl Merde: "Every 
SioOl Merde: "Every SioOl Merde: "Every SiOl Merde: "Every SOl Merde: "Every 
SoOl Merde: "Every SolOl Merde: "Every SoluOl Merde: "Every SolutOl Merde: 
"Every SolutioOl Merde: "Every SolutioOl Merde: "Every SolutionOl Merde: "Every 
Solution Ol Merde: "Every Solution wOl Merde: "Every Solution wiOl Merde: "Every 
Solution wilOl Merde: "Every Solution willOl Merde: "Every Solution will Ol 
Merde: "Every Solution will bOl Merde: "Every Solution will beOl Merde: "Every 
Solution will be Ol Merde: "Every Solution will be Ol Merde: "Every Solution 
will be POl Merde: "Every Solution will be POl Merde: "Every Solution will be 
PaiOl Merde: "Every Solution will be PaiOl Merde: "Every Solution will be PainOl 
Merde: "Every Solution will be PainfOl Merde: "Every Solution will be PainfuOl 
Merde: "Every Solution will be PainfulOl Merde: "Every Solution will be 
Painful"Ol Merde: "Every Solution will be Painful"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, that's not right, obviously. You should clear your browser cache and 
reload the page. Which browser is this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04695122 28503 89 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 10:12:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/4695103" target=_blank>#86</A> levi from 
queens</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I would like to change my password. How do I do so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upper left -- 'Manage Your Account'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696100 28508 10 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 3:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>a new link at the top of the page labeled “Show top rated 
links.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's the link? I don't see it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't on the individual entry pages when I first posted this. It's there 
now.</P> 
<P>Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696328 28509 14 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:08:39pm  
 
<P>Someone must have told these guys that the one who says "CHANGE!" often 
enough is the guaranteed winner.</P> 
<P>CHANGE! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696402 28509 79 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:19:14pm  
 
<P>I just hope they don't end up with another one of those wretched group 
hugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04696413 28509 89 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:20:15pm  
 
<P>They're sitting way too close together.</P> 
<P>In the old days, there would have been blows exchanged if you put 
presidential candidates that close in a debate.</P> 
<P>Bring back the old days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696417 28509 93 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:20:51pm  
 
<P>Watch out! Huckabee's catching fire!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696421 28509 97 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:21:35pm  
 
<P>I've got to say, Romney has a very annoying smirk when he listens to the 
other candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696427 28509 103 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:22:15pm  
 
<P>ZzzzZzzz... wha?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696461 28509 136 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:26:21pm  
 
<P>I'm not ready to endorse any of these goons yet, but I'm almost ready to dis-
endorse Huckabee.</P> 
<P>"Dis-endorse." Is that a word?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696498 28509 173 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:30:26pm  
 
<P>Augh. CHANGE!11</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696515 28509 190 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:31:45pm  
 
<P>OK, Washington needs fundamental change, right.</P> 
<P>I need to crack open a bottle of Chimay Ale if I'm gonna get through this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696555 28509 228 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:34:59pm  
 
<P>McCain promised to get Osama.</P> 
<P>Change! ! ! ! 1 1 1</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696597 28509 269 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:39:03pm  
 
<P>It's a very weird mantra, because it assumes that change must always be 
positive, which as we all know is not always true.</P> 
<P>Change for the sake of change is idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04696651 28509 322 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:44:54pm  
 
<P>I ... hate to say it ... but ...</P> 
<P>I miss Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04696670 28509 341 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 5:46:58pm  
 
<P>It's a bragfest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04697043 28510 249 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 6:20:22pm  
 
<P>Huckabee is not horizontal. He's vertical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04697353 28512 13 Charles Sun, Jan 6, 2008 6:49:12pm  
 
<P>Is everyone tired enough of Frank Luntz yet? I know I am. This pseudo-
scientific carp is getting on my nerves, big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04699517 28517 52 Charles Mon, Jan 7, 2008 10:38:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 avideditorla.com</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I found Loin Heart is a member of the BNP. If you read what Lion 
Heart has on his site it is scary. But what I am mad about is Britain allowing 
the MPACUK to spread its lies with out being arrested. Check this blog's 
comments to see some of the stuff Lionheart preached. [Link: <A 
href="http://djkonservo.wordpress.com/2008/01/06/wtf-britain/" 
target=_blank>djkonservo.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was afraid of that, from reading some of what's on his blog. But I'm not in 
any way supporting what he says -- just his right to say it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04704675 28531 46 Charles Tue, Jan 8, 2008 12:25:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, so when LGF exposed this stuff, no one really paid attention or the 
Paulians smeared LGF for being everything under the book.</P> 
<P>TNR publishes essentially the same story, and gets Drudged, and will likely 
get picked up by hundreds of other media outlets because they're realizing that 
Paul and his followers are not quite right in the head?</P> 
<P>Something is wrong with that picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True dat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04705452 28534 51 Charles Tue, Jan 8, 2008 3:21:05pm  
 
<P><EM>wee oo wee oo wee oo</EM></P> 
<P>Our referrers page is all lit up like a Christmas tree with links from Ron 
Paul Facebook kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04706116 28537 27 Charles Tue, Jan 8, 2008 5:43:57pm  



 
<P>Even if this was written by someone else (I doubt it), it's almost more 
disturbing that Ron Paul could be so disconnected and dysfunctional that he let 
freaks like this run his newsletter.</P> 
<P>The personal details--especially the mention of grandchildren--make it clear 
that whoever wrote this had a fairly close relationship with Ron Paul. Any way 
you cut it, this makes his claim that he "didn't know" look 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04706203 28537 64 Charles Tue, Jan 8, 2008 5:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 Walkar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I simply can't see how he could have had these out there and not had them 
damage any of his prior campaigns in Congress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was in a fairly obscure district and never really made waves before this. 
He ran as Libertarian candidate and got almost zero votes. I think he's been 
flying under the radar for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04706472 28537 153 Charles Tue, Jan 8, 2008 6:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #148 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone please explain in normal language, not conspiracyfreakspeak, what 
is a "Trilateralist"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google "Trilateral Commission".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04713307 28553 103 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 10:40:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suggestion for the lizard master: Yes, there do seem to be plenty of spinoff 
link categories already, but at a blog famous for exposing the very worst of the 
worst when it comes to media bias, I'm surprised that there's no spinoff link 
category for "Media Bias" or "Journalism". It might be cool to have 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715084 28557 155 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:15:37pm  
 
<P>You've got to be kidding. The first question to Ron Paul is, "Do you support 
a government program to stimulate the economy?"</P> 
<P>They're still going to treat this kook like a real candidate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715141 28557 208 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:18:19pm  
 
<P>I see they finally broke Fred of his throat-clearing habit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715162 28557 227 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:19:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 The Shadow Do</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mitt looks like he swallowed a prep H suppository...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He always looks like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715178 28557 242 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:19:53pm  
 
<P>Fred cleared his throat as soon as the little red light on the camera went 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715196 28557 259 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:21:08pm  
 
<P>At least they haven't chanted "CHANGE!" yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715302 28557 359 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:25:48pm  
 
<P>Fred's savaging Huckabee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715354 28557 411 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:27:16pm  
 
<P>Huckabee's head has been crushed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715428 28557 482 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:30:18pm  
 
<P>9/11 Troofers question for Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715447 28557 501 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:30:45pm  
 
<P>Dodged... but Chris Wallace isn't letting it go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715468 28557 522 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:31:16pm  
 
<P>He fully dodged it, but Wallace called him on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715478 28557 531 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:31:51pm  
 
<P>Crazy Uncle on verge of meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715730 28558 141 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:42:32pm  
 
<P>Oh, the Crazy Uncle is just asking for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715780 28558 187 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:43:29pm  
 
<P>This is Ron Paul's Waterloo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715792 28558 196 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:43:42pm  



 
<P>The audience is laughing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715828 28558 226 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:44:31pm  
 
<P>Imagine the horrific angst that flowed through the Paulians when the audience 
laughed at their hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715913 28558 302 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:47:47pm  
 
<P>Palestinian state question to Giuliani.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715951 28558 334 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:49:22pm  
 
<P>Paul on the hot seat again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04715985 28558 365 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:50:24pm  
 
<P>Hello, John Birch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716008 28558 386 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:51:07pm  
 
<P>He's beginning to mispronounce words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716039 28558 416 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:52:00pm  
 
<P>McCain is openly laughing at the Only Man Who Can etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716110 28558 481 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 6:54:17pm  
 
<P>Fred's on fire tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716371 28559 87 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 7:05:30pm  
 
<P>CHANGE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716383 28559 98 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 7:05:51pm  
 
<P>Lizard's Thicket?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716454 28559 164 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 7:08:38pm  
 
<P>I will vote for the first candidate who points out the horrible emptiness of 
the "change" mantra.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716516 28559 222 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 7:10:52pm  



 
<P>Huckabee is speaking into the Cone of Silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04716781 28560 86 Charles Thu, Jan 10, 2008 7:20:45pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul: "you're suggesting the Republicans don't want me?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04720393 28568 33 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 2:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/4720373" target=_blank>#25</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone having a problem submitting a spinoff link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Working on it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04720411 28568 43 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 2:29:51pm  
 
<P>Links are working again, but you'll have to reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04721013 28571 18 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 5:37:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have no problem with the spinoff links, but my Safari browser has 
been crashing everytime I link to YouTube from any comment. And there are quite 
a few YouTube links. It started about 3 days ago as I never had this problem 
before. Using Safari 1.3.2 (sorry can't update processor too slow).</P> 
<P>All other links to news stories, pics, etc. work fine. Only YouTube crashes 
my browser each time. (I'm missing some cool stuff!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari 1.3.2 had a lot of bugs. And I mean, a lot. If you can't update, you 
should try Firefox instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04721030 28571 27 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 5:41:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when I plus a spinoff link, it sends me down the page a little ways. 
Just started today, did it again, just now when plussing the links above.</P> 
<P>Is it supposed to do that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like you need to clear your browser cache and refresh. That happens 
when you're running an outdated version of our Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04721059 28571 44 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 5:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #30 VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4721023&amp;n=24" 
target=_blank>#24</A> gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<P>Didn't do it to me and I just +'ed tour comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It only does it for the spinoff links for me. I don't have the ratings system 
turned on, so haven't tried it there. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like another outdated Safari bug.</P> 
<P>I hate to be the bearer of bad tidings, but these kinds of problems are only 
going to get worse, as geeks like me push the tech envelope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04721201 28571 95 Charles Fri, Jan 11, 2008 6:43:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #79 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Well, of the three IE6-only spin-off link anomalies that I noticed, the one 
involving the category selection pulldown menu is gone. The other two may fall 
into your non-critical display issues category. But just in case you haven't 
noted them yet:</P> 
<P>1. If, while spinoff links are visible, you repeatedly toggle the "tags" 
option, the user avatars slowly march down the screen.</P> 
<P>2. While viewing the top rated links, if you mouseover the "Tools/Info" or 
"LGF Hits" menu bars, the resulting popup submenu appears to be rendered BENEATH 
the Category pulldown menu widget.</P> 
<P>I see I waited just long enough for another comment thread to be opened. I 
hope you're still looking at this one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the report. I'll look into it, but it's always possible that there 
may be IE6 bugs that can't be fixed on my end of the internet 
transaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04723203 28576 170 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 9:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4723158&amp;n=150" 
target=_blank>#150</A> abolitionist</EM> Um, no, I'm pretty sure it was Charles 
and Spencer (though Roger Simon was in the mix, too).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No... Robert Spencer wasn't involved in founding PJ Media. It was Roger Simon 
and I.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724067 28576 267 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 2:18:35pm  
 
<P>I don't know where this "Randian" thing came from. I've never even read an 
Ayn Rand book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724761 28576 279 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 6:07:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #274 rightwingva</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what it's worth, LionHeart <A href="http://lionheartuk.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>issued an apology to Charles and LGF</A>. I certainly don't 
support the BNF, but it sounds like LionHeart *wrongly* responded out of 
frustration and anger. The apology sounds sincere, but somebody needs to have a 
heart to heart with him about any support or affiliation with racist groups. It 
is frustrating that those of us that care about the future of the USA and 
Europe, have not put up a firewall to keep racist groups OUT of the 



conversation. The Left will always use the racism card to respond to *any* real 
concerns democracies have about Islam's assault on the West.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may sound sincere to you, but this is a guy who expressed a wish to see me 
shot like a Nazi collaborator, and who continues to insist, falsely, that I 
"defamed" him.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, this is nothing but damage control, after he realized that his 
wish to see me killed made him look like a violent nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04723450 28577 63 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 11:07:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/4723319" target=_blank>#55</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On top of it all, it has to do with the approach of European neo-fascists. 
They have simply gotten cleverer than most American white supremacists. They 
have gotten better at wearing suits and ties and at speaking in vague terms. 
They have dropped the most obvious references to their political past (sometimes 
because they had to, the socalled "Roman salute" being illegal in a number of 
countries, just like the swastika). They have learnt how to sell themselves as 
"conservatives", "national conservatives" or "national democrats" (there is an 
irony to this, for those who have studied Polish anti-Semitism; but not that 
many people have).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. And I would attribute this increased cunning directly to Europe's 
laws against fascist speech and political parties. While the laws may have been 
well-intentioned, especially after the nightmare of Nazi Germany, they've acted 
as a sort of evolutionary mechanism on these groups, forcing them to get smarter 
about their obsessions and learn to dissemble in public, simply to survive.</P> 
<P>Another reason why fascists and neo-Nazis are more marginalized in the US is 
because they're allowed to spew their hatred without any legal consequences. If 
these freaks are not forced to hide their views, they won't--and this openness 
works against them, because those views are repellent to the majority of 
Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04726417 28577 95 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 8:53:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/4726059" target=_blank>#91</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last, Quasars, you can try to brand me as an anti-Semite and as someone who 
would be against Jewish migration to Palestina, all you want. This is obviously 
the last resort after you and various buddies of yours have tried various other 
nicknames: "Let's call him an anti-Semite! Yeah, that'll work". Those who've 
bothered to read the things I have written before know better than trying to use 
strawmen like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're trying to brand you as an antisemite because they think they can turn 
LGF readers against you that way. It's as plain as day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04723728 28580 41 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 12:39:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/4723709" target=_blank>#36</A> edtomev</EM></P> 
<P>Any sympathy I might have had for Lionheart evaporated when he called for my 
death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04723848 28580 56 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 1:14:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/4723709" target=_blank>#36</A> edtomev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A third thing that Lionheart and some of his fellow travelers probably don't 
realise or haven't understood correctly is that Charles has taken vast amounts 
of flak about being a "fascist" sympathiser through the comments here- Kos and 
various others have been picking at every move LGF has made.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is meant to imply that my stance against Vlaams Belang and the BNP is 
because I'm trying to bend over backward to avoid being accused of fascism, you 
are totally mistaken.</P> 
<P>This is one of the ridiculous, insulting, bullshit accusations tossed out by 
Gates of Vienna and CVF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04723908 28580 59 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 1:30:27pm  
 
<P>There was, of course, no slander (it would be libel, actually), and no 
defamation. I stated facts. The BNP <STRONG>is</STRONG> a neo-fascist group, and 
Lionheart <STRONG>is</STRONG> a supporter of the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724092 28580 83 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 2:26:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm afraid it's pretty obvious why he was accusing you of "treason"; 
I think he sees you as some sort of "race traitor", to 
white/Europeans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When this controversy first began, I got more than one hate email calling me 
a "race traitor," among other terms of endearment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724118 28580 86 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 2:30:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/4724073" target=_blank>#78</A> edtomev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't assume though that everyone who refuses not to associate with the 
BNP is a supporter- a lot of people do so because they are angry at the 
mainstream politicians for disregarding the future of the historic culture and 
the people who would like to pass it on to future generations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but I have zero tolerance for groups like the BNP. Their history 
is so hateful and extreme that if someone chooses to associate with them, they 
know exactly what they're getting into.</P> 
<P>And I'm not assuming anything about Lionheart's support for the BNP. It's 
right there on his blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724371 28580 101 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 4:05:57pm  
 
<P>I don't consider it an apology to insist that I "defamed" him, when I did 
nothing of the sort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724426 28580 107 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 4:28:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/4724402" target=_blank>#103</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it's not. Read it carefully. What Lionheart is saying is that when he 
read the post he felt it was slander and defamation. He thought Charles was 
calling him a fascist and a racist. Lionheart has been through hell in the last 
year. There is no doubt that his support of the BNP is that of a drowning man 
frantically grabbing anything that might keep him afloat. The BNP is the only 
political party in Briton actively resisting submittal to Islam. After what he 
has been through it is no surprise that he is supporting them.</P> 
<P>Lionheart is no fascist or racist and when he thought he was being called one 
it hurt him and like anyone who has been through hell his reaction was fast and 
aggressive and more reaction than well thought out reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I just cannot agree with this. He insists several times in that 
post that I defamed him. He has not changed that opinion, obviously. And wishing 
for someone's death is not just a "hurt reaction." It's whacko.</P> 
<P>If he doesn't want to be tarred with the racist brush, he shouldn't be 
hanging out with the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724446 28580 111 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 4:36:18pm  
 
<P>Again, I just don't get this "HOW DARE YOU!" attitude of these people. The 
BNP's fascist nature is <EM>no mystery</EM>. Their leader is a good friend of 
David Duke, for Pete's sake. Their founder called Mein Kampf his "Bible."</P> 
<P>That outraged reaction when people are called on their support of the BNP and 
Vlaams Belang and other Eurofascist groups is completely phony. They know very 
well what these groups stand for, and that they've been heavily criticized. It's 
fake outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724454 28580 113 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 4:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/4724439" target=_blank>#109</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just asking you to cut him a little slack thats all. He has clearly been 
traumatized and is under a great deal of stress, and as a result of that stress 
is over reacting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My cutting of slack stops when people say I should be shot like a Nazi 
collaborator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724491 28580 123 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 4:54:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #117 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4724459&amp;n=114" 
target=_blank>#114</A> doriangrey</EM></P> 
<P>So if I had a bad week I could call you names, threaten violent acts against 
you and <EM>you</EM> should be the one who is understanding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If your bad week lasted all year, cost you everything you had and included 
having to hide from fanatical Muslims trying to kill you, yea, I would be 
inclined to be understanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has this actually been verified by anyone, or is everyone simply taking 
Lionheart's word for all those details?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04724525 28580 129 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/4724505" target=_blank>#127</A> 
TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may be cynical me, but I'm beginning to wonder if this "apology" Lion-boy 
offered was because it's finally penetrated his thick skull that he's just made 
himself look very bad with this, and that he might actually need some 
allies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724576 28580 133 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:21:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/4724560" target=_blank>#132</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<P>Unless I'm missing something, there's no independent confirmation there. It's 
an interview with Lionheart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724587 28580 134 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 Winston Y. Smith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4724446&amp;n=111" 
target=_blank>#111</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Unfortunatly there is no other as well organized group in UK and NL to 
actively oppose aproaching dhimmitude. One should consider choosing a lesser 
evil in my opinion and try to influence them instead of confronting them and 
naming names. He is facing jailtime for expressing his opinion with chances of 
being assaulted, raped or killed in the jail by the actual racists and bigots 
out there. I would think given the circumstances his hash words could have been 
forgiven: Voltaire-like aproach would be more graceful in my 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently you missed my original post -- the one that elicited his wish for 
my death -- which did indeed take the Voltaire-like approach, and defended his 
right to free speech even though I find his support of the BNP 
repugnant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724592 28580 135 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/4724535" target=_blank>#130</A> Winston Y. 
Smith</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, you go ahead and choose that lesser evil, and make alliances 
with Nick Griffin and the BNP, and let us know how that works out for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724616 28580 138 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #133 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4724560&amp;n=132" 
target=_blank>#132</A> doriangrey</EM></P> 



<P>Unless I'm missing something, there's no independent confirmation there. It's 
an interview with Lionheart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps I am mistaken, but I am assuming that when Phyllis Chesler says that 
Lionheart documents the extent to which this is true on the ground. That he is 
providing her with actual documentation of what he has been doing. And that she 
is reporting on the contents of that documentation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but I seriously doubt it. That isn't how most interviews 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724683 28580 141 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:45:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/4724658" target=_blank>#139</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<P>OK, but that only confirms that the British police are investigating 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724789 28580 145 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 6:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #144 overwatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles, there is no such thing as a "blogosphere". It's just people, and 
people in their own coun tries may object to fucking muslims taking the place 
over. Try living with it son, it's not much fun. So before you call people 
fascists, please come over to yorkshire and see what these quran bashers have 
done to the place. Then criticise yorkshiremen for being "politically 
incorrect".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess you're ready to sign up with Nick Griffin too?</P> 
<P>What a shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724924 28580 147 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 6:43:59pm  
 
<P>So the answer to my question is: no, there is no independent confirmation of 
that hard luck story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04725001 28580 148 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 7:03:26pm  
 
<P>And please note: I'm not saying it's false. But I am saying that it might not 
be the best idea to base your opinions on the claims of a clearly unhinged 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04725081 28580 152 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 7:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/4725014" target=_blank>#149</A> Dom</EM></P> 
<P>From your link:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Don’t let yourself be played like a fiddle” was the warning I received the 
other day from <STRONG>an American nationalist</STRONG> whose dedication to the 
cause of <STRONG>white survival</STRONG> is without doubt very sincere. The 
warning relates to the way in which the British National Party is 
<STRONG>positioned very firmly to benefit politically from ever-growing popular 
concern about the rise of Islam</STRONG>. The concern behind it is the belief 
that the growth of such sentiment is all part of a plot by powerful neo-



conservatives to get America, Britain and the nations of Europe to invade the 
Middle East and make the world safe for the Zionist state of Israel. By 
extension, anyone who criticises Islam is liable to be accused by hardcore 
adherents of this theory of “working for the Jews.”</P> 
<P>As a matter of fact, I have no doubt at all that the neo-con clique around 
George Bush are indeed influenced by such considerations; the power of the 
Zionist lobby in American politics is a straightforward political fact of life. 
The purpose of this article is neither to rehash nor to deny the material that 
proves this to be the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "American nationalist" he's talking about is very probably David 
Duke.</P> 
<P>This is really sick stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04725119 28580 155 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 7:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/4725105" target=_blank>#153</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<P>Again, the only thing corroborated in that interview is that UK police are 
investigating Lionheart. That's a long way from corroborating his whole 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724637 28584 71 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 5:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4724586&amp;n=38" 
target=_blank>#38</A> itellu3times</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I saw both of those...but am referring to this comment, several comments 
below within your second link...where did Charles post this statement, if in 
fact he made the statement? <STRONG>:</STRONG></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anonymous said... Charles responds to your apology:</P> 
<P>"I'm sorry, but I have zero tolerance for groups like the BNP. Their history 
is so hateful and extreme that if someone chooses to associate with them, they 
know exactly what they're getting into.</P> 
<P>And I'm not assuming anything about Lionheart's support for the BNP. It's 
right there on his blog."</P> 
<P>You know with friends like Charles, who needs enemies.</P> 
<P>Radical extremists are feeding this hatred on both sides and your government 
is doing a good job dealing with it.</P> 
<P>God bless them %u202013-Jan-2008 00:16:00</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did make that statement, and I stand by it 100% -- but it was NOT in 
response to that pseudo-apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04724770 28584 179 Charles Sat, Jan 12, 2008 6:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #154 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A court ruling that someone is "not a person" is merely a <STRONG>legal 
designation</STRONG> which determines what rights that individual has or does 
not have; in other words, whether an individual captured as part of a non-
uniformed combatant force has standing to seek a trial as a civilian, or is 
subject instead to military tribunals.</P> 



<P>It is, in other words, totally unrelated to, and in no way a determination 
of, that individual's "humanity."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04726573 28590 30 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 9:48:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 Student of Objectivism</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some <A href="http://talkwisdom.blogspot.com/2008/01/i-have-sad-heart-
today.html" target=_blank>moron</A> says she is no longer reading LGF after 
recent posts on lionheart because...</P> 
<P><STRONG>"you like Ayn Rand"</STRONG>...and because she is a <EM>centrist</EM> 
whatever that means</P> 
<P>Clearly she has never read <EM>anything</EM> about Ayn Rand, even from people 
who hate Ayn Rand.</P> 
<P>Makes as much sense as not reading LGF because Charles supports Ron 
Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea where that "Randian" thing comes from. I have never even read 
an Ayn Rand book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727101 28590 446 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 1:08:58pm  
 
<P>Lionheart, by the way, has now deleted the 'apology' post. The link above 
goes to a Blogger 404 page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727106 28590 448 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 1:10:07pm  
 
<P>He also apparently deleted the post that said I deserved to be 
shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727132 28590 456 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 1:20:21pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking Lionheart's deletions may have been on advice of 
counsel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727160 28590 462 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 1:31:52pm  
 
<P>Here's another possible reason for the deletions:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bedsonsunday.com/bedsonsunday%2Dnews/DisplayArticle.asp?ID=2480
45" target=_blank>www.bedsonsunday.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Wouldn't exactly look good to people who find his blog through a newspaper 
article to discover him ranting about shooting traitors, would 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727067 28591 13 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 12:56:06pm  
 
<P>In case you didn't notice, this is Iowahawk's new group blog, with Jim 
Treacher and a couple of other knuckleheads...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04727265 28594 2 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 1:59:10pm  
 
<P>OK. Now I'm really sensing a strong piscine odor about this 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727271 28594 4 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:00:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...I don't remember anything in those posts that would have complicated 
his legal situation. Am I missing something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he's in trouble for inciting hatred at his blog, ranting about shooting 
traitors might not be the best way to convince the authorities 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727290 28594 8 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:04:05pm  
 
<P>At first I thought it might have been a Blogger malfunction, but links to all 
the other posts individually are fine, and they're also gone from the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727306 28594 16 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:09:10pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #14 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is everyone? Watching some football game or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, is there some kind of game on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727332 28594 29 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:15:59pm  
 
<P>The Blind Boys are great. Thanks, PBC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727342 28594 33 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:19:09pm  
 
<P>Here's the Google cache of the 'traitor' post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.104/search?q=cache:Hy9DJwvHA18J:lionheartuk.blogspot.com
/2008/01/where-do-you-stand-and-who-do-you-
stand.html+Lionheart:+Where+do+you+stand+and+who+do+you+stand+with%3F&amp;hl=en&
amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=1&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727347 28594 34 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:20:12pm  
 
<P>The Google cache of the 'apology:'</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.104/search?q=cache:yZ5CX_EkEm8J:lionheartuk.blogspot.com
/2008/01/my-apology-to-



lgf.html+Lionheart:+My+apology+to+LGF&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=1&amp;gl=us&a
mp;client=safari" target=_blank>209.85.173.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727437 28594 57 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:58:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 Yank in the EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing somebody knows what's going with computers. I Didn't even know 
there exists a "Google cache."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are other ways to dig up old web site content too, e.g. <A 
href="http://www.archive.org/web/web.php" target=_blank>The Internet Archive's 
Wayback Machine</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727442 28594 58 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 3:02:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #54 Ledger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not supporting him because I don't know the case well. He could be 
stirring up racism or not. I wonder how many other bloggers have been arrested 
for that violation of the UK law. Here is one comment that struck me:</P> 
<P><EM>Lionheart, whose real name is Paul, documents the extent to which this is 
true on the ground. He writes about the massive number of Pakistani Muslim drug 
dealers in his hometown of Luton who addict British youth and whose profits fuel 
expensive lifestyles, paramilitary organizations, suicide terrorism, and 
religious hate speech against Jews, Christians, and the West</EM>...</P> 
<P>Occasionally I go to the UK. An Asian girl I know subscribes to Lionheart’s 
linkage to "Middle Eastern men" and the drug trade.</P> 
<P>As you know Pakistan, Afghanistan and India produce or transport large 
quantities of opiates (heroin and the like). There is an abundance of it on the 
streets of the UK. It’s not beyond the laws of probability that certain law 
enforcement officials look the other way regarding certain drug dealers 
(corruption). Lionheart could be targeted for that corruption under the guise of 
hate speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that I have never accused Lionheart of being antisemitic, or of 
stirring up hatred -- except against me. Saying someone should be shot like a 
Nazi collaborator isn't exactly friendly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727461 28594 62 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 3:09:35pm  
 
<P>There is something really off about this case.</P> 
<P>I've now re-read the interview with Philip Chesler, and what strikes me the 
most is the complete lack of detail provided by Lionheart about important 
aspects of the case. When she asks him what posts got him in trouble, he says he 
doesn't know. That doesn't pass the smell test to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727463 28594 63 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 3:10:40pm  
 
<P>Here's that interview:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/phyllischesler/2008/01/09/a_profile_in_cour
age_an_interv.php" target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04727814 28594 108 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 5:01:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/phyllischesler/2008/01/09/a_profile_in_cour
age_an_interv.php" target=_blank>Charles did you see what Chesler 
posted?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I myself no longer demand purity or conformity in my political alliances. I 
think we are at war and we must make alliances with people with whom we may not 
agree on every issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04730165 28594 123 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 9:42:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/4729132" target=_blank>#121</A> 
TheHussar</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for posting the message from Lee. For my part, I don't plan on writing 
anything more about Lionheart ... although I'm quite certain the subject of the 
BNP and other Eurofascist groups is not finished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727427 28595 44 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:54:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 straitshooter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may be missing something, but I don't really see what all the fuss is 
about. I'm all for free speech, but I don't see anywhere in the constitution or 
even western tradition that there exists a right to <STRONG>anonymous</STRONG> 
free speech. This is some weird libertarian invention. If someone libels me in a 
public forum, you're damn right that I expect the forum owners to tell my 
lawyers their identity. And if they refuse the forum owners should be treated as 
though they originated the speech. This is just common sense and fairness. To 
the extent that these laws are being used to target particular political speech 
THAT is the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're anonymous too, how is it possible to "libel" you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727432 28595 48 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 2:56:26pm  
 
<P>In other words, if I were to say, hypothetically (don't sue!) 
"straitshooter's mother wears Army boots," how has that damaged you in your real 
life?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727877 28597 18 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 5:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...look who popped up...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't help it - I read that as "look who pooped up."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That works too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728003 28598 38 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:08:49pm  



 
<P>New categories added to the spinoff links: "Video" and 
"Moonbats."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728029 28598 43 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:14:09pm  
 
<P>Trying to decide if there should be a separate category for "Islam," or if 
"Religion" covers the waterfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727934 28599 4 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 5:52:09pm  
 
<P>Versailles is a great restaurant, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727957 28599 15 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 5:57:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4727946&amp;n=9" target=_blank>#9</A> 
Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>Wow, the lady on the bench. ...just...wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really wish I had not seen that photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727959 28599 16 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 5:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About calling Carriles an “activist” above, even though he’s been accused of 
involvement in some pretty bad things—if the AP can call Osama bin Laden an 
“activist,” then the same label should be applied to a fighter against the 
Castro regime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. A guy who's been convicted of blowing up an airplane and killing 78 
innocent people is a terrorist. Period. I agree with about Versailles, although 
it's been a long time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "making a point."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04727980 28599 29 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:04:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/4727972" target=_blank>#24</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<P>I didn't think I'd have to explain, but godfrey's #21 got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728015 28599 46 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:11:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #29 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4727972&amp;n=24" 
target=_blank>#24</A> Q-Burn</EM></P> 



<P>I didn't think I'd have to explain, but godfrey's #21 got 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #21 godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is pointing to the incoherence of the media's style sheet. "Activist" 
is absurd. So is "peace activist" when applied to Code Pink.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think #21 applies, last time I checked Code Pink hasn't blown up 
anything or killed anybody.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See also zombie's #37.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728054 28599 69 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:19:29pm  
 
<P>OK, let's get very literal. If Carriles blew up that jetliner (a conviction 
in Venezuela is not the most trustworthy), then yes, he is a terrorist.</P> 
<P>The point you're determinedly missing is that we should call terrorists 
"terrorists," and not "activists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728100 28599 94 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #92 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I took <A 
href="http://www.zombietime.com/sf_rally_march_20_2004/everyone_for_palestine/11
8-1824_IMG.JPG" target=_blank>this photo</A> in 2004 at an anti-war rally of 
someone at least as fat as that woman on the bleachers. Perhaps it's even the 
same person, having put on a few more pounds! She was hanging out with the anti-
Israel activists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. I don't see anywhere near the same amount of ghastly droopage 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728112 28599 102 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:31:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/4728085" target=_blank>#86</A> stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct. Highlighting absurdity by being absurd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whew. I'm glad somebody's getting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728158 28599 135 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:37:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/4728120" target=_blank>#107</A> Crusader 
Rabbit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa whoa whoa... where do you get "convicted of" from? I see "wanted in 
connection with." What authority has convicted him of anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe he's been convicted in Panama and Venezuela, those paragons of 
judicial excellence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728211 28599 175 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 6:46:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #159 kingronjo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Q-Burn</P> 
<P>You are unequivocally and totally wrong. Posada Carrilles was found NOT 
GUILTY by a jury in Venezuela of bombing the jetliner. Period. When Chavez came 
to power he wanted a do over. As a matter of fact Chavez has said, "he doesn't 
need a trial; we already know he's guilty."</P> 
<P>I am sure that you must agree that sending him back for a show trial for a 
crime he already was tried for and found not guilty would be un-American.</P> 
<P>O, and since he has been found not guilty of killing civilians, he is not a 
'terrorist', he is a militant. You and I are in agreement, words mean something, 
and more importantly so do facts. Now that you have the proper facts that he is 
not guilty of anything I am sure you will agree the only thing he is properly 
accused of is improper entry into the US. I am sure if a Dem gets elected he 
will be accorded a heroes welcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting that; I thought he'd been convicted in 
Venezuela.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728267 28599 215 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 7:00:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any word would be much appreciated.</P> 
<P>I don't ask frivolously -- if the AP has really done that, they deserve to be 
called out with specificity. If they haven't, it should be 
corrected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This seems to be Literal Night. I've changed the wording above, in an effort 
to be as precise as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04728488 28600 33 Charles Sun, Jan 13, 2008 8:21:10pm  
 
<P>Another classic: <A 
href="http://youtube.com/watch?v=IRrCZCN8Kj0&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>New Frontier</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04731146 28607 64 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 1:32:54pm  
 
<P>I just snared an LGF watch moron, by the way, using the name "Mechanical 
Bat." He got in when I opened registration on Jan 7.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04731798 28610 37 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 4:58:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone have suggestions to prevent duplicate stories?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been thinking about that. Right now it does check when you submit a link 
and won't accept a duplicate URL in the same entry. But there could be valid 
reasons for posting the same link for more than one entry, so I didn't want 
block <EM>all</EM> duplicates.</P> 
<P>Also, there are sometimes different URLs that will bring up the same article, 
at sites like the NYT and others, so that's problematic too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04731817 28610 50 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 5:04:28pm  
 



<P>Ay ay ay! Ay ay ay! <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xsiht-Be_Rg" 
target=_blank>Everybody's huggin' up the big monkey man</A>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04731837 28610 64 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 5:11:06pm  
 
<P>Melt Banana's trendy? I didn't know about that -- just discovered them poking 
around iTunes, and went ... "Whoooaaa..."</P> 
<P>They are seriously bent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04731843 28610 69 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 5:11:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, since you're tinkering, I noticed something amiss in the Ajax 
dropdown menus. When you go to Times Online and click the main link, it routes 
to the current LGF post (this one currently).</P> 
<P>The story links are fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's because the Times Online's RSS feed isn't really 
valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04732245 28611 92 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 6:53:51pm  
 
<P>Phyllis Chesler is backing away from Lionheart:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/xpress/phyllischesler/2008/01/09/a_profile_in_cour
age_an_interv.php" target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04732713 28612 43 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 9:46:17pm  
 
<P>That IE6 choking problem should be better now. I'm checking out a new plugin 
for jQuery and it seems to have some problems with IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04732716 28612 45 Charles Mon, Jan 14, 2008 9:47:14pm  
 
<P>But the new plugin does create some nice looking rounded boxes for the entry 
rating area in other browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04734825 28617 86 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 11:29:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing I'm disappointed about is that, side-to-side, it's still not any 
smaller than a regular small notebook. Yes, it's unbelievably <EM>thin</EM>, but 
it has the same table-top-footprint.</P> 
<P>I was hoping for one of those Japanese-style teeny-tiny sub-sub-
notebooks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to be able to type comfortably, though, there's no way around 
that width footprint. Even with a foldable keyboard.</P> 
<P>I hate typing on smaller keyboards myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04734844 28617 90 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 11:32:12am  
 
<P>Yeah, it doesn't have all the cool stuff, is probably on the slower side 
compared to a MacBook Pro, but it's kind of the ultimate portable blogging tool. 
To keep up a blog you don't need cutting edge video software and Firewire 800 
ports, just a good browser and a reasonably fast innernut 
connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736147 28621 8 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:25:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, something I'm noticing (in Firefox 2.0.0.11) is that the headers 
on my posts are just gray, not green. What's up with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dunno, I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736157 28621 11 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:28:27pm  
 
<P>The headers on any posts you viewed before logging in won't change when you 
do the Ajax log in thing, until you reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736167 28621 17 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:30:21pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you've been clicking on the rating numbers for front page 
posts and noticing that I've been rating my own work (ahem), it's because I'm 
testing that feature a lot and need to be able to do that. Really. 
Honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736182 28621 22 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:34:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 cicero05</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I was gnashing teeth and pulling hair over this one. Nothing I tried 
fixed the problem, and searching Google was fruitless.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no rending of garments going on, I hope...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ashes, sackcloth, the whole 9 yards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736189 28621 26 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:36:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #17 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, if you've been clicking on the rating numbers for front page 
posts and noticing that I've been rating my own work (ahem), it's because I'm 
testing that feature a lot and need to be able to do that. Really. 
Honest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just make sure you test the minus sign, too. Gotta test it good, you know. ;-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I test that one too, don't worry. Just less...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04736208 28621 36 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:40:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing you didn't call on Dr. Dominguez.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think of calling Dr. Dominguez. Great idea. I'll make a note of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736218 28621 42 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:42:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/4736206" target=_blank>#34</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, those with FireFox can go check the 75 spinoff links on the Monday 
Afternoon thread. Loads much, much faster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's really a cool speed boost. In Safari, it's not as noticeable 
because it was already faster than Firefox, but even there I see an 
improvement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736275 28622 9 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 5:58:52pm  
 
<P>CHANGE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736287 28622 16 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:01:50pm  
 
<P>It's about to start! Can't you feel the change?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736302 28622 24 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:04:02pm  
 
<P>Will they go for the race issue jugular, or will they pretend to be above it 
all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736312 28622 29 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:05:02pm  
 
<P>They seated Hillary next to Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736331 28622 42 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:07:06pm  
 
<P>High road so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736356 28622 57 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:09:35pm  
 
<P>John Edwards continues to cling to the "two Americas" theme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736359 28622 60 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:09:58pm  
 
<P>Mr. Obama Regrets, the Sequel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04736403 28622 101 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:15:58pm  
 
<P>The Iraq War has completely vanished from the Democrats' radar. 
Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736414 28622 112 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:16:56pm  
 
<P>Hillary looks exhausted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736424 28622 122 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:17:54pm  
 
<P>It's a lovefest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736435 28622 132 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:18:45pm  
 
<P>Obama questioned on his inhumanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736441 28622 138 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:19:19pm  
 
<P>A lovefest, I say!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736445 28622 141 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:19:46pm  
 
<P>Democrats just love each other ... <EM>so much!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736476 28622 172 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:22:13pm  
 
<P>Heckler!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736489 28622 183 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:22:43pm  
 
<P>Heckler: "These are race-based questions..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736551 28622 242 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:27:21pm  
 
<P>I miss Mike Gravel and Dennis Kucinich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736562 28622 252 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:28:09pm  
 
<P>I couldn't care less what John Edwards thinks his "greatest strength and 
greatest weakness" is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736576 28622 266 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:28:47pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04736603 28622 293 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:30:11pm  
 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>Terrorism, anyone?</P> 
<P>Bhutto assassinated?</P> 
<P>Luxury hotel attacked today?</P> 
<P>Anyone care?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736678 28622 367 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:35:43pm  
 
<P>Hmm.</P> 
<P>Another thread coming right up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736703 28623 11 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:37:29pm  
 
<P>Mmm. Raisin Bran Crunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736710 28623 15 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:37:55pm  
 
 
 
<P>Mmm. Friskies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04736822 28623 109 Charles Tue, Jan 15, 2008 6:45:15pm  
 
<P>Notice how MSNBC's hack Democratic producers have subtly staged this in a 
much closer, more intimate setting than previous debates, after eliminating the 
fringe-oid candidates.</P> 
<P>They're "framing" it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741245 28631 33 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 4:21:53pm  
 
<P>That sword's very similar to <A 
href="http://www.usnews.com/usnews/images/news/photos/badguysphotos/070202saudi-
bishi.jpg" target=_blank>the kind Saudi executioners use</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741677 28633 10 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 6:06:05pm  
 
<P>Next: a selection for '10 Most-Clicked Links' in the 'top rated' 
area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741721 28633 28 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 6:16:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, mini-bug report!</P> 
<P>In Safari 3.0.4, the spinoff links for the thread are now protruding out into 
the right-hand column -- because (it seems) that they're being bumped right by 
the thread's "rating box) at the lower left. About half an inch.</P> 
<P>I can take a screen shot if that makes no sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Try emptying cache and reloading. That sounds like a CSS problem that's 
already been fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741743 28633 39 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 6:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/4741733" target=_blank>#34</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Mmkay, then please send a screenshot...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741761 28633 50 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 6:24:51pm  
 
<P>Reload again, and it should be working better now.</P> 
<P>I hate browser caches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04741871 28633 120 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 6:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #107 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #102 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4741786&amp;n=62" 
target=_blank>#62</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Still doing it here, too.</P> 
<P>Btw, Charles, not complaining! :) I love all the new features, 
thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, note: it's not just my computer! Others are experiencing it 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's fixed now.</P> 
<P>Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04742165 28633 342 Charles Wed, Jan 16, 2008 8:15:19pm  
 
<P>New category in the top-rated links: "10 Most-Clicked Links."</P> 
<P>Also, when you post a link, your click-throughs on the link you posted are 
not counted -- to prevent egomaniacal click-count inflation. As it 
were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04745064 28639 108 Charles Thu, Jan 17, 2008 2:03:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/4745050" target=_blank>#97</A> 
so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
<P>It's right in the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The group dubbed “Cities against Islamisation” was presented to the media in 
the northern Belgian city of Antwerp by Filip Dewinter, head of the far-right 
Belgian party Vlaams Belang (Flemish Interest) along with Austrian FPOE leader 
Heinz-Christian Strace and Robert Spieler of the regionalist Alsace First 
group.</P> 
<P>Parties from Britain (the British National Party), Denmark, Germany and Italy 
were also represented at the launch of the group which has a road-sign-style 
crossed-out mosque as its logo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know much more clear it could be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04745091 28639 131 Charles Thu, Jan 17, 2008 2:13:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #102 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4745037&amp;n=88" 
target=_blank>#88</A> so.cal.swede</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?n=87&amp;c=4745035" target=_blank>What about Killgore's 
link?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, no mention of BNP. just the same ol' trash from Belgium, and some 
mention about austria.</P> 
<P>It seems it was more of a "protest against mosques" but the australian 
newspaper reported it as a "new anti-islam group" using the mosque as a 
logo.</P> 
<P>... odd</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing odd, it's exactly as the newspaper reported it. Here's a 
photo from the press conference announcing the group:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com/source/search/details_pop.aspx?iid=
79063007&amp;cdi=0" 
target=_blank>legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04745098 28639 137 Charles Thu, Jan 17, 2008 2:15:12pm  
 
<P>More pictures:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com/source/search/imageResults.aspx?s=I
magesSearchState%7c0%7c0%7c-
1%7c28%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c1%7c%7c%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c7%7c%7cFilip+Dewi
nter%7c9221119421189182455%7c0%7c0%7c0%7c0&amp;p=7&amp;tag=1" 
target=_blank>legacyeditorial.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04745141 28639 174 Charles Thu, Jan 17, 2008 2:30:37pm  
 
<P>I'm respecting Wilders more now that it's clear he's staying away from these 
types.</P> 
<P>Of course, I always did respect him for his magnificent hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04746150 28639 619 Charles Thu, Jan 17, 2008 8:01:45pm  
 
<P>I've had enough of 'Quasars.' Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04748219 28645 190 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 10:41:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #154 Rodan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4748163&amp;n=149" 
target=_blank>#149</A> dolfan</EM></P> 



<P>CHR is an Islamist front group. It should be continued to be exposed and 
Canadians should do something about it!How mush Saudi/Iranian money goes to 
Canada?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? It might be a good idea for you to give yourself 
a timeout, before I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04748671 28646 214 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 11:49:34am  
 
<P>'Linky Beaumont'?!</P> 
<P>Oooh. Stinky hates it when people make fun of his name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04749469 28648 300 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 2:00:15pm  
 
<P>Testing a little something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04749470 28648 301 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 2:00:30pm  
 
<P>And again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04750574 28651 484 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 7:55:49pm  
 
<P>The formatting buttons work again, but you'll need to ... 
reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04751092 28652 243 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 9:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #190 eXcel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many actually read the linked post? I read it, and the linked 'Us or 
Them' interview, and where exactly does the 'mask get dropped.' Someone be so 
kind as to quote it because I must be too effing stupid to see 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For Pete's sake. He supports the BNP numerous times in that interview, and at 
the end he recommends this site, a very thinly veiled white supremacist group 
made up of former BNP members ejected in a recent purge:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.voiceofchange.org.uk/" 
target=_blank>www.voiceofchange.org.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04751126 28652 258 Charles Fri, Jan 18, 2008 9:44:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/4751109" target=_blank>#251</A> eXcel</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not sure what your purpose is, but that's complete nonsense. Here's 
another quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have written posts in support of the BNP in the past which I will explain 
on my blog.</P> 
<P>What the self righteous judgmental people who have judged me on based on my 
answer to that one question do not know is that within the BNP there is an 
internal struggle between what has been termed the modernizers and 
traditionalists.</P> 



<P>The modernizers want to reform the party to take it away from its anti-
semetic and white supremacist roots and make it more inclusive for the British 
people and thus make it a respectable electable political party within Great 
Britain.</P> 
<P>The present leadership under Nick Griffin wants to keep the BNP stuck in the 
past, protect certain individuals, and the modernizers want to reform and remove 
certain individuals. There have been many good and decent people from within the 
BNP, members and high ranking officials including their web master who have been 
sacked or left over the last 2 months because of this internal struggle for the 
good of the party and the people of Great Britain.</P> 
<P>I back the modernizers who are no longer in the party because of their stance 
on certain issues and I reject Nick Griffins leadership because of what is 
happening now within the BNP because of his leadership 
decisions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He supports the <EM>more extreme</EM> people who were ejected by Griffin, in 
his attempt to appear more "moderate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04752382 28652 433 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 9:22:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #432 shaneborgess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta -can you explain something for me? Charles in #258 says:</P> 
<P>"He supports the <EM>more extreme</EM> people who were ejected by Griffin, in 
his attempt to appear more "moderate."</P> 
<P>Is he saying that those people who left the BNP in protest over Nick Griffin 
are actually more extreme than Nick Griffin? So Lionheart's support of those who 
are trying to change the BNP are actually worse than the Nazi sympathizer 
Griffin?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who left are the ones unhappy about Griffin's recent purchase of a 
nice suit and toning down of rhetoric. But they're especially unhappy because he 
won't toss out some of the more embarrassing members like the guy in the 
Dispatches documentary.</P> 
<P>If you're looking for consistency and logic from these people, you won't find 
it. Their world views are extremely twisted, and this results in constantly 
conflicting statements and positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04752385 28652 434 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 9:23:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #428 shakespeare_101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4751986&amp;n=415" 
target=_blank>#415</A> RicWasRight</EM></P> 
<P>Ric, I agree Lionheart's responses in the interview are encouraging. I am 
just stumbling across this controversy this morning. What is discouraging is 
despite his talk of modernists splitting off from BNP over racism etc., the new 
site [Link: <A href="http://www.voiceofchange.org.uk/ourstand.php" 
target=_blank>www.voiceofchange.org.uk...</A>]lists the same scary racist goals 
of the BNP. This includes deporting legal aliens back to their ethnic homeland. 
How does that square with the new goals of the "modernist" branch of the BNP? If 
Lionheart truly does feel the way he says he does in the interview he will need 
to distance himself from the modernists as well. I suspect he needs to frankly 
distance himself from the whole situation and get himself squared away legally 
with any charges against himself and frankly, he will need to publicly restate 
his own positions and not throw his support behind any one group that is 



dynamically changing on a weekly and perhaps daily basis as it only weakens his 
position against Islamic extremism.</P> 
<P>/back to lurking...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04752391 28652 435 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 9:26:24am  
 
<P>And by the way, the argument that the "Voice for Change" white power freaks 
are somehow more "modern" than the BNP white power freaks is completely 
meaningless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04752682 28658 17 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 10:55:24am  
 
<P>Testing sump'n.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753698 28661 10 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:19:12pm  
 
<P>Anybody calling for me to die like a dog lately out there? I took a 
blogosphere break today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753707 28661 17 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:20:06pm  
 
<P>Coming soon: comments for spinoff links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753743 28661 41 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:23:58pm  
 
<P>Each link will generate its own comment thread. Like a front page 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753800 28661 75 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:30:28pm  
 
<P>And by the way, in the last week, I've refactored large chunks of the code to 
take better advantage of jQuery, and saved more than 50K in the files that have 
to be loaded every time you load an LGF page.</P> 
<P>In simple terms: smaller files = faster loading pour vous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753859 28661 120 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:37:26pm  
 
<P>I'm also trying to get rid of all the embedded Javascript (i.e. "onclick," 
"onmouseover," etc.) in favor of modern unobtrusive techniques. But you can 
still see some of that carp if you look at the source code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04753879 28661 137 Charles Sat, Jan 19, 2008 6:40:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #122 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is there a way we can individually set the time 
zone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope. I'll run it up the flagpole at the next corporate staff meeting 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04756478 28665 171 Charles Sun, Jan 20, 2008 11:04:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/4756414" target=_blank>#143</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thus while mass deportations of individuals based upon their ethnicity would 
be egregiously wrong, mass deportation of individuals known to practice Islam 
would be the logical and correct tactic in dealing with this indisputable 
military threat to all western nations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been over this many times, and I can't agree with this "mass 
deportation of all Muslims" argument. It's a fantasy, and it will never happen 
for two reasons:</P> 
<P>1) The majority of Americans simply won't support it. It smacks of ethnic 
cleansing, no matter whether ethnicity is involved or not. I don't support it 
for that reason.</P> 
<P>2) Those advocating mass deportation need to stop and think about what would 
really be involved -- uprooting families, destroying the lives of millions of 
people, many of whom have absolutely no desire to blow themselves up for anyone, 
ever. If you think a gigantic, highly unpopular mass deportation project could 
ever happen without violence and massive social upheaval, you're 
dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04756740 28665 222 Charles Sun, Jan 20, 2008 12:43:59pm  
 
<P>It's curious that Brussels Journal doesn't mention the BNP. Numerous 
Australian papers carried the story, credited to "Correspondents in Brussels," 
and specifically identified the BNP as being there.</P> 
<P>Based on Brussels Journal's history of playing fast and loose with the truth, 
I'm more inclined to trust the Aussie correspondents' word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04757463 28668 64 Charles Sun, Jan 20, 2008 5:51:44pm  
 
<P>The user profile page needs tweaking. Next on the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04757538 28668 113 Charles Sun, Jan 20, 2008 6:04:40pm  
 
<P>User profile pages now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04757643 28668 187 Charles Sun, Jan 20, 2008 6:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/4757635" target=_blank>#180</A> 
thelongblogger</EM></P> 
<P>Don't even start with the recursion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759402 28673 8 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 8:26:51am  
 



<P>Let's face it -- the so-called anti-jihad movement has a real problem: a very 
vocal contingent of outright unapologetic racists, who have been laying low 
until I forced this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759511 28673 25 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 8:56:14am  
 
<P>In Jihad Watch's comments, "Lee John Barnes" is a BNP member who ran for 
election in 2003 in Medway:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.anl.org.uk/candidates.htm" 
target=_blank>www.anl.org.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759623 28673 53 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 9:25:40am  
 
<P>In Øyvind Strømmen's latest post, on the "traitor" accusations being thrown 
at VB/BNP critics, he criticizes Oriana Fallaci:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.hagatekst.no/underdom/eurofascism/?p=37" 
target=_blank>www.hagatekst.no...</A>]</P> 
<P>I had to verify his claim about Oriana Fallaci's "Force of Reason." He says 
she cites three well-known antisemites/Holocaust deniers as examples of people 
being persecuted for anti-Islam writing, including the infamous <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Faurisson" target=_blank>Robert 
Faurisson</A> -- without mentioning their sick ideologies.</P> 
<P>And you know what? He's right. She does exactly that. It's on page 26 in my 
Rizzoli International edition of the book. The other two she cites are Erwin 
Kessler and Gaston Armand Amaudruz, and she says nothing about their repellent 
beliefs.</P> 
<P>I had not noticed this when I first read the book. My impression of "Force of 
Reason" is that it was written in a very rushed way, almost feverishly. She was 
quite ill when she wrote it, and the charitable way to look at this is that she 
simply was going too fast to stop and explain the context.</P> 
<P>But it is troubling, I have to admit.</P> 
<P>(This comment was also posted in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?link=5675_%93Traitor%94_-
_in_a_Eurabian_context" target=_blank>this spinoff link 
thread</A>.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759630 28673 54 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 9:27:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4759594&amp;n=48" 
target=_blank>#48</A> Gavriel</EM>Thanks, although I did know that definintion 
of blood libel, just didn't see how it fit in with their saying Charles has 
committed a blood libel against them!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't fit in. It's just more craziness. The guy who posted that at GoV 
also emails the same kind of crap to me often. He's never met a fascist he 
didn't make excuses for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759823 28673 68 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 10:08:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 Lucius Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anyone know much about the "spartacus" creep posting at Jawa? I see Cattt 
gave him what for.</P> 
<P>Sad how many people say "Islam is the enemy; VB and BNP oppose Islam; VB and 
BNP are 'conservative':: if you oppose VB and BNP you do not oppose 
Islamification; if you oppose VB and BNP you must be a leftist."</P> 
<P>Hey folks, buy a copy of Copi, <EM>Introduction to Logic</EM> and crawl back 
in your hole and don't come out until you've read the whole book and passed the 
exam on "critical reasoning" at the end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was banned from LGF, and you can see why in those comments at 
JW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04759845 28673 71 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 10:12:44am  
 
<P>Here's the creep's last comment at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?n=502&amp;c=4521061" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04760500 28673 89 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 1:05:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/4760452" target=_blank>#88</A> cochise4c2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why reliapundit was banned at LGF...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you could probably make a pretty good guess based on what he's been 
posting elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761091 28679 19 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 3:17:03pm  
 
<P>Comments pages for links now have a navigation panel at top and bottom that 
let you go to the previous/next links that have been posted. (Like the nav panel 
on the regular comments pages.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761131 28679 35 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 3:26:56pm  
 
<P>Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761136 28679 37 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 3:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/4761126" target=_blank>#33</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm using an older version of Safari...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's the problem. You should upgrade to the latest version possible -- 
older versions of Safari had serious bugs with Ajax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761171 28679 49 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 3:34:40pm  
 
<P>There are still some rough edges in searching comments. The comments that are 
for spinoff links will appear at the end of the results for now, but they are 
properly linked up now to the correct pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04761617 28680 55 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:24:13pm  
 
<P>Hillary was looking at Obama like she wanted to disembowel him with her 
teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761656 28680 88 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:27:15pm  
 
<P>Obama's going for the low blows. This is brutal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761665 28680 97 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:27:56pm  
 
<P>Now she's giving him death beams from her eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761685 28680 113 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:29:23pm  
 
<P>"I can't tell who I'm running against sometimes," intoned Obama.</P> 
<P>They're snapping like poodles!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761691 28680 119 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:29:41pm  
 
<P>"SLUM LORD!"</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761720 28680 147 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:31:14pm  
 
<P>John Edwards is going to end poverty in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761869 28680 284 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:43:43pm  
 
<P>Hillary got booed. Ooh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04761965 28680 373 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:50:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #362 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What channel is this debate on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762004 28680 411 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 5:53:17pm  
 
<P>How much time do you think these guys spend practicing sincere, concerned 
looks in front of a mirror?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762092 28680 493 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:01:21pm  
 
<P>Time for another thread. This one's getting full.</P> 



<P>I was going to wait for the commercial, but it looks like CNN thinks it's 
more important to promote Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762155 28681 42 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:05:33pm  
 
<P>Now we're on to the good stuff, the stuff all Democrats can agree on -- 
SURRENDER!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762216 28681 97 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:09:19pm  
 
<P>Al Qaeda is stronger now than ever -- so let's SURRENDER!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762316 28681 189 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:17:19pm  
 
<P>Sure would be cool if they came back from the commercial, and the candidates 
were all inside a big cage, wearing Mexican wrestling masks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762376 28681 248 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:23:08pm  
 
<P>Again, Edwards promises to end poverty, something no leader in the history of 
humanity has done.</P> 
<P>Good for him. Aim high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762401 28681 272 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:24:50pm  
 
<P>Hillary one-ups: she'll not only end poverty, she'll end poverty <EM>for 
children.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762429 28681 300 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:26:41pm  
 
<P>Edwards is history. That's clear from tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762449 28681 320 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:28:16pm  
 
<P>"An African-American, a woman, and uh ... John ..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762510 28681 379 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:32:12pm  
 
<P>Man, do these people ever hate each other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762523 28681 392 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:33:11pm  
 
<P>Obama's playing the Brother Card.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762761 28682 32 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 6:49:01pm  
 
<P>CNN is packing in the commercials at the finish.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04762968 28682 212 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 7:04:41pm  
 
<P>They waited until the very end to pull out the change mantra, but they're 
working it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04762992 28682 232 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 7:06:24pm  
 
<P>That was painful. Blood was shed tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04763531 28683 183 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 8:42:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #169 jaxon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earlier today when Charles did his latest entry on Lionheart-BNP connection, 
one of the comments in a page from the links he provided website was this:</P> 
<P>"Just as the Jewish people have a right to their own homeland and have the 
right to kick non-Jews out and keep it a "Jewish state", why then are the 
British people called evil and racist if they demand the same thing?"</P> 
<P>1. If that question was asked of anyone here, how would you respond? I can't 
think of an answer that would sound satisfactory</P> 
<P>2. Has anyone so far found out if this Geert Wilders guy and his party have 
any connections to BNP, Vlaams, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04763544 28683 194 Charles Mon, Jan 21, 2008 8:44:30pm  
 
<P>Another troll, now tossed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04765965 28691 267 Charles Tue, Jan 22, 2008 11:33:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/4765767" target=_blank>#179</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just saying that it's not necessarily a white power 
symbol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I have never said it was <EM>necessarily</EM> a white power symbol. It's 
all about context. In the context of the Vlaams Belang and their numerous well-
documented fascist links, for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04765880 28692 34 Charles Tue, Jan 22, 2008 11:23:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles, could you consider adding a "History" topic for spin off 
links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04767362 28694 82 Charles Tue, Jan 22, 2008 3:34:38pm  
 



<P>Descriptions for spinoff links now added!</P> 
<P>See the update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04767906 28695 228 Charles Tue, Jan 22, 2008 6:47:15pm  
 
<P>Three new categories for links: Britain, Europe, and 
Scandinavia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04770308 28702 14 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 10:58:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 jeppo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer has an informative post at Jihad Watch titled "Cities against 
Islamisation Charter".</P> 
<P>/Someone should link to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your relentless shilling for European fascists is becoming very 
tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04770490 28702 103 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 11:45:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4770456&amp;n=82" 
target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I've tried new window but I have a bad habit of shutting down Firefox because 
of it, so I stick to the tabs. But I don't see the increase of clicks. Some 
links have more pluses than clicks. I see stories are reposted in other 
categories, maybe that is the reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Opening a link by right-clicking it seems to bypass the Javascript event 
handler that counts the click. Erk. Not much I can do about that, I'm afraid, it 
happens in the browser.</P> 
<P>In Firefox, you can set new pages to open in either a new window or a new tab 
-- try that, then you won't have to right-click. I think there's a setting in IE 
for it too, but I'm not sure where.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04770544 28702 136 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 11:58:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4770490&amp;n=103" 
target=_blank>#103</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I have firefox set to open a new page but it doesn't always work for some 
reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember that it won't count clicks on links you posted 
yourself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04770560 28702 144 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 12:01:05pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #132 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I still don't completely understand the new link feature.</P> 
<P>How do you get a link in the links at the top of the thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now, you can only post links in the spinoff links area of each blog 
entry -- the area that appears when you click 'show spinoff links' at lower 
right of the entry.</P> 
<P>I'm planning to add an entry form to the top area too.</P> 
<P>If you post a link in any entry, it will show up in the top, under '10 Most 
Recent Links'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04770599 28702 171 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 12:13:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/4770581" target=_blank>#160</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I click on the show links button and I am brought to the listing of all 
of the links, but I don't see anywhere to add a link...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're clicking the 'SHOW TOP RATED LINKS' button at the top of the page. The 
link posting form is in the area that appears when you click 'SHOW SPINOFF 
LINKS', which is at the bottom right of each one of my posts, right under the 
'email this article' link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04771609 28706 28 Charles Wed, Jan 23, 2008 5:03:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Preview not working for anyone else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed now, but you'll have to reload the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04773968 28713 100 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 11:21:04am  
 
<P>When I don't announce open registration with a post, the hatchling rate is 
much lower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04775423 28716 129 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 5:59:42pm  
 
<P>You can now choose how many links to show per page, up to a maximum of 
250.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04775474 28716 173 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 6:06:44pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah, debate. Can you sense my enthusiasm?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04775880 28717 355 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 6:44:08pm  
 
<P>China question from Mitt to Rudy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04775902 28717 374 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 6:46:06pm  
 
<P>I like this idea, actually. If these guys are serious, they should be able to 
come up with serious questions for each other.</P> 
<P>More serious than the blow-dried anchorpersons, anyway.</P> 



<P>At least that's the theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04775920 28717 392 Charles Thu, Jan 24, 2008 6:47:16pm  
 
<P>Will one of them ask Ron Paul about his white supremacist 
links?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04779081 28722 7 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 10:44:05am  
 
<P>Must have hit my post button twice. Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04779705 28724 41 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 12:42:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 Ron(Ron)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I changed my icon, but it hasn't changed yet. Is there a 
delay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Images are usually cached by the browser; you may have to empty the cache and 
refresh, if refreshing alone doesn't do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04779931 28726 42 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 1:19:27pm  
 
<P>Tim Russert tried to play gotcha with Romney, by asking if he'd do what 
Reagan did. If Romney simply said yes, Russert could then spring it on him: 
Reagan raised taxes.</P> 
<P>It was a trick question. Possibly the prompter (?) was on alert for those 
kinds of questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780683 28729 11 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 6:48:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ferrets?! Who let the ferrets do the work of the hamsters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Silly. Web servers have hamsters, database servers have ferrets. Everybody 
knows that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04781111 28730 93 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 8:26:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 overwatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're actually doing something then who cares if they have less than 
lovely backgrounds.</P> 
<P>I think sometimes the "lizards" actually want europe to get fucked over by 
muslims. Well we're not going to, and if neo nazis are the only ones fighting 
the islamist then let's let them fight for the meantime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can say is, good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780799 28731 8 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:11:53pm  
 



<P>By the way, I think Geert Wilders is dead wrong when he calls for a ban on 
the Koran. No good ever comes from banning books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780802 28731 9 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:12:53pm  
 
 
 
<P>Criticize, mock, even drop it in the toilet all you want, but banning it by 
government fiat is precisely the wrong thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780886 28731 47 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:29:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #8 Charles</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>By the way, I think Geert Wilders is dead wrong when he calls for a 
ban on the Koran. No good ever comes from banning books.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but Mein Kampf is banned in the Netherlands as well. No excuse, but 
that's the context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- and I disagree with that, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780890 28731 51 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:30:43pm  
 
<P>Just as I disagree with Belgium's outlawing of Vlaams Belang's predecessor, 
Vlaams Blok.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780891 28731 52 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:31:34pm  
 
<P>I say: let 'em spew. Good people will cotton to 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04780912 28731 68 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 7:36:11pm  
 
<P>Actually, folks -- she's right. It is deliberately provocative, and Wilders 
knows it. Can you say, "politician?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04781522 28733 14 Charles Fri, Jan 25, 2008 10:28:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linklinklinklinklink...</P> 
<P>So, is there still a blog at this URL?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, 9 posts on other subjects (in addition to all these upgrades) doesn't 
seem too bad...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04783046 28736 70 Charles Sat, Jan 26, 2008 11:43:54am  
 
<P>Uh oh ...</P> 
<P>Sweden Democrats back in the news -- actively supporting neo-Nazis and lying 
about it. Can anyone translate this page:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expressen.se/nyheter/1.1020400/de-stoder-nazister" 
target=_blank>www.expressen.se...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04783463 28737 12 Charles Sat, Jan 26, 2008 3:46:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 konservo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The spinoff links category drop down menu is acting screwy right now 
for some reason, but only in Internet Exploder, which is insisting that the 
dropdown menu doesn’t exist.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It works for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about the category dropdown menus in "Top Rated Links" or the 
"Spinoff links" areas of each post -- not the Linkviewer. Are those working for 
you with IE?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04784142 28740 111 Charles Sat, Jan 26, 2008 6:52:51pm  
 
<P>Hillary wants to "restore our moral authority," which has to make anyone with 
a brain experience a moment of irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786213 28744 19 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 9:33:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I don't think the article says anything about you, does 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my point. If you're going to suggest people should contribute money to 
help this guy, don't you think it's incumbent on you to let people know his 
history?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786267 28744 27 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 9:47:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I can't speak for others at IBA.</P> 
<P>I can say this, Lionheart's behavior shows that he is unhinged. Whether that 
be because he has something to hide, or because he is under tremendous pressure, 
I could not know.</P> 
<P>It could be a little of both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Pastorius -- but I think that post is pretty outrageous. The guy made 
a <EM>death threat</EM>, and you don't even mention it? He affiliates with the 
neo-Nazi BNP, and that isn't mentioned either? In a post strongly hinting that 
people should donate money?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786351 28744 46 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 10:14:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/4786343" target=_blank>#43</A> 
AlwaysOnWatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PS: I could get offended (angry, ticked off, whatever term you want to use) 
by your calling my posting "a sob story." But I won't. Your site, your 
call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, just for the record, I <EM>am</EM> offended by your post that makes no 
mention of the death threat, or the BNP connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786360 28744 47 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 10:17:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/4786343" target=_blank>#43</A> 
AlwaysOnWatch</EM></P> 
<P>Also, if you're so strongly behind Lionheart, could you please post some 
solid information that backs up his sob story? Because to be honest, I don't 
trust his word, or the statements of someone claiming to be a solicitor posting 
in blog comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786428 28744 72 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 10:48:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to, once again, display my ignorance, but does anyone have a link to 
whatever post(s) Lionheart made that got him in hot-water with the British 
authorities in the first place?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I keep bringing it up. For all the interviews and all the posts, 
we still have exactly ZERO details about the reason why Lionheart is being 
investigated. In fact, the only independent confirmation that he IS being 
investigated at all is from a post in a blog's (unregistered open) comments by 
someone claiming to be Lionheart's solicitor.</P> 
<P>I don't have to tell anyone here, I hope, that this is not proof of 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786478 28744 82 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 11:06:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/4786465" target=_blank>#80</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We will certainly find out in February when the authorities come for 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're assuming the authorities really are going to arrest him.</P> 
<P>Again, I'm not willing to make that assumption. This story 
smells.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786512 28744 92 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 11:17:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/4786498" target=_blank>#87</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, that clarifies things. So a complaint has been filed, that's what's 
going on.</P> 
<P>And frankly, after that threat he posted against me, I'm not surprised. I 
support free speech, including criticism of Islam, but clearly this is a guy who 
is capable of crossing the line into threats and incitement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786630 28744 123 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 12:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 Wishbone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4786582&amp;n=112" 
target=_blank>#112</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 



<P>That's exactly it mate. As I said, the arrest part of it is purely and simply 
a legal formality in order to ensure his right to representation. It may seem a 
bit of a strange way to go about it, but that's the British legal system for 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, if an American blogger had posted something about me like 
Lionheart did, I very possibly would have reported it to the police myself. It's 
not a joke to post stuff like that, and it's not a trivial matter. It's 
incitement to violence -- and I am not immune to worry about my personal 
safety.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786803 28744 135 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 1:23:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/4786792" target=_blank>#134</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<P>When someone writes that I ought to be shot, and says there are many who 
would oblige, then yes -- I do call that incitement to violence. I have no 
interest in parsing the language any further than that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which he isn't, insofar as we know; he's still wandering around the 
US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that gives me a nice warm fuzzy feeling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04787015 28744 154 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 2:58:21pm  
 
<P>When 'Rayra' posted a threat against Ibrahim Hooper of CAIR (quickly deleted, 
of course), the language could have been parsed in exactly the same way. I'm not 
going to re-post it, but he was not calling directly for Hooper to be shot, and 
he wasn't saying he wanted to do the shooting.</P> 
<P>But you know what? The FBI didn't seem to care about the finer points of past 
tense and first person viewpoint when they called me about it, after CAIR filed 
a complaint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04787653 28744 231 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 5:57:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/4787333" target=_blank>#224</A> 
TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might be a nice last comment, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah... I was just thinking that we have too few idiots around lately for the 
lizard army to munch on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786248 28745 31 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 9:42:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to point out that Lizards noted this first - Lawhawk posted the 
original photo in Spinoffs the day it appeared, I posted <A 
href="http://noblesseoblige.org/wordpress/?p=1986" target=_blank>this</A> 
shortly after Lizards noted the daylight in comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- I was trying to make that point above. I was going to post it a 
couple of days ago, but Safari crashed, I lost the post, and then got involved 
in a million other things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04786485 28745 182 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 11:09:43am  
 
<P>Post any links to pictures in the spinoff links, please!</P> 
<P>And by the way, one reason why I added the link entry form to the "Top Rated 
Links" area is so that spinoff links for posts can hopefully be kept a bit more 
on topic. Stuff that's not on a particular topic is better posted with the form 
in the "Top Rated Links" area.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to strictly enforce any rules about this, but that's the 
general idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04786707 28746 67 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 12:43:09pm  
 
<P>Well, if Obama does become president, at least we'll have invading Pakistan 
to look forward to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04787813 28750 71 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 6:33:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed a better caliber of newbies of late.</P> 
<P>Much better screening processes in place, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I'm monitoring the hatchlings with the Lizard Overlord Tool, of 
course. And its subsystems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04788643 28751 122 Charles Sun, Jan 27, 2008 9:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 nt250</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody to root for?</P> 
<P>WTF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790179 28755 37 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 10:10:22am  
 
<P>Thanks for offering, folks. Dave -- looks like guftafs is going to do a 
translation, but if you'd like to contribute anything you're more than 
welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790187 28755 40 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 10:14:42am  
 
<P>Just got some hate mail for posting this, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790202 28755 50 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 10:18:58am  
 
<P>And I quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are still doing all your can to smear and bury that great CounterJihad 
conference in Brussels ("the now-infamous conference in Belgium with US 
bloggers").</P> 



<P>What the Hell is your problem? That it wasn't your conference? We need to 
defeat the Jihad movement, not bicker over benign differences and smear those 
who work hard to save civilization.</P> 
<P>What you are doing is causing dissent (people here *HATE* Nazis!) and 
demotivating fine people from doing important work. Boy, am I sick of what you 
are pumping out.</P> 
<P>May sanity prevail, nonetheless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790732 28758 15 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 12:35:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he a good guy or a nationalist socialist kind of guy Charles Johnson 
despises?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with him on some things (I think it's a bad idea to ban the 
Koran, for example) but Wilders has nothing to do with the VB or any of the 
other neo-fascists-- to my knowledge, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790747 28758 20 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 12:38:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does he get his hair like that?No wait, the better question is why does 
he get his hair like that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard that he just wakes up in the morning ... and it's like that. 
Astounding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04790749 28758 21 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 12:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 macduff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #1 Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely off-topic, but his hair looks unreal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah the hair looks unreal, particularly in this picture. Unreal as in...rug. 
On the other hand, the dude has some cajones...and some personal style to 
boot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely not a rug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04791834 28761 82 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 6:07:51pm  
 
<P>I've got Fox News open in one EyeTV window, and ABC News (HD via digital 
antenna) in another. Lizardoid HQ is a media hub.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04791890 28761 132 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 6:13:11pm  
 
<P>What's wrong with Pelosi's mouth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04791902 28761 144 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 6:14:07pm  
 
<P>Rangel's smirking.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04791982 28761 221 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 6:19:45pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama is doing the "two fingers on the lips" thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04792174 28761 405 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 6:34:29pm  
 
<P>I guess Iran is off the radar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04792723 28763 12 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 7:17:30pm  
 
<P>She's reaching out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04792758 28763 38 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 7:20:02pm  
 
<P>She almost makes me miss Howard Dean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04792895 28763 151 Charles Mon, Jan 28, 2008 7:26:52pm  
 
<P>God bless, and sleep well.</P> 
<P>That should be the motto of the Democratic Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796029 28769 146 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 12:10:19pm  
 
<P>I'm experimenting with opening the 'Top Rated Links' automatically when the 
page loads, instead of requiring a click. If anyone really hates this, let me 
know -- but I think it might draw more attention to the feature, and get more 
clicks on the links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796170 28769 263 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 12:56:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #244 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since Charles added the spinoffs to the front page the click count is going 
through the roof.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet a lot of LGF readers weren't even aware of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796241 28769 322 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 1:26:48pm  
 
<P>I'm shocked to find that there is moosecrimping going on at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796334 28769 401 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 1:51:51pm  
 
<P>I've set it now so that the top links area only opens automatically on the 
LGF front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04796890 28771 22 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 5:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Right_Is_Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Getting a JS error... used refresh and ctrl refresh to be sure had the latest 
scripts.</P> 
<P>Error: $.cookie("LINKPREFS") has no propertiesSource File: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/lgfjs/lgf.js?7" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]Line: 8</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks ... Javascript error now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796893 28771 23 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 5:09:11pm  
 
<P>Need I say ... reload?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04798469 28771 37 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 8:10:33pm  
 
<P>It was defaulting to 'closed' previously ... and apparently almost no one was 
opening them. Changing it to open by default resulted in hundred-fold increases 
in clickthroughs.</P> 
<P>Deleting all cookies every time you close the browser is a very hard-core 
approach, by the way, and not really necessary unless you're working at DHS or 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04796829 28772 5 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 5:00:50pm  
 
<P>I've been leaning toward Giuliani, so me not happy monkey. Me no like McCain. 
Me lukewarm toward Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797152 28772 288 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 5:46:47pm  
 
<P>Please, somebody tell me this isn't going to be a choice between Obama and 
McCain.</P> 
<P>I think I need to make a beer run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797415 28773 20 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:14:16pm  
 
<P>This is a campaign of incredible reversals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797491 28773 63 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:20:26pm  
 
<P>McCain.</P> 
<P>McCain.</P> 
<P>McCain.</P> 
<P>Still isn't sounding very good to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797509 28773 76 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:22:13pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Giuliani now speaking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04797520 28773 84 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:22:58pm  
 
<P>It's a concession speech.</P> 
<P>He's stepping down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797552 28773 109 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:25:02pm  
 
<P>Talking about his campaign in past tense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797708 28773 243 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:40:08pm  
 
<P>McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04797885 28773 403 Charles Tue, Jan 29, 2008 6:57:52pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04800970 28781 160 Charles Wed, Jan 30, 2008 11:32:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4800715&amp;n=12" 
target=_blank>#12</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I hate to be a wet blanket but it's an sourced article based on an anonymous 
informer. Ms. Schlussel has a history of wildly inaccurate and unverifiable 
allegations. I'm all in favor of bashing Obama but it's important to keep 
factually accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not a wet blanket, you're right, it is unsourced -- hence the question 
mark in the title and the 'says' part.</P> 
<P>The pictures with PLO shill Edward Said, from Electronic Intifada, are 
genuine though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04802423 28784 84 Charles Wed, Jan 30, 2008 5:32:40pm  
 
<P>I am sensing a lot of disappointment in the lizard army.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04802714 28785 72 Charles Wed, Jan 30, 2008 6:05:05pm  
 
<P>Romney's smirkingIsn't working</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04802735 28785 87 Charles Wed, Jan 30, 2008 6:06:51pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04802911 28785 243 Charles Wed, Jan 30, 2008 6:22:30pm  
 
<P>I'm really not digging the mutual smirking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04806045 28789 100 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 10:18:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta break with Charles here. Even if Lionheart is pure human scum (and he 
truly appears to be), I don't think anyone deserves to have their door kicked 
down by jack-booted thugs over personal opinions shared on the internet.</P> 
<P>It's not that I like Lionheart (much the opposite in fact), I just 
<EM>dislike</EM> what Scotland Yard is up to more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have only his word that this is really what's happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04806106 28789 111 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 10:30:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4806045&amp;n=100" 
target=_blank>#100</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have only his word that this is really what's happening.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Granted, but with all due respect, <STRONG>you</STRONG> are the reason I 
believe it. It was reported by you to the rest of us as fact on the 7th.<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28517_UK_to_Prosecute_Blogge
r_for_Criticizing_Islam&amp;only" target=_blank>UK to Prosecute Blogger for 
Criticizing Islam</A></P> 
<P>If it turns out that this was never really true to begin with, then I 
apologize. But I hope you can understand my confusion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it isn't clear from what I've been posting, I no longer believe this 
guy.</P> 
<P>And by the way, it was <EM>not</EM> reported as fact by me. Please note the 
word "apparently" in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04806223 28789 129 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 10:59:38am  
 
<P>I'm curious -- those of you who gave this post a negative rating, what's your 
thinking? You do realize that everyone can see who gives ratings, right?</P> 
<P>Is it OK for Lionheart to rant about shooting me, in your 
opinion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04806248 28789 134 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 11:04:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #132 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4806223&amp;n=129" 
target=_blank>#129</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>My answer to your question is already here. I created post #80 just two 
seconds after clicking the minus as an explanation. And we've dialogged it 
enough to know where each other are coming from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't really know where you're coming from. Please 
explain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807881 28796 17 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:04:10pm  
 



<P>CNN is hyping this for all they're worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807887 28796 22 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:05:09pm  
 
<P>The audience is packed with Hollywood lefties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807893 28796 28 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:06:22pm  
 
<P>Which one will pander the most to the nutroots? They have to try to pick up 
the Edwards loons tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807929 28796 53 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:10:00pm  
 
<P>She's summing up the problems facing America.</P> 
<P>Not a mention of Islamic supremacism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807939 28796 61 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:10:40pm  
 
<P>If you want to stay sober, the drinking game should be when they say "Islamic 
terrorism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807959 28796 80 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:13:17pm  
 
<P>Hillary just mentioned "those who are plotting against us."</P> 
<P>Buddhists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04807970 28796 90 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:13:55pm  
 
<P>I think I just saw Robert Scheer in the audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808028 28796 142 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:19:01pm  
 
<P>So is Obama going to sit down and talk with the mullahs before or after he 
invades Pakistan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808192 28796 289 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:34:06pm  
 
<P>Man, this is a real sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808203 28796 299 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:34:46pm  
 
<P>What about nose amputations? Who's going to pay for those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808259 28796 352 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:40:21pm  
 
<P>Did the Politico rep just pronounce the word "impact" as "impack?"</P> 
<P>I just rewound it! She did!</P> 



<P>This is a journalist, ladies and gentlemen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808290 28796 382 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:43:03pm  
 
<P>Obama will address the impackBy getting the economy on track</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808308 28796 399 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:44:25pm  
 
<P>Hillary wants to impack the employers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808315 28796 405 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:45:07pm  
 
<P>Both of them are focused on the employers. Wouldn't want to condemn the 
undocumented immigrants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808323 28796 413 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:46:04pm  
 
<P>Hillary's plan to deal with illegal immigration is a complete fantasy.</P> 
<P>Like most politicians' plans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808335 28796 425 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:46:57pm  
 
<P>We really have come a long way from September 11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808353 28796 443 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:48:38pm  
 
<P>Wolf wants conflict. Conflict is good TV. Come on, Barack, you're on 
TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808360 28796 450 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:49:20pm  
 
<P>Wolf's questions are getting edgy and impackful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808402 28796 492 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:52:02pm  
 
<P>I agree with her on this, amazingly enough. Mass deportation is a stupid idea 
that will never happen. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808410 28796 499 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 5:53:01pm  
 
<P>Hillary's dimples are growing gills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808610 28797 86 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:07:41pm  
 
<P>Wolf's still trying to gin up some conflict.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04808650 28797 116 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #100 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn that audience looks scary.</P> 
<P>/just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of the most influential leftists in the US are in that 
audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808846 28797 279 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:22:39pm  
 
<P>Obama wants to set a date for withdrawal from Iraq, because he wants the 
Iraqi government to "take us seriously."</P> 
<P>Not an iota of awareness that this will encourage Al Qaeda to hang on until 
that date.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808857 28797 289 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:23:17pm  
 
<P>Wolf really wants them to fight.</P> 
<P>Come on, fight!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808884 28797 314 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:24:45pm  
 
<P>Diplomacy is the answer! To <EM>everything!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04808970 28797 388 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:30:04pm  
 
<P>Now they're insisting that we've failed in Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809082 28797 496 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:37:30pm  
 
<P>Hillary is a warmonger!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809091 28797 505 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:38:10pm  
 
<P>Obama is promising to always be right on Day One.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809178 28798 23 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:44:28pm  
 
<P>Obama rejects censorship! In front of an audience of people who make their 
living from pandering to the basest human impulses.</P> 
<P>What a surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809317 28798 146 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:51:58pm  
 
<P>Finally, it is over.</P> 
<P>I think Hillary "won," if that term has any meaning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04809333 28798 162 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:53:06pm  
 
<P>Not a word about jihad, 9/11, radical Islam, jihad, none of it.</P> 
<P>Everyone just go back to sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809354 28798 183 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 6:55:01pm  
 
<P>The lack of bickering, by the way, was a highly calculated and coordinated 
political decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809899 28800 30 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 9:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Tasty Beverage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for early OT, but this needs exposure.</P> 
<P>Good god.</P> 
<P>Look what I just found at cpac.org from the schedule for <A 
href="http://www.cpac.org/agenda_20708.html" target=_blank>CPAC 2008 on 
2/7/08</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1:00Mark Steyn, author of America AloneAmbassador BallroomIntroduction: 
<B>Pamela Geller, AtlasShrugs.com</B></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I <I>have</I> to assume Steyn is unaware of what's going on with the white-
power Euro-fascists trying to ally with American anti-jihadists, because he 
raised the alarm about these people in <I>America Alone</I>, and he's being 
introduced by one of the main cheerleaders of such an alliance with people he 
warned against. This is insane.</P> 
<P>Luap Nor is going to be there the same day:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4:30Rep. Ron Paul (TX)Regency BallroomIntroduction: Hon. Bob Barr, Liberty 
Strategies, LLC</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you imagine the annual CPAC bash overflowing with Paulians, at least for 
the first day (I doubt they'd hang around for the rest of it)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting. I'm going to send Mark an email about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809902 28800 33 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 9:18:40pm  
 
<P>It's definitely a setup. Tasty Beverage, you should also email Mark about 
this -- in fact, any LGF reader who feels motivated to do so, please let Mark 
Steyn know who will be standing on that stage with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04809913 28800 41 Charles Thu, Jan 31, 2008 9:21:48pm  
 
<P>It's: mark -at- steynonline.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813120 28809 27 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 4:20:24pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04812891 28811 18 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:12:51pm  
 



<P>I just realized I was mistaken above. The first browser I ever used was 
actually NCSA Mosaic, which became Netscape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813018 28811 105 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:46:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 DJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #24 HDrepub</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have Netscape 9.0, and it's fast loading and actually good in myopinion. 
Much better than Netscape 8. The latest version of FlashPlayerwon't fly on 
Netscape 7.1 for me. Crashes on some sites running Flash.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to run Netscape 7.2. You can get it <A 
href="http://sillydog.org/narchive/full67.php" target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://sillydog.org/narchive/full67.php" 
target=_blank>sillydog.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It is the best version. 8 &amp; 9 suck.I will always use Netscape 7.2 it is 
faster and has the mail system as well as the composer for HTML editing/web 
design.</P> 
<P>Too bad Charles doesn't use it - this window wouldn't be 10,000 pixels wide 
right now!</P> 
<P>(only kidding Charles - please find out what is causing this 
problem)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, what you're seeing there is a bug in that version of 
Netscape's Javascript engine, that causes it to improperly add margins to 
objects that are dynamically updated via the innerHTML property.</P> 
<P>I don't mean to jargon you out, but that's really what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813031 28811 113 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/4813026" target=_blank>#110</A> DJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No offense taken, but I must say that is just started a day or two ago and I 
haven't made any changes here...Oh, and now it has stopped!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one characteristic of bugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813035 28811 115 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:53:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4813024&amp;n=109" 
target=_blank>#109</A> Stinky Beaumont</EM></P> 
<P>Did the janitorial staff get an email from me earlier?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm checking it out now... thanks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813045 28811 122 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:56:26pm  
 
<P>Yep, there was a bug in the comment report function -- it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813048 28811 125 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 3:57:09pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #121 DJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4813035&amp;n=115" 
target=_blank>#115</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>What browser do you use?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use Safari most of the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813090 28811 160 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 4:11:39pm  
 
<P>And a quick test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813117 28811 182 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 4:18:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #129 DJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4813048&amp;n=125" 
target=_blank>#125</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>10-4. I am thinking about going Mac. I imagine you would think that is a wise 
decision? (Windows XP now)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always recommend Macs over PCs -- OS X is just a better operating 
system.</P> 
<P>And I'm not bashing PCs when I say that, they're fine machines and work well, 
as long as you're willing to put up with a much higher annoyance level than you 
will on a Mac.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813126 28811 190 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 4:21:58pm  
 
<P>Don't forget the pico text editor. And of course, emacs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813128 28811 192 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 4:22:44pm  
 
<P>I still use Emacs, by the way, for remote editing on servers via SSH. It's a 
terrific editor, but incredibly weird if you're not used to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04813966 28812 174 Charles Fri, Feb 1, 2008 7:42:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/4813948" target=_blank>#159</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>If you haven't followed the issue, as you say, why should anyone care about 
your opinion on it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04815812 28812 1073 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 9:09:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #902 Alas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's face it. One of the problems with LGF compared to other sites that deal 
with similar issues (i.e. Islamism and related questions) is that LGF is a very 
insular community with a clear long-standing in-crowd and a clear out-crowd, as 
well as a certain doctrine. I don't blame Charles for any of that, since it is 
largely spontaneous. It is, however, something that limits the site in many 
ways. Too many quips and not enough good-faith dialogue.</P> 
<P>Peace out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why is it that you <STRONG>only</STRONG> comment in threads about fascists, 
and then only to tell everyone how insignificant the problem is, and how stupid 
everyone is?</P> 
<P>You very obviously have an agenda, and you're not fooling 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04815870 28812 1075 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 9:25:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1074 avideditorla.com</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4815812&amp;n=1073" 
target=_blank>#1073</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Why are both you and GoV on Pajama media network. Why don't you clean up the 
neo-nazi sympathizers off the network or create a new one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not my network -- I no longer work for Pajamas Media, as I announced 
last month. They are aware of the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04815935 28812 1082 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 9:39:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1077/4815900" target=_blank>#1077</A> Dom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For anyone who thinks that Charles somehow commands a mesmerised audience of 
yes-men...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, you mean I don't? Now you've ruined my whole day.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>The amazing thing is that according to some of these people, I was able to 
build this army of ravening bloodthirsty yes-hounds while writing absolutely 
nothing of any significance.</P> 
<P>It must be sheer charisma.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04816107 28812 1088 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 10:19:53am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1085/4815985" target=_blank>#1085</A> 
avideditorla.com</EM></P> 
<P>Running advertisements from PJ Media does not equate to being associated with 
GoV. Lots of blogs use BlogAds, for example -- but you'll also find BlogAds on 
many sites that are objectionable for one reason or another. Does that mean 
everyone should drop their BlogAds? I don't think so.</P> 
<P>PJ Media is well aware of my thoughts on this; if you're concerned about it 
too, I suggest writing them a polite email with some links and reasons for your 
concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04816251 28815 199 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 11:02:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't know if I'm the only one who's having this problem. But 
every time I submit a link in the spinoff section, that link automatically 
becomes the pre-filled website on my typing field. Is that a bug?</P> 
<P>Just wanted to let you know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're not the only one, but I haven't been able to duplicate the problem 
myself. Which browser are you using, and which OS (Windows/Mac)?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04816298 28815 233 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 11:17:03am  
 
<P>Jammie: are you seeing the URL problem too? Which browser, and which 
OS?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04816434 28816 72 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 12:02:12pm  
 
<P>The one reason why I'd bite the bullet and vote for McCain is simple: Iran. 
If Hillary or Obama are elected, Iran will have nuclear weapons, guaranteed.</P> 
<P>If McCain is elected, it's less certain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04816891 28817 46 Charles Sat, Feb 2, 2008 2:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4816843&amp;n=34" 
target=_blank>#34</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I also think most of the guys featured in the film are young earth 
creationists. That's pretty bad in the science world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really like Ben Stein, but I think he's gone off the rails with this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819475 28824 128 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 9:58:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4819452&amp;n=111" 
target=_blank>#111</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the address cia-mb06.mx.aol.com maps to 64.12.194.82. the first machine, 
accb4893, does map to 172.203.72.147, so it doesn't seem to be a faked 
header.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So -- he has a real aol account. Is there any way to get further back on the 
trace to his home computer, behind the AOL server?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, that's as far as you'll get without a subpoena to AOL's lawyers. AOL is 
a favorite of weirdos and stalkers because the whole network is proxy-
based.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819481 28824 134 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:01:24am  
 
<P>And that 'cia' string is unrelated to the Central Intelligence Agency... it's 
just part of the host identifier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819577 28825 1 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:42:48am  
 
<P>Testing something...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The disclosure will put further pressure on Sir Ian Blair, the Metropolitan 
police commissioner, who will be asked to explain why his officers apparently 
breached government rules – and if he authorised it.</P> 
<P>Khan discussed sensitive personal and legal matters during the recorded 
meeting. The MP was said to be “outraged” yesterday. “From what you have told 
me, this is an infringement of a citizen’s right to have a private meeting with 
his MP,” he said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819585 28825 6 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:44:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing something...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The disclosure will put further pressure on Sir Ian Blair, the Metropolitan 
police commissioner, who will be asked to explain why his officers apparently 
breached government rules – and if he authorised it.</P> 
<P>Khan discussed sensitive personal and legal matters during the recorded 
meeting. The MP was said to be “outraged” yesterday. “From what you have told 
me, this is an infringement of a citizen’s right to have a private meeting with 
his MP,” he said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819599 28825 13 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:46:00am  
 
<P>Cool -- I think I've finally solved the problem with non-standard characters 
showing up as something like '% u2192' when you quote a comment, or paste in 
some text with non-standard characters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819601 28825 14 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:47:00am  
 
<P>Here's what that % sequence looks like if I simply post it...</P> 
<P>%u2192</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819621 28825 29 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 10:50:21am  
 
<P>Congrats, dorian! I can't play the tracks unfortunately, because the player 
doesn't want to work with Safari. I'll check later with IE...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819687 28825 71 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 11:02:02am  
 
<P>%u266A</P> 
<P>Ah! I know what's causing this. Be fixed soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819704 28825 81 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 11:07:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 littleoldlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>%u2669%u266A%u266B%u266C%u266D%u266E%u266F</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There ya go!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04819798 28826 23 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 11:37:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 MuggedLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a forum to log bugs? I find that when the comments count gets high, 
my browser shows me a blank screen. (I am running Safari, not by choice.)</P> 
<P>Thanks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're running Norton Internet Security, try turning that 
off...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819937 28826 120 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 12:09:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regular Expressions are extremely powerful, but the cryptic nature makes many 
managers look askance.</P> 
<P>They are useful at times, especially in libraries, but they make for 
extremely unreadable code when used to excess.</P> 
<P>Like APL.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just totally geeked out and explained that regex, above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04819941 28826 123 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 12:10:41pm  
 
<P>(This is actually one of the simpler regexes in the LGF blog 
engine.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820041 28826 197 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 12:39:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 autoexec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #173 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4819984&amp;n=151" 
target=_blank>#151</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, YOU CAN POST HEBREW. That's FARKING cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could always type and post hebrew, it's just now you can copy paste as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right -- it's been a problem ever since I switched to the Ajax-
based commenting system. I've been applying various kludgy patches to make it 
somewhat better, but this morning I just suddenly realized how to fix it 
completely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820047 28826 202 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 12:40:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4819983&amp;n=150" 
target=_blank>#150</A> gettinby</EM></P> 
<P>Go to a page like <A 
href="http://htmlhelp.com/reference/html40/entities/latin1.html" 
target=_blank>this one</A> to find the symbol you want to enter. You can use 
either of the forms listed.</P> 



<P>&amp; curren ; -- &amp; #164 ; -- &amp; #xA4 ;will, when the spaces are 
removed, turn into¤ -- ¤ -- ¤</P> 
<P>should all turn up the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820088 28826 240 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 12:50:45pm  
 
<P>vxbush: what browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820202 28826 331 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 1:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #327 littleoldlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles!</STRONG> <EM>Please tell us you're noodling with the 
code?</EM></P> 
<P>Everything I touch turns to D7%A9%D7%A8%D7%90%D7%9C%20 
%D7%99%D7%94%D7%95%D7%94%20%D7%90%D7%9C% 
D7%94%D7%A0%D7%95%20%D7%99%D7%94%D7%95%D ! :-(</P> 
<P>Have a great SuperBowl, everyone. <EM>I have to go do something about 
food...</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm trying some things... just reload if things get 
weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820241 28826 359 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 1:36:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #335 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>%u266E%u266D%u2708%u261E%u263A</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. OK, it still has some wrinkles, but it's better than it was anyway. 
Character encoding is a major pain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820242 28826 360 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 1:36:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #359 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #335 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>%u266E%u266D%u2708%u261E%u263A</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. OK, it still has some wrinkles, but it's better than it was anyway. 
Character encoding is a major pain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? Huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820243 28826 361 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 1:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #360 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #359 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #335 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>%u266E%u266D%u2708%u261E%u263A</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. OK, it still has some wrinkles, but it's better than it was anyway. 
Character encoding is a major pain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What? Huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Safari, it seems to work OK even with replies to 
replies...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04820261 28826 375 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 1:47:08pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #370 LeePro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4820243&amp;n=361" 
target=_blank>#361</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Your post looked fine, even with 3rd generation symbols, but when I tried to 
quote, I got the gibberish in my #366.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reload the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04821445 28830 71 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 6:29:17pm  
 
<P>I have to be honest - the only way I can stand the Super Bowl is to turn off 
the TV sound and put iTunes on 'Party Shuffle'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04822138 28831 22 Charles Sun, Feb 3, 2008 8:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 DJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4822115&amp;n=12" 
target=_blank>#12</A> ProUSA</EM></P> 
<P>You bet. That and the fact that he is a schmuck.</P> 
<P>Hey Charles, your bug is back. The window continues to expand as I 
type!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not my bug -- Netscape v7's bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04824091 28836 22 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 9:58:28am  
 
<P>Imagine what Ahmadinejad, Haniyeh, Assad, Gaddafi, and Abdullah think of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04824587 28838 195 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 11:51:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: #178 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without detracting from their brave stance, I would point out that Wikipedia 
is an online entity with no brick and mortar presence (that I know of), and 
editors are for the most part anonymous.</P> 
<P>Not quite the same thing as a newspaper which can be bombed, and whose 
writers can be found and killed.</P> 
<P>Still brave though.</P> 
<P>Bravo, Wikipedia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The best, happiest ending to the Cartoon Jihad craziness would have been if 
every newspaper in the Western world joined together and published the cartoons 
on their front pages on the same day. A kind of "I'm Spartacus" moment was what 
we needed to combat that kind of intimidation.</P> 



<P>I know. But I can dream, can't I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04824590 28838 198 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 11:51:58am  
 
<P>And the seethers can (and do) threaten to bomb hosting facilities, so 
Wikipedia's not exactly immune from terror threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04824734 28839 41 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 12:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be clear, this means I can post whatever I want and I won't be "off 
topic," yes?</P> 
<P>I thought so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No pictures of furries though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04824760 28839 58 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 12:33:42pm  
 
<P>Moosecrimp is OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04826122 28842 77 Charles Mon, Feb 4, 2008 7:00:59pm  
 
<P>Whichever president we elect this year is almost certainly going to have to 
deal with the reality of an Iranian nuclear bomb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04828456 28845 182 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 9:47:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #179 MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you're saying that McCain can't win, or you're saying McCain is a 
Democrat, you're wrong either way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think McCain is a Democrat, but I do think he's 
unelectable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04828508 28845 228 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 9:59:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>If John McCain is the nominee, we’re going to have at least four 
years of a Democrat in the White House</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles, <EM>every</EM> national poll I've seen shows that McCain does 
much better against Hillary and Obama than Romney does. Yes, yes, they are just 
polls, and they've been wrong before. But in this increasingly divided 
electorate, independents just keep getting more and more power. And McCain has 
independent appeal like none of the other 3 have (Obama has some, arguably, but 
Hillary is still the likely Dem candidate).</P> 
<P>That said, I'm pulling the lever for Mitt, because I just plain like him 
more, but if the primary question is, "who can beat the Dems in November", I'm 
really not sure why the Lizard King has counted McCain out. None of the numbers 
support such a position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've seen those polls, but I think that's a very fuzzy statistic (not a 
binary choice, like "which candidate will you vote for?") and probably worthless 
as a predictor of events. And I wouldn't care anyway, to be honest. My feeling 
that McCain is unelectable isn't based on a poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829163 28845 480 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 12:06:55pm  
 
<P>In a nutshell, without going into detail, I think McCain's unelectable 
because he seems like an angry old Washington insider who's managed to alienate 
a large portion of the base, and he's up against some dynamic, different-seeming 
types on the Democrat side with pretty huge support. I don't think he's got what 
it takes to win a presidential election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829519 28849 495 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 1:12:12pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829531 28849 505 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 1:13:49pm  
 
<P>Testing again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829557 28849 528 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 1:17:08pm  
 
<P>Another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829801 28849 733 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 1:56:36pm  
 
<P>Don't forget, folks, when these open threads start getting huge and unwieldy, 
you can always move the discussion(s) to any of the spinoff link threads. Right 
now those comment threads are being under-utilized...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829827 28850 15 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 2:01:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, Charles, bug report:</P> 
<P>Typing in the comment window (and spinoff link window) on LGF is REALLY 
really slow today -- tremendous delays between hitting the key and the character 
appearing on screen.</P> 
<P>Only on LGF, not on any other sites or applications.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been messing around with the textarea code, and that's probably causing 
some of what you're seeing. Reload, and get the latest code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829849 28850 29 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 2:04:14pm  
 
<P>zombie: also -- Safari sometimes bogs down after being open for a while and 
will act like that. Usually a quit and restart will fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829908 28850 77 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 2:15:10pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #59 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm, STILL not 100% up to speed. Getting closer though. Another marginal 
improvement. But not like "the olden dayes" i.e. yesterday.</P> 
<P>It is tolerable though, now. Only about a 1 or 2 second delay at most, 
sometimes less.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm using Safari too, and not seeing any slowdown at all. Do you have a 
lot of programs open? That can also affect it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04829926 28850 93 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 2:17:51pm  
 
<P>Also try logging out and back in, or restarting the computer, especially if 
it's been on for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04830990 28853 58 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 6:18:49pm  
 
<P>Fox is calling New York for McCain...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04831135 28853 159 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 6:32:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #122 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why didn't the rest of what I typed show up?</P> 
<P>Why doesn't 1 percent show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You used the &lt; symbol, as in '&lt; 1%'. Problem is, that symbol is used to 
start an HTML tag, and the PHP tag-stripper thinks everything after it is a tag 
that needs to be stripped.</P> 
<P>Instead of &lt;, type it like this: &amp;lt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04831186 28853 197 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 6:40:19pm  
 
<P>McCain is on an establishment roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04831193 28853 203 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 6:41:46pm  
 
<P>Romney's doing well enough that he may decide to hang in. I'm sure they're 
calculating odds right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04831291 28853 290 Charles Tue, Feb 5, 2008 6:54:27pm  
 
<P>It's still not weird enough for me, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04837477 28865 648 Charles Wed, Feb 6, 2008 7:58:44pm  
 
<P>That's enough of "jeppo" and his pimping for fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04840565 28868 145 Charles Thu, Feb 7, 2008 10:53:10am  
 



<P><EM>re: #142 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The gay Mohammed link now goes to a blank page.Poof!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still works here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04840222 28869 254 Charles Thu, Feb 7, 2008 10:09:08am  
 
<P>There goes Mitt. Buh-bye.</P> 
<P>Not a lot of love in that room for John McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04845922 28881 18 Charles Fri, Feb 8, 2008 9:59:04am  
 
<P>Laws against free speech are bad, we can all agree on that. But Le Pen is no 
poster boy for free speech; he's being prosecuted for this stuff because he has 
a lot of influence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04850325 28881 136 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 1:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #134 Nordish12</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, maybe it's time to make up your mind?</P> 
<P>Do you support Free Speech, or not? One can't sit on the fence on this 
fundamental principle. And even more importantly, if you only support Free 
Speech when it suits you, then you risk being portrayed as an incredible 
hypocrite. But maybe it's the truth then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, if you make stupid accusations without reading what I've 
written on the subject, you risk portraying yourself as an ignorant 
fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04850752 28881 142 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 4:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 Nordish12</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have I then misunderstood you Charles? Are you supporting Le Pen's right to 
free speech, and condemning the French for stamping out speech freedom? Where 
exactly do you stand on this? Stop being so vague and please clarify your 
position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't support Le Pen's right to anything. He's an evil scumbag, and 
gets no support whatsoever from me. But if you had bothered to read before 
mouthing off, you would have seen my earlier comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laws against free speech are bad, we can all agree on that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that clear enough for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04854514 28881 144 Charles Sun, Feb 10, 2008 3:39:21pm  
 
<P>That's enough. You can take your idiotic accusations of duplicity and post 
them elsewhere, along with your support of fascists and your whinging. I'm 
granting your wish to have your account canceled.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04846326 28884 42 Charles Fri, Feb 8, 2008 11:43:27am  



 
<P><EM>re: #31 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: my #30, is it just me or is the "link" function acting flooey?</P> 
<P>Anyway, the link is:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.cia.gov/careers/jobs/clandestine-service/view-
jobs/index.html" target=_blank>null</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You had an extra 'http' in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04846995 28886 15 Charles Fri, Feb 8, 2008 2:37:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that's also the headline on CNN's main page at this very 
moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, it is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnn.com/" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04850348 28896 1 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 2:01:32pm  
 
<P>Globular warmening!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04850763 28897 18 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 4:50:33pm  
 
<P>I have to remember to always go back to the threads about Eurofascists, after 
they've mostly died, because the apologists really love to get in that last 
parting shot when everyone else is gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04851021 28898 4 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 6:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you get up and post your link on the first early morning thread, your 
link is at a real disadvantage of even making the top/most lists. Later in the 
day, they just get buried by superseding threads.</P> 
<P>/just something I've noticed</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what the new feature is intended to address...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04851097 28898 33 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 7:05:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4851021&amp;n=4" target=_blank>#4</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Okay, I see what you're doing. My point is that to make one of those lists in 
the <EM>first place</EM>, it almost has to be posted on a thread that's on top 
long enough so that the link is noticed and LGF traffic is high so that, if 
good, it gets enough of the required criteria to break into the top ten.</P> 
<P>/that's almost invariably the overnight thread combined with the morning 
traffic surge, later in the day links have much less of a chance of breaking 
through since the threads turn over more often</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, that's true. Another angle to consider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04851127 28898 47 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 7:14:45pm  
 
<P>Please stop it with the Clinton murder conspiracy theories. They make me 
cringe. It's the right wing equivalent of Trooferism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04852004 28899 452 Charles Sat, Feb 9, 2008 10:13:07pm  
 
 
 
<P>By the way, anyone who thinks this is a good place to toss around the N word 
is in the wrong place, and is not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04853463 28900 1249 Charles Sun, Feb 10, 2008 9:23:49am  
 
<P>Folks -- I don't give lefties a pass for using racist language when they're 
fantasizing about how conservatives think, and I'm not going to give a pass to 
people on our side for doing it either. In this case, the comment was later 
expanded to include the term 'uppity', with a wink and a smile. Sorry. This kind 
of stuff is not going to be allowed here.</P> 
<P>And no -- it is not because I'm worried about being attacked by the left. The 
bottom line is that I do not like that kind of attitude and language 
<EM>myself</EM>, and I don't want it at a site that I'm responsible for.</P> 
<P>Realwest -- I have indeed unbanned quite a few people, who wrote and asked me 
to reconsider. At least one of them is in this thread, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04854032 28903 244 Charles Sun, Feb 10, 2008 1:00:16pm  
 
<P>savage_nation: this is not the place to dump these kinds of comments, and I'm 
putting you on time-out until you get hold of yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04854715 28905 76 Charles Sun, Feb 10, 2008 4:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 Colonel Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More bells. More whistles. Ding ding. Toot toot.</P> 
<P>Charles, all this "Web 2.0" bells and whistles is great but I often access 
LGF on the web browser on my BlackBerry. I can no longer look at comments 
threads...it takes up too much memory to load on the BB web browser.</P> 
<P>Could you make an LGF "lite" for us PDA users without all the fancy graphics, 
avatars, bells and whistles link features etc. that would let us read and post 
comments from handheld devices?</P> 
<P>I think that would be really cool for us Road Warrior 
Lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the works...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04859045 28910 394 Charles Mon, Feb 11, 2008 6:11:24pm  
 



<P>It's not about the cops -- it's about their bosses. The guys on the street 
have no choice but to follow orders, and this neutral crap is coming from on 
high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04859727 28915 424 Charles Mon, Feb 11, 2008 9:13:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #423 RepJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice this disclaimer?</P> 
<P>"The office featured in this video is funded by volunteers of the Barack 
Obama Campaign and is not an official headquarters for his 
campaign."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That disclaimer was not there when I first visited the page. And the narrator 
of the video says "paid staffers are expected to man the offices by the end of 
the week."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04861515 28919 232 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 10:09:55am  
 
<P>So I guess Joyner's response to my post is ... "yes, you were implying 
that."</P> 
<P>OK. No point in answering that, really. It's a childish 
argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04861545 28919 255 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 10:17:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #240 Kyle_st</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #215 bulwrk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4861480&amp;n=203" 
target=_blank>#203</A> Kyle_st</EM></P> 
<P>Its his campaign office in Houston</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Fox 26 says this: "T<EM>he office featured in this video is funded by 
volunteers of the Barack Obama Campaign and is not an official headquarters for 
his campaign</EM>."</P> 
<P>That doesnt' sound like his "campaign office in Houston"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video states very clearly: "Volunteers opened two new offices for the 
Obama campaign in Houston. Paid staffers for the campaign are expected to occupy 
the offices by the end of the week."</P> 
<P>That statement at Fox 26 looks like another feeble attempt at damage 
control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04861549 28919 257 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 10:19:07am  
 
<P>Notice that in both of the videos I linked, the Fox 26 people DID NOT EVEN 
NOTICE Che Guevara. This flap must have been quite a shock to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04861612 28919 289 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 10:33:21am  
 
<P>Have the usual LGF-hating morons started showing up in Joyner's comments 
yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04862015 28922 174 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 11:56:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 Glen Wishard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The office featured in this video is funded by volunteers of the 
Barack Obama Campaign and is not an official headquarters for his 
campaign.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I saw this, I assumed it to be a qualifier that FOX 26 added after being 
contacted by a damage-control crew from the Obama campaign.</P> 
<P>Now the Obama campaign is attributing it to "Houston Fox News". I think 
Houston Fox News owes it to its viewers to explain where this statement 
originated and what it refers to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point, Glen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862343 28922 444 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 1:52:11pm  
 
<P>The LGF Che flag post is currently the top link on BillOReilly.com, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.billoreilly.com/" 
target=_blank>www.billoreilly.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862396 28923 10 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 2:13:11pm  
 
<P>The hamsters are struggling a little under the strain of all the incoming 
links, but we haven't crashed yet.</P> 
<P>I'll tell Stinky to apply the lash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862557 28923 127 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 3:20:19pm  
 
<P>Since this is an open thread, I'll toss out an idea:</P> 
<P>The spinoff links are very popular. Almost too popular. There are so many of 
them that it's difficult to make sense of the flood. Almost 15,000 in a little 
over a month.</P> 
<P>So I'm going to try installing a limit on the number of links a lizard can 
post per day. This way, the number will be lower -- but hopefully the quality 
and awesomeness of the links will be higher. This might also make it easier for 
comment threads to develop; right now the links scroll off the top of the 
listing so fast, it can be hard to follow a good thread.</P> 
<P>To start with, I was thinking five per day might be a reasonable 
limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862644 28923 198 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 4:04:36pm  
 
<P>Traffic is very high today, and things are taking much longer than usual. The 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>referrers page</A> is lit up with links to the Obama 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862732 28923 274 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 4:55:14pm  
 



<P>Wow. Now rense.com is linking to the Obama story. Sheesh. The poor hamsters 
are beginning to squeal.</P> 
<P>A link from both Bill O'Reilly and Rense. How wacky is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862943 28925 57 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 5:55:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 Gerbrecht</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>And also because without Leopard, you can’t take advantage of 
Apple’s new killer backup system, the Time Capsule. Automatic, live, wireless 
backup of multiple machines. Oh yeah.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure you can, just get a Microsoft Windows Home Server, better than just a 
backup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you don't get Time Machine, with its cool ability to rewind to previous 
versions of ... well, anything. It's like a consumer-oriented CVS/Subversion, 
for everything on your computer(s). (Plus, no setup headaches 
whatsoever.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04862951 28925 62 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 5:57:33pm  
 
<P>I posted this thread, by the way, because I'd rather discuss tech stuff than 
this vaguely nauseating election season.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04863019 28925 91 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:11:28pm  
 
<P>When Microsoft releases an update to Vista that fixes most of the issues that 
have prevented users from upgrading, I'll be sure to post about it.</P> 
<P>/not holding my breath</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04863154 28925 114 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 DaMav</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is neither a whine nor a rant, just an fyi</P> 
<P>Tonight is the worst performance I have personally gotten on lgf in months, 
literally. I'm here every day although I don't post that much and it usually 
pops open articles, authentication, etc almost instantly. Tonight I got long 
delays in opening, verification, and initial page loading and several times got 
hangs with error popups. (Page taking too long to load.) This isn't happening 
anywhere but lgf at the moment.</P> 
<P>me: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.8.1.12) 
Gecko/20080201 Firefox/2.0.0.12</P> 
<P>Again just an fyi in case others are having the same. If not, I'm sure it 
will sort itself out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but it's because of seriously huge traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04863080 28926 7 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:27:28pm  
 
<P>Man, the traffic won't quit today. We've still got more than 4,000 gawkers 
online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04863123 28926 34 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:38:29pm  
 
<P>Contemplating opening registration...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04863133 28926 40 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:40:03pm  
 
<P>Registration open, sans announcement...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04863147 28926 48 Charles Tue, Feb 12, 2008 6:42:37pm  
 
<P>Obama is a hit in Marxist Madison!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04865253 28931 105 Charles Wed, Feb 13, 2008 11:11:51am  
 
<P>I'm going to try enabling Apache's mod_gzip compression to take some of the 
strain off...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04865306 28931 109 Charles Wed, Feb 13, 2008 11:25:57am  
 
<P>I think traffic is beginning to back off a little. Still haven't got the 
compression working...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04865327 28931 111 Charles Wed, Feb 13, 2008 11:29:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #56 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone else noticed that recently a number of old, old threads have been 
bobbing up near the top of the "Latest Comments" section--and that when you go 
to check out the last post or posts on these threads (from 2004 or thereabouts) 
they are just as old as the rest of the thread?</P> 
<P>What's up with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed that twice, once yesterday and once today. The post number was one 
that did not exist, it was a larger number than on the thread. I'm glad it's not 
just me. Wierod.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what that is, and will fix it. The system is confusing comments on 
spinoff links with comments on LGF posts, that's why it looks like an old LGF 
entry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04865360 28931 114 Charles Wed, Feb 13, 2008 11:37:55am  
 
<P>Don't worry. I've wrapped all of the hamsters in duct tape, so it's 
impossible for them to explode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04869268 28936 172 Charles Thu, Feb 14, 2008 10:10:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #169 Pro-Bush Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glad LGF has enabled gzip.</P> 



<P>A little surprised it took this long...</P> 
<P>I suggested gzip here several times, as far back as 2 years ago.</P> 
<P>Well, better late than never. It makes a huge difference!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've always been compressing the HTML code that gets sent out via PHP, but 
originally I was reluctant to enable gzip for everything because of bugs in 
older browsers. Netscape 4, I think, would signal that it could accept gzipped 
files, and then fail to decompress them. But if we still have any readers using 
Netscape 4 that's the least of their troubles, with all the Ajax-related 
features.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04869009 28941 86 Charles Thu, Feb 14, 2008 9:18:59am  
 
<P>This apologizing craze is one of the dumbest political developments of the 
last 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04871109 28949 53 Charles Thu, Feb 14, 2008 6:51:08pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how much faster the hatchlings hatch when open registration is 
announced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873262 28951 194 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 9:11:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What am I missing here? <A href="http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/z?c110:S.2433:" target=_blank>this</A> seems to be the Act in question 
and it doesn't have any of that weird crap in there -- it looks like an 
endorsement of the President's anti-poverty programs mostly. Is there a 
different version of the bill or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The weird crap is all under the UN's "Millennium Development Goals," which 
Obama's bill obligates the US to meet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873446 28951 251 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 9:42:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 Bard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, wait. The bill specifies the single Millenium Development Goal of halving 
extreme poverty. Pipe dream as that is, Kyoto and gun bans don't enter into 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The language of the bill isn't really clear; it does not specifically say it 
<EM>only</EM> commits the US to that single goal, and it refers to other parts 
of the MDG as well. And if you read the whole article linked above, there's 
quite a bit of evidence that even if this particular bill can be interpreted as 
"limited," it's a very clear foot in the door for the UN's whole 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873498 28951 267 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 9:53:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/4873456" target=_blank>#255</A> manny</EM></P> 
<P>Take note of recommendation 7:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.unmillenniumproject.org/reports/recom_07.htm" 
target=_blank>www.unmillenniumproject.org...</A>]</P> 



<P>This is where the 0.7 percent tax is recommended. The Millennium Project is 
closely associated with the Kyoto Protocol, as well:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?num=20&amp;hl=en&amp;newwindow=1&amp;safe=off
&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=Millennium+Project+kyoto+protocol&amp;btnG=S
earch" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Start reading through some of those links. You don't have to be a whacko to 
find this initiative troubling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873503 28951 268 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 9:54:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 Killer Tomato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4873456&amp;n=255" 
target=_blank>#255</A> manny</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.un.org/millennium/declaration/ares552e.htm" 
target=_blank>U.N. Millennium Declaration, General Assembly Resolution 55/2 
(2000)</A>Read it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent link... there it all is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873675 28951 312 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 10:40:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #301 manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #279 rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4873515&amp;n=269" 
target=_blank>#269</A> manny</EM></P> 
<P>Anything that gives the UN any authority over the US is ALL BAD. Every 
stinking bit of it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's just it! The MDGs don't! Sen. Obama's bill doesn't! Nothing 
does!</P> 
<P>There are some things not to like in Sen. Obama's bill. But they are things 
about which reasonable people can disagree. I look forward to Sen. McCain asking 
Sen. Obama whether his sponsorship of this bill means that he wishes to increase 
official direct aid by the huge amount implied and if so, how will he finance 
it. That's fair politics. But neither he nor the people deciding who to vote for 
are helped by bloggers misinterpreting this bill as the last step before the 
black helicopters. This bill does not, as Charles said, "impose an enormous 
global tax on the United States under the control of the United Nations." That's 
just factually incorrect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- there are no black helicopters involved here. This legislation is 
being promoted as part of a deliberate progressive agenda to cede more control 
of the US to the UN; it's not a secret conspiracy, they're completely open about 
it.</P> 
<P>You're right that this particular bill does not impose a tax, but it's a step 
in that direction. I edited the text above to change "would impose" to "could 
impose" to reflect that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04873851 28951 332 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 11:15:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/4873754" target=_blank>#326</A> manny</EM></P> 
<P>The problem though, is that this isn't quite as innocuous as you're picturing 
it, either. The Obama bill does specifically cite the UN document 55/2, which 



does specifically include many of those things that you're saying are just 
alarmist black helicopter fantasies, like ratification of the ICC and the Kyoto 
Protocol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875177 28958 11 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 5:18:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you seen the video Dr. Rusty has up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I went and looked at it. Wish I hadn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875219 28958 32 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 5:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last night I tried to post a link but was prompted, in effect, that the same 
link was already posted.So I could not post it.Today, as I browsed around I 
found many multiple links.Was that a short-lived experiment you tried and then 
decided against, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The system tries to prevent you from posting a duplicate link, but if the 
same story is published at several different sites, there's no way to 
automatically detect that it's a duplicate because the URL is 
different.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875224 28958 36 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 5:29:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #17 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last night I tried to post a link but was prompted, in effect, that the same 
link was already posted.So I could not post it.Today, as I browsed around I 
found many multiple links.Was that a short-lived experiment you tried and then 
decided against, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think maybe it blocks duplicates on the same thread. I see numerous 
multiple posts throughout the day, but on different threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's correct too - it does block duplicates on the same thread, or 
duplicates entered in the top rated links area.</P> 
<P>I didn't want to block all duplicates on all threads because there could be 
times when it's appropriate to post a link in more than one 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875244 28958 50 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 5:38:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Peter2Feathers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>way OT:</STRONG></P> 
<P>Not relevant to LGF, but cycling forums are a bit fanatical: I'm 
commissioning the last bike I expect to buy. I'm a dedicated commuter in all 
conditions and got sick of breaking bicycles (and replacing them $). Any real 
world opinions on cycle components out there? I think my lowest maintenance, 
most durable cycle will be a full rigid titanium mtn bike with a Rohloff rear 
end, Chris King headset, Phil Woods front hub and a White Industries crank in a 



Phil Woods bottom bracket. Any opinions or real world experience with these 
components?</P> 
<P>Pardon me for being so far out in left field with this inquiry.</P> 
<P>A four seasons cycle commuter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't go wrong with Chris King and Phil Woods stuff; very durable and 
reliable. Titanium is probably your best bet if you're breaking 
frames...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875249 28958 54 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 5:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Firefox is swapping URLs again. Last night when I posted a spin-off link it 
bumped my "home page" URL from the Public Information section in my Manage 
Account page. I know BabbaZee was having the same problem a few weeks ago... its 
back again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When that happens, do you see the link in the comment entry form too?</P> 
<P>I can't duplicate this problem on any browser; there must be some combination 
of actions that causes it but I haven't found it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875446 28958 222 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 6:38:18pm  
 
<P>I can definitively state that I am not Buckethead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04875458 28958 233 Charles Fri, Feb 15, 2008 6:41:47pm  
 
<P>Buckethead is Brian Carroll, and that's not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04877075 28960 51 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 9:15:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prince Alwaleed bin Talal is not a wahabbist. He's one of the largest 
investors in western interests in the arab world. There is nothing immoral, 
unethical, or illegal about accepting money from him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On what basis are you making these claims? Everything I have read about 
Alwaleed bin Talal indicates that he is just as committed to Islam -- and there 
is no Islam in Saudi Arabia except Wahhabism -- as any other Saudi prince.</P> 
<P>This is the guy who offered $10M to Giuliani after 9/11 if he would issue a 
statement calling for the US to change its policy toward Israel. There's nothing 
"moderate" about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04877116 28960 73 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 9:27:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4877075&amp;n=51" 
target=_blank>#51</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>At a very generic level if he were a believer and proponent of spreading 
Wahabbi based hatred and terror, he'd have no investments in the west since the 
west is the Great Satan and are infidels. He has at least a 7% stake in 



Citigroup and many other western investments and rescued Disneyland France from 
bankruptcy. I can't think of a bigger symbol of western infidelism than 
Disneyland!</P> 
<P>There are plenty members of the House of Saud who fund madrassas who spew 
Wahabbism and promote terror and martyrdom as a way of life, but Alwaleed isn't 
one of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to be spewing hate speech and waving a sword around in order 
to promote the spread of Islam; huge amounts of money work pretty well 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04877130 28960 77 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 anand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #51 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything I have read about Alwaleed bin Talal indicates that he is just as 
committed to Islam</P> 
<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt the prince is himself committed to Islam. Read Bob Baer's book. These 
saudi princes are pictures of piety when they're in the kingdom but once they're 
in monaco..well..read the book.</P> 
<P>The prince finances the wahabi madrassahs in pakistan and elsewhere to keep 
the islamists off his own back. Not that it makes him any better..It's just that 
his personal adherence to the tenets of islam(booze etc) are 
questionable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I wrote "as any other Saudi prince." But even though a lot of them 
are personally corrupt, that doesn't mean they're not committed to spreading 
Islamic ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04877257 28960 120 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 10:06:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #91 BartlebyTheScrivener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4877116&amp;n=73" 
target=_blank>#73</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Alwaleed is a huge promoter of women's rights in Saudi Arabia and is highly 
critical of the Saudi government even though he stays away from politics for the 
most part.</P> 
<P>He's not what he is being portrayed to be by Rep. Frank Wolf or the 
commenters in this thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know this ... how?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04878222 28965 51 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 4:28:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - if you're around, I've noticed that you play quite a bit of 
music by Keith Jarrett. This is very pleasing cause it's truly fine music, but I 
was wondering if you've ever played with him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I've met him but never played with him. One of the greatest piano players 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04878589 28967 85 Charles Sat, Feb 16, 2008 6:10:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 hillbilly geek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a fairly new 15" MacBook Pro but I'm still using 10.4. I can't afford 
to upgrade Photoshop CS and Studio 8 yet, and I fear that they won't make the 
jump to hyperspace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Photoshop CS3 is working very nicely here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04880482 28970 54 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 11:27:39am  
 
<P>If something behaves oddly, or stops working, reload your page. There's 
tweaking going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04880484 28970 56 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 11:28:59am  
 
<P>Just checking the typing scene...</P> 
<P>Groovy, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04880497 28970 67 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 11:35:20am  
 
<P>Hey hey hey now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04880525 28970 91 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 11:45:18am  
 
<P>The slow typing issue has nothing to do with the number of people online. 
Once the page is finished loading and you're typing into this comment box, it's 
under the control of your browser, not the LGF server, and the speed has nothing 
to do with how busy the server is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04880593 28970 154 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 12:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #91 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The slow typing issue has nothing to do with the number of people online. 
Once you're typing into this comment box, it's under the control of your 
browser, not the LGF server, and the speed has nothing to do with how busy the 
server is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been noting the slow typing for several months, especially on the long 
threads. Doesn't matter if I am using a desktop or laptop, both have the same 
issues. laptop uses the Centrino at about 1.2 Ghz and 1 gig ram. Windows XP pro, 
svc pk 2. Desktop is a AMD 64 at 2.2 Ghz windows XP home. IE 6 and 7.I get the 
feeling the issue is in the browser app and might be related to the amount of 
java or ajax applets are running in background. All those advertisements with 
jiggling moving images are running up cpu and memory. And this page also has a 
lot of extraneous stuff like the current news and link section and other stuff. 
My gut instinct is that LGF is overloading the IE browser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing running continuously in your browser at all; no applets or 
anything like that, and no timer-based Javascript. All of the LGF Ajax scripts 



run on a user-initiated basis (you click something), and then finish their tasks 
and wait for the next click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04881102 28970 278 Charles Sun, Feb 17, 2008 4:48:28pm  
 
<P>At last I have duplicated the problem in the Mac version of Firefox. I'll be 
able to debug it now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04887845 28990 20 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 9:43:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused!</P> 
<P>Please help me sort it out.</P> 
<P>It the writer saying that the earlier reports of Obama praying in the mosque 
were false?</P> 
<P>Or is the writer saying that the <EM>new</EM> version of the story, in which 
Obama <EM>wasn't</EM> praying, is what's false.</P> 
<P>Very important.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe he's saying that the earlier reports were probably accurate, but 
Obama's former playmate is changing his story, and that the series is an 
intentional whitewash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889446 28994 201 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 3:54:40pm  
 
<P>Do I want you to watch what you say?</P> 
<P>Yes, if you're going to post something like that "dynamite" comment CAIR 
quoted, which was deleted by the way as soon as I became aware of it, and that 
poster is now banned.</P> 
<P>If you are having trouble discussing issues without hinting about, or 
outright calling for violence, you'd best watch what you say, or you're going to 
lose your account.</P> 
<P>And Killgore is right. I don't need the headache of dealing with the FBI over 
someone else's stupid, loose cannon comment that I didn't even 
read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889480 28994 231 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:00:53pm  
 
<P>And please note: CAIR is not the only hate group that's obsessively trying to 
cause trouble for me right now.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://memoriesofthewillowtree.blogspot.com/2008/02/war-
traitor-charles-johnson-of-little.html" 
target=_blank>memoriesofthewillowtree.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889510 28994 258 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #247 Whole Wheat Bagel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4889480&amp;n=231" 
target=_blank>#231</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently he missed your notice about comments. You moderate them? Who 
knew?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've got both CAIR and the BNP after me now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889528 28994 274 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:10:54pm  
 
<P><A href="http://patdollard.com/2008/02/cair-now-targeting-right-wing-
conservative-blog-sitesbring-it-bitches/" target=_blank>Bashman has a few words 
for CAIR</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889610 28994 347 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:27:47pm  
 
<P>Note that CAIR was really quick on the draw with this one. They're 
complaining about comments posted this morning.</P> 
<P>As it turned out, I had to take care of some business and was out for several 
hours; but when I came back I had received reports on all those comments, and 
they were deleted before I even saw the CAIR press release.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889637 28994 372 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:32:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #357 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4889610&amp;n=347" 
target=_blank>#347</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>If we believe that a post should be "reported" but assume that it has already 
at least 20 times, would you like us to "report" it anyway, or presume that 
someone else already has?</P> 
<P>I'd hate to be the 100th person to "report" to you the same post. I imagine 
between all your email etc., its got to become a bit much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, report it anyway. I have a system for reading them, and multiple ones 
actually are better - because when lots of people report something it's a pretty 
good indicator it needs to go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889643 28994 378 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #369 maddogg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet the FBI is sooo interested in CAIR's concerns. I know I would be very 
concerned with these terrorist supporters if I were a federal cop.</P> 
<P>/I don't think Mr. Johnson has anything to worry about, unless we as a nation 
are in worse condition than appearances suggest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The FBI have called me twice, on CAIR's complaints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889667 28994 401 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:36:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #386 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4889643&amp;n=378" 
target=_blank>#378</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>You passing our personal information forward then?</P> 
<P>The knowledge that you are cooperating with the FBI when CAIR complains might 
help to ensure that people think twice before making super idiotic 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I have not given the FBI anyone's personal information.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04889681 28994 414 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #407 Crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #378 Charles</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><EM>The FBI have called me twice, on CAIR's 
complaints</EM>.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know Charles (and others) are wise enough to know this already, but I would 
immediately ask for a call back number and ensure that one is actually speaking 
to a <STRONG>real FBI agent in a real FBI office</STRONG> before I'd conduct 
even 30 seconds worth of a phone call. Intimidation tactics that bad folks 
regularly use include phone calls from folks pretending to be what they 
aren't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was not for today's incident. It was more than a year ago, and it 
involved people who are long banned from this site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889691 28994 422 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 4:40:37pm  
 
<P>And yes, it really was the FBI, calling about a comment that contained a 
threat, and had been deleted months before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889881 28994 593 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 5:23:24pm  
 
<P>It's now posted at Yahoo News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/usnw/20080219/pl_usnw/hate_site_comments_suggest_v
iolence_against_missouri_mosque" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889922 28994 632 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 5:30:05pm  
 
<P>Please trim those quotes, folks, or I'll start deleting those comments. 
Because they'll screw up the page in some browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889933 28994 642 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 5:31:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #631 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>UPDATE at 2/19/08 5:24:42 pm:The press release is now at Yahoo 
News.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in the world is Yahoo News doing reprinting CAIR press releases -- or 
any press releases, for that matter -- as actual news?</P> 
<P>A press release is an attempt at spin. It is not news.</P> 
<P>Anybody can hire a PR firm and send out press releases. And thousands of 
organizations do.</P> 
<P>What is it about CAIR's faux-news that gets the special 
treatment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is PR NewsWire - it's a paid press release service, and Yahoo News 
publishes all of their releases. PJ Media once used them for some 
PR.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04889940 28994 649 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 5:33:20pm  
 
<P>And yes, PR Newswire is <EM>very</EM> expensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04889944 28994 653 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 5:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #645 nihilist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess all of PRNewsires affiliates will be getting this channeled to their 
news feeds:[Link: <A href="http://www.prnewswire.com/cgi-
bin/ind_display2.pl?Account=REL&amp;Template=mul_ind.html" 
target=_blank>www.prnewswire.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, PR Newswire has very wide distribution. That's why CAIR uses it 
for their smear jobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890162 28994 823 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 6:16:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/4890115" target=_blank>#804</A> 
Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<P>Noticed. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890165 28994 824 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 6:17:31pm  
 
<P>And thanks to all for the support in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890188 28995 49 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 6:21:17pm  
 
<P>The lizard army seems rather indifferent to politics tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890537 28995 306 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 7:09:46pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama is basically promising to agree to the Kyoto Protocol 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890580 28995 345 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 7:15:34pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama is preaching politics for third graders.</P> 
<P>Gah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890587 28995 352 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 7:16:38pm  
 
<P>Obama's laying it out tonight.</P> 
<P>The progressive agenda in all its glory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04890620 28995 382 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 7:20:32pm  
 
<P>I think I may move to Tahiti.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04890644 28995 404 Charles Tue, Feb 19, 2008 7:22:58pm  
 
<P>He's against video games, at least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04892520 28997 155 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 10:03:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4892485&amp;n=122" 
target=_blank>#122</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<P>I agree with Cognito on this one. I also find the conspiracy theories that 
they were planted comments by CAIR moby's beyond stupid. It's just as stupid as 
the KosKidz claiming their antisemitic diaries are false flags by Rovian plants. 
I think the best plan of action is to take responsibility and acknowledge that 
lizards shouldn't make those comments in the future. Without group 
responsibility this problem is bound to repeat itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it looks like most of the comments quoted by CAIR were not from new 
posters.</P> 
<P>However, the worst one was from a relatively new poster, and when I checked 
his history a previous comment had also been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04892527 28997 162 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 10:04:31am  
 
<P>By the way, at the bottom of the Post-Dispatch article is an email address 
for the author, and he/she just got a strongly-worded statement from 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04892586 28997 219 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 10:15:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #162 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, at the bottom of the Post-Dispatch article is an email address 
for the author, and he/she just got a strongly-worded statement from 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great.Please keep us updated.I'd love to see the vacant non-response you are 
probably going to get back from the author.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's as bad as you think. Completely ignores all my points. I'm now 
considering going over his head to the editors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04892671 28997 301 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 10:34:40am  
 
<P>Wow. I'm thinking of publishing my exchanges with Townsend on this. The guy 
is an archetype of the arrogant media jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893057 28998 173 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 11:29:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 Semper Gumbi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, in defense of Mr. Townsend, (defense of Mr. Townsend - did I really 
type that?), he didn't say LGF was an anti-muslim website. That actually came 
from the cretin who wrote the story for KMOV. But Mr. Townsend is still a 
sanctimonious jerk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- he didn't. The phrase comes from KMOV, and that's why I 
linked my post about it in my email -- to explain further. Townsend jumped on 
it, without even reading what I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893209 28998 315 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 11:54:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #278 egregory</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Johnson,</P> 
<P>I was in a FURY after reading the reporter's email string, and looked up 
their contact info. to send an angry email, and then reconsidered. I believe LGF 
serves an incredibly important function and do not want to give LGF enemies any 
ammunition to further delegitimize LGF's function.</P> 
<P>Can you outline a sort of unofficial (or official) policy on contacting these 
media outlets on LGF's behalf? Perhaps we should wait for you to post their 
contact info.? Any opinions?</P> 
<P>Erik Gregory</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really want to outline an official policy on this, but the more email 
a place like the Post-Dispatch gets, the more attention they will pay to it.</P> 
<P>Just refrain from personal insults and profanity, please. Strong outrage is 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893370 28998 466 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 12:20:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/4893267" target=_blank>#367</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>I absolutely did criticize his professionalism, and it deserved to be 
criticized. It's sloppy and irresponsible, and very indicative of bias to print 
something like that without even trying to contact the subject of the article. I 
don't regret using that language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893375 28998 470 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 12:20:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, Charles Jaco of Fox St. Louis has contacted me about the 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893428 28998 522 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 12:30:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 Topspin Lob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, a little friendly advice?</P> 
<P>I'm a journalist... Here's what you should do:</P> 
<P>When this happens again. Call, do not email, but call the Managing Editor. 
Calmly explain the situation/your side. DO NOT use language such as "You Owe 
Me." Reporters are hassled frequently by Public Relations persons who are always 
shilling for their clients. "You Owe Me" is a favorite refrain of a shrill PR 
person who's ticked that their client got bad/no press. It puts you in the 
"Ignore this Insane Person" box.</P> 



<P>Encourage all contact through telephone. Use email as a follow-up tool or as 
a way of verifying the accuracy of your quotes or basic info such as name, 
number of readers, etc.</P> 
<P>DO NOT directly call a reporter directly. Contact his boss (Managing Editor 
usually). DO NOTE specifically state things such as: "This little thread of 
emails will be forwarded to your editors." Be more vague. Such as: "I'm sorry, 
but I'm going to have to escalate this matter." Keep the editor/reporter 
guessing as to what you are going to do next. Contact a lawyer? Are you friends 
with his/her publisher?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, good advice. But if I'd done that, we wouldn't have had this 
interesting post. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893592 28998 649 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 1:00:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #632 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://middled.blogspot.com/2007/11/muslim-st-louis.html" 
target=_blank>middled.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Though the press had been notified, the only journalist in attendance was 
Tim Townsend of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, who Khaled described as a 
friend."</P> 
<P>-Who is Khaled?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.theamericanmuslim.org/tam.php/features/articles/saint_louis_mus
lim_community_sets_example_for_community_action/" 
target=_blank>www.theamericanmuslim.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Dr. Khaled Hamid, a physician and a CAIR board member."</P> 
<P>-I don't think the Prosecution is going to need many more questions 
answered.</P> 
<P>FLUXCAPACITOR,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that certainly explains things. Townsend is a friend of a CAIR board 
member.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893660 28998 698 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 1:17:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/4893613" target=_blank>#665</A> nose</EM></P> 
<P>I did not attribute that comment to Townsend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893696 28998 729 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 1:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #717 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #698 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4893613&amp;n=665" 
target=_blank>#665</A> nose</EM></P> 
<P>I did not attribute that comment to Townsend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what it's worth, Charles, when you juxtapose:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your story this morning about Little Green Footballs...</P> 
<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And,</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is a highly reputable blog, and we are NOT “anti-Muslim.”</P> 



<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems like a pretty clearly drawn connection.</P> 
<P>The trouble here is that the core of the story -- the offensive comments at 
LGF -- is correct. People said some really, really stupid things. The best tack 
from here, in my opinion, is to negate that as much as possible. Point out that 
the site is open to anyone who bothers to register, and that the comments were 
deleted as soon as possible.</P> 
<P>And the reporter, of course, should have at least tried to contact 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I did not attribute that quote to him, and what's more I even played his 
game and explained it to him -- when he clearly knew what it referred to.</P> 
<P>It's a BS issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04894028 28998 847 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 2:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #843 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Missed this one earlier<EM>re: #522 Charles</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Thanks, good advice. But if I'd done that, we wouldn't have had this 
interesting post. Heh.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your secret plan all along was to make this worm flip out knowing that he 
wouldn't be able to handle any sort of criticism?</P> 
<P>Brilliant! That's why you are the Lizard king, and the rest of us are just 
lowly anoles ;-) (That's <A href="http://animal-
world.com/encyclo/reptiles/lizards_iguanid/images/GreenAnoleWHLI_Ap4RL.jpg" 
target=_blank>a-N-oles</A>).</P> 
<P>A bit more seriously, please understand I only offer what I believe to be 
constructive criticism. I know if I were on the receiving end of a slimy one-
sided hit piece from CAIR, well. . .I would likely be angry and that anger might 
be reflected in my response, probably to its (and my) detriment.</P> 
<P>Its worth reflecting on this incident closely, because I think its a near-
given that this isn't the last time someone posts something inappropriate here, 
nor the last time CAIR (or someone else) tries to take advantage of it to hurt 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do understand, and appreciate your comments...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04895573 28998 958 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 9:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #957 rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4892989&amp;n=111" 
target=_blank>#111</A> Topspin Lob</EM></P> 
<P>Well said. I also thought that Charles' email was not optimally phrased to 
engage in a dialogue. For one thing, the context strongly implied that it was 
Townsend who had called LGF :anti-Muslim," and Townsend not unreasonably took it 
that way. I wasn't surprised that a reporter finding himself apparently accused 
in a rather strongly worded letter of something he hadn't done would react 
rather less graciously than he might have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have an account for four years, post nothing in all that time, and then 
post two comments defending Tim Townsend in one day? What's up with 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04893966 29000 131 Charles Wed, Feb 20, 2008 2:24:58pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #104 NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #86 NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice that Charles is using the word "factoid" in this thread.</P> 
<P>Charles, you might want to look up the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factoid" target=_blank>original meaning of 
factoid</A> at Wikipedia, there's another, more interesting and unique 
definition that is being displaced by the usage here. Something akin to using 
"<A href="http://www.thefreedictionary.com/dict.asp?Word=enormity" 
target=_blank>enormity</A>" to mean giganticness when what it originally meant 
was an enormously evil or horrible situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be more specific: The original, and much more useful definition of 
"factoid" is a <EM>counterfeit</EM> fact, something that <EM>looks</EM> like a 
fact, that is passed around widely and repeatedly <EM>as</EM> a fact, but that 
in actuality <STRONG><EM>is not</EM></STRONG> a fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I did not know that. Have edited the post 
accordingly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897098 29009 3 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:11:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what page they run corrections on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's linked right up above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897128 29009 23 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:17:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 X-ray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction is now up at web site.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Due to an editing error, a story in Wednesday's Metro section did not 
correctly describe those making online comments about the Islamic Community 
Center in St. Louis. The writer Kathi on the blog "Gateway Pundit" and writers 
Amer1can and Arthur E. Hippler on the blog "Little Green Footballs" had written 
comments on those blogs. They were not the authors of those 
blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where? It's not on the corrections page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897270 29009 154 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:45:33am  
 
<P>Notice that they haven't changed one word of Townsend's article either, and 
it's still the top story on their Religion page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897811 29009 396 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 11:48:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #354 bakishamil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...<STRONG>DELETED POST</STRONG></P> 
<P>Why did you delete my post...I did not say anything wrong</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, your post was deleted, for the reason other people have already told 
you. If you want to post that kind of opinion, you're welcome to do it -- by 
starting your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04898066 29009 406 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 12:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/4897928" target=_blank>#401</A> 
BakiShamil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never wished for his death or any harm...I can’t believe this nonsense. I 
guess I cant express my point of view here anymore or like Charles suggested to 
start my own blog...Thank you, Chox Salum</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you did. I have the post but I'm not going to quote it here. It's your 
choice whether you want to be more reasonable with your comments, or find 
somewhere else to post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04898561 29009 415 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 2:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/4898538" target=_blank>#414</A> 13 
Martyrs</EM></P> 
<P>Is there some kind of point in this incoherent mess?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901111 29011 854 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 8:51:39pm  
 
<P>Some people in this thread apparently believed I wouldn't notice their 
multiple sock puppet accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901136 29011 857 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:01:38pm  
 
<P>'bombirannow' was the same person as 'avideditorla', for the 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901137 29011 858 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:02:15pm  
 
<P>I don't appreciate being played for a fool, and both of those accounts are 
now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901143 29011 860 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:05:08pm  
 
<P>Notice posts #690 and #694, in which this person pretended to answer 
itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901149 29011 862 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:08:49pm  
 
 
 
<P>And now I'm wondering how many more phony accounts this person may have 
registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04901160 29011 866 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:12:07pm  
 
<P>Please note that two of the most vehement Serbian supporters in this thread 
were being dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901190 29011 877 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:25:09pm  
 
<P>'jimbob21' is another previously banned poster, now banned again.</P> 
<P>Man, the sock puppets are crawling out of the woodwork in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901211 29011 884 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:33:00pm  
 
<P>Three accounts, yes... possibly only two people, and maybe only one.</P> 
<P>'jimbob21' was previously registered as 'jaybo,' and was banned for Troofer 
conspiracies and Serbian revisionism. Just like tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901227 29011 893 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:40:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #892 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4901190&amp;n=877" 
target=_blank>#877</A> Charles</EM> GO GET 'EM CHARLES!</P> 
<P>Uh, but I still don't get this sock puppet thingy - ya mean folks have more 
than one account just so they can post comments agreeing with their other 
comments?Seems sorta juvenile to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is. It's sneaky and dishonest, and says quite a bit 
about the agenda they're promoting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901234 29011 898 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:42:09pm  
 
<P>It's interesting to go back and read the comments posted by those three 
puppets, to see exactly how sneaky and dishonest they were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901245 29011 902 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:46:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #901 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4901228&amp;n=894" 
target=_blank>#894</A> jaunte</EM> I'm afraid I disagree with you my friend. It 
has nothing to do with more time than sense, and everything to do with being 
dishonest people who are trying to leverage their own weird ideas and agendas by 
creating their own chearing section.And as I said, it's juvenile and disgusting 
- in the extreme. Wonder who holds the record for the most sock 
puppets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of the morons at gcp had multiple accounts; at least a dozen in one 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901254 29011 907 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:51:31pm  
 



<P>And sure enough -- I just checked some IPs, and 'avideditorla' was also none 
other than 'Rodan'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901256 29011 908 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:52:29pm  
 
<P>This one has also been blocked under the names 'Akita' and 'The 
Joker'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901263 29011 911 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:54:50pm  
 
<P>So 'avideditorla' has registered at least four accounts. And probably more 
that I haven't found yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901337 29011 936 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 10:39:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #935 LeePro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, is it against the rules to even <EM>have</EM> a sockpuppet? You know... a 
real funny/fun "alter-ego" type...?</P> 
<P><SUP><SUB>...gulp...</SUB></SUP></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. If you're doing it for fun, it's not a problem. It's when people do it 
for dishonest reasons that I get seriously ticked off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897859 29012 9 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 11:58:57am  
 
<P>Man, those Serbs are nuts. They're jumping in front of moving 
vehicles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04897880 29012 17 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 12:01:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I needed to add an index to one of our MySQL database tables, for a 
very common lookup</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably need to do that in sites I'm running. How does that work? Any 
links to tutorials etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, in this case I used PHPMyAdmin, and just clicked the little index icon 
next to the 'entryid' field in our 'relatedlinks' table.</P> 
<P>Check out the MySQL site for info on indexing. Proper indexing is vital for 
good DB performance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04898108 29012 142 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 12:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 pragmatist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>I really do not want to post on topic :-} but ...</P> 
<P>Are you using the slow query log? And, if so,do you log queries not using 
indexes?</P> 
<P>#10 Peter - if you are running on Linux look fora script named tuning-
primer.sh that may helpyou find some performance tweaks.</P> 



<P>pragmatist</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes, I am using the slow query log, but I mostly rely on an even better 
tool -- mytop, a command line utility that gives a live view of the incoming 
queries, similar to *nix top.</P> 
<P>The un-indexed field was in one of the spinoff links tables, and I just ... 
fergot to index it! The rest of the database is thoroughly optimized; mytop 
reports a key lookup efficiency of 99%+.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04898401 29012 322 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 1:37:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #284 Daisy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That <EM>was</EM> faster! Thanks Charles.</P> 
<P>Now, about the post/thread jumping up to #1 whenever I have used .. what are 
they called? .. <STRONG><EM>This thing</EM></STRONG> .. can you fix that 
too?</P> 
<P>Hey, I can't help asking for more, I'm a wife, dammit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will happen if you click those buttons before the page is finished 
loading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04898451 29012 349 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 1:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #334 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #322 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #284 Daisy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That <EM>was</EM> faster! Thanks Charles.</P> 
<P>Now, about the post/thread jumping up to #1 whenever I have used .. what are 
they called? .. <STRONG><EM>This thing</EM></STRONG> .. can you fix that 
too?</P> 
<P>Hey, I can't help asking for more, I'm a wife, dammit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will happen if you click those buttons before the page is finished 
loading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if I hit F5 (in Firefox 2.0.0.12), it goes back to the top of the 
thread, even if I don't hit anything during the page reload.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- nothing I can do about that, I'm afraid. It's a Firefox 
oddity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899315 29012 429 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 5:03:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #427 crashland</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4897880&amp;n=17" 
target=_blank>#17</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://jeremy.zawodny.com/mysql/mytop/" 
target=_blank>jeremy.zawodny.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Jeremy's site and his mytop perl based tool is very useful MySQL trouble-
shooting tool. It allows you to see what's happening on the server and you can 
then id the queries that are taking too long to run and causing things to get 
slow. It also makes it easy to see the whole query and then explain it to see 
what index is being used if any.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>See my #142 -- mytop is a great little program for diagnosing MySQL problems, 
I couldn't agree more. It's how I caught this problem, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04903179 29012 433 Charles Fri, Feb 22, 2008 10:36:12am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #432 tai-pan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone else, when you using IE 7 had the + rating on a thread knock them 
to the top of the page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that should not ever happen again, because I just changed something 
about the way clicks on those buttons are handled.</P> 
<P>However, when something like that happens--you click a button and it doesn't 
behave as usual--it indicates that Internet Explorer has somehow screwed up the 
LGF Javascript code, and you need to use the Refresh button to reload the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899701 29014 22 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 5:47:26pm  
 
<P>I'm trying to ignore the debate.</P> 
<P>Oh, OK. I'll open a thread for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899754 29015 10 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 5:51:40pm  
 
<P>Hat-cattle jokes. Yes, it's come to this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899817 29015 52 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 5:56:04pm  
 
<P>"The thinking is that somehow they're being duped."</P> 
<P>Irony meter off the scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899900 29015 110 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:01:29pm  
 
<P>Headline tomorrow: "Hillary booed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899908 29015 114 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:01:58pm  
 
<P>Barack is pissed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899911 29015 116 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:02:09pm  
 
<P>Furiously scribbling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899925 29015 128 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:03:03pm  
 
<P>Now he's ready. Give it to her, Barry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04899973 29015 163 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:06:03pm  
 
<P>Notice that the fans are actually blowing their notepads around. They turn 
the AC way up, so that none of the candidates have the dreaded sheen of sweat on 
their brows from the heat of the stage lights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04899988 29015 172 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:06:47pm  
 
<P>What'd he say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900038 29015 205 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:10:05pm  
 
<P>I'm more interested in the commercials. I need a new car.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900051 29015 212 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:11:11pm  
 
<P>Democrats think they're going to win, that's pretty clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900070 29015 228 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 OliveMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I love my X3 ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BMW?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900111 29015 266 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:14:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #244 theparson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OTCharles,I'm about to venture into uncharted (for me) territory. I'm going 
to upgrade my MacBook from an 80 Gb drive to a 160 Gb drive! If you don't hear 
from me again, it's been good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go for it! We're all rooting for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900137 29015 290 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:16:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #238 OliveMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4900070&amp;n=228" 
target=_blank>#228</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Yes. Fantastic. Best car I ever owned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm currently vacillating among the X3, the Lexus RX-350, and the Acura RDX 
or MDX. Need space for bikes and other gear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900181 29015 327 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:19:28pm  
 
<P>Hillary has the stench of defeat about her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900444 29015 568 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:38:43pm  



 
<P>Obama will knock down the barriers between the American people and their 
dreams.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900509 29015 631 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:43:13pm  
 
<P>Shaking hands! Great friends, no matter what! To the end!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900513 29015 635 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:43:27pm  
 
<P>Gah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900575 29015 694 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 6:49:39pm  
 
<P>In other news, iTunes Store has "Saw 4" in high-def.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900662 29015 775 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 7:01:56pm  
 
<P>Haven't driven them all yet, but currently leaning toward the Acura 
RDX.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900668 29015 780 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 7:03:15pm  
 
<P>And the Yugo, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04900703 29015 806 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 7:10:49pm  
 
<P>Nah, forget Saw 4. iTunes has "Resident Evil: Extinction".</P> 
<P>I know, absolutely horrible movie.</P> 
<P>But ... Milla Jovovich. End of discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901154 29016 289 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:10:46pm  
 
<P>Major sock puppet bust in the Serbia thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901198 29016 311 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:27:50pm  
 
<P>I can't believe it, but another sock puppet has been outed in the Serbia 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04901274 29016 347 Charles Thu, Feb 21, 2008 9:57:24pm  
 
<P>'avideditorla' has now been exposed as having at least four sock puppet 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04903857 29023 72 Charles Fri, Feb 22, 2008 1:15:00pm  
 



<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">72</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Feb 22, 
2008 1:15:00pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04903718 29024 13 Charles Fri, Feb 22, 2008 12:43:07pm  
 
<P>It's a whole lot better than that Saudi sword dance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04905579 29025 570 Charles Fri, Feb 22, 2008 9:20:10pm  
 
<P>Man, we are being barraged by sock puppets this week. "imampatrol" is the 
previously banned creep "shmujew".</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with these morons?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04907972 29032 61 Charles Sat, Feb 23, 2008 4:26:15pm  
 
<P>No matter what Ned Beatty does, he'll never escape that role in 
Deliverance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04908427 29034 201 Charles Sat, Feb 23, 2008 6:25:59pm  
 
<P>Please note that one of the cretins who has been doing his/her/its best to 
smear LGF all over the internet uses the name '1389'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911100 29041 63 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 1:28:52pm  
 
<P>I'm not sure I want to hammer this point home yet again, but here's a <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAkRAncMReQ" target=_blank>Vlaams Belang 
Youth video</A> in which you can see not only that infamous black rat, but at 
about 0:52, a photo of a VB member wearing a shirt with that infamous Odin's 
Cross symbol the VB apologists continue to insist is meaningless.</P> 
<P>In this picture, though, you can see that the symbol is accompanied by some 
lettering around the outside. Here's a closeup:</P> 
<P><A title=20080224OdinsCrossVBJ.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080224OdinsCrossVBJ.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20080224OdinsCrossVBJ.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Here's what the lettering appears to be:</P> 
<P><A title=stomfordlogo.jpg 
href="http://www.acs.bg/Tolerance_museum/9_2/Site/files/Projects/kartinki2/hate/
stomfordlogo.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
stomfordlogo.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04911153 29041 102 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 1:41:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #63 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure I want to hammer this point home yet again, but here's a <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAkRAncMReQ" target=_blank>Vlaams Belang 
Youth video</A> in which you can see not only that infamous black rat, but at 
about 0:52, a photo of a VB member wearing a shirt with that infamous Odin's 
Cross symbol the VB apologists continue to insist is meaningless.</P> 
<P>In this picture, though, you can see that the symbol is accompanied by some 
lettering around the outside. Here's a closeup:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080224OdinsCrossVBJ.jpg" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here's what the lettering appears to be:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.acs.bg/Tolerance_museum/9_2/Site/files/Projects/kartinki2/hate/
stomfordlogo.jpg" target=_blank>www.acs.bg...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It could also be this:[Link: <A href="http://noblesseoblige.org/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2007/12/eajeai.jpg" target=_blank>noblesseoblige.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's the backdrop of the Antwerp NSV site, roughly translated:</P> 
<P>Another Youth, another Ideal</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe ... but the last letter at lower right sure looks like an 
E.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911273 29041 163 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 2:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Kosh's Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #151 dammad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quick fly by today so if this has already been posted my apologies. More 
drivel from our friends at CAIR [Link: <A 
href="http://www.chicagotribune.com/services/newspaper/printedition/sunday/persp
ective/chi-obamamuslim_thinkfeb24,2,374548.story" 
target=_blank>www.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Site wants you to be a Trib subscriber first.</P> 
<P>Maybe cut and paste the worst of the article here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is the same opinion piece, by Ahmed Rehab: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/chi-
obamamuslim_thinkfeb24,0,6345949.story" 
target=_blank>www.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911475 29041 306 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 4:09:33pm  
 
<P>I advise everyone to use their refresh buttons and reload LGF. Tweakage is 
taking place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911782 29042 18 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 5:53:29pm  
 
<P>I think he just said "shit" twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04911785 29042 19 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 5:53:50pm  
 
<P>Unbleeped. Or is that just on the broadcast HD version?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911806 29042 33 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 5:56:36pm  
 
<P>Steve Carell...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911812 29042 38 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 5:57:38pm  
 
<P>Yep, he said it twice. Rewound and looked at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911829 29042 49 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 6:00:06pm  
 
<P>Boy, this is weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911832 29042 52 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 6:00:46pm  
 
<P>Now I remember why I haven't watched for the past 5 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04911967 29042 149 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 6:23:32pm  
 
<P>OK, that's sorta funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04912103 29042 256 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 6:49:15pm  
 
<P>If I might impose on this Oscar hatefest, it's time to refresh the page 
again. A major tweak has been implemented, that significantly cuts down on the 
page size of long comment threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04912451 29042 585 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 7:53:10pm  
 
<P>The link weirdness is now fixed, for comments posted from now on. The ones 
already posted are still munged. (They're missing a closing quote in the A 
tag.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04912474 29042 607 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 7:56:55pm  
 
<P>Refresh your page again, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04912538 29042 669 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 8:11:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #658 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #645 musicman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: #577 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't know what to say about this yet, important post at 
Wzip's.[Link: <A href="http://www.weaselzippers.net/blog/2008/02/hot-on-the-
heel.html" target=_blank>www.weaselzippers.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is one of those things where you really really hope it turns out to be 
fake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did he post here at LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know the answer to that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What an absolute bunch of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04912546 29042 676 Charles Sun, Feb 24, 2008 8:13:26pm  
 
<P>Notice that this nutjob is claiming he's going to commit suicide to alert 
everyone that we need to "quarantine or genocide."</P> 
<P>Just complete, absolute garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04914209 29048 100 Charles Mon, Feb 25, 2008 10:35:47am  
 
<P>See the update; Obama <EM>did</EM> denounce Farrakhan yesterday, at a closed 
meeting with Jewish leaders in Cleveland. Not publicly, though, except that the 
remarks were published.</P> 
<P>He said a lot of other stuff in the speech too, and his actual foreign policy 
positions are much more troubling than the support from 
Farrakhan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04914491 29048 340 Charles Mon, Feb 25, 2008 12:15:54pm  
 
<P><STRONG>Message from the IT Department!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Time for everyone who's commenting to reload the page, please. The comment 
rating code has changed, and clicking on those buttons won't work until you 
reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04914514 29048 355 Charles Mon, Feb 25, 2008 12:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #353 Doug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #340 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Message from the IT Department!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Time for everyone who's commenting to reload the page, please. The comment 
rating code has changed, and clicking on those buttons won't work until you 
reload the page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I still get "warning: unresponsive script" messages. What's up with 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser? When do you see the messages? Are you on an older 
computer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04914867 29049 199 Charles Mon, Feb 25, 2008 1:35:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #188 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: #11 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I spoke too soon Stinky. The unresponsive script error is back. Using Firefox 
2.0.0.12 and XP. 2GB ram on the machine.</P> 
<P>I seem to think it's a problem not with LGF, but with Firefox... 
ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get that, too. It's been happening a lot again lately.</P> 
<P>Here is the message:</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Warning: Unresponsive Script</P> 
<P>A script on this page may be busy, or it may have stopped responding. You can 
stop the script now, or you can continue to see if the script will complete.</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>It happens when I click on a thread to read the comments, when I click to go 
back to the home page and when I enter an URL to visit another website. It also 
happens if I've been reading LGF and then try to quit Firefox.</P> 
<P>Once, after I gave up and chose to "stop script", I wasn't able to give a 
plus to a comment that I liked.</P> 
<P>I've got an older Mac. I am using Firefox 2.0.0.12.</P> 
<P>Here's what is says on "About this Mac": OS X Version 10.2.8. Memory 448 MB. 
MHz PowerPC G3.</P> 
<P>The message doesn't appear on my husband's newer Mac laptop. He's using 
Firefox 1.5.0.12.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate to say it, but there's your problem -- OS 10.2.8, on a G3 Mac, with only 
448MB of RAM. No slam on your computer, but it's about 6 or 7 years 
old...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04915724 29051 111 Charles Mon, Feb 25, 2008 6:53:19pm  
 
<P>I'd love to know the real story, because I'm certain there was nothing 
"erroneous" about this. But I'm satisfied that they've corrected 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04917608 29054 58 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 10:14:37am  
 
<P>The most interesting part of this story is that the Muslim American Society 
is openly supporting the Muslim Brotherhood, after strenuously denying all 
connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04917866 29055 62 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 11:11:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, the moby who posted the "dynamite" comment, "Arthur E. Hippler" 
admitted he was a Muslim in an earlier comment here on LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure where you got this, but it's not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918039 29055 115 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 11:45:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #62 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: #50 Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, the moby whoposted the "dynamite" comment, "Arthur E. Hippler" admitted 
he was aMuslim in an earlier comment here on LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure where you got this, but it's not true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He used the words "OUR BELOVED ISLAM" in this post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
showcomment.php?n=41&amp;c=4884059" target=_blank>41 Arthur E Hippler</A> 
2/18/2008 12:41:54 pm PSTJust think! There are actually some people who have the 
audacity to deny <STRONG>that our beloved Islam</STRONG> is a "Religion of 
Peace". Thank goodness all of us who post on this site are not so lacking in 
sympathy and insight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read that as a sarcastic statement, not at all an admission of 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04917920 29056 4 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 11:22:55am  
 
<P>Reuters: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/newsOne/idUSISL30210920080226" 
target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918405 29057 48 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 1:03:28pm  
 
<P>I agree, by the way, the discussion about Obama's clothes is stupid. All 
politicians do this kind of stuff, including George and Laura Bush.</P> 
<P>But there it is -- in this silly election, it's news.</P> 
<P>I'm much more worried about Obama's <EM>ideas</EM>. Or lack 
thereof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918557 29057 164 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 1:24:21pm  
 
<P>Reload the page again, please. More changes to the Javascript code, to try to 
alleviate that "unresponsive script" problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918739 29057 327 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 2:02:30pm  
 
<P><STRONG>Notice from the IT Underground:</STRONG></P> 
<P>Time to reload the page again, please. Tightening things up around 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918918 29058 51 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 2:56:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4918884&amp;n=31" 
target=_blank>#31</A> Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, that's weird. I can hover over the invisible comment rating buttons, 
and they show to be clickable. I can click and rate a comment, but I don't see 
the buttons. Same thing for the strikethrough/bold/italic/link buttons. 
Invisible, but clickable.</P> 
<P>What's going on there, Charles? Safari 3.04 Beta bug?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Don't know -- those are just images, they're not displayed through any kind 
of Javascript. Sounds like a Windows Safari beta bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04918990 29058 102 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 3:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, thanks again for the explanation. I hate that you had to go back to 
hard-coding the onclick attributes and the extra markup — I did notice that 
voting/checking was faster with jQuery doing all the binding.</P> 
<P>But when you're stuck between 'unobtrusive' and 'unresponsive', it looks like 
'unresponsive' wins the day. Damn.</P> 
<P>I can definitely believe creating that big Array object is the head 
culprit.</P> 
<P>And you were right about Firefox 3 beta being somewhat faster (faster than IE 
by 1 order of magnitude with the little testing I ran, not quite as fast as 
Opera.) It still wasn't fast enough to prevent the 'unresponsive script' alert. 
No matter what, Safari still kicks dust over all of them, anywhere from 1-3 
orders of magnitude. I haven't tried it yet, but I'll assume that the Linux 
version is as speedy as the Mac and Windows versions. Safari's an OK browser 
(except for that silly focus stuff with form elements, what were they 
thinking?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As it turns out, by using jQuery effectively inside the JS functions that are 
called when clicking any of those buttons, the onclick method is actually 
slightly more efficient code-wise. Amount of markup is the same -- switched a 
class attribute for an onclick attribute.</P> 
<P>And the onclick method has one other advantage: those handlers are active 
immediately as soon as the element loads, so clicking any of those buttons will 
work as soon as it's displayed. I've had complaints from people who clicked a 
button before the page was fully finished loading, and it either did nothing 
(with 'javascript:void(0)' as the link) or jumped to the top of the page (with 
'#' as the link).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919009 29058 118 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 3:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4918968&amp;n=88" 
target=_blank>#88</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate that you had to go back to hard-coding the onclick attributes and the 
extra markup...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've realized that on very large pages with lots and lots of buttons that 
need to have Javascript event handlers attached to them, the 'onclick' method is 
probably always going to be preferable for reasons of speed, compatibility, and 
memory use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919011 29058 120 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 3:27:31pm  
 
<P>Translation: sometimes you gotta get all caveman with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919040 29058 139 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 3:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles two questions.</P> 
<P>1) Are the spin off links supposed to be expanded all the time? Even when 
first loading the page?</P> 
<P>2) What happened to the category when adding a link. The form demands a 
category, but no option list exists in the form, so I can't post a 
link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it may be time for you to clear your browser cache and reload the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04920073 29058 198 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:36:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4919645&amp;n=196" 
target=_blank>#196</A> Dasher</EM></P> 
<P>Also make sure you're allowing ActiveX controls at LGF if you're using 
Internet Explorer (especially if your version of IE is out of date), and check 
your cookie preferences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04921063 29058 200 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 7:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles... I am running Firefox 2.0.0.12 every thing seems fine, cookies are 
enabled, and are retained until they expire. But no category in the form. Have 
cleared cache several times. Reloaded several times. No change.</P> 
<P>Image of links dialog form <A 
href="http://www.rhythmicmom.com/images/links_no_category.jpg" target=_blank>Add 
Link</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The categories are in the drop-down menu at upper left, labeled "Most Recent 
Links" in your screenshot. Click it and you'll see the category 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923351 29058 205 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:07:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #203 gaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pagination... still my one dead horse drum to beat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time I've brought up the subject of pagination with the horde, the 
overwhelming opinion is ... "NO!"</P> 
<P>Been thinking about some Ajax-style pagination techniques that could be a 
better solution, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923379 29058 206 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 10:19:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #204 jdow-antijihad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please make it a selectable option. Some of us are elitists with really large 
and really fast machines. (This one is an emergency build machine when the big 
machine (8 2GHz processors) is down. I figure I might as well get some use out 
of it even if it does seem really slow after working on the big one.)</P> 
<P>{^_-}</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There would really be no benefit to having it as an option; the jQuery method 
isn't faster, it's actually a bit slower, even on a fast machine with plenty of 
RAM.</P> 



<P>This really is the best solution for large pages with many clickable objects 
that need Javascript attached, even if it isn't squeaky clean unobtrusive 
Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919203 29059 88 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 4:34:14pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">88</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Tue, Feb 26, 
2008 4:34:14pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04919247 29059 126 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 4:43:30pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">126</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Tue, Feb 26, 
2008 4:43:30pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04919400 29059 262 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 5:32:21pm  
 
<P><STRONG>PAGE RELOAD ALERT!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Yes, it's time to reload the page again, please, to get everything synced 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919406 29059 268 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 5:34:48pm  
 
<P>All these changes have reduced the size of comment threads by a large amount, 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919532 29060 73 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 5:57:03pm  
 
<P>Ugh. I just turned on MSNBC and Olbermann is retching out 
verbiage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04919548 29060 87 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 5:59:39pm  
 
<P>OK, here we go. At Daily Kos, they're having what passes for a religious 
experience in that crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919570 29060 105 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:02:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #100 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, I'm not drinking tonight.</P> 
<P>/this is going to be <EM>ugly</EM> sober</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just popping the cork on a Chimay Ale. It's the only way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919577 29060 112 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:04:05pm  
 
<P>Ooh, MSNBC is starting with a montage of unflattering Hillary 
clips.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919623 29060 156 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:07:51pm  
 
<P>He skated right over the photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919649 29060 181 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:10:10pm  
 
<P>MSNBC really ambushed Hillary tonight.</P> 
<P>And I'm no Hillary fan. But that was a complete sandbag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919681 29060 212 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:12:39pm  
 
<P>She's giving him the dimpled smirk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919707 29060 238 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:14:27pm  
 
<P>I wonder how many hours they spent rehearsing with doubles of each 
other?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919733 29060 264 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:16:17pm  
 
<P>They're pretending to care a whole lot about health care so they can avoid 
discussing the other gigantic subjects they should care about, but would rather 
deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919770 29060 301 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #278 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Does anyone really think socialized medicine will ever pass? Even with a 
Democratic congress there will be enough defectors and Republicans to block it. 
Am I wrong here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not wrong. It's a national red herring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919849 29060 377 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:22:13pm  
 
<P>I think it's time for the aliens from <EM>Mars Attacks</EM> to 
appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04919935 29060 463 Charles Tue, Feb 26, 2008 6:27:40pm  
 
<P>Will they subject Obama to the same grilling?</P> 
<P>I'm guessing, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923557 29069 19 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:18:00am  
 
<P>You may need to reload again, if things act up. Gotta stay on your toes 
around here.</P> 
<P>Tweakage is ongoing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923601 29069 45 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:30:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #2 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of tech updates, <A 
href="http://www.floppingaces.net/2008/02/27/flopping-aces-hacked/#comments" 
target=_blank>Flopping Aces</A> is back up after getting Pali-
hacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of which:</P> 
<P>Technical Question</P> 
<P>On Flopping Ace's follow-up thread, he said the hack may have come from a 
WordPress vulnerability.</P> 
<P>I'm concerned about that. I was pondering putting up a blog page at 
zombietime for posting the occasional individual image that doesn't fit into any 
standard report, and I was considering using a WordPress template. But I'm now 
concerned: by doing so, would I be opening zombietime in its entirely to 
hackers, who could "exploit" WordPress code somehow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been some vulnerabilities in WordPress, but they're pretty good 
about updating as needed. It's possible Flopping Aces was running an older 
version with a known vulnerability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923615 29069 50 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:34:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Via Flopping Aces:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hacker got in through a Wordpress plugin called Sniplets. I would suggest 
if you have this plugin on your own blog to get rid of it asap. The IP that 



hacked us came from palnet.net, a Palestinian server of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. That Sniplets plugin leaves a big old security hole open, and details on 
how to exploit it are all over the web:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?num=50&amp;hl=en&amp;newwindow=1&amp;safe=off
&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=wordpress+sniplets+vulnerability+hack&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923666 29069 76 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 11:50:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4923601&amp;n=45" 
target=_blank>#45</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Do you think it would be safer and easier to just let it be a WordPress-
hosted blog? They always use the latest version on their hosted site.</P> 
<P>There's less control and customizability, but I'm not too concerned about 
that. I'm just concerned that they don't allow much bandwidth to their blogs, on 
the assumption they'll almost all get very little traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bandwidth would probably be a problem if they hosted it. The latest version 
of WordPress is pretty secure as far as I know, so as long as you don't install 
a lot of plugins you're better off just putting it on your existing 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923724 29069 123 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 12:10:09pm  
 
<P>I'll add a thumbs-up for WordPress too, over Movable Type (Typepad) or 
Blogspot.</P> 
<P>The latest Movable Type is very nice, but it's still Perl-based and much 
slower at almost everything than the PHP-based WordPress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04923948 29070 15 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:24:30pm  
 
<P>When you're running for President, I don't think possible falsehoods in a 
combat record should be off limits for discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04924022 29070 70 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:38:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4923983&amp;n=41" 
target=_blank>#41</A> Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<P>It's clear to everyone, including the Swiftboat Vets themselves, who McCain 
is referring to. And this isn't the first time he's slammed 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04924045 29070 88 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 1:42:21pm  
 
<P>And no, I'm not saying 'down with McCain.' But in this case, I think he's 
scoring some cheap political points at the expense of people who don't deserve 
the bad rap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04925248 29070 368 Charles Wed, Feb 27, 2008 6:24:40pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04927821 29080 18 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 10:32:12am  
 
<P>The media really are treating her like a Republican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929674 29086 42 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:25:20pm  
 
<P>Amazing how much trouble one square bracket out of place can 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929676 29086 44 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:25:47pm  
 
<P>OK, reload again, and everything should be back to full 
speed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929703 29086 64 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:31:33pm  
 
<P>Hang on, one more li'l problem, it looks like...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929710 29086 68 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:33:03pm  
 
<P>OK... I know it's getting tiresome, but reload again and it should be all 
better.</P> 
<P>The comments already posted will have that bad URL, but it's fixed for new 
comments from now on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929714 29086 71 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:33:23pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929717 29086 72 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:33:39pm  
 
<P>Yep, it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929730 29086 82 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:36:00pm  
 
<P>Yeah, it shows as 'server not found' because it's trying to go to:</P> 
<P>h t t p : //undefined/</P> 
<P>That's what happens when you forget to add the ID tag to an element you're 
referencing through Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929752 29086 100 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:40:15pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04929757 29086 105 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:40:56pm  
 
<P>Yep%2C%20everything%20is%20groovy%20now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929777 29086 121 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:44:56pm  
 
<P>I mean ... <EM>now</EM> everything is groovy, minus the un-groovy escaped 
spaces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929781 29086 125 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:45:19pm  
 
<P>Reload, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929786 29086 130 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:46:30pm  
 
<P>Reloading is the answer! Reloading is the way!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929857 29086 194 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 5:56:39pm  
 
<P>What? No debate tonight?</P> 
<P>I think we should have debates every night until November.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04930436 29086 244 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 8:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #241 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>var cdata = $(lastcom).find('table.comtop').metadata 
();</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty neat idea, Charles - just tuck away JSON metadata in an attribute or 
script element. The other options are nice as alternatives, but putting it in a 
class attribute is so convenient.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This way, the out-of-sync comments problem is a thing of the past, because 
the code is always looking at the actual data that’s already been 
displayed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. I didn't know that defaulting could happen with hidden INPUT elements. 
Good diagnosis with <A href="http://docs.jquery.com/Plugins/Metadata" 
target=_blank>an elegant remedy</A>. Thanks for the heads-up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice also that the onclick attributes in the comment headers no longer 
include the 'return' statement, saving about 42 bytes for each comment, yet the 
link action is still canceled. Instead of returning a value, the onclick 
functions now change the href attribute from '#' to 'javascript:void(0)', 
canceling the action without the overhead of returning a value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04930597 29086 245 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 9:10:49pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04930600 29086 246 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 9:13:33pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04930601 29086 247 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 9:13:47pm  
 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04929954 29087 43 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 6:25:33pm  
 
<P>My favorite line:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally, he says, "Anyway, he doesn't look it, but he's all right. And I'm 
not saying that to blow smoke up his rear just because he's doing some piece on 
me."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04930020 29087 101 Charles Thu, Feb 28, 2008 6:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, mini-bug-report:</P> 
<P>The comments and everything work perfectly fine, but when I click the "new 
comments" button, instead of getting the little spinning circle of lines, as 
normal, I instead get a broken-image question-mark icon, for the half-second or 
so it takes for the new comments to load.</P> 
<P>The functionality works - - it's just that the "in progress" image isn't 
showing up.</P> 
<P>And yes, I've reloaded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari bug -- use the refresh button, or clear cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04932682 29094 40 Charles Fri, Feb 29, 2008 11:53:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>A man who stayed in a Las Vegas hotel room where ricin was found is 
in critical condition at a hospital, <STRONG>where he has been since February 
14</STRONG>,</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All this time they didn't know what made him sick? And his room sat unused 
and unexamined?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story was just updated a few minutes ago -- that detail wasn't in it when 
I first read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04933381 29095 6 Charles Fri, Feb 29, 2008 2:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait. The user profile was already being shown when clicking on the 
icon/avatar. I don't see any difference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was on the LinkViewer page, but not on LGF pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936072 29096 163 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 9:01:06am  



 
<P>Another point to consider here: Snapped Shot posted a LOT of photos. Many of 
his entries would include a dozen or more photos on a particular subject; I 
wouldn't be surprised if the total number of photos he's posted is in the 
thousands. This is the most likely reason why the AP chose to contact him, in my 
opinion; their statement about "frequent and systematic" use is key.</P> 
<P>At LGF, I have consciously limited the use of wire photos, to be able to 
argue 'fair use' from a more consistent position if we're ever challenged in a 
similar way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936249 29096 168 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 9:53:56am  
 
<P>Time to refresh the page again, folks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04933970 29097 217 Charles Fri, Feb 29, 2008 5:24:47pm  
 
<P>Here's a question for the video heads -- I'm looking for a camcorder, and I 
saw that Amazon has a pretty incredible deal on the Canon HG10:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000U8HBRW/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyone out there in internetland have an opinion about this camera? It gets 
great reviews at Amazon, but those aren't always trustworthy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04933995 29097 238 Charles Fri, Feb 29, 2008 5:32:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #230 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showcomment.php?c=4933970&amp;n=217" 
target=_blank>#217</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I have no personal knowldge of the camcorder, but there are some reviews 
here:[Link: <A href="http://www.smarter.com/hdd-camcorders/canon-hg10-avchd-
40gb-high-definition-camcorder-with-10x-optical-zoom/reviews/pr--ch-6--pi-
206389.html" target=_blank>www.smarter.com...</A>]that are raising flags for mac 
users.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently has problems with non-Intel Macs, but that's OK, I have an Intel 
Macbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04934325 29098 268 Charles Fri, Feb 29, 2008 6:34:26pm  
 
<P>zombie: post those links in the 'Related to Post' category, 
dude/dudette!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936242 29098 1218 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 9:53:26am  
 
<P>Time to refresh the page again, folks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936234 29100 94 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 9:51:58am  
 
<P>Time to refresh your page again, folks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04936231 29101 201 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 9:51:26am  
 
<P><EM>Wee-oo wee-oo!</EM></P> 
<P>You're going to need to refresh your page, folks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936322 29102 38 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 10:08:23am  
 
<P>Yes, there was a problem with the quote function -- fixed now. Time to 
refresh that page again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936354 29102 55 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 10:15:35am  
 
<P>Psaturn: do you see that link in the 'Web site' field of your comment posting 
form?</P> 
<P>This is a bug I've been trying to track down, but can't 
duplicate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936355 29102 56 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 10:15:56am  
 
<P>What browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936362 29102 61 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 10:18:49am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936516 29103 81 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 10:56:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #76 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sorry for the delayed response to your question. I stepped out for a 
moment as I was doing laundry and making breakfast at the same 
time!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem -- I was asking if you see that link to the Weekly Standard in the 
field titled 'Web site' in the comment posting form at the bottom of the 
page?</P> 
<P>Or is your own web site still showing in that field?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936532 29103 92 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 11:00:52am  
 
<P>Right now comment posting dates show up like this, next to your username: 
3/01/08 10:58:11 am</P> 
<P>I'm going to try switching to the relative format to see how it works - so it 
would look like: 1 minute ago</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04936579 29103 130 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 11:11:58am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04936588 29103 136 Charles Sat, Mar 1, 2008 11:13:31am  
 
<P>Hmm. Relative times are a little weird, with the Ajax system. Don't really 
make sense.</P> 
<P>Back to the absolute times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940457 29115 10 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 2:22:59pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.apple.com/timecapsule/" target=_blank>Time Capsule</A> is 
out now, too. Drool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940549 29115 81 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 3:01:28pm  
 
<P>Don't mistake me for a Mac fanatic, folks. It's a hunk of silicon, not a 
religious relic. But it is pretty noteworthy when the editors of PC Magazine are 
talking about switching to Apple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940891 29116 8 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 5:45:28pm  
 
<P>Check out John Amato of Crooks and Liars at HuffPo, taking a feeble, 
incredibly lame slap at me by name:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/john-amato/bill-oreilly-stands-
by-h_b_89400.html" target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Follow Amato's link to what he calls my "attack on kidnapped reporter Jill 
Carroll" and you'll see that it goes to a post at C &amp; L with a quote from me 
that sounds ... well, pretty darned reasonable. However, that post links to 
<EM>another</EM> C&amp;L post that he says contains the <EM>real</EM> hateful 
attack I launched on Carroll.</P> 
<P>Man, that one must be pretty bad, huh? What did I say?</P> 
<P>Follow Amato's link and you get ... a 404. Page missing.</P> 
<P>What a mook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940911 29116 22 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 5:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4940891&amp;n=8" target=_blank>#8</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Was there an initial statement, or are they making things up from whole 
cloth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the search, see for yourself what I wrote:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
&amp;searchString=%22jill+Carroll%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note that questions were also raised about Carroll's statements by noted far 
right-wing warmongering lunatic Howard Kurtz of the Washington 
Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940982 29117 19 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 6:11:11pm  
 
<P>I almost added Ron Paul as an option.</P> 



<P>Almost. But this is <EM>serious stuff</EM> here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04940994 29117 30 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 6:12:31pm  
 
<P>I knew Win XP would be the vast majority. But the exact percentages will be 
interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04941020 29117 50 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 6:17:48pm  
 
<P>I just removed "Mac OS (System 9 or earlier)" from the list of poll options, 
because there were zero votes coming in. If you use that venerated but very 
outdated OS, and are somehow reading these comments, please check the "Other" 
option.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04941193 29117 175 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 6:48:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #166 NTropy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4941118&amp;n=118" target=_blank>#118</A> 
Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<P>Please tell me you aren't one of the ignorant ones Killian - PLEASE! Please 
include "out of the box" or "immediately". There are at least four methods of 
running PC software on a Mac that I can think of right from the top of my head. 
<A href="http://www.parallels.com/en/products/desktop/" 
target=_blank>Parallels,</A> <A href="http://www.vmware.com/products/fusion/" 
target=_blank>VMWare Fusion,</A> <A 
href="http://www.apple.com/macosx/features/bootcamp.html" target=_blank>Apple's 
own Boot Camp</A> and <A href="http://www.codeweavers.com/products/cxmac/" 
target=_blank>Crossover Mac.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use VMWare Fusion with XP Pro -- haven't encountered a single Windows 
program it wouldn't run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04941200 29117 180 Charles Sun, Mar 2, 2008 6:50:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 Dekar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use vista, hate it, love xp, MAC SUCKS :)</P> 
<P>/ahh dont ban me charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're OUTTA HERE!</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04943708 29124 31 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2008 11:40:02am  
 
<P>What, no Konqueror users?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04943724 29124 42 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2008 11:42:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 aaron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari fails to properly render Arabic, which for occupational reasons is a 
problem, and IE requires Windows, which I'd rather avoid. Also, the Mac version 



of MS Office is much nicer. That leaves Firefox (which works really well if you 
feed it lots of RAM and run it on an Intel processor).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I don't read Arabic, so maybe I'm missing it, but Arabic web sites do 
look like they're displaying correctly in Safari. What's the problem 
exactly?</P> 
<P>Safari 3 is significantly better at lots of things than version 2, also. 
Maybe you're still using v2?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04943800 29124 93 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2008 11:55:02am  
 
<P>I use Safari almost exclusively myself. It just blows Firefox away in the 
speed department, and also doesn't suffer from all of the little graphic 
glitches Firefox has. I haven't found one web site that's incompatible with 
v3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04943845 29124 124 Charles Mon, Mar 3, 2008 12:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4943783&amp;n=81" target=_blank>#81</A> 
aaron</EM></P> 
<P>Ah! Thanks for the explanation. I see how that could be a real 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04947552 29129 95 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2008 9:13:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 Forever</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4947504&amp;n=85" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Forever</EM></P> 
<P>Charles: No official media or other blogs mention that Wilders is pre-
screening the movie with Anti-Terror Organisation in The Netherlands. Instead, 
he explained that nobody, even Tjibbe Joustra from the NCTb (anti-terror org.) 
will have to wait until the movie is being released.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Latest news from dutchnews.nl says he did agree to pre-screen:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dutchnews.nl/news/archives/2008/03/wilders_agrees_to_show_film_
to.php" target=_blank>www.dutchnews.nl...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04948892 29134 67 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2008 2:13:40pm  
 
<P>Updated with throbbing Obama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04950366 29137 51 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2008 6:35:44pm  
 
<P>Request: if you've saved links to particularly bad Fjordman articles, please 
forward them to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04950243 29138 24 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2008 6:24:03pm  
 
<P>I'm still grossed out by the squirrel-frying anecdote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04950283 29138 50 Charles Tue, Mar 4, 2008 6:26:48pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28648_Huckabee_and_the_Fried
_Squirrels&amp;only" target=_blank>Huckabee and the Fried 
Squirrels</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04953154 29142 10 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2008 9:08:33am  
 
<P>More than six years after 9/11, and the Washington Post can't decide whether 
to use "Islamist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04953966 29146 90 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2008 11:55:01am  
 
<P>Note also that the color they're assuming is "genuine" is from a video of the 
TV debate -- in which all the candidates wear a thick layer of facial 
makeup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04954951 29146 294 Charles Wed, Mar 5, 2008 2:57:09pm  
 
<P>There's no need to assume that anyone did anything on purpose to that image. 
Differences in color happen accidentally all the time when transferring and 
editing video clips, due to all kinds of factors--downsampling, differing video 
sources, different compression methods, different editing software, different 
codecs, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>This "scandal" is nothing but a mass hallucination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958705 29154 123 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 10:22:49am  
 
<P>Diggbats are calling this post "racist."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/RACISM_IS_ALIVE_AT_LGF_POUNCING_ON_OBAMA
S_GRANDMOTHER" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958718 29154 135 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 10:24:12am  
 
<P>Digg this post here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/Obama_s_Grandmother_Changes_Islam_Story" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958791 29154 189 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 10:35:42am  
 
<P>Here's the moron who posted that "racist" garbage:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://digg.com/users/Equalizer" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958801 29154 199 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 10:36:45am  
 



<P>Notice that 'Equalizer' is apparently watching LGF pretty closely, from his 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958903 29154 274 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 10:53:27am  
 
<P>"Equalizer" now says the "racist" label was "irony":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People... I hope you understand that by posting this I am pointing out an 
irony... No matter what the truth, there will always be those who point and 
scream RAAACIST...Jesse, Rev. Al, Michele Obama to name a 
few...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04958985 29154 349 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 11:07:43am  
 
<P>"Equalizer" appears to be a lizard, not a Diggbat.</P> 
<P>The problem with posting "ironic" titles like that at Digg is that they're 
indistinguishable from the genuine titles posted by the 
Diggbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04959894 29156 13 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 1:52:29pm  
 
<P>Traffic is very high right now, so we're running kinda slow. A lot of it is 
coming from a link at Neal Boortz' site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04959933 29156 33 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 1:58:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #13 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Traffic is very high right now, so we're running kinda slow. A lot of it is 
coming from a link at Neal Boortz' site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since all the enhancements, spinoff links etc. do you still have a low 
graphics mode?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. The low graphics mode didn't help much, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04960129 29156 127 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 2:37:56pm  
 
<P>I restarted the Apache server, and the sluggishness has gone away 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04960225 29156 189 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 3:05:06pm  
 
<P>Well, if you're looking for a laugh, this won't be it.</P> 
<P>I just received this through our contact form, sent by someone in Pittsburgh 
who used the (phony) email address 'JewKiller007@hotmail.com'.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles;</P> 
<P>When are you going to open up registration for new members?</P> 
<P>I just cant wait to post comments and tear the Jews a new one (although since 
Jews are soo full of crap anyway, a new one will be a relief for them).</P> 



<P>Hope you send me advance notice when registration finally does open.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04960240 29156 202 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 3:08:41pm  
 
<P>Whenever there's a terror attack in Israel, I get emails like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04960630 29157 217 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 4:49:01pm  
 
<P>Just caught another banned jerk, trying to sneak back in again for the fifth 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04960725 29157 297 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 5:09:41pm  
 
<P>I just turned on Bill O'Reilly's show, and he's sucking up to that disgusting 
race baiter Sharpton again.</P> 
<P>Just reminded me why I decided not to watch that posturing buffoon any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04961061 29160 31 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 6:06:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked early this morning and they never had comments to begin with on the 
Times Square bombing story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know their readership.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04961095 29160 52 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 6:11:23pm  
 
<P>The antisemites are all worked up tonight.</P> 
<P>I just got another email, this time from Britain:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Palestinians Celebrating Mass Murder"</P> 
<P>just like those israeli's also celebrating in NY after 9/11 dancing onthe top 
of the van, remember that ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963955 29160 206 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:50:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #205 antishock8</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In all fairness, some of the comments here are pretty over-the-top, with 
yours truly at the front of some of the most testy. I've noticed a few 
websites/blogs dedicated to monitoring LGF and cataloguing the comments that are 
posted here. In both cases someone can cherrypick foul comments and use them as 
fodder.</P> 
<P>Aside from the pro-Communist, pro-Islamist, vile anti-Semitism, anti-
Americanism, conspiracy theories, threat-levying, historical whitewashing, and 
base insults directed at the Presidency the Kos Kids and other Leftist sites are 
alot like Conservative sites with their comments. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I disagree categorically with that statement. The vitriol and hatred at left-
wing sites like Kos and DU is in a class of its own, and it's very rare for 
comments like that to appear at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963968 29160 207 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:51:42am  
 
<P>And by the way, if you're aware that you're posting over-the-top comments, as 
you said, I'd appreciate it if you would knock it off. Before I have to take 
action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04962173 29164 79 Charles Thu, Mar 6, 2008 9:40:08pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #71 Jimmy The Clam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking at this site right now in IE8 Beta (build 17184) and LGF looks 
fine.</P> 
<P>What's broken?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't look fine, or act fine. The page expands to fill the window (which 
it shouldn't), the middle column is "liquid" even though it's not supposed to 
be, and the layout is not centered. The pop-out menus don't work correctly.</P> 
<P>And that's just a quick summary. I haven't even started digging into it 
yet.</P> 
<P>I think I'm going to try to re-install IE6 on this virtual machine, and just 
pretend this never happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963668 29164 579 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 8:55:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #566 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, your pages aren't really valid anyway. Lots of "width=", 
"cellpadding=", "align=" and the like.</P> 
<P>Just bite the bullet and clean up your pages. No whining. It was no fun when 
I spent weeks cleaning up my stuff.</P> 
<P>I am always amazed at all the MS haters. Get over it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing invalid about those attributes. The page is HTML 4.01 
Transitional, and those attributes are perfectly legal and 
valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963691 29164 582 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 8:59:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #282 CrowScape</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hold Everything: IE8 is actually displaying LGF correctly. Let me 
explain:</P> 
<P>LGF is essentially formated using one big table (well, at least the stuff 
that is messed up). However, there's some important information missing. The key 
code is the following:</P> 
<P>&lt;!-- the main content table --&gt;&lt;table align="center" 
id="maintable"&gt;&lt;tr&gt;&lt;td width="162" height="1" 
class="leftflush"&gt;&lt;/td&gt;&lt;td width="520" height="1" 



class="midflush"&gt;&lt;/td&gt;&lt;td width="174" height="1" 
class="rightflush"&gt;&lt;/td&gt;&lt;/tr&gt;</P> 
<P>In English, this is basically telling the browser to create a table, which 
has three columns with a default width of 162 pixels, 520 pixels, and 174 pixels 
respectively.Now, if this is Firefox, this results in the fix-width centered 
format that we have come to know and love. Unfortunately, Firefox is WRONG. 
According to the W3, which sets the standards, the "width" property sets the 
MINIMUM width, not the actual width. Thus, each of these columns is guaranteed 
at least as many pixels as designated, but if there is room, these columns 
should expand to fill it, as happens in IE8.</P> 
<P>The Solution? Simple: give the table property a set width, such as:&lt;table 
align="center" id="maintable" width="900"&gt;</P> 
<P>Now, IE8 will display a fixed-width centered layout as was 
intended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, but that's not correct -- the table with the id 'maintable' has the 
attribute: table-layout: fixed. This is supposed to set the absolute width of 
those columns to the widths specified in the first row. See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.w3schools.com/css/pr_tab_table-layout.asp" 
target=_blank>www.w3schools.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963736 29164 586 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:09:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #581 Mambo Bananapatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, out of curiosity, why not XHTML Strict or even HTML Strict? Why are 
you still using HTML Transitional?</P> 
<P>I ask for information, not out of snarkiness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because those DOCTYPEs are too restrictive; for one example, they don't even 
allow links to have the 'target=_blank' attribute, to open in a new 
window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963750 29164 588 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:11:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #583 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Charles, to be fair to Microsoft, it <EM>is</EM> beta software (and Beta 
<EM>1</EM> at that).</P> 
<P>I hope you didn't install it on a primary machine. One rule of computer 
testing is, don't install beta software on your primary machine. Use a test 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use a MacBook Pro with VMWare Fusion, so I'm already virtualizing the 
Windows OS. I have two virtual OSes installed, one with IE6 (now IE8) and one 
with IE7. And don't worry, I never install beta software on my main 
machine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04963800 29164 589 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:20:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4962422&amp;n=282" target=_blank>#282</A> 
CrowScape</EM></P> 
<P>That's a good catch, though; adding a width attribute to the table does fix 
the problem. But IE8 is not properly supporting the table-layout CSS 
property.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04963924 29164 592 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:44:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #591 Mambo Bananapatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, FYI, I found <A href="http://snipplr.com/view/315/-jquery--target-
blank-links/small" target=_blank>this jQuery snippet</A> that will open a new 
window from a link.</P> 
<P>I expect you've forgotten more about this than I'll ever know, and I 
certainly defer to your knowledge, but it's my understanding that any time you 
can replace an HTML attribute with a CSS or other, you've taken a step to 
future-proofing your site. I'll bet you a nickel that the target attribute will 
be deprecated eventually.</P> 
<P>Incidentally, <A href="http://www.w3.org/TR/css3-hyperlinks/#target0" 
target=_blank>here's the W3C's proposed link-handling method</A> in CSS3. Looks 
pretty exciting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know the technique, but it's not very feasible to use it at LGF, where a 
page of comments might have hundreds or even thousands of links. It would 
drastically slow down the loading of the page.</P> 
<P>I have been gradually replacing all the older code at LGF, but there are 
still some very problematic areas that make it simpler to stick with the 
Transitional DOCTYPE for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964018 29164 593 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 10:03:07am  
 
<P>By the way, that jQuery snippet does the job, and the page will validate, but 
adding a 'target' attribute to links is still an invalid technique. It follows 
the letter of the standard, but not its spirit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964115 29164 597 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 10:29:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #594 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4963924&amp;n=592" target=_blank>#592</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Indeed. One thing I've learned from you is that Transitional is the way to 
go.</P> 
<P>Big Example: Try getting a YouTube video to run on a page with just the 
OBJECT and PARAM elements but without the EMBED element. It won't work cross-
browser. EMBED is non-standard.</P> 
<P>I want to take a close look at this when I get a chance. If IE8 is not 
properly supporting the 'table-layout' property, then I want to know about it. 
That's a huge problem for such a fundamental property.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, embedding Flash movies is another big problem area. Again, there are 
Javascript ways to get around the validation problem; there's a jQuery Media 
plugin, or there's UFO (Unobtrusive Flash Objects). But these techniques are 
essentially tricking the W3C validator, by adding the invalid tags to the DOM 
after the page loads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964121 29164 598 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 10:30:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #596 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4964018&amp;n=593" target=_blank>#593</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 



<P>I don't understand why that shouldn't work. The target property is inherited 
by the A element and '_blank' is one of the four accepted target names.</P> 
<P>Unless I'm reading the W3C recommendations incorrectly...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will <EM>work</EM>, but it won't validate. The Strict DOCTYPEs don't allow 
the target attribute for A elements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964330 29164 603 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 11:07:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #602 kirk2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Please check your contact us email.</P> 
<P>Thanks,kirk2</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Kirk -- I replied to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965518 29164 607 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 2:35:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4964842&amp;n=605" target=_blank>#605</A> 
CrowScape</EM></P> 
<P>Er, well... that's one interpretation of that section. But where does it say 
that a table with no defined width is supposed to take up 100% of the page? In 
fact, no browser interprets it that way except IE8.</P> 
<P>With no defined table width, all other browsers will size the table according 
to the widths of its columns, which seems to me to be the correct behavior. And 
I mean <EM>all</EM> other browsers.</P> 
<P>If you wanted the table to fill the window, you would specify a width of 100% 
for it. That's never been the default behavior, and I don't agree that IE8 is 
displaying the page correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965773 29164 609 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 4:06:57pm  
 
<P>Actually, the fix isn't really simple. I deliberately did not include a width 
for the enclosing table, because I wanted to be able to easily change the column 
widths without recalculating the table width every time.</P> 
<P>And I have to disagree again when you say the default behavior is "nothing 
more than a happy accident." Nothing in a piece of software happens by accident 
(if it does, you have what is known as a "bug"). It's obvious to me that 
previous browser developers decided to size a table with no explicit width 
according to the widths of its columns. And that's how I would do it too. It 
just makes sense to do it that way.</P> 
<P>You're right that the W3C doesn't specify how to handle the situation and 
leaves it up to the developer, but Microsoft's approach is not only counter-
intuitive, it violates a de facto behavior that's been in place for a long, long 
time.</P> 
<P>In any case, if I have to add a width to the table in order to fix this 
problem, I will, of course -- but I'm going to wait and see whether this is 
fixed in the final release. This is such a basic change, I'd be willing to bet 
that LGF is far from the only site affected by it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964949 29172 308 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 12:45:28pm  
 
<P>Folks -- please don't use the quote function to copy multiple embedded quotes 
-- it screws up the page display.</P> 
<P>That's why those comments were deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04964958 29172 317 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 12:47:17pm  
 
<P>And yes, it's apparently time for me to write some code to prevent 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04964964 29172 321 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 12:48:08pm  
 
<P>Render's find is now an update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965140 29172 484 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 1:18:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #481 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just <EM>KNOW</EM> I'm going to accidentally link an embedded comment.</P> 
<P>I need a cig.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Pretty soon it won't be possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965592 29172 758 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 3:03:59pm  
 
<P>Jennifer Hogg emailed:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello Little Greenfootballers,</P> 
<P>I'd like to let all your sleuths (Sherlock they are not) know that I,Jen 
Hogg, am not the one in question. The proof sits in a small detailthat I know is 
easily missed. The "Jen" in your story served in Iraq.I, Jen Hogg, openly state 
that I did not serve in Iraq. Surprise!</P> 
<P>Also I only drink Guiness and I do not smoke anything, let alone PallMalls 
and I actually weigh about 127 lbs. My eyes are hazel, pleasetake time to notice 
next time you stare lovingly into them.</P> 
<P>To#352, I'll accept your apology although Internet rants don't reallyhurt my 
feelings, but at least you put in a caveat.</P> 
<P>To #390, I hope to god you are not a cop or some other type of personwho 
needs to use logic or reading comprehension.</P> 
<P>To #579, I don't see you. What kind of Internet technology do youhave?</P> 
<P>To#669, I won't assume you have any correct knowledge of the type ofperson I 
am seeing that you think someone who went to Iraq is someonewho says they never 
went. However, I don't think guys yelling at womenin public to bare their 
breasts is acceptable. If you do I suggest youmove somewhere where they allow 
that type of disrespect. You may likeIran or Saudi Arabia.</P> 
<P>To #683 and #686, need I say more. As if there aren't thousands ofwomen named 
Jen who are short.</P> 
<P>I would however like to thank you all for pointing out my spellingmistakes, 
when you look at something so many times you miss the littlethings. I still 
stand by the idea that Americans have never gainedfreedom by fighting in any 
war. I will update my quote so there is noconfusion, or at least I can say there 
should be no confusion.</P> 
<P>If you ever see me in person feel free to chat I actually have a senseof 
humor (despite being a woman) and I am sure we can have a good laughat this 
whole charade. I am sure you will recognize me after staring atmy photos for so 
long.</P> 
<P>Peace,Jen Hogg (and its a long "o". Please, like I never heard hog in 
gradeschool)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04965603 29172 761 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 3:09:10pm  
 
<P>"Americans have never gained freedom by fighting in any war..."</P> 
<P>I wonder if she includes the Revolutionary War in that ahistorical 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965614 29172 768 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 3:12:06pm  
 
<P>The secretary of the Milwaukee chapter of IVAW is Jennifer Spranger:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ivaw.org/chapter/milwaukee" 
target=_blank>ivaw.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965855 29172 794 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 4:36:19pm  
 
<P>A reader with contacts in the IVAW has now emailed me and CONFIRMED that 
"Jen" is Jennifer Spranger.</P> 
<P>And the IVAW is scrambling to figure out how to handle this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969019 29172 818 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 4:25:15pm  
 
<P>It was removed because it turned out to be incorrect. If I leave posts like 
that up, there are inevitably people who don't read the rest of it, and continue 
to react as though the incorrect info is factual.</P> 
<P>Since that section was posted for a very short time, and discussed in great 
detail in these comments, I do not think it needs to have a big mea culpa 
attached to it. No one is trying to hide anything. The whole story is right 
here.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04965567 29173 78 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 2:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4965488&amp;n=59" target=_blank>#59</A> 
rawmuse</EM></P> 
<P>Very sorry to hear about that. My condolences to you and your 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966000 29177 4 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 5:04:40pm  
 
<P>And no, it wasn't Adriana Lima...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966606 29181 78 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:33:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 Bob Munck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My favorite <A href="http://xkcd.com/327/" target=_blank>xkcd cartoon</A> and 
web security hole: the one about the kid named <STRONG>Robert'); DROP TABLE 
users;</STRONG> Let's see if LGF survives it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, good one, Bob.</P> 
<P>Loser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04966609 29181 80 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:34:01pm  
 
<P>For those who don't see what Bob Munck just did, he tried to post an SQL 
injection attack.</P> 
<P>I'm tempted to block you for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966624 29181 94 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:37:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL_injection" target=_blank>SQL 
injection</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966636 29181 104 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:39:06pm  
 
<P>In fact, that's enough from Bob Munck. I was willing to put up with his 
moonbat stupidity, but the attempted SQL injection is the last 
straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966639 29181 106 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:39:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4966609&amp;n=80" target=_blank>#80</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Crap. I clicked the link. I have antivirus software running, but should I do 
something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing wrong with the link, but what Munck posted could have deleted 
our 'users' database, if I were really stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966675 29181 137 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4966624&amp;n=94" target=_blank>#94</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Man I read it twice but it doesn't mean much to me more than fire-
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a method of tricking an unsecured web site into running damaging 
database commands. The pertinent bit is this:</P> 
<P>Robert'); DROP TABLE users;</P> 
<P>If I hadn't secured LGF against this kind of attack, that little bit of text 
could have deleted an important table in our database. If that table were named 
'users', and if I were incredibly lame, that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966684 29181 145 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:47:44pm  
 
<P>Again -- the link is not dangerous. The text Munck posted is the problem, not 
the link.</P> 
<P>And he posted it knowing that it could cause serious problems. That's why 
he's gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04966696 29181 155 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:51:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #154 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #149 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Quoting the post will do nothing. The table Bob attempted to destroy is not 
called 'users'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just that -- even if he had the correct name, SQL injection attacks will 
not work at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966702 29181 159 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:54:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #155 Charles</EM></P> 
<P>/you have full backups anyway, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Natch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966719 29181 175 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 7:58:23pm  
 
<P>I figure that when someone like Bob Munck posts something like that, they 
really don't care about their LGF account. So neither do I.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966772 29181 219 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 8:11:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you might be interested in this::</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.f-secure.com/weblog/archives/00001397.html" 
target=_blank>Iphone SDK</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Downloaded 2G of very interesting files yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04966784 29181 231 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 8:16:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #227 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool -- Ever thought of a mobile or condensed version for mobile 
browsers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04967014 29183 8 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:10:11pm  
 
<P>Notice that he says they're "trying to feed it to us."</P> 
<P>There is a serious struggle going on beneath the surface in this 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04967045 29183 26 Charles Fri, Mar 7, 2008 9:16:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Last Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4967013&amp;n=7" target=_blank>#7</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Ah, shenanigans are afoot.</P> 
<P>When you click zombie's link, indybay.org redirects you to their home page. 
But if you copy it and paste the URL into your browser, you can actually get to 
the advertisement for the hate-o-rama. I guess they don't appreciate the LGF 
traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Indybay is deliberately redirecting traffic from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968071 29185 48 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 9:25:06am  
 
<P>Yes, things are running a bit slow; Apache seems to be hiccuping for some 
reason. We're working on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968119 29186 14 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 9:50:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saw a Progressive auto insurance as where the tagline was 'Taking Care 
of Everything For you- Now <EM>that's</EM> Progressive.' when I had something of 
an epiphany.</P> 
<P>That slogan is fine and dandy when applied to services in the private sector 
(i.e. insurance) but it's downright creepy when applied on the government level. 
I tend to bristle at buzzwords and catchphrases like 'Social Justice' or 
'Progressive'.</P> 
<P>/please save us from all these horrible choices and 
responsibilities!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Progressive" Auto Insurance is not just a name. That company is actually run 
by "progressive" moonbats, and they're heavily involved in anti-war and leftist 
causes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968213 29186 91 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 10:30:07am  
 
<P>Our pal, the newly-banned Bob Munck is emailing this morning, telling me that 
if he really wanted to take down LGF, I'd be "picking through the rubble right 
now."</P> 
<P>I replied, "Go ahead and try, asshole."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968264 29186 140 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 10:52:04am  
 
<P>He didn't really try to hack into the DB -- what he did was to post some text 
that, if I were incredibly stupid about security, could have damaged the 
database--or generated an error message that might be useful to an 
attacker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968284 29186 158 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 11:00:13am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4968277&amp;n=152" target=_blank>#152</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So he pisses all over his own Let's see if LGF survives it. Do remember that 
scene in The Untouchables where the savy Irish cop (Sean Connery's character) 
misjudged the situation?</P> 
<P>Please be careful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've made a serious study of web security, including Ajax security, and have 
done everything possible to guard against attacks. No web site is 100% secure, 
but I've been rather obsessive about securing LGF. We've been in operation since 
February 2001, and have had zero security violations--but many 
attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968303 29186 174 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 11:10:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4968284&amp;n=158" target=_blank>#158</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Do you subscribe to the SANS NewsBites and SANS Ouch! newsletters? I dunno if 
they would teach you anything you haven't already experienced, but SANS tries to 
stay ahead of the curve on cyber-attack trends.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968383 29186 226 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 11:53:14am  
 
<P>Here's Munck's web site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mill-creek-systems.com/" target=_blank>mill-creek-
systems.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968394 29186 231 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 11:56:31am  
 
<P>Discovered at his Yahoo profile page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://profiles.yahoo.com/bobmunck" 
target=_blank>profiles.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968440 29187 60 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 12:18:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're referring to the computer found on the body of Paul Reyes. But 
there's no indication -- anywhere -- that someone under Obama's aegis met with 
FARC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IBD wrote: "staffers or supporters." It's pretty clear that whoever the 
"gringos" were, they were Obama supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968507 29188 12 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 1:03:11pm  
 
<P>This is much better.</P> 
<P>If anyone cares, the reason for the slowdown:</P> 
<P>Apache has a 2G limit on log files, and for that reason we don't use Apache 
logging, because the file would fill up every few hours with our usual traffic. 
But our server also has an admin system called cPanel installed, and cPanel has 
a bad habit of changing the Apache configuration file without warning. In this 
case, it turned on logging even though we had explicitly turned it off.</P> 



<P>The slowdown was happening because the file size limit had been exceeded, and 
every time a process tried to write to the log file it would 
fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968516 29188 18 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 1:05:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay Charles, June wants to buy a bike, like off of Craigslist. I don't 
remember, how do you measure for frame size? I want to make sure we find the 
right size bike.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ehow.com/how_14104_determine-correct-frame.html" 
target=_blank>How To Determine the Correct Frame Size for a 
Bike</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968524 29188 25 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 1:09:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does that happen? I thought computers were supposed to only do what 
they're told/programmed to do. A glitch?</P> 
<P>/knows next to nothing about computers//thinking of Skynet in the Terminator 
movies... eeek!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cPanel is a very useful program, but this is one of its annoying 
"features."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04970139 29188 89 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 10:24:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 suboptimal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to try and tell you how to run things, but won't cPanel at least not 
screw with the settings it would take to invoke rotatelogs?</P> 
<P>I'm asking because I know rotatelogs will do size based log file rotation for 
Apache, and I don't know jack about cPanel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our web hosting guru tells me that cPanel will indeed mess with the 
rotatelogs setting. It's a real busybody of an admin app.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04971986 29188 92 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 11:35:54am  
 
<P>Not that simple, unfortunately. cPanel works itself into the server and the 
OS in many strange ways, and it's not something you can easily swap out for 
another program.</P> 
<P>And it is one of the best admin programs for Linux servers, despite its 
intrusiveness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968805 29191 43 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 3:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Whiterasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When was the last time our Lizard Leader ever shut down comments, here?</P> 
<P>Huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think I've ever shut down comments for the same reason HuffPo 
does.</P> 
<P>I have shut down a few threads when the inter-lizard bickering got out of 
control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04968982 29191 185 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 4:18:02pm  
 
<P>Note: at the Muslim site I linked yesterday for denouncing the Jerusalem 
terror attack, there is now someone using my name to post deranged comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://singularvoice.wordpress.com/2008/03/07/return-to-
sender/" target=_blank>singularvoice.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Needless to say, this is not me. I never post comments at other sites, and I 
would greatly appreciate it if the sick stalker types who haunt LGF would just 
go somewhere and kill themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969442 29191 423 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 6:25:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4969420&amp;n=421" target=_blank>#421</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>Huffington Post encourages these comments, with front page post after front 
page post indulging leftist lunacy. You can easily see the fruits of their 
labors, in any post that <EM>doesn't</EM> have comments turned off.</P> 
<P>The only reason they're now getting proactive about shutting down threads 
they know will be problematic is because they've been busted for it, publicly, 
many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969171 29192 2 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 5:10:53pm  
 
<P>Also in those comments, you can see why "sheik yer'mami" no longer has an 
account at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969326 29192 93 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 5:51:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 Lucius Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just hope nobody was fooled -- given just how clumsy attempt was, it should 
have been obvious,</P> 
<P>Of course now the moonbats can say "see what kinds of things he says when he 
thinks no one us looking?"</P> 
<P>troofiness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've learned that no matter how obvious it ought to be, there are always some 
who will take those kinds of comments at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969335 29192 102 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 5:52:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen a couple of people in the GoV crowd talk about ashkenazi and 
sephardic jews in the debates over the past few months. My bet is it's either 
1389 or Sodra Cracker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, that's possible. '1389' has explicitly posted in several places that 
he/she/it will do anything to discredit me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969347 29192 111 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 5:54:58pm  
 
<P>Environmental Republican just emailed saying that I did post a comment at his 
site the other day, and I should be careful about saying I never do that.</P> 
<P>But ... I didn't post at his site.</P> 
<P>They hate me! They really hate me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969363 29192 126 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 5:57:51pm  
 
<P>Um, Iron Fist? I think it may be time for you to obey your own rule. If you 
know what I'm sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969406 29192 162 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 6:13:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #156 RedWhiteAndJew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. Talk about oxymorons. I mean, with the snow and all, I've been unable 
to do my usual daily mercuric salt and dioxin dump at the daycare playground. 
Lack of conviction, I know...</P> 
<P>But seriously... "Environmental Republican!" That is as credible as "Logical 
Democrat," "Non-commie Green," or "Unhatefull HuffPo!"</P> 
<P>Hah! Guess I'll have to satisfy myself with flushing some polonium down the 
john.</P> 
<P>/feelin' surly</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on now. Environmental Republican is a good friend of this site, and has 
backed us up several times when almost no one else would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969409 29192 165 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 6:14:35pm  
 
<P>'jimbob' is another Serbian nationalist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969522 29192 253 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 6:40:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #247 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure it's not Ed? Note the "Chuck"...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a common characteristic of my stalkers -- they think calling me 
"Chuck" or "Chuckie" is a devastating rebuttal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969569 29192 275 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 6:48:15pm  
 
<P>Here's another freak who thinks it's really amusing that someone is 
impersonating me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wakeupfromyourslumber.com/node/5985" 
target=_blank>www.wakeupfromyourslumber.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04969750 29192 344 Charles Sat, Mar 8, 2008 7:35:33pm  



 
<P>And now 'Sura 109' has showed up at Singular Voice.</P> 
<P>It's like 'Old Scumbag Troll Week' over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04971489 29192 365 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 9:48:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #361 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that isn't <EM>entirely</EM> 100% always true. I can think of at least 
one blog where Charles has indeed left comments: <A 
href="http://fallbacklgf.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>FallbackLGF</A>. About a 
year or two ago, he left a couple comments there to reassure people that LGF 
would be back online soon.</P> 
<P>Not sure if that really counts, but I thought I'd mention 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, I forgot about that. But that's the only time I've posted comments 
elsewhere, and it was for a very specific purpose, at a site set up pretty much 
for that reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04971613 29196 56 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 10:16:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>I submitted a link, and it looks like it went into la-la land! Does anyone 
know if there is a lag time between link submission and the actual posting of 
the link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It didn't make it into the database for some reason. Try 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04971960 29198 65 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 11:29:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, such a deprived youth!</P> 
<P>Grandma is a bank executive! Forced to attend Punahou (ritziest school in the 
state)!</P> 
<P>Oh, the humanity!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really absurd. And Obama's claims of encountering overwhelming racism at 
Punahou High School are utterly ridiculous. In addition to being the most 
exclusive high school in Hawaii, it's also the most liberal and the most 
"multicultural." It's not impossible that he encountered <EM>some</EM> racism, 
but at Punahou that would be a very rare exception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972132 29198 145 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:05:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4972126&amp;n=143" target=_blank>#143</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972215 29200 22 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:23:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #13 ghostcake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen that clip too. This guy is an asshole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to have to provide a link for that. It doesn't sound like 
something he would say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972276 29200 56 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:38:42pm  
 
<P>You may disagree with Condell's satements about Jerusalem (and I do), but 
he's making a reasoned argument based on his aversion to religion.</P> 
<P>And I see no evidence to back up Debbie Schlussel's claim that he "hates 
Jews." In fact, I think that's a complete distortion of his points, and there's 
plenty of evidence in his other videos that contradicts that over-the-top 
accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972289 29200 66 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:42:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSZYN8UV6yg&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>What have I got against religion?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972344 29200 97 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't say that in either video. Where did he say that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did not say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972347 29200 100 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:58:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't hear him say that Israel should go away, but if he really believes 
that Israel giving up Jerusalem would bring peace between the Arabs and the 
Israelis, he's more deluded than the religious people he mocks.So if he's not 
deluded, why would he make that suggestion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he didn't say it would bring peace, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972352 29200 104 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 12:59:41pm  
 
<P>In fact, he explicitly says in the video above that even if Israel didn't 
exist, Muslims would still hate Jews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972356 29200 108 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:01:12pm  
 
<P>Folks, go ahead and disagree with him on his anti-religious stance, but it's 
not accurate to say he "hates Jews" or is "anti-Israel." I think Debbie 
Schlussel is way off base on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972372 29200 121 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:05:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #115 Luigi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condell seems to get his info on Muslims from real life and his info on 
Israel from the BBC. He is not anti-Israel, he just doesn't understand. He 
seriously believes there would be peace if Israel gave up Jerusalem. He 
seriously believes Israel would be "popular" in the eyes of the 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He <EM>does not say</EM> there would be peace if Israel gave up Jerusalem. He 
explicitly says that even if Israel didn't exist, the conflict would 
continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972395 29200 138 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #131 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.timeout.com/london/comedy/features/2217/1.html" 
target=_blank>www.timeout.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>He compares Jews who build houses in THEIR HOMELAND to <EM>JIHADISTS</EM>. 
Get that? How is he different than the MSM or other Dhimmies?</P> 
<P>To me - he is a bigoted Israel hater, and not an ally on our war on Islam. 
F**k him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did not compare Jewish settlers to jihadis. This is the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that fundamentalist Christians, jihadist Muslims and 
settlement-building Jews are causing more than their share of trouble in the 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972426 29200 163 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #149 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, it's a moral equivalence. The same MSM always does. It's like to say 
"The Jews and the Germans caused their share of trouble in the WWII".</P> 
<P>If there is nothing to compare, why even put them in the same sentence, 
what's the friggin' point, dude?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, if that's how you want to interpret it, go ahead. But it's not 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972435 29200 170 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:22:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4972403&amp;n=145" target=_blank>#145</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Saying that Condell is wrong in his statements, and ignorant of history, does 
not translate to him being "anti-Israel" or hating Jews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972456 29200 185 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:28:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #175 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does he hate Christians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You'll have to ask him that. I can't see into his heart. I don't see any 
evidence that he hates Christians as people, but I do see plenty of evidence 
that he's opposed to all forms of religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972514 29200 229 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:43:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #224 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hint: When you happen to agree with someone on a single issue, it doesn't 
mean you would want to rely on that person or to ally yourself with him on any 
level.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to seriously compare Pat Condell's atheism with the BNP's 
outright racism?</P> 
<P>I guess I don't "get it" either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972534 29200 244 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 Lucius Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condell is definitely not of the BNP ilk, but I can easily imagine them 
claiming his rhetoric on Islam for their own. And I'm sure he'd have some choice 
words for them.</P> 
<P>As we all know, it is their tactic to associate themselves with individuals 
and ideas that they can use to herd the unwary into their sty, whether those 
individuals or modes of thought are ultimately genial to their agenda or 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condell did a video a few months back in which he really laid into the BNP 
and other racist groups, because they were indeed trying to claim him as one of 
them.</P> 
<P>Hmm. That sounds kind of familiar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972563 29200 266 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 1:56:41pm  
 
<P>.<EM>re: #238 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice one, under the belt though.</P> 
<P>But i'll have to take it you at least grasped why moral equivalence is wrong. 
May it be my reward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, thanks. I never grasped how wrong moral equivalence is until you 
showed up to enlighten me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972592 29200 290 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:05:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #280 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Rage-boy hates <EM>him</EM> too, but <EM>he</EM> compares <EM>me</EM> to 
the Rage boy. It's not a wrong opinion, it's an opinion that - at least in my 
book - renders him and all of his opinions irrelevant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insisting that Condell compared settlers to jihadists over and over won't 
make it true. He didn't.</P> 
<P>He said they are all "causing problems." He did not say, or even hint, that 
they're all the same.</P> 



<P>I disagree with his statements on Jerusalem, by the way, as I've said several 
times now. But it serves no one to distort Condell's opinions.</P> 
<P>And if you want a textbook case of moral equivalence, look no further 
than:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condell is just as bad as BNP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972617 29200 310 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #306 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would <STRONG>genuinely</STRONG> want an explanation why saying both 
Jihadists and Settlements caused trouble is not moral equivalence. So far, you 
haven't offered one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the comparison? If I say that herpes causes problems, and so do 
tsunamis, am I comparing herpes with tsunamis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972680 29200 360 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:35:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #353 Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because according to your and Charles' logic - it's totally 
fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're misrepresenting what I said, as well. Please point out where I 
said it was "totally fine?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972724 29200 389 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4972702&amp;n=378" target=_blank>#378</A> 
Jfundie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You say there is no problem stating a big problem and a small one in the same 
context. Thus, the example sentence i made is fine by you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I did not say that. I said he was not comparing those three groups, and 
he wasn't. In fact, if you've watched any of his videos, it's very clear that he 
does NOT equate all three groups.</P> 
<P>His point is obvious--he's opposed to religious fundamentalism, of any sort. 
He is not saying that all forms of religious fundamentalism are equally 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972749 29200 402 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:56:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #400 spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>but he does <A 
href="http://www.timeout.com/london/comedy/features/2217/1.html" 
target=_blank>here</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that fundamentalist Christians, jihadist Muslims and 
settlement-building Jews are causing more than their share of trouble in the 
world. World events are being driven by people with apocalyptic delusions, while 
here in Britain a paralysing liberal guilt allows religious bigots to use 



intimidation and violence to stamp out free speech. If you can’t get laughs out 
of all that, you can’t get them out of anything</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must be reading something different than I am, because that quote does 
not say that they are equally bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972768 29200 416 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 3:03:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #413 spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so if I were to say africa effed up because of malaria, marxism, and black 
people...I could say well I didn't mean black people contributed significantly 
to any problem? you're hearing me wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to get a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972878 29200 441 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 3:24:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #431 spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's the mental gymnastics you are using to justify his 
words</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not justified a single word Pat Condell said. The headache is from 
trying to argue with people who insist on twisting and distorting Condell's 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973582 29200 480 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 6:52:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #477 Peter Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like Pat Condell have the best chance to mobilize Europeans to stand 
up to islam. Theo van Gogh was similarly anti-religion/nihilistic. They are 
radical liberals in the European sense. You'd be wasting your time looking for 
American-style Christian conservative allies in Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent point. Two thumbs up for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04972739 29201 12 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 2:53:08pm  
 
<P>Bernard Lewis was thrown in jail? Who knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973090 29201 107 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 4:23:15pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=2466_plans_of_the_islamists&
amp;only" target=_blank>Osama drank camel urine.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25701_Weird_Meta-
Fatwa_of_the_Day&amp;only" target=_blank>Drinking Mohammed's urine is a blessed 
act.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973435 29203 14 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 6:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Lucius Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What a God-awful site.</P> 
<P>His former nic wouldn't happen to be a date, would it? Though that wouldn't 
make sense in this context ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it wasn't the Serbian nutjob. The nics it registered were "Atmosphere" 
(posted 8 whole comments under that name) and "megaman99".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973448 29203 18 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 6:10:03pm  
 
<P>Don't bother searching for comments by 'Atmosphere' -- they were all 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973456 29203 23 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 6:12:30pm  
 
<P>But I happen to have some copies of what the creep posted here.</P> 
<P>Please note: THIS WAS A MOBY, posting extreme comments to discredit LGF.</P> 
<P>Its last comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you put your life on the line to protect worthless scum like terrorist 
scum like all Palestinians are, you get what you deserve. I don't want to hear 
any of the PC police come here and say that not all Palestinians are terrorists, 
yes they are ! Those people are the absolute scum of the earth. It's like they 
have some genetic mutation in all of them. We need a final solution to the 
"Palestinian question ", if you know what I mean.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is confirmation that at least some of the most over the top comments at 
LGF are being <EM>planted</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973694 29203 220 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 7:31:05pm  
 
<P>Some people (I'm looking at you, Cognito) were offended by my description of 
Huffington Post as a "hate site."</P> 
<P>So get a load of this post at the "anti-neocon" site, praising HuffPo for 
being a center of Jew-hatred:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>anyways M.Ali, Huffington Piss had this as their main story this morning. The 
number of anti-Zionists on their with common sense combating those fuckers is 
incredible, i wouldn't waste my time on boards with uneducated morans that only 
spew what theyve been brainwashed with.</P> 
<P>check up on it here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/03/01/israeli-strikes-kill-54-
i_n_89327.html" target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The antisemites know where they're welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04973969 29203 349 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 8:52:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4973900&amp;n=329" target=_blank>#329</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heck, Charles, you didn't offend me. Just don't use that language to describe 
the Cognito Post and we'll be fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to continue to use that language to describe the Huffington Post, 
because it is very well deserved.</P> 
<P>And if that means we're not "fine," well, I'll just have to live with that. 
Somehow I'll manage to carry on.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04974029 29203 362 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 9:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #352 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, Charles. The "Cognito Post" thing was a joke. Obviously there's no such 
thing.</P> 
<P>And so we <EM>are</EM> fine. On my end, anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's not clear, I was extremely unamused by your attempt to equate LGF 
with the Huffington Post yesterday. You really ought to know better than that, 
and I suspect you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04974189 29205 34 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 10:41:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It comes down to one cardinal rule: a single directory tree, no drive letters 
required. The conventional locations each have their places, like /tmp for 
temporary, single-task files, or /var for ephemeral data that has to survive a 
reboot (like a mail spool or a print queue), or /home for user directories. You 
can keep these on different volumes (partitions), and then <EM>mount</EM> them 
onto directory locations to make their contents available.</P> 
<P>Linux follows this convention pretty strongly (the FHS, Filesystem Hierarchy 
Standard lays it out well). I'm not sure how closely the Mac follows any 
standard but Mac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mac OS X is basically a GUI for BSD Unix, and all of those directory 
conventions are followed. Your user directory is ~/, and the /tmp, /var, and 
/etc directories all serve the same purposes they do in Unix/Linux. If you know 
how to work with Linux you'll have no trouble with Mac OS X's directory 
structure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04975940 29205 106 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 10:40:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #104 sloggin420</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, Vista still can crash, especially if you've got the wrong driver in place 
or a poorly written one. You were spot on about the hardware. If MS could 
control/limit the usable hardware the way Apple does they would have little if 
any issues. You're also spot on about the security issues. Why waste time 
writing viruses for the Mac or hacking it when your time is better spent hacking 
the PC with the greatest market penetration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's just not true. In all the time Mac OS X has been in release, 
there has not been a single virus or malware app for it. This isn't simply 
because of a smaller market share, it's because the underlying OS is Unix--and 
Unix is vastly more secure than Windows. Just a fact. Not perfectly secure, of 
course (nothing is), but so much more secure than Windows, it's in a completely 
different class.</P> 
<P>Personally, I couldn't care less about OS wars. Whatever gets the job done is 
what you should use. But it's not true that there's no difference in the 
security of OS X and Windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04975944 29205 107 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 10:41:32am  
 



<P>And the fact that Microsoft executives were so harsh in their criticism of 
Vista is news. It's not "bashing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04977614 29205 110 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 2:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 Uncle Joe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I've got a question for you. I have some financial programs that 
only run on Windows. Is there a way to run these programs within Apple's Unix 
system so they'd be (relatively) secure? I know you can run Windows on an Apple 
machine but does that negate Apples security? I'd be willing to go the Apple 
route but not everything I need runs on an Apple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can run Windows on a Mac by using a program like VMWare Fusion (my 
preference) or Parallels. But when you're running Windows -- it's Windows, and 
it's susceptible to the same insecurities as Windows on a dedicated PC.</P> 
<P>The advantage with running it in a "virtual machine," though, is that you can 
"sandbox" Windows. Even if you do catch something, the damage is limited and 
easily reversible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04974162 29206 19 Charles Sun, Mar 9, 2008 10:26:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the question is why does Israel or any person have to even argue that the al 
dura shooting was a load of crap it's so obvious.</P> 
<P>after France2 destroyed much of the raw footage, why did they not immediately 
lose the case?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't ask me. I'm still trying to figure out this "moral equivalence" 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04975628 29209 14 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 8:52:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4975619&amp;n=13" target=_blank>#13</A> 
lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, you're right. It's corrected now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976379 29215 98 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 11:41:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 maddalo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you mention that it was The New York Times that brought him down? You 
didn't? Gosh, I can see why -- it might add unnecessary and probably 
inassimilable depth to your world-view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break. The New York Times didn't bring anybody down. They reported 
a news story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976419 29215 133 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 11:44:39am  
 
<P>These are very high-class hookers he was involved with -- $5500 an 
hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04976463 29215 173 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 11:50:07am  
 
<P>Fox News now feeling sorry for Spitzer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976521 29215 228 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 11:56:18am  
 
<P>Spitzer's probably about to resign. Presser starts any minute, and the Lt. 
Governor has canceled all appointments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976775 29215 468 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:15:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #399 sbvft contributor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - how about posting that <EM>(with a little shout out to me ma 
brutha)</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't see your comment, sorry -- I went and searched Kos diaries for Spitzer 
to see what they were saying, and bam, there he was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976859 29215 551 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:24:02pm  
 
<P>The indictment happened on February 8th?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976876 29215 567 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:25:21pm  
 
<P>He's been under indictment for more than a month, carrying on as if nothing 
were happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976893 29215 584 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:27:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #575 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And nobody knew? It doesn't pass the stink test.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His name was apparently not on the indictment... still 
unclear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04976978 29215 664 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:34:28pm  
 
<P>Man, this thread is moving fast. Maybe time for another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04977186 29216 131 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 12:59:22pm  
 
<P>Have I mentioned lately that Shepard Smith is an orange-faced 
bozo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04977423 29216 356 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 1:27:23pm  
 
<P>According to the affidavit, he paid $4300.</P> 
<P>He must have gotten the Democratic New York Governor 
discount.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
04978485 29218 192 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 4:22:14pm  
 
<P>Just a little test of something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04979281 29220 9 Charles Mon, Mar 10, 2008 7:31:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Wonkette:</P> 
<P>A little wee tinge of the <EM>judenhass</EM> here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wonkette stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981008 29224 48 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 9:29:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Terp Mole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Bush's envoy has the Stephen Schwatz's endorsement at the Weekly 
Standard;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that alone makes me very suspicious of him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981034 29224 55 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 9:32:57am  
 
<P>Schwartz, to explain further, has sent me several obscenity-laced emails -- 
I'm talking really over the top stuff. You may have noticed I don't link to his 
articles. He's got some kind of very weird agenda going on, and I don't trust 
him at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981130 29226 8 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 9:44:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4981107&amp;n=2" target=_blank>#2</A> 
RaiderDan</EM></P> 
<P>Didn't know that email was from you - you didn't sign it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981239 29226 50 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 10:03:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 maddogg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Johnson, or anyone who knows. What was the result, if any. of CAIR trying 
to sic the FBI on you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing. The FBI did not contact me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981247 29226 55 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 10:04:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A bit but not really OT: I wanted to include a link to Nekema's Troll Hammer 
in an email message to a friend, but it's disappeared from the LGF sidebar, and 
a search (Nekema's Troll Hammer; Nekema; Troll Hammer; etc.) does not result in 
locating the file in the LGF archives.</P> 



<P>Does anyone have an idea of how to access this excellent text?</P> 
<P>Thanks for your suggestions...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the 'Resources' pop-out menu in the left sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981268 29226 67 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 10:08:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing that this is being spun into an anti-Reuters rant.</P> 
<P>Reuters screws up a lot of things, and they deserve heaps of blame. But in 
this case the information came from the Italian police, specifically from the 
mouth of one "Raffaele Veri."</P> 
<P>Of course, it's not nearly as fun to bash the Italian police, I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this again.</P> 
<P>The time to give Reuters the benefit of the doubt on issues like this is so 
far in the past, it's prehistoric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981320 29226 97 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 10:16:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not asking you to give Reuters anything. Just lay the blame where it 
belongs: In this narrow instance, with the Italian police spokesman. Assuming 
the Reuters reporters weren't given access to the cargo hold itself, if the 
spokesman tells Reuters it was "Long Live Palestine," then that's what they've 
got to go with.</P> 
<P>To be honest, I'm sort of surprised Reuters broke the news of shady "Pro-
Palestinian" dealings at an airport. And glad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea what was said by the policeman, and I'm not willing to 
assume that Reuters reported it accurately or completely--or that they didn't 
know there was more to the story. Apparently though, you are.</P> 
<P>Their anti-Israel bias is systemic. Trying to deny it is pointless and silly, 
and makes you come off like a shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981783 29228 132 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 11:25:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #112 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Free pub for hookers.</P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/story?id=4429408&amp;page=1" 
target=_blank>Escort: 'I'm Not THAT Kristen'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hilarious! The media are phoning up every hooker who calls herself 
"Kirsten."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981792 29228 139 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 11:26:31am  
 
<P>Imagine if the media spent half that much energy investigating Saudi-funded 
mosques and Islamic front groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981838 29228 178 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 11:35:19am  
 



<P><EM>re: #156 Colonel Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I'm still seeing misbehavior on IE 6...normally I post from my Mac 
w/Safari but I am on an XP machine right now with IE 6 and quotes within quotes 
will not work (had to manually paste) was going to give a + to your post 139 and 
the little indicator thingie is just stuck spinning, spinning, 
spinning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quotes within quotes are now eliminated by the 'quote' feature, to prevent 
those annoying long strings of nested quotes. Manually pasting is the only way 
to get them -- you have to want it. Heh.</P> 
<P>As for the endless spinner - I just tested with IE6 and it worked OK here. 
Try clearing the cache - you may have an outdated version of the Javascript in 
your cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981951 29229 28 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 11:52:55am  
 
<P>Maybe he's a furry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04981975 29229 48 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 11:55:28am  
 
<P>Picture Spitzer dressed as a French poodle...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04982143 29229 187 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 12:13:40pm  
 
<P>One thing you can be sure of -- the media <EM>will</EM> find out exactly 
which type(s) of bizarre sexual behavior Spitzer was addicted to. There are 
probably hundreds of reporters burning up the phone lines right now to dig this 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04982299 29230 14 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 12:35:54pm  
 
<P>It's astounding to me that a military commander would explicitly take the 
military option off the table, and countervene his Commander in 
Chief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983147 29233 49 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 3:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Any reason why some links wind up in the 10 Most Recent Links list after 
posting and some don't?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That happens if the link has already been posted as a spinoff for another 
thread; but I just changed the code so that the most recent links will now show 
all the recent links whether they're duplicates or not. Your link shows up 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987839 29233 287 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:58:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #285 Forever</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>However, Safari has security gaps. So I prefer using Firefox on my 
mac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari has "security gaps?" That's news to me. Where are you getting that 
from?</P> 
<P>The beta of version 3 did have some problems, but they were fixed long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983454 29234 32 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 4:46:57pm  
 
<P>They've shut comments for that post. Probably after seeing the overwhelming 
disgust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983567 29235 22 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 5:12:57pm  
 
<P>"Mommy, when I grow up I want to be a governor so I can spend $80,000 on 
illicit sex. Can I, Mommy, huh, can I?"</P> 
<P>"Go ask the nanny."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983739 29237 37 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 5:40:51pm  
 
<P>Those links are generated by programs, folks. If it's showing up there, it 
means Google's web crawlers found something at the NYS site that listed Paterson 
as governor.</P> 
<P>Imagine the screaming fights going on in Spitzer's inner circle right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983846 29237 98 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 6:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4983810&amp;n=72" target=_blank>#72</A> 
lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I think something was posted briefly that said Paterson was governor, and 
then pulled down -- probably the governor's page. Those links are "weighted" as 
the most important links the crawler found at the site, and the link titles 
almost certainly come from either the page title or some other important content 
on the page.</P> 
<P>We'll probably never know, but I assure you that it's extremely unlikely this 
happened by accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04983873 29237 118 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 6:07:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Merav</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I google NYS pretty often, for teaching and civil service notifications. I've 
never seen Google list Paterson as Governor before. Maybe it was a fluke, but 
it's a new fluke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely not a fluke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04984338 29238 136 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 7:24:12pm  
 
<P>54 noob lizards so far...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04984373 29238 167 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 7:27:58pm  
 
<P>The door is slowly closing...</P> 
<P>Creeeaaakkk...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04984672 29240 6 Charles Tue, Mar 11, 2008 8:23:41pm  
 
<P>If you thought Google was biased, wait until we have EUgle to kick 
around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987119 29243 184 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:14:46am  
 
<P>He wasn't just endangering himself and his family, he was putting the entire 
state of New York at risk by exposing himself to possible blackmail.</P> 
<P>And for at least SIX years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987282 29243 332 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:39:29am  
 
<P>Does anyone have a link for the claim that his wife urged him not to 
resign?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987687 29246 38 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:38:19am  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987700 29246 41 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:39:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I figured out what it must be:</P> 
<P>There are two version of each "plus" and "minus" gif: the full-color version, 
which appears next to everyone else's comment; and the dimmed-out version that 
appears next to one's own comments. (Am I remembering this correctly?) It seems 
the dimmed-out gifs are missing, or are not being referenced 
properly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're running into a bug in Safari -- it loses images in the cache 
sometimes. Try clearing the cache and refreshing the page. I'm seeing the 
grayed-out icons on my comment just fine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989051 29246 67 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 3:54:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hurray for censorship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are such an incredible moron. How can you stand living inside your own 
brain?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04988109 29247 222 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 11:43:43am  
 



<P>Get a load of the update above. ABC News was even more misleading than I 
thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04987961 29248 24 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 11:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean <SUB>Barack</SUB> <STRONG>HUSSEIN</STRONG> <SUB>Obama</SUB> ?</P> 
<P>That guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04988633 29248 196 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 1:53:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #182 Daryl Herbert</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, Charles, you're off base on this one.</P> 
<P>You're setting up a false choice: that Obama has to choose between being 
ashamed of his middle name <I>or</I> that anyone can use his middle name for any 
reason.</P> 
<P>If people want to use his middle name in order to imply that he's really a 
Muslim, or that he has Muslim sympathies, or that he's somehow unamerican, 
that's not right. People shouldn't do that. It's wrong.</P> 
<P>And it's wrong regardless of whether Obama wants to be proud of his name.</P> 
<P>If Obama can say he's proud of his name, why can't we say he should be 
ashamed? That might sound good at first, but it's not so different from "if 
Obama can say he's proud of his skin color, why can't we say he should be 
ashamed?"</P> 
<P>If this makes some kind of double standard--that Obama can use his middle 
name for his benefit when it suits him, but people can't attack him for it--
that's the same double standard we have with regard to race. And sometimes, a 
double standard is a good thing. I don't want to debate the merits of having a 
president with "Hussein" as a middle name. I want a debate on the 
issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're reading all kinds of stuff into my post that simply isn't there. I 
didn't write any of that.</P> 
<P>The point of the post is simple -- the same guy who is now pitching a fit 
when people use his middle name started out by trumpeting it as a benefit.</P> 
<P>What I <EM>have</EM> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=29078_Obama_Contradicts_Hims
elf_From_One_Day_to_the_Next&amp;only" target=_blank>written</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forget about Barack Obama’s middle name; what matters are his views on 
foreign policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04988147 29249 8 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 11:48:55am  
 
<P>Don't miss the update to the burqa fashion show post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04988909 29253 151 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 3:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, they're serious. Uh-huh. Like the "Pants for Animals" campaign a few 
years back.</P> 
<P>Charles, how hard do they have to pull your leg?</P> 
<P>; - )))</P> 
<P>Next is the see-through burka by Victoria's Secret.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, I thought of that possibility -- but they really are serious. Here's 
another post on them at Islam In Europe:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://islamineurope.blogspot.com/2008/03/norway-norwegian-
burka.html" target=_blank>islamineurope.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04988974 29253 201 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 3:29:19pm  
 
<P>They are not intentionally mocking burqas. I've received several emails from 
Norwegians telling me this is definitely not a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989056 29253 267 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 3:56:19pm  
 
<P>Never overestimate the intelligence of a left-wing Norwegian fashion 
designer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993848 29253 398 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:40:32pm  
 
<P>I have a complete translation now of the Aftenposten interview, and the 
Marked Moskva group is so twisted and odd I don't think they even know 
themselves whether they're serious. They <EM>are</EM> apparently serious about 
trying to market these things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989237 29254 36 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:09:56pm  
 
<P>That sick freak "JewKiller007" is emailing me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989258 29254 56 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:12:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sort of stuff should be reported to an online authority if he keeps 
sending you that stuff. Where's he logging in from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am reporting it to his ISP, but I've learned that they don't respond to 
those reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989260 29254 58 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:13:31pm  
 
<P>Here's the latest:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles;</P> 
<P>Ive been reading your posts about the (former) New York Governor, 
andinterestingly you seen to have left out the fact that he is a Jew.</P> 
<P>Is your blackout of the "J" word a coincidence, or a coverup?</P> 
<P>Please tell.</P> 
<P>Your pal J.K.007</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
04989265 29254 63 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah well, there are other authorities, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless there are explicit threats, the police don't want to hear about it 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989302 29254 99 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:22:18pm  
 
<P>This is what the rotten bastard emailed after the Jerusalem attack:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hell-o again Charles;</P> 
<P>Isint it amazing that despite praying to their pagan god "Yuckweh"those 
Jewish seminary kids still got killed today.</P> 
<P>I guess that is expected when you believe in a phony god, andmade-up/false 
religion.</P> 
<P>Just my two cents.</P> 
<P>Take it easy C.J.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989304 29254 101 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:22:57pm  
 
<P>If I thought the creep's email was genuine, I would post it. But it's almost 
certainly phony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989349 29254 142 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:32:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I bet on Nazi, i.e. Stormfront type. A Muslim wouldn't say that because 
we only have one God and Mohammed is a prophet, not a God. It would make no 
sense coming from a Muslim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right. It smells like a Nazi to me, possibly that creep 
'Sodra' who continues to be welcomed at Gates of Vienna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989381 29254 173 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #162 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly, but the communiques Charles has shared, and the clown's nic, 
suggest someone in the thrall of some abomination like the "Christian Identity 
Movement."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, there's almost no difference between the Christian Identity freaks 
and the Stormfront freaks. Lots of crossover, with a fragrant aroma of 
Nazism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989420 29254 208 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 5:55:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #192 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wasn't there an e-jihadi in England who used a variation of something 
007?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes - 'Irhabi007' and he's currently in jail. This one is apparently in LA. 
The last IP traces to Beverly Hills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989508 29255 45 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 6:09:31pm  
 
<P>This is a deeply racist document. And they're not even trying to hide 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989865 29257 8 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 7:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4989859&amp;n=4" target=_blank>#4</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, shut up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989872 29257 14 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 7:32:55pm  
 
<P>I'm really on the brink of being completely fed up with you, 
Cognito.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989900 29257 30 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 7:38:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry to hear that. But I think I made a legitimate point, there: If the 
New York Times -- who broke this story -- <EM>weren't</EM> dogging it, I suspect 
folks would say they were ignoring it in the midst of, say, Obama's rise to the 
throne.</P> 
<P>If that means I need really do need to "shut up," then say so. I'll head out 
with kind regards. But I do think it's not a frivolous point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your shilling is so obvious, it makes me sick. You're hanging on by a thread 
here, and if you want to take yourself elsewhere I won't stop 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04989939 29257 59 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 7:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to take myself elsewhere. I enjoy your blog; otherwise I 
wouldn't come around.</P> 
<P>I'm not shilling, though. I think -- again -- that I've made a legitimate 
point here. If the NY Times didn't follow through with this story -- or, for 
heaven's sake, break this story -- and a blog had scooped them, for instance, 
people would hold it up as an example of the mainstream media screwing it up. 
And they'd be right.</P> 
<P>I just think it's impossible to have it both ways.</P> 
<P>Maybe that's a legitimate point. Maybe it's not. But I'm surprised it leaves 
me hanging on by any thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're hanging by a thread because you intentionally derail one topic after 
another with this willfully blind garbage. If you think I haven't noticed, 
you're wrong.</P> 



<P>But go ahead. Continue to insist that you're smarter than everyone else in 
the room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990046 29257 155 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:02:39pm  
 
<P>The ampersand problem is now history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990078 29257 185 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:10:02pm  
 
<P>The reason why some people were having the ampersand problem and others 
weren't: it had to do with loading the full page versus using the 'new comments' 
button. There was a small difference in the way those two operations were being 
processed - now they're synced up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990106 29257 210 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:14:55pm  
 
<P>Yep, that's definitely either a gang tattoo or a prison 
tattoo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990159 29257 254 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:26:56pm  
 
<P>Fox News is really going for it tonight. Just saw a montage slowly panning 
over steamy shots of hookers' thighs and breasts, with sleazy disco music for 
the soundtrack, while they talked about how awful it all was.</P> 
<P>It's not just the New York Times - they're all diving for the bottom 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990205 29257 295 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:34:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #265 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes you say that? Were you able to scrutinize the image further (with 
some techy tool that I'll never know or understand)?</P> 
<P>Looked like a marker for noting she paid a cover charge, to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've known girls with tattoos almost exactly like that. And no, they weren't 
hookers; they were musicians. In this case, she was apparently 
both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990260 29257 345 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 8:50:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #332 deanayer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A couple of thoughts:</P> 
<P>1. Saturday Night Live is going to be VERY funny this weekend thanks to this 
story.</P> 
<P>2. This girl is 22 from a broken home, actually sounds like a decent person 
but at the end of the day THIS is what the governor of NY wanted ? A hooters 
employee? I dont want to demean her beyond the fact that she is a hooker and has 
to deal with that but she isnt a "high class escort" she isnt some hot 30 
something with a degree in art history who can go to the theatre with you or 



dinner with others and then to bed without causing a stir. Shes a girl you would 
see in a hot spring break show on MTV.</P> 
<P>Im not DEAD, I get it, she's a beautiful young girl but somehow I was 
expecting something a bit more sophisticated. Weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is only one of the girls he paid for. Remember, he was doing this for at 
least six years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990408 29258 68 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:16:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Karridine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, Shug, the Mahdi teaches that all who wish to follow in 
obedience to God as adumbrated by Him in this Day, must OBEY the just government 
of every nation in which they reside...</P> 
<P>Not mindless 'lets kill a gook for God' or lockstep uniformity, but the 
recognition that without SOME FORM of government, some form of choosing to agree 
to these decisions, we can all too quickly set ourselves afire, and destroy much 
that could be good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm watching what you're doing here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990453 29258 98 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:25:43pm  
 
<P>Alas: if you want to post links to Gates of Vienna, do it somewhere else. I 
consider that to be just as bad as posting approving links to 
Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990457 29258 102 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 Karridine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Sir.</P> 
<P>/and I trust you've <A href="http://www.bahai.org/" target=_blank>checked out 
the basis</A> for my participation, too. This is YOUR meeting place, I strive to 
conform to your standards of courtesy, pertinence and clarity, while addressing 
a virulent Islamicist reality which contains, at its core, reference to al-Mahdi 
and al-Qaim, Who have NEVER taught people to murder, kill, enslave women and 
children, and Who gave their lives to bring this Message to us.</P> 
<P>I seek no converts here, but I do strive courageously and courteously to 
inform us here of a key piece of the puzzle, 
<STRONG>Charles</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've told you before that I do not want proselytizing here. Continue at your 
own risk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990472 29258 113 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:30:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 Karridine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all respect, Charles, is there a way approvable by you, that I may 
inform Commenters here of the existence of Baha'u'llah WITHOUT 
proselytizing?</P> 
<P>I do respect you and the privilege of posting here, and do not want to LOSE 
that, but I see a difference between informing and 
proselytizing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's simple. If you want to proselytize for Baha'i, start your own blog. Keep 
doing it here even when I've asked you more than once to cut it out, and you're 
going to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990539 29258 150 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:49:27pm  
 
<P>The user with the name 'Alas' is the previously banned Eurofascist supporter 
'WimbledonWomble' and it is now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990551 29258 160 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 9:53:34pm  
 
<P>Not kidding. It re-registered about 2 weeks after being banned, and even used 
the same password.</P> 
<P>These people must take me for an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990587 29258 192 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:03:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did the nitwit sneak in yesterday?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sneaked in on December 12, 2007, at 6:43:22 pm PST.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990594 29258 196 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:04:41pm  
 
<P>His previous account was blocked November 26, 2007, at 8:32:41 pm 
PST.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990602 29258 202 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4990592&amp;n=195" target=_blank>#195</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why the hell would anyone try to sneak back in to LGF once they've been 
banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you figure it out, let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990612 29258 208 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #204 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Lord! He waited this long to show his true colors? Or did the urge to 
spew finally overcome his teeny little brain? Rhetorical questions there. I have 
given up trying to figure out the minds of these mental 
midgets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No... I'm just going through the 437 comments it posted under 'Alas' and 
finding a lot of links to GoV and other fascist supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990649 29258 229 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No wonder Charles hardly rides his bike anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I do ride my bike. I just don't post about it, after receiving some very 
specific threats from another creep who was banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04990699 29258 244 Charles Wed, Mar 12, 2008 10:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #239 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well he may have been brain damaged but he made some pretty damn specific 
threats against Charles. I distinctly remember that several of us urged Charles 
to find armed bodyguards who could ride with him or at the very least report him 
to the authorities, that's how specific the threat was.And, iirc, that truly 
deranged individual didn't try to sneak back in here, either.It's one of 
Charles' more admirable qualities that he keeps on keeping on with this GREAT 
blog, even in the face of direct, personal and violent threats to 
himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that one did try to sneak back in at least twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04991953 29262 24 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 9:40:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed the Iraq Veterans Against the War website is very well put together 
and looks 'expensive' in terms how the site is put together and designed.</P> 
<P>I wonder if George Soros has contributed to it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right - I noticed that too. The site obviously cost them big 
bucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993742 29262 171 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:02:39pm  
 
<P>I see that 'justiceforall' is dropping little piles of stupid all over this 
thread too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04992160 29263 69 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 10:33:34am  
 
<P>Video now added above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04992485 29263 351 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 11:29:16am  
 
<P>Hagee is a friend of Israel, sure -- because he believes the existence of 
Israel is going to bring on the end times and the return of Jesus. I guess you 
could call that being a friend of Israel.</P> 
<P>But he's also said that the Catholic Church conspired with Adolf Hitler to 
wipe out the Jews. And he's called the Catholic Church "the great whore." He's 
also indulged in some really hateful gay bashing, and said that Hurricane 
Katrina was God's vengeance on New Orleans for being such a den of sin.</P> 
<P>That's why John McCain did the right thing by distancing himself from 
Hagee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993923 29263 1033 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:56:29pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #609 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sorry Charles but this comparison between Wright and Hagee is entirely 
untenable on every level.</P> 
<P>Hagee loves America, he loves Israel, and he loves GODDisagree with him all 
you want but there is zero comparison between that man and 
WRIGHT</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I did not compare him with Wright. In fact, it's pretty clear that I 
think Wright is much worse than Hagee.</P> 
<P>But it's a fact that Hagee has made some over the top statements, the same 
kind of over the top statements Pat Robertson is infamous for. If that weren't 
true, it's unlikely McCain would have stepped away--but some of that stuff is 
indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993929 29263 1034 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:58:30pm  
 
<P>And it should also be clear that I'm not the world's biggest McCain fan. But 
if it comes down to him, Obama, or Hillary, the choice is frustratingly 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994295 29263 1057 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:33:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4994021&amp;n=1045" target=_blank>#1045</A> 
BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I haven't exchanged emails with him -- all I'm going on are his public 
statements on the record, and some of them are pretty darned 
offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994954 29263 1072 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 7:39:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1059 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#1057 Charles</P> 
<P>I understand why you and many people would be offended by some of his 
statements. What he is preaching however, is not at odds with the Bible. It is 
at odds with secular humanism, and since he is a preacher of biblical 
principals, not humanist ones, naturally he is going to say things that will 
eventually offend or shock the majority of secular people. Anyone honestly 
preaching out of a bible is running the risk of doing that!</P> 
<P>When I weigh the <STRONG>whole</STRONG> of him in my balance, he ultimately 
comes up more on my side than not. He has not done or said anything that in my 
view, regardless of my personal disagreement with some of it, is so unforgivable 
or egregious it cancels out the rest of his efforts. Sort of similar to how I 
feel about Oyvind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wasn't honestly preaching out of the Bible when he said New Orleans 
deserved Hurricane Katrina. That's mean-spirited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993539 29265 172 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:21:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #169 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, why doesn't someone do a little research. Does AFP use "R" and "L" 
regularly to denote "right" and "left" in photo captions? Or does it use "Dem" 
and "Rep" like other wires/papers to denote political party?</P> 
<P>Research before posting? I know, I'm old fashioned like 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If "old-fashioned" is a synonym for "dumb as a post," I'd have to 
agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993557 29265 177 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:25:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #174 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that is the answer to the questions "Does AFP use "R" and "L" regularly to 
denote "right" and "left" in photo captions? Or does it use "Dem" and "Rep" like 
other wires/papers to denote political party?" I'll take that as an "I don't 
know" until further notice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it means that I have no respect for your opinions, because you're 
an idiot.</P> 
<P>Clear enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993569 29265 181 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:28:34pm  
 
<P>And "idiot," in this case, is a synonym for "mindless propaganda-spewing 
moron."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993623 29265 197 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4993609&amp;n=190" target=_blank>#190</A> 
Lumyrra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How stupid does the AFP think its readers are, exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As stupid as "justiceforall."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993733 29265 225 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:59:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4993712&amp;n=221" target=_blank>#221</A> 
justiceforall</EM></P> 
<P>So you'd only be convinced if they came right out and admitted that they were 
biased?</P> 
<P>Somehow, I doubt even that would do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993787 29265 242 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:16:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #238 Shiplord Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, I don't think you're an idiot or dumb as a 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you decide on that, maybe you should go look at what 'justiceforall' 
posted in the IVAW thread. Or the Al Jazeera thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993808 29265 246 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:26:49pm  



 
<P>Nah, I'm not going to ban this knucklehead right now. Having a pet troll 
around keeps the lizards from cannibalizing each other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993867 29265 261 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 3:46:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4993831&amp;n=252" target=_blank>#252</A> 
BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMO we should be careful of jumping ugly on sloppy nomenclature as evidence 
of bias if it is potentially not happening in this case ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed! And if you read the way I phrased my post, I'm deliberately not 
saying this is a definite case of bias. It's more like raising an eyebrow.</P> 
<P>I think it's possible it was done on purpose, in a way that lets AFP easily 
deny it, but there's no way to prove that, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993956 29265 277 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 4:02:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #263 rightymouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Justic</P> 
<P>Believe it or not, justiceforall, has a point. And so I'm going off to eat 
just a bit of crow. <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/slideshow/photo//080313/photos_ts_afp/dcc8d8
381236a48323f5d0ef12445469/#photoViewer=/080313/photos_ts_afp/5e1194601f08a95413
bb5d8db1f195e8" target=_blank>But here's an AFP pic</A> using (R) and 
(L).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the thread, 'justiceforall' was far from the first person to make 
this point -- and in fact, I was quite aware of it when I posted the entry. I 
never stated that the (R) stood for Republican. Just pointed out a curious 
'accident.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994238 29265 289 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:22:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #285 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the clear implication of the post is that AFP had given Spitzer the wrong 
party label--and not so accidentally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, that's the clear implication, and I still think it's a 
possibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994313 29265 296 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:37:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4994275&amp;n=293" target=_blank>#293</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<P>I couldn't be less paranoid. The simple fact is that Agence France Presse 
have proven themselves over and over to be THE most biased, mendacious wire 
service by far.</P> 
<P>Sure, it could be an accident, just following their usual policy. And it also 
might be deliberate, because they knew it could be easily denied. You're willing 
to give them the benefit of the doubt -- I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



04994365 29265 299 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:49:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4994345&amp;n=297" target=_blank>#297</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are undermining the credibility of your more plausible 
claims...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I'll try to carry on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994463 29265 306 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 6:10:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #301 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But why not post a correction? It seems to me the existence of the other 
photos makes it clear that your initial inference was incorrect. Admitting 
mistakes is good for the soul and, in the long run enhances one's 
credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you haven't really grasped yet that I don't agree with you. I didn't 
make a "mistake." I posted exactly what I meant to post.</P> 
<P>If that means my credibility suffers in your eyes, I'll have to live with 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994491 29265 312 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 6:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4994472&amp;n=308" target=_blank>#308</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So yes, your credibility has suffered in my eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And believe me, that will weigh heavily on my soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994516 29265 315 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 6:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought as much. Sarcasm is a great way to dismiss people, but it's not a 
particularly compelling way to win an argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no argument to win. I don't agree with you and I still believe it's 
possible this was deliberate.</P> 
<P>I know it's hard for you to understand that other people might have different 
opinions, but there you have it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994533 29265 317 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 6:28:38pm  
 
<P>One last comment before I leave you to your disappointment in me -- if I had 
posted, "Look, they're calling Spitzer a Republican!" then yes, I would agree 
that a correction was called for. But raising a question is something I won't 
apologize for.</P> 
<P>Even if it would unburden my troubled soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04997942 29265 334 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 11:57:58am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=4997903&amp;n=333" target=_blank>#333</A> 
justiceforall</EM></P> 
<P>Clearly, reading comprehension isn't your strong suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04993561 29266 69 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 2:26:54pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">69</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Mar 13, 
2008 2:26:54pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
04994231 29268 165 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:20:25pm  
 
<P>The news article linked above was in error - the songs weren't on MySpace, 
they're on <A href="http://amiestreet.com/artist/13321" target=_blank>Amie 
Street</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994246 29268 176 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 5:24:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments: 4,991,025 as of right now.At the rate we are going today 5M will 
hit in late July. But at least I'll have a 6 to 1 shot at it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late July? No way -- we'll probably hit 5M this weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04994668 29270 51 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 6:56:36pm  
 
<P>Almost 75 hatchlings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04995209 29271 45 Charles Thu, Mar 13, 2008 8:30:27pm  
 
<P>vxbush: very sorry to hear that. My condolences to you and your 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04998529 29280 17 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 2:00:03pm  
 
<P>The greased inverse blumpkin.</P> 
<P>Bwa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04998860 29280 254 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 3:42:23pm  
 



<P>zombie: one big problem with that page is that it's freakin' huge. Looks like 
all the images add up to more than 2M. With a page that size it doesn't take 
very many people online to have a serious impact on server performance.</P> 
<P>In a way, you're launching a Denial of Service attack on yourself. You'd have 
many fewer problems if you broke that up into several pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999160 29281 123 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 5:39:23pm  
 
<P>We had some kind of router issue on the network, but it looks like it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999204 29281 163 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 5:50:53pm  
 
<P>I kind of wish this hadn't come out now, instead of closer to the election. 
In a sane world, this would end his candidacy, but the moonbat mentality is so 
widespread now I'm not at all sure this will do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999355 29284 46 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:18:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Luigi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nuts. Impossibly nuts. Just impossible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel your pain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999379 29284 67 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:21:38pm  
 
<P>This may be Sean Hannity's most important opportunity to make a real 
difference.</P> 
<P>I hope he's prepared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999399 29284 84 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:24:21pm  
 
<P>The spinners are hella desperate tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999414 29284 99 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:26:46pm  
 
<P>Oh ... and hi, Fox News interns! I hope you're taking notes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999444 29284 127 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:31:40pm  
 
<P>Obama is NOT LIVE on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999458 29284 141 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:32:42pm  
 
<P>He's stammering.</P> 
<P>This is very weak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999470 29284 153 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:34:01pm  



 
<P>He claims he wasn't following the story!</P> 
<P>Go ahead. Pull my other leg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999484 29284 167 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:34:40pm  
 
<P>He's got a serious head tilt going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999493 29284 176 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:35:52pm  
 
<P>That head tilt is relentless. Non-stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999512 29284 195 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:36:41pm  
 
<P>The 'Crazy Uncle' excuse!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999545 29284 227 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:38:55pm  
 
<P>I am now utterly convinced that he knew exactly what Wright was saying, and 
was hoping with all his heart it wouldn't surface.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
04999634 29284 314 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 6:48:09pm  
 
<P>I'm recording it now and will post the video. There's so much wrong with what 
he said, I think he may indeed be toast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000237 29285 84 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 8:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How 'bout we peel back some of the layers of this onion?</P> 
<P>I don't like what Wright had to say, and that's an understatement. But I'm 
not sure he's an America <STRONG>hater</STRONG>. I think he's angry, has been 
angry for a long time, and has found a venue to direct that anger in his church. 
Instead of doing something constructive to (God help me) change what's got him 
so riled up, he chooses to spread his anger. I think it's horribly wrong, but I 
don't think it's hatred of the country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but when someone says "GOD DAMN AMERICA" several times, shrieking at 
the top of his lungs, it's not even debatable whether he hates 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000271 29285 113 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 8:21:43pm  
 
<P>Obama's inner circle is pulling an all-nighter as we speak. They can't be 
happy about that ridiculous appearance on Fox News. And they're probably 
screaming and yelling at each other right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000524 29286 14 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 8:51:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #10 Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To give AFP the benefit of the doubt [which I'm loathe to do], it could've 
meant (R) as in he's the one standing to the right in the picture shown.</P> 
<P>But then again, they're a buch of dupicitous, useless tools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it <EM>could have</EM> meant that, but they've now admitted that it 
<EM>did not</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000593 29286 49 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 guitardalek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Well, AFP corrected that caption today, and admitted it was a 
“mistake.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Booyah!</P> 
<P>It must be hard for Charles, to not get a big head over being right all the 
time...;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is quite a burden, I have to admit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000631 29286 75 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:10:23pm  
 
<P>Wait til you see the PDF document I'm now downloading from Rev. Wright's 
church site.</P> 
<P>Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000644 29286 86 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:12:10pm  
 
<P>Apparently I'm not the only one who found it, because the download is going 
VERY slow. May have to wait until tom'w.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000674 29286 110 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:16:10pm  
 
<P>A reader sent an excerpt with a really virulent antisemitic rant.</P> 
<P>I think they may have realized it was still there, because the download seems 
to have stalled at 7.8K.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000690 29286 124 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:18:45pm  
 
<P>They seem to have pulled the whole Trinity web site off line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000723 29286 150 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:24:23pm  
 
<P>Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000738 29286 163 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:26:47pm  
 
<P>What About Israel?</P> 
<P>For 35 years now, members of our congregation have asked me (over and over 
agin) to explain the modern state of Israel to them as compared to what they 
hear right-wing Christians saying the Bible says about Israel. I have been 



trying to clarify for them the difference between Biblical Israel and Zionism 
since 1948. It has been an uphill battle for me.</P> 
<P>To show how complex the subject is and how Jews themselves disgree with what 
Christians are hearing from the far-right fringes (Pat Robertson, Jerry Falwell, 
James Dobson and crew), I have printed below an important piece of information 
(with background sources) for members who are interested in sorting out fact 
from fiction concerning our faith and the foundations of our faith.</P> 
<P>(Signed: the Rev. Jeremiah Wright.)</P> 
<P>cont'd...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000749 29286 171 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:29:39pm  
 
<P><STRONG>Changes for Jews</STRONG></P> 
<P>— Martin E. Marty</P> 
<P>“Diaspora Blues” headlines a January 11 Economist editorial, and accompanies 
a news account that appears under the title “<STRONG>Second Thoughts about the 
Promised Land</STRONG>.” Both articles reflect some of the spiritual travail 
within Israel and the hearts of many Jews. “As the threat of genocide or of 
Israel’s destruction has receded, a growing number of diaspora Jews neither feel 
comfortable with always standing up for Israel, nor feel a need to invoke Israel 
in defining what makes them Jewish.” Yet, the editors argue, “the big Jewish 
diaspora institutions,” especially “the pro- Israel lobby groups in America,” 
have not caught up, as they exist mainly to support Israel in crisis and to 
defend it from critics. The British magazine also says that these groups “have 
ended up representing not Israel but its right-wing political establishment, 
with American defenders of Israel accusing critics of being ‘anti-Semitic’ for 
saying things that are commonplace in Israel’s own internal debate.”</P> 
<P>The publication, Sightings, (which your pastor reads every week) focuses 
chiefly on domestic matters, but Israel poses issues that fit Sightings’ mandate 
to observe “public religion” here. Says The Economist, the lobbies “have formed 
an unholy alliance with evangelical Christian groups who believe, like the 
religious Zionists, that the ingathering of the Jewish exiles will bring forward 
Judgment Day,” and in their fervor they are “more uncompromisingly Zionist than 
most Jews.”</P> 
<P>cont'd...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000755 29286 176 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:30:11pm  
 
<P>Here's the URL:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tucc.org/upload/tuccbulletin_feb4.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.tucc.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000763 29286 182 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:31:39pm  
 
<P>That such a Judgment Day will “entail the destruction of Israel and the 
deaths of a great many Jews does not seem to bother the Jewish lobbies.”</P> 
<P>Now to the point: Such defensiveness, it is argued, does not much help the 
Jewish diaspora, as young Jews leave the faith, finding the uncritical attitude 
toward Israel distasteful or Israel irrelevant. “Many are simply drifting away,” 
something that Christians also experience, even without the issue of Israel. 
“Israel is strong enough to cope with harsh words from its friends,” so more 
diaspora Jews should feel freer to criticize the scandal-ridden government and 
policies they find hard to defend. Religiously, Reform and Conservative Jews in 



America resent the monopoly of the Orthodox in religious affairs and ceremonies 
in Israel.</P> 
<P>Aliyah (Hebrew for “ascent”) immigration to Israel has slowed, and since 1948 
only 120,000 Americans have taken part in it. Today only 17 percent of American 
Jews call themselves Zionists. In a new survey, Steven M. Cohen at Hebrew Union 
College found that “only 57 percent of American Jews said that ‘caring about 
Israel is a very important part of my being Jewish,’ down from 73 percent in a 
similar survey in 1989.”</P> 
<P>American Judaism, says The Economist, is today too pluralistic, multi-
denominational, and influenced by intermarriage and varying degrees of 
assimilation — and, most of all when it comes to the young, it is not 
preoccupied with Israeli policies. The young are “searching for identity, 
spirituality, meaning and roots.”</P> 
<P>Cohen foresees “a polarization in American Jewry: a small group growing more 
pious and attached to Israel, while a larger one drifts away.” News accounts of 
Israel’s wars, scandals, and policies, and American lobbies’ involvement with 
each, obscure something that Jews have in common with so many other Americans 
today: a spiritual search undertaken in ways oblivious to, or in rejection of, 
many traditional institutions. Welcome to the club?</P> 
<P>References</P> 
<P>“Second Thoughts about the Promised Land” appears in the January 11, 2007, 
online edition of The Economist, and can be read at: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.economist.com/world/international/" 
target=_blank>www.economist.com...</A>] displaystory.cfm?story_id=8516489.</P> 
<P>“Diaspora Blues” appears in the January 11, 2007, online edition of The 
Economist, and can be accessed by subscribers here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.economist.com/opinion" 
target=_blank>www.economist.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Martin E. Marty’s biography, current projects, upcoming events, publications, 
and contact information can be found at [Link: <A 
href="http://www.illuminos.com." target=_blank 
?>www.illuminos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05000774 29286 193 Charles Fri, Mar 14, 2008 9:34:13pm  
 
<P>That article is the complete opposite of what Obama has been saying to Jewish 
organizations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05002339 29288 79 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 9:19:19am  
 
<P>'Sharksandwich' is yet another previously banned troll. It registered a new 
account the day after being banned. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05002388 29288 123 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 9:25:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we really only 700 comments from 5 million?</P> 
<P>This could happen in the next half hour.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometime today for sure. I won't be able to identify the comment that's 
number 5M right away, though, because the index numbers don't exactly correlate 
to the absolute number. I'll have to temporarily shut off all comments to do the 
necessary calculation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05002459 29288 190 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 9:36:40am  
 
<P>By the way, I just had a really good idea for identifying previously banned 
trolls and their stealth accounts. I won't describe what the technique is, but I 
have a feeling it's going to catch more than a few of these 
idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05002619 29289 56 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 10:08:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy cow, it's gonna happen in a couple hours at most. We're up to 
4,999,437.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, some time today. as I posted in another topic, I won't be able to 
immediately identify which comment is the actual 5M. I'll need to shut down 
comments and do some calculations. Probably won't be able to do that until later 
this evening.</P> 
<P>The prize will be the ineffable feeling of vast accomplishment that will fill 
your being.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003601 29291 86 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 12:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>5 million comments! Pretty popular for"A bloodthirsty bike gang of yes-men 
without real theoretical affiliations."</P> 
<P>(Quote saved from one of the VlaamsBelang threads)</P> 
<P>Thanks again for all you do, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As it is written, so shall it be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003758 29291 212 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:08:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another thing about this place - if you notice the ads, they are classy, high 
paying ones. If you notice the ads at DKOS, they are all political, low pay or 
gratis, and the top ad slot is empty.</P> 
<P>/just sayin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the reasons we started PJ Media was to get exactly those kinds of ads. 
I'm not with PJ any more, but it's nice to see the plan working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003804 29291 247 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:17:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5003762&amp;n=215" target=_blank>#215</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, let's have a contest:</P> 
<P>Who can find and identify the LGFer who has the MOST post-registration 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know the answer to this already, with a simple DB query; but I don't want 
to spoil the fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05003914 29291 293 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:42:05pm  
 
<P>Have I mentioned lately how much I love relational databases?</P> 
<P>I'm currently rummaging through the registered users with a very nifty little 
query that uses a temporary table joined to the registered users table in a 
certain tricky way, that is revealing quite a few trolls with stealth 
accounts.</P> 
<P>Blocked two already, and that's just from the first page of results. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003952 29291 309 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:51:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #298 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you keying on IP's?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, this is more of social engineering type of hack. I don't want to say 
exactly what it it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003987 29291 329 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:56:33pm  
 
<P>Just got another one. Eurofascist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003998 29291 334 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:59:34pm  
 
<P>Just blocked one troll with three stealth accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004002 29291 336 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:00:00pm  
 
<P>This is fun. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004014 29291 343 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:01:56pm  
 
<P>ANOTHER troll with 3 stealth accounts blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004032 29291 354 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:05:17pm  
 
<P>Some of these are trolls some of you would remember. But I don't want to post 
the names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004037 29291 357 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:07:01pm  
 
<P>Another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004043 29291 361 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:08:30pm  
 
<P>I think I'm up to nine accounts. Five individuals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05004049 29291 365 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:10:36pm  
 
<P>Two more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004058 29291 369 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:12:28pm  
 
<P>Another one. Three blocked accounts, with two stealth 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004073 29291 378 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #372 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You are certain that every one of those getting whacked are indeed trolls, 
right?</P> 
<P>I mean I'd hate to be posting along and then find I can't do so 
anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely certain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004077 29291 380 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:15:57pm  
 
<P>I am become Death, destroyer of socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004078 29291 381 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:16:16pm  
 
<P>Yes, some have posted recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004111 29291 402 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:21:35pm  
 
<P>Remember jinnderella?</P> 
<P>18 accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004157 29291 428 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:28:09pm  
 
<P>Another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004164 29291 430 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:29:03pm  
 
<P>I'm less than 1/12th of the way through the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004179 29291 440 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:31:11pm  
 
<P>And just to clarify one thing, this trick is probably not going to let me 
flush all out <EM>all</EM> the sockpuppets and trolls.</P> 
<P>But it's already a sock apocalypse.</P> 
<P>There will be no joy in Sockville tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05004241 29291 471 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:46:39pm  
 
<P>If there's any question whether one of these suspect accounts is a sock, by 
the way, I'm leaving it alone. I'm only blocking the ones I'm certain about, 
either because it's obvious from the usernames, etc., or by some other 
correlation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004251 29291 473 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:47:55pm  
 
<P>Over 30 accounts now. Something like 14 or so individuals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004253 29291 474 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:48:42pm  
 
<P>I don't stress over multiple accounts as long as nobody's trying to fool 
anybody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05003891 29292 50 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 1:33:29pm  
 
<P>savage_nation: you know it's not OK to post those kinds of comments, don't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004289 29293 21 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 2:53:58pm  
 
<P>Just got three more, belonging to one of our pals at the G and the C and the 
P.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004421 29293 111 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:16:01pm  
 
<P>Just nailed five more, all belonging to one person - who also had two 
already-blocked accounts. Seven total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004442 29293 126 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:20:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you get the Heather accounts?</P> 
<P>/those are all sockpuppets</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got those a long time ago, but some more might turn up. I'm still not even 
1/6th of the way through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004462 29293 145 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:23:23pm  
 
<P>Two more, gcp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004477 29293 157 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:24:51pm  
 
<P>Another from lgfwatch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05004494 29293 174 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:26:48pm  
 
<P>Two more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004518 29293 195 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:29:32pm  
 
<P>I can't prove it, but one of the socks I just dumped makes me suspect that a 
certain very extreme LGF commenter who was banned a while back may have been a 
moby. Not gonna say the name. But there it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004575 29293 246 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:37:30pm  
 
<P>Two more belonging to a person with one already-blocked 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004589 29293 260 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:39:10pm  
 
<P>We're closing in on 40, I think. A true troll tragedy. A sock apocalypse. 
Moby mayhem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004615 29293 285 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:43:04pm  
 
<P>Go ahead and laugh - but the socks aren't going to think it's 
funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004644 29293 312 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:47:11pm  
 
<P>Scanning through these matches in PHPMyAdmin is like Old Troll Week at LGF. 
HVT was there, and shergald, and ... and you were there too, spam spam spam 
spam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004673 29293 340 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:50:11pm  
 
<P>Slew another sock. Approaching 50.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004680 29293 347 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:51:25pm  
 
<P>A lot of these accounts had not logged in in months. They're patient, these 
socks. They lie in wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004687 29293 353 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #348 spikester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is Sock Blocking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Precisely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05004735 29293 396 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 3:59:12pm  
 
<P>This really is an amazing haul of sockage!</P> 
<P>It's beginning to creep me out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004750 29293 410 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:01:41pm  
 
<P>Three more, belonging to one of the people who got irate with me for 
disliking Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004791 29293 448 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:06:41pm  
 
<P>Two more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004804 29293 461 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:08:36pm  
 
<P>realwest: don't know who got 5M yet ... I'll investigate it later, because 
I'll have to turn off commenting for a little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004836 29293 490 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #469 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, <STRONG>thanks</STRONG>. But you said "Two more" and don't know what that 
meant?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realized something about trolls and sockpuppets today, and used that 
realization to create a database query that is turning out to be very revealing. 
I've blocked ~50 trolls, socks, and/or mobies, in the past couple of 
hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004858 29293 508 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:16:01pm  
 
<P>Just zapped a crypto-antisemite, with another already-blocked acct. Hadn't 
logged in since last August.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004870 29293 520 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:18:20pm  
 
<P>Another one. Serbian 'nationalist'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004883 29293 533 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:19:58pm  
 
<P>Another one. Brain dead liberal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004894 29293 544 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:21:17pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #532 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, FWIW, I doubt you'll have to turn off commenting to find the 5M 
comment. With a 4NF DB, do the comments have any autoincrement numeric ID's? If 
so, you may be able to query with minimal disk I/O, maybe even 
none.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but there are some gaps in the sequencing, due to the way it was put 
together and evolved. That's what I have to check out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004915 29293 564 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:25:42pm  
 
 
 
<P>Two more. Both at universities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004956 29293 604 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:37:41pm  
 
<P>Three more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004972 29293 619 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:41:00pm  
 
<P>Three more, gcp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004987 29293 632 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:43:50pm  
 
<P>Another one, Islamist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05004998 29293 643 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:46:38pm  
 
<P>I'm still not even 1/3rd done. I'm going to need beer to finish 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005001 29293 646 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:47:20pm  
 
<P>Hey, Maryscott O'Connor's in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005008 29293 652 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 4:47:58pm  
 
<P>With two accounts!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005156 29293 788 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 5:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #609 victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, never mind the gaps, I think what you want is the COUNT() function. 
Restrict the accessed columns to indexes only, and that should speed things up 
dramatically w/ low I/O. Once you find out which comment ID is greater than 
4,999,999 others (and gaps don't matter), there's your magic 5,000,000th 
one!</P> 
<P>It might look something like this:</P> 
<P>SELECT COUNT(comments.id) FROM comments WHERE comment.id &lt; 5001425</P> 



<P>(if there's 1,425 id's missing)</P> 
<P>Adjust constant value in WHERE clause as necessary, then serve piping 
hot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah! Good one; you came at it backwards. I'll do that in an hour or two, when 
I finish going through the trollsockmobies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005526 29295 25 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 6:40:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he opened his comment with "5 millionth"!</P> 
<P>Oh, the huge manatee!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's almost ... cosmic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005537 29295 35 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 6:42:44pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I'm now bagged over 70 trollsockmobies in the Great LGF Troll 
Massacre, with 2/3 of the list still to scan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005544 29295 41 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 6:44:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the purge mean no more Hugo Chavez, Killgore Trout Stinks and other 
beloved socks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No no ... the ones being massacred are only those who richly deserve 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005652 29295 121 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 7:02:34pm  
 
<P>Interesting!</P> 
<P>The troll known as 'Reza' on several anti-jihad sites has registered 4 nics 
here, and they're NOT all Islamist. One of them was 'Norseman', in fact. The 
others are also at extremes of the spectrum.</P> 
<P><EM>Classic</EM> moby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05005787 29295 230 Charles Sat, Mar 15, 2008 7:25:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles,</P> 
<P>Why does right click on his name give me:</P> 
<P>Isn't that comment 5,003,065?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That isn't the absolute number. It's an index that can change according to 
various conditions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008428 29299 43 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 10:53:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 storagemanager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted a link...that sprang 16 comments in one second.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You seem to have uncovered a bug. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008562 29300 12 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 11:29:26am  
 
<P>That bug with spinoff link comments is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008571 29300 17 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 11:31:56am  
 
<P>The total count of trolls and sock puppets wiped out yesterday: 139.</P> 
<P>A lot of them weren't recently active accounts, so that doesn't mean we've 
had 139 trolls actively posting comments here. But some of these weirdos have 
been known to wait months or even years before using a stealth 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008627 29300 46 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 11:47:03am  
 
<P>I don't want to post the usernames of these trollsockmobies. Better to not 
let them know, for, uh, various reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008652 29300 66 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 11:59:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you have to do to get rid of these fools? Look through IP addresses 
and posts? That'd be like Hercules cleaning the stables. My hat is off to you 
Sir.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, had nothing to do with IP addresses. IP addresses aren't very useful 
for troll fighting, except with the brain dead ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05008950 29300 160 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 1:55:01pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of a new rotating title: "Artki don't like open threads."</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009167 29302 7 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:03:49pm  
 
<P>YouTube nuked it! It was a very short clip, clearly allowable under fair use. 
Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009170 29302 10 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:04:20pm  
 
<P>I could post it here, but not sure about the bandwidth. I'll check it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009263 29302 80 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:20:59pm  
 
<P>Stand by, I'll get that video clip working shortly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05009269 29302 86 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:22:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #73 NoSubmission</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't this the same <A 
href="http://cbs2chicago.com/video/?id=33004@wbbm.dayport.com" 
target=_blank>videO</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but I clipped out a short segment. That one is quite 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009278 29302 94 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:23:44pm  
 
<P>Video clip works now if you refresh the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009288 29302 102 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:25:20pm  
 
<P>Argh. Doesn't work right. Audio cuts out. Removing it for 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009362 29302 167 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 3:39:07pm  
 
<P>Finally got the video clip working above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009444 29302 233 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 4:04:51pm  
 
<P>I'm trying Sevenload.com above for the video. Let me know if you have trouble 
with it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009704 29302 456 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 5:44:31pm  
 
<P>That 'unavailable' message from YouTube appears to have been some kind of 
glitch -- it shows up now. In other words, they didn't pull it down because 
they're covering up for Barack... call off the cavalry!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009824 29303 24 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 6:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't played a carbon fiber guitar yet. Whats the reason for going to all 
that effort to make a guitar out of carbon fiber?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unique acoustics. Very bright and clearly defined, almost metallic, very 
balanced in the low bass and upper treble, but with a deadness in the low 
midrange. Well suited to Mongrain's unique style, but not necessarily for every 
guitar player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05009835 29303 29 Charles Sun, Mar 16, 2008 6:12:40pm  
 
<P>Just got hate mail from one of the casualties of yesterday's 
Sockalypse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05012093 29307 38 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 8:30:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even the commenters on the article think that guy's crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all of them. Looks it's running about 50/50 for/against.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012413 29308 91 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is LGF slow for anyone else (I mean in posting comments, spell checking and 
the like)?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a little slow because there's a pretty big surge of incoming traffic 
from several places.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012540 29309 128 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 9:54:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OTCharles,</P> 
<P>More '07 comments popping up on recently linked stories.</P> 
<P>Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012592 29309 173 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 10:06:50am  
 
<P>The Internet Archive shows that the page was edited sometime between <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20070315043824/http://www.tucc.org/about.htm" 
target=_blank>March 15, 2007</A> and <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20070329014059/http://www.tucc.org/about.htm" 
target=_blank>March 29, 2007</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012624 29309 194 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 10:15:49am  
 
<P>I think the Internet Archive is accurate on this -- here's Google's cache 
from March 3, 2008 -- looks the same as today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://209.85.173.104/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:www.tucc.org/about.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012680 29309 244 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 10:36:59am  
 
<P>Just posted the 'Middleclassness' section from that PDF, 
above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012711 29309 266 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 10:45:00am  
 
<P>"The captors." You know who that is, right?</P> 
<P>The Man. Mr. Charlie.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05012726 29309 281 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 10:48:18am  
 
<P>We joke about 'only whites can be racist,' but there are plenty of people, 
including many academics, who will make this argument in complete seriousness. 
If you see racism as a Marxist class/power disparity, it's impossible for the 
'oppressed' people to be racist, because they don't have the power.</P> 
<P>It's all so simple, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05012917 29309 443 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 11:44:07am  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin linked to this post, so we're getting another surge of 
traffic. Hamsters are holding up so far, but the wheels are spinning a little 
slower.</P> 
<P>(Geek question: Anyone have an opinion on the value of the Apache server 
'Keepalive' setting? We have it set to 5 seconds here and I'm wondering if it's 
negatively affecting performance.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05013164 29309 488 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 12:40:05pm  
 
<P>Uh, by the way, I see that readers of Sweetness and Light are claiming that I 
lifted this post from there -- and I'm going to say here that this is simply not 
true at all. I did not read his post.</P> 
<P>LGF readers have been discussing this for months, and I've followed some of 
the discussion although I haven't posted about it before. It's not new. It just 
hasn't been widely covered. It's a little ridiculous for people to be claiming 
ownership of the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05013015 29311 45 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 12:04:49pm  
 
<P>We're a little slow, lots of traffic coming in from Michelle Malkin, Hot Air, 
Salon, Instapundit, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05013193 29311 145 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 12:47:59pm  
 
<P>By the way, I need to post this for our readers, since some people seem to be 
trying to make it an issue: readers of Sweetness and Light are claiming that I 
"lifted" the post about the Black Value System from his web site. It's not true; 
I did not read his post or any email about his post.</P> 
<P>I did read probably dozens of emails from LGF readers on this issue over the 
past several months. It's not new. It just hasn't been covered much.</P> 
<P>At the risk of being repetitious, I didn't lift a single thing from Sweetness 
and Light, and it's a bit irritating to be accused of it -- the day after I gave 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=29299_Obama_Web_Site_Disappe
ars_Radical_Pastor&amp;only" target=_blank>a very prominent link</A> to 
Sweetness and Light.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05013925 29313 37 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 4:00:28pm  
 



<P>friarstale: I don't want that word here, even as a reverse ironic twist kind 
of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05013978 29313 79 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 4:09:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 ec marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the spiritual advisor and reverend and inspiration of the presumptive Dem 
candidate for president uses it in a speech/sermon, can we quote it? Or should 
we [redact] it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's a direct quote, OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014293 29314 5 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 5:18:00pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly is interviewing a couple of those wacademics I mentioned earlier, 
who actually believe that only white people can be racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014302 29314 10 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 5:18:42pm  
 
<P>Neither one of them would say they don't believe America created AIDS to 
commit genocide on blacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014306 29314 12 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 5:19:25pm  
 
<P>They're closing ranks around Rev. Wright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014310 29314 15 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 5:19:59pm  
 
<P>It's "part of the black experience."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014330 29314 27 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 5:22:30pm  
 
<P>Just imagine what's happening in Obama's inner circle right now. Speeches 
being rehearsed, focus-grouped, rewritten, rehearsed, focus-grouped, rinse and 
repeat. Arguments. The fragrant aroma of desperation. Calls to pizza joints at 1 
am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05014833 29316 3 Charles Mon, Mar 17, 2008 7:02:42pm  
 
<P>I'm talking, "wrong" in a cosmic kinda way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05017670 29320 1 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 9:12:16am  
 
<P>We're getting a huge surge of traffic this morning and the hamsters are 
struggling to keep up. Hang in there, it will subside in a little 
bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05017681 29320 12 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 10:36:03am  



 
<P>Huge surge of traffic this morning from several high volume sites. 
Overwhelmed the poor little hamsters.</P> 
<P>Could happen again. Load's still really high.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019030 29325 16 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 3:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good writer.</P> 
<P>Liked to diddle preteen Sri Lankan boys, but what the hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's from a Brit tabloid, but he was cleared of the 
charges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019040 29326 21 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 3:35:20pm  
 
<P>Reload if you had trouble posting. You may need to log out and back 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019045 29326 24 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 3:35:54pm  
 
<P>It was a bug on my side, trying some new code that didn't work quite 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019331 29327 49 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 4:36:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 Mike NYC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing I don't like about Safari is that when I hover my cursor over 
a link, it doesn't tell me the URL. In Firefox, it does. Anyway to change that 
in Safari?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go to the 'View' menu and click 'Show Status Bar'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019336 29327 51 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 4:37:58pm  
 
<P>Just installed the Windows version and it's very nice!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019341 29327 54 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 4:39:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 roberth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If only the windows version had a decent password keeper/form filler like 
Roboform for windows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like the Windows version has the same autofill/password features as 
the Mac version -- again, you might have to turn it on in Prefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019363 29327 65 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 4:45:09pm  
 
<P>I'm testing a few things side by side with IE7, and Safari is just blowing it 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05019683 29327 101 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 5:40:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I can't see the strike/bold/italic/link buttons in 3.1. If I hover 
in that area, the cursor changes, but the buttons are invisible. There's still 
bugs to be worked out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Works for me! That sounds like a cache problem -- try clearing it and 
reloading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019745 29327 109 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 5:49:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 hillbilly geek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the developer's stuff: I was staying with Firefox for that...But 
how does one change the CSS on the fly? haven't found that trick just yet.</P> 
<P>...And I love the cool trick that previous Safari had: resizable text 
boxes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way is to right-click on a page element like one of the comment boxes 
here, choose 'Inspect Element' from the shortcut menu, then in the right column 
of the web inspector, double click the CSS rule you want to modify and start 
typing. I notice that it doesn't seem to work on all CSS rules. I just changed 
the background color of all the comment boxes to test it, and also changed the 
borders to dashed lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019929 29327 125 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 6:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #123 Uncle Joe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The functionality is pretty cool but the text...the text...not 
good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can play with the settings for font smoothing by going to the Edit menu, 
click Preferences, then click the Appearance tab. There's a menu that lets you 
try different settings there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05019952 29327 128 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 6:21:41pm  
 
<P>(I actually like the font smoothing myself. In IE and Firefox the fonts have 
a really jaggy look.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05020060 29327 138 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 6:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #136 Uncle Joe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you're using a mac, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm talking about the Windows version, compared to the Windows versions 
of IE and Firefox. It's a real matter of taste, though. Some like it, some 
don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05020238 29329 14 Charles Tue, Mar 18, 2008 7:07:00pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #13 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nooo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how I slipped that one in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05024582 29342 90 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2008 6:52:07pm  
 
<P>Hmm, you're right. The Windows version of Safari has some kind of bug that 
prevents the user profiles from working. Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05024679 29342 176 Charles Wed, Mar 19, 2008 7:10:17pm  
 
<P>The problem with user profiles in the Windows version of Safari is 
fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05028551 29349 148 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 4:49:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 addison</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Do you test this on a test site at home or does the server host provide you 
with a separate site for testing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually have a server I'm paying for that I use as a development 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05028633 29349 223 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 5:12:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #174 BenZ's Bat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when I click on my avatar I get the message that I'm not in the 
Lizard Repository. I can post so I know I haven't been booted (I don't think 
I've said anything to deserve the stick and I've never had a comment deleted). 
Help!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05028644 29349 234 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 5:15:51pm  
 
<P>Someone asked if the new 'Favorites' feature will be like an LGF-centered 
del.icio.us -- yes, that's a pretty good description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029378 29350 10 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:01:24pm  
 
<P>IT'S ALIVE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029398 29350 25 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:05:09pm  
 
<P>Not quite right... stand by...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05029410 29350 35 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:06:56pm  
 
<P>Refresh. The hearts are now all there.</P> 
<P>Click a heart and it turns green and is saved in your favorites.</P> 
<P>Go to the upper left, in the 'logged in' panel and click 'My Favorites' to 
see the ones you've saved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029425 29350 43 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:10:03pm  
 
<P>Refresh the page if you're seeing any errors.</P> 
<P>Always, when in doubt, refresh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029427 29350 44 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 Marine Mom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like it- great to keep track of memorable comments!Thanks 
Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments, links, and posts -- it's your personal LGF bookmarks 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029497 29350 103 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when a comment is in the favorites list, one can't see what thread 
it's from or what comment number. Just the text of the comment. Any way to add 
the specifics of where the comment came from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the comment poster's name and you see more details, including the 
formatted comment and the post it belongs to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029532 29350 134 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:28:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But still not the comment #.</P> 
<P>Why not have all that in the original Favorites page? Unnecessary clicking 
and hamster drain, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comment #? You mean the sequential number? That number doesn't have any 
meaning outside of the thread -- if you click the thread title in the 'lgf-
showc' page, you're taken directly to that comment in the full thread.</P> 
<P>This is the first version of the 'My Favorites' page, by the way, and you can 
expect it to be refined a lot more. It represents one afternoon's 
work...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029541 29350 141 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 9:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Is it just me, or are links not allowed in the My Favorites 
page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The My Favorites page shows an excerpt of the comment, with formatting 
removed. If you want to see the comment with all formatting including any links, 
click the commenter's name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05029682 29350 271 Charles Thu, Mar 20, 2008 10:06:16pm  
 
<P>The 'My Favorites' page now shows the post or link a comment belongs to, and 
has a link to jump to that comment in the full thread. The commenter name still 
links to the individual comment page, for quicker viewing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05031789 29352 282 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 10:34:01am  
 
<P>This is why registration is only open for limited periods. Because the 
creepazoids like 'wrstroker' can't resist doing their thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05031356 29353 28 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 9:18:21am  
 
<P>Refresh the page, please!</P> 
<P>Code has changed a bit, and comment favorites won't work until you 
refresh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05032020 29354 280 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 11:23:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happens when you add a post to "favorites" and it gets 
deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will stop showing up in your favorites list after it's 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05033642 29357 336 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 6:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #54 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES! Sir, while you're technically improving the best blog in the 
blogsphere do you think you could spare a little time to fix the <STRONG>log 
in</STRONG> portion of LGF?Now everytime I turn off my computer then turn it 
back on an hour or two later, I have to log in all over again - the 
<STRONG>"remember me"</STRONG> button <STRONG><EM>has no memory at 
all</EM>.</STRONG>Moreover there have been several instances where I've had to 
"log in" <STRONG>while I'm already ON LGF</STRONG>.I know this isn't a 
particularly sexy tech thing for you to work on, but it would surely benefit LGF 
a great deal.Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's almost certainly some kind of security software deleting your cookies, 
or your browser may be set to delete cookies, or not accept them, or something 
like that. I do know it's nothing I've done recently - I haven't been near that 
login code for a little while, and it seems to be working correctly in all my 
tests...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05033683 29357 373 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 6:19:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #353 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are these favorites stored locally, or on the LGF server. I'm asking 
because I post from several different computers, and it would be a hassle to 
transfer stuff around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're stored centrally at LGF. Moving around, she's a no 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05034077 29358 212 Charles Fri, Mar 21, 2008 7:33:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #202 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is there any way to delete tag categories?</P> 
<P>/I was screwing around and made a tag I don't really want</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easy way for now - just delete it from the tags for your 
entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05036306 29362 72 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 12:13:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I haven't played around much with the feature but it seems a handy 
way to quickly bookmark something and organize it later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been testing it, and I think I agree. The one-click method is 
best.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05036421 29363 5 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 12:46:19pm  
 
<P>Taking a while to show up. YouTube running slow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05037057 29364 23 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 4:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My tag problem from yesterday seems to have corrected itself.</P> 
<P>/will it be possible to edit the tags that appear in the drop down 
menu?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're in the drop-down menu, it's because you used them as tags for a 
saved favorite. That's the complete list of all tags you've used; it wouldn't 
make sense to allow editing, because a tag might be used in more than one entry. 
You can remove any tag from that drop-down menu by deleting it from all entries 
that use it.</P> 
<P>That's how it works at present, anyway.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #18 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed that a favorited comments don't retain their 
links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't want to get into all that's involved with formatting comments 
safely, just to show the list of favorites. If you click the commenter's name it 
opens the 'lgf-showc.php' window that shows you the original comment with all 
links and formatting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05037064 29364 26 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 4:06:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Have you considered creating a tool that allows up to see the top rated 
comments in any given thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's a to-do item.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05037099 29364 49 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 4:16:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That makes abundant sense.</P> 
<P>/that's what I did although the errant tag didn't disappear from the drop 
down menu until today, probably caching or something</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was what we call a bug. The first release of the tag feature didn't 
properly delete references to deleted favorites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05037229 29364 157 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 4:49:34pm  
 
<P>If you refresh the page, you'll find that clicking on green hearts now takes 
you to your 'My Favorites' page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05037336 29364 250 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 5:23:17pm  
 
<P>Here's an idea: what about an option to make your favorites list public -- 
i.e. visible to other registered users?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05037385 29364 292 Charles Sat, Mar 22, 2008 5:46:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #287 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone here have the pick of Gorn holding the stop sign that was used 
when a link was forbidden here at LGF a long time ago?</P> 
<P>I'd like to add that to my favorites.</P> 
<P>Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=gornstop.jpg href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/gornstop.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: gornstop.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05046417 29365 1521 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2008 6:42:49pm  
 
<P>I haven't read this whole mess, but it's abundantly clear that it's time to 
shut the thread down, so we don't have another 500 comments of trying to get the 
last word with the most crushing insult.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05040039 29371 6 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 10:04:13am  
 
<P>My graphic artist is currently busy being my PHP/Javascript developer, and 
I'm afraid I don't have a special Easter graphic.</P> 



<P>So what's <A href="http://www.google.com/" target=_blank>Google</A>'s 
excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041094 29373 155 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:02:16pm  
 
<P>Seems to be working...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041102 29373 163 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:02:59pm  
 
<P>Gospel singers now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041115 29373 175 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:05:02pm  
 
<P>Safari's streaming it with no problem. It seems to be a streaming WMV 
file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041134 29373 193 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:06:46pm  
 
<P>An hour and a half of this?</P> 
<P>What's with the psychedelic freak-out guitar?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041156 29373 214 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:09:58pm  
 
<P>Well, it looks like I can save anything noteworthy, using the pay version of 
Flip 4 Mac. The question though, is whether I can stand to have this droning on 
and on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041168 29373 222 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:11:38pm  
 
<P>They're going to make us wait for the superstar radical 
preacher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041174 29373 227 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:12:26pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. The guitar player switched on the wah-wah pedal. It's a party goin' 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041178 29373 231 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:12:58pm  
 
<P>Wocka-chicka wocka-chicka!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041189 29373 241 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:14:02pm  
 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>It worked.</P> 
<P>I'll never post about Rev. Wright again. If they just stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05041204 29373 256 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:15:21pm  
 
<P>The music is great -- the first 10 or so repetitions. Around about the 50th 
chorus, I'm ready to go Terminator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041217 29373 268 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:16:11pm  
 
<P>They're turning off the sound to give personal announcements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041233 29373 282 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:18:03pm  
 
<P>The announcements are where they ask people to pray for this or that person, 
or memorials, obits, that kind of thing. I don't blame them for turning it 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041267 29373 315 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:23:32pm  
 
<P>George Duke, Paul Jackson?</P> 
<P>This isn't from the church. This is a recording.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041481 29373 510 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 4:46:43pm  
 
<P>So far, there's absolutely nothing worth posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05041811 29373 820 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:19:56pm  
 
<P>This is pure populist playacting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042093 29374 47 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:49:39pm  
 
<P>That was very weird.</P> 
<P>Almost weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042106 29374 55 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:50:55pm  
 
<P>They advertised him on the web site right up until the start of the show.</P> 
<P>I wonder if there was a heated discussion going on while we all listened to 
smooth jazz for 30 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042108 29374 56 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:51:34pm  
 
<P>And George Duke, to my everlasting shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042125 29374 70 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What was the most embarrassing place or setting where you heard you own music 
being played? (Or a song on which you were an bandmember.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This. I don't think George was anywhere near this church, though; someone 
just picked that CD to play while they argued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042138 29374 79 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:56:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you were a guitarist on that George Duke track?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the guitarist was Paul Jackson, Jr. The track is from some obscure CD, 
possibly a Montreux Jazz Festival recording.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042145 29374 83 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:57:51pm  
 
<P>On 2nd thought: not Montreux, some kind of US event. Announcer sounds like a 
church spokesperson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042156 29374 92 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 5:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure enough, a Mr. Charles Icarus Johnson played bass on some of the George 
Duke tracks listed out there. Ha. The Lizard Master playing bass in the 
background music for the congregation at TUCC. Bwahahaha</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Long after my time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042196 29374 129 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 6:06:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And guitar on <A 
href="http://www.cduniverse.com/productinfo.asp?pid=7039022&amp;cart=698166532" 
target=_blank>this CD</A> from George Duke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was George's best band. We had some great moments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05042280 29374 188 Charles Sun, Mar 23, 2008 6:33:13pm  
 
<P>Could've been an 'executive decision.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05044859 29380 38 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2008 10:44:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice using CAIR's own tactics by getting this up on the <A 
href="http://sev.prnewswire.com/homeland-security/20080324/DC1739124032008-
1.html" target=_blank>PRNewswire</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that this PRNewsWire release hasn't appeared on Yahoo News. I 
wonder if CAIR pays extra to get that placement?</P> 
<P>I made an official complaint to PRNewsWire after that last CAIR smear piece, 
by the way. Never heard a word from them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05045927 29382 211 Charles Mon, Mar 24, 2008 3:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #192 hayseed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the black bashing here is getting old..but I will respect Charles place. he 
can email me any time</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to put too fine a point on this, but the only one I see using 
derogatory words in this thread is you. I was hoping you'd get the hint from 
having your comments deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05049305 29388 407 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2008 11:54:41am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05049523 29388 552 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2008 12:29:08pm  
 
<P>Have fun with the troll, but remember: it's a troll's job to get you angry 
and make you say extreme things. That's the game they play, and you don't have 
to let them win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05051064 29388 991 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2008 6:33:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #857 glizzy7</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK THIS IS REALLY MY LAST POST</P> 
<P>PEACE to all of you! I hope maybe that my arguments have made 1 person 
realize that this war is wrong, misguided and ruinous to our country.</P> 
<P>To TFK, sorry I hurt your feelings. I am not going to get into a fight over a 
stupid weblog. lol. You guys get pretty upset when someone disagrees with 
you.</P> 
<P>I will be back later, don't worry.</P> 
<P>Also, remember one thing: Arguing on the Internet is like competing in the 
Special Olympics, even if you win, you are still a retard.</P> 
<P>PEACE</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, really. It <EM>really</EM> is your last post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05049809 29390 27 Charles Tue, Mar 25, 2008 1:04:09pm  
 
<P>I almost made them into loltankerz!1</P> 
<P>But I resisted temptation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05053529 29395 21 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 9:45:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 NoSpam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I interest you, good sir, in a free copy of Adobe Photoshop?</P> 
<P>Just kidding. I am no(t) spam.</P> 
<P>In all seriousness, if I may ask, what were you using before the spammers got 
through? This would be useful to know what they can break versus better 
defenses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The contact form just did a simple Javascript escape/unescape of the 
&lt;FORM&gt; tag, so the script filename didn't appear in plain text. Looks like 
this:</P> 
<P>document.write(unescape('%3C%66%6F%72%6D...'));</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05053689 29395 102 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 10:21:09am  
 
<P>Forget the CAPTCHA. I've just found a better solution, using a variation on 
the method I already use to secure our logins:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://15daysofjquery.com/safer-contact-forms-without-
captchas/11/" target=_blank>15daysofjquery.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05054234 29395 356 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 12:40:57pm  
 
<P>New spambot-fighting techniques are now in place, using a token-based method 
with a 20-minute expiration, on both the contact form and the 'email an article' 
form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05054280 29395 359 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 12:51:26pm  
 
<P>CAPTCHAs are kind of annoying, though. The token-based method I'm trying now 
should work very well against scripted spammers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05054406 29395 365 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 1:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #363 minion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you have a copy of your .htaccess file you could 
share?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I can't share the whole thing. It has sections I don't want made 
public. What part of it are you interested in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05055534 29399 484 Charles Wed, Mar 26, 2008 5:51:34pm  
 
<P>The solution to my database quandary is found on this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.pui.ch/phred/archives/2005/04/tags-database-
schemas.html" target=_blank>www.pui.ch...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05058319 29405 45 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 10:40:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I check the box to "remember" me everyday, yet the site does not. I am 
remembered at other sites. I'm wondering if I'm missing something here.</P> 
<P>Anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have some kind of anti-virus software that's messing with your 
cookies, or the browser may be refusing them or deleting them. Check all 
settings. Also, the 'remember' cookie has an expiration time of 7 days, so if 
you don't hit the site with that browser for a week you'll need to log in 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05058344 29405 61 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 10:46:38am  
 
<P>Opening more than one browser and setting 'remember me' with the same account 
will cause that kind of problem, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05058387 29405 90 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 11:01:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #64 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyday, I'm having to hit "remember me." If I log out, and come back, it 
doesn't remember me. (I can't go more than a day without logging on :) I'm on a 
MAC so I don't know why anti-virus software would be messing up here but not 
anywhere else. This has been going on for several months, but before that, it 
was fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm using Safari too (3.1), and I have several test accounts I use with 
different browsers. Haven't been able to duplicate any cookie 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05058397 29405 99 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 11:04:58am  
 
<P>DistantThunder: If you look at the cookies in Safari prefs, what does it say 
for the 'LIZARD' cookie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05058419 29405 115 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 11:11:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #108 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No LIZARD cookie,</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there's your problem right there. Something is preventing the 
persistent login cookie from being set.</P> 
<P>I also have Safari set to accept cookies 'only from sites I navigate to', so 
I don't think that's the problem, but try changing that setting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05058436 29405 129 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 11:23:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5058426&amp;n=121" target=_blank>#121</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<P>Do you have Javascript turned off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05059709 29407 9 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 4:26:20pm  
 
<P>These are all almost certainly 'zombie' machine, infected with a virus that 
lets a spammer use them without the owner's awareness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05059710 29407 10 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 4:26:34pm  
 
<P>Just got another in Sofia, Bulgaria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05059746 29407 35 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 4:34:11pm  



 
<P>Just hit from St. Petersburg, Russia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05059826 29407 78 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 4:53:56pm  
 
<P>Moscow City, Russian Federation</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05063214 29407 129 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 9:23:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,You will have to put an expiration date on some of your blocks. (They 
will all have to be reviewed manually). Example, I don't think you want to 
permanently block AOL.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not blocking AOL. There's no need to block any of these bots, as long as 
they're denied access to the forms.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05060009 29408 77 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 5:38:35pm  
 
<P>Marash probably pulled down some big paper before bailing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05060142 29409 63 Charles Thu, Mar 27, 2008 6:02:22pm  
 
<P>40+ hatchlings so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05063127 29414 38 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 9:01:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Terp Mole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Miami acadhimmia springs into action... converts library tower into 
minaret!</P> 
<P>The Hurricane solicits your comments <A 
href="http://www.thehurricaneonline.com/home/index.cfm?event=displayArticleComme
nts&amp;ustory_id=218b1dea-27c9-45b6-b782-1603d3aecfdb" rel=nofollow 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, that isn't new -- Muslim student groups have been doing that 
at the U of Miami since at least 2004:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10139_Muslim_Call_to_Prayer_
at_U_of_Miami&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05063411 29415 27 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 10:38:45am  
 
<P>We're having some kind of database connection issue that's bogging things 
down a bit. Working on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05063485 29415 82 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 10:53:01am  
 
<P>Here's that tribute thread for Obi-wan. He is missed.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24939_An_LGF_Reader_Passes_A
way_-_RIP_Obi-Wan&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064203 29417 104 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 1:54:58pm  
 
<P>Just posted the Google Video version above - Dr. Rusty uploaded it there. 
We'll see how long it lasts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064259 29417 158 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 2:01:52pm  
 
<P>You can download it from Google Video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=3369102968312745410&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064273 29417 172 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 2:05:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #146 LionOfDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should quit apologizing for the Islamo-facists and start using your 
brain...See Charles post #104 above...That's guts...American Guts...</P> 
<P>When you start excusing corporate cowardice, you become a dhimmi...Kilgore 
Dhimmi has a nice ring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This comment is so over the top I'm getting a strong scent of moby. Are you a 
moby?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064291 29417 188 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 2:07:35pm  
 
<P>Here's a direct link to the FLV file at Google Video:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://bfkcug.vp.video.l.google.com/videodownload?version=0&amp;secureurl=
twAAAH6ugZCtyNKbO-mQfjalY6JWgI-
UuR4vwsG9QUHiytAiYYSdp5t9tBJkZc31wnglsvGldzZNqeOPxNTtvQ6ZYFvTC4PfCHj0erXyIv2m7OT
si8KdKU3pvxsVHsAFbZxsNpPVDIE6axJ9KVPzc4A-
jLLxJ8oQspJrTejTBsX3aCH7zvsCPQOsUWsqEEJlU81T4e5PJ32VIwMYJw4ZlRPzccvFLGq2Y5im2IuV
Q0m27DxTDHBiI85GM69GW6sSDsCv3A&amp;sigh=dFfMzbxj_aeTTxVwU0NZPURotl4&amp;begin=0&
amp;len=1008352&amp;docid=3369102968312745410&amp;rdc=1" 
target=_blank>bfkcug.vp.video.l.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064299 29417 196 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 2:08:35pm  
 
<P>That link may or may not work. Can't tell if they have some kind of token 
thing going on with their videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05064545 29417 396 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 2:48:59pm  
 



<P>Here's a good link to download the high-quality version from YouTube: right-
click the link and choose 'Save link as...' or 'Save as...' and enter Fitna.mp4 
as the filename:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/get_video?video_id=bCrCsTMokTU&amp;t=OEgsToPDskJ5vy
LQ_yHOURpaclalpqCs&amp;fmt=18" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05065114 29417 493 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 5:09:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #481 Mr. Toad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Getting file doesn't exist in Download window when right clicking the link in 
Safari and selecting "Download Linked File As..." Am I too late to the 
party?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The URL apparently changes after some time. I corrected the link above and it 
should work now.</P> 
<P>When you use "Download Linked File As..." in Safari, for some reason it adds 
.html to the filename -- just change the name after it downloads to 
'Fitna.mp4'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05065130 29417 497 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 5:14:28pm  
 
<P>By the way, here's a cool site when you want to save videos from a web site 
like YouTube or Liveleak:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://keepvid.com/" target=_blank>keepvid.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This one is even cooler, with some commercial restrictions -- emails you a 
link to download converted files, and seems to be able to convert to/from almost 
any format:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.zamzar.com/" 
target=_blank>www.zamzar.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05065348 29421 95 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 5:54:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 Ben-Ami</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, stupid question: how do posts get deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way is that I delete them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05065720 29421 119 Charles Fri, Mar 28, 2008 6:46:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5065708&amp;n=118" target=_blank>#118</A> 
_Felix</EM></P> 
<P>Sometimes we really need to pay attention to the BUTs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05068594 29432 126 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 2:11:42pm  
 
<P>We're back, but there's still some kind of connection issue between our web 
server and our database server. I filed a support ticket with our host, and 
hopefully will have more info soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05068656 29432 166 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 2:40:30pm  
 
<P>Well, I wish I could take credit for finding the problem, but I still don't 
know what was causing the molasses effect. Maybe our host fixed 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05069496 29434 92 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 6:04:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 Fat Bastard Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if you favorite a comment that gets deleted before it gets 
deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way ahead of you. It disappears from your favorites too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05069568 29434 154 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 6:20:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Down the memory hole...?</P> 
<P>Just askin'. It's your backyard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, down the memory hole, if that's how you want to see it.</P> 
<P>Anyone whose comment goes "down the memory hole" is perfectly capable of 
starting their own blog. That way, they get all the credit for the comment I 
didn't want posted at LGF. It's a win-win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05069589 29434 174 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 6:23:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #149 wanumba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles?Techie problem. When I hit <EM>quote</EM> button, it isn't quoting 
the whole post anymore.If a previous post has a quote that was replied to, and 
then one wants to make a reply to all of it (to add an additional comment at the 
end of it), one quotes the full post, then adds the new comment at the bottom so 
readers can see the entire flow of what transpired. Now it isn't quoting 
complete. It used to. Now, I hit <EM>quote</EM>, get only part of it, then go 
back and have to copy the extra lines that didn't come forward.I don't know if 
it's <EM>my</EM> computer or something in the quote button feature that's 
changed?Thanks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nested quotes within comments were causing too many problems; people would 
keep quoting quotes until it rogered the page. Each quoted quote made the 
problem worse.</P> 
<P>So now the quote function does not include any quotes within the quoted 
comment. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05069750 29434 325 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 6:51:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #290 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure what happened to Mulshine. He used to make sense. I used to 
correspond with him some years ago, but haven't been reading the SL for some 
time.</P> 
<P>For good reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He seems to be another one who's on the wrong side of the LGF-Eurofascist 
Divide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072945 29434 485 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 2:23:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #484 thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm. Seems to me that his is correct. This is just as preposterous as 
fighting terror and keeping the border open. <EM>Non Sequiturs</EM> galore with 
Dubya. I know this is sacrilege among Lizardoids, but it's 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm always surprised when people say stuff like "I know this is sacrilege 
here" to criticize Bush, because the fact is that President Bush is often 
criticized here, sometimes very harshly. This is a blog myth. Most LGF readers 
do not idolize George W. Bush, and he's just as likely to be criticized here as 
anyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073639 29434 488 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 6:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5073539&amp;n=487" target=_blank>#487</A> 
thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<P>You're reading a different LGF than I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05069938 29435 88 Charles Sat, Mar 29, 2008 7:19:40pm  
 
<P>Shhh. Registration is open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072326 29440 6 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 10:56:29am  
 
<P>I increased the MaxClients variable in Apache, and also tweaked several 
settings for MySQL. Things seem better, but it's too soon to declare 
success.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072387 29440 33 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 11:23:24am  
 
<P>I also changed the LGF Blog Engine to use persistent database connections 
across the board. Things seem pretty snappy right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072413 29440 48 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 11:31:27am  
 
<P>In fact, I'm running some tests now, and the latest tweaks seem to have 
<EM>greatly</EM> improved the speed of many LGF features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072473 29440 81 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 11:54:33am  
 
<P>Things really are moving after these latest tweaks...</P> 
<P>If you just had a slight problem, it's because I needed to restart the MySQL 
server again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05072556 29440 134 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #112 TaDa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the Arab summit the meeting room has a Star of David on the ceiling. I 
don't know if this was noted here before? It's on the home page current news 
video about a minute in. These must be the Arab friends of Israel</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jerusalemonline.com/" 
target=_blank>www.jerusalemonline.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out for the jerusalemonline.com link, if you're on a Mac with Safari. 
It has some funky Javascript code that makes Safari freeze up.</P> 
<P>Now about that Star of David on the Arab summit ceiling -- I rarely say this, 
but WTF?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072567 29440 141 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:23:51pm  
 
<P>You'll have to pardon me, but I'm pretty blown away by the speed increase 
from the new tweaks.</P> 
<P>Loading the front page is at least twice as fast.</P> 
<P>W00t.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072600 29440 166 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 KalvinB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if this will help you but I was having MySQL issues and I ended 
up turning off the DNS lookup. I now connect to my DB with the IP address rather 
than "localhost" or whatever. It's much faster now.</P> 
<P>Apache 2.0.x was giving me fits so I turned off HostLookup and set the 
MaxRequestsPerChild to 100.</P> 
<P>On Win32 at least there are memory leak issues with PHP 5.2.x that cause the 
Apache process to inflate and eventually just stall.</P> 
<P>I don't really need the HostLookup since Google Analytics gives me that 
information. I also have a database that tells me what IP ranges belong to what 
country so I can do post processing on the logs if I care.</P> 
<P>DNS servers aren't always reliably fast and can cause slow downs when doing 
reverse lookups. So unless you really need to know the reverse DNS information 
it's better to just turn it off and get the speed boost.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good ideas -- I already had HostLookup off, though. I think the real key was 
using persistent connections. Don't know why I didn't think of checking that 
setting before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072602 29440 167 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:34:03pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. Posting comments is instantaneous now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072610 29440 174 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The far side of the star gets lost in perspective but if I had the venture a 
guess from the geometry I'd say maybe 8 pointed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, I think you're right. Looking closer, I think I see 8 points. Getty 
Images might have a better photo of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05072626 29440 185 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 12:42:00pm  
 
<P>It's an 8-pointed star -- the same star is in the center of the ceiling 
piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073093 29442 7 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 3:21:28pm  
 
<P>"Lock 'em up" and "take no prisoners" at the same time?</P> 
<P>How does that work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073453 29443 50 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 4:42:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 norar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I've been registered with LGF for the last 6 years, but I am trying to email 
you a link to FITNA film and get a page that says I am not allowed to use a 
contact form. If you want a link, email me to my registered address. I don't 
want to publish the link without your permission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I already have the film -- it's linked on the front page, and I 
downloaded a copy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073471 29443 55 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 4:46:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 ballantrae</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've always found Mysql to be an utter pain. But I always find 
myself needing to know the internals. Which leads to a mad google scramble and 
begging friends for help, then a machine gun approach of trying anything to hit 
the target. Is their any one book, written in English (for humans) that explains 
Mysql? The O'reilly books just confuse me more.</P> 
<P>-ron</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a good one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0672326728/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073651 29443 69 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 6:13:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 tazzerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the speed improvement is QUITE noticible on this end. My bet is that 
the persistent database connection change saved the day.</P> 
<P>Instead of having to create a NEW connection everytime incuring the typical 
'ramp up' overhead, those connections are now available and ready to roll 
without delay..</P> 
<P>Either that or you were maybe running out of availble connections 
periodically and the delay was caused by calls having to wait? Just a 
thought.</P> 



<P>Good job!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think the persistent connection is the key, but you really need to set 
those MySQL timeout variables for it to work, because the default value is 28800 
seconds -- eight hours. If you leave it at the default setting you're almost 
guaranteed to run out of connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073675 29443 71 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 6:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 Globular Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very noticeable speed improvements. Good work, Charles.</P> 
<P>I stated a while back that something was definitely slower after that last 
Apache upgrade. It is hard to believe that you never had connection pooling 
enabled prior to that upgrade, because LGF was running well.</P> 
<P>Rock on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Apache upgrade wasn't the cause here -- the database runs on a separate 
dedicated server. I did tweak some Apache settings on the DB server too (to 
allow more clients) but I think the speed increase is mostly due to the 
persistent connections and the query cache.</P> 
<P>The biggest effect is probably due to the persistent connections, because 
connecting to the database is an "expensive" operation in terms of server 
resources--takes time and server power, and lots of file accesses. By allowing 
connections to remain open for a limited time, the vast majority of database 
accesses can happen without requiring a new connection to be opened. The server 
works less, the hamsters aren't as tired, everybody's happy.</P> 
<P>And right now it looks like more than 50% of the queries are being executed 
out of the cache, which also has a significant impact on the speed. That 
percentage will probably go up as the server runs for a longer 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073708 29443 74 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 6:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 MigueldowninMexico</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Greetings Charles!<A 
href="http://apnews.myway.com/article/20080330/D8VO112G0.html" target=_blank>Are 
you aware of this?</A>God bless you :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm aware of it -- but I'm waiting to see what happens next. Al-Sadr is 
treacherous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05073679 29445 37 Charles Sun, Mar 30, 2008 6:28:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I take it back.</P> 
<P>At about 2:11 its apparent Metheny isn't actually holding the pick with his 
ring finger, his other fingers are just curled underneath.</P> 
<P>Those arpeggios around 1:40 are pretty cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat's picking technique is a freak of nature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05076481 29452 19 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2008 10:23:02am  
 
<P>If you think <EM>that's</EM> geeky, how about this?</P> 



<P>for pid in `mysqladmin -uroot processlist %P% grep -i sleep %P% awk -F"%P%" 
'$7&gt;=30{print $2}'`; do { mysqladmin kill $pid; break;} ; done</P> 
<P>I'm about to install that as a cron job, to wipe out any sleeping MySQL 
processes that manage to live past the time limit.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05076729 29452 166 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2008 11:33:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have the "repeated login" problem myself, sometimes.</P> 
<P>Also, Charles, since this is a technical thread:</P> 
<P>As far as I know I have the latest version of Flip4Mac installed, but the 
video for the Hamas Bush-puppet killing froze Safari cold -- after clicking the 
video to play, it not only wouldn't play but I had to command-option-escape 
force quit Safari. Something about the video seriously disagrees with my Safari 
3.0.4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest Flip4Mac is 2.2.0.49 -- check it in System Preferences. No lockup 
with Safari 3.1 here.</P> 
<P>Also, you should really upgrade to the latest Safari. It's a big 
improvement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05077366 29453 148 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2008 1:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 steveoh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm getting an error message that I'm not allowed to use the email form. Any 
particular reason why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That error message is caused by having either cookies or Javascript disabled. 
Probably cookies, because you would see a message saying you need Javascript if 
you had it turned off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05077843 29456 10 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2008 3:35:10pm  
 
<P>Today I see some attempts to find vulnerabilities at LGF, in our Apache error 
log.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05077903 29456 27 Charles Mon, Mar 31, 2008 3:48:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you tell where they originate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They use proxy IPs - doesn't matter where it traces to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05081548 29464 158 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 9:59:02am  
 
<P>It's not an April Fool's joke...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05082803 29467 15 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 2:51:35pm  
 



<P>Tim Townsend's writing an article for the Columbia Journalism Review, and 
emailed me asking for my phone number because he's going to mention his shilling 
for CAIR. Probably not in those words. Probably more about the hate speech at 
LGF and his wonderful prowess at facing it.</P> 
<P>Right, I'm gonna give him my phone number. I told him to ask any questions by 
email, and I asked if he had read any of the IPT reports on 
CAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05082905 29467 84 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 3:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #82 vladh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couple of interesting posts on FoxNews today:</P> 
<P>"non-Muslims are never innocent"[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,344409,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"The Recession is a Media Myth"[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,343671,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video for that Fox article is at least 2 years old -- I think I may even 
have posted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05082949 29467 119 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 3:40:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Colors and fonts caused too much trouble. It was fun while it 
lasted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, allowing people to insert CSS style tags into their posts is a 
security risk -- that's the main reason it had to go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05082969 29467 137 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 3:45:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any blogging experts out there?</P> 
<P>I have a question:</P> 
<P>How do I increase the point-size of the main entry text in the post for my 
upcoming <A href="http://www.zombietime.com/zomblog/" target=_blank>zomblog</A>. 
I presume one fiddles with the "style.css" file, but I can't figure out which 
line[s] to alter.</P> 
<P>Anyone know what to look for or how to enlarge the point size?</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to go into "Presentation-&gt;Theme Editor," make sure you're editing 
'styles.css' and change the following lines:</P> 
<P>div#content .item .itemtext, div#comments .commenttext, #comments 
.commentstatus {<STRONG>font-size: 78%;</STRONG>line-height: 1.3;}</P> 
<P>The part I put in bold is the body text size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083391 29469 5 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 6:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is this live?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Si.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083699 29469 283 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 6:44:06pm  
 
<P>I will tell you one thing about "Little Green Footballs."</P> 
<P>It's not random wackiness. It does have a meaning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083713 29469 297 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 6:45:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #274 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need some geek help. I'm on a mac. When I click on the link above, I get a 
screen that says "blogtalkradio" and a little screen on top that says "window 
media player."</P> 
<P>The window media player says this: "the playlist format is not 
recognized."</P> 
<P>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Download and install Flip4Mac:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flip4mac.com/wmv_download.htm" 
target=_blank>www.flip4mac.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083745 29469 327 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 6:51:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #300 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone guesses correctly, will you say "that's it!"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one will ever guess. Ever.</P> 
<P>Now I sound like zombie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083779 29469 360 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 6:57:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #343 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know I had a way that could be sounded like!</P> 
<P>I thought we all came to the conclusion that it had something to do with 
rubber erasers shaped like little green footballs that Charles encountered when 
his parents took him to Japan when he was a kid.</P> 
<P>Doesn't anybody remember that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. No rubber erasers. No parents involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083804 29469 384 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 7:00:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #375 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh-oh, did zombie just spill the beans?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083865 29469 439 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 7:09:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #409 FrogMarch</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Charles lived in Hawaii? and there are little green lizards 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083881 29469 454 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 7:11:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #397 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm here!</P> 
<P>Charles, I'm sorry I missed hearing you. This time, tell me you were sitting 
down and not doing anything else? Every time I've heard you, you've been busy, 
and sounded a bit out of breath and distracted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my approach to life - breathless and distracted, and doing something 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05083991 29469 556 Charles Tue, Apr 1, 2008 7:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #487 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't get too excited. I think the lizard meme came along AFTER the founding 
of LGF. I think that because... I claim intellectual authorship of the lizard 
meme. Way back when, in the misty days of early LGF (before registration), I 
linked to a HUGELY paranoid site that posits the existence of reptilian 
extraterrestrials living under Denver International Airport. As far as I know, 
the lizard meme was born with that.</P> 
<P>Charles, please confirm or deny...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a riff on the David Icke theme, definitely, and without checking, it's 
definitely possible you were one of the first to mention it 
here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05086498 29476 35 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 11:22:04am  
 
<P>Expect a hit piece from Tim Townsend in the Columbia Journalism Review soon. 
Apparently, he's upset about the rude comments some lizards made about him - but 
he should probably be more upset about this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.editorandpublisher.com/eandp/news/article_display.jsp?vnu_conte
nt_id=1003782718" 
target=_blank>www.editorandpublisher.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05086518 29476 48 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 11:25:44am  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=28998_An_Exchange_with_A_St.
_Louis_Post-Dispatch_Reporter&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=29009_A_Correction_from_the_
St._Louis_Post-Dispatch&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05086524 29476 54 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 11:27:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Fordham University?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking, "French tutu."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05086866 29477 24 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 12:24:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Any idea what might have happened to that <EM>"Senior Church Leader: Ban the 
Mosque"</EM> spinoff thread that was there a day or so ago...? 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try using the LinkViewer -- set the filter to 'dailymail'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05086998 29477 86 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 12:45:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #76 Dave of Sweden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, really. And I have a 28 Mbps connection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That has to be due to something in the wires between our servers and your 
ISP. On my 10Mbps connection here in primitive LA, the front page takes 6.69 
seconds to load.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087285 29477 165 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:29:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 redc1c4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i have still been getting error messages regarding a script still 
running...</P> 
<P>i'll have to capture the entire text and forward it for analysis.</P> 
<P>/could just be my box</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's an older computer/older OS/older browser, or the computer doesn't 
have enough RAM, that message can appear kind of unpredictably.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089815 29477 184 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 9:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5089561&amp;n=183" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Winston Y. Smith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lgf is much slower then /. (they use perl), digg, lj, etc, that have much 
higher traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, LGF isn't much slower. I just tested Slashdot's front page -- 565K loaded 
in about 3.8 seconds. At LGF the front page is currently a little over a 
megabyte, and it loaded in a little over 7 seconds.</P> 
<P>That's almost exactly the same speed.</P> 
<P>I'm considering installing memcached, but it takes some system-wide code 
changes to work, and I'm not sure the benefits are worth it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092596 29477 188 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 12:48:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #186 Winston Y. Smith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One's own test does not guarantee that it works equally well on other boxes 
and browser configurations. One needs feedback from _field_ tests to make a 
judgement. Your comments are the slowest _for_me_ I from the number of others I 
use. And your cache hit rate number is not particularly impressive.</P> 
<P>Everyone and their dog use memcached nowadays. Or one can write one 
oneself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're talking about comments, that's an apples/oranges comparison. At LGF 
the comments are unthreaded, so when you view a long comment thread you're 
loading much more data than you would with another type of system, threaded or 
paginated or whatever.</P> 
<P>Whenever I suggest pagination or threading in public though, the screams of 
outrage are deafening...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087110 29478 16 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:07:11pm  
 
<P>I think what we're seeing here is someone who is beginning to feel the 
pressure. He could have given the guy a photo in much less time than it took him 
to throw this little tantrum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087119 29478 23 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:07:58pm  
 
<P>Notice he says: "You're an Ebay guy." He thinks the guy's going to sell the 
photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087147 29478 38 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:10:44pm  
 
<P>Although I feel sympathy for Obama having to put up with annoying people, and 
would probably act very much the same way myself, let's not forget he's supposed 
to be running for President. If he can't deal with an annoying bozo wanting a 
photo, how's he going to deal with Iran wanting nukes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087212 29478 89 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:18:30pm  
 
<P>Doesn't matter how annoying the photo guy was -- Obama should have had the 
presence of mind not to snap like this in front of media cameras. Spend 5 
seconds to give the guy a picture, and nobody would have ever noticed. Instead 
he tried to make an example of the guy.</P> 
<P>Yes, he's campaigning -- and that means <EM>not</EM> doing things like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087242 29478 112 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 1:22:23pm  
 
<P>Or for that matter - don't give the guy a picture, just shine him on, have 
the Secret Service quietly move him along. But getting personally annoyed -- bad 
move.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05087644 29478 446 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 2:26:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #400 pleaseandthankyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not voting for Obama but I can understand why he was annoyed by this guy. 
If Republicans are using this incident to bash Obama, well, they are barking up 
the wrong tree because he was pretty patient with a guy who was being totally 
obnoxious. This looks like we are WAY too desperate to find something to bash 
him over. I agree with Charles 95% of the time but this post is ill-conceived. 
Are we supposed to have greater empathy for a creepy paparazzi stalker-type? The 
photographer needs to learn how to take "no" for an answer, and Obama was right 
to give it to him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link for this goes to Politico.com -- who are big Obama boosters 
normally. It's hardly "desperate" to post a video that Politico.com made 
available, for the sake of discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088082 29480 247 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 3:44:38pm  
 
<P>To further explain how the system works, when a comment is deleted I receive 
an email with the full text of the comment and a special admin link to restore 
it if I think it should be restored. Deletions are rare enough that I've been 
able to check pretty much every one, and I haven't seen one that I disagreed 
with yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088121 29480 284 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 3:50:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #268 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, do the monitors get a pop up if a comment gets reported? I think that's 
really first line of defense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, monitors receive the reports too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088144 29480 306 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 3:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #282 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long will it be before some Lizards start accusing other Lizards of being 
monitor Lizards?</P> 
<P>This can get ugly real fast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it won't. See my #247. If a monitor starts deleting comments for personal 
reasons, the privilege will be revoked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088149 29480 311 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 3:54:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honestly folks I really hope that the monitors are not out there to gun down 
troll comments. That's what we are for, and that's part of the fun.</P> 
<P>They should be watching for mobies, and for "nuke (un-named place) type of 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what they're for, period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088154 29480 316 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 3:55:22pm  
 



<P>Some troll comments do need to be deleted, though, like the one who got in 
and left about 80 obscene comments one night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088229 29480 382 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 4:10:23pm  
 
<P>No, monitors cannot block anyone, and no, they cannot edit posts. They can 
only delete posts, and in this case it's more like "hiding" the post, because 
(as I've been trying to explain) I review the deletions and can reverse them 
with a single click if I feel it's unwarranted.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5088027&amp;n=199" target=_blank>#199</A> 
Maximu§</EM></P> 
<P>Your post deserved to be deleted. It's not OK to post fantasies about trucks 
plowing into crowds of people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088747 29480 631 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 6:02:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #609 Friend of USA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trusted monitor lizards?</P> 
<P>I hope they do a better job than that "trusted" overzealous monitoring lizard 
who deleted my post about Mark Steyn and Canadian human rights courts a few 
weeks ago - which <I>I was the first to talk about here</I> and which a few days 
later became one of the big story here that Charles posted about at least half a 
dozen times.</P> 
<P>Why did those "trusted " overzealous lizards delete it?</P> 
<P>Because it supposedly contained personal information.</P> 
<P>Yeah right.</P> 
<P>the name of a Hotel and the phone number of the Hotel where there will be a 
conference is personal information.</P> 
<P>I think some "trusted" monitoring lizards wanted to impress Charles just a 
tiny bit too much by catching as many vilains as they could...</P> 
<P>Angry about this comment "trusted" monitoring lizards ?</P> 
<P>Then check the archives and tell me who is right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phone numbers are not allowed at LGF. It says so at the top of every 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088828 29480 643 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 6:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #636 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to say what I'm going to say. If I get deleted, oh well. That's 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I want! This isn't intended to stop anyone from expressing your 
feelings. It's intended to prevent hateful, over the top comments from remaining 
posted, then used against me and LGF, because I never see them. It's still not 
going to be perfect (perfection is impossible) but if I see any of the monitor 
lizards abusing their superpowers, I'll shut them down right quick.</P> 
<P>I'm keeping an eye on things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088840 29480 647 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 6:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #642 steve miller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>here's the deal.</P> 
<P>It's Charles' place. He's pretty accommodating to random thoughts, but his 
rules are fairly simple and clear:</P> 
<P>* Be respectful* Don't post personal info SUCH AS PHONE NUMBERS* Don't post 
"First!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Phone numbers are a big no-no, and anyone who thinks about it 
for a few seconds will see why.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: the primary rules of playing in the LGF sandbox are posted at 
the top of every comment thread, and those are the rules that the monitors are 
enforcing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088844 29480 648 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 6:23:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5088839&amp;n=646" target=_blank>#646</A> 
Friend of USA</EM></P> 
<P>It's really simple. Post a link to the hotel's web site 
instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05088878 29480 654 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 6:34:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5088839&amp;n=646" target=_blank>#646</A> 
Friend of USA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Hotel phone number is the same as a link to a site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It's not.</P> 
<P>When the hotel posts the phone number at their web site, they are responsible 
for informing their customers if it changes.</P> 
<P>I don't need or want that responsibility, and I don't want phone numbers 
posted in comments for that very simple reason.</P> 
<P>If you really can't stand not being able to post phone numbers, I'm sure you 
can find lots of blogs where they won't object to it -- or you could start your 
own blog, and get all the credit for posting those phone 
numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089107 29480 709 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 7:26:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #700 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just making joke(s). If I don't like it, (I could really care less, I'm 
used to getting deleted by Charles so who cares if its someone else) I can stop 
posting &amp; get a real life.</P> 
<P>Its a bit strange that he'd play favorites though, and it doesn't sound like 
there are really any groundrules for them to follow...</P> 
<P>but then again, its "Charles"' house so...he can make up any lame-ass rules 
he wants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're very welcome to find another blog whose "lame-ass rules" meet your 
high standards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089111 29480 710 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 7:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #701 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that note i'm off to get a real life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Indeed you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089440 29480 768 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #764 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/left the building involuntarily</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he left voluntarily. It's clear he didn't value his LGF account, or trust 
my judgment, so he/she/whatever made the choice to be a jerk and get 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089445 29480 770 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #767 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading between the lines, I am pretty sure Charles has no intention of 
suppressing contrary opinion.</P> 
<P>I'm just trying to get a handle on what might not be tolerated - or what the 
boundaries of the tolerable are.</P> 
<P>Style v substance.</P> 
<P>Or is it like pornaography - 'I can't define it, but I know it when I see it' 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted this several times now -- the rules are at the top of every 
thread, and this has nothing to do with contrary opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089478 29480 781 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:25:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #760 Kohenan the Barbarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles--I have serious problems with your paradigm of Policing the Blog---
free speech is important and LGF should be at the forefront of encouraging 
participants to express a divergence of opinion and support the expression of 
arguments whatever they represent---this monitoring to erase perceived 
indiscretion has its shortcomings---supporting and advocating acts of violence 
is a good example of controversial disagreement--examples of suggesting that an 
individual or group be eradicated in some contexts has been banned while in 
other instances is Kosher---denigrating an individual or group for it's opinions 
that run counter to that expressed by the majority of Lizards has been the norm 
-- any sullying of the Blog's inclination through cogently expressed argument 
has been brutalized ,scorned and harassed into extinction as though this is a 
threat to the sanctity of LGF---a healthy measure of respect and broad 
parameters of tolerance in opinions expressed must be the goal of LGF to earn 
the respect of observers from any perspective --to ignore this invites the label 
of a mutual admiration society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If free speech is so important to you that you think anything goes, and 
nothing should be policed, I invite you to start your own blog, where you can 
hold those ideals high -- and get ALL the credit and all the blame for the 
consequences of that policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089510 29480 791 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:30:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #779 miclaine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I really like this site. I find that I tend to agree with many of the 
comments. However, I like the idea suggested in #760 and enjoy the contrarian 
give and take. I also understand that with the number of comments, some type of 
monitoring is necessary. It is a real quandary. I will not stop reading here, 
but it sure makes me wonder about whether we are getting or even encouraging 
free exchange of ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you read anything I've written in this thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089527 29480 800 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:32:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #793 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I think it is a non-issue, basically.</P> 
<P>But as I noted up top, on a thread last week, someone told me 'stop', after a 
lame joke that he or she found offensive.</P> 
<P>I found it odd, but no big deal.</P> 
<P>Now, I wonder if it was a monitor issuing a veiled threat.</P> 
<P>That is the curious thing, to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't. And if a monitor starts doing things like that, privileges will be 
revoked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089586 29480 818 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:41:53pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm not being defensive when I suggest that people start their 
own blogs if they aren't happy with how I run LGF -- I'm completely serious. 
That's what free speech is all about. You have the freedom to speak all you want 
as long as you're the one who takes the responsibility for what you say. You 
DON'T have a right to insist that I shoulder the blame for your ill-advised 
comment.</P> 
<P>When you post here, you follow my rules--or you don't post here. The days are 
over when I will take the blame for people who can't watch what they write on a 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089601 29480 823 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:43:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #815 Kohenan the Barbarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#781-Charles---I did not say anything goes---I did imply that deflecting 
blame should not be the priority as our disclaimer succeeds in this goal 
admirably-- freedom of speech has its limits as well I agree--but potentiating 
the sacrificing of diversity should be avoided--sometimes the result of previous 
purges of unwanted opinion have excluded divergent opinions-- I have no talent 
or aspirations of being a blogmaster but thanks for your 
confidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been no "purges of unwanted opinion" at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089610 29480 830 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:45:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #825 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, as I think I said somewhere upthread, I think the "report" function has 
just been rendered obsolete (assuming of course that Charles has appointed hall 



monitors who are usually around during the various times of day). If there are 
monitors, why should we report anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the report function is still very much needed. Monitors get the reports 
as well, and there are so many comments no one can read them 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089629 29480 846 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 8:50:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #836 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>I don't use "report" just for comments that are "bad"...</P> 
<P>I use it to alert you to stuff that I think is interesting too, which I 
thought that was part of the original function of that button..?</P> 
<P>If monitors are getting those "reports" won't that confuse them?</P> 
<P>Should I not be using "report" for anything other than "bad" 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it's almost always obvious from the comment why it's being reported. 
Continue using them the same way you have been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089721 29480 916 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 9:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #881 Sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have 63 comments as Sleepyone! I honestly had no idea.</P> 
<P>While I don't have a lot of comments as Sleepyone, there are a few more as my 
previous incarnation. And I have been reading since 2001 on a daily basis so I 
have noticed a few things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've noticed a few things too, after reviewing your comments in your 
"previous incarnation." Maybe you want to tell people what your previous 
username was?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089749 29480 936 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 9:27:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #933 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - sorry if this has been answered before, but although I know you 
can reverse a monitorsdecision to delete a comment, does someone have to 
complain to you that their comment was deleted, or do you get a report or 
something when monitors delete other lizard's posts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a comment is deleted, I get an automatic email with the full text of the 
comment, telling me which monitor deleted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05089834 29480 975 Charles Wed, Apr 2, 2008 9:51:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5089816&amp;n=966" target=_blank>#966</A> 
Sleepyone</EM></P> 
<P>You stopped using your previous account when you got into a fight with some 
other users about the appropriateness of banning Ed the weatherman -- who has 
since proven to be a bigger jerk than anyone ever thought possible. And here you 
are again questioning whether I'm running LGF correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05091398 29480 1098 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 8:36:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1087 littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you monitor distasteful language, uninformed comments and unmistakable 
hate speech, Thats good. If you censor those automatically with whom you dis-
agree thats not good. For then you our allowing gross formulation of certain 
veiwpoints to thrive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted this at least three times now in this thread: the monitors are 
only intended to enforce the rules you should already know if you're posting 
comments at LGF. There will be no censoring of different 
viewpoints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05091290 29485 13 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 8:18:27am  
 
<P>Tricky ways of posting 'first!' will be deleted just like non-tricky 
ways.</P> 
<P>That rule isn't there so that people can figure out ways to get around 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092170 29487 28 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 11:26:36am  
 
<P>Pretty good deal on a Mac Pro 2.8GHz quad-core Xeon 5400 model here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000VR4F2Q/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092190 29487 42 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 11:28:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Octo-core! Do it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too expensive for the minimal extra speed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092442 29487 243 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 12:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 notreallyme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know this is probably late, but check your cables. Apple Firewire portsare 
very particular about cables. One bend too often here, a little corrosion there, 
and suddenly it stops working.</P> 
<P>Geoff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Checked that first thing, thanks -- none of the Firewire ports are working at 
all, and System Profiler says "Unable to list Firewire devices."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092455 29487 248 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 12:15:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #131 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only 2Gb of RAM? I would start at 4Gb.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - I'll get the RAM somewhere else if I go with Amazon.</P> 



<P>That J&amp;R price is better, but shipping adds quite a bit, and I get free 
shipping with Amazon Prime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05093535 29487 333 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 4:01:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #328 Globular Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Mac users don't know anything about hardware. We manly PC dudes build our 
machines, we replace our motherboards if necessary (I've only had one fry 
(overclocked for 2 years)).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Been there, done that. Had enough of it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. Macs aren't supposed to have hardware problems. 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHA!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, they do have hardware problems, no doubt, like any other hunk of silicon. 
Normally fewer, though. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05092492 29488 49 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 12:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, the blogger is running against a candidate whom he admits is "a 
legitimate conservative, reasonably articulate, with a history in the party, and 
a record of promoting free markets, personal liberty, and limited 
government."</P> 
<P>So, er, what's the point? Is there something else about Sinclair that we 
don't know? In what way is the blogger candidate superior to the other 
candidate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it's a bit unclear, but he's saying they were <EM>looking for</EM> a 
legitimate conservative to oppose Sinclair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05094104 29492 449 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 6:10:48pm  
 
<P>When I don't announce open registration, it's amazing how many fewer people 
notice it. It's been open for almost 4 hours today, and less than 25 
signups.</P> 
<P>So let's announce it and see if the pace picks up...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05094228 29493 84 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 6:25:27pm  
 
<P>There are a few trolls that I fully expect to try to get in, whenever I open 
registration, so the watchbots are enabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05094267 29493 114 Charles Thu, Apr 3, 2008 6:30:37pm  
 
<P>I wondered if announcing open registration would cause the pace to pick up 
... it sure did. More than 75 already since the announcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05098478 29498 30 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 1:40:26pm  
 



<P>The problem with setting up a new computer is the transferring of your old 
stuff, passwords, etc.</P> 
<P>Mac OS has a utility called the Migration Assistant that allows moving your 
old stuff automatically, and it's supposed to work with a Time Machine backup 
(which I have).</P> 
<P>I'm going to wait til tomorrow to do the big move, when things are less 
busy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102431 29499 348 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 10:17:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5099088&amp;n=253" target=_blank>#253</A> NY 
Nana</EM></P> 
<P>Please - let's not rehash this here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099184 29500 21 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 4:45:35pm  
 
<P>Yeah, you're not rid of Wrath yet. He whined so much, Stinky told me to 
restore his account just to shut him up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099272 29500 92 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:03:23pm  
 
<P>Wrath: that was a little thing known as "humor." Try it some 
time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099302 29500 114 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:09:25pm  
 
<P>I resisted doing it for years, but I'm finally learning how to write Linux 
shell scripts. Been reading about awk and sed and ps and argument lists and 
pipes and for...in loops all day until my eyes glazed over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099316 29500 127 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:11:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #108 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cool...wrath is back.</P> 
<P>What a machine</P> 
<P>Configuration Options</P> 
<P>* %u2022 Two quad-core processors (8-core) up to 3.2GHz* %u2022 One quad-core 
processor at 2.8GHz* %u2022 Memory up to 32GB* %u2022 Upgraded graphics cards* 
%u2022 Hard drive storage up to 4TB* %u2022 Up to four SAS hard drives* %u2022 
Mac Pro RAID Card3* %u2022 Up to two SuperDrives* %u2022 AirPort 
Extreme</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - four hard drive bays is great. You can set them up as a RAID and have 
one giant virtual disk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099322 29500 133 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:13:15pm  
 
<P>I didn't get the top of the line model. It's almost $2000 more for that extra 
few Gigahertz - not worth it. I got the 2.8, dual quad-core Xeon 
model.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05099364 29500 173 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And up to 4 terrabytes is an obscenely cool amount of disk space.</P> 
<P>I was playing with the configuration options and I fake ordered a $27,000 
box!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can even hook up TWO 30" DVI monitors, if you have the 
scratch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099428 29500 234 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:32:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/maybe when they figured out that Intel makes the best 
chips?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Partly that, and also partly because Motorola screwed up and couldn't meet 
the demand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099494 29500 295 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 5:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #254 Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon, Charles. Tell us how much you spent on your new 
machine!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way too much. But it is the primary tool in the LGF World Takeover plan, so I 
have an excuse.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000VR4F2Q/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05099677 29501 53 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 6:11:45pm  
 
<P>Here's what I've been doing today:</P> 
<P>for pid in `ps -U "nobody" -o comm,state,etime,pid %P% awk -v com="httpd" -v 
st="S" '$1 == com &amp;&amp; $2 == st &amp;&amp; $3 ~ /:[0-9][0-9]:[0-9][0-9]/ { 
print $4 }'`; do { echo "Killing process $pid"; kill -9 $pid; } ; done</P> 
<P>Can anyone tell me what that Linux command line does?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05100081 29501 378 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 7:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #337 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hereby revoke my previous answer and substitute the following:</P> 
<P>The proffered command kills all of nobody's web server (httpd) processes that 
are in the Interruptable Sleep state and which have been running for more than 1 
hour. As it is killing them, it also prints their process IDs on the 
console.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dig Opilio, breakin' it down! You win the impromptu 
competition...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05100090 29501 387 Charles Fri, Apr 4, 2008 7:30:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #381 Israel4ever</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why can't I use the contact form on this site? I can't find Charle's email 
addy listed anywhere, and the form said "sorry you're not allowed to use 
this"?</P> 
<P>I have an article i want to send but I can't link to it since it's 
subscriber-only.</P> 
<P>Anybody else read the article on Syrian troop movements?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you see a message in the contact form saying you have to enable 
Javascript? If not, you probably have cookies disabled for LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102102 29503 735 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 8:25:17am  
 
<P>By the way, the person who has been using the name 'rappmandu' is a many-
times banned poster who used the name 'Bayou King'. This must be the 7th or 8th 
time this creep has registered sock puppets at LGF. He's banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102249 29506 2 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:28:28am  
 
<P>Sullivan just said Rev. Wright had no connection to Louis 
Farrakhan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102257 29506 5 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:29:48am  
 
<P>MSNBC...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102276 29506 18 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:34:44am  
 
<P>Sullivan is actually making excuses for Wright's 
antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102282 29506 22 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:36:20am  
 
<P>Sullivan just glided right past the fact that he was caught in either an 
ignorant mistake or a blatant lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102285 29506 25 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:37:02am  
 
<P>Sullivan is making excuses for Wright! It's unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102309 29506 45 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:41:52am  
 
<P>Sullivan: "He loves his grandmother more than anything in the whole 
world..."</P> 
<P>Retch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05102334 29506 65 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:48:10am  
 
<P>Sullivan has a weird fixed stare thing going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05102350 29506 79 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 9:51:45am  
 
<P>Hitchens on Hillary: "Alternately soppy and bitchy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05103380 29512 74 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 5:50:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 bystander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I guess I'll ask the obvious question here -- why are you migrating 
from a Time Machine image instead of connecting to your other machine via 
firewire's Target mode? The idea of migrating from a backup image has never 
occurred to me, but seems reasonable enough. It's a shame it didn't work for 
you.</P> 
<P>Anyway, since it's a brand new machine, I'd recommend restoring the OS, then 
running Migration Asst. in target mode. Guaranteed to work as planned.</P> 
<P>Then go file a bug report @ apple.com and let 'em know you're an important, 
influential member of the media. Worked for Rush Limbaugh. :)[Link: <A 
href="http://www.apple.com/feedback/macosx.html" 
target=_blank>www.apple.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>BTW, firewire 800 is incredibly fast! Cut my complete-restore times from 2.5 
hours w/firewire 400 or USB 2 to just over 50 minutes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't do it that way, because Firewire died on the old machine. That's one of 
the reasons I got the new one.</P> 
<P>One of the options in Migration Assistant is to use a Time Machine backup, so 
I did it that way to get around the non-working Firewire issue.</P> 
<P>Another option I'm considering - restore OS, then take the startup HD out of 
the old machine and put it in the new one. Migration Assistant says it can also 
do its thing with a startup disk attached to the computer. At least the process 
will be fast that way, using the internal bus for everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05103435 29512 125 Charles Sat, Apr 5, 2008 6:17:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5103421&amp;n=112" target=_blank>#112</A> 
bystander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As silly as it sounds, have you tried unplugging your old Mac for a 
while?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, tried all the suggested fixes, and nothing worked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05105255 29515 23 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 9:21:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 jas88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's one thing that I've found to work very smoothly and painlessly 
on the Mac...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as you don't create a temporary account just to start up, then try to 
use Migration Assistant from the desktop, that is.</P> 
<P>I wasted about 8 hours yesterday because I did it that way. Apparently it's 
an issue in OS 10.5.2.</P> 



<P>When it finally worked, though, it did move absolutely everything I needed. I 
haven't found anything yet that required adjustment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05105515 29515 31 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 10:39:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 SecondComing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What mac did you move to Charles? What did you have before? I'm typing this 
on my Macbook Pro.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mac Pro, 2.8GHz dual Xeon quad-core processors. Moved from a dual G5 machine; 
the speed difference is incredible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05105523 29515 32 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 10:42:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - What macs do you run? Is your blog on it or do you have it hosted 
somewhere else? Or maybe you have it hosted somewhere and feed it from your mac? 
I'm wondering because I'm starting a technology blog. And I'm about to get a 
laptop and video camera (anyone know a good (not gold plated) one that can do 
video, stills, and serve as audio recorder for interviews?). I have never bought 
a computer that wasn't a mac. I also work with high tech companies. They usually 
set me up with a cube and pc to do their work in their offices, but I'm 
wondering if I should get a pc laptop for connectibility (although I'm not wild 
about working on pc's). Charles, you do so many tech updates, you may need a 
special button for your techie archives and comment areas. This blog runs better 
than about any of the big blogs...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't host LGF myself -- I have two dedicated servers owned by Hosting 
Matters, a web server and a database server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05105595 29515 36 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 11:06:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And do you have a backup archive somewhere away from your servers at Hosting 
Matters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I keep backups on my own computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05107688 29527 1 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 9:29:52pm  
 
<P>Just discovered a white nationalist creep who's linking to LGF, apparently 
thinking we have something in common. Trying to decide where I should send 
referrals from the hate site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/3h2a9n" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05107721 29527 14 Charles Sun, Apr 6, 2008 9:37:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a safe one : <A href="http://allinterracialdating.com/" 
target=_blank>Interracial dating</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ooh, that's a good one. One redirect, coming up.</P> 
<P>Let's see how fast he takes LGF off his blog roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05109834 29530 120 Charles Mon, Apr 7, 2008 9:54:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5109709&amp;n=112" target=_blank>#112</A> 
Sacred Plants</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05111859 29540 56 Charles Mon, Apr 7, 2008 6:30:10pm  
 
<P>Hate to say it but I'm getting troll vibes from some of the usernames being 
registered tonight. And we all know how painful that can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05111879 29540 72 Charles Mon, Apr 7, 2008 6:32:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 UncleSam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cerberus was a three-headed dog which guarded the Gates of Hades in Greek 
mythology.Not a lizard and not a rattlesnake, as in the picture.Though it was 
described as having a mane of snakes and a snake for a tail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the lizards of Cerberus. Hounds can have lizards too, you 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05112093 29540 250 Charles Mon, Apr 7, 2008 7:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #236 JWM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aww c'mon, Charles. That's just a crappy old alligator lizard. Nasty tempered 
critters they are, too. Not particularly graceful, as reptiles go, and they bite 
like hell.(useless trivia for our east coast friends);)</P> 
<P>JWM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Biting like hell is one of the job requirements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114599 29545 135 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:09:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #79 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's ridiculous to pay attention to this diary. As soon as it was posted, 
commenters started dissing it. No one there took it seriously. Why treat it 
seriously here? That there are kooks in the world is hardly news. That some of 
them have keyboards is not exactly news either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's treated seriously here because this is just one of a LONG series of 
these articles. It's not insignificant, and it's not something to be dismissed 
out of hand. I've pointed out literally dozens of these kinds of articles at 
Daily Kos, and I'm going to continue doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114714 29545 231 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:29:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5114694&amp;n=216" target=_blank>#216</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 



<P>Oh please. The <EM>only</EM> reason the Kos Kidz are denouncing diaries like 
this is because they've been burned by them several times. Before some high 
profile people like Bill O'Reilly began to focus the light on them, the comments 
in support of this kind of crap were predominant. They know they're being 
watched now, so they make the right noises.</P> 
<P>Yet, the diaries just keep getting posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114793 29547 23 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:42:19am  
 
<P>By the way, if you post "ban the Koran" in all capital letters, bolded, you 
achieve nothing except to make me and everyone here look like 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114799 29547 28 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:43:51am  
 
<P>Hillary's voice is shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114803 29547 30 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:44:37am  
 
<P>Barack Obama is coming up later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114862 29547 62 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 9:58:23am  
 
<P>MSNBC is still carrying the hearing live. Fox cut away to make some 
money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114868 29547 67 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:00:08am  
 
<P>CSPAN's better, you don't have to put up with MSNBC's puerile 
commentators.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05114881 29547 75 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:03:23am  
 
<P>Link to live web feed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.c-
span.org/watch/cs_cspan_wm.asp?Cat=TV&amp;Code=CS" target=_blank>www.c-
span.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05115151 29547 215 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:50:47am  
 
 
 
<P>Daily Kos-like rant going on now from Evan Bayh of Indiana.</P> 
<P>The Dems must have picked him to be the first to insinuate that Crocker and 
Petraeus are lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05115162 29547 220 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:52:08am  
 
<P>"Creating more terrorists!"</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05115166 29547 222 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:53:02am  
 
<P>Bayh is impenetrable in his idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05115178 29547 229 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:54:24am  
 
<P>Petraeus: it's not responsible. With respect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05115205 29547 239 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:56:15am  
 
<P>CODEPINK is acting up!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05115216 29547 244 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 10:56:49am  
 
<P>Who lets these people into hearings?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05116656 29550 197 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 3:09:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we all need to run virus scans now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05116666 29550 206 Charles Tue, Apr 8, 2008 3:10:23pm  
 
<P>On the Mac, Command-Option-Esc brings up the force quit menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05119857 29560 24 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 9:06:36am  
 
<P>It's been on the site for more than a month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05119943 29560 94 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 9:17:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #71 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, wait a sec y'all - according to ACE, "Meanwhile, over at BarackObama.com, 
which <EM>appears to be</EM> the official campaign site and is paid for by 
"Obama for America, a "community blog" makes the following nuanced points:" 
[emphasis added, realwest]</P> 
<P>So IS this the official campaign site for Obama?Anyone know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is the official site. Totally confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05120004 29560 144 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 9:28:46am  
 
<P>The web site was created by Blue State Digital, a company started by Howard 
Dean's web team, and they're the owner of the IP address:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bluestatedigital.com/" 
target=_blank>www.bluestatedigital.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05120041 29560 180 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 9:35:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #165 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I think the question still remains IS this Obama's Official Campaign 
website?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! There's no doubt about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05130950 29560 805 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 1:55:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #804 tortfeasor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boy.</P> 
<P><EM>Anyone can post anything anywhere</EM>. Someone could upload Mein Kampf 
to a website for cookie recipes. Someone could stick a racist rant to the side 
of the Washington Monument.</P> 
<P>What on earth does any of that prove or even suggest? Jeez.</P> 
<P>I see what you're implying, but "That didn’t take long — the page has now 
been removed" tends to belie it, don't you think?</P> 
<P>There's good stuff on this blog sometimes, but putting up an item like this 
as some kind of news item and currying the kind of reaction that you know you're 
going to get from it rather discredits the place a bit, I think.</P> 
<P>I look forward to reading better stuff. All the best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A candidate for president should be able to manage a web site. That crap was 
posted for more than a month, and they've stated that they approve the 
accounts.</P> 
<P>It "didn't take long" after some blogs posted about it -- but it stayed 
public for a month before that.</P> 
<P>Nice try, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05133281 29560 807 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 9:10:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #806 tortfeasor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"A candidate for president should be able to manage a web site."?</P> 
<P>Are folks ticked off because the candidate <EM>can't manage a website</EM> or 
because they think that he or his campaign quietly believes that the continent 
of Africa is plotting revenge against world Jewry?</P> 
<P>Because if that post was up on the site for a month that's either 1) because 
nobody noticed, or 2) because the person or people in the campaign responsible 
for removing lunatic posts read it and agreed with the notion that Africa was 
plotting revenge against world Jewry.</P> 
<P>So, yeah, unless the latter proposition seems sensible to you (it sure 
doesn't to me!) this is a pretty silly news item to get all exercised about.</P> 
<P>This blog often has good stuff on it, and I think this kind of thing has the 
effect of casting the sensible posts in a bit of a ridiculous 
light.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, somehow we soldier on.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121316 29564 30 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:34:37pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #15 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit I'm curious, Charles, in light of another similar post... Do 
you have a deal with Amazon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A deal with Amazon? Well, I do have an affiliate ID, but the income from it 
is pretty tiny. I post these things because people are interested in them, not 
to make money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121326 29564 34 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:35:25pm  
 
<P>Anybody can sign up for an affiliate ID at Amazon, by the way. No special 
deal needed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121336 29564 43 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm. Interesting.</P> 
<P>I can see the logic of that, in an advertisement. But when it creeps into the 
actual content, it strikes me as a credibility issue.</P> 
<P>Maybe that's an old-fashioned way of thinking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A great deal is a great deal. If that's not credible, show me a better 
deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121366 29564 56 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:39:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, like I said, maybe I'm just looking at things in an outdated way. Not a 
big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it - you think Amazon.com might be influencing my posts on the threat 
from radical Islam.</P> 
<P>I have no comment on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121378 29564 64 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:40:48pm  
 
<P>I have the PlayStation 3 myself - works great as a Blu-ray player, with 
optical audio and component video output. Beautiful display.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121407 29564 82 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:43:34pm  
 
<P>(No, I don't have a deal with Sony.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121425 29564 94 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:45:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 Sol Roth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite honestly Charles, I've wondered what happened to the "Cycle of 
Violence" threads. I miss the fascist headwinds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had to stop posting about rides, after threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05121477 29564 122 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:53:05pm  
 
<P>If you get a PS3, you have to get the Assassin's Creed game. Amazing 
realism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05121482 29564 126 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 1:53:47pm  
 
<P>(No, I don't have a deal with Ubisoft.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122511 29567 79 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 5:42:43pm  
 
<P>Awk rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122518 29567 86 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 5:45:03pm  
 
<P>New rotating title: Living4Him5534 hates the open threads. Especially the 
geek ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122538 29567 104 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 5:52:20pm  
 
<P>(Click rating number for this entry...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122588 29567 148 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 6:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, shouldn't you kill the sessions if you are going to bother to print 
them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just my script that lets me see the undead. I have a cron job running 
every 30 minutes that kills them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122659 29567 212 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 6:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 desertdweller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll dig in...</P> 
<P>If by "strange state" you mean "zombie" processes, the real problem will be 
the parent process (PPID) hasn't issued a "wait(2)" to collect the exit status 
from the defunct child process. The child process then holds a record in the 
kernel PROCTAB until the parent process restarts.</P> 
<P>As an exercise to the student, try "sed" instead of "awk"...</P> 
<P>Also, look for a pattern in the process' WCHAN value, though this could be of 
limited use unless you have a kernel debugger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, these are processes created by PHP that go into "sleep" mode - not zombie 
processes. They're sleeping, they're not undead brain-eating ghouls.</P> 
<P>But no less annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122692 29567 245 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 6:22:52pm  



 
<P>I sucked at math in high school and avoided it completely in college, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05122926 29567 446 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 7:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #437 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dateline, the Blogosphere:</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson, owner/operator of the hate site Little Green Footballs, has 
unleashed a devastating cron job that kills innocent, peacefully sleeping 
processes in the middle of the night on a horrific, repeated basis...</P> 
<P>/do I have to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's correct. I ruthlessly murder them in their sleep. And 
laugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05123329 29567 811 Charles Wed, Apr 9, 2008 9:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #774 L. King</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>The following is a bit simpler</P> 
<P>ps -A -o state,comm,pid,etime %P% grep "^S httpd.*[3-9][0-9]:[0-9][0-9]$" %P% 
cut -c17-24</P> 
<P>awk is overkill. Rearranging your arguments to ps allows you to use grep to 
check the beginning and end of your string and avoid the loop. How many 
processes do you have hanging around like this at any one time?</P> 
<P>Then to kill your processes:</P> 
<P><STRONG>kill -9 `<EM>insert prev command</EM>`</STRONG> #Use 
backquotes</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good tip - much simpler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05125224 29567 867 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 10:17:08am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #861 Lizardoid Minion #32603</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you tried the MinSpareServers and MaxSpareServers settings? 
Unless something's going wrong, those should serve to keep your sleepers under 
control.</P> 
<P>I also find MaxRequestsPerChild useful. Set it to something low, like 500, 
and the processes will get killed and restarted regularly enough to keep 
resource usage low, but not so often as to impact CPU load.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked the setting for MaxRequestsPerChild, and it was at zero -- so 
I'm trying your suggestion now, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05125325 29567 868 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 10:35:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #864 perlster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Not geek, eek!</STRONG></P> 



<P>When you're actually piping <EM>ps</EM> to <EM>awk</EM> in some gawdawful 
<EM>for</EM> loop, I can only reply with a four-letter word: 
<STRONG>perl</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I want the huge overhead of starting up Perl, just to run some 
Linux commands?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05127020 29567 871 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 5:42:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #861 Lizardoid Minion #32603</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you tried the MinSpareServers and MaxSpareServers settings? 
Unless something's going wrong, those should serve to keep your sleepers under 
control.</P> 
<P>I also find MaxRequestsPerChild useful. Set it to something low, like 500, 
and the processes will get killed and restarted regularly enough to keep 
resource usage low, but not so often as to impact CPU load.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, this was a good tip! I set MaxRequestsPerChild to 500 as you suggested, 
and removed my cron job that was killing the processes. And after running all 
day like that, the 'slowp' script above now shows that no processes are living 
past their expiration date. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05126838 29578 52 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 4:47:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice, a version of Little Wing I hadn't heard.. Hope Itunes has this 
guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do - they have a bunch of his albums there.</P> 
<P>They have his stuff at Amazon MP3 Downloads too...</P> 
<P>(No, I don't have a deal with Monte Montgomery...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05127105 29579 34 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 6:04:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you're not going to get me to comment on what Pope Benedict is 
going to say when he comes to NYC next week by some Reuters report claiming to 
have talking points. I'm going to actually wait to hear what he says - and then 
figure out what he said and the context.</P> 
<P>And by the by, but isn't the Pope always talking about peace and brotherhood 
and the need to avoid wars? Christian doctrine and all that? Or is this a new 
and improved version of peace and brotherhood just in time for the UN 
meeting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - and the way Reuters uses words like 'attack' and 'assail' is 
interesting, since the quote from the Vatican is all about peace. This must be 
some of that fancy journalistic writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05127112 29579 39 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 6:05:35pm  
 
<P>Headline says "attack," first sentence says "assail." This is one aggressive 
pope we have here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05127164 29579 77 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 6:16:15pm  
 
<P>If he criticizes the UN I'll be surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05127439 29581 12 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 7:14:32pm  
 
<P>They are now in the shadows, neither alive nor dead. Zombies, if you 
will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05127854 29581 306 Charles Thu, Apr 10, 2008 8:39:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #284 Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was one that was shown to be premature shortly after it was posted, and 
Charles felt it wise to do away with it. He even offered arguments to let it 
stand, but most seemed to think it should be deleted. Once deleted, those who 
still had it open could continue to post. Last count I heard was 115, and they 
were all in there dinging each other up and giggling like tweenagers at a 
slumber party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That little loophole is now closed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05130895 29589 21 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 1:47:27pm  
 
<P>Heh. When I don't announce open registration, the hatch rate is a LOT lower. 
Been open for hours and only 53 so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05130926 29589 38 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 1:52:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you sock check the newbies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are watched, by merciless eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05131434 29590 185 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 3:02:38pm  
 
<P>Whew, there's a real odor in here. Did something get in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05131507 29590 250 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 3:09:19pm  
 
<P>Good grief. One of the most obvious moby/trolls in quite a while.</P> 
<P>Ban it now, or let the lizards rend it for a while? Decisions, 
decisions...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132745 29590 834 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 6:39:49pm  
 
<P>AngryIgbo is now ejected from the room.</P> 
<P>It was a Canadian college kid, a deadly combination of 
idiocies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05131395 29591 3 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 2:58:44pm  
 
<P>Is there a funny smell in there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132048 29593 13 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:03:36pm  
 
<P>So far it looks and sounds pretty good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132111 29593 28 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:11:03pm  
 
<P>A New York Times bit on IMEEM:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/10/29/imeem-pioneers-free-
music-with-ads/" target=_blank>bits.blogs.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132118 29593 30 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:11:42pm  
 
<P>They have deals with major labels.</P> 
<P>(Note: I don't have a deal with Imeem.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132128 29593 33 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:12:27pm  
 
<P>This one isn't my playlist, by the way -- I just picked one to 
test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132196 29593 52 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:22:48pm  
 
<P>There are supposed to be ads somewhere in these playlists but so far I 
haven't heard one.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't mind a few ads either - it's a bit like radio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132207 29593 56 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have the latest plug-ins. I don't know what's going on. It just refuses to 
play.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132276 29593 85 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 4:34:10pm  
 
<P>A very cool service. I'm putting together a playlist now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132408 29594 11 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:09:03pm  
 
<P>I'm noticing that some of these tracks appear to have a limit - when you 
start playing them they only play a 30 second clip. Removed the ones from the 
list that do this...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05132436 29594 33 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nobody's problem but my own, but...</P> 
<P>Starting about a week ago YouTubes no longer played on my computer. In fact 
nothing appears on my screen at all --- just blank white space.</P> 
<P>They miust have "upgraded" again or something.</P> 
<P>I'm using Safari 3.0.4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try repairing permissions on your startup disk with Disk Utility. The Flash 
player is notorious for screwing up permissions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132470 29594 54 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Soak in a tub full of ice and ibuprofen...hmmm, sounds soothing, I'll have to 
try it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Epsom salt baths can also help. I've hit the pavement several times from a 
bicycle, and it's not much fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132483 29594 63 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:24:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm. Sounds scary.</P> 
<P>I will investigate that now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how many mysterious problems are fixed by repairing 
permissions.</P> 
<P>It can take a while, so just let it run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132587 29594 143 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:49:32pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, there are new songs in the playlist 
above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05132609 29594 163 Charles Fri, Apr 11, 2008 5:55:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ali Babba's Camel is another one of those 30 second ones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure? The whole thing's playing for me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05136517 29603 3 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2008 5:12:46pm  
 
<P>Again we have some 30-second excerpts showing up. Is there a way to know 
whether the full song will play on embedding? I looked and couldn't find 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05136609 29603 84 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2008 5:43:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #78 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that might be the Ragga they're using (rhythmic pattern or scale). 
The have a system of solfedge (Do-re-mi-fa) for rhythms that I've never really 
understood. It sounds a lot like the "doom dagga dagg doom" 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've studied it -- it's South Indian. Each syllable has a specific meaning in 
the rhythmic system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05136684 29603 154 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2008 6:05:20pm  
 
<P>South Indian rhythmic mnemonics:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.chandrakantha.com/articles/indian_music/bol_percussion.html" 
target=_blank>www.chandrakantha.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05137624 29605 113 Charles Sat, Apr 12, 2008 9:46:26pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139580 29609 7 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 11:26:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way to go, Charles. You rogered the thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed it to use shorter URLs as examples...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139605 29609 14 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 11:31:50am  
 
<P>Thanks for the birthday wishes, folks!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139664 29609 31 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 11:44:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, for zomblog posts, I opted for the ".../zomblog/?p=11" URL format, 
as opposed to the "full title of the thread connected with underscores as the 
URL" format.</P> 
<P>Did I make the right decision?</P> 
<P>I chose the short/numeric way because my titles are often insanely long, and 
would have resulted in insanely long URLs.</P> 
<P>But the downside is, you can't tell what the link is about just by looking at 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually have the best of both schemes, because the title part of the LGF 
URL is entirely optional. You can also write the example above as:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29585" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139671 29609 34 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 11:45:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 galloping granny</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happy Birthday Charles! Now, while you're mucking around on the server, how 
about looking into the service blackouts we've been having the last three 
nights?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know there were server outages. When and for how 
long?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139717 29609 52 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 11:57:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This morning around 4:30 East Coast time - I think that was the only 
wayYesterday and the day before from at least that same time until about 9 am 
East Coast time. Night before last someone commented that they had been having 
trouble since the previous evening. Each time the outage seems to last ~10 or 15 
minutes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139899 29609 199 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 12:57:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #194 mjazzguitar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is anyone else here having trouble with LGF while using Opera? Earlier the 
comments were all squished over to the right of the page. And now if I click on 
comments, nothing happens except the whole page skips down by about a 
half.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you on Windows or Mac? Opera has several documented bugs in its treatment 
of the BASE tag - you could be running into that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139922 29609 216 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 1:06:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 mjazzguitar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Windows. When I switch to that eerything is ok. Opera worked fine before 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I fixed the problem; looks fine in Opera now. Opera doesn't recognize 
or use the BASE tag with Ajax calls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05139988 29609 256 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 1:49:00pm  
 
<P>Darwin had absolutely nothing to do with eugenics, by the way. The roots of 
that disastrous idea are in 'Social Darwinism,' a crackpot offshoot started by a 
bunch of mainly British intellectuals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05140005 29609 265 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 1:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #262 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir Francis Galton founded modern eugenics, he was Darwin's cousin and drew 
heavily on his work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- but nobody remembers Sir Francis Galton these days. Ash heap of 
history, eh what?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05140020 29609 275 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 2:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #271 Irene NYC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Charles,</P> 
<P>Speaking of tech notes, when you or Stinky have a moment, would you please - 
<EM>pretty please</EM> - add to the FAQS how the advanced search engine works, 
e.g., how to search for a particular lizard's comment. I'm totally hopeless and 
can never remember.</P> 
<P>Thanks. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To search for a particular username's comments, do this:</P> 
<P><STRONG>"user:Irene NYC"</STRONG></P> 
<P>You put it in quotes because the name can contain spaces. You preface it with 
'user:' so that the search tool knows it's a special type of search, for posts 
by a certain user.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05140070 29609 312 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 2:55:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) Lately, on the last page of such a search, there has been a top bar, and a 
bottom bar, collapsed together with no comments in between...what does that 
signify?</P> 
<P>2) Am I missing the way to do such a search for comments made on the spinoff 
pages, or is it that the way to do that has been eliminated?</P> 
<P>Thanks<STRONG>!</STRONG> <EM>(&amp; happy birthday</EM> :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the to-do list...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05140084 29609 320 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 3:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 lorien1973</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this would make more sense. Why create a new "path" for the comments? 
just append it to the article</P> 
<P>RewriteRule article/(.*) /weblog/?entry=$1&amp;onlyRewriteRule 
article/(.*)/comments/ /weblog/?entry=$1</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea - that's what I'm doing now. But it won't work the way you have it 
here - the rule for comments has to come first...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05140125 29610 5 Charles Sun, Apr 13, 2008 3:51:14pm  
 
<P>I'm going wild with mod_rewrite, now that I started messing with it. Clicking 
user icons and comment numbers now uses the same system I belabored in the 
previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05144794 29619 154 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2008 5:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bug report:</P> 



<P>It says there are three pages of entries for the tag "cycling," but page 2 
says, "No entries found."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05144824 29619 182 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2008 5:19:20pm  
 
<P>I started using tags at LGF somewhere around March of 2006 - so the TagViewer 
won't bring up any posts older than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05144867 29619 221 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2008 5:24:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #193 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That science tag is still tiny. I'll have to work on that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These tags are for front page posts only.</P> 
<P>And that brings up something else I've been considering -- tags in the 
spinoff links. Right now, there's a single category, but tags would be an easy 
way to extend the usefulness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05144961 29619 305 Charles Mon, Apr 14, 2008 5:45:13pm  
 
<P>The link to the Tag Storm now shows under the tag cloud in the left 
sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05152538 29635 147 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 8:48:36am  
 
<P>This article was posted at the Voice's site yesterday ...</P> 
<P>Total number of referrals from the link in the article since then:</P> 
<P>32.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05152671 29635 271 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 9:06:07am  
 
<P>Edroso is just loving all the attention:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://alicublog.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>alicublog.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05152842 29635 436 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 9:27:33am  
 
<P>By the way, I'm NOT redirecting anything from alicublog. Edroso is 
hallucinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05154996 29639 12 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 4:59:33pm  
 
 
 
<P>Hope this thing works - it was the only live feed I could 
find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05154999 29639 15 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 4:59:59pm  



 
<P>Post live feeds if you got 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155007 29639 20 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:02:38pm  
 
<P>Correct URL for live feed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://a.abclocal.go.com/wpvi/livemedia?section=news/politics&amp;id=60831
74" target=_blank>a.abclocal.go.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155012 29639 25 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:03:30pm  
 
<P>Playing for me - Safari, with Flip4Mac and Windows Media 
Player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155013 29639 26 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:03:43pm  
 
<P>Poor quality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155015 29639 28 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:03:57pm  
 
<P>Audio's OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155026 29639 37 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:05:05pm  
 
<P>FRUSTRATED! BITTER!Arrr!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155051 29639 61 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:07:54pm  
 
<P>I can't believe not a single cable channel is carrying this in LA. What is 
this, the 1970s?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155082 29639 90 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:11:03pm  
 
<P>Will any probing questions be asked?</P> 
<P>Or will Obama be allowed to be vague again?</P> 
<P>He's really hitting the despair theme hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155092 29639 99 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:12:07pm  
 
<P>Video at the link above is awful, but the audio seems fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155104 29639 111 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:12:39pm  
 
<P>DAMAGE! PAIN!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155107 29639 114 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:13:04pm  



 
<P>I think she said "pale."</P> 
<P>RACISM!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155116 29639 123 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:13:47pm  
 
<P>Here comes the question for Obama.</P> 
<P>Do you understand some people find it patronizing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155121 29639 128 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:14:05pm  
 
<P>Let me be clear about what I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155150 29639 155 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:15:39pm  
 
<P>With video this poor, we won't be able to see the tiny tear-pixel if Hillary 
cries again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155162 29639 167 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:16:31pm  
 
<P>Maybe I should open registration. Make it a party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155170 29639 174 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:17:06pm  
 
<P>A troll party.</P> 
<P>Got two hate mails already, triggered by that Voice 
article...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155204 29639 207 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:19:07pm  
 
 
 
<P>Haven't had anything to drink yet, but I do have a couple of Steinlagers in 
the fridge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155214 29639 217 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:19:40pm  
 
<P>Barack is a person of faith.</P> 
<P>He's done more to reach out to people of faith. Than anyone, 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155218 29639 221 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:19:48pm  
 
<P>He loves gun owners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155223 29639 225 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:20:12pm  
 
<P>Clinton's been beating it to death.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05155236 29639 238 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:20:38pm  
 
<P>The little people don't really care about this kind of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155260 29639 261 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:22:52pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. Why are these live streaming systems so primitive?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155325 29639 324 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:26:35pm  
 
<P>An email received earlier from someone in Canada:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>maybe the yellow flash in the cartoon is the terrorist bombs that are always 
detonating around you... oh wait thats right, that never happens to you, you're 
just a whiny little bitch. queerbait.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155406 29639 405 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:31:02pm  
 
<P>"You've disowned him?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155415 29639 414 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:31:20pm  
 
<P>He's STILL backing Wright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155607 29640 57 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:39:34pm  
 
<P>Ten hits from Reuters? What are they looking for?</P> 
<P>Hang on, checking the log...</P> 
<P>Here's the page they were going to:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/22301" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155681 29640 120 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:42:38pm  
 
<P>Man, this debate is a real snoozefest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155770 29640 201 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:47:00pm  
 
<P>Obama says he can take a punch.</P> 
<P>Hillary missed an opportunity there, to haul off and sock 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05155841 29640 265 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 5:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #240 rain of lead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, how many hatchlings so far?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>25...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05156115 29641 10 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 6:06:11pm  
 
<P>At least 50% are probably lizards who followed my link to their 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05156178 29641 22 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 6:09:02pm  
 
<P>I applaud the lizard army for its good taste, in not following my link.</P> 
<P>Obama just said, "Pain trickles up."</P> 
<P>That's deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05156214 29641 28 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 6:10:45pm  
 
<P>Well, Charlie, now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05156427 29642 20 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 6:22:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody better go back two threads and get the rest of the lizards. I don't 
think they were interested in the Hit Piece thread.</P> 
<P>And now they don't know there's a third debate thread.</P> 
<P>/ah, leave 'em there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snooze ya lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05156473 29642 55 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 6:25:26pm  
 
<P>BITTER GUNS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05157069 29642 621 Charles Wed, Apr 16, 2008 7:08:39pm  
 
<P>I'm feeling a pain, trickling up my leg. It's making me feel bitter, yet 
hopeful, yet angry. All at the same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05160168 29644 850 Charles Thu, Apr 17, 2008 11:30:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5159427&amp;n=810" target=_blank>#810</A> 
mijoter</EM></P> 
<P>I think you posted that to show what David Duke says about Obama, right? Not 
because you agreed with it, I hope?</P> 
<P>You should make these things clear if you're going to post anything by David 
Duke here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05159278 29645 67 Charles Thu, Apr 17, 2008 8:30:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks for linking to this. I think it's fairly important to point out that, 
although the Post published this piece, it criticizes it directly and harshly 
and criticizes Carter as well. To say that the Post endorses Hamas is a clear 
misrepresentation of what appeared in the paper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And how many times is the Washington Post going to use that lame 
excuse? They've published op-eds by Yasser Arafat, Khaled Meshaal, CAIR, the 
Muslim Brotherhood, and the spiritual leader of Hizballah, Muhammad Hussein 
Fadlallah.</P> 
<P>I'm sure they were just trying to show us all how bad these people 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05159361 29645 133 Charles Thu, Apr 17, 2008 8:44:19am  
 
<P>Get a load of this lovely eulogy I just discovered for the first time at the 
Washington Post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
srv/world/mideast/arafat.html" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05161613 29655 8 Charles Thu, Apr 17, 2008 6:16:35pm  
 
<P>You never know how important backups are until your hard drive fails, and 
your last backup is 4 months ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05168906 29671 36 Charles Sat, Apr 19, 2008 12:19:06pm  
 
<P>There's no stench like a French stench. Not the women, they smell wonderful. 
But some French dudes -- hoo!</P> 
<P>I was on tour in France once and the band was picked up at the airport and 
driven to the hotel in a van driven by a French guy whose BO was so intense it 
(no exaggeration) made our eyes water. It was a physical presence in the van. We 
were gasping and moaning. Some of the band members had their wives on the trip, 
and they were holding handkerchiefs over their faces, with all the windows 
open.</P> 
<P>And it was an hour long drive to the hotel. I'll never forget that 
odor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05169222 29672 138 Charles Sat, Apr 19, 2008 2:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #79 Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a different technical subject, I don't normally pay much attention to web 
ads (there goes Google stock) let alone click on them, but the other day I 
noticed one of those LGF front page ads that was advertising a local concert 
here in St. Petersburg Florida, and did click on that one to see what it 
was.</P> 
<P>Now I don't think people are going to pay LGF good money to advertise that 
worldwide, so I'm guessing that the ad script that Charles runs on the server 
has a lookup on the connected IP and targets relevant ads based on geographic 
location.</P> 
<P>Would that be right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Close, but not exactly. I don't determine which ads show up here -- that 
choice is made by the ad servers that display the ads. They're the ones that 



serve up different ads depending on IP address, or in the case of Amazon, your 
Amazon account cookies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05169437 29672 284 Charles Sat, Apr 19, 2008 4:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #280 Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooops. Sorry, I didn't see your reply in my late return to the thread. Dinner 
and all that.</P> 
<P>But, and excuse my technical naivety, they can only get the IP from LGF, 
since that is where I went, not Amazon or wherever.</P> 
<P>So you allow them access to your server to get the IP, 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not how it works. Every time your browser requests a page element, 
it sends your IP address and other information with the request. Since the ads 
are being served from places like "ads.doubleclick.net", your browser sends your 
IP address to them along with the request, and their server determines how to 
respond.</P> 
<P>They don't need to have any access to our server, other than me putting the 
code in our pages to show the ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05169455 29672 286 Charles Sat, Apr 19, 2008 5:08:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #285 threeacres</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you thought about using MySQL's replication capabilities? You 
set up a second box running a MySQL server as a replication slave and it gets 
updated right along with the primary server. That way you have a hot copy 
running all the time ( down side: any errors in the data get replicated too ). 
That mysqldump is going to just be getting bigger and slower as you pass a 
gazillion comments. You can also use the replication slave to handle some of the 
record serving chores ( but not updates or inserts ), although I've never done 
that personally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I have considered replication, but the nice thing about this solution is 
that I get such incredible flexibility by having so many levels of backup.</P> 
<P>You're right, the mysqldump files will only get bigger, but since it's 
dumping to a file on the same machine it goes pretty fast and shouldn't be a 
problem for a long time. There's plenty of hard drive space on the server 
too.</P> 
<P>I've also optimized the backup script to only dump table structure (not data) 
for a lot of the tables where the data isn't vital, like the logging tables and 
the session tables.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05171796 29674 928 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 10:11:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #635 Inquisitive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the top on the window in yellow box it says, "additional plugins are 
required to display all the media on this page," and there is a button that 
says, "install missing plugins." LGF looks the same and it usually did with IE. 
Does anyone know what these other plugins might be and if I should install them 
or just disregard this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably trying to install the Flash Player, which is a good thing to 
install. You need it to view YouTube movies, etc.</P> 



<P>You should also make sure the browser is set to accept cookies from 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05171966 29681 34 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 11:23:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know if there's embedded information in the video. I know 
pictures and PDF's carry residual information about what program was used to 
create it and when. Do videos have anything like this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not by the time they're posted at YouTube. The upload process converts them 
to Flash Video format, or MP4. I don't think they preserve any of the original 
metadata, if there was any.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05172093 29681 136 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 11:57:21am  
 
<P>Hey, I don't know. Real NK propaganda is so wacky, it's hard to tell whether 
it's real or fake. If it's a put-on, this guy Songun is amazingly ... uh ... 
persistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05172357 29682 10 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 2:00:43pm  
 
<P>It's a good idea to read some of the fact-checking articles they've posted 
about claims in the film. For example, <A 
href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth/sternberg" 
target=_blank>Richard Sternberg</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Expelled claims that Sternberg was “terrorized” and that “his life was nearly 
ruined” when, in 2004, as editor of Proceedings of the Biological Society of 
Washington, he published a pro-intelligent design article by Stephen C. Meyer. 
However, there is no evidence of either terrorism or ruination. Before 
publishing the paper, Sternberg worked for the National Institutes of Health at 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (GenBank) and was an unpaid 
Research Associate – not an employee – at the Smithsonian. He was the voluntary, 
unpaid editor of PBSW (small academic journals rarely pay editors), and had 
given notice of his resignation as editor six months before the Meyer article 
was published. After the Meyer incident, he remained an employee of NIH and his 
unpaid position at the Smithsonian was extended in 2006, although he has not 
shown up there in years. At no time was any aspect of his pay or working 
conditions at NIH affected. It is difficult to see how his life “was nearly 
ruined” when nothing serious happened to him. He was never even disciplined for 
legitimate violations of policy of PBSW or Smithsonian 
policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05172399 29682 41 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 2:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like I'm just about all alone over here in science 
land!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're not alone -- I've never made a secret of the fact that I'm not a 
fan of intelligent design or whatever it's being called this month.</P> 



<P>I still respect Ben Stein a lot for his great pieces on the heroism of US 
troops in Iraq and Afghanistan, but I agree that he jumped the rails with this 
ID promotion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05173106 29683 57 Charles Sun, Apr 20, 2008 4:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Double grrr...</P> 
<P>there goes tracks #6 and #7 too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you click 'open this track' and play it from there, does the whole track 
play?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05176860 29685 855 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 8:37:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #634 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, absolutely no disrespect intended at all, but could ya post that over on 
that Ben Stein thread and not post any more about it out here? That thread is 
truly horrible - some long time LGFers who were friends telling each other to 
Fuck Off and Charles is into the + or - rating game, as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm giving +/- ratings in that thread because I'm quite honestly amazed and a 
little disgusted by those who are trying to connect Darwin's theory of evolution 
with Nazi Germany. This is holocaust revisionism, pure and 
simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177073 29685 927 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 9:12:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #894 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are obviously correct about that Charles and I was frankly ASTOUNDED at 
how many folks were going there; and - as you know I mean no disrespect to you 
AT ALL - I think <EM>a comment by you</EM> to that effect might just have had a 
cooling effect on that whole thread.Just seemed so weird to me that <EM>so 
many</EM> folks were sorta doing that. BTW, I didn't notice you were + or - 
folks until I started to and saw some of your plusses and 
minuses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no point in trying to debate the topic with people who promote that 
nonsense - there's nothing you can say that will change their minds because it's 
not a position based on reason.</P> 
<P>I can and do respect people's religious beliefs; what bothers me is when 
people try to tell me things that are obviously not true, or are coming from a 
place of deception and guile.</P> 
<P>I have no problem with anyone believing in intelligent design; where I draw 
the line is when they try to tell me it's science. It isn't. It's religion. This 
is a deliberately deceptive argument made by an organized movement that intends 
to push creationism into schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177102 29685 929 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 9:19:49am  
 
<P>And when I wrote "nonsense" above, I'm referring specifically to the spurious 
idea that Darwin's theory of evolution led directly to Nazism. That's a 
reductionist pile of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05177234 29685 937 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 9:57:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #935 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It did not lead there solely and directly..</P> 
<P><STRONG>no</STRONG> one thing leads anywhere soley and directly in so far as 
the various ~isms are concerned , there are always multiple influences in play 
in all philosophies</P> 
<P>but it was an undeniable influence on and became and remains one of the 
pillars of their belief system</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An indirect influence on Nazism, yes -- by way of the crackpot "social 
Darwinism" movement, an offshoot Darwin himself had nothing to do with. But you 
could just as easily say that Nazism was influenced by 1930s economic theories, 
or by "hole in the earth" occult craziness, or by a thousand other factors.</P> 
<P>Reductionism is a bad way to analyze the Third Reich, and it's being used in 
this case deliberately--and I think, dishonestly--to demonize the theory of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177455 29685 960 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 10:42:41am  
 
<P>Babba: it's not Wikipedia who claims that creationism and ID are the same 
thing -- this is a factual statement. The Discovery Institute very consciously 
and very deliberately "reframed" creationism as "intelligent design," as a means 
of overcoming the stigma attached to the term "creationism."</P> 
<P>Not opinion--fact. The documents from the Discovery Institute are public and 
verified.</P> 
<P>If you, personally, want to make a distinction between ID and creationism, 
that's all well and good. But the term was originated specifically as an alias 
for creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177836 29689 212 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 12:27:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I reckon the line has been drawn. Christians are not wanted. Or, am I 
reading something wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you're reading something wrong ... the only person who can "draw a line" 
like that is me, and I have no intention of doing that, or of "purging" anyone. 
Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177841 29689 216 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 12:29:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5177834&amp;n=210" target=_blank>#210</A> 
Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<P>No problem -- I just created an account for Robert, he should show up any 
minute...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05177896 29689 270 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 12:40:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #224 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is linking to GoV still disallowed automatically? Let me check.<A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/04/latest-mental-illness-
iranophobia.html" target=_blank>The Latest Mental Illness: 
Iranophobia</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who run Gates of Vienna have made it very clear where they stand, 
and I have no interest in sending any traffic to their site. Posting links to 
them in a comment is not going to make me feel very friendly toward 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05178021 29689 385 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 1:05:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #319 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"This does not mean that the VB or SD are absolved from legitimate questions 
about their positions..."</P> 
<P>This, and this alone, is the root cause of all the controversy.</P> 
<P>Those two groups (and many others who share their repulsive ideology) are 
simply not acceptable, for any reason, at any time, in any capacity.</P> 
<P>They, and their ideology, should not exist in any non-historical context.</P> 
<P>Their very presence at any function automatically degrades that function.</P> 
<P>I, a lone LGF reader, have accepted your personal disavowal of those groups. 
But I have yet to read of any such disavowal by Pamela. Instead I saw months of 
hysterical defense.</P> 
<P>My hands are clean. I can stand beside the graves of my father and 
grandfather with honor. Safe in the knowledge that I have not sided with the 
intellectual heirs of those who tried to exterminate my family.</P> 
<P>NOSURRENDER,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have my own issues with Pamela as well. She interviewed Paul Belien for 
more than an hour on her "radio show" and let him spew the most ridiculous 
insults at me--while she agreed with his every word. She behaved very badly in 
the dispute over Vlaams Belang, and I'll never see her in the same way 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05178140 29689 491 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 1:26:08pm  
 
<P>So ... everybody ready for another thread about Ben Stein's movie?</P> 
<P>Kidding!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05178161 29689 510 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 1:29:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #502 Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh! OOH! Do Terry Schiavo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe a Mel Gibson/Terry Schiavo/Charles Darwin thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05178165 29689 514 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 1:29:59pm  
 
<P>I forgot the Pope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05178174 29689 523 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 1:31:07pm  
 
<P>Gotta work Ann Coulter in there somehow too.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05179079 29692 31 Charles Mon, Apr 21, 2008 5:10:02pm  
 
<P>My goodness. They're still going at it on the Ben Stein 
thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05182272 29698 84 Charles Tue, Apr 22, 2008 9:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P>Obama's waffles from the Scranton diner are for sale on EBay.</P> 
<P><A href="http://cgi.ebay.com/OBAMA-SCRANTON-PA-DINER-4-21-08-CAMPAIGN-
BREAKFAST_W0QQitemZ170212526773QQihZ007QQcategoryZ39721QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQ
cmdZViewItem#ebayphotohosting" target=_blank>OBAMA SCRANTON PA DINER 4-21-08 
CAMPAIGN BREAKFAST</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After all that, he didn't even eat the whole waffle?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05187498 29708 70 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 9:03:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gets worse. His mail carrier is a communist, his dry cleaner is opposed to 
water fluordation, and his auto mechanic was once stopped for running a red 
light. Where will this stop?!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful - you're going to hurt yourself shilling so hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05187772 29709 18 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 9:36:57am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05187781 29709 23 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 9:37:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I post or hit "new comments", it kicks me into a sort of blank page 
(except for the stuff at the top). My comment posts, but I have to click back 
into the thread. Anyone else getting this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not happening here - I suggest using the refresh button...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05188159 29709 303 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 10:39:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #281 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why no moral outrage from you about this guy?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Hagee" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In answer to your question I'll ask you one: why are you such a fool?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29263_MSM_Suddenly_Notice_Obamas_P
astors_Hate_Speech" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Might be a good idea to search for things I've written about Hagee before 
mouthing off and looking like a complete idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05189768 29711 1041 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 3:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #949 Ecclesiastes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm working through it slowly. I will probably find that he's screwed up. 
That might make him a screwed up Christian.</P> 
<P>Nonetheless, a Christian showing up at a Nazi rally doesn't make him a Nazi. 
Being a Nazi makes him a Nazi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect you of being a ringer. No one could actually believe the kinds of 
things you are writing.</P> 
<P>Have you been banned from LGF previously?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05189873 29711 1091 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 4:02:45pm  
 
<P>Ecclesiastes: I see you're still here, and you must have read my question. 
Are you going to answer me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05189968 29711 1142 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 4:24:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1106 Ecclesiastes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I haven't been banned previously.</P> 
<P>OK. I'll shut up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying that you really see nothing wrong with Zirkle's speech to a 
room full of Hitler worshippers? Or with the other views he expresses?</P> 
<P>Three possibilities: 1) you're a Nazi sympathizer yourself (I'm leaning 
toward this one), 2) you're posting this stuff to make LGF look bad, and 
laughing at the replies, or 3) you're a seriously mixed up person.</P> 
<P>By all means, continue telling us your beliefs. I wouldn't dream of telling 
you to shut up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05190793 29711 1351 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 7:55:14pm  
 
<P>Clearly, Ecclesiastes needs to find somewhere else to post his pearls of 
wisdom, where he won't be besieged by idiots, slanderers, and cowards, and he 
can defend neo-Nazis to his heart's content.</P> 
<P>Because he's not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05190628 29714 55 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 7:05:53pm  
 
<P>"americanmale" is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05190642 29714 66 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 7:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #62 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zero posts since 2004. How did he hang arround for so long?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His comments went with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05190975 29715 71 Charles Wed, Apr 23, 2008 8:53:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Realwest just sent me an email that he can't connect to LGF. Anyone else 
having problems?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no issues with the servers. Everything is running very well right 
now.</P> 
<P>He must be having a local connection problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192254 29715 492 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:28:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #483 leah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>What was sleazy about those comments?</STRONG></P> 
<P>Is Robert Spencer somehow off limits when it comes to commentary? Must one be 
Muslim or ultra-multi-cultural to challenge Spencer? Does he now need a PBUH 
after every mention of his name?</P> 
<P>It shouldn't be long now before Spencer challenges him/her to a debate and/or 
writes a lengthy rebuttal (that usually takes a few days) dissecting every word 
with quotes from some official source.</P> 
<P>Is the anti-jihad movement on the verge of a Shia &amp; Sunni rift or is this 
just a LGF v GoV situation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have reading comprehension issues? The sleazy part is Dymphna's crass 
attempt to smear Spencer and say he's only in it for the money.</P> 
<P>Did you even read it? Spencer did answer Dymphna, immediately after her 
comment.</P> 
<P>This is not just an "LGF vs. GoV thing," as you put it. If you want to ally 
yourself with Nazis and fascists, I suggest you go hang out at GoV - because 
your viewpoint is not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192257 29715 493 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:28:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #489 Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a tacit admission that their 'allies' do indeed have issues. First 
time I've seen that from Dymphna's side of the argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know very well what the problem is, and they've chosen to lie about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192263 29715 494 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:30:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #482 EtNorskTroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM><STRONG>What?!?</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>I got a "Mega-Ding-Down" (MDD) for asking whether LGF supports the Republican 
party any more (even a neg by Charles, no less!)</P> 
<P><EM>What is the thinking behind that?</EM></P> 
<P>I've been traveling... Things change fast at LGF sometimes. I'm just trying 
to keep up...cut me some slack, will ya'?</P> 



<P>Either answer the question for me (yes--LGF supports the Republican Party or 
no--LGF doesn't support the Republican Party) or ignore the question...<EM>but 
please don't ding me down because you don't like the question.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>Fair?</EM></P> 
<P>~ENT*shhheeesh*(*walks away, shaking head*)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You got dinged down because it's a stupid question and you spam every thread 
related to fascists with that garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192277 29715 495 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:31:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are going to wind up in jail for attacking Muslims. This is s threat 
that should be taken seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, especially if they continue coddling and encouraging psychotics like 
Lionheart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192400 29715 497 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:53:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #496 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over at GoV they're contemplating their options on the front page. 
"Surrender, Genocide... or What?"</P> 
<P>They're insane and they're going to get somebody hurt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. They are openly discussing how to "solve the Muslim 
problem."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194438 29715 542 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 3:54:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #533 OlaDunk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles(sjefmøkkamann). Please delete my account. I don´t want to be part of 
this anti-european hatefest at lgf. Your analyse of the situation in Europa is 
under pari. Gov is doing a very important job keeping western world citizens 
informed and united.</P> 
<P>Finaly I want´to say: Ettnorsktroll, sharmuta og dere andre kan dra til 
helvete. Takk for meg. Fy faen for stusselig gjeng ass!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Delete your own goddam account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194451 29715 547 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 3:58:33pm  
 
<P>On second thought, I'll grant your wish. Now I just need to get the stink of 
a Nazi sympathizer out of this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194463 29715 551 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 4:03:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #545 jenv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when does "this might happen in Europe" equal "this is what we want to 
happen in Europe"?</P> 



<P>What do you think they should do to solve the problem? Do nothing and accept 
that Muslims can torch buildings and cars at will? What non-violent response do 
you believe will actually stop it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get to have an elaborate fantasy about murdering hundreds of 
thousands of people, and deporting any survivors, and then say, "Oh, I was just 
kidding."</P> 
<P>Sure, he says "I'm not calling for genocide," after describing it in loving 
detail. But then he goes on to say what he IS calling for -- a police state and 
mass deportations. If you think that sounds like a great idea, you're at the 
wrong blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194466 29715 552 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 4:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #548 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess; Gov linked to this thread? Why are all the nazis showing up 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there's a link to this thread there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194485 29715 558 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 4:10:26pm  
 
<P>I've also had enough of your two-faced nonsense, EtNorskTroll. Go hang out at 
Gates of Vienna. And don't bother sending me email - it will go straight into 
the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194562 29715 560 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 4:30:49pm  
 
<P>More fascist sympathizers showing up at Jihad Watch now too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194889 29715 570 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 6:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #569 kuchuklambat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>because I would like people to arrive at the answer that I have, or show me a 
fallacy in my reasoning.The answer being that when you don't have the resources 
to take on both evils some morally uncomfortable and dangerous choices must be 
made.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and be friends with Nazis. It's your choice, and it's your 
soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195052 29715 574 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 6:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5194957&amp;n=572" target=_blank>#572</A> 
kuchuklambat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, with all my tremendous respect for you -- no one has answered this 
question on any of the threads, because none of the possible answers are very 
comforting to the soul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question has been answered over and over at this site, and people like 
you continue to bring it up as if it's a devastating rebuttal.</P> 



<P>There will NEVER be a time when I say, "yes, let's make Nazis our allies so 
we can wipe out the Muslims." If you think that's a reasonable position, you're 
at the wrong blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195064 29715 576 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 6:57:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #575 JungleJim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that is not fair nor accurate for you to refer to Dymphna as a 
fascist sympathizer. She is nothing of the sort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When someone sympathizes with fascists, it's appropriate to call them fascist 
sympathizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195104 29715 578 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 7:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #577 JungleJim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have previously read your arguments about Vlaams Belang being fascist and I 
remain unconvinced. After discussing the matter with some friends from Belgium, 
it appears that the allegations of fascism are nothing more than smear tactics 
from the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can look at all the evidence and links and Nazi connections I 
presented about the Vlaams Belang and remain unconvinced, you're ready for the 
next generation Dymphna is talking about. Have fun with your new 
friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192219 29716 732 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:20:52am  
 
<P>I didn't fix anything, folks. There was no problem on the LGF end; our access 
logs show uninterrupted operation all night, and plenty of traffic.</P> 
<P>Things like this can happen when there are problems somewhere on the network 
between LGF and your computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05192903 29720 65 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 10:37:36am  
 
<P>American history is full of examples of nuanced campaign strategies that 
failed utterly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05194430 29720 351 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 3:51:53pm  
 
<P>Those who think McCain is just holding back and will use Rev. Wright and the 
other issues around Obama's associations with radicals later in the campaign are 
missing the point.</P> 
<P>By coming out and declaring that these kinds of ads are "unethical" (they're 
not) McCain has effectively prevented himself from using these associations. If 
he starts running ads about Rev. Wright, he'll be accused of hypocrisy -- and 
the accusation will be correct.</P> 
<P>He's not going to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195084 29726 7 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 7:04:33pm  
 



<P>The trolls are still showing up in the Robert Spencer thread, by the 
way...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195113 29726 23 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 7:09:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised that "GoV calls for genocide" hasn't been a thread yet. Going 
easy on em?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry, it will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195284 29727 63 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 7:52:20pm  
 
<P>The people at Gates of Vienna are doing their level best to destroy the 
credibility of the anti-jihad movement.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #58 USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what would you like to see happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would you like to see happen?</P> 
<P>And if you don't think there was anyone advocating genocide, you didn't read 
the comments over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195288 29727 67 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 7:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #64 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me, or in that second excerpt, do the first and second sentences 
seem to contradict each other?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just you. The author is trying to keep up appearances, but his real 
opinions leak through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195362 29727 135 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 theparson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am really struggling to understand how Darwin got inserted in this 
discussion. I'm not a blog cop but it would seem to me that, given the 
seriousness of this particular subject and effort to remain on topic would make 
sense. However, its not my back yard.Good night, all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. Let's have that argument another time, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05195459 29727 217 Charles Thu, Apr 24, 2008 8:40:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #205 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Baron retorts (sort of)...<EM>I Hear My Train A-Comin’</EM></P> 
<P>Comment: "The perfect reply to the Grand Poohbah of Idiots. What a maroon 
Charles is."</P> 
<P>uhhh...what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not going to satisfy the creeps who read his blog; there will be 
more.</P> 



<P>It's always nice to read about people fantasizing that I'll be crushed by a 
train, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05196325 29727 807 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:31:47am  
 
<P>Those of you who think mass deportation is a grand idea should stop for a few 
seconds and think about what it really means.</P> 
<P>Massive dislocations of families, many of whom are good citizens and have no 
intention of becoming jihadis. An unbelievable outcry from decent people who are 
appalled. A vast expansion of police and government power.</P> 
<P>Do you seriously believe something like this can happen without mass 
violence?</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that the difference between calling for mass deportations 
and calling for genocide is just a difference in degree. You cannot accomplish 
something like that without killing a lot of people, period -- and without 
instituting a fascist police state that would look an awful lot like the Third 
Reich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05196744 29727 827 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 7:00:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #818 american jewess in jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know this guy, don't know what he has previously written, so can't 
evaluate this excerpt in the context of his overall character, but if I merely 
look at what Charles has posted here, I can't see any "incitement to genocide." 
Stating that people who get fed up can get mighty hateful and murderous seems 
pretty obvious, no? Stating the possibility of an action is not equivalent to 
advocating that action. If it is, then there are a whole lot of lizards in the 
doghouse.</P> 
<P>Why not highlight the next sentence instead:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Our unspoken conviction that we, in 21st-century Europe, have moved 
beyond such savagery will be shown to be an arrogance founded on a few decades 
of fragile peace and prosperity, taken for granted and allowed to slip through 
our fingers for no reason at all.</STRONG></P> 
<P>This sounds pretty reasonable. So ding me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds <EM>reasonable</EM> to you?</P> 
<P>He's saying that Europeans need to become savage murderers, in order to 
"start killing anything that looks remotely Muslim."</P> 
<P>That's <EM>reasonable</EM>? Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05196823 29727 832 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 7:13:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #831 Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not saying they need to, Charles, he's saying they will. And he's right, 
under the limited conditions of the quoted text. The exact point being made in 
that element Jewess has quoted is true, where-ever you go in the world.</P> 
<P>The massive problem, and my does problem seem like too tame a word, is that 
he is envisioning such an outcome under some sort of controls or guidance, which 
is not only next to impossible, but a tacit support of the scenario. I've 
already given my views on <EM>that.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that is not correct. He is saying that Europeans will be unable to become 
savage murderers, and let their culture "slip through their fingers for no 
reason."</P> 



<P>He very obviously believes that Europeans need to overcome their scruples 
about mass murder. If you want to believe he doesn't, that's your choice -- but 
the article just reeks of fascist ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05196953 29727 841 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 7:35:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5196904&amp;n=838" target=_blank>#838</A> 
Elydo</EM></P> 
<P>This is ridiculous. You can parse the article all you like, but the fact is 
that he is advocating violence. He says there will either be "controlled 
violence" or "uncontrolled violence," and it's very clear that he doesn't have 
much of a problem with either scenario.</P> 
<P>If I wrote something like this pile of fascist garbage, I would be pilloried, 
and I'd deserve it. If you want to search for a way to make it less disgusting, 
go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05197710 29727 928 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 10:28:22am  
 
<P>Look who's interested in this story; we apparently have some neo-Nazis who 
carefully read these threads.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I received an email today stating that one or more of the authors or 
publishers of this website were "daring me" to come to their homes.</P> 
<P>Your webpage and its comment sections are not functioning when I load them -- 
I suspect that the repeated scripting combined with the hundreds or thousands of 
comments is the cause. Please send me the name and address of any individual 
challenging me to come see them, and I will make appropriate arrangements.</P> 
<P>Bill White, CommanderAmerican National Socialist Workers 
Party</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05197726 29727 931 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 10:32:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5197708&amp;n=927" target=_blank>#927</A> 
fuzzylogic</EM></P> 
<P>Reading comprehension is key, I agree. And if you can read that piece without 
seeing its fascist nature, your logic is fuzzy indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198537 29727 982 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 12:38:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5197767&amp;n=936" target=_blank>#936</A> 
FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My harsh comments to Charles are there because he's engaging in a very unfair 
practice ... he's using the methods of Daily Kos by taking things out of context 
and not offering any alternatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took absolutely nothing out of context. I invite anyone to click through 
and read that pile of crap, and show me how my quotes were "out of 
context."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198576 29727 990 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 12:43:53pm  
 



<P>And as for "offering alternatives" ... why in the hell is it my 
responsibility to offer alternatives to <EM>genocide</EM> and <EM>concentration 
camps</EM>?</P> 
<P>Any decent person knows that this is repugnant in the extreme. I don't have 
to "offer alternatives" to these false choices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198696 29727 1017 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:06:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #994 Chuck Pelto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TO: Charles JohnsonRE: Please...</P> 
<P>"I took absolutely nothing out of context. I invite anyone to click through 
and read that pile of crap, and show me how my quotes were "out of context."" -- 
Charles Johnson</P> 
<P>...my comment at , if I'm getting your current comment properly.</P> 
<P>Regards,</P> 
<P>Chuck(le)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious? Do you even understand what "taking something out of 
context" means? From your comment, apparently not. You quoted a comment I made; 
that comment contained no quote from the article. It's not "out of context" 
because it's my opinion, not a quote from the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198771 29727 1028 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:27:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1016 yma o hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed not.</P> 
<P>Isn't it clear that such concepts like genocide or KZ are not just repugnant, 
but are dehumanising even those who only want to talk about them?</P> 
<P>Ok, I'll be crude and drastic:can one pick up shoighte, smell it, stir it, 
play with it, without getting dirty and covered in it oneself?</P> 
<P>Some concepts simply are out-of-bounds, even in thinking games.They adhere to 
such persons, just as the usual brown stuff does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198777 29727 1030 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:28:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5198766&amp;n=1026" target=_blank>#1026</A> 
elydo</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Wrong, refusing to talk about it makes it more likely to happen. 
Avoiding it due to a moral repugnance or ethical sensibility is 
cowardice.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you just stop pretending that you're not defending the 
article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198820 29727 1037 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5198804&amp;n=1035" target=_blank>#1035</A> 
FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sadly, there is only one group that holds the fate of Europe in it's hands 
Charles ... it's the same bunch you bash each day on LGF. What do you think the 
chances are they'll accept modernism and give Europe a chance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There it is. Thanks for letting me know your real agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198829 29727 1039 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:41:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5198805&amp;n=1036" target=_blank>#1036</A> 
elydo</EM></P> 
<P>Right ... because unless an anonymous writer posts hysterically exaggerated 
articles about genocide at Gates of Vienna, and tells us he expects it will 
happen but would rather have a police state and concentration camps, we're 
doomed to have genocide.</P> 
<P>Your position makes no sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198835 29727 1040 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:42:52pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">1040</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Apr 25, 
2008 1:42:52pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05198854 29727 1044 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:46:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5198841&amp;n=1041" target=_blank>#1041</A> 
FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<P>Did you not just write that the fascists "hold the fate of Europe in their 
hands?" Or did you mean someone else that I "bash every day?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05198861 29727 1046 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1043 Chuck Pelto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TO: Charles JohnsonRE: Indeed</P> 
<P>"Oh brother." -- Charles Johnson</P> 
<P>Are you my 'brother'? In Christ? Or are you something else?</P> 
<P>Regards,</P> 
<P>Chuck(le)[A tree is known by its fruit. -- some Wag, around 2000 years 
ago]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I am not your brother.</P> 
<P>One more patronizing comment and your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05198876 29727 1049 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 1:52:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1047 FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Muslims Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, that's why I missed your point -- because I do not "bash Muslims" at 
LGF. Strangely, the Muslims who write to me praising LGF (yes, believe it or 
not, it happens more than you might think) seem to understand this point: the 
only Muslims being "bashed" by me at LGF are radicals, militants, extremists, 
and the like.</P> 
<P>And the idea that they control the fate of Europe is just 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199102 29727 1059 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 2:33:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1053 FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>I must've missed all the posts making that clear distinction or all the posts 
covering the "moderates" to give things some balance. I must've misunderstood 
all the posts to the likes of Wafa Sultan who make it clear that the concept 
"Muslim moderate" is a construct of the West, and doesn't exist. I must've 
missed all the posts suggesting that fanatics and extremists are a minority. I 
must've misread the posted "poll" results that show that most Muslims are not 
anywhere near moderate by Western standards.</P> 
<P>Any unbiased observer would take your site to be one that looks incredibly 
unkindly on Muslims in general.</P> 
<P>That's my view. I call a time-out for my part anyway, as I visit you every 
day to find gems within your public offerings. Your contribution to New Media is 
enormous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did miss a lot of posts. Here's one from last month:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29183_Muslim_Blogger_Disgusted_by_
Palestinian_Celebrations" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you look, you'll find quite a few more. I wish there were more such 
stories to report.</P> 
<P>What you won't find: a single post by me denigrating all Muslims as a group, 
for no reason other than their religious faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199210 29727 1066 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 2:49:47pm  
 
<P>By the way, I did want to say that after reviewing this thread, I think Tom 
Kratman above got a bit of a bad rap here. He was making strictly legalistic 
arguments, from a military standpoint, and I don't believe he was actually 
defending the article's fascist conclusions. I've unblocked his account.</P> 
<P>(And yes, I'm using the word "fascist" very deliberately; when you advocate a 
vast expansion of police powers, concentration camps, and mass deportations, 
those are the tools of fascism.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199632 29727 1076 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 4:05:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5199451&amp;n=1075" target=_blank>#1075</A> 
FuzzyLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Jeese Charles ... stop while you're ahead!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is that supposed to mean? Ahead of what?</P> 
<P>You're misrepresenting my views, and I'm correcting you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202813 29727 1108 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1106 american jewess in jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not what I see when I read this. He is making a prediction about 
something that, based on history, might very well come to pass, and it's pretty 
hard to deny it. I see no advocating of violence, no prescription that Europeans 
need to become savage murderers.</P> 
<P>I am not a nut. I don't like to be called names by someone I respect. I don't 
know why you are so convinced of your interpretation that you cannot entertain 
some different perspectives.</P> 
<P>One last time -- if you know something about this author that puts a 
different light on this essay, then that's another story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. One last time: even if you want to buy the "intellectual exercise" 
argument, he concludes by advocating--yes, advocating, not dancing around it as 
he does with genocide--a police state. Why is this hard for you to 
see?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05196995 29729 166 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 7:44:23am  
 
<P>Unbelievable! Sometime in the last 30 minutes, the Obama campaign made the 
entire El-Hady web page vanish.</P> 
<P>Update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199134 29729 868 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 2:38:59pm  
 
 
 
<P>I just noticed that in the version of the page with Michelle Obama's name 
removed, they also removed the little fundraising thermometer 
graphic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05201162 29731 208 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 12:15:59am  
 
<P>People who advocate mass murder will not have accounts at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199236 29732 178 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 2:53:37pm  
 
<P>I'm really pleased with the server's performance this morning, by the way -- 
at one point when several major blogs linked to the Obama-ElHady story, we had 
over 8,000 people online, and there was no visible effect on page loading 
speed.</P> 
<P>Those recent server tuning tweaks have really taken a load off the long-
suffering hamsters. Some of them are actually starting to gain 
weight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05199295 29732 225 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 3:04:51pm  
 
<P><EM>I posted this in the Gates of Genocide thread a little while 
ago:</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, I did want to say that after reviewing this thread, I think Tom 
Kratman above got a bit of a bad rap here. He was making strictly legalistic 
arguments, from a military standpoint, and I don't believe he was actually 
defending the article's fascist conclusions. I've unblocked his account.</P> 
<P>(And yes, I'm using the word "fascist" very deliberately; when you advocate a 
vast expansion of police powers, concentration camps, and mass deportations, 
those are the tools of fascism.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199377 29733 36 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 3:21:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 shibumi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't his statement pretty close to Holocaust denial?</P> 
<P>And isn't Holocaust denial a crime in Europe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already been <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28881_Le_Pen_Gets_a_Suspended_Sent
ence" target=_blank>convicted</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199489 29733 121 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 3:44:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 Gordon Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story should give everyone pause to consider the truckloads of sh*t that 
Charles must have endured over the last few months by calling out "fascists" in 
Europe who some want to include as allies in the war against Islamism. I put 
"fascist" in quotes because the term's meaning has become muddled. There are now 
fascists on both the "left" and "right." So let's folllow Charles' example and 
call "bullshit" on any aplogists for the "fascists."</P> 
<P>/P.S.- The over use of quotation marks can really make a post 
confusing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't seen anything yet. Watch for the next post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202824 29733 185 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:19:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #172 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jean Marie LePen doesn't believe there were gas chambers at Auschwitz, but 
that doesn't mean he doesn't support the state of Israel.--- Christine Brim</P> 
<P>/// sarc off</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may not be a direct quote, but it's not far from her real 
view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199518 29734 9 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 3:49:46pm  
 
<P>Do not post addresses here, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199586 29734 58 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 4:00:03pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #51 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please do forward this to the police if you haven't, Charles. It's a clear 
personal threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appropriate measures will be taken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199652 29734 111 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 4:07:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 cookielady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy is threatening people. He should be reported to the authorities 
immediately. And then the authorities should actually DO something about scum 
like this running around loose in our country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, the authorities are already very aware of Mr. 
White.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200018 29734 340 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 oneman</EM></P> 
<P>Windows NT 5.1 is what IE7 reports in its user agent string.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05199981 29735 40 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:17:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, before we start slinging mud, consider that many people use nics of 
their favorite heroes. I have seen it in LGF and other blogs. Just because the 
nic reads Michelle Obama doesn't mean the person was actually Michelle Obama. 
You have seen the same at leftest blogs using your name as their nic to inflame 
the members.It is interesting how fast the web page has been deleted 
though...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You missed the point -- the person who sends the invitation has to know the 
person's email address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200012 29735 52 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:28:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about the possibility of an auto-friend, a la Tom at Myspace?</P> 
<P>Is it possible that was a policy that's since been discontinued?</P> 
<P>Either way, it doesn't look good for Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know; it doesn't seem very likely that Obama's wife would be 
automatically added to everyone's page.</P> 
<P>That sounds a little ... unseemly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200036 29735 63 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:35:38pm  
 
<P>Please note: this also implies that Michelle Obama <EM>knew</EM> Hatem El-
Hady.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200087 29735 102 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 5:48:28pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5200075&amp;n=90" target=_blank>#90</A> 
Powderfinger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I make you my friend, with your acceptance, does that automatically make 
me yours?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure, but I doubt it. A good social networking system uses a strict 
opt-in model and doesn't automatically add you to anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200654 29735 235 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 8:47:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5200467&amp;n=227" target=_blank>#227</A> 
Eri</EM></P> 
<P>A presidential candidate's wife has a friend who is a former chairman of a 
Hamas-connected group that was <EM>shut down</EM> by the government, and you 
don't think it's important?</P> 
<P>Are you for real?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05200792 29735 239 Charles Fri, Apr 25, 2008 9:20:03pm  
 
<P>Eri told us his agenda in this comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/778/4821898" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05201161 29735 245 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 12:13:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5200941&amp;n=242" target=_blank>#242</A> 
Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly is that supposed to mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty simple and pretty obvious what it means. You said you despised 
John McCain so much you would rather see a Democrat elected. So you're shilling 
for Barack Obama. No mystery there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202956 29735 256 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:10:28pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/778/4821898" 
target=_blank>Here are your exact words</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A President McCain would destroy the Republican party. I will vote for 
Romney. If McCain is the nominee, I still am not sure whether I'd support him. I 
think it'd be better to have a Democratic president that can cause the 
Republicans to unite (ex. the Republican Revolution of '94) than a 
misrepresentation of the party in a leader like John McCain, who would basically 
ruin it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203619 29735 258 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 6:03:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #257 Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup. Don't see the word "despise" there. My observation was purely 
political.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Excuse me for jumping to the conclusion that you despised him, just because 
you said he would destroy the Republican party. Quite a leap, I have to 
admit.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202126 29740 38 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 9:05:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is justice in the world the other Charles Johnson is a LA SWAT 
sniper...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In that neighborhood, it's not unlikely that it's a house full of gang 
bangers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202351 29740 190 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 10:19:28am  
 
<P>I do have a friend named Mr. Mossberg as well, who is very good at 
persuasion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202528 29740 285 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 11:14:18am  
 
<P>No need to get too hysterical over this, folks. I'm in more danger from the 
ostriches on the farm nearby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202544 29740 294 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 11:20:06am  
 
<P>A pissed-off ostrich can do very serious damage if you let it get close 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202549 29740 296 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 11:21:24am  
 
<P>And yes, they are quite tasty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202666 29740 325 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 12:08:34pm  
 
<P>Police and FBI have been contacted, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202775 29740 343 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:01:20pm  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202719 29741 167 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 12:35:36pm  
 
<P>If anyone posting comments at this blog thinks I'm going to allow the 
advocation of mass deportations or mass murder to deal with the problem of 
extremism, you have another think coming.</P> 
<P>Not only do I NOT support either of those measures (and they're the same 
thing, really, because you could never carry out mass deportation without mass 
murder), I'm not willing to have my reputation dragged through the mud just to 



indulge this kind of over the top raving, from commenters who are essentially 
anonymous.</P> 
<P>If you think it's that important to call for these kinds of things, start 
your own web site, and then you can get all the credit for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202730 29741 169 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 12:40:27pm  
 
<P>ploome: if you don't take a step back and stop firing off, I'm going to give 
you a timeout. I don't need this headache right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202830 29741 178 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:21:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5202773&amp;n=175" target=_blank>#175</A> 
Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<P>If you're talking about the population transfer of Palestinians, that's a 
separate subject from calling for the mass expulsions of all Muslims from 
Western countries.</P> 
<P>And it's equally unlikely to ever be a reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202834 29741 179 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:22:39pm  
 
<P>ploome: I didn't say you were calling for genocide - I wasn't referring to 
you. There's a poster who just lost his account above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202960 29741 185 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:13:04pm  
 
<P>Nice. "Cancer and parasites" talk, right after I said I wasn't going to allow 
my reputation to be smeared by people who can't stop themselves from mouthing 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203148 29741 192 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 3:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ossature!</P> 
<P>DRINK!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a French word, meaning framework or skeleton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202902 29744 17 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:48:10pm  
 
<P>Why yes, it is Saturday isn't it? Gotta watch that pesky 
autofill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202908 29744 20 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 1:49:17pm  
 
<P>Reload and the playlist is there.</P> 
<P>Imeem is frustrating because you can't tell which songs will only play 30 
second excerpts until you actually embed the playlist in your 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05202968 29744 57 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know Charles, Imeem is weird. I had the full version of three Chet Atkins 
songs playing full length at one time. Then one by one they cut down to 30 
seconds as they played more. I think they have some kind of "play counter" that 
after x plays it cuts the song down to 30 seconds.</P> 
<P>Mongo not know how dey do it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they seem to have some kind of bandwidth-throttling system. I'm probably 
not going to post too many more of these, because it's too much hassle to find 
tracks that will play full-length.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202978 29744 63 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:28:12pm  
 
<P>Here's a very good tool to use when surfing web sites that may contain sharks 
(the brown-shirted kind):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://anonymouse.org/anonwww.html" 
target=_blank>anonymouse.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05202998 29744 78 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:38:32pm  
 
<P>"Frank settled down out in the valley, and he hung his wild years on a nail 
that he drove through his wife's forehead."</P> 
<P>One of the greatest weird opening lines in contemporary 
music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203003 29744 80 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 2:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #73 ariana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>nice, who is the sax player?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's Jan Garbarek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05205657 29747 263 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:31:47am  
 
<P>Maybe you guys have missed Atlas Shrugs' open support for European fascists, 
and the vicious attacks she launched on me personally in tandem with Paul Belien 
of Brussels Journal, but links to her web site will not be allowed any more at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203503 29748 29 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 5:39:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5203494&amp;n=24" target=_blank>#24</A> 
psyop</EM></P> 
<P>Mine own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203515 29748 37 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 5:40:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 psyop</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh... I screwed up that function...</P> 
<P>for my next trick, I will learn how to add a link without looking like a 
dumbass</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just paste the URL into the comment - no need to click the link button unless 
you want to give it a title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203540 29748 56 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 5:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 Sol Roth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny pic. I'll sheepishly admit that I don't get the "still hongry, cn has 
neo notzi?" reference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://icanhascheezburger.com/" 
target=_blank>icanhascheezburger.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203555 29748 66 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 5:48:44pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://icanhascheezburger.com/2008/04/24/funny-pictures-omg-
wut-r-u-doin/" target=_blank>icanhascheezburger.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203601 29748 102 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 6:00:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, the sincere middle finger. Now flipping the bird?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Flipping the lolbird...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203646 29748 136 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 6:08:58pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.hillaryclintonforum.net/discussion/showthread.php?t=8286" 
target=_blank>www.hillaryclintonforum.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05203779 29748 203 Charles Sat, Apr 26, 2008 6:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #201 sloppy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had ostrich for dinner once and it tasted awful. Even worse, my wife's 
favorite cousin was our hostess and I felt compelled to show enough class not to 
act out my distaste. Ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to have it fresh. Any kind of frozen is awful. I get fresh ostrich 
steaks from a nearby ostrich farm and they're really tasty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05205574 29748 223 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:18:59am  
 
<P>I know it's an emu, folks. But 'lolemu' just doesn't have the same ring to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05207133 29756 145 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:30:52pm  
 
<P>Yeesh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.buffalobeast.com/126/Fuck.the.troops.Ian.Murphy.html" 
target=_blank>www.buffalobeast.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207135 29756 147 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:31:18pm  
 
<P>Warning: upsetting link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207173 29756 180 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:42:51pm  
 
<P>I went back and forth for a while about whether to post it, but I think I 
will - even though this guy will undoubtedly thrive on the 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207211 29757 8 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:51:18pm  
 
<P>There's a rel="nofollow" in the link to prevent it from raising their Google 
pagerank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207216 29757 13 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:53:01pm  
 
<P>And in fact, to make it even less likely to help his index on any traffic 
sites, the link now goes to a Google redirect page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207222 29757 19 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 2:54:06pm  
 
<P>This is in a Buffalo free paper that specializes in deliberately nasty crap, 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207533 29758 10 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:48:17pm  
 
<P>My goodness. My, my, my.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207536 29758 13 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:48:34pm  
 
<P>I guarantee Wright is going to keep it toned down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207538 29758 14 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:48:51pm  
 
<P>He's getting a wild standing ovation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207543 29758 18 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:50:04pm  
 
<P>He won't say anything controversial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05207554 29758 24 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:52:38pm  
 
<P>I love how Fox runs a huge yellow and black alert banner, scrolling in two 
different directions, the whole time he's speaking.</P> 
<P>Fair and balanced!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207572 29758 37 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:56:21pm  
 
<P>He's now giving a mocking "apology."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207583 29758 46 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 4:58:46pm  
 
<P>What does Soledad O'Brian have to do with this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207594 29758 56 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:00:10pm  
 
<P>Frankie Beverly and Maze?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207608 29758 69 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:01:22pm  
 
<P>If I don't like Frankie Beverly and Maze, am I a racist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207633 29758 89 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:04:23pm  
 
<P>Actually, I do like Frankie Beverly and Maze. Does that mean I'm not a 
racist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207658 29758 113 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:07:40pm  
 
<P>This is some extremely wacky stuff here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207664 29758 118 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:08:21pm  
 
<P>He's basically saying that brown people's brains work differently from white 
people's brains.</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207680 29758 131 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:09:35pm  
 
<P>He's mocking JFK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207690 29758 140 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:10:12pm  
 
<P>Now he's mocking LBJ's Texas accent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207702 29758 152 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:11:35pm  



 
<P>Yep. Ebonics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207729 29758 179 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:14:04pm  
 
<P>He's making fun of white people clapping on one and three.</P> 
<P>He's got a point there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207738 29758 188 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:15:01pm  
 
<P>The funny thing is that he's inserting and missing beats all over the place 
while he's doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207769 29758 218 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:17:37pm  
 
<P>Homoletics and hermeneutics!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207782 29758 231 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:18:36pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Maybe he will get nuts after all. He's starting to 
scream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207790 29758 239 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:19:12pm  
 
<P>He's imitating white people again.</P> 
<P>"Isn't he bombastic?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207799 29758 248 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:19:39pm  
 
<P>This is just unbelievable. Imagine if a white person made an equivalent 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207829 29758 277 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You went out on limb with this prediction considering how nuts this loon is. 
This is one of the few times IMO you have been wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he hasn't equated the US to Al Qaeda, or said the white race 
planted AIDS to murder blacks. So far it IS pretty tame, compared to some of his 
other rants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207870 29758 317 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:25:35pm  
 
<P>CHANGE!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207878 29758 325 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:26:18pm  



 
<P>A shout out to the Nation of Islam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207908 29758 354 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:28:19pm  
 
<P>Yep, I was right after all. Nothing too controversial. Just crazy enough to 
be OK with the Democratic base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207916 29758 362 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:28:58pm  
 
<P>I'd be willing to bet he's been coached by the Obama 
campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207955 29758 398 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:32:46pm  
 
<P>I don't think Obama was dreading this at all, by the way. Again, I'd be 
willing to bet he read every word of this speech in advance and approved 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207966 29758 408 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:34:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #297 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is typical speech in the black church, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been in more than a few black churches, and I've never seen anything 
like Rev. Wright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207973 29758 415 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:34:58pm  
 
<P>Ug. Not Geraldo. Where's that clicker?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05207994 29758 436 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 5:38:25pm  
 
<P>Geraldo is speaking with that noted expert Montel Williams.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208173 29759 34 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 6:12:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The strong beats in funk are very often on the one and the three. See George 
Clinton. It's rock music that has strong beats on two and four. Listen for 
example to how the snare drum is isolated on AC/DC's "Back in Black."</P> 
<P>/just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything is on the one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208261 29760 1 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 6:37:52pm  
 
<P>And no, this doesn't mean we need to start building concentration 
camps.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05208326 29760 24 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 7:00:42pm  
 
<P>It's kind of sad that I feel I have to post something like that first comment 
- but the idiots who think we need to embrace fascism are doing more to 
discredit the anti-jihad movement than CAIR could ever do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208398 29760 78 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 7:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 ploome hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what is to be done Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been doing what I think should be done for more than 6 years now.</P> 
<P>Is this supposed to be a choice between concentration camps and surrender? 
Because that's a false choice, and I don't want anything to do with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208400 29760 79 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 7:34:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 ploome hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what is to be done Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you, by the way, have been posting whatever you wanted to post at LGF for 
almost that entire time. Are you now going to accuse me of not doing 
enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208554 29760 174 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:32:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 sparrowlake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. These are obviously rhetorical questions.</P> 
<P>IMO if all or most of these measures were instituted the Islamist tide could 
be stemmed without resort to fascistic measures like concentration camps/mass 
deportations/etc.</P> 
<P>But there is no evidence that the political will exists to do 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will never be a time when this country resorts to "fascistic measures 
like concentration camps/mass deportations/etc."</P> 
<P>Whether or not your ideas are put into effect. It's not going to 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208583 29760 187 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:40:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>America did impound all people of Japanese ethnicity after Pearl Harbour, 
unless my history once again needs updating. I'm reluctant to stand by "things 
I've heard" after the Aztec smallpox blankets faux pax...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and we all know what a wonderful reputation the WWII internment 
has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05208599 29760 194 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:43:16pm  
 
<P>I think I've made it pretty clear by now that I'm not going to allow "round 
em all up and put em in camps" talk at LGF, haven't I?</P> 
<P>Because if that's the solution you want to advocate, I'll repeat what I've 
said many times before: start your own blog and advocate it 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208619 29760 202 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:46:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole idea needs a lot more work, which I will spend the summer 
exploring, but so far I've had positive reactions to the people I've run it by. 
Replace stagnant bureaucracy with limited term required service, necessitates 
the streamlining of the vast majority of minor functions as low-level civil 
servants don't get the opportunity to use paper to entrench themselves in order 
to protect their jobs, the people who get the vote have not only chosen to 
accept the responsibility, thus leading to higher voter turnout and more value 
being attributed to it, but also they voting public is better informed, if not 
about the exact issues at hand then about the way the system works, which 
hopefully makes blindsiding a bit more difficult etc etc...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and work on it. But don't expect it to get a good reception from me, 
because what you're talking about is two steps away from a police state. You're 
advocating a huge expansion of government power and intrusiveness in people's 
lives, and I think it stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208652 29760 212 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #210 Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No worries [grin]</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5208619&amp;n=202" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not certain about the accuracy of the police state label. The idea is to 
diminish the separation between the people and the government, dilute the 
government, if you like, rather than try and limit it. An opposite approach to a 
similar goal. Like I say, it needs work. The government would be more present, 
but have less influence <EM>over</EM> the people as the people would have more 
power over the government.</P> 
<P>Needs work. It's quite likely it would never be practically 
feasible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to dilute the government by giving it much more power over 
citizens?</P> 
<P>Quite a trick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208664 29760 221 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #213 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not exactly in disagreement, but I do have a question; it's based on 
knowing people who went through the "universal draft" of the 1950's and early 
1960's:</P> 



<P>It seems to have been a cohesive experience, one that led to shared 
experiences and values across ethnic and income lines. Would that be an 
acceptable idea?</P> 
<P>As phrased, that's very amorphous, but, with more detail, and if truly 
universal, would an 18-month service requirement be necessarily a bad 
thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not in favor of a draft, and most of the current military leadership of 
the US agrees with me. They don't want conscription because they know that the 
quality of the military would decline drastically.</P> 
<P>I'm not opposed to requiring service in return for privileges like government 
tuitions/loans/etc., however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208694 29760 238 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:09:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #220 ploome hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>where did that come from?</P> 
<P>I asked a serious question...sometimes the task before us overwhelms</P> 
<P>You and Robert Spencer, and Wretchard and Bostom and Shlussel andDexter von 
Zile and Aaron and other bloggers are the righteous voices of the world</P> 
<P>without you and a few dozen others we would be buried under the ignorance and 
smug arrogance of the msm and the useful idiots</P> 
<P>I did not ask the question to accuse you of anything, I was hoping to get 
some reassurance</P> 
<P>the amazing success of Obama and the celebration of the lothesome rev Wright 
is scary</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted that the fascist-huggers have done more to discredit the anti-jihad 
movement than CAIR could ever do, and you asked, "so what is to be done?"</P> 
<P>What is to be done is to continue educating people and exposing the agenda of 
the jihadists. What is not to be done is to rant about concentration camps and 
genocide and mass deportations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208703 29760 242 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5208698&amp;n=240" target=_blank>#240</A> 
Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm wondering if it's feasible in any way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Starship Troopers is a science fiction novel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208731 29760 259 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #251 Elydo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Governmental service wouldn't be the only non-military option, there'd have 
to be some economic, or labour etc options as well. Anything basic that the 
country needs to keep running, with the higher tier services being provided by 
private enterprise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're talking about an underclass of forced manual laborers, overseen by 
large corporations and large government bureaucracies.</P> 
<P>What could possibly go wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211851 29760 370 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:57:38pm  



 
<P>Disgusting. The fascist sympathizers and genocide spouters always seem to 
show up in dead threads two days later.</P> 
<P>This one will not be back.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208492 29761 8 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:16:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 Northpaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In before the first "7 days? That's it? My linux DB server has been up since 
the first early days of the Apollo program, and is still going strong!" 
post...</P> 
<P>Oh, and my key efficiency goes to 11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After each tweak, of course, you have to restart the MySQL server, which is 
why it's only been up for 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208503 29761 13 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:18:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Se/In/Up/De(%): 90/02/02/00</P> 
<P>Holy shit!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That shows the percentages of each type of SQL query: SElect, INsert, UPdate, 
and DElete...</P> 
<P>90% of our queries are SELECTs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208648 29761 89 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 8:54:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #62 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've zipped through here so I apologize if I've not found the answer to this 
question (or, even the asking thereof) but, what does the"M" 
mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Million. 142 million total queries processed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208736 29761 117 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:21:19pm  
 
<P>Another fascist sympathizer surfaced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208740 29761 121 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:23:01pm  
 
<P>By the way, I don't work for Pajamas Media, and have nothing to do with their 
decision making process. If they severed the relationship with GoV, it's because 
they came to that decision themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208779 29761 140 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #135 Buster Bunny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>What .. no Sphericon of influence? What sort of Zionist cheque funded 
altuistic outer space bat guano pimping lizard are you?</STRONG></P> 



<P>/sarc</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just want to be clear, because as that deleted comment shows, there are 
idiots who will want to blame me for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208810 29761 156 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:46:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5208791&amp;n=147" target=_blank>#147</A> 
Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dymphna: I figure CJ is going to wait till Monday to carry the story. I'm 
sure the comment section is nattering away by now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no desire to "carry the story" at all, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208835 29761 173 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:52:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #160 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Morning everyone!</P> 
<P>I assume Charles has gone to sleep already. I just wanted to make you all 
aware of an explosive video I just posted in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/40957_Video-
_Obama_would_give_up_Americas_nuclear_deterrence" target=_blank>the spinoff 
links</A>. It seems that if Barack <STRONG><EM>Hussein</EM></STRONG> Obama is - 
God forbid - elected President of the United States, he has already announced 
that he won't retaliate in the event of a nuclear strike. I'm sure the mullahs 
in Iran are smacking their lips with glee at the prospect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story is from last August:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/26506_Obama-
_No_Nukes_Ever" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208842 29761 178 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 9:56:09pm  
 
 
 
<P>Since the creep who posted above and was banned is now claiming he was simply 
"defending" GoV, I restored his comment in all its glory so everyone can see 
what passes for "defending" in that crew. See #112.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05208944 29761 233 Charles Sun, Apr 27, 2008 10:33:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #223 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's interesting gossip for a slow Sunday night but who other that hardcore 
Lizards would even remotely be interested in an obscure blog losing advertising 
from a failing company? Not many.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not in a position to know any more, but I don't think PJ Media is 
failing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05210707 29765 6 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 9:34:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Shouldn't it be an Obamatron, though?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think, automaton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05210847 29765 113 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 9:48:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 papa ray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, your wrong Charles. The word is NOT mi-spelled.</P> 
<P>It is an accepted alternate spelling.</P> 
<P>So...now what?</P> 
<P>Grammer...Content...</P> 
<P>Whatever, yes he is uninformed, uneducated and somewhat screwed. But he did 
spell it right.</P> 
<P>Papa Ray</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... "controversary" is an obscure adjective, meaning "controversial." It's 
not an alternate spelling for the noun "controversy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211114 29766 13 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 10:29:17am  
 
<P>That's really inappropriate for this topic, Jimmy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05215813 29766 275 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:28:31am  
 
<P>Please note the condition clearly posted at the top of every comment 
thread:</P> 
<P>Comments that advocate violence will be cause for immediate banning with no 
appeal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211258 29767 10 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 10:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my problem too. Way too much mail.</P> 
<P>The difficulty is that half of it is spam, but the other half is 
<EM>real</EM>. Hard to disentangle.</P> 
<P>Apologies to everyone who wrote to me in the last month -- I'm 
<EM>trying</EM> to catch up on responding to each email, but it's sooo time-
consuming! I just don't have enough hours in the day to answer (or even read) 
all my emails.</P> 
<P>And I actually try to <EM>hide</EM> my address.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should turn on Spam Assassin in your account control panel, if you 
haven't already. And check out Spam Sieve; it works very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211291 29767 16 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:01:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do have Spam Assassin on, but if I turn up the settings too high, I miss 
some real emails.</P> 
<P>A lot of the spam is not the typical "viagra-Nigeria-3INCHES!" spam but 
targetted junk mail just for me -- jihadis while away their hours signing up my 
Mohammed email address for every sort of online club or Islamic newsletter or 



Muslim dating site, not to mention foreign-language spam lists that the American 
spam filters don't do too well with.</P> 
<P>I call it "spam" but it's more like "harrassment mail."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I get an incredible amount of that kind of stuff too. The latest 
harassment tactic -- someone is going around to dozens of Yahoo groups and 
signing up my address for them, which triggers automated emails from Yahoo to 
confirm the signup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211313 29767 21 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:05:35am  
 
<P>The last time I posted on this subject, by the way, someone suggested an 
alternative method of including a hidden input element in the form, removing it 
with Javascript, then rejecting the submission if that element was present.</P> 
<P>Nope, doesn't work. When I tried it yesterday, I got spam within 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211371 29767 39 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:16:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5211359&amp;n=35" target=_blank>#35</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Spam Sieve. Very good at catching that stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211389 29767 44 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:21:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5211359&amp;n=35" target=_blank>#35</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Doesn't Spam Assassin catch those for you? Seems to catch all of 
mine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211412 29767 51 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:25:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5211319&amp;n=22" target=_blank>#22</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much more annoying are some Middle Eastern social networking sites that send 
a notification email every time someone comments on my profile -- a profile 
which someone else set up for me using my return address and over which I have 
no control. So then spambots leave spam-comments by the hundreds on my profile 
page on this or that Arabic chat site, and I get a notification email each 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was going to suggest using the 'forgotten password' feature to reset the 
password and then you'd have access to the account - but if it's in a foreign 
language you might not be able to find the 'forgotten password' 
feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211480 29767 78 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:45:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 Egfrow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>** If I cleared out my cookies completely then the contact form works fine 
without being logged in. There must be some cookie residue left over that is not 
jiving with LGF cookie reads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You don't need to be logged in to use the form... just need cookies and 
Javascript enabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211491 29767 83 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:46:40am  
 
<P>I don't see why clearing cookies would have anything to do with it, unless 
you were somehow at your browser's maximum cookies-per-site 
allotment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211497 29767 85 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 11:48:41am  
 
<P>Trash in the cache...</P> 
<P>Is that anything like junk in the trunk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211602 29767 103 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:08:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #101 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm using IE7 and the that button just opens the page like the original 
complaint says.</P> 
<P>This tab is:littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29767_T ech_Note-
_Using_the_Contact_Form/comment s/</P> 
<P>But the tab that opens when I click the show links button 
is:littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29767_T ech_Note-
_Using_the_Contact_Form/comment s/lgf-links.php?entry=29767&amp;title=Tech&amp;# 
43;Note%3A+Using+the+Contact +Form</P> 
<P>What is viewed in the 2 tabs is identical, however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is fixed now if you reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211691 29767 113 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:27:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5211669&amp;n=109" target=_blank>#109</A> 
kirkoff</EM></P> 
<P>It worked - I received your email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211927 29767 120 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Bubbaman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>Although Java script and cookies are enabled, I can't send mail unless I'm 
logged in. That aside, using IE 7 in Vista I'm having problems with seeing the 
link viewer on the front page if I check the "remember me" button. When I 
navigate back to the page, I'm still logged in but the links viewer never pops 
up. If I then log out and log back in the viewer will return. Me thinks it must 
be a caching issue in IE7/Vista but I don't know if anyone else is suffering the 
same problems?</P> 
<P>On a different note, have you given any consideration to creating a mobile 
friendly front end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check your LGF account settings - you may have 'Always hide top links on page 
load' checked. Uncheck it and save.</P> 



<P>Also, the top rated links area remembers the last setting; even if you have 
that button unchecked, if the links area was closed the last time you viewed the 
page, it will be closed the next time.</P> 
<P>The 'Back' button is occasionally problematic in IE, and it's a better idea 
to click the logo at top left if you want to go back to the front page (for 
example).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05212226 29767 124 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:57:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5212186&amp;n=123" target=_blank>#123</A> 
Bubbaman</EM></P> 
<P>A Vista-only problem? Could be... there may be other security settings hidden 
away somewhere that are affecting it. Don't have Vista, so can't suggest 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211680 29768 72 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:24:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 Dirk Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even MSNBC sees the damage that Rev. Wright is inflicting on Obama's 
campaign:</P> 
<P><A href="http://firstread.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2008/04/28/951094.aspx" 
target=_blank>There's still plenty of room under the bus, Senator 
Obama</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's if you believe Obama has no contact with Wright and hasn't approved 
his speeches ahead of time.</P> 
<P>I think it's quite possible he's being coached on everything he says right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211766 29769 6 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Charlie Martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does all this mean? Seriously, I'm not a techie</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like the crawler is trying to make a snapshot of the entire 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211793 29769 20 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:42:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this a weird sort of DOS attack or do they just want to grab the site and 
do something with it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not an attack. I don't know what they're doing, but it's going 
through every file it can find and requesting nonexistent files as well. Acting 
a lot like a spam scraper, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211808 29769 29 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:48:28pm  
 
<P>Looked through the logs some more and I don't think there's anything 
nefarious going on.</P> 



<P>I think it's out of control; it seems to be confused by the mod_rewrite trick 
I described a few days ago, and isn't properly using the BASE tag.</P> 
<P>The crawler is using the PEAR HTTP_Request class, and it may have a 
bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211819 29769 34 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 12:50:51pm  
 
<P>Sorry, shmuli - no phone numbers allowed. If you want to link to a whois 
lookup that's OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05212159 29769 76 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:48:48pm  
 
<P>See update above - nothing bad about the Diggbot, it has a bug. And it was 
ignoring robots.txt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05211888 29770 8 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:11:06pm  
 
<P>I believe it was Barack Obama himself who referred to Wright as a "spiritual 
mentor," by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05212044 29770 147 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:32:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2008/04/on-the-g-
word.html" target=_blank>On the "G" Word</A></P> 
<P>Posted by: Armoured Passionfruit</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I never claimed he did advocate genocide. It's really clear 
from my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05212074 29770 176 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 1:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5212044&amp;n=147" target=_blank>#147</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Just for the record, since certain people are already trying to distort the 
truth, here's what I <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29727" 
target=_blank>wrote</A> about the 'genocide' article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He backs away at the last minute, after imagining it in great detail, and 
says he’s not advocating genocide. So what does he advocate?</P> 
<P>A totalitarian police state that will institute policies of concentration 
camps and mass deportation, and criminalize being a Muslim in 
Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there is nothing untrue in that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05212290 29770 371 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 2:07:27pm  
 
<P>Fox News has already put together a "greatest hits" reel from this 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05213154 29773 209 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 5:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 indythinker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an Apple user, your computer does not have the capability to run the 
server class software that is under discussion here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no interest in participating in platform wars, but this is a really 
silly thing to write.</P> 
<P>Mac OS X is Unix and it runs enterprise class server software just 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05213716 29773 339 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 7:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #290 GeeWiz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that Linux is nothing more than an open source code of a Unix 
deriviative. I have experimented with Red Hat Linux on my desktop machine at 
home. I run SCO Unix on my server at work. My question was about the evolution 
of the Mac OS towards the Unix structure. If I understand Charles's comment 
correctly, I think that maybe I should consider my next purchase of a machine, a 
Mac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The underlying OS for Mac OS is Unix - the BSD kernel with a whole lot of 
Apple enhancements and GUI layers. Always has been, since the change from OS 9. 
Every Mac comes with a Terminal application that lets you do command line stuff, 
and it runs the bash shell by default in a full Unix environment, with all the 
usual builtins and commands and a bunch of Mac-specific 
extensions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05213735 29773 341 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 7:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #340 shanimal1918</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earth to programmers: This really isn't Microsofts' issue. It's lazy admins 
and developers. Shocking I know. Ask Charles, I'm sure he follows the "best 
practices" when using tools like MySQL and apache tomcat. That's because he is 
good at what he does. I'd be willing to bet that MOST admins and developers 
aren't as good anc careful, and they don't follow well knows best security 
practices...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- I haven't seen specific details, but it seems to be a 
standard SQL injection attack, in a user-submitted field that wasn't properly 
deloused. All SQL-based databases are susceptible to this kind of attack, if the 
programmer doesn't know what he/she is doing and the code doesn't properly 
sanitize user input.</P> 
<P>It's a little upsetting to see this kind of insecure code at the DHS, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05213398 29774 112 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 6:14:36pm  
 
<P>Dick Morris looks more like a gigantic toad every time I see 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05214307 29776 550 Charles Mon, Apr 28, 2008 9:31:41pm  
 



<P>No need to use the donate link to get to Amazon -- you can just go straight 
to Amazon and use their search function to find a book, then paste that URL into 
our links forms.</P> 
<P>I'm automatically adding the LGF referral info on any Amazon 
links...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05215929 29779 95 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:43:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DNC reaches bottom, then digs. Truly disgusting.</P> 
<P>OT - Can someone tell me who "broke" the Wright story? Was it on a blog or 
the MSM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not going to be able to nail that one down. But it was discussed at 
LGF as long ago as February 2007.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216173 29779 271 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:29:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #260 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the soldiers weren't actually killed, that needs to go as an update at the 
header of this thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is true (I'd need more evidence), I'll update. But it's almost 
completely beside the point. 99.9% of the people who see this ad have no way of 
knowing that soldiers weren't killed, and it's intended to make them think 
soldiers WERE killed.</P> 
<P>Suppose they were just wounded. Would that make it better?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216216 29779 303 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:40:56am  
 
<P>Instapundit linked to this, and I'm already starting to get hate 
mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216256 29779 337 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:51:34am  
 
<P>Here's how these people think (from someone in Maine):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Troops are dying every day. But you don't seem to care. You're only outraged 
when people publicize this fact.</P> 
<P>The iraq policy is failing.</P> 
<P>Be a walter Cronkite.</P> 
<P>Reject our suicidal iraq policy.</P> 
<P>Bring our troops home.</P> 
<P>Stop this senseless war in it's tracks.</P> 
<P>hundreds, if not thousands more troops are going to die if we do not 
withdraw.</P> 
<P>Hundreds, if not thousands of families will be traumatized forever.</P> 
<P>Do the right thing and come out against this pointless war.</P> 
<P>if you do not... don't be surprised if the ghosts and faces of all those 
brave men and women begin to haunt you in your sleep.</P> 
<P>And when you are elderly, I hope you think back to all those men and women 
who never got a chance to grow old and watch their children, nieces, nephews 
grow up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05227508 29780 62 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 12:45:07pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Jawad is known as one of the most important agents of Hezbollah in the U.S." 
Hmmm. If he was such a well known terrorist agent, why was he on McCain's 
finance committee in the first place? And let's get real; had this guy been on—
oh, I don't know, say—Obama's finance committee and had been dumped in the exact 
same fashion, do you think Obama'd be getting "LGF kudos"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, instead of having his web page hidden away and the situation simply 
brushed under the rug, like Obama did with Hatem El-Hady?</P> 
<P>Your shilling is becoming tedious, Eri. Definitely one of the most obvious 
mobies we've seen at LGF recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216587 29781 13 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:02:32am  
 
<P>Watch out ... here it comes ... CHANGE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216597 29781 16 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:03:15am  
 
<P>Senator ... why the CHANGE?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216607 29781 20 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:04:17am  
 
<P>He's angry at Wright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216688 29781 71 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:10:14am  
 
<P>The mainstream media is going to love this speech. 
Guaranteed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216863 29781 222 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:25:11am  
 
 
 
<P>The bottom line: it's simply unbelievable that he did not know about Wright's 
views.</P> 
<P>Wright traveled to Libya with Louis Farrakhan and met Muammar Gaddafi. Are we 
supposed to believe that Barack Obama never even heard of it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216933 29781 285 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:31:48am  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is feeling a tingle...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05216958 29781 308 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 11:34:04am  
 



<P>Yep, MSNBC is gushing over this speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05217242 29782 53 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 12:05:52pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>We have incoming links from Instapundit, Ace, Michelle, and lots of others, 
and now Fark.com put the DNC Ad post on their front page ... and there's no 
noticeable impact on the server!</P> 
<P>Excuse me. I almost never do this, but ... YES!</P> 
<P>Previously, a front page link from Fark would crash the server within 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05217413 29782 182 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 12:23:52pm  
 
<P>Not a word about the speech on the front page of Daily Kos yet.</P> 
<P>They must be burning up the email bandwidth settling on their talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05217773 29782 511 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 1:14:52pm  
 
<P>Is there a funny smell around here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05217806 29782 542 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 1:19:02pm  
 
<P>Well, you folks did ask me to open registration. As you weep, so shall you 
sew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218464 29785 22 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 3:20:58pm  
 
<P>I wonder if we could survive a front page post at Digg now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218521 29785 52 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 3:31:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unright 2008-04-29 01:56:24 PM "Sites like LGF &amp; DailyKos get paid by 
their advertisers. So more pageviews = more money. Clicking on a LGF link is the 
same as giving them money."</P> 
<P>So THAT's where our zionist checks are supposed to be coming from!</P> 
<P>Funny, the only "advertisement" I see here is the Pajamas Media up top. 
Unless the Lounge has a cover charge now...</P> 
<P>Idoits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is actually false, by the way. I don't get paid on a per-click or 
pageview basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218536 29785 62 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 3:34:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 boofar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't lgf survive several already?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Only on weekends. Every time we hit the front page on a weekday, the server 
crashed almost immediately.</P> 
<P>And then, of course, there's Drudge. We lasted about 10 seconds the last time 
he linked to us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218544 29785 68 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 3:37:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Sarge1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even in the FAQ!</P> 
<P>Q. How does Charles finance the blog?A. Out of his own pocket. Not to mention 
all the time and effort he spends that he could otherwise be using for his 
business. So c'mon, hit the tip jar:Donate through Amazon Honor System.Donate 
through Paypal.Request LGF PO Box address to donate by check.LGF has also 
recently added Blogads to the right sidebar, to help defray 
costs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for pointing it out -- that section is actually out of date, and 
incorrect. I'm removing it for now until I can update it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218547 29785 71 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 3:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you think the new improved LGF will withstand the next 
Drudgealanche?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably still crash, but maybe not. Hard to tell, without it actually 
happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218782 29786 11 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 5:10:26pm  
 
<P>Why's everybody so nervous?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218865 29786 75 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 5:20:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another thread had a comment by Gordon Maroc that had more than 50 updings. 
Is there an award for that? What is the current record for 
updings?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the system is going to evolve soon, to include a top-rated comments 
feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218876 29786 85 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 5:21:53pm  
 
<P>Stinky Beaumont said it best:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about intelligent design... but I believe in stupid 
design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05218946 29786 150 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 5:31:07pm  
 



<P>I'll say again what I said in the last thread, right up front, so no one is 
appalled and insulted by my views and needs to send me hate mail -- I am not a 
fan of intelligent design, creationism, or whatever it's being called this 
year.</P> 
<P>I do not begrudge anyone their beliefs, and if you choose to believe in ID I 
respect that choice and will not insult or degrade you for it.</P> 
<P>But I don't believe in it, and I don't think it should be taught as 
"science," and I hope you'll grant the same respect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219045 29786 243 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 5:45:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rockports makes some good comfy shoes. I used to wear Comforts when I worked 
in a bookstore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New Balance (the running shoe guys) used to have a great line of comfortable 
casual/semi-dress shoes, but it was discontinued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219148 29786 342 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 6:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #316 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the things I did for my ex - I improved his taste in shoes. He had 
gosh-awful dress shoes. I got him into Rockports.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rockports are OK. I have a pair. But they're nowhere near as comfortable as 
those now-extinct New Balance shoes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219219 29786 409 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 6:13:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5219215&amp;n=405" target=_blank>#405</A> 
DesertSage</EM></P> 
<P>Hitler said a lot of things.</P> 
<P>Hitler was crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219272 29786 462 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 6:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #453 goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With respect, Charles, Hitler was evil and a brilliant manipulator. I think 
if he had been crazy, he would have been less dangerous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was crazy, <EM>and</EM> a brilliant manipulator -- these two qualities 
aren't mutually exclusive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219731 29786 898 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5219705&amp;n=873" target=_blank>#873</A> 
nbenhaim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's now pretty clear that Charles is an atheist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Because I don't want to believe in pseudo-scientific theories promoted 
by dishonest people, I'm an atheist.</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05219750 29786 917 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:11:03pm  
 
<P>And now, just like clockwork, I'm starting to get hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219790 29786 954 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:21:07pm  
 
<P>The film is full of factual distortions and outright lies:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Regardless of how you feel about ID, if you read the evidence presented on 
this site it's VERY clear that this movie is deeply dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219803 29786 966 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:24:18pm  
 
<P>More about the lies in Stein's film:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?id=ben-steins-expelled-
review-michael-shermer" target=_blank>www.sciam.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219808 29786 971 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:25:49pm  
 
<P>I'm coming at this as a fan of Ben Stein who thinks he's gone tragically off 
the rails, and is using the same kind of tactics as Michael 
Moore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219857 29786 1018 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5219827&amp;n=990" target=_blank>#990</A> 
RedWhiteAndJew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, the insistence on equating ID advocates with creationist is 
disingenuous at best, and a cynical rhetorical maneuver at 
worst.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree. The so-called "intelligent design" movement is a cynical 
ploy to redefine creationism, to avoid creationism's negative history and use 
the trappings of pseudo-science to give the concept a pseudo-respectability.</P> 
<P>I'm not imagining this, or making it up. There is a document that spells out 
this agenda very explicitly, from the creationist Discovery Institute, that was 
intended to remain secret but was made public a few years ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219890 29786 1047 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 8:45:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1036 RedWhiteAndJew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then we will have to agree to disagree, Charles. And I see in this assertion 
the same kind broad brush thinking that was evident in the aforementioned 
Lomborg affair. Just a Dawkins does not speak for all evolutionists, not all 
IDers are beholden to one motivation or set of theories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not an assertion, it's a fact. Not all ID believers are following the 
Wedge document, but the "intelligent design" movement did originate with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219951 29786 1103 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1093 NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing about these sites is that they, by definition, will have their own 
biases, unwritten assumptions, blind-spots, and a dare I say it, perhaps even 
agendas about them that must be factored in when wading hip deep into them.</P> 
<P>In any event, Ben Stein has up his own site about the movie, where he 
attempts to refute what all the naysayers and bashers are saying about his 
movie:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledthemovie.com/chronicle.php" 
target=_blank>www.expelledthemovie.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not talking about opinions - I'm talking about facts. The Expelled 
Exposed web site has amassed a devastating collection of factual distortions in 
the movie. It has nothing to do with biases; facts are facts, and Ben Stein 
played fast and loose with them in his film.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219964 29786 1115 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:06:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5219954&amp;n=1106" target=_blank>#1106</A> 
Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The movie advocates freedom of inquiry in science. It complains that 
Establishment Science has, like Middle East Studies, been taken over by dogmatic 
thinkers who apply a litmus test to anyone who wants in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as Expelled Exposed documents very thoroughly, many (if not most) of the 
claims of suppression of academic freedom in the film are made up out of thin 
air. Never happened. In a word, dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219974 29786 1125 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:10:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5219970&amp;n=1121" target=_blank>#1121</A> 
captainzot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This topic is discussed so dishonestly... it really irritates me. Everything 
that Stein said in the movie involving this topic was TRUE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was not true.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05219983 29786 1134 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:15:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1130 bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps it is the engineer in me, but Expelled Exposed does the same thing as 
Stein. They simply say the opposite. Stein says there is debate among scientists 
as to the accuracy of evolution, Expelled Exposed says they are only debating 
the details. I've not seen Expelled, but from what I've seen neither side refers 
to any evidence to push the issue. Again, perhaps I require too much before I 



call something a fact, but Expelled Exposed cites no evidence 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you've read their rebuttals of the distortions and falsehoods in the film, 
you can't honestly make this claim. They don't just "say the opposite," they 
back it up with facts, names and dates.</P> 
<P>Facts are stubborn things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220002 29786 1152 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:20:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1142 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you had me until this. You can't believe this. My kids are in 
college. Trust me, it's happening.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't read the evidence, have you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220007 29786 1155 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:21:28pm  
 
<P>From the Expelled Exposed section on Richard Sternberg:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Expelled claims that Sternberg was “terrorized” and that “his life was nearly 
ruined” when, in 2004, as editor of Proceedings of the Biological Society of 
Washington, he published a pro-intelligent design article by Stephen C. Meyer. 
However, there is no evidence of either terrorism or ruination. Before 
publishing the paper, Sternberg worked for the National Institutes of Health at 
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (GenBank) and was an unpaid 
Research Associate – not an employee – at the Smithsonian. He was the voluntary, 
unpaid editor of PBSW (small academic journals rarely pay editors), and had 
given notice of his resignation as editor six months before the Meyer article 
was published. After the Meyer incident, he remained an employee of NIH and his 
unpaid position at the Smithsonian was extended in 2006, although he has not 
shown up there in years. At no time was any aspect of his pay or working 
conditions at NIH affected. It is difficult to see how his life “was nearly 
ruined” when nothing serious happened to him. He was never even disciplined for 
legitimate violations of policy of PBSW or Smithsonian policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't tell me there are no facts on that site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220033 29786 1179 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:28:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5220023&amp;n=1169" target=_blank>#1169</A> 
bryantms</EM></P> 
<P>You just brush aside the irrefutable evidence that Stein distorted the truth 
about Richard Sternberg, and throw a completely unrelated section at me 
instead?</P> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220066 29786 1211 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:35:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1196 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm amazed that you think this problem somehow stops when you enter the 
biology or physics department.</P> 



<P>Sure, people who are intolerant of ID can't see that they are discriminating 
against anyone who invokes it. So they say that those who complain they were 
persecuted are just using it as an excuse.</P> 
<P>The same thing happens in Middle East Studies. People who hate Israel can't 
see what's so unfair about treating Israel as an oppressive country that doesn't 
have the right to exist.</P> 
<P>Do you really know for a fact that IDers are not treated unfairly? Have you 
thoroughly investigated the charges and countercharges? It's one thing to say 
you have questions and doubts about these cases, but it's another to just throw 
in with "Expelled Exposed."</P> 
<P>Everything you know is true re: Israel seems to have flown out of the window 
re: freedom of inquiry in science. You should at least be a little skeptical 
that science departments in grossly unfair universities are somehow immune to 
bias.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claims are refuted with facts. Not opinions, facts. I never said that 
universities are immune to bias; I said that the claims in Ben Stein's movie are 
false. And it's not just from that one web site -- you can find this stuff all 
over the place.</P> 
<P>Untruths are untruths.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220071 29786 1216 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:36:55pm  
 
<P>Yes, I did see the movie. And I did not like it. After seeing it, the 
rebuttals at Expelled Exposed are even more on point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220077 29786 1221 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:38:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1220 RedWhiteAndJew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is indeed the one big issue. Sadly, I was not allowed to learn of it in 
school.</P> 
<P>/tongue firmly in cheek, of course, but that is sort of the point of the 
movie, isn't it?</P> 
<P>G'nite all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no ID hypothesis. It's religion, not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220109 29786 1251 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:47:26pm  
 
<P>Posting reductionist nonsense over and over will not suddenly make it into 
legitimate analysis.</P> 
<P>It's a completely pernicious and dishonest stance to claim that evolutionary 
theory led directly to Nazism. The roots of Nazism go deep into European 
history.</P> 
<P>This is a dishonest tactic being used to further an agenda, and I find it 
pretty disturbing to see it being trotted out at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220129 29786 1271 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:54:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1263 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have a point.</P> 
<P>But it's also disturbing to see you siding with the ACLU against a movie 
advocating freedom of inquiry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not siding with anyone. I'm speaking out about a movie that uses the same 
kind of dishonest tactics as Michael Moore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220154 29786 1283 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 9:59:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1267 ThomasTheConfessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>God created everything in six days, six thousand years ago. Man Sinned and 
fell from God's grace. Jesus died for our sins, and made us right with the 
father. Thems the real facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The silicon in the computer you're using to post that comment is older than 
six thousand years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220199 29786 1304 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 10:12:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1291 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are half right. I personally believe ID is just a hypothesis and not an 
alternative theory. It doesn't try to explain the variety of life, but it does 
highlight some weaknesses in evolution.</P> 
<P>Still, scientists should be free to explore the ID hypothesis as long as they 
are willing to have their work criticized and evaluated.</P> 
<P>I have no problem with trashing scientific research that just uses ID as a 
foil for Creationism. But it is legitimate to investigate, for example, whether 
or not a mammalian eye could have evolved through random mutations or required 
forethought and coordination.</P> 
<P>What amazes me is how threatened the Science Establishment is of a handful of 
IDers--most of whom know that even in the best case they are going to be 
savagely ridiculed.</P> 
<P>The Science Establishment has no problem with the dubious work of global 
warmers. But the very mention of ID gives them fits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design is neither a hypothesis nor an alternate theory. It's 
religion, based on faith. A hypothesis is derived from observable and testable 
evidence; if enough experiments and observations support a hypothesis, it may 
graduate to being called a theory.</P> 
<P>The ideas proposed by ID advocates are neither observable nor testable. 
They're not science.</P> 
<P>As I said above, if you wish to believe in ID, you have a right to do so and 
I wouldn't dream of taking it away from you. Just please -- don't try to tell me 
it's science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220228 29786 1320 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 10:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1314 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may feel you have shown that.</P> 
<P>But on some level I hope you see that the above looks and feels a bit like a 
smear.</P> 
<P>I don't think that what Expelled advocates, or the way it is presented, has 
anything in common with Michael Moore.</P> 
<P>Michael Moore is cynical and mean-spirited. You may not agree with Ben Stein, 
but do you really think he is like Michael Moore?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not say Ben Stein is like Michael Moore, but his film is full of 
distortions and falsehoods -- like a Michael Moore film. I'm not willing to give 



him a pass on lying to the public, just because I agree with him on a lot of 
other issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05220261 29786 1331 Charles Tue, Apr 29, 2008 10:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1325 amateurangler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know I'm way at the end of this thread, but I'm really tired of people 
equating creationism with ID (they are very different), and the lack of 
understanding of the difference between the discipline of Philosophy of Science 
as opposed to pure science. So many comments based on ignorance of the subject 
at hand. As much as I'm a fan of Charles, I've got to include him in that 
group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not ignorant about the scientific method, and I'm not ignorant about 
creationism/ID. On the contrary, I know quite a lot about both subjects. No 
brag, just fact.</P> 
<P>And yes, I do consider creationism and intelligent design to be the exact 
same philosophies, dressed up in different clothes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05221576 29786 1487 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 8:41:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1334 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you are wrong. And that is a fact.</P> 
<P>A hypothesis is a tentative assumption. It doesn't have to come from 
observable evidence.</P> 
<P>A theory is a proposed explanation. So it is, as you suggest, something 
bigger than a hypothesis. (But not necessarily better: a theory is not 
automatically a wonderful thing as one LGFer seems to think. There are plenty of 
false and just plain lousy theories.)</P> 
<P>Both should be testable. Unfortunately, when dealing with issues like the 
origin of the universe and the origin of life, it's not always easy to test our 
ideas.</P> 
<P>If and when evolutionists produce a living organism in a test tube out of raw 
chemicals, then we can all agree that ID is false. But I am somewhat doubtful 
that will ever happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can call me "wrong" if you like, but your description of theories and 
hypotheses has nothing to do with the terms as they are used in the scientific 
method. You're arguing from ignorance, and calling me "wrong."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05221657 29786 1496 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 8:56:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5221635&amp;n=1494" target=_blank>#1494</A> 
Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the roots of Nazi ideology are diverse, and certainly race theory and 
eugenics got a big boost in intellectual credibility from people like Haeckel, 
who were promonent Darwinists, and racists. I don't really think that's 
debateable, although I agree that a simple A leads to B is not tenable. rather 
it would be appropriate to say that race "hygeine" and Darwinian biology were 
very much center stage in the intellectual milieu of the early 20th century, and 
Naziism was one of the bastard children of that milieu. The worst that can be 
said of the holocaust invocation is that it is debateable. I don't think its 
fair to insist that its wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I never insisted that "it's wrong." On the contrary, I said it's a 
"reductionist" argument, and that's exactly what you're saying here -- that 
"social Darwinism" may have played a part in Nazi ideology, but that the Third 
Reich was a very complex phenomenon that cannot be ascribed to one cause. That's 
what "reductionist" means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05221840 29786 1508 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 9:35:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5221711&amp;n=1499" target=_blank>#1499</A> 
yma o hyd</EM></P> 
<P>Exactly right. This is the real point. The "intelligent design" movement is a 
deliberately misleading attempt to erase the line between religion and science -
- one of the worst possible ideas in a free society.</P> 
<P>The concept was created specifically for this purpose by religious extremists 
(the Discovery Institute), after it became clear to them that creationism was 
hopelessly discredited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05221897 29786 1513 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 9:47:22am  
 
 
 
<P>And since people seem to be on a real hair trigger about this ... no, I am 
not saying that anyone who believes in ID is a religious extremist.</P> 
<P>I'm saying that the Discovery Institute is a religious extremist group. Their 
manifesto is the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_document" 
target=_blank>Wedge Strategy</A>, and it spells out their agenda very 
explicitly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223422 29786 1660 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 4:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1657 Glynth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed. Note I'm talking about people like him and, apparently Charles, not 
those who dare discuss things without defining for the other side what their 
beliefs are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder how many times I have to write, "I respect your choice to believe in 
ID" before it sinks in?</P> 
<P>The thin-skinned responses from the anti-evolutionists are not winning any 
converts either, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223724 29786 1673 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:55:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1662 Glynth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, so now I'm thin-skinned for not tolerating people telling ME what *I* 
believe instead of letting me say it for myself. Sorry Charles, I still have 
great respect for you, but you say on one hand "I respect your choice" and say 
on the other hand things that the likes of Hawk59 can point to that, quite 
frankly, shove ID into a little box with creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. What I said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223734 29786 1675 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:56:42pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #1661 lightmourn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Charles, it was not misappropriated, and comparing it to the Peta 
holocaust video is callous and stupid, at best. Evolutionary theory taken to its 
logical conclusion leads to eugenics, which is exactly what Hitler was 
practicing. Its not a stretch of the imagination, a misappropriation, or 
otherwise. It is truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand by that statement 100%. This is a deliberately misleading 
argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223782 29786 1681 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:04:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1679 Glynth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Not even attempting to say that my growing suspicion is incorrect, that 
you didn't mean that I'm an anti-evolutionist, that it's okay for people to not 
want others to dictate to them what their beliefs are. Serious loss of respect 
for you here, Charles. I guess I'll just have to compartmentalize this some 
place since LGF is sadly still one of the best sources for other news I care 
about, on the terrorism/Islamist front.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please do compartmentalize away, since you can't be bothered to discern my 
actual viewpoints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223801 29786 1683 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:07:06pm  
 
<P>And please note: if you need to make a dramatic exit over this issue, I'll 
understand. You wouldn't be the first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223849 29786 1690 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:16:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1687 Glynth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tell me, then, what *are* your actual viewpoints which I'm so incapable of 
discerning? Tell me how you can say you respect some views, while calling it 
"pseudo-scientific theories promoted by dishonest people." Tell me how you 
respect people in a movement you say nothing more than "a cynical ploy to 
redefine creationism, to avoid creationism's negative history and use the 
trappings of pseudo-science to give the concept a pseudo-
respectability."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand by every word of that. That's just how arrogant I am. Amazingly 
enough, my viewpoints are also in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223866 29786 1693 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:21:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1691 Glynth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess it's not trolling if you own the site, huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's not. Because I can use the banning stick when people lose it, and 
can't stop. Trolls can't do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05222121 29789 72 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 10:34:28am  



 
<P>See the update -- today On Faith is defending Rev. Wright...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05222321 29790 5 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 11:31:31am  
 
<P>Amazingly slow news day today. Top story:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://us.rd.yahoo.com/dailynews/rss/topstories/*http://news.yahoo.com/s/a
p/20080430/ap_on_en_tv/tv_american_idol_abdul" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05222516 29790 115 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 12:06:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #103 mrosett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:I'm doing a project on new media (among other things), and I was wondering 
if there was ever any evidence about who planted what became the "dancing memo" 
with 60 Minutes and Dan Rather. Was it given to them by an outside source, or 
was it possibly someone who was part of the show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most likely suspect is Bill Burkett:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12738_The_Lucy_Ramirez_Connection" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05222576 29791 25 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 12:16:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was anyone else getting hamsterism? I couldn't get into any threads for the 
last few minutes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problems from this end...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223441 29793 3 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:05:31pm  
 
<P>She's ducking like daffy, stretching her talking points like 
taffy...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223446 29793 6 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:06:35pm  
 
<P>He asked her if she feels sorry for Obama that his campaign was "hijacked by 
a crazy guy," and she said, well, he did renounce him.</P> 
<P>Yes, but do you feel sorry?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223451 29793 10 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:07:24pm  
 
<P>She's giving him the full beam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223473 29793 26 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:09:57pm  
 



<P><A title=20080430HillOreilly1.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080430HillOreilly1.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20080430HillOreilly1.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223500 29793 50 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:16:04pm  
 
<P>Are the Kos Kidz thrashing and foaming yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223511 29793 60 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:18:07pm  
 
<P>Now she's giving him the serious dimple.</P> 
<P><A title=20080430HillaryOreilly2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080430HillaryOreilly2.jp
g" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20080430HillaryOreilly2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223524 29793 70 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:20:06pm  
 
<P>Cackle!</P> 
<P><A title=20080430HillaryOreilly3.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080430HillaryOreilly3.jp
g" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20080430HillaryOreilly3.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223537 29793 79 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:22:14pm  
 
<P>I know there was a carefully vetted clip of Hillary tossing back a shot 
recently, but for some reason I feel like drinking white wine to watch 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223547 29793 88 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:23:10pm  
 
<P>Is that all there is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223552 29793 93 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:23:34pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Don't overwhelm me with the scope, Bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223614 29793 142 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:35:12pm  
 
<P>Toad!</P> 
<P><A title=20080430DickMorris1.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080430DickMorris1.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20080430DickMorris1.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223641 29793 164 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:39:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, an interesting note about Reuters -- I've been noticing spikes in 
the hits from their UK offices, every time they release a story related to their 



cameraman Fadel Shana. The hits often come from Google, with search terms 
related to Shana. Someone over there seems very interested in our reaction to 
the story.</P> 
<P>Would I be paranoid if I suspected a hit piece in the works?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223679 29793 199 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:46:13pm  
 
<P>The latest spike from Reuters happened after they released this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/topNews/idUSL3068830520080430?feedType=RSS&
amp;feedName=topNews" target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223701 29793 217 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 5:50:36pm  
 
<P>A link to our post about the Daily Kos "Uncle Tom Obama" post is now on the 
front page at the O'Reilly site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.billoreilly.com/" 
target=_blank>www.billoreilly.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223757 29793 266 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:00:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #228 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does LGF hold up when O'Reilly links to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05223816 29793 316 Charles Wed, Apr 30, 2008 6:09:32pm  
 
<P>Can we please elevate the conversation to a point where we wouldn't be 
embarrassed if our sisters read our comments? Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05226754 29802 10 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 10:13:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got my Che shirt on and my red bandana...wish me luck.</P> 
<P>Adios comrades.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck. We're all counting on you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05227662 29804 46 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 1:11:34pm  
 
<P>Here's a lovely photo from Pakistan:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Detail.aspx?axd=DetailPaging.Search%P%1&
amp;axs=0%P%80656203%2c80656199%2c74165404%2c74165393%2c74165348%2c74165289%2c74
164869%2c74164868%2c74164849%2c74164831%2c74164816%2c74163347%2c74163337%2c74156
721%2c74156380%2c74155681%2c74155663%2c74155597%2c74155516%2c74155464%2c74155428
%2c74155357%2c74155353%2c74155352%2c74155288%2c74155262%2c74155244%2c74155228%2c
74155214%2c74155209%2c74155198%2c74155183%2c74155136%2c74155032%2c74155023%2c741
54903%2c74154693%2c74154649%2c74153632%2c74153612%2c74153611%2c74153610%2c741262
92%2c74126277%2c74126267%2c74126245%2c73961812%2c73961807%2c73961311%2c73961306%



2c73961214%2c73961188%2c73961161%2c73961134%2c57619319%2c57619318%2c57619317%2c5
7619316%2c57619305%2c57619304%P%0&amp;id=74164869" 
target=_blank>www.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05227887 29805 37 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 1:51:39pm  
 
<P>It's the April 22 show on this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tbn.org/video_portal/" 
target=_blank>tbn.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05227920 29805 63 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 1:55:26pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you watch the show you'll see that Stein very explicitly 
says that "Darwinism" was the main cause of the Third Reich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05227957 29805 93 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 1:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, if you watch the show you'll see that Stein very explicitly 
says that "Darwinism" was the main cause of the Third Reich.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pointing this out because a lot of people tried to defend Stein in the 
last thread by claiming he wasn't saying this in the film.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228019 29805 146 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:08:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 Globular Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to me Stein was talking about science in the context of his relatives' 
experience. I think people are underestimating his intelligence, he isn't anti-
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you watch the whole interview on the page I linked above at TBN, it's 
impossible to defend this claim. I'm as surprised as anyone to discover that 
Stein is very anti-science, and I'm very disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228078 29805 200 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Kirly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, does this mean you think racists add to the conversation? 
Really?</P> 
<P>Kirls</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) That comment is sarcasm, and 2) I didn't write it. It's a quote from the 
linked article, as the sections inside the gray rectangles always 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228105 29805 224 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:24:30pm  
 
<P>It's pretty easy to find Expelled on the web if you know how to use 
Bittorrents, by the way. I went and wasted my time and money to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05228115 29805 233 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:26:04pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I'm not denying God or bashing Christians, not one bit.</P> 
<P>For some reason I need to keep posting that over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228145 29805 261 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:30:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fc_J-JY8a_s" target=_blank>How To 
Download a Torrent</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228158 29805 272 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:31:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #258 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>perhaps, then, it is not to the extreme that it appears to be.</P> 
<P>I've seen alot of feedback on this film of his and the only crankiness I've 
seen (apart from the "creationists are knuckledraggers") is over this bit about 
a connection between social darwinism and the nazi eugenics 
experiments/crap.</P> 
<P>There is little else I can find about the film, so it makes me sound as if 
the rest was well made... or, it is a 2 hour film about nazi 
eugenics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rest of the film is not well-made -- it's full of distortions and 
outright falsehoods, and quite a few people who were featured in it are upset 
about the way their views and situations were portrayed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228171 29805 283 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:34:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #277 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll reserve judgement until I see it.</P> 
<P>I'm not getting into this argument over a film I haven't seen. I'm mostly 
upset at the author of the article, even sarcastically, comparing Stein to 
Wright, and a bit amazed that only a few apparently find that 
offensive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen it, and that's why I'm not reserving judgment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228253 29805 358 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:44:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #342 UrbanRevival</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He should have said science without God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be what you would say, and it's certainly more defensible.</P> 
<P>But if you watch the interview, Stein said exactly what he meant to 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228315 29805 413 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5228298&amp;n=399" target=_blank>#399</A> 
princetrumpet</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dunno, guys... it just seems we got way too literal on this one. What am I 
missing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we didn't take it too literally. Watch the video at the link above - it's 
the April 22nd show. The quote is a completely accurate representation of his 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228324 29805 421 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 2:56:21pm  
 
<P>By the way, that TBN site uses some pretty fancy science to show those 
videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228353 29805 446 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 3:04:17pm  
 
<P>I don't completely disagree with Derbyshire that this is similar to Rev. 
Wright's statements. "Science leads you to killing people." That's what he said 
and that's what he meant. I find that even more upsetting, to be honest, than 
hearing a radical black preacher hatin' on the US, because Ben Stein was someone 
I respected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228492 29805 568 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 3:37:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #533 Maximus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Science Leads to Killing People</EM></P> 
<P>Charles, This is taken completely out of context, basically what Stein is 
saying is a trained Scientist has no real moral compass. A Human being to them 
is nothing more than a piece of tissue on a petri dish.</P> 
<P>All that matters to them is their "work"...weather that work is creating Germ 
Warfare, Nuclear Weapons or a better way to kill fellow Humans matters not. I 
agree Science has given us great things, but it has also given us a way to wipe 
out our entire human civilization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the entire video interview, and I don't agree it's taken out of 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228521 29805 594 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 3:45:05pm  
 
<P>It says April 21 on one page, but April 22 on another. (Science!)</P> 
<P>Go here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tbn.org/video_portal/" 
target=_blank>tbn.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>...click the tab ''Search Videos', and enter 'Ben Stein'. It's the first 
result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228728 29805 779 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 5:09:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #773 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, no Hildebeast/O'Reilly thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just got back. I'll open one now. It's pretty ho-hum stuff, 
really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05241810 29805 936 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 10:31:28pm  
 
<P>On the contrary, Ben Stein was appallingly clear in this interview and in 
other interviews he's given on the subject. Despite the efforts of many to cast 
his statements in the best possible light, he really is anti-science, and he 
says it very clearly.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228740 29806 4 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 5:13:24pm  
 
<P>Torture!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228768 29806 20 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 5:17:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanx Charles, really didn't feel like arguing evolution tonight! OT, my 
brother had surgery to his knee this morning and is doing very well, he even 
walked me to the door when I was leaving! Amazing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's arguing evolution? I thought we settled that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228785 29806 34 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 5:20:12pm  
 
<P>Yep, that was it. With last night, it looks like less than 15 minutes 
total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05228902 29807 9 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 5:43:50pm  
 
<P>This illustrates the US's real mistake in Iraq -- the military did its job 
wonderfully, but we've almost completely failed to manage the ideological 
front.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05229358 29807 186 Charles Thu, May 1, 2008 7:31:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5229140&amp;n=151" target=_blank>#151</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I see Opinionated #65 already said it bluntly, but let me try anyway - 
what does this mean, "manage the ideological front"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It means not allowing anti-American propaganda like this to be broadcast in 
Iraq, it means not allowing sharia law to be part of the Iraqi constitution, and 
it means taking a much tougher line towards fanatics like Muqtada Al-
Sadr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05231525 29807 243 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 9:22:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #242 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder why Iraqis, who have seen so many people in their country die at the 
hands of the U.S./U.K. occupation, would view the American government in such a 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I wonder why you continue to post idiotic things like this, even when you've 
been exposed as a fool?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29709/comments/#c0303" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05235835 29814 73 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 10:01:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 Droplet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you please just ignore Daily Kos? Otherwise, your entire website will 
consist of announcing then ridiculing their efforts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... no.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233016 29819 6 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 2:30:47pm  
 
<P>Here's the clip:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/iOl4iT46Eec&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233245 29819 133 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 3:09:36pm  
 
<P>Sometimes it's much better after you toss your cookies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233470 29819 304 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 4:06:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #299 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein is on Glen Beck for a full hour now.</P> 
<P>Two great Americans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233471 29819 305 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 4:07:35pm  
 
<P>I agree with zombie -- promoting this kind of stuff does incalculable damage 
to conservatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233476 29819 309 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 4:08:59pm  
 
<P>He's repeating the Nazi smear now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233485 29819 316 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 4:11:41pm  
 
<P>Looks like Glenn Beck is an intelligent design believer too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05233740 29820 27 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 5:26:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Pvt Bin Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I just noticed something weird and I have cleared my cookies an refreshed. It 
doesn't really say up above that registration is open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I changed it so that it no longer says "Open."</P> 
<P>It just doesn't say "Closed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05233827 29820 89 Charles Fri, May 2, 2008 5:51:02pm  
 
<P>I think I'm going to send a link to this thread to some web usability experts 
I know. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05235798 29824 44 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 9:55:54am  
 
<P>I never argue with an angry vagina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05236205 29826 68 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 11:55:54am  
 
<P>I'm experimenting with leaving registration open for a little longer time. 
Shhh. Don't tell anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05236277 29827 5 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 12:55:04pm  
 
<P>This brings them up to the 18th century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05237297 29829 119 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 7:59:48pm  
 
<P>One thing I realized a while back - I don't have to put up with people 
sneering at me, at my own web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05237011 29830 24 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 6:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5236992&amp;n=14" target=_blank>#14</A> 
threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the problem is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... just a guess ... they're the enemy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05237618 29832 163 Charles Sat, May 3, 2008 9:20:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pro-Bush Canuk got banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and not just for one comment, either -- for a series of 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05239482 29834 21 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 10:06:38am  
 
<P>To be fair - that quote is from an appearance on Charlie Rose, not a written 
column by Quinn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240564 29838 97 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 4:36:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #91 ballantrae</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should use Ubuntu. It's a lot more interesting as far as desktop distros 
go. Because it's based on debian, it's easy to install bleeding edge apps, and 
because they want it to be popular, they're using Compiz as the desktop manager. 
To get an idea of what I'm talking about, check out the <A 
href="http://youtube.com/watch?v=bvnQE1EAEZY&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>compiz link</A> This is what I typically work with when I'm using 
ubuntu.</P> 
<P>-ron</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Downloading Ubuntu right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240634 29838 138 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 5:25:05pm  
 
<P>Installing Ubuntu...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240642 29838 144 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 5:26:13pm  
 
<P>Ubuntu 8.04 LTS Desktop Edition, 64-bit version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240648 29838 150 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 5:28:32pm  
 
<P>Restarting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240653 29838 154 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 5:29:17pm  
 
<P>And there it is, with a nice abstract-geek orange background.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05240682 29838 181 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 5:38:39pm  
 
<P>First task is always to install emacs on these *nix systems...</P> 
<P>I gots to has my emacs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05241742 29838 310 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 9:38:43pm  
 
<P>Ubuntu 8.x works fine with VMware, but Fedora 8 is being 
uncooperative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05243894 29838 332 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 10:34:13am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5243154&amp;n=330" target=_blank>#330</A> 
Pooncakes, Hero of Zion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I saw you were using the 64 bit version. Have you had much 
luck?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to work OK under VMware Fusion on my Mac Pro dual Xeon, but I've found 
a couple of small problems.</P> 
<P>The 64-bit version of Fedora 8 seemed to install OK, but was very unstable. 
I'm downloading the i686 version now to try that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05241046 29842 38 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 6:53:28pm  
 
<P>Registered user count as of one minute ago: 26,604.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05241059 29842 46 Charles Sun, May 4, 2008 6:55:25pm  
 
<P>Most of those 26,604 users are not active users, and I'm considering a 
mechanism to start canceling accounts if they haven't been used in ... oh, say, 
2 or 3 months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05243185 29845 42 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 8:43:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ayers was Obama's <STRONG>employer</STRONG>?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ayers founded the Chicago Annenberg Challenge Foundation (he comes from a 
wealthy family) and appointed Barack Obama as the chairman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05243767 29847 94 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 10:10:58am  
 
<P>Lawhawk makes a good point - it's more than a little disturbing that these 
associations with haters, terrorists, and extremists haven't already destroyed 
Obama's chances.</P> 
<P>This is the presidency we're talking about, arguably the most important job 
in the entire world. What does it say about America that a significant number of 
people don't care about this stuff? How can all those people think it's a good 
idea to elect someone with these kinds of friends?</P> 
<P>Bad craziness loose in the nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05243801 29847 123 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 10:17:54am  
 
<P>I believe this is the first LGF post on this subject, from February of last 
year:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/24519" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244288 29848 64 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 11:48:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why are the Religion writers in the MSM the least capable of criticizing 
Islam?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think CAIR is focusing heavily on these kinds of writers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244294 29848 69 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 11:48:43am  
 
<P>Sally Quinn, Tim Townsend, now Carla Hinton -- all religion 
writers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244333 29848 95 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 11:56:41am  
 
<P>Steven Emerson raised the possibility of Islamic terrorism shortly after the 
Murrah bombing -- and CAIR still smears him with it, even though it was not an 
unreasonable suspicion (and he changed his opinion when evidence became 
available).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244385 29848 130 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 12:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BEN HUR!</P> 
<P>Hola Señor...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244655 29849 50 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 1:00:25pm  
 
<P>Sorry - I meant Fedora 8. I'm comparing it with Ubuntu...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05244922 29849 279 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 1:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #202 bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you realize Fedora 9 comes out in a week or 
so...right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nine days, to be precise...</P> 
<P>And that means Fedora 8 is about as stable as it's gonna 
get...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05245814 29851 21 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 6:55:10pm  
 
<P>This isn't strictly an academic exercise. Believe it or not, the new versions 
of Linux/KDE/Gnome are becoming viable alternatives to Windows or Mac OS. The 
genius of Apple is that they've managed to hide the geeky underpinnings better 
than anyone else, but Ubuntu and Fedora aren't far behind -- and they have some 
features that aren't available in Mac OS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05245941 29851 86 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 7:21:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5245919&amp;n=76" target=_blank>#76</A> 
Globular Cluster</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depends what you mean by "far". Three years? Five? I installed Ubuntu on 
Microsoft Virtual PC yesterday. Easy as pie. Until I wanted greater than 800x600 
resolution. Then you need to edit xorg.conf and it still isn't the right 
resolution. Oh, and you need to use the terminal using 'sudo', or open up a root 
terminal, because you can't save changes to the file otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't have those problems -- I went into System Settings-&gt;Monitor &amp; 
Displays, then clicked the "Administrator mode" button, entered the root 
password, changed the resolution, and it worked fine. It's starting up in 
1920x1440 now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05246051 29851 147 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 7:48:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5246028&amp;n=132" target=_blank>#132</A> 
rubix</EM></P> 
<P>Stallman's a first class moonbat, all right, but I still gots to has my 
emacs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05246061 29851 156 Charles Mon, May 5, 2008 7:50:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what you did today, Charles, but no link spin offs show up at 
all for me.I've refreshed and rebooted to no avail.My only way of seeing them is 
to click on the link viewer and browse.I'm sure I've missed some choice stuff. 
:(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't do anything to that code -- try clearing your browser 
cache(s)...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05248135 29855 85 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 9:56:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 rboa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not following. In 1947 the UN takes away all Arab ownership of land in 
Israel and we do not expect the Arabs to be mad about it? This seems more like a 
fight over property rights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a really bad idea to spout off on this subject at LGF without knowing 
what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05248260 29855 155 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 10:27:28am  
 
<P>Wow. -35. That's a new record, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05248334 29856 16 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 10:46:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, man. I'm getting worried about you. Don't you get tired of these 
guys?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Is someone forcing you to read LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05248377 29856 43 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 10:53:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he was trying to be funny.</P> 
<P>It doesn't always work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?doSearch=search&amp;searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;search
From=2008-04-29&amp;searchTo=2008-05-06&amp;searchString=%22user%3Algfvidz%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05248488 29856 121 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 11:15:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 Gumby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rumor has it that Coke also had a little cocaine in it until the FDA made 
them change the 'original recipe'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just a rumor - it's true: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.snopes.com/cokelore/cocaine.asp" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05248811 29857 15 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 12:31:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles :</P> 
<P>I know it is a form of desecration and might cause rioting in Cupertino, but 
have you placed XP on VMWare? I know plenty have done it, but I have to throw 
down a finicky development environment (VisualStudio).</P> 
<P>I am thinking of buying a Mac laptop is the reason for the question.</P> 
<P>TIA</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, XP runs great with VMware. I haven't tried running VisualStudio, but it 
probably works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05249180 29857 180 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 2:30:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, as someone who is planing to move to mac and Leopard from Windows 
because of the great things said about that OS, I'd like to know what do you 
find deficient with Leopard that you feel a need to use/try Linux too?</P> 
<P>Or is it only curiosity and interest in learning new things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I have to keep up with this stuff because it has a direct bearing on 
the work I do at LGF -- some people are using Linux to view the site, and I need 
to be able to test and fix problems if they're reported.</P> 
<P>I'm also a very curious cat, and always have been, and I actually have fun 
messing around with OSes.</P> 
<P>But Mac OS is still my first choice - the GUI is outstandingly consistent 
across applications, still hands-down the best in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05249542 29857 213 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 3:39:11pm  
 



<P>After playing with the three systems I installed, I'm kind of leaning toward 
Fedora 8, and looking forward to checking out version 9 in a few 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05249306 29858 73 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 2:55:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/5/6/174510/5216/288/510240" 
target=_blank>Exit polls</A> from Dkos:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising, but still. Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05249312 29858 76 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 2:56:47pm  
 
<P>Sorry I didn't say above -- the exit polls are from Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05250485 29860 304 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 6:23:27pm  
 
<P>The Democrats' message this year: doom, gloom, and failure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05250489 29860 308 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 6:23:40pm  
 
<P>A winning ticket!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05250494 29860 312 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 6:24:28pm  
 
<P>You can make it if you try!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05250505 29860 321 Charles Tue, May 6, 2008 6:25:24pm  
 
<P>Obama quotes Sly Stone!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253314 29863 36 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:11:52am  
 
<P>By the way, there is nothing essentially "Christian" about creationism. The 
Catholic Church, for example, has specifically renounced creationism (and 
intelligent design) and stated that Darwin's theory of evolution is not opposed 
to Christian faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253405 29863 112 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:25:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #82 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>leaving the eternity question out of it, I'm just annoyed that people who 
believe in Creation (not all christians do) are belittled by people who do 
not...</P> 
<P>I don't walk up to people who believe in Evolution and say "What a stupid 
person you are. You're no different than A Troofer or the Terrorists."</P> 
<P>And yet, I've had people say that of me. For believing that God Created.</P> 



<P>Instead, I am told how stupid I am and how Creationists are always ranting 
against the good and innocent Evolutionists.</P> 
<P>It reminds me of the liberals calling the conservatives racist for not 
supporting Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen one person call creationists "stupid" in this thread. It would 
be nice if the discussion could take place without thin-skinned 
exaggeration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253428 29863 131 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:29:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Offense at being compared to Troofers is a thin-skinned exaggeration? 
(Keeping in mind that we've also, in the Lizard Lounge, been compared to islamic 
terrorists.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, to be clear, you're asking for special hands-off treatment?</P> 
<P>Good luck with that approach at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253453 29863 149 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:33:21am  
 
<P>If you'd rather complain about insults than contribute to the discussion, 
that's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253531 29863 215 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:44:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 Mo86</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been very sad to see LGF coming down on the side of those who would 
crush the discussion about ID in college classrooms (or anywhere else.)</P> 
<P>So much for standing up for academic freedom. I never would've dreamed to see 
this here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be ridiculous. No one is on the side of crushing free speech here.</P> 
<P>And the claims made by Ben Stein's movie about suppression of ID believers 
are almost entirely made up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253577 29863 252 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:50:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #232 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #215 Charles</P> 
<P>How do you know it? What makes you say it?I'd like to read whatever you have 
on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know because I saw the movie, then read many statements from people whose 
opinions were either 1) distorted, or 2) completely misrepresented.</P> 
<P>And the claims about suppression are very well debunked, with facts, names, 
and dates, at this site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a dishonest film. And I'm saying this as a (former) fan of Ben 
Stein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253629 29863 300 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 10:56:58am  



 
<P><EM>re: #263 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ThanksI have seen the expelled exposed siteWhat I was looking forwas 
corroborating stuff from other placesif you find any along the way please 
post</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a lot of stuff on the web about this film; Scientific American has 
also done a series of exposés of the film's dishonest claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253705 29863 369 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:09:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #259 dominigan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, untrue. I've been involved in the trying to get ID discussions allowed 
in classrooms for Ohio curriculum... simply to discuss as an alternative theory, 
alongside Darwinism. And you would have thought we were trying to get a 
conservative justice nomination through a Democratic Congress. There IS an 
active movement to suppress discussion of ID.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not a free speech issue. You're free to advocate for belief in 
intelligent design all you like, and you're free to teach it to your children if 
you choose. You're running into roadblocks because you're trying to define a 
religion-based belief as science, and teach it as science right along with 
legitimate tested scientific theories -- not just to your own children, but to 
all children. Big surprise: scientists object!</P> 
<P>There's no grand conspiracy to silence you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253779 29863 442 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:22:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5253734&amp;n=398" target=_blank>#398</A> 
BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are adamant that Creationism and ID are one and the same 
thing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no, I'm not. They're clearly different in the details.</P> 
<P>And that's on purpose, because the intelligent design "movement" was very 
explicitly designed to supplant the discredited "creationism."</P> 
<P>I know there are some (very few) scientists who claim to be doing research 
into ID. If you can point me at one of these researchers whose work has been 
peer reviewed without being thoroughly debunked, it will be news to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253900 29863 558 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:43:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5253830&amp;n=492" target=_blank>#492</A> 
BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<P>I'm familiar with Michael Behe, and very unimpressed with his work. In each 
case where he claims to have found "irreducible complexity," it's been shown to 
be false. And the fact that he responds (as so many ID advocates do) with claims 
of being suppressed rather than scientific argument is very 
telling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253917 29863 572 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:46:57am  
 



<P><EM>re: #542 jingoisticirredentist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that now that LGF has grown large enough, Charles seems to 
think he can get along without the "fundies" and "creationist" throwbacks, why 
else continue to start threads where the secularists insult those who do believe 
in God? This is very much the way the Republican party treats Evangelicals, they 
want our votes, but then shut up and go away. To the believers, we should never 
have expected any different treatment. Just remember, "If the world hate you, ye 
know that it hated me before it hated you." a quote from some knuckle dragging 
creationist about 2000 years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely absurd. It has never been a secret that I do not believe 
creationism is science.</P> 
<P>And I object to you equating creationism/ID with belief in God. They are not 
the same thing at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253930 29863 585 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:49:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: #568 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you show me where you found his stuff"proven to be 
false"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For starters, here's a book that discusses Behe, W. A. Dembski, and other ID 
proponents:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000XU4SP0/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253944 29863 598 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:54:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #564 Cpt. Disco</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always interesting to watch LGF when a topic like this comes up. Most of 
us are on the same page about radical islam, but on the topic of 
Christianity...</P> 
<P>It's one of a handful of topics that divides us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design does not equal Christianity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05253976 29863 629 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 11:59:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #608 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.John Brockman is a member of Dawkins' inner circle and occasionally acts 
as his editor, and Dawkins has one of the most staggeringly huge agendas I have 
ever seen...</P> 
<P>So I'll have to find something else on that one for corroboration. If I were 
you I would divide what you have learned from him by his 
agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, the Discovery Institute is an extremist far-right 
religious group with a formerly secret agenda to erase the line between science 
and religion, and promote a Christian theocracy in the US:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05254000 29863 651 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 12:04:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #632 BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that was a silly answer to what I wrote but OK</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not silly -- you're brushing aside a book full of scientific essays 
by discounting a few of the authors. I'm pointing out that the Discovery 
Institute (the main source of ID advocacy) is a much shadier operation than 
Richard Dawkins.</P> 
<P>Dawkins is an aggressive atheist, yes -- but he's also a respected 
scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254063 29863 702 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 12:14:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5254042&amp;n=690" target=_blank>#690</A> 
BabbaZee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link you gave me to debunk Behewas written by John Brockman 
alone</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. It's a collection of essays by 16 highly distinguished 
scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254065 29863 703 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 12:14:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #700 paxnhymn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>errr...Charles...shouldn't there be a sarc label in there somewhere...I 
mean...Wikipedia...</P> 
<P>:-D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything in that Wikipedia article is accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254278 29863 829 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 12:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #821 TheUnrepentantGeek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or it was when you looked at it last anyway ... I guess :P</P> 
<P>How's that LGF article doing these days?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's doing fine, because Wikipedia put it on a protected list to prevent 
vandalism.</P> 
<P>It's a little foolish to deny the existence of the Wedge Strategy, by the way 
- the Discovery Institute has openly admitted that the document is 
genuine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254321 29863 849 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 12:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5254281&amp;n=831" target=_blank>#831</A> 
Psaturn</EM></P> 
<P>OK, I withdraw the words "specifically renounced." But my main point stands: 
the Catholic Church's position is that the theory of evolution is not opposed to 
Christian faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254499 29863 896 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 1:40:17pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #888 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I may ask:</P> 
<P>What, exactly, is the point of this thread if not to poke fun at someone who 
believes in Creation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, judging from the thousands of comments that have been posted on these 
topics, I'd say that a lot of people are interested in discussing the issues 
instead of complaining about being insulted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254527 29863 907 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 1:49:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5254514&amp;n=902" target=_blank>#902</A> 
LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, I'm sorry, but are you offhandedly insulting me for bringing up how 
creationists are treated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - I'm just getting a little tired of the complaints. I count at least five 
posts from you in this thread complaining about one comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05255635 29863 1221 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 6:10:52pm  
 
<P>OK -- I've been called a leftist in disguise, an atheist, and now "Captain 
Ahab." All because I refuse to endorse the creationist agenda of the Discovery 
Institute, and refuse to accept the false claims made in Ben Stein's movie.</P> 
<P>If you have some evidence of these powerful forces who are shutting down the 
discussion on intelligent design, please show it to me. Because I haven't seen 
it.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, I have seen some powerful and rich people at the Discovery 
Institute with a clandestine agenda -- an agenda that was exposed without their 
authorization. It seems to me that there are some people behaving badly here, 
but it's not the scientific community.</P> 
<P>If you're comfortable aligning yourself with people who bend the truth and 
make false claims in order to promote a theocracy, that's your business and your 
choice.</P> 
<P>I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05256008 29863 1231 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 7:52:54pm  
 
<P>Sigh. Once again, I'll try to point out the Wedge Strategy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is promoting a theocracy. It's not an opinion, it's a 
fact - their own document says so.</P> 
<P>People of faith are not "anathema" at LGF, unless they choose to take that 
position. And I'm very offended when people try to equate "faith" with belief in 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05256307 29863 1245 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 9:32:29pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Conspircay theorists in the media continue to recycle the urban 
legend of the "Wedge" document, which Discovery Institute has responded to in 
the past, in detail.</BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep, these are some real learned scientists here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05256358 29863 1254 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 9:59:44pm  
 
<P>That ridiculous claim that the Wedge Strategy is an "urban legend" is just 
more evidence of the dishonest tactics of the Discovery Institute. This is what 
the document actually says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beyond promotion of the Phase I goals of proposing Intelligent-Design-related 
research, publications, and attempted integration into academia, the wedge 
strategy places an emphasis on Phases II and III advocacy aimed at increasing 
popular support of the Discovery Institute's ideas. Support for the creation of 
popular-level books, newspaper and magazine articles, op-ed pieces, video 
productions, and apologetics seminars is hoped to embolden believers and sway 
the broader culture towards acceptance of intelligent design, which in turn 
leads to the ultimate goal of the wedge strategy's authors: the social and 
political reformation of American culture.</P> 
<P>In twenty years, it is hoped by the group that they will have achieved their 
goal of making intelligent design "the dominant perspective in science" as well 
as to branch out to "ethics, politics, theology, and philosophy in the 
humanities, and to see its influence in the fine arts". A goal of the wedge 
strategy is to see intelligent design "permeate religious, cultural, moral and 
political life." By accomplishing this goal the ultimate goal as stated by the 
CSC the "overthrow of materialism and its damning cultural 
legacies."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone care that these people are claiming to be reputable scientists 
while they lie about and conceal their agenda -- and can't even spell the word 
"conspiracy?"</P> 
<P>That misspelled word has apparently been on the site for more than two 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257611 29863 1288 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:12:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1281 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know much about this discovery Institute and I do not make reference 
to it, though the sources that you have held up have been shown, by BabbaZee's 
research, to be equally biased and agenda-driven.</P> 
<P>I asked you once before why you are so willing to accept an agenda-driven 
bias from one side but reject it from the other.</P> 
<P>Why, in the pursuit of intellectual clarity, would you be fine with one set 
of agenda-driven biased arguments, but continue to rant against another 
set?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just ridiculous. The sources I've given have NOT been shown to be 
biased and agenda-driven by anyone's research.</P> 
<P>You don't even know anything about the Discovery Institute, and have no 
interest in learning, but you're comfortable with dismissing their agenda out of 
hand. Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257687 29863 1294 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:29:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1292 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Where in the wedge document does it say they want a 
theocracy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See #1254. They don't use the word "theocracy," but that's what they're 
openly working toward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257811 29863 1298 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:51:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1295 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've done no such thing. You're distorting.</P> 
<P>I said I don't know anything about the Discovery Institute, but I don't push 
them.</P> 
<P>I even admit that they have an agenda when I'm asking you why you will rail 
against theirs, but not admit to the agenda of those you reference...</P> 
<P>And yes, BabbaZee pointed out their biased agenda.</P> 
<P>Do you ignore it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, "distorting" is claiming that BabbaZee did "research." She was mistaken 
about the book I pointed out (it has essays by 16 scientists, not one), and she 
has not read it.</P> 
<P>Someone is ignoring things around here, but it isn't me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257835 29863 1301 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:55:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1297 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am against theocracy as much as you do...I have yet to see that in the 
Wedge Document. Could you specifically point it out to me? Maybe I missed it 
somewhere there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect I'm wasting my time. But here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In twenty years, it is hoped by the group that they will have achieved their 
goal of making intelligent design "the dominant perspective in science" as well 
as to branch out to "ethics, politics, theology, and philosophy in the 
humanities, and to see its influence in the fine arts". A goal of the wedge 
strategy is to see intelligent design "permeate religious, cultural, moral and 
political life." By accomplishing this goal the ultimate goal as stated by the 
CSC the "overthrow of materialism and its damning cultural 
legacies."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you agree that the "overthrow of materialism" is something you'd like to 
see happen, then you probably don't see anything wrong here.</P> 
<P>I see an anti-science, extremist organization that is more than willing to 
use outright deception and lies to achieve their long term goals -- which are 
explicitly to turn the US into a government ruled by their version of 
Christianity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257851 29863 1302 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:57:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1300 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>do you distance yourself from those who have an agenda?</P> 
<P>Like Dawkins?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Play your games with someone who's interested in them, Lance. Your mind is 
completely closed, and I'm finished discussing it with you. I'll limit my 



participation to pointing it out when you distort and misrepresent my 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258019 29863 1306 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 9:30:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1304 DownRightMeanAmerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the link in post # 1284</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw it. We discussed it above. If that convinces you, you have a much 
higher tolerance for BS than I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258147 29863 1307 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 10:03:30am  
 
<P>This is from the decision of Judge <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_E._Jones_III" target=_blank>John E. 
Jones III</A>, a lifelong Republican appointed to the US District Court by 
George W. Bush, in the case of <EM><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>Kitzmiller et al. v. Dover Area School District</A></EM> in 2005. 
The Dover School Board decided to teach intelligent design in the classroom 
alongside Darwinian evolution, and Judge Jones ruled it 
<EM>unconstitutional</EM>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After a searching review of the record and applicable case law, we find that 
while ID arguments may be true, a proposition on which the court takes no 
position, ID is not science. We find that ID fails on three different levels, 
any one of which is sufficient to preclude a determination that ID is science. 
They are: (1) ID violates the centuries-old ground rules of science by invoking 
and permitting supernatural causation; (2) the argument of irreducible 
complexity, central to ID, employs the same flawed and illogical contrived 
dualism that doomed creation science in the 1980's; and (3) ID's negative 
attacks on evolution have been refuted by the scientific 
community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More quotes from the decision:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We find that the secular purposes claimed by the Board amount to a pretext 
for the Board's real purpose, which was to promote religion in the public school 
classroom, in violation of the Establishment Clause.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Repeatedly in this trial, Plaintiffs' scientific experts testified that the 
theory of evolution represents good science, is overwhelmingly accepted by the 
scientific community, and that it in no way conflicts with, nor does it deny, 
the existence of a divine creator.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>The <STRONG>breathtaking inanity</STRONG> of the Board's decision is evident 
when considered against the factual backdrop which has now been fully revealed 
through this trial. The students, parents, and teachers of the Dover Area School 
District deserved better than to be dragged into this legal maelstrom, with its 
resulting utter waste of monetary and personal 
resources.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258700 29863 1339 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:51:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1337 Roger</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lol! Time for a cycle ride Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK - if you'd rather not read the clear evidence for everything I'm 
saying, it's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05254687 29866 17 Charles Wed, May 7, 2008 2:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Hollywood stars love Lake Como Italy. IIRC George Clooney owns a villa 
there and entertains frequently. Apropos of nothing, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've played concerts there a couple of times, and done some bicycling in the 
area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05257990 29872 39 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 9:25:30am  
 
<P>This is the outcome of a deliberate effort by repressive regimes to redefine 
the concept of "terrorism" to include any activity the regimes don't like. And 
it's being enabled by the corrupt UN, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258473 29873 9 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:10:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, where do you find the fonts package? And how do you get the file 
onto the Linux machine, to install it? USB key?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both methods above will download the necessary files 
automatically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258482 29873 16 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:12:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the fonts package come with the Linux OS, or do you find it on 
XP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That includes the fonts - they're downloaded by the 
installers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258541 29873 57 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:22:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Verdana was designed to solve the conflict between designing for the printed 
page and designing for the screen. Unlike earlier fonts, which if you were 
lucvky were optimized for one environment or the other, Verdana was custom-
designed to look the same and look good both in print and onscreen.And Trebuchet 
just kicks ass. Where I work, Arial is the standard. But Arial is an 
abomination, so I use Trebuchet. QED.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right - the MS fonts were specifically optimized to look good on 
computer screens. That's why they're so popular as web fonts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05258560 29873 72 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:27:41am  
 
<P>Who let all these dictators in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05258623 29873 112 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 11:38:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #99 jokono</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fedora 8 introduced the new "<A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberation_fonts" 
target=_blank>Liberation</A>" fonts. As a font expert, Charles, what's your take 
on these? Do they fulfill their intent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't tried printing with them yet, but they look very good on 
screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05259874 29875 122 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 4:03:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 LanceKates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup, it is just, another, crack at creationists and Intelligent 
Designists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have the perfect right to start your own blog and promote creationism at 
it all you like. You don't have the right to dictate what appears at LGF, and I 
do not support creationism or the political strategy known as "intelligent 
design."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05259883 29875 126 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 4:05:39pm  
 
<P>Countdown to whining...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05259941 29875 146 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 4:26:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #138 FunkMachine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Poor.</P> 
<P>There are two reasons why people thing that some dude in the sky makes life 
how it is;</P> 
<P>1: thats how dumb they are.2: they know damn well that evolution is real but 
they refuse to accept it because it would confilct with their religious beliefs, 
hence they are intellectually dishonest.</P> 
<P>It doesn't matter to me what someone believes in as long as they are 
peaceful, but the problem comes when proponents of "intelligent design"(lol) 
teach their children that meme, as teaching a child "intelligent design"(lol) is 
a form of child abuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This kind of post is really not cool. If you can't discuss without insulting 
everybody of faith, your account isn't going to last long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05260040 29875 186 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 4:47:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5260000&amp;n=165" target=_blank>#165</A> 
FunkMachine</EM></P> 



<P>LGF doesn't specifically cater to people of faith, and it doesn't 
specifically NOT cater to people of faith either. The point is that people who 
act like loose cannons spewing insults at everyone aren't going to be welcome 
for long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05260591 29879 8 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 6:58:47pm  
 
<P>There are a lot of links in this piece. It isn't just "one article." But you 
have to ... you know .. read it to discover that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05260709 29879 61 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 7:18:16pm  
 
<P>Yep, science sucks.</P> 
<P>That's a really good outlook to have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261022 29879 285 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5261006&amp;n=275" target=_blank>#275</A> 
ReverseTaqiyya</EM></P> 
<P>That's disgusting. If you lose your account, don't ask me why -- it's because 
of that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261038 29879 299 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:14:24pm  
 
<P>The comment is deleted because I don't want that garbage at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261134 29879 384 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:33:45pm  
 
<P>They're coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261217 29879 463 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 8:49:04pm  
 
<P>It's amazing. One person after another with accounts that have been inactive 
for months, suddenly chiming in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261481 29879 716 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 9:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 ReverseTaqiyya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://creationontheweb.com/content/view/5728" target=_blank>The 
Moon's recession and age</A>.</P> 
<P>This is a good article from a scientific creationist website.</P> 
<P>It kind of blows holes in the theory of 'billions of years'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm honestly appalled that there are LGF readers who believe in this Dark 
Ages nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261500 29879 734 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 9:42:55pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #725 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, did any of you notice that, though there is only a visible rating of 
"plus 1", up top there under Charles's posting of the article link --that 
inside, there actually are 41 ratings by the Lizards? :) ...running neck &amp; 
neck with the pluses &amp; down-dings...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess this discussion is long overdue, then. Because anyone who thinks I'm 
a creationist is sadly mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261549 29879 782 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 9:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #760 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea what you're talking about. I've read everything Darwin ever 
wrote. (<EM>Including</EM> the barnacle book.) Darwin was a vocal member of the 
anti-slavery movement. When he went to Brazil in the 1830s, he was appalled at 
how the Portuguese treated the black slaves. He worked against slavery his whole 
life.</P> 
<P>Yes, if you cherry-pick comments form his whole life, you can find things 
that seems racist from our perspective, but considering the milieu he was in 
(Victorian-era England), having some lingering racist beliefs was inevitable. 
But compared to just about all his fellow Britishers of the time, he was 
extremely non-racist.</P> 
<P>Furthermore, when Darwin was a medical student in Edinburgh, he befriended 
the only black man in all of Scotland and spent hours with him every 
evening.</P> 
<P>The brainwashing Christians have been fed about Darwin just blows my 
mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes me sad to see this streak of belligerent, deliberately deceptive 
anti-intellectualism cropping up at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261610 29879 843 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 10:00:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #837 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I got here I knew after a short period of time that we don't all agree 
on everything. I guess some can't come to grips that everything they believe in 
is not shared corporately.</P> 
<P>I have no problem with your faith/belief and in like manner with others who 
post here. I can scroll over or ignore. What I find perplexing is that even 
though we might guess the active posters here overwhelmingly share faith in God 
it sticks in their craw that you don't. It might be the common opposition to the 
religion of peace that binds us and your revelation of discounting creation 
taxes the notion of your motive in the minds of many.</P> 
<P>Brothers and sisters, get a grip. This is not a chapel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belief in evolution has absolutely nothing to do with belief (or lack of 
belief) in God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261630 29879 862 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 10:05:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #857 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, the 4 minuses I got were from people who haven't commented on 
the subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are a lot of lurkers here tonight who aren't commenting, but are 
dinging down every pro-evolution post.</P> 
<P>It's very telling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261661 29879 892 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 10:11:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #885 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technically, as I understand it, <EM>creationism</EM> is a <EM>literal</EM> 
belief in Genesis and interpretations like man and dinosaurs existed at the same 
time, the earth is 7000 years old, things like that.</P> 
<P>/I don't think many LGFers of faith actually believe <EM>that</EM>, at least 
I would hope not, because it's not true and proven so</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen at least three people posting in these threads who do indeed 
believe exactly that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05261680 29879 910 Charles Thu, May 8, 2008 10:14:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #906 perrinooo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, very good response. You are a snob. LOL. I challenge you. You cannot 
respond and then question my ability to understand.</P> 
<P>Once again, you only give me theory... a way it might happen.</P> 
<P>If I am an ass because I choose not to believe you, then you are narrow 
minded. Great quality for a scientist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you believe the earth was created 6,000 years ago?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05265599 29879 1516 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 3:27:00pm  
 
<P>I'm amazed that so many of you are apparently willing to just brush aside the 
first point of the Scientific American article. The film 'Expelled' leaves out 
portions of Darwin's statements in a way that <STRONG>completely alters</STRONG> 
their meaning. It could not be more clear, or more dishonest.</P> 
<P>The same people who are dismissing this point would condemn Michael Moore all 
day long, for using the same techniques.</P> 
<P>This alone is enough to make me call BS on Ben Stein, but there is much more 
in this vein. It's all been discussed and I'm not going to rehash it again, but 
it's my opinion that Stein's film is dishonest on the same level as a Michael 
Moore film, just with a Discovery Institute slant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05266900 29879 1540 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 10:26:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5266828&amp;n=1539" target=_blank>#1539</A> 
DixieLou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the subject of the movie was that anyone that even hints that they are at 
looking at Intelligent Design is made the object of a witch 
hunt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this claim has been proven false. Read the case studies at the following 
web site if you're interested in finding out the truth, because it's not in Ben 
Stein's movie.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://expelledexposed.com" target=_blank 
?>expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>I have a feeling there's nothing that will convince you, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268272 29879 1576 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 10:26:24am  
 
<P>The tactics of the ID apologists here are remarkably similar to what we saw 
during the dispute over bloggers supporting European fascist groups.</P> 
<P>* Showing up after months of not commenting, sometimes with no previous 
comments at all, suddenly posting long messages full of spurious arguments.</P> 
<P>* Posting long comments at the end of very long threads, so they can have the 
last word -- even though their spurious arguments have already been debated to 
death.</P> 
<P>* Refusing to read or consider any factual articles, and completely 
dismissing any facts or expert opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268280 29879 1577 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 10:28:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5268234&amp;n=1575" target=_blank>#1575</A> 
neverpayretail</EM></P> 
<P>The claims in Ben Stein's film have been proven false. With names, dates, and 
facts.</P> 
<P>Facts are stubborn things. And if you are disturbed by my "bias" in favor of 
facts, you may be in for a lot of angst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268351 29879 1579 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 10:47:35am  
 
<P>Every one of your links is from the Discovery Institute. And you're calling 
me "biased."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discovery_Institute" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268398 29879 1581 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:01:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5268316&amp;n=1578" target=_blank>#1578</A> 
neverpayretail</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, I read those DI articles. They are just laughable, consisting 
mainly of personal attacks and ad hominem, and lots and lots of whining about 
"persecution."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268696 29879 1591 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 12:59:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5268676&amp;n=1590" target=_blank>#1590</A> 
The Albatross</EM></P> 
<P>I wasn't referring specifically to you (there are a lot of people posting in 
this thread), and I respect your views as a theist, but the claims in Ben 
Stein's movie that there's a grand scheme to suppress debate about "intelligent 
design" are simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05271759 29879 1613 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 9:29:34am  



 
<P>You should know that every time you equate Darwinian evolution with Nazism, I 
lose a little more respect for you.</P> 
<P>This reductionist, simplistic argument is very much like Holocaust denial, 
and I honestly find it repellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263534 29880 1194 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:16:33am  
 
<P>Anyone who thinks there's a "purge" going on is welcome to purge 
themselves.</P> 
<P>I'm honestly very insulted at this kind of talk. If you can't discuss issues 
at LGF without playing these victimhood games, then please ... purge yourself 
before you melt down in public like Lance Kates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263560 29880 1218 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:21:10am  
 
<P>Yes, Lance Kates is banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263567 29880 1225 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:22:07am  
 
<P>As for why, see Babba Zee's comment above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263578 29880 1235 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:25:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1233 Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think most of the Purge comments were sarcastic.</P> 
<P>At least mine was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not referring to the sarcastic comments - I can tell the 
difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263660 29881 36 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:35:49am  
 
<P>This is very, very bad. We're about to see an Iranian-backed terrorist group 
take control of a major Middle Eastern country.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, US media are shrugging their shoulders and ignoring 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05263752 29881 115 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 9:45:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a disturbingly well-equipped happy terrorist. M4 with a Picatinny 
rail, tactical light, looks to be a good scope, maybe a Tasco. On the bright 
side, no visible body armor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like a brand new weapon. The UN has been doing a bang-up job preventing 
arms smuggling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05266099 29891 86 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 5:46:53pm  
 



<P>Previously unseen posters continue to appear in the Expelled thread. It's 
remarkable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05266115 29891 102 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 5:51:12pm  
 
<P>What was up with all those cuts and edits when McCain was talking about 
Pakistan? Anyone else notice that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05266137 29891 119 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 5:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5266117&amp;n=104" target=_blank>#104</A> 
lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I'm quite sure the Discovery Institute is aware of the discussions at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05266370 29892 81 Charles Fri, May 9, 2008 7:24:15pm  
 
<P>Previously unseen posters are <EM>still</EM> showing up in the Expelled 
thread. They seem to be working in shifts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268051 29893 1039 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 9:14:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 yooby1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's late and we've been discussing "Expelled" here. I'm disappointed in the 
attacks that I have seen on Ben Stein. I love the website and its author but the 
attacks on the side of the evolution apologists has been overbearing to say the 
least. I do believe that Darwin theology influenced Hitler and Planned 
Parenthood. I believe that evolution is far from a proven theory, please 
convince me. Eugenics is straight from Natural selection theory. Please lay off 
Ben stein and allow him the room to voice an opinion. I saw the rejection of ID 
as a college student and have never believed evolution and would love to debate 
anyone whoe does. Please allow free expression and debate without the one-sided 
opposition I have seen here to "eXPELLED."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet another person whose first comment is on this topic.</P> 
<P>It's not "attacking" Ben Stein to point out that his film is full of 
distortions and lies. It's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268131 29893 1063 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 9:35:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1056 haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice the nearly unanimous GAZE treatment? I thought that went very 
well, Master!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to suspect that these ID apologists are 
organized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268305 29895 54 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 10:36:07am  
 



<P>I just posted a comment at the end of the Expelled thread that may interest 
anyone who's following this -- after another series of long-winded dead thread 
posts.</P> 
<P>It's very similar to what happened in the Eurofascism dispute; the pro-ID 
people are doing their best to get the last word, repeating arguments that have 
already been discussed to death because they know there's a good chance there 
won't be any more answers.</P> 
<P>In the history of LGF, I've seen this tactic being used by Palestinian 
sympathizers and Eurofascist sympathizers -- and now by pro-ID shills. In every 
case, it's done with dishonest intent.</P> 
<P>It's very telling to me that they use tactics like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268334 29895 76 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 10:43:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm at a loss here. If it's at the end of a "dead thread post"s, then who is 
it intended for, and better yet, who sees it and who cares?</P> 
<P>Sort of like if a tree falls in the forest and there's nobody there to hear 
it ,,,</P> 
<P>just askin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know their motivation. I'm just reporting my observation. If I had to 
guess, for some it's an obsessive desire to get the last word - and for others, 
it's a deliberate tactic to have their arguments be the last thing in the 
thread, so that it appears to be the definitive statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268460 29895 175 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:24:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #163 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're also <EM>very</EM> long winded posts. You can almost tell which side 
of the issue they're on by the length of the post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you can't convince with facts, snow 'em with BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268468 29895 182 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:26:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, me, too. Frankly I don't see what the big deal is. If a thread is still 
open, it's fair game for comments, as far as I'm concerned. That there are no 
"new" arguments... well, sure, after 1000+ comments, it's unlikely there will 
be. On ANY side. So what? People like to talk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I'm talking about is a different phenomenon - in the case of the 
Eurofascist threads, they would come back days later and post to completely 
inactive threads. Something very similar is going on with the ID 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268472 29895 186 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:27:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #177 Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there is a thought.</P> 
<P>An expiration date, with a countdown clock too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is an expiration time already -- threads automatically close after 7 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268479 29895 193 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:30:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: #187 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I commented to someone else on a different topic a few days ago: I think 
maybe you're looking too hard for the Hidden Barzini here. Sometimes a Tatagglia 
is just a Tatagglia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since I run the site and keep track of what's happening here through 
system logs and my own tools, I've learned (over the course of about 7 years 
now) to notice trends of usage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268485 29895 198 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:33:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #189 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey O.R. - Charles can obviously answer this for himself, but I'm not talking 
about folks who post comments on threads that are a day or two (or longer) past 
the thread date; I'm talking about folks who post when they think no one else is 
going to read and comment on their posts. I hope you see the 
difference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I'm talking about. And yes, I've noticed the same thing 
going on with ratings, although I think that's more likely to be innocent -- 
someone reading an older thread could use the ratings buttons as they read. 
Doesn't have to be with intent to skew the perception of the 
debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268499 29895 212 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 11:37:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 Roger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At one time when Geepers and I were playing we were able to keep extra 
windows open with the comment area ready for after a thread closing and we found 
we could get in as many comments as we had available windows. You'd have to 
check and close this loop hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure I closed that issue a while back, but I'll 
check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268602 29895 266 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 12:21:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #264 pre-Boomer Marine brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, I still have the last post on the "Expelled" thread. Sharmuta and 
Charles' non materialistic worldviewpoint, dangling-dead-around-mankind's-neck, 
seabird friend is off somewhere else, inhaling deeply.</P> 
<P>Do I get a gold star pasted upon my forehead if that last post 
holds?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That means you win. Something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268863 29896 160 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 1:46:11pm  



 
<P>Video now added above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268871 29896 161 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 1:48:13pm  
 
<P>Instalanche incoming...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05268830 29897 88 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 1:33:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #71 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>did the comment #'s restart after the #64 deletion? they did for 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch. Looks like a teensy bug there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05269859 29900 82 Charles Sat, May 10, 2008 6:53:59pm  
 
<P>By the way ...</P> 
<P>When you let religion masquerade as science -- this is the result.</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05271657 29901 1131 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 9:04:12am  
 
<P>Belief in Darwinian evolution does not equal atheism.</P> 
<P>Belief in God does not require belief in intelligent design.</P> 
<P>It's very telling that ID proponents spend a huge amount of energy insisting 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272287 29908 2 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:27:25pm  
 
<P>I'll be posting test comments and deleting them, so don't y'all be 
speculatin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272290 29908 3 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:27:49pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">3</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, May 11, 
2008 1:27:49pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05272297 29908 5 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:29:14pm  



 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">5</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, May 11, 
2008 1:29:14pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05272303 29908 9 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:30:11pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">9</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, May 11, 
2008 1:30:11pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05272322 29908 18 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:37:15pm  
 
<P>Just another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272323 29908 19 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:37:23pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">19</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, May 11, 
2008 1:37:23pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05272337 29908 27 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:41:21pm  
 



<P>I'm testing edge cases ... where the last comment is deleted, for example, 
and you hit 'new comments'. Previously a bug would reset the comment counter; 
it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272342 29908 30 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:42:34pm  
 
<P>Also, clicking on the icon for usernames like 'Lizardoid Minion #32757' will 
now work correctly and bring up their profile page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272344 29908 31 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 1:43:16pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">31</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, May 11, 
2008 1:43:16pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">1</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05272781 29908 208 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 4:28:01pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272785 29908 211 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 4:29:07pm  
 
<P>This thread will close temporarily...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272788 29908 213 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 4:30:12pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05272793 29908 216 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 4:32:40pm  
 
<P>Excellent. No more loopholes where you can keep posting comments even if a 
thread is closed or expired, by having a window open to the thread.</P> 
<P>If a thread is closed, or becomes older than 7 days, it's finito. Kaput. 
Pau.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273005 29911 19 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 5:57:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kinda odd that he waited all this time to say nothing again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's had this one in his hard drive for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05273025 29911 32 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 6:02:51pm  
 
<P>The past seven months have been a real eye-opener for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273034 29911 39 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 6:05:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've asked these people, repeatedly, to define their terms.</P> 
<P>I am most interested in hearing how they define the following words:</P> 
<P>Race</P> 
<P>Ethnicity</P> 
<P>Culture.</P> 
<P>They're pretty squishy, especially on the word "ethnicity."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Life's too short to wait for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273062 29911 56 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 6:13:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #54 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/oh boy, doesn't <EM>that</EM> sound like fun?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A real gas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273075 29911 67 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 6:17:10pm  
 
<P>The four previous usernames of the now-banned 'jjdaniels':</P> 
<P>Andrew_KJjasonkctsenor_lewiejaxon</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273085 29911 74 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 6:18:27pm  
 
<P>These threads have a way of pulling them out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273211 29911 161 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 7:00:47pm  
 
<P>Just received from the forum manager at British Nationalist Forum, who's 
apparently watching his referrer logs closely:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to clarify? Fjorman has nothing to do with the British Nationalist Forum 
microbanner in the Brussel's Journal sidebar. It is an automated blogad, much 
like Google Adsense. I think the writer owes Fjordman a public apology. Also, 
though a pro-Nationalist message board; we are actually officially proscribed 
and shunned by the BNP and its loyalist faction, because we allow free and 
unfettered debate even when the conversation may be unflattering to Mr. Griffin 
himself. Also, we have Jewish members, and are far too restrictive for the 
tastes of the average racist and nutzo. Come on over. We'd be happy to debate 
you leftsts anytime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of their best friends are Jews! Come on over!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05273563 29911 439 Charles Sun, May 11, 2008 8:36:55pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #433 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's more evidence...some pretty good evidence as a matter of 
fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some more Vlaams Belang Nazi links:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27841_Miniter_Misrepresents_LGF_Vl
aams_Belang_Posts_(aka_Vlaams_Belang_Nazi_Links)" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05275164 29911 667 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:06:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #664 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, as long as I'm on the subject, here's another objection to the neo-
fascists that folks here may have missed. They may very well drive a majority of 
Europeans _away_ from resistance to radical Islam because they're so unsavory 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that is one of my main points in this whole debate. Not only would 
it drive away centrist Europeans, it would also alienate the majority of 
Americans if the anti-jihad side embraced thugs and neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>Not to mention handing groups like CAIR a perfect weapon to discredit the 
whole movement, wrapped up and tied with a neat little bow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05275430 29911 688 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 10:04:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #680 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kind of like Europe as a whole is bound to end in tears? Sadly for old 
Europe, there are no more easy, bloodless shocks to the system available, at 
least that I can see. I mentioned above to Charles that I saw little reason for 
belief that anything can save Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the greatest threat to Europe isn't the Muslim immigrants, or the 
crypto-fascist groups -- it's their own stubborn leftist, socialist ideology. 
It's corrupted every institution in Europe and created the nanny state 
monstrosity of the European Union, and unleashed a plague of political 
correctness and passivity.</P> 
<P>Pulling out of this downward spiral would take a pretty massive sea change in 
public opinion. I agree that it's difficult to see how that could happen -- but 
then again, I don't think anyone could possibly have predicted the fall of the 
Berlin Wall even one year before it happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05274820 29913 45 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 8:03:28am  
 
<P>By the way, RedState published an article yesterday that is a blatant rip-off 
of my post about Obama's 'unconditional meeting with Iran', with no credit to 
me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.redstate.com/stories/elections/2008/more_lies_and_distortion_fr
om_the_obama_campaign" target=_blank>www.redstate.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05274973 29913 181 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 8:32:29am  



 
<P><EM>re: #116 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what about putting a copyright on some threads? What's the legal 
ramifications, and does it even make sense? Just throwing out an idea 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a copyright notice at the bottom of the page already.</P> 
<P>I don't mind when someone covers the same subjects, but that RedState article 
even uses a lot of the same phrases from my article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05275120 29913 319 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 8:59:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #239 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>This is still Luttwak's opinion that Obama was born and raised Muslim, and 
later turned to Christianity (this is an op-ed, not a straight news story, 
though one would seriously hope that someone at the Times or elsewhere does a 
fact-check to verify the claims). The campaign will exploit this and claim that 
there's no truth to the matter asserted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But even though standards at the Times have slipped drastically, I still 
don't think they'd publish such an op-ed if there were doubts about the factual 
claims it makes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05275342 29913 466 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:43:40am  
 
<P>I predict that even if the Islamic world does see Obama as an apostate, if 
he's elected president it will not be an issue.</P> 
<P>Those Islamic prohibitions against apostasy are remarkably flexible when it 
comes to powerful people, and the sense of power his election would give the 
Islamic world would vastly outweigh the apostasy factor.</P> 
<P>Forecast: no seething at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05275995 29916 136 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 12:19:12pm  
 
<P>Here's the Call To Action web site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cta-usa.org/" target=_blank>www.cta-
usa.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277271 29920 110 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:40:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 fooburger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You should probably use a source management tool like svn, cvs, git, 
something like that if you aren't already.When you need to update your site, 
just put a flag in whatever prepended php file you're using to force the server 
to wait until the update is done, and then continue reading whatever include 
files and executing the actual code.This will potentially build a small queue of 
connections, but an 'svn update' will only take a very short while, so I 
wouldn't worry about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do use Subversion on my local machine, but haven't gotten around to setting 
it up on the web server yet. One of these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05277274 29920 111 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:41:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #100 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure if you just fixed it, but it's suddenly displaying again after 
several weeks.</P> 
<P>/thanks Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't do anything to that code -- but you're welcome!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277783 29920 122 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 7:36:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #118 vilmos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#&gt; # Rename LGF temp files to live versions</P> 
<P>Do you really need to comment something like this? Don't forget that whenever 
this script runs, the shell needs to parse the comments as well.</P> 
<P>&gt; for tmp in `ls -1 *.tmp.php`</P> 
<P>for tmp in *.tmp.php</P> 
<P>You don't need an ls here. Anyways, the shell does the expansion, not ls. 
(Remember, this is a Unix shell). Also, by using a command substitution 
(backtick), you start an extra shell just to do what the shell does anyways. And 
why do you need to put each file in a separate line? Bash will break the output 
of ls based on $IFS which includes a space (unless you redefine $IFS).</P> 
<P>&gt; do {</P> 
<P>OK. I never put a curly bracket here but it is a question of taste.</P> 
<P>mv -i $tmp `echo $tmp %P% awk -F. '{print $1 "." $3}'`</P> 
<P>This is not the best way to solve it. And I was nice. :-)) For every single 
mv, you start an extra awk process (bash uses its own built-in echo). And not 
only you use an extra awk process, you also use command substitution which is 
yet another process. Just use bash' built-in parameter expansion. bash(1), and 
search for "Parameter Expansion". Or search for " Parameter Expansion" to skip 
all the matching strings which are in sentences.</P> 
<P>mv -i $tmp ${tmp/.tmp/}</P> 
<P>Here is short example in real life:</P> 
<P>for x in hello.tmp.php world.tmp.php; doecho mv -i $x ${x/.tmp/}done</P> 
<P>Vilmos</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew if I posted this, someone would post a better way to do it. Thanks for 
the tips.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277810 29920 123 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 7:40:55pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I comment everything, even if I don't strictly need to. This 
practice has saved my bacon more than once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280717 29920 129 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 12:29:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 whiteside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that comments are important, but I usually leave them to a minimum in 
PHP and other "scripty" languages as they do have to get parsed out each time 
the file is tokenized.</P> 



<P>Every time I release a new version of a php program (for deployment), I tag 
the svn trunk to /tags/deployed and run a little script on it that parses out 
comments.</P> 
<P>Just my 2c.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- I remove most comments when I deploy code too. (Check out the JS 
files...)</P> 
<P>I was referring to my local copies of the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285913 29920 131 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:57:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 whiteside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I see. Have you considered packing your code (removing whitespace)?</P> 
<P>I sometimes try this with JS, but it seems I frequently end up introducing 
new bugs in the process, and once packed the JS is impossible to 
debug.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I use Javascript Minify for some of our Javascript files. I've also 
had problems with packing files, so jsmin is a better solution. If you combine 
it with gzip compression on the server, this actually results in smaller files 
than packing.</P> 
<P>There's a very cool jsmin Unix filter for BBEdit (Mac OS), that does the 
Minify operation right in the editing buffer. If you Minify, upload, then Undo, 
you're right back to an uncompressed source file.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277234 29921 34 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:31:52pm  
 
<P>The context of the quote doesn't even matter. For him to use the terminology 
of disease to describe Israel is way beyond the pale, and very reminiscent of 
classic antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277286 29921 67 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:44:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm, hold up.</P> 
<P>He appears to be referring to the "conflict" or whatever you want to call it 
as a "sore", not Israel itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you can interpret it that way, when he starts to ramble and go on about 
settlements. But the direct question was, "Do you think that Israel is a drag on 
America’s reputation overseas?"</P> 
<P>As lawhawk points out, the full context really doesn't improve it much. And I 
think it's very telling that he answers such a direct question like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277311 29921 88 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's the whole question, and that's exactly WHY the context matters: 
Was he using that language to describe Israel, or to describe the Pali-Israeli 
conflict? My reading is, the latter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have to disagree. Even if you want to give him the benefit of the doubt 
here, using that kind of terminology goes way beyond a clumsy 
misstatement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277339 29921 111 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:54:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how he tries to sell the idea that the "conflict" is what "provides an 
excuse" for jihadists. He pretends to believe that the excuses will go away once 
the "conflict" is resolved. Very dangerous, this man is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is exactly the same talking point the jihadis use, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277349 29921 117 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 5:56:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5277336&amp;n=108" target=_blank>#108</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>No, it's not dishonest. Anyone who wants to read the full statement can click 
the link that's right there in the post.</P> 
<P>I do not believe any of these excuses matter. And the full context, as 
several people have pointed out (and I agree) does not improve the 'infected 
sore' statement one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277374 29921 138 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:02:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #122 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I *do* agree completely with Wrath's analysis... Barry is saying 
that all the work (i.e., piecemeal surrender) has to be done by Israel, and 
repeating the ridiculous canard that the "settlements" are the core problem.</P> 
<P>But there's quite a rhetorical space between this (which is all too common, 
alas), and calling Israel a disease.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK -- so then he's calling the settlements a disease? Regardless of whether 
you think the 'sore' comment applied to Israel or to the conflict in general, 
using those words displays a political tone-deafness that is just 
amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277413 29921 172 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:12:17pm  
 
<P>Maybe I'm old-fashioned, but I think when you're asked a direct question 
about Israel being a "drag on America's reputation," and you immediately answer 
with, "No, but it's a sore that infects all our foreign policy," you just might 
be answering that direct question. Despite all the weasel words that 
follow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277428 29921 187 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #156 webkruzer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya know, he is CORRECT.</P> 



<P>I don't know what you guys are so pissed about.The man said what is true.If 
it wasn't for Israel, and our support, then a lot of this shit would not happen 
to our country.</P> 
<P>looks like people want to kill the messenger here.He'll be the next prez... 
get over it.</P> 
<P>I do support Israel and we should do so in the future as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You suck. And now you're banned, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277440 29921 198 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:17:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #192 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, man. You're putting things in quotes that he didn't say. He simply 
didn't say, "No, but it's a sore that infects all our foreign policy." Full 
stop. It's not a matter of old-fashionedness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, excuse me. He answered, "No, no, no. But what I think is that this 
constant wound, that this constant sore, does infect all of our foreign 
policy."</P> 
<P>That's much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277465 29921 220 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:21:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5277457&amp;n=213" target=_blank>#213</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<P>I forgive you. I just disagree. There's too much other information out there 
about Obama for me to give him a pass on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277564 29921 309 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:42:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #291 Eri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's pretty clear that he was referring to the conflict, not to 
Israel itself, judging by the context of the question and his responses to 
previous ones (where he heaped praise on Israel). Even Israelis recognize the 
conflict as an "open sore" that the Arab states have no interest in resolving 
because it keeps political pressure on Israel. I once took a graduate course on 
the Arab-Israeli Conflict with an Israeli professor who frequently used such 
terminology. "Why do you think they keep the Palestinians bottled up in camps?" 
he'd ask. "To keep the sore open."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but those of us who are paying attention also know that you're shilling 
for Obama at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277586 29921 328 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:49:21pm  
 
<P>I don't have time to dig up the numerous comments Eri has posted that make 
his/her/its agenda very clear, so I'm just taking away its account before it 
hijacks another thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277622 29921 355 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #341 sparrowlake</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMHO Obama is not calling Israel a wound or a sore. He is referring to the 
settlement issue. He is not even calling the settlements themselves a sore - it 
is the dispute over the settlements. It is no secret that I can't stand Obama, 
but the unfairness of the lead to this blog is crystal clear to me from the 
transcript and context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were trying to be 'unfair,' I would not have included a link to the full 
text so that everyone can read it for themselves.</P> 
<P>I stand by the title. It was a direct question and a direct 
answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277632 29921 364 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 6:59:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #360 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air's take: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/05/12/no-obama-
didnt-call-israel-a-constant-sore/" target=_blank>No, Obama didn’t call Israel a 
“constant sore”</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AP tends to err on the side of being safe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277675 29921 404 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 7:10:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #393 glargfaz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. As much as I love Charles, LGF, et al., and I *cannot*stand BHO; in 
fairness, BHO is (effectively but not literally)misquoted in the title of this 
thread.</P> 
<P>In a transcript, one can't tell how rapidly the questions are comingfollowing 
the previous answer, and it is clear BHO "in context" (I hateto use that term) 
is still talking about settlements (before and afterthe interlocutor's quoted 
question).</P> 
<P>I COMPLETELY disagree with BHO's assessment of settlementsas a "constant 
wound" or "constant sore", but I think LGF shouldbe at least fair about 
addressing the Marxist-phony-opportunistic-hypocritical-squirmy-Chicago-machine 
jerk. (I think that a fairand defensible adjective, but perhaps "jerk" is 
unfair.)</P> 
<P>So there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he is not misquoted. Every quote in my post is a direct, documented 
quote. You may disagree with my interpretation, but there is nothing dishonest 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277720 29921 445 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 7:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #432 sparrowlake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I have a huge amount of respect for you and as you can judge by the 
amount of time I spend here I place a great value on LGF. I have read many 
hundreds if not thousands of your blog titles and I am completely satisfied that 
you always try to be fair. In this case I do not think you were intentionally 
unfair. I don't think Obama deserves any more from me that what I've already 
said, in fact I'm sorry if I said anything that would cause anyone to give him 
even one scintilla of support. And I apologize to you if I implied that you were 
intentionally unfair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No need to apologize, and no need to hesitate about expressing your 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277829 29921 543 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 7:45:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #518 Ayatollah Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, he finally spoke his heart!</P> 
<P>The issue is not US support for Israel it is the problem; the issue is the 
unreasonable obsession of leftists and Islamists their naked hatred and insane 
desire to destroy Israel.</P> 
<P>To this the US should never give in. Obama's words of support for Israel ring 
false. He is totally a man of the hard left. From his friendship with Bill Ayers 
to Robert Malley advising him on Israel, with Obama we see happy faces and hear 
comforting words but if you look away you see shadows and a lack of clarity.</P> 
<P>Barack Obama cannot be trusted on the Israel issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. And that's a major reason why I posted this -- because with everything 
else that's come out (Ali Abunimah, Rashid Khalidi, Hatem El-Hady, Hamas 
support, Samantha Power, Robert Malley, Rev. Wright, William Ayers, etc.) it's 
long past the point where I'm willing to give Obama the benefit of the 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05277934 29921 636 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 8:18:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #614 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. To read that whole article, with its deep acknowledgment of the 
founding of Israel as a just action, its appreciation of the challenges to 
Israel's security, and the wish that Israeli parents could put their children on 
a bus without experiencing more dread than parents anywhere, and come away with 
"Israel is a sore" is a headline strikes me as willful misunderstanding.</P> 
<P>Obama did not say or, in my view, intend what he is accused of having said. 
As others have said, there are real things to criticize him for. I don't think 
this is one of them. Goldberg is a Zionist and was an Iraqi war supporter. I 
find it hard to believe that if the intent ascribed to Obama in this thread were 
even slightly apparent, he'd have followed up---with prejudice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're willing to just forget about Ali Abunimah, Rashid Khalidi, Hatem 
El-Hady, Hamas support, Samantha Power, Robert Malley, Rev. Wright, William 
Ayers, etc., etc.?</P> 
<P>Because Obama said some nice-sounding politically motivated words, in 
addition to the 'infected sore' comment?</P> 
<P>But then, since you're already an Obama supporter, it's not really surprising 
that you'd take this position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278066 29921 757 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 8:56:51pm  
 
<P>If John McCain chooses Huckabee as his running mate, I'm going to have a very 
serious problem with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278077 29921 767 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:00:51pm  
 
<P>Mike Huckabee is a creationist. I will do everything in my power to prevent 
creationists from getting anywhere near the presidency.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05278089 29921 779 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:04:44pm  
 
<P>And no -- Huckabee is not an "intelligent design" advocate. He's an old-
fashioned, the earth was created in six days, hard core 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278097 29921 787 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:05:51pm  
 
<P>Well, that Huckabee news is the perfect capper to this election.</P> 
<P>What a nightmare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278132 29921 821 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:14:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #788 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that, it's going to be tough. I'm pretty sure Dubbya is a 
creationist, Bush sr and Reagan probably were. I forget what the split was when 
they asked the question at one of the early debates (it was a show of hands 
question) but I remember being unimpressed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reagan was sympathetic to creationists, but his own religious beliefs were 
pretty New Agey.</P> 
<P>As for Dubya, his endorsement of creationist idiocy is one of the things that 
has soured me on him. At least he didn't try to promote that agenda while in 
office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278159 29921 846 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:20:25pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22111924/" target=_blank>Huckabee wants 
"intelligent design" to be taught in science classrooms alongside 
evolution.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee, at a dinner in Des Moines, told reporters that the theory of 
intelligent design, whose proponents believe an intelligent cause is the best 
way to explain some complex and orderly features of the universe, should be 
taught in schools as one of many viewpoints. "I don't think schools ought to 
indoctrinate kids to believe one thing or another," he 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278173 29921 859 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5278167&amp;n=853" target=_blank>#853</A> 
gatewaypundit</EM></P> 
<P>I've been getting emails from you through the contact form; the last one was 
on May 8. If it stopped working for you, it's because something changed on your 
end, because I haven't touched that code in more than a week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278201 29921 887 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:33:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #877 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It funny how some people can't come to grasp that the wonderful world and 
universe we see about us, and not to mention our ability to reason, is perceived 
to have come into being by chance with no consideration of design.</P> 
<P>I find that position ludicrous. But then, as everyone has a reason to believe 
one way or another, it just may come down to <STRONG>why</STRONG> we choose to 
believe that God could or could not have designed what we discover by 
science.</P> 
<P>Science is the discovery of the machinations of creation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're free to believe anything you want to believe when it comes to 
religion. But this is not science, and it should not be taught as 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05278223 29921 905 Charles Mon, May 12, 2008 9:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #896 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you provide the links to that about Pres. Reagan? Is this based upon 
Nancy Reagan's activities?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't looked this up on the web; it's my impression based on everything I 
know about Reagan. If someone can show me it isn't true, I'll be glad to change 
my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279471 29924 81 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:42:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 TMRiddle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty surprised there wasn't a bit of search into the comments to see 
this was rejected by everyone that commented. The problem with allowing anyone 
to post on a diary/blog is that anyone can post.</P> 
<P>I'm all for calling people on shit; but at the same time, I'd not make 
enemies that aren't really them.</P> 
<P>Meh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter. These diaries keep getting posted at Daily Kos, and they 
stay on the site, for a reason. There have been dozens, if not hundreds, of 
similar diaries posted there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279508 29924 108 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:47:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5279477&amp;n=86" target=_blank>#86</A> 
TMRiddle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. Moderation-wise, it's obvious they need five or six or seven more 
moderators, if not more. I doubt they're taken serious in the Democratic 
community, except as the starting point of any grassroots campaign - carrot and 
stick that community and then move to the center.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have moderators. And if you think Daily Kos isn't taken seriously, 
you've missed all of the Democratic politicians who post at that site, including 
almost all of the Democratic presidential candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279530 29924 127 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:50:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 Neo Con since 9-11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The fact that this "Diarist" is taking an awful beating in its comments 
section gives me a little hope that the left is not completely 
unhinged.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- but after observing Daily Kos for several years, I think your hope 
is sadly misplaced.</P> 
<P>Before they started getting called out on this kind of stuff, there were 
almost no denunciations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279567 29924 156 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:55:17am  
 
<P>This diary has been posted for more than six hours now.</P> 
<P>I'll make a prediction -- now that I've linked to it, it's going to disappear 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280021 29924 219 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 9:55:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 Morganfrost</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the bright side, and in fairness to the Dems, the poll directly beneath 
this (extremely offensive) article showed that the vast majority of readers 
categorically rejected what was said there. I also note that the comments 
section below the article was overflowing with indignant people demanding that 
the author be kicked off the DK. While I am in full agreement that this sort of 
pathology seems to be running rampant on the left side of the political divide, 
I am at least moderately encouraged to see that many of the folks on the other 
side seem to reject this sort of thing.</P> 
<P>At this point, it will be worth watching to see what becomes of 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no -- the poll shows that the readers who clicked on one of those 
poll options disapprove of the diary. It doesn't say anything about the vast 
majority of readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279740 29925 99 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 9:19:21am  
 
<P>It is absolutely not OK to use derogatory slurs for Muslims here. You must 
know this already, because the filter blocks some of the most common ones, and 
you probably have already discovered that.</P> 
<P>This is a warning. Do it again, and accounts will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05279777 29925 131 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 9:23:56am  
 
<P>If John McCain chooses Mike Huckabee as his running mate, I'm going to have a 
very difficult decision to make. I will not vote for Mike Huckabee under any 
circumstances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280041 29925 370 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 9:58:28am  
 
<P>I'm not "angered" by Mike Huckabee. I just will not vote for 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280070 29925 394 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:03:30am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5280020&amp;n=350" target=_blank>#350</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<P>I expected nothing less -- because Goldberg and The Atlantic are 
<EM>totally</EM> in the tank for Barack Obama. The interview was intended to be 
a hagiography, but when Obama starts to depart from his talking points he 
invariably lets his real feelings slip out.</P> 
<P>And yes, sure, he can argue that he was talking about the "conflict," and not 
Israel specifically. What a shock, a politician who knows how to use weasel 
words.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, what happened with that statement is very much like a Freudian 
slip. You may be willing to give Obama the benefit of the doubt, despite his 
friendships with Ali Abunimah and Rashid Khalidi, but that's because you're 
already an Obama supporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280105 29925 428 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:09:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #420 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given Goldberg's record, I think it is implausible to say that he would be 
"totally in the tank" for anyone that he viewed as a threat to Israel. Again, he 
is an American Zionist who has served in the IDF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm aware of Goldberg's record, and everything I wrote still 
stands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280164 29925 477 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:21:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #458 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very well, Charles. It appears that you are committed to misinterpreting 
Obama's words both as written and as interpreted by the only person present when 
he spoke them. Somehow, I just cannot believe that Goldberg's commitment to the 
security of Israel is less than yours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He can be committed to Israel's security and still be in the tank for Obama. 
This is a straw man argument.</P> 
<P>As for "misinterpreting" his words, the words are what they are. You're 
willing to take the excuses at face value, because you support Obama.</P> 
<P>I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280176 29925 489 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:24:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #468 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would Goldberg torch ties to the presumptive nominee of the Democrat 
party? He's got incentives to not call Obama out for his comments - and as I 
noted yesterday, the context of his statement doesn't improve things either - it 
was poorly worded no matter how you cut it, and Goldberg's interpretation is a 
plausible one, but not exactly believable when you put in context of statements 
made such as the focus of today's post, and other issues (Obama's staffer's 
meeting with Hamas, Carter's influence on Obama's foreign policy stance, 
etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- even if you accept that Obama was talking about the 
"conflict" in general, it's still a very disturbing statement. And the full 
context does not improve it one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05280189 29925 502 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:28:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #455 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I simply don't think its an accident that the phrase Obama used here 
to describe the Palestinian conflict is the exact phrase coined by the Arab 
league for that purpose.</P> 
<P>Obama subscribes to that ideology. Whether he came to it because of his pro-
Arab advisors, or all by himself is somewhat besides the point.</P> 
<P>We're just seeing echoes of Jeremiah Wright's "Israel is a dirty word" 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw your comments on this, and I've been searching for a direct quote from 
Amr Moussa or some other Arab League toady, but I've been unable to find 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280334 29925 567 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 10:56:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5280232&amp;n=540" target=_blank>#540</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aside from driving blog traffic by throwing out red meat, I don't understand 
what purpose is served by launching a frenzy over statements that--according to 
both speaker and listener--were not only benign w/ regard to Israel but 
supportive of its security. How does that advance the cause of 
peace?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Barack says he's supportive of Israel! Who are we to doubt him? We must 
be trying to destroy the peace process! Or are we just trying to get more 
traffic? I'm so confused.</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280599 29926 243 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 11:54:53am  
 
<P>Here's another MSM article about the racists in Kentucky:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.kentucky.com/181/story/401580.html" 
target=_blank>www.kentucky.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Race is still the elephant in the room, and the Rev. Wright issue hits at 
remaining racial prejudices and fears that people here might have," said Saundra 
Ardrey, head of the political science department at Western Kentucky 
University.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get a load of this argument. People who object to Rev. Wright's racist hate 
speech are only revealing themselves to be racists.</P> 
<P>Does Western Kentucky University have a Tautology Department?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05280614 29926 252 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 11:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5280447&amp;n=146" target=_blank>#146</A> 
Creeping Eruption</EM></P> 
<P>Nobody is claiming that racism doesn't exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05281042 29927 284 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 1:33:17pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #63 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what other distros of Linux have you tried, and what is it you like 
about Fedora?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've tried Ubuntu, openSUSE, and Fedora. They're all good and it pretty much 
boils down to a matter of taste. I seem to end up using Fedora more than the 
others.</P> 
<P>If you can, I'd recommend installing all of them and using them for a while 
to see which you prefer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05281859 29931 38 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 4:53:17pm  
 
<P>I think the guy with the cap is Black Panther leader H. Rap 
Brown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05281908 29931 74 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 5:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eldridge Cleaver (author of <EM>Soul on Ice</EM>) and H. Rap Brown were two 
different people, though both were bigwigs in the Black Panthers.</P> 
<P>And kudos to Hello Dare at #49 for finding a link to Eldridge Cleaver's <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/49/5281872" target=_blank>penis-
pants.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, you're correct -- I wrote too fast. But it does look like 
Brown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05281914 29931 79 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 5:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong Link. <A 
href="http://aolsearch.aol.com/aol/image?query=Rapper%20Common" 
target=_blank>Try this ONE</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a resemblance, but the name of the image (from their site) contains 
the word "pantheon". Why would they include a relatively unknown rapper in that 
kind of company?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05281967 29931 120 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 5:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://aolsearch.aol.com/aol/redir?src=websearch&amp;requestId=6d35ebad166
8c535&amp;clickedItemRank=2&amp;userQuery=Rapper+Common+Politics&amp;clickedItem
URN=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.freerepublic.com%2Ffocus%2Ff-
news%2F1991137%2Fposts&amp;title=%5B%3Cb%3ERapper%3C%2Fb%3E%5D+%3Cb%3ECommon%3C%
2Fb%3E+Says+Wright+Wasn%26%2339%3Bt+Wrong&amp;moduleId=matchingsites.jsp.M&amp;c
lickedItemPageRanking=2&amp;clickedItemPage=1&amp;clickedItemDescription=WebResu
lts" target=_blank>This is why. Common grew up at Trinity!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. I think you're right -- here's Common wearing the same hat:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bet.com/Music/News/MUSICNEWS_COMMON_VEGAN_6.1.htm" 
target=_blank>www.bet.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282112 29931 242 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 5:49:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #231 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4th Row, 1st from Left: <A href="http://www.luthervandross.com/site-f.html" 
target=_blank>Luther Vandross</A>(?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282127 29931 255 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 5:52:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #245 Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Top row 2nd from left: Adam Clayton Powell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282186 29931 307 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 6:03:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The title (The Legacy Lives On) suggests that the issue focuses on people 
living now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282205 29931 324 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 6:08:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #311 Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That looks like Robert Mugabe 2nd row, 2nd from left.God knows he'd fit right 
in</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As bad as this is, I can't believe that's Robert Mugabe.</P> 
<P>But there is a resemblance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282217 29931 334 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 6:09:54pm  
 
<P>Render's right -- you're not going to find Malcolm X in this "pantheon." He 
betrayed the cause, and was murdered by order of the guy whose picture is in the 
same row as Obama's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282368 29931 480 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 6:37:38pm  
 
<P>The bottom right picture is definitely Elijah Mohammed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282570 29932 76 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 7:18:59pm  
 
<P>There was no address posted here -- and if there was, it was deleted within 
minutes.</P> 
<P>He's lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05282575 29932 79 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 7:19:41pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the FBI never contacted me about CAIR's 
complaint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282881 29932 242 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:13:22pm  
 
<P>Townsend's claim that he received "more than a hundred emails" from LGF 
readers is laughable. In all the time I've been running LGF, in all the 
controversies we've been involved with, I have NEVER received that many emails 
on a single topic. Not even from the Ron Paulians.</P> 
<P>It's another blatant lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282824 29933 63 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:04:02pm  
 
<P>Instalanche incoming, to the Tim Townsend post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05282955 29933 167 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:30:44pm  
 
<P>The days when a high traffic link would cause our hamsters to go into 
hypoglycemic shock are over.</P> 
<P>We're running on heavy fuel now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05283075 29933 274 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 8:53:24pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to think 'JustMyView' is getting tired of having an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05283216 29933 397 Charles Tue, May 13, 2008 9:41:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #366 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://campaignspot.nationalreview.com/post/?q=ZmU2YThkOWQyMjg4MDZmYTExYWF
mYWEyNzI1ZDA5M2Q=" target=_blank>Palestinians in Gaza Are Phonebanking for 
Barack Obama</A></P> 
<P>Well looky here. Obama's <EM>right</EM> direction for America . . . and 
Israel?</P> 
<P>/see you in November</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had this video clip at LGF on April 1:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29463_Video-
_Obamas_Campaign_in_Gaza" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286176 29934 513 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 11:44:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #512 solidground</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Robert Malley is not anti-Israel, he has a very different perspective than 
the Lizard Army, but he believes in a secure democratic state with a Jewish 
character. He does a great deal of work to support the survival of Israel. 
Talking to Hamas would be stupid if Israel was just going to bulldoze the Gaza 
Strip, as I'm sure many Lizards would appreciate. But as long as Israel puts off 
such a fight, talking can solve little problems. That's all, it's not a freaking 
give away. Do your homework next time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who deals with the openly genocidal terrorist group Hamas is anti-
Israel, by definition. Clearly, even the Obama campaign thought this was a 
problem. But you don't?</P> 
<P>Try not to spin so hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286189 29934 515 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 11:47:23am  
 
<P>Here's some more information about Robert Malley:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2008/01/barack_obamas_middle_east_expe.html
" target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Not anti-Israel," my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05284824 29935 980 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 8:26:01am  
 
<P>'Droplet' is now banned. I really don't need to wake up to 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285192 29935 1042 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:10:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1038 selpaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>over zealous is not well intentioned.</EM></P> 
<P>Who are the monitor's anyway? Are they completely untouched without opinion 
about certain posters on LGF?</P> 
<P>If Babba and storemanager's post are not reinstatedLGF can not be the same 
again.</P> 
<P>Babba and storagemanager are not in the category of a mere 
troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that contain quotes from deleted posts are likely to be deleted. If 
this isn't to your liking, and you think LGF "will never be the same" as a 
result, you're welcome to post comments elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285314 29935 1046 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:24:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5284983&amp;n=1037" target=_blank>#1037</A> 
Ayatollah Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>I hope you're right. But I've stopped believing in grand plans happening 
behind the scenes. They just don't ever seem to materialize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285554 29935 1048 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:58:50am  
 
<P>I think that would be best, since you are obviously not happy with the way 
I'm running my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05285866 29935 1051 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:49:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5285670&amp;n=1049" target=_blank>#1049</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<P>Those comments were deleted because they quoted the offensive post, and for 
no other reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286289 29935 1053 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:08:13pm  
 
<P>Comment #207 definitely did quote the offensive post. I'm looking at it right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286361 29935 1057 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:29:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1056 Q-Burn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are the only quotes BZ used. That's not why Droplet was deleted and 
banned. If that was the offensive language, it would have also been deleted from 
#219 and subsequent post as well. #219 quotes #207 in its entirety.</P> 
<P>Why am I getting that "down the memory hole" feeling?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can get any feeling you want to get, and you can choose not to believe me 
if you like. I'm looking at the comment, and it contains a quote from the 
offensive comment. That's the last time I'm going to write this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286374 29935 1058 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:33:30pm  
 
<P>This is really getting tedious.</P> 
<P>#219 DOES NOT quote #207 in its entirety.</P> 
<P>Nested blockquotes are stripped out of quoted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286424 29935 1061 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:46:33pm  
 
<P>No, I'm not going to "prove you wrong." I'm looking at #207, and it contains 
the offensive comment.</P> 
<P>I honestly don't care whether you apologize or not. I have absolutely no 
reason to lie about this, and I'm insulted by your demands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286432 29935 1062 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:48:27pm  
 
<P>And clearly, you don't value your LGF account, or you wouldn't be accusing me 
of lying for some unknown ulterior motive. Bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286807 29935 1065 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:15:51pm  
 
<P>Excuse me? You can read all this, and ask me if I'm OK? What does my mother 
have to do with this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288177 29935 1067 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:08:32pm  
 



<P>I've restored BabbaZee's post #207, so everyone can see who's telling the 
truth and who is freaking out about nothing.</P> 
<P>I'm disgusted with the behavior of some long-time lizards in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285074 29937 49 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 8:59:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 storagemanager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still have no idea ..why BabbaZee and I were deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If your comment is deleted, and you don't like it, you're free to go start 
your own blog and post that comment at it. I do not owe you an explanation, and 
demanding one will not be received well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285087 29937 53 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:01:12am  
 
<P>How many times do I have to tell people that 'nuke Mecca' posts will be 
deleted? Apparently it isn't sinking in with some people. So I'm going to simply 
start taking away accounts for it, starting now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285132 29937 60 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:04:51am  
 
<P>I see 'Shaemus' doesn't like that rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286320 29937 97 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:16:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 Solomon2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think you are over-reacting a little here. The Leb gov't had 
issued a decree it had no chance of enforcing, and Hezbollah over-reacted and 
gained the streets but lost political credibility. These people lived through 20 
years of urban civil war and aren't easily cowed by thugs roaming the streets, 
nor do they wish to see civil war again. Furthermore, the current situation 
doesn't resemble the chaos of the civil war, because as Hezbollah ran through 
the streets, the Lebanese Army <I>came up behind them</I> to maintain a minimal 
semblance of order; that Army could still take action, if the political 
situation clarifies: <A href="http://solomon2.blogspot.com/2008/05/lebanon-
consociate-not-democracy.html" target=_blank>Lebanon: a Consociate, Not a 
Democracy</A>.</P> 
<P>If this is all Hezbollah has to show - if it undertakes no new initiatives - 
it is all downhill for Hezbollah from here - they only control what Lebanese are 
permitting them to control, and that only for the moment. Hezbollah will 
certainly become increasingly paranoid, maybe even desparate. They are no longer 
thought of as "The Resistance" by most Lebanese, they have now reduced 
themselves to just another militia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Letting Hizballah have their private illegal telecom network, and letting 
them run Beirut airport security, isn't surrendering?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05285541 29939 41 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 9:56:38am  
 
<P>Notice that the author, Sam Stein, is a graduate of Columbia Journalism 
School.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05286495 29942 48 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 12:58:55pm  
 
<P>I'm very unhappy about what went on at the end of last night's open thread, 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286588 29942 127 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 1:26:34pm  
 
<P>Please note: the people questioning my judgment in deleting comments (or the 
judgment of the monitors) are people who have posted hundreds and thousands of 
comments at LGF, for years. They've seen how I do these things, day after day -- 
and yet, still began to hyperventilate that I (or the monitors) had ulterior 
motives.</P> 
<P>This really disturbs me. If there are people posting comments here who don't 
trust me to be honorable about deleting comments, or are going to whine and 
complain if their comment is deleted, do us both a favor and just stop posting 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286623 29942 158 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 1:38:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5286612&amp;n=147" target=_blank>#147</A> 
hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<P>I wasn't fishing for compliments. But thank you for the nice 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286668 29942 186 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 1:51:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #168 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I went back there and read, and there's still some comments that 
quote one of Droplet's deleted comments (I think it was #30) that need to 
go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to go through and delete every comment with a partial quote; 
that would be kind of silly.</P> 
<P>I really wish people would use the 'reply' button instead of 'quote' when 
replying to offensive comments like those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286677 29942 188 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 1:52:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5286663&amp;n=184" target=_blank>#184</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things are going to get bad. I know the book is fiction, yes. I can also see 
from the perspectives of (imho) song-and-dance-man and, somewhat, of Babbazee. 
And many others here. Posts by those two are eagerly looked-for when I read 
threads. I hope, Charles, that you never ban them...I see a trend, and the trend 
doesn't look good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but what the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286780 29942 211 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:10:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #205 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Always vigilant. That's what it takes Ma. you done good. :)</P> 
<P>check your email</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you two think I'm not reading what you're posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286815 29942 221 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:17:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #215 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read it in sequence. Then read the end of the open thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286833 29942 226 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:20:47pm  
 
<P>Your friend called me a liar at the end of that thread. Your reaction to that 
is to say how much you're going to miss him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286858 29942 232 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:29:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #227 don_in_ga</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice post Taqiyyotomist,I can relate to you/your situation, i'm from SW Mich 
and have suffered from the "great blue funk".Keep up the good fight and never 
give up your pursuit of truth..and your assessment is "spot on"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you agree that there's a big purge coming?</P> 
<P>This could become a self-fulfilling prophecy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286869 29942 234 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:33:00pm  
 
<P>First, I'm accused of lying about why posts were deleted. Now I'm being 
accused of banning people because they're religious.</P> 
<P>Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286950 29942 263 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:45:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5286918&amp;n=252" target=_blank>#252</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<P>I agree. I don't think there's much doubt about what he was saying, but he 
can clarify it himself if he wants to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05286993 29942 272 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 2:54:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess that's what he was saying. Banning trolls, mobies &amp; etc, or 
people posting hate &amp; genocide rants is very understandable. But honestly, 
can't we express honest reasonable differences of opinion without the threat of 
being banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who threatened to ban anyone for differences of opinion?</P> 
<P>Man. Is there some kind of wacky dust in the air today?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05287082 29942 294 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:14:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #278 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With the greatest of respect, Charles, I don't think there's any wacky dust 
about, &amp; I'm not defending specific out-of line comments, but a number of 
good people have been banned lately (Lance &amp; Pro Bush Canuck). In that 
light, you shouldn't be surprised if comments like, "I'm not happy about what 
went on the the open thread last night" are taken as a threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lance Kates was abusive to other posters, and the cause of a constant series 
of complaints. I was more than patient with him.</P> 
<P>Pro-Bush Canuck posted a series of insults to me personally, denigrating my 
intelligence ("middle brow" was one of the insults). Maybe you think I should 
just accept personal insults and bad behavior, but in my own house I do not have 
to accept this kind of treatment, and I won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287114 29942 297 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:22:45pm  
 
<P>And before anyone tells me I should be more understanding of personal 
problems, depression, or over-medication, please note that I am not a 
psychotherapist, and LGF is not a clinic.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #295 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question, Charles: was replying to Droplet out of line? I don't recall being 
any rougher on him than on anyone else--and I assumed that the post of mine 
which vanished into the void was disappeared because it quoted him.</P> 
<P>Or am I wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's because you quoted his comment. The policy has always been to 
delete comments that quote offensive comments, because what's the point of 
deleting anything otherwise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287132 29942 301 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:26:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Charles, I don't think you should have to accept that kind of abuse. I was 
online when PBC got banned. It was painful to read his last few posts. I've met 
him personally &amp; he's a great guy. He was going through some serious 
personal issues &amp; he took it out on those around him, including you &amp; 
his girlfriend. I wish he had just taken a walk and cooled off, but he didn't. 
And Lance too is a great guy, but he was getting disruptive and rather stuck on 
a particular issue.</P> 
<P>So no, I don't disagree with your decision, nor with your prerogative to call 
it as you see it. However, if it were my blog, which it isn't, I would have 
given them time-outs instead of outright bannings.</P> 
<P>I think I've said all I need to on this topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was nothing stopping either of those people from contacting me to ask 
me to reconsider--but they didn't. I've done it before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287180 29942 317 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:39:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #313 UFO TOFU</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone ever been banned because of their nic? I've seen a couple that 
seemed a little over the top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there was one creep who kept trying to register obscene names. Which 
nics are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287207 29942 326 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:48:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #319 UFO TOFU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember one along the lines of a small, furry, dam-building animal eater. 
It just put me off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I know which one you mean. That one's kind of on the border of being 
offensive, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287220 29942 330 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 3:53:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5287181&amp;n=318" target=_blank>#318</A> 
AMER1CAN</EM></P> 
<P>It's a good idea - I've been considering something similar. Tricky to code, 
though. I do have a script that shows who is online, but it doesn't tell which 
thread they're reading. People could have more than one window open, and be in 
more than one thread at once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287315 29942 346 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 5:16:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #344 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes I approximate that by clicking a user's football (or what have you) 
and then on the "Show comments within last 7 days" feature. There are two minor 
adjustments I would like to see to make that more user friendly, especially for 
those of us with really old computers. One is to make the range of days shorter. 
Sometimes seven days' worth is just too much. The other adjustment would be that 
when I am looking at that list of comments, and I want to read the whole 
comment, it would help if clicking on it would show just the comment, and not 
load the thread. Some threads are just too big. Then from there one could load 
the whole thread if they wanted to. [I am getting a newer 'puter soon, but I 
know I'm not the only underpowered lizard out here.]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288195 29942 349 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:20:56pm  
 
<P>I've restored Babba Zees post #207 in last night's open thread, because I see 
that Q-Burn is continuing to insist that I was lying when I said she quoted the 
offensive post by 'Droplet'.</P> 
<P>Here's her post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/207/5283998" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This stupid controversy has really been a drag, and there are some long-time 
posters who should be ashamed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289344 29942 352 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 8:36:33am  



 
<P><EM>re: #350 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for restoring BabbaZee's comment. I never imagined she would write 
something herself that was delete-worthy. Droplet's post was indeed disgusting 
and offensive. In her own words, Babba's reaction was full of the sort righteous 
indignation we love about her.</P> 
<P>The lesson for all lizards from this is to see the kind of trouble people 
like Droplet stir up (intentionally, I believe). There are trolls, mobies and 
others (paulians, DUmmies &amp; etc) who would like nothing better than to see 
LGF roiled in flame wars. I appreciate it is a difficult line you have to walk, 
Charles, keeping an open debate running while curtailing abuses.</P> 
<P>Semper fi, Stinky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q-Burn is now at BabbaZee's blog, insinuating that I edited BZ's post to add 
that quote.</P> 
<P>So someone who was allowed to post anything he wanted at LGF, for years, is 
now accusing me of lying, and editing posts to cover it up.</P> 
<P>Why would I do this? Who knows. I guess I'm just evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291807 29944 209 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:27:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #208 valentine81</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm disappointed the govt capitulated, but you can't call this a victory for 
hezbollah.</P> 
<P>this whole affair is far from over... and with hezbo hemorrhaging allies, its 
looking more and more like them vs. everyone else.</P> 
<P>and those on the "everyone else" side really, really hate 
hezbollah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the different perspective -- we'll have to see how this plays out, 
but I have to admit I'm pretty skeptical that Hizballah is really losing 
allies.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287395 29945 43 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 5:53:40pm  
 
<P>Someone is going around to mailing lists and spam sites today and signing me 
up for all kinds of stuff using my email address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287402 29945 50 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 5:55:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you click on the link that Mandy just provided, and then look in the left 
sidebar, it says, "president." Click on president and scroll down to the bottom 
of his blurb. There's a hot email address.</P> 
<P>What is the policy about putting email addresses in the comments? Can we?</P> 
<P>If you have an educational or community service need that we can meet, please 
do not hesitate to email me at XXX</P> 
<P>I think we should email him, politely, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't post phone numbers or email addresses. Post a link to the site 
where it appears instead -- that way THEY are responsible if it changes, not 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05287422 29945 66 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 6:02:28pm  
 
<P>There are also people going around to other blogs and posting anti-LGF smears 
in the comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2008/05/whiny-reporter-at-
columbia-journalism.html" 
target=_blank>gatewaypundit.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05287534 29945 173 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 6:28:28pm  
 
<P>And now Hannity and Colmes are claiming credit for finding the magazine cover 
with Obama and Farrakhan. They're getting very blatant about ripping off blogs 
for their show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288182 29946 25 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:10:43pm  
 
<P>Since I see that Q-Burn is continuing to insist (at Babba Zee's blog) that I 
was lying about Babba Zee's post #207 in last night's open thread, I've restored 
her post.</P> 
<P>All of you who are insisting that Babba Zee never quoted the offensive post 
owe me an apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288185 29946 28 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:12:43pm  
 
<P>Here's the post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/207/5283998" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288206 29946 45 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:25:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lot's of people were bitching this morning about posts being deleted. I 
scrolled over the whole thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're still bitching at Babba Zee's blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288210 29946 48 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:27:14pm  
 
<P>Also appearing at Babba Zee's blog -- 'Goodbye Natalie,' who was banned when 
he posted this to me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like Pat Robertson either because I think he's a phony. But that cuts 
both ways because you're no friend of Christians either Charles. There's an 
allowed double standard on this board from Catholic bashing to Protestant 
mocking that at the very least you allow. But you'd be real quick with the 
banning stick if somebody came in here mocking the Jews.</P> 
<P>Is that because it might interfere with {umm, umm} personal 
opportunity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just so you know what's going on there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288227 29946 64 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 10:37:30pm  



 
<P>I need to let people know that when this kind of stuff happens, and people 
start questioning my judgment in running the site and accusing me of lying, I 
start to consider shutting down comments altogether. If people take it so much 
for granted that they're going to accuse me of having sinister motives, or of 
allowing monitors to abuse their privileges, it makes me question why the hell 
I'm busting my ass to do this.</P> 
<P>I'm not about to shut down comments at this point. But be aware that it's not 
out of the realm of possibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05288270 29946 104 Charles Wed, May 14, 2008 11:03:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #91 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying something is going on there that is objectionable?</P> 
<P>Color me curious, but I find that post troublesome, and be it far from me to 
question your motive, but in all honesty, I cannot fathom why a banned poster 
from LGF would be a concern of yours if they showed up on another 
blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's going on there is that there are a few people salivating at the 
prospect of turning BZ's blog into another LGF-bashing center. Thankfully, she's 
not going to allow that -- but I posted that comment from 'Goodbye Natalie' so 
that people who read that crap will know exactly why he's not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289264 29946 137 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 8:22:02am  
 
<P>Now Q-Burn is at BZ's blog, insinuating that I <EM>edited</EM> BabbaZee's 
post to insert that quote.</P> 
<P>I didn't, of course.</P> 
<P>This is really getting sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289408 29948 787 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 8:50:21am  
 
<P>At BabbaZee's blog, Q-Burn is now insinuating that I not only lied about 
those infamous deleted posts, I <EM>edited</EM> BabbaZee's post to insert the 
offensive quote.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with those people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289524 29948 794 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:02:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #792 ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you think Babba knows better?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go read the comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/babbazee/3128529916636438274/" 
target=_blank>www.haloscan.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289694 29949 75 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:23:51am  
 



<P>I do not buy the argument that refusing to use "jihad" somehow weakens the 
militant Islamists.</P> 
<P>They could not care less what we call them.</P> 
<P>And if you think that refusing to use "jihad" or "mujahideen" is a great 
idea, explain why every radical Islamic front group in the US is agitating non-
stop for the same thing.</P> 
<P>This is a policy disaster. It should be called the Ostrich 
Policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05289387 29950 9 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 8:46:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy did the 54 double D video.</P> 
<P>This guy is right on</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I disagree. This guy is nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291082 29950 173 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 12:45:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 Rufus J Latimor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not quite. He is right about, at least, one thing. Those three <EM>ARE</EM> 
the Trinity of Hell. Ahhh, but does <STRONG>hell</STRONG> exist for an atheist 
like yourself? If not, that's why you think he is "off his 
rocker".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why bother registering an account here, just to be rude and obnoxious and get 
yourself banned?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05290017 29951 365 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 10:16:15am  
 
<P>Wow. Keith Olbermann fans at LGF. Who knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05290091 29951 410 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 10:29:29am  
 
<P>I always love it when lefties use the "we should have invaded 
Iran/Pakistan/Saudi Arabia/etc." line of argument.</P> 
<P>As if they wouldn't scream bloody murder if it actually 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292969 29951 547 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 7:14:43pm  
 
<P>Wow. You're still spinning?</P> 
<P>Spin on, little dreidel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293479 29952 192 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:06:59pm  
 
<P>'hayseed' is out of here. I don't believe the freaks who are coming out of 
the woodwork this week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291111 29954 526 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 12:48:24pm  



 
<P>Again -- people are quoting offensive comments that are bound to be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>PLEASE use the 'reply' button, not 'quote', if you want to reply to an 
offensive comment. Otherwise, your comment will be deleted too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293140 29955 342 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 7:44:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #341 m1150</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you respond with indignation to what you perceive as an egregious wrong, 
it's a legitimate grievance.</P> 
<P>When someone you disagree with does the same thing, it's 
whining.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291681 29956 201 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they met the forms. But they did so knowing it was a safe bet because 
the Arabs' fantasies would ensure they never would accept. How it would have 
gone if the Arabs were less fantasy driven? Dunno. If they were less fantasy 
driven maybe there could have been peace.</P> 
<P>But they are, and there isn't. Given the indefensibility of the ordained 
borders, and the Arab fantasies, there still had to be expansion, which meant 
war.</P> 
<P>By the way, does anyone here have any solution to Israel's problem with the 
Palis that isn't either a) assisted slow suicide, b) pious (or perhaps even 
impious) and ineffectual platitudes, or c) simply beating the living crap out of 
the Palestinians and driving them further into the desert, demonstrating, in 
other words, that attacks on Israel have _immense_ costs, short of genocide but 
very severe indeed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a pretty good summation of the choices. I'm in favor of option 
C.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291856 29956 216 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:36:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me, too. But you've got to understand that's going to be painted as genocide, 
and it's even going to look a lot like genocide (lotsa kids' bodies - not all of 
them posed by such as al Reuters, general devastation, that sort of thing). WHat 
does Israel do about that?</P> 
<P>It also has the likelihood of generating enough resentment and hatred among 
Israeli Arabs as to push them, those that aren't already on the other side, 
over. Moreover, to the extent those Arabs are not already actively on the side 
of Hamas of Fatah, it may well be because they expect to win anyway, without any 
personal effort or risk. What does Israel do about that? Wait them out, applying 
law rather than war? It might work or it might not. The law is only good for so 
much. When a problem grows great enough it ceases to work very well and then you 
have to fall back on war. Kick them out? Shades of ethnic cleansing. Terrorize 
them into submission? Could be done. Potentially costly in public relations, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The one mitigating factor against the "genocide" argument is simply that the 
Palestinians are anything but an innocent population; Hamas won by a landslide 
in the Gaza elections, running on a platform of wiping out Israel. Every poll 
shows that a large majority support terrorism and random murder.</P> 
<P>There aren't any good choices, really. But the status quo isn't going to hold 
much longer, with Hamas arming up at an unprecedented rate with support from all 
the surrounding Arab countries.</P> 
<P>One possibility is that Hamas or one of the other terror gangs will 
eventually manage to pull off a "mega attack," possibly with poison gas or even 
a small Iran-supplied nuke (you know they want to), and then a massive military 
response (if not nuclear war) will follow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291917 29956 223 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #220 Tom Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were in charge of Hamas, I wouldn't go for a megadeath or even 
multikilodeath kind of attack. As is, they're possibly ...no, they're _probably_ 
winning. How do you eat an elephant? One bite at a time. That's what they're 
doing, nibbling, because that's all they can do, all they're any good at. A big 
enough bite and Israel drops restraint in what they're good at. And that will 
_really_ look like genocide.</P> 
<P>The nibbling, however, is an existential threat to Israel in a way that even 
a nuke isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's how a rational enemy would think. But Islamic terrorists have shown 
over and over that they don't always behave in ways we'd call rational. In fact, 
there have been several attempts already to launch such a mass casualty attack 
inside Israel -- a truck bomb at a natural gas facility that failed to go off, 
and a plan to topple a Tel Aviv highrise building that was thwarted by Israeli 
security, to mention two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291635 29957 42 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 1:58:43pm  
 
<P>The quotes are randomly selected from a large quotes file by a script, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291940 29958 75 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:55:48pm  
 
<P>While I was typing the update above, another Nakba article was published.</P> 
<P>There are now 1,957 results in a search for <A 
href="http://news.google.com/news?client=lgf&amp;hl=en&amp;scoring=d&amp;q=nakba
" target=_blank>Nakba at Google News</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291960 29958 87 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 2:59:38pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to get more than a little irritated at your constant sniping, 
WrathofG-d.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291974 29958 93 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:03:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #92 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I am open to any suggestions you have on how you would like me to 
respond/proceed when this issue is touched on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291988 29958 103 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:06:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, now you are going to get me in trouble. It was never my intention that 
there be links, naming, etc. In fact, that is actually the complete opposite of 
what I wanted. I was trying my best to avoid that. In hindsight, I now realize 
that I should have just left the entire thing alone...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, obviously you thought you could just keep making little needling remarks 
instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05291999 29958 109 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:08:53pm  
 
<P>What subject? I still have no idea what you're complaining 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292022 29958 124 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:15:39pm  
 
<P>Sniping:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you read a book, but can't mention the name of the book or I'll get 
banned...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At what point in the history of this blog has anyone been banned for 
mentioning a book?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292065 29958 154 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:27:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #139 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I now realize I must be wrong, but it was my understanding that throughout my 
time on LGF, individuals were told specifically not to mention, or advocate 
anything by Rabbi Meir Kahane (including his books) as groups founded by him are 
on the U.S. Terrorist List, and that type of advocacy (rightfully so!) would not 
be tolerated on LGF, and doing so would result in non-negotiable banning.</P> 
<P>In hindsight, I now realize and should add, that since I believed this to be 
true, I should have just let the whole thing alone altogether. But, I didn't. 
For that I sincerely appologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, now I see. This isn't just about a book, is it?</P> 
<P>And that's right, I'm not going to allow support for the terrorist group Kach 
or their founder Kahane to be expressed here, for the reasons you 
listed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292094 29958 177 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:34:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #168 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am very glad that we were able to finally understand what was going on 
here, and where both of us were coming from.</P> 



<P>And for the record, I only mentioned one of his books because it had a very 
good history on the behavior of the British toward Jews during the Mandate 
period, which was what I was discussing with Mandy at that time. (ie: this is 
why I thought of it at all)</P> 
<P>In no way did I intend to advocate anything else about that individual, or 
the group(s) he founded. Eitherway, sorry to have caused you any 
trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the future, you might want to try writing something like you wrote above, 
instead of making cryptic remarks about getting banned for mentioning 
books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292119 29958 194 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:40:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5292095&amp;n=178" target=_blank>#178</A> 
littleben</EM></P> 
<P>He may have been "prophetic," and he was assassinated by Islamic terrorists--
but he was also an extremist himself. And the groups that were inspired by him 
went on to become outright terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292137 29958 207 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 3:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #200 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its a good deal more complicated than that.</P> 
<P>The man recognized what it would take to fight the arab islamic world when 
the good guy's side was being led by pussilanimous chamberlains.</P> 
<P>In that he was not wrong.</P> 
<P>Its a long and complicated discussion, and some things are best left 
unsaid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything is complicated. But the fact that Kahane may have analyzed some 
situations correctly does not erase the fact that he was an 
extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292191 29958 240 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 4:06:45pm  
 
<P>The Nakba articles are flooding the wires.</P> 
<P>The number of results for "Nakba" at Google News is now up to 
4,611.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292258 29960 5 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 4:24:07pm  
 
<P>I see that Babba Zee is putting together quite a collection of banned and 
disgruntled LGF posters.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.haloscan.com/comments/babbazee/3184639234456347560/" 
target=_blank>www.haloscan.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I guess I should feel flattered that they're so obsessed with me, but really 
... I'm just disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292378 29960 79 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 4:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 threecoloursblue</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Babbazee out? Or banned or whatever the word is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292397 29960 92 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 4:59:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #91 blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>me neither! =)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did see your comment, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292447 29960 133 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 5:16:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two days ago, famous Dutch Cartoonist Gregorius Nekschot (Neck-shot) was 
arrested by Dutch police and was intimidated and put in a cell for 1 1/2 days 
for spreading hatred towards muslims:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hodja.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/osama-award.gif" 
target=_blank>hodja.files.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Europe is turning into a dictatorship, according to Free- Thinking Dutch 
bloggers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not you again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292497 29960 153 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 5:29:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@ Charles</P> 
<P>Suppose I am right in my views. This is all over Dutch media, by the way, and 
will be so all over Europe, tomorrow. You could kick me off LGF if you dislike 
my input. You are the boss. I don't mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to kick you off. You're one of the most tedious and illogical 
of the fascist apologists, and you discredit yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292532 29960 159 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 5:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 bottehond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your assessment of me is all wrong. I don't mind. Comes a time and all... 
Check European blogs tomorrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296781 29960 180 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 12:44:21pm  
 
<P>There's no point in allowing 'bottehond' to post here any more. This creep 
has been completely exposed as a Eurofascist shill, and he's not welcome to post 
his garbage at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05292534 29961 44 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 5:47:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #43 haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it may be worth the effort to publish the Troll Hammer in 
installments as individual posts. It's one thing to know the truth and decry the 
falsehoods--LGF could fire back with some front-page facts. Especially given the 
recent tide of focused nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293563 29963 45 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:18:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, after we nuked Mecca, the Muzzlims there mutated and evolved to become 
gay men. One said to the other, "I demand the right to get married!" The other 
replied, "But then I won't be able to exercise my God-given right to an 
abortion!" So instead they sat down and watched a DVD of <EM>The Passion of the 
Christ</EM> and were inspired by it to uplug their sister from the life-support 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that about covers it -- except for "and then Charles deleted my post 
and lied about it because he's a big poopy head."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293643 29963 98 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:28:38pm  
 
<P>They've mostly given up, but sometimes I wish the Islamists were still trying 
to register here and troll LGF. It would be easier to deal with than long-time 
posters who turn vicious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293650 29963 104 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:30:11pm  
 
<P>And before anyone asks, 'storagemanager' is no longer welcome here.</P> 
<P>I should have banned him a year ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293695 29963 136 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought he was in his depressive phase again; about two years ago, he got 
awfully unpleasant for a while, and downright strange. Then he evened out. I 
haven't been around when he's been on for quite some time, so I didn't know he'd 
been deteriorating again.</P> 
<P>It's too bad that he was nasty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The creep has posted more than 1500 links here, and thousands of comments, 
and every single one of them is about the horror of Islam. When I would post on 
other subjects, he made disparaging comments. If I posted something humorous, he 
would post, "How can you laugh, when Islam is the most horrible thing that ever 
happened to mankind?"</P> 
<P>I think it's pretty obvious that I have my own criticisms of Islam, but I 
should have listened to that inner voice that was telling me for years: "this 
guy is deranged."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293730 29963 167 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:47:06pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #148 rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were right. You can't let this stuff consume you. Life has to go 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not consuming me at all -- I'm continuing to do what I think needs to be 
done.</P> 
<P>But I will say that I'm going to be a lot less patient with obsessed weirdos 
from now on.</P> 
<P>A LOT less patient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293768 29963 201 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:52:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very interesting admission. A sense of betrayal perhaps? Your split 
with fascists and racists did create shockwaves around the blogosphere. How are 
things looking from the higher ground?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you care to explain what you mean by that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293775 29963 206 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:54:00pm  
 
<P>Never mind. The end of patience starts now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293779 29963 210 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 9:55:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #208 wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought it was the full moon that brought the hidden personalities to the 
forefront.WOOF WOOF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05293962 29964 99 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 10:35:21pm  
 
<P>JustMyView is doing what it always does -- trying to divert the discussion 
away from the issue at hand.</P> 
<P>And I still think this may be the old banned poster "View from Ireland," even 
though it has denied it. The styles are identical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294038 29965 16 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 10:53:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~taey/Deliverable/glance_adamic/AdamicGlanceBlogWWW.
pdf" target=_blank>Ta Da!</A></P> 
<P>Here is the paper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's an old paper from 2004. The comments in the first link above are 
much more recent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294058 29965 26 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 10:56:39pm  
 



<P>I don't think that paper is for the current experiment.</P> 
<P>It's years older than the comments at the first link above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294079 29965 43 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:03:02pm  
 
<P>Here's the paper:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~nmramesh/icwsm.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.cs.cmu.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294102 29965 61 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:08:08pm  
 
<P>I wonder if linking to their experiment will introduce fatal feedback loops, 
leading to a disturbance in the Krell mind-field and possible space-time 
discontinuity?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294109 29965 67 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:09:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, I'm digging through their entire directory system, including 
trashed/deleted files. No restrictions.</P> 
<P>Don't these people know how to protect their directories? Amateurish.</P> 
<P>I mean, they're doing statistical analysis of LGF comments, and they don't 
know thing one about Internet security? I thought these people were PhD 
candidates in computer science or something. Maybe statistics? Political 
science?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. It's wide open. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294143 29965 96 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:14:59pm  
 
<P>Somebody's in for a surprise when they check the server logs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294173 29965 122 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:20:26pm  
 
<P>Notice the title of this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~taey/TP/experiments/edas.html" 
target=_blank>www.cs.cmu.edu...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Shaking a bush. Poking a shrub."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294183 29965 130 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:21:40pm  
 
<P>Lots of blogs listed here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~taey/TP/dev_dir/sites/" 
target=_blank>www.cs.cmu.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294192 29965 138 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:23:19pm  
 
<P>I tried to log in with anonymous FTP, but no go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05294195 29965 140 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:23:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #136 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More <A href="http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/" target=_blank>info</A> on her:</P> 
<P>NLP = Neuro-linguistic programming?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what it means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294212 29965 155 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:27:27pm  
 
<P>I can see several avenues of attack that would probably let someone get full 
access to their server. Not that I would do something like that, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05294230 29965 171 Charles Thu, May 15, 2008 11:31:28pm  
 
<P>Come on. Let's not post disparaging comments about people's looks. Chances 
are very good they're going to read this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295301 29965 548 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 8:55:39am  
 
<P>I would love to have seen the administrator's face when he/she saw thousands 
of hits coming from LGF...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298547 29965 584 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 7:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #558 non-croyant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's sad that so many in these comments are making so much out of 
minor security issues. You're all chuffed because you taught yourselves 
something about simpleminded Web server administration when most of you wouldn't 
know what an NP-complete problem was if it slapped you in the face.</P> 
<P>Get over yourselves. Most of you would be a damn lucky to have the 
opportunity to matriculate at Carnegie Mellon, especially in the CS dept 
there.</P> 
<P>If Tae Yano is reading this she's laughing at you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the most ignorant comments ever posted at LGF on a tech 
subject, obviously from a naive idiot who knows <EM>nothing</EM> about web 
security.</P> 
<P>There are no minor security issues, and anyone foolish enough to believe this 
is an exploit waiting to happen.</P> 
<P>I hope you're not in charge of anything related to security at the University 
of Tennessee, Knoxville.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298633 29965 585 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 8:10:05pm  
 
<P>And after reviewing the other comments posted by "non-croyant," who needs 
this insulting, arrogant college kid around?</P> 
<P>Banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295237 29966 558 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 8:43:10am  



 
<P>The person who posted an extremely ugly homophobic link to our spinoffs has 
been banned, and the link deleted.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to allow our links feature to be abused by 
haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295380 29968 9 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:06:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do you think these tapes are made by an impersonator?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some are probably impersonators, and some are probably cut and paste jobs 
from old audio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295417 29968 33 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:10:34am  
 
<P>From <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2008/05/16/terror/main4102367.shtml?source=
RSSattr=HOME_4102367" target=_blank>CBS News</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Bush’s embrace of Israel at a time when the Palestinians were mourning 
was bound to further harm the tainted U.S. image in the Palestinian areas and 
across the Arab world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295433 29968 41 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:12:03am  
 
<P>The CIA identifies his voice on the audiotape every time because it's a much 
smarter policy to leave it an open question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295538 29968 122 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:25:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Brussels Journal...Nonviolent Fascism, Violent Anti-Fascism</P> 
<P>They've also restored the BNP link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're getting close to openly declaring Brussels Journal a fascist 
site.</P> 
<P>You know -- "nonviolent" fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296017 29968 200 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:34:15am  
 
<P>CIA analysts just issued a statement saying they have no reason to believe 
the audiotape is not authentic.</P> 
<P>That's not exactly confirmation that he's alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295609 29969 15 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:36:57am  
 
<P>Democratic spinner now on Fox: Obama's gonna tell Iran, "you can't have 
nuclear weapons."</P> 
<P>Oooh. That's gonna really make em quake in their robes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05295726 29970 6 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:51:20am  
 
<P>We're giving one of the world's most radical, primitive Islamic states the 
material to make nuclear weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295742 29970 12 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:52:35am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The White House said Washington and Riyadh were also to sign an 
agreement on nuclear cooperation that would clear the way for Saudi Arabia to 
receive enriched uranium for its reactors, without the need to master the fuel 
nuclear cycle itself as Iran has done.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They won't even need to enrich the uranium themselves. We're handing it to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295788 29970 37 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:59:46am  
 
<P>Seven years after 9/11, we're handing enriched uranium to the country that 
sponsored and inspired the plot.</P> 
<P>This is insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295828 29970 63 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:05:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stop the hysteria folks,</P> 
<P>Let's be clear about what is meant by "enriched uranium". Fuel grade uranium 
is enriched to 5%. Weapons grade uranium is enriched to over 90%. The point of 
this deal is that the Saudi's won't build their own enrichment process, so they 
can't take the 5% fuel uranium and make 90% weapons grade EU. This is a good 
thing.</P> 
<P>The real problem is the fact the Saudis may well already have a few nukes. 
They funded the Pakistani nuclear program. What do you suppose the Pakistanis 
gave the Saudis in return? Nukes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes you think the Saudis won't build their own enrichment process to 
boost it to weapons grade? They may not be able to use the material as is, but 
it's a hell of a head start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295843 29970 73 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:06:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #62 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we have any reasons to believe that John McCain will as cozy with the 
Saudis as Bush has been?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt that John McCain will be any different in this 
regard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05295908 29970 119 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:17:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They might do try to do that, but the point of this agreement is that they 
agree not to do it. (Yes, I know, "trust but verify" comes to mind.) Also 
included in the deal is the arrangement to take the spent fuel away for 
reprocessing. This is the same sort of deal the US, EU &amp; Russians each 
offered to the Iranians, only to be refused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolutely no confidence that a "trust but verify" agreement will be 
honored. And I also have no confidence that the Saudis will let the spent fuel 
be taken out of the country.</P> 
<P>I know there are rationalizations for this policy, but I thought it was 
insane when we offered it to Iran, and it's equally insane to offer it to the 
House of Saud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296033 29970 223 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:37:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. I have an engineer friend who worked for some years in Saudi in the 
oilfields. He said they staff out everything, absolutely everything. He came 
back wealthy, but never wants to see the place again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you point out, the Saudis have huge amounts of money. They don't need to 
learn how to enrich uranium themselves -- there are lots of people and countries 
who will take their money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296072 29970 252 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:43:47am  
 
<P>I'm just going to point out again that this policy of fighting against 
nuclear proliferation by proliferating nuclear material is completely insane in 
my opinion. It simply cannot end well.</P> 
<P>This was one of John F. Kerry's foreign policy plans in the last election, by 
the way. And now we're seeing George W. Bush actually implementing 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296119 29970 289 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:52:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #250 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Screw that.</P> 
<P>How about we discuss your choice of nic and icon?</P> 
<P>REDDOTS,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Un-freaking-believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296132 29970 298 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:55:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #295 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nathan Forrest is a much maligned character in US history (and I'm speaking 
as a northerner).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may be a maligned character, but there's no mistaking the message when 
someone uses his image today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296158 29970 319 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 11:00:44am  
 



<P><EM>re: #314 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a perfectly fine idea if it only involved counties like Denmark or Fiji. 
I agree it gets very problematic when dealing with countries in the Middle East. 
The problem is, Saudi Arabia has enough money to buy their nuclear reactors 
&amp; fuel supplies from anybody. Would you rather they bought it from the US or 
China or Russia?</P> 
<P>Don't misunderstand me: I have no love for the KSA. But I don't think there 
are any easy cost-free solutions to the problems we face.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The solution is to get real about stopping nuclear proliferation. But there 
is NO political will to do that.</P> 
<P>We're slouching toward Armageddon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296180 29970 338 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 11:03:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #325 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you please explain the significance of that now banned user's nic &amp; 
icon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ku_Klux_Klan" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296528 29970 491 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 11:56:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #471 danarchy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no fan of the Saudi's and I don't think we should be giving them a damn 
thing. That being said, don't all freak out over the term Enriched Uranium. Not 
all enriched uranium is created equally. Power plant grade enriched uranium 
contains between 3-5% U235, to be fissionable in a weaponized chain reaction it 
needs to contain 20% or greater. Best you could do with this stuff is a dirty 
bomb.</P> 
<P>Although a little quid pro quo would be nice, maybe a special rate on oil for 
US consumers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm quite aware of all that, and I still believe this is an insane 
policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296380 29971 56 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 11:33:03am  
 
<P>I wish I could congratulate Bush on a great piece of political kung-fu, but I 
doubt he intended it to be taken this way. The White House seems genuinely 
surprised by the Dems' whine-fest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05296696 29972 26 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 12:28:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 sunshine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone know how much credibility Larry Johnson from the NO Quarter blog has? 
He currently has this post up:[Link: <A href="http://noquarterusa.net/blog/" 
target=_blank>noquarterusa.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>quote: "I now have it from two three four sources (three who are close to 
senior Republicans) that there is video dynamite–Michelle Obama railing against 
“whitey” at Jeremiah Wright’s church. Republicans may have a lousy record when 



it comes to the economy and the management of the war in Iraq, but they are hell 
on wheels when it comes to opposition research. Someone took the chance and 
started reviewing the recordings from services at Jeremiah Wright’s United 
Church of Christ. Holy smoke! I am told there is a clip that is being held for 
the fall to drop at the appropriate time. The last thing Barack and Michelle 
need is a new clip that raises further questions about her 
judgment</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Larry Johnson has ZERO credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297263 29974 72 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:07:39pm  
 
<P>Wow. What the hell is wrong with Huckabee?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297277 29974 84 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:09:24pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailymotion.com/relevance/search/huckabee/video/x5g562_huckabee
_news" target=_blank>www.dailymotion.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297288 29974 93 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:10:42pm  
 
<P>Go directly to the Daily Motion I posted instead of Breitbart.com. No problem 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297342 29974 132 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:17:49pm  
 
<P>Huckabee's little "joke" has to be one of the stupidest comments I've ever 
heard from a politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297406 29974 177 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:27:35pm  
 
<P>Sigh. I guess I'm going to have to post something about this Huckabee 
moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297465 29974 222 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 2:36:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #204 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I saw that, but there's not much sense making a big deal about it, 
because so has President Bush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297604 29975 20 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 3:02:26pm  
 
<P>Just changed the link to a longer YouTube clip...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05297828 29975 193 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 3:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #180 bushleague</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OK this is weird, Drudge had a huge headline on this topic up 10 minutes ago 
and now it is small print on the left hand side middle. Maybe this will not be 
such a huge deal. I still think it killed any VP ideas, and that it is proof 
Mikey is not ready for prime time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's anything sinister going on. The traffic from Drudge was 
killing Andrew's servers - it's nothing more than that.</P> 
<P>That's probably why the video was deleted from DailyMotion too.</P> 
<P>Drudge must really be pulling some big numbers lately, because I know 
Breitbart.com has a pretty high-powered server cluster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298214 29977 27 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 5:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK he TUNES his guitar while he's playing, at :41 and further along- I 
thought I was seeing things but went to the YouTube page and others had 
commented on it, so it wasn't my imagination. Cool.</P> 
<P>Thanks, Charles, good stuff. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and never misses a beat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298365 29978 29 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 6:45:17pm  
 
<P>In my opinion, Merkel should have told Chavez to get lost. By treating this 
like it was nothing, and actually shaking this thug's hand, she achieved nothing 
but to telegraph weakness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298957 29979 84 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:20:14pm  
 
<P>Here he is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.knoxnews.com/users/id/346213/" 
target=_blank>www.knoxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>His real name is Christopher Nicholson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05298996 29979 121 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:26:57pm  
 
<P>He's bragged about his prodigious intellect before at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4/5043179" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299035 29979 158 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:37:55pm  
 
<P>Here's his home directory at UTK:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso/" 
target=_blank>www.cs.utk.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299050 29979 171 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 loggiedog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he's quick-- he's already blocked access to his home folder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was already blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05299074 29979 194 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:42:19pm  
 
<P>Google's cache of a page at his UTK site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.104/search?q=cache:7PaQ3TT5X8sJ:www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso
/gwxml.xml+%22christopher+Nicholson%22+site:utk.edu&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd
=4&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>209.85.173.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299114 29979 229 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 9:49:33pm  
 
<P>That's an XML file, by the way. If you view source in the browser, there's 
more information in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299171 29979 284 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #264 txcamper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is it that makes these self-proclaimed high IQ types criticize others 
for their hobbies? I've never seen Charles claim to be a professional coder. And 
yes, many file servers allow directory browsing. Why is this something that 
would give our Mensa member such a boner to point out? Could it be that pointing 
this out was the full extent of his own computer expertise?Maybe when he gets 
out of college and gets a high paying restaurant job, he'll learn there's more 
to the world than berating others over minutae (poor grammer included at no 
extra charge) while pretending the booger hanging out of his own nose isn't 
there.</P> 
<P>Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, actually, I am a professional coder. Been programming computers since 
the 1980s, and every bit of software at LGF was designed by me.</P> 
<P>/blowing own horn</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299218 29979 329 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 txcamper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well heck, in that case I should sit on my hands and resist the temptation to 
ignite another vi vs. emacs debate:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used emacs for years to program in 680x0 assembly language on Atari ST 
computers; actually had a customized version that tied into Atari's MadMac 
assembler. Now I'm using it to work on Linux servers.</P> 
<P>But the best editor in the universe is BBEdit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299240 29979 349 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #322 Mosse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sorry that feral weasel child behaved as he did and I agree with 
#136, that you should report his post to university authorities. His distorted 
state of mind could be dangerous. Re: his "extraordinary" scores: I personally 
know of several lads who repeatedly took the GMAT and other exams until their 
scores finally squeaked into the highest percentiles -- all at mums' and dads' 



expense, of course (it costs each time you retake an exam), aided by thousands 
of dollars invested in professional tutoring. As for this crowd functioning in 
the real world, they won't need to. They're trust fund babies, and that IS 
something we need to worry about as we all age. They've always "been gotten out 
of everything;" they have no idea how to function and they distain those who 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am planning to notify the university tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299248 29979 356 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:22:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #350 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vim rules!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, if you're a masochist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299270 29979 378 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:30:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #367 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is this emacs thing everyone keep talking about? The only emacs 
I know are the Apple "eMacs" computers which they sold to schools in the 
'90s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Emacs is an insanely powerful text editor, with versions for lots of 
different OSes, originally designed at MIT in 1975 by Richard Stallman. It came 
into existence long before GUIs, though, and the interface is ... well ... 
cryptic.</P> 
<P>Not as bad as vim, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299288 29979 394 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:36:41pm  
 
<P>Actually, the current version of emacs is much more than a text editor -- you 
can read mail, browse the net, issue shell commands, play games, organize 
contacts and appointments, and more. It's a swiss army knife of an 
application.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299292 29979 398 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #395 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were a blank slate, facing both learning curves, I might head down the 
emacs trail. As it is, I've been using vi in some form for 20+ years. Kind of an 
old dog, new trick situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a matter of taste. Some people like emacs, and others like to torture 
themselves with an editor that makes you switch constantly back and forth 
between insert and command modes. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299299 29979 405 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:42:28pm  
 
<P>Real men use sed for everything, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299311 29979 417 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:47:15pm  



 
<P>Here's a picture of the little darling:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20010516034716/http://www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso/
" target=_blank>www.cs.utk.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299321 29979 426 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:50:44pm  
 
<P>Internet Archive has lots of stuff to look through, including his resume.</P> 
<P>This part is rich:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>EXPERIENCE</P> 
<P>ClientLogic, Oak Ridge, TennesseeTechnical Support Representative, August 11, 
2003 – Present* Aid digital subscriber line customers with technical 
difficulties* Manage time in fulfilling the service requirements of multiple 
customers* Implement problem-solving strategies in diagnosing and remedying 
technical problems* Combine technical expertise with customer service skills to 
reduce the frustration inherent in the process</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forget the flowery language.</P> 
<P>He does telephone tech support.</P> 
<P>Must be difficult for him to stand it with that giant brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299323 29979 428 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:51:27pm  
 
<P>Here's the internet archive link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso/" 
target=_blank>www.cs.utk.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299349 29979 453 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 10:57:18pm  
 
<P>Lots of pictures:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20011211003411/www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso/images/
" target=_blank>web.archive.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05299380 29979 478 Charles Fri, May 16, 2008 11:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #468 HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this one:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20020116023427/www.cs.utk.edu/~nicholso/images/
P6030009.JPG" target=_blank>The Necromantic Ritual Book</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I saw it. Typical weenie black magic fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300026 29979 621 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 8:07:27am  
 
<P>'totalpakaj' is banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300033 29979 624 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 8:10:38am  



 
<P><EM>re: #567 pillbug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF isn't a bad piece of engineering for a professional musician. It loads 
slow and the layout moves around like a tetris game while doing so, but it's got 
it's charms. I'd be willing to bet Mr. Johnson has had more than a few offers to 
lease or buy the site code.</P> 
<P>Like everyone, it's a work in progress and if LGF hasn't been hacked (badly) 
yet, something is being done right. Especially with all the "friends" LGF seems 
to have made.</P> 
<P>Open permissions on any multi-user system are stupid. I don't care what 
jackass reasons you invent (lol free exchange of ideas), it's stupid with a 
capital stupid. Free exchange of worms and pr0n is more like 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll leave aside the rather backhanded compliment (thanks, I guess) and just 
mention that LGF has never been hacked -- not once, in the 7 years it's been 
online.</P> 
<P>And believe me, it's not for lack of trying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300092 29979 630 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 8:33:08am  
 
<P>I didn't see the post "apologizing," but it's pretty clear he's trying to do 
damage control now, out of fear that I'll report him to the school.</P> 
<P>Which I am doing right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300177 29979 632 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 8:53:26am  
 
<P>I just received email from a member of the Executive Committee of the <A 
href="http://www.triplenine.org/" target=_blank>999 Society</A> about this.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I wrote to you before I'd read a message from one of our members 
pointing to your site.</P> 
<P>According to a later message the name of the guy who sent the stupid message 
does appear on our membership list. Our Constitution calls for the explusion of 
those who bring the society into "severe disrepute." I don't know about the 
severity of this incident but it certainly won't help the society's reputation. 
I will bring this matter to the attention of our leadership. In the meantime, 
please accept my apology for this outburst from a TNS member who should have 
known better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301024 29979 654 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 1:01:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #650 unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM><STRONG>re: #630 Charles</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>His response post was definitely NOT an apology (far from it), and it wasn't 
damage control. He doesn't think he's done anything wrong. Why should he 
apologize? In this post he again attacked you, your blog, and your talent. And 
he claimed you attacked him, following his banning. An attack with his hands 
tied behind his back, with inability to fight back. Towards the end he attacks 
the entire LGF Army.</P> 
<P>He must have pulled it down early this morning. I am sorry I didn't think to 
get a screen shot of it, as I didn't consider he'd tear it 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I didn't see it, but that's what I figured.</P> 
<P>In any case, the school's chancellor has been made aware of this 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301093 29981 62 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 1:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 EE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The author of the article, the historian Matthias Kuntzel is the author of 
the book <EM>Jihad and Jew-Hatred: Islamism, Nazism and the Roots of 
9/11.</EM></P> 
<P>Kuntzel is on the board of Scholars for Peace in the Middle East.</P> 
<P>Here is an article that SPME provided on-line, written by Caroline Glick, 
[Link: <A href="http://www.spme.net/cgi-bin/articles.cgi?ID=1819" 
target=_blank>www.spme.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>When the union of British academics sought to boycott Israelis, SPME had an 
on-line petition protesting this.</P> 
<P>A recent SPME on-line petition calls on Iran to release 3 Iranian-Americans 
who have been unjustly imprisoned by Iran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I realized I didn't make it clear that what I was criticizing was the 
Spiegel subheading -- added some text above to clarify that 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300130 29982 19 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 8:42:07am  
 
<P>I hope everyone realizes that I will not tolerate any mean-spirited comments 
in this thread. I know most lizards are better people than that, but 
unfortunately there are always one or two who can't restrain themselves. 
Consider this a warning -- be respectful here, or you're very likely to lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300325 29982 149 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 9:25:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's a fine and honest opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it wasn't.</P> 
<P>I was not kidding. If you can't restrain yourself from dumping on Ted Kennedy 
while he's sick, don't post here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300420 29982 178 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 9:39:49am  
 
<P>If I have to delete one more comment, despite two warnings now, accounts are 
going to be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300953 29982 340 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 12:27:28pm  
 
<P>Interesting. I'm seeing quite a few referrals coming in from Daily Kos, 
Balloon Juice and other sites where they were obviously hoping to catch LGF 
having a big party over this news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05300970 29982 347 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 12:33:03pm  
 
<P>Sometimes I think I should leave nasty comments in place, to make it obvious 
how many other people disapprove of them.</P> 
<P>Three quarters of the deleted comments in this thread are from people who 
were expressing unhappiness with an offensive comment -- but they 
<EM>quoted</EM> the comment in their reply, making it necessary to remove their 
comment too. (Otherwise, there wouldn't be much point in deleting anything.)</P> 
<P>The moral of this story (he said again) is: if you see an offensive post and 
want to reply, that's good. Do it. But DON'T quote the offensive post -- use the 
'reply' button instead of the 'quote' button. Then your comment won't have to be 
deleted, and it will reinforce the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300998 29982 360 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 12:47:39pm  
 
<P>Please see comment #19 if you're new to this thread, before you post 
something you will regret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301019 29982 369 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 12:58:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #367 Kulhwch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's a classic case of projection, don't you think?</P> 
<P>}:) [ ... oh, of course ... they don't understand ethical treatment ... 
]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's projection, actually. I think they were looking to get 
some revenge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301049 29982 383 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 1:16:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5301026&amp;n=373" target=_blank>#373</A> 
livefreeor die</EM></P> 
<P><SUB>Well, I did sneak out for a short ride. Don't tell 
anybody.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301066 29982 394 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 1:34:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #381 shiplord kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Free Republic has shut down <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-
news/2017381/posts?q=1&amp;;page=1#1" target=_blank>its string</A> on this. 
"Reason: Enough," says the moderator.</P> 
<P>Looks like we're it as far as class and decorum are concerned.</P> 
<P>Charles has been vigilant here, to be sure, but so were the Freeper mods and 
those at lefty blogs. He just wasn't overwhelmed by the verbal barbarism and 
they were.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly think that Free Republic has been way too tolerant of extreme 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301341 29982 424 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:54:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #407 Macker</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance for a Cycle of Violence soon? Haven't seen any for a 
while...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't do those posts any more. Security issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301507 29982 441 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 3:53:39pm  
 
<P>Again ... please don't quote from offensive posts, especially if it's 
obviously going to be deleted.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to delete the five or six comments that quoted it this time... 
but PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE (I feel like James Brown) use the 'reply' button 
instead of 'quote' when responding to something offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300290 29983 11 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 9:20:58am  
 
<P>This is almost certainly a State Department idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300355 29983 56 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 9:29:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I mentioned earlier, if they're down to sniffing out problems in America, 
I assume they've solved all the problems in, say, Rwanda. And Algeria. And 
Haiti. And Iran. And Kyrgyzstan. And in Saudi Arabia. And in Russia. And 
China.</P> 
<P>And so forth.</P> 
<P>(However, I will say that titling the issue as an investigation of "racism 
against Barack Obama" is a bit of a reach.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you mean. He could be investigating the racism against Hillary 
Clinton or John McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05300435 29983 110 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 9:42:07am  
 
<P>By the way, the US government invited the UN to "oversee" the last 
presidential election too. This isn't new, although the 'racism' angle 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301150 29984 41 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:00:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am so proud I could bust. Some of you know that I am hopefully changing 
careers, going in to Law Enforcement. This morning I passed my agility and 
physical endurance tests with 100 points to spare. I did better than some 
candidates 20 years younger than me.</P> 
<P>Pass the advil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot bath with epsom salts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301153 29984 44 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:00:51pm  
 
<P>I'm partial to a nice Danish Havarti myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05301262 29985 19 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:29:45pm  
 
<P>This sounds like a disgruntled employee to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301264 29985 21 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:30:08pm  
 
<P>Imagine how much time he put into this!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301277 29985 28 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:32:26pm  
 
<P>In this case, whoever did it certainly didn't think he/she was fooling 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301280 29985 29 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:33:13pm  
 
<P>You can't turn in dozens of altered high school yearbook photos and think 
they aren't going to notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301286 29985 34 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:36:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you'd think the editor or the production designer or the printer or the 
proofreader <EM>would</EM> notice.</P> 
<P>How did so many poeople fall down on the job?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but in their defense I don't think high school yearbook producers have 
the same amount of detailed fact-checking that the mainstream media does.</P> 
<P>Cough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301298 29985 43 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 2:38:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 DownRightMeanAmerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully he was an entry level employee and it only cost the company $8.50 
an hour for all that wasted time.</P> 
<P>I am sure the company will now have to pay to have all those photos 
retaken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, <A 
href="http://www.startribune.com/business/19043254.html?location_refer=Business" 
target=_blank>they're gonna pay</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301540 29987 9 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:06:22pm  
 
<P>This is what I posted in the earlier thread, and I think it's a good idea to 
repost it now that we're getting the late afternoon crowd.</P> 
<P>***</P> 
<P>I hope everyone realizes that I will not tolerate any mean-spirited comments 
in this thread. I know most lizards are better people than that, but 
unfortunately there are always one or two who can't restrain themselves. 



Consider this a warning -- be respectful here, or you're very likely to lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301543 29987 11 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:07:16pm  
 
<P>I semi-apologize for being a hard-ass about this, but it's necessary. I don't 
want LGF to look like Free Republic does now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301553 29987 18 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:11:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never apologize for being right.</P> 
<P>THIRDARMY,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really not too sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301559 29987 24 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:12:59pm  
 
<P>For that matter, I don't want LGF to look like the CBS News site.</P> 
<P>Those comments are amazingly awful. It doesn't look like they have any 
moderators at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301579 29987 39 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:17:32pm  
 
<P>It's curious that CBS News doesn't seem to care that their comments sections 
are often full of extremely hateful stuff. Possibly even worse than Kos or 
DU.</P> 
<P>Don't they think that might be a turnoff to people reading their serious news 
articles?</P> 
<P>I don't get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301601 29987 58 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:21:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5301554&amp;n=19" target=_blank>#19</A> 
justdanny</EM></P> 
<P>You can never go wrong by not commenting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301613 29987 68 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:23:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect only a tiny fraction of readers bother to look at the 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they're right there below the post. You just scroll down. I think a 
significant fraction do read them at least occasionally.</P> 
<P>And really -- that stuff is <EM>extremely</EM> bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301634 29987 87 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:26:47pm  
 



<P>Yes, you can use it to point out interesting comments too. I'm planning to 
add a choice when you click the button, to indicate the reason for the 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301650 29987 102 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:30:14pm  
 
<P>It's fascinating to look through those comments -- there's obviously more 
than one moby at work in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301661 29987 113 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 4:32:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #99 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've thought you should add a 'comment' box that pops up when clicking 
"report", so the reporting party can point out why.. just a sentence or two to 
indicate why it's being reported..</P> 
<P>/jm2cents</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm thinking a simple plus/minus choice would work, for example "Recommend" 
or "Denounce". Make it really easy, as few clicks as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301950 29988 6 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 5:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No there wasn't, they were "discredited". I mean, ask any liberal news 
source. (Just don't ask them any specifics.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the biggest frauds perpetrated by the media, 
actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301990 29988 27 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 6:05:13pm  
 
<P>"Despite the deluge of desperately yapping Dems."</P> 
<P>Sheesh. Now I'm channeling Spiro Agnew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05301992 29988 29 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 6:05:34pm  
 
<P>Get out of my head, Spiro!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05302015 29988 46 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 6:09:41pm  
 
<P>It was also clear to me that the reason Kerry didn't react more strongly to 
the allegations was because he was terrified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05302176 29989 38 Charles Sat, May 17, 2008 6:42:03pm  
 
<P>Notice: 1,881 diggs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304259 29992 50 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 8:55:47am  
 



<P>Get a load of this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://illinois.barackobama.com/page/dashboard/public/gG28C3" 
target=_blank>illinois.barackobama.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304733 29992 195 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 11:36:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5304470&amp;n=171" target=_blank>#171</A> 
amphibian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, what happened to the rest of my post? Charles, script error, I think. I 
typed around 1000 characters, as indicated by the characters-remaining counter, 
and #165 got cut off as you see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You dropped the closing '&gt;' symbol from one of the tags in your comment. I 
fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304388 29993 17 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 9:20:50am  
 
<P>The idiot who posted that comment about our "gay marriage" thread obviously 
didn't read it -- or he read it with his lefty hate-colored glasses 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304405 29993 26 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 9:23:54am  
 
<P>I especially liked the long comment explaining how leftists do a MUCH BETTER 
job of policing comments.</P> 
<P>Fun house mirror time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304437 29993 53 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 9:30:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without registration, you don't have that, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without registration, you can't search comments. This is to reduce the load 
on the server, not to hide anything; searching 5,000,000+ comments takes a lot 
of server resources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304479 29993 87 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 9:38:15am  
 
<P>It's really funny to see how they react now that I posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think CJ (Chief Lizard, LGF Towers, Lalaland) regularly visitsMefi. How 
else could he be this quick:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I must be pinned to Metafilter, reading them obsessively, looking for 
any comment about LGF.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>How else could I possibly do it?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304629 29993 215 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 10:59:50am  
 
<P>Hey, here's a new one I haven't seen before:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Of course, Johnson is upset over anybody collecting personal information 
about his site's members. Re-selling that information to spam/scammers looking 
for gullible idiots has been his main source of income since '02. (He tried 
selling it to radical Muslim groups but they weren't 
interested.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304642 29993 224 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 11:06:52am  
 
<P>It's just "snarky humor," he helpfully explained.</P> 
<P>A real knee-slapper!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304701 29993 253 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 11:24:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #249 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Not just clueless; determinedly clueless.</P> 
<P>Yup.</P> 
<P>From wfrgms:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-showall.php" 
target=_blank>Just</A> <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=" target=_blank>imagine</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really terrible that I don't give people tools to find our content. I'll 
have to <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-tagstorm.php" 
target=_blank>work</A> <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
linkviewer.php" target=_blank>on</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/metafilter/or/1/25/" 
target=_blank>that</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304742 29993 260 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 11:39:02am  
 
<P>I do understand how they could miss the search function at LGF, though. After 
all, I've hidden it at the top of the page, right next to the 
logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304799 29993 263 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 12:01:41pm  
 
<P>Hard to resist these easy targets -- another comment from Meatflitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mefi open threads would be a disaster. as you rightly state, but for LGF, 
where only one person has thread posting rights - CJ - and members may comment, 
open threads allow him to direct the tone and stay in touch with the base. Daily 
Kos has OTs too, but also many 'diaries' and many others with thread posting 
rights.</P> 
<P>So, which blog is the most authoritarian?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someday I'll manage to rein in my Hitlerish tendencies and give other people 
the ability to <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
linkviewer.php" target=_blank>post articles and start comment 
threads</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305308 29993 270 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 2:03:25pm  
 
<P>More MeatFlitter bickering going on here:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://metatalk.metafilter.com/16261/Mission-Accomplished" 
target=_blank>metatalk.metafilter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304757 29994 56 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 11:45:11am  
 
<P>I think the commanders did the right thing. It's a simple reality that they 
have to deal with over there; and only senior military commanders will get the 
necessary tribal respect to cool it down.</P> 
<P>It's still absurd though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304808 29994 97 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 12:04:27pm  
 
<P>I'll bet there's not a commander in the military who wouldn't prefer kissing 
a Koran to trying to control rioting mobs of enraged fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304829 29994 113 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 12:11:29pm  
 
<P>Sure, Patton wouldn't kiss a Koran, but this isn't total war against a 
mechanized army, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05304925 29994 203 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 12:41:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #189 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I don't see how the public display of grovelling will do anything 
but display weakness. It's the whole purpose of Islamic seething; to induce 
grovelling apologies from infidels. They're ajust about as outraged as they're 
going to get, they still hate us and will kill us if given the chance. They'll 
be outraged over something new next week and all the apologies in the world 
aren't going to change that. Also, these people have become our allies because 
it's in their best interest not because they like us. They need us much more 
than we need them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, well, there is that. But don't forget - these people have also seen 
what the US military can do when it's pissed off, up close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305003 29994 273 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 1:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #260 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Iraqis have made, and continue to make, great progress. I do not in any 
way mean to belittle that.</P> 
<P>I am merely pointing out that basing any goals or progress on the achievement 
of "human rights" is doomed to failure; the way to success is the recognition 
that liberty is achieved by safeguarding civil rights, i.e., the administration 
of an impartial law.</P> 
<P>I challenge anyone to name even a single instance where "human rights" are in 
any way a valid concept if civil rights are truly extant and enforced--or, 
conversely, anywhere that "human rights" have any meaning in any place where 
civil rights do not exist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great point, and in my opinion that's exactly what the commanders were doing 
by apologizing and smooching the book. I get all the points about looking weak 
to a tribal culture, but this is a simple pragmatic decision to avoid 



unnecessary strife. And it's an issue that's not worth taking a stand over - 
because the soldier who did it was definitely acting against the rules.</P> 
<P>It's a lot more complicated than simply looking strong or weak. And I think 
rather than looking weak, it induces cognitive dissonance in the tribal 
mentality when we act this way - because they would never do such a thing if 
they had the upper hand.</P> 
<P>And cognitive dissonance is a good thing. It leads to independent thinking, 
occasionally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305035 29994 298 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 1:18:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5305015&amp;n=284" target=_blank>#284</A> 
docremulac</EM></P> 
<P>I can't disagree with too much of that. But the problem with Iraq is that we 
already did most of that, in about 3 weeks in 2003.</P> 
<P>Now what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305652 29998 94 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 3:42:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5305555&amp;n=80" target=_blank>#80</A> 
zombie</EM></P> 
<P>The Dutch are weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305654 29998 95 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 3:44:19pm  
 
<P>But that's the same kind of stuff you can find in Zap Comics or any of their 
descendants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305924 29999 165 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 5:41:47pm  
 
<P>Great posts in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305687 30000 4 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 3:59:07pm  
 
<P>This is great. McCain comes off as very likeable here.</P> 
<P>As opposed to a certain whiny crybaby throwing a three day 
tantrum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05305894 30001 35 Charles Sun, May 18, 2008 5:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 masnare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Charles:</P> 
<P>There's a 1.1 beta for firebug that works with FF3B. I've been using it for a 
bit but you have to go to the firebug site to get it -- firefox doesn't detect 
the update and grab it for you.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.getfirebug.com/" 
target=_blank>www.getfirebug.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! Will check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05307730 30007 58 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 8:57:44am  
 
<P>See the update. He also called the Tennessee GOP "low class." 
Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05307986 30007 286 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 9:40:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #248 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether it's a double standard or not, you know perfectly well that that's 
the sort of quote that would get cherry-picked out of LGF to make this blog look 
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- and Ackomanyuki, those kinds of slurs are absolutely not 
welcome here, and if you do it again your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308343 30010 84 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:37:58am  
 
<P>Obama understands that history is not the most popular subject in American 
schools, and he's cynically playing on the general lack of historical knowledge 
to make comparisons that are so unbalanced, they're beyond belief. He may not 
even really be clear about the history himself.</P> 
<P>But people were applauding and cheering for these points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308375 30010 113 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:43:06am  
 
<P>I'd like to know if Barack Obama has read any of the historical books on WWII 
and the Cold War.</P> 
<P>I'm betting ... not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308423 30010 151 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:51:11am  
 
<P>No one has asked him yet if he plans cuts in military 
funding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308443 30010 167 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:54:16am  
 
<P>Fox News blow-dried heads just grinned and agreed with Obama that his wife 
should be off limits.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308462 30010 184 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:56:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #168 opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well thats true. The whole haole thing gets tedious. but I have never seen 
anti black racism in the Islands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit that I have. I used to work in a band in Hawaii with a black 
musician, and yes, I can assure you that Hawaii has its share. Like any place 
with human beings in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05308477 30010 196 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 10:59:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Fat Bastard Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand (not from first hand experience, mind you) that Native Hawaiians 
are incredibly anti-white. Or am I totally off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not all of them. At least not when I was growing up. But yeah, there was 
plenty of anti-haole stuff going on. I got in more than one fight because of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308494 30010 210 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:02:37am  
 
<P>In Hawaii there's a degrading term for white people/foreigners (haole) and 
there's also one for black people (popolo).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308512 30010 225 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:06:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #219 Fat Bastard Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like you were a victim of racism. Poor Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, I was.</P> 
<P>Where's my money?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308578 30011 27 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:15:29am  
 
<P>Kos Kidz show Tennessee what "class" means:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/5/19/134540/355/313/518367" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308683 30012 13 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:28:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 UFO TOFU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's it say on the branding iron? "Uppity something?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It says "uppity liberal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308727 30012 33 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:34:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they may have pulled the graphic from Kos. I didn't get it when I 
checked the link from the previous thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope -- it's still there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308893 30012 153 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 11:56:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #143 Vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Think this could be a false flag thing? I mean, I thought it was Condoleeza 
Rice at first as well. And no one there seems to think it is okay.</P> 
<P>Plus, the total lack of irony at mentioning Byrd's endorsement...</P> 
<P>This is either a completely clueless lib or a really good Republican false 
flag op.</P> 
<P>And I'd not be surprised by either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person who posted this has been at Daily Kos since at least 2006. Click 
the name and see the profile. Not a false flag.</P> 
<P>And despite the commenters who run out and denounce this stuff (the 
politically aware ones), it just keeps on appearing there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05308977 30012 220 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 12:12:03pm  
 
<P>A note on a related topic: if you think I've been a bit of a hard-ass lately 
about deleting offensive comments and blocking accounts, my ass isn't going to 
be getting any softer soon.</P> 
<P>Any comments with derogatory slurs or hinting about doing violence--even in a 
joke--are going to be seized on and used against LGF. There are some lovely 
individuals (Media Matters) who would like nothing more than to get revenge on 
us for exposing this stuff, and I'm not going to let them if I can help it. And 
with media's overwhelmingly leftist slant, if they seize on an issue like this 
it could really be damaging.</P> 
<P>So think before posting, ESPECIALLY if you're pissed off. It will keep the 
level of discussion higher, and I won't have to use the banning 
stick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05309246 30012 458 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 1:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5308996&amp;n=236" target=_blank>#236</A> 
Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<P>I love it when this moron points out the LGF disclaimer.</P> 
<P>Because ... you know ... Daily Kos doesn't have one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05309276 30012 487 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 1:14:57pm  
 
<P>They're pressuring him to remove the picture, and he just lashed out in an 
update.</P> 
<P>And moved the picture farther down into the post, below the 
fold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05309775 30013 172 Charles Mon, May 19, 2008 2:34:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5309682&amp;n=100" target=_blank>#100</A> 
toomanysnax</EM></P> 
<P>Way wrong. I'm not blocking you because I don't see any history of this in 
your other comments. Another incident will do it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312423 30018 900 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:44:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #839 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think he will be executed, but I think that he is going to be hauled 
into court on trumped up charges with little or no proof, and then he is going 
to be thrown in the brig for the duration of the useful part of his natural 
life, just like the Haditha Marines and the Border Patrol agents. Scape goat for 
political purposes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're joking, right? Nobody could write this seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312438 30018 912 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:47:41am  
 
<P>Is this Over-Reaction Month at LGF or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312445 30018 919 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:49:18am  
 
<P>Folks, you cannot draw any conclusions from those pictures of a Koran with 
bullet holes. I'm almost certain the picture I posted is NOT the actual Koran 
from the incident, as I wrote at the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312459 30018 931 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:52:55am  
 
<P>Every one of the stories on the wires says the IRAQI government is claiming 
the soldier will be "tried."</P> 
<P>The Iraqis are doing this to placate the irrational fanatics.</P> 
<P>The soldier is not going to be put on trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312489 30018 958 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 8:07:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #945 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of the Haditha Marines have had the charges dropped against them based 
on the evidence proffered by the investigators.</P> 
<P>The soldier involved in the koran shooting incident has already been 
reassigned stateside, which is a significant punishment in and of itself - and 
it bears serious recognition that something was done wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and it will almost certainly end there for the soldier.</P> 
<P>This situation is beyond absurd, and the media are doing everything in their 
power to inflame Muslims over it, despite the military's immediate apology. 
That's the purpose of putting dozens of stories on the wire claiming that the 
soldier is going to be "tried."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312498 30018 967 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 8:11:20am  
 
<P>Correction: what the media are doing with the Koran-shooting story is trying 
to inflame <EM>everyone</EM>, not just Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05312717 30020 50 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 8:53:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand the Iraqi ministry claiming there was an apology, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Imagine what it must be like dealing with these people on a daily 
basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05313155 30023 6 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 10:17:12am  
 
<P>Layers of high-quality fact-checking!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05313458 30023 45 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 10:53:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idiot linked me in there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I missed that -- "good luck with the groveling" is an extreme view?</P> 
<P>On the other hand, "extreme" is the right word for the other blog he linked 
in that paragraph.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05313681 30024 405 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 11:28:15am  
 
<P>Please note: if you can't express sympathy, or be respectful, your best 
course is to simply not post anything.</P> 
<P>Think before you post, because I'm very serious about keeping this thread 
decent. Several people have had accounts blocked already because they couldn't 
refrain from abusing their posting privileges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05314046 30024 740 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 12:29:31pm  
 
<P>That's it.</P> 
<P>Accounts are now being blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05314902 30027 85 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 2:59:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama was not aware of Yee's beliefs, because he did not attend Yee's church 
that particular Sunday.</P> 
<P>He can no more disown Yee than he can disown his own white grandmother, who 
has told some hair-raising lies about Guantanamo in her time, and attempted to 
abscond with confidential information on her laptop on several occasions.</P> 
<P>And when you all are referring to Yee as a "traitor", you're really referring 
to Obama, aren't you? That is disgraceful! No, wait... you're referring to his 
wife! This is like a modern day Klan lynching!</P> 
<P>/Barry talking points off</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This whole notion that you can associate me with people I associate with, as 
if it had any bearing on the hope and change we seek, together, is offensive and 
demeaning. You better back off, sweetie, and let me finish this waffle.</P> 
<P>/need i?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05314971 30027 136 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 3:12:55pm  
 



<P>Just flipped on the Eye TV, and I see Fox News is getting around to the UN 
investigator story I posted last Saturday. Coming up next on Brit Hume's 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315162 30028 48 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 4:01:35pm  
 
<P>A couple of people have sent angry email after losing their accounts in the 
Ted thread. I'm pathetic, I'm like Stalin, yadda yadda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315233 30028 65 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 4:18:49pm  
 
<P>One of the people who was banned in that ugly little meltdown a few days ago 
has also sent me hate mail. He's convinced that I edited a post, then lied about 
it, all in order to avoid admitting that it was deleted wrongly by a monitor. 
It's sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315264 30029 38 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 4:28:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5315241&amp;n=28" target=_blank>#28</A> 
ploome hineni</EM></P> 
<P>Carl posts a link to every blog post he does...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
linkviewer.php?page=1&amp;show=1&amp;cat=&amp;filter=carl+in+jerusalem&amp;sort=
date&amp;perpage=25&amp;therange=" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315352 30030 13 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 4:54:02pm  
 
<P>The link to LGF that he added is from our RSS feed, by the way. I think the 
Times has some kind of private configurable RSS aggregator for their employees; 
I've noticed some other unusual-looking referrals that seem to be from employee 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315361 30030 18 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 4:56:18pm  
 
<P>Layers upon layers of highly paid fact-checkers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315398 30030 40 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:11:57pm  
 
<P>As I mentioned before, my friend Mr. Mossberg is the gun rights advocate 
around here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315440 30030 59 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:20:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do tell! Sounds like we have a <A 
href="http://www.gunsandammomag.com/long_guns/mossir_033007/index.html" 
target=_blank>common friend</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. Mr. M is a very convincing advocate.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05315621 30030 75 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:52:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, by the way, if you haven't already added a tactical light and want 
to do so (which I recommend... good to see what you're shooting at if it comes 
down to it), <A href="http://www.lymanproducts.com/tacstar/index.htm" 
target=_blank>here's a reasonably-priced alternative</A> (scroll down to 
"weapons light system 2000"). Not as cool as a Surefire or Streamlight, but a) a 
lot less cash and b) you don't have to saw off that annoying bayonet lug to 
install it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting link. I hadn't thought about a light, but it makes a lot of 
sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315625 30030 76 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:53:47pm  
 
<P>That same Diggbot is back at it again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/political_opinion/Why_Little_Green_Footballs_Sucks_Part_II
" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>No front page linky for you this time, diggbot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318048 30030 101 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 8:37:58am  
 
<P>An advocate is someone who publicly promotes and argues in favor of 
something.</P> 
<P>You can be a second amendment supporter without being an 
"advocate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320010 30030 104 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 2:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 Dadmin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you wouldn't "argue in favor" of keeping your firearms when the 
authorities come to your door to collect them? What would it take to make you an 
"advocate"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm simply trying to point out that describing me as a "gun rights advocate" 
is not correct. It's just not one of my main issues.</P> 
<P>The only post I can recall making on the subject:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25212_Gun_Control-
_Clever_or_Stupid" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315453 30031 24 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:21:41pm  
 
<P>Look at that bitter audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315470 30031 36 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:23:25pm  
 



<P>I never thought I'd say it, but I've actually gained some respect for her in 
this campaign.</P> 
<P>Not a lot. But some.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315489 30031 51 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:25:49pm  
 
<P>All any opponent of Obama has to do at this point is not act like a snapping 
poodle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315520 30031 77 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:29:34pm  
 
<P>She's picking ... Beyonce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05315570 30031 116 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 5:38:21pm  
 
<P>Look who's scouring LGF comments for Ted Kennedy bashers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandagon.blogsome.com/2008/05/20/news-of-kennedys-
brain-tumor-causes-freeper-thread-to-be-shut-down/" 
target=_blank>pandagon.blogsome.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318348 30031 675 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 9:32:08am  
 
<P>You can't use IP addresses to reliably determine where someone is, folks. 
There are databases that correlate IPs with locations, but they're not foolproof 
-- and they're not marketed that way.</P> 
<P>"IP to Location" mapping is OK for serving up advertisements, not so OK for 
tracking campaign contributions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318251 30032 70 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 9:11:12am  
 
<P>Heh. I'm shocked that most people don't like this. Shocked!</P> 
<P>But if you think <EM>this</EM> is atonal jazz, wait until you hear Anthony 
Braxton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316109 30033 33 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:21:35pm  
 
<P>Stood for change... you stood for change... then others stood for change ... 
zzzZZZzzz...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316115 30033 39 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:22:16pm  
 
<P>The crowd is doing the woot woot thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316121 30033 43 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:22:59pm  
 
<P>He's tossing Hillary a bone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316148 30033 59 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:25:34pm  



 
<P>"The fear of tough and aggressive diplomacy."</P> 
<P>Wow. Orwell would blanche at that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316181 30033 81 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:28:03pm  
 
 
 
<P>Turn off the TV, take away the video games...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316189 30033 86 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:28:26pm  
 
<P>You first, Barack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316198 30033 91 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:28:57pm  
 
<P>Think Barack's kids own any video games?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316205 30033 94 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:29:21pm  
 
<P>How many TVs do you think are in his mansion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316219 30033 102 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:30:23pm  
 
<P>What's on Barack Obama's bookshelf?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316253 30033 124 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:32:25pm  
 
<P>He's yelling now. Selma.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05316265 30033 134 Charles Tue, May 20, 2008 7:33:07pm  
 
<P>Not a single word of substance. Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318072 30034 744 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 8:41:47am  
 
<P>I see some people have noticed the down dingers for my posts -- there are 
some people who apparently hate it when I post anything that isn't about radical 
Islam or another "serious" topic. Open threads make them hit that minus button 
like crazed ferrets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318085 30036 86 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 8:44:04am  
 
<P>Obama made a big mistake at that YouTube debate when he jumped out and 
declared, "Yup! I sure would! Yup yup yup! No conditions!"</P> 
<P>He can't just admit he screwed up though, because the hard left absolutely 
loves this about him -- that he's ready to surrender right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05318415 30039 11 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 9:47:04am  
 
<P>There is a <STRONG>huge</STRONG> amount of hateful stuff on MSM web 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318671 30039 61 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 10:34:07am  
 
<P>I'll repeat what I wrote over and over yesterday:</P> 
<P>If you can't be respectful, or stop yourself from posting nasty comments 
about Ted Kennedy, you would be well advised not to post anything.</P> 
<P>I'm very serious about keeping that kind of mean-spirited stuff off LGF. 
Several people have lost accounts because they just couldn't help spouting 
off.</P> 
<P>Think before posting. You can call it censorship or call me the new Stalin 
(some have) but you WILL lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318678 30039 62 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 10:35:23am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #52 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone care about Media Matters other than people who already hate 
conservatives anyway? So who cares what they report?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Media Matters has a direct line into the mainstream media, and they have been 
able to seriously influence several issues. It does matter what they 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319137 30039 74 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 11:47:01am  
 
<P>Of course Media Matters is exaggerating and misrepresenting, it's what they 
do. But come on ... you can't really believe Savage didn't mean this to be about 
Ted Kennedy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318808 30041 105 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 10:52:44am  
 
<P>This is a deliberate attempt to rehabilitate and redefine the concept of 
"appeasement."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05318974 30041 236 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 11:20:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #216 joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buchanan is a frank isolationist. He wants America out of the international 
arena and he wants our friends -- particularly Israel -- to be abandoned. Mostly 
because Buchanan is an anti-semitic blood-and-soil 
cryptofascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also an associate of the Eurofascists -- the British National Party and 
the Vlaams Belang, and probably the French National Front too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05319077 30041 295 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 11:39:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5319056&amp;n=286" target=_blank>#286</A> 
Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Do we still have access to the photos of the Buchanan sit down 
meeting with DeWinter and Van Hecke from last year? They seem to have 
disappeared from the web...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28346_Paleocons_Moonbats_and_Fasci
sts_Oh_My!" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319364 30041 398 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 12:27:36pm  
 
<P>News about Pat's European associates:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lancasteruaf.blogspot.com/2008/05/disquiet-in-bnp-
over-strange-invitation.html" 
target=_blank>lancasteruaf.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05321181 30041 710 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 9:43:51pm  
 
<P>Please, not this revisionist garbage about Darwin being responsible for 
Nazism again. This is really getting tiresome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319380 30042 185 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 12:31:26pm  
 
<P>This whole notion that you can smear me and my kids by associating me with my 
associations with bands who associate themselves with the Soviet Union, who had 
the power to destroy the world 57 times, is ... uh ... offensive, and ... um ... 
not helpful when I'm just trying to unite this country behind a message of hope. 
Lay off, sweetie.</P> 
<P>/omode</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319386 30042 187 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 12:32:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I see you're playing one of the Decemberists's CDs. What do you 
think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it really, really sucks. To be frank. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319396 30042 193 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 12:34:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I see you're playing one of the Decemberists's CDs. What do you 
think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just playing an iTunes sample. I wouldn't buy this treacly 
pap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05319523 30042 252 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 12:57:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://yisraylhawkins.com/" target=_blank>The Nuclear Baby! Fear 
him!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319713 30042 362 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 1:42:02pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. Now we've got pissed-off "people of faith" going around smearing LGF 
in blog comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2008/05/obama_delegate_is_former_gitmo
.html" target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05319835 30042 435 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 2:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5319707&amp;n=358" target=_blank>#358</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<P>goddess: I think this is a really good thing you're doing here, but could you 
please remove me from the list? There's a certain white power creep out there 
who has already posted publicly that he's trying to find my family 
members.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320210 30042 542 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 3:34:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #538 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a general rule, I don't think it's a great idea to draw huge political 
points from popular music. As I understand it, the band has had a modest degree 
of success nationally and is popular locally. Nothing I read suggests that it 
would have drawn a crowd of 75,000 or even 7,500 on its own. That's the point I 
wanted to make.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. "Modest success." A few hundred people on a good night. Just a local 
night club band.</P> 
<P>That's why Billboard magazine calls them "indie rock titans."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.billboard.com/bbcom/news/article_display.jsp?vnu_content_id=100
3536108" target=_blank>www.billboard.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320278 30042 549 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 3:50:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #546 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, OK, more than a few hundred, but nowhere near 75,000. A few paragraphs 
into the article you cite, the writer indicates that, during a two-month period, 
they played 18 dates and attracted a total of 32,000, about 1800 per 
concert.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A national tour doing 1500 to 3000 seat halls is a hell of a long way from 
being a "modest success." And this was more than a year ago.</P> 
<P>This band also has 15 recordings listed at iTunes, and is pretty heavily 
promoted by them and by Amazon.com. Their latest record is listed at #500 in 
Amazon sales rank.</P> 
<P>Please, stop with the spinning already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05320308 30042 553 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 3:56:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5320287&amp;n=551" target=_blank>#551</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link Charles provided makes my main point...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320338 30042 558 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:07:11pm  
 
<P>More stats for this "local nightclub act nobody really cares about" -- their 
last album rose to #35 on the Billboard top 100, and it's their first for 
Columbia Records. You know, Columbia Records? One of the world's largest 
labels?</P> 
<P>You're slipping, JMV. Usually your spinning is a little less 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320365 30042 562 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:13:52pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.archive.org/details/decemberists2005-10-29.flac16" 
target=_blank>Internet Archive: Details: The Decemberists Live at Star Nursery 
Field @ Sam Boyd Stadium UNLV on 2005-10-29</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320371 30042 564 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:15:21pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.losanjealous.com/2007/07/08/decemberists-triumph-at-
hollywood-bowl/" target=_blank>Decemberists Triumph At Hollywood 
Bowl</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320372 30042 565 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:15:54pm  
 
<P>I could go on, but what's the point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320374 30042 566 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:16:46pm  
 
<P>The Hollywood Bowl has a seating capacity of 18,000, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320383 30042 568 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:20:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #561 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said, I'll concede my characterization of the band's success, but not 
the idea that the very large crowd was a function of the band's presence. As a 
musician, I'm sure you know how very few acts attract audiences of that 
size.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also helps me to tell when someone is trying to pull the wool over my 
eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05320421 30042 574 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 4:37:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5320411&amp;n=571" target=_blank>#571</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's still a misrepresentation, though, to suggest that it was the band 
rather than Obama that drew the crowd because, you know, Obama was the second 
act and the crowd was still there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually -- it's a misrepresentation to say that I suggested it was the 
band and not Obama that drew the crowd. This is your usual tactic -- attribute 
things to me that I didn't write.</P> 
<P>It's very obvious that a free concert by a well-known band is at least 
partially responsible for the size of the crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320523 30042 577 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 5:22:27pm  
 
<P>One more: <A href="http://localcut.wweek.com/2007/07/23/decemberists-wine-
and-cheese-vibe-chicago-il/" target=_blank>20,000 people in 
Chicago</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05321165 30042 582 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 9:32:31pm  
 
<P>"An example that is not dispositive?"</P> 
<P>Well, that's better than the pure BS you've been posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322803 30042 592 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 11:10:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5321571&amp;n=585" target=_blank>#585</A> 
Irving</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hyperventilate if you want about this one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you mean - I pulled out the most hyperventilating phrase in my 
arsenal for this one: "I’m just sayin’."</P> 
<P>Mama, hose me down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320017 30043 45 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 2:47:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An older relative of mine still has a wall-mounted dial-phone as the only 
phone in her house. She's never used a push-button phone in her life. 
Seriously.</P> 
<P>Me? I just lean out the window and yell, "Jebediah! Bring me some more of 
that moonshine!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I often astound people by telling them I have never owned a cell phone. Yet, 
it is true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320036 30043 53 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 2:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you lease yours?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope, I'm serious. Never had a contract, never owned or rented or leased one 
of them. No Tracfone, none of that stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320255 30044 59 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 3:45:02pm  
 
<P>Yes, the IP traces to Chicago, Illinois.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320260 30044 63 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 3:45:24pm  
 
<P>Here's the person's edit history:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Contributions/24.13.141.176" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320783 30046 24 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 6:35:17pm  
 
<P>I've gotten about a dozen emails today from people pissed off at me because I 
wouldn't allow Ted Kennedy bashing, by the way.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, crappy behavior on the web is not the sole province of the 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05320863 30046 60 Charles Wed, May 21, 2008 6:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://wizbangblog.com/content/2008/05/21/ted.php" target=_blank>Jay 
Tea at Wizbang</A> tried an experiment with 24 hours of open postings - no 
moderation except to out sockpuppetry. The stuff that got people flagged here 
was allowed there. The good, the bad, and the ugly.</P> 
<P>Their blog - their rules.Your blog - your rules.</P> 
<P>It really is pretty simple...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not even interested in trying an experiment like that. I've already 
experienced what blog comments can be like if you don't take charge (the pre-
registration days at LGF), and I'm not a masochist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322476 30046 261 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 9:52:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: #255 JungleJim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So when Neville Chamberlain met with Hitler, did that make him a fascist 
too?</P> 
<P>Just because a politician from Vlaams Belang meets with someone, does not 
imply that they agree with them on all issues.</P> 
<P>This is yet another unsubstantiated smear of Vlaams Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nick Griffin is a full-on, out and out racist scumbag. No one meets with 
these kinds of creeps unless they share an outlook -- an outlook that you 
apparently share as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322057 30049 55 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 8:12:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 orbital</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Hunter's "analysis" of the Rather's memo get broken down on LGF? If so, 
anyone have the link? I as unable to locate it through search.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing to break down. It's a pile of lies and stupidity. Not worth 
the effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322255 30051 114 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 9:04:49am  
 
<P>Three more accounts have been blocked, after going into our old threads about 
Ted Kennedy and spewing hatred. I'm now closing those threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322332 30051 177 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 9:19:57am  
 
<P>That's about a dozen people so far who couldn't stop themselves from being 
ugly. Several of them have followed up with ranting, pissed off emails to me, 
telling me that I have no balls, I'm like Stalin, or I'm a closet leftist. In 
one, Ted Kennedy was described as "worse than Hitler."</P> 
<P>The moral of the story: the left may be more accomplished at it, but they 
don't have any monopoly on rotten behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322391 30051 232 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 9:32:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #190 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know if these ranters are bona-fide LGFers or are they trolls and 
mobies? I understand you don't want to name names, but it would clarify for us 
who is sending the crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Impossible to know how many are fakers, but I don't think very many of them 
are. Most are definitely not mobys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322482 30051 313 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 9:53:50am  
 
<P>Good grief. Now a Vlaams Belang shill shows up in that thread.</P> 
<P>Maybe it's time to post this interesting video I just discovered about 
intelligent design...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322598 30052 41 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:19:26am  
 
<P>Where Parsley is wrong:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>America was founded with the intention of seeing this false religion 
destroyed...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, no actually, that's not why America was founded. That statement does 
make him sound nuts.</P> 
<P>But I agree that this issue isn't going to gain any traction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322644 30052 79 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:28:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think he's referring to the Barbary Wars, which is the first thing the 
independent US did as a foreign policy action -- smash Islamic pirates.</P> 
<P>Sure, obviously, Parsley's statement is hyperbolic, but as long as he's not 
"damn"ing America, I don't think the public cares.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Barbary Wars were not about "destroying a false religion," though. The 
motivations behind that conflict on both sides were economic; the US tried the 
appeasement/ransom money route for many years, until forced to take stronger 
action. It was definitely not any kind of religious war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322661 30052 92 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:33:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #84 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't it religious to the pirates?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, pirates are in it for the booty. It was a huge extortion scheme, 
coupled with kidnapping for ransom and slavery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322693 30052 120 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. But being briefly associated with a preacher who misinterprets a single 
obscure historical point is hardly a campaign-ruining issue. So, Parsley gets a 
C- on his history test. So what? As Kenneth pointed out above, Obama has all 
kinds of whackjob anti-America associates who make Parsley look like a history 
professor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I agree - this isn't going anywhere. I'm just being a history pedant 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322710 30052 136 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:45:46am  
 
<P>The Barbary pirates were Muslims, and they may have forced captives to 
convert, but the whole point of piracy is stealing stuff. And in that case, 
kidnapping people as slaves and for ransom. They weren't trying to spread Islam, 
they were trying to make themselves richer, and they succeeded for a long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322729 30052 153 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 10:49:09am  
 
<P>And yeah, the ideological underpinnings of Islam played a part, definitely. 
But the reason behind the wars was economic -- they were stealing too much of 
our stuff and kidnapping too many of our people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322778 30052 194 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 11:02:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>"The peoples of Barbary continued to consider the pirates as holy 
warriors even after the Barbary rulers began to allow non-religious commitments 
to command their strategic use of piracy. The changes that the religious 
institution of piracy underwent were natural, if pathological. Just as the 
concept of jihad is invoked by Muslim terrorists today to legitimize suicide 



bombings of noncombatants for political gain, so too al-jihad fil-bahr, the holy 
war at sea, served as the cornerstone of the Barbary states’ interaction with 
Christendom."</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/london200512160955.asp" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good article - also note this section:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the piratical activities of Barbary <STRONG>genuinely degenerated 
over the centuries from pure considerations of the glory of jihad to less 
grandiose visions of booty and state revenues</STRONG>, it is important to 
remember that the religious foundations of the institution of piracy remained 
central.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05322847 30053 7 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 11:20:31am  
 
<P>I didn't quote the whole article - he goes on to say:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Henley is quick to point out his comments don't mean he'll be voting 
Republican in November.</P> 
<P>He adds, "I didn't say I was going to vote for him. I just respect him as a 
human being."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we know he hasn't gone completely sane yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05323392 30055 263 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 1:14:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>looks like it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not quite yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05324414 30058 35 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 6:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 Neo Con since 9-11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Is the new button supposed to work even when logged out? Seems like 
that would be an easy way for a troll to harass you anonymously with endless 
baseless reports. I know I probably shouldn't give them any 
ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you try to use it when you're not logged in you'll see a message that 
says, oddly enough, "Not logged in..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05324436 30058 47 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 6:32:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that before or after you click on either "report" or "recommend"? Because 
when I tried it without being logged in, I still get to the "dialog box."</P> 
<P>/just checking your intentions</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you do get the dialog box first. That's because the dialog box happens 
in the Javascript layer, which doesn't know whether the user is logged in or 
not. All of the authentication stuff happens on the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05324447 30058 55 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 6:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can keep reporting myself it seems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can. Of course, if you do it too much it may not be well 
received.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05324461 30058 65 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 6:37:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't work on this antigue iMac OS9 though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're still hanging on with OS 9? I feel for you, man. I'm trying to keep 
the main stuff working even for folks like you, but it may not be possible too 
much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05324886 30059 65 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 8:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hasn't Hagee also made some "Catholic church = whore" remarks, too? Or am I 
confused?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're right, that was Hagee. He's an "end times" Christian 
Zionist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05325009 30059 154 Charles Thu, May 22, 2008 8:33:02pm  
 
<P>Hagee was not misquoted or taken out of context. Here's the recording:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ErC1IJeHnyc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327375 30059 598 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 10:50:24am  
 
<P>I disagree completely that this is a bad move for McCain. I'm glad he did 
this; it's long past time to start marginalizing the extreme right religious 
hucksters and fanatics.</P> 
<P>(Mandatory disclaimer: no, I'm not calling all people of faith "fanatics," or 
calling all preachers "hucksters." But the words do apply to Hagee and 
Parsley.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05326861 30061 175 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 9:30:22am  
 
<P>Wow. Now I'm getting hate mail from Rachael Ray fans.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05326889 30061 189 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 9:33:29am  
 
<P>As for the scarf, it *really* looks like a kaffiyeh to me; the video's too 
low res to be 100% certain, but it's got most of the elements of a kaffiyeh.</P> 
<P>If it isn't a genuine made-in-Gaza scarf, it's obviously inspired by 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05326949 30061 218 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 9:41:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #203 Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Charles' blog obviously, but personally I don't think stuff like this 
should be posted until some research has been done and it's confirmed that DD 
and/or Rachel Ray knew what that scarf represents (not that they'd think it 
represents terrorism, I'm sure they'd think it represents the "brave Palestinian 
resistance"). Cluelessness abounds in this world. I personally know people who 
make every effort to not be aware of anything concerning that whole Islamic 
jihad against Western civilization thing. It's just too 
upsetting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. It doesn't matter whether she personally is aware of the 
significance. When someone goes on television wearing something like that, the 
meaning of it should be pointed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327003 30061 247 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 9:49:50am  
 
<P>An LGF search for 'kaffiyeh' shows that this isn't happening in a vacuum 
(except the one in celebrities' heads), and Ray is far from the first to show up 
on TV or in ads wearing this item of terror chic.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=kaffiyeh" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327135 30061 290 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 10:10:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #255 Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, when it comes to "Oooh, pretty scarf!" from a person who thinks of 
nothing but food all day, yeah, kinda.</P> 
<P>I just don't think it should be implied that a business or a TV personality 
is a terrorist supporter until it's determined that they really are. The 
keffiyeh is not as obvious or well-known symbol as the swastika or the hammer 
and sickle. And people who might otherwise be receptive to being corrected or 
learning something are harder to reach when they feel they've been insulted.</P> 
<P>Note that I'm not including companies like Urban Outfitters with their 
terrorist kid t-shirt, or those companies that market "terrorist chic" clothing 
complete with face masks. They know EXACTLY what they are supporting with those 
outfits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're reading things into my post that I did not write. I did not say Ray is 
a terrorism supporter or even imply it. However, the act of wearing this symbol 
in a national advertisement does indeed "promote" it, whether that's the 
intention or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327318 30061 311 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 10:38:20am  



 
<P><EM>re: #299 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am writing a personal email to her Agent (someone I know, but not 
exceptionally well) and would like some basic facts about LGF if you don't 
mind.</P> 
<P>How many views a day? etc.</P> 
<P>I am looking for statistics to show that this scarf use has caused a problem 
for her image, and will affect her bottom line and popularity.</P> 
<P>I am mentioning that I found this out on a very popular blog that reaches ___ 
people, with this demo ___, etc., and thus represents a very large demo or the 
American public and will offend their audience and Rachel's $$$ etc.</P> 
<P>Thank you for any help.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Statistics are right there in the left sidebar -- we average about 100K page 
views a day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327787 30061 395 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 12:38:09pm  
 
<P>See the update above, for those who don't want to believe this is a symbol of 
Palestinian "resistance."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05327805 30064 15 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 12:43:19pm  
 
<P>By the way, after you click the red heart and it turns green, you can get to 
your favorites page simply by clicking the green heart again.</P> 
<P>Once a heart is green, it's a link your 'My Favorites' page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05328067 30064 170 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 2:22:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #165 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does the rating system work? A few days ago, I was trying to give 
people's comments positive ratings, and I was getting odd responses when I hit 
the plus sign. Sometimes the number on the comment would go up by one, which is 
what I expected; other times, it would go up by more than one. What's the 
deal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the number increases by more than one after you click it, that means 
someone else clicked the plus symbol, in between the time you loaded the page 
and the time you clicked the icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05328072 30064 173 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 2:23:18pm  
 
<P>One more little tweak - if you click the 'report' icon, the comment you're 
reporting turns red to remind you what you're on about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05328730 30066 24 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 6:17:20pm  
 
<P>By the way, "average" isn't a put-down for a Weezer song. Their average is 
anyone else's "stupidly great."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05328739 30066 32 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 6:19:28pm  



 
<P>Beaver with a human face, or <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7I-
mdoClMVA" target=_blank>dramatic hamster</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05329020 30067 61 Charles Fri, May 23, 2008 7:51:31pm  
 
<P>Olbermann: "You actually used <EM>those words</EM> in <EM>this America</EM>, 
Senator?! You cannot SAY THIS!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330327 30069 53 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 9:12:50am  
 
<P>I'm not very amused by the sly wording tricks, and if that kind of thing 
continues accounts are going to be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330373 30069 67 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 9:23:51am  
 
<P>No need for examples; the comment was deleted because I don't want that kind 
of stuff here, and I'm not going to re-post it to show why. It was a sly homonym 
for a derogatory slur; not an accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330551 30069 98 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 10:13:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On which part? That she might actually be calling for a "hit job" or or 
making some sort of veiled threat?</P> 
<P>Or the greater Clinton Conspiracy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to post comments about Clinton murder conspiracies, it's your 
business.</P> 
<P>But please note: I do not believe this stuff, and I think it's really 
unfortunate that there are conservatives who seem just as willing to put on the 
tin-foil hat as liberals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330567 30069 102 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 10:19:51am  
 
<P>In fact, Dotcoman, that last comment was so far over the line, here's a 
warning: if you want to post that kind of conspiracy theory garbage, you'd 
better do it somewhere else. It's not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330601 30069 109 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 10:40:30am  
 
<P>You'll get no argument from me about the Clintons being ruthless. That's 
obvious.</P> 
<P>But the murder conspiracy stuff is way out in left field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330744 30069 117 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 11:38:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5330730&amp;n=115" target=_blank>#115</A> 
AmericanDefender</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But for her to actually say that Obama may be killed so she needs to stay in 
is absolutely insane. Who would the Democrats nominate if he was? HER. Why say 
these words?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there is the little fact that she didn't say those words.</P> 
<P>I'm no fan of the Clintons, and I'm not justifying anything. I think this is 
a completely phony controversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330907 30070 123 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 12:20:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #109 PhoenixMike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to have to be more of a Jawa than a Lizard on this one. Not every 
scarf is a Kaffiyeh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK, you can disagree. I've documented a lot of this stuff, though, and 
there is a definite trend to legitimize the kaffiyeh -- and in many cases, it's 
happening with full knowledge of its symbolism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331891 30070 145 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 6:44:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 HDrepub</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I certainly don't hate Rachel Ray. Matter of fact she could park her shoes 
under my bed anytime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had never heard of Rachael Ray before posting this. I'm more concerned 
about the whole chain of decision making that didn't notice the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330753 30073 29 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 11:40:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a maroon. I'm starting to gain some confidence that these gaffes will 
continue to mount until the general consensus of this guy's image is like unto 
Dan Quayle's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. He has a long way to go to catch up, though. J. Danforth was a gaffe 
machine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330787 30073 60 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 11:47:33am  
 
<P>Some of my favorite Quayle-isms:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mars is essentially in the same orbit... Mars is somewhat the same distance 
from the Sun, which is very important. We have seen pictures where there are 
canals, we believe, and water. If there is water, that means there is oxygen. If 
oxygen, that means we can breathe.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>What a waste it is to lose one's mind. Or not to have a mind is being very 
wasteful. How true that is.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I believe we are on an irreversible trend toward more freedom and democracy - 
but that could change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are so many good ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05330832 30073 99 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 11:58:00am  
 
<P>Video now added above!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05330902 30073 163 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 12:17:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #148 Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ain't disagreein' about Quayle's gaffes, but I hope you can agree on the 
fact that he WAS right about the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murphy_Brown" target=_blank>Murphy Brown 
controversy</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta be honest - I didn't pay any attention to that controversy while it was 
happening (I was on the road a lot at that time). It wasn't over a gaffe, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331189 30074 6 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:11:20pm  
 
<P>Forgot to include it in the 'new comments' and 'post comment' modules. Now 
fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331200 30074 14 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:14:30pm  
 
<P>Reload and it should start further up the page now.</P> 
<P>How big is your window? You must be using a pretty small 
window...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331217 30074 24 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:18:07pm  
 
<P>A quick and dirty fix for small windows -- the close button is at the top 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331223 30074 28 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:19:32pm  
 
<P>I see a fix is needed for large graphics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331293 30074 76 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:42:19pm  
 
<P>Images are now being limited in size ... if it's still too large for some of 
you let me know and I can scale them further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331340 30074 108 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 3:56:36pm  
 
<P>OK -- moved it closer to the top of the screen and limited both width and 
height to 200 pixels. It should be OK for everyone now ... no?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331354 30074 119 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 4:00:02pm  
 



<P>Yes, you need to reload it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331367 30074 130 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 4:05:20pm  
 
<P>Recent comments now opens a new window...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331368 30074 131 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 4:05:32pm  
 
<P>Again, you'll have to reload the page, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331375 30074 138 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 4:07:00pm  
 
<P>Yes -- you can also right click on the icon and open the link in a new window 
or tab to view the profile the old way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331630 30074 357 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:32:41pm  
 
<P>Internet Explorer users now get the old profile page...</P> 
<P>(After refreshing, that is...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331664 30074 381 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:46:58pm  
 
<P>Please refresh your browsers, folks.</P> 
<P>Just made a rather large change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331672 30074 386 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:49:11pm  
 
<P>Not a visible change -- a change in the way the code is 
organized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331674 30074 388 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:49:41pm  
 
<P>Whew. The report function is also dog-slow in IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331688 30074 400 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:51:02pm  
 
<P>And in IE6 the screen turns completely black instead of graying out.</P> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331720 30074 427 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 5:56:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #414 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seeing the frozen hourglass cursor in the grey/black area?</P> 
<P>GAMETIME,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's just how it works. If you move off the active area, it changes to 
the busy cursor to show you that clicking there will do nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05331750 30074 456 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 6:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #445 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I checked it earlier, before you defaulted it back to the old format, it 
was working fine in IE6 here. And not slow at all. I thought it was cool.</P> 
<P>Ah, well...</P> 
<P>FWIW, when I'm using Firefox here, it logs me out every time I go to another 
thread. It can get annoying, to say the least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It works fine on smaller pages. The problems start to show up when there are 
a lot of comments and the page size and complexity increases. Internet Explorer 
6/7 is horrible at traversing large HTML pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05331875 30074 572 Charles Sat, May 24, 2008 6:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #553 Zach_the_Lizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am curious as to how the popups work. Is this your own custom built 
Javascript (I assume) popup code or is it overLIB?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on <A href="http://jquery.com/" target=_blank>jQuery</A>, with the <A 
href="http://www.malsup.com/jquery/block/#overview" target=_blank>jQuery BlockUI 
Plugin</A>. The Javascript layer is now using jQuery almost 
exclusively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05333638 30078 21 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 8:41:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dagnabit. I can't find my photograph of Kirstin Dunst wearing 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/26250_Teen_Vogue-
_A_Breezy_Global-Chic_Scarf" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05333694 30078 61 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 8:54:25am  
 
<P>The mooks at Crooks and Liars are sneering and gibbering over this ... see 
the update.</P> 
<P>Watch, though -- they'll never mention the fact that DD ended up pulling the 
ad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05334003 30079 168 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 9:47:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koskidz fantasize about the gruesome deaths of those who don't vote for The 
Messiah...<A href="http://dailykos.com/story/2008/5/25/104518/258/260/522480" 
target=_blank>Won't vote for Obama? Then it's time to enlist.</A></P> 
<P>Progressive!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hope!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05334768 30081 30 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 1:58:53pm  
 
<P>About 90 minutes in, a "World Can't Wait" moonbat tries to get Miller to 
agree that America is like Nazi Germany, and Miller shuts him down very 
nicely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05334956 30081 182 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 3:17:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #172 infinity8ball</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it really is very telling when you say, "understand why scientists 
are opposed to the teaching of intelligent design."</P> 
<P>There are MANY scientists who believe in ID, but don't speak up 'cause they'd 
lose their jobs. I know several personally.</P> 
<P>That really is a quite unfair statement. As one poster stated earlier, for 
some reason, there seems to be a battle to re-define one group out of the 
discussion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's "telling?" Telling that I'm not a fan of "intelligent design," you 
mean?</P> 
<P>When did you start to suspect?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05335320 30083 138 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 4:53:47pm  
 
<P>Coming down!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05335328 30083 145 Charles Sun, May 25, 2008 4:54:16pm  
 
<P>Touchdown!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05337957 30088 48 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 8:40:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - thank you for this thread. But I do confess to being surprised that 
you don't have a changed LGF logo for today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new logo design uses a transparent GIF for the main image, and adding a 
flag to it is a little tricky. I'm trying to come up with a way, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05338331 30089 61 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 9:51:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"YAHOO does the right thing" <STRONG>until</STRONG> you <EM>click the 
logo</EM> and you're taken to the "Events" page.There on the right side of the 
page is a link to "Veterans for Peace" *spit*</P> 
<P>Gotta be balanced, right?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. But at least they do respect the day, even if they're moonbats.</P> 
<P>It's kind of amazing that Google didn't do anything this year - last year 
there were even MSM articles about this. Zombie was interviewed for one by the 
LA Times.</P> 



<P>That's why I titled this, "What's important to Google." Because it's 
obviously not Memorial Day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05338350 30089 73 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 9:54:03am  
 
<P>There's no point in removing the Google search feature. All that does is take 
away some functionality from LGF, with no effect at all on Google.</P> 
<P>Also, many of the search engines people recommend: a) are not anywhere near 
as good as Google, or b) are using Google themselves. Google is the back end for 
a lot of these lesser known search sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05338462 30089 153 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 10:12:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is <STRONG>your</STRONG> sandbox, we get to play in it . . . and we 
really, really thank you for it!</P> 
<P>'Scuze a question from a non-techie type:Don't search engines make some dough 
every time they're used? If so, in essence, if we here at LFG use the Google 
search, aren't we contributing to their financial well being?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- they make most of their money from Google Adsense, and their ads are 
everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05339275 30091 23 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 1:58:43pm  
 
<P>On the other hand, you may never see anything strange happen at all.</P> 
<P>I'm Ajaxifying some of the administration tools, is what this is all 
about.</P> 
<P>I can now edit my front-page entries in an Ajax-driven dialog box. It's very 
cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05340265 30091 797 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 5:49:08pm  
 
<P>That bug where clicking a deleted comment's footballs would give an error 
message is now fixed.</P> 
<P>I reviewed the posting history of 'uptight' and he/she has not posted 
anything remotely like this before. I'm going to assume this was just a lapse in 
taste.</P> 
<P>By the way, the purpose of posting a test thread was not so that people could 
post offensive comments that need to be deleted, and make more work for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05340445 30091 942 Charles Mon, May 26, 2008 6:23:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #926 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey I tried to report #898 as a good thing, I thought we got a choice after 
clicking the cluebat to say it was a good report. But it was cute seeing the 
entry blush pink. Suddenly I'm feeling like an LGF luddite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to revert back to the old method for Internet Explorer, because it gets 
really cranky with the new method when comment threads contain more than about 



200 comments. Screen turns black instead of grayed out, takes forever to pop up, 
sometimes crashes.</P> 
<P>You still get the choice in all other browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05342539 30092 65 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 8:53:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5341620&amp;n=58" target=_blank>#58</A> 
jas88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Just creating the IFRAME the size of the viewport, rather than the 
full size of the page, should get around this particular bug. I know, we all 
hate the idea of putting in hacks specific to one browser's defects, but this 
looks like just another case where we have to clean up after 
MS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, that won't work; the IFRAME has to be the full size of the 
page in order to properly block interaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05342416 30095 13 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 8:31:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we should be thankful that LGF hasn't done what one member of the 
mainstream media has done:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjYpkvcmog0" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it hurt to be as stupid as you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05342875 30096 175 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 9:33:27am  
 
<P>This isn't just a "gaffe," folks. It's a cynical, deliberate attempt to 
invoke Auschwitz for political gain. And he had to know he was 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05342932 30096 215 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 9:40:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the video of this? I want video!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/md1bbzVIE8c&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343142 30096 392 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 10:13:22am  
 
<P>What kind of person gives a speech to veterans on Memorial Day, and makes up 
phony war stories?</P> 



<P>Even if you assume he meant to talk about his grandfather, how can you forget 
that it was your own grandfather who "liberated Auschwitz," and just blurt out 
that it was your "uncle?"</P> 
<P>This is a very revealing slip-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343383 30096 624 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 10:48:43am  
 
<P>Video now added above.</P> 
<P>You'll have to reload the page to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343443 30096 682 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 10:57:46am  
 
<P>The exact quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... I had a ... uncle who was one of the ... uh ... who was part of ... 
the first American troops to go into Auschwitz, and liberate the concentration 
camps. And the story in our family was is that when he came home, he just went 
up into the ... into the attic, and he didn’t leave the house for six 
months.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343527 30096 759 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 11:10:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #710 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles!</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/samgrahamfelsen/gGB74D" 
target=_blank>It seems to have disappeared off of Obama's web 
site.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like this may have been an impromptu Q&amp;A following his prepared 
speech. Notice he's out from behind the podium, walking around the 
stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343549 30096 779 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 11:14:34am  
 
<P>Looks like the full speech is here:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/P9vYrB2nLws&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343596 30096 825 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 11:23:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #816 Cygnus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Down the memory hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- in this case they didn't edit anything out or make anything 
disappear.</P> 
<P>He delivered the speech almost exactly as it's printed at the Obama site.</P> 



<P>The Auschwitz remarks were apparently made in a Q&amp;A session after the 
prepared speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343700 30096 910 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 11:42:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #867 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems the truth is that Obama's uncle was in an American unit that 
liberated one of the other camps: Dachau, or whatever. The point is Obama's 
knowledge of history &amp; geography is so poor he just substituted Auschwitz 
into his story and never realized the mistake. His equally clueless staff never 
bothered to correct the error. This speaks to Obama's ignorance, arrogance, 
insensitivity and cynicism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more to it, though - with the age factor there's no way he could 
possibly have had an "uncle" in WWII. The only relative that seems to have 
served in WWII was his grandfather.</P> 
<P>How can you just "forget" that it was your grandfather and not your uncle? 
That's very weird.</P> 
<P>It is interesting that Obama apparently believes his family had a crazy uncle 
who lived in an attic, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343784 30096 948 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 12:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #927 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding age differences ...</P> 
<P>I am 43. My Dad served on a troop transport in the pacific toward the end of 
the war (turned 18 in January of '45). I had two uncles who (by their account - 
never thought to check) were in separate units at the Battle of the Bulge and 
both were captured and spent a few months in German POW camps. Barak is a 
couple/few years older than me - so the uncle claim could check 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, a bit of a stretch, but not completely impossible, I'll 
grant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343789 30096 951 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 12:10:55pm  
 
<P>However ... the only Obama relative on record as having served in WWII is his 
grandfather, as far as I can determine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05343770 30097 42 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 12:06:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Dayenu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Slightly OT:</P> 
<P>Salon.com has an article by Glenn Greenwald, basically whining about how 
Norman Finkelstein has been denied entry into Israel (Gee, wonder why?)</P> 
<P>And the comments are naturally about how evil the Zionists are for not 
letting a "critic of Israeli policy" into the country.</P> 
<P>Very few of them have an inkling of who Finkelstein is. I think one mentioned 
how he only first heard the name a week ago. But they're out there defending 
this creep.</P> 
<P>Ah well. This is why this Jew switched politics...</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/opinion/greenwald/2008/05/27/finkelstein/" 
target=_blank>www.salon.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the term "jumped the shark" has jumped the shark, or I'd use it to 
describe Gleen. It's fitting that Greenwald/Ellensburg is defending Finkelstein, 
since Greenwald's main claim to fame as a lawyer (before becoming a Nutroots 
hero) was defending a neo-Nazi creep named Matt Hale.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blue.utb.edu/labad/white_supremacist_is_held_in_ord.htm" 
target=_blank>blue.utb.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05345301 30104 102 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 6:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #81 JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kos made a big deal over getting some Newsweak gig last year, but has he said 
or written a word of significance since then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been missing in action a lot lately. Pops up from time to time with a 
perfunctory post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05345461 30104 220 Charles Tue, May 27, 2008 6:39:22pm  
 
<P>Why in hell is Sean Hannity promoting Pat Buchanan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05348163 30110 16 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 9:47:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 David Simon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you've yet to post the juiciest ones, sir.</P> 
<P>/please, please</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There really haven't been any noteworthy hate mails yet. They're all like 
this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IT'S A FUCKING SCARF! You people are freaks. Try leaving your computer for a 
while, walk down main street and you'll see these evilscarfs on all kinds of 
woman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05348895 30113 81 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 12:03:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine, I'll take it. Am I the only one pleasantly surprised to read such a 
frank assessment of the situation in a C of E newsletter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm a bit surprised too, that they actually mention some serious 
problems. It's not like them.</P> 
<P>But it's a pretty defeatist editorial, and it's disturbing to see even the 
normally very leftist, oblivious C of E thinking this way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05350177 30116 229 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 5:33:41pm  
 



<P>I can't believe the Nutroots bloggers are still screeching about the kaffiyeh 
kontroversy, but it's true. Reason Magazine losertarian Radley Balko is the 
latest.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.reason.com/blog/show/126716.html" target=_blank>Reason 
Magazine - Hit &amp; Run - Dunkin' Dhimmitude</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05350188 30116 237 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 5:36:44pm  
 
<P>More screeching at reddit.com (where they canceled my account twice for no 
reason):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://reddit.com/info/6l0qd/comments/" 
target=_blank>reddit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05350213 30116 257 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 5:41:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #253 tantraman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh oh: McCain's daughter <A href="http://gawker.com/5003288/mccain-daughter-
dons-islamic-terror-scarf" target=_blank>dons a scarf</A>! And it's not even 
paisley!</P> 
<P>This one at <A 
href="http://www.specialforces.com/store/customer/product.php?productid=27537&am
p;cat=604&amp;page=1" target=_blank>Special Forces</A> is better 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've seen both of your examples and discussed them extensively. Thanks for 
playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05351025 30118 232 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 8:33:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #224 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4) But WAIT, it turns out it's not a koffayah at all, but rather a black-and-
white <EM>paisley scarf</EM>. Annoyance level: 6, at myself, for bothering to 
pay attention to this. There are real problems in the world. Rachael Ray's 
accessories aren't among them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know it's a "paisley scarf" ... how, exactly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05351050 30118 256 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 8:40:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #248 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know diddley. But Dunkin' Donuts said it was a paisley scarf, and 
they had little reason to lie, since they made the statement as they were 
yanking the series of advertisments.</P> 
<P>So I went and looked at the photo. And I'll be darned, it does appear to be a 
<A 
href="http://epicurious.blogs.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/05/28/rachael_ray_ke
ffiyeh.jpg" target=_blank>paisley pattern</A>, and certainly unlike any koffayah 
I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>Is it a confusing, dumb move by her stylist? Yeah. It looks like a 
koffayah.</P> 
<P>Is it worth vitriol and anguish? Nah. It's Rachael Ray.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If you want to seem knowledgeable on the subject, it might help if you learn 
how to spell "kaffiyeh" for starters.</P> 
<P>And you seem to be able to discern details in blown-up low-resolution images 
that elude most other people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05351085 30118 289 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 8:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5351071&amp;n=276" target=_blank>#276</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not wrong on the spelling, but if you have a particular favorite 
transliteration, I'm happy to adopt it. For what it's worth, you seem to be 
giving weight to the Palestinian pronunciation there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are wrong on the spelling, drastically wrong. Show me one source, 
anywhere, that spells it the way you have ("koffayah") and I'll gladly 
apologize.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I'm off in my viewing of the scarf. But again, I'm not sure why Dunkin' 
Donuts would lie about it at this point -- at this point -- and it certainly 
doesn't look like any kaffiyeh I've ever seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, it's impossible to imagine a corporation ever fibbing to enhance 
their image. Why, that's never happened before.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mainly my point is that I've had a look at the whole scuffle, and I don't 
feel all that worked up over it, especially in light of Dunkin' Donuts' 
reaction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why bring it up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05351098 30118 302 Charles Wed, May 28, 2008 8:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #300 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In what country does the spelling <EM>koffayah</EM> originate? I've never 
seen it spelled that way. (really asking)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It originates in Cognitoland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352216 30118 1232 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 8:45:37am  
 
<P>I see that an idiot got in during the last open registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352374 30118 1242 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 9:14:28am  
 
<P>It's one of those cut 'n paste idiots, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352490 30118 1252 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 9:38:04am  
 
<P>There's no point trying to reason with this type. They're exactly like 
parrots, repeating phrases and talking points endlessly with no real intent 
other than to make noise and get fed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357617 30120 218 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:01:17am  



 
<P><EM>re: #112 Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A question that needs to be asked...is the Association of Community 
Organizations for Reform Now (Acorn) linked to George Soros?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352531 30121 50 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 9:46:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Fark even though they hate LGF. It's a pretty funny site but they 
aren't very smart politically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Fark too. I have a feeling some of the smarter ones are starting to 
see through the idiotic anti-LGF yappers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352781 30121 134 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 10:43:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 Spiritualized</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><B>Charles</B>, user 'deeproy' is hotlinking the images greenienew2.gif and 
LizardLounge-174.gif</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, I saw it. Any suggestions for image replacements?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352805 30121 136 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 10:48:08am  
 
<P>I'm tempted to goatse them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352876 30121 143 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:05:15am  
 
<P>Can you believe, in this day and age, those morons were stupid enough to let 
themselves be goatse'ed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352909 30121 147 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:12:07am  
 
<P>I could have tub girl'ed them too, but I'm too nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352966 30121 155 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:20:49am  
 
<P>That's enough. They're hotlinking on purpose to drain LGF's bandwidth, and 
I'm finished playing nice with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354645 30121 172 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:43:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #169 Dar ul Harbarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TubGirl?</P> 
<P>I went and had to google it...I'll never be the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I warned you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05354737 30121 173 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 6:01:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. I've never seen anyone post on this site any thing offensive, 
anything hateful, or anything that using emotion and angry to substitute honest 
debate. LGF is above everything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, thank you, justiceforall! What a nice thing to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352670 30122 36 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 10:19:19am  
 
<P>Sorry! My original source for that picture wrongly identified it - I 
corrected it above. It is from a New York fundraiser, not the SF 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352975 30123 43 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:21:54am  
 
<P>By the way -- the Fark kids thought they could hurt LGF and drain our 
bandwidth by hotlinking to images on our site in that thread.</P> 
<P><EM>Big</EM> mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05352997 30123 55 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:26:06am  
 
<P>A comment at Fark:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that, Deeproy and Moops, you farking morons, is why you don't 
hotlink.</P> 
<P>When you get outsmarted by LGF, it's time to reevaluate your 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353012 30123 68 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:27:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5352997&amp;n=55" target=_blank>#55</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<P>That comment is now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353020 30123 74 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:28:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you sic the mole people on them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much worse. I goatse'ed them, and followed up with a little 
tubgrrl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353022 30123 75 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:28:54am  
 
<P>That tends to get the attention of moderators.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353032 30123 83 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:30:25am  



 
<P><EM>re: #79 WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are the Little Tubgrrrls?</P> 
<P>Are they like Qadafi's bodyguard grrrls?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't want to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353061 30123 109 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:35:44am  
 
<P>Please trust me - if you haven't heard of tub girl or goatse, don't Google 
them.</P> 
<P>If you do, don't blame me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353066 30123 114 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:36:53am  
 
<P>Looks like the idiots who were hotlinking may have been banned 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353082 30123 130 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:39:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What'd you do? *evil grin* Photoshops of Kos necking with Soros?</P> 
<P>Code Pinkers on parade in their panties?</P> 
<P>Please do tell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tub girl. Goatse.</P> 
<P>The two most vile, disgusting images on the web, deliberately so. They're the 
perfect anti-hotlinking weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353092 30123 140 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:42:06am  
 
<P>Please note that their first hotlinked images are still posted, because I 
rickrolled them and substituted a baby picture. When they persisted, I paged tub 
girl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353112 30123 157 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 11:45:15am  
 
<P>You can read about tub girl without seeing the picture at Wikipedia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tub_girl" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353852 30124 37 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 3:20:59pm  
 
<P>Another good one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0fNve28dzl4oM" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353868 30125 20 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 3:23:46pm  
 



<P>Here's another kaffiyeh-type scarf, in a commercial for the Pontiac Vibe 
featuring rapper "Shwayze".</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0JERlISnwPQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05353880 30125 27 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 3:25:53pm  
 
<P>Another celebrity wearing a kaffiyeh:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.celebrity-babies.com/2008/05/pete-and-ashlee.html" 
target=_blank>www.celebrity-babies.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354022 30125 130 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 3:50:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #124 Carolyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am still shocked by McClellan's disloyalty , somebody really must have 
pee'd in his Cheerios.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- actually, someone put a big check in his bank account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05358953 30125 372 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 2:26:08pm  
 
<P>As for whether they're "just scarves:"</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30136_The_Kaffiyeh-
_More_Than_Just_a_Scarf" target=_blank>The Kaffiyeh: More Than Just a 
Scarf</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354528 30127 137 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:16:33pm  
 
<P>A lot of people ask why I even pay attention to these losers.</P> 
<P>Well, I'm sad to admit that I've become a kind of connoisseur of wacky 
internet crap. I don't inflict all the internet wackiness I encounter every day 
on you, gentle readers. There's just so much of it; so many loons with so many 
loony viewpoints.</P> 
<P>Instead I try to pick and choose, and select only the choicest, most high 
quality bits of wackiness.</P> 
<P>Because I care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354569 30127 157 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:23:19pm  
 
<P>I'm still getting hate mail over the Rachael Ray story.</P> 
<P>The New York Times "The Lede" blog has a surprisingly even-handed (for them) 
article on it: <A href="http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/05/29/doughnuts-
the-third-rail-of-american-politics/index.html?hp" target=_blank>Doughnuts: The 
Third Rail of American Politics? - The Lede - Breaking News - New York Times 
Blog</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05354597 30127 168 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:29:54pm  
 
<P>And of course, there's Atlas Shrugs sounding like a kook, right on 
cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354684 30128 6 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:51:01pm  
 
<P>Notice I spelled her name right. I owe her that much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354695 30128 14 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:52:45pm  
 
<P>"All publicity is good publicity, as long as they spell your name right."</P> 
<P>-- often attributed to P. T. Barnum</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354727 30128 31 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 5:58:50pm  
 
<P>Rachael Ray is one of O'Reilly's "pinheads" tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354751 30128 47 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 6:04:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="lgf-showc.php?c=5354746&amp;n=43" target=_blank>#43</A> 
WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kiffiyeh being used is the problem...not the person that wore 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05354893 30128 147 Charles Thu, May 29, 2008 6:36:39pm  
 
<P>National Palestinian Radio mocks the kaffiyeh kontroversy: <A 
href="http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=90931463" 
target=_blank>Dunkin' Donuts Scraps Ad over Scarf Criticism : NPR</A>.</P> 
<P>This issue must have gone out on one of the left wing action 
listservers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357699 30133 12 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:17:38am  
 
<P>A test:</P> 
<P>accènts, ümlauts</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357703 30133 14 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:18:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>huh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You caught me in the middle of a fix there. That works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357717 30133 25 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:20:28am  
 



<P><EM>re: #19 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I'm on FF 3.0. If I refresh the page the accent works fine but 
it switches to gibberish after I hit the new comments button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep -- try it again. Should be cool now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357748 30133 45 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:23:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I´m just seeing question marks for the enne in señor and for the diacritical 
over a,e,i,o, and u.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm seeing them in Safari and Firefox -- are you using IE?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357750 30133 47 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:24:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the diacritical marks aren´t showing up in the preview to a comment, 
but do show up in the comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, preview, right. Will fix that now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357771 30133 59 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:26:45am  
 
<P>Preview is fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357786 30133 71 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:29:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #67 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE6.2</P> 
<P>Also what's the French c with the squiggle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, IE/Windows is missing some characters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357806 30133 89 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:32:28am  
 
<P>Nothing I can do about those missing character entities in Internet Explorer, 
folks. But at least most of the common Western European characters 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357870 30133 137 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:39:24am  
 
<P>Looks like it's working great. w00t.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357905 30133 166 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:43:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #147 right_on_target</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why user <STRONG>Gjergj Skënderbeu</STRONG> is stealthy. Click on his 
avatar and he doesn't exist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He does now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357916 30133 175 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:44:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #172 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about usernames? Maximuss (forget the character) was having problems 
with his name being quoted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was the first thing I fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357944 30133 198 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:47:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see an "&amp;#x05E4" in there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The code still inserts blank spaces inside long character strings. This is 
necessary to avoid having the page "blown up".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05357973 30133 223 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 11:51:46am  
 
<P>Man! This was a really difficult one to solve - I tried all kinds of things, 
and got some halfway solutions, but nothing that really fixed the problem across 
the board. Cool.</P> 
<P>The solution ended up being about 5 lines of PHP code, believe it or not. I 
think I'll post it above using the new Ajax Post Editor. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05358301 30134 28 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 12:46:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 Cannadian Club Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT...Hillary has been drinking again. See Drudge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like when Hillary drinks. She should drink more.</P> 
<P><A title=20080530HillarysBeenDrinking.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20080530HillarysBeenDrinki
ng.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20080530HillarysBeenDrinking.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05358466 30134 117 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 1:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ot:</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/Mideast-
Conflict/ss/events/wl/080601mideast/s:/ap/20080530/ap_on_re_mi_ea/israel_gaza;_y
lt=ArjTDLKIm.2IaoQN5jMDp.8UewgF#photoViewer=/080530/481/3df17e31ea534337a4d8923b
be35604f" target=_blank>"10,000" Hamas members and supporters storm Israel 
border. Israel responds.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out Daylife's photos - I'm starting to use them instead of Yahoo. The 
pictures stay around longer, and they're usually better resolution:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/search/photos/all/1?q=gaza" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05358482 30134 126 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 1:08:52pm  
 
<P>Does this guy look wounded?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0eMo3En2y850w/gaza" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05358567 30134 184 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 1:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is it with the Palis always shlepping around their "victims" like sacks 
of flour? My 2-year-old granddaughter is more careful about how she carries her 
stuffed cowie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Palestinian Hustle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05359105 30136 268 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 3:08:21pm  
 
<P>Wow. Get a load of this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080530151103.awojxx64&amp;show_art
icle=1&amp;catnum=0" target=_blank>www.breitbart.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05359424 30137 17 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 4:51:39pm  
 
<P>Just another test... yep!</P> 
<P>How about linefeeds?</P> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05359846 30137 398 Charles Fri, May 30, 2008 6:41:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #383 Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello. I updated to 10.5.3 last night, and it seems ever since then, things 
just aren't working right here; I can't quote (I click the link and it boots me 
back to the main page); scripts take forever and a day to load, sometimes they 
time out.</P> 
<P>Has any other Mac user here experienced similar issues? Charles and Stinky, 
if you could chime in too I'd appreciate it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did that update yesterday, and haven't had any problems. You may be 
experiencing some kind of caching issue; there are utilities that will let you 
clear all the system caches, you might want to try one of those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362160 30143 255 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 12:39:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #242 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and in case anyone's curious: I ended up getting an "F" in that math 
class, for the simple reason that I didn't have a textbook and couldn't do any 
of the homework assignments! I also had no way to study for the tests. Only "F" 
I ever got.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, notice anything new in the left sidebar?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05362186 30143 280 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 12:47:23pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's the top 10 comments from the last 24 hours...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362229 30143 319 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 1:00:23pm  
 
<P>Reload, grasshopper. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362289 30143 374 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 1:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #346 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are the top 10's updated in real time? Can I go back and give a comment an 
upding and change its position on the list?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're updated every time you close and re-open that section, via 
Ajax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362351 30144 24 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 1:30:59pm  
 
<P>I'm going to change the 'Latest Comments' feature to use this same Javascript 
interface, instead of that antiquated drop-down menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362478 30144 121 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:02:13pm  
 
<P>Space shuttle in 20 seconds...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362481 30144 124 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:02:22pm  
 
<P>10...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362486 30144 129 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:03:37pm  
 
<P>5 miles up... 1000 mph...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362492 30144 134 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:04:45pm  
 
<P>Boosters off!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362494 30144 136 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:05:06pm  
 
<P>Excellent launch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362546 30144 188 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:15:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>MPACUK declares LGF Category 4 Islamaphobes ...<A 
href="http://forum.mpacuk.org/showthread.php?p=512367#post512367" 
target=_blank>Categorizing American Islamophobes</A></P> 
<P>Congratulations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's from that moron Umar Lee; they're just re-publishing it.</P> 
<P>When you're spending time to make up lists of your Zionist enemies and their 
motivations, it's a sign that you may need a shrink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05362562 30144 202 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 2:19:46pm  
 
<P>I'm starting to give the Javascript "pseudo-links" their own styles, to 
distinguish them from the real links that actually load a page.</P> 
<P>They'll now show up in green, with a different hover effect than the real 
links...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363013 30146 34 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:34:18pm  
 
<P>He's doing it on a Saturday afternoon to try to avoid as much media frenzy as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363021 30146 41 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:34:54pm  
 
<P>It's still not on the cable channels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363032 30146 52 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:35:56pm  
 
<P>Fox is going to break in any second with one of the bidirectional yellow 
emergency scrolling banners...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363035 30146 55 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:36:32pm  
 
<P>Really, it was on Fox? Missed it.</P> 
<P>Uh. Shouldn't this be, you know, news?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363107 30146 123 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:42:55pm  
 
<P>It's really telling that this isn't the main story on all networks right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363133 30146 149 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:44:51pm  
 
<P>CNN has a red breaking banner on their web site, but their TV channel is 
covering an extremely boring DNC meeting... wtf?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363137 30146 152 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:45:26pm  
 
<P>They don't want to affect this meeting. That's what it's 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05363157 30146 172 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:47:27pm  
 
<P>Wow. It's a total disconnect on the cable news channels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363165 30146 180 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:48:43pm  
 
<P>Nothing on local LA news either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363261 30146 273 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:59:18pm  
 
<P>Where are the media?</P> 
<P>This is unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363265 30146 277 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 3:59:45pm  
 
<P>I saw that at the DNC meeting -- they just screamed at each other to shut 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363274 30146 285 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:00:45pm  
 
<P>Here goes Fox.</P> 
<P>The bidirectional scrolling yellow banner!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363279 30146 289 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:01:20pm  
 
<P>Maybe they couldn't find the yellow banner file, and that's why it took so 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363287 30146 297 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:01:57pm  
 
<P>Emergency! Emergency!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363300 30146 310 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:02:57pm  
 
<P>Superdelegates may have told him to deal with it, according to 
Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363597 30146 599 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:34:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #584 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The chickens have come home to roost, and Obama has egg on his face.</P> 
<P>/they're gonna be <EM>angry</EM> chickens...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The chickens are roosting on Obama's ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363603 30146 605 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 4:34:46pm  
 



<P>Speech from Obama coming up in about five minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363874 30147 3 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:01:37pm  
 
<P>CNN isn't showing it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363929 30147 36 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:04:27pm  
 
<P>Whining about the news coverage again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363967 30147 65 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:05:55pm  
 
<P>Can't I just finish my church service?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05363976 30147 72 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:06:26pm  
 
<P>Oh, that's it. Issue over! Let's move on now, people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364007 30147 101 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:07:58pm  
 
<P>Question: do you feel this will put the issue behind you?</P> 
<P>Well, uh uh uh, uh, you know...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364043 30147 133 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:09:53pm  
 
<P>He's really stuttering now.</P> 
<P>It's the right thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364084 30147 169 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:11:55pm  
 
<P>He didn't walk out for "God Damn America," but he draws the line at gay-
bashing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364103 30147 186 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:13:05pm  
 
<P>Imagine the legions of campaign drones out there frantically checking out the 
backgrounds of Obama's potential new churches...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364125 30147 203 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:14:12pm  
 
<P>Come to the.. come to... come to the... come to the...</P> 
<P>I reject that uh, notion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364183 30147 254 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:17:32pm  
 
<P>What's that pin on his lapel, anyway? Is it a flag? It's hard to 
tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05364205 30147 275 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 5:18:26pm  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>The stuttering is really bad tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05364757 30148 6 Charles Sat, May 31, 2008 6:11:34pm  
 
<P>If you notice anything strange going on with the new 'Recent Comments' 
section in the left sidebar, don't panic.</P> 
<P>We have a MySQL query that doesn't want to behave itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367777 30152 216 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:09:55pm  
 
<P>Here's a cool little toy I've been working on - displays comments as they're 
posted, refreshing at three-second intervals... (registered lizards only)...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-comspy.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367780 30152 219 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:10:29pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367814 30152 249 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:18:49pm  
 
<P>It's not completely debugged yet. I've seen that doubling thing too. I'll 
track it down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367829 30152 263 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:21:59pm  
 
<P>Firefox 2 or 3?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367831 30152 265 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:22:45pm  
 
<P>It seems to be working OK in Firefox 3 for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367856 30152 287 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:26:47pm  
 
<P>Taking it offline now, to work out some bugs...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05367907 30152 332 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 3:46:14pm  
 
<P>Testing ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368256 30154 12 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:29:48pm  
 
<P>Comment Spy, beta 2:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-comspy.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368285 30154 31 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:32:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 sadhu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just one thread at a time on the spy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - it shows all comments, for both links and articles...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368306 30154 47 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:35:15pm  
 
<P>Gah. Pat Buchanan with Geraldo Rivera on Fox. A feast of 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368333 30154 65 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:37:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It works.</P> 
<P>/shouldn't article be post or thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments can be for either spinoff links or front-page articles... hence the 
terminology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368440 30154 145 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:53:51pm  
 
<P>Right now the Spy is for registered lizards only.</P> 
<P>I may experiment with opening it to the world, just to see what happens to 
the hamsters. But I'll need to put some safeguards in place first so I can 
quickly shut off the repetitive hits if the load becomes too 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368461 30154 161 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 5:56:55pm  
 
<P>Registration is now open...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368549 30154 234 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 6:09:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #227 HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody comment on a thread from back in 2001.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368595 30154 271 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 6:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #268 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Thanks Charles. What a piece of crap that was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>'StudentOfObjectivism' is very close to being blocked for that. Still mulling 
it over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05368603 30154 279 Charles Sun, Jun 1, 2008 6:22:20pm  
 
<P>When you're logged in, a link to the Comment Spy page now appears in the 
panel at the top of the left sidebar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05370996 30159 134 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 9:36:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #124 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I went to try and post a comment on one of the spinoffs and got the following 
error:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Just tested it and it worked fine for me. This was probably a dropped 
packet or something on the intertubes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05371060 30159 188 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 9:51:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://noquarterusa.net/blog/" target=_blank>NO QUARTER</A>Site is 
responding slow. He's getting hammered with traffic. No tape.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully this will put an end to that creep's credibility. It should be gone 
already, but this is the silly season.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05371341 30159 248 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 10:44:23am  
 
<P>If this is such a great idea, why do all the radical Islamic front groups 
like CAIR want us to do the exact same thing -- stop using 'jihad'?</P> 
<P>This kind of PC whitewashing and tiptoeing around the issue of jihad is 
precisely what the militant Islamists want us to do. They couldn't care less if 
we call them 'irhabi' or some other word.</P> 
<P>In any case, this whole idea is so fantasy-based, it's ridiculous. You're 
never going to get the public to disassociate the word 'jihad' from militant 
Islam. Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05372310 30163 6 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 1:36:30pm  
 
<P>I had it running for a couple of hours in IE7 this morning - worked fine.</P> 
<P>Running right now in Firefox 2 and 3, working fine there too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05372318 30163 11 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 1:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Dekar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awesome stuff, is there a way dinging can be added to the Comment Spy 
too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a feature I'm thinking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05372404 30163 76 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 1:53:36pm  
 
<P>Another small new feature - when you click a user's icon (in Firefox or 
Safari, not IE) you now see whether that user is currently logged 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05373222 30164 215 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 4:40:00pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of opening up CommentSpy to the whole world, not just registered 
lizards. I have a way I can quickly shut it down if the database starts smoking 
-- but I'm curious how much load we can handle.</P> 
<P>With 2700 people online, if a significant fraction of them start sending 
database requests every 3 seconds, that should test something... 
gulp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05374304 30166 365 Charles Mon, Jun 2, 2008 8:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #273 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody know why the whitey tape wasn't released?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a wild guess - because it doesn't exist, and Larry Johnson is a 
fraud?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05376483 30171 69 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 9:58:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 Spider Mensch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT the original sex kitten guilty of saying what every other true frenc 
citizen thinks but is afraid to say...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3551560,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.ynetnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brigitte Bardot is married to a top official in the French fascist party 
National Front, and is a big fan of Holocaust denier Jean-Marie Le Pen. This is 
not a person who deserves our support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05376739 30171 236 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 10:49:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as for "The Media are the Enemy," Charles, that's untrue to the point of 
risibility.</P> 
<P>I'm just curious: Do you really, truly, feel the media are the enemy? Do you 
literally feel that Americans should take up arms against all people who work in 
television, radio, newspapers, magazines, news services and online outlets?</P> 
<P>Somehow I doubt it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this photo, the media ARE the enemy.</P> 
<P>It's known as "objective reality."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05376837 30171 325 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 11:07:11am  
 



<P>In every case where I've titled a post "The Media Are the Enemy," it has been 
a factual description of the situation I was writing about. And there are MANY 
examples of it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22media+are+the+enemy%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377365 30172 56 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 canadianally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is the photo of Michelle Obama smiling for the cameras with Khadijah 
Farrakhan:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://img390.imageshack.us/my.php?image=obamafarrakhanetalmm9.jpg" 
target=_blank>img390.imageshack.us...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is this from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377419 30172 92 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:45:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 canadianally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://noquarterusa.net/blog/" 
target=_blank>noquarterusa.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>source image:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://img390.imageshack.us/my.php?image=obamafarrakhanetalmm9.jpg" 
target=_blank>img390.imageshack.us...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Then treat it with extreme skepticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377424 30172 94 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:45:42pm  
 
<P>Anything coming from Larry Johnson should be considered very 
suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377437 30172 103 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, where it's from will be important, because it looks like a staged photo 
and Mrs. Obama could rightfully say something about it was a staged photo, she 
doesn't agree with the positions of the other ladies, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just staged, possibly. It could be faked. That's a very low res, grainy 
image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377461 30172 117 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:51:03pm  
 
<P>That picture could absolutely be a fake. I could probably do something like 
it without a lot of work. Beware. Don't buy into this without 
corroboration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05377489 30172 132 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:54:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 canadianally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not doctored, apparently.</P> 
<P>From JET Magazine.</P> 
<P>July 26, 2004.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what's the source for that claim?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377504 30172 144 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 12:56:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 canadianally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #126 canadianally</P> 
<P>Not doctored, apparently.</P> 
<P>From JET Magazine.</P> 
<P>July 26, 2004.</P> 
<P>But what's the source for that claim?</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>I can only cite the information that is being posted from noquarter...</P> 
<P>It says JET magazine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I'm asking. It's not corroboration or verification to cite Larry 
Johnson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377563 30172 184 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 1:06:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just took it up to 300% in PShop 7.0, and the only odd thing I can see is 
the right side of Ms. Farrakhan's head, against Shoshana Johnson's, um, chest. 
It doesn't look like an obvious fake.</P> 
<P>And if they were in the same photo, so what? It won't matter to Obama's 
supporters, and we know that Calypso Louie ran around in the same circles as the 
Obamas.</P> 
<P>This is Larry Johnson's lame idea to divert attention from his missing 
"Michelle Gotcha" video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah; even if it's real, it's a big nothing.</P> 
<P>The only thing it shows is that Michelle Obama and Farrakhan's wife were in 
the same room together once. It's a long long way from the bombshell Johnson has 
been hyping the gullible with.</P> 
<P>With his history as a whacked out Daily Kos poster, I'm amazed that anyone 
takes him seriously at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05377611 30172 220 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 1:12:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #202 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES:</P> 
<P>The photo is real.</P> 
<P>Just found it in a Lexis-Nexis search.</P> 
<P>Can send you screenshot/confirmation if you want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for letting me know - but I think it's still a big nothing, as I wrote 
above. She attended a large conference with a lot of people, and happened to be 
photographed with Farrakhan's wife. Eh.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05379117 30176 9 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 5:24:38pm  
 
<P>By the way, the Spy now shows new spinoff links as they're posted, in 
addition to comments.</P> 
<P>Working on getting ratings and front page articles into the 
mix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379296 30176 150 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 5:48:00pm  
 
<P>McCain is landing some body blows in this speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379323 30176 175 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 5:50:38pm  
 
<P>lawhawk: looks great! Change!</P> 
<P>I'd agree with zombie on the text/background colors -- I always find light 
text on dark background hard to read too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379368 30176 215 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 5:56:57pm  
 
<P>New front page posts should now show up in the Spy too...</P> 
<P>I'm going to test it with another politics thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379392 30176 237 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 5:59:20pm  
 
<P>It works!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379528 30176 294 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:11:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 really grumpy big dog johnson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just wish Jindal was not in favor of teaching intelligent design in 
schools. In most areas his vision is very close to my own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very disappointed to learn that. Extremely disappointed, in fact.</P> 
<P>I guess if you're opposed to the spread of ID you need to research every 
candidate's position on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379423 30177 10 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:01:36pm  
 
<P>McCain looks better tonight than I've seen him for a while. He's been resting 
while the Dems tear each other's faces off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379570 30177 110 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:15:35pm  
 
<P>I've increased the number of recent items shown in the Spy from 10 to 20, so 
you can scroll down and catch something interesting before it disappears off the 
bottom -- also, it shows spinoff links and front page entries as they're posted, 
and the icons now appear next to commenters' names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05379747 30178 14 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:35:55pm  
 
<P>It's over, Hillary. This is a concession speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379758 30178 19 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:36:40pm  
 
<P>Over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379764 30178 24 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:36:59pm  
 
<P>"The millions of quiet moments."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379768 30178 26 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:37:14pm  
 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379780 30178 35 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:37:44pm  
 
<P>Kaput.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379790 30178 43 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:38:15pm  
 
<P>Here come the boos...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379792 30178 45 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:38:26pm  
 
<P>They're starting to figure it out...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379803 30178 53 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:38:58pm  
 
<P>We won! Together!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379805 30178 55 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:39:13pm  
 
<P>Except that we ... didn't win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379824 30178 71 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:40:08pm  
 
<P>Come on, that's enough! Just say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379842 30178 87 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:41:22pm  
 
<P>Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379859 30178 104 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:42:15pm  



 
<P>Energy-efficient buildings?</P> 
<P>Come on!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379880 30178 122 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:43:04pm  
 
<P>She's touching all the bases with her base.</P> 
<P>Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379887 30178 128 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:43:27pm  
 
<P>"None of you is invisible to me. I see you."</P> 
<P>Gah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379902 30178 142 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:44:00pm  
 
<P>What does Hillary want?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379918 30178 156 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:44:27pm  
 
<P>Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379932 30178 169 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:45:08pm  
 
<P>She looks fabulous tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379956 30178 192 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:45:43pm  
 
<P>Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379981 30178 217 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:46:46pm  
 
<P>The dimples! The horrible dimples!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05379991 30178 227 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:47:11pm  
 
<P>Say it! Please! I'll talk!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380033 30178 265 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:48:27pm  
 
 
 
<P>Just say it! Aaahhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380059 30178 291 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:49:21pm  
 
<P>Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05380075 30178 307 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:49:43pm  
 
<P>My goodness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380121 30178 350 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:50:41pm  
 
<P>She's hoping for a last minute bailout.</P> 
<P>Like all those felons her husband pardoned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380220 30178 447 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 6:54:09pm  
 
<P>I think we just got a glimpse of how she controlled Wild Bill's Enormous Id 
for so many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380329 30178 552 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:00:58pm  
 
<P>I suspect Obama told her people she wasn't going to be VP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380463 30179 36 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:10:37pm  
 
<P>He may just ignore what Hillary said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380518 30179 81 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:13:15pm  
 
<P>Tonight is for my grandmother.</P> 
<P>My goodness. That's pretty bold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380548 30179 105 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:14:26pm  
 
<P>Hope!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380557 30179 113 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:15:07pm  
 
<P>Yep, he's going to ignore Hillary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380581 30179 132 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:15:58pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380589 30179 138 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:16:13pm  
 
<P>Sunshine!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380592 30179 140 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:16:23pm  
 



<P>Journey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380635 30179 181 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:18:18pm  
 
<P>Race!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380656 30179 200 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:19:18pm  
 
<P>Socialism! Yay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380678 30179 220 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:20:38pm  
 
<P>The people behind him are watching some kind of screen that tells them when 
to clap and cheer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380708 30179 248 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:22:22pm  
 
<P>Man. How do you get the point where you can stand there and say, "This is a 
moment that will define a generation?"</P> 
<P>Narcissism doesn't even begin to describe what's going on 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380741 30179 277 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:23:38pm  
 
<P>It's not change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380744 30179 280 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:23:46pm  
 
<P>Its not change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380748 30179 284 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:23:53pm  
 
<P>Say it again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380753 30179 289 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:24:13pm  
 
<P>(They always repeat the slogans three times...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380764 30179 300 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:24:39pm  
 
<P>Yep, three times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380768 30179 304 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:24:48pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05380771 30179 307 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:24:57pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380794 30179 329 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:25:58pm  
 
<P>"Start leaving we must..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380829 30179 364 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:26:59pm  
 
 
 
<P>Change! Change, Minnesota!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380833 30179 367 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:27:12pm  
 
<P>Tough direct diplomacy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380846 30179 378 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:27:35pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380854 30179 386 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:27:47pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380882 30179 413 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:28:49pm  
 
<P>Invoking the Clinton glory years!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380884 30179 415 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:29:01pm  
 
<P>Change! Who cares about Iraq!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380895 30179 426 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:29:20pm  
 
<P>Just change! Changey change changey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380917 30179 447 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:29:58pm  
 
<P>Health care! Change! No tax breaks! Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380923 30179 452 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:30:30pm  
 
<P>Maybe John McCain should go to Pennsylvania instead of Iraq!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05380933 30179 461 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:30:47pm  
 
<P>Make the corporations pay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380939 30179 467 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:30:54pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380956 30179 483 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:31:41pm  
 
<P>Better pay for everyone! Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380966 30179 492 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:31:55pm  
 
<P>CHANGE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380990 30179 515 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:32:49pm  
 
<P>The other side ... boo ... boo...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05380995 30179 520 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:33:07pm  
 
<P>Fear! Not change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381002 30179 527 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:33:26pm  
 
<P>Patriotism as a bludgeon!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381026 30179 551 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:34:26pm  
 
<P>America First!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/America_First_Committee" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381075 30179 595 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:36:56pm  
 
<P>He's invoking the "greatest generation" to justify surrendering in 
Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381087 30179 607 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:37:21pm  
 
<P>Change! Our time! America first! Hope!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381097 30179 617 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:37:40pm  
 
<P>Humility!</P> 
<P>Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05381115 30179 635 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:38:19pm  
 
<P>He's going to stop the rise of the oceans!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381144 30179 661 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:39:02pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381204 30179 719 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:42:05pm  
 
<P>The pundits are raving.</P> 
<P>I thought that speech absolutely stank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381288 30179 800 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 7:48:21pm  
 
<P>It's just pathetic to see people like Mort Kondracke parroting the "CHANGE!" 
mantra like robots. Good lord.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381643 30180 204 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 8:27:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brigitte Bardot has been convicted for -- of all things, <A 
href="http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5ixP8XeA1fg-eeiNgRz_M4fBicPAgD912LDIG0" 
target=_blank>inciting Muslim hatred</A> -- by writing that they're destroying 
France.</P> 
<P>Brigitte Bardot!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brigitte Bardot is married to a top official in the French fascist party 
National Front, and is a big supporter of Holocaust denier Jean-Marie Le 
Pen.</P> 
<P>This is not someone who deserves our support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05381699 30180 258 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 8:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/5381685" target=_blank>#244</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think there is significant danger in these laws under which she was 
apparently convicted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate European thought crime laws. But I hate Nazis even 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05382057 30181 16 Charles Tue, Jun 3, 2008 9:33:47pm  
 
<P>Wow. More than 7,000 comments posted today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383741 30182 928 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 8:48:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #923 JustMyView</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's not. I hope you and all lizards will read carefully <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/opinion/01pubed.html?pagewanted=1&amp;_r
=1&amp;sq=luttwak&amp;st=cse&amp;scp=1" target=_blank>this article</A>, which 
thoroughly debunks the idea that he ever was a Muslim and that he is an apostate 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is utterly ludicrous. Without getting into whether Obama was 
raised as a Muslim or not, I can tell you that every single Islamic "expert" 
quoted in that article is a shill for one radical group or another.</P> 
<P>Just ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383801 30182 933 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 8:53:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #931 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would those groups be? Dismissing claims in that way is, of course, your 
right, but it doesn't carry much rhetorical weight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to do your research for you. Look them up. I don't really care 
whether you think I have "rhetorical weight".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383785 30184 77 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 8:51:37am  
 
<P>Can we please stop with the "anti-Christ" talk? Come on, 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383829 30184 113 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 8:55:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #107 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama the <STRONG>Self-Proclaimed Messiah</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to mean something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383882 30184 158 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:00:37am  
 
<P>By the way, I do not have to put up with sarcastic put-downs on my own web 
site, and I won't.</P> 
<P>If you want to sound like a religious fanatic, do it somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05383978 30184 246 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:12:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #230 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think many of posters referring to Obama as the "messiah" are 
simply poking fun at Obama's supporters and the overwhelming publicity provided 
by Obama's journalistic supporters. Obama can do no wrong util the election. 
Journalists generally do not believe in religion. Obama is the closest to a 
messiah that they can produce and adore.</P> 
<P>/no questions allowed!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that, and I'm not talking about those people. I'm talking about the 
ones who are seriously throwing around the suggestion that Obama is the literal 
anti-Christ.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05384277 30184 388 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:50:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #383 JimInMN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I was just kidding about the Antichrist bit I guess I don't post here 
enough for people to get my humor. It was a bit scary though last night to see 
all the moon bats doing there Howard Dean screams every time Obama finished a 
sentence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you were kidding, but there are some people who are not kidding at all 
with this kind of talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05384303 30186 4 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:55:13am  
 
<P>Now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05384741 30186 361 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 10:58:11am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05384776 30186 392 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 11:01:26am  
 
<P>Comment ratings now show up in the Spy, by the way...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05384783 30186 399 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 11:02:06am  
 
<P>If you see me rating things up or down, it's just for 
testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05385755 30187 180 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 2:12:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how, with all the innumerable examples of fauxtography by the left, 
the authors chose the one trivial example by Republicans (that Kos went 
ballistic about in 2004), "filling in" the audience in a photo used in a Bush ad 
with additional audience members. (Example #4.)</P> 
<P>The fact that they chose that one photo convinces me the authors dwell in the 
leftosphere and know probably nothing at all about the 2006 Reuters/Lebanon 
photopalooza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't really fault them for using the Bush rally photo - it <EM>was</EM> 
faked, after all. But the Beirut photo by Adnan Hajj is a much more significant 
example of fakery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05386032 30187 423 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 3:19:18pm  
 
<P>Test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05386229 30189 43 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 3:53:53pm  



 
<P>The Spy now allows you to pause the display, and it shows ratings as they 
come in too.</P> 
<P>You can turn off the ratings display if you just want to spy on comments and 
new articles/links.</P> 
<P>If you click the 'spy' link at bottom right of each front page article, it 
shows only the comments for that thread, not the ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05386987 30191 5 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:24:01pm  
 
<P>System load at 1.60.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05386993 30191 8 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:24:38pm  
 
<P>Now at 2.50.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387007 30191 14 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:26:02pm  
 
<P>System load not going crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387034 30191 32 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:29:27pm  
 
<P>Looking really good. Hamsters barely breaking a sweat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387071 30191 52 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:33:15pm  
 
<P>System load is holding steady at a low level.</P> 
<P>I'm a bit surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387085 30191 61 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:35:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>When reporting that a comment was rated, LGF Spy doesn't tell us whether the 
user dinged it or bumped it up, just what the final count is. Knowing if it was 
dinged or not might be nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does -- the rating shows either the plus or the minus icon, depending on 
which way the rating went.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387106 30191 72 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 6:38:28pm  
 
<P>System load now at 3.10. (Via the Linux 'top' utility.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387209 30191 121 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 7:04:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #115 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks for the explanation. Do the comment numbers show up in the site 
Spy?</P> 
<P>I can't hit "reply" or "quote" to respond to a comment within the thread Spy. 
If I read it on the thread spy, I have to find it in the actual thread.</P> 
<P>I'm not complaining; I'm just trying to figure out how this works and whether 
or not my brain and computer can make use of this new Internet Parkour.</P> 
<P>I'll open the site Spy now and check it out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not for rating or replying. (At this point, anyway.) It's only for 
watching what's going on. There are links to the comments and threads in the Spy 
if you want to act on anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387430 30191 291 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 7:49:49pm  
 
<P>I'm totally gobsmacked that there isn't more impact on the servers.</P> 
<P>We haven't even slowed down. W00t!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05387952 30194 106 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #101 Intrepid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Folks, this guy Haq is insane. He is nuttier than a fruitcake.</P> 
<P>Yes, he is guilty of killing those people, but he is indeed insane, legally 
and psychologically.</P> 
<P>He is not a Jihadhii.</P> 
<P>He is one who is probably picking flies off the wall to eat, he is that 
crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that makes him different from any other jihadi murderer who slaughters 
Jews... how, exactly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05388022 30194 167 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:25:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 Intrepid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because our system of justice allows for nutbags who are considered "insane", 
or "of diminished capacity" under law to be considered not guilty (but they 
should go immediately to a mental health facility!)</P> 
<P>Not every killer of Jews is a jihadhii!</P> 
<P>Sometimes, they're just nutsos!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you're a psychiatrist and you examined Naveed Haq, you have no more 
idea of whether he's actually "insane" than I do. You're accepting what the 
media have told you, despite the fact that he planned the killings carefully and 
was very clearly motivated by hatred for Jews and anger over the Lebanon 
War.</P> 
<P>His motivation and method of murder was absolutely identical to countless 
other jihadi murderers. He was no more insane than any other "holy 
warrior."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05388124 30194 257 Charles Wed, Jun 4, 2008 9:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #247 razorbacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what Haq's lawyers are doing right now. After a nonverdict like 
this, do they go out and celebrate? Shake their heads sadly? Breathe a mighty 



sigh of relief? Go home, kiss their kids and say 'Guess what Daddy managed to do 
today?'</P> 
<P>I wonder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While presenting his insanity defense, Haq's attorneys said he posed a risk 
to society and should instead be locked in a state mental hospital for the rest 
of his life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even his own lawyers wanted him locked away for life. But the jury said 
no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05390296 30194 1010 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 9:41:04am  
 
<P>'Annelid' is out of here. Medical experiments, my ass.</P> 
<P>Anyone who agrees with that point of view should just stop posting at LGF 
now. I'm not going to tolerate that kind of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05390359 30196 173 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 9:51:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those comments posted are pretty awful. To be fair, you see the same level of 
awful-ness at times on this site as well. Two wrongs do not equal a 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you don't. Not even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05391391 30202 70 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 1:01:33pm  
 
<P>To 'autoexec': I hope you noticed that your comment was deleted. One more 
'joke' like that and your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392118 30204 67 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 2:46:41pm  
 
<P>Of course I meant no disrespect to any Marines serving today, and I know we 
have plenty of real heros among them.</P> 
<P>But Jack Lucas was from a different time, and a different 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392633 30206 12 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 5:13:00pm  
 
 
 
<P>Ugh. O'Reilly has that Jew-hating freak Buchanan on again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392662 30206 33 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 5:19:47pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly didn't grill him one bit.</P> 
<P>Buchanan is obviously in tight with Fox News on some high 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05392666 30206 37 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 5:21:14pm  
 
<P>That was nauseating. O'Reilly just sat there and nodded while Buchanan spewed 
his bizarre "we didn't appease Hitler enough" crackpot theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392720 30206 74 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 5:37:33pm  
 
<P>Don't forget what Buchanan did to Rudy Giuliani -- and don't forget that he 
has been forging alliances with the European fascists.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28346_Paleocons_Moonbats_and_Fasci
sts_Oh_My!" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392831 30207 25 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 6:12:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is indeed ironic that Buchanan, so ideologically and emotionally allied to 
fascism himself, should have <EM>condemned</EM> Giuliani by tarring him with 
fascist imagery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a time-honored tactic of antisemites. They use their own hatefulness 
to smear their enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392864 30207 46 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 6:20:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 GeeWiz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat B. is not an idiot but an intelligent man with a faulty logic chip which 
makes him dangerous. An idiot is easy to dismiss not so much a faulty 
intelligence. Witness his appearances on MSNBC, FNC and a panel member on The 
McLaughlin Group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. He's not an idiot at all. He is, however, a creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393722 30207 161 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 9:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #160 Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"[Buchanan's] kind of far-right garbage is one reason why Barack Obama is 
ascendant" - I'm sorry, Charles, but you have to source this claim. "Quotes or 
it didn't happen" as they say.</P> 
<P>It isn't 1992 anymore.</P> 
<P>I've never heard any Obama supporter cite the presence of America Firsters 
and antiSemites in the Republican camp as the reason for supporting Obama. 
Instead I hear a lot of platitudes about "change" - change toward a Buchananite 
dream of socialism at home and isolationism abroad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your opinion is that having Pat Buchanan associated with the Republican 
Party <EM>helps</EM> in the election campaign? Or is it just that it doesn't 
hurt?</P> 
<P>Because I think it's extremely clear that lunatics and haters damage the GOP 
brand enormously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393767 30207 169 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 9:31:32pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #168 Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buchanan <EM>isn't</EM> associated with the Republican Party, which is 
thoroughly a Bush-McCain party now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I can't agree with that. Pat Buchanan is definitely associated with 
the Republican Party. When he appears on Fox News or MSNBC he's identified as a 
"conservative," which equates to "Republican" for most people, and that's 
probably exactly why MSNBC has him on.</P> 
<P>As to why Fox is promoting him, that's another question.</P> 
<P>But there's no doubt whatsoever that Pat Buchanan's "mainstream" image is as 
a Republican, because he's never been thoroughly rejected by the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393845 30207 172 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 10:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't pay attention to Fox in this case. Fox's audience are 
conservatives who are well aware of the differences between McCain and 
Buchanan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of backing up claims, do you have something to back up this claim? 
Because I sincerely doubt that everyone who watches Fox News is as savvy as you 
seem to think they are.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You claim that Buchanan's status as a "conservative" is scaring people over 
to Obama. Since you made the claim it is your duty to back this 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the presence of troglodytes like Buchanan is damaging the GOP and 
helping to drive centrists away, and if you try to claim that it isn't, you're 
simply closing your eyes to an obvious truth. If you want to insist that I 
"prove" it, go ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05396542 30207 197 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 1:07:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/5393906" target=_blank>#174</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, people like Buchanan were a problem for the rightist party in 1992 here; 
and they're a problem for the Right in Europe now. But they've been shut out of 
the American mainstream for some time now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, they've been "shut out of the mainstream."</P> 
<P>That's why Pat Buchanan shows up on all the cable channels and Sunday morning 
talk shows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05392952 30208 14 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 6:44:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a related note, the <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/24992781/" 
target=_blank>B-2 crash in Guam was due to a moisture in a sensor that prevented 
proper readings</A>. The crash could have been avoided had procedures to purge 
moisture from the sensor were passed along to all units, and not just by random 
word of mouth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And there is something seriously wrong with the oversight of military 
technology, when a little moisture in one sensor can bring down an aircraft that 
costs more than a billion dollars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393015 30208 46 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 6:55:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not exactly - there have been several airline crashes (non military) and 
military crashes (F117s) IIRC that relate to sensors that were clogged, set to 
the wrong position, that resulted in bad data coming into the computers that 
made them think that the aircraft was higher/lower than it actually was, and 
crashed as a result of bad inputs.</P> 
<P>Such is the nature of a complex aircraft that still requires external 
data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a lot less forgiving when it comes to something this vital. There should 
never be a single point of failure this fragile, and especially not when it 
comes to nuclear weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393323 30209 218 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 7:42:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/5393222" target=_blank>#130</A> Extra 
Z's</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Until then, they can f off. It's that simple.</P> 
<P>I urge all of you to actually visit the places you want to sound like experts 
on. I have family and friends living in Israel, have spend time there on 
multiple trips, and will be moving there (G-d willing) in a few months.</P> 
<P>Take a trip there yourself, meet the people, go places that are off the 
beaten path (you can actually get great deals on practically anything in the 
Armenian and Arab markets in the Old City, make sure you understand the concept 
of bargaining however).</P> 
<P>But don't spout off random B.S. like this...it seriously hurts the 
credibility of the site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been to Israel (twice), and I've gone to places off the beaten path, and 
I recognize BS when someone is trying to feed it to me. Like you 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393350 30209 243 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 7:49:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #227 Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well if truth be told, yes ,there are some secular liberal, very liberal, 
Israelis who would give Jerusalem away in a Heart beat. Sad to 
say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See comment #130.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393400 30209 288 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:02:40pm  
 
<P>So, Extra Z's, care to answer any of the comments responding to you?</P> 
<P>Please note: no one would drop a bomb like #130 and just not care about the 
responses. Except a troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05393408 30209 295 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:05:24pm  
 
<P>'Extra Z's' logged out almost immediately after posting comment 
#130.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393486 30209 371 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #344 Extra Z's</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, didn't know that was S.O.P. Like I said, I rarely, if ever comment. 
Not my intention to troll</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not your intention to troll? You just felt like insulting a whole lot of 
people, many of whom either live in Israel or have family there, by telling them 
how stupid they are?</P> 
<P>If you support Barack Obama despite his dishonesty and connections to people 
who want Israel destroyed, that's your business. But don't piss down my back and 
tell me it's raining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393541 30209 421 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #408 Extra Z's</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, in particular is one thing I can't stand. The Wakf needs to GTFO. 
Now.</P> 
<P>Jews are, however, allowed to visit the Temple Mount. Legally at least. In 
terms of Jewish law it depends on which Rabbi you ask. I didn't particularly 
care who doesn't like it, I went up there anyway ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? The Waqf needs to GTFO, but Barack Obama can flip-flop on handing 
Jerusalem over to them and that's OK with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393566 30209 443 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:37:17pm  
 
<P>This is what the election season is going to look like, folks. False flags 
everywhere. You haven't seen nothin' yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393591 30209 466 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #460 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the "you've never been to Israel" move a variation on the "chickenhawk" 
argument?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393626 30209 499 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:46:31pm  
 
<P>Thanks, justadot. Please note that this isn't the first time 'Extra Z's' has 
tried to pull this kind of stuff at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/73/3892793" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05393675 30209 544 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 8:58:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #542 Extra Z's</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually. I thought name-calling was bad though?</P> 
<P>Whatever, then I'm a pro-gun, pro-free trade, pro-free markets, pro-military, 
pro-Israel, moonbat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You forgot "pro-Obama."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05393786 30209 638 Charles Thu, Jun 5, 2008 9:39:49pm  
 
<P>Man. I can see that this is going to be a hell of an election year. There's 
an enormous amount of disinformation being tossed out and promoted by anonymous 
people all over the internet. And it's only going to get worse.</P> 
<P>Be very careful about accepting people's claims at face 
value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395058 30211 85 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:12:57am  
 
<P>I'm seeing quite a few people complaining lately about not getting 'hat 
tips,' even for articles and links that are in major news services, or for 
example, this Google story.</P> 
<P>Believe it or not, I actually do look for things to post at LGF myself. And I 
don't see every comment or every link that is posted here - so just because you 
posted something, it doesn't mean that I got it from your post.</P> 
<P>I try to credit people who give me links when the line of attribution is 
clear, but it simply isn't all the time. And I have to say, it's annoying when 
people complain about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395312 30213 53 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:54:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so what is wrong with spreading misinformation ?</P> 
<P>the left does not fight fairand McCain must fight back</P> 
<P>remember the fake draft story the entire MSM picked up in the last 
Presidential election ?</P> 
<P>they would not fucking let go of it eitherand how many dumbasses voted for 
Kerrythinking it was real</P> 
<P>and the left and their media arm (the MSM)gleefully stoked the 
fire</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that you just told me I can't trust anything coming from 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395334 30213 67 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:59:29am  
 
<P>Larry Johnson worked for the CIA and the State Department.</P> 
<P>And he posts diaries at Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395360 30213 84 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:02:30am  
 



<P>Johnson was actually the Deputy Director of the State Department’s Office of 
Counter Terrorism, if you can believe that.</P> 
<P>And he went on record in July 2001, saying that terrorism was no threat to 
the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395488 30213 172 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:23:25am  
 
<P>Good grief. That freak Mark Morford has a really whacked out column today, 
saying Obama is a "Lightworker."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/g/a/2008/06/06/notes060608.DTL" 
target=_blank>www.sfgate.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The Deification of the Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395632 30214 58 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:37:32am  
 
<P>Anyone have a link to that picture of Barack looking Christ-like, with a halo 
around his head?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395640 30214 64 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:37:55am  
 
<P>Not this one:</P> 
<P><A title=r2394456857.jpg 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/slideshow/photo//080605/ids_photos_ts/r23944
56857.jpg/" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
r2394456857.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395646 30214 69 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:38:10am  
 
<P>Or this one:</P> 
<P><A title=r4229920052.jpg 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/slideshow/photo//080606/ids_photos_ts/r42299
20052.jpg/" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
r4229920052.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395652 30214 75 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:38:42am  
 
<P>There's a photo with him looking beatific...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395711 30214 124 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:43:40am  
 
<P>Found it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395728 30214 139 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:45:12am  
 
<P>There are halo pictures of Obama coming from the wire services every single 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05395762 30214 165 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:48:38am  



 
<P>My HuffPo Lieberman post from yesterday is on the Bill O'Reilly home 
page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.billoreilly.com/" 
target=_blank>www.billoreilly.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05396704 30214 740 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 1:39:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #737 UFO TOFU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm having a senior moment here, can someone help? Is this an ex Muslim or a 
former chaplain?</P> 
<P>"It's fitting that an ex-Muslim chaplain who once insisted there weren't any 
terrorists at Gitmo is a delegate for Barack Obama, who's itching to shut down 
Gitmo."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.investors.com/editorial/editorialcontent.asp?secid=1501&amp;sta
tus=article&amp;id=297559250759730" 
target=_blank>www.investors.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yee is a former Muslim chaplain at Gitmo:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30027_Obama_Delegate_from_Washingt
on-_Former_Gitmo_Muslim_Chaplain_Yee" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398189 30219 210 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 7:28:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 PurpleDragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles your post has been hi-jacked on Digg and been renamed to---</P> 
<P>LGF are hypocrites in declaring leftist bloggers hypocrites</P> 
<P>littlegreenfootballs.com — If McCain did what Obama did today (said he'd 
"whoop" congress for not passing a bill), YOU would be the ones writing the 
article "Crooks and Liars" wrote (replacing Obama's name with McCain's) and THEY 
would be the ones writing the "LGF are hypocrites" article. Thats how utterly, 
utterly predictable your sham profession is. Now go get a real job.</P> 
<P>---I tried to use the contact form and it told that I 
couldn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely typical behavior from these overgrown children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397721 30220 27 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:00:31pm  
 
<P>This new Reuters code also seems to send Firefox 3 into an endless 
loop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397725 30220 30 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:01:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you might have highlighted an add or popup that made your cut n' 
paste perform weird, I was able to do so ok, the page did load at one width and 
then squinch down to normal column width, so if you highlighted too fast that 
mighta screwed it up as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope, there's definitely some code that tries to block selecting text. It 
just doesn't work very well.</P> 
<P>ABC News also is doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397733 30220 35 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:02:26pm  
 
<P>They're loading about 50 Javascript files in their pages. 
Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397762 30220 53 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:07:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh. You sure it isn't javascript incompatibility you're running 
into?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #49 Yankee Division Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about just turning off javascript?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, turn off Javascript and selecting text works fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397777 30220 62 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:10:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have all javascripts blocked on Reuters website by NoScript, and I can cut-
n-paste fine. Perhaps if the script is blocked. then the text can be copied.</P> 
<P>Test cut-n-paste</P> 
<P>Yep. Worked fine XP Pro and Firefox 2.0.0.14</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, yes -- if you block the scripts with NoScript, you won't have a 
problem.</P> 
<P>That's just one way to get around this. Notice that I included an excerpt 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397786 30220 67 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:12:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no problemo here.</P> 
<P>Can they be selective on just who copies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's just poorly written code. If I had time I'm sure I could find the 
exact function that's doing this. But I have lots better things to do than to 
dig through Reuters' Javascript code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397789 30220 69 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:13:23pm  
 
<P>In the plus column, some web developer really soaked them for this code, and 
probably got paid lots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397807 30220 82 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:16:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #72 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a theory -- maybe Reuters knows your IP or Range like you know 
theirs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- because I can copy and paste in Safari just by turning off 
Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397827 30220 95 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:20:07pm  
 
<P>Another demonstration of this "copy stopping" code at ABC News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Business/wireStory?id=5012508" 
target=_blank>abcnews.go.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Click/drag to select some text, then hit the keyboard command to copy the 
text (Cmd-C Mac, Ctrl-C Windows), and watch what happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397868 30220 130 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #123 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For that one, simply click on the "print" link (in the little box at the top 
right of the article), and it takes you to a page of the same article with no 
Javascript at all. Copying unrestricted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are lots of ways to get around these tricks. That's why I'm calling it 
"foolish."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397885 30220 143 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:27:11pm  
 
<P>The fact that some of you are not having any problem copying and pasting 
illustrates how ridiculous the idea is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397891 30220 149 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:28:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #138 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also Charles, the Javscript anti-copy command only prevents the KEYBOARD 
SHORTCUT: But choose "copy" from the "Edit" menu and it works as normal.</P> 
<P>Whoever's designing these things isn't doing a very good 
job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a "lowest common denominator" approach. They're just trying to stop 
people who don't know any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397896 30220 153 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:29:27pm  
 
<P>The reason why using the "Copy" option from the menu works is because it's 
impossible to catch that event with Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397947 30220 192 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:38:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is it possible they have singled you out as one who might not be allowed to 
readily cut and paste without finding another way to do it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- if I turn off Javascript in Safari, selecting text works 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397955 30220 198 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:39:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #190 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a buttload of code for their video carousel ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm kind of amazed (not in a good way) at how much Javascript code they're 
loading on their pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397986 30220 224 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:44:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #208 patrickafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've encountered that anti-copy/paste thing many times. You just need to go 
into the source code (alt/command/U on Safari). Kind of a hassle, but it 
works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Or use the 'Print' function, which usually doesn't include this stupid 
Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397989 30220 227 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:45:29pm  
 
<P>Reuters is the first one I've seen try to block selecting of text entirely, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05397999 30220 237 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:47:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #236 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quoting is fine, and I'm pretty sure anyone at the wire service would say 
so.</P> 
<P>What's not fine -- and what happens all the time -- is that blogs copy 
stories wholesale and publish them. That's not fair use. And it's not 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree - that's why I don't do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398007 30220 245 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/5397998" target=_blank>#236</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>But this attempt to stop quoting is simply stupid. It's the kind of thing a 
clueless executive suit thinks is really cool, and is actually really 
dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398035 30220 268 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 6:54:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/5398014" target=_blank>#252</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>The motivation is well understood. But this "solution" is like locking your 
windows and leaving the front door open.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05398197 30220 417 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 7:30:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #413 Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Side note - a smart business makes it easier to spread word of their 
business.. A news service should realize it will get lots of name recognition 
and links from blogs. It should develop easy to use interfaces that allow blogs 
to link to their stuff. This ensures name recognition of their product and 
increases usership.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That makes way too much sense. You'll never be appointed to a Reuters 
executive position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398217 30220 436 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 7:35:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #426 David IV of Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ABC News script stops me cold with my current default Safari (1.3.2) 
settings on my old Mac (OSX.3.9). I can still make screenshots. I'm sure if I 
bothered I could get their text without problems.</P> 
<P>With the same settings, I can tell Reuters is trying to hinder me from 
selecting text—the selection seems a bit random. A small bit of persistence with 
the curser gets it to the text I wish to copy and copies it.</P> 
<P>I hope the guy who hacked this code got lots of money out of 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just mind-bogglingly stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398458 30223 18 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 Rollo Treadway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, nuts - and I actually just missed a chance to be first in a post 
yesterday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you read the rules at the top of this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398611 30224 48 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 shoeless</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did read it, and I don't think that Reuters is stating it as an opinion... 
they didn't explicitly condemn it, which they should have... but they didn't 
endorse it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say they endorsed it. For Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398616 30224 52 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:45:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 shoeless</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>did I miss something? Where did Reuters indicate that or infer that it was a 
rite of passage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you missed something. For example, the words in the 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05398665 30224 86 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure I'll get a great big LGF group hug for this, but here goes 
anyway:</P> 
<P>To me the measure of the Reuters story is simply whether it's true. Is 
genital mutilation -- which is how the story describes the act -- mutilation 
indeed? I think so. Is it regarded with horror in the West? Pretty much 
universally. Is it regarded as a rite of passage in many countries in many 
countries, predominantly in Africa? I believe it is. Horrific as that may 
be.</P> 
<P>That doesn't make it right, of course. It only makes it true.</P> 
<P>Now everybody get in here close. Big family squeeze.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Lovely. And while Reuters is blamelessly reporting the truth, little 
girls are being horribly mutilated.</P> 
<P>But let's just dispassionately report "the truth," devoid of right or wrong, 
or even concern for the rights of children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398685 30224 103 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:56:41pm  
 
<P>Make no mistake -- this empty-headed moral vacuum is one big reason why this 
disgusting practice is now prevalent in countries like Norway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398695 30224 111 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 8:58:42pm  
 
<P>This 'rite of passage' garbage is insulting to anyone who isn't living in the 
Dark Ages. Reuters should be ashamed of that kind of crap. It's 
sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398718 30224 133 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #129 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To me the question is whether many Africans regard it as a rite of passage, 
not Reuters. Many Africans also believe in witchcraft -- including by 'evil' 
children -- and act accordingly. Western agencies should report that mentality, 
I believe, and reporting it isn't endorsing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And making excuses for Reuters' appalling malfeasance is what you 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398731 30224 146 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:04:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #132 shoeless</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally agree, but I to the point that some in Africa do consider it a Rite 
of Passage, however sick that may be, it's true. I'm not saying you're wrong for 
being discusted or even being ticked that Reuters gave it a comparison i.e. 
genital mutilation and rite of passage. I just saw the comments and immediately 
though off the diggbats... not that that bother you though :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Would you please read the article before spouting off? You have no idea what 
you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398751 30224 161 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #149 brainwizard73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alright, if that is cool then were is the immediate follow up sentance that 
indicates that the UN, Save the Children, and about 68 other NGOs and a ton of 
governments have slammed the practice? I don't see that really coming out of the 
article.</P> 
<P>Check this out from the full article:</P> 
<P><EM>U.N. agencies say an estimated 100 to 140 million women and girls 
worldwide have undergone genital mutilation, whose proponents say it promotes 
chastity before marriage and fidelity afterwards by reducing female sexual 
desire. Around 3 million a year are believed to be subjected to it.</EM></P> 
<P>Again, where is the wider discussion of the condemnation? Is this just 
"dispassionate" reporting, too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the Reuters style. They have a large number of reporters who see 
nothing wrong with this evil practice, and the attitude is very obviously 
reflected in their reporting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398759 30224 168 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:09:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #156 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which appalling malfeasance?</P> 
<P>Let's say you're standing in an African village. The people there are all, 
strangely, wearing diapers on their heads. It is, they say, a rite of 
passage.</P> 
<P>So you report, "Western societies would regard diaper hats as bizarre. But in 
XYZ village, they are regarded as a rite of passage."</P> 
<P>That's not malfeasance. It's just the truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's really weak, even for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398774 30224 182 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:11:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #173 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me the article's default position is that so-called female 
circumcision is mutilation, so they offer the (however strange) proponent view 
at the end.</P> 
<P>After all, the story does call it mutilation outright. And it says the 
proponents 'subject' the girls to the act.</P> 
<P>That's just my reading, of course. Looking through the story, I don't get a 
pro-mutilation vibe at any point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about a "pro-mutilation vibe?"</P> 
<P>What's going on here is worse than that. It's a moral emptiness that pervades 
Reuters' reporting on almost every level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398806 30224 210 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 shoeless</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll probably slam me again, or tell me to stop spouting off, but if you 
would have noted the moral emptiness of the article rather than implying that 
they endorsed the practice, I think that would have been more 
accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, I'll slam you again. You're attributing words and opinions to 
me that I did not write, in an attempt to excuse your lack of understanding of 
my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398820 30224 223 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:18:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #206 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep coming after me, instead of the argument.</P> 
<P>Regardless: It's an evil act. And I think it's important that the world know 
that -- every little horrific detail -- so that its proponents are shouted out 
of existence. We just disagree on this particular news story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no argument. You just attempted to equate a hypothetical tribe 
wearing underpants on their heads to the very real torture and mutilation of 
young girls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398836 30224 236 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why didn't reuters report on the facts against this instead of just 
spouting the "proponent's" line? You want to talk about dispassionate reporting- 
well- they didn't do that. They had an opportunity to educate, and instead, they 
just chalked it up to a "rite of passage".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And in my opinion, it's no accident. After observing the infiltration of 
Reuters by Islamists for several years, this kind of sly promotion of barbarism 
is completely to be expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398865 30224 262 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:25:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #246 seekeroftruth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No you don't owe the reader some sense of why anyone would do this as a 
journalist. Just report the facts - who, what, when, where and how. 
Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll go farther. I think Western wire services have a duty to express the 
horror of this kind of mutilation. But Reuters is more concerned with not 
angering their Islamic readers, so they bend over backwards to look "fair" -- 
and end up making excuses for Dark Ages barbarism.</P> 
<P>This is the mainstream media's sickness in a microcosm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05398935 30224 322 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:37:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #312 Roentgen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This horrific practice is carried out by some who claim they are doing it 
with their child's interest at heart. The hope is that mutilating the girl's 
genitalia will decrease libido (from pain, negative psychological 



reinforcement?), and leave the person less interested in sex and whatever social 
ramificatons might follow, and more likely to submit to the will of their male 
masters. While it follows that decreased libido might result in an overall 
decrease in sexually transmitted disease, this bullshit is handed down without 
any speck of anything that could be considered proof of an improvement in the 
life of any female in question, or society as a whole.And while cruel and 
perverse, it is also completely irreversible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely monstrous. And when Reuters publishes articles suggesting it 
might just be a "rite of passage,' or a good way to enforce abstinence, they are 
equally monstrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05399031 30224 360 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 9:54:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #344 shoeless</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I tell ya what, I'm gonna do my best never to misinterpret Charles' 
commentary again... While I know he doesn't have all the time in the world, a 
sentence that read more like like this would have been good: "It should surprise 
no one that Reuters passed on the opportunity to condemn a barbaric act by 
throwing is supporters a bone by calling it a Rite of Passage."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if I ever write a sentence that bad, I hope someone will just kill 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05399089 30224 382 Charles Fri, Jun 6, 2008 10:07:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/5399052" target=_blank>#368</A> shoeless</EM></P> 
<P>Negative? You have no idea.</P> 
<P>This kind of story makes every nerve in my body scream out in horror. It's 
disgusting beyond belief what these poor children are being put through. They're 
maimed and damaged for life.</P> 
<P>Then Reuters compounds the horror by making excuses for it, out of some 
crack-headed idea of "fairness."</P> 
<P>And then people show up actually <EM>defending</EM> Reuters for this evil 
moral equivalence.</P> 
<P>If I were really negative and aggressive, you would be banned right now for 
attempting to defend the indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400168 30226 661 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:51:52am  
 
<P>Morning, folks. I did an experiment last night and left registration open. 
Any trolls get in that I should know about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400180 30226 673 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:54:42am  
 
<P>58 newbies. I'm checking the list for any obvious ringers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402367 30226 732 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 1:52:45pm  
 
<P>I've really had it with 'savage_nation'. I've been more than patient, but the 
comment I just had to delete is the last straw.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05400273 30227 41 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:10:39am  
 
<P>Hillary's being fashionably late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400386 30227 142 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:25:33am  
 
<P>She still hasn't left her house. She's hanging onto the stairway bannister as 
Bill tries to drag her away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400420 30227 175 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:28:39am  
 
<P>Hillary has left the building!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400467 30227 220 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:33:32am  
 
<P>It would be pretty amazing if she didn't quit after all this.</P> 
<P>Never happen, though. It's over, Johnny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400476 30227 227 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:34:37am  
 
<P>Well, she delayed so long we'll probably need another thread for the actual 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400566 30228 15 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:44:15am  
 
<P>The big moment has arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400585 30228 32 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:45:36am  
 
<P>What's that music they're playing? Is it Barry Manilow?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400607 30228 51 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:46:56am  
 
<P>She's dying inside.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400618 30228 61 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:47:29am  
 
<P>Well...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400623 30228 66 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:47:38am  
 
<P>This...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400651 30228 92 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:49:34am  
 
<P>You know, this is a really bad moment for the country.</P> 



<P>We have an openly far left presidential candidate, with a good chance at 
winning the White House.</P> 
<P>Very bad crazy moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400661 30228 101 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:50:03am  
 
<P>As much as I dislike Hillary, I would vastly prefer her to be the Dems' 
nominee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400764 30228 202 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:55:16am  
 
<P>There it is. Some boos from the crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400789 30228 226 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:56:41am  
 
<P>Boos when she called for Obama to be president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400809 30228 246 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:57:45am  
 
<P>No waterworks today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400875 30228 308 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:00:48am  
 
<P>"We made tremendous progress in the 90s..."</P> 
<P>Right. Tremendous progress in leaving the country wide open to terrorist 
attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05400945 30228 378 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:03:54am  
 
<P>The applause is getting weaker every time she says "We must elect Barack 
Obama..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401157 30228 589 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:16:08am  
 
<P>She's getting more and more downbeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401172 30228 604 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:16:49am  
 
<P>I wonder if she's going to trash her dressing room now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401221 30228 653 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:19:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: #636 JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is something wrong with LGF?</P> 
<P>Every time I try to click on "Quote", "Reply" or any of the other buttons, I 
get sent back to the front page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No -- it's your browser. Reload the page and it will work 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401606 30229 231 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:13:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #207 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just added a "hit", and I must say that site looks like its run by a raving 
lunatic.</P> 
<P>As to this mythical tape, by now its firmly in "boy who cried wolf" 
territory. I'll believe it when I see it, and at this point, maybe not even 
then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. That site has the "I was designed by a crazy person" look, with animated 
GIFs and garish colors. And the statement about the Michelle tape seals it.</P> 
<P>More election season BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401713 30230 23 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:30:56am  
 
<P>OT: Fascist sympathizers are sending me more angry email, for posting that 
picture of Pat Buchanan with the Vlaams Belang leaders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401740 30230 36 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:34:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they upset you're tarnishing vlaams belang with pat, or upset you're 
tarnishing pat with vlamms belang?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tundratabloid.blogspot.com/2008/06/lgf-regurgitates-
tires-falsehoods-about.html" 
target=_blank>tundratabloid.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401756 30230 46 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:36:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or is it that they don't like the truth getting out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401815 30230 93 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:47:13am  
 
<P>New post.</P> 
<P>In your face, fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401924 30230 142 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 12:12:49pm  
 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>Look, folks, I'm very opposed to Barack Obama because of his history of 
association with radicals and his own far-left, naive policies.</P> 
<P>But he's not the anti-Christ, and he's not Satan. There's enough to dislike 
without attributing supernatural powers to him. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05401859 30231 11 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 11:55:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Pray Tell - What Should Europe Do? With ALL Due Respect. My response would be 
to restrict Immigration form MUSLIM MAJORITY Nations and to encourage 
"indigenous" reproduction. If all 'y'all have a BETTER IDEA - Please Share.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not necessary for me to come up with some kind of magic solution for 
Europe's problems, in order to know that the solution is NOT a return to 
fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05401942 30231 39 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 12:18:29pm  
 
<P>'Artki' really hates the open threads. I'm watching in the Spy as he dings 
down every one on the front page. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402291 30231 88 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 1:39:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #84 marsouin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But does Brussels Journal endorse his fascist views? It may but I haven't 
noticed it. The link simply provides a source of the information of anti-liberal 
policies, one that BJ and the FN happen to share.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you publish the writing of a known Holocaust denier and fascist, yes, 
you are endorsing them. You're not seriously suggesting that someone can just 
"impartially" use a neo-Nazi as a source, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402501 30231 92 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 2:25:32pm  
 
<P>I see the usual apologists are showing up right on cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402384 30233 253 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 1:55:48pm  
 
<P>I'm going to tell everyone here so I don't have to answer it a million times 
-- I just banned savage_nation, after he began ranting again about shooting 
people.</P> 
<P>That's it. No more chances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402402 30233 269 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 1:58:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #259 VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm worried about that guy. Did you see his post about shooting himself as 
well?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I'm talking about. I cannot tolerate that kind of thing here. If 
he needs help, he should get it, but I'm not going to endanger my own web site 
because he can't control himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05402454 30233 307 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 2:09:28pm  
 
<P>Found Ellison's speech at YouTube - now added above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402547 30233 340 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 2:36:01pm  
 
<P>Folks, I'm not running a clinic here. When someone posts the kinds of things 
he posted, he quite literally endangers me and the entire web site. And he KNOWS 
it. We've been through this before.</P> 
<P>He's already had his second, third, and fourth chance. That's 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05402998 30236 81 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 4:45:58pm  
 
<P>Yes, I admit it, I'm addicted to LGF Spy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403072 30236 137 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:19:33pm  
 
<P>I've been impressed with Jindal's speeches too, and I like a lot of his 
ideas.</P> 
<P>HOWEVER.</P> 
<P>He wants to have intelligent design taught in science classes. And that's a 
deal breaker for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403088 30236 147 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:25:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #145 paxnhymn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've never known you to be a one issue person. I understand your 
reservations about that but we all make some compromises&gt; i'm going to vote 
for a man whose only admiral achievement to me was that he was a 7 year POW 
survivor, and there's a ton of issues that I don't agree with McCain on, but if 
we can't protect ourselves, those other issues are moot. Don't let that one 
issue (yes I agree that it is a whacky idea, and I'm an evangelical) turn you 
sour on the guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a one issue person, except when it comes to the intelligent design 
hoax. If a politician expresses support for teaching ID in schools alongside 
science, I'm not going to vote for him or her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403098 30236 156 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #152 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://nomoremister.blogspot.com/2008/05/could-jindal-be-mccains-
reverend-wright.html" target=_blank>COULD JINDAL BE McCAIN'S REVEREND 
WRIGHT?</A></P> 
<P>That's such a bummer. The right has almost completely abandoned scientific 
literacy. Not good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, it's appalling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403100 30236 158 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:30:22pm  



 
<P>And I know some lizards don't like my opposition to intelligent design, but 
there it is. I'm completely opposed to this blatant anti-scientific 
hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403111 30236 167 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of all the crap that is currently taught in schools, ID, at the worst, is 
merely stupid. Kids are exposed to evolutionary teaching in school, tv, etc. It 
is not like they learn only ID.</P> 
<P>I'm far more worried about the rewriting of history, the slanting poly sci or 
government and the absence of civics. I'm also far more worried about the social 
environment in schools: weird stuff in sex ed, violence, drugs, etc.</P> 
<P>Way down the list of concerns is ID for a few lessons at home will correct 
this misinformation.</P> 
<P>And yes, I have hired tutors to teach my kids at home -- I teach them on the 
road.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm greatly concerned at the agenda that is pushing ID into schools. This is 
no small matter - it's the difference between valuing science and human 
exploration, and retreating into Dark Ages fanaticism.</P> 
<P>I'm opposed to ID for the same reason I'm opposed to militant Islam. And by 
the way, the militant Islamists are also very big on 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403114 30236 170 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:35:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know Sharm, I didn't insist that Charles install a filter, I simply said 
that I sometimes wished that there were one. I feel very bad about Savage. 
Certainly I understand Charles position, but I've also walked a mile or two in 
the shoes Savage is wearing right now.</P> 
<P>Don't be such an ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no filter that can catch everything. I can't block out words like 
'shoot' and 'kill', obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403117 30236 173 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:37:16pm  
 
<P>And in the absence of perfect filtering, the only choice I have when someone 
like savage_nation won't stop abusing this site is to block their 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403121 30236 176 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you suggesting that faith in a creator is Dark Age 
fanaticism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be silly.</P> 
<P>I'm saying that belief in creationism is Dark Ages fanaticism, yes, indeed I 
am. But I said absolutely nothing about belief in a creator.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05403131 30236 183 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #178 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure you can. The results are not always pretty, but you "can." I monitor a 
science web site for middle schoolers that has blocked almost everything you can 
think of. One morning another monitor and I tried very hard to have a discussion 
about breast cancer. Very hard to do without mentioning the word breast. Or any 
of the million other words on the list. They forgot to block the ones the 
kiddies use to hit on each other with though. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, OK... when you find that algorithm, please let me know about it. 
Because I haven't seen it yet.</P> 
<P>And I seriously doubt whether LGF lizards would be happy with the kind of 
filter used by middle schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403133 30236 185 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:42:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #179 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not teach all theories and let the students decide? After all, teaching 
creationism and ID along side evolution is not endorsing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because ID is NOT a scientific theory. It simply is not. It should not be 
taught in a science class, because it is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403147 30236 198 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #192 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without starting a fight here, especially not with you, but I was wondering 
something. How do you feel about secularist/leftist teachers who use evolution 
as a tool to tell students that it's proof that God doesn't exist?</P> 
<P>I've stated here before that I'm agnostic on the God issue, but I had one of 
my sons come home and tell me that the teacher pushing an agenda..saying that 
evolution was proof that God didn't exist. I was appalled by that.If ID appalls 
you, the opposite must appall you also?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does, of course. A science teacher has no more business opining about 
religion in his science class than an ID fanatic has pushing that stuff into 
science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403167 30236 216 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:51:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #204 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Silly indeed. I don't see the separation of the two. Either there is a 
creator who made the wondrous reality about us or there is not. As I have said 
many times there will never come a time when either side of the issue can 
empirically prove one side or the other to the satisfaction of the other. My 
concern is that you have clearly stated that, in essence, by virtue of your 
objection to intelligent design, that there is no Creator. Now if you believe 
there is a Creator then surely that Creator must be 
intelligent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Maybe you're missing my point. There is a "creationist" agenda that is very 
deliberately trying to insert the teaching of a bogus pseudo-theory into US 
schools. This has nothing to do with a general belief in a creator. It has to do 
with a politically-motivated "movement" that belongs to the far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403176 30236 224 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:52:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Using those parameters evolution shouldn't be taught also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what that means. Evolution IS science, and absolutely should 
be taught in science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403196 30236 242 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:56:31pm  
 
<P>I went to Catholic elementary school and high school, by the way, and my 
respect and love for science was nurtured by priests, brothers, and nuns. I'm 
just disgusted to see much of the GOP embracing this regressive 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403208 30236 253 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 5:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #247 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Red wine. It's health food.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm about to pop open a Rodney Strong Pinot Noir myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403220 30236 265 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:02:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #260 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It scares me. There is no worse prospect than competing fanaticisms, 
grappling in equal darkness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It scares me too. This country is already in deep trouble because of its 
devaluing of intellectual achievement. If ID starts being taught in schools, 
that will be the slippery slope to complete irrelevance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403288 30236 320 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:15:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #304 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Rodney Strong, but Copolla's wines are becoming stellar. Have you 
tried the clarets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rodney Strong does make a great Pinot Noir. On your recommendation, I'll 
check out the Coppola line, although when I had a Coppola Chardonnay recently I 
was not very impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403299 30236 330 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:18:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #322 DesertSage</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering the same thing. What happened to savage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should have known this would keep coming up.</P> 
<P>He started raving about shooting people last night in the open thread. And 
yes, this is the last time for him; there will be no more chances. 
Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403389 30236 412 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #392 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has one of those pickups that covers the entire soundhole, that's a 
problem. But I've seen those pickups used to create a natural sound so I assume 
it's his aesthetic choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, those soundhole pickups result in a kind of "flat" sound. But I don't 
hear any processing on his tone other than the sound of an amplified acoustic 
guitar - no chorus, or echo/reverb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403414 30236 435 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:43:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #423 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The silence speaks volumes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead, keep demanding. But it's none of your business, and I have no 
interest in playing this game. If my opposition to the ID hoax means that you 
have lost faith in me, I'll have to live with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403442 30236 459 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 6:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #446 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My earholes hear a <EM>lot</EM> of compression. Possibly an attack 
filter/noise gate of some kind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be. But when it's a YouTube video there are so many levels of audio 
processing going on it's hard to tell.</P> 
<P>It's incredibly difficult to get a realistic acoustic guitar tone when it's 
amplified to the point where it makes sense in a large hall. I know - I've been 
there. It's always a compromise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403775 30236 539 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:04:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #537 song_and_dance_man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Puhlease we were talking about the issue at hand and it was met with a non 
response. When did we give up on digging another to respond to a question 
here?</P> 
<P>Am I the only one who thinks space has folded?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look out! I might be a secret atheist, bringing on a new Reich by my support 
for Darwinian evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403889 30236 549 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:42:06pm  
 



<P>Are you getting tired of having an LGF account, song and dance man? Because 
that's what it looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403898 30236 550 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:44:37pm  
 
<P>That's enough of this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403508 30237 4 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 7:08:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah I read that the other day, and I probably agree with it all, but Bolton 
would be a lot more effective if he turned it down from eleven now and 
then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, Bolton dealt with these people for years. If he's set on 11, it's 
for a very good reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403552 30237 35 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 7:18:30pm  
 
<P>I like his haircut, or lack thereof. Go ahead with your bad self, John 
Bolton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403585 30237 64 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 7:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just as long as he doesn't put it in a pony tail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ponytails rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403622 30237 95 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 7:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 paxnhymn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah but not in someone that you want to tell the UN to pack their shit and 
get out...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been trying it the three-piece suit, business haircut way for 
decades.</P> 
<P>Look where that's gotten us.</P> 
<P>It's time to try it the Bolton way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403906 30238 115 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:48:19pm  
 
<P>And now I'm going to post another announcement so that I don't get a million 
questions, even though I probably will anyway.</P> 
<P>Song and dance man apparently got tired of having an LGF account 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403907 30238 116 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 8:49:18pm  
 
<P>There seems to be a lot of this going around.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05403937 30238 141 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #135 really grumpy big dog Johnson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roughly this was fairly recent news around here, but definitely worth 
repeating. It dovetailed nicely into the discussion of the hung jury (jury 
instruction confusion) regarding the "sudden jihadi" in Seattle, who killed one 
person and injured several others in a pre-planned attack against Jews.</P> 
<P>That particular thread was a wonderful moby moment, btw. Many false flags 
showed up in the course of that rather lengthy thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been trying to point out that RFK was a victim of Palestinian terrorism 
since 2003:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/7078_American_Victims_of_Arab_Terr
orism" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05403992 30238 185 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:15:55pm  
 
<P>I've just deleted the 13 links that were posted to Larry Johnson's disgusting 
blog. And that URL will no longer be allowed in our spinoff 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404209 30238 267 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:11:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #266 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey jcm, you're right of course - it's Charles House, his rules and he can 
delete, give a timeout to or ban anyone here for any reason or for no 
reason.</P> 
<P>BTW - did anyone here read where Savage_Nation was banned today/tonight 
also?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was banned when he started ranting about shooting people. Again. That's 
the last time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404244 30238 277 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:17:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/5404235" target=_blank>#275</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was ranting about shooting identifiable people or was it one of those 
"Nuke 'em all" comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The former.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404310 30238 296 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/5404247" target=_blank>#278</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<P>Great post. Definitely not going to be deleted. I agree with every 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404042 30239 7 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:30:59pm  



 
<P>"Long-legged mack daddy" -- kinda funny.</P> 
<P>"Obama is a homosexual and so is Hillary" -- not funny at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404056 30239 14 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Capitalist Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gonna have to try again, Charles...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about spinoff links. But if you want me to work a little more 
tonight, I'll be happy to add it to the comment posting code 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404104 30239 44 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 9:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I miss the old "Latest Comments" button. Made it easier to jump to the lively 
thread(s).</P> 
<P>I hope it is not gone forever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not gone forever, but I've discovered some bugs in that code that need 
fixing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404178 30239 95 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:05:14pm  
 
<P>Larry Johnson isn't just starting rumors for the hell of it -- he's playing 
dirty tricks on "conservative" bloggers with this crap, and unfortunately way 
too many people fell for it hook, line, and sinker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404186 30239 103 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:06:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #91 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I hope you don't mind my asking: Is that blacklist for sidelinks 
strictly between you and your code, ie, private information, knowable to us only 
by the occasional appearances of error messages?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not secret. I also block two web sites that have shown themselves to 
be fascist sympathizers. And you know which ones I'm talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404195 30239 109 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:08:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does it mean when the error message says: This does not appear to be a 
URL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It means you have an error in the URL. A bad character or a space in the 
wrong place are likely candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404201 30239 114 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:09:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #111 nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still think Johnson did this to benefit Hillary. I have to admit some 
Conservative web sights went with this, but most warned Johnson was less than 
trustworthy. I guess he was hoping it would get more coverage, and just enough 
worry to turn voters, and especially "super" delegates to Hillary.Guess it 
didn't work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, that's a very likely explanation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404224 30239 130 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:13:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles (if you're still here),</P> 
<P>Are there any other blacklisted sites (other than hate 
sites)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/103/5404186" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404257 30239 157 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:19:47pm  
 
<P>By the way, I got a flood of very suspicious emails telling me about 
Johnson's claim, all from addresses I'd never heard of before, and all of them 
hyping it as the thing that would bring down Obama.</P> 
<P>The BS detector went off the scale almost immediately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404287 30239 174 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:27:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #125 Carl in Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles (if you're still here),</P> 
<P>Are there any other blacklisted sites (other than hate 
sites)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, I don't mean to be coy about this and I'll tell you exactly which 
sites are not allowed to be posted in spinoff links, because I won't let my site 
be used to promote what they're selling:</P> 
<P>noquarterusa.netatlasshrugs.blogspot.comgatesofvienna.blogspot.com</P> 
<P>That's the list right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404301 30239 184 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:30:42pm  
 
<P>Oh, I forgot, also:</P> 
<P>brusselsjournal.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404330 30239 207 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/5404326" target=_blank>#203</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<P>Yes. Either one is blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05404339 30239 214 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:45:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/5404336" target=_blank>#212</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>Is that brazilianfartfetish.com?</P> 
<P>Yes, it's on the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05404344 30239 219 Charles Sat, Jun 7, 2008 10:47:00pm  
 
<P>On Render's suggestion, I just added a couple of neo-Nazi sites to the 
blacklist too, although I doubt any lizard would post a link to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405153 30239 944 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:40:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #836 right wing zephyr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no offense, but you morning thread guys really need to pick it up since Babba 
is gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, I am very disappointed in her. She apparently bought into the 
crazy mass delusion that I went in and edited her post to add something she 
didn't write - something I would never do. When I asked her to stop feeding this 
delusion, she refused.</P> 
<P>Very disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405174 30239 961 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:49:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #948 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?! Geez Charles, sorry about that. People thought you were editing posts? 
OMG!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's how it goes around here. People will suddenly turn on me for no 
reason. It's something I've unfortunately begun to be accustomed 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405187 30239 969 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:52:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #963 right wing zephyr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't know anything really about why, but I'm missing her. I don't post a 
lot but I always read her posts.</P> 
<P>Hey while I'm talking at you, I had a quick question. My registered since 
says 05 and I'm pretty sure I registered in 01 or early 02. Not a big deal at 
all just wondering if there was a reason for that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have posted here earlier, but we didn't have registration before June 
2004. That date is when you actually registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405322 30239 998 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:23:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/995/5405295" target=_blank>#995</A> 
hermeneutics</EM></P> 



<P>I've gone through a lot of the same changes since LGF began to become 
popular. The biggest realization for me was that unless I began to take charge 
and stop worrying about hurting people's feelings, the ones with mental issues 
would quickly drag things into the gutter. I know some people say they miss the 
"old days" at LGF when anything went, but for me those were not such good 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405500 30239 1006 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:54:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1003/5405445" target=_blank>#1003</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you, Kate. I appreciate the words of support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405331 30241 51 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:26:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 KobiTheDefender</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's be honest, this is a post by a community member who does not speak for 
the campaign. Is it fair to judge a candidate by the statements of every 
supporter he attracts? I think not. Don't miss the disclaimer at the bottom of 
the page this post links to:</P> 
<P>"Content on blogs in My.BarackObama represents the opinions of community 
members and in no way should be interpreted as endorsed or approved by the 
campaign."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many of these posts does it take for you to start waking 
up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405337 30241 57 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:27:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 sport10010</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give it a break. Any moonbat or wingnut can post on these websites. Now, if 
it is still there 24 hrs later we have a problem... how long has it 
been?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been on the site for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405363 30241 75 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:31:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either: 1) Nobody is moderating "MyObama", in which case the campaign is 
frighteningly incompetent; or 2) It is being moderated, but they think that 
these kinds of posts are perfectly okay.</P> 
<P>I'm going with door number 2, Monty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The administrators of my.barackobama.com have explicitly said in the past 
that they DO moderate the posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405377 30241 86 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:33:52am  
 
<P>NOTE: when you register at the Obama site and start a group, you see the 
following message:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>“This group will be published online once it is approved by a site 
administrator.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know damned well what's appearing on the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405417 30241 117 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:39:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who the fuck is WK and why did it ding up Kobi and sport?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking into it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405521 30241 204 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:58:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #180 Dalibama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.tnr.com/tnr/blogs/the_spine/archive/2008/06/06/on-the-
obama-jerusalem-flap.aspx" target=_blank>Marty Peretz says Obama is a good 
Zionist.</A> Who are you going to believe? Him or your lying eyes.</P> 
<P><I>Barack Obama's position on the future of Jerusalem is crystal clear. Of 
course, there are some people who want it to seem muddied and muddled, among 
them those embattled leftists (many Jewish) who want him to appear as anti-
Israel as they are. It won't work; he is, as I've said many times, a good 
Zionist, like Martin Luther King and Ronald Reagan, Al Gore and George W. Bush. 
Forgive the mixing of types. But that has been the range of American support for 
Israel for decades.</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to have a lot of respect for Martin Peretz, but I lost that respect 
entirely when he did nothing about the Franklin Foer/Scott Beauchamp disgrace. 
They brushed the whole story under the rug, lied about it, and just ignored the 
criticism. No one was held to account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405569 30241 245 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:10:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/5405552" target=_blank>#232</A> Fat Jolly 
Penguin</EM></P> 
<P>Interesting. Notice how quick they are to flag blogs that mock 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405611 30241 259 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:17:25am  
 
<P>It is NO EXCUSE to say that anyone can post a blog there. Obama is running 
for president of the US, he's not some random blogger nobody cares about. To 
leave his site open to this kind of abuse is irresponsible to the point of sheer 
insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405703 30241 274 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:35:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #237 Athens Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just an idea: to prevent juicy stuff like this from falling down the memory 
hole, why not link to archived versions of the site, instead of the actual site. 
<A href="http://www.coralcdn.org/" target=_blank>Coral</A> creates mirrors of 
sites for free, even if the original is "disappeared". Here's a <A 



href="http://my.barackobama.com.nyud.net/page/community/post/juancarloscruz/gG5B
Sr" target=_blank>Coralized version of the page linked in this thread. It'll be 
around even if the original is taken down.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea - I'll replace the link when they pull this piece of garbage 
offline - which I expect to happen any moment now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406221 30241 300 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:25:34pm  
 
<P>They just removed the page about one minute ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406225 30241 301 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:26:21pm  
 
<P>And they have also gotten it removed from Coral, 
interestingly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406230 30241 302 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:27:06pm  
 
<P>Not only that, they are now not being cached by Google.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405621 30242 38 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:19:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 PeaceBeUponHim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the words "Jewish Lobby" are indicative of antisemitism. 
There's a huge contingent of people in the U.S. who believe we got into Iraq on 
behalf of Israel. It doesn't really have to do with Jews as a 
race/ethnicity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the freaking posts!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405659 30242 66 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:26:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I REALLY hate to ask ignorant questions (even though you'd think I'd 
be used to it by now) but <STRONG>is that the official website for 
Obama</STRONG>? I mean, Ilooked all over it (blech!) and didn't see any words to 
that effect, but just saw this:" Content on blogs in My.BarackObama represents 
the opinions of community members and in no way should be interpreted as 
endorsed or approved by the campaign."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, yes, it's the official Barack Obama site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405789 30242 175 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:57:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #172 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue is not control of Congress; it's who is making appointments to the 
Supreme Court.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look who's rating up all the posts making excuses for the 
antisemites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05405816 30242 199 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:01:31am  
 
<P>I guess 'JustMyViewFromIreland' doesn't realize yet that I'm watching as it 
goes through and rates up every post trying to excuse this 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405839 30242 219 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:06:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #206 Boondock St. Bender</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the from ireland explains alot.there are quite a few unique veiws on things 
there.(lets not forget the socialist veiws/communist support of the IRA 
either)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To explain that, in the early days of LGF we had a troll here with the name 
'View From Ireland' who used almost exactly the same tactics as 'JustMyView' -- 
passive aggressive, slippery comments intended to derail discussions and excuse 
the inexcusable.</P> 
<P>This one has denied that it's 'View From Ireland' but I'm at the point of 
almost being certain it's the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405877 30242 254 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:13:25am  
 
<P>Here's 'View from Ireland', making excuses for Rachel Corrie:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//159453" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405930 30242 304 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:22:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #298 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er... what?</P> 
<P>That makes absolutely no sense, you realize that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think someone got flustered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405973 30242 340 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:28:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #317 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes perfect sense. The point is that they are allowing much more 
latitude than is allowed here, a practice that is probably unwise. If this site 
were open to posts from thousands of people, I'm sure we'd see lots more, shall 
we say, diversity.</P> 
<P>As it is, a fair number of comments are deleted because they reflect badly on 
the site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You can actually write something like that and not be embarrassed?</P> 
<P>Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05405982 30242 348 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:29:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #330 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As I observed in the prior thread, the Obama campaign is by all accounts 
awash in money. It's not as though he can't afford people to monitor the 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. There's absolutely nothing stopping them from disallowing this 
kind of crap -- except a lack of desire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406018 30242 381 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:34:56am  
 
<P>If you have a Mac, one of the best tools for doing screen shots is 
ImageWell:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/19042" 
target=_blank>www.versiontracker.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It has a built-in FTP feature too, so you can grab a screenshot, adjust the 
size, crop it if necessary, adjust the JPG compression, and upload it. And then 
it even puts the image filename on the clipboard, ready to paste in.</P> 
<P>Great utility. Has really increased my productivity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406103 30242 462 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:54:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #450 Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes you think that they would permit the posting of even the Horst 
Wessel so long as there was nothing derogatory posted about 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people running that site have no idea what the Horst Wessel is, 
guaranteed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406113 30242 471 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 11:56:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #459 Fierce Guppy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://thepeoplescube.com/red/viewtopic.php?t=2043" 
target=_blank>The People's Cube</A> pisses off Google. Google blacklists <A 
href="http://thepeoplescube.com/red/viewtopic.php?t=637" target=_blank>The 
People's Cube</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a huge fan of Google, but it should be pointed out that the People's 
Cube was trying to game Google's search robots by including invisible text with 
repetitive keywords.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mattcutts.com/blog/seo-advice-check-your-own-
site/" target=_blank>www.mattcutts.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406147 30242 501 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:08:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #412 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not that it would make him more responsible. It's that it would make the 
sites more comparable. We could better judge who had the higher number of people 
with unpleasant opinions posting on their sites.</P> 
<P>Second; are you trying to say that the Obama site is incapable of policing 
this stuff? If so, just say that, without these tortured comparisons to Charles. 
And then explain how they're able to not notice this sort of lunacy even when 
it's been up for months. And why the site, itself, says that posts are 



monitored, and groups are only allowed to host a site after being screened 
<EM>ex ante</EM>.</P> 
<P>No, I'm not saying they are incapable of policing it. They should do a better 
job of policing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, here's what JMVFI is trying to insinuate: that LGF would be much worse 
than my.barackobama.com if offensive posts weren't deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406182 30242 534 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:17:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/5406168" target=_blank>#520</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>Best of luck with your project. I hope you'll be able to find time to check 
in once in a while and let us know what's up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406205 30242 556 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #547 right wing zephyr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what is the horst weazel?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horst-Wessel-Lied" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406217 30242 568 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:24:49pm  
 
<P>They just took down the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406241 30242 588 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:29:50pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this -- they removed the page from the Obama site. So I went to 
the Coral link -- and it's gone from there too.</P> 
<P>And now the Obama site is preventing Google caching as well.</P> 
<P>They're trying to make sure that when they throw a post down the memory hole, 
it stays there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406246 30242 593 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:31:09pm  
 
<P>It's not at the Internet Archive either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411577 30242 670 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:38:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/5411321" target=_blank>#666</A> Right Wing 
Silliness</EM></P> 
<P>That's it? You registered just for that?</P> 
<P>Wow. Guess you told us.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406394 30243 86 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:52:30pm  
 
<P>I removed the robots.txt file above, because they probably used Google's form 
to request all indexing be stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05406401 30243 91 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:53:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I approve of it, as I imagine most people here do, since the previous 
criticism had to do w/ failure to monitor objectionable 
content.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. The previous criticism had to with the PREVALENCE of this content at that 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406408 30243 97 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:55:07pm  
 
<P>Jemaah Islamiyah For Obama?!</P> 
<P>That has to be a fake. Someone please tell me that's a fake.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/blog/jemaahislamiyahforobama" 
target=_blank>my.barackobama.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406413 30243 100 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:55:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does getting a webpage removed from Coral and the Internet Archive take some 
sort of insider's pull, or can anyone do it?</P> 
<P>Is this a scary indication of the lengths that behind-the-scenes forces will 
go to in order to secure an Obama victory, or is this just the skills of a well 
trained webmaster on display?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any webmaster can do it. You just file a request with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406433 30243 119 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:57:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #115 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Fatima is spoofin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do too. That can't be for real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406442 30243 128 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 12:59:28pm  
 
<P>It may be a spoof but it's been there since the end of March.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406470 30243 154 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 1:03:49pm  
 
<P>I saved a web archive of the page from Safari, by the way, with all the 
images and comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406645 30244 93 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 1:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #23 Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Also by Fatima: <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/alqaedaforobama/gGBxmj" 
target=_blank>Al Qaeda for Obama</A></P> 
<P>Doesn't this kind of confirm it's a hoax?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it could be - that's why I mentioned the possibility 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406719 30244 163 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 1:51:31pm  
 
<P>Hilarious moonbat thrashing at Democratic Underground:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&amp;a
ddress=389x3407110" 
target=_blank>www.democraticunderground.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406743 30244 179 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 1:56:53pm  
 
<P>Yes, there's more. New post now up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406769 30245 21 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 1:59:25pm  
 
<P>And this is no spoof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406804 30245 43 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:03:29pm  
 
<P>It's on Politico now:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406819 30245 56 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:05:06pm  
 
<P>Someone want to go over to Politico and post a comment with a link to this 
post?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406826 30245 63 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:06:18pm  
 
<P>Obama is NOT the anti-Christ. Please stop posting that here. It makes us all 
look like nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406839 30245 73 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:07:39pm  
 
<P>I'm going to start deleting these stupid "anti-Christ" posts, and if you keep 
doing it you'll lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406895 30245 121 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:17:17pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama goes for a bike ride -- with a flat tire:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/Barack-
Obama/ss/events/pl/020807obama;_ylt=AnFU0_AvfpAwE_3G0oqVU99paP0E#photoViewer=/08
0608/480/c1731c2e16734ceba99731817b5c7845" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05406992 30246 26 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:32:58pm  
 
<P>That's a hitch for a kids' trailer. He should have taken it off, but probably 
didn't know how.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407004 30246 35 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 My 2 Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Woah a minute</STRONG>. In the zoomed view, it doesn't necessarily 
look like a flat tire to me. Are you sure it is flat? I think information may be 
being lost in the graininess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm sure. There are other pictures. Compare it to the front tire. It's 
flat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407034 30246 56 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:37:17pm  
 
<P>It's one of these:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bicycletrailers.com/For-Children/Trail-a-
Bikes/index.cat" target=_blank>www.bicycletrailers.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407071 30246 88 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:40:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 My 2 Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I just looked at the other photos as best I could. To me, it looks like 
the rear tire is a bit lower on air, but hardly flat. By "flat" do you mean 
completely flat, or just lower on air than it should be? If completely flat, 
then the picture is a hypocritical (although still not very important) photo-op. 
But if it is merely low on air, then this is hardly worthy of featuring. Just 
saying how it looks from here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, that's your opinion. But I know a flat tire when I see 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407079 30246 95 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:41:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also wearing long pants without <A 
href="http://harriscyclery.net/itemdetails.cfm?ID=2559" target=_blank>pants 
clips</A>.</P> 
<P>/just tempting that chain</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's pretty safe there; the front chainrings have one of those dorky chain 
guards on them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407107 30246 119 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:44:45pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #111 GregInSeattle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the same thing, then I thought of the power of the image of Dukakis 
looking like a dork in a tank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why GeorgetownPress is upset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407176 30246 159 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #99 GeorgetownPress</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but these comments are just pathetic and spiteful. There is no 
good reason to <STRONG>criticise</STRONG> Obama for <EM>riding a bike</EM>. 
Maybe it is a publicity stunt, maybe he just wanted to go for a bike ride. If it 
is the latter, lay off the guy, it is just a bike ride, so what if he looks 
stupid. If it is the former, then don't 'dignify' the stunt by responding to it: 
it is just a banal bike ride.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You aren't American, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407180 30246 162 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:53:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it should all be placed in perspective the tire obviously is NOT FLAT. 
It is in fact mostly round, except of course, the part where the tire meets the 
road, which is straight. The apparatus attached to the seat would appear to be a 
device for the esteemed senator to use to haul his vast assortment of baggage. 
...He's got a lot of baggage...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I completely disagree. That is a flat tire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407206 30246 174 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 2:55:42pm  
 
<P>Listen -- nobody who knows anything about bicycles would ride on a tire that 
flat. You're very likely to ruin the rim and the tire.</P> 
<P>It's flat. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407549 30246 263 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:08:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #254 swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking closer, it looks like that tire is ready to come off the rim. Look at 
it right near the valve stem. Either that, or there is a very shiny place where 
the rim is rubbing. But I doubt it. That is bike abuse. You can see between the 
rim and the tire. That is more than just "flat".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're seeing the tire's brand label. Looks like a Michelin, 
possibly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407555 30246 264 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:09:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #261 pleaseandthankyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This thread is ridiculous and silly. Analyzing how someone looks on a 
bike...give me a break. The tire is a little low on air. Who cares. This is akin 
to KOS talking about McCain's teeth (though I admit that was <EM>worse</EM> 
given the attenuating circumstances re: his military service). This is so un-
substantive and desperate as to be embarrassing. We could find <EM>any</EM> 
picture of Barack Obama and use it as a whipping post. I know, next time, let's 
gratuitously trash him for the color of his socks! Or the way he eats pancakes! 
Charles points to many important issues of the day, but this isn't one of them. 
Attacks like this make the attackers look way worse that how anyone could look 
on a bike.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And you also saw nothing wrong with an AP photographer hanging out 
with terrorists as they transferred weapons in Afghanistan.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/83/5376514" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407583 30246 272 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:15:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #269 pleaseandthankyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed, A guy can't even go for a casual bike ride without getting undressed 
by the hords. There is absolutely no difference between this and the way 
liberals pull apart Bush when he is seen riding a bike, or jogging , or working 
on his ranch. I thought we were better than that. This is 
pathetic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "we" are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407646 30246 284 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:27:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 My 2 Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudgereport has a photo right now of Obama on the same bike. But 
interestingly, this time it looks like the back tire isn't even low on air? The 
mystery grows!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does look flat in that picture too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407713 30246 301 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:38:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #300 pleaseandthankyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"we" meaning this group of people who post here. Generally speaking, the same 
"we" when you rightly ask the group to refrain from trashing Kennedy upon the 
news of his cancer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, now, that's just a really stupid comparison, and you must know it. There 
is a HUGE difference between making fun of a staged photo-op, and mocking 
someone with cancer. Ridiculous.</P> 
<P>I guess we shouldn't have made fun of this either, huh?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12954_I_Stopped_Laughing_Long_Enou
gh_to_Post..." target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407726 30246 305 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:40:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/5407718" target=_blank>#304</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that's the picture I'm talking about. There's no difference in the 
tire's inflation there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407736 30246 307 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:41:16pm  
 
<P>Here it is in a larger version:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/09XjfuNd4H0Zs/obama_bike_ride" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The back tire is flat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407759 30246 311 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:44:38pm  
 
<P>I linked the wrong picture - one sec...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407763 30246 312 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:45:06pm  
 
<P>Here it is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/064b9l3ezh4RS/obama_bike_ride" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Flat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408568 30246 368 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 6:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #363 AZ Husky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with Pleaseandthankyou and Georgetown Press...this is a pathetic 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. I'm so ashamed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408831 30246 389 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:38:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #388 pleaseandthankyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the r<EM>eal</EM> d***bags are the ones who can't get on a bike to ride 
to the store unless they are wearing four hundred dollars worth of professional 
biking gear including nasa approved dryfleece light chamois hydrodynamic triline 
moister-wicking padded cycling shorts...not to mention the logos all over their 
bodies, including their yellow jerseys, from every company on the planet they 
they will NEVER be endorsed by, and hydration systems running directly to their 
sorry-assed pie holes because they can't be bothered to reach down to one of 
their three, officially sponsored water bottles. No, those are the REAL 
d***bags, if you want to talk about being phony. And excuse me for biking to 
work in my jeans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. A little bit of an attitude here, maybe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407323 30247 97 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:12:12pm  
 
<P>The moonbats are freaking out at Ben Smith's Politico blog:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Sunday_reading_Going_to_Ohio.h
tml#comments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407354 30247 114 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:18:55pm  
 
<P>This just in: hate mail about my 'Unwelcome Linkage' post. Whoever sent it 
seems to think I know who it is - I suspect Larry Johnson.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the link comes from instaputz you'd rather hide what you have to sayby 
redirecting us to another site and calling us idiots.</P> 
<P>The only idiotic coward I see is you. If you want to stand behind whatyou 
wrote then why are you blocking people based on who referred themto you?</P> 
<P>I can understand you not linking to instaputz, but you are a patheticcoward 
by not letting the incoming links see your web page.</P> 
<P>Remember, you will die the pathetic idiotic coward you have alwaysbeen.</P> 
<P>There is no way to spin this. You are cowardly!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407383 30247 132 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:24:33pm  
 
<P>Actually, that line was missing the extra added exclamation points that say 
"I'm crazy!"</P> 
<P>Here's what it really was:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no way to spin this. You are cowardly! ! ! 
!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407404 30247 144 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:27:55pm  
 
<P>No, it wasn't Larry Johnson, by the way, it's apparently someone named Jim 
Coffey, which I discovered by searching for the email address. Never heard of 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407455 30247 183 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:39:05pm  
 
<P>Here 's a comment from the Ben Smith blog from someone who read the Obama 
blog about the Mossad being responsible for 9/11, then posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Little Green Footballs is full of it. Maybe a couple anti-semitic posts, but 
most are just different opinions on approach to Israel/Palestine. Not hateful, 
just opinionated. Get over yourselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407497 30247 219 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:49:58pm  
 
<P>Now they're praising the Obama web site for allowing free speech:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Sunday_reading_Going_to_Ohio.h
tml#comments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, it's far better to have a blog with free speech than the blogs that 
McCain and Hillary manage. Never would a contrary opinion ever appear there. 
Just "rah-rah" stuff and anything critical at all is axed. Leadership that 



allows voices to be heard no matter how shrill or ugly is the kind of leadership 
I'm looking for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, free speech like "the Jews were responsible for 9/11" and "Jews 
control the media."</P> 
<P>Just contrary opinions, that's all. What's the big deal?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407503 30247 225 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 3:51:50pm  
 
<P>Wow. The referrers page is lit up like a Christmas tree.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407565 30247 269 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:12:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #265 OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LK syndrome. Not good. Sometimes a self-imposed timeout is in order. Put down 
the keyboard and do something else until you forget why you 
left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I even tried to make a joke about it. He got so bent out of shape about my 
opposition to intelligent design that he just threw his account 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407611 30247 303 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:20:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #279 goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HE threw it away?</P> 
<P>Here I thought you banned him for being too rude and was hoping it was a 
"time out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I say he threw it away, my point is that if he actually valued it, he 
would have stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407633 30247 321 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #309 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The group that posted the deleted stuff on Obama's site still has an account: 
<A href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/blog/juancarloscruz" 
target=_blank>Socialists for Obama</A> .</P> 
<P>Here's another lovely group of leftists blogging on Obama's site: <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/group/MarxistsSocialistsCommunistsforObama" 
target=_blank>Marxists/Socialists/Communists for Obama</A></P> 
<P>Change!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. I can't even begin to cover all of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407747 30247 398 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #391 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instalanche in progress. 4,475 people on line. This used to be the crashing 
point for LGF. The hamsters don't even seem winded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No problems at all. Servers aren't even getting warm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407783 30247 425 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #407 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't wait to figure out if LGF can withstand a Drudge link. We'll have to 
get some non-Obama material to find out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge link - probably not. That's several orders of magnitude greater than 
what's going on now.</P> 
<P>We probably could hold up under a front page Digg link, but the moonbats have 
us on auto-bury so we'll probably never know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05407844 30247 457 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 4:58:02pm  
 
<P>Interesting that the Obamatons haven't deleted the "Jemaah Islamiya" blog 
yet. They must be cool with that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408197 30248 119 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 6:04:19pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/24169_New_Anti-War_Slogan-
_Just_Poop" target=_blank>Just poop!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408225 30248 142 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 6:07:45pm  
 
<P>Change ... my underpants!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409493 30248 388 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:25:15pm  
 
<P>Uh, no. It does not exist. And a crazy post at a conspiracy web site isn't 
the best kind of source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408605 30249 135 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 6:59:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>The crazies are out in force at Ben Smith's Politico blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Sunday_reading_Going_to_Ohio.h
tml#comments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408624 30249 148 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:02:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/5408618" target=_blank>#143</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<P>Keep posting these as you find them, and I'll add them. It's freaking 
unbelievable how much of this stuff is at the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408656 30249 171 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:11:52pm  



 
<P>Patrick Ruffini says we should lay off:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thenextright.com/patrick-ruffini/stop-attacking-
mybarackobamacom" target=_blank>www.thenextright.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And I could not possibly disagree more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408671 30249 184 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:13:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #166 ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just hope people don't forget. Out of sight, out of mind. He has four 
months to help them forget.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry, they won't forget if I have anything to do with it.</P> 
<P>Here's that link in working form:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thenextright.com/patrick-ruffini/stop-attacking-
mybarackobamacom" target=_blank>www.thenextright.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408850 30249 340 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:40:59pm  
 
<P>Now they're posting the nasty "John McCain collaborated with the North 
Vietnamese" garbage at the Ben Smith blog.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Sunday_reading_Going_to_Ohio.h
tml#comments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Such lovely people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408858 30249 347 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:41:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #342 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles (#171),</P> 
<P>It just works!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. It's sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408859 30249 348 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:42:31pm  
 
<P>And meanwhile, we have more than 4,000 comments today at LGF, and he's going 
to lecture us about what works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05408931 30249 412 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 7:53:38pm  
 
<P>I always know it's a hate mail when the subject is "your site".</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is so bloody boring. If you guys are so against Obama, then why do you have 
so much space for him? Losers. McCain's a geezer 
btw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409014 30249 489 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:05:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #477 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not sure if this has been posted before -- pre-emptive apologies if it's a 
duplicate. The following is an official Obama blog:</P> 
<P><A href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/akidobusandi/CvzL" 
target=_blank>May God Have Mercy on Apostates</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That blog post is a perfect demonstration of what I wrote a little while ago: 
Barack Obama's Muslim upbringing won't be a problem in the Islamic world, 
because the power they think he brings to them vastly outweighs the apostasy 
factor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409145 30250 47 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:26:35pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah, baby, yeah:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://clintondems.com/2008/06/scary-obama-post/" 
target=_blank>clintondems.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409271 30250 160 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:46:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is, to my mind, excellent news.</P> 
<P>When this fellow says,</P> 
<P>it means the stuff is so far fetched and heinous that no Obama supporter 
could <EM>ever</EM> actually say it. He's acknowledging it would be disasterous 
for Obama if it were real.</P> 
<P>So they'll check the IP addresses. Or whatever. And they'll find this is 
pure, homegrown malice -- not shenanigans by LGF.</P> 
<P>Ergo.</P> 
<P>It's disasterous for Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are you, and what have you done with Cognito?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409296 30250 182 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 8:50:16pm  
 
<P>Traffic may be really crazy tomorrow.</P> 
<P>Good thing I gave the hamsters fertility shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409414 30251 31 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:12:01pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Sunday_reading_Going_to_Ohio.h
tml#comments" target=_blank>Ben Smith's Blog</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the latest GOP attack on Obama: got to his website, and create a blog 
with offensive material, then turn around and feign shock and horror at the 
blog, and blame Obama for it. Around the same time in April that these "blogs" 
popped up on Obama's website, Sean Hannity also created a blog and profile, 
remember? Only problem is that it wasn't Hannity, it was some unknown moron. 
Ben, perhaps you should ease up on the accusatory tone of your post.</P> 
<P>Posted By: Gilberto Gil %P% June 09, 2008 at 12:08 
AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409434 30251 42 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:16:43pm  
 



<P>By the way, there are some other extremely amateurish things at Barack 
Obama's super high-tech web site.</P> 
<P>For example, use the search function and put quotes in the search string, 
then watch what happens when you page forward a few times:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/search?q=%22jewish+lobby%22" 
target=_blank>my.barackobama.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Every time you go forward a page, more backslashes are added to the search 
string.</P> 
<P>This is embarrassingly lame. I have a feeling that some hacker could break 
into that site with very little effort. And no, I'm not advocating 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409459 30251 60 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:20:52pm  
 
<P>And now ... Obama Spokes!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://obamaspoke.com/" 
target=_blank>obamaspoke.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409566 30251 144 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:37:01pm  
 
 
 
<P>Another hate mail, from the address 'yourconscience@yahoo.com' (hey, my 
conscience has its own email address!), and the subject 'keep trying:'</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If John McCain's website were sophisticated enough to allow searches of the 
blog, I'm sure you'd find plenty of ill informed postings on there too. 
Unfortunately, the good senator doesn't have the money to hire a decent web 
designer. In the meantime, a quick look at some of the comments reveals the 
level of stupidity amongst his supporters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409608 30251 183 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:43:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When using subdomains like my.barackobama.com you can often use the directory 
method i.e. barackobama.com/my/ goes directly to a directory of a bunch of 
headers and footers for various web site pages. Not a very robust site at all. 
The messiah has amateurs for webmasters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh. Oh yeah. That's what I'm talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409640 30251 202 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:47:17pm  
 
<P>If they've left one directory open, you can be certain there are other 
security holes at the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409675 30252 33 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what this means.</P> 



<P>What is the consequence of leaving a directory open?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I once made this mistake.</P> 
<P>On the very first web site I ever designed.</P> 
<P>This is a really bad sign; it means there are almost certainly other big 
security holes at the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409684 30252 39 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:54:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Kaitian868</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that reminds me. I see this one PDF in that which I opened it up and it's 
a flier for the Obama campaign.</P> 
<P>The last statement of the flier is startling.</P> 
<P>4: Take immediate steps to confront the humanitarian disaster in Iraq, and 
hold accountable any perpetrators of war crimes.</P> 
<P>Okay 1: Iraq is now a humanitarian disaster? 2: Are war crimes in reference 
to the Haditha scandal? Does this mean Obama views the soldiers at Haditha are 
guilty until proven innocent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409690 30252 43 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:55:19pm  
 
<P>I grabbed that PDF too. The Obama campaign is not going to like having this 
get out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409700 30252 50 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:56:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So?His site appears to still be up and running.You'd think at least one of 
the Ron Paulians would have tried to squish it, if that were 
possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been lucky. I know people who would be able to run through that web site 
like a Mongol horde.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409714 30252 59 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 9:57:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #58 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you going to post it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You bet I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409909 30252 175 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:24:56pm  
 
<P>More open directories now listed above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409979 30252 186 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I wonder what this zip file is in the [Link: <A 
href="http://www.barackobama.com/js/" target=_blank>www.barackobama.com...</A>] 
directory?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll let you know in about two minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409992 30252 189 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:39:05pm  
 
 
 
<P>Ok, the zip file is just graphics for the site. Nothing 
interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05410000 30252 192 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:40:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cancelled download.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Someone waking up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05409945 30253 79 Charles Sun, Jun 8, 2008 10:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/5409935" target=_blank>#73</A> Irene NYC</EM></P> 
<P>It's amazing that no one really noticed this before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05410987 30254 75 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:19:33am  
 
<P>By the way, that search for 'Jewish Lobby' has a lot fewer results today, and 
a lot of the craziest stuff has been Orwell'ed out of existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411001 30254 88 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:22:34am  
 
<P>'Kestrel9000', by the way, is registered here and has an account. He's posted 
6 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411007 30254 94 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:23:55am  
 
<P>Here's its account:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/kestrel9000///" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411062 30254 146 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:36:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ah, so he's an even bigger liar than we gave him credit for being!Just out of 
curiousity Charles, when did Kestrel9000 register?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>April 7, 2007.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/kestrel9000///" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05411132 30254 179 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:45:57am  
 
<P>I think I'll open registration, now that the lefties are losing their minds. 
Could be fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411161 30254 192 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:49:58am  
 
<P>I'm going to announce it too. Let's see what they've got.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411273 30256 49 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:03:48am  
 
<P>Just registered: "Right Wing Silliness."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411363 30256 97 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:12:06am  
 
<P>Almost 100 hatchlings already. I may have to close it soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411484 30256 124 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:27:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Hey Charles</STRONG> - what's with all the folks claiming to be 
newbies but who've actually registered before today (e.g., GCPSteve and The 
sockpuppet of my sockpuppet is my sockpuppet)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, but I'd like for them to explain.</P> 
<P>In any case, we're closing the airlock soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411300 30257 3 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:06:21am  
 
<P>Looks like pretty much everything in my "57 Flavors" post has been 
sanitized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411428 30258 38 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:19:21am  
 
<P>Whew. Had to turn off the tag cloud. System load now coming back down to 
normal...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411618 30259 8 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:43:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does this mean exactly?</P> 
<P>Saying I am tech challenged would be an understatement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should absolutely never be able to see a directory listing on a 
production web site -- and especially not on one as sensitive as the web site of 
a presidential candidate.</P> 
<P>This is amateurish beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05411638 30259 20 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:45:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>For those of us who aren't technically inclined, maybe you could let us know 
whether, in your professional judgment, these open directories could possibly 
let someone plant such information on the Obama website, or they simply provide 
a glimpse into what's stored there.</P> 
<P>It's my limited understand that you could potentially use that information to 
exploit weaknesses in security, but it depends on how they've granted 
permissions to post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allowing directories to be viewed online is, in itself, a major security 
problem. Not because someone could tamper with the contents (you can't) but 
because it reveals an enormous amount of information to potential 
hackers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411655 30259 28 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:47:14am  
 
<P>You can't tamper with those directories -- that's not the problem. The 
problem is that revealing this kind of stuff is always bad news, and is a 
completely amateur mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411658 30259 31 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:47:55am  
 
<P>And the real point is that if they're so careless on such a basic level, 
there are almost certainly other, larger security problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411678 30259 50 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:49:47am  
 
<P>I checked the McCain site and didn't find any directories open - but I didn't 
do an exhaustive search.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411774 30259 121 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:03:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 cookielady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss the part where the Obums requested that Google delete all the 
caches? And Google DID IT?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's be fair. Google will do this for anyone who requests 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411777 30259 124 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:04:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 seekeroftruth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance of finding donation lists in the directory? I'd love to see who, 
or rather, what countries are donating to Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it, but who knows?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411817 30259 153 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:11:36am  



 
<P><EM>re: #141 Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't realize you made it on ABC.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2008/06/the-perils-
of-o.html" target=_blank>blogs.abcnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Getting some steam, maybe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how he's careful to insinuate that all of those blogs might have been 
planted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05411836 30259 170 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:14:03am  
 
<P>The Jemaah Islamiya post at the Obama site was a spoof -- the perpetrator 
comes clean:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theurbangrind.net/?p=2644" 
target=_blank>www.theurbangrind.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412115 30259 264 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #263 gromster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>...but because it reveals an enormous amount of information to potential 
hackers.</EM></P> 
<P>I guess I could go google this subject, too, and see if any information turns 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, please do. And it would also be a good idea to read a book on web 
security, if you're interested in the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412878 30259 271 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 12:52:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/5412844" target=_blank>#270</A> 
Blitherakt</EM></P> 
<P>Good post. And just to echo your point, the Obama webmasters have also left 
open their server info:</P> 
<P>Apache/2.0.54 (Unix) mod_ssl/2.0.54 OpenSSL/0.9.7a</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412066 30260 61 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:50:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 sngnsgt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I argued on a different forum last night about the "Official Obama site", as 
opposed to the "MyObama site" not being an official site. If it's not an 
"official site," why are the Osamessiah web desigers allowing them to mirror the 
Obama site? Wouldn't there be some sort of ownership of the design on the 
"official" site and the "MyObama" site? Wouldn't that be like me designing a 
"Little Blue Footballs" blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The MyObama site is absolutely part of the official Barack Obama campaign 
site. It's not even debatable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412466 30260 79 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 11:53:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #63 Beobachter</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you are being mentioned on The Next Right web site.</P> 
<P>FWIW:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thenextright.com/patrick-ruffini/stop-attacking-
mybarackobamacom" target=_blank>www.thenextright.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know and I emailed Patrick to tell him that I think he's completely 
wrong.</P> 
<P>It's a bit ironic that he's lecturing me on what "works." I go down the front 
page of his site and see "1 comment," "3 comments," "6 comments," etc.</P> 
<P>Seems to me that LGF is working quite well, thanks, Patrick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412265 30262 56 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 11:19:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 gcpsteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, it's me again. PLEASE! Someone help me. How do I change my screen name? 
All other questions about my history will be answered while I'm here. I'm at 
work and get called away often.</P> 
<P>You guys really look out for Charles and the Site. That is a great 
thing!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't change your username. If you just explain it, it won't be an 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412482 30264 78 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 11:56:50am  
 
<P>I wonder if they've decided that it looks worse to go around deleting these 
disgusting blogs than to leave them up?</P> 
<P>The "puppets for Israel" post is still there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412500 30264 89 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 11:59:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #81 OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...three months later, and only if someone screams about it.</P> 
<P>That will make for a great administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Patrick Ruffini is lecturing me about what "works," but if you check out his 
blog, you see "1 comment," "3 comments," etc.</P> 
<P>While he's lost in some theoretical idea of "Web 2.0" I've been building it 
here at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412712 30264 155 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 12:25:14pm  
 
<P>I said yesterday, and I'll repeat now, that any comments saying that Obama is 
the "anti-Christ" or "Satan" are going to be deleted. This is incredibly silly, 
and I don't want it here. It makes everyone at the site look nuts.</P> 
<P>If you continue posting this kind of stuff, after being warned, your account 
will be blocked.</P> 
<P>There is plenty to dislike about Barack Obama without attributing 
supernatural powers to him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413037 30264 183 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:24:06pm  
 



<P>They must have decided not to delete any more of these blogs; probably had a 
heated discussion about it, then decided it made them look worse to delete the 
posts I'm pointing out, than it does to leave them up.</P> 
<P>I'm sure all of the crazy left-wing blog posts encouraged them in this line 
of thinking.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05412897 30265 129 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 12:57:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 Blitherakt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, nobody has answered yet... Are we still stuck with AT&amp;T on this bad 
boy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was looking for that info too, haven't found out whether it's still 
AT&amp;T only. I suspect it is, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413044 30266 237 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:26:08pm  
 
<P>Uh ... it looks like my.barackobama.com may have been taken 
offline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413071 30266 260 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #242 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Obama suspended his <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/stannutter/gGBDFf" 
target=_blank>blog</A> or are they just blocking referrals from 
LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's not the referrers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413075 30266 263 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:30:51pm  
 
<P>Something's definitely going on. Can't even ping them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413142 30267 34 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:40:41pm  
 
<P>I'll bet they were checking for more open directories.</P> 
<P>If I were in charge of that web site and I discovered that the designers had 
made such a ridiculously amateurish mistake, heads would roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413370 30267 107 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 2:07:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh, this happens all the time. Generally when they have large fund drives 
the my* pages seem to be off-line.</P> 
<P>My suspicion was that those resources were directed to campaign 
contributions.</P> 



<P>At one point I noticed header links manually change away from the my* pages 
(manually because I could see the links commented out and later they forgot to 
comment one of them back in when they restored the resources).</P> 
<P>I think it looks flakey and I can't explain after the number of times this 
has been done why they haven't come up with a better solution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't explain it?</P> 
<P>I can.</P> 
<P>They're a bunch of incompetent buffoons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413470 30267 114 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 2:25:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet they are optimizing for something different you. In general they seem 
to collecting A LOT money and doing that reasonably well.</P> 
<P>Their my* pages are of tertiary (at best) concern.</P> 
<P>It's really about satisfying the needs that must to be satisfied and 
mitigating the rest. It's called good management.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "lame amateurish incompetence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413221 30268 11 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 1:49:04pm  
 
<P>Maybe that headline should read "team of crackhead 
cybernuts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413402 30269 48 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 2:12:05pm  
 
<P>Oh boy. Looks like it's time for another sampling of the wonderful world of 
myBO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413738 30270 190 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 3:04:20pm  
 
<P>I'm adding links above as they're posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413771 30270 217 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 3:11:18pm  
 
<P>Thanks to everyone who's posted links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05413985 30270 406 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 3:51:30pm  
 
<P>They're starting to delete them now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414084 30271 69 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:02:08pm  
 
<P>By the way, our search log shows that more than a few moonbats have been 
looking for something incriminating today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414126 30271 99 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:07:29pm  
 



<P>I just saw Obama do the fist bump with Howard Dean.</P> 
<P>Oh, my aching brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414135 30271 105 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:08:29pm  
 
<P>Remember, though - you can't search comments without being logged in.</P> 
<P>They're looking for something I've posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414374 30273 44 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:39:18pm  
 
<P>I hope everyone is starting to realize now why I've been intolerant of 
extreme comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414516 30273 156 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:58:41pm  
 
<P>If you want to know where Ben Smith is coming from, check out his blogroll. 
Almost exclusively leftist and far-leftist blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414520 30273 160 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 4:59:33pm  
 
<P>I really fail to understand how anyone can read that Americablog and not be 
nauseated by the sick atmosphere of hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414657 30273 283 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:34:12pm  
 
<P>I'm performing an experiment. I posted a blog criticizing Obama at his site, 
to see how long it remains posted. Within minutes, three angry comments 
appeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414663 30273 288 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:35:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #286 godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You posted the "I love LGF" blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not that one. I don't want to say which one it is yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414669 30273 292 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:36:52pm  
 
<P>If it isn't deleted soon, I'll post the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414712 30273 326 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:46:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #317 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am not sure thats a good idea, want this lend credence to the 
moonbats claiming we planted the offending blogs and comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, because there's nothing 'moby' about this at all. It's a straightforward, 
honest criticism of Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05414716 30273 330 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:47:42pm  
 
<P>Now four angry comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414720 30273 334 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:48:07pm  
 
<P>And I'll bet they're hitting that 'report' button too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414728 30273 341 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:50:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #336 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just the fact that Charles planted a negative blog on the Obama site is going 
to go over like a lead balloon with the moonbats. But what is done is done. Full 
speed ahead and damn the torpedoes!/Commodore Farragut</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't do anything out of worry for what moonbats will think. There's 
nothing planted there; it's an honest opinion and I would post the same thing 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414734 30273 347 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:51:11pm  
 
<P>I did not use my real name, however, because that would obviously skew the 
experiment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414765 30273 375 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 5:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #366 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have "report" buttons there? All that anti-Semitism, anti-Americanism, 
and terrorist supporting crud stayed there for weeks and months, and <I>no 
one</I> reported it? What does that say about them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, every blog post and every comment has a button to report objectionable 
content.</P> 
<P>And that means that either: 1) no one reported any of those hateful posts, or 
2) people did report them, and the admins didn't do anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414849 30273 449 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #428 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or, it could mean that no one other than the person who posted the original 
content ever saw them. Most of the posts identified in the past few days had 
none or a very few comments associated with them. Doesn't seem like they were 
attracting a big readership.</P> 
<P>Quick question: Was any sort of approval or authorization required for you to 
create your blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Within minutes of my post, it had gathered four angry comments. On a Monday 
afternoon, after work hours.</P> 
<P>And if you read my post above, you'll see that I retracted the statement 
about approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05414865 30273 464 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #451 Pshawalaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>-CJ</P> 
<P>It might say that nobody is reading Obama's site/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, that is definitely not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414872 30273 471 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:19:41pm  
 
<P>Now five comments on my post critical of Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414906 30273 499 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:25:58pm  
 
<P>Lots more LGF-haters at Ben Smith's latest post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Who_owns_the_comments.html#com
ments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414916 30273 507 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #478 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm interested in the caliber of these comments.Are they ad hominums?Are they 
challenging you with facts?What's going on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I think you already know the answer to that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414946 30273 536 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:34:32pm  
 
<P>There may be 75,000 blogs at that site, but the VAST majority of them are 
one-post wonders. There are definitely not 75,000 ACTIVE blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414961 30273 550 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:37:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #542 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I gather the main excuse for not policing the blogs there is that it's "too 
hard."Is that in line with what you're heard?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05414971 30273 560 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 6:39:36pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with that idiot at Digg who keeps posting our stuff with 
hateful comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/LGF_admits_they_were_wrong_in_trying_to_
smear_Obama_campaign" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415324 30276 3 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 7:42:12pm  



 
<P>LOTS of hate mail coming in tonight, after the attacks on lefty blogs.</P> 
<P>For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lies you spread through the net are simply astonishing. Your comments 
section itself says "Comments are open and unmoderated, and do not necessarily 
reflect the views of Little Green Footballs." Rofl you flame Obama's site for 
being unable to keep up with all you dumb shit conservatives going to his site 
and making those Hateful blogs. It is you right-wing douches that are 
responsible for it. McCain has objectionable content on his site of the same 
nature and the media didn't jump on that so quit crying about how Obama 
supposedly has the media in his pocket. Your site has proven that you don't want 
change or hope. You love slanders, lies, and dirty tricks.</P> 
<P>Fuck you</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415697 30276 43 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:32:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you posted a link to your Obama page? If not, how many hate comments are 
you up to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still watching it. It's entirely possible that the admins are on to my 
experiment, because there are almost no other critical blogs being posted at 
MyBO. It's the largest echo chamber known to man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05417685 30276 52 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:17:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the motivation here? What do you gain by creating a blog on a campaign 
site of a guy you despise?</P> 
<P>Isn't this just a little beneath you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are you kidding with this BS?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415397 30277 5 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 7:52:05pm  
 
<P>There are about a dozen more like that in my Inbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415724 30277 98 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:38:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 NoSpam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...Is it at least good porn?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's the disgusting kind, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415826 30278 257 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 8:55:56pm  
 
<P>If anyone feels like sticking up for LGF, the haters are running rampant at 
the Ben Smith blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Who_owns_the_comments.html#com
ments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>They're even linking to the years-old "LGF Quiz" smear site. A typical 
post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I co-host a message board (no, not a blog) that gets several thousand 
messages a month. We have an extensive, experienced and motivated staff...and 
even WE don't catch everything. It's one reason we encourage our members to use 
the Report to Moderator feature if they come across something that they believe 
breaks our forum rules. And if some moron decided that everything some member 
posted was always reflective of my thinking, I'd blow a gasket. Sheesh. Isn't 
this part of the whole "ownership society?" You know? The person who writes the 
comment is actually RESPONSIBLE for what they write...not some host of the 
board/blog? Donna</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Several thousand messages a month! And they still can't keep up, with an 
experienced and motivated staff!</P> 
<P>We get 5-6000 comments a DAY at LGF. And somehow, we manage to keep up, with 
a staff consisting of one person and 4 volunteer monitors.</P> 
<P>The amount of bullshit they're spewing is just amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415848 30278 275 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:01:08pm  
 
<P>Another comment from Politico:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, this is darling. So Charles Johson of "Little Green Footballs" posts 
something at the Obama blog and then reports that someone posted something on 
the Obama blog. This is called sockpuppetry. its also called manufacturing non-
issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415856 30278 282 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:02:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 vbspurs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arrgh, this is what I was afraid of!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it's not about my experiment.</P> 
<P>They really believe that I planted the "Israel Lobby" blog post at 
MyBO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415892 30278 314 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #308 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got all my comments yesterday posted- Ben seems pretty fair in this 
regard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may be fair about that, but he's also way too willing to let rabid haters 
post comments - including whacked out conspiracy theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415941 30278 358 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:19:44pm  
 
<P>It's amazing, really. Ben Smith posts about hate speech and outrageous smears 
at the Barack Obama site, claims there's no way to police it, then the SAME KIND 
OF STUFF happens in the comments for his own post.</P> 
<P>And he doesn't police it.</P> 
<P>I've emailed him about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05415966 30278 382 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #371 really grumpy big dog Johnson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I posted there more than 10 minutes ago, and the comment hasn't been 
posted yet. I spent another 10 minutes composing a very reserved and reasoned 
comment. Apparently either there's some sort of problem with rapid posting of 
comments, or else they use selective censorship to only post the comments that 
they prefer. I think I made a fairly powerful and soft-toned argument for LGF, 
so that may have just been too much for them to handle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, folks. I think their comments are on some kind of delay; I'm seeing 
some of the ones you posted showing up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415971 30278 387 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:27:17pm  
 
<P>I think Politico is using some kind of caching system - that's why posts 
don't show up right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05415999 30278 413 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/5415954" target=_blank>#371</A> really grumpy big 
dog Johnson</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent post, really grumpy. I appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05416015 30278 428 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #393 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't get behind this one.</P> 
<P>Obama's citizenship is not his personal business, but his birth certificate 
is.</P> 
<P>Just rumors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? Are you seriously suggesting that it doesn't matter whether he's a 
citizen or not? Because without the birth certificate, there's no way to know 
for sure.</P> 
<P>A US citizen's birth certificate contains NO sensitive personal information. 
What could possibly be Obama's reason for refusing to release 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05416072 30278 483 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:51:38pm  
 
<P>I appreciate the support from Syrah, mich-again, and Sharmuta at the Ben 
Smith blog too. I almost hate to admit it, but this constant barrage of hatred 
does get to me sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05416105 30278 514 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 9:57:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #501 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rangel is also the Democrat who keeps pushing to reinstate the draft.</P> 
<P>===</P> 



<P>Charles: Is it safe to post over there? An awful lot of strange cookies tried 
to storm the IE7 gates when I opened the comment form.</P> 
<P>=</P> 
<P>They seem to have settled on the talking point excuse lifeboat that it was 
only a handful of negative blogs/comments all posted by our side.</P> 
<P>Last I saw there were around two dozen of those highly offensive and/or 
extremely disloyal blogs/comments.</P> 
<P>The lifeboat they're grasping is already overcrowded.</P> 
<P>SINKINGBUS,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're concerned about the cookies, just delete them all after visiting 
the site. That's what I do whenever I have a feeling something might not be 
right.</P> 
<P>But the vast majority of cookies can't do anything nasty to your computer. 
And I doubt Politico.com would be using really malicious stuff. They have too 
much to lose if they try to pull something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05416154 30278 558 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:07:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #520 no_mo_jihad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the off topic guys, but for those who can stomach it a video 
released from the un-known poster in Pakistan shows honor killing, stoning of a 
young girl in Peshawar. Please be warned the low quality cellphone video is 
extremely graphic.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://video.google.com/videosearch?client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&amp;hs=gIF&amp;q=video+impale&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;tab=wv#q=hanging&amp;sitesearch=video.google.com" 
target=_blank>video.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>After watching this I have pretty much made up my mind about the 'relgion of 
peace'</P> 
<P>I would rather die then see this evil legalized in my country.</P> 
<P>- no mo jihad</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has nothing to do with Islam. This is an old video from northern Iraq, 
and it shows the stoning of a girl of the Yazdi sect. We debunked this video 
more than a year ago.</P> 
<P>Please don't post this kind of deceptive stuff here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05416166 30278 569 Charles Mon, Jun 9, 2008 10:09:28pm  
 
<P>Thanks, all, for the words of support. I've been reading so much abuse today 
that it's given me a serious headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05417762 30281 68 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:26:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not raising $100 million.</P> 
<P>Also, didn't he agree to go by public finance if McCain did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree? What does Barack Obama care about the agreements of 
mortals?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05417816 30282 13 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:33:36am  



 
<P>The video is fixed if you reload the page. There was a bad character in the 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05418049 30283 69 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:58:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This will wear on even the liberal press at some point in time. Obama's 
responses are inappropriate and repetitive. "McCain did it first" and then 
pointing out some BS is not adequate. McCain bought into this for a while. Threw 
Hagee to the lions without ever asking Hagee if the allegations that he was 
anti-Catholic are true (he runs a charity for retired nuns, to thank them for 
their service). But now tgis grows tiresome, and McCain realizes he has been had 
by a Clintonesque team of liars and dissemblers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hagee may have gotten a bad rap on some points, but I think McCain was 
absolutely right to distance himself from him. He's an "end times" 
fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05419697 30285 146 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 2:32:12pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #145 Blitherakt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just an aside, Slashdot had an <A 
href="http://news.slashdot.org/article.pl?sid=08/05/31/2341201" 
target=_blank>article</A> about this on the first of June.</P> 
<P>The /. blurb mentions that this went up shortly after somebody redirected his 
site to Clinton's.</P> 
<P>As always (sadly), security isn't important until you have to do 
it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. So they've known about problems at the site since June 1st, and still 
left all those directories open?</P> 
<P>It's even worse than I thought. This is sheer incompetence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05419186 30288 25 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 1:04:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The US is NOT providing the Saudis with nuclear weapons or the means to build 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but the point of this article is that it's incredibly unwise even to 
give them nuclear fuel and help them build reactors, in a region that is already 
on a hair trigger. I think it's a good point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05419303 30290 23 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 1:24:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 Beobachter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I was wondering if the isn't a way to update the links in the green 
navigation bar at the top without having to reload the page.</P> 



<P>If there is a way to do that, I am sure that someone will be so good and fill 
me in on the secret, if not, it might be a good idea to have those links 
automatically refresh, similar to the top rated links, when you click the 
refresh button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're talking about the section with links to the previous and next 
threads, it is automatically updated every time you click the 'new comments' 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05419652 30290 251 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 2:21:15pm  
 
<P>Here's an interesting glimpse into the leftist mindset: I emailed Ben Smith 
and asked him to remove some of the downright libelous comments and personal 
attacks against me that are being posted at his Politico blog by raving 
lunatics, and told him that I wouldn't let similar comments about him stand at 
LGF -- and he said, "No."</P> 
<P>Thanks, Ben.</P> 
<P>I've emailed other lefty bloggers from time to time when the attacks get out 
of hand, and they have all, every single one of them, refused to do anything 
about it.</P> 
<P>It's pretty clear that people like Ben Smith <EM>invite</EM> those kinds of 
comments, then stand back and preach about "free speech" when someone 
objects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05419726 30290 300 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 2:41:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #292 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He deleted my comment in less then 12 hours.</P> 
<P>In fact, unless I'm looking at the wrong Socialist scumbag posting by Mr. 
Smith, it looks like Commie Ben has deleted every single one of the comments 
that disagreed with his opinion.</P> 
<P>EVERYONE,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I think it's still there on this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Who_owns_the_comments.html#com
ments" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420064 30291 96 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 4:10:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/5420058" target=_blank>#95</A> JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't this post contradict the one from this morning that talked about 
Obama's fundraising prowess?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very good! You noticed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420092 30291 103 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 4:15:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #100 GeeWiz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I hope you see this post. I can identify with Savage in what he is 
dealing with in his personal life. I did not see his posts that caused his 
banning, but I know that at the time of my divorce (11 years ago) my passions 
ran as deep as his. Savage loves his children as do I and is committed to 



protect them as I am. If I posted on this site back then, I guess I would also 
be banned. Savage exhibits what is best about America and his rantings evolve 
from a parent's desire to do what's best for those they love most. Sometimes 
parents go over the line but as my daughter once told me, "that's our job".</P> 
<P>Savage may have crossed a line with a comment that should have been deleted 
but I do not understand his banning. I could be wrong here, just ask my ex. 
Should I be out of line here, please ignore my post. Thanks Charles for a forum 
that I can not ony vent but applaud you for your your previous accomplishments 
to the digital world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was warned MANY times about doing this. He was even banned once before, 
but I let him back in when he promised to behave. He knew he was on a short 
leash, but still abused the privilege.</P> 
<P>He holds the record for deleted comments without being banned. I'm absolutely 
not going to tolerate it any more. Those kinds of comments put this entire site 
at risk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420051 30292 106 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 4:04:42pm  
 
<P>Just got an email from someone puzzled about why they lost their account -- a 
person who was banned when he posted about a "hit list" that could include 
"Osama Obama."</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with some people? How can you not know this is 
unacceptable?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420183 30292 199 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 4:40:27pm  
 
<P>This kind of stuff is all over the lefty blogs - I followed a link from 
Technorati to find this, because most of them won't even link to LGF, even as 
they spew insults at us:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reachm.com/amstreet/archives/2008/06/09/wingnut-
hackery-at-obama-blog/" target=_blank>www.reachm.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420191 30292 207 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 4:43:11pm  
 
<P>Here's the Technorati page with lots more of that crap:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.technorati.com/posts/1wWuetVL0LCnub%2F4qz9ssO0a2kEzE01RszWprfuB
QD0%3D" target=_blank>www.technorati.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420414 30292 392 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 5:41:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #383 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm. Reuters did something interesting here:</P> 
<P><A href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2008/06/thats-odd-reuters-calls-
obama-raving.html" target=_blank>That's Odd... Reuters Calls Obama a "Raving 
Socialist"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not Reuters. It's a blog post. They're occasionally putting blog posts 
on their site, for what reason I don't know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420417 30292 395 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 5:43:11pm  
 



<P>By the way, if anyone wants to mix it up with the moonbat moron who posted 
that ridiculous article at Huffington Post about LGF "planting" all those 
hateful blogs at my.barackobama.com, here's the creep's web site:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.seeingtheforest.com/archives/2008/06/more_smear_atte.htm" 
target=_blank>Seeing the Forest: Today's Obama Smear Attempt</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420438 30292 410 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 5:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #400 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's part of their integration of <A href="http://www.blogburst.com/" 
target=_blank>blogburst</A> technology, and that particular post is courtesy of 
<A href="http://blogcritics.org/politics/" target=_blank>Blogcritics</A>.</P> 
<P>Probably to enhance their range of opinion beyond the one-note leftist line 
that their editorial content takes. Maybe they realize that it pays to cater to 
both sides of the aisle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- I actually saw an LGF post appear at the Reuters site once, months 
ago. It lasted about 5 minutes before someone realized what was on their site 
and deleted it. Since then, they've apparently blocked us out of the Blogburst 
listings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420447 30293 9 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 5:52:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #2 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we're driving traffic to his website why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as he's concerned it's meaningless traffic. I added rel="nofollow" to 
the link to make sure it doesn't do anything for his Google 
pagerank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420467 30293 23 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 5:58:03pm  
 
<P>By the way, I've gotten emails from people saying I should have waited to 
reveal all that hate at the Obama site -- but I'm absolutely sure that his 
webmasters are so incompetent that there will be lots more of that stuff in the 
months to come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420481 30293 34 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:00:39pm  
 
<P>Someone just emailed to say the John McCain web site is linking to Daily Kos, 
but I don't see it. Does anyone know if it's true, and where the link is if 
so?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.johnmccain.com" target=_blank 
?>www.johnmccain.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420484 30293 36 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't understand his thinking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, there's your problem -- there's no "thinking" involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05420505 30293 51 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you click "spread the word" it brings you to a link. Un fucking 
believable</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there it is.</P> 
<P>Wow. Someone over there really doesn't get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420517 30293 63 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:07:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait a minute - it says:</P> 
<P>I think the intent is to infiltrate and spread the word in hopes of 
converting those on the fence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420525 30293 71 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:09:01pm  
 
<P>I'm curious to see how long it takes the stalkers to show in the comments at 
Dave Johnson's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05420550 30293 89 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 6:12:34pm  
 
<P>Well, I'm not going to make a big deal out of the link to Daily Kos. Not 
worth the trouble, and I suppose there are actually some people who will think 
it's a good idea and applaud McCain for it.</P> 
<P>(Those would be the people who don't know what actually goes on at Daily 
Kos.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421072 30293 513 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 7:40:46pm  
 
<P>The first stalker has just shown up at Dave Johnson's blog -- the obsessed 
'Sura 109' cretin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421265 30293 526 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 8:26:18pm  
 
<P>Hi stalkers! Doesn't it bother you that you're so sadly, boringly 
predictable?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421508 30296 74 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:19:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crosspost</P> 
<P>While on the name "<A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/blog/emmanuelwinner" 
target=_blank>Emmanuel</A>" check out this jerk's blog series on John McCain at 
MyBarackObama.com.</P> 



<P>I am just disgusted at the mind that thought it all up. And that it passed 
the barack obama censors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. Seriously deranged.</P> 
<P>That will be a post tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421521 30296 83 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:21:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a fresh one...<A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/post/ernestkarhu/gG5jHH" 
target=_blank>Obama's Groveling Before Israel Lobby</A></P> 
<P>A right wing plant? Is Charles posting as James G. Abourezk? Somebody better 
check the IP here, there could be a big scoop!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another post for tomorrow. The Washington Report for Middle East Affairs is a 
pro-terrorist propaganda site run by former State Department drones now in the 
pockets of the Saudis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421549 30296 106 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:27:37pm  
 
<P>They're starting to delete the 9/11 Troof blogs now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421651 30296 194 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 9:55:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 republic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The website says that all blogs must be approved before they will be 
posted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, it's the "groups" that must be approved. It turns out that 
blogs go online with no approval.</P> 
<P>Which is, in itself, an amazingly bone-headed thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421720 30296 256 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 10:17:42pm  
 
<P>How whacked out are the Kos Kooks?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/6/11/0440/43318" 
target=_blank>Someday History Will Honor Dennis Kucinich</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05421727 30296 263 Charles Tue, Jun 10, 2008 10:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/5421713" target=_blank>#250</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Charles is right in asserting that the MyBO blog will keep producing 
fruit all the way up to election day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way they'll be able to stop it is to either start moderating them, 
or shut them down entirely -- and imagine the screaming from the hordes if they 
did either one.</P> 
<P>This is going to be a gift that keeps on giving for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423431 30300 21 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:27:05am  



 
<P>The Troofer blogs are still there, and so are the Communists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423600 30300 127 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:50:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #97 formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good work.</P> 
<P>I am divided however.</P> 
<P>I would like to see this stick to him for months to come.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. There's going to be more of it. The only way they could possibly 
stop it is to either approve blogs before posting, or shut it down entirely.</P> 
<P>See my update above. This whole idea is fatally flawed, and they should have 
known better. It's a question of lack of judgment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423620 30300 146 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:55:11am  
 
<P>The posters at my.barackobama.com are really starting to read the riot act to 
the web admins now:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Re: They ARE monitoring the site...</STRONG>By Brosco from 
Newtonville, MA 41 minutes ago</P> 
<P>The problem is that the other bloggers were not monitoring this site. If you 
call things to somebody's attention, yes, they will act on it. The problem was 
that nobody on this site bothered to call anyone's attention to these postings 
until LGF started calling attention to them. LGF also exposed some of the very 
poor design of this web site with its wide open directories and other problems 
of this sort. We owe them for this. I am personally concerned that since 
donations are being solicited on this site and a lot of security holes were 
shown to exist, that the information might fall into the "wrong hands". I am now 
personally nervous about handing over my credit card data here. Yes, belatedly 
it has been noted that a security person is going to be hired, but that hire has 
not yet happened and that is locking the door after the fact. It is most 
disconcerting that the campaign is being implemented in such a manner. There 
have been too many redactions of late for my comfort. If this continues, it will 
call into question Mr. Obama's administrative capabilities for this 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423656 30300 173 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:01:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #165 Roentgen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't this one worth a blog entry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423683 30300 195 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:06:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right that it doesn't specifically respond to the stuff on his Myobama 
site, but it depicts any crticism of him on the Internet as smear tactics. 
Interesting timing, too -- why would they have this article now?</P> 



<P>The article claims that Obama is recruiting "senior staff" to "combat online 
rumour campaigns."</P> 
<P>Here's the URL if anyone is interested: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/uselection2008/barackobama/2109
538/Barack-Obama-recruits-staff-to-fight-web-smears.html" 
target=_blank>www.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had the story on Monday:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30268_Obamas_Crack_Team_of_Cyberna
uts" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I don't think it's about this issue - they're more concerned about the 
"Muslim" rumors than anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423760 30300 258 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:23:55am  
 
<P>Man, I would hate to be the CEO of Blue State Digital (Obama's site 
designers) right now. This is serious egg on the face here, and they undoubtedly 
are the ones who sold the campaign on the 'community blogs' idiocy.</P> 
<P>It demonstrates a real blind spot. The Daily Kos "diary" feature is the clear 
inspiration for this, but apparently they didn't even see the nauseating hatred 
that is posted at DK every day on those diaries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423937 30300 419 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 11:02:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #381 hailing frequencies open</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sorry if this has been mentioned already, but it would be 
interesting to put up a "hit counter" for IPs from the Obama folks like you did 
for Reuters. Just to see how much they're watching you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only problem is, I don't have an IP address for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423981 30300 461 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 11:12:42am  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>Now at Pat Buchanan's American Conservative magazine - an article that 
suggests the Mossad was responsible for 9/11.</P> 
<P>I kid you not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05423985 30300 464 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 11:13:02am  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amconmag.com/2008/2008_06_02/cover.html" 
target=_blank>www.amconmag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05424123 30300 553 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 11:34:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #485 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Dave Johnson has updated his <A 
href="http://www.seeingtheforest.com/archives/2008/06/more_smear_atte.htm" 
target=_blank>LGF blog post</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What an ass. An IP address proves nothing at all, and that comment is so 
obviously planted it's beyond ridiculous. He probably posted it 
himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05424296 30301 105 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 11:54:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #99 kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing where the article suggests Israel was responsible for 
9/11.</P> 
<P>"Whether the movers and the art students had jointly pieced together enough 
information to provide a preview of 9/11 remains hidden in intelligence files in 
Tel Aviv, but the proximity of both groups to 15 of the hijackers in Hollywood, 
Florida and to five others in northern New Jersey is suggestive."</P> 
<P>Suggestive of piecing together the plot or being responsible for the 
plot?</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's saying that the Mossad knew about the plot but did not inform the US. 
This absolutely would make them complicit in the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05424542 30301 155 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 12:25:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/5424444" target=_blank>#135</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, you're just wrong here. An accomplice to murder, even a passive one 
who knows about a plot but fails to inform authorities, is regarded by the law 
as equally liable for the crime. And this wasn't just a murder, it was mass 
murder on a large scale.</P> 
<P>And then there's the simple fact that this whole story is a bunch of 
concocted antisemitic nonsense, from A to Z.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05424790 30301 206 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 1:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #196 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do I do that? I went into account management and my email is already 
there.</P> 
<P>try mainesmichael at att dot the usual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just check the little box that says "Show email" when you post a comment, and 
your username becomes an email link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05424463 30302 187 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 12:16:18pm  
 
<P>Shepard Smith is a complete moron, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425317 30303 397 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 2:41:05pm  
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05425701 30303 472 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:42:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #471 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are overanalyzing this.</P> 
<P>If the Saudis are supporting candidate "X", its because they believe 
candidate "X" is better for them. I think its that's simple.</P> 
<P>Its not actually clear to me WHOM the Saudis are supporting. Per <A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601070&amp;sid=aTPOwyOePvy8&amp;r
efer=politics" target=_blank>this recent article in Bloomberg news</A>, they are 
supporting McCain behind closed doors, because they think he'll keep Iraq under 
control and Iran in check.</P> 
<P>That seems more plausible to me than the editorial in the Saudi newspaper on 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, I'm more willing to believe that the Saudis are telling 
the truth about their feelings in an Arabic article, than in some "analyst's" 
opinion at Bloomberg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425746 30303 474 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:53:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/5425737" target=_blank>#473</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, you can argue either side. But the Saudis are, from my experience, much 
more likely to tell the truth when they're speaking (or writing) in Arabic. They 
seem incapable of realizing that infidels can translate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425394 30304 21 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 2:54:08pm  
 
<P>Are there really people out there who care about Frank Luntz and his focus 
groups?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425413 30304 36 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 2:57:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 UFO TOFU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone have any idea what's wrong with my computer? When I hit "new comments" 
it refreshes to the top of the page. "Reply", "quote" or up-ding take me the 
home page. The format and "preview" buttons are inoperative. It's probably my 
machine and not LGF, but it becomes tedious to keep up with 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will happen if you have Javascript turned off. Check your browser 
settings...</P></DIV></DIV> 
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05425503 30304 107 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:09:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 paint-right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to be so behind the times but what happened to the"report" 
option?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's now the exclamation point icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425575 30304 173 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:20:43pm  
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05425596 30304 193 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:24:14pm  
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05425665 30304 255 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:36:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/5425658" target=_blank>#249</A> Abu Boo 
Boo</EM></P> 
<P>I'm amazed that you're still trying to defend that ridiculous 
viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425721 30304 302 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:47:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #297 canadianally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No withdrawal of troops until certain conditions are met.</P> 
<P>No artificial timetable.</P> 
<P>Oh, this is Obama. (via HotAir)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2kFrFIFizkU" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, yeah, but Ed Morrissey got that one pretty wrong. That interview is not 
from April of this year, it's from 2004.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425771 30304 343 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 3:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David M. Friedman defended it in a book he wrote before Ben Stein's movie 
came out.</P> 
<P>And so did Charles Lindbergh, through lessons he learned from his 
mistakes.</P> 
<P>So I don't think the idea is so easily dismissed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's very easily dismissed. This is a deceptive, reductionist, anti-
science argument advanced by far-right groups to attack evolution and promote 
pseudo-scientific nonsense, and it's very much like Holocaust 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425806 30304 373 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:07:50pm  
 
<P>If I seem unwilling to let comments promoting the intelligent design hoax 
stand unchallenged ... it's because I am.</P> 
<P>It's a hoax. It's promoted by deceptive groups and religious 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425829 30304 395 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:12:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #391 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not impressed with arguments that are based on assumptions about your 
opponent's motivations.</P> 
<P>And I don't think it's fair to characterize a philosophical position you 
don't agree with as "very much like Holocaust denial." Unless you can show that 



the two ideas are linked, or at least that leading ID proponents are Holocaust 
deniers, then it's nothing more than a smear.</P> 
<P>Like it or not, evolution is very tightly linked to 
eugenics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've learned that there's no way to convince folks like you. And no, it is 
not connected to eugenics, no matter how many times you say it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425846 30304 408 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:14:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/5425825" target=_blank>#391</A> Abu Boo 
Boo</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, about "assumptions:" we've argued this over and over, and many 
facts have been offered to support my conclusions. They're conclusions, not 
assumptions. You've just ignored everything you don't want to 
hear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425907 30304 462 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #452 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please state the hypothesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no hypothesis, because it's not science. (But you know 
that.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425912 30304 466 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #458 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried that Spy page and it left me feeling defective because it goes so 
fast and all the threads are mixed. I need columns for each (selectable) thread 
and a !ding! when Charles puts up a new post...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a spy link on each thread, that shows only the incoming comments for 
that topic...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425916 30304 469 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/5425888" target=_blank>#445</A> Abu Boo 
Boo</EM></P> 
<P>Over and over, the same points, no matter how many times they're dealt 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425942 30304 492 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #478 goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with you.</P> 
<P>To be there is a distinction between adaptions and evolutions. There is clear 
evidence that species adapt and change, but I'm not sure whether I believe in 
wholesale evolution (atoms to organizations).</P> 
<P>Origins of the universe are all hypothetical, are they not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution says nothing about the origin of the universe. It describes a 
mechanism that explains the profusion of species on this planet, a mechanism 



that has been extremely well documented, and is supported by scientific theory 
and evidence.</P> 
<P>Intelligent design is a hoax promoted by the same people who were trying to 
promote "creationism" a few years back. They changed their tack when it became 
clear that creationism was discredited. The main proponent of this hoax is the 
Discovery Institute, and a leaked document from there spells this agenda out in 
detail. Look up the Wedge document at Wikipedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05425959 30304 505 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 4:34:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #494 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hypothesis is that there are some aspects of life that appear to require 
forethought.</P> 
<P>I attached absolutely no religious meaning to that. My religious views are 
similar to Thomas Jefferson's. I believe in absolute truth and that the laws of 
nature extend to ethics. I don't observe any religious rituals, and I consider 
Creationism to be mythology.</P> 
<P>But as someone deeply involved in the history of science, I know that great 
science requires total freedom of thought, and that throughout history science 
has been held back by science orthodoxy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you're demonstrating only one thing: you don't understand the meaning 
of the term "scientific hypothesis."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426074 30304 608 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #585 aboo-Hoo-Hoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...laugh.</P> 
<P>It helps...I think. lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, that's the problem - I don't think there's anything funny about the 
intelligent design hoax. I think it's tragically sad that people are being 
tricked by this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426112 30304 641 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:13:06pm  
 
<P>By the way, radical Islamists are also very opposed to the theory of 
evolution, and very big on their own version of "intelligent design." It's 
something that Islamofascists and far-right religious fanatics have in 
common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426139 30304 651 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/5426101" target=_blank>#631</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I think there are FAR more harmful and pernicious beliefs than 
"intelligent design".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, there's a lot worse stuff. But accepting an anti-science idea 
like "intelligent design" is just one more step on the road to America's total 
irrelevance in the arena of scientific achievement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05426230 30304 666 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:29:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #661 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think accepting ID as science is harmful.</P> 
<P>You didn't say it. . .but I also think that the relatively small minority of 
rabid ID proponents are not helpful to the "cause" of mainstreaming political 
Conservatism (to a non-fundamentalist majority).</P> 
<P>But I disagree with the latter conclusion. So long as it isn't mainstreamed, 
considered "science" and/or taught to kids in place of science, America will do 
just fine. Creationism has been around for a pretty long time, and American 
scientific accomplishment has survived it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's my point. There's a concerted effort to "mainstream" this 
nonsense. Luckily, up til now their efforts have been stopped in the courts, but 
when even people like Bobby Jindal are supporting ID there's a serious problem 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426380 30304 685 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:50:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #680 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just noticed that your anti-ID post happens to be #666. . .</P> 
<P>/COINCIDENCE?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426384 30304 686 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:51:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #682 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I gotta read some Blake. Some people have been posting some very good quotes 
from him lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>William Blake is one of my favorite poets, even though Roger was obviously 
trying to zing me with that one.</P> 
<P>It cuts both ways, Roger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426490 30304 696 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:07:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #694 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A question I didn't answer earlier...</P> 
<P>In science, a hypothesis can be anything from a hunch to a highly educated 
guess.</P> 
<P>Many great scientific discoveries were based on hunches. Michael Faraday, one 
of the greatest experimentalists, believed that light and magnetism are related. 
He had no factual evidence. He spent twenty years trying to prove it--and 
finally did.</P> 
<P>Einstein's theory of relativity was based on the insight or belief that the 
speed of light is constant. His theory introduced no other new facts--it was 
just a different explanation of the Michelson-Morley experiment. ...Different 
than the FitzGerald-Lorentz theory that was based on the same facts. Einstein 
had no facts to prove the speed of light is constant--but he believed his theory 
was more elegant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Come on. This is just ridiculous. Why are you trying to confuse the 
issue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426514 30304 699 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:11:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #697 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Einstein's theory was soon proven correct by experiment: the speed of light 
is constant.</P> 
<P>But again, you misunderstand the concept of scientific hypothesis. That's 
just one of the problems of IDer's. They throw around scientific terminology 
without understanding the meaning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed they do. They rely on the fact that Americans are largely ignorant of 
scientific principles (thanks to decades of devaluation of critical thinking) to 
make appeals to emotionalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426558 30304 703 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:21:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #702 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saying I don't understand is hardly a scientific response.</P> 
<P>You need to show that Einstein had facts to show that the speed of light is a 
constant before he created his theory--not that others found facts later.</P> 
<P>His theory was based on the same facts as the FitzGerlad-Lorentz theory. And 
both worked out the math to make their competing theories logically consistent. 
So it wasn't just the math.</P> 
<P>Are you familiar with FitzGerald-Lorentz?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you've demonstrated over and over that you don't understand: 1) 
scientific hypotheses, or 2) scientific theory.</P> 
<P>Kenneth is correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426587 30304 705 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:29:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #704 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then please teach me. On what facts did Einstein base his hypothesis that the 
speed of light is constant?</P> 
<P>I would be grateful if anyone can clear this up for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teach yourself. Dealing with ideologues is wearying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426665 30304 714 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:53:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #712 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I answered the question of what the ID hypothesis is earlier in the 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you didn't. You tried to float an absurd misrepresentation of the concept 
of "scientific hypotheses."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426759 30304 722 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 7:23:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #721 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, what facts was his speed-of-light-is-constant "postulate" based on?</P> 
<P>The fact that science can sometimes verify "surprising" ideas is exactly my 
point.</P> 
<P>Science is based on deterministic principles. That means that if you can 
demonstrate something through an experiment it is a fact or law. Everything else 
is just provisional in the search for facts and laws.</P> 
<P>ID is just a hypothesis. Evolution is a theory--it encompasses many 
indisputable facts. But a theory is an explanation. The number or quality of 
facts it encompasses don't in themselves make the explanation any more or less 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have absolutely no idea what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426901 30304 733 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/5426882" target=_blank>#732</A> Abu Boo 
Boo</EM></P> 
<P>Complete gobbledegook. At this point you're just saying 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427000 30304 736 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:19:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #735 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you suggesting Einstein's special theory of relativity doen't assert the 
speed of light is constant regardless of reference frame?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I'm saying that you're way out of your depth, and spouting complete 
nonsense.</P> 
<P>Maybe you think you're fooling somebody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427288 30304 753 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #750 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just did, had not seen this before. Scary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And remember, that document was never supposed to be public. It's a glimpse 
into the religious fanaticism that is promoting this Dark Ages hoax - deceptive 
and cynical, and proud of its ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05428711 30304 761 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:46:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #759 Abu Boo Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lesson: great discoveries and inventions don't come from cookbook approaches 
to science. They come from creative thinking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your "lessons" would make more sense if you first demonstrated that you have 
even the slightest understanding of basic scientific principles. But you 
don't.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426294 30305 137 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 5:39:39pm  



 
<P>After getting yet another email saying, "Hey, where's my hat tip? I posted 
this in the comments last night!" I need to say:</P> 
<P>This article is in the New York Times. I'm not going to start searching LGF 
for references to every article I post.</P> 
<P>The complaining about hat tips is getting out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05426529 30306 59 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 6:14:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Charles, have you started looking at FF 3 compatibility yet? I've noticed 
that everything works peachy except for the gray left and right borders on 
either side of the main content column. They tend to go in and out, being more 
sporadic on longer pages (comments). Just thought I'd mention 
it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are simple CSS borders, nothing tricky at all. The Firefox beta owns 
that problem, not LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427030 30307 135 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:23:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 DesScorp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhhh, Charles, you should know better than to post anything from the 
SPLC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should "know better?"</P> 
<P>Please point out something that's inaccurate or wrong in this article.</P> 
<P>I do know that the far right works overtime to smear the SPLC, if that's what 
you're referring to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427344 30307 169 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:14:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #139 mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.discoverthenetworks.org/individualProfile.asp?indid=1809" 
target=_blank>Here's a bit on Dees and the SPLC</A> from a source that's been 
linked to many times on LGF. I wouldn't exactly call David Horowitz and his 
cohorts "far rightists"...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the worst crime Morris Dees is guilty of is "self promotion?"</P> 
<P>When did that become a crime?</P> 
<P>Again, deal with the facts. There are facts in this article, and the SPLC is 
doing more than anyone else to keep tabs on these neo-Nazi creeps. Why would you 
attack them for exposing this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427417 30307 180 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 9:27:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I only saw one line in that piece that I would really quibble about.</P> 
<P>"Even David Duke, the neo-Nazi and former Klan boss who is the closest thing 
the movement has to a real intellectual these days..."</P> 
<P>They got a fistful of pseudo intellectuals with fancy degrees these days.</P> 



<P>Jamie Kelso, Ian Jobling, Virginia Abernathy, Lawrence Auster, Jared Taylor, 
Peter Brimelow, Gordon Lee Baum, Marcus Epstein, etcetcetc...</P> 
<P>SLPC is actually six months to a year behind the curve.</P> 
<P>===</P> 
<P>Their numbers have risen from a one time 1990's low of around 20,000 to well 
over a quarter of a million in separate groups at last estimate. That's just the 
US based groups.</P> 
<P>One neo-nazi is a threat. Every neo-nazi is a threat.</P> 
<P>Is that a difficult concept?</P> 
<P>EXPECTNOMERCY,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've learned recently that neo-fascists are much more prominent in 
conservative circles than I had previously realized. There are other well-known 
pundits who are sympathetic to the fascists, too -- I've drastically revised my 
opinion of more than a few people, e.g. Diane West, Richard Miniter, and several 
others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427602 30307 190 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #187 Roger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the most depressing links in a long time. To think the authors 
are living when there is so much opportunity with the knowledge we 
have...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to get banned, or would you like to explain what this is 
supposed to mean? Do you think the warnings about advocating violence are not 
serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427646 30307 196 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:31:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #194 Roger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? I'm saying there is every opportunity to know better than the junk Mark 
Potok is pointing out they[Duke etc.] are espousing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not clear on your point, but I'll take your word you didn't mean 
what it looked like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432368 30307 236 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:07:19pm  
 
<P>Lawrence Auster is a lunatic. And he is very much a supporter of Eurofascist 
groups. He has launched some really ugly attacks against me and against LGF for 
speaking out against those fascist groups. I'm curious about why you would stick 
up for someone like that?</P> 
<P>And as for the SPLC, there are facts in this article. Deal with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432375 30307 237 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:09:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 Q</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may disagree with their politics or philosophy, but it's ludicrous to 
call Lawrence Auster or Ian Jobling, of all people, "pro-nazi", let alone "neo-
nazi" (unless your definition of a nazi is "someone I deem totally uncool").</P> 



<P>Auster is a traditionalist conservative and an outspoken critic of paleocon 
pathologies. (Also, he's of Jewish ancestry.)</P> 
<P>Jobling broke with American Renaissance over their failure to decisively 
disassociate themselves from the <EM>real</EM> nazi scum. He's a supporter of 
Jews and Israel and an <A href="http://inverted-
world.com/index.php/blog/blog/why_i_dont_support_ron_paul/" 
target=_blank>opponent of Ron Paul</A>.</P> 
<P>SPLC hysterics is a poor guide to the actual state of 
things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am learning exactly what you're about, Q. And I don't like it one bit. Ian 
Jobling is a flat-out racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432418 30307 238 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:17:20pm  
 
<P>After reviewing Q's recent posts, and the links he's been posting, his 
barely-disguised racism is no longer welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432538 30307 241 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:48:05pm  
 
<P>Auster was fired from David Horowitz's FrontPage. That should tell you 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432552 30307 243 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:50:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #242 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, it does.</P> 
<P>Auster is described on the web as a "traditionalist conservative". Is that a 
code for something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, actually ... it's code for "fascist sympathizing 
scumbag."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432682 30307 246 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #244 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL, thanks again.</P> 
<P>My Google search brought up some praise for him from David Duke and the folks 
at Stormfront (I won't go to their websites).</P> 
<P>I learned some new code words in some of the threads about the VB and their 
ilk. Of course, I can't remember them all now, but there was some kind of 
"Christian" group for racists and various paleo-whatevers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are quite a few people masquerading as "mainstream conservatives" who 
are crypto-fascists. Pat Buchanan is by far the most visible, but when you dig 
down you find people like Auster and Jobling and Jared Taylor and Vdare.com and 
their fellow travelers.</P> 
<P>I don't want anything to do with these people. They're not conservatives, 
they're Neanderthals, no matter how they try to dress it up in deceptive 
language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433281 30307 253 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:03:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #252 KevinV</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for making that perfectly clear. You're free to post that kind of 
fascist-sympathizing garbage at your own site, but not at LGF. 
Bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433368 30307 256 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:25:17pm  
 
<P>Anyone else want to come out of the woodwork?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433396 30307 263 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:30:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #262 Lewis</EM></P> 
<P>KevinV is right. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433441 30307 269 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:37:36pm  
 
<P>I'm glad they're revealing themselves.</P> 
<P>Anyone else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433477 30307 276 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:45:21pm  
 
<P>And now, of course, I'm getting hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427159 30308 202 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:45:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #189 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really haven't seen any evidence that trials of Bush administration 
officials is even on his agenda. When asked about his priorities, he's said 
Iraq, health care, energy. Trials for war crimes didn't enter into the 
picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30253_Obamas_Plan_for_Iraq-
_Prosecute_War_Criminals" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427176 30308 217 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:47:36pm  
 
<P>Man, there are spinners of all persuasions at LGF tonight.</P> 
<P>Obama apologists, intelligent design ringers, you name it, we have 'em 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427241 30308 265 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 8:58:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #244 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Won't happen.</P> 
<P>There's no political points to be gained by thrashing a former President who 
no longer has power.</P> 



<P>Obama may allow that sort of talk to go on now, while Bush is still sitting 
President, but it'll vanish if he's elected.</P> 
<P>Kucinich exempted, of course. He's not half the political animal Obama is. 
He's straight-up crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Obama is elected, the war crimes trials are virtually guaranteed. The 
cries for blood will not vanish, they'll get louder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427618 30308 499 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:16:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what to think, here.</P> 
<P>There's the irritation of MSNBC even asking the question, sure. But that's 
obliterated, to my mind, by the baffling response.</P> 
<P>Everybody voted <EM>yes</EM>?</P> 
<P>What is happening to our country?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a phony result. It's a stupid internet poll, and it was gamed once 
again by leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427643 30309 99 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:28:49pm  
 
<P>savage_nation will not be allowed back to LGF. I should have banned him a 
LONG time ago, but listened to people who told me they liked him, and he was a 
good person, etc. He was not a good person, he was a manipulator, and his days 
of manipulating me are over.</P> 
<P>S&amp;DM really crossed a personal line with me, and it's very unlikely that 
he'll be back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427662 30309 109 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:36:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/5427657" target=_blank>#107</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>I'd really like to not talk about it, but unfortunately people keep 
asking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05427680 30309 122 Charles Wed, Jun 11, 2008 10:43:52pm  
 
<P>The Spy certainly is handy for watching people go through and rate posts. At 
least one creationist is getting busy tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05428746 30310 39 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:52:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Lawrence Schmerel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a private school.</P> 
<P>I don't approve of these teachings, but . . .</P> 
<P>I don't like the idea of private schools having to make their "textbooks 
available to the State Department so changes can be made."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05428818 30310 95 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:00:50am  



 
<P>Time for lizards to vote in this poll:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/25106407/" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>13% answer: "Yes. One way to teach tolerance is to show tolerance."</P> 
<P>I'm just flabbergasted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05428825 30310 102 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:02:06am  
 
<P>This school should have been shut down right after 9/11. Instead the morons 
who think like 13% of those MSNBC poll responders have let it continue spreading 
poison for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05428978 30310 215 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:27:26am  
 
<P>Apparently we have some people here too who are in favor of 
suicide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429006 30311 28 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:31:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read in a post here that mybarackobama has removed the search function, 
preventing searching of blogs. is this true? I'm lookin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the search function is still there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429675 30312 212 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:41:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your headline is not accurate. It isn't that terrorists are getting rights, 
it is people being accused of terrorism. Voicing your opinion is fine, but 
please be factual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wouldn't know a fact if it jumped out of the bushes at 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429247 30313 9 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:59:08am  
 
<P>The state of Hawaii only releases birth certificates to relatives:</P> 
<P><A href="http://hawaii.gov/health/vital-records/vital-records/elig_vrcc.html" 
target=_blank>Hawai‘i State Department of Health</A></P> 
<P>How did Moulitsas get this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429343 30313 58 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:06:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't born in Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05429395 30313 92 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:10:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #59 jpfletcher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took a screeshot of the properties for the birth certificate and it says 
that it was created in Adobe Photoshop CS3 Macintosh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://jpfletcher.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>jpfletcher.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The document was probably scanned into Photoshop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429490 30313 147 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:19:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #112 Rogue198</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Folks, I'm no Obamicon by any means, but let's not turn into Truthers here. 
Apparently Kos admits the campaign released it to him, Gerahty over at NRO 
thinks it's authentic...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://campaignspot.nationalreview.com/post/?q=NWVjN2I1MjlhM2ZjZjRjYzBkODA
xZjZkZGQyYWNkMDk=" target=_blank>campaignspot.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>...He also mentions something that is true, when a request is made for a 
certification, then a new one is printed and stamped by the 
registrar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not being a "Truther" to question Markos Moulitsas. The guy would sell 
his own mother if he could gain something politically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429528 30313 173 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:24:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 Rogue198</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree he's as trustworthy as a jihadist calling for a ceasefire, but let's 
proceed objectively here. For better or worse, Dems like Obama consider him 
mainstream.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am proceeding objectively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429627 30313 240 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:35:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 The Jinxmedic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This certificate is not an issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. This one is over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429635 30313 246 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:35:42am  
 
<P>Folks, please read what Jinxmedic has posted. There's nothing fake about 
this. It's the real thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05429818 30313 382 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:58:54am  
 
<P>I've updated the post to point out who it is that the Obama campaign is 
associating with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05429899 30313 444 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 11:11:58am  
 
<P>Interesting thing about that "screw them" remark -- Kos has apparently 
removed the redirect that he had in place for years, to hide what he said from 
outside links.</P> 
<P>You can now link directly to his vile comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433208 30313 703 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:46:25pm  
 
<P>It's not a forgery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430263 30315 17 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:11:50pm  
 
<P>If you can't post anything but "GFY," I'd appreciate it if you would just not 
post. That doesn't add anything to the discussion, it just makes us look bad to 
anyone reading these comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430283 30315 25 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:16:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 uncle_monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And once again, blurring the distinction between commenter and 
BLOGGER.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They blur the line when they want to defend that kind of crap, but then 
have no hesitation about turning right around and using the same tactic to smear 
Hot Air and LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430365 30315 69 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well 'Nam, you can do that if you want. Charles is pretty good at quite a few 
things. He is not G_d however, nor is he an expert at everything. When it comes 
to birth certificates, I have lots more reason to claim expertise than Charles 
does. And he should not feel slighted by that. For reasons that I have outlined 
in detail in previous threads, I believe that Charles is wrong on this and that 
this uncertified "certification of birth" does not qualify as the final arbiter 
of Obama's status as a "natural born citizen" since it would not qualify for a 
Social Security card. I'm not satisfied with it - even if Charles 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes no sense whatsoever for the Obama campaign to release a forged 
document. Even they are not THAT stupid.</P> 
<P>This is a real document from the state of Hawaii. It's not a 
fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430388 30315 84 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:34:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 bluegrassredstate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>still seems like he should have gotten the absolute undeniable 100% real 
thing with stamps and seals all over it and given it to real media instead of 
kos</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is, this story is not in the media. They released it to a blogger 
because the story lives only in the blogosphere. Releasing it to the media makes 
no sense for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430409 30315 100 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:37:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a particular part of the Reason post that is incorrect? (I really 
don't know; I haven't followed the twists on other blogs, etc.)</P> 
<P>Regardless, I do agree with the spirit of it: I think people at several blogs 
wandered down the birth certificate path, which I think was a mistake from the 
beginning. It only promises to pay off if you believe the United States of 
America is so incompetent that it wouldn't bother to double-check the origin of 
a Presidential candidate's citizenship.</P> 
<P>A candidate, moreover, whose birth and background has been the subject of as 
much talk, scrutiny, and hagiography as any candidate I can 
remember.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was nothing wrong with asking the question. That's a silly point. Of 
course it matters whether a presidential candidate is a US citizen.</P> 
<P>Now they've laid the question to rest. That's it. On to the next 
chapter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430416 30315 106 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:39:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to agree with Charles here... a little Occam's Razor. It would be 
dramatically worse to release a forged document, and then get caught, than it 
would be to just continue to remain silent on the whole birth certificate 
subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Occam has fallen into disrepute, it seems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430452 30315 132 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 galloping granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have they laid the matter to rest Charles? Perhaps in your mind, but 
certainly not in mine and not in the minds of many others here, who doubt the 
authenticity of this purported birth certificate on a number of well-defined 
grounds.</P> 
<P>The question will be laid to rest when it is fully verified. KOS scan is not 
verification in any way, shape or form, even if Obama feels he would rather leak 
to the blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, if you want to keep insisting that it's fake, that's your business. But I 
do not agree, and that is not my position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430485 30315 162 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 12:52:30pm  
 



<P>I especially like the commenter over there who flings obscene insults at me, 
then complains that he isn't being allowed to register so that he can fling the 
insults here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431743 30315 289 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 3:03:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #284 Bill Dalasio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, it's genuinely sad to see what Matt Welch and company have done to 
Reason. When Virginia Postrel (the auther of the first blog I ever saw) edited 
the magazine it really stood for "Free Minds and Free Markets", and could really 
turn one on to libertarian arguments. Whether you agreed with them, or thought 
they were completely insane on an issue, they always made an insightful, 
informed, and genuinely fun take on things. You could find interviews with 
interesting thinkers and important people. Over the last some years, however, 
the magazine's humorous tweeking of noses, has given way to an arrogant sneer of 
presumed betters. Principled challenge is slowly being replaced with sophmoric 
posturing. And the traditions of classical liberalism get shunted aside to fit 
in with the kewl kids.</P> 
<P>Pathetic really.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. Matt Welch has ruined it -- it's turned it into just another forum 
for pseudo-libertarian leftist crap. I used to enjoy it too; now it's almost 
indistinguishable from Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433151 30315 296 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:33:35pm  
 
<P>Reason Online is now off my list entirely. Just another deceptive web site 
run by liars.</P> 
<P>It's a shame what's become of what used to be a good source for intellectual 
articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430673 30316 76 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:11:55pm  
 
<P>Another classic comment at Reason Online: "why don't they just leave it open 
all the time?"</P> 
<P>This in a thread brimming with insults and crazy ranting. They're like 
children; totally un-selfconscious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430702 30316 96 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:14:18pm  
 
<P>We're definitely getting some trolls registered. They always give it away 
with their usernames.</P> 
<P><EM>Totally</EM> un-selfconscious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430742 30316 131 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:17:20pm  
 
<P>Right, names like "justiceforall," for example, or "The Truth," or "Right 
Wing Wackos."</P> 
<P>They really seem to think that's clever. Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430771 30316 156 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:19:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #145 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious...how is a "troll" defined in this forum? Anyone who disagrees 
with CJ and his echoes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430867 30316 246 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:27:34pm  
 
<P>"IbrahimX" is obviously trying to draw anti-Muslim comments with that 
name.</P> 
<P>Just to clue everyone in. I've seen it all before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430891 30316 270 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:29:51pm  
 
<P>The next troll tactic -- invariably -- is to focus on any insults and 
complain about how badly they're treated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05430988 30316 357 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:36:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #145 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious...how is a "troll" defined in this forum? Anyone who disagrees 
with CJ and his echoes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you the "IbrahimX" who comments at the Jerusalem Post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431010 30316 374 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 1:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #367 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>bellamags, thank you for informing me that this site is reserved for adults. 
I certainly had trouble coming to this conclusion given the various way multiple 
people insulted me upthread. And yes, Ibrahim IS really my first name, and I did 
not choose it just to draw "anti-islamic" comments as someone else 
suggested.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your first post was an insult. What did you expect?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431409 30316 634 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:20:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #580 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other than the HUMAN tragedy of people losing their homes/lives, no, I don't 
think there would be anything inherently tragic in Syria rolling their tanks 
into Israel. No, such a thing would be only as tragic as Israel's creation in 
the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not a troll, you're a Jew-hater, that much is clear.</P> 
<P>Do you live in the United States?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431433 30316 644 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:23:17pm  
 



<P>Again we see that pungent mixture of brave jihadi and whining 
crybaby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431484 30316 670 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:29:04pm  
 
<P>You might as well be talking to a wall, folks.</P> 
<P>I'll let this one continue a bit longer, to see how deep a hole it will 
dig.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431554 30316 709 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #687 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I being threatened with getting banned just because I defended a post of 
mine that another poster linked to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh booohooohooo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431562 30316 713 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:37:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #687 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I being threatened with getting banned just because I defended a post of 
mine that another poster linked to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're banned, it won't be because you're "defending a post."</P> 
<P>It will be because you're a Jew-hating piece of shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431633 30316 755 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #749 IbrahimX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, that silly IbrahimX! Obviously an anti-semite. Jew hating, he is, 
terrorist sympathizer too. We should have known from his name.</P> 
<P>/repeat</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back to the whining.</P> 
<P>See my comment #246.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431689 30316 794 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:52:36pm  
 
<P>These responses are all good, but you know, I've been down this road too many 
times with these freaks.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #776 ContraJihadi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ibrahim,</P> 
<P>Slow down, take a DEEP breath. Nobody at LGF will ban you if you can repent 
of the Jew hatred and defend your point of view rationally. --Arabs and Muslims 
*are* capable of rational discourse, no? --</P> 
<P>We'll never agree with you, but at least we could then respect 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431971 30316 876 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 3:59:39pm  



 
<P>'IbrahimX' ignored my question about where it lived. So I'll tell you: it's 
posting from Fairfax, Virginia, home of the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30310_Islamic_School_in_Virginia-
_Kill_the_Infidels_and_Take_Their_Property" target=_blank>Islamic Saudi 
Academy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433223 30316 941 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:49:41pm  
 
<P>Unless someone talks me out of it in the next half hour, I'm talking away 
this vile creep's account. After re-reading what it posted today, I don't see 
any reason to let it continue hijacking treads with this kind of hateful 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433719 30316 947 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:31:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #946 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read everything he's written, and what I have read I've disagreed 
with. But if it's a matter of ideological difference -- even this massive, 
essential ideological difference -- I'd vote in favor of helping him see a new 
point of view, rather than a quick toss.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a complete waste of time. You'll never reach people like that. It's 
just not going to happen.</P> 
<P>He's out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431246 30317 44 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 Diamond Bullet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As funny as it is, I think that's a separate parody site.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fightthesmears.org/" 
target=_blank>fightthesmears.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>vs.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/content/fightthesmearshome/" 
target=_blank>my.barackobama.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - I just updated.</P> 
<P>However, the point about Amateur Hour still stands. They forgot to register 
the .ORG domain at the same time. Incredibly lame.</P> 
<P>These are the people who are supposed to be internet savvy, 
remember.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05431307 30317 72 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 2:08:44pm  
 
<P>FightTheSmears.tv is still available, and so is FightTheSmears.mobi.</P> 
<P>Yes... .MOBI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432053 30320 20 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 4:14:33pm  
 
<P>The troll in the registration thread, by the way, is posting from Fairfax, 
Virginia, home of the Islamic Saudi Academy that's in the news today for their 
radical Islamic indoctrination.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05432386 30320 232 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:12:52pm  
 
<P>We now have some apologists for fascism showing up in the "White 
Supremacists" thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432390 30320 235 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:13:11pm  
 
<P>And two long-time LGF posters are revealing themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432409 30320 250 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:15:49pm  
 
<P>In fact, two long-time LGF posters are going to lose their accounts right 
now. I've had it with sneaky racist bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432420 30320 260 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:18:13pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30307" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432422 30320 262 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:18:36pm  
 
<P>'Q' is out of here. I just looked at the links he's been posting, and the 
barely disguised racism is sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432433 30320 272 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:19:53pm  
 
<P>I'm also going to delete every link he has posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432460 30320 293 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:27:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #278 MigueldowninMexico</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q?I've never seen that guy/gal commenting.I don't even remember that 
nick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been here for years. I wish I'd figured out what he was about 
sooner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432468 30320 298 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #290 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I still cannot realiably pause the spy. Maybe it has something to do 
with minimizing and restoring the window? The On checkbox seems to work OK when 
the spy first opens, but when I come back to it after this and that, it seems to 
ignore the check, I've turned it back on, waited, and then turned it off, but it 
keeps spying anyway, over ten, twenty, more seconds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05432483 30320 309 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:32:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #307 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE6sp2(cringe, sorry).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I knew that.</P> 
<P>I'll investigate... but you really ought to think about switching to 
something better. IE6 is really showing its age these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432487 30320 313 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:34:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #308 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles and some of the big lizards have worked hard to separate this web 
site from European white supremacists. We don't need that trash here. Did you 
see the comments via SPY or were they flagged?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always go back to threads about Nazis after a while. These types love to 
come into dead threads and post their crap after everyone else has moved on. 
I've seen it over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432493 30320 316 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #311 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if Q was here so long why doesn't that nic jump out at me? I can't 
remember that nic at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His registration ID is 851.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432496 30320 319 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:35:21pm  
 
<P>And we're currently up to 27,225.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432506 30320 326 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #324 justdanny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what my registration ID is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're #325.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432519 30320 332 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #329 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>justdanny (#324),</P> 
<P>All the 6-15ers have to be under 1,000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. The 6-15ers.</P> 
<P>You're no. 176.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432526 30320 338 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 5:45:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #331 yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what is my id'#</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>8998.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432602 30320 400 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:01:03pm  
 
<P>By the way -- I've been thinking about this, and I want all "lizards of 
faith" to know that my opposition to the intelligent design hoax does not mean I 
hate you, or don't believe in God.</P> 
<P>I'm opposed to ID because it's a really, <EM>really</EM> bad idea, being 
promoted by really bad people -- the right-wing equivalent of Islamofascists, 
who are also opposed to science and evolution.</P> 
<P>I am NOT opposed to religious belief, I'm opposed to political agendas 
masquerading as "science." It's intellectually dishonest and offensive to me on 
a very deep level.</P> 
<P>That is all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432809 30320 579 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:34:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #560 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well. Since nobody's gonna clue me in, I'll take a guess:</P> 
<P>Does it mean something along the lines of, "If it's afternoon on Thursday, 
and a troll is a-lyin', the answer is a Thursday Afternoon Open Thread."</P> 
<P>Oui?</P> 
<P>Non?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I should have commented that code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432815 30320 585 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:35:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #575 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out of curiosity...</P> 
<P>WHATSMYNUMBER?,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're #11,751.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432857 30320 622 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:43:25pm  
 
<P>Something is very rotten at Sean Hannity's web site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.hannity.com/showthread.php?p=29302071" 
target=_blank>forums.hannity.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432890 30320 650 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #628 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, no offense, but I think that comparison's a bit... stretched. I 
haven't noticed any ID proponents flying planes into skyscrapers, etc. I agree 
that they promote bad science; but islamofascists... I mean, 
really.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>My point is that fundamental Islamists are also opposed to science and 
evolution (as in, they kill people for advocating it). There are quite a few 
posts at MEMRI on this issue -- and the Islamofascists' statements on evolution 
are almost identical to the Discovery Institute's propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05432914 30320 671 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 6:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #658 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay.</P> 
<P>SO WHAT'S MY NUMBER? PUHLEEEZE...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa, dude. You're #114.</P> 
<P>Occasional, my left butt cheek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433116 30320 859 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:27:30pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. I guess I'm going to have to put the ID number in people's profile 
display now. Who knew there was so much interest in auto-incrementing primary 
indexes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433161 30320 894 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:35:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #881 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I presume, nevertheless the reply from The Prisoner dialog is, "That would be 
telling."</P> 
<P>With some ambiguity about the meaning of "telling" in the British 
dialect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll just tell you that I am Number 2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433182 30320 912 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:40:10pm  
 
<P>Number one is not Stinky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433249 30320 941 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 7:57:16pm  
 
<P>Your user ID number is now displayed in the profile page that shows up when 
you click the icon next to your username.</P> 
<P>It's only visible to the user who owns the name -- not to 
everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433264 30320 948 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:00:16pm  
 
<P>In other words, if you want to know your ID #, just click your icon in a 
comment header. Whoomp, there it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433294 30321 48 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:07:07pm  
 



<P>Another long-time LGF poster has come out as a fascist sympathizer tonight, 
and is no longer welcome at my site. It takes a long time to flush out these 
creeps, unfortunately.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30307/comments/#c0252" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433307 30321 57 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:10:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #51 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not the KevinV I know. . .Under the bus with you!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I had the Obama campaign's money and staff, this wouldn't be a 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433359 30321 98 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:22:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 marsouin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With this guy's lurid background ceaselessly streaming out for the past few 
months, he is still standing strong. He's got to be the ultimate teflon 
candidate. And what better sign that his popularity among supporters cannot be 
in any way be based on rational thought?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And in one of your recent comments at LGF, you were defending the Eurofascist 
site Brussels Journal. You ignored my question about it. Would you like to 
answer now?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/88/5402291" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433372 30321 108 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:25:55pm  
 
<P>And another fascist sympathizer comes out. This is getting 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433381 30321 113 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:27:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 Drained Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your post is right after mine. I hope you're not referring either to Mark 
Steyn or to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30307_White_Supremacists_for_Obama
/comments/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433397 30321 124 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:30:43pm  
 
<P>And another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433410 30321 135 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:32:18pm  
 



<P>And another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433472 30321 182 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:44:03pm  
 
<P>Notice that all of these creeps have come out in a thread about undisputed 
neo-Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433482 30321 190 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:46:34pm  
 
<P>And another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433497 30321 200 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:48:29pm  
 
<P>Someone named 'Megan' started down-rating all my posts about the fascist 
sympathizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433505 30321 206 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:49:14pm  
 
<P>I don't think they're finished yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433514 30321 214 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:50:51pm  
 
<P>I've noticed others who down-rate posts criticizing fascists, by the way; I 
expect them to start showing up too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433524 30321 221 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:52:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #217 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if there's an effort coming from GoV or Brussels Journal 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's coming from somewhere, that's for sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433537 30321 232 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:54:37pm  
 
<P>That's seven racists and/or fascist symps tonight so far. Quite a 
haul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433547 30321 241 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 8:55:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #237 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/does this mean sporting the VB logo as an avatar is no longer 
welcome?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That creep has been banned for a long time now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433598 30321 283 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:05:59pm  
 



<P>I'm about to start a serious house cleaning. The crap in that thread has 
shown me that there are still some registered users who should be thrown out, 
and I'm taking care of that unfinished business now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433641 30321 319 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:15:06pm  
 
<P>I'm up to 12 now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433647 30321 324 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #323 pegcity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it odd that Hugh still posts Fjordman pieces on 
Dhimmiwatch</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433665 30321 333 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:20:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #327 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fjordy stinks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've actually considered going through the LGF archives and deleting all my 
posts that link to his articles, now that I see clearly what he's promoting.</P> 
<P>But I have an aversion to revisionism. If someone tries to smear me with 
those posts at some point, I'll simply admit that I was wrong about Fjordman. 
Because I was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433681 30321 347 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:24:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #335 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could go back and add a disclaimer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Maybe so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433703 30321 367 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:28:17pm  
 
<P>And now I'm going to block that sick freak IbrahimX.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433769 30321 417 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/5433759" target=_blank>#409</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't kept track of all the names, I'm afraid. But here are 6 of 
them:</P> 
<P>MeganStormiLewisAlphaMu42KevinVQ</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433772 30321 420 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:42:51pm  
 
<P>Their comments are deleted because I don't want that garbage at LGF. Re-
posting them would defeat the whole purpose of deleting them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05433789 30321 436 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:47:07pm  
 
<P>I've been informed that there is a group of people at Discarded Lies who are 
planning to start posting crap at LGF, in revenge for banning 
KevinV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433804 30321 449 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:49:57pm  
 
<P>It's in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://discardedlies.com/entry/?40988_the-right-car-at-the-
wrong-time" target=_blank>discardedlies.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433819 30321 461 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:52:09pm  
 
<P>And others too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433826 30321 467 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:53:37pm  
 
<P>I've already caught a couple of creeps who are lurking here with accounts, 
and reporting over there on search results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433841 30321 478 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 9:56:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #474 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I hope you're keeping track of the folk at Lies (I know it's called 
Discarded Lies, but since they never discard any lies, I just use the correct 
terminology which is LIES) who say they are registered here (e.g., airforcewife) 
but haven't posted in a couple of years and who may come back over now to create 
more problems.And WTF is it with Evariste? He's cheering on people making racist 
and fascist comments out here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433871 30321 506 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:02:47pm  
 
<P>Several of the Discarded Lies people have now lost their stealth accounts. 
And yes, they're watching this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433883 30321 518 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:06:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #516 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't see where she said that, but did see where Levi from Queens said 
that airforcewife and he may be the only two members of Lies to still have 
posting priviliges here.Hope Charles changes that to ZERO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433886 30321 521 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:06:46pm  
 



<P>Just got hate mail from 'IbrahimX' too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433902 30321 535 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:10:02pm  
 
<P>IbrahimX is demanding that I reinstate its account. As if.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433905 30321 538 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:10:37pm  
 
<P>Here's the email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I find it funny that you've taken away my account, because itREALLY 
does seem that you don't like opposing viewpoints. I did notseek to air any 
controversial statements, but I was forced to defendstatements I made on another 
forum. The irony here, Charles, is thatlike many a liberal you are afraid of 
debate and argument. I am nowsatisfied that you're all interested in 
administering is an echochamber.</P> 
<P>It's also ironic how you have the temerity to call me "vile" given 
yourloathsome and primitive reaction to me--that is, your accusation that Imust 
somehow be connected with an Islamic School that is located in thesprawl that is 
Fairfax. Oh no, wouldn't want anyone calling you out onyour own vile tendencies 
would you? Hence keeping the gates closed.</P> 
<P>Anyway, if you have a modicum of principle you will reinstate 
myaccount.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433911 30321 543 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:12:06pm  
 
<P>If anyone knows of any other Discarded Lies people who still have accounts 
here, please let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433959 30321 584 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:26:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #575 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Set a X month no comment/automatically lose your account rule.</P> 
<P>/give fair warning globally and individually before purging</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been considering exactly that, to prevent the morons at places like 
Discarded Lies from taking advantage of stealth accounts. I'll probably write 
the code this weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433970 30321 594 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:29:06pm  
 
<P>Note to "marsouin" -- if you don't answer my question in #98 within the next 
five minutes, you're losing your account. I know you're still 
online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05433983 30321 606 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 10:34:28pm  
 
<P>Five minutes is up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05434072 30321 656 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 11:04:43pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #652 LeePro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://discardedlies.com/entry/?40988_the-right-car-at-the-wrong-
time#c15" target=_blank>Heads up</A>, posted there this afternoon.</P> 
<P><A href="http://discardedlies.com/entry/?40988_the-right-car-at-the-wrong-
time#c60" target=_blank>Heads up #2</A>, on same user! <STRONG>Says her dual 
registration here and at "DL" has not been <EM>detected</EM> yet.</STRONG></P> 
<P><A href="http://discardedlies.com/entry/?40988_the-right-car-at-the-wrong-
time#c182" target=_blank>Here's another</A>, who thinks she's still "kosher" 
[her word].</P> 
<P><A href="http://discardedlies.com/entry/?40988_the-right-car-at-the-wrong-
time#c188" target=_blank>Another</A> [don't know LGF nic]</P> 
<P>Now I'm wayyy behind realtime here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All blocked, and three more stealth accounts belonging to evariste that have 
been logged into today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05434076 30321 658 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 11:06:01pm  
 
<P>Make that <EM>five</EM> more stealth accounts belonging to 
evariste.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05434087 30321 663 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 11:10:28pm  
 
<P>That's at least 10 stealth accounts belonging to those obsessed freaks. I 
almost feel sorry for them; they're obviously caught in some kind of negative 
feedback loop that's warping their values. Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05434095 30321 667 Charles Thu, Jun 12, 2008 11:13:49pm  
 
 
 
<P>They've logged into every one of their stealth accounts tonight (before I 
blocked them), to see if they were still active.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435406 30321 707 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:54:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #696 Rookie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>I just took some time and had a look at the latest 4-5 articles on the 
Brussels journal. I did not find that site being fascist. Not on the front page, 
at least. I vaguely remember from your previous posts that some disturbing 
articles or/and comments were added calling for a bloody solution of EU 
immigration problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can only "vaguely recall" some kind of vague problems, maybe you 
shouldn't be defending that site. There's a huge ad in their sidebar promoting a 
British National Party web site -- did you miss that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436323 30321 715 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:06:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #713 Josephine</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about the person who dinged down this comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436333 30321 716 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:07:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #712 cba2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>It appears you are about to ban me because I am a regular at Discarded 
Lies.</P> 
<P>This is most certainly your prerogative. However, if you do so, I hope you 
will also remove the current contents of your FAQ page, the vast majority of 
which I wrote way back when (both the original FAQs, and the updates that 
included suggestions from the others credited at the end of the page.)</P> 
<P>Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should be ashamed of yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436341 30321 717 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:08:50am  
 
<P>And don't worry, your FAQ page is removed. Enjoy your new 
friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435475 30324 75 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:01:22am  
 
<P>More sneaky fascist sympathizers are losing their accounts this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435491 30324 91 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:03:06am  
 
<P>I just don't believe how these people are coming out of the 
woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435534 30324 129 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:06:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the motivation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The post about "White Supremacists for Obama" really stirred them up, 
apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435568 30324 162 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:11:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #144 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, WHERE are they coming out of the woodwork and are they from Discarded 
Lies or GCP or GoV or just independent loons?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one I just banned has been going through all the comments I've posted on 
this and down rating every one of them. And it was another LGF poster who has 
been here for a long time, although she has not posted in quite a while. I'm not 
going to reveal the name, for my own sneaky reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05437443 30324 375 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 1:28:46pm  
 
<P>What a pathetic troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437455 30324 376 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 1:30:53pm  
 
<P>Is there some kind of troll school where idiots go to learn this stuff? 
Because without exception, they all follow the exact same 
script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437485 30324 377 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 1:36:36pm  
 
<P>1. Post an insult.</P> 
<P>2. Claim to be a Republican/LGF supporter who is sad to see our credibility 
being diminished.</P> 
<P>3. Post more insults.</P> 
<P>4. Whine about the insults that come back and ignore any substantive 
points.</P> 
<P>Rinse. Repeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437716 30324 382 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 2:20:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #380 Dainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do i prove that I am not a troll?</P> 
<P>"Are you or have you ever been a troll on LGF" said McCarthy.</P> 
<P>I feel thoroughly spanked. :) I am kind of amused that you all think I am a 
troll based on my opinion here and my low post count. I guess I should be 
flattered in some strange way. No, I'm just a frequent reader and infrequent 
poster (point 2 again I guess)</P> 
<P>I only post when I have something to say, and on this site that seems to be 
when it is against the general group opinion. If that makes me a troll, 
whatever.</P> 
<P>Tell me what I said that was insulting. If I made an insult, I'll apologize; 
that was not my intent.</P> 
<P>Question: is a troll anyone who disagrees? Did I disagree too harshly? Did I 
insult anyone? You tell me. I am kind of surprised by this response, but I guess 
that is am just too much of a newbie here to understand what acceptable LGF 
discourse should be.</P> 
<P>I sent Charles an email about this and won't post in this thread 
anymore...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't feel playing the "show me where I insulted you" game. You can 
find it yourself - it's right there.</P> 
<P>And the only points you've made are missed points. How many associates and 
followers of Barack Obama have to be outed as hard-leftists and Communist 
sympathizers before you'll admit there might be a problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435903 30327 7 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:58:41am  
 
<P>I've had enough of this. Digg isn't going to like what I start redirecting 
these posts to.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05435925 30327 21 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:02:09am  
 
<P>I've informed the Digg administrators that if they don't address the problem 
I'm going to start redirecting the links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435930 30327 25 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:02:50am  
 
<P>By the way, this creep is doing this with every single article I 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435971 30327 53 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:09:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goatse!(don't google this term if you don't know what it 
means)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking of paging tub girl again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05435974 30327 56 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:10:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 redstateredneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://readingtheskies.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>Here's it's 
blog.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. Update coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436123 30327 112 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:30:30am  
 
<P>They may have blocked that creep, but he'll be back. They have absolutely no 
safeguards to prevent people from simply registering again.</P> 
<P>I sent them a very direct email, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436274 30327 133 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:55:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 MajorPribluda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, now you can update the headline!</P> 
<P><STRONG>Diggbats Continue to Stalk LGF, Digg Admins <STRIKE>Do 
Nothing</STRIKE> Did Something!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did something, yes -- after ignoring at least 3 emails from me.</P> 
<P>I'm almost certain, by the way, that they have tweaked their system to stop 
blogs like LGF from getting to the front page, no matter how many diggs they 
get. I've seen it over and over; an LGF post gets a lot of diggs, shows up in 
the 'upcoming' list, then abruptly disappears. LGF posts have had hundreds of 
diggs in a very short time, and still don't make it to the front page. There's 
something rotten going on there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438070 30327 143 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 3:29:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/5437588" target=_blank>#142</A> see bs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love the "Charles doesn't listen to other opinions/ banning 
rant".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones who complain about me not allowing them to post here are invariably 
the same ones who rant and toss around obscene insults like foul-mouthed 
children on crack.</P> 
<P>Gee. Now why wouldn't I just open it up and let them post here? It's a real 
head-scratcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436237 30328 116 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:48:53am  
 
<P>Man, my hate mail has really picked up in the last month. I'm getting at 
least 5-10 a day now, most from Obama supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436373 30328 225 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:16:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #220 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "walked down the aisle", do you mean responded to an alter call? If so, 
are you absolutely sure that that occurred on his very first visit to a 
Christian church?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I know you'd be in here, spinning furiously?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436710 30328 304 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:54:45am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.danielpipes.org/article/5544" target=_blank>Barack 
Obama's Muslim Childhood</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436872 30328 323 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 12:18:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #322 JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really fascinating that such a strongly pro-American group would focus 
so intently on someone's origins when a central aspect of American culture is 
the right and opportunity we all have to define ourselves as we 
will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point, as usual. (Or should I say, deflecting the 
point?)</P> 
<P>Barack Obama has been prevaricating about this issue, very obviously. That's 
the problem, not his Muslim background.</P> 
<P>And I noticed you suddenly stopped disputing it when I posted the Daniel 
Pipes article, and switched to, "Who cares? What difference does it 
make?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437583 30328 373 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 1:52:29pm  
 
<P>Here they come, out of the woodwork again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437644 30328 379 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 2:03:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #378 Kobyashi Maru</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re #372</P> 
<P>TF is that there is no doubt that Obamas's father was a Muslim, and under 
their law, he is Muslim; he chose another faith. Of course his half brother is 
Muslim, so what? Why is that noteworthy? Senator McCain is Episcopal, no 
Baptist, no Episcopal, maybe he is the <A 
href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0056218/" target=_blank>Manchurian 
Candidate</A> 5 1/2 years in the Hanoi Hilton?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about? You're really close to getting the 
stick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436470 30329 61 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:28:29am  
 
<P>'Rookie' is banned, by the way, and has sent me email saying that Brussels 
Journal is right and I'm wrong. Obviously my instincts were right about that 
one.</P> 
<P>Also banned-- cba, and her second account cba2.</P> 
<P>I've gladly removed the FAQ which she had a hand in writing, at her 
demand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436521 30329 94 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:35:12am  
 
<P>Received last night at 4 am, from someone in British Columbia, with the 
subject line "Spineless Charles Johnson:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When are you going to attack President Stupid? I attacked that Muslim loving 
piece of shit on Sept 16, 2001. And, with the liberation of Iraq, I wrote on 
your pages that if the Bush turned the occupation of Iraq into an intifada - 
suicide patrols/minimum retaliation - then the US would leave Iraq like the 
proverbial beaten dog, with its tail between its legs. The preventable 4000 
deaths will now compound, thanks to animals like you. Go fuck 
yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436577 30329 134 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:41:01am  
 
<P>Here's another, with the subject line "Hypocrite:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's face it, Charles. You are a shill. You go after everything on Obama's 
website without even having your facts straight but ignore the same kind of 
bullshit at McCain's. You are the worst kind of 
shill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436640 30329 180 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:47:20am  
 
<P>Another weekend looms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436742 30329 264 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:58:30am  
 
<P>The original Alfred Hitchcock 'Psycho' is still one of the greatest horror 
movies ever made.</P> 



<P>Also the original "Night of the Living Dead." Terrible acting, terrible 
production values, but a really creepy nightmarish feeling that I've never seen 
in any other film.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437561 30329 513 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 1:48:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #512 mossley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.vfdaily.com/culture/2008/blogopticon/index.html" 
target=_blank>Vanity Fair's guide to the blogosphere</A></P> 
<P>Shame to see LGF, Michelle Malkin, Pajama Media and others in the same 
grouping as Daily Kos. But it's Vanity Fair - I'm surprised they listed any non-
idiotarian blogs at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out if you click that link. They resize your browser window to the full 
screen.</P> 
<P>I absolutely HATE that. It's one of the most intrusive annoying things a web 
site can possibly do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05436952 30331 1 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 12:28:09pm  
 
 
 
<P>Maybe Huckabee and Pat Buchanan should have a show together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438181 30331 190 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 3:47:02pm  
 
<P>Huckabee is also a creationist, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438184 30331 191 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 3:47:40pm  
 
<P>As is Bobby Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438437 30331 205 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 4:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #203 gaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't feel a lot of love for Huck in this room. You'd think he was a Che 
lovin' holocaust denier or something. Oh, wait, he's worse than that... he's a 
(cue sneer quotes) "creationist".</P> 
<P>Yeah, nothing worse than a person that believes the Bible might be true.</P> 
<P>I used to think better of this place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and believe anything you like. No one is stopping you. The problem 
with creationists is that they're trying to corrupt science education in the US, 
with religious teaching disguised as science.</P> 
<P>And if you thought better of LGF because you believed I was in favor of anti-
science religious agendas being deceptively promoted by fanatics, I guess you 
were wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438767 30331 210 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 5:37:56pm  
 



<P>No one is going to be banned over this, unless they freak out and lose 
it.</P> 
<P>But neither am I going to stand by and let my site be used to promote 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438942 30331 213 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:12:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 K~Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think we need to conflate "belief in the Bible" with Creationism. 
It's mostly among fundamentalists where you find those who exclude mainstream 
science, not among the majority of Christian thinkers. Does that mean the non-
fundamentalists do not believe in the Bible?</P> 
<P>It's true that "evolution" is very poorly understood by those who do not 
follow science closely, and it is often misrepresented. Unfortunately, typical 
Creationist publications base much of their polemic on those misrepresentations. 
In fairness to the Creationists, Creationism is <EM>also</EM> poorly understood 
by those who don't study it <EM>as an idea</EM>. Among many anti-Creationist 
activists, that poor understanding leads to weakness in their arguments.</P> 
<P>As with many competing ideas, the truth is avoided by the most zealous of 
both camps. The two concepts are not as antithetical as many make them seem.</P> 
<P>{ Assume the usual emoticons. I'm harmless. }</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree, strongly. I've read a lot on this subject, and there is very 
little misunderstanding among scientists about the intelligent design hoax.</P> 
<P>On the creationist side, and especially on the part of the dishonest 
Discovery Institute, there is nothing BUT misunderstanding, and 
deception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438965 30331 215 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:18:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #214 Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I liek Bobby Jindal but I suspect that the Left has the knives out for him 
digging up and making up a lot of trash about him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal is also a believer in exorcism. The left doesn't really have to make 
up stuff in this case; it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439010 30331 218 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:27:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/5438998" target=_blank>#217</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope that turns out to be not true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, it is. Here's an article written by Jindal at the New Oxford 
Review that leaves absolutely no doubt.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-jindal" 
target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439025 30331 221 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #216 NY Nana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoops, I did it again! I meant to plus you on that post, Charles.</P> 
<P>I will now go and hide!</P> 



<P>Seriously, is there any way that we have an option like we do on 'report' to 
have a chance to fix a mistake before we click on it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK. I don't want to make it harder to rate posts, and putting up a 
confirmation message would be annoying for the 99.9% of clicks that are 
intentional. I'm thinking about ways to let people reverse their rating, but 
it's problematic for lots of reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439035 30331 222 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:31:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #220 Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the link. To say that I am disappointed is an understatement. Back 
to the drawing board for a candidate in 2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I've seen Jindal speak I was impressed by his directness and seeming 
good sense. Learning that he was a creationist was a serious 
disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439057 30331 225 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:37:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #224 Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know Charles, I still think that my former Mayor, Rudolf Giuliani would 
have made the best candidate (despite the lousy campaign he ran). He would have 
put a lot of blue states in play. Too many fools could nto get over the fact 
that he was pro choice - as if the POTUS is a monarch who could outlaw abortion 
by fiat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely agree. I don't think it's a secret that I was a Giuliani 
supporter, and when he dropped out I got a very bad feeling about this 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437055 30332 12 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 12:38:35pm  
 
<P>Tim Russert was one of the last TV interviewers who still valued fairness and 
honesty. What a shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437943 30332 506 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 3:07:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #500 vbspurs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm on a board where the admin regularly purges accounts from duplicate IPs. 
I'm guessing Charles can't do that here? (Perhaps husband/wife duos might be 
affected)</P> 
<P>Either way, it was deleted. Appropriately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I blocked duplicate IPs there would only be one AOL user allowed here. And 
there are other proxy-based networks that share IPs. That's not a good approach 
to blocking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05437954 30332 508 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 3:08:35pm  
 
<P>The 'logged in' indicator, by the way, doesn't work in real time. (It can't. 
Too many variables.)</P> 



<P>People show up as logged in if they've done something at the site during the 
past 30 minutes -- loaded a new page, posted a comment, anything that updates 
their session information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438691 30334 432 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 5:23:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #419 DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh goody, I see sissy boy took his vitamins today and is acting like an 
asshole again.</P> 
<P>Let's clear this up right now. I want a show of hands of all you LGF'rs who 
don't believe in science as Trout suggests.</P> 
<P>Come on...let's see those hands. No one? This can't be correct.How 'bout you, 
yeah you in the corner, the guy with the Jesus Saves sticker on his backpack. 
Surely you don't believe in science as that Trout suggests? What's that, you're 
a Nuclear Physicist?</P> 
<P>Hmmm...could it be that Trout is full of shit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is way over the top, and completely unacceptable. If you don't knock off 
this kind of stuff, you're going to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438747 30334 478 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 5:32:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #468 USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I realize that this is your back yard but this a highly 
controversial topic and it's Friday night and the occasional bar fight will 
occur. I would suggest that this discussion be taken elsewhere and Desert Sage 
be cut some slack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It's not acceptable. And this is not the first time, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438755 30334 486 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 5:34:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #477 BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See this is what I am talking about. Why? to what end? Please just get over 
the ID thing we have more important thing to talk about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to "get over the ID thing." It's a really bad idea, being 
promoted by really bad people, and every time someone tries to promote it here 
I'm going to speak up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438802 30334 522 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 5:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #507 USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I was not agreeing with Desert Sage. In fact I disagree with him 
totally. My interest is in freely expressed opinion, no matter how fat-headed or 
ill-informed it may be.</P> 
<P>If it's not allowed to be a target it can't be shot down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freely expressed opinion: fine.</P> 
<P>Calling someone a "sissy boy:" not fine.</P> 
<P>I don't know why this is difficult to understand. I've been watching as this 
has gotten very ugly, and I'm tired of it. I don't mean to single out 



DesertSage, but he's obviously got a serious problem with Killgore Trout and 
it's time for the irrational anger and ranting insults to take a 
break.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438901 30334 600 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:05:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #570 BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I miss reading his posts... Charles.. I know Song and Dance Man was over the 
line I was there and followed the thread,, but can you PLEASE... reinstate his 
account? If I'm over the line just tell me to FO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05438914 30334 607 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:08:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #570 BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I miss reading his posts... Charles.. I know Song and Dance Man was over the 
line I was there and followed the thread,, but can you PLEASE... reinstate his 
account? If I'm over the line just tell me to FO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. He has been at LGF long enough to know that if he were to ask, and 
promise not to cross the line again, he'd have a chance of getting his account 
back. He has not done that. And it's been long enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439322 30335 159 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:35:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #154 Typicalwhitey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mandy how do I add your post to my favorites file?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the heart, grasshopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439117 30336 2 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:51:36pm  
 
<P>As I predicted - the stalkers simply re-registered and went right back at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439137 30336 10 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:54:26pm  
 
<P>Here's the address to complain: abuse@digg.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439141 30336 14 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 6:55:36pm  
 
<P>I expect to see this post hijacked at Digg.com soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439167 30336 29 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:03:42pm  
 
<P>LGF Watch is openly violating Digg's terms of service, and I've notified 
abuse@digg.com.</P> 
<P>They were blocked before for this. I repeat: something is very rotten at 
Digg.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05439202 30336 56 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #42 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW the site this topic came from is VERY weird. They exist to watch LGF? 
That is so crazy, like a true psych condition. Don't they have original topics 
for their own blog? I am fascinated and repelled by the thought that they exist 
just for this purpose and it never gets boring for them. Crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been doing it for years. And they've also registered numerous 
accounts at LGF, and tried to pose as friends of the site until they're exposed 
and blocked. It's beyond insane. I suspect that there is money behind 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439302 30336 143 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:32:01pm  
 
<P>If there <EM>isn't</EM> money behind the stalkers, they're even crazier than 
I thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439404 30337 25 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:52:41pm  
 
<P>Sorry, Josephine. Too many windows open. Hat tip now 
corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439416 30337 34 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:54:57pm  
 
<P>The point is that Darwinian evolution did not lead to the Third Reich.</P> 
<P>A <EM>distortion</EM> of Darwinian evolution did. And it's now debunked by 
the same science that Ben Stein attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439431 30337 44 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 7:57:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #41 Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does DNA have to do with the Holocaust?</P> 
<P>It was a moral failing on the part of the perpetrators.</P> 
<P>Anybody can be good or bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. The science of DNA had nothing to do with the 
Holocaust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439454 30337 60 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:00:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 George Slivers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This post has about as much reasoning supporting it as a Keith Olbermann 
post. Ben Stein's movie showed that the philosophical underpinnings of Darwinism 
were used to justify the holocost. It would be nice if you fundamentalist could 
stop attacking your creationist base.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Ben Stein's movie showed nothing of the sort. It showed an ideologue 
perverting the Holocaust to promote a dishonest agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05439522 30337 113 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:12:56pm  
 
<P>Stein told The New York Times last year that, were it up to him, he would 
call the movie, “From Darwin to Hitler.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439656 30337 229 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:35:59pm  
 
<P>I repeat: Stein told The New York Times last year that, were it up to him, he 
would call the movie, “From Darwin to Hitler.”</P> 
<P>We've had a lot of people trying to tell us that Stein didn't say this.</P> 
<P>Well, he did, in no uncertain terms.</P> 
<P>And it's a reductionist, deceptive argument intended to fool people with no 
understanding of the sceintific issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439754 30337 320 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:54:22pm  
 
<P>Some of you are no doubt wondering why I keep probing this sore tooth.</P> 
<P>It's because I sincerely believe that this is a regressive, destructive, 
anti-science movement promoted by a dishonest special interest group. I have a 
deep aversion to being fooled by fanatics.</P> 
<P>Of any stripe.</P> 
<P>And as I always point out in these threads, the far right in America and the 
Islamofascists in the Middle East totally agree on this issue. Islam is just as 
opposed to evolutionary science as the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439771 30337 337 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:57:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #330 swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein says that Hitler used evolution to further his goals. And now we 
know that the genetic premise that Hitler put forth was invalid because the 
Scandinavian gene pool wasn't stagnant. Non Sequitur.This has nothing to do with 
the evolution/intelligent design debate. Hitler used a flawed and racist 
arguement to advance totalitarian oppression. He was also known to lie outright. 
This, in itself, does not invalidate Steins contention. The debate goes on, but 
this neither supports or refutes it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The entire argument is deceptive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439786 30337 352 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 8:58:43pm  
 
<P>And because there are apparently people who still don't know about it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>The Wedge 
Strategy.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439795 30337 361 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #357 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I am not a supporter of Creationism or Intelligent Design Theory 
(which I see more as a philosophical quest, than a scientific theory).</P> 



<P>However, it seems clear to me that Hitler made an argument about racial 
purity based upon faulty science. The argument, nonetheless, had philosophical 
consequences for the Nazis, and for German society in general.</P> 
<P>It would seem that Stein's argument was that Hitler used the ideas of 
Darwinian Evolution to support his philosohy.</P> 
<P>Did Ben Stein say that Evolution led to the Holocaust?</P> 
<P>Or, did he say that Darwinian theory is expressed in a series of ideas 
(natural selection - survival of the fittest) which became the basis of Hitler's 
philosophy?</P> 
<P>I'm guessing it was the latter.</P> 
<P>Remember, scientific theory works when it has evidence. The language 
expressing theory is merely a sign pointing the way to the evidence.</P> 
<P>Don't confuse the evidence with the language used to point the way to the 
evidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I repeat: Stein told The New York Times last year that, were it up to him, he 
would call the movie, “From Darwin to Hitler.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439806 30337 372 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #368 esch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. For a few seconds I thought it was some kind of fake, like the so-called 
"protocols".</P> 
<P>*shakes head*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a fake. This is who is behind the "intellligent design" hoax.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>The Wedge 
Strategy.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439824 30337 390 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:06:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #382 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I understand very well your position.</P> 
<P>But note that IDer supporters are themselves SCIENTISTS...and they were NOT 
ANTI SCIENCE...</P> 
<P>All the IDers that Ben Stein interviewed were scientists or 
philosophers...with one exception, Dr Sternberg claimed to be an 
evolutionist.</P> 
<P>I have three degrees in sciences and one in humanity and I am definitely NOT 
ANTI SCIENCE...</P> 
<P>About fanaticism...well...I don' think I am one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not scientists. The technical term for ID advocates posing as 
scientists is: frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439846 30337 411 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:09:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #385 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My understanding of Stein's point -- and honestly, I've got no real stake in 
this argument beyond general intrigue -- was that he wanted to display how 
science without morality can be a wayward tool.</P> 
<P>In other words, instead of comparing Darwin to Hitler, he wanted to 
illustrate how we'd gone <EM>from</EM> Darwin to Hitler.</P> 



<P>Holding to that idea, it's possible to say that science -- like money, 
information, a steak knife, whatever -- isn't inherently anything. Quoth the 
mighty Eric Clapton: "It's in the way that you use it."</P> 
<P>Have I misunderstood Stein, on this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the movie. Have you? I'm speaking about what I saw in the movie, 
and Ben Stein absolutely does say that Darwinian evolution led directly to the 
Third Reich. He says it over and over, and in interviews he has expanded on it. 
It's not even debatable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439870 30337 433 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:14:44pm  
 
<P>Just received from someone who followed a link from scumbag Lawrence Auster's 
web site:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Burn in hell you fucking piece of shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And two minutes later, with the subject, "Charles Johnson Loves Hitler, the 
fucking nazi:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eat shit Johnson. You are a worthless fucking racist 
nazi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439872 30337 435 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #423 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Would you consider reading Discovery Institute's answer to the Wedge 
Document?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.discovery.org/a/2101" 
target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is link to PDF file [Link: <A 
href="http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/filesDB-download.php?id=349" 
target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That document is a complete joke. I've read it. It's 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439898 30337 459 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:21:35pm  
 
<P>Notice: the Discovery Institute wants to be taken seriously as "scientists," 
but they haven't even corrected a VERY obvious spelling error in their page that 
supposedly "debunks" the Wedge document -- for years:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.discovery.org/a/2101" target=_blank>CSC - The 'Wedge 
Document': So What?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Conspircay</STRONG> theorists in the media continue to recycle the 
urban legend of the "Wedge" document, which Discovery Institute has responded to 
in the past, in detail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439910 30337 471 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:24:24pm  
 
<P>In an interview recently, Ben Stein said, directly and with no ambiguity: 
"Science leads to killing people."</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29805_Stein-
_Science_Leads_to_Killing_People" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439911 30337 472 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #466 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr Michael Behe is a scientist, Biochemistry professor and so are several 
other scientists...Dr Gerald Schroeder is a Nuclear Physicist and Orthodox Jew 
and he was interviewed in Expelled the Movie, he is more than ID, he is a 
creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439925 30337 486 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #477 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may disagree with their position but I do not think they are 
'frauds'...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Behe and Gerald Schroeder are dishonest frauds, promoting a hoax for 
political/religious reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439937 30337 496 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #488 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<P>My goodness. What a bunch of confused, deceptive garbage that is.</P> 
<P>This is why I don't link to Human Events. They're one of the main promoters 
of the ID hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439943 30337 501 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:32:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #494 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also the monetary angle as well. They sell quite a few books through 
DI, and I'm certain been got paid to be their PR flack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there is definitely a monetary angle too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439953 30337 510 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #502 Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say I'm disappointed with Stein. I can't abide kooks. Even ones 
with funny game shows. Could it all be a ruse? You know. To make craploads of 
cash?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was incredibly disappointed in Ben Stein too. I used to be a 
fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439970 30337 526 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #511 Pastorius</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#496 Charles,Do you deny that Nietzsche used the ideas of Natural Selection 
and Survival of the Fittest in his philosophy?</P> 
<P>As I said, I offered that article after a brief persual of Google. It 
presents quotes from Nietzsche and Darwin.</P> 
<P>What do you disagree with specifically?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Benjamin Wiker is another Discovery Institute shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439986 30337 540 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:40:35pm  
 
<P>Again -- this is the Discovery Institute's agenda:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's all spelled out very clearly in this document. If you'd rather ignore 
it, that's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05439996 30337 550 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:42:36pm  
 
<P>John McCain at the Discovery Institute:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=view&amp;id=271&
amp;program=Discovery+Institute&amp;isEvent=true" 
target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440015 30337 567 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:46:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #556 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I don't understand. Who cares what Human Events makes of 
Nietzsche?</P> 
<P>Kilgore asked me to provide links to support my assertion that "Nietzsche 
espoused the concept for its philosophical connotations."</P> 
<P>I did that. I provided a link with quotes, which showed that Nietzsche 
borrowed from the language of Darwin in his philosopy.</P> 
<P>Why are you arguing with me? I don't get the point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you noticed the Discovery Institute links I've been posting?</P> 
<P>An article by a shill for this deceptive group is not evidence of 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440019 30337 571 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #560 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is a list of scientists that have expressed dissent on Darwinism and 
have signed agreeing to this statement:</P> 
<P>A Scientific Dissent on Darwinism</P> 
<P>"I am skeptical of claims for the ability of random mutation and natural 
selection to account for the complexity of life. Careful examination of the 
evidence for Darwinian theory should be encouraged."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reviewevolution.com/press/pressRelease_100Scientists.php" 
target=_blank>www.reviewevolution.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More garbage from the Discovery Institute. Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05440024 30337 576 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:48:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/5440010" target=_blank>#562</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding Ben Stein - He attempted a polemic very much like Michael Moore's 
and employed the same logical fallacies and "proof by repeated assertion" that 
Moore does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440030 30337 582 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:49:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #579 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well...they are SCIENTISTS...</P> 
<P>Not theologians...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not scientists. They are frauds. Real scientists laugh at 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440045 30337 597 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:54:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/5440036" target=_blank>#588</A> johnny 100 
pesos</EM></P> 
<P>At this point, the only question in my mind is how low you will go to promote 
this dishonest agenda? Because that's pretty low.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440049 30337 601 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #599 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#567 Charles,Ok, if that's your argument, fine. That's not the argument I am 
making. I am not supporting Intelligent Design. I am arguing that Nietzsche and 
other philosophers used the language of Darwin's Natural Selection/Survival of 
the Fittest idea, and they formed philosophies of power out of their 
understanding of Darwin's ideas.</P> 
<P>Does that make sense?</P> 
<P>Nietzsche and H.S. Chamberlain were influenced by their understanding of 
Darwin, and they were an influence on Hitler and the Nazis.</P> 
<P>Do you deny that?</P> 
<P>For me to make that argument has nothing to do with the Discovery 
Insitute.</P> 
<P>I admit that I do not know about the Discovery Insitute. Again, I am not a 
supporter of ID or Creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't know anything about the Discovery Institute, why are you linking 
to their articles?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440070 30337 621 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 9:59:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/5440064" target=_blank>#616</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>After 9/11, I (and others, I'm sure) was willing to hold my criticism of the 
"religious right" because OUR country was under attack and at least they spoke 
about strong defense etc... I'd hold my tongue and join them in the fight 
against the barbarians at the gate. The theocrats took advantage of this and 
have begun trying to force their agenda on everyone else by hook or by crook; 
stabbing me, and other formerly tolerant people in the back. NO 
MORE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440081 30337 632 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:01:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #625 WitchDoctor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get it. What does debunking hitler's theories on racial purity, or as 
I like to call it, common sense (that refers to the debunking part for you 
Democrats) have to do with the persecution of creationists/intelligent 
design?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no persecution of intelligent design advocates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440092 30337 642 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #634 Gagdad Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well. There's obviously no trans-reasoning with some people, which is as 
it should be. I just thank the Creator that I live in a nation that was founded 
by men who recognized that the Creator endowed us with certain absolute an 
unalienable rights, and not in a nation founded my men who believe that humans 
are just clever animals with no intrinsic rights. 'Night, all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really disappointed to find out that you've bought into this anti-science 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440098 30337 648 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:06:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #640 rlevitin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Slightly OT:</P> 
<P>Hey everyone, I dunno how much this has been talked about on this site... but 
I have heard a few anti-semites on a few different forums calling Jews 
Khazars... does anyone know what the story behind that is? I was told on one of 
them its a "popular" theory that Jews are genetically linked to a "Khazar" 
culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to get very suspicious about your "questions."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440131 30337 681 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:15:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #660 johnny 100 pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see: You say Darwin did not inspire the Nazis. I say they did. I 
present a historical piece of Nazi propaganda to prove my argument. You call me 
low.</P> 
<P>I did not intend to hurt anyone, or to cause offense. I do feel that we 
should consider the roots of the holocaust and even debate the cause, which is 



sadly impossible without referring to material put out by the Nazis 
themselves.</P> 
<P>Nazi propaganda should not go down the memory hole, it should be dissected to 
find out how it evolved. And because of my fears of another holocaust, I don't 
think it is low to do so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nazi propaganda has been dissected for half a century now, and only recently 
has this anti-science outlook become part of it, through the efforts of 
creationists and ID advocates. It's a reductionist, illegitimate argument. The 
Nazis were not "Darwinians," they were fascist goons. And the antisemitic nature 
of the Nazis can be traced back through European culture for centuries.</P> 
<P>The scientific theory of evolution is not responsible for the Nazis, no 
matter how many times you try to float that silly, deceptive argument. It's 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440165 30337 715 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:24:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #696 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, but I recently read an article that points out that 
historians have been linking Darwin to Hitler since the 50's, and quotes from 
their books and articles.</P> 
<P>Just because you only heard about it recently doesn't mean it's a new 
thing.</P> 
<P>I will try to dig out that article for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, excuse me, but I've read a lot about the history of the Third Reich, 
probably more than is healthy. The reason I'm disgusted with this revisionist 
garbage is because I know the history, not because I'm ignorant of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440180 30337 729 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:26:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #710 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a smear campaign against Intelligent Design proponents. You may 
think it is justified because they are dangerous wackos, but it does exist. 
Alternately you might think they are dangerous wackos because of the smear 
campaign.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there is no smear campaign. This nonsense is all part of the Wedge 
strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440201 30337 750 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:31:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #732 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is none? I am quite surprised. It seems to be they are "persecuted" 
enough here...being called frauds and all that...</P> 
<P>Just think, you called Behe, Schroeder etal "frauds" and you said "real 
scientists laugh at them..."</P> 
<P>I think that contradicts what you just said, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behe and Schroeder are frauds. Scientists laugh at them because their ID 
"theories" are completely ridiculous, and don't hold up to scientific 
examination. This isn't "persecution." It's intellectual rigor. Their "theories" 
are laughable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05440217 30337 765 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:34:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #744 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>behe debunked</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_HVrjKcvrU" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an excellent video; but unfortunately I've learned that the ID 
ideologues really aren't interested in evidence or logic. When I posted the Ken 
Williams video, most of the pro-ID people here were proud about the fact that 
they wouldn't even watch it.</P> 
<P>The Jesuits call it "invincible ignorance."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440225 30337 773 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:35:24pm  
 
<P>Sorry ... Ken Miller, not Ken Williams. Typing getting ahead of 
brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440252 30337 800 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #789 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was this discussion on the human and mammalian clotting factor that 
Behe introduced as a support for irreducible complexity theory and there was 
this evolutionist answer in the clotting factor of lamprey fish which was more 
primitive and more basic than the human clotting factor.</P> 
<P>I was studying that and I since haemotology and clotting is not my expertise, 
it is taking me longer to formulate the deficiency in the usage of lamprey 's 
blood clotting mechanism.</P> 
<P>I am thinking it was more like a circular reasoning but like I said, I am 
still studying on that subject and I can delineate my argument maybe better in 
the future.</P> 
<P>May I ask you, Charles, what do you know about Dr Gerald 
Schroeder?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not going to get anywhere by citing Michael Behe to me. I'm very 
familiar with his "work," and have absolutely zero respect for it.</P> 
<P>Schroeder is a "young earth" creationist, who has concocted a weird theory 
about "flexible time" in order to explain away the fact that he's 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440261 30337 809 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:44:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #798 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. Isn't that lovely? The only way I can find to excuse it is that 
McCain has to get support from all kinds of people. But it's pretty damned 
disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440267 30337 814 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #804 Dianna</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were at a Dominican school, weren't you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Catholic... elementary and high school. With teachers who were enthusiastic 
about science. I know that at least one of my science teachers (a brother) would 
have been absolutely appalled at this ID hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440290 30337 835 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:52:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #824 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/5440218" target=_blank>#766</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<P>You're probably right, ET, but I have it now, it's from National Review:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=Mjg1NDg2ZDM5YTMwMGFiZGNhNTU5M2MwOTQ2N
GE1Mjc=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here are some quotes:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Klinghoffer.</P> 
<P>Another Discovery Institute shill.</P> 
<P>John Derbyshire was appalled by that article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440292 30337 837 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:52:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #826 Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I grew up in a Catholic School in Spain, and you would NOT believe 
it...</P> 
<P>In religion class, the priest came in our class and told us we came from apes 
or monkeys!</P> 
<P>It was never mentioned in our science class!</P> 
<P>I was sure disturbed and told my mom all about it !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm finished talking with you about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440304 30337 849 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:55:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #840 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the reference proves my point, that linking Darwin to Hitler is not a new 
thing, historians have been doing it since the early 50's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Citing a Discovery Institute article proves nothing. They have zero 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440311 30337 856 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 10:58:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #845 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/totally unrelated to any agenda the <EM>co-sponsor</EM> of the event may 
have, when in Seattle . . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. I'd like to think it's just politics.</P> 
<P>But the intelligent design hoax has insinuated itself pretty deeply into the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05440318 30337 863 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:00:49pm  
 
<P>It's interesting, isn't it, that every single link provided by the pro-ID 
people in this thread goes to the Discovery Institute?</P> 
<P>If this "theory" really had any scientific credibility, don't you think there 
would be more than ONE source for the supporters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440334 30337 879 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #875 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just did. I hope I don't disappoint you by saying it seems to be an 
argument over labels.</P> 
<P>Arguing over the who the term <EM>social darwinism</EM> should apply to 
doesn't change the fact that people were destroyed because their science told 
them that that would improve the human race. And a major plank in that science 
was Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you didn't prove anything. You cited another deceptive article by another 
shill for the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440346 30337 891 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:10:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #863 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's interesting, isn't it, that every single link provided by the pro-ID 
people in this thread goes to the Discovery Institute?</P> 
<P>If this "theory" really had any scientific credibility, don't you think there 
would be more than ONE source for the supporters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm quoting myself because there's another side to this point.</P> 
<P>On the pro-evolution side, you have many, MANY sources, arguing and debating 
the evidence and testing the theories in a highly competitive fashion. Every day 
new discoveries are made, and new theories tested. There are medical 
breakthroughs that come directly from evolutionary science that are saving lives 
right now.</P> 
<P>Anyone who believes that ALL of these people are mistaken, and that the 
Discovery Institute is the only source in the world with a handle on the truth, 
is operating from sheer delusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440364 30337 909 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:18:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #883 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd actually like to see a legitimate poll on that.</P> 
<P>/until it came up here, I'd never heard of the Discovery Institute or given 
much thought to Intelligent Design and I suspect most Republican voters are like 
me, it's just not an important issue on the grand scale of issues we face in 
today's world</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have any polls to cite, but I don't need them. When three of the 
GOP's candidates for the Presidency openly say they believe in creationism, 
that's all the evidence I need.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440370 30337 915 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:20:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #910 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it's because people who doubt Darwin need a safe place, and Discovery 
provides it. That is why they are drawn to join that 
organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. The knock on the door at 3 am. "Open up! It's the Darwin Squad! You're 
coming with us!"</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440383 30337 926 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:24:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/920/5440377" target=_blank>#920</A> Psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything related to ID or creationism is rejected outright in general 
scientific papers and thus naturally selected out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's rejected because it is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440390 30337 932 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:26:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #925 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote in the banner <A href="http://www.chalcedon.edu/" 
target=_blank>here</A> coupled with Abramson's bucks kinda explains 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"History has never been dominated by majorities, but only by dedicated 
minorities who stand unconditionally on their faith."</P> 
<P>That's the agenda, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440392 30337 934 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:28:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #933 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you <EM>actually</EM> think there's a possibility of this happening? 
Spanish will become the national language first.</P> 
<P>/it's a <EM>fringe</EM> movement, Sharia's a bigger threat</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. We didn't have 3 presidential candidates saying they support 
sharia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05440421 30337 951 Charles Fri, Jun 13, 2008 11:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/942/5440405" target=_blank>#942</A> Johnny 100 
Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a common belief among scientists that to express doubt of Darwinism can 
damage your career. Many scientists (and others) actually applaud this (I think 
you do...while denying it happens).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's a common deception among creationists that doubting "Darwinism" 
leads to persecution. There is absolutely no evidence that this is happening, 
and every claim to that effect in Ben Stein's movie has been conclusively 
debunked. It's complete BS; and it's how the Discovery Institute deliberately 
frames the issue, to make their shills appear as victims. When in truth, they 
are simply discredited because their "theories" are ludicrous non-scientific 
hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05441591 30337 1169 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:00:23am  
 
<P>It really is amazing to see the same long-debunked arguments and deceptive 
misdirections come up over and over in this debate. It's pretty clear to me that 
the pro-ID side is simply parroting pseudo-scientific talking points, with 
little or no real understanding of the science. I'm surprised that the "human 
eye proves intelligent design" absurdity hasn't shown up yet -- all the other 
ones have made an appearance.</P> 
<P>And I suspect the real purpose of this misdirection is simply to confuse the 
issue, to sound "scientific" and lend a false sense of authority to their bogus 
arguments.</P> 
<P>The most scurrilous of these arguments is the Darwinism=Hitler argument; this 
cheap smear tactic reveals an opposition that is intellectually bankrupt, and is 
relying on demonization and cynical emotionalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441702 30337 1180 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:21:01am  
 
<P>Did the idea of evolution influence Nazis? Possibly, in the sense that 
everything that was part of their culture influenced the Nazis. But by FAR the 
more important influence on the Nazis was Europe's centuries-old history of 
antisemitism. To say that "Darwinism" (a smear term in itself, as Thanos pointed 
out above) led directly to the Third Reich is not only dishonest, it's something 
like Holocaust denial -- maybe the better term would be "Holocaust opportunism." 
It's using a historical atrocity to further a deceptive 
argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441768 30337 1191 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1184/5441735" target=_blank>#1184</A> 
philosoteric</EM></P> 
<P>If there were any validity to the arguments advanced by the Discovery 
Institute, there would be other institutions like it. But there aren't. There's 
only one -- not because it's the only "reliable" pro-ID think tank, but because 
the whole idea is pseudo-science. They "peer review" each other's papers and 
spin out meaningless "studies" that have no standing at all in the scientific 
community. It's a hoax.</P> 
<P>I'm not angry at you, but again we're seeing someone talking about scientific 
theory without understanding what it is. There is a huge amount of variation in 
the evolutionary science field - it's a vibrant field of study that contains 
many different theories, argued by highly competitive people trying to 
understand the mechanisms that drive evolution. It's not a stagnant field at all 
-- it's alive and constantly changing as new evidence is 
uncovered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441820 30337 1203 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1198/5441806" target=_blank>#1198</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>That's an excellent book; I read it years ago. I'll have to dig it up 
again.</P> 
<P>The quote you pulled is a great demonstration of the emptiness of the 
"Darwin=Hitler" nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05442338 30337 1292 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 12:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1262 ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Talk to Charles; it's about Nazis (I hate these guys" I.Jones). Science kill 
10,00 pygmies in Australia to explain Darwinism. Boiled them and sent their 
bones to "scientists" around the world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is this?</P> 
<P>Wow. That's in the all-time top 10 of crazy comments ever posted at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443102 30337 1359 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1357 ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Darwinism influence the Nazis - sure it changed the old religious anti-
Semitism, which vilely kept the Jews as 'fossilised specimens of unbelief' (vis 
a vis the Rome ghetto), and mutated it into eliminationist anti-Semitism. Jews 
were regularly massacred, expelled and tortured before evolution, but when were 
they ever systematically and scientifically eradicated as though they were 
subhuman? Precisely because for the first time that is how they were 
seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but that has nothing to do with the theory of evolution.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of your utterances, Charles, about fraud and ID are way over the top - 
have you read Behe's 'Darwin's Black Box' or Johnson's 'Darwin on trial' or 
Denton's 'Evolution a theory in crisis'? Each of these writers has suffered 
varying degrees of vilification for taking a position of conscience and 
conviction they felt bound to. These books are labours of principle and not born 
primarily from political motivation.</P> 
<P>Charles, please justify these claims of fraud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's my position on the "intelligent design" hoax in three words: It's not 
science.</P> 
<P>All of the writers you're citing -- all of them -- are shills for the 
Discovery Institute. Every single one of them.</P> 
<P>I'm familiar with their work, and I have no respect for it, or for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443269 30337 1361 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:55:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1360/5443141" target=_blank>#1360</A> 
DownRightMeanAmerican</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for letting me know where you stand. Not everyone is that 
thoughtful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443488 30337 1364 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:02:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1362 Gagdad Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if belief in ID enhances my reproductive fitness because women love this 
stuff? I mean, no woman wants to hear that you're only attracted to her because 
you're genetically programed to so so. On purely Darwinian criteria, i.e., 



passing my genes along, wouldn't that make it the superior 
philosophy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to see you haven't totally lost your sense of humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444105 30337 1371 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 8:25:26pm  
 
<P>USS Ben is on a mission. He just don't care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445529 30337 1394 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:12:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1388 ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This thread is waxing old, so I shan't labour it hard.#1359 Charles, you 
wrote "All of the writers you're citing -- all of them -- are shills for the 
Discovery Institute. Every single one of them."</P> 
<P>Come off it Charles - Michael Denton is a Brit, he lives in New Zealand, and 
doesn't even support ID, even though he is profoundly disillusioned with neo-
Darwinism. It's sheer nonsense to claim he shills for the DI! It's about as 
accurate as claiming Zarqawi used always to shill for Khameni (with apologies to 
the DI and Denton)!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I have no respect for creationism. You will simply lie to promote 
your views.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael_Denton" target=_blank>Michael 
Denton</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Denton has been an influential proponent of intelligent design and is a 
former Senior Fellow of the Discovery Institute, hub of the intelligent design 
movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445671 30337 1399 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:55:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1397/5445612" target=_blank>#1397</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what you are trying to do, or what point you are trying to make 
or what distinctions you are trying to make. At this point, I'm not even sure 
you know. All I know is that I'm tired of trying to figure it 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. The amount of sheer obfuscation going on around this debate -- 
intended to confuse and mislead -- is actually very revealing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445717 30337 1401 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:07:13am  
 
<P>And right on cue, more obfuscation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445781 30337 1405 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:18:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1404 psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is doing the obfuscation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a reason why I said I wouldn't discuss this with you any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05445822 30337 1409 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:26:44am  
 
<P>Not just obfuscation, but relentless obfuscation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445860 30337 1412 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:32:55am  
 
<P>If you're trying to see how far you can push this dishonest "Darwin = Hitler" 
crap before getting banned, you're almost there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445890 30337 1414 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:39:40am  
 
<P>More than 100 posts in this thread, the vast majority of them trying to tie 
the theory of evolution to Nazism, and you have the nerve to even ask that 
question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445894 30337 1415 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:40:52am  
 
<P>I'm closing this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441602 30339 75 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:02:53am  
 
<P>Ah yes, Tom Shales. That would be the "non-partisan" Tom Shales who insists 
that the Rathergate memos might not be fakes?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/14117_Tom_Shales-
_No_Forging_Has_Yet_Been_Proved" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441608 30339 81 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:03:56am  
 
<P>Matthews should be fired for this. But he won't be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441740 30340 45 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:29:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 DeathtotheSwiss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody fill me in on the Discovery Institute comment. I'm lost here...why 
is it so easy to confuse NASA and the D.I.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just me being snarky, but also making a serious point. How many scientific 
achievements have resulted from the Discovery Institute's study of "intelligent 
design?" The answer is somewhere between zero and null.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443414 30340 134 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:48:35pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #130 Charles the Hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Which is about as intelligent as saying the teaching of Darwin's theory in 
school is only about a crusade to wipe out religion in society to prepare us for 
the next Marxist revolution. All of this, of course, being the cunning design of 
the Illumunati and Bildeburgers.</P> 
<P>the sinner,</P> 
<P>Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just so I'm clear about where you stand -- you believe the Earth is only 
6,000 years old, is that correct?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443432 30340 137 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:51:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/5442412" target=_blank>#124</A> 
battletop2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, fighting the evolutionists is like fighting the global warming nuts. 
They can't explain themselves, but God help anyone who disagrees with 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is an "evolutionist?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443435 30340 138 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:52:40pm  
 
<P>The reason why I ask, is that most people call them 
"scientists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444280 30340 159 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 9:19:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/5444153" target=_blank>#157</A> 
battletop2</EM></P> 
<P>Good grief. What a pile of complete, utter nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444300 30340 160 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 9:26:11pm  
 
<P>I'm sitting here wondering why in the world creationists think they're going 
to find a welcome at LGF for their Dark Ages anti-scientific 
hooey?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444504 30340 164 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #161 cochise4c2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not about finding a welcome. It has more to do with the fact that this 
blog represents a certain conservative viewpoint, and a lot of conservatives are 
Christian. Evolution and Christianity don't quite agree. And Christians always 
want to convince people that their religion is correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have to disagree on one point - I don't think there's any incompatibility 
between Christianity and evolutionary science. I first learned about evolution 
at a Catholic school, from a brother who loved science and saw absolutely no 
conflict between his faith and the scientific method.</P> 
<P>The idea that these two things are incompatible is just another deceptive 
trick that the intelligent design hoaxers have used to bamboozle people. It's a 
recent development, and part of the overall fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05444546 30340 167 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #166 battletop2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#159, #160 Charles</P> 
<P>Ironically, you have committed what the textbooks refer to as a "genetic" 
logic fallacy. In addition, I don't expect a welcome anywhere, just civility and 
intelligent comments. I don't believe science is bad, and I am not "anti-
science". As for your insults, feel free. It is what liberals do. You demean 
yourself, and like the obamster, mccain and rinos everywhere, you blithely drive 
away the very folks whose faith used to draw them to vote. If you repudiate the 
faith of our founding fathers, how rational can you be, or how credible as a 
Conservative?</P> 
<P>Your wisdom is lacking if all you can do is mock Christians. Your opinion of 
the vast majority of Americans is instructional.</P> 
<P>I do, however, thank you for making your feelings abundantly clear to those 
of us who believe in God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a silly comment. I do not "mock Christians" at all, and I certainly 
don't "repudiate the faith of our founding fathers." That's nothing but a thin-
skinned smear.</P> 
<P>You completely ignored my comment right above. But I've come to expect no 
better from creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445515 30340 181 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:08:25am  
 
<P>Where are you creationists coming from, anyway?</P> 
<P><EM>re: #177 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone who believes in evolution, obviously. What else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's an idiotic smear term, invented by creationists to try to 
impute to scientists the same kind of blind unreasoning fanaticism that 
creationists possess. To those who know what you're doing, it's a classic case 
of projection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446761 30340 183 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 3:10:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/5445000" target=_blank>#180</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<P>This is a great post, thanks. Of course, you realize it will simply be 
brushed aside by the creationists with no attempt to understand your 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05441926 30342 9 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 11:22:57am  
 
<P>The Discarded Lies crackheads are talking about starting up the sock puppet 
posts again, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444034 30342 201 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 8:09:05pm  
 
<P>It is the Night of the Living Rugby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442092 30343 34 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 11:50:36am  



 
<P>Yep, another DL loser posted a comment in a dead thread. Now blocked, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442102 30343 36 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 11:52:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Discarded Lies? Wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're all stirred up over there. And they're trying to talk Lawrence 
Auster into suing me for libel, which would be very amusing. Evariste is doing 
his best to get Auster enraged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442202 30343 79 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 12:18:10pm  
 
<P>Three more DL sock puppets are dead.</P> 
<P>That brings the total up to almost 20 now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442739 30346 12 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 2:48:40pm  
 
<P>Want to find out what the racists and fascist sympathizers are saying about 
LGF today?</P> 
<P>That slippery, sleazy LGF commenter who called himself 'jeppo' is outed in 
this thread, as 'James Pillman'. And he was at LGF specifically pushing talking 
points provided by Lawrence Auster:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/4pyjap" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And 'racialist' Ian Jobling (I think he likes to call himself a 'race 
realist' these days) weighs in, with the help of banned LGF commenter 'Q':</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/5a2e9c" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442782 30346 33 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 2:57:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is very beautiful, Charles.</P> 
<P>It inspires a question for any Lizard with some advice. I need a new camera. 
User-friendly. Small enough not to be a huge weight in my handbag so I can be 
the mom-with-the-shot when the opportunities come up.</P> 
<P>Anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one was taken with a Sony Cybershot DSC-N1. It's a pocket sized camera 
with a very nice large LCD screen. Takes excellent pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442783 30346 34 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 2:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the redirect laugh. You got me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. They don't seem to have noticed it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05442791 30346 37 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 2:59:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #35 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought they were just a stalker site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The banned commenter he's talking about was one of the DL stalkers; as usual 
they only have part of the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05442808 30346 43 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 3:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/5442795" target=_blank>#39</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>It's just pathetic. That's the same kind of crack-headed ranting you'll find 
at Daily Kos.</P> 
<P>Man, am I glad those people are gone from here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443155 30346 291 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:24:09pm  
 
<P>Man, the loons are coming out of the woodwork at Auster's site.</P> 
<P>Now showing up, the commenter 'BrandonF' who, when last seen at LGF, was 
actually advocating a monarchy in the US. No kidding.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//4339642" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443179 30346 314 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #301 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember BrandonF. We went round and round on some issues, but he was funny 
IIRC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny? Yes, if you mean "funny in the head."</P> 
<P>He was in favor of a feudal system of government. That's not humorous -- it's 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443255 30346 341 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:48:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/5443241" target=_blank>#339</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>Great googly moogly!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443263 30346 343 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:51:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #339 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this comment there:</P> 
<P>"And what about that intensely neurotic logo at the top of the main page, 
with a green football bouncing toward someone who is cowering in terror? 
Whatever the message is, it is not healthy."</P> 
<P>ROTFLMAO</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying to decide which part of that to make into a rotating 
title...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05443288 30346 347 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:05:34pm  
 
<P>In today's most pathetic BS, one of the discarded losers is copying every 
comment I make and posting it over there.</P> 
<P>Go ahead with your bad self, stalker! At least it keeps you off the 
street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443593 30346 364 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #359 lummox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should have sent him the pictures before posting it on Ebay.If Charles 
knows guitars as well as bicycles and , well everything else , I might have 
fared better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might ban you for not selling it to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443207 30347 6 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:36:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5443194" target=_blank>#1</A> Bob in 
Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443228 30347 20 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:40:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard JC Watts on Hannity. No way he'll vote for Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080614/ap_on_el_pr/black_conservatives_obama" 
target=_blank>Black conservatives conflicted on Obama campaign</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>J.C. Watts, a former Oklahoma congressman who once was part of the GOP House 
leadership, said he's thinking of voting for Obama. Watts said he's still a 
Republican, but he criticizes his party for neglecting the black community. 
Black Republicans, he said, have to concede that while they might not agree with 
Democrats on issues, at least that party reaches out to 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443247 30347 37 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:45:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Bob in Breckenridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying that no "warning" is needed. Real Black conservatives (JC Watts, 
Larry Elder, Clarence Thomas, Armstrong Williams, Michael Steele, etc.) will 
NEVER vote for Obama. That being said, Gen. Powell is not a 
conservative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bob, before you dig the hole any deeper, I suggest you read what I posted in 
#20.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443273 30347 53 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 4:57:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #28 RagnardD</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes!</P> 
<P>Mindless racism, blind tribalism, self-sacrifice in the name of one's group 
is what Miss Ochieng calls "selfish."</P> 
<P>There ya have it folks. This is what I think we need to take America back 
<STRONG>from</STRONG>. The false alternative between self-sacrifice demanded by 
"conservatives" vs. self-sacrifice demanded by the "liberals". They both 
agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read your comment three times, and I still can't figure out your 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443408 30347 167 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:47:22pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Some very pissed off creationists in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30340/comments" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443451 30347 199 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 5:56:52pm  
 
<P>'DownrightMeanAmerican', by the way, is the latest person to decide he really 
hates me, and he's going to say downright mean things about me from now 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443497 30347 237 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't he a fairly new lizard? He didn't seem insane when I've run into him in 
threads.</P> 
<P>Of course, I'd never seen him on a science thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people get very very unhappy when their opinions are 
challenged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443508 30347 248 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:06:34pm  
 
<P>It's kind of fun to watch in the Spy as creationists go through the threads 
and ding every post supporting science.</P> 
<P>That's "fun" with scare quotes around it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443523 30347 262 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:09:20pm  
 
<P>Gotta love this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for taking the time to contact us at Digg.com.</P> 
<P>We sincerely appreciate users like you who are committed to keeping Digg a 
fun and informative community. We’ve researched your report and will take 
appropriate action.</P> 
<P>Thanks again for getting in touch with us,</P> 
<P>-Digg Support</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. I'm sure they just LOVE hearing from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05443550 30347 283 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:13:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 LeftJustAintRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the deal with comment #17 ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do not mention comment #17.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443578 30347 307 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #268 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never turned on the ding buttons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, ye of little faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05443672 30347 382 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 6:44:15pm  
 
<P>'USS Ben' is really rolling through that science thread. Dinging down every 
post I dinged up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444237 30348 312 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 9:00:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #307 mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Count me in as well. Sometimes the NAACP and their ilk are upset for a 
<STRONG>reason</STRONG>, and the "black = ape" imagery is almost a textbook 
example of a genuinely racist concept.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that kind of garbage isn't going to be defended by me.</P> 
<P>Interestingly, I received several emails today trying to get me to link to 
it, all from addresses I hadn't heard of before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444352 30350 56 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 9:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 Purple Prose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facts do matter. This tape was the product of a fraudster, and he is not a 
conservative.</P> 
<P>However, the tape was met with some excitement by the conservative 
blogosphere. LGF was emphatically NOT party to any of this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By far the majority of "conservative bloggers" did NOT fall for this. Of the 
most popular blogs, I don't know of one that did. Some of them covered the 
story, but ONLY in the context of being extremely skeptical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05444483 30350 171 Charles Sat, Jun 14, 2008 10:23:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was never the subject of an article, and it was never promulgated here, 
but there was much discussion/speculation about it in the posts.</P> 
<P>But honestly, with such a provocative rumor swirling around, how could there 
not be?</P> 



<P>Most of the discussion came down on the side of "I'll believe it when I see 
it" with some speculation about what it could mean if the video in question 
actually existed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there was quite a bit of discussion in our comments about it - and if 
you go back and check, you'll find more than one comment from me trying to get 
people to stop buying the rumor and pointing out that it originated with Larry 
"Kos Kid" Johnson. I even deleted a couple of spinoff links about it, to try to 
prevent LGF from being used to spread the rumor.</P> 
<P>It was a dirty trick, and it was obvious to me from the word 
go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445730 30354 57 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:10:17am  
 
<P>All joking will soon be illegal. You have been warned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445931 30355 107 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:53:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #104 Steffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://newsbusters.org/" target=_blank>Newsbusters</A> is down? 
I tried to go there and got a Network Solutions web page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. That's not good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445957 30355 127 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:58:51am  
 
<P>The domain doesn't seem to have been hijacked, but I'm still getting the 
NetSol page. Maybe a bad DNS server...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445964 30355 133 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:00:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #128 Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A post on <A href="http://www.newsbusters.org/" 
target=_blank>Newsbusters</A>:</P> 
<P>Fixed now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. They're really lucky they didn't get hijacked by a domain name 
squatter.</P> 
<P>Dodged a bullet there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05445988 30355 152 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:08:57am  
 
<P>Still had more than a year to go on the LGF registration, but after seeing 
that I just renewed it for 5 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446129 30355 280 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:48:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah but, did you also register LGF .org, .net, .biz and .info?</P> 
<P>I have about 12 domain names registered and I can't renew them all at once so 
I have them automatically renew on a rotation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have .net - but someone got .org years ago. Don't really care about .biz 
and .info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446132 30355 283 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:48:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #279 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the church seems mostly (if not all) black I don't detect a hint of 
the "black theology" of Rev. Wright.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This church was gone over with a fine tooth comb, you can bank on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446135 30355 286 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:50:30am  
 
<P>'Moonbat_One' used a disposable email address to register -- which is 
specifically against the rules -- and is now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446146 30355 296 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 11:54:46am  
 
<P>Just caught someone dropping spinoff links to sites that are linked to 
Stormfront, thanks to a tip-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446171 30355 318 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 12:04:30pm  
 
<P>Wow. I've deleted all the links posted by 'PalsyClown' after checking out the 
latest one.</P> 
<P>I need a shower after seeing that. (Before you ask - no, I won't link to 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446177 30355 324 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 12:07:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.43folders.com/izero" target=_blank>How to empty your 
email inbox — and then keep it that way</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446189 30355 334 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 12:12:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #303 DeathtotheSwiss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm actually baffled by the link system. They seem to be member-posted links 
and yet I can see how I would post one myself. Very confused Charles, set me 
straight?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the 'top rated links' area at the top of the page, click the button 
labeled 'Submit a link' and you'll, see the form that lets you post a link.</P> 
<P>A similar form is at the bottom of the 'spinoff links' that go with each 
front page article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446191 30355 336 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 12:13:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Are you talking about the BLT sites? I thought those were ugly, but important 
to see. The MSM is trying to spin BLT into some sort of harmless offshoot of 
regular black church beliefs, but that is far from the truth. I think its 
important to expose the blatantly racist and hateful beliefs that hide just 
beyond the horizon of average Americans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm talking about an outright racist hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446214 30355 352 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 12:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #350 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ravens are very bright, indeed; but crows need stimulation. They have been 
seen standing on ant hills. They stir up trouble just to see what will 
happen.</P> 
<P>I regard crows as the Calvin and Hobbes of the avian world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I once saw a crow beat the living crap out of an alley cat, dive bombing it 
repeatedly and clawing its back until the cat ran and hid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446324 30355 453 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 1:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #414 Clemente</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/seemed a logical moment for a modest visit to the tip 
jar...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arigato!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446374 30355 502 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 1:25:47pm  
 
<P>This comment unintentionally left blank...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446395 30355 521 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 1:36:17pm  
 
<P>Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446401 30355 527 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 1:37:09pm  
 
<P>Just testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446600 30357 18 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 2:39:49pm  
 
<P>She's already out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446653 30357 54 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 2:50:27pm  
 
<P>According to Politico.com, the election is already over.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0608/11090.html" 
target=_blank>Many historians see little chance for McCain</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446693 30357 87 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 2:56:52pm  



 
<P>This was posted today by that scumbag Lawrence Auster:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's put it this way. Johnson and his followers have virtually zero 
conservative background and formation. Their "conservatism" consists in wanting 
to defend America from radical Islam and terrorism. But because the left in 
today's America does not believe in defending America from terrorism, a person 
who does believe in it is considered a "conservative." It's the one-drop rule of 
conservatism. <STRONG>Just as, in a white majority society, a person with even a 
tiny amount of identifiable Negro features is a Negro</STRONG>, in the same way, 
in a liberal-ruled society, a person with even one conservative position is a 
conservative, even though he's liberal in every other respect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Retch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446709 30357 98 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 2:59:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 ironbill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But hey, no biggie. This guy's a solid Obama delegate</P> 
<P>sweetness-light.com/archive/accused-gitmo-spy-is-n ow-obama-
delegate</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh - I'll leave this link here, but please be aware that the owner of 
Sweetness and Light sent me several insane emails recently demanding that I 
credit him for stories that I <EM>did not get from him</EM>. When I told him no, 
he threatened to "ruin my reputation" with all the "big name pundits" he 
knows.</P> 
<P>I won't link to that site ever again, no matter what he 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446741 30357 124 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 3:07:04pm  
 
<P>Here's my post about James Yee, for the record:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30027_Obama_Delegate_from_Washingt
on-_Former_Gitmo_Muslim_Chaplain_Yee" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05446745 30357 128 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 3:07:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #114 ironbill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to spike the post and link my feelings won't be 
hurt</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - I deleted it because I don't want to send him any 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447107 30358 133 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 4:56:32pm  
 
<P>You have got to be kidding me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447145 30358 162 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:05:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #111 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I reported it and I hope it gets deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just deleted. Out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447186 30358 191 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:14:46pm  
 
<P>You've got to be kidding me.</P> 
<P>Fox News is still letting Bob Beckel appear, even after he hyped that phony 
'whitey tape' story?</P> 
<P>I'm starting to get as down on Fox News as your average moonbat. This is just 
plain stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447247 30358 243 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:25:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #238 OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What defines "far right" for you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan. Also on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447300 30359 38 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:33:57pm  
 
<P>Tonight's drinking game - name the new Fox show featuring Beckel and Pat 
Buchanan.</P> 
<P>(There isn't really a show, but why not? There doesn't seem to be a bottom to 
this well...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447311 30359 47 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:35:10pm  
 
<P>You've got to be kidding me.</P> 
<P>Now Beckel is blaming the smear on RIGHT-WING BLOGGERS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447322 30359 57 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:36:06pm  
 
<P>That is absolutely unreal. My jaw has fallen and I can't pick it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447382 30359 111 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:44:09pm  
 
<P>I just posted the video clip above. Unbelievable that he would try to deny he 
was promoting the rumor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447452 30359 176 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 5:57:01pm  
 
<P>OK, I've reattached my jaw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447476 30359 199 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:02:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #158 Paul</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm getting the suspicion that many conservative bloggers were the victims of 
a Dem "rope a dope" scam. Put out a damaging rumor that will spread throughout 
the Internet then, after the rumor is proved false, blame the people who 
reported and discussed the rumor as the <EM>source</EM> of the rumor. Viola! 
<EM>Next on MSNBC right wing bloggers smear Obama!</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that's exactly what it was. I got numerous emails (from addresses 
I'd never seen before) trying to get me to post about the "whitey tape," 
starting as soon as Larry Johnson floated the rumor.</P> 
<P>The media never seem to be interested in investigating this kind of stuff. I 
wonder why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447481 30359 202 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:03:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 Bacchus's daddy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to watch Fox regularly, not much anymore. Beckel (with Juan Williams) 
was always one of my favorite "lefties"- meaning, someone I disagreed with, but 
did not dislike. To clarify, I feel like I have honest disagreements with the 
above two, but could never have an "honest" disagreement with, say, Leahy, 
Schumer, Dean or McCauliffe, because there's nothing remotely "honest" about 
them. I haven't seen Beckel in a while, but this video doesn't necessarily 
change my opinion- he says he is "scared" about the tape and that it might be 
"big"- perhaps he doesn't know the original "purported source"- then again if he 
does, and he's lying about it, that would be serious points against 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you go on national television and talk about a bombshell rumor you've 
heard, you are promoting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447489 30359 209 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:05:36pm  
 
<P>I'm watching this again. It's unbelievable.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #201 gilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said "right wing bloggers and CRACKERS" I just about fell out of my chair 
and even squeeked "what!" Did anyone else notice the "CRACKER" part? He is 
talking about smears and he spouts a slur! No one on the show 
blinked!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't say "crackers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447493 30359 213 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:06:27pm  
 
<P>I take that back.</P> 
<P>He DID say "crackers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447504 30359 224 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:08:48pm  
 
<P>He said it. I just watched it again to make sure.</P> 
<P>The quote is now added above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447520 30359 240 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:12:09pm  
 



<P>Now I can't even find my jaw.</P> 
<P>Crackers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447546 30359 266 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:16:12pm  
 
<P>"Crackers." I still can't believe that. I'm preparing a video 
clip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447617 30359 333 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #325 Gilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>#266 Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Do I get a point for my exquisite listening skills?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One point, coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447709 30359 423 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:43:28pm  
 
<P>Video clip of the "crackers" comment now posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447744 30359 454 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 6:50:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #446 rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I forgot about this! A quick google search reminds us that <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1283080/posts" 
target=_blank>Beckel had to pay for it.</A></P> 
<P>Loser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447939 30359 631 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 7:36:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #611 big L</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>boy the birth certificate and the whitey thing have really stooged the 
internet, talk shows and the blogs. We are too easily 
distracted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The birth certificate story: two posts at LGF.</P> 
<P>The 'whitey tape' story: one post at LGF, specifically denouncing it as a 
fraud.</P> 
<P>Maybe you're looking at a different internet than I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447982 30359 668 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 7:46:31pm  
 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>If you want to talk about the 2nd amendment and such, this is NOT the thread 
to do it in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05447993 30359 678 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 7:49:13pm  
 



<P>I'm amazed at how politically tone deaf some people are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448010 30359 695 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 7:53:25pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.audiworld.com/politics/msgs/272134.phtml" 
target=_blank>forums.audiworld.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448011 30359 696 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 7:53:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/692/5448007" target=_blank>#692</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<P>I'm talking about someone who just lost his account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448049 30359 731 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:02:28pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the person who lost his account above should have lost it 
with his deleted comment in the Ted Kennedy thread.</P> 
<P>Are these people <EM>trying</EM> to sabotage LGF, or do they just need anger 
management training?</P> 
<P>All I know is: it's not my problem, and I'm not going to allow them to make 
it my problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448067 30359 749 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:08:17pm  
 
<P>Put on your HazMat suit before following this link, to see what the paleo-
racist right is saying about me and LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/5a2e9c" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448084 30359 764 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:13:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #752 CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I got a "Site Spy blocking" message, not about to over ride it... 
what does it mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what Site Spy is, but it sounds like it identified that site as 
a "hate site."</P> 
<P>And in this case, it isn't wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448090 30359 769 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:14:23pm  
 
<P>Or maybe it just does that for all tinyurl links.</P> 
<P>I'm linking that way because I don't want these creeps to know where the 
links are coming from, by the way. At least, not right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448096 30359 774 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:16:08pm  
 
<P>Instalanche incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05448307 30361 37 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 8:56:54pm  
 
<P>I've always had a real problem with the idea that blogs exist to promote 
political parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448351 30361 69 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:05:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #61 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do. The money Kos brings to the table isn't huge they they do a lot of 
active fundraising for candidates who kiss their asses. Also Koskidz do a lot of 
"framing" (they call the Frame Shop Diaries) where they assemble talking points 
and strategize how to spin news and events. "Right wing" blogs (LGF, Hot Air, 
Miss Malkin) are far more concerned with factual accuracy and faulty reporting. 
There's a big difference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- and that's why you don't see GOP politicians reaching out to the 
"right wing blogs" in the same way. The Dems know they'll be able to spew their 
talking points at Kos without fear of being challenged.</P> 
<P>But if a politician tries to put something over on the lizard army, they're 
going to get taken to the woodshed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448373 30361 87 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:09:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 McJenny50</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Tilly still around? I am wondering if it is the same person as Tilly's 
Story. Anyone know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448444 30361 140 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:26:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody early in the primaries (Huckabee?) put up a post on LGF about 
supporting Israel. I felt kinda bad for the guy because we gave him a pretty 
universal yawn. But LGF really isn't that kind of forum, we're used to spin and 
pandering. LGF isn't really a spring board for grassroots activism and 
fundraising. I shilled for Rudy the best I could here and that didn't work 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee?! Hush yo' mouth!</P> 
<P>It was Duncan Hunter, who never really had a chance, 
unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448482 30361 172 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:35:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #162 Neo Con since 9-11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a link to that post handy or at least remember what month so we 
don't have to search the entire LGF database for his guest post? Hunter was head 
and shoulders better than the other choices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25709_A_Guest_Post_By_Duncan_Hunte
r" target=_blank>A Guest Post By Duncan Hunter</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05448513 30361 198 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:41:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alas, I don't think there are many conservatives at all here at LGF. I 
consider myself one, but I'd say most here are centrists, leaning at least a 
little leftwards. JMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. You're a "conservative" ... named after a South Park character?</P> 
<P>Not bustin' your chops here, it's cool with me. Just that most people don't 
really think "conservative" when they think of South Park.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448527 30361 210 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:45:44pm  
 
<P>For me, South Park is a great example of the irrelevance of these old-
fashioned political labels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448585 30361 254 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:57:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #251 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think that the emergence of a conservative Daily Kos will be necessary 
an important, in the next few years.</P> 
<P>I don't mean something that resembles Kos in form, or in vociferousness, et 
cetera -- I mean that Kos has pulled off something that conservatives need to 
match, or at least nullify: a level of online organization that 1) draws an 
enormous audience, and 2) spills over into organized action, in a significant 
way. The power there is great enough that it influences -- or even directs -- 
politicians.</P> 
<P>That big annual Kos conference ain't nothing to sneeze at.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahhh-choo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448590 30361 259 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 9:59:12pm  
 
<P>And Cognito: I think you're not just wrong here, you're way wrong. Political 
parties need to influence politicians. Blogs need to tell the truth.</P> 
<P>The gap between these two concepts is galactic in size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05448612 30361 276 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #269 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I too believe blogs need to tell the truth.</P> 
<P>And, maybe shockingly, politicians should as well. So I don't think telling 
the truth and being influential are exclusive. Buckley springs to mind.</P> 
<P>My point is that Kos (not so much the guy, as the site) has harnessed the 
scope of the internet in a way that sure would be handy for 
conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if there's a blog who can be the conservative Daily Kos, more power to 
it. But then it will be exactly what Daily Kos is -- a shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05448619 30361 283 Charles Sun, Jun 15, 2008 10:06:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #279 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no -- let me be clear -- the content at Kos is hardly even worth the 
effort of a sneeze.</P> 
<P>What's more important, and where I was trying to go here, is whether it's 
used for good or evil, Kos is a powerful tool.</P> 
<P>/double entendre</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. In point of fact, the Daily Kos endorsement has been a serious Kiss of 
Death for politicians. Their "influence" is vastly overblown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05449968 30361 647 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:58:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #356 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Taking the easiest example if you lower taxes to 0% you would no longer have 
any government employment." You say that as if that's a bad thing!/But to the 
more important issue - the sites Charles is, as you put it, "at war with" are 
clearly and demonstrably neo-Nazi or White Nationalist sites; I won't suggest 
you go there (without a Hazmat suit anyway) nor will I ever link to them. But 
please, take my word for it, they are Neo-Nazi or White Nationalists sites - and 
they reveal themselves in all their narcissistic glory every 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolutely no tolerance left for people who try to defend the fascist 
sympathizers. That person is now banned.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450928 30364 210 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:05:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 Terp Mole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/Obama_Throws_Kenyan_Cousin_Under_the_Bus
?t=16132383#c16132383" target=_blank>Diggtard spits</A>;</P> 
<P>/<EM>smells gamey</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Report those comments to Digg. This jerk is one of the creeps who stalks LGF, 
and every time you see one of his comments you should report it. Takes one 
click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451671 30364 226 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:46:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #221 Juliette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Very interesting. Will link to it later.</P> 
<P>In case no one has mentioned it, Obama and Odinga may not be cousins in the 
western sense, but clan members, called 'cousins' in English. The article about 
it is no longer available but is from Kenya's <EM>Daily Nation</EM> also. <A 
href="http://www.luoamerican.com/baldilocks/2008/05/the-obama-oding.html" 
target=_blank>I wrote about it last month.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting detail, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450110 30365 9 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:33:20am  



 
<P><EM>re: #5 kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ali engaging Sally Quinn is the best thing that could happen.</P> 
<P>Quinn is the quintessential media elitist. She needs to know there are people 
who suffer for her false propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but the probability that she will learn that lesson is approximately 
zero. Anyone who would promote the spiritual leader of Hizballah as a "moderate 
Muslim" is completely beyond hope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450724 30368 18 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 12:29:58pm  
 
<P>Bad character in the link now fixed. (No, I'm not talking about 
Buchanan...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450733 30368 22 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 12:30:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only the linky no worky... but I noticed on your spinoff link list on the 
main page that the hover for the description of the link gets put down in the z-
index below the ad, if it's an animated ad.</P> 
<P>Running firefox 2 on XP</P> 
<P>On topic, Buchanan, Wright, and David Duke should all hitch up 
together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't help that. The ads are setting the highest possible z-index; it's 
annoying, I know, but out of my control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450854 30368 97 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 12:54:00pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately, Buchanan is <EM>not</EM> on the fringe any more. He's a 
regular guest on Fox and MSNBC, and he is never questioned about his bizarre 
Jew-hatred and associations with Eurofascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450874 30368 116 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 12:56:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stormfront, Vanguard News Network, the Christian Identity Movement and the 
rest may spout anti-government quasi-Libertarian rhetoric, but they are solidly 
Collectivist (based on race), so calling them "right-wing" in today's context is 
not particularly accurate, IMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you see in these groups is the intersection of far right and far left -- 
the wraparound effect. I'd guess that most neo-Nazi haters actually <EM>do</EM> 
think of themselves as "right wing." Leftists are objects of extreme derision in 
these groups. But there's more in common between them than they'll ever 
admit.</P> 
<P>It's all about the hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05450898 30368 140 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:01:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5450889" target=_blank>#131</A> ted</EM></P> 



<P>They're trying their best to legitimize appeasement, in expectation of an 
Obama presidency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451045 30368 275 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:21:09pm  
 
<P>I've never seen any evidence that Pat Robertson is antisemitic, for the 
record.</P> 
<P>I have seen plenty of evidence that he has a screw loose, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451158 30368 376 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:38:13pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Buchanan, this was predictable:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/6/16/153748/779/142/536852" 
target=_blank>Daily Kos: LGF hates FOX!</A></P> 
<P>It strains their constricted brains to think I might actually criticize Fox 
News.</P> 
<P>Uuuh! How is that possible?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451198 30368 411 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:47:17pm  
 
<P>Notice this comment in the Kos thread:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought you had made a mistake (1+ / 0-)</P> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is on MSNBC. I can't imagine he would show up on Faux Noise, but 
sure enough, LGF made the mistake. I guess they are as dumb as they 
look.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As dumb as they look?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,364163,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451227 30368 439 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:52:01pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, they deleted that post!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451237 30368 449 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:53:09pm  
 
<P>Wow. That was quick. They're apparently now deleting all posts that link to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451256 30368 468 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:54:53pm  
 
<P>I think what's going on is that they don't want to have anything at Kos that 
interferes with their demonization of LGF. If they point out that I criticized 
Fox News, that might make some of the Kidz take a second look.</P> 
<P>That would never do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451288 30368 498 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 1:58:38pm  
 
<P>I wish I had saved that page. Did anyone?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05451320 30368 529 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #520 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case anybody wants to have fun exploring an unprotected directory at a 
jihadist site --<A href="http://www.wathakker.com/photo/" target=_blank>be my 
guest.</A></P> 
<P>Lots and lots of wacky Islamic images.</P> 
<P>I discovered it by accident when cautiously visiting a link sent to me in a 
fatwa-email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful. By accessing the page, you're giving them your IP 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451383 30368 587 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #566 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's up to Charles. A site that big gets a lot of hits every day. I doubt 
they'll "do" anything with hundreds of anonymous hits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably not a big deal. They can't do much with an IP address - I just 
wanted people to be aware that visiting any site leaves a record of your IP 
address.</P> 
<P>If I have any doubt, I use something like Anonymouse:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://anonymouse.org/anonwww.html" 
target=_blank>anonymouse.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451547 30368 679 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #678 Throbert McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I've stayed out of the latest LGF/DL controversy until now -- partly 
because I've been preoccupied with a few non-blogosphere matters this past week 
and partly because I'm a fan of DL <B>and</B> LGF, and I greatly admire both you 
and Evariste despite totally disagreeing with each of you on a few specific 
issues.</P> 
<P>I'm still trying to figure out what I want to say to Evariste, but what I'll 
say to LGF and DL publicly is that I'm sorry to see this fight precipitated over 
someone as worthless as Lawrence Auster.</P> 
<P>To you, Charles, I'll also say that I think you were wrong to call Auster a 
"Nazi" or "fascist" or any other similar terms you reportedly used -- because 
these are both needlessly inflammatory, and also because they are so trivial to 
refute. (E.g., "How can you call me a Nazi?! <I>[innocent fawn-eyed blink-blink 
SFX here]</I> I've <B>never once</B> suggested that European Muslims should be 
lined up in front of pits and machine-gunned to death!")</P> 
<P>In sum, Charles, you were <B>wrong</B> to use the term "Nazi," when it would 
have completely sufficed to say that Lawrence Auster is a "Pseudo-Intellectual" 
and "Very Real Dissimulator."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never called Auster a "Nazi." Not once. Didn't happen. This is a typical 
tactic of these people, to distort and misrepresent.</P> 
<P>I did call him a 'fascist sympathizer,' because he's a supporter of Vlaams 
Belang - and they are a fascist party. Hence, 'fascist sympathizer.'</P> 
<P>As for DL - I never even think about them, until they make it necessary by 
planning their stupid little troll attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05451473 30369 13 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:39:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 Beobachter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/06/16/ap-on-second-thought-maybe-we-
like-internet-traffic/" target=_blank>I thought they reversed that 
decision.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.wordyard.com/2008/06/15/ap-backs-off-or-does-it/" 
target=_blank>Apparently not.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451484 30369 20 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Problem is, AP is actually basically an association of all the newspapers in 
the US.</P> 
<P>AP does have some of their own staff writers, but the bulk of their material 
is simply stories originally published in a local paper and then "picked up" for 
nationwide distribution.</P> 
<P>Could become problematic, because something that may not <EM>seem</EM> like 
an AP story at first may become an AP story shortly thereafter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it's a boycott without too many teeth. But still, the bad publicity is 
all good. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451514 30369 35 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 brandnew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's quite a declaration by Mr Johnson. I don't see any comments about how 
deep that is, not that I could make them. I can guess: 1) CJ has confidence he 
can pull this off, 2) CJ is confident that he does not need the AP: alternative 
media is mature enough to ignore them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost every story published by the AP has an equivalent from some other 
source - Reuters, AFP, or a local paper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451521 30369 41 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 2:53:06pm  
 
<P>Check out all the trackbacks to that Techcrunch article - there are a lot of 
people upset about the AP's hamfisted tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451595 30369 91 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:20:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #81 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If AP claims fair use protection to quote someone or something when it 
reports the news--as it surely does--it can hardly claim its own rights are 
being violated when its reportage is commented upon.</P> 
<P>Some blanket copyright suits are legitimate, such as the RIAA's suits against 
<STRIKE>file-sharers</STRIKE> music thieves. Despite the outrage that these 
suits caused among many, the persons sued had in fact copied and distributed 



many, many works very widely without permission of the copyright holders, 
thereby harming the copyright holders.</P> 
<P>The AP's threatened suits, however, are directed not against 
<EM>copying</EM>, but, apparently, against mere <EM>linking and excerpt-
quoting</EM>--both of which fall well within <STRONG>traditional</STRONG> fair 
use, and do so all the more so now that fair use latitudes are being 
relentlessly expanded as the anti-copyright copyright bar undermines traditional 
copyright protection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's clear to me that the purpose of AP's threats is to intimidate blogs, and 
it's very likely a reaction against the large amount of criticism they've been 
receiving lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451601 30369 96 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:23:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #94 ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: What punishment has Stinky mandated for Lizards who violate the AP 
rule?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No punishment will be meted out.</P> 
<P>Unless, of course, someone asks for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451661 30369 140 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:42:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #135 JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>But I’ll gladly join this movement; until the AP climbs down from this 
caveman approach, there will be no more links to AP stories in front page 
articles at LGF.</I></P> 
<P>Since you often link to AP stories in order to point out obvious flaws and 
biases (and outright lies), I'm sure the AP is <B>ecstatic</B> that you and 
others like you will no longer be focusing on them.</P> 
<P>/oh no, don't throw me in the briar patch!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say this was supposed to be forever - I said until they climb down. 
And I suspect that's going to happen soon.</P> 
<P>Note: the NYT article linked by Ed at Hot Air does NOT say that the AP has 
backed down on their threats against Drudge Retort. This is the money quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still, Mr. Kennedy said that the organization has not withdrawn its request 
that Drudge Retort remove the seven items. And he said that he still believes 
that it is more appropriate for blogs to use short summaries of A.P. articles 
rather than direct quotations, even short ones.</P> 
<P>“Cutting and pasting a lot of content into a blog is not what we want to 
see,” he said. “It is more consistent with the spirit of the Internet to link to 
content so people can read the whole thing in 
context.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451667 30369 145 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 3:45:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why on earth would AP not want people to *LINK* to their pages?They don't 
want people reading their stories?That's just stupid.</P> 
<P>I can see trying to stop "cut and paste" type outright copyright 
infringement, but how are they going to stop linking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think you might have misunderstood - I meant "link to AND quote their 
articles." Although they are also apparently upset about the use of their 
headlines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451746 30370 12 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:12:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #9 Typicalwhitey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the problem.Why can't they teach either BOTH sides or 
neither.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because one side is science and one side is religion. Only the science 
belongs in a science classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451756 30370 18 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes that IS offensive. I am glad that you don't agree, but your smug, and 
insulting comments towards those that do are unecessary and rude.</P> 
<P>Its ok if you disagree with the idea of G-d, but you should do so politely, 
and without insulting those that disagree with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belief in "intelligent design" has nothing to do with belief in 
God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451759 30370 21 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:14:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One could argue that Science IS religion. (see the Global Warming "science" 
for example).</P> 
<P>Both require a very large amount of faith.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could argue that, yes. But you'd be wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451772 30370 30 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:16:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<P>You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its ok if you disagree with the idea of G-d...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a non sequitur. He said nothing about belief in God. He expressed 
disbelief in "intelligent design" and that is NOT the same 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451792 30370 49 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 Poopshoot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So seriously, why is this kind of thing always railed against here? It's like 
the global warming issue - seems the blog entries are always phrased such that 
"the debate is over".</P> 
<P>Why can't intelligent design be intelligently discussed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>We've had a lot of intelligent discussion and we'll have a lot more. But if 
you expect that to mean <EM>agreement</EM> with the intelligent design hoax -- 
well, you're going to be disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451806 30370 60 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 freakagriep</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So on one hand you say it's religion, but then you say it has nothing to do 
with God? How can one believe in a God who did not create? Don't get that 
one.</P> 
<P>Also, why is the o in God censored?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Are you folks <EM>trying</EM> to misunderstand my point?</P> 
<P>You can believe in evolution and believe in God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451843 30370 92 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #84 thinkingmom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teach evolution only, if you must, but at least have the intellectual 
integrity to point out its flaws (for instance, the lack of a fossil record). As 
I see it, the problem is that macro-evolution theory is presented as scientific 
fact, and any dissent that points out a lack of real evidence (eg. a fossil 
record) is somehow anti-science. The refusal to admit the mere possibility that 
there may actually be evidence of intelligent design in life-forms suggests (to 
me, at least) a lamentable lack of objectivity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no lack of a fossil record. Seriously. This is simply not true. 
Please research it for yourself, before believing the dishonest claims of the 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451857 30370 104 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/5451828" target=_blank>#79</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Oops! That's the first time I hit the minus button by mistake. Meant to plus 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451874 30370 116 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 Gagdad Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that S.J. Gould's theory of punctuated equlibrium was advanced 
because of the acknowledged gaps in the paleontological record.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Gaps" are not the same thing as "a lack."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451893 30370 133 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/5451877" target=_blank>#119</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its advocates either know this, in which case they are mountebanks, or they 
do not know this, in which case they are tools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They do know it. The Discovery Institute (main promoter of the hoax) uses any 
number of dishonest means to advance their agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451900 30370 140 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:36:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #126 Poopshoot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever the case, I'd think we could all agree that it is completely 
unscientific to fail to question any currently accepted hypothesis.</P> 
<P>So, as with global warming, the debate is not over, nor should it ever be 
(the explanation for observed phenomena).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right - it's not over. There is an enormous amount of debate 
and research and revision of theories in the evolutionary science community. 
It's a vibrant, living field of study that is constantly 
changing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451924 30370 162 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #106 jim in virginia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything evolves. Architecture evolves. Music evolves. Human beings in 
North America are now, on average, taller and live longer than they did two 
hundred years ago.Why is it not possible for an omnipotent g-d to have used the 
process of evolution to create the world we see today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is possible, certainly. But it cannot ever be proven in a scientific 
sense.</P> 
<P>Hence, it is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451931 30370 169 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #164 mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I happen to like what I've heard from Bobby Jindal.He does really well on 
live TV, I might add.</P> 
<P>I also can say that I spent a good deal of time in life learing then 
unlearning various lies from various scientists who swore they had each found 
the ''missing link'' or oldest human skull or proof of this or proof of that in 
the archeological record.</P> 
<P>National Geographic, Science magazine, Nature magazine and others have all 
been taken in from time to time, so it's not like I'm the idiot.Could it be that 
there are liars and miscreants in both areas of this debate?(I know "the 
Huckster" plays with the truth oftimes.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, there have been mistakes and frauds in biological science 
too.</P> 
<P>But they were debunked by the application of MORE science, not by resorting 
to religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451954 30370 189 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:48:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>science not that long ago believed in leeches and blood letting. remember 
scientists are still men. and men can be wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No - 'leeches and bloodletting' had nothing to do with science. That was pure 
superstition.</P> 
<P>It was medical science that ended that kind of superstition -- not 
religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05451988 30370 222 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 4:55:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, BUT ,leeches can stlll be used.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/5319129/" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True - but they're used now because of their well-understood anti-coagulant 
properties. In medieval times, they were used to let out the "bad 
humours."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452153 30370 377 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:31:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #280 funkyfantom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, this is sounding a bit arrogant - uncharacteristic of you.</P> 
<P>I presume you have read and understood Michael Behe's latest book - "The Edge 
of Evolution". I have been struggling with it for quite a while. ( He is a 
professor of biochemistry, for those not aware.)</P> 
<P>Would you care to explain to your readers just how Behe fails to show, in 
your opinion, that Darwinism has not adequately proved the evolution of complex 
biological structure.</P> 
<P>There is a heck of a lot of tough science in this book, and I would hope you 
are not simply relying on authority.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It always comes back to the Discovery Institute. If intelligent design had 
any scientific validity, there would be more sources for studies and research 
than <STRONG>one</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452159 30370 382 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #335 Inquisitive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that does not completely answer my ?--This is why I am asking--Charles 
stated that you can believe in evolution and GOD--and that only evolution should 
be taught in school. If everyone is discussing and for Micro(Biology evolution--
genes/DNA passing one generationto other) only being taught in school then yes 
go for it, and yes I think I could go along with idea that a person could 
believe in evolution and god but can't go along with Macro(one species to 
another)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I said that only science should be taught in a science classroom. 
Religion should be taught either in church or at home.</P> 
<P>There's a little thing we have in this country called the Establishment 
Clause, and the founding fathers put it in there for a very good 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452189 30370 411 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:39:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #394 funkyfantom</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, you are confusing "evolution" with Darwinism. Darwinism is 
merely the most recent and popular theory of evolution. ID in NO WAY is 
contradictory to the idea that evolution has occurred or even that apes are our 
ancestors.</P> 
<P>In point of fact, we share about 99% of DNA with chimpanzees- in the genomes 
of both species, scientists have observed many identical parallel errors in DNA 
replication which would be statistically absurd without accepting common 
descent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no such thing as "Darwinism." Thats a smear term invented by 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452225 30370 444 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/5452178" target=_blank>#400</A> Tom 
Kratman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That won't work, Charles. To say that evolution, from _first_step_to_today_, 
has been, ever will be, or even can be proved is equally false (until we come up 
with a time machine, anyway, so we can go back and look.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I didn't say that. The point is that evolution is a testable theory, and 
it CAN be proven wrong. It's just that no one has done that -- and in fact, 
there's a HUGE amount of evidence in favor of the theory, in a constantly 
changing field of study.</P> 
<P>There is no evidence for intelligent design, and it can't be falsified 
because it's based on religious belief. No evidence, can't be falsified: not 
science.</P> 
<P>Religious belief is a good thing. But when it gets confused with science, and 
used to justify a deceptive agenda (as is happening with the effort to subvert 
the establishment clause and push ID into science classes) it's a slippery slope 
to disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452229 30370 448 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #428 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The archaeological evidence should be ABUNDANT... we should have museums full 
of evidence. Not cryptic hints...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... we do have museums full of evidence. I've been in 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452266 30370 481 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:54:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/5452244" target=_blank>#462</A> 
ContraJihadi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lizards who have remarked that there are bigger fish to fry are quite 
correct. Neither Darwinists or fundamentalist Christians will fare well if the 
jihadis triumph and impose sharia on both of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But ironically, the jihadis are just as opposed to the theory of evolution as 
creationists. So they have that in common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452286 30370 499 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:58:42pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #488 gkriadis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I think you would do well to avoid the ID topic from your blog. It 
seems to me that the draw of LGF is the unity your bloggers have with one 
another. This is an incredibly divisive issue; one that offends people on both 
sides. You are risking the alienation of many of your loyal supporters with your 
dogged position on this issue. It is obviously your site and your domain to do 
with what you will, but I personally believe this is suicide for you to keep 
throwing this issue in the face of those of us who do believe God is the 
designer of this vast and miraculous universe. On the outside chance that it 
matters; I found the ID deniers positions and attitudes offensive enough to keep 
me off the site for weeks. I personally don't enjoy combative and hostile 
responses on an issue that NO MAN is capable of claiming full knowledge. Feel 
free to bar me for my candid input.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not going to avoid the issue, sorry. And the victimhood thing is 
getting really old. I have not banned a single person just for expressing an 
opinion in this debate; if people have lost accounts, it's because they lost 
their tempers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452289 30370 502 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 5:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #492 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not make them allies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say it did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452320 30370 531 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:06:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #511 finallyalizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good one charles, compare the creationists with the jihadists... how about 
the fact that the evolutionists and the jihadists have the comfortable marriage 
of superior and inferior races? most commie thug leaders love the theory of 
evolution to proves the "apes and pigs" fantasies that the muslims use. charles, 
you are kook sometimes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I'm used to leftists deliberately misconstruing what I write. But 
it's disappointing to see it from someone with the username 
"finallyalizard."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452324 30370 535 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #526 Gagdad Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm obviously in the minority here, but I am sending the Gagboy to a 
religious school because, among other reasons, I am quite sure he will receive a 
superior science education there. Many of the readers of this blog do not seem 
to have any awareness of the role of imagination in science, which is again the 
height of naivete -- as if science is a purely mechanical endeavor. There is a 
reason why science arose in the Christian West and nowhere else, and much of 
this has to do with the metaphysics embedded in the Judeo-Christian 
worldview.</P> 
<P>Also, in my own profession of psychology, I cannot imagine teaching the 
subject within the narrow constraints of Darwinism. There is infinitely more 



human wisdom in an esoteric reading of Genesis than in all the behavioristic 
psychology books put together. It seems that the same people who adhere to a 
crimped and mechanical view of science have the most childishly literalistic 
view of scripture, e.g., "who did the children of Adam and Eve marry." 
Please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I've mentioned several times, my love for science and respect for the 
theory of evolution came from my own education in Catholic 
schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452334 30370 544 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:09:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #538 funkyfantom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a misunderstanding about the various flavors of ID. Charles, you are 
quite right that religious ID should not be taught in public schools.</P> 
<P>But the flavor of ID that Behe advocates, for example, does NOT depend on 
religion, despite the fact that Behe is a practicing Catholic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no respect for Michael Behe, sorry. None. He is a shill for the 
Discovery Institute, his "theories" are laughable, and everything he's written 
has been completely debunked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452363 30370 569 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #561 funkyfantom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disappointing. If you had any science in your arguments, there would be 
something to argue about. I respect your political thinking, but you ought to 
read and understand the science before passing judgement on stuff you don't have 
knowledge of.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, there's the problem. I <EM>have</EM> read the science, and I <EM>do</EM> 
understand it. And what Behe and the Discovery Institute are pushing is not 
science.</P> 
<P>Believe me or don't, it's your choice. I'll just have to find a way to live 
with your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452460 30370 653 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #598 funkyfantom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #569 Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Well since you are unable or unwilling to explain what is wrong with Behe's 
arguments, I suppose one is given no other choice besides believing you or not 
believing you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lengthy video I posted a few days ago with Ken Miller provides a very 
thorough debunking of Behe's ludicrous misdirections. He explains the issues 
much better than I could. If you're really interested in learning about these 
issues, you should watch it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30081_Video-
_Ken_Miller_on_Intelligent_Design" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452516 30370 706 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:41:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/5452477" target=_blank>#669</A> 
funkyfantom</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, no. I don't "admit I don't understand the science."</P> 
<P>That kind of silly ad hominem tells me that discussing this any further with 
you is pointless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452525 30370 715 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:42:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #705 loflyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evening guys! Man what a long thread, I have never seen a more "hot button" 
topic than Intelligent Design(TM), except for sleazy election politics. None of 
us are going to change our minds on the issue of ID so why not just declare the 
subject closed as LGF did with the abortion issue. We are beating a dead horse, 
and there are lots of other interesting but less divisive issues concerning 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, sorry. It's obviously very much a LIVE issue. I've never shied away 
from uncomfortable topics, or challenging people's assumptions, and I'm not 
going to start now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452624 30370 807 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 6:59:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #634 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - Something is wrong with my LGF spy. Every now and then it just stops 
spying. I close it, open a new spy and then I'm OK - for awhile. I'm using 
latest version of Firefox. What gives, anybody know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're using version 2.x of Firefox, the problem is that it has a bug 
known as a "memory leak." There's nothing wrong with the LGF Spy code itself; 
I've had an LGF Spy window open for at least 5 days now in the latest Safari 
browser and it's still running like a champ.</P> 
<P>I suggest trying the new Firefox 3 beta, which has a greatly improved 
Javascript engine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452650 30370 829 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 7:03:17pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452672 30370 851 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 7:05:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #827 canerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have read your blog for over three years, and rarely commented, 
however I read the comments, and have never heard this elitism from you. I am 
not asking you to agree, and not asking you to back down, but seriously, you are 
treating those who believe that we were created and not some accident like 
morons. Yes, some people on each side of the issue are very smart, and some are 
morons, but you seem to think that all creationists are idiots, we aren't.Yeah, 
there is some scientific backing behind evolution, and there is some (contrary 
to Charles' implications) that creation isn't some fantastic myth.Charles, you 
must know by now that most people won't be converted from one side to the other 
(I took 2 years of college geology/geography and still believe in creationism), 



so why bother insult us. You just made me mad with alot of what you said, so 
again, what's the point?</P> 
<P>This is the comment that really got me upset:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But ironically, the jihadis are just as opposed to the theory of evolution as 
creationists. So they have that in common</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to get you upset. But the section you quoted is an absolutely 
true statement. This is an area in which Islamists agree 100% with the Discovery 
Institute and creationists.</P> 
<P>If that makes you uncomfortable ... well, it should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452743 30370 918 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 7:21:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #883 SayeretMatkal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I respect you immensely as far as your courage in posting what needs 
to be posted relating to the political arena and the threat of Jihadist global 
terrorism...</P> 
<P>But as far as this subject is concerned, you're coming across as 
extraordinarily arrogant and narrowminded. Not to mention offensive.</P> 
<P>That's just my 2 cents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which comments exactly are "arrogant and narrow-minded?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452764 30370 937 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 7:24:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/931/5452757" target=_blank>#931</A> Kepler 
Sings</EM></P> 
<P>The anti-science viewpoint in all its glory. I find that really 
sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05452881 30370 1049 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 7:47:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/5452776" target=_blank>#949</A> 
finallyalizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and i am amazed that a "conservative" blogger would actually find merit in 
comparing jihadists with conservative christians due to their mutual agreement 
in creation by a God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you're way off base. I'm making a very narrowly defined point. The 
proponents of "intelligent design" are on the same page with radical Islamists, 
on that issue.</P> 
<P>And the devaluation of science by Islam, in favor of religion, is largely 
responsible for the appalling state of the Islamic world today.</P> 
<P>Western civilization has advanced to its current point because we DO have a 
strict division between these two disciplines. Science is not religion, and 
religion is not science. If we lose that clarity, we're in danger of losing 
everything.</P> 
<P>As I've tried to say at least 20 different ways, this is not a put down of 
religion. Religion is a civilizing force, as long it's not allowed to rule 
people's lives.</P> 
<P>The intelligent design movement is trying to erase these lines and bring us 
back into the Dark Ages. We should learn from the failure of Islam, but this is 
an issue that is obviously not going to rest easy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05452956 30370 1117 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:00:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1097 BGOH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesus God people! Is this "conversation" really still going on? Why not have 
a nice little debate about abortion? Perhaps we could figure both of them out 
all in one thread!</P> 
<P>/I don't mean to be a jerk, but this is just silly, in my opinion. There are 
much, much bigger problems in the world - such as, oh...I don't know. Islamic 
terrorism, maybe? I'm kidding, but I think you get my 
point...hopefully.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you can find thousand of posts at LGF on that topic, can't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453057 30370 1181 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:17:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1157 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am so f*cking tired of this false equation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing, isn't it? Just keeps popping up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453076 30370 1199 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1188 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles. Thank you very much for your kind reply. My ignorance of the 
subject matter is momentous but it is great to be able to interact with the fine 
minds here. Would you please recommend a good museum?</P> 
<P>I prolong my elementary questioning for the practical reason of slipping a 
few gratuitous archeology jobs links (<A 
href="http://www.archaeologyfieldwork.com/forums/index.php" 
target=_blank>here</A> and <A href="http://www.shovelbums.org/" 
target=_blank>here</A>) into the thread. Support your local <A 
href="http://www.archaeolink.com/archaeology_volunteer_opportunit.htm" 
target=_blank>archaeologist</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could start with the Museum of Natural History in Manhattan, one of the 
world's greatest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453129 30370 1234 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:31:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1228 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She retired from LGF; you'd have to contact her for the 
reasons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She apparently bought into a delusion that I edited posts, in order to avoid 
admitting that they were deleted for no reason.</P> 
<P>I didn't. Why would I do something like that? Who knows.</P> 
<P>Many of the people who decided to believe that about me -- despite years of 
evidence that I don't do that kind of thing -- are now posting at her 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453156 30370 1252 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:36:48pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #1247 solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. I had no idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very disappointed in all of those people. But c'est la 
vie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453197 30370 1278 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:43:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1268 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very sad to hear that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was sad too, at first, but if that's as far as they trust me, they're 
better off gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453234 30370 1303 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:54:14pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #1300 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, we'd all be much better off without that dumb science stuff.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein said it best: "Science leads to killing people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453276 30370 1336 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:06:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1314 bar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin Skeptics<A href="http://www.rae.org/darwinskeptics.html" 
target=_blank>A Select List of Science Academics,</A>Scientists, and Scholars 
Who are Skeptical of DarwinismCompiled by Jerry Bergman PhD.</P> 
<P>3,000 and counting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, what do you know! More Discovery Institute propaganda! From a guy who 
believes the Earth is just 6,000 years old:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jerry_Bergman" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>All ID roads lead to the Discovery Institute or one of their 
shills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453292 30370 1349 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:09:53pm  
 
<P>Amazing. There you have it.</P> 
<P>'bar' is 'DownRightMeanAmerican'. The creationists are now resorting to 
outright fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453326 30370 1372 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1364 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn my uncanny ability to remember tiny tidbits of information! 
;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Good catch, I was just looking it up when I saw your post and realized what 
was going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453588 30370 1493 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:15:21pm  
 
<P>I've just read what 'ronpaulblimpie' has been posting, and that's about 
enough. There's no excuse for that kind of abusive attitude, and he is now 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453623 30370 1502 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1499/5453612" target=_blank>#1499</A> 
joecitizen</EM></P> 
<P>It's not about whether the posts are true - it's about the nasty 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453765 30370 1534 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1527/5453727" target=_blank>#1527</A> Teh 
Flowah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, why do people keep bringing up Behe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They keep bringing up Behe because there's almost no one else to bring up. 
There are only a handful of ID advocates who are able to pull off a book-length 
misdirection; Behe, Dembski, Denton, and one or two more. And they're all -- 
every one of them -- shills for the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455017 30370 1604 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:35:32am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1587/5454646" target=_blank>#1587</A> 
njspeer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does the theory have to be testable to be scientific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know ... maybe because that's how science works?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455080 30370 1606 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:44:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1550/5453859" target=_blank>#1550</A> Johnny 100 
Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You forgot Gonzales.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another Discovery Institute shill. Really, aren't you getting embarrassed 
that every single one of these "scientists" you trot out is connected to the 
Discovery Institute?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455181 30370 1610 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:02:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1609 brogers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's pretty disgusting to see the attacks against people who believe the way 
evolution is taught is deeply flawed.</P> 
<P>The solution is not to attack such people, the solution is 1) Get the 
government out of the <STRIKE>education</STRIKE> indoctrination business or 2) 
Let people on the local level decide, it's their children and they should have 
more of a say than the ACLU or anyone on an internet message 
board.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the solution is let science be taught as science, and religion be taught 
as religion. "Intelligent design" is not science, and it will never be science. 
It's based on a religious assumption, and it's being promoted by a dishonest 
special interest group that wants to control what is taught in US classrooms. In 
this case it isn't the government you should be worried about, it's the liars at 
the Discovery Institute, trying to subvert the Establishment 
Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455445 30370 1621 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:41:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1620 abu boo boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard him clearly state two things: (1) this controversy should not be 
decided by state or federal government and (2) as a parent he doesn't want to 
see his children taught either evolution exclusively or ID exclusively.</P> 
<P>A more generous interpretation is that Jindal was arguing against dogmatic 
science and for critical analysis. No dancing involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no controversy about this. Jindal is a proponent of the intelligent 
design hoax. Denying it is pointless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455565 30370 1625 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:57:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1624 abu boo boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's assume you are correct. How is teaching evolution <STRONG>plus</STRONG> 
the objections raised by intelligent design a threat to science or freedom of 
religion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I'll make a macro out of this:</P> 
<P>Because "intelligent design" is not science. It does not belong in a science 
classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455639 30370 1630 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:13:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1628 abu boo boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could be right about that. But I'm less worried about children hearing a 
false idea than I am worried about bureaucrats deciding what is and is not 
science and banning ideas they don't like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ideas are being "banned by bureaucrats."</P> 
<P>The "intelligent design" hoax isn't in disrepute because there's some grand 
conspiracy at work to ban ideas.</P> 
<P>It gets no respect from scientists because it's a fraud, perpetrated by a 
dishonest special interest group. That's what you should be afraid of, not a 
nonexistent persecution.</P> 
<P>And it's pretty clear you aren't worried about children being taught a false 
idea -- you're advocating it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05455808 30370 1633 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:41:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1632 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the page showing <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Wedge_strategy&amp;diff=21987969
8&amp;oldid=219869773" target=_blank>the recent edits on the wedge strategy</A> 
where you can still see the "bringing people to Jesus" quote.</P> 
<P>Gee- wonder why they'd want to remove that one...!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're trying to erase the evidence as we watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455818 30370 1634 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:42:32am  
 
<P>Here's the article with the quote that was deleted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3944/is_199904/ai_n8836398" 
target=_blank>findarticles.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455873 30370 1637 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:54:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1636/5455852" target=_blank>#1636</A> 
TheUnrepentantGeek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But science is built on philosophy and one can make the argument that it has 
its limitations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Science is built on evidence and reasoning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456486 30370 1659 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:10:27pm  
 
<P>Over and over and over, the same Discovery Institute talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456564 30370 1667 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:24:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1665/5456541" target=_blank>#1665</A> 
PastureDon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems ironic to me that a supposedly conservative bunch like those at LGF 
would be so totally sold on materialism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not "sold on materialism."</P> 
<P>It's called "refusing to fall for a dishonest hoax."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456604 30370 1671 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1669 PastureDon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, this is an amazing website. You won't find a comment system like 
this anywhere. It's so cool.</P> 
<P>Of course, we all know that Charles didn't design it himself. He probably 
came upon it by accident. There doesn't need to be a designer, you 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And that, of course, has absolutely nothing to do with this debate -- except 
that it's a great example of how dreadfully wrong the ID proponents are. There 
would be no LGF if it were not for the scientific method and the same kinds of 
scientific exploration that led to the theory of evolution.</P> 
<P>Yes, I designed this web site. And I am not God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456637 30370 1674 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1673 njspeer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still haven't been given a clear definition of the difference... just a 
bunch of fluff. If you really think you know the difference then complete this 
sentence.</P> 
<P>X is a scientific theory <EM>if and only if</EM> ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been explained to you over and over, but you're just refusing to 
listen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457169 30370 1691 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 3:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1687/5457069" target=_blank>#1687</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Chrales is wrong to say that ID is a fraud: as a social political 
movemenmt many of its proponents are not forthcoming, but many people who think 
it a good thing are not frauds, just misguided.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't call everyone who buys this hoax "a fraud." I agree that a lot of 
people are simply misguided.</P> 
<P>But the "intelligent design" concept itself is a fraud -- it's repackaged 
creationism, very deliberately calculated to appear as science, when it is not. 
That's why I call it a fraud. The arguments are fraudulent, the premise is 
fraudulent, and the methods that the Discovery Institute uses to promote it are 
dishonest and fraudulent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457415 30370 1700 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 4:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1699 njspeer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, that's exactly what I think of evolution: Atheistic philosophy 
repackaged as science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's obvious from your posts in this thread that you are almost completely 
clueless about science, so that doesn't surprise me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457475 30370 1705 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 4:41:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1701 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be interesting to learn what, precisely, you think "science" 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460456 30370 1717 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:17:19am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1716/5460445" target=_blank>#1716</A> 
njspeer</EM></P> 
<P>You can continue copying and pasting this hooey, but it's very clear by now 
that you really don't have a single clue about science or the meaning of a 
scientific theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461078 30370 1719 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:19:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1718/5461031" target=_blank>#1718</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<P>I appreciate your diplomatic tone, but I have to disagree strongly that ID is 
science, even "fringe science." It does not meet even one of the criteria for 
scientific research. It's not testable, it's not observable, the "theories" are 
based on religion, and it's being promoted by a dishonest special interest group 
-- not by scientists.</P> 
<P>The proper term is "pseudo-science" -- something that tries to look like 
science, but is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462070 30370 1727 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 1:14:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1725/5461976" target=_blank>#1725</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<P>You're wasting your time trying to have an honest debate with this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466276 30370 1739 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:53:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1735/5463930" target=_blank>#1735</A> 
njspeer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I brilliantly stated above, God himself could come down and proclaim the 
truth of ID, and it still wouldn't get published in Science or Nature 
Magazine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question: do you believe the earth is 6,000 years old?</P> 
<P>And by the way, thank you for demonstrating the principle of "invincible 
ignorance" so very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466451 30370 1741 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:31:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1740 njspeer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thank you for demonstrating my point... that the number one argument for 
evolution is "if you don't believe in it, you are an idiot."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not an idiot because you refuse to believe in evolution. You've proved 
you're an idiot over and over in this thread by posting complete, absolute 
nonsense, then crowing about your own "brilliance."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453161 30371 65 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 8:37:59pm  
 
<P>Creationists are now going through the previous thread and dinging every post 
they don't like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453320 30371 108 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:15:12pm  



 
<P>And now we have a creationist in the previous thread who stalked off in a 
rage, saying he would never be back, hated me, etc., but came back with a 
sockpuppet to post more Discovery Institute propaganda.</P> 
<P>Good thing I designed this site intelligently, so I can catch this kind of 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453376 30371 130 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:28:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #118 K~Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>OT: I ska-reewed up a link posting. I assumed we could use the same tags we 
use here. At the bottom I added "[Emphasis added..." ,etc. I think the only harm 
is, it looks dumb.</P> 
<P>I get how it works, now. I think. I just wanted to excerpt a few key 
paragraphs to stay within fair use. Also, certain text really needed emphasis. 
Any way to do this other than all caps? Just curious. Thanks for your time.</P> 
<P>K~Bob</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, no way to do that. I deliberately limited the spinoff links to 
unformatted text, to avoid some of the problems that crop up 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453398 30371 140 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:33:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #135 slokat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: Cursor sticking: Make sure windows defender isn't running; that said - 
some of the LGF (Ajax?) scripts freeze FireFox, even when you try to exit the 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, Firefox's Javascript engine has serious bugs. (Apparently even 
version 3.)</P> 
<P>It's not the LGF scripts' fault, and there's nothing I can do on my side to 
fix it. There are memory leaks in Firefox that they can't seem to 
debug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453412 30371 148 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:36:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 Mars Needs Neocons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that still going on in version 3? The damn memory leaks drive me nuts, 
though for some reason they aren't nailing me as bad since I started with my new 
laptop. Might be the 2gb of memory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The beta Version 3 is better and the Javascript engine is much faster, but it 
still has memory leak bugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453428 30371 159 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:39:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #150 Magalaga Ding Dong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>I hope you're getting something out of ruffling the feathers of the Lizard 
army over &amp; over again about the exact same subject. I mean, I would think 



that you would realize by now that opinions on this are seldom, if ever, changed 
~ especially on a blog page. You seem quite passionate about this issue, more so 
than on any other subject. What I think about all of this is as irrelevant as 
anyone else's fiery opinions on this subject. What I find most interesting is 
how worked up YOU get about it.</P> 
<P>You okay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More so than any other subject? Seven years of posting about radical Islam, 
and taking an enormous amount of abuse from all sides for it, but you think I'm 
most upset about the ID issue?</P> 
<P>Yes, I'm fine. Thanks for your concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453513 30371 204 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 9:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #197 K~Bob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This explains why I am often reduced to killing Firefox about once per day, 
after leaving sites that use a lot of scripts running. Google is a culprit, too, 
if I forget to use NoScript to kill it's scripts. But dang, LGF is such a handy 
tool for the RSS stuff on the sidebar and for the Links, that I forget to shut 
it off once in a while!</P> 
<P>{ Assume the usual emoticons. I'm harmless. }</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can alleviate the problem somewhat by adding more RAM to your computer - 
that way there's more memory to leak and things don't get screwed up so 
fast.</P> 
<P>Just for the record, the latest versions of Safari are the most robust, bug-
free browsers I've ever used. Not perfect, but I've had Safari running for weeks 
without crashing or hanging up.</P> 
<P>Right now I have an LGF Spy window open -- and it's been running without any 
problems for 5+ days without stopping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453530 30371 213 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:02:08pm  
 
<P>That sockpuppet just sent hate mail, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453565 30371 234 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:10:02pm  
 
<P>Another heads-up -- I got email from Parachat (makers of the Lizard Lounge 
chat program I'm paying for) that there are going to be some outages this week, 
so be aware.</P> 
<P>I'm thinking of shutting down the lounge, to be honest. It seems to have 
become a hang-out for disgruntled lizards who hate my stance on 
ID.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453593 30371 239 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:16:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #238 trigger girlie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were some disgruntled lizard-trolls in the lounge, but overall it was a 
fun place to be</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you know, it's just not feeling real good to me to be paying for 
something like that, and have people using it to trash me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05453690 30371 268 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:34:43pm  
 
<P>To have the moderator feature of Parachat, I'd have to pay even more for 
it.</P> 
<P>I haven't made a decision; I'm just mentioning it for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453733 30371 273 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/5453704" target=_blank>#269</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admit that I've only been in the Lounge once, but is it such a popular part 
of LGF that it would be worth paying even more for it (to have a moderator(s) in 
there, I mean)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453604 30372 13 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:18:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 AmateurAngler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"This is a glimpse into a world of sheer obsessive derangement."</P> 
<P>You mean, like you and some of the regulars on this board react to ID and DI? 
I like this blog, Charles, but you go way over the top on that 
subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding if you think I'm going to accept that kind of 
comment on my own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05453801 30373 37 Charles Mon, Jun 16, 2008 10:52:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #29 LoneStarLizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I grew up in Austin, the SF of Texas, so believe me, I have heard my fill of 
Christian-bashing and mocking. It is especially grating to hear it here 
though..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For perhaps the 50th time, I do not "mock Christians." Not at all.</P> 
<P>Christianity is not intelligent design, and intelligent design is not 
Christianity.</P> 
<P>I learned science and biology at Catholic schools, from brothers and nuns who 
saw absolutely no conflict between evolutionary science and their faith. Being 
opposed to the intelligent design agenda is not "mocking 
Christianity."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455094 30373 1081 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:46:21am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #442 a_servant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You offend more than the Jew.</P> 
<P>Is this what LGF has become?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is this supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455131 30373 1089 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:51:35am  



 
<P><EM>re: #442 a_servant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You offend more than the Jew.</P> 
<P>Is this what LGF has become?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456120 30373 1099 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 11:37:35am  
 
<P>I fixed it - you can't use the &lt; character, or it looks like the start of 
an unclosed HTML tag to the browser.</P> 
<P>To put one of those characters in a comment, use the following code:</P> 
<P>&amp;lt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455508 30374 230 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:48:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #124 Maine's Michael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess who got censored at LGF last night?</P> 
<P>Your's truly.</P> 
<P>Charles, or one of his monitors? Inquiring minds want to know.</P> 
<P>It was a great link-post, to Condi's sucking up to the Hizbollah powers in 
Beirut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I deleted it myself.</P> 
<P>It's not OK at all to post titles like that. It wasn't "mildly tasteless," it 
was offensive.</P> 
<P>I don't put titles like that on my posts, and I don't want them on my site. 
If you want to post the article with a serious title, go ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455355 30376 25 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:28:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: #10 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm still worried you're exposing all this lunacy too early. Thanks 
to you, the Obamadmins will clean up their act, shut down unmoderated blog 
postings, and cover up the whole thing by the time the general election rolls 
around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think they can do that. If they shut down unmoderated blogs, the 
moonbats will go insane. (I know, they're already insane. But you know what I 
mean.)</P> 
<P>It's a very active part of the site, and the web developers have already 
demonstrated in many ways that they're stunningly incompetent. They'll never 
stop this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455707 30377 135 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:23:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #108 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After I submit a spin-off link and come back to the normal thread, the "Web 
site:" text field below the "Email:" text field (about 2 inches above the 
current line on which I'm typing) displays the url of the spin-off link as 
opposed to the link I normally have there, which is to my 
blogspot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Others have reported this, but I've been completely unable to duplicate it. 
If you can find a way to reliably cause it to happen, please let me know the 
exact sequence of steps you take, which browser you're using and which 
OS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455720 30378 28 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:25:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm getting freezes in my browser (browser becomes not-responding then I have 
to kill it) when I try and log in from the front page (though it seems to work 
fine from a article-specific page). This is in both FireFox 2.0.0.14 and IE 6.0 
under XP.</P> 
<P>I also noticed when I went to LGF Spy from the front page my browser froze, 
but when I entered it from an article page things worked. I didn't try this 
under IE, and only attempted it once. Did you do anything on the front page that 
might explain this behavior?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Make sure you have the latest version of the Flash player. I think there may 
be an incompatibility with the Redlasso.com video that's on the front page, and 
earlier versions of the Flash player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05455736 30378 43 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:28:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm getting freezes in my browser (browser becomes not-responding then I have 
to kill it) when I try and log in from the front page (though it seems to work 
fine from a article-specific page). This is in both FireFox 2.0.0.14 and IE 6.0 
under XP.</P> 
<P>I also noticed when I went to LGF Spy from the front page my browser froze, 
but when I entered it from an article page things worked. I didn't try this 
under IE, and only attempted it once. Did you do anything on the front page that 
might explain this behavior?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I replaced the Redlasso video with one from YouTube. Does that fix 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456525 30382 62 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:19:40pm  
 
<P>Argh. I'm in Windows Hell.</P> 
<P>For no reason that I can tell, Windows XP won't let me download any files all 
of a sudden.</P> 
<P>I checked my internet zone security level and it's at medium. If I try to 
lower it, XP refuses to let me. If I download a file with Safari instead of 
Explorer, XP just deletes the file with no option to do anything else.</P> 
<P>This is why I just HATE Windows. It's a fascist operating system. And I'm 
only half-kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456571 30382 92 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 1:25:33pm  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05456901 30382 305 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 2:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #303 GeeWiz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#62 Charles</P> 
<P>Might I suggest you check the XP firewall settings. Sorry, thats all I 
got.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to revert back to saved snapshot in VMWare Fusion. Now everything's 
fine again.</P> 
<P>I suspect some kind of registry problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05456913 30383 46 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 2:44:41pm  
 
<P>This is pretty much an open declaration of war against the 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457488 30384 256 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 4:44:24pm  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457743 30385 93 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:38:05pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's another one of these. Sorry if some people don't like it, but if 
you want to promote anti-science viewpoints, there's nothing stopping you from 
starting your own blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457755 30385 97 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:39:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #90 canerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you kidding me? Another one of these? I expect Christian bashing from the 
lefty-blogs. Not from LGF. Trust me, I don't want this to become a religious 
forum, but belittling one of Christianity's fundamental beliefs is pathetic - 
yesterday we heard it from Charles, not yet today, but surely we will hear it 
from others.Christians aren't idiots, most are at the very least smart. How many 
of you can honestly say that you fully understand evolution? Probably few. I 
can't say that I understand creation fully, but I have two years of college 
science under my belt, and there are holes in the evolution theory - and some 
things might best be explained by creation - but they say that its to simple and 
a cop out and it should be disproved at any cost.I have no doubt that evolution 
does exist, but the Earth was created initially.</P> 
<P>I find it ironic that a majority of scientists agree with the theory of 
global warming, and many non-scientists can disagree, yet when we hear that the 
majority of scientists believe in the theory of evolution - we MUST agree with 
them.</P> 
<P>It just strikes me as utterly bizarre, the amount of intolerance for other 
beliefs that I am seeing here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is insulting and false. The post above makes it very clear that there is 
NO Christian-bashing going on.</P> 
<P>There are many Christians who refuse to buy into this hoax. It's simply 
dishonest to try to tie belief in God to belief in intelligent 
design.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05457778 30385 105 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:41:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #99 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...</P> 
<P>My Dad the newspaperman taught me not to use labels. I've been, therefore, 
trying to get a handle on the definition of Intelligent Design, and of 
Creationism...</P> 
<P>I thought last night, to contact the Discovery Institute and ask them for 
help. They responded this afternoon, offering to give suggestions to any 
comments I FWD-ed to them.</P> 
<P>Took 'em up on it just now, and was surprised how quickly they responded! :) 
I used your last couple of comments from last night's Jindahl thread. Here's 
their response:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>I think I've made it clear enough that I do not trust the Discovery Institute 
one bit. They are the main promoters of the ID hoax, and I've heard all their 
obfuscations and falsehoods before.</P> 
<P>Zero credibility. No, less than zero. Negative credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457846 30385 118 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:50:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #117 Hardcore UFO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no Christian bashing going on but this site is constantly hamering 
Intelligent Design. Isn't there enough beating of this dead 
horse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Louisiana state legislature just passed a bill that is intended to push 
this hoax into public school science classrooms. It is not a dead horse, 
although it should have died a LONG time ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457884 30385 129 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/5457863" target=_blank>#123</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how is a belief in science inconsistent with a belief that an omnipotent 
God might have conducted a bit of "genetic engineering" at various points in the 
history of the Universe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't. This is all part of the Wedge Strategy, intended to drive a wedge 
between people of faith and people who value scientific achievement.</P> 
<P>And frankly, it's disgusting to me. It's a dishonest, sneaky, fraudulent 
tactic. And that's why I keep hammering on this very much alive 
horse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457899 30385 133 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 5:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5457892" target=_blank>#131</A> czekmark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The foremost subjective error in your statement is that those that believe in 
a God creator are anti-science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please cite one comment or article where I have made this 
assertion.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05457917 30385 140 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 Hardcore UFO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one on the ID side is saying that you must exclusively teach ID but it 
sure seems that people are adamant on teaching exclusively an evolution 
perspective. Isn't that is just like people not being allowed to show research 
against anthropogenic global warming, which is happening now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. "Intelligent design" is not science and it does not belong in a 
science classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05457932 30385 144 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:05:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 cookielady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. And no, you are most certainly not alone. :-(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, folks. This subject is very important. And I'm not going to be guilt-
tripped into avoiding it. I've never shied away from challenging people's 
assumptions, and I'm not about to start now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458056 30385 182 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:31:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 the_vig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwinism-or more accurately evolutionary theory- a framework of how 
creatures change over time.</P> 
<P>Global Warming-A group of computer models that are based off of observations. 
However, these models predictions are turning out to not be accurate.</P> 
<P>This is not the same issues. I disbelieve in global warming, but I am pretty 
sure that the scientific method will lead us to the truth. If Intelligent design 
embraces the scientific method, it might lead to the truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The intelligent design advocates will never embrace the scientific method. 
It's anathema to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458124 30385 196 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:39:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/5458112" target=_blank>#192</A> 
cookielady</EM></P> 
<P>No one is being "shown the door." If you choose to leave because I sincerely 
believe in the scientific method and refuse to be fooled by religious special 
interest groups, that's a choice you'll have to make on your 
own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459072 30385 249 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:05:37pm  
 
<P>Michael Behe is a fraud, and every one of his pseudo-theories has been 
completely debunked. Sorry if you don't want to hear this, but it's true, no 
matter how may times you bring it up.</P> 
<P>And by the way, it's possible to be so open-minded that your brains fall 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05459116 30385 250 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:13:01pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, so far tonight I've gotten 4 hate mails from 
creationists; one said I would burn in hell, the others just told me they hated 
me now and would never come back because I "bash Christians."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460524 30385 266 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:38:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: #263 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Medicine needs evolutionary nonsense?! Since when?! Goodness.</P> 
<P>Is that why 60% of american doctors reject the full bown darwinian 
myth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got a link for that ridiculous assertion?</P> 
<P>And yes, medicine has benefited enormously from evolutionary 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461271 30385 268 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:52:05am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.hcdi.net/News/PressRelease.cfm?ID=93" target=_blank>HCD 
Research Inc.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NEW YORK, NY, May 23, 2005 – Results of a national survey of 1,472 physicians 
revealed that more than half of physicians (63%) agree that the theory of 
evolution is more correct than intelligent design.</P> 
<P>The study was conducted by the Louis Finkelstein Institute for Social and 
Religious Research at The Jewish Theological Seminary and HCD Research in 
Flemington, New Jersey, from May 13-15. The study was conducted as part of a 
continuing investigation of the social, political, and economic issues 
confronting the U.S. health care system. The margin of error for the study was 
plus or minus 3% at a 95% level of confidence.</P> 
<P>The responses were analyzed based on the religious affiliation. Among the 
findings:</P> 
<P>When asked whether they agree more with intelligent design or evolution, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (88%) and more than half of Catholic 
doctors (60%) said they agree more with evolution, while slightly more than half 
of Protestants (54%) agree more with intelligent design.</P> 
<P>A majority of Catholic doctors (67%) agree with the statement that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process that has led to current human 
beings, while 11% believe that "God created humans exactly as they appear now." 
By contrast, less than half of Protestant doctors (46%) believe that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process, while 35% believe that God created 
humans as they appear now. The majority of Jewish doctors (65%) agree more with 
the statement that %u201Chumans evolved naturally with no supernatural 
involvement.%u201D</P> 
<P>The majority of all doctors (78%) accept evolution rather than reject it and, 
of those, Jews are most positive (94%), Catholics are next (86%) followed by 
Protestants (59%).</P> 
<P>Half of the doctors (50%) believe that schools should be allowed (but not 
required) to teach intelligent design.</P> 
<P>More than half of Catholic doctors (62%) feel that schools should be allowed 
(not required) to teach intelligent design, conversely, more than half of Jewish 
doctors (59%) believe that schools should be prohibited from teaching 
intelligent design.</P> 



<P>When asked whether intelligent design has legitimacy as science, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (83%) and half of Catholic doctors (51%) 
believe that intelligent design is simply %u201Ca religiously inspired pseudo- 
science rather than a legitimate scientific speculation,%u201D while more than 
half of Protestant doctors (63%) believe that intelligent design is a 
%u201Clegitimate scientific speculation.%u201D</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462513 30385 272 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 2:47:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #271 rismee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The aim of such materials, the bill says, is to promote “critical thinking 
skills, logical analysis and open and objective discussion of scientific 
theories being studied,” including evolution.</P> 
<P>hmmm... logical analysis and open and objective discussion of scientific 
theories. how dare they.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely missing the point -- this language is in the bill because 
it's a dishonest attempt to promote the creationist agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464657 30385 276 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:28:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #275 Zoomie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...you've got a great site. Way past a blog. great technology. Great 
Design.</P> 
<P>You got a lot of leverage here to say the least. So if you are going to pound 
on ID, would it be OK to ask you to fill in the blanks sometimes?</P> 
<P>Are you a creationist and just want it kept out of the classroom?</P> 
<P>Or do you like the materialist model? Do you think we descended from a common 
ancestor by genetic accident and the mechanism of survival of the fittest? Kind 
of the classic neo Darwinism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you follow any of the links in the article above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458067 30387 18 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could care less about my liberal neighbors, but I'm disturbed as all get-
out about Jindal's falling for this hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am too. I was impressed with Jindal before I learned about 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458107 30387 44 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:36:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 orbital</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sooo...am I understanding right that the official positon of this website is 
to openly mock intelligent design?</P> 
<P>Is it really on par with snake handling? Maybe I'm reading this post wrong 
(and others)...but a lot of very well known, educated, and highly intelligent 
scientists back the intelligent design theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please cite one well-known scientist who supports "intelligent design" ... 
who is NOT connected to the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05458205 30387 101 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:50:36pm  
 
<P>One of the rotating titles at LGF is, "You know you're over the target when 
you're taking flak."</P> 
<P>But I've learned that another important lesson is, "You know you're over the 
target when people demand that you stop posting about it."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458236 30387 122 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:54:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #118 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too broad a rule, IMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No rule. Just an observation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458279 30387 154 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 6:59:00pm  
 
<P>I was raised Catholic too. And exorcism was NOT in the 
curriculum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458393 30387 238 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:13:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #223 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sounds like a guy living in the late 20th century who, on encountering 
friend who was having a nervous breakdown, decided that it was being caused by a 
scary demon that had taken possession of her.</P> 
<P>I would prefer not to have someone who believes this sort of thing within 
that proverbial heartbeat of the presidency, thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. I thought we left the Dark Ages behind. But if someone who's being 
touted as a possible VP candidate believes this, apparently I was 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458461 30387 292 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:20:55pm  
 
<P>It's fascinating to me how many of the pro-ID posters turning up in these 
threads have had accounts at LGF for a very long time without posting a comment, 
but suddenly get motivated on these threads.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #270 NonNativeTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some might say they do not believe in evil spirits, but I doubtmany would 
immerse themselves into the "magic" of Haiti just toprove it. Especially if it 
meant spending a couple of months there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll happily spend a night in any haunted house, or attend any voodoo ritual, 
or watch any snake-handling foolishness (I won't handle the snakes, though) and 
the next day I will gladly tell you it was BS.</P> 
<P>Superstition has no place in the modern world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458598 30387 400 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:46:27pm  
 



<P>Again, it's interesting to see how many non-participating LGF account holders 
are motivated to click that minus button on threads about the intelligent design 
hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458632 30387 432 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:53:16pm  
 
<P>Hey, 'thecabal!' I see what you're doing!</P> 
<P>Just FYI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458635 30387 433 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:54:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #431 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you thought about changing the system? Maybe 100 comments before you can 
rate =/-? Maybe accumulate 30 +'s before you can rate?/Just tossing out 
ideas</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Not a bad idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458669 30387 463 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 7:59:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #455 jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thought process used in ID arguments exactly follows standard "hypothesis 
testing" approaches taught to college freshmen.</P> 
<P>Saying that ID is not testable is a cliche.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Inteliigent design is not testable, and it is not science.</P> 
<P>Pardon my cliches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458683 30387 477 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:01:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/5458674" target=_blank>#468</A> Bigzy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine, you have faith in science I cannot it makes no sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458685 30387 479 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:02:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #475 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another idea (clears throat): Recuse yourself from the Top Comments 
competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's also on the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458693 30387 485 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:03:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #475 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another idea (clears throat): Recuse yourself from the Top Comments 
competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>However, just so you know, one reason why I still have the ability to rate 
comments and show up that list is because I'm still working out bugs and it's 
very handy to be able to test these features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458697 30387 488 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:04:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #481 carbon footprint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Allahpundit and I love Charles Johnson. If this whole belief thing is 
all we disagree on, I can live with that. But I do pray for you Charles. Allah, 
not so much.; P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for your prayers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458702 30387 493 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:05:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #490 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come off it, you're just doing it to get chicks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, that too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458722 30387 512 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #510 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that Michael Moore is scheduled to head the secret police under 
an Obama administration.</P> 
<P>They will be known as the <STRONG>One-Ton Macoutes.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bwah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458743 30387 531 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:14:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #496 doubleplusundead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, I'd love to know, what do you think of privatization/vouchers as 
an alternative solution to this whole ID/Creation/Evolution slapfight? It seems 
to me to be the best direction to go, and would give all people, religious and 
secular alike a chance to opt out of our crappy government-run education 
system.</P> 
<P>I personally don't buy ID or Creation, I'm Catholic and agree with evolution, 
but I think allowing vouchers or privatization is a way to make the most people 
happy, and would expand our liberties vastly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm undecided there. I think one of the reasons America has risen so fast is 
because of our public school system. No other nation has had anything 
comparable.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, in the modern age, it's very susceptible to being hijacked 
by special interest groups of one flavor or another. That's why the Discovery 
Institute is pushing this fraud so hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458750 30387 537 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #522 whitehatguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>re: 44 CharlesSooo...am I understanding right that the official positon of 
this website is to openly mock intelligent design?Is it really on par with snake 
handling? Maybe I'm reading this post wrong (and others)...but a lot of very 
well known, educated, and highly intelligent scientists back the intelligent 
design theory.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Please cite one well-known scientist who supports "intelligent 
design" ... who is NOT connected to the Discovery Institute.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Dr WERNHER VON BRAUN: THE FATHER OF MODERN SPACE FLIGHT—A CHRISTIAN AND A 
CREATIONISTYou asked for one and you got it. Any real scientist on this forum 
want toaccuse him of being a snake handler?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458775 30387 562 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:20:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #544 Bigzy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever read the Bible (Studied it?). What do you do with the prophetic 
passages that have come true hundreds of years after they were written? Just 
those written by Isaiah (500 years before Jesus walked the earth) are exacting 
in their detail and description of the circumstances of Christ's life. 
Everything from his birth to his resurrection. These texts were found in the 
Dead Sea Scrolls that were put into their containers years prior to Christ's 
Birth. How about the Fact that Israel exists today? Christ prophesied that not 
one stone of the temple would lay on top of another, 70AD it happened. The Jews 
were scatted and persecuted and then regathered just as Christ for told. You 
have an investigative mind and are extremely talented research the prophecies 
and disprove them if you can...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've read the Bible. Twice, in fact. All the way through. (Although I 
admit I skipped over some of the "begats.")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458864 30387 642 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:33:23pm  
 
<P>These threads do have a way of flushing out the angry fanatics, don't 
they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458886 30387 657 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #648 rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Demon possession is for real. Trust me, I live in San Francisco. Just hit 
Zombie's site. There really is no other explanation. Some people are possessed 
for the simple reason that they have asked to be, and Stan said "sure 
thing!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Next time you encounter a demon, be sure to let me know so I can take 
pictures of it.</P> 
<P>Human beings are more than capable of bad/evil behavior, without resorting to 
supernatural explanations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458927 30387 695 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:42:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #687 astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles- is it that Jindal supports the teaching of ID as an alternate 
viewpoint in the classroom,</P> 
<P>or is it that he believes in ID himself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal is in favor of teaching intelligent design in science classrooms. As 
for whether he truly believes in the hoax, I don't know. But the evidence 
suggests that he does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458971 30387 734 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/5458939" target=_blank>#706</A> Sifty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately the things that make people go bat-shit crazy and jump off 
buildings, or make people drunks, or beat their wife, or vote for liberals are 
hidden and mysterious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. The things that make human beings do evil things are almost 
always perfectly clear. Greed. Envy. Sex. Money. Power.</P> 
<P>Those are the demons, and there's nothing supernatural about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05458993 30387 751 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 8:54:01pm  
 
<P>Hate mail now coming in from creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459059 30387 808 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #796 mobaby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this site becomes obsessed with ridiculing those who hold to a theistic 
world view - a belief that G-d is involved in the creation and sustaining of the 
universe, I just may have to come back here and post more often. Here I stand 
(with Mama Winger), I can do no other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any idea how silly this sounds? How many times does this have to 
be explained?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>You can believe in God and still be revolted by the intelligent design 
hoax.</P> 
<P>Belief in intelligent design is NOT the same thing as belief in 
God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459131 30387 869 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:15:41pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, so far tonight I've gotten 4 hate mails from 
creationists; one said I would burn in hell, the others just told me they hated 
me now and would never come back because I "bash Christians."</P> 
<P>And people keep popping up to spew insults who have been almost completely 
inactive at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459136 30387 874 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:16:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #862 Dr. Filthy McNasty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You know I had an exchange with Derbyshire about this thread. If anyone is 
interested, I'll happily cut and paste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, I'd be interested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459159 30387 893 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:20:39pm  
 
<P>Note: if you feel compelled to insult me, I'm going to take away your 
account. I have been respectful to people's religious beliefs, and I'm not going 
to put up with being insulted in return.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459174 30387 905 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:23:04pm  
 
<P>More hate mail. Now up to 7.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459212 30387 937 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #923 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quit teasing. Make with the goods.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing amusing about these hate mails, unfortunately. Most of them 
are just ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459216 30387 941 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:31:04pm  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459232 30387 954 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:33:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #946 talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully, it's not any of our regulars and it is just some infantile 
newbies/stealth posters.</P> 
<P>Please say I'm right, Charles...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, some are from regulars. Or I should say, former 
regulars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459256 30387 977 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:39:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #970 Radboss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Hugh Ross</P> 
<P>One can ad hominem attack him all day but their is no denying his 
intelligence (unless one is blinded by his/her own dogmatic faith). His website 
reasons.org has some interesting food for thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hugh Ross is on the advisory board of the Discovery Institute. Nice 
try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459259 30387 979 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:40:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #974 neocon hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gagdad Bob on LGF in the comments on his own blog, responding to a 
commenter's mention of LGF:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I used to think Gagdad Bob was clever too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459313 30387 1025 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:50:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1009 Geekasaurus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't hate you or anyone, Charles. I just wish that you would get off this 
high-horse and focus on the real threat to Western Civilization: 
islamofascisim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many thousands of posts on Islamofascism do you need to see before you 
think I'm focusing correctly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459324 30387 1032 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:52:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1027/5459316" target=_blank>#1027</A> gman</EM></P> 
<P>Notice the line about "throwing the far right overboard."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459447 30387 1073 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:10:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1064 Geekasaurus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said, Charles: focus and priorities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 30,387 posts on this blog. And you're disappointed in me after 7 
years of taking crap from everyone in the world, to try to get the word out 
about radical Islam?</P> 
<P>With all due respect, bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459464 30387 1079 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:14:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/5459215" target=_blank>#940</A> SuprKufr</EM></P> 
<P>I don't need this kind of support for my opinions. I've been doing my best to 
be respectful toward people's religious views throughout this debate, and you 
come in and start insulting people?</P> 
<P>You're out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459507 30387 1097 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:27:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1093 truthsword</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I missed this whole thing... If a conservative believes in God (it 
appears people are saying God is a hoax) then they are bad? I really don't 
understand this issue at all. I thought conservative ideals generally come from 
a belief in God. Weird. (Agnostic myself, but I would not call Christianity a 
hoax.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BIG sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459532 30387 1111 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:33:44pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1109/5459529" target=_blank>#1109</A> 
Geekasaurus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, I suggest that you throw this TOPIC 'under the 
bus'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459548 30387 1120 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:40:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1118/5459545" target=_blank>#1118</A> 
Geekasaurus</EM></P> 
<P>I know, you said that already. I'll try to carry on despite your 
disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460310 30387 1205 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:42:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1204/5460299" target=_blank>#1204</A> 
littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I assume that this subject has again been posted to aggrevate the hopes of 
believers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More victimhood.</P> 
<P>No, it wasn't posted to "aggravate the hopes of believers," whatever that 
means. It was posted to draw attention to something I believe is an important 
issue, the devaluation of science and the dishonest agenda of a special interest 
group that is trying to void the Establishment Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460329 30387 1207 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:46:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1194 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who want to stiffle the amount of accessible information people get 
are people who are not confident in what they believe.</P> 
<P>Totalitarian regimes are prone to "control" information in order to not let 
the people know too much.</P> 
<P>The same goes with darwiniacs. They are so confident that life apeared 
magically as the result of random mutations and natural selection that they 
don't want people to hear the <B>scientific</B> evidence against that 
position.</P> 
<P>That is not how science advances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "darwiniacs" who are trying to stifle information. It's the 
dishonest Discovery Institute, who are trying to push pseudo-science into 
science classrooms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460357 30387 1209 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:51:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1109/5459529" target=_blank>#1109</A> 
Geekasaurus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nevertheless you demand ideological purity from your reading 
public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is complete crap. We have several threads full of very vigorous debate 
on this subject; if I "demanded ideological purity" I wouldn't allow this, don't 
you think?</P> 
<P>But I do notice that this catchphrase about "ideological purity" is the same 
BS line that the fascist sympathizers tried to pull on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460363 30387 1210 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:52:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1208 littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what did you think of the rest of my post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is disdainful toward your beliefs. But your animosity toward science 
makes me sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460372 30387 1212 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:55:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1211 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not every bad idea is unconstitutional. The "separation of church and state" 
argument is overused. Was the US a theocracy in the old days, when the Bible was 
actually taught in public schools?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that the Discovery Institute is very deliberately trying to void 
the Establishment Clause. It's right there in their own document, if you care to 
read it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460404 30387 1217 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:03:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1214 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dissent from the wiki analysis of the Wedge strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you can dissent if you like. I don't care about the "Wiki analysis" -- I 
can read for myself, and what I see in that document is a dishonest agenda 
intended to subvert the constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460423 30387 1219 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:10:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1218 littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To Charles and others; Read the letter and answer truthfully the allegations, 
or, no matter, I'm off to the store anyway. Then I might go to a privately 
funded Mass at a privately funded Church.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing to answer there. You're way off base, and have an unreasoning 
animosity toward science that has twisted your viewpoints. I repeat, it's sad to 
see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460433 30387 1221 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:12:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1220 palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since unsupported comments are the norm here are mine:</P> 



<P>Evolution is a theory and has not been proven. The theory of evolution is 
blinding scientists. Make a distinction between adaptation and whole cloth 
improvement. ID is useful and correct. Drill in ANWAR!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least you realize you're making unsupported comments. On the other hand I 
can support this statement and have with numerous posts and links to source 
documents: "intelligent design" is not science.</P> 
<P>And unfortunately, you're another who's throwing around the word "theory" 
without understanding it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460504 30387 1224 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:32:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1222 F451</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P># 379:</P> 
<P>Sorry I took so long getting back (and now the thread's dead), but here:</P> 
<P>Sir Fred Hoyle: Astronomer.</P> 
<P>Chandra Wickramasinghe: Astronomer.</P> 
<P>Francis Crick: Advocated for the establishment of 'Darwin Day' as a public 
holiday in the UK and signed a public statement along with other Nobel laureates 
opposing the teaching of 'Creation Science' in public classrooms. I think citing 
him as a supporter of ID looks shaky.</P> 
<P>David Raup: I've seen the Raup quote I think this comes from. If you read to 
the end of the article though, the point he seems to be making is that Darwin 
was right -- except that he didn't emphasize the importance of random chance in 
selection *enough*.</P> 
<P>Chen Jun-Yuan: Nanjing Institute of Geology and Paleontology. Is real and 
there is a quotation from him (though I can't verify it) that criticizes 
'Darwin.' That's not exactly the same as 'supports ID,' but take 
credit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good post, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460593 30387 1231 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:06:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1226/5460542" target=_blank>#1226</A> 
justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In that case, Sen. Obama's ideas for the space program may satisfy your lack 
of scientific curiosity. You can spend the money on socialized health care, 
Woodstock museums, or ID textbooks... whatever. Meanwhile, the People Republic 
of China (a communist county, so I've been told) can take the lead in space 
exploration. Do you understand the implications of what you're saying?</P> 
<P>This is depressing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's sadly ironic. The people who seem to have an enormous animosity toward 
science are the same ones using computers, wearing synthetic fabrics, posting 
comments at LGF via the internet, driving cars with GPS units, watching 47" 
plasma TVs, and getting medical care that would have seemed like magic 100 years 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460756 30387 1238 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:34:59am  
 
<P>It's not all hate mail, actually. Several of the emails say they're going to 
pray for me, so I'll open my mind and accept the glory of the Discovery 
Institute's hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05460877 30387 1242 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:52:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1239 JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What bothers me about your attacks is not that you are attacking those who 
have come to a different conclusion, but that you are not looking at the 
facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but that's just not true. I have read a lot on this subject, and am 
aware of the arguments on both sides.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just think you go too far when you make the unsupported assertion that 
people who believe in ID cannot believe in science</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never said or written that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What we don't believe in is assertions that non-life evolved into life when 
that has NEVER been observed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this has nothing to do with the theory of evolution, which says nothing 
about the origin of life, but describes the mechanism by which living things 
evolve on this planet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461578 30387 1248 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:39:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1247/5461553" target=_blank>#1247</A> Mats</EM></P> 
<P>Before you post any more of this misleading Discovery Institute propaganda, I 
suggest you respond to this post -- because you've already shown that your 
assertions should not be trusted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/268/5461271" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461596 30387 1249 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:43:20am  
 
<P>Ding, ding, ding, go the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461666 30387 1253 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:54:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1252 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Your above post is exacly the type of thing I have been saying all 
along. lack of information makes people get in the wrong road.DId you read what 
they say in that research? They asked religious people if they prefer 
"evolution" or ID, <B>but what they did not clearly define is what do they mean 
by evolution</B>.What is evolution Charles? Heck, by your definition (judging by 
the way darwiniacs waterdown the terms) probably even me, a young earther, agree 
with.Let's hear your definition, and we'll proceed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read it for yourself. You completely mischaracterized the survey -- it says 
exactly the opposite of what you claimed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461670 30387 1254 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:55:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1252/5461661" target=_blank>#1252</A> Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... probably even me, a young earther ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So you believe the earth is 6,000 years old?</P> 
<P>Well, that explains a lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461728 30387 1257 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1256 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,That's it?Alright. Let me repeat what I said, since you missed a 
word:The majority of american doctors reject the FULL BLOWN theory of 
evolution.Keyword "full blown".Define what you mena by evolution, and we'll see 
who was wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see -- when you're claiming that it says "63% of doctors believe in 
intelligent design," it's a reliable survey.</P> 
<P>But when it's shown that the survey says exactly the opposite of what you 
claimed, and that the vast majority of doctors do NOT believe in intelligent 
design, suddenly they didn't "clearly define their terms."</P> 
<P>Oooh kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461790 30387 1260 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1259/5461776" target=_blank>#1259</A> Mats</EM></P> 
<P>This is propaganda straight from the Discovery Institute:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2006/05/new_darwin_dissent_list_for_th.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>You're really shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461820 30387 1264 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1261 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,It is not propaganda, but the acurrate description of terms. God 
guided evolution is on the ID side, not on tjhe darwinian side, and the reading 
you made of the research is not in cntradiction with what I said relating to 
"full blown darwinian theory".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not my reading.</P> 
<P>It's the reading of the organization that did the survey.</P> 
<P>This is just ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461829 30387 1265 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:24:32pm  
 
<P>Here it is again, since you insist on lying about it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.hcdi.net/News/PressRelease.cfm?ID=93" target=_blank>HCD 
Research Inc.</A></P> 
<P>NEW YORK, NY, May 23, 2005 – Results of a national survey of 1,472 physicians 
revealed that more than half of physicians (63%) agree that the theory of 
evolution is more correct than intelligent design.</P> 
<P>The study was conducted by the Louis Finkelstein Institute for Social and 
Religious Research at The Jewish Theological Seminary and HCD Research in 
Flemington, New Jersey, from May 13-15. The study was conducted as part of a 
continuing investigation of the social, political, and economic issues 
confronting the U.S. health care system. The margin of error for the study was 
plus or minus 3% at a 95% level of confidence.</P> 



<P>The responses were analyzed based on the religious affiliation. Among the 
findings:</P> 
<P>When asked whether they agree more with intelligent design or evolution, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (88%) and more than half of Catholic 
doctors (60%) said they agree more with evolution, while slightly more than half 
of Protestants (54%) agree more with intelligent design.</P> 
<P>A majority of Catholic doctors (67%) agree with the statement that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process that has led to current human 
beings, while 11% believe that "God created humans exactly as they appear now." 
By contrast, less than half of Protestant doctors (46%) believe that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process, while 35% believe that God created 
humans as they appear now. The majority of Jewish doctors (65%) agree more with 
the statement that “humans evolved naturally with no supernatural 
involvement.”</P> 
<P>The majority of all doctors (78%) accept evolution rather than reject it and, 
of those, Jews are most positive (94%), Catholics are next (86%) followed by 
Protestants (59%).</P> 
<P>Half of the doctors (50%) believe that schools should be allowed (but not 
required) to teach intelligent design.</P> 
<P>More than half of Catholic doctors (62%) feel that schools should be allowed 
(not required) to teach intelligent design, conversely, more than half of Jewish 
doctors (59%) believe that schools should be prohibited from teaching 
intelligent design.</P> 
<P>When asked whether intelligent design has legitimacy as science, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (83%) and half of Catholic doctors (51%) 
believe that intelligent design is simply “a religiously inspired pseudo- 
science rather than a legitimate scientific speculation,” while more than half 
of Protestant doctors (63%) believe that intelligent design is a “legitimate 
scientific speculation.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461842 30387 1267 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:26:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1266 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the reading they made has a "God guided evolution" on the 
materialistic side. In other words, those who believe that God is the Creator, 
albeit by means of evolution, as put in the same bag as those who say that there 
is no Creator behind the design of the biological features.That is deceit, in my 
humble opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm finished discussing this with you, but thank you for providing a note-
perfect example of why the Discovery Institute and their shills cannot be 
trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461855 30387 1272 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:30:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1269 nikis-knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if 47% of doctors think ID is more credible than the theory of 
evolution, perhaps we should stop calling them hicks and hucksters?(Then again, 
even Howard Dean and Ron Paul are doctors, so...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doctors are not scientists, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461863 30387 1273 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:32:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1270/5461852" target=_blank>#1270</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just don't get it, do you. This whole concept of ID is being pushed by a 
bunch of YECs who want their religious beliefs promoted by the government 
through the public school system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does get it. He IS a young earth creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461911 30387 1281 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:40:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1280 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Doctors are not scientists, but they have a much more through 
knwlegde of the human body than a qualitative biologist who can wave his hand 
and says "mutations did it!"</P> 
<P>Secondly, doctors are not threatned with tenure, so they don't have to follow 
the darwinian herd.</P> 
<P>THIRDLY, since they do know how the human body works, the nonsence claim that 
all that interated system came into existence as the result of mindless, 
purposeless, unguided forces of nature sounds nonsense to the majority of 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought you were on your way to church? You might want to take confession 
for all the lies you've been telling in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461951 30387 1287 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1285/5461936" target=_blank>#1285</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YECs will lie to promote their ideas. They will subvert any system necessary 
to promote their beliefs. They will manufacture stories about being fired or 
mocked or not making tenure in order to produce sympathy for their ideas. They 
will use ad hominem arguments liberaly to denegrate the person arguing with 
them. Basically, they'll doing most anything they feel they need to so to 
promote their beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. You can see it right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462049 30387 1303 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 1:10:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1300 mobaby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The important thing to remember is that the Doctors who believe in ID are 
being "held back" - just ask Professor Arthur Landy. It's a shame their limiting 
their professional lives. Their success or failure depends more on this than 
their being actual good Docs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not. This is simply false.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth" 
target=_blank>Expelled Exposed: Why Expelled Flunks - The Truth behind the 
Fiction</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466083 30387 1314 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:25:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1313 Junior</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody who thinks we evolved from green slime is just an idiot. Period.</P> 
<P>I just laugh every time I watch a show and the narrator says something like 
"3.5 billion years ago..". Oh really? 3.5 billion? Are you sure it wasn't 
1.6?</P> 
<P>Just stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who boils the theory of evolution down to "we evolved from green 
slime" shouldn't be calling anyone else an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459362 30388 30 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:57:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Johnny 100 Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the NAS didn't launch this, although members of the NAS do work for 
Nasa.</P> 
<P>It's the same with Discovery. Some prominent scientists are members who do 
excellent work in their fields.</P> 
<P>One guy, Guillermo Gonzales has discovered planets, developed the concept of 
Galactic Habitable Zones, written astronomy textbooks, had the most cited 
astronomy paper one year, and, oh yeah, was denied tenure at his university 
solely for his views on Intelligent Design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guillermo Gonzales is a senior fellow at the Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459380 30388 41 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 9:59:03pm  
 
<P>And the claim that Gonzalez was denied tenure because of his ID delusions is 
simply false:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth/gonzalez" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459471 30388 99 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:17:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/5459470" target=_blank>#98</A> Johnny 100 
Pesos</EM></P> 
<P>That's right, the Discovery Institute AGAIN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459523 30388 123 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:31:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/5459470" target=_blank>#98</A> Johnny 100 
Pesos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget that materials published by the NCSE are at least as suspect as 
those published by Discovery. There is a definite bias involved, surely you 
recognize that (not to mention a much bigger budget).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A bias? Sure, if you mean, in favor of good science and biased against 
garbage pseudo-science. I'm biased that way myself.</P> 
<P>And no, it's nowhere near as suspect as the propaganda coming out of the 
dishonest Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459567 30388 141 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:47:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #134 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first plane assembled itself out of wood and cloth in the primordial goo, 
which at the time, about 1.5 billion years ago, had many pieces of wood and bits 
of other organic matter floating in it. It was a simple affair upon which other 
primordial plane components would gradually stick and accumulate, and this 
mechanism helped other planes assemble more quickly, though this was still 
comparatively inefficient. As this group of simple self-replicating planes grew, 
random variations in their self-construction would eventually lead to additional 
mechanisms ensuring a less haphazard construction, which allowed the newer 
planes to simply outpace the reproductive rate of those closer to their 
ancestral line. But things went on slowly for over a billion years, until some 
planes evolved the ability to assimilate metal. It made many planes heavier and 
those died off. Those that were able to use it effectively to strengthen their 
structures without losing too much airtime, had effectively made a trade-off 
that made these planes no more vulnerable to predators than their lighter 
cousins.By 1903, planes had gained the ability to metabolize gasoline and, 
unlike their gliding ancestors, undergo short jumps of true flight-- an early 
specimen was domesticated at this time by the Wright Brothers. Over a short 
hundred years the increasing efficiency of their engines enabled them to lose 
their wooden components entirely, some of them having evolved such powerful 
engines as to be able to launch themselves well into the upper atmosphere, by 
which any parasite in the host plane's body may enjoy a full 30 seconds of free-
fall in relative safety. Now, planes are at the top of their ecological niche 
save for the occasional goose attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the first plane was built by human beings, based on scientific 
principles. Other human beings took that very HUMAN design and improved it until 
we now have a worldwide air transport system.</P> 
<P>All based on science, not on religious belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459580 30388 148 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:51:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #147 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on laws of physics enumerated by people including Isaac Newton, who was 
renowned for his work not being informed by his religious 
belief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isaac Newton's religious beliefs had nothing whatsoever to do with his 
insights into the laws of motion and gravity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05459596 30388 156 Charles Tue, Jun 17, 2008 10:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would certainly be correct in saying Newton's belief that a rational God 
created the Universe to operate on rational laws had nothing to do with his 
insights into the laws of motion and gravity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, is that sarcasm? I think it's sarcasm!</P> 
<P>Newton did not rely on divine intervention to formulate his theories. Unlike 
the "intelligent design" hoaxers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460412 30388 840 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:06:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #765 lawhawk</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I consider one of the most thoughtful examinations of that whole issue was 
done a while back by none other than <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmos:_A_Personal_Voyage" target=_blank>Carl 
Sagan in his series Cosmos</A>. I know that some will question his treatment of 
evolution as a foregone conclusion, but he does point to the science behind the 
creation of amino acids and proteins that form the building blocks of all life 
as we know it. It's how we get from those clumps of matter to sentient life that 
continues to represent a stumbling block.</P> 
<P>He raises profound questions and issues, which is reason enough to watch (and 
The Science Channel has recently rereleased the series with updated animations 
too).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look out there -- Carl Sagan is demonized by the creationists nearly as much 
as Charles Darwin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460440 30388 850 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:14:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: #849 Cygnus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. What a snide little comment. Can we <EM>please</EM> get off the ID 
stuff for awhile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you like the snide comments when they agree with you, but bash me when 
they don't? Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460443 30388 851 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:14:53am  
 
<P>And with probably the 200th comment telling me to stop posting about this 
issue, I'll repeat myself: no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460518 30388 865 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:36:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #859 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the knocks on Carl Sagan is that he supported the concept of nuclear 
winter, which he knew to be false, or at least unsupported by science, on the 
grounds that nuclear war is bad.</P> 
<P>True or False?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Not this again.</P> 
<P>Carl Sagan made a mistake when he said that Kuwaiti oil fires would cause 
something like a nuclear winter, and he admitted the mistake and owned up to it 
completely in his book "The Demon-Haunted World."</P> 
<P>That book, by the way, is the main reason why he is demonized by 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460533 30388 870 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:43:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #864 haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about all of that. I do know that he was an absolute flaming 
peace-nik no-nukes-nik moonbat of galactic magnitude. He thought the Soviets 
were like us, only more gender equitable. He made Einstein look like Vlad the 
Impaler. And he took a lot of flak from fellow scientists because he got famous 



and wrote popular books while they did research and submitted articles to 
journals with un-pronounceable names.</P> 
<P>But he was one of the most effective forces in America for popularizing 
science. He turned-on a generation of young Americans to the wonders of the 
natural world, and showed that many seemingly incomprehensible things were 
actually simple of you would only think them through in a methodical manner.</P> 
<P>I always wanted to go to Cornell, just so I could take a class of his. Any 
class. Well, I won't be doing that now. His raging leftism and sniffing disdain 
for the military always put me off. But in his own lane of traffic, so to speak, 
he did our nation an awesome service.</P> 
<P>He really made a difference in my life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All true -- he was a leftist, and a naive pacifist. But he was also a 
brilliant man who contributed enormously to science, and I for one wish he were 
still with us. We clearly need someone to speak out against the rising tide of 
anti-scientific ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460537 30388 871 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:45:16am  
 
<P>Overnight, I got 6 more hate mails, with topics like "Atheist asshole," "Just 
keep bashing us dumb hicks," and the like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05460986 30392 114 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:05:25am  
 
<P>Some very interesting stuff going on at the my.barackobama.com web site 
today. They're trying to quietly crack down on the crazies, before anyone in the 
media notices what's been going on there.</P> 
<P>I'll have a post in a little while</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461086 30392 200 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:20:34am  
 
<P>I seriously doubt that CAIR will protest this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461351 30393 93 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:06:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/5461339" target=_blank>#84</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW alerting is time consuming and I do not get points for the 
alerts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, it's a terrible chore, indeed. You have to click a link, fill in 
your email address, and click a button to send it. You can waste half a day 
doing something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461371 30393 111 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:09:46am  
 
<P>This just in, from that creep 'bullcutter' who has been stalking LGF and 
hijacking our posts at Digg.com:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well you got me banned from Digg, good going, fascist ****s. What an 
untalented bunch of hypocritical cowards you all are. Go fuck yourselves, 
professional liar douchebags.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05461382 30393 119 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:11:37am  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461680 30394 127 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 11:57:11am  
 
<P>Yes ... anyone with a Digg account, you may want to digg this one up. It 
would be ironic indeed if this is the first LGF post to make it to their front 
page in many months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461922 30394 278 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:41:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 Reno911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HMSA braddah talk stink bout Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dass right -- da bugga like hammajang my allahs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461945 30394 295 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #293 Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he kept sending emails, and getting more and more Digg IDs to hijack with, 
I'd report him. Let's wait and see what happens.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just sent another email, predictably glowing that he got noticed.</P> 
<P>It's a stalker thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05461963 30394 305 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 12:50:42pm  
 
<P>If you go to the Digg link for this story, there's someone already posting 
nasty comments who registered today.</P> 
<P>That's why Digg's moderation is useless. The creeps just re-register and get 
right back to work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466356 30394 361 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:15:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #360 SouthernFriedChickenhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be nice if you guys would actually leave your comfort zone and join 
me and the other 9 conservative/libertarians over at Digg and try to get some 
exposure.</P> 
<P>I would love just once to see one of our stories make the front page over 
there. I often see comments reach over 800 here and that many Diggs would 
usually make it to front page.</P> 
<P>I won't hold my breath, however, because most conservatives are all talk and 
no action.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, LGF posts will <EM>never</EM> make it to the front page of 
Digg. When our posts first started appearing at Digg, they did get to the front 
page more than once -- but as soon as the bury squads learned that LGF was 
appearing there, they started a concerted effort to stop anything from LGF from 
reaching the front page.</P> 



<P>It doesn't matter how many diggs an LGF post gets. I've seen some of our 
posts get close to a thousand, and still not reach the front page. Digg is 
totally rigged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05467347 30394 363 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 12:45:18pm  
 
<P>Just received from the webmaster at HMSA:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a matter HMSA takes very seriously; we do not tolerate or condone 
this type of behavior in our workplace. We are currently reviewing the situation 
in accordance with HMSA guidelines and state and federal laws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not report this abusive email to them; they apparently learned about it 
elsewhere, and are taking action on their own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462016 30395 12 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 1:03:40pm  
 
<P>Usually, the quotes on these threads are auto-generated, but I admit I did 
pick this one.</P> 
<P><SUB>Heh.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462226 30395 168 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 1:50:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #162 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a particular reason why the California Court's decision to start 
allowing Homosexual marriage hasn't been discussed at LGF yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has. I posted about it more than a week ago, when the decision was 
announced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462327 30396 69 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 2:04:54pm  
 
<P>CAIR is now in it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cair.com/ArticleDetails.aspx?ArticleID=24993&amp;&amp;name=n&am
p;&amp;currPage=1&amp;&amp;Active=1" target=_blank>www.cair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're not protesting -- they're just demanding that Obama make a huge show 
of support for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462611 30397 3 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:10:11pm  
 
<P>This is one hell of an election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462761 30398 4 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:45:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This again?</P> 
<P>bee in someones bonnet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no. It's an article on a scientific subject that I happen to be interested 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05462786 30398 20 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 frodolives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>a topic of interest, shall we say.</P> 
<P>mutants are not new, yes exciting to see it happen, but doesn't really change 
the discussion. ie, it doesn't disprove ID</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You cannot disprove ID, because it's not falsifiable. This, by the way, also 
shows that it is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462796 30398 26 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:52:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I have always said...its your site...you can do with it what you want.</P> 
<P>I do fear however that you might chase off some of your wonderful Creationist 
"lizardoids" however, as these types of threads seem to be a bit aggressive 
against them.</P> 
<P>Just looking out for a site I enjoy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why it should chase anyone off if I link to articles about valid 
scientific experiments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462811 30398 37 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the same goes for evolution. We can only go so far to prove it and so far 
to disprove it.</P> 
<P>I am a creationist, I do not think that ID should be taught in the classrooms 
but I think that evolution should be taught as a theory rather than a proven 
scientific truth. I like the exactness of math and physics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not even remotely comparable, sorry. There are many parts to the 
theory of evolution that are falsifiable; people have been trying to do it for 
many years. And the theory has only survived and gotten stronger.</P> 
<P>Like these bacteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462831 30398 51 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 3:59:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 frodolives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how do you figure it shows that it's not science?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falsifiability" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462860 30398 73 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:07:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/5462851" target=_blank>#66</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rather than teach kids to search out questions and answers about evolution, 
they teach kids that there are no questions left unanswered. I firmly object to 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're going to have to prove that, because it's certainly not what I was 
taught in science class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462865 30398 78 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 Agahnim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really, really interested in seeing the different pathways that allowed 
this to occur, and the implications of the mutation in the E. Coli strain 
compared to other features. Very interesting. I love science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Then why are you dinging down all the pro-evolution 
comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462880 30398 93 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/5462873" target=_blank>#86</A> 
schneidballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My question would be, did the mutation result from an increase of DNA 
information (required for evolution)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a Discovery Institute talking point, and it is simply not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462903 30398 114 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 schneidballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it not true? It seems reasonable to me that you need more DNA to 
evolve...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, it may "sound reasonable" but it is not true. You don't need "extra DNA" 
for species to evolve. In fact, sometimes, mutations involve the LOSS of 
DNA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462915 30398 125 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Pshawalaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not ready to give up on the possibility that a supreme being could have 
brought all of this into existence, including evolution; I don't see a conflict 
between the two ideas. Both could be true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about giving up on religion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462920 30398 129 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:22:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/5462914" target=_blank>#124</A> 
SuaSponte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did the number of base pairs in its genome increase?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462936 30398 142 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:25:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #133 nbenhaim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get it. Why does Charles keep posting ID/Evolution topics. Who cares 
if frikkin E Coli bacteria evolves? Is this something new? Nobody denies that 
evolution has been occurring for millions of years. Not even Ben Stein!</P> 
<P>-Nadav</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason ID came up is because commenters brought it up. The article 
has nothing to do with ID.</P> 
<P>It's an interesting article on a fascinating scientific 
experiment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05462974 30398 178 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/5462951" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In their book Fashionable Nonsense ... the physicists Alan Sokal and Jean 
Bricmont criticized falsifiability on the grounds that it does not accurately 
describe the way science really works. They argue that theories are used because 
of their successes, not because of the failures of other theories. ... They 
further argue that falsifiability cannot distinguish between astrology and 
astronomy, as both make technical predictions that are sometimes 
incorrect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sokal_Affair" target=_blank>The Sokal 
Affair</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463015 30398 218 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:36:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article wouldn't be complete without the obligatory parting shot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing I like most is it says you can get these complex traits evolving by 
a combination of unlikely events," he says. "That's just what creationists say 
can't happen."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there something untrue about that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463044 30398 246 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 4:40:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #231 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I know, I know, periodically I have to go through the whole site and 
delete spam comments.</P> 
<P>Akismet spam-blocker ain't working too well for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you just turn on the Wordpress registration 
feature?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463200 30398 384 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:18:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/5463185" target=_blank>#371</A> Render</EM></P> 
<P>I think you might have posted this in the wrong thread, but I'm dinging you 
up anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05463206 30398 389 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:21:37pm  
 
<P>Heh. I'm just watching the spy, and noticing how much more rating is going on 
these days.</P> 
<P>More than a few people really hated this idea, and bashed me quite severely 
for adding it to LGF. But it seems to be getting quite popular.</P> 
<P>I must have ... wait for it ... designed it intelligently.</P> 
<P>Ba da bump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463213 30398 395 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:22:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #390 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious: Is there anyone here that believes in literal, biblical 
creationism?...(7 days, "let there be light", 4000 year old earth, 
etc)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there are absolutely a few of those around. They've been posting in the 
ID threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463230 30398 409 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:27:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #390 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious: Is there anyone here that believes in literal, biblical 
creationism?...(7 days, "let there be light", 4000 year old earth, 
etc)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, they've been dinging down this very thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463261 30398 439 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:32:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #390 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious: Is there anyone here that believes in literal, biblical 
creationism?...(7 days, "let there be light", 4000 year old earth, 
etc)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, if you open up an LGF Spy window, you can see them going through 
the ID-related threads and dinging down every post that supports evolution.</P> 
<P>I've been watching it on and off all week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463264 30398 441 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:33:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #436 Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, well another Christian-Bashing thread...how nice. I would sure hope 
this isn't being done to drive us Christians away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Where did I "bash Christians?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463278 30398 454 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:37:14pm  
 



<P>An interesting note: I'm beginning to get a lot of emails trying to get me to 
link to the post at Townhall that claims the Obama birth certification posted at 
Daily Kos is a fake.</P> 
<P>No, it's not a fake. It's genuine. It's been settled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463284 30398 459 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:37:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #452 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All sorts of weird names boiling up that have been registered for ages but 
have commented virtually not at all.</P> 
<P>Curious indeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the only one noticing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463324 30398 495 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:48:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #490 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great.Bacteria that turns into bacteria is "evidence" for evolution, and 
evidence against ID.</P> 
<P>WIth such a low sales resistence, no wonder that the darwiniacs don't allow 
scientists to present the evidence that goes against their religious 
myth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to see where "Mats" is coming from, start here and read the 
following comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation/comments/#5459995" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463330 30398 501 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:49:32pm  
 
<P>I mean, really, "Mats." You should be embarrassed by what you tried to pull 
in that thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463349 30398 520 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:53:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #486 Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cmon Charles, your a smart guy.</P> 
<P>These type of threads look innocent, but basically poke us Christians in the 
eye and you've seen enough of them turn into forest fires to know what I'm 
talking about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've said it at least a hundred different ways now:</P> 
<P>Belief in Christianity does not equate to belief in "intelligent design" or 
creationism. (Which are really the same thing, but the former is dressed up in 
scientific-sounding BS.)</P> 
<P>If you're unwilling to accept that, it's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463371 30398 539 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 5:58:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/5463348" target=_blank>#519</A> 
justdanny</EM></P> 
<P>Ray Davies said it best:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/xsVUQjYBZZk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463388 30398 555 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:00:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #549 canerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I get it. You're beating a dead horse. I thought this was supposed to 
fun... well its not really anymore.</P> 
<P>You might get a few big threads, but my guess is that there are a few people 
like me that are a bit more than frustrated and likely won't be coming back - to 
think that I tell all my Conservative friends about you and your site.</P> 
<P>Seriously, I know that its interesting, but could you maybe create an RSS 
feed where you skip evolution stories?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So does that mean you hate me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463399 30398 566 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #549 canerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I get it. You're beating a dead horse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This horse is very much alive. The Louisiana state legislature just voted to 
saddle up and ride.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463455 30398 622 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #597 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kinks: The fourth greatest band in history!</P> 
<P>(After The Beatles, The Who, and The Zombies, of course...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kinks eat the brains of the Zombies. Rod Argent was way ahead of his 
time, but the Davies brothers are responsible for an amazing number of classic 
songs, almost as many as the Beatles or the Who.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463480 30398 645 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #631 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I <EM>am</EM> biased, after all.</P> 
<P>But I've listened to much of the Zombies' "back catalog" and even the 
forgotten obscure B-sides and so forth are all brilliant. True, they did not 
have the sheer quantity of greatness that the Kinks had, but I think the 
Zombies' percentage of great songs as opposed to clunkers was second only to the 
Beatles, even with their comparatively brief career.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For perhaps the 200th time, I am not bashing The Zombies.</P> 



<P><SUB>A tiny little Heh.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463498 30398 662 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #647 transient</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can never keep up with the comments.</P> 
<P>Charles, you've taken heat for all the evolution related threads you've 
posted but I would like to thank you. Besides Israel and the terrorist threat, 
this is a major issue for me, and I appreciate your giving it visibility.</P> 
<P>And this article <EM>was</EM> very cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I thought it was a very cool experiment, too -- that's why I posted 
the article, not to bash anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463501 30398 665 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:25:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/5463493" target=_blank>#657</A> George 
guy</EM></P> 
<P>Uh. It's kind of obvious that you aren't a biologist. But don't let that stop 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463518 30398 681 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/5463507" target=_blank>#670</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ID can be taught in school if it is framed correctly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. "Intelligent design" is not science, and it does not belong in science 
classrooms. If it's taught as religion, no problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463541 30398 704 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:32:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #695 JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This ID thread has evolved into something really, really ugly.</P> 
<P>A battle of the bands thread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Verily, there is nothing worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463574 30398 737 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #714 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the harm in stating that one theory of creation is that we evolved 
out of much, and the other is that we are the result of an intelligent 
creator?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The harm is that one is science and one is religion. America's founding 
fathers foresaw this problem, and wrote the Establishment Clause specifically to 
prevent them from being confused.</P> 
<P>And we're still fighting about it today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463581 30398 744 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:37:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #732 HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are there any good creationist bands?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463599 30398 762 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:39:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #751 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I would disagree about the purpose of the Establishment Clause (or 
really any part of it) having to do with teaching that G-d created humans in 
school.</P> 
<P>But could one not use science to prove Creation by an Intelligent 
Designer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can do that, your name will echo down through the ages. Give it a 
try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463624 30398 786 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:43:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #780 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I most certainly am not a biologist. Not professionally, and not in any 
significant sense as an amateur, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I guessed that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463647 30398 808 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:46:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #791 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes. Sixpence None the Richer are pretty spectacular, and I believe 
they may have been creationists. (Seriously.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, you are bashing those of us with eardrums.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463676 30398 836 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 6:52:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #833 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shit! How'd you know! (Wait, I'm a Leo)</P> 
<P>I am continually amazed by how many putatively educated people believe 
"there's really something to astrology"... you know, "if it's done 
right".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Myself, I'm a Feces with Scrotum Rising.</P> 
<P>(Did I really type that?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463849 30398 1004 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:29:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #490 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great.Bacteria that turns into bacteria is "evidence" for evolution, and 
evidence against ID.</P> 



<P>WIth such a low sales resistence, no wonder that the darwiniacs don't allow 
scientists to present the evidence that goes against their religious 
myth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case you missed it, it's very revealing to see what "Mats" is promoting at 
LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation/comments/#5459995" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Read the comment from "Mats," then read on down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463871 30398 1023 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1009 mikeymom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i would like to take a poll of lgf-ers how many want to have an ID-evolution 
thread every night--yes? no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently there are a lot of people who want to discuss this issue.</P> 
<P>I don't post articles based on polls, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463883 30398 1032 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:36:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1022 Jito463</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People can't have opposing viewpoints? I don't believe in Evolution, and have 
no problems stating so. What does that make me? What does that reveal about 
me?</P> 
<P>OT:What happened to the formatting of this page? It's all messed 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Opposing viewpoints" are fine.</P> 
<P>But this person was simply lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463944 30398 1088 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:47:36pm  
 
<P>Sorry for not putting up a new thread yet, but I do have to eat once in a 
while.</P> 
<P>Just sayin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463956 30398 1099 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:48:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1092 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes it is.</P> 
<P>Since this is a "scientific" theory, please explain for us how the first 
copulating beings were produced. You know, step by step detal of the 
morphological changes undertaken by these beings. Don't need any smart a-- 
cracks, just some evidence.</P> 
<P>This is a scientific theory right? If so, I'll await your detailed 
response.</P> 
<P>Thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So answer a question for me: how old is the earth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05463969 30398 1112 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1105 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't matter to me. I have no idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? No idea? Doesn't matter?</P> 
<P>Come on, take a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463988 30398 1128 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:54:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1116 Jito463</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You must have a low ceiling. ;)</P> 
<P>Seriously, though, I don't blame you. That's exactly what I meant about the 
scientists versus science point. Science doesn't disprove God, much to the 
chagrin of many scientists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're posting on this blog through the efforts of generations of scientists, 
who gave you your computer, the internet, the clothes you're wearing, and almost 
everything else you use on a day to day basis. Stuff that would have seemed like 
magic to your ancestors.</P> 
<P>All thanks to the science that you disdain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05463991 30398 1131 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:55:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1126 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're not talking about "sexual reproduction". We're talking about the 
transformation from self-replicating to copulation. Big difference.</P> 
<P>And I just did a search for "self-replication to copulation" in Google. Not 
much there. Try it yourself.</P> 
<P>So please, what is your understanding of how this happened or do you just 
"believe" on blind faith?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, take a guess. Thousands of years old? Millions? It's not hard to 
make a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464001 30398 1141 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 7:59:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1126 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're not talking about "sexual reproduction". We're talking about the 
transformation from self-replicating to copulation. Big difference.</P> 
<P>And I just did a search for "self-replication to copulation" in Google. Not 
much there. Try it yourself.</P> 
<P>So please, what is your understanding of how this happened or do you just 
"believe" on blind faith?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, gotha. You're demanding that other people answer your questions. Why 
won't you answer mine?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464025 30398 1155 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:04:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1150 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think that's your best bet because science hasn't a clue. I have not yet 
found anyone that could give me a coherent detailed Darwinian explanation for 
this type of transformation. Now, because there is no account, does not mean 
Darwinism is necessarily false. It does shed light on the fact that this 
tautology is not falsifiable, therefore not science at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's see what you believe that isn't falsifiable. How old is the 
earth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464050 30398 1161 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:06:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1150/5464015" target=_blank>#1150</A> gotha</EM></P> 
<P>Don't even want to guess? Come on, how hard is it to answer 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464056 30398 1165 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:07:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1160 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not demanding anything, just asking for evidence.</P> 
<P>If I asked you how many stars there were in the sky, would you be able to 
tell me? I have no idea how old the earth is. That is an answer. If you are 
"demanding" a guess, my guess would be 10,000 to 13 billion years, but I haven't 
a clue. I'm still not sure why it matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you say it's more toward the 10,000 side or the 13 billion 
side?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464070 30398 1169 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:09:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #452 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All sorts of weird names boiling up that have been registered for ages but 
have commented virtually not at all.</P> 
<P>Curious indeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note this totally on-target comment from the monkey with the 
buzzsaw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464082 30398 1171 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:10:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1170 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never studied the age of the earth. Sorry.</P> 
<P>Do you believe that men can affect the temperature of the earth. If so, to 
what degree?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. Take a guess. 10,000 or 13 billion? That's a pretty wide range you 
posted there. Which one would you tend to think is more correct?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464116 30398 1185 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:15:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1182 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you in to inquisitions? Can anyone believe evolution is a fraud 
based upon evidence or does the my view on age of the earth affect any facts I 



may present. This seems like a leftist type of maneuver rather than a rational 
conversation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm just very curious to know where you stand on this issue. You've been 
throwing out questions to other posters. Why are you so averse to answering this 
very simple question?</P> 
<P>Closer to 10,000 years or 13 billion years?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464147 30398 1195 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:19:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1192 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will I be burned at the stake?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not an answer. Closer to 10,000 years old, or 13 billion years 
old?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464165 30398 1205 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:21:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1201 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4,000 million isn't an answer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you resisting this question so much? Is there something you don't 
want us to know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464206 30398 1225 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:27:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1222 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, yes, yes, you've got it. There is something I don't want you to know. 
The age of the earth. I am hiding it from everyone. It is my shame. I can't wipe 
these tears from my eyes anymore. I'm sorry but you crushed me. I'll never again 
be able to bring myself to question Darwinphantasia ever again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you still don't want to just answer a very simple question. Closer to 
10,000 years old or 13 billion years old?</P> 
<P>Come on. I'll stop asking if you just give me a straight 
answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464247 30398 1243 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1232 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a stab and say four billion. I'll stick with that 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See - was that so difficult to Google "age of the earth?"</P> 
<P>You don't have to say that just for me though. I was trying to get you to 
state your honest opinion, believe it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464257 30398 1248 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:33:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1241 MrsEener</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>angst</P> 



<P>Most mutations are neither helpful nor harmful, so sexual species would have 
very little advantage if any, in this area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More creationist gobbledygook. It just never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464280 30398 1260 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:37:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1256 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, perhaps you could address some of the issues here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs/4005.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks. Go ahead and believe creationist nonsense if you 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464298 30398 1269 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1256 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, perhaps you could address some of the issues here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/docs/4005.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I invite everyone to have a look at that web site.</P> 
<P>I'm just amazed that there are people who believe that stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464317 30398 1279 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:41:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1275 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I'm not trying to disprove Darwinism. I'm just looking for evidence 
to support your tautology. We don't see much because there isn't much. Why do 
you have so much invested in this theory? I mean why does it bother you so much 
that I ask for evidence you can't produce. Instead of just saying, yes, we have 
no evidence, you ridicule the person and calle them idiots. This is typical of 
someone standing on a sand foundation, but I'd like to think a man of character 
may be found somewhere in your argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wouldn't know a "theory" if it dropped on you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464337 30398 1286 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:43:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1280 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually Cape, isn't prevailing Darwinian theory at 13 billion years, not 
four?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464349 30398 1288 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1284 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1: The bacteria, from my understanding, only become resistant because of a 
defect, that overall is more harmful than beneficial to the bacteria</P> 



<P>2: Yet, no matter how many times we cross breed different breeds of dogs, we 
still get a dog. I don't think anyone is arguing that a species can diversify. 
The question here is if you can get a new species from an old 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You believe the earth is 6,000 years old, but you're still trying to act 
like you know something about biology?</P> 
<P>It's a creationist party in here tonight!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464371 30398 1297 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1289 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you ignore criticism of your beliefs, yet call our beliefs nonsense. How 
hypocritical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I call that web site a bunch of ridiculous hooey because I DID read 
through it, not because I ignored it.</P> 
<P>The ignoring part is all on your side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464381 30398 1300 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:48:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1294 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Am I crazy to wonder how a non-existent causal body could cause a self-
replicating organism to change itself into a copulating organism? Keep in mind, 
the male and female would have to be produced separately at the same point in 
time or copulation couldn't take place. I don't see how this is possible through 
natural selection. Is that crazy creationist talk. I don't see why it is?</P> 
<P>How does natural selection get the blue print to produce hearts, lungs, eyes, 
etc. that it doesn't even know it needs. How does a it produce a lung without a 
heart? Or a brain without a lung? I could go on and on. How is this 
possible?</P> 
<P>If you think I'm insane for questioning this, I'm sorry. If you can honestly 
tell me how these things come to be through Darwinism I am open to listening. 
And by the way, I don't think you're crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. Why not just admit that you're a young earth creationist? You're not 
ashamed of it, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464396 30398 1304 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:51:03pm  
 
<P>'The Albatross' is currently going through all the ID-related threads and 
dinging down every pro-evolution post, by the way. I guess he doesn't realize we 
can see him doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464404 30398 1306 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:51:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1305 texanista</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is rattled... this is the first time I've seen this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dream on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464421 30398 1315 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:53:55pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #1314 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't respond any valid arguments. You're only defense is to pigeon hole 
someone into their stance on the age of the earth. I could give a rip how old 
the earth is. I want to know how Darwinist explains a self-replicating to 
copulating transformation. Evading the facts is one of the reasons I believe 
this tautology is on shaky ground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464439 30398 1323 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:55:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1319 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rest my case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without answering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464463 30398 1332 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1330 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would like that wouldn't you?</P> 
<P>Sorry to tell you this, but Charles is doing just fine. In fact, I predict 
more threads like this one in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a pretty safe prediction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464469 30398 1336 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 8:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1334 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are these the questions you would have asked Copernicus?</P> 
<P>OK CHARLES, WHAT ARE THE TOP FIVE SCIENTIC EVIDENCES THAT SOLD YOU ON 
EVOLUTION? You're not just taking a leap of faith, are you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464496 30398 1349 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:02:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1347 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You honestly don't have any, do you. I don't mean to embarrass you, but you 
have this attitude that anyone who disagrees with Darwinism is a nut. I'd like 
to examine your TOP FIVE SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCES.</P> 
<P>And please don't list natural selection. "Things Change" is not a scientific 
theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464525 30398 1364 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:05:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1350 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK Charles, I am a young earth creationist, and now I ask you the same 
questions Gotha is asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, at least somebody is willing to be honest about it. But if you expect 
me to produce a 5,000-word answer to a bunch of questions that you will simply 
ignore anyway, you're going to be disappointed.</P> 
<P>The science behind the theory of evolution is well-documented. There are 
thousands of books you can read if you're really interested in the answers to 
your questions. Scientists have been writing about it for more than a 
century.</P> 
<P>But come on. Since you've been honest so far, why not just admit there's no 
way to change your mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464538 30398 1373 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:07:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1370 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can list a few reasons why I don't believe in this tautology:</P> 
<P>1. Something can't come from nothing.2. Non-living chemicals have never been 
observed transforming themselves into living molecules.3. Disorder doesn't 
produce order.4. Self-Replicating never has been observed to transform into 
copulating.</P> 
<P>There, that took less than a minute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464546 30398 1379 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1377 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no more stubborn about my faith than atheists are about 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I know you would say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464551 30398 1384 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:10:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1382 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Primitive sexual organs could be all that is required to get the job 
done,"</P> 
<P>What exactly is a primitive organ? If it can "get the job done", it's not 
primitive at all, is it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464566 30398 1394 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:12:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1393 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Picture instead a class of single-celled creatures which respond in some 
manner to light--as little as having a single molecule changed ever so slightly 
by the radiation. It is not hard to see that a large class of these creatures 
could give rise to a sub-class which move toward heat or light. And what if 
their nutrients are found more readily where there is heat or light? Those guys 
are on their way.</P> 
<P>So please, how did these cells proceed to copulating?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05464572 30398 1398 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:14:25pm  
 
<P>Believe it or not, I'm wise to the games that creationists play, and one of 
them is to just keep asking pointless questions, to throw people on the 
defensive, while never answering any questions asked of them.</P> 
<P>You can see it all over these threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464577 30398 1401 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1400 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over time with many mutations over many generations, these light-sensitive 
patches <STRONG>developed some ability to resolve images</STRONG>. This too had 
survival value, and the owners of that mutation passed it on to their offspring, 
and so on.</P> 
<P>Really? This is no small leap. Exactly how through the Darwinian process did 
this occur. How did it resolve images and get that to the brain or wasn't the 
brain formed yet? Was there a heart at this point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464598 30398 1414 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:18:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1404 gotha</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keep asking questions because they're never answered. I suppose the high 
and mighty Darwinian tautology is above any factual response.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464630 30398 1429 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:23:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1405 texanista</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ironic comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's nothing ironic about it. I find it extremely sad and depressing 
that so many people who call themselves "conservatives" have bought into an 
anti-intellectual viewpoint that denies them real knowledge about the way things 
work.</P> 
<P>If you're truly interested in learning about evolution, don't ask me. I'm not 
an evolutionary scientist, I'm just a guy who knows a fair amount on the 
subject, that's all.</P> 
<P>There are thousands of books you can read. There are thousands of web sites 
that can explain it to you much better than I can. If you are really interested 
in this subject, there's no lack of educational resources.</P> 
<P>But I'm not going to say "How high?" when you say "Jump!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464641 30398 1434 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:25:20pm  
 
<P>The night shift is here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464673 30398 1447 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:30:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #1443 IRQ Conflict</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/blog/post/PLNK3U696N278Z93O" 
target=_blank>Yawn.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More Michael Behe nonsense. It always goes back to the Discovery 
Institute.</P> 
<P>Always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464681 30398 1451 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:31:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1450 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny you should say that, textbooks from the early 1900's teach of a young 
earth (6,000-10,000 years old).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there's the solution to all our problems! Let's rewind science 
education back to the early 1900s!</P> 
<P>Why didn't anyone think of that before?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464721 30398 1469 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:37:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1467 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But of course, we have it all figured out now and aren't wrong about 
anything, right? Not like those silly, 1900's people.</P> 
<P>At least, until the next edition of any given textbook comes 
out...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. Let's do away with indoor plumbing while we're at it. And this 
stupid internet thing too. Who needs that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464784 30398 1493 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:50:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1480 CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about giving up , say, polio vaccines and going back to the old Iron 
Lung, while we are at it? And who needs Electricity, or running water, 
Either?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These computers everybody is using are clearly tools of the devil too. If 
they didn't need computers in 1900, why do we need them now?</P> 
<P>Just issue everyone abacuses. We'll be fine, as long they have enough beads 
to count up the age of the earth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464803 30398 1504 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:55:08pm  
 
<P>Just received, from someone in Idaho (read: Nazi country):</P> 
<P>Email address: fuckLGF@yahoo.comSubject: you all should</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>suck the pus off my dog's dick</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464816 30398 1510 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:57:25pm  
 
<P>They <EM>re: #1507 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So if a theory has no other known alternatives, that makes it true by 
default? Wow, science has become a lot easier since I was in 
school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science is very easy indeed when you believe that the earth is only 6,000 
years old. Makes everything so simple!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464825 30398 1515 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 9:58:34pm  
 
<P>The Nazi sent that email from the contact form, after reading the 'White 
Supremacists for Obama' thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30307_White_Supremacists_for_Obama
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464848 30398 1530 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:03:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1524 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, so despite not having any idea how life arose from non-life, we'll still 
call the whole thing fact then. We can just fill in that part when we get around 
to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did they believe back in the early 1900s?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464871 30398 1542 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:09:44pm  
 
<P>This is the 'About Us' page from the web site "Itstoearly" recommended:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Answers in Genesis is an apologetics (i.e., Christianity-defending) ministry, 
dedicated to enabling Christians to defend their faith and to proclaim the 
gospel of Jesus Christ effectively. We focus particularly on providing answers 
to questions surrounding the book of Genesis, as it is the most-attacked book of 
the Bible. We also desire to train others to develop a biblical worldview, and 
seek to expose the bankruptcy of evolutionary ideas, and its bedfellow, a 
“millions of years old” earth (and even older universe).</P> 
<P>AiG teaches that “facts” don’t speak for themselves, but must be interpreted. 
That is, there aren’t separate sets of “evidences” for evolution and creation—we 
all deal with the same evidence (we all live on the same earth, have the same 
fossils, observe the same animals, etc.). The difference lies in how we 
interpret what we study. <STRONG>The Bible—the “history book of the universe”—
provides a reliable, eye-witness account of the beginning of all things, and can 
be trusted to tell the truth in all areas it touches on.</STRONG> Therefore, we 
are able to use it to help us make sense of this present world. When properly 
understood, the “evidence” confirms the biblical account.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just so you know what's behind this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464883 30398 1548 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:11:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1544/5464875" target=_blank>#1544</A> 
Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<P>Ta da! If you don't believe in young earth creationism, you're doomed to 
hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05464887 30398 1549 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:12:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1545 TEXANISTA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you Charles for not telling everyone I am not a troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I must have missed the part where I was supposed to do that. I don't 
think you're a troll. OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464906 30398 1565 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1553 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, they believe in God. That means they cannot conduct real science, 
huh?</P> 
<P>We should probably question just about all science that was researched before 
the 20th century, then.</P> 
<P>Its funny; you criticized me earlier, saying I shouldn't talk about biology 
since I'm not a biologist, yet you fully embrace Darwin, who went to school and 
earned a degree in theology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, people who believe in God can conduct real science, absolutely. I know 
many scientists personally who are people of faith.</P> 
<P>But there is not one reputable scientist who buys into the hooey at that 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464926 30398 1572 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:25:06pm  
 
<P>There go the creationists again, dinging all the pro-evolution 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464929 30398 1574 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:26:10pm  
 
<P>I'm seriously thinking of just blocking people when I see them doing that. 
That's not how the system is supposed to be used at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464940 30398 1580 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:28:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1576 Itstoearly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Show me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Show you what? You've already got all the answers, don't you? What could we 
possibly show you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464946 30398 1583 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:29:37pm  
 
<P>Hey -- defund_NPR!</P> 
<P>I see what you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05464954 30398 1587 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:31:00pm  
 
<P>OK, that's enough. Excuse me while I block this idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05464972 30398 1596 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:35:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1590 Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are your reservations against banning serial non-posting 
dingers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like to jump the gun. But I've been watching this stuff go on all 
week, and I've had it. They're trying to make it look as if LGF readers are 
anti-evolution fanatics, by skewing all the ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465005 30398 1601 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:39:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1547/5464882" target=_blank>#1547</A> 
Inquisitive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how can I call God a liar and that is what I feel I would be doing if I was 
to completely accept evolution as it stands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But on the other hand, if you refuse to accept the mountains of evidence in 
favor of the theory of evolution, aren't you then saying that God is trying to 
trick human beings into believing something that isn't true?</P> 
<P>Does that sound like something a loving God would do?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465021 30398 1605 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:43:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1604 Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just tried the "Safari" browser and it was much faster for LGF. I'm not 
saying it's better, but it was a helluva lot faster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari is by far the fastest browser currently available. And it has the best 
Javascript engine, and the best CSS engine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465032 30398 1609 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:45:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1599/5464993" target=_blank>#1599</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>I'm semi-blown away by the dishonest tactics many of the creationists are 
using, including outright lies that are easily checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465054 30398 1615 Charles Wed, Jun 18, 2008 10:51:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1555 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in both God and evolution.</P> 
<P>I suppose that means I believe in ID.</P> 
<P>Am I an idiot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all, and I certainly never said anything like that. There's no 
inherent conflict between believing in evolution and believing in God -- the 
conflict is something that's heavily promoted by the Discovery Institute, 
because it helps them to manipulate people without much understanding of 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05465869 30398 1698 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:47:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1659 KYPackrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your press, and you're free to use it however you wish. You're even 
welcome to be an "evolution asshole" (and you are being one). Just don't be 
surprised when other people are equally free to consider you just as much of a 
crank as the "creationist assholes" and quit reading you.</P> 
<P>What's the difference in your ridiculing the 9-11 truthers, and your own 
demanding "true belief" in evolution? What does 100% belief in evolution have to 
do with being a conservative?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of complete crap. Now we have people comparing evolution to 9/11 
Truthers. Such incredible ignorance, it boggles the mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465883 30398 1699 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:50:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1631 IRQ Conflict</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These have been interesting threads. However I didn't realize Micheal Behe= 
Discovery Institute?</P> 
<P>Charles, if this is so could you please provide a link? I had no IDea. ;)</P> 
<P>I'm really surprised at all of the 'statements' being bandied about without 
so much as personal opinion. Surely these opinions must stem from something, 
somewhere?</P> 
<P>No it's not/Yes it is. Is the most unscientific method I have 
seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just Google his name. It's not hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465890 30398 1700 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:52:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1623 freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately it is also still very leaky with memory, at least with Tiger. I 
need to restart Safari at least once a day as the VM size creeps up to 2GB and 
my system eventually chokes. Other than that, Safari is a fine 
browser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're still using Tiger, then that's a pretty old version of Safari you 
have there. The newest versions are much better about managing 
memory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05465945 30398 1705 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:02:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1703 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you have been behaving well within your rights, and I recognize that 
outside of formal debate, a little mockery is to be expected and tolerated.But 
sometimes, not too often, you say something sloppy like this. In this case it's 
an implied "shoot the messenger" fallacy. I am disappointed by sloppy arguments 
no matter whether they agree with my position.</P> 
<P>Since you seem to think it's important, I am a young-earth creationist.And 
I'm going to keep talking about science from my perspective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not sloppiness -- it's sadness. When someone tells me they believe the 
earth is only 6,000 years old, they've admitted that they have no respect for 
science or human knowledge, that their world view begins and ends with the 



Bible. That makes me sad, not because I disbelieve in religion or hate people of 
faith, but because you've turned your back on facts in favor of ... something 
else.</P> 
<P>People can believe whatever they want to believe. But just as the 
creationists have no respect for science, I have no respect for their opinions 
about science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466342 30398 1716 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:10:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1715 flrdalynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I reject science without God. Do that strike you as scared witless? Do you 
think I am so arrogant as not to think of the possiblility that God does not use 
our sun to keep time? I understand that time is relative. As an agnostic you see 
the possiblity of life without God and the possibility of life with God. You are 
riding the fence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You "reject science without God?" What does this even mean?</P> 
<P>Maybe if you are so opposed to science, you shouldn't be using that computer 
to post comments over the internet. There might have been atheists involved in 
the development of the personal computer, you know.</P> 
<P>Or maybe you're posting comments by praying for them to appear at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05467238 30398 1736 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 12:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1733/5467068" target=_blank>#1733</A> George 
guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The observable data do not necessarily exclusively point to the conclusions 
reached by post-Darwinist scientists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exclusively, maybe not.</P> 
<P>Overwhelmingly, voluminously, enormously, yes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in the science of the observable, and I do not believe it is 
appropriate, when dealing with theories about something not directly observed, 
to assume before beginning that the scientific explanation must exclude the 
possibility of unscientific explanations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can deny the huge amount of evidence that shows beyond any doubt that 
the earth is far older than 6,000 years, it's sort of pointless to discuss the 
issue with you. Your mind is closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468479 30398 1739 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 4:51:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1738 shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A new combination is, indeed, a change in DNA, no? If that combination is 
capable of replicating itself, then there is some change in the genetic 
data.</P> 
<P>Huh? If the same proteins are differently combined, then that is, by 
definition, a physical or chemical change in the genetic code. You said so 
yourself.</P> 
<P>Soo picky. The E.Coli acquired the ability to metabolize citrate. That is an 
acquired characteristic, as the DNA changed to enable the E.Coli to have this 
ability.</P> 



<P>Then you are saying that the EXISTING proteins simply combined in a way which 
was not detrimental to the organism. Nothing new has been added and the so-
called "mutation" is simply a organization of previously extant proteins.</P> 
<P>Big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely wrong. It looks like I'll have to post another article 
with more details about this ground-breaking experiment, to try to counteract 
some of the strange arguments being made in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469505 30398 1743 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:59:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1742/5469499" target=_blank>#1742</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry I pasted the wrong quote. If you think I misrepresented common descent 
please explain how my explanation is different from that below:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a new post up with much more detail on this ground-breaking 
experiment. If you like, you can continue to post hooey there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466438 30404 10 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:29:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Typical. What did you expect?</P> 
<P>That goes to show that you can't trust an islamo fascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can't trust you, either. You tried to float an outrageous lie in one of 
the evolution threads, and I haven't forgotten.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation/comments/#5461271" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466463 30404 25 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:33:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,It wasn't a lie that you linked "God guided evolution" in the same 
camp as atheistic evolution.Don't blame others for the fact that the moonbats 
kept you in the dark as the nature of the issues at hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You lied about a survey that said the exact OPPOSITE of what you claimed, and 
you were completely busted on it. Anyone can follow the link I posted and see 
who's telling the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466516 30404 60 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:42:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I said "Most american USA doctors deny the FULL BLOWN theory of 
evolution"."God guided evolution" is NOT the evolution that evolutionary 
biologists have in mind when they speak of evolution.</P> 
<P>So, my point was right on the issue. You were the one who did not know the 
distinction between Michael Behe's evolution and Richard Dawkins' evolution.Like 
I said, don't blame others for the fact that you did not know the nature of the 
issues at hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You lied about the survey. Blatantly lied. You were caught lying. You have no 
credibility on this issue.</P> 
<P>You said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that why 60% of american doctors reject the full bown darwinian 
myth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is 100% false, and you know it.</P> 
<P>Since you're still trying to float the lie, despite being caught red-handed, 
here's the actual report on the survey, from the organization that conducted 
it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.hcdi.net/News/PressRelease.cfm?ID=93" 
target=_blank>www.hcdi.net...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NEW YORK, NY, May 23, 2005 – Results of a national survey of 1,472 physicians 
revealed that more than half of physicians (63%) agree that the theory of 
evolution is more correct than intelligent design.</P> 
<P>The study was conducted by the Louis Finkelstein Institute for Social and 
Religious Research at The Jewish Theological Seminary and HCD Research in 
Flemington, New Jersey, from May 13-15. The study was conducted as part of a 
continuing investigation of the social, political, and economic issues 
confronting the U.S. health care system. The margin of error for the study was 
plus or minus 3% at a 95% level of confidence.</P> 
<P>The responses were analyzed based on the religious affiliation. Among the 
findings:</P> 
<P>When asked whether they agree more with intelligent design or evolution, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (88%) and more than half of Catholic 
doctors (60%) said they agree more with evolution, while slightly more than half 
of Protestants (54%) agree more with intelligent design.</P> 
<P>A majority of Catholic doctors (67%) agree with the statement that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process that has led to current human 
beings, while 11% believe that "God created humans exactly as they appear now." 
By contrast, less than half of Protestant doctors (46%) believe that God 
initiated and guided an evolutionary process, while 35% believe that God created 
humans as they appear now. The majority of Jewish doctors (65%) agree more with 
the statement that “humans evolved naturally with no supernatural 
involvement.”</P> 
<P>The majority of all doctors (78%) accept evolution rather than reject it and, 
of those, Jews are most positive (94%), Catholics are next (86%) followed by 
Protestants (59%).</P> 
<P>Half of the doctors (50%) believe that schools should be allowed (but not 
required) to teach intelligent design.</P> 
<P>More than half of Catholic doctors (62%) feel that schools should be allowed 
(not required) to teach intelligent design, conversely, more than half of Jewish 
doctors (59%) believe that schools should be prohibited from teaching 
intelligent design.</P> 
<P>When asked whether intelligent design has legitimacy as science, an 
overwhelming majority of Jewish doctors (83%) and half of Catholic doctors (51%) 
believe that intelligent design is simply “a religiously inspired pseudo- 
science rather than a legitimate scientific speculation,” while more than half 
of Protestant doctors (63%) believe that intelligent design is a “legitimate 
scientific speculation.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466557 30404 94 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 coquimbojoe</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't cheapen the term 'God Bless' by using it to poke someone in the 
eye. <EM>THAT</EM> is offensive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even worse than poking me in the eye -- he's pretending to be a pious 
believer, while at the same time he's lying right to our faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466576 30404 110 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:52:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said previously, the research, and by implication, Charles, put 
together the "God guided evolution" with the "Richard Dawkins evolution". If you 
split those two, you'll see that "only" 38% (said by memory) agree with the 
"Richard Dawkins evolution". The remaining either believe in "God guided 
evolution", or in ID, or in Creation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I pointed out, you are simply parroting propaganda directly from the 
Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2006/05/new_darwin_dissent_list_for_th.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466609 30404 136 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:57:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 Mats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can it be propaganda, if it is true? The majority of USA medical doctors 
do not endorse the atheistic version of evolution. The majority of them 
subscribe to theistic evolutionism, ID or Creation.</P> 
<P>Now, if you put together the "God guided evolution" with the atheistic 
evolution, then,yes, the majority suports "evolution". But as I said right from 
the start, the full blown, atheistic, public school aprooved, ACLU-aprooved, NAS 
aprooved version of evolution is rejected by the majority of medical doctors in 
the USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are totally shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466639 30404 158 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:02:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #148 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of "Thou shall not bear false witness" do the DI proponents fail to 
understand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's astounding, isn't it? And even when the truth is posted right there in 
front of them, they just keep lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466644 30404 161 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:03:09am  
 
<P>Don't mean to hijack this thread, people. But blatant liars really offend 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466679 30404 172 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:08:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #171 greygandalf</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think its possible that in his mind he does not actually think he is 
lying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't guess what's in his mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05466715 30404 190 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:14:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 songbird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some it is a huge leap of "faith" so to speak, so I beg patience.</P> 
<P>I'm included in this as an ID person with a graduate degree, as is my 
husband, Dr. Songbird (not a medical doctor, but an engineer), but that does not 
mean we don't look at both sides or that we won't respect those who believe 
something other than what we believe.</P> 
<P>Some have much more difficulty accepting and respecting opposing views, 
especially on something that touches their worldview so 
closely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honest disagreement is one thing, but lying over and over about the very 
clear results of a survey is quite another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05467290 30408 18 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 12:35:46pm  
 
<P>Wow. Remember this post?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30394_Digg_Hijacker_Gets_the_Boot" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just received from the webmaster at the Hawaii Medical Service 
Association:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a matter HMSA takes very seriously; we do not tolerate or condone 
this type of behavior in our workplace. We are currently reviewing the situation 
in accordance with HMSA guidelines and state and federal laws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: I did not report that abusive email to them. They didn't say how they 
learned about it; maybe someone else reported it, or maybe they saw the 
referrals from LGF and checked it out themselves.</P> 
<P>But I'm really surprised (in a good way, for once) that a corporation is 
being so proactive. I'm used to being ignored when I report this kind of stuff, 
which is why I didn't bother this time.</P> 
<P>'bullcutter' may have let his hatred of LGF get him fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468501 30409 452 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 4:58:45pm  
 
<P>The comment that used the 'S' word (gah, do I feel stupid for using that PC 
phrase) was actually a direct response to the last quoted line in the post above 
-- i.e. not a racist slur. However, people can and will use those kinds of 
comments out of context, so it's gotta go. That's also the reason why I used 
that idiotic 'S' word crap. Arg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468512 30409 463 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:02:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #455 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hand on Bible placed, that comment is still visible on my 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know what to tell you. You've either got a caching issue or a 
Javascript problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468531 30409 480 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #467 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you remember the hurt feelings on the morning dead thread a couple weeks 
back, it could explain why many of us continued to see a comment after it was 
deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are lots of reasons why someone could still see a comment after it was 
deleted.</P> 
<P>The real problem in that thread was that some people decided there was a 
personal reason for comments being deleted, and that one comment in particular 
had been deleted for no other reason. It's fallout from the 'monitor' 
announcement; some people really hated that idea. Tough.</P> 
<P>Then when I showed them that a certain deleted post did indeed contain a 
quote from a deleted comment (when they were all insisting it didn't) -- they 
accused me of editing it to add the quote.</P> 
<P>I don't do that. Period. I was insulted by that accusation, and I stlll am. 
Every one of those people who bought into the delusion should have known better. 
Some had been posting here for years, using my system, seeing how I work. 
There's no excuse for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468544 30409 490 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:15:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #489 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was all over the place that morning and I know that some people said some 
things they shouldn't have and made some assumptions that didn't have any basis 
in reality, but this is the first time I've been on-line and the same conditions 
replicated, so I just wanted to pass it along to you. I'm FireFox 2, Win XP on 
Comcast. If you look at the time stamps on when the comment was deleted and when 
I was able to ding it down and later report it, you can see that it is still 
visible to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the new version of Firefox?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468546 30409 492 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:15:54pm  
 
<P>Never mind, you said FF2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468550 30409 496 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:16:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #489 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was all over the place that morning and I know that some people said some 
things they shouldn't have and made some assumptions that didn't have any basis 
in reality, but this is the first time I've been on-line and the same conditions 
replicated, so I just wanted to pass it along to you. I'm FireFox 2, Win XP on 
Comcast. If you look at the time stamps on when the comment was deleted and when 



I was able to ding it down and later report it, you can see that it is still 
visible to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However. Technical reasons are one thing. What happened in that thread went 
way beyond.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468553 30409 499 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:17:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #495 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the grave?!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Night of the Living Rugby.</P> 
<P>By the way, I have a couple of bones to pick with what you wrote, 
Throbert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468591 30409 534 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:26:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/5468326" target=_blank>#292</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles might be acting like a corrupt and bullying cop</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This just sucks. And you know better. If I get tipped that people at some 
other web site are talking about starting shit here, then go to that web site 
and see for myself that they're bragging about having "stealth" accounts that I 
don't know about yet, giggling like morons about how they're going to mess with 
LGF, I'm going to ban every one of those people I can find.</P> 
<P>And then when I see some of the same people using stealth accounts to search 
comments here, and reporting the results, well ... call me corrupt and bullying 
if you like, but I'm going to ban their asses too.</P> 
<P>I wasn't really counting while I was at it, but some of those people had 
MULTIPLE accounts here. If you think I'm going to stand by and watch as they 
fuck up my web site, you're insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468605 30409 546 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:29:23pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">546</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Jun 19, 
2008 5:29:23pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05468624 30409 564 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:33:29pm  
 
<P>I think we're just going to have to not mention comment #264.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05468676 30409 615 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:44:27pm  
 
<P>Thanks to James Lileks for mentioning LGF on Hugh Hewitt today, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>He has an account here that he's probably forgotten about...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468682 30409 621 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 5:47:21pm  
 
<P>I think I might have used some words I don't normally use in the post above. 
Sorry if I offended anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468827 30409 750 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #711 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/06/19/fox-news-poll-42-of-dems-very-
satisfied-with-nominee-versus-12-of-republicans/" target=_blank>Fox News poll: 
42% of Dems “very satisfied” with nominee versus ... 12% of 
Republicans</A>Ouch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This election stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468866 30409 770 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:40:23pm  
 
<P>Ooh kay.</P> 
<P><EM>re: #764 bellamags</EM></P> 
<P>'muman' has lost his account for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468874 30409 775 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:42:34pm  
 
<P>'muman' was also a big "intelligent design" supporter. Just 
sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468894 30409 784 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:47:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #778 paxnhymn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cheap shot Charles ( and I don't even support ID)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468896 30409 786 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:47:18pm  
 
<P>Cuz it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468920 30409 797 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #790 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was referring to Charles mentioning ID. Floodgates, open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just tend to notice patterns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05469000 30409 810 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:21:05pm  
 
<P>Just received an "interesting" email from the recently banned poster.</P> 
<P>Let's just say, it wasn't a cheap shot. It was a shot that hit several 
targets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469016 30409 813 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:24:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #811 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, was it about me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would it be about you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469024 30409 816 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:26:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #812 JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You gonna post it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469042 30409 819 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #817 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man. You go to what you think is a good-dead-thread to catch up on some 
reading and BLAM BLAM! Action.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know the people involved in this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469058 30409 823 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:35:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #821 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't what 'this' is.</P> 
<P>I just showed up at #809!</P> 
<P>Hope all is well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious, since you chimed in right away to ask if it involved 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469615 30409 846 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #840 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole blog fight thing was/is very sad... much like it was when some good 
friends of mine got divorced many years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From my perspective, there is no fight. I never think about these people, 
unless they force me to with these stupid human tricks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468883 30410 31 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:44:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Alouette</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cleared the cache. Still slow as crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Call Comcast. They're one of the ISPs who are starting to throttle user 
access.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05468910 30410 43 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 6:50:13pm  
 
<P>Comcast is a whole lot of formerly separate networks that are connected in 
one of the world's biggest kludges, supervised by a seemingly endless succession 
of clueless corporate suits.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469117 30411 12 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:51:05pm  
 
<P>I know it's hard for some to believe, but I really am interested in this 
subject, and this experiment really is ground-breaking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469146 30411 27 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:56:42pm  
 
<P>Didn't take 'em long to pop out tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469164 30411 43 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 7:58:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/5469122" target=_blank>#15</A> 
ThomasTheConfessor</EM></P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/5469123" target=_blank>#16</A> ccoffer</EM></P> 
<P>I encourage you to start your own blogs. It takes five minutes to open an 
account at Blogspot. Then you can post anything you like, and no one can 
persecute you.</P> 
<P>Because you're not welcome to post here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469190 30411 62 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:04:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Treat them well. (Look up a sci fi story called "Sandkings" to see 
why.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great story. Did you read "Fever Dream"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469232 30411 98 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Same author? (Not that I remember the name)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, George R. R. Martin...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469244 30411 105 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:14:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 Indefatigable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Have they been banned or something? Kinda harsh, don't you 
think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, what can I say? I'm the kind of fascist corrupt cop who wants other 
people to be responsible for their own comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469465 30411 162 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:47:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/5469447" target=_blank>#158</A> Yelnats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the wikipedia article on "theory" for more info.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469484 30411 165 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 8:52:45pm  
 
<P>For some reason, creationists really just HAVE to get in that last parting 
shot.</P> 
<P>I'm deleting all emails from banned posters, by the way. Start your own blog, 
and trash me there -- then I can ignore it there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469511 30411 169 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:00:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #166 neocon hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P>I've been having problems with the site all day. XP w/FF 2, also tried IE 7 
and Safari. Very slow loading, sometimes doesn't load the graphics at all, right 
now the newest thread won't load at all. I have Comcast, and I am not having a 
problem on any other website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing bad happening on our servers; everything is running fine. 
Comcast is one of the ISPs that has been reported to be messing around with 
limiting bandwidth; I suggest you call them...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469636 30411 186 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:35:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 Albertanator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Long sighhh...Charles, you do know there is a world of difference between 
Micro and Macro Evolution right?</P> 
<P>Micro is empircally proved...Macro is not and never will be...</P> 
<P>If you want to think that you come from a pool of sludge billions of years 
ago without ANY Divine Guidance and that you are simply a accident, that is your 
right to believe in such a fantasy...</P> 
<P>I do not have that kind of faith to believe is Adult fairy tales...</P> 
<P>I'll stay with the FACT that a Holy God Created us...in whatever means he 
chose to do such!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had a little trouble with this article, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469767 30411 196 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/5469702" target=_blank>#192</A> 
LemonJoose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But just as I used the term "fact" incorrectly, so did the Louisiana 
Coalition for Science who referred to the "scientific fact of evolution" in 
their letter to Bobby Jindal</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, they didn't.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fact#Fact_in_science" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469841 30411 202 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:25:00pm  
 
<P>42.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473076 30411 238 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 2:12:53pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #235 stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a fascinating experiment. It shows how serendipitous mutations can lead 
to a compound trait (where the early mutation that allowed for some citrate 
absorption was amplified by a later mutation that turned the bacteria into 
efficient citrate-eaters).</P> 
<P>Of course, unless Dr. Lenski ran a control where he duplicated the 
experimental conditions in a room fitted with a God-excluder, he hasn't 
necessarily shown that those evolutionary changes occured without Divine 
intervention...</P> 
<P>[don't hurt me]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, of course he hasn't, but that's not his intention. There's no way to 
test for the presence of divine intervention. Although it may be possible, it's 
not part of what this experiment is about. Lenski is discovering new details 
about the way evolution works by observing, testing, and documenting what 
happens in a well-controlled long-term experiment.</P> 
<P>Sure, the hand of God could be part of it. But that can't be observed or 
tested, in any way that meets the criteria of scientific research.</P> 
<P>That's a premise that can only be believed, not demonstrated, in the absence 
of physical evidence. This is why it's called "faith."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469593 30412 200 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:25:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/5469576" target=_blank>#196</A> C-Low</EM></P> 
<P>It's gigantic.</P> 
<P>I wonder if Mars is older than 6,000 years?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472951 30412 273 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 1:45:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/5472290" target=_blank>#272</A> 
guy_philly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming to the conclusion that there is ice on Mars from a photograph is weak 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody came to any conclusions. The quote above says "it's perfect evidence," 
which it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05469537 30413 11 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:09:32pm  
 
<P>"Disgusted" doesn't even begin to describe it.</P> 
<P>If Fox News is trying to sabotage the GOP, this is a terrific way to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469596 30413 42 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 9:26:08pm  
 
<P>Amazingly, despite all the theories, it turns out that Pat Buchanan is only 
6,000 years old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469944 30415 7 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:57:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, being that old, there shouldn't be any measurable amount of 
carbon-14 in dinosaur fossils.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's a big hoax, is that what you're saying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469948 30415 9 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 10:59:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aww...I thought that said 'Fossil Fuels'...</P> 
<P>How old does a dearly departed dino have to be before he can become 89 
Octane, anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every gallon of gas you put in your car is full of 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469955 30415 13 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:01:02pm  
 
<P>Even a story about dinosaurs threatens the creationists?</P> 
<P>/good grief</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469959 30415 16 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:02:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 Kirly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>uncalled for. not funny.</P> 
<P>i was going to plus this newsworthy post until i saw that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well. I thought it was pretty funny myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469962 30415 19 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:02:44pm  
 
<P>Ow! Ow! That smarts!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469989 30415 35 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 Kirly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>yes, i know. I was just letting you know why i dinged this one down. i really 
was just about to hit the plus when i saw that nonfunny remark.</P> 
<P>i won't stick around looking for an answer since it's none of my business, 
but i'd really like to believe that you will at least consider the possiblity 
that you're wrong. What if there IS a God? And what if He did create the world 
in 6 literal days? What will you say to Him?</P> 
<P>Contrary to an ongoing argument with another lizard, this post makes it 100% 
clear that this isn't all about ID for you. Well, you can't prove your theories 
anymore than i can prove the Biblical account of creation.</P> 
<P>I didn't take too kindly to being compared to the taliban the other day 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dinosaurs mean I don't believe in God?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05469993 30415 38 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:11:14pm  
 
<P>You mean, I have to choose between dinosaurs or God?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05470017 30415 52 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or you can worship that perfect fusion of dinosaurs AND God:</P> 
<P>God-zilla.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably the root cause of my delusional belief that dinosaurs 
existed; I loved Godzilla as a child. That must have really screwed up my 
thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05470027 30415 61 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 NTropy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We creationists are the ones posting a continual stream of evolutionary links 
with snide comments about the Discovery Institute Charles. Just who is 
threatened?</P> 
<P>Your site, your rules. It's becoming easier and easier every day to avoid LGF 
however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about the Discovery Institute in this thread?</P> 
<P>You're quite right, though - I have absolutely zero respect for the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05470031 30415 63 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/5470012" target=_blank>#49</A> NTropy</EM></P> 
<P>P.S. Thought you had thicker skin than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05470038 30415 67 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:23:31pm  
 
<P>The greatest archaeological hoax: <A href="http://www.age-of-the-
sage.org/archaeology/piltdown_man.html" target=_blank>Piltdown 
Man</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05470046 30415 74 Charles Thu, Jun 19, 2008 11:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #71 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I did, in the first comment.</P> 
<P>But that was me -- not you.</P> 
<P>By the way: Exactly <EM>what</EM> has the Discovery Institute ever 
discovered? I must have missed that part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Missed that one. OK, someone did bash the Discovery Institute. You're just 
mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471256 30415 1142 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:05:52am  
 
<P>Wow. You mean, there really <EM>are</EM> people who think dinosaurs are a big 
hoax?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471454 30415 1223 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:38:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1222 kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever seen a dinosaur? I rest my case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471482 30415 1228 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:43:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1225 kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whew.</P> 
<P>But there's more than one person in this thread who isn't 
kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471558 30415 1242 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:54:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1229 freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are people who think dinosaurs lived until quite recently, or only died 
off sometime during human written history.</P> 
<P>See for example:[Link: <A 
href="http://forums.crosswalk.com/m_2950253/mpage_1/tm.htm" 
target=_blank>forums.crosswalk.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471873 30415 1265 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 10:35:58am  
 
<P>I'm not even going to argue with people who believe that carbon dating is 
incorrect, or that dinosaurs never existed, or that dinosaurs did exist but died 
just a few hundred years ago.</P> 
<P>Or that the earth is literally 6,000 years old.</P> 
<P>I just feel sad for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05471967 30415 1266 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 10:50:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Charles, for what it's worth, this is an Associated Press story. Written 
by AP writer Mike Stark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should let CBS8 know. They didn't credit the AP. Probably broke 
their licensing agreement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472147 30415 1281 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:20:44am  
 
<P>The point is that you can either learn about things, and how they work, or 
you can close your mind and insist that it's all wrong or a hoax, or that 
somebody's trying to shut you up and hold you down.</P> 
<P>Folks, I have no problems at all with you believing anything you want to 
believe.</P> 
<P>But I do have a problem when people insist that facts are not facts, that 
science is on the same footing as religion, that the Bible tells us everything 
we need to know about the natural universe, and that the earth is only 6,000 
years old.</P> 
<P>If you want to believe that kind of stuff, again -- it's your choice.</P> 
<P>But I can't respect those beliefs <EM>on the same level</EM> as science. And 
people who argue for the literal truth of this stuff <EM>do</EM> make me sad, 
because they're in serious denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472247 30415 1297 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:41:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1293 nikis-knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the arguement was that science and religion are seperate but equal? 
I guess we see who has to sit in the back of the bus...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. It would be nice if people would stop parsing what I 
write to <EM>try</EM> to be offended.</P> 
<P>"On the same footing" does not mean that one is "higher" than the other, or 
that you have to be Rosa Parks now.</P> 
<P>They are different realms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472268 30415 1300 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:45:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1298/5472257" target=_blank>#1298</A> 
joshlbetts</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see Charles' comment #1281.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, please do see it. There's no ridicule there, but you're certainly making 
my point for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472329 30415 1303 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:52:39am  
 
<P>I just want to be clear - there may be people "ridiculing creationists" in 
these comments, but it isn't me. I do respect their choice to believe these 
things.</P> 
<P>I just don't respect the beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05472338 30415 1304 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:54:44am  
 
<P>In other words, it isn't personal. For me, anyway, although obviously some 
are taking it that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473353 30415 1327 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 3:13:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1325 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the dinosaur fossils are in fact as old as all real legitimate qualified 
credentialed scientists are inclined to say, there should not be any measurable 
amount of C14 in the bones.This article, which is obviously a crock because 
creationists cannot possibly be scientifically literate, goes over that 
dilemma.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's an index of debunked creationist claims related to <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/list.html#CC" 
target=_blank>Paleontology</A>.</P> 
<P>The part about carbon dating is in the section about <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/list.html#CD" 
target=_blank>Geology</A>.</P> 
<P>So this one is sort of a hybrid claim, mixing up the pseudo-science about 
dinosaurs with the pseudo-science about carbon dating. But that's the way the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_for_Creation_Research" 
target=_blank>Institute for Creation Research</A> rolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05475721 30415 1336 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 9:38:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1332 gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get help, please!</P> 
<P>Neither ID nor creation is proveable. That is why they both remain THEORIES 
(Lenski's freakazoid bacteria findings notwithstanding)! ;-)</P> 
<P>We believe one of them by faith -- either in the Bible or in the teachings of 
the followers of the late, great, Saint Darwin!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another one who doesn't understand what a "theory" is.</P> 
<P>And 'Split Level Head' -- if you want to have an account at LGF, it's 
probably not smart to call me a liar. Especially not when there are several 
people who very specifically DO believe the earth is literally 6,000 years old, 
right here in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471470 30416 118 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:41:21am  
 
<P>Yes, the print version is still there.</P> 
<P>Townhall.com needs to apologize for this. I'm not putting them back in the 
news sources until they make a statement.</P> 
<P>It's not enough to just make it vanish and think the problem is 
solved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471491 30416 135 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:44:44am  
 
<P>They didn't delete it. I reposted the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05471506 30416 147 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:46:03am  
 
<P>The article has not been removed. The link I originally posted doesn't get 
there for some reason, but the article is still there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05471542 30416 175 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:51:49am  
 
<P>Yes, it's at WorldNetDaily too.</P> 
<P>I'd remove them from our news sources, but I already did more than a year 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472036 30416 362 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:01:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #353 jmorris42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's a hopeful sign. It's ok to occasionally let somebody like Pat go 
off his nut just so everybody can take his arguments apart in a public forum. 
First it proves we are still sane enough to realize it is crazy and that it 
needs to be rebutted. Second it proves that we DO disagree with it and loudly. 
Compare and contrast to the same sort of fascist (see Goldberg's Liberal 
Fascism) ravings that go unchallenged, often praised in fact, over at Kos and 
the Messiah's site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that Buchanan and his hateful ilk have already been rejected, 
definitively, in 1991 by William F. Buckley, who repudiated Buchanan and threw 
Joseph Sobran off the National Review masthead.</P> 
<P>It's nauseating that these people are creeping back in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472083 30416 367 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:08:54am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/082640619X/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>In Search of Anti-Semitism: William F. 
Buckley</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472090 30416 368 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 11:10:15am  
 
<P>I seem to have lost my copy of the Buckley book somewhere down the years. 
Think I'll buy a new one.</P> 
<P>It's a must-read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473098 30416 559 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 2:20:46pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #549 TheTick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You are correct that Pat Buchanan is a detestable human being. However, I 
wouldn't throw the baby out with the bath water. I find much of what Townhall 
has to offer quite worthwhile and read it daily. I too was disappointed to see 
the title of Buchanan's article—though I can't say I read it. I tuned him out 
long ago.</P> 



<P>As a conservative Jew, I am not ready to throw out the good of Townhall 
absent more transgressions. I urge you to consider the same restraint.</P> 
<P>Thanks,</P> 
<P>Chris</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. If you want to read Townhall you can get there on your own.</P> 
<P>I'm watching Fox News a LOT less these days too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473755 30416 590 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 5:02:31pm  
 
<P>The Franco fascists are a hub for a lot of this stuff. Buchanan, as I've 
pointed out, is also allied with the Belgian neo-fascist group Vlaams Belang -- 
and several highly-placed Vlaams Belang/Blok members were associated with 
Belgian Nazi collaborator <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27841_Miniter_Misrepresents_LGF_Vl
aams_Belang_Posts_(aka_Vlaams_Belang_Nazi_Links)" target=_blank>Leon 
Degrelle</A>, who escaped justice by taking sanctuary in ... Franco's Spain.</P> 
<P>He often showed up at state occasions wearing his Waffen SS decorations.</P> 
<P>Six degrees of Jew hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472675 30419 58 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 12:43:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/5472639" target=_blank>#36</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I just noticed that Zomblog has an RSS feed? Was that there from the 
beginning or did you enable it recently?</P> 
<P>I just added it to the Ajax RSS feeds on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472725 30419 89 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 12:51:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/5472702" target=_blank>#78</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And thanks for adding it -- whatever the significance may 
be!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the little popup widget that shows up between the ads in the right 
sidebar. It has dozens of news sites and blogs in it -- and the LGF code picks a 
random one from the list to display when the page is loaded.</P> 
<P>It's like News Roulette.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472733 30419 96 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 12:52:56pm  
 
<P>Man, this new T-Bone Burnett album is great, by the way. This dude is 
odd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472744 30419 103 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 12:54:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 looking closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an LGF "consumer", I have to say I *do* actually see random stories of 
interest there sometimes and click on them, including some from blogs I probably 
wouldn't otherwise read. So it does work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get a lot of stuff from that little widget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05472781 30419 129 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 12:59:17pm  
 
<P>YouTube's up to something today -- searching is taking forever. Trying to 
find a video for this T-Bone record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05472946 30420 33 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 1:43:05pm  
 
<P>This from Hizballah's channel, folks. It may be tempting to look on the 
bright side and say it's capitalism -- and maybe it is, but in a very twisted 
way.</P> 
<P>This is propaganda for the home crowd. Normalizing terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473087 30420 145 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 2:16:06pm  
 
<P>Unless I'm mistaken, the comment by ''kansas" was actually comparing the 
Hizballah restaurant to Nazis. I don't think it was intended to offend, but its 
outta here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473484 30422 32 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 3:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW : Isn't this the industry that is dominated by Democrats? Where are they 
- they are supposed to be protecting us from "Corporatists".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - Democrats (if not leftists) top to bottom, including the law 
firms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473652 30423 18 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 4:31:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the police made the recording, didn't charge the guy and then released it? 
I don't get it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot about this that doesn't make sense.</P> 
<P>I'm smelling corruption here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473657 30423 20 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 4:32:06pm  
 
<P>Meaning a corrupt city government and police department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05473671 30423 31 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 4:35:56pm  
 
<P>Note this LGF post from last August:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/26589_Black_Muslim_Bakery_Bilked_O
akland" target=_blank>Black Muslim Bakery Bilked Oakland</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05474268 30424 19 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 8:03:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #11 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only disaster here is that we didn't build it, the Euros did. Good for 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe if we teach intelligent design in science class we'll be able to catch 
up.</P> 
<P>/sorry, that was unforgivably snarky</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05474566 30424 155 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't place too much faith in science my friends.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That way lies madness.</P> 
<P>And computers. And cable TV. And cell phones. And microwave ovens. And air 
conditioners.</P> 
<P>Wouldn't want those things around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05474453 30425 39 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 8:53:08pm  
 
<P>It's in that problematic area of southeastern Europe, not far from Turkey, 
between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05474506 30425 80 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:05:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 PatrioticNaturalizedAmerican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what happened to your pledge to never link from AP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't ask me. Ask the enema nurses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05474577 30425 140 Charles Fri, Jun 20, 2008 9:22:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #130 Purple Prose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's from a town in the Russian Caucasus region, which is not Europe, but 
that is beside the point. The whole of Russia is a separate entity from the 
politically correct EU region. Russia is dying a different death from that of EU 
Europe. It is not dying from political correctness or a cultural desire for 
suicide, despite its great economic success, but from low birth rates and a 
society that has been incapable of economic success and 
democracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the "Hostel" area of Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05475659 30425 298 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 9:21:07am  
 
 
 
<P>Sheesh. Now even my jokes have to be geographically accurate?</P> 
<P>What fun is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05475899 30428 175 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:07:11am  
 



<P>Added the image above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05475928 30428 196 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:12:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #124 stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the Obama campaign is playing a sly game. They have decided to toss 
out annoying, but ultimately meaningless red herrings. They hope that the 
conservative side of the blogosphere will froth and scream at the small things, 
so when the big things come along, the Obama campaign can roll their eyes and 
claim, "There they go again."</P> 
<P>Save your wrath for the big things, treat the "bait" issues [like this one] 
with mockery. Just laugh and point at the Democrats when they trot out goofy 
ideas like this one -- the best weapon against pretentious bufoonery is 
derision, not anger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I haven't noticed any frothing and screaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05475978 30428 219 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:18:08am  
 
<P>I'm no Latin expert, but I think it translates to roughly, "In truth, it is 
possible."</P> 
<P>Considering that most Americans don't speak Latin, and that possums are known 
for sleeping, the word "possum" in there is ... unfortunate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476125 30430 51 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:41:52am  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476143 30430 66 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:45:20am  
 
 
 
<P>Ow!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476163 30430 79 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:48:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #70 David IV of Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a creationist because I believe creation was created by a Creator. I have 
some nice circular reasoning on this one.</P> 
<P>ID or Evolution? I don't really care how the Creator did it.</P> 
<P>Dinging? Get a life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, the problem is that the word "creationist" has a very specific, 
political meaning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476165 30430 81 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 10:49:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #71 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Protocols of the Daily Kos...<A 
href="http://dailykos.com/story/2008/6/21/12160/0406/272/539749" 
target=_blank>Apartheid Israel Trying to Start World War 3</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. There they go again.</P> 
<P>Notice that the commenters for diaries like this are on real hair triggers -- 
they make sure the very first comment is a disavowal.</P> 
<P>Not like the old days any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476290 30430 173 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 11:16:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #134 chicagodudewhotrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder why people think Evolution versus creationism is so mutually 
exclusive. I believe in Darwinian evolution, dinosaurs, single-cell life 
evolving into bigger and better, big bang, earth being 5.6 billion years old, 
etc, but I can also see some force/being creating it in the very beginning of 
time</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is all good, and I agree with most of it, however ...</P> 
<P>The reason for the debates here recently is that there is a very concerted 
push going on to force the teaching of religion into science classrooms, by 
deceiving people into believing that the religious agenda they're pushing is 
science. It's not.</P> 
<P>When the Louisiana state legislature passes a stealth creationist bill, and 
the governor won't veto it ... that's the issue for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476849 30433 15 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 1:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Quilly Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mozilla has been putting a script error message recently. I wish I recorded 
the specifics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it this one?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Permission denied to call method Location.toString</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That seems to originate with certain advertisements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477097 30433 38 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 3:05:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 Beobachter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, while you are improving the web site, may I make a suggestion? I 
asked about this before and then per all your alls help, discovered the 'new 
comments' button. Would it be possible for you to hook up the same kind of 
<EM>link refresh</EM> to the refresh button in the related links section. 
Oftentimes, I find myself poking through the related links and hitting the 
refresh button quite frequently to see if there are new links. While doing this, 
I have missed new threads frequently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LGF Headlines accordion menu is live-updated -- every time you show it 
you see the latest posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477780 30433 43 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 excel</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>tag cloud contents generally should be cached and reprocessed 
nightly/hourly/whateverly</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05476983 30434 11 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 2:29:42pm  
 
<P>Right -- he isn't quite fired yet. I don't think anyone doubts he will be, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477121 30434 120 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 3:14:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #98 Airborn Swine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh...</P> 
<P>Mo elbaradai goes on about <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=080621140829.1c1sxuqo&amp;show_art
icle=1" target=_blank>this,</A> and our Lizardoid Master decided to obsess about 
some teacher in Ohio supporting ID. Gotta fry the big fish first I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed that topic here <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30421_ElBaradei_Springs_Into_Actio
n_Threatens_to_Quit" target=_blank>yesterday</A>, because you were obsessing 
over the intelligent design posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477156 30434 147 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 3:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #143 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glad he's being fired, but <EM>intelligent design</EM> is not mentioned in 
the article.</P> 
<P>Sounds to me like he was teaching a literal version of the first verses of 
the book of Genesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/TheLaw/story?id=5214063&amp;page=1" 
target=_blank>Teacher Accused of Branding Kid With Cross</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In its report, released Thursday, the company found Freshwater "did 
improperly use an electrostatic device on the student who filed the report" and 
had violated Ohio State standards by "teaching creationism and intelligent 
design."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477314 30434 287 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 4:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 Globular Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Therefore, all proponents of intelligent design are cross-burning 
torturers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely disagree. I'm surprised you would take a stance like that.</P> 
<P>Oh ... wait. That was sarcasm?</P> 
<P>Sorry for not getting it right away. I thought it was your opinion, because 
it sure isn't mine, and I didn't write anything that even suggested it 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05477336 30434 308 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 4:25:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/5477322" target=_blank>#295</A> The 
Pulchritudinous Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they should be taught as THEORY, because that's what they are. ID is a 
theory in some circles, just as Evolution is called the Theory of 
Evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're misunderstanding the meaning of a "scientific theory." We've gone 
over and over this definition in these threads, but I keep seeing the 
misconception pop up again.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not a <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory" 
target=_blank>scientific theory</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by experimental evidence 
(see scientific method). In this sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized 
expression of all previous observations, and is predictive, logical, and 
testable. In principle, scientific theories are always tentative, and subject to 
corrections, inclusion in a yet wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more 
specific hypotheses may be logically bound together by just one or two theories. 
As a rule for use of the term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of 
universals than do hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific 
sets of phenomena or specific applications of a theory.</P> 
<P>Of several competing theories, one theory may be superior to another in terms 
of its approximation of reality. Scientific tests of the quality of a theory 
include its conformity to known facts and its ability to generate hypotheses 
with outcomes that would predict further testable facts.</P> 
<P>A difference in usage of the word "fact" contributes to confusion in regard 
to the meaning of "theory." An appreciation of the various meanings of "fact" 
and "knowledge" can help to clarify an understanding of the meanings of 
"theory."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477432 30434 393 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 4:58:24pm  
 
<P>Ooh kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477485 30434 419 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 5:08:41pm  
 
<P>I'm curious to see how far this one will go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477691 30434 444 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:01:26pm  
 
<P>The Albertanator has left the building.</P> 
<P>What to do? Ban it, or let it return for another round of surreal intarweb 
conflict?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477752 30434 453 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:14:45pm  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05477872 30434 465 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:46:29pm  
 
<P>Creationists are ranting at Roger Simon's blog too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rogerlsimon.com/mt-
archives/2008/06/lgf_delinks_tow.php" 
target=_blank>www.rogerlsimon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477881 30434 466 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:51:03pm  
 
<P>Or maybe it's someone pissed off at me for another reason.</P> 
<P>Take a ticket. Get in line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05478561 30434 564 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 9:31:06pm  
 
<P>Apparently, there are some people with accounts at LGF who think this is a 
place where gay-bashing will be accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05478570 30434 565 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 9:35:53pm  
 
<P>I decided I don't really care how far out Albertanator is going to go; I 
don't want this caveman posting anything else at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479645 30434 702 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 8:42:53am  
 
<P>It didn't even occur to me that there are actually people who will defend 
this teacher.</P> 
<P>Just amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479770 30434 707 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 9:30:05am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.mountvernonnews.com/local/08/06/20/freshwater_upd.html" 
target=_blank>Report reveals religion was taught %P% Mountvernonnews.com</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The key findings of the report are quoted below.</P> 
<P>Mr. Freshwater did burn a cross onto the complaining family’s child’s arm 
using an electrostatic device not designed for that purpose. While there did not 
appear to be any intent by Mr. Freshwater to cause injury to any student, he was 
not using the device for its intended purpose. Contrary to Mr. Freshwater’s 
statement he simply made an “X” not a “cross,” all of the students described the 
marking as a “cross” and the pictures provided depict a “cross.”</P> 
<P>The Ten Commandments together with other posters of a religious nature were 
posted in Mr. Freshwater’s classroom. Most were removed after Mr. White’s letter 
of April 14, 2008, but at least one poster remained which Mr. Freshwater was 
again instructed to remove on April 16, 2008, but did not do so.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Several Bibles were kept in Mr. Freshwater’s classroom including his 
personal Bible on his desk and one he checked out of the library placed on the 
lab table near the desk. Other Bibles that had been maintained in the room were 
removed by the time the investigators viewed Mr. Freshwater’s room.</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>Mr. Freshwater engaged in teaching of a religious nature, teaching 
creationism and related theories and calling evolution into question. He had 



other materials in his classroom that could be used for that 
purpose.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Mr. Freshwater engaged in prayer during FCA meetings in violation of the 
district’s legal obligations for monitoring such organizations.</P> 
<P>Mr. Freshwater participated and possibly led a prayer during an FCA meeting 
that concerned a guest speaker’s health. There is no conclusion as to whether 
such prayer was a “healing” prayer.</P> 
<P>There is no evidence Mr. Freshwater violated the district’s permission slip 
policy.</P> 
<P>There is no evidence Mr. Freshwater made statements about FCA members “being 
the saved ones” nor was there any corroboration to the allegation Mr. Freshwater 
gave FCA members Bibles for them to distribute. He did have two boxes of Bibles 
in the back of his room.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Mr. Freshwater gave an extra credit assignment for students to view 
the movie “Expelled” which does involve intelligent 
design.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479803 30434 712 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 9:42:20am  
 
<P>It sure got quiet in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479905 30434 716 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:04:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/5479847" target=_blank>#713</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<P>From your own link -- who are these people supporting Freshwater?</P> 
<P><A href="http://cafephilos.wordpress.com/2008/06/20/the-firing-of-john-
freshwater/" target=_blank>The Firing of John Freshwater</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently among his most ardent supporters are the members of a local 
Christian group that calls itself "Minutemen United", and who envision 
themselves as existing "... to wage war against a culture of God-
haters".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479981 30434 719 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:19:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/5479956" target=_blank>#718</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<P>This gets the 'Good Grief' award of the day.</P> 
<P>Yes, I do see how absurd it can get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05479997 30434 722 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:22:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/5479990" target=_blank>#721</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<P>Why is it so important to you to establish that you're an 
"atheist?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480013 30434 724 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:26:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/5479990" target=_blank>#721</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 



<P>And by the way, why do you have three accounts registered 
here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480103 30434 737 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:54:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/5480065" target=_blank>#731</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This case is an example. It really sounds as if secular leftist parents and 
school board don't want to negotiate with this religious guy and want to crush 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480106 30434 738 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 10:56:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/5480065" target=_blank>#731</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another family member and a room-mate, each with their own 
opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your family member and friend are using the same internet connection as 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480157 30434 742 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 11:11:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/740/5480150" target=_blank>#740</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm irreligious...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, why is it so important for you to make sure to say this in nearly 
every post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480162 30434 743 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 11:12:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #741 InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And all three of you just happened to log in within minutes of each other 
this morning?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480260 30434 756 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 11:42:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/5480230" target=_blank>#751</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because this may be the first time I've ever found myself defending religion 
in any way, shape, or form. It feels odd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I guess it's just coincidence that your points are identical to the ones 
promoted by the Discovery Institute and Ben Stein's 'Expelled'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480321 30434 759 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 12:03:19pm  



 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not science, and it does not belong in a science 
classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480378 30434 762 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 12:20:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/761/5480365" target=_blank>#761</A> psaturn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither does evolutionism on a macro scale...the idea of Common Descent from 
a single source of life. It is not science. Not "supportable" according to 
strict scientific protocols.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again. You're distorting/misrepresenting the terms, and this is 
why I told you before that it's not productive to discuss this with 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480531 30434 774 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 1:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/5480524" target=_blank>#772</A> psaturn</EM></P> 
<P>Non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480568 30434 776 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 1:18:54pm  
 
<P>More non sequiturs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481250 30434 784 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 4:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/5481194" target=_blank>#783</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Third, as a scientist, I'm no more disturbed by debates in the classroom 
about creation vs evolution, than debates over alternatives to Big 
Bang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a scientist? What field of study?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477672 30435 163 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 5:56:45pm  
 
<P>I'll just remind everyone that a favorite pastime of the left is to take 
comments out of context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477733 30435 189 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:09:46pm  
 
<P>Since some people aren't pleased when comments are deleted because they might 
be taken out of context, I'll extend my usual advice:</P> 
<P>Start a Blogspot blog (it takes 10 minutes at the most), and then you can get 
all the glory and all the credit for those comments you think I should have 
allowed you to post at LGF.</P> 
<P>Win-win!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05477767 30435 191 Charles Sat, Jun 21, 2008 6:17:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/5477733" target=_blank>#189</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I just favorited my own comment, so I can paste it in when I need it 
again.</P> 
<P>Which I will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480208 30440 25 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 11:26:48am  
 
<P>I added a photo of the student's burned arm, also from the Mt Vernon 
News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480305 30440 98 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 11:58:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #94 huckfunn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the teacher's don't understand, how can we expect the students to get 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe teaching "intelligent design" will help.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480423 30440 193 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 12:36:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the link, lots of articles about people "rallying to the support" of this 
professor. What clueless idiots.</P> 
<P>Even if you agree with this professor's religious beliefs and his views on 
"intelligent design," what he did is simply indefensible. He turned his 
classroom into Sunday school. Aren't there churches for that?</P> 
<P>And burning a cross on a student's arm...good grief. Are these people 
"rallying to his support" cool with branding children?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's an article that mentions who some of those people are: <A 
href="http://cafephilos.wordpress.com/2008/06/20/the-firing-of-john-freshwater/" 
target=_blank>The Firing of John Freshwater</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently among his most ardent supporters are the members of a local 
Christian group that calls itself "Minutemen United", and who envision 
themselves as existing "... to wage war against a culture of God-
haters".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480452 30440 219 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 12:44:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 2by2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the looks of <A 
href="http://cafephilos.files.wordpress.com/2008/06/freshwater500.jpg" 
target=_blank>these people</A> I would advise the family of the branded kid to 
move somewhere else. - Just to be on the safe side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just the people to teach the kids of America!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480476 30440 241 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 12:50:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #228 EC Marm</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Following the timeline of the story, the "Minutemen United" were only 
supporting the right of the teacher to have his own personal Bible on his desk. 
The allegations of abuse came later. I can not see that they supported that 
abuse in any way.I'm not so sure that a teacher of any faith has the "right" to 
keep personal religious items on his desk in a public school. It might be an 
interesting case for a court to decide.But this 'teacher' is a [deleted] up and 
needs to flip burgers for the next couple of decades.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Call me old-fashioned, a liberal, whatever. But the concept of a Christian 
militia just doesn't really make me a happy lizard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480600 30440 348 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 1:29:21pm  
 
<P>This article is quite an eye-opener on this case:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cafephilos.wordpress.com/2008/06/20/the-firing-of-
john-freshwater/" target=_blank>cafephilos.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yesterday’s report reveals Mr. Freshwater has a long history of complaints 
against him — all of which have been more or less ignored until the most recent 
ones. John Freshwater has taught at Mount Vernon Middle School for 21 years. For 
at least the past 11 years, he has been the subject of numerous complaints 
lodged against him by his fellow teachers, his students, and their parents.</P> 
<P>His colleagues over at the high school, for instance, claim his teaching of 
evolution is so flawed they are forced to re-teach the subject to his students 
when they get into high school. It has also come out that Mr. Freshwater has 
been told on at least several occasions to change his behavior, but has refused 
to do so. Only now, years after the complaints first started coming in, has 
anything been done about them.</P> 
<P>Today, Friday, the School Board “...unanimously passed a resolution of intent 
to consider the termination of [Mr. Freshwater's] teaching contract. “Board 
president Ian Watson said the board will proceed with termination at its meeting 
on July 7, unless Freshwater files a written request for a hearing within 10 
days of receiving notice of the board’s intent to fire him.”</P> 
<P>Yet even before today’s School Board news, Mr. Freshwater’s friends were 
aiming to payback the Board. The melodramatic Minutemen United group earlier 
this week launched a <A 
href="http://www.mountvernonnews.com/local/08/06/20/minutemen_recall.html" 
target=_blank>drive to recall</A> the School Board. Although the drive does not 
seem to have much chance of succeeding, it might indicate just how hot tempers 
are in Mount Vernon these days.</P> 
<P>Minutemen United was founded by <A href="http://tinyurl.com/6eqgdy" 
target=_blank>David Daubenmire</A>, a man who was himself sued by the ACLU in 
1999 for leading the high school football team he coached in prayer. Mr. 
Daubenmire is a close friend of Mr. Freshwater and has called the accusations 
against him a “witch hunt”. <A 
href="http://abcnews.go.com/TheLaw/Story?id=5214063&amp;page=2" 
target=_blank>Mr. Daubenmire has said</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>The science experiment [the alleged burning of the student] took 
place in December, and the parents did not go to the police and didn’t file a 
criminal complaint. It was not until April, when John Freshwater refused to 
remove his Bible, that the school board rapidly made the decision to accuse him 
of things and then go back and find evidence.  
<P>With the exception of the science experiment, John Freshwater is teaching the 
beliefs and values that the majority of people in this community agree with. The 
only thing the On Call report found is evidence that Mr. Freshwater is a 
Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So, Mr. Daubenmire is still trying to spin the story as merely about John 
Freshwater displaying a Bible.</P> 
<P>There is much more to this story than I have the space for — so I have 
provided references and further reading at the end of this post. It occurs to 
me, however, that we have here one instance of what’s going on in many hundreds 
— even thousands — of science classrooms across the country. Teachers entrusted 
to teach science are instead teaching creationism and intelligent 
design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480720 30440 453 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 1:56:31pm  
 
<P>The teacher's close friend, <A href="http://tinyurl.com/6eqgdy" 
target=_blank>David Daubenmire</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480751 30440 473 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 2:02:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #462 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you find the man objectionable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Objectionable" isn't the word I'd use. He's obviously on the far end of 
extreme in his views.</P> 
<P>But it does reveal a lot about what's behind this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05480790 30440 492 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 2:10:34pm  
 
<P>It's coming back to me now - Daubenmire was one of the people pushing the 
Terry Schiavo craziness.</P> 
<P>And he's an anti-pornography activist whose 24-year old son was convicted of 
possessing child porn.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/1791954/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481041 30440 574 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 3:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #569 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a synopsis of one of the vids Dauber's promoting in his side 
bar:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. A full-blown kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481066 30440 579 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 3:20:00pm  
 
<P>Why are we yelling at each other about FGM in this topic, 
anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481090 30440 584 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 3:24:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/5481025" target=_blank>#569</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Secret Mysteries of America's Beginnings,Volume II</P> 



<P>Embark upon this incredible journey as Riddles interviews experts on both 
sides of a heated debate. Watch as Freemason apologists defend some of the most 
direct and hard-hitting questions concerning the influence of Masonry in 
America, and its symbolism in Washington D.C. Alongside them are leading 
researchers who maintain that occult architecture permeates the city, and 
conceals a secret agenda.</P> 
<P>Was D.C. laid out according to the pattern of the stars? Is there really a 
pentagram in the street layout north of the White House? Does a Masonic square 
and compass extend from the Capitol building to the Washington Monument? And why 
is the city filled with zodiac symbols, mysterious faces, and various god and 
goddess images? If America was founded as a Christian nation only, where are the 
images of Jesus Christ? Or does Washington, D.C. symbolize another Christ, the 
Masonic Christ? Find out, in this bold and sure-to-be controversial 
documentary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freemason conspiracy kooks are some of the most invincible. No one can even 
understand what the hell they're upset about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481099 30440 589 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 3:25:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #587 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His articles get posted at Stormfront forums as well...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481363 30440 671 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 4:26:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/5481346" target=_blank>#666</A> 
InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<P>I noticed you mentioned in the previous thread that you're a scientist. What 
field of study?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481608 30440 714 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 5:28:04pm  
 
<P>Don't mind me, I'm just over here noticing a non-response. From someone who 
was asked a direct question, hint.</P> 
<P>My BS detector is beeping so loud it's hard to focus on how to cook this 
fresh salmon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05481743 30440 732 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 5:58:21pm  
 
<P>That beeping just keeps getting louder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05482152 30440 784 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 7:37:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #765 InternationalObserver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several. But we're on a public bb and so such details will remain my own 
business. Suffice it to say I have no love for religion. But l have no love for 
rap music either, yet I tolerate those who do. The same goes for the religious - 
I belive in tolerating them, within reason.</P> 
<P>Mis-directed words about scientific theories may be within reason. Bombings 
are not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05482155 30440 785 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 7:39:07pm  
 
<P>You're a phony, through and through. I don't know what kind of game you're 
playing here, but I'm tired of it.</P> 
<P>All three of your accounts are blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05482399 30444 470 Charles Sun, Jun 22, 2008 8:42:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/5482383" target=_blank>#465</A> Kepler 
Sings</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sin came into the world through one man, it can be taken out by one man. That 
is an ironclad doctrine, your whole faith stands or falls on that one point. 
Christian or Jew. For the Christian the Savior already came and took that sin 
away to those that believe. For the Jew he is yet to come but he will do the 
same thing...take away the sin nature of man. To allow evolution as part of your 
belief system destroys your faith that only God can deliver us from this nature. 
And once that is done you will then rely on false and man made religions to try 
to do what only Christ can do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh kay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483489 30444 655 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 7:23:10am  
 
<P>That's enough craziness from 'Kepler Sings'. That comment about "quit using 
the holocaust" is the last straw for this caveman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483578 30444 662 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 7:53:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #661 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, something seems to be slowing the site down this morning. I don't know if 
it is the connection, or the site, but I don't seem to be having problems with 
most of the other places I go in the morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Must be somewhere in your network connections -- the servers are running 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484343 30444 689 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 10:56:51am  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484372 30444 691 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 11:04:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #690 Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If a science teacher wants explain the theory of intelligent design as a 
possible cause for the universe, there is nothing wrong with that as long as it 
is explained as theory. Likewise, if a science teacher wants explain the theory 
of evolution (which, of course, is not a theory explaining the original cause of 



the universe or anything in it), there is nothing wrong with that as long as it 
is explained as theory.</P> 
<P>Reading the various panicked posts connected with this story (which is really 
not all that significant), its hard not to get the sense that the real fanatics 
are the evolution faithful. Calm down, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that one of these things (the theory of evolution) is a 
scientific theory, and the other ("intelligent design") is a religious agenda 
being pushed into science classes where it does not belong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484714 30444 697 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 2:18:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/5484555" target=_blank>#695</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<P>The problem, again, is that there is no such thing as "ID theory." If 
teachers tell their students about ID in a science class, they are teaching 
their students religion, not science -- and the type of religion they're 
teaching is a deceptive agenda promoted mainly by organizations like the 
Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not a scientific theory, it's a political 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484845 30444 702 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 2:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/5484815" target=_blank>#700</A> George 
guy</EM></P> 
<P>This sounds like a slight variation on the "Haldane's Dilemma" fallacy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CB/CB121.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483892 30446 919 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 9:21:33am  
 
<P>You owe everyone an apology for that. And you're very lucky I didn't block 
your account before I received email apologizing. But that was way past being 
cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483926 30446 921 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 9:26:36am  
 
<P>In fact, you don't just owe an apology -- if you don't post one, I'm still 
going to block your account. I might do it anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483934 30446 923 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 9:27:37am  
 
<P>OK, but you need to be extremely clear that if I delete a comment, you don't 
get to repost it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483642 30447 39 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 8:14:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080621/ap_on_re_us/out_of_control" 
target=_blank>this</A> could be a comedy routine in some alternative universe. 



In ours, it's considered an AP news report about on the woes facing the 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they're trying to make it hard for me to resist linking to them. I 
saw it Saturday; the AP outdid themselves with that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483646 30447 42 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 8:16:10am  
 
<P>By the way, this is not a place where you're going to speak ill of the dead. 
Insist on it and I'll click a button, and you'll lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483699 30447 81 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 8:30:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #60 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Egads. I'm rather dismayed to see <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pow5_UYKaJ8&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>this clip of Carlin lending (somewhat) credence to 
Trooferism</A>.</P> 
<P>I liked his comedy. But he definitely had some, ah, bad ideas, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that a while back; he was definitely cynical about government, but I 
don't think he really was a Troofer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483706 30447 88 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 8:32:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #77 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, there are exceptions to that rule. For instance, I've got my piss-
on-grave Happy Dance all planned out for the day that Nasrallah buys the 
farm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every rule has exceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483710 30447 92 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 8:33:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 sirsurfalot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles. I have to disagree with you on this matter.If the shoe fits, 
too bad. If a person is a murderer or whateverand they are dead, I will say what 
fits. I will not judge them,as they will surely be judged by someone far 
superior than I.Again, I side with Voltaire who said, "I disapprove of what you 
say,but I will defend to the death your right to say it".This political correct 
madness must stop.Long live free speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so start your own blog. It takes five minutes. It's free. Bam, there's 
your free speech.</P> 
<P>Speak ill of the dead at my blog and you'll lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487193 30447 281 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:08:29am  
 
<P>I posted this above, near the beginning of the thread:</P> 



<P>By the way, this is not a place where you're going to speak ill of the dead. 
Insist on it and I'll click a button, and you'll lose your account.</P> 
<P>I was not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05489944 30447 287 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 6:01:37pm  
 
<P>Anyone else want to lose their LGF account over this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483902 30448 27 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 9:22:55am  
 
<P>There's so much of this kind of stuff at that web site. There's absolutely no 
way they'll ever clean it up. It's completely out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05483985 30448 89 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 9:33:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, we will know Obama by those who support him. And we can see at 
MyBarackObama who supports Obama.</P> 
<P>But, should we expect less, considering that many of the same who post at 
MyBarackObama are from the Daily Kos, where Markos "Screw Them" Moulitsas lets 
this stuff run rampent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484561 30451 58 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 12:03:17pm  
 
<P>We're having some kind of issue with the database server. Have a support 
ticket in to Hosting Matters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484800 30452 176 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 2:38:27pm  
 
<P>Today I've been getting pissed off emails, and emails from people saying 
they'll pray for me, and emails demanding that I immediately delete their 
accounts. The tone ranges from "angry caveman" (a recently banned YEC) to people 
who seem honestly disappointed in me for not living up to their image. All 
because I think science should be taught in science classrooms.</P> 
<P>Oh well. All in a day's grind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484857 30452 219 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 2:52:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #181 Honorary Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're still at it in the last ID Teacher thead from yesterday.</P> 
<P>/Ding, Ding goes the Trolley.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They never stop. I'll give creationists that, they're very 
persistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484889 30452 242 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 3:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #230 chukardog</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting to see how Mysql does now that Sun bought them. Charles, was it a 
hardware issue or a DB/software issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like it might have been just some huge system logs that needed 
zapping, dragging down the system. Not a MySQL problem -- an overall server 
problem. I believe we have it sorted now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484909 30452 258 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 3:07:11pm  
 
 
 
<P><SUB>(I'm glad a couple of those nuts were flushed out of their shells, by 
the way.)</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05484938 30452 285 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 3:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #270 BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok no one asked who were they?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not talking about anyone who still has an account.</P> 
<P><SUB>(A fanatic, a fraud, and a phony.)</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485170 30452 478 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 4:27:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #26 Nemo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MYSql is a very good dbms; ever give postgresql a try though? Both are great 
for the price but considering the traffic and data served up from your site, I 
wonder how performance would compare? From what I understand, Postgresql handles 
concurrency better. But I am unfamiliar with PHP support with it. For what that 
is worth. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did look into postgresql, but I liked MySQL's feature set better. Plus, 
there's a lot more info online and in books for MySQL. Now that I've figured out 
how to tune the server, I'm really pleased with MySQL's 
performance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485239 30452 538 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 4:53:28pm  
 
<P>For those interested: there were some bloated log files in both the Apache 
and MySQL server directories, and also a whole lot of meaningless session files. 
We cleaned them out ("cat /dev/null &gt; *_log" does it quick) and restarted 
Apache and MySQL, and things are better again.</P> 
<P>Sort of a case of hamster constipation, you might say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485241 30452 539 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 4:55:18pm  
 
<P>Don't tell me there are still YECs in that last science teacher 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485310 30452 570 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 5:22:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #552 G'day Mate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a former member of the Australian armed forces and the grand son of a man 
who proudly served alongside the US military in the Pacific during WW2, I cannot 
properly articulate the rage I feel inside of me about the content of this 
video.</P> 
<P>It is one of the most sickening things I have ever seen.</P> 
<P>To all Americans I would say that if this is representative of leftists in 
your country, you are doomed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Crook is a twisted little person who's well-known for these kinds of 
stunts. A weasel with mental problems, and a pathological need for attention. 
Linking to him and talking about him is what he wants. Just 
sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487159 30453 150 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:00:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/5485476" target=_blank>#98</A> 
arminiusteuton</EM></P> 
<P>Being offensive <EM>and</EM> stupid is a great way to lose your LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487644 30453 152 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 8:26:50am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/5485476" target=_blank>#98</A> 
arminiusteuton</EM></P> 
<P>It was pointed out to me that this is a quote from South Park (I missed that 
episode) - so I restored your account. Didn't mean to jump the gun, but I've had 
to ban people recently for posting things like that in all 
seriousness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485408 30454 11 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 5:42:15pm  
 
<P>I wonder which bot this was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485508 30455 12 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 6:10:21pm  
 
<P><SUB>sss...</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485575 30455 62 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 6:21:26pm  
 
<P>Only 15 hatchlings so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485584 30455 68 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 6:22:59pm  
 
<P>The door is closing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05485597 30455 76 Charles Mon, Jun 23, 2008 6:25:37pm  
 



<P>Eighteen hatchlings tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487265 30457 52 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:22:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Pet peeve: The actual Neville Chamberlain quote was "peace 
<STRONG>for</STRONG> our time"]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, but ya gotta go with what people know...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487291 30457 74 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:27:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO, CHARLES, NO! <STRONG>NEVER</STRONG> encourage ignorance. If what people 
know is wrong, correct them. Words matter so much...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree completely, especially when it comes to important topics like the 
"intelligent design" hoax. <SUB>cough</SUB></P> 
<P>But when it's a well-known phrase, I'd spend more time dealing with people 
trying to "correct" the correct version than it's worth, just to make a simple 
point in a headline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487314 30457 96 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:34:16am  
 
<P>I don't know ...</P> 
<P>"Peace In Our Time Called Off (Note: The Correct Phrase is 'Peace For Our 
Time')"...</P> 
<P>...just doesn't have the same ring to it..</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05487433 30458 21 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 7:55:17am  
 
<P>The best part of this story is that they are completely oblivious to the many 
levels of irony.</P> 
<P>Not even a hint of awareness. Big expensive, professional web site, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05489577 30464 15 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 4:48:52pm  
 
<P>Notice - in this version we're looking up the eagle's ass.</P> 
<P>And it has the ring of stars from the real Seal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05489658 30464 82 Charles Tue, Jun 24, 2008 5:02:21pm  
 
<P>This is interesting - because from a web design standpoint, there's no reason 
at all to put an image in that area; it's only going to be quickly covered up by 
the page content. A rather complex background image like that adds significantly 
to the page download time and the bandwidth. It just doesn't make a lot of 
sense, unless it's for a purpose.</P> 
<P>Are they <EM>really</EM> going for a subliminal effect?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05491908 30466 170 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 10:37:54am  
 
<P>We're still having some server issues here...</P> 
<P>Working on it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05491976 30466 235 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 10:55:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 TimeQuake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My computer had to be worked on by professionals...twice, in one week.</P> 
<P>Now I am unable to access LGF new comments (it reloads the page), show top 
rated links (grayed out), left sidebar green links all just reload the page, 
click on any comment for who rated it and the front page loads. This applies to 
only Firefox. I can get it to work in IE7 but I don't care for IE7, it crashes a 
lot and takes a long time to load.</P> 
<P>Any suggestions for Firefox?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are all symptoms of Javascript being disabled. Check the Firefox 
settings for Javascript -- it has to be turned on or those features won't 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05492043 30466 300 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 11:11:02am  
 
<P>Wow. This comment at Fark shows that when facts and reality get too 
uncomfortable, they just make up stories.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>danlpoon: What is "LGF"? I know KOS. What' LGF?</P> 
<P>It's a blog dedicated to arguing that all Muslims are evil. There are several 
Muslim-bashing sites like that on the web, and the guy who runs LGF was 
embarassed a couple of years ago when he was invited to a conference hosted by a 
Muslim basher who was supposedly tied to Neo-Nazis. Since then, LGF has postured 
itself as anti-Muslim, but not anti-Semitic.</P> 
<P>LGF gained notoriety a couple of years ago when a major GOP insider who 
happened to post on the site argued that the documents relied upon in a CBS 
report on Bush's military records appeared fake. Despite the fact that a 
Washington insider posting on a blog published the story, conservative bloggers 
held it out as a major example of "people power" against the 
"MSM."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen lefties make up weird stories before, but this one takes the 
cake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493043 30466 392 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 2:23:28pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #97 uncleFuzzy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As much and I enjoyed the seal being clubbed by Obama, after looking at the 
FARK page I see the first poster provides three examples where a Republican 
organization (the National Republican Senatorial Committee) has used similar 
iconography.</P> 
<P>Here is a <A href="http://www.nrsc.org/membership/" target=_blank>link</A> to 
the images if you choose to not visit FARK.</P> 



<P>I'm only posting this in search for answers and I trust the lizards to give 
me the reason why there is a difference. Like Dennis Prager is prone to say, I 
prefer clarity to agreement. And I don't want to be a hypocrite.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference, obviously, is that one is a candidate for the President of 
the United States, the others are organizations related to the office. It's not 
presumptuous for groups that have functions related to the presidency to use 
similar imagery.</P> 
<P>The arrogance factor enters in when a <EM>presidential candidate</EM> uses 
the imagery inappropriately.</P> 
<P>Everyone knows it's inappropriate, and the Obama campaign dropped it for that 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05492414 30468 11 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 12:14:18pm  
 
<P>Link is fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05492687 30469 54 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 1:21:00pm  
 
<P>What this really shows is that the people of LA are fed up with government 
corruption. This issue isn't huge by itself -- but it's a last straw kind of 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05492931 30470 75 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 2:00:50pm  
 
<P>Hey, I'm about to buy a cheap comfort bike I can use for local errands and 
not be too upset if somebody cuts the cable and lifts it. Looking at the Schwinn 
Voyageur right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493023 30470 125 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 2:17:10pm  
 
<P>zombie: you should call Comcast and ask them if your bandwidth is being 
throttled. It probably is. I'm sure the SF area has a lot of P2P going 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493165 30470 146 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 2:56:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/5493086" target=_blank>#140</A> U.S.S. 
Nixon</EM></P> 
<P>You're at the wrong blog. I suggest you go to Blogspot.com, open an account, 
and set up your own blog. Only takes five minutes. Then you can get all the 
credit for writing about who you hate, and why.</P> 
<P>Because you can't post here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493338 30470 153 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 3:36:49pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/261/5470183" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493342 30470 154 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 3:38:06pm  



 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/252/5469953" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493566 30470 161 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 4:56:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #160 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a combination of factors that hurt me, though, including my own lack 
of business skills. I used to be quite a Schwinn-o-phile. I still have my 
Anniversary-year-issue [1995] Schwinn mountain bike, which I use now as you are 
planning to do with your new acquisition.</P> 
<P>The alternate I would suggest as a comparison is a Redline R510 or R520. Test 
ride before you buy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check out the Redline too -- I know what you mean about the mass 
marketing thing. Not many smaller bike stores left in Los Angeles, they've all 
been bought out by Performance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493602 30473 27 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:08:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #24 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>repost from the spinoffs: <A 
href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/Republicans-Democrats-Differ-
Creationism.aspx" target=_blank>Republicans, Democrats Differ on 
Creationism</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493681 30473 79 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 LoFlyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! Still haven't formulated my reply and accidentally posted. I am hoping 
LGF will soon move on to other topics that provide solutions to America's 
problems. Arguing about creationism does not help our country one bit. Providing 
evidence of fraudulent documents pertaining to US presidential elections and 
exposing Islamic jihadist propaganda has greater interest to most LGF'ers than 
creationism.</P> 
<P>/no links or stats to support my claim, just gut feeling...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Posts on the front page now:</P> 
<P>9/11 Troofers at Obama siteBobby Jindal Pay-Raise ScandalBruce Bawer on 
radical IslamSupreme Court decision on child rape death penaltyBritish neo-
NaziSoCal Islamic Terrorist sentencedOIC pushing to restrict free 
speechPalestinians violate the truce</P> 
<P>... and more.</P> 
<P>Science breakthroughs -- look out! Suddenly everyone is offended! I'm losing 
focus!</P> 
<P>Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493702 30473 97 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:40:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Turkey doesn't believe in evolution because the powerful <A 
href="http://www.harunyahya.com/" target=_blank>Harun Yahya</A> Islamic 
creationism movement is based there.</P> 
<P>If creationism gets a toe-hold in American schools, Harun Yahya will 
definitely ask for equal time to teach <EM>their</EM> version of creationism, 
and all hell will break loose. Can you imagine? Talk about the law of unintended 
consequences -- in an attempt to re-instill a Christian influence in public 
schools, instead we will get a fundamentalist Islamic 
influence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- and this is a particularly sore subject with creationists. 
Skin gets paper thin when the subject is brought up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493709 30473 104 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:42:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #74 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an American thing. <A 
href="http://richarddawkins.net/article,706,Public-Acceptance-of-
Evolution,Science-Magazine-Jon-D-Miller-Eugenie-C-Scott-Shinji-Okamoto" 
target=_blank>Public Acceptance of Evolution</A></P> 
<P>We are at the bottom of the list just edging out the scientific powerhouse of 
Turkey.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depressing. This kind of thing is one reason I'm trying to post more 
interesting science at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493723 30473 117 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:47:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #108 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. Whassup with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493726 30473 120 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:48:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #116 Gordon Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just look at the range of scientific inquiry that the creationists are trying 
to ban out of fear that man is 'playing god': Cloning, stem cell, genetic 
modification, and condom research, just to name a few.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Retreating into ignorance has long-term consequences. It shouldn't be 
encouraged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493757 30473 145 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 5:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #132 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I asked what I meant to be a thoughtful question. It's your blog, of course, 
so do what you'd like. But if you can give an answer in kind, I sure would 
appreciate it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the focus on science and the creationism debate? I thought I'd already 
answered that, several times.</P> 
<P>I would have thought you'd be sympathetic to posts about science. Go 
figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05493777 30473 162 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 6:04:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 Pygmalienation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the OT, but...Does anyone else out there think Human Events is 
getting wackier by the day? They seem to be really pushing the "Buchanan 
Positition" and their E-mails are reaching spamalogical proportions. I must've 
got on their e-mail list a long time aga and it seems to be getting worse 
insofar as having to constantly delete stuff from them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493784 30473 166 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 6:06:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/5493772" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Pygmalienation</EM></P> 
<P>Notice that Human Events is not in our news sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05493864 30473 237 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 6:24:17pm  
 
<P>If you've noticed a certain similarity in the comments by creationists, and 
in the points they keep bringing up, over and over, here's one possible 
explanation:</P> 
<P>Quote mines: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/quotes/mine/project.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05494119 30473 462 Charles Wed, Jun 25, 2008 7:37:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #450 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the Obama birth certificate is forged (no embossed seal), but I also 
think it's probably a setup (just like the whitey tape)</P> 
<P>The real BC will appear after the racist Right Wingers complain. Of course, 
it will have the same info as the forgery.</P> 
<P>Disinformation campaign in high gear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna touch it. Occam's Razor; why would the Obama campaign leak a fake 
document to cover up an issue that isn't even a real issue? Risk getting busted 
distributing a fake document? Just too hard to believe.</P> 
<P>This one smells funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05495653 30473 894 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 8:09:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #884 Alexander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freetoken, ID indeed has teleological implications, but this should be no 
more controversial than Darwinian Evolution, as it too is thought to possess 
metaphysical implications of its own. Moreover, it isn't even correct to equate 
ID with a William Paley re-hash. ID isn't an argument <EM>from</EM>, but 
<EM>to</EM> design. The former is an apologetic, the latter is a matter of 
empirical inquiry already practiced in various fields such as cryptography and 
SETI.</P> 



<P>Salamantis, I've yet to meet the folks at DI, and it will probably be next 
year until I have a chance to. But I've read much of their literature, and they 
do indeed have religious motivations, which they spell out in the appropriate 
venues. If you fault them for having religious sociopolitical motives, do you 
really think organizations such as the NCSE, the MSM, (and indeed much of 
academia) to be completely free of them? Read their published works on ID 
proper, and let me know if you find a single page which relies on extraneous 
religious premisses to actually support their case.</P> 
<P>Overzealous fundamentalists, however, may tack on various particulars of 
their religious tradition to make the generic structure of the ID argument more 
amenable to their particular view of origins. Both the Discovery Institute and 
the Courts recognize this as a seriously flawed way of proceeding. Some think 
this reaction to be opportunistic strategizing on DI's part to try to get 
"creationism in the classroom." I see an attempt to "play by the rules." In 
either case, it's been DI that has had to be on the receiving end of many 
layman's gaffes, and true to form, the MSM will grab hold of only the most 
unflattering caricature of a thing in order to distort public understanding of 
it. <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/06/explore_evolution_textbook_fea.html" 
target=_blank>This is nothing new</A> to fellow lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very deceptive stuff in this post. The Discovery Institute is 
<EM>absolutely</EM> an extreme right-wing religious organization. And they ARE 
following a dishonest agenda to push creationist pseudo-science (repackaged as 
"intelligent design" to make it easier to sell) into science classrooms in 
public schools. These are facts; the DI's religious origins and agenda are very 
well-known, and very well-documented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05495662 30473 895 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 8:11:22am  
 
<P>And I have read some of the papers at the Discovery Institute. They're 
pushing junk science to people who don't know any better, but they aren't 
fooling any real scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05495999 30473 902 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 9:01:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #901 average_guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing drive comments like pitting the faith of the evolution-believer 
versus the faith of the God-believer. One side is willing to admit it is faith-
based and the other scoffs at faith in denial of its own faith-based beliefs. 
This debate has marginalized political conservatives here at LGF and thereby 
weakened our unity, and in the process has proven nothing nor has it converted 
anyone to a change in their faith-based point of view, whichever one it may 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see it very differently. I see one side that is willing to admit it does 
not have all the answers, that states very explicitly (over and over) that 
belief in God does not conflict with respect for science, and that advocates the 
separation of religion from science.</P> 
<P>And I see another side which mocks and scoffs at science, denies reality, 
takes offense, and advocates the violation of the constitution's Establishment 
Clause.</P> 
<P>If you're a real conservative, that last part is a deal-breaker.</P> 
<P>It's especially ironic that those posting anti-science comments are doing it 
using incredibly powerful personal computers, connected to a world-wide network, 



in homes and communities that could not exist without the science they 
scorn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05496065 30473 907 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 9:15:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/903/5496017" target=_blank>#903</A> 
right_wired</EM></P> 
<P>What is all this? Who do you think you're going to fool by dumping a bunch of 
unrelated quotes that sound vaguely scientific, then linking to a creationist 
article?</P> 
<P>Why do creationists always do this kind of silly stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05496206 30473 916 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 9:37:51am  
 
<P>Here's an interesting look at the tactics used by one of the main ID shills, 
Michael Behe:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bostonreview.net/BR22.1/coyne.html" 
target=_blank>bostonreview.net...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am painfully and personally acquainted with Behe's penchant for fiddling 
with quotations. On page 29 of Darwin's Black Box he writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jerry Coyne, of the Department of Ecology and Evolution at the University of 
Chicago, arrives at an unanticipated verdict: "We conclude--unexpectedly--that 
there is little evidence for the neo-Darwinian view: its theoretical foundations 
and the experimental evidence supporting it are weak."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently I am one of those faint-hearted biologists who see the errors of 
Darwinism but cannot admit it. This was news to me. I am surely numbered among 
the more orthodox evolutionists, and hardly see our field as fatally flawed. The 
paper in question (actually by Allen Orr and myself) addresses a technical 
debate among evolutionists: are adaptations based on a lot of small genetic 
mutations (the traditional neo-Darwinian view), a few big mutations, or some 
mixture of the two? We concluded that although there was not much evidence one 
way or the other, there were indications that mutations of large effect might 
occasionally be important. Our paper cast no doubt whatever on the existence of 
evolution or the ability of natural selection to explain adaptations.</P> 
<P>I went back to see exactly what Orr and I had written. It turns out that, in 
the middle of our sentence, Behe found a period that wasn't there. Here's the 
full citation, placed in its context:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although a few biologists have suggested an evolutionary role for mutations 
or large effect (Gould 1980; Maynard Smith 1983: Gottlieb, 1984; Turner, 1985), 
the neo-Darwinian view has largely triumphed, and the genetic basis of 
adaptation now receives little attention. Indeed, the question is considered so 
dead that few may know the evidence responsible for its demise.</P> 
<P>Here we review this evidence. We conclude--unexpectedly--that there is little 
evidence for the neo-Darwinian view: its theoretical foundations and the 
experimental evidence supporting it are weak, and there is no doubt that 
mutations of large effect are sometimes important in adaptation.</P> 
<P>We hasten to add, however, that we are not "macromutationists" who believe 
that adaptations are nearly always based on major genes. The neo-Darwinian view 
could well be correct. It is almost certainly true, however, that some 
adaptations involve many genes of small effect and others involve major genes. 
The question we address is, How often does adaptation involve a major gene? We 



hope to encourage evolutionists to reexamine this neglected question and to 
provide the evidence to settle it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By inserting the period (and removing the sentence from its neighbors), Behe 
has twisted our meaning. Our discussion of one aspect of Darwinism--the relative 
size of adaptive mutations--has suddenly become a critique of the entire 
Darwinian enterprise. This is not sloppy scholarship, but deliberate 
distortion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05496588 30473 922 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 11:11:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/920/5496568" target=_blank>#920</A> REDSTATE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I implore you, for the sake of unity in the land of LGF, please stop 
these divisive threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to have found the one topic that conservatives will disagree on and 
made it your mission to drive the wedge as deep as possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny you should mention a <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>Wedge 
Strategy</A> -- because there is such a thing; it's the creationist agenda to 
violate the Establishment Clause and teach religion as science.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the life of me, I don't know why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you must be ignoring post after post and comment after comment in which 
I've explained very clearly why I think this is an important 
topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497805 30473 932 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 4:56:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/931/5497784" target=_blank>#931</A> REDSTATE</EM></P> 
<P>More thin-skinned nonsense.</P> 
<P>I have never "attacked the beliefs of those who have faith in God," not once. 
I've gone out of my way to state over and over that belief in God has nothing to 
do with the scientific method, or science in general. There is no conflict. You 
can hold both of these concepts in your head at once.</P> 
<P>But you just don't want to hear it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497812 30473 934 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 5:01:53pm  
 
<P>"Intelligent design" as it's being pushed by the Discovery Institute is 
repackaged creationism. The claim that it isn't, that it's some new form of 
scientific research that, uh, doesn't actually have to be scientific research, 
is propaganda promoted by the Discovery Institute. They're trying to foist off 
all kinds of pseudo-science now, because the term creationism is so thoroughly 
discredited.</P> 
<P>They simply reframed the issue, just like the leftists at Daily Kos 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05496860 30479 48 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 12:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>By the way, it should be needless to say that isolating this single example 
of selective quotation and distortion from Behe's work is also probably a 
distortion. Are you all going to judge all of his work on the basis of this 
single example? Surely not.</P> 
<P>That said, he's being called out and should address it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a pretty well-documented creationist tactic, and this is far from the 
only example of it. There's actually a project to keep track of all the 
distortions:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/quotes/mine/project.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497298 30479 276 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 2:18:54pm  
 
<P>I'm destroying scientific thought, all by myself?</P> 
<P>Wow. Not bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497313 30479 286 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 2:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #255 rgranger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, WTF? 235 posts and where the heck is that Linux hack?You can't just 
lure a nerd in and then just expose him to God and Apes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, the hack? It ended up being this:</P> 
<P>find /tmp -maxdepth 1 -cmin +60 -name '*.wrk' %P% xargs rm -f</P> 
<P>I'm not even sure how I got from that to the Michael Behe article, except 
that I was probably on my usual mission to destroy scientific 
thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497360 30479 311 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 2:29:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/5497354" target=_blank>#308</A> 
Alexander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To pretend the Establishment Orthodoxy is somehow pristine in its own 
distortions would be laughable if it weren't so pernicious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be laughable, if anyone were actually doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497773 30479 386 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 4:37:28pm  
 
<P>The copy 'n paste brigade is back, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497943 30479 434 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 6:02:23pm  
 
<P>Belief in evolution does not preclude belief in God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497948 30479 436 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 6:02:52pm  
 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05497952 30479 437 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 6:03:41pm  



 
<P>Do not trust those who try to insist otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05498035 30479 455 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 6:28:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/5496977" target=_blank>#144</A> Trelane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now the Bell Curve is suspect?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just realized what your purpose is here -- and you'll have to post about this 
stuff somewhere else, because you aren't welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05498515 30479 477 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 7:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/5498499" target=_blank>#476</A> 
SayeretMatkal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is how scientific thought is stuttered and inevitably 
ruined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I did not know that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05498990 30479 489 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:21:07pm  
 
<P>You creationists are really turning in a pathetic whining performance 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499004 30479 492 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/5498996" target=_blank>#491</A> johnny 100 
pesos</EM></P> 
<P>Michael Behe's work is fraudulent and bogus in so many ways, this article 
doesn't even scratch the surface.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499026 30479 495 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:34:42pm  
 
<P>There's really only so much of this stuff I'm willing to put up with. The 
fanatics are bad enough, but even worse are the sneaky 
propagandists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499043 30479 498 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #497 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, why do you care what brings this blog together when you have only 
contributed 18 comments? It's obvious you are here on a singular 
agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how many of these people have popped out of the 
woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499052 30479 499 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:44:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #496 Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For anyone interested in a more moderate view of the evolution/intelligent 
design debate I'd recommend <A 
href="http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/wood200508090808.asp" 
target=_blank>Peter Wood's article in National Review Online.</A></P> 
<P>He argues for a "middle ground"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peter Wood is yet another shill for the creationist viewpoint. His so-called 
middle ground is the same middle ground as every other creationist -- it entails 
violating the Establishment Clause and teaching religion as 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499056 30479 501 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:47:26pm  
 
<P>There's another one. Registered since February and this is the first 
comment.</P> 
<P>Why do creationists always demand that everyone run around and prove things 
to them, when they obviously couldn't care less about the 
answers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499076 30479 505 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:54:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #504 justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>right_wired went a tear earlier on <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30473_Science-
_More_Transitional_Fossils_Discovered/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>Science: 
More Transitional Fossils Discovered</A>. Saw it in LGF Spy. What, 
<STRONG>dozens</STRONG> of -1 ratings? I don't think I'm exagge<EM>rating</EM>, 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not exaggerating. But it's the last time that one will do 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499081 30479 506 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:55:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #503 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tonight is the most by far and it's obvious they are registering for a 
singular purpose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty clear that some kind of word has gone out to spam the living crap 
out of LGF with this creationist hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499875 30479 520 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 8:45:22am  
 
<P>Just got email from someone who informed me that they're going to make it 
their personal mission to "work the phones with supporters" to inform "key 
conservative sites and radio shows" that LGF and Hot Air are "Jindal hate 
sites."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499925 30479 527 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 8:56:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #516 DixieLou</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those were my thoughts exactly as I read Richard Dawkins' The God Delusion 
and noted how he altered quotations by John Adams. That was a totally shameless 
and fraudulent piece of work.</P> 
<P>It is almost as if this is standard practice by those who write on the 
subject of God vs Darwin. Curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More creationist talking points. I'm not a huge fan of Dawkins, but he did 
not alter any quotes by John Adams.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499992 30479 531 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 9:11:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #529 Vikingstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can make a case (and people other than the much-ridiculed Ben Stein have) 
that evolutionary theories were misused by eugenicists and others, and that 
those people in turn influenced Nazism; can you make an equivelent case of 
similar abuse on the part of proponents of ID?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stein goes much farther than this -- he says explicitly that the theory of 
evolution was a direct cause of the Holocaust. He doesn't simply maintain that 
it was "misused." He's on video saying, "Science leads to killing 
people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500160 30479 535 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 9:46:52am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/5500067" target=_blank>#533</A> 
Vikingstar</EM></P> 
<P>I think you made a rather convoluted argument that Coyne took Behe out of 
context; I don't agree. I find Coyne's explanation much more persuasive than 
yours.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, what Behe did is not a small matter or open to quibbling. 
He not only took the quote out of context, he changed it by inserting a period, 
and reversed the meaning to shore up one of the misdirections in his 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500272 30479 541 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 10:14:43am  
 
<P>I know we had several people previously trying to water down or apologize for 
Ben Stein's 'Expelled,' but here are Stein's own words about how he feels on the 
subject--along with the words of scientists he misquoted in the film: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2007/09/27/science/27expelled.html?ex=1348545600&am
p;en=3f8364d3cb9a547a&amp;ei=5090&amp;partner=rssuserland&amp;emc=rss&amp;pagewa
nted=all" target=_blank>Scientists Feel Miscast in Film on Life’s 
Origin</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said he also believed the theory of evolution leads to racism and 
ultimately genocide, an idea common among creationist thinkers. If it were up to 
him, he said, the film would be called “From Darwin to 
Hitler.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500292 30479 542 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 10:20:06am  
 



<P>I don't 'ridicule' Ben Stein, by the way -- as I've said several times I used 
to be a fan. I've linked several of his articles here, and they were great. I 
think he's a good person, and I don't hate him.</P> 
<P>But he's terribly wrong, and 'Expelled' is a Michael Moore film for 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504670 30479 557 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 11:49:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/5504447" target=_blank>#555</A> DixieLou</EM></P> 
<P>I'd agree that the quote was taken out of context. However, you said it was 
"altered," and it wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504676 30479 558 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 11:50:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/5503674" target=_blank>#553</A> Yorzhik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Behe wasn't the one that inserted the period. Charles should show a 
little journalistic integrity and at least read Behe's 
response.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read it. Respect meter still at zero.</P> 
<P>Behe claims his editor did it.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05499062 30482 370 Charles Thu, Jun 26, 2008 10:48:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/5499057" target=_blank>#369</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<P>Psaturn's only purpose in these debates is to obfuscate and confuse the 
issues, and he/she is completely relentless at copying and pasting. I've stopped 
bothering to try with this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500062 30482 392 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 9:27:58am  
 
<P>I see the creationists are in here too, relentlessly copying and pasting, and 
doing everything possible to claim that if you believe in evolution, you're a 
godless atheist heathen.</P> 
<P>It's hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500002 30485 31 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 9:13:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 dhawken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Alberta Human Rights Council and the Canadian Human Right Council are 
separate entities (akin to state vs federal). The Canadian HRC has dropped its 
case. However, the British Columbia HRC's case still proceeds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500183 30486 71 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 9:50:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey, hey. He's using the "dog that should be shot" thing metaphorically, 
that's perfectly clear. Let's not make this into something it 
isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously right.</P> 
<P>And for what it's worth, I think he has a real point. I know that when McCain 
ended up the nominee, it certainly wasn't the happiest day of <EM>my</EM> 
life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500315 30486 179 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 10:25:01am  
 
<P>Hunter Thompson was running?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05500326 30486 190 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 10:26:52am  
 
<P>I thought there was a strange malaise on the GOP side in this election, where 
nobody seemed to really want the job, not even McCain.</P> 
<P>Can you blame 'em?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501044 30488 31 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 12:21:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 Picayune</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: sent you a Times Picayune article on this topic a few minutes ago. 
Did you receive, cause I received a mail return error from Cox.net? If no, I 
will resend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's the same article -- I just checked the site to see what the 
status of the bill was. This got almost no national coverage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501201 30488 135 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 12:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #62 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Folks, here's a c<A 
href="http://legis.state.la.us/billdata/streamdocument.asp?did=498719" 
target=_blank>opy of the law in question</A>. Also posted to the 
spinoffs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bits about global warming and cloning are just window dressing.</P> 
<P>Although as zombie points out, they're not harmless either. Their inclusion 
makes the political motivations behind this education bill even more 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501232 30488 160 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 12:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 Lizard by the Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta,</P> 
<P>Pro-ID posters are and should be tolerated, so long as they are respectful. 
This is <EM>not</EM> the same as the last big controversy here (the Euro-
racists) in that <EM>their</EM> position was vile and had no place on this (or 
any) conservative blog. ID supporters aren't vile. Just wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree -- however, I won't tolerate people who deliberately propagate 
information that is false (e.g., by dumping quotes from creationist "quote 
mines").</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501264 30488 185 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 12:59:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/5501234" target=_blank>#162</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've pretty much kept my mouth shut about this issue, because I'm of mixed 
minds on it. But you can't possibly mean that it is OK to teach Al Gorism in 
science class but not Creationism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, and I didn't say that. I said that the political motivations of the bill 
are clear, from the subjects it covers. But as lawhawk mentions, when you open 
these kinds of doors the effects can go far beyond just these subjects. This 
bill ends up with <EM>much more</EM> government intrusion into science classes, 
not less, with political groups vying for influence, teachers caught in the 
middle, and kids losing out the most because they're at the end of a chain of 
political bottom feeders.</P> 
<P>It's just a horrible idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501518 30488 382 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 1:48:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #341 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bollocks. I am old enough to remember Sagan, and yes, I read <EM>Cosmos</EM>. 
You are conflating his leaving the door open for religion, with his 
<EM>advocating creationism</EM>. Those are two different things.</P> 
<P>Actually, in <EM>Cosmos</EM>, he wrote: "<A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution_as_theory_and_fact" 
target=_blank>Evolution is a fact, not a theory</A>".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention 'The Demon-Haunted World: Science As a Candle in the Dark,' a 
copy of which I just pulled out of my attic to re-read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501678 30488 497 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 2:23:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #485 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole bill was an invention of the Disco Institute: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/6/26/18920/8497" target=_blank>The 
Discovery Institute, the LA Family Forum, and the "LA Science Education Act" 
UPDATED</A></P> 
<P>There are about 8-9 other bills floating around in other states. The release 
of Ben Stein's <EM>Expelled</EM> was timed to coincide with all these pending 
"Academic Freedom" bills.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a good link. Shows pretty conclusively that the Discovery Institute is 
very much behind this and similar bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05501707 30488 507 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 2:28:31pm  
 
<P>Interesting paragraph: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2008/6/26/18920/8497" target=_blank>The 



Discovery Institute, the LA Family Forum, and the "LA Science Education 
Act</A>."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists are always forced to morph into something less recognizable -- 
and, they hope, less legally vulnerable -- after losses in federal court. 
"Creation science" had morphed into "intelligent design" after the U.S. Supreme 
Court's 1987 <A 
href="http://www.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/historics/USSC_CR_0482_0578_ZS.html" 
target=_blank>Edwards v. Aguillard</A> ruling barred public schools from 
teaching it. However, after Kitzmiller, that term, too, is legally dangerous, so 
DI had to disguise its efforts yet again. Consequently, "intelligent design" 
creationists now shroud ID in multiple alternative identities: "critical 
analysis of evolution," "teaching the controversy," teaching the "strengths and 
weaknesses of evolution," "evidence for and against evolution," and, in the form 
of legislation in Louisiana and five other states this year, "<A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2008/05/19/AR2008051902616.html?wpisrc=newsletter" 
target=_blank>academic freedom</A>." These code terms are instantly recognized 
by DI's supporters as announcements of creationist initiatives. However, the 
local foot soldiers cannot be relied on to stick to the DI terminological 
playbook. Early in the effort, Sen. Nevers <A 
href="http://www.hammondstar.com/articles/2008/04/06/top_stories/9327.txt" 
target=_blank>candidly told a reporter</A> that he introduced the legislation on 
behalf of the LFF because "they believe that scientific data <STRONG>related to 
creationism</STRONG> should be discussed when dealing with Darwin's theory." 
(emphasis added) After some quick spinning for the media (and probably some 
additional coaching), Nevers got back on message.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502169 30488 704 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 5:12:37pm  
 
<P>Here comes the evening shift.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504053 30488 1142 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 8:40:51am  
 
<P>The meltdowns continued all night, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504118 30488 1172 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:01:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1168 michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said that evolution didn't occur, I merely stated that ID should also 
be discussed. They are not necessarily mutually exclusive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is a scientific theory.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is religion.</P> 
<P>Only one of these belongs in a science classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504129 30488 1177 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:03:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1170 doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it is considered very bad manners to suggest that science keep an open 
mind on certain subjects. Any positive consideration of I.D. here is considered 
not only bad manners but a clear and obvious sign of little intelligence or 



education. Because obviously only unintelligent uneducated religious fanatics 
would ever consider that God might have you know created the universe or done so 
using principals other than magic.</P> 
<P>The simple truth is that science is and always has been about the "how" not 
the why. Why the universe and everything exists is the realm of theology, how 
the physics of the universe work is the realm of science. Because science is the 
how, it in theoretical practice seeks to avoid questions that cannot be examined 
under laboratory conditions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The debate has nothing to do with metaphysics, and everything to do with a 
political special interest group working to violate the Establishment 
Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504160 30488 1184 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:14:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1181 michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry Charles, but I disagree. ID is testable and falsifiable and I have 
provided links above to backup my claims. Others don't agree and I respect their 
and your opinion, but if the theory of evolution belongs in the classroom, then 
so does ID.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute has no credibility. Zero. De nada. Every single 
argument they raise to promote their phony, dishonest agenda has been 
conclusively debunked. Their shills have never presented a single paper for peer 
review, except to other Discovery Institute shills who promptly give them 
glowing reviews.</P> 
<P>It's a sham.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504170 30488 1188 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:16:43am  
 
<P>This is what the Discovery Institute is doing, in a document they didn't want 
to be public:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504317 30488 1207 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:51:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1205 freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This topic has elicited from me an unusual amount of posts.</P> 
<P>I think it is a Class A civics issue. One that has the possibility of really 
biting us in the ass if we don't get a handle on it.</P> 
<P>In the near term the problem arises in the Republican party, where the 
Christian social conservatives are driving a wedge between themselves and the so 
called libertarian wing of the party. We saw this in the primaries. We will see 
it again in the general election if the social conservatives become too strident 
in their demands.</P> 
<P>Long term we have all the trappings of chaos... should the Louisiana law 
withstand legal challenges (I doubt if it will, but if it does) I fear what the 
"law of unintended consequences" will bring us.</P> 
<P>I've thought about this issue for almost 30 years, ever since college! 
Normally I don't want to write much here (as long dissertations are boring), but 
there is much to be said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent post -- those are some of the main reasons why I've been posting 
about this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05504339 30488 1213 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 9:55:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1210/5504329" target=_blank>#1210</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just think that rather than outright mocking those who advocate 
ID...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I do that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504360 30488 1218 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 10:01:09am  
 
<P>You know, I just realized I've never had a thread about the Wedge Strategy 
document. It might help if more people were aware of that.</P> 
<P><SUB><EM>Oh nooo...</EM></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504391 30488 1222 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 10:07:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1195/5504224" target=_blank>#1195</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All - I grow weary of all this. I have made my point. You don't have to like 
it, but its law now. You all have a very nice day!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it's law, until it's challenged in court and struck down as 
unconstitutional, which is <EM>very</EM> likely. This isn't the first time 
creationists have tried to slip a bill through the ... uh ... somewhat 
<EM>lax</EM> Louisiana legislature, and it won't be the first time it's 
rejected.</P> 
<P>It IS unconstitutional, and I'm honestly a bit amazed that so many people who 
call themselves "conservatives" are willing to throw the constitution under the 
bus to promote pseudo-science. Gob-smacked, even.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504440 30488 1230 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 10:20:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1227/5504427" target=_blank>#1227</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You ruthlessly mock ID...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've gone over what I've posted, and you know, I just don't see this 
"ruthless mockery."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504539 30488 1257 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 10:59:55am  
 
<P>Because your posts are getting dinged, that means I'm ruthlessly mocking 
you?</P> 
<P>I've been watching the dingers, by the way, and from what I can see, the 
people who are dinging down the pro-ID posts are pretty much the same people who 
are right there in the threads arguing their viewpoints.</P> 
<P>However, the people who are dinging down pro-science posts are very often not 
commenting at all. When I check their accounts, many of them have never posted a 
single comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05508736 30488 1419 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:33:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1414/5507375" target=_blank>#1414</A> 
FinnAgain</EM></P> 
<P>Genesis Park. My goodness. That's a new one to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502270 30490 5 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 5:56:28pm  
 
<P>Oh, and one more thing -- the contact form now uses Ajax to send the email so 
it's quicker and doesn't reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502333 30490 48 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 6:14:49pm  
 
<P>OK, cycling -- I ended up getting last year's Schwinn Voyageur for 'round-
town errands. Good enough that it doesn't feel crummy to ride, but inexpensive 
enough that it won't kill me if somebody steals it when I'm not watching. A jump 
on and ride bike.</P> 
<P>Doing my bit to flip the triangle at the Saudis.</P> 
<P>With a Kryptonite lock and a roomy backpack that holds a 
laptop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502349 30490 63 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 6:19:40pm  
 
<P>Characters? What characters?</P> 
<P>Just a little experiment. All is back to normal now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502368 30490 78 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 6:22:34pm  
 
<P>I admit it. I was double-escaping line feeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502459 30490 152 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 6:48:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 phil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This new menu code does not seem to be working in IE7.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tested it with IE7 and as far as I can tell, there's no problem. Try 
clearing your browser cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05502463 30490 156 Charles Fri, Jun 27, 2008 6:49:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/5502458" target=_blank>#151</A> phil</EM></P> 
<P>I have it open and working in IE7 at this very moment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05504657 30493 37 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 11:44:04am  
 
<P>Yeah, the C minor is pretty heavy stuff indeed. I had to shut it off -- it 
was gothicking me out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05506056 30496 31 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:32:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #25 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admire those who are trying to raise people's awareness of this. Even 
following the discussions in LGF Spy can be grueling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realized that I hadn't posted a thread about the Wedge Strategy yet, even 
though it really is an important source document to understand the forces at 
work behind this whole brouhaha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506072 30496 36 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:37:31pm  
 
<P>I grabbed that Schwinn Voyageur, by the way. Disc brakes and everything for 
about $200. It ain't the lightest bike, but it's good for errands where it 
doesn't make sense to take the road bike with the shoes and the clothes, 
etc.</P> 
<P><SUB>/flipping the bird to saudi arabia, one grocery trip at a 
time</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506083 30496 44 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do we still have monkeys and 
apes?</EM><EM>George Carlin</EM></P> 
<P>Discuss</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is simple - apologies to George - we didn't evolve from monkeys or 
apes. We evolved from ape-like creatures, the primate strain that eventually 
became <EM>Homo Sapiens</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506088 30496 49 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:41:04pm  
 
<P>Classy creationist!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506092 30496 51 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:41:43pm  
 
<P>Usually they just send that stuff in email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506102 30496 60 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:44:21pm  
 
<P>I have lizards on my nutsack?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05506136 30496 89 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/5506118" target=_blank>#72</A> 
xleatherneck</EM></P> 
<P>People might question my credibility? The horror. Why, that's never happened 
before.</P> 
<P>What will I do?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05506147 30496 98 Charles Sat, Jun 28, 2008 5:53:18pm  
 
<P>I just checked, and I'm very happy to announce that I do NOT have lizards on 
my nutsack.</P> 
<P><SUB>another urban legend</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05507967 30496 1112 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 7:45:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1086/5507673" target=_blank>#1086</A> 
Kulhwch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When we click on the link for a post and the post itself appears all by it's 
lonesome in another window, why can't we ding it there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because I haven't gotten around to adding that feature yet. It's on the 
to-do list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508151 30496 1120 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 8:41:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1116 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.jbs.org/search/node/behe" target=_blank>The John Birch 
Society ?'s intelligent design</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508180 30496 1121 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 8:50:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1117 FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://vodkapundit.com/?p=9963" target=_blank>Stephen Green has an 
opinion about it:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I see that there are already people in his comments telling him the 
bill's not a creationist bill, don't worry, just go back to 
sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508441 30500 16 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 10:07:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:I just tried to use the contact form. I allow cookies and Javascript. 
It took me less than 30 seconds to punch in the link, my e-mail addy, and a 
short message. I got a "Too much time elapsed" message.Anyway, I'm sure you've 
seen <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/middle_east/article4232021.ece
" target=_blank>this</A> by now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The time elapsed starts when you load the page -- not when you display the 
form. But hmm. That gives me an idea to improve it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508638 30500 164 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 10:50:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 christheprofessor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Spoil sport. Besides, the .jpg properties indicate it was created 
today...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't mean the picture was shot today, just for the record. Although it 
was.</P> 
<P>I run photos through a utility that scales and crops before uploading, so the 
actual metadata from my camera never gets into the uploaded 
files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508649 30500 172 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 10:55:20am  
 
<P>I just changed the contact form code so that the elapsed time starts every 
time you show the form by clicking the 'Contact' flippy triangle. This should 
help avoid the 'too much time has elapsed' error message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508731 30501 17 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:30:41am  
 
<P>Still getting the errors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508754 30501 30 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:39:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/5508744" target=_blank>#24</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I don't use the YouTube embed code, actually. This error just started this 
morning - something changed on their end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508756 30501 32 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:39:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 Prikolno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This might be interesting for you Charles.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://jeremiahgrossman.blogspot.com/2008/05/crossdomainxml-
invites-cross-site.html" 
target=_blank>jeremiahgrossman.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know. That's why I removed the videos for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508759 30501 35 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:45:45am  
 
<P>One possibility -- IF YouTube has been compromised, which is unlikely but not 
impossible -- is that this is probing for the existence of crossdomain.xml 
files. Those files have to be created specifically on the server by someone with 
permission to do it; we don't have one at LGF. But they're a way to bypass 
certain restrictions on Javascript/Flash access to files hosted on different 
domains. So learning which sites have allowed this kind of permission would be 
very useful info for a hacker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508777 30501 47 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 11:56:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it possible to create dummy crossdomain.xml files that don't do 
anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm no expert on crossdomain.xml files, but I'm learning about them right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508798 30501 62 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 12:03:54pm  
 
<P>Yep, still getting the error. The embedded videos try to access:</P> 
<P>localhost:8881/crossdomain.xml</P> 
<P>and get a 'can't find host' error.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508871 30501 122 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 12:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #69 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A new rant from Pat Condell: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GXzladhscMQ" target=_blank>A secular world 
is a sane world</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, like I'm gonna post something like that with all these bodies 
already bleeding all over the place.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508879 30501 128 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 12:37:58pm  
 
<P>Pat's harsh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05508987 30501 214 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 1:32:42pm  
 
<P>I haven't found any announcements of problems, but I'm still getting those 
errors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512218 30501 401 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 9:30:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 Killian Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/warner-todd-huston/2008/06/29/google-
shuts-down-anti-obama-sites-its-blogger-platform" target=_blank>Google Shuts 
Down Anti-Obama Sites on its Blogger Platform</A></P> 
<P>/do no evil, unless, of course, it helps Lord Obama</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I learned that Larry Johnson is promoting this story, my BS meter 
started beeping. Loudly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509204 30502 20 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 2:34:56pm  
 
<P>So "conservative" now means "creationist?"</P> 
<P>When did that happen? I missed the memo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509460 30502 126 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 3:42:26pm  
 
<P>See, here's the thing -- all you have to do to see what are the most popular 
topics at LGF is look at the tag cloud in the left sidebar.</P> 



<P>The bigger keywords are the ones with more posts on that subject. Notice how 
small 'evolution' and 'intelligent design' are in that cloud. They're teensy! 
Look closely, you might miss them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509477 30502 133 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 3:45:55pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if all the dings had been positive for these threads, some 
would be among the most popular ones posted at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509510 30502 150 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 3:53:06pm  
 
<P>If dramatic exits are supposed to influence me to stop posting on this topic, 
forget it. I've been dramatically exited upon by the best.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509527 30502 157 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 3:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #156 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After that last post, it's time for a repost of this Tom Petty vid...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHJMp5bz9u8" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Also notice how nobody's arguing with me that there are Bircher, Ron Paul, 
and Reconstructionist ties at Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the posts, and there is a noticeable lack of interest in following 
that line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509550 30502 172 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 4:02:26pm  
 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution.</P> 
<P>Belief in evolution does not preclude belief in God.</P> 
<P>Do not trust those who insist otherwise.</P> 
<P>-- From the <EM>Wisdom of Lao Stinky</EM>, Volume IV</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05509913 30502 372 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 5:35:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #369 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The battle rages on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What battle?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05510009 30502 438 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 6:04:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/5509990" target=_blank>#423</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for running those numbers. I think you're really on to something. You 
should write that up and submit it to <EM>Nature</EM> magazine, to show them how 
badly they've gone wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05510035 30502 459 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 6:11:59pm  
 



<P>I hate long goodbyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05510134 30502 515 Charles Sun, Jun 29, 2008 6:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/5510114" target=_blank>#509</A> CDR 
Resser</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, it wasn't me who <A href="/showc/138/5509488" 
target=_blank>wrote</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will simply add LGF to the many parts of the internet that I will not 
visit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05511628 30502 869 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 7:37:43am  
 
<P>The creationists seem to wait for me to go to sleep before they post the 
worst of their hooey.</P> 
<P>Now evolution is 'satanic,' I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05511754 30502 876 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:08:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #874 John3-16</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From The Origin of Species, Chapter VI, "<STRONG>Difficulties of the 
Theory</STRONG>":</P> 
<P>"<EM>Organs of extreme Perfection and Complication</EM>. To suppose that the 
eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting the focus to different 
distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and for the correction of 
spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been formed by natural selection, 
seems, <STRONG>I freely confess, absurd in the highest degree</STRONG>."</P> 
<P>I completely agree with Charles (,heh).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, you really nailed me. I guess I was wrong. My world view is 
destroyed.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05511823 30502 878 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:19:11am  
 
<P>It's a creationist talking point, though; that's why it keeps being parroted 
in these threads:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v16/i4/eye.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512081 30502 889 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 9:05:50am  
 
<P>I've learned that whenever a quote is dumped like that, if you google the 
quote you'll very often find it listed in a creationist quote mine or a DI-
related site.</P> 
<P>"Answers in Genesis" is about as hardcore as a creationist group gets -- it's 
run by an international young earth creationist organization that rejects almost 
all scientific knowledge about the natural universe.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Answers_in_Genesis" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05513303 30502 951 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 1:03:11pm  
 
 
 
<P>We have a true believer here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512804 30509 219 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 11:48:45am  
 
<P>OT: Again I'm getting emails from people about a claim that Google is 
shutting down anti-Obama blogs -- even though one of the main promoters of this 
claim is Larry Johnson's blog.</P> 
<P>Anything from that site should set off very loud beeping from your BS 
detector, especially after the "whitey tape" hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512874 30510 22 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 11:58:23am  
 
<P>Just threw someone under the bus who was going through an old Vlaams Belang 
thread and up-dinging all the fascist sympathizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512910 30510 47 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:02:20pm  
 
<P>It was going through the comments for this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27758" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512922 30510 53 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:03:26pm  
 
<P>The username was 'littlesquirt'.</P> 
<P>LGF Spy rawx.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512926 30510 55 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:03:56pm  
 
<P>It's been at this for several months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512940 30510 62 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:05:26pm  
 
<P>And it has a second account as well, which was logged into 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512943 30510 65 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:05:42pm  
 
<P>'littlesquirtsmother'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05512981 30510 92 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #87 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's an old one. Maybe ratings should be shut off when comments are. Too 
much room for shenanigans if the ratings are allowed after the thread is 
closed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I may do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05513155 30510 218 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 12:38:58pm  
 
<P>Comment ratings are now disabled after seven days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05513412 30510 421 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 1:24:09pm  
 
<P>Comment ratings are now active for 30 days, while the ability to post 
comments expires after 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05514629 30514 127 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 6:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>SongandDanceMan called out Charles on a thread.</P> 
<P>SavageNation had a very bad day personally and went on a specific threatening 
rants.</P> 
<P>Babbazee and Charles had a feud over a deleted post, she has been banned but 
hasn't been back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No feud here - BZ hasn't been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05514669 30514 138 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 6:48:18pm  
 
<P>True believer, this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05514830 30514 190 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 7:09:37pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515055 30514 278 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 7:45:05pm  
 
<P>My goodness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515084 30514 291 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 7:48:38pm  
 
<P>I keep thinking KalvinB is going to whip out the punch line -- <EM>see, I was 
putting you all on!</EM> -- because nobody can really believe this stuff, can 
they?</P> 
<P>Come on, KalvinB, admit it! You're kidding, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515102 30514 298 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 7:51:16pm  
 
<P>Ulp.</P> 
<P>I don't think he was kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05515144 30514 326 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #312 stantheman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I note the steady dropoff in visitors to Little Green Footballs since this 
anti-ID crusade began. I guess it's more important than the upcoming election. 
Sad how we sometimes are our worst enemies...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no ... if you're talking about the lower visit count today, you're 
actually noting a small bug in our config file that stopped the pageviews from 
being counted correctly for most of this afternoon. Traffic was slightly above 
normal today, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515208 30514 361 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:12:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #350 stantheman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#326 Interesting Charles. What is 'normal' traffic approximately for a day at 
LGF these days? I realize that there's a difference between weekends and 
weekdays - please advise.</P> 
<P>My memory may be faulty but I seem to recall that before the last election 
visits to LGF were ~120,000 per day. These days it's significantly lower (though 
I can't vouch for bugs in the counter).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you have me confused with someone who gives a crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515292 30514 419 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #403 stantheman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #361 Charles</P> 
<P><EM>I think you have me confused with someone who gives a crap.</EM></P> 
<P>Great comeback, real mature. Goodnight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Mature?" I've been called lots of names, but that cuts me to the quick.</P> 
<P>And it's a comeback with a point, in case you missed it: I've never posted 
anything at LGF just to be "popular," and I'm not going to start now. I could 
not possibly care less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05515310 30514 430 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 8:31:48pm  
 
<P>(The visitor count did stop counting for several hours today, by the 
way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516602 30514 860 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:48:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #846 stantheman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you made it quite clear the first time. But help me understand the 
following: You don't give a crap and could not care less about being popular, 
yet you won't disclose simple (popularity type) figures that I merely asked for 
(and which of course you don't care about) and that you obviously keep track of 
(post #326, but again, of course, you don't care about such figures because you 
don't give a crap about being popular). And I apologize if I actually do care 



about the seeming decline of a formerly solid conservative site like 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll help you understand: I don't care about traffic numbers. I don't write 
anything at this blog out of care for traffic numbers, and I never have.</P> 
<P>Also, you not only have no right to demand that I "disclose" anything, you no 
longer have an LGF account either. That way you won't have to be so concerned 
about LGF's popularity among creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516604 30514 861 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:49:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: #858 ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree 100%. Unfortunately, that's not what FinnAgain said. I asked that if 
a student came in with a scientific question challenging evolution, should the 
teacher answer? FinnAgain replied with:"ID is not science.It is not testable.It 
is not falsifiable."</P> 
<P>I am only left to assume that any question challenging evolution qualifies as 
ID.</P> 
<P>The whole point I am trying to make is this:The DI guys want mandatory 
challenges presented against evolution in science class. I disagree with that, 
primarily based on the word "mandatory".However, too many posters in here, as 
well as the article excerpt, are saying that you should not be able to challenge 
evolution at all because that's what the DI guys want. IMHO, that's an 
overreaction in the wrong direction. We shouldn't ban ideas just because an 
unpopular group wants to force those ideas. Ban the forcing, not the ideas 
themselves.</P> 
<P>Any scientific theory can be challenged, that's how science gets 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientific theories are challenged by science, not by religion.</P> 
<P>Religion does not belong in a science classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516611 30514 863 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:50:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/855/5516526" target=_blank>#855</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trying to guilt Charles into censoring his blog to suit your own personal 
interests is inappropriate and frankly, rude as hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you can add to that: it won't work, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516682 30514 887 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 8:08:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #866 ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. Religion has no place in the science classroom. However, purely 
scientific challenges should not be banned in the classroom simply because they 
may support a religious belief, provided the science is sound, of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of the intelligent design "theories" meet your last 
qualification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516950 30514 931 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 8:53:10am  
 



<P><EM>re: #908 BuddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oct-22-2007 DebateDinesh D'Souza vs. Christopher Hitchens<A 
href="http://216.75.61.152/xstream/neproductions/tkc/debate.wmv" 
target=_blank>Is Religion the Problem?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dinesh D'Souza, by the way, is also an apologist for radical Islam, and 
advocates that the US should "engage" with Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood. He 
says that US conservatives have a lot in common with fundamental Islam, and that 
Al Qaeda is right (on some levels) to despise secular America.</P> 
<P>You sure that's who you want as a spokesman?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=OGY0ZDUzN2UxNTQ1ODVmYjc2YjNkZjQ4NDFlM
WRiNjU=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05517102 30514 956 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 9:16:40am  
 
<P>It's important to note that the groups and individuals trying to push 
"intelligent design/creationism" into schools are not concerned about their own 
children. People who believe in creationism are already indoctrinating their own 
children, you can be sure of that.</P> 
<P>No -- they want to indoctrinate <EM>other people's children</EM>, too. That's 
the reason for the Discovery Institute's existence.</P> 
<P>It's profoundly un-American, and I'm still amazed that so many people who 
call themselves "conservatives" have bought into this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05517613 30514 1087 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 10:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1080/5517554" target=_blank>#1080</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<P>Do you work for Creation Ministries?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05517633 30514 1093 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 10:52:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1088/5517623" target=_blank>#1088</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<P>Do you work with Creation Ministries?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05517696 30514 1101 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 11:00:51am  
 
<P>For reference, so people are aware of what Creation Ministries is:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creation_Ministries_International" 
target=_blank>Creation Ministries International</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05518102 30514 1178 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 12:06:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1164 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.evolutiondeceit.com/conferences.php" 
target=_blank>Activities for Informing the Public About 
Evolution</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. Shows beyond a doubt that creationists are actually collaborating 
with radical Islamists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05518233 30514 1207 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 12:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1198/5518196" target=_blank>#1198</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Some interesting links there, but Ali Eteraz's conclusions are suspect, and 
he's coming at the story with his own peculiar Islamic apologist 
bias.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05514391 30515 17 Charles Mon, Jun 30, 2008 6:11:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/5514362" target=_blank>#2</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Window was open all day -- forgot where it came from. Hat tip now 
appended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516577 30516 643 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:41:53am  
 
<P>We had another big surge of traffic this morning... Lucianne.com and Hot Air 
both have us on their front pages.</P> 
<P>Had to restart the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516588 30516 654 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:44:40am  
 
<P>Someone at the BBC just clicked through from the Wikipedia entry for Little 
Green Footballs. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05516719 30517 15 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 8:14:21am  
 
<P>Unless I'm missing something, this automated technique of identifying 
photographs can be defeated simply by resaving a JPEG image, which will 
recompress it and completely change any bit patterns they're using for 
identification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05518686 30521 151 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 1:42:57pm  
 
<P>Question: does anyone happen to remember which LGF posts had the most 
comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05518712 30521 169 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 1:45:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YOU don't know?!</P> 
<P>oh my god WHO'S FLYING THE PLANE?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Bob's flying the plane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05518750 30521 202 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 1:51:59pm  
 



<P>It was this post - an open thread, of course. With 5,145 comments.</P> 
<P>Don't even try to open the comments. Most browsers will crash.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/17018" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05518981 30522 32 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 3:07:38pm  
 
<P>Database server is acting a little weird. Had to restart it to try something 
-- still working on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519167 30522 179 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 3:54:12pm  
 
<P>I believe the problem has been resolved. Could have been a stuck 
frammistat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519181 30522 192 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 3:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=3c3_1214933242" 
target=_blank>collapsing building in Mecca kills several 
people</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That must have hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519277 30522 259 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 4:48:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #5 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is your new Schwinn OK? 'Cause I read where someone said you lost your 
bearings...</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You got me nervous, so I took off the handlebars and headset and removed the 
O-ring to get into the races, and you know what, no problem. Plenty of bearings 
in there.</P> 
<P>Was a little dry though, so I applied a little grease.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519442 30523 68 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 5:37:49pm  
 
<P>YouTube finally fixed that 'crossdomain.xml' problem with embedded videos, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519461 30523 85 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 5:43:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #73 Maui Girl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is becoming a distinct difference between the theory of evolution, 
which generally isn't disputed by most Christians and Darwinism. It's the point 
of "origin" that has Darwinians knickers in a twist. Read Dinesh Souza's book, 
"What's so great about Christianity?" It's contents will surprise even self-
proclaimed atheists. And no, it is not a "religious" book! READ 
IT.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Victor Davis Hanson has some issues with Dinesh D'Souza:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=OGY0ZDUzN2UxNTQ1ODVmYjc2YjNkZjQ4NDFlM
WRiNjU=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519481 30523 104 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 5:48:48pm  
 
<P>We haven't even started to get into Rousas Rushdoony yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519506 30523 126 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 5:54:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's Rousas Rushdoony?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The father of Christian Reconstructionism and a long time John Bircher. I 
believe he died a few years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519519 30523 137 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 5:55:52pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Reconstructionism" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05519565 30523 181 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 6:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #168 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rousas Rushdoony, that's one hell of a name.</P> 
<P>I just did a quick <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rousas_Rushdoony" 
target=_blank>wiki-read-up</A> on him, sounds like he wanted to turn the US into 
a Christian version of Saudi Arabia.</P> 
<P>A complete nutter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what he wanted, and what his various fellow travelers continue 
to work for. And that's one reason this topic is worth digging 
into.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05520043 30523 618 Charles Tue, Jul 1, 2008 7:53:00pm  
 
<P>The mystery dingers are here again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05521594 30523 1165 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 8:06:19am  
 
<P>'perlster' is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05521679 30523 1177 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 8:18:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1075 Slumbering Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sooo...back to the meat of the matter. There is a highly funded, American YEC 
organization (the Discovery Institute) that is willfully, and with full 
knowledge, collaborating with a radical islamist organization headed by <A 



href="http://www.evolutiondeceit.com/conferences.php" target=_blank>Harun 
Yahya</A>.</P> 
<P>Much as we level the accusation of treason on those who give aid and comfort 
to the enemy in times of war, can we now level the accusation of treason (and 
all the legal repercussions that such an accusation implies) against the DI for 
collaborating with those that make it their business to destroy our nation?</P> 
<P>I think yes. Discuss.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, none of the creationists want to talk about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05521796 30523 1192 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 8:39:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/5521763" target=_blank>#1187</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried in comment 896, however, please don't take that comment as a 
statement of support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You followed up this statement by saying you'd need more information to make 
a judgment, but the subject bores you so you won't bother to find that info. But 
you know, it's no crime to team up with other religions.</P> 
<P>You're a piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05521881 30523 1199 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 8:51:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1197/5521860" target=_blank>#1197</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<P>If you're not a supporter of DI, you should be. You're doing a better job of 
supporting them than most of their (open) supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522008 30523 1210 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 9:07:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1209/5521995" target=_blank>#1209</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Jews and Muslims can find common ground with their opposition to 
evolution, I say we should let them run with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You see nothing wrong with allying with Harun Yahya?</P> 
<P>Yep. A piece of work, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527798 30523 1529 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 1:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1517 LetMeIn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when will you notify David Berlinski and Michael Denton that against 
their personal wishes, instead of being agnostics, they're instead creationists? 
You handle most subjects well, except Darwinism. And then you fail 
miserably.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're the only one who brought up Michael Denton or David Berlinski in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05528117 30523 1544 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 3:48:46pm  
 



<P>OK, everybody put down those smoking keyboards and take a step back, please. 
The heat-to-light quotient is getting pretty low in here, personality clashes 
are taking over the thread, and I'm going to close it in about 5 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522497 30527 12 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 10:38:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1 paxnhymn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES GIVE IT A REST!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522589 30527 58 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 10:55:37am  
 
<P>In any case - I appreciate Rand's words of support on this topic.</P> 
<P>I won't be guilt-tripped into avoiding the subject - you're wasting your time 
and my bandwidth with the constant complaining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522724 30527 95 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:10:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/5522711" target=_blank>#89</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522736 30527 98 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:11:39am  
 
<P>Now I'm anti-intellectual too?</P> 
<P>Man, I'm amassing quite a list of adjectives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522747 30527 101 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:13:24am  
 
<P>'Kepler Sings' is a hardcore young earther, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522776 30527 114 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:18:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/5522770" target=_blank>#112</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522812 30527 130 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:23:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #127 katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please tell me ANYONE: what the heck is a YEC? I think I missed 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Young Earth Creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05522901 30527 162 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:37:01am  
 
<P>Yep, young earth creationist. Just want to make the agendas 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05522978 30527 182 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 11:53:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #179 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought one of the points of this was to make teaching Intelligent Design 
illegal in public school science class. So both sides are guilty of 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. This is about teaching science in science class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523037 30527 212 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 12:11:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #191 Vergeltung</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>all that means is that the state shall establish no "state"religion. what you 
cite is the canard that the libs and the ALCU have been using for decades to 
stomp out all religion in public life. and that is clearly not what the EC says, 
nor what the framers intended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District case, Judge John E. Jones, a 
life-long Republican and no liberal, ruled that the "intelligent design" agenda 
was profoundly unconstitutional.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523044 30527 215 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 12:14:03pm  
 
<P>Quotes from the Judge's decision: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The overwhelming evidence at trial established that ID is a religious view, 
<STRONG>a mere re-labeling of creationism</STRONG>, and not a scientific 
theory." (page 43)</P> 
<P>"Throughout the trial and in various submissions to the Court, Defendants 
vigorously argue that the reading of the statement is not “teaching” ID but 
instead is merely “making students aware of it.” In fact, one consistency among 
the Dover School Board members’ testimony, which was marked by selective 
memories and outright lies under oath, as will be discussed in more detail 
below, is that they did not think they needed to be knowledgeable about ID 
because it was not being taught to the students. We disagree." (footnote 7 on 
page 46)</P> 
<P>"After a searching review of the record and applicable caselaw, we find that 
while ID arguments may be true, a proposition on which the Court takes no 
position, ID is not science. We find that ID fails on three different levels, 
any one of which is sufficient to preclude a determination that ID is science. 
They are: (1) ID violates the centuries-old ground rules of science by invoking 
and permitting supernatural causation; (2) the argument of irreducible 
complexity, central to ID, employs the same flawed and illogical contrived 
dualism that doomed creation science in the 1980's; and (3) ID's negative 
attacks on evolution have been refuted by the scientific community." (page 
64)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05523152 30527 234 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 12:32:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #222 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kalvin, are you a Christian Reconstructionist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The plumage looks very similar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523380 30527 273 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 1:12:36pm  
 
<P>Are you kidding me? I didn't do a front page post on the Kitzmiller case and 
the judge's rather amazing 139-page decision?</P> 
<P>I thought I had posted that. Guess it was in a comment. That will have to be 
rectified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523395 30527 278 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 1:15:33pm  
 
<P>Prime witness for the defense in the Kitzmiller case -- Discovery Institute 
shill Michael Behe, who was destroyed on the stand:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a primary witness for the defense, Behe was asked to support the idea that 
intelligent design was legitimate science. Behe's critics have pointed to a 
number of key exchanges under cross examination, where he conceded that "there 
are no peer reviewed articles by anyone advocating for intelligent design 
supported by pertinent experiments or calculations which provide detailed 
rigorous accounts of how intelligent design of any biological system 
occurred",[17] and that the definition of 'theory' as he applied it to 
intelligent design was so loose that astrology would qualify as a theory by 
definition as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523518 30527 296 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 1:34:50pm  
 
 
 
<P>Getting referrals from this thread at Discover magazine's site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/badastronomy/2008/07/02/i-
agree-with-astrologers/" 
target=_blank>blogs.discovermagazine.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524456 30527 470 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 5:29:51pm  
 
<P>If you read the articles I've been posting on this subject, it's pretty 
difficult to say that I'm "raving" or "panicking."</P> 
<P>It's an important subject in my opinion, and you can look forward to more 
posts on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05523780 30530 20 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 2:31:44pm  
 
<P>Google Euro-Rus and look out. Yech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524561 30533 21 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 5:58:06pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #20 SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I question the flag in the same picture as this man.He's disassociated (cut 
out, if you will) himself from it.The World is more important to him than 
America. In his view, the flag is just a "divisive" display of Americana that 
makes the world hate us.Salute it or Refute it, and he's already picked sides 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the flag pin he refused to wear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524623 30533 60 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 6:16:46pm  
 
<P>We have a top 10 comments section in the left sidebar -- the little debbil on 
my left shoulder is asking me what would happen if there were also a 'Bottom 10 
Comments?'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524718 30533 132 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 6:41:00pm  
 
<P>Bottom 10 now added.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524722 30533 134 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 6:41:57pm  
 
<P>Oddly enough, they're all related to the evolution brouhaha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524760 30533 157 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 6:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/5524750" target=_blank>#152</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. This section shows the bottom 10 that weren't deleted. A very special 
category.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524762 30533 159 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 6:51:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/5524754" target=_blank>#155</A> neocon 
hippie</EM></P> 
<P>Yep. Not interested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05524809 30533 191 Charles Wed, Jul 2, 2008 7:06:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a bad idea. There might be a lot of borderline stuff that maybe 
should be deleted. It would also make it much easier for cherry pickers find 
juicy material to smear LGF with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's now an admin tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05540878 30534 910 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:19:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/5525429" target=_blank>#102</A> too-old to-
?</EM></P> 
<P>This person's account is blocked, after he sent the following email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I desire that my account be closed.</P> 
<P>If it isn't done by July 10. If it isn't done by then, I will just post my 
username and password in a public place, and then you can deal with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05526628 30535 85 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 9:46:42am  
 
<P>This is not capitalism. The restaurant is a Hizballah propaganda concept, 
intended to convey the message that the entire country is onboard with 
Hizballah's terrorist agenda.</P> 
<P>They didn't put it on Al-Manar TV to show the wonders of capitalism, although 
they were obviously right to think that some Westerners would see it that 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527087 30535 101 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:23:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 Kalak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you also call the Spaghetti Western Espresso restaurant in Prescott, AZ 
sick? Even the doorknob is a lever-action rifle fastened to the doorframe, and 
there's gun and gunfight stuff everywhere. It's awesome. Liberals hate it.</P> 
<P>I see only photos of guns in the pictures, nothing to do with Hezbollah at 
all. Hell, everything's in English and most all the guns are US and European 
makers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It originates at the Hizballah propaganda channel Al-Manar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527097 30535 102 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:25:02am  
 
<P>By the way, I know there are plenty of good people in Beirut. But this is 
terrorist propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527735 30535 105 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 1:36:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #103 DeafDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, yeah. And Hooters is evil exploitation of women. Chuckie Cheese causes 
children to be hyper-competitive instead of sharing. Ronald McDonald is 
thoughtlessly promoting obesity. What else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it's just like Hooters. And Ronald McDonald.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05526822 30538 15 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 10:32:16am  
 
<P>In the UK it's about soccer clips. In the US it's more about 'American Idol,' 
which is Viacom's biggest scam in history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05526834 30538 24 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 10:34:44am  
 
<P>I think it's pretty disturbing that huge entertainment companies are getting 
this kind of power. It's a giant privacy violation.</P> 



<P>And I've had lots of experience with the kind of people who run large 
entertainment companies. Trust me. You DON'T want to give those people this much 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527020 30538 155 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:10:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: #95 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Y'know, this kind of thing would have outraged me ten years ago, I was a very 
early member of EFF, but with the new technology, it's just hard to say what 
might or might not be reasonable.</P> 
<P>I always assume anything and everything I do on the Internet is visible to 
anyone who really cares, traceable back to me, and just maybe that's a good 
thing, or at least a better thing than cheap anonymity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true, when you visit a web site you're giving that site information. 
That's assumed in the act of visiting a web site.</P> 
<P>But this is different. This is a huge multinational company coming in to that 
web site, and demanding to see the web site's visitor logs. You haven't agreed 
to give your information to this multinational corporation. But they're getting 
it anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527060 30538 188 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:18:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #163 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And <A href="http://proteinwisdom.com/?p=12692" target=_blank>who's blocking 
American Spectator</A>? And more importantly, why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's interesting. I suspect that American Spectator was running an 
advertisement that tried to pull some funny business.</P> 
<P>I ran Firefox 3 and got the 'attack site' warning. Notice -- it says 
'www.spectator.org' did not host the malicious software. It was hosted 
elsewhere, which means it was probably an ad.</P> 
<P>This is a very real concern, and anyone who runs web ads needs to watch out 
for it, because the agencies that create these ads will try to pull stuff like 
this. Even in ads for large companies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527138 30538 255 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:31:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #163 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And <A href="http://proteinwisdom.com/?p=12692" target=_blank>who's blocking 
American Spectator</A>? And more importantly, why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also note on this -- some people at Protein Wisdom are attributing this to 
leftists "flagging" American Spectator. It's not that at all!</P> 
<P>The Firefox attack filter is screening that site because Google discovered 
<EM>actual attempts</EM> to install malicious software. Two of them, within the 
last 90 days.</P> 
<P>Not everything is a leftist plot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527199 30538 313 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:44:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #276 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's good to know, though it does make surfing the 'net all the more 
harrowing for folks who don't know why sites get flagged like that or whether 
malware/spyware is getting installed, to say nothing of what to do if that 
happens.</P> 
<P>Safe surfing is more than just common sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not everything Google does is evil, either. In this case, this is a 
<EM>good</EM> thing -- they're trying to stop the spread of malicious software, 
and it's based on a system that keeps track of sites where malware is known to 
have been detected.</P> 
<P>There are some other systems that try to analyze page content and often 
produce wrong results, but Google's approach is much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527222 30538 333 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 11:50:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: #273 thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not likely. Advertising companies can be incredibly subversive. I've 
personally witnessed intentionally malicious ads being inserted into ad streams, 
oftentimes the results showing up on someone's business workstation. "Hell no, I 
don't look at any bad sites on this computer, it's my WORK 
MACHINE!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. If you run ads on a web site, you have to be constantly on guard 
for this stuff. And if you deal with some of the less scrupulous ad suppliers 
you run the risk of having one of them try to install malware.</P> 
<P>PJ Media is excellent about policing their ads, by the way. I've had no cases 
of malware getting through, although I have had a few ads that did annoying 
things like make sounds.</P> 
<P>The advertisers are sneaky about this kind of stuff too. When you preview the 
ads you're considering to run (I don't do that here - PJ Media does), they won't 
make any noise at all. They're set to only make the noise after 50 page loads, 
for example, or after a long wait.</P> 
<P>Yes, believe it or not, some advertising companies lack 
scruples.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527749 30538 709 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 1:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #160 shrike</EM></P> 
<P>Your comment is now deleted, but I'm very curious why you were reading that 
web site, and why you posted a link to it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05527837 30538 725 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 2:07:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #522 Golden Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Certainly was. The drama that accompanied the banning was quite 
memorable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - you're thinking of 'bigel'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05528078 30538 745 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 3:33:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #744 Cognito</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which huge entertainment company, though? Viacom? YouTube? Google?</P> 
<P>It's not as though YouTube is a mom-and-pop operation cutting vinyl in a 
corner shop. I think this is what happens with maturation: As online businesses 
get bigger, so do their responsibilities and challenges.</P> 
<P>I'm not clear why exactly it's an invasion of privacy for Viacom to have the 
information that YouTube collected; is Viacom inherently worse than YouTube?</P> 
<P>Is Viacom right here? At least partly, I'd say. Maybe partly wrong. But 
that's big business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's "inherently worse" because visitors to YouTube have not granted 
permission to share their information with Viacom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05528324 30540 140 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 4:53:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #50 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blog.wired.com/wiredscience/2008/07/14-science-ques.html" 
target=_blank>14 Science Questions the Next President Should Answer</A>The 
questions are pretty rudimentary but it's still a pretty good 
list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The evolution issue should be in there. Wonder why they shied away from 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531329 30541 155 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 12:09:11pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #154 John Costello</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually there may be another reason altogether as to why the reporters faces 
were mangled.Go to: [Link: <A 
href="http://pbickford.wordpress.com/2008/07/03/jumping-to-conclusions-or-
%E2%80%9Cthe-high-cost-of-screwing-up-esoteric-aspects-of-video-
editing%E2%80%9D/" target=_blank>pbickford.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The clue is that video pixels have a different ratio than jpeg 
pixels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This looks like a lot more than just differing aspect ratios and color 
balances to me.</P> 
<P>In the picture above there are several sections of the image that were VERY 
obviously distorted out of proportion with some kind of Photoshop tool (there 
are several ways to do it) -- the chin, the nose (look at that thing!), the ears 
and the hair, all distorted to appear larger. This would not happen simply by 
transferring an image from one aspect ratio to another.</P> 
<P>In the other photo I didn't post, the distortions are just as obvious. The 
forehead is pulled up to the point where the hair begins to blur.</P> 
<P>It's deliberate as all heck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05528562 30542 9 Charles Thu, Jul 3, 2008 6:14:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles are you going to delve into the birth certificate thing? I think 
they're onto something this time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not seeing it, sorry. That article in Israel Insider doesn't change my 
opinion that there's nothing to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05530798 30547 128 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 9:42:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/5530768" target=_blank>#100</A> Uncle 
Sticky</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know which blog you've been reading, but LGF is made of different 
stuff than Daily Kos. If you want to trash Jesse Helms there are lots of places 
on the web that won't have a problem with that kind of crass behavior.</P> 
<P>I was no fan of Jesse Helms, although like zombie I've come to agree with 
some of his political positions. But I'm not going to tolerate the kind of crap 
we see going on at lefty blogs today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05530829 30547 154 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 9:49:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been trying to stay away from this topic but he's made some pretty 
repulsive statements: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesse_Helms" 
target=_blank>Jesse Helms</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there's no doubt that Jesse Helms said and did some ugly things. Like I 
said, I was not a fan of the man.</P> 
<P>He was a patriot in his own way, though, and he deserves respect for that and 
for his service to the country. He was no David Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05530850 30547 170 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 9:54:48am  
 
<P>Notice who produced that ad -- the unbelievably slimy Dick 
Morris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05530966 30547 257 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 10:24:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #198 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2247388/Schoolboys-disciplined-for-
%27refusing-to-pray-to-Allah%27.html" target=_blank>Schoolboys disciplined for 
'refusing to pray to Allah'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to distrust the Daily Mail a bit on these kinds of stories; I 
don't think they always tell the whole tale. Searched news and didn't find any 
other articles about it; I'd like to see it from another source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531296 30547 319 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 11:53:50am  
 
<P>Of course it would be this that flushes out that "kestrel" 
moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531299 30547 321 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 11:54:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: #317 kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>My comments are deleted? Ok. Bye then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you quoted a deleted comment. I keep asking people not to quote 
offensive comments, but it's a reflex to hit that button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531301 30547 323 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 11:55:06am  
 
<P>The screeching hate bird is banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531389 30547 329 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 12:32:34pm  
 
<P>I'm going to clarify this again, because it hasn't reached everyone, 
apparently -- I was no fan of Jesse Helms. I disagreed with a lot of what he 
said and did, and it's not without evidence to say that he had bigoted 
views.</P> 
<P>I just don't believe in trashing the recently dead for political reasons. And 
if you've noticed, I've been consistent with this across political lines.</P> 
<P>(Caveat: if it's Osama bin Laden, no problem.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531429 30547 337 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 1:08:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/5531419" target=_blank>#333</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Can't disagree with most of that; Helms was a populist and definitely did 
favor taking the low road.</P> 
<P>My only point in frowning on trashing the guy is simple: dancing on graves 
gives me the creeps.</P> 
<P>(With caveat previously noted.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531452 30547 341 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 1:18:49pm  
 
<P>Bad HTML tag. Refresh and it'll be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531882 30551 7 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 4:46:06pm  
 
<P>Ow! Ow! Two dings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531898 30551 14 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 4:54:34pm  
 
<P>Creationist William Dembski mocked this decision in a weird Flash animation, 
in which he supplied the voice of Judge Jones and made grunting and farting 
noises.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.overwhelmingevidence.com/id/JJ_school_of_law/" 
target=_blank>www.overwhelmingevidence.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531932 30551 37 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 5:10:27pm  
 
<P>I found that Nova show at Google video -- the video is now embedded above. 
Looks great. Now watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05531952 30551 52 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 5:27:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #44 yehoshua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but anything promoted by PBS -- global warming, retreat from Iraq, a 
Palestinian state, the theory of evolution --should not be taken 
seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nova is often excellent. It's what PBS does well.</P> 
<P>This video is great, by the way. Highly recommend it. Thanks for the tip, 
Summer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531982 30551 73 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 5:42:41pm  
 
<P>It's amazing what the creationists tried to pull in Dover. This video has 
lots of details I haven't seen before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05531995 30551 86 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 5:49:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #78 theatheistjew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you seen the Miller video I posted on this thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure have...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30081_Video-
_Ken_Miller_on_Intelligent_Design" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05532067 30551 146 Charles Fri, Jul 4, 2008 6:18:50pm  
 
<P>Just getting to the Michael Behe section...</P> 
<P>Refused multiple invitations from Nova...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533678 30551 1020 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 8:42:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/5533671" target=_blank>#1019</A> aidos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no peer-reviewed articles by ID advocates? Imagine 
that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to imagine it. It's a completely true 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533686 30551 1023 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 8:47:16am  
 
<P>We established in a previous thread that 'ebed_melech' is a hardcore young 
earth creationist, posting links to sites run by Creation Ministries 
International, an organization that collaborates with the radical Islamic Harun 
Yahya creationist group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533848 30551 1035 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:36:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1032 aidos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm certain it is a completely true statement. I don't doubt that at all. It 
is as true as Al Gore's statement that man-made global warming is "real" and 
that "the debate is over". I'm assured of the veracity of his statements daily 
by integrity-laced law makers the world round, infallible UN appointees, genius 
actors, and even our two awesome Presidential candidates. They all assure me 
that scientists, all sane, pure-bread scientists, anyway, say man-made global 
warming is proven, unadulterated science. Why would they lie? Long live science, 
and long live truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, there are things known as "facts," and I took the time to look into 
whether there actually were any peer-reviewed ID papers published by scientific 
journals. The fact is, there were not. None. Zilch. Zip. Zero.</P> 
<P>You can have your own opinions, but you don't get to have your own 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533870 30551 1039 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:42:45am  
 
<P>A sign of the apocalypse?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/harry-shearer/bobby-jindal-the-ball-
is_b_110954.html" target=_blank>Harry Shearer: Bobby Jindal, the Ball is In Your 
Courts - Politics on The Huffington Post</A>.</P> 
<P>(Note: Shearer seems to think the Kitzmiller case just 
finished.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533875 30551 1042 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:43:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1034/5533844" target=_blank>#1034</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think Dennis is an idiot at all -- he is a very religious guy, and he 
sees everything through that filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534153 30551 1102 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 11:22:13am  
 
<P>Well, I guess I'll have to post about this very interesting essay I just 
read, on what science really does know about the Origin of Life (OOL). Although 
there are obviously very large questions that need to be researched, it isn't 
true to say that science is clueless on this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534314 30551 1118 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 12:02:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1110 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want a head start I think this is the article he's talking about...<A 
href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/07/what-critics-of.html" 
target=_blank>What critics of critics of neo-creationists get 
wrong</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's it. Note that it's by Nick Matzke, who was one of the witnesses 
for the plaintiffs in the Kitzmiller case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05539600 30551 1241 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 8:48:07pm  
 
<P>You have got to be kidding me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05533857 30553 72 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:39:24am  
 
<P>A sign of the apocalypse?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/harry-shearer/bobby-jindal-the-ball-
is_b_110954.html" target=_blank>Harry Shearer: Bobby Jindal, the Ball is In Your 
Courts - Politics on The Huffington Post</A>.</P> 
<P>(Note: Shearer seems to think the Kitzmiller case just 
finished.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533885 30553 88 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:47:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/5533876" target=_blank>#82</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>I love that comment. Harry's "two steps ahead" of everyone? Really? Then why 
didn't he know that the Kitzmiller case concluded in 2005?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533915 30553 109 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 9:54:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #106 chicagodudewhotrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't get this, if Kitzmiller concluded in 2005, then why is it in 
the news now? Was there a ruling this week in some case that reflected the 
settled Kitzmiller ruling? Sorry, I just don't understand the Judicial process 
that well</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not everything I post about is breaking news...</P> 
<P>In this case, the Kitzmiller decision had a direct bearing on the ID 
arguments raging in our comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534161 30553 141 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 11:24:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone tell me why Levi Leipheimer is not in the TDF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His team, Astana, was banned for doping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05533992 30554 49 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 10:16:13am  
 
<P>When I criticized Fox News recently, a Daily Kos Kook posted a diary about it 
-- and the administrators deleted it within minutes.</P> 
<P>I saw it in our RSS feeds, clicked through, read it, refreshed the page and 
it was gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534020 30554 66 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 10:28:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #54 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No mention of LGF in the comments I read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. There will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534091 30554 104 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 10:59:07am  



 
<P><EM>re: #97 Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been reworked? Hard to see how, but no doubt we will see in due 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ID hasn't been reworked, but their approach to getting it into schools 
definitely has -- it's gotten sneakier. The LA bill is posed as an "academic 
freedom" issue and contains as little language as possible to tie it to 
intelligent design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534139 30554 120 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 11:18:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #112 RobCon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CharlesThis will be used as a WEDGE ISSUE. Beware of Huff Post writers 
bearing gifts and compliments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's wedges all the way down!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534804 30557 36 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 2:08:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Semi OT: Who the hell is Timothy Sandefur?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/07/the-alliance-ag.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534829 30557 50 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 2:17:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 tremblur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fried Spam, you make too much sense. It will never happen. There is too much 
of a apriori commitment to naturalistic metaphysical philosophical 
presuppostions that undergird the evolutionary worldview. They are so commited 
to this worldview that they will defend it with a fervor that is quite 
zealous.</P> 
<P>Does anyone else see the irony in the zeolotry of Charles' posts? He believes 
strongly in his position so he blogs on it with the conviction of a true 
believer. Anyone who dares disagree is an idiot, anti-science, ignorant, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out where I've used such words, or where I've crossed the line 
into "zealotry."</P> 
<P>Hint: you can't. The thin-skinned attitudes of ardent creationists never 
cease to amaze me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534843 30557 59 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 2:22:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 FreeIowa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of Intelligent Design: <A 
href="http://web.israelinsider.com/Articles/Politics/12956.htm" 
target=_blank>Blogger admits Hawaii birth certificate forgery, subverting Obama 
claims</A>Sorry if this is old news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He did NOT admit to forging the Obama document. This story is a huge nothing. 
The document is real, and I suspect the whole thing is a clumsy trap that some 
bloggers are falling for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534859 30557 71 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 2:29:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #65 natemannq</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sound like a relative of Allegory as well... Because someone disagrees, 
they are stupid and unwilling to look at the facts..</P> 
<P>Interesting. My guess is that you're critical of Al Gore and the Global 
Warmers while engaging in the same tactics yourself.. There's a name for 
that.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.creationontheweb.com" 
target=_blank>www.creationontheweb.com</A></P> 
<P>Can you read that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that Creation Ministries International has collaborated with 
radical Islamic Turkish creationist Harun Yahya? Do you care? Does that sound 
like a good idea to you?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creation_Ministries_International" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.evolutiondeceit.com/conferences.php" 
target=_blank>www.evolutiondeceit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05534876 30557 83 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 2:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/5534874" target=_blank>#82</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and I have already spent considerable time at the website you linked. 
Read it, evaluated it, and deemed it as lacking in rigor, depth, and 
understanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're much more diplomatic than me. I would call it "absolute 
hooey."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05535050 30557 202 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 3:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/5535048" target=_blank>#200</A> snowman</EM></P> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537374 30557 631 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 8:59:05am  
 
<P>Unfortunately, at the Panda's Thumb link we now have some LGF-haters 
spreading falsehoods about us again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537382 30557 632 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 9:02:18am  
 
<P>Someone should challenge those complainers at Panda's Thumb to say what their 
usernames were at LGF, so we can see what they were <EM>really</EM> banned 
for.</P> 



<P>(I have a policy of not commenting at other blogs, or I'd do it 
myself.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537424 30557 634 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 9:22:39am  
 
<P>Note: "Rock the Casbah" is lying about why he got banned, of course.</P> 
<P>Here's the comment that led to his banning, in which he calls me a psychotic 
"useful idiot," accuses me of slander, and says I have no conscience.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5458839" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537552 30557 636 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 9:56:35am  
 
<P>That's ironic.</P> 
<P>Even as this 'harold' guy is complaining that comments are 'censored' at LGF, 
someone just deleted your response to him, Sharmuta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537563 30557 638 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 9:59:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/5537544" target=_blank>#635</A> Wonder95</EM></P> 
<P>Another creationist talking point:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/tj/v14/i3/homochirality.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05537613 30557 640 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 10:13:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #639 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still see it Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, it's still there - but they have an Ajax-based comment system 
that appears to be kind of buggy. The comment vanished when I re-opened the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05535619 30559 3 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 6:32:46pm  
 
<P>60.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05535642 30559 18 Charles Sat, Jul 5, 2008 6:36:04pm  
 
<P>Actually, the statistics don't refresh EVERY time you click that flippy -- 
they're being cached on a 1-minute basis to save MySQL overhead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538431 30565 8 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 2:04:54pm  
 
<P>I need to clarify my position -- you can be interested in the Tour de France 
and still be a fan of NBA basketball. A lot of people try to say that you can't 
possibly be a cycling fan and also be into hoops, but it is absolutely not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05538447 30565 15 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 2:09:46pm  
 
<P>Here's proof of the connection between cycling and the Third Reich:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.usmbooks.com/nazi_bicycle_ID.html" 
target=_blank>www.usmbooks.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538828 30566 15 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 5:16:59pm  
 
<P>I've been out riding my cheapo bike around on this beautiful Sunday 
afternoon. It's nice to just jump on and ride without worrying about shoes and 
clothes, although you really miss the clip-on pedals at first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538830 30566 16 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 5:17:43pm  
 
<P>Huh. Just watched that McCain clip - yeah, he was joking. But with a little 
bit of truth in it, no doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538856 30566 28 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 5:32:36pm  
 
<P>By the way, McCain is right to be wary of blogs. All politicians should 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538879 30566 42 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 5:42:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...I did check out the flippy triangle for donations and went to the 
Amazon site to see how it worked. See below...have you gone Euro on us? Is 
"littlegreenfutbols" legit and will it get to you?</P> 
<P>You are paying: Charles Johnson (littlegreenfutbols)</P> 
<P>Privacy Notice: No information about you will be shared with the recipient. 
Learn more about privacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Big Steve - that is my real account. (It's a sort of in-joke. James 
Lileks once referred to LGF that way back in the day.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538909 30566 64 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 5:52:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 Truck Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to know what you consider a "cheap" bike? I remember back in the 
day that we all longed for a Schwinn Varsity. At over $250 dollars it was a bit 
rich for me. Too bad my bike riding days are over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paid a little over $200 for last year's Schwinn Voyageur cyclocross bike. 
That's about as cheap as you can go for a halfway decent townie 
bike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05538938 30566 85 Charles Sun, Jul 6, 2008 6:05:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/5538922" target=_blank>#73</A> swamprat</EM></P> 



<P>I watched the video. Canadian TV put Ezra Levant in a weird position with 
that one. He's forced to defend the free speech of neo-Nazi parents with a kid 
who drew a swastika on her arm.</P> 
<P>A bad position to be in. But he's right. The Canadian government is taking 
children away from parents because of their political views. Just consider that 
for a few quiet moments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05540886 30568 933 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:24:22am  
 
<P>The poster using the name "too-old to-?" is blocked, after he sent the 
following email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I desire that my account be closed.</P> 
<P>If it isn't done by July 10. If it isn't done by then, I will just post my 
username and password in a public place, and then you can deal with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that special?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05541860 30571 61 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 11:23:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/5541792" target=_blank>#16</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Updated with a link to your Ground Zero posts...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05542138 30572 7 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 12:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #4 gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the anti-idiotarians flippy triangle thing. Am I just overlooking 
it, or has it been merged with something else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "Blogs" now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05542153 30572 15 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 12:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there still a way to see the full list?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Under Tools/Info -- "Blogroll".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05543244 30575 13 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 6:25:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 Wino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, no one has pointed to a single example of direct mutation from one 
species to another.Color mutations? Sure.Size mutations? Sure.Changing from T-
Rex to turkey vulture? Nope.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See answer #12.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05543740 30575 404 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/5543708" target=_blank>#373</A> Cognito</EM></P> 



<P>How ironic to see you noticing an "oh-so-knowing tone," when a large amount 
of your time at LGF is spent denying just such a tone in the mainstream 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05543840 30575 497 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/5543833" target=_blank>#490</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<P>Behe is a joke, and his book is unscientific hooey, taken seriously by no 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05543862 30575 519 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #507 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what DI's about, pimping their books. Berlitz was about the Bermuda 
Triangle, von Daniken was about pimping Ancient Astronauts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They won't be pimping their books here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05544026 30575 672 Charles Mon, Jul 7, 2008 8:56:19pm  
 
<P>If you notice that I'm not protesting any more about those who insist that 
I'm somehow "insulting people of faith" by refusing to swallow the creationist 
hooey, it's because it's just not worth the time. They don't want to hear 
anything except the voices in their heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545552 30575 1280 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 7:35:44am  
 
<P>ArcherB: are you associated with one of the groups that's pushing 
"intelligent design" in Texas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545571 30575 1284 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 7:39:54am  
 
<P>"kalvinb" is a hard core young earth creationist -- just so you know that 
logic will have no effect on him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545636 30575 1304 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 7:54:41am  
 
<P>ArcherB: are you associated with one of the groups that's pushing 
"intelligent design" in Texas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545660 30575 1314 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 7:59:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1308/5545643" target=_blank>#1308</A> 
kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Are you affiliated with the Discovery Institute or Creation 
Ministries?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545681 30575 1322 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:02:04am  
 



<P>kalvinb: Are you affiliated with the Discovery Institute or Creation 
Ministries?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545703 30575 1332 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:05:39am  
 
<P>... <EM>crickets</EM> ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545745 30575 1344 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:11:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1337/5545726" target=_blank>#1337</A> 
kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Really? You're just "now looking into" evolution? Just started investigating 
it?</P> 
<P>You sure do have a LOT of creationist talking points ready to go for someone 
who's brand new to the topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545751 30575 1347 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:11:59am  
 
<P>ArcherB: are you associated with one of the groups that's pushing 
"intelligent design" in Texas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545776 30575 1352 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:17:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1350 kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another claim in the SciAm article is that Archaeopteryx is an example of a 
transitional fossil</P> 
<P>"Dr Alan Feduccia, a world authority on birds at the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill and an evolutionist himself, says:</P> 
<P>“Paleontologists have tried to turn Archaeopteryx into an earth-bound, 
feathered dinosaur. But it’s not. It is a bird, a perching bird. And no amount 
of ‘paleobabble’ is going to change that.”"</P> 
<P>Maybe SciAm missed the update on that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This talking point is posted at this YouTube page:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/OBVN57Tj4MU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545807 30575 1359 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:21:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1354 kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"You sure do have a LOT of creationist talking points ready to go for someone 
who's brand new to the topic."</P> 
<P>It's called Google; that thing you use to find Evolutionist talking 
points.</P> 
<P>Talk Origins also continues pushing the myth that Archaeopteryx is a 
transitional fossil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is just silly. It is not a "myth" that Archaeopteryx is a transitional 
fossil, just because one scientist disagrees.</P> 
<P>News flash: scientists often disagree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545811 30575 1361 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:22:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1357/5545795" target=_blank>#1357</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many of these are spot on, because a lot of creationist arguements are 
ignorant.There's some of that on each side, though, such as the line that ID is 
merely creationism. That's what you get from looking at motives and not 
arguements.ID isn't merely creationism, but nor is it science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a huge amount of evidence that the concept of "intelligent design" 
was deliberately concocted to overcome the stigma attached to 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545823 30575 1365 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:25:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1269/5545517" target=_blank>#1269</A> 
kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>The hooey in this post is cut-n-pasted from a Creation Ministries site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/home/area/re2/chapter5.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545884 30575 1378 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:41:09am  
 
<P>I did notice, by the way, that ArcherB decided not to answer my three direct 
questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545914 30575 1380 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:45:00am  
 
<P>ArcherB: are you associated with one of the groups that's pushing 
"intelligent design" in Texas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05545948 30575 1385 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:52:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1384/5545941" target=_blank>#1384</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that ID should be taught in Texas or anywhere 
else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. You keep saying that. But then you also keep arguing for the exact 
opposite viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546007 30575 1395 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 9:07:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1391/5545988" target=_blank>#1391</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<P>I guess that post is for other readers in this thread, because I know you 
don't believe I'm buying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05546046 30575 1402 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 9:16:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1400/5546043" target=_blank>#1400</A> 
ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to believe me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good, because I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546357 30575 1456 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 10:25:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1454 FinnAgain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Folks can feel free to disregard this post, I'm testing how to show my email 
and how to click on a user's name to see their email info.</P> 
<P>Test test, so to speak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To have your username link to your email, you need to clear the "Web site" 
field and click the "Show email" checkbox.</P> 
<P>If you have a web site URL in that field, it overrides the email 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546474 30575 1467 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 10:45:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1466 JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh . . . yes, you are being dishonest. The reason why they say "ID should 
not be taught in schools" is because the courts have told them that they can't. 
At first, they were an explicitly creationist organization, and their textbooks 
all spoke of creationism. The courts ruled that unconstitutional, so they 
highlighted all instances of the words "creationism," "creationist," and "God," 
and replaced them with "intelligent design," "design proponents," and 
"designer." <STRONG>The courts saw through this BS, so now its - "teach the 
controversy," "point out the flaws in evolution."</STRONG> Except what they 
really want to do is bring in their creationist talking points - "Irreducible 
complexity," "We don't have a complete fossil record, therefore evolution is 
based on faith," etc., etc. Same BS, different names.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's exactly what ArcherB is promoting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546594 30575 1472 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:03:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1468/5546510" target=_blank>#1468</A> 
hoisted</EM></P> 
<P>More cutting and pasting from creationist talking points:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reasons.org/resources/fff/2000issue04/index.shtml" 
target=_blank>www.reasons.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546600 30575 1473 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:04:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1471 transient</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Once I check the box, should it stay checked? I find that if I close out or 
move to another thread, it becomes unchecked. With advancing age, I keep 
forgetting to input my email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it deliberately shows up as unchecked for each post, so that you don't 
accidentally post your email address when you don't want to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546730 30575 1480 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:21:44am  
 
<P>Whenever a creationist posts quotes from scientists, or raises obscure points 
related to genetics or biology, it's a good idea to Google the quotes. Put 
double quotes around them to find the exact words.</P> 
<P>You'll almost always find that the quote originates at one of the well-known 
creationist propaganda sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546764 30575 1483 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:25:17am  
 
<P>And they always demand that you answer their obscure talking points, or else 
it means they win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546815 30575 1489 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:32:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1485/5546774" target=_blank>#1485</A> 
hoisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be better to summarize the issues, and not cite the secular 
sources?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reasons.org is not a "secular source," it's a hard core creationist 
propaganda site run by a kook.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Ross_%28creationist%29" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546899 30575 1497 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:45:12am  
 
<P>Well, let's see -- what makes him a "kook?"</P> 
<P>Maybe: formulating a crackpot "theory" that time is flexible, just to make 
the Biblical account of creation coincide with observable facts. Then not 
publishing the work in a peer-reviewed journal, but writing crackpot books that 
other crackpots praise. Running a web site that hosts dozens and dozens of 
misleading and scientifically silly articles. Those kinds of things.</P> 
<P>Maybe your definition of "kook" is different than mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546910 30575 1498 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:45:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1495 hoisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd recommend anyone interested read the wikipedia entry linked above, and 
see what Charles considers "kooky."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I posted the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05546984 30575 1506 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 11:58:46am  
 



<P>If anyone's interested in more about Hugh Ross and his crackpot ideas, here's 
a good article: <A href="http://www.talkreason.org/articles/ross.cfm" 
target=_blank>A Crusade of Arrogance</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547070 30575 1513 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1512/5547041" target=_blank>#1512</A> 
hoisted</EM></P> 
<P>Interesting that you think talkreason.org is an "atheist" site. Where do you 
derive this knowledge from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547138 30575 1520 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1517 hoisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious? A significant portion of the site is devoted to arguing 
against a Creator (apart from Evolution).[Link: <A 
href="http://www.talkreason.org/index.cfm?category=15" 
target=_blank>www.talkreason.org...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://www.talkreason.org/articles/God.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.talkreason.org...</A>](There is much more.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first link is to a series of articles discussing the possibility of non-
religious causes for the origin of life, specifically to refute creationists and 
ID proponents' points.</P> 
<P>The second link is to a scholarly work comparing the beliefs of the world's 
religions. Looks kind of interesting, and I'll probably read it, thanks.</P> 
<P>In neither case is there any "atheism" present.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547171 30575 1524 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1523 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkreason.org/AboutUs.cfm" 
target=_blank>www.talkreason.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>If talkreason is not an atheist site, why are they against religious 
apologetics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Religious apologetics" has a specific meaning in this context:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_apologetics#Creationist_apologetics
" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547234 30575 1532 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:54:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1529 zmdavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't say "creationist apologetics" they say "religious".What does this 
essay have to do with creationism?<A 
href="http://www.talkreason.org/articles/FWD.cfm" target=_blank>Against the Free 
Will Defense</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a discussion of Theodicy (the problem of evil) and the Free Will 
Defense.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodicy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05547246 30575 1535 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:56:50pm  
 
<P>The point, by the way, of linking to that article at Talkreason.org was not 
to focus on whether there's an atheist or two in their henhouse, but to show you 
that Hugh Ross is a very dubious scientist (only five published papers, on minor 
topics, and all but two co-authored) and very much rates the label 
"kook."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547333 30575 1540 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 1:12:52pm  
 
<P>Again I recommend this article -- it also has some information about another 
creationist who's often promoted in these threads, Gerald Schroeder.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkreason.org/articles/ross.cfm" 
target=_blank>www.talkreason.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05549148 30575 1664 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:34:27pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547094 30579 430 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 12:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #423 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed that! Recently I was in a dentist's waiting room, and they had a 
copy of the AARP magazine on the stand, which I picked up since the only other 
choice was <EM>Highlights</EM>. I flipped through the AARP magazine and was 
astounded! Article after article was targetted squarely at the aging hippie 
demographic. Headlines like: "How to stay radical after retirement!" "Stay young 
by joining the new generation of non-profits," and so on. Interviews with former 
Woodstock Generation members, all now approaching 65. I was pretty blown away. 
The moonbats have even taken over the AARP!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They sure have:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/14864_AARP_and_Daily_Kos" 
target=_blank>AARP and Daily Kos</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05547714 30580 197 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 2:31:31pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05548545 30583 64 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 6:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #57 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of The Discovery Institute... <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=NjNjYTNjMTVkNmVhMmYxN2JkMWZhMzYzMGNjN
zY4ZDE=" target=_blank>NRO gave them a platform today.</A></P> 
<P>My favorite part; after indignantly denying that ID has anything to do with 
religion - it's just good, plain, "skeptical" science, you know - the author, 
with no apparent sense of self-contradiction, writes:</P> 
<P>Which chapter did Darwin put that in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05548741 30583 93 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 7:03:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/5548502" target=_blank>#37</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>Only "a bit" weird?</P> 
<P>Guess I'll have to try harder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05549074 30583 131 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:10:51pm  
 
<P>'paxnhymn' decided to exit in a blaze of hateful glory, but unfortunately for 
him his comment has been deleted, along with his account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05549095 30583 135 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:16:34pm  
 
<P>"paxnhymn" had a sock puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05549131 30583 140 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 8:27:46pm  
 
<P>Pretty amazing how much spite and hatefulness these self-professed "devout" 
people can muster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05549304 30583 173 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 9:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #170 RedFox84</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know how McCain sometimes pokes conservatives in the eye to demonstrate 
that he's not one of THOSE Republicans? Charles does the same, except uses the 
ID crowd instead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing "conservative" about the ID crowd -- they're the antithesis 
of genuine conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05550486 30583 207 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 7:52:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 ArcherB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone, please tell me this site is not left of the ACLU.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And oddly enough, here's ArcherB, "not" defending the Discovery Institute 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05548524 30584 1 Charles Tue, Jul 8, 2008 6:27:40pm  
 
<P>And Hannity is putting him on for two segments again, because you can never 
get enough of old Pat.</P> 
<P>William F. Buckley is spinning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05550770 30589 34 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 9:07:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't watch cable news anymore but it has really degraded...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/7/9/105736/8794/493/548705" 
target=_blank>Capitulation Day</A></P> 
<P>That's just ridiculous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty unbelievable what's going on at MSNBC these days. Completely 
taken over by hard core moonbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05551597 30592 11 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 12:14:51pm  
 
<P>This, from a guy who's already getting a reputation for 
arrogance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553288 30596 24 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 5:40:17pm  
 
<P>"me:" You're getting a time out, and every one of your spam comments has been 
deleted. I don't appreciate that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553347 30596 60 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 5:55:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>"me" comments 1,2,4,5,6, 9 were still visible to me (and I dinged down) 
until I refreshed the page. Only comments #11 and higher showed up as deleted.I 
won't mention comment #264. Just saying if you were wondering if it's still 
happening.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I'm still looking into that one. It's an elusive 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553550 30596 125 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 6:33:28pm  
 
<P>Ah, the deceptive shill is here, as expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553580 30596 133 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 6:39:49pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should and should not post at LGF will now be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553635 30596 150 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 6:52:56pm  
 
<P>ArcherB: I think you need a break from shilling. You're starting to sound a 
little hysterical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553653 30596 153 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 6:55:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 Slumbering Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On an previous thread, I was going to recommend that all posts consisting of 
nothing but "Yawn" or their derivatives be treated like "First" 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Good idea, and those posts will also be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553863 30596 220 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 7:34:02pm  
 
<P>That's enough from the dishonest shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553891 30596 230 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 7:38:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #225 JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm frankly surprised that that didn't happen at least 2 days 
earlier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in giving people with dishonest agendas all the rope they need to 
hang themselves with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05553999 30596 259 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:00:48pm  
 
<P>The deleted comments above are from people whining that I should stop posting 
about this subject.</P> 
<P>Not from people "dissenting."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554010 30596 263 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:03:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #257 jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose much the same could be said for string theory. Should we ban its 
teaching and blacklist its proponents?</P> 
<P>My position on ID is that it is admittedly fringe science--but science 
nonetheless.</P> 
<P>I think that ID in its more elegant formulations (e.g. Behe's) raises some 
valid questions that should be seriously answered. I've reviewed a lot of 
"answers" to ID and frankly found them lacking. I have to call it the way I 
think I see it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behe's silly attempts to obscure the issue HAVE been answered, 
definitively:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkdesign.org/faqs/icdmyst/ICDmyst.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkdesign.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Michael Behe is a fraud, and a shill for a very dishonest 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554051 30596 274 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:09:45pm  
 
<P>I repeat: Any comments telling me what I should or should not post at LGF 
will now be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554106 30596 295 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #285 jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The existence of an agenda should be a red flag. But whether an argument is 
valid or not is independent of the motivations of the person making 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Behe's arguments are not valid, they are fraudulent. And his 
arguments are fraudulent because his motivations are dishonest. It's not 
"independent" -- it's cause and effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554193 30596 331 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:32:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #317 jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be a nightmare if public schools started teaching religion.</P> 
<P>ID is not creationism. ID can still be true even if most evolutionary theory 
is true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is simply repackaged creationism. It's been proven over 
and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554217 30596 341 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/5554196" target=_blank>#333</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<P>ArcherB is no longer welcome to post comments at LGF. The dishonesty was 
beginning to give me a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554273 30596 360 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 8:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #350 islamofauxware</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a lesson to be learned somewhere for the novice from Archer B - I 
trust it is not that closely held beliefs are denied access</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there is a lesson: lie about your reasons for posting here, and pretend 
to be something you are not, and you'll lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554456 30596 403 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 9:19:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #398 unixrab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"creationist propoganda" === UNBIASED! thanx!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am absolutely biased, against dishonest religious fanatics using deceptive 
tactics to violate the First Amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554524 30596 422 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 9:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #421 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I am absolutely flabbergasted by that statement!</P> 
<P>You "want the best" for me, even if I "can't (yet) get it".</P> 
<P>And I guess the plan is to see to it that "the best for all" gets done by 
sneaking in somebody's version of God and faith into public school science 
curriculum.</P> 
<P>If you can't "convert" me, you'll be sure to "convert" my child.</P> 
<P>Is that the plan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, that's exactly their plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554531 30596 426 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 9:38:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #425 Kulhwch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>we creationists just want the best for all, even if you can't (yet) 
get it.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that is farking scarey.</P> 
<P>}:) &nbsp; &nbsp; [I'm getting a weird Orwell cross-over Borg vibe ... 
]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can't help giving themselves away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05554539 30596 431 Charles Wed, Jul 9, 2008 9:40:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #417 unixrab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>true dat. It's not fun... well...sometimes it is. When Charles quotes me 
directly.. that's moderately fun..</P> 
<P>... ok.. lots of fun.</P> 
<P>Ok.. . I was wrong .. .it's fun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555268 30596 708 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:37:59am  
 
<P>The morning shift of fanatics has arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555296 30596 712 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:50:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #705 ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's plain nonsense, as a little careful enquiry reveals all too plainly - <A 
href="http://www.ibiblio.org/pardo/birds/archive/archive5/msg00554.html" 
target=_blank>here's another example of the wondrous phenomenon known as 
convergent evolution, ie the seperate evolving of the same structure despite 
lack of common ancestry!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is another creationist talking point, straight from the reasons.org 
site. Good work finding another source for it, so it wouldn't be as obvious as 
it was last time you dumped a quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555734 30596 745 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 12:34:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/5555729" target=_blank>#743</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>This is another creationist tactic -- try to define science as 
"religion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555762 30596 752 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 12:46:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #747 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I stated "I haven't seen a single post from anybody on any of these threads, 
myself included, who has displayed a grasp of the actual scientific issues 
involved in evolution or intelligent design" as a fact. If there has been such a 
post show me, otherwise I stand uncorrected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is your scientific background, that makes you able to judge whether 
someone has "a grasp" of the issues?</P> 
<P>As for "intelligent design," there's no science there to 
grasp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555769 30596 755 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 12:51:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #753 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might note also that materialistic Darwinian evolution, in the eyes of its 
acolytes here on LGF, fails Points #4 and #5 as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555823 30596 764 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #758 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no scientific background relevant to this discussion, as I've already 
said. So how can I judge who has a grasp of the scientific issues involved? 
Simple -- he who demonstrates it.</P> 
<P>As Alec Fisher states in his book <EM>The Logic Of Real Arguments</EM>, "... 
it requires only a relatively slight knowledge of the subject to evaluate these 
arguments oneself."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As several people have now pointed out to you, there have been many posts in 
these threads from people knowledgeable in biology and 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555827 30596 766 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:12:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #762 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh? Darwinian materialistic evolutionists would admit of the falsifiability 
of their theory? They would say that it's tenative, not the final 
word?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't even know what the term "falsifiable" means in the context of 
scientific theories. Please look it up before you embarrass yourself any 
further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555838 30596 767 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:14:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/761/5555815" target=_blank>#761</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why favor evolution over ID?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because evolution is a scientific fact, and "intelligent design" is a 
fraudulent scheme designed to violate the Establishment Clause and force 
fundamentalist religion into science classrooms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05556188 30596 798 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 2:22:07pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/5556119" target=_blank>#790</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evidently you don't know what "fact" means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you're embarrassing yourself. Evolution IS a "scientific fact." It's 
you who doesn't know what the term means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556293 30596 811 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 2:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/5556228" target=_blank>#804</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(I live in Istanbul)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you connected with Harun Yahya?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556506 30596 854 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 3:27:57pm  
 
<P>The Dishonesty Institute's latest scheme is to pretend that "intelligent 
design" is pure science, completely unrelated to any kind of religion.</P> 
<P>Judging from this thread, quite a few creationists failed to get the 
memo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556530 30596 860 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 3:34:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #859 unixrab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not be moved on this issue. No one can move me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's been obvious for quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556604 30596 875 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 3:50:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #866 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is indeed like beating your head against a brick wall. Some folks reach a 
point where it is obvious they are making no sense, and then they simply return 
to previously made points rather than argue the thing out in a logical and 
linear fashion.</P> 
<P>I'm about worn out with it . . . but as a registered user of this site, I 
think I have an obligation to jump in when I think I have a little bit to offer, 
rather than let these folks come back to these threads late, when most everyone 
else is gone, to leave their little bits and pieces of scripture verses or 
circular statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate your efforts, and the way you continue to insist that religion 
and science are NOT enemies. Because that's one of the most insidious talking 
points that these fanatics use.</P> 
<P>One thing I've realized is that chasing after every point they raise is self-
defeating for me. They're not going to listen or actually think about any 
answers or links you might provide. It can be educational for other people, so 
it's not completely pointless to argue with them, and I appreciate the herculean 



efforts being put forth by some of the people commenting in these threads. But 
for me it's a waste of time that I can use much better in other 
areas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556879 30596 947 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #943 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s got to do with one’s view of the world, “worldview”, Charles –the point 
at which one starts.It is not that the stuff you present has not been 
considered.It is that, when one is born again, one receives a spirit of 
discernment. Everything is taken back to the Word and measured, like the Bereans 
were praised for doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, in other words, you're claiming that being "born again" gives you a sort 
of perfect enlightenment, in which you know the answers to everything, and can 
reject any troublesome science that doesn't fit your "worldview?"</P> 
<P>OK. Must be nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556906 30596 951 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:30:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #950 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gives me, rather, the perfect peace that what God says in His word, is to 
be believed, and that if man's discoveries contradict Him, I know which One to 
believe, as in this good word: <EM>"Trust in the LORD with all your heart; and 
lean not on your own understanding; acknowledge Him in all your ways; and He 
shall direct your paths."</EM> Is <EM>IS</EM> nice. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's good. I'm happy for you. Meanwhile, feel free to enjoy all the 
technological marvels that you use every day, researched and invented by people 
who are still interested in learning about the natural world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556927 30596 955 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:34:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #952 unixrab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yeah.. the main verse that encapsulates that thought is:</P> 
<P><EM>But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for 
they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because they are 
spiritually discerned.</EM></P> 
<P>That last one is why all this stuff I've been saying seems foolish to most 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it, we're unable to perceive your enlightenment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556942 30596 958 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:36:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #952 unixrab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yeah.. the main verse that encapsulates that thought is:</P> 
<P><EM>But the natural man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God: for 
they are foolishness unto him: neither can he know them, because they are 
spiritually discerned.</EM></P> 
<P>That last one is why all this stuff I've been saying seems foolish to most 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is a very interesting statement, because it explains why you're 
advocating for a fascist, totalitarian theocracy in which you decide what other 
people's children will be taught.</P> 
<P>You think you're the born again ubermenschen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557038 30596 978 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:55:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/973/5557027" target=_blank>#973</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can you not understand that this is what you are insisting 
on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he's a true believer. It's not possible for him to be 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557051 30596 982 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:59:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #979 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ID debate here has followed it's natural course. ID proponents are no 
longer arguing facts or science, now they're openly admitting this is a 
spiritual issue and theocracy is the answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they are. These are the people that the Discovery Institute is using to 
promote its cause, and that's why they've failed (so far) -- because the base 
can't stay on message, and because it's obvious to any thinking person what's 
going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557584 30596 1027 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:22:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1025 William</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My post (#375) is now <STRONG>deleted</STRONG>.&nbsp; Seemed pretty innocuous 
to me...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/274/5554051" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561100 30596 1142 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 2:03:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1138 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, what's depressing is pretty much everything on the list are points I 
thought we were discussing -- like doesn't the belief in evolution imply certain 
points about the existence of God, abiogenesis, cosmological theories? Doesn't 
the fact that two scientists considered supporters of evolutionary theory admit 
the paucity of the fossil record mean that maybe the science isn't as perfectly 
cut and dried as some would like?</P> 
<P>I mean, I thought, stupid me, that all those points were what we were looking 
at, examining, thinking and talking about. But I see you never really had 
anything approaching an open mind at all, since you call me "dishonest" for even 
daring to raise the questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, what happened is that you tried to copy and paste a quote from a 
creationist quote mine, and got caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05564170 30596 1230 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:42:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1229/5564126" target=_blank>#1229</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<P>I hope you're getting paid for this much irrational shilling and quote 
mining. You're spending a lot of time at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564203 30596 1232 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:57:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1231 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still no substantive answers to any of the points I raise?</P> 
<P>That's okay, you're not getting paid for 'em anyway.</P> 
<P>Oh, you know, life in Istanbul. Nothing else to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You proved over and over in this thread that you do not listen to answers, 
don't care about evidence, and reject anything that doesn't fit your narrow 
religious biases. Why bother running around and refuting your nonsense, only to 
have you ignore it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564214 30596 1235 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 11:01:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1234 Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"... you do not listen to answers, don't care about evidence, and reject 
anything that doesn't fit your narrow religious biases."</P> 
<P>That pretty well describes 95% of the posters here, including you, so what's 
the problem again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the "I know you are, but what am I?" defense. The difference is that you 
haven't presented anything remotely like evidence -- only talking points lifted 
from creationist sources. You've even been busted doing it, and you just 
continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564280 30596 1240 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 11:26:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1239 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying that intelligent design=creationism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it is. That's been shown over and over. And the creationists in 
this thread have demonstrated it relentlessly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564386 30596 1250 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 12:03:15pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, LGF-haters continue to spread the falsehood that LGF is a "science 
denial" site, at Panda's Thumb, where Timothy Sandefur posted a link to this 
thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/07/john-west-on-th.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555228 30598 65 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #52 formercorpsman</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it me?</P> 
<P>I read the Drudge link to the NYT, and there is no mention of LGF, or anyone 
else for credit.</P> 
<P>I know, I ask the obvious.</P> 
<P>Is Charles getting credit for any of this out there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Times linked to an earlier article at LGF. I think they decided to throw 
me a bone, since they were blatantly lifting my work without 
credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555246 30598 81 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:28:44am  
 
<P>We may have another outage around 10 am Pacific, when all the West Coast 
people get into work and log on to LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555249 30598 84 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:29:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3566548,00.html" 
target=_blank>Ynet</A> is running an article saying that its experts found 
problems with the image, but doesn't note LGF or any other site by name for 
finding fault with the images.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's apparently now standard practice for mainstream media to simply use 
the work of bloggers without credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555251 30598 86 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:30:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: #83 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My pilikia is only partially pau.</P> 
<P>The "Statistics" triangle flips, but reveals nothing, so I appreciate the 
update.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will eventually appear, but it takes a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555257 30598 92 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:32:40am  
 
<P>Hey, Cognito -- you owe me an apology, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555364 30599 2 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:11:30am  
 
<P>8,646 online...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555367 30599 4 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:13:05am  
 
<P>Now 8,810 online...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555369 30599 5 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:13:43am  
 
<P>9,068...</P> 



<P>The west coast people are settled in at "work"...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555372 30599 6 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:14:18am  
 
<P>9,310...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555375 30599 8 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:15:34am  
 
<P>9,555...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555379 30599 11 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:16:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw over 12,000 online once when Drudge Report linked. Then we 
crashed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555381 30599 12 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:17:31am  
 
<P>9,744...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555387 30599 15 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:19:21am  
 
<P>10,232...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555388 30599 16 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:20:39am  
 
<P>10,421...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555393 30599 20 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:23:41am  
 
<P>11,001...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555395 30599 22 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:24:22am  
 
<P>11,166 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555402 30599 28 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:27:17am  
 
<P>11,554...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555407 30599 33 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:29:43am  
 
<P>11,796...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05555412 30599 37 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:31:39am  
 
<P>12,168...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555417 30599 39 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:32:39am  
 
<P>12,331...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555420 30599 41 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:33:45am  
 
<P>12,521...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555425 30599 45 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:40:47am  
 
<P>12,844...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555449 30599 67 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 10:53:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles called me "a guy" on the air!</P> 
<P>I swear, Charles does not know my gender!</P> 
<P>Linguistic convenience only.</P> 
<P>As for the mention -- I hardly deserved it!</P> 
<P>/hides in embarrassment</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I call everybody "guy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555475 30599 90 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 11:08:35am  
 
<P>The site's getting more responsive now, after the first surges subsided.</P> 
<P>Still over 11,000 people online, and our page views today are already over 
100K.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555510 30599 118 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 11:25:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: #115 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooooh!</P> 
<P>Interestingly, the NY Times does not credit LGF for this, even though they 
link to <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=24492_Iranian_Fauxtography_B
ust&amp;only" target=_blank>this earlier LGF Fauxtoshop Iran scandal,</A> so 
obviously they must have read LGF to research the article.</P> 
<P>I think it was a hint of guilt on the NY Times' part. They didn't want to say 
they got the info for the missile 'Shop scandal from LGF, so they threw Charles 
a bone by linking to an earlier exposé.</P> 
<P>Tsk tsk tsk on the NY Times!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. That's how it looks to me too. They threw me a bone and linked to an 
earlier post, but didn't want to credit me for breaking the 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05555559 30600 31 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 11:41:08am  
 
<P>To give Drudge the benefit of the doubt, he has linked to LGF in the past. 
The problem with a link from Drudge Report, though, is that it sends such a 
deluge of traffic that many sites simply crash within minutes -- LGF included. 
He may have linked to the Times knowing that they would stay online.</P> 
<P>The New York Times definitely knew where the story came from, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555661 30600 100 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 12:03:31pm  
 
<P>Some of the comments at the New York Times are mind-boggling.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Searching for image tampering in the missile launching pictures is utterly 
nonsense. Why should the Iranians do it? What possible difference can one more 
or one less missile do? To me, this is nothing but another Israeli attempt at 
hiding their discomfort over Iran. Israelis, clearly, fear Iran. That’s why they 
are trying to raise a hullaballoo over the whole affair.</P> 
<P>— Posted by Ariel</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Seriously, who cares if Iran did a missle test? Amerika does them all the 
time. Iran claims to have their finger on the trigger, so does Amerika. When 
Amerika dismantles its nuclear program, and withdrawals it’s troops from Iraq, 
then Iran will be less hostile. Duh!</P> 
<P>— Posted by tom</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555755 30600 173 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 12:42:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #151 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keep trying to post and can't - if this one gets through, pardon any 
duplication ...</P> 
<P>Charles - aren't there log entries to see when the NYT newsroom picked up the 
story so as to demonstrate when and how they lifted the story without 
attribution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there are log entries, but they only record IP addresses and other semi-
anonymous data. There's no way to tell at a glance where a hit came from -- I 
have to look up the IP address.</P> 
<P>Since we have over 100,000 page views in the last 12 hours, that's somewhat 
problematic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555863 30600 203 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:21:09pm  
 
<P>By the way -- the largest amount of traffic to this post is coming from Tim 
Blair's blog at the Daily Telegraph:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/timblair/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/irans_photoshoppery_guards/" 
target=_blank>blogs.news.com.au...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05555915 30600 209 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:32:52pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/5555868" target=_blank>#204</A> red 
satellite</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks -- they did correct it, and I updated above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556733 30600 244 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 4:24:40pm  
 
<P>Anyone who clicks the link at the Times to that earlier Iran post will now be 
redirected to this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556824 30600 247 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:06:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #246 TS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't it Powerline (?) blog that broke the Dan Rather fakery? I know Charles 
made the story blow-up, but..correct me if I'm wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. The first one to mention the possibility was a poster at Free 
Republic; then Powerline mentioned the possibility too, but did not do anything 
to prove it.</P> 
<P>I think it's fair to say that I'm the one who really proved the documents 
were fakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557688 30600 251 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #249 Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that Washington Post link above no longer contains any reference to 
the photoshopped image nor Little Green Footalls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's completely vanished from the Washington Post web 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556208 30601 190 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 2:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/5556158" target=_blank>#184</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christine Brim, Senior Vice President for Policy and Program Management Ms. 
Brim continues her work as executive director for the Victory Coalition Fund, an 
incubator for new projects working against Islamism. Before joining the Center, 
Ms. Brim was a senior associate at the Lexington Institute and the 
<STRONG>Center for Vigilant Freedom</STRONG>. She recieved her MBA from George 
Mason University.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556010 30602 14 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 1:52:50pm  
 
<P>This wasn't the only deceptive photo they released yesterday -- see the 
update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556111 30602 79 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 2:09:45pm  
 
<P>Our page view counter just went over 160,000 for today...</P> 



<P>Still over 7,000 people online, and the server is running at nearly full 
speed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556838 30602 169 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:10:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/5556829" target=_blank>#167</A> 
LocalMalcontent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But this is an exception. I think real credit is due to the Iranian archer, 
Kamangir, the Iranian blogger living in Canada, and first reporting this, as 
Charles has credited above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, Kamangir is great -- I read his blog frequently. But he didn't 
actually report the photo above -- he reported a different photo, which turns 
out to be a year old. The photo above was taken yesterday...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556238 30603 32 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 2:30:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/5556227" target=_blank>#27</A> Fat Jolly 
Penguin</EM></P> 
<P>Whoa! I think we have a winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556525 30603 186 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 3:33:00pm  
 
<P>Brit Hume just covered the Iran missile photo story, and gave credit to the 
New York Times.</P> 
<P>Arg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556560 30603 212 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 3:40:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #205 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got to say, that really sucks.</P> 
<P>When webs87 sent it to you, was the photo completely virgin, so to speak? 
(Whence came this webs87?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A reader who used the contact form, and asked me to look at the photo. Never 
heard from this reader before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556661 30603 277 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 4:03:45pm  
 
<P>Now Shepard Smith is covering the photo story. Again with no credit to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556682 30603 292 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 4:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #287 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you thought about redirecting the NYT link to the thread about them 
taking credit for your work? Have you emailed them asking them for 
credit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea. I'm now doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05556810 30603 359 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:00:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/5556804" target=_blank>#357</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<P>Yes -- and the point is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556828 30603 367 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #365 blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>nothing personal... just want to make sure that the person who figured out 
the picture was a fake gets his/her props just like LGF gets its props, that's 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I credited 'webs87' in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05556917 30603 429 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 5:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #403 VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bet it does not post another comment tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be a bet you'd win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557101 30604 19 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:11:46pm  
 
<P>Something's definitely up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557122 30604 33 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:15:55pm  
 
<P>Maybe it's a hardware failure somewhere -- but I can't access a lot of sites 
right now, including the New York Times and the Washington Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557151 30604 60 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:18:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 dsrtegl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also could be that a major peering point is having problems and BGP hasn't 
worked it all out yet.</P> 
<P>It happens from time to time.</P> 
<P>It depends on "where you are" and "where you're trying to 
get"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, that's what I'm starting to suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557168 30604 76 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:20:17pm  
 
<P>This is ironic.</P> 
<P>Earlier today, I couldn't get into LGF.</P> 
<P>Now, LGF is running fine but I can't get into the rest of the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05557193 30604 96 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:23:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #82 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you getting 403 forbidden errors or what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... "can't find server" messages, which usually means DNS is 
failing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557249 30604 146 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:34:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/5557218" target=_blank>#118</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>That Anaheim server could be the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557273 30604 166 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:37:49pm  
 
<P>Time Warner Cable is having a major problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557283 30604 174 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 6:39:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #159 the_flying_pig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - Charles, why delete a submitted link to a blog about the Proposed 
Constitutional Amendment to "ban" Islam? I thought it is an interesting proposal 
with some heavy discussions. What gives?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"What gives" is what always gives when this ridiculous idea comes up. It's 
not going to happen, ever, and the only thing it achieves is to make all anti-
jihad bloggers look like bigoted morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557561 30604 418 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:19:50pm  
 
<P>Yep, Time Warner Cable is having serious problems. Their support line has a 
pre-recorded message saying they're aware of the problem and working to resolve 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557610 30604 461 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:26:51pm  
 
<P>Time Warner seems to have found and fixed the problem...</P> 
<P>I think I've found the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557817 30606 35 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:51:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/5557814" target=_blank>#32</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>Do you ever stop shilling?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557826 30606 40 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:52:42pm  
 
<P>One of the authors who tried to claim credit for this, Mike Nizza, has 
previously (wrongly) identified LGF as a "gun rights advocate," and was forced 
to issue a correction:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30023_New_York_Times_Blog_Blooper_
of_the_Day" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557851 30606 57 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:56:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #39 Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, what phrase would you use to define this blog?</P> 
<P>Just curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been screaming about it for a long time -- I don't believe these 
antiquated terms work any more. "Conservative" would be OK if the real meaning 
of the word was intended -- but it's not. At the New York Times, it's a synonym 
for "right-wing nutjob."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557872 30606 70 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 7:59:39pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at the Washington Post the article on the faked photo has 
completely vanished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557886 30606 82 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:01:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/5557865" target=_blank>#64</A> 
DeathtotheSwiss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not? Uh oh...does your readership know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do support the Second Amendment -- but calling LGF a "gun rights" blog is 
beyond ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05557917 30606 101 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:06:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #85 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The WaPo article is <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2008/07/10/AR2008071002709.html" target=_blank>here</A></P> 
<P>Noted Debunker!/Rotating title nomination</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. Noted debunker, baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558100 30606 243 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:36:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #149 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot of gun talk here. I'm afraid of guns and even I'm thinking of 
buying one soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I lost my fear of guns in ROTC in high school, but never owned one until a 
few years ago.</P> 
<P>But the fact is that guns are tools whose only real purpose is the taking of 
life. It's a big responsibility to own one, and shouldn't be taken 
lightly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558117 30606 257 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:39:02pm  



 
<P>Now approaching 230,000 page views for the day...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558157 30606 293 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #284 DeathtotheSwiss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another perspective for you Charles. I worked, briefly, on the USS 
Tennessee a submarine that carries nuclear weapons. The idea isn't that we want 
to launch, it's that they won't launch if they know we have them too. And 
believe me we have a lot of the things.</P> 
<P>If you think of them as tools designed to kill and destroy you'd be right, 
but you'd also be right to say that those nuclear missiles just existing serves 
a higher purpose. Our freedom, at a time of such political timidness, rests upon 
our military might.</P> 
<P>A gun can serve the same purpose. In a town where gun ownership is mandatory 
violent crime rates drop to zero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I agree on the deterrent factor -- but that deterrent wouldn't exist 
unless the threat was serious and real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558194 30606 327 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 8:55:53pm  
 
<P>Looks like our total page views for today are going to be over a quarter of a 
million...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560323 30606 495 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:23:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #493 Fluffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3229/2658316482_848d71ed13_o.jpg" 
target=_blank>This is becoming a little scary...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha! Is that your picture? If so, mind if I run it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558297 30607 9 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:17:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #6 experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Under every stone is a Saudi financier...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably not in this case:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saudi funding also seems unlikely because Oktar's message, while basically 
Sunni Muslim, mixes in Shi'ite and Sufi elements that clash with the kingdom's 
austere Wahhabi school of Islam.</P> 
<P>"The Saudis don't like that," said an Istanbul Islam expert who asked not to 
be named because he feared litigation by the Harun Yahya group if quoted 
criticizing it. He thought Oktar was mostly funded by a small group of affluent 
young Turks who make up the core group of his 
supporters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558316 30607 20 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:23:11pm  
 



<P>More on this freak: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harun_Yahya" 
target=_blank>Adnan Oktar</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In September 1999 Adnan Oktar was arrested following multiple sex scandals 
and further allegations that was fully covered by the Turkish media. In that 
court case, Oktar was charged with rape, slander, libel, bribery, blackmail and 
creating an organization with the intent to commit a crime[8]. One complaintant, 
a fashion model named Ebru Simsek claimed she was blackmailed, and then 
slandered as a "prostitute" in fax messages sent to hundreds of different 
newspapers, TV channels, major business companies, foreign consulates and 
government offices for refusing to have sex with Adnan Oktar. The judicial 
process lasted over 2 years, during which most of the complainants' retracted 
their claims because of threats or bribes from SRF members. As a result most of 
the cases against Oktar and SRF members were dismissed, with only two member 
receiving jail sentences for 1 year each.</P> 
<P>Amidst ambiguous circumstances all charges were dropped by that court only to 
be picked by another court 8 years later. On May 2008 Oktar and 17 other members 
of his organisation where sentenced to 3 years in prison[30]. Oktar intends to 
appeal these charges.[30]</P> 
<P>According to the indictment of the prosecutor’s office, cited by the daily 
Cumhuriyet, Adnan Oktar and associates raped young women many of whom were under 
the age of 18 on camera and blackmailed them by threatening to release the sex 
tapes to their friends and family members. Many of these young women were then 
forced to to entice select young men from wealthy families with the promise sex 
in exchange for attending events organised by the BAV. The court heard how in 
turn these girls were formed into a group called of what they referred to as 
Odalisques and were ordered to videotape their sex sessions with these young men 
and deliver the tapes to Oktar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558322 30607 24 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:24:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: Harun Yahya.</P> 
<P>What I remembered was that he took stands against things that most Muslims 
support, and he is opposed by a great number of Muslims.</P> 
<P>Here's an example of a stand he has taken against Nazism and anti-
Semitism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.harunyahya.com/articles/32terrorism_antisemitism_soc06.php" 
target=_blank>www.harunyahya.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read that whole incoherent article, you'll discover that his 
definition of "antisemitism" is rather flexible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558361 30607 45 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:32:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Perhaps I'm misunderstanding your headline.</P> 
<P>It appears you're taking this quote...</P> 
<P>... and trying to use it to insinuate that US creationist groups are in 
cahoots with radical Islam.</P> 
<P>When the quote, of course, is simply -- and obviously -- belying the 
assertion that US creationists could possibly be funding this dude.</P> 



<P>Help me out here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the links, please. US creationists ARE in cahoots with this creep. It's 
a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558374 30607 57 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:34:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/5558338" target=_blank>#28</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When the quote, of course, is simply -- and obviously -- belying the 
assertion that US creationists could possibly be funding this 
dude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In your rush to attack, you've completely misunderstood the 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558379 30607 61 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:35:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #56 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm asking: Are you saying that the quote you put in bold is somehow 
indicative that American creationists are funded by radical 
Islam?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Somehow indicative?" Where did I write that?</P> 
<P>You're getting ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558388 30607 65 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:36:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #62 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No attack here. Like I said orginally, maybe I'm misunderstanding it.</P> 
<P>And that's why I asked you to help me out.</P> 
<P>What is the bold quote meant to convey?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's obvious, isn't it? The person quoted is raising the possibility that 
Harun Yahya is funding US creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558397 30607 74 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:39:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #54 nyc redneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if i was a u.s. creationist, i wouldn't trust these assholes. they are 
moslems who have twisted christianity to fit their own perverse 
scenario.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But US creationists DO trust Harun Yahya. They participate in his conferences 
in Turkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05558411 30607 84 Charles Thu, Jul 10, 2008 9:41:30pm  
 
<P>I'm sure you're going to keep at this, Cognito, but you'll have to excuse me 
if I ignore you. I've had enough of your deliberately contrarian BS for one 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05559864 30607 1342 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:17:18am  



 
<P><EM>re: #716 Escovado</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been acquainted with many of the people who founded ICR for many 
years. So I know that, in ICR's case, this is an outright lie. I hate to burst 
your bubble, but not everything is on the Internet. Why don't you contact ICR 
yourself and and ask them if they are recieveing funds from radical Muslims, 
hmmm? I would suggest that Charles do the same also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you know these people so well, why don't you ask them why they're 
associating with Harun Yahya?</P> 
<P>And by the way, asking a question is not an "outright lie."</P> 
<P>Unlike the garbage spewed by the ICR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560070 30607 1442 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 10:07:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1436/5560046" target=_blank>#1436</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<P>When a fundamental religious movement denies science and reality and insists 
that the Bible tells us everything we need to know about the natural universe -- 
i.e., "creationism" -- the word "nonsense" is appropriate and precise.</P> 
<P>When a fundamental religious movement tries to hide its agenda in order to 
violate the Establishment Clause and force religion into science classrooms -- 
i.e., "intelligent design" -- you'd better believe I'm going to attack them. 
This is a profoundly un-American agenda, and it disgusts me.</P> 
<P>And I'm going to continue posting about this no matter how much you whine 
about being insulted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561199 30607 1600 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 2:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1593 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is funny:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2008/jul/01/evolution.islam" 
target=_blank>Inayat Bunglawala v Harun Yahya</A>"A head to head debate about 
evolution and the origins of life from a Muslim perspective"Dated July 1, 
2008</P> 
<P>Isn't Bunglawala an apologist for Islam, sharia law, etc? Yet here he comes 
across like the voice of reason and Oktar's arguments aren't any different from 
some of the ID talking points.</P> 
<P>(I find it odd that this was featured in a UK newspaper but maybe it 
shouldn't strike me that way at all.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. If Bunglawala is on the side of evolution, I may have to join the 
Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P><SUB>yeah, right</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561322 30607 1615 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 3:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1096/5559579" target=_blank>#1096</A> 
someguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First of all, Charles, Cognito has a point which I will make clear: The part 
of the article you put in bold face is an insinuation, not 
proof.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Let me make something clear to you, since you're obviously confused: the part 
of the article I put in bold face is not supposed to be "proof," and I never 
claimed I had proof. The title of this post ends in a question mark, because I 
am asking a question -- a reasonable question, given the facts I 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561637 30607 1620 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 5:13:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1618/5561582" target=_blank>#1618</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>Are you going to seriously try to argue that because the conference I linked 
took place in 1998, that means there's no connection between the ICR and Harun 
Yahya?</P> 
<P>Maybe they just stopped talking, you think?</P> 
<P>The <STRONG>fact</STRONG> is that there are connections between this radical 
Islamist and his group, and the likes of Duane Gish and <STRONG>the 
president</STRONG> of the Institute for Creation Research, John Morris. If you 
think it's limited to just one conference ten years ago, you're incredibly 
naive.</P> 
<P>And given the deliberately deceptive practices of the ICR (quotes out of 
context and junk science all over that web site), I find it completely 
unsurprising that these connections exist. They use the same kinds of tactics, 
and believe the same kinds of things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562241 30607 1631 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 7:58:27pm  
 
<P>The evening shift fanatics have arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562245 30607 1632 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 7:59:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1625/5562190" target=_blank>#1625</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<P>Are you affiliated with the Institute for Creation Research?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562275 30607 1635 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:09:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1634/5562271" target=_blank>#1634</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<P>Are you affiliated with the Institute for Creation Research?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562294 30607 1637 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:14:10pm  
 
<P>Michael Behe's "peer reviewed" publications over time:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/strangerfruit/2007/12/behes_publications_over_time
.php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562299 30607 1638 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:15:16pm  
 
<P>The deception these people try to promote is absolutely 
shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562330 30607 1640 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:27:07pm  



 
<P>It's clear that LGF has been targeted by creationists for a serious 
propaganda effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562351 30607 1643 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:34:53pm  
 
<P>If any creationist would like to be credited at LGF with a front page link, 
just send me a copy of the email you received about LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562370 30607 1646 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1645/5562363" target=_blank>#1645</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<P>How did you learn about this thread at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562390 30607 1649 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:48:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1647 pvoce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you'll check my account, Ive been a lizard here for a while now. I joined 
here because of the politics, not because of this issue at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That isn't an answer to my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562405 30607 1653 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:53:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1651/5562400" target=_blank>#1651</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<P>OK. So where did you get that list of bogus "peer reviewed" creationist 
hooey? Was that just off the top of your head?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562411 30607 1654 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:55:44pm  
 
<P>Yep.</P> 
<P>It's from here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.discovery.org/a/1621" 
target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562424 30607 1657 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:59:16pm  
 
<P>Maybe you missed this section at EvoWiki:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This list serves to illustrate two points. First, ID advocates do not have a 
good grasp of the point of peer-review; a large fraction of the publications 
cited by the Discovery Institute are not reviewed at all; a number are "self-
reviewed" by people internal to the ID movement. Second, even given a generous 
definition of "review", the ID movement, as a whole, has generated extremely 
little research over the past five years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562459 30607 1661 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1659/5562453" target=_blank>#1659</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You will notice that I do not use TDI as a source.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I noticed that you found another source that duplicated the Discovery 
Institute's list -- a source that specifically debunked the DI list. But you 
failed to mention the debunking part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562485 30607 1663 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1662 pvoce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry about that:)My point is if Evowiki accepts the couple of the, as peer-
reviewed, who am I to argue?I am trying to get past the rhetoric and actually 
focus upon the science. Rhetoric, IMO, is what is being presented in courts 
under the guise of science -on both sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no science on the creationist/ID side. It's a religious agenda, pure 
and simple, masquerading as science. You won't find a single real scientist who 
buys that junk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562489 30607 1664 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:17:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1662/5562482" target=_blank>#1662</A> pvoce</EM></P> 
<P>Aren't you even a little bit embarrassed by what you just tried to pull 
here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562512 30607 1669 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:25:15pm  
 
<P>I guess you're not embarrassed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562523 30607 1674 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1672 pvoce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'pull here'? I am not "pulling" anything. I am simply stating opinions and 
using sources that others might find more reputable than the ones yo have 
expressed with disdain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tried to dump a bunch of bogus "peer reviewed" articles by creationist 
shills, while failing to mention that they are not peer reviewed at all 
according to your own source.</P> 
<P>It really doesn't bother you at all to use such transparently obvious 
tactics? Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562548 30607 1681 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:38:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1678 pvoce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you would disagree with the purveryors of the site that they are peer-
reviewed? The SC Meyer I did not include due to that controversy, but the others 
are indicated that they were.</P> 
<P>How is that dishonest?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I invite anyone reading this to go and see for themselves the reality behind 
pvoce's claims:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wiki.cotch.net/index.php/Peer-reviewed_ID_articles" 
target=_blank>wiki.cotch.net...</A>]</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>S.C. Meyer, “The Origin of Biological Information and the Higher Taxonomic 
Categories,? Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington, 117(2) (2004): 
213-239.</P> 
<P>This article was not peer-reviewed according to the standards of the 
Biological Society of Washingon, but rather slipped into the journal by an 
editor without proper review. The publisher repudiated the article; the 
controversy is described here. The article recieved four citations: a news 
article and a letter in Nature, a article on the controvery in the Phi Beta 
Kappan, and article in the Journal of Church and State.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>M.J. Behe and D.W. Snoke, “Simulating Evolution by Gene Duplication of 
Protein Features That Require Multiple Amino Acid Residues,? Protein Science, 13 
(2004): 2651-2664.</P> 
<P>This article was indeed peer-reviewed according to the normal procedures. The 
conclusions, however, were rapidly and voluminously disputed by others in the 
field, and the controversy was addressed by the editors here. The paper was 
cited three times: one rebuttal, Behe and Snoke's response to the rebuttal, and 
the editorial board's comment on the situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562554 30607 1684 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:40:05pm  
 
<P>Notice -- he picked out the few papers that are not specifically refuted, 
while ignoring the overall conclusion that "intelligent design" papers have no 
credibility in the scientific community.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562559 30607 1687 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:41:01pm  
 
<P>And -- he only admitted where he found this stuff when challenged. All of 
these claims come from the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563755 30607 1836 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:06:35am  
 
<P>"unixrab" is not welcome to post his/her/its deranged comments at LGF any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563836 30607 1838 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:21:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1835/5563745" target=_blank>#1835</A> zey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is evolution a contradiction of the basic laws of physics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/thermo/probability.html" 
target=_blank>No, it is not.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560257 30609 34 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:08:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 Pyrocles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only problem is that most of the Westerners who would watch this stuff on 
Youtube are either impressionable young people who would probably be swayed by 



the Islamist propaganda, or radical Leftists who would applaud 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The English version of Al Jazeera is cleverly slicked-up and sanitized for 
Western consumption. You'll never see shows like this one on the English 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560291 30609 61 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:16:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - Please see comment 488 on the NY Times Belatedly Credits LGF 
thread. Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've added it to the LGF Hits section...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560301 30609 69 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:19:22am  
 
<P>At least two Reuters hits were going to this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=22060_Reuters_Sanitizing_Mul
ti-Use_Building_Shots&amp;only" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560305 30609 72 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:20:04am  
 
<P>Someone at Reuters searched Google for "sharif karim," the photographer who 
took the pictures mentioned on that page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560330 30609 94 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 11:26:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #86 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting- wonder if he's had any pictures published 
lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sure has -- and from the photos at Yahoo, he looks very much like a 
Hizballah operative.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.search.yahoo.com/news/search?p=%22sharif+karim%22&amp;c=news_p
hotos" target=_blank>news.search.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560838 30611 23 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 1:16:02pm  
 
<P>I just got off the phone with documentary filmmaker Errol Morris, who's an 
LGF fan and is planning to write a piece on fauxtography for the 
NYT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560845 30611 28 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 1:16:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #19 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I see you used the "lasso tool" to outline one of the rockets, copy it, then 
paste it in everywhere at different sizes, and smoothed out the blue sky 
transition-edges.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't do this one -- Fluffster posted the imgshack link. There's no way of 
telling who did it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560922 30611 95 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 1:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #81 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is EXACTLY the meme they've been pushing frenziedly since yesterday:</P> 
<P>"See? This just proves that the threat from Iran is non-existent, since they 
can't even launch their own missiles properly. The wingnuts have shot themselves 
in the foot this time, since they just debunked the case for war against 
Iran!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really want to chase this line of reasoning down the rabbit hole, you 
could surmise that Iran deliberately released an obvious fake, knowing it would 
be caught, to create the impression that the threat wasn't really urgent and 
give themselves more time for their nuke program.</P> 
<P>But a much more likely explanation is -- stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05560992 30611 156 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 1:39:19pm  
 
<P>If anyone knows who created the image above, let me know so I can credit 
him/her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561226 30611 321 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 2:53:14pm  
 
<P>An article at NPR notices that I posted about the fake photo long before the 
NYT did their story, but claims that the NYT was aware of it hours before I 
posted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=92454193" 
target=_blank>www.npr.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561235 30611 328 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 2:56:25pm  
 
<P>It seems odd to me that the Times would delay publishing their story, knowing 
that the fake photo might be published in the meantime by other 
papers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05561781 30613 27 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 5:58:36pm  
 
<P>Hey, who sent out the memo to the creationists? In the last hour I've 
received three emails from people telling me that I'm:</P> 
<P>* doomed to hell</P> 
<P>* a mean-spirited, offensive atheist</P> 
<P>* a closet leftist, and they're never going to visit LGF 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562407 30614 281 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 8:54:01pm  



 
<P>Now the creationists are spamming this thread too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05562478 30614 339 Charles Fri, Jul 11, 2008 9:13:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #333 Homer_s</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#281 Creationists spamming this thread too.</P> 
<P>So it's all my fault?</P> 
<P>Apologies to all.</P> 
<P>Won't do it again.</P> 
<P>Promise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did someone email you about LGF's creationism debates? If so, you got the 
wrong thread. You need to scroll down a little more on the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564133 30616 131 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:30:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #129 newton</EM></P> 
<P>Your comments were deleted, and if you continue down that path, your account 
will be deleted too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563861 30617 47 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:28:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #45 The Other Les</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just had another attack by a fake scan web page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The attacks are not coming from or being caused by LGF, and there's nothing I 
can do about it, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563904 30617 74 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:37:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 Ursus Maritimus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have noticed it here and at Instapundit.Physical location is Sweden.Are you 
sure nobody has managed to insert a mal ad in the pajamas media 
ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PJ Media is meticulous about only using reputable ad servers, so it's very 
unlikely that a PJ ad is causing it.</P> 
<P>It's much more likely that unpatched DNS servers are the cause. This is a 
huge problem, worldwide, and I suspect quite a few ISPs have been caught 
unprepared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563936 30617 95 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:43:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #89 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BINGO! I bet that's it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think so.</P> 
<P>I am not having any of these problems at LGF. My ISP, Time Warner Cable, 
patched their DNS servers last week. (That was probably the cause of the outages 
I posted about.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05563964 30617 116 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:48:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #104 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, PJM media recently had a horrible ad that spewed out 
<STRONG>sound</STRONG> unbidden -- a really invasive kind of ad, which I've 
never encountered elsewhere. Haven't seen it recently, but...hmmm...</P> 
<P>Who controls these unpatched DNS servers? My ISP is one of the major 
"backbone of the Internet" companies, so they definitely know what's going 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That ad was pulled as soon as they were made aware of it.</P> 
<P>No one person controls the DNS servers ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563977 30617 125 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:49:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #111 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have come to LGF and have had an AD, displaying on LGF, try to keep 
contacting a URL, over and over.</P> 
<P>The URL address display at the bottom of my screen keeps showing an address, 
very quickly, and my speaker "clicks" indicating that a "pop up" was trying to 
come in.</P> 
<P>But I have my pop up blocker on. But this won't stop until I refresh the LGH 
page. I suspect that's because I then get a different ad in the ad rotation.</P> 
<P>Charles, it does/has happened here at LGF. And I know it's not some malware 
or something on my side, because I am clean.</P> 
<P>This also happened a number of time at Drudge on Thursday.</P> 
<P>Mircosoft pushed the updates to me on Wed. and McAfee push a whole new 
version of it's suite to me on Friday.</P> 
<P>Something is getting between LGF and some of us.</P> 
<P>Walter in Golden, Co.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that DNS servers are everywhere. Ads use DNS servers too, and 
the routes they use to get to them will vary on every HTTP request.</P> 
<P>I'm seeing the same ads everyone else is seeing, and I have not had a single 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05563988 30617 135 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:52:15am  
 
<P>P.S. If there were a problem with the PJ ads, I would definitely have seen 
it. I refresh the LGF page probably more than most of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564012 30617 153 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:56:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, this was AFTER I had the complete LGF page, downloaded on my side. 
Not before, or during the download.</P> 
<P>I don't see how the name server could still be trying to push something my, 
AFfTER the request was complete, unless one of the ads, now on my machine, had 
some code in there that was still trying to contact something.</P> 
<P>Just my observations.</P> 
<P>Walter in Golden, Co.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If your computer has been infected, there is no telling how it will show up. 
You can't assume anything from that timing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564024 30617 161 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:58:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #157 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turn off the "Block Pop-up Windows" setting in Safari. Maybe you'll see it 
then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I usually have it turned off, and it's been off all week. No 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564034 30617 171 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:01:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #163 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. The problem does NOT happen when the LGF page is in the process of 
loading, but long after it's already been loaded for a while. There's something 
ON the page that's doing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- you cannot make that assumption. If DNS cache poisoning is the 
cause, there are a million different ways that kind of thing could manifest 
itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564054 30617 183 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:06:34am  
 
<P>The reason I linked to the DNS cache article is because this is a very 
serious worldwide problem. If an attacker manages to poison a DNS cache, they 
can literally do almost anything -- download Javascript to your computer without 
you being aware of it, for just one example, that waits for a specific amount of 
time, then pops up a dialog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564107 30617 219 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:21:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #212 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pajamas media was down (unreachable) for me last night. And even on LGF the 
other day, something was opening a PDF file, so yes, there might have been a mal 
associated with pajamas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to repeat myself -- but this is ALMOST CERTAINLY NOT related to 
a PJ Media ad. The most likely cause by far is described in the article I 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564120 30617 227 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:27:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #225 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone else getting more spam that usual today? I haven't noticed any DNS 
redirects but I'm getting a lot of spam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there's also a massive spam attack going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564142 30617 237 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:34:00am  



 
<P><EM>re: #234 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you explain. How can an infected DNS send me something, after the fact of 
my request?</P> 
<P>I have a hardware firewall. If any responses come back to it, and it cannot 
match the request, port, ip and other information it holds on requests, it 
simply drops the response.</P> 
<P>Something would HAVE to be on my end ASKING for something. Or my hardware 
firewall would have had to be spoofed.</P> 
<P>Ideas?</P> 
<P>Walter</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If a DNS server is compromised, your firewall will not know anything is 
amiss. The attacker can basically control every request coming through the 
server, and reroute it to anything they like. Your browser might request an 
image from LGF, for example, and the attacker could reroute the request to a 
Javascript file. It all happens in the DNS server, and your browser never knows 
about it -- as far as the browser is concerned, nothing unusual 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564147 30617 240 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:34:45am  
 
<P>I've been refreshing LGF over and over with all pop-up blockers turned off, 
just to make sure, and haven't had a single problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564163 30617 252 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:39:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: #249 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been giving this some thought. Here is one way this could happen, even 
with the amount of protection I have at my end.</P> 
<P>1) I send a request out for a page.2) Spoofed DNS gets my request.3) It goes 
out, get some hacker code4) Sends that packet to me, with the info that request 
is not complete.5) Spoofed DNS grabs what I asked for6) Sends the result of my 
original request as more packets7) Ends the transmission8) My firewall says 
"Asked for LGF, got LGF."9) In the beginning, middle or end of those data 
packets, bad code, bad, bad code.</P> 
<P>Walter in Golden, Co.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- that's one possible scenario.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564178 30617 262 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:47:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #259 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to be clear, Charles: If the problem is "DNS server" related, that means 
the problem is not actually on our home computers, but is something out there in 
the Internet beyond our control -- right? Just want to make sure I don't have 
some kind of infection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're on a Mac, so you probably don't have to worry about it. But the real 
worry for PC users is that a DNS-based attack CAN infect computers with 
viruses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564194 30617 273 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:54:01am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/5564189" target=_blank>#269</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not an expert on anti-virus/malware programs for the PC. But any of the 
major ones should be able to protect you from most attacks. Just make sure 
you've updated everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564227 30617 291 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 11:05:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #288 Slumbering Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's times like this that I am grateful for the little AdBlock and NoScript 
addons. No problems here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't get too comfortable. Those Firefox add-ons do nothing to protect you 
from a DNS-based attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565635 30617 491 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:24:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #489 Devilzadvocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone from reddit mentioned it could be a firewall issue</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reddit.com/info/6rhwv/comments/c04o99j" 
target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, those issues are very minor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564457 30618 10 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 12:33:59pm  
 
<P>It's from the lyrics to "Who's Sorry Now," from one of his best albums, 
Second Wind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564472 30618 16 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 12:38:25pm  
 
<P>Here are the full lyrics:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lyricstime.com/todd-rundgren-who-s-sorry-now-
lyrics.html" target=_blank>www.lyricstime.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564513 30618 39 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 12:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #28 wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two questions:</P> 
<P>Which of his albums would you recommend most?Is "Bang on the Drums All Day" 
on an album, and if so, is it a lousy one or a good one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Bang the Drum All Day" is on "The Ever Popular Tortured Artist Effect."</P> 
<P>My favorite Rundgren albums are probably "Second Wind," "Nearly Human," and 
"Liars."</P> 
<P>No, wait. Add "A Cappella" to that list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564671 30619 73 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 2:12:06pm  
 
<P>I just did a short interview with Ed Driscoll for PJ Media's XM Radio show -- 
it will be broadcast on Wednesday.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05564688 30619 86 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 2:16:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>What did you talk about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Iranian fauxto, and also a very little bit about the creationism wars at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564763 30619 154 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 2:44:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #145 thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neo-Nazi supporter? Nice try. Those idiots tried to latch onto the movement, 
and we drummed them out of the local groups. They tried the same thing with Bob 
Barr, although Bob Barr handled them much better. Just because Ron didn't slam 
them doesn't make him a supporter.</P> 
<P>Nazis are socialists. Their message is incompatible with libertarianism. End 
of story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul also authored a newsletter that was full of crazy conspiracy 
theories and outright racism, by the way.</P> 
<P>So how do you square your "libertarianism" with your desire to force your 
brand of religious teaching on other people's children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564779 30619 167 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 2:50:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/5564770" target=_blank>#159</A> missouri 
boy</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564960 30620 19 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 3:52:38pm  
 
<P>Please note: before you post a comment telling me I shouldn't write about 
evolution, be aware that I'm going to be deleting any such 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05564969 30620 28 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 3:54:23pm  
 
<P>Flounder is delicious, by the way. Ugly but tasty.</P> 
<P>Amphistium, on the other hand, probably doesn't taste very good. Because it's 
a fossil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565072 30620 102 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 4:32:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #97 opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok ,help me out, because I find this stuff facinating.You are saying that 
Neanderthal is not an evolutionary ancestor of man?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Homo sapiens neanderthalensis was a separate species, that went extinct 
about 30,000 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05565246 30620 247 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 5:22:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #244 xtal1004</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fish did change, its eye moved, but fossil link? after all it started as 
a fish and finished as a fish, no change in species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know what a "species" is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565268 30620 256 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 5:29:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #250 srmoss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Transitional" is a bit of a stretch for the picasso fish since the species 
is exactly the same and the parts have only moved around a bit.Archaeopteryx 
seems more representative of the transitional form where the fossil shows 
characteristics of two unique species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The species is not exactly the same.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heteronectes lived around the time of Amphistium, and it also had a lot of 
traits seen only in flatfish. It also had one eye sitting high on its head. But 
a careful comparison of Heteronectes to living and fossil fish revealed that it 
was missing some traits found only in Amphistium and living flatfish. In other 
words, Heteronectes, Amphistium, and living flatfish all share a close common 
ancestor. Heteronectes belongs to the first lineage to branch off from that 
ancestor. Later, the ancestors of Amphistium and living flatfish split. In other 
words, the two oldest branches of flatfish relatives had the same intermediate 
eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565525 30620 287 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:00:04pm  
 
<P>By the way, I think it's absolutely bizarre that someone could read what I've 
posted here, and then turn around and accuse me of "bashing" Christians, or 
attacking anyone's faith.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely nothing in this post about faith or religion. 
Nothing.</P> 
<P>It's a fascinating scientific discovery, and I think it's very interesting. 
If you'd rather ignore this kind of stuff or reject it as some kind of gigantic 
hoax, that's up to you. But don't accuse me of bashing your faith by posting 
about a scientific breakthrough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565599 30620 297 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #293 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is cool. My friend mentioned it to me yesterday during a coffee break, and 
I thought how really fascinating the world is.</P> 
<P>She asked a question, though, that really made me laugh: "Did it itch while 
the eye was moving?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was known as the "50,000 Year Itch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565642 30620 306 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:26:34pm  



 
<P>How did we get from flatfish to female orgasms?</P> 
<P><SUB>not that I mind</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565679 30620 314 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:33:47pm  
 
<P>Oh sure, it's all fun and games now. But just wait until the creationists get 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566017 30620 464 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 8:12:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #423 beachkatie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wow CHARLES WHAT GOING ON?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you having some kind of problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566025 30620 467 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 8:14:16pm  
 
<P>"AJB_Patriot" is no longer welcome to tell me what I should post at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566052 30620 477 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 8:19:46pm  
 
<P>So far tonight, I've received four hate mails from creationists. 
Coincidentally, there's a link to LGF at William Dembski's "intelligent design" 
propaganda site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/what-do-
design-detection-and-nazis-have-in-common/" 
target=_blank>www.uncommondescent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566093 30620 492 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 8:31:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #490 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any of the hate mail worth sharing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's just more of the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566131 30620 501 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 8:41:01pm  
 
<P>Here's another hate mail that just came in:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>gee, Charles, you've turned into a Darwin Nazi jerk! you obviously haven't 
researched much of the lies and half-truths. your site just went from 
interesting and informative to don't care and formerly bookmarked. can't be 
helping your traffic any. bye</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566247 30620 526 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 9:22:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #521 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I found that bolded statement to be most interesting, about "getting" ID 
"accepted as scientific argument". Seems to me something either fits the 
criteria of "science" or it doesn't. And if it doesn't, then it isn't 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That statement tells you that they are very aware they are working to deceive 
people. The true believer will say and do anything necessary to advance the 
cause, and not even feel a pang of conscience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566426 30620 556 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/5566373" target=_blank>#546</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>That Terry Schiavo madness was an absolute disgrace, and I strongly suspect 
it was <STRONG>partly</STRONG> responsible for the big losses the GOP suffered 
in 2006. (Partly, not solely.) Decent people were revolted by the holier-than-
thou posturing and circus-like stunts, over a woman who was quite literally 
brain dead and had been for years. It was disgusting.</P> 
<P>And when I tried to gently suggest that people should mind their own 
business, and stop the political grandstanding over that poor woman, the 
reaction was over-the-top rabid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567629 30620 710 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 10:39:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/5567507" target=_blank>#698</A> Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, had he been as stable, active and alert as Terri, no way would I 
have stood for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but this isn't even close to being true. Terri Schiavo had almost 
no brain activity left when she died. Here's a CAT scan showing her brain in 
comparison with a normal one:</P> 
<P><A title=Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567746 30620 721 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 11:08:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/5567724" target=_blank>#718</A> Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, had he been as stable, active and alert as Terri, no way would I 
have stood for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you're repeating this untrue statement, I'll repeat this link:</P> 
<P><A title=Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>"Stable" -- yes, because her life was being prolonged artificially by medical 
science.</P> 
<P>"Active and alert?" Not even close to being true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567812 30620 732 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 11:29:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/5567801" target=_blank>#728</A> Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey Charles, you have your opinion and I have mine. I certainly don't know 
that it's untrue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can have your own opinions, but you can't have your own <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terri_Schiavo#Autopsy" 
target=_blank>facts</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Examination of Schiavo’s nervous system by neuropathologist Stephen J. 
Nelson, M.D., revealed extensive injury. The brain itself weighed only 615 g, 
only half the weight expected for a female of her age, height, and weight, an 
effect caused by the loss of a massive amount of neurons. Microscopic 
examination revealed extensive damage to nearly all brain regions, including the 
cerebral cortex, the thalami, the basal ganglia, the hippocampus, the 
cerebellum, and the midbrain. The neuropathologic changes in her brain were 
precisely of the type seen in patients who enter a PVS following cardiac arrest. 
Throughout the cerebral cortex, the large pyramidal neurons that comprise some 
70% of cortical cells – critical to the functioning of the cortex – were 
completely lost. The pattern of damage to the cortex, with injury tending to 
worsen from the front of the cortex to the back, is also typical. There was 
marked damage to important relay circuits deep in the brain (the thalami) – 
another common pathologic finding in cases of PVS. The damage was, in the words 
of Thogmartin, "irreversible, and no amount of therapy or treatment would have 
regenerated the massive loss of neurons."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568134 30620 768 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 1:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/761/5568000" target=_blank>#761</A> Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, autopsies, wonderful things, but we didn't know that, watching that 
film footage of her moving her eyes and all, now did we? Sorry but that sticks 
in my mind, not reading on line articles about the autopsy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that clarifies things. You could not care less about the facts of the 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568161 30620 769 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 1:07:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/5568123" target=_blank>#767</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know nothing of DI's or IDers as you put them other than what is in this 
thread but I do have a problem with those who completely denounce others for 
their belief in a creator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Who has "denounced others for their belief in a 
creator?"</P> 
<P>Answer: <STRONG>no one</STRONG>. This viewpoint is bizarre, thin-skinned, and 
completely out of sync with reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568245 30620 772 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 1:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #771 Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Charles, that's not true. It's just what I said. The images of Terri just 
tend to stick with me, all of the articles and arguments written, and blogged 
after the fact, really don't, day in and day out. I do recall reading a lot of 
it at the time, some of it here, but by that time, they already killed her. She 
was dead, so what's the point?</P> 



<P>And at the time you and I didn't have all the facts, of the autopsy cause she 
was still alive.</P> 
<P>As I recall there was a lot of he said, they said, going on, and part of that 
was the claim that syringes were found, and accusations that Michael might have 
been trying to poison her in the hospital. The parents were trying to use that, 
as an explanation when other experts went in to examine her after the videos hit 
the airwaves.</P> 
<P>Again at the time who knows what the truth was?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you have the facts.</P> 
<P>But you continue repeating baseless accusations. Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568253 30620 774 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 1:36:56pm  
 
<P>Please note: before you post a comment telling me I shouldn't write about 
evolution, be aware that I'm going to be deleting any such 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568411 30620 787 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 2:28:29pm  
 
<P>The reactions to my posts about evolution are very reminiscent of the 
reactions against my stance on the Schiavo mess -- the same kinds of accusations 
that I must be an "atheist," a "leftist," or a "traitor," or that I must hate 
people of faith.</P> 
<P>Some of the ugliest hate mail I've ever received was because of these two 
topics.</P> 
<P>The only real difference is the scale -- the creationists are much more 
vicious, and much more persistent in their attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568443 30620 792 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 2:38:57pm  
 
<P>Here's the LGF thread about Terri Schiavo that prompted a flood of hate mail 
and ugliness:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/15186_Todays_Schiavo_Thread" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05573054 30620 822 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 12:39:06pm  
 
<P>How did I know there would still be creationists spouting unscientific 
nonsense in this thread? For some reason, it's very important to them to try to 
get the last word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574178 30620 828 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 4:58:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #826 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with this post whole heartedly. It's very disturbing to see this and 
other like it. This wonderful country was founded upon Judeo-Christian beliefs 
and it would be a shame to lose a great site like this over something like 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The post above says absolutely nothing about anyone's religion.</P> 



<P>Maybe you need to ask yourself why you can't even read a post about a 
scientific breakthrough without feeling like someone is mocking your religious 
faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574195 30620 829 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:04:45pm  
 
<P>And yes, I'm getting extremely fed up with this ridiculous accusation. Not 
even the Catholic Church denies the theory of evolution any more; but in thread 
after thread, people turn up here claiming that unless you're an anti-science 
bigot, you must hate religion.</P> 
<P>It's complete, 100% pure, unmitigated BS, and I'm tired of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576488 30620 837 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:38:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #835 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I didn't mean to hit a nerve. You and others don't have to remind me that 
it's your site. As someone who enjoys reading it, I was just making an 
observation. Some of the posters have called ID nonsense, and that does nothing 
to show respect for others beliefs.</P> 
<P>It's not "mocking" religion, but it's the tone of these posters that strike 
me as arrogant. You have to ask yourself Charles if it's really worth it to lose 
some intelligent conservative readers/posters just because you felt the need to 
get on your soap box.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you decide you can't read LGF any more because of an imaginary insult, 
it's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576496 30620 838 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:39:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: #836 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sal,</P> 
<P>"church-state separation" Yikes. Sounds too much like liberal ideology to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure -- if you consider the founding fathers of America "liberal."</P> 
<P>From what you've posted here, you probably would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577110 30620 840 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:27:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #839 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was hoping you knew what I meant- one of the mantras of liberals we always 
hear is "separation of church and state" when they tear down the 10 Commandments 
in court houses and take down crosses of fallen highway patrol officers.</P> 
<P>Please don't misunderstand me. If you read posts by people like "Ted" who 
flat out say that creation is "nonsense", you'll understand where I'm coming 
from. Conservatives often pride themselves as having a truly diverse group of 
thinkers whatever their beliefs, unlike liberals. I'm sure you're sick of emails 
and posts from zealots, but I assure you I am not one of them.</P> 
<P>I dont' feel "insulted" Charles, just disappointed. I just hate to see a 
great site like this turn into something like Fark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You have a reading comprehension problem. Ted did NOT say that "creation is 
nonsense." Not once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577886 30620 842 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:28:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #841 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>With all due respect, you are wrong sir.</P> 
<P>"For me, studying science my whole life and entering it and medicine as a 
profession, I never gave 1 minute of thought to Creationism. It's pure 
nonsense."</P> 
<P>-Ted (from the Lizardoid thread)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said that Ted wrote "creation is nonsense."</P> 
<P>He did not. He wrote that CREATIONISM is nonsense.</P> 
<P>And I agree with him. It is profoundly anti-scientific and counter to reality 
to insist that the earth is only 6,000 years old, that humans lived at the same 
time as dinosaurs, that the Bible tells you everything you need to know about 
the natural world, and evolution is some kind of gigantic hoax perpetrated by 
atheists.</P> 
<P>Nonsense is exactly what that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577980 30620 844 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #843 Trent_Boyett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Charles, there you have it.</P> 
<P>You have become exactly what your site has preached against. Mean spirited, 
anti-religious bigotry.</P> 
<P>I submit to you that there are good decent intelligent conservative people 
who are not idiots who do not subscribe to the notion of evolution.</P> 
<P>There are also very nice intelligent people who believe in global warming, 
but I don't see a need to bash their beliefs.</P> 
<P>One day you may look in the mirror and see someone who you don't recognize, 
and worse, someone you don't like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit.</P> 
<P>There is nothing anti-religious about anything I wrote. If it's "anti" 
anything, it's anti-ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577987 30620 845 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:00:56pm  
 
<P>I'm obviously wasting my time discussing this with you, since you're 
determined to pin some kind of imaginary anti-religious viewpoint on 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565451 30621 171 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 5:51:17pm  
 
<P>"Merci beaucoup!"</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565457 30621 177 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 5:51:55pm  
 



<P>Steinlager for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565543 30621 253 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:02:52pm  
 
<P>I also have a bottle of Duvel in the fridge, to go with dinner. Say what you 
like about Belgians, but they make the best beer in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565562 30621 267 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:06:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #254 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No offense to Tammy, but when is Rush going to request an interview with 
Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's gonna have to pay, after that deal he got.</P> 
<P>Through the nose.</P> 
<P><SUB>heh</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05565728 30621 381 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 6:46:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #373 bellamags</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been cruising around LGF looking at the resources and links and 
playing with the flippy triangles. I noticed the slide show menu and saw the 
September 11 title. I was hesitant to click on it because that day affected me 
tremendously. It also happens to be my husband's birthday so the celebration of 
the day is always overshadowed by the horrific attacks of that day.</P> 
<P>Whoever did put it together, let me tell you that you did a terrific job. The 
arrangement and brutal honesty of the pictures was breathtaking. I became 
physically ill when I watched it. My hands went clammy, my stomach wretched, I 
wanted to puke. The celebration by the Arab people over the death and 
destruction of innocent people is horrifying. I had forgotten that detail.</P> 
<P>Barack Obama is friends with people who also almost certainly celebrated this 
act of war. If nothing else, if you are not decided weather or not you are going 
to vote for McCain, if you think you might just sit home because you don't agree 
with ALL of his policies, watch that slide show and remember how you felt. We 
cannot let Obama have control of this great country. We just 
can't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I put that slideshow together myself. It was a very wrenching task, and I 
didn't enjoy it much.</P> 
<P>That jigsaw puzzle in the first photo is mine. I got it at the WTC on a visit 
to New York, years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05566372 30622 38 Charles Sat, Jul 12, 2008 10:02:19pm  
 
<P>Anyone want to see what the liars and creeps who were banned for one reason 
or another are saying about me?</P> 
<P>This is a guy who was banned after letting a real creep use his account (who 
abused and insulted numerous people here), "avideditor:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://avideditor.wordpress.com/2008/06/19/why-little-green-
footballs-is-a-hate-site-and-why-anyone-that-believes-in-g-d-should-take-it-off-
your-blog-roll/" target=_blank>avideditor.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And here's "muman," who was banned after posting a comment full of racist 
slurs:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://lgfsucks.wordpress.com/2008/06/20/what-good-is-lgf/" 
target=_blank>lgfsucks.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567472 30623 29 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:53:40am  
 
<P>The British blog Harry's Place is apparently being sued by a Hamas operative, 
and this site is organizing a blogburst. Instapundit linked it on Friday:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.neoconstant.com/314/support-harrys-place-
blogburst/" target=_blank>www.neoconstant.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>However.</P> 
<P>First, the site's formatting seems to be very messed up.</P> 
<P>Second, scroll down and check out the graphic they're using next to comments. 
Uh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567517 30623 61 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 10:04:05am  
 
<P>Harry's Place, by the way, has attacked LGF several times for one thing or 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567545 30623 83 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 10:09:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #79 MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, wait. You said "attacked". Doesn't seem to imply it was "honest 
disagreement".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have a link, but one of the attacks was over Rachel 
Corrie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05567918 30625 5 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 11:57:21am  
 
<P>Well, look on the bright side -- at least they aren't learning any of that 
satanic "evolution" stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568016 30626 28 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 12:25:44pm  
 
<P>At the Panda's Thumb blog, Timothy Sandefur has been occasionally linking to 
LGF, and there's at least one person there who's <A 
href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/07/freshwater-pres.html#comment-
162008" target=_blank>freaking out about it</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, the pragmatic part of my post - essentially, the point that if PT 
allows uncritical links to right wing sources, with no comments allowed, 
something embarrassing and inappropriate is sure to be linked - still causes me 
concern. LGF is already really pushing the envelope quite vigorously. A fair 
proportion of the US scientific community is of Muslim heritage, as are large 
numbers of law-abiding US citizens who aren’t involved in trying to violate 
anyone’s rights. LGF is usually thought of as being out there with Ann Coulter 
and Rush Limbaugh, which is not to say that every single idea expressed there is 
wrong or offensive, but some of it probably is</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568061 30626 52 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 12:35:45pm  



 
<P>Heh. A Panda's Thumb admin warns 'harold' about his constant whining:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harold, feel free to continue at AtBC or the bathroom thread. This is a final 
warning. PT has a variety of contributors from all walks of life, if you do not 
like Sandefur then ignore his postings or consider the use of free blog sites 
such as blogger to set up a ‘why I hate Sandefur’ blog. This whining is just 
getting old and is unnecessarily distracting. You have been heard and I am with 
you that Sandefur’s links are not always linking to the best sites but then 
again, different people get their information from different sites. I sometimes 
link to UcD or other ill informed sites, which does not mean that I agree with 
said content or with the site itself. Most newsites would quickly drop off my 
radar screen if I were to ignore them based on their biases.</P> 
<P>Nuff said</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568494 30630 3 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 2:54:12pm  
 
<P>If you have nothing more to say than "I'm staying out of this," why are you 
posting in this thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568518 30630 15 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 3:01:04pm  
 
<P>Please note: before you post a comment telling me I shouldn't write about 
evolution, be aware that I'm going to be deleting any such 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568522 30630 17 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 3:01:42pm  
 
<P>The bicycling posts have stopped, by the way, because I received 
threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568563 30630 43 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 3:11:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/5568528" target=_blank>#20</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's good that you are gaining encouragement, but I wager that the hatemail 
outnumbers the support mail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd win that bet. But I learned a long time ago that the angry ones are 
much more likely to send email than the supportive ones; so I give that exactly 
the amount of weight it deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568586 30630 58 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 3:16:27pm  
 
<P>The bicycling threads were revealing way too much about my whereabouts and 
habits. The threats were pretty specific -- enough to get my 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05568588 30630 60 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 3:17:04pm  
 
<P>The creationist dingers are already at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05568999 30630 348 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:23:39pm  
 
<P>There's a creationist dinger hard at work right now in the Harun Yahya 
thread.</P> 
<P>Maybe it's time for another look at Harun and his radical Islamic version of 
creationism, which is linked with the US Institute for Creation 
Research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569020 30630 366 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:28:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #354 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article at Panda's Thumb was very good but it was mostly speculation. I'd 
love to know where his money comes from and where it goes. I strongly suspect 
some "interfaith dialogue" is going on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the one I'm going to post -- it's a good article just to show how 
well-funded this groups of nuts is. Apparently people have been trying to find 
the source of the money without luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569030 30630 373 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:30:31pm  
 
<P>Yep -- 'Defender' is going through the Harun Yahya thread and dinging up 
every post that excuses the connections between ICR and the 
Yahyas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569070 30630 404 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:42:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #398 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you check the official biography of Harun on his website? The man is a 
raving narcissist (dozens of gorgeous photos of himself) who blames Jews &amp; 
Freemasons (natch) for persecuting him. What a surprise!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he's a seriously deranged kook. But he's got major support from 
somewhere, he's allied with US creationists, and his group is making real 
progress in Europe promoting the anti-science agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569079 30630 413 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #407 Bobblehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My simple mind does not understand how belief in evolution negates belief in 
God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't. But a lot of people are trying to make that false claim.</P> 
<P>Don't trust them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569117 30630 447 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 5:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/5569078" target=_blank>#412</A> 
Kaboomboom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just find no evidence for evolution...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>For 150 years the theory of evolution has been relentlessly tested and 
investigated and debated by generations of scientists. In all that time, there 
has not been one serious challenge to the theory -- but a mountain of evidence 
in favor of it.</P> 
<P>You may "find no evidence" for evolution, but one prerequisite for finding 
something is that you have to actually look for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569142 30630 471 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 6:06:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/5568960" target=_blank>#321</A> 
Kaboomboom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is a mathematical impossibility, it is also precluded by the 2nd 
Law of Thermodynamics, and it is not observable (we should be seeing mutations 
of every single life form at every stage of its evolution, but we 
don't).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This canard about the 2nd law of thermodynamics is a very common creationist 
talking point, definitively refuted here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/thermo.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569152 30630 480 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 6:09:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #445 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depending on one's interpretation on Biblical theology, evolution, 
particularly the conjectured extrapolation of observed processes can and 
sometimes does throw a wrench into what might have otherwise been at least 
internally consistent, and if one's understanding of Christian theology depends 
on there having been a literal Creation and a literal Fall in order for Jesus' 
sacrifice to have meant anything in any real sense, then yes, there could be 
problems with that particular system.</P> 
<P>Although you are correct in that it shouldn't stop people from believing in 
other characterizations of God, or other gods.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But then, you believe the Earth is only 6,000 years old, don't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569193 30630 514 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 6:20:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #493 Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Just wondering - did you get your 3G iPhone yet? If so, is it "firing on all 
cylinders" yet? If it is - How do you like it? Have all 'y'all had or used a 
Motorola Q? Windows Mobile 6.1 is admittedly slow - and - I don't use it much. 
Use it more as a Phone/Text Device with other capabilities as required. Please 
advise. -S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. First, I couldn't see standing in line for hours just for a gadget. 
Second, when the problems started being reported, I decided to wait a few more 
days until everything is groovy.</P> 
<P>I'll bet there were a lot of people working 24-hour days at Apple over the 
weekend. The launch was kind of embarrassing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05569433 30630 688 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 7:08:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/5569387" target=_blank>#665</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he didn't do a comparison quite that way -- that's what's so blinkin' 
annoying about this whole mish-mash. He said that the promotion of evolution and 
its bastardized view that there are "superior" races was one of the factors that 
led to the Shoah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. I've seen the movie, and it very explicitly links Darwinism to 
the Holocaust. Over and over again.</P> 
<P>Ben Stein himself said that he would have preferred to name the film, "From 
Darwin to Hitler."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570089 30630 791 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:14:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/5570080" target=_blank>#790</A> 
islamofauxware</EM></P> 
<P>Harun Yahya is in cahoots with the US-based Institute for Creation Research. 
It's a fact. Deal with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570365 30630 817 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 10:05:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #815 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, no. Infidelia made some comments that were out of line. I'm not 
personally insulted, but with as much heat as LGF and Charles take elsewhere for 
these topics being "anti-religion", remarks that add to that perception 
shouldn't be acceptable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm leaving the comments here, because it's very revealing to see the 
responses from people who argue in favor of evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570385 30630 822 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 10:08:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #821 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>uh-oh. did I do something wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- I mean revealing in a good way, this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571668 30630 881 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:32:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/880/5571649" target=_blank>#880</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<P>Uh... no. Not even close. Nice try, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571814 30630 884 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:50:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #882 shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.You really didn't think so, huh?Seemed pretty obvious to 
me.Huh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look -- I know for a fact that the email is not a put-on. It's not my 
"opinion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05571927 30630 886 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:03:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #885 shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles --</P> 
<P>OK, if you say. No reason to doubt you. But taking the note straight requires 
me to then observe that it represents quite a bit of hatred and intolerance to 
others' religious and political perspectives.</P> 
<P>As the quote:"Any non-liberal is an irrational science-hating warmongering 
evangelical Christian(s) who would mandate creationism in schools."</P> 
<P>I am not trying to start a fight, but it just seems to me that this makes the 
note pretty mean, intolerant and nasty, no? Guess that explains why I prefer to 
see it as satire.</P> 
<P>In any case, love the site. Keep up the good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She said her FAMILY thinks that. Read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572089 30630 889 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:32:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/877/5571142" target=_blank>#877</A> bolivar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles has been bashing this pretty hard and I don't think I have ever heard 
him say one way or the other if this is a belief in science or a disbelief in 
God that is driving his position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a belief in science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572100 30630 890 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:34:01am  
 
<P>"Belief" is the wrong word, though. I don't have "faith" in science -- I 
recognize that it is one of mankind's best efforts to make sense of the natural 
universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572334 30630 892 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 10:09:19am  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572825 30630 901 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 11:48:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #900 mobaby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Establishment of Religion is CLEARLY a prohibition against a state Church. 
Those who founded this country had just come from nations with state Churches 
and they wanted no part of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you succeed in pushing your creationist hooey into public schools, 
you'll be opening the door for Islam to do the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569379 30631 36 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 6:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #32 Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It was Hitlers belief in Darwinism that propelled him to the "final 
solution", in fact he is quoted as as referring to Darwin to prove the Aryan 
race was superior...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569413 30631 52 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 7:05:12pm  
 
<P>It's just astounding to me that there are creationists so locked into their 
belief system that they can't even see anything wrong with joining forces with 
Harun Yahya.</P> 
<P>But <A href="http://www.evolutiondeceit.com/conferences.php" 
target=_blank>there it is</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569653 30631 218 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 7:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #147 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there's a hoot, whoever put that together has been cribbing from von 
danniken and doesn't know a dino from an anteater.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569701 30631 253 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:05:20pm  
 
<P>OK. I am now officially flabbergasted.</P> 
<P>Humans. Riding dinosaurs.</P> 
<P>Bwa. Bwa ha. Bwa hahahhaha.</P> 
<P>Sorry. I just can't help myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569750 30631 297 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:14:29pm  
 
<P>Snort ... hehehe ... heh ... snuck ... bwahahaha!</P> 
<P>Sorry, I just can't seem to stop.</P> 
<P>That has to be one of the most hilarious creationist links I've ever 
seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569786 30631 328 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:23:23pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.s8int.com/dinolit1.html" 
target=_blank>www.s8int.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm reading that page, and I'm just dyin' over here. That site is a gold mine 
of creationist comedy!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.s8int.com/giants1.html" 
target=_blank>www.s8int.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569796 30631 336 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:25:09pm  
 
<P>Are those ... airplanes flying over the pyramids?</P> 
<P>You gotta see the homepage!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.s8int.com/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.s8int.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05569830 30631 364 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:30:01pm  
 
<P>I admit, I've never looked into this creationist-dinosaur fixation, but man 
oh man.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511659/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Dinosaurs by Design by Duane Gish.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569846 30631 378 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:32:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #366 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that has got to be a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's definitely not a joke. It's got that distinctive smell of obsessed kook 
all over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569853 30631 384 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:34:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511594/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs? (DJ and Tracker John): John 
D. Morris, Ken Ham, Jonathan Chang</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569860 30631 391 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:35:07pm  
 
<P>It goes on and on!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511934/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>D Is for Dinosaur: Ken Ham, Mally Ham</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569867 30631 398 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:36:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0781430712/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Great Dinosaur Mystery and the Bible: Paul S. 
Taylor</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569884 30631 413 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:39:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511675/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Life in the Great Ice Age: Michael J. Oard, Beverly Oard, Gloria 
Clanin, Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569931 30631 453 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:47:08pm  
 
<P>I've obviously been leading a sheltered life, because I've never seen these 
aboslutely insane works of delusion before.</P> 
<P>Are there really people who are using these books to teach their 
children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569967 30631 487 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:54:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #477 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2) Bad news: A sorta kinda feather in the cap of Chavez and his socialist 
utopia, as Miss Venezuela wins Miss Universe. On the other hand: She kinda 
deserved it. <A href="http://img509.imageshack.us/img509/5949/d20tb1ga6.jpg" 
target=_blank>Yowza.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, in addition to oil, Venezuela has very large deposits of 
silicon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569980 30631 499 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:57:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/5569978" target=_blank>#497</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>Oh yeah? Well, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890512035/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>take that</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569982 30631 501 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:57:54pm  
 
<P>(For ages 9-12.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05569993 30631 511 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 8:59:42pm  
 
<P>The New Yorker cover is obviously a moonbat parody of what they think are 
right-wing ideas about the messiah...</P> 
<P>But they got so meta with it, they ended up wrapping around and making 
themselves look stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570066 30631 571 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #543 Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me neither.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's just say -- 5% body fat. But massive Yahyas. What's wrong with this 
picture?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570125 30631 623 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:21:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #605 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One other thing that might or might not be important.</P> 
<P>Note the ties here to the Russian Orthodox church. The DI site and folks have 
ties there as well, and carry a Russia blog at their site.</P> 
<P>One of their big backers is <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rousas_John_Rushdoony" 
target=_blank>Rusdoony</A> and Chalcedon, note that the Rushdoony's are Armenian 
origin, and were originally Orthodox and /or Calvinists (I've seen both 
stated.)</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Chalcedon" 
target=_blank>Council of Chalcedon</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute's Russia blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.russiablog.org/" 
target=_blank>www.russiablog.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05570150 30631 645 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:26:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #627 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taner Edis, a professor of physics at Truman State University, has written 
quite a few <A href="http://www2.truman.edu/~edis/writings/articles/" 
target=_blank>papers</A> on the ties between Islamic Creationism and Western 
Creationism. Here is an <A 
href="http://www2.truman.edu/~edis/writings/articles/islamic.html" 
target=_blank>excerpt</A> from <EM>Islamic Creationism in 
Turkey</EM>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. The ties are extensive. Radical Islamic creationists and US creationists 
are joined at the hip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570197 30631 687 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:34:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #666 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah one of the posts that jabbed me in the eye over there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.russiablog.org/2008/06/gazprom_ceo_hints_at_investmen.php#more" 
target=_blank>www.russiablog.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, applauding <A 
href="http://www.russiablog.org/2008/07/reuters_reports_gazprom_offers.php" 
target=_blank>Russia making an oil/natural gas deal with Muammar Gaddafi</A>. 
The stench of the Discovery Institute just gets worse and worse the more you 
look into that den of liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570299 30631 755 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #753 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, making a small joke. Clubbeaux is a poster who says he's in Istanbul, 
who was putting in some long hours pitching creationism/ID.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He really is in Istanbul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05570311 30631 761 Charles Sun, Jul 13, 2008 9:56:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #759 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So he may well be part of the organization?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I asked him, and he claimed he'd never heard of Harun Yahya. Which, for a 
hard core creationist living in Turkey, is pretty hard to 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571296 30631 892 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:31:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: #890 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is an online edition of <A 
href="http://www.hitler.org/writings/Mein_Kampf/" target=_blank>Mein Kampf</A>. 



I have just used the automatic scanning feature of my browser to scan the entire 
document and found no references to "Darwin". None. Zero.</P> 
<P>Can we just drop that lie now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really amazing how hardcore creationists will blatantly lie to promote 
their cause. It doesn't matter how often they're caught at it -- they just come 
back and lie some more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571410 30631 894 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:51:07am  
 
<P>I've thought about this, and I've banned 'yehoshua' for that ugly lie. I have 
no problem with allowing debate on this issue (see the tens of thousands of 
comments on these threads) but I won't tolerate liars, and especially liars who 
trivialize the Holocaust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571530 30631 901 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:13:27am  
 
<P>Here we go again with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571595 30631 906 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:23:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/904/5571556" target=_blank>#904</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>There was no worldwide flood. The earth is approximately 4.5 billion years 
old. And Hitler was not inspired by Charles Darwin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571626 30631 910 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:28:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/909/5571617" target=_blank>#909</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy you banned was correct in a way. Hilter didn't talk about Darwin. He 
presented the ideas of Darwin in his own words and decided against the need to 
continue to preserve the weak.</P> 
<P>It's easy to see where he got the idea that Hitler talked about 
Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See what I mean about lying? The hardcore creationists don't even see it as 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571670 30631 912 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:33:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/911/5571661" target=_blank>#911</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>More crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571677 30631 914 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:34:22am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Weikart" target=_blank>Richard 
Weikart</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard Weikart (July 1958) is full professor and head of department of 
history at California State University, Stanislaus, and is a senior fellow for 
the Center for Science and Culture of the Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05571698 30631 917 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:36:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/915/5571692" target=_blank>#915</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>Oddly enough, you forgot to mention the part about the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571733 30631 921 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:41:56am  
 
<P>"Social Darwinism" again. No matter how many times this is debunked, you just 
keep coming back with it. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571737 30631 922 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:42:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #920 kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Fundamentalists would have us believe Darwin was the spawn of evil,"</P> 
<P>Radical Evolutionists would have us believe that Religion is the spawn of 
evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>False.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571845 30631 925 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:53:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #923 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That means Richard is just a teeny bit biased, doesn't it?</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no! Say it ain't so!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572013 30631 928 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:17:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/927/5571968" target=_blank>#927</A> CLLRusso</EM></P> 
<P>These people are getting worked up about it because, at the bottom of it all, 
they're totalitarians. They are enraged that there are people who don't hold the 
same anti-science biases, and they'll use any tactic at all to try to force 
their views on the rest of society.</P> 
<P>They don't care about teaching this hooey to their own children -- that's 
already taken care of at home. They want to teach it to YOUR 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05573092 30631 938 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 12:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/937/5573081" target=_blank>#937</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are several who do a lot of dinging down but who never post anything, 
and/or they come in at the end of a thread, when it looks like it's pretty much 
dead, to leave a little snarky snippet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And two of them did exactly that in the "Picasso Fish" thread this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05574072 30631 976 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 4:20:16pm  
 
<P>Nobody who has ever owned a dog would say that humans are the only creatures 
to exhibit altruistic behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571365 30632 844 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:44:44am  
 
<P>The anti-evolution mailbag this morning: 3 outright hate mails full of 
insults, 2 emails saying how disappointed they were that I hate God (I don't, by 
the way) and that they'll pray for me, and 5 emails supporting my stance against 
the creationist hooey.</P> 
<P>And in the thread below, a creationist is telling the lie that Hitler's 
<EM>Mein Kampf</EM> contains numerous references to Charles Darwin. It does not 
contain even one.</P> 
<P>All this before my first cup of coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571422 30632 897 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:52:48am  
 
<P>I posted this in the previous thread, but here it is again for the 
record:</P> 
<P>I've thought about this, and I've banned 'yehoshua' for that ugly lie. I have 
no problem with allowing debate on this issue (see the tens of thousands of 
comments on these threads) but I won't tolerate liars, and especially liars who 
trivialize the Holocaust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571610 30633 84 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:26:02am  
 
<P>Poll now added above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571874 30633 316 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:56:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #305 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, they do have occasional very good articles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally agree with that. I enjoy reading the New Yorker, as long as I can 
skip over their idiotic politics.</P> 
<P>Here's an excellent article from last December:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2007/12/03/071203fa_fact_specter?curren
tPage=all" target=_blank>www.newyorker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571900 30633 340 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:00:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #329 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't get the whole fist pump nonsense. It's something that's been 
bugging me for a while.</P> 
<P>Baseball players were doing it years ago. Called it the safety shake because 
you don't actually shake hands with the person. Heck, I seem to recall it being 
big starting in the mid 1990s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It goes back a lot farther than that. Musicians in LA were doing it in the 
80s. I've even, to my shame, done it myself. What else can you do when somebody 
goes for the fist bump? You don't want to be rude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571920 30633 359 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:02:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #347 NoSubmission</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you can't leave a fist bump 'hanging',.. but I've never seen 
terrorists do it. Where'd that come from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It comes from one idiotic comment by E. D. Hill on Fox News, that she was 
suspended for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05571947 30633 384 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:06:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #363 DeafDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorta off topic, but I think the "Ron Paul" poll response has lost its 
cleverness. LGFer's have gotten as bad as Ron Paul supporters 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a creationist, right?</P> 
<P>Just checking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572143 30633 542 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:39:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: #539 CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you all heard that the president is going to lift the drilling 
ban?[Link: <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2008/07/14/finally-bush-to-lift-
offshore-drilling-ban/" 
target=_blank>michellemalkin.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but it's meaningless unless Congress approves it. And they're going to 
fight it tooth and nail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572114 30634 14 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:35:44am  
 
<P>The creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05572504 30635 176 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 10:40:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/5572500" target=_blank>#172</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one thing to fail in upholding your moral values, which is why you need 
Christ in the first place, it's quite another to be lacking in them to begin 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do NOT agree that only Christians can be moral human 
beings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05573388 30635 360 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 1:31:21pm  
 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/5573382" target=_blank>#359</A> KalvinB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be a Christian is to need Christ due to your personal failings and believe 
in certain moral values. Obama wants everyone to believe he is a Christian and 
yet doesn't hold basic Christian moral values. And on top of that, thinks he can 
buy off people who do hold those values.</P> 
<P>That was the point. I wasn't making a point about morality in general. I was 
speaking in terms of Obama's alledged moral views and the assumed moral views of 
Christians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you <EM>do</EM> believe that people can be moral if they aren't 
Christian?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05573962 30635 383 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 3:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/5573942" target=_blank>#382</A> GGMac</EM></P> 
<P>Not to mention that there are a lot of people in this world who are not 
Christians. They can't all be amoral, can they?</P> 
<P>I do notice that kalvinb got awfully quiet, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05573932 30638 260 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 3:35:28pm  
 
<P>Question: is anyone still seeing that bogus "virus checker" alert come up at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574083 30638 378 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 4:22:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #375 rlevitin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody hear about this new Bush Movie?</P> 
<P><EM>W</EM> by Oliver Stone...</P> 
<P>Is it gonna have a pro- or anti- lean to it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a wild guess.</P> 
<P><SUB>heh</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574234 30638 493 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:18:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #478 Silhouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That can't be CAIR.</P> 
<P>Surely, the fact that they are unindicted co-conspirators in a terrorist 
funding case would be discovered and mentioned by a trained professional 
journalist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a journalist's work -- it's a paid press release from CAIR, 
through PR Newswire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574290 30639 25 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:30:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I plan to be the last person on earth to buy a cell phone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought I was going to be that person.</P> 



<P>But I've been brainwashed by the iPhone marketing. I plan to stumble like a 
zombie into an Apple store sometime this week, after the initial rush dies 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574295 30639 29 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:31:57pm  
 
<P>And yes, everyone gasp at once. I have never owned a cell 
phone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574342 30639 50 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:43:54pm  
 
<P>Wow. I just turned on the Charlie Rose show, and there's someone named 
Nicholson Baker, following the same WWII revisionist line as Pat Buchanan. He's 
actually arguing that World War II was unnecessary, and that we could have 
negotiated with Hitler.</P> 
<P>According to this guy, Germany's Jews were like 'hostages,' and we should 
have treated the whole thing like a hostage negotiation.</P> 
<P>This terrible idea is gaining traction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574345 30639 53 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:44:46pm  
 
<P>Winston Churchill was "a bloodthirsty man."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574357 30639 62 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:46:26pm  
 
<P>Churchill was "the absolute worst person anyone could have put up against 
Hitler, because he made everything worse."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574364 30639 67 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:47:34pm  
 
<P>"The state of war was a gift to the Hitler regime. It helped prop them 
up."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574369 30639 69 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:48:14pm  
 
<P>"The military option was tried, and it was a disaster."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574372 30639 71 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:48:35pm  
 
<P>This is insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574378 30639 76 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:49:18pm  
 
<P>"You cannot deal with barbarism by reciprocating with 
barbarism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574389 30639 83 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:50:47pm  
 



<P>"It's morally questionable to resist a Hitler."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574393 30639 85 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:51:27pm  
 
<P>OK. I have to just close this EyeTV window before I throw something through 
my monitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574406 30639 98 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:53:17pm  
 
<P>I can't watch it any more. I had to turn it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574416 30639 107 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:54:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #102 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I do ever buy an iPhone, I will use it as a mini-computer, not as a phone. 
I'll just disable the phone-dialing function.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I want it for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574427 30639 116 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 5:55:51pm  
 
<P>By the way, get ready for tonight's evolution thread. The Discovery Institute 
has been busted in another incredibly stupid falsehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574464 30639 144 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 6:01:46pm  
 
<P>A comment about the claim that if you aren't anti-science, you're a 
Christian-hater:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30620/comments/#c0829" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574477 30639 156 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 6:04:34pm  
 
<P>Now Mike Huckabee is on Hannity and Colmes.</P> 
<P>And he's going to have his own show soon.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.usatoday.com/onpolitics/2008/07/huckabee-says-
h.html" target=_blank>blogs.usatoday.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574526 30640 5 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 6:14:42pm  
 
<P>Now on Hannity's show: scumbag prostitute-biter Dick Morris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574541 30640 17 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 6:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #13 Paul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Fox really needs is more babes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all scared of Dick Morris, with good reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05574585 30640 49 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 6:26:22pm  
 
<P>Morris was the inspiration for the Martin Short character in "Mars 
Attacks."</P> 
<P>And now he's all over Fox News as an expert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576413 30640 195 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:19:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #194 cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the disillusioned liberals of LGF will stand clear, I think Huck is right 
on the sanctity of life, the inadvisability of same sex marriage, and public 
prayer.</P> 
<P>Is the evolution/creation debate over? I must have missed that. Who won? How 
about global warming?</P> 
<P>However when it comes to squirrel meat, I am shocked, shocked! about his 
position. That should certainly disqualify him from leadership 
(joking).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can think just fine, thanks. Mike Huckabee is a liberal in evangelists' 
clothing -- but if it's more important to you to force your religion into public 
schools, I can see how you'd be willing to ignore his actual policy 
positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579820 30640 199 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:02:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #198 cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think the religion of the founders of the United States works better 
on balance than the religion of secular humanism which has been forced into 
public schools, and on up through University.</P> 
<P>Personally I find the creation/evolution debate a waste of time. Both sides 
have the same evidence to deal with and it gets interpreted with varying degrees 
of extremity from moderate to obsessive on both sides. I do object to the 
uncivilized craziness with which scientists on the creation side are ridiculed 
and ostracized by the evolutionary establishment, but that has ever been the way 
of a herd of ideologues. It's enough to drive civilized evolutionists to the 
opposing camp, just not to be associated with their nutty 
peers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no scientists on the creation side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574979 30643 27 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:34:57pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you like this post, please hit the 'plus' button on it. It 
drives the creationists nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05574991 30643 36 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:37:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 Liz Ard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and by contrast, if you don't really like this thread, you can hit the - 
button.</P> 



<P>It may drive others nuts, or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, if you'd rather believe liars, please do hit the minus 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575008 30643 47 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:40:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #38 Liz Ard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it really isn't about liking liars, it's about whether or not I want to spend 
my time reading more and more about the obvious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's obvious to you that the Discovery Institute is promoting a dishonest 
agenda to push religion into science classes? Glad to hear that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575019 30643 54 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 Liz Ard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>careful, you're 1/2 step away from being blocked / banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Closer than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575026 30643 58 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:44:18pm  
 
<P>The dingers are really rushing to hit this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575035 30643 63 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 7:46:12pm  
 
<P>And this is a good time to mention that I'm going to be closing the Lizard 
Lounge soon, because it's become a haven for anti-science people to bitch about 
what I post at LGF.</P> 
<P>I have no interest in paying for people to whine about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575103 30643 119 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:01:35pm  
 
<P>Folks, I don't have time to police the Lounge. I've been paying a yearly fee 
to keep it open, but it's turned into something I didn't intend. And when I look 
at the logs I see a whole lot of people who take it for granted and feel free to 
bash me.</P> 
<P>If I want to pay to be bashed, I can find that elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575110 30643 125 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:02:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #114 Spytalk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing intelligent about believing that carbon dating is accurate. 
Carbon dating is like using an elementary school ruler to measure the width of 
the entire country. The decay rate is non-linear, and we have only a small 
snapshot in time to reference, the accuracy is way off. There are <EM>many 
many</EM> influences that make carbon dating inaccurate. It takes more faith to 
believe in evolution than it does Intelligent Design. Both should be presented 
in public education. I could go on, but I'm a busy guy at the 
moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575111 30643 126 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:04:15pm  
 
<P>Spytalk: No. of comments posted: 13.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575181 30643 183 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:17:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #176 Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah man... I am totally bummed out now.</P> 
<P>And I was having a good day, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for your offer to moderate. I'll give it some thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575208 30643 206 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:26:42pm  
 
<P>By the way, I didn't mean to hit the 'plus' button on my comment. I meant hit 
the plus button on the post...</P> 
<P>The people who hate evolution do their best to drive down the ratings for 
evolution posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575223 30643 215 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:31:01pm  
 
<P>Please note: the reason I'm talking about closing the Lounge is not just due 
to one incident. Just so we're clear on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575258 30643 247 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:39:36pm  
 
<P>'Paladin1' is dinging like crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575262 30643 251 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:41:12pm  
 
<P>Bye, Paladin1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575273 30643 260 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:45:12pm  
 
<P>And then "Sky King" took over and started dinging like crazy.</P> 
<P>Fascinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575275 30643 262 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:45:56pm  
 
<P>And now "Az Husky" is at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575283 30643 270 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:47:47pm  
 
<P>If I needed any more confirmation that creationists are coordinating their 
attacks, I just got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05575287 30643 273 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:49:51pm  
 
<P>Hey, islamofauxware --you're lagging behind your friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575297 30643 282 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:51:45pm  
 
<P>That's five creationists now, having convulsions.</P> 
<P>Any more lurking?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575328 30643 310 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 8:59:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/5575324" target=_blank>#306</A> spytalk</EM></P> 
<P>You hold science degrees? Really? Which "science degrees" are those?</P> 
<P>I know you're very busy, but since you've managed to post two of your 14 
total comments tonight, maybe you can make an exception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575334 30643 315 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:01:11pm  
 
<P>Now the hate mail is starting to come in, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575342 30643 321 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:03:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 inquisitive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles I am sorry but I am a creationist and I was lurking,BUT--unlike 
the others I do not go through dinging anybodies post on these threads because I 
feel everybody has their rights to their belief/opinion, AND because you and 
several others here convinced me on the first couple of ID threads that this was 
not a good thing that DI was pushing and that I already knew that I did not want 
any religion taught in public school, due to allowing one would open the doors 
to all. Our church had discussed this issue several years ago. ALSO, I will 
always try and HONOR YOUR HOUSE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honest debate is welcome. The coordinated attack that just took place is 
another matter entirely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575354 30643 332 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:08:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #274 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, how to find out where they are coming from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know where at least one of them was coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575368 30643 341 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #338 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything from the Pacific NW, or from offshore?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One is from Olympia, Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05575388 30643 359 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:19:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #353 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Olympia! There, see, you are angering the gods. Happy now, Mr. 
Smartypants?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Olympia just happens to be very near the home of the Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575391 30643 362 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:20:51pm  
 
 
 
<P>There goes another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575403 30643 372 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:25:10pm  
 
<P>This post has really driven them out of hiding. I think it's because it's 
intensely embarrassing to them to be caught so red-handed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575414 30643 382 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:29:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #378 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went up and looked and only saw 6 down dings, what in hell am I 
missing!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones who are now blocked were going through this thread and dinging as 
fast as they could -- dinging down all the posts supporting evolution, and 
dinging up every post against.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575426 30643 393 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:33:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #389 swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>regarding post 365; I looked at his comments! He should have been out of here 
long ago! What an A55WIPE!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575432 30643 398 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:35:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #392 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't the Discovery Institute located in Seattle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. Very close to Olympia. The Disco Dudes often hold events in 
Olympia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575442 30643 408 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #407 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's incredible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm Knotts so sure about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575450 30643 416 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:39:32pm  
 
<P>There's another one dinging posts right now ('Poison') but he/she is trying 
to do it slowly enough to avoid being noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575458 30643 423 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:40:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #415 Throbert McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of looking up words you don't understand, I was recently wading 
through the intellectual slime-mold on Lawrence Auster's "View From the Right" 
and observe that the word "epiphenomenon" and its other forms are rather popular 
there, but many of the people who use it apparently don't quite know what it 
means.</P> 
<P>It doesn't mean "ephemeral" or "unimportant," as one <A 
href="http://www.amnation.com/vfr/archives/008515.html" target=_blank>Ian B.</A> 
quite obviously believes; neither does it mean "irreducibly complex" or 
"unexplainable as a product of simpler phenomena," as <A 
href="http://www.amnation.com/vfr/archives/010934.html" target=_blank>this 
guy</A> seems to think.</P> 
<P>In some contexts the word can imply that a phenomenon is either inherently 
<STRONG>difficult</STRONG> to analyze in simpler terms, or that is entirely 
<STRONG>impossible</STRONG> to explain in a reductionist way <B>right now, given 
our present state of knowledge</B> -- but it doesn't mean "forever unexplainable 
by its very nature."</P> 
<P>(I happened to notice that some VFR readers were misusing 
<I>epiphenomenon</I> while railing against "Darwinian materialism," which is why 
I mention it in this thread.)</P> 
<P>P.S. As always, apologies to actual slime-molds for the hurtful 
comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't it surprising to discover that the "racialists" are big fans of 
"intelligent design?"</P> 
<P>I know I'm gob-smacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575464 30643 429 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 9:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #410 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don sell him short.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mayberry I should just stop while I'm ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575642 30643 526 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 10:34:16pm  
 
<P>OK, after a lot of emails and a lot of pleading, I'll hold off on closing the 
Lounge right now, until I can figure out if there's a way to keep it a bit more 
in control.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to just close it down with no warning, in any 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576422 30643 568 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:22:14am  



 
<P><EM>re: #562 librarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my view, whether the universe was purposefully created or is the result of 
random forces is an issue that conservatives of good will can disagree about. It 
is getting a little discouraging to see new posts every day that ridicule, 
hector and abuse the people of faith who otherwise share a worldview with you, 
Charles, and the others at this site. In your efforts to distance yourself from 
"fundamentalists," please be kind to those who view the origins of the world in 
a more traditional way. Even those of us who believe the creator may have used 
evolution to achieve his purposes tire of being belittled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They just keep coming back with this stuff.</P> 
<P>The dishonesty on display in this story doesn't bother you? How do you square 
the idiocy and lying with your faith? It's sad that you don't see it -- the 
Discovery Institute are the ones who are ridiculing and abusing you, and you 
just ignore it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576426 30643 569 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:24:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: #559 ELC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Umm... excuse me... but I'd like to put the comments back on topic. It looks 
to me as if a little something has been overlooked:</P> 
<P><EM>1. Shubin et al.: <STRONG>“</STRONG>The intermedium and ulnare of 
Tiktaalik have homologues to eponymous wrist bones of tetrapods with which they 
share similar positions and articular relations.<STRONG>”</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>The only use of the word <STRONG>eponymous</STRONG> in the quoted article is 
itself <EM>in a quotation</EM>. That is, in a sentence credited by Luskin to 
Shubin. (That's what those silly little doohickeys called quotation marks mean: 
Luskin is quoting Shubin.)</P> 
<P>So, either Shubin himself misused the word "eponymous" or Luskin misquoted 
Shubin. From what we have here, it's not possible to tell which is the case.</P> 
<P>But I haven't seen a claim here that Luskin misquoted Shubin. (True, I may 
have missed that claim in 550+ comments.) <STRONG>So, <EM>prima facie</EM>, if 
the word has been misused, it's <EM>Shubin</EM> who misused it, not 
Luskin.</STRONG></P> 
<P>So... why all the hysterical glee here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have completely missed the point. Try reading it again, and you might try 
actually following the link to the article if it's still 
confusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576428 30643 570 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:24:50am  
 
<P>P.S. There is no "hysterical glee" here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576817 30643 575 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:25:32am  
 
<P><A href="http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_1861608907/eponymous.html" 
target=_blank>eponymous</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>e-pon-y-mousadjective</P> 
<P>Definition:giving a name to something: having the name that is used as the 
title or name of something else, especially the title of a book, play, or 
movie</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05576907 30643 577 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:38:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/5576846" target=_blank>#576</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<P>Right - the point is that it's not incorrect to use 'eponymous' the way 
Shubin did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576961 30643 582 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:49:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/5576952" target=_blank>#580</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<P>I think you misunderstood -- I wrote "NOT incorrect."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578125 30643 589 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:43:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #588 J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1916 Karl Schwarzschild solved Einstein's equations of general relativity 
which gave rise to the concept of "black holes" (the term coined by Wheeler). It 
took 50 years before observational data confirmed the existence of "black 
holes." So what were theoretical physicists doing for those 50 years? 
Philosophising? And what was the status of "black holes" during this time? 
(Theoretical physics <EM>is</EM> science, but not of the standard sort..again, 
it's not driven by observation data/experimentation, but by mathematical 
models.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all well and good, but what I want to know is, why do you hate 
religion?</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575569 30644 11 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 10:18:00pm  
 
<P>Not even John Kerry tried a stunt like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05575574 30644 14 Charles Mon, Jul 14, 2008 10:19:10pm  
 
<P>Fatah is NOT moderate. This is one of the biggest frauds ever perpetrated on 
the West. They are every bit as dedicated to the destruction of Israel as 
Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576595 30647 16 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:52:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #14 MoBlows</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama is more of a threat to the US than Terrorism. He understands nothing 
about Either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576611 30647 28 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:54:44am  
 



<P>That was 'Albertanator' back again with another sock puppet, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576621 30647 33 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:56:07am  
 
<P>Before you give MoBlows any more plus dings, please note that this is a troll 
coming back with another sock puppet. In another thread he posted "screw the 
freedom of the press."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576730 30648 6 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:10:52am  
 
<P>I just hope someone gave McCain a couple shots of espresso before this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05576780 30648 43 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:17:54am  
 
<P>Guh. He had a great point there, but his delivery was awful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577009 30649 62 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:59:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #53 'Nam Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me! Why would that be deleted? Obama has thrown them under the bus to 
get elected ruler of the world and is an apostate, and Tony has made their lives 
miserable as well for the last few years. stfu, and get yourself some business 
and stay out of mine, idiot!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you post anything like that again, your account is going to be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577020 30649 69 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:03:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: #68 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Here's something weirod... LGF now appears on my bookmarks tagged with 
the National Review Online logo. Huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Caching problem. Go into your settings and clear all the 
caches...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577064 30650 13 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:16:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #3 Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm about ready to ditch Human Events for the same 
reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have ditched Human Events, for their support of Buchanan and their 
connections to the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577096 30650 35 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:23:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #21 Kragar (Proud to be Kafir)</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link is going to default page</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577171 30650 90 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 10:44:34am  
 
<P>Please note that the same "news sources" that promote creationism and 
"intelligent design" (Townhall and Human Events) are also publishing Pat 
Buchanan's garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577278 30650 184 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 11:05:24am  
 
<P>The bombing of the USS Liberty, by the way, was proven to be an accident:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/7412_USS_Liberty_Bombing-
_An_Accident" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the ship did not sink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577926 30652 101 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #93 thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: #90 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, but this letter isn't saying "I won't be reading your website anymore." 
It says "Townhall should issue a retraction and purge their content of this 
specious garbage." I don't read the KOStards, but I wouldn't ever try to have 
them kicked off the internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just crap. No one has the power to "kick Pat Buchanan off the 
internet." He is perfectly free to post his garbage at any web site that will 
let him do it. And if he can't find one (hopefully soon that will be true), then 
he's perfectly free to post his garbage on his own web site.</P> 
<P>Calling this "censorship" is ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577944 30652 108 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:46:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #105 thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How so? You want him kicked off a site, rather than you avoiding the site. 
Not reading what he writes is simple...don't go there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, I want Townhall.com to drop his columns. Would you be 
comfortable having David Duke write for Townhall.com, too? Because Buchanan and 
David Duke are about one inch apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577960 30652 111 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:50:28pm  
 
<P>Buchanan makes frequent appearances on the Political Cesspool, an openly neo-
Nazi, white supremacist radio show.</P> 
<P>You cool with that, too, 'thepresenceusmc?'</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30593_Pat_Buchanan_Appears_on_Neo-
Nazi_Radio_Show" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05577970 30652 116 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 1:56:09pm  
 
<P>"Chickenhawks?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05577996 30652 122 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:02:44pm  
 
<P>Here they come, out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578010 30652 127 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:07:09pm  
 
<P>In addition to the two in this thread, there's also someone going through the 
Buchanan threads and dinging down comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578034 30652 136 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:16:01pm  
 
<P>'thepresenceusmc' is a creationist and a Ron Paulian, just so you know who 
you're arguing with, and how much chance you have of making an 
impact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578084 30652 155 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #152 N_Jones</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do agree with this. I'm not saying that a person should not express their 
opinions of the writers at that or any other website or news outlet. Especially 
if that web site purports to have "conservative" views. All though I believe 
that "conservatives" are not what they used to be.</P> 
<P>My point is this: If we try to silence everyone that has opposing views that 
makes "us" just like "them". We need to be the better people. My conservative 
views allow people to be stupid. At some point stupid dies out. You can also 
think of it this way. Liberal Talk Radio is failing at every turn and 
Conservative Talk Radio is succeeding. Why? Because of listener-
ship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nonsense. No one is trying to "silence" anyone. We're trying to get 
Townhall.com to behave responsibly and stop publishing the work of an 
antisemitic lunatic.</P> 
<P>There is nothing "better" about allowing crass bigots to spew hatred, and 
drag down the reputation of every conservative with their ugly 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578092 30652 159 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:34:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/5578088" target=_blank>#158</A> Amy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, thepresenceusmc is using the mantra of "free speech" to 
explain his refusal to speak up in the face of bigotry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578143 30652 175 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 2:48:36pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/5578137" target=_blank>#171</A> 
thepresenceusmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we need to revisit the 9/11 story...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Care to explain further?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578302 30652 223 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:27:56pm  
 
<P>Antisemitic hate mail now arriving:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a frequent reader of this blog, and the hate shown towards PatBuchanan 
doesn't really come as surprising. Interestingly enough, itseems like many 
conservatives are re-evaluating our stance towardsIsrael. Pat Buchanan's 
articles receive very positive receptions atmany of the sites he is syndicated 
on. Take a look at the townhallcomments, many conservatives are questioning the 
wisdom of thisadministration's middle East policy, and have noticed the 
greatinfluence that Israel holds over both democrat and republicanleadership. 
With America's turn away from our own best interests, youcan see many 
conservative republicans advocating for a hard look atpolicies that don't 
benefit this country in any discernible way. PatBuchanan has mirrored this 
feeling in his very thought-out andarticulate columns. I also believe many 
conservatives are sick ofhearing that criticizing Israel's policies is a 
criticism of Judaism.Jumping to claim bigotry when none exists is a staple of 
the left, andit's hasn't been sitting well with America-First conservatives. 
Israelis only a country, a sovereign country, and one that might not have 
ourbest interests in mind.Regards,Ian Condie</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578379 30652 244 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:47:45pm  
 
<P>I was very surprised to learn that Medved pushes ID. Lost a lot of respect 
for him because of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578383 30652 247 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:48:34pm  
 
<P>Dennis Prager supports ID from a religious viewpoint, but he doesn't support 
teaching it as science as far as I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579577 30652 305 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:09:13pm  
 
<P>Pat Buchanan's hate rag calls us "buffoons:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amconmag.com/larison/2008/07/15/no-war-with-iran/" 
target=_blank>www.amconmag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578249 30653 272 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:13:32pm  
 
<P>I'm going to be deleting a bunch of comments.</P> 
<P>We've already been attacked once by CAIR for comments taken out of context. 
Please think before you post. Not everyone reading your comments is a 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578279 30654 28 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:22:36pm  



 
<P>Apparently, there are people so blinded by their creationist beliefs that 
they see nothing wrong with the radical Islamic version. 
Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578289 30654 33 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:24:47pm  
 
<P>If you like this post, ding it up, please. It drives the creationists insane 
when these posts get high ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578317 30654 46 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:31:39pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578388 30654 88 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:49:59pm  
 
<P>Another creationist dinger just turned up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578404 30654 100 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:52:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #40 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.islamonline.net/english/Contemporary/2004/09/article02.shtml" 
target=_blank>www.islamonline.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. That one is going to have to be a front page post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578409 30654 104 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #96 Jito463</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So - and I'm asking this in all seriousness - what is the point of the 
upding/downding on the posts by you, if not for people to vote for ones that 
they agree or disagree with? You get upset when people ding down these posts on 
evolution, but why have it there if people aren't allowed to use it?</P> 
<P>I'm honestly curious about your response, not trying to challenge your 
authority or anything. It just strikes me as peculiar.</P> 
<P>If I'm complete missing the point of those up/down dings, feel free to 
enlighten me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said you're not allowed to use it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578429 30654 117 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 3:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #112 Jito463</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've mentioned before that you didn't like people down-dinging posts on 
evolution because it you thought it gave visitors a false impression of the 
site. I assumed (falsely?) that you were correcting those downdings and 
reverting them. Perhaps I was mistaken. In which case, my bad.</P> 
<P>Mind you, I've never personally down or up-dinged any post - by your or 
anyone else - it just caught my attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, I have never reversed anyone's ratings.</P> 
<P>If I see someone going through and just dinging away as fast as they can, 
though, and especially if it's someone who has never posted a comment, that 
person is very likely to lose their account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578440 30654 126 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 4:05:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #119 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would contend that the theory of evolution and the theory of ID are just 
that: theories.</P> 
<P>Any 'evidence' we have would fail to convince the other, because we each hold 
our respective 'evidence' to be conclusive and summarily reject the opposing 
viewpoint.</P> 
<P>You've made that clear. And just sitting there making proclamations of your 
own superior ideas doesn't make you any more right than anyone else with a 
competing theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. The theory of evolution is a scientific theory that has stood the test 
for 150 years, challenged and re-examined and argued over by generations of 
scientists. In all that time, there have been NO successful challenges to the 
theory. At this point, evolution is acknowledged as a scientific fact.</P> 
<P>Look up the terms, please, before you fly off the handle: "scientific theory" 
and "scientific fact." They have specific meanings.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design," on the other hand, is a political/religious agenda 
being pushed into schools with the specific intent to violate the Establishment 
Clause of the First Amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578618 30654 262 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:08:29pm  
 
<P>OT: Laura Ingraham doing that prima donna thing off camera on Fox News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.mydamnchannel.com/Harry_Shearer/Found_Objects/FoundObjectsLaura
Ingraham_823.aspx" target=_blank>www.mydamnchannel.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578624 30654 268 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:10:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #259 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's so dangerous about saying, 'This group believes this about our origins 
and this other group believes this. Discuss.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because one is science (evolution) and one is religion (ID). Only the science 
should be taught in science class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578627 30654 269 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:11:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, the respect for science on display in this article is a very good 
reason why Israel excels at scientific research and breakthroughs.</P> 
<P>And the rise of creationism and ID in America is one reason why the US is 
slipping drastically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578647 30654 286 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:16:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #278 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I agree with you, but do not think that one group is religion (ID), 
for the reasons I set forth in my #260.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, realwest, you're mistaken. The "intelligent design" political movement 
is absolutely a religious one: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intelligent_design" target=_blank>Intelligent 
design</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design is the assertion that "certain features of the universe 
and of living things are best explained by an intelligent cause, not an 
undirected process such as natural selection."[1][2] It is a modern form of the 
traditional teleological argument for the existence of God, modified to avoid 
specifying the nature or identity of the designer.[3] The idea was developed by 
certain United States creationists who reformulated their argument in the 
creation-evolution controversy to avoid various court rulings that prohibit the 
teaching of creationism as science.[4][5][6] Its primary proponents, all of whom 
are associated with the U.S.-based Discovery Institute,[7][8] believe the 
designer to be the God of Christianity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578665 30654 301 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:22:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #296 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think in most of these conversations, "creationist" means a person who 
believed in a literal 6 day creation and earth is 6000 years 
old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually there are two schools of "creationism" -- one believes the Bible is 
literally true and the earth is only 6,000 years old (young earth creationists), 
and one believes the earth is older, but the Bible is still literally true (old 
earth creationists). The old earth creationists redefine the meaning of "days" 
in order to reconcile the Biblical account of creation with an older 
earth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578681 30654 315 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:29:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/5578677" target=_blank>#311</A> EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not so sure about creationism and ID being the cause for the 
slippage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it was <STRONG>the</STRONG> cause. I said it was 
<STRONG>one</STRONG> reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578686 30654 320 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:31:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was having a little fun at Charle's expense.</P> 
<P>And please spell my name correctly if you are going to use it to reprimand 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're the same person who has complained throughout this thread about 
being mocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05578703 30654 332 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:34:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #329 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Where have I complained? You've deleted several of my posts, perhaps 
it was in one of those, but I'm not a complainer. I just disagree with your 
opinion. I've kept my thoughts clean and without vitriol or name-
calling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only one post of yours was deleted, the one in which you complained about 
this topic being posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578727 30654 353 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:38:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #349 HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nine minutes over how long a period of time? Didn't seem bad to me. She got 
conflicting cues when she was on the air about having fifteen and thirty seconds 
left. No notes. People rambling in your ear. I can't imagine the pressure of 
going on live when you're not prepared. She never raised her voice once. Never 
called anybody a name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to bash Laura Ingraham (I usually agree with her except when 
she has Pat Buchanan on her show), but with a lifetime in the music business I 
can recognize prima donna behavior when I see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578741 30654 366 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:44:17pm  
 
<P>Just received from a creationist in Australia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Notice the deceptive tactics, very reminiscent of the work of the Discovery 
Institute."</P> 
<P>That accusation against Discovery Institute is below the belt.</P> 
<P>Name one example of deception, make your case and let us examine it.</P> 
<P>It's not being deceptive to disagree with majority opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone hasn't been paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578798 30654 416 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 5:59:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/5578785" target=_blank>#403</A> 
Palandine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your house, Charles, and it's a treasure. This just happens to be a 
topic that divides a lot of people. Still, great appreciation for all you 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally get that this topic divides a lot of people. But the bottom line is 
that if there has to be a divide, I'm on the side of science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578843 30654 458 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 6:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #441 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sal, I'm sure you are a great person; one with whom I'd gladly share an adult 
beverage and chat.</P> 
<P>But please don't claim to speak for everyone else, like you just did.</P> 



<P>Charles stated that I complained about being mocked, which I did not.</P> 
<P><EM>I</EM> cleared it up, not you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one else was confused because your posts complaining about being mocked 
are still here for all to read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578857 30654 471 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 6:14:55pm  
 
<P>Excellent posts, Tigger2005, thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05578893 30654 499 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 6:23:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #497 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prepare for the fury, Palandine.</P> 
<P>You are clearly stupid, based on the above posts.</P> 
<P>You are also dangerous and responsible for America falling behind in 
science.</P> 
<P>You may also be on par with a Mulslim Fundamentalist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whining again, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579055 30654 636 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 6:55:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #624 Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Addendum to # 302 and # 411</P> 
<P>Something I wanted to add--one reason for the enormous success of American 
democracy is that the major Christian denominations bought into it. They 
accepted the idea of organizing a government (and much of society) around 
objective reality and self-evident truths, rather than around religious dogma. 
They signed on to the contract, accepted the ground rules. As a result, the 
United States became the most advanced and economically powerful nation in the 
world, while remaining strongly religious and deeply moral.</P> 
<P>The creationists and IDers want to break the contract, and not just break it, 
but break it in a sneaky, underhanded, deceptive manner. And they really think 
this will make us a stronger and more moral nation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Applause. This is the real crux of the biscuit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579066 30654 644 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 6:57:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/5579054" target=_blank>#635</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<P>Applause for Salamantis too, not just for the excellent posts, but for 
finally learning how to do blockquotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579394 30654 731 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:32:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/5579356" target=_blank>#729</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, they are still worked up over that ruling, because it made them look 
like exactly the kind of dishonest religious fanatics they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579131 30655 27 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 7:15:53pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #20 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles could you perhaps change the link to (or add a link to) <EM>just</EM> 
the update? It's here:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.zombietime.com/al-haramain_surveillance/#july08update" 
target=_blank>http://www.zombietime.com/al-haramain_su 
rveillance/#july08update</A></P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's better to link to the beginning, because a lot of people will be 
confused if I link to the middle of that post and they don't know the full 
story. Maybe you could post a link at the start of the article that says, "If 
you already know the background, click here for the latest news" ... 
?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579373 30655 132 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:29:08pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>I wish I had a dollar for every "End Times" prophecy that proved false. 
Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579441 30655 144 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:39:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 NemoParticularis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me too. Although the phenomena recorded at Fatima in Portugal certainly does 
give pause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it gives you pause. It gives me heartburn and a 
headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579564 30655 156 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/5579559" target=_blank>#155</A> 
NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<P>And then, of course, sometimes the prophecies are just wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579583 30655 157 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:11:01pm  
 
<P>If you want to preach "end times," you're on your own. This viewpoint is 
absolutely not representative of LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579671 30655 164 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:28:15pm  
 
<P>In fact, take all this garbage about "end times" elsewhere, or you'll lose 
your accounts. I don't want it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579802 30655 167 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:57:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #165 NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry, Charles, didn't mean to anger you. All I was really trying to say was 
that whatever plans the Islamofascists might have, other factors are working 
against them. That doesn't mean of course, that we should rest and expect divine 
intervention to stop them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not angry. I just don't want "end times" talk on my blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579531 30658 25 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 8:57:16pm  
 
<P>Notice that they know exactly what the Wedge Strategy is all about, and they 
highly approve of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579567 30658 41 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:06:21pm  
 
<P>Are you kidding me? Now we have someone preaching "end times" in the zombie 
thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579579 30658 49 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:09:29pm  
 
<P>Pat Buchanan's hate rag calls us "buffoons:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amconmag.com/larison/2008/07/15/no-war-with-iran/" 
target=_blank>www.amconmag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579616 30658 70 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:18:10pm  
 
<P>Anyone who clicks the link to LGF at Buchanan's hate site will now get a 
surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05579701 30658 132 Charles Tue, Jul 15, 2008 9:34:42pm  
 
<P>I think Lemon Party shows Pat Buchanan, Justin Raimondo, and Sean Hannity 
sharing a special moment.</P> 
<P><SUB>what? it doesn't?</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05581725 30658 526 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:53:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/5581492" target=_blank>#524</A> Vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm truly disturbed by LGF's recent attempts to equate people who believe 
that God created them with Muslims. Is this the beginnings of "religion must be 
Islam must be bad, therefore all religion is bad?" being advanced by 
LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete, unmitigated crap, and it's a blatant distortion of 
everything I've written on this subject.</P> 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution. Belief in evolution does 
not preclude belief in God. I've said this over and over and over, and still 
people make these absurd, ridiculous claims.</P> 
<P>You should ask yourself why it doesn't bother you that US creationists are 
joining forces with Islamic creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582780 30658 530 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 2:43:06pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/5582705" target=_blank>#529</A> vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose my issue is that by attacking the concept of ID (versus the 
application), you attack the concept of an active God, who is managing things on 
this planet, in favor of the watchmaker theory of God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The concept of "Intelligent Design" was cynically created to sneak the 
teaching of creationism into science classes. This is a fact.</P> 
<P>It's not science. It's religion. This is also a fact.</P> 
<P>You're free to believe anything you like, and no one is attacking your 
faith.</P> 
<P>But it's not me who's linking the teaching of creationism to Muslim fanatics. 
This is entirely the doing of US creationists. If they hadn't linked themselves 
to Islamic creationists, these posts would not exist.</P> 
<P>If you want to believe I'm attacking your faith, despite numerous 
clarifications and statements to the contrary, that's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583741 30658 572 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:20:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/5583458" target=_blank>#554</A> littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cumulative answer of too many scientist and evolutional theorist is 
miracles don't happen! Miracles can't happen! Therefore, any teaching of any 
such hog-wash is damaging to the world as a whole! And needs to be crushed out 
from the heart of education. Crushed out from the beliefs of all 
mankind!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pure paranoia, with no connection to reality 
whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05581039 30662 16 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:00:54am  
 
<P>The sick thing about this story: everyone seems to believe that if this hate 
school just changes their textbooks, everything will be fine.</P> 
<P>It's not the textbooks. It's the ideology. Changing the textbooks may make 
the bureaucrats feel better, but the problem is <EM>still 
there</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05581191 30663 17 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:23:15am  
 
<P>Townhall.com is ignoring the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05581843 30664 404 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 11:22:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #394 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused. The description of the photo does not even begin to resemble 
the actual photo. Am I missing something?</P> 
<P>Um, I'm looking instead at a photo of a kid displaying a pair of bloody, 
severed hands. WTF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The photo described in that article is here at Wikipedia:</P> 
<P><A title=Image:Omar_Khadr_getting_battlefield_first_aid.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Omar_Khadr_getting_battlefield_first_ai



d.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
Image:Omar_Khadr_getting_battlefield_first_aid.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Warning: it's gory.</P> 
<P>The photo with the severed hands is almost certainly NOT Khadr. There are 
some people out there floating disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582326 30664 614 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 12:41:27pm  
 
<P>Be very careful about that picture with the severed hands, folks.</P> 
<P>I strongly suspect this is deliberate disinformation, being put out to trap 
bloggers into running with the photo.</P> 
<P>I've received several emails urging me to post the photo, all from email 
addresses I've never seen before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582233 30665 146 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 12:28:48pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.wired.com/science/discoveries/multimedia/2008/07/gallery_atomic
_bomb?slide=7&amp;slideView=2" target=_blank>The exact moment of detonation at 
Nagasaki</A>, from ground level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582348 30665 242 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 12:47:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #234 Dirk Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racer X,</P> 
<P>I smell bullshit too. Two guys in the right corner of the pic are talking 
nonchalantly, facing each other instead of the blast. You'd think a massive 
explosion and mushroom cloud would've grabbed their attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's from the Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum, through the Corbis agency. I 
seriously doubt they would distribute a fake photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582361 30665 251 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 12:50:42pm  
 
<P>The photo is on this page:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www1.city.nagasaki.nagasaki.jp/na-bomb/museum/m2-1e.html" 
target=_blank>The Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum</A>.</P> 
<P>Credit: Photograph by Hiromichi Matsuda</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582905 30666 108 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:15:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #36 tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, do you think that Floyd Landis truly tested positive, or do you 
think he was framed up by the French?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do think he's guilty of doping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582982 30668 12 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #7 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Can anyone figure out what this is supposed to mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Euro perspective" is code among white supremacists for ... well ... the 
perspective held by white supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05582984 30668 14 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:31:23pm  
 
<P>I feel a little nauseous that this caveman ever had us in his favorites. If 
he did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583051 30668 54 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:42:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #31 opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, this is a problem. Racists often masquerade as Conservatives.Worse, some 
actually think that they are Conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also true that there is a hard core paleo-conservative contingent that 
are unabashed racists. See the "Council of Conservative 
Citizens."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583054 30668 56 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:43:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #49 reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if his idiotic sentence is supposed to mean that LGF has a "euro 
perspective", then he is completely and laughably uninformed, and would do well 
to maybe, read. Of course, anyone who writes like that is obviously not a person 
who spends a lot of time reading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- he was saying that the Political Cesspool writes from a "Euro 
prespective."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583138 30668 115 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 3:59:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes this guy a racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know. Maybe the fact that he calls the Political Cesspool "an 
awesome new site with guts?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583165 30668 136 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #129 Old Tanker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm wondering if you left some of the email off or what I'm missing, did he 
call YOUR site awesome? I don't see where he called political cesspool awesome. 
Was he infferring that he thinks you're siding with them and is there fore 
deleting this site from favorites? Somethings missing in the context 
methinks...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's thanking me for pointing out the Political Cesspool, "an awesome new 
site."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583177 30668 145 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:07:17pm  



 
<P><EM>re: #137 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/5583152" target=_blank>#126</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<P>I was only trying to say that if you believe in "Creation" (which I consider 
the idea that G-d created the Heaven and the Earth, and that the Torah / "bible" 
is also true) then you must accept that all Humans are "made in G-ds image" or 
at a minimum G-d's creatures, and thus being racist (ie: hating another of G-ds 
creations based solely on its race) would make no sense.</P> 
<P>I guess to be both, you must actually be neither one or the 
other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believing in "creation" is not the same thing as believing in 
"creationISM."</P> 
<P>And yes, there is very strong support for creationism among neo-Nazis and 
paleocon racists. Pat Buchanan is an ID supporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583193 30668 157 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:11:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #153 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not know that. Just for snicks I looked up Ron Paul's position...<A 
href="http://www.reason.com/blog/show/124160.html" target=_blank>Ron Paul 
Evolution Denial</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583196 30668 159 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:12:56pm  
 
<P>Here's a recent Buchanan article attacking evolution:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://realclearpolitics.com/Commentary/com-12_28_05_PB.html" 
target=_blank>realclearpolitics.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583197 30668 160 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #158 Old Tanker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just seems to me that he's tongue in cheek. The internet...it can hide 
sarcasm if the sarcasm isn't very good...but then again, who can tell? He could 
if he'd care to come and clear it up...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, trust me on this. This is not "tongue in cheek."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583210 30668 166 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:18:01pm  
 
<P>In fact, that Buchanan article on evolution would make a good front page 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583243 30668 184 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:25:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #167 jcw46</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I gotta say something here; just because someone <STRONG>calls</STRONG> 
themselves a Christian, doesn't mean that they <STRONG>are</STRONG> a Christian. 



Because a region has a large contingent of Christian churches and followers 
doesn't mean that anyone from that region is a Christian (unless they declare 
themselves one and follow the teachings of Christ).</P> 
<P>If someone is a murdering scum-sucking criminal but calls themselves 
Christian or comes from a predominantly Christian region it doesn't take a 
genius to realize that they <STRONG>weren't a Christian</STRONG>.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Get it?</STRONG></P> 
<P>Liberals do that sort of thing all the time; claim someone's a Christian and 
because they commit some heinous act, state that that shows how depraved 
Christianity is. <STRONG>Stop it</STRONG> please. Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate what you're saying, but I do need to point out that this excuse 
gets absolutely no sympathy at LGF when Muslims use it -- e.g. "Islam rejects 
terrorism, so it's impossible for a Muslim to be a terrorist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583266 30668 204 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:33:04pm  
 
<P>Creationists are dinging down this post now?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583286 30668 218 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 4:36:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #215 Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder which one is our emailer...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of them. The emailer is blocked at the .htaccess level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583632 30669 36 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:03:14pm  
 
<P>Just received from a reader in Louisiana:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wanted to send a thanks for representing conservatives who are not 
creationists, or at least conservatives who agree that creationism should be 
kept in the church and out of the schools.</P> 
<P>There may well be a time and a place for teaching ID, but it isn't in our 
classrooms funded by our taxes.</P> 
<P>Thanks for showing that not all conservatives are painted with the same 
brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583643 30669 42 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:04:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 NemoParticularis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm delighted to see that Pat is as vociferous as ever and that TownHall 
still carries his columns. I think it's important that his particular brand of 
lunacy be aired out in the open so that thinking people can benefit from from 
it. Mr. Buchanan's sad spiral downward from conservative standardbearer to 
raving paleocon anti-semite is an object lesson for all. He is more to be pitied 
than laughed at.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan was exposed years ago. No one who has been paying attention to 
his career has been under any delusions for a LONG time. William F. Buckley 
wrote a whole book about Buchanan and Joe Sobran.</P> 
<P>There's no benefit whatsoever to have this creepy racist contributing to the 
public debate on any issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05583661 30669 52 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:07:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He' got the DI catechism down verbatim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is -- every point in this article is straight out of 
Discovery Institute propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583777 30669 125 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 Dainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is pat, doing increasingly stupid and flamboyantly extreme things to 
break through his dwindling public profile. Like a little kids shouting "Mommy 
watch" as he rides a bike with no hands and crashes.</P> 
<P>It would be sad, if I didn't want to post the video of the crash on youtube. 
I guess the 20 people who actually listen to this guy are cheering. Oh, and the 
other 19 who still watch the McLaughling Group on PBS.</P> 
<P>Where is William F Buckley Jr. when we need him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is a frequent guest on both MSNBC and Fox News, and has regular 
columns published on major conservative web sites.</P> 
<P>There are a LOT more than 20 people listening to him. Don't underestimate 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583785 30669 133 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:27:07pm  
 
<P>Ah, I see 'Mathew1977' is back, dinging down my comment about the reader who 
emailed to support me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583816 30669 153 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:31:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #148 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as his appearances, I'm torn because if he appears and the 
conservative commentator rips into Pat, and exposes him for the bigoted creep he 
is, then that is a good thing.</P> 
<P>The problem, as with Laura Ingrahm, - they aren't often effective enough, 
setting him up to make a fool of him even though he gives them plenty of 
ammo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen a single conservative commentator challenge Buchanan on 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583828 30669 162 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:34:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 Fat Jolly Penguin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone gotten a response from Townhall yet? I haven't. (Not holding my 
breath.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who run Townhall.com have very obviously decided to ignore the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05583846 30669 178 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:37:27pm  
 
<P>Another supporter, this time with an LGF account:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Charles:</P> 
<P>I'm a believer in ID and thus a Creationist, and I completely agree with your 
position on teaching ID in science classs. ID is being used as a Trojan Horse to 
shove Creationism down people's throat, pure and simple.</P> 
<P>I've said it before and I'll keep saying it until my fellow believers cease 
and desist, matters of faith do not belong in the science classroom. Science has 
produced it's best when left alone to be science.</P> 
<P>Keep up the good work, Charles, hopefully these knuckleheads will get it 
eventually.</P> 
<P>Land Shark</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583850 30669 181 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:38:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/5583847" target=_blank>#179</A> 
Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583854 30669 184 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:39:32pm  
 
<P>Another supporter emails:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>As a born again skeptic, I am again impressed by your rationalism. Let this 
count as a full throated vote of support for your stance on evolution and 
aggressive pursuit of true even if the truth is in conflict with stated personal 
agendas.</P> 
<P>I speak as a 47 year old male who has come to appreciate honesty that is fast 
disappearing in this society.</P> 
<P>Carey</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583862 30669 190 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:40:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #183 Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you go do your homework and read some of these previous threads? 
You'll find your answers there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has read the previous threads. He's simply coming back to repeat his 
talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583873 30669 197 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:42:08pm  
 
<P>Another supporter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, here's a centrist-liberal who also appreciates your efforts re. 
evolution. My political/social position has shifted considerably in the past 7-8 
years mainly in my intolerance of radical Islam and its fellow travellers (which 
is how I happened upon LGF).Still, I will probably end up voting for Obama this 
fall (I would have preferred Clinton) and we'll just have to agree to disagree 



about that. But there is no room for disagreement about science and technology 
in the 21st century. They are essential to an informed, rational, progressive 
(in the original meaning of the word) society. Creationists are the troofers of 
our educational system; they must not be allowed to sabotage it. Thanks for your 
principled stand on these issues.</P> 
<P>-David</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583883 30669 204 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:43:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/5583871" target=_blank>#195</A> 
Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #133 Charles</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I see 'Mathew1977' is back, dinging down my comment about the reader who 
emailed to support me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, because it seemed like a slobbering...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583971 30669 280 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 6:56:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #274 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm hesitant to respond to this, since it may be seen as an admission of my 
being a troll, but I really am here to learn.</P> 
<P>I had not heard the term 'troll' until I was called one yesterday.</P> 
<P>What can I do to atone for my troll-like behavior?</P> 
<P>I don't want to be shouted down every time I post my opinion on a 
subject.</P> 
<P>And that's the last thing I'll say that can be called whining, or 'stating my 
case' as I like to call it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/195/5583871" 
target=_blank>Slobbering</A>" what? Care to finish that 
sentence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05583998 30669 302 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:01:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/5583947" target=_blank>#260</A> Reno911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want your children exposed to ID theory in school science 
classes, then change schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying we should just give up and let creationism be taught in 
public schools?</P> 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584027 30669 327 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:04:41pm  
 
<P>By the way, I've found an interview with David Berlinski of the Discovery 
Institute in which he very explicitly advocates allying with the Islamic 
creationists to promote their agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584055 30669 352 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:08:01pm  



 
<P>I'll post about the Berlinski interview soon. It's a RealAudio feed, and I 
need to convert it to MP3 when I have a few free minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584065 30669 362 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #360 freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the CBC piece? I found it so incriminating... it is such a "kumbayah" 
lets-hold-hands conversation, that I find it incredulous that Berlinski could 
claim the ID movement is not a religious movement after that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's the CBC interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584077 30669 372 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:11:37pm  
 
<P>The interview's on this page, if anyone wants to get a jump on it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cbc.ca/thecurrent/2007/200703/20070313.html" 
target=_blank>www.cbc.ca...</A>]</P> 
<P>Scroll down to "Turkey – Creationism Documentary".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584092 30669 384 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:13:18pm  
 
<P>The Berlinski section starts at about 11:40.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584095 30669 387 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:13:41pm  
 
<P>Sorry -- it's Paul Berlinski, not David.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584316 30669 579 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 7:57:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #549 Mathew1977</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*<EM>Lights up and takes a hit</EM>*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This kind of crap is going to get you banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584347 30669 602 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:04:48pm  
 
<P>That was the last straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584419 30669 663 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:21:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #652 infidelia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's too bad. Now you listen to me one more time. I will not be bullied 
into saying yes ma'am no ma'am to someone just because they believe in a GIANT 
INVISIBLE MAN IN THE SKY and I do not. Not by you, not by other atheists, not by 
anyone.</P> 
<P>This fight is too important to waste time on crap like this.</P> 
<P>Charles, thanks for all you do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think you need to take a step back and rethink the direction in which 
you're headed. You're not helping the cause by gratuitously insulting 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584448 30669 679 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:29:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/5584442" target=_blank>#676</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>"kalvinb" believes the earth is only 6,000 years old, and that people rode 
dinosaurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584478 30669 695 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:35:01pm  
 
<P>JeremyB dinged my post down, but I'm simply stating facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584511 30669 711 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:42:45pm  
 
<P>'kalvinb' is obviously a very militant creationist -- another word for this 
attitude is 'totalitarian' -- who wants to force his beliefs on the rest of 
society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584523 30669 716 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:45:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #710 kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>""kalvinb" believes the earth is only 6,000 years old, and that people rode 
dinosaurs."</P> 
<P>Wow. Didn't you just ban someone for spreading "lies" about Darwin and Mein 
Kampf.</P> 
<P>Well, it is your web-site. Lying about someone personally is A-
OK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how old DO you think the earth is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584613 30669 744 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/5584609" target=_blank>#742</A> kalvinb</EM></P> 
<P>How old is the earth? Come on, take a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584628 30669 750 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:08:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #749 kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"How old is the earth? Come on, take a guess."</P> 
<P>Older than 6000 years. Younger than 4.3 billion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Younger than 4.3 billion? How much younger?</P> 
<P>Is it 1 million years old?</P> 
<P>10,000?</P> 
<P>Come on. Give me a ballpark figure at least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584683 30669 769 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:25:29pm  
 



<P>I guess 'kalvinb' doesn't want to be pinned down on that one. Much easier to 
spew a bunch of deceptive nonsense about the fallibility of scientific dating 
methods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584708 30669 774 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:37:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #773 freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His talking points sound very familiar to the ICR points, <A 
href="http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-
7216886201603703405&amp;q=age+of+the+earth&amp;ei=0sh-
SLL0DJSgrgOmmeCjBQ&amp;hl=en" target=_blank>as in this 
video/audio</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. They're the same talking points. kalvinb has been busted in a 
previous thread trying to float DI talking points without mentioning the DI 
connection of the author.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584722 30669 779 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/5584719" target=_blank>#778</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are being lied to and you either don't know it or don't 
care.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or he's one of the liars himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584755 30669 787 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:02:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #786 gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I couldn't get the file to play on the Berlinski link. Not sure what 
happened.A ram file was downloaded and then nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to have the Real Audio player installed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586239 30669 846 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 10:02:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/845/5586219" target=_blank>#845</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<P>You're repeating canards that have been debunked over and over and over in 
these threads. The 'irreducible complexity' argument is ludicrous. Renowned 
biologist Ken Miller destroys it in this video:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_HVrjKcvrU" 
target=_blank>Irreducible Complexity (bacterial flagellum) 
debunked</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586245 30669 848 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 10:04:46am  
 
<P>Ken Miller, by the way, is a practicing Roman Catholic.</P> 
<P>Before anyone starts complaining that he's "attacking 
religion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586323 30669 851 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 10:24:03am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/850/5586311" target=_blank>#850</A> littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After all, what is really going on here. If anyone has strong beliefs in a 
supernatural God and find truth in the bible. They are to be denied employment 
in education. If a person has faith in a biblical God they cannot be trusted in 
any political office. If an otherwise accected scientist tries to explain his 
understanding and acceptence of an Almighty God they are to be ridiculed and 
cut-off from the community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pure paranoia, completely unconnected to any kind of reality.</P> 
<P>We currently have a US president who is a born again 
Christian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586597 30669 856 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 11:14:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/855/5586538" target=_blank>#855</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<P>I've been posting link after link to evidence that debunks this stuff, not 
simply "shouting down the other side." If you don't care to read those links, or 
the volumes of evidence and argumentation, that's your choice.</P> 
<P>The 'irreducible complexity' argument is a canard. It has absolutely zero 
scientific validity. It's being promoted by a group that explicitly wants to 
violate the US Constitution, and they are using deception to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587340 30669 865 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 1:55:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/862/5587264" target=_blank>#862</A> cannon2</EM></P> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Suits of armor prove that man has evolved since the 12th century?</P> 
<P>I think I need an Advil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587510 30669 868 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:27:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #867 keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Charles is trying to say, is that your analogy of Suits of Armor to 
prove evolution is not what most people would choose to use to support their 
claims.</P> 
<P>In fact, it is more of an example of "an intelligent designer" in that, 
somebody puts on a suit of armor, goes to battle, and someone observing what 
works and what doesn't decides to try a new type of armor to solve an observed 
problem.</P> 
<P>This is exactly the opposite of the mechanism that evolutionary theory puts 
forth:</P> 
<P>evolutionary theory does not present there is someone observing the outcome 
and making a better suit of armor.evolutionary theory says "more warriors 
wearing the best suit of armor will live".</P> 
<P>Evolutionary theory requires another mechanism to make it complete, though, 
that of a progenitor -- the creation of a duplicate copy of the armor with 
slight variations.</P> 
<P>Only those warriors that come back alive are allowed to have a progenitor 
suit of armor (let's say they can make two progenitors so that there no loss in 
the total number of warriors each generation).</P> 



<P>evolution is an un-intelligent "brute force" mechanism. It requires A LOT 
warriors and a lot of wars to make a better suit.</P> 
<P>But, evolution happens -- and we know it happens because we can see each 
claim of evolution happen, live, in the lab.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read it again - he's actually saying that because the suits of armor were 
SMALL, it proves that man has evolved to become larger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590724 30669 898 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:23:14am  
 
<P>Unfortunately, it's a complete waste of time to discuss scientific issues 
with someone who is so confused that they think homo sapiens has evolved since 
the 13th century to become larger, and proves it by looking at the size of suits 
of armor.</P> 
<P>Not that you shouldn't keep posting the refutations, but just keep in mind 
that you're doing it for other people to read, not 'cannon2'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584535 30670 52 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:47:34pm  
 
<P>Slimy Bill: bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584545 30670 59 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:49:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the bright side, more people are reading your words now than will ever 
read your blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, they aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584553 30670 65 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:50:16pm  
 
<P>As I've posted numerous times, I will delete any comments telling me what I 
should or should not post at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584558 30670 68 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:51:15pm  
 
<P>It looks like we're going to have some more meltdowns 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584582 30670 84 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 8:56:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #72 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you're citing the time-honored legal precedent I mentioned earlier 
today. Very good, but you <EM>do</EM> know I'll have to charge you for 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must have missed it - were you referring to the "Bite Me" ruling from the 
9th Circuit Court?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584610 30670 99 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:03:27pm  
 



 
 
<P><EM>re: #94 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, my mistake; it was a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/48/5580892" target=_blank>similar, 
but subtly different</A>, legal principle that I recommended as a US response to 
the World Court.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah yes, an exceedingly fine distinction, but nonetheless equally 
appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584666 30670 130 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:20:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #113 doubleplusundead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think they allowed those in the Soviet of 
California!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, they do. You just have to jump through some hoops to make Mr. Mossberg's 
acquaintance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584672 30670 135 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:23:25pm  
 
<P>Since I posted this thread, of course, several creationists have sent me hate 
mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584689 30670 144 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 Quintus_Arius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, reflect on that for a moment. Do you know what that sounds like? 
What's going on? It used to be nodrog that got under your skin, but he was 
tolerable and we miss him. There were laughs.</P> 
<P>Just sayin...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody has gotten under my skin. I'm just very tired of creationists trying 
to guilt-trip me into avoiding the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584733 30670 174 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #166 doubleplusundead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bull, ID is a belief, nothing more. DI and <EM>some</EM> of their supporters? 
Yeah, they're theocrats and hucksters, who have a lot of decent people sold on 
the false hope that they can make the government educate their children 
according to their beliefs. They can't make that happen, only in private school 
can that happen, and the way things are set up, most people can't afford that 
until we break the public school monopoly, DI is exploiting 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, you're vastly underestimating the ID advocates. They are 
pushing to get their agenda into public school in at least 5 states that I know 
of (and probably more), and they've succeeded in Louisiana for now. (Until it's 
challenged in court, which it will be.)</P> 



<P>Every time they lose a legal battle over this, they pull back, lick their 
wounds, come up with a new deceptive tactic, and get right back to 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584735 30670 175 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 9:50:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/5584721" target=_blank>#166</A> 
doubleplusundead</EM></P> 
<P>If you haven't read it yet, google the "Wedge Strategy". This is a well-
funded, well-organized effort to subvert the Establishment 
Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584752 30670 186 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:00:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #185 jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Source of the term Intelligent Design:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.iht.com/articles/2005/08/21/opinion/edsafire.php" 
target=_blank>www.iht.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting -- but I don't believe the Discovery Institute shill's 
explanation.</P> 
<P>If the Discovery Institute says the sky is blue, you'd better walk outside 
and check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584767 30670 198 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:13:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #194 Spar Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent Design as we know it is a <I>paradigm</I>, a basic set of beliefs 
that determine our assumptions when observing scientific phenomena.</P> 
<P>A scientist with an ID perspective assumes that the subject under 
investigation has a fundamental order and complexity that can ultimately be 
understood through causality by design. Thus, for example, a biologist studying 
DNA will not assume that everything not understood is "junk DNA" or that any 
biological process not understood is likely to be a vestigial remnant of an 
evolutionary process.However, the purpose of science is not to prove or disprove 
the existence of God. Indeed, the Judeo-Christian God of the Bible specifically 
does not allow himself to be discovered this way.</P> 
<P>I would point out that associating ID with a variety of strange ducks does 
not refute ID any more than associating Adloph Hitler's obsession with 
controlling human evolution through "genetic hygene" refutes evolution.</P> 
<P>- SK</P> 
<P>Disclaimer: The statements above do not constitute an endorsement or advocacy 
of teaching any religion in science classes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you have described here is not even close to being science. If 
responsible biologists studying DNA don't understand something, they will find 
another way to approach the problem. They don't just sit back and say, "Well, at 
this point a miracle happens."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584780 30670 208 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:22:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/5584773" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Quintus_Arius</EM></P> 



<P>The Catholic Church's position on evolution: <A 
href="http://catholicism.about.com/b/2007/08/04/evolution-and-catholicism-
compatible-pope-says.htm" target=_blank>Evolution and Catholicism Compatible, 
Pope Says</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pope Benedict has referred to the debate between creationists and supporters 
of evolutionary theory as an "absurdity":</P> 
<P>"They are presented as alternatives that exclude each other," the pope said. 
"This clash is an absurdity because on one hand there is much scientific proof 
in favor of evolution, which appears as a reality that we must see and which 
enriches our understanding of life and being as 
such."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584787 30670 215 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:26:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious. Did he mention what was on the other hand?</P> 
<P>And honestly, I'm not taking a pot-shot at ya. Just wondering what else he 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's right there in the link I posted -- I just didn't quote the whole thing. 
Here's the rest:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, there are certain questions that evolutionary theory can 
never answer: "Above all it does not answer the great philosophical question, 
'Where does everything come from?'" Christians, thus, can learn truth from 
science, but scientists must learn to accept the limits of their own work. No 
scientific investigation can ever prove that God does not exist, or that He did 
not create the world, or even that man is only the sum of his physical 
parts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll just point out that evolutionary theory is not intended to answer the 
question of where everything came from, so this is a bit of a non 
sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584800 30670 225 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:32:03pm  
 
<P>Another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05584820 30670 236 Charles Wed, Jul 16, 2008 10:38:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #231 ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And neither do Christians that are scientists or non-scientists. Oh, Please, 
Mendel, Lister, Pasteur, and yes, Darwin, et.al, all sought further cause from 
effect. We aren't idiots. Accepting Jesus as your savior does not turn your 
intellect off. I would argue that intellect is more critical as a 
Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has nothing to do with the point I was making. I was responding to this 
assertion, which shows a fundamental misunderstanding of scientific 
research:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A scientist with an ID perspective <STRONG>assumes</STRONG> that the subject 
under investigation has a fundamental order and complexity that <STRONG>can 
ultimately be understood through causality by design</STRONG>. Thus, for 



example, a biologist studying DNA will not assume that everything not understood 
is "junk DNA" or that any biological process not understood is likely to be a 
vestigial remnant of an evolutionary process.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585771 30670 303 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:21:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: #297 pabarge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now people who disagree with you are <STRONG>con 
artists</STRONG>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you been reading anything I've written on this, or are you just in a 
hurry to be offended?</P> 
<P>The people pushing "intelligent design" into schools are the con artists, and 
I've been putting up post after post to show their sneaky, dishonest 
tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585848 30670 307 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:41:42am  
 
<P>Discovery Institute again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585862 30670 308 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:44:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/5585843" target=_blank>#306</A> Mo86</EM></P> 
<P>I know you don't want to read it, but here's the truth about the Discovery 
Institute and the "intelligent design" hoax.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>The Wedge 
Strategy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585878 30670 309 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:46:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/5585843" target=_blank>#306</A> Mo86</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are the letters from those who have been supporters of LGF for a long 
time, who have given information and links about what ID is really all about - 
only to have the information ignored or misrepresented? Where are those 
letters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to promote falsehoods and pseudo-science, no one is stopping you 
from starting a blog and posting Discovery Institute propaganda all over 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585999 30670 312 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:07:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/5585910" target=_blank>#310</A> 
papa_giorgio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The true conservative (classic liberal) has a deep seated, almost innate, 
belief in a Creator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The true conservative is a person who is appalled by efforts to violate the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the United States Constitution, 
and force the teaching of religion into schools by deceptive tactics.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In it is presented the idea that ID theory is too young of a theory to 
present in any science class now or any time soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has nothing to do with the age. "Intelligent design" is not a scientific 
theory. It is religion masquerading as science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586018 30670 313 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:10:21am  
 
<P>I see the creationists are dumping links to crackpot sites 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586126 30670 318 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:39:34am  
 
<P>Why mice could never evolve into monkeys.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.scienceagainstevolution.org/v12i1e.htm" 
target=_blank>www.scienceagainstevolution.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Good grief. This site is being promoted as an authority?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587981 30670 324 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #323 Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You actually tried to support your bizarre and nonsensical contention by 
posting a link from the Disco Institute? After all that has been revealed about 
them here?</P> 
<P>Un-frikkin'-believeable...(mutters while facepalming his shaking 
head)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Disco 'Tute site looks sane next to 
'scienceagainstevolution.org'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05585886 30673 90 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:48:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #82 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - I was just checking the Stat's part of LGF, and noticed that - 
at least on my 'puter you no longer have a "total comments" number showing.Didja 
just decided to leave it out or have I just not been paying 
attention?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it's still there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05586484 30675 226 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 10:57:57am  
 
<P>Cygnus: if you post one more comment like the one that was just deleted, 
you're going to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590782 30678 307 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:36:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: #306 cajman81</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone notice the picture in the print edition of USA Today on Thursday 
showing Obama speaking at a podium with the word "judgement" spelled "judgment?" 



Do you think the MSM would have reported it if it had been Quayle instead of 
Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... sorry, but "judgment" is actually the more correct spelling. 
"Judgement" is an accepted alternate spelling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587422 30679 24 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:09:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #17 The_Vig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The big question to ask is what if Darwin had never 
published?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you believe Ben Stein, the Holocaust would never have 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587445 30679 37 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #33 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No difference. He was in a race with someone else (who's name I forget) to 
see who could publish their work first. It was an idea who's time had come and 
it was an unavoidable discovery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30523_150th_Anniversary_of_Theory_
of_Evolution" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587472 30679 53 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:21:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent point, and using the term plays to the science haters who twist 
language to demonize science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- all you have to do is look at these threads at LGF to see 
creationists spitting the term out like an epithet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587484 30679 62 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:24:00pm  
 
<P>Here they come!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587559 30679 115 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 Conservative in Liberal Hands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I miss something? It's been a long time since I was in a Biology Class, 
and I ain't as young as I used to be, but when I learned about Darwin, it was 
the <EM><STRONG>Theory</STRONG> of Natural Selection</EM>.</P> 
<P>When did it get to be dogma? Certainly the <EM><STRONG>theory</STRONG> of 
evolution</EM> seems to describe and model the world, but I keep an open mind on 
<STRONG>Theories</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory" target=_blank>Scientific 
Theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by experimental evidence 
(see scientific method). In this sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized 
expression of all previous observations, and is predictive, logical, and 
testable. In principle, scientific theories are always tentative, and subject to 
corrections, inclusion in a yet wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more 
specific hypotheses may be logically bound together by just one or two theories. 
As a rule for use of the term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of 
universals than do hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific 
sets of phenomena or specific applications of a 
theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587591 30679 146 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:42:18pm  
 
<P>By the way, I've captured the audio clip from that CBC broadcast I mentioned 
yesterday, about the Discovery Institute's collaboration with Turkish Islamists, 
including a statement from the Disco 'Tute's David Berlinski that makes it very 
clear he sees them as allies.</P> 
<P>I'll be posting it a bit later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587604 30679 157 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:46:18pm  
 
<P>This audio clip is fascinating, because it also covers the Institute for 
Creation Research's collaboration with Turkish creationists -- which played a 
big part in driving out evolutionary theory from Turkish schools in favor of 
pseudo-science.</P> 
<P>It's a glimpse of what they would like to do in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587623 30679 176 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:50:24pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Not the "Christian bashing" nonsense again.</P> 
<P>The post does not even mention Christianity. This thin-skinned insult-seeking 
is beyond ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587641 30679 191 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:54:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/5587630" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the links above, there's a story about a society of physicists numbering 
over 50,000 members that is strongly questioning the IPCC "consensus" on man-
made global warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have that study open in a browser window right now. Looks like Greek to 
me.</P> 
<P>But the conclusion is very interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587645 30679 194 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:55:11pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05587663 30679 209 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 2:58:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5587575" target=_blank>#131</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Olivia Judson, incidentally, is the author of the hilarious and very 
recommended Dr. Tatiana's Sex Advice to All Creation -- in which Judson adopts 
the persona of a non-judgmental sex therapist, à la Dr. Ruth, to explore the 
mind-boggling (and sometimes gnarly) variety of reproductive strategies to be 
found in nature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And she's a total babe too. Rowr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587682 30679 220 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:02:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/5587668" target=_blank>#213</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zombie, you are quite incorrect. Gravity is a fact and is scientifically 
based. The second something falls up or at a rate or at a vector not expected by 
the theory without outside interference, the theory has been disproven. THERE IS 
NOW WAY TO DISPOROVE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can take the caps lock key off "stun." Yes, there are numerous ways to 
falsify evolutionary theory.</P> 
<P>Just one example: come up with a "chimera," a combination of species from two 
different lineages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587709 30679 242 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #235 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>A chimera does in fact exist. It lives in Australia.</P> 
<P>We call it a platypus. It is a venumous (the males only) mammal that lays 
eggs.</P> 
<P>Nature is weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a talking point straight from the ICR. The platypus is not a 
chimera.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyfrog.wordpress.com/2007/11/05/the-platypus-is-not-
a-chimera/" target=_blank>tinyfrog.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587749 30679 278 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:19:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #268 Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been a handful of commenters who have used this discussion, in 
various threads, to bash Christianity itself, or all religions combined.</P> 
<P>NOTED,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to be completely fair, there have been way more than a handful of 
creationist commenters who have bashed atheists and scientists in extremely 
insulting terms. Does "Darwinism leads to Hitler" sound 
familiar?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05587752 30679 281 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:20:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #279 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or I could say viruses are alive and didn't evolve the way we did. Oh yeah, I 
think I said that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait a minute. What about that platypus you were just claiming was a 
"chimera?" Two articles were posted that definitely refute that statement. Are 
you just going to glide right past them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587779 30679 303 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:30:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #298 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I must confess my previous misunderstanding of the term Chimera. I thought it 
to mean a dog's breakfast of mismatched parts rather than a bunch of mismatched 
genes. I don't know when your definition became <EM>au currant</EM> but I do not 
and cannot contest the idea under your definition.</P> 
<P>But it is a weird, weird animal, you must admit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't a new definition at all, and it's not "my" definition. I stated 
the definition of chimera very clearly in my post replying to your statement 
that "evolution can't be disproved" ... another refutation you've just glided 
past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587806 30679 324 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:35:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #321 Yosemite bill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles. I'm all out of secular tolerance . Hell and I'm not even an 
"evangelical" or 'fundamentalist'... .I've got work to do . Catch up after 
dark.Later</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK -- if you really want to feel insulted that badly, it's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587810 30679 327 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:37:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #316 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not believe you have responded to my argument that viruses live and did 
not differentiate from any other species. Talk about avoiding 
arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what your point is. Is this an argument against evolution you're 
making?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587821 30679 336 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:40:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/5587668" target=_blank>#213</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THERE IS NOW WAY TO DISPOROVE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what you wrote. It's wrong, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05587843 30679 353 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:47:48pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587850 30679 359 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:49:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/5587830" target=_blank>#343</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I see. You thought that, during a discussion of biology and evolution, I 
might be using a definition of "chimera" that relates to mythical monsters.</P> 
<P><SUB>right</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587865 30679 372 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/5587841" target=_blank>#351</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>Meanwhile, your claim that "evolution can't be disproven" is wrong, isn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587896 30679 398 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 3:59:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #390 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>I think where Creationists and ID people get flummoxed, is that they 
can't begin to cope with the sheer amount of time that is involved with 
evolution, as it is involved with geology, and the universe for that 
matter.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An interesting, but poorly grounded speculation I'm afraid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's because you believe the earth is only 6,000 years old, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587937 30679 422 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:22:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/5587915" target=_blank>#406</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<P>You misunderstood George Guy's post -- that part about people not 
understanding the time scale was a quote from 'garycooper' above.</P> 
<P>George Guy is a young earth creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587944 30679 427 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:25:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #426 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the YEC term I see thrown around here? Also, are these the folks that 
believe the earth is only 6000 years old?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587963 30679 444 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #432 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If anyone can give me a quick answer, do young earth creationist believe 
EVERYTHING (earth, universe) was created 6000 years ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they do. They calculate that age by going through the 
"begats."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587989 30679 468 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:34:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #462 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was the Monkey Trial. The first Darrin off Bewitched played the teacher, 
and Gene Kelly was a reporter. I can't think of the name of the 
flic!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's 'Inherit the Wind'. Great movie. Spencer Tracy was the Clarence Darrow 
character.</P> 
<P>I just watched it the other night, via iTunes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05587997 30679 476 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #473 NemoParticularis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>May I conclude, therefore, that a powerfully mutagenic virus can cause 
substantial physiological changes in a species? (it's a plot related storyline 
question)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like to know where people are coming from -- are you a young earth 
creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588001 30679 480 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #474 itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, quick look upthread and I'm still confused, I guess. I was just making a 
technical point about grasping evolution. Read "Darwin's Dangerous Idea" and/or 
"Freedom Evolves" by Dennett.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your point's good, but I think you were assuming that George Guy is on your 
side -- he isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588004 30679 482 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:38:25pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588007 30679 484 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:38:46pm  
 
<P>And that's the third time I've posted that notice in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588064 30679 535 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:53:46pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be deleted.</P> 
<P>Fourth time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05588087 30679 557 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 4:58:17pm  
 
<P>Oh no, Jewels. Not you, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588100 30679 567 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:03:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/5588098" target=_blank>#565</A> 
NemoParticularis</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588109 30679 574 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:06:17pm  
 
<P>This is a good post on the "Darwinism led to Hitler" canard:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/05/from_darwin_to.html" 
target=_blank>www.pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588117 30679 579 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #570 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not because I believe that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're not a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588128 30679 588 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:12:20pm  
 
<P>I guess it isn't getting through that I'm going to delete comments telling me 
not to post on this topic.</P> 
<P>It's especially irritating to have people come into a thread that very 
obviously is interesting to a lot of people, and tell me how pointless it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588139 30679 598 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:16:34pm  
 
<P>And one more point before I crack open a Duvel...</P> 
<P>There are dozens of posts on the front page that are not about evolution. If 
you don't like the evolution threads, don't read them.</P> 
<P>It's becoming clear that some people just don't want the topic discussed 
here, period. And I'm not going to be bullied or gult-tripped into avoiding 
it.</P> 
<P>Now for that Duvel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588160 30679 612 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:26:18pm  
 
<P>On a tangential topic -- the 'Favorites' feature is just great for keeping 
records of interesting links posted in comments, or good arguments that might 
need to be recycled. I'm really starting to rely on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588183 30679 634 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:35:32pm  



 
<P>Josephine just posted this link in the spinoffs. It's a corker. Behold, the 
Creation Museum.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/scalzi/sets/72157603091357751/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588190 30679 640 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:37:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #629 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Realize, that logged in includes people that are not on the site at the 
current moment, but have not logged out. The site doesn't log you off when you 
go somewhere else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'logged in' number is a 30-minute sampling. Those are the logged in 
accounts that have been active within the past 30 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588193 30679 643 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:39:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #641 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/scalzi/1969216237/in/set-
72157603091357751/" target=_blank>A classic</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Flintstonian theory of non-evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588203 30679 652 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:41:58pm  
 
<P>A hidden feature of the Favorites function: once you click a red heart and it 
turns green, you can then click the green heart to go directly to your 'My 
Favorites' page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588209 30679 658 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:45:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #655 Walter L. Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where do you keep the info for the "My Favorites?" A local cookie or server 
side?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's on the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588216 30679 665 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:50:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #661 HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) How do you know when somebody dings you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the number -- pops up an alert box showing you who dinged.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2) where do you find stats?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Left sidebar -- the flippy triangle menu labeled Statistics. (5th from the 
bottom.)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3) what does that heart thing mean? I clicked on my heart and it turned 
green</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's the 'Favorites' feature. Lets you save personal bookmarks to LGF 
items.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588224 30679 672 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:52:33pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm actually not so much in favor of dropping the term 
"Darwinism." But it was a great lead-in.</P> 
<P>I've even gotten an email from someone who thinks I'm anti-evolution, and 
that I misunderstood the article. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588236 30679 683 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/5588211" target=_blank>#660</A> Independent 
Voter123</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fosiles prove that world is 4-6 thousand years old!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This might have to become a rotating title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588244 30679 689 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:57:32pm  
 
<P>Actually, "Disprove this if you don't agree!" is even better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588251 30679 695 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 5:59:27pm  
 
<P>"lgf: Disprove this if you don't agree!"</P> 
<P>That has a real ring to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588294 30679 732 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 6:12:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/5588287" target=_blank>#725</A> Gordon 
Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science wants to be disproved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588314 30679 750 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 6:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #739 Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Charles, I'm glad you're enjoying it!</P> 
<P>The post on his blog is interesting, too. His readers raised the money for 
him to go, plus about five thousand dollars that was donated to an organization 
for the separation of church and state.</P> 
<P><A href="http://scalzi.com/whatever/?p=121" target=_blank>"Your Creation 
Museum Report"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scalzi hates LGF. He has said very mean things about me. (Sob.) If he's 
watching referrals he'll probably have a WTF moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588337 30679 772 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 6:24:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #756 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's clear from reading my previous post that this is not what I 
said, but rather that my beliefs are not necessarily relevant to the particular 
point I was trying to make. As far as what "side" I'm on, I favor teaching 
creationists how not to be sloppy debaters, and expect the same from the 
opposition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, how old is the earth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588367 30679 801 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 6:29:55pm  
 
<P>angst: that's not cool at all. Not everyone reading these comments is your 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588384 30679 818 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 6:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #809 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no shit. The answers are yes and yes, respectively.</P> 
<P>It is also something of a red herring fallacy to assume everything I say is 
dependent on those beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588652 30679 960 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 7:41:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/959/5588644" target=_blank>#959</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>You still haven't admitted you were completely wrong when you said "evolution 
cannot be disproved."</P> 
<P>I'm not holding my breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588760 30679 985 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:18:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/965/5588671" target=_blank>#965</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>You still haven't admitted you were wrong with your assertion that "evolution 
cannot be disproved."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588870 30679 1003 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:45:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #987 Dar ul Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention just ignoring the explanations (including <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/940/5588558" target=_blank>mine</A>) 
offered for his first question on "ativistic" <EM>(sic)</EM> regression in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/867/5588438" 
target=_blank>#867.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's just dumping creationist talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590750 30679 1041 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:29:35am  
 
<P>Clocktower05: if you spam one more thread with that comment, your account 
will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05591080 30679 1045 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:24:33am  
 
<P>Cato: I'm still waiting for you to admit you were completely wrong when you 
posted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THERE IS NOW WAY TO DISPOROVE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is how creationists argue -- they just keep dumping the same old talking 
points over and over, misrepresent facts, quote other misrepresentations as 
authorities, and ignore all refutations. Rinse and repeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591365 30679 1050 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 11:18:13am  
 
<P>Cato: I'm still waiting for you to admit you were completely wrong when you 
posted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THERE IS NOW WAY TO DISPOROVE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Numerous people corrected this idiotic statement. But you just glided right 
past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591534 30679 1052 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 11:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1051/5591522" target=_blank>#1051</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>That's a lot of words. Unfortunately, you still haven't dealt with the fact 
that your statement that "evolution can't be disproved" is simply 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591593 30679 1054 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:00:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1053 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact I have. First, it can't be disproved because it doesn't predict an 
outcome which can be proved or disproved -- p or not p. Second, it can't observe 
a behavior and not see it through the theory itself -- so all observations are 
confirmatory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you even understand what the term "faslfiable" means in a scientific 
context? Your response is a complete non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591703 30679 1058 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1056 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I understand. I wrote my senior thesis on Popper and falsifiability for 
which I was awarded highest honors in my university.</P> 
<P>Unless Popper (who I also quibble with) has written something else on the 
topic since his death, I think I get the picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you say so. But then, why do you refuse to deal with these simple ways in 
which evolution <EM>could</EM> be falsified, but <EM>has not</EM> been 
falsified?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CA/CA211.html" 
target=_blank>CA211: Evolution falsifiable</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are many conceivable lines of evidence that could falsify evolution. 
For example:</P> 
<P>* a static fossil record;</P> 
<P>* true chimeras, that is, organisms that combined parts from several 
different and diverse lineages (such as mermaids and centaurs) and which are not 
explained by lateral gene transfer, which transfers relatively small amounts of 
DNA between lineages, or symbiosis, where two whole organisms come together;</P> 
<P>* a mechanism that would prevent mutations from accumulating;</P> 
<P>* observations of organisms being created.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are only a few of the ways in which falsification could happen. There 
are many others. But in 150 years of challenges, the theory of evolution has 
<EM>never</EM> been successfully falsified.</P> 
<P>Is it all a big conspiracy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591876 30679 1062 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:56:57pm  
 
<P>More non sequiturs.</P> 
<P>"Falsifiability" as used in science has nothing to do with predictions. This 
is another ridiculously uninformed statement.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Falsifiability" 
target=_blank>Falsifiability</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Falsifiability (or refutability or testability) is the logical possibility 
that an assertion can be shown false by an observation or a physical experiment. 
That something is "falsifiable" does not mean it is false; rather, that if it is 
false, then this can be shown by observation or experiment. Falsifiability is an 
important concept in science and the philosophy of science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An observation or a physical experiment. What you've posted here is 
neither.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592001 30679 1064 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:18:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1063/5591982" target=_blank>#1063</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>Even though it has nothing to do with your completely false statement that 
"evolution can't be disproved," here's one stunning example of the theory of 
evolution making a prediction that was borne out by evidence:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2007/11/an-evolution-
pr.html" target=_blank>www.pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592073 30679 1066 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:29:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1065 J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TalkOrigins.org has an excellent article on "vestigial" remnants ("atavisms") 
and how it confirms Evolutionary Theory. <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/comdesc/section2.html#mol_vestiges" 
target=_blank>Here's the article.</A> (also, sounds like someone is slipping in 
an outmoded anti-evolutionary theory; it's termed "orthogenesis" -- article at 
Wiki..)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cato has been dumping one creationist talking point after another in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592173 30679 1068 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:48:06pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1067/5592118" target=_blank>#1067</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>More non sequiturs, combined with more creationist talking points, including 
the claim that they're <EM>not</EM> creationist talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592220 30679 1070 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:58:27pm  
 
<P>Everything you just wrote is straight from the creationist 
handbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592339 30679 1074 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:20:44pm  
 
<P>Creationist talking point 1: primates and Vitamin C.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://truthmatters.info/2007/05/28/dr-max-on-vitamin-c-and-
plagiarism/" target=_blank>truthmatters.info...</A>]</P> 
<P>Creationist talking point 2: pseudogenes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://individual.utoronto.ca/PBL_pseudogenes/creation.htm" 
target=_blank>individual.utoronto.ca...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592410 30679 1077 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1075 Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, creationism is bunk. I responded to an article cited and I didn't know 
the answers to the questions I raised. Any resemblance to the work of those 
crackpots is purely accidental because I honestly just don't know the answers to 
the questions that i asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. You just happened to bring up two popular creationist fallacies, 
off the top of your head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593702 30679 1085 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:58:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1084/5593688" target=_blank>#1084</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>More falsehoods. Newtonian physics has been almost entirely superseded and 
replaced by a host of different disciplines.</P> 
<P>The theory of evolution, on the other hand, has been demonstrated time and 
again to be the best explanation for the diversity of species on this planet, 
for 150 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594051 30679 1087 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:28:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1086/5594041" target=_blank>#1086</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>Uh huh. It's just a coincidence that he has been dumping one creationist 
talking point after another in this thread.</P> 
<P>You're free to take him at his word. I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594061 30679 1088 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:31:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1086/5594041" target=_blank>#1086</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That is what tickles me. Heretic that I am, I gladly admit that a great deal 
of this stuff verges into the realm of faith as well as into the realm of 
science, but the evolutionist shock troops on lgf, on the other hand, defend 
their beliefs -- and attack their critics -- with a zeal that strikes me as 
being nothing short of ... well... RELIGIOUS FANATICISM. :-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is just stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600481 30679 1114 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:54:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1108/5598194" target=_blank>#1108</A> 
gromster</EM></P> 
<P>Quite a dump of creationist talking points there. Must feel good to get that 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588549 30680 35 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 7:07:55pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588608 30680 70 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 7:22:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/5588595" target=_blank>#61</A> mean Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, he's not a leader of the institute...just one of it's 
members.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Berlinski is a "Senior Fellow," and one of the most visible advocates of 
the Discovery Institute's agenda. His articles have appeared at many major 
conservative web sites, including the National Review.</P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is not a small operation -- it has huge funding, and 
is very well-organized. This is not a fringe group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588660 30680 107 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 7:43:10pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588663 30680 109 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 7:44:27pm  
 
<P>That's right -- the Institute for Creation Research has been heavily involved 
in Turkey for more than 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588748 30680 168 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:15:13pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588771 30680 185 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:22:28pm  
 



<P>Lots of hate mail coming in tonight. Creationists REALLY don't like this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588777 30680 189 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:23:38pm  
 
<P>Here's the most recent one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've always enjoyed yoursite but why all this creationist bashing? What's the 
point? Do youhate God or the idea that He created the universe? Who cares? Keep 
itto yourself. Want to start a fan club for those with the same opinions?Great! 
Go for it. I thought this blog was about the war on terror/Islamand the MSM 
conspiring with the enemy. Did I get that wrong or did youjust change your mind? 
Consider starting another blog and naming it"Little Green Mising Links" or 
something like that. Well, on secondthought - this is your blog, right? If you 
would rather expose yourbias rather than exposing the MSM's bias, assorted world 
Government'sbias, our politically correct nation's bias - I guess that's up to 
you.You're the sage we all look up to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588815 30680 224 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #221 nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, just saw I was deleted. Sorry, but what did I say that could ever 
deserve to be deleted? I was going to bed but realized it was my comment. So 
much for free discussion!For all the years I have commented here I have been 
probably the least controversial person.If you all feel I have been out of 
bounds, maybe I should be banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted this notice at least seven times today:</P> 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588848 30680 249 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 8:40:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #227 nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what did I say?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not singling you out, but after comment after comment after comment 
telling me that I should stop posting about this topic, we have a new 
policy.</P> 
<P>These topics have been some of the most hotly debated threads ever posted at 
LGF. A lot of people ARE interested in the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05588968 30680 346 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:07:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/5588956" target=_blank>#337</A> littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll say it again the argument against ID is a red herring. ID hasn't 
anything to do with a supernatural God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? An all-powerful creature who created the entire universe out of 
nothing isn't a "supernatural God?"</P> 
<P>Was it Groundskeeper Willie, maybe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05589028 30680 402 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/5589012" target=_blank>#386</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe I have seen any evidence in any of these posts that suggests 
that people, who believe in the Creation of the earth as told in Genesis, are in 
anyway all inclusively associated with the Discovery Institute or even in favor 
of Intelligent Design being instituted in public schools science class 
curriculum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you also haven't seen a single post that makes that kind of absurd 
blanket assertion, have you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05589052 30680 425 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:30:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #420 ornery elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I was referring to thread titles that have "Creationist Racist" and 
Turkish "Creationists" in them. When you say Turkish Creationist are you talking 
about a creationist who believes in the Genesis version or a Turk who has an 
agenda to upset the secular order of the government?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even listen to the audio clip? It's about ... wait for it ... Turkish 
creationists. Amazingly enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05589055 30680 428 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:32:14pm  
 
<P>The thread titles are factual.</P> 
<P>"Creationist Racist" was an email from a racist who was also a creationist. 
Is there something unclear about that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05589115 30680 459 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #458 wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting stuff.But I don't see how a Young-Earth Creationist can buy into 
what the Disco Institute is selling. Presumably this guy would know that the 
standard ID doctrine posits an old earth and allows for some 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and they say it with a nudge and a wink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591065 30680 535 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:21:29am  
 
<P>I'm finished putting up with ignorant comments telling me that I'm against 
religion, or "bashing Christians," because I refuse to sign on to a deceptive 
agenda that will violate the US Constitution -- and especially when they're 
insulting and abusive.</P> 
<P>People who post this crap will now lose their LGF accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591157 30680 538 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:40:53am  
 
<P>Another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05591345 30680 542 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 11:15:30am  
 
<P>This last one also followed up with some hate mail -- a very typical 
response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591724 30680 548 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:20:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #547 gromster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. This wording in the introduction...</P> 
<P>Intelligent Design advocates DO "value science, this wording implies that 
they do not.</P> 
<P>Just because someone disagrees with someone over the topic of Darwinism does 
not mean that he or she is anti-science / unscientific, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why are they working to destroy it? They've succeeded in Turkey, and are 
working toward the same end here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591733 30680 549 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:21:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #546 gromster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh goodness, school kids being exposed to other views, opposing views, being 
forced to think critically, and not just blindly accept all the tenets and 
underpinnings of Darwinism... what is the educational world coming to, 
educating? Horrors.</P> 
<P>I notice that awhile back a cow was had by some at this blog because someone 
in the movie "Expelled" dared to link Darwinism (yes, I will continue to call it 
Darwinism as well as evolution) with the Holocaust in some fashion, and yet, 
I've seen a trend here lately to continue to link Christians / Christianity (vis 
a vis Intelligent Design) with Islam - And it's not meant to be 
flattering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>It's not me who is linking the Discovery Institute with Islamic creationists 
-- they made the connections themselves. It's a fact. Deal with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591808 30680 551 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:41:09pm  
 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not science. It is religion, and it's being promoted 
by deceptive groups who are allied with Islamic creationists.</P> 
<P>It has no business being taught in science classrooms.</P> 
<P>As for your other complaints, it's just more of the same thin-skinned insult-
seeking. I've clarified and stated over and over and over again that this has 
nothing to do with anyone's faith. It's about refusing to allow the US 
Constitution to be violated by religious fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591825 30680 552 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:45:25pm  
 
<P>P.S. If you reject "Darwinism," yes, you are anti-science. The theory of 
evolution is one of humanity's greatest scientific achievements, and if you deny 
it, you are denying science.</P> 



<P>Now, if you simply choose to deny science, and don't try to force your views 
on other people, that's your own business. It's sad, but we all have free 
will.</P> 
<P>The problem is that the groups I've been posting about are trying to FORCE 
their religious views on the rest of society, and they're using dishonest 
tactics to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05589149 30682 26 Charles Thu, Jul 17, 2008 9:57:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #20 George Slivers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All this anti-intellectual nonsense on LGF these past few weeks motivated me 
to send the Discovery Institute $1000.00.</P> 
<P>Keep it up!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for you! Doing your part to bring the Dark Ages to America. 
Congrats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590524 30682 1196 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:39:55am  
 
<P>So many people emailed to complain that the Quayle quote is an urban legend 
that I changed it to a genuine one.</P> 
<P>Looking through Quayle's oeuvre, though, I think I can be forgiven for taking 
this at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590570 30682 1235 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:49:01am  
 
<P>Man, that George Slivers troll is a hoot. A genius, with money to 
burn!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590585 30682 1248 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1244 songbird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. An 'educated' man with blinders on. He just couldn't get past his 
narrow view to tread on the green grass of respect.</P> 
<P>Intelligence and wisdom are not synonymous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not an educated person, not even an intelligent one. It's an idiot 
troll. I would advise against taking anything it says at face 
value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05590654 30682 1277 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:12:59am  
 
<P>Well, I just gave $27 trillion to the Institute for Darwinistic Brainwashing 
of All Children, just to offset George Slivers' contributions to the 
Discotarians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591045 30683 223 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:17:14am  
 
<P>This is not the "end times."</P> 



<P>I want to make it clear that I do not subscribe to "end times" nonsense, and 
I urge people to take that kind of talk somewhere else. I don't want to be 
associated with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591094 30683 237 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:27:08am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #232 Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think "end time" is coming, but for sure some seriously bad crap is 
brewing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's bad enough without the apocalyptic foolishness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591167 30683 253 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:42:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/5591135" target=_blank>#247</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<P>I saw your snarky references to "evolve" and "evolution," and you're skating 
on some pretty thin ice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591201 30683 257 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 10:50:00am  
 
<P>Here's the reason for asking people not to spin off into "end times" 
foolishness: it makes this site and everyone on it look like a bunch of 
religious fanatics.</P> 
<P>I do not want that reputation, because I don't believe in this apocalyptic 
nonsense. If you're fine with it, take responsibility for your own views and 
post it somewhere else under your own real name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591309 30686 12 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 11:09:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5591283" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just don't hotlink from his website. I learned that the hard 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he sure did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591373 30686 42 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 11:20:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: #18 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goatse'd. Heh!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And tub-girled. And rickrolled.</P> 
<P>It was a trifecta of idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591615 30686 187 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:03:45pm  
 
<P>There is no such thing as "evolutionism," and the term is intended to be 
insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05591621 30686 191 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:04:40pm  
 
<P>And yes, I do agree wholeheartedly with what Obama says in that link. He's 
right on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05591757 30686 234 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 12:27:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/5591752" target=_blank>#232</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that one. I can't disagree with a single word of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593969 30686 299 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/5593579" target=_blank>#298</A> 
Areopagitica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll get roasted for this and please keep in mind lizards that I'm no fan of 
Mr. "Change" Obama, especially since he did nothing to help improve life in my 
home state while he was an elected page to horrifically corrupt and arrogant 
state senate president Emil Jones.</P> 
<P>But from a legal perspective, that information may fall under attorney client 
privilege and he shouldn't release that info unless his former clients give 
permission or unless that information came into the public record, e.g. court 
filings, deposition transcripts, trial transcripts, etc. The privilege extends 
past the time of actual representation and only the client/former client can 
waive it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to read the links above. This is about a lot more than Obama's legal 
client list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592021 30687 235 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:21:58pm  
 
<P>Creationists are dinging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592085 30687 285 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #275 Buddyg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't help but wonder what's driving his <EM>don't mention of God in science 
class</EM> mantra.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's driving it is a respect and love for the Constitution of the United 
States, as I have said over and over and over again.</P> 
<P>My religious beliefs are none of your business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592108 30687 306 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:34:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #299 Buddyg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Faith ain't like some garage hobby done out of view and in private.It's a 
part of everyday life and every thing.So when someone/anyone keeps harping on 
it,it's gonna raise some questions.</P> 
<P>Where ya comin' from with all this?</P> 



<P>Is <A href="http://i4.photobucket.com/albums/y142/xenocrates/Pics/Adam-
God.jpg" target=_blank>this</A> the attitude you're promoting ?</P> 
<P>/not part of any conspiracy. don't even know any Turks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that must be it. I hate God. How did you guess?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592114 30687 309 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:36:34pm  
 
<P>I've had it with this crap. If you don't value your LGF account, it will go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592124 30687 317 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 1:39:35pm  
 
<P>BuddyG is no longer welcome here. He's used this site to post dozens of links 
(some of which I had to delete) and hundreds of comments, he's benefited from 
the place I've built, and then posts a deliberately offensive picture. 
Bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592246 30688 1 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:04:16pm  
 
<P>It's nice to find at least one conservative columnist who hasn't drunk the 
creationist koolaid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592257 30688 3 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:05:58pm  
 
<P>Creationist are really jumping on that minus button for this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592282 30688 9 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:10:32pm  
 
<P>The big question, though, is why does Charles Krauthammer hate God?</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592296 30688 14 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:12:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #12 Ringo the Gringo</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, I don't like it, and it's disappointing but not 
surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592351 30688 48 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/5592329" target=_blank>#32</A> gozza</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Guided" evolution is just as valid and just as provable as Darwinian 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592387 30688 76 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:28:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/5592372" target=_blank>#67</A> Cognito</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because Krauthammer believes Intelligent Design is bunk doesn't mean he 
believes God didn't create us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Did you even read the excerpt 
above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592427 30688 111 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/5592408" target=_blank>#96</A> bj1126</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess my major problem with your posts lately Charles is the tone not the 
content. Creationists aren't the John Birch Society and you're not Buckley. I 
don't see a reason for your efforts to insult and deride creationists. I think 
you could better make your point through a more sympathetic 
tone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please post a quote from one of my articles in which I insulted or derided 
anyone.</P> 
<P>The John Birch Society, by the way, IS a big supporter of creationism. Just a 
fact.</P> 
<P>And you're right, I'm not William F. Buckley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592441 30688 124 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:37:12pm  
 
<P>I'll say it again, because people insist on misrepresenting my 
viewpoints.</P> 
<P>If you want to believe in creationism, even young earth creationism, it's 
your choice, you have free will.</P> 
<P>But if you try to tell me that it's just as valid as the scientific theory of 
evolution -- as science -- then yes, I'm going to argue against this with every 
resource I can muster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592476 30688 154 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 mossley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd have saved yourself a lot of time and embarrassment if you had bothered 
to read any of the other threads on this subject. Everything you said has been 
repeatedly demonstrated to be a strawman, a deliberate misstatement of 
evolution, or a downright lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're creationist talking points. They get dumped into almost every thread 
on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592533 30688 202 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 2:53:39pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592693 30688 337 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #209 faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe science books tout a theory that we came from monkeys. Can this 
also please stay out of the classroom?</P> 



<P>Now, some of you may have come from monkeys. But, I prefer not to teach my 
kids they are monkeys.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Human beings did not "come from monkeys."</P> 
<P>The species Homo Sapiens evolved from a line of primate creatures that 
probably originated in Africa. Genetic studies have shown that our closest 
living relatives in the animal world are chimpanzees, which indicates that they 
probably had a common ancestor before diverging into a different branch on the 
evolutionary tree.</P> 
<P>There are mountains of evidence to support these assertions. Of course, you 
can choose to deny it all if you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592727 30688 368 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/5592707" target=_blank>#350</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>That was what I learned yesterday too, as I looked into this story, and it's 
why I didn't jump on the bandwagon and post this as some kind of devastating 
blow to the global warming crowd. It isn't. It may become one, if the science 
holds up, but at this time Monckton's paper hasn't even been peer reviewed as 
far as I know.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, there are politics on both sides of this issue, and nothing 
can be taken at face value -- especially not anything the media 
says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592775 30688 409 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:38:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/5592748" target=_blank>#386</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest genetic studies show that we originated from a small band of 
humans in Africa. See Human Genome Project...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and that small band of humans evolved from a line of primate creatures. 
(Actually, the "small band of 10,000 protohumans" idea is just one hypothesis 
and it has not been proven.)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there evidence of a "common ancestor"? Do you have a link for pics of the 
bones of this thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing secret about any of this information. You can find it 
yourself if you're interested enough to look. Yes, there are lots of fossil 
examples of human ancestors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592817 30688 444 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:45:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/5592806" target=_blank>#435</A> Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally apart from creationist theory and intelligent design, is the separate 
issue whether speciation and "evolution" has sufficient evidence to be 
established. It does not. It is in the same category as creationist and 
intelligent design "science". In other words, it is not anymore science than 
they are science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These statements are completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592851 30688 476 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:54:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #471 Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pardon? Every statement? Your response is not 
understandable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see if I can clarify it: your statements (i.e. the sentences I quoted) 
that there is no evidence for speciation are completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592858 30688 482 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 3:56:00pm  
 
<P>Here comes the most relentless creationist of the bunch to dump some more 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592882 30688 504 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:01:32pm  
 
<P>Evidence of speciation:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-speciation.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592890 30688 511 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:04:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #508 Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I went through the tedious process of reading your cite. Could you go 
through the same process on the site and point out a single instance where 
speciation is supported by evidence? And not by the assumptioon that speciation 
is true? Maybe I missed the facts; the bald assertions were pretty 
overwhelming.</P> 
<P>As a matter of fact, your cite is loaded down with weasel language, which, in 
my book, is an implicit admission that you cannot prove what you are 
asserting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, you've posted nothing but a bare assertion.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-speciation.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05592897 30688 517 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:06:14pm  
 
<P>One creationist tactic I've observed over and over is to post a bare 
assertion with no evidence, then demand that everyone scurry around and prove 
that it isn't true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593021 30688 620 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:36:44pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593053 30688 647 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/5592983" target=_blank>#590</A> Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speciation and the related ideas of "evolution" are in the same league as 
"scientific socialism" (Marxism, the "ultimate" explanation) and "scientific" 



Freudianism. They are interesting and fascinating. And they have elements of 
truth. But as a categorical explanation, they are baloney.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are you getting this stuff from? You do realize that the entire 
scientific world disagrees with you, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593101 30688 695 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 4:55:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #671 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/06/religionour_maelstrom_of_ignor.
php" target=_blank>Evolution acceptance by political party</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither party comes out well on that one, but the Republicans clearly have 
the edge in creationism. It's horrible.</P> 
<P>I think one reason for this has been demonstrated very well in these threads 
-- as soon as you go off the reservation, people come jumping out of the bushes 
from all directions to tell you that you're not a real conservative, that you 
hate religion, that you're insulting people, that you're pointlessly dividing 
the base, that you must hate God, that you're an atheist, etc. etc. 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593121 30688 715 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #708 Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! The problem is that the Bible is either true or false. For anything to 
be true it must be 100% true. Anything less will bring the whole 
book/theory/fact/etc etc into question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. It's perfectly possible to see the creation stories in the Bible as 
allegories, not as literal truth. Millions of people see it that way. The 
fundamentalist view is not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593127 30688 720 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:03:14pm  
 
<P>OT: Good lord. Fox News is becoming completely unwatchable. Now that idiot 
E.D. Hill (the "terrorist fist bump" moron) is interviewing Michael 
Scheuer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593147 30688 740 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:09:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/735/5593142" target=_blank>#735</A> nnw59</EM></P> 
<P>A perfect example of the wedge strategy in action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593175 30688 763 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:17:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #735 nnw59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As evolutionist George Gaylord Simpson wrote: "Man is the result of a 
purposeless and natural process that did not have him in mind." (The Meaning of 
Evolution, 1967)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a Discovery Institute talking point:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.discovery.org/a/77" 
target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593182 30688 767 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:19:12pm  
 
<P>Whenever a creationist posts a quote like that, all you have to do is Google 
it, and 95%+ of the time, you'll find it on one of the creationist web sites. 
They maintain sites that have come to be known as "quote mines" specifically for 
this purpose, so that people who really don't understand the issues can go out 
and proselytize for the cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593189 30688 770 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:20:00pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/quotes/mine/project.html" 
target=_blank>The Quote Mine Project: Examining 'Evolution Quotes' of 
Creationists</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593194 30688 772 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #768 WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and everything on the flip side is a "Evolutionist" talking 
point...no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593271 30688 798 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 5:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #795 pre-Boomer Marine brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading down in this article, "quote mining" immediately strikes me as 
precisely the same as what is (disparagingly) called "proof texting" in some 
Christian churches. One has a point one wants to make. One finds a passage of 
Scripture which can be used to "justify" it.</P> 
<P><EM><STRONG>By definition</STRONG></EM>, proof-texting is taking something 
out of context.</P> 
<P>These people seem to be using a tactic which they ... uh, IMHO ... seen used 
many times before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's fascinating, isn't it? The existence of these quote mines, in which many 
of the quotes are either out of context or wholly fabricated, is one very big 
reason why no one should trust the Discovery Institute and the other creationist 
propagandists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594133 30688 910 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #896 George guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My 9th grade science teacher once said to the creationists in his class not 
to disrupt the class or block out what he was teaching, not because he aimed to 
change their beliefs, but because arguing about it requires a comprehension of 
both sides of the issue. I think that's the most compelling reason to teach, and 
to convince people to pay attention to, evolutionary biology and related 
subjects even if they're not going to be universally accepted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm curious why you're trying to appear as if you support evolutionary 
science, when you've made it clear before that you're a young earth creationist. 
Have you had a change of heart?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595288 30688 1029 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 9:07:34am  
 
<P>Almost 100 years after the Scopes Monkey Trial, and there are still people 
who rave and rant, "I didn't come from no damn monkey, you atheist!"</P> 
<P>It would be funny if it weren't so very sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595375 30688 1035 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 9:56:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1033 Student of Objectivism</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you cannot mix reason and faith. You must have all reason, or all 
faith. If you accept God at all, you cannot accept logic, reason, or 
science.</P> 
<P>Solution: throw out God. Period. Man must keep reason as his absolute.</P> 
<P>Krauthammer isn't my ally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596357 30688 1060 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 2:56:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1048/5596193" target=_blank>#1048</A> Whiskey 
Rebel</EM></P> 
<P>Not big on that logic thing, are we?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...to be 100% certain about anything automatically makes you an 
idiot...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say bullshit. You gotta go whole hog. You, sir, need to come out of the 
closet and reveal yourself as an atheist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A flip-flop worthy of John F. Kerry. I salute you. You have redefined the 
term "full of crap."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596455 30688 1072 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 3:28:38pm  
 
<P>Just so everyone knows the history, we established in a previous thread that 
'ebed_melech' is a young earth creationist, and he's posted links to sites run 
by Creation Ministries International, an organization that collaborates with the 
radical Islamic Harun Yahya creationist group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596732 30688 1096 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 4:47:02pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. That WorldNetDaily article is dreadful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596749 30688 1097 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 4:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1086 ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry it's late here and I must go but the testimony from the NCSE bears out 
what I claim about Behe's character - <A 
href="http://www.ncseweb.org/resources/articles/7819_part_07_dr_michael_behe_dr_
10_31_2002.asp" target=_blank>he's not used to dealing with 
sharks</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have read a very different transcript than I did. What I read showed 
Behe's claims being completely destroyed.</P> 
<P>If by "sharks" you mean "knowledgeable biologists," you're 100% 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596960 30688 1100 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:02:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1098/5596921" target=_blank>#1098</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<P>I was referring to the WND article in this spinoff link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1095/5596633" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597010 30688 1102 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:14:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1101 abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. So you meant this one:<A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=69997" 
target=_blank>Univ. Of Cal. Will Not Accept Applicants From Christian High 
Schools That Use Christian Textbooks. All Other Religions 
OK</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. A very deceptive article that tries to disguise another attempt to get 
creationism into science classrooms through the back door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594106 30690 120 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:38:57pm  
 
<P>Not a word from Cognito in this thread, amazingly enough. He's too busy 
jerking people's chains in the Obama/Pearl Harbor thread, I 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593538 30691 73 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:29:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Dan Quayle made very few mistakes. The media made sure the ones he 
made were beat to death. With Obama there is a press blackout on his gaffes. 
This will go away by tomorrow or is already gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but that's not true. Dan Quayle said some of the dumbest things ever 
recorded by a politician. And it wasn't just a few. The reputation he had was 
fully deserved.</P> 
<P>I'm not trying to bash Republicans with this, but Quayle was the ultimate 
empty suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593566 30691 98 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:33:43pm  
 



<P>There is absolutely no way that a person who grew up in Hawaii could say 
"bomb" with no "s", without correcting it. Just no way. Unless they were simply 
not paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593595 30691 121 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:37:40pm  
 
<P>Yes ... there were no kamikaze attacks at Pearl Harbor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593605 30691 129 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:39:15pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/fO6LVE_P-A8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593620 30691 140 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:41:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #133 Genosaurer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ww2db.com/person_bio.php?person_id=166" 
target=_blank>ww2db.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't a kamikaze attack -- kamikaze pilots were specifically trained to 
commit suicide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593681 30691 190 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 6:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #162 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The conflation with Hiroshima is the most likely explanation for this. It 
goes with the psychology of the left, any event, any conflict, any history is 
always measured in terms of the harm the US did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was my first impression too. "The bomb" is a subconscious reference to 
"the atomic bomb."</P> 
<P>This guy wants to be the president of the US, but he's almost completely 
ignorant of US history. He's demonstrated this ignorance over and 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05593972 30691 426 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:09:25pm  
 
<P>I see Cognito is doing what he does best again - jerking people's 
chains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594085 30691 489 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 8:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/5593733" target=_blank>#231</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Count me with those who view this error as inconsequential.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What a shock! A person who relentlessly excuses everything Barack Obama says, 
is excusing this statement.</P> 
<P>Inconceivable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594219 30692 124 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:16:25pm  
 
<P>"The Cleanup" by Sean Doolittle. Just finished it. Terrific crime 
novel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594224 30692 128 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:17:38pm  
 
<P>Just ordered "Chasing Darkness" from Amazon. Thanks for letting me know about 
it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05594255 30692 155 Charles Fri, Jul 18, 2008 9:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah! Are you an Elvis Cole and Pike fan or just a fan of Robert Crais in 
general?I've like just about all his books, but it took me a couple of Cole and 
Pike books to get over my being put off at his ripping off Robert Parkers's 
Spenser and Hawk!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the Robert Crais books a lot. Other crime genre favorites: Michael 
Connolly, Charlie Huston, and Dennis Lehane. And of course, Elmore 
Leonard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595316 30693 48 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 9:20:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #43 MrSimplistic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"You keep on using that word. I do not think it means what you think it 
means"<EM>Inigo Montoya</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, the word is hypocricy...which many seem to think can only be 
applied to positions of the left. It's easy to challenge (with perfectly good 
reason) a scientific community that foists man-made global warming on ignorant 
masses. But challenge the equally poor science (coming from different players in 
that same scientific community) behind Darwinism, and all of a sudden we have a 
"consensus" that is incontrovertable. So we stand up a religious strawman (ID) 
or some suitable red herring as the ultimate defense (when none is called for). 
Science is science. It doesn't need to be defended. It <EM>always</EM> needs to 
be challenged. If it's correct science, it can take it. If it's bad science, 
it'll be found out. But only if it's allowed to be criticized and 
challenged.</P> 
<P>Please note that I don't claim anything about creationism. I do know what 
that word means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The theory of evolution has been challenged <EM>by scientists</EM> for 150 
years -- vigorously and emphatically challenged, and tested empirically by 
evidence. In all that time, not one of these challenges has succeeded in 
falsifying the theory. Far from your assertion that "Darwinism is poor science," 
it has stood up so well that it's now regarded as "scientific fact." And the 
debate continues in the scientific community. Evolutionary science is a vibrant, 
constantly changing field of study.</P> 



<P>The challenges coming from the likes of the Discovery Institute are 
ludicrous, dishonest, religion-based hooey, and not a single real scientist 
takes their nonsense seriously -- because it's not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595323 30693 49 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 9:22:26am  
 
<P>On another note, it's more than a little amazing how many people are coming 
out of the woodwork at LGF with comments in the single digits, to dump 
creationist/Disco Institute talking points into these threads, then vanish 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595446 30696 65 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 10:21:19am  
 
<P>Sorry, but that kind of comment is not OK. Believe it or not, there are kids 
who read LGF, especially on Saturday mornings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05595585 30697 58 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 10:49:31am  
 
<P>I chose "12,000" for the Dow index, and it showed up as 
correct...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596912 30700 11 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 5:50:04pm  
 
<P>Evolution is cool!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05596923 30700 16 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 5:52:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #15 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the new disclaimer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The words of Stinky Beaumont shall echo down through the 
ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597023 30700 90 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:20:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 Buster Bunny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually we are getting to the stage with high tech that very soon blindness 
will be a past event.</P> 
<P>There are people plugging electrodes into nerve areas of the brain to get a 
'pseudo' pic for the brain to see.</P> 
<P>This is the start of something even bigger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're very right. And evolutionary science has played a big part in the 
advances that have led us to this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597031 30700 98 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:23:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #94 DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I saw a documentary of an older married deaf couple who received ear 
implants. They both felt that the sensory input was overloading to their brains. 
They would have to unplug it part way through the day.</P> 
<P>I've been able to learn how to tune out fighting children, TV, doorbells, and 
rap music - don't even hear it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Survival skills. <SUB>heh</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597037 30700 103 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:24:50pm  
 
<P>Can I get a WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597060 30700 125 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:32:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #120 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's been a debate raging in deaf communities the past few years because 
of the efficacy of the ear implants. Many are resistant to it, and think they 
are losing their culture entirely. ASL is a different language, and if you've 
ever been with Deaf people fluent in it the communication flow, syntax, and 
expressiveness is very much different than speaking in an oral language. Much 
more intimate.</P> 
<P>Some parents are refusing implants for their children, and you see other 
groups of Deaf people bemoaning the fact that some speakers who use the implants 
are now "Losing their signing" and have to resort to "spelling in sign 
language".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Didn't know that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597073 30700 138 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:34:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/5597069" target=_blank>#134</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>Nope... #97.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597078 30700 143 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 6:35:07pm  
 
<P>Can I get another WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05597228 30700 273 Charles Sat, Jul 19, 2008 7:02:50pm  
 
<P>One thing we should think about after viewing this video is what it might 
feel like if that door were closed. If that eye couldn't see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05598911 30700 952 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 8:54:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/5597942" target=_blank>#898</A> George 
guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, admittedly this is a biblical creationist publication which 
automatically makes the scientific literacy of all the people involved 
suspect...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truer words were never written.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05598943 30700 954 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:02:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/5597942" target=_blank>#898</A> George 
guy</EM></P> 
<P>Answersingenesis.org is a site run by the Institute for Creation Research, 
who have collaborated with Turkey's Islamic creationists for decades, succeeding 
in destroying the country's scientific curriculum and replacing it with this 
Dark Ages pseudo-science. They not only lack credibility, they lack 
decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05598948 30700 955 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:03:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/953/5598913" target=_blank>#953</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you are entitled to your opinion, everything that you hold dear, but 
when you posted last night a theological statement, that is read coast to coast 
and worldwide, that condemns Orthodox Jews, Evangelical Catholics and 
Evangelical Protestants to a category of "NOT TO BE TRUSTED," you have given 
posters on this blog the tacit approval to go after other posters for their 
deeply held religious beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. You have to TRY to misunderstand what I wrote to say 
something like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05598966 30700 957 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:09:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/5598375" target=_blank>#932</A> yfi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a Christian believer in evolution out there who would like to 
untangle my conundrum for me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about <A href="http://www.cathnews.com/news/704/52.php" 
target=_blank>Pope Benedict</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05598994 30700 959 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:15:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/931/5598372" target=_blank>#931</A> Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<P>In a previous thread, you asserted that there is no evidence of speciation, 
then proceeded to ignore numerous links and examples of speciation when they 
were shown to you. Why should anyone believe your bare assertions on this 
topic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599170 30700 964 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:56:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/963/5599159" target=_blank>#963</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A helpful expanation of what you really meant to say, would go farther than 
an angry retort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I really meant to say:</P> 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution.Belief in evolution does 
not preclude belief in God.Do not trust those who insist otherwise.</P> 
<P>That's as clear as I know how to be.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Have you noticed the drop off in the number and variety of commentators 
recently whenever this subject comes up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all. What I've noticed is that these threads are some of the most 
popular ones I've ever posted at LGF, judging from number of comments and the 
intensity of the debate.</P> 
<P>And they're going to continue, so you have a choice: grow a thicker skin, or 
stop reading LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599217 30700 967 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:07:09am  
 
<P>The most relentless creationist shill is back with more boneheaded 
assertions, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599271 30700 971 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:18:55am  
 
<P>Boneheaded assertions like this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...placing the earth somewhere between 4.9 billion and 6000 years, which is 
the accuracy of modern dating methods...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't understand scientific dating methods, and you've demonstrated this 
ignorance over and over, no mattter how many times the reality is pointed out to 
you.</P> 
<P>That's an awfully big gap there between 4.9 billion and 6,000. I asked you 
before to take a wild guess and say which is more likely. Come on, take a guess. 
Closer to 4.9 billion or 6,000?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599316 30700 974 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:29:10am  
 
<P>Creationist talking points 101: "Carbon dating is fallible."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/hovind/howgood-c14.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599323 30700 976 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:30:26am  
 
<P>More responses to the "carbon dating is fallible" hooey:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CD/CD011.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599331 30700 977 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:32:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/973/5599313" target=_blank>#973</A> KalvinB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not my fault that your apparently failed public education didn't go into 
radiometric dating methods with any sort of skepticism. My school failed in that 
area, too. I had to find out the hard way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "the hard way" you apparently mean browsing through pseudo-scientific 
creationist quote mines and propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599346 30700 981 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:38:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/973/5599313" target=_blank>#973</A> KalvinB</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Until radiometric dating (which was used to date the age of the earth) stops 
dating new material that is known to be hundreds or thousands of years old based 
on written historical record as being millions or billions of years old then 
there's no way to pin point the age of the earth any more accurately than 
somewhere between 6,000 to 4.3 billion years old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely ludicrous, and completely ignorant of the facts.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-age-of-earth.html" 
target=_blank>The Age of the Earth</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599383 30700 984 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 10:48:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/973/5599313" target=_blank>#973</A> KalvinB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We just found out that the mollusk eye evolved in only thousands of years 
according to the video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, you really are shameless with your selective quoting. The exact 
statement from the video is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The eyes of a human fetus grow increasingly complex in stages, just as the 
eyes of mollusks have over thousands of years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599436 30700 992 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 11:05:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/983/5599382" target=_blank>#983</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with your statement above (I think it's overwrought and 
incorrect) but it's true that Stinky's statement conflicts with one of the core 
teachings of some denominations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there's a denomination that teaches specifically that you must not believe 
in evolution or else you're an infidel, then yes -- my 3-line koan does conflict 
with that teaching, and purposefully so. I can't agree with that approach to 
life; it's self-defeating and fanatical, and it can't lead to anything good. And 
in my experience, many of the leaders who promote this kind of unquestioning 
fundamentalism are people who should <EM>not</EM> be trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599444 30700 993 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 11:06:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/989/5599426" target=_blank>#989</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<P>The statement says the exact opposite of the way you're portraying 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599625 30700 1011 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 11:39:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1005/5599585" target=_blank>#1005</A> 
KalvinB</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not going to talk about specifics, but you're as wrong about how the ads 
work at LGF as you are about everything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599695 30700 1018 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 11:53:47am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1015/5599669" target=_blank>#1015</A> 
KalvinB</EM></P> 
<P>So who's paying you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599703 30700 1019 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 11:55:26am  
 
<P>P.S. I'm not one bit ashamed to make money from LGF, despite your stupid, 
cheap attempt to smear me by it. I don't post anything at LGF to make money, and 
I did this for years without making a cent.</P> 
<P>So bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599838 30700 1046 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 12:24:24pm  
 
<P>Are you a Christian Reconstructionist, kalvinb?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599930 30700 1053 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 12:40:27pm  
 
<P>I think kalvinb's failure to immediately answer my questions and back it up 
with research and published papers demonstrates that he's being paid by 
Dominionists to shill for creationism here.</P> 
<P>Go ahead. Prove me wrong.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600013 30700 1058 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 1:03:13pm  
 
<P>Kalvinb has left the building.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602260 30700 1109 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:38:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1108/5601960" target=_blank>#1108</A> 
herdgadfly</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.pandasthumb.org/pt-archives/001042.html" 
target=_blank>William D. Rubinstein: Clueless in Wales</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He flat out doesn%u2019t know what he%u2019s talking about. If a first-year 
undergraduate turned in a paper as riddled with errors as Rubinstein%u2019s 
essay it would receive a failing grade, not because it criticizes the theory of 
evolution but because it does not display the slightest effort to accurately 
represent the theory being criticized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604061 30700 1116 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 11:42:53am  
 
<P>Oh, yeah, <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Genesis_Flood" 
target=_blank>The Genesis Flood</A>. The work of crackpot pseudoscience that 
started it all.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Genesis Flood: The Biblical Record and its Scientific Implications is a 
1961 book by young earth creationists John C. Whitcomb and Henry M. Morris. The 
authors propose that there is a scientific basis for Young Earth creationism 
(YEC) as told in the Biblical book of Genesis. The book is seen as one of the 
most important in the history of creationism as it popularized the ideas of 



flood geology.[1] The mainstream scientific community rejects flood geology as 
pseudoscience without any factual basis.</P> 
<P>The work has been criticized for taking quotes out of context and completely 
misquoting sources.[2] For example, a source which read "the sea which vanished 
so many million years ago" was quoted as "the sea which vanished so many years 
ago."[2]</P> 
<P>John G. Solum, a geologist with the USGS, has criticized the work for being 
inaccurate.[3] Solum noted, "Whitcomb and Morris are mistaken about the nature 
of the rocks associated with thrust faults. Their claim about fossils is based 
on a YEC misunderstanding of how rocks are dated relative to each other, and how 
the geologic column was constructed" and, "Morris' explanation of relative 
dating is not "somewhat oversimplified", it is entirely 
incorrect."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05599142 30701 1027 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:51:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #277 Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And let's not call relativity theory Einsteinism, either.</P> 
<P>But nice attempt by that crerationist shill site at a hit piece, posting a 
supposedly salacious pic without mentioning that her evolutionary subspecialty 
is the evolutionary biology of sex in different species.</P> 
<P>Here's her alter ego:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.drtatiana.com/" 
target=_blank>www.drtatiana.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a creepy smear job. Dembski is a real piece of work.</P> 
<P>He also supplied the voice-overs for this childish Flash animation mocking 
the judge in the Kitzmiller decision, after he and his Discovery Institute 
clowns were completely destroyed in the courtroom.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.overwhelmingevidence.com/id/JJ_school_of_law/" 
target=_blank>www.overwhelmingevidence.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600242 30705 45 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 2:40:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/5600237" target=_blank>#42</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<P>That article's from 2007 -- I posted about it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27245_Soros_Kerry_Hansen_NASA_and_
Climate_Change" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600251 30705 54 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 2:43:52pm  
 
<P>I'm going to have to part company with some people on this, because if the 
paper was not peer reviewed (and I haven't seen anything proving the contrary) 
then the APS had little choice but to put some kind of notice on it. The "peer 
reviewed" story was all over the place -- Drudge Report drives a huge amount of 
traffic to stories.</P> 
<P>I don't blame the APS. They were correcting false 
information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600291 30705 84 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 2:59:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #70 Alberta Oil Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to Monckton's response to the APS,as quoted at the American Thinker 
blog, the article<STRONG>was</STRONG> peer-reviewed, and furthermore, the APS 
<EM>invited him</EM> to submit it.</P> 
<P>Is this going to boil down to what constitutes peer review?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's described by Monckton is not</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600301 30705 92 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #82 snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do other articles that have been submitted and do not meet the peer review 
standards have the same red disclaimer at the top of the article or are they not 
published? I would be interested to know if this is atypical 
treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is atypical, yes -- but as far as I can tell, the APS had no choice. They 
were correcting a rapidly-spreading false report, and probably getting a lot of 
email and media attention.</P> 
<P>When I saw the article first it did not have the notice. Correcting the 
record is the right thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600330 30705 113 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:10:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #101 JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But its not always impartial, look at all the stuff in favor of global 
warming, some of these guys jump on board so fast it would sink if it was a 
ship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it was always impartial. But it's either peer reviewed or it's 
not, and the Monckton article was not. The APS had to put a notice on it to 
counter that false claim.</P> 
<P>If the article had passed through peer review, it would be big news. If it 
ends up being successfully reviewed, it still may turn out to be news.</P> 
<P>Right now though, the APS acted responsibly to correct the 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600355 30705 133 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:19:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #121 Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So are we a "right-wing" blog or not? This is all so confusing. ;-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm at the "whatever" stage on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600367 30705 144 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:22:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 whiterasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I submit this is an anti-idiotarian blog... And has been so for many 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the point is that when people say "right wing blog" we always get lumped 
in there. I can't stop it, so it's just "whatever."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05600381 30705 154 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 3:25:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #145 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was <A 
href="http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/press/proved_no_climate_crisis.html" 
target=_blank>SPPI</A> that put out the initial press notice that created all of 
this by stating that the paper was reviewed, and they are were I got the idea 
that the study was peer-reviewed. (now corrected thanks to LGF commenter 
Transient) They are anti-mmgw public policy institute, I haven't looked yet to 
see who the $$$ are behind them yet, but I will see if I can find 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2008/02/exxon_still_funding_misreprese.php
" target=_blank>Exxon</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05601101 30705 349 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 5:51:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/5601091" target=_blank>#348</A> ecor1</EM></P> 
<P>Whatever all of that was supposed to mean, I'm not wrong. The article wasn't 
peer reviewed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05601562 30705 362 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 7:47:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/5601178" target=_blank>#353</A> ecor1</EM></P> 
<P>The article was not peer reviewed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602312 30705 370 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:49:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/5601980" target=_blank>#367</A> ecor1</EM></P> 
<P>This is not a peer review. The article was not peer reviewed, and your 
account is now history because you refused to stop posting this 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05603640 30705 377 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 9:59:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/5603222" target=_blank>#376</A> 
LieSeeker</EM></P> 
<P>It was reviewed for publication in the newsletter. This is not a scientific 
peer review in any sense, and the APS was right to place that disclaimer on the 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05600526 30706 1 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 4:03:46pm  
 
<P>...because it's near a place where I occasionally park my bike on a 
ride.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05600995 30708 17 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 5:26:47pm  
 
<P>Learned the hard way to just block those people right away. Bye 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05601116 30708 74 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 5:54:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #46 allanthered</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've got BHO in Afghanistan the press falling all over themselves to make 
him the second coming and your keep pushing this stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just can't get interested in the dog and pony show, I admit it. What, you're 
not already getting enough coverage of it in the mainstream 
media?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05601223 30708 145 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 6:21:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #137 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you opted not to touch the World Net Daily article from last 
night? Too controversial?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To everything there is a season.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05603267 30708 254 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 9:02:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #250 gromster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember the Muslims who got offended over <STRONG><A 
href="http://www.adrants.com/2005/09/muslim-freaks-over-bk-ice-cream-cone.php" 
target=_blank>ice cream</A></STRONG> and <STRONG><A 
href="http://www.danielpipes.org/blog/2005/10/islam-dispatches-santa-the-bible-
and-winnie.html" target=_blank>Piglet</A></STRONG>? Darwinists got in a 
<STRONG><A href="http://telicthoughts.com/going-to-hell-in-a-coffee-cup/" 
target=_blank>snit over a Starbucks Coffee Cup</A></STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you've been posting Discovery Institute (and other creationist) 
propaganda in LGF comments, it figures you'd approve of seeing their propaganda 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05603286 30708 255 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 9:04:51am  
 
<P>A. Van Hilten: Please rein in the insults and profanities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602125 30710 45 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:18:21pm  
 
<P>I'm going to start deleting spinoff links about that ridiculous, delusional 
"Obama's birth certificate is forged" story. This has gone way past stupid and 
into conspiracy theory territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602131 30710 50 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:19:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 ecor1</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i think charles needs to revise his headline about non peer review of the 
monckton paper. he is doing a disservice by saying it was not peer reviewed</P> 
<P>the actual review can be seen here, in case someone has missed it</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.webcommentary.com/docs/warm-phy-pres.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.webcommentary.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>the only question is who asked for this reviewer: Lord monckton or the 
APS</P> 
<P>by the way the reviewer is an APS member</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article was not peer reviewed. If you keep posting this, you're going to 
lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602155 30710 71 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:22:24pm  
 
<P>Is there a full moon tonight or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05602171 30710 84 Charles Sun, Jul 20, 2008 9:24:24pm  
 
<P>In fact, ecor is now blocked. I'm getting very sick of zealots posting 
disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05603369 30713 29 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 9:15:46am  
 
 
 
<P>I've never heard of a major newspaper rejecting an op-ed by a Presidential 
candidate. I believe this is unprecedented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05603436 30713 84 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 9:23:22am  
 
<P>I've had a lot of email about a post at Atlas Shrugs on the Obama birth 
certificate story, and I don't want to post about it so I'll just comment here: 
it's silly.</P> 
<P>I've already said my piece and there's nothing in that post that changes my 
mind. In fact, I'm not even going to bother looking at any further posts about 
this phony story. It's embarrassing. Please drop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604334 30714 250 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 12:49:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #184 Fat Jolly Penguin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a look at their <A href="http://www.whyislam.org/877/" 
target=_blank>homepage.</A> Specifically the banner about halfway down that 
advertises the "documentary" <EM>The Collapse of Darwin: The Fact of 
Creation</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. It's the Islamic wing of the Wedge Strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604519 30716 21 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 1:50:02pm  
 
<P>Pat Condell's view of "intelligent design:"</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Sr2XMbaR9Jk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604910 30717 123 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 3:44:41pm  
 
<P>&lt;... tired troll alert ...&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604913 30717 126 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 3:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #123 Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>&lt;... tired troll alert ...&gt;</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604917 30717 130 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 3:45:52pm  
 
<P>That was a test of something. (In case you were wondering.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05604948 30717 160 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 3:52:03pm  
 
<P>George Slivers: I wanted you to know I was so inspired by your donation of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/21/5589138" target=_blank>$1000 to 
the Discovery Institute</A> that I whipped out the ol' checkbook and sent$27 
trillion to the Institute for Infidel Darwinistic Brainwashing of All 
Children.</P> 
<P>Thanks for leading the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605299 30717 493 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:06:43pm  
 
<P>Any comments telling me what I should not post at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605319 30717 512 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #509 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And look at me! I am learning not to quote the posts I know will be 
deleted...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My brainwashing skills are legendary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605467 30717 611 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:49:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #601 hillbilly geek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are other ways to explain the sedimentary strata. But, of course, since 
we "know" the world is billions of years old, we won't consider other 
options.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>True dat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605644 30717 653 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 6:34:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #646 mossley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, dinged it up by mistake. (Charles, any plans to have a fixable dinger? 
Whoa, that sounds so gutterish...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dinger is supposed to hurt a little, so you think about it when you hit 
the button. So you're sure you really mean it, instead of responding by reflex. 
The pain you feel when you click the wrong button is a sort of anti-Pavlovian 
negative reinforcement thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05607352 30717 738 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 8:21:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #729 papa_giorgio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a great 53-minute video on the formation of the eye by Dr George 
Marshall...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another kook affiliated with the Institute for Creation Research, who are in 
league with the Islamic creationists in Turkey.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v18/i4/eye.asp" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05607371 30717 739 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 8:24:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #728 papa_giorgio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.arn.org/blogs/index.php/literature/2007/05/08/the_vertebrate_ey
e_does_not_have_a_compr" target=_blank><STRONG>The vertebrate eye does not have 
a compromised design</STRONG></A></P> 
<P>I will quote from <EM>Science</EM> magazine (an evolutionary journal), from 
the above article:</P> 
<P><EM>"For an organ that delivers such crystal-clear images, the eye is 
curiously designed. Its light-sensing rods and cones lie hidden behind a blanket 
of nerve cells that carry visual information to the brain. So what prevents 
those neurons from obscuring our vision? The answer may be surprisingly high-
tech."</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote is from a creationist web site, not from Science magazine, and as 
usual, it's a selective quote to distort the meaning. Here's the full quote: <A 
href="http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/science-shots/index.dtl?page=042007" 
target=_blank>Science/AAAS %P% ScienceNOW : ScienceShots</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Optical solution. For an organ that delivers such crystal-clear images, the 
eye is curiously designed. Its light-sensing rods and cones lie hidden behind a 
blanket of nerve cells that carry visual information to the brain. So what 
prevents those neurons from obscuring our vision? The answer may be surprisingly 
high-tech. The entire retina is held together by a network of elongated Müller 
cells, and these act like optic fibers, funneling light straight through the 
neural veil to the rods and cones, according to a study published online the 
week of 30 April in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. <STRONG>Not 
a bad trick for a camera designed 500 million years 
ago.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05607387 30717 740 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 8:28:15am  
 
<P>Man, the creationists are absolutely relentless with this distorted 
propaganda.</P> 
<P>Don't any of you people pushing this hooey feel ashamed when you're caught 
red-handed at it, over and over and over?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05607706 30717 742 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 9:22:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/741/5607666" target=_blank>#741</A> Dadmin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Atheist still calls it evolution, which means the eyelessness had to 
result from an increase in genetic information, through random, unguided, 
naturalistic causes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's yet another long-debunked creationist talking point, and once again it's 
straight from the <A 
href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/HOME/AREA/faq/infotheory.asp" 
target=_blank>Institute for Creation Research</A>.</P> 
<P>Here's one refutation of this nonsensical point:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/contest/on-genetic-
information" target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here's another:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CB/CB102.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605417 30718 14 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:39:02pm  
 
<P>I can't help suspecting that the church was the intended venue in the first 
place, and the restaurant was a red herring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605447 30718 31 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #22 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can hate on me if you like, but... I can't agree with the extreme methods 
of infoshop to block this. Everyone's got the right to speak, even these 
miscreant assholes who are evil. Taking picture's, outing them, all cool. 
Blocking entry? Tearing down signs?Next time it might be you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why they're anarchists. They're bad. They destroy stuff. Oooh. Booga 
booga.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605502 30718 61 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 5:56:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #47 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holocaust denial is not a reason to deny Irving entry into the US. Free 
speech still counts for something here in the States, even if the Europeans 
sense of free speech isn't so free.</P> 
<P>I'm more interested in knowing <A 
href="http://lawhawk.blogspot.com/2008/07/holocaust-denier-talks-at-nyc-
church.html" target=_blank>how and why the church let him speak there in the 



first place</A>. No one ran a google search to find out who this guy was? Heck, 
even a <A href="http://www.google.com/search?q=david+irving&amp;ie=utf-
8&amp;oe=utf-8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>basic search would have revealed his anti Semitism and revisionist 
history</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed -- I want know who's facilitating this little Holocaust-denying 
visit.</P> 
<P>He's not doing it by himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05605695 30718 208 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 6:49:11pm  
 
<P>By letting creeps like Irving speak, you discover their associates and their 
networks of support.</P> 
<P>By all means, don't try to stop him. Let him talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05606132 30719 16 Charles Mon, Jul 21, 2008 8:45:47pm  
 
<P>Gary Oldman has the proper reptilian qualities, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05607802 30722 26 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 9:39:47am  
 
<P>I'm serious about the fear part -- all of these desperate attempts to control 
his image are an indication of how much these subjects frighten him.</P> 
<P>The guy is living in fear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618678 30722 258 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 11:44:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #257 Avram</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh... Charles, I hate to be a stickler about logic, but don't you think 
there's something a bit inconsistent about holding Obama's fear of being 
associated with the "wrong" sorts of people against him in this post, but then 
associating him with the wrong sorts of people - a sketch artist and his 
sketches of the wrong sorts of people! - in the very next one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all. There's a reason he's afraid of being associated with certain 
issues and certain types of people. It's because he's vulnerable on those issues 
and those people.</P> 
<P>He's right to be scared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05608126 30723 114 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 10:23:18am  
 
<P>Haniyeh always looks pissed. He's a <EM>terrorist</EM>.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05608138 30723 122 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 10:24:11am  
 
<P>For that matter, never mind the dove, Barack doesn't look too happy 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05608288 30723 249 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 10:47:29am  



 
<P>Correction: the photo above actually shows "martryred" Hamas murderer Abdel 
Aziz Rantisi, not Ismail Haniyeh. Here's the picture it was drawn after:</P> 
<P><A title=rantisi.jpg href="http://www.kudusyolu.com/resim/haber/rantisi.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: rantisi.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05608329 30723 286 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 10:55:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/5608323" target=_blank>#281</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>It was actually SoCalJustice who emailed about it... I wasn't sure until I 
did a Google image search for Rantisi and that image popped up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613366 30724 863 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:36:05am  
 
<P>I've just read this thread, and as far as I can see A. Van Hilten has clearly 
said he is not making excuses for either side. However, kuffarharbi posted 
this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Karadzic is innocent until proven guilty. He was defending his culture and 
country and probably had 600 years of pressure from the satanic death cult of 
Islam on his mind. If he did murder men and boys in cold blood, you can 
guarantee that given the opportunity, his Muslim enemy would have done the same 
and worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a repellent statement, I repudiate it utterly, and I don't want any 
more of this at LGF. 'Alibaba' has responded by calling A. Van Hilten a 
'Croat.'</P> 
<P>These two accounts are history. If you want to apologize for perpetrators of 
genocide and spew ethnic slurs at people who call you on it, there are some 
blogs around that will let you. LGF isn't one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609533 30725 10 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 3:42:25pm  
 
<P>By the way, lots of rumors flying around about Bobby Jindal being McCain's VP 
pick. If that's the case, his support for creationism is going to be a serious 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609551 30725 25 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 3:48:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #16 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>please... not Bobby Jindal</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just creationism, either. Also exorcism. He claims he took part in an 
exorcism that resulted in curing a woman's cancer. Not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609566 30725 38 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 3:52:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #34 karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No shit? Hadn't heard that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal's exorcism story is here (you have to pay to read the whole 
thing)...</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-jindal" 
target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609570 30725 42 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 3:53:10pm  
 
<P>More excerpts from Jindal's story here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://tpmelectioncentral.talkingpointsmemo.com/2008/06/bobby_jindals_danc
e_with_the_d.php" 
target=_blank>tpmelectioncentral.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609939 30726 37 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 5:21:47pm  
 
<P>Well, you know, for those complaining that I'm not focusing like a laser on 
Islamic terrorism, you might consider this a "tie-in."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609958 30726 50 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 5:25:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #48 Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Slow learner? Or just a troll? Inquiring minds want to know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I vote troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05609973 30726 60 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 5:27:28pm  
 
<P>Either that or it's Fred Leuchter.</P> 
<P>(Just watched Errol Morris' <EM>Mr. Death</EM> again. Features some people 
who have been subjects of recent posts, e.g. David Irving.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05610125 30726 191 Charles Tue, Jul 22, 2008 5:58:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/5610112" target=_blank>#179</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<P>I have never discovered false information there, but there's a lot of 
political maneuvering around that group. Which probably means they're over some 
targets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613116 30726 474 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 10:52:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/5612674" target=_blank>#470</A> 
evilrightwingnut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then when there are posts like this which insult our creation beliefs by 
lumping us in with terrorists...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When major creationist groups are collaborating with Islamists in Turkey and 
elsewhere to promote their views, it's not ME who is "lumping" creationism in 
with terrorists.</P> 
<P>It's a fact. Deal with it, instead of insulting the 
messenger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05613182 30726 475 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:03:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/5612674" target=_blank>#470</A> 
evilrightwingnut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or in some cases just have their posts deleted all together when they didn't 
even say anything bad or derogatory, just because they didn't agree(GASP) with 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a single post has been deleted because it didn't agree(GASP) with me. I 
have a clearly stated policy that I'm going to delete posts that tell me to stop 
writing about this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613226 30726 477 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:08:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/5613193" target=_blank>#476</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<P>Is there a point to any of this, or is the purpose simply to whine some more 
about how insulted you feel that I'm bringing up this topic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613249 30726 478 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:12:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/5613193" target=_blank>#476</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We objected this week when Charles wrote that anyone who did not agree with 
his stated beliefs in evolution "ARE NOT TO BE TRUSTED."</P> 
<P>We pointed out that he'd made a statement of theological faith by stating 
positions about God and evolution theory, which are his business, but when he 
added "anyone who says otherwise ARE NOT TO BE TRUSTED," and posted that on a 
nationally read blog, then he was opening the door to pure 
bigotry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're lying about what I wrote.</P> 
<P>These are the words I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution.Belief in evolution does 
not preclude belief in God.Do not trust those who insist 
otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand by every word, and the fact that you need to lie and distort 
reinforces my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613609 30726 482 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:20:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/5613582" target=_blank>#481</A> wanumba</EM></P> 
<P>Misrepresenting and misquoting someone's words is known as "lying." It's 
right there in your post. Compare what you quoted me as saying, with what I 
actually said.</P> 
<P>How do you reconcile your professed Christian beliefs, and self-assumed 
authority to lecture others on theology, with misquoting and 
lying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613719 30726 484 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:41:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #483 gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>While I agree with you 100% and disagree with Charles' risible fascination 
with evolutionary thought, I have to say that ICR is their own worst enemy 
here.</P> 
<P>I have in the past two weeks called their offices in both Dallas and San 
Diego (their museum), imploring them to post a statement countering what I 
believe to be the smears (of being in league with jihadists) being set forth on 
this Web site. My pleas apparently fell on deaf ears.</P> 
<P>Granted, I did not get through to Dr. Morris, and the ones I talked to 
probably thought I was a babbling idiot, but, in my view, it is unwise in the 
extreme to let someone of Charles Johnson's worldwide reach continue to smear 
you unanswered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can't post a statement countering it, because every word I've written is 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613727 30726 485 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/5613714" target=_blank>#483</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...(of being in league with jihadists)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This, by the way, is another lie. I never said any of these groups were "in 
league with jihadists."</P> 
<P>What I said, and what is true, is that both the Discovery Institute and the 
Institute for Creation Research have collaborated with Turkish Islamic 
creationists. In the ICR's case, the collaboration is extensive, and includes 
the most radical groups run by Harun Yahya.</P> 
<P>All factual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613766 30726 488 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:51:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/5613761" target=_blank>#487</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, that's good. I point out that you're lying, and you ... repeat the 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613804 30726 492 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:58:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/5613798" target=_blank>#490</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you are not saying creationists or even ICR are in league with the 
jihidis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The facts are in my comment #485.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613920 30726 498 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 1:27:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/5613887" target=_blank>#495</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>In the CBC radio piece I posted about last week, on Islamic creationism in 
Turkey, the ICR is given a lot of credit for helping to influence Turkish 
schools to teach creationism in science classes. It also says the ICR have been 
involved with Turkish creationists for decades.</P> 
<P>This is why I say their collaboration is "extensive." It was ongoing and very 
influential in Turkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05614437 30726 505 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 3:20:57pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/5614391" target=_blank>#504</A> LetMeIn</EM></P> 
<P>You can't deny the connections are there, so you just dump another silly 
creationist link. That's one way to handle it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05611967 30728 1051 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:04:36am  
 
<P>Note: Gagdad Bob has posted a really vicious attack on me, and BabbaZee liked 
it so much she linked to it at her blog, which is now a home for disgruntled ex-
LGF commenters.</P> 
<P>These people no longer have LGF accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05611978 30728 1061 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:06:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1053 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air Headlines...<A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2008/07/romney_a_mistake_for_mcc
ain.html" target=_blank>Romney: A Mistake for McCain</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't trust a word Dick Morris says or writes. He may be the sleaziest 
person in US politics, and that's saying something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05611992 30728 1073 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:08:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1062 pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy asshattery. Sorry Charles, didn't know it had gotten to that level of 
vitriol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No big deal -- I'm not upset. Just had some things clarified, and took the 
necessary action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05612058 30728 1127 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:19:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1095 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With your indulgence, this quote from the offending essay,</P> 
<P>Oh, now I get it. Gagdad is smarter than we are! And here I just thought it 
was a difference of opinion or a matter of faith.</P> 
<P>Now correct me if I am wrong, Charles... while you have posted many threads 
against Creationism and ID, you have never posted a single thread against belief 
in G-d &amp; neither have you declared yourself an atheist, have you?</P> 
<P>So if Gagdad Bob is so gosh-darn smart, how is it he missed that 
point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His mighty intellect doesn't concern itself with petty facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05612160 30728 1157 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:37:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1089/5612009" target=_blank>#1089</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<P>No, not until this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05612192 30728 1165 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:41:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1159 godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, no more Gagdad Bob.</P> 
<P>Charles, he says in that column that he wrote it in haste. Your inclusion in 
it seems very hasty. Any chance a clarification/update could result in 
reinstating his account?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05612242 30728 1170 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:47:55am  
 
<P>Just opened a thread to discuss McCain VP ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613454 30731 430 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:53:16am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #424 Vinegar Joe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Radovan Karadzic is a monster for simply trying to protect his people 
from "heroes" like Samir Kuntar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Radovan Karadzic is a cold-blooded mass murderer probably responsible for 
tens of thousands of killings.</P> 
<P>That's why he's a monster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613469 30731 437 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:55:18am  
 
<P>That's it. I will not allow people to apologize for war crimes on either side 
of the Serbian conflict, and anyone who does is not welcome at LGF. There are 
still some blogs where they'll let you post that stuff. Not 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613419 30732 14 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 11:48:07am  
 
<P>Just had to ban two apologists for Radovan Karadzic, by the way.</P> 
<P>This is not the blog on which to apologize for mass murderers of any kind or 
any ethnicity. People who do will lose their accounts.</P> 
<P>I left their comments in place, to document it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05613790 30732 260 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 12:55:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #240 Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've been very concerned lately about anti-Mexican, white 
nationalist hate groups that are infiltrating the anti-immigration movement here 
in the states.</P> 
<P>These are some vile, hateful people... I saw one guy on another blog, who 
claims that he hates all Mexicans (even those who are US citizens), advocating 
for mass deportation. Then there are the vile people who suggest that we 
position our military personnel on the border with orders to shoot to 
kill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've banned people from LGF for spouting that kind of hatred, and probably 
will again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05614951 30735 15 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:18:18pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: #10 buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to know what's in the gift shop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the slideshow. It's all there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05614954 30735 17 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/5614942" target=_blank>#8</A> grumpy old 
codger</EM></P> 
<P>Ulcer-free over here! I think this stuff is interesting, and an important 
issue, believe it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615039 30735 87 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/5614982" target=_blank>#39</A> Grand 
Poobah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see this, and I first frown, because how much money was spent doing this 
travesty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>$27 million.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615068 30735 111 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:44:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/5615044" target=_blank>#91</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Not sure I agree with you there, Dark Falcon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615078 30735 119 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:46:52pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/5615071" target=_blank>#114</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't come after me with torches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that what the townspeople do to Dr. Frankenstein?</P> 
<P><SUB>/just sayin'</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615111 30735 150 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 6:52:48pm  
 
<P>Please note: one reason they're arguing that humans and dinosaurs lived 
together is because they believe dinosaurs were ... <EM>vegetarians</EM>.</P> 
<P>Despite the gigantic teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05615504 30735 515 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:08:46pm  
 
<P>Discovery Institute takes a slap at me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/07/little_green_footballs_fumbles.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Creation Ministries International takes a slap at me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationontheweb.com/content/view/5892" 
target=_blank>creationontheweb.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615508 30735 519 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:09:53pm  
 
<P>Guess I got their attention. Notice that neither of them disputes a single 
fact that I've posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615709 30735 700 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:47:02pm  
 
<P>The oddest thing about all these people freaking out over this post is that 
there isn't one word of actual criticism in my post.</P> 
<P>Background information, a link to the slideshow, and an example photo with a 
factual description.</P> 
<P>The criticism seems to all be happening in the minds of some 
readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615778 30735 766 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 8:56:45pm  
 
<P>Before you post a comment telling me not to write any more on this subject, 
be aware that any such comments will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05615809 30735 796 Charles Wed, Jul 23, 2008 9:00:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/781/5615794" target=_blank>#781</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>I have no idea why you'd be surprised, unless you haven't been paying 
attention. I've posted that notice at least a dozen times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05616931 30735 1096 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 8:01:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/5616313" target=_blank>#1019</A> 
kalvinb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think LGF has officially jumped the shark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, you are really a piece of work.</P> 
<P>I've "jumped the shark" because I don't believe that dinosaurs and humans 
lived at the same time?</P> 
<P>That's a candidate for the most dogmatically silly comment of the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05616938 30735 1097 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 8:02:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1027 drmark</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://crev.info/" 
target=_blank>crev.info...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kook site!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617004 30735 1099 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 8:18:33am  
 
<P>By the way, 'kalvinb', you never answered my questions the other day.</P> 
<P>1. Who's paying you?</P> 
<P>2. Are you a Christian Reconstructionist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617120 30735 1104 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 8:39:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1101 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>May I add a late nominee for a rotating title:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "scientific" word for "dragon" is "dinosaur."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wonderful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I added that comment to my favorites. It's a classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617135 30735 1106 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 8:42:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1100 ErnieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooo! Ooo! I know! Because they ate all the unicorns.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, see, there's the trick! The dinosaurs were able to coexist just fine on 
the Ark, because they were vegetarians.</P> 
<P>That's how the ICR answers the obvious question: why didn't the giant 
dinosaurs eat everything else on the Ark?</P> 
<P>Yes, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617332 30735 1119 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 9:17:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1108 sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't read all the comments so I don't know if this has been mentioned but 
this museum was recently profiled by a leading graphic design magazine. I 
believe the tone of the article was about how sophisticated the branding and 
design for the museum was since historically places like this had horrible 
graphics. The design firm that produced all the printed ephemera and interactive 
design also works for other religious groups. Actually there is a whole arena of 
graphic design that specializes in mostly religion-based clients. There are 
whole design firms that work specialize on Christian rock/pop or alternative 
rock and they're actually doing some quality work. Which reminds there was 
recently another article in a design magazine about how the graphics of 
Christian music, T-shirts, posters, etc. was getting more 
sophisticated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was also impressed with the graphic design, just from looking at these 
pictures. There's a lot of money behind this, even assuming that a lot of these 
people are probably donating their time to promote this anti-scientific 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05617490 30735 1132 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 9:46:53am  
 
<P>I'd have no criticisms at all of this "museum," by the way, if it were simply 
showing and telling stories from the Bible.</P> 
<P>But it also contains a very explicit, very extreme, and very aggressive anti-
science and anti-evolution viewpoint.</P> 
<P>And the pseudo-scientific assertions about the global flood, and dinosaurs 
coexisting with humans are simply and utterly false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618367 30735 1151 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 11:04:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1150/5618154" target=_blank>#1150</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But to play fast and loose with science when science has actually proven 
certain things is disgusting. And why this museum is equally disgusting. It's 
not showing Bible stories, which I agree with Charles with be great. It's 
attempting to disprove actual facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not only that -- they also claim that you MUST believe their fantasy 
version of reality, or you're in league with Satan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05621356 30735 1207 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 9:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1206 stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>again - look at my first post and find the flaw. But do we all agree then, 
that, according to strictest reading of the scientific method (i.e. 
falsifiability), that it is not reasonable to claim that evolution is 
"scientifically proven", or a "scientific fact", or even a "scientific theory", 
and that therefore those who do make such claims (and are educated enough to 
know the difference) are promulgating a hoax?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we do not "all agree" to your silly assertion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05621417 30735 1212 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 9:38:32pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626859 30735 1295 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 9:08:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1294 Ma Sands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Salamantis, you told me, several days ago, that your parents had brought you 
up in the admonition of the LORD, and that you have turned from that and spurned 
it. That alone disqualifies you from this discussion, for all this is 
foolishness to those who do not believe. It is written. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware of how incredibly arrogant this statement is?</P> 
<P>Actually, there's no need to answer, I can see that you aren't.</P> 
<P>Salamantis is not "disqualified" from this discussion, and you don't get to 
determine things like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617670 30739 40 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:15:40am  



 
<P>It wasn't designed by the Nazis -- but it was moved to its current location 
and greatly enhanced by the Nazis.</P> 
<P>I've been there, and climbed the stairway to the top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617745 30739 91 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:24:30am  
 
<P>Identity politics right away!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617748 30739 94 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:24:40am  
 
<P>Ululululululu!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617754 30739 97 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:25:04am  
 
<P>A Kenyan ululation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617848 30739 174 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:31:07am  
 
<P>He isn't even crediting Ronald Reagan. Hasn't mentioned him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05617860 30739 186 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:32:12am  
 
<P>How in the world do you give a speech about the fall of the Berlin Wall ... 
and <EM>not even mention Ronald Reagan?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618005 30739 326 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:40:46am  
 
<P>No mention of John F. Kennedy, no mention of Ronald Reagan.</P> 
<P>Obama's ego is out of control.</P> 
<P>Now he's preaching nuclear freeze.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618078 30739 399 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:44:25am  
 
<P>HOPE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618112 30739 433 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:46:15am  
 
<P>He's hitting all the anti-American talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618141 30739 460 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:47:24am  
 
<P>Hopeful world!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618147 30739 466 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:47:44am  
 
<P>Not a single word of substance.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05618168 30739 485 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:48:48am  
 
<P>Obama's speech in a nutshell: "America sucks, but if you vote for me I'll fix 
it and save the world. Hope!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05618189 30739 506 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 10:49:47am  
 
<P>The crowd did NOT go nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05622664 30739 1367 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 8:28:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1362/5622502" target=_blank>#1362</A> namyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does any argument always degenerate into name-calling vitriol? ...</P> 
<P>Is it just a bunch of priggish hyper-Zionist douchnozzles such as 
yourself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no point in letting this continue. This person is 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619516 30742 258 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 2:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #223 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posted a link to another lgfers blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me - that's not the whole story and you know it. Are you saying I 
should allow people who post vicious personal slurs about me to have accounts at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619567 30742 299 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 2:47:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #264 EC Marm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All she did was post a link to GB. With no comment. I have GB on my blogroll. 
Should I be concerned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's up to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619590 30742 317 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 2:52:51pm  
 
<P>I agree on dropping the matter. On the list of things that matter to me, the 
opinions of backbiters and vindictive people are very low.</P> 
<P>I will say that I have absolutely no obligation to give <EM>anyone</EM> an 
LGF account. If someone's going to be a jerk and smear me in personal terms in 
public and they have an LGF account, I'll block that person's account and never 
lose a minute's sleep over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619637 30742 354 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 3:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #328 WRathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Did you know that the Discovery Institute itself, "responded" to you and 
LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5615504" 
target=_blank>Yes.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619643 30742 360 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 3:03:45pm  
 
<P>Notice that neither of those articles actually refutes a single fact in my 
posts. Just ad hominems, bare assertions, and straw men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05619648 30742 364 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 3:05:26pm  
 
<P>In other words, there's nothing worth responding to in either one of those 
creationist posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620394 30745 25 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:41:20pm  
 
<P>Is that an axe I hear, grinding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620369 30746 16 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:37:53pm  
 
<P>10 hatchlings already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620384 30746 26 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:39:56pm  
 
<P>I HOPE there aren't too many CHANGElings in this batch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620400 30746 36 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:42:34pm  
 
<P>25.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620432 30746 54 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:46:58pm  
 
<P>37.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620449 30746 66 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:49:58pm  
 
<P>52.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620486 30746 98 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:52:55pm  
 
<P>65.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05620500 30746 110 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:54:37pm  
 
<P>70.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05620515 30746 122 Charles Thu, Jul 24, 2008 6:55:54pm  
 
<P>Now closed with 72 hatchlings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05622605 30747 1165 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 8:18:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1157 Vergeltung</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>about 12-15 people no longer post by their own choice, as far as I can tell. 
could be more. BZ was blocked because she linked on her site to some guy who 
wrote something that was anti-LGF, IIRC. I believe she originally split on her 
own.</P> 
<P>I believe it was/is related to the ID threads. I have probably said to much, 
and will be shot now. better find a blind fold. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, BZ turned on me shortly after the monitors were announced. She and a 
bunch of other commenters had a serious meltdown one night over a comment being 
deleted -- a stupider fight would be hard to imagine. They accused me of 
deliberately editing her comment to cover something up, for what reason I have 
no idea.</P> 
<P>Since then the evolution debates have clearly finished the process of 
converting her to someone who hates me enough to post personal 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05622616 30747 1168 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 8:19:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1154 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just a damn shame. If you don't like a thread Charles throws up, 
nobody's gonna MAKE you read it, ya know?!Shit.BTW, who are 
VBers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vlaams Belang creeps. And yes, that was an extremely ugly post, with some 
extremely ugly commnents, in which BZ took part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05622667 30747 1175 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 8:29:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1172 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say that I read Gagdad Bob's thread and didn't understand very much 
of it, but certainly didn't understand his mentioning you by name.Seemed like a 
truly gratuitous personal shot at you.And, iirc, he hadn't been banned here 
until that, and I wonder why he didn't post that "shot at you" out 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the only attack on me that he's posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05623123 30750 68 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 9:55:39am  
 
<P>What? He couldn't even come out with a "merci beaucoup" for the French 
press?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05624781 30753 11 Charles Fri, Jul 25, 2008 4:02:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #5 Sundog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your site, Charles, but I've never quite understood why you want it to 
have a feature that only generates more stupid e-mails for you to deal 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a thing known as "fun," which for inexplicable reasons seems to interest 
some humans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626737 30755 754 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 8:30:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: #695 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And elsewhere" ?! I thought we'd gotten rid of all the GCPer's and DL'ers 
out here. Surely you don't think Charles would ban someone just because they 
post on Babba Zee's blog (which doesn't attack or even mention Charles or 
LGF)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, of course I don't ban people just for posting at some other blog. 
However, if someone's going to spread dissension, and basically accuse me of 
lying (without saying it in so many words), they clearly don't value their LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626747 30755 764 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 8:35:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: #695 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And elsewhere" ?! I thought we'd gotten rid of all the GCPer's and DL'ers 
out here. Surely you don't think Charles would ban someone just because they 
post on Babba Zee's blog (which doesn't attack or even mention Charles or 
LGF)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One more note. BZ did post a link to that ugly, fanatical attack at Gagdad 
Bob's blog, and posted some really nasty comments there. These comments don't 
really affect me, but the truth is that she's made her feelings very 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626752 30755 769 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 8:37:11am  
 
<P>And if it's "off limits" to disagree with me, that's going to come as a shock 
to quite a few people who post here on a regular basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626868 30755 837 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 9:13:25am  
 
<P>One last comment about the people mentioned above: I didn't start this crap; 
they did. They were so threatened by my opposition to the "intelligent design" 
agenda that they were driven to attack me personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626992 30755 875 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 9:54:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #859 nyc redneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles, i think it's such a great idea that you have been adding the "note" 
to reader abt. how belief in god does not preclude belief in evolution and vis 



versa.that means a lot to people. i appreciate it and i'm not even a really 
religious person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately at least one person was mortally offended by that 
note.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05627016 30755 882 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 10:00:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: #879 realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ROTFLMAO! Someone was OFFENDED by your adding that note? Oh my stars! Hope 
you didn't get a hate e-mail about it!Did that person say why he/she was 
offended by it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=2008-07-16+-+2008-07-26&amp;searchString=%22user%3Awanumba%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05626963 30756 61 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 9:44:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #55 MarcusAurelius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, and old friend, Quintus-Arius told me he was banished from LGF. He 
sincerely apologizes for his thoughtless comments after a long day on the 
Double-Talk Express.</P> 
<P>He pleads 'no contest' and asks for probation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I restored the account, after reviewing his comments, including the one he 
was blocked for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05627609 30759 82 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 1:26:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #75 jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.king5.com/topstories/stories/NW_072508WAB_car_vs_cyclists_KC.26
2be9a.html" target=_blank>Critical Mass demostration melts down.</A></P> 
<P>The story soft pedals these turkeys, they are very provocative blocking 
traffic, pounding on cars, hurling epithets etc... the couple times I've seen 
'em in action they've been looking for trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate those Critical Mass jerks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05627652 30759 119 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 1:44:54pm  
 
<P>One thing Penn &amp; Teller did very well in this video - they gave the 
creationist representatives plenty of time to make their points. The 
creationists can't complain that their views were selectively quoted or 
misrepresented.</P> 
<P>And it's fascinating that every time an "intelligent design" proponent tries 
to argue their case for "teaching the controversy," they just can't help 
revealing that it is very much a religious movement.</P> 
<P>Gish wants to teach the "possibility" of "theistic supernatural" causes.</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05627763 30759 155 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 2:27:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/5627737" target=_blank>#150</A> Rule303</EM></P> 
<P>Can you please point out a section of these videos that seems to be "deep 
hatred" to you?</P> 
<P>Because I don't see it. Penn specifically says he has no problem with 
anyone's beliefs. The issue is the attempt to push ID pseudo-science into public 
schools. I thought he was very clear. What did I miss?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05628065 30759 195 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 3:58:33pm  
 
<P>I guess "Rule303" didn't feel like giving any examples of that "deep hatred" 
he's so ready to accuse people of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05628113 30759 216 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 4:13:48pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me I shouldn't post on this subject will be deleted, as I've 
posted at least a dozen times. Combine it with an insult, and account goes bye 
bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630202 30759 548 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:30:04am  
 
<P>Another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630470 30759 551 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 9:36:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/5630431" target=_blank>#550</A> Snowcamo</EM></P> 
<P>This is a long-debunked creationist talking point that keeps showing up in 
these threads. I guess creationists like to use it because it sounds so 
technical and scary.</P> 
<P>Here's a debunking article on the 'mutations can only be harmful' canard:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/mutations.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630759 30759 558 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 11:21:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #557 packsoldier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, I understood and applauded your decision to reject any 
compromise or alliance with the neo-fascists, but your decision to drive 
believing Christians off of your website is perplexing, to say the least. I 
thought the purpose of this website was to expose the Islamofascists and their 
enablers in the West. Now it's turned into Little Green Darwinists.</P> 
<P>Well, it's your website. You win. I'm gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way you could possibly repeat this falsehood is to ignore everything 
I have written on this subject. Having you "gone" isn't a big deal, since you 
aren't paying attention anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630761 30759 559 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 11:22:27am  
 



<P>And by the way, just for the record, the policy is that when people say "I'm 
gone," their account is blocked right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05628888 30762 146 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 7:38:43pm  
 
<P>I hate spammers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05628903 30762 156 Charles Sat, Jul 26, 2008 7:45:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #155 David IV of Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you wish to delete #151, do so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need. When I see people posting the same comment in more than one thread, 
they get banned right away. I've seen what happens if I don't, and I have no 
wish to clean up after obsessed fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630130 30762 1159 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:11:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1156 cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can believe what they want, I never told them not to believe in 
Evolution.</P> 
<P>However, you (or they) cannot have it both ways. With evolution, you do not 
need God. To be a Christian you do. It is really quite simple, if you believe we 
are descended from animals then you do not need God. If you believe man was 
created in God's image you cannot believe in Evolution. I am talking about the 
origin of life, as I said before, evolution is simply adaptation, which I have 
no problem with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should tell Pope Benedict that he's wrong, then.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/19956961/" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630169 30762 1175 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:23:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1166 cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't believe the Catholic Church is infallible, just one example 
is their rewriting of the 10 commandments to eliminate the commandment 
concerning images. Didn't jive with the Church's use of idols, most of which 
were left over from the Roman gods.</P> 
<P>If you feel that the Pope is infallible, that's cool with me. I 
don't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't believe the Pope is infallible, but that's not the point. 
You made a blanket statement (apparently believing in your own infallibility) 
that one cannot believe in evolution and also believe in God.</P> 
<P>That statement is ludicrous and wrong, and only the hardest of hard core 
fundamentalists believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630219 30762 1197 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:35:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1193 cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I do not tell anyone what to believe, I just gave my OPINION, nothing more, 
take it or leave it.</P> 
<P>As a Jew, it doesn't matter since evolution doesn't conflict with my beliefs. 
However, as a former Christian, I feel that evolution conflicts with a 
Christians beliefs. Again, My opinion. Take it or leave it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and have that opinion. It's wrong, but no one can stop you from 
believing things that are wrong.</P> 
<P>However, you're not entitled to tell other people that they can't be 
Christians and still believe in evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630226 30762 1199 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:37:25am  
 
<P>Just had another insult-spewing meltdown and banning in the Penn &amp; Teller 
thread, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630781 30765 20 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 11:28:39am  
 
<P>Here are the details on why Chris Comer was forced to resign: <A 
href="http://www.ncseweb.org/resources/news/2008/TX/713_science_supervisor_chris
_comer_7_3_2008.asp" target=_blank>Science Supervisor Chris Comer Sues Texas 
Education Agency</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comer's offense was that she forwarded an email from NCSE's Glenn Branch 
announcing a talk by NCSE board member Dr. Barbara Forrest, co-author of 
Creationism's Trojan Horse, a critique of intelligent design creationism (see 
previous coverage here and here). Administrators reprimanded her for having 
informed her colleagues about the upcoming talk because it implied "that TEA 
endorses the speaker's position on a topic on which the agency must remain 
neutral."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630786 30765 23 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 11:29:59am  
 
<P>Another meltdown. That's 3 so far this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05630808 30765 40 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 11:35:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/5630794" target=_blank>#28</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>The whiteboard segment is a parody of Ben Stein's movie, which opens with him 
writing "Do not question Darwinism" on a blackboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05631193 30765 386 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 1:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #369 george slivers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My proposal are loaded with teleologic but yet cryptic 
statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05632114 30765 843 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 6:28:45pm  
 



<P>I've learned the hard way that people who post comments like that should have 
their accounts blocked immediately before they <EM>really</EM> lose 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634096 30765 1068 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:04:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: #1027 least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK Shar, read <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/07/little_green_footballs_fumbles.html#m
ore" target=_blank>this</A> . . . all of it.</P> 
<P>LGF has always been know as, "the blog that fact-checks your ass" - but when 
it comes to <EM>anything</EM> relating to ID, the Discovery Institute &amp; the 
clash of special creation/evolution world-views -- many lizards seem to have 
forgotten that.It does seem that <EM>anything</EM> which puts ID and its 
proponents in a negative light is accepted without question. This gives rise to 
an attitude which says (shouts, usually) "we're rational and scientific, you're 
just a bunch of superstitious ayatollah wanna-be's so you can be dismissed, 
marginalized, demeaned and insulted and you can't do anything about it"</P> 
<P>Ain't that right, <STRONG>mfarmer1</STRONG>?</P> 
<P>If the article isn't true, I'm willing to apologise -- how 'bout all y'all if 
it is?</P> 
<P>I fully realize that I (by myself) can't change any of y'alls mind .. but I 
will not (and cannot) be silent about cheap shot stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article does not refute a single fact I posted.</P> 
<P>Not one.</P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute IS collaborating with Islamists in Turkey. And the 
Institute for Creation Research has been collaborating with Turkish creationists 
for decades. These are things known as FACTS.</P> 
<P>Before you jump at the Disco Institute's bidding and accuse me of not 
checking facts, why don't you first bother to find out what the facts are?</P> 
<P>I stand by every single word I've written on this subject. That post at the 
Discovery Institute site is a bad joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634108 30765 1069 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:07:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1043/5633496" target=_blank>#1043</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is associating DI with radical Islamic Terrorism because of a tenuous 
association with a radical Islamist any different?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't even read my posts on this issue, have you?</P> 
<P>Another fact for you to consider: I NEVER associated the Disco Institute with 
"Islamic terrorism." Not once.</P> 
<P>But their connection to Turkish Islamic creationists is far from "tenuous." 
It's serious, deliberate, and ongoing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05635026 30765 1086 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 12:03:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1084/5634923" target=_blank>#1084</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>The audio segment I posted, from 2007, talks about a creationist DVD recently 
distributed in Turkish schools that draws heavily on the work of the 
ICR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05631829 30767 39 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 5:28:10pm  
 
<P>There are some exceptional giant puppets in this episode. That's all I care 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05632842 30769 9 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:38:39pm  
 
<P>The chimp came out of this just fine. He finally gave up and climbed down 
when they offered him a banana.</P> 
<P>Yes, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05632854 30769 18 Charles Sun, Jul 27, 2008 8:41:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5632817" target=_blank>#1</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I vote "Let 'er rip."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634242 30770 17 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:34:29am  
 
<P>And US creationists have been collaborating with the anti-Kemalist Islamists 
in Turkey, pushing creationism into Turkish schools and pushing out science.</P> 
<P>Doing their part to usher in the Dark Ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634289 30770 29 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:43:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #27 sparrowlake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If true, this is political dynamite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30680_Audio-
_The_Discovery_Institute_Collaborates_with_Turkish_Creationists" 
target=_blank>It's true.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634317 30770 40 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:49:22am  
 
<P>The Turkish government says they suspect Kurdish rebels, which is possible. 
But the government is Islamist so their objectivity is, uh, 
questionable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634335 30770 46 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 8:52:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: #37 Occasional Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we're a long way from seeing a true Islamist takeover of Turkey. I 
don't see it happening, really. Were they to become strong enough to mount any 
real attempt, the Turkish Army would step in and squash them like 
bugs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>20 years ago that would have been true. But the Islamists are now playing a 
game of inches, and it's been very successful. The ability of the Turkish 
military to take action against Islamists is diminishing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636908 30771 202 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 7:28:15pm  



 
<P>Apologists for mass murderers are not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05634537 30772 27 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 9:46:51am  
 
<P>I was going to ignore it, but I think maybe I need to post something about 
that brain-dead Discovery Institute attack, just for the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05635612 30773 320 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 2:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #314 mossley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just who has ever said that man is part monkey? No one! Want to try 
again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I once knew a saxophone player I'm pretty sure was part 
monkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636188 30773 868 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 4:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/826/5636144" target=_blank>#826</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming in very late to this thread...it really tickles me (not) when Bruce 
Chapman talks about how we're in the midst of a "worldwide religious revival" 
like that's necessarily a good thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's actually a quote from DI fellow David Berlinski. But yeah, it's 
amazing how they just can't seem to stay on message. One minute they're denying 
"intelligent design" has anything to do with religion, the next they're in a 
rapture about a world-wide religious revival.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636235 30773 911 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 4:54:23pm  
 
<P>Derbyshire at <A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=NjZhNTg5MGRmZThmZTJiY2Y3OWNiMWRiY
mJjMTNiOTA=" target=_blank>The Corner</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have banged on here at NRO about the corroding dishonesty of the 
Intelligent Design project, arguing that it arises from the very nature of the 
thing: pretending, in hopes of winning the occasional church/state lawsuit, to 
be one thing (a pure-science research institute), while in fact being a 
different thing (a Christian-proselytizing lecture agency, pressure group, and 
publisher). There is nothing wrong with being either of those things: the 
corruption stems from being the one while pretending to be the other. Not only 
is this dishonest in itself, it does no good to either cause.</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson over at Little Green Footballs has been doing a few rounds 
with the Discovery Institute, in which the DI sleaze tactics come through loud 
and clear. It makes for entertaining reading. Plenty of links to 
follow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636355 30773 1028 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:30:00pm  
 



<P>Looks like the traffic may have crashed the Discovery Institute's blog 
site.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/07/little_green_footballs_fumbles.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Heh. And another heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636360 30773 1032 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:31:29pm  
 
<P>Just started working again as soon as I posted that, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636363 30773 1035 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:32:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1031/5636359" target=_blank>#1031</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>I posted a link to a source where there are several interesting documents 
about the AKP...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636367 30773 1039 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:34:31pm  
 
<P>Bruce Chapman, by the way, is the founder of the Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Bruce_Chapman" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636404 30773 1064 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:42:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1044 Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did they edit that post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. Nothing obvious, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636440 30773 1082 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:50:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1068 least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I am coming to the conclusion that the DI folks have really lost 
their moral bearing -- this saddens me. I wanted to believe their pronouncement 
-- it seems that I was wrong to do so. I hereby apologize for any ruffled scales 
that may have resulted from that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636480 30773 1092 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 5:56:14pm  
 
<P>I admit I was a bit surprised when I learned that this DI post was by the 
founder of the Discovery Institute. I didn't know Chapman was the founder when I 
wrote the post above. (But I wouldn't have changed anything if I'd known.)</P> 
<P>I must have struck a major nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636792 30773 1154 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 6:58:43pm  



 
<P>Another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636825 30773 1167 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 7:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1147 Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much easier to write fiction than answer the question, I suppose. So: What 
about them makes the AKP radical Islamists?</P> 
<P>Their desire, as a religious party, to run Turkey? Well, all right. But now 
we're redefining 'radical Islamist,' because those guys also have -- according 
to the links in the post -- pro-Israel and pro-American positions. That's not 
exactly 'radical Islamist' under the current definition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue of AKP's radicalism or lack thereof has nothing to do with whether 
the Discovery Institute is collaborating with Islamist creationists. They 
are.</P> 
<P>There are plenty of resources on the net you can use to find more on the 
AKP's Islamist positions. Try Google, for starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636867 30773 1179 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 7:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1177/5636856" target=_blank>#1177</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>The assertion is that the Discovery Institute is in league with Islamist 
creationists. If you want to join them in disputing the definition of "radical 
Islamists," to try to exclude the AKP, you're welcome to try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636885 30773 1183 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 7:22:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #1182 Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>More of the same. Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05638358 30773 1282 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 8:37:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1281/5638348" target=_blank>#1281</A> 
Clocktower05</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, I find the connection here between DI and radical Islam to be at 
best a very far stretch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Berlinski himself advocates joining forces with Islamic creationists, 
and you say it's a "stretch." Then you proceed to say, "So what if he is?"</P> 
<P>The denial is stunning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05636597 30774 145 Charles Mon, Jul 28, 2008 6:20:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #141 hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>D. Morris, on Fox, just said that the entire presidential race boils down to 
"women over 40."</P> 
<P>Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because Dick is terrified of women.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05638376 30775 973 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 8:41:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: #895 Killgore Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2008/07/an_english_holocaust_denier_in_n
ew_york.php" target=_blank>An English Holocaust denier in New York</A> (watch 
the video)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I'd be more enthusiastic about this report though, if it wasn't 
the work of Max Blumenthal, who is a raving leftist scumbag of the first 
water.</P> 
<P>Blumenthal was last seen at LGF trying to smear everyone who questioned the 
New Republic's Scott Beauchamp fantasies, including me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/26537_When_Lefties_Drop_the_Mask" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639308 30778 113 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 11:10:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 Iron Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>,</P> 
<P>Those damned voters think they have the right to <I>choose</I>?!</P> 
<P>If McCain wins, it'll be fun watching moonbats explode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the code that removes nested quotes encounters that comma and figures it 
was something added (which it is), and leaves it alone. But it does remove the 
"re:" part, so the comma is left dangling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639472 30778 246 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 11:44:50am  
 
<P>Just had a pretty big earthquake in LA...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639542 30779 10 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 11:50:31am  
 
<P>That one was a little scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639663 30779 84 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 12:00:27pm  
 
<P>All rides at Disneyland were evacuated...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639673 30779 92 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 12:01:11pm  
 
<P>There have been a couple of aftershocks already, but nothing 
large.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05639850 30779 217 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 12:20:38pm  
 
<P>At least 10 aftershocks so far, some as high as 3.8. Haven't felt any of them 
where I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05639883 30779 240 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 12:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #226 Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you do have emergency supplies, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I keep lots of water on hand, canned goods, first aid, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05640008 30781 11 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 12:40:12pm  
 
<P>Mailbox! Open mailbox!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05640178 30781 84 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 1:09:05pm  
 
<P>That Century Gothic has nice ligatures.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.fonts.com/findfonts/detail.htm?pid=205644&amp;grab_id=0&amp;pag
e_id=31707&amp;query=century%20gothic&amp;SCOPE=Fonts" 
target=_blank>www.fonts.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05640190 30781 91 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 1:11:37pm  
 
<P>Looks like the Arial family is a multicultural one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05640906 30783 102 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 4:13:51pm  
 
<P>Farkies are at it again...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3767788" 
target=_blank>forums.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05641115 30784 47 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 5:25:17pm  
 
<P>The Bush Bus web site is always a hoot:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bushlegacytour.com/bushlegacy" 
target=_blank>www.bushlegacytour.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05641209 30784 125 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 5:48:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #110 zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was nowhere for it to park (that's San Francisco for ya) so I couldn't 
get inside -- it had to keep moving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's sad. They spent so much money on those exhibits.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05641219 30784 134 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 5:50:50pm  
 
<P>George Soros isn't getting his money's worth with the Bush Bus. It's not even 
a blip on the media radar.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05641302 30785 12 Charles Tue, Jul 29, 2008 6:06:35pm  
 
<P>Probably some bad milk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643150 30786 239 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 8:41:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: #225 Genexer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said, I am not here to debate my faith. My post was in regards to 
censorship with thread dinging. If some of you thought that the updings numbers 
on the creationist threads were the real deal, you could be wrong.</P> 
<P>Now, I could be wrong, perhaps it's just my computer that doesn't allow me to 
ding creationist threads. Who knows? ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry to inform you that you are not being persecuted, and you are not 
being "censored." If you click one of those buttons before the page finishes 
loading, it jumps to the top of the page because the Javascript event handlers 
have not been installed yet.</P> 
<P>I know it may be easier to believe that I'm sneaking around and changing the 
numbers, but those updings on the pro-evolution threads are 
genuine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643300 30786 245 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:22:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: #225 Genexer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said, I am not here to debate my faith. My post was in regards to 
censorship with thread dinging. If some of you thought that the updings numbers 
on the creationist threads were the real deal, you could be wrong.</P> 
<P>Now, I could be wrong, perhaps it's just my computer that doesn't allow me to 
ding creationist threads. Who knows? ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did you lie in this post? You have hit the minus button on every single 
pro-evolution thread, and not one of your ratings has been rejected. The 
evidence is right there for everyone to see -- just click the number and you'll 
see who rated and how.</P> 
<P>Maybe you didn't know about that feature, so you figured you could lie 
without being caught at it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643317 30789 50 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:25:32am  
 
<P>It's <EM>not</EM> an absurd question. It's a flattering, suck-up question, 
and that's why Miller used it, not to provoke some "interesting response." He 
flattered bin Laden so he could get the interview.</P> 
<P>And he probably wasn't the only media whore doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643324 30789 56 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:26:55am  
 
<P>Also notice that he knew exactly why bin Laden was doing the interview -- to 
get his propaganda into the US media. And they were eager to 
help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05643362 30789 90 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:34:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: #64 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peter Bergen interviewed Obama during that period too. So what if they 
flattered the jerk to get an interview? Too bad more people didn't pay attention 
to what Obama was saying in 1998 when he declared war on America. If we had 
taken him at his word then, we might have saved 3000 lives in 
2001.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And one reason he wasn't taken at his word is because the media failed to 
adequately inform the public about his intentions. Chasing after terrorists, 
flattering them, even paying them in some cases, is one of the most repugnant 
developments in modern media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643401 30789 124 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:40:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: #30 lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absurd is right.</P> 
<P>But, putting aside the comparison, the fact is that Miller is testifying 
because he did get access to bin Laden and is expected to put Hamdan clearly in 
bin Laden's inner circle.</P> 
<P>Let's not forget why Miller is testifying about all this - it's so that 
<EM>Hamdan never sees the light of day</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, Miller said that he did not recognize Hamdan, so his testimony 
is of questionable value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05643465 30789 182 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 9:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #142 Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree with you on that point Charles. In his interview, John 
Miller reported Osama's words &amp; ambitions very accurately, as did Peter 
Bergen when he wrote a book about Osama, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000NPM0VE/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Holy war, Inc.</A> in 2001. You can't blame these 2 reporters for 
the fact that Western politicians &amp; the general public chose to ignore what 
they said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I don't blame those two reporters -- I blame the media in general for 
failing to do their jobs. Miller and Bergen were better than most, I'd agree 
with that, because at least they were talking about it. But in the best of all 
possible worlds, the public would be informed about Al Qaeda's agenda without 
the need for direct airing of their propaganda, by reporters who flatter their 
way into the inner circle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05645808 30797 93 Charles Wed, Jul 30, 2008 6:45:22pm  
 
<P>Bay Buchanan on Sean Hannity's show again. Blecch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05648349 30801 157 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 10:59:09am  
 
<P>A bigger version of that Rednecks for Obama photo:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0dQO5Pd9qg8OM/Rednecks_for_Obama" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649507 30802 731 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 3:07:29pm  
 
<P>By the way ... Alvis Delk.</P> 
<P>That's one of the best names I've ever seen. Sounds like a character in an 
Elmore Leonard book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649515 30802 739 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 3:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #734 Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch the Skies! For <A href="http://educate-
yourself.org/cn/PterodactylsHauntSkies30mar05.shtml" 
target=_blank>Dinosaurs</A>! In Texas!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never knew the chupacabra was actually a mini-pterodactyl. 
Fascinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649520 30802 744 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 3:11:25pm  
 
<P>Here's the Alvis Delk page at the Creation Evidence Museum (not the same 
operation as the Creation Museum):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.creationevidence.org/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=view
&amp;id=48&amp;Itemid=24" 
target=_blank>www.creationevidence.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649528 30802 750 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 3:12:53pm  
 
<P>(Oh, I see Hhar already posted it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05651029 30802 940 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 9:34:35pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649879 30805 1 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 4:21:13pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. The embed code from that page is showing the alligator bite 
video.</P> 
<P>What up, Reuters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05649892 30805 9 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 4:23:16pm  
 
<P>OK, fixed now if you reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05650050 30805 92 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 5:03:17pm  
 



<P>I'm planning to move the revolving titles to a different place on the page, 
by the way...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05650127 30805 141 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 5:26:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #101 Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Karadzic Defiant in Court</EM></P> 
<P>Did the world expect him to lay down and spread his legs for the corrupt 
International Court of Justice? This "genocide" charge sounds like BS to this 
old soldier and I happen to support the Serbian people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The charges are well-documented, and Karadzic is a mass murderer by anyone's 
definition. <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radovan_Karad%C5%BEi%C4%87" 
target=_blank>Radovan Karadzic</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Karadzic is accused of personal and command responsibility for numerous war 
crimes committed against non-Serbs, in his roles as Supreme Commander of the 
Bosnian Serb armed forces and President of the National Security Council of the 
Republika Srpska. He is accused of being responsible for the deaths of more than 
7500 muslims. Under his direction and command, Bosnian Serb forces initiated the 
Siege of Sarajevo and carried out numerous massacres across Bosnia. Tens of 
thousands of non-Serbs were killed, hundreds of thousands were driven from their 
homes and thousands more were imprisoned in concentration camps where many died. 
He is accused of ordering the Srebrenica massacre in 1995, directing Bosnian 
Serb forces to "create an unbearable situation of total insecurity with no hope 
of further survival of life" in the UN safe area. In addition, he is accused of 
ordering that United Nations personnel be taken hostage in May-June 
1995.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05652041 30805 404 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 8:43:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: #211 Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>#141 Charles</EM></P> 
<P><EM>Tens of thousands of non-Serbs were killed, hundreds of thousands were 
driven from their homes and thousands more ...</EM></P> 
<P>Thats called War Charles and I'd bet my next check that the Muslims started 
it. Your good website proves that everyday. Islam is the aggressor.</P> 
<P>I'm no expert in that region, but I have a strong gut feeling the Serb's were 
doing to the non-Serb's (Muslims), exactly what the Muslims had in store for 
them. Its a brutal region with a brutal history.</P> 
<P>Also, haven't we heard similar "Genocide" claims from the International World 
Court against Israel regarding the Palestinians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you know very little about the region, you dismiss the evidence of war 
crimes I posted, and then you proceed to make excuses for the mass murder?</P> 
<P>Well, you can find somewhere else to post your comments. I'm disgusted by 
this ignorant excuse-making, and I don't want it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05652185 30805 405 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 9:18:23am  
 
<P>One more thing -- I am neither pro-Bosnian nor pro-Serbian. There's no doubt 
that both sides of that conflict committed crimes and murders.</P> 
<P>There's ugliness on both sides, but the Serbian nationalists are NOT our 
friends, not even remotely. And the comments about "jihad" related to the 



Bosnian conflict I see above are simply ignorant. Learn some history, 
please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05652685 30805 408 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 10:56:14am  
 
<P>I recommend that if you aren't familiar with the history and current 
situation in Bosnia-Serbia, etc., you spend some time reading <A 
href="http://michaeltotten.com/" target=_blank>Michael Totten's blog</A>. Totten 
is no apologist for anybody's terrorism, and his pieces on the Bosnian Muslims 
are eye-openers. I've met Michael in person, and designed his blog. He's a 
straight-shooter and tells it like it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05653010 30805 422 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 11:39:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: #416 mama winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Maximus is not Cindy Sheehan, nor is he a deranged lunatic. This is a 
silly comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And anyone who apologizes for Serbian atrocities, even after being shown 
exactly what we're talking about, is not welcome to post at LGF. This is rude, 
ugly behavior, and I'm not interested in taking the heat for someone posting 
under a pseudonym.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05655300 30805 458 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 7:58:49pm  
 
<P>Un-freaking-believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05650377 30806 28 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 6:39:11pm  
 
<P>The amazing thing about this story is how long the cable/pulley derailleur 
system has survived. It's a really elegant analog solution. I can't help 
thinking something will be lost in the digital translation...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05650390 30806 32 Charles Thu, Jul 31, 2008 6:42:20pm  
 
<P>The revolving titles are now showing up at the top of the right sidebar. 
Imagine, if you will, that the lizard below is saying these weird 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05652260 30808 79 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 9:35:14am  
 
<P>If the anthrax attacks do turn out to be from an internal source like Ivins, 
the implications are actually much less scary than the alternative -- that high-
tech weaponized anthrax is in the hands of terror groups. The fact that there 
have been no more attacks seems to back up the former 
possibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05654675 30815 200 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 5:39:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #88 Pastorius</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Boston Tea Party was just a publicity stunt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. But the Boston Tea Party was seriously dangerous.</P> 
<P>This was media-safe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05654841 30817 28 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 6:36:36pm  
 
<P>Just tested Hot Air with IE 7 and sure enough -- it threw an error. There's 
something weird in the web tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05654849 30817 32 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 6:38:45pm  
 
<P>Yep, I get an 'Operation aborted' error on Jawa Report with IE7 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05654878 30817 46 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 6:47:05pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post on the subject of evolution will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05655271 30817 105 Charles Fri, Aug 1, 2008 7:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #104 Moonzoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WOW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, and if you persist, your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05656718 30821 63 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 9:06:53am  
 
<P>I'm not going to write a big post about it, but I decided to drop the boycott 
of AP. No point to it, and as it gets closer to the election their coverage 
itself is an issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657393 30823 61 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 12:15:52pm  
 
<P>The Site Meter main web site now shows: "Bad Request (Invalid 
Hostname)."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657436 30823 65 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 12:24:49pm  
 
<P>Still getting "Bad Request" when I go to their main site. The blog site works 
OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657455 30823 68 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 12:29:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #66 aaron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sitemeter.com -&gt; bad request</P> 



<P>www.sitemeter.com -&gt; displays their site (on Safari/Mac)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Not here -- same error with the www. prefix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657460 30823 69 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 12:30:02pm  
 
<P>In IE7 the main site comes up once, but if you try to refresh the page you 
get the "Bad Request" error.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657487 30823 75 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 12:37:54pm  
 
<P>Maybe they're messing with DNS but it hasn't finished 
propagating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657601 30823 86 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 1:26:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #80 DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charlies, I think I found a small bug in your code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, that's an odd one that actually shows up mostly in validation checks. 
I just fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657921 30825 145 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 4:33:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #140 cpuller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the focus on evolution so much lately?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05657922 30825 146 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 4:34:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #143 littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re140 cpullermakes ya think dodn it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't strain yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658021 30825 215 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 5:21:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #199 Flexaccount</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right at 5:10, for one second, then "FIN" appears, at the end of the 
video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see what you mean. What the heck is that? I paused on that frame and it's 
offensive, I guess, but not really explicit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05659384 30825 494 Charles Sun, Aug 3, 2008 8:25:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/5659272" target=_blank>#483</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I also think though that given the degree of credence give Ken Miller on this 
site that it's reasonable to raise publically aired doubts about his honesty and 
integrity (Charles has done the same with other sites - probably in some cases 
without being check his primary sources (Wiki for example - which we all know 
can sometimes be wildly biased).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A creationist who constantly spews misinformation and laughable pseudo-
science all over our comments is complaining about "bias."</P> 
<P>The "doubts" about Ken Miller's honesty are being raised by one of the most 
dishonest, fanatically dogmatic groups in the United States, a group that you 
yourself are connected with.</P> 
<P>What a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662201 30825 672 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:12:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/5662173" target=_blank>#671</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<P>I've checked out what is going on at that blog, and anyone who approves of it 
and posts comments there will now have more time to do it. Because they're not 
welcome to continue using my web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662282 30825 675 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:40:07am  
 
<P>I just took a few minutes to actually read the volumes of verbiage Gagdad Bob 
has been posting, and wow. Just wow. The guy is seriously 
unhinged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662432 30825 678 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:05:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/674/5662276" target=_blank>#674</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<P>That's what that little red heart icon is for, actually. If you read or post 
a comment that you think has a good point that might need to be repeated, click 
the heart to save it to your "My Favorites" page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663597 30825 683 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 1:50:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/5663589" target=_blank>#682</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I understand it, something is "baseless" when there are no facts to 
support the assertion. Given that this "Ivy League professor" has donated a 
considerable sum to the Obama campaign, I think it is a safe bet that he, like 
most of his Ivy league brethren, sits on the left side of political spectrum. 
And given that those on the left are frequently quite hostile to anything 
religious, I think it is perfectly fair to note his potential biases. I 
recognize this rubs the evolution faithful like yourself the wrong way, but I 
thought the disclosure of pertinent information more important than the risk of 
offense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess it's easier for you to dismiss Miller if you demonize him as a 
"leftist."</P> 
<P>So how do you dismiss the ruling of lifelong Republican and G.W. Bush 
appointee Judge John E. Jones in the Dover Monkey Trial?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05663657 30825 686 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 2:12:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/5663638" target=_blank>#685</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not dismissing or demonizing him. I am just pointing out that if you are 
going to rely upon him, you ought to have some sense of where he is coming from. 
If a scientist takes issue with evolutionary theory, no one here hesitates in 
pointing out his/her particular associations (e.g., with the Discovery 
Institute, etc.). I think that is perfectly fair too.</P> 
<P>Why the double standard?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no double standard. Kenneth Miller's political leanings are 
irrelevant to the scientific issues.</P> 
<P>Looks like you're going to ignore Judge John E. Jones, of course, because 
he's inconvenient to the pseudo-argument you're making.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05664432 30825 695 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 5:50:51pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05666043 30825 712 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 8:07:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/5665486" target=_blank>#707</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that ID takes no position on who the designer was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the ID movement's primary deceptions. They "officially" take 
no position, but whenever the shills start talking it takes no more than a few 
sentences for it to become clear that the ID movement is a Christian 
movement.</P> 
<P>The entire scheme reeks of dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05666722 30825 715 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 11:02:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/5666510" target=_blank>#714</A> 
nathanbrazil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I saw he did nothing of the kind. He argued that all the "parts" 
were used in other areas therefore Behe's argument against evolution is 
incorrect. That is not Behe's argument. ID says that all those parts - that both 
sides agree exist - won't step by step build up to make "X". The parts, until 
the function is created, are not doing anything. There is no reason to be 
considered "the fittest" no reason to be selected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must not have watched the video, because that's exactly the point that 
Miller thoroughly debunked. He showed that the component parts of bacterial 
flagella can and do have functions of their own, and therefore ARE selectable by 
natural processes.</P> 
<P>Really. It's right there in the video. Clear as day. Don't know how you 
missed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658011 30826 15 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 5:18:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: #12 Palandine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm agnostic on the Frank Zappa quotes.</P> 
<P>However, I love having the rotating titles above the lounge lizard. Even the 
old ones crack me up if I think of the lizard saying them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's better for search engines when the page title is related to the content 
of the page, too -- instead of changing randomly. Weirdness is out of 
style.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658030 30826 20 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 5:23:52pm  
 
<P>Got a very creepy email from someone whose account was blocked in an 
evolution meltdown, by the way. (Cue Psycho music.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658066 30826 35 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 5:32:31pm  
 
<P>No, not threats. Just weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658182 30827 10 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 6:12:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa, World Trade Center at 3:27?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, very weird, isn't it. With a cartoonish plane/spaceship flying by. 
The video was produced in 1989, so it's not a reference to 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05658197 30827 17 Charles Sat, Aug 2, 2008 6:19:41pm  
 
<P>I don't know if Mark Griffin's stage name was inspired by this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ_the_Redeemer_(statue)" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05660110 30832 11 Charles Sun, Aug 3, 2008 11:33:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: #8 David IV of Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My old version of Safari 1.3.2 won't load LGF—it just fatally crashes Safari. 
It's on a 1.25G mac PC running OS X.3.9.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there's no way around that, unfortunately. Version 1 of Safari had 
major bugs in its Javascript library. Version 2 was better, but still had a lot 
of bugs. Version 3 is greatly improved, and now ranks among the best JS 
libraries out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05666031 30834 64 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 8:03:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/5665348" target=_blank>#63</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><SUB><EM>—uuoca!</EM></SUB><STRONG>jsmin &lt; my.js &gt; 
my.min.js</STRONG></P> 
<P>Just kiddin', boss.Easy instructions, quick download, trouble-free 
compilation, useful application.Thanks again, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, you could do it that way too.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663577 30835 527 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 1:42:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/5663570" target=_blank>#526</A> womball</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Gulag Archipelago is out of print. How would I get a copy of the entire 
volume to read, or listen too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Audible.com has it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.audible.com/adbl/site/enSearch/searchResults.jsp?BV_UseBVCookie
=Yes&amp;N=0&amp;Ntx=mode%2Bmatchallpartial&amp;D=solzhenitsyn&amp;Dx=mode%2Bmat
challpartial&amp;Ntk=S_Keywords&amp;Ntt=solzhenitsyn&amp;x=0&amp;y=0" 
target=_blank>www.audible.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662538 30836 627 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:18:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/5662314" target=_blank>#623</A> 
snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I'm not supposed to care but mamawinger has been blocked. The reason is 
on the ken miller thread. I don't agree with posting on blogs that trash LGF but 
I don't agree with the folks like medaura, hilten and now salamantis who feel it 
is their duty to police the blogosphere and report back here what they have 
seen. It is ugly childish behavior and errodes the tightness of the community we 
have here. Just my opinion. And you blog checking police can check through the 
blogosphere, the only other site I post at is HOTAir.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't blame other people for letting me know the kinds of slimy things some 
people have been posting about me behind my back. The ones you should blame are 
the ones who think it's OK to hang out at a site that is posting sheer hatred 
about me.</P> 
<P>I prefer to know it when people turn out to be gossiping backstabbers, and I 
have absolutely no obligation to let such people continue to use the site I've 
created.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663561 30838 77 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 1:36:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/5663485" target=_blank>#67</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course there's a grim certain logic to this (and to the granting of full 
human rights to primates by law) if you believe we are ultimately just estranged 
genetic cousins. Who's to say then that the death of a hamster or a dog is less 
significant than the death of a great ape such as ourselves?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It figures that you would use this story to try to sneak in creationist 
propaganda. So you're going to argue that belief in evolution leads to this kind 
of terrorist act?</P> 
<P>Never mind that the scientists who are being attacked in this way almost 
certainly believe in evolution themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663585 30838 82 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 1:45:23pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/5663573" target=_blank>#79</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to the scientists, I wonder how many of them have deep reservations about 
neo-Darwinism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a guess at that!</P> 
<P>None.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663676 30838 85 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 2:16:00pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how many creationists like to pretend they have dozens and 
dozens of colleagues who are forced to hide their true feelings about Satanistic 
Darwinism, because of their fear that the Evolution Gestapo will kick down their 
doors at 2 am and drag them off to Natural Selection Camp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663742 30838 92 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 2:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/5663724" target=_blank>#91</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Humans certainly do eat both <A href="http://www.slate.com/id/2060840/" 
target=_blank>dogs</A>, AND <A href="http://bushmeat.net/pan.htm" 
target=_blank>great apes</A>, on occasion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a story a few days ago about restaurants in Beijing taking their 
dog dishes off the menu, so they wouldn't offend visiting foreigners during the 
Games.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05664306 30838 115 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 4:49:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/5664238" target=_blank>#110</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, there are several who have had their careers prematurely ended, 
(from what I have read from My son's copy of the ID mag he 
recieves)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, there's a reliable source.</P> 
<P>/heavy sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662321 30839 4 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:51:43am  
 
<P>He just called the Saudis "tyrants and dictators."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662340 30839 13 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:54:03am  
 
<P>"Global warming is a fact that is melting our glaciers and setting off 
dangerous weather patterns as we speak."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662367 30839 31 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:57:10am  
 
<P>I have to admit, though, that he has a strong point when he says McCain has 
been part of the Washington establishment that has done absolutely nothing about 
energy independence for decades, even after the 70s crisis.</P> 



<P>He's right about that. The government has completely failed to lead on this 
important issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662374 30839 35 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:58:08am  
 
<P>He wants to grab some of the oil companies' profits and give every family a 
$1000 rebate. Goofy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662381 30839 40 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 8:59:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/5662373" target=_blank>#34</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And ALL his advisers are Carter/Clinton retreads? Your 
Point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point has nothing to do with partisan politics. It's a disgrace that we're 
more dependent on the Middle East than ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662402 30839 55 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:01:53am  
 
<P>The complete transformation of our economy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662439 30839 88 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:05:59am  
 
<P>He's going to completely wean America away from foreign oil in 10 years.</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662495 30839 138 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:12:35am  
 
<P>He's going to "create a new reality when it comes to 
biofuels."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662581 30839 212 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:22:16am  
 
<P>Hope!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05662588 30839 219 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 9:22:59am  
 
<P>That was one of the most pie-in-the-sky speeches I've ever heard.</P> 
<P>"We're gonna change this country and change the world."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663690 30841 31 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 2:18:19pm  
 
<P>I can understand if people don't link to that report, z. It's kind of 
nauseating, and I ain't no prude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05663725 30841 54 Charles Mon, Aug 4, 2008 2:27:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/5663708" target=_blank>#42</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was surprised and grateful that it appeared on LGF at all! Thanks.</P> 
<P>I really didn't plan it this way. I had no idea it would be <EM>that</EM> 
extreme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all those substances. Spewing. Yech. If you're going to do any more of 
these reports, you might want to invest in an underwater camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667180 30843 130 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 12:30:04pm  
 
<P>Quick announcement so it doesn't surprise anyone: 'Maximus,' who was banned a 
few days ago for excusing the (alleged) crimes of Radovan Karadzic, has 
apologized in email and asked to be reinstated, so I unblocked his 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667309 30843 133 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 12:58:16pm  
 
<P>One problem for many people is Gorin's over-the-top description of Totten as 
an "imposter." I know Michael, and he's been on the ground in these places for a 
long time. He puts his life on the line, literally. He's no imposter, and that 
smeary characterization colors the rest of Gorin's piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667428 30843 137 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 1:29:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/5667180" target=_blank>#130</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quick announcement so it doesn't surprise anyone: 'Maximus,' who was banned a 
few days ago for excusing the (alleged) crimes of Radovan Karadzic, has 
apologized in email and asked to be reinstated, so I unblocked his 
account.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And one postscript: unblocking is something that only happens once. If an 
account needs to be blocked again after a second chance, then it becomes 
final.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667686 30843 153 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 2:35:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/5667652" target=_blank>#148</A> A. van 
Hilten</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote about the two Albanian SS divisions is actually from Julia Gorin 
but one would assume it has your implicit endorsement, since she published her 
screed at your site.</P> 
<P>And the <I>rather convoluted post</I> would be mine. Basically, it goes to 
show <STRIKE>that</STRIKE> the <STRIKE>journalistic ethics</STRIKE> bias of 
Julia Gorin <STRIKE>leave something to be desired</STRIKE>.</P> 
<P>"Fake but accurate" seems to be her motto. But then again at least Dan 
Ra<SUP>th</SUP>er tried to sway a US presidential election so Democrats could 
win the White House... That Julia Gorin somehow felt the need to "sex up" a 
Huffington Post story with a fake picture is pretty telling, 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's your comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/111/5665673" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Unless I'm missing something, you didn't prove that the photo is "fake" at 
all. Who knows where she got the picture -- maybe the Huffington Post editors 
had it on file. The story appears to be true, though. Just because it isn't 
posted at the blog she links, you can't assume it's a fake 
photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667870 30843 176 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 4:05:25pm  
 
<P>The Hitler picture from the Huffington Post article can be found here, citing 
a Slovakian source with a link that's now dead:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-bloggers/1795948/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667882 30843 177 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 4:11:13pm  
 
<P>Here's the article in the Internet Archive:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20070506182558/http://www.iformat.hnonline.sk/c
4-10055440-22500145-j00000_detail-hitler-zije-v-mitrovici" 
target=_blank>www.iformat.hnonline.sk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05667913 30843 180 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 4:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/5667898" target=_blank>#179</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the article now, though I understand no Slovenian. Did Andrej Ban take 
those pictures himself or is he merely reproducing them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know as much as I do - but the picture and story do have another source 
besides the blogger Gorin quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05666964 30847 253 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 11:56:51am  
 
<P>Whoa. I just turned on Dennis Prager's show to hear him conclude a rant in 
favor of Michael Behe.</P> 
<P>Been working on this server stuff, so I missed the show. I'll have to listen 
later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05666980 30847 258 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 11:59:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/5666958" target=_blank>#251</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, a caller named Michael just totally ticked off Dennis Prager. Mr. Prager 
was so angry he was yelling.</P> 
<P>Michael made some good points, then said (I hope I've got this right) if 
Darwinism was proven wrong, you'd have to close all the medical schools because 
modern medicine is based on modern biology which is based on 
Darwinism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely true statement, if that was his point. Sounds like Dennis 
was going off on an unrelated tangent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05666985 30847 260 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 11:59:36am  
 
<P>Show's over now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05668133 30852 5 Charles Tue, Aug 5, 2008 5:38:41pm  
 
<P>Maybe they'll have great green gobs of greasy, grimy gopher's guts.</P> 
<P>And mutilated monkey meat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05671551 30857 80 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 2:56:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/5671492" target=_blank>#35</A> bunuel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glad to hear it was only some technical annoyance. And glad to see you 
back.Besides, what happened to the long list of publications on the right side 
of the page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's now in the menus in the left sidebar -- News/Opinion. Click it and the 
list will appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05671951 30859 6 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 4:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5671950" target=_blank>#5</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that "85" mean you have 85 emails?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672058 30859 75 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 5:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5671961" target=_blank>#11</A> anand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please post your signal strength at home and work.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://discussions.apple.com/thread.jspa?threadID=1632695&amp;tstart=15" 
target=_blank>3G reception problems.</A></P> 
<P>There are also reports of cracked cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far I haven't been able to get any 3G at all in my home, even though it's 
supposed to be in one of the "best coverage" areas. Haven't tried anywhere else 
yet.</P> 
<P>It's not a big deal at home, because I can connect to my wireless office 
network instead. (Now that I solved the problems I was having.) But I hope 
AT&amp;T's working on improving their system.</P> 
<P>Telephone connection is fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672073 30859 86 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 5:13:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/5672035" target=_blank>#60</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>Welcome to the club. I'll be interested to hear any LGF-iPhone compatibility 
issues. I don't have a 3G, and long LGF comment threads cause my phone's browser 
to crash out and default to the menu. Also, the "New Comments" Ajax code causes 



the browser to return to the LGF homepage. Little things like that. Nothing 
mission-critical, but there may be some tweaks here and there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure those kinds of problems are easily fixable. Sounds like memory 
issues and smart phones by design have limited memory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672096 30859 104 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 5:18:04pm  
 
<P>Gotta say, this is one impressive piece of technology, combined with really 
solid user interface design. Helluva machine. If I'd seen this 20 years ago I'd 
have thought it was magical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672114 30859 118 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 5:21:22pm  
 
<P>Movies look pretty good on this screen. I threw "Bad Lieutenant" on there to 
check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672130 30859 132 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 5:26:41pm  
 
<P>The iPhone's version of Safari is supposed to support Ajax. I'll be checking 
out all these issues...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672741 30860 6 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 8:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/5672736" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatives? Oh, shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this case, the "conservative" candidate is winning against the 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672748 30860 10 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 8:52:35pm  
 
<P>"The rock and the clock."</P> 
<P>It's the idiot's version of William Paley's "watchmaker" analogy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Watchmaker_analogy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05672828 30860 71 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 9:23:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/5672800" target=_blank>#46</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the Bush administration has been too successful against terrorism. I 
used to be able to count on coming here and reading story after story about 
terrorists, radical muslims, etc. Now I come here and almost always find a story 
about "creationism." Oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you were happier when there were terror attacks every other day, 
resulting in mass murders and atrocities?</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P> 
<P>I thought we were supposed to be glad that terrorism is on the 
decline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05672835 30860 78 Charles Wed, Aug 6, 2008 9:26:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/5672822" target=_blank>#65</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in the literal story of creation in Genesis. And, the first Chapter 
of Genesis describes a firmament that contains the planets and the stars, and 
the firmament the birds fly in. It's not precisely a layer between two things, 
and it's not a single item. The Bible describes three types of "heavens": one, 
this planet's atmosphere, two, the universe, and three, Heaven.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that clarifies why you're complaining about the pro-evolution 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675279 30860 484 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:49:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/5675092" target=_blank>#481</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL! Too bad the rotating titles were dropped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They weren't discontinued, just moved. They now show up above the Lizard 
Lounge logo at the top of the right sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675109 30867 80 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/5675083" target=_blank>#72</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just as easy as an iPod: just start iTunes, plug the iPhone into the 
computer, and one can drag and drop mp3s (and other files I suppose) from one to 
the other.</P> 
<P>I'll try it right now, in fact, and report back in however long it 
takes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's very simple to drag and drop stuff that way, but you have to make 
sure to enable "Manually manage music and videos" in the Summary tab for your 
iPhone (in iTunes).</P> 
<P>The iPhone User's Guide is a must-have, and it doesn't come with the device. 
You have to download it from Apple:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://support.apple.com/manuals/#iphone" 
target=_blank>support.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675146 30867 88 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:23:49pm  
 
<P>Plug in the iPhone, go to iTunes and click the iPhone in the Devices list, 
then make sure the 'Summary' tab is selected. The 'Manually manage music and 
videos' checkbox is at the bottom, under Options.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675232 30867 102 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:40:46pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/5675212" target=_blank>#97</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think the problem is that all the song files on the iPhone were 
actually purchased from the iTunes store, and have that digital rights 
management thingie. Conversely, all the song files on my computer are rights-



free old-style mp3s that I either inherited when I bought my used computers, or 
downloaded off music blogs, or were given to me by friends, or gotten off p2p 
networks, and so on. I've never actually purchased a song file, so I'm 
unfamiliar with all these weird rights restrictions.</P> 
<P>I'm worried about the wording of the iTunes warning message, because it says 
"erase this iPhone" and not "erase the iTunes library on this iPhone." I don't 
want ton erase the whole phone!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, so you got the phone from someone else, with all those songs already on 
it? Yeah, then you have DRM issues. Those songs have been locked to the original 
version of iTunes.</P> 
<P>I only rarely buy DRM-protected music now, since the Amazon MP3 store opened. 
I'll only get a DRM version from iTunes if it's not available anywhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675243 30867 106 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:41:55pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I'm pretty sure you won't be able to add new music from 
iTunes unless you wipe out the non-authorized stuff. DRM sucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05675251 30867 108 Charles Thu, Aug 7, 2008 2:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/5675233" target=_blank>#103</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can do it, no problem. I'm logged in now, twice!</P> 
<P>I can also log in on two different browsers on the same computer 
simultaneously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might find that some things don't work correctly when you log in twice, 
because the session cookies can get mixed up. But yeah, I didn't specifically 
prohibit this in the login code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677493 30872 7 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 8:30:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/5677487" target=_blank>#4</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A correction might be in order.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, wrote too fast there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677786 30873 83 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:15:54am  
 
<P>I don't think this one is a ridiculous accusation; there have been people 
right here at LGF trying to spread the Obama Antichrist meme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677803 30873 95 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:18:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/5677791" target=_blank>#86</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think McCain personally is trying that Charles, some of his 
operatives might be that sly, but I see it as a stretch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's the point of the article, I think -- the person who created the ad 
is closely connected with the Christian right wing, and I don't think it's out 



of the question at all that they would try to slip in these kinds of 
messages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677810 30873 101 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:20:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/5677792" target=_blank>#87</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't remember one that was a serious accusation, though. I thought all the 
ones I had seen were made in jest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, there were quite a few serious accusations. I had to tell 
people to knock it off, and I'll repeat that statement here -- I'm not going to 
allow this kind of stuff at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677834 30873 122 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:24:20am  
 
<P>Personally, I'm convinced that Tay Zonday is the Antichrist, with his 
hellishly hypnotic chanting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677842 30873 129 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:26:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/5677837" target=_blank>#125</A> 
guy_philly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were JSM, I'd tell the BHO campaign to suck it up and grow a pair. They 
whine about everything. This ad was tame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama campaign did not raise this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677878 30873 157 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:33:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/5677852" target=_blank>#136</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps not being hooked into the whole "Antichrist" belief system makes me 
unaware of the nuances, but whenever I've seen such suggestions I take them as 
being more an indulgence in metaphor than as doctrinal 
utterances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have time right now to hunt down the actual comments, but I assure 
you that the Antichrist accusation has been thrown around at LGF, in complete 
seriousness. Not joking, not metaphor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677922 30873 194 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:42:38am  
 
<P>Once again, folks -- this is not completely without a basis in fact. Several 
politically active far-right Christian groups HAVE been sending out numerous 
emails explicitly accusing Obama of being the Antichrist. I know this for a 
fact, because I've received a lot of these emails myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05677940 30873 208 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:46:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/5677936" target=_blank>#206</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Are you willing to name the groups sending you such information? It would be 
interesting to see if they are groups that those Lizards that are Christian 
would recognize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I delete all such emails immediately, so I can't check that right now; I'll 
let you know where it came from the next time I receive one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678010 30873 268 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:59:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/5677973" target=_blank>#236</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What fact do we have that anyone related to McCain had any thought remotely 
related to the Anti-Christ?</P> 
<P>I view this accusation as an attempt to smear the campaign with an unfounded 
allegation...radical Christian email notwithstanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there are no facts showing that the ad is a deliberate Antichrist riff. 
That's why I phrased my post as a question.</P> 
<P>It would be easy to dismiss this charge as the usual empty progressive 
hyperbole, but it is a fact that some right-wing Christian groups are calling 
Obama the Antichrist. This article struck a chord with me, because I've seen 
this stuff going on right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678088 30873 337 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 10:13:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/5678065" target=_blank>#315</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are missing the forest for a few trees. True, there are loony 
websites calling Obama the Antichrist. True, some LGFers posted comments 
(serious or in jest) calling Obama the Antichrist.</P> 
<P>But also true is the fact there is a <STRONG>very large well funded 
organization</STRONG> that is determined to have their empty suit win the 
election. Time magazine is part of the media arm of that organization. They will 
write anything to paint Obama's opponents as racists, islamophobes or religious 
extremists.</P> 
<P>Why wonder if a tiny minority is maybe behind this ad or the target audience 
of this ad, when a large and obvious force is behind the article you linked 
too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible to see the forest AND the trees, you know.</P> 
<P>I don't disagree with what you wrote, but I also believe that there's some 
truth to this particular accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678167 30873 407 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 10:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/5678125" target=_blank>#369</A> CLLRusso</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes but! Charles, you are oversensitive to everything Christian that we 
Christians talk about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just more of the same thin-skinned, illogical crap I've been dealing 
with since making it clear that I wasn't on board with the "intelligent design" 
hoax, and it's very wearying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678338 30873 533 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 10:57:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/5678322" target=_blank>#520</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well mama winger was banned though I don't know why - wasn't there then. 
Don't know about cookielady. I just think it's improper to attack folks here at 
LGF, when you know that they are either not on the thread to defend themselves 
or can't get on LGF to defend themselves because they've been 
banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, it's rude to attack people who can't defend themselves.</P> 
<P>However, it's also crass and narcissistic to post comments bashing me and LGF 
at other blogs, then come over here and expect to use the software I created, on 
the site I pay for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678348 30873 539 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 10:59:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/5678336" target=_blank>#531</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the HELL?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People sign me up for mailing lists all the time, without my knowledge or 
consent. It's a harassment tactic for some, and for others it's because they 
think I'm interested. I've been signed up for dozens of GOP politicians' lists, 
and quite a few leftist lists, all without my consent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678429 30873 588 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 11:14:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/5678394" target=_blank>#568</A> imtoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't tell you, I post here and at Babba's blog. No shame telling you 
that. I get the political stuff here and my daily feeding at Babba's. She does 
not allow down talk about LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may have been true once. But it's not true now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678538 30873 635 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 11:29:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/5678498" target=_blank>#618</A> imtoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, she uses a word Oymetra, something like that whenever anyone tries 
to bad mouth LGF. She does not allow it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but after what I just read at her site, that's not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678982 30873 735 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:25:26pm  
 
<P>By the way, for the record, I blocked <STRONG>9 accounts</STRONG> belonging 
to 'EC Marm'. I'm not surprised he has even more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679001 30873 737 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:26:51pm  
 
<P>And I just found two more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679138 30873 748 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:38:42pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/5679084" target=_blank>#743</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ec marm had 11 sock-puppets? that's downright creepy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also posted a false comment at Babba Zee's blog back in March, pretending 
to be "EtNorskTroll." Now he's welcome there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679164 30873 751 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:40:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/5679129" target=_blank>#747</A> A. van 
Hilten</EM></P> 
<P>Please; I've asked you before to rein in the vitriol. You're being extremely 
abrasive and unpleasant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679203 30873 756 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:43:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/5679171" target=_blank>#752</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it so strange to exchange posts with various people here for months or 
even years and then suddenly they change character and go very negative and 
launch underhanded personal attacks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sucks, doesn't it? I'm kind of used to it, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679257 30873 761 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:48:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/5679239" target=_blank>#760</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I'm so sorry that you have to put up with this shite. You surely don't 
deserve it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comes with the territory...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680168 30873 853 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 3:28:34pm  
 
<P>It gets even creepier, folks.</P> 
<P>I just noticed a certain IP that was trying to download everything in this 
thread with some kind of automated tool. Turns out that the IP belongs to banned 
poster "Q-Burn."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680196 30873 855 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 3:36:24pm  
 
<P>That's why the online visitor count is so high right now. It's all the hits 
from whatever crawler Q-Burn was using.</P> 
<P>It should start going down in a few minutes as those sessions 
expire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05681419 30873 864 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 9:05:23pm  
 
<P>If anyone is tempted to believe that nobody is really pushing this 
"Antichrist" hooey, just go read some of the comments in this thread at Hot 
Air:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/08/08/new-theory-mccain-
wants-christians-to-think-obamas-the-antichrist/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680525 30874 114 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 5:23:34pm  
 
<P>Foreign Policy's Blake Hounshell responds:</P> 
<P><A href="http://blog.foreignpolicy.com/node/9482" target=_blank>Is FP a front 
for Hamas?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's all take a deep breath, people. As the person who put this thing 
together for ForeignPolicy.com, let me make one thing clear: Nobody here is 
trying to glorify Hamas, which is duly listed as a terrorist organization by the 
U.S. State Department and others. It's pretty newsworthy, though, that the 
Hamas-affiliated Popular Resistance Committees (PRCs), also widely considered a 
terrorist organization (though not explicitly listed by State), are training in 
this way and so openly, and the captions tell a broader story of the rising 
tensions that threaten to destroy the fragile Gaza cease-fire. As for the 
photographs themselves, I think we can all agree that they make for compelling 
viewing.</P> 
<P>It's clear, however, that LGF commenters are furious that this photo essay 
doesn't take a strong, anti-Hamas line. Do they really fear that somehow, FP 
readers will be motivated by these photographs to join the "Islamic resistance"? 
I'm not worried.</P> 
<P>One final note: Analytically speaking, I'm not so sure about using the term 
"terror training camp" to describe what is going on at this facility. I don't 
think the PRCs aren't terrorists, mind you -- of course they are -- but from 
these photographs it doesn't look like they are learning terrorist methods such 
as firing rockets at civilians or blowing up buses (and the PRCs have certainly 
done such things in the past) but rather learning how to fight like an irregular 
army. Other Palestinians are probably just as much a target as Israel. If anyone 
has any information to the contrary, please send it my way. But the real 
terrorist training happens far away from the cameras, I'd wager. This stuff is 
all just for show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Talk about over-reacting, and reading all kinds of things into my post 
that weren't there. "A front for Hamas?"</P> 
<P>I guess it's easier to brush off LGF if you mischaracterize what I write.</P> 
<P>But this response does show that the impression of moral relativity you got 
from their photo essay was no accident. It's not a "terror training camp?" 
You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05678877 30876 6 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 12:14:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/5678869" target=_blank>#3</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BAD idea. . .I smell a MAJOR backlash (ie to the sound of Republican wallets 
opening up nationally).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, a huge backlash waiting to happen. That's one reason I'm publicizing it, 
in fact - to help get that backlash rolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679861 30878 17 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 2:21:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/5679833" target=_blank>#10</A> baxtrice</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earlier this week, I sent Charles a link on how to create the web clip icon. 
So I'm hoping I get a hat tip.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- in this case I've had the iPhone SDK for a while now, and already 
knew how to do this. Just needed the actual iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679908 30878 27 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 2:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/5679847" target=_blank>#13</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>suggestions:</P> 
<P>1) i had trouble posting from my iphone a few weeks back. Have these troubles 
been seen/addressed?</P> 
<P>2) have a "jump to new comments" at the top of the page that intrapage link -
- so that one doesn't have to scroll down through large pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops, didn't mean to ding that comment down. I'm posting this with my 
iPhone...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679970 30878 47 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 2:41:09pm  
 
<P>OK, there's now a "Jump to bottom" link right below the disclaimer 
area...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05679991 30878 55 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 2:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/5679964" target=_blank>#44</A> Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PHOTO!, photo!, photo!Charles, please post a photo of your iPhone with the 
LGF button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just did -- it's added above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680016 30878 62 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 2:51:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/5680003" target=_blank>#57</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You still have 85 email messages? Spooky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- I haven't read or checked email on the iPhone yet, so it's still 
showing 85.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680603 30878 330 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 6:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/5680557" target=_blank>#304</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooo. A phone that lets you put in a shortcut to a website. Wow, Earth-
shattering technology there. How much do I need to pay to be able to do 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need to ask, you can't afford it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680662 30878 344 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 6:22:04pm  
 



<P>The broadcast media are doing that antiquated time-delay thing again, and the 
Olympic ceremonies won't show up on the west coast until 7:00.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05680672 30878 347 Charles Fri, Aug 8, 2008 6:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/5680666" target=_blank>#345</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you mean you're not watching the "Salute to Michael Behe" segment right 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, you. I oughtta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05682669 30884 250 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:30:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/5682658" target=_blank>#240</A> Nemesis6</EM></P> 
<P>I was trying to do two things at once, sorry. It's corrected 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683016 30884 467 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 10:51:44am  
 
<P>The Discovery Institute runs that Russia Blog site.</P> 
<P>How interesting that they are on the side of Russia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683540 30886 65 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 1:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/5683501" target=_blank>#45</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And <STRONG>NOW</STRONG> back to the Olympics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know where "Serge" got the information that South Ossetia's 
population is Muslim, but that is not true. According to several sources, the 
Muslim population of Ossetia is around 15%. The majority are Orthodox 
Christian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683549 30886 69 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 1:04:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/5683518" target=_blank>#52</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know where you got the impression that I care what Michael Savage 
thinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683913 30886 326 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 2:25:45pm  
 
<P>Euroweenies are definitely the most tiresome species of 
troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685104 30886 501 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 8:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/5684856" target=_blank>#499</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #52 gunjam</P> 



<P>Okay. Not sure how much you care about what Savage thinks. My point was 
simply to point out that your making a point of emphasis about DI's supporting 
Russia as though it were perhaps an inevitable result of their particular 
beliefs regarding creation/evolution is -- in my view -- at some level, a non 
sequitur.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: I am pretty sure you will find creationists AND evolutionists on 
EITHER side of this conflict.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed those posts where I documented the collaboration of the 
Discovery Institute and the Institute for Creation Research with Islamist 
creationists in Turkey -- a collaboration that's been going on for decades. This 
is nothing new, and the creationist groups are completely unapologetic about 
their allies.</P> 
<P>And their "Russia Blog" has also been going on for a long time, with a large 
number of posts supporting the Russian government in almost everything they do, 
including their dealings with Libya's Muammar Gaddafi.</P> 
<P>The stench of dishonesty and corruption is all over this 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683931 30887 12 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 2:28:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5683927" target=_blank>#11</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Hoover Institution, Charles, not the Hudson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - I was just correcting that. Trying to post and write code at the same 
time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683968 30887 19 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 2:36:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5683854" target=_blank>#1</A> 
slartybartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think Buchanan is just dumb? Or, is he putting forth some crap that he 
knows is bogus?</P> 
<P>I think it's some of both...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is anything but dumb. He's a crafty paleocon racist, who knows 
exactly what he's doing and who he's appealing to with these kinds of disgusting 
books. After being pretty much discredited in the 90s by both right and left, 
he's now weaseled his way back into acceptance, and is all over the mainstream 
media making conservatives look like Neanderthal racist throwbacks. The man is 
despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05683987 30887 23 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 2:40:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/5683975" target=_blank>#22</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the media is also despicable, touting this man as a face of 'conservatism' 
They know exactly what he is and exactly why they are doing it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the worst media offenders though is Fox News, and specifically Sean 
Hannity, who has Buchanan and his sister Bay on his show all the time. Laura 
Ingraham has also been giving Buchanan air time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684328 30888 103 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 4:45:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/5684323" target=_blank>#100</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good, then I expect the DI to come out and officially condemn this. And if 
they don't, maybe you'll stop apologizing for them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute won't condemn this. They are doing the same thing 
with Islamic creationists in Turkey, as I've documented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684482 30888 217 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 5:36:56pm  
 
<P>I see the village idiot has returned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684547 30888 257 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 6:00:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/5684542" target=_blank>#254</A> george 
slivers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, scientist are continually making discoveries that are best 
explained by ID. Unfortunately, we have three options:1) Suppress our findings 
to avoid persecution.2) Report our findings as they are and face academic 
suicide.3) Distort our data and say that it is best explained by the "Darwin-of-
the-gaps" theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're one of the most brazen liars ever seen at LGF. And that's saying 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684559 30888 261 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 6:01:37pm  
 
<P>"George Slivers" is a classic troll, folks. This is probably not even a real 
creationist, but someone who's getting his rocks off by baiting LGF readers.</P> 
<P>Consider this a heads-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684609 30888 278 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 6:14:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/5684331" target=_blank>#106</A> 
straitcircle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now Islamists have all the US money from our oil purchases, they hire 
lobbyists to call for special privileges in schools, because they are minorities 
in the US white world. So the issue is not Islam it is Christianity. I think 
Obama, McCain, Clinton, Bush, etc.. were Christians, and they must believe in 
Creationism if they are Christians. I guess that is bad. Maybe if we kick all 
the Christians out of the US we can have our atheist world, just how we like it. 
Lord knows people cannot think for themselves, so must be affirmative in what is 
taught in education, least we hurt the children's minds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware how incoherent and full of hatred this post is? Do you 
care?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684616 30888 281 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 6:15:29pm  
 
<P>That's enough out of the Slivers troll. Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685150 30888 312 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 8:50:08pm  



 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685368 30888 320 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/5685339" target=_blank>#316</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This issue is really getting thorny.</P> 
<P>On the one hand, I cannot -- as a committed Christian creationist -- get very 
excited about joining forces with Muslims. (In fact: That notion is obviously 
suicidal for Christians in the long run.)</P> 
<P>On the other, the increasing militancy (a militancy that exudes a scornful 
hostility towards creationists) on the part of evolutionists -- as evidenced by 
the likes of Hitchens, AllahPundit, and Charles Johnson -- shows me that I have 
no friends there, either.</P> 
<P>We are becoming politically balkanized these days, or so it seems from my 
little corner.</P> 
<P>I fear that militant Islam may be excellently positioned to come out on top 
of this current state of chaos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're really that blindly opposed to science, I think you'll find all the 
allies you want among radical Islamists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685422 30888 325 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:40:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/5685399" target=_blank>#322</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, with all due respect, I think it is you that has been blinded, by 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel sorry for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685646 30888 361 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 10:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/5685632" target=_blank>#357</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the creationist outfits, whether ICR or Ken Hamm's group, have genuine 
scientists on their staffs.</P> 
<P>This is nothing new: I have posted links previously to the now deceased <A 
href="http://www.wildersmith.org/" target=_blank>A. E. Wilder-Smith</A>.</P> 
<P>Of course, I am not defending "magic," as in, say witchcraft, but rather a 
rigorous belief in Creationism, which is derided in these threads as magic or 
worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is pseudo-scientific hooey. The so-called "scientists" on the 
staff of the ICR are charlatans and frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685697 30888 372 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 10:48:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/5685689" target=_blank>#371</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you wish, sir.</P> 
<P>However, please be candid enough to admit that they are charlatans and frauds 
with earned Ph.D.s, in many cases.</P> 
<P>Also, you have never acknowledged my links to the late A. E. Wilder-Smith, a 
creationist who held three earned doctorates.</P> 



<P>He was very gracious in his argumentatation, as well. We could all learn a 
lesson from him in that regard -- especially me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The late A. E. Wilder-Smith was a complete, unmitigated kook who rejected the 
entirety of science in order to believe in a laughable fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687755 30888 397 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 2:27:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/5687750" target=_blank>#396</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, as a creationist, who's spent time and effort exposing some of the 
flaws in evolution, for example by organising lectures examining the myth of 
biogenesis, I have found Muslims very poor allies: they don't see the issues 
clearly, they usually don't feel troubled by evolution, it doesn't directly 
challenge the relatively allegorical Qur'an creation texts as far as most are 
concerned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have never exposed a single "flaw" in evolution. The creationist rubbish 
you've spouted at LGF is ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05684743 30890 41 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 6:53:52pm  
 
 
 
<P>Check out the update above. And remember this if you see any of those people 
appearing on Al Jazeera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685124 30891 87 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 8:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/5685123" target=_blank>#86</A> paint-
right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not touching her. Quite deliberately.</P> 
<P>But what is the scrape on his arm? Fall?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He rode the Olympic mountain bike trail earlier in the day.</P> 
<P>Apparently, had a little mishap. But it takes more than that to stop 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685142 30891 102 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 8:47:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/5685126" target=_blank>#89</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mandy, it is reported in the British media that he actually gave one of the 
girls a slap on the butt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't slap any butts, even though he had the opportunity. Check out the 
link in the post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685207 30892 7 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:02:11pm  
 
<P>This is why the Antichrist crap is incredibly dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685232 30892 19 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:05:49pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5685200" target=_blank>#5</A> ErnieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We already beat this Antichrist thing to death on a previous link. The true 
Antichrist would not need a Teleprompter to put two words 
together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We may have beaten it to death on another thread, but now we have someone who 
was apparently planning to act on this sick delusion.</P> 
<P>This is a big reason why I won't allow this kind of crap at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685321 30892 89 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:19:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/5685305" target=_blank>#75</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words some poor schmuck is going to jail for what is on Kos pretty 
much daily?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This "poor schmuck" is in trouble because he publicly threatened the life of 
a presidential candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685403 30892 149 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/5685362" target=_blank>#119</A> 
MajorPribluda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad the Secret Service nabbed this fruitcake. I'm also glad that he 
apparently hated President Bush to a comparable degree--that helps pre-empt the 
media's obvious line of attack in the coverage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're mistaken. The one who also made threats against President Bush was a 
different person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685430 30892 174 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:42:29pm  
 
<P>There is NO EXCUSE for threatening a presidential candidate, and it does not 
matter what goes on at Daily Kos in this context. Give me a break. Are you 
people serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685481 30892 214 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 9:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/5685448" target=_blank>#189</A> American Jewess 
In Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that is NOT the point. No one is arguing that we should be able to 
threaten Obama's life just because Kos kids threaten President Bush as a matter 
of routine. God forbid. We are not like that anyway. What some of us are 
wondering is why Kos kids do so without impunity. Is that so hard to understand? 
It's a FAIR QUESTION.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how do you know that Kos Kids do so with impunity? Are you privy to the 
Secret Service's operations?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685542 30892 261 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 10:06:46pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/5685523" target=_blank>#248</A> 
NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can understand Charles not wanting such matters discussed on this board, 
for the same reason he doesn't want abortion discussed here: because both are a 
major, MAJOR hot-potato issue. But I would assume he'd be wise enough to realize 
that End Time issues are absolutely part of the Christan mainstream, and are not 
just some crackpot, left-field fringe thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is utterly untrue. "End Times" delusions are completely on the fringe of 
Christianity, and anyone who tries to say otherwise is trying to push an 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05685604 30892 310 Charles Sat, Aug 9, 2008 10:25:17pm  
 
<P>Bottom line for me: I do not put up with <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu_quoque" target=_blank>tu quoque</A> 
arguments from the left, and I'm not about to put up with them here either.</P> 
<P>It's really bad form to react to the arrest of a potential assassin by 
saying, "Hey, they say stuff just like that at Daily Kos, why don't they arrest 
them?"</P> 
<P>There's no excuse for this stuff, and the fact that this person apparently 
believed in this Antichrist delusion is an appalling verification of my post 
from yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686816 30892 581 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 9:54:58am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/5685994" target=_blank>#557</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that there's a huge difference between:</P> 
<P><STRONG>1.</STRONG> Believing that the Second Coming of Christ will mark the 
end of normal human history, and reminding the faithful to be diligently 
prepared for this, like the Wise Virgins; and</P> 
<P><STRONG>2.</STRONG> Obsessively combing current events and playing trivial 
numerological games in search of evidence that the Second Coming and the End of 
Time are just around the corner (as in, "within the forecaster's own lifespan"), 
while cheerfully ignoring the painful fact that <B>every generation of 
Christianity</B> since Jesus's death has had would-be End Time prophets engaged 
in the same vain pursuit. (And I mean "vain" here in both senses -- "useless" 
AND "self-aggrandizing.")</P> 
<P>The first is entirely part of mainstream Christian theology, but the second 
can fairly be placed "on the fringe."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not referring to Christian doctrine about the Second Coming. I'm 
referring to the fanatics who are convinced the end of the world is near, and 
see signs under every rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686622 30894 14 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 9:19:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/5686610" target=_blank>#8</A> laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their not silent at all. They are supporting Russia.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/8/10/73347/0903/840/565639" 
target=_blank>dailykos.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This puts the anti-evolution Discovery Institute on the same side with the 
Kos Kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686650 30894 34 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 9:23:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/5686648" target=_blank>#32</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody know what country has the "lv" domain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Latvia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686708 30894 86 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 9:35:05am  
 
<P>OT notice: I am completely fed up with these delusional Obama birth 
certificate stories, and I'm going to delete any and all links that are posted 
about it. This morning someone posted a link to a blog that cited LARRY JOHNSON 
as a source for this, despite Johnson's long history of fraud and lies.</P> 
<P>I do not want this garbage at LGF. Don't post links to it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686943 30894 292 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 10:28:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/5686729" target=_blank>#106</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This meme of the left that Georgia started it has to stop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just a meme of the left.</P> 
<P>There are people at LGF promoting this same line of 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686947 30894 296 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 10:29:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/5686943" target=_blank>#292</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>And the very right-wing, very Christian Discovery Institute is promoting the 
"Georgia started it" line too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05686963 30894 305 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 10:34:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/5686955" target=_blank>#301</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the McLaughlin group last night, Buchannan &amp; the hysterical Elenor 
Clift completely blamed 'Georgian Aggression."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not surprising that Buchanan is on the side of the Russians. The man is 
despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687171 30896 1 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 11:35:51am  
 
<P>Last November, radio host Michael Medved became a Senior Fellow at the 
Discovery Institute.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?apage=2&amp;cid=1215331212438&amp;p
agename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull" 
target=_blank>www.jpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687220 30896 28 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 11:50:27am  
 
<P>There's a new thread for the Medved interview...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687295 30897 34 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 12:10:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/5687263" target=_blank>#18</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You misapprehend how the mechanism of natural selection works. It is 
necessarily "random" in the sense that it is not being guided by any kind of 
supernatural force toward a specific end design. In fact, that is the precise 
world view that Darwin debunked.</P> 
<P>Given the same building blocks, you probably <STRONG>wouldn't</STRONG> get 
dinosaurs and people -- and even if you did, they wouldn't be identical to the 
ones we have/had here. You might end up with no life at all; you might end up 
with 117-legged creatures that are 3 trillion miles long and can travel through 
time by blinking; you might end up with Rosie O'Donnell. Anything is 
possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I was just reading about this very issue in Ken Miller's book. The 
way you summed this up isn't exactly right; there's a lot of evidence that given 
the same environmental conditions and pressures, evolution will come up with 
very similar solutions, although not identical.</P> 
<P>Miller uses the example of Australia, which broke off from the South Asia 
landmass millions of years ago, leading to a very divergent group of species 
based on marsupials. But the interesting thing is that those marsupial species 
ended up filling the same kinds of evolutionary niches as their mammalian 
counterparts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687320 30897 50 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 12:16:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/5687296" target=_blank>#35</A> 
philosoteric</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(And what does that prove, "it's not a theory"? So what? If it isn't a 
theory, that doesn't mean it can't <EM>mean</EM> something.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What this statement tells you is quite simple: if it's not a theory, and it 
doesn't explain anything, it's not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687383 30897 95 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 12:39:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/5687376" target=_blank>#88</A> 6pat6</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory" target=_blank>Scientific 
Theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by rigorous observations in 



the natural world, or by experimental evidence (see scientific method). In this 
sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized expression of all previous 
observations, and is predictive, logical, and testable. In principle, scientific 
theories are always tentative, and subject to corrections, inclusion in a yet 
wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more specific hypotheses may be 
logically bound together by just one or two theories. As a rule for use of the 
term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of universals than do 
hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific sets of phenomena or 
specific applications of a theory.</P> 
<P>Of several competing theories, one theory may be superior to another in terms 
of its approximation of reality. Scientific tests of the quality of a theory 
include its conformity to known facts and its ability to generate hypotheses 
with outcomes that would predict further testable 
facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687419 30897 119 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 12:48:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/5687404" target=_blank>#108</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If one were to toss out all the Behe material completely and reform ID as the 
cause of a long term evolutionary process, then they would have more traction. 
Across all religions. The narrow approach they have now only fits the wishes of 
a few narrow minded people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's never going to happen, because the Discovery Institute is an 
explicitly Christian organization, dedicated to replacing "materialistic 
science" with a religiously-based pseudo-science.</P> 
<P>And it doesn't matter whether they toss out Behe's hooey. What they are 
promoting is antithetical to science, by its very nature -- and they know 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687435 30897 132 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 12:53:13pm  
 
<P>If you find this discussion so boring, why bother telling everyone this? 
There's nothing more boring than someone complaining about being bored.</P> 
<P>I think some people use this complaint to try to stifle the discussion 
entirely, because it makes them uncomfortable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687480 30897 169 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:03:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/5687363" target=_blank>#81</A> american jewess in 
jerusalem</EM></P> 
<P>1. Criticism is not "bashing."</P> 
<P>2. If you don't understand my opposition to the Discovery Institute and the 
dishonest methods they use, you haven't been reading my posts about it.</P> 
<P>3. I don't have a "ferocious hatred" for the Discovery Institute. I have a 
principled opposition to them, and I've done my best to support it with facts 
and reasoning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687495 30897 183 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:07:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/5687456" target=_blank>#150</A> American Jewess 
In Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've made it clear many times that my purpose for posting is that I think 
it's kind of low down to attack Michael Medved and try to make him look stupid, 
when he is not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again. Criticism is not "attacking," and quoting someone's own words is not 
"trying to make them look stupid."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687561 30897 246 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:24:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/5687547" target=_blank>#233</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Again. Criticism is not "attacking," and quoting someone's own words 
is not "trying to make them look stupid."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might be, if said words have a tendency on their own to make the ones 
using them look stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, yes -- but then there's no need to <EM>try</EM> to make them look 
stupid, if they're doing the job themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687582 30897 265 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:29:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/5687566" target=_blank>#251</A> Kostya 
Lotz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are not monkeys.We are hominids a unique and miraculous creation in any 
imagination.I don't like being equated with chimps, weasels, or plankton on the 
scale of values. Because we are the alpha species. Get used to 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ook ook!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687587 30897 270 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:31:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/5687580" target=_blank>#263</A> Big_Iron</EM></P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687616 30897 295 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:38:24pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAYDiPizDIs" target=_blank>A New 
Theory About the Brontosaurus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687640 30897 314 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:43:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/5687639" target=_blank>#313</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I like monkeys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687688 30897 359 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 1:58:51pm  
 
<P>By the way, just to clarify something -- I don't believe Michael Medved is 
"stupid." Not at all.</P> 
<P>He's just terribly misguided to associate with the Dishonesty Institute, and 
uninformed about the science of evolution.</P> 



<P>It's interesting to me that so many of these DI shills just can't seem to 
stick to their talking points, and end up revealing the true agenda over and 
over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687758 30897 413 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 2:28:29pm  
 
<P>We have a Russian apologist on the previous Georgia thread right now. Also 
seems to be a Serbian apologist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687846 30897 470 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:00:11pm  
 
<P>The Discovery Institute's Russia Blog answers my post saying that they 
support the Russian invasion of Georgia, with some more support for Russia's 
invasion of Georgia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.russiablog.org/2008/08/war_in_georgia_mis-
reading_ossetia.php" target=_blank>www.russiablog.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687867 30897 487 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:09:35pm  
 
<P>From Russia Blog:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First I regard “creation science”, “intelligent design” or whatever new 
expression has been minted to describe this long-lived opposition to evolution 
as rubbish pure and simple. But Mr Johnson’s guilty-by-association allegation 
has to be answered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Guilt by association?" It's surprising that this writer says he doesn't 
support "intelligent design," because at the top of the page is the logo of the 
main advocate for intelligent design in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687897 30897 499 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:24:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/5687894" target=_blank>#497</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spar Kling is not saying a thing, he's cutting and pasting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it sure sounds like science, don't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687899 30897 501 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:25:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/5687898" target=_blank>#500</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You made a claim on a previous thread that some scientific papers about 
Intelligent Design had been excluded, some deservedly, some not, from peer 
review. I asked for examples. You later modified your argument to state that 
that the peer review process was flawed because scientific ideas in the past had 
at first not received the proper attention that they later received, and 
declared that you had proven your point. I'd still like to see you provide some 
examples of ID papers which have been "undeservedly" excluded from peer 
review.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember that claim and I'd like to see the evidence for it too.</P> 
<P>I'm not holding my breath, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05687902 30897 503 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/5687900" target=_blank>#502</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like George Slivers. Hey did Georgie get the banning stick? Or, has he 
just quit posting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had enough of that one. Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05687928 30897 518 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 3:40:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/5687923" target=_blank>#515</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people really, really, really, REALLY don't like it when somebody messes 
with their religious dogma.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another creationist talking point is to portray people who understand the 
science of evolution as being just as dogmatically religious and blind as the 
creationists are themselves.</P> 
<P>There's nothing "religious" about science. It's based on hard, cold facts, 
and exhaustively pursued reasoning. No faith involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688070 30897 628 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 4:32:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/5688055" target=_blank>#618</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"... it tells you things that are not true."</P> 
<P>Ever hear of process of elimination? It's not exactly a novel 
concept.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Michael Behe fan returns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688122 30897 653 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 4:46:01pm  
 
<P>Check out the Discovery Institute's FAQ page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.discovery.org/csc/topQuestions.php#questionsAboutIntelligentDes
ign" target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. What is the <STRONG>theory</STRONG> of intelligent design?</P> 
<P>The <STRONG>theory</STRONG> of intelligent design holds that certain features 
of the universe and of living things are best explained by an intelligent cause, 
not an undirected process such as natural selection. For more information see 
Center Director Stephen Meyer's article "Not By Chance" from the National Post 
of Canada or his appearance on PBS's "Tavis Smiley Show (Windows Media).</P> 
<P>2. Is intelligent design <STRONG>theory</STRONG> incompatible with 
evolution?</P> 
<P>etc. ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they should revise this now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688142 30897 663 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 4:51:18pm  
 
<P>Here comes the evening creationist shift.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05688147 30897 666 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 4:52:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/5688139" target=_blank>#662</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some ID arguments follow a standard scientific approach-- that of statistical 
hypothesis testing. First, a null hypothesis is assumed and the evidence is 
examined in light of the null hypothesis. If the evidence is such that the null 
hypothesis is statistically unlikely, the null hypothesis is rejected.</P> 
<P>The null hypothesis may be that a given complex structure--say the bacterial 
flagellum--came into being through natural selection--and natural selection 
alone. The statistical improbability of this can then be used to rule out the 
null hypothesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you <EM>still</EM> going to trot out that hoary old discredited 
argument?</P> 
<P>You guys are just relentless. Debunk your arguments, and you just wait a 
little while for another thread, then pop them out again as if they're brand 
new.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688246 30897 703 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 5:21:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/5688208" target=_blank>#686</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behe challenges his critics to suggest a plausible series of steps that could 
have through natural selection--and natural selection alone --produced the 
bacterial flagellum.</P> 
<P>The constraint that Behe insists on is that each step in the process have 
some benefit in terms of natural selection--<STRONG>as part of the bacterial 
flagellum.</STRONG> This is where his critics falter. Ken Miller, for example, 
just debunks the idea that each each part of the flagellum not have any benefit 
<STRONG>in any context</STRONG>. But this is not what Behe is 
arguing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That funky flagellla argument is really important to you, isn't it? It hasn't 
been simply "debunked." It's been <EM>destroyed</EM>.</P> 
<P>But you keep trotting out that dead horse and telling us it's only 
resting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688279 30897 721 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 5:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/5687941" target=_blank>#529</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, if you truly feel there's no way to address faith 
except mockery, then I suggest you retreat from philosophy, and focus on posting 
dirty pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The usual passive aggressive mode got a little more aggressive that time, 
didn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05690496 30897 893 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:55:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/5689587" target=_blank>#832</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a result of allowing Dr. Meyer's paper to be published, the editor of the 
journal, Dr. Richard Sternberg, was relentlessly harassed and later demoted. 



This ultimately resulted in a congressional investigation and a report was 
published in 2006.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a blatantly distorted version of the truth:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/08-04-17.html#part2" 
target=_blank>www.skeptic.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. What little ill-treatment Sternberg may have gotten was largely self-
inflicted, the result not only of his violation of procedures in regard to the 
Meyer paper, but in regard to several other instances of professional 
malfeasance and prior examples of poor judgment as PBSW editor (in fact, all of 
the comments expressing distrust and anger at Sternberg and urging his dismissal 
were made not to his face, but in private emails that he never saw).</P> 
<P>2. The evidence does not support the conclusion that Sternberg was 
discriminated against in any material way. At absolute worst, he was greeted 
with professional mistrust and anger on the part of some of his colleagues, who 
were upset that his actions in regard to the Meyer paper brought disrepute to 
the Smithsonian and to them as associates. Disapproval and criticism, of course, 
are not the same thing as discrimination, nor are they a violation of his civil 
rights.</P> 
<P>3. Sternberg has grossly exaggerated several alleged instances of 
“retaliation” in the early days of the scandal. In particular, he claimed that 
he had his keys taken away, his access to the Smithsonian’s collections taken 
away, and lost his office space. In reality, the keys and office space were 
exchanged as part of larger museum changes and he retains the same access today 
that all others in his position have.</P> 
<P>4. The accusations, in particular, against the National Center for Science 
Education — that they conspired with Smithsonian officials to “publicly smear 
and discredit” Sternberg — are not only not supported by the evidence in the 
appendix, they are completely disproven by the emails contained therein.</P> 
<P>5. All of that leads to the only possible conclusion: that this is a trumped-
up report orchestrated by political allies of the Discovery Institute, 
particularly Rep. Mark Souder and former Sen. Rick Santorum. They have put out a 
report that simply is not supported by the evidence and was designed, 
intelligently or otherwise, to support the disingenuous PR campaign that 
includes the attempt to position themselves as victims of 
discrimination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05690584 30897 896 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:14:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/884/5690062" target=_blank>#884</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody engages with actual ideas here, which really surprised 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The narcissism of this statement is beyond belief. What you're really saying 
is that people don't agree with your absurd pseudo-scientific creationist 
beliefs, so you feel persecuted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691061 30897 905 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:28:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/903/5691033" target=_blank>#903</A> american jewess 
in jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hanoch, I would love to see a respectful response to Darleen's thought-
provoking post, but I don't think we're going to get one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If you choose to believe that, it's because you're ignoring several posts in 
this thread directly responding to Darleen's point.</P> 
<P>See Archimedes' #220, for starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691146 30897 910 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:45:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/908/5691118" target=_blank>#908</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I read them all, including #220. I re-read #220 and still don't see 
anything that demonstrates an objective source of morality in a world that is 
entirely random. If you think I am missing the point, maybe you could 
clarify.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, thanks. I have no interest in jumping through creationist hoops 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691219 30897 918 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:58:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/915/5691193" target=_blank>#915</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you kidding? You REALLY think that professors holding a bias 
towards evolution DO NOT persecute other professors or students who are openly 
creationist?</P> 
<P>Or, do you think that -- because (in your view; not mine) -- they are 
correct, they have every right to treat creationists as second-class citizens of 
the academy...</P> 
<P>... thereby forcing them into a sort of Darwinian Dhimmitude, perhaps? :-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every single case where creationists have claimed that their views were 
suppressed by the brutal Darwinian Gestapo has been shown to be false and/or 
distorted and/or exaggerated. The claims of victimhood are a tactic, nothing 
more, to manipulate gullible people into thinking that creationists are being 
"persecuted."</P> 
<P>And yes, creationists ARE "second-class citizens of the academy," because 
they've chosen to reject science in favor of religious belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691883 30897 943 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 11:49:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/939/5691797" target=_blank>#939</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, no Charles. What I'm saying is nobody engages the idea. Everybody just 
attacks the person who presents the idea, as you do, for having "agendas" or 
"talking points" or some other idiotic, paranoid dismissal. Somebody else said 
in this thread that all you do is mock those with religious belief, so this 
isn't a new observation I'm making.</P> 
<P>Nobody on this board engages the idea. All you do is either slam the person 
or seek to "discover" the "agenda" of the person. You never actually discuss the 
idea itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. You're ignoring the volumes of honest discussion to make 
transparently false claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691925 30897 946 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 11:54:47am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/936/5691717" target=_blank>#936</A> Moe Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like me, you are going to become disillusioned. The discussion forum is 
exactly what Charles wants it to be, he isn't looking for nuanced and respectful 
adult-style discussion. I have long valued Charles's work on the Middle East 
problem, and have even made a couple of modest donations to the tip jar when 
there was one. But there is something rotten in Denmark. E-mail me for 
more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolute nonsense. Clearly, you don't like this topic, and you're 
attributing dark motives to me because you don't want it discussed at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691980 30897 949 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 12:01:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/936/5691717" target=_blank>#936</A> Moe Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like me, you are going to become disillusioned. The discussion forum is 
exactly what Charles wants it to be, he isn't looking for nuanced and respectful 
adult-style discussion. I have long valued Charles's work on the Middle East 
problem, and have even made a couple of modest donations to the tip jar when 
there was one. But there is something rotten in Denmark. E-mail me for 
more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, why don't you post your accusations in public, instead of going 
behind my back and gossiping about my "real motives?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692109 30897 954 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 12:21:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/952/5692038" target=_blank>#952</A> Moe Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must go to the gym, then to work on a research proposal. I will revisit 
this thread later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd rather gossip behind my back and make up fantasies about my supposed 
ulterior motives, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692134 30897 955 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 12:25:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/953/5692051" target=_blank>#953</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I've seen you do is slap a name on ideas you disagree with -- "that's 
just ID talking points" or "more creationist hooey" -- and dismiss it. You think 
if you can simply label an idea you've said something intelligent about it and 
no more need be said on the matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can keep repeating this crap all you like, and it's not going to get any 
more true.</P> 
<P>There are almost 60 front page posts on this topic, brimming over with 
evidence, arguments, and refutations of creationism. But you'd rather just 
ignore all that inconvenient stuff; you've been frustrated at every turn in your 
attempts to spout creationist nonsense at LGF, and you're lashing 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692226 30897 960 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 12:42:14pm  
 



<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692367 30897 968 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 1:06:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/965/5692295" target=_blank>#965</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<P>It's kind of amusing to watch you try to pump yourself up as a paragon of 
intelligence and wondrous logic, all while you're promoting a medievalist, anti-
science, reality-denying viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692398 30897 970 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 1:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/969/5692385" target=_blank>#969</A> Moe Katz</EM></P> 
<P>You've psychologically damaged me with your comments and your negative dings. 
I'm not sure I'll ever recover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692421 30897 974 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 1:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/973/5692408" target=_blank>#973</A> 
Clubbeaux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's about the level of intellectual ability I expected in reply. Label 
instead of engage, throw in at least two or three insults and, whatever you do, 
studiously ignore the main point of what was said.</P> 
<P>Now go and deliberately lie about some more things Michael Medved says for 
the amusement of your fawning disciples here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, you've lost your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05692506 30897 976 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 1:31:35pm  
 
<P>My goodness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05693758 30897 1027 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 5:20:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1015/5693622" target=_blank>#1015</A> 
LemonJoose</EM></P> 
<P>"What is not true" == "falsehoods".</P> 
<P>Therefore, "it tells you what is not true" == "it tells you falsehoods".</P> 
<P>I didn't twist his words, or try to hide anything. The words are right there 
for you to read. It's not my fault that Medved's clumsy phrasing ended up 
revealing something he probably didn't intend to say. But what he DID say--
deliberately--is much more damaging to the Discovery Institute's agenda.</P> 
<P>He said, specifically, that intelligent design is not a theory, and it does 
not explain anything. The only thing this can possibly mean is that intelligent 
design is not science.</P> 
<P>But the Discovery Institute DOES, very explicitly, say that their religious 
agenda IS a scientific theory, over and over. Here's their FAQ page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.discovery.org/csc/topQuestions.php#questionsAboutIntelligentDes
ign" target=_blank>www.discovery.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05693777 30897 1028 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 5:24:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1015/5693622" target=_blank>#1015</A> 
LemonJoose</EM></P> 
<P>Another point. Regarding this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I myself believe that the evidence supporting evolution strongly 
outweighs the evidence supporting intelligent design...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that there is NO evidence supporting intelligent design. It's 
inherently unprovable and unfalsifiable, because it's a religious agenda -- not 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05693900 30897 1032 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 5:45:18pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'd really love to have the power to sic a gang of bullying, 
fawning disciples on my enemies, just by clicking a little red minus button.</P> 
<P>Man. That would be cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694561 30897 1061 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:45:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1060/5694554" target=_blank>#1060</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what the Discovery Institute claims, but I would suggest that an 
ID perspective would predict that "junk DNA" will turn out to have vital 
functions and not be junk at all.</P> 
<P>- sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really think that you're fooling people with this 
stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694816 30897 1071 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1070/5694797" target=_blank>#1070</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>I guess you do think you're fooling people by spouting this kind of 
scientific-sounding nonsense.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, you claimed to know of some scientific papers that were excluded 
from peer review by the Darwinian Gestapo. We're still waiting for you to back 
up that claim, and you're still ignoring the requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694846 30897 1073 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:41:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1053/5694453" target=_blank>#1053</A> Moe 
Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And are you implying that American Jewess and I are <EM>enemies</EM>, 
Charles? Good heavens, why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694933 30897 1083 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:00:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1081/5694919" target=_blank>#1081</A> jaunte</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You made the statement that some ID papers had been "undeservedly" excluded 
from peer review. It was a specific claim. If you can't support the assertion 
with evidence of these papers, say so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no such papers. This claim is another falsehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694988 30897 1089 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:09:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1087/5694977" target=_blank>#1087</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that "Spar Kling" wouldn't know "peer reviewed 
literature" if it jumped out of the bushes and gave him a 
wedgie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695080 30897 1101 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:25:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1098/5695063" target=_blank>#1098</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>We're still waiting for you to list those "peer reviewed papers" that were 
suppressed by the Evilutionist Establishment.</P> 
<P>Apparently you think people are just going to forget that you lied about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697326 30897 1163 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 11:13:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1160/5696940" target=_blank>#1160</A> Moe 
Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just saying a guided evolution position, which is pretty well 
unfalsifiable, can handle this sort of fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For an "evolutionist," you sure are eager to defend creationism.</P> 
<P>And with this comment you've revealed that you don't know what "falsifiable" 
means. A rather odd blind spot for an "evolutionist" to have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697948 30897 1168 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 12:57:48pm  
 
<P>I couldn't care less about "exposing" you as a creationist. I'm just pointing 
out the discordant notes in your defenses of creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698113 30897 1172 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 1:30:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1169/5697962" target=_blank>#1169</A> Moe 
Katz</EM></P> 
<P>This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just saying a guided evolution position, which is pretty well 
unfalsifiable, can handle this sort of fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the "guided evolution" position is "unfalsifiable," that means, by 
definition, that it does not and cannot handle any sort of fact, and it cannot 
be used in any kind of scientific context.</P> 
<P>You wrote the exact opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05700260 30897 1175 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1174/5700255" target=_blank>#1174</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My original point was that the peer-review process, though desirable and 
necessary is flawed and prejudicial. Using several examples, I clearly 
demonstrated my point. I also posed a challenge to talk to any professor 
involved in publishing to see whether they would agree or disagree with my 
assertion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, you don't know of any peer reviewed papers that were 
suppressed. That's called lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700262 30897 1176 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:36:30pm  
 
<P>"Revolution Against Evolution."</P> 
<P>Now there's a reputable source. Seriously, do you think you're dealing with 
idiots?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688329 30899 16 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 5:47:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/5688324" target=_blank>#14</A> really grumpy big 
dog Johnson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do us a favor. Please list the names of the newbies so that we can 
properly greet them into the community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. That's not a bad idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688362 30899 34 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 5:52:36pm  
 
<P>Now that I've pissed off almost everyone, left and right, I'm sure there will 
be some sock puppets and disgruntled me-haters in the batch. Publishing the 
hatchlings' usernames may help the monitor lizards, Stinky, and me. I like 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688378 30899 44 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 5:54:48pm  
 
<P>Edging up on 50 hatchlings...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688612 30899 226 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 6:24:59pm  
 
<P>And now, the list:</P> 
<P>lvcretivsmarkosag2003MarkWillarddearGodWetCoastpruneskijdericdonderoLastRickr
eddragonSully33Jurassic 
SlappassLadylincolnNotakooknissaneclassicLibsfasu77jimcameoFresnoBobBill 
DupraynewtronictexasrichDavid RickeldeesterMcosterhubprasadeanoMary 
MugglebinetsuBillDuprayBuck Farackmarioworld5BurgieZach456pandaJon 
DoearchrikerLT Nixonjpkalishekcdn4freedomdonkeyrockMontrealGuyquiller 
LCcgrowkellymacadamwDangling_DaveSoldier_BoyohiozoomieDMKenbodmcmainemonalissaJa
cksonTnluxiegeniebushermyfathersdaughterparmaPrinceOfEgyptWF 
BachKafirus_MaximusdaedalusShlomziestressedmjszantocanada4freedomCimbrianunclelo



ojetmr. wolfcambronneborn conservativesamadumimLord_BaltimoreChicagoKevTruth Be 
ToldLemonrsgill1978RighTexanAquaductdonlvyermolayRed 
Cloudred131Rapahel_AngelelvfLawriorbnmarshallcrimesharkCreeping 
TyrannytekisuiPiratejacRtDogMrPaulRevereDoniel 
HillelMsSmithrkuhlen</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688913 30899 437 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 7:08:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/5688773" target=_blank>#356</A> WF BACH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Umm, my opening comment is a question: Are the logins case 
sensitive?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The username is not case-sensitive, but the password is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05688898 30900 60 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 7:05:45pm  
 
<P>Many of these "protesters" are only in it for the nookie. Stinking like a 
dead skunk completely ruins the mood.</P> 
<P>This is a genius move.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05689311 30902 5 Charles Sun, Aug 10, 2008 8:54:58pm  
 
<P>John Edwards?</P> 
<P>OK, maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691136 30905 218 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:43:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/5691124" target=_blank>#208</A> Saif al 
Kufr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree with the characterization of the Russia Blog post reading like "a 
press release out of the Kremlin." I find the arguments in the post to be 
reasonable and well-defended by evidence. A major reason I enjoy reading LGF 
posts is that Charles goes for the substance of his ideological opponents' 
arguments instead of resorting to ad hominem. It is unfortunate that that is not 
the case here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very good reason why the Russia Blog reads like propaganda straight 
from the Kremlin:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://larussophobe.wordpress.com/2006/09/05/the-further-
misadventures-of-screwball-yuri-mamchur-neo-soviet-con-man/" 
target=_blank>larussophobe.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05691412 30905 465 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 10:35:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/5691300" target=_blank>#359</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know this will place me in a very small minority, and at odds with Charles, 
but could Charles (and most of our) disdain for the Discovery Institutes stance 
on evolution be clouding our judgement of their stance on this 
conflict?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05693794 30908 226 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 5:27:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/5693782" target=_blank>#225</A> crow</EM></P> 
<P>Why are you spreading this kind of crap at LGF, when I've specifically told 
you it isn't welcome?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05693841 30908 227 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 5:35:30pm  
 
<P>I've deleted your post, and if you post anything like that again your account 
will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695240 30908 234 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:52:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/5695235" target=_blank>#233</A> JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what if the birth certificate appearing all over the web is 
fake?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694280 30912 15 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 6:50:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/5694276" target=_blank>#13</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I the only one who feels a little queasy about searching for facts about 
this conflict at two sources from the "Discovery Institute" and "La 
Russophobe"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694334 30912 42 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:02:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/5694303" target=_blank>#26</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DI is out of whack with Reality, I've been reading papers in the region and 
find Yuri to be slimey to the extreme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the slime factor is off the charts. The Discovery Institute is very 
connected with Russia Today, the Kremlin's propaganda TV 
network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694351 30912 57 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:07:38pm  
 
<P>A thought experiment: suppose you're a country that's opposed to democracy, 
and you want to subvert the US by damaging the education system and devaluing 
scientific knowledge. Might it be to your benefit to support an organization 
that promotes a pseudo-scientific hoax that will destroy America's advantage in 
the biological sciences?</P> 
<P>Discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694395 30912 85 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/5694385" target=_blank>#77</A> Palandine</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the current crop of fascists has enough finesse to pull off a 
conspiracy like that. At most, some fascist appartchik has convinced Disco that 
Mother Russia is a traditionalist Christian land holding the line 
against...something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly disagree that they don't have the finesse or the motivation to do 
something like this. Vladimir Putin learned everything he knows about governing 
at the knee of Mother Russia.</P> 
<P>(By which I mean the KGB, if it wasn't obvious.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694420 30912 102 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:21:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/5694405" target=_blank>#92</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be a pretty far reaching (in time) strategic plan, if indeed it 
exists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. A small investment of money, comparatively speaking, and a 
few people in the right places is all it would take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694464 30912 131 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/5694456" target=_blank>#126</A> 
Palandine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but those are identifiably left-wing causes. What I don't get is that 
one thinks of creationism as a right-wing cause.</P> 
<P>I simply don't understand why Disco has a crush on Russia. Still, I reckon 
things may become clearer as the Russia blog progresses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do a search at La Russophobe for "Russia Blog." You might be surprised by 
what you read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694473 30912 137 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:31:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/5694465" target=_blank>#132</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel like I'm witnessing the birth of an all-new conspiracy theory, this 
evening.</P> 
<P>Just so we're clear: The Russians, in an effort to lash out against America, 
decided that the way to do it is through a marginal religious outfit that has 
zero standing in the scientific community, by funding their efforts in hopes 
that students will <EM>grow up</EM> to be bad scientists a generation from 
now?</P> 
<P>Come on, guys. Is that really what you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you so eager to defend the Discovery Institute? This is not the first 
time you've done it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694490 30912 150 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:34:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/5694469" target=_blank>#133</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If any political construct is expert at rot from the inside out, it would 
certainly be Russia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If the events of the past few days have told us anything, it's that the Cold 
War never really ended. I'm not saying that my little thought experiment is the 
reality. But if you don't think Russia is capable of this kind of subterfuge, 
you simply haven't been paying attention for the last 60 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694541 30912 184 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/5694532" target=_blank>#177</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?</P> 
<P>I have no defense for the Discovery Institute because I haven't the faintest 
clue who they are, beyond what I've read here. And from what I've read here, 
they sound like a pack of absolute morons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's very clear that you "haven't the faintest clue" about this 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694565 30912 204 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:46:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/5694557" target=_blank>#197</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well hey, go for it Charles. Insults might win the day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- unlike you, I've never really been able to get that passive 
aggressive thing down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694600 30912 232 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:51:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/5694598" target=_blank>#230</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694605 30912 237 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 7:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/5694599" target=_blank>#231</A> 
Palandine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find the Disco Institute's alliance with fascist Russia alarming and 
confusing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should also be alarmed at their alliances with Turkish Islamic 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694677 30912 304 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:08:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/5694656" target=_blank>#285</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I go back to the Gallup poll that I have reference frequently, which shows 
that America's opinions on evolution has remain basically unchanged for over 2 
decades.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's exactly what my thought experiment is based upon. The polls show 
that a large percentage of Americans <EM>already</EM> believe in creationism and 
reject the science of evolution. Propaganda and subversion are games of inches. 
Just a little more pushing in the anti-science direction -- a small investment 



of money and resources -- might yield large benefits when the ground is already 
this fertile.</P> 
<P>Again, I'm not saying this is a fact. There's no way to know that, and I 
don't claim to know. I just find it very curious that a blog run by the 
Discovery Institute also happens to be pushing Russian propaganda, and I'm 
raising some possible reasons why that might be the case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694760 30912 378 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/5694746" target=_blank>#364</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, here is my counter-conjecture: The Real Russia Project (and its offspring 
such as the Russia Blog) is an attempt by the DI to establish credibility for 
itself within the political/intellectual elites in the US (and perhaps other 
Western nations.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the links I posted above, however, there appears to be much more 
going on; the director of Russia Blog is highly connected with the Russian 
apparatus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694886 30912 481 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:50:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/5694881" target=_blank>#478</A> pat</EM></P> 
<P>I don't really want to get into it, but this isn't true. Several of the 
people who post there have sent me creepy hate mail. Recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05694892 30912 486 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 8:51:28pm  
 
<P>And of course, they're reading this and will promptly go into paroxysms of 
outrage and hate now that I mentioned them.</P> 
<P>This is my world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695105 30912 616 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:29:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/5695095" target=_blank>#607</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kim Zigfeld of La Russophobe and Publius Pundit has found some <A 
href="http://www.publiuspundit.com/wp/index.php/?p=3183" 
target=_blank>interesting</A> connections between DI's Real Russia Project and 
Russia Today.</P> 
<P>There's a lot of smoke here folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent. That will be a post tomorrow, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695256 30912 704 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:56:07pm  
 
<P>Can we please not fill up another thread with personal bickering? It's 
extremely tiresome, and very distracting from the topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695262 30912 708 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:57:16pm  
 



<P>And by the way, when I say "please," I mean that if it continues I'll just 
shut down commenting entirely until people cool down and get over 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696953 30912 766 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:40:29am  
 
<P>Wow. Pro-Russian propaganda at LGF. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697057 30912 768 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:13:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/5696126" target=_blank>#760</A> Saif al 
Kufr</EM></P> 
<P>The BBC is "unbiased?"</P> 
<P>Surely you jest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697083 30912 770 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:19:40am  
 
<P>It's really disturbing to me that there are people who post at LGF who are on 
the side of Russia in this conflict.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697091 30912 772 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:22:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/771/5697086" target=_blank>#771</A> Captain 
Faris</EM></P> 
<P>What you're calling "slander" is well-sourced. It isn't "slander" if it's 
true.</P> 
<P>And yes, I do think it's very revealing that the anti-evolution Discovery 
Institute is also in bed with Russia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697244 30912 778 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:57:55am  
 
<P>Georgia is an ally of the United States, and they have put their soldiers' 
lives on the line to help us in Iraq while many other nations were bailing 
out.</P> 
<P>Are they a perfect democracy? Of course not. But they are a friend of the 
United States, and it's sad and disturbing to see people at LGF who refuse to 
see that, and make excuses for Russia's actions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697579 30912 782 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 12:00:59pm  
 
<P>I've given La Russophobe (Kim Zigfeld) an LGF account so he can personally 
respond to the bashing he's receiving in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698135 30912 788 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 1:34:21pm  
 
<P>It's very curious that the people bashing Kim Zigfeld for that "Top 10" list 
have quoted the points completely out of context, omitting all the links and 
explanations. It must have taken some work to strip out all of the context and 
edit it down like that.</P> 



<P>You might almost think they're deliberately trying to create a false 
impression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698720 30912 807 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:03:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/5698642" target=_blank>#805</A> Captain 
Faris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a blogger has to resort to accusing people of having friends who 
distrust Darwinists you know the blogger is being emotional.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did no such thing. I simply pointed out that this blog is affiliated with 
the anti-evolution Discovery Institute, and this is absolutely 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698895 30912 810 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:37:25pm  
 
<P>Please note: if the "Russia Blog" doesn't want to be associated with 
creationists, maybe they shouldn't have the Discovery Institute's logo at the 
top of their blog. It's a little hard to argue "guilt by association" with that 
logo up there staring everyone in the face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700009 30912 814 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/5699890" target=_blank>#812</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kim Zigfeld of La Russophobe and Publius Pundit has found some <A 
href="http://www.publiuspundit.com/wp/index.php/?p=3183" 
target=_blank>interesting</A> connections between DI's Real Russia Project and 
Russia Today.</P> 
<P>Did any of the thread derailers (the ones who want to focus on the top 10 
lis) actually fact check any of the above info at La Russophobe?</P> 
<P>From what I've found out so far, it's all true and it's pretty damning.So, we 
can whine about whether Russian cooking is wretched all night or we can start 
trying to find out more about DI's Russian Propaganda Machine. I am going to be 
doing the latter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've been checking into this stuff and it does indeed seem to be 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05701555 30912 822 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:33:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/816/5700557" target=_blank>#816</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure swing your Intel Analyst creds around.You made sure to include it in 
your Amazon review titled:"Another Tantrum by a Darwinist"</P> 
<P>Problem is it doesn't matter around here so much what your creds are but more 
important whether or not you bring facts to the table.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha. Suddenly things fall into place. "Captain Faris" is a creationist.</P> 
<P>Here's the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/review/product/067001883X?filterBy=addOneStar" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05701585 30912 823 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:36:37am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer is right, by the way -- you can't read anything into a "lack 
of denunciation." I get accused of that all the time -- I didn't condemn this or 
that, but I did condemn something else, and so that proves I support the thing I 
didn't condemn. It's a logical fallacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05701624 30912 824 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:41:21am  
 
<P>And here's a very interesting comment in response to "Captain Faris's" review 
of Ken Miller's book:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/review/R1NO8RLG3KQ34I/ref=cm_cr_pr_cmt?%5Fencoding=U
TF8&amp;ASIN=067001883X" target=_blank>Amazon.com: Captain Faris' review of Only 
a Theory: Evolution and the Battle fo...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I didn't know better, I'd think you were a retired agent who had worked 
for either the former Soviet Union KGB, or the United Kingdom's MI 5. I guess 
the Pentagon's recruitment standards have lapsed a bit, since they hired someone 
with your rather inane reasoning abilities. If you are really a retired 
intelligence analyst, then I agree with David: "You should be able to assess the 
evidence dispassionately. Would you care to discuss 
it?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05704876 30912 904 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 5:13:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/5704836" target=_blank>#902</A> A. van 
Hilten</EM></P> 
<P>Folks, please. In 2006, I was linking to Fjordman's essays with the same kind 
of approval. And I think I linked to Brussels Journal a few times as well.</P> 
<P>Things change and people's opinions change. Mine certainly did. It's not fair 
to dig up old posts by Thanos like this, when you can find exactly the same kind 
of stuff here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695056 30913 40 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:22:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/5695007" target=_blank>#29</A> Jonathan 
Hohensee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the longest time I had taken LGF off my RSS feed (sorry)</P> 
<P>Posts like this make me feel really, really, really guilty for doing 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ye of little faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05695061 30913 41 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:23:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/5694976" target=_blank>#20</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know a single person who is a biblical literalist like that guy was 
singing about. I bet he doesn't either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could name at least a dozen people who have commented at LGF who are 
exactly the kind of Biblical literalists he's singing about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05695189 30913 63 Charles Mon, Aug 11, 2008 9:43:25pm  
 
<P><A href="http://answersingenesis.org/" target=_blank>Biblical literalists 
galore.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696574 30913 112 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:39:30am  
 
<P>Not more whining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696587 30913 113 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:42:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/5696495" target=_blank>#106</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't a tea party. We're not here to sit with our ankles crossed, 
admiring the garden with our pinkies out. This is essentially a private "salon" 
where we are free (thank you!) to hash these things out. Everyone who comes here 
should be ready, willing and able to defend their philosophy.</P> 
<P>You may not think it polite, but ridicule of ideas is an essential aspect of 
the progress of this country from it's very beginnings starting with King 
George.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696596 30913 114 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:45:41am  
 
<P>Note: people who post angry messages about how insulted they feel, and how 
they're never coming back, will have their accounts blocked. This is necessary 
because many times these people simply can't resist coming back and being 
insulting and nasty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696613 30913 115 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:48:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/5695818" target=_blank>#92</A> American Jewess In 
Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then let their self-ridicule speak for itself; say nothing and preserve your 
own dignity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do not have the right to demand that other people stop discussing these 
issues. If it makes you so uncomfortable that you just want everyone to stop 
talking about it, don't read these threads. Because we are NOT going to stop 
discussing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696770 30913 122 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:11:20am  
 
<P>Comments that tell me not to post about evolution at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696867 30913 123 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:21:39am  
 
<P>It's going to be much harder for me to criticize left-wingers for whining 
about their hurt feelings, and for trying to shut down discussion of 



uncomfortable issues, now that it's become obvious they don't have a monopoly on 
this kind of emotional blackmail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696912 30913 125 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/5696895" target=_blank>#124</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<P>I thought the video was funny. But that's just how evil I am, I 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697111 30915 146 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:26:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/5697104" target=_blank>#145</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<P>Is there anything that Obama could do (or not do) that you wouldn't try to 
spin away and excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697129 30915 150 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:31:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/5697127" target=_blank>#149</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, but most of those that get posted here seem pretty dismissable. By 
the way, did you know that both McCain and GWB issued calls for UN resolutions 
yesterday, which you mocked Obama for doing? Will there be a correction to the 
record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a link for that? I'm certainly not going to post anything based 
on <EM>your</EM> word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697204 30915 167 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/5697169" target=_blank>#160</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<P>Try again. McCain pointed out that Russia has veto power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697283 30915 187 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 11:05:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/5697231" target=_blank>#174</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really think Obama doesn't know that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696797 30916 23 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:13:53am  
 
<P>"We are all Georgians."</P> 
<P>Except for the Discovery Institute, that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05696998 30917 32 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:53:43am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/5696988" target=_blank>#27</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I lost Morris when he started equating the administration in its efforts to 
get support for the war with the Iranian fauxtography. The pictures Colin Powell 
relied on weren't intended to mislead. The labels were based on the best 
available information at that time. That information was, unfortunately, wrong. 
But that doesn't prove the administration's bad faith as Morris seems to be 
doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't read it that way. He was pointing out that even in photos that are 
NOT faked, the captions influence and determine how we see the picture. And it's 
indisputably true that those particular captions were not 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697046 30917 56 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:11:21am  
 
<P>Here's some typical muddled thinking, from the comments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I could have very well done without the seeming constant and uncritical 
demonizing of ’sworn enemies’ (Iran).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The constant chanting of "Death to America" seems to indicate a sworn enemy 
to me. But what do I know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697052 30917 59 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:12:16am  
 
<P>"Gadfly" means "one who provokes others into action by criticizing."</P> 
<P>I'm OK with that description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697118 30917 95 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 10:28:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/5697109" target=_blank>#90</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>For the Record, were you accurately quoted in the article?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698235 30917 148 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 2:00:44pm  
 
<P>Thank you for the nice words, everyone. I know I have New York Times cooties 
all over me now, but they don't bite much.</P> 
<P>I thought Errol Morris's article was very good, actually. This is the kind of 
stuff the New York Times should do more of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05697396 30919 3 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 11:31:16am  
 
<P>Pro-fascists and creationists bashing me at Digg.com:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/2008_us_elections/Obama_Birth_Certificate_Links_Not_Welcom
e" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just call me Joey Stalin!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05697553 30919 55 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 11:56:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/5697519" target=_blank>#49</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, talk about your history revisionists. I was here for that little dust up 
and this is not even near what I remember.</P> 
<P>"Here's a short history of CJ/LGF sellouts: Charles Johnson's leftward tack 
began when CJ felt slighted at some antiterror confab in Europe; after that, he 
combined his ignorance of European politics and his personal animosity towards 
The Baron from Gates of Vienna by excoriating that site for months, accusing 
them of racism and other trumped-up charges."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's the typical insanely hateful dishonesty you always see from those 
fascist supporters.</P> 
<P>The good thing about moronic comments like that is that they probably induce 
massive cognitive dissonance among the leftist loons who dominate 
Digg.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698156 30921 222 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 1:37:57pm  
 
<P>If you haven't seen it yet, "La Russophobe" (Kim Zigfeld) is answering the 
pro-Russian commenters who have been misrepresenting his (her?) posts about the 
Discovery Institute's Russia Blog, in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30912_The_Discovery_Institutes_Pro
-Russian_Agenda/comments/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698912 30922 307 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:39:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/5698882" target=_blank>#297</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta</P> 
<P>"You are a spreader of distortions and outright lies to claim hitler got his 
idea for the "final solution" from Darwin."</P> 
<P>I didn't say final solution, I said master race ideology. You are the one 
distorting.</P> 
<P>I think it is obvious , and many others do too, that the eugenics movement 
was based on Darwin's theory of survival of the fittest and its logical 
conclusion was Hitler's ideology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. It's a creationist talking point, and they'll keep 
repeating it until they're blue in the face.</P> 
<P>It's very important for these people to demonize the teaching of evolution, 
and what better way to demonize something than to link it to Hitler?</P> 
<P>This tactic is identical to the Hitler-mongering of the left wing, and just 
as dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698937 30922 315 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:46:58pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the leftists at Fark.com are linking LGF to Hitler right now, 
as if to prove my point.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3798936" 
target=_blank>forums.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05698972 30922 327 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/5698950" target=_blank>#320</A> Eric Cartman's 
Conscience</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for the nice words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05698977 30922 330 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 5:56:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/5698973" target=_blank>#328</A> 
slartybartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Late German Facists"? Wasn't that the caption to the Charles + Eva Braun 
photo hack?</P> 
<P>Unbelievable...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy who posted that posts it in every single Fark.com thread that links 
to LGF. I suspect he's the author.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699608 30922 381 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:41:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/5699581" target=_blank>#379</A> 
ubercheesehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as we are linking to the Sneer Review, how about this <A 
href="http://sneerreview.blogspot.com/2008/05/dunkin-wingnuts.html" 
target=_blank>one.</A></P> 
<P>Lovely company you are keeping here, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I do let creationists like you post here, don't I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699732 30922 387 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:59:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/5699725" target=_blank>#386</A> drmark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess the discovery institute must have written this history of the 
MODERNEugenics movement for wikipedia...[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugenics" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699737 30922 388 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:00:27pm  
 
<P>Creationists really have no shame at all. They'll keep posting the same 
discredited points over and over and over, as if they're brand new every 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699855 30922 392 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/5699831" target=_blank>#390</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are like the leftists, thinking if you repeat a lie often enough it will 
somehow become truth. That used to almost work in the days when media wasn't so 
open and interactive.</P> 



<P>So back to your caves paleopropagandists, your juju lost it's 
power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're like leftists in an amazing number of ways:</P> 
<P>1. Complaining about being victimized and persecuted.</P> 
<P>2. Rewriting history.</P> 
<P>3. Refusing to acknowledge reality.</P> 
<P>4. Ignoring reasoned rebuttals.</P> 
<P>5. Imagining giant conspiracies devoted to keeping them down.</P> 
<P>I'm sure you can come up with more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699913 30922 399 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:24:14pm  
 
<P>Waaah! You're persecuting me! Waah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699930 30922 403 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:26:12pm  
 
<P>Can you tell that I'm beginning to be well and truly fed up with the whining? 
Is it obvious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699973 30922 413 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:31:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/5699960" target=_blank>#411</A> drmark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not a victim... Just describing my observations as a 
scientist...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, excuse me. I didn't realize we were in the presence of a scientist. 
Which field of scientific research are you involved with?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700182 30922 461 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/5700169" target=_blank>#454</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey. I just got my copies of Only a Theory and Your Inner Fish from Amazon 
today. So much to read. So little time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finished 'Only a Theory' yesterday, and I'm thinking of writing a review, 
something I usually have to be tortured into doing. It's a great book.</P> 
<P>'Your Inner Fish' is next on the stack -- well, right after Victor Gischler's 
'Go Go Girls of the Apocalypse,' that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699631 30924 417 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:45:47pm  
 
<P>Now I have people emailing me demanding that I stop posting about Daily 
Kos.</P> 
<P>Sheesh. When did it become OK to tell blog owners what to post and not to 
post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699693 30924 431 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:53:56pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05699695 30924 433 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:54:28pm  
 
<P>Right. It's horribly boring. That's why there are 430+ comments for this 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699953 30924 453 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:28:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/5699940" target=_blank>#452</A> 
cincinnati_kid37</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do what you want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, thanks for giving me permission to post what I want on the blog that I 
pay for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700047 30924 463 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:41:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/5700035" target=_blank>#461</A> 
cincinnati_kid37</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want input why allow comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know. I guess I'm just bored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699555 30925 7 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/5699544" target=_blank>#2</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying that the dead guy with the cyanide was a Somali Christian - - 
or that he was <EM>threatening</EM> Christians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Threatening Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699568 30925 11 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:34:13pm  
 
<P>It's a comment for a blog post. The blog post was asking what happened to a 
Somali Christian blog that suddenly stopped being active.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699641 30925 56 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 7:47:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/5699635" target=_blank>#52</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So this guy was not a creationist? Whew.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he was a Somali Muslim, he probably was a creationist.</P> 
<P>Sorry to blunt your snark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699760 30925 144 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:04:33pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of turning LGF into a cat blog. That way no one will ever be 
offended again, and no one will suffer psychological damage, or demand that I 
stop posting cute kittty pictures.</P> 
<P>That sounds kind of cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05699777 30925 159 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:06:11pm  
 
<P>OK, so how about a cat-dog blog? Work with me here, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05699794 30925 176 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/5699786" target=_blank>#168</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just dinged Charles down. Is that bad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm suffering incredibly damaging psychological torment because of that. You 
really hate me, don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700101 30925 409 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 8:52:50pm  
 
<P>I guess it's going to be one of those weeks. Now we have people posting links 
praising Meir Kahane, who started the terrorist group Kach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05700165 30925 437 Charles Tue, Aug 12, 2008 9:05:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/5700154" target=_blank>#429</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where? Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a spinoff link, it's now deleted, and from now on if anyone posts 
links praising Kahane or Kach it is cause for immediate banning with no 
appeal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05701639 30927 167 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:42:45am  
 
<P>And by the way, there is something very fishy going on in the last Discovery 
Institute thread. We seem to have picked up some relentless apologists for 
Russia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30912_The_Discovery_Institutes_Pro
-Russian_Agenda" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05701894 30929 11 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:17:35am  
 
<P>And speaking of Russian propaganda, there's something very fishy going on in 
this thread about the Discovery Institute's collaboration with Russia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30912_The_Discovery_Institutes_Pro
-Russian_Agenda/comments" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702229 30930 161 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:09:01am  
 
<P>I am being barraged with emails attacking "La Russophobe," by the way, and 
screaming that I'm being unfair to the Discovery Institute. They're angry and 
raging that I've posted La Russophobe's article connecting the DI's Russia Blog 
with the "Russia Today" propaganda channel.</P> 



<P>There's something very very stinky going on here. They may think they're 
going to intimidate me into shying away from the topic with these tactics, but 
it's achieving exactly the opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702260 30930 190 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:15:05am  
 
<P>Look at what's going on at the DI's Russia Blog -- a non-stop flood of pro-
Russian propaganda.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.russiablog.org/" 
target=_blank>www.russiablog.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702287 30930 213 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:19:47am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, as the world teeters on the brink of war, Fox News is pushing 
their non-stop coverage of Caylee Anthony.</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702378 30930 298 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:34:59am  
 
<P><A href="http://lrtranslations.blogspot.com/2007/02/commissars-of-
internet.html" target=_blank>LR Translations: Commissars of the 
Internet</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702451 30930 365 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:43:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/5702408" target=_blank>#326</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, This is one reason I keep asking for flags. If we could click on 
someone's profile and see the country they are coming from it would be helpful. 
Since the most common flags need only be stored in cache it shouldn't be too 
much of a suck of sys resources to put a small flag gif on profiles. Yeah there 
are ways to defeat that, but it would be helpful I think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a good idea, and I've considered it, but maintaining a database of IP-
to-country mappings would be a real headache. And it's not infallible -- there 
would inevitably be some false results, and that could lead to serious 
misunderstandings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05702631 30931 21 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 11:06:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/5702621" target=_blank>#16</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully the attacker, vehicle and maybe even license plate were caught on 
video, and he can be apprehended quickly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've already caught him, after a 25-mile car chase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703138 30932 47 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 12:18:58pm  
 
<P>An email just received:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Maybe it's time you apologized to Pat Buchanan. His new book basically called 
this conflict before it happened. It also relates perfectly back to the mistakes 
that were made in the run-up to WWII, showing how history has a tendency to 
repeat itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hell will freeze over before I "apologize" to Pat Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703161 30932 59 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 12:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/5703140" target=_blank>#49</A> Abu Lahab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, could you please provide any more info on this. I can not find 
anything on this subject on any major news agency (I'm in no way saying this can 
not be true).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most recent report I heard was from Steve Harrigan on Fox News. He's the 
source for the "15 miles from Tbilisi" report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703199 30932 87 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 12:26:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/5703191" target=_blank>#80</A> Abu Lahab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you so much! I can't watch that unfortunately. I hope this turns out to 
be untrue. I can not imagine what will happen if they enter the 
capital.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true. Harrigan is on the ground in Georgia and personally witnessed the 
Russian military's advance on Tbilisi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703436 30932 288 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 12:57:14pm  
 
<P>Fox News is now running an interview with a pair of Russian propagandists. 
One of them is a 12-year old girl.</P> 
<P>I don't believe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703444 30932 294 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 12:58:03pm  
 
<P>This little girl was very obviously told to say this stuff. 
Sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703476 30932 320 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 1:01:36pm  
 
<P>Fox News just got played, big time. They put this 12-year old girl and her 
aunt on the air to talk about their experiences, and they promptly used their 
time to spout pro-Russian, anti-Georgian propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703925 30934 12 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 1:55:42pm  
 
<P>Also -- Kristol said John McCain is likely to pick a pro-choice VP; he's told 
a Weekly Standard writer that "pro-life" will not be a litmus test for his veep 
pick.</P> 
<P>Which puts both Joe Lieberman and Tom Ridge in the running...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05703931 30934 15 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 1:56:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/5703919" target=_blank>#10</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But since he plays a central role in the Dem conspiracy theory about Bushco's 
2003 "lies" to get us into Iraq, will Powell be booed? Or will they instantly 
forget their lambasting of him and accept him with open arms now that he has 
switched sides?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instantly forget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703967 30934 25 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 2:00:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/5703955" target=_blank>#20</A> JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://freeandindependent.wordpress.com/2008/08/11/russians-
move-2-ss-21-medium-range-ballistic-missile-launchers-into-south-ossetia/" 
target=_blank>Russia moves NUKES into Ossentia</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very questionable source there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05703994 30934 38 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 2:02:38pm  
 
<P>Hang on with that nuke story. The source is a moonbat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05704082 30935 11 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 2:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5704059" target=_blank>#1</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've been getting emails from Russia advocates, sent to my "photo 
fraud" address, claiming the photos of the invasion and damage to Georgia are 
all fake, and telling me to write an exposé about it!</P> 
<P>Crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very serious propaganda effort going on. I've gotten some of those 
emails too, telling me to look at photos they say are faked or 
staged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05704345 30935 172 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 2:51:23pm  
 
<P>If you noticed a slowdown at LGF a few minutes ago, it's because a web 
crawler was going through our Georgia threads as fast as possible and 
downloading everything. Traced to somewhere in Texas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05704373 30935 195 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 2:57:17pm  
 
<P>Another crawler showed up. This one was in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05704710 30936 47 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 4:11:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/5704702" target=_blank>#42</A> thor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the User Agent of the robots?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All different. Most of them were masquerading as browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05704911 30937 14 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 5:22:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/5704889" target=_blank>#2</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all overblown, Charles! He said so Himself. Just keep focusing on His 
message of Hope and Change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a link for this? I couldn't find it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705135 30938 21 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 6:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/5705119" target=_blank>#10</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No joke, Maynard. I meant that these families and schools use specific 
programs and texts put out by different publishers. Does anyone know the name of 
the text and/or program.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're using books published by <A href="http://www.bjup.com/" 
target=_blank>Bob Jones University</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705223 30938 60 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 6:32:31pm  
 
<P>What's up with trying to divert this thread into other 
topics?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705244 30938 74 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 6:42:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/5705240" target=_blank>#71</A> Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, oh. Going OT seems to be on shaky ground, now. Be vewwwy careful. 
;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Sometimes it's pretty obvious what's going on, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705257 30938 85 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 6:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/5705250" target=_blank>#79</A> subguyss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went to a private Catholic HS for four years. We had Brothers who taught 
our theology classes. The Brothers made it a point that the numbers and stories 
written in the bible, particularly the Old Testament, were symbolic. Certain 
numbers were used to represent certain things the writers were trying to get 
across. The stories were not literal truth but symbolism to get a point 
through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I was taught in Catholic school. We seem to have taken 
more than a few steps backward in this country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705269 30938 97 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 6:49:34pm  
 



<P>WorldNetDaily's recent article on this case shows why I don't link to them. 
This is an incredibly dishonest summation, intended to drum up Christian 
outrage:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=69997" 
target=_blank>www.worldnetdaily.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705419 30938 227 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 7:36:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/5705360" target=_blank>#179</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corsi, while exposing Obama in his latest book is himself subject to further 
scrutiny. He's a <A href="http://screwloosechange.blogspot.com/2008/08/9-11-
truthers-book-debuts-at-1-on-ny.html" 
target=_blank>troofer</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know about the troofer angle, but it doesn't surprise me. He also 
ripped off a whole lot of material from LGF for his ludicrous, borderline 
illiterate book about Iran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705610 30938 384 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/5705548" target=_blank>#339</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that if "religious nuts" cannot run a private school according 
to their own lights, neither can "secular nuts."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, they can run their schools any way they like, and teach their students 
anything they like. Nobody is telling them otherwise.</P> 
<P>What they can't do: expect the state's university system to accept students 
that have been "educated" to believe in religious fanaticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705664 30938 415 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:38:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/5705636" target=_blank>#399</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's take the christian element out of this for just a second... now 
universities can deny ANY student because they don't approve of the textbooks 
used to educate the student.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You cannot take the Christian element out of this. These schools are teaching 
anti-science fundamentalist religious nonsense to their students and calling it 
science. That's why their accreditation was refused. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705691 30938 427 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/5705684" target=_blank>#424</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so, then... what is a science education supposed to teach a student?</P> 
<P>the scientific method?</P> 
<P>critical thinking?</P> 
<P>are those the important qualifiers?</P> 
<P>or is swallowing evolution hook, line, and sinker the qualification you're 
looking for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A science education is NOT supposed to teach a student that if the Bible 
conflicts with science, they should believe the Bible. That's explicitly what 
was being taught here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705705 30938 434 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/5705698" target=_blank>#430</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>did they learn kingdom, phylum, class?</P> 
<P>anatomy?</P> 
<P>mitosis vs. meiosis?</P> 
<P>the punnett square and mendel?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who prepared this book have tried consistently to put the Word of 
God first and science second...If...at any point God’s Word is not put first, 
the authors apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is unclear to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705722 30938 442 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/5705701" target=_blank>#432</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it bother you that your "gotcha" story is <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/a_nebraska.html" target=_blank>mostly 
bullshit</A>? Do you even care about facts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a talking point. They don't understand the issues, and they have no 
desire to understand the issues -- they just parrot the talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705733 30938 448 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:50:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/5705726" target=_blank>#443</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If a university accepts substandard students, it is remotely possible for a 
university to find its own accreditation in jeopardy. No school is obliged to 
accept academic records that it feels is substandard. Most will let their 
decisions be challenged, but don't be surprised to find they stand by their 
decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705765 30938 465 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 8:54:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/5705735" target=_blank>#449</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so, all things being equal, are you telling me you'd rather fund an 
illiterate's education at university rather than a child who had been taught 
from a creationist perspective?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say anything remotely like that?</P> 



<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705810 30938 480 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:02:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/5705799" target=_blank>#478</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Humans have genetic similarities with chimpanzees and gorillas, suggesting 
common ancestors.</P> 
<P>Neither assumption is likely accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what really bothers you, really really bothers you deep down in a place 
where reason cannot reach, is that you might be genetically related to a 
chimpanzee? Is that correct?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705859 30938 500 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/5705851" target=_blank>#495</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speciation observed in the fossil record is a joke. Bones looking like 
another proves nothing. I'd like you to send me a link to the "observed in 
nature and in the laboratory" part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not just admit that there's absolutely nothing anyone could ever show you 
that would change your mind, instead of demanding that people jump through hoops 
for you?</P> 
<P>Unless it's the hoop-jumping part that you're after.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705887 30938 515 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:17:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/514/5705885" target=_blank>#514</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More here...<A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-speciation.html" 
target=_blank>Observed Instances of Speciation</A>Why embarrass yourself by 
spewing easily debunked talking points? It just doesn't make sense. Why 
bother?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One reason why they bother: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Reconstructionism" 
target=_blank>Christian Reconstructionism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705927 30938 533 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:24:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/5705909" target=_blank>#523</A> Zoomie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am surprised at the delight expressed in seeing the government, by 
implication, crack down on private schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a completely distorted version of what happened here. No one "cracked 
down" on anything. The Christian schools very deliberately chose fundamentalist 
textbooks that specifically elevated Biblical literalism over science, and 
called it science. The UC board said, "if you're going to teach that, we're not 
going to accredit these classes."</P> 
<P>I do applaud this decision, and hope they never change this 
policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05705942 30938 538 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:27:10pm  
 
<P>Wow. They're coming out of the woodwork again tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705947 30938 540 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:28:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/5705935" target=_blank>#535</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As someone who's been there, done that as far as the intelligent 
design/creationism/evolution debate goes, I find it odd that a conservative, 
Christian-majority blog is so against Creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is absolutely nothing "conservative" about creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705960 30938 548 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:31:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/5705951" target=_blank>#542</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What really bothers me is the notion of anyone not accepting the gift of 
salvation and spending an eternity in Hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There it is. Believe in evolution and you'll burn in Hell for 
eternity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705967 30938 554 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/5705962" target=_blank>#550</A> 
blue_like_jazz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what you're saying is that anyone who isn't taught what the STATE wants them 
to know is justifiably discriminated against.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Please stop putting words in my mouth.</P> 
<P>The problem is this, and you're refusing to acknowledge it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who prepared this book have tried consistently to put the Word of 
God first and science second...If...at any point God’s Word is not put first, 
the authors apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05705985 30938 567 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:37:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/561/5705978" target=_blank>#561</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As it should be. Seems to me that many desire a Nanny State without even 
realizing it. How very sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right. And don't forget that creationists are not satisfied 
with teaching their own children this stuff. Their own children will already be 
fully indoctrinated.</P> 
<P>They want to force this on everyone else's children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706013 30938 584 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:42:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/5706003" target=_blank>#578</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I say this as a Christian. As a Christian I cannot help but be "pro Israel." 
To be alive at a point in history when the nation of Israel exists again is a 
gift from God I will always be thankful for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why is that? Because the existence of Israel means that we're in the "End 
of Days?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706017 30938 588 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/5706014" target=_blank>#585</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't threaten anyone with Hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true, you can't. You can just smugly assert that people who don't 
believe as you do will burn for eternity. No threat there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706018 30938 589 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:45:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/5706015" target=_blank>#586</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been in the "end of days", as you call it, since Jesus rose from the 
dead and left this planet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you answer my direct question with a direct answer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706043 30938 603 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 9:52:29pm  
 
<P>cslepage: are you a Dominionist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706097 30938 633 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/5706092" target=_blank>#632</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are the views of Gary Nash, the guy who decides what history curricula 
the UC system will accept as "correct."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Proof? Link? Or are we just supposed to take your word for 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706104 30938 637 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:05:36pm  
 
<P>And where does Gary Nash figure into ANY of this, by the way? His name is not 
even mentioned in any of the reports I've seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706122 30938 646 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:09:02pm  
 
<P>And now the pro-Russian creationist turns up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706133 30938 654 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:12:06pm  
 
<P>Check out "Captain Faris's" bogus review of Ken Miller's "Only a Theory:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/review/R1NO8RLG3KQ34I/ref=cm_cr_pr_cmt?%5Fencoding=U
TF8&amp;ASIN=067001883X" target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05706142 30938 661 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:14:34pm  
 
<P>Papists?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706150 30938 666 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:16:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/5706147" target=_blank>#664</A> cslepage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said you could only use free will in "the correct way." Clearly, by 
your rewriting of what I have said, it's possible to make poor 
decisions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then ... burn in Hell!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706165 30938 676 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:20:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/674/5706161" target=_blank>#674</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>666 -- you did it again. They surely think you are the antichrist 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean they didn't already? I guess I haven't been trying hard 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706169 30938 678 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:21:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/5706164" target=_blank>#675</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was not expressing my own views. I was expressing the views of Gary Nash, 
the chief arbiter of history standards for the UC admissions system. He's a 
regualr Ward Churchill and thinks natural science is a Eurocentric plot to 
destroy minorities. You know the spiel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already asked you for a link to prove this statement, and you ignored 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706194 30938 691 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:28:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/688/5706188" target=_blank>#688</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now defending themselves against accepting high school credits that could 
deservedly threaten their academic accreditation within the university system is 
being warped and twisted into an attack on private schools?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than that. The WorldNetDaily article shows you the propaganda 
angle that's being fed to fundamentalists -- it's being portrayed as a 
"persecution" of Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05706199 30938 696 Charles Wed, Aug 13, 2008 10:29:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/5706190" target=_blank>#689</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The man has a long track record of extreme anti-Americanism and hatred of 
"white" science and "racist" education.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the third time. Please post a link proving this assertion, so people can 
judge it for themselves instead of taking your obviously biased word for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708257 30938 830 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:41:15am  
 
<P>I urge anyone who thinks this front page article is worthwhile to hit the 
plus button at the lower left of the post. Creationists make a point of dinging 
down every post about evolution, and it drives them nuts to see these posts get 
positive scores.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708932 30938 832 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 12:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/758/5706527" target=_blank>#758</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd argue that there is. By definition conservatism denotes conserving 
something; what has been the tradition of the Christian faith since its 
inception.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, conservatism IS about conserving something -- but it's not about 
preserving ignorance and clinging to superstition while ignoring facts.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you think Jesus believed in evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This doesn't even make sense. Did Jesus believe in cell phones, traffic 
lights, MRIs, and microwave ovens? No? So does that mean we should "conserve," 
and stop believing in those things?</P> 
<P>Ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708950 30938 833 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 12:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/5706545" target=_blank>#760</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is evolution falsifiable? Can it be repeated? No, and no. Some scientific 
data can be construed to support it but by definition it's no more science than 
creation is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is 100% pure, unmitigated crap. Yes, evolution is falsifiable, and yes, 
it can be and has been repeated in the laboratory.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what's the problem supposed to be if children are taught that evolution 
may not have occurred?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would be teaching them to believe a falsehood. Go ahead and stunt your 
own children's intellectual growth with this garbage if you like, but you do not 
have the right to force it on other people's children.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess what, so do not a few of the world's leading scientists in various 
fields - it doesn't seem to affect their scientific ability.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one "leading scientist" who doesn't believe in evolution.</P> 
<P>I often wonder if people who post this kind of obviously false stuff really 
believe it, or if they're aware that they're lying but think it's OK in order to 
promote their beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709580 30938 836 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 2:20:53pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/834/5708985" target=_blank>#834</A> CLLRusso</EM></P> 
<P>Yay for ignorance!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710190 30938 843 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 5:21:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/839/5710057" target=_blank>#839</A> Captain 
Faris</EM></P> 
<P>Not just a pro-Russian creationist, I see. A pro-Russian "end times" 
creationist. It's a trifecta!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710206 30938 844 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 5:26:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/838/5710045" target=_blank>#838</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay: I ADMIT that I am a "blind faith" believer in 
Creationism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That clarifies things, thanks. So you're only demanding that people show you 
evidence of evolution in order to make them waste their time.</P> 
<P>That's what I thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710949 30938 854 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:24:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/853/5710906" target=_blank>#853</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bible constitutes superstition now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if you think every word of the Bible is literally true, that's 
superstition. Not even Pope Benedict believes the Bible is literally true.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And evolution is a fact, not a theory? Who knew.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, evolution is known as a "<A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/evolution-fact.html" 
target=_blank>scientific fact</A>" because it has stood up to every challenge 
for more than 150 years. Evolutionary biology has vastly enriched human 
knowledge, and resulted in a cascading series of scientific breakthroughs and 
medical marvels.</P> 
<P>Not that any of that matters to you, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710959 30938 856 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:28:05pm  
 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710972 30938 857 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:33:21pm  
 
<P>I knew what I'd find before I even started looking, but the "leading 
scientists" you're citing are creationist crackpots, of course, and their 
idiotic views have absolutely no support in the scientific 
community.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710976 30938 859 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:35:41pm  
 



<P>The computer program TERRA is not intended to "model the earth's mantle," 
it's a ludicrous and silly attempt to prove the Great Flood.</P> 
<P>Just pathetic beyond belief.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Baumgardner" target=_blank>John 
Baumgardner</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710981 30938 860 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:36:41pm  
 
<P>You're getting this stuff straight from the answersingenesis.org web site, 
obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05711020 30938 865 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/863/5711012" target=_blank>#863</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there really a need for the "pathetic?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in using the best word for the job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05711026 30938 869 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:52:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/866/5711021" target=_blank>#866</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<P>And now it's a "Creation Science" web site.</P> 
<P>I may have to rethink the word "pathetic." Seems inadequate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05712395 30938 948 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 8:55:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/939/5711454" target=_blank>#939</A> Reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough, the last few comments have been pretty convincing. Perhaps I 
made the mistake of assuming posters here were debating from the anti-
creationist viewpoint that most atheist/liberal etc people who I've had this 
discussion with, apparently a mistake.</P> 
<P>Argument conceded. Personally I'm still not prepared to write off literal 
creationism but I lose this debate soundly, it seems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saved your post to my favorites, so when you make the same arguments in the 
next evolution thread I'll be able to remind you of what you 
wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05712455 30938 949 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 9:05:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/927/5711369" target=_blank>#927</A> reuben</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure how "make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof" relates to not receiving credits for 
science classes because creation was not purged from the 
curriculum?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a blatant distortion of the facts in this case. The accreditation for 
these courses was refused because the textbooks from Bob Jones University are 
substandard. They explicitly say that they put the Bible first, above science, 
and they teach discredited, anti-science beliefs like "creationism."</P> 
<P>The University of California has a perfect right to maintain academic 
standards, and that's what they are doing -- in the face of yet another 



dishonest effort by creationists and the Discovery Institute to sneak their 
beliefs into schools and thereby gain a legitimacy they have not earned and do 
not deserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708129 30940 363 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:22:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/5708106" target=_blank>#355</A> 
KimZigfeld</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be asking too much for you to source your statement? If this report 
has been discredited, would you mind linking me to the material?</P> 
<P>Because, otherwise, I might just think you are a Kremlin stooge trying to put 
people off the scent.</P> 
<P>Surely you're not suggesting that Russia "wouldn't do" such a thing, are you? 
I believe that position was laid to rest along with many citizens of the 
Georgian city of Gori.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That report comes from raving leftist Amy Goodman and her radio show 
"Democracy Now." It's not impossible, no -- but the source in this case is 
highly questionable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708686 30940 481 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 11:39:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/5708529" target=_blank>#472</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe we could back this up and start again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds like a very good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05707882 30941 78 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:48:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5707733" target=_blank>#1</A> cutestguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Game's over folks. Islam won.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're 'savage nation,' aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05707903 30941 92 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:50:57am  
 
<P>I do not freaking believe this. That was definitely 'savage nation' back 
again with another name.</P> 
<P>Now blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05707918 30941 98 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/5707905" target=_blank>#94</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fer reals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, beyond any doubt.</P> 
<P>I'm now going to delete every comment posted by this troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05707944 30941 109 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:56:16am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/5707929" target=_blank>#102</A> 
debutaunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>He did drop the family drama.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sincerely doubt there ever WAS any "family drama." I think this creep has 
been a moby from day one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05707993 30941 126 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:05:51am  
 
<P>I'm also going to delete every comment posted by 'savage nation.'</P> 
<P>I'm pissed. This asshole was gaming me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708014 30941 135 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:08:59am  
 
<P>Gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708023 30941 142 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:10:01am  
 
<P>This was almost certainly someone whose purpose was to discredit LGF, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708062 30941 166 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:14:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/5708046" target=_blank>#154</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am really intrigued. I didn't read too many of his posts because they'd go 
a bit overboard. Was he just goading folks for comments that he could post 
elsewhere as "exposing LGF" for being racist warmongers etc?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His posts didn't just go "a little" overboard. He was consistently one of the 
most radical jerks posting at LGF, and his comments were used more than once to 
smear me and the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708086 30941 184 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:18:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/5708061" target=_blank>#165</A> Son of the Black 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 60 seconds!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Affected rows: 21203 (Query took 30.9926 sec)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05708173 30941 233 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 10:28:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/5708119" target=_blank>#206</A> 
RememberSekhmet?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was he doing that was discrediting the board, forgive me for asking? I 
know him going on about his family problems and stuff. I missed the gunplay part 
(and a good thing I think). Do you have something like him snickering about us 
on another board or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See #166.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05708648 30941 374 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 11:36:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/5708554" target=_blank>#367</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might want to check out the nic "the sockpuppet of my sockpuppet is a 
sockpuppet."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709885 30945 34 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:48:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/5709881" target=_blank>#33</A> Presort</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this cow?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://apnews.myway.com/image/20080814/APTOPIX_Georgia_Russia_Conflict.sff
_BSZ101_20080814062427.html?date=20080814&amp;docid=D92I1NO80" 
target=_blank>apnews.myway.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Big cow or small soldiers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's known as a telephoto lens...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709789 30946 36 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/5709783" target=_blank>#31</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I'm concerned, keep 'em coming. It's not illegal. Over 10% of 
voters think he's a Muslim. If they think he's not a U.S. citizen, that's fine 
with me too. Won't be the first election cycle played in the dirty end of the 
field.</P> 
<P>/whatever keeps him out of the White House, it's <EM>that</EM> 
important</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if links to this kind of unethical, dishonest garbage are posted here, 
they'll be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709806 30946 50 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:25:43pm  
 
<P>On a related topic, I've deleted a number of spinoff links to the 
"TexasDarlin" site, for exactly this reason, and that site is now on the 
blacklist for spinoff links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709815 30946 57 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:30:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/5709809" target=_blank>#53</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point of order question: what if they appear under the "Moonbat" category 
with sufficient commentary pointing out what lunacy they are?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's a different matter, but the blacklist is still in place because 
I don't have time to watch for this stuff 24/7. If you think there's something 
especially whacked out that would be worth making fun of, you could post it at 
your site, then post a link to that instead...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05709880 30946 114 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:47:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/5709871" target=_blank>#106</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really think its unethical or dishonest to speculate on what could be 
written on BHO's birth certificate (/if indeed that *is* his real name), 
particularly given that he doesn't seem to want to release it.</P> 
<P>He's stoking this, when he could just as easily quell it.</P> 
<P>It is, on the other hand, likely a waste of time, since no matter what is 
actually written there, its going to be inconsequential.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "unethical and dishonest" I'm referring to Larry Johnson and his cronies. 
No, it isn't dishonest to speculate. It is dishonest to promote laughable 
"experts" who "prove" the birth certificate is fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709898 30946 129 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/5709894" target=_blank>#126</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough.Has L. Johnson come up with that damning Michelle Obama tape 
yet?</P> 
<P>(/Or did he misplace it amongst his pile of Yeti and UFO 
videoes).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. He just moved on to this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709901 30946 132 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/5709897" target=_blank>#128</A> kywrite</EM></P> 
<P>Jerome Corsi is a 9/11 Troofer. He's discredited himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709931 30946 155 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 3:59:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/5709844" target=_blank>#83</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, there's plenty of proof that Obama was born in Hawaii. That's why he 
wants to put more people on the Dole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, watch it with those puns, Pali.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709942 30946 160 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 4:04:46pm  
 
<P>The worst possible way to get people to pay attention to Obama's connections 
to radicals is to have someone like Corsi write a book about it. He's a nut, and 
this will make it very easy for the media and everyone else to dismiss 
everything he says, true or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709978 30946 192 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 4:15:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/5709967" target=_blank>#183</A> 
JeffinSac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is actually the line that needs to be bold because Sen. Obama is 
allowing this to continue when all he has to do is release the documents 
officially. It just boggles my mind why he has not and allowed stuff like this 
to keep going on the Internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the excellent point Bob Owens made. When your enemy is wasting 
time on inconsequential nonsense, it's to your benefit to let them continue.</P> 
<P>It's classic Sun Tzu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05709999 30946 209 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 4:20:07pm  
 
<P>And to make it even worse, the idiots who are promoting this stuff are 
setting up the GOP for a real gut punch. All the Obama campaign has to do is to 
let this stuff go on and on, getting crazier and crazier, and then IF it starts 
gaining traction in the media ... BAM. Out comes the actual birth certificate, 
and out goes the credibility of everyone on the right, whether we bought into 
this crap or not.</P> 
<P>That's why I'm trying to publicly talk people down off the ledge on 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710014 30946 220 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 4:22:49pm  
 
<P>And if I can't talk them down off the ledge, at least I'm on record not 
following them over the edge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05712552 30946 440 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 9:28:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/5712547" target=_blank>#439</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<P>Jerome Corsi is a kook. He's a 9/11 Troofer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05712557 30946 441 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 9:29:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/5711202" target=_blank>#438</A> Biff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can’t tell if Bob Owens head is in the sand or up his own 
ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with him, 100%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05713416 30946 443 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 11:44:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/5712638" target=_blank>#442</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard that from Alan Colmes. Typically I don't believe him. But you think 
the book is not worth the time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a link at Screw Loose Change:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://screwloosechange.blogspot.com/2008/08/9-11-truthers-
book-debuts-at-1-on-ny.html" 
target=_blank>screwloosechange.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>I haven't read the book, and have no interest in reading it after learning 
that Corsi is a Troofer. That's a huge red no-credibility flag to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710273 30947 20 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 5:53:02pm  
 
<P>And now, here's Alvis Delk and the Creation Evidence Museum, with their smash 
hit, "Yabba Dabba Young Earth!"</P> 
<P>Are you ready to carbon date some rocks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710358 30947 94 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 6:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/5710312" target=_blank>#54</A> Robert O.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breaking news, people, our "ally" is going to resign in the next few days. 
Now, lie back, close your eyes, and relax, and hope those nuclear weapons won't 
end up in the wrong hands...</P> 
<P>I am surprised there has been no threads about this!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had a window open to that story for several hours. It will be a post a 
bit later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710371 30947 105 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 6:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/5710370" target=_blank>#104</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record I don't care for Darrow...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, gee. He says nice things about you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710377 30947 109 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 6:21:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/5710357" target=_blank>#93</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When creationists defect...<A 
href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/08/the-evolution-o-7.html#more" 
target=_blank>The evolution of Jeffrey P Schloss</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw that yesterday -- it will be a post before much longer. Unfortunately, 
whoever posted that at Panda's Thumb isn't a very good writer, and it's a bit 
hard to follow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05710912 30950 29 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/5710911" target=_blank>#28</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, if your computer has the processing power 2 gigs RAM or more, do that and 
wait 20 min. Does not really matter does it? But if you still get the jerks, it 
is your processing power, so forget it. I have all forms of delivery from cable 
to dial up. Computer has a lot to do with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could also be a sign of the approaching end of days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05711011 30950 92 Charles Thu, Aug 14, 2008 9:46:57pm  



 
<P>There's a live one in the 'Stealth Creationist Play' topic right now, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05712545 30950 1277 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 9:25:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1274/5712502" target=_blank>#1274</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. Note to Christians; Israel is not your personal doomsday machine. It 
creeps out the Jews and makes the rest of us uncomfortable.</P> 
<P>Reply to K.T.: Given the choice between "Thus saith the LORD..." and "thus 
ranteth Kigore Trout," I'll go with the former, thanks! :-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you DO think of Israel as your personal doomsday machine?</P> 
<P>Well, isn't that lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05713671 30954 119 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 12:23:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/5713571" target=_blank>#49</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has no problem appearing on racist / fascist program The Political Cesspool 
(which also hosts racists like David Duke and holocaust deniers like Mark 
Weber)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blech. I didn't know he appeared on that show. That does it for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05713708 30954 151 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 12:30:44pm  
 
<P>It's true. Corsi is going on the Political Cesspool this Sunday.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=corsi+%22political+cesspool%22&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05713710 30954 153 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 12:31:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/5713707" target=_blank>#150</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I <A href="http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5j-
xORhpHhivePOAxUDFJ3U1xmjJAD92IBGSG1" target=_blank>read</A> that Corsi works for 
World Net Daily.</P> 
<P>Isn't WND the site that presented the recent creationist vs. university 
entrance qualifications lawsuit as an attack on Christianity? (The link with 40+ 
comments, LOL.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05713790 30954 222 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 12:46:01pm  
 
<P>I don't care whether every word in Corsi's book is true. The Political 
Cesspool is a vile, disgusting radio show, and anyone who appears on it should 
be shunned by decent people. Period.</P> 
<P>The left couldn't have been handed a better tool to discredit critics of 
Obama if they'd made it up themselves. Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05713971 30954 387 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 1:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/5713961" target=_blank>#378</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<P>To me, the Troofer crap, while bad enough, is far less important than the 
associations with neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>That is sheer poison. And it doesn't matter whether every word in his book is 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714109 30954 513 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 2:23:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/5714029" target=_blank>#437</A> Nim 
Chimpsky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strange, I heard Corsi interviewed this morning on the G. Gordon Liddy show 
(XM radio, about 11:50 AM Eastern Time). Corsi categorically denied being a 
troofer and said that he accepted the findings of the 9/ 11 Commission. His 
denial sounded genuine. He was not asked about the other accustaions that 
Charles has pointed out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may have denied it, but he's on tape praising the crackpot Steven 
Jones.</P> 
<P>And he's not denying appearing on a neo-Nazi radio show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714125 30954 526 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 2:26:37pm  
 
<P>Sorry, folks. I do not care whether every word in the book is true. (Although 
I very seriously doubt it.)</P> 
<P>If you support Corsi, you're helping Obama. They're going to use Corsi to 
discredit everyone who criticizes Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714755 30954 664 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 6:02:07pm  
 
<P>Howard Dean just sent out an email to the hordes about Corsi's 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714686 30956 12 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 5:31:29pm  
 
<P>It is fully functional, actually. The only problem right now is that 
sometimes you don't get the faster 3G network. As I wrote above, so far I've 
been able to get on the Internet with the slower EDGE network 
everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714696 30956 22 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 5:38:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/5714691" target=_blank>#17</A> 
slartybartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm a hardware geek and I'm going to weigh in...</P> 
<P>Electrical Engineers are cranked out of college by the thousands every 
year...however, the RF specialists who can design and test matching networks are 
few and far between. So, the guess [and it's nothing more than a guess until 



someone actually investigates the interaction between H/W and S/W] that the 
antenna matching is incorrect is a good guess. A Las Vegas odds-maker would come 
to the same conclusion.</P> 
<P>However, if I was the H/W engineer on this device I would point out that my 
front-end may accurately report the signal level while the software "throws in 
the towel" prematurely and reverts to the slower, more robust data rate.</P> 
<P>Hardware problem? Good guess, but nothing more than a guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is a problem, I'm hoping it's a software interaction that can be 
fixed with a firmware upgrade. Instead of a recall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714699 30956 24 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 5:40:18pm  
 
<P>I'm entering these comments on the iPhone right now, in fact, over 3G.</P> 
<P>Starting to get the hang of typing on the virtual keyboard. Anyone know if 
there's a Bluetooth keyboard that works?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714714 30956 37 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 5:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/5714706" target=_blank>#29</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I don't feel so foolish being the owner of an olde-generation iPhone.</P> 
<P>Ah, the Model T of iPhones: it works exactly as advertised. Eat your hearts 
out, 3G-adopters!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you haven't installed the 2.0 software on that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714721 30956 43 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 5:49:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/5714709" target=_blank>#32</A> DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it... you know... make phone calls?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The phone is actually the least interesting part of it to me, but yes, it's a 
perfectly good cell phone too.</P> 
<P>Some people really seem to hate AT&amp;T, but so far it's been working very 
well for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714855 30957 45 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 6:22:27pm  
 
<P>Don't kid yourselves, folks. This "anti-Swiftboating" tactic is working.</P> 
<P>And Corsi's associations with neo-Nazis are indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714889 30957 74 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 6:27:11pm  
 
<P>I honestly believe that the best way for all conservatives to fight this 
tactic is to renounce and repudiate Jerome Corsi, not to defend 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05714902 30957 85 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 6:29:44pm  
 
<P>I mean, come on.</P> 
<P>He's appeared on an openly white nationalist radio show THREE TIMES. Call on 
the clue phone?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05715212 30957 371 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 7:57:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/5715195" target=_blank>#355</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore, what is your position about the swiftboat 
accusations?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The strength of the Swift Boat accusations: they were backed up by numerous 
veterans who were willing to go on the record and put their names on the line. 
Corsi just wrote the book.</P> 
<P>This time it's all Corsi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05715232 30957 391 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 8:01:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/5715218" target=_blank>#377</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard to argue with any of your points, but in a country like the US of A, 
where we have the 1st Amendment, censorship is not looked upon favorably. The 
best we can hope for are persistent rebuttals, such as what are provided on this 
site and others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't censorship to choose not to promote hateful, extreme, or loony 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05715292 30957 449 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 8:24:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/5715288" target=_blank>#446</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just looked at the wikipage for Political Cesspool. And it is...a cesspool. 
I think I'm going to have some second thoughts about Mr. Corsi.</P> 
<P>Also...very good post with the Commentary article, Canadian Guy, my apologies 
for the "hoser" crack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. I urge anyone tempted to defend or support what Corsi is doing: 
spend a few minutes looking at the Political Cesspool, and ask yourself if those 
are the kind of people you want to have in your tent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05715301 30957 456 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 8:26:30pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/5715283" target=_blank>#441</A> Mars Needs 
Neocons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I personally am going crazy. I can't upload any of the little pics that I 
have. They are all displaying as blank squares. Animated and unanimated alike. 
I've tried gifs and jpegs, both no luck.</P> 
<P>I'm losing it. Is it a picture size issue with the non-
animated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you try to upload a file named "Bat-Squirrel?" It was too large. 32K 
maximum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05715587 30957 510 Charles Fri, Aug 15, 2008 10:15:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/5715478" target=_blank>#507</A> Jamieos</EM></P> 
<P>You're damn right I'm all too ready to condemn someone who hangs out with 
neo-Nazis. Why aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05717883 30957 554 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 4:44:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/5717480" target=_blank>#552</A> jamieos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would someone p;lease direct me to Charles' evidence "proving" Corsi is neo-
nazi? Would someone direct me to evidence that Corsi is a 
Truther?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't say he's a neo-Nazi. But you don't appear three times on "The 
Political Cesspool" unless you don't mind hanging out with neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30954_9-
11_Troofers_Book_Debuts_at_Number_1" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05716638 30961 6 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 10:28:34am  
 
<P>Notice - this isn't the friendly version of creationism, accepting that 
science and the Bible can coexist. It's the hardcore science-denying 
variety.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05716673 30961 23 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 10:35:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5716647" target=_blank>#11</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard Core Creationism? Is that creationists with brightly colored spikey 
mohawks and three chord riffs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More like 80s hair bands:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/UI8ylsHKIMg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05716775 30961 76 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 11:01:00am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30797_The_Candidates_on_Evolution" 
target=_blank>Neither McCain nor Obama are creationists</A>, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05716809 30961 104 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 11:14:28am  
 
<P>I have a feeling a lot of time is going to be devoted to the abortion 
battle.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05716910 30961 189 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 11:36:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/5716881" target=_blank>#166</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that affects my (and your) daily life HOW? Don't get me wrong. Any of 
these kooks tries to influence my kid in school or out of school, they'll meet 
the business end of my foot! But until then, I could give a rats ass if DI 
imbeds themselves up Osama Bin Ladens ass</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always wonder why people think they have to loudly announce that they 
aren't interested in something.</P> 
<P>Nothing's less interesting than telling other people that they're wasting 
their time on something boring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05717072 30961 317 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 12:09:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/5717032" target=_blank>#286</A> 
brockton808</EM></P> 
<P>It's probably not a good idea to continue pushing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05717986 30963 41 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:07:47pm  
 
<P>"What would be the greatest moral failing of America?"</P> 
<P>This should be good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718010 30963 64 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:09:25pm  
 
<P>"America's greatest moral failure in my lifetime is that we still don't abide 
by that basic precept in Matthew, that whatever you did for the least of my 
brothers, you did it for me."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718021 30963 73 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:09:53pm  
 
<P>Rick Warren chimed in on the last line. Applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718024 30963 76 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:10:03pm  
 
<P>Notion!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718059 30963 108 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:13:17pm  
 
<P>The angle of the head tilt is getting more and more oblique.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718079 30963 127 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:14:14pm  
 
<P>Basically, Warren is throwing a whole lot of cotton candy to Obama. 
Opportunities to self-aggrandize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05718270 30963 310 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:28:06pm  
 
<P>Why is he avoiding the important subjects? Ask him about the <EM>birth 
certificate!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718296 30963 336 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:29:50pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama is against designing embryos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718362 30963 401 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:32:51pm  
 
<P>Obama doesn't like Clarence Thomas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718418 30963 456 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:36:40pm  
 
<P>I think Rick Warren just got to the most important subject on his 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718438 30963 475 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:38:08pm  
 
<P>Warren's bemoaning American education, while his web site promotes 
creationism.</P> 
<P><SUB>ahem</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718459 30963 495 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:39:35pm  
 
<P>High five for Barack from Rick, on the "$25 million in book sales" 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718568 30963 603 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:49:47pm  
 
<P>He's against orphans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718633 30963 667 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:54:00pm  
 
<P>He wants to be president because he's brimming over with 
empathy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718742 30964 8 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 5:59:20pm  
 
<P>A moment of interaction between the politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718776 30964 33 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:01:47pm  
 
<P>Whoa! Big applause for McCain!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05718787 30964 44 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:02:23pm  
 
<P>The three wise people?</P> 
<P>Biblical reference much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718808 30964 62 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:03:38pm  
 
<P>McCain praising eBay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718820 30964 70 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:04:23pm  
 
 
 
<P>eBay's one of those Internet things, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05718852 30964 96 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:06:02pm  
 
<P>McCain's getting much more applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719048 30964 282 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:16:28pm  
 
 
 
<P>I think it's safe to say that John McCain's most difficult decision 
significantly outweighed Barack Obama's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719110 30964 342 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:21:48pm  
 
<P>Here come the pluripotent stem cells.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719117 30964 348 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:22:32pm  
 
<P>The stem cell thing left the audience cold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719130 30964 361 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:22:48pm  
 
<P>Evil.</P> 
<P>Defeat it.</P> 
<P>Applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719191 30964 421 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:25:48pm  
 
<P>First on McCain's list of disliked Justices: Souter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719204 30964 434 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:26:32pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Nothing on the Bush mention. Silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05719212 30964 442 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:27:12pm  
 
<P>Faith-based federal funds. McCain is way for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719224 30964 454 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:28:24pm  
 
<P>First in, last out.</P> 
<P>Rick Warren's hip to the stack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719437 30964 662 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:45:16pm  
 
<P>Had a surge ... another robot trying to download the whole site. System 
load's coming back down now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719539 30964 761 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:51:33pm  
 
<P>If the bots are from Russia, there would be no way to know. Botnets are 
pretty much untraceable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05719556 30964 778 Charles Sat, Aug 16, 2008 6:52:59pm  
 
<P>McCain wins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05722915 30971 254 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 6:19:16pm  
 
<P>Whoa. What's up in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05724788 30971 440 Charles Mon, Aug 18, 2008 8:51:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/5723012" target=_blank>#274</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, not ALL scientists are "down with" Darwin..., or, at least, <A 
href="http://www.ideacenter.org/contentmgr/showdetails.php/id/1207" 
target=_blank>so it would appear</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over, you trot out these discredited, ludicrous lists from the 
Discovery Institute. It's simply pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05728538 30971 470 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 9:34:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/5728409" target=_blank>#469</A> 
ubercheesehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question for the Down Dingers: Why does quoting Darwin, complete with links, 
and expressing disdain for what he said rate a negative rating? Is it not polite 
to actually reproduce what he said in the light of day? He's your hero. You 
ought to be proud of what he said, or be willing to repudiate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Because it's a dishonest tactic to quote words completely out of context, and 
you know it. It's not the first time creationists have pulled this one at LGF, 
and it won't be the last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05729699 30971 476 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 1:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/5729638" target=_blank>#475</A> 
ubercheesehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot see the larger context that vitiates this, but I would like to be 
educated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm reading several posts by Salamantis here that do an excellent job of 
supplying the context you're trying to obscure, but for some reason this isn't 
enough to educate you.</P> 
<P>Why not just admit there's nothing anyone could say, no context anyone could 
possibly supply, that would make the tiniest dent in your 
surety?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05731058 30971 485 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 6:44:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/5730765" target=_blank>#484</A> Deaddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm just beyond flabbergasted that we're seriously talking about how the 
words of a science text written in the 19th Century have some sort of modern 
moral import.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all they have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05722888 30973 4 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 6:12:22pm  
 
<P>Full disclosure: the link to Amazon Prime has my affiliate ID, so I get a 
tiny cut of any signups. (I'd post this anyway, because it really is a great 
deal.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05722947 30973 23 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 6:26:30pm  
 
<P>I've had so few negative experiences with Amazon (read: none) and so many 
good ones that I have no hesitation about recommending their 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05722988 30973 37 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 6:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/5722978" target=_blank>#35</A> 
Foldedspace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I buy a lot of merchandise from Amazon.com and have used Prime for a couple 
of years. They win because I'll check them first and I win because I still get a 
great price and my stuff in 2 days or less. It's great.</P> 
<P>If you haven't tried buying MP3's off Amazon, you should check that out. You 
don't have to download and install the client...you can just click buy and 
download it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've been buying all my digital music through Amazon since they started 
offering their MP3 versions. The audio quality is noticeably better, and no 
DRM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05723339 30974 35 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 8:16:40pm  
 
<P>No thumbs-up from me for Corsi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05723361 30974 47 Charles Sun, Aug 17, 2008 8:28:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/5723354" target=_blank>#43</A> Sol Roth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he a NAZI or just an opportunist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appear once with neo-Nazis and it just MIGHT be a mistake. Appear a second 
time and that excuse is gone.</P> 
<P>Schedule a third appearance and then cancel when it's publicized -- you're 
dead to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05725592 30974 149 Charles Mon, Aug 18, 2008 12:21:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/5725476" target=_blank>#148</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am saying that Corsi is aware of what Charles has uncovered about 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't really "uncovered" anything new -- the lefty blogs and Media 
Matters were pointing out these connections days before I posted 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05725473 30979 40 Charles Mon, Aug 18, 2008 11:45:06am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/030ve8L0uT80o/musharraf_celebrate" 
target=_blank>This doesn't look promising.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05725486 30979 47 Charles Mon, Aug 18, 2008 11:46:21am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/search/photos/all/1?q=musharraf+celebrate" 
target=_blank>More celebration pics.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05728364 30983 53 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 8:58:52am  
 
<P>I don't care how long mglazer has been posting at LGF; those comments were 
way over the line, and his account is blocked. I haven't seen that kind of stuff 
from him before, or it would have happened before this.</P> 
<P>He must be crazy to think I'm going to allow that at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05730604 30989 342 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 4:36:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/5730487" target=_blank>#237</A> Kumbaya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"Mazeman" was the name that got banned. "Kumbaya" is another log in.</P> 
<P>I'm not anti-LGF by any means. This site is great.</P> 
<P>I'm anti-censorship. I was mad when I got banned from KOS for an innocuous 
comment, and I'm (Mazeman) equally mad in this instance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, and now you're banned again. You have your own blog, and you 
can whine about 'censorship' there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05730947 30989 637 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 6:20:51pm  
 
<P>Penn and Teller had a great show about 'World Peace' last night, by the way. 
I don't think it's posted on the web yet, but there's a hat tip if anyone finds 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05730967 30989 656 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 6:23:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/5730956" target=_blank>#646</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ninjavideo.net/video/9277" target=_blank>This it?</A></P> 
<P>Shameless begging for a HT!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may be it, but their video format's unplayable on my 
machine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05730977 30989 666 Charles Tue, Aug 19, 2008 6:26:26pm  
 
<P>Let's hope they don't turn the Brown Note Generator on the protesters after 
they're imprisoned in the secret concentration camps. Imagine the 
stench.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05734521 30997 16 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2008 12:20:44pm  
 
<P>Yeah, I'm a day or so behind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05734529 30997 18 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2008 12:22:08pm  
 
<P>OK, finished it, restarted the phone and still no 3G in my office. Probably a 
coverage issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05734652 30997 46 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2008 12:44:32pm  
 
<P>Haven't had a dropped call yet in LA.</P> 
<P>Only problem: the 3G internet connectivity is spotty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05734670 30997 54 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2008 12:46:36pm  
 
<P>Nike makes a device for runners that works with their shoes -- is that 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05734833 30998 1 Charles Wed, Aug 20, 2008 1:15:09pm  
 



<P>I'm not sure Kos would know "zen" if it bit him on the 
clasper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738665 31002 286 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:38:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/5738406" target=_blank>#284</A> anant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's accurate to characterize the ruling coalition as 
"Islamist." Corrupt yes, incompetent yes. But historically the biggest force for 
the Islamization of Pakistan has been the Pakistani army itself. I think it was 
a horrible mistake on Bush's part to assume that the Pakistani army was a force 
for secularism in Pakistan. Musharraf himself obviously wasn't that religious, 
but the military establishment there clearly is.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zia-ul-Haq%27s_Islamization" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think "Islamist-dominated" may be a better term -- that's what I was aiming 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738527 31004 8 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:12:52am  
 
<P>No way to avoid it it in this election and stay relevant. The way out is 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738540 31004 16 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:14:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/5738535" target=_blank>#13</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was my understanding that any and all anti-abortion legislation that has 
been proposed by any republican has always contained the exceptions of rape/ 
incest/ well being of the mother.</P> 
<P>Whats the big kerfuffle ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP platform does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738545 31004 21 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:15:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5738532" target=_blank>#11</A> mbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So , having an appreciation for the sanctity of life is now an "extreme" 
position?Geez, harsh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The extreme position is being against exceptions for rape, incest, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738561 31004 31 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:17:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/5738552" target=_blank>#26</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of all times and places, if the Republicans want to win the White House come 
November they will NOT go down this road. A hard line stance without even an 
exception for the life of the mother could easily sink McCain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what the FRC, Christian Coalition etc. are pushing for, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05738628 31004 85 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:30:24am  
 
<P>I think with incest you can make the case for an exception on medical 
grounds, since children conceived from incest are at great risk of severe 
genetic damage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738704 31004 154 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:44:31am  
 
<P>I think this is still current: <A 
href="http://www.ontheissues.org/Celeb/Republican_Party_Abortion.htm" 
target=_blank>Republican Party on Abortion</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Ban abortion with Constitutional amendment</STRONG></P> 
<P>We say the unborn child has a fundamental right to life. We support a human 
life amendment to the Constitution and we endorse legislation that the 14th 
Amendment’s protections apply to unborn children. Our purpose is to have 
legislative and judicial protection of that right against those who perform 
abortions. We oppose using public revenues for abortion and will not fund 
organizations which advocate it. We support the appointment of judges who 
respect the sanctity of innocent human life.</P> 
<P>Source: Republican Platform adopted at GOP National Convention Aug 12, 
2000</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738747 31004 197 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 11:52:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/5738723" target=_blank>#173</A> Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know this is a topic that's normally to be avoided at all costs here on 
LGF, but why is objection to abortion considered an "extreme" position? I just 
don't get it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The extreme position is being against exceptions for rape, incest, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05738915 31004 350 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 12:21:59pm  
 
<P>Dizzy26: once is enough for that very long double-spaced post. Please don't 
spam the comment threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05740844 31008 495 Charles Thu, Aug 21, 2008 7:48:12pm  
 
<P>That stalker blog used an apparently real name and address for their domain 
registration, by the way. Phone number too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05743104 31012 362 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 10:40:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/5743082" target=_blank>#342</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow Charles, when did the comment boxes get round corners? It's so, so, so... 
late 1970s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey, whaddaya mean? It's the latest thing:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.webmonkey.com/tutorial/Get_Started_with_CSS_3" 
target=_blank>www.webmonkey.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05743142 31012 397 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 10:45:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/5743139" target=_blank>#395</A> Cartman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is great info! It will render normally in IE?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, IE ignores the styles it doesn't understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05743469 31014 22 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 11:27:56am  
 
<P>It's appalling that Townhall.com is allowing this to take place. That's far 
from the only antisemitic comment, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05744333 31015 112 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 2:50:18pm  
 
<P>It's a friendlier, bubblier interface. Almost but not quite perky, 
effervescent yet not off-puttingly so.</P> 
<P><SUB>/ok, I'll stop</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05744387 31015 160 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 3:03:27pm  
 
<P>You Internet Explorer users are stuck in Squaresville.</P> 
<P>IE7 doesn't dig the CSS 3 jive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05744877 31018 45 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 5:24:17pm  
 
<P>Laura Ingraham hints at a Biden pick...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05744884 31018 50 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 5:24:55pm  
 
<P>Please pick Biden. Yes. Couldn't ask for an angrier, more arrogant 
Dem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05744888 31018 54 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 5:25:50pm  
 
<P>Ingraham says a private plane landed in Delaware and there's some activity at 
the home of Joe Biden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05745712 31018 559 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 7:21:49pm  
 
<P>I never snore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05745094 31019 53 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 5:51:08pm  
 
<P>Fox News confirming it's not Va. governor Tim Kaine.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05745292 31019 117 Charles Fri, Aug 22, 2008 6:23:52pm  
 
<P>Ugh. Pamela is refusing to let go of the bogus birth certificate. It's gonna 
be like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05749335 31025 1 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2008 12:22:03pm  
 
<P>Here we go with the American Story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05749348 31025 7 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2008 12:23:26pm  
 
<P>Obama's sitting behind him on the wall, drinking bottled 
water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05749425 31025 59 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2008 12:30:21pm  
 
<P>Blah, blah, boilerplate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05749478 31025 108 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2008 12:35:13pm  
 
<P>Sounds like he's determined to list the entire litany of left wing talking 
points, with minor detours for hagiography.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05749876 31026 10 Charles Sat, Aug 23, 2008 1:57:03pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's on purpose. The input fields turn white when you're typing in 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05753617 31027 586 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2008 3:47:21pm  
 
<P>re: #584 dooder</P> 
<P>I know you wrote that you plan to "let people know how I handle this," so 
check this out: you're banned. That's how I'm handling it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05752882 31031 18 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2008 11:20:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5752858" target=_blank>#5</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Worthwhile enough interview, I guess.</P> 
<P>But can this dude not come up with a better name than "Sandmonkey"? That's 
not cool, regardless of where he lives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize he's Egyptian, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05754277 31034 145 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2008 6:47:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5754261" target=_blank>#131</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't criticize the media and Cog is lucid. Kind of weird how that 
works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or you could look at it another way, and ask why you're on the opposite side 
on so many other things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05754643 31034 489 Charles Sun, Aug 24, 2008 8:13:00pm  
 
<P>Comments ordering me to stop posting on the subject of evolution will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05757460 31039 82 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 11:52:51am  
 
<P>Big surge of traffic here ... we're slowing a bit but the servers are looking 
healthy so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758289 31040 20 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:07:29pm  
 
<P>C-SPAN is showing it live, in all its consciousness-clobbering detail, with 
painful musical interludes and presentations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758315 31040 41 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:12:34pm  
 
<P>Give it up for New Mexico's attorney general!</P> 
<P>W00t!</P> 
<P>I can't hear you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758399 31040 112 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:30:57pm  
 
<P>It's a dance party yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758401 31040 114 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:31:34pm  
 
<P>Give it up for Hickenlooper!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758405 31040 118 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:32:31pm  
 
<P>Change-ity-change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758467 31040 170 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 3:41:08pm  
 
<P>New Z report about 10 minutes away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758656 31041 92 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 4:07:04pm  
 
<P>Zombie promises another post later this evening with a lot more to 
see...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05758978 31042 6 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 5:15:56pm  
 
<P>The blinking is much less these days. Must have found the proper 
dosages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05758990 31042 12 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 5:17:19pm  
 
<P>Any comments on the new format for the 'Top Stories' area at the top of the 
page? Is the red color too much like a smack in the eye?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05759012 31042 31 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 5:20:09pm  
 
<P>Now there's a catchy chant: "John McCain is wrong!" W00t!</P> 
<P>Very, VERY wrong. Bad BAD doggie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05759105 31042 116 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 5:30:16pm  
 
<P>Jimmy Carter is back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05759301 31042 301 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 5:52:00pm  
 
<P>Is that a local Denver night club band playing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05759381 31042 376 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 6:01:20pm  
 
<P>I think we're going to have a funky good time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05759937 31044 196 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 6:52:54pm  
 
<P>This doesn't look good:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trapped with several hundred rioters ... no way out ... 100s of police have 
us encircled. Possible arrest looming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760122 31044 366 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:16:11pm  
 
<P>Removed the embedded webcam. Buggy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760129 31044 373 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:17:35pm  
 
<P>From Zombie:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tried to talk my way through police lines. No dice. Likely will be here all 
night or be arrested. Healthy except for a little pepper spray in 
eye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760281 31044 454 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:34:06pm  



 
<P>The latest from Zombie:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I escaped...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760274 31045 56 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:33:39pm  
 
<P>The latest from Zombie:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I escaped...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760323 31045 89 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:36:19pm  
 
<P>And now Michelle. Is she preggers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760663 31045 356 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:54:34pm  
 
<P>"Isn't She Lovely."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760677 31045 369 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:55:20pm  
 
<P>Update: Zombie's fine. Sneaked away into the night to work on the next 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05760691 31045 382 Charles Mon, Aug 25, 2008 7:56:00pm  
 
<P>A ghostly disembodied Barack is waving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05764484 31054 2 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2008 3:49:25pm  
 
<P>Not yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05764492 31054 6 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2008 3:51:31pm  
 
<P>Dennis is giving it the full monty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05764500 31054 12 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2008 3:54:04pm  
 
<P>I think Dennis is hopped up on something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05766218 31057 113 Charles Tue, Aug 26, 2008 7:45:42pm  
 
<P>She's proud!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05771806 31068 79 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:10:31pm  
 
<P>I may need to vomit.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05771819 31068 91 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:11:00pm  
 
<P>"My 8 years as president."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05771862 31068 131 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:12:41pm  
 
<P>"Our badly strained military?"</P> 
<P>How many bases did Billy close?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05772395 31069 34 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:39:21pm  
 
<P>Flipper's makeup is perfect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05772487 31069 108 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:44:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/5772474" target=_blank>#97</A> carbon 
footprint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles</STRONG></P> 
<P>I have to run. ZOMBIE was looking for a link to a story about the CODE PINK 
girl/police in the Rocky Mountain News. Here is the <A 
href="http://www.rockymountainnews.com/news/2008/aug/26/code-pink-protester-
still-jail/" target=_blank>LINK</A>. Could you make sure Zombie get's 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05772495 31069 116 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:44:45pm  
 
<P>Kerry's still very very bitter about swiftboating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05772525 31069 138 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:46:21pm  
 
<P>Oh no. Not more weeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05772536 31069 148 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 6:46:38pm  
 
<P>This will be known as the Weeping Convention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05773216 31070 55 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:52:34pm  
 
<P>When Barack Obama's president, the world will trust us again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05773248 31070 84 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:54:38pm  
 
<P>I feel like weeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05773256 31070 91 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:54:53pm  
 
<P>Here comes Barack.</P> 
<P>CHANGE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05773284 31070 119 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:55:39pm  
 
<P>Whoa. This is intense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05773322 31070 155 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:57:08pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05773354 31070 186 Charles Wed, Aug 27, 2008 7:58:23pm  
 
<P>Change!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05775666 31074 13 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 10:00:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/5775649" target=_blank>#8</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what code do you use to make that mp3 look so 
fancy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the Flash Mediaplayer. Same Flash script that can show 
videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05776801 31075 64 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 2:58:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/5776510" target=_blank>#55</A> 
notreallyme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm somewhat disappointed, I thought Charles was a leading edge web 
guru...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry you're disappointed, but I do need to point out that I'm not working 
with Pajamas Media any more; you should make your complaints known to them 
because I have no input into this project.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05776945 31075 66 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 3:44:27pm  
 
<P>Announced it last December:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28122_Change_is_the_Only_Constant" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05780693 31075 71 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 9:46:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/5777490" target=_blank>#68</A> 
ContraJihadi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But, Charles, you are featured on the prospectus of the PJTV. Are you saying 
you will have nothing to do with the project?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm saying I have nothing to do with the <EM>management</EM> of the 
project.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777652 31078 4 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:27:17pm  
 
<P>Zombie, by the way, has bailed out on the Invesco Fiasco to go back to an 
undisclosed location and work on what looks like a series of 
reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777708 31078 38 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:33:38pm  
 
<P>This is pretty cool. Go on, Stevie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777735 31078 61 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:35:47pm  
 
<P>Awesome harmonies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777767 31078 88 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:38:32pm  
 
<P>Did anyone catch the name of that choral group? They were 
exceptional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777796 31078 115 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:41:44pm  
 
<P>Ah, OK. That was Take 6. Didn't recognize 'em with those 
tuxedos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777822 31078 136 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:44:28pm  
 
<P>The Gore-thing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777824 31078 138 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:44:41pm  
 
<P>Let the Sunshine In!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777897 31078 210 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:49:44pm  
 
<P>Bush Derangement Syndrome has become a pandemic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777921 31078 233 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:51:05pm  
 
<P>Sea levels are rising, fires are raging, scientists tell us the very web of 
life is in danger.</P> 
<P>We're doomed.</P> 
<P>Unless we vote for Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05777945 31078 257 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:52:28pm  
 
<P>C-Span's the best one to watch. No hare-brained commentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05777958 31078 270 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:53:29pm  
 
<P>We had almost 7,000 comments yesterday, btw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778015 31078 326 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:57:28pm  
 
<P>Al Gore's angling for another presidential run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778036 31078 346 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 5:58:37pm  
 
<P>"'Inconvenient truths' must be acknowledged if we are to have wise 
government."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778066 31078 374 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:00:14pm  
 
<P>The sun shine in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778080 31078 386 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:01:21pm  
 
<P>A weird hush falls over the stadium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778088 31078 394 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:01:51pm  
 
<P>Someone tries to start a chant, sensing the weirdness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778099 31078 405 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:02:47pm  
 
<P>Dead air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778120 31078 426 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:04:29pm  
 
<P>This is where Fox News cuts away to Dick Morris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778130 31078 436 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:05:14pm  
 
<P>Barack hits the stage at 7:15 Pacific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778144 31078 449 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:06:01pm  
 
<P>Michael McDonald. At least they have some good entertainment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05778194 31078 499 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:09:32pm  
 
<P>Pacing, people, pacing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778271 31078 574 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:15:42pm  
 
<P>Well, that was vague.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778389 31078 689 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:24:20pm  
 
<P>The attempted pro-military pandering didn't really get much of a 
response.</P> 
<P>Let's trot out Biden, he's just hanging around backstage 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05778519 31078 819 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 6:33:57pm  
 
<P>Einstein says, "Vote for Barack Obama or you're insane!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05779190 31080 4 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 7:15:32pm  
 
<P>Are they weeping yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05779719 31080 463 Charles Thu, Aug 28, 2008 7:37:06pm  
 
<P>Hey, what happened to the Greek temple backdrop?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782349 31083 36 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:00:42am  
 
<P>Ugh. I'm not thrilled.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin is a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782359 31083 44 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:01:37am  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/afarensis/2006/10/27/intelligent_design_and_the_al
a/" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782439 31083 120 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:09:22am  
 
<P>Her position on creationism is at least not as extreme as Bobby Jindal's, and 
there's no evidence she believes in exorcism, so she has that going for her.</P> 
<P>But McCain has just taken the issue of "experience" out of play. She has even 
less experience than Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782465 31083 145 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:11:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/5782431" target=_blank>#113</A> Cygnus</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great pick! You go, girl!I had no idea that 'creationist' was the new litmus 
test. For crying out loud, get over it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd better get used to it, because I'm not going to "get over it."</P> 
<P>And this is not a litmus test for me. But it is a problem, and a serious 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782488 31083 166 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:13:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/5782473" target=_blank>#152</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/how do you figure that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's been a governor for less than half the time Obama's been a senator, for 
starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782630 31083 304 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:25:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/5782584" target=_blank>#259</A> Atweber</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despite Charles' silly war on religion I believe her faith is one of her 
stronger attributes, also she's a baskeball player--pretty cool! This choice 
likely gained millions of women voters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a stupid comment. I have no "silly war on religion," as you would know 
if you had paid attention to a single thing I've posted on the subject of 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782828 31083 500 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:41:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/5782812" target=_blank>#484</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The attack brigade against her hasn't even started yet.</P> 
<P>I predict she will quickly become the most maligned VP candidate in recent 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a pretty safe prediction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782836 31083 508 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:42:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/5782816" target=_blank>#488</A> 
RubyTuesday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally excited she is a Creationist.We Christians will be thrilled.Pro-life. 
Good move, John!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only Christians who believe in creationism are thrilled by this. And that is 
the minority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05782918 31083 578 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 9:49:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/5782866" target=_blank>#538</A> 
Inquisitive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, lets see...go back to some of the past threads and see what several of 
the posters on the evolution threads had to say about anyone who believed in 
creation, see how they put other posters down who believed in creation, and 
questioned their intelligence. And as far as taking on the Islamic-
facism...their were several who said creationist are "in bed" with Islam. And 
the "religious zeal" is just what some of the evolutionist used put down the 
creationist who would not change their mind...AND remember it cannot be said 
"religious zeal for evolution", because evolution is science and proven fact, 
not a "believe" like creation. Go back and read all these past threads and see 
how strongly some posters are against not only the idea of creation, but 
creationist themselves... and then say who cares.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also make sure to notice the numerous dishonest statements and gratuitous 
insults from creationists, many of whom see nothing wrong with lying to advance 
their cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783069 31083 636 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:02:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/5783001" target=_blank>#612</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a "creationist", because I believe God created the Universe and its 
contents. I alsio happen to believe that religion has no place in schools 
outside of religious study classes, I have no issue with evolution, I am not a 
young earther, and I hold two degrees in engineering (i.e., hard sciences).</P> 
<P>Please quit tarring me with that big brush of gnorance you're holding 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Creationist" has a very specific meaning. It's not the same thing as 
believing in God.</P> 
<P>The only one "tarring" you is yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783087 31083 641 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:05:04am  
 
<P>A lot of over-reaction here to my statement that I'm disappointed to find out 
that Palin's a creationist.</P> 
<P>It's not a deal-breaker, because she doesn't appear to be the fanatical kind 
who will try to push it into schools. But I <EM>am</EM> disappointed to find out 
that another Republican politician takes the side of pseudo-
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783098 31083 644 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:06:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/5783073" target=_blank>#638</A> Power Armored 
Lizardoid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bah! Come on Charles! Yeah, just like in any group of people, there are gonna 
be some jerks...and that applies to people who believe that God created the 
Earth (and everything else). I have never been rude to any of my fellow lizards 
here at LGF...nor have I ever lied on here to further ANY of my causes or 
beliefs. (Heh, I believe God'll get me if I lie...even if it's for a 'good' 
cause.)</P> 
<P>But trying desperately to equate me and other Christians like me to Islamo-
Douchebags just because I have a belief that there's a Creator is just beyond 
the pale. And if you really think that people who believe in Creation (in all 



it's many versions) are in the minority...I don't think you could be more 
wrong...</P> 
<P>Oh, and Palin rocks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO ONE equated you to militant Islamists. You've completely missed the point 
of everything I posted, and you're blatantly distorting it in a very ugly 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783279 31083 667 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:33:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/5783245" target=_blank>#665</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding my last comment- if that is what it takes to be considered a 
creationist, then I am both an evolutionist, since I believe in evolution, and a 
creationist, because I don't think there should be a prohibition of discussions 
in classrooms, as long as it isn't part of the curriculum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no prohibitions of discussion in science classrooms, and no one is 
proposing that there be any prohibitions. The problem for me, and for many who 
are opposed to creationism as a political ideology, is exactly the opposite: 
activist creationists (some of whom have been posting here at LGF) would like to 
prohibit the teaching of evolutionary biology, and replace it with "intelligent 
design."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783406 31083 673 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/5783344" target=_blank>#670</A> BrianA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't sound like a description of Palin as far as I've heard. This issue is 
a non-starter for this VP pick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I posted in #641:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/641/5783087" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783537 31083 681 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 11:16:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/5783482" target=_blank>#677</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, to be fair, we creationists -- myself especially -- are not perfect, but 
I don't think most of us resort to lying as a favorite tactic to debate 
evolutionists. Sometimes, in the heat of the debate, we may say things that are 
ill-thought-out, exaggerations, or even factually incorrect, but... LYING (as in 
DELIBERATE untruths)? Not so much as you might wish, Charles -- at least in my 
view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there has been quite a bit of lying from creationists in these threads. 
And I'm far from the only one who has noticed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05784145 31083 701 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 12:59:05pm  
 
<P>The facts so far on Sarah Palin and creationism:</P> 
<P>Apparently Palin originally stated that she supported the teaching of 
creationism in public schools:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The volatile issue of teaching creation science in public schools popped up 
in the Alaska governor's race this week when Republican Sarah Palin said she 



thinks creationism should be taught alongside evolution in the state's public 
classrooms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But then, probably after taking some heat for that statement, she softened 
her stance considerably:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an interview Thursday, Palin said she meant only to say that discussion of 
alternative views should be allowed to arise in Alaska classrooms:</P> 
<P>"I don't think there should be a prohibition against debate if it comes up in 
class. It doesn't have to be part of the curriculum."</P> 
<P>She added that, if elected, she would not push the state Board of Education 
to add such creation-based alternatives to the state's required curriculum.</P> 
<P>Members of the state school board, which sets minimum requirements, are 
appointed by the governor and confirmed by the Legislature.</P> 
<P>"I won't have religion as a litmus test, or anybody's personal opinion on 
evolution or creationism," Palin said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Source: [Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/afarensis/2006/10/27/intelligent_design_and_the_al
a/" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783144 31084 160 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:10:47am  
 
<P>It was a very good speech - she came off as quite genuine.</P> 
<P>This could end up being a good move, but I think it's pretty risky for 
McCain. People could see it as a "gimmick" choice, and you can bet the Dems will 
start hitting her lack of experience right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783295 31085 40 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:37:12am  
 
<P>More than 5,000 online...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783551 31085 247 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 11:18:15am  
 
<P>I have a new report from zombie, but traffic is so high I haven't been able 
to post it - keeps timing out scaling the images.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05783648 31085 333 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 11:35:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/5783605" target=_blank>#297</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, since you put in the changes for what's hot image pulling from the 
other server seems to be a problem, it's the gifs etc that are taking two 
eternities to load. You might want to look at that this 
weekend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's just another result of the high traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05784304 31088 35 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 1:27:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/5784287" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as she isn't going to push it in public schools she can believe 
whatever she wants. It's still an embarrassment...</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican Party of Alaska platform says, in its section on education: 
"We support giving Creation Science equal representation with other theories of 
the origin of life. If evolution is taught, it should be presented as only a 
theory."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. She was simply stating the party line during the debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05784465 31088 139 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 1:55:56pm  
 
<P>The vice president's impact on abortion policy, by the way, is nonexistent. 
Except maybe as a public advocate, in the PR sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05788911 31088 810 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 8:44:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/792/5787395" target=_blank>#792</A> Captain 
Faris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Salamantis is a great single source for all the "talking points" used by non-
scientists who have an obsession with fighting creationism. But, as an 
intelligence analyst...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt that you're an "intelligence analyst." A person with a real 
background in intelligence wouldn't be boasting about it in every comment they 
post at LGF.</P> 
<P>This is exactly what I was talking about when I said above that creationists 
feel no compunction about lying and making up impressive backgrounds for 
themselves, in order to fool gullible people into taking their nonsense 
seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05788982 31088 811 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 9:03:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/802/5788103" target=_blank>#802</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#799 Salamantis</P> 
<P>I hear what you're saying, but I just don't see the DI as being this all-
powerful organization; they appear to be very limited in their scope and 
influence. They remind me of the John Birch Society in the late '50's and '60's. 
People were paranoid about them but in the long run they had no bite. (I do have 
to admit, I know very little about the DI except what I've read here at 
LGF.)</P> 
<P>As far as the textbooks they support - those are only taught in Christian 
schools, which is where they belong. My kids went to a private Christian grammar 
school in the l980's and I have nothing good to say about A Beka textbooks. They 
are narrow and bigoted toward the Catholic Church and anyone else who doesn't 
fit their paradigm. I complained to the principal that my kids couldn't think 
critically or make inferences because of a K-6th grade A Beka curriculum - which 
was nothing more than a rote system of teaching. The principal agreed with 
me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the first paragraph, you're pooh-poohing the influence of creationists. In 
the second, you're complaining that your children "couldn't think critically or 
make inferences" because they were taught from creationist textbooks.</P> 
<P>You don't see any conflict in those two opinions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05785173 31089 29 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 4:07:06pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominionism" 
target=_blank>Dominionism</A> is real enough, but the evidence given in this Kos 
Kid's post that Palin follows that line is slim to nonexistent. I looked into 
some of it, and found several distortions, including the same 'creationist' 
distortion I posted about earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05785956 31090 64 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 6:12:55pm  
 
<P>Dobson's OK with McCain now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05785960 31090 67 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 6:13:12pm  
 
<P>Who's tired?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05787004 31091 84 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 8:34:26pm  
 
<P>Reload and it will be fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05787868 31091 902 Charles Fri, Aug 29, 2008 10:49:57pm  
 
<P>Since "str8outtamonongahela" doesn't know when to stop, I've blocked his/her 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790342 31092 90 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:52:34pm  
 
<P>As I've said before, apologists for genocide are not welcome at LGF. Every 
thread on Karadzic seems to flush out a few more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791339 31092 102 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:56:03pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05793982 31092 117 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2008 8:15:52am  
 
<P>Beagle: you suck. You should be ashamed of what you're trying to defend. And 
now you're banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789654 31096 35 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:06:48am  
 
<P>I added a question mark to the title, because it's possible that the owner of 
obamadefense.com is redirecting to the Obama FighttheSmears site, without being 
officially connected to it. Looks really really fishy, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789691 31096 58 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:12:24am  
 



<P>Here's another site that's actually an alias for obamadefense.com:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.duggback.com/politics/ObamaTaxCut_com_What_s_your_Obama_Tax_Cut
/" target=_blank>www.duggback.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789708 31096 71 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:15:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/5789685" target=_blank>#54</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoah! Excellent sleuthing, Charles!</P> 
<P>Can you imagine the MSM uproar if a Republican campaign had done this to a 
dem? Any dem? Forget minority. It would be nonstop 24/7 pontificating.</P> 
<P>My prediction: <EM>this</EM> will disappear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: it's not certain that the Obama campaign is behind this. It could be an 
independent person who's redirecting to the Obama site. But it has a certain 
odor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789798 31096 145 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:28:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/5789758" target=_blank>#110</A> DirtyDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doing a little free research. From <A 
href="http://private.dnsstuff.com/tools/whois.ch?domain=sarahpalingayrights.com" 
target=_blank>DNS Stuff's search</A>, we get:</P> 
<P>For complete domain details go to:http://who.godaddy.com/whoischeck.aspx?D 
omain=SARAHPALINGAYRIGHTS.COM</P> 
<P>So, enter that URL, so go down, and we get the admin contact. I won't post 
the address here, as that's not nice.</P> 
<P>But, go drop that address into a reverse address lookup (411.com) and you 
get:</P> 
<P>Hendrix, SuzanneJob title: PresidentCompany:Details Contract Furnishings</P> 
<P>Scottsdale, AZ 85260-2581</P> 
<P>Now, do the same for obamadefense.com gives the same street address.</P> 
<P>From CNN's <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/06/25/obama-
asks-contributors-to-help-clinton-with-debt/" target=_blank>Blog's</A>, there is 
a poster there saying this Suzanne is a Republican. I'll end research there 
while I try to figure out more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are you getting this from? The GoDaddy listing says the domain info is 
protected by Domains By Proxy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789826 31096 172 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:35:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/5789814" target=_blank>#161</A> DirtyDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just copying and pasting the GoDaddy URL, which lists the address of the 
registrant. I take that address and put it into the reverse address of 411.com 
(including the suite number). That brings up Suzanne's name, listed in that 
address as a business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the address of the registrant is DomainsByProxy's address. They're a 
company that protects registration information for a fee.</P> 
<P>I think you're looking up the owner of DomainsByProxy, not the owner of 
obamadefense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05789864 31096 208 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/5789854" target=_blank>#199</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It strikes me that domains like these should not be allowed to hide behind a 
proxy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people might say that about LGF, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789894 31096 233 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 11:49:07am  
 
<P><STRONG>PLEASE NOTE!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Suzanne Hendrix has <EM>nothing</EM> to do with the web site linked 
above.</P> 
<P>I use DomainsByProxy at LGF too. You're looking up the owner of 
DomainsByProxy, not the owner of obamadefense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05789961 31096 288 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 12:05:22pm  
 
<P>Again -- we haven't proved that the Obama campaign is behind it. All we know 
is that it's a deceptive site. Whoever is running it could have redirected 
obamadefense.com to the FightTheSmears site, without being actually connected to 
it.</P> 
<P>But something smells funny, because obamadefense has no actual site of its 
own, and the domain name is apparently not publicized anywhere. So why redirect 
it to FightTheSmears?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790100 31096 376 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 12:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/5790010" target=_blank>#330</A> 
Archimedes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Speaking of Palin and Creationism</STRONG>, I don't know if anyone 
has pointed this out yet, but here is a site that says she may not be anti-
evolution:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://historicalpresent.net/" 
target=_blank>historicalpresent.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyway, I thought I'd pass this info on and see how it shakes 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very similar point to the one I made yesterday -- Palin's not an 
activist creationist, and has specifically said she <EM>would not</EM> try to 
have creationism introduced to school curricula.</P> 
<P>I agree that it appears as if she doesn't really know much about the subject 
and simply repeated the official GOP platform when questioned, then had to back 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790129 31096 393 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 12:46:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/5789975" target=_blank>#300</A> LC 
LaWedgie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Looks like it's all a creation of <A 
href="http://my.barackobama.com/page/community/blog/alchemytoday" 
target=_blank>Zach Hensel</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That could be it. ObamaTaxCut.com uses the same IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790196 31096 425 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:12:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/5790176" target=_blank>#413</A> Egfrow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about deceptive but it seems very very shady. The IP address and 
domain are owned by "<A href="http://www.domainsbyproxy.com/LegalAgreement.aspx" 
target=_blank>Domains by Proxy</A>" who sole purpose is to hide the owners 
identity.</P> 
<P><STRONG>They are hiding intentionally. Is this 
ethical?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF uses Domains by Proxy too - otherwise my personal information would be 
visible to anyone who knows how to do a whois lookup, which would obviously be a 
problem. There's nothing unethical about using a domain proxy 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790230 31096 436 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:24:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/5790223" target=_blank>#433</A> 
zerodamage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say though that the URL's being redirected to the Obama campaign 
website doesn't prove much because you can set any of your URL's to point 
anywhere that you want if you know how to. It is really easy if you use 
Godaddy.com which these domains all did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I've been saying over and over in this thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790240 31096 439 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:28:57pm  
 
<P>I emailed Zach Hensel and asked him directly if he's the owner of the 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790249 31096 444 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:31:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/5790241" target=_blank>#440</A> Cimbrian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if it should be classified as deceptive or just plain 
stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my experience, the two qualities are not mutually 
exclusive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790264 31096 449 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/5790251" target=_blank>#445</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help a non-webgeek comprehend the implications. Does this mean that the 
sarahpalingayrights schmuck could just as easily have pointed the site's URL to 



littlegreenfootballs, making it "appear" that LGF was the guilty 
party?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. When you own a domain name, one of the options you normally have is to 
redirect it to another domain. (Any other domain.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790282 31096 453 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:38:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/5790273" target=_blank>#450</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I forwarded a link to this story to the CNN website, chastising them for not 
covering it and pointing out that there is little doubt a similar story about 
the McCain campaign would be splattered all over the top of their website and 
headlined on their broadcasts. We'll see if it gets any response. This is one of 
those things that, once discovered, is trivially easy to check on.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, perhaps a few more emails goading them into action would help. 
Here's their contact form: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/feedback/forms/form1.html?18" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hang on a minute! I keep trying to point out that there's a question mark in 
my title for a reason -- there's no proof that the Obama campaign is behind 
this! Only suspicion.</P> 
<P>I think I should change that title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790285 31096 454 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:39:34pm  
 
<P>The title is changed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790307 31096 460 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 1:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/5790287" target=_blank>#455</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But how long would you let that other domain redirect to yours?</P> 
<P>A few minutes, max. And then you'd pull the rug out from under them (like 
that image hotlink you did a few years ago, with the dog playing 
fetch).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this case, the domain 'obamadefense.com' (which redirects to 
FightTheSmears.com) is not a public address. There are almost no references to 
it on the web, and it hasn't been publicized anywhere, so no one would ever link 
to it. It only shows up when you do a host lookup for another domain that uses 
the same IP.</P> 
<P>Hence, the site to which it's being redirected wouldn't even know about it, 
because they'd never see referrals, or any traffic coming from 
obamadefense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790442 31096 485 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 2:17:26pm  
 
<P><STRONG>See the update above!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791845 31096 536 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 7:53:00pm  
 



<P>It's now going to ObamaTaxCuts.com...</P> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05790056 31098 23 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 12:26:25pm  
 
<P>That's what some anti-abortion protesters do, folks. I've seen these kinds of 
pictures many times, and I strongly suspect that a lot of them are 
phonies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791241 31100 56 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:31:22pm  
 
<P>There's a supertanker in there. Barely visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791256 31100 68 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:36:00pm  
 
<P>There's a pretty amazing PBS high definition show on right now about 
Jerusalem. Very cool aerial photography.</P> 
<P>It's on KOCE - channel 50 if you get broadcast HD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791271 31100 80 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:38:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/5791260" target=_blank>#71</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it tow the public television anti-Zionist line, or does the production 
show signs of intelligence?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty respectful so far. More a travelog than a political 
commentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791275 31100 84 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:40:41pm  
 
<P>I don't know who produced this show. The listing says it's supposed to be 
"Walking with Dinosaurs," which it isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791281 31100 90 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:42:42pm  
 
<P>Wow. Yad Vashem in high definition. Very intense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05791301 31100 106 Charles Sat, Aug 30, 2008 5:46:35pm  
 
<P>Here's the show's web site - it's co-produced with the Israeli Ministry of 
Tourism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.visionsof.org/israel/" 
target=_blank>www.visionsof.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05795593 31105 47 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2008 2:17:15pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page you'll have the normal tab key function 
back...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05796034 31106 25 Charles Sun, Aug 31, 2008 3:31:15pm  
 
<P>I tested it on IE6 and IE7, Firefox 3 and Safari 3, works fine on all of 
them, although IE insists on making you confirm that you want to allow a 
'scripted window'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05799404 31112 148 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 9:41:43am  
 
<P>(I could not possibly care less about this news, by the way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05799435 31112 178 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 9:45:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/5799409" target=_blank>#153</A> 
GregInSeattle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why is posted on your very, very popular (and good) 
blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05801561 31112 1144 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 2:56:39pm  
 
<P>I refuse to take sides when people start flaming each other. But those 
involved in the flame war going on in this thread should realize that your 
pissing match is being seen by a lot of people, and to the vast majority this 
stuff is nothing but a turn-off. It's boring. It's childish. Nobody's interested 
except the ones furiously exchanging messages telling each other how horrible 
they are.</P> 
<P>It's a waste of my time.</P> 
<P>Now I'm going to close this thread, and if this continues into another one 
I'll start blocking accounts.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05801841 31116 47 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 3:58:51pm  
 
<P>The browser looks pretty cool to me - I'll definitely give it a try.</P> 
<P>I'm not too concerned about Google becoming Skynet. The code is open source 
so it's going to be hard to pull off anything too nefarious without thousands of 
geeks finding out within minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05801714 31117 5 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 3:38:06pm  
 
<P>Cheeky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05801718 31117 6 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 3:38:42pm  
 
<P>He's a cheeky bloke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05802260 31118 180 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 5:21:29pm  
 



<P>I love how, after this stream-of-unconsciousness ramble, he says, "We da 
future!"</P> 
<P>We're all doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05802346 31118 264 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 5:40:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/5802317" target=_blank>#236</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he says that. A flat-out racist.</P> 
<P>He also implies that crack-heads are an important component of 
"diversity."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No no no. He's saying that unless you got some crackheads in the, you know, 
vicinity, you can't possibly be down with reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05802481 31119 14 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 5:58:26pm  
 
<P>Sony Cybershot DSC-N1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05802497 31119 25 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 6:00:14pm  
 
<P>The secret to making nice yellow yolks:</P> 
<P>Put the eggs in a pot of water. Bring the water to a full boil. Turn off the 
heat as soon as the water's really boiling and cover. Wait five minutes. Perfect 
hard boiled eggs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05802711 31120 10 Charles Mon, Sep 1, 2008 6:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/5802701" target=_blank>#8</A> Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A follow up? I figured they'd all be in jail by now for, you know, 
<STRIKE>spreading islamophobia</STRIKE> telling the truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27979_Video-
_Undercover_Mosque_Vindicated" target=_blank>They tried.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05804864 31122 119 Charles Tue, Sep 2, 2008 9:09:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/5804806" target=_blank>#70</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kicker is that there are folks who are taking screen caps of these idiot 
postings. Do they really think that if they delete these numbnuts posts that it 
makes it okay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't even bother taking screenshots any more. What's the point? They can't 
possibly deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811432 31135 244 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 9:46:57am  
 
<P>An interesting point about that interview with Jindal linked above: the 
proponents of the La. "academic freedom" stealth creationist bill have loudly 
insisted that it has nothing to do with the teaching of creationism -- but 
Jindal doesn't even deny it. He accepts that statement of the interviewer as a 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05811510 31135 319 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:02:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/5811484" target=_blank>#293</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have stated this before and I will again. I have just exactly two 
criteria on which I will always vote against the proponent - infanticide and 
assisted suicide of the elderly &amp; infirm in lieu of medical care. Everything 
else is negotiable.</P> 
<P>Bobby Jindal is one of the brightest stars to entire the political arena in 
decades. I strongly feel that he has a real shot down the road to be the first 
minority POTUS.</P> 
<P>Creationism v. darwinism is not something I'm willing to throw him overboard 
over. Now if he was advocating infanticide like Obama does . . 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Violation of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment is something I 
<EM>am</EM> willing to throw him overboard for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811524 31135 332 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:05:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/5811312" target=_blank>#128</A> jordank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having the mayor threaten to fire you if you don't ban some book because some 
fundamentalist complained about a book showing witches isn't exactly my idea of 
a free society. Sounds more like a story I would expect to hear in Saudi 
Arabia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're making things up.</P> 
<P>The article says nothing about "fundamentalists" or "witches," and the whole 
story about "banning books" comes from a pissed-off political opponent of 
Palin's, who she beat in an election.</P> 
<P>Another baseless smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811533 31135 341 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:07:36am  
 
<P>No phone numbers allowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811536 31135 344 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:09:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/5811530" target=_blank>#338</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty broad, but specifically, if he pushes Creationism as science 
within the classroom he loses my support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well - that's exactly what he is doing, and he's not just talking about it, 
he's signing bills into law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811597 31135 402 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:20:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/5811574" target=_blank>#380</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This does not look like he is shoving creationism down anyone's throat by a 
long shot. [Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/06/victory_in_louisiana_governor.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're linking to the Discovery Institute's propaganda about the bill.</P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is behind this bill, like they were behind the Dover 
school board's previous attempt to sneak creationism into schools. Their 
credibility is nil, and their dishonesty is legendary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811662 31135 464 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:31:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/5811628" target=_blank>#430</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you saying that the two sentences that I quoted in my #414 are 
inaccurate (sorry, but I've never actually read the law 
itself)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying that this is a deliberately deceptive bill, carefully crafted to 
avoid the pitfalls that the Discovery Institute fell into in the Dover case. 
Here's my previous post on it, with a better analysis of what the bill is all 
about than the Dishonesty Institute's propaganda.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05811717 31135 515 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 10:42:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/5811696" target=_blank>#496</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did the Discovery Institute even exist 30 years ago? This bill is a 
rewrite of one that has been in the works in Louisiana for that period of time. 
The previous version was struck down by SCOTUS.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/print/?q=NjNjYTNjMTVkNmVhMmYxN2JkMWZhMzY
zMGNjNzY4ZDEHere" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>] is what the 
National Review has to say -</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The National Review article is by a Senior Fellow at the Discovery Institute, 
John G. West.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812005 31135 609 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 11:20:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/5811862" target=_blank>#588</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which link - the one to the stealth Discovery institute (sorry about that) or 
the three to more "reputable" sources - like NRO, the ACLU assessment that the 
bill is constitutional and the text of the bill itself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NRO article is also propaganda straight from the Discovery Institute, as 
I pointed out in #515. At National Review, John Derbyshire has spoken out very 
forcefully against the DI's writers who've appeared there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812154 31135 630 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 11:47:13am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/5812062" target=_blank>#618</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no personal knowlege of the author of the NRO article or any 
connections he might have elsewhere, only the reputation of the NRO and the the 
fact that they have not labeled the article with some disclaimer.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>And I did read the law. Some people may be trying to use this law in a way 
that was not intended , but then lots of people try to use our laws about 
Freedom of the Press and Freedom of Speech in ways that were never intended 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need for a disclaimer -- the byline at the bottom of the article tells you 
who he is: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/print/?q=NjNjYTNjMTVkNmVhMmYxN2JkMWZhMzY
zMGNjNzY4ZDE" target=_blank>John G. West on Louisiana Science Education Act on 
National Review Online</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>-- John G. West is the author of <EM>Darwin Day in America: How Our Politics 
and Culture Have Been Dehumanized in the Name of Science</EM> and a senior 
fellow at the Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is not that people are trying to "use the law in a way that was not 
intended" -- it's that the law was deliberately crafted from the start as a 
stealth creationist bill.</P> 
<P>I linked to an earlier LGF post with more information, from a non-Discovery 
Institute source, a Louisiana scientists' group very disturbed by this 
legislation, and very aware of who was behind it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812320 31135 643 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 12:17:50pm  
 
<P>The ACLU's position on the Louisiana "academic freedom" bill is hardly an 
endorsement: <A 
href="http://www.wwltv.com/local/stories/wwl062408tpscienceact.37767059.html" 
target=_blank>ACLU plans to keep eye on Science bill</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ACLU says it will be keeping a close eye on a bill called the Louisiana 
Science Education Act should it become law. ...</P> 
<P>ACLU Executive Director Marjorie Esman said that if the Act is utilized as 
written, it should be fine; though she is not sure it will be handled that way. 
“I think there’s a lot of room for things to get sneaked into the classrooms 
that shouldn’t be there,” she said.</P> 
<P>But those in favor of the bill point to the wording, which says, “shall not 
be construed to promote any religious doctrine, promote discrimination for or 
against a particular set of religious beliefs or promote discrimination against 
religion or non-religion.”</P> 
<P>Esman said the wording walks a fine line. “It does not say it prohibits the 
introduction of religion, and there’s a difference,” she noted.</P> 
<P>The legislation does allow for teachers to use supplemental resources in the 
classroom to take on the new topics. And while it doesn't specifically define 
what those resources will be it does give school districts the power to regulate 
them.</P> 



<P>Political analyst Clancy DuBos said the legislation’s wording may keep it 
from being challenged legally, but depending on how school systems use it, it 
could be challenged in its application. “We're known for suing school boards 
when we need to do so and we won't shy away from doing that if that's what we 
need to do this case," said Esman.</P> 
<P>DuBos said it’s possible some lawmakers voted for the measure with the 
knowledge that it could be challenged legally, <STRONG>a move that could cost 
the state a lot of money</STRONG>. DuBos said some lawmakers may have done that 
to please a vocal constituency.</P> 
<P>"Sometimes lawmakers will do that they just don't want to antagonize that 
block of voters out there, so they pass it and quietly cross their fingers and 
hope that the courts toss it out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812352 31135 648 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 12:26:10pm  
 
<P>It's interesting that the conservatives who <EM>don't</EM> believe in 
creationism never complain about what a horrible "wedge issue" this 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812558 31135 657 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 1:06:50pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory" target=_blank>Scientific 
Theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by rigorous observations in 
the natural world, or by experimental evidence (see scientific method). In this 
sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized expression of all previous 
observations, and is predictive, logical, and testable. In principle, scientific 
theories are always tentative, and subject to corrections, inclusion in a yet 
wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more specific hypotheses may be 
logically bound together by just one or two theories. As a rule for use of the 
term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of universals than do 
hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific sets of phenomena or 
specific applications of a theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812613 31135 658 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 1:11:45pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/evolution-fact.html" 
target=_blank>Evolution is a Fact and a Theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the American vernacular, "theory" often means "imperfect fact"--part of a 
hierarchy of confidence running downhill from fact to theory to hypothesis to 
guess. Thus the power of the creationist argument: evolution is "only" a theory 
and intense debate now rages about many aspects of the theory. If evolution is 
worse than a fact, and scientists can't even make up their minds about the 
theory, then what confidence can we have in it? Indeed, President Reagan echoed 
this argument before an evangelical group in Dallas when he said (in what I 
devoutly hope was campaign rhetoric): "Well, it is a theory. It is a scientific 
theory only, and it has in recent years been challenged in the world of science-
-that is, not believed in the scientific community to be as infallible as it 
once was."</P> 



<P>Well evolution is a theory. It is also a fact. And facts and theories are 
different things, not rungs in a hierarchy of increasing certainty. Facts are 
the world's data. Theories are structures of ideas that explain and interpret 
facts. Facts don't go away when scientists debate rival theories to explain 
them. Einstein's theory of gravitation replaced Newton's in this century, but 
apples didn't suspend themselves in midair, pending the outcome. And humans 
evolved from ape-like ancestors whether they did so by Darwin's proposed 
mechanism or by some other yet to be discovered.</P> 
<P>Moreover, "fact" doesn't mean "absolute certainty"; there ain't no such 
animal in an exciting and complex world. The final proofs of logic and 
mathematics flow deductively from stated premises and achieve certainty only 
because they are not about the empirical world. Evolutionists make no claim for 
perpetual truth, though creationists often do (and then attack us falsely for a 
style of argument that they themselves favor). In science "fact" can only mean 
"confirmed to such a degree that it would be perverse to withhold provisional 
consent." I suppose that apples might start to rise tomorrow, but the 
possibility does not merit equal time in physics classrooms.</P> 
<P>Evolutionists have been very clear about this distinction of fact and theory 
from the very beginning, if only because we have always acknowledged how far we 
are from completely understanding the mechanisms (theory) by which evolution 
(fact) occurred. Darwin continually emphasized the difference between his two 
great and separate accomplishments: establishing the fact of evolution, and 
proposing a theory--natural selection--to explain the mechanism of 
evolution.</P> 
<P>-- Stephen J. Gould, "Evolution as Fact and Theory", Discover, May 
1981</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05814194 31135 710 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 5:14:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/5814115" target=_blank>#707</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<P>I think we have a winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05819628 31135 734 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 8:10:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/733/5818784" target=_blank>#733</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why you spend so much time talking about religion in your reply 
as I didn't mention anything about religion in my post. I do not need religion 
to debunk evolution so I have never resorted to it.</P> 
<P>The fact that evolution is a ridiculous theory but people still believe in it 
deserves analysis. My opinion is that it is taught at school as gospel and 
people accept it unquestioningly. I was one of them.</P> 
<P>It is frustrating to see such obviously intelligent people (yourself 
included) being hoodwinked by this theory and I am perplexed by their obduracy. 
Is there some secondary gain attached for these people to be so passionately 
resistant to accepting any possible counter argument to 
evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't posted a single word that "debunks evolution." You've been 
relentlessly dumping creationist talking points into our comments in every 
thread dealing with evolution, trying to trick gullible people into believing 
your nonsense. Are you affiliated with Answers in Genesis or Ken 
Ham?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05826952 31135 757 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 9:03:34am  



 
<P>Accepting the fact of evolution has nothing to do with belief in God. If this 
is a political issue, it's because creationists relentlessly try to force their 
pseudo-scientific views on the rest of society, and many of them seek to 
specifically overturn the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment. (See the 
Discovery Institute's "Wedge Document.")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812401 31137 95 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 12:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/5812214" target=_blank>#34</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, another mini-bug on LGF since you re-designed the comment-box 
area:</P> 
<P>Formerly, there was a keyboard shortcut to make the "blockquote" code: press 
control-apostrophe (on a Mac keyboard at least). Now that doesn't work any more, 
and one must click the "quote" button above the comment box. The other keyboard 
shortcuts still do work -- control-B for bold, etc. -- just not control-quote. 
Not quite sure what made it go away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that shortcut doesn't work with the new method; it has to be an 
alphabetic key. I changed that key to 'Q', which is a little problematic since 
it's close to the Quit command. But it's the most logical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05820207 31137 199 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 9:55:09am  
 
<P>They've now fixed the problem.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812727 31140 12 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 1:23:31pm  
 
<P>This is what happens if you don't ride herd on the lawyers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05812997 31142 18 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 1:56:55pm  
 
<P>I think the times are Eastern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05813003 31142 21 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 1:57:35pm  
 
<P>No, maybe you're right - Central.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05814550 31144 4 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 5:54:01pm  
 
<P>It's alive!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05814568 31144 14 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 5:55:43pm  
 
<P>Wow. Internet television. Will the traffic kill it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05814584 31144 23 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 5:57:07pm  
 
<P>It's only a second or two behind the cable feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05814811 31144 207 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 6:10:53pm  
 
<P>I expanded the video dimensions to fill the center column, so if you refresh 
you'll see it a bit larger.</P> 
<P>There's no 'autoplay' Flash variable in their embed code, so every time you 
refresh or open a new window it will start streaming again. Hit the pause 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05814910 31144 297 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 6:15:44pm  
 
<P>Woah. Radical violent Islam. We're not supposed to mention 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05815728 31145 86 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 6:57:57pm  
 
<P>Best to open another window to keep the stream going -- I don't want to 
suddenly shut it down for those watching...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05815804 31145 143 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 7:01:26pm  
 
<P>And now, Rudy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05817031 31146 440 Charles Wed, Sep 3, 2008 7:52:13pm  
 
<P>She hasn't stuttered once, or missed a single word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05820093 31147 804 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 9:36:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/5817869" target=_blank>#363</A> 
annefrance</EM></P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>-205 as I write. You've shattered the LGF record for negative comment scores, 
and reinforced every stereotype about the arrogant, nasty French. Not bad for 
your first comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822523 31156 95 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 4:48:16pm  
 
<P>A new look for LGF slideshows:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Jyllands-
Posten-Cartoons/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822700 31156 254 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:18:39pm  
 
<P>Pawlenty is a creationist, who <EM>does</EM> want to force it into science 
classes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22425001/vp/26483818#26483818" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Starts about 14:00. And Pawlenty says Palin wants "intelligent design" taught 
in schools, even though she's on record denying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822797 31156 346 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:33:17pm  
 
<P>Brownback is another creationist.</P> 
<P>It really sucks that the Republican party is so infatuated with pseudo-
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822879 31156 424 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:45:35pm  
 
<P>It's going to be interesting to see if McCain mentions "Islamic terrorism," 
because you can bet that CAIR has been pulling every string to prevent 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822938 31156 483 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:52:20pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822945 31156 490 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:52:47pm  
 
<P>This is painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05822995 31156 538 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 5:57:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/5822983" target=_blank>#527</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh. Oh, dear.</P> 
<P>Did the RNC know he was going to go into this sermon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm certain that the RNC approved every word that is spoken on that 
stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823050 31156 585 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:01:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/5823027" target=_blank>#567</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If so, they're nuts. Not everyone in their audience is an 
evangelical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was pure, unvarnished pandering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823064 31156 599 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:01:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/5823045" target=_blank>#580</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lindsay up... that mean's Cindy, then John next</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With a Tom Ridge detour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823103 31156 634 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:04:43pm  
 



<P>We're in serious anti-climax land here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823207 31156 738 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:10:59pm  
 
<P>Here's the Jon Voight video they canceled last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823326 31157 16 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:18:44pm  
 
<P>Reload if the video isn't playing. Small glitch, now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05823461 31157 118 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 6:26:34pm  
 
<P>They could have boiled this convention down to one powerful 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05824370 31158 26 Charles Thu, Sep 4, 2008 7:34:09pm  
 
<P>Problems fixed. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05827728 31163 24 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 10:49:54am  
 
<P>If you missed it, Palin's entire speech is here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31153_Sarah_Palins_Speech" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05829096 31166 184 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 3:26:42pm  
 
<P>That's the sixth sock puppet of 'jordank' I've banned.</P> 
<P>Previous names this idiot has used:</P> 
<P>Andrew_KJjasonkctsenor_lewiejaxonjjdaniels</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05829227 31166 280 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 4:10:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/5829214" target=_blank>#274</A> 
Caliredst8r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In all the churches I attended when I was a child, in all the Sunday school 
talks and lessons about creation, I've never heard anyone say that the earth is 
only 4,000(or whatever) years old. Are there actually groups who believe this? 
Or is this just what people think creationist believe, or something they project 
onto creationists? Like when people claim that Republicans want to bring back 
the draft, or bring back slavery?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there are indeed people who believe in and promote the literal Biblical 
story of creation. It's not just a few, and they have lots of money from 
somewhere. See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://answersingenesis.org/" 
target=_blank>answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05829232 31166 285 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 4:12:59pm  
 
<P>Here's AnswersInGenesis, trying to figure out if Sarah Palin really is a 
young earth creationist -- and they're hoping she is, of course:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://answersingenesis.org/articles/2008/08/30/really-a-
creationist" target=_blank>answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05829510 31167 10 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 5:50:44pm  
 
<P>Please note: as always, I'm going to delete any comments telling me to stop 
posting about this topic.</P> 
<P>Just a heads-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05829614 31167 84 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 6:13:57pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post about this topic will be deleted, as will 
comments complaining about being deleted.</P> 
<P>Continuing to complain is probably not a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05829820 31167 274 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 6:47:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/5829807" target=_blank>#262</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of these politicians don't know what Intelligent Design is. They think 
it means God created the Universe long ago not 6000 years ago. The Behe 
arguements behind ID is that "poof everything divinely appeared 6000 years ago. 
Sort of like a Harry Potter existence.</P> 
<P>Micheal Medved on the Board of the Discovery Institute still doesn't know 
what Intelligent Design is. He is uncomfortable talking about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because the whole concept of "intelligent design" is fraudulent. It's 
creationism with a new name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05830324 31167 749 Charles Fri, Sep 5, 2008 8:28:10pm  
 
<P>Comments that tell me not to post about this topic, or that complain about 
posts on this topic, are going to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05832345 31167 1203 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 10:39:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1201/5832197" target=_blank>#1201</A> rance</EM></P> 
<P>If you're going to lecture me about missing "important points," it might be a 
good idea to learn how to spell Velikovsky's name first.</P> 
<P>Second, using Immanuel Velikovsky as a paragon of good science is just beyond 
ludicrous. His ideas were completely, utterly discredited long ago, not "proven 
correct" as you claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05833369 31167 1215 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 1:28:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1207/5832826" target=_blank>#1207</A> rance</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Nice, attack my spelling because you cannot attack my science or 
math.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked your comment again, and I don't see either science or math in 
it.</P> 
<P>I did see your reference to "6,000 years," though. Are you a young earth 
creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05833440 31167 1217 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 1:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1216/5833371" target=_blank>#1216</A> Richard 
Romano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tu quoque! Don't most evolutionists argue the opposite? That if you believe 
in creation, you're either nuts or misguided, or both?</P> 
<P>AiG has a number of skilled scientists who can argue quite forcefully for 
creation without having to resort to fear mongering and the 
like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you believe in creationism, the most charitable description possible is 
that you are misguided. Many creationists are indeed nuts, and the Answers in 
Genesis "scientists" are crackpots and kooks, no matter how "forcefully" they 
argue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05833615 31167 1221 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 2:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1220/5833566" target=_blank>#1220</A> rance</EM></P> 
<P>You're complaining about someone quoting Wikipedia, after praising Immanuel 
Velikovsky's long-discredited "theories?" That's pretty rich.</P> 
<P>Are you a young earth creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05833642 31167 1223 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 2:55:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1220/5833566" target=_blank>#1220</A> rance</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, dating is changed by cataclysmic events. This occurred with a living 
tree which was covered by lava when Mount Saint Hellens erupted. The tests done 
on the tree showed it was a million years old. It was alive at the time of 
eruption. It might have been 300 years old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm calling bullshit on this. Please provide a link. I'm willing to bet you 
got this nonsense from a creationist web site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05833652 31167 1224 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 2:58:50pm  
 
 
 
<P>Here's one possible source, with lots of creationist hooey about Mt. St. 
Helens:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.angelfire.com/mi/dinosaurs/earthage.html" 
target=_blank>www.angelfire.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834757 31167 1228 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 7:59:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1227/5834732" target=_blank>#1227</A> Zim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe your evolution theory and let others believe their theory. Neither 
can be proved. You must believe both by faith</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. The theory of evolution is backed up by a mountain of evidence, and 
has been challenged and tested for 150 years. There's no "faith" involved, just 
facts and evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05836106 31167 1231 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 8:54:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1230/5835999" target=_blank>#1230</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<P>Right. "Creation on the Web." There's a wonderful source. You're right, I 
don't credit any testimony from that site, because it's run by crackpots and 
illiterate morons, pretending to be "scientists" so they can trick gullible 
people with their BS.</P> 
<P>If you want to believe in this garbage, that's your right. But it IS garbage, 
with no credibility at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05838125 31167 1236 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 4:33:29pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05832237 31170 20 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 10:24:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5832222" target=_blank>#11</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, most of the comments are opposing this nonsense. They realize how 
stupid they look.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. And yet, oddly enough, these smears just keep getting 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834158 31172 226 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 5:23:27pm  
 
 
 
<P>For the thousandth time, I am going to delete any comments telling me to stop 
posting about evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834182 31172 229 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 5:31:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/5834164" target=_blank>#227</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think it is very unfortunate that the evolutionists here are fighting 
the Christian creationists and lumping them together with the enemy. It would be 
like the Brits refusing help from the US in WW2 because of the Boston tea 
party.</P> 
<P>It is crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you find yourself on the same side as Mahmoud Zahar, that's not my fault. 
If I were you, I'd take it as a cue that it's time to reexamine your fanatical 
adherence to pseudo-science.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05834210 31172 232 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 5:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/5834206" target=_blank>#231</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is your fault. You are the one causing divisions here, not me. And these 
divisions may have grave consequences for the future of the western world.</P> 
<P>How dare you imply I am on the same side as that evil terrorist.</P> 
<P>Who would you rather live with: Islamic fundamentalists or Christian 
creationists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are on the same side as far as believing in and promoting pseudo-science. 
You've been dumping creationist talking points into every evolution thread, and 
doing your best to hoodwink and confuse gullible readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834249 31172 238 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 5:53:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/5834226" target=_blank>#233</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"If I were you, I'd take it as a cue that it's time to re-examine your 
fanatical adherence to pseudo-science."</P> 
<P>Charles, I re-read that sentence. Are you saying that people who believe in 
creation are not welcome in the fight against Islamic terrorists. Are you 
putting your belief in a theory above the welfare of your fellow man. Even if it 
tuns out to be fact, why do this? It's madness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I'm saying is very simple. There's no need to put words in my mouth. 
You're doing your best to promote a false view of reality at LGF, dumping 
creationist talking points into every evolution thread, and you've been getting 
your ass kicked as a result. Or haven't you noticed that you've lost every 
single "debate" you've participated in?</P> 
<P>Now you're trying to claim victimhood, which is a completely predictable 
tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834280 31172 245 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/5834273" target=_blank>#243</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<P>Interestingly, the only ones who ever complain that I'm "alienating a large 
percentage of the population" are creationists.</P> 
<P>You'd better get used to the fact that I will always stand up for knowledge 
and science instead of medieval ignorance and pseudo-science, because it's not 
going to change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834287 31172 249 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:08:12pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-447930/Pope-Benedict-
believes-evolution.html" target=_blank>Pope Benedict 'believes in 
evolution'</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pope Benedict has aired his views on evolution for the first time - and says 
he partially believes Darwin's theories.</P> 
<P>The Pontiff said science had narrowed the way life's origins are understood 
and said Christians should take a broader approach to the question.</P> 
<P>However, he did not adopt a strictly scientific view of the origins if life, 
believing instead that God created life through evolution.</P> 



<P>He said he "would not depend on faith alone to explain the whole 
picture".</P> 
<P>As well as praising scientific progress, the Pope's views, published in a new 
book 'Schoepfung unt Evolution' (Creation and Evolution), <STRONG>did not 
endorse the creationist, or 'intelligent design' view of life's 
origins</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834306 31172 253 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:13:11pm  
 
<P>And now the talking points start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834328 31172 257 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:19:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/5834315" target=_blank>#255</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<P>And now you're proving that you haven't read or understood my posts on the 
collaboration between Turkish Islamists and US creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834353 31172 260 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:25:48pm  
 
<P>Relentless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834565 31172 270 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 7:19:25pm  
 
<P>These threads have a way of flushing out the idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834740 31172 277 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 7:56:52pm  
 
<P>We have some angry creationists tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834229 31174 239 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 5:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/5834203" target=_blank>#223</A> wii42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>What do you use for the server-side part of AJAX for LGF? Just wondering, 
since your endorsement of jQuery for the client-side seems right on.</P> 
<P>(anybody else got any suggestions for server-side AJAX with PHP and 
Perl?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The server side code is all in PHP.</P> 
<P>And <A href="http://jquery.com" target=_blank>jQuery</A> rocks. I can't 
recommend it highly enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05834365 31174 335 Charles Sat, Sep 6, 2008 6:28:37pm  
 
<P>Reversing comment ratings is a little trickier than I thought. This one may 
need another day or so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05836713 31176 305 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 10:42:50am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/5836693" target=_blank>#299</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peronsally, I think this story is much ado about nothing.</P> 
<P>BHO was asked if he ever thought about serving, and he said he thought about 
it, but didn't do it (just as just about every adult male has, particularly 
given the mandatory draft registration).</P> 
<P>No news here, especially given that we know he didn't serve.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The news in this story is simply that Obama is pandering to those very same 
bitter gun-clingers that he dissed at a San Francisco fundraiser. And he's doing 
it because he's afraid.</P> 
<P>You can almost see the inner voices arguing among themselves when he 
talks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837577 31177 601 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 1:17:35pm  
 
<P>Who's making a big deal of it? Not me - I just thought it was a funny slip of 
the tongue, not a Freudian slip or some shocking revelation.</P> 
<P>Obama's getting rattled, and he's making dumb mistakes like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837804 31177 632 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 2:25:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/5837767" target=_blank>#629</A> Amy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I still think you should add an update regarding the fact that the 
video has been heavily edited in order to suggest that Obama "admitted" his 
Muslim faith and that people should listen to the unedited version and make up 
their own minds as to what he actually said and in what context. That's only 
fair. If this kind of thing were done to McCain or Palin, we'd all be screaming 
about it, and rightly so.</P> 
<P>We can only evaluate what we can see and hear, and this sort of 
Bowdlerization of videos is dangerous because it deprives us of the ability to 
look, listen and make up our own minds about what was actually said. Critical 
thinking skills are useless if we aren't given the facts on which to exercise 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. This wasn't edited, it's an unaltered clip from the interview, 
and he's clearly saying, "You're right, John McCain has not talked about my 
Muslim faith."</P> 
<P>The only editing was to take a 17-second clip out of a longer interview. It 
was not altered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837341 31179 29 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 12:34:06pm  
 
 
 
<P>Just realized I needed to add or subtract TWO from the total when a rating is 
reversed, so if it wasn't working as you expected, that's why. Should be cool 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837372 31179 46 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 12:38:00pm  
 



<P>Yep, works fine now.<EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/5837363" target=_blank>#40</A> 
spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if you accidentally click, you can only negate your accident rather than give 
the rating you wanted i.e. if I accidentally click <STRONG>-</STRONG> then I can 
only get back to zero by adding a <STRONG>+</STRONG>, but I cannot give the 
positive rating I meant to. need to keep + button active for two clicks, or add 
a neutral button, or make the + worth two if the - were 
clicked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what #29 is about. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837377 31179 49 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 12:38:41pm  
 
<P>This is only for comments, not for articles or links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837519 31179 130 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 1:04:27pm  
 
<P>Please see #49.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837526 31179 135 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 1:05:31pm  
 
<P>Reversals are not going to show up in the Spy, at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837527 31179 136 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 1:05:59pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/5837522" target=_blank>#132</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. You can vote, and then change it to the opposite vote -- but 
what you can't do is <STRONG>unvote</STRONG>! No way to go back to zero.</P> 
<P>Not that anyone would ever want to do that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Once you throw your hat in the ring, you can't unthrow 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837773 31179 311 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 2:12:16pm  
 
<P>The feature of clicking a green heart to go directly to your Favorites page 
now works again.</P> 
<P>To recap, you click the red heart to add something to your Favorites and it 
turns green -- then clicking it will open the Favorites page in a new 
window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05837839 31179 362 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 2:35:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/5837831" target=_blank>#357</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised no one has come out and asked this, so I will...Charles, is 
there a Time Limit on the ding reverse? If so, what is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No time limit...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05838230 31180 45 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 4:48:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/5838220" target=_blank>#37</A> snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does "front" mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05839992 31184 89 Charles Sun, Sep 7, 2008 9:24:55pm  
 
<P>I don't think I've ever seen so many robots crawling around LGF. This is 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05843886 31188 682 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 2:37:50pm  
 
<P>Troll. Very obvious one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05844745 31188 698 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 5:31:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/697/5844679" target=_blank>#697</A> 
ObamaRocks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least I gave you the decency of outlining ALL of Palin's experience. 
Barack at least has experience in state legislature, and the 
Senate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it hurt to be so empty-headed?</P> 
<P>By the way, that second account you tried to register has been 
deactivated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05843351 31191 154 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 12:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/5843323" target=_blank>#133</A> dead sea 
squirrel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It all fits. Sarah is a creationist, and we now know that creationists are on 
the same page as the Islamists. So there ya are.</P> 
<P>One good slime deserves another.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, do we have another creationist with hurt feelings? Your little jibe is 
stupid, of course, and I have never written anything like that.</P> 
<P>But it's an indisputable FACT that several creationist groups ARE in league 
with Islamists to promote pseudo-science in Turkey. Deal with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05843492 31191 251 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 1:21:14pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/5843403" target=_blank>#194</A> Grok the 
Fullness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is also a known fact that one big "anti-creationist" group is in bed with 
al Qaeda, Mookie, dinnerjacket, Chavez, Chinless, Hamas, Hezbollah and Putin 



because it is politically expedient to their cause. errr, did i leave anyone 
out? Just sayin'...</P> 
<P>/bravely facing the stick</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you think you've made some kind of devastating point here.</P> 
<P>FACT: both the Institute for Creation Research and the Discovery Institute 
have explicitly made alliances with Islamic creationists, and even bragged about 
it.</P> 
<P>Deal with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05844134 31191 329 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 3:31:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/5843968" target=_blank>#324</A> Grok the 
Fullness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, you are wrong about my intent The point being that both sides of the 
issue team with Islamists either overtly or covertly as expedience 
dictates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Going to Turkey and bragging about collaboration with Islamists (as 
the creationists have done) is unequivocally "teaming up with Islamists." It's a 
documented fact that they do so, and they boast about it openly.</P> 
<P>Your <EM>opinion</EM> that some leftists have views that lend support to 
Islamists is vastly different. It's not even comparable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05844584 31191 334 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 4:56:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/5844441" target=_blank>#332</A> Grok the 
Fullness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My opinion?</P> 
<P>ahem...Chavez, Castro, the stupid f*#ks from Argentina, Ecuador and 
Nicaragua? Are these leftists? Are they not supported by creationist hating 
leftists in our own country?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's your opinion, and being anti-creationist has nothing to do with 
supporting any of those people. I don't support any of those people -- obviously 
-- and I am strongly opposed to the promotion of creationist pseudo-science. 
You're arguing a complete non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845342 31191 337 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 7:14:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/5845265" target=_blank>#336</A> Grok the 
Fullness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>does being a Christian preclude belief in evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tell me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05848006 31191 342 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 10:49:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/5845946" target=_blank>#339</A> Grok the 
Fullness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yawn</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a mistake.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05843589 31192 50 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 1:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/5843574" target=_blank>#42</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the mysteriously vanished linky mysteriously 
vanished.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's still there - but it's getting slammed by LGF traffic and is very 
slow.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05843881 31192 272 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 2:35:56pm  
 
<P>Well, well. The Alaska Democratic Party has now re-posted the page, with a 
different address. See updates above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845522 31197 152 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 7:48:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/5845494" target=_blank>#130</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Impressive? Sure. You know what's more impressive.</P> 
<P>Charles is letting her continue posting here despite that monumental piece of 
crapulence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably not for much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845567 31197 189 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 7:59:53pm  
 
<P>annefrance: were you previously banned from LGF under another 
name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845616 31197 227 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:07:05pm  
 
<P>annefrance's IP traces to Montreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845633 31197 243 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/5845606" target=_blank>#218</A> 
annefrance</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am curious at your interest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My interest is because I don't appreciate people coming into my site and 
deliberately provoking people, then gloating over the response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845658 31197 267 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:14:20pm  
 
<P>That's enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845736 31197 339 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:24:46pm  
 



<P>That kind of troll is the most disgusting. Sleazy accusations, deliberate 
provocations, gloating and sneering.</P> 
<P>I'll never understand what motivates that kind of person, but I do know I 
don't want them around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845773 31197 372 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:32:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/5845627" target=_blank>#237</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa, dude. I know people may not care for her here -- I don't care for the 
Palin comments myself -- but I hope revealing little bits of personal info isn't 
going to be a regular thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. There are 3.6 million people in Montreal.</P> 
<P>Get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845809 31197 406 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:39:47pm  
 
<P>If you've noticed that I don't link to the Washington Times much any more, 
here's one reason. They're now publishing the work of Serbian apologists for 
genocide.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2008/sep/07/kosovo-
prelude-to-georgia/" 
target=_blank>www.washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845896 31197 481 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 8:58:12pm  
 
<P>You cannot assume that the person posting comments under that name was the 
person that email address belongs to.</P> 
<P>It's wise to be skeptical about everything you read on the internet, 
including any claims to an identity. It's very simple to fake this 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05845915 31197 499 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/5845909" target=_blank>#493</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He seems to be complaining that there were not enough casualties to justify 
the west intervening to stop the genocide, hence moral equivalence with 
Russia...</P> 
<P>What a worthless piece of shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's pretty disgusting stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846031 31197 572 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/5846010" target=_blank>#571</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ridiculous. There is no censorship there. When the government tells us we 
can't publish or air the videos -- which, as I said, are accessible to any moron 
with a computer -- then it's censorship. Until then it's just 'pandering' to the 
wishes of the majority, while ignoring the spitballs from the 
fringes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's pretty arrogant of you to decide on your own that the "majority" don't 
want to see those images. Please cite some sources for this assertion -- because 
I think it's complete BS, propagated by a mainstream media that has decided to 
play nanny to America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846001 31198 11 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5845993" target=_blank>#5</A> rasachema</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>who cares?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I care. And you can find somewhere else to post your 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846037 31198 39 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:39:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/5846025" target=_blank>#29</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm, yes, that's disturbing in that these nuts are soiling an otherwise 
often worthy concern. But I'm not sure they're really all-stars in any sense, 
are they? They're not real players on the international political scene, that I 
know of -- I've never heard of one of those guys -- not one -- outside 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because you don't pay attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846049 31198 50 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/5846042" target=_blank>#44</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not have been around for the first of several rounds of Charles and 
LGF taking these mofo's on. They are NOT businessmen; they are proponents of 
White Supremecy and Neo-Nazism. They are just as despicable as are the jihadists 
themselves; perhaps more so because they cloak themselves in the flag of contra-
jihadism to mask their true intents and desires.Charles took a LOT of shit for 
exposing these sonsabitches - again, perhaps before you started on LGF, from 
otherwise "conservative" or "Right-Wing" bloggers for calling them out. And 
Charles and LGF were attacked by people who had previously been - we obviously 
erroneously thought - were our friends in the contra-jihasist movement.Never 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cognito was around then. He knows the history. This is what he 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846081 31198 79 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:48:14pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/archives/022539.php" 
target=_blank>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846088 31198 86 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/5846085" target=_blank>#83</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no, no -- and again, no. I wasn't saying these people are good. I was 
saying they're not 'all-stars.' It's not as though Angela Merkel is on the 



roster. These are for the most part -- and I've amended my thoughts on a couple 
of them -- relatively obscure personalities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not. Repeating it will not make it true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846093 31198 91 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:51:14pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fascism" target=_blank>Fascism</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fascism is a totalitarian nationalist political ideology and mass movement 
that is concerned with notions of cultural decline or decadence, and which seeks 
to achieve a millenarian national rebirth by exalting the nation or race, as 
well as promoting cults of unity, strength and 
purity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846096 31198 94 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:51:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/5846073" target=_blank>#72</A> kuffar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I am against Fascism. It may be what Europe needs.</P> 
<P>But we can all agree, Europe doesn't need Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you insane, or just tired of having an LGF account?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846113 31198 109 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 9:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/5846111" target=_blank>#107</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't know how difficult it would be for you to do, and certainly 
I am not looking to add to your workload, but if possible, could you please link 
to some of the LGF posts from "those days" here? I'm thinking specifically of 
the thread where you sorta itemized all the shit that these cockroaches were up 
too and that you - with some research help - published?It might help bring some 
of the newbies up to speed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/Vlaams+Belang" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846132 31198 127 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 10:03:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/5846073" target=_blank>#72</A> kuffar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I am against Fascism. It may be what Europe needs.</P> 
<P>But we can all agree, Europe doesn't need Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read your comment again, and this attitude is absolutely not welcome at 
LGF. You might find Stormfront more to your liking if you need somewhere to post 
these kinds of comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846139 31198 134 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 10:05:28pm  
 
<P>And speaking of Stormfront, they're very excited about this conference:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.141.104/search?q=cache:6mVwgtj_b50J:www.stormfront.org/forum
/showthread.php/anti-islam-congress-k-ln-512753.html+anti-



islam+congress+cologne&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=5&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safar
i" target=_blank>209.85.141.104...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846142 31198 137 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 10:05:59pm  
 
<P>Please don't link directly to Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05846178 31198 172 Charles Mon, Sep 8, 2008 10:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/5846156" target=_blank>#151</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sorry big guy (but what was the difference between my link and tyours? not 
being argumentative ,, just puter igggy !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My link goes to Google's cache of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05847391 31199 87 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 9:08:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/5847278" target=_blank>#23</A> 
marieusa4me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi .. long time lurker in trubble. I am on a dial up computer at the moment. 
Yesterday while trying to get on Hughes, I get the below message.</P> 
<P>ForbiddenYou don't have permission to access / on this server.</P> 
<P>Additionally, a 403 Forbidden error was encountered while trying to use an 
ErrorDocument to handle the request.Apache/1.3.41 Server at 
littlegreenfootballs.com Port 80</P> 
<P>Have I been blocked, has Hughes blocked this site?</P> 
<P>Help please. I can live without a lot of things but I NEED 
littlegreenfootballs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably blocked that IP because it was being used by a spammer to read our 
site automatically looking for email addresses. (A web robot operated by a 
spammer, to be more precise.) I get a lot of this stuff from Hughes.</P> 
<P>If you can find out the IP that you're having this problem with I'll remove 
it from the list. Use that account to browse to [Link: <A 
href="http://whatsmyip.org/" target=_blank>whatsmyip.org...</A>] and send that 
IP address to me through the contact form in the left sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05850329 31206 28 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 5:27:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/5850279" target=_blank>#3</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the OT- it's <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12524" target=_blank>the 4 year 
anniversary of the throbbing memo</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, today's the anniversary of the proof that those documents were 
fake, but the Dreaded Throbbing Memo was not born until September 10:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12543_Another_CBS_Document_Experim
ent" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05850472 31206 118 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 5:43:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/5850439" target=_blank>#90</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out of curiosity, <STRONG>roughly</STRONG> how many new lizards did you get 
from SBVFT as part of breaking that story?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dunno!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05850512 31206 150 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 5:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/5850488" target=_blank>#130</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allah alert on the previous thread #464.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... you should check out that person's profile. It's not what you 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05850854 31209 104 Charles Tue, Sep 9, 2008 6:36:44pm  
 
<P>It's possible that he's simply so out of touch with day to day events that he 
isn't aware of the national reaction to Palin's comment about pitbulls and 
lipstick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05854560 31211 85 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 11:30:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/5854497" target=_blank>#84</A> orson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read a lot of Paul's work, and it never has anything in common with what 
I've heard from her...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They may be coming at it from opposite ends of the political spectrum, but 
Cynthia McKinney's stance on foreign policy is the same as Ron Paul's - 
fanatical isolationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05853980 31214 74 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 9:44:43am  
 
<P>The mainstream media usually love to do "on this day in history" pieces.</P> 
<P>But this particular day in history is one they'd rather cover up and forget 
about.</P> 
<P>No "this day in history" for you, Throbbing Memo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05854255 31214 258 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 10:38:58am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">258</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Sep 10, 
2008 10:38:58am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 



 
 
05854332 31214 316 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 10:55:13am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">316</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Sep 10, 
2008 10:55:13am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05854392 31214 361 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 11:05:32am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">361</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Wed, Sep 10, 
2008 11:05:32am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05854432 31214 393 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 11:11:14am  
 
<P>OK, no more self-deleting here.</P> 
<P>I was testing a change that should help speed things up in longer threads. 
Changed a database query to return a much smaller record set for deleted 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05854471 31214 423 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 11:17:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/5854458" target=_blank>#412</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might have worked or at least helped. From my personal location, the 
overnight thread last night would have been a complete waste of time with 1600 
posts or something like that.Still "slow", but it does complete.</P> 
<P>I don't know how many hops I have to go through to get to this site ... I'd 
guess that has some effect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This change isn't going to help with the initial loading of a long comment 
thread. But once you're there, using the new comments button or posting comments 
should be a lot smoother and faster. And also less of a bandwidth hit on our DB 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05854543 31214 480 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 11:28:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/5854512" target=_blank>#453</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>I had assumed in the past that you had an auto-post feature devised where you 
could load a quote database and it would fire an "overnight" or "morning" or 
"afternoon" open thread based on the comment count of the prior post and the 
time o' day.</P> 
<P>But the recent activity doesn't match that anymore - so did that ever exist, 
or are you a punctual kinda guy that had a daily routine going?</P> 
<P>Just curious (and thinking the autopost would free up your day a 
bit).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No auto-post feature, but there is a scheduled post feature. That's what I 
use when you see open threads appear in the middle of the night.</P> 
<P>Auto-posting open threads is on the to-do list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05857603 31220 3 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 8:41:52pm  
 
<P>Hmm. Videos not playing. Stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05857634 31220 10 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 8:48:46pm  
 
<P>Yes, YouTube is being flaky. Should be back online soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05857687 31220 38 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 9:03:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/5857649" target=_blank>#20</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we are OT, Charles, how is that Stephen Foster CD? Is it produced in a 
manner such that the music is true to the period, or are the songs given a 
modern treatment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/15294_Why_Should_the_Beautiful_Die
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05857757 31220 74 Charles Wed, Sep 10, 2008 9:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/5857662" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: The latest Koskidz smear; the father of Bristol Palin's baby is...Black 
(gasp!)...<A href="http://dailykos.com/story/2008/9/10/23056/5449/515/594424" 
target=_blank>Bristol Palin's Real Baby's Father (Kevin or Levi)?</A></P> 
<P>Racism!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've already deleted it. Getting pretty quick on the trigger over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05860129 31220 264 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 12:35:04pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/5859818" target=_blank>#263</A> Ice-9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Schools should teach both Creationism and Evolution. You know, don't be 
afraid of information. Healthy debate is so important and it's so valuable in 
our schools. I am a proponent of teaching both. Don't be afraid of information 
and let kids debate both sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they should not. Creationism is not science, it's religion, and it should 
not be taught as science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05862699 31220 271 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 7:43:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/5861865" target=_blank>#268</A> Ice-9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I quite agree. The quote in my earlier post was from <A 
href="http://dwb.adn.com/news/politics/elections/story/8347904p-8243554c.html" 
target=_blank>Sarah Palin</A> in 2006.</P> 
<P>Sorry for the confusion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then she added:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... if elected, she would not push the state Board of Education to add such 
creation-based alternatives to the state’s required 
curriculum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05859900 31225 32 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 12:04:42pm  
 
<P>That morning I woke up shortly before the second plane hit. I was on several 
web design email lists, and when I checked email the first message I saw was 
from someone in New York who wrote, "Did you see that? It went right into the 
World Trade Center."</P> 
<P>That sent a chill down my spine. I turned on the television right after the 
second plane, and saw both towers burning -- and knew right away it was an 
attack of some kind. I didn't know they were airplanes at first, but they 
started rerunning the footage of the planes swooping in almost immediately, and 
then I realized it was a terrorist act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05859927 31225 53 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 12:08:19pm  
 
<P>Ben Hur: <STRONG>not</STRONG> appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05860059 31225 175 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 12:25:37pm  
 
<P>At the time I was living near some of the flight paths leading to LAX, and 
I'll never forget the silence when all the planes were grounded. It had an eerie 
expectancy, because no one knew if the attacks were finished, or if there were 
still planes in the air on their way to more targets ... or if something even 
worse was about to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05860885 31228 131 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 3:13:24pm  
 
<P>I'll be checking in shortly via iSight camera and iChat...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05860997 31228 216 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 3:37:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/5860932" target=_blank>#166</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think the iSight camera was placed a little too low. You seem to 
be looking <EM>down</EM> into it. Maybe next time raise it up by about 10 - 12 
inches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, this was not an ideal situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861086 31228 278 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 3:58:28pm  
 
<P>Used the Macbook Pro for that, 802.11n wireless connection to a cable network 
-- very impromptu setup, worked OK for that. I kinda like that webcam look. 
Keepin' it real, yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861119 31228 296 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 4:09:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/5861114" target=_blank>#293</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you use the MacBook's built-in camera, or a separate detached 
camera?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Built-in camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861444 31230 13 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:09:55pm  
 
<P>C-SPAN has their usual lame WMV/Real web stream going. Link 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861530 31230 72 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:23:38pm  
 
<P>C-SPAN over cable is working fine, no audio problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861651 31230 165 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:42:19pm  
 
<P>McCain can be pretty funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861745 31230 247 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:51:42pm  
 
<P>Oh no. Please don't hug.</P> 
<P>They hugged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861755 31230 257 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:52:13pm  
 
<P>I don't want my presidential candidates hugging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861762 31230 263 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:52:53pm  
 
<P>Male, female, I don't care. Just don't hug. Don't do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05861781 31230 279 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 5:54:36pm  
 
<P>What's with these long segments of dead air?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861885 31230 377 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 6:02:04pm  
 
<P>The interesting thing to me is that Obama's faulting Bush for not pushing 
national service, and instead telling Americans to "shop." But unless I'm 
mistaken, one of the most polarizing, dangerous, and destabilizing issues during 
the Vietnam War was the draft. Also known as, national service.</P> 
<P>Has the draft become a leftist cause?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05861910 31230 401 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 6:03:52pm  
 
<P>They're being much nicer to Barack, so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05862066 31231 4 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 6:17:57pm  
 
<P>These long pauses are causing me pain. But look how animated the moderators 
are while their conversation isn't being broadcast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05862347 31232 16 Charles Thu, Sep 11, 2008 6:38:15pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's taking way too long to rebuild. But those twin searchlights say, 
"In your face, jihadis."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05866624 31237 207 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 2:37:37pm  
 
<P>I have to correct the record on one thing: I never saw Robert's name on that 
post about the Cologne meeting. I always knew it was written by someone else, 
and I never said Robert had written it. I posted the link in a comment with 
nothing else, just because I saw the post at Jihad Watch and it was relevant to 
the topic.</P> 
<P>I did not mean to say or imply that Robert was supporting the 
meeting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05867240 31237 273 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 5:24:09pm  
 
<P>This thread will now be shut down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05867406 31237 274 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 6:02:59pm  
 
<P>A. van Hilten has been warned more than once about the over-the-top vicious 
attacks, and his account is now blocked. For the record.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05865549 31238 55 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 11:27:37am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/5865516" target=_blank>#36</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh, no I hadn't noticed that! Thanks for pointing it out.Oh, and a tip for 
PJ TV - get a professional photographer to take your PR photos, please. Charles 
is much younger than he looks in that photo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That pic was scaled badly -- came out kind of flattened. They're supposed to 
be putting up a better one soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05866181 31239 17 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 1:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/5866155" target=_blank>#12</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time I visit your page I need to click the "Link Viewer" or click into 
a thread before any flash will work (i.e. ratings, top links, login if I'm not 
already logged in).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that in Vista or XP? I can't duplicate that with XP...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05866281 31239 52 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 1:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/5866264" target=_blank>#46</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...more info, the flash "waiting starburst" just spins with no follow-up 
action.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. I don't think that one's my problem, but I'll check it when I get Vista 
installed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05866299 31239 59 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 1:24:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/5866210" target=_blank>#25</A> smc1225</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have trouble logging in from the home page - the checking credentials just 
spins and spins. I have to go to account and log in through there or the 
individual thread itself. I can't get the Link Viewer to work until I click the 
log out button. This also just keeps spinning.</P> 
<P>I have Vista and FF 3.0. It is possible it is one of the Add-ons that I have 
installed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you try turning off those add-ons? Especially NoScript if you're using 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05866431 31239 114 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 1:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/5866313" target=_blank>#61</A> mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had the login problem for a while here. Vista with Mozilla 3.It no 
problem logging in at the bottom of any comments page but if I try from the 
front page it almost never works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I just had an idea on how to fix this.</P> 
<P>Stand by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05870679 31240 100 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2008 12:12:37pm  
 



<P>Big threads will crash Safari on the iPhone. Safari doesn't seem to handle 
running out of memory very well.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05867592 31242 33 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 6:36:45pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/5867573" target=_blank>#28</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strange...This website is not functioning properly for me.</P> 
<P>Everything's out of wack...No link icon, no spellcheck, when I hit 'post 
comment' it takes me back the front page.</P> 
<P>Very odd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try emptying caches and refreshing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05867612 31242 43 Charles Fri, Sep 12, 2008 6:39:52pm  
 
<P>My only reservation about this performance: what's up with that 
shirt?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05871556 31250 6 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2008 3:44:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5871552" target=_blank>#5</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<P>RSS is the best way right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05871564 31250 11 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2008 3:46:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/5871559" target=_blank>#7</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>..i.e., limited images, few scripts, mostly text, no embedded youtube, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a minimal version of the RSS feed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://feeds.feedburner.com/littlegreenfootballs/kyeH" 
target=_blank>feeds.feedburner.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05871601 31250 22 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2008 4:03:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/5871598" target=_blank>#21</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is completely terrifying. That should be front-page news everywhere. 
Obama repeated the most loathsome of far-left canards, that our colonialist 
foreign policy and "poverty" were the root causes of 9/11 -- exactly the same 
argument put forward by Ward Churchill, Juan Cole, and the absolute worst 
denizens of the very bottom of the left-leaning barrel.</P> 
<P>Obama must have thought that the "chickens coming home to roost" thesis would 
become the prevailing mainstream thesis, and got caught turning left when the 
entire parade behind him turned right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Had this story here in July:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30635_Obama-_9-
11_Was_A_Failure_of_Empathy" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05871604 31250 24 Charles Sat, Sep 13, 2008 4:05:50pm  
 
<P>I found that article quickly by searching for:</P> 
<P>+obama +september</P> 
<P>The plus signs in front of each word tell the search engine the results have 
to include both of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05874774 31254 42 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 11:11:11am  
 
<P>I think the intent of this item was to get publicity and make money, and they 
apparently succeeded.</P> 
<P>Part of the reason why it succeeded is because the illustrations are close to 
being racial stereotypes. And they had to know this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875060 31254 249 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 12:00:46pm  
 
<P>Do I think this is blatantly "racist?" No.</P> 
<P>My point is that the people who made this had to know it would be seen that 
way. I've published some caricatures of Obama at LGF, but honestly, I would not 
have published this because it's in poor taste -- and it's in poor taste because 
it's skating on the edge of trading in racial stereotypes.</P> 
<P>I'm as tired of kneejerk accusations as anyone, but there's clever - and then 
there's stupid. This is the latter, if viewed from a political standpoint.</P> 
<P>From a capitalism standpoint, it appears to have worked out well for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875154 31254 326 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 12:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/5875093" target=_blank>#278</A> Nancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Whitlock and Bob DeMoss, two writers from Franklin, Tennessee,Both 
bloggers.</P> 
<P>conservative they are. It appears to the FAR, FAR right.</P> 
<P>but was it an intentional sabotage of the McCain-Palin ticket?</P> 
<P>Here's Mark Whitlock's website:seems to be connected with the small minority 
who do not want to see ANY woman in leadership.. [Link: <A 
href="http://wmarkwhitlock.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>wmarkwhitlock.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Following links under Palin on his website --they are all comments and 
bloggers who OPPOSE the selection of Sarah Palin</P> 
<P>EXAMPLE one link on his website goes here:More Voices Raise to 
<STRONG>Communicate Their Opposition for a Feminist Vision of Family Life and 
the American Presidency</STRONG></P> 
<P>Since our previous post on Saturday, more Christians on the blogosphere have 
added their voices—or their keyboards—to speak out against the calamity we face 
in seeing a woman elected to the second highest office in the land. [Link: <A 
href="http://www.visionforum.com/hottopics/blogs/dwp/" 
target=_blank>www.visionforum.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. Women should stay in the home and raise babies. Good 
grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875214 31254 382 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 12:31:04pm  
 
<P>After reading some of the crazy stuff at the links Nancy posted, I'm 
beginning to tilt toward the view that this was either a setup to discredit 
McCain/Palin (especially Palin), or yes, racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875419 31254 481 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 1:07:26pm  
 
<P>Here's more info about this display at the Values Voters Summit: <A 
href="http://blog.christianitytoday.com/ctpolitics/2008/09/vendors_asked_t.html" 
target=_blank>Vendors asked to leave Values Voter Summit %P% Politics %P% 
Christianity Today</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Underneath, it includes a "Barry's Bling Bling Waffle Ring recipe rap":"Yo, 
B-rock here droppin' waffle knowledgeSpellin' it out, 'cause I graduated 
collegeSome say I waffle so fast, Barry's causin' whiplashJust doin' my part, 
made wafflin' a fine artFor a waffle wit style, like Chicago's Magnificent 
MileSpray whipped cream around the edgeShake it first like Sister SledgeThen say 
wit me, I can be as waffly as I wanna be!(That goes out to my Ludacris 
posse)"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875430 31254 482 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 1:09:41pm  
 
<P>I don't know if they're deliberately sabotaging McCain, but it's clear that 
DeMoss and Whitlock are on the very extreme side of the extreme Christian right 
wing. They're not stealth leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05875492 31254 499 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 1:32:41pm  
 
<P>DeMoss has written a series of books with "Left Behind" author Tim 
Lahaye:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_gw?url=search-
alias%3Daps&amp;field-keywords=Tim+LaHaye+and+Bob+DeMoss&amp;x=0&amp;y=0" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05876435 31258 3 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 6:10:40pm  
 
<P>Clearly, I have stunned the crowd into silence with this momentous 
announcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05876484 31258 25 Charles Sun, Sep 14, 2008 6:18:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/5876475" target=_blank>#22</A> Pvt Bin 
Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I refresh this page, the button shows up but if I hit new comments it 
disappears.</P> 
<P>Firefox 3 here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05881279 31269 277 Charles Mon, Sep 15, 2008 6:49:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/5881270" target=_blank>#269</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>I've been leery of Amir Taheri ever since his 'Iranian yellow star' story 
that turned out to be false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05881325 31270 13 Charles Mon, Sep 15, 2008 7:01:00pm  
 
<P>It's <A 
href="http://www.danheller.com/images/California/Marin/RodeoBeach/ice-plant-2-
big.jpg" target=_blank>ice plant</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05885612 31277 162 Charles Tue, Sep 16, 2008 3:16:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/5885599" target=_blank>#160</A> 
anduril3019</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a little over the top don't you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't. There's no way you can believe in literal creationism without 
rejecting almost all of modern science. It's not just about evolution, it's 
about a host of related and unrelated fields that contribute to evolutionary 
science and to each other. You can't logically reject evolution without also 
rejecting every field of study that bears on it and supports it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05885948 31277 186 Charles Tue, Sep 16, 2008 5:14:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/5885826" target=_blank>#174</A> 
anduril3019</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how have the doctors, surgeons, psychiatrists, structural engineers, laser 
weaponry developers, and others in science based disciplines, that I know, 
somehow still managed to succeed while rejecting most of science? In reality I 
think you have it backward, most science actually is not rejected by those who 
believe in creationism. It took a heck of a lot of modern science to get my dads 
prolapse mitral valve replaced, but his creationist doctor was able to stumble 
through it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, creationists aren't averse to <EM>using</EM> modern science, while 
simultaneously rejecting it.</P> 
<P>I said you can't <EM>logically</EM> reject evolution without rejecting most 
of modern science. The key word is "logical," because creationism is irrational, 
and has nothing to do with logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05886422 31280 12 Charles Tue, Sep 16, 2008 7:07:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5886385" target=_blank>#1</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So who is usually the biggest referrer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Biggest referrer for the past two days is <A href="http://boortz.com" 
target=_blank>boortz.com</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05888917 31284 61 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 10:35:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/5888872" target=_blank>#30</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Armchair speculation like "...some kind of clue?..." insults the people who 
are actually working to take apart groups like 'Islamic Jihad.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to be a contrarian, at least correctly identify who I'm 
insulting.</P> 
<P>In this case, it's the clueless, willfully ignorant mainstream media, who 
insist on employing this nonsensical "shadowy" device in almost every article 
about an Islamic terror attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05889512 31286 106 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 12:18:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/5889462" target=_blank>#68</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem here is that "hacking" a public account as on yahoo, msn, etc. is 
incredibly easy. The "security questions" are often the most insecure questions 
where the answers can be easily looked up, such as mother's maiden name, 
etc.</P> 
<P>The industry needs to find a better way to secure these accounts. I've read 
some articles on this but haven't heard of any good ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good security starts with your password. The underlying problem is that 
people use terrible passwords that are easy to guess, either by social 
engineering or by some kind of automated dictionary-based script.</P> 
<P>Passwords for things you want to remain secure should never contain real 
words, or names, and should always have a mix of letters and numbers and 
punctuation (if the site allows punctuation).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05889531 31286 123 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 12:21:04pm  
 
<P>P.S. I'll bet they just guessed her password, possibly with a 
script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05889581 31286 170 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 12:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/5889545" target=_blank>#135</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the system all too easily provides a back door for getting a replacement 
password, which in this case went to the wrong person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did you get this detail? I didn't read that in the Gawker story - all 
they say is that 4Chan "gained access."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05889612 31286 196 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 12:34:49pm  
 
<P>Just checked the Yahoo login/recover password procedure, and in order to 
reset the password you have to provide the alternate email address you gave when 
you signed up. It's doubtful that the hackers exploited this -- they would have 



had to have known Palin's alternate email address as well as the answers to the 
security questions.</P> 
<P>There isn't a single person in the comments at Gawker who seems to see 
anything wrong with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05890150 31286 637 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 2:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/5890088" target=_blank>#597</A> Biff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Hannity is now saying that Justice and Treasury are now 
investigating and that these perps may go down hard, as it is a threat to the VP 
candidate.</P> 
<P>You might consider taking down the link, as they might throw a pretty wide 
net. It is one thing to call attention to the problem. It may be consider quite 
another thing to maintain a link to the breech of privacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gawker is a big site, with links from all over the web. I don't think it's 
necessary to take down my link; this is entirely Gawker's responsibility. They 
can remove the post at any time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05890062 31287 38 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 1:46:35pm  
 
<P>The picture of the caddis fly fishing lure was lifted from this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.grahamowengallery.com/fishing/more-fly-tying.html" 
target=_blank>www.grahamowengallery.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05894757 31287 162 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 11:16:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/5894383" target=_blank>#161</A> Vanceone</EM></P> 
<P>This is complete crap. First, far from people "moving away" from LGF, our 
traffic is way up right now.</P> 
<P>Second, it is an indisputable FACT that US creationist groups are 
collaborating with Islamists. You can scream and whine about how I'm equating 
"believers" with Islamists (I'm not), but this is nothing but an attempt to 
obscure the facts and confuse the issue with nonsense.</P> 
<P>You're attempting to spread division, not me, by insisting that believing in 
evolution is somehow evil and ungodly and atheistic. And you're distorting my 
positions to do it.</P> 
<P>You have a perfect right to believe in fantasy -- i.e. creationism -- but you 
don't have a perfect right to force it on other people, either by these 
transparent guilt trips or by trickery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895014 31287 164 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 12:13:23pm  
 
<P>Somehow I knew you'd respond by insisting that belief in evolution inevitably 
leads to godless atheism.</P> 
<P>The Catholic Church seems to disagree with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895327 31287 166 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 12:59:49pm  
 
<P>No, the theory of evolution does not "exclude God," no matter how many times 
you repeat this falsehood. Evolution does not say anything at all about God -- 



it neither excludes nor includes God, because the concept of God is religion, 
not science.</P> 
<P>You haven't made any points -- you're simply trying to create divisions where 
none exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895471 31287 168 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 1:35:45pm  
 
<P>If it gives you some kind of comfort to believe that I'm an "atheist," 
because I happen to agree with Pope Benedict that there's no conflict between 
accepting the science of evolution and believing in God, then knock yourself 
out.</P> 
<P>Your attempt to divide people of faith, with "evolution" as a litmus test, is 
a fanatical view not shared by the majority of the world's 
Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05891097 31289 205 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 6:17:22pm  
 
<P>This interview is a big nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05891120 31289 228 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 6:20:45pm  
 
<P>Wasn't expecting much, and wasn't surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05891243 31289 343 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 6:43:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/5891217" target=_blank>#318</A> 
MeCurious</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what is it about Sara that you don't like? I'm 
curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I meant -- I didn't expect much from Hannity and sure enough, 
softball questions all the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05891289 31289 387 Charles Wed, Sep 17, 2008 6:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/5891252" target=_blank>#352</A> 
MeCurious</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what, for example, would you have asked?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not even just the questions. This wasn't any kind of live interview, it 
was pre-recorded and probably approved by both sides. It was 
packaged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05894485 31295 50 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 10:38:21am  
 
<P>Here's another great photo of this chucklehead.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/028L8zF0bnfxq/lauren_booth" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895002 31296 24 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 12:10:32pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/5894977" target=_blank>#15</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the heck is an "overly scientific" scientific theory?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they're referring to people like Dawkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895166 31296 136 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 12:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/5895132" target=_blank>#109</A> mapchic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This points out the ridiculousness of people saying that ALL Christians 
believe in creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Literal creationists are some of the most divisive, fanatical people in the 
world. They love to link belief in creationism with being a Christian - if you 
don't reject science you're a bad Christian, according to them.</P> 
<P>And they'll often try to link it with "conservatism" as well. There's a 
creationist right now in the previous topic about Turkey blocking Dawkins' web 
site, trying to tell me that I'm driving conservatives away by speaking out 
against this creationist hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05895814 31297 131 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 2:44:23pm  
 
<P>Just received through the contact form, with the title "Your bullshit"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Found out you were the assholes, that lied about the IBM Selectric, that was 
used to type Bush's military records upon. I used the exact typewriter starting 
in 1972, and continue to use it for years, plus I even purchased one, because of 
the features you discounted. AND YOU EXPECT PEOPLE TO BELIEVE YOUR BULLSHIT 
AFTER YOU BULLSHIT ABOUT THE TYPEWRITER.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05897091 31300 181 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 6:54:36pm  
 
<P>Note that she unequivocally denied wanting to teach creationism. No waffling. 
Sigh of relief. Backs up what I've been writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05897411 31300 470 Charles Thu, Sep 18, 2008 7:45:39pm  
 
<P>Some sock puppets are incredibly obvious, and can't help <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1249/5893647" 
target=_blank>boasting</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05899203 31302 27 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 8:50:45am  
 
<P>Washington Post, July 16, 2008: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2008/07/15/AR2008071502827.html?sid=ST2008071503047&amp;s_po
s" target=_blank>On the Outside Now, Watching Fannie Falter</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the four years since he stepped down as Fannie Mae's chief executive under 
the shadow of a $6.3 billion accounting scandal, Franklin D. Raines has been 
quietly constructing a new life for himself. He has shaved eight points off his 
golf handicap, taken a corner office in Steve Case's D.C. conglomeration of 



finance, entertainment and health-care companies and <STRONG>more recently, 
taken calls from Barack Obama's presidential campaign seeking his advice on 
mortgage and housing policy matters</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05899210 31302 31 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 8:51:57am  
 
<P>That link again - Washington Post, July 16, 2008: <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2008/07/15/AR2008071502827.html?sid=ST2008071503047&amp;s_po
s" target=_blank>On the Outside Now, Watching Fannie Falter</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the four years since he stepped down as Fannie Mae's chief executive under 
the shadow of a $6.3 billion accounting scandal, Franklin D. Raines has been 
quietly constructing a new life for himself. He has shaved eight points off his 
golf handicap, taken a corner office in Steve Case's D.C. conglomeration of 
finance, entertainment and health-care companies and <STRONG>more recently, 
taken calls from Barack Obama's presidential campaign seeking his advice on 
mortgage and housing policy matters</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05899740 31303 143 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 10:23:23am  
 
<P>Posting telephone numbers is against the rules.</P> 
<P>Post links to their web sites instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901363 31306 2 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 5:13:45pm  
 
<P>Absence makes the heart grow fonder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901381 31306 7 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 5:17:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5901379" target=_blank>#5</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you one akamai buggah!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ac'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901389 31306 10 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 5:19:38pm  
 
<P>Cannot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901405 31306 22 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 5:24:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/5901399" target=_blank>#18</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>awe! 'k, ees cool bruddah...</P> 
<P>so what? you stay going or you going stay?</P> 
<P>(my favorite)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coz if you stay going, I never going stay come den.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05901555 31306 160 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:04:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/5901489" target=_blank>#96</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dot under the line that constitutes the exclamation mark could stand to 
be a <EM>smidgen</EM> larger; as thing now appear, the dot is barely visible, 
and hence it doesn't entirely look like an exclamation mark at first. Otherwise 
-- gumdroppily delightful!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only a few pixels to work with there. Making that dot thicker didn't look so 
good - looked too heavy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901579 31306 183 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:09:20pm  
 
<P>The rating number is now a little larger, and shows up to the left of the row 
of icons. There's a bit of space between the rating icons and the 
favorite/report icons to set them apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901593 31306 196 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:15:11pm  
 
<P>If you reload you'll now see that zero ratings show up in a lighter gray, to 
differentiate them from plus/minus ratings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901597 31306 199 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:16:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/5901588" target=_blank>#191</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance of placing the 0 in between the - and the + ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tried it, but for now I like it better this way. Seems more 
symmetrical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901599 31306 201 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:16:50pm  
 
<P>In an asymmetric kind of way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901630 31306 229 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 6:27:11pm  
 
<P>Registration's open, by the way. The creep filter is turned 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901899 31307 66 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 7:36:12pm  
 
<P>From the fine print on the registration screen:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also a bad idea to register more than one username with different email 
accounts. Trolls do this. Frequently. If you do it, all your accounts are likely 
to be blocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And still some people try to register more than one account as soon as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05901970 31307 124 Charles Fri, Sep 19, 2008 7:48:16pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/5901927" target=_blank>#86</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did create a second name using the same email account so I could have one 
on the laptop, do you want to delete it? Thought others have done the 
same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Difference is: you created it for a specific purpose after posting here for a 
while. When someone registers more than one account immediately, despite the 
very clear warning not to do it, I have no choice but to enforce the 
rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937050 31310 389 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 4:35:30pm  
 
<P>Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05904729 31312 165 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 2:41:25pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, the top links area is now pretty much finished being 
redesigned, to match the other stylistic elements instead of having its own 
boxy, busy look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905138 31312 483 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:15:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/5905095" target=_blank>#443</A> 
stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>What is the status of the Vista/Firefox/LGF problem?</P> 
<P>I still can't log in to LGF from my laptop [Vista/FF] with any 
regularity.</P> 
<P>One day it works fine, the next [like today] it takes 3 to 10 page reloads to 
get to the front page, but even then the "log in" won't log in, the "show top 
rated links" stays grayed out, and the headlines widget in the left side bar 
never loads... it just spins and spins.</P> 
<P>Is there anything I can do from my end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know what to tell you - I can't duplicate any of the problems that have 
been reported. I even installed Vista to check it out, and I'm having no 
problems at all with LGF in Firefox 3, or any browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905166 31312 508 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/5905157" target=_blank>#499</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, THINK FAST, what's your favorite beer? (Assuming your species drinks 
beer, maybe there's some sort of alien reptilian gene that doesn't let you 
metabolize it)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Duvel, or one of the other Belgians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905189 31312 528 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:23:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/5905170" target=_blank>#512</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So basically, <STRONG>you hate America</STRONG>, is that what you're 
saying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was it that tipped you off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905206 31312 543 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:26:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/5905194" target=_blank>#532</A> 
stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The annoying thing is it is hit-or-miss. Yesterday, everything worked fine; 
today, I can't get the log in or top rated links to work.</P> 
<P>Is there any debugging utility that would capture the problem from my end? 
Something I can copy to notebook and e-mail you?</P> 
<P>I've got Firebug and Live HTTP Headers plugins installed in my browser... 
would they help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Firebug shows you an error message, it might help to know 
that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905343 31312 670 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/5905227" target=_blank>#564</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, ever checked out the wares of Russian River Brewing Company? They're 
in your neck of the woods ("the woods" being America, which of course <EM>you 
hate</EM>, but leaving that aside for the moment), and make some superb brews. 
All things being equal, with beer, local = fresher = better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but I will look for it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905351 31312 677 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 4:56:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/5905329" target=_blank>#657</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- when I enter a spinoff thread, I am unable to ding the article on 
that screen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905643 31313 12 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 6:00:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/5905628" target=_blank>#6</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks roomier. Is that an optical illusion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - there's probably a little more vertical space in the design now, because 
the ratings button is now a bit taller with its enclosing rounded 
rectangle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905701 31313 40 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 6:12:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/5905669" target=_blank>#23</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The spinoff links don't open unless I open the thread comments.Without 
opening the thread comments the spinoff link wheel just spins and I have to 
reload LGF to get out.I'm using FireFox...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's an issue with some Firefox add-on. Try uninstalling all your 
plugins and see if you still have the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905766 31313 62 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 6:28:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/5905709" target=_blank>#44</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>success!</P> 
<P>YAY SCIENCE!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did uninstalling/turning off plugins solve the problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905732 31314 11 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 6:18:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/5905723" target=_blank>#7</A> Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I know I've been telling you that I'm going to put a couple bucks in 
your account, but I've decided to repurpose those dollars. I'll catch you next 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05905811 31315 9 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 6:43:46pm  
 
<P>Adam Gadahn seems to have left the building.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906150 31316 192 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 8:41:02pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/proselytize" 
target=_blank>proselytize - Definition from the Merriam-Webster Online 
Dictionary</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>pros·e·ly·tize</P> 
<P>Function: verbInflected Form(s): pros·e·ly·tized; 
pros·e·ly·tiz·ingDate:1679</P> 
<P><EM>intransitive verb</EM></P> 
<P>1 : to induce someone to convert to one's faith2 : to recruit someone to join 
one's party, institution, or causetransitive verb</P> 
<P>: to recruit or convert especially to a new faith, institution, or 
cause</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906378 31316 398 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/5906271" target=_blank>#299</A> stymie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is more important, however, is that the last day of the earth's 
existence will be May 21, 2,011.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow, that's less than 3 years. I don't know if my 401K is optimized for 
returns that soon.</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906386 31316 404 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:41:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/5906379" target=_blank>#399</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you say so.</P> 
<P>A heliocentric solar system used to be "not science" according to 
scientists.</P> 
<P>Spontaneous generation used to be "science" according to scientists, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906397 31316 415 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:42:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/5906390" target=_blank>#408</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would say that nobody logged in right now believes in "creationism" (4000 
year old dinos, etc.).</P> 
<P>The atheists here try to paint believers as creation wackos in order to 
stifle questions about their science beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/299/5906271" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906412 31316 429 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:45:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/5906409" target=_blank>#427</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither was heliocentrism in Galileo's day and look what your preferred 
mentality led to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is not science, no matter how much nonsense you throw 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906453 31316 469 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/5906432" target=_blank>#449</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's not science because you keep saying it's not.</P> 
<P>"How many times do we need to say it? Heliocentrism is NOT SCIENCE, dammit! 
Now get back in your house, you old fart!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're just being silly.</P> 
<P>Creationism is not science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906476 31316 492 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/5906449" target=_blank>#465</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The whole "creationism is not science" line is just a distraction from the 
real issue for most here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Creationism is not science, and that is the ENTIRE issue. Because some 
deluded people with control issues insist on trying to sneak it or force it into 
science classes, where it does not belong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906489 31316 504 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 9:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/5906479" target=_blank>#495</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being silly is the only rational response (squad) to repetitive 
nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906508 31316 522 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 10:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/5906484" target=_blank>#500</A> uscmsne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling it creationism or intelligent design, it's all a vehicle for those 
with religious beliefs to gain (regain, maybe) control over the developement and 
education of our children in public schools. It's a means to an 
end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that "end" is the Dark Ages, where pseudo-science is wrongly exalted to 
the same status as science. The United States is already in serious trouble 
because of poor science education, and creationists want to make it worse -- a 
LOT worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906511 31316 525 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 10:01:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/5906501" target=_blank>#515</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got you to stop saying "Creationism is not science," though, didn't 
I?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is not science. I know you hate hearing it, but it's 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906516 31316 530 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 10:02:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/5906512" target=_blank>#526</A> Jinx 
McHue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also know the theory of evolution is not "hard science," which you know as 
well, but it's okay to pass it off as such and force-feed it to every child in 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your ignorance of the subject is painfully obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05906539 31316 552 Charles Sat, Sep 20, 2008 10:05:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/5906519" target=_blank>#533</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, human and great apes evolutionarily diverged from common ancestors 
several million years ago; the divergence with monkeys was farther 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This really is the sticking point for a lot of creationists - "My granddad 
wasn't no damn monkey!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05907822 31316 968 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2008 8:55:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/5906886" target=_blank>#793</A> HD Woman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolutionists admit the inconsistency. George Wald, an evolutionist, states, 
"When it comes to the origin of life there are only two possibilities: creation 
or spontaneous generation. There is no third way. Spontaneous generation was 
disproved one hundred years ago, but that leads us to only one other conclusion, 
that of supernatural creation. We cannot accept that on philosophical grounds; 
therefore, we choose to believe the impossible: that life arose spontaneously by 
chance!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything you posted here is straight from creationist web sites, and it's 
all a bunch of dishonest hooey.</P> 
<P>Like most creationists, you're either deliberately misunderstanding the 
meaning of the word "theory" as it's used by science, or deliberately confusing 
the issue to hoodwink gullible people.</P> 
<P>The definition of "scientific theory:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by rigorous observations in 
the natural world, or by experimental evidence (see scientific method). In this 
sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized expression of all previous 
observations, and is predictive, logical, and testable. In principle, scientific 
theories are always tentative, and subject to corrections, inclusion in a yet 
wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more specific hypotheses may be 
logically bound together by just one or two theories. As a rule for use of the 
term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of universals than do 
hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific sets of phenomena or 
specific applications of a theory.</P> 
<P>Of several competing theories, one theory may be superior to another in terms 
of its approximation of reality. Scientific tests of the quality of a theory 
include its conformity to known facts and its ability to generate hypotheses 
with outcomes that would predict further testable facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the context in which evolution is designated as a "theory." It 
doesn't mean "an idea I just made up." It means a consistent set of explanations 
for observed phenomena, explanations that are tested and challenged and debated 
by generations of scientists.</P> 
<P>In 150 years, the THEORY of evolution has withstood every test, and only 
gotten stronger as a result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05910400 31325 122 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2008 10:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/5910392" target=_blank>#115</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How? I'm no "clicked" on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You've put your email address on the line for your web site. I recommend 
going to 'My Account' and removing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05910404 31325 126 Charles Sun, Sep 21, 2008 10:03:05pm  
 
<P>If you're having trouble with ratings, reload the page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05912989 31332 130 Charles Mon, Sep 22, 2008 1:42:41pm  
 
<P>If you notice me rating comments, it's just for test purposes. Not intended 
as real ratings.</P> 
<P>Checking the various bits of the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05914871 31335 657 Charles Mon, Sep 22, 2008 9:42:31pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05916305 31338 9 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 9:21:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/5916295" target=_blank>#3</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>He’ll be Larry King’s special guest on CNN tonight. Retch.</EM></P> 
<P>Is that true? I didn't see a reference in the article.Retch 
PUKE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true. Just saw it announced on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05916626 31338 242 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 9:57:11am  
 
<P>It's neither funny nor cool to talk or joke about any kind of violence. 
Continue to post these kinds of comments and your account will be blocked. The 
rules are very clear.</P> 
<P>If you want to post that kind of stuff, start your own blog and then the 
authorities will be able to contact you directly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917203 31339 111 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 11:26:27am  
 
<P>103 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917336 31339 223 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 11:37:30am  
 
<P>157...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917381 31339 267 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 11:41:25am  
 
<P>Mahmoud's addressing the UN, surrounded by white light, at 4 pm 
ET.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917479 31339 359 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 11:51:08am  



 
<P>216...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917534 31339 409 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 11:57:57am  
 
<P>242...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05917943 31339 780 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 12:42:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/5917903" target=_blank>#742</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the name of a beer got my #5 deleted? Please advise so I don't make 
the same mistake twice...thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't the beer - you quoted a firsty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919062 31340 703 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 4:05:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/5919001" target=_blank>#646</A> 
sparrowlake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone here really believe it is morally wrong to wish for Ahmadinejad's 
death? Or to celebrate it if and when it occurs?Let's not forget that Charles' 
injunction against death threats on LGF is a perfectly valid business and public 
relations decision - it is not, however, a moral code. There is also a 
difference between wishing for the death of a fellow countryman who is a 
political opponent, and wishing for the death of a foreigner who has vowed to 
destroy you and everything you hold dear.And besides, <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Jn8K8EA7-Q" target=_blank>whaddabout 
this?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one thing to wish Ahmadinejad wasn't on this earth, but it's completely 
another to start talking about (to name a few things from deleted comments):</P> 
<P>* his plane blowing up</P> 
<P>* putting poison in the UN green room food</P> 
<P>* taking him out with a sniper rifle</P> 
<P>I hope the difference is clear: one is justified dislike of Ahmadinejad and 
what he stands for, and the other is over the top. If it's not clear to anyone, 
I suggest not posting something if you think it might be deleted; that will save 
both of us time and aggravation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919192 31341 7 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 4:49:15pm  
 
<P>Works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919209 31341 14 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 4:52:56pm  
 
<P>Thanks to Pastorius for your comments there, by the way. It's a lost 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919243 31341 30 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 4:57:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/5919227" target=_blank>#25</A> WrathofG-d</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The line here is thin it seems.</P> 
<P>But like most things, both sides hate Jews.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No white nationalists allowed. That's not a thin line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919257 31341 40 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 4:59:49pm  
 
<P>David Duke stayed at a Vlaams Belang council member's house when he visited 
Belgium, remember:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30530_When_Eurofascists_Meet" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919445 31341 163 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 6:01:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5919402" target=_blank>#131</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think we have a lot of new folks here who don't understand the 
history of this conflict.</P> 
<P>Do you have a link, or a short version?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, the tag viewer is handy for that:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/vlaams+belang/or/1/25/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05922170 31341 566 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 8:47:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/5921498" target=_blank>#537</A> diane l.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as I'm here, some of the folks at GoV are wondering when the photo of 
Oriana Fallaci was taken down and why. Does anyone know?Also, Robert Spencer 
recently was awarded the Oriana Fallaci award, as well as Filip Dewinter of 
Vlaams Belang. Is Robert Spencer a Nazi? No, Robert Spencer isn't a Nazi. But he 
attended a meeting with people you lizards characterize as nazis, fascists, 
etc.</P> 
<P>If you think getting together in a group to pronounce that someone is a nazi, 
or a fascist or whatever, isn't demonizing people, and that that has no effect, 
and is completely unrelated to what happened in Cologne...what can I say? Some 
of you agree with me, but you won't say so because then people here won't like 
you anymore.</P> 
<P>So why did Charles purge Oriana? Because she was proud to be Italian and 
didn't want outsiders taking over her country? Did that make her a 
fascist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief! It never even occurred to me that redesigning my web site would 
be taken as a sly political statement. Don't you people have anything better to 
do with your time than concocting bullshit about me?</P> 
<P>Of course, you already know that I'm evil and mentally ill AND a hippie to 
boot, so you won't believe me when I tell you that I removed a lot of extraneous 
stuff, not just the little Oriana Fallaci badge, and that it had no particular 
hidden meaning.</P> 
<P>Removing Gates of Vienna from the LGF blogroll, on the other hand, was done 
very deliberately because they regularly express repugnant, racist, bigoted 
views, and openly support white nationalists in Europe. And the comments are a 
cesspool.</P> 



<P>Just so there's no misunderstanding about <EM>that</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05919534 31343 18 Charles Tue, Sep 23, 2008 6:19:27pm  
 
<P>"You were a mayor ... so what do you think of Sarah Palin?"</P> 
<P>Look of total incomprehension.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05921918 31346 14 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 8:08:03am  
 
<P>I've been searching and I can't find any source for that statistic so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05922197 31346 230 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 8:53:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/5922030" target=_blank>#90</A> 
littleoldlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meant to compare Kerry and Bush voters.</P> 
<P>/no agenda there!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That poll is tilting like the Leaning Tower of Pisa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05922886 31348 13 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 10:43:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/5922882" target=_blank>#11</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't use the add-on, just NoScript.</P> 
<P>However, Firefox 3.0.2 on Mac OS X 10.5 has been having problems with the LGF 
links. They never appear, and the wheel keeps spinning, with the first pull-down 
saying "loading" forever. (Well, for at least 30 minutes)</P> 
<P>I have tried telling NoScript to "temporarily allow all scripts on page" but 
that didn't solve the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try disabling NoScript entirely. People have reported this before, but I've 
never been able to duplicate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05922941 31348 30 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 10:51:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/5922915" target=_blank>#21</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have had a similar problem withe Firefox 3.0.1 on XP when trying to get New 
Comments. A page reload stops it for a while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Firefox's Javascript engine has memory leak bugs that cause it to 
occasionally stop working with the 'new comments' button. Not much I can do 
about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05922990 31348 62 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 11:00:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/5922957" target=_blank>#41</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As long as you don't tell us to use Internet Exploder, I'm fine with that.For 
Mac users ... which browser do you recommend? (my neighbor just got a new Mac 
powerbook).</P> 
<P>moving right along from the Pajamas Media ... <A 
href="http://americandigest.org/mt-archives/news_to_me/obama_on_wikipe.php" 
target=_blank>this is a cool link</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a Mac, I think Safari is the best browser. It's pretty good on a PC too. 
Has the best Javascript engine currently on the market.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05923014 31348 79 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 11:05:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/5923002" target=_blank>#68</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can the admin of a Web site see what Web site you came from immediately prior 
to visiting the site in question?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Short answer: no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05923023 31348 86 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 11:07:25am  
 
<P>Longer answer: not unless you click a link on that site, and the browser is 
sending referral information.</P> 
<P>Even longer answer: some advertisers might have the ability to do something 
like that, via cross-domain tracking cookies. But the admin of a web site 
wouldn't have access to that data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05923086 31348 136 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 11:17:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5923078" target=_blank>#131</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I'm referring to. To be clear, if you look at the box where 
you type comments into, in the middle of the frame there are seven dots aligned 
in two rows. Click on that and drag, and you can resize the length of the 
comment box.</P> 
<P>Or has Charles added that just to LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's recently added...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05923095 31348 142 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 11:19:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/5923075" target=_blank>#129</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did we just get new stuff deployed like 1 minute ago? There was a "you need 
to refresh the page to get additional features" message, that went away when I 
refreshed. What are they? How do we play with them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you first log in, a few features won't be visible until you reload the 
page -- the favorites buttons and the rating icons.</P> 
<P>That's a new message, yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05928780 31350 581 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 8:17:46am  
 



<P>Anyone who thinks Baldwin's "New World Order" paranoia sounds reasonable is 
probably reading the wrong blog, because you're not going to find any sympathy 
for this lunacy here.</P> 
<P>And anyone who posts about how they're not going to be reading LGF any more 
will have their account blocked. I'm no longer going to wait for the inevitable 
meltdown and nasty comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05928901 31350 582 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 8:44:58am  
 
<P>In addition to being a "New World Order" person, "MrBlonde21" is also a 
creationist.</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05925673 31355 32 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 5:36:03pm  
 
<P>And notice the mini versions of the favorites and spy icons in the 'logged 
in' panel...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05925711 31355 47 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 5:42:05pm  
 
<P>I've also put in some new code that should prevent an edge case in the 
ratings system, that would allow people to rate a comment up/down more than 
once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05925737 31355 60 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 5:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/5925727" target=_blank>#55</A> Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this mean we can "Spy" on the comments for a specific thread without 
seeing comments for the other threads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05926900 31355 156 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 8:33:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/5926416" target=_blank>#149</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking to favorite a really old entry (at least 2+ years ago). It's a 
Palestinian woman being shown crying against the backdrop of a wall (I think). 
And then there is a second photograph, zoomed out, of the 400 photographers 
taking her picture, revealing it for what it really is: a staged photo op. 
Anyone help me with a link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here it is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/9805_Lights_Camera_Action!" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05926257 31356 347 Charles Wed, Sep 24, 2008 6:43:41pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Newt Gingrich wants it all to melt down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05929252 31360 96 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 9:39:11am  
 
<P>The number '10' is sarcasm, yes - Wikipedia says there are about 5000 of 
these freaks, but I suspect that's wildly exaggerated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05931101 31363 54 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 4:11:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/5931091" target=_blank>#44</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why isn't "Buzz up!" in the "ShareThis" list?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't include it yet. (The method of embedding the Buzz link in a page 
is kind of non-standard.) I'm sure they eventually will include it, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05931122 31363 73 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 4:16:38pm  
 
<P>When the page hangs like that, it's usually the fault of an advertisement 
loading slowly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05931519 31365 172 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 6:02:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/5931511" target=_blank>#164</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just keep in mind that these are still backed by assets. The price of those 
assets are down now, but... in thirty years the US will still be one of the best 
damned places in the world to live. Real estate here will rise again. It's not a 
solid loss, much of this can and will be recouped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. The US still has the best assets in the world.</P> 
<P>Wait, that didn't sound right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05932563 31368 61 Charles Thu, Sep 25, 2008 8:31:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/5932509" target=_blank>#41</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you're reading this, please check your e-mail. Something happened 
at work today that I want to let you know about. Nothing earth-shattering, but 
also not obscure.</P> 
<P>Thanks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Another over zealous filter, blocking LGF. All you can do is complain 
to your IT people, but they may not be very sympathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935418 31368 222 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 10:54:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/5934093" target=_blank>#187</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair question, he certainly played a central and very ugly role in promoting 
genocide, but not in the 'scientific justification' Mein Kampf and other Nazi 
publications revel in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is not a single mention of either Charles Darwin or the theory of 
evolution in <EM>Mein Kampf</EM>, and there is no record of Hitler ever showing 
any knowledge of science or Darwin's theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05935478 31368 224 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 11:04:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/5935447" target=_blank>#223</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, my comments you cite were related to Luther not to Darwin, whom I 
admire but on this count am profoundly ashamed of and deprecate. However as I've 
documented above I think there's plenty of evidence to suggest Darwinism had a 
profound effect on the Nazis and their progenitors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there isn't. There is evidence that "Social Darwinism" had an influence 
on Hitler, but that discredited notion (promoted mainly by Herbert Spencer) had 
nothing to do with Darwin's theory of natural selection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935523 31368 225 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 11:13:35am  
 
<P>There's no mystery why creationists want to tie the theory of evolution to 
Hitler and the Nazis -- what's worse than a Nazi? If the theory of evolution 
inspired Hitler, well then, all decent people must renounce it!</P> 
<P>Just one problem; the theory of evolution did not inspire Hitler.</P> 
<P>This is a blatant scare tactic, often used by creationists in an attempt to 
influence gullible people. You can see the cruder, Islamic version of it in the 
quote from Harun Yahya above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05934858 31371 293 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 9:38:34am  
 
<P>Good news -- the same code trick that lets ShareThis work properly with IE6 
also works with our popup calendar.</P> 
<P>So you die-hard Internet Explorer users now get the 'Daily Archives' feature 
that other browsers have. It's the button in the left column, right below the 
'Blogs' menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05934896 31371 331 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 9:43:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/5934866" target=_blank>#301</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only people still on IE6 would be those on Windows 2000, since IE7 won't 
install on that. Maybe Windows 98 also?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not, there are still quite a few people who are using IE6 in 
Win XP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05934911 31371 346 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 9:45:35am  
 
<P>Yeah - I took out the code that turns my comment headers blue. It was 
originally for testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935187 31372 5 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 10:21:54am  
 
<P>Yep, Mike Huckabee is getting his own show on Fox News. They're promoting it 
with a guitar image, and using words like "rocking."</P> 



<P>Another reason to turn off the TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935298 31372 72 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 10:36:29am  
 
<P>Ooohh kayy, I'll put the blue color back.</P> 
<P>Jeez, you kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935355 31372 120 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 10:44:07am  
 
<P>You'll need to reload the page to get the blue color to show up -- I had to 
change the CSS file.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05935748 31373 53 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 11:46:14am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0aoHcpf38H3rJ/Al-Quds" 
target=_blank>Meanwhile, in Pakistan...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05936594 31374 16 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 2:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/5936571" target=_blank>#7</A> Jimash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://debatehub.c-span.org/" target=_blank>I think this is it 
?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - says they'll have it at 9:10 ET.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05936869 31374 265 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 3:40:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/5936790" target=_blank>#190</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It says "personal" information. Is an office # and address that's freely 
available on the Internet and intended for public contact 
"personal"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that phone numbers can change, while your comment stays here. 
If you link to the site that the phone number belongs to, then they're 
responsible for updating it if it changes -- not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937017 31374 400 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 4:25:27pm  
 
<P>Got a line on two good live feeds, one from Memphis TV station WMC-TV. They 
have a special starting at 5 Pacific, followed by the debate at 6 
Pacific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937210 31375 33 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 5:12:09pm  
 
<P>P.S. There's a chat room included in this video player. But it's apparently 
open to everyone viewing the video -- I don't think it can be limited to 
LGF.</P> 
<P>Which means it will be infested with juicy, flavorful 
moonbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05937244 31375 62 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 5:17:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/5937224" target=_blank>#44</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what javascript is running that's causing IE7 to run so slow as the number 
of comments goes over ~500?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a Javascript problem - a memory problem. IE is very bad about large 
pages. Adding RAM to the computer can help, even if you already think you have 
plenty.</P> 
<P>Firefox or Safari are much better about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937527 31375 340 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 5:55:51pm  
 
<P>I'm going to shut down the live feed on this thread and start a new one as 
the debate begins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937573 31376 25 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/5937561" target=_blank>#13</A> 
brickthruplateglasswindow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just got here...Charles how will the hamsters fare w/ 2 live 
feeds?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not my bandwidth!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937589 31376 41 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:02:23pm  
 
<P>This feed is a few seconds behind cable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937596 31376 48 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:02:52pm  
 
<P>I don't got to show you no steenking bandwidth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937610 31376 62 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:03:46pm  
 
<P>Could be worse than Jim Lehrer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937620 31376 72 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:04:27pm  
 
<P>Obama won the coin toss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937658 31376 109 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:06:36pm  
 
<P>No matter what else you say about the financial crisis, it's not doing 
wonders for the W legacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937702 31376 151 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:09:42pm  



 
<P>"I am optimistic about the capacity of us to come together with a 
plan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937747 31376 196 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:12:31pm  
 
<P>The C-Span debate cam feed is apparently being run by Ole Miss students, 
aimlessly panning cameras around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937772 31376 221 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:13:39pm  
 
<P>This was supposed to be the foreign policy debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937854 31376 303 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:19:15pm  
 
<P>Just as expected, the chat rooms are full of wackos and 
moonbats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937966 31376 413 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:24:52pm  
 
<P>Gloves coming off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05937972 31376 419 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:25:07pm  
 
<P>Obama looks really pissed off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05938128 31376 573 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:34:33pm  
 
<P>I sure am glad I just found a Steinlager in the back of the fridge.</P> 
<P>I guess we're not going to get into that pesky foreign policy thing 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05938150 31376 595 Charles Fri, Sep 26, 2008 6:36:07pm  
 
<P>Could be time for another thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941013 31381 74 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 8:46:07am  
 
<P>I'm now getting hate mail from Andrew Bostom, who believes we should all be 
joining forces with European white nationalists, calling me all kinds of names 
and insults.</P> 
<P>It's an eye-opener about Bostom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941049 31381 105 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 8:52:05am  
 
<P>I may publish Bostom's emails, so people can see what he's like behind the 
scenes when he isn't writing lengthy anti-Islam articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05941073 31381 126 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 8:55:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/5941069" target=_blank>#123</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose there are ways of telling whether it's really him, and not someone 
who stole his email addy (aren't there ways to do that sort of 
thing?)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941111 31381 154 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:03:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/5941105" target=_blank>#149</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IF you're sure it's really him, PLEASE put up a thread about - and showing us 
- those e-mails!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm considering it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941118 31381 159 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:04:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/5941110" target=_blank>#153</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that an e-mail belongs to the recipient, and you may publish it if you 
feel the need. I tend not to like that sort of thing, that's 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree and now I'm leaning toward not publishing. But after the third nasty 
email from him, I'm just pissed off enough to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941141 31381 181 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:09:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/5941131" target=_blank>#172</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a question. Why email now? Why is Bostom thinking you need to align 
with the neo-fascists, white supremacists? And is this a change from his prior 
position, or just coming out of the proverbial closet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't the first time. When this issue first blew up, he sent me several 
angry emails supporting the fascists. I emailed back and basically told him to 
f--- off.</P> 
<P>Now he's angry over the demonstration in Cologne, and really going over the 
top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941149 31381 188 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:11:28am  
 
<P>By the way, according to Bostom, you're all "mindless 
followers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941211 31381 246 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:21:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/5941179" target=_blank>#217</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are a lot of people still wavering on the fence on this issue, Charles, 
for a lot of different reasons. If you are going to make that allegation about 
Dr. Bostom you need to back it up.</P> 
<P>The violence by the antifa left against the Cologne conference was quite 
nasty from what I have read. As an Italian political commentator once said, "we 
have two types of fascists, fascists and anti-fascists".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to support anarchists and Antifa in order to want nothing to 
do with Le Pen and DeWinter and their cronies. If you're leaning toward the Euro 
nationalists, you're already falling off that "fence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941228 31381 262 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:24:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/5941224" target=_blank>#258</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why?</P> 
<P>Dr. Bostom is a tireless resercher and scholar, very dedicated and intense in 
his desire to expose and stop the malignant spread of islam and jihad</P> 
<P>I am sure he never intended to insult</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, ploome. He intended to insult, very directly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941252 31381 284 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:31:15am  
 
<P>That clash in Cologne is interesting, by the way, because when this issue 
first came up last year the pro-fascists put up an incredible smokescreen of 
arguments insisting that I was either making everything up and those groups 
weren't fascist at all, or wildly exaggerating and taking everything out of 
context.</P> 
<P>If I was so off-base to blow the whistle on DeWinter and his pals, why did 
tens of thousands of Europeans show up to protest against them? Did I brainwash 
all of them too?</P> 
<P>And one more point: there were violent anti-fascists there, yes, but there 
were also many thousands of people who protested <EM>peacefully</EM> against the 
so-called "anti-Islamisation" meeting. To portray this as an apocalyptic battle 
between two bad sides is simply bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941348 31381 371 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:52:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/5941309" target=_blank>#337</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oen's also got to ask if the organisers of that meeting did it with just such 
an outcome in mind.</P> 
<P>After all, the Belgian, Austrian and German members of that 'group' cannot 
have been unaware of the fact that any neo-nazi meetings in Germany have always 
been opposed by huge numbers of very vocal but non-violent Germans.</P> 
<P>I've been thinking for some time now that this outcome may actually have been 
calculated to some extent by those organisers.</P> 
<P>Gets them into the MSM, see ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, it was calculated. The 'anti-Islam' people also planned some 
deliberately provocative events, such as driving a bus with a huge "Stop Islam" 
banner through Muslim neighborhoods. "Thuggish" is the word for that kind of 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05941360 31381 382 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:54:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/5941338" target=_blank>#363</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, Charles, I feel Dr. Bostom has done some great work against the jihad 
and if you are going to make these accusations against him you need to back them 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "accusations" am I making? Andrew Bostom is on the side of those who 
want to join forces with European fascists. It's a fact.</P> 
<P>It sounds like you're in favor of that too, so why would you doubt 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941419 31381 424 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 10:08:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/5941389" target=_blank>#401</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>was it a mistake to align with Stalin to defeat the Nazis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are neo-Nazi and white nationalist groups, ploome. Le Pen is a 
disgustingly antisemitic dirtbag. The Vlaams Belang was started by Third Reich 
collaborators. The other groups in this thing are just as bad.</P> 
<P>I'm surprised at you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941505 31381 473 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 10:29:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/5941469" target=_blank>#455</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the neo-nazis are a joke...redicule them, but do not abandon the people in 
Europe who seem to be the only ones willing to defend our 
civilization</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I'm not going to be associated with people who hang out with Le 
Pen and DeWinter.</P> 
<P>And this isn't because I'm some great paragon of morality, either. If I don't 
dive into a sewer, does that mean I'm trying to be cleaner than everyone 
else?</P> 
<P>Refusing to hang out with white nationalists is a pretty simple choice to 
make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941635 31381 518 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 11:01:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/5941616" target=_blank>#515</A> alan2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles said "</P> 
<P>Two questions from this discussion:</P> 
<P>1. There are millions of Europeans who hate western civilization - does it 
not make sense that some small percentage of them could have been among this 
crowd or are they pure because they opposed this event.</P> 
<P>2. Given that there were radical muslim activists among the groups supporting 
the counter demonstration, Charles, do you forswear any support of this side 
too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do you have reading comprehension problems? Where have I ever said I 
"support" the Antifa group?</P> 
<P>The point is that there were a LOT of people at these demonstrations, and by 
far the majority were NOT "radical muslim activists" or Antifa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941679 31381 524 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 11:12:11am  
 
<P>More on the demonstration: there were tens of thousands of anti-fascist 
demonstrators, but according to this report, only <A 
href="http://www.thelocal.de/14411/20080919/" target=_blank>about 100 violent 
ones</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pro-Köln supporters, under watch by Germany's domestic intelligence agency, 
were met with whistles and paint bombs hurled by about 100 leftist activists, 
and there was an incident between the right-wingers and activists in the city's 
Rodenkirchen district. But no one was injured, police reported.</P> 
<P>At the last minute, police also refused permission for a bus full of the 
anti-Islamic demonstrators to tour through multicultural areas in Cologne, 
calling it a “provocation.”</P> 
<P>Though the first day of the congress was largely peaceful, police said the 
right-wing extremists have used “intentional tactics and false messages” to 
create a “dangerous situation,” and the atmosphere is tense. Eight counter-
demonstrators have been arrested so far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941704 31381 525 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 11:19:56am  
 
<P>Repeating what I wrote above, to portray what happened in Cologne as an 
apocalyptic battle between two bad sides is simply bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941393 31382 14 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 10:04:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/5941374" target=_blank>#8</A> Spar Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you believe that evolution by means of natural selection is a sufficient 
explanation for the variety and complexity of life on Earth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution by natural selection is the scientific explanation for a huge body 
of evidence that has been challenged, tested, and debated for 150 years.</P> 
<P>Whether that's "sufficient" for you is a different question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941539 31382 66 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 10:38:55am  
 
<P>By the way, neither Charles Darwin nor the theory of evolution are mentioned 
in Hitler's <EM>Mein Kampf</EM>. Not even once. There's no evidence at all that 
the theory of natural selection influenced Hitler or the Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941573 31382 83 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 10:47:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/5941536" target=_blank>#64</A> Archimedes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate to say it, but <EM>Nature</EM> is a left wing 
publication.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, it does lean left. But they seem to have been fair with their quotes 
from McCain.</P> 
<P>Some of Obama's answers are duplicates of the ones he gave to Sciencedebate 
2008.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941728 31382 169 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 11:27:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/5941699" target=_blank>#156</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=26346" 
target=_blank>Debatable.</A></P> 
<P>(Though you will, I suspect, reject Wiker's arguments out of hand, because he 
is -- after all -- a senior fellow at the Discovery Institute.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not debatable. It's a fact. <EM>Mein Kampf</EM> does not mention 
Charles Darwin or the theory of evolution through natural selection.</P> 
<P>Wiker's retching up the usual Discovery Institute hooey, trying to equate the 
theory of evolution with the discredited notion of "Social Darwinism," a spin-
off idea that Darwin did not endorse and which has nothing to do with 
evolution.</P> 
<P>This is a scare tactic, designed to con gullible people into seeing evolution 
as inevitably leading to godless atheism and mass murder. The usual bucket of 
complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05944927 31382 284 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 8:30:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/5944242" target=_blank>#277</A> 
papa_giorgio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it any wonder then when philosophers and scientists say such things like, 
“Evolutionism is a fairy tale for grownups. This theory has helped nothing in 
the progress of science. It is useless” ~ Professor Louis Bounoure, Former 
President of the Biological Society of Strasbourg and Director of the Strasbourg 
Zoological Museum, later Director of Research at the French National Center of 
Scientific Research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a false quote from a creationist quote mine. Here's the truth about 
this quote, which is not only distorted and taken out of context, it's 
attributed to the WRONG PERSON:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/ce/3/part12.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>You're just dumping inaccurate quotes from creationist web sites. You people 
are utterly shameless about doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05944998 31382 285 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 8:43:08am  
 
<P>Wow, "papa_giorgio" really went on a quote-dumping spree here. I'd be willing 
to bet that at least half of these quotes are wrong, misattributed, or 
completely made up. I recognize several from past creationist quote-dumping 
episodes.</P> 
<P>This is how creationists hoodwink gullible people, by snowing them with 
authoritative sounding but false quotes, and spouting scientific-sounding 
gobbledegook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05945206 31382 287 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 9:18:57am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/5945140" target=_blank>#286</A> 
phatcoder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is the religion of those who are trying to weaken people's 
commitment to the law of the Bible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolute, unvarnished nonsense. This is a hardcore fundamentalist view, not 
shared by the majority of Christians, thankfully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05946100 31382 288 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 11:16:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/5944219" target=_blank>#268</A> 
papa_giorgio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Philip S. Skell, Member National Academy of Sciences, Emeritus Evan Pugh 
Professor at Pennsylvania State University.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>"Darwinian evolution — whatever its other virtues — does not provide a 
fruitful heuristic in experimental biology."</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The very first quotation you posted in your dumping spree is misleading. The 
very next passage in that quote from <A 
href="http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/08/from_the_quote_2.html" 
target=_blank>Philip Skell</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet, the marginality of evolutionary biology may be changing. More and more 
issues in biology, from diverse questions about human nature to the 
vulnerability of ecosystems, are increasingly seen as reflecting evolutionary 
events. A spate of popular books on evolution testifies to the development. If 
we are to fully understand these matters, however, we need to understand the 
processes of evolution that, ultimately, underlie them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to look up any more of the garbage you dumped all over this 
thread. It's beyond me what you creationists think you can possibly achieve by 
parroting lies and misleading quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947156 31382 293 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 2:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/5946965" target=_blank>#289</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was because Hitler rejected the idea that humans evolved from apes, not 
that he didn't believe in animal evolution.</P> 
<P>But you still haven't been able to explain why he was so fanatical about 
"racial and genetic hygiene." why did he establish breeding camps for selected 
Germans? Why did he consider Jews, Gypsies, and Slavs to be subhuman, little 
more than animals and then treated them as such (moving them in cattle cars, for 
example)? Unless you want to deny that the holocaust happened!</P> 
<P>Hitler was also a vegetarian, but it would also be incorrect to say that 
vegetarianism leads to racism or Naziism. Nevertheless, unchecked Darwinism 
applied to government, human rights, and morality doesn't play out very 
well.</P> 
<P>You're right that racism was rampant before Hitler's time. I believe that the 
New York zoo kept an African aboriginal in a cage as one of its 
exhibits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You've provided absolutely no evidence for any of your ludicrous assertions. 
There is no evidence that Hitler or the Third Reich was influenced in any way by 
Darwin's theory of evolution. None.</P> 
<P>No matter how many times you repeat these falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05949039 31382 297 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 9:07:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/5949018" target=_blank>#296</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>There is absolutely no evidence that Hitler was influenced by Charles Darwin 
or the theory of evolution by natural selection. None. Neither Darwin nor 
evolution are even mentioned in Hitler's <EM>Mein Kampf</EM>. Not once.</P> 
<P>This is a monumental smear job, and a con.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05950296 31382 301 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 7:56:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/5949517" target=_blank>#298</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr Johnson, here is a well argued peice on the connection writtten by a 
scholar: [Link: <A href="http://www.asa3.org/ASA/resources/Weikart200807.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.asa3.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break. Richard Weikart is a shill for the Dishonesty Institute, his 
work is laughable, and he has no credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05950301 31382 302 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 7:57:11am  
 
<P>More on Richard Weikart, creationist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Weikart" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05950531 31382 303 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 8:36:59am  
 
<P>Weikart's attempts to link the theory of evolution with Nazism may be popular 
with creationists, but they have <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Weikart" target=_blank>no credibility 
among historians or scientists</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nils Roll-Hansen, historian and philosopher of 19th and 20th century biology 
at University of Oslo, also reviewed the work and was critical of it in a review 
published by Isis calling it "selective" and containing "insufficient attention 
to historical change-leaving out political, social, and economic factors as well 
as the role of new knowledge in genetics-make his overall argument 
unconvincing."</P> 
<P>In addition, Hector Avalos, a professor of Religious Studies, wrote an essay 
"exposing the historical flaws found in the work of Weikart" and argued "that 
the defense of genocide, infanticide and "eugenics" by creationists actually has 
a very venerable and lengthy tradition that precedes Darwin."</P> 
<P>Sander Gliboff, professor of History and Philosophy of Science at Indiana 
University, criticized the work saying "It is dismaying to see such opinions 
being passed off as results of scholarly research."</P> 
<P>Jonathan Judaken, professor of History at University of Memphis, wrote that 
while it is a "significant study," he "fails to follow the rich nuances of the 
discourse/practices and institutions that have preoccupied the contemporary 



generation of intellectual historians, who have paid attention to the 
continuities and ruptures within systems of thought. So his presentation of 
racism, for example, reiterates a rationale that does not stand up to the 
critical scrutiny of intellectual history."</P> 
<P>Larry Arnhart, a professor of Political Science at Northern Illinois 
University wrote "Weikart doesn't actually show any direct connection between 
Darwin and Hitler. In fact, Weikart has responded to my criticisms by admitting 
that the title of his book is misleading, since he cannot show any direct link 
between Darwin's ideas and Hitler's Nazism."</P> 
<P>In addition, Robert Richards, historian of Darwin and eugenics at University 
of Chicago, wrote "It can only be a tendentious and dogmatically driven 
assessment that would condemn Darwin for the crimes of the 
Nazis."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05953442 31382 305 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 4:07:30pm  
 
<P>Amazing. You just keep coming back with more of the same slanted, distorted, 
and completely made-up quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05953746 31382 307 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 5:53:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/5953683" target=_blank>#306</A> mad doc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is interesting.You think the list of quotes I have provided are 
fabricated.Tell me Mr Johnson, which quote is made up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, thanks. I won't be chasing after any more of your wild geese. I've 
already exposed many examples of this garbage in this thread, and you just waltz 
right past, don't even acknowledge the falsehoods, and post some more quotes 
from creationist sites. Your credibility is nil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05954459 31382 311 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 8:33:19pm  
 
<P>Completely shameless. And utterly pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05954783 31382 313 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 9:43:12pm  
 
<P>I'm not offended, I'm disgusted at what you tried to pull in this thread. 
You're not welcome to post here any more.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05941647 31383 6 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 11:04:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/5941630" target=_blank>#1</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it interesting that this should be happening now. Perhaps their 
neighbor to the East is a bit miffed with them ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly Sunni extremists angry at either Syria's Iranian connections, or the 
fact that the regime is too secular for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05942097 31384 39 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 1:10:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/5942075" target=_blank>#25</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rode a bike with the new electronic DuraAce shifting yesterday. Only on a 
trainer, though. Yes, it was nice stuff. Is it worth $4,000 for the component 
group? That depends...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.zipp.com/stems/detail.php?ID=67#" 
target=_blank>Here's</A> your new stem, Charles. I forget whether it retailed 
for $250 or $350.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh, $4K for the gruppo! That's nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05942773 31384 397 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 4:07:01pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05942567 31385 85 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 3:13:02pm  
 
<P>Video clip now included above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05942832 31385 301 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 4:32:34pm  
 
<P>Reload the page if the new comments button stops working. I'm testing 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05942937 31385 396 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 5:11:17pm  
 
 
 
<P>Another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05943066 31386 52 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 5:59:22pm  
 
<P>60,000 comments left until comment 6,000,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05943239 31386 180 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 6:34:14pm  
 
<P>Now closed, with 45 hatchlings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05943979 31386 700 Charles Sat, Sep 27, 2008 9:53:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/674/5943790" target=_blank>#674</A> scrad</EM></P> 
<P>Good tip, thanks. Now checking it out in the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05945725 31389 118 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 10:26:52am  
 
<P>By the way, I don't allow that word to be posted at LGF, for obvious 
reasons.</P> 



<P>In fact, I'm now going to add it to the list of filtered words. (I've never 
had to do that before, but given the whacked out atmosphere in this election I 
think it's appropriate.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05946370 31391 41 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 11:49:33am  
 
<P>New feature -- hover over thumbnail images in an article and a popup shows a 
larger version of the picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05946435 31391 76 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 11:57:27am  
 
<P>If using the new comments button disables the popup image - reload the page. 
This is now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05946760 31391 247 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 1:13:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/5946646" target=_blank>#180</A> Conservative in 
Liberal Hands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - A Suggestion...</P> 
<P>Could the same code as you've used to show a larger picture in an article be 
used to show a larger image of a avatar? Not that I am adverse to clicking on an 
Avatar to view the background info - number of posts, etc, but sometimes I'm 
just interested in the image...</P> 
<P>Please consider?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be nice, but trying to install tooltip event handlers on pages with 
hundreds of comments causes some browsers to choke. I've seen Javascript timeout 
messages trying to do similar things. Internet Explorer, I'm looking at 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947651 31394 2 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:04:14pm  
 
<P>Huckabee's rocking.</P> 
<P>/dripping sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947654 31394 4 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:05:01pm  
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05947664 31394 7 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:06:53pm  
 
<P>I'm testing changes, so don't worry if you see some deleted comments. Don't 
fret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947685 31394 20 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/5947670" target=_blank>#12</A> 
Krik_t_semaj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ninja loans, talk more about. Charles, stop pissing on people who support 
western civilization and Israel. I don't like Huckabee, why do I feel like I 
need to say that? I don't believe you will support Israel when things get 
tough.</P> 
<P>You piss on those with no power or influence. Golly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a better idea - you can stop posting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947778 31394 92 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:23:30pm  
 
<P>The text of the deal (PDF):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www2.nationalreview.com/dest/2008/09/28/ayo08c04xml.pdf" 
target=_blank>www2.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05947789 31394 99 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:24:42pm  
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05947989 31394 269 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 5:55:04pm  
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<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
05948027 31394 303 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 6:00:29pm  
 
<P>Sorry. I'm killing some pesky little bugs in the Ajax code and I suddenly 
noticed the Eye TV window with Huckabee's band playing, so I unmuted the 
sound.</P> 
<P>Won't make that mistake again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05948148 31394 413 Charles Sun, Sep 28, 2008 6:21:12pm  
 
<P>I'm toying with the idea of leaving LGF registration open for an extended 
period. Just to see who comes through the door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951335 31400 9 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 10:34:36am  
 
<P>This may also solve other login problems; some people have reported that 
'Remember me' doesn't seem to work for them, and this could be caused by the 
same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05951395 31400 26 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 10:43:13am  
 
<P>By the way, the reason you could get around the bug and log in by going to 
'My Account or by clicking through to another page: the links to those pages 
don't include 'www.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951468 31400 46 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 10:51:20am  
 
<P>If you log in on a page full of comments, the ratings will remain grayed out 
until you reload the page. That's not related to this bug - it's not a bug at 
all, actually. The Javascript to enable those buttons after logging in would 
cause problems on very large comment pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05953150 31400 102 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 2:50:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/5953099" target=_blank>#101</A> scrad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This will work better in your Apache config because:</P> 
<P>A) It will tell google and all other indexers that 
'www.littlegreenfootballs.com' pages are not to be used for indexing, use the 
'littlegreenfootballs.com' pages.</P> 
<P>B) It has less compute overhead than a mod_rewrite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The mod_rewrite code is doing a 301 redirect, so it takes care of the search 
engine thing. But you're right - it would be less overhead to put it in 
httpd.conf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951635 31401 66 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 11:05:08am  
 
<P>Corrected the post to note that the vote is still open - "0:00 time 
remaining" apparently doesn't really mean "0:00 time remaining".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951652 31401 78 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 11:06:35am  
 
<P>Just saw another 'yea' vote change to 'nay'. And another.</P> 
<P>Now it's 205-228.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951674 31401 98 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 11:08:12am  
 
<P>Fox News says voting is finished. It didn't pass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05951688 31401 110 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 11:09:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/5951673" target=_blank>#97</A> They Call Him 
Boss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/5951621" target=_blank>#56</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<P>Of course. It's being linked from Drudge. And Drudge is almost as bad as Digg 
when it comes to sucking up a site's bandwidth through visits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Drudge sends MUCH more traffic than Digg. LGF has had front page links on 
both, and Drudge is an order of magnitude beyond Digg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05952571 31402 63 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 1:08:54pm  
 
<P>Yeah, the server's slowing down under surges of traffic. People are getting 
on the web looking for info on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05953585 31403 271 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 4:52:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/5953580" target=_blank>#266</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorta off topic -- what's the arrow next to the headlines 
for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the permalink icon. It's a permanent link to just the article, without 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05953790 31404 25 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 6:05:47pm  
 
<P>Fox News is airing the wit and wisdom of Mike Huckabee again.</P> 
<P>Come on, Hannity! Let's make it a two-fer! Don't we need to know what Pat 
Buchanan thinks about the financial crisis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05954323 31406 15 Charles Mon, Sep 29, 2008 8:04:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/5954295" target=_blank>#4</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused. Are you saying that you have been blocking certain IP addresses 
which are may be connected to users who are real, valid humans wanting to browse 
or contribute to LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- I'm saying that most web sites probably don't block these robots like 
we do, so their traffic numbers include a LOT of hits from bots and web 
crawlers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05957322 31406 659 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 10:30:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/658/5956866" target=_blank>#658</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Grief! For about 6 weeks now I've been getting a <STRONG>403</STRONG> 
<STRONG>forbidden error</STRONG> every time I tried to log on. All the kings men 
and all the kings horses couldn't fix it. Just a fluke I tried again. I missed 
you guys...really!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you by any chance using the "SpeedDial" add-on for Firefox to load LGF 
every minute or so?</P> 
<P>That will trigger an automatic flood control script that adds your IP to the 
blocked list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05956403 31408 18 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 8:11:16am  
 



<P>I don't think Obama would do this, because he knows if Hillary's VP, the 
Clenis is part of the package. And there can only be one alpha 
dog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05956722 31409 60 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 9:15:24am  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh just mentioned LGF on his show. (By accident - he meant to 
refer to Instapundit.)</P> 
<P>The traffic counter shot up by more than 1500 visitors almost 
instantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05958577 31415 184 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 2:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/5958535" target=_blank>#147</A> Cap'n 
DOC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's conservative. The hits were from a domain in Northern Virginia:</P> 
<P>VISITOR ANALYSISNo referring link</P> 
<P>***.com/w2k8/sept/post on bailout debacle.htmlHost Name 
housegate32.house.govIP Address 143.228.129.9 [Label IP Address]Country United 
StatesRegion VirginiaCity ManassasISP Information Systems U.S. House Of 
Representatives</P> 
<P>Just curious if Charles or Stinky saw anything like that 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Four hits today from that IP address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05959204 31415 730 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 4:44:48pm  
 
<P>Testing refactored comment posting code...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05959215 31415 739 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 4:47:30pm  
 
<P>Excellent. Finally, the 'new comments' and 'post comment' systems are nicely 
abstracted into shared functions and objects.</P> 
<P>No more hunting through several different files to find all the spots to 
edit, when I fix a bug or change the design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05959706 31417 21 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 6:32:10pm  
 
<P>Reload if you're not seeing the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05959737 31417 31 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 6:37:44pm  
 
<P>The video's way out of sync with the audio. Good work, CBS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05960563 31417 635 Charles Tue, Sep 30, 2008 8:56:21pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me to stop posting about evolution will be deleted. 
Continuing to post such comments will lead to accounts being blocked.</P> 
<P>I've completely had it with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05962679 31420 18 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 9:03:07am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, a reader emailed to say I should look at the comments for the 
latest Fjordman screed at Gates of Vienna:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/09/suggestions-for-
future.html#readfurther" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I won't be linking to them in a front page article ever again, and if you 
need to know why, just read through the comments. (In which Fjordman repeats his 
claim that the United States is doomed because we won't completely stop 
immigration, and <EM>many</EM> readers express open support for white 
nationalism.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05962707 31420 38 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 9:07:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/5962686" target=_blank>#24</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a poster here last nigh who insisted that Muslims be contained and 
deported.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05962845 31420 108 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 9:30:24am  
 
<P>EIDE_Interface is banned. Good grief. Reading that thread was like having a 
root canal without novocaine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05962912 31420 135 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 9:41:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/5962879" target=_blank>#119</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm afraid we're going to have to agree to disagree, here.</P> 
<P>EIDE is - to my eye - suffering badly. His mood swings worry me, and I can 
remember a fairly long period when I had a bad patch, and was absolutely 
dreadful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but LGF is not the place for people to work out their problems - 
it's a public discussion forum, and I can't allow this kind of thing to go on. 
That was way out of bounds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05963901 31423 68 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 12:09:54pm  
 
<P>See the update above -- yes, Soros was convicted in France of insider 
trading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05964450 31426 10 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 2:03:06pm  
 
<P>I like to hear all sides of the debate, myself. I don't vote for parties, I 
vote for the best people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05964472 31426 23 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 2:07:38pm  



 
<P>Kathleen Parker says she's being barraged with hate mail for that column:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZTlhNmYxYmM2Yjc3NDdkMjQyOTQ3MjE2ODMxM
GE0MjM=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fierce reaction to my column has been both bracing and enlightening. 
After 20 years of column writing, I’m familiar with angry mail. But the past few 
days have produced responses of a different order. Not just angry, but vicious 
and threatening.</P> 
<P>Some of my usual readers feel betrayed because I previously have written 
favorably of Palin. By changing my mind and saying so, I am viewed as a traitor 
to the Republican party — not a “true” conservative.</P> 
<P>Obviously, I’m not employed by the GOP. If I were, they’re seriously in 
arrears. But what is a true conservative? One who doesn’t think or question and 
who marches in lockstep with The Party?</P> 
<P>The emotional pitch of many comments suggests an overinvestment in Palin as 
“one of us.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05964685 31426 192 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 2:41:25pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/WTF/comments/74omi/youtube_has_deleted_pat_condell
s_latest_video_for/" target=_blank>Reading Little Green Footballs is like 
reading Mein Kampf</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05964812 31427 24 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 3:00:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/5964786" target=_blank>#15</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er... who?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.quinnipiac.edu/x271.xml" target=_blank>Quinnipiac 
University Polling Institute - Quinnipiac University</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05965191 31428 9 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 4:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/5965186" target=_blank>#6</A> Fat Jolly 
Penguin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something's weird with the comment boxes -- text is a lot closer to the top 
now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05966091 31430 80 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 6:40:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/5966043" target=_blank>#68</A> dak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beleive me, if the actual trend holds, Nazis is not the problem we will face 
coming out of Europe.</P> 
<P>Maybe the third or fourth Muslim nuclear power will be in Europe. Give it 2-3 
generations. maybe only 2 generation and a muslim political party holding the 
balance of power in the parliment of a nuclear nation?</P> 



<P>A hundred neo-nazis hiding in their mother's basement won't be a big 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. They're both problems, and this vote shows that it's far more 
than "a hundred neo-nazis."</P> 
<P>Why would you make excuses for this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05967199 31430 305 Charles Wed, Oct 1, 2008 9:49:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/5967187" target=_blank>#303</A> Omni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fascism is preferable to sharia if the only way to stop sharia is fascism. 
And fascism does not necessarily mean nazism at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're not welcome at my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968719 31430 347 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 8:54:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/5967649" target=_blank>#314</A> 
sesshoumaru</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the end I think this will help bring the anti-islam movement into the 
mainstream and as a consequence the balance of power will again move back to the 
centre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have this completely backward. This will not bring anything into the 
mainstream, it will further marginalize and discredit anti-jihadists.</P> 
<P>Maybe you haven't noticed, but most people in this world don't have much 
respect for Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968739 31430 348 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 8:56:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/5967649" target=_blank>#314</A> 
sesshoumaru</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have a choice. The choice in Europe at the moment is restricted to 
mainstream parties who will label you a racist for bringing up the Islam issue. 
While I have no love for Nazis and I respect the sacrifice Allied troops made 
for our freedom from the Nazis in WWII, I have to say that I'm glad the 
mainstream liberal elites got a big slap in the face from ordinary citizens.</P> 
<P>In the end I think this will help bring the anti-islam movement into the 
mainstream and as a consequence the balance of power will again move back to the 
centre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were blocked once before for spreading support for fascist ideology at 
LGF, and now you're blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968835 31430 355 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:07:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/5968812" target=_blank>#354</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi, Mary, thanks for your response.</P> 
<P>I wasn't offended but it did trouble me a bit.</P> 
<P>Is Alec Baldwin a big star in Austria?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, I think the blue eyes in that poster above look artificially 
enhanced, to emphasize the Aryan look. His eyes are almost glowing in that 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968872 31430 360 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:12:05am  
 
<P>Previous comments from the person who re-registered as "sesshoumaru"...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5183604" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5186237" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968989 31430 367 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:26:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/5968840" target=_blank>#356</A> 
maryatexitzero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know where this sort of reasoning comes from, but it's probably from 
the idea that the enemy of my enemy is my friend. That and 
desperation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to differ on your point about "desperation." I don't buy it. The 
majority of the people who are joining up with these groups are in absolutely no 
immediate danger from militant Islamists in their daily lives. They may be 
unhappy about their governments' multiculturalism and the influx of unchecked 
immigration from Islamic countries, but "desperation" is just not an accurate 
word for that state.</P> 
<P>The Nazis were not desperate about the "Jewish problem," either. It was not 
desperation that drove fascists then, and it isn't now.</P> 
<P>I think what we're seeing is an eruption of bigotry and xenophobia, the human 
species' most enduring flaws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05970398 31430 382 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 12:56:42pm  
 
<P>Anyone who thinks that LGF is a good place to support making alliances with 
fascists is very mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05970427 31430 383 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 12:59:39pm  
 
<P>It's become extremely disgusting to me that every time I post about this, 
there are people who come out of the woodwork and spout racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968771 31433 114 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 8:59:20am  
 
<P>Now we have creepy fascists sneaking back into LGF with new accounts, and 
posting support for Euro white nationalists. See the end of the Austria 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968850 31433 182 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:09:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/5968799" target=_blank>#140</A> 
ciaospirit</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guys, this article was written by the LA Times. C'mon. And nowhere in the 
article are McCain or McCain strategists quoted as saying this is their 
strategy. It's MSM opinion. This election is just as much about putting the MSM 
in their place by defeating them as it is getting McCain elected. If Obama wins 
this election, in reality, it's the media that wins. We can't let them win. They 
will continue to destroy our country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Malcolm is a conservative...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05968890 31433 215 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:14:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/5968867" target=_blank>#196</A> 
ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't change the fact that there are no comments from Republican anybody 
supporting the claim that it's Repub strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... it's supposed to be sarcasm. Thought it was pretty obvious.</P> 
<P>But I think he's got a point. The McCain campaign does seem determined to 
blow the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05969107 31433 384 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:43:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/5969084" target=_blank>#369</A> 
JacksonTn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot believe the amount of people who are ready to accept defeat. If we 
were being attacked by a socialist from another country would you just give up 
and let them take everything you hold dear? If not, then why are you so ready to 
accept defeat from a socialist from within? Man or woman up and take the fight 
to them. Isn't this the group that fought to expose Dan Rather? Use that same 
ability to expose the truth against Obama and his friends. Our troops are 
fighting for us over there ... we have to fight for them here.</P> 
<P>Obama is an extreme threat from within and he has to be stopped. Use whatever 
skills you have to fight the fight on the internet. We cannot take it to the msm 
as they have already chosen sides.</P> 
<P>Fight on! Never surrender!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pointing out that the McCain campaign is -- to put it mildly -- not doing a 
particularly good job is not "accepting defeat." It doesn't matter how hard we 
fight at LGF if John McCain himself refuses to take the gloves off. And he has, 
time after time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05969130 31433 396 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:45:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/5969112" target=_blank>#386</A> 
FloridaAnole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As some are pointing out here, these polls are phoney.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I'm finding it hard to believe that every single poll is 
rigged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05969013 31434 1 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:31:01am  
 
<P>I repeat: it's satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05969721 31437 141 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 11:29:43am  
 
<P>If anyone knows where I can find an embeddable live stream of the debate, 
please post a comment with a link. So far I haven't found one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05970458 31439 262 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 1:03:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/5970292" target=_blank>#132</A> daddyo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ruins of Detroit (link not included)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you f--- kidding me?!</P> 
<P>A link to a white power web site is an excellent way to get your ass 
banned.</P> 
<P>There's no way this person didn't know what that site was about. It 
absolutely reeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05970511 31439 305 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 1:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/5970403" target=_blank>#217</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already reported it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for reporting it. I can't follow every link that's posted here.</P> 
<P>This kind of thing is exactly why I added the 'exclamation point' icon to 
report comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05970542 31439 331 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 1:15:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/5970516" target=_blank>#308</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised there isn't code in LGF somewhere that blocks linking to sites 
like that.</P> 
<P>Shibumi, you should know better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do try to block some sites, but I'd never even heard of this one 
before.</P> 
<P>It wasn't shibumi who posted the link, though. He quoted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05971188 31440 87 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 2:56:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/5971149" target=_blank>#55</A> uptight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you use that tool I sent you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I checked it out. Could come in handy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972018 31442 139 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/5971987" target=_blank>#111</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In other news:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE><A href="http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/10/02/mckinney-accuses-
government-slaughtering-prisoners-dumping-bodies-katrina/" target=_blank>Green 
Party presidential candidate Cynthia McKinney claims the Department of Defense 
executed 5,000 prisoners with one bullet to the head and then dumped their 
bodies in a Louisiana swamp during Hurricane Katrina.</A>  
<P>-Foxnews.com</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News is using LGF as an unpaid and uncredited research assistant quite 
often these days.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31422_Cynthia_McKinney_Wacko" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972160 31442 274 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/5972099" target=_blank>#216</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Foxnews quoted you <EM>word for word</EM> with no, zero, nada attribution? 
Isn't that some sort of unethical thing called, hmmm, 
<STRONG>Plagiarism</STRONG>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They're completely shameless about it. The subheading for that article 
is almost exactly what I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972255 31442 362 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:48:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/5972198" target=_blank>#309</A> texnavet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This might be a dumb question - is there a way to auto-refresh the comments 
in this thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can watch comments in real time, by clicking the Spy icon (the little 
green magnifying glass) at bottom right of the post at the top of this thread. 
This will show comments from this thread only.</P> 
<P>If you click the Spy link in the 'logged in' panel at upper left, it will 
show comments and other events taking place in all threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972277 31442 383 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:50:05pm  
 
<P>Dick Morris's green tie matches his toad-like countenance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972304 31442 408 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:53:52pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Traffic surge time.</P> 
<P>I'll be posting the video link in one minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972308 31442 412 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 5:54:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/5972298" target=_blank>#402</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, Charles, really smart coding. You parsed away the "script" tags just in 
case I was trying to execute some script on your server. I tip my hat to 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You betcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972413 31443 63 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:03:14pm  
 
<P>It looks like mogulus.com doesn't have the bandwidth for this one.</P> 
<P>Turn on your TVs, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972421 31443 71 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:03:42pm  
 
<P>Can I call you Joe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972458 31443 105 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:06:33pm  
 
<P>That's an awful big flag pin she's wearing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972482 31443 129 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:08:10pm  
 
<P>Biden: I've dealt with violence against women.</P> 
<P>Obvious enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972506 31443 153 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:10:32pm  
 
<P>She's doing very well so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972631 31443 271 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:19:16pm  
 
<P>I think it's great that he responded by looking into the camera.</P> 
<P>It lets people see that his face has been worked over by teams of highly paid 
surgeons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972685 31443 325 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:24:13pm  
 
 
 
<P>This traffic surge is pretty huge. The servers are holding up so far, but 
there are going to be some errors, trying to serve pages this 
fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972743 31443 383 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:29:39pm  
 
<P>Biden says the government is going to pay down the principal on everyone's 
loans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972826 31443 464 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:36:19pm  
 



<P>Biden's grinning like a goon at her when he thinks the cameras are not on 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972915 31444 50 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:44:26pm  
 
<P>Sarah is killing him. Absolutely killing him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05972954 31444 78 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 6:47:19pm  
 
<P>Notice that Biden is focusing on "John." That's how they've decided to play 
it -- just put Sarah on the sidelines, so they don't get accused of 
bullying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973234 31444 320 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:07:07pm  
 
<P>That was astounding. He is standing there and blatantly 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973250 31444 335 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:08:12pm  
 
<P>Biden is beginning to look very tired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973265 31444 349 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:09:28pm  
 
<P>Biden: "This is the most important election since 1932."</P> 
<P>WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973302 31444 383 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/5973288" target=_blank>#371</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, Gwen Ifill has not shown any obvious bias so 
far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's on her best behavior because she's on notice that she's being 
watched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973421 31445 53 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:23:01pm  
 
<P>Who would have thought that it would be Biden who started 
crying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973458 31445 84 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:26:12pm  
 
<P>Sorry about the slowdown, folks. But this traffic surge is pretty 
extraordinary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973473 31445 98 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:27:54pm  



 
<P>Biden's voice is approaching a monotone. He's lethargic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05973703 31446 55 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 7:47:45pm  
 
<P>Does Frank Lundt have enough Budweiser signs on his set?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05974256 31448 26 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 8:47:41pm  
 
<P>The poll's open to all, by the way, so there are going to be some koolaid 
drinkers voting for Biden.</P> 
<P>Palin crushed Biden's head. It was almost hard to watch. Not even 
close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05974349 31448 83 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 8:58:05pm  
 
<P>The server load is starting to come down from "critical" to just 
"insane."</P> 
<P>We did slow down, yes. But keep in mind - at this time last year, we would 
have been offline all night with this kind of traffic.</P> 
<P>A load balanced setup would help, but it brings a whole host of issues along 
with it, not least of which is the fact that it would cost about three times per 
month what I'm currently paying for my mortgage. In other words, big bucks.</P> 
<P>Doggone it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05974479 31448 192 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:11:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/5974433" target=_blank>#154</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I highly recommend you edit your comment to get rid of the 
subsequent two words. (LA County Hall of Records, and all that.) Feel free to 
delete this comment also if you deem it necessary.</P> 
<P>You may not feel it's needed but I thought I should point it 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are levels within levels, oh grasshopper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05974507 31448 216 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/5974404" target=_blank>#129</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name your price. You might be surprised that people are wiling to pay at 
least part of it each.</P> 
<P>/it's only 30 days</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, you don't just "temporarily" move to a load balanced setup for 
30 days. It entails code changes, database changes, contracts, and 
commitments.</P> 
<P>If I made this move, it would be permanent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05974715 31449 7 Charles Thu, Oct 2, 2008 9:40:40pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5974692" target=_blank>#5</A> Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, why is LGF bogging down so bad during the debates? The most I 
saw was 4500 online, and I know I've seen threads where more were on, but LGF 
held up better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not the total number online that's the problem, it's the total number 
<EM>trying</EM> to get online. It's tens of thousands of people trying to cram 
through a door that can only let in several thousand at a time.</P> 
<P>The solution is a load balanced setup, but that solution costs a lot, and is 
not simple or quick to implement.</P> 
<P>I'm considering it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978489 31451 1183 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 4:47:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/5976001" target=_blank>#932</A> AW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is wrong. He claimed that :</P> 
<P>1) Biden's statement is "absurdly wrong"2) Biden "obviously does not know the 
difference between the Gaza Strip and the West Bank."</P> 
<P>Biden's statement is 100% correct. The fact that Biden should have said 
"elections in the West Bank and Gaza" instead of "elections in the West Bank" 
does not even remotely suggest that he doesn't understand the difference between 
the Gaza Strip and the West Bank. Charles apparently thought that the elections 
took place in Gaza only, and that's how Hamas seized power there. Charles has 
been quick to acknowledge mistakes in the past, and I hope he does so this time 
too.</P> 
<P>It's slightly unsettling that 99% of the comments here are are busy bashing 
Obama and Biden while only 2 people (including myself) have bothered to consider 
the validity of these accusations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not wrong -- you're spinning like a top. Biden said "elections ON the 
West Bank." Not only did he get the place wrong -- the elections were held 
throughout the Palestinian territories, not just the West Bank -- but the very 
way that he said it indicates a misunderstanding. There is no "ON" the West Bank 
-- it's not the bank of a river, it's a large section of land.</P> 
<P>Do you have any spinning about Biden's ludicrous nonsense about Lebanon, 
which he screwed up even worse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978495 31451 1185 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 4:49:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1180/5977398" target=_blank>#1180</A> DPR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Palestinian legislative elections were held in the West Bank 
<EM>and</EM> Gaza. Hamas won those elections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the point, exactly. Biden misspoke. He was wrong, and the very 
next sentences were full of ridiculous nonsense about Lebanon that he apparently 
made up off the top of his head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978500 31451 1186 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 4:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1184/5978494" target=_blank>#1184</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have been unable to find anything which would state that Obama made 
statements expressing his opposition to HAMAS running in 
elections...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because Obama explicitly SUPPORTED the elections:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31453_Biden_Lied_About_Obama_Not_S
upporting_Hamas_Election" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978504 31451 1187 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 4:51:49pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I did not say or imply that the elections were held only in 
Gaza.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978507 31451 1188 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 4:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/5976001" target=_blank>#932</A> AW</EM></P> 
<P>It should also be pointed out that you have explicitly declared that you're 
an Obama supporter, so your attempt to spin away this gaffe is to be 
expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05976328 31453 16 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:03:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/5976303" target=_blank>#5</A> Kingphin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone else having trouble with loading the link?</P> 
<P>"Page cannot be found"</P> 
<P>You've requested a FOXBusiness.com page that cannot be found. The page you 
are looking for may have moved or it may no longer be available. We apologize 
for the inconvenience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bad character in the link. It's now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05976343 31453 25 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:06:08am  
 
<P>The entire mainstream media has reached a consensus that Biden won the 
debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05976351 31453 31 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:06:45am  
 
<P>I haven't found one MSM article that gives it to Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05976487 31454 7 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:26:40am  
 
<P>And look at how he tries to frighten the girl he's talking to: "it's gonna 
ruin your lungs."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05976769 31455 14 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 10:15:45am  
 
<P>It's going to pass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05976810 31455 29 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 10:23:11am  
 
<P>It's done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05977135 31457 15 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 11:06:56am  
 
<P>Gates of Vienna drops the last vestige of their phony mask:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/10/were-all-racists-
now.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The best course, in my opinion, is to take a deep breath and say, “I’m a 
racist. The reason that I’m a racist is that I cherish my own people and prefer 
the company of my own kind over that of foreigners. I accept my basic racism, 
and I’m OK with it.”</P> 
<P>There. That wasn’t so bad, was it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05977202 31457 58 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 11:14:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/5977191" target=_blank>#51</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that <EM>was</EM> so bad. They don't have a clue, do they. Thanks for 
parting from them so long ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments are even worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05977340 31457 167 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 11:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/5977293" target=_blank>#134</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gates of Vienna launched another attack on Charles:[Link: <A 
href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/09/andrew-bostom-confronting-
mendacious.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The comments are most illuminating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bostom sent me a series of insulting, rude, nasty emails -- five, to be 
precise. I ignored them for a while, then wrote back and said, "You're making 
yourself look like a fool."</P> 
<P>I'm not going to descend to his level by publishing his emails, but the guy 
is deranged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05977769 31457 299 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 1:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/5977553" target=_blank>#291</A> 
TalkinKamel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for GoV, I gave up on them when they refused to support Hirsi Ali. They're 
lying when they say they're primarily interested in fighting the Jihad, and 
that's why we have to accept any allies that come along. Hirsi Ali came along, 
but they didn't want anything to do with her---and she's far more useful in the 
WoT than Vlaams Belang or BNP are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason why they don't support Hirsi Ali is very simple -- it's spelled 
out right in that latest post. They're self-admitted racists, and Hirsi Ali is 
1) black, and 2) a "foreigner."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05977809 31460 8 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 1:36:40pm  
 
<P>Wilders would be more effective if he tempered his rhetoric a little. Calling 
for banning the Koran, for example, really rubs a lot of people the wrong way. 
Criticize it, yes, but banning books never ends well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978054 31460 169 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 2:56:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/5978047" target=_blank>#163</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>testing</P> 
<P>Does anyone know how to keep the blue e-mail-able name?or do you have to type 
it in every post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what the little button that says "Show email" is for. Click it and 
your account's email appears, as if by magic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978064 31460 177 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 3:00:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/5978058" target=_blank>#173</A> Spirit93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is "show email"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right next to the email field you're asking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978077 31460 186 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 3:03:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/5978063" target=_blank>#176</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get out! How does Stinky do that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this:</P> 
<P>$('#showemail').click(function() {&nbsp; &nbsp; if ($(this).is(':checked')) 
{&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; 
$('#newcommentemail').val($('#lgfemail').val());&nbsp; &nbsp; } else {&nbsp; 
&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp; $('#newcommentemail').val('');&nbsp; &nbsp; 
}});</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978148 31460 227 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 3:24:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/5978071" target=_blank>#182</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you Charles.I thought so. I thought I checked that box before? but then 
I was black again. Now - behold - it works!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to check that box every time you want to include your email address. 
This is on purpose, so that people don't forget and accidentally post an email 
contact address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978155 31460 229 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 3:24:45pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/5978101" target=_blank>#198</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<P>Very sorry to hear that. My sympathies...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05981583 31460 276 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 1:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/5978911" target=_blank>#266</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This leaves me with a few questions:</P> 
<P>1) Who does Wilders mean by "racist organizations"? (Hopefully, he means the 
same people I mean, when I use that term)</P> 
<P>2) If he includes the Vlaams Belang among the group of racist organizations, 
will he be considered persona non grata (as I now am)</P> 
<P>3) will Pamela Geller write ridiculous comments and posts condemning Wilders, 
and will Pamela once again go on a rant that proves she doesn't know the 
difference between Nationalism, and Ethnic Nationalism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've found nothing on the web that puts Wilders together with the Vlaams 
Belang, the National Front, the FPO, the BNP, or any other neo-fascist 
group.</P> 
<P>But if I do discover that he's collaborating with them, I'll drop my support 
for Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978217 31461 57 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 3:37:10pm  
 
<P>Here's AP's idea of "fact checking" the debate:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081003/ap_on_el_pr/debate_fact_check" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>No mention of any of the lies pointed out here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978654 31462 5 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/5978650" target=_blank>#4</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>POINT OF ORDER!</P> 
<P>If the DI writes a "textbook" and nobody (read public school system) uses it, 
does it make a sound? (or does it matter?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't even read the article, or you wouldn't be asking 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978663 31462 7 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:41:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/5978655" target=_blank>#6</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, what school districts have adopted them?</P> 
<P>/just askin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's just wait until they do before saying anything about it? I don't 
think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978676 31462 11 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:46:40pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/5978669" target=_blank>#9</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>reading the article or not, my question still stands (and BTW, i'm reading it 
as we discuss).Killian is asking the same thing in his #6. It's like the nut 
standing on a New York street corner proclaiming the End of The World. Do you 
think ANYONE is paying attntion to him, save for a tourist who has never seen 
such a spectacle before? And even that tourist pays no heed to the 
message!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are simply wrong. This agenda is being pushed hard, all over the country. 
Attempting to brush it off is ridiculous. And dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978687 31462 15 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:49:13pm  
 
<P>I'm reminded of the people who say that jihadis are just a tiny minority, and 
we can just ignore them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978697 31462 18 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/5978688" target=_blank>#16</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure my position's clear.</P> 
<P>/it's not going to fly once it hits the courts and there's not really much 
you can do about it preemptively</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your position is clear, and it's wrong-headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978705 31462 20 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:52:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/5978696" target=_blank>#17</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, lets play it your way. Pushing as hard as they are, is there a school 
system that you're aware of that has adopted the text? Is there a system that 
has it under serious consideration? I'm not being snarky or argumentative! I 
really want to know. If there IS a system that is leaning that way, I will lead 
the charge (both realistically and financially) to keep it out of the public 
schools, regardless of what my personal beleif is! I do NOT want it taught in 
PUBLIC school. I can't be more blunt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Educate yourself. I've been posting article after article on this subject, 
because there ARE states that are being influenced by these people. If you can't 
be bothered to read those articles, your opinions aren't worth 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978733 31462 30 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:58:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/5978707" target=_blank>#22</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tha the does. Do you have any evidence that he wants to institute the theory 
of ID in the LA public schools (and not just because he is a 
beleiver)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I say your opinions aren't worth much. You don't even know the 
facts.</P> 



<P>Jindal has <EM>explicitly</EM> supported the teaching of creationism in 
science classes, on several occasions, and I've posted links. The state of 
Louisiana passed a bill that will specifically allow textbooks like the one that 
is the subject of this article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978738 31462 33 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 5:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/5978736" target=_blank>#32</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you propose to do before they violate the law?</P> 
<P>/<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p8tLtiTW-M" target=_blank>the 
people have a right to be insane in this country until they cross the 
line</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I propose to continue posting about this subject, no matter how much you try 
to discourage it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978779 31462 49 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 6:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/5978757" target=_blank>#41</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the survey:"Of the 25% of teachers who devoted time to creationism or 
intelligent design, <STRONG>nearly half agreed or strongly agreed that they 
teach creationism as a “valid scientific alternative to Darwinian explanations 
for the origin of species.”</STRONG> Nearly the same number agreed or strongly 
agreed that when they teach creationism or intelligent design they emphasize 
that “many reputable scientists view these as valid alternatives to Darwinian 
Theory”</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://biology.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-
document&amp;doi=10.1371%2Fjournal.pbio.0060124" 
target=_blank>biology.plosjournals.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This should be a wake-up call for those who continue to insist that this 
subject is unimportant. The United States has slipped to an appallingly low 
level in science education, and one big reason is the widespread support for 
Dark Ages beliefs like creationism -- even among science 
teachers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978786 31462 51 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 6:12:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/5978777" target=_blank>#48</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some might not be aware, which is why it's important that Charles continues 
to post about this subject.</P> 
<P>Others who are aware seem to think it's not a big deal and think Charles 
should focus on something else, I guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed that it doesn't matter how much I post on other subjects. Every 
time there's a thread on the intelligent design hoax, the same people pop up and 
tell me I'm wasting my time, they're bored, who cares, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978803 31462 61 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 6:18:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/5978799" target=_blank>#60</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>Louisiana public school teachers can now educate their students about the 
theory of intelligent design and scientific criticisms of Darwinian evolutionary 
theory</EM></P> 
<P>Is there a sanctioned textbook? (that IS the subject of this thread, btw) In 
that the teacher <EM><STRONG>CAN (not MUST ,,, not HAS TOO) is also 
telling</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>Again, please see my #37, highlighted portions in particular</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978822 31462 73 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 6:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/5978811" target=_blank>#66</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's just no way you can make these people stop believing what they 
believe.</P> 
<P>/and again, until they violate the law, what are you going to do about 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are beginning to get on my last nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05978994 31462 191 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 7:14:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/5978901" target=_blank>#122</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Now the creationist shills are showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979003 31462 198 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 7:16:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/5978910" target=_blank>#131</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you ever find those papers you claimed to know about that supported 
Intelligent Design and had been 'unjustly' excluded from peer 
review?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he didn't. It was a phony claim, and he continues to avoid questions 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979220 31462 326 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:15:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/5979210" target=_blank>#321</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's going to discourage these people? They don't read LGF.</P> 
<P>/get real</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other people may be interested in learning about these subjects, even though 
you prefer to remain ignorant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979302 31462 369 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/5979288" target=_blank>#361</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Okay, I'll admit, fringe Christians want to push the Wedge agenda. It's a 
nonstarter in Federal courts.</P> 
<P>/and my point is that you have no other choice, that I'm aware of, <A 
href="http://www.au.org/site/News2?abbr=pr&amp;page=NewsArticle&amp;id=9881" 
target=_blank>but to trust in the legal process</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I do have another choice, and that's to write about my opinions on this 
subject, and back up those opinions with facts.</P> 
<P>Despite your non-stop attempts to portray it as wasted effort, which are 
becoming more and more obvious, and more and more tedious. And which lead me to 
seriously question your motivations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979331 31462 386 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/5979329" target=_blank>#384</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>I'll answer your brilliant question.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our friends here on LGF who are not here with us tonight, but are rather 
honoring the Sabbath: Are u suggesting that they have been duped into believing 
in the God of the Sabbath?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979351 31462 400 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:45:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/5979335" target=_blank>#388</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your blog and I'm honored to comment here.</P> 
<P>/<A 
href="http://www.au.org/site/News2?abbr=pr&amp;page=NewsArticle&amp;id=9881" 
target=_blank>how about we wait and see whether it roots in 
Louisiana?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has already rooted in Louisiana. They passed a stealth creationist bill, 
and it is now law. The book that's the subject of this post is intended to jump 
into the hole created by this law. I do not intend to just wait around until it 
does.</P> 
<P>You have a choice. You can either put up with the posts on this subject, 
which are NOT going to stop, or you can continue to snipe away. Sniping away and 
attempting to dismiss the concerns that people have on this subject is probably 
not a good idea, but it's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979361 31462 409 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:50:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/5979356" target=_blank>#404</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they have not been duped, then PERHAPS they are on to something, 
eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979380 31462 421 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 8:55:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/5979371" target=_blank>#416</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/and yet there's no Federal lawsuit, the ACLU is hovering like a vulture, 
they're paying attention</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The posts are not going to stop. If you want to continue to be a snarky pain 
in the ass, and repeat this garbage endlessly, you're making a 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979410 31462 441 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:07:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/5979401" target=_blank>#433</A> JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=0d1_1222994202" target=_blank>Whiskey 
Tango Foxtrot?</A></P> 
<P>Parody?</P> 
<P>Or the real deal?</P> 
<P>Blue Shirts, we already <A 
href="http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/10/02/virginia-teachers-union-sparks-
outrage-obama-blue-day/" target=_blank>know about the blue 
shirts</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am very skeptical about this video. I would warn against taking it at face 
value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979425 31462 453 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/5979416" target=_blank>#446</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What.The.Hell.Was.That?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a fake, intended to draw right-wing bloggers into posting about 
it, and then using those posts to discredit criticism of the real Obama youth 
video (the one produced by that 'singforchange' group). And if they can lure 
some right-winger into posting something they can construe as 'racist' in 
response to the video, all the better.</P> 
<P>There is a LOT of this disinformation crap going on in this election. I've 
reached the point where I distrust every tip I'm receiving unless I know the 
person who sent it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979453 31462 476 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:20:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/5979417" target=_blank>#447</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that this comment has generated some bad blood here and that's 
unfortunate, first because Cicero05 has made it clear that his reference to 
"stupid religious fairy tales" was to the agenda of the DI and not to religion 
in general and second because he brings up an issue of vital importance that is 
overlooked by some here.</P> 
<P>The DI is not only "<EM>perfectly happy</EM> to have students go away with 
the false idea that science in general is confused, uncertain and never to be 
trusted...," but in fact <EM>that is their declared ultimate goal</EM>, i.e., to 
eradicate the existing "naturalistic" foundation of science and replace it with 
a faith-based or Bible-based anti-materialistic framework that will reshape 
Western civilization (and science) as we know it. Coincidentally, that agenda 
ends up closely resembling the agenda of the Islamist fundamentalist that want 
to return civilization to the "golden age" of the 7th century. So the parallels 



that Charles has been trying to draw here go well beyond a correspondence in 
approaches to creationism.</P> 
<P>The public schools are a hugely important battleground in this war, and I 
certainly don't mean to suggest otherwise, but it would be foolish to assume 
that the DI really cares all that much whether it succeeds near term in getting 
its curriculum introduced because the school board battles are just a front to 
get its PR in front of as many people as possible. Their strategy is to find 
ways to get into the news, to worm their way into the minds and hearts of as 
many bodies as possible. So, Killian, whether the courts keep striking them down 
is of little concern to them and little (but some) comfort to me. Every case 
they lose gets them headlines and wins over a few more adherents. And they're 
convinced that, ultimately, that's all it will take, like water wearing down the 
rock. They're convinced that they will, in that way, achieve a critical mass 
that no court or Constitution can oppose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent comment. Yes, they're playing a game of inches, refining their 
strategy with every defeat, hiding their agenda a little bit better each time, 
and coming back relentlessly with new deceptive approaches. This is a serious 
enemy, and they've got enormous funding from shadowy fundamentalist groups. 
They're not going to stop, and ignoring them and discounting the threat is 
stupid and dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05979460 31462 481 Charles Fri, Oct 3, 2008 9:22:39pm  
 
<P>Disclaimer: I don't know for a fact the video is fake. It may be real. But 
it's no less a trap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05980472 31462 682 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 8:02:52am  
 
<P>And of course, here comes young earth creationist ebed_melech, to spread some 
more pseudo-scientific hooey and disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05980511 31462 683 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 8:12:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/653/5979678" target=_blank>#653</A> 
rightthinking</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #476Dear Charles,The venom spewed at IDers is alarming. Many truly 
wonderful people and truly great Americans hold the view that God is the creator 
and everything that exists came about because of God. This belief is neither 
subversive nor dangerous. What seems dangerous to me in the idea that all-out 
war must be waged against even the possibility of a discussion about creation 
vs. evolution. In my (admittedly limited) reading of scientific articles on this 
topic, it has always seemed that there is irrationality in the insistence that 
the scientific evidence supporting evolution requires the elimination of any 
idea of God or creator. The processes of selection themselves do not argue one 
way or the other. The extreme stridency of those who rail and mock and attack 
anyone with even a hint of leaning toward an "intelligence" behind the processes 
is an indication of a dogma which is, itself, a kind of religion. I like LGF 
when we are nice to each other. Charles, I have always liked and admired you, 
but your encouragement of hatred toward homeschoolers and other religious 
parents who teach their children that God designed and created the world is 
quite disappointing -- and beneath you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. I have not "encouraged hatred" against anyone, and I 
take great offense at that accusation. If your skin is so thin that you're 



unable to deal with legitimate criticism without whining about how mean people 
are being to you, you are at the wrong website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05981307 31462 694 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 11:54:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/690/5981173" target=_blank>#690</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps what rankles Charles and some other people who post here is that I 
have a scientific degree...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? What kind of "scientific degree" is that?</P> 
<P>But that's not what "rankles" me, because frankly, I don't believe you. The 
reason why I don't respect your posts is simple -- because you're spouting 
complete nonsense, with scientific-sounding words that are intended to make 
gullible people believe you know what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05981540 31462 700 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 12:55:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/5981537" target=_blank>#698</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>In other words, you're not going to say what kind of "scientific degree" you 
have.</P> 
<P>Why am I not surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05982123 31462 705 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 3:13:22pm  
 
<P>The usual creationists have begun dinging down this post, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05982816 31462 708 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 5:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/5982618" target=_blank>#706</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Simple. It's because I'd like to preserve my anonymity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Your "anonymity."</P> 
<P>Snort.</P> 
<P>What you're really afraid of: if you pick a "scientific degree" out of thin 
air, someone might start asking you questions about that field, and you wouldn't 
be able to answer.</P> 
<P>You don't really think you're kidding anyone, do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05983887 31462 721 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 8:23:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/5983655" target=_blank>#718</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not going to tell you what my degree is in. It's none of your 
business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why did you boast about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05982869 31469 405 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 5:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/5982746" target=_blank>#298</A> 
ibmkeyboard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the thread is wacky</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's because you completely screwed up the links you posted. Please use the 
Preview function.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05983770 31473 6 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 8:04:39pm  
 
<P>Yes, I pulled the Naomi Jaffe thread, because there's some doubt about 
whether it's the same person as the Weather Underground terrorist. I haven't 
been able to nail it down either way yet, but I'm still 
checking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05983815 31473 44 Charles Sat, Oct 4, 2008 8:11:03pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. That post was up for about 10 minutes, and already some people have 
linked to it. If anyone knows how to get in touch with Flopping Aces, please let 
them know there's some doubt that it's the same person. I couldn't find contact 
info at the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05985264 31476 79 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:03:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/5985213" target=_blank>#35</A> 
LizardoidCaptain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't login to LGF from FireFox. I had to switch to IE. Only the middle 
column is viewable in FireFox. But using IE it's fine. It was working about an 
hour ago fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to refresh the page. I've made a pretty major change in the main 
template, and you might have caught it right in the middle of uploading the 
files.</P> 
<P>I'm looking at LGF in Firefox 3 right now, and it's working 
fine...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05985291 31476 104 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:09:13am  
 
<P>Ok, I'm checking that login problem -- will be fixed soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05985329 31476 138 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:15:58am  
 
<P>OK, the login problem is fixed. I've also adjusted the CSS to hopefully fix 
that sidebar problem. If you reload, does it look right now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05985387 31476 191 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:27:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/5985375" target=_blank>#180</A> 
irongrampa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Gotta disagree here, OR. If you think so little of your country as to show 
contempt/hatred for it's symbols, then you be in the wrong country.</P> 
<P>Much better to work within its system to effect change, physically traducing 
the symbol will inevitably engender disgust.</P> 
<P>BTW, the first sentence, just so there is no possibility of misunderstanding, 
was in no way intended for you personally. Just wanted to make that 
clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with Occasional. Stepping on, burning, or otherwise dissing the flag 
is indeed constitutionally protected free speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05985418 31476 221 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:33:17am  
 
<P>If you reload, are the sidebars correct now?</P> 
<P>I'm puzzled about what's causing that for some people - I have Firefox open 
right now in Windows and in Mac OS, and the page looks perfect in both. Have you 
folks changed the default font size in Firefox?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986047 31478 8 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 11:25:42am  
 
<P>I took the buzz links off the front page, because their code isn't suited for 
multiple links; it has to load a Javascript file for every post, which was too 
much overhead.</P> 
<P>They're still there on the individual pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986124 31478 46 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 11:42:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/5986117" target=_blank>#42</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I noticed your wrapper has a neg margin - why not just set the 
margin to auto which will center it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is using auto margins now. But the "no scroll bars" problem is still 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986139 31478 52 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 11:47:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/5986136" target=_blank>#50</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>not seeing that one - you're probably changing it faster than I can refresh 
it heheh</P> 
<P>I'll probably be more of an interruption than a help so I'll quiet down. I do 
have lots of experience in breaking stuff with CSS haha</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can see the scroll bar problem if you resize the window to a smaller 
width than the content. The left sidebar disappears off the left 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986176 31478 79 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 11:58:19am  
 
<P>I put the old design (with tables, yech) back until this is debugged a bit 
more.</P> 
<P>Reload the page and you'll be back to normal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



05986730 31479 4 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 2:36:17pm  
 
<P>I think I've eliminated all the problems people reported earlier. If you're 
seeing the left or right sidebars drop down to the bottom of the page, let me 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986735 31479 5 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 2:37:02pm  
 
<P>I'm kind of proud of myself for resisting the impulse to get in a snarky 
Bobby Jindal exorcism joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986810 31479 39 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 2:52:10pm  
 
<P>Hmm. Just noticed that the footer is disappearing in IE6.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986827 31479 49 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 2:56:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/5986784" target=_blank>#26</A> Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If were using a small format browser, (I've got a Palm TX with a resolution 
of 480x320) is there a way to just display the center column?</P> 
<P>I suppose an Apple iPod Touch might be an equivalent but I don't know how LGF 
looks on that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On an iPhone, you just scroll over to the middle, then use that two-finger 
zoom gesture to make the middle column fill the screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986833 31479 53 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 2:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/5986798" target=_blank>#34</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks good, Charles.</P> 
<P>I see you ditched that relative positioning for div#wrapper (along with the 
big left and margin-left adjustments to keep things centered.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, relative positioning was unnecessary there. I was using the alternate 
centering method to avoid a bug in IE5, but then I decided I don't really care 
if it displays left aligned in IE5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986860 31479 63 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 3:09:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/5986853" target=_blank>#59</A> Archimedes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see you got rid of that mouse over expand image size feature. I thought 
that was pretty cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's still here. I just haven't enabled it on any of the images on the 
front page right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05986868 31479 69 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 3:11:49pm  
 
<P>Very odd. The footer disappears on the front page in IE6, but it's there on 
comment pages.</P> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
05987575 31479 205 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 6:24:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/5987217" target=_blank>#201</A> gettinby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing on the sidebars (left and right).</P> 
<P>Just came back on to LGF. Did I miss an explanation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05988526 31482 1 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:33:25pm  
 
<P>A quick test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05988530 31482 2 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:34:15pm  
 
<P>And another...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05988531 31482 3 Charles Sun, Oct 5, 2008 9:34:23pm  
 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05989650 31484 26 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 8:30:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/5989635" target=_blank>#16</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anybody have experience with Safari on the PC? Didn't know Apple was 
offering it until my iTunes updater offered it. Held off, I do have Opera 
although I usually run IE, laziness. Advice is welcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Windows version of Safari is excellent, in my opinion. I recommend 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05989704 31484 50 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 8:40:56am  
 
<P>Looks like changing "overflow: auto" to "overflow: hidden" solves the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05990580 31488 102 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 11:14:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/5990504" target=_blank>#62</A> ZoomieMsgt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are not all these people Christians? Who should believe, or at least espouse 
the truth that man was created in God's image and that evolutionism is anathema 
to them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Christian" does NOT mean "creationist." No less an authority than the Pope 
himself has unequivocally stated that there is no conflict between the 
scientific theory of evolution (not "evolutionism") and Christian beliefs.</P> 
<P>This kind of wedge-driving statement is needlessly divisive, and the vast 
majority of Christians do not believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05992858 31488 210 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 6:21:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/5992433" target=_blank>#209</A> mph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That letter to the editor could easily be a democrat sock 
puppet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why it's important to say, "Nope. I'm not down with 
that."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05995578 31488 216 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 7:28:17am  
 
<P>I'm completely fed up with creationists insultingly demanding that I stop 
posting about this subject. When they do, accounts will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05990696 31489 13 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 11:36:48am  
 
<P>Gold up $36 an ounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05991961 31490 37 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 2:51:32pm  
 
<P>Reload and that bogus CSS code will be gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05992278 31490 168 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 4:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/5992260" target=_blank>#164</A> Zonie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, :P the logos are visible now. That was weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you aren't logged in, you don't see the user icons...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05992674 31492 18 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 5:54:23pm  
 
<P>Wow. I think we killed Ringo's server in about 5 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05992935 31492 256 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 6:30:55pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ringospictures.com/" 
target=_blank>www.ringospictures.com...</A>] is back up, if slow.</P> 
<P>Lotta photos on that page, Ringo! You're killing your bandwidth 
quotient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05994206 31494 13 Charles Mon, Oct 6, 2008 9:45:56pm  
 
<P>Less than 9,000 comments to go until #6M. Could happen tomorrow 
night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05997958 31500 23 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 3:34:27pm  
 



<P>This feed seems to be working pretty smoothly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998036 31500 86 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 3:43:39pm  
 
<P>Before anyone asks -- I can't identify the six millionth comment 
automatically because the ID numbers are not consecutive, but I'll let everyone 
know which comment it was within a day or so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998360 31500 371 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:24:00pm  
 
<P>I have a funny feeling there may be one or two trolls in this 
batch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998366 31500 377 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:24:19pm  
 
<P>132...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998479 31500 483 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:37:42pm  
 
<P>157...</P> 
<P>The door is beginning to close...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998488 31500 491 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:39:06pm  
 
<P>162...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998545 31500 545 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:47:16pm  
 
<P>One person has just had all four brand new sock puppet accounts deleted.</P> 
<P>The rules on the registration page are very clear on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998625 31500 621 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 4:57:03pm  
 
<P>New thread about to go up. The video will be moved to that 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998666 31501 9 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:02:42pm  
 
<P>Man, have you guys seen the polls? This is a make or break moment for 
McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998713 31501 49 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:07:45pm  
 
<P>Photo from Allen Forkum just added above, but you'll need to reload the page 
to see it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998758 31501 84 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:11:12pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/5998742" target=_blank>#72</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Which would be better for the individual user, the imbedded video upstairs, 
or having C-Span in a separate window?</P> 
<P>I'm thinking about LGF response, "new comments" etc.</P> 
<P>IE7, a broadband connection but not the blazing-speed 
variety</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The embedded video doesn't affect our servers -- it's being served from 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998762 31501 88 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:11:41pm  
 
<P>So far our server's doing very well. System load's low-
medium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05998779 31501 101 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:14:01pm  
 
<P>Video's still working well here. There are bound to be variations based on 
people's local network speed and traffic, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999017 31501 313 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:38:18pm  
 
<P>It looks like a very small audience. You can see the whole set in the C-SPAN 
wide shot - just three sections of seats. Probably a couple hundred people, 
max.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999023 31501 318 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:39:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/5999015" target=_blank>#312</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ooops! I just slept all day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get bit by a tse tse fly over there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999032 31501 327 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:39:56pm  
 
<P>In the C-Span feed they're giving instructions to the audience right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999163 31501 456 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 5:52:36pm  
 
<P>New thread about to go up. Moving the video to that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999256 31502 26 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:01:32pm  
 
<P>10 seconds...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
05999290 31502 57 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:03:17pm  
 
<P>At least they didn't hug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999305 31502 70 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:03:58pm  
 
<P>Why does Brokaw sound so gruff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999388 31502 149 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:07:48pm  
 
<P>McCain sounds nervous to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999461 31502 219 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:12:17pm  
 
<P>Another thread will soon be started, to try to minimize hamster 
load.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
05999767 31503 110 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 6:28:25pm  
 
<P>Obama has suppressed his "uh" habit. We're doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06001056 31506 67 Charles Tue, Oct 7, 2008 7:46:09pm  
 
<P>I don't even want to say what I thought.</P> 
<P>This was not John McCain's best moment. And he really needed a best 
moment.</P> 
<P>I don't think he came off well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06004272 31509 4 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 8:06:02am  
 
<P>It includes deleted comments...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06004380 31510 18 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 8:23:37am  
 
<P>This was supposed to be John McCain's strong suit -- the townhall style 
debate.</P> 
<P>He did not rise to the occasion. I watched it again to see if my initial 
impression held up -- and it did. He came across as overly rehearsed and 
nervous, and by the hundredth "my friends" I was ready to put a chair through 
the TV screen.</P> 
<P>Ugh. Barack Obama didn't do very well, either, but McCain was the loser in 
this one. And it gives me no joy to say so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06004406 31510 32 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 8:28:31am  
 
<P>What happened to Bill Ayers? After McCain drums up all this noise about 
Ayers, he doesn't even mention him in the debate?</P> 
<P>I don't say this often, but WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06004422 31510 42 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 8:30:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6004413" target=_blank>#36</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Supposedly the topic of the debate was economics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but it wasn't as if anyone was trying to keep things on 
topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06004462 31510 75 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 8:36:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6004432" target=_blank>#51</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing to remember; this was hardly a "townhall debate." There were 
additional questions that had "just come over the internet," for one thing. It 
was, basically, a debate moderated more poorly than the VP debate, with some 
slobs put in for window-dressing.</P> 
<P>It was not townhall, but townhall-style, which is to the real thing what 
kosher-style is to kosher.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These debates have become a strange phenomenon, with audiences instructed to 
sit motionless and not react -- why have an audience, if they're not supposed to 
react? -- and moderators who don't moderate, ask weird questions, and never 
follow up in any meaningful way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06004708 31510 290 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 9:17:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/6004694" target=_blank>#276</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's 'tell' is "I've always maintained". . .</P> 
<P>When he says that, you know that not only has never held that position 
before, but he's previously supported the exact opposite 
position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, and when he says "I have consistently stated..." it means he's been 
all over the map on that subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06005326 31512 59 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 10:44:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6005285" target=_blank>#32</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is this reverse psychology, or are you really in the dumper over 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just news, that's all.</P> 
<P>But McCain didn't do a very good job last night, in my opinion, and I can't 
lie about it.</P> 
<P>Do I still want him to beat Barack Obama? You betcha. But he has to want it 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06005524 31512 210 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 11:05:39am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6005504" target=_blank>#193</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um Charles - according to your link this was NOT a post debate poll - it was 
done prior to the debate last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I changed the title as soon as I realized that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06005530 31512 216 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 11:06:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6005520" target=_blank>#206</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see it in IE7, but not in Firefox 3.0.3. If I right-click on the gray 
line in Firefox, then select "View Image", I get a "File not found" 
page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like a cache problem. Try clearing the cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06006672 31514 7 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 2:33:32pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm very leery of this report about Barack Obama and the "New 
Party," a socialist organization. It seems to be originating from Larry Johnson 
Land, and I won't go there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06006879 31514 161 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 3:29:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6006861" target=_blank>#145</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well shucks. Sometimes I'll do a ctrl + f search for Charles' comments with 
Firefox. The only way to do it effectively and not have to scroll through all of 
the replies to his comments is to include the date in my search string. For 
example, for this month I would search for "Charles 1". I can no longer do that. 
:(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Didn't consider that type of searching. I think I can fix it and still 
keep this look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06006943 31514 219 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 3:44:51pm  
 
<P>OK, to use a browser's search function to search the page for any particular 
user's comments, without finding the quoted comments, just search for the name 
followed by two spaces. This is even easier than putting the date after 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007369 31515 184 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 5:17:05pm  
 
<P>You may need to refresh the page, we're tinkering again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007544 31516 39 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 5:57:22pm  
 
<P>After living with it for a few hours, I think putting the comment date and 
the "reply/quote" links on a line underneath the username works well.</P> 



<P>Also, the idea behind the change in the comment number is to make it stand 
out from the rest a bit more. It still has the same function: it's a link to 
that comment in a stand-alone window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007553 31516 45 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 5:59:12pm  
 
<P>(And that stand-alone window has some display issues right now, I 
know.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007556 31516 48 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 5:59:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6007552" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've come down with an intense case of apathy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, Killgore! FIGHT!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007579 31516 69 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 6:02:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/6007563" target=_blank>#55</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I give it a thumbs up.</P> 
<P>The only downside is an (apparent?) slight diminuation in the display size of 
the commenters' names, bruising delicate egos who need to see one's own name as 
big as possible on the LGF scrolling marquee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the names are a bit larger, believe it or not. (Bumped it up a few 
percent.) I changed the font from Verdana to Trebuchet MS - maybe that's the 
difference you're seeing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06007616 31516 102 Charles Wed, Oct 8, 2008 6:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6007604" target=_blank>#90</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ehhh, I'm sleepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That explains it. It's jet lag. Africa. Been there. Major jet 
lag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012087 31523 348 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 1:59:57pm  
 
<P>I am messing with stuff behind the scenes, yes. Trying to reduce the size and 
HTML complexity of long comments pages. If anything gets funky reload the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012511 31525 67 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 3:33:31pm  
 
<P>They're covering this "New Party" story now on Brit Hume's show - I remain 
skeptical about its veracity, and about its significance even if 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06012735 31525 258 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 4:37:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/6012697" target=_blank>#225</A> null</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I click on reply or quote, rather than show that particular lizard's 
nic, it says "null". Anybody know what's up with that? Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Null. A condition of being devoid. Nothingness.</P> 
<P>I'll put Stinky on it. May need a reload in a few minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012742 31525 265 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 4:39:16pm  
 
<P>And now you must reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012821 31526 34 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 4:56:36pm  
 
<P>If you want the down and dirty details, I've revised the top line of each 
comment (that contains the username, icon, the ratings buttons, etc.) to get rid 
of more than half the HTML code that creates that section. You won't see 
anything different, but it means fewer bytes need to be transferred over the 
Internet to display the comments, which is always good.</P> 
<P>Now if I could only find a way to get rid of the table in that top line and 
replace it with floated DIVs, in a way that duplicates the vertically centered 
look. It's surprisingly difficult to achieve that without a 
table.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012857 31526 60 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 5:02:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6012844" target=_blank>#49</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do these changes work retroactively?</P> 
<P>i.e. If I go back to a thread from last year, will it be formatted using your 
new code, or still the old code?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New code. All the pages are dynamically generated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012874 31526 74 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 5:05:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6012864" target=_blank>#66</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have noticed with Firefox 2.0 and Win98 that the more comments added the 
longer the page takes to load (1,000+ can take about 3 minutes at times) and I 
get a script time-out notification starting about 400 or so comments. Will this 
new coding decrease any of these happenings?</P> 
<P>I do know less bytes transferred means less of a 'net bill for you, so even 
if no change at this end is good since it makes it cheaper for you, 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Win98 is pretty darned out of date -- that's why you're getting those timeout 
errors. It just chokes on the larger pages. If you really don't want to (or 
can't) upgrade your OS, it might help to add more RAM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06012957 31526 137 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 5:25:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6012954" target=_blank>#134</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm having some major thread issues with FF3 (with and without 
NoScript active); the last 40-50 posts or so keep repeating every time I hit 
"New Comments". From the last thread:</P> 
<P><A href="http://i174.photobucket.com/albums/w84/talon_262/20081009a.jpg" 
target=_blank>Pic 1</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://i174.photobucket.com/albums/w84/talon_262/20081009b.jpg" 
target=_blank>Pic 2</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. That's why I'm telling everyone to reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06013050 31526 215 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 5:49:58pm  
 
<P>For reference: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/13762_OReilly-_Rather_was_Slimed" 
target=_blank>O'Reilly: Dan Rather was 'Slimed'</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06013192 31527 35 Charles Thu, Oct 9, 2008 6:21:38pm  
 
<P>The conservative viewpoint is apparently part of the human 
genome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06024162 31528 202 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 3:47:04pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">202</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Oct 11, 
2008 3:47:04pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06024203 31528 203 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 3:53:42pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">203</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Oct 11, 
2008 3:53:42pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 



<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06016291 31530 158 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 9:29:20am  
 
<P>It continues to amaze me that CAIR representatives refuse to condemn Hamas or 
Hezbollah directly. They must know how freakin' flat-out guilty it makes them 
look. Why not just lie and condemn them? They have no problem lying about 
absolutely everything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06017672 31532 28 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 12:41:04pm  
 
<P>Heading to negative territory again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06017674 31532 30 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 12:41:33pm  
 
<P>-100.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06017933 31532 241 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 1:21:15pm  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>You'll need to reload the page, or the "reply/quote" buttons may not work 
correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06017964 31532 266 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 1:29:24pm  
 
<P>Again I note:</P> 
<P>You'll need to reload the page, or the "reply/quote" buttons may not work 
correctly. That's why you're seeing all these "null" usernames.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06018134 31532 419 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 1:59:50pm  
 
<P>You may need to reload the page again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06018897 31534 6 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 4:26:52pm  
 
<P>I'll be testing some stuff in the comments, including deleting my own 
comments. So don't panic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06018899 31534 7 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 4:26:58pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">7</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Oct 10, 
2008 4:26:58pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 



<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06018965 31534 43 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 4:38:33pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">43</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Oct 10, 
2008 4:38:33pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06018971 31534 49 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 4:39:19pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">49</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Oct 10, 
2008 4:39:19pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06018978 31534 54 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 4:39:59pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">54</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Oct 10, 
2008 4:39:59pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 



 
06019101 31534 161 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:01:46pm  
 
<P>Warning! You may see things get really whacked out in the comments section. 
We're yanking up the floorboards again.</P> 
<P>If things get weird, reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019183 31534 239 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:12:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6019168" target=_blank>#224</A> Cast Iron 
Magnolia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Whenever I click the "Plus" thingy, I sometimes see two or three 
upticks as a result - is this just me? I've adjusted the mouse click, but still 
having probs.Don't want to bother you, but just wanted you to know I may be 
messing things up around here. Geez, I'm gonna get kicked out my first 
week!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that just means that other people have hit the button too, somewhere out 
there on the internet, in the time between when you loaded the page and when you 
clicked the dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019309 31534 358 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:34:47pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P> 
<P>Someone emailed that TPM video to me earlier, too. Guess I have to post it 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019322 31535 5 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:36:10pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019350 31535 17 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:38:44pm  
 
<P>I don't think he's losing his nerve as much he's way, WAY, WAAAY too 
concerned with looking fair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019370 31535 31 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:41:16pm  
 
<P>He said it because he's concerned about the recent spin that his speeches are 
"dangerous."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019381 31535 38 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:42:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6019363" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right has it now too. We have serious problems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem. Been trying to politely mention that for a little while 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06019392 31535 47 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:43:40pm  
 
<P>Even in context ... he should not have said that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019395 31535 50 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:44:05pm  
 
<P>I repeat. Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019429 31535 75 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:49:13pm  
 
<P>Is it too late for Sarah Palin and John McCain to switch 
places?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019469 31535 111 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 5:53:54pm  
 
<P>Muhammad Ali is the only person in history who has actually pulled off the 
"rope-a-dope."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019542 31535 180 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 6:05:09pm  
 
<P>Wow, a -6 rating on this post. That's OK, I'm not taking it 
personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019565 31535 203 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 6:08:16pm  
 
<P>I am sensing anger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019687 31535 299 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 6:24:11pm  
 
<P>I don't blame the readers who hit the minus button for this one. I would 
have, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06019892 31537 8 Charles Fri, Oct 10, 2008 6:44:08pm  
 
<P>A test. Nothing more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06022642 31538 1452 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 8:41:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1391/6022578" target=_blank>#1391</A> cblesz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone know when Corsi is coming out with his info and how damaging it 
is...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jerome Corsi is hopelessly compromised by his associations with white 
supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06022898 31539 166 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 9:36:40am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/6022765" target=_blank>#92</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>This is the most important link on the net you need to read today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://shiratdevorah.blogspot.com/2008/10/hijacked-iranian-
ship-was-dirty-bomb.html" target=_blank>shiratdevorah.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I could not figure out why the Iranians were shipping nuke waste to the 
Eastern Med. This article figured it out: <STRONG>the whole ship was a 
radiological bomb</STRONG>. The ship would blow a cloud of nuclear waste over 
Israel and the entire region.</P> 
<P>If the reports of the cargo's nature are proven, it means that Iran has been 
caught red-handed <EM>attempting to commit genocide</EM>.</P> 
<P>While Israel would be within her rights to just nuke Iran for trying, Israel 
will not do so, but that in no way changes the bottom line- the Iranian regime 
has committed an egregious act a war crime of war crimes. For this, the Iran 
should be blockaded until the regime surrenders power or hands over her leaders 
to international judgment. The answer to can the Iranian regime be trusted with 
nuclear weapons is no. If their leaders are wiling to murder millions of 
Palestinians, Saudis, Egyptians, Iraqis, Lebanese and Jordanians (who knows 
where their little cloud would go?), then they are unfit to sit at the table of 
nations.</P> 
<P>If I were the Iranians, I would be doing everything I could to get the 
pirates to sink that ship.</P> 
<P>If the story is verified it may destroy Hamas: they have been in bed with the 
Iranians and their friendship was repaid with an attack that might have killed 
everyone in Gaza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, but a little on the far-fetched side. The fact that it comes 
from Russian sources automatically makes it suspect, too.</P> 
<P>I've been watching for more news on that ship, but this one gets the 48-hour 
rule...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06023592 31541 164 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 12:21:35pm  
 
<P>Has anyone mentioned who that woman was at the McCain town hall last night, 
the one who said, "Oh noes! Obama's a Arab?"</P> 
<P>Save us from our friends, indeed. Played right into the MSM meme that McCain 
was inciting a mob mentality.</P> 
<P>The fall-out is pretty massive. McCain is backing off from the attacks on 
Obama's character.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06024762 31543 11 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 6:03:51pm  
 
<P>Awesome, ain't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06024767 31543 13 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 6:04:28pm  
 
<P>And I also officially curse the hellish headwinds of the Southern California 
coast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06024804 31543 29 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 6:12:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6024789" target=_blank>#20</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>El Goodo.</P> 
<P>The one remaining sore point is the unload code on IE6, that can take forever 
on a long thread.</P> 
<P>Note that you can kill a browser process for free, it's only closing it in 
good form that is slow. I wonder if there isn't a better way.</P> 
<P>I know, it doesn't seem to even be a problem in IE7, and maybe not in other 
browsers, but even so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE6 is on the way out. It's time to move on. I know it's painful, but that 
browser's days are over. It's only going to get worse from here. Time to 
upgrade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06024850 31543 58 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 6:23:02pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with the Obama birth certificate story.</P> 
<P>I think it's time for a Laphroaig.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06025416 31544 351 Charles Sat, Oct 11, 2008 7:32:24pm  
 
<P>118 hatchlings and closing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06027768 31546 336 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 10:36:20am  
 
<P>It's time to reload the page again. More tinkering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06028038 31547 14 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 12:00:52pm  
 
<P>Here's our local copy of the document:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pdf/20081012ChicagoBarackObamaCampa
ign.pdf" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06028338 31547 258 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 1:13:25pm  
 
<P>Contrary to the Cleveland Leader's account, the article is still available at 
the Social Policy site (it's back online) in web form - I posted the link above, 
along with a much better photo of Obama at the ACORN meeting.</P> 
<P>The link requires registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06028507 31547 420 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 2:01:15pm  
 
<P>Hey, this post is getting quite a few Diggs for a change. Go digg it up if 
you have an account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06028869 31548 140 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 3:34:56pm  
 
<P>That problem with the email box in the wrong place in IE6 is fixed. 
Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06029326 31550 6 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 5:56:47pm  
 
<P>No, please. Not Huckabee's band. Please, no.</P> 
<P>That'll teach me to turn on Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029420 31550 66 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:20:19pm  
 
<P>Go ahead, Ace. That deserves a link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029458 31550 93 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:28:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6029427" target=_blank>#71</A> 
DisgustingOratory</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm.. whenever I try to do "reply" or "quote" it just sends me back to the 
main page. I pushed the '!' button on someone, hope thats not a bad 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sounds like you're clicking the 'reply/quote' button before the page has 
finished loading. If you're using Internet Explorer, the Javascript parser is 
dog slow. It chugs away in the background long after the browser seems to 
indicate the page is all loaded. If you click one of those buttons before the 
page is really all loaded and set up, that's what happens.</P> 
<P>Install Firefox. Take the plunge. You'll never look back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029498 31550 109 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:36:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/6029475" target=_blank>#98</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sits "Looking up w.sharethis.com..." Back browser button to get back here 
via cache.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think sharethis.com is actually the problem - it was just the last 
thing the browser was loading before the real issue.</P> 
<P>Some of the advertisement servers were acting a bit sluggish earlier, and I 
think that's what caused what you saw.</P> 
<P>Safari's Network Timeline is great for diagnosing these kinds of 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029504 31551 36 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6029497" target=_blank>#30</A> spirochete</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama girlfriend story? I never saw that one anywhere. Straw 
girlfriend?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure didn't see it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029554 31551 79 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/6029553" target=_blank>#78</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah. A point Ace made, rather forcefully.</P> 
<P>I really like Ace, but some of his commenters...I stopped commenting, 
much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Handling commenters is ... tricky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029575 31551 95 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 6:48:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6029565" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06029778 31551 279 Charles Sun, Oct 12, 2008 7:26:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/6029767" target=_blank>#268</A> 
MrSnuggles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its funny because 1% of LGF posters are morons, but it seems like only 1% of 
dailykos posters are sane and decent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are the odds. We have to deal with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06032772 31555 14 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 8:56:55am  
 
<P>And now Powerline's Paul Mirengoff is being hoodwinked into supporting the 
Vlaams Belang.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives2/2008/10/021759.php" 
target=_blank>www.powerlineblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06033087 31556 87 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 9:44:41am  
 
<P>I don't agree with Kristol on this, by the way. But he makes some undeniable 
points -- for whatever reason, the American public doesn't seem to care about 
Bill Ayers, or any of Obama's questionable associates. That line of attack just 
isn't working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06033245 31556 234 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 10:09:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6033210" target=_blank>#201</A> Colin 
Nelson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#87 Charles: A first but, with respect, I couldn't disagree more on the 
Ayers, Wright thing.</P> 
<P>It is almost impossible to find any media covering the Ayers, Wright, Acorn 
etc issues with anything like objectivity. No wonder these important issues do 
not seem to be working.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you're not really disagreeing with me -- you're just giving a reason why 
the character attacks aren't working. I agree that the media is spinning all of 
this stuff furiously, but there's also McCain's weird, frustrating ambivalence 
about playing hardball. No one forced McCain to shun the Jeremiah Wright issue, 
for example; that was his own decision, and it was spectacularly wrong in my 
opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06033537 31558 3 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 10:50:25am  
 
<P>And yes, I did delete the previous post, if you were wondering what happened 
to it. I was mistaken about the flag; sorry for the false alarm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06034376 31559 437 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 12:59:17pm  
 
 
 
<P>Whoa! The Dow is up nearly 1000 points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06034394 31559 454 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 1:01:08pm  
 
<P>Let's just hope it isn't followed by another plunge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06035212 31561 234 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 3:43:22pm  
 
<P>The new comment formatting buttons are actually the same size as the old 
ones. They look bigger because they're solid colors now, to match the style of 
the other icons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06035474 31562 126 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 4:35:43pm  
 
<P>You'll need to refresh the page, and possibly clear the browser cache, 
otherwise the comment formatting icons will disappear when you hover over 
them.</P> 
<P>The images have changed, hence the need for refresh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06035982 31562 584 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 6:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/6035950" target=_blank>#556</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it because we're all getting older, not wanting to wear glasses, that 
Charles is making everything bigger?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I know what you mean about deteriorating eyesight, but the new 
formatting buttons really aren't larger. They just look like it because they 
have a solid color background now. They were 26 pixels wide before, and they're 
26 pixels wide now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06036206 31563 140 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 7:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6036155" target=_blank>#91</A> Tilli</EM></P> 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>The full quote from Thomas Jefferson is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time, with the blood of 
patriots and tyrants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds a little better that way. A little less vampirish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06036274 31563 204 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 7:21:33pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/6036265" target=_blank>#196</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was the flag with the big "O" behind Obama today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohio state flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06036301 31563 230 Charles Mon, Oct 13, 2008 7:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6036290" target=_blank>#220</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are only two jurisdictional (nation/state/province/territory) flags in 
the entire world that aren't rectangular: Ohio and Nepal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may become the Obama flag too, if McCain doesn't win Ohio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06040037 31568 40 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2008 2:16:12pm  
 
<P>I didn't know ethnicity could swirl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06041091 31569 106 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2008 5:56:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/6041067" target=_blank>#88</A> JacksonTn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just realized why my post got deleted ... sorry Charles ... I did not take 
out the telephone numbers ... can I still ask without the personal 
information?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post a link to the website -- then they are responsible if phone numbers 
change, not me...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06041218 31570 28 Charles Tue, Oct 14, 2008 6:22:46pm  
 
<P>I just realized that this might be taken as a commentary on the election, and 
I really didn't intend it that way, unless the subconscious Krell monsters from 
the id are acting up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043527 31572 1145 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:21:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6042788" target=_blank>#435</A> 
RememberSekhmet?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just linkey-ed it.</P> 
<P>The <A href="http://africanpress.wordpress.com/2008/10/15/shocking-
development-mrs-obama-decides-enough-is-enough-my-husband-was-born-in-hawaii-
and-adopted-by-his-step-father-does-that-make-him-unpatriotic-she-asks-on-a-
direct-telephone-to-api/" target=_blank>original report</A> from African Press 
International, where they get a call from Michelle Obama.</P> 
<P>She calls bloggers questioning her husband's credentials racist and evil, and 
when API asked her about the detention of Jerome Corsi in Kenya (Oh yes, API 
went there--unlike our own press), her response was as follows, according to 
API:</P> 
<P>"she got irritated and and simply told API not to dig that which will support 
evil people who are out to stop her husband from getting the presidency.</P> 



<P>When asked who she was referring to as the evil people, she stated that she 
was not going to elaborate much on that but that many conservative white people 
and even some African Americans were against her husband, but that this group of 
blacks were simply doing so because of envy."</P> 
<P>And the money shot?</P> 
<P>"Mrs Obama asked API to write a good story about her husband and that will 
earn API an invitation to the innoguration ceremony when, as she put it , her 
husband will be installed as the next President of the United States of America 
next year."</P> 
<P>Go go free press in Africa!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story doesn't exactly ooze credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043538 31572 1156 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:23:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1144/6043526" target=_blank>#1144</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the control buttons are officially <EM>whack</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your text to link...</P> 
<P>The words "Your text to link" are automatically highlighted when you insert a 
link - you're supposed to type over it to add a title for the link. Hence, "Your 
text to link..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043568 31572 1186 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:31:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1161/6043543" target=_blank>#1161</A> rain of 
lead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If (big if here) there is a tape of mo having a meltdown ... ok here is the 
<A href="http://www.gillreport.com/dn_archive.php" target=_blank>Your text to 
link...</A>story.is this big?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe it. I'm so sick and tired of people trying to promote this 
utterly bogus birth certificate nonsense. It does nothing but make people on the 
anti-Obama side look like kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043578 31572 1196 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:33:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1174/6043556" target=_blank>#1174</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, yeah, I know. I'm pretty sure I did that, just I've been doing for the 
last ? years. But the buttons are acting up, I'm tellin' ya.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new code slightly changed the way it works. Instead of prompting you for 
the link text with another input box, it simply inserts the link with "Your text 
to link" highlighted.</P> 
<P>You can also highlight some text before clicking the link button, in which 
case that will become the text that is wrapped with a link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043609 31572 1227 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:39:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1193/6043575" target=_blank>#1193</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OR, ploome and I have noticed that the text box jumps up and down when we try 
to use a function button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because you're still using Internet Explorer, the buggiest browser in 
existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043615 31572 1232 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:40:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1226/6043608" target=_blank>#1226</A> rain of 
lead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>actually that part of the story...not so much but If there is a tape 
ofmichelle ranting on and on with anger and contempt about the press not writing 
enough fawning stories about her husband... that angle I think is going to have 
an impact</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that there is no tape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043652 31572 1268 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 8:50:50am  
 
<P>Well, I tested the buttons in IE6 and IE7 and yes, there's some weirdness 
going on.</P> 
<P>This kind of thing is only going to get worse for IE6 and 7. You may not want 
to believe me, but it really is a horribly buggy and slow browser, and it's 
getting more and more difficult to continue supporting it while taking advantage 
of new web technology. You're going to be much happier if you switch to Firefox 
or Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06043789 31572 1398 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 9:33:25am  
 
<P>I've got the IE problem almost fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06044199 31573 371 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 10:37:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6044193" target=_blank>#365</A> 
seekeroftruth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/p-j-gladnick/2008/10/15/will-msm-
investigate-alleged-angry-phone-call-michelle-obama-african-p" target=_blank>API 
has just posted a phone number where they can be contacted for verification. 
Calls must be made between Oct. 16 and 18.</A>Could be interesting to see if it 
pans out or flops.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story has <A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=YWM2MDA2NzZkNzdjNWMzZGFlOGJiZGUxM
zNhYjJkZDI=" target=_blank>no credibility</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06044273 31574 5 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 10:51:30am  
 
<P>African news sources often have a slightly different idea of 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06044287 31574 15 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 10:52:55am  
 



<P>Notice a Corsi connection. That African site is also full of weird stories 
about Corsi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06045073 31576 23 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 12:56:53pm  
 
<P>Dow's taking another dive. Down almost 700.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06045576 31577 37 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 2:21:51pm  
 
<P>You can center it by adding align="center" to the table. Fixed width usually 
looks better centered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06045767 31577 185 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 3:03:01pm  
 
<P>zombie: you're going to have to start using CSS. Dealing with all those font 
tags is completely unnecessary. Just mark each paragraph as a paragraph, and 
style the paragraph element with CSS. For example, in the HEAD section of the 
page:</P> 
<P>&lt;style type="text/css"&gt;p {font-family: Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-
serif;font-size: small;line-height: 140%;}&lt;/style&gt;</P> 
<P>There are lots of ways to size the font; I used the 'small' keyword. Try 'x-
small', 'medium' and 'large' as well, and you can also use percentage sizes and 
pixel sizes if you must.</P> 
<P>Then in the BODY section, each paragraph is marked up like this:</P> 
<P>&lt;p&gt;Two campaigns are being waged right now for the presidency of the 
United States. No, I'm not talking about the Obama campaign and the McCain 
campaign. I'm talking about the &lt;strong&gt;real-world campaign&lt;/strong&gt; 
and the &lt;strong&gt;meta-campaign&lt;/strong&gt;. &lt;/p&gt;</P> 
<P>Subheadings can be marked up as H1 (through H5) elements, and given sizes and 
styles the same way the paragraphs are styled.</P> 
<P>This isn't difficult to learn, and it's much easier to maintain than a big 
mess of FONT tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06046395 31580 70 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 5:24:45pm  
 
<P>"My friends" drinking game?</P> 
<P>No, better not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06046609 31580 260 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 5:49:49pm  
 
<P>I hope this isn't going to be another fake audience, instructed to sit 
motionless and not show any reaction. That's a weird little ritualistic thing 
that the media have imposed on these debates, and it sucks on many 
levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06046652 31580 297 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 5:55:46pm  
 
<P>Five minutes and counting. New thread about to appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06046903 31581 183 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:09:27pm  



 
<P>Yes, the video feed is dying under the bandwidth load. Oh well, there's 
always the old-fashioned idiot box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06047097 31582 3 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:17:14pm  
 
<P>Our profligate ways!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06047348 31582 176 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:26:01pm  
 
<P>Here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06047400 31582 223 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:27:55pm  
 
<P>Obama is smirking at McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06047668 31583 82 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:36:48pm  
 
<P>Obama's grinning at McCain now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06047762 31583 160 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 6:40:25pm  
 
<P>He's laughing at McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06048230 31584 192 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 7:02:40pm  
 
<P>This shall be henceforth known as the "Joe the Plumber" debate.</P> 
<P>Apologies to Joe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06048306 31585 5 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 7:06:16pm  
 
<P>"Y'all just heard my plan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06048760 31586 66 Charles Wed, Oct 15, 2008 7:28:17pm  
 
<P>Head tilt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06052074 31591 7 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 9:03:29am  
 
<P>That comment really irritated me - it's so incredibly backward, when the 
lefty blogs are the ones who really do eat up every crappy hateful rumor that 
people circulate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06052558 31593 18 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 10:24:24am  
 
<P>Obama may have even known that the story was false when he said 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06053647 31593 294 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 1:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6053386" target=_blank>#261</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<P>What complete crap you're posting. First, the audio track is not clear enough 
to definitely say what those people are shouting. Second, your characterization 
that McCain heard the remarks is your opinion, nothing more. They were filmed in 
halls with a lot of people shouting all kinds of things, and a microphone on the 
other side of the room would pick up very different audio from what they were 
hearing on stage.</P> 
<P>This is one of the dumbest leftist tactics I've ever seen. These videos show 
nothing, except how desperate you people are to smear McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06053931 31593 318 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 1:58:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6053587" target=_blank>#290</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To suggest the idiots on one side that call Gov. Palin the C* word (which is 
i suspect that you are talking about in comparison) is in anyway like a guy 
yelling "kill him" about a sitting senator and the probable next POTUS is 
ludicrous.</P> 
<P>I think, yeah -- both should stop calling each other names -- but I'm not up 
in arms about name calling that much (on either side -- i just don't have the 
time to be that outraged)</P> 
<P>But, I am outraged about someone yelling "KILL HIM" -- that is sickening.That 
is a suggestion for a Coup d'état -- how can anyone be comfortable with 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone yelled "Kill him," I agree absolutely - that would be sickening 
and has to be denounced.</P> 
<P>But what we have now are two alleged cases, both investigated by the Secret 
Service, that turned out to be either 1) mistaken, or 2) deliberately false.</P> 
<P>In one, the guy actually yelled, "Tell him." In the other, the reporter's 
allegation was shown to be unfounded after dozens of interviews with audience 
members.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06053956 31593 321 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 2:02:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/6053938" target=_blank>#319</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I think if you're honest with yourself you have a sense that you are 
making excuses and denying what your own ears and eyes tell 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm just denying what <EM>you</EM> are telling me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06054761 31597 362 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 6:15:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6054749" target=_blank>#353</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about you showing me the documentation, showing me that they are going to 
teach "religion" in Texas schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>The Wedge 
Strategy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06055342 31597 903 Charles Thu, Oct 16, 2008 8:02:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/758/6055186" target=_blank>#758</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit I briefly scanned it and did not look at page 4. If what 
everyone here seems to believe is true and they actually plan on teaching 
religion, I too am against it. But, what the schools are teaching now is the 
religion of humanism. Children are being taught to be anti-God, Anti-religion. A 
Christian can't send their child to most Public Schools without the fear of them 
being indoctrinated in humanism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You "briefly scanned" it, and can't even be bothered to go back and see what 
people are telling you to read, in answer to your own question.</P> 
<P>You're not really interested in an honest discussion, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06057252 31597 1290 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 7:43:51am  
 
<P>People who whine and demand that I stop posting about this topic will lose 
their accounts. I've warned about this often enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06057406 31597 1292 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 8:06:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1277/6056187" target=_blank>#1277</A> 
littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People argue about the separation of church and state as a constitutional 
block to religious thought and teaching. That is stupid and dishonest. The 
separation clause was implimented to protect freedom of religion. Honest people 
don't argue otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just garbage. The Establishment Clause says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That means that your Christian faith is not to be afforded special status. It 
does not "block religious thought and teaching." It blocks people like you from 
forcing your idea of religion on other people.</P> 
<P>And obviously, this clause of the Constitution is vitally necessary. You're a 
case in point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06058718 31597 1297 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 11:22:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1296/6058630" target=_blank>#1296</A> 
littleO</EM></P> 
<P>It's wasted effort, I know, but: 1) you are the one who first used the insult 
"neanderthals," and 2) human beings did not "come from Neanderthals."</P> 
<P>Thank the founding fathers for having the wisdom and foresight to protect the 
nation from anti-science fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06059692 31597 1300 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 1:48:06pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1299/6059541" target=_blank>#1299</A> 
captainzot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the think I hate the worst about these evolution threads. It's all the 
swagger and posturing of people who try to continually discredit all religions 
by relegating their truth claims to the realm of fancy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which comment in this 1300-comment thread does that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06060911 31597 1312 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 6:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1306/6060789" target=_blank>#1306</A> jamuka</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Test</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Now there's a real troll for you. Waited for more than four years to 
post a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069008 31597 1324 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 11:13:36am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1321/6067393" target=_blank>#1321</A> jamuka</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL! I tried posting before but for some reason could not so I never 
bothered. Instead I was a 'reader' for the past 4 years. This time around I 
notice the system is better and allows me to post.</P> 
<P>Welcome me aboard Charles ! Praise the Lord Hallelujah ! 
LOL!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Somehow, more than 6 million comments were posted in between your last 
appearance four years ago and today, but "the system is better" now.</P> 
<P>An interesting comment you posted in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//566134" target=_blank>February 
2004</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh yeah, a virgin birth of Mary.Please give me a break! I don't believe 
millions of people around the globe believe in this crap! Joseph and Mary got 
their rocks off and subsequent to that Mary got knocked up, simple as that.</P> 
<P>This world needs to be cleansed completely of two evil cults, Christianity 
and Islam. The funny is they are both offshoots of Judaism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Praise the Lord indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06057564 31600 34 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 8:23:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6057511" target=_blank>#11</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did larado get the stick yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06057669 31600 78 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 8:36:26am  
 
<P>I think Krauthammer lost a lot of enthusiasm for McCain when McCain 
sanctimoniously declared that Rev. Wright was off limits for his campaign. K has 



mentioned this really dumb, self-defeating move by McCain in almost every column 
lately, and I think it had a big impact on him.</P> 
<P>And I agree with him on it. If Obama does win the election, I think McCain's 
failure to use every weapon he had against Obama is going to be the reason -- 
and the Rev. Wright issue was a huge weapon. McCain shied away from it because 
he was afraid of being labeled a "racist" -- and guess what? He's being labeled 
a racist anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06057705 31600 98 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 8:40:39am  
 
<P>Bob Beckel should have been shunned by Fox News after he was shown to be a 
lying sack.</P> 
<P>He wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06058519 31601 72 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 10:43:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6058222" target=_blank>#46</A> Leauki</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The foreign minister of Kazakhstan is not an "Islamic 
leader".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say he was.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he is absolutely right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. You're making a fundamental mistake, and assuming that groups 
like Hamas and the Islamic regime care even one iota about the West's opinions 
about Islam. Jihadists are not driven by our reactions to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06059315 31601 100 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 12:55:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6059181" target=_blank>#91</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most terrorists today are Muslim, however that does not mean that all Muslims 
are terrorists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with this - however, neither Muslims nor non-Muslims are served by 
self-censorship driven by fear of violence, and that's what this story is about 
beneath the surface.</P> 
<P>I really think it's foolish to believe that by not using certain terms, or by 
tip-toeing cautiously around "delicate" (read: capable of provoking violence) 
subjects, you're ever going to make any difference in the situation.</P> 
<P>No human cause benefits from denial, and I see statements like the one from 
the Kazakh Foreign Minister as pure, simple denial of the obvious -- mixed with 
more than a hint of intimidation through veiled threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06058312 31602 43 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 10:09:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6058294" target=_blank>#33</A> JSK1121</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope to God and all that is holy that this API phone call is 
real.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06059280 31603 400 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 12:48:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/6059239" target=_blank>#368</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazon has told me there is no way to block any title they sell from showing 
up in the "Recommended Products" banner, so in the meantime I have removed all 
these banners from my website and only link to specific titles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know of any way to block out certain titles or authors from that 
automatic system, sorry. If you want control, I think the only way is to just 
link to the titles you want to display.</P> 
<P>If you want to get really crazy you could probably use Amazon's API to rig up 
your own recommended lists that exclude titles, but that would require some 
advanced programming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06059624 31604 173 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 1:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6059579" target=_blank>#134</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WILL MICHELLE OBAMA TAPE 'CHANGE POLITICAL ATMOSPHERE IN 
AMERICA'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it won't. This is a bogus story. Please don't post it 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06060580 31605 132 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 4:47:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6060518" target=_blank>#84</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, look at this</P> 
<P>Joe the Alaskan Plumber</P> 
<P>Fri, Oct 17, 2008 at 1:05:18 pmOh noes! Joe the Plumber once lived in ... 
Alaska! Rove, you magnificent bastard.904 comments %P% <STRONG>Last comment: 
Mon, Mar 31, 2008 at 5:19:41 pm</STRONG></P> 
<P>at this URL</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-showall.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06060691 31605 214 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 5:31:21pm  
 
<P>Hitchens bashing McCain on the O'Reilly show in a few 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06060732 31605 251 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 5:48:35pm  
 
<P>Ingraham confronted him with his own words, which was great. She should have 
let him actually answer her questions, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06060733 31605 252 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 5:49:40pm  
 
<P>They follow up the Hitchens segment with an anti-atheist segment.</P> 
<P>Fair and balanced.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06061050 31607 12 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 6:55:19pm  
 
<P>The LA Times also endorsed The One.</P> 
<P>And the Chicago Tribune. Which is another shocka.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06061057 31607 17 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 6:56:09pm  
 
<P>The media are drawing the lines, and dropping the masks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06061127 31607 59 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 7:03:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6061106" target=_blank>#45</A> JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Chicago Tribune's <A 
href="http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/chi-chicago-tribune-
endorsement,0,1371034.story?page=1" target=_blank>endorsement of Obama</A> is 
their first endorsement of a Republican in their history--more than 160 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect most LGF readers are aware of that. As they are aware of the Trib's 
history in other matters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06061455 31607 336 Charles Fri, Oct 17, 2008 7:59:14pm  
 
<P>Fox News is now running advertisements for Ben Stein's <EM>Expelled</EM>.</P> 
<P>Because we can never have enough anti-scientific ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064689 31609 137 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 1:55:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6063592" target=_blank>#100</A> surfer 
dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are we even discussing this matter anyway. Obama is not a legally viable 
candidate. I have studied the so-called birth certificate that was produced and 
it is as fake as a $3 bill. The background is wrong, the text is locked 
incorrectly, the special border isn't even close, and most importantly, the file 
number that gives the document authenticity is blacked out. Obama has to date 
produced no legal documents to prove he is a "naturally born citizen", nor has 
he produced documents that he is a legal citizen of the US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The birth certificate story is completely bogus, sorry. I agree that Obama's 
unqualified to be president, but it's not because he isn't a US 
citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069573 31610 744 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 2:23:46pm  
 
<P>I hate trolls who whine incessantly about the reactions to their posts, when 
they're obviously posting just to get those reactions. It's one of the most 
tedious species of internet pain-in-the-ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064637 31611 247 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 1:37:03pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6064467" target=_blank>#193</A> reggie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P>Watching Obama on CNN right now speaking in Toledo OH earlier today. Behind 
him are three US flags. No, wait a sec, make that one US flag, and two other 
"stars &amp; stripes" with a big "O" where the stars should be.</P> 
<P>Man, the hubris and arrogance this guy breeds is amazing. Currently I'm 
trying to ignore emails from my cousin who is "trying to save a family member" 
from throwing away his vote. Please, oh please, oh please, oh please John and 
Sarah, don't F-U!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the Ohio state flag.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.buy-american-
flag.com/american-flag-states/ohio-state-
flag.full.gif&amp;imgrefurl=http://www.buy-american-flag.com/american-flag-
states/ohio-state-
flag.html&amp;h=335&amp;w=550&amp;sz=16&amp;tbnid=iIeyLVaJsOYJ::&amp;tbnh=81&amp
;tbnw=133&amp;prev=/images%3Fq%3Dohio%2Bstate%2Bflag&amp;usg=__NfP8y0lk_KmXAbwtK
o8jXbPJJRE=&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=image_result&amp;resnum=1&amp;ct=image&amp;cd=1" 
target=_blank>www.buy-american-flag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064486 31612 8 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 12:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6064472" target=_blank>#4</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that during the Age of Protohamsters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Who knows how long this has been wasting CPU time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064676 31612 116 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 1:51:04pm  
 
<P>By the way, these processes had been running for at least two weeks, so if 
things have seemed slow to you recently, this is why. And it's probably also why 
the debate threads got so sluggish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064679 31612 118 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 1:51:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6064589" target=_blank>#53</A> esch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Profiling is your friend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06064770 31612 198 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 2:19:31pm  
 
<P>Woo-hoo. Major difference in overall systems. This should really help with 
peak traffic moments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06065042 31612 338 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 3:29:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/6064959" target=_blank>#326</A> Griffon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I would like to know what is going on with this issue. There is a 
recent video that I have received by email several times in the last week, plus 



other links about the subject of his citizenship. If it is all bunk and untrue, 
I would like to know that. I have not read anything about it on here in the last 
week, but I haven't read every thread. I will search the site when I get home 
from dinner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a bogus issue, a waste of time, a red herring, promoted by questionable 
characters. I've posted about it several times, and yes - I prefer that you 
don't post that stuff here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06065113 31612 343 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 3:46:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/6065093" target=_blank>#342</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(first, the important stuff) ... naw, I only bring SockPuppy out to bark at 
Goddess.</P> 
<P>Yes. The "won't release" is the primary thing about him. I'm ALMOST ready to 
bet a month's rent payment that the birth/citizenship thing is as Charles' posts 
have described it -- bull. The only thing holding me back is the apparent 
(<EM>apparent</EM>) evasiveness. Given BHO's character, it could 
<STRONG><EM>easily</EM></STRONG> be simple arrogance. 
Howeverrr...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were advising the Obama campaign I'd tell them to do exactly what they 
are doing. Let these people concoct crazier and crazier theories, and then if it 
ever gets media traction (it won't), bam! Out comes the full certified birth 
certificate, and every blogger or pundit who jumped on this rancid bandwagon 
looks like a raving kook.</P> 
<P>Nuh, uh. None for me, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06065297 31612 354 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 4:31:21pm  
 
<P>Is there a funny smell in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06065611 31612 359 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 5:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/6065585" target=_blank>#358</A> rgranger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,How did you get WebDave on a Linux box? I know there are top and ps 
for Winders, but you wouldn't do that ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Linux cPanel application installs a WebDAV daemon to drive its file 
management section. Hence the 'cp' part of 'cpdavd'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06065946 31615 24 Charles Sat, Oct 18, 2008 6:37:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6065932" target=_blank>#15</A> alien_mind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm still looking for more information on the idea that Ayers actually wrote 
or helped to write Obama's book. the little I read on it seemed very 
compelling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a distraction. The real connections are incriminating 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06068831 31620 74 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 10:29:41am  



 
<P>AP headline: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081019/ap_on_el_pr/palin_saturday_night_live" 
target=_blank>Palin smiles as 'SNL' mocks her anew</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069695 31622 15 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 3:02:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6069682" target=_blank>#12</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I just looked at the picture of the so-called "transitional" fossil, 
then came back two minutes later and it looked the same to me. Five minutes 
after that and still no change. I even hit Refresh just to make sure, but I sure 
as heck don't see any "transitions" going on here. Show me a fish skeleton that 
can morph into a giraffe skeleton, or a dinosaur that turns into a robot car, 
and I'm willing to be convinced. Until then, nice try with the Christianity 
bashing, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. You need a sarc tag if you're going to do that in these 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069745 31622 37 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 3:15:53pm  
 
<P>Rancher's comment is also lacking a /sarc tag. It's a quote from South 
Park.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069759 31622 44 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 3:20:28pm  
 
<P>The Dishonesty Institute has a YouTube channel:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/DiscoveryInstitute" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069773 31622 52 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 3:25:02pm  
 
<P>The Creation Museum has <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbvSLWzDiJg" 
target=_blank>a planetarium</A>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069776 31622 54 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 3:26:11pm  
 
<P>The "Answers in Genesis" YouTube channel:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/answersvideo" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069852 31622 91 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 4:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6069842" target=_blank>#85</A> Cutty Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This fossil has been around awhile and , there is some credible criticism 
going on , and it has been going on .</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/09/the_rise_and_fall_of_tiktaalik.htm" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Discovery Institute has no credibility. They are behind many of the most 
deceptive campaigns to introduce creationism into schools, and their criticisms 
of the Tiktaalik fossil are comically bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069880 31622 109 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 4:29:42pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me to stop posting on subjects like this will be deleted, as 
I have said many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06069900 31622 126 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 4:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6069893" target=_blank>#120</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did they simply stop evolving?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06070025 31622 235 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 5:25:10pm  
 
<P>Speaking of the Dishonesty Institute, they updated their last deceptive 
attack on me with a comment from "a lurker" denouncing my "apparent atheist 
faith," and damning me to the hell of losing him as a reader: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2008/10/sacking_little_green_footballs.html" 
target=_blank>Evolution News &amp; Views: Sacking Little Green Footballs' 
Outrageous Claim That 'Discovery Institute Is in League With Islamist 
Creationists' (Updated)</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Also, for the record, my visits to LGF have become extremely infrequent due 
to Charles Johnson's propensity to foam at the mouth regarding ID. His apparent 
atheist faith has driven him into alternate viewpoint derangement, making 
reasoned discussion with him on the subject of origins impossible. His stubborn 
perversion of science to support his apparent atheism is blind, ignorant faith. 
Science permits inference based on observation.* However, inference that runs 
counter to his apparent atheist worldview drives him to logical fallacy. One 
does not have to be an ID proponent to see this. One simply has to have the 
intellectual honesty to 1) acknowledge the definition of faith, and 2) 
acknowledge the role of faith in beliefs about the origin of life. So far, 
Charles Johnson of LGF demonstrates a failure to do so."</P> 
<P>"* Darwin inferred evolution from observation with no knowledge of genetic 
mutation. Michael Faraday inferred the basis of modern electromagnetic theory 
from observation with no knowledge of advanced mathematics. Whereas Faraday's 
ideas are supported by the mathematician and physicist James Maxwell, modern 
knowledge of genetic mutation undermines macroevolution. Biologists recognize 
that genetic mutation introduces destructive (kill, maim, or render sterile 
offspring before reaching adulthood) noise into DNA information, and so fails to 
explain new body plans on any timescale. The atheists among them are searching 
for some other genetic mechanism to support their worldview. Apparently, in the 
meantime, Charles Johnson has their back."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06070062 31622 270 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 5:38:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6070050" target=_blank>#259</A> hillbilly 
geek</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So many of these are fragmentary finds, and highly... what shall I say, 
imaginatively enhanced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy you're accusing of "imaginatively enhancing" his findings is one of 
the most respected paleontologists in the world.</P> 
<P>Just so you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06070127 31622 326 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 5:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/6070100" target=_blank>#304</A> hillbilly 
geek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I was not speaking of any one in particular.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it -- it was a general smear against the whole field of paleontology 
and evolutionary science, and by extension a whole lot of other scientific 
disciplines that interact and/or rely on each other. You're not objecting to 
Neil Shubin, the one whose work is under discussion in this thread -- just 
science in general.</P> 
<P>That's much more clear! Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06070163 31622 359 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 6:07:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/6070145" target=_blank>#343</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh, I <EM>love</EM> this one. Keep talking.</P> 
<P>But I like the "finding a watch on a tree stump in the forest" one even 
better. Go with that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It just became a random lizard quote. We used to say 'rotating title,' but 
it's now a lizard quote.</P> 
<P>"Wearing the watch that evolved from an explosion in a clock factory."</P> 
<P>You're immortalized, hbg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06072554 31622 536 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 8:13:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/6072143" target=_blank>#509</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me the Darwinists here go by the "majority believe this" so it 
has to be true theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over this misstatement of the meaning of a scientific theory is 
posted. Since we began discussing this subject at LGF, it's come up in every 
single thread, multiple times.</P> 
<P>A <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory" target=_blank>scientific 
theory</A> is NOT just some kind of hunch, and it has nothing to do with "the 
majority believe it":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In scientific usage, a theory does not mean an unsubstantiated guess or 
hunch, as it can in everyday speech. A theory is a logically self-consistent 
model or framework for describing the behavior of a related set of natural or 
social phenomena. It originates from or is supported by rigorous observations in 
the natural world, or by experimental evidence (see scientific method). In this 
sense, a theory is a systematic and formalized expression of all previous 
observations, and is predictive, logical, and testable. In principle, scientific 
theories are always tentative, and subject to corrections, inclusion in a yet 



wider theory, or succession. Commonly, many more specific hypotheses may be 
logically bound together by just one or two theories. As a rule for use of the 
term, theories tend to deal with much broader sets of universals than do 
hypotheses, which ordinarily deal with much more specific sets of phenomena or 
specific applications of a theory.</P> 
<P>Of several competing theories, one theory may be superior to another in terms 
of its approximation of reality. Scientific tests of the quality of a theory 
include its conformity to known facts and its ability to generate hypotheses 
with outcomes that would predict further testable facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another false claim that comes up again and again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since there has now arisen some rebellion in the scientific community to 
Darwin's theory, for what ever your personal reasons are, you want to nip this 
dissent in the bud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. There simply is no dissent in the scientific community about the theory 
of evolution. It's accepted by the VAST majority of reputable scientists. No 
amount of claiming otherwise will make this untrue.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You dismiss out of hand any one who is Christian, as having an agenda, as if 
the Darwinists in academia don't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believing in creationist fantasies is NOT the same as being a Christian. The 
vast majority of Christians do not believe this nonsense -- including Pope 
Benedict himself, who stated very clearly that religious faith is not in 
conflict with the theory of evolution.</P> 
<P>By rejecting the theory of evolution, you are rejecting most of modern 
science. Many disciplines in the life sciences are interconnected, and 
advancement in one field relies and builds upon advancements in other fields -- 
including evolutionary science.</P> 
<P>But don't let that stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06072632 31622 542 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 8:24:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/6072564" target=_blank>#538</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what if the judge were suppressing evidence and not allowing it into the 
courtroom. What if anyone presenting contradicting evidence were discredited, 
because they were Jewish or Christian etc. These scientists have evidence, 
they're not dumb, why aren't they being allowed to present it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The creationists of the Discovery Institute DID have their day in court, in 
Dover Pennsylvania, where several DI spokespeople were utterly humiliated on the 
witness stand and shown to be little more than charlatans. The record is clear. 
I recommend reading the trial transcript and the judge's decision, because this 
life-long Republican judge appointed by George W. Bush ripped the creationists 
apart: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075181 31622 582 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 5:22:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/6075100" target=_blank>#580</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why dont you READ what I am saying , instead of attempting to be a sychophant 
for the intended views that seem to be of the majority of this thread 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It might be easier if you made an attempt to write in legible 
English.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06080160 31622 622 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 5:53:22pm  
 
<P>That's enough of that troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06070271 31623 10 Charles Sun, Oct 19, 2008 6:35:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6070264" target=_blank>#6</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The offending passages:</P> 
<P>1) In the 18th second: "?? ??? ????? ????? " ("kollo nafsin tha'iqatol mawt", 
literally: <STRONG>'Every soul shall have the taste of death').</STRONG>2) 
Almost immediately after, in the 27th second: "?? ?? ????? ???" ("kollo man 
alaiha fan", literally: <STRONG>'All that is on earth will 
perish'</STRONG>).</P> 
<P>Well, were they misquoted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Misquoting isn't the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06072365 31626 14 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 7:45:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6072354" target=_blank>#6</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Okay, preliminaries; Charles, do you know anything about the reliability of 
the guy posting this story (Mark Williams)? This is quite serious, if true, but 
I want to make sure we're not being snookered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Williams is a columnist for the Sacramento Union, so I guess his 
credibility is about as good as any reporter's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075254 31626 400 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 5:39:38pm  
 
<P>Mark Williams is a Sacramento Union columnist. If the story isn't true, it's 
the Sacramento Union's job to say so. Until then, it's as credible as anything 
else you find in the mainstream media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06074578 31629 137 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 2:25:54pm  
 
<P>Just caught three web crawlers going through LGF and downloading everything, 
including all 6 million comments. One was in Japan, one in Russia, the other, 
who knows. Draining our bandwidth like crazy.</P> 
<P>Blocked 'em. It should get better now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06074650 31630 5 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 2:44:47pm  
 
<P>No WebDAV running any more. The problem is the long, long comments threads, 
really.</P> 



<P>I may have no choice but to come up with a pagination system. It's the only 
way to control this, really -- limit the size of each page, instead of letting 
them grow into the megabyte range.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075336 31631 57 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 6:03:33pm  
 
<P>Obama leaving campaign trail for a few days to visit sick grandmother in 
Hawaii...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075379 31631 93 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 6:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6075363" target=_blank>#79</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello, can anyone explain why I can get into LGF on my blackberry but can't 
on my PC? It has been this way for hours. Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could it be related to this?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31348_Firefox_Speed_Dial-
_Just_Say_No" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075515 31631 213 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 6:41:40pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28845_Dreaming_of_Super_Tuesday" 
target=_blank>Me, in February, preparing to vote for Mitt Romney in the 
primary</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If John McCain is the nominee, we’re going to have at least four years of a 
Democrat in the White House.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06075542 31631 237 Charles Mon, Oct 20, 2008 6:46:50pm  
 
<P>I'm not ready to give up, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06077854 31634 86 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:04:59am  
 
<P>Sarah Palin is doing interviews for the next couple of days with Pat 
Robertson's 700 Club, and with James Dobson's Focus on the Family.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cbn.com/CBNnews/467740.aspx" 
target=_blank>www.cbn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06077933 31634 157 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:17:03am  
 
<P>The only reason I can see for Palin to spend two whole days with Robertson 
and Dobson, instead of with the MSM, is to pay her respect to the fundamentalist 
big dogs. It's an indication of how much political muscle-flexing is going on 
behind the scenes by them.</P> 
<P>Both of these groups are vigorous promoters of creationism too, which is 
always nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06077965 31634 187 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:21:03am  
 
<P>I'm not crazy at all about her support for the marriage amendment, either. 
That's simply bad law, as bad as trying to push creationism into science 
classes, and it comes from the same people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06077991 31634 212 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:23:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/6077952" target=_blank>#175</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have a problem with her doing those shows, but I don't think that is 
where she needs to go. I think most Christians of the traditional bent are 
already for her. She needs to do more events with Joe the Plumbers &amp; his 
employees, people who for some reason think dems are a plus on econ 
matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have a problem with her going on those shows, either. But this close 
to the election, to do two of them? While pretty much ignoring the rest of the 
media?</P> 
<P>Doesn't look good. It's an illogical political choice, which means that 
there's stuff going on behind the scenes we can't see. I think Dobson and 
Robertson are making some moves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078008 31634 228 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:27:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/6077998" target=_blank>#219</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has DOMA been challenged via the full faith and credit clause yet? It will 
quite likely be overturned, meaning 3 judges in California get to decide 
marriage policy for the entire nation.Gay marriage as a government policy, 
nothing against people living how they want, is bad for the society and never 
has a majority support. SO I disagree that it is bad law or bad 
tactics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you'll never convince me that the correct way to negotiate social 
issues is to amend the US Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078025 31634 245 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:30:00am  
 
<P>Please do NOT post phone numbers in comments!</P> 
<P>It might be a good idea to review the rules posted at the top of the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078108 31634 327 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 9:41:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/6078035" target=_blank>#255</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, as a not-incidental side issue, empirically Palin can't seem get a fair 
shake in the traditional media. Why give her enemies more chances to rake her 
over the coals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Gotta disagree there. I think she should be out and in their faces, giving 
them every chance to rake her over the coals. If she can't survive it, she 
doesn't deserve the job.</P> 
<P>She's running for vice president, and it's a bad idea to give the impression 
she's shying away from hard questioning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078289 31634 497 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 10:13:54am  
 
<P>The rules are posted at the top of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078302 31634 504 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 10:15:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6078266" target=_blank>#480</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read on Instapundit that she's become the <EM>most</EM> accessible of 
all four candidates. Maybe her interactions with the press are positive enough 
that they refuse to report them?</P> 
<P>I don't think she's the least accessible one in the race, though. Any time 
she doesn't give free access it's trumpeted to the heavens, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all hiding from the press. As low an opinion as I have for the media 
in general, this is kind of disgraceful -- but it's what our politics have 
become. Obsessed with 'controlling the message'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078343 31634 519 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 10:21:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6078163" target=_blank>#380</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True that she has to get out in the traditional media outlets, but which is 
going to give her greater exposure? Going on 700 club can hit many more 
households and more frequently (by reruns) than a similar segment on CNN or 
MSNBC. If it's audience you're after, it makes sense to go that.</P> 
<P>Still, she should be pushing to get on the networks' shows to give 
independents and moderates a reason to vote for her as well and dispel some of 
the smears tossed in her direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think she should do some press conferences, and mix it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078585 31634 595 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 11:04:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/6078374" target=_blank>#530</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a related matter, how much has Obama's refusal to answer hard questions 
(or more appropriately, the media's refusal to ask them) hurt 
him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's different. He is The One.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06078796 31637 154 Charles Tue, Oct 21, 2008 11:54:47am  
 
<P>McCain campaign is barring some members of media from the plane -- including 
the New York Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06083304 31640 349 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 8:50:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/6082130" target=_blank>#331</A> kenneth charles 
simmonds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it is really sad that the late great Charles Johnson is reduced to 
fishing for dirt to try to hurt Obama. What is this site, other than a bearpit 
for Republican whiteboys? The whole site has lost credibility in my 
eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This creep has now been blocked three times from LGF. He's in Germany, and 
he's a supporter of Eurofascists, and he keeps coming back with new sock 
puppets.</P> 
<P>And he'll get blocked every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06083354 31642 101 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 8:57:26am  
 
<P>Just banned a fascist supporter for the third time, using another sock puppet 
account to sneak back into LGF and post lying crap. It's in the Rashid Khalidi 
thread.</P> 
<P>Names used by this asshole:</P> 
<P>SesshoumaruCharles Simmondskenneth charles simmonds</P> 
<P>He's in Germany, but he pretends to be American.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06083929 31644 43 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 10:23:09am  
 
<P>Remember to use the 'Share This' button to spread articles like this 
around...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06084060 31644 140 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 10:38:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6084034" target=_blank>#120</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone have a link for that 44-43 poll? All these manufactured media polls 
today say Obama is "pulling away" and other such nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06084987 31647 21 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 12:30:03pm  
 
<P>Yo-yo is a code word for "hacky sack," which is a code word for New 
Jersey.</P> 
<P>Levels within levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06085084 31647 85 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 12:41:52pm  
 
<P>Yikes. Now it's down almost 700.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06086508 31649 85 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 5:01:43pm  
 
<P>New Zombie report soon. This one's a biggie. New revelations.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06086871 31649 435 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 5:44:55pm  
 
<P>Audio of Sarah Palin's interview with James Dobson:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.citizenlink.org/clspecialalert/A000008476.cfm" 
target=_blank>www.citizenlink.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087045 31650 14 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:05:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6087016" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything interesting in the interview?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She said she's confident McCain will back the GOP platform, specifically the 
constitutional bans on abortion and gay marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087067 31650 21 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:09:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6087053" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I just got to that part. Are you helping or hurting? I can't 
tell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like those platform positions one bit. As I wrote in another thread, 
the proper way to negotiate social issues is NOT to amend the United States 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087087 31650 30 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:12:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6087076" target=_blank>#23</A> mama 
winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or to interpret it in a way that was never intended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's what's happening -- and it's arguable -- there already exist 
systems to handle the social issues. Tampering with the constitution is a huge 
mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087103 31650 39 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:14:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6087090" target=_blank>#32</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think it says something that she did a phone interview, but didn't stop 
by.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They made a point of noting that in the intro, didn't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087209 31650 90 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:26:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6087142" target=_blank>#62</A> Tigger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much as I love Sarah Palin, the problem with women in politics is they have 
limited "shelf life." As she ages and looses her looks, she will become less 



attractive to the voters. I wish this were not true, but whatever you call it, 
Sarah's looks are a major part of her appeal to many (especially male) voters. 
So, I don't think 2012 is such a great idea.TO say nothing of the fact that I am 
not at all sure that If Obama wins the presidency, we will have real democratic 
elections in 2012. Remember: Marxists do not come to power to relinquish it 
peacefully.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You almost got banned for that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06087446 31651 213 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 6:56:15pm  
 
<P>Use the ShareThis button, lizards. Spread it around. It's 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088250 31652 26 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:06:13pm  
 
<P>Please stop posting ridiculous garbage rumors at LGF. The only thing you 
achieve is to discredit the site.</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete any such comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088272 31652 42 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:12:47pm  
 
<P>This is starting to really piss me off. I've just deleted half a dozen links 
from the Linkviewer leading to crappy rumors about Obama's citizenship.</P> 
<P>If I have to start blocking accounts to stop this garbage from being posted 
here, I will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088292 31652 56 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:19:05pm  
 
<P>And I've just deleted at least a dozen links about Jerome Corsi too.</P> 
<P>Jerome Corsi hangs out with WHITE SUPREMACISTS, people. And he's a 9/11 
Truther. If you post links to his ravings, they're going to be deleted, and you 
might lose your account.</P> 
<P>I've really had enough of this, and I've made my feelings clear over and 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088312 31652 72 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:22:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6088279" target=_blank>#48</A> odinga</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will stop. I didn't know it was completely bogus. Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have more than one account here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088345 31652 96 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:29:41pm  
 
<P>ODINGA: I asked you a question in comment #72.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088367 31652 114 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:35:14pm  
 
<P>I've reviewed the comments posted by 'odinga' and this one's account is 
history.</P> 



<P>This comment sealed it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/449/6086885" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088374 31652 119 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:36:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6088370" target=_blank>#117</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that earlier. I believe it's related the "ë" in that lizard's nic. I've 
seen this before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088395 31652 134 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:39:58pm  
 
<P>I fixed the problem with the profiles -- apparently the old, deprecated 
Javascript 'escape' function still works better than 'encodeURIComponent' for 
some things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088419 31652 154 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:43:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/6088406" target=_blank>#142</A> Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a "feature" I meant to point out to Charles. That user is still in 
the DB, but you can't see it by clicking its avatar. It has to do with a funky 
character in its user name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's fixed. The same problem was happening with 'Maximu§' up above, and if 
you reload the page it will now be fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06088443 31652 173 Charles Wed, Oct 22, 2008 9:48:22pm  
 
<P>The idiots who've been promoting this 'birth certificate' nonsense, and 
Jerome Corsi and Larry Johnson's other stupid ugly rumors, have done an enormous 
amount of damage to the McCain campaign. I'm really disgusted with this crap, 
and zero tolerance for it starts now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06089859 31653 25 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:37:14am  
 
<P>Two people have lost their accounts so far this morning - one for a series of 
ugly gay-bashing comments, and one for wishing that 'The Bean" sculpture in 
Grant Park would blow up while Obama was holding his inauguration party.</P> 
<P>This is going to be a rough two weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06089927 31653 81 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:48:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6089897" target=_blank>#52</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THE AYERS/OBAMA CONNECTION IS MOUNTING see Cashill's latest article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cashill.com/natl_general/ayers_role.htm" 
target=_blank>www.cashill.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Cashill with the help of an unnamed congressman has retained two university 
based authorship authorities to look into the very credible idea that Ayers 
helped write or had major influence on "Dreams."</P> 
<P>The preliminary results suggest that was the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is another rumor that's very close to getting on the banned list. There 
is ZERO real evidence for this contention, and the guy who's pushing it, Jack 
Cashill, also writes articles promoting creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06089960 31653 111 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:55:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/6089953" target=_blank>#105</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At first I found the idea a little far fetched. But there is starting to 
sound more convincing. Somebody somewhere (other than Obama &amp; Ayers) knows 
about this... at the publisher? Will they talk?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just far-fetched, it's loony. Please review Cashill's other work. 
This is not a credible person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090031 31653 176 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:08:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6090003" target=_blank>#150</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was willing to be agnostic on the "Michelle tapes" at the beginning, but at 
this point, there is no use posting anything about them until they are 
demonstrated to either exist or not exist. If they are demonstrated not to 
exist, I hope Charles will allow a post to that. I think it is necessary to 
demonstrate frauds by anyone in this and or any other affair. The posts that 
showed the Michelle lobsters to be a fabrication were appropriate. If they do 
exist, they will be released through Fox and I think posts on the topic should 
be allowed. Until then, the chance that these tapes exist is lower by the 
moment. I also note that there is nothing on Berg's site that confirms the 
statement by API that he is going to represent them in the states. Given that 
the statements allegedly made on the tape would be of great importance to his 
case, I would have expected him to comment on that if it were 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this so-called tape ever really does surface, of course it would be OK to 
talk about it then.</P> 
<P>But it's NOT going to. This is a phony story through and 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090046 31653 189 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:11:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/6090022" target=_blank>#168</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't want to get banned, and I don't want to seem to be promoting 
this issue in any way. However, despite the credibility issues of the people 
involved, there are a couple of reasons why I haven't been able to dismiss this 
story entirely. May I list them, so that you and/or the other lizards can have 
at them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't. I've already read the arguments, and found them utterly 
unconvincing.</P> 
<P>This is the kind of story that gets conservatives labeled as 
kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06090099 31653 239 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:20:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6089915" target=_blank>#69</A> Lee Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technical note, I've noticed lately when I log in the rating buttons don't 
automatically get enabled on the comments, I need to reload the page. It didn't 
use to work that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it has always worked this way. That's why I recently added a 
message when you log in, saying that "some features may not be active until you 
reload."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've also noticed some intermittent strange behavior regarding "remember me". 
I regularly use two computers, so I'm always having to log in. I've noticed on 
occasion I'll log into one, and when I go back to the other, it's still logged 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The system is not really designed for simultaneous login from two locations, 
and you may run into conflicts with the 'remember me' cookie if you do 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090147 31653 283 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:29:34am  
 
<P>I wonder if Rush Limbaugh knows he's promoting a 9/11 
Truther?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090151 31653 287 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:30:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/6090146" target=_blank>#282</A> 
Researcher...MO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would explain why I always have to login again on the computers, but why 
can't I login on the iPhone at all, is it something in Safari? I know Safari on 
the iPhone (2G, 2.1, pwned) doesn't handle "remember me" well, but not being 
able to login at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're using a hacked iPhone 2G, that means you haven't upgraded to the 
latest iPhone software (because it will disable the hack). LGF works with the 
latest iPhone software.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090152 31653 288 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:31:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/6090150" target=_blank>#286</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which one do you mean? Corsi?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Berg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090179 31653 314 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:35:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6090097" target=_blank>#237</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I understand Charles concerns. I'm not sure that I would dismiss 
Cashill out of hand because he has written about creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When a person is presenting what is supposed to be a logical argument to 
prove a factual case, the fact that they also write lengthy articles promoting 
creationism is a deal breaker for me. I wouldn't trust anything that person 
writes, because they've shown that they're not credible.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you post an example, Charles, of Cashill's creationism 
lunacy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's on his web site.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The info that comes from the authorship study will either back up or not 
Cashill's claim. Maybe it will be enough to get someone to ask BHO about it. We 
won't hear anything from Ayers as he has made himself scarce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim is going nowhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090184 31653 318 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:36:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6090164" target=_blank>#299</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YPIWT (my acronym for your point is well taken/ but I disagree, I think if 
there is enough evidence to show that Ayer' helped Obama with his book the MSM 
will have to address it. McCain and Palin have repeatedly suggested that Obama 
wasn't telling the the whole story about his relationship with Ayers, if this 
gets out there, the questions will have to be asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now, there is NO evidence that Ayers was the ghost writer for Obama. 
None. There's a spurious claim by a person with very questionable 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090190 31653 323 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:38:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/6090186" target=_blank>#319</A> jester6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check Berg on Wikipedia. I know it can be wrong and tainted, but he has 
filled lawsuits claiming Bush stole the 2000 election and SCOTUS was complicit, 
Bush and Cheney knew about 9/11 before hand etc.</P> 
<P>I was willing to give him the benefit of the doubt until I came across that 
stuff. He has no credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. This is crap, coming from bad people, and the bloggers who are 
unquestionably promoting it should be ashamed of themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090205 31653 338 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:42:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/6090201" target=_blank>#334</A> 
Researcher...MO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I AM on the latest software! 2.1. The 2.1 hack came out pretty recently, 
I am not on 8.0.1 iTunes, just 8.0, but the phone itself is up to date (at least 
it was as of last Saturday). Not that I plan to unpwn, but it would be nice to 
be able to login :))</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does work -- I just used Safari on my iPhone to log in, just to check it. 
If you're using a non-standard iPhone, all bets are off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090278 31653 409 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:56:44am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6090255" target=_blank>#386</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 388 articles posted on Cashill's website. Could you direct me to 
the creationism articles. The only thing I could find is this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cashill.com/intellig_design/supression.htm" 
target=_blank>www.cashill.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>which isn't exactly a treatise on creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090286 31653 417 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:58:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6090255" target=_blank>#386</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 388 articles posted on Cashill's website. Could you direct me to 
the creationism articles. The only thing I could find is this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cashill.com/intellig_design/supression.htm" 
target=_blank>www.cashill.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>which isn't exactly a treatise on creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed it, but there's a whole section devoted to "intelligent 
design" there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090327 31653 454 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 10:06:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/6090323" target=_blank>#451</A> 
StinkHammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cashill is as conspiracy-minded as it gets. He wrote a book (<EM>Ron Brown's 
Body</EM>) contending that Brown was assassinated by the Clinton administration, 
not actually the victim of an airplane crash. It's a typical web-like aligning 
of all sorts of disparate facts culled together to "prove" that Brown was 
assassinated, and it's complete paranoiac delusion.</P> 
<P>I saw him discuss the book on C-SPAN many years ago and he was a raving kook. 
As an example of an endorsement for his theories he stated that racial activist 
(and fellow paranoid kook) Dick Gregory was "on board" with his theory. IMHO 
Cashill is not to be taken seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I was saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090459 31653 496 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 10:23:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6090395" target=_blank>#482</A> Wm T 
Sherman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All right, I have always regarded the Muslim and birth certificate stories as 
flakey and unsupported. I don't think there are damning audiotapes of Michelle 
Obama anywhere.</P> 
<P>I am curious about one thing, and please don't ban me for this:</P> 
<P>I believe there is a birth certificate that shows he was born in Hawaii. It's 
costing money to fight the suit. What is the downside to providing it? Risk of 
dentity theft? Unwillingness to dignify a crap story and crap 
lawsuit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These conspiracy theories and loony rumors are a great gift to the Obama 
campaign. Why would they want to shut them down?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06090896 31653 524 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 11:32:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/6090868" target=_blank>#523</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<P>If you're going to bash Barack Obama for his questionable associates, why 
doesn't it bother you that the people promoting this 'birth certificate' hooey 
are kooks, 9/11 Truthers, and white supremacists?</P> 
<P>Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06090908 31653 525 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 11:35:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6090809" target=_blank>#521</A> Dr. 
Slogan</EM></P> 
<P>I'm very skeptical about this story, again because I don't trust many of the 
people behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06091087 31653 533 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 12:06:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/6090981" target=_blank>#527</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More important to me is the fact that the Obama camp is trying to stonewall 
this for some reason. McCain showed his documents, why can't 
Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's exactly what they want - "conservatives" running around chasing 
after fantasies. It wastes their time and energy, and makes them look like 
kooks. If this nonsense ever gains any traction in the media (which it won't) 
the Obama campaign pulls out the certified birth certificate and makes everyone 
who swallowed this garbage look like jackasses.</P> 
<P>Why shouldn't the Obama campaign stonewall on this? They'd be crazy to stop 
their enemies from discrediting themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06091235 31653 537 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 12:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/6091177" target=_blank>#535</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why shouldn't the Obama campaign stonewall on this? They'd be crazy to stop 
their enemies from discrediting themselves.</P> 
<P>If that's their plan, I'd like to see it verified in court. My repugnance for 
Obama does not hinge on whether or not he's eligible to serve as President, and 
I wouldn't feel any shame for having doubted his veracity if if he is proven to 
be eligible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, if you prefer to believe in fantasies, that's your right. But if you post 
links to this nonsense here, despite what I've said on the subject, you're going 
to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092515 31653 555 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 3:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/6092053" target=_blank>#550</A> Dr. 
Slogan</EM></P> 
<P>You know more about the issue than I do; I have not followed this, because I 
don't trust the people promoting it, as I said. I'll read your post about it, 
but honestly I just don't see this going anywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06093377 31653 561 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 6:03:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/6093081" target=_blank>#560</A> 
jmorris42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well that's my problem. I don't see the upside for Obama in keeping this 
conspiracy theory alive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama is NOT keeping this alive. A few idiots who call themselves 
"conservatives" are. If you're sued, you have no choice but to retain a 
lawyer.</P> 
<P>What a complete waste of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093919 31653 564 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 7:38:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/6093879" target=_blank>#562</A> 
jmorris42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he is. Instead of filing his latest motion to dismiss he could have 
simply complied and produced a document everybody has already seen fairly clear 
photos of. One choice costs an overnight letter while the other helps a lawyer 
make his next car payment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by not producing the document, they ensure that the idiots on the right 
who won't let go of this nonsense keep banging away at it.</P> 
<P>Who's really winning here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094131 31653 566 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:18:31pm  
 
<P>Sammy: thanks for the note. We need to stay focused on reality, and avoid 
making unforced errors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094245 31653 568 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:40:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/6094169" target=_blank>#567</A> Know Your 
Enemy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit, Charles. What if you're wrong this time?</P> 
<P>The only cure for bad speech/ideas is more speech/ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You think it's bullshit?</P> 
<P>Then you can find somewhere else to post your comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06091595 31659 19 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 1:22:07pm  
 
<P>Neil Cavuto on Fox News just said they'll have more on this story 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092010 31660 28 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 2:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6091984" target=_blank>#23</A> 
ducktrapper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... or click on "New comments" rather than F5?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's much better to use the 'new comments' button than to refresh the entire 
page, in terms of speed and bandwidth.</P> 
<P>It's not a problem to do this manually. The problem is when it's 
automatically reloading over and over every few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092037 31660 40 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 2:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6092012" target=_blank>#30</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First thing that sprang to my mind is why is the "B" 
reversed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The photo could be reversed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092044 31660 43 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 2:17:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6092038" target=_blank>#41</A> 
uncle_monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So then, it would be a <EM>very bad idea</EM> to install it and then go to 
the obama site or kos and then leave for a few days, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be a bad idea for you to do that, yes, because your IP would be 
probably be blocked by them too.</P> 
<P>This isn't an automated DoS tool, by the way -- one IP hitting the site over 
and over is not going to bring us down. But the flood control feature is 
intended to prevent malicious bots, and that's exactly what Speed Dial looks 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093206 31660 93 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 5:42:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6092962" target=_blank>#91</A> Sacred 
Plants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speed Dial is a good thing, because it will ultimately force HTTP server 
programmers administrators to <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teergrube" 
target=_blank>tarpit</A> incoming requests.</P> 
<P>If a customer makes too many requests in too little time, he is served slower 
than others, and if he continues to make more requests he is served a bit slower 
with every one of them, until the slowdown approximates the effect of a 
blockade. As time passes on he is forgotten and at some point his next request 
is served at normal speed.</P> 
<P>Brainwash your hamsters into this behavior once, and you´ll never have to 
worry about Speed Dial again, let off about malicious bots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're already doing this, although not the full-on tarpit bit. That's what 
the post is about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092605 31662 129 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 3:46:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/6092563" target=_blank>#97</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's so much worse... some literary authorities believe that Ayers actually 
ghost-wrote BHO's best seller, <EM>Dreams From My Father</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The person promoting this rumor, Jack Cashill, is seriously lacking in 
credibility, and is definitely NOT a "literary authority."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092676 31662 185 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 3:58:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6092644" target=_blank>#160</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is Phillip Berg guy on the savage nation?</P> 
<P>I know he's peddling the forbidden story but it's an interesting 
interview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phillip Berg is a flat-out kook. A 9/11 Truther and conspiracy nut.</P> 
<P>ARGG! I've been trying to tell people all day to stop taking this story at 
face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092700 31662 202 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 4:02:23pm  
 
<P><A href="http://screwloosechange.blogspot.com/2007/01/philip-j-berg-nutbar-
supreme.html" target=_blank>Screw Loose Change: Philip J. Berg, Nutbar 
Supreme</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06092750 31662 246 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 4:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/6092735" target=_blank>#233</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does Jack Cashill lack credibility?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) He is a creationist, who writes articles promoting the teaching of 
creationism in schools.</P> 
<P>2) He wrote a ludicrous book called "Ron Brown's Body" arguing that the 
Clintons killed Ron Brown.</P> 
<P>3) There's lots more. He's a kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093006 31662 467 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 5:02:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/6092942" target=_blank>#415</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<P>None of that qualifies as "evidence," not even circumstantial evidence. It's 
speculation, pure and simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06096739 31662 663 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:24:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/6093643" target=_blank>#637</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cashill is naming names. The representative who is pushing the investigation 
of Ayers/Obama Dreams connection is Chris Cannon of Utah. Cashill says Cannon 
will come out swinging in the next day or two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh great. Another bogus issue to make Republicans look like morons. 
Wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093575 31664 162 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 6:31:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6093540" target=_blank>#132</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A friend of mine used to be on Rudy's detail when he was the mayor. The only 
one who would've been taken out was this puke if he even made a move.</P> 
<P>Anyone have a photo of this schmuck? He's probably some scrawny little 
worm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here, in another article about what a complete creep he is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.mediabistro.com/fishbowl
ny/original/hastings_book_deal-
thumb.jpg&amp;imgrefurl=http://www.mediabistro.com/fishbowlny/books/newsweek_cor
respondent_proposes_book_on_fiances_death_in_baghdad_three_weeks_later_56078.asp
&amp;h=286&amp;w=409&amp;sz=46&amp;hl=en&amp;start=1&amp;um=1&amp;usg=__SsPal5CQ
A7yxgoO9WkT1vxSz55w=&amp;tbnid=7T5nbFJ5r5x2tM:&amp;tbnh=87&amp;tbnw=125&amp;prev
=/images%3Fq%3Dmichael%2Bhastings%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsafari%26rls%3De
n-us%26sa%3DN" target=_blank>www.mediabistro.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093648 31664 225 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 6:42:42pm  
 
<P>Lucianne readers are hatin' on LGF, because I won't join in their conspiracy 
theories:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lucianne.com/threads2.asp?artnum=431951" 
target=_blank>www.lucianne.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093682 31664 254 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 6:47:53pm  
 
<P>Pamela at Atlas Shrugs, by the way, is now joining forces with 9/11 Truthers, 
promoting Philip Berg's BS.</P> 
<P>This is what happens when you start traveling down Crazy 
Road.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093692 31664 262 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 6:48:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/6093680" target=_blank>#252</A> Fredlike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of the theories are interesting but without some sort of official 
Indonesian paperwork they do not mean squat. The Kenyan issue even less, because 
even if true he would still be a naturalized US citizen.</P> 
<P>The API Michelle tape saga continues, Berg of the citizenship law suits is 
now their lawyer in the states. I can see ignoring this one as well given the 
history of Michelle Obama tapes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Philip Berg is a 9/11 Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06093821 31664 377 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 7:15:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/6093707" target=_blank>#276</A> Fredlike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>API could have picked a better lawyer for sure, but i get the impression they 
are a bit naive about the US political scene.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not naive about the US political scene. They're frauds. That whole 
story is a fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06094000 31665 24 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 7:52:49pm  
 
<P>By the way, the low IQ division of the right wing is very pissed off about my 
stance against promoting ugly rumors. So far I've received 5 hate mails, and 
there are at least three web sites that are full of hateful comments about me. 
I'm an atheist, a neocon (read: Jew), a RINO, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>If Obama wins, these are the kind of people who will be responsible for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094306 31666 29 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 8:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6094294" target=_blank>#27</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is picking on Christians, in 3... 2... 1</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That usually happens at about 300 comments in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094377 31666 51 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:01:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6094371" target=_blank>#48</A> Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>California of course, since it's lost anyway. If it falls into the ocean, 
that will solve many of our problems, and we'll have a nice new coastline 
("Costa del Lex") to develop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true, it will solve your problems, because there won't be any more 
Little Green Footballs if that happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094403 31666 66 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6094397" target=_blank>#62</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the Young Earth Creationists are idiots but I don't see them as a big 
threat to my freedom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not a threat to your freedom, here and now. They're a threat to the 
country's future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094446 31666 77 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:14:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6094437" target=_blank>#74</A> hermit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW Charles -- is there a keyboard shortcut for new comments, or could there 
be one please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Control-C.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094451 31666 79 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:15:53pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you want a graphic demonstration of how much damage is 
being done by the so-called "conservatives" who are chasing after conspiracy 
fantasies and stupid ugly rumors, read it and weep:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://jonswift.blogspot.com/2008/10/great-moments-in-
election-year-blogging.html" 
target=_blank>jonswift.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094478 31666 93 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:19:48pm  
 
<P>Hey, that didn't take 300 comments after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094485 31666 95 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:20:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6094474" target=_blank>#90</A> Drex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's funny that you direct attacks at, by and large, Christian 
conservatives who even make a republican/conservative majority possible in this 
country. And that's exactly what this post is aimed at. Particularly 
unintelligent design on the part of LGF.Drex</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The vast majority of Christians in the world do not believe in creationist 
hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094499 31666 101 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/6094494" target=_blank>#98</A> Drex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservative Christians in the US, for the most part, do. And that's the 
truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not the truth. It's a lie, promoted by anti-science 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094513 31666 109 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:24:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/6094506" target=_blank>#105</A> Drex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who sounds like a fanatic? lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094545 31666 123 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:29:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/6094529" target=_blank>#116</A> Drex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure I like posting here, but this site has some kind of extreme bent towards 
ripping people's faith. The people you vote for wouldn't win elections if it 
weren't for Christian conservatives who actually believe in scripture. I'm not 
arguing the "science" behind this as you call it, and there are a great many 
reasons to believe this world was created intelligently--I'm just saying your 
attacks are misguided.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete, unmitigated crap. I have never attacked people of faith. I have 
attacked phony organizations promoting fundamentalist fanaticism, and denying 
modern science. This has nothing to do with Christianity -- even Pope Benedict 
says that the theory of evolution does not conflict with religious 
belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06094548 31666 125 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:29:55pm  
 
<P>Doesn't take long for the bigotry to come out, does it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094554 31666 128 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6094533" target=_blank>#119</A> hermit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sorry to be a bother, but CTRL-C does not seem to work. I have 
Firefox...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With Firefox you need to hit Return after Ctrl-C.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094558 31666 130 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:31:48pm  
 
<P>One meltdown taken care of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094586 31666 148 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:35:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/6094578" target=_blank>#143</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I can't argue with anything he wrote. How pitiful is 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094607 31666 160 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:39:41pm  
 
<P>People who post comments telling me to stop writing about this subject are 
going to get deleted. If they include an insult, they will lose their 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094624 31666 166 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:42:21pm  
 
<P>Notice that it does not matter how many posts I put up on subjects related to 
the election. As soon as I post <EM>anything</EM> about evolution or 
creationism, people pop up and tell me to stop it! You're obsessed! You're 
wasting time!</P> 
<P>I've had entirely enough of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094655 31666 182 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:48:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6094648" target=_blank>#178</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent Design is a beautiful philosophy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. "Intelligent design" is repackaged creationism, intended to trick 
people into treating it as a scientific theory. There's nothing beautiful about 
it -- it's dishonest to its core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06094669 31666 187 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:49:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/6094661" target=_blank>#184</A> srb1976</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, I know i typed more than that but I don't know where it went...eh, too 
much trouble to try to re-create</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You messed up an HTML tag. I fixed it for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094682 31666 192 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 9:51:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/6094673" target=_blank>#189</A> shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are plenty of other things that they could be doing. A treasure trove 
of politics to explore here and everywhere.</P> 
<P>but they don't,</P> 
<P>I think they just like to complain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are about three dozen posts on other subjects currently on the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06094717 31666 203 Charles Thu, Oct 23, 2008 10:00:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/6094691" target=_blank>#197</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>jonswift's post was heartbreaking; ten hoaxes on the Right... not even 
including that eleventh - the Miss "Tawana" Todd face-carving. By my count I 
fell for #3 ("African Press" with Michelle - looks like I'm due for some more 
Nigerian mail) and also the last one. 2/11 would imply I'm less gullible than 
some, but I feel duped enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is heartbreaking. I've been trying to speak out against this tidal wave of 
crap, but far too many right-wing bloggers are jumping on every bandwagon that 
passes by, without a care for what it's doing to their 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06096531 31666 386 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 8:53:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/6095931" target=_blank>#333</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before any creationist posts on these threads, "lizards" start the name 
calling. And they don't refer to "Wedge people", they call anyone who they feel 
is stupid enough to believe in a creator names. I believe in the same God you do 
and when he is attacked I take it just as personally. Christians also suffer 
persecution. Not the ones who keep therir faith in a closet, or ones who faith 
is superficial, but true Christians are now and have been persecuted. In Muslim 
countries right now they are being persecuted. I know Christians who have fled 
Muslim countries. They have been fed to lions and martered.</P> 
<P>That is not to minimize what Jews have gone through, but know that people who 
hate Jews usually hate Christians also.</P> 
<P>Charles gets very upset and rightfully so over a lot at a lot of people. I 
wish he would get as upset over the uncivil discourse and name-calling of people 
directed at people who believe in a creator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is this name-calling you're always whining about?</P> 



<P>This constant claiming of martyrhood because your opinions are being 
challenged is tedious and dishonest. It's a transparent tactic to try to shut 
down the discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06098668 31666 553 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 1:40:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/6098636" target=_blank>#545</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am curious as to what you mean here, if you care to say...</P> 
<P>... as in: How <STRONG>serious</STRONG> of a threat, ...</P> 
<P>... and requiring how <STRONG>forceful</STRONG> of a response from those who 
share your position?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a young earth creationist, so why pretend you care about the answers 
to those questions? There's very little point in discussing this with someone 
whose mind is locked tight as a drum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06098784 31666 568 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 2:01:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/6098747" target=_blank>#565</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes I am (a YEC); I freely admit to it, as you know, of course.</P> 
<P>So, ... I shouldn't care if you see me as a "threat" to the future of our 
country?</P> 
<P>You are a very logical person, normally, but your (non-)answer to my 
questions appears to me to be a ... non sequitur, really --</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'll repeat it: You and those like you, who deny all of modern science 
for a pile of fundamentalist, obviously false nonsense, are a threat to the 
future of this country. You would indoctrinate children into a life of ignorance 
and Dark Ages silliness, and attitudes like yours are a big reason why America's 
lead in science has been greatly damaged.</P> 
<P>And your claim that there are YECs in every field of science is so 
ludicrously false, I don't know how you can look at yourself in the mirror after 
making it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100532 31666 582 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 7:47:43pm  
 
<P>Another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101290 31666 587 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:45:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/6101288" target=_blank>#586</A> wild 
olive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rely on the fossil record, and the Biblical account of creation.</P> 
<P>Both indicate a miraculous six-day genesis of life on earth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what planet is that on? Because it sure isn't this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101309 31666 588 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:48:05pm  
 
<P>And if you think I'm going to let you run through this thread dinging down 
every pro-evolution comment, you're dreaming. Goodbye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06102399 31666 595 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:27:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/6101940" target=_blank>#589</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You see me as threat?</P> 
<P>Your attacking my children now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How much more ridiculous can you get?</P> 
<P>You have misunderstood everything I've posted on this subject, refused to 
read links that you've been given, and simply continue to whine and complain 
that you're being insulted. It's a tedious attempt to shut down the discussion 
by claiming martyrhood. It isn't going to work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102964 31666 601 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 10:47:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/6102932" target=_blank>#600</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let met get this straight Charles, you don't think that belief in the 
creator God of the Bible is "fundamentalist obviously false nonsense" "and a 
threat to the future of the country", right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again you are, possibly deliberately, misconstruing what I've written. Belief 
in "the creator God of the Bible" is NOT the same thing as believing in 
creationism.</P> 
<P>And no, I do not think it's OK to teach children that the Earth is 6,000 
years old, and that people lived at the same time as dinosaurs -- which is what 
many creationists believe. Indoctrinating children in these atavistic beliefs is 
a form of child abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103119 31666 603 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:32:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/6103065" target=_blank>#602</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<P>I thought I was being clear, but I guess not. "Creationism" is the belief 
that the theory of evolution is false (and by extension, most of modern 
science).</P> 
<P>Some creationists split hairs and try to argue that the "6 days" of the Bible 
actually meant eons. Some creationists (like gunjam above) explicitly reject 
science and all the physical evidence and claim the Bible is literally, word-
for-word true, the universe was created in six literal days, and the Earth is 
only 6,000 years old.</P> 
<P>My point is that you can believe in God (whichever one you choose) and not be 
a creationist. But those who espouse creationism are locked into a narrow, dead-
end, self-defeating ideology that is ... yes ... a threat to the future of 
America's pursuit of knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103216 31666 607 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:50:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/6103185" target=_blank>#605</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK I understand but you might need another term because creationism is 
ambiguous and you'd just get unnecessary flack with the need to constantly 
explain what you really meant.</P> 
<P>I can't think of an elegant term: evolution deniers, anti-scientists, anti-
science creationists, ASCs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But it isn't ambiguous at all. The dictionary definition of <A 
href="http://mw1.m-w.com/dictionary/creationism" 
target=_blank>creationism</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...a doctrine or theory holding that matter, the various forms of life, and 
the world were created by God out of nothing and usually in the way described in 
Genesis</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103218 31666 608 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:52:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/6103196" target=_blank>#606</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A form of child abuse. You wanna round them up throw them in jail?</P> 
<P>I hope a lot of people are reading this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right. Teaching pseudo-scientific nonsense to children that will 
stunt their intellectual growth, for fanatical religious reasons, is a form of 
child abuse.</P> 
<P>And no, I don't want to round them up and throw them in jail. You're getting 
more and more hysterical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103265 31666 611 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:06:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/6103257" target=_blank>#609</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't see anything hysterical about saying people teaching their children 
God created the world, is a threat to the country? and child 
abuse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exact quote, which is quite a bit different from your hysterical 
mischaracterization of it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not think it's OK to teach children that the Earth is 6,000 years old, 
and that people lived at the same time as dinosaurs -- which is what many 
creationists believe. Indoctrinating children in these atavistic beliefs is a 
form of child abuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103287 31666 613 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:14:45pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103310 31666 616 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:20:18pm  
 
<P>There's no point to discussing this with you -- you insist on distorting 
everything I write, and making irrational accusations that are just 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06096989 31669 48 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:57:37am  
 
<P>I can't believe I'm still getting emails telling me to link to stories about 
9/11 Truther Philip Berg's 'birth certificate' lawsuit.</P> 
<P>What do I have to do to get the message out that this kind of stuff is 
damaging the GOP, and I don't support it? How many times do I have to post about 
this?</P> 



<P>Do I sound frustrated? I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06097200 31669 220 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 10:28:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/6097074" target=_blank>#116</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Precisely. He's slinging crap, and Savage couldn't care less that he's 
associating with a nutjob.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just Michael Savage. A lot of so-called "conservatives" are really 
going off the rails on this one.</P> 
<P>Check out this thread at Lucianne.com, where you can find 57 flavors of 
crazy. Not a single person is bothered by the fact that Berg is a lunatic 9/11 
Truther.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lucianne.com/threads2.asp?artnum=431951" 
target=_blank>www.lucianne.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06097282 31670 9 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 10:38:10am  
 
<P>I wonder if the ballots will have Obama's middle name on 
them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06098654 31673 165 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 1:38:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6098493" target=_blank>#49</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy crap. I just assumed the link was to ABC News. Silly me - ABC would 
never allow dissent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's published at ABC News too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Business/story?id=6099188&amp;page=1" 
target=_blank>abcnews.go.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Michael Malone is an LGF fan, by the way -- he emailed me about this 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099078 31674 128 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 2:57:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/6099030" target=_blank>#82</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From last thread, as a possible problem individual:</P> 
<P>Dunno if this is a good 'un with a careless keyboard, nor a bad 'un. But #369 
on the last thread was more than a bit out of line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one gets an instant ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099080 31674 130 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 2:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6099075" target=_blank>#125</A> 
MrSnuggles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we supposed to believe that the Dkos "Certificate of Live Birth" was 
legit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are. It was legitimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06099139 31674 184 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:06:43pm  
 
<P>Just got another angry email, responding to this post about angry emails:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you are saying that if I can find one evolution expert that is a 9/11 
Truther that you with stop talking about evolution.</P> 
<P>This is why I can't stand your site anymore. You control the opinions of 
those whom you disagree with. You used to be my very favorite blogger, now I 
nearly never check the site, and whenever I do all I see is the same crap.</P> 
<P>What's next? You'll tell your readers not to talk about Obama's travel to 
Pakistan on an Indonesian passport? Oh wait... 
Nevermind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099161 31674 204 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/6099152" target=_blank>#196</A> 
AuldTrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Berg is a bit like Joe the Plumber. The issue isn't Joe - or Berg. The issue 
is Obama. The citizenship issue simply hasn't been <STRONG>officially</STRONG> 
resolved - and that's actually a little strange. The Campaign is being sued now 
- wouldn't it make sense for the campaign to simply pony up the documents?</P> 
<P>But, instead, they're spending <STRONG>a lot</STRONG> of money pursuing 
motions-to-dismiss, etc (that's an approach that promises appeals, etc.). OK, 
there's an argument to be made they're jerking someone's chain just for ... 
well, I don't know ... who's chain <STRONG>is it</STRONG> they're jerking and 
why?</P> 
<P>If I was a defendant in litigation (especially litigation that's popping up 
in a number of places now), and I had a slam-dunk winning position, I'd save the 
money and get on with other things - Where's the beef, Barry?</P> 
<P>That's all ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama campaign is swimming in money right now. The costs of this silly 
trial are chump change to them.</P> 
<P>If I were advising them, I'd tell them to just keep doing what they're doing. 
Their enemies are discrediting themselves -- why should the Obama campaign stop 
them by releasing any more information?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099169 31674 212 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6099115" target=_blank>#160</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure I'll get slapped for this, but just because someone is lunatic 
enough to be a Troofer, it doesn't automatically invalidate them on a 
completetly different subject. Does it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, as a matter of fact, it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099200 31674 239 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:17:51pm  
 
<P>I've now posted three times that I don't want this stuff at LGF. What part of 
that is unclear?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099218 31674 256 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:22:11pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/6099206" target=_blank>#245</A> Soona'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, now that I've had time to think about it some, Savage can have 
these loonies on his show. If somehow someone believes this Berg fellow and 
would otherwise have voted for the O, but would now vote for McCain instead, 
then is there any harm?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there is harm, a lot of it. It's damaging the McCain cause by making his 
supporters look like kooks and wackos. And no one who would have voted for Obama 
is ever going to change their mind based on this crap.</P> 
<P>There's no upside to this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099257 31674 292 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:34:39pm  
 
<P>NOTICE!</P> 
<P>At about 6pm Pacific, we're going to be offline for a short time for some 
database maintenance. Shouldn't take more than 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099259 31674 294 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:35:25pm  
 
<P>In preparation for this maintenance, the LGF search feature is temporarily 
disabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099281 31674 311 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:41:37pm  
 
<P>Last night someone commented that they had called the Savage show while Berg 
was on -- and the screener hung up on them as soon as they mentioned Berg's 
Trooferism.</P> 
<P>They knew about it, and chose not to mention it. That's just as dishonest as 
anything Keith Olbermann has ever done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099331 31674 353 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 3:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/6099318" target=_blank>#343</A> 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happy Weekend Lizards! Newsmax has this as a headline story with a nice 
picture of Barry having an Obamanition.</P> 
<P>Didn't Jerome Corsi display some <A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/08/15/video-jerome-corsi-truther/" 
target=_blank>trutherisms</A> ? I still appreciate his work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corsi not only is a Troofer, he has also appeared several times on the 
notorious white supremacist radio show Political Cesspool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099386 31674 371 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 4:11:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6099342" target=_blank>#359</A> 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't know that. Thanks Charles. Is any of his work 
credible?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The white supremacist association is a big-time deal breaker for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100788 31674 423 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 8:27:13pm  
 
<P>I've issued enough warnings. People who insist on promoting this garbage will 
lose their accounts, as I posted very publicly yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101095 31674 426 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:15:51pm  
 
<P>The person who posted comment #422 (now deleted) registered with a temporary 
email address, which is against the rules, in November of last year. And this 
was its only comment.</P> 
<P>There is a deliberate disinformation campaign going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101214 31674 429 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:33:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/6101103" target=_blank>#427</A> 
exDemocrat</EM></P> 
<P>Please. STOP THIS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101222 31674 430 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:34:51pm  
 
<P>In fact, I've now posted three times that I don't want this stuff at LGF and 
people continue to post it.</P> 
<P>Accounts are being blocked. I warned you. In no uncertain 
terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102364 31674 439 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:13:48am  
 
<P>How many times do I have to post this:</P> 
<P>The Obama campaign is being smart by not releasing the certified birth 
certificate. The idiots who continue to promote this crap are discrediting 
themselves, and why would the Obama campaign want to stop them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099370 31675 25 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 4:08:39pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blog.wired.com/underwire/2008/10/takei-takes-a-s.html" 
target=_blank>Sulu responds</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099647 31676 48 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 4:54:40pm  
 
<P>Someone emailed this link to me. It's a bit disturbing. It's Sarah Palin with 
Brian Williams, refusing to call abortion clinic bombers "terrorists." She ducks 
the question twice.</P> 
<P>I've been defending Palin against claims that she wants to teach creationism. 
But what's up with this?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:



'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/2hu1NeI4M1k&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099682 31676 65 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:02:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/6099673" target=_blank>#60</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did she go on to say? They cut it off.</P> 
<P>Perhaps she was trying to mark a difference between "terrorism" and "criminal 
behavior". But I for one can't tell from that clip - it sounded to me like they 
cut her off before she finished the sentence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if that's right -- bombing an abortion clinic is absolutely the textbook 
definition of terrorism. It's a political act intended to terrorize doctors into 
refusing to perform abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099687 31676 70 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:03:47pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly is about to talk about the Palin thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099716 31676 87 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:08:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6099694" target=_blank>#74</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abortion clinic bombing is vile and despicable and designed to intimidate. Is 
it the same thing as jihadis bombing complete innocents?</P> 
<P>For that to be true, abortion clinic bombers would have to bomb people who 
are doing absolutely nothing wrong. I submit that abortionists are doing 
something wrong. That does not in any way excuse their murderers (please read 
that twice), but it should make someone pause before making any quick 
equivalence of terms between the two groups.</P> 
<P>Abortionists are killers. That is beyond dispute. The victims of terrorist 
bombings are not killers. Therefore, there is a difference. That does not excuse 
abortion clinic bombers, but it should make our use of terms pretty careful. 
Perhaps this carefulness is what Palin had in mind.</P> 
<P>Sorry for going out on a limb here, but Charles asked at a very sensitive 
time, politically speaking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly disagree more with this kind of equivocation. People who 
perform abortions are doctors, not killers, and they have a right to expect that 
someone is not going to bomb their clinic for performing a LEGAL 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099729 31676 95 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:09:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/6099719" target=_blank>#88</A> snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's terrorism. Tell you what though, if I am to suspend belief of birth cert 
stories about Obama because they could be bogus , I will give the same treatment 
to YouTube videos that could be edited to cherry pick and distort by someone 
with an agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can believe whatever you want to believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06099750 31676 106 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:13:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6099691" target=_blank>#72</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although I DO NOT support bombing abortion clinics and completely agree that 
those who do are criminals and murderers, from a strictly literal point of view 
I have to agree that they are not terrorists. Their targets are specific to the 
sin/crime the see being committed; those who work for these clinics are, 
according to this "logic," not innocent because they choose to take part in the 
procedures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that you just made the exact same argument that jihadis make, 
to excuse their acts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099763 31676 116 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:14:53pm  
 
<P>Mohammed Atta drove that plane into the WTC for exactly the same reason. He 
saw the people in it as sinners, who were not innocent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099768 31676 119 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6099753" target=_blank>#109</A> Sol Roth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are we in the election cycle? Brian Williams <EM>is</EM> NBC! You 
called the end of the Media, well here it freakin' is.</P> 
<P>Jesus Charles, it's Daily Kos. Don't you think they can de-seam video clips? 
Have you located the source?</P> 
<P><STRONG>THIS IS COMMIE PROPAGANDA! YOU PEOPLE WANT TO SEE IT IN ACTION, WELL 
HERE IT IS!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video is not edited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099787 31676 131 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6099776" target=_blank>#125</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it exact? The people in the WTC were not shooting guns at Muslims and 
killing them, which is what would have to happen for the analogy to be 
exact.</P> 
<P>But you know, I agree that abortion clinic bombers <I>are</I> terrorists, and 
GOTC, I think you should agree to this. Just not in the same way that jihadis 
are terrorists. There is a difference there, but Charles is right to be vexed 
about splitting hairs.</P> 
<P>Palin should unequivocally condemn them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And doctors in abortion clinics are not harming the fundamentalist nutbags 
who would bomb them either. Sorry, but I see this as <EM>exactly</EM> the same 
situation. The jihadis will tell you that every single American, by paying 
taxes, is supporting the murder of Muslims -- and therefore, they're not 
innocent and can be killed.</P> 
<P>Where's the difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099798 31676 141 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:22:28pm  



 
<P>Here's the full video. It's not out of context, and it's not edited.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21134540/vp/27328627#27347418" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099940 31676 260 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:52:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6099829" target=_blank>#165</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying is that Palin can be excused for pausing at this. A jihadist is 
utterly indiscriminate. Is it exactly the same with the abortionist 
bomber?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I disagree. A jihadist is definitely NOT utterly indiscriminate. Their 
jihad is against infidels; but sometimes fellow Muslims die too.</P> 
<P>It's no more or less directed than an abortion clinic bomber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06099963 31676 275 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 5:55:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/6099943" target=_blank>#263</A> yah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well at least Palin didn't say that the answer was above her pay grade. Jesh 
- give me/her a break.The only decent thing I've seen Obama do this whole 
election cycle is to go see his dying Grandma. Everybody has to nick pick every 
single word Palin says. You see everybody attacking her so it just seems normal 
to attack her too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When was the last time you saw me jumping on a bandwagon and attacking 
someone just because everyone else is?</P> 
<P>What's that, you say? Never?</P> 
<P>Believe it or not, I was genuinely disturbed by her answers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100037 31676 301 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6100018" target=_blank>#299</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't think she condones abortion clinic bombings, do you? She clearly 
stated it was unacceptabe. She just ducked the question as to whether it was 
terrorism and went back to Ayers.</P> 
<P>/I saw it more as just trying to cling to the Ayers talking point and not get 
dragged off on tangents by Williams, who was <EM>clearly</EM> fishing for 
negative soundbites</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, you could see it that way, and of course I don't think she approves of 
abortion clinic bombings.</P> 
<P>But you could also see it like this: she didn't want to offend a certain 
section of her base, who are not really sure it's all that wrong to bomb 
abortion clinics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100074 31676 308 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:28:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/6100054" target=_blank>#304</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I see your point and that's almost surely why Williams brought it up. But it 
is a relevant question in 2008?</P> 
<P>/I can't remember any abortion clinic bombings occurring within about the 
last two decades, do you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether there are any bombings recently or not, the point 
stands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100326 31676 336 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 7:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/6100224" target=_blank>#323</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's quite a leap, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I'm seeing some of that attitude in this very thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100733 31676 357 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 8:15:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/6100588" target=_blank>#352</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree completely, Wolfie. Williams was asking her if she regretted calling 
Ayers a terrorist. Williams trying to make the point that bombing American 
institutions is the moral equivalent of bombing an abortion clinic really has 
nothing to do with the fact that the possible leader of the free world, BHO, 
was/is buddies with the unrepentant Ayers who is "free as a bird and guilty as 
hell," and teaching at a respected institution of higher learning."</P> 
<P>That was Sarah's point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look. I've been defending Palin very publicly on things like her creationism 
stance. I don't like saying this, but she really blew this question.</P> 
<P>It's a complete no-brainer to say, "Yes, abortion clinic bombings are 
terrorism."</P> 
<P>The fact that she refused to say that is not something to be defended. It's a 
political calculation on her part, and she calculated wrong. She chose appeasing 
the fundamentalists over simple decency.</P> 
<P>And I don't like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102370 31676 371 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:17:17am  
 
<P>I'm not convinced by any of the arguments people have made in this thread. 
This is a very simple matter to me -- if someone asks you if abortion clinic 
bombers should be considered "terrorists," the answer is "Yes."</P> 
<P>Not: "well, you know Bill Ayers is a terrorist."</P> 
<P>She dodged the question.</P> 
<P>And if you read through this thread, you WILL find some people who seem to 
think it might not be so bad to bomb abortion clinics. Those are the people she 
was pandering to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100023 31677 36 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:16:59pm  
 
<P>Whew. Glad that went OK.</P> 
<P>I didn't want to tell you guys, but there was a chance that we might create a 
hole in the space time continuum during this "maintenance."</P> 
<P>Everything's fine, though. Nothing to wxleebeie about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06100065 31677 69 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:25:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/6100031" target=_blank>#42</A> yah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great Find!I have been saying this for months and everyone thinks I am some 
kind of nut case - Obama said he wants a national militia at least as large as 
our military. What do you think he wants that for? I'll go see if I can find a 
link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We covered that in July:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30579_The_Obama_Youth" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100092 31677 88 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:30:44pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.thepeacealliance.org/" target=_blank>The Department of 
Peace.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100098 31677 91 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 6:31:47pm  
 
<P>Notice: the Department of Peace website is very active.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100512 31678 56 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 7:45:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6100467" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A man traveling across a field encountered a tiger. He fled, the tiger after 
him. Coming to a precipice, he caught hold of the root of a wild vine and swung 
himself down over the edge. The tiger sniffed at him from above. Trembling, the 
man looked down to where, far below, another tiger was waiting to eat him. Only 
the vine sustained him. Two mice, one white and one black, little by little 
started to gnaw away the vine. The man saw a luscious strawberry near him. 
Grasping the vine with one hand, he plucked the strawberry with the other. How 
sweet it tasted!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100696 31678 203 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 8:10:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081025/ap_on_re_us/dragging_death" 
target=_blank>Here we go again.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06100813 31678 309 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 8:31:40pm  
 
<P>Despite numerous posts spelling out my feelings on the 'birth certificate' 
garbage, there are still people who come into LGF and try to promote it.</P> 
<P>Another account has been blocked in the last thread on this subject. I was 
not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101123 31679 102 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:19:41pm  



 
<P>By the way, a person who posted the Obama 'birth certificate' garbage in the 
last thread on this issue, and was banned, registered in November of last year 
with a throwaway email account (which is against the registration rules) -- and 
that was its only comment in an entire year.</P> 
<P>This smells extremely fishy. There is deliberate disinformation going on 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101161 31679 129 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:24:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6101130" target=_blank>#107</A> 
hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is a throwaway email account?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a site that provides throwaway email addresses:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mailinator.com" target=_blank 
?>mailinator.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They are email accounts that are used only once to register at web sites, 
then thrown away, to avoid being tracked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101189 31679 151 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:29:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/6101179" target=_blank>#142</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - can and do you routinely check on newbiew who want to register with 
e-mail accounts provided by that site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't register with an email address from that site. It's on a list with 
about 200 other throwaway email sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101205 31679 163 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/6101195" target=_blank>#156</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same bs that got corsi deported from Kenya for his fact finding mission. 
This guy is dangerous and raising all sorts of red flags. Stupid lefites 
glamorize dictators and don't have a clue whats in store when it happens since 
they are in dreamland.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corsi is not someone you want to be defending. He has appeared three times on 
the white supremacist radio show Political Cesspool, and is a 9/11 Truther 
(although he's now trying to deny that).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101235 31679 185 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:36:32pm  
 
<P>I don't freaking believe what's going on in the last thread telling people 
not to post 'birth certificate' crap here.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06101352 31679 287 Charles Fri, Oct 24, 2008 9:55:29pm  
 
<P>Ohio Attorney General Nancy H. Rogers is a Democrat, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06102376 31679 1209 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:20:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1177/6102338" target=_blank>#1177</A> 3 wood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes I saw it. I noticed that the terrorist buddy of B Hussein Obama did not 
have anything to say when approached on the street. He turned tail and ran 
inside his house like the coward he truly is.</P> 
<P>Not a man of his convictions, is he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not talking because he wants Obama to be elected, and he knows if he 
mouths off he might hurt Obama's chances. I would not be surprised if the Obama 
campaign has specifically instructed him to not say a word to the 
press.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102454 31680 17 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:46:28am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCXqKEs68Xk" 
target=_blank>Ugh.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102495 31680 51 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:56:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6102486" target=_blank>#43</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fruit fly research has helped autism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mikestanton.wordpress.com/2007/09/06/of-mice-and-men-and-
autistic-fruit-flies/" target=_blank>Yes, it really has.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102499 31680 55 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6102489" target=_blank>#46</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, "UGH" to what? Palin's speech or fruit fly research?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comment about fruit fly research was disturbingly 
ignorant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102535 31680 85 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:08:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/6102526" target=_blank>#77</A> Cast Iron 
Magnolia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh-oh. I down-dinged Charles, and tried to respond to his comment about 
Palin, and now my comments are coming up blank!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you down-dinged my comment, but Palin's statement about fruit fly 
research WAS ignorant and wrong, whether you like me saying it or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102558 31680 107 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:12:30am  
 
<P>Fruit fly research and autism: <A 
href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2007/09/070905123832.htm" 
target=_blank>Specific Brain Protein Required For Nerve Cell Connections To Form 
And Function</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06102627 31680 170 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:29:00am  
 
<P>Michelle Obama was not even staying at the Waldorf.</P> 
<P>I don't believe how much of this disinformation is being pushed out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102633 31680 175 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:29:43am  
 
<P>Uh, your comments don't disappear because you disagree with me. They 
disappear because you mess up the HTML tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102637 31680 179 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:31:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6102616" target=_blank>#159</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although I dislike baseless criticism of Sarah Palin, I do not consider her 
to be above criticism or disagreement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no intention of being such a blind partisan that I can't see when our 
own side is doing or saying the wrong things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102847 31680 324 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 10:14:11am  
 
<P>I updinged eclectic infidel, not because I agree with everything he (or she) 
said, but because I really don't like this reflexive "stone the unfaithful 
monkey" thing that goes on when someone expresses doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06102977 31680 348 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 10:51:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6102938" target=_blank>#345</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without Palin on the ticket McCain would be history. Like her or hate her - 
she has revitalized the right.</P> 
<P>And yes, I do think much of the criticism leveled against her is unfair, and 
in most cases downright insulting. But by all means - continue to point out her 
flaws.</P> 
<P>Criticizing Obama's failed policies next year will be fun!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The election does not hinge on whether Sarah Palin is criticized in the 
comments at LGF. You may have noticed that I have not posted front page articles 
on either her ignorant statement on scientific research, or her refusal to 
clearly denounce abortion clinic bombers.</P> 
<P>But I don't like those statements one bit, I won't be bulllied into stifling 
my opinions, and I'm still planning to vote for John McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103032 31680 354 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:09:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/6103019" target=_blank>#350</A> Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The abortion clinic question of course is a red herring. When was the last 
abortion clinic bombing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Who cares when the last abortion clinic bombing was? When someone asks you if 
bombing an abortion clinic is terrorism, the answer is "Yes."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again on the scientific research.. it is not a government function to supply 
funding to every research grant presented to congress. Much of the research is 
funded by political pressure and not common sense anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying that the government shouldn't fund research into a cure for 
autism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103076 31680 363 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:20:42am  
 
<P>The fact is that government-funded scientific research in the United States 
has been on a serious decline for years. Far from being a huge money sink, it's 
now in a terrible, shabby state, and America's lead in science and technology 
has disappeared. Countries like India and China are going to the moon, and we're 
being left behind with the creationists.</P> 
<P>Did you know that the Bell Labs building, where modern telecommunications was 
invented from scratch, and which used to be a center of Nobel-prize winning 
research, has been closed because of the lack of federal funding? It's a tragedy 
and a national disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103200 31680 372 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 11:46:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/6103147" target=_blank>#368</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I downdinged this because I think Charles should've said "the comment was 
<B>embarrassingly</B> ignorant," or something like that. What I mean is, we 
shouldn't be <STRONG>disturbed</STRONG> to find out that Palin or ANY of the 
other three candidates in this election is ignorant of the importance of fruit 
flies, because MOST people who aren't biology geeks are probably unaware of how 
incredibly important fruit flies have been in genetics research. And being a 
biology geek is not part of the job description for VP or POTUS.</P> 
<P>It is, however, embarrassing, since Palin's detractors will jump all over 
this as proof of how stupid she is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's disturbing because she bashed scientific research just to score some 
populist points. "Fruit flies in France!" Yuk yuk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103336 31682 128 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:26:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6103314" target=_blank>#109</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal no longer has national viability. He screwed the pooch when he 
revealed that he attended an exorcism. The media would maul 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He not only attended an exorcism, he actually claimed that it cured the woman 
of cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103386 31682 163 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:38:20pm  
 
<P>And Jindal doesn't just talk about supporting creationism, by the way -- he 
signed into law a stealth creationist bill promoted by the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06103435 31682 202 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 12:53:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/6103407" target=_blank>#181</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You pay more attention to this stuff than I do. Has anything more come of 
this hat you're aware of?</P> 
<P>/and <EM>believe me</EM>, I <EM>do not</EM> want to pick a fight over this, I 
just haven't heard anything either way</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is coordinating the effort in Texas to get their 
standards degraded to allow teaching of creationism, specifically the bogus 
textbook <EM>Explore Evolution</EM>. The La. bill will allow that textbook to be 
introduced into science classes. It's a multi-state effort, and it isn't just 
happening in Louisiana and Texas -- there are efforts underway in several other 
states as well.</P> 
<P>The latest news on the Louisiana creationist effort:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lasciencecoalition.org/2008/10/18/message-to-
louisiana-school-districts/" 
target=_blank>lasciencecoalition.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06103801 31683 205 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 2:24:51pm  
 
<P>Another Paulian surfaces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105749 31683 234 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:03:52pm  
 
<P>Some more Paulians surface.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06107888 31683 239 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 9:34:26am  
 
<P>Because Ron Paul is a racist and a kook, that's why. It's been exhaustively 
documented at LGF.</P> 
<P>But don't let that stop you from sticking up for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104041 31686 14 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:12:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6104030" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bwahahaha! They have a rock and think it's a brain!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it's an <EM>irreducibly complex</EM> rock!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104052 31686 20 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:14:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6104023" target=_blank>#5</A> Outrider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my. Is she a real doctor or does she have a Doctorate in 
Stupid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's a "neuro anatomy professor" at Oral Roberts University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06104106 31686 60 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:22:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6104089" target=_blank>#47</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Semi OT: <A href="http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg20026793.000-
creationists-declare-war-over-the-brain.html?DCMP=ILC-
hmts&amp;nsref=news1_head_mg20026793.000" target=_blank>Creationists declare war 
over the brain</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did you know I was reading that article? Seems like a perfect one for an 
update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104139 31686 84 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:29:28pm  
 
<P>Good thing there weren't any petrified zombies at that 
conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104145 31686 90 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6104140" target=_blank>#85</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmmm, they could have at least run the spellchecker before publishing this 
farfetched stuff. The scan comparisons are an outright embarrassment.I note by 
the way that neither AiG nor ICR endorses this claim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they just endorse all sorts of other ludicrous claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104169 31686 107 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:35:37pm  
 
<P>Someone should see if the Obama web site will accept a donation from 
"Petrified H. Brain."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104250 31686 181 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 3:56:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/6104243" target=_blank>#175</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<P>Still looking for those martyr points, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104295 31686 223 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:12:10pm  
 
<P>I'm not ashamed at all to say that I have no respect for the ideology of 
creationism. And if you teach your children that the Earth is only 6,000 years 
old, and dinosaurs were around at the same time as people, and that scientists 
are evil atheistic monsters trying to destroy your religion -- yes, I do indeed 
consider that a form of child abuse. You're taking a young mind and 
indoctrinating it to reject science in favor of fanaticism, and that's simply 
wrong.</P> 
<P>You have a right to choose to believe in this hooey, and I respect that 
right. I don't respect the hooey itself, though, and I really don't respect 
people who corrupt childrens' minds with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06104301 31686 229 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6104292" target=_blank>#220</A> drmark</EM></P> 
<P>Oooh. Deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104308 31686 235 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:16:23pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. The creationists are pissed off at me again. The hate mail's coming 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104333 31686 260 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:21:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>Here's the latest:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your obsession in this debate has overshadowed the wonderful work you have 
done in exposing the dangers of Islamic fundamentalism.</P> 
<P>I don't think you're trying to change any minds--only strut your views as 
intellectually superior to those who have shared your concern and desire to 
discuss and expose those who pose a very real threat to western freedoms.</P> 
<P>I can get this kind of single-minded obsession at Andrew Sullivan's.</P> 
<P>Bookmark deleted. For good.</P> 
<P>Get well soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Single-minded obsession." There are about 3 dozen posts right now on the 
front page, and two are about creationism.</P> 
<P>One-track mind, that's me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104355 31686 279 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:26:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/6104347" target=_blank>#273</A> capefear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You always feel the need to expand a little bit on what it is your attacking 
don't you. Throw in the dinosaurs with people bit, as if most creationists 
believe that. Make sure you get the 6000 years in, now I see we've added "evil 
atheistic monsters", no Charles you just hate the idea of people who believe in 
creator and teach it to their kids, and one day maybe you'll admit that to these 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now can you tell me what I had for breakfast?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104385 31686 309 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:33:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/6104378" target=_blank>#302</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey all y'all - just a drive by post sorta, but I posted this earlier this 
past week and don't know if <STRONG>Charles</STRONG> saw it or not.Down here in 
North Carolina, Ben Stein is publicizing the hell out of "Expelled" with very 
misleading ads - some I suppose as "trailers" from the film. First one shows him 
asking an "Old Fuddy Duddy" professor who just said something about Evolution 
"But Professor, how did Life Begin?" Next scene (in the ad at least) shows stein 
and a young student sitting on a bench outside the Principal's office and the 
kid asks Ben "Why are you here [at the Principal's Office] and Ben says "I asked 



a question." fade to black.I don't hate Ben, but I hope that film doesn't go 
anywhere at the box office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's already flopped at the box office. Now they're trying to get some more 
suckers to buy the DVD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104417 31686 340 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:43:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/6104406" target=_blank>#329</A> 
middlecon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing I don't get is anyone who somehow allies the thoughts of 
Creationism with Democrats/Obama. Sure the 2 things are goofy but any rational 
person has to admit that the political idealogy of anyone who actually believes 
creationism is most likely from people on the 'religious right'.</P> 
<P>Just a pet peeve of mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I certainly haven't done that. I think it's pretty obvious that the 
creationism hooey is almost exclusively coming from the fanatical religious 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104425 31686 347 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:45:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/6104412" target=_blank>#335</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.zwire.com/site/news.cfm?newsid=20177059&amp;BRD=1160&amp;PAG=46
1&amp;dept_id=190958&amp;rfi=6" target=_blank>Why democrats sometimes get 
elected in purely red states. Read it and weep</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll see that sad story and raise you:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://winfieldcourier.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&amp;SubSectionID=1&amp;Art
icleID=26887&amp;TM=10968.51" 
target=_blank>winfieldcourier.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104433 31686 354 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:47:05pm  
 
<P>This idiot was actually on the Kansas <EM>State Board of Education</EM>: <A 
href="http://winfieldcourier.com/main.asp?SectionID=1&amp;SubSectionID=1&amp;Art
icleID=26887&amp;TM=10968.51" target=_blank>Abrams looking to bring State BOE 
experience to the Senate</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abrams calls himself a "young Earth creationist," according to the Religion 
News Service. The science standards he backed in 1999 raised questions about the 
theory of evolution and left room for alternative theories on the origin of man, 
including creationism based on the Bible's book of Genesis, to be taught.</P> 
<P>Abrams insists, however, that he never said creationism should be taught.</P> 
<P>Working with a creationist group based in Missouri, Abrams helped develop and 
then submitted to the board their alternative proposal for science standards, a 
version of which passed after the 1998 elections brought a supportive majority 
to the board.</P> 
<P>The story is told in "Kansas Tornado," a booklet published in 1999 by the 
Institute for Creation Research.</P> 
<P>Gov. Bill Graves, a Republican, strongly opposed the new standards.</P> 
<P>Abrams had set out in 1998 to defeat Graves in the GOP primary, but he 
dropped out after David Miller, the eventual nominee, entered the race. Graves 



handily defeated Miller, an early leader of the still-active conservative 
Republican Assembly.</P> 
<P>Abrams served as chairman of the state Republican Party for a short period 
after conservatives took control in 1998.</P> 
<P>Although trained in science, Abrams told the Religion News Service he 
believed God created the Earth in six 24-hour days less than 10,000 years ago. 
"At some point in time, if you compare evolution and the Bible, you have to 
decide which one you believe; that's the bottom line," Abrams said in 2005, 
according to the Kansas City Star.</P> 
<P>One has to take Genesis on faith, Abrams said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104434 31686 355 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 4:48:06pm  
 
<P>Chairman of the state Republican Party.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104534 31686 438 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6104529" target=_blank>#435</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is an easier target. Spiritual growth is tough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on ... I'm not <EM>that</EM> easy of a target. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104568 31686 468 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:28:34pm  
 
<P>By the way, teaching creationism in schools is a plank of the Alaskan GOP <A 
href="http://www.alaskarepublicans.com/PartyPlatform.aspx" target=_blank>Party 
Platform</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We support teaching various models and theories for the origins of life and 
our universe, including Creation Science or Intelligent Design. If evolution 
outside a species (macro-evolution) is taught, evidence disputing the theory 
should also be presented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104605 31686 499 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:34:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/6104539" target=_blank>#443</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The case of ID v ID:[Link: <A 
href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/10/the-case-of-id.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Good summary of ID and the opinions of leaders in the ID 
movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cognitive dissonance on display in that post at Panda's Thumb is a 
perfect example of what happens when your entire enterprise is based on lies. 
The people who are supposed to be representing you will find it hard to keep all 
the lies straight. Discovery Institute shills are always doing this -- 
inadvertently revealing the truth of what they're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104636 31686 527 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:41:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/6104605" target=_blank>#499</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cognitive dissonance on display in that post at Panda's Thumb is a 
perfect example of what happens when your entire enterprise is based on lies. 
The people who are supposed to be representing you will find it hard to keep all 
the lies straight. Discovery Institute shills are always doing this -- 
inadvertently revealing the truth of what they're doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example -- one of the Discovery Institute's main falsehoods is that 
they're promoting something that has nothing to do with religion. But if you go 
through their web site, there are so many articles condemning "atheists" that it 
renders this claim utterly ludicrous. They recently published an attack on me, 
and included an email from some random idiot who claimed I was a "hidden 
atheist" trying to corrupt people's minds and tempt them away from religion.</P> 
<P>Right. Not connected to religion. Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104652 31686 541 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:44:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/6104642" target=_blank>#533</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an interesting admission from Philip Johnson:"I also don’t think that 
there is really a theory of intelligent design at the present time to propose as 
a comparable alternative to the Darwinian theory, which is, whatever errors it 
might contain, a fully worked out scheme. There is no intelligent design theory 
that’s comparable. Working out a positive theory is the job of the scientific 
people that we have affiliated with the movement. Some of them are quite 
convinced that it’s doable, but that’s for them to prove…<STRONG>No product is 
ready for competition in the educational world."</STRONG></P> 
<P>Yet they continue to push into schools, with no 'product.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. This is why I call them the Dishonesty Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104664 31686 552 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:45:33pm  
 
<P>But they do think they have a product now -- it's why they're pushing so hard 
in Texas. The product is this deceptive "textbook:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.exploreevolution.com/" 
target=_blank>www.exploreevolution.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104724 31686 608 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 5:59:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/6104689" target=_blank>#575</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because their God is all-powerful, yet insecure -- kinda like Barbra 
Streisand before James Brolin came along.</P> 
<P><SUB>(© Homer Simpson)</SUB></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. But seriously -- and somewhat disconcertingly -- they do care what I 
have to say. They've attacked me twice now at their deceptive web site. They 
really didn't like having their ties to Islamist creationists exposed.</P> 
<P>All good Republicans are supposed to say "How high?" when the religious 
fanatics say "Jump!" I'm a bad Republican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104741 31686 624 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 6:02:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/6104729" target=_blank>#613</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought you were a former-Democrat-gone-GDI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's more accurate to say I'm a former apolitical person who has reluctantly 
become a Republican, because the Democrats stink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104751 31686 633 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 6:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/6104707" target=_blank>#592</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooops! Busted!</P> 
<P>Charles, I'm an admitted member of said party. As an individual who couldn't 
care less about the creationism issue one way or the other, does that mean you 
will, or will not, ban me from LGF? Are you making a specific point with this 
post, or is it just general FYI info?.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I didn't ban 'capefear' after she relentlessly smeared me and distorted my 
opinions, why would I ban you?</P> 
<P>That plank of the Alaskan platform is really bad, though. Maybe I should ban 
you just on general principles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06104778 31686 659 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 6:11:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/6104766" target=_blank>#648</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FYI, did you see capefear coming back in and apologizing to 
Sharmuta?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105124 31686 987 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:17:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/945/6105080" target=_blank>#945</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The night shift DI shills have arrived.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and then they departed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105149 31686 1012 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:23:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/905/6105037" target=_blank>#905</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well he did manage to get a "Nuke the pakistanis" comment in and post a pro-
obama video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the comments excreted by this creep have been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105172 31686 1033 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:29:07pm  
 
<P>"Creationism," by the way, is not a loose term. If it's misconstrued, it's 
almost always on purpose.</P> 
<P>The dictionary definition of <A href="http://mw1.m-
w.com/dictionary/creationism" target=_blank>creationism</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>a doctrine or theory holding that matter, the various forms of life, and the 
world were created by God out of nothing and usually in the way described in 
Genesis</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105249 31686 1093 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:44:35pm  
 
<P>I've noticed that the exact same people ding down every post about 
creationism:</P> 
<P>arizona9, DanThePainter, dcbatlle, GreenBear, kc8ukw, Zopheran</P> 
<P>Every single time, the same people. And none of them has the courage to post 
a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105295 31686 1103 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:51:47pm  
 
<P>I don't even really mind when they ding down these posts. If you add up all 
the ratings for the evolution posts, ignore the cumulative totals and just look 
at how many people clicked the rating buttons, these posts have gotten more 
ratings than the majority of LGF posts.</P> 
<P>They really hate it when I point that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108230 31686 1134 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:30:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1132/6107894" target=_blank>#1132</A> Richard 
Romano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>What about evolutionist hooey, such as the Haeckel embryonic sequencing 
fraud? What about Nebraska man? Java man? These were reported as facts until 
disproven years later by scientists who performed real science, not foisting 
ideology onto the evidence. Some of these clear frauds still appear in 
textbooks! How's that for science!?!</P> 
<P>What most upsetting is your reductive attitude to creationist work -- such 
as, "Irreducibly complex" as if it were a metonym for all creationist material. 
It's not, it's a derisive attitude that strikes me as ignorant, even childish, 
but definitely not informed.</P> 
<P>Honestly, I don't think you ever read anything substantive from AIG or CMI -- 
many creation scientists have contributed to scientific breakthroughs (Joseph 
Lister, for example), and the ridiculous claim that it's child abuse to teach 
creationism is the stuff of emotional leftists, not a conservative 
blogger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You guys really need some new material. All of that stuff is long-debunked. 
Nebraska Man and Java Man are stories from the turn of the last century.</P> 
<P>As for reading something "substantive" from Answers in Genesis, you're 
kidding, right?</P> 
<P>Never mind, I know you aren't. Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108249 31686 1135 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:33:41am  
 
<P>"Nebraska Man" was a hoax from 1922, for Pete's sake:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/a_nebraska.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>And "Java Man" is not even a hoax at all -- it's a genuine find that 
creationists love to distort and whine about:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/a_java.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108358 31686 1136 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:53:49am  
 
<P>The Haeckel drawings are a ridiculous canard that creationists love to bring 
up over and over and over, even though their claims are ludicrous and easily 
shown to be false:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2005/10/iconoclasts-of.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06110275 31686 1141 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 6:04:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1139/6109003" target=_blank>#1139</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truth is , both sides ofthe argument have been, shall we say "over-zealous " 
, creationists perhaps more often , and more ludicrous .</P> 
<P>So much so , that intelligent design , the new 'code-word ' for creationists 
to use , and also used against creationists , loses it's most basic import . A 
superior being or entity as a First Cause . To say that , simply should not 
imply a rhetoric by either side , for it is simply an argument between 
randomness and purpose . Unfortunately that argument is usually extrapolated ,to 
one of theism against atheism .I see no conflict between the notion of 
intelligent design , minus all the spin and connotations [ from either side of 
the argument ] and evolution .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is a fraud, promoted by one of the most dishonest 
organizations in America, the Discovery Institute, in order to sneak around the 
Constitution's Establishment Clause and force their religious fanatic agenda 
into US science classes. It's creationism in a new dress, a trick and a 
deception, and that was proven beyond any doubt in the Dover case.</P> 
<P>See:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District" 
target=_blank>Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06113843 31686 1152 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:33:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1151/6113159" target=_blank>#1151</A> 
capefear</EM></P> 
<P>I've had enough of you smearing and distorting my words. You're not welcome 
to post comments at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105263 31687 22 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:46:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6105252" target=_blank>#17</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard to tell from the article if the decision to go to Invesco field for the 
last night cost a total of $5.3 million or if that was just the line item for 
construction and lighting.It's a lot to spend on a stage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They moved to Invesco at the last minute, and probably paid a premium price 
as a result. All to create the impression that Obama was like unto a 
God.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06105269 31687 27 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:47:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6105251" target=_blank>#16</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget Michelle's little $447 lobster, champagne and caviar 
snack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's another phony story. She never even stayed at the 
Waldorf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105296 31687 51 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 7:53:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6105285" target=_blank>#41</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How in the world did they manage to run up the bill to 5 million? I'm pretty 
sure you can get some nice architectural grade faux columns for around $500 a 
piece.</P> 
<P>Someone made out in this deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Contractors in Denver saw the Obama campaign coming, and soaked them for 
every penny they could get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105350 31687 96 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:01:57pm  
 
<P>Obama is buying this election, folks. And America seems willing to 
sell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105379 31687 123 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:05:52pm  
 
<P>John McCain's campaign finance reform law has really come back and bitten him 
on the ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105588 31688 91 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 8:39:42pm  
 
<P>The bottom line: the LA Times themselves said they had a copy of the tape, 
before Obama was the Democratic candidate.</P> 
<P>The story is true. They are hiding it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105886 31688 347 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/6105850" target=_blank>#317</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's this vid, with one pic of the event, you can see Said</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsfCx-Ic-_o" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I have long suspected Ali Abunimah of being behind some of the 
anti-LGF web sites out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06105912 31688 371 Charles Sat, Oct 25, 2008 9:38:23pm  
 



<P>I updated with the Campus Watch article, which originated at the New York 
Sun.</P> 
<P>This stinks to high heaven. Ayers, Dorhn, Obama, Rashid Khalidi, and Ali 
Abunimah, all attended the same party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06107893 31690 32 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 9:36:07am  
 
<P>Please. For God's sake. This is an important story. Don't mess it up by 
posting nonsense.</P> 
<P>Thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108050 31690 103 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:02:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6108027" target=_blank>#94</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Are you sure that Ross was a founder of the Washington Institute? I thought 
that <A 
href="http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/templateC11.php?CID=21&amp;newActiveSub
Nav=Director%27s%20Message&amp;activeSubNavLink=templateC11.php%3FCID%3D21&amp;n
ewActiveNav=aboutUs" target=_blank>Robert Satloff</A> founded it. Satloff 
doesn't identify the other individuals who were involved.</P> 
<P>David</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - I wrote too fast. Ross is the director, not the founder. Thanks for 
pointing it out - I've corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108054 31690 105 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:03:36am  
 
<P>A deluge of ignorance and hatred from the kids at Fark.com (lots of hits 
coming from there this morning...):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3971665" 
target=_blank>forums.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108113 31691 120 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:11:47am  
 
<P>Amazingly, there are still some Ron Paulians posting at LGF. See the thread 
about the fake attack story...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108331 31691 304 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 10:48:05am  
 
<P>Folks, we need your help to push the LA Times coverup of the Khalidi story 
out there. Please take a few seconds and use the ShareThis button to spread it 
on social networking sites, and use the Yahoo Buzz button to promote it at 
Yahoo.</P> 
<P>One of the reasons why the left has pulled somewhat ahead in recent years is 
that they're using these tools constantly -- and some of them have the potential 
to reach millions of people.</P> 
<P>Conservatives, for some reason, are averse to using them -- but that's a 
self-defeating attitude. It's time to join the modern era and use these tools 
the same way the lefties are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06108743 31693 92 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 12:14:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/6108705" target=_blank>#60</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the difference is that this is a Pro-Obama reporter that has the tape, 
so we're pretty sure it exists. There's very little chance he will release it 
and there's very little chance the public would care if he did. Everybody knows 
he's a friend of Ayers, everybody knows he attended Wright's sermons. This stuff 
is expected from the left, they idolize leftist and Palestinian terrorists. 
That's why Che shirts are so popular. They've managed to mainstream 
radicalism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but we're more than "pretty sure" it exists. The LA Times said very 
explicitly that they had a copy of the tape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108750 31693 97 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 12:15:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6108685" target=_blank>#44</A> 
DeathtotheSwiss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This had better not be like the Michelle Obama tape...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LA Times said they have a copy of this tape. It exists.</P> 
<P>It's nothing like the Michelle Obama tape, which was an out and out hoax by 
Larry Johnson's crew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108904 31693 228 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 12:49:14pm  
 
<P>In September 2004, LA Times reporter Peter Wallsten tried his best to 
discredit bloggers who exposed Dan Rather’s fraudulent memos, insinuating that 
the whole thing was a Republican plot: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12689_Mainstream_Media_Gets_Their_
Smear_On" target=_blank>Mainstream Media Gets Their Smear 
On</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06108961 31693 281 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 1:01:36pm  
 
<P>Wallsten apparently lifted much of his article on Khalidi and Obama directly 
from Debbie Schlussel - with no credit:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/04/ripped_of_by_th.html" 
target=_blank>www.debbieschlussel.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109269 31693 335 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 2:08:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/6109100" target=_blank>#322</A> floater</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just called the LA Times and got through to an employee at the "City Desk" 
whose response to my question, "Does the LA Times have a tape of Obama with 
Khalidi?" was: "Not that I know of." I pressed a little and he said "as far as I 
know, the LA Times does not have this" adding a bit about how the LA Times would 
make money to put this kind of news out and would not hide a tape if it could 
make them some money.He observed that any blog could say anything about any 
subject, and I shouldn't believe all I see ...</P> 



<P>I think I'll call again a little later</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You got the runaround. The LA Times themselves said they had the tape; the 
quote is in the post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109031 31694 29 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 1:19:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6109009" target=_blank>#11</A> JBJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>This video is courtesy of "DJM", loyal lizard recently blocked by 
LGF.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is really not cool. You're DJM, using a second account to post that 
comment.</P> 
<P>And DJM was banned because he insisted on posting links to the bogus birth 
certificate story, after I warned at least three times that I was going to ban 
people who did that.</P> 
<P>I'll find another source for the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109140 31694 117 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 1:40:15pm  
 
<P>I'll never understand why people think the best response to being banned is 
to send me insulting, nasty emails. If posting at LGF is important to you, I'd 
think you'd want to apologize and try again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109176 31694 148 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 1:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6109140" target=_blank>#117</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll never understand why people think the best response to being banned is 
to send me insulting, nasty emails. If posting at LGF is important to you, I'd 
think you'd want to apologize and try again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example, "Know Your Enemy" was banned a few days ago for posting an 
insulting comment in a creationism thread. He emailed with an apology and asked 
for his account to be restored - and it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109249 31694 215 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 2:05:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6109237" target=_blank>#204</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a limit to how many posts the "My Favorites" function could 
hold?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109298 31695 4 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 2:16:02pm  
 
<P>For some reason, the link was bringing up the wrong video. It's fixed 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109522 31697 4 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 3:07:23pm  
 
<P>Karl Rove is on Fox, and he does not have good news for John McCain.</P> 



<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06109679 31697 117 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 3:44:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6109646" target=_blank>#90</A> Luigi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comcast has been locking me out of LGF all week...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Sounds like another "Speed Dial" problem. If you email me the IP 
address that's being blocked, I'll take it off the list. (Assuming that's the 
problem.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06110121 31698 29 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 5:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6110100" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin/Jindal '12!/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Augh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06110399 31699 120 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 6:24:59pm  
 
<P>I'm watching this Sean Hannity show, going through the reasons why we 
shouldn't vote for Obama (all lifted from blogs, without credit), and whoever 
thought it would be a good idea to put raucous anonymous rock music behind the 
whole thing is a real idiot.</P> 
<P>It gives an unserious feeling to the show.</P> 
<P>The mainstream media ... including Fox News ... simply 
stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06110439 31699 148 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 6:30:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/6110426" target=_blank>#139</A> Grandma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the media WANTED you to be informed, they’d inform you. But they have an 
agenda to only inform you about all the wondrous philosophy and grandiose 
platitudes that The One™ will bring to the masses. And those masses live among 
us. Some of them even get to be guests on Jerry Springer or Maury. My hope is 
that many of those masses will be so absorbed in their own dysfunction that 
they’ll forget to go and vote on 11/4.</P> 
<P>I subscribe to no newspapers, and newspapers depend on their records of 
numbers of subscriptions to sell advertising. As far as I’m concerned, they can 
all go bankrupt tomorrow for all the good they do the public. So if you 
subscribe, cancel your subscription and send that message. And I don’t need 
newspaper’s coupons or sales advertising; a $.50 coupon isn’t going to make or 
break my game. ALL the news I need to hear is always available at LGF. And a lot 
of the rest can be seen at C-Span or with the news media on-line news stories 
for free. And kudos to you Charles, because it seems to take at least 24 hours 
for the Cable TV channels to pick up that which you have already alerted us 
lizards to. What would I do without LGF?</P> 
<P>Thanks for listening to Grandma on this bright, clear, chilly evening in the 
Carolinas, and have a nice day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Grandma ... you rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06110980 31702 88 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 7:25:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6110956" target=_blank>#76</A> Van 
Helsing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy shit!</P> 
<P>Did he actually say the Warren court wasn't that radical because it "didn't 
break down the fundamental constraints of the Constitution as laid down by the 
Founding Fathers"?</P> 
<P>Is that what I heard?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what you heard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06111207 31702 252 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 7:48:33pm  
 
<P>Spread this around the Internet, folks. It's why we have the ShareThis 
button. Post it to every social networking site you can.</P> 
<P>It's important. This is our last chance to prevent America from making a 
really <EM>really</EM> bad decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06111709 31703 178 Charles Sun, Oct 26, 2008 8:49:55pm  
 
<P>I see a lot of this stuff. Moonbats are everywhere, and they're usually just 
brain-damaged losers.</P> 
<P>But this is the first picture I've seen that actually made me worried about 
America's future. This is French Revolution stuff.</P> 
<P>How could someone display this at a presidential candidate's rally, and not 
be run out of town?</P> 
<P>Very, very bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06114279 31706 88 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 9:57:10am  
 
<P>Please note:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that contain phone numbers, addresses, or other personal information 
will also be deleted...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's right at the top of the page. There are no exceptions to this 
rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115978 31708 206 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 3:23:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6115876" target=_blank>#205</A> Montaigne's 
Cat</EM></P> 
<P>I think most people who received an email like the one above would view it as 
a threat; when a lawyer says they're going to be watching everything you write, 
that's not just an innocuous, friendly letter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115057 31710 51 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 12:14:35pm  
 
<P>Just received this email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Dear Greasy Johnson:Thank you for your interest in City National Corp. City 
National does advertise in a number of local publications, particularly those of 
interest to local businesses and entrepreneurs. However, the Los Angeles Times 
in not currently on our advertising schedule. Again, thank you for your 
interest.</P> 
<P>Sincerely,City National Bank</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone contacted City National using my email address and the name "Greasy 
Johnson." The message was probably full of abusive language.</P> 
<P>Such lovely people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115132 31710 112 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 12:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6115107" target=_blank>#90</A> WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found this link-<A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2008/10/the_saidkhalidiobama_connectio
.html" target=_blank>has this been posted?</A></P> 
<P>The LA Times page has been YANKED from the Intratubes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the LA Times article is still there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-na-
obamamideast10apr10,0,1780231,full.story" 
target=_blank>www.latimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>American Thinker has the wrong URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115610 31713 5 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 2:13:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6115596" target=_blank>#2</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know what the numbers symbolize?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'88' refers to 8th letter in the alphabet, H. Two 8s together symbolize 'Heil 
Hitler'.</P> 
<P>'14' is a reference to the '14 words' coined by white supremacist David Lane 
(now in jail):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We must secure the existence of our people and a future for white 
children.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115616 31713 10 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 2:15:16pm  
 
<P>The lefty blogs are going to go insane about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115658 31713 39 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 2:22:22pm  
 
<P>Wow. Bill Burton from the Obama campaign is one of the most smug, arrogant 
creeps I've ever seen. He was just on Fox News being a complete 
pissant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06115674 31713 51 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 2:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6115645" target=_blank>#29</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I see you are here. I emailed a link to you about a case in PA 
involving an issue you don't want posted here. Any opinion on 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please stop with the birth certificate stuff. I don't know how much clearly I 
can say this.</P> 
<P>It's CRAP. The link you sent is to the complaint by 9/11 Truther Phillip 
Berg. The people who are trying to float this garbage are now tricking people 
into thinking it's the judge's ruling. It is NOT.</P> 
<P>The case was thrown out. It's over. Just stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116473 31717 33 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 4:50:54pm  
 
<P>Note that Obama was not the Democratic nominee yet when they originally 
published their article. If this information had only come out now, they would 
no doubt have ignored it entirely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116722 31718 94 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:38:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6116674" target=_blank>#52</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, you think the Jim Crow segregation mindset, with the lynchings and 
dehumanization, has nothing at all in common with Nazism? Good grief, what's 
wrong with you people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pathetic.</P> 
<P>Yes, there were problems in America at the time of the Brown case.</P> 
<P>Was it like <EM>Nazi Germany</EM>?</P> 
<P>Are you insane? Only the blindest of blind ideologues would defend such a 
comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116749 31718 117 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:44:48pm  
 
<P>Big surge of traffic coming in. Hang on to your keyboards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116760 31718 126 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:47:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6116752" target=_blank>#119</A> spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i have not been able to get audio to play</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just tried it and there seems to be a connection problem with the site. 
It's probably overloaded from all the media/blogosphere 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116791 31718 152 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/6116777" target=_blank>#139</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- I tried clicking the Share This link to digg and got this 
comment:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try again ... it will work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06116802 31718 161 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:57:02pm  
 
<P>The audio at the WBEZ web site seems to be non-functional right now. It's 
probably been taken down by a huge amount of traffic from people looking through 
their audio files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116806 31718 165 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:57:46pm  
 
<P>Almost 6,000 people online right now. Links from everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116810 31718 169 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 5:59:41pm  
 
<P>Mr. Sandman is a "drop a load and run" troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116936 31718 278 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 6:20:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6116868" target=_blank>#221</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I mean he posted a comment that he's literally trolling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If so, he's about to get banned. Can you link to that 
comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116945 31718 286 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 6:22:03pm  
 
 
 
<P>LGF is slow right now because we're getting a huge surge of 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06116982 31718 319 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 6:30:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6116970" target=_blank>#308</A> redinla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm on TimeWarner and a Mac and will say this out loud even though the 
internet gods will punish me: I never really have any problems getting on this 
site or getting new comments.</P> 
<P>There. I've said it. I can't take it back. But I feel good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same setup here. A bit slow, but no timeouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117088 31718 423 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 6:52:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6117029" target=_blank>#365</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6116783" target=_blank>#145</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>This whole line of "argument" misses by a mile. I only point out the 
undeniable fact that there were similarities in the mindset, not that they are 
exactly the same. Yes, the Holocaust was worse, but the problem with you folks 
is you can't recognize degrees of anything. The Holocaust was preceded by a 
whole history of pogroms and the setting down of societal fear, hate, and 



dehumanization of the Jews, the same kind of mindset instilled in people by Jim 
Crow society. Everything is binary with you people, either all or none, you 
really have trouble with thinking that is even a little bit more complicated 
than that. Once you look at things rationally and recognize similarities and 
parallels that are indisputable from such a view, you would see there's nothing 
wrong with Obama's comment in this context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. Comparing America during the Jim Crow era to genocidal Nazi Germany 
is overblown, nonsensical, and verges on Holocaust denial. It's the same morally 
bankrupt, historically ignorant argument we've heard time and time again from 
leftists like you, and it isn't smelling any better with age. You're the one 
with the binary mentality -- seeing no problem with a comparison that most 
normal human beings find repugnant.</P> 
<P>You're despicable. You're willing to cynically use the Holocaust to smear 
your opponents, just like Barack Obama and countless leftists. You should be 
ashamed of yourself, but that would require a conscience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117092 31718 426 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 6:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/6117061" target=_blank>#396</A> Griffon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Has anyone else received the email with Michele Obama's signed receipt 
for a $447 lunch at the Waldorf Astoria on 10/15? Is it for 
real?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It's another phony piece of disinformation. She never even stayed at the 
Waldorf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117181 31718 506 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 7:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/6117167" target=_blank>#493</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't get the sound to work but there was a <A 
href="http://www.wbez.org/audio_library/od_rasep01.asp" target=_blank>September 
12, 2001</A> public radio show with Rashid Kahlidi, scroll down</P> 
<P>I'd wonder if he blamed the Jews?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listened to part of this earlier. Khalidi spews the standard leftist line -
- we need to learn a lesson from this attack, we shouldn't respond with force or 
we'll only be creating more terrorists, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>Seven years ago this might have outraged people. In 2008, it's a depressingly 
mainstream opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117301 31718 617 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 7:45:17pm  
 
<P>Look, folks. Killgore is right about something. David Koresh was a serious 
wacko (in Waco) who declared himself the Chosen One, stockpiled weapons, and yes 
... he condoned raping children. His "second wife" was 14 years old, for Pete's 
sake.</P> 
<P>The authorities may have botched the raid, but what was happening in Koresh's 
compound was sheer evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117326 31718 641 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 7:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/6117321" target=_blank>#637</A> swamprat</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When public relations take precidence over common sense, bad things happen. I 
thought the child abuse alegations were proven false. Those who say Koresh could 
be arrested in town forget that the warrant was for a search, not just arrest. I 
would be more inclined to accept the official version of events, if the evidence 
didn't disappear so often and so conveniently. I was overseas at the time so I 
missed much. Found out about Ruby Ridge when I got back, also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The child abuse allegations were 100% true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117404 31718 713 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:15:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/697/6117387" target=_blank>#697</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't normally show up with 100 troops and start shooting, but that is 
what they did at Waco.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. They showed up with a search warrant and attempted to serve 
it, and were ambushed from inside the compound. This is a matter of historical 
record.</P> 
<P>It was handled badly, I agree. But it was not the ATF who started 
shooting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117408 31718 716 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:16:47pm  
 
<P>Killgore is also right that there were a few people who tried to excuse 
abortion clinic bombings in that thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117425 31718 733 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:21:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/6117417" target=_blank>#725</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ATF didn't knock. If I had someone in a ski mask kick open <I>my</I> 
front door I'd think it was a home invasion robery. I certainly wouldn't think 
it was the cops.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Branch Davidians were tipped off that the ATF were on the way, and they 
armed up and took defensive stations. There was no surprise to it. They knew 
what was coming and decided to shoot it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117428 31718 735 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/6117424" target=_blank>#732</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O/T, but has the traffic been heavy all day? It's been slow here at LGF since 
I got here 10 hours ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's been heavy all day. We're heading towards 200,000 page views for 
the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117436 31718 743 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:24:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/6117431" target=_blank>#738</A> lobo91</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, who fired the first shot has never been established conclusively. 
There is evidence that one of the BATF agents tripped and accidentally 
discharged his weapon, which led to people on both sides opening fire.</P> 
<P>Once that happened things went downhill quickly, to put it 
mildly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may not have been established who fired the first shot, but it has been 
established that the Davidians were waiting for the ATF with loaded 
guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117462 31718 769 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:31:40pm  
 
<P>Sorry for the errors, folks, but there's nothing I can do about it. We still 
have almost 5,000 people online and the web server is doing the best it 
can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117489 31718 794 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 8:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/6117471" target=_blank>#778</A> lobo91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have loaded guns in my house. Should I expect a raid soon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. Are you preaching apocalypse, declaring yourself the messiah, 
engaging in polygamy and child abuse, and molesting girls as young as 10 years 
old?</P> 
<P>I would guess not. But David Koresh was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117589 31718 884 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 9:00:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/6117579" target=_blank>#874</A> Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alright Sharmuta,</P> 
<P>I just did some side by side page load tests, . . .</P> 
<P>Safari loads faster hands down.</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari is by far the fastest browser on the market today, and it also has the 
best Javascript engine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06117664 31719 18 Charles Mon, Oct 27, 2008 9:13:35pm  
 
<P>About the Obama Nazi Germany comments -- someone just emailed this, which is 
a bit above the usual leftist apologetics, even if the tone is typically snotty 
and superior. Any legal lizards want to comment on it?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't believe me when I say this, because you haven't taken coursesin 
legal theory and history. I say that ahead of time so you can tossthis out if 
you want. Still, I feel I owe it to you to try.</P> 
<P>Obama was speaking as a law professor here. "Realist" has a veryspecific 
meaning within legal theory, referring to a legal movementprevalent in the first 
half of the twentieth century. One of the coretenets of the realist doctrine 
was, essentially, that the decisions ofjudges constitute the law, not the 
documents that purport to guidethem. And initially, this was met with some 
interest, since it provideda different way to look at the institution of 



judicial review, one thatallowed for more freedom to judges in rejecting 
legislative intent inborderline laws.</P> 
<P>But as fascist and totalitarian governments began to rise on theContinent, 
the realist legal perspective was viewed somewhat moreskeptically - the realist 
argument that what judges did *was* the lawcould quite easily be seen as 
legitimizing a totalitarian doctrine(because it did). So there was a burgeoning 
legal movement in thejudiciary... which, in the extreme, looks uncomfortably 
like what we'refighting. Part of the retreat from realism as a 
jurisprudentialphilosophy was caused by this uncomfortable comparison, and this 
iswhat Obama refers to in that clip.</P> 
<P>"Realist perspective" is a phrase that looks innocuous but has 
specificmeaning in legal theory, and specific meaning that any decent 
lawstudent, much less a law lecturer, would understand. I don't blamepeople 
outside of legal academy for not understanding it, but itdoesn't mean what they 
seem to think it does. Given that I dounderstand it, I feel obligated to try to 
educate people, if for noother reason than because I think our political 
discourse is betterwhen we try to understand what other people are saying, not 
just whatwe think they might be saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06119221 31720 7 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 8:43:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6119218" target=_blank>#4</A> tripletdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any idea where all the new visitors are coming from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06119235 31720 17 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 8:57:50am  
 
<P>More than 8,000 people online now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06119298 31721 42 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 9:29:35am  
 
<P>Politico writer notices that the media is overwhelmingly biased against John 
McCain, then says, "So what?"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/politico/20081028/pl_politico/14982" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06119323 31721 62 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 9:38:09am  
 
<P>Get a load of this Politico article! My jaw is on the floor.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/politico/20081028/pl_politico/14982" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, having asked it, our sincere answer is that of the factors driving 
coverage of this election — and making it less enjoyable for McCain to read his 
daily clip file than for Obama — ideological favoritism ranks virtually nil.</P> 
<P>The main reason is that for most journalists, professional obligations trump 
personal preferences. Most political reporters (investigative journalists tend 
to have a different psychological makeup) are temperamentally inclined to see 
multiple sides of a story, and being detached from their own opinions comes 
relatively easy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06120189 31723 90 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 12:51:53pm  
 
<P>I just turned on Fox News, in time to see that moron Shepard Smith parroting 
Barack Obama's propaganda word for word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120453 31724 114 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 1:43:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6120429" target=_blank>#91</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh great. Another Obama story. Still waiting for some information on why I 
should vote for John McCain. Apparently there aren't any.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are you going to vote for either one? You're Canadian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120469 31724 129 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 1:45:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/6120462" target=_blank>#122</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about that. This seems like a tried and miserably failed 
strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you been banned from LGF under another name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120480 31724 140 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 1:46:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/6120478" target=_blank>#138</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he now? That makes his post rather more suspicious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does, doesn't it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120510 31724 162 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 1:51:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6120500" target=_blank>#154</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you ignored me the first time, I'll ask again. How do you plan to vote 
for either McCain or Obama, when you aren't an American citizen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120538 31724 186 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 1:55:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6120529" target=_blank>#177</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I doing research at the University of Waterloo i'm not a citizen? 
Absentee ballot, by the way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you've been there for more than a year? Because every comment 
you've posted here has a Canadian IP address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120661 31724 302 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 2:15:08pm  
 
<P>Interesting comment 'lgfvidz' posted earlier this year:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5250982" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wright served his country, too. He pays taxes, too. God does not play 
favourites, just because you want to call yourself a Christian does not mean you 
are going to be dealt a nice house and cars. Christian or no Christian you have 
to work for those things if you want them. And so what if he is rich? King Davd 
was filthy rich? You any better? I don't agree with everything he says, but I 
haven't done good to any degree close to what he has, and neither have 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to see why this video pushed your buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120703 31724 342 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 2:23:40pm  
 
<P>lgfvidz: where did you learn to spell "favorites" like this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>God does not play <STRONG>favourites</STRONG>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120711 31724 350 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 2:24:38pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure they don't teach that spelling in Rochester.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06120723 31724 361 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 2:25:57pm  
 
<P>In fact, I'm pretty sure they don't teach that spelling anywhere in the 
US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121075 31725 77 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 3:26:38pm  
 
<P>How interesting. The home page of the Barack Obama web site no longer has any 
kind of search feature.</P> 
<P>They used to; I know, I used it. It's been removed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121618 31728 14 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:10:19pm  
 
<P>It's a very bad idea to ignore accusations like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121633 31728 26 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:13:25pm  
 
<P>Media Matters must have put out the word on that post. There's another hit 
piece at the aptly-named "Crooks and Liars," but the web site won't load for me 
so I can't see what kind of disgustingly false accusations they're 
making.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121639 31728 32 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:14:50pm  
 
<P>Sorry, ted, no email addresses. I was tempted to leave it up because no one 
deserves abuse more than that moron, but consistency is 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06121724 31728 93 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6121710" target=_blank>#83</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anybody notice last night that Mr. Sandman said he was going away 
forever?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They <EM>always</EM> lie about that. Always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121737 31728 102 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:31:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/6121697" target=_blank>#73</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing we REALLY need to be on the lookout for in the near/far future, is 
any form of legislation whatsoever that weakens the internet, and tries to take 
down blogs. This venue is currently the very best information tool that exists 
in the free world today, and you can bet that someone, somewhere, is calculating 
on how to attempt to stop it.</P> 
<P>Watch out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another thing we need to look out for, and it's one reason why 
there's a 'report' button on every comment. There are undoubtedly some trolls 
registered here, waiting to post comments that can be used to discredit LGF.</P> 
<P>Stay on guard. Use the report button if you see something that's not 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121746 31728 110 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:32:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6121735" target=_blank>#100</A> 
larrysheldon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you read him? Her? it? them?</P> 
<P>I don't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't either. He showed up in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>the referral page</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121809 31728 164 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:44:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6121788" target=_blank>#148</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other news, I'm installing Adobe CS 4.</P> 
<P>I promise to use my powers only for good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upgraded to CS4 a few days ago. It rocks, pretty much, although I'm not crazy 
about some of the changes to Fireworks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121819 31728 171 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 5:45:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6121813" target=_blank>#167</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed "legal realist" moron showed up with another "copy and paste," 
leaving the rest of the gawking Obamabots with tingles running up their legs. 



Even though they have no idea that "copy and paste" has no idea that his idea is 
irrelevant to the matter at hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I looked into that claim, and it's complete bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121948 31728 282 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:05:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6121924" target=_blank>#261</A> Dalibama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This explains why it never got mentioned beyond a few conservative blogs, 
Hannity and Mark Levin. I had expected it to get more of an airing, but 
apparently it's treading into dangerous territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. There's a lot of fear out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06121982 31728 311 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:11:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/6121831" target=_blank>#181</A> Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Who</EM> would defend segregation?</P> 
<P>Obama, <EM>that's</EM> who:</P> 
<P>Chicago TribuneOctober 24, 2001</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a tenet of Black Liberation Theology, taught by the church Obama 
attended for 20 years: black people who pursue "middle-classness" are harming 
the movement.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.trinitychicago.org/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=view&a
mp;id=114" target=_blank>www.trinitychicago.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disavowal of the Pursuit of "Middleclassness." Classic methodology on control 
of captives teaches that captors must be able to identify the "talented tenth" 
of those subjugated, especially those who show promise of providing the kind of 
leadership that might threaten the captor's control. Proverbs 3:13-14 - Happy 
are those who find wisdom and those who gain understanding, for her income is 
better than silver and her revenue better than gold.</P> 
<P>Those so identified are separated from the rest of the people by:</P> 
<P>Killing them off directly, and/or fostering a social system that encourages 
them to kill off one another.</P> 
<P>Placing them in concentration camps, and/or structuring an economic 
environment that induces captive youth to fill the jails and prisons.</P> 
<P>Seducing them into a socioeconomic class system which, while training them to 
earn more dollars, hypnotizes them into believing they are better than others 
and teaches them to think in terms of "we" and "they" instead of "us."</P> 
<P>So, while it is permissible to chase "middleclassness" with all our might, we 
must avoid the third separation method - the psychological entrapment of Black 
"middleclassness." If we avoid this snare, we will also diminish our "voluntary" 
contributions to methods A and B. And more importantly, Black people no longer 
will be deprived of their birthright: the leadership, resourcefulness and 
example of their own talented persons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122026 31728 351 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:17:47pm  
 
<P>New report from Zombie coming out soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122107 31728 425 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:30:07pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6121998" target=_blank>#325</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One reason I like this blog: Unlike many on the right, Charles is willing to 
stand up for evolution and science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And unfortunately, you wouldn't believe how much crap I receive for my 
position on evolution. What you see on LGF is only part of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122126 31728 443 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/6122118" target=_blank>#436</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Why in the world did you link to this loser. You literally just paid him with 
traffic for this abject absurdity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's a terrible mistake to ignore accusations like this.</P> 
<P>He'll get traffic, but it won't increase his Google page rank, because the 
link has a rel="nofollow" attribute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122208 31728 522 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:44:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/6121915" target=_blank>#254</A> yah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a dumb question. Is stupider a word?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Dumbest Blogger Gets Even More Stupid" just didn't have the same 
ring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122233 31728 547 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:48:49pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity continues lifting posts from LGF with no credit.</P> 
<P>Oh well. If it defeats Obama, cool. But I'm noticing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122241 31728 555 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:49:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6122230" target=_blank>#544</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fact check please...<A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/10/28/mccain-
funded-work-of-pal_n_138606.html" target=_blank>McCain Funded Work Of 
Palestinian His Campaign Hopes To Tie To Obama</A></P> 
<P>Maverick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Wouldn't surprise me at all. Our entire political system is stupid and 
corrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122253 31728 565 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 6:51:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/6122245" target=_blank>#559</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I love Hannity. Charles, have you tried contacting him asking for proper 
crediting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06122324 31728 627 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 7:03:04pm  
 
<P>Blog titles are like rock music lyrics. The standard rules of grammar do not 
apply.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06123384 31731 159 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 9:32:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.oliverwillis.com/2008/10/28/charles-johnson-of-little-
green-footballs-tries-to-walk-back-his-defense-of-segregation/" 
target=_blank>Charles Johnson Of Little Green Footballs Tries To Walk Back His 
Defense Of Segregation.</A></P> 
<P>Just as I predicted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06123482 31732 25 Charles Tue, Oct 28, 2008 9:50:30pm  
 
<P>This smells to high heaven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06125318 31735 31 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 9:16:38am  
 
<P>See the update above! They have a blog, and the Obama recordings are posted 
there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://apps.wbez.org/blog/?p=639" 
target=_blank>apps.wbez.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>However, all of the RealAudio files do appear to be offline, and there are 
recordings featuring, among others, Rashid Khalidi and Bill 
Ayers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06125773 31738 51 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 10:49:10am  
 
<P>Note: I'm seriously considering banning spinoff links to WorldNetDaily. I 
have serious problems with their reporting. Biased isn't even the word for it -- 
it's more like "loony."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06125980 31740 38 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 11:27:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6125912" target=_blank>#2</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what it's worth, I believe it's more accurate to say the New York Sun did 
good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even read the post I linked? Yes, the New York Sun was one source, 
but far from the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06126132 31740 159 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 11:56:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6126059" target=_blank>#103</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd post it again but people are getting pissed at me. You'll have to look 
for yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've looked into the claim that the International Republican Institute gave a 
grant to a Rashid Khalidi front group and it does appear to be true.</P> 
<P>However, there's a very serious difference between that and Obama's 
association with Khalidi. Obama was a friend of Khalidi, had dinner at Khalidi's 
house many times, and attended parties with Khalidi that were full of radicals 
of every stripe. The relationship was a close, personal one, and it would have 
been impossible for Obama not to know about Khalidi's past with the PLO or his 
radical anti-Israel views.</P> 
<P>The McCain relationship to this case is much more distant. He served as 
chairman of a foundation that gave grants to many organizations, among them one 
of Khalidi's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06126191 31740 205 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 12:11:49pm  
 
<P>That orange-faced idiot Shepard Smith is making excuses for Rashid Khalidi 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06126201 31740 213 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 12:13:56pm  
 
<P>Why does Fox News have this idiot covering this story? He doesn't have a 
single clue about the facts.</P> 
<P>He just openly laughed at the McCain statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06126209 31740 221 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 12:16:05pm  
 
<P>What we're seeing here: the mainstream media are closing ranks to support one 
of their own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127127 31744 94 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 4:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6127101" target=_blank>#79</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If thats true that would make the highlighted headline on LGF look pretty 
silly as we're calling a video "incriminating" when we haven't even seen 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You again, huh? Your agenda here is crystal clear, so don't think you're 
fooling anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127146 31744 99 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 4:04:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6127063" target=_blank>#49</A> lgfvidz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story has been on msnbc website for the better part of the day, it goes 
on to mention the following:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very serious difference between that and Obama's association with 
Khalidi. Obama was a friend of Khalidi, had dinner at Khalidi's house many 
times, and attended parties with Khalidi that were full of radicals of every 
stripe. The relationship was a close, personal one, and it would have been 



impossible for Obama not to know about Khalidi's past with the PLO or his 
radical anti-Israel views.</P> 
<P>The McCain relationship to this case is much more distant. He served as 
chairman of a foundation that gave grants to many organizations, among them one 
of Khalidi's.</P> 
<P>And your agenda is clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127415 31744 162 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 4:50:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6127390" target=_blank>#159</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also noteworthy that the message at the top of this thread omitted the 
opening of Goldberg's call to release the tape. The omitted section is in 
bold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true. I omitted the bullshit section.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127506 31746 27 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:03:02pm  
 
<P>Are they staggering the times across the US? Is it starting on the east coast 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127534 31746 51 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:05:13pm  
 
<P>OK, it's on MSNBC now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127630 31746 136 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:14:38pm  
 
<P>Governor Tim Kaine is the idiot who tried to put Muslim Brotherhood shill 
Esam Omeish on the state's Immigration Board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127650 31746 155 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:16:53pm  
 
<P>Notice how he's dropping the 'g' off all the words like 'workin'.</P> 
<P>This is calculated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127682 31746 185 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:19:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6127665" target=_blank>#169</A> 
Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>politely disagree</P> 
<P>me thinks it is the native tongue of Ebonics creeping in with all the 
excitement</P> 
<P>if he gets electedwait until he lets loose</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's sitting in a studio, thoroughly rehearsed. There's nothing accidental 
about that, and it's not "Ebonics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127698 31746 198 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:21:02pm  
 



<P>I hope everyone will remember that these comments are going to be closely 
examined by people looking to smear LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127714 31746 214 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/6127707" target=_blank>#207</A> 
Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hey, watchit buddy</P> 
<P>that's getting pretty close to calling him a "Muslim"</P> 
<P>(said in a hushed tone)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if this starts in here, I'm going to delete comments and block 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127732 31746 229 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:25:25pm  
 
<P>He's going to "rebuild the military."</P> 
<P>By which he means, "gut the military."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127754 31746 251 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:27:21pm  
 
<P>"I will not be a perfect president."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06127785 31746 282 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 5:30:13pm  
 
 
 
<P>That was it? He spent 75 gazillion bucks for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128511 31748 20 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 7:11:46pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, even the "journalists" on Fox News are now closing ranks to 
defend the Los Angeles Times.</P> 
<P>The entire media establishment is corrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128559 31748 31 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 7:20:03pm  
 
<P>Bernie Goldberg is the only one I've seen who's even raised the issue of 
whether the LA Times is telling the truth when they say they promised their 
source not to release the tape.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to mince words. I think they're lying. It took them 3 days to 
come up with that excuse, and they floated several other excuses before it.</P> 
<P>If you had a personal acquaintance who told contradictory stories like this 
about an incident they were involved in, would you believe them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128671 31748 71 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 7:41:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/6128598" target=_blank>#42</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>iPhone News?</P> 
<P>Does this mean that long LGF threads won't crash Safari 
anymore?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way to prevent iPhone Safari from crashing on long comment threads 
would be to install some kind of pagination system. It's a memory issue. The 
iPhone has limited memory and it gets unhappy when you exceed the limits.</P> 
<P>Every time I raise the pagination issue, though, LGF readers get unhappy.</P> 
<P>There's no doubt that paginating comments would make it more difficult to 
follow conversations, and introduce other kinds of continuity problems too. 
People would respond to something they saw on the first page, only to find out 
that it was a non-issue by the third page.</P> 
<P>I'm still trying to imagine a pagination system that gets around the 
continuity issue, but it's a real conundrum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128710 31748 95 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 7:48:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/6128680" target=_blank>#75</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Instapundit...<A href="http://www.thenextright.com/patrick-ruffini/what-
it-will-take-to-build-a-rightroots-movement" target=_blank>What It Will Take to 
Build a Rightroots Movement</A></P> 
<P>Shall we become shills? What say you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question is really: "what is the purpose of blogs?"</P> 
<P>I've never believed that my purpose is to shill for one party or another, and 
that isn't going to change. Patrick Ruffini is a dyed-in-the-wool Republican, so 
of course he thinks the purpose of blogs is to shill for the party.</P> 
<P>I think the only way blogs will ever continue to be credible is if they stay 
above this crap, and criticize all sides as needed. Left-wing blogs stink 
because they're nothing more than mouthpieces for the Democratic party.</P> 
<P>And I'll shut LGF down before I turn it into a right-wing clone of the Daily 
Kos.</P> 
<P>Sorry, not interested in being that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128753 31748 120 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 7:57:41pm  
 
<P>If Obama wins, there's going to be a big push to get bloggers to sign onto 
becoming the Daily Right-Wing Kos. And there's going to be an even bigger push 
to get the GOP to become even more socially conservative, in the misguided 
belief that "lack of purity" is the reason for the loss.</P> 
<P>And they're going to lose me if that happens, just like the Democrats lost me 
after 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128768 31748 130 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 8:01:40pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I'll probably get into trouble for saying this, but this is 
why I've had zero interest in appearing at CPAC or any of the other Republican 
events.</P> 
<P>I don't trust any politicians, right or left. People who put their trust in 
politicians will get exactly what they deserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128817 31748 159 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 8:13:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6128806" target=_blank>#153</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the GOP loses, they will need to move to the center, not farther to the 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- but unfortunately, I'm almost willing to guarantee that's not how 
it's going to go. There are powerful forces with lots of money who will do their 
best to push the GOP further to the right. They're already warming up for the 
effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128918 31748 229 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 8:40:21pm  
 
<P>If the GOP doesn't move to the center socially, they're going to be out of 
office for a long long time. It's a violation of the core principles of 
conservatism to attempt to dictate to other people how they should 
live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128955 31748 262 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 8:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/6128936" target=_blank>#245</A> Dasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name an attempt conservatives do on how one should live?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you haven't noticed that there are factions on the right that want to 
dictate lifestyles and ideologies, I won't be able to convince 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06128986 31748 282 Charles Wed, Oct 29, 2008 8:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/6128973" target=_blank>#276</A> nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, but the common thought now ,unfortunately, is that Obama is going to 
win. Is Obama in the center socially?Obama wants to dictate every thing about 
how we should live. I always say if you're in the middle of the road you're 
going to get hit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending Obama or the Democrats. I'm saying that both sides are way 
too invested in forcing their social issues down people's 
throats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06130964 31750 6 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:43:32am  
 
<P>Now if you quote Obama's own words, you're labeled a "conspiracy 
theorist".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=3982491" 
target=_blank>forums.fark.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm blocking links from fark.com, because the nasty little creeps are linking 
to LGF only to increase our server load. It's garbage traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131008 31750 37 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:56:22am  
 
<P>I've just disabled the user icons to see if it helps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06131088 31750 108 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:11:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6131074" target=_blank>#95</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely better, you could probably improve it even more if you have your 
hosting co. blackhole referrals from Fark to your servers at the router 
level.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can do that myself (w/ iptables) but I didn't want to make this 
permanent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131110 31750 130 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:17:06am  
 
<P>'lgfvidz' is blocked. Had enough of that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131131 31750 150 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:19:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6131079" target=_blank>#99</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to be a ninny,</P> 
<P>But do we know who these folks are who are organizing the rally? Just want to 
make sure we don't fall in with the wrong crowd or anything 5 days before the 
election.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to be connected with Free Republic. If you see anything creepy about 
it, just bail out.</P> 
<P>The bottom line is that there's not much time left to do this, and this was 
the only protest planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131150 31750 168 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:21:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/6131132" target=_blank>#151</A> 
onlyanethic18</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you must have seen this already, but when looking at the posted list 
of attendees at the AAAN shindig, there was one name I didn't see (maybe I 
missed it).</P> 
<P>Anyways, here is a link to a photo of Obama at the event. The man he is 
sitting next to is Edward Said.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.israpundit.com/2008/wp-
content/uploads/2008/03/obamasaid.jpg" 
target=_blank>www.israpundit.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Apologies if this is old news to LGF readers</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's not the same event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131166 31750 184 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:23:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6131151" target=_blank>#169</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, if that performance drag was all Fark, I'll vote for continued 
blocking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't all fark. We're slow because traffic is about twice our normal 
level, even without links from the fark kids. It's the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06131201 31750 214 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:30:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6131189" target=_blank>#204</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone moved it! (I can't find the tip jar, either.)</P> 
<P>Maybe Charles could at least have a system set up so that those of us who 
<EM>want</EM> to could have an automatic monthly tip from a credit card. I think 
LGF might get a better stream of $ help w/ that.</P> 
<P>(If anyone's ! button is working, please report this...I mean, if you think 
it's a good idea.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Donation links are under 'tools/info'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131228 31750 240 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:34:10am  
 
<P>Good grief. Just had to delete six comments, including another link to that 
'african press' crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131242 31750 254 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:36:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6131227" target=_blank>#239</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.tnr.com/tnr/blogs/the_spine/archive/2008/10/30/excuse-
me.aspx" target=_blank>Martin Peretz</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've really lost respect for Peretz. He didn't do anything about the Scott 
Beauchamp story, and now he's actually defending a former Arafat toady. I think 
he's gone way off the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131517 31751 166 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:28:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6131455" target=_blank>#134</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles does not think this is going anywhere</STRONG> and right now 
it appears that he is right but I recommend that you all give this a 
read:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. Stop posting links to this crap or I'm going to block your account. 
The story is bogus and it originates with a creationist kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131483 31752 12 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:22:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6131476" target=_blank>#7</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please read this:'</P> 
<P>If someone could get to The One and ask him about it, it could be a game 
changer:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I'm seriously considering blocking links to WorldNetDaily. This 
story is bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131524 31752 31 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:30:33am  
 
<P>I'm going to be deleting links to that story. Sorry, but the person who's 
pushing it has serious credibility problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06131545 31752 41 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:33:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6131508" target=_blank>#22</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Do you believe Cashill is fabricating information in the 
article?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've discussed this before and I have no interest in going through it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131564 31752 52 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:36:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6131556" target=_blank>#47</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I understand that you believe that Cashill has serious credibility problems 
because he is a creationist but does that necessarily negate the information? I 
think deleting the links is rather harsh. Why not let those on the forum read 
the information and decide for themselves. l</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I don't want this crap here.</P> 
<P>Continue posting it and I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131594 31752 68 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:39:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6131533" target=_blank>#35</A> Kyle_st</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but do you think you'll be able to get your site up in a meaningful 
time, considering the election is 5 days away?</P> 
<P>Funny how this huge drop in your site's competence developed rather suddenly, 
no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, as soon as the server is ready and the hard drive is cloned, it's just a 
matter of switching the connections. No downtime involved.</P> 
<P>Nothing "funny" going on. It's the final week before the election, and I 
expected an increase in traffic - just not THIS much of an 
increase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131633 31752 97 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 10:45:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6131626" target=_blank>#91</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>crap!It was not there last time I looked, I swear, I swear, I swear!</P> 
<P>thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I revamped the menus, somehow those links got lost... now they're 
restored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131800 31752 246 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 11:14:02am  
 
<P>Disabling the icons has helped quite a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06131885 31752 324 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 11:32:01am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6131820" target=_blank>#265</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't understand the hostility here. I don't believe I have hit 
anyone over the head. I posted links and you decided to read the information and 
found it lacking. Okay. I find it credible as have others with far more 
expertise than me. If you could tell me a little bit about your background in 
literature it might help me to determine whether I should throw out the analysis 
of Bruce Heiden professor of Greek and Latin at Ohio State in favor of your 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem, as I've tried to explain over and over, is that posting 
ridiculous pseudo-stories like this one discredits LGF. I consider this stuff to 
be even worse than deliberate disinformation -- it's promoted by conspiracy 
theorists, kooks, and WorldNetDaily, and when you post it here it makes it that 
much easier for people to just dismiss the REAL stories.</P> 
<P>Example: at almost every web site that covered the LA Times video story, you 
can find comments saying: "Oh yeah, right, this is like that Michelle Obama 
whitey tape, right?"</P> 
<P>That stupid piece of crap story had an enormously damaging effect, and right-
wing bloggers who uncritically jumped on the bandwagon should be ashamed of 
themselves for harming their own cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132116 31753 40 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 12:06:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6132081" target=_blank>#20</A> cblesz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sent pictures...for an unorganized protest, it was going pretty strong when 
I left...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the pictures - I'm holding off on them to keep our bandwidth usage 
lower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132156 31753 62 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 12:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6132103" target=_blank>#30</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LA Times building has a balcony that wraps around the block on the 2nd 
floor. When there are protests outside, employees can go out and watch as seen 
in <A href="http://www.ringospictures.com/photos/20080501/165.jpg" 
target=_blank>these</A> <A 
href="http://www.ringospictures.com/photos/20080501/192.jpg" 
target=_blank>two</A> photographs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So that's an LA Times staffer raising a fist in solidarity with the anti-war 
moonbats? Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132309 31753 187 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 12:33:45pm  
 
<P>The excuse is obviously false. Who would give the Times a video and say, "Go 
ahead and write about everything that's on it, but you can't release the video 
itself?"</P> 
<P>This is crap. But the reason why they're using this excuse is to get their 
fellow media drones on their side. All the journalists nod their heads and say, 
"Yep, that makes perfect sense. Don't blame 'em."</P> 
<P>And it's working.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06132601 31753 462 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 1:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/6132576" target=_blank>#438</A> vbspurs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it true that Jerome Corsi is a Truther? Because that's a deal-breaker for 
me, about anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than that. Corsi has also appeared more than once on the white 
supremacist radio show "Political Cesspool," a favorite hangout of David Duke 
and other disgusting racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132628 31753 488 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 1:26:51pm  
 
<P>At about 2:00 Pacific I'll be a call-in guest on the Dori Monson show in 
Seattle:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mynorthwest.com/?nid=91" 
target=_blank>www.mynorthwest.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132685 31753 544 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 1:36:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/6132663" target=_blank>#523</A> wright1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - what are your thoughts about Chris Simcox of the Minutemen? It 
seems like he has his own "community organizers" who in addition to doing good 
work with the border are now helping with monitoring fairness at the polls. 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/minutemen_illegal_voting/2008/10/30/14590
3.html" target=_blank>www.newsmax.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Simcox has also appeared on "Political Cesspool." Anyone who does 
that is dead to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132706 31753 565 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 1:39:55pm  
 
<P>Both Simcox and Jim Gilchrist of the Minutemen have appeared several times on 
Political Cesspool.</P> 
<P>That group will get no support from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06132744 31753 601 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 1:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/6132731" target=_blank>#588</A> jamie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If McCain winds up losing, he'll probably have a bunch of his incompetent 
staffers to blame for it. Check out current moron <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCaOCWYpPk4" target=_blank>Michael 
Goldfarb</A>. There are few campaign mistakes worse than trying to make an 
attack but swinging and missing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133097 31754 104 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 3:06:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/6133076" target=_blank>#86</A> Hucbald</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoi Polloi does not mean what you think it means. The hoi polloi are the 
common people, not the elite. This is, regrettably, a common error associated 
with the dissolution of the English language... even though the origins are 
Greek.</P> 
<P>hoi polloi %P%'hoi p??loi%P%plural noun (usu. the hoi polloi) derogatorythe 
masses; the common people : avoid mixing with the hoi polloi.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Unless, of course, you are calling the Lizardoid Army 
commoners!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I know that.</P> 
<P>You read the headline wrong; it's a note from T. Coddington to the little 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133475 31755 186 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:41:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6133437" target=_blank>#150</A> 
MilkOfMalfeasance</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of my coworkers has spent the day pointing out the McCain at some point 
had given Khalidi money in the 90's for some project or something. Does anyone 
know what he is talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain was the chairman of an organization that gave grants to many people 
and organizations, and one of them was a group started by Khalidi. Chances are 
pretty good that he didn't even know anything about the Khalidi operation; I 
doubt he personally oversaw every single grant that went out.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, Barack Obama was a close, personal friend of Rashid 
Khalidi, who had dinner at his house many times, attended parties for him, 
etc.</P> 
<P>The relationships are not even close to being equivalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133480 31755 191 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:42:53pm  
 
<P>And by the way, yes, it sucks that Republicans gave money to this creep too. 
This is our government. Gotta love it.</P> 
<P>Or maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133512 31755 220 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:50:13pm  
 
<P>Avatars are turned back on, since traffic has eased off a 
bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133529 31755 235 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:53:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6133523" target=_blank>#229</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - there is a special icon for LGF on iPhones, right?</P> 
<P>Where are these? I recently got an iPhone.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You get the LGF icon when you bookmark LGF in Safari...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06133536 31755 242 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/6133521" target=_blank>#227</A> Cast Iron 
Magnolia</EM></P> 
<P>Tools/Info...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133564 31755 268 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 4:59:28pm  
 
<P>Frank Luntz is getting on my last nerve.</P> 
<P>Who's responsible for putting this egomaniacal freak on TV?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133569 31755 272 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:00:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/6133549" target=_blank>#254</A> cblesz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,What about RSS? For my Blackberry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Links to the RSS feeds are also in Tools/Info...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133584 31755 286 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:02:40pm  
 
<P>Even Fox News has now completely forgotten about the LA Times video.</P> 
<P>That excuse that they're "protecting their source" seems to have been the 
magic formula to get the rest of the media off their back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133762 31756 6 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:34:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6133754" target=_blank>#2</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure they will follow this up with a list of stupid rumors about Sarah 
Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did cover some of the McCain rumors. It's not a completely biased 
article, for once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133788 31756 17 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:40:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/6133779" target=_blank>#14</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But still no Sarah Palin rumors.</P> 
<P>No Chia Pet rumors either, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Updated to point that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133817 31756 42 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6133800" target=_blank>#27</A> Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to be a spreader of false rumors, but I don't think it's such a 
stretch to think that SOMEBODY, or SOMEBODIES, other than Barack Obama wrote 
those "auto" biographies. It's quite common to have autobiographies 
ghostwritten, and Obama shows no real writing ability up until he suddenly pens 
these two eloquent pieces of self-promotion.</P> 



<P>To be honest, I'm also not quite sure why it's a stretch to think Ayers might 
have ghostwritten at least one of them. What exactly puts this beyond the realm 
of speculation? It doesn't seem any more extreme than zombie advancing the 
possibility that Obama was present during the Weather Underground attack that 
blinded the policeman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This rumor was started by a creationist, who wrote a book insinuating that 
the Clintons murdered Ron Brown.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but the credibility factor here is nil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133825 31756 49 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6133816" target=_blank>#41</A> Dalibama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Ayers helped Obama with his book. Of course, it's speculative but the 
similarity in style and substance are real. Andrew McCarthy at NRO took a lot of 
heat for writing about it. Ed Lasky at the American Thinker posted two of 
Cashill's articles. That's given it some respectability.</P> 
<P>It's not even if Obama used Ayers, it's what it says about the man if he 
did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew McCarthy pulled his article offline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133844 31756 66 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:49:26pm  
 
<P>This is why I'm being a hard ass about this. I'm not willing to let LGF 
become a right-wing Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133860 31756 80 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:53:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6133851" target=_blank>#72</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Impossible. We'd all have to lose a clue./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not impossible, unfortunately. I've been battling this crap for months, 
and people just keep coming back with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133865 31756 85 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 5:54:26pm  
 
<P>And if you want to see the very worst of this garbage, try Atlas Shrugs. It's 
un-freaking-believable how insane she's gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133910 31756 122 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:03:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>And the religious fanatics are in trouble again tonight.</P> 
<P>Elizabeth Dole apparently FAKED the voice of her opponent Kay Hagan, in an 
attack ad claiming she's an evil godless atheist.</P> 
<P>The attack ad:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/1lf2vDk-4Ag&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>The response:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/k76tRXq0ZC0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133961 31756 169 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:11:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6133956" target=_blank>#165</A> El Lizardo 
mejicano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hannity is talking about the book from Ayers <STRONG>"Prairie Fire"</STRONG> 
next</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he's claiming all the credit for it.</P> 
<P>Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133975 31756 183 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:13:30pm  
 
<P>I'm glad Sean Hannity is covering this.</P> 
<P>But I'm noticing that he blatantly steals from blogs without 
credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06133996 31756 202 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:16:32pm  
 
<P>They're claiming an "exclusive."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134005 31756 210 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:17:49pm  
 
<P>The credit for the "Prairie Fire" story should go to Zombie, not 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134036 31756 238 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6134000" target=_blank>#205</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another crazy one: On Friday Pamela at Atlas Shrugs posted a long winded 
piece which concluded that Barack Obama is very likely the lovechild of Malcolm 
X.</P> 
<P>I won't link to it, but feel free to check it out if you don't believe 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/6134015" target=_blank>#219</A> Fred72</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF did cover one of these:</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30364_Obama_Throws_Kenyan_Cousin_U
nder_the_Bus" target=_blank>Obama Throws Kenyan 'Cousin' Under the Bus</A></P> 
<P>I remember reading that article on LGF; Charles led with "Barack Obama is 
shunning his <STRONG>cousin</STRONG> Raila Odinga, prime minister of Kenya." But 
the Politico article points out that the "cousins" rumor was thoroughly 
debunked.</P> 
<P>LGF didn't run with it to the extent of some other blogs, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was debunked, and that's why you didn't see it again at LGF. And 
please notice that the word "cousin" is in quotes in the title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134055 31756 257 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:24:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6134044" target=_blank>#246</A> 
Karridine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Second this observation.</P> 
<P>Writing reflects thinking, and when people start writing they often face 
written evidence of their own sloppy, uncritical thinking.</P> 
<P>This leads to getting help writing, instead of learning how to think, how to 
determine one's own values, how to honestly record these in writing...</P> 
<P>Inasmuch as we have virtually NO benchmarks by which to measure Obama's 
beginnings, growth or development, to see these books spring into being fully-
formed <EM>AS IF by Obama</EM>, calls for some leap of faith that I, for one, am 
unwilling to make.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And leaping from that to the assumption that "Bill Ayers wrote it" is even 
more of a jump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134069 31756 270 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:26:11pm  
 
<P>Spinoff links that claim Bill Ayers wrote Barack Obama's books are going to 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134091 31756 289 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:29:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/6134081" target=_blank>#280</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, didn't zombie <EM>specifically</EM> add a disclamer that anyone could 
use that report <EM>without</EM> attribution?</P> 
<P>/maybe it was another report, but IIRC, that was the one it was attached 
to</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Without attribution" doesn't mean "go ahead and claim it as an exclusive and 
take all the credit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134121 31756 317 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 6:35:42pm  
 
<P>This is to intimidate Colmes!</P> 
<P>I'm dyin' over here!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134322 31756 510 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:24:43pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/6134275" target=_blank>#464</A> LeePro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles, are you still here?</STRONG>This is major OT, but I sent you 
email and nothing happened.</P> 
<P>The permalink on each individual comment <STRONG>number</STRONG> (not in a 
reply, but on original comments) read as follows (without the spaces):</P> 
<P>http :// littlegreenfootballs .com / weblog / #</P> 
<P>This started a few weeks ago, after your last major upgrade. I'm on Mac 
(10.4), with FireFox 3. Same happens on Safari. Have cleared cache, rebooted, 
restarted computer, etc., etc. Always shut down at night, start up fresh in the 
morning.</P> 
<P>Want to refer (externally, as in another thread or via email) to certain 
comment(s), but cannot anymore. Can you fix this?</P> 
<P>PLEEEZE?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just click the link, then copy the URL line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134346 31756 534 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:30:26pm  
 
<P>Addendum: the individual comment link was changed that way because it reduces 
the size of the comments pages, by quite a large amount. The links say '#' 
because it's actually handled by a Javascript function that opens a window for 
that comment.</P> 
<P>Most of these design decisions are the result of tradeoffs like that. In this 
case, reducing the size of comments pages was more important than retaining a 
lengthy URL for individual comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134378 31756 564 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:37:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/6134366" target=_blank>#553</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the McCarthy's article remains. I just read it. I will be happy to 
post a link if that is okay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have I been unclear in some way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134406 31756 590 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:42:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/6134366" target=_blank>#553</A> ljmw</EM></P> 
<P>I told you earlier -- twice -- that if you continue with this stuff, your 
account would be blocked. I wasn't kidding, and I don't make idle 
threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134434 31756 617 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:52:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/6134360" target=_blank>#547</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#169 Charles</P> 
<P>FYI, on <EM>Prairie Fire</EM>, an electronic copy was offered to Hannity's 
producer about three days ago. They didn't take it.</P> 
<P>On that rumor about Ayers helping Obama write his memoirs, I'm not given to 
conspiracy theories, but this one seems plausible, at least, even given the 



nutso nature of its biggest proponent. I wouldn't mind hearing a flat denial 
from Ayers, only he's been conspicuously absent for the last few months.</P> 
<P>And again, there are objective analyses that can be done to compare 
authorships between two works. This was done to identify the author of that 
Clinton expose "Primary Colors" a few years back.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying its true, but its a testable hypothesis, at least.</P> 
<P>And yeah, I agree with you that it would be a huge loss if this site were to 
degenerate into something resembling the Daily Kos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's plausible at all, not one bit. It reminds me of people who 
believe in numerology, who add/subtract/multiply/divide numbers in different 
ways, then declare, "This proves that the stock market crash was predicted by 
Wily E. Coyote in 1934!"</P> 
<P>And the fact that it originates with a conspiracy theorist who believes in 
creationism really ought to be a huge red flag. It is to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134444 31756 627 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 7:55:42pm  
 
<P><STRONG>Comments promoting the 'ghost writer' story will be deleted. 
Continuing to post such comments, after I've made it very very clear that they 
are not welcome here, will cause accounts to be blocked.</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>This is the last time I'm going to issue this 
warning.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134466 31756 648 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:00:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/6134465" target=_blank>#647</A> boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Putting aside the comment section, is LGF in fact a right-wing blog, Charles? 
What I mean is, do you consider yourself to be right-wing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134513 31756 693 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:16:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/6134495" target=_blank>#676</A> Peter 
Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was NOT a rumor, it was a theory. And to me, as someone who has written 
and edited/ghostwritten books himself, a very convincing one that fits the 
timeline.</P> 
<P>Charles, don't insult people who raise legitimate questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is nothing legitimate about this. It's made up out of thin air, by 
someone who has a history of stoking conspiracy theories. If you want to promote 
this "theory," it takes five minutes to start a blog at blogspot.com.</P> 
<P>This is my blog. It's not welcome here. Continuing to complain about this is 
not a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134577 31756 755 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:33:33pm  
 
<P>Just so everyone is aware, and no one is surprised if it happens: I'm 
seriously considering shutting down comments at LGF for the rest of the 
week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06134599 31756 777 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 8:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/6134588" target=_blank>#766</A> JCM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taking a break? You deserve one, but no LGF leading up to the election, 
nooo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not taking a break. I'm disgusted by the fact that people continue to 
post conspiracy theories and bullshit, despite numerous pleas, warnings, and 
bannings.</P> 
<P>Maybe if it stops being so easy for them to abuse my site, people will think 
twice about doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06134771 31756 943 Charles Thu, Oct 30, 2008 9:04:58pm  
 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>It's just outrageous to me that in a thread that's specifically about how 
much damage is being done by these crappy rumors, people insist on posting more 
crappy rumors. Then they give me shit when I ask them to stop.</P> 
<P>I get that you guys don't want me to shut down comments. And you're right 
that it wouldn't be fair to penalize everyone just because a few people refuse 
to respect the rules.</P> 
<P>So. I need you folks who actually value posting comments here to use the 
report button when you see this garbage being posted. Far too often, I'll see 
someone post a conspiracy theory, check their other comments, and discover 
they've been doing it for weeks without being noticed. I can't read every 
comment, and neither can the monitors. The report button is the only way to keep 
a handle on this crap, but it doesn't work if people don't use it.</P> 
<P>But make no mistake. People who decide they own this blog, and can post 
whatever they want without consequences, are going to be tossed out on their 
asses. I'm finished being nice about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06136658 31756 1138 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:51:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1133/6135306" target=_blank>#1133</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which bit do you compare to crackpot numerology, the theory that Ayers helped 
Obama write his book, or that its possible to do computer analysis to help 
determine authorship of a given work?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The theory: yes, it's a crackpot theory, and it <EM>was</EM> started by a 
crackpot. I saw the very first article about it.</P> 
<P>Can stylometric analysis help determine true authorship? In some cases, yes, 
but this is very far from a 100% reliable technique; what I've read on the 
subject indicates that accuracy is very low, and results are often disputed.</P> 
<P>It's a dead end--a credibility-destroying dead end that will make everyone 
who follows it look like a kook, just like the main promoter is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06136862 31756 1142 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 9:31:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1139/6136731" target=_blank>#1139</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding the touchy birth certificate issue - Mike Rosen, a highly respected 
local radio host in Denver spent an entire 3 hour show discussing the details.I 



didn't hear the whole segment, but it was fascinating to hear the arguments and 
the constitutionality of the issue. Basically, Obama will not release his birth 
certificate. Which, if he would, would put the entire subject to bed. However, 
Obama did release something from HI created in 2007, but it wasn't the actual 
certificate. Obama does have a passport and that passport is all he needs. The 
case brought on by that guy (I forget his name) was dismissed and rightfully and 
legally so. (according to the experts on Mike's show). They only person who 
could force the issue legally would be John McCain himself, and it is doubtful 
he would.The issue isn't all crazy - it just doesn't go anywhere because of what 
is legally required.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "certification of live birth" released by the Obama campaign to 
FactCheck.org is absolutely genuine. It's not in dispute.</P> 
<P>And yes, the issue IS crazy. The Obama campaign is doing exactly the right 
thing by ignoring it. Their enemies are discrediting themselves. Why would they 
want it to stop?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06136974 31756 1145 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 9:53:20am  
 
<P>I'm going to assume you haven't read the many comments above, or you wouldn't 
be posting links to 'birth certificate' stories.</P> 
<P>I suggest you read what I've written, before you lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146657 31758 376 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 7:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/6139252" target=_blank>#375</A> YoungTim</EM></P> 
<P>I feel your pain. It must be awful to cast your pearls before such swine. 
Swine who don't see and appreciate your genius.</P> 
<P>Oh. The pain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138156 31761 219 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6138038" target=_blank>#107</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/2008/10/31/2008-10-
31_the_most_vicious_negative_campaign_ads_e.html" target=_blank>The most vicious 
negative campaign ads ever? Sen. Elizabeth Dole calls opponent Kay Hagan, 
'Godless'</A></P> 
<P>Quite the editorial, that headline is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That advertisement is disgusting. And it's even worse than just the 'godless' 
BS, because Dole apparently FAKED the voice of her opponent Kay Hagan saying 
"There is no God."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/k76tRXq0ZC0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>The GOP has a problem with religious fanatics who forget the basic principles 
of their religion, and feel free to lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138235 31761 295 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:44:42pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6138197" target=_blank>#259</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've seen this of course:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/10/31/video-obama-supporter-
hails-the-bringer-of-all-good-things/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"I won't have to pay my mortgage."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, hang on a minute.</P> 
<P>She doesn't say, "I won't have to pay my mortgage."</P> 
<P>She says, "I won't have to <EM>worry about</EM> paying my mortgage."</P> 
<P>Not the same thing at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138248 31761 307 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/6138241" target=_blank>#301</A> JustAGal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's it exactly - the O has people convinced they won't have to worry any 
longer - that's way more frightening than someone thinking they don't "have" to 
pay it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, she's drunk on the Koolaid. But it's not fair to distort people's words 
and leave out parts of their statements, to create a negative impression that's 
not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138274 31761 332 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:52:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6138267" target=_blank>#325</A> dave in 
NC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no she didn't "fake the voice of her opponent;" I've heard the ad, and it 
doesn't indicate that Hagan is "Godless," but that she attended a meeting of 
atheists and took $2300 from them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she did fake the voice. The ad ends with a picture of Hagan, and someone 
saying "There is no God." The very clear implication is that Hagan is saying the 
words.</P> 
<P>It's deeply dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138278 31761 336 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:54:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/6138261" target=_blank>#319</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa whoa whoa.</P> 
<P>That wasn't my intention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just you. I'm seeing this meme spreading through the right-wing 
blogosphere, and I've already gotten two emails about it.</P> 
<P>It's not right to do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138303 31761 361 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 1:57:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/6138292" target=_blank>#350</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From FoxNews:</P> 



<P><A href="http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/10/29/north-carolina-senate-
candidates-battle-godless-ad/" target=_blank>North Carolina Senate Candidates 
Battle Over 'Godless' Ad</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they're going to try to make excuses for it now.</P> 
<P>It's a really creepy tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138394 31761 447 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 2:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/6138334" target=_blank>#391</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm in North Carolina right now, too.</P> 
<P>The heat on Senator Dole is coming directly from Moveon.org (George 
Soros.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't care less about whether MoveOn.org is attacking Dole in this one -- 
I think that ad is deceptive and creepy, and I came to this conclusion all by 
myself, after watching it and Hagan's response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138513 31761 523 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 2:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/6138454" target=_blank>#500</A> RedVoter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are Fundamentalist Atheists who would like to see Atheism as our natural 
religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did you get this information from? I'd never even heard of this group 
before seeing the ad, but the mission statement on their web site doesn't seem 
particularly outrageous -- and they certainly aren't advocating "atheism as a 
natural religion."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GAMPAC endorses candidates for public office who support the First Amendment 
separation of church and state; defend equal rights and protections for our 
nation's godless Americans; inform our community of the voting records of their 
elected representatives on issues of concern; and support our goal of having "a 
place at the table" in formulating public policy.</P> 
<P>In addition, GAMPAC will facilitate the training and development of those 
godless Americans seeking to bring their organizations talents to the field of 
electoral politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing in there that says they're trying to destroy anyone's 
religion.</P> 
<P>You may not like them, or their lack of religion, but it's not fair to 
demonize them like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138556 31761 530 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 2:44:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/6138543" target=_blank>#528</A> RedVoter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well said Adina. The message at the end is what did hagan promise, followed 
by the potential answer, "there is no god". Will she help legitimize this group? 
that is the question that should be asked, but the Hagan campaign trying to 
distract from that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Legitimize this group?"</P> 
<P>What would you rather do with them -- put them in jail?</P> 
<P>Like it or not, they ARE a legitimate group of Americans, with opinions that 
differ from yours. That doesn't make them evil or illegitimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06138600 31761 538 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 2:54:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/6138586" target=_blank>#533</A> RedVoter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been on my radar for a few years now. I've heard and read interviews 
from several of their representatives and their ranges from innocuous to 
inflammatory. One thing is clear, they are not concerned with separation of 
church and state, but separation of God and state. Separation of God from 
American life. They don't like seeing God mentioned in public life, on our 
currency, in our pledge, on our monuments. They don't like how the President 
takes his oath on the bible or how Congress is often lead in prayer. They want 
to do away with all of this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out of curiosity I've Googled this group and some of their statements, and I 
think you are wildly exaggerating their agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138766 31761 551 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 3:18:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/6138638" target=_blank>#547</A> RedVoter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's fine. I told you what I believe to be true, based on what I have heard 
them say. they go beyond standing up for the rights of atheists.</P> 
<P>Charles I have a question, do you trust CAIR? How about ACORN? are the 
accusations leveled against them wildly exaggerated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the United States, citizens have the right to believe or disbelieve 
anything they choose. And they also have the right to participate in the 
political process, and advocate for their causes.</P> 
<P>This includes atheists.</P> 
<P>That Dole advertisement is pure fear-mongering, using extreme language and 
deceptive tactics, and it's disgraceful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138801 31761 554 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 3:23:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/6138731" target=_blank>#549</A> dave in 
NC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do strawmen much?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you understand what a "straw man argument" is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138866 31761 557 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 3:32:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/6138781" target=_blank>#552</A> GeeWiz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is nothing more than posing the the problem in a different way. Spinning 
comes to mind. Her premise was all about that the "0" would relieve her of her 
mortgage obligations so she should not worry if things got worse. In other 
words, she wouldn't have to worry about paying her mortgage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree.</P> 
<P>When you say you "won't have to <EM>worry about</EM> paying your mortgage," 
you're saying that you'll be able to pay the mortgage.</P> 
<P>When you say you "won't have to pay your mortgage," you're saying you're not 
going to pay -- that you don't have to pay it at all.</P> 
<P>Two very different things.</P> 



<P>Yes, they're both driven by an overdose of Koolaid, but they're not 
equivalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138534 31762 58 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 2:40:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6138473" target=_blank>#12</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can agree with the LA Times about not releasing a copy of the tape since 
they agreed not to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to be perfectly clear, I don't believe they're telling the truth about 
the so-called "agreement." It took them three days to come up with that 
excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06138824 31762 177 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 3:26:28pm  
 
<P><A href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122547384405988509.html" 
target=_blank>James Taranto</A> thinks that Andrew McCarthy and I are both full 
of crap. He believes the LA Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139249 31764 65 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 4:37:36pm  
 
<P>I notice that Gates of Vienna and Brussels Journal are back in the blogroll 
at Jihad Watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139656 31764 420 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 5:39:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6139418" target=_blank>#205</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They also pointed out that "the Brussels Journal is never critical towards 
the Jew" and went on to complain that "multiculturalism stops when the Jew is 
down and out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not that it matters, but when I was still bothering to check Brussels 
Journal, I saw some extremely hateful antisemitism at the site.</P> 
<P>I guess Robert has chosen his side.</P> 
<P>I'm sad that it's come to this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139702 31764 461 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 5:49:12pm  
 
<P>This is the kind of thing Robert is apparently OK with:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2615" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139710 31764 469 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 5:50:30pm  
 
<P>OK. I'm over being sad about it. Now I'm getting mad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139714 31764 473 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 5:51:26pm  
 



<P>Jihad Watch and Dhimmi Watch are out of our RSS feeds. I'm not going to 
support people who link to vile sites like Gates of Vienna and Brussels 
Journal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139801 31764 556 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 6:06:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6139760" target=_blank>#519</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hmmm - the photo juxtaposed with this from Ayaan Hirsi Ali:</P> 
<P>I would ban the VB [Vlaams Belang] because it hardly differs from the Hofstad 
group [a Jihadist terror network in the Netherlands, involved in the 
assassination of Theo van Gogh]. Though the VB members have not committed any 
violent crimes yet, they are just postponing them and waiting until they have an 
absolute majority. On many issues they have exactly the same opinions as the 
Muslim extremists: on the position of women, on the suppression of gays, on 
abortion. This way of thinking will lead straight to genocide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paul Belien of Brussels Journal is deeply connected with the Vlaams Belang, 
and Robert knows this. The fact that he's put them back in his blogroll speaks 
volumes about the choice he's made.</P> 
<P>And Gates of Vienna has turned into a reeking sewer of racism. I'm done with 
Robert Spencer. And very, very disappointed in him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139820 31764 573 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 6:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/6139815" target=_blank>#568</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's an LGF logo on Spencer's site for the design work. I'm not sure if 
it's worth while to ask to have it removed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just emailed him and asked him to remove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139946 31764 688 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 6:32:49pm  
 
<P>Apparently, there are some people who aren't clear about the rules.</P> 
<P>If you even hint about doing violence to a presidential candidate, or to 
ANYONE for that matter, your comment will be deleted and your LGF account will 
be history. I am in zero tolerance mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06139979 31764 718 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 6:39:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/6139947" target=_blank>#689</A> Robert 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<P>You've chosen a different path than I have, Robert. I refuse to be associated 
with sites like GoV and Brussels Journal, but if you don't see why, and pretend 
not to notice the reasons for it -- you're making a choice.</P> 
<P>And that choice obviates my support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140299 31764 1023 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 7:28:22pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable.</P> 



<P>If I were you, Robert, I'd ask myself some serious questions about what I was 
doing to encourage the open support for genocide expressed by jdow.</P> 
<P>Good luck indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140572 31764 1099 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 7:57:57pm  
 
<P>For the record, 'jdow' was not a sock puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140846 31764 1118 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:29:42pm  
 
<P>I may restore one of jdow's comments, just to demonstrate how repellent she 
really was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140860 31764 1120 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:31:31pm  
 
<P>See #775.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06141077 31764 1129 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 9:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1127/6141045" target=_blank>#1127</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>Please stop this. If you want to gloat, do it somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146524 31764 1149 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 7:21:35pm  
 
<P>I'm going to leave that lovely comment up, just to show what's coming over 
from Robert Spencer's website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146813 31764 1151 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:05:23pm  
 
<P>There will be more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140397 31765 40 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 7:40:31pm  
 
<P>I'm expecting some seriously vicious attacks to take place now.</P> 
<P>I've left the reservation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140433 31765 71 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 7:43:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6140365" target=_blank>#21</A> 
ClosetConservative</EM></P> 
<P>What are you talking about? "Silencing dissent?"</P> 
<P>You do NOT have the right to post anything you like at LGF, and I'm not 
willing to have the reputation of the site dragged through the dirt, because 
people insist on posting conspiracy theories, racist crap, or support for 
<EM>genocide</EM> at my site.</P> 
<P>If you don't like that, you're welcome to find somewhere else to post your 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06140672 31765 263 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6140613" target=_blank>#226</A> occasional 
reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yo!</P> 
<P>Drinking wine in a Buenos Aires bar, blogging (slowly) by iphone and 
wifi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I was in a bar in Buenos Aires right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140730 31766 42 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:15:18pm  
 
<P>I see that the headline was confusing some people -- it's rewritten to 
(hopefully) be clearer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140781 31766 80 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:22:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/6140757" target=_blank>#63</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: noticed a couple things missing in the sidebar, good decision. It's 
been missing from my site awhile.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the 'Friday Evening Open' thread for the ugly details.</P> 
<P>I'm finished supporting Robert Spencer. He made his choices, and that's 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06140971 31766 233 Charles Fri, Oct 31, 2008 8:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/6140928" target=_blank>#198</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer has for some time been an eloquent and staunch defender of 
western culture in regards to the onslaught of Islam. He has recently, as 
Charles has noted, given not overt, but <STRONG>somewhat passive 
approval</STRONG>—but approval none the less—to some anti-Islamic fascist, white 
power eugenetic groups in Europe. Charles and most LGF members have zero 
tolerance for white power fascists, nazis or any other racists. Hopefully Robert 
Spencer, whose moral compass has been quite good until recently, will realize 
that he is making a mistake and renounce these ties. Until then Charles and LGF 
are washing their hand of him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The approval is FAR more than passive at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06142908 31768 8 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:23:29am  
 
<P>Yes, I know Robert Spencer is viciously attacking me at his site, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to decide if it's worth the time to respond.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143238 31768 222 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:13:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/6143193" target=_blank>#210</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 



<P>I'm not going to answer Spencer with a public post. I'm done with him.</P> 
<P>However, regarding this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From where I sit, the heart of this appears to be that you don't want ANY 
connection whatever of LGF to neo-fascists, even indirect, and Spencer isn't 
taken to that extreme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing indirect about Gates of Vienna and Brussels Journal. They're 
openly eliminationist, proudly racist websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143304 31768 226 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:23:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/6143276" target=_blank>#225</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I put a not here yesterday re a post from Powerline re a former 
police guy who ran under VB and won and Powerline was upset about his 
prosecution for racist comments made in his police unit... I'm just thinking 
that after the election, it might be worthwhile to have a teleconference with 
all these guys to make sure they understand the "white supremicist" angle of 
these VB folks...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't save everyone from themselves. If those folks are unaware of these 
connections, it's not because I haven't tried to expose them. It's because 
they're not paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144682 31768 242 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 2:23:37pm  
 
<P>Another lovely post from Robert Spencer's allies:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/10/were-all-racists-
now.html" target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143191 31769 52 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:09:04am  
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10:09:04am </EM></TD> 
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<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
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href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06143272 31770 25 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:18:32am  
 
<P>Note: please use the report button if you see anyone posting ugly comments 
related to Robert Spencer's vicious attack on me this morning. I expect some 
meltdowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143691 31770 181 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 11:25:09am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6143599" target=_blank>#169</A> Jamie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That whole Spencer episode is extremely disappointing. I wonder if that 
unholy crowd of Spencer, Gates of Vienna, Fjordman, etc. knows how unacceptable 
it is to throw one's lot in with neo-fascists, even if they share some common 
ideals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If what Spencer wrote is true, Geert Wilders is now hooking up with the 
Vlaams Belang too, which is a severe disappointment. I believed he was trying to 
stay away from those associations.</P> 
<P>Of the public anti-jihad figures, that leaves Ayaan Hirsi Ali as the only one 
who hasn't given in to paranoia and populist fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143883 31770 202 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 11:56:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6143831" target=_blank>#195</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand why Spencer is going off on Charles. I find it ridiculous 
that Spencer can claim he opposes race based attacks on Islam but cannot 
reconcile with Charles.</P> 
<P>Might I suggest those who feel that Spencer has been useful in the past lay 
off the hard words and for now. Everyone needs to take a breath and clear their 
heads and see the road ahead. Spencer does not need the baggage of Vlaams Blok 
and de Winter; the war against radical Islam in Europe will never be won by 
teaming with proto/neo/crypto/fascists. Sadly Vlaams, Fjordman and their fellow 
travelers are wrong. And Spencer, for whose previous work I esteem, needs to 
really rethink this. Spencer, if you read this and care, please read my <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/138/5273177" target=_blank>letter to 
Fjordman</A>.</P> 
<P>It is madness for Jihadwatch and LGF not to be able to work together. It is 
equally foolish to have the faultline break over this issue. It is Vlaams Blok 
that belongs on the outside, Mr. Spencer, not you. Please 
reconsider.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After Spencer's post, I hope you aren't holding your breath. He's made his 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143904 31770 204 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 11:58:53am  
 
<P>Hate mail is pouring in now, after Spencer's post and the expected vicious 
attack at GoV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143973 31770 209 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 12:13:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6143831" target=_blank>#195</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>Addendum: I think you already know this, but I want to be perfectly 
clear.</P> 
<P>There are no circumstances in which I'm going to reconsider my position 
against making alliances with far-right, neo-fascist European parties. It's not 
going to happen, period.</P> 
<P>For Spencer to decide he can work with GoV and Brussels Journal, after the 
incredibly vile attacks they have posted on me, and their open support for 



genocide, mass deportations, and racism, is nothing less than a stab in the 
back.</P> 
<P>Robert knows very well the extent that I've supported him over the years, 
defending him against attacks and smears, and even doing an enormous amount of 
work on his web site without billing him. I consider this a personal and 
professional betrayal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144174 31770 230 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 12:57:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6144156" target=_blank>#228</A> Fred72</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not confident. After all, they still haven't actually RELEASED 
it:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.kitv.com/politics/17860890/detail.html?rss=hon&amp;psp=news" 
target=_blank>Hawaii purportedly verifies Obama birth 
certificate</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't "purportedly" verify it -- they verified it, period.</P> 
<P>I'm not deleting your post because it shows just how wrong and dumb this 
idiotic rumor was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154061 31770 239 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:14:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6147587" target=_blank>#237</A> top10dig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, at a time when so many are blind to whats going on in the world and 
the evil's that are coming, why are two of the good guys turning on each other! 
This is bad, real bad. What a shame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not "turn on" Robert. I'm being true to myself. I will not have 
anything to do with people who support racism and 
genocide.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06143908 31772 9 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 11:59:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6143897" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did the court ever accept their request to be beheaded?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... they're going to be executed by firing squad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144262 31772 231 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:12:38pm  
 
<P>This ugly crap is expected.</P> 
<P>There will be more. These kinds of people can't help spewing 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144387 31772 248 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6144370" target=_blank>#246</A> 
Glackinspeil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I take it you are referring to the heretofore comment 215. That 
comment reeked of trollism; somebody just trying to start a fight. There is a 
whole thread at JW concerning the "excommunication". <STRONG>Nobody said 
anything hateful there about you.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you kidding? Why would you say something like that, when it is very 
obviously not true?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144405 31773 135 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:31:57pm  
 
<P>If you quote an offensive comment, your comment will be deleted 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144436 31773 163 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:36:20pm  
 
<P>We're going to delete comments that insist on promoting garbage rumors, even 
when the story is COMPLETELY OVER.</P> 
<P>If you insist on posting that crap, your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144464 31773 186 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:41:45pm  
 
<P>thedailyconservative: I suggest you read my comment above. You're hanging by 
a thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144559 31773 271 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 1:59:38pm  
 
<P>Some people really seem to think that they own LGF, and not me.</P> 
<P>This is a mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147009 31773 444 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:37:03pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
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<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 1, 2008 
8:37:03pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06147019 31773 445 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:38:03pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153943 31773 454 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 8:48:44pm  



 
<P>This is pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144825 31774 93 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 2:49:22pm  
 
<P>Hate mail count so far today: 7.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06144833 31774 99 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 2:51:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/6144830" target=_blank>#96</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From whom and why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Robert Spencer's fans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145526 31776 303 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:02:12pm  
 
<P>Note: when I see someone going through threads and dinging down every post on 
a certain topic--Robert Spencer's decision to stab me in the back, for example--
I'm not going to wait for them to melt down and post a nasty comment. Their 
account will be history right then and there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145539 31776 314 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:04:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/6145477" target=_blank>#260</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OH, My bad. I understood you to believe that they had already deleted 
them.</P> 
<P>Hey Charles! We are running a little experiment here. Anyway you can tell us 
if you are getting hits from the MYBO (that just sounds gross) site from 
Armywifes posts and links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't tell, because the links are not clickable in that post -- they're 
just text. If someone copies and pastes it into the browser's address line, 
there's no referral information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145644 31776 412 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:21:42pm  
 
<P>Hate mail count for the day is now up to 10.</P> 
<P>The last one called me a 'coward' for not posting about Robert Spencer on the 
front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145675 31776 443 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:25:59pm  
 
<P>The hell with Halloween candy. I'm cracking open a Fat Tire Amber 
Ale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145694 31776 462 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:27:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/6145677" target=_blank>#445</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If I was in your shoes I would simply let it go. For now. You both know where 
you stand. Discussing it out in the open does no good. Perhaps a private 
discussion between the two of you would be beneficial?</P> 
<P>IMHO</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. It's way past that. There won't be any more private conversations with 
Spencer.</P> 
<P>But I don't plan on posting about his outrageous, vicious attack on 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145719 31776 487 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:30:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/6145708" target=_blank>#476</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, what , what!? You and Spencer are now on the outs? How did this 
happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert has decided that Fjordman, Gates of Vienna, and Brussels Journal are 
wonderful people, and he's gotten over his initial revulsion at the thought of 
making alliances with the Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145727 31776 495 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:31:47pm  
 
<P>And I now suspect, by the way, that his opposition to them was phony from the 
start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145767 31776 530 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/6145750" target=_blank>#515</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Please, I beseach thee - cool the jets for 72-96 Hours. Then Kick in the 
Afterburners if Need Be.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There won't be any afterburners. I'm done with Spencer. He made his choice, 
then doubled down with a vicious public attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145851 31776 605 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:50:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/6145826" target=_blank>#582</A> nyc 
redneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm sorry, charles. it is so difficult to see this happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it sucks, all right. But I'm glad all of Spencer's cards are now on the 
table.</P> 
<P>He knows very well that I've helped, supported and defended him for years, 
and even done a very large amount of work on his website without charging him 
for it (many thousands of dollars worth). And he turns around and does this.</P> 
<P>C'est la vie. It's not the first time someone I thought was a friend has 
turned out to be ... something else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06145875 31776 625 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 5:54:41pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/6145804" target=_blank>#563</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for the support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146010 31776 749 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 6:17:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/730/6145990" target=_blank>#730</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The course is not a home defense course, but the standard NRA pistol safety 
course. The purpose of a shotgun with buckshot, as opposed to any other gun, is 
that it is much less likely to penetrate walls and kill the guy in the house 
next door. Until I get more experience, the gun is not kept loaded and I live 
alone, in any event (no kids or wife to muck with it).</P> 
<P>Good idea though. I will ask about the home defense course. I realize that 
owning a gun is big responsibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Mossberg is a friend you can count on. I'm acquainted with him 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146183 31776 883 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 6:41:47pm  
 
<P>And a note to Robert: I know you're reading everything I post. Go ahead and 
quote me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146882 31776 929 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/6146839" target=_blank>#926</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>It's nice of them to keep me in their thoughts like that. Such lovely 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146141 31777 6 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 6:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6146137" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that Weezer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146166 31777 17 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 6:39:03pm  
 
<P>It was just a messed-up link that rogered the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146550 31777 337 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 7:24:35pm  
 
<P>The crazies are continuing to come over from Spencer's site, by the way. See 
'Friday Evening Open' for the latest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06146894 31777 661 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:17:38pm  



 
<P><EM>(Pssst ... that's not a real tattoo on Rivers Cuomo's 
neck...)</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147148 31778 5 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:58:09pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! Stop it! You're obsessed! Why do you hate Christians! You 
stinking atheist!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147150 31778 7 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:58:32pm  
 
<P>Just thought I'd say it before someone else (inevitably) 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147156 31778 11 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 8:59:29pm  
 
<P>Oh, I forgot one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147162 31778 14 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:00:15pm  
 
<P><EM>This is so boring! Why don't you focus on important stuff! You're losing 
readers! Nobody cares! You're obsessed!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147245 31778 58 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:14:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6147225" target=_blank>#49</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do scientists reconcile science with the resurrection 
ofChrist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>42.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147248 31778 61 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:15:02pm  
 
<P>I forgot some other talking points...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147263 31778 71 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:17:19pm  
 
<P><EM>Piltdown Man! Haeckel drawings! Flood geology! Carbon dating is wrong! 
Darwinists are destroying morality! Hitler! Hitler Hitler 
Hitler!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147303 31778 100 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:23:30pm  
 
<P><EM>Irreducible complexity! Vegetarian dinosaurs! Creationists are persecuted 
by the scientific establishment! One species has never evolved into another! 
Fossil record incomplete! Gaps! Gaps gaps gaps!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06147328 31778 123 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:27:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6147294" target=_blank>#94</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An anecdotal story from a Turkish/Jewish friend of mine. The subject of 
creationism came up and I mentioned Harun Yahya. He stated that his father (who 
had died at least a 10 - 15 years ago) HATED him because Harun is one of the 
biggest anti-Semites in Turkey. Has anyone else heard about 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely true. Harun Yahya is a major scumbag; and it's not just the 
antisemitism.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harun_Yahya" target=_blank>Adnan Oktar 
(aka Harun Yahya)</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In September 1999 Adnan Oktar was arrested following multiple scandals and 
further allegations that were fully covered by the Turkish media.[54] In that 
court case, Oktar was charged with using threats for personal benefit and 
creating an organization with the intent to commit a crime.[55] One complainant, 
a fashion model named Ebru Simsek claimed she was blackmailed.[56], and then 
slandered as a "prostitute" in fax messages sent to hundreds of different 
newspapers, TV channels, major business companies, foreign consulates and 
government offices for refusing to have sex with Adnan Oktar. The judicial 
process lasted over two years, during which most of the complainants' retracted 
their claims, repportedly because of threats or bribes from SRF members. As a 
result most of the cases against Oktar and SRF members were dismissed, with only 
two members receiving jail sentences for 1 year each.[57]</P> 
<P>According to the indictment of the prosecutor’s office, cited by the daily 
Cumhuriyet, Adnan Oktar and associates raped young women many of whom were under 
the age of 18 on camera and blackmailed them by threatening to release the sex 
tapes to their friends and family members. Many of these young women were then 
forced to entice select young men from wealthy families with the promise of sex 
in exchange for attending events organised by the BAV. The court heard how in 
turn these girls were formed into a group called of what they referred to as 
"odalisques" (cariyeler) and were ordered to videotape their sex sessions with 
these young men and deliver the tapes to Oktar.[58]</P> 
<P>Amidst ambiguous circumstances all charges were dropped by that court only to 
be picked by another court 8 years later. In 2008 Oktar was convicted a variety 
of crimes including engaging in criminal threats.[55][49] On May 2008 Oktar and 
17 other members of his organisation were sentenced to 3 years in prison. Oktar 
intends to appeal these charges.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147377 31778 166 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6147343" target=_blank>#134</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.scientificblogging.com/fish_feet/t_rex_ate_coconuts" 
target=_blank>T-rex ate my coconuts!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Baby dinosaurs! Of course! That explains everything!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511675/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Life in the Great Ice Age!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147382 31778 171 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:40:13pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511594/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147404 31778 190 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:43:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/6147398" target=_blank>#184</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is supposed to be taken serious? I look at this and think it is an Onion 
or Iowahawk tome, pure satire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not only serious, they have <EM>dozens</EM> of books in that 
vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147407 31778 193 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:44:06pm  
 
<P>...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147412 31778 197 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:45:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/6147405" target=_blank>#191</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazon.com Sales Rank: #439,937 in Books</P> 
<P>/fringe</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know you like to say that.</P> 
<P>It's so "fringe" we have a vice presidential candidate who believes in 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147456 31778 236 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:51:49pm  
 
<P>Here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147461 31778 240 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:52:40pm  
 
<P>It usually takes about 200 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147483 31778 258 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 9:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6147473" target=_blank>#250</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have thrown that off with your own denunciations earlier (please, 
let's hope!).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147565 31778 334 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:11:52pm  
 
<P>A review of <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000C4SK0Q/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Dinosaurs of Eden</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally a book about dinosaurs that doesn't rely on mubo-jumbo like: 
macrofossils, microfossils, trace-fossils, geochemical observations, cladistics, 
DNA and protein synthesizing, isotopic dating, peer reviewed journals, 
biostratigraphy, geochemistry, hydrogeology, paleobathymetry, paleobiogeography, 
paleoceanography, paleoecology, scanning electron microscopes, taxonomy, and the 
so called "Scientific Method."</P> 
<P>Just the cold, hard, indisputable facts of The Bible. Which is THE WRITTEN 
WORD OF GOD!. The wonderful thing is that you know its 100% true because there 
is only one possible way of interpreting The Bible!</P> 
<P>"Scientists" will have a hard time talking their way out of this 
one!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147573 31778 342 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:12:53pm  
 
<P>Yeah! Who needs those stupid scanning electron microscopes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147588 31778 356 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:15:34pm  
 
<P>Another review:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a sort of collector of crank literature and recently ordered Ham's 
"Dinosaurs of Eden." I could not be more delighted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147594 31778 362 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:16:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/6147586" target=_blank>#355</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That has GOT to be satire, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be. Or maybe not. It's impossible to tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147618 31778 386 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:20:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6147612" target=_blank>#380</A> The 
Archivist</EM></P> 
<P><EM>It's boring! You're obsessed! Focus on the important 
stuff!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147625 31778 393 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:21:04pm  
 
<P>Comments that tell me not to post about this subject are going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147656 31778 424 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/6147651" target=_blank>#419</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What's the difference between a deleted post that still has the post number 
on it (380) and one that doesn't (381)?</P> 
<P>Or is FF3 just rendering the page incorrectly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No difference. Just a loose end in the software I haven't tidied up 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147663 31778 431 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:27:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/6147655" target=_blank>#423</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yo Charles,</P> 
<P>Why did my comment (381) get deleted? That was my first comment ever on LGF - 
I don't know how this works. Does it get deleted by you or by low ratings on the 
left?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your first comment is to tell me my post is annoying, and you're asking why 
it was deleted?</P> 
<P>You do not have a right to post anything you like here. Start your own blog 
if you're not happy with what I write about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147688 31778 456 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:32:41pm  
 
<P>By the way, in the Prairie Fire PDF topic, there's now a link to a cleaned-up 
and optimized PDF file that has been converted to searchable text.</P> 
<P>But you know, I should focus more on the important stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147714 31778 481 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:37:32pm  
 
<P>It doesn't matter one bit how many other posts I put up, or how important 
those posts are. As soon as I post something/anything about evolution -- even a 
story that reconciles religion and evolution -- people pop up and whine and 
complain.</P> 
<P>It gets <EM>really</EM> old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06147731 31778 498 Charles Sat, Nov 1, 2008 10:40:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/6147707" target=_blank>#474</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a Calvinist</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Breckinridge_Warfield" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Figures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06149620 31778 757 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 8:33:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/6147790" target=_blank>#555</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>You're a phony. You've claimed to have links to 'peer-reviewed' articles 
about creationism that were suppressed. When challenged to produce them, you 
evaded the issue entirely.</P> 
<P>Then you claimed to have a 'scientific degree,' but refused to say in which 
field.</P> 



<P>You may think you're fooling people here - but you're not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06149650 31778 759 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 8:38:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/6147829" target=_blank>#593</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, you mean it was eventually confirmed that Palin is a 
YECist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one from the media has asked her that specific question. However, we do 
know that she believes in creationism, and we know that she's a Pentecostal -- a 
sect that preaches hard core young earth creationism.</P> 
<P>The important thing to me is that she has said very clearly she won't try to 
push this into schools. However, to say that these beliefs are "fringe" in 
America is flat wrong. There are, unfortunately, more than a few top GOP 
politicians who believe in it -- Palin, Tim Pawlenty, Bobby Jindal, just to name 
three off the top of my head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06149744 31778 763 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 8:58:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/748/6148847" target=_blank>#748</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>19Thou believest that there is one God; thou doest well: the devils also 
believe, and tremble -- <A 
href="http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?book_id=66&amp;chapter=2&amp;verse=19
&amp;version=9&amp;context=verse" target=_blank>James 2:19</A></P> 
<P>(For those who have ears to hear.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The resident fanatic weighs in -- accept young earth creationism or you're 
doomed to hell!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06149844 31778 767 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:18:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/764/6149778" target=_blank>#764</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not be your tutor in connective thought and logic</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you presume to be the judge of others' "connective thought and logic," 
you might want to learn how to write in coherent sentences.</P> 
<P>Just a thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150004 31778 775 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:34:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/770/6149895" target=_blank>#770</A> mahatma 
coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we against faith here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>No, we're not "against faith."</P> 
<P>We're against people who use dishonest tactics and pseudo-science to FORCE 
their faith on other people. Or at least, I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150823 31778 799 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:14:19am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/6150626" target=_blank>#795</A> Daisy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wisdom of sep. between church and state is about protecting religions 
from the state, not the state from religions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this is a fundamental misunderstanding of the Establishment 
Clause, which says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has nothing to do with "protecting religions from the state." It has to 
do with preventing the government from forcing religion on people who do not 
want it.</P> 
<P>The founding fathers came from societies where the state DID force religion 
on citizens, and wanted no part of that. This is a core principle of the 
Constitution -- freedom of choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151163 31778 806 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 12:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/6150983" target=_blank>#804</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Establishment Clause protects the people from having the Federal 
government force a particular religion on them. It does not necessarily protect 
the people from exposure to any religious ideas that might be expressed by the 
Federal government. "In God We Trust" is religious in nature but does not 
establish a national religion, nor mandate that all citizens individually pledge 
to trust in or believe in God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- but I don't see any evidence that the government is preventing 
exposure to religious ideas, except in public buildings where I have to agree 
with the Supreme Court that it's inappropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151175 31778 808 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 12:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/6151044" target=_blank>#805</A> Daisy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The U. S. Supreme Court issued two bans on prayer in public schools. The 
first ban came in 1962 and the second was issued in 1963. And I said silent. And 
I said revisit the issue of banned prayer. I offered one suggestion w/the goal 
of ameliorating both religious and secular extremism. You have offered nothing 
but fearful objections. This is a game I don't play. Play 
elsewhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how would you feel about having Hindu religious services in public 
schools? Zoroastrianism? The Islamic call to prayer? Pagan rituals?</P> 
<P>Is it only Christian prayers that you want? If so, how is that not 
establishing a government religion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151480 31778 818 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 1:25:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/6151428" target=_blank>#815</A> Daisy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's my belief that my suggestion for an invitation to a moment of silent 
prayer in no way constitutes a governmentally mandated religion, which is the 
issue under discussion. Your second question indicates that you are under the 
false impression that I have a problem w/schools teaching evolution and am 



suggesting prayer as an alternative to teaching science. I don't and 
furthermore, I don't.</P> 
<P>My computer is having a very difficult time keeping up w/the popular demand 
for LGF at this point in time - and so, I'm going to take a bit of a break and 
come back later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suppose a student comes from a Haitian family that follows <EM>santeria</EM>? 
Would you be OK with that student slaughtering a chicken as his/her prayer 
moment? It might not be silent, I'll grant you, but how can you deny this 
student the right to follow his/her family religion if you're allowing the other 
students to do it?</P> 
<P>There's a reason why the Supreme Court ruled school prayer out of bounds, and 
it's because there's no way you can be logically fair about this. Allow one 
religion, and you have to allow them all, or you are explicitly violating the 
Establishment Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151584 31778 825 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 1:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/6151523" target=_blank>#822</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles and the Pope are going to hell?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that means I won't have to be around people like gunjam for all eternity, 
I might be OK with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06152343 31778 853 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 4:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/835/6151876" target=_blank>#835</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What mean things to say to someone. No, I will not tell you what my degree is 
in or any other personal details of my life.</P> 
<P>In the thread you are referring to, I did indeed supply a list of peer-
reviewed articles to prove my point that the peer-review system is flawed, 
though necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are absolutely shameless. YOU were the one who bragged about having a 
'scientific degree,' to give some false authority to your ludicrous claims about 
evolution and science. You're now dodging the issue because you're afraid that 
someone with REAL expertise in whatever field you might pick out of your hat 
would show up and ask you questions you couldn't answer.</P> 
<P>And you know very well that your links to "peer-reviewed" papers are 
dishonest, and not at all what you represented them as.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161308 31778 880 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:26:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/878/6159922" target=_blank>#878</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Shameless phony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154041 31779 1772 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:11:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1771/6151401" target=_blank>#1771</A> 
FlakMusic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes. God is on record as calling for the destruction of peoples that 
sacrifice their offspring to idols. In the case the idol is 
"choice."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? God himself is "on record" calling for people to be destroyed?</P> 
<P>Did He call your cell phone and tell you that? Can I hear that 
voicemail?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150170 31780 296 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:51:30am  
 
<P>gymnast: this is not OK to post here. If you keep it up, your account will be 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150185 31781 32 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:52:42am  
 
<P>Traffic is rising, and I expect it to continue, so the avatars are 
disabled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150188 31781 35 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:52:55am  
 
<P>The video is still there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150595 31782 22 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 10:40:06am  
 
<P>The hate mail continues to pour in from fans of Robert Spencer. Just 
received:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking over the content of this site, one would first assume this was 
aconservative site. But after reading Friday night open, it is obviousthat LGF 
is just another fascist website. Fascism by definition, apolitical philosophy, 
movement, or regime (as that of the Fascisti)that exalts nation and often race 
above the individual and that standsfor a centralized autocratic government 
headed by a dictatorial leader,severe economic and social regimentation, and 
forcible suppression ofopposition. This is exactly how this site is run. It is a 
shame thatyou fascists claim to be conservative when in fact your 
forciblesuppression on anyone that doesn’t agree with your views isblacklisted. 
Yet you claim to be against the fascist/liberal party allthe while using the 
same exact tactics. You would make Hilter proud bythe tactics used to suppress 
any dissenting opinion. What is next? Yougoing to claim it’s your right to 
remove/block anyone not agreeingwith your views all the while suppressing the 
rights of others? I wouldpaste this on the blog but due to your fascist 
suppression of ideas.One can’t register. It is a sad, pathetic day when the 
selfclaimed conservatives at this site deny freedom of speech or expressionjust 
as the libs do without as much as allowing any rebuttal from thoseyou deem 
threatening or racist. Your PC is sickening and at best you,Charles, have become 
the very thing you allege to be against. Feel freeto post this to your blog, 
although I doubt you will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think he likes me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150627 31782 41 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 10:45:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6150613" target=_blank>#35</A> bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles - thought you might like this.</P> 
<P>You're web development with LGF has motivated me to get into some myself. I 
just finished setting up an Ubuntu Server with PHP, Apache, MySQL, Zend 
Framework and the Smarty Templating Engine. Man it is a rush when you get all of 
those to work together.</P> 
<P>Just thought I'd share...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for you! Don't forget PEAR -- it will save a lot of 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150738 31782 106 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:02:07am  
 
<P>Someone is going around and signing my email address up to porn mailing lists 
this morning, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150753 31782 112 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:04:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6150747" target=_blank>#111</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Accusing one's opponent of being a fascist is a favourite mindgame of 
moonbats.That its a moonbat is evindent from the fact that he/she doesn't seem 
able to grasp the fact that this blog is like private property: I wonder if the 
writer would let everybody into their house and allow them to misbehave and 
vandalize the place?</P> 
<P>Gah.Its better not to be liked by people like that writer!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert is allowing dozens of comments just like that one to be posted at his 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150769 31782 123 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:06:31am  
 
 
 
<P>Avatars are disabled to reduce load on the web server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150860 31782 191 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:24:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/6150843" target=_blank>#179</A> 
SavannahWinslow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Within the past day or so, I posted a link in LinkViewer. I don't even 
remember what the subject was (exposing a Kossack's vile opinion or tactic, 
perhaps?), but I do remember knowing it wouldn't be well received by lizards 
even though I thought they'd want to know ... so I put the word "(Ducking)" in 
the comment box and prepared myself for possible negative ratings. However, now 
the link is gone entirely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Accidental link deletion alert! I had a small glitch in the code that deletes 
links, and that one was accidentally hidden. It's visible again 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150862 31782 193 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:25:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/6150857" target=_blank>#189</A> arethusa</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you specify otherwise, links posted disappear after 24 
hours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they don't -- the Linkviewer lets you go through all 100,000+ 
links...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06150986 31782 280 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:47:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6150642" target=_blank>#49</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You experimented with RUBY / Rails, didn't you? I screwed with it and didn't 
find it scalable. PHP doesn't pass the elegance test, IMO, but elegance doesn't 
count for crap in the end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little; didn't really like it. It's a matter of taste -- Ruby on Rails 
tries to do everything for you behind the scenes, which is OK if that's how you 
like to program. I like more fine-grained control, though, and PHP gives me 
that.</P> 
<P>But I used to program in 680x0 assembly language, so I'm used to getting my 
hands dirty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151038 31782 323 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 11:53:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/6150991" target=_blank>#284</A> SunCat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><B>S</B>omebody wrote Charles</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>That's funny. Leftists spent a whole decade that nothing should be called 
"Fascist" and no one should be compared to Hitler as it will <I>will offend 
jews</I>. More hypocrisy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not a leftist. It's a far-right crackhead who's pissed off that I 
won't join in with Eurofascists and far-right genocide 
advocates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151156 31782 406 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 12:14:48pm  
 
<P>Good lord. Robert Spencer is foaming at the mouth on his site. That's the 
last time I visit there.</P> 
<P>Enjoy your new/old friends, Robert. I know you're reading 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06151341 31782 552 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 12:52:50pm  
 
<P>Received last night with the subject "From an American Muslim lurker:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wanted to say kudos to you for distancing your blog from peoplelike 
Robert Spencer. I am a conservative republican muslim americanand have been very 
disappointed at the lack of scrutiny people giverobert spencer's comments and 
conclusions, particularly his consistentattempt to paint any geo-political 
strife involving a muslim-majoritynation such as kosovo with islamic 
radicalism...anyhow without gettingtoo long-winded, keep up the good 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06151890 31783 379 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 3:20:49pm  
 
<P>Please don't post links to that site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06152968 31786 68 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:32:17pm  
 
<P>Hate mail galore this weekend. Another from the 'Abuse' folder:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wanted to write just to say "goodbye"; I used to find your site 
quiteinformative and very amusing...when you actually took the time 
toparticipate in the discussion, that is.</P> 
<P>Lately, LGF has been little more than a link-o-rama and your diatribeson 
religion and evolution have made me wonder just what site I visitedin the first 
place.</P> 
<P>So, for the time being, I am replacing LGF on my "favorites" toolbar 
inFirefox - I may still check in from time to time to see if anything haschanged 
and if you're back on track - but I won't be by nearly asoften.</P> 
<P>I hope you find your way back to what made LGF a wonderful,informative, at 
times entertaining, and helpful site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06152985 31786 80 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:34:37pm  
 
<P>And another, titled "Creation vs evolution:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your obsession in this debate has overshadowed the wonderful work youhave 
done in exposing the dangers of Islamic fundamentalism.</P> 
<P>I don't think you're trying to change any minds--only strut your viewsas 
intellectually superior to those who have shared your concern anddesire to 
discuss and expose those who pose a very real threat towestern freedoms.</P> 
<P>I can get this kind of single-minded obsession at Andrew Sullivan's.</P> 
<P>Bookmark deleted. For good.</P> 
<P>Get well soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06152995 31786 89 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:35:55pm  
 
<P>And another, titled "Zionist rule over Goyim:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a dive into the Med and save the world the trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one came from Norway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153014 31786 107 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:38:08pm  
 
<P>And another, from a Robert Spencer fan:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have very high regard for Robert Spencer.As of now, much less respect for 
you. So until you change, you are offmy 
computer.islam=satan</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153053 31786 145 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:43:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/6153034" target=_blank>#126</A> lummox</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I too am bored to tears with posts about Evolution vs Creationism. Since they 
are not mutually exclusive I neither read nor post on them.Problem 
solved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm bored to tears with comments telling me how bored they are.</P> 
<P>Could there be anything more boring?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153079 31786 168 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:46:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6153054" target=_blank>#146</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I think the whole evolutionist/creationist brouhaha here is a 
colossal waste of time and energy. But it's Charles' blog, so I just stay off 
the threads on that subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then it might be a good idea for you to start your own blog, where people can 
read only what's important to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153111 31786 198 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:49:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/6153101" target=_blank>#188</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh -- a down-ding from The Great Lizard hisself! I feel so honored...</P> 
<P>Okay, Charles: I promise not to comment on that issue <EM>at all, 
anywhere</EM>. Satisfied?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't care less, to be honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153148 31786 233 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 6:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6153117" target=_blank>#204</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever been to a 4 hour meeting with software people?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, yes.</P> 
<P>This is worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153277 31786 352 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 7:08:57pm  
 
<P>Great. So Ann Coulter is now the best the right has to offer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153310 31786 383 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 7:13:38pm  
 
<P>Ann is the GOP representative on Hannity and Colmes tonight.</P> 
<P>I guess Pat Buchanan wasn't available.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06153782 31786 828 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 8:18:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/6153765" target=_blank>#812</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Obama introduce Rev. Otis Moss at one of his rallies today? Is this real? 
Can't find anything on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Doesn't matter. Nobody cares. John McCain took that whole issue off the 
table.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154096 31787 120 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:21:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6154064" target=_blank>#94</A> JohnAdams</EM></P> 
<P>This is a really stupid comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154119 31787 141 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:25:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6154112" target=_blank>#134</A> 
lone_wolf_in_illinois</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am surprised it wasn't on the chopping block of posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. This bigoted crap is not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154205 31787 226 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:42:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6154182" target=_blank>#203</A> 
JohnAdams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Understand, I am not hating on gay people. I just believe that the arts, of 
which I am a member, has been largely subsumed by gay men. In college I was 
deliberately left off a course in playwrighting by a gay professor who point 
blank asked me "Are you gay?" When i said no, I was told I was dishonest and was 
not allowed in the course. I told the truth. I am straight and I wanted to learn 
how to write plays.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? And you accepted this, without protesting to the administration?</P> 
<P>Who's the "pussy" here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154224 31787 244 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:45:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6154185" target=_blank>#206</A> 
erisldysnomia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Why does LGF seem to insert a space in 
"pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoc oniosis" between the 'con' and the 
'iosis'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strings longer than 40 characters are broken up to prevent thread 
rogering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154281 31787 301 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 9:58:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6154239" target=_blank>#259</A> 
JohnAdams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on man. Of course I did. They didn't do anything. This guy was a 
Broadway star. I was wronged in that situation, 20 years old. It pissed me off. 
I don't look at anyone any differently, but I wont be intimidated to speak. 
Thanks for the forum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So years later, you're lashing out at the "arts community" and calling them 
"a bunch of pussies," and making up statistics to try to insinuate they're all 
gay and that's why art is "crap."</P> 
<P>Nice. And this is in a thread that will certainly be visited by some of these 
gay pussies who design crap.</P> 
<P>You're a piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06154349 31787 365 Charles Sun, Nov 2, 2008 10:15:14pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, in the thread about Hawaii confirming Obama's birth certificate, 
there are STILL people who refuse to accept it and spout conspiracy 
theories.</P> 
<P>And in last night's overnight thread, the last comment before mine says "God 
is on record calling for the destruction" of women who have abortions.</P> 
<P>And in the thread about the Pope meeting Stephen Hawking, I was told I would 
burn in hell for not believing in creationism. Along with the 
Pope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156149 31790 122 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:22:52am  
 
<P>95...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156174 31790 141 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:26:19am  
 
<P>110...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156188 31790 154 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:27:51am  
 
<P>Sabato's predicting a landslide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156208 31790 173 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:30:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/6156203" target=_blank>#168</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For The One.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156210 31790 175 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:30:48am  
 
<P>131...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156212 31790 177 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:31:04am  
 
<P>And one jerk banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156227 31790 191 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:32:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6156218" target=_blank>#183</A> Vet_Missing_Parts 
(1LT, Ret)</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Already? Didn't even make it all the way out the egg!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a newbie, just another disgruntled idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156232 31790 194 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:32:58am  
 
<P>141...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156258 31790 217 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:35:49am  
 
<P>160...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156266 31790 223 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:36:16am  
 
<P>I'm going to post all the new usernames.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156312 31790 265 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:42:03am  
 
<P>201...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156335 31790 286 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:47:01am  
 
<P>225...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156365 31790 311 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:50:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6156285" target=_blank>#239</A> Godefroi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey - I finally made it!</P> 
<P>And it only took two years!</P> 
<P>Woo-hoo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that your blog has links to people who have written vicious, 
hateful things about me -- and have supported mass deportations and 
genocide?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156374 31790 320 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:51:55am  
 
<P>As expected, some haters are showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156406 31790 350 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:55:30am  
 
<P>268...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156432 31790 373 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:57:54am  
 
<P>283, and the door is closing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06156447 31790 388 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:00:03am  
 
<P>285 total, and the door is closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156472 31790 412 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:04:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/6156463" target=_blank>#403</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>308 just made a snide remark about Charles' newbie count being narcissistic. 
Sheesh - if you lurk here and think that lizards have it all wrong you'd think 
that you'd say something with some meat on its bones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a creep from the GoV crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156480 31790 420 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:05:44am  
 
<P>Get ready for a long list of usernames...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156484 31790 423 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:06:28am  
 
<P>primuspilusfairnbalancedsadjoeSLeerJoetheplumberMezzomorphBumr50snowbunnybutt
JasonGreenbergirnctyGBGfswBonkcomfortquiltswestern 
statesKingGeorgeSonarguitarSurrondedbyNYCLiberalsxolotlkenufiveleidangdevildog66
6Independentstarboardjonmc1kcfromtxCaTransplantjonesyinpankca1In ExcessBig 
PrintonlinegangstaConservativeCollegeStudentCaptain 
DenflomasterWestSeawatchdogMaddhousesnowgardendreamKellyJ7% 
Solutionmldlalexdonho1965kingdavidcfsirlargotwtunedancinggoatkvisfCanoe TrainJ 
Docdengar007madtechieChicago 
PubJenniferinNHgolem786ken.finneyMugwumpMelonbreadPFD 
CaptainMatthew8vLanzmanNajiarealitycheckDavidNclPR151two2tangoIsildurling 
lingShuemaisJustABillzakthemountainmanJames KornjacetanoRedistributorBl1tz3nOld 
GringobruceedallasweberstrikefoakvalleygirlamitginbarflatspinmakabichaiPigmymind
sepublogthatdarnedbobabuhasanSweet Bay 
MagnoliaOldGatorDeltDixieTheNurselemongrassoxyconjsallisonNancy 
HarringtonGottaRideHoJoPohrcoloRednironspinordieNewbomAwful 
Truthfiredupengineerjtgeojhouse48John21601ARBy_1cwollerTrinitymdkbriddemoonefort
ysevenCharlieBravoPete-
billyGodefroiWilliam1966ThuneBPSCGkc135eandegraywhalemotorbike 
mikeCrankyBeachtory_northtrolamcStudlyDoRightTopGunFudd100tango-52Sea 
Dragonnyorangefullon666ChristinaMaeoliviaTuariBudgieboySparky49Mackay 
RippeyJAR0023LyndaislaminactionairhammerIrishKateLittleGreenBillmspfacsVostok5ri
ghtsideupPodkayneQueenOfCupsFrank MGRR 
Davestonewater13blackcatsrcampbellThinkRightRichard_Evanshappyday49K.M.B.NSA 
RejectKateinDCRice BabyrabblerabblerabbleaggieannDrDougSJBillobaminatorsenator 
governmentfroggyboy33buffyvsstreetwiseprofessorBunnyConbrotherofchronosTantorClo
setRepublicInSantaMonicaGondrylobopeetarConservativeInCAThe Ronin 
EdgeUnapologetic CapitalistPCachuPerlguy67LaForzadelDestinoMister 
Integrityw.arDudley Earnestthe foosmanyogibearRimapogy647Gail SPat 
Narcisikilnborntankernavshivaswackiopen2allspecktateranitaJ-LLatPoHBrisco 
CountytperoSchweaty PhDwigsshanglesicilian 
eagle~BfromTXibryskivivaglam5Dianjon_berzerkkitdafosKingOfTortsrwichmannBremsstr
ahlungJeffreyLloydrobertxlongoderechoreesmattMD11Fr8DogJohnny_Bluejeansnucular_o
ptionKarl the 
Krudsolicitrjhgbsdolso8la2tlvJohnFbitterclinger_in_PAQuarnelKyriakosBacaDogFight
on03Bodacious2182CannonballbloggingfoolDL 



SlySeriousStudentALF3911ms4984ellconGordon 
WinslowFangbeerEmmahSueSAM8AreozolSystemaKlepackageBen 
Ploniealiceth41ez42x10jblairMcDonald2012jbtybeeTy85719misspyRev. RightMike 
LackeySteve 
Rogersrasta16rypatyunrichard1948Vashta.NeradapstandenVeepershmoozerAmericanPolit
icalOrphanihateronpaulNonnislicerdicerHunkaburninhandagithhokieconJoe 
TacoGuileCaptainObviousFarmer62South Florida 
PatriotgodzulunbkuvsJFKAZpjedirectEl 
PlomeroAlexChiller1064fiestagalbpendlet</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156489 31790 427 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:06:53am  
 
<P>Whew!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156510 31790 448 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:10:19am  
 
<P>The request for the new server has been in for several days - I don't know if 
we're going to get it in time for the election.</P> 
<P>C'est la vie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157682 31790 622 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:35:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/6157654" target=_blank>#620</A> Godefroi</EM></P> 
<P>Maybe you missed this the first time I asked, so I'll ask again:</P> 
<P>Are you aware that your blog has links to people who have written vicious, 
hateful things about me -- and have supported mass deportations and 
genocide?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157703 31790 623 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:39:20pm  
 
<P>P.S. to Godefroi: it's not a good idea to ignore this 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157784 31790 627 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:52:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/6157752" target=_blank>#626</A> Godefroi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - uh, No.</P> 
<P>And, I didn't ignore you...I just got back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I suggest you take a look at the stuff that's being written about LGF 
and about me at some of the blogs you feature prominently.</P> 
<P>And then ask yourself how you would feel about having someone around who 
promotes them, if it were you they were smearing and bashing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157902 31790 629 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 1:15:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/6157865" target=_blank>#628</A> Godefroi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh...I hadn't even planned on returning to this thread. I guess it's a 
good thing I did, huh?</P> 



<P>It would be helpful in this endeavor if you could provide a hint or two 
regarding these blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Start at Gates of Vienna. There are a LOT of LGF-haters in your blogroll.</P> 
<P>I'm finding it a bit hard to believe you didn't know about any of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157977 31790 633 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 1:28:04pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I have zero interest in discussing any of the crap you will 
find at those sites. You decide whether your LGF account is important to you or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06156723 31791 78 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 10:32:22am  
 
<P>Sure, it could be accidental.</P> 
<P>But there used to be a time when a presidential candidate would be VERY 
careful not to do things like this.</P> 
<P>I don't know for sure. No one does. But it looks very deliberate to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157007 31792 59 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 11:08:04am  
 
<P>Had another meltdown in the registration thread, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157015 31792 67 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 11:09:51am  
 
<P>Another creationist who says I was "mocking his faith," and he loves Atlas 
Shrugs, so he's deleting all his LGF bookmarks to teach me a 
lesson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157066 31792 109 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 11:16:48am  
 
<P>Almost 5000 people online right now, and we're slowing down. But from here, 
everything's still working fine.</P> 
<P>I strongly suggest you use Firefox, or even better, Safari to browse LGF 
today and tomorrow, instead of Internet Explorer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157466 31794 151 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:07:58pm  
 
<P>Does anyone know if 'globallabor.com' is a site associated with Larry 
Johnson?</P> 
<P>I suspect it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157521 31794 198 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/6157507" target=_blank>#187</A> 
CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just googled it Charles, Larry J is listed as host.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep. Thought so. They're now trying to push out another crappy rumor, that 
Bill Ayers is actively involved in Obama's campaign.</P> 
<P>Those people really, truly suck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157607 31794 276 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6157567" target=_blank>#239</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've linked him a long time ago, he's been blogging since '04. I'll take a 
look</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. He posts at Larry Johnson's noquarter blog.</P> 
<P>Credibility: nil.</P> 
<P>These people have done a LOT of damage to the McCain campaign, as have the 
bloggers who've fallen for the crap they're pushing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06157628 31794 296 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 12:26:13pm  
 
<P>Larry Johnson or his pals have been responsible for almost all the stupid 
crappy rumors that have gone out. I strongly suspect they're a deliberate false 
flag operation, preying on bloggers who don't have good BS 
detectors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158029 31795 68 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 1:39:03pm  
 
<P>Sorry to hear about Obama's grandmother.</P> 
<P>Expect the Larry Johnson creeps to start spreading rumors that he killed 
her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158148 31796 16 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 1:55:06pm  
 
<P>I wish I didn't even have to issue this warning, but there's a lot of 
craziness going on.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Anyone who posts a nasty comment in this thread will lose their 
account instantly.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158254 31796 76 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 2:10:56pm  
 
<P>Someone just down-rated this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158269 31796 88 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 2:12:39pm  
 
<P>There's another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158314 31796 123 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 2:18:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6158295" target=_blank>#111</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Frankly, you should consider disabling non-related links in the spinoffs on 
posts like this. Somehow spam military videos leave a bad taste in my 
mouth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've deleted them. Very very crass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158396 31796 186 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 2:34:57pm  
 
<P>'steakneggs' also dinged down the post about the Pope meeting Stephen 
Hawking. Apparently another mean-spirited creationist.</P> 
<P>This one is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158490 31796 258 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 2:53:45pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/11/3/17632/3975/588/651327" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158516 31796 278 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 3:01:04pm  
 
<P>A comment from that Daily Kos post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>You know what? Maybe you should update your</STRONG></P> 
<P>diary with this: Little Green Footballs.</P> 
<P>It actually warmed my heart a little. Maybe there's hope? No matter how 
small, it's got to start somewhere</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158580 31796 314 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 3:11:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6158562" target=_blank>#308</A> NC State of 
Mind</EM></P> 
<P>I have to agree. After the sheer hatred and vitriol that is posted at Daily 
Kos every time a conservative figure passes away, they should be ashamed to 
point fingers at anyone. And their approval is worthless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06158587 31796 317 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 3:12:30pm  
 
<P>But having said that, Free Republic really has become something of a sewer 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159041 31796 371 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 4:05:24pm  
 
<P>#366: if you want to post those kinds of comments, take it to Free Republic 
where you'll find lots of people doing it.</P> 
<P>It's not welcome here. I'm going to assume you didn't see the warning 
above:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Anyone who posts a nasty comment in this thread, or any kind of 
conspiracy theory, will lose their account instantly.</STRONG></P> 
<P>This is the last time I'm going to post this warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160368 31796 421 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:04:48pm  



 
<P>I am now shutting down this thread, because I'm tired of monitoring 
it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159537 31797 761 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:12:10pm  
 
<P>Kos Kidz are calling to "freep" this poll:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2008/11/3/18355/6219/471/651428" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Idiots. Who cares?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159631 31798 131 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:26:13pm  
 
<P>One thing we can look forward to after the election -- we won't have to watch 
Frank Luntz and his crappy pseudo-scientific garbage for a while.</P> 
<P>What an egomaniacal creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159796 31798 270 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:48:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/6159769" target=_blank>#244</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>I didn't mention this, but the original email went out to a whole list of 
people, including the LA Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159801 31798 274 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:48:38pm  
 
<P>The email addresses were redacted by ME, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159810 31798 283 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:50:33pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't have published this if I weren't satisfied that it's genuine.</P> 
<P>I would have thought everyone knew this by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159858 31798 328 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 5:56:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/6159645" target=_blank>#144</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About half the time I click on the "+" or to reply I get kicked back to the 
main page. It could be the Girlfriend's computer. It doesn't always play nice 
with LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm fixing this right now. I know the cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06159904 31798 371 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:01:32pm  
 
<P>Reload, grasshoppers. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160012 31798 472 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:16:00pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/6159988" target=_blank>#448</A> 
sagamoregal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Karl Rove just posted a map giving the election to Obama. Bastard"</P> 
<P>The Bush family and their <EM>consigliere</EM> are in the tank for Obama, n-
est-ce-pa? Why no Laura Bush on the trail for McCain? (other than Cindy and 
Megan Mccain can't stand GWB).</P> 
<P>Put your trust in Dick Morris more than Rove.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. The last person to trust Dick Morris was the prostitute he let 
listen to his conversations with Bill Clinton.</P> 
<P>The guy is a major creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160026 31798 485 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:17:13pm  
 
<P>Karl Rove is calling it like he sees it. I'm sure he takes no joy in these 
predictions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160065 31798 523 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:22:06pm  
 
<P>One of the problems in this election has been the rogue's gallery of creeps 
and discredited hacks who've been promoted by Fox News.</P> 
<P>Dick Morris. Frank Luntz. Pat Buchanan. Mike Huckabee.</P> 
<P>I could go on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160082 31798 539 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:24:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/6160049" target=_blank>#508</A> 
spirochete</EM></P> 
<P>Again ... the [redacted] addresses in the emails above were redacted by me. I 
have the addresses, and I checked them out and verified they were 
genuine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160159 31798 614 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:36:16pm  
 
<P>Not linking to canadafreepress. Wouldn't be prudent.</P> 
<P>They're the Canadian version of WorldNetDaily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160199 31798 654 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:41:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/6160172" target=_blank>#627</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, just for my own curiosity about this guy Sidney Jackson -- did 
he really send that response directly to Shouman's email 
address?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160265 31798 703 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:50:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/6160244" target=_blank>#694</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm absolutely flabbergasted by that email. Not because a Columbia faculty 
member wouldn't feel that way, but because most academics that I've ever met 
have a keenly developed sense of self-preservation that prevents them from 
saying anything that might be considered even vaguely potent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The left-wing academics I've met have an even more finely developed sense of 
entitlement, superiority, and elitism.</P> 
<P>This didn't surprise me one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160312 31798 728 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:56:45pm  
 
<P>Please see the rules at the top of every comment thread.</P> 
<P>No phone numbers, no email addresses, no exceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160779 31798 777 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:11:17pm  
 
<P><STRONG>NO EMAIL ADDRESSES OR PHONE NUMBERS.</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>READ THE RULES.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Yes, I'm shouting. I'm sick and tired of deleting comments by people who 
can't be bothered to read the freaking rules that are at the top of EVERY 
comment thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160288 31799 20 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 6:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6160282" target=_blank>#17</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are being played.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No scheisse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160385 31799 78 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:08:02pm  
 
<P>The Madelyn Dunham thread is closed to comments, because the morons who think 
they own LGF, and can post whatever they want, insisted on being 
assholes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160463 31799 141 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:18:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/6160441" target=_blank>#126</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condolences to the Obama family. Some things transcend 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was expecting the assholes to show up and start abusing my site, actually, 
so it's not really a surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160491 31799 165 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:21:52pm  
 
<P>And of course, the assholes who were banned in that thread are now sending 
hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160532 31799 206 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:27:51pm  



 
<P>And I just got another email about Obama's birth certificate.</P> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160582 31799 255 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:34:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/6160574" target=_blank>#248</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Waiting for them to all get their own Anti-LGF blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll have to get in line for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160589 31799 261 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:35:40pm  
 
<P>The assholes of which I speak are not newbies, unfortunately.</P> 
<P>Just scared people lashing out.</P> 
<P>Well, they can lash out somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160632 31799 300 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6160593" target=_blank>#265</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those things always fizzle out. I just went and looked gcp's page, and their 
last thread was on 9/11, and the one before that was in July. 
Tumbleweeds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'lgf quiz' site hasn't been updated for three years. And 'lgf watch' is 
nearly dead, although the crackheads who run that stalker site will no doubt be 
greatly thrilled that I mentioned them. They might even post that photo of me at 
a party 6 years ago again. I dread that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160667 31799 331 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:48:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/6160646" target=_blank>#314</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Silver Bullets only work in Hollywood. In real life only consistent and 
persistent efforts achieve real good. That's why when the backbiting and 
nihilism and Monday am quarterbacking starts in the Republican party (some of it 
already has...) we need to refocus it. We need to work an inch at a time, a yard 
at a time - our next focus needs to be midterms in 2010, and screw presidential 
what-ifs until then. The farm team for the next Republican majority is out 
there, but they'll never make it to the majors if we don't know who they are and 
if we don't support them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And it's my opinion that if the GOP decides the right way to deal with 
this is to get even more socially conservative, and even more atavistic, drive 
out the "RINOs" and purify the blood of the party, we're going to see Democrats 
in power for the next 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160690 31799 352 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:52:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/6160678" target=_blank>#341</A> 
brickthruplateglasswindow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I don't follow?</P> 
<P>Are you suggesting the future of Republicans is to become more like 
Democrats?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160705 31799 367 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:55:14pm  
 
<P>And sure enough, I just got an email from a GOP list (that I didn't ask to be 
on) saying that if Obama wins, it means the GOP needs to purge itself of the 
impure RINOs.</P> 
<P>And another email demanding that I link to a Larry Johnson 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160712 31799 374 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 7:57:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/6160701" target=_blank>#363</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then again, the Democrats choice is just as destructive and corrosive - 
pushing the party as far left as you can imagine, and then some. It didn't work 
in 2004, so they went even further to the left with Obama, and was helped by a 
media that chose to overlook/ignore/bury just how far left he truly is.</P> 
<P>I agree that the GOP will likely push even further to the right because of 
its failure, but a better option would be for them to clearcut the failed 
leadership who decided that big government was the way to stay in power and not 
stand up to the profligate spending on dubious programs and new entitlements. 
Fiscal responsibility appears to be a dead letter in DC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed -- fiscal responsibility, and staying the hell out of people's private 
lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160731 31799 392 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:01:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/6160716" target=_blank>#378</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How should we handle RINOs sir? I am not asking to be hostile, I am simply 
asking for your opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Start by stopping with this RINO bullshit, and join the 21st century. The 
intrusive, fanatical social agenda of the far right is a losing 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160743 31799 404 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:03:45pm  
 
<P>RINO means 'Republican in Name Only' and it's an insulting, derisive term for 
people who would otherwise be allies. This absolutism has to 
stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160793 31799 450 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:13:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/6160774" target=_blank>#433</A> RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it depends what your interpretation and experience with conservative 
absolutism was/is.</P> 



<P>I think Reagan was an absolutist. He might have believed in Creationism 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Good luck with that approach.</P> 
<P>I guess I'm a neocon RINO. I need to be purged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160830 31799 484 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/6160786" target=_blank>#443</A> RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Reagan believed in Creationism or not, did it matter?</P> 
<P>I don't know if he did or not. But I think its very likely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reagan never pushed creationism as a social agenda.</P> 
<P>But it doesn't matter. He wasn't a god. He wasn't right about everything, and 
he was terribly wrong about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160852 31799 505 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/6160836" target=_blank>#490</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has this Obama quote ever been on LGF? It was all over our local radio 
station today:</P> 
<P>"We cannot continue to rely only on our military in order to achieve the 
national security objectives that we've set. We've got to have a 
<STRONG>civilian national security force</STRONG> that's <EM>just as powerful, 
just as strong, just as well-funded</EM>."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been posted here twice. The first time earlier this year, when he said 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160883 31799 534 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:26:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/6160858" target=_blank>#511</A> RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he didn't. That's the point. Given the belief systems and media scrutiny 
at the time it was never brought up.</P> 
<P>It didn't matter what his belief was. He was a very successful and effective 
president.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the problem is that we now have a gang of "conservatives" who DO want to 
push creationism and other intrusive, backward social agendas. Reagan was 
effective because he stayed out of this stuff. Bobby Jindal and Tim Pawlenty and 
Mike Huckabee a host of other GOP rising stars are the exact opposite; they're 
aggressively pursuing this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06160911 31799 559 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/6160900" target=_blank>#550</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd give Jindal a pass for the moment. He's not on the national stage yet, 
and among his constituency -- at the state level -- creation actually is an 
issue. So he, unlike Reagan, doesn't have the luxury of transcending 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you go ahead and give him a pass. I'm not going to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06160975 31799 619 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/6160951" target=_blank>#595</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. Though he should try to steer his state party away from this issue. 
It's toxic and it ends with people being forced to deny facts in the name of 
politics. The GOP should not be doing that. Evolution needs to be de-
politicized; treat it on its merits, no less, no more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not going to steer the party away from it -- Jindal is what most people 
would call a "religious fanatic," who, in addition to his creationist beliefs, 
believes exorcism cures cancer. He's in the pocket of the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161035 31799 676 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/6160991" target=_blank>#633</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What law is before Congress right now, or has been proposed by Conservatives, 
that would <EM>make some law respecting an establishment of religion</EM> as you 
highlighted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For starters, the disastrously stupid idea of amending the Constitution to 
prevent gay marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161124 31799 763 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 8:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/730/6161091" target=_blank>#730</A> 
newsjunkie_ky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that 'religious'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161154 31799 791 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/6161090" target=_blank>#729</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guys, two words; "red meat". That is a sop to the people who put him in Baton 
Rouge. What evidence is there that he is a true believer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For starters, Jindal's <EM>own words</EM>:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-jindal" 
target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161197 31799 832 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/6161132" target=_blank>#769</A> WestSea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another one that can be added to the list of conservatives that believe that 
creationism should be taught alongside evolution is Sara Palin. I'm a Science 
teacher and although I'll vote McCain/Palin this time, she better let that one 
go or she'll not make it at the national level.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't like Sarah Palin's creationist beliefs, but the fact is that she has 
very explicitly stated that she DOES NOT want it taught alongside evolution. 
Twice. Once in an interview with an Alaskan newspaper, and again in her 
interview with Katie Couric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06161231 31799 865 Charles Mon, Nov 3, 2008 9:14:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/6161197" target=_blank>#832</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like Sarah Palin's creationist beliefs, but the fact is that she has 
very explicitly stated that she DOES NOT want it taught alongside evolution. 
Twice. Once in an interview with an Alaskan newspaper, and again in her 
interview with Katie Couric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this one, Palin is way ahead of Bobby Jindal, who has actually signed a 
stealth creationist bill into law in Louisiana, promoted by the Discovery 
Institute.</P> 
<P>I consider Jindal to be far more dangerous on this front than Sarah 
Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06163624 31802 88 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:13:05am  
 
<P>Oh well -- we couldn't get the new web server in time for today, so we'll 
just have to deal with the traffic surge as best we can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06163994 31803 129 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:49:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6163913" target=_blank>#110</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, come on man.</P> 
<P>Don't acquiesce, this way. This story is nothing but unsourced 
propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this different from any other mainstream media story? If you haven't 
noticed, the entire media has lost its credibility in this election.</P> 
<P>Frankly, I'm more inclined to trust a Lebanese newpspaper at this 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164024 31803 134 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6164021" target=_blank>#132</A> Reluctant 
Democrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd <EM>like</EM> to believe this story, but I don't. I do agree he would 
probably sell Israel out, but I don't think he'd be dumb enough to actually say 
it to these blabbermouths.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure he would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06163919 31804 15 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:42:27am  
 
<P>There's a Ron Paulian emailing me links to Lew Rockwell's site. 
Freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06163926 31804 19 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:43:22am  
 
<P>I'll be posting a lot of open discussion threads today to try to keep any one 
thread from getting too long and taxing our hamsters like Obama's going to tax 
the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06163949 31804 32 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:45:36am  
 
<P>I should have known better than to visit Rockwell's hate site -- he's ranting 
about "Republicanism is dead" and "this is the price we pay for rejecting Ron 
Paul."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164474 31805 97 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:33:29am  
 
<P>I'm voting NO on Proposition 8 in California, because I really don't like the 
groups promoting it -- they're exactly the same people who are trying to force a 
far-right creationist agenda into schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164506 31805 119 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:36:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/6164487" target=_blank>#105</A> cblesz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess then it is Ok for first graders to attend a lesbian wedding for 
educational purposes...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to accept that fear-mongering crap at face value, that's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164542 31805 148 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:39:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/6164526" target=_blank>#136</A> mahatma 
coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ehhh...but isn't that a seperate issue?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of these issues are part of the same agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164581 31805 187 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:43:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6164527" target=_blank>#137</A> cblesz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>fear mongering? Um, I watched in horror as first graders were taken on a 
field trip to their lesbian teacher's wedding. How is THAT educational? That is 
exactly why I scrape to send my daughter to private school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why people need to be aware of what is happening at their 
children's schools. If you don't like that you don't have to accept it.</P> 
<P>The answer is not to amend the state constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164593 31805 197 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:44:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/6164556" target=_blank>#162</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The original Panthers were more than just loudmouths in black beanies. They 
were intent on initiating the takeover of the United States by force. They've 
been retroactively rehabilitated by academia, but they were in fact quite 
scary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're just as scary now -- more so, since they've gained a legitimacy 
in some areas. Their membership is way up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164626 31805 226 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:48:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/6164599" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please vote Yes on 8. I ask you to please do that if only to reverse the 
activist judges who made the proposition necessary. Gay marriage passed by the 
legislature would be one thing, gay marriage imposed by judicial fiat is 
something else entirely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, no. I have a real aversion to using the state constitution to regulate 
social issues. It's flat wrong, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164632 31805 232 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:48:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/6164616" target=_blank>#217</A> Dave 
the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any thought on the anti-Mormon commercial? Doesn't it remind you of anti-
Catholic and anti-Jewish propaganda? It shows to evil Mormons invading and 
ransacking a house.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164724 31805 319 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 10:01:17am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer, meanwhile, has gone completely off the rails, is letting 
people post links to anti-LGF hate sites, and is spewing hatred and vitriol at 
me that I almost can't believe.</P> 
<P>I won't visit his site. Someone sent me copies of the comments being posted 
there. From now on, I won't even read those.</P> 
<P>He's dropped his mask of moderation completely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06164747 31805 339 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 10:05:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/6164729" target=_blank>#324</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm voting yes on it for several reasons. Partially as a response to the 
judicial activism which overturned the previous legislatation which had been 
voted on and passed, partially because I feel it infringes on the separation of 
Church and State and finally because due to my personal beliefs that allowing 
this is a "slippery slope" which could allow other groups to use it as a 
precedent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like the judicial activists that overturned the earlier vote either. 
But if you think <EM>that's</EM> a slippery slope, I'm much more afraid of 
empowering the groups who are promoting this constitutional 
amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06164917 31805 424 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 10:26:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/6164890" target=_blank>#416</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2 is savage nations stalker site. Wow- he added 1389 too?!</P> 
<P>The mask has completely slipped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I could take back every positive thing I ever said about him. The fact 
that he's reacting like this tells me that I was gravely mistaken about him and 
his motivations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06166480 31810 89 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 1:56:24pm  
 
<P>Lines were not long here -- but I timed it to avoid the rush. Apparently it 
was pretty jammed this morning before work hours, and I'm sure it's going to get 
bad again after 4 pm.</P> 
<P>I voted for John McCain, which is something I never thought I'd say. And 
against Proposition 8.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06166509 31810 111 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 2:00:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6166504" target=_blank>#107</A> 
johngaltlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Silver is on Fox. He looks terrible. Has he been ill?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Ron is fighting cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06166554 31810 153 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 2:06:05pm  
 
<P>This is what convinced me that Cynthia truly is The One:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.memritv.org/clip/en/1890.htm" 
target=_blank>www.memritv.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06167439 31811 342 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 4:09:20pm  
 
<P>Fox is calling Kentucky for McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06167449 31811 352 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 4:09:59pm  
 
<P>McCain pulling ahead in Indiana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168134 31812 264 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:14:27pm  
 
<P>Elizabeth Dole really blew it with that dishonest 'godless atheists' 
advertisement.</P> 
<P>I hate to say "I told you so."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168260 31812 386 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:29:30pm  
 



<P>Er... folks ... by posting about how slow it is, and how things aren't 
responding, you're actually making it worse.</P> 
<P>It fills up the page with meaningless comments, and taxes the server to post 
these meaningless comments.</P> 
<P>I know it's slow. I'm doing everything I can to help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168275 31812 400 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:30:33pm  
 
<P>Oh man. Ohio doesn't look good at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168283 31812 408 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:31:17pm  
 
<P>Fox is calling PA for Obama.</P> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168318 31812 443 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:36:06pm  
 
<P>Rude assholes will lose their accounts, which will help make things 
faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168335 31812 460 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 5:38:05pm  
 
 
 
<P>The Google map has PA even. I'm not sure why Fox is calling it for Obama. 
Seems premature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168512 31814 18 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:01:23pm  
 
<P>Just blocked a sh*tload of bots that were crawling our site. Server load 
coming down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168591 31814 56 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:08:18pm  
 
<P>If Obama wins, there won't be any pissing and moaning from me.</P> 
<P>This is our democracy, folks. It's important to keep our spirits up, no 
matter what happens, accept the results, and be gracious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168604 31814 67 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:09:08pm  
 
<P>Elizabeth Dole deserved to lose. Her last ad attacking Hagan was a 
disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168648 31814 97 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:12:37pm  
 
<P>Even Google Maps is having trouble keeping up with demand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168656 31814 102 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:13:13pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6168644" target=_blank>#95</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Whatever you do, John, don't even THINK of 
conceding!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just know it's coming. It's the McCain style.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168956 31815 7 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:42:32pm  
 
<P>I removed the Google election map, because even Google's millions of servers 
seem to be having trouble keeping up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06168999 31815 29 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:46:55pm  
 
<P>Channeling the Great Karnak, my next prediction:</P> 
<P>McCain is going to concede long before he needs to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169071 31815 79 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 6:51:49pm  
 
<P>America has decided that Iranian nuclear bombs really aren't anything to 
worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169192 31815 183 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:02:59pm  
 
<P>McCain has lost Iowa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169402 31815 375 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:18:53pm  
 
<P>Who could have done a better job than McCain?</P> 
<P>Giuliani could have, but the Republican leadership decided he was persona non 
grata because he wouldn't toe the social conservative line.</P> 
<P>Romney could have, but the Republican leadership decided he was a Mormon, and 
couldn't be trusted.</P> 
<P>This, my friends, is known as "cutting one's own throat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169424 31815 396 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:21:08pm  
 
<P>McCain got the nomination, not because he was a "maverick," but because he 
was a Washington good old boy, with lots of Washington good old boy 
friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169445 31815 416 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:23:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/6169416" target=_blank>#388</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He ran an absolutely terrible campaign.</P> 
<P>He was my pick at the outset, let's be clear. But his campaign was 
bafflingly, maddeningly incompetent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, he ran a bad campaign. But nobody could possibly have run a worse 
campaign than John McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169678 31815 643 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/6169651" target=_blank>#616</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Start investigations into:</P> 
<P>Campaign financingAcornSorosVoter fraud</P> 
<P>Hammer them without mercy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169688 31815 653 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 7:54:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/6169675" target=_blank>#640</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, Folks, REALITY CHECK!*Whack*"13 percent of the vote in"is potentially 
MEANINGLESS!Maybe yes, maybne no!Wait for it to be counted.Me, I'm PRAYING for a 
nice suprise...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prayers are all you have left at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169768 31816 20 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:03:26pm  
 
<P>Not surprised here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06169969 31817 51 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:19:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6169927" target=_blank>#31</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles are you going to be on PJ's TV?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Discussing it with them. Not tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06170067 31817 122 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:26:40pm  
 
<P>Don't give the lefties anything, people.</P> 
<P>It's time to be gracious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06170280 31817 308 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:44:24pm  
 
<P>It would be great if I didn't have to shut down this comment thread. But I 
will if I have to. I'm not happy about this outcome, either, but I'm not going 
to freak out and say things I'll regret later.</P> 
<P>Get a grip, people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06170350 31817 374 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 8:51:13pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/6170331" target=_blank>#356</A> kevin the 
ox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to RealClearPolitics, there are a number of states still in play. 
It's very close, in even some key states. Projections and polls are nothing to 
precincts reporting.</P> 
<P>And, this being known to all parties, I wonder if anyone paid attention (I 
didn't see it) to whether McCain actually said "I concede" or did he simply 
offer congratulations on a projected win for Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John McCain conceded. It's over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06170919 31818 282 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 9:40:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/6170893" target=_blank>#260</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Poor Charles. I worry what will happen overnight with emotions this 
raw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm simply blocking the accounts of people who can't control 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06171201 31819 30 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 10:07:05pm  
 
<P><STRONG>If I wake up tomorrow morning and see hateful, extreme comments in 
this thread, accounts will be blocked. If you can't control yourself, don't post 
here or it will be your last comment at LGF.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06171324 31819 104 Charles Tue, Nov 4, 2008 10:16:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6171304" target=_blank>#93</A> Tarkus289</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, maybe a small warning at the top of the thread for the morning 
posters who will not have had all night to put their anger in 
check.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm tired of giving warnings. If people don't know what kind of behavior is 
not welcome here by now, they don't deserve accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173333 31820 20 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:22:57am  
 
<P>Yikes. Server load is soaring. Hopefully we'll be able to get that new web 
server in place soon.</P> 
<P>I see that a whole lot of people dinged down my posts about Obama last night. 
I hope that was a reaction to his election, and not because my posts weren't 
full of doom and anger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173426 31820 110 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:15:04am  
 
<P>Sheesh. System load is soaring again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173432 31820 116 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:15:41am  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail for not hating Obama enough.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"It gives me no pleasure to see this prediction coming true."</P> 
<P>Ego big as hot air balloons is what I see out of your comment. Youshould take 
greater pleasure on seeing that your prediction would bewrong and that with 
McCain in office there'll be less chance on seeingbloodshed run in the streets. 
But since you're happy that you're rightI'm sure you'll be happy seeing the 
bloodshed down the road when PrezObama doesn't want to do anything except 
negotiate our power over toIran.</P> 
<P>Yeah...be proud of your prediction. Wear it like a fur 
coat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173459 31820 142 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:20:27am  
 
<P>Our web server is a dual-core Xeon, and we have a request in for a quad-core 
machine, which should help a lot. The main bottleneck is in the processing 
power; more powerful machine means more HTTP requests served in a shorter amount 
of time.</P> 
<P>The next step up is a load-balanced multi-server setup, which is an order of 
magnitude more expensive than our current two-server setup (web and DB servers). 
I'm looking at this option, even though it will cost more per month than my 
mortgage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173551 31820 233 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:34:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/6173529" target=_blank>#211</A> Baelzar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh (and, I'm certain, Hannity) are taking the wrong lesson from 
this defeat.</P> 
<P>They are once again equating Conservatism with religion. Abortion issue, 
front and center. Palin's what we need, you betcha!</P> 
<P><STRONG>It is a recipe for defeat, and the Republicans will continue to lose 
if they champion the religious right over small government, low taxes, strong 
national defense.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could not agree more. It's a recipe for defeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173576 31820 255 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:39:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/6173545" target=_blank>#227</A> 
apachegunner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal in 2012!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Bobby Jindal is the GOP nominee in 2012, they will lose me.</P> 
<P>He is a complete disaster. An activist creationist who participates in 
exorcisms and believes they cure cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173604 31820 283 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:42:13am  
 
<P>OK. System load seems to be leveling out. Still very high, but not in the red 
zone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173625 31820 304 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:43:54am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/6173498" target=_blank>#181</A> Kyle_st</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, come on. Something else must be going on. Are you sure you're not under a 
chronic, low-grade DoS attack? It seems that the 'break' between when we could 
reach your site, and now, was rather sudden a couple of weeks ago, with nothing 
to clearly account for it (the 'election' season wouldn't be it). No Rathergate-
type posts, nothing like that.</P> 
<P>Just a thought from a loyal reader.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to know a lot about servers.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173715 31820 392 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:56:19am  
 
<P>I'm already beginning to see people calling for Bobby Jindal to step forward 
and be the next rising star.</P> 
<P>But if you think Sarah Palin got a raw deal from the media (which she did) 
for her creationist and fundamental religious beliefs, think about this for a 
minute.</P> 
<P>Palin actually came out and explicitly said she would not push creationism 
into schools, and she was true to her word.</P> 
<P>Jindal, on the other hand, has actually signed into law a stealth creationist 
bill sponsored by the Discovery Institute that will allow sneaking creationism 
into Louisiana schools. This is activism on a scale Palin didn't even 
approach.</P> 
<P>And Jindal is on record with his belief in exorcism as a way to cure people 
of illness.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-jindal" 
target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>He's a disaster. If he's the nominee in 2012, say hello to another four years 
of Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06173890 31821 52 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 11:20:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6173825" target=_blank>#15</A> rightside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is your site host have you on a shared box, or dedicated 
one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two dedicated servers - a web server and a DB server. We're upgrading soon to 
a more powerful web server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06174786 31824 73 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:20:14pm  
 
<P>Please note: I didn't say and I don't believe that social conservatism is the 
ONLY reason why this election went to Obama. But it certainly was a big part of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06174848 31824 123 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:28:20pm  
 
<P>I think Palin was a cynical pick by McCain, to get the fundamentalist 
Christians aboard his campaign. And it worked.</P> 
<P>I believe there were more than a few moderate centrists who might have voted 
for McCain, but were turned off by Palin's Pentecostalism. Hell, I don't just 
believe this -- I saw this happen at LGF. More than a few readers who were pre-



disposed to vote for McCain had their minds changed when Sarah Palin became the 
veep nominee.</P> 
<P>I backed Palin up, because as far as I know she never really pushed the 
social con agenda. But it's pretty hard to deny that's why she was brought 
onboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06174931 31824 195 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6174831" target=_blank>#109</A> 
Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We recently had a Republican Senator having gay sex in an airport toilet and 
that's about as socially liberal as you can get. Yet it didn't help his career 
now did it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point of that debacle. The reason that scandal hurt Larry 
Craig (and the GOP to a limited extent) is because it just reeked of 
<STRONG>hypocrisy</STRONG>. Craig was a supporter of the FMA, and publicly 
maintained the usual GOP anti-gay line -- while at the same time frequenting 
bathrooms for casual sex.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175057 31824 312 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6174992" target=_blank>#250</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin's Pentecostalism? Did she start speaking in tongues or play with snakes 
some time on the campaign trail and I missed it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You apparently missed the fact that she belongs to a Pentecostal 
church.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175077 31824 330 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6175031" target=_blank>#288</A> 
shanester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin is not a Pentacostal. She grew up in that church but belong to a non-
denom church now.</P> 
<P>I grew up Catholic, that doesn't make me Catholic now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She didn't just "grow up" in that church. You need to check the facts on 
this. She attended well into adulthood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175126 31824 375 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 1:58:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/6175081" target=_blank>#334</A> hman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Charles, your position on "Creationism" seems more an obsession 
that a rational point of view. As a Christian biologist, I believe God created 
the world and its inhabitants and most assuredly used physical laws and 
evolution to do it. A great many scientists (physicists and biologists) believe 
the same thing. No one I know believes that Genesis is other than a lovely 
metaphor. Get over it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not going to "get over it."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06175156 31824 403 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:01:01pm  
 
<P>Re: creationism. This is not about a personal belief that God created the 
universe and used evolution as a mechanism.</P> 
<P>It's about a serious, sustained effort by several well-funded groups of 
fundamentalist Christians, who are using every dishonest trick in the book to 
try to force their agenda into US public schools.</P> 
<P>As you would know if you had bothered to read a single thing I've written 
about it instead of dismissing it as an "obsession."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175202 31824 448 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/6175190" target=_blank>#437</A> rudi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that Charles is obsessed with the evolution/creationism debate, 
but this post is, with all due respect, ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Social conservatives lost?</P> 
<P>Excuse me, didn't three states just pass anti-gay marriage amendments?</P> 
<P>Wasn't one of those states, of all places, California?</P> 
<P>On the same day the democrats thumped the Republicans?</P> 
<P>Not computing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really sick and tired of being told I'm "obsessed" about creationism. 
This is a slimy tactic to try to get me to stop posting about it. You're not 
welcome to post comments here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175284 31824 528 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:16:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6175250" target=_blank>#495</A> hman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must live in a different world than I do. I live in Georgia, a religious 
state, and no one wants to teach "Creationism". This is such a small issue that 
it merits no concern.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://openweb.tvnews.vanderbilt.edu/2002-8/2002-08-29-NBC-
8.html" target=_blank>openweb.tvnews.vanderbilt.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175299 31824 543 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:18:54pm  
 
<P>More on creationists trying to push their hooey in schools in Georgia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://query.nytimes.com/gst/fullpage.html?res=9D07E2DB1138F933A05752C0A96
29C8B63" target=_blank>query.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P><EM>This</EM> is what "obsession" looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175309 31824 553 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:19:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/6175296" target=_blank>#540</A> 
RubyTuesday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So...first under the bus are the <EM>Christians?</EM> OK. So if the founding 
fathers were alive today, that would be all or most of them too. One Nation 
Under GOD means nothing anymore. If this message becomes popular, Christians 
will stay at home, ensuring bigger wins for liberals in the future. The umbrella 



of conservatism just got caught in the winds of change and has been carried 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Who said that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175319 31824 562 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/6175307" target=_blank>#551</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhh... it appears my post disappeared. Feel free to delete 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Messed up an HTML tag; I fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175349 31824 590 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/6175325" target=_blank>#568</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, Charles, they will never get away with it. Leftists won't allow it. Let 
them fight that fight. If it manages to creep into some pissant school district 
in South Georgia for a few months, don't worry, the ACLU will act much faster 
than we can. It's self correcting. That's why I think this crusade is not 
helpful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? That's why you think it's "not helpful?"</P> 
<P>A question: do you believe in creationism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175356 31824 597 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:25:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/6175344" target=_blank>#586</A> hman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well excuse us. But as a scientist who works with many other scientists, I 
disagree with your point of view. It's misinformed and over the top whether you 
recognize it or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you're welcome to post comments elsewhere. Maybe you can find a nice 
site full of creationist scientists. Try answersingenesis.org.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175412 31824 650 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/6175298" target=_blank>#542</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attending church is bad? Not going to win elections with the atheist 
crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're dodging the fact that 'shanec99' tried to say Palin left the 
Pentecostal church as a child, and that's simply not true.</P> 
<P>You're also dodging my question about whether you're a creationist 
yourself.</P> 
<P>Almost always, the ones who moan and complain about my "obsession" with 
creationism turn out to be creationists themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175429 31824 667 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:37:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/6175426" target=_blank>#664</A> Dave 
the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I have a lot of respect for you, but you are from the west 
coast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175473 31824 707 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:43:04pm  
 
<P>Free Republic readers are really hatin' on me for this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2126402/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That's fine. After the disgusting barrage of hatred they excreted after 
Obama's grandmother died, they can bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175516 31824 749 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:48:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/6175499" target=_blank>#732</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>California's Proposition 8 against gay marriage passed yesterday.</P> 
<P>One of the most liberal states in the country passed a proposition that 
embodies social conservatism.</P> 
<P>Social conservatism did win in this yesterday.</P> 
<P>They didn't have $600 million opposing this issue, of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it passed. A bad law, promoted by bad people, with a campaign of blatant 
fear-mongering. I voted against it. Amending the Constitution is exactly the 
wrong way to promote social issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175540 31824 770 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:53:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/6175506" target=_blank>#739</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember how THE BOOK tells us that believers will be treated in the end 
times? It seems not too far off now!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great. An end-timer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06175568 31824 794 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 2:56:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/6175550" target=_blank>#779</A> shiek al beif 
salami</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMHO, racism as an accusation against the United States is dead, dead, dead. 
A few racists may live here, but the country isn't racist. That issue died once 
and for all last night, and anyone who keeps it going is a racist by 
definition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't agree the issue has died. Al Sharpton is already ramping up to 
push even harder on his favorite race-baiting issues, and that's the direction 
things are headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176455 31824 1123 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 4:44:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1101/6176336" target=_blank>#1101</A> 
Spirit93</EM></P> 
<P>And now you're blocked too. Start your own blog and then you can decide how 
to run it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176523 31824 1141 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 4:56:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1113/6176410" target=_blank>#1113</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please please please leave your evolution out of politics. Evolution is more 
like a hypothesis then even a theory. Even Albert Einstein and DaVinci was a 
creation scientist. They believed in creationism.</P> 
<P>It is impossible to create something from nothing in your spontaneous 
generation which is the foundation of evolution. That was proven 100 years ago. 
I could go on about carbon dating determining the age of fossils is only good up 
to 4000 years or that there is no evidence of random mutation between species. 
There are for instance no fossils of fish with wings mutating into birds over 
millions of years. Evolution was made up by a man on a ship ride who had an ax 
to grind with Christianity. I don't want to bore anyone with loads of facts 
discrediting evolution.</P> 
<P>By the way did you ever hear the words in the declaration of independence 
"endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights."</P> 
<P>Anyway professor I agree no need to mix it in politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the most pathetic anti-evolution diatribes I've read since ... 
oh ... the last anti-evolution diatribe. "Clueless" would be too kind. It's not 
even wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176564 31824 1159 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:02:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1061/6176180" target=_blank>#1061</A> hang a 
ralph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, first of all I think that you are letting your hypersensitivity to 
religion cloud your thinking.</P> 
<P>... Charles, you think somehow taking religion out of life is going to make 
the world a better place then you better keep dreaming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're distorting and misrepresenting everything I've written. You thin-
skinned fanatics are relentless with this garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176716 31824 1212 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:27:03pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to think this post might have touched a nerve or 
two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177008 31824 1282 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:03:21pm  
 
<P>Nice. Another person pops up telling me I'm obsessed about creationism, and 
deciding they know better than me how to run LGF.</P> 
<P>If you can't comment without being a rude asshole, your account is going to 
be history. I hope that's clear enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06178908 31824 1396 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:09:51pm  
 
<P>Interesting that many of the same people who ding down every post on 
creationism are dinging this one down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06180889 31824 1432 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:15:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1423/6180465" target=_blank>#1423</A> 
mccainiac503</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bashing Bobby Jindal on religion...... is a bad move. He is Catholic, the 
religion of 25% of Americans and 1 Billion people on this 
planet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not bash Bobby Jindal because of his religion. I won't support him as a 
GOP candidate because of the actions he's taken. The exorcism thing is a serious 
problem, politically.</P> 
<P>As for his stance on creationism, if it were a private issue for him it 
wouldn't matter. I didn't like but didn't particularly care about Sarah Palin's 
creationist beliefs, because she made it clear she didn't want to force them on 
other people's children. But Jindal is the first US governor I'm aware of who 
has not only supported the teaching of creationist woo-woo in schools, he has 
signed into law a bill sponsored by the Discovery Institute.</P> 
<P>These are concrete actions he's taken, and in my opinion they should 
disqualify him from being any party's "rising star."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06181749 31824 1437 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 11:14:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1435/6181493" target=_blank>#1435</A> 
Vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still think Charles is wrong. Essentially, his attitude is "you can believe 
whatever you want, as long as you don't actually act on it. How dare you 
actually LIVE a Christian life!"</P> 
<P>Christianity is NOT a freak show, as you consistently imply, Charles. Yes, of 
course you never say that, but actually living a Christian life is derided here. 
Morality is the fundamental basis of this country, and any people who plunges 
wholeheartedly into hedonism will perish. See, e.g. Roman Empire. They elevated 
pursuits of pleasure above everything. You "moderate social types" would do 
exactly the same thing.</P> 
<P>What's wrong with gay marriage, nudity, porn and all that? Why can't it be 
taught in schools and shown on TV? Because sex is addicting and all of that is 
just encouraging more addictions. If not checked, we become a nation of sex 
addicts, or addicts to other things, and that destroys any incentive. Look at 
Obama: how many already want to rely on others to provide for them? Addictions 
are just that.</P> 
<P>And destroying the social conservatives is just enabling more 
addictions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet another thin-skinned person who insists on distorting and 
mischaracterizing what I've written, to accuse me of "bashing religion." Which I 
have NEVER done.</P> 
<P>My attitude is: "You can believe anything you want. Just don't try to force 
it down other people's throats." This really isn't hard to understand.</P> 
<P>Good luck with this approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06182107 31824 1439 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 11:58:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1438/6182005" target=_blank>#1438</A> 
mccainiac503</EM></P> 
<P>I don't find Giuliani unacceptable at all. You need to talk to the social 
cons about that -- they're the ones who forced him out. (Well, the social cons, 
and his own inability to run an effective campaign.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06182210 31824 1440 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 12:13:40pm  
 
<P>P.S. And that's exactly the point of this post. Giuliani would have been a 
much better candidate than McCain. But he wasn't pure enough for the 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183443 31824 1448 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:44:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1447/6183319" target=_blank>#1447</A> 
phitoness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fanatics? McCain, whose campaign was mysteriously resurrected (can I use 
that word?), didn't win the nomination because of the fanatics. Democrats 
registered as Republicans and picked the nominee. How could you possibly think 
that conservatives (fanatics) wanted McCain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that. I said that Rudy was rejected because the fanatics hated 
him.</P> 
<P>McCain was the nominee because he was a good old boy Washington insider.</P> 
<P>And I certainly never equated conservatives with fanatics, the way you're 
trying to picture it.</P> 
<P>Why are some people so eager to misinterpret what I write, and attribute 
things to me that I neither said nor meant?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190612 31824 1460 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 4:04:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1459/6190285" target=_blank>#1459</A> 
treeMack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither Bobby Jindal or Sarah Palin have ever said anything about punishing 
people for abortions and in regard to the creationism argument. Statement like 
this are a red herring. Palin expressed her view that creationism should be 
taught ALONG SIDE the evolution theory. You know, present both sides of an 
argument, foster discussion, that sort of thing. Additionally, when resisted, 
Palin backed off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your statement is true about Sarah Palin. She specifically said she would not 
push creationism into schools.</P> 
<P>Jindal, on the other hand, not only is a believer in creationism, he's an 
activist. He's the only US governor who has actually signed a stealth 
creationist bill into law, promoted by the Discovery Institute, that will allow 
them to sneak their pseudo-scientific hooey into schools under the guise of 
"teaching the controversy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176163 31826 50 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 4:06:03pm  
 
<P>Racist antisemite Pat Buchanan weighs in, at WorldNutDaily:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=80002" 
target=_blank>wnd.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This link was emailed by a Ron Paulian, gloating over McCain's 
loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176193 31826 67 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 4:09:37pm  
 
<P>Huffington Post loon Jason Linkins likes what I posted, hates every other 
right-wing blogger: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/11/05/a-childs-
garden-of-right_n_141609.html" target=_blank>A Child's Garden Of Right-Wing 
Reaction To The Obama Win</A>.</P> 
<P>Hey, Jason: take your approval and shove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176580 31826 310 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:06:07pm  
 
<P>lummox: this is not cool at all. Post anything like that again and your 
account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176591 31826 314 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:07:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/6176515" target=_blank>#278</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Fox just do a hit piece on Palin? The Koskidz are all 
abuzz.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were covering the fighting between the McCain and Palin camps. Carl 
Cameron was on earlier, and he said he had refrained from reporting it during 
the campaign, but there was vicious infighting going on. People were even 
fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176629 31826 338 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:13:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/6176625" target=_blank>#337</A> 
Meremortal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RE# 289 Tamron</P> 
<P>OK, the site is having problems. Here's what got cut off above:</P> 
<P>He is known by Washington insiders as a very partisan jerk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no - the site isn't having problems. You messed up an HTML 
tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176836 31826 481 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:44:35pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Carl Cameron is absolutely savaging Sarah Palin on the O'Reilly 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176932 31827 25 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:55:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6176909" target=_blank>#15</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That first comment by Melissa Clouthier was a doozy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Melissa Clouthier did not write that. Linkins put it in quotes, but she 
didn't say anything close to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06176954 31827 37 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 5:57:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6176941" target=_blank>#30</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw this over at HuffPo-</P> 
<P>"Palin Once Greeted McCain Staff Wearing Only A Towel"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what Carl Cameron just reported on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177064 31827 114 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:07:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6177038" target=_blank>#93</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a female middle class person with working class roots who sees nothing 
wrong with answering the fricking door in a fricking towel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's far from the worst thing Cameron reported.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177182 31827 204 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:20:38pm  
 
<P>Hey, here comes exorcism advocate Bobby Jindal on Hannity and Colmes, right 
on cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177213 31827 227 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:23:23pm  
 
<P>Rising star. The future face of the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177245 31827 255 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:26:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6177227" target=_blank>#239</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really hate that guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't hate anyone. I think he would be an absolute disaster for the 
Republican Party. See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-jindal" 
target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177287 31827 293 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:32:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/6177265" target=_blank>#272</A> RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Bobby Jindal ever pushed creationism or exorcisms as public 
policy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, as a matter of fact. He signed a stealth creationist bill promoted by 
the Discovery Institute into law in Louisiana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06177295 31827 299 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:33:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6177282" target=_blank>#288</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of which I think is sorta rockin'. Does the crazy part come 
later?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He took part in an exorcism, then claimed it cured the subject of cancer. 
It's not hard to find this story on the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06177336 31827 336 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 6:37:12pm  
 
<P>Jindal's exorcism: [Link: <A 
href="http://swampland.blogs.time.com/2008/06/11/jindals_exorcism/" 
target=_blank>swampland.blogs.time.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178616 31829 14 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:11:53pm  
 
<P>Right now I'm reading <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0470379316/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Battle Over the Meaning of Everything: Evolution, Intelligent 
Design, and a School Board in Dover, PA</A>, by Gordy Slack.</P> 
<P>(But you know, I'm obsessed.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178621 31829 18 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:12:51pm  
 
<P>I'm also hooked on Jeffrey Deaver's novels, and working my way through all of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178638 31829 26 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:14:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6178626" target=_blank>#21</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha, I can't lie, Charles, it's hard for me to read this objectively knowing 
how the Amazon thing works a little bit. (And knowing that everyone I know who 
has tried the Kindle has thrown it through the nearest window within a month, 
and reached for a good old paper book).</P> 
<P>But heck, man. If you can make even a few pennies off this, I'm absolutely 
behind you. I know how bad things are right now. It sucks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, you really are a creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178646 31829 31 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:16:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6178636" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try some Palahniuk, you might dig it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will check him out after I'm finished with the Deaver 
books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178690 31829 57 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:24:06pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6178679" target=_blank>#49</A> LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, can you download a book off Amazon to a computer and then transfer a 
book to the kindle? That'd make it worth getting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, you sure can. Hooks to a computer via USB. You can transfer books back 
and forth, and it also will read PDF files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178731 31829 84 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:30:47pm  
 
<P>Two more good ones on ID/evolution:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0307277224/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Intelligent Thought: Science versus the Intelligent Design 
Movement</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0231139624/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Evolution: What the Fossils Say and Why It 
Matters</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178740 31829 89 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:32:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6178732" target=_blank>#85</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can you upload lit files, rtf files, word files to read? Or is it only on the 
approved DRMed and paid for through Amazon files?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes to all of those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178746 31829 94 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:33:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6178737" target=_blank>#87</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm thinking about your reaction, there, and it's bothering me.</P> 
<P>Clearly I'm too worn out to post, I guess, because I don't think I'm a creep 
at all. I meant it to be a commiseration about universally diving ad revenue. 
I'll give myself a little time out to get a little perspective.</P> 
<P>Later gators.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. It should bother you. I don't write posts like this to make money, and 
I'm offended by your smeary little implication that I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178752 31829 97 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:34:32pm  
 
<P>It doesn't have a backlight, and I'm actually glad it doesn't. It makes it 
much more pleasant to read. Reads great outdoors in full sunlight. I got a 
little clip-on reading light for it, and haven't actually used it 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178772 31829 112 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6178763" target=_blank>#107</A> JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just an observation, and not to offend, but I wonder how many people will go 
out and buy one in the next month because of what you wrote?In this way, you are 
a great advertiser for them. Hope you enjoy it, it sounds 
great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, if so, cool. I bought and paid for it myself, and wouldn't have 
bothered to write this review if I weren't really pleased with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178781 31829 117 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6178771" target=_blank>#111</A> 
NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At that, SD cards are plentiful and cheap. My digital camera uses them, my 
MP3 player uses them. I've got an extra one for my digital camera and might well 
pick up more if I see them on sale somewhere...</P> 
<P>Did I mention SD cards are cheap? :D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Less than $5 for a 4G card:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000P1O73A/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178814 31829 144 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:47:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6178798" target=_blank>#131</A> 
hermeneutics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I just got online and Charles is reviewing something I've always wanted. 
If you are still on, Charles, could you answer a couple questions:</P> 
<P>1. Is there a way to highlight a book or take notes in the margins?2. Could I 
hook it up to my Mac laptop and pull info off the Kindle onto my desktop or 
document? Lets say I'm writing a paragraph on my laptop and I want to 
incorporate some text from my Kindle ... can I do that?3. Again, I'd like to go 
back and forth from the Kindle, the Internet and my documents with the Kindle 
hooked up to my laptop, somehow. Possible?</P> 
<P>I'm worried about available texts, though 200,000 sounds pretty good, as long 
as its not mostly fiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. yes, you can take notes and highlight passages.</P> 
<P>2. not sure about that, but I think so.</P> 
<P>3. not sure what you mean by "go back and forth," but it hooks up to a 
computer via USB and it's very easy to transfer stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178851 31829 173 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:55:14pm  
 
<P>The picture in that 'next gen' article is the current Kindle. It comes with a 
leather book cover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178854 31829 176 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:55:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6178848" target=_blank>#170</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it cheaper to buy the book electronically than in the paper 
version?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes ... sometimes a lot cheaper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178862 31829 183 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 9:57:53pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/6178859" target=_blank>#180</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you seen <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0140282025/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Age of Spiritual Machines</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't read it yet, only reviews. Planning on getting to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178872 31829 190 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6178865" target=_blank>#185</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, with Kindle, can you buy from other sites besides Amazon? Like 
Fictionwise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so -- Amazon only. But I think it would be hard to beat 
Amazon's prices...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178878 31829 195 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:02:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/6178874" target=_blank>#192</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I'm reading a tree-killer book right now - Every Last Drop, by 
Charlie Huston.</P> 
<P>Just checked, and it's available for Kindle for about three bucks 
less.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just finished that one on the Kindle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178924 31829 230 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:14:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6178920" target=_blank>#228</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>:D Glad you read some fiction in there with all that hard techno stuff.</P> 
<P>Charlie Huston is awesome, if anyone hasn't read any of his stuff, 
btw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything by Victor Gischler is also great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178930 31829 234 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:17:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/6178895" target=_blank>#210</A> Hucbald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite telling, Charles. I've created a specific environment for reading - 
mostly historical musical texts - and I have a specific chair, I have a specific 
floor lamp, a certain light bulb, and I have a separate bedroom (I call it a 
den) dedicated for the purpose. In it is my library, many books of which are 
quite old, and a few positively ancient (I add to it all the time, and I sell 
from it all the time).</P> 
<P>Part of the experience is tactile - I love the feel of books - part of it is 
olfactory - the smell of old books when you open them up is quite exhilarating - 
and then much of it is emotional and intellectual: It's amazing to study a book 
that many men, now long dead, have learned from.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but no gadget will ever replace that experience for me.</P> 
<P>But... well... enjoy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Who said it replaced real books? I have thousands of real books myself; the 
Kindle doesn't replace them, it supplements them -- and is far more portable. I 
can have an entire library on it, and take it wherever I go.</P> 
<P>When I was a touring musician, I used to have a separate suitcase just to 
carry my books. I really could have used a Kindle then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06178934 31829 238 Charles Wed, Nov 5, 2008 10:18:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/6178931" target=_blank>#235</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I just added Go-Go Girls of the Apocalypse to my wish list, so I 
won't forget the name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That book is totally berserk. I loved it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06180713 31829 406 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/6179864" target=_blank>#384</A> 
mollyshark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see blogs are available on the Kindle. Huffpo is there. Kos is there. Any 
chance LGF will appear now that you're a fan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is already there -- just search for our name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06181078 31829 414 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:43:05am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6181059" target=_blank>#413</A> heidi586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a question for Kindle owners. I live in an area that does not have 
whisper-net (sprint) coverage. Without all the bells and whistles the whisper-
net adds to this device...is it worth the $359?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't have whisper-net, you can still use your computer to purchase 
Kindle titles from Amazon and transfer them to the Kindle. It would take away 
some of the awesomeness, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06182167 31829 417 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 12:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/6181935" target=_blank>#416</A> kevin the 
ox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, Charles, how is it in regards to eye strain? I'm interested in the 
Kindle, but haven't heard enough from heavy readers on the quality of the 
reading experience. Even books with too white a page are not too comfortable for 
me. Have you read it outside in the sun, yet? How does it hold up in direct 
sunlight?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the best electronic device for reading I've ever seen. The "electronic 
paper" display uses ink instead of LCDs or some other technology, and it looks 
amazingly like a printed book. The screen is a light gray color, not bright 
white. And yes, it works great in direct sunlight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190407 31829 430 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:32:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/6185848" target=_blank>#429</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kindle Trivia: What bestselling author uses Kindle County as the location for 
his novels? no googling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott Turow, of course!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06181502 31834 59 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 10:38:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/6181462" target=_blank>#40</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>I hate to say it, but I saw this coming. It's going to get worse. The social 
cons are going to stone the unfaithful monkeys now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06181665 31835 53 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 11:05:39am  
 
<P>Just received, with the subject line: Comment on your article "Should the GOP 
Double Down on Social Conservatism?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your tears are delicious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that cute?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06182389 31836 26 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 12:37:01pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the Dow is plunging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183316 31837 50 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:25:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6183292" target=_blank>#37</A> 
threecoloursblue</EM></P> 
<P>You must be nuts if you think that's going to be allowed 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183360 31838 23 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:31:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/6183345" target=_blank>#13</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>'tundratabloid' is run by a rabidly anti-LGF hater, who supports 
Eurofascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183367 31838 27 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6183364" target=_blank>#25</A> Zippy_Slug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently not doing something about it is the best course of action.. 
:rolleyes:</P> 
<P>Thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183375 31838 33 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:33:36pm  



 
<P>I'm not going to send any traffic to tundratabloid. Links to that site will 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183383 31838 39 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:34:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6183380" target=_blank>#37</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a terrible teacher.</P> 
<P>No wonder the democrat party and the teachers unions want to keep and promote 
these types of poor teachers. They like it. Make it impossible to fire bad 
teachers, so the democrats win - our kids - lose.</P> 
<P>BTW - who filmed this? was it under-cover?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was part of a Finnish documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183404 31838 55 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 2:37:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6183402" target=_blank>#53</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>aha. That explains the sub-titles.I assume then the teacher knew she was 
being filmed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She must have known. From the way it's cut and edited, there was probably 
more than one cameraman in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183581 31838 196 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 3:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6183547" target=_blank>#167</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone tell me what got threecolorsblue blocked on the last 
thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A racist slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183670 31839 13 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 3:17:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6183667" target=_blank>#12</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Atlas Shrugs still supporting these asshats?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06183980 31839 176 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6183858" target=_blank>#99</A> Scand39</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To nitpick, Vlaams Belang isn't french, they're flemish, from the dutch part 
of Belgium. The song was in flemish, not in french.There's plenty of things to 
blame the French for, but Vlaams Belang isn't one of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. The song <EM>is</EM> in French, and I wrote "the 
<STRONG>Belgian</STRONG> neo-fascist parties."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ma petite Juive est à Dachau.Elle est dans la chaux vive.Elle a quitté son 
ghetto, pour être brûlée vive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06184004 31839 191 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:22:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/6183913" target=_blank>#135</A> 
twincitiesgirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles was right about these people all along. I hope some of the blogs who 
have supported them will now realize the error of their ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184056 31839 222 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:30:18pm  
 
<P>Vlaams Belang/Gates of Vienna support at Powerline:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2008/10/021759.php" 
target=_blank>www.powerlineblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2008/10/021925.php" 
target=_blank>www.powerlineblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184068 31839 229 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:31:57pm  
 
<P>Diana West is also a supporter of Vlaams Belang, and has attacked me 
personally at her blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184078 31839 236 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:33:26pm  
 
<P>Richard Miniter has also written several articles defending Vlaams 
Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184091 31839 246 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:35:10pm  
 
<P>I think it's possible that Paul Mirengoff is not aware of what VB are really 
all about, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184151 31839 287 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/6184141" target=_blank>#278</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#255 J.S.</P> 
<P>Spencer is not "far too deeply enmired in hatred of Islam ". You are really 
way out of line. And if Robert Sencer has been wrong about VB then keep telling 
him and talking to him..</P> 
<P>It is silly to throw Robert and a long relationship under the 
bus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. I won't have anything to do with him. He's behaving 
despicably.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184178 31839 304 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:48:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/6184159" target=_blank>#293</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for contacting Robert Spencer!A copy of your email has been sent to 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, that's the message that appears after you use the contact script that 
I wrote for him.</P> 
<P>He burned his last bridge with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184221 31839 327 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 4:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6184207" target=_blank>#320</A> Lorenska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm on wireless broadband at 100 Mbps (that's what my connection info says 
anyway) ... I have very very basic techie skills, that's about it, but I cannot 
for the life of me figure this one out. Thought when I downloaded Safari that it 
was fixed, but found I was wrong once a fairly large thread appeared and I lost 
the comments again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you using something like Norton Internet Utilities? That's been known to 
cause problems. It's also possible you're running out of RAM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184299 31839 373 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:09:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/6184271" target=_blank>#354</A> Lorenska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm, yea, actually I am using Norton.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha! Try disabling Norton and see if the problem goes away. I've had good 
results with Trend Micro Internet Security, but there are lots of choices. Maybe 
someone more familiar with Windows can suggest something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184328 31839 393 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:13:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/6184301" target=_blank>#375</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We know it's going on. But we, unfortunately, are a small universe. Do we 
know how much flak he's caught?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know how much hatred he's directed at me. Does that count?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Better to <STRIKE>light one candle</STRIKE> send one email than to curse 
<STRIKE>the darkness</STRIKE> Robert Spencer in the privacy of your own home. At 
least for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've exchanged numerous emails with Robert Spencer on this subject, starting 
last year when this first blew up.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184425 31839 462 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:25:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/6184410" target=_blank>#449</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<P>That's why I wrote "good luck with that" above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06184448 31839 478 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/6184438" target=_blank>#470</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta, I know that.</P> 
<P>Bosnian SS, Arafat's uncle, etc.</P> 
<P>I'll try again.</P> 
<P>Do you think the Nazi groups are taking sides on the players in fighting each 
other in the middle east?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Eurofascists will do anything they have to do to gain legitimacy. You 
cannot trust a single thing they do or say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184470 31839 495 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:31:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/6184457" target=_blank>#486</A> 
lennysquiggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a great week. We suffered a Marxist revolution without a shot fired and 
now this.</P> 
<P>A rift between Charles and Spencer. I feel like I'm watching Santa Claus hunt 
the Easter Bunny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no rift. I'm finished with him. He's shown his true 
colors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184555 31839 555 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 5:45:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6184542" target=_blank>#544</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't get it with people like Spencer. I understand how he feels but 
we cannot fight Islamofascism with Nazi fascism. Why can't he boost people like 
Geert Wilders instead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you believe what Spencer has written, Geert Wilders has apparently 
softened his opposition to groups like the Vlaams Belang too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184663 31839 647 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 6:07:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/6184625" target=_blank>#618</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't understand why someone would think otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you asked:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think the Nazi groups are taking sides on the players in fighting each 
other in the middle east?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My answer is that it doesn't matter what the outward appearance is. At rock 
bottom, fascists are concerned with power; anything they think increases their 
power they will do. It's beyond rationality, and beyond reason -- it's only 
about power. This is why Vlaams Belang makes noises about supporting Israel, 
because they believe it will gain them legitimacy, and legitimacy is power.</P> 
<P>None of their actions can be understood without grasping this. Alliances mean 
nothing; words mean nothing; firing people like the ones in this video means 
nothing. Except in the context of their search for power.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06184741 31839 713 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 6:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/6184725" target=_blank>#700</A> 
calebspeaks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know LGF loves to assume the worst about VB, but this is really unfair. To 
me, their expulsion is a good sign. It suggests that VB is not, by design, a 
racist party. They were just taking out the trash. Shouldn't we be applauding 
their decision to kick out the racists and behave like mainstream 
conservatives?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does that fascist Koolaid taste?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184775 31839 742 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 6:27:53pm  
 
<P>That "we had nothing to do with it! they're fired!" smokescreen is the same 
thing they tried to pull when David Duke stayed at the house of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30530_When_Eurofascists_Meet" 
target=_blank>a local council member of the Vlaams Belang</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184825 31839 783 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 6:38:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/776/6184815" target=_blank>#776</A> 
erisldysnomia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and leftists flip from adoration to hate very fast.</P> 
<P>Just ask David Horowitz.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just leftists who flip from friendship to hatred at the drop of a 
hat. This is a human thing, and it crosses all party lines.</P> 
<P>Trust me on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06184951 31839 888 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/791/6184836" target=_blank>#791</A> 
calebspeaks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So anybody who thinks VB might not be exactly as you see it is drinking the 
Koolaid? Good to know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most charitable interpretation possible is that you're ignorant of the 
Vlaams Belang's history, ideology, and associations. But I suspect that's not 
really the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185127 31839 1028 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/992/6185078" target=_blank>#992</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<P>More information at the ADL website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/LEARN/Events_2001/events_upcoming_print.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>European American International Conference organized by white supremacist and 
former Klansman David Duke and his European American Unity and Rights 
Organization. Featured speakers include Ed Fields, Don Black, Paul Fromm, Sam 
Dickson, James Edwards, Willis Carto and Lady Michele Renouf (from 
Britain)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185145 31839 1043 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:37:49pm  
 
<P>Notice that Stormfront is probably deliberately putting out disinformation; 
the ADL says the conference is in Mississippi:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friday, November 07, 2008 - Sunday, November 09, 200</P> 
<P>Olive Branch, Mississippi</P> 
<P>Third International EURO Conference</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185158 31839 1054 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:39:35pm  
 
<P>The racists are confused:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081105102148AALFEqr" 
target=_blank>answers.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185231 31839 1115 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:53:48pm  
 
<P>The "British" representative at the white supremacist conference, Lady 
Michele Renouf, is a former Australian beauty queen and <A 
href="http://www.smh.com.au/news/world/this-beautys-a-right-
one/2006/02/24/1140670235431.html" target=_blank>Holocaust 
denier</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185244 31839 1128 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 7:57:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1123/6185239" target=_blank>#1123</A> 
GuyverII</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has a disclaimer up in front of those links. You going to do the same with 
Michelle Malkin and the WSJ, both which link to Brussels Journal?</P> 
<P>Just askin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bite me. Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185345 31840 14 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:20:02pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! Why do you hate Nazis! Stop posting about this! You're 
obsessed!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185375 31840 32 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:25:52pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.icare.to/news.php?en/2008-03" target=_blank>More info on 
Bruno Valkeniers</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>4/3/2008- Bruno Valkeniers was chosen Sunday by <STRONG>94.6% of the 
vote</STRONG> to become the new party chairman of the extreme rightwing Vlaams 
Belang party. Mr Valkeniers succeeds Frank Vanhecke, who was no longer a 
candidate after being head of Vlaams Belang for twelve years. Bruno Valkeniers 
was the only candidate for party chair. The mandate is for a period of four 
years. The new chairman of Vlaams Belang is 52 years old. He was commercial 
director of a shipping company. In 2006 he went into politics, and has made a 
fast career in Vlaams Belang. Currently he is in the Antwerp city council and in 
the Federal Chamber of Deputies. In recent interviews, Mr Valkeniers stressed 
that he would continue the current party line of the extreme rightwing 
party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185411 31840 57 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:33:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6185396" target=_blank>#48</A> Tasty 
Beverage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>I really, really don't want to add to your aggravation but did you see 
this?</P> 
<P>This is astonishing coming from someone who actually links to an unhinged 
LGF-stalker blog, which also links to other, even more rabid LGF-stalker blogs. 
You would never do something like that to him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care what he posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185420 31840 64 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6185385" target=_blank>#38</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read both articles. How did anyone come to the conclusion that this has 
anything to do with Vlaams Belang? Blood and Honor are truly a Neo-Nazi group, 
but are not a part of Vlaams Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I guess Vlaams Belang is denying it because there's no connection at 
all.</P> 
<P>Looks like we're flushing out the few remaining fascist apologists with LGF 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185433 31840 75 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6185425" target=_blank>#68</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not apologizing for anything, merely stating that the articles said 
nothing about Vlaams Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you think I don't remember the comments you posted last 
year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185464 31840 101 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:46:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6185453" target=_blank>#91</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not disagreeing whether or not there is a connection. I'm just saying, no 
one was named in the articles, no reference to Vlaams Belang, or connection 
implied. I'm just wondering why the headline says " <STRONG>Vlaams Belang member 
arrested for organizing Neo-Nazi Concert</STRONG>" when neither article in Dutch 
or English mentions any names or associations, so where did this headline come 
from? Based on what info?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello? Who are you trying to kid? The Vlaams Belang THEMSELVES are distancing 
themselves from the member who was arrested. Try reading:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it is true that one of those arrested in the investigation into the 
organization of concerts by neo-Nazi Blood and Honor a few years ago was a 
candidate in a local election list of Vlaams Belang, then that person 
immediately put out the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185476 31840 112 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6185462" target=_blank>#99</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yesterday, I read an article on Frontpage, where Spencer complained Arab 
groups said he supports neo-Nazi groups. Well, Robert, YOU DO! Stop giving your 
enemies ammo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I defended him for years against accusations like that, but he's on his own 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185490 31840 124 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:51:59pm  
 
<P>Video of the concert, with more information verifying that a VB member was 
arrested: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwat
ch%3Fv%3DkKW9gb3TIyk&amp;sl=nl&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>Translated version of 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKW9gb3TIyk</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3 organizers behind the Blood and Honor concerts in Bellegem and Diksmuide 
today arrested by the Federal investigation. Among them is a member of Vlaams 
Belang, which in 2006 stood as a candidate in municipal elections in 
Bocholt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185509 31840 143 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 8:57:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6185453" target=_blank>#91</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not disagreeing whether or not there is a connection. I'm just saying, no 
one was named in the articles, no reference to Vlaams Belang, or connection 
implied. I'm just wondering why the headline says " <STRONG>Vlaams Belang member 
arrested for organizing Neo-Nazi Concert</STRONG>" when neither article in Dutch 
or English mentions any names or associations, so where did this headline come 
from? Based on what info?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you've been proven wrong. I expect an apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185530 31840 164 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:05:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/6185523" target=_blank>#157</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert and Charles started PJ Media together...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not correct. I started PJ Media with Roger L. Simon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185540 31840 173 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:07:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6185520" target=_blank>#154</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not saying it's oh okay, what i said was based on the first article 
linked to nothing was said about names or associations, was there? Looking at 
the video news report just now linked to, The(News) said that one of the guys 
was a candidate for city council for Vlaams Belang, but that information wasn't 
in the original article. I was wondering how Charles made the Headline without 
anything in the article mentioning any associations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insisting on this falsehood over and over is not going to get you anywhere. 
The Vlaams Belang would not have DENIED they were involved if it hadn't been 
reported, don't you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185541 31840 174 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:08:14pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it is true that one of those arrested in the investigation into the 
organization of concerts by neo-Nazi Blood and Honor a few years ago was a 
candidate in a local election list of Vlaams Belang, then that person 
immediately put out the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185589 31840 215 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6185573" target=_blank>#203</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I initially hadn't read the second article, just the first. Based on 
that first article I could see no association. Based on the second, the arrested 
guy was a party member, and based on the Video definitely. I should read all the 
links first I suppose. But it does state that that one guy was associated with 
the concerts. Do you believe that the average Belgian is a neo-
nazi?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's get this straight. You accused me of being dishonest and posting 
something with no proof -- but you didn't even read the whole post. You insisted 
on this even after I pointed out to you several times that the VB had 
specifically said their member was involved.</P> 
<P>Now you're trying to accuse me of saying "the average Belgian is a neo-
Nazi."</P> 
<P>You're a piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185605 31840 229 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:29:21pm  
 



<P>I expect more of these apologists to come out of the woodwork, by the way, 
since Spencer has posted another vicious attack piece at his 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185727 31840 345 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 9:58:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/6185709" target=_blank>#329</A> 
KingGeorge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ban me if you wish...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185749 31840 367 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 10:02:38pm  
 
<P>I'm going to turn off the avatars for the night, so we don't slow way down in 
the morning when traffic picks up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06185797 31840 412 Charles Thu, Nov 6, 2008 10:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/6185746" target=_blank>#364</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not trying to obfuscate, just read it as it was written, without reading 
anything into it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so let's recap.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6185385" target=_blank>#38</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read both articles. How did anyone come to the conclusion that this has 
anything to do with Vlaams Belang?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6185425" target=_blank>#68</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not apologizing for anything, merely stating that <STRONG>the articles 
said nothing about Vlaams Belang</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6185453" target=_blank>#91</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just saying, no one was named in the articles, <STRONG>no reference to 
Vlaams Belang, or connection implied</STRONG>. I'm just wondering why the 
headline says " <STRONG>Vlaams Belang member arrested for organizing Neo-Nazi 
Concert</STRONG>" when <STRONG>neither article in Dutch or English mentions any 
names or associations</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6185520" target=_blank>#154</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering how Charles made the Headline without anything in the article 
mentioning any associations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/6185532" target=_blank>#166</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there was a link in the video, the arrested guy ran for Vlaams Belang in 
a city council. Your right, now I'm wrong. But nothing in the original article 



at the top of the page made that link, that is what I was talking 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6185573" target=_blank>#203</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I initially hadn't read the second article, just the 
first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again.</P> 
<P>Who do you think you're fooling?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187318 31840 609 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:31:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/6187131" target=_blank>#608</A> boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I see that Jihad Watch and Atlas Shrugs are listed on PJ Media's blogroll. Is 
this beyond your control or is it no big deal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no longer working for PJ Media, so I don't control that. If you're 
concerned about it, I suggest contacting PJ Media directly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187344 31840 610 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:40:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/6185943" target=_blank>#551</A> Johnny 
Canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I agree, I however won't pass judgment on them for clinging to what they 
perceive as their only hope. That's just my opinion. I won't condemn someone for 
grabbing a life line, even if it is thrown by someone I condemn. It's their 
life(culture) on the line not mine.</P> 
<P>I like to think I can usually both sides of an issue, whether I agree with 
the other side or not, I can see where they are coming from.</P> 
<P>And with that, Good night to all. I can only deal with a one sided book for 
so long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a disgusting attitude. You've lied repeatedly about your comments here, 
and now you say you won't condemn people who follow antisemites and neo-Nazis? 
Those are the subjects of the posts you're talking about!</P> 
<P>You're not welcome at my site. Find somewhere else to support these ugly 
beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187557 31842 47 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:32:24am  
 
<P>Fans of Robert Spencer continue to send hate mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am saddened at the way you try to ruin anyone that doesn't fall in line 
with you and your droid commenters.</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer was defending himself against your trivial bullshit and you 
call it a "vicious attack". Just like you'll call this a "threatening 
email".</P> 
<P>Nobody believes your bullshit anymore, except the ass kissers that are still 
hanging around.You have become extraneous to the people that are actually 
fighting against jihad. Unimportant. A joke.</P> 
<P>Have a nice life, Chuckie!</P> 



<P>Don't break a finger in your rush to de-link (and throroughly trash) WSJ and 
Michelle Malkin and ABC and so on... for the very same reasons you gave for 
libeling Robert. lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187601 31842 75 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:42:42am  
 
<P>The person who sent that email had an account here, which is now blocked 
before he has a chance to spew some more hatred in a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187855 31842 199 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 10:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6187811" target=_blank>#195</A> Picayune</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attorney Quinn should consult w/ you for advice on defensive measures to 
Rather's assaults...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, I'm the <EM>last</EM> person CBS wants to have involved in their 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06187882 31843 110 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 10:25:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6187848" target=_blank>#80</A> 
BeyondBrooklyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you go to his site, he has this catchy quote that extols the virtues of 
<EM>choosing</EM> to serve . . .</P> 
<P>but his plan is going to <EM>require</EM> it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what it says. "Require."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06188681 31845 105 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 12:00:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6188484" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is a video of Dewinter and Vlaam Belang singing the national 
anthem of apartheid South Africa at a recent event...<A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2GM06po5WE" target=_blank>Au Vlaams 
Belang, l'hymne national c'est celui de l'Afrique du Sud (en souvenir de 
l'apartheid sud-africain)</A></P> 
<P>Can anyone confirm this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure what they're singing -- it doesn't seem to be the apartheid South 
African anthem <EM>Die Stem van Suid-Afrika</EM>:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Die_Stem_van_Suid-Afrika" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It does mention South Africa, though, and I'm pretty sure it's not intended 
to be <EM>anti</EM>-apartheid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06191302 31845 247 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 6:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6191103" target=_blank>#246</A> DU Jimbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks for being an all-around good guy, Charles. We wouldn't agree on much 
in everyday partisan politics, but I don't think that matters. What does is that 
on transcendent issues like this, you take a strong stand for good.</P> 
<P>Don't ever let anyone get away with calling this a hate 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you mean that, and you're really from Democratic Underground, you 
might want to start looking at what's going on in your own neighborhood.</P> 
<P>I appreciate the compliment. But seriously -- it's a little hard to take 
after the hateful garbage that comes out of that site and many other left-wing 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06191407 31845 249 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 6:25:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/6191390" target=_blank>#248</A> DU Jimbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now hold on, Charles. DU has a huge membership which runs the gamut from soup 
to nuts, but so does LGF. Just sayin'...</P> 
<P>I hope you're not equating us to real hate sites like Rense, Vanguard, 
Stormfront et al. If that's what you think, you might want to ease up on the 
Starbucks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have never seen anything at LGF that even comes close to the crap that 
appears regularly at DU.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but after the evil comments that have been directed at me and my site 
for years, your compliment rings rather hollow. As I said, I appreciate the nice 
words, but you have a serious problem there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06191506 31845 251 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 6:38:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6191426" target=_blank>#250</A> Jonas 
Salk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what makes Charles think that these two jokers are "leaders" of those 
parties? There is no evidence that they are "leaders" of those parties or ever 
were. I guess Charles can't point out any evidence showing this, so he has to 
declare them "leaders" to try to show that there is a larger support for this 
kind of idiocy in those parties than there actually is. If two Democrats or two 
Republicans sung a song like this, would we call them "leaders" and start 
demonizing the entire party? I think not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously going to try to float that garbage here?</P> 
<P>Michel Delacroix was the LEADER of the Belgian National Front. Look it 
up.</P> 
<P>And Luc Van Keerbergen was elected to the social service department (OCMW) in 
Machelen. He was a local leader of the party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192561 31845 255 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/6192554" target=_blank>#254</A> Winston Y. 
Smith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A hoax. Flamish people sing songs french no better than average americans do. 
Most likely some french/wallom papareazzi served then an ale and asked the to 
sing a song with him in his accented language. And cached. Happens all the 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You are completely full of crap. This is no hoax. Delacroix has resigned over 
it, and Van Keerbergen has been ousted from the VB.</P> 
<P>You're out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06189245 31846 217 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 1:04:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6189222" target=_blank>#201</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is there no link for Obama's Nancy Reagan seance joke?He apparently made 
the joke at a press conference, so shouldn't there be a link to a reliable 
source?I Googled briefly but couldn't find a source link.Anyone seen 
one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the vote of confidence.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06189624 31846 539 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 1:49:54pm  
 
<P>Comments about coups etc. are going to be deleted. If you quote an offensive 
comment, your comment will also be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06189817 31846 715 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 2:19:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/6189777" target=_blank>#677</A> Granite 
Eagle</EM></P> 
<P>You can post that kind of stuff somewhere else. You're not welcome to 
continue posting comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190203 31848 28 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:03:09pm  
 
<P>Another Robert Spencer fan sends a love note; he got here by clicking a link 
at the Discovery Institute's Russia Blog. Subject: "IHT proves LGF was 
wrong"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>on Russia and Georgia. Any apologies to the people you smeared asKremlin 
stooges and apologists? Of course not, anymore than you willapologize to Robert 
Spencer for calling him a racist/facist or anyoneelse you've alienated with your 
self-righteous obsessions, seeing"racists" and "creationists" behind every 
curtain. But they were rightand you were wrong. Your first post about the 
"brutal Russian assaulton South Ossetia" was false. The OSCE monitors say 
Georgia attackedfirst.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With a link to this article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.iht.com/articles/2008/11/07/europe/07georgia.php" 
target=_blank>www.iht.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>(If you Google "OCSE bias" you'll find that their reports are generally not 
well respected.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190235 31848 42 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:06:34pm  
 
<P>Here's another love note, not related to Spencer for a change, from a Booby 
[sic] Jindal fan:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>your obsession w/ bobby jindal is just bizarre. i think this is apathetic 
attempt at catharsis - you get attacked for going after darkmuslims, so it makes 
you feel better going after dark 
conservatives.Classy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190320 31848 80 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:17:08pm  
 
<P>Another Spencer fan accuses me of "racism," for referring to that video of 
kids singing about Barack Obama -- he says I <EM>really</EM> was talking about 
Obama's daughters.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes it was certainly disturbing to watch this video, to see all 
thosefictional and real-life children brainwashed.</P> 
<P>However, perhaps the most disturbing comment of all was the your owncomment 
with which you ended the piece.</P> 
<P>“Admit it — you thought about this movie too when you saw thecreepy Obama 
kids.”</P> 
<P>I personally have never found anything “creepy” aboutObama’s two daughters. 
They have always seemed to me like twoperfectly normal, sweet little girls.</P> 
<P>Your comments might interpreted as racism. Whilst I will not accuseyou of 
such a thing, it seems to me rather a cheap shot and unwarrantedaccusation, I do 
at least find your comments mean-spirited.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goes on in this vein for a while, before telling me that I'm stupid (as well 
as a racist) and Spencer is a genius.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190356 31848 97 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:22:18pm  
 
<P>I also have one or two Spencer-related emails that are basically nothing but 
profanities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190377 31848 113 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6190366" target=_blank>#103</A> 
outsidephilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so, he has a vocabulary deficit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you misunderstood - "Spencer-related" does not mean "from Spencer." 
They're from his fans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190456 31848 169 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 3:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6190418" target=_blank>#141</A> 
RightLogic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole Creationism debate aside (I actually believe that God set forth 
things about 15 billion years ago and has let the dice roll ever since), I am 
willing to give Gov. Jindal the benefit of the doubt for the time 
being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote this a couple of days ago, but I'll repeat it; if Jindal were a 
creationist, but never tried to push it into schools, it wouldn't be a major 
problem. But he's the only governor of a major state who is more than just a 
believer -- he's an activist, doing the bidding of the Discovery Institute. He 



signed a stealth creationist bill promoted by the DI into law, that will allow 
them to sneak their agenda into Louisiana schools.</P> 
<P>And then of course, there's that little "exorcism cures cancer" problem. If 
the GOP picks him as a rising star, they're cutting their own 
throats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190648 31848 332 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 4:10:25pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.prospect.org/cs/articles?article=run_newt_run" 
target=_blank>Newt Gingrich wants to teach creationism in science 
classes.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw him do this in New Hampshire in 1995 during his first test-drive of a 
presidential bid. There, a local school board had been taken over by religious 
fundamentalists who were trying to introduce the biblical account of creation 
into the science curriculum of a school district in a town where many of the 
citizens worked in the high-tech sector.</P> 
<P>"I think you can certainly refer to both creationism and evolution as 
something that people ought to be aware of -- together," Gingrich told me at a 
press conference in Manchester, N.H. "If you look at chaos theory and the degree 
to which the certainty of the 19th century is beginning to be replaced, I don't 
think there's any problem with teaching both."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190663 31848 347 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 4:13:01pm  
 
<P>The GOP has a very serious problem with this stuff. It's pointless to deny 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190676 31848 359 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 4:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6190670" target=_blank>#353</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that is what he really wants, why didn't he make a effort when he was 
Speaker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are his words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190934 31849 27 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 5:24:26pm  
 
<P>He doesn't look well because he got his first national security 
briefing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06190980 31849 69 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 5:29:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6190958" target=_blank>#48</A> jtm371</EM></P> 
<P>I will not tolerate comments like this. Go elsewhere. You aren't welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192370 31849 689 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:40:09pm  
 



<P>I guess this post isn't very popular, because I didn't keep ranting at Obama 
like a lot of bloggers probably would.</P> 
<P>Face it. He showed some class here, and some guts. He called Nancy Reagan and 
apologized personally. The comment was crass, but if that were a crime a lot of 
LGF readers would be in jail too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06191728 31850 111 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 7:04:50pm  
 
<P>I expect people to ding me down for this. Go ahead, ding me down. Then bite 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06191732 31850 114 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 7:05:25pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, there they go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192095 31850 441 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:00:48pm  
 
<P>Looks like some people think I should have some more hate.</P> 
<P>Sorry, I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192135 31850 478 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6192087" target=_blank>#435</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole "Obama is incompetent" meme really needs to stop. You are seriously 
underestimating our political opposition when you do that. He got elected 
carrying more bad baggage than any politico in my lifetime, it wasn't through 
incompetence that he was able to overcome that. Again, do not underestimate the 
opposition folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And the fact that he's neither stupid nor incompetent actually gives 
me hope (hope!) that he might surprise everyone and turn out to be a decent 
president.</P> 
<P>Or he might not. But this is the way our country chooses leaders, and I'm not 
ready to give up faith in the system that's made this country 
great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192175 31850 515 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:11:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/6192163" target=_blank>#504</A> PETN 
Sandwich</EM></P> 
<P>You must be either drunk or insane if you think I'm going to tolerate 
comments like that here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192216 31850 554 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:19:28pm  
 
<P>If you want to see an example of how sick and ugly things can get, take a 
look at Atlas Shrugs tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192295 31850 627 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 8:29:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/6192267" target=_blank>#601</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not asking Charles to hate.</P> 
<P>I am asking that he <EM>not be proud</EM> of "symbolic" gestures which elect 
bad men to the Presidency. "Symbolic" votes are magical. It's the same mindset 
that gets us Creationism, Vlaams Belang and the Muslim 
Brothers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing magical about it. America has a troubled history when it 
comes to race relations. That's a fact. And that history continues to this day. 
I do take some satisfaction in seeing a small step away from that ugly crap; 
I've worked with African American musicians my whole life, and believe me, I've 
seen enough of it to know what I'm talking about.</P> 
<P>It doesn't mean I'm now an Obama fan, and I thought I made that very 
clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06194553 31850 835 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 8:32:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/6194136" target=_blank>#829</A> 
likesbrusselssprouts</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I know this is a bit longer than all are used to reading, but I suggest 
you all read <A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=80301" 
target=_blank>this</A> first before you feel the need to expiate for the guilt 
you feel at being white. BTW, Charles, this election had absolutely nothing to 
do with race and will change absolutely nothing regarding race. Wake 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great. A link to WorldNutDaily, leading to an article by Ilana Mercer, who 
contributes to the newspaper of the white nationalist group the Council of 
Conservative Citizens, and to Justin Raimondo's site for antisemite 
paleoconservatives antiwar.com.</P> 
<P>You think this is someone we should be listening to? Well, you can peddle 
your racist garbage elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192572 31851 101 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:12:18pm  
 
<P>Vlaams Belang apologists are now showing up in the last threads on that 
subject, like they always do--after they think most people are gone, and they'll 
be able to post their lies and have them be the last word.</P> 
<P>It's the same tactic the creationists use, oddly enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192611 31851 128 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:19:45pm  
 
<P>I've been on a "conservative" mailing list for the past couple of years, with 
many bloggers you would recognize. I didn't ask to be on this list; they put me 
on it and I never asked to be removed.</P> 
<P>Tonight they're all emailing about Atlas Shrugs' latest wacko post about 
Obama's birth certificate -- with approval.</P> 
<P>What in the living hell is wrong with these people?</P> 
<P>I unsubscribed from the list.</P> 
<P>I'm beginning to feel the same way I felt after 9/11, seeing the people I 
thought were friends and allies morphing into something ugly and 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06192672 31851 175 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 9:29:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/6192657" target=_blank>#162</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a Yeats poem that describes the effects of widening gyres when the 
center cannot hold...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually was thinking of that very poem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192834 31851 323 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 10:01:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6192819" target=_blank>#308</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<P>The State of Hawaii does not release birth certificates to anyone except 
family members or those who can prove a connection.</P> 
<P>The fact that some people are STILL pushing this fraudulent, loony story is 
beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192926 31851 408 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 10:19:50pm  
 
<P>Birth certificate comments are going to be deleted. Continue posting them and 
your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06192935 31851 417 Charles Fri, Nov 7, 2008 10:21:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>Don't quote comments that are headed for deletion or your comment will be 
deleted too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06194616 31853 13 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 8:46:10am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at the end of the Friday open thread, someone posted a link to an 
article at WorldNetDaily by a white nationalist.</P> 
<P>That person has been banned, and WorldNetDaily is now banned from our spinoff 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195823 31853 194 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 2:25:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/6195640" target=_blank>#189</A> CLLRusso</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hummm, and Jihad Watch too, and no one can discuss Creationism. That is a lot 
of bannings Charles. I am becomming disappointed in you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I'll just have to live with that.</P> 
<P>50,000+ comments discussing creationism seems like I do allow discussion of 
the subject.</P> 
<P>I have nothing to more to say about jihadwatch, except that if you find the 
discussion there more to your liking, you should spend your time 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195828 31853 195 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 2:27:29pm  
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06195428 31854 565 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 12:20:06pm  
 
<P>Comments with links to 'birth certificate' conspiracy theories are going to 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195507 31854 640 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 12:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/6195486" target=_blank>#621</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<P>The birth certificate stuff has gone beyond pathetic, into seriously deranged 
black helicopter territory.</P> 
<P>Bloggers who continue to post this garbage need psychological 
help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195531 31854 664 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 12:49:54pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, Sarah Palin lost me when she made that stunningly ignorant 
remark about "fruit fly research in France."</P> 
<P>I can't respect that kind of anti-science pandering to the lowest common 
denominator. I gave her much more than the benefit of the doubt, and defended 
her against the smear that she wanted creationism taught in schools, but that 
remark really soured my enthusiasm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195840 31854 782 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 2:31:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/6195723" target=_blank>#743</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Charles owe Palin and other pro-science socons a retraction and apology? 
Yes, I believe he does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't owe anyone an apology for expressing my opinion, and I'm very 
unimpressed with NRO's effort to spin Palin's comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06195859 31854 791 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 2:38:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/6195850" target=_blank>#787</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If not an apology, how about an <EM>apologia</EM>? Could you explain why 
Palin's attack was anti-research, rather than a response to a petty attempt to 
grab quick cash from taxpayers (as NRO is asserting)?</P> 



<P>And spidly, you're not helping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already explained this. It was a populist comment, intended to pander to 
anti-science and anti-French sentiment, to get a cheap round of applause. And it 
was stunningly ignorant of the benefits of Drosophila research.</P> 
<P>It got her the applause and laughter she was looking for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200099 31854 837 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 12:40:02pm  
 
<P>Links to 'birth certificate' nonsense promoted by Philip Berg will be 
deleted. I've completely had it with this crap. If you continue to post such 
links, your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196021 31856 38 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 3:24:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6195984" target=_blank>#23</A> Wild 
Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Grief! What's all this about Aldo Moro writing fascist literature? He 
was a leader of the Christian Democrats and is still venerated by many people in 
the Italian Geographic Area. Please enlighten me on this one as I am seriously 
confused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's from 'Twenglish' ... I'll remove it until it's 
clarified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196058 31856 53 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 3:33:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6196052" target=_blank>#49</A> Wild 
Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aldo Moro didn't "ally" with the communists. He sought to form a government 
of national unity during a time of serious crisis. This was one of the reasons 
why the Brigate Rosse kidnapped him - because they were afraid that a government 
of national unity would remove the motivation of the communists to take over the 
government of Italy. Aldo Moro was but one of the victims of that infamouse 
communist terror group, the Brigate Rosso, who carried out so many murders in 
the 70s that that period is known as l'anni dell'piombo (the years of lead). 
Aldo Moro's death shocked us deeply and I am exceedingly uncomfortable to see 
him being linked with fascist sentiment/literature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not - I removed that part of Twenglish's translation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196062 31856 57 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 3:35:42pm  
 
<P>Watching it again, I think "where is the president" may be referring to the 
guy DeWinter shakes hands with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196123 31856 98 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 3:53:54pm  
 
<P>Another connection: a Flemish nationalist pub named "De Leeuw van Vlaanderen" 
has a sign saying "De Beest" -- with a very recognizable letter "S".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.joodsactueel.be%2



Fp21.html&amp;sl=nl&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And what a surprise. Look who has held an event at this pub:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.vbj.org/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=article&amp;id=16
2:vier-11-juli-en-kom-naar-de-gratis-vaten-van-vbj-antwerpen-
stad&amp;catid=26:nationale-activiteiten" 
target=_blank>www.vbj.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196131 31856 106 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 3:57:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6196112" target=_blank>#89</A> reno911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is racism only evil when engaged in by Whites? I just witnessed over 90% 
of a certain racial group, vote for a candidate based solely on race. Was that 
evil? If not, why not? If it was evil, why do we not denounce it as vociferously 
as we denounce VB? In WWII, Jews went to the gas chambers because they did not 
defend their culture. Is the West to submit to Islam in the name of political 
correctness?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let me make sure I understand you. You're comparing African Americans 
voting for Barack Obama with Nazi Germany?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196149 31856 118 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 4:01:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6196112" target=_blank>#89</A> reno911</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, what's up with these comments you've been dropping at my 
site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/156/6144910" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/599/6122289" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/93/6080408" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196290 31856 235 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 4:41:48pm  
 
<P>Mmkay. No answer = no account for reno911. The comments alone were enough to 
get him banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196342 31856 277 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 4:59:04pm  
 
<P>Updated with the neo-Nazi pub story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196545 31856 462 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 5:52:25pm  
 
<P>An email from a frequent LGF commenter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I emailed Robert Spencer on my own, asking him if he had any intention of 
looking into the European nationalist political parties that seem to display a 
great deal of racism. Here was his reply to me...</P> 
<P>"Actually, I am fighting jihad, and have no interest in or intention 
toinvestigate these groups. Insofar as they are fighting jihad, I applaudthem. 



Insofar as they are doing anything else, my endorsement is 
notimplied."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06211168 31856 675 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 11:53:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/6209221" target=_blank>#669</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that I do not immediately accept all the evidence for the fascism 
of the VB that Charles have presented on LGF. Most of it is solid. Some is 
rather circumstancial, and dependant on not always equally solid translations 
from Dutch or other languages. When it comes to "De beest", which I tipped 
Charles about, it is a good example of a small piece of information which smells 
very foul when in context; but which can be explained away when not. It caused 
quite some reaction in Belgian media, because they've got context.</P> 
<P>When it comes to the video from the book fair, which I had not seen before 
today (and which I have only been able to watch without sound), I think Charles 
might be reading too much into it. His general analysis of the VB as fascist, 
and of Voorpost as a "European tribal nationalist militia" is - however- spot 
on.</P> 
<P>Please also note that I have not referred to the Vlaams Belang as Nazi, but 
as "eurofascist". In my eyes, eurofascism differs quite a bit from Nazism, just 
like socalled eurocommunism differs from Stalinism. Like any other ideology, 
fascism has not been standing still for the last 60 years. Also, European 
fascism in the 1920s-1940s was so much more than Hitlerism. Many people have a 
tendency to forget that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, some of the evidence I've presented <EM>is</EM> circumstantial. But 
that doesn't mean it's worthless; every bit of information adds something to the 
overall picture, whether or not it's overwhelmingly convincing by itself. And 
the overall picture, as you say, is that the Vlaams Belang is a neo-fascist 
organization with many, many connections to overtly neo-Nazi and white/tribal 
nationalist groups.</P> 
<P>I don't call the VB a neo-Nazi group; they're too smart to allow themselves 
to be labeled as such, but at the same time, too dumb to be able to hide their 
fascist leanings.</P> 
<P>The people who continue to avert their eyes and defend the Vlaams Belang and 
other Eurofascists are in deep denial. It's not possible to honestly argue that 
all of this is simply one huge series of meaningless coincidences -- but that's 
what they're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212078 31856 677 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 2:20:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/6211851" target=_blank>#676</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... having reviewed the video above - this time with sound - I will have to 
point out that the translation provided by Twenglish is not very accurate, and 
that the visored caps are not quite as telling as they could be. I believe the 
first bookseller must come from Katholiek Vlaams Hoogstudenten Verbond (KVHV), 
an organisation which combines radical Flemish nationalism (nativism) with 
Catholic ideals.</P> 
<P>Later on the book "Vu de droite" ("The view of the right") is mentioned. This 
is a work written by Alain de Benoist, a philosopher who has contributed 
strongly to modern-day European fascist thinking. In many ways, that is the most 
interesting part and revealing part of the video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting indeed. If you'd care to provide a better translation with more 
context, I'll update the post with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06212333 31856 679 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 2:58:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/6212300" target=_blank>#678</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sound is awful, but this is what I can pick up.</P> 
<P>FDW: Where is the president (here)?(Shakes hands with man, greets him)</P> 
<P>At 0:50 in the video, FDW says "Vu de droite", and a book is also shown. This 
is most definitely Alain de Benoist's book; compare with the cover found on <A 
href="http://www.amazon.fr/Vu-droite-Anthologie-critique-
contemporaines/dp/2869800517" target=_blank>Amazon.fr</A>. This <I>seems</I> to 
be the same book FDW is holding when he speaks with the bookseller.</P> 
<P>FDW: Have you already read this one, Andries?Andries: But no, I am an 
illiterate human being, ey?FDW: (Laughts). Well, well. Is this your 
magazine?Andries: Yes. Yes.</P> 
<P>The last two sentences seem pretty clear to me, the subtitles in French also 
match; FDW asks whether it is their magazine ("blad"), and gets a positive 
reply. This is translated differently by Twenglish above.</P> 
<P>"Vu de droite" was discussed in <A 
href="http://www.nybooks.com/articles/7558" target=_blank>this article</A> in NY 
Review of Books, 1980. An excerpt:</P> 
<P><I>De Benoist claims that the central issues of the traditional right, among 
them genetics, race, and inequality, have been discredited by their association 
with Nazism, and he tries to give them new life by grafting them on to such 
subsciences as sociobiology and ethnology. De Benoist is particularly attracted 
to sociobiology, which has recently gained an enthusiastic hearing in France. 
But he has a tendency to present the hypotheses of sociobiology as proven 
conclusions and then to extend these "conclusions" to far-ranging fields. For 
example, he writes, "all politics today implies a biopolitics." And he cites 
with enthusiasm the words of Professor Robert Mallet, the chancellor of the 
Universities of Paris, that some day "the genetic code will help inform the 
civil codes."</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks very much! I will update the post.</P> 
<P>De Benoist is pushing a variation of eugenics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216406 31856 685 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 9:37:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/6215155" target=_blank>#684</A> AlexD</EM></P> 
<P>What's your purpose here? You're making an empty argument that has absolutely 
nothing to do with the subject under discussion. It's meaningless to insist that 
because Strømmen hasn't written about the things you're obsessed about, that 
proves he's wrong about the Vlaams Belang -- not only meaningless, but 
deceptive.</P> 
<P>Again, what is your purpose? If you're trying to promote the view that 'anti-
jihad' writers and bloggers should overlook the fact that VB is a fascist group, 
you're not going to get very far with that here. Others have made the decision 
to allow fascists to pollute and destroy their message -- I 
won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06196854 31857 138 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 6:41:33pm  
 
<P><STRONG>I am not going to tolerate 'coup' talk here.</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>This is the last warning. From now on, anyone who posts this crap 
will lose their account.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06197773 31858 178 Charles Sat, Nov 8, 2008 10:16:17pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/6197660" target=_blank>#73</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have seen this posting by Charles on the last VB thread...</P> 
<P>I emailed Robert Spencer on my own, asking him if he had any intention of 
looking into the European nationalist political parties that seem to display a 
great deal of racism. Here was his reply to me... "Actually, I am fighting 
jihad, and have no interest in or intention to investigate these groups. Insofar 
as they are fighting jihad, I applaud them. Insofar as they are doing anything 
else, my endorsement is not implied."</P> 
<P>Just for full disclosure. I sent this email to Mr. Spencer, this was his 
answer and I gave Charles permission to post this if he wanted. Charles did not 
have anything to do with my question to Mr. Spencer. Charles did not solicit my 
communication with Mr. Spencer. I was not trolling for Charles nor was I 
"spying" for Charles.</P> 
<P>But I thought Mr. Spencer's answer spoke volumes. This is like saying 
"Actually, I am fighting economic problems in Germany, and have no interest in 
or intention to investigate The Nazi party. Insofar as they are fighting 
economic problems, I applaud them. Insofar as they are doing anything else, my 
endorsement is not implied."</P> 
<P>Mr. Spencer has evidently seen Charles posting on the last VB thread, and 
emailed me this message...</P> 
<P>"Yet you say below: 'As far as the rift with Charles Johnson, that's not 
really my battle. I did not contact you as a "troll" or "spy" for Charles, 
simply as someone who has respected your work, and I felt I needed to pass on my 
concerns.' Why not just be honest? Why did you think it necessary to lie to me? 
It doesn't reflect well on you or Charles Johnson. But of course nothing much of 
what he does lately reflects well upon him."</P> 
<P>For someone who is not very interested in what the European nationalist 
political parties are doing, Mr. Spencer certainly seems to be VERY INTERESTED 
in monitoring what is being discussed on LGF. Something to think 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, that's right. I had nothing to do with your email, of course. Robert 
seems to be on the verge of a serious paranoid meltdown. How 
sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198705 31859 53 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:41:27am  
 
<P>By the way, last night the photographer who took those pictures of the 
Belgian cafe with the SS sign contacted me, and confirmed that it IS Filip 
DeWinter in that photo, standing with his back to the camera. He said he had 
more photos; I wrote back and asked if I could publish them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198708 31859 55 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:42:45am  
 
<P>Here's the email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have taken the picture of Filip Dewinter in front of the café theBeast on 
11/7/08. I have some more pics but this one was sharp.Dewinter also entered the 



café, so did I. It was filled with oldSS-soldiers and neo-nazi's. One woman said 
to an old ss'er she wasmissing the beautiful times of Word War II. Also Sandy 
Neels VlaamsBelang was there. I found pictures of here cleaning nazitombes 
inAustria and germany. Greetings and keep up the good work</P> 
<P>Guido JorisBrussels</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198725 31859 65 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:46:27am  
 
<P>Another site that's gone completely off the rails: <A 
href="http://israelinsider.ning.com/profiles/blogs/is-obama-the-secret-son-of" 
target=_blank>Israel Insider</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198784 31859 105 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:58:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6198767" target=_blank>#95</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>why didn’t you post <A 
href="http://blogsimages.skynet.be/images_v2/000/046/663/20081102/dyn002_origina
l_600_800_pjpeg_46663_8b2d2024b207f530e034380e337ea558.jpg" 
target=_blank>this</A> and <A 
href="http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_7gMfGRr71jk/SRDF8pGI-
NI/AAAAAAAAG4A/IRd1TgPElvQ/s1600-h/cafe+de+leeuw.jpg" target=_blank>this</A> 
photo in your <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31856_Vlaams_Belang_Head_at_Nazi_B
ook_Fair_-_Update-_VB_Event_at_Neo-Nazi_Pub" target=_blank>VB Event at Neo-Nazi 
Pub</A> entry?</P> 
<P>btw: the man in the dark suit speaking with the young lady (in the 
foreground, first left) is <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20081108beest2_klein.jpg" 
target=_blank>Filip de Winter</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! There's that completely innocuous, totally unconnected-to-anything 
symbol again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198827 31859 133 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:08:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6198803" target=_blank>#119</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/#" target=_blank>Robert is 
not interested in being honest</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you were trying to link to a comment -- you need to first click on it 
and open the single comment window, then copy the URL from that window.</P> 
<P>The reason: that window is now opened via Javascript. I may switch back to 
the old method; I did this because it reduces the size of comments pages, but it 
may not be worth the decrease in usability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198854 31859 146 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:13:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/6198846" target=_blank>#142</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/IR passes a strong cup of coffee to CJ</P> 



<P>Donut?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Brewing up some double-strength Kona blend right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198867 31859 157 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:15:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/6198848" target=_blank>#143</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is starting to piss me off about Spencer's obfuscatory defense is that 
he is managing to undermine the very cause he says he is fighting.</P> 
<P>Exactly how am I supposed to talk to serious people about how Islamists still 
pose a threat to our society by subtler means whenone of the leading figures in 
it can't make the moral distinction between "anti-jihad" and "white- 
supremacist".</P> 
<P>If this election and the days afterward have demonstrated anything, it has 
demonstrated how powerful the counter charge of "racism" is these days.</P> 
<P>Why give that counter charge weight by excusing (in any way) the European Neo 
Fascist movement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very well said. And for what it's worth, I made that exact point to Robert 
Spencer many times, when we were emailing about this issue last year and I still 
thought he was being honest with me about not wanting to be associated with 
people like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198875 31859 164 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:17:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/6198861" target=_blank>#152</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://aff.skynetblogs.be/post/6407044/cafE-de-leeuw-van-vlaanderen-
driemaal-anders-" target=_blank>Your text to link...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Faff.skynetblogs.be%2F
post%2F6407044%2FcafE-de-leeuw-van-vlaanderen-driemaal-anders-
&amp;sl=nl&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" target=_blank>Google translated 
page.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198892 31859 177 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:20:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6198876" target=_blank>#165</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way lizards... allow me to go off topic for just a moment to announce 
that I am officially engaged :).</P> 
<P>My best friend and sweetheart of nearly four years finally popped the 
question last night, and I accepted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congratulations!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06198991 31859 255 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:44:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/6198968" target=_blank>#236</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 



<P>so do I get this right: they removed the ss-symbol for "s" and replaced it 
with the neo-nazi-cross on the door?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's the other way around -- they removed the Odin's Cross, and 
painted the SS symbol above the door. The picture of the SS sign is from July - 
the Odin's Cross picture seems to be earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199024 31859 277 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:57:51am  
 
<P>According to someone who emailed earlier (not a friend - it was a hate mail), 
Lawrence Auster is also attacking me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199025 31859 278 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:58:26am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/6199008" target=_blank>#266</A> mahatma 
coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oh ,another darwinism /creationism thread...(yawns) well gotta be going 
now</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199034 31859 283 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:01:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/6199008" target=_blank>#266</A> mahatma 
coat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oh ,another darwinism /creationism thread...(yawns) well gotta be going 
now</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many accounts have you registered here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199072 31859 310 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:14:00am  
 
<P>'mahatma coat' also recently registered a sockpuppet account under 'cdajoe', 
and pretended to be posting here for the first time with it - despite the fact 
that he was posting with both accounts during the same time period.</P> 
<P>Both accounts are now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199087 31859 321 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:19:46am  
 
<P>The comment numbers are now back to the old-style links, to make it easier to 
link directly to a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199155 31859 364 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:38:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/6199149" target=_blank>#362</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I won't go to that site, so I'll have to take your word for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06199280 31859 382 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 10:16:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6199273" target=_blank>#380</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The title--"Exploring Life's Origins"--is apparently a misnomer. The site's 
"Timeline of Life's Evolution" begins with formation of the solar system from a 
"giant cloud of rotating gas and dust". If this were actually about origins, 
however, the site would have to go back, by definition, to the origin. Thus, the 
site would need to account for origin of the gas and dust, and so on until the 
first cause of the universe was accounted for. Other than that, it is an 
interesting site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199294 31859 384 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 10:20:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6199289" target=_blank>#383</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I am a stickler for accuracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not accuracy. You're trying to bring in creationism again, very 
obviously. The exhibit is about the origins of life on Earth, and there's 
nothing about it that's misnamed or misrepresented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199316 31859 388 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 10:26:26am  
 
<P>The tactic above is very typical of ID/creationists; demand that science 
account for everything, all the way back to the beginning of the universe, then 
claim that because science can't do that (yet?), the only explanation possible 
is an "intelligent designer."</P> 
<P>If scientists were to assume that any gaps in their knowledge must be 
evidence of a supernatural deity, science itself would be meaningless, and 
knowledge could never advance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199370 31859 395 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 10:40:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/6199319" target=_blank>#389</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes- the answer to the unknown can not be a pre-determined answer. It should 
be: "I don't know."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'd add something -- "I don't know, but I'm trying to find 
out."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199408 31859 399 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 10:50:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/6199386" target=_blank>#396</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is something inaccurate about what I said, point it out. Whatever my 
motives may be for making the comment, they have no bearing on the accuracy of 
the comment, i.e., either it is inaccurate or not. "Origin" means what it says: 
the first cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what the exhibit is about, and it doesn't claim to be about that. 
I suspect you know that. The exhibit is very precisely titled "Exploring Life's 
Origins," and that is a very accurate title. It examines what we currently know 



about the beginnings of life on this planet. It says nothing about "first 
cause."</P> 
<P>I hope you don't think this is the first time I've seen this creationist 
talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199475 31859 405 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 11:09:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/6199445" target=_blank>#403</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All that you said is fine. But that doesn't mean we give a free pass to 
anyone, be they scientists, theologians, politicians, etc., to misuse language. 
Despite Charles's insistence to the contrary, the word "origin" means what it 
says, and if a scientist is going to use that word, he/she should use it 
accurately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The definition of "origin" is: "The beginning of something's existence."</P> 
<P>The title of the exhibit is: "Exploring Life's Origins."</P> 
<P>The title is absolutely accurate. It's an examination of what science knows 
about the origins of life on Earth, starting with the "RNA World Hypothesis." 
And it's honest and direct about the current flaws in this hypothesis:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the RNA World Hypothesis, RNA was a key molecule that was 
utilized by the earliest life on Earth to store genetic information and to 
catalyze chemical reactions. This begs the question, however, of how RNA formed 
under prebiotic conditions on the early Earth. In fact, the issue of the 
complete synthesis of RNA nucleotides has been a major stumbling block for the 
RNA World Hypothesis. The sugar found in the backbone of both DNA and RNA, 
ribose, has been particularly problematic, as the most prebiotically plausible 
chemical reaction schemes yield only a small amount of ribose mixed with a 
diverse assortment of other sugar molecules. Although recent research using 
mineral catalysts has yielded promising results, a prebiotically feasible 
chemical pathway that leads to a relatively pure pool of RNA nucleotides in high 
concentrations has remained elusive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The language is not being misused by anyone except you. Bringing up a loaded 
term like "first causes" is a hoary old creationist talking 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199585 31859 414 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 11:32:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/6199527" target=_blank>#409</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does this address my point? The quote is referencing the use of RNA 
molecules "by the earliest life on Earth" and how that RNA was formed. But 
nowhere in the quote you cite does it discuss how that "earliest life", which 
made use of these RNA molecules, originated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It addresses your point because it is specifically about the origin of life 
on Earth. I'm going to keep repeating this, because you insist on trying to 
divert the discussion into creationist talking points.</P> 
<P>One way you could see how the exhibit addresses your points, of course, would 
be to actually read what is written there. It's pretty clear from your comments 
that you haven't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199817 31859 424 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 12:03:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/6199745" target=_blank>#421</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think this represents an exploration of the origin of life, <EM>re: <A 
href="/showc/414/6199585" target=_blank>#414</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for the advice. I can't say I've read every word, but enough to see 
that the site deals with the evolution of life, rather than the origin of life. 
And before you click that reply button, I already know--"creationist talking 
points". Saved you the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exhibit deals with the origins of life on Earth. The title is absolutely 
accurate.</P> 
<P>And yes, "first cause" is a creationist talking point, brought up every time 
the subject of the origin of life is mentioned. It's supposed to be the 
devastating put-down of science's uppity naturalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200020 31859 429 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 12:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/6199989" target=_blank>#428</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respectfully disagree. A question or two about when life formed, with 99% 
of the rest of the site devoted to an exploration of how that life developed or 
evolved over time, is not, in my view, aptly titled an exploration of origins, 
as opposed to an exploration of the evolution of life. I'll leave it at 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely inaccurate description of the content of the exhibit, as 
anyone can see for themselves simply by reading it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200855 31859 444 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/6200782" target=_blank>#438</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. A title deals with the subject of the work, not to a few passing 
references therein that (arguably, in this case) relate to the title. This is 
just common sense.</P> 
<P>If someone wants to take the view that "origin" means the evolution of lower 
life into higher forms of life, they are entitled to that view. I just think it 
is inaccurate use of terms. "Origin" implies an analysis and definition of what 
constitutes the first form of life--whatever that may be--and how that life came 
into being. This is contrasted with what that first life form may have evolved 
into thereafter, which is the subject of the website at issue. I don't think my 
position warrants being labeled as disingenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your creationist agenda is coming out in the open now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200981 31859 451 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 4:06:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/6200822" target=_blank>#440</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of those have to do with how life on earth originating. I don't mean to 
copy so much material from the website but you seem incapable of finding it 
yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists aren't interested in reading anything that might challenge their 
beliefs; instead they react in this knee-jerk fashion whenever anyone brings up 
the subject of scientific explanations for the origin of life.</P> 
<P>This post had nothing to do with creationism at all. But notice how 
threatened some people feel by it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06201234 31859 457 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:02:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/6201170" target=_blank>#454</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is a "creationship agenda"? You have referred so many times to 
creationism, creationist talking points, etc. and I have ignored these comments 
in favor of sticking to the substance of my point, but I feel compelled to ask 
at this point what you are talking about. If you mean teaching children in 
school that the universe was created by a supernatural being, I do not favor 
that. If you mean those who believe science should not be rigorously pursued 
regardless of where it leads, I do not favor that either. So I'd appreciate if 
you would enlighten me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In previous comments you've been a big defender of the 'intelligent design' 
hoax. Have you forgotten that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199535 31861 192 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 11:21:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/6199503" target=_blank>#161</A> 
obageegee</EM></P> 
<P>I am not going to tolerate language like that at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199984 31861 373 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 12:21:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/6199925" target=_blank>#366</A> deanyc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking for myself, I would never turn to PJ O'Rourke, or any one who was a 
political writer for Rolling Stone magazine, for wisdom. Matt Taibbi is the 
latest case in point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's your loss. P. J. O'Rourke is one of the most consistently clear 
thinkers currently writing from a conservative perspective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200153 31861 393 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 12:48:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/6200091" target=_blank>#387</A> Dirty 
Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine. So don't make abortion a top issue.</P> 
<P>I have news. It wasn't. Not by a long shot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask Rudy Giuliani whether it was an important issue. His campaign was 
basically over as soon as he declared during one of the debates that he was 
"pro-choice."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200644 31861 477 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/6200493" target=_blank>#450</A> 
Derelict9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, great argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a lot better than the pile of thin-skinned strawmen you just threw out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06200652 31861 481 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:23:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/6200538" target=_blank>#455</A> 
Derelict9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you'll have to pardon me for being skeptical about your otherwise 
unwavering opposition to the loss of innocent life when you can't take even a 
token verbal stand against the killing of the most innocent of all life. 
Pragmatism uber alles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can't discuss issues without being nasty and insulting, you can take 
your comments elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200756 31861 503 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:53:44pm  
 
<P>And of course, to my vast surprise, 'Derelict9' followed up his nasty 
comments with a nasty email telling me I must have a 'guilty conscience' on 
abortion.</P> 
<P>These kinds of fanatics are a big part of the conservative 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200876 31861 537 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:29:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6200831" target=_blank>#519</A> 
wildcat84</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seen enough... Charles, ban me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200897 31861 542 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:36:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/6200891" target=_blank>#540</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are wrong. There have indeed already been 'morality campaigns' against 
employing the vaccine. And as long as birth control is available, the 
possibility of pregnancy is not a deterrent to sex, regardless of whether 
precautions succeed or fail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen fear-mongering articles at WorldNetDaily about HPV 
vaccines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200913 31861 545 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:42:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/6200900" target=_blank>#543</A> wright1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do resist however the common argument trotted out comparing such bad actors 
to the propensity of Jihadist acts of terrorism. There is no moral equivalency 
from the point of view of actual instances of acts of violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are far fewer abortion clinic bombings than acts of jihadist terrorism, 
true. But the motivation is <EM>exactly</EM> the same. In both cases, they see 
people who hold different beliefs as infidels, deserving of 
death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06200920 31861 547 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:44:37pm  
 
<P>And before you answer that abortion clinic bombers see the doctors inside as 
"murderers," please note that again, this is <EM>exactly</EM> how jihadists see 
their infidel victims -- as murderers of Muslims. Al Qaeda uses precisely this 
rationale to justify their acts of violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201243 31861 618 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:03:56pm  
 
<P>This thread is an object lesson in why the GOP was defeated. People 
threatening others with damnation and hellfire. Great stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201265 31861 624 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:08:23pm  
 
<P>I don't consider it a good day unless at least one person tells me I'm doomed 
to burn in hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201280 31861 629 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:11:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/6201191" target=_blank>#606</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please, O rational one, quote the fire and brimstone threats I've made.</P> 
<P>OKthxbai</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did it right here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Sal . . . by your own words, you knew the Truth and you've now rejected 
it . . . so you must know what the Word says about those who say there is no 
God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you meant that God would give him a terrible wedgie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201323 31861 638 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:18:30pm  
 
<P>If heaven is full of self-righteous judgmental fanatics like some (not all) 
of the people posting in this thread, maybe hell wouldn't be so 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201540 31861 696 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:57:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/6201496" target=_blank>#684</A> Aussie 
Infidel</EM></P> 
<P>Right. And if that doesn't work, threaten them with eternal damnation!</P> 
<P>No better way to get the voters on your side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201553 31861 700 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:58:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/692/6201524" target=_blank>#692</A> wright1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am resisting every fiber to address the phrase "reproductive choice" but 
discretion is the better part of valor. I am going to leave it there.</P> 
<P>This is the longest I have posted but this issue is a core belief of mine. 
Worth fighting for. Hopefully I have changed a few minds about how they percieve 



persons who support culture of life issues and that we are not all "crazed 
fanatics".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I agree that not all anti-abortion people are crazed fanatics.</P> 
<P>But you should face the fact that more than a few are. Some of them are right 
here in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201567 31861 705 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:01:23pm  
 
<P>And if we've got fire and brimstone fanatics at LGF, you're seeing just the 
tiny tip of a large, very problematic iceberg.</P> 
<P>I hate to say it, but P. J. O'Rourke's point is graphically, sadly 
illustrated right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201579 31861 710 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:03:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/6201569" target=_blank>#706</A> Aussie 
Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WOW! That's a massive statements you make right there mate.</P> 
<P>Consigning ANYONE to Hades is WAAAY above my current pay scale and long may 
that situation last. I am constrained to pray for you however and to love you 
even if i don't particularly like you or your social and religious choices.</P> 
<P>Accept that and we'll get along famously!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a minute. This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and by the bye Salamantis given your posted history of how you came to 
your paganism, You may choose to not believe in Satan mate. BUT he still 
believes in you and that is the point really as you will find out to your 
Despair &amp; Horror at some time in the not too distant future. I know that you 
will object but i'll pray for you anyway because that is just how Christians are 
mate!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously trying to deny that you told him he was damned to burn in 
hell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201596 31861 716 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/6201577" target=_blank>#709</A> samsoncc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not trying to be a prick here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that you're not trying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201634 31861 725 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:13:20pm  
 
<P>I was starting to regret that I ever broached the issue of abortion, but it's 
past time to air this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201659 31861 733 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/6201649" target=_blank>#728</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Charles, the idea that Hell is some kinda place where everybody's having 
a party is a false -very false - picture.[Rod Serling type voice-over] Imagine, 



if you will, eternity with ONLY your thoughts as company.And . . . Heaven admits 
only those who fully acknowledge that they have NO righteousness of their 
own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it. For you, hell is the worst possible thing that could ever happen to 
someone. It's a real place, of eternal damnation.</P> 
<P>That's why you threaten your ideological opponents with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201709 31861 743 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:23:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/6201658" target=_blank>#732</A> Aussie 
Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not so Charles.</P> 
<P>Please see the semantics of the words and their meaning.</P> 
<P>This individual by his actions alone damns himself to his 
fate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's your place to make sure he knows that. I'm sure that God is very 
proud He has you to enforce his rules, and let the sinners know they're doomed 
to eternal torment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201738 31861 749 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/741/6201704" target=_blank>#741</A> Aussie 
Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles. You are getting out of your depth on this mate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not my mate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201808 31861 759 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:38:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/6201763" target=_blank>#751</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I love you and pray for you while continuously insulting you and fantasising 
about your being tortured forever by my dark god."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very well said.</P> 
<P>The hypocrisy is stunning. Hatred masquerading as concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201935 31861 782 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:53:09pm  
 
<P>That's enough out of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202101 31861 827 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:19:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/818/6202063" target=_blank>#818</A> George 
Bruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no hope of regaining the presidency or congress without social 
conservatives. If you don't understand that, you don't understand simple 
mathematics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of us have no interest in going down with your sinking 
ship.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06202338 31861 891 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:15:15pm  
 
<P>If Jindal is the GOP nominee in 2012, the GOP will have lost me.</P> 
<P>I will not vote for an activist creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202360 31861 896 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/895/6202358" target=_blank>#895</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This should be one of those times where everyone is allowed their own 
beliefs. The state of Louisiana seems to agree with him, besides their is 
nothing a president can do to alter this in either direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, everyone is allowed have their own beliefs. And if Jindal is the 
nominee in 2012, I will do everything I can to see that he's 
defeated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202401 31861 908 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:36:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/907/6202396" target=_blank>#907</A> Catawba</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science, not religion, tells us that fetuses are human 
beings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please quote the scientific papers that support your claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202424 31861 917 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:42:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/914/6202415" target=_blank>#914</A> 
surfinbrant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless, you cannot deny that the potentiality of life is present in a 
fetus. Denying that potentiality is denying a life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A specific claim was made, and I think it's false. I'm asking that person to 
either provide evidence for that claim, or admit that it was just 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202436 31861 919 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:44:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/918/6202428" target=_blank>#918</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just where in the constitution does it mention separation of Church and 
state. It does say freedom of religion and not freedom from 
religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the US Constitution. I 
quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202463 31861 926 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:50:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/922/6202448" target=_blank>#922</A> jainphx</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles it also goes on to say " nor the infringement of"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Emerson vs. the Board of Education, a ruling by the Supreme Court in 
1947:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "establishment of religion" clause of the First Amendment means at least 
this: Neither a state nor the federal government can set up a church. Neither 
can pass laws which aid one religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion 
over another. Neither can force nor influence a person to go to or to remain 
away from church against his will or force him to profess a belief or disbelief 
in any religion. No person can be punished for entertaining or professing 
religious beliefs or disbeliefs, for church attendance or non-attendance. No tax 
in any amount, large or small, can be levied to support any religious activities 
or institutions, whatever they may be called, or whatever form they may adopt to 
teach or practice religion. Neither a state nor the Federal Government can, 
openly or secretly, participate in the affairs of any religious organizations or 
groups and vice versa. In the words of Jefferson, the clause against 
establishment of religion by law was intended to erect "a wall of separation 
between church and State."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202481 31861 930 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:53:54pm  
 
<P>There are very good reasons why the founding fathers had the wisdom and 
foresight to mandate the separation of church and state.</P> 
<P>We're seeing some of those reasons right here in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202496 31861 934 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/931/6202487" target=_blank>#931</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles that is exactly my argument. The courts out of whole cloth found 
a right were it wasn't. they claim to see things that aren't there, yet deny 
things that are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you know better than 60 years worth of Supreme Court rulings?</P> 
<P>The founding fathers had people like you in mind when they wrote the 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202530 31861 943 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:03:53pm  
 
<P>Fanaticism.</P> 
<P>It's what the GOP had for breakfast. Lunch. And dinner.</P> 
<P>And then they lost an election by a landslide.</P> 
<P>Please sir! Can I have some more?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202556 31861 949 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/947/6202552" target=_blank>#947</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that honestly how you think we lost. Could it be that we ran a very poor 
candidate who stabbed us in the back on many occasions, and then had the gall to 
ask us to support him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Excuse me, but didn't you just finish saying that the Establishment Clause of 
the First Amendment doesn't mandate the separation of church and 
state?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202569 31861 954 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:13:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/925/6202460" target=_blank>#925</A> 
surfinbrant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatism recognizes that homosexuals often, but not always, bring with 
their presence a disregard for the precepts of Western society, including the 
traditional structure of the family and the raising of children.</P> 
<P>Speaking in terms of evolution, with which I think you might sympathize, 
homosexuality is an aberration. For what good does homosexuality do a species 
that intends to survive? They cannot reproduce, making them a deviation, an 
anomaly. [I do not suggest that this takes anything away from their inherent 
value as human beings, though.]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why, but I'm still surprised when people who purport to be pious 
and holier than everyone else indulge in this kind of stunning, ignorant 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202588 31861 962 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/956/6202576" target=_blank>#956</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no I don't think I did I said that the constitution doesn't say separation of 
church and state</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're utterly wrong. Thank goodness people like you have no power to 
decide these issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202600 31861 968 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:20:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/960/6202586" target=_blank>#960</A> 
surfinbrant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It cannot be disputed that homosexuality is not a genetic dead 
end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would have been quite at home in the Third Reich with an attitude like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202615 31861 974 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/966/6202597" target=_blank>#966</A> jainphx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes but were being dictated to by Washington, and 9 judges, some of which 
can't read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Which Supreme Court justices are you saying are 
illiterate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202648 31861 989 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:33:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/979/6202625" target=_blank>#979</A> jainphx</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones that claim to see words that aren't there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I repeat -- the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment was specifically 
written to protect the nation from people like you. Thank the founding fathers 
for seeing the danger; they left the Old World to escape the fanatics. And in 
more than 200 years, they still haven't disappeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202720 31861 1010 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 9:54:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1007/6202716" target=_blank>#1007</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not so, Lizardo Grande.I do not threaten anybody.I do, however call their 
attention to what I've learned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that nice. You're just "calling people's attention" to your 
threats that they will burn in hell.</P> 
<P>That's MUCH better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205200 31861 1076 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 11:20:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1067/6204134" target=_blank>#1067</A> hacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Discussion my ass - this is becoming an echo chamber.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only someone with serious reading comprehension problems (or an axe to grind) 
could possibly read through this thread and end up concluding LGF is "an echo 
chamber." What a ridiculous and stupid comment.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way McCain treated John Hagee, as if he was the same as Wright, was a 
disgrace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion, this was something McCain did right. Hagee is a fanatic end-
timer, whose only interest in Israel is as a vehicle for what he thinks will 
bring about the end of the world. No politician should be associated with kooks 
like this. Unfortunately, McCain then undid this smart move, by picking Sarah 
Palin to appease the far-right ultra-Christian wing of the GOP.</P> 
<P>And if you don't believe there's an extreme Christian wing of the GOP, just 
check out this "echo chamber," in which you will find numerous fanatics damning 
other commenters to hell for trying to express moderate positions on abortion -- 
and then hypocritically calling it "concern."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205394 31861 1081 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 11:58:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1080/6205376" target=_blank>#1080</A> 
Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>- LandShark</P> 
<P>Won big? They had to wait for a full day after voting to announce the results 
on Prop 8 in California because the margin was so slim.</P> 
<P>That's not 'winning big' by ANYONE's estimation. . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right -- Prop 8 passed by a tiny margin, after a campaign of 
blatant fear-mongering by far-right Christian groups. The same people and 
organizations, by the way, that are trying to push creationism into 
schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199697 31862 26 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 11:51:51am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6199679" target=_blank>#15</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A bunch of people meeting at a single McDonald's in Topeka. Yeah, that's 
going to give us a new national holiday.</P> 
<P>Get real.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch. I'll bet this catches on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06199732 31862 55 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 11:55:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/6199713" target=_blank>#40</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's be proactive! Quick, someone grab a website url, 
ObamaDay.com</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's already registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200274 31862 481 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:10:41pm  
 
<P>Testing phone number nuking regular expression:</P> 
<P><EM>[no phone numbers allowed]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200282 31862 487 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:11:13pm  
 
<P>Heh. It works.</P> 
<P>No more chasing after phone numbers for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200294 31862 497 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/em[no%20phone%20numbers%20allowed]/em" 
target=_blank>#493</A> Spiny Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, will that automatically appear if someone tries to post a phone 
number?</P> 
<P>An auto-delete?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200318 31862 516 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:17:58pm  
 
<P>OK, doesn't quite work right yet. PLEASE DON'T POST PHONE NUMBERS now, 
because I'm taking the code out to do some more work on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200347 31862 541 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:25:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/6200343" target=_blank>#537</A> Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that what happened to the link in #476?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it needs to ignore 7-digit sequences in links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200366 31862 554 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:28:59pm  



 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">554</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Nov 9, 2008 
1:28:59pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06200371 31862 559 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:29:54pm  
 
<P>OK, that didn't do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200503 31863 37 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:52:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6200495" target=_blank>#31</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Just testing phone number nuking code...</P> 
<P><EM>[no phone numbers allowed]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200512 31863 44 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 1:53:57pm  
 
<P>Ah, that's better. It ignores numbers without area codes, because those 
aren't the real problem. It should catch 99% of the posted 
numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200549 31863 68 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:00:45pm  
 
<P>Hooray for regular expressions! No more worries about phone numbers! I'm 
free! Free at last!</P> 
<P><EM>[no phone numbers allowed]</EM></P> 
<P><EM>[no phone numbers allowed]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200554 31863 72 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/6200547" target=_blank>#67</A> Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We used to fill unused memory with DEADBEEF. Not quite as catchy as CAFEBABE 
but it served our purposes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always liked ABADBABE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200618 31863 114 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:14:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/6200595" target=_blank>#98</A> 
NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if I split it across two lines, like this?</P> 
<P>1-800-555-5555</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you can find ways around it without trying too hard. But the point is to 
stop people from posting phone numbers they cut and paste from somewhere, or 
type in themselves. It will work fine for that, and catch the vast majority of 
the problem comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200624 31863 117 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:16:31pm  
 
<P>Plus -- if someone gets that message ('no phone numbers allowed'), and then 
tries to find a way to post it anyway, that will tell me they don't really value 
their LGF account and it should probably be taken away from 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200676 31863 147 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:28:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/6200649" target=_blank>#128</A> JeremyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious as to why the ban on phone numbers here. In some cases it might 
be a good thing such as when people are posting the number to a congress 
critter, or some entity worth of a call to protest. Same for e-mail.another 
example is one I some times post which is the rejection hot line number, always 
good for a laugh.Not protesting, just asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I don't want to be responsible for it if the number changes. Someone 
who owns a phone number can post it on their own site if they want to, and then 
they're responsible for updating if the number changes or goes to someone 
else.</P> 
<P>Also, there are people reading LGF who are NOT your friends, and if you post 
a phone number, e.g. the number of someone who does or says something 
outrageous, some of these people may call pretending to be from LGF when they're 
really trying to cause trouble for me.</P> 
<P>There are other reasons not to allow them, those are just the two 
biggest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200780 31863 217 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 2:58:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/6200719" target=_blank>#174</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wading through Stormfront looking for any pics from the EURO coference 
in Memphis and I cam across this tidbit..</P> 
<P>David Duke and his White Supremacist losers having lunch at the Cracker 
Barrel. C'mon. You can't write this stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That there is funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200797 31863 227 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:02:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/6200778" target=_blank>#215</A> BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is interesting.<STRONG>A WARNING FOR AMERICAFROM SOUTH 
AFRICA</STRONG>By: Alan Stang</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Are you serious? Do you know who Alan Stang is? Are you endorsing the views 
in that article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06200818 31863 241 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 3:08:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/6200803" target=_blank>#232</A> BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if you can fill me in some on Stang I could really use it. I just got the 
link from a friend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With friends like that...</P> 
<P>Alan Stang is a darling of the white nationalists. He's been a guest on the 
neo-Nazi Political Cesspool radio show, and his articles are often linked with 
approval by Stormfront and David Duke. He specializes in hateful homophobic 
attacks with titles like "McCain's Sodomites."</P> 
<P>Google the name. I'm giving you the benefit of the doubt because you've been 
here for a while. But I'm deleting that comment. And I hope you'll be more 
careful about what you post here in the future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201340 31863 562 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:20:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/6201320" target=_blank>#550</A> Christopher 
Luebcke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=80405" 
target=_blank>Philadelphia Police Sgt. Ray Evers told WND the man, whose name 
was not released, was arrested for disorderly conduct and public 
drunkenness.</A></P> 
<P>I'm not a big fan of WND but I'll assume that the police version is being 
reasonably accurately repeated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't necessarily assume that. WND will dissemble and distort 
information as needed to promote their agenda -- I've seen it over and over. I 
finally got so sick of it I banned them from our spinoff links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201348 31863 568 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:22:07pm  
 
<P>However -- I think it's much more likely that he was indeed drunk and 
disorderly. I don't trust anything I see at WND.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201383 31863 593 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6201084" target=_blank>#383</A> 
brotherofchronos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't get involved in this thing because it wasn't my fight, but I can't 
believe that spencer would go "bad" or neo-nazi or anything like that. it 
doesn't make any sense.</P> 
<P>Well, I read spencer's writing on this and frankly, he makes a good point. Go 
read the full translation of the video. seriously. This Strømmen guy is feeding 
you a line on this one, the translation of the video is completely different to 
what he said it was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And I suppose DeWinter's appearance at a pub flaunting an SS symbol 
was also just a coincidence and a fluke.</P> 



<P>Like the dozens of other coincidences and flukes that seem to follow DeWinter 
everywhere he goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201404 31863 608 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/6201392" target=_blank>#601</A> 
brotherofchronos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending that. I'm simply saying that the video was badly 
translated, which could be used to cast doubt on your other evidence. I don't 
understand why you would want to take that risk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, it's far beyond any nitpicking that comes from those people. 
Let them go ahead and "cast doubt" all they like - it's all they have 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201442 31863 632 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 5:41:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/6201436" target=_blank>#626</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way Charles, if you don't mind answering, Have you ever met or played 
with Roger McGuinn?</P> 
<P>I found him to be a really nice guy, easy to work with and a gentle soul. 
Now, without going into ANY details, some of his "people" were a bit micro-
managers.</P> 
<P>But overall, they got what they needed, I got their basic cooperation and the 
audience got a wonderful show. Hell, we seat 136 patrons, and no one is more 
than 4 rows from the stage, and a 3 sided thrust. Very intimate, almost like a 
house concert.</P> 
<P>The only thing I missed was the harmonies on some of the Byrds more well know 
tunes. But there was a number of times he enjoined the audience to sing along, 
and there was a number of audience members laying down the harmony parts.</P> 
<P>And we do it again tomorrow night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I met him once a long long time ago, never played with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06201642 31864 7 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 6:13:48pm  
 
<P>Every picture tells a story.</P> 
<P>Don't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202024 31864 207 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:05:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/6202015" target=_blank>#202</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I make an early nomination of Robert Spencer as Idiotarian of the 
Year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Painful irony. A feeling I'm becoming increasingly used to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202072 31864 234 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 7:13:49pm  
 



<P>Anyone remember that I've been protesting having LGF labeled as a "right-wing 
blog" for years?</P> 
<P>We're starting to see what that <EM>really</EM> means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06202317 31864 390 Charles Sun, Nov 9, 2008 8:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6202301" target=_blank>#380</A> 
lone_wolf_in_illinois</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who labeled this site as a right-wing blog anyway? I would be curious to 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty much ... everyone. Friends and foes alike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205029 31868 286 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:51:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/6204940" target=_blank>#280</A> 
JohnDakota</EM></P> 
<P>Are you the same person as 'Edgar'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205222 31868 295 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 11:24:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/6205084" target=_blank>#287</A> 
JohnDakota</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ideologically similar people are not sock puppets. But please go ahead and 
ban me if the echo chamber requires it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only an idiot with serious reading comprehension problems could possibly read 
these recent threads and conclude that LGF is an "echo chamber."</P> 
<P>I never ban anyone just because other people demand it. For now, I'll take 
your disavowal at face value, but I'm sure you know that there are reasons why I 
asked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205316 31868 306 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 11:44:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/6205303" target=_blank>#304</A> 
JohnDakota</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes there are a number of reasons. I"ll even list them.</P> 
<P>1. I harbor similar opinions as Edgar. Consequently this is why I support him 
for the most part.2. I have posted in similar threads as Edgar. Oddly enough 
this reason is linked to reason #1. Funny how that works.3. The accusations that 
I am Edgar's sockpuppet erupt every time I post because oddly enough, my posts 
harbor similar sentiment as Edgar. This again is also linked to reason #1. And 
again, funny enough how that works.</P> 
<P>So really there's only one reason, but people like to make mounds out of mole 
hills.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those aren't the only reasons, and you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06205336 31868 308 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 11:47:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6205172" target=_blank>#290</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are people doubting this story?Our own media reported it on Nov 
7th.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.thebulletin.us/site/index.cfm?newsid=20191256&amp;BRD=2737&amp;
PAG=461&amp;dept_id=576361&amp;rfi=8" 
target=_blank>www.thebulletin.us...</A>]<STRONG>In First Mideast Policy 
Initiative, Obama Sends Adviser To Egypt, Syria</STRONG> David Bedein, Middle 
East Correspondent can be reached at bedein@thebulletin.us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a bad thing to be skeptical about this story; the article by David 
Bedein you linked is actually drawn from the same source as the Arutz Sheva 
story, so it's not really an independent confirmation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06204289 31869 11 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:10:11am  
 
<P>Icons are turned off to reduce server load.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06204310 31869 22 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:12:54am  
 
<P>Two interesting Vlaams Belang-related videos --</P> 
<P>Belgian Jews repudiate Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/PXTpGeqXobY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>The new chairman of Vlaams Belang says apartheid was just fine:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/U8EMgTaGJNA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Can anyone help translate these videos?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06204558 31869 172 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6204468" target=_blank>#108</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made the mistake of condemning VB in a comment at another site. It turned 
on the floodgates of trolls at my little site. Many of whom have IP listed in 
Europe. Ahy are they eager to get the blessings of people over 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they're trying to gain legitimacy. They are widely recognized in 
Europe as a neo-fascist group -- it's not even really controversial to say so. 
But we have some morons over here in the US who refuse to get 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06204787 31869 354 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:14:39am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/6204782" target=_blank>#351</A> Edgar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to spend all day listing quality news outlets for you. No 
matter how many I list you'll find some problem with them, some instance of 
publishing inaccurate information and extrapolate that to the entire "MSM."</P> 
<P>Meanwhile you have outfits like Debka, widely cited here at LGF, who get 
things wrong MOST of the time (unless their "secret" information is publicly 
available, of course).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not cited Debka for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206385 31871 263 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 2:52:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/6206373" target=_blank>#252</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know about the rest of your list, but I sincerely doubt that John 
Bolton is defending the Vlaams Belang. Where did you get that 
from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206392 31871 269 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 2:54:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/6206373" target=_blank>#252</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<P>And one more point -- I would not care if Ronald Reagan came back from the 
grave and said, "Vlaams Belang is a bunch of fine people!"</P> 
<P>I still would not want anything to do with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206477 31871 347 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 3:09:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/6206434" target=_blank>#307</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#269 Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm not trying to talk you into supporting VB. I said let's analyze the 
dynamic of the counter-Jihad movement.</P> 
<P>The intellectual heft seems to be aligned with the VB side.</P> 
<P>That's not to say you aren't a smart guy, or that Rusty Shackleford isn't a 
smart guy.</P> 
<P>But I'll vouch for myself. I'm not that smart.</P> 
<P>But, whether we are intellectual giants or not, Rusty, Charles, Jammie 
Wearing Foor, Thanos, Killian Bundy, etc., we aren't writing books that are 
effecting policy, are we?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, excuse me, but you've put a lot of people on the VB side who have said 
absolutely nothing about them. Just because Pamela Geller managed to get near to 
John Bolton doesn't mean he's a VB supporter.</P> 
<P>Come on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206533 31871 401 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 3:18:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/6206508" target=_blank>#377</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#347 Charles,</P> 
<P>You think I'm out of line? Hmm. Ok.</P> 



<P>Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not out of line, just jumping to unwarranted conclusions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206928 31872 69 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 4:56:02pm  
 
<P>For perhaps the 2,175th time, I'm going to delete comments telling me not to 
post about this subject. If you think there's something better to write about, 
start your own blog.</P> 
<P>And there is absolutely <EM>nothing</EM> more boring than announcing how 
bored you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206949 31872 80 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:05:11pm  
 
<P>The fact that I post dozens and dozens of stories that have nothing to do 
with creationism never stops people from telling me I'm "obsessed" about the 
subject. Every time I post <EM>anything</EM> about it, no matter how much other 
content I put up, I get email like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your constant harping on the evolution v. religion thing is getting alittle, 
well, Sullivan-esqe. It's not that I have a dog in the fight;it's just that your 
posts are getting a little obsessive in thatdirection. But it's your blog and 
you of course can do what you like.Just find myself reading you less and less as 
the hammering on thecreationists continues.</P> 
<P>Oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They invariably claim not to care about the subject, but they are invariably 
on the side of the creationists. It's a sleazy guilt-trip tactic to try to get 
me to shut up about this subject.</P> 
<P>Not gonna work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206959 31872 86 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6206939" target=_blank>#74</A> Spar Kling</EM></P> 
<P>So where are those "peer-reviewed" papers on intelligent design that you 
claimed were suppressed by the almighty scientific establishment? I hope you 
don't think I just forgot that you tried to lie about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206973 31872 96 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:12:47pm  
 
<P>If you continue to post that kind of stuff, I'll just block your account. 
Your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06206998 31872 117 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:18:28pm  
 
<P>Judge Jones's decision is a classic; one of the most entertaining, well-
written legal decisions you'll ever read: <A 
href="http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District_et_
al." target=_blank>Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District</A>.</P> 
<P>He completely destroys the "intelligent design" hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207011 31872 126 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:20:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6206987" target=_blank>#107</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am always curious way some relgious people feel the need to lie about 
something like this. Their better path is to inspire and lead by example. Their 
energy is better off spent at religious retreats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read any of the books I listed above, you'll see that the lying was 
completely outrageous. They even lied about statements they made to reporters, 
that were published in newspapers and shown on TV. They were lying for 
Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207040 31872 149 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:25:01pm  
 
<P>Arg. Just hit the wrong button and deleted most of the post. First time 
that's happened. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207119 31872 213 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 5:42:17pm  
 
<P>That's your last warning. You just didn't want to pay attention, I 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207278 31872 359 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/6207231" target=_blank>#313</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.vertpaleo.org/video/WeAreSVP/index.cfm" 
target=_blank>www.vertpaleo.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>You might like this Charles- check out Ch. 4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that yesterday -- and I noticed there's a clip of Newt Gingrich saying 
he <EM>doesn't</EM> want to teach creationism in science class. I'm not sure 
what to believe, because he's on record elsewhere saying he does want to teach 
"intelligent design."</P> 
<P>A politician, telling different stories to different audiences? Why, that's 
never happened before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207295 31872 376 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:15:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6207204" target=_blank>#288</A> 
DesertSage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone caught this yet?</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5iRxZox4GFoIweckPDP1oRhKBlHOwD94CCDU00" 
target=_blank>Georgia congressman warns of Obama dictatorship</A></P> 
<P>Are Republicans finally growing a spine?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about a spine, but this guy sounds like he's on 
crack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207319 31872 399 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:19:02pm  
 
<P>People like Paul Broun should be drummed out of the GOP. The damage they're 
doing to the party is incalculable. Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06207327 31872 407 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:20:24pm  
 
<P>And here's another GOP wacko spouting off:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/metropolitan/6092712.html" 
target=_blank>www.chron.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is one of the creationists who recently took over the Texas State Board 
of Education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207348 31872 428 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:24:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/6207336" target=_blank>#416</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm kind of surprised Charles that you are coming to this conclusion without 
seeing either a video of exactly what the Congressman said or a statement from 
his office.</P> 
<P>He surely is not the only one who has heard Obama's repeated call for a 
"national security service as large and as well equipped as the US military" and 
had exactly the same reaction to Obama's statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, the Obama statement needs explanation, and I thought it was troubling 
too.</P> 
<P>But the Hitler stuff makes him sound like a complete freaking 
nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207361 31872 441 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:26:51pm  
 
<P>Looks like some segments of the Republican Party are going full-on black 
helicopter.</P> 
<P>Great. Let's see how far that gets them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207364 31872 444 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/6207359" target=_blank>#439</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you are reading an article crafted by a MSM source that we know is 
extremely biased towards Obama. What would lead you to believe that in the face 
of so many completely slanted reports, this one is accurate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, maybe the fact that his statements are in quotation 
marks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207417 31872 496 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/6207387" target=_blank>#467</A> galloping 
granny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps so. But that still gives no guarantee that his remarks have not been 
cherry-picked. (We wouldn't know anything about that here, would 
we?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. These are the quotes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"That's exactly what Hitler did in Nazi Germany and it's exactly what the 
Soviet Union did," Broun said. "When he's proposing to have a national security 
force that's answering to him, that is as strong as the U.S. military, he's 
showing me signs of being Marxist."</P> 
<P>"We can't be lulled into complacency," Broun said. "You have to remember that 
Adolf Hitler was elected in a democratic Germany. I'm not comparing him to Adolf 
Hitler. What I'm saying is there is the potential."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's not "cherry-picked." It's flat-out loony. If this is where the 
GOP is headed, get used to saying "President Obama" for the next 8 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207473 31872 549 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:44:03pm  
 
<P>There are plenty of valid questions to be asked about that statement by 
Obama.</P> 
<P>But anyone who starts invoking Hitler and spinning wild fantasies about 
gulags and Gestapos is going to be consigned to the column labeled "KOOK."</P> 
<P>And deservedly so. Come on, folks. Get a grip. Have some faith in the United 
States. It ain't gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207486 31872 562 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:45:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/6207479" target=_blank>#555</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good morning, all.</P> 
<P>Anyone else found it ironically funny that a Bush-appointed Republican sided 
with evolutionists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no such thing as an "evolutionist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207504 31872 579 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:48:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/6207479" target=_blank>#555</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good morning, all.</P> 
<P>Anyone else found it ironically funny that a Bush-appointed Republican sided 
with evolutionists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, he sided with the parents because the creationist/intelligent 
design side was blatantly dishonest. Did you read the decision?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207511 31872 586 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 6:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/6207498" target=_blank>#574</A> neocon 
hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My faith in the United States has been shaken by this 
election.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mine hasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207632 31872 702 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 7:10:31pm  
 
<P>Oh, the irony.</P> 



<P>Sarah Palin just said, "some blogger, sittin' in their parents' basement in 
their pajamas."</P> 
<P>Full circle, baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207647 31872 716 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 7:13:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/6207640" target=_blank>#709</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Got those links to "intelligent design" scientific papers that were 
suppressed by the evil scientific establishment yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208143 31872 882 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:00:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/879/6207994" target=_blank>#879</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>I'm still waiting for you to post those links to "peer reviewed" papers on 
intelligent design that were suppressed by the scientific establishment. 
Remember? The ones you lied about?</P> 
<P>Or maybe you could share which discipline your "scientific degree" is in? 
Remember? The "scientific degree" you claimed you had, that made your opinions 
worth more than other people's opinions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208158 31872 883 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/880/6208057" target=_blank>#880</A> dan</EM></P> 
<P>It takes a lot more than that weak tea to cause my head to explode. And the 
US Constitution specifically says that the government has no business teaching 
any students anywhere about the Biblical story of creation. Sorry about that; 
take it up with Thomas Jefferson, and the Supreme Court, and let me know how far 
you get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208465 31872 890 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:11:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/889/6208381" target=_blank>#889</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when did I ever make a claim that my opinions were worth more than other 
people's opinions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5981173" target=_blank>Right 
here</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps what rankles Charles and some other people who post here is that I 
have a scientific degree, I used to believe in the theory evolution, but now I 
believe that it's seriously flawed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your other claims are the same old creationist BS, too. Sternberg was not 
harassed, and Stephen Meyer is a shill for the Discovery Institute. Sternberg 
went outside the journal's guidelines to publish Meyer's crappy paper and was 
censured for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208480 31872 891 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:15:02pm  
 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy" 
target=_blank>Sternberg peer review controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On 7 September 2004, the publisher of the journal, the Council of the 
Biological Society of Washington, released a statement repudiating the 
article:</P> 
<P>The paper by Stephen C. Meyer, "The origin of biological information and the 
higher taxonomic categories," in vol. 117, no. 2, pp. 213-239 of the Proceedings 
of the Biological Society of Washington, was published at the discretion of the 
former editor, Richard v. Sternberg. Contrary to typical editorial practices, 
the paper was published without review by any associate editor; Sternberg 
handled the entire review process. The Council, which includes officers, elected 
councilors, and past presidents, and the associate editors would have deemed the 
paper inappropriate for the pages of the Proceedings because the subject matter 
represents such a significant departure from the nearly purely systematic 
content for which this journal has been known throughout its 122-year 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know all this, and still you try to foist that discredited garbage off as 
a peer reviewed paper.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5660129" target=_blank>This 
was your claim</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As Dr. Miller well knows, ID articles have been routinely excluded from 
publication and broad scientific scrutiny--some very deservedly so, others 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's 100% false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208549 31872 892 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>[ ... sound of crickets ... ]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212914 31872 900 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:04:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/6212854" target=_blank>#897</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nevertheless, these events</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>. . . ultimately resulted in a congressional investigation that concluded 
that Dr. Strenberg's civil and constitutional rights were violated by 
Smithsonian officials.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that doesn't count, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're an incredibly shameless liar. <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy#Smithsonian
_controversy" target=_blank>Smithsonian controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sternberg claims that he was "targeted for retaliation and harassment" and 
subject to efforts to remove him from the museum in retaliation for his views in 
support of creationism. He continues to cite a letter by the United States 
Office of Special Counsel as supporting his version of events,[29] 
<STRONG>despite the Office of Special Counsel ultimately dismissing his 
claim</STRONG>. Pim Van Meurs and other critics observed that the Office of 
Special Counsel lacked jurisdiction over the matter and so his claim was 
unlikely to proceed,[30] and that even though it made no official findings or 
conclusions, the response from the Office of Special Counsel provided Sternberg 



and the Discovery Institute putative evidence and talking points supporting 
their claim that the scientific community discriminates against intelligent 
design proponents.[31][32] <STRONG>In a Wall Street Journal op-ed article, 
Discovery Institute Senior Fellow David Klinghoffer[33] portrayed Sternberg as a 
martyr and victim of discrimination,[34] a tactic used often by design 
proponents.</STRONG>[35]</P> 
<P>In response, Sternberg's supervisor at the Smithsonian, Jonathan Coddington, 
responded publicly disputing Sternberg's and Klinghoffer's depiction of events. 
<STRONG>Coddington states that Sternberg was never dismissed, nor was he a paid 
employee, and that he was never the target of discrimination, and remained 
serving at the museum up to that time.</STRONG>[25]</P> 
<P><STRONG>In August, 2005 the Office of Special Counsel dropped Sternberg's 
religious discrimination complaint against the Smithsonian Institution.</STRONG> 
It was determined that as an unpaid research associate at the Smithsonian, 
Sternberg was not actually an employee, and thus the Office of Special Counsel 
had no jurisdiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213527 31872 902 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 6:53:53pm  
 
<P>The Washington Post article was written in 2005, before any judgments were 
rendered, and when the Discovery Institute and their shills were still in full-
on propaganda mode -- as I'm sure you know. The bottom line is that Sternberg 
was not persecuted, and he did circumvent the Smithsonian's guidelines to 
promote creationism, and no one is even debating that any more.</P> 
<P>Except people like you, who obfuscate and lie about the issues 
relentlessly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06207957 31873 134 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:20:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6207940" target=_blank>#120</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This reaction of Palin's should be thought through carefully.</P> 
<P>I appreciate the irony, and recognize the dismissal. But she is also pointing 
out how effective the attacks on her were by Andrew Sullivan et al, even though 
they were not fact based or in any way rational.</P> 
<P>Charles has had several breakout stories because he does take great care to 
establish facts before posting, and is clear about speculation. He has thereby 
built a reputation. You can scan the referrer logs from time to time and still 
see people linking old posts on Fauxtography and Rathergate.</P> 
<P>But what about Kos and Sullivan? The basis of their reputation lies in 
"analysis" and "opinion making". In other words - emotional content that riles 
up readers.</P> 
<P>The instinct is to fight fire with fire, but I think that, if the right is to 
get some power back, it has to turn to doing the job that the media has refused 
to. While doing that, we need to point out that the left (like the media) exists 
on generating emotional response rather than facing the trade offs of rational 
decision making.</P> 
<P>We have to introduce the buyers remorse that comes after the high of buying 
something very new and cool and then realizing you paid too much, got it on 
credit, and it doesn't actually work.</P> 
<P>We have to be the rational alternative to the "get angry, act out, then feel 
good until the bill comes" ride that the left and the media has America 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well said.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06207981 31874 21 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:24:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6207959" target=_blank>#4</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they affiliated with the <A 
href="http://portland.indymedia.org/en/2008/11/381928.shtml" 
target=_blank>"black helicopter Democrats"</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About one inch apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208022 31874 53 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:31:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6208011" target=_blank>#44</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, I have heard these same opinions on this blog over the last few 
weeks, except the one re: martial law.But we have at least heard/made these same 
kinds of statements.Everyone is pretty upset still from the loss to the 
Zero...takes time for the dust to settle.Give folks time. Most will make it back 
to center.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't heard this crap from me. People who post comments here are the 
owners of their comments, not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208039 31874 70 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/6208019" target=_blank>#50</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An interesting detail in the story of Texas State Board of Education member 
Cynthia Dunbar: she home-schools her own children, but makes decisions that 
affect those in public school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those poor kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208076 31874 101 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6208056" target=_blank>#83</A> Pawn of the 
Oppressor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet real cash money that their coloring books feature at least one 
drawing of Jesus riding a dinosaur.</P> 
<P>/Maybe not. I plead Fake But Accurate, mmkay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Accurate and definitely not fake:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000C4SK0Q/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208088 31874 111 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 8:45:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6208058" target=_blank>#84</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More wackiness:"Dunbar has a law degree from Regent University, the Virginia 
school founded and run by conservative televangelist Pat Robertson. She lists 
herself as an anatomy teacher but <STRONG>won't tell even the Texas Education 
Agency at which school she teaches"</STRONG>.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.statesman.com/opinion/content/editorial/stories/11/07/1107dunba
r_edit.html" target=_blank>www.statesman.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208167 31874 183 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6208156" target=_blank>#173</A> 
the_flying_pig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Black heliocopter Republicans are much smarter than the looney left: they'll 
letting Obama's soon-to-be controversial policies coming to fruition to the 
point when people like Broun (or Ron Paul!) has been vindicated for their 
warnings.</P> 
<P>Few Germans did warned about Hitler before and after he took power. Were they 
accused of being "black Zeppelin Republicans" and dismissed for their 
"nonsensical rantings"?</P> 
<P>Think about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I thought about it. Now you should think about whether you're really 
prepared to argue that the United States is like Germany in the 
1930s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208175 31874 190 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:06:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/6208144" target=_blank>#161</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its not like Congressman Broun <A 
href="http://www.newsday.com/news/local/wire/newjersey/ny-bc-nj--
councilmanarreste1109nov09,0,6684873.story" target=_blank>pissed on people in a 
bar</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classy guy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208190 31874 204 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/6208184" target=_blank>#198</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lets see</P> 
<P>A virtual political unknown getting swept into power following an unpopular 
administration <STRONG>CHECK</STRONG>That unknown consolidating power in the 
other branches of gov't (Pelosi/ Reid ) <STRONG>CHECK</STRONG>That unknown 
surrounding himself with rabid loyalists? <STRONG>CHECK</STRONG>That unknown 
calling for and creating his own security force? <STRONG>!?!?!?!?!?</STRONG></P> 
<P>/just sayin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You've convinced me. We're doomed. I guess I should start packing for 
the concentration camp.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208223 31874 233 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:18:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/6208206" target=_blank>#216</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not happy about Barack Obama's election, and yes, I did everything I 
could to expose his disturbing connections.</P> 



<P>But if you think that means it's time for me to start spewing lunacy like we 
see in the links above, you're at the wrong blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208240 31874 250 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/6208222" target=_blank>#232</A> Adina in 
Judea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The proper year to compare with America in 2009 would be Germany in 1933.</P> 
<P>What was going on in 1933 was the consolidation of power and popular 
appeal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comparing America in 2008 to Germany in 1933 is utterly 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208299 31874 301 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:35:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/6208257" target=_blank>#264</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can ride the crazy train but you'll have to pay./All 
aboard!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Price of a round-trip ticket: your credibility, and an Obama administration 
for the next 8 years!</P> 
<P>Such a deal!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208311 31874 313 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:38:35pm  
 
<P>Looks like this post will serve as a kook magnet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208318 31874 320 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:39:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6208306" target=_blank>#308</A> Saneinmn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles, your way to Pollyanna regarding Obama's proposed 
unconstitutional civilian goon squad. The military is subject to Posse 
Comitatus, but the Messiah's army would face no such restrictions (take a moment 
and think of who would volunteer to join this "force"). The potential damage 
this man will do to our country scares me a hell of lot more than what the 
idiots over at the Discovery Institute can achieve. And as for some of you 
chiming on about "moving to the center"...after 2006 and 2008, all I can say is 
that your a bunch of morons. Please, get the hell out of the 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, that's the nicest thing anyone's ever said to me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208336 31874 336 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:43:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6208324" target=_blank>#325</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>when a comment is "inappropriate". though i don't get how my recently deleted 
comment was wrong in any way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the one who determines that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06208346 31874 345 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:45:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/6208319" target=_blank>#321</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Adina in Judea - no doubt things will be a lot different in Israel with this 
creep in office. He has way too many radical islamic associates not to be 
worried. Too many plans that do sound like a dictator club is on the way.</P> 
<P>My blood runs cold from this guy. People were singing a different tune about 
him at this blog last week. And now laughing it off?</P> 
<P>All we can do is wait and see and hopefully out government won't let him make 
HIS PLANS come to fruition. He is working for us and he better realize that 
being the president is not being a king or dictator. This is one arrogant 
mutha.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please.</P> 
<P>Nobody is laughing it off. I'm trying to get people to see that this "Hitler" 
ranting is stupid, unproductive, and self-destructive. But by all means, don't 
let that stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208358 31874 357 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/6208347" target=_blank>#346</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm not saying i am. but i challenge the notion that it was inappropriate on 
the basis of me just joking around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get to challenge the notion. It's not OK to call people 
'cockroaches' and advocate mass murder. You're lucky I haven't banned your ass. 
Keep it up and I will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208386 31874 382 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:51:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/6208371" target=_blank>#369</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i didnt call anyone a cockroach or advocate mass murder!. maybe u banned the 
wrong comment. i wouldnt say that especially over the computer!you've got the 
wrong comment. you want number 296. i was 300.i want my dignity 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, I apologize. That was traderjoe9 who's on the verge of being 
banned.</P> 
<P>All you did was say you wished Bush had declared martial law and canceled the 
election. Hey, what's so bad about that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208415 31874 409 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 9:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6208384" target=_blank>#380</A> Saneinmn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, making this a center piece of his campaign speaks volumes regarding 
how Obama views the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did NOT make this a "centerpiece" of his campaign. He said it once, and it 
was very probably one of those off the cuff empty statements he's so fond 
of.</P> 
<P>But don't let that stop you from spinning off into cloud cuckoo 
land.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06208434 31874 426 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6208417" target=_blank>#411</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>firstly, its sir. or master.secondly, as far as LGF goes . . . my dignity IS 
tied up in a deleted post. and i'm not even one of the people comparing obama to 
hitler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you still don't get to determine whether comments are deleted or 
not. The only way I'll ever let a post like that stand is if it's 100% dead 
obvious that it's a joke. And that was not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208489 31874 478 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:17:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/6208458" target=_blank>#450</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you seriously you thought i really want bush to create a dictatorship?and was 
that comment as bad as some of the ones you have left up, comparing obama to 
hitler?and you don't think i get the right to voice my opinion on what should 
and shouldn't be deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. You don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208517 31874 502 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:27:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/6208514" target=_blank>#499</A> zionausi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why am i suddenly on the defensive? all i was protesting was MY wrongly 
deleted post which charles then apologised for, but still didn't unblock it!my 
comment. my complaint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't apologize for deleting your post. I apologized for attributing the 
wrong post to you.</P> 
<P>It's going to stay deleted. And if you continue complaining about it I'll 
block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208544 31874 528 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:35:17pm  
 
<P>I don't know how much clearer I need to be. That's twice today that someone 
just wouldn't stop complaining, despite crystal clear warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06208610 31874 591 Charles Mon, Nov 10, 2008 10:53:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/6208601" target=_blank>#582</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>have you read this thread? look for my previous comments before you call me 
nuts.</P> 
<P>for heaven's sake</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should really include something to let people know you're not advocating 
that stuff. People were talking about how crazy the Clinton stuff got, so I 
understood why you posted it, but if someone hadn't been following the thread it 
would look a little... odd.</P> 
<P>Like most of the stuff that comes out of WeirdNutDrooly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06210158 31874 743 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:36:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/723/6209624" target=_blank>#723</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You and he have verbally attacked me as a person, which is much different 
that disagreeing with my opinion. In all the years I have been here you are the 
first 2 people to engage in name calling and hostile come backs. I have the 
right to object to that when it is highly unnecessary and rude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I wrote to you:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please.</P> 
<P>Nobody is laughing it off. I'm trying to get people to see that this "Hitler" 
ranting is stupid, unproductive, and self-destructive. But by all means, don't 
let that stop you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think that's name calling and hostile, I don't know what to say. 
Exasperated? Sure. Nobody is served by jumping feet first into Hitler talk and 
conspiracy theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210162 31874 744 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:37:09am  
 
<P>It looks like we have more than a few people here who think it's their right 
to be just as loony as the left has been for the past 8 years. OK, you can get 
right into the mud if you like. But I want to make it very clear that I'm not 
going to join you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210441 31874 748 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 9:14:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/6210424" target=_blank>#747</A> 
readytofight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm not saying this is definitely obama's plans, but doesn't the nationalized 
banking and the bailouts (overriding the people's will) bother you? Look at the 
way Joe the Plumber, and anyone else asking serious questions were attacked.</P> 
<P>With all due respect, I don't think it is loony to be concerned-especially 
with all the connections he has to people who hate America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it concern me? Why do you think I've posted so many articles about 
Obama's plans and associations?</P> 
<P>Of course it concerns me. And no, being concerned is not loony.</P> 
<P>Saying that Obama is like Hitler, and he's plotting with terrorists to attack 
the country -- <EM>that's</EM> loony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210544 31874 750 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 9:30:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/737/6209922" target=_blank>#737</A> 
sharp_discernment</EM></P> 
<P>Now there's a winning strategy. Drive out everyone who doesn't pass your 
conservative purity test. Drive out Rudy Giuliani, Mitt Romney, John McCain, and 
me. Drive out the majority of Americans who aren't down with the social 
conservative agenda, and double down on a losing streak. Maybe you can run Pat 
Robertson for President in 2012 -- that should satisfy the demands of 
purity.</P> 



<P>And then get used to saying "President Barack Obama" for the next 8 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210669 31874 754 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 9:57:20am  
 
<P>We're doomed! Doomed, I say!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212055 31874 770 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 2:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/768/6211908" target=_blank>#768</A> littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you start dismissing fearful people as wierdo's you should be fearful 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what this world needs. More fear, and lots of it.</P> 
<P>We're doomed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210039 31875 772 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:21:18am  
 
<P>The purpose of LGF is not to endlessly provoke other people, get into fights, 
and divert every thread into personal bickering.</P> 
<P>'Edgar' and his friend 'JohnDakota' are out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06210571 31878 44 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 9:34:16am  
 
<P>The link is fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06211249 31881 7 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 12:11:12pm  
 
<P>I know it's a semi-open thread, but rules is rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06211417 31881 128 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 12:33:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6211308" target=_blank>#51</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Nice photographic composition. Nice form on taking the photo. Hands 
in proper location too. What kind of camera were you using? Can't quite make 
that out in the reflection on the orb.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's my early Christmas present to myself: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001ENOZY4/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06211959 31882 126 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 2:00:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6211868" target=_blank>#45</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. The wrath of Rahm will descend on anyone guilty of leaking. Count 
on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rahm Emmanuel was notorious for being one of the biggest leakers in the 
Clinton administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06212221 31883 51 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 2:41:58pm  
 
<P>Justin Raimondo -- darling of the Holocaust-denying Institute for Historical 
Review:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ihr.org/webpics/raimondo
.jpg&amp;imgrefurl=http://www.ihr.org/rounduparchive/0605.shtml&amp;h=153&amp;w=
150&amp;sz=6&amp;hl=en&amp;start=8&amp;usg=__LIu6R4YLI8698nAgURnq0zWI79k=&amp;tb
nid=s3B-
NcdIHJ8XkM:&amp;tbnh=96&amp;tbnw=94&amp;prev=/images%3Fq%3Djustin%2Braimondo%26h
l%3Den%26sa%3DN" target=_blank>www.ihr.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212443 31883 220 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 3:25:30pm  
 
<P>Justin Raimondo writes book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0595296823/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212464 31883 238 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 3:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/6212461" target=_blank>#235</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting... Amazon reports that people who bought Raimondo's book also 
bought Ron Paul's "Revolution: A Manifesto".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shocka!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212522 31883 293 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 3:43:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/6212508" target=_blank>#279</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goldwater and Buckley, a tag team of bad-ass, clear thinkers that not only 
disavowed and disowned the kooks, but worked tirelessly to discredit and remove 
the kooks from the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, Buckley was a little too tolerant of at least one breed of 
kook:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=NzE4YThhMmRjZGM2NDIyNmY4Yjk0ZDdhZGVlZ
jFhMWY=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06212986 31884 8 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:18:11pm  
 
<P>Got a creationist trying to peddle lies in that "Devil in Dover" thread, if 
anyone's interested. It's a continual source of amazement to me how people who 
purport to be pious and devout will blatantly lie to promote creationism, and 
lie about things that are easy to catch them on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213043 31884 50 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:27:36pm  
 



<P>Karl Rove just cited some of the rising stars in the GOP:</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin - creationistMike Huckabee - creationistBobby Jindal - 
creationistTim Pawlenty - creationistMitt Romney - apparently saneNewt Gingrich 
- jury's out, he's said different things to different people</P> 
<P>The GOP has a huge problem with this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213080 31884 83 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/6213067" target=_blank>#70</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised that McCain has not said anything about the recent comments 
made about Palin. Even if they are true, I would expect that he would clarify 
the issue.</P> 
<P>I don't see any stars in the conservative movement or among Republicans, not 
a one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's John McCain for you. The maverick. Letting his running mate be savaged 
because of leaks, and sitting back and saying nothing - because it benefits him 
to have her blamed for the loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213098 31884 100 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:37:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6213092" target=_blank>#94</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's on Leno Tonight. Wanna bet if he will say anything or if Leno will 
broach the subject? I say no to both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He says nice things about Palin, but nothing about the leaks.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081112/ap_on_el_ge/mccain_leno" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213118 31884 117 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:42:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6213101" target=_blank>#103</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you upset that these people hold a personal belief? Or is it about the 
law?</P> 
<P>I ask because you've included Gingrich on this list without knowing whether 
he even believes in creation, much less whether he's pushing it on anyone 
else.</P> 
<P>I'll note, too, Charles, a corollary to one of your favorite sayings: Belief 
in a creator does not preclude belief in evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but if you haven't been paying attention it's not my fault. 
Gingrich has said different things to different people on the issue, as I wrote. 
Try Google; it works.</P> 
<P>And at least two of the creationists on that list are activists, who have 
tried to promote it as a political issue. Again, Google is good for this if you 
really want to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213133 31884 130 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:45:09pm  
 
<P>Mitt Romney is one of the few Republicans who's sane on the creationism 
issue:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/05/11/romney-
elaborates-on-evolution/" 
target=_blank>thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213156 31884 152 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6213137" target=_blank>#134</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to get upset. I didn't use Google because Google can't answer the 
question I asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your sniping does get old sometimes, you know. Let me ask you a question; 
since every time I bring up the subject you snipe away like this, are you a 
creationist yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213196 31884 191 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 5:59:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6213158" target=_blank>#154</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dobson and the religious right will never allow Mitt to run as a Republican. 
He'll have a tough time with the general public being a Mormon but there would 
be a revolt if he ever won the republican nomination. They threatened to revolt 
if he got the VP slot. He may be sane but he's not really a viable 
candidate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly true. The Dobson/Robertson crowd will not only withhold support for 
Romney, they'll actively sabotage him. They really don't even try to hide that; 
and it's the main reason McCain picked Sarah Palin, because she came from a 
Pentecostal church and that's about as far right as religion gets.</P> 
<P>It worked, McCain got their endorsements. And we see how that turned 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213202 31884 197 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 6:01:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6213188" target=_blank>#183</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not a creationist of the sort you're after.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So which sort of creationist are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213243 31884 235 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 6:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6213188" target=_blank>#183</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still curious to hear your thoughts on my original question: Would a 
politician's <EM>personal</EM> belief in creation invalidate them, in your 
mind?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss my posts defending Sarah Palin against the charge she was a 
creationist, because she explicitly said she didn't want to force it into 
schools? There are several of those posts here; maybe you should try reading 
what I've actually written.</P> 
<P>However, having said that, it definitely does affect my support for a 
politician when I learn that they're attached to Dark Ages beliefs like 
creationism. America has a serious problem with science education, and it sends 



exactly the wrong message to have highly placed officials who won't repudiate 
this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213419 31884 407 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 6:37:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6213370" target=_blank>#359</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have gone on record here time and again as being in favor of keeping 
creationism out of science class. It's not a topic for argument.</P> 
<P>I do not, however, care one whit about any politician's beliefs regarding 
creationism, as long as they are that person's personal beliefs, and do not 
prompt him or her either to take any action in favor of shoehorning creationism 
into schools, or to significantly de-fund federally-funded scientific 
research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm going to differ with you on this one. Politicians don't really have 
"personal beliefs" on issues like this. Electing creationists is a political act 
that has political consequences -- it legitimizes and promotes these views, and 
it's damaging scientific education and research in the US. We're rapidly falling 
behind in this area; that's a fact. And if we continue to tolerate politicians 
who embrace atavistic beliefs and denigrate scientific achievements, it's going 
to get worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213467 31884 453 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 6:44:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6213445" target=_blank>#432</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you really of the opinion, glancing over the history of our country, that 
America is trending <EM>toward</EM> religion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, that completely misses every point of my 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213567 31884 548 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 7:00:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/6213555" target=_blank>#537</A> shanec99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How much more supportive can he be of her?</P> 
<P>Good lord.</P> 
<P>What else can he say to support her? Please tell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He could say, "I totally repudiate these baseless rumors, and any staffer 
that I find to be circulating them will be fired."</P> 
<P>But he didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213753 31884 728 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 7:27:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/6213615" target=_blank>#595</A> shanec99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he does not use the words you want does not mean he trashed 
her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say he trashed her.</P> 
<P>I said he did not defend her. That's a really wishy washy 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06213870 31885 17 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 7:43:29pm  
 
<P>And if you supported him in those statements in the dark days after September 
11, the message is: you're a loser like me.</P> 
<P>Isn't that lovely?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213894 31885 31 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 7:46:51pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/3919_Bandar_in_Levis" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213962 31885 84 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 7:56:00pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6213957" target=_blank>#80</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is the first time I've felt the need to downding one of your 
posts, Charles.</P> 
<P>His expressing mild regret for a few words is hardly some Grand Betrayal.</P> 
<P>Let's not come down with BDS here. Not now, not after all 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not me who's surrendering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06213996 31885 114 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:01:05pm  
 
<P>I'm going to bow out of this discussion. I'm very very disappointed in these 
statements, and I should probably just keep it to myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06214181 31885 290 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:34:12pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28631_Video-
_Bush_Does_the_Sword_Dance" target=_blank>Video: Bush Does the Sword 
Dance</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06214228 31885 335 Charles Tue, Nov 11, 2008 8:44:35pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27666_Bad_Craziness_in_the_United_
Arab_Emirates" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06215906 31888 10 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:04:12am  
 
<P>Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216066 31888 161 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:28:43am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/6216041" target=_blank>#136</A> 
Silhouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I somewhat agree, but then again I would have never believed anyone who 
predicted that Black Panthers would be standing at polling stations with 
billysticks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be accurate, that happened at one polling station, and was quickly shut 
down.</P> 
<P>It's not cool to post about 'crips and bloods' in this thread, and any 
comments like that will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216077 31888 172 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:31:34am  
 
<P>It's edited, yes. But his statements about mandatory service are very clear, 
and pretty direct. I don't hear any edits that change the meaning of his 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216086 31888 181 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:33:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/6216071" target=_blank>#166</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice alto sax in the background. I wonder where they were when they recorded 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Regency Hotel in Manhattan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216101 31888 196 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:35:31am  
 
<P>The full recording is here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/2006/08/podcast-rahm-
emanuel.html" target=_blank>www.nydailynews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216171 31888 265 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:47:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/6216161" target=_blank>#255</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was there, Charles on a lawyers security team for the GOP. 1212 Fairmont 
Avenue, Philadelphia. A polling place in the heart of the black community in 
Philadelphia. Two large black men wearing Black Panthers uniforms standing in 
the entrance to the polling place, one of them holding the billy stick over his 
head, chanting, "The Black Man will rule over the White Man", over and over.</P> 
<P>The cops eventually ran off the guy with the billy stick, but failed to 
arrest him. The other unarmed, but uniformed, Black Panther was permitted to 
remain in place at the entrance to the polls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, I posted the video showing the guy with the nightstick. My point is 
that only one incident like that was reported, and it was 
stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216182 31888 275 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:49:19am  
 



<P>I listened to the full recording, by the way, and nothing was taken out of 
context in the clips in the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216223 31888 315 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:57:52am  
 
<P>Sigh. Here we go again with the Nazi talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216308 31888 394 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 9:18:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/6216294" target=_blank>#381</A> Dotcoman</EM></P> 
<P>Right. The Obama administration will be just like the Khmer Rouge.</P> 
<P>[rolls eyes]</P> 
<P>If you want to turn into the right-wing version of a Kos Kid, don't let me 
stop you. But I want to be clear that I'm not going to join you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06216432 31888 512 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 9:41:58am  
 
<P>That's enough of the Hitler talk. I've made it very clear I don't want it 
here, but some people just won't stop.</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments comparing Obama to Hitler, because it's 
stupid, self-defeating, and it makes my site look like a right-wing Democratic 
Underground. If you continue to do it despite my very clear warning, I'll block 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217999 31888 763 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:26:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/6217968" target=_blank>#760</A> 
Virginius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, as much as I can't stand either Emmanuel or Bama, aren't we unfairly 
conflating Emmanuel's weird ideas about compulsory "national service" with 
Bama's remarks about a powerful civilian defense force?</P> 
<P>Wasn't Bama referring to Thomas P.F. Barnett's idea, in The Pentagon's New 
Map, of a "Department of Everything Else" that would handle civil affairs, 
medicine, engineering, infrastructure, and the like in the wake of a military 
victory against a bad-guy state? (Barnett calls them Gap states.)</P> 
<P>Just sayin, that's how he sounded to me...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not unfair at all. Until recently, Obama's own changeover site 
specifically called for compulsory community service:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31843_The_Return_of_the_Draft" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218005 31888 764 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/6217696" target=_blank>#757</A> Duane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so you still think that Congressman is a black helicopter 
Republican?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why yes, I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06216759 31890 31 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 10:37:04am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.cracked.com/article_16765_5-ways-stop-trolls-from-
killing-internet.html" target=_blank>5 Ways to Stop Trolls From Killing the 
Internet</A>.</P> 
<P>I'm considering implementing the "karma" technique.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217520 31892 39 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 12:54:13pm  
 
<P>Just saw Tony Perkins of the Family Research Council on Fox News, spouting 
off about what the GOP needs to do.</P> 
<P>For those of you who pooh-poohed the idea that McCain's moderate pro-choice 
stance was a serious problem for these people, and a major reason why he picked 
Sarah Palin (to appease them), here's what Perkins had to say back on <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31004" target=_blank>August 
21st</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“If he were to change the party platform,” to account for exceptions such as 
rape, incest or risk to the mother’s life, “I think that would be political 
suicide,” Tony Perkins, the president of the conservative Family Research 
Council, told ABC News in May. “I think he would be aborting his own campaign 
because that is such a critical issue to so many Republican voters and the 
Republican brand is already in trouble.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217563 31892 77 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 1:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6217554" target=_blank>#69</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain's voting record has been quite consistently pro-<STRONG>life</STRONG> 
for years and years. If Perkins and Co. are calling him "pro-choice," they are 
ignorant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just Perkins, he was blasted by all the evangelicals for wanting 
exceptions for rape, incest, and the mother's health.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217601 31892 109 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 1:07:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6217583" target=_blank>#93</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OTAnyone know of a good way to get a user's local time (i.e. the time that 
shows up on their computer) with php, mysql. Must I use 
javascript?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Javascript is the only way to get a reasonably reliable local 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217608 31892 116 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 1:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6217598" target=_blank>#106</A> 
kayawanee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm...Charles, IIRC I believe McCain is Pro-Life, not Pro-Choice. He may 
make certain exceptions for rape &amp; incest, but I think he is opposed to so-
called "abortion on demand".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To Perkins and his crew, anything except a 100% hardline stance is "pro-
choice." Of course, they wouldn't call it that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06217987 31892 454 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:23:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/6217735" target=_blank>#231</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...teens getting abortions without parental consent (unlike getting an 
aspirin at school)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, this is very far from a black and white issue. For some teen 
girls, telling their parents that they're pregnant will lead to them being 
beaten or worse. And for some, the father is the <EM>cause</EM> of the 
pregnancy. This is more common than most of us realize. There are a lot of sick 
people out there.</P> 
<P>Mandating that parents be told in every case is not smart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218074 31892 530 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/6218050" target=_blank>#507</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The parent's abusive tendencies have nothing to do with whether or not they 
should be notified. Again, let parents parent their children, right or 
wrong!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the most calloused, unfeeling comments you've ever posted. 
Children with abusive parents will NOT go to the police, and they're very likely 
to suffer from extreme guilt and confusion.</P> 
<P>You're willing to consign these poor kids to hell, for the sake of an 
absolutist anti-abortion stance. I think that's a really crappy way to look at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218101 31892 555 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:44:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/6218078" target=_blank>#534</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. but that said, this is why there cannot and should not be a blanket 
parental notification or not policy. It MUST be done case by 
case</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218145 31892 593 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/6218132" target=_blank>#581</A> wright1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are mixing apples with oranges. Comparing child abuse and the inherent 
obligations of the State to intervene ie., DYFS, to parents losing their rights 
to be made aware of a serious medical procedure that may likely have tremendous 
psychological harm on the child if not potential medical harm through 
negligence, is inappropriate. Of course children cannot have the sophistication 
to notify authorities of child abuse. But the parent's loss of rights there was 
brought on by them (presuming they are guilty). In an abortion situation, the 
child is subject to surrogates performing parental roles giving advice they 



often is monstrous and more importantly, leading to irrevokable results. Sorry, 
I don't get your point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that you don't get my point. Mandating either side of this is wrong. If 
you force schools and doctors to inform the parents in every single case, you're 
enabling child abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218149 31892 597 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:57:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/6218135" target=_blank>#584</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But banning all parents from being notified is the solution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218153 31892 601 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 2:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/6218148" target=_blank>#596</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, over at Shrugging Atlas, Pamela has this as her latest post:</P> 
<P>VLAAMS BELANG: THE JEWISH PARTY!</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's become a truly despicable person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218170 31892 615 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:02:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/6218159" target=_blank>#606</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<P>Calloused and unfeeling, like I said the first time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218188 31892 632 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:07:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/619/6218174" target=_blank>#619</A> wright1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it enabling child abuse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already answered that. A certain percentage of teenagers who get 
pregnant come from families where they will be beaten or worse if their parents 
are told they're pregnant. If you mandate informing the parents in all cases, 
you're enabling child abuse in a certain number of those cases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218358 31892 713 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 4:15:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/6218229" target=_blank>#661</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice however that you did not respond specifically to any of the 
arguments that I made, but instead just made a broad dismissal of the 
messenger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, because I don't see the point of discussing it with someone who holds 
those kinds of calloused, unfeeling views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06218236 31893 13 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:18:54pm  
 
<P>There are some details here -- no specifics about the groups invited, 
though.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.militantislammonitor.org/article/id/3647" 
target=_blank>www.militantislammonitor.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218240 31893 14 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6218231" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess this explains the full court press of VB supporters today. Dianna 
West, Atlas and GoV all have pro-VB posts up today. I assume Robert will put up 
one shortly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it looks like the 'anti-jihad' moron-bloggers got their marching 
orders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218263 31893 22 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:27:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6218261" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are all going to blame you personally for this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares. How much more hatred can they fling?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218290 31893 32 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:41:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6218280" target=_blank>#29</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Pamela says Filip DeWinter is "a man of character." Because he defends 
the Jews of Antwerp to his own detriment. Yah.</P> 
<P>/was going to quote the whole thing but thought better of it ... it's from 
the post called VLAAMS BELANG: THE JEWISH PARTY! (pointed out by Cato in the 
last thread)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idiot also said recently that Barack Obama's real father was Malcolm X. 
And continues to pound on the nirth certifikit story.</P> 
<P>When people say bloggers are irresponsible and hateful, they're talking about 
people like her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218294 31893 34 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:42:43pm  
 
<P>What do you want to bet they're watching these comments right 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218314 31893 45 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:52:07pm  
 
<P>She even made Comedy Central with that lunacy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blog.indecision2008.com/tag/atlas-shrugs/" 
target=_blank>blog.indecision2008.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06218332 31893 59 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 3:57:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.lowgenius.net/post/The-Way-Of-The-Kook.aspx" 
target=_blank>The Way Of The Kook</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218362 31893 80 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 4:17:10pm  
 
<P>Fox News pushing Bobby Jindal and Tim Pawlenty hard these days, never 
mentioning their creationism or Jindal's little exorcism 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218441 31893 144 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 4:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6218388" target=_blank>#100</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure our suspicion of Corsi isn't because he actually said this, "The 
fire, from jet fuel, does not burn hot enough to produce the physical evidence 
that he’s produced," or this, "So when you’ve got science that the hypothesis 
doesn’t explain–evidence–then the hypothesis doesn’t stand anymore. It doesn’t 
mean there’s a new hypothesis you’ve validated. It just means the government’s 
explanation of the jet fuel fire is not a sufficient explanation to explain the 
evidence of these spheres–these microscopic spheres–that Steven Jones has proved 
existed within the W.T.C. dust."</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jerome Corsi has appeared on the white supremacist radio show "Political 
Cesspool" several times. But it's not surprising to find that people who support 
Vlaams Belang also see no problem with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218466 31893 164 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 4:55:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6218454" target=_blank>#153</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No he is not, he has occasionally appeared in same venue as them. That 
doesn't tar him by itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wilders would be much more effective if he turned down the heat on his 
rhetoric from "Nuclear Furnace" to "harsh criticism." Calling for the Koran to 
be <EM>banned</EM> really hits me the wrong way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218474 31893 172 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 4:58:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/6218463" target=_blank>#161</A> 
brotherofchronos</EM></P> 
<P>Idiot. Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218571 31893 258 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:23:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6218536" target=_blank>#226</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a lie. We "accused" Corsi of being a truther because Corsi <A 
href="http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/08/14/anti-obama-author-on-911-
conspiracy/" target=_blank>said as much on Alex Jones's show</A>. Whether or not 



Corsi is <EM>still</EM> a troofer is irrelevant; the point here is the 
<EM>source of evidence</EM>, and we got our evidence from Corsi's own spittle-
spraying mouth and not Obama's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's much worse than Trutherism. Corsi also hangs out with white 
supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218614 31893 299 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:32:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6218604" target=_blank>#290</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is where PJ can come in... even if they (you, Charles!) were to use the 
Kindle as the "medium" rather than printing... I want a digest of articles, blog 
posts, etc. to put on the table and carry around and at least "save for 
printing" as I'm reading... or "send to e-mail" or something. And to let my kids 
read it instead of the MSM paper at the table... I'd pay a subscription fee to 
have a reader/compiler on the PJ staff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't work for PJ Media any more -- you should send your suggestions to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218631 31893 316 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:39:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/6218615" target=_blank>#300</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the problems with Europe, banning of the hate signs and groups 
actually helps disguise who the evil ones are. I'd much rather have the nazis 
able to display whatever simply so the hate groups and haters could be clearly 
and easily ID'ed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. This is one big reason why neo-Nazis are marginalized in the US -
- because we don't try to ban them. Their idiocy is plain to see, and the vast 
majority of normal people are revolted by it.</P> 
<P>But in Europe, by criminalizing groups and books, they're actually creating a 
sort of evolutionary pressure on the fascists; they're <EM>forced</EM> to learn 
how to hide their agenda, and temper their language, and get smarter about their 
tactics. Vlaams Belang's courting of Jews is a great example. It's a deliberate 
tactic to gain legitimacy and the fascist's true goal: power.</P> 
<P>One thing that criminalizing them definitely does <EM>not</EM> do: change 
them or their ideologies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218640 31893 324 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/6218632" target=_blank>#317</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you like your Kindle so far?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Love it. It's one of the best gadgets I ever bought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218650 31893 333 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:47:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6218641" target=_blank>#325</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lionheart?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be. Or somehow connected with him. He's in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06218678 31893 358 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:58:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/6218660" target=_blank>#343</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm pretty sure his invite is still good. The Conference website still 
has a link to GoV.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's disgusting.</P> 
<P>The so-called 'anti-jihad' movement is melting down and marginalizing itself, 
because way too many of these people won't make the principled decision to 
renounce the fascist groups hanging around and drooling over the chance to gain 
some power.</P> 
<P>They're doing more to damage the cause of defeating the jihad than CAIR ever 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218680 31893 360 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 5:59:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/6218677" target=_blank>#357</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it. There is a "degrees of separation" principle at work here. Going 
over to Jihadwatch, I see that the Conservative Book Club is still picking his 
books, that Daniel Pipes still writes blurbs for said books, and that Human 
Events is still publishing his articles. Spenser may have gone over to the dark 
side himself; but it's hard to argue against the whole of the wider 
"Spenserverse".</P> 
<P>Not sure exactly why, but VB isn't radioactive in the way of the BNP and 
David Duke. VB is uranium-235 to the BNP's polonium-210...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Human Events also publishes Pat Buchanan, and is vehemently anti-
evolution.</P> 
<P>Coincidence? I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218693 31893 373 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:05:20pm  
 
<P>On Hannity's show, Newt Gingrich just cited Mark Sanford as another GOP 
rising star.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sc-
scied.org/EE/index.php/scied/comments/newswatch_on_wis_tv_sunday_january_29_2006
/" target=_blank>Another creationist</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DS: What do you think about the idea of teaching alternatives to Darwin’s 
Theory of Evolution in public schools ... for instance Intelligent Design.</P> 
<P>MS: I have no problem with it.</P> 
<P>DS: Do you think it should be done that way? Rather than just teaching 
Evolution?</P> 
<P>MS: Well I think that it’s just, and science is more and more documenting 
this, is that there are real “chinks” in the armor of evolution being the only 
way we came about. The idea of their being a, you know, a little mud hole and 
two mosquitoes get together and the next thing you know you have a human being 
... is completely at odds with, you know, one of the laws of thermodynamics 
which is the law of, of.. in essence, destruction.</P> 
<P>Whether you think about you bedroom and how messy it gets over time or you 
think about the decay in the building itself over time. Things don’t naturally 
order themselves towards progression ... . Uuummm.. in the natural order of 
things. So, it’s in fact, it’s against fairly basic laws of physics ... and so I 



would not have a problem in teaching both ... Uh, you saying this is one theory 
and here’s another theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218697 31893 377 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:06:27pm  
 
<P>The ignorance of Sanford's statements makes my head hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218705 31893 384 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/6218684" target=_blank>#364</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember when a young Republican group here in the States invited a BNP 
member to speak at anti-Sharia day? The hate groups have been mainstreamed, it's 
all over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I sure do:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27710_BNP_Leader_Invited_to_MSU_by
_Conservative_Students" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>To his credit, David Horowitz denounced this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218716 31893 394 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:12:26pm  
 
<P>'a little mud hole where two mosquitoes get together' is now one of our 
random weird sayings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218724 31893 402 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/6218719" target=_blank>#397</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's becoming clear that we have arrived at a moronic convergence. Israel's 
allies now agree with its critics: Israel is an apartheid state based on ethnic 
nationalism. That means Serbs who want to exterminate the Kosovars will now 
support Israel. Dutch who want to expel the Waloons will now support Isarael. 
All stripes of racial nationalists will flock to supporting Israel. This is not 
good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My headache is getting worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218834 31893 508 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:35:51pm  
 
<P>Al Franken's going to win. Welcome your new failed comic 
overlord.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06218853 31893 526 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:39:23pm  
 
<P>Rick Santorum, who's on H&amp;C attacking Franken, is a hardcore creationist 
in the pocket of the Discovery Institute. He was on the side of the school board 
in the Dover creationism case.</P> 
<P>No wonder the conservatives are losing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06218867 31893 539 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 6:41:42pm  
 
<P>And now Greta Van Susteren is going to feature creationist/exorcism advocate 
Bobby Jindal.</P> 
<P>What a world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219067 31893 721 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 7:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/6219043" target=_blank>#702</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I very seriously doubt that Jindal is a Young Earth Creationist!Although the 
Catholic Church does not regard Biblical literalism <EM>in and of itself</EM> as 
a heresy, it does not teach YEC. Jindal, as you must know, is a Roman 
Catholic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earlier this year, Bobby Jindal signed into law an "academic freedom" bill 
promoted by the Discovery Institute, that is designed (not very intelligently) 
to sneak creationism into Louisiana science classes. He's not just a 
creationist, he's an activist.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30488_Creationist_Bill_Signed_by_J
indal" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30385_Jindals_College_Professor_Sa
ys_Dont_Hold_Back_the_Next_Generation" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219110 31893 761 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 7:54:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/755/6219103" target=_blank>#755</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do we need, a conservative that has no religious beliefs, or just no 
religious affiliation like Thompson? We have creationists and one guy who 
believes a white salamander passed down scripture to Joseph Smith, Jr. Others 
believe their guy died but then came back to life and who's mom was a virgin. 
Seems to me that someone's faith should not be an issue as long as they don't 
push it on everyone. Has Jindal done this? , has he pushed creationism on the 
schools?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he has. See #721.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219132 31893 782 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 7:59:06pm  
 
<P><A href="http://swampland.blogs.time.com/2008/06/11/jindals_exorcism/" 
target=_blank>Jindal’s Exorcism</A>.</P> 
<P>TIME Magazine. Is that a reliable enough source for you, 
Cognito?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219148 31893 797 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:03:40pm  
 
<P>And by the way, it took all of five seconds to pull that up from Google, 
searching for 'Jindal exorcism'.</P> 
<P>But you know, when you're more concerned with yanking people's chains, it's 
kind of obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06219152 31893 801 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:04:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/6219146" target=_blank>#795</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, man. Once again you're getting a bit snippy with no reason. This is 
merely a review of the Oxford paper he wrote a decade and a half ago. Just so 
we're clear, I'll repeat the question:</P> 
<P>Has he mentioned the subject since?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Talk to someone else. You're ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219161 31893 810 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:06:00pm  
 
<P>And you are very close to getting on my last nerve, by the way. I've put up 
with your BS for way too long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219186 31893 834 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:11:23pm  
 
<P>That's it. I'm done.</P> 
<P>Don't email me. It will go straight into the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219216 31893 860 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:19:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/852/6219207" target=_blank>#852</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, Decker is supposed to be this incredibly good Blade Runner, but he gets 
his ass kicked (or very nearly so) each and every time he goes up against a 
Replicant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's based on <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0194792226/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep</A>, one of Phillip K. Dick's 
lesser novels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219223 31893 866 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:20:22pm  
 
<P>It's actually "Deckard," by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219232 31893 875 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:22:41pm  
 
<P>And of course, Cognito sent an email, which went straight into the 
trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219244 31893 885 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/882/6219240" target=_blank>#882</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to half-heartedly advocate (already) for lifting the block on 
Cognito.</P> 



<P>He can be a flaming arsehole, but he also has had some worthwhile 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll consider it.</P> 
<P>I've considered it. No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219270 31893 911 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:31:28pm  
 
<P>Daryl Hanna can kick my ass any time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219299 31893 937 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:37:00pm  
 
<P>Daryl Hannah is the female replicant in Blade Runner...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219312 31893 950 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/947/6219309" target=_blank>#947</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's "Daryl Hanna<STRONG>h</STRONG>".</P> 
<P>Tooo-shay!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you're banned!</P> 
<P>Just kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219316 31893 954 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/951/6219313" target=_blank>#951</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget Joanna Cassidy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Hannah's the bad girl replicant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219346 31893 982 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:47:49pm  
 
<P>The iTunes Store has Blade Runner in HD, by the way. Looks 
fantastic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219349 31893 985 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:48:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/980/6219344" target=_blank>#980</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are insane, anyone who likes white and red lettering on a 
black background is disturbed. When you have so many people, from so many 
different political positions calling you names you ought to keep going. What's 
even funnier is reading LGF Watch attack LGFII. Priceless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? That's ... wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219363 31893 997 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 8:51:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/980/6219344" target=_blank>#980</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are insane, anyone who likes white and red lettering on a 
black background is disturbed. When you have so many people, from so many 
different political positions calling you names you ought to keep 
going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer added those freaks to his blogroll, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219445 31893 1050 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 9:05:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1029/6219399" target=_blank>#1029</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also blogrolled the 1389 Blog. Guess what that blog's all about? Yup, you 
guessed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1389 Blog is a disgusting pro-Milosevic blog, and the hateful creep who runs 
it was banned from LGF as soon as I figured out what he/she was all 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06219477 31894 46 Charles Wed, Nov 12, 2008 9:11:27pm  
 
<P>$4,000,000 a year. He's being richly rewarded for being a monumental 
douchebag. Ain't showbiz grand?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221239 31897 65 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 9:14:45am  
 
<P>Comments that use made-up slurs for "Muslim" are going to be deleted. I'm 
sure the people who are doing this have noticed that a filter stops them from 
posting some of these slurs, so you're deliberately making up others to get 
around the filters.</P> 
<P>If you continue, your account will be blocked. There are plenty of websites 
that will let you do this, or you can start your own blog and then take all the 
credit for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221597 31897 96 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 10:12:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6221293" target=_blank>#76</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know the exact answer to your question, but there is something 
similar, not exactly the same, but something similar taking place in this 
country and my state.</P> 
<P>Now, if I recall, Charles and LGF have taken some flak for saying that 
perhaps the creationist/ID agenda is similar, where religious indoctrination 
would take place school in lieu of science, superceding a child's right to a 
good education and the parents' rights to teach their children their own 
faith.</P> 
<P>The ID'ers want a version of Christian belief taught in the classrooms to 
children, and to heck with whatever faith the parents happen to believe their 
children should learn and take part in. You know this would start out bland, and 
mild and vague, but sooner or later the indoctrination would increase. That's 



the DI plan. And that plan is also antithetical to our basic understanding of 
liberty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right! The Discovery Institute is working toward nothing less than a 
theocracy in the United States, and the destruction of "materialistic 
science."</P> 
<P>This isn't paranoia, it's a fact. The leaked document known as the "Wedge 
Strategy" explicitly spells out this goal:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221270 31898 31 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 9:18:19am  
 
<P>He's going to claim that he was smeared and libeled, but he won't deny a 
single thing in those "smears."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221515 31898 246 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 9:58:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6221461" target=_blank>#195</A> AMER1CAN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I'm probably a little late to this party, but the "<A 
href="http://news.cnet.com/A-senior-fellow-at-the-institute-of-
nonexistence/2100-1028_3-6247666.html?tag=newsEditorsPicksArea.0" 
target=_blank>Palin didn't know Africa</A>" tape was a hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that's not quite what the article says. This "Eisenstadt" character 
is claiming credit for leaking that information - but the only one who's saying 
he was the source is ... him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221707 31901 5 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 10:40:16am  
 
<P>Rick Santorum on Fox News again, advocating a hardcore return to social 
conservatism.</P> 
<P>Santorum is a very active creationist, one of the most vocal supporters of 
the "intelligent design" hooey:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santorum_Amendment" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221748 31901 21 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 10:47:51am  
 
<P>Santorum also believes that Americans have no constitutional right to privacy 
when it comes to sexual acts, and is rabidly homophobic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santorum_controversy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221808 31901 56 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 10:57:02am  
 
<P>Almost every Republican currently being promoted by Fox News is a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221813 31901 61 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 10:57:55am  
 



<P>Namely: Huckabee, Pawlenty, Jindal, Santorum. All 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221922 31901 149 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:14:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/6221907" target=_blank>#135</A> 
IlyaUnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you think that is? Rupert Murdoch doesn't strike me as a 
creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the GOP has a serious problem. The party has embraced fundamental 
Christianity to the detriment of individual liberties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06221952 31901 176 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:20:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/6221931" target=_blank>#157</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaching creationism is against individual liberties?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. Whose creationism are you going to teach? What religion is this 
endorsing? It's very clear. It's intended to promote fundamental Christianity, 
and by teaching it to everyone's children -- which is exactly what Santorum 
tried to do with his amendment to NCLB -- you are violating their civil 
liberties, and the rights of their parents to determine what religion their 
children are exposed to. If any.</P> 
<P>Not to mention that it's anti-scientific, and destroys critical thinking 
skills, handicapping children and damaging American science 
education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222014 31901 232 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:31:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6222002" target=_blank>#221</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see what the problem would be if people would just act reasonably. I 
learned about multiple cultures in grade-school. When studying India, we learned 
about Hinduism, when studying the USSR we learned about Communism. Didn't turn 
me into a beef-eschewing Stalinite. When teaching about various cultures 
(including Western ones) then the fact that Creationism is part of various 
Judeo-Christian faiths should certainly be part of the curriculum. I'm not 
saying it should be taught as "science", of course. A little bit of tolerance 
(especially these days when multi-culturalism is the sine qua non of education) 
from everyone would be a welcome change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one cares if creationism is discussed in a comparative religion course, or 
a philosophy course.</P> 
<P>But that is NOT what people like Santorum, Jindal, and the Discovery 
Institute are promoting. They're trying to get this stuff taught in science 
classes, as science.</P> 
<P>Which it is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222018 31901 236 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:32:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6222010" target=_blank>#228</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's turtles all the way down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I believe the bottom turtle is standing on a 
buffalo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222022 31901 239 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:33:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/6222016" target=_blank>#234</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to your 1st statement, as we have already exhausted your second point:</P> 
<P>Teaching evolution to a child that parents who have Religious beliefs that 
teach them otherwise in public school also "violates the rights of their parents 
to determine what religion their children are exposed to" insofar that it forces 
their children to be taught un-christian beliefs, and forces them to learn what 
they would probably consider a form of G-dlessness.</P> 
<P>I do not defend teaching Creation in schools, and agree that these particular 
groups that are pushing for "I.D", have a hidden agenda. They should be kept 
very far away from this discussion. However that being said, I understand the 
Religious person's argument. Thus I would probably just not teach evolution 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have a vote for ignorance!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222056 31901 272 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:38:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/6222016" target=_blank>#234</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaching evolution to a child that parents who have Religious beliefs that 
teach them otherwise in public school also "violates the rights of their parents 
to determine what religion their children are exposed to" insofar that it forces 
their children to be taught un-christian beliefs, and forces them to learn what 
they would probably consider a form of G-dlessness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This statement, by the way, is completely false. There is nothing "un-
Christian" about the theory of evolution. Maybe you've missed the many posts 
I've put up about the Vatican's statements on the matter? The only Christians 
who believe that kind of nonsense are extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222096 31901 308 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:44:02am  
 
<P>If a parent wants to stunt his/her child's critical thinking by teaching them 
to distrust science and believe in falsehoods like creationism, that's their 
right, of course.</P> 
<P>But the theory of evolution is a well-established scientific fact, and not 
teaching it in science classes is a ridiculous idea. Without evolution, modern 
biological science makes no sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222167 31901 370 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 11:59:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/6222143" target=_blank>#348</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we're back on this, I'd just like to reiterate that there are many strong 
Christians who believe that God created everything out of nothing but it wasn't 
over 6 days. The Big Bang Theory used to be quite controversial among scientists 
because it pointed to a single "creative event" rather than all matter having 
been here forever. There really is a preponderance of evidence for an old earth 
and I'd like my daughter to be a scientist some day so I'd like her to learn the 
How and When at school and the Who and Why from us and church.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - but that's the real point. Santorum, Jindal, and the other 
creationists are not satisfied with keeping science and religion separate. They 
are specifically advocating to force the teaching of creationism on everyone's 
children, in public school science classes. That's why they are a big problem 
for the GOP - not because of their personal beliefs, but because they're 
activists. And I would argue that they're <EM>anti-freedom</EM> 
activists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222198 31901 395 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:07:08pm  
 
<P><A href="http://news.medill.northwestern.edu/chicago/news.aspx?id=105065" 
target=_blank>Priest turned biologist debunks intelligent 
design</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222219 31901 414 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6222181" target=_blank>#380</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of the war on science: <A 
href="http://www.classicalvalues.com/archives/2008/11/realitybased_ru.html" 
target=_blank>add this to the list.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, antivaccination kookery is also on the rise. This is a brand of anti-
science insanity that crosses party lines. You can find numerous articles 
promoting it at WeirdNutDrooly and other kook sites on both 
sides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222311 31901 504 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:25:32pm  
 
<P>The science of global warming is far from settled, and many people are 
debating the meaning of the data.</P> 
<P><EM>However</EM>... it's a little foolish to argue that the whole thing is a 
hoax, and there's no evidence for human impact on the Earth's climate. There is 
evidence, and a lot of it, that the activities of human beings are having a very 
significant effect.</P> 
<P>I'm no expert, and I haven't reached any conclusions on it. But the 'global 
warming' hypothesis can't simply be dismissed as kookery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222349 31901 540 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:30:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6222317" target=_blank>#510</A> 
CharlieBravo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of the confusion may come from insisting a theory is a fact. People on 
both sides of the issue tend to do this. There are plenty of parochial schools 



for those wanting religion combined with science. Public schools should stick 
with current scientific theory. I don't see the problem, maybe I just like to 
keep things simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "scientific fact" means that it's a theory supported by overwhelming 
amounts of evidence.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution_as_theory_and_fact" 
target=_blank>Evolution as theory and fact</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientists most often use the word "fact" to describe an observation. But 
scientists can also use fact to mean something that has been tested or observed 
so many times that there is no longer a compelling reason to keep testing or 
looking for examples. The occurrence of evolution in this sense is fact. 
Scientists no longer question whether descent with modification occurred because 
the evidence is so strong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222373 31901 561 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:35:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/6222340" target=_blank>#532</A> 
kayawanee</EM></P> 
<P>I'm familiar with those arguments, but that only serves to make my point; 
belief in creationism is a denial of objective reality, and only extremists do 
that. The Catholic Church is arguably the biggest and most influential branch of 
Christianity in the world, and they do not subscribe to that extremist 
view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222403 31901 590 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:43:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/6222282" target=_blank>#475</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think any economics teacher who preaches that Socialism is a workable model 
is worse than any of the Creationists. If you're "wrong" about God or evolution, 
you still get to live in a free, prosperous country. If you're wrong about 
Socialism you end up impoverished, imprisoned or dead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should be pretty obvious that I'm no fan of socialism or Marxism, but 
there IS a very serious problem with beliefs like creationism, especially when 
they're forced on children and science is denigrated. The United States's lead 
in science and technology is on a radical decline, by every measure, and part of 
the reason for this is that far too many people reject science in favor of 
irrational beliefs like creationism. Groups like the Discovery Institute are 
working behind the scenes in many states to promote this kind of pseudo-science, 
and it's harming us all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222451 31901 633 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:53:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/6222443" target=_blank>#626</A> 
Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's entirely assertion. If you want to be scientific you're going to have 
to cite evidence. Yes I'm a twit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing controversial about it. The US lead in scientific research 
and science education has been on a steady decline for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06222470 31901 650 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 12:56:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/6222446" target=_blank>#629</A> DeafDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>May I respectfully suggest that any decline in the US's lead in science is 
due to a variety of reasons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I wrote: "part of the reason for this..."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hard for me to believe that creationalism is a main 
culprit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say that, either.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although creationalism contributes to sub-par scientific understanding, if 
the student is properly motivated in other aspects (a strong work ethic and 
emphasis on math and reading) the student would - perhaps - overcome whatever 
bad effects that exposing him/her to creationalism might 
produce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree strongly here. Teaching children to believe in creationism is a 
sheer disaster for their critical thinking skills, and damages their ability to 
comprehend all sorts of other scientific disciplines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222633 31901 803 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 1:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/748/6222570" target=_blank>#748</A> 
lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google has failed me. Or maybe I have failed Google, hard to say. I can't 
find any public schools anywhere that have Creationism as part of the 
curriculum. I assume that there are at least some anecdotal accounts out there. 
I did find some of the mandatory (and presumably universal) standardized science 
tests for eighth-graders, They all showed examples of evolution being part of 
the necessary course-work.</P> 
<P>I'll keep looking, anyone care to point me in the right 
direction?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... who said that there were public schools teaching creationism? They 
don't, but it's not for lack of trying by creationist groups.</P> 
<P>So far, the efforts of creationists like Santorum and the Discovery Institute 
have been defeated. But they continue to push and work behind the scenes to 
develop a version of creationism that's disguised well enough to sneak into 
science classes. That's the purpose of the "academic freedom" bill signed by 
Bobby Jindal, and it was the purpose of the amendment to NCLB promoted by 
Santorum. The Discovery Institute and/or right-wing Christian groups are 
actively promoting pseudo-science in many states; Texas, Georgia, Florida, 
California, Pennsylvania, just to name a few.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223011 31901 1009 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 2:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1002/6222948" target=_blank>#1002</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>my computer will only show "new comments" if I post something, or if I F5. 
The button just doesn't work anymore. I've asked Charles about it but have 
gotten no response. Thus, sometimes I have to post nonsense to simply get the 
new comments to appear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I haven't responded because you're the only one who's having this problem. 
It's not on my side; I've tested in all major browsers. The 'new comments' 
button does work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222824 31902 19 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 1:48:42pm  
 
<P>The new version of nirth certifikit craziness is the Selective Service story. 
It's at Debbie Schlussel's site, and she can have this exclusive.</P> 
<P>Me, I'm just going to go ram my head into a wall a few times until I feel 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222844 31902 31 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 1:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/6222817" target=_blank>#13</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this kind of like an open thread?</P> 
<P>If not, OT:</P> 
<P>Charles, do you think this- <A 
href="http://catalog.belkin.com/IWCatProductPage.process?Product_Id=460722" 
target=_blank>Belkin : Switch-to-Mac Cable</A> is a good product?</P> 
<P>Seems like it would be; very simple. Just wondering what you think about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks pretty cool, if you're moving from PC to Mac. Belkin's stuff is usually 
solid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222934 31902 91 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 2:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6222859" target=_blank>#45</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize that. That's why I'm asking if it came with software. The older 
Macs would let you move files over via a Firewire cable, but the newer ones 
don't let you boot up in Target mode. I'm wondering if this would work. I would 
second Charles' recommendation. Generally, Belkin stuff is 
solid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the newer Macs do still have Firewire target mode. The only 
exceptions are the newest Macbooks, which lack a Firewire port.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06222940 31902 94 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 2:11:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiEUsIGpg20" 
target=_blank>Rollercoaster!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223157 31902 275 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:01:35pm  
 
<P>Wee-oo! Wee-oo! Fascist sympathizers angry again! Wee-oo!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://europenews.dk/en/node/16075" 
target=_blank>europenews.dk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223160 31902 278 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:03:03pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6223124" target=_blank>#246</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, once again, I can only get comments to refresh by posting.</P> 
<P>This is really a drag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223199 31902 312 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:13:16pm  
 
<P>I love how they call the editors of the Belgian Jewish News "leftists" and 
"Judas." Classy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223204 31902 316 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:14:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/6223201" target=_blank>#313</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha! I'm using IE7! It's got 16.7% more suckitude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE7's Javascript engine is just as bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223231 31902 339 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:26:07pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>We are a force to be reckoned with, the others however, are a 
sinking ship with their life rafts all scattered to the four winds.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Delusions of grandeur much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223232 31902 340 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:26:34pm  
 
<P>Not to mention criminally bad writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223242 31902 348 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:31:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/6223236" target=_blank>#344</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>They're super-freaky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223246 31902 351 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:31:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/6223240" target=_blank>#346</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles, want a techno-bone to chew on?At work and at home with Firefox 
3.0.3 I have iGoogle in my Bookmarks Toolbar. I don't have lgf in my Bookmarks 
Toolbar, however, every once in a while the lgf favicon pops up as the favicon 
for my iGoogle icon in the Bookmarks Toolbar. Doesn't bother me one bit, just 
thought you'd be interested to know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, Firefox has bugs in its favicon caching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223259 31902 363 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 3:35:31pm  
 



<P>Oh, that reminds me. Time to post the video of Vlaams Belang big shot Roland 
Raes denying the Holocaust.</P> 
<P>Man the lifeboats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223350 31903 36 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:05:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6223345" target=_blank>#32</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be a better thing not to have laws which forbid idiots from 
expressing their idiocy for all to see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, no argument here. But that is the law in many European 
countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223357 31903 43 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:09:11pm  
 
<P>Europe has problems we don't have in the US; Holocaust denial was made 
illegal because otherwise it might get out of control.</P> 
<P>I agree it's not the right solution, but you can't ignore the historical 
reasons for these laws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223392 31903 76 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:20:51pm  
 
<P>I have a lot more of this stuff. The more they try to lie about it, the more 
I'll post about it.</P> 
<P>In case you missed the latest creepy denials from the fascist 
kookosphere:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://europenews.dk/en/node/16075" 
target=_blank>europenews.dk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223416 31903 98 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:28:09pm  
 
<P>In case you missed this when I posted it yesterday:</P> 
<P>That's enough of the Hitler talk. I've made it very clear I don't want it 
here, but some people just won't stop.</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments comparing Obama to Hitler, because it's 
stupid, self-defeating, and it makes my site look like a right-wing Democratic 
Underground. If you continue to do it despite my very clear warning, I'll block 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223431 31903 112 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:32:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6223425" target=_blank>#107</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was an interesting sentence:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Raes, 67, committed the cardinal sin of any far right party: he said what he 
really thought in public on the Holocaust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did the writer mean to imply that the rest of them are 
<STRONG>hiding</STRONG> what they really think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, that's what the writer meant. And I could not agree 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223445 31903 126 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6223439" target=_blank>#120</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree.charles said in an earlier post that these laws were enacted so that 
things wouldn't "get out of hand".</P> 
<P>so maybe there is a good reason for them. I would prefer to see the "getting 
out of hand" business (whatever it is) properly prosecuted, and allow these 
idiots to have their full say, for the entire world to see and 
hear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a reason for these laws against Holocaust denial: the Holocaust.</P> 
<P>It can be credibly argued that the American concept of free speech in matters 
like this would be very dangerous in Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223461 31903 142 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 4:42:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6223451" target=_blank>#132</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can partly see this but, how do you fight a false idea if you cannot 
confront it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending the laws - I'm trying to point out that it's very far from 
a simple black-and-white issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223681 31903 268 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 5:30:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/6223658" target=_blank>#266</A> Flying 
Dutchman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi all,</P> 
<P>Just a few words to say that I'm sad to see that this post got less "ups" (7) 
than a "regular" open thread, this shows that even among us too many don't 
understand the importance of fighting this evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than that. There are people who ding these posts 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223722 31904 116 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 5:38:27pm  
 
<P>I'm noticing with dismay that there are actually registered LGF people who 
are dinging down the posts about Vlaams Belang. And some of them are the same 
people who ding down every post related to creationism.</P> 
<P>I'm debating whether to block these people. I can't look into their minds and 
see their intentions for doing this, but it's disturbing.</P> 
<P>I may just remove the rating buttons for front page posts, because to be 
honest it doesn't really affect my choices about the topics I 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223925 31905 13 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 6:11:40pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6223916" target=_blank>#11</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Two words: politics stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06223945 31905 19 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 6:16:38pm  
 
<P>And now appearing on Hannity &amp; Colmes: Texas governor Rick Perry.</P> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/loom/2006/01/06/and-introducing-
our-latest-creationism-friendly-politician-the-governor-of-texas/" 
target=_blank>Another creationist.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224892 31905 176 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 9:30:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/6224423" target=_blank>#140</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to pose a question along those lines here if I may?</P> 
<P>How did something this complex, EVOLVE from single cells into something as 
complex as a human brain/liver/kidney/lung/thought processing intellegence, when 
faced with the Second Law of Thermodynamics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake. Not this "second law of thermodynamics" canard again.</P> 
<P>There is about <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2008/11/entropy-and-
evo.html" target=_blank>a trillion times more entropy flux available than is 
required for evolution</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224894 31905 177 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 9:31:29pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">177</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Nov 13, 
2008 9:31:29pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06226336 31905 208 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:50:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/6225579" target=_blank>#194</A> Lince</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to think that all this design and sophistication and coded information 
came into existence by itself...right? Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even more amazing that you would come back to LGF with a sockpuppet 
account after you were previously banned, just start spouting the same nonsense, 
and think I wouldn't notice you.</P> 
<P>Banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06226715 31905 216 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:58:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/6226557" target=_blank>#215</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet we are ridiculed if dare to question that it was indeed random 
chance...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're ridiculed when you attempt to foist off creationist talking points 
like the "second law of thermodynamics" that have been discredited for decades. 
This isn't the first time you've tried to dump creationist nonsense into science 
threads; it's so common there are actually websites devoted to answering all the 
pseudo-scientific jargon and dishonest talking points you creationists recycle 
endlessly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06226774 31905 219 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 10:07:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/6226747" target=_blank>#217</A> Atweber</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with all this banning? It seems bit obsessive. You may as well ban me 
also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06226916 31905 221 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 10:31:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6226836" target=_blank>#220</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>for the record also, I am not a creationist, I find that arguments for an old 
earth are overwhelming in fossil records, however certain questions have been 
raised to cause me to seek answers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you think I've forgotten these comments you posted previously:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5641679" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5664238" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5569784" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5569652" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5569627" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5569486" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//5569362" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And there are more. One creationist talking point after 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06227345 31905 227 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 11:39:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/6227046" target=_blank>#223</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand by those posts ( I just reviewed them all) while some might be 
considered talking points, Some were based on news accounts (apes in spain being 
given rights, degrees in CA not accepted, though the minerwells post was done 
tounge-in-cheek) I did indeed follow the links sent and learned much more, on 



the fourth link.I do stand by the embryo pictures I had in my text book that 
were later proved wrong, I have seen both the original pictures and actual 
embryo pics of the different species and will not back down on that one.As for 
the last link I again followed a link and was shown evidence which satisfied me 
that there is an identifiable progression in that set of fossils, (had my ass 
handed to me LOL) My statement that fossil records for and old earth are 
overwhelming, (at least more than 6000 years old) does still have questions 
about individual events such as the grand canyon forming over millions of years 
when evidence of a "great lake" (also known by geologists as Hopi lake) show 
that a catastrophic event could have carved it in weeks rather than eons. With 
the canyon formed on Mt. St. Helens as an example, and the overflow tubes at a 
dam being torn out by hydrolic flow in a matter of hours. This does not make me 
a creationist, it makes me a curious individual with two different competing 
theories/lines of thinking raising questions and seeking 
answers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You respond to the charge that you're posting creationist talking points by 
posting more creationist talking points.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.creationscience.com/onlinebook/GrandCanyon4.html" 
target=_blank>www.creationscience.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.creationism.org/articles/swenson1.htm" 
target=_blank>www.creationism.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228236 31905 238 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 2:31:01pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkjesus.com/evidence-bible-prophecy/78-noahs-
flood.html" target=_blank>"Boulders the size of Greyhound 
buses."</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229284 31905 245 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 6:46:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/6228471" target=_blank>#243</A> Richard 
Romano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh Charles, what you said!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since you're a creationist, I'm sure you're taking that statement very 
differently than I meant it.</P> 
<P>It's not unusual at all for scientific research to reveal that previous 
theories didn't adequately describe the phenomena under observation. This is one 
of the beauties of science; it shows us what we don't know, and points the way 
toward further research.</P> 
<P>Which doesn't translate to: God did it. It means there's more to learn. It 
doesn't mean "we'll never know, so it must be supernatural."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231267 31905 250 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:06:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6231048" target=_blank>#249</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's only been since the last few years that the self-congratulating 
scientist, like Sagan (what did he invent again? ... zip)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What an ignorant comment, about a man who achieved more in his life than most 
people can even dream of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224147 31906 24 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 6:49:58pm  



 
<P>And yes, I am trying to make a point by juxtaposing this with the previous 
article. If you were wondering.</P> 
<P>I'm evil that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224205 31906 62 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 6:57:57pm  
 
<P>Countdown to the first person telling I'm "obsessed" about this topic, and 
it's boring, and I must hate Christians, and ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224253 31906 95 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 7:05:11pm  
 
<P>Please note: more than $27 million was spent on this monument to 
ignorance.</P> 
<P>Imagine how many people could have been helped in real, material ways with 
that much money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224339 31906 162 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 7:15:46pm  
 
<P>This paragraph really struck me, for what it reveals about the people who 
promote this stuff:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In front of the ticket booth is a very nice composite wooly Rhino fossil from 
Siberia on loan to AIG from two of its supporters. I thought this was merely a 
cast when I first saw the skeleton, because only a thin strip of cloth blocked 
it off. This cavalier attitude towards a valuable specimen is rather remarkable 
for a museum, even this one. The mannequins of various biblical characters that 
appear much later in the museum tour were much more protected by railings and 
other security.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224453 31906 256 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 7:34:46pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xR8MGAsidFI" target=_blank>Night at 
the Creation Museum.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224681 31906 440 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 8:26:51pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, the same people who ding down every science and evolution-
related thread are hitting the minus button on this one. And none of them ever 
post a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06224719 31906 473 Charles Thu, Nov 13, 2008 8:38:35pm  
 
<P>A few minutes with the database revealed that at least one of them was a 
sockpuppet for a previously banned idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06226940 31906 770 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 10:37:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/768/6226873" target=_blank>#768</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"Trying to figure it all out" is a "waste" of "time"; and trying to teach 
what one has figured out as fact, is "much" less "tolerant" than "what is seen 
in these threads".</P> 
<P>Thanks for clearing that up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This person asked to be banned in the previous thread. I granted the 
request.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06226948 31906 772 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 10:38:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/6226623" target=_blank>#763</A> DocDale</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What annoys me is the fact that Ken Ham is an Australian export (I even 
attended high school - briefly - with one of his kids). He went to school at my 
alma mater, and clearly hooked his claws into Americans (he left Oz in 1987) 
because this sort of stuff doesn't fly in Australia.</P> 
<P>Watching Americans get used by one of my countrymen is irritating in the 
extreme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure whether Ham actually believes the crap he peddles, or if he's 
conning the rubes for easy cash. Maybe both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230025 31906 792 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:08:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/6229332" target=_blank>#787</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have any substantive arguments against my view?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Substantive arguments?" Against the view that dinosaurs lived at the same 
time as human beings?</P> 
<P>Wow, you really are delusional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231254 31906 801 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 8:59:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/799/6230644" target=_blank>#799</A> gunjam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonetheless, I do freely acknowledge that both you and Charles are both 
better men than I, worthy of genuine respect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think sucking up to me is going to help you to continue spreading your 
ridiculous creationist nonsense at LGF, you're an even bigger fool than you 
appear to be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06226761 31908 234 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 10:06:07am  
 
<P>In the rules at the top of every comment page:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments that advocate violence will be cause for immediate banning with no 
appeal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06227100 31909 11 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 11:04:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6227087" target=_blank>#6</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't care much for Mickey Mouse either, but wanting him dead is just 
Goofy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. Let's not Minnie-mize the seriousness of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06227311 31909 177 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 11:32:03am  
 
<P>No bias at ABC News. None at all.</P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Politics/story?id=6251086&amp;page=1" 
target=_blank>Campaign Boogeyman William Ayers Talks to ‘GMA’</A>.</P> 
<P>"Boogeyman" is a technical journalistic term, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228129 31911 197 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 2:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6228093" target=_blank>#170</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the issue of abortion should be argued from a federalist 
perspective.</P> 
<P>Before Roe (where rights were created out of thin air) the states regulated 
abortion. Roe took it away. What is wrong with letting the states decide - 
especially when the states are the ones on the hook for the 
consequences.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason why social conservatives and the Dobson/Perkins crowd are opposed 
to letting states decide on abortion is simple -- because women would then be 
able to get abortions, by going to a state where they were allowed. This is 
intolerable to the socons, who want to ban abortion altogether, with no 
exceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228211 31911 259 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 2:22:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/6228180" target=_blank>#235</A> wolfie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking as a staunch pro-lifer who has worked in the pro-life movement with 
both Catholics and Evangelicals for over fifteen years, I would say that you are 
making an unijustified sweeping statement about "social conservatives," whoever 
they are. A solid majority of the people I've worked with on pro-life issue 
believe the issue should be decided by legislatures on a state 
level.<STRONG>I</STRONG> certainly do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican Party platform, which was heavily influenced by the far-right 
Christian groups, specifically calls for a constitutional amendment to prohibit 
all abortions, with no exceptions. I don't think it's unjustified to say that 
prevailing socon opinion is against turning this decision over to the 
states.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228293 31911 324 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 2:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6228124" target=_blank>#193</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of you will appreciate this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.denverpost.com/opinion/ci_10976789" target=_blank>How the 
GOP lost my vote.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree with almost every word of that op-ed. Speaking for myself, I still 
voted for the GOP this year because the alternative seemed worse. But this might 
be the last time for me if the GOP gets even deeper into the far-right religious 
agenda.</P> 
<P>The writer is absolutely correct that separation of church and state is a 
core conservative value. But far too many conservatives seem to have drunk the 
Dobson Koolaid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228317 31911 348 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 2:53:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/6228304" target=_blank>#335</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A soft-headed physician who doesn't understand that McCain health care plan 
would have helped him immensely as a physician. In other words, an 
idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not an idiot. He's deeply disturbed at the anti-freedom agenda of the 
religious right, and I agree with him on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228469 31912 11 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 3:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6228462" target=_blank>#8</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This essay's definition is fascism is really about the modern, lower-case 
"unofficial" type of fascism. Actual Fascism has a capital F and is of course 
closely linked to the Italian political party of the 1920s which was eventually 
led by Mussolini. They had a specific set of beliefs and political goals that 
don't quite match the modern notion of lower-case-f fascism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The book goes into great detail on this and many other subjects. It's the 
most exhaustive examination of the various flavors of fascism I've 
read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228521 31912 45 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 3:48:17pm  
 
<P>Notice this point:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the belief that one’s group is a victim, a sentiment that justifies any 
action, without legal or moral limits, against its enemies, both internal and 
external...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly describes the sort of vicious, highly personal and sleazy attacks 
that were launched at me, as soon as I voiced the mildest of criticisms of the 
'anti-jihad' alliance with VB and other Eurofascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228537 31912 59 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 3:52:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6228527" target=_blank>#51</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, Filip Dewinter goes to a book fair, what book does he buy?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.books-by-isbn.com/2-86980/2869800517-Vu-de-droite-
Anthologie-critique-des-idees-contemporaines-2-86980-051-7.html" 
target=_blank>Vu de droite: Anthologie critique des idées contemporaines</A></P> 



<P>/of course, you can't judge a book by its cover or <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alain_de_Benoist" target=_blank>the 
author</A>, but you can just <EM>smell</EM> the facism</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NY Review of Books describes De Benoist's book in <A 
href="http://www.nybooks.com/articles/7558" target=_blank>this article</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>De Benoist claims that the central issues of the traditional right, among 
them genetics, race, and inequality, have been discredited by their association 
with Nazism, and he tries to give them new life by grafting them on to such 
subsciences as sociobiology and ethnology. De Benoist is particularly attracted 
to sociobiology, which has recently gained an enthusiastic hearing in France. 
But he has a tendency to present the hypotheses of sociobiology as proven 
conclusions and then to extend these “conclusions” to far-ranging fields. For 
example, he writes, “all politics today implies a biopolitics.” And he cites 
with enthusiasm the words of Professor Robert Mallet, the chancellor of the 
Universities of Paris, that some day “the genetic code will help inform the 
civil codes.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228545 31912 65 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 3:54:49pm  
 
<P>And yes, if that sounds a lot like eugenics, that's because it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228571 31912 78 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:00:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/6228538" target=_blank>#60</A> John Blake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saw a bumper sticker yesterday here in AZ. WHEN FASCISM FINALLY COMES TO 
AMERICA, IT WILL BE WRAPPED IN THE FLAG, CARRYING A CROSS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is actually a quote from Nobel-prize winning author Sinclair Lewis, from 
the 1930s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229002 31912 278 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 5:32:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/6228925" target=_blank>#275</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooops!</P> 
<P>See, I'm rusty. I meant to say:</P> 
<P>"...of COURSE I oppose <STRONG>eugenics</STRONG>."</P> 
<P>D'oh!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who oppose genetics are all in the 'Mysteries of the Genome' 
thread, or the 'Anti-Museum' thread.</P> 
<P>No, I'm not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231406 31912 303 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:40:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/6231385" target=_blank>#302</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truth of the matter is , of all the afore-mentioned persons , only Mussolini 
was a fascist . Any attempt to imply that the others were , is merely mindless 
partisan politik-talk .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have a clue what you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06232305 31912 306 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:33:26pm  
 
<P>OK -- you should have said that you were talking about FDR, instead of "all 
the aforementioned persons."</P> 
<P>There are a lot of people mentioned in this thread who definitely are 
fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232875 31912 311 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 4:26:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/6232773" target=_blank>#309</A> 
DobermanBoston</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anybody here read the book? Is it mostly focused on Fascist Italy and 
Nazi Germany, or does it also touch on more obscure fascistic regimes such as 
those of Metaxas, Salazar, and Franco?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read it - there's quite a bit about Francisco Franco, some about 
Salazar, but I don't remember seeing anything about Metaxas. Was he the one from 
the Greek Civil War?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233131 31912 313 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:14:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/6233053" target=_blank>#312</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Metaxas was the guy who led the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4th_of_August_Regime" target=_blank>4th of 
August-regime</A> in Greece, from 36 to 41; the Greek Civil War was 
later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got the country right, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228812 31913 18 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:56:11pm  
 
<P>Woohoo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228816 31913 21 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:56:37pm  
 
<P>The video feed is behind ... it's in the air...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228825 31913 28 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:58:15pm  
 
<P>There go the boosters...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228829 31913 32 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:58:57pm  
 
<P>4,000 mph...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228836 31913 37 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 4:59:37pm  
 
<P>4,900 mph...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06228941 31913 128 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 5:17:09pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, as the Space Shuttle launches into Earth orbit, we have a 
creationist in the 'Creation Museum' thread arguing that Job 41 describes a 
dinosaur, thereby proving that humans and dinosaurs hung out together and the 
Earth is only 6,000 years old.</P> 
<P>My aching head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06228948 31913 134 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 5:18:17pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersincreation.org/job4041a.htm" 
target=_blank>www.answersincreation.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229455 31913 552 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:20:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/6229262" target=_blank>#391</A> archer</EM></P> 
<P>Well, well. Fascist sympathizer says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229470 31913 565 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:25:08pm  
 
<P>The moron waited a whole year to post that.</P> 
<P>He's in Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229487 31913 582 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:28:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/6229474" target=_blank>#569</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew it, probably Green arrow, won't link to his site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the name 'archer' is a giveaway. A BNP yob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229548 31913 641 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:42:31pm  
 
<P>His name is Scott Bassett.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229566 31913 659 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:45:18pm  
 
<P>I see that song_and_dance_man has found a new place to hang 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229607 31913 696 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:50:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/6229577" target=_blank>#670</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I no longer protest bannings. He always seemed a good egg to me 
but he ends up being a fascist apologist. Shows what I know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a seriously messed-up lunatic. He was nearly banned more than once for 
ranting about the imminent end of the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06229613 31913 702 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:52:11pm  
 
<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//2329322" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229638 31913 726 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:56:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/6229629" target=_blank>#717</A> mama 
winger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like song and dance . He is a friend of mine. I hope that's not a problem 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read that comment? You're OK with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229644 31913 732 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:57:37pm  
 
<P>And by the way, there are a LOT more comments like that from that freak.</P> 
<P>I just decided to mass-nuke them all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229655 31913 741 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 7:58:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/6229643" target=_blank>#731</A> RTLM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think song_and_dance_man is a good soul. I for one enjoyed the end-timer 
Mysticness.</P> 
<P>song and Miguel had some good ones on the dead thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good soul! Good grief. What's wrong with you people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229680 31913 761 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:03:13pm  
 
<P>OK. If that kind of stuff is OK with you, and you're just fine with the way 
these people are trashing me, and spreading insanity, you're not welcome at my 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229687 31913 767 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:04:52pm  
 
<P>I do not freaking believe that. Talk about shitting all over my living 
room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229695 31913 774 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:06:19pm  
 
<P>If anyone else prefers to hang out with fascist sympathizers and people who 
hate my guts, please speak up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229704 31913 783 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:08:45pm  
 
<P>mama winger and RTLM are not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06229726 31913 802 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:14:47pm  
 
<P>Mama winger was banned once before for trashing me at other blogs, and she 
talked me into letting her back in. That's how she repays me, by siding with 
scumbags and fanatics who hate me.</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229764 31913 839 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:21:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/6229744" target=_blank>#819</A> Steffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok... what was he on at the time?</P> 
<P>A rant like that one usually requires some serious trendy chemical amusement 
aids.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice... he was talking about <EM>himself</EM> in that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229777 31913 852 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:23:50pm  
 
<P>Here's another one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc//2758705" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229783 31913 858 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:24:31pm  
 
<P>There are hundreds of comments like that from that person.</P> 
<P>Yeah. A "good soul."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229826 31913 899 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:31:31pm  
 
<P>All of song_and_dance_man's comments are now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229830 31913 902 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:32:03pm  
 
<P>Nearly 30,000 of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229845 31913 917 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:33:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/908/6229836" target=_blank>#908</A> 
coldwarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HOW MANY?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Nearly 30,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229850 31913 921 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/916/6229844" target=_blank>#916</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How come I can't see it? it's just says deleted when I clink on your 
link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything that freak posted here is now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229887 31913 958 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:40:27pm  
 
<P>Deleted comments are still in the DB, just marked as hidden.</P> 
<P>If you really need to know what I'm talking about, this is one of the 
comments I linked to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From a child sprang the truth that was suppressed, yet hinted at as he 
grew.</P> 
<P>Always feeling different from others, and because he was, he chose to be who 
he became.</P> 
<P>By eight he could read and write and it was then that his education 
began.School was abandoned as he sought truth by understanding knowledge.The 
educators who were filling him uselessly ordered testing that determined 
advanced comprehension,And that translated into gifted hand to eye 
synchronicity.Musician, artist, dancer and eccentric – able to do anything he 
wanted, if he wished.All these things he did on his own.</P> 
<P>From eight he began reading the Hebrew Scriptures. There is a reason why he 
chose the words of Moses, the historical books and the prophets. The reasons 
changed as he realized its shape again and again and once again. The latter is 
the truth, and for that truth he is compelled to bear witness.</P> 
<P>But he will not bear witness to the reason until the time is set and the sign 
is sure.</P> 
<P>Asked to leave LA, before thirty one of sixAnd at that time - a sign.As the 
truth bears witness, the reason becomes clear.And those who will want to hear 
will hear.</P> 
<P>The end is near. You have been told.And who is telling us that?Those who 
believe it.And why do they believe it?Something has been proven.What is the 
proof?Stated revelations and time.Why should this be believed?Justice demands 
witness.If justice is deceived by false witness, isn’t the proof a lie?No, the 
truth relies on facts. And facts, no matter how vague, are impossible to refute, 
as truth continues to bear witness to more truth. Jonah found this truth.</P> 
<P>Only then can you crush the lie, and stop the mouth of the deceiver.And then 
you will find the weapon that will overwhelm its hostsThis is the Word of the 
Lord from a servant of the end who obeys His Masters 
charge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229889 31913 960 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:41:04pm  
 
<P>And please note: he was talking about <EM>himself</EM> in that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229921 31913 992 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 8:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/984/6229913" target=_blank>#984</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Some <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/67/2758726" 
target=_blank>insane ranting</A> from ban recipient storagemanager on that 
thread as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Those comments were posted during the days before I really developed the 
tools to monitor the site. There was a time when it was simply impossible to 
keep track of that crap. Now it's just difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06229987 31914 27 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:00:30pm  
 
<P>I expect people to start complaining about my banning 'mama winger' soon. For 
the record: the decision is absolutely final, and I'm not going to reconsider 
it. She already had a second chance, after trashing me once before at a site 
full of people who hate me, and I'm finished giving chances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230014 31914 48 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:06:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6229993" target=_blank>#32</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive me, but I was at the movies. What occurred to prompt the 
ban?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I'm not going to go over and over it, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230068 31914 88 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/6230047" target=_blank>#70</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was miguel down in mexico whacked also?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's not banned. He had a stroke recently, and posted once or twice 
afterwards, but I don't think he's doing well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230095 31914 113 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:24:58pm  
 
<P>One more note about song_and_dance_man, since I'm being accused of paranoia. 
He recently emailed this to me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We see what is going on and are watching you. Try as you might to do what you 
think is necessary, it will not work. And don't play innocent for the benefit of 
your surrogates or those who might be talisman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230102 31914 120 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:26:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/6230060" target=_blank>#81</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>Totally expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06230132 31914 147 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:31:29pm  
 
<P>I think it's beyond sickening that those recently banned people could read 
his deranged rant about the end of the world, and say he's a "good soul."</P> 
<P>Seriously. What the hell is wrong with those people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06230170 31914 183 Charles Fri, Nov 14, 2008 9:42:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/6230160" target=_blank>#174</A> shanec99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is all this about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See my posts on the previous thread. All of the comments posted by that freak 
have now been deleted, but I re-posted one as an example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232419 31914 340 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 2:02:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/6230587" target=_blank>#339</A> 
saxking20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did a FIND on CHORDS and I guess they aren't that important anymore... No 
mention.</P> 
<P>Some beautiful changes in Mr Jarrett's rendition and a few chords that were 
not in keeping with the rest but then, S*** happens...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way he transposes and finds common notes through his altered changes is 
just incredible in this recording. It's from a DVD that's one of the greatest 
live recordings ever made: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000F2C8EY/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Tokyo Solo</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231320 31916 31 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:20:23am  
 
<P>This story is absolutely NOT BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231341 31916 52 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:23:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6231298" target=_blank>#9</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Yet we seem to have an occasional Lizard, even long term Lizards who 
don't seem to think that violent statements are in any way out of line 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, just to make something very clear, anyone who even hints at 
supporting or enabling this kind of behavior is going to lose their LGF account. 
You may think you're anonymous here, but if I get a call from the Secret Service 
about a comment posted at LGF (which I have not, to date) I will absolutely 
cooperate with them fully and give them everything they need to get in touch 
with you. And I won't even think twice about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231362 31916 72 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:27:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/6231344" target=_blank>#55</A> Archimedes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not buying it. These people think Obama is sooo special, so it's like the 
story of the princess and the pea. Now, to be sure, anyone who does threaten 
Obama is a moron, but I just have my doubts about the hype.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is NOT hype. It's very easy to find this kind of stuff on the 
web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06231389 31916 97 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:36:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6231373" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Near the bottom of the page now. Entry titled "Is the Vlaams Belang anti-
Israel?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone should report that to the Secret Service. Whether it's serious or 
not, it's not for us to decide; posting threats on the Internet is very 
dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231395 31916 101 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:37:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6231384" target=_blank>#93</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story is complete BS. Total tripe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, pat -- you're just wrong about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231453 31916 158 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 9:50:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/6231431" target=_blank>#136</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even when they win, they still have to act like victims. The truth is what 
Charles points out: The left is hate filled. The level of vitriol and hatred 
spewing forth from them about Bush clouded their minds so much that they were 
willing to lose a (another) war, hurt the USA and let our society be less safe, 
just as long as Bush was defied.</P> 
<P>I do not hate Barack Obama, I just disagree with his policies and political 
philosophy. Are there people on my side of the spectrum that are crazy? Of 
course there are. But, if you want to see real hatred and anger, just look at 
any protest on the left...illegal aliens, angry gays, anti-war, ant-fur, anti-
whatever...they are all driven by anger and hatred...it must be tough to live 
like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's anything to be gained by denying reality here, or 
saying "the left is worse." The simple fact is that there are such things as 
right wing extremists in this country. You can find them all over the Internet, 
and not just at stormfront. I've seen many posts at sites like Free Republic 
that are disturbingly extreme; I don't even go to that site any more because 
it's so prevalent.</P> 
<P>If you don't think the far right is in a serious rage over the election of 
Obama, you're in denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06231541 31916 239 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 10:09:04am  
 
<P>In case anyone really thinks there aren't people who want to promote this 
stuff -- I've received two emails now from a banned user who's outraged that I 
wouldn't let him talk about assassination here.</P> 
<P>And I know <EM>for a fact</EM> that this article is not exaggerated. Not one 
bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232437 31916 507 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 2:06:06pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/6232422" target=_blank>#506</A> cschrobs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am pleased with most of what I see here, but some of the comments are 
shameful and embarrassing. Fight the good fight - YES. Lead the charge for what 
you believe - YES. Continence any hint of violence (and I mean ANY hint, no 
matter how cleverly phrased) -- NO. Not today. Not tomorrow. Not ever. I did not 
vote for Barack Obama, and I do not support a liberal majority in Congress. But 
he is our President-Elect. We (read LGF readers) need to oppose him under the 
democratic system and we MUST treat him with the respect due an incoming 
president. And never, under any circumstances tolerate any hint of terrorist 
threats. Once again, I may not be a big fan of the incoming president for the 
time being, but we must always be better than that. Anything that even slightly 
hints at terrorist threats is NEVER the answer. Do conservatism a favor and 
speak out against this the same way we would speak out against this sort of 
thing elsewhere. Many thanks. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two big thumbs up from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232456 31916 508 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 2:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/6232151" target=_blank>#497</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a working link to that story: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.idahostatesman.com/531/story/568780.html" 
target=_blank>www.idahostatesman.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Well, obviously an adult had them chanting that. Isn't Rexburg an LDS 
area?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232125 31917 310 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 12:39:59pm  
 
<P>Just got back from a ride, and hoo-boy. Do I have some hate 
mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232149 31917 332 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 12:46:06pm  
 
<P>Well, one's from babbazee, which is always nice. One's from a Robert Spencer 
fan who was banned yesterday (the BNP yob), and one's from someone who seems to 
believe he should be able to talk about assassinations as much as he wants, not 
because he wants to actually kill anybody, mind you, but as a "strategy" against 
the left.</P> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232172 31917 353 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 12:52:15pm  
 
<P>To top it off, I just got an exhaustive 16K study of Obama's nirth 
certifikit, proving conclusively that he's a Kenyan citizen.</P> 
<P>And, he's also a secret Muslim. Did you know that?</P> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232185 31917 366 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 12:55:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/6232175" target=_blank>#356</A> Steffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The BNP yob can ESAD.</P> 
<P>Somebody's sending you their assassination wet-dream fantasies?</P> 
<P>You're dealing with sick, sick people.</P> 
<P>Any of it at the level you'd want to tip off the USSS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. The last emailer actually seems to think it would be a good 
strategy not to refrain from that kind of talk, because the right has to get 
just as dirty and fight just as tough as the left, yadda yadda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232200 31917 381 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:00:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6232178" target=_blank>#359</A> vagabond 
trader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I gather from perusing a number of posts that we must now respect The 
Obama? No sale here. You sit in a Jew hate church for 20 years, you get bupkas 
from me.Flame away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. You don't have to respect him. How you feel about Obama is your own 
business. What I won't allow (let's see if I can be really really clear) is hate 
speech, racism, or threats. Criticize, fine. Make fun of, fine as long as it 
doesn't violate those guidelines. And go ahead, call me a dictator, a control 
freak, whatever, but I decide when a comment goes over those lines.</P> 
<P>If you're an American citizen, he's your president-elect. Get used to it. Be 
the loyal opposition.</P> 
<P>If you can't live with those rules, there are lots of other sites that will 
let you post just about anything you feel like saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232211 31917 392 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:04:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/6232207" target=_blank>#388</A> vagabond 
trader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty harsh Charles, I wasn't even addressing your comments.If anything I 
have posted even remotely resembles threat speech please give 
specifics.Jeesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it did. But you're questioning whether you had to respect Obama. 
No. But you do have to respect LGF's rules.</P> 
<P>If it sounds harsh, it's because there's way too much stuff being posted 
lately that I've had to step in and delete, and I'm really getting tired of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232236 31917 417 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/6232217" target=_blank>#398</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not Jewish and not Israeli, so I don't like to step into the middle of 
the internecine battles, but I found it disturbing when so many American Jews 
just brushed aside Obama's numerous, long standing connections to people who are 
on the extreme Palestinian side of the Mideast conflict.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232243 31917 424 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6232230" target=_blank>#411</A> vagabond 
trader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why lecture me then? I have not disrespected you or your rules. Hell, I don't 
even get involved in your ID threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not lecturing you personally. My comment was intended for everyone 
reading, not just you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232273 31917 454 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:23:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/6232226" target=_blank>#407</A> 
onepistoffyid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you are right to take a hard line on this...you can be held 
personally liable for stuff posted here (I assume you know that)...your personal 
liability insurance should be selected accordingly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really true; so far the legal precedents are that a site owner is not 
responsible for comments. How do you think Huffington Post exists otherwise?</P> 
<P>Of course the legal side concerns me, but more important: I don't want the 
comments section of LGF to turn into a sewer. The Internet has enough wildly 
popular sites full of thoroughly embarrassing and hateful comments (YouTube, 
HuffPo, etc.). The anonymity and lack of personal cues, unfortunately, almost 
always tends to encourage this crap, and it gets worse when you have completely 
open registration and not-too-diligent moderation.</P> 
<P>It's blog entropy. Spontaneous random changes, tending to reduce differences 
to the lowest level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232400 31918 35 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 1:58:20pm  
 
<P>It's painfully funny. Funnily painful. Agonizingly jovial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232795 31919 7 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 3:54:23pm  
 
<P>I went to this World's Fair several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06232860 31919 50 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 4:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/6232848" target=_blank>#39</A> Taqyia2Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Charles ever cross paths/perform with Todd Rundgren?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We jammed together once in the Musicians' Bar at the Montreux Jazz Festival; 
that's about it. I did talk to him for a while at that festival too. Yes, I have 
brushed with greatness.</P> 
<P>/heh</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233083 31920 18 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:05:08pm  
 
<P>Mike Huckabee is doing a media blitz. He's going to ingratiate himself to 
America even if he has to talk to Oliver Stone to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233096 31920 25 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:07:35pm  
 
<P>I'm not that close to any fires, but I had to cut a ride short this morning 
because the air was so bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06233111 31920 35 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:10:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6233103" target=_blank>#30</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which he did! How did that go?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention Bill Maher about his Religiosity film. Huckabee's daring. He 
lives on the edge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233148 31920 62 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:16:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/6233139" target=_blank>#55</A> CalBear84</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Human powered or motorcycle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quadriceps-powered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233177 31920 85 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:21:37pm  
 
<P>Another note about song_and_dance_man, for those keeping score. He apparently 
registered a Yahoo email address, icaruscharles@yahoo.com, used the name 
'Charles Johnson' on the account, and sent this email at 4:39 pm today with the 
subject "song_and_dance_man obsession":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't amuse me bro</P> 
<P>ha</P> 
<P>sadm</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm publicizing this on purpose, with a sincere middle finger to this 
chump.</P> 
<P>If you get an email with my name and this address, toss it in the trash, 
please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233282 31921 11 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:38:26pm  
 
<P>Hey, what's with all these chicks knowin' about teflon tape?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233295 31921 18 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:40:22pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately, I can't claim credit for this faucet. It's near a stopping 
point on my rides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233302 31921 20 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:41:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6233291" target=_blank>#15</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess this could be a related question.</P> 
<P>What is a tag? I see them listed under this photo, but what purpose do they 
serve?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click 'em and see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06233308 31921 25 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:42:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/6233301" target=_blank>#19</A> Ozark Mountain 
Daredevil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm, what made you take a pic of it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seemed related to the fires. You could see this and the previous post as 
companions. If you like. Or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233329 31921 38 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:45:01pm  
 
<P>Pipe down! I'm trying to admire the picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06233358 31921 57 Charles Sat, Nov 15, 2008 5:48:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6233345" target=_blank>#49</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tisk tisk. I already used that (in #9).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! You win. Didn't see that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06235839 31924 70 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 9:21:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/6235831" target=_blank>#63</A> Carl in 
Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just for the record, the Saudi plan includes UN Resolution 194 from 1948, 
also known as the '<A href="http://israelmatzav.blogspot.com/2008/11/israel-
would-be-crazy-to-refuse-deal.html" target=_blank>right of 
return</A>.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but under this shiny NEW plan, Israel gets "veto power" over that part 
of the Saudi plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06235919 31924 147 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 9:32:26am  
 
<P>No cycling for me today. The air is just horrible around here from all the 
fires.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6235856" target=_blank>#87</A> Carl in 
Jerusalem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Other than Mahnaimi's article (and we already know that Mahnaimi is an 
hysterical leftist loon with an agenda), where have you seen that the Saudi plan 
gives Israel a veto over the right of return?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Newsmax reported it too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.newsmax.com/insidecover/israel_obama_peace/2008/11/15/151708.ht
ml" target=_blank>www.newsmax.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're not the most credible source either. Guess we'll have to see what 
actually gets put on the table, next year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06237457 31927 264 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 5:20:02pm  



 
<P>Is it possible to turn on the television without seeing Mike Huckabee any 
more? He's commandeering the airwaves. Can I get on an opt-out 
list?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06237468 31927 274 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 5:21:34pm  
 
<P>For a mobile version of LGF, the best way is to subscribe to the RSS feed 
with a feed reader. Almost all of the mobiles out there either have an RSS 
reader or you can install one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06237547 31928 15 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 5:38:42pm  
 
<P>I don't see this as an excuse for not voting -- I see it as a reason why he 
voted for the Democrats. We all have our own personal tipping 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06237649 31928 98 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 5:59:33pm  
 
<P>Now I've seen everything.</P> 
<P>The remnants of Yes on Huckabee.</P> 
<P>Is it getting weird enough yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06237692 31928 139 Charles Sun, Nov 16, 2008 6:06:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6237673" target=_blank>#120</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Howe, John Anderson and Rick Wakeman?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alan White and Rick Squire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06239971 31928 1366 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 8:21:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1295/6239063" target=_blank>#1295</A> 
blbfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find this line of argument very uncompelling. "Banning" abortion? All that 
most conservatives/Constitutionalists seek is the overturning of the absurd Roe 
v. Wade decision which declared blanket approval over all abortions, and let the 
voters of the country and each state to decide the boundaries of legal abortion. 
(And conservatives know that the majority of states will choose to preserve the 
legality of the majority of abortions).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While most conservatives may feel the way you describe, the fact is that the 
National Republican Party platform specifically calls for a constitutional 
amendment to ban <STRONG>all</STRONG> abortions, not even allowing exceptions 
for rape, incest, or the life of the mother. And anyone who doesn't believe that 
this plank is in the platform because of the religious far right is in 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06239979 31928 1367 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 8:23:34am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1363/6239930" target=_blank>#1363</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fight over human embryonic stem cell research is less about the merits of 
various therapies or lines of research, than it is about the disdain for asking 
questions: "Is it really necessary to destroy or tinker with human embryos, is 
it the only way, what will be the consequences down the road?" vs "Stupid 
questions. Get out of our way."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point to one article in favor of embryonic stem cell research that 
takes that attitude - because I've never seen any such thing. The people who 
advocate for that kind of research, at least the ones whose articles I've read, 
are very aware of the ethical issues and do not have anything like the calloused 
attitude you're ascribing to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06240345 31928 1387 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 9:38:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1380/6240247" target=_blank>#1380</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will search for medical ethics articles to see what the record is there, 
and further, will look at the problem of the increasing politicization of 
science. In fact, like most people who post here on this or any subject, my mind 
is made up on the matter of human embryonic stem cell research. However, it is 
fair to call me and others to account if polemics fail to have basis in the 
actual record. Also for the record: I have changed my mind on other matters as a 
result of essays posted here--first on the matter of Intelligent Design as a 
negative and damaging movement for science education; second, on the need to 
remember that the Republican Party is a political party, not a religious 
party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point is that by demonizing the pro-stem cell research side, you're 
engaging in exactly the kind of politicization you're decrying.</P> 
<P>Everyone might be better served in these debates if we could start from the 
assumption that our opponents are not obsessed monsters, but human beings who 
have come to different conclusions on important issues. There will always be 
loudmouths and hotheads, but most of the people on both sides of the debate are 
arguing as honestly as they can, from reasoned positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06241091 31928 1405 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 12:29:48pm  
 
<P>For the record, as I posted on election day, I voted for McCain-Palin. By the 
end of the election, I had a lot less enthusiasm for them, though. And I didn't 
have much enthusiasm for McCain to begin with.</P> 
<P>But I always get hate mail for bringing up these kinds of subjects. I had two 
emails about my "anti-Christian slant" today, even though I don't have an anti-
Christian bone in my body. One demanded that I "delete" his account, he was so 
pissed off.</P> 
<P>I do believe Hsieh makes a serious and valid point about far-right religious 
groups having too much influence on the GOP's policies and image.</P> 
<P>I don't mean to get people angry, but these subjects can no longer be 
avoided. If that means you now despise me and want to cancel your account, I'll 
gladly cancel your account. I don't need the headaches, and we can use the DB 
space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06240300 31931 18 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 9:30:47am  
 
<P>Note that Bill O'Reilly defended Dan Rather:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/13762_OReilly-
_Rather_was_Slimed" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06250474 31931 885 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 9:01:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/884/6249391" target=_blank>#884</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<P>Because it was printed on a laser printer, that's why. It's not a 1960s 
document, it's a "certification of live birth" that the state of Hawaii provides 
instead of a copy of the actual birth certificate. This has all been covered 
over and over. The issue is bogus.</P> 
<P>And it's being pushed by a 9/11 Truther and a few irresponsible bottom-
feeding bloggers. I don't like people to promote this conspiracy theory nonsense 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06241588 31933 5 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 2:12:53pm  
 
<P>Lots of former Clinton people in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06241991 31934 144 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 3:40:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6241977" target=_blank>#131</A> LeBron</EM></P> 
<P>Here come the sockpuppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06242040 31934 189 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 3:48:26pm  
 
<P>Former name: JSK1121. Banned for assassination joke-comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06242208 31934 347 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 4:08:13pm  
 
<P>Shutting off registration now - might turn it back on a bit 
later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06243366 31936 220 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 6:50:08pm  
 
<P>120 hatchlings today ... the window is beginning to close ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06243745 31936 572 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 7:35:56pm  
 
<P>coquimbojoe: I see what you're doing and I'm not sure what point you're 
trying to make, but I'm blocking that account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06243763 31936 588 Charles Mon, Nov 17, 2008 7:37:53pm  
 
<P>And I'm about to block 'coquimboe' too, because you just wasted some of my 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06245453 31939 31 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 8:43:46am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6245435" target=_blank>#22</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I have always said, Charles, it is your house and you have right to run it 
as you see fit.</P> 
<P>I guess insolvable internet arguments are inevitable but absent racism, I am 
not sure I would ever bounce anyone. I am not sure I care if you patch up with 
Atlas but Spencer, who should now be chagrined at Vlaams true colors has been 
fighting the right fight. Sometimes a little tough love is better than breaking 
bridges.</P> 
<P>Reaganite come home!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After the way Spencer has behaved (I really didn't expect him to be as 
malicious as he's been), and with the statements he's made recently, that's 
extremely unlikely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06245557 31939 113 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 9:01:11am  
 
<P>Some of those people posting comments over there seem to think it's their way 
to speak directly to me, and let me know how much they still hate me. What a sad 
way to live, so totally hung up on one person's opinion of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06245565 31939 119 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 9:02:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6245549" target=_blank>#106</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sillyjokes.co.uk/images/dress-up/fancy/childrens/value-
costumes/value-crusader.jpg" target=_blank>Heh</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Now you're tempting me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06245630 31939 174 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 9:11:57am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6245624" target=_blank>#169</A> 
apachegunner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can we link to one of those site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06245992 31939 441 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 10:18:45am  
 
<P>medaura18586: It's way over the line to accuse Dianna of being a nativist. 
Turn down the rhetoric, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246061 31939 466 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 10:30:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/6246031" target=_blank>#458</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It is doppelgander whom I accused of being a nativist for scapegoating 
unemployment on immigrants."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still over the top. There are a lot of people concerned about America's 
immigration policies, and they aren't all nativists or Pat Buchanan 
fans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246314 31939 531 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 11:11:22am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer really has some nerve to complain, when I have posted not a 
single front page article on this subject, have limited my own public comments 
on the matter, and have even told a few people to pipe down when they started 
gloating over something or other.</P> 
<P>And he whines about "libel" in the midst of a thread full of whacked out 
comments dripping with personal insults and hatred directed at me, while at his 
site, he links to a blog that's run by some seriously disturbed stalker types 
banned from LGF for posting comments about violence and other deranged 
activities. All while whining about "libel."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246608 31939 559 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 12:08:35pm  
 
<P>Uh, by the way, realwest -- I just read your comment over there and you got 
some details wrong. I never told you or anyone that Spencer had sent a series of 
angry emails to me.</P> 
<P>Just to set the record straight.</P> 
<P>You may have confused Spencer with Bostom on that one -- Bostom posted his 
angry and profanity-laced emails to me at his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06250172 31939 594 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 7:53:14am  
 
<P>The person whose comments were deleted above had registered three accounts at 
LGF; all of them are now blocked. The three usernames:</P> 
<P>blowtorchsoul surferIslamislame</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246232 31940 216 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 10:55:39am  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post about this topic will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246440 31940 244 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 11:40:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/6246421" target=_blank>#242</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://legis.state.la.us/billdata/streamdocument.asp?did=479172" 
target=_blank>The law</A> did indeed open up a "can of worms".</P> 
<P>The school systems will purchase whatever books are available, and if the 
available books make a point to defer to the wishes of the biggest users (Texas, 
Cali, others), then at least the books will be OK, and kids who read on their 
own will not be so left behind.</P> 
<P>The full measure of the law has not yet taken effect, imo. It's too new. But 
there will be attempts to sneak in the creationism and ID 
agendas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In my opinion, the creationist efforts in Lousiana and Texas are linked, by 
the schoolbook issue. <EM>Explore Evolution</EM> is the Trojan Horse this time 
around, after <EM>Of Pandas and People</EM> was so thoroughly discredited in the 
Dover trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06248227 31940 266 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 5:57:12pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246383 31941 116 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 11:27:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6246376" target=_blank>#110</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fits a bit <EM>too</EM> well for me -- I mean, this is not one of those 
stories where a cutesy-poo headline pun is really appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something may have gotten lost in translation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06246417 31941 142 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 11:36:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6246403" target=_blank>#133</A> nyc 
redneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>a little too offhand. nonchalant, jaunty.for such a despicable 
act.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was probably a German headline that made some reference to the pig's head, 
and it was translated badly. Germans aren't really known for inserting puns into 
news headlines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06247275 31944 28 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 2:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6247271" target=_blank>#26</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, conventional "wisdom" among the GOP is that they weren't hard-right 
enough. These are the old men that will drive the party into the history books. 
Get ready for a country where the Dems will be the right wing with the Greens on 
the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cynthia McKinney will rise again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06247839 31945 40 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 4:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6247815" target=_blank>#37</A> scrad</EM></P> 
<P>Two dedicated servers, one for web, one for DB. The bottleneck is definitely 
the processing speed of the web server. System load stays pretty low on the DB 
server, it's the web server and Apache that struggles to keep up with peak 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06247968 31945 48 Charles Tue, Nov 18, 2008 5:07:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6247925" target=_blank>#47</A> scrad</EM></P> 



<P>I also have the eAccelerator PHP compiler cache installed, which helps a lot. 
And I've done quite a bit of tweaking of the Apache and MySQL config files.</P> 
<P>I have considered LiteHttpd too, and plan to investigate it 
further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06250321 31949 92 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 8:32:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6250239" target=_blank>#17</A> Daryl 
Herbert</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where do you think Zawahiri learned the term "house negro"?</P> 
<P>From Democrats, of course! Talking about Colin Powell and Condoleezza 
Rice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He probably got it from Harry Belafonte.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06250506 31949 271 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 9:07:51am  
 
<P>Zawahiri was very probably quoting Harry Belafonte's infamously idiotarian 
statement, about the African-Americans serving in the Bush administration:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"There was two kinds of slaves. There was the house Negro and the field 
Negro. The house Negroes, they lived in the house with master, they dressed 
pretty good, they ate good 'cause they ate his food and what he left...In those 
days he was called a 'house n***.' And that's what we call him today, because 
we've still got some house ni***s running around 
here."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251242 31951 21 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 11:13:55am  
 
<P>The issue of whether these kinds of European laws are good or justified 
always comes up. I don't believe in these kinds of laws myself, and would prefer 
to let people like Vanhecke spew away and thereby reveal themselves. I don't 
"support" either side of this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251308 31951 51 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 11:27:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6251284" target=_blank>#38</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good reason why "hate speech" laws are a very bad idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- BUT -- in this case, Vanhecke spouted off about "foreign cultures" 
desecrating Belgian cemeteries when it turned out to be juvenile delinquents. It 
was irresponsible at best.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251330 31951 63 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 11:31:18am  
 
<P>And by "foreign cultures," Vanhecke was obviously referring to Muslims. Who 
also have some legal fronts capitalizing on European hate crime laws, and can 
fight back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251337 31951 67 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 11:33:10am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/6251334" target=_blank>#65</A> WrathofG-d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rule at LGF is only different on a technicality. That it isn't a 
Governmental censor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't put people in jail. That's a little more than a 
technicality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251356 31951 82 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 11:38:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6251327" target=_blank>#62</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Irresponsible? Sure. Should it be <EM>illegal</EM>, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Theoretically, no. Practically, no. Sanely, no. But remember, this is 
Belgium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06251515 31951 202 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 12:13:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6251505" target=_blank>#195</A> Moe Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we on the new server now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we're still in a holding pattern on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06252132 31951 306 Charles Wed, Nov 19, 2008 1:45:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/6251573" target=_blank>#256</A> roberth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although I disagree with his opinions this is a scary action. Who gets to 
decide if the speech is criminal? If his quotes above are what he is being 
charged with I have a real problem with calling that criminal. Hopefully Charles 
isn't on the censorship/speech criminalization side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I posted <A href="/showc/21/6251242" target=_blank>#21</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue of whether these kinds of European laws are good or justified 
always comes up. I don't believe in these kinds of laws myself, and would prefer 
to let people like Vanhecke spew away and thereby reveal themselves. I don't 
"support" either side of this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06255387 31960 908 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 8:11:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/6254975" target=_blank>#516</A> GuntherM</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, that's a great way to show everyone how you're not obsessed. Register a 
sockpuppet and attack an LGF commenter with it, then brag about it at a site 
full of weirdos.</P> 
<P>Pathetic doesn't even begin to describe this kind of 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06256358 31963 76 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 11:42:11am  
 
<P>By the way, Cognito's account has been restored, because I think we need that 
little annoying edge he brings to the room.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06256402 31963 120 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 11:45:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6256295" target=_blank>#21</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I have 1152 comments and 1030 karma points. But almost none of my 
comments got any dings either way. What accounts for all the extra karma? Maybe 
the dings that my submitted links got?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqP3wT5lpa4" target=_blank>Instant 
Karma</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's the accurate count of all the ratings you've gotten for comments. 
It doesn't include the ratings for links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06256572 31963 270 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 11:59:08am  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/justiceforall" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06256985 31963 667 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 12:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6256954" target=_blank>#639</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although I guess some of the dopier trolls like Nodrog and the idiotic 
joewilson got the ax before the ratings system was implemented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/gordon" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/joewilson" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258364 31963 1419 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 3:46:52pm  
 
<P>If you're using Internet Explorer, you should go to the Tools menu, pick 
'Internet Options', then go to the Security tab and add LGF to the 'Trusted 
Sites'. This will let all of LGF's Javascript code work 
correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259175 31963 1469 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 6:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1459/6259016" target=_blank>#1459</A> 
Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wow I knew I few good ones but those Have been overwhelmed by the bad, seem 
like I haven't gotten that many dings or pluses though since being on. But one 
hundred and forty-five? Plus the ones counteracting the bad? 
DAYUM!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably that creationist thing. You know. That.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06262574 31963 1515 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 10:13:57am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1514/6262289" target=_blank>#1514</A> 
opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Are spinoff links included in the count?</P> 
<P>I assume they are by the high number of many Karma's. Yet including them, I 
believe, may distort the interpretation of the numbers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the karma number is the total of comment ratings only. Doesn't include 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06257824 31964 121 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 2:16:01pm  
 
<P>Please note that I haven't written one word that supports banning symbols, 
because I don't support banning symbols.</P> 
<P>But this news from Germany puts the lie to the claims of people who've been 
trying to dismiss the significance of that symbol in so many VB-related 
situations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258701 31964 392 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 4:37:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6258468" target=_blank>#385</A> samsoncc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you say "The Odin’s Cross was also prominently displayed on the door 
of that neo-Nazi café at which the Vlaams Belang held an event, and in front of 
which Filip DeWinter is pictured..." Wrong</P> 
<P>Haven't seen anyone mention this but the two pictures of the pub, <EM>De 
Leeuw van Vlaanderen</EM>, are different... There was no cross on the door in 
the first picture -- look closely (I'm a photo-hunt pro). I think it would be 
interesting to know which one is the revised --i.e. painted over-- version and 
which is the original. Well ok, it's probably not that interesting...</P> 
<P>Don't think it means much but... any thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like the cross on the window in the door was removed, but it's hard 
to be sure with the people standing in front of it. I'm pretty sure the picture 
with Filip DeWinter and the SS symbol is <EM>later</EM> chronologically than the 
picture with the cross on the window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259089 31964 401 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 5:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/6259012" target=_blank>#398</A> Munter</EM></P> 
<P>If the Germans are over-sensitive, it's with good reason. What's your 
excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06262053 31964 423 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 8:34:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/6261217" target=_blank>#418</A> mefolkes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a strong antipathy toward neo-Nazis of any stripe, but I find that 
Charles sometimes goes over the edge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it "going over the edge" to report a news story? I've already made it 
clear I don't support banning symbols.</P> 
<P>It wasn't ME who banned this symbol, it was the German Federal Court. Maybe 
you missed that little detail?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06262101 31964 427 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 8:46:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/6262075" target=_blank>#424</A> cagney</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#418</P> 
<P>Charles is showing evidence of links between political parties in Europe and 
the UK and White Nationalism.</P> 
<P>I do agree there is a problem with looking too much into things and having to 
prove one's innocence. Taking this these things too far reminds me of the witch 
hunts that these nationalistic groups embark where folk have to prove how 
nationalistic ie British they are.</P> 
<P>Another example of what you are getting at which I noticed today when driving 
behind a fire engine which had a celtic cross on it. Apparently it is a brand of 
Volvo, got a pic here.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.taketwo.fotopic.net/p35303660.html" 
target=_blank>www.taketwo.fotopic.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Do that make Volvo and the UK Fire Brigade racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, that's not the cross under discussion. Second, the question is 
ridiculous; the symbol alone is not the determining factor for racism or 
fascism, and that is obviously not the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06262112 31964 428 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 8:47:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/6262084" target=_blank>#426</A> 
RedHouseBlueState</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why any one would call that a Celtic cross. Every Celtic cross 
I've ever seen (and coming from an area neck deep with Irish descendants, self 
included) have a much longer base than the width of the horizontal section.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://stencilwithstyle.com/LG%20647%20Celtic%20cross.gif" 
target=_blank>stencilwithstyle.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's on tombstones, monuments, and all over the local St. Patrick's Church, 
the first Irish-ethnic church in this area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/racist_celtic_cross.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258232 31965 91 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 3:27:36pm  
 
<P>New look for the user profile window:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/Charles" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258265 31965 118 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 3:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6258257" target=_blank>#111</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258504 31965 327 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 4:07:16pm  
 
<P>If you're using Internet Explorer, you should go to the Tools menu, pick 
'Internet Options', then go to the Security tab and add LGF to the 'Trusted 



Sites'. This will let all of LGF's Javascript code work 
correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258980 31966 15 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 5:23:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6258936" target=_blank>#9</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks Charles, is this on Itunes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think a CD version is released. I only have it on DVD. It sounds 
incredible in 5.1 surround.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06258983 31967 5 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 5:23:50pm  
 
<P>Godwin'ed hisself right out, there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259020 31967 10 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 5:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6258995" target=_blank>#7</A> cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't get what the problem is... if someone could spell it out for me 
I would quite appreciate it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the problem is, you have some guys from Seattle, creationists, looking 
to push a certain anti-evolution schoolbook they've written (titled <EM>Explore 
Evolution</EM>) into Texas public school science classes. This gives them 
legitimacy and helps them get the book accepted in other states, because Texas 
schoolbook purchases are so large they influence the whole country.</P> 
<P>And someone just stacked the board's science review committee with two of the 
authors of the very book in question. That's why all these people turned out to 
protest.</P> 
<P>Doesn't it smell a little funny to you? Does to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259052 31967 20 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 5:37:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6259038" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>What makes you think that? The location?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259261 31967 141 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 6:17:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6259229" target=_blank>#114</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<P>Dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06259292 31967 168 Charles Thu, Nov 20, 2008 6:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6259281" target=_blank>#159</A> SWPaul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone know we were actually living in a one-party system where the 
theory of evolution was the only issue that one based his/her party preference 
on?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06262141 31967 1413 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 8:51:50am  
 
<P>As I've posted over and over and over, comments telling me not to post on 
this (or any other) topic will be deleted. It's rude and annoying to announce 
how bored the topic makes you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06264726 31975 55 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 5:38:05pm  
 
<P>The poll is interfering with the 'new comments' button somehow. Odd. I took 
down the poll to check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06264752 31975 71 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 5:42:00pm  
 
<P>Tent city was a clear winner, for the record.</P> 
<P>The options were:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Release them to their home countries</P> 
<P>Try them in the US criminal justice system</P> 
<P>House them in a tent city on the White House 
lawn</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06264757 31975 74 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 5:42:31pm  
 
<P>The question: Barack Obama has pledged to make it a priority to close the 
detention camp in Guantanamo Bay. What do you think should be done with the 
detainees?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06264824 31975 123 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 5:51:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6264781" target=_blank>#89</A> Miss 
Trixie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles</STRONG> - quick question: Last time I clicked on my avatar 
it showed links posted as (1) only.</P> 
<P>I know I've posted more than that - is that a daily count?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the count of "spinoff links" you've posted, not links within 
comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
linkviewer.php?page=1&amp;show=1&amp;cat=&amp;filter=Miss+Trixie&amp;sort=date&a
mp;perpage=25&amp;therange=" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06264875 31976 3 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 6:00:08pm  
 
<P>That seems to have fixed the problem. My work here is done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06265638 31977 327 Charles Fri, Nov 21, 2008 8:15:13pm  
 
<P>Won't you pour me a Cuban Breeze, Gretchen?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06269203 31977 1091 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 2:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1090/6268977" target=_blank>#1090</A> 
RedSoxNation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was watching the show "Davey and Goliath" today with my little daughter. It 
has been a long time since I have seen this classic claymation show about a boy 
and his dog. I was struck by how the show opens with Davey setting off a rocket, 
a demonstration which illustrates that the show's creators were at ease with 
having Davey show interest in scientific experiments at the same time he learns 
about being a good Christian. Why must these anti-evolution people force people 
to choose between God and science?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great question! I went to Catholic elementary and high school, and had great 
science teachers (including biology teachers) who never bad-mouthed Charles 
Darwin or preached creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06278355 31977 1106 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 12:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1105/6277058" target=_blank>#1105</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not take much Fearless to get dinged down. I just attribute it to 
just a tad bit of animosity toward those who believe in a creator even though we 
do not believe in ID being taught in science classes. Very disturbing trend, 
attempt at censorship I would say, which is Charles right since he owns the 
sight but still a disturbing trend by a few in here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could also look at it as a sign that people aren't very tolerant about 
foolishness like creationism, which is of course a very different thing than 
believing in a creator.</P> 
<P>I like the censorship angle, though. Keep working that victimhood thing. 
You're being persecuted and censored by people clicking on a little red 
button.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06267807 31978 1320 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 8:27:41am  
 
<P>That was Rodan, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06267811 31978 1323 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 8:28:45am  
 
<P>His real name is Jay Pagan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268215 31979 106 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 9:53:46am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">106</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 22, 
2008 9:53:46am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 



<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06268216 31979 107 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 9:53:55am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">107</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 22, 
2008 9:53:55am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06268270 31979 108 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 10:02:13am  
 
<P>More testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268325 31979 114 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 10:14:12am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">114</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Nov 22, 
2008 10:14:12am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06268326 31979 115 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 10:14:20am  
 
<P>Another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268494 31981 41 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 10:46:21am  
 
<P>I think people are finally getting the hang of using the 'report' button. 
(The exclamation point.)</P> 
<P>I had more than 70 comment reports waiting in the Inbox this 
morning...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06268534 31981 64 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 10:57:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6268516" target=_blank>#53</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They put up a thread about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the stupidest possible human activities; sneak in at a site where 
you're banned and post a bunch of obnoxious crap, then crow about your exploits. 
It's mind-numbingly moronic. It decreases your IQ just to imagine that kind of 
mindset at work.</P> 
<P>All I have to do is click one button and every comment they posted gets 
deleted, in about 0.0365 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268552 31981 81 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 11:01:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/6268546" target=_blank>#75</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we know the old nic of this poster?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's had at least four accounts:</P> 
<P>Hateful HaterRodanThe JokerConquistador</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268565 31981 91 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 11:05:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6268555" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We not only know his nic but the idiot registered the site with his real name 
and address. A quick whois search brings up all of his personal 
information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He changed all the info on his registration. It may be fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268570 31981 96 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 11:06:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6268560" target=_blank>#87</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not that it matters to me but is the report button an anonymous report, or 
does it also give the nick of the reporter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The email I get identifies both the reporter and the 
reportee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06268630 31981 148 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 11:19:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/6268620" target=_blank>#139</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't he also "Akita" or some such?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good memory. Other accounts this person has used:</P> 
<P>BombIranNowAkita</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06269355 31984 26 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 2:59:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6269332" target=_blank>#17</A> DesertSage</EM></P> 
<P>Didn't see your link earlier, but I did see Killgore's link. That's why I 
gave him the hat tip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06269931 31985 157 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 6:21:07pm  
 
<P>46...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06270013 31985 234 Charles Sat, Nov 22, 2008 6:28:58pm  
 
<P>60...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06271987 31987 7 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 8:49:56am  
 
<P>It's anybody's guess who did this. The BNP has lots of enemies, and not just 
among immigrant groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06272164 31988 4 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 9:47:10am  
 
<P>Notice, though, that the number of attendees declined from 8,000 in 2006 to 
3,000 in 2007.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06272334 31990 14 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 10:49:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6272301" target=_blank>#6</A> Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What kind of camera did you shoot this pic with, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My first digital SLR: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001ENOZY4/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Nikon D90</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06272362 31990 18 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 10:58:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6272357" target=_blank>#17</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/are they as fast as their film counterparts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, this is a pretty sweet SLR. All kinds of advanced features. Also does 
HD video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06272551 31990 108 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 11:41:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/6272458" target=_blank>#58</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A minor critique about the valve photo though - good composition, but it 
seems that you've got the focus off just a hair since the front of the valve is 
out of focus while the back is fully in focus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wondered if anyone would notice that! I'm still getting a feel for this 
lens, and how the depth of field features work. This pic is just using the 
standard autofocus with no manual aperture adjustment.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06272630 31990 149 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 12:00:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6272604" target=_blank>#133</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6272551" target=_blank>#108</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>How would one correct for that with an adjustment to the aperture? Wider?</P> 
<P>It's been years since I've any kind of photography study. I can't remember 
the basics, anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Smaller apertures (higher f-numbers) increase the depth of field. Focal 
length also affects it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06274212 31993 40 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 6:15:07pm  
 
<P>Don't have to ask twice. Your account's blocked before you melt 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06274377 31993 184 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 6:38:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/6274342" target=_blank>#152</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>Certain banned LGFers are now dropping by my <A 
href="http://www.zombietime.com/zomblog/?p=88#comment-9702" target=_blank>VI Day 
post at zomblog</A>, continuing to act like obsessed stalkers, in addition to 
spinning the usual leftist stupidity.</P> 
<P>I don't have time for this.</P> 
<P>What makes a stalker? What mental dysfunction could cause someone to glom on 
to an idol in a grotesque love/hate parasitic relationship, like a noxious 
limpet? (I'm talking about their Charles-centric dementia; I'm only being 
harrassed because I'm serving as a stand-in, someone who still has <EM>mana</EM> 
from the great despised/worshipped leader.)</P> 
<P>Very disturbing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird, ain't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06275166 31994 48 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 8:48:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6275150" target=_blank>#38</A> 
surfinbrant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because Jindal is Catholic doesn't mean he believes in exorcism; I am 
Catholic and do not. This is akin to saying that Mitt Romney is fine with 
marrying multiple wives just because he is Mormon. We should avoid fallacious 
logic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://www.newoxfordreview.org/article.jsp?did=1294-
jindal" target=_blank>www.newoxfordreview.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06275213 31994 82 Charles Sun, Nov 23, 2008 8:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/6275193" target=_blank>#67</A> 
surfinbrant</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It cuts me off before a salient point - I need a subscription. I take it that 
he mentions something in favor of an exorcism?</P> 
<P>If he does, we also must realize that this was fourteen years ago. Would he 
still maintain the belief? And if yes, would he dare implement it in any way 
while in office? I doubt that he has tried pushing for any exorcist action while 
governor of LA. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try Google. Yes, he not only took part in an exorcism, he claimed that it 
cured a woman of cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276820 31994 593 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 7:50:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/6275792" target=_blank>#505</A> 
favorednation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK... this is enough. I risk being banned. Charles? What is the point of 
constantly targeting Christians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the point of this ridiculous thin-skinned "I'm being persecuted" 
attitude, whenever this subject comes up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276829 31994 596 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 7:51:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/6276790" target=_blank>#588</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think such a thing is implicit in some of the rhetoric attacking religious 
believers -- which is virtually identical to some of what we would find at DU or 
KOS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out the posts you seem to think are "attacking religious 
believers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276840 31994 599 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 7:54:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/6276827" target=_blank>#594</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a mistake to conflate "social conservatives" with "intelligent 
design" advocates, Charles. The two groups overlap, but are not identical.</P> 
<P>Social conservatives enrich the GOP as long as the discussion is about 
personal freedom, including religious freedom. They only detract if they insist 
on using government to force their beliefs on others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. I have yet to see a person who identifies him or herself as a 
"social conservative" who was <EM>not</EM> a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276860 31994 607 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:01:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/6276847" target=_blank>#603</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it is that you often appear to have strayed from opposition to a 
segment of religious believers who hold to a view of science you oppose into an 
opposition to all religious believers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prove it. Point out anything I've written that supports your contention.</P> 



<P>From my point of view, this "I'm being persecuted, why do you hate 
Christians" garbage is nothing but an attempt to stifle the discussion. It 
started with the very first thread about creationism, and it continues to this 
day because the discussion makes people like you uncomfortable, and you're 
trying to bully me into stopping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276909 31994 625 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:14:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/6276888" target=_blank>#618</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, Charles, I believe that most of the threads on the topic qualify. 
Your sneering tone regarding exorcism in this post, for example, appears to 
indicate that you believe anyone who SERIOUSLY believes in the supernatural is 
mentally defective and unfit for public office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My "sneering" tone? Hey, that's a talent to have - read a "tone" into 
something and then claim it proves your point.</P> 
<P>Maybe you think Jindal's belief in exorcism and activist stance on 
creationism are not political problems? Because they are. And that's the point 
I'm making -- not trying to "sneer" at Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06276963 31994 643 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6276947" target=_blank>#639</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullying? I spoke rather respectfully.</P> 
<P>And Charles, you want an example of the sort of stuff that sounds like folks 
from KOS and DU -- there it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did I promise you that LGF would be a place where you'd never read 
anything you didn't like?</P> 
<P>If you object to a comment someone posts, take it up with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06277099 31994 665 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:39:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/6277031" target=_blank>#657</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry - I must have been napping, but I haven't heard anything about 
Jindal putting Creationism into LA schools since he has been in office. Or 
performing any exorcisms.</P> 
<P>"The sky is falling..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you haven't been paying attention, because Jindal advocated for <EM>and 
signed</EM> a bill sponsored by the Discovery Institute that is designed to 
sneak creationism into school.</P> 
<P>And no one ever claimed that he performed exorcisms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06277150 31994 670 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:46:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/6277114" target=_blank>#667</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sweet! A response from Charles. That's my first.</P> 
<P>No, gotta admit that I'm not paying attention. This isn't something that 
interests me, but Mandy claimed exorcisms in post #6. I thought I was missing 
out on two things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did participate in an exorcism, and claimed that it cured a woman of 
cancer.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cenlamar.wordpress.com/about-
cenlamar/lamediawatch/bobby-jindal-the-story-they-dont-want-you-to-read/" 
target=_blank>cenlamar.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06277186 31994 672 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 8:50:40am  
 
<P>Note that "participating" in an exorcism is different from "performing" an 
exorcism.</P> 
<P>In either case, if you don't think this is a political problem, then get used 
to losing elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06277425 31994 702 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 9:24:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/6277400" target=_blank>#700</A> Irenike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares what Jindal believes? I care about his actions. Same goes for 
Obama. Obama can spout whatever he wants. His actions are what counts and what 
he should be judged on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And his actions are what bother me. For example, the action of signing a 
stealth creationism bill sponsored by the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06277728 31994 719 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 10:08:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/6277725" target=_blank>#718</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, this explains ALOT - you see no nuance in the "social conservative" 
group. Being from the deep south and a "social liberal" i know there is no truth 
to that, but it helps me (and hopefully others) understand your 
position(s).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're assuming an awful lot from one sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06278580 31994 732 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 12:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/6278557" target=_blank>#731</A> evilerac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who is a Christian is by definition a creationist 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06278667 31994 734 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 12:55:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/6278557" target=_blank>#731</A> evilerac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Are you making hay over something the ACLU isn't?</STRONG> That 
speaks volumes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And <A 
href="http://blog.nola.com/news_impact/2008/06/science_law_could_set_tone_for/pr
int.html" target=_blank>that's not quite accurate</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A leading secular group, the Americans United for Separation of Church and 
State, has suggested that the bill will spawn litigation, and Marjorie Esman, 
state director of the American Civil Liberties Union, said, "To the extent that 
this might invite religion in the public school classroom, we will do everything 
we can do to keep religion out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279023 31994 745 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 1:44:30pm  
 
<P>As I've posted many times, comments telling me not to write about this 
subject, or insulting me about it, calling me "obsessed," etc., will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279099 31994 750 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 2:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/6276547" target=_blank>#548</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would appreciate an explanation as to why the one ritual is favored and the 
other disfavored, other than that the exorcism does not pay lip service to the 
conventions of pop science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is the appeal to superstition or supernatural causes. In the 
case under discussion, Jindal actually made the claim that the exorcism in which 
he participated cured a woman of skin cancer. When you believe in this kind of 
thing and promote it, it isn't just silly -- it's dangerous, because it may 
prevent some people from getting the kind of real world treatment they need, in 
favor of magical remedies and casting out demons. Things guaranteed not to work. 
Superstition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279117 31994 754 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 2:20:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/6279104" target=_blank>#751</A> maximoso</EM></P> 
<P>There are currently 32 posts on the front page. Two of them are related to 
creationism. If this subject bores you so much, read another one.</P> 
<P>Being religious is NOT the same thing as being a creationist. And accepting 
the objective reality of evolution by natural selection does not make anyone an 
atheist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279180 31994 765 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 2:36:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/761/6279167" target=_blank>#761</A> peetar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please delete my account on this site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279286 31994 776 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 3:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/6279266" target=_blank>#774</A> maximoso</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I won't speak for most Christians - but as a person with a Scientific 
inclination who doesn't actively follow religion - but from Personal experience 
of living my life - do believe in God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believing in God does not mean being a Biblical literalist. As for this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The concept of Creationism however as an observant person also has some merit 
- b/c the Big Bang theory seems to me about as rooted in faith as Exorcisms. 
Adam and Eve could have been a Primate with the given ability to adapt over time 
into what we see today as an evolved species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279628 31994 786 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 4:23:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/6279351" target=_blank>#783</A> evilerac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christians believe our universe was created by a omnipotent God. If evolution 
was the method - so be it. I have no idea how he did it. So I take umbrage with 
the dig at Pro-creationism. And again I reiterate, all Christians by definition 
believe god created it all (ie creationism).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word "creationism" has a specific, well-defined meaning; it does not mean 
simply believing in God. That definition was posted in comment 
#733.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279684 32001 314 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 4:39:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6279404" target=_blank>#51</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harun Yahya...<A href="http://us1.fmanager.net/api_v1/productDetail.php?dev-
t=EDCRFV&amp;objectId=11310" target=_blank>THE PRIZE OF THE SCIENTIFIC 
COMPETITION “WHY IS THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION INVALID?” IS INCREASED TO 100,000 
YTL! ($150,00?)</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there's some old-time creationist huckstering at its best. 100,000 
Turkish lira is about $63,191.14.</P> 
<P>I'm sure they'll get some top quality scientific research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279845 32002 21 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:11:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6279831" target=_blank>#10</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting.</P> 
<P>Flip that - what if someone were offering cash to whomever proves creationism 
is invalid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wouldn't even be a contest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279849 32002 22 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! There you go again sneering at Christians...</EM> oh 
wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279864 32002 34 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:13:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6279850" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kind of. I think what he's getting at is a little quantum physics. When you 
touch a table (or anything else) you aren't really touch stuff (matter). You're 
finger doesn't pass through the table because it's solid (it's about 99.9% empty 
space), you only feel the electrical resistance between your finger and the 
table. The same goes for sight, you never really "see" anything, you just see 
light reflected off of things./Does that make any sense?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279884 32002 48 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6279875" target=_blank>#43</A> theparson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are some of us "creationists" who don't appreciate huckstering or 
subterfuge... or Charles' tone in the above quote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I'm serious! Here's your chance to win a fair amount of money just for 
writing something about a subject you believe in! Sheesh. Try to be nice and see 
what I get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06279924 32002 78 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:22:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6279901" target=_blank>#59</A> theparson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You are serious? No "snarkiness" intended? No underlying sarcasm? 
You're just trying to help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>$63,191.14 sounds pretty serious to me. The offer's real as far as I can 
tell, although I'm not sure how all the international rules 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06280081 32002 197 Charles Mon, Nov 24, 2008 5:52:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/6280018" target=_blank>#149</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to say this but it is becoming more and more apparent that Science 
needs a militant wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06284065 32002 734 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 1:47:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/6283985" target=_blank>#728</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly, I think you're right. If the kind of belittling of Creationists that I 
see online these days were aimed at any other specific Religious belief, it 
would be banned as hate-speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wish.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say to the "anti-'s", get over it. If you don't agree with the tenets of 
the faith of other people, that doesn't mean that those people are unworthy or 
basic respect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>People have free choice, and I respect their choice, even if it's to believe 
in pseudo-scientific hooey. I do not respect the pseudo-scientific hooey itself, 
though, and if you expect that kind of respect you're at the wrong website.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rabid anti-Creationism is a bizarre little pocket dogma that ultimately 
hinders a rational education.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That is such a backward way of looking at the situation it makes my head 
hurt.</P> 
<P>Being opposed to creationism hinders a rational education. Now I've heard 
everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06284720 32002 756 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 4:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/6284402" target=_blank>#742</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The theories of evolution, and the big bang theory if you like, are 
dead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of my favorite things that creationists do -- grandly announce 
that the debate is over, and science lost. Like we're supposed to drop 
everything and go, "All righty then! From this day forward, I am a creationist, 
because palarson said evolution is dead and he oughtta know!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06292431 32002 771 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 8:16:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/770/6291075" target=_blank>#770</A> Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You let you mask slip there dude. Something ugly peeked out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Computerdude' is blocked. This person had registered at least three LGF 
accounts, two of which were previously blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06292904 32002 773 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 10:22:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/6292785" target=_blank>#772</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if some people, realising at last that creationism is BS, are trying 
to change the meaning of the word so that they don't feel so much like a member 
of a defeated group?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also a way for people to falsely argue that I'm "anti-Christian," by 
broadening the definition of creationism to include simply believing in a 
"creator."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06284939 32008 120 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 5:33:41pm  
 
<P>When I don't announce registration with a front page article the influx is 
much slower. It's been open for more than 6 hours and so far we have only 42 new 
critters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285092 32010 21 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:03:21pm  
 
<P>52 so far. One already blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06285094 32010 22 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:03:52pm  
 
<P>Another one on the watch list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285111 32010 29 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6285101" target=_blank>#23</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did the perp get blocked so quickly? Just curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was traveling today and spent some time developing back-end tools to detect 
trolls and sockpuppets. More than this I cannot say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285113 32010 31 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:08:18pm  
 
<P>Now that I announced it, the pace is picking up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285115 32010 33 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:08:40pm  
 
<P>63...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285137 32010 48 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:11:53pm  
 
<P>73...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285178 32010 80 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:19:13pm  
 
<P>87...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06285243 32010 132 Charles Tue, Nov 25, 2008 6:30:43pm  
 
<P>Today's registered usernames, in chronological order:</P> 
<P>IranianZionistorangecatProudConserativeSternit 
Fortemfclass308OldElephantJeremiah Right 
Wingertim2tahoedrideldewiZeroGainPauleyBearRobBilboblacGrrrlMrsMusicManjohnbRond
inellaMammacurquhartNashvilleMamabiosaaripilot-in-
flamikexkernsgoehlerTurkPacCraigohiogirlwill48Jimbo1970FullRolleryahbabyinvictus
1Waterlilymistaussieguy77CtrlAltDeleteSteveLAneepscommilesPorterJuciBeriJake9002
4foxsecretMarkBluntEctopistes migratoriuscookies 
momonlymejimmygeeJasonBourneSteveSwhattheheck51sonofliberty5991quickslow87broom1
9ericredwingsdrwinkSlavinkSigniferOne#1ofChickszinger888NoWhereAlaskabutterheadd
ummnutzercgtimeNaptown 'NeckThirsty 
EarsChristophermdaviscakemancasssBlackwater28giantdanyomamadtihjoy1Howard 
RoarkeDave 
AAAMitsubobggnolankgillLeecifermikegreChancreSoremep481@gmail.comExordiumgeoweeg
rsdavisGOLDFISH T BOGGLESWORTHmike444rtservobertambalaDAMISMark the HikerJon 
BrooksHellblazertrapper john</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300636 32012 193 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:51:15pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06300635 32013 110 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:51:01pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300634 32014 444 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:50:52pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06288256 32015 55 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2008 11:38:38am  
 
<P>The terrorists wanted to know about anyone who had British or American 
passports at the Taj Hotel...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06288267 32015 65 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2008 11:40:04am  
 
<P>New reports of shooting at a Ramada Inn...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06288279 32015 76 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2008 11:41:28am  
 
<P>Sorry, not Ramada Inn ... a Marriott.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06288280 32015 77 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2008 11:41:39am  
 
<P>In Mumbai.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300633 32015 994 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:50:22pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06289152 32016 8 Charles Wed, Nov 26, 2008 1:54:54pm  
 
<P>Massive explosion at Taj Hotel...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300632 32016 1091 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:50:07pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300631 32017 159 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:49:50pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300630 32018 1246 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:49:41pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06292696 32019 751 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 9:28:41am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300627 32019 763 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:49:10pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293329 32020 500 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 12:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6292663" target=_blank>#148</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would have respected it more if he made a point or at least did something 
funny. Why wait years after getting banned to do something so petty? I guess 
like gordon and others he just can't let go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ChenZhen proved why he was banned in the first place, and showed the world 
that he's a true creep who should never be trusted with anything.</P> 
<P>I'll let zombie know about it -- z has the keys to that site, I didn't set it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300626 32020 512 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:48:59pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300625 32021 133 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:48:42pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300624 32022 150 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:48:16pm  
 
<P>Just testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293429 32023 124 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 1:17:02pm  
 
<P>Checking something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293464 32023 150 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 1:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/6293449" target=_blank>#138</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now, I don't think it works. New comments only show up when I press the 
new comments button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, er, that's why the post above starts with: "We have a new feature on the 
LGF front page..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300623 32023 276 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:47:55pm  



 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293631 32024 21 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 3:51:02pm  
 
<P>Reload, and all will be fixed. The video had some funky Javascript code. 
Removed it and quoted some text from the story instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300620 32024 161 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:47:39pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293713 32025 13 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 4:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6293705" target=_blank>#8</A> Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the "?node=384082011&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-20" in the URL mean that LGF 
is getting a 'kick-back' on anything we purchase?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! Full disclosure - there's a filter in the LGF Blog code that adds that 
referrer information to every Amazon link. Goes toward server fees, etc. (but 
rarely pays for it).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293724 32025 17 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 4:31:25pm  
 
<P>Just happened to be messing with that code, in fact -- here are the regular 
expressions that catch the varying Amazon URLs and replace them with ours:</P> 
<P>$amazonlinks = 
array('%amazon\.com/gp/product/(.+?)/(.+?)"%is','%amazon\.com/(.+?)/dp/(.+?)/(.+
?)"%is','%amazon\.com/(.+?)/dp/(.+?)"%i');</P> 
<P>$amazonlinkslgf = array('amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/\1/littlegreenfo-20 
"','amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/\2/littlegreenfo-20 
"','amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/\2/littlegreenfo-20 "');</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293727 32025 19 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 4:32:35pm  
 
<P>Oops. Code is a little tricky to post. That didn't come out right after the 
formatting was finished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293969 32025 72 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 5:59:38pm  
 
<P>Big holidays are always slow days for LGF. As they should be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300618 32025 78 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:47:30pm  
 
 
 
<P>Believe it or not, I'm testing something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300617 32026 17 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:47:07pm  



 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06293911 32027 70 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 5:44:25pm  
 
<P>44 hatchlings. Already caught 4 sockpuppet attempts with our new Mass Karaoke 
Correlation tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06294028 32027 120 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 6:17:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6294024" target=_blank>#118</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious, but how does that work? Does it check submitted email addresses 
against registered users' addresses?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Far more complicated and mysterious than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06294054 32027 127 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 6:22:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/6294041" target=_blank>#122</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh? Wha?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300615 32027 179 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:46:57pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06294101 32028 100 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 6:36:46pm  
 
<P>IBN is competing with CNN for fancy moving graphics and anchorpeople on 
holographic sets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06294104 32028 102 Charles Thu, Nov 27, 2008 6:37:28pm  
 
<P>Not to mention, relentless martial music soundtrack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300613 32028 725 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:46:31pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300612 32029 872 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:46:09pm  
 
<P>Another test...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300610 32030 1049 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:45:51pm  
 



<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300608 32031 237 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:45:21pm  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300607 32032 696 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:45:03pm  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300606 32033 326 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:44:44pm  
 
<P>Gotta test something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06297770 32034 3 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2008 5:31:51pm  
 
<P>I just discovered that you can embed YouTube's higher quality versions by 
appending the following encoded string to the end of the video URL in your embed 
code:</P> 
<P>&amp;ap=%2526fmt%3D18</P> 
<P>The video above has a very nice stereo audio track.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06297806 32034 14 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2008 5:41:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6297800" target=_blank>#10</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a rerun. You posted this here before.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P> 
<P>Again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but not in fabulous stereo. And it's worth listening to more than 
once...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06297861 32034 38 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2008 5:53:12pm  
 
<P>The commentators on IBN have taken lessons in endless rambling from their 
colleagues in Western media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06297863 32034 40 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2008 5:53:55pm  
 
<P>The IBN feed is working pretty well for me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ibnlive.in.com/videos/video_streaming.php" 
target=_blank>ibnlive.in.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300603 32034 100 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:44:17pm  
 
<P>A test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06298012 32035 8 Charles Fri, Nov 28, 2008 6:21:33pm  
 
<P>That is not looking good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300601 32035 946 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:43:30pm  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06299641 32036 580 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 8:14:38am  
 
<P>Comments that quote offensive comments will be deleted.</P> 
<P>And I'm really quite irritated to find people casually talking about mass 
murder as a solution to anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06299655 32036 594 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 8:18:58am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6299370" target=_blank>#320</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>If you're trying to find a way to advocate the large-scale violation of civil 
rights without openly sounding like a fascist, just to avoid being banned, be 
aware that it's not going to fly around here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300600 32036 676 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:42:35pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06299795 32037 58 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 8:59:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6299756" target=_blank>#20</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>Not sure about that part Charles. The planning for this had to have started 
about the time the campaigns started.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not saying it was specifically aimed at Obama -- it's a message to the 
incoming US administration. If it had been McCain, the message would have been 
the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06299950 32037 207 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 9:35:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/6299919" target=_blank>#176</A> M. Bensson-
Levi</EM></P> 
<P>If you really feel the need to call for violence and fantasize about torture, 
mass deportations, etc., there's absolutely nothing stopping you from starting 
your own blog -- where YOU can deal with the real-world consequences of that 
kind of loose-lipped nonsense, not ME.</P> 
<P>When you post comments at LGF, under an anonymous username, the one who gets 
to take the heat for them is me.</P> 



<P>I'm going to delete things that I think are over the line. If you can't live 
with it, you're welcome to go elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300001 32037 257 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 9:47:14am  
 
<P>'ChargerGirl' is the third sock puppet of a previously banned user, and this 
account is now blocked too.</P> 
<P>Previous names:</P> 
<P>1ConservativeLawyerPollyPrissypants</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300036 32037 292 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 10:00:01am  
 
<P>If this thread turns into another pointless personal squabble about the 
rating system, I'll just start handing out bans. Nobody wants to read this kind 
of stuff, except the people who are grinding their axes. It's a turn-off to 
everyone else and especially to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300101 32037 356 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 10:18:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/6300060" target=_blank>#316</A> FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to me that if the terrorists wanted to kill mostly Westerners, they 
would have struck at "Western" hotels like the Marriott.</P> 
<P>This attack was meant to destabilize relations between Pakistan and India, 
while rocking a flourishing financial district on it's heels.</P> 
<P>"Deccan Mujahideen" means (loosely)-- holy warriors from the south.</P> 
<P>They gave it a home-grown name, but it's clear that the actors were not 
domestic. More subterfuge. This fallout from this will be felt for quite awhile, 
imo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hotels they attacked are very popular with Westerners, and very 
expensive. The terrorists specifically tried to find Brits and Americans, and 
they specifically attacked a Jewish center. That's why I wrote "targeted 
primarily against Westerners and Jews."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300162 32037 416 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 10:34:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/6300114" target=_blank>#369</A> M. Bensson-
Levi</EM></P> 
<P>This isn't something you can put into a nice, neat set of rules, but my main 
point is that you (and everyone) should think before posting a comment, and not 
just spew out some ugly, violent statement on the spur of the moment. Comments 
that have been deleted in this thread were of that type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300186 32037 440 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 10:40:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/6300167" target=_blank>#421</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<P>But I didn't say they were only trying to kill Westerners and Jews. They 
killed anyone who got in their path, that's obvious.</P> 
<P>At the Taj Hotel, the terrorists got a list of Brits and Americans from the 
hotel staff, and went room to room knocking on doors to get them to come 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06300593 32037 619 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 1:39:28pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300827 32041 31 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 3:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6300819" target=_blank>#25</A> stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...</P> 
<P>Is this why my browser has a CPU usage spike every 15 seconds or so? I 
thought I had a virus or keylogger -- something trying to "call home" a few 
times a minute.</P> 
<P>I've been trying to chase down that odd, rhythmic spike for months now... and 
its LGF talking to my browser? That's a relief -- I was thinking I had to wiping 
my HD and reinstall everything from scratch if I couldn't track down what was 
causing the spike!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, yep, that would be LGF doing its periodic thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06300865 32041 58 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 3:31:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6300858" target=_blank>#53</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, would it be possible for you to enable users to turn off this 
feature in their profiles? Our company doesn't like Web sites that auto-update 
(that's what caused Weatherbug to get blocked).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technically, it's not 'auto-updating' the same way Weatherbug does, by 
reloading a whole page. It's just sending a small amount of data back and forth 
from the server. If it is a problem, let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06303902 32041 428 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 9:56:58am  
 
<P>Thanks, I will look into that. At this point, changing the comments table to 
InnoDB would probably take a couple of days, though.</P> 
<P>Do you have a link to the Sphinx project?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06301589 32044 65 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 6:56:08pm  
 
<P>That's enough of that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06301601 32044 76 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 6:57:34pm  
 
<P>That person registered a second account, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06301666 32044 137 Charles Sat, Nov 29, 2008 7:10:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6301620" target=_blank>#95</A> orfannkyl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we finally get around to killing the bastards?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>We have been killing them. There's a reason why they're attacking India and 
not Kansas City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06304662 32048 138 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 1:37:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6304533" target=_blank>#124</A> Allah al 
Fubar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might get the banning stick...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No "might" about it. Checking your account shows that you've registered no 
less than 6 usernames at LGF. Take your violent fantasies 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06304751 32048 165 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 2:07:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6304717" target=_blank>#153</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are doing no such thing. If anything you are placing constraints on our 
constitution that neither actually do exist, nor were ever intended to exist. 
The US Constitution is not and never was intended to be a suicide pact. It 
actually has provision built right into to it to allow flexibility in dealing 
with issues such as this. And yes, we could ban Islam without compromising the 
Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please, not this again. Thanos is right, the Constitution and the Bill of 
Rights do protect freedom of religion in this country, and this hare-brained 
idea of "banning Islam" has no more chance of ever becoming a reality than it 
did the last hundred times it showed up in our comments.</P> 
<P>If you think this is an idea whose time has come, then go on, get out there, 
enlist political support, lobby politicians, pass the legislation to void the 
Constitution for one special religious group, and then try to enforce it.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06304549 32049 41 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 1:21:12pm  
 
<P>Just felt the shockwave here in LA...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06304754 32049 168 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 2:09:07pm  
 
<P>'gclaghorn' has been unbanned, after promising to play nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06304775 32049 181 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 2:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/6304759" target=_blank>#171</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll be watching to see if he keeps his promise. But what about his second 
account?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know. Want to explain, gclaghorn?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305054 32050 8 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 4:05:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6305044" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when are Methodists godless?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, this once-proud institution has been subverted by 
atheists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305057 32050 10 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 4:06:51pm  
 
<P>By the way, the last thread related to creationism was a week ago.</P> 
<P>For the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305185 32050 100 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 4:56:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/6305180" target=_blank>#97</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had no idea Darwin was the root of all evil. Live and learn I guess! / 
LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the main premise of Ben Stein's <EM>Expelled</EM> pseudo-
documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305240 32050 138 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:15:56pm  
 
<P>This is rich. Mike Huckabee has Jackie Gingrich talking about plans to help 
improve science and math scores. Jackie's plan sounds decent.</P> 
<P>But Huckabee is a hardcore young earth creationist who believes the earth is 
6000 years old, and that human beings aren't related to "primates." (He 
pronounces it like "private" with an 'm'.) Irony drips from the 
screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305245 32050 142 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:16:34pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post on this topic will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305268 32050 160 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:23:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/6305241" target=_blank>#139</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The argument is that terrorism is a natural development in the advancement of 
a select group's survival?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Ben Stein's argument is an age-old creationist one -- that the Darwinian 
theory of evolution has directly led to materialism, atheism, pornography, 
juvenile delinquency, perversion, immorality, sodomy, and cell phones, because 
it replaces faith-based morality with a "survival of the fittest" jungle 
mentality.</P> 
<P>In a reeking nutshell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305301 32050 191 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:32:39pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/6305276" target=_blank>#168</A> 
RubyTuesday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A belief in creation calls for faith. Belief in evolution calls for proof. 
Even though those two things seem polar, someone much smarter than me said, 
right here, "Creation is what God did. Evolution is how He did it." That 
satisfies me in most ways. Except...show me the proof that there were apes in my 
lineage, and I'll take a step towards you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not apes. Creatures of the primate family, the ancestors of homo sapiens. 
Apes are a different branch on the primate family tree.</P> 
<P>Our closest relative among the primate family seems to be the chimpanzee; our 
genetic codes are <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2005/08/31/AR2005083102278.html" target=_blank>99% 
identical</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305337 32050 224 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:43:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6305317" target=_blank>#204</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I live about 30 minutes from where Dr. Forrest teaches and am familiar with 
her political activities. While i commend her on fighting the creationists, 
unfortunately, she comes with the full array of fringe, left-wing baggage. This 
has had the negative effect of chasing mainstream voters away from the issue - 
who, if engaged - would stomp the creationist's ambitions into the 
ground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got a link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305364 32050 250 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:49:04pm  
 
<P>Her book, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0195319737/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Creationism's Trojan Horse</A>, is very good by the way. I'm 
reading it on my Kindle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305367 32050 253 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:49:42pm  
 
<P>Another very good book with more detail on the history of the creationist 
movement from the Scopes trial to the present: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060885491/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Monkey Girl: Evolution, Education, Religion, and the Battle for 
America's Soul</A>, by Edward Humes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305373 32050 259 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 5:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6305360" target=_blank>#246</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are a couple of links about Barbara Forrest. Her politics appear to be 
be moderately center-left.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://accidentalblogger.typepad.com/accidental_blogger/2007/01/barbara_fo
rrest.html" target=_blank>accidentalblogger.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Here's a listing of Barbara Forrest's writings, from the Southestern 
Louisiana University website:[Link: <A 
href="http://www2.selu.edu/Academics/Faculty/bforrest/Publications_News.html" 
target=_blank>www2.selu.edu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks pretty moderate center left. I'm not seeing the loony left 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06305812 32050 665 Charles Sun, Nov 30, 2008 7:52:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/6305800" target=_blank>#655</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<P>Uh huh. And that's supposed to show me... what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06307263 32050 1093 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 8:27:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1092/6307253" target=_blank>#1092</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This video does grave discredit to Methodists, strengthening the bulwarks of 
determined and wilful ignorance about the Creator will ultimately avail nothing. 
Darkness may be preferable for a while, but it won't last long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are you kidding? You didn't even watch it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06307793 32050 1105 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 10:03:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1104/6307754" target=_blank>#1104</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- doesn't it follow then (there being two different type 
'creationists') that only the YECs are against good science?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that does not follow. All creationists reject the theory of evolution; 
they differ in the details of how they rationalize this rejection, but they all 
deny science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06308480 32055 284 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 11:52:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6308170" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dianna West is defending Vlaams Belang again...<A 
href="http://europenews.dk/en/node/16688" target=_blank>On Vlaams 
Belang</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to West, the only reason VB has a fascist reputation is because 
some of the long-ago founding members were Nazi collaborators --and hey, 
everybody was a Nazi collaborator back then!</P> 
<P>Obviously, there's so much more to it than that, but she just glosses right 
over everything else and labels it "deranged." Another pathetic attempt to pull 
the wool over people's eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06310062 32058 51 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 5:23:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6310053" target=_blank>#46</A> jhn1</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he is dancing around the main issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the whole thing, you'll see that he doesn't dance around that 
issue one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06310133 32059 5 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 5:44:46pm  
 
<P>Notice the Washington Post's little zinger: "The record is still 
evolving."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06310322 32059 156 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 6:22:24pm  
 
<P>The WaPo didn't bring it up, but there's also <A 
href="http://www.dailykingfish.com/showDiary.do?diaryId=224" target=_blank>that 
exorcism thing.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06311101 32059 870 Charles Mon, Dec 1, 2008 9:31:10pm  
 
<P>The creationists are really climbing out of the woodwork 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06312808 32059 1246 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 9:10:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1238/6312305" target=_blank>#1238</A> elcaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Creationism" isn't science... I'm not arguing it is. I think it's not 
constructive to just call people "stupid" and tell them to shut up (like many of 
the posts that I've read).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out one post where I have called anyone "stupid" or told anyone 
to "shut up."</P> 
<P>You can't.</P> 
<P>I can, however, point out numerous examples of creationists doing EXACTLY 
that. Some are in this thread. And I can also point out numerous examples of 
creationists telling their opponents they're doomed to burn in hell, they're 
"atheists," they're ideologically aligned with Hitler, and on and on and on.</P> 
<P>From my point of view, the uncivil behavior is heavily weighted on the 
creationist side of this debate.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Find a way to concede and even celebrate some appropriate elements of 
American culture back into schools that were once removed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In one sentence you say "creationism isn't science," and in the very next 
sentence you say we should "concede" (read: appease the creationists) and let it 
be taught in science classes. Don't you risk whiplash by reversing yourself so 
quickly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06313233 32059 1248 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 10:18:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1247/6313086" target=_blank>#1247</A> 
mcmeador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it seems that one recurring flaw in the argument for evolution is that 
evolutionists take the view that any criticism of evolution is motivated by 



support for creationism rather than being an actual scientific 
criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ridiculous. The fields of biology and life science are constantly 
experimenting, researching, and arguing over findings. These are vibrant fields 
of study with a LOT of debate.</P> 
<P>But when criticism of evolution is dishonest, or based on religious beliefs, 
yep, it's dismissed. As it should be. Science does not deal with religious 
beliefs, and it shouldn't. You don't achieve breakthroughs in medicine or 
genetics research by saying, "Oh well, I can't figure that out. Must have been 
God."</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" has, to date, produced absolutely no scientific research 
or peer reviewed studies. Zero. Zip. Nada. If the Discovery Institute and their 
shills want to be taken seriously, why aren't they spending more of their money 
on real, verifiable scientific research? The answer is simple and obvious: 
because it's not about science. It's about pushing their religious beliefs on 
other people.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also don't see how you can claim there are absolutely no weaknesses in the 
theory. Even Darwin recognized that the Cambrian explosion was a threat to his 
theory of evolution. And so far, scientists have not been able to explain it. 
There are a variety of theories attempting to explain it, but there is no 
definitive one. If the theory of evolution can't explain a sudden explosion of 
complex animals and diversity in other organisms, then that is a 
<EM>weakness</EM> in the theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a pure creationist talking point, and it's wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06313308 32059 1251 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 10:33:02am  
 
<P>The truth about the so-called "Cambrian explosion," which creationists like 
to portray as the "sudden" appearance of many different species, but which 
actually had a time-span of anywhere from 5 million to 40 million years:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CC/CC300.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06314157 32059 1266 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 1:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1262/6314006" target=_blank>#1262</A> 
mcmeador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this a pure creationist talking point? You can look up the Cambrian 
explosion online and see a wide variety of scientific theories attempting to 
explain it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can Google it -- and just look at all the creationist web sites that 
turn up:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cambrian+explosion+creationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That's why I said this is a pure creationist talking point: because it 
is.</P> 
<P>Are there different scientific theories about that prehistoric era? Sure, 
there are. But none of them involve creationism or "intelligent 
design."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06314436 32059 1273 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 2:13:05pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1270/6314335" target=_blank>#1270</A> 
mcmeador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no end-all explanation for the developments of that era. Therefore 
that is an area in which the theory of evolution is weak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Just because the Cambrian period is not fully understood does not mean 
that "the theory of evolution is weak." It means it's still being 
researched.</P> 
<P>Evolutionary theory is not weak at all; it's one of the most solid, well-
documented scientific theories in human history. It's amazing how well Darwin's 
work has stood the test of time and the advance of science.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not even a weak scientific theory, because it is not 
science at all.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I said there was that I see no reason why it shouldn't be mentioned in 
the classroom. It is a heated debate that involves scientists and is the most 
popular alternative to the theory of evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science is not a popularity contest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06314624 32059 1279 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 2:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1278/6314601" target=_blank>#1278</A> 
mcmeador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I read it in the National Review. Is that a creationist 
publication?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming you're talking about this article: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.nationalreview.com/comment/klinghoffer200508160826.asp" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>... then, yes, you were reading creationist propaganda by one of the 
Discovery Institute's main spokesmen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06312973 32062 74 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 9:42:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6312962" target=_blank>#66</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long will it be before the media stops calling pirates <A 
href="http://lawhawk.blogspot.com/2008/12/pirates-continue-attacks-on-
shipping.html" target=_blank>pirates</A>, and instead calls 'em Fremen 
warriors?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Activist sailors."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06314231 32065 28 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 1:38:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6314201" target=_blank>#7</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the side effects of LSD is the inability to sleep while under its 
influence. Thats what one of my stoner buddies from college told me 
anyways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, you can't sleep because the walls are melting and the colors smell so 
strange.</P> 



<P>The CIA apparently experimented with LSD in their top-secret MK-ULTRA 
program. But it wasn't to enhance soldiers' abilities -- it was as a weapon to 
disable the enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06315112 32067 14 Charles Tue, Dec 2, 2008 5:40:51pm  
 
<P>I liked the caption: "King's rambling anecdotes cause many astronauts to pass 
out or vomit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316711 32071 115 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 9:01:40am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316717 32071 121 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 9:21:39am  
 
<P>Those comment problems are not due to server bugs. #116 has an unclosed HTML 
tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316719 32071 123 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 9:22:47am  
 
<P>We do have some problems going on, possibly related to the change of IP 
address for the new server. Still checking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316725 32071 128 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 9:32:38am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316746 32071 149 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 9:45:19am  
 
<P>OK, the spell checker is fixed.</P> 
<P>Still working on other problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316788 32071 190 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 10:06:53am  
 
<P>Things are slowly getting better, as I discover the little differences in the 
new server. Hang in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316886 32071 287 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 10:38:40am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316889 32071 290 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 10:39:18am  
 
<P>I think we're getting to the root of the problem.</P> 
<P>Little server admin joke there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316903 32071 304 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 10:42:11am  



 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316975 32071 372 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:02:18am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316976 32071 373 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:02:34am  
 
<P>I think things are improving now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06316992 32071 389 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:10:18am  
 
<P>I think some of the problems are related to DNS; the IP address of the server 
changed, and it can take some time for that to get around the net.</P> 
<P>But it's definitely improving now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317022 32071 418 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:20:59am  
 
<P>Ah yes. "KeepAlive" has to be set to Off in httpd.conf.</P> 
<P>Another tweak that should help a lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317029 32071 425 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:22:13am  
 
<P>KeepAlive was a biggie...</P> 
<P>I think that may have solved the major part of the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317035 32071 431 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:22:59am  
 
<P>Yes. Much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317060 32071 456 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:27:48am  
 
<P>Yessir, that was the biggest hangup. Things are rocking now.</P> 
<P>And the new server is a lot faster. The load average for the old one with our 
current traffic would have been in the 4-5 region -- with the new one it's 
showing 0.88.</P> 
<P>W00t.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317163 32071 557 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:41:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/6317055" target=_blank>#451</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.break.com/index/dog-saves-best-friends-life.html" 
target=_blank>Dog Risks Life To Save Injured Friend</A></P> 
<P>This is why terrorists should not be called "Animals."</P> 
<P>Poor little guy.</P> 
<P>bbl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06317236 32071 627 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 11:52:50am  
 
<P>Now to re-enable gzip compression...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317510 32071 899 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 12:28:54pm  
 
<P>That problem with "target="_blank" lacking quotes is fixed now. You'll have 
to reload to refresh the javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06317787 32072 8 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 1:14:08pm  
 
<P>Wow. This new server is a speed demon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06318455 32074 28 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 3:21:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/6318411" target=_blank>#14</A> Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you know that all of the links in our past replies (before you 
made the change) are missing now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure what you mean -- example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06318550 32074 69 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 3:37:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6318510" target=_blank>#48</A> Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Examples:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/854/6311084" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/861/6311092" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there was a bug that left out a quotation mark from one of the HTML tag 
attributes. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319010 32076 44 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 5:32:54pm  
 
<P>But seriously. This new web server is da bomb. At peak traffic time today 
with more 3,000 online, the load average never got above 0.87. Typical load 
average for that kind of activity with the old server was in the neighborhood of 
4 to 6.</P> 
<P>Lower numbers are better, and that's a hell of a percentage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319021 32076 51 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 5:35:18pm  
 
<P>The bottleneck at LGF has always been the web server. The new one is a Xeon 
quad core 3.4, with hyperthreading.</P> 
<P>The DB server has always been a quad core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319059 32076 78 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 5:43:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6319022" target=_blank>#52</A> 
OilIsMastery</EM></P> 
<P>Blocked four times, and back with another sock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319143 32076 157 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 6:02:23pm  
 
<P>Speaking of games, I'm becoming addicted to <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001IVXI7C/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>LittleBigPlanet</A>. Platforms taken to the next 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319158 32076 172 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 6:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/6319150" target=_blank>#164</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh, maybe I'll wait 'till it hits the bargain bin. It isn't really a game 
I'd normally consider but I'll give it a try.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get ready for the cuteness factor turned up to 10. Still a great game with 
realistic momentum/inertia modeling, and highly creative 
graphics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319224 32076 229 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 6:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6319220" target=_blank>#226</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when does Charles have time for video games?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mini-vacations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319553 32076 356 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 7:56:13pm  
 
<P>Creationists incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319814 32076 411 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 8:56:43pm  
 
<P>Creationists climbing out of the woodwork!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319827 32076 413 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 8:59:25pm  
 
<P>Must be a factory somewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06321403 32076 563 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:18:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/561/6320513" target=_blank>#561</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dont know what a whingeing is. I don't if I am guilty or 
not,.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's whining, and yes, you're guilty of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06321510 32076 568 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:38:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/6321493" target=_blank>#567</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I've ever seen arizona9, DanThePainter, dcbatlle, rboa, RJ77, 
or winston06 ever post a comment on these threads, but they often seem to show 
up to ding their opposition to the whole discussion.Maybe they're not skilled at 
typing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the silent evolution-hating crew. All they do is ding down posts on 
evolution.</P> 
<P>I urge everyone who likes these posts to hit the + button, because it really 
pisses off the haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06321626 32076 574 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:02:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/6321580" target=_blank>#571</A> ruffy</EM></P> 
<P>You people are just relentless with your absolute nonsense. Statements 
like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This even though there is no - read NO - evidence to prove, let alone 
support, the evolutionary hypothesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...are not just wrong, they're ludicrous, and blazingly ignorant. It's like 
children covering their ears and screaming "I can't hear you! 
Lalalalala!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06323757 32076 655 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 4:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/6323744" target=_blank>#654</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<P>How long do you plan on maintaining the fiction that you aren't trying to 
promote creationism with your comments? I mean, come on. You don't think you're 
fooling anyone, do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324304 32076 689 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 6:13:21pm  
 
<P>People who post grand goodbye statements will be immediately blocked, because 
experience shows that they always come back. (To paraphrase Stephen 
King.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319337 32077 27 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 6:46:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6319323" target=_blank>#16</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keep bumping into this big scary lizardoid with a stop sign. Don't remember 
that from before. Big, scary lizard makes me walk away real 
quick...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What pages are you seeing the scary lizard on? I'll make him go away if you 
can be more specific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319386 32077 63 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 6:55:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6319360" target=_blank>#44</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>: since this is the tech thread, please note that 
when I click on the nic links in LGF Spy, they go to <STRONG>the Lizard "Not 
Found" page</STRONG>, instead of to the post in question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmkay. Looking into it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06319422 32077 88 Charles Wed, Dec 3, 2008 7:07:57pm  
 
<P>Spy user icon links fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324127 32083 145 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 5:40:23pm  
 
<P>57...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324155 32083 171 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 5:45:34pm  
 
<P>Turned on Fox News and I see that O'Reilly is doing his yearly Christmas 
season freak-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324191 32083 200 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 5:52:02pm  
 
<P>82...</P> 
<P>Four blocked socks already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324216 32083 222 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 5:57:07pm  
 
<P>99...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324554 32084 13 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 7:00:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6324547" target=_blank>#9</A> VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I had $1 for every ID/Darwin post./just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. You'd get about $18 every 60 days.</P> 
<P>Don't spend it all in one place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324693 32084 127 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 7:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6324685" target=_blank>#119</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<P>So what? Margaret Sanger has been dead for 42 years, and her ideas had 
nothing to do with Darwin's theory of evolution. The issue is a creationist red 
herring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324893 32084 313 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:02:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6324800" target=_blank>#226</A> stretch</EM></P> 



<P>Brilliant! Back up your creationist talking point with ... a non-working link 
to a creationist website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324937 32084 353 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:11:01pm  
 
<P>We've got some real hellfire preachers here tonight. You evil Darwinists are 
doomed to burn! Doomed! Burn, I say!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324958 32084 372 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:15:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/6324932" target=_blank>#349</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An interesting selection of older German and other texts taken from the same 
author.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationontheweb.com/images/pdfs/tj/j18_1/j18_1_65-
70.pdf" target=_blank>creationontheweb.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creation_Ministries_International" 
target=_blank>Creation Ministries International</A>. A <EM>highly</EM> credible 
source.</P> 
<P>/sarcasm overdose</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324972 32084 386 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:17:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/6324959" target=_blank>#373</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't believe anything you read on creationist websites. Despite their godly 
claims to moral superiority they are consistent liars. Notice hos they don't 
link to the source of the quote? It is out of context...</P> 
<P><A href="http://richarddawkins.net/article,353,How-Predictable-Richard-
Dawkins-Supports-Eugenics,Wesley-J-Smith" target=_blank>How Predictable: Richard 
Dawkins Supports Eugenics</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that ebed_melech is a <EM>contributor</EM> to creationist web sites. 
He's not just parroting the talking points, he writes them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06324984 32084 398 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:19:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/6324965" target=_blank>#379</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd love to ding you up but, it comes across as hostile.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is hostile, very hostile, masquerading as concern. It's very common for 
creationists to exhibit this reaction, when their beliefs are 
challenged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325101 32084 512 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/6325078" target=_blank>#489</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So many unbelievers, I hope you know what happens when you deny the Word of 
God. I am just saying. I am trying to inform you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, ooh, I know this one. Burn in hell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325143 32084 554 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:43:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6325133" target=_blank>#544</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Revelations you do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, doesn't that make you a tool of Satan, then, since you're posting on 
the website I built?</P> 
<P>Come on in, bitterclinger! The lake of sulfur is just the right 
temperature!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325157 32084 568 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/6325151" target=_blank>#562</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John 14:6 NIVJesus said "I am the way, the truth and the life no one comes to 
the Father except through Me"</P> 
<P>Sorry I lead Bible study in my church. This scripture says it all. Help 
yourself out and check into the Word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every comment you post with Satan's comment posting form leads you closer to 
the lake of fire.</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325228 32084 637 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 8:54:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/6325202" target=_blank>#611</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see you turned your back on Christ Our Savior.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry about me, it's too late to save me. I'm already doomed to burn in 
hell. Don't be a hero! Save yourself! Every comment you post, Satan bites off 
another chunk of your immortal soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325289 32084 696 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:05:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/6325260" target=_blank>#667</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is yours if you want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't say I didn't warn you. Feel it getting a little hot over there in 
PA?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325366 32084 768 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:20:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/745/6325340" target=_blank>#745</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, I'm sure you've got all the creationist garbage dumps bookmarked, but 
you have your favorite flavor of trash.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than that. He isn't just a consumer. ebed_melech has revealed on other 
threads that he contributes articles to these websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325419 32084 821 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/6325403" target=_blank>#805</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happened to bitterclinger?</P> 
<P>Must have been the Rapture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he felt the sulfurous breath of The Horned One on the back of his 
neck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325479 32084 880 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:40:57pm  
 
<P>This "Darwin inspired Hitler" hooey is one of the most common creationist <A 
href="http://nobeliefs.com/hitler-myths.htm" target=_blank>Hitler Myths</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hitler showed no knowledge of Darwinian evolution or natural selection. 
Nowhere in Mein Kampf does he mention Darwin, natural-selection or even the word 
"evolution" (in the context of natural selection).</P> 
<P>As for Aryan superiority and his Jewish hatred, Hitler clearly describes in 
Mein Kampf how he slowly began to change his mind about the Jews from the 
influence of the anti-Semitic movement of the Christian Social Party. His views 
with regard to anti-Semitism he said, "succumbed to the passage of time, and 
this was my greatest transformation of all." (read volume 1, chapter 2). Nowhere 
does he explain his anti-Jewish beliefs in Darwinian terms.</P> 
<P>In his private notes, where he describes the Bible as a "Monumental History 
of Mankind," Hitler outlines his views of the Aryan and the Jew, all in the 
context of Bible reasoning, never in the context of Darwinian natural 
selection.</P> 
<P>Moreover, Hitler viewed progeny, not in regards to evolution but in terms of 
blood lines (a Biblical view). He peppered his writings and speeches with 
"blood" words. Examples in Mein Kampf include:</P> 
<P>"One blood demands one Reich."</P> 
<P>"Bavarian by blood, technically Austrian, lived my parents..."</P> 
<P>...the German in Austria had really been of the best blood..."</P> 
<P>"...the weakness of leadership will not cause a hibernation of the state, but 
an awakening of all the individual instincts which are present in the 
blood..."</P> 
<P>Clearly, Hitler had no scientific sophistication or an understanding of 
Darwin's theory of evolution and his "blood-line" explanation of human 
"progress" reveals a Biblical view, not a Darwinian view. He did, however, at 
times express ideas, not from Darwin, but rather from Herbert Spencer's concept 
of Social Darwinism, which has little to do with natural selection and served as 
an adjunct to his already established religious views. Spencer's Social 
Darwinism tried to connect Darwin's biological theory with the field of social 
relations. The result of Social Darwinism resulted in many eugenics programs 
that began in America and adopted by the Nazis. [Note that Darwin never 
expressed the idea that natural selection could extend from biological systems 
to social systems.]</P> 
<P>Hitler best sums up his belief of Aryan superiority and his stand against the 
Jews with his declaration in Mein Kampf:</P> 



<P>"I believe that I am acting in accordance with the will of the Almighty 
Creator: by defending myself against the Jew, I am fighting for the work of the 
Lord.."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325513 32084 913 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/6325502" target=_blank>#902</A> 
cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "survival of the fittest" world view is obviously compatible with eugenics 
and Nazism. It's an uphill battle to divorce evolution from a "might makes 
right" philosophy which is why fair minded but fully committed evolutionists are 
so sensitive to this criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love how you folks just ignore the link and documentation I posted that 
shows Hitler never even referred to Darwin or natural selection, but was mainly 
inspired by the antisemitic views of the Christian Social Party.</P> 
<P>This may be why committed creationists are so sensitive to this 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325542 32084 942 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 9:58:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/6325526" target=_blank>#926</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin had his lies and Ben has his, I guess. Ben hasn't tried to get a new 
concept believed as Darwin has. Darwin's final thoughts, as I've read, were 
hardened against Christianity. He was taken over with grief from the death of 
his young daughter. <STRONG>I think his grief led him to a place of hate that 
also led German Socialists to hate Jewish people.</STRONG> I just choose not to 
go there or incite others to hate like that.</P> 
<P>I still contend Christians in science measure their advancements and 
benevolence, rendered outside the Christian community, with self-sacrifice and 
not self-promotion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you couldn't be bothered to read it the first time, here it is 
again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for Aryan superiority and his Jewish hatred, Hitler clearly describes in 
Mein Kampf how he slowly began to change his mind about the Jews from the 
influence of the anti-Semitic movement of the Christian Social Party. His views 
with regard to anti-Semitism he said, "succumbed to the passage of time, and 
this was my greatest transformation of all." (read volume 1, chapter 2). Nowhere 
does he explain his anti-Jewish beliefs in Darwinian terms.</P> 
<P>In his private notes, where he describes the Bible as a "Monumental History 
of Mankind," Hitler outlines his views of the Aryan and the Jew, all in the 
context of Bible reasoning, never in the context of Darwinian natural 
selection.</P> 
<P>Moreover, Hitler viewed progeny, not in regards to evolution but in terms of 
blood lines (a Biblical view). He peppered his writings and speeches with 
"blood" words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take those words to heart, because the truth of the matter is that the 
antisemitism and Jew-hatred of Nazi Germany had its roots in age-old 
<EM>Christian</EM> antisemitism, not the theory of evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06325582 32084 982 Charles Thu, Dec 4, 2008 10:07:59pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/968/6325568" target=_blank>#968</A> 
CrackrJak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said that, Geesh. Did I not say that it was either a corruption or 
unintended consequence of evolutionary theory ? The Nazis' tried to breed Aryans 
as a pure race and, This is the critical part, Tried to eliminate those of 
lesser genetic material (In their view). In other words they tried to force 
human evolution, Through unnatural selection.</P> 
<P>The problem with the whole thing is war goes against everything in natural 
selection. War kills the strongest and leaves the weakest alive. Hitler knew 
this and tried to kill what he believed was the weakest, and aggressively tried 
to breed the strongest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete, unmitigated crap. The genocidal pogroms of the Nazis had 
absolutely NOTHING to do with evolutionary theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06326836 32084 1173 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 8:19:59am  
 
<P>Margaret Sanger lived in an age when her views were sadly not very unusual. 
And she's been dead now for 42 years.</P> 
<P>Her ideology of eugenics had nothing to do with Darwin's theory of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327260 32084 1189 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:34:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/6327241" target=_blank>#1187</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Defending Margaret Sanger, Charles? That's just sad. She was by no means 
merely the reflection of her day. She was a fraud, for starters, knowing little 
to nothing about the Birth Control she claimed to advise women on. Her racism 
and support of Eugenics is obvious, but she was also a communist rabble-rouser 
and a miserable, neglectful parent. Read the book intelectual morons.If she was 
just the reflection of her day, her Eugenics would have caught on beyond the 
progressive fringe. But many so-called liberals today still celebrate her 
dangerous leftest kookery, giving awards in her honor even 
still.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell did I write that defends Margaret Sanger?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327437 32084 1202 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 10:02:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1198/6327400" target=_blank>#1198</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that first sentence there implies that she wasn't to blame for her 
views. The second implies that she either doesn't have influence or that we 
shouldn't speak ill of the (dastardly) dead.That is a defense. You can take it 
back if you wish, no shame in making an unclear post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won't be taking anything back, and your characterization of my comments is 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327936 32084 1235 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 12:02:47pm  
 



<P>The ideas behind eugenics predate Darwin's theory of evolution. A big 
influence on the development of eugenics: the writings of 18th century clergyman 
Thomas Malthus.</P> 
<P>Darwin himself did not support "Social Darwinism" or eugenics. Those are the 
facts. The attempts by creationists to tie them together are nothing more than 
classic guilt by association.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328730 32084 1280 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:11:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1279/6328725" target=_blank>#1279</A> Idaho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin hardly invented the idea that mankind should ensure that only the 
"superior" (as defined by the proponent of the theory) should be allowed to 
breed. But he enthusiastically and explicitly adopted the idea in "The Descent 
of Man."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely false.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Darwin's particular theory of evolution -- survival of the fittest, 
though he did not coin that phrase -- leads fairly naturally to such a 
conclusion. Darwin took that road...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is also completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328743 32084 1282 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:18:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1279/6328725" target=_blank>#1279</A> Idaho</EM></P> 
<P>This is the truth about what Darwin wrote in <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin" target=_blank>The Descent of 
Man</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In The Descent of Man Darwin noted that aiding the weak to survive and have 
families could lose the benefits of natural selection, but cautioned that 
withholding such aid would endanger the instinct of sympathy, "the noblest part 
of our nature", and factors such as education could be more important. When 
Galton suggested that publishing research could encourage intermarriage within a 
"caste" of "those who are naturally gifted", Darwin foresaw practical 
difficulties, and thought it "the sole feasible, yet I fear utopian, plan of 
procedure in improving the human race", preferring to simply publicise the 
importance of inheritance and leave decisions to individuals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you said you're not a creationist, so I'm sure it's sheer coincidence 
that you're posting an untrue creationist talking point about <EM>The Descent of 
Man</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328837 32084 1291 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:54:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1287/6328777" target=_blank>#1287</A> poof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again show me one example of a transitional fossil. All that are claimed to 
be such are mere assumptions as far as I know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not just admit there's nothing anyone could ever show you that would 
change your mind? It's blindingly obvious. But instead you keep demanding that 
people prove things to you, then dismiss or ignore it when they do.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again I am not anti evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you're doing an amazing impression.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06328852 32084 1293 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:58:12pm  
 
<P>As if to prove my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328867 32084 1294 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 4:02:20pm  
 
<P>It's really a mystery why so many of the creationists who show up in these 
threads pretend not to be creationists. It speaks to the level of delusion and 
self-deception that's going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329214 32084 1298 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 5:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1297/6329056" target=_blank>#1297</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like they've been issued with a script. They believe in evolution but 
they're here to trash evolution, armed, funnily enough, with the exact same set 
of misconceptions and lies about science that the up-front creationists have. 
And the exact same degree of total ignorance of the evidence that supports 
evolution. And they think they're kidding us - it's too funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it shows that on some level, they're aware that their arguments are 
pathetic. They know that if they're honest about their creationism, they won't 
be able to make the pro-evolution people dance.</P> 
<P>Their only purpose seems to be to get people wound up, searching for links to 
answer their talking points -- links that they will promptly dismiss or ignore, 
while they move on to the next talking point on the list. Dance, Darwinist, 
dance.</P> 
<P>It's a creationist hamster wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331326 32084 1312 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:36:40am  
 
<P>Another creationist meltdown. You're banned. And you don't get to post your 
nasty final comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331961 32084 1314 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1313/6331781" target=_blank>#1313</A> chakal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am reasonably certain that you don't defend the experimentation of Joseph 
Mengele. (again, Wikipedia is helpful) In fact, I don't doubt that you would 
condemn it outright. This is not being sanctimonious or holier-than-thou. It is 
moral judgement, an inescapable fact of human existence from which science and 
technology are not exempt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you're doing here is very close to Holocaust denial -- and it's 
certainly Holocaust minimization. Comparing Darwin's theory of evolution to 
Josef Mengele's depraved experiments on concentration camp prisoners is a really 
loathsome tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333515 32084 1322 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:55:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1320/6333504" target=_blank>#1320</A> 
cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles linked Christianity with genocide earlier on the 
thread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What utter crap. I did no such thing. I simply tried to point out a 
historical fact, that the Third Reich had lots of support from German 
Christians, and that Hitler himself said he was inspired by the Christian Social 
Party.</P> 
<P>These are facts. If you don't like them, don't blame me for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333578 32084 1323 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:10:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1321/6333514" target=_blank>#1321</A> chakal</EM></P> 
<P>Right back into your loathsome Holocaust comparisons, I see. Very typical 
behavior for creationists -- just ignore the facts and keep pounding out the 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06334975 32084 1336 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 9:57:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1333/6334176" target=_blank>#1333</A> chakal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankl's point, which I believe is also in Ben Stein's mind is that the 
intellectuals, the nihilist scientists and philosophers should not be let off 
the hook. Their contribution to the holocaust was not, as Berlinsky says, 
sufficient but it was necessary. This denial of a transcendent nature of man 
facilitated stripping human dignity from Jews, Gypsies, homosexuals, and the 
infirm, preparing the way for the holocaust.</P> 
<P>Anyway, that I think is the valid argument underneath all the noise. One may 
not agree with it. But it would be perilous to ignore it or fail to understand 
it.</P> 
<P>Finally, I guess it is necessary to point out nothing in this or any of my 
posts can fairly be construed as attacking or defending either Darwinian 
evolution or intelligent design or creationism. I do defend the argument I have 
outlined here, which I detect in the film Expelled, and which I have quoted from 
Victor Frankl. I hold no other brief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You say you're not a creationist or an IDer, and yet you're quoting from 
articles written by Discovery Institute senior fellows, and defending Ben 
Stein's movie -- which is nothing more than an extended exploration of Discovery 
Institute talking points.</P> 
<P>I've seen the film, and in my opinion Ebert might have been a little too kind 
to it. It was a blatantly dishonest piece of propaganda, a cynical attempt to 
use the horrors of the Holocaust to smear evolutionary science--and science in 
general. It was abhorrent.</P> 
<P>The fact is that Hitler was NOT inspired by Charles Darwin or his theories. 
This is a bogus argument, and the only people promoting it are creationists or 
their disguised doppelgangers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336173 32084 1342 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 3:31:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1340/6336108" target=_blank>#1340</A> Chakal</EM></P> 
<P>The bottom line is that Ben Stein's film is absolutely full of distortions 
and outright falsehoods.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Your characterization of the movie is ridiculous. I've seen it. I know very 
well what's in it, and it certainly does attack the theory of evolution--
relentlessly and dishonestly.</P> 
<P>As for this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His purpose is to smear evolution and science? Also nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein is on record saying, "Science leads to killing people." He also is 
on record saying he wanted to title the movie "From Darwin to Hitler."</P> 
<P>Yes, his purpose is to smear evolution and science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341495 32084 1350 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:40:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1348/6340810" target=_blank>#1348</A> 
interloper</EM></P> 
<P>You are completely insane. Get help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06326939 32087 7 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 8:42:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6326928" target=_blank>#1</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of curiosity, how many <EM>total</EM> posts have there been in the 
last 60 days?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than 600.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06326991 32087 44 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 8:51:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6326967" target=_blank>#25</A> s.r.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be perfectly fair, 2 of the 14 actual posts (not tech notes/open 
threads/server stats) on the front page (3 if you count this one) are anti-
creationism/pro-evolution/comparing creationists to radical Muslims...</P> 
<P>Not saying you're wrong, or that I disagree with you (I Don't if I need to be 
so blunt.) but you do seem to talk about it just about as much as any other 
subject here as of late. Just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The truth is that creationists don't want me to talk about this subject AT 
ALL. Any posts at all would be too much for them. And the complaints 
<EM>always</EM> come from creationists, never from pro-evolution 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327004 32087 55 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 8:54:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6326967" target=_blank>#25</A> s.r.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...you do seem to talk about it just about as much as any other subject here 
as of late. Just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this statement, by the way, is simply wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327054 32087 96 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:00:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6327040" target=_blank>#85</A> s.r.</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They aren't news stories / are there for this blog's own sake... again, I'm 
not trying to sound like a troll here, I love the calling out of any and all 
idiots from Troofers to Creationists to Birthies, but sorry, creationism is a 
target of your blog and to imply you aren't really going after them is kinda... 
weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, what's "kinda weird" is your insistence that I post about creationism as 
much as anything else. You're wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327137 32087 164 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:14:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/6327106" target=_blank>#140</A> Daryl 
Herbert</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>creationists are the only people who can save us from the Nazis</I></P> 
<P>They also think Nazis are the only people who can save us from the 
Muslims.</P> 
<P>No thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- first the Nazis will save us from the Muslims, then the creationists 
will save us from the Nazis. And then we'll have utopia!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327158 32087 183 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:17:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6327153" target=_blank>#178</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She really did that? !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She sure did. It even made the Comedy Central blog.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blog.indecision2008.com/2008/10/31/malcolm-x-to-
barack-obama-i-am-your-father/" 
target=_blank>blog.indecision2008.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327250 32087 267 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:33:17am  
 
<P>The reason Obama won't release the birth certificate is because the nuts who 
are demanding it are discrediting themselves.</P> 
<P>When your enemies are defeating themselves, let them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327389 32087 302 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:55:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/6327305" target=_blank>#286</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the context was Alan Keyes lawsuit where I read that (up until that 
point) the Obama fight had cost Obama $800,000.So, ''letting them'' discredit 
themselves has not been cheap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama campaign raised nearly $800 million. The amount they've spent on 
these frivolous lawsuits is tiny in comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327405 32087 306 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 9:58:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/6327377" target=_blank>#301</A> dossier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Re: #267</P> 
<P>"The reason Obama won't release the birth certificate is because the nuts who 
are demanding it are discrediting themselves.</P> 
<P>When your enemies are defeating themselves, let them."</P> 
<P>If that's true Obama has a lot to answer for. The nuts who are claiming this 
have very little credibility to begin with, but they do have the right and 
ability to clog up the court system with their law suits. if Obama is willing to 
allow this so he can make idiots look like idiots, regardless of what it does to 
the courts, he has very little respect for the legal system or the judges, 
clerks, etc. who have to deal with this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally disagree. It's not Obama who's disrespecting the courts and the legal 
system, it's the idiots who keep filing these stupid frivolous 
lawsuits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327424 32087 311 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 10:00:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/6327371" target=_blank>#300</A> 
liberalforisrael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is Michelle so sure Obama was born in Hawaii if a REAL birth certificate 
has never been presented? Why are even conservatives making this issue a taboo? 
Why would he refuse to release it, if he is a natural born US citizen? LGF and 
its commenters have really lurched to the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you have fun over there on the "right" with the 9/11 Truthers and nirth 
certifikit kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327509 32087 318 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 10:14:31am  
 
<P>Creationist meltdown!</P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to post your long, insulting, idiotic farewell 
message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06327647 32087 357 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 10:38:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/6327640" target=_blank>#356</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the first I have seen of this. Have a link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31773_Hawaii_State_Verifies_Obama_
Birth_Certificate" target=_blank>LGF: Hawaii State Verifies Obama Birth 
Certificate</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328798 32087 432 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/6328764" target=_blank>#431</A> rboa</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. So what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329068 32087 437 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 4:55:19pm  
 
<P>As I've posted several times, I'm not going to allow links to sites that 
promote this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06329152 32087 441 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 5:14:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/6329092" target=_blank>#439</A> RickJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lake of Fire eh? well it doesn't sound too inviting. Fire destroys stuff, 
puts it out of existence, thats it</P> 
<P>- thats what the symbol stands for - which is exactly what any logical 
atheist would be expecting anyway.</P> 
<P>so forget about everlasting torment - it's a Satanic concept. The everlasting 
part is just nonexistence - which is a shame, but it's not hot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, I'm doomed to hell for criticizing anti-science garbage-
think. But being an "atheist," I won't burn, I'll just blink out.</P> 
<P>Cool. If that means I don't have to hang out with people like you for all 
eternity, it doesn't sound so bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329520 32087 455 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 6:25:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/6329421" target=_blank>#454</A> RickJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>everybody "blinks out" thats what death is - most religious people don't get 
that but it's just the truth</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? That's what you believe?</P> 
<P>Then why have you been posting pro-creationism comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329564 32087 457 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 6:32:35pm  
 
<P>Second creationist meltdown of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329600 32087 461 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 6:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/6329589" target=_blank>#459</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must be important to you; you downding every story on the topic that 
appears on LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329632 32087 462 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 6:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/6329588" target=_blank>#458</A> RickJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in a Universe and an Earth that is Billions of years old. I believe 
these things were created. I believe life was created.</P> 
<P>I am a religious person, but ...</P> 
<P>I don't believe in inherent immortality - which is the polar opposite of most 
religious folks.</P> 
<P>The truth is - most religious persons have simply fallen for the first 
lie:"You will not die - you will be like Gods" it just isn't 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I get it. You're a creationist who doesn't believe in creationism.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06329718 32087 465 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 7:03:13pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. That's enough out of this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331172 32087 483 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:56:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6331075" target=_blank>#482</A> warnergt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it kooky to ask that Obama demonstrate that he is Constitutionally 
eligible for the presidency?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because HE HAS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331202 32087 484 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:04:17am  
 
<P>Please note: when people post comments about how they don't visit LGF any 
more because of the creationist threads, their accounts will be blocked 
immediately. I'm not going to wait for the inevitable meltdown and nasty 
rant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06328822 32090 109 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 3:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6328768" target=_blank>#66</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wouldn't know a red-neck if one bit him on the butt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Randy grew up in Louisiana, so I suspect he's encountered a 
few.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06329312 32091 209 Charles Fri, Dec 5, 2008 5:46:42pm  
 
<P>By the way, the Discovery Institute had nothing to do with this success. We 
do still have a few real rocket scientists left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06330892 32092 386 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 7:47:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/6330877" target=_blank>#384</A> frank14</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolutionists are an incredibly intolerant lot. If they are correct, what do 
they have to fear from people going to the Creation Museum? Or is it that 
evolutionists know their arguments don't stand up to scrutiny so they must 
silence all debate? Evolutionists and global warmists both fear scientific 
testing of their quaint theories. The peppered moths, the Miller-Urey building 
blocks of life in a flask, Haeckel's faked embryos, Darwin's tree of life, 
homology in vertebrate limbs and Darwins' finches are but a few of the whoppers 
evolutionists have foisted on an unsuspecting and trusting public. Evolutionists 
can't allow anyone to hear an opposing view. Imagine how the minds of our youth 
might be corrupted!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a load of crap. One false creationist talking point after 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06330997 32092 391 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:15:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/6330963" target=_blank>#388</A> 
jmoss1976</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 384, I think that the response of 386 proves your 
point...:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Falsehoods are falsehoods.</P> 
<P>If that makes me "intolerant," that's fine with me. I AM intolerant of people 
who post long-debunked lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331013 32092 393 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:21:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/6331006" target=_blank>#392</A> 
jmoss1976</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Falsehoods are falsehoods". "Long debunked"?</P> 
<P>My, as one in the field (who happens to blog..:), I will admit that 
"absolute" is not very scientific.</P> 
<P>I guess again the point is proven.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't proven a single thing. You're "in the field?" What field is that 
-- creationism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331225 32092 396 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:10:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/6331214" target=_blank>#395</A> serr8d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A <A 
href="http://www.theolympian.com/672/story/687910.html#Comments_Container" 
target=_blank>pretty good summation</A> of a reasonable 'person of faith's' 
beliefs...</P> 
<P>It's the attack on people of faith that I find so troubling. Separation of 
church and state, that fine, but to group all 'faithful' into one camp 
(creationists) and attack them?</P> 
<P>What's next, stoning?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Your post makes no sense.</P> 
<P>I'm certainly NOT "grouping all faithful into the creationist camp." Being a 
person of faith DOES NOT equal being a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331237 32092 397 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:13:48am  
 
<P>This is an incredibly common creationist tactic, by the way -- to portray 
their Dark Ages views as being the only valid views for Christians or people of 
faith. In other words: believe in creationism, or you're doomed to burn in 
hell.</P> 
<P>It's highly dishonest, and it's intended to manipulate gullible people into 
following their line of anti-scientific crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331311 32092 400 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:34:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/6331295" target=_blank>#398</A> serr8d</EM></P> 



<P>More illogical nonsense, and again you're trying to equate creationism with 
religion. Attacking the anti-scientific falsehoods promoted by creationists (who 
are often deliberately dishonest) is NOT attacking religion.</P> 
<P>Something tells me you're going to be unable to get this 
distinction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331395 32092 409 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/6331361" target=_blank>#405</A> serr8d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But do you not see that heavy-mortar attacks on creationists <EM>are</EM> 
attacks on religion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. And I'm not the least bit surprised that you just keep insisting on it. 
That's what creationists do.</P> 
<P>Oh, sorry, I forgot. You're not a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331422 32092 416 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:57:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6331401" target=_blank>#411</A> serr8d</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sure it's sheer coincidence that you're posting word-for-word talking 
points straight from the intelligent design "teach the controversy" 
propaganda.</P> 
<P>Because you've said you're not a creationist -- so it must be a 
coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331462 32092 420 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 10:02:38am  
 
<P>Oh, so not only are you NOT a creationist, you're actually a scientist.</P> 
<P>Who just happens to sound exactly like a creationist, for some odd 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331577 32092 433 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 10:23:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6331567" target=_blank>#432</A> serr8d</EM></P> 
<P>Are you going to answer the questions about what field of science you claim 
to have spent your entire life in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331769 32092 468 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 11:12:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/6331732" target=_blank>#462</A> serr8d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw things here on this thread that seemed to me to attack, by way of 
attacking creationism, religion in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a lie, pure and simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332772 32092 531 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 5:31:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/6332556" target=_blank>#504</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I do not like the way they are trying to discredit ALL of science on behalf 
of the one point that sticks in their craws, that they might be related to 
monkeys. It always comes down to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're so right on this point. Almost always, if you dig deep enough into 
what the creationists are saying (and that isn't easy, because they're armed 
with quote mines and Answers in Genesis talking points), it boils down to: "I 
didn't come from no MONKEY, you ATHEIST!"</P> 
<P>It's a very primal kind of response. But I've never really been able to 
understand it; I just don't get what it is about this simple truth that is so 
hard for some people to accept.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332810 32092 533 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 5:45:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6330881" target=_blank>#385</A> TGregg</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, I updated the video links in that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333012 32092 549 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 6:38:52pm  
 
<P>People who post nasty "I'm leaving, you suck, you're an atheist" comments 
will be blocked immediately. And their rants will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06330905 32093 302 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 7:52:48am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332389 32093 339 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 3:05:03pm  
 
<P>Finally found what was causing this thread to hang up on posting comments or 
using the 'new comments' button -- an invisible return character in the post 
itself.</P> 
<P>Now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331877 32095 360 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 11:53:26am  
 
<P>NOTICE!</P> 
<P>I discovered a bug in our Ajax commenting system this morning, and the fix is 
going to involve changing several important files.</P> 
<P>This means that you're going to need to reload the page soon.</P> 
<P>I'll post a new thread when the process is complete, to remind everyone to 
reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331887 32095 369 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:00:52pm  
 
<P>OK, the change has been made. Time to reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331899 32096 3 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:04:17pm  
 
<P>Now I need to test some stuff, so I'll be posting some comments and deleting 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06331901 32096 5 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:04:33pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">5</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Dec 6, 2008 
12:04:33pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
06331902 32096 6 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:04:43pm  
 
<P>Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06331911 32096 11 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:06:24pm  
 
<P>This bug fix should solve the occasional problems people have reported with 
deleted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332013 32096 78 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6332007" target=_blank>#74</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possible bug: Right under the Lizard holding the cocktail are these words in 
red: Incorrect Network Blogger code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing that. Is it where the Pajamas Media logo would normally 
appear? If so, it could have been a momentary glitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332030 32096 85 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:38:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/6332019" target=_blank>#82</A> bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm seeing that too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What browser?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332064 32096 102 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:45:20pm  
 
<P>Odd. I'm not seeing that message in any browser.</P> 
<P>It's not coming from LGF -- that message is coming from PJ Media. I'll 
contact their support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332103 32096 116 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 12:52:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6332073" target=_blank>#107</A> 
snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is at HotAir front page too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that proves it's coming from the PJ Media code.</P> 
<P>If you reload now, is it still there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332148 32096 137 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 1:10:12pm  
 
<P>Is that message gone now if you reload?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332159 32096 144 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 1:14:05pm  
 
<P>Well, it's fixed here at LGF, but you may still see it at other PJ network 
sites.</P> 
<P>All I did was take the code that would normally be generated by the PJ Media 
Javascript, and embed it in the page as normal HTML.</P> 
<P>They must be monkeying around with their code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332976 32100 5 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 6:30:50pm  
 
<P>Reload and it will be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06332987 32100 9 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 6:32:31pm  
 
 
 
<P>Apparently, Fora.tv only allows 15 minutes worth of embedded video, so if you 
want to see the whole thing, click the link that says "Watch full 
program."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333081 32100 64 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 6:56:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6333062" target=_blank>#48</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what we need, more manichean tension in a debate on science 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't come from no manichean!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333311 32100 265 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:03:39pm  
 
<P>People are STILL trying to post Obama birth certificate garbage here, and 
those links will be deleted. I'm right on the brink of banning people who 
continue with this debunked, stupid, embarrassing crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333397 32100 350 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:21:07pm  
 
<P>The Fark Kiddies don't know what to think about my stance against the Obama 
nirth sertifikit lunacy:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/comments.pl?IDLink=4063959&amp;cpp=1" 
target=_blank>forums.fark.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Am I a hate-filled fanatic, or a pretty reasonable guy? Stay tuned for the 
next thrilling episode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333428 32100 380 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:27:44pm  
 
<P>The first creationist ("Crusty") just showed up to down-ding this article, as 
expected. Soon to be followed by Canadian Infidel, DanThePainter, and 
dcbatlle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333521 32100 461 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 8:58:15pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, in the Ebert/Ben Stein thread, we still have people trying to 
dishonestly tie Darwinian evolution with Adolf Hitler.</P> 
<P>They love to post on dead threads, to try to get the last 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333610 32100 541 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:18:02pm  
 
<P>More hate mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is sad to me that LGF is becoming a one subject blog. Your rabidsupport 
for all things Darwin and the Theory of evolution versescreation is becoming 
nauseating. Your readers get your point, YOUDON’T BELEVE IN GOD OR CREATION! You 
don’t have to piss aboutit everyday. People that believe in Creation are not 
going to changethere minds ever! You’re no one to them and you have yet 
toexplain how evolution can occur without a universe. (Evolution is asecondary 
event) Anyway I find myself visiting your site less and lessdue to your vendetta 
against my equally valid universal model. I knowit’s your blog to do as you 
please with, but I suspect it is alsoyour business and therefore I am 
essentially a customer that has beenrun out of your 
store.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333622 32100 553 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:22:21pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how many of the people who send me hate mail about creationism 
also mention the Obama nirth sertifikit. The one above didn't, but I'm looking 
through my 'Abuse' folder and there are at least three others that also hate me 
because I won't put on the tin foil hat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333649 32100 577 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:31:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/6333621" target=_blank>#552</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Curious. What were the common ancestors?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Humans are part of the primate family, and genetic research has proven that 
our closest living relatives in that family are the chimpanzees.</P> 



<P>Both humans and chimps are descended from a common primate ancestor -- not an 
ape or a monkey, but a primate. The split occurred sometime between 5 and 8 
million years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06333654 32100 582 Charles Sat, Dec 6, 2008 9:33:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/6333653" target=_blank>#581</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Run out of your store?" Didn't realize you were selling anything here.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just another attempt to bully me into not posting about this subject. 
SOS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335014 32100 1086 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 10:06:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1085/6334955" target=_blank>#1085</A> 
DebbieSym</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If one wants to convince the "50% in the middle" that evoluation is a sound 
scientific theory, then I don't think mentioning Marx is a good way to go about 
it. It certainly did not endear me to their point of view, although I am not 
anti-evoluation, far from it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't the scientist who mentioned Marx.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335688 32100 1088 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 12:55:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1087/6335448" target=_blank>#1087</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he was. At about 9:48. "Do you think Marx has this problem?" I 
think the point he was trying to make was that while Darwin's ideas have been 
misappropriated by eugenicists and "social Darwinists," Marx's ideas have been 
quite accurately appropriated by Marxists, socialists and communists. But Jones 
went off in a different direction, implying that there actually is some huge 
disconnect between Marx's "useful" way of "analyzing things" and Marxist 
ideology. Kind of off the wall, if you ask me, and not, I think, where Padian 
intended that question to lead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand corrected -- Padian did bring up Marx. But as you say, the point was 
definitely not to support Marx. The clergyman, on the other hand, very clearly 
did think Marxism was "useful."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335733 32100 1090 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 1:06:12pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341203 32100 1095 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:47:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1093/6340698" target=_blank>#1093</A> dogggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have one simple question for the evolutionists if they can answer this 
question to my satisfaction I will honestly take the evolutionary view. Here it 
is...Which came first the Chicken or the Egg?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>42.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06346152 32100 1103 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 11:27:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1101/6344200" target=_blank>#1101</A> 
ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Secular logic does not exist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the flat-out dumbest comments ever posted in a creationism 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336278 32102 384 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 3:55:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6336124" target=_blank>#383</A> Exordium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder how this'll effect the rush to war with Iran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Rush to war with Iran?" In what universe is that happening?</P> 
<P>Because in this one, Iran has been getting nothing but a free pass for their 
nuclear ambitions for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336550 32102 387 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 5:14:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6336546" target=_blank>#386</A> Exordium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know its hard to believe, but <EM>maybe they'd just like some nuclear power 
plants.</EM> I know, I know, they're Muslims, ya can't trust 'em, but maybe give 
them the benefit of the doubt this time. You don't always have to meddle.</P> 
<P>Gosh though, maybe they are lying. Maybe they <EM>are</EM> slimy arab liars 
and they're actually developing nukes. I can't even imagine the horror of a 
middle eastern country with nukes <EM>coughIsraelcough</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can take your snotty attitude and idiotic opinions somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335059 32103 104 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 10:18:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/6335013" target=_blank>#63</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The video link in "Videos" under the title of "Secret Translation of Obama 
Acceptance Speech" has been pulled. If you can, please remove that link so 
Lizards aren't going to a dead link. Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's deleted, and links to that site are not allowed any more. That was 
disgusting. And the blog has links to LGF stalkers and fascists. Are you going 
to say you didn't notice that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335085 32103 128 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 10:25:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/6335060" target=_blank>#105</A> Gordon 
Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anyone have a link to info on the 'youth' riots in Greece over some 16 year 
old being killed by the cops?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'youths' in this case are Greek anarchists, and this isn't the first time 
they've rioted.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081207/ap_on_re_eu/eu_greece_riots" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335352 32103 252 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 11:38:16am  
 
<P>Good grief. Please stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336832 32103 270 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 6:20:54pm  
 
<P>In every nirth certifikit thread, people say, "If he doesn't have anything to 
hide, why doesn't he just release his actual nirth certifikit?"</P> 
<P>Answer: politics is war. When your enemy is defeating himself, don't stop 
him.</P> 
<P>Read Sun Tzu. It's all in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335258 32104 50 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 11:19:03am  
 
<P>If you really want to be disgusted, check out the update above for the 
Guardian's view on Pearl Harbor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335568 32105 53 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 12:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6335545" target=_blank>#38</A> Jay777</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet, an assumption it is. It very well could be an agnostic, a Jew, or a 
Muslim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. An agnostic? You're kidding, right?</P> 
<P>For what it's worth, this creep has sent hate mail before, and he definitely 
thinks of himself as a Christian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335587 32105 66 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 12:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6335578" target=_blank>#59</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he from the Legion of the Banned?</P> 
<P>Kinda curious if he's someone we know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one doesn't seem to have had an LGF account, unless he's clever enough 
to hide it. And judging from the email, that's doubtful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335652 32105 119 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 12:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/6335644" target=_blank>#112</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious. Where exactly is it written that if you believe in evolution 
and/or question creationism you cannot believe in religion or be religious? Yet, 



that's precisely what so many of the anti-Charles hate-e-mails 
posit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This viewpoint is very explicitly taught by groups like Dobson's Focus on the 
Family, Pat Robertson's gang, Pentecostals, Dominionists, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335678 32105 142 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 12:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6335646" target=_blank>#114</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny enough, I can't think of a single reference to cats in the entire 
Bible; I know there are a few to dogs (don't say it, p-BMb!). Does anyone know 
of any cat references?</P> 
<P>I find that interesting because of the Egyptians reverence for cats but no 
mention of that in Exodus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dbhome.dk/carlo/cat.htm" target=_blank>Are cats for true 
christians?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it appropriate for a Christian to own a cat, in light of their past pagan 
religious affiliation and the medical information that is now coming to 
light?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335823 32105 274 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 1:25:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/6335806" target=_blank>#257</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To try to track a bit back to subject, those who doubt the link to 
Dominionism can see it at the link below, where Dominionist R C Sproul from 
Chalcedon interviews Ben Stein.</P> 
<P>*** warning: <A href="http://www.chalcedon.edu/blog/2008/12/sproul-
interviews-ben-stein.php" target=_blank>anti-constitutionalist site</A> 
***</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Is Stein actually a Dominionist too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06335854 32105 300 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 1:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/6335806" target=_blank>#257</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To try to track a bit back to subject, those who doubt the link to 
Dominionism can see it at the link below, where Dominionist R C Sproul from 
Chalcedon interviews Ben Stein.</P> 
<P>*** warning: <A href="http://www.chalcedon.edu/blog/2008/12/sproul-
interviews-ben-stein.php" target=_blank>anti-constitutionalist site</A> 
***</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, Stein is obviously not a Dominionist, because he brings up the 
Constitution and says "we don't want to have an established religion in this 
country."</P> 
<P>The overwhelming irony is that he's being interviewed by a person who DOES 
want to overturn the Constitution and establish a theocratic state.</P> 
<P>The cognitive dissonance in that video is off the scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336186 32105 578 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 3:37:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/6336184" target=_blank>#577</A> 
Sheepdogess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! I down dinged you in error. Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can reverse it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336250 32105 594 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 3:50:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/6336196" target=_blank>#582</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I would highly suspect this persons christianity. They either are 
not a Christian or their belief system is sorely amiss.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why you think this is not a Christian. I've received dozens of 
similar emails from Christians, sometimes threatening, sometimes abusive, 
sometimes full of phony concern that I'll be going to hell and they're praying 
for me.</P> 
<P>Even right here on LGF, I've had several people who think of themselves as 
Christians tell me in no uncertain terms that I'm doomed to burn in hell, 
because I reject their creationist hooey.</P> 
<P>I understand that not all Christians are like this. But this is far from an 
unusual occurrence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06336921 32105 627 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 6:36:13pm  
 
<P>Notice that the same creationist down-dingers are at work on this 
article.</P> 
<P>They must agree with Mr. Magic Soup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340048 32105 652 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:51:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/6339901" target=_blank>#648</A> TimothyJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an intelligent design believer, and an ardent Christian, please allow me 
to apologize on behalf of all of us for this unjustified rant and his concluding 
remarks about people ending it all. This so wrong, and so opposite the teachings 
that we believe in (Love God, Love Others, Do Good) that I am speechless with 
shame over this matter. May the God that you do not believe in, bless you in 
every way this Christmas Season. And remember, Jesus is the reason for the 
season.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to apologize for this kook. I know that all Christians are not 
like this person.</P> 
<P>What you <EM>should</EM> apologize for is falling for the "intelligent 
design" hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06339900 32110 304 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:23:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6339857" target=_blank>#303</A> timothyj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, let me see. Obama "gave up" smoking, but not we find out that he lied 
about it. Is it too great a step of faith to assume that when he "gave up" 
marijuana and cocaine earlier, he lied about that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. "Earlier" means 30 freaking years ago.</P> 
<P>Give me a break.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06337230 32111 137 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 7:35:19pm  
 
<P>The reason why every Arab-Israeli "peace initiative" has failed is simple -- 
and it's the reason why every such initiative will continue to fail.</P> 
<P>The Arabs do not want peace. They want Israel destroyed, and they will say 
and do anything to achieve that goal. "Do anything" includes signing treaties 
and peace agreements that they have no intention of honoring.</P> 
<P>Western idiots continue to treat the Arab League as if they're honest 
brokers, acting surprised and shocked when they break their agreements or 
blaming it on renegade terrorists, when the truth is that this problem goes all 
the way from the bottom (the Arab Street) to the top (the dictators who live 
like kings).</P> 
<P>Until Western nations understand this simple fact, and start formulating 
policies that take reality into account instead of policies based on fantasies, 
nothing is going to change.</P> 
<P>It's a hamster wheel of tragic, insane proportions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06337698 32112 8 Charles Sun, Dec 7, 2008 9:38:46pm  
 
<P>The creeps at Media Matters absolutely love that some so-called "right-wing" 
bloggers are still obsessed with this bogus story. It's a gift to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06339476 32112 195 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:19:31am  
 
<P>No, it means nothing that he's fighting these cases, except that he's playing 
it smart. He's letting his enemies discredit themselves with this insanity.</P> 
<P>And they're doing an absolutely smashing job of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06339673 32112 200 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:46:53am  
 
<P>Please see comment #195.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06339489 32114 80 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:21:36am  
 
<P>And we still have some people who won't let go of it, in the previous 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340087 32114 494 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:57:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/6340044" target=_blank>#491</A> Pietr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why can't the original be viewed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it is against Hawaii State law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340007 32115 76 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:44:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6339989" target=_blank>#62</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Horowitz is conceding the opposition's main factual point here -- that there 
is some doubt as to whether Obama was born in the U.S. Terrible debating 
blunder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, z ... I disagree with this. He's not conceding the point. He's saying 
that it's a ludicrous, meaningless point. I don't see a concession 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340026 32115 91 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:46:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6340016" target=_blank>#83</A> Outrider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To clarify; IF and that is IF this conspiracy had turned out to be correct 
THEN it would not be merely a "contested technicality", it would be a serious 
issue.As it is, this issue should have been dead a long time back</P> 
<P>I don't understand the downding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue IS dead. It's been dead ever since the Certificate of Live Birth 
was released, and it was killed again when the State of Hawaii CONFIRMED that 
they have Obama's actual birth certificate on file.</P> 
<P>It's dead, Jim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340057 32115 117 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:53:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6340047" target=_blank>#108</A> rrgg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WOW. This is a bad argument, the worst in fact. I'm astonished anyone would 
make such a claim--- in other words, the author is saying that it's OK to elect 
Schwarzenegger too and ignore the "technicality."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "technicality" is the claim that he wasn't born on US soil. That is not 
the determining factor for US citizenship.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340070 32115 128 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 10:54:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/6340053" target=_blank>#113</A> Outrider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and lumping all Conservatives in the conspiracy camp.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he didn't do that at all. If you read the article it's extremely clear 
that it's targeted at the fringe kooks, not at "all 
conservatives."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340150 32115 201 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:07:36am  
 
<P>Again, the "technicality" that Horowitz is talking about is the claim that if 
Obama was born on foreign soil, he's not a US citizen.</P> 
<P>And that's simply wrong. His mother was a US citizen, and that's all it 
takes. End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340179 32115 226 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:13:27am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_nationality_law#Through_birth_a
broad_to_one_United_States_citizen" target=_blank>United States nationality 
law</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Through birth abroad to one United States citizen</STRONG></P> 
<P>For persons born on or after November 14, 1986, a person is a U.S. citizen if 
all of the following are true:[4]</P> 
<P>* One of the person's parents was a U.S. citizen when the person in question 
was born;</P> 
<P>* The citizen parent lived at least 5 years in the United States before his 
or her child's birth;</P> 
<P>* A minimum of 2 of these 5 years in the United States were after the citizen 
parent's 14th birthday.</P> 
<P>Different rules apply for persons born abroad to one U.S. citizen before 
November 14, 1986. United States law on this subject changed multiple times 
throughout the twentieth century, and the law as it existed at the time of the 
individual's birth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340203 32115 249 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:17:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/6340184" target=_blank>#231</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that true? I'm no Constitutional expert, but I thought the Constitution 
specifies that a President must be born (don't know the exact wording, sorry) 
"on American soil."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the Constitution says that <EM>naturalized</EM> American citizens are not 
eligible for the presidency. Obama is not a naturalized citizen, because he was 
never a citizen of any other country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340241 32115 285 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:27:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/6340226" target=_blank>#270</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are correct.</P> 
<P>For anyone born abroad to be eligible for presidency, he must be born to at 
least one US citizen and a US national, or to a US citizen who has lived five 
years in the US and served in a military or diplomatic role.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to have to prove that. I don't see that "military or diplomatic" 
requirement in any source that I've found.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340260 32115 303 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:30:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/6340250" target=_blank>#293</A> 
Zippy_Slug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so.. when's Schwarzenegger going to run for Pres?</P> 
<P>65 million people could potentially vote for him as well, does that make the 
constitution moot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Schwarzenegger is a naturalized citizen, and he's constitutionally 
ineligible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340306 32115 347 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:39:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/6340289" target=_blank>#330</A> 
Zippy_Slug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes.. I know that.. I was being facetious about the validity of the 
Constitution..</P> 
<P>The whole notion of Obama being born in the United States could be resolved 
quite quickly if he'd let it. Point me to a copy of his legitimate birth 
certificate, and I'll agree that the issue should die and we'll all point 
fingers and laugh..</P> 
<P>Why the secrecy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NO SECRECY. The certification of live birth was released, and 
vouched for by the State of Hawaii. And the State of Hawaii also issued a very 
clear statement that they have Obama's actual birth certificate on file. And 
there was an announcement of his birth in a Hawaii newspaper.</P> 
<P>Please. Just stop this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340316 32115 355 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:40:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6340304" target=_blank>#345</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but that's a misreading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Lynn B.'s reading is correct. And this clause doesn't apply to 
Obama anyway. He was born in Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340339 32115 378 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:44:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6340332" target=_blank>#371</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but no, that's a misreading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but you are the one who is misreading it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340356 32115 395 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:48:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/6340342" target=_blank>#381</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>I see why you're confused about it. The language is pretty convoluted. But 
Lynn B. is absolutely correct -- the military/diplomatic clauses are not 
requirements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340402 32115 439 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:55:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/6340382" target=_blank>#421</A> flabslab</EM></P> 
<P>No problem. You're banned. But you don't get to post your dramatic, nasty 
farewell comment, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340417 32115 447 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 11:56:42am  
 
<P>That may be our first nirth certifikit meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340447 32115 466 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 12:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/6340423" target=_blank>#452</A> 
reloadingisnotahobby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is that a (first) Charles?Someone dramatically asking to get the 
stick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a first at all. It's pretty common in the creationism threads, 
in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340565 32115 508 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 12:12:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/6340534" target=_blank>#498</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>No - you misunderstood. I was referring to the now-deleted and -banned 
'flabslab'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340758 32115 539 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 12:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/6340517" target=_blank>#494</A> Spiny 
Norman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think the Nirth Certifikit arguments get heated here, check out <A 
href="http://michellemalkin.com/2008/12/08/supreme-court-turns-down-obama-
citizenship-appeal/comment-page-1/#comments" target=_blank>Michelle Malkin's</A> 
site.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P> 
<P><SUB>cuckoo</SUB></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get a lot of crap from people for trying to keep things on track at LGF by 
moderating comments and banning hateful or obnoxious people, but all you have to 
do is look at almost any other "right wing" blog with comments to see what 
happens if you don't take charge.</P> 
<P>It took me a while to learn this lesson, because my natural inclination is to 
let things be as much as possible. But without a strong moderating presence, 
almost any website with comments will degenerate into the kind of unpleasant 
experience you see there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340799 32115 544 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 12:46:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/6340793" target=_blank>#543</A> 
thebronze</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you fucking kidding me? What difference does it make? Are you really THAT 
stupid?</P> 
<P>Yeah, The US Constitution does trump everything else.</P> 
<P>Or at least it's supposed to.</P> 
<P>What-the-fuck-ever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being born on foreign soil is NOT a determining factor for US 
citizenship.</P> 
<P>And it doesn't matter anyway, because Barack Obama was born in 
Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340831 32115 548 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 12:50:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/6340803" target=_blank>#545</A> aceilau</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is demanding that Obama's birth certificate be displayed the equivalent of 
being a sore-loser who cannot accept McCain's lost and Obama's 
win?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I for one still hold my suspicions as I've indicated in a previous comment 
and join the calls on Obama (or, for that matter, the State of Hawaii) to 
display his ORIGINAL birth certificate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's against Hawaii State law for them to reveal birth certificates. Period. 
Full stop. But they issued a statement that Obama's genuine birth certificate is 
on file there. And when he was born it was announced in a Hawaii newspaper.</P> 
<P>Is there something else you need to know?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I'm saying is that it seems to me after Google-ing it that Obama's birth 
certificate was not the original and I for one am curious to see the 
original.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were looking at conspiracy theories and absolute nonsense. The 
certification of live birth released by the Obama campaign is absolutely genuine 
and it's been confirmed over and over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340902 32115 557 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:01:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/6340866" target=_blank>#552</A> Max 
Darkside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By not releasing his birth record he himself creates this suspicion and 
conspiracy thinking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By not releasing his birth certificate, he is letting his enemies turn 
themselves into laughingstocks. Why should he stop them from discrediting 
themselves when they're doing such a great job of it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06340917 32115 558 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:03:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/6340861" target=_blank>#551</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm almost certain that the reason we've never been allowed to see Obama's 
actual printed-in-1961 birth certificate is that it reveals something 
embarrassing about him. I'm quite positive that it would prove beyond any doubt 
that he was born in Hawaii, and that he is a natural-born citizen, but may also 
say (my guesses, in descending order of iikelihood):</P> 
<P>a. That his religion is listed as "Muslim";b. That his "race" is listed as 
"white";c. That his name is something other than what we now know him by 
(possibly "Barry");d. ... what knows what else.</P> 
<P>He's just trying to avoid the embarrassment is all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's even that much to it. He's playing smart politics by 
not releasing it, because his enemies are making themselves look like fools. 
It's classic Sun Tzu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341058 32115 574 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:21:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/6341020" target=_blank>#569</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen many suggest that HA cannot reveal BC's. However, according to 
HA's Department of Health, Obama could himself or through authorization, provide 
it as follows:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, he <EM>could</EM>. But why should he? Please see comments 557 and 
558.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06341071 32115 577 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/573/6341052" target=_blank>#573</A> 
HappyNakba</EM></P> 
<P>That is way over the line, and you just lost your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341082 32115 579 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/6341066" target=_blank>#576</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That site provides for <EM>certified copies</EM>. I believe there is some 
question about the one posted at factcheck.org.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NO QUESTION about the one posted at Factcheck.org. It has been 
verified 16 ways from Sunday, including by the State of Hawaii. It's genuine. 
Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341085 32115 580 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:23:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/6341076" target=_blank>#578</A> Max 
Darkside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To put this all aside forever, with one stroke of a pen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you just ignoring the points I made in those comments I suggested you 
read?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341151 32115 588 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:35:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/6341097" target=_blank>#581</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that was incredibly foolish. Nice way to get yourself banned.</P> 
<P>It's one thing to respectfully disagree (on a very minor issue, to boot), 
another to challenge the blog-owner to virtual fisticuffs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, he followed it up with a hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341293 32115 597 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:02:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/6341097" target=_blank>#581</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that was incredibly foolish. Nice way to get yourself banned.</P> 
<P>It's one thing to respectfully disagree (on a very minor issue, to boot), 
another to challenge the blog-owner to virtual fisticuffs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then followed up that hate mail with another hate mail, using a proxy IP 
after I blocked his real one.</P> 
<P>There's no better way to guarantee that you'll never get your account 
back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341328 32115 599 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/6341315" target=_blank>#598</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Correction: I believe there is some question about the <EM>site</EM>, 
factcheck.org, and therefore anything it might offer up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The certification of live birth HAS BEEN VERIFIED by the state of Hawaii.</P> 
<P>I'm starting to feel like I'm talking to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341377 32115 603 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/6341357" target=_blank>#601</A> sbw07</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to play devil's advocate, but what in the world does that mean? 
Say, if 64 million people write-in Mickey Mouse for President, should we accept 
it so as not to disenfranchise their votes?! How about a bona-fide foreign 
national? More to the point, would you repeat that statement in the hypothetical 
event that the winner of the Presidential election had faked his 
eligibility?</P> 
<P>Say what you want, but the way this country is set up, the Constitution 
trumps the voter any day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Horowitz is postulating what the birth certificate Truthers will say, in 
order to refute their argument. I'm not sure why so many people in this thread 
are misunderstanding his point.</P> 
<P>But he's not saying that the Constitution doesn't matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341388 32115 606 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:17:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/6341369" target=_blank>#602</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My issue isn't, ultimately, in the BC itself. It is more related to dual 
citizenship questions (and the state of Indonesian as well as U.S. law in that 
regard), as well as the appropriate <EM>procedural remedies</EM> for raising any 
such questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does not have dual citizenship. He was born in Hawaii. He's a US 
citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341390 32115 607 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:18:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/6341381" target=_blank>#605</A> aceilau</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From <A href="http://fightthesmears.com/articles/5/birthcertificate" 
target=_blank>Obama's site</A>:</P> 
<P>- So much for the theory that Barack's refusal to show his original birth 
certificate (as opposed to a non-original which he does show in this site) is 
him playing politics by letting us conservatives make fools of ourselves by 
discussing this matter (?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're making no sense whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341438 32115 609 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:28:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/6341427" target=_blank>#608</A> aceilau</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, why did Obama display his birth certificate if according to your theory 
he does not release his birth certificate to let us make fools of ourselves 
(#558)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do you understand that that is not a birth certificate? It's a "certification 
of live birth" which is issued by the State of Hawaii to certify that they have 
the actual birth certificate on record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341446 32115 611 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:30:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/6341442" target=_blank>#610</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll admit that I don't know much about the whole birth certificate thing, 
but shouldn't we be 100% sure that he is an American citizen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are 100% sure that he is an American citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341511 32115 615 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:43:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/6341477" target=_blank>#612</A> 
guy_philly</EM></P> 
<P>Again. His point is not that the Constitution doesn't matter. He's 
postulating the arguments made by birth Troofers, in order to refute them, and 
pointing out that if the Supreme Court were to disqualify Obama based on this it 
would be a horrible travesty.</P> 
<P>Obama was NOT born outside the US, but this is one of the main talking points 
of the nirth cert gang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341527 32115 616 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:46:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/6341502" target=_blank>#614</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he hadn't have sent a certification of live birth to Daily Kos, what are 
some other ways to be sure 100% that he is an American citizen? I don't really 
know of any, but first guess would be to check his records from school, and I 
don't think he released those either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The State of Hawaii issued a very clear statement that they have his original 
birth certificate on file. And the birth was announced in the Honolulu Star-
Bulletin in 1961.</P> 
<P>Maybe you think Obama has the power to travel backwards in 
time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341560 32115 621 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 2:52:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/6341533" target=_blank>#618</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He later lived in Indonesia and was adopted there, wasn't he? I've also read 
he traveled on an Indonesian passport while at Colombia (which may or may 
<EM>not</EM> affect dual citizenship status).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, none of that is true.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps all those articles were full of hooey (?).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341681 32115 628 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 3:17:51pm  



 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/6341653" target=_blank>#625</A> deek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All that being said, what is fascinating about this story (and what I think 
gives it "legs") is the absolute unwillingness to produce the $12 dollar 
document that would make it go away. What is the "most transparent 
administration in history" hiding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BIG sigh. OK, I'll post it again:</P> 
<P>By not releasing his birth certificate, he is letting his enemies turn 
themselves into laughingstocks. Why should he stop them from discrediting 
themselves when they're doing such a great job of it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341716 32115 630 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 3:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/6341691" target=_blank>#629</A> 
anotherindyfilmguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The concerns about not being a citizen, the ones penned into the 
Constitution, come from a desire that the chief executive not be 
influenced/controlled by outside forces... like the Saudis 
etc...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28631_Video-
_Bush_Does_the_Sword_Dance" target=_blank>like this</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341750 32115 634 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 3:31:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/6341735" target=_blank>#632</A> Deek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*laugh* Charles, not trying to frustrate ya here. And I recognize that the 
"make fools out of the idiots" theory is as good as any (and may well be true). 
But it is just a theory. Until there is irrefutable proof (original birth 
certificate, original hospital records), etc. we will never know fur sure where 
the man was born.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess you think that a birth announcement in a 1961 edition of the 
Honolulu Star-Bulletin isn't irrefutable proof? Is Obama a time traveler 
too?</P> 
<P>And a clear statement from the State of Hawaii that they have his birth 
certificate on record? That's not proof either?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341971 32115 640 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/6341957" target=_blank>#638</A> aceilau</EM></P> 
<P>He's proved it already. The issue is dead.</P> 
<P>The more people like you continue to promote it, the more you look like 
fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342027 32115 641 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:23:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6341967" target=_blank>#639</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I was born in Australia and had birth announcements in both the US and 
Australia where both halves of my family were living.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not what happened. The 1961 birth announcement in BOTH Hawaii 
newspapers (the Star-Bulletin and the Advertiser) says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. and Mrs. Barack H. Obama, 6085 Kalanianaole Highway, son, August 
4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was born in Hawaii. End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06345435 32115 659 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 9:28:40am  
 
<P>There's no better demonstration of the looniness of this issue than the 
people who dismiss the FACT that both Hawaii newspapers published a birth 
announcement for Barack Obama in 1961.</P> 
<P><STRONG>1961.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Apparently, they really are willing to believe that Obama is a time traveling 
space alien.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341177 32118 110 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 1:42:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6341163" target=_blank>#100</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmQVWH9u8Xo" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the creepiest videos ever made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341696 32120 36 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 3:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6341670" target=_blank>#16</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Correction:</STRONG> Stokely Carmichael was <STRONG>not</STRONG> a 
Black Panther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Incorrect; he was the "Honorary Prime Minister" of the Black Panther 
Party.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stokely_Carmichael" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341828 32121 17 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 3:44:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6341808" target=_blank>#5</A> warnergt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like censorship to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because you don't understand the meaning of the word "censorship."</P> 
<P>You do not have a right to post anything you like at LGF. Period. If that's 
not to your liking, go and post somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341920 32121 89 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:02:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6341901" target=_blank>#71</A> warnergt</EM></P> 
<P>That's an incredibly stupid comment. There are 635 comments in that David 
Horowitz thread and I have not stopped anyone from posting.</P> 



<P>Maybe you have a problem with reading comprehension? I said very specifically 
that I'm not allowing spinoff links to be posted that promote this lunacy.</P> 
<P>And in either case, this is NOT "censorship." If you don't like this rule, 
I'll be happy to block your account and you can find some other blog that will 
let you express your brilliant thoughts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341942 32121 108 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:05:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6341935" target=_blank>#103</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was originally a typo in the posting headline at Atlas 
Shrugs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A typo that stayed up for a full day, I might add.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06341988 32121 147 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:14:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6341976" target=_blank>#137</A> 
JohnnyReb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a Walrus? I thought it was a Hippo?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's actually an elephant seal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342001 32121 159 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6341991" target=_blank>#150</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that Charles has the right to set his own house rules, but by 
definition, he's acting as a censor, WHICH IS NOT A BAD THING. Setting the 
parameters for discourse is Charles' prerogative, and there's nothing WRONG with 
that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not censoring. I do not have the power to suppress anyone's speech. 
If they can't post it here, they can easily find somewhere else to post 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342033 32121 187 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:25:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/6342026" target=_blank>#181</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're the host, and I respect you very much, but I have to 
disagree. When you delete comments, you are removing communicative material that 
you consider objectionable, You are censoring that material that appears on your 
site, which is well within your rights, I censor the material that I allow in my 
students' work, which is not just my right but sometimes my obligation as a 
teacher. Citizens are allowed to set and enforce standards, and it's called 
censorship. We are NOT censoring the individual; we are censoring the material 
that we allow to be presented in our area of control.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I disagree strongly. Setting rules about what cannot be posted at a 
private site is NOT "censorship." I do not and cannot "suppress" anyone's free 
speech, because they can simply go elsewhere and post whatever they want.</P> 
<P>Only governments have the power to censor, by definition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06342114 32121 256 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 4:41:47pm  
 
<P>That's our second nirth certifikit meltdown of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342306 32121 419 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:17:05pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly is an idiot. A major idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342313 32121 425 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:18:39pm  
 
<P>Here's O'Reilly endorsing Ben Stein's creationism:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VLuj1705u24&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342336 32121 443 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:23:08pm  
 
<P>And here's John Kasich on the O'Reilly show promoting the Creation 
Museum:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HajP5pE4BE0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342347 32121 452 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:24:55pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly also launched a vicious attack on Judge John E. Jones, after he 
ruled against the creationists in the Dover case. Can't find the video, but it 
was really ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342361 32121 464 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:26:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/6342352" target=_blank>#457</A> Fish-Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I continue to be dissappointed with your self-appointed position of 
censorship on this interesting question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342418 32121 514 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:37:33pm  
 
<P>And for the record, Bill O'Reilly defended Dan Rather in the memogate scandal 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06342419 32121 515 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/6342415" target=_blank>#511</A> Fish-Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for taking a moment to read my comment - as you are kindly listening, 
I'd like to add another...</P> 
<P>I also think it is distasteful the way you are mocking these people. "Nirth 
Certifikit?" Is this a thoughtful criticism, or just abuse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342453 32121 545 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:43:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/6342433" target=_blank>#528</A> bryantms</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a quick question...</P> 
<P>I understand these people are kooks and wackos, but I'm not sure I understand 
what "nirth certifikit" means. I feel like there's some inside joke I'm missing 
and I'd really like to laugh along with you at them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It comes from crazy Pamela Geller's site, where she posted a typically 
moronic headline about the birth certificate, missed the 'B', and typed 
'Nirth'.</P> 
<P>And then left it that way for an entire day, in big bold 
letters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342494 32121 584 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:50:29pm  
 
<P>By the way, my post yesterday about Google's mishandling of Feedburner was 
noticed over there in Google-ville. I heard from PJ Media that Google reps want 
to straighten out the issues; I've emailed them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342516 32121 602 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:53:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/6342498" target=_blank>#587</A> 
Silhouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you take a meeting, bring up the Memorial Day/Veteran's Day 
logos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, they seem to have found their patriotism since Obama was elected. 
They had a Veteran's Day logo this year.</P> 
<P>All you need to get support from Google is post a rant on a high-profile 
blog. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342533 32121 618 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:55:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/6342526" target=_blank>#611</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must admit that I had a decent enough time doing the research and creating 
the argument against the Nirth Certifikit nonsense.</P> 
<P>I must have posted a dozen or more posts. I had sort of hoped it would add to 
my Karma... it didn't really.</P> 
<P>BUT I do know more about the Hawaii laws than I ever dreamed.</P> 



<P>I am a Canadian who thinks about living in the USA, and maybe being President 
one day. I am the same age as Obama is, so I plan to go to Hawaii, and get my 
Birth certificate changed to say I was born in Honolulu. I was really born in 
Winnipeg, but that should be no problem.</P> 
<P>Aloha!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've been doing a great job fighting against the kooks, and I for one 
appreciate it. Here's a karma point from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342538 32121 623 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 5:56:39pm  
 
<P>I down-ding creationist comments, because I want it to be very clear that 
they don't represent me or my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342573 32121 652 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:03:47pm  
 
<P>And now Sean Hannity is ranting about the photo of Obama's speechwriter 
"groping" a cardboard cutout of Hillary Clinton.</P> 
<P>Because we really need to get everyone fired who clowns around at private 
parties.</P> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not down with this stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342596 32121 671 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:08:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/659/6342580" target=_blank>#659</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well at least that is just silly. Did you see O'reiily and the uproar over 
the Holiday display in my Capitol bldg? Olympia, Wa.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm not down with that either.</P> 
<P>I'm puzzled about this attitude that people have a right not to be offended. 
If your faith is strong, why would reading an atheist sign bother you? You know 
it's wrong, so why get upset? Just ignore it if you don't like it.</P> 
<P>Instead, O'Reilly whipped up a frenzy over this insignificant issue, and 
ended up getting the sign stolen. Way to go. Vandalism for 
Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342629 32121 703 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:15:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/690/6342616" target=_blank>#690</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They found the sign outside a C/W station! I think most of the uproar is due 
to the fact they put up the athiest sign right next to the Manger. The rotunda 
is huge. They have a Menorah, and I don't know what else. They could've spaced 
the displays out. Now the whole damn thing is out of hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, most of the uproar is due to Bill O'Reilly the 
demagogue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342659 32121 728 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:21:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/6342644" target=_blank>#718</A> mr. 
beamish</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Obama can't pass the Constitutional prerequisites to legally become 
President.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P> 
<P>Obama is a US citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343059 32121 874 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:39:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/6342761" target=_blank>#794</A> Mr. 
Beamish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're trying to get me banned?</P> 
<P>From what? An echo chamber?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's enough out of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343353 32121 889 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:22:43pm  
 
<P>To prove Obama's citizenship, we have:</P> 
<P>1) a certification of live birth that has been vouched for by the State of 
Hawaii,</P> 
<P>2) a statement from the State of Hawaii that they have verified that Obama's 
actual birth certificate is on file, and</P> 
<P>3) notices published in both Hawaii newspapers in 1961, announcing the birth 
of Barack Obama.</P> 
<P>Unless you're willing to believe that all of these people in the Hawaii State 
chain are lying, and that Obama possesses time traveling powers to go back to 
1961 and plant those birth notices, this so-called "controversy" is over.</P> 
<P>It's been over for a long time, but some people are so desperate over the 
election of Obama they've become deranged. And other people always were deranged 
-- like the people filing these frivolous lawsuits.</P> 
<P>Please stop. Obama is the president-elect, he's an American citizen, and all 
you're doing with this nonsense is making yourself look like a 
fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343384 32121 891 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:37:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/890/6343372" target=_blank>#890</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/86757.pdf" 
target=_blank>U.S. Department of State Foreign Affairs Manual Volume 7 - 
Consular Affairs</A></P> 
<P>Was Obama's mother a citizen?If yes, case closed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. And he was not born abroad, either. He was born in the state of 
Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06344771 32121 978 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:19:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/942/6343771" target=_blank>#942</A> Deek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No links allowed by threat of ban, but it is easily googled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06344791 32121 979 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:22:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/905/6343642" target=_blank>#905</A> Sprite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I'm done with the name calling ("you sound like a fool") and the holier 
than thou attitude of some posters here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06346082 32121 985 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 11:18:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/984/6345976" target=_blank>#984</A> once and future 
angeleno</EM></P> 
<P>I've learned (the hard way) that when someone says "I'm done with you," it's 
best to immediately block their account before they have a chance to melt down 
any further.</P> 
<P>As for this discussion, the "debate" has been over for months. The birth 
certificate issue is a loony conspiracy theory, pure and simple, and I'm 
completely out of patience with those who continue to promote it despite all the 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06346231 32121 986 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 11:39:39am  
 
<P>After a polite and thoughtful email from Sprite, I'm unblocking her 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347954 32121 997 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 4:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/6347590" target=_blank>#993</A> fish-man</EM></P> 
<P>The debate is over. All you achieve by insisting on this garbage is to make 
yourself look like a fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347960 32121 998 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 4:17:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/996/6347952" target=_blank>#996</A> once and future 
angeleno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...how the newspaper birth announcements were collected or verified (some 
babies are born at home, some in maternity clinics -- who reports those, and how 
reliable are those publications?)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously suggesting that there was some kind of conspiracy in place 
<EM>in 1961</EM>? Are you insane?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347983 32121 999 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 4:21:33pm  
 
<P>By the way, it doesn't make <EM>me</EM> look like a fool, because I've made 
it extremely clear where I stand on this.</P> 
<P>But it's completely embarrassing to see so many so-called "conservatives" 
acting just like 9/11 Troofers. You should be ashamed of 
yourselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06348706 32121 1005 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1003/6348328" target=_blank>#1003</A> 
bitterclinger_in_PA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are so many people here who deny God and His Word. I feel sorry for you 
all who deny the Truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your mean-spirited, ugly comments are no longer welcome at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348714 32121 1006 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1002/6348327" target=_blank>#1002</A> once and future 
angeleno</EM></P> 
<P>That's pathetic. Go ahead -- continue believing in a conspiracy that reaches 
all the way back to 1961. You're going to be very lonely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06351141 32121 1050 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 8:54:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1049/6350775" target=_blank>#1049</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"This copy serves as prima facie evidence of the fact of birth in 
<EM><STRONG>any court proceeding</STRONG></EM>."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. But it's obvious the Nirthers aren't listening to things like that, 
and don't care. It's classic conspiracy theorist behavior.</P> 
<P>For example, look at "Once and Future Angeleno." He's actually arguing that 
the entire government of the state of Hawaii AND both Hawaii newspapers are in 
on the conspiracy -- and they started laying the groundwork in 1961, when Obama 
was born.</P> 
<P>There's no way to convince people like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342702 32122 12 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:30:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6342690" target=_blank>#7</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the record for OT?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does this in every creationism thread. Apparently he thinks I'm not 
noticing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342741 32122 28 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:38:44pm  
 
<P>This is the guy that Bill O'Reilly and Andrew Napolitano called a 
"fascist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342774 32122 38 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 6:45:51pm  
 
<P>Another creationist meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342894 32122 100 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:06:45pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6342886" target=_blank>#93</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's gotta be the worst job of backpedaling I've ever 
seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm curious too. Did you watch the video? Something tells me you 
didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342914 32122 117 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:10:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6342902" target=_blank>#107</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, time to go break out the snow shovel. Have a good night 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh. Thought so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342929 32122 128 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:13:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6342918" target=_blank>#119</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>euthanasia is against Jewish beliefs remember a German govt that murdered the 
imperfect this should not be in man's hands to decide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Terry Schiavo case was not euthanasia. She was taken off life support 
because there was absolutely no hope. She had no brain left.</P> 
<P>Those are the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342952 32122 145 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:18:27pm  
 
<P>This is what Terry Schiavo's brain looked like in a CAT scan.</P> 
<P><A title=Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: Image:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>There was no hope for this poor woman. It's disgusting that so many 
fundamentalist religious groups used her to advance their 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06342972 32122 160 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:21:25pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, I thought this presentation was fascinating. I started 
watching it last night shortly before going to bed and ended up unable to pull 
myself away.</P> 
<P>Of course, that's me. Your mileage may vary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343000 32122 184 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:27:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/6342989" target=_blank>#174</A> 
AndyMacOP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, she had just enough to appear to look at balloons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video where she appeared to look at balloons was cynically, deceptively 
edited to give that impression.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06343009 32122 193 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:30:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/6343008" target=_blank>#192</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As did the proponents of euthanasia, through her ex husband. She was 
exploited as a cause, her family was tortured--it should never have happened. No 
such feeding tube should ever have been implanted, she should have been declared 
dead and her death should not have been prolonged by the false hope, probably 
the incorrect counsel, that her family received.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it wouldn't have happened if the fundamentalists hadn't latched onto the 
issue like vampire bats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343041 32122 222 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 7:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/6343029" target=_blank>#210</A> 
Olderthandirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very disappointing! Judge John presumes that because he's talking to a bunch 
of college types that everyone knew everything about the case itself. So, we get 
his philosophy of life on the hard cold bench of reason and everything.</P> 
<P>I was hoping he'd at least talk about how he's reasoning proceeded and what 
guided his decision. Was ID tossed out because it's wrong or because of another 
basis?</P> 
<P>Personally, ID is wrong but that's not the issue the judge discussed. He also 
missed a great chance to strongly emphasize our that education process is 
missing the boat in many ways. He kind of touched on that point and then dropped 
it, perhaps because he didn't want to rock the teachers boat. It was almost as 
if the lack of understanding by the Hoi Polloi was greatly and solely their 
fault; to some extent true.</P> 
<P>Oh, lastly, the judge strongly agrees that he's quite the guy; fame corrupts 
absolutely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You must have seen a different video than I did.</P> 
<P>And there's a link in the post to a previous LGF article if you want to know 
more about the back story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343166 32122 334 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:07:16pm  
 
<P>If you're having trouble loading the video, try reloading 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343202 32122 366 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:18:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/6343195" target=_blank>#360</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone link to O'Reilly's calling Judge John E. Jones a fascists? With 
full context? O'Reilly's web site doesn't have it. I can find many references 
that he supposedly said this but that's it. I'm no big fan of O'Reilly but this 
seems over the top even for him. Also, <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rasputin's_penis" target=_blank>Rasputin's 
penis</A>? My God, we don't know where that's been!</P> 
<P>Real Rancher</P> 
<P>'Cause I don't want Rustler blamed for my drunken rants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I saw the show a couple of years ago, and I'll confirm that he did indeed 
call Judge Jones a fascist. I searched for the video but it doesn't seem to be 
online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343238 32122 399 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6343224" target=_blank>#386</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good enough for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not all, either -- O'Reilly portrayed the Dover trial as an attempt to 
"remove God from the classroom," totally ignoring the scientific and 
church/state separation issues. It was a really ugly, deceptive 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343247 32122 408 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:34:18pm  
 
<P>Here's Phyllis Schlafly's distorted and libelous article on Judge Jones:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/PhyllisSchlafly/2006/01/02/false_judge_make
s_mockery_of_case_for_intelligent_design?page=full&amp;comments=true" 
target=_blank>townhall.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343258 32122 417 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/6343248" target=_blank>#409</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeez... I expect to see Ben Stein with his own Fox show, soon. They're really 
heading down that road, aren't they?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill O'Reilly promotes Ben Stein's dishonest creationist propaganda:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VLuj1705u24&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343276 32122 434 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:42:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/6343270" target=_blank>#429</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched that clip and the question raised is abiogenesis, not evolution. As 
in how did life begin, not how it evolved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You watched it? Then how could you missed all that discussion about 
intelligent design and all the "gaps in Darwinism?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343281 32122 439 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:43:21pm  
 
<P>In that video, Ben Stein explictly conflates "Darwinists" with 
"atheists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06343286 32122 444 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:44:41pm  
 
<P>I'm watching it again, and I'm sorry, but they definitely do bash evolution. 
Stein spews one Discovery Institute talking point after another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343295 32122 452 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:47:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/6343288" target=_blank>#446</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The primary question Ben Stein raised in that particular interview was why is 
it so bad to question that there is a God. He was not pimping young earth 
creationism or a literal translation of Genesis. Simply the question of how the 
first life came to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say he was promoting young earth creationism. He's promoting the 
Discovery Institute version of creationism, which masquerades as a scientific 
theory, including the "irreducible complexity" BS. And there's much more to the 
discussion than the question of how life began.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343299 32122 456 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/6343297" target=_blank>#454</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "gaps in Darwinism" in the context of that particular interview was how 
the first life "happened".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, sorry, that's simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343307 32122 460 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 8:52:54pm  
 
<P>Stein also hammers on his dishonest points about ID "scientists" being 
suppressed by the scientific establishment, and both Stein and O'Reilly proceed 
to advocate teaching creationism in science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06343320 32122 470 Charles Mon, Dec 8, 2008 9:02:37pm  
 
<P>Notice also in that video, Stein is trying to stick to the intelligent design 
line of BS, but O'Reilly keeps going off message and explicitly advocating 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06344743 32122 661 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:14:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/6344268" target=_blank>#657</A> frank14</EM></P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/659/6344678" target=_blank>#659</A> 
Papagresh</EM></P> 
<P>That's all you creationists have. Insults and ad hominems. It's 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06344902 32122 663 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:35:42am  
 



<P>It's not surprising that they reserve a special hatred for Judge Jones -- he 
was supposed to be on their side. A Lutheran, Republican, appointed by Bush. 
They were counting on him to help push their Dark Ages nonsense on the children 
of America.</P> 
<P>Hell hath no fury like a creationist scorned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06345541 32122 667 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 9:43:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/6345465" target=_blank>#666</A> littleO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is as stupid for someone to say that man was created 6000 years ago as it 
is to say that a uniquely packaged unit of cells squirmed out of the primordial 
slime and over a period of time became us.No wait. The second notion is probably 
more stupid!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there we go! Evolution is stupid! More stupid than young earth 
creationism!</P> 
<P>That's just an incredibly convincing argument.</P> 
<P>/dripping sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06345564 32122 669 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 9:47:08am  
 
<P>Your rationalism is astounding.</P> 
<P>/oozing sarcasm from the primordial slime</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06345832 32125 285 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 10:32:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6345756" target=_blank>#261</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't comparing the LGF community to any Muslims at all.I was comparing 
them to the non-Muslims of Europe and the USA/Canada who self-censor rather 
than, say, publish a book about the young wife of Mohammad.There are laws 
protecting freedom of the press in, say, the USA.But the writer of "The Jewel of 
Medina," had to go out of the country to get her book about Aisha 
published.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just ludicrous. The deleted comment you're referring to was insulting, 
rude, and nasty, and I have no intention of leaving such comments up just so 
that you can see what they say.</P> 
<P>And yes, I am the one who decides which comments are deleted (along with a 
few monitors who understand the boundaries), and I make no apologies for that. 
This is my website and if you don't like that fact, you're welcome to start your 
own blog and see how far you get with completely open comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347218 32125 333 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 1:54:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/6347089" target=_blank>#332</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Following up on my #331:</P> 
<P>Now that I think about it, we should probably assume that Appel's 
statement:</P> 
<P>...was not really intended for LGF/Charles or Michelle Malkin. It was meant, 
primarily, for <B>Sullivan</B> to read, so that Appel will have it on record 



that he's taken note of Andrew's detractors and has issued a public 
response.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- it was for Andrew, and for the loons who follow his 
ravings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347232 32125 334 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 1:57:16pm  
 
<P>After posting this article, by the way, several banned users were motivated 
to send me hate mail, calling me a hypocrite etc., because they're not allowed 
to spew their creationism/racism/you name it at LGF.</P> 
<P>Anyone who does that graduates from simply having their account blocked to a 
full IP block at the server level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06347998 32129 777 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 4:24:31pm  
 
<P>#744: No problem, you're blocked. And you don't get to post your nasty 
dramatic goodbye rant either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348007 32129 786 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 4:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/6347993" target=_blank>#772</A> Forever</EM></P> 
<P>And for defending that abusive garbage, you can go elsewhere 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348192 32129 939 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:07:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/6348175" target=_blank>#926</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When one complains that the threads here that discuss I.D., are really just 
covers to deny, and attack religion, the most common response is that it is not 
but simply a desire to keep science in science classrooms, and religion in 
"church". (some however will dismissively state that it can be taught in 
"Philosophy").</P> 
<P>Yet that article go further. It doesn't say that both are fine but only 
science should be taught in school, it with an arrogant tone of dismissal, 
attacks the idea of "creation" in general, and even goes as far to attack the 
story of the flood.</P> 
<P>At this point the attack is no longer on those who wish to only have science 
in school, but on the tenants of Religion itself.</P> 
<P>That is what I feel is "wrong" with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you believe there really was a worldwide flood, in this universe? Despite 
the fact that there <EM>wasn't?</EM> And do you also believe that Noah's Ark is 
sitting somewhere on top of Mt. Ararat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348207 32129 954 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:11:59pm  
 
<P>The story of Noah's Ark is just that -- a <EM>story</EM>. It's not a 
documentary. The Great Flood did not really happen. Sorry if you think that 
makes me an asshole too, but if you're going to argue that it really happened, 
it's up to you to prove it. Because there is absolutely no evidence in this 
world for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06348234 32129 976 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:18:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/969/6348224" target=_blank>#969</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems that your presumption is that only things that can be proven are 
true. I do not agree.</P> 
<P>(here is where you deny that that was your presumption)</P> 
<P>Eitherway however, this isn't about whether it is true or not, but about the 
attitude one has against those that believe that it is, and being honest about 
that attitude.</P> 
<P>Like I stated before, if one believes the Torah, Bible, etc., are nonsense 
lies, or allegory, then fine...just admit it. If it is about not having Religion 
taught in school, then admit that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you'll find that PZ Myers has no trouble at all being honest about 
how he feels about religion. He's an atheist. I know that thin-skinned 
creationists act like this is the worst thing in the world, but the only person 
you're harming with this intolerant nonsense is yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348270 32129 1010 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1003/6348262" target=_blank>#1003</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>Robert has proven that he's an out and out creep and a first class scumbag. I 
regret ever saying anything positive about him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348291 32129 1028 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1013/6348273" target=_blank>#1013</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My initial, and underlying question remains however: When LGF brings these 
types of topics up, are we discussing whether the idea of Creation, and Biblical 
literalism are stupid, or are we discussing whether or not Religion should be 
taught in school?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really are a piece of work.</P> 
<P>When these topics come up, people will discuss whatever the hell they feel 
like discussing. If that sometimes veers into criticism of religion in general, 
that's the way it goes in open discussions. Religion is no more above criticism 
than any other belief system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348387 32129 1094 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 5:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1051/6348318" target=_blank>#1051</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess what I am trying to state at this point, is that there seems to be a 
large lack of clarity as to what your purpose is for having these threads as 
most other threads seem to be pretty clear and universally 
understood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My purpose is simple. Creationism is a Dark Ages belief that damages people 
who believe in it, and damages the country when they try to force it on 



children. I can't stop creationists from abusing and handicapping their own 
children with this ignorant nonsense, but I can speak out against their efforts 
to force it into public school science classes.</P> 
<P>I hope that's clear enough for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348461 32129 1119 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:05:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/971/6348228" target=_blank>#971</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nominations have opened for the 2008 Jihad Watch Watch Awards.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/archives/023855.php" 
target=_blank>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Guess whos' being nominated (repeatedly) for American Dhimmi of the Year 
2008?</P> 
<P>/un freaking believable</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert has allied himself with haters. And they're polluting his blog -- the 
blog I talked him into, and created for him, and then promoted -- with their 
juvenile, hateful crap. And he's apparently fine with that.</P> 
<P>The reason? I smell money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348533 32129 1151 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1129/6348482" target=_blank>#1129</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm by no means arguing Biblical literalism or inerrancy here; merely saying 
that it is a mistake to dismiss the Flood story as a pure 
fabrication.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pure fabrication? Maybe not. There is evidence of large "inundations," true. 
But the Great Flood, as described in the Bible, is very clearly a story told 
from the very limited viewpoint of the people alive at the time, when there was 
no Google Earth, no GPS satellites, but plenty of superstition. There was no 
"Great Flood" that covered the whole world, and there was no "Noah's Ark" in 
reality. These are allegories that teach moral lessons, not descriptions of 
actual events.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348488 32130 81 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:08:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/6348445" target=_blank>#56</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.bayoubuzz.com/News/Louisiana/Politics/Louisiana_Governor_Jindal
_Will_Not_Run_For_US_President_In_2012__8048.asp" target=_blank>Louisiana 
Governor Jindal Will Not Run For US President In 2012</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348559 32130 120 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:20:15pm  
 
<P>If Bobby Jindal is the Republican nominee in 2012, I'll be voting 
Democrat.</P> 
<P>I will not vote for that man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06348587 32130 143 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:24:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6348563" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the "anti-Creationists" who claim to be Conservatives are a far bigger 
threat to the unity of the Republican Party than the actual Creationists will 
ever be.Playing right into the hands of the MSM every time we artificially 
magnify the scope of the Religious Right.Oh well, eventually reality will settle 
in on both the "pro's" and the "anti's" and people can begin discussing things 
that really matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ignorance is not a winning strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348594 32130 149 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:25:33pm  
 
<P>Lincolntf is a hardcore creationist, in case anyone hasn't been following 
those threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348634 32130 182 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/6348617" target=_blank>#168</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the MSM won't cover for Republicans. It's silly to expect them to. 
Also the Republican farm team is very weak; Huckabee, Jindal and Palin? That's 
just plain insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee is actually in the lead according to some polls.</P> 
<P>If he's the GOP nominee in 2012, the Democrats will be on Easy 
Street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348657 32130 200 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6348635" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone lacks the ability to read, have a reading buddy help you.I am 
obviously not a Creationist. Creationism is a myth, common to virtually all 
cultures. It has nothing to do with Science and should never be taught as 
such.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All they have to do is read your comments in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32002" target=_blank>this 
thread</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348688 32130 227 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6348681" target=_blank>#221</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did none of you "get" the bear-to-whale reference? Still?Seriously, read a 
couple of Darwin's books before you declare yourselves his 
defenders.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That didn't take long.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06348727 32130 260 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6348713" target=_blank>#249</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>We'll have to agree to disagree, but I'm not surprised to find you defending 
his comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348729 32130 262 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6348726" target=_blank>#259</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attacking Darwin as a personality and implying that 'evolutionists' support 
everything that he ever wrote is a hallmark of creationist 
argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348760 32130 288 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:53:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/6348722" target=_blank>#256</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it a full moon tonight or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always a full moon somewhere in the solar system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348777 32130 304 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:55:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6348762" target=_blank>#290</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That comment puzzles me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted it because it because I've noticed that you're sympathetic to 
creationist arguments. If I'm mistaken, please let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348792 32130 318 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 6:57:56pm  
 
<P>Please note that it's a big mistake to assume that people's statements about 
their professions or experience are true, especially when it comes to 
creationists -- who have demonstrated repeatedly that they have no compunctions 
about lying to promote the cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06348817 32130 341 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 7:02:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/6348798" target=_blank>#324</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<P>Looks like he fooled you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349136 32130 624 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 7:56:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/6349113" target=_blank>#603</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lincoln please explain <A 
href="http://www.onlineathens.com/1998/100298/1002.a3fossil.html" 



target=_blank>this</A> and <A 
href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2001/09/010920072245.htm" 
target=_blank>this</A> and <A 
href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2006/05/060523092737.htm" 
target=_blank>this</A> if you think whales were always ocean going.</P> 
<P>Also explain to me why dolphins are sometimes born with rear legs instead of 
flippers? Why are those regressed gene expressions there if they were always sea 
creatures?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's playing exactly the same game he played in the thread I linked above. 
I'm not sure what creationists think they're achieving with these dishonest 
hamster wheel exercises, but we've seen it over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349283 32130 763 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/6349259" target=_blank>#742</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fundamental driver of ID is the fear that science leads to a strictly 
materialistic worldview, and because of it, morality will disappear from 
society. The DI wants to reintroduce a theistic science that will halt the 
trend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point, but I think if you dig a little deeper, you'll find that even the 
Discovery Institute drones are really saying just one thing: "I didn't come from 
no APE!"</P> 
<P>This is the primal revulsion that drives creationism, and its modern 
disguised cousin "intelligent design" is just a gloss on that 
attitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349295 32130 774 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:22:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/745/6349262" target=_blank>#745</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #709 lincolntf</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I make my "real" living doing residential/commercial flatwork planning, 
design, installation. (Yes, I still get down in the concrete and break a sweat). 
I'd love to truly "make a living" doing Natural History writing, but thus far 
it's been more of a hobby. I've pub'd a couple, but they were more fix-ups than 
anything else. Next year(or maybe the year after) it should be a full-time gig. 
If not, then screw it, I didn't learn all of this just to make money, I learned 
it because it's fascinating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh?!? You said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I teach Evolution, Charles. Pretty much every day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard to remember lies, isn't it? Much easier to tell the truth. Learned that 
in first grade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been watching this process with some amusement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349329 32130 803 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:31:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/6349319" target=_blank>#795</A> 
unclassifiable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently some want a video of the live birth and the 
placenta.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Videos can be faked. And placenta could come from anywhere.</P> 
<P>See how easy it is? You too can be a Nirther!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349341 32130 815 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:35:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/808/6349334" target=_blank>#808</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>pfft. He ran away, now what kind of fun is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was getting a little too hard to keep all the stories 
straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349381 32130 850 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/840/6349370" target=_blank>#840</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, a skein of lies once woven makes it impossible to juggle the ball of 
yarn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, don't worry though ... he'll be back, carrying on with the same lines as 
if this whole discussion never happened. Count on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349403 32130 868 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:50:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/865/6349400" target=_blank>#865</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right. He vacillated a bit too much to be just trying to 
define how he believes. I still hope he is just trying to hammer out his own 
beliefs, but I fear that he has <STRONG>some juvenile misguided 
agenda</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Otherwise known as: creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06349432 32130 895 Charles Tue, Dec 9, 2008 8:59:03pm  
 
<P>Reading accounts of the Dover PA creationism trial will give you a lot of 
insight into how creationists are willing to lie to promote the cause. In the 
Dover case, the school board members blatantly lied about their discussions of 
creationism, denying that they ever used the word even though they were on 
record in newspapers and video. They even went on the witness stand and were 
sworn in on the Bible, and then lied shamelessly.</P> 
<P>It was beyond pathetic -- and we've seen exactly the same phenomena taking 
place here at LGF, where creationists have lied about having scientific 
backgrounds, lied about being biology professors or physicists, and even lied 
about being creationists. We've even seen creationists pretending to be atheists 
or agnostics, in order to trick people into listening to their propaganda.</P> 
<P>It's a deeply dysfunctional view of the world, and the cognitive dissonance 
going on in their heads must be nightmarish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06351040 32130 1191 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 8:38:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1190/6350976" target=_blank>#1190</A> OneGyT</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Worse than Huckabee? Worse than Paul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The worst candidate who had a chance of being nominated.</P> 
<P>We still might see Huckabee as the GOP candidate, next election. He's working 
hard at it. If that happens I'll be voting Democrat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352812 32130 1198 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 12:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1197/6352782" target=_blank>#1197</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently a bit of Marx is okay if the alternative is not enough 
Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, sorry, but there are plenty of other reasons not to vote for Huckabee 
besides his ignorant young earth creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353855 32130 1200 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 2:10:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1199/6352999" target=_blank>#1199</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is the #1 complain here against Jindal, however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, because Jindal isn't just a believer in creationism, he's an activist - 
he signed into law a stealth creationist bill sponsored by the Discovery 
Institute, that will allow creationists to sneak their pseudo-scientific hooey 
into Louisiana schools. I make no apologies for saying that for me, that is a 
deal-breaker. I won't vote for anyone who does things like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06351947 32136 7 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:35:28am  
 
<P>I just had to delete EIGHT nirth certifikit links from our LinkViewer, and I 
am not a happy camper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352032 32136 54 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:43:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/6351992" target=_blank>#28</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't let them get to you Charles, you are doing a fantastic job with 
LGF!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not getting to me. I'm simply going to revoke link posting privileges 
for all those people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352382 32137 135 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 11:19:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/6352331" target=_blank>#88</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually it's looking increasingly like he didn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly the opposite of reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352480 32137 226 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 11:30:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/6352447" target=_blank>#196</A> Cognito</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Hostile.</P> 
<P>For starters, the KHQA report is so thin it hardly requires refutation. It 
cites no one, was filed before any meeting was supposed to have taken place 
anyway, and doesn't follow up with confirmation. It's not good.</P> 
<P>For further reading, go <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2008/12/10/no-
discussions-between-blago-and-obama-maybe/" target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>Lastly, as I said, it's plain to see -- as the wiretap proves -- that Obama 
has only pissed off Blagojevich. So arguments that Obama is... what? corrupt?... 
seem a bit silly.</P> 
<P>I'm no fan of Obama. But flinging imaginary criticism -- or at least yet-
unfounded criticism -- at him can only weaken later, better 
arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there are two reports at KHQA - one that the meeting was going to take 
place, and then a follow-up stating that the meeting did take place.</P> 
<P>And the issue is not whether Blagojevich got what he wanted from Obama. The 
issue is that Obama flatly denied ever discussing it with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352574 32137 312 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 11:41:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/6352531" target=_blank>#273</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what the 'other way' is. Patience to build a solid, damning case 
has no downside that I know.</P> 
<P>People are calling Obama corrupt when the FBI's wiretaps show -- thunderously 
-- that Obama didn't play Blagojevich's game.</P> 
<P>Everything can change, of course. I'm just willing to wait a 
minute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you continuing to focus on things that are not being alleged?</P> 
<P>Again. The issue is that Obama flatly denied ever meeting with Blagojevich. 
It's irrelevant whether he "played Blagojevich's game."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06352692 32137 425 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 12:00:36pm  
 
<P>I just discovered a bot crawling through our entire site as fast as possible. 
It loaded 2265 pages in the past 30 minutes, including pages with comments.</P> 
<P>That's what was causing the slowdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353032 32137 563 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 12:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/6352537" target=_blank>#278</A> bmorte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait! Stop it now! If this continues and something bad happens to Obama, we 
may find that millions of voters will be disenfranchised!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... the difference here is that if this does end up involving Obama 
somehow, it would be for a legitimate issue, not for a crack-brained conspiracy 
theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353265 32138 396 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 1:08:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6353254" target=_blank>#385</A> dmjboose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles,I got a tech bug you should check out. I came to the comments page 
without logging in. Then I logged in so I could make a comment. Then I made a 
comment. Then I went up to look at some previous comments, and I was unable to 
rate the comments even though I'd already logged in. However, I could rate new 
comments. I reloaded the page and the problem is gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a bug - notice that when you log in at the top of the page, a message 
appears that says: "Some features may be unavailable until you refresh the 
page..."</P> 
<P>That's one of those features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353350 32138 472 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 1:20:14pm  
 
<P>Jesse Jackson Jr. is starting his presser...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353430 32139 22 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 1:26:48pm  
 
<P>No questions!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06353437 32139 26 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 1:27:18pm  
 
<P>A text message from his little sister. Isn't that sweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354143 32140 134 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 3:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6354118" target=_blank>#114</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, Obama did not win in a "landslide."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To quibble with that point, if you look at the electoral percentages, Obama 
did indeed win in a landslide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354157 32140 144 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 3:06:33pm  
 
<P>The final total of electoral votes: Obama 365, McCain 173. Looks like a 
landslide to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354200 32140 172 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 3:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/6354178" target=_blank>#156</A> loflyer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Citizen vote was something like 53/47 for Obama, clearly not a landslide 
mate.The Nixon/McGovern campaign, now that was a landslide for 
Nixon!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The electoral votes are what matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354287 32140 249 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 3:31:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6354256" target=_blank>#221</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A 
href="http://rightwingnews.com/mt331/2008/12/the_top_40_conservative_blogs.php" 
target=_blank>The Top 40 Conservative Blogs For 2008</A></P> 
<P>LGF made the Top 10.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice and I'm pleased to see LGF on the list of course, but that's only 
John Hawkins' favorite blogs; basically it's just one guy's 
bookmarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354320 32140 277 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 3:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/6354317" target=_blank>#275</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<P>I repeat, the electoral votes are what matter, and yes, it was a landslide by 
that measure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357430 32140 601 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:23:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/6356062" target=_blank>#595</A> Yehudit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Matter to whom? Depends on what point you are trying to make. I do understand 
why we have electoral college and I think it's a good idea, but it's not the 
whole story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Electoral votes determine the election; that's the bottom line, end of story. 
And in the electoral vote count, Obama did win by a huge margin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354682 32141 52 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 5:26:38pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly just equated Charles Darwin with atheism -- again -- in his 
nightly rant against the horrors of the atheist sign in the Washington State 
capitol building.</P> 
<P>What a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354784 32142 23 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 5:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6354755" target=_blank>#5</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean on the surface, what could be wrong with something called "intelligent 
design"?</P> 
<P>Something as innocent as teaching about "creation" in schools?</P> 
<P>It al sounds so harmless and innocent, doesn't it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly why the Discovery Institute devised this strategy -- in order 
to trick people into thinking it's a valid scientific alternative to the theory 
of evolution. In reality, it's simply the old-style creationism dressed up in 
new clothes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354823 32142 52 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:02:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6354815" target=_blank>#46</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>House has just voted for the 15 Billion dollar bailout.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You knew they would. And that's just the start.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06354836 32142 62 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6354822" target=_blank>#51</A> Buster 
Bunny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore .. this has <STRONG>NOTHING</STRONG> to do with faith. This is a 
flat earther all over again. It takes two parts pure ignorance, one part 
misinterpretation of the Bible and mashes them together to create a toxic POWER 
struggle.</P> 
<P>This is about <STRONG>POWER</STRONG> not religion, and dont confuse the 
two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta disagree with that. When some of the largest religious denominations in 
America are preaching creationism and teaching that unless you believe in 
Biblical literalism you're doomed to hell (Dobson, Robertson, Assembly of God, 
Pentecostals, etc.), it's very definitely a religious issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354851 32142 76 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6354832" target=_blank>#59</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A field trip to the creation museum...<A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2008/12/ken_ham_makes_a_few_more_bucks.
php" target=_blank>Ken Ham makes a few more bucks</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother. I may have to make this a two-creationism post 
night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354886 32142 107 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:13:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6354872" target=_blank>#95</A> Buster 
Bunny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles .. its the religion driving it, but its all about the 
misplacement of power and the attempts to regain that hold. Hence i'm swinging 
with the power vote over the religious theme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's a distinction without a real difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354939 32142 156 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:29:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/6354929" target=_blank>#147</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still waiting for Charles to add a Bottom Ten Comments 
feature...;~)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your wait is over. Reload to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06354955 32142 171 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 6:31:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6354948" target=_blank>#165</A> 
CynicalConservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What's the timeframe on both the top and bottom 10?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355116 32142 318 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 7:12:40pm  
 
<P>There is no right. There is no wrong. There is only dinging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355128 32142 328 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 7:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/6355119" target=_blank>#321</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>feh, bah... moral relativism from the lizard leader?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no relativism. There is only the plus button and the minus 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355272 32142 458 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 7:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/6355230" target=_blank>#420</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for breaking in OT people, but I just have to say it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/archives/023855.php#comments" 
target=_blank>Robert Spencer is a despicable person, and a world class 
asshole.</A></P> 
<P>If I'm banned for saying it, then so be it.I have absolutely zero respect for 
people like him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sad. Somewhere amongst the hatred and the haters who've taken over his 
website, he may have a tiny kernel of shame for the way he's behaving.</P> 
<P>Or maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355322 32142 484 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 7:56:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6355309" target=_blank>#482</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Among the things Robert Spencer needs to do is have an active moderator on 
duty on his website and enforce some basic rules of etiquette and decency. He 
gets too many trolls and mobys. Maybe he has done so—I rarely do more than check 
his headlines anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's gone way past that point. He's not interested in stopping it -- he's 
thriving on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355494 32142 501 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 8:50:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/6355480" target=_blank>#500</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>But of course, that's what you would say, because you're one of the people I 
was writing about above.</P> 
<P>Any sign of those peer-reviewed intelligent design articles you promised to 
show us?</P> 
<P>No?</P> 
<P>Didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06355507 32142 502 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 8:55:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/6355480" target=_blank>#500</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read a portion of the trial transcripts and concluded that you can get 
someone on the witness stand to say just about anything if they are forced to 
answer a series of true-false questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this statement is ludicrous. No one who has actually read Judge Jones' 
decision, or the trial proceedings, could possibly say something like that.</P> 
<P>You obviously haven't read one word of the trial transcripts -- you're just 
trying to fool people into believing you have, just like you tried to fool 
people into believing you're a "scientist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355567 32142 507 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 9:18:11pm  
 
<P>As usual, he just vanishes when people call him on his many 
lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355690 32142 513 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/6355678" target=_blank>#512</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know very well that I did . . . and you also know I re-posted my 
responses several times now. Please accept the fact that someone could lose 
their faith in Darwin's rickety theory as I did.</P> 
<P>Disclaimer: The statements above do not constitute an endorsement or advocacy 
of teaching any religion in science classes.</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're lying again. You never provided that list. You provided a list of some 
articles that had nothing to do with intelligent design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355697 32142 515 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:23:13pm  
 
<P>And it's not surprising that you couldn't provide the list you promised, 
because there are NO peer-reviewed articles dealing with intelligent design. 
Zero. None. Nada.</P> 
<P>You're a completely shameless liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355700 32142 517 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:24:35pm  
 
<P>Here come the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355708 32142 520 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:27:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/6355698" target=_blank>#516</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<P>That's completely untrue. The transcript says nothing like that, and every 
number he cites is dead on.</P> 
<P>Do you really think you're fooling people?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06355714 32142 522 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:29:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6355707" target=_blank>#519</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the open-ish thread of the hour, so I do want to mention that I'm off 
to the hospital tomorrow for at least an overnight and won't be posting.</P> 
<P>Take care, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take care, Rose, and let us know how you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355724 32142 524 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:32:58pm  
 
<P>We're seeing a perfect example of the very point I made above, right now in 
this thread: creationists blatantly lying about things that are easily 
checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357223 32142 592 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:47:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6355788" target=_blank>#531</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, we have gone over this before, and we've pointed out your attempted 
trickery before. So naturally, you just come right back and start it all over 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357245 32142 593 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:50:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/6355944" target=_blank>#565</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not advocating intelligent design or creationism. I just think that 
should be left to the state legislature until such time as it violates the 
establishment clause in the US Constitution. Once again, my point was a lawyer 
was not versed in science enough to know the basic rules of exponents. That's 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you made a completely false statement, that Rothschild said 
10<SUP>16</SUP> + 10<SUP>16</SUP> = 10<SUP>32</SUP>. He did not say anything 
like that in the transcript, and in fact every number he used in his testimony 
was absolutely correct.</P> 
<P>You lied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357282 32142 594 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:01:19am  
 
<P>Folks: some of you are accepting fiat_lux's statement that Eric Rothschild 
didn't understand mathematical exponents at face value.</P> 
<P>You shouldn't.</P> 
<P>I read the transcript. Rothschild did not say anything like that. He did not 
make a mistake.</P> 
<P>fiat_lux's statement was nothing but a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357370 32142 596 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:17:30am  
 



<P>You know, I'm completely fed up with thin-skinned fanatics misrepresenting 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357547 32142 598 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:35:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6355788" target=_blank>#531</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a result of publishing this paper, the editor of the journal, noted 
evolutionist Dr. Richard Sternberg, was relentlessly harassed and later 
demoted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a complete, shameless lie, and you know it. It was answered in a 
previous thread, but you just ignored the answer, and here you are recycling the 
lie again.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy" 
target=_blank>Sternberg peer review controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On 7 September 2004, the publisher of the journal, the Council of the 
Biological Society of Washington, released a statement repudiating the 
article:</P> 
<P>The paper by Stephen C. Meyer, "The origin of biological information and the 
higher taxonomic categories," in vol. 117, no. 2, pp. 213-239 of the Proceedings 
of the Biological Society of Washington, was published at the discretion of the 
former editor, Richard v. Sternberg. Contrary to typical editorial practices, 
the paper was published without review by any associate editor; Sternberg 
handled the entire review process. The Council, which includes officers, elected 
councilors, and past presidents, and the associate editors would have deemed the 
paper inappropriate for the pages of the Proceedings because the subject matter 
represents such a significant departure from the nearly purely systematic 
content for which this journal has been known throughout its 122-year 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know all this, and still you try to foist that discredited garbage off as 
a peer reviewed paper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357704 32142 601 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:54:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6355788" target=_blank>#531</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Next you'll claim that a congressional investigation concluded that 
Sternerg's rights had been violated (that's what you did last time you floated 
this lie), so here are the facts: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy#Smithsonian
_controversy" target=_blank>Smithsonian controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sternberg claims that he was "targeted for retaliation and harassment" and 
subject to efforts to remove him from the museum in retaliation for his views in 
support of creationism. He continues to cite a letter by the United States 
Office of Special Counsel as supporting his version of events,[29] 
<STRONG>despite the Office of Special Counsel ultimately dismissing his 
claim</STRONG>. Pim Van Meurs and other critics observed that the Office of 
Special Counsel lacked jurisdiction over the matter and so his claim was 
unlikely to proceed,[30] and that even though it made no official findings or 
conclusions, the response from the Office of Special Counsel provided Sternberg 
and the Discovery Institute putative evidence and talking points supporting 
their claim that the scientific community discriminates against intelligent 



design proponents.[31][32] <STRONG>In a Wall Street Journal op-ed article, 
Discovery Institute Senior Fellow David Klinghoffer[33] portrayed Sternberg as a 
martyr and victim of discrimination,[34] a tactic used often by design 
proponents.</STRONG>[35]</P> 
<P>In response, Sternberg's supervisor at the Smithsonian, Jonathan Coddington, 
responded publicly disputing Sternberg's and Klinghoffer's depiction of events. 
<STRONG>Coddington states that Sternberg was never dismissed, nor was he a paid 
employee, and that he was never the target of discrimination, and remained 
serving at the museum up to that time.</STRONG>[25]</P> 
<P><STRONG>In August, 2005 the Office of Special Counsel dropped Sternberg's 
religious discrimination complaint against the Smithsonian Institution.</STRONG> 
It was determined that as an unpaid research associate at the Smithsonian, 
Sternberg was not actually an employee, and thus the Office of Special Counsel 
had no jurisdiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06358201 32142 606 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:55:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/6358114" target=_blank>#602</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read the whole interview. The part that bugs me as a physicist, (and 
Charles, I honestly am, ask me about Poincare Lorentz invariance!) is the part 
where the judge makes it very clear that this is unfortunately *not* 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent post. And no, it's not over by a long shot. The Discovery Institute 
and other creationist groups are continuing their efforts in many states; 
Louisiana governor Bobby Jindal recently signed into law a DI-sponsored bill 
that will allow them to sneak creationism into La. science classrooms under the 
disguise of "teaching the controversy." And in Texas, the Board of Education has 
appointed THREE creationists to a six-member panel that will decide science 
curricula.</P> 
<P>There are ongoing efforts in other states as well. And you can see in this 
thread that there are many fanatics who are so thoroughly brainwashed, they 
reflexively equate the theory of evolution with atheism. This viewpoint is 
preached in many churches across the country, and a lot of children who are 
home-schooled are being brainwashed with insidious nonsense like this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890511594/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>What Really Happened to the Dinosaurs?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06358590 32142 613 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 11:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/6355752" target=_blank>#527</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My degree is indeed in a scientific area that I've repeatedly declined to 
state because I do not want to post the personal details of my 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laughable. If I tell you that I have a background in computer programming, is 
that revealing personal details of my life? Answer: of course not.</P> 
<P>I don't know who you think you're fooling with this stuff. It's obvious that 
you lied when you boasted about having a "scientific degree," in order to give 
your statements an aura of authority that they don't deserve.</P> 
<P>And you won't give any more details about it because you're afraid someone 
will show up who actually does have a background in that field, and ask you 
questions you wouldn't be able to answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06358732 32142 617 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 12:10:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/6358707" target=_blank>#616</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<P>That's right -- and that's why I said he was blatantly lying about things 
that are easily checked. It also makes his statement that he's "not a 
creationist" more than a little suspect.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe fiat_lux could give us the correct pdf file with page and line number, 
and the exact quote.</P> 
<P>Or a retraction. :-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06360930 32142 625 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 7:52:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6360925" target=_blank>#624</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr Secul, #623. I have apologized before, but I apologized for being rude. If 
I disagree with someone, I do not immediately resort to name calling, such as 
"idiot", "moron", "creationist", "liar" etc;. I have apologized for responding 
in kind. The apologies were sincere, as are my views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you look at the transcript, Rothschild does not understand exponents. He 
seems to think that 10 to the 16th plus 10 to the 16th equals 10 to the 
32nd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's false. You made up a statement that does not appear in the transcript, 
and insisted -- repeatedly -- that Rothschild didn't understand exponents, when 
he clearly does. There isn't one mistake in his questions for 
Behe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361175 32142 633 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:53:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/6361140" target=_blank>#632</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<P>You made a specific statement, and that statement was false. This is known as 
"lying."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361248 32142 636 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:11:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/6361200" target=_blank>#635</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What specific statement did I make make that was false? That Rothschild 
seemed to think that 10 to 16th plus 10 to the 16th was 10 to the 
32nd?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That statement is nowhere in the transcript. You made it up. You 
lied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361257 32142 637 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:13:51pm  
 
<P>You didn't just lie once. You kept insisting that Rothschild "didn't 
understand exponents" even after it was pointed out that your statement was 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06361317 32142 640 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:31:18pm  
 
<P>I have no interest in running around in your hamster wheel any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06363204 32142 647 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:11:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/6361513" target=_blank>#643</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you and Buster Bunny have plenty of time to cruise by and down ding 
me with out refuting anything I have written ( No , liar, is not a refutation). 
This is fascinating!Charles instead of down dinging me, how about responding to 
my defense of my character. Buster Bunny, I hardly, knew ye. I thought about 
surfing through responses and dinging people without confronting them directly, 
but I thought that we would cowardly. But that's just me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your "defense of your character?" You lied about something that was easily 
checked, and you were caught at it. Now you're whining about the 
consequences.</P> 
<P>Cry me a river.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365735 32142 649 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 4:43:46pm  
 
<P>Please delete me, let me go...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355534 32143 184 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 9:05:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6355509" target=_blank>#165</A> 
Bobblehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gets better and better..<A 
href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2008/12/report-michelle-obama-is-
specifically.html" target=_blank>Report: Michelle Obama Is "Specifically Named 
Individual" on Page 64 of Indictment</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That report has absolutely no credibility. It originates at Larry Johnson's 
blog, the same bunch of liars who tried to float the "Michelle Obama whitey 
tape" among many other frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355542 32143 191 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 9:08:39pm  
 
<P>Seriously, folks. How many times are you going to let the "NoQuarter" crew 
pull this crap?</P> 
<P>For Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355585 32143 232 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 9:24:30pm  
 
<P>Larry Johnson and his drones are also some of the main movers behind the 
nirth certifikit garbage.</P> 
<P>I'm disappointed in Ace. He should know better than to promote them. They 
deserve nothing except to be shunned by anyone who gives one tiny shit about 
their integrity.</P> 



<P>I feel like I'm watching the conservative blogosphere cut its own 
throat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355631 32143 276 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 9:45:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/6355611" target=_blank>#256</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you, Joan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06355681 32144 22 Charles Wed, Dec 10, 2008 10:18:24pm  
 
<P>I've been going nuts all day because Safari kept locking up.</P> 
<P>Finally I traced it down to the embedded MSNBC video I posted yesterday.</P> 
<P>And once I checked out the code for that video (which is contained in an 
IFRAME) the reason became obvious -- MSNBC's web designers are morons.</P> 
<P>Here's the URL that's loaded into the IFRAME:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22425001/vp/28141722#28141722" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you're geekish enough to check out the source for that page, you'll see 
that it's incredibly badly put together, with an unterminated &lt;head&gt; 
section.</P> 
<P>I wonder how much they paid for that piece of scheisse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357330 32145 1309 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:11:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6356173" target=_blank>#229</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good morning LGF<A href="http://thechronicleherald.ca/World/1095015.html" 
target=_blank>Dubya embraces evolution</A>Asked about creation and evolution, 
Bush said, "I think you can have both. I think evolution can — you’re getting me 
way out of my lane here. I’m just a simple president."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, that was painfully inarticulate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357461 32146 74 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:26:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6357429" target=_blank>#46</A> manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa, Charles -- don't overreach. This was a meeting where Blogo specifically 
said they <I>didn't</I> discuss successors, and of course it was before the 
election when it was possible that there wouldn't be a succession at all.</P> 
<P>I think there's some shenanigans going on here. And I think that even if 
there's not, things are being covered up by the MSM. Don't let the MSM zing you 
for overreaching and then use that as an excuse to minimize or ignore the stuff 
that isn't overreaching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's overreaching? I said this is "more evidence" that they discussed the 
Senate seat, and it is. I didn't say they discussed successors, you assumed that 
from what I wrote.</P> 
<P>The point is simple -- Obama flatly denied having <EM>any</EM> discussions 
with Blagojevich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06357637 32146 232 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:45:56am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6357580" target=_blank>#178</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone is reporting from the original Axelrod error.</P> 
<P>The media is a giant echo chamber. We have seen this sort of thing 
before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But isn't it interesting that neither Axelrod nor Obama ever tried to correct 
this "error," despite numerous stories about it, before Blagojevich was 
arrested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359635 32150 727 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/696/6359603" target=_blank>#696</A> Charlie 
R</EM></P> 
<P>Another creationist sleeper, registered since April.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359663 32150 754 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:33:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/6359640" target=_blank>#732</A> Victory Gin For 
All</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mentioned this redneck preacher we have on the radio here in my town. He 
and I got into it regarding Sunday liquor sales this morning on the local radio 
show.</P> 
<P>Here is part of their mission statement. This is the reason I will never set 
foot into another Baptist church (or Calvary Chapel for that matter) for as long 
as I shall live.</P> 
<P>10. Creation/Evolution - We believe in a literal 7 day creation account and a 
relatively young earth and human history. (Around 10,000 years as opposed to 
evolution's 4.5 billion year proposal) We believe that human beings are created 
in the image of God as unique, special creations representing God's crowning 
glory of all creation. As such, each human life has dignity, purpose, value and 
worth and is to be highly treasured. Even the unborn child. We believe that the 
theory of evolution is a lie and is desperately wicked at its core. We 
understand and know that there is not one piece of scientific evidence to 
support the lie of evolution. We believe that evolution is a God-less "statement 
of faith" and it is diametrically opposed to the Christian Gospel and Biblical 
faith.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can easily find similar statements on Pat Robertson's websites, Focus on 
the Family, etc.</P> 
<P>This is far from an unusual policy among fundamentalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359676 32150 767 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:39:45pm  
 
<P>Don't anyone be surprised, by the way, if you see 'Moe Katz' posting at 
stalker sites. He's been doing it for quite a while, and today he posted a 
snarky comment here that finally got him blocked. Then he sent me a really 
vicious hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359693 32150 784 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:44:16pm  
 
<P>This is what he sent me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 



<P>I just want you to know I figured there was a 50:50 chance I'd get the stick 
for linking that old post of yours and had decided beforehand it was well worth 
it. Shame on you for what you've done to Robert; the guy is honest and decent 
(unlike you) and you've hurt him. Hypocrite.</P> 
<P>I'd just like to know how much you got paid for posting that dangerous 
nonsense from the Gang of Eighteen.</P> 
<P>So long for now,</P> 
<P>Moe</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359709 32150 798 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:47:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/6359704" target=_blank>#794</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He adds "for now". Future sock alert...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. It's a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06359727 32150 812 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 3:51:04pm  
 
<P>I'm seriously considering posting the full email address and email headers of 
anyone who sends me stuff like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06360389 32150 984 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 6:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/6360126" target=_blank>#917</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Killing anybody, Jew or Gentile, with warning or without, and with 
court approval or without, for working on a particular day is 
wrong.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sez you. Who the f*ck died and made you G-d--or even justice of the 
peace?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm loath to get into the middle of this pissing match, but are you sure you 
really wanted to respond to this statement of Salamantis' like that?</P> 
<P>I don't think it's a great idea to defend killing people for working on the 
Sabbath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06363184 32150 1092 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:08:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1084/6362197" target=_blank>#1084</A> Charlie 
R</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However when i read about you recruiting George Bush to bolster your belief 
in evolution, well i couldnt resist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't "believe" in evolution -- it's a scientific fact, backed up with 150 
years of research and evidence. It doesn't require "belief."</P> 
<P>And I didn't "recruit" George Bush. He made those statements himself. 
Obviously, you're one of the fuming mad people to whom I referred 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06363725 32150 1096 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 10:26:07am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1094/6363607" target=_blank>#1094</A> Charlie 
R</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution has been far from factual for 150 years. May I point you to a 
source I am sure you aware of to dismiss the claim that evolution has been 
"fact" for 150 years by reading some of the work of Stephen Gould. He most 
certainly is credited with revolutionizing conventional thinking on the theory 
of evolution. If indeed evolution was fact why all of the misrepresentations of 
supposed missing links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution_as_theory_and_fact#Evolution_as_fac
t_not_theory" target=_blank>a scientific fact</A>. Since you brought up Stephen 
Jay Gould, here's what he wrote about this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould writes, 'Evolution is a theory. It is also a 
fact. And facts and theories are different things, not rungs in a hierarchy of 
increasing certainty. Facts are the world's data. Theories are structures of 
ideas that explain and interpret facts. Facts do not go away when scientists 
debate rival theories to explain them. Einstein's theory of gravitation replaced 
Newton's, but apples did not suspend themselves in mid-air, pending the outcome. 
And humans evolved from ape-like ancestors whether they did so by Darwin's 
proposed mechanism or by some other yet to be discovered.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! I guess he didn't say what you thought he said, did he?</P> 
<P>As for your assertion that I'm "pouring out wrath," that's 
laughable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365202 32150 1102 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1101/6365066" target=_blank>#1101</A> Charlie 
R</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many holes in this theory and I think it wise to not put all your 
eggs in a basket that has missing weaves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists like to say this, but for some reason they're never able to 
point out what those holes are.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_transitional_fossils" 
target=_blank>List of transitional fossils</A>.</P> 
<P>As for your Stephen Jay Gould quote, this is a very common quote found at 
creationist websites, and it's misrepresented. This is what Gould had to say: <A 
href="http://www.stephenjaygould.org/ctrl/gould_fact-and-theory.html" 
target=_blank>Stephen Jay Gould - 'Evolution as Fact and Theory,' 1994</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we proposed punctuated equilibria to explain trends, <STRONG>it is 
infuriating to be quoted again and again by creationists</STRONG>—whether 
through design or stupidity, I do not know—as admitting that the fossil record 
includes no transitional forms. <STRONG>Transitional forms are generally lacking 
at the species level, but they are abundant between larger 
groups.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361010 32153 320 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/6361007" target=_blank>#317</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Chen's on the loose again eh?...Charles wont be happy about it...what a 
fucking psycho...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares what that psycho moron does? The LGF Dictionary is here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-dictionary.htm" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361021 32153 329 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:16:09pm  
 
<P>ChenZhen was given the password to zombie's dictionary site by the psycho who 
called himself "song_and_dance_man."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361046 32153 351 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:21:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/6361027" target=_blank>#334</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>fair enough...but he's a cyber punk guarded by his keyboard...what's he 
trying to prove?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, and it's not my problem. At least it keeps them off the 
streets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361122 32154 11 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6361111" target=_blank>#9</A> CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice to see Charles going with this. I have to assume that I am not the only 
one that emailed him about it today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got three emails about this, as a matter of fact -- and I had already seen 
it through my Google News alerts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361166 32154 26 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6361104" target=_blank>#7</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what it's worth, I'm not sure creationism is really the problem moderate 
Islamic leaders should be focused on, at the moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... Salman Hameed is a scientist, not a "moderate Islamic leader," and 
since this bears directly on his field of study it seems more than appropriate 
for him to focus on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361190 32154 36 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:56:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6361182" target=_blank>#30</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Precisely. People who would like to see this issue go away just assume Oktar 
will stay contained in Turkey. He won't. He hasn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His brand of Islamic creationism is also gaining ground rapidly in 
Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361194 32154 37 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 8:57:50pm  
 



<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30631_Muslim_Creationism_on_the_Ri
se_in_Europe" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361215 32154 48 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:03:56pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how many creationists launch into a rant with the words, "I'm 
not a creationist, BUT..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361236 32154 61 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:09:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6361231" target=_blank>#59</A> chakal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least he has a pretty good list of twentieth century evils and is aware of 
social Darwinism. Evolutionary theory causes terrorism? 
Bizarre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's no more bizarre than the creationist talking point that the theory of 
evolution led to the Third Reich.</P> 
<P>In fact, it's exactly as bizarre, and exactly as dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361342 32154 135 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 9:38:52pm  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post about this topic, or complaining that it's 
"boring" will be deleted, as I have said at least 97 times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361447 32154 233 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6361419" target=_blank>#206</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A question for the lizards. How many of you have gone and read some layman 
accessible books about the science/history behind the theory of evolution? How 
many have read "On the Origin of Species"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read it years ago in college, and I now have it on my Kindle for 
rereading.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0015DST9A/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361450 32154 236 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:04:39pm  
 
<P>Here come the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361459 32154 244 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:07:34pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361476 32154 258 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:12:38pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.counterbalance.net/expelled/didda-frame.html" 
target=_blank>Did Darwin lead to Hitler?</A></P> 
<P>In a word, no. It's dishonest and misleading in the extreme to make this 
connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361493 32154 275 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:18:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/6361486" target=_blank>#268</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>okay - got it.</P> 
<P>speaking of hard science - i remember reading stories on Java Man, Piltdown 
Man, Nebraska Man, Haekels embryonic pictures, etc... From what I recall, those 
all turned out to be hoaxes, promulgated by scientists who were trying to make a 
name for themselves. It seemed that observational and experimental science had 
been replaced by something else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic. Why don't you pull out some more Answers in Genesis talking points 
while you're at it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361515 32154 294 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6361508" target=_blank>#288</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, i thought so. i certainly didn't copy it from 
somewhere</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You spewed the same nonsense in a previous thread, and it was debunked. But 
here you are again, spewing the same nonsense again as if nothing ever happened, 
parrot-like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361548 32154 325 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:30:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/6361546" target=_blank>#324</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's the "building blocks" of life arguments, with amino acids. try 
throwing that rock into a pot of water and stir it for a while. maybe something 
will jump out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I didn't come from no MONKEY!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361564 32154 340 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:33:16pm  
 
<P>It's the standard creationist hamster wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361574 32154 350 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:35:23pm  
 
<P>Just notice the tactics -- he'll demand that you answer his stupid points, 
and provide links and arguments. Then he'll just ignore everything you say and 
move on to the next talking point on the list.</P> 
<P>Hamster wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06361605 32154 381 Charles Thu, Dec 11, 2008 10:41:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6361589" target=_blank>#365</A> 
beermeister</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carl Woese is a pretty smart scientist that does not think evolution should 
be taught in grade school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's another creationist talking point, and <A 
href="http://www.pandasthumb.org/archives/2004/09/icons-of-id-car.html" 
target=_blank>it is not true</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06363088 32154 599 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:47:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/6361729" target=_blank>#494</A> fiat_lux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What claim? That evolution doesn't explain ool?. It (evolution) pretends to 
explain everything else. It cannot begin at an arbitrary starting point for the 
convenience of its adherence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The liar is back. "Not a creationist," it says.</P> 
<P>Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365997 32154 605 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:34:54pm  
 
<P>There's nothing more boring than someone complaining about how bored a 
subject makes them.</P> 
<P>Comments complaining about boredom or telling me to stop posting about this 
subject will be deleted.</P> 
<P>This makes about 98 times I've had to post that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06372584 32154 608 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 8:52:30am  
 
<P>Again we see a stealth creationist attempting to distort the historical 
record and the words of a historian to serve a deceptive purpose. Here's what 
Fritz Stern really wrote about <A 
href="http://redstaterabble.blogspot.com/2007/05/discoverys-disturbing-
legacy.html" target=_blank>the causes of the Holocaust</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fritz Stern, the noted Holocaust historian, professor emeritus at Columbia 
University, and refugee from Nazi Germany, doesn’t number Darwin and evolution 
among the chief factors that led up to the Holocaust. Higher on his list are the 
Protestant clergy, who he says were filled with anti-Semitic doctrine and shared 
Hitler's "hostility to the liberal-secular state and its defenders." Hitler, 
Stern believes, came to power by fusing racial dogma with Germanic Christianity. 
He probably saw himself as executing a divine mission.</P> 
<P>"Some people recognized the moral perils of mixing religion and politics," 
says Stern, "but many more were seduced by it. It was the pseudo-religious 
transfiguration of politics that largely ensured [Hitler's] success, notably in 
Protestant areas."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364342 32161 19 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6364321" target=_blank>#7</A> Mr. Bingley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not sure of that. Somehow I would have to think that had that poll been 
conducted in 1955 or 1965 the results would have been even more skewed, and 
surely our science production didn't suffer then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One difference now is the rise of the politically active religious right, who 
are drilling anti-evolution and anti-science propaganda into children's brains 
almost from the moment they're born.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364404 32161 66 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6364389" target=_blank>#53</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...I'm from the South and to act like the Religious Right wasn't MORE 
politically powerful in 1950 that today is... absurd, at best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not my point. The religious right has gotten smarter and much more 
organized about their propaganda these days, and they're reaching many more 
people through the internet. And they have well-funded groups like the Discovery 
Institute giving them a veneer of respectability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364448 32161 100 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:13:24pm  
 
<P>I changed the wording above from "exactly why" to "one big reason why," 
because it sounded too absolute. I don't believe it's the only reason, but I do 
think it's a big factor--and I'm not alone in that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364470 32161 121 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6364454" target=_blank>#106</A> anant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we've certainly got a problem, but I'm going guess that the kind of person 
that believes in Satan but not evolution wasn't going to end up at NASA 
anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you just reinforced my point. You're right, that person isn't going to 
end up at NASA -- but they <EM>might have</EM> if they hadn't been brainwashed 
into fundamentalism as a child.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364476 32161 127 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/6364471" target=_blank>#122</A> beholden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Going to the moon? Wow, impressive. Hate to tell ya but...we've been there 
already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we haven't been back in more than 40 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364489 32161 140 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:18:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6364482" target=_blank>#133</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LoFlyer:I am trying to figure out (remember) what happened that week in mid 
June 2004 that caused so many posters to sign up here, me included.I think it 
may be that Matt Drudge or some other radio personality I used to catch had 



Charles on as a guest.I know I hadn't lurked (hours only) long before I signed 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... the mid-June date is when registration started. It was not a sudden 
flood of users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364518 32161 167 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:21:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6364505" target=_blank>#154</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism as long as it stays in the Church and out of the school systems 
except as a talking point is harmless. People get to have their freedoms and 
make their choices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that people do have the freedom to believe in creationism, but it's 
far from harmless to indoctrinate children into anti-scientific 
beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364571 32161 218 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6364544" target=_blank>#193</A> Anant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you're right, I guess I did.</P> 
<P>Let me try to re-phrase. For simplicity let's say that America's kids can 
grow up one of two ways: they can end up in the "fundamentalist" pool or the 
"potential scientist" pool. The problem you're describing, as I understand it, 
is that too many kids are ending up in the "fundamentalist" pool instead of the 
"potential scientist" pool (is that accurate?). The problem I was worried about 
is that too many people who are already in the "potential scientist" pool don't 
go into science. I agree that the first problem is bad, but if we're looking 
specifically at our ability to maintain our edge in science, I think the second 
problem is vastly more worrisome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I'm not saying that fundamentalist indoctrination is the ONLY cause of 
America's decline in science education. You're right, there's also a devaluing 
of science in the culture in general; I don't know if I'd agree it's "vastly" 
more worrisome, but it's definitely a factor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364621 32161 266 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:35:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6364613" target=_blank>#259</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about Charles's assertion that religious dogma is the reason that 
our science education is dwindling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've now clarified this twice -- I don't believe it's the ONLY factor. But 
it's foolish to think the anti-scientific beliefs promoted by so many far-right 
religious groups have no effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364675 32161 315 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:43:26pm  
 
<P>Ken Miller's newest book makes exactly the case I'm making above, if you're 
interested in reading the perspective of a renowned biologist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001KVZ6RU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06364741 32161 373 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 12:55:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/6364652" target=_blank>#295</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respect you greatly, Charles, but I believe you are putting way too much 
emphasis on the small amount of kooks on the religious side of 
things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, you're just wrong about this -- it's not a "small amount of kooks." 
Pat Robertson has a huge following, and so does James Dobson, to name just two 
fundamentalist preachers who promote strict creationism.</P> 
<P>Most Pentecostal churches teach strict young earth creationism as well, and 
of the world's 2 billion Christians, a quarter are Pentecostals or 
Charismatics.</P> 
<P>That's not a "small amount." It's a "huge amount."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364795 32161 425 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:08:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6364779" target=_blank>#411</A> zturlte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you can believe in God, Satan and also do well and 
math.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say otherwise. Ken Miller, whose book I linked above, is a great 
example; he's a devout Catholic and also a powerful advocate for evolution and 
for science.</P> 
<P>The point is that when belief in God and Satan are combined with rejection of 
science, you have a big problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364807 32161 436 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/6364797" target=_blank>#427</A> 
razorbacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope that you are not proposing to regulate what preachers preach or 
churches church at. You're not, are you?</P> 
<P>I think that there is still a rule about that somewhere in the penumbra of 
the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious. What have I ever written that makes you think I might want to 
regulate what preachers preach?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364840 32161 465 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/6364823" target=_blank>#451</A> 
Meremortal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am becoming increasing umcomfortable with the anti-Christian theme of this 
site. I don't believe in the devil but I believe people should be allowed to 
practice religion without being attacked this way. Plenty of scientists are 
Christians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again. There is no "anti-Christian theme" here. Christianity does 
not equal belief in creationism, and my post does not "attack" people of faith. 



The point is that believing in the Devil <EM>while at the same time</EM> 
rejecting science is a recipe for disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364862 32161 485 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:24:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/6364838" target=_blank>#463</A> 
razorbacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The words that I bolded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The words you bolded don't say anything like that. I was responding to a 
comment that claimed fundamental creationists were "a small amount." They're 
not.</P> 
<P>Please don't put words in my mouth that I neither wrote nor 
intended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364893 32161 513 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/6364858" target=_blank>#481</A> bthomas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had a problem with this argument for a long time. You simply don't allow 
for a possibility where God trumps science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What kind of possibility would that be? Please be specific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364902 32161 522 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:35:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/6364881" target=_blank>#501</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most teachings of evolution will conclude that there is now no longer any 
need to believe in a "higher power" because of evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely, categorically false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364914 32161 534 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:38:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/6364891" target=_blank>#511</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am being facetious of course as I have already stated here before that I 
graduated college with a degree in science while I was a proclaimed 
atheist/evolutionist but I evolved into a fundamental 
Baptist/creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What field of science is your degree in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364936 32161 553 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6364926" target=_blank>#544</A> 
Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's yours?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never claimed to have a degree in science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364943 32161 559 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:44:00pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/6364921" target=_blank>#540</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nazi like experiements. You can say that wasn't science, but speaking 
hypothetically, then, surely you can imagine a persuit of knowledge that would 
be wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question was to imagine "a possibility where God trumps science." Your 
answer is a complete non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364945 32161 561 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:44:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/6364941" target=_blank>#557</A> 
Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well that makes two of us. Did that guy claim to have degree? Cause if he did 
i MADE AN ASS OF MYSELF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364960 32161 574 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:49:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/6364950" target=_blank>#565</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>This is absolutely, categorically false.</EM></P> 
<P>I guess we'll have to agree to disagree on this point. Richard Dawkins - one 
of the leading (if not the leading) evolutionists of today would argue 
differently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most teachings of evolution will conclude that there is now no longer any 
need to believe in a "higher power" because of evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're focusing on ONE very vocal atheist (who does not represent all 
evolutionary scientists) to support your point.</P> 
<P>It's absolutely false to claim that "most teachings of evolution" are 
designed to destroy people's belief in God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364977 32161 591 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:51:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/6364965" target=_blank>#579</A> bthomas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A well-known example: Three Hebrew boys are thrown into a furnace. I have no 
problem believing this, even though I can only conclude through science that 
either the boys were burned beyond recognition or the conclusion of the story is 
a lie.</P> 
<P>I only commented to begin with after much lurking because of the pattern of 
this subject being brought up lately. There are only a couple of subjects that 
can tear conservatism apart. This is one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your example of God trumping science is a Biblical allegory?</P> 
<P>Do you see any problem with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06364989 32161 601 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:55:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/6364970" target=_blank>#584</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really, why? I pointed out an example of when a belief in God would constrain 
an attempt at science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately for your argument, Josef Mengele, the most infamous of the Nazi 
medical experimenters, was raised as a devout Roman Catholic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365005 32161 617 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 1:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/6364997" target=_blank>#609</A> bthomas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You assume that I believe it's an allegory. If I believe it happened as 
described, what does that make me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes you a Biblical literalist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365021 32161 632 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:02:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/6365001" target=_blank>#613</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you claiming that he was acting religiously when doing those experiments? 
Insofar that the 10 commandments for Catholics forbid killing (for Jews: 
Murder)...I'd doubt it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again with the straw man specialist. I didn't say he was "acting 
religiously," and you know it.</P> 
<P>The argument is that belief in God will constrain immoral scientific 
experimentation, and there is absolutely no evidence for that 
argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365027 32161 638 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:04:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6365012" target=_blank>#624</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point is that belief in God is decayed/destroyed regardless (implicitly or 
explicitly) due to the teaching of evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>False. This is fundamentalist propaganda, and it is simply not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365050 32161 660 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:12:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/6365039" target=_blank>#649</A> bthomas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which, to me, is not a bad thing. Actually, that's the great thing about the 
Bible. Literalist Christians can be found collecting clothing to distribute to 
the needy. Other literalists can be found hiding bombs under their clothing to 
distribute to all those who don't share their beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A bad thing? No, it's not a bad thing. But it does call into question the 
reliability of your pronouncements about science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365061 32161 670 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:14:38pm  



 
<P>Another excellent book by Ken Miller, highly recommended: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061233501/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Finding Darwin's God: A Scientist's Search for Common Ground 
Between God and Evolution</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365065 32161 674 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:15:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/6365063" target=_blank>#672</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and if you are not a religious person then you are not able to make 
pronouncements regarding religion...</P> 
<P>I guess this conversation is over...sciencehawks / 
religionhawks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Straw man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365101 32161 705 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:22:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/6365072" target=_blank>#680</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was it not you that stated that if you have a solid literalist religious 
belief that it "call into question the reliability of your pronouncements about 
science"?</P> 
<P>Then what is so odd about saying that if you have a solid "literalist" 
science belief that it would call into question the reliability of ones 
pronouncements about religion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I said that being a Biblical literalist calls into question their 
ability to criticize science, for the simple reason that believing every word in 
the Bible is true means you believe in things that are the antithesis of 
science. There was no worldwide Great Flood, and the Earth is at least 4 billion 
years old, and those facts contradict the literalist Biblical view.</P> 
<P>Your second point makes no sense. There is no "literalist science 
belief."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365125 32161 727 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/6365107" target=_blank>#710</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it is common sense that teaching evolution will end up 
decaying/destroying a belief in God...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is false. It seems like common sense to you because you're a Biblical 
literalist, who won't accept that much of the Bible is allegory, not fact.</P> 
<P>There are many evolutionary scientists who have no trouble at all believing 
in God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365133 32161 734 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:31:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/6365115" target=_blank>#718</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is where we disagree. I think an "i cannot be wrong because the best 
science we have today says The Flood never happened, and nothing will change 
that opinion, until some so-called flawless Scientific method, prooves my first 
truthful assumption about the Flood &amp;/or science is proven wrong" attitude, 
is a sort of "literalist" (ie: unwavering, very assured) belief". But we have 
gone round on this subject &amp; we didn't agree, and I'm not sure understood 
where we were coming from. So, no need to go through that again. I would bet the 
last remaining paid mortgage in the U.S. on the fact that we aren't going to 
agree on any of these issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your contempt for science is obvious, as is your ability to construct straw 
men out of thin air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365236 32161 828 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 2:57:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/6365159" target=_blank>#757</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why dont you modify your statements a bit, to say, Much of the Bible 
SEEMS like allegory...You cannot say definitively that the story of the three 
boys did NOT occur as written.I think for you to take a fundie stance is, well, 
fundie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say definitively? Actually, I will say that. If you're going to claim that 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego were actually thrown into a burning furnace, in 
reality, and emerged unharmed, in reality, it's up to you to prove it -- not up 
to me to disprove it -- because it violates everything we know about the laws of 
nature.</P> 
<P>That particular story is very obviously an allegory, and not literally 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365259 32161 845 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:08:32pm  
 
<P>By the way, I was raised Catholic, went to Catholic elementary school and 
high school, and <EM>never</EM> were we told that the Bible is literally true. 
The sisters and brothers who were my teachers had great respect for science, and 
were well aware that much of the Bible is allegory, not literal 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365273 32161 858 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:12:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/842/6365256" target=_blank>#842</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that God can never intervene in anyway that violates any physical law. 
Such things definitively did not happen.</P> 
<P>What, exactly, is the point of this God, again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to make extraordinary claims of miracles and divine 
intervention, the burden is on you to prove them, not on me to disprove 
them.</P> 
<P>Curious, isn't it, that we see no evidence whatsoever of these kinds of 
extraordinary miracles in the modern world? Why is that? Has God forsaken 
us?</P> 
<P>Or is it more likely that primitive people in a world without the scientific 
method were more likely to believe in supernatural causes for entirely natural 
events?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06365280 32161 864 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:13:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/849/6365263" target=_blank>#849</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, there's at least one more possibility (with respect to any given 
biblical passage).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it could have been intended to be taken as literal truth, in an era 
with no scientific method but lots of superstition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365335 32161 918 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:26:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/882/6365298" target=_blank>#882</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But given that you believe the above, what on earth role does religion have 
in society in your view? Because from as best I gather, its sole role is a vice 
to be tolerated in a free society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are the one who's calling religion a "vice," not me. It's very obvious 
that religion can provide a moral framework for people, can provide social 
advancement, and can encourage people to do good works and behave in a civilized 
manner -- at its best. At its worst, it can lead people into fanaticism and 
violence, as we've seen over and over throughout history.</P> 
<P>Without context, religion is neither a vice nor a great good. It's what 
people do with it that determines its worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365379 32161 958 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/6365360" target=_blank>#940</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm willing to see that lucky break as a miracle of Divine intervention. 
Empirically provable? No. But one of an accumulating litany of coincidences that 
make me believe that Someone is watching over mankind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that could very well be. But what you're describing is something 
indirect, and requires no violation of natural laws -- which is very different 
from the claim that the furnace miracle described in the Bible is literally 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365394 32161 973 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:40:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/954/6365374" target=_blank>#954</A> 
stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please leave Carl Sagan off the list -- he was a prime example of the 
corruption of science in service of politics. His advocacy of the "Nuclear 
Winter" hypothesis, selling it as proven fact, was one of the key steps in the 
infection of science by political activism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carl Sagan acknowledged in his book The Demon-Haunted World that he was 
mistaken about his nuclear winter hypothesis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365399 32161 977 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:41:26pm  
 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_sagan" target=_blank>Here's the 
quote</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sagan erroneously predicted in January 1991 that so much smoke from the 
Kuwaiti oil fires "might get so high as to disrupt agriculture in much of South 
Asia..." He acknowledged the error in The Demon-Haunted World: "as events 
transpired, it was pitch black at noon and temperatures dropped 4-6 C over the 
Persian Gulf, but not much smoke reached stratospheric altitudes and Asia was 
spared."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365404 32161 982 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:42:48pm  
 
<P>Oops, wrong quote, that was about the Iraqi oil fires. I know that he 
renounced the nuclear winter stuff, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365419 32161 996 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:45:57pm  
 
<P>I'm mistaken. Sagan did not renounce 'nuclear winter.' And in fact the latest 
research largely confirms his work: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_winter" target=_blank>Nuclear 
winter</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on new work published in 2007 and 2008 by some of the pioneers of 
nuclear winter research who worked on the original studies, we now can say 
several things about this topic.</P> 
<P><STRONG>New Science:</STRONG></P> 
<P>A minor nuclear war (such as between India and Pakistan or in the Middle 
East), with each country using 50 Hiroshima-sized atom bombs as airbursts on 
urban areas, could produce climate change unprecedented in recorded human 
history. This is only 0.03% of the explosive power of the current global 
arsenal.</P> 
<P>This same scenario would produce global ozone depletion, because the heating 
of the stratosphere would enhance the chemical reactions that destroy ozone.</P> 
<P>A nuclear war between the United States and Russia today could produce 
nuclear winter, with temperatures plunging below freezing in the summer in major 
agricultural regions, threatening the food supply for most of the planet.</P> 
<P>The climatic effects of the smoke from burning cities and industrial areas 
would last for several years, much longer than previously thought. New climate 
model simulations, that have the capability of including the entire atmosphere 
and oceans, show that the smoke would be lofted by solar heating to the upper 
stratosphere, where it would remain for years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365436 32161 1012 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 3:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1000/6365423" target=_blank>#1000</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just saying that it might be more profitable to consider some of the 
fabulous events recorded in the Bible as interactions with a society which has 
capabilites far beyond our own, rather than rejecting them all out of hand 
because we are incapable of recreating them or explaining them in a 
"naturalistic" sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a complete violation of Occam's Razor. The simplest explanation is 
always the most likely, and in this case the simplest explanation is that these 



stories are fiction, or real events distorted through a lens of 
superstition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365767 32161 1137 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 4:48:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1117/6365658" target=_blank>#1117</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - Rancher, if you're still here and if I may ask, is <A 
href="http://dunellanoestachato.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>this</A> your 
website? And, if so, could you explain the meaning of the "LIZARDS" 
category?</P> 
<P>I'm asking this because there are a few links in there that ... are very 
hostile to LGF.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. No kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365928 32161 1154 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:21:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1141/6365790" target=_blank>#1141</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I catch distinct whiffs of pseudo scientific claptrap emanating, but I will 
look into it and get back to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than whiffs. It's a full-on pseudo-scientific reek. Here's a page at 
that website citing an article in 21st Century Science and Technology:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.iceagenow.com/Nisqually_Glacier.htm" target=_blank>Ocean 
Warming</A></P> 
<P>"21st Century Science and Technology" sounds pretty scientific, doesn't 
it?</P> 
<P>Until you realize that it's affiliated with <A 
href="http://www.21stcenturysciencetech.com/about.html" target=_blank>Lyndon 
LaRouche</A>.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06365985 32161 1160 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:32:31pm  
 
<P>Now we're getting the real hardcore meltdown crew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366005 32161 1165 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1162/6365991" target=_blank>#1162</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He released a new book in Oct. I'd be careful of people trying to pimp that 
crap here Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that I know about it, I certainly will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366008 32161 1166 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:36:26pm  
 
<P>So many quacks, so little time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366021 32161 1167 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:38:59pm  



 
<P>And speaking of meltdowns, 'fiat_lux' finally had his in the Judge Jones 
interview thread, after being busted for lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366425 32161 1196 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1193/6366404" target=_blank>#1193</A> 
Amillennialist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of which, have you talked to your buddy Lenski lately? How are those 
bacteria coming along? Talking yet? No? Surely, they must have sprouted legs. 
Lungs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't creationists feel ridiculous when they post absolute nonsense like 
this? All you're doing is revealing your ignorance.</P> 
<P>But don't let that stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366578 32161 1222 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:54:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1205/6366518" target=_blank>#1205</A> Jim C.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, Charles. Blaming <STRONG>everything</STRONG> on so-called 
intelligent design is bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's "bullshit" is a stupid exaggerated claim like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366589 32161 1224 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:56:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1221/6366577" target=_blank>#1221</A> Mr. 
Bingley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess a society where there was a complete rejection of god and a total 
belief in science should, by your reasoning, be a great place. If only we could 
establish such a utopia of such clear thinking. But wait! we did! It was called 
"The Soviet Union."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way to go. That's right, I'm just like Stalin, and I want to abolish 
religion.</P> 
<P>Full moon tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366594 32161 1226 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:57:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1206/6366521" target=_blank>#1206</A> 
Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You waited 8 months to make this your first comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's yet another creationist sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366615 32161 1231 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:01:09pm  
 
 
 
<P>The kooks who are now showing up are making the point for me, better than I 
ever could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06366634 32161 1235 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:05:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1218/6366572" target=_blank>#1218</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So in #1096 do we have our first creationist paleontologist at LGF? We've had 
a bunch claiming to be "scientists" of undetermined specialty but this is new. I 
think...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are totally without shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366644 32161 1239 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:07:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1233/6366627" target=_blank>#1233</A> Mr. 
Bingley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, and no where did I imply that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you most certainly did imply that, with this heap of distorted strawman 
arguments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess a society where there was a complete rejection of god and a total 
belief in science should, by your reasoning, be a great place. If only we could 
establish such a utopia of such clear thinking. But wait! we did! It was called 
"The Soviet Union."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366707 32161 1255 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:27:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1250/6366691" target=_blank>#1250</A> Mr. 
Bingley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I simply flipped around what you said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that when belief in God and Satan are combined with rejection of 
science, you have a big problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess a society where there was a complete rejection of god and a total 
belief in science should, by your reasoning, be a great place. If only we could 
establish such a utopia of such clear thinking. But wait! we did! It was called 
"The Soviet Union."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess if we go back and burn witches at the stake and cut out the 
tongues of non-believers, America would be a great place!</P> 
<P>(I suspect this is lost on you.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366713 32161 1258 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1253/6366703" target=_blank>#1253</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I an expert in this field - absolutely not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never would have guessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06366721 32161 1264 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1257/6366710" target=_blank>#1257</A> 
Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it's creamy nougat. Why are you attacking my faith?! ///</P> 
<P>P.S.- about "Amillennialist"... Has some interesting posts on fascist threads 
if anyone cares to research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366741 32161 1269 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:35:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1257/6366710" target=_blank>#1257</A> 
Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>Never mind, I found the posts, and this creep is blocked. Should have been 
gone a long time ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366755 32161 1275 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1271/6366748" target=_blank>#1271</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Delete that last post with link if you don't want it here 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deleted the link from your post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366816 32161 1288 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 8:52:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1279/6366783" target=_blank>#1279</A> Mr. 
Bingley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I simply don't see how this</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess a society where there was a complete rejection of god and a total 
belief in science should, by your reasoning, be a great place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can be read as anything but an inversion of your argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, why not just leave out the part comparing my argument to the Soviet 
Union? It sounds lot better that way, doesn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366848 32161 1297 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:01:21pm  
 
<P>The haters at Gates of Vienna, by the way, are freaking out and spinning like 
dervishes about the anti-jihad conference in Israel, to which Vlaams Belang was 
disinvited.</P> 
<P>According to one of my sources, Filip DeWinter has been raging at me 
recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366898 32161 1309 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:12:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1308/6366894" target=_blank>#1308</A> Mr. 
Bingley</EM></P> 



<P>You are distorting what I said. I did not advocate "all science and no 
religion." I said that believing in Satan while rejecting science is a recipe 
for disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366906 32161 1312 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1306/6366883" target=_blank>#1306</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Slightly OT, but I am curious:</P> 
<P>Have there been any Albanian nationalists on LGF, as in, the Albanian 
versions of 1389? I recently got a very ugly comment (I didn't approve it, of 
course) from one such type on my blog, calling me some awful names for, 
basically, not being a nationalist freak. He didn't advocate genocide or any 
such thing, but it was damn ugly nonetheless, and I am wondering what the 
concentration of such freaks is in the blogosphere. You get nuts of all stripes 
and colors dropping their demented bombs on LGF, so I wonder whether you've ever 
encountered and banned one of these.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. But the haters don't always make it obvious which club they 
belong to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366994 32161 1327 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1320/6366947" target=_blank>#1320</A> 
Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew Atlas had problems with Charles...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela doesn't have problems with me. She has problems with 
<EM>reality</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06367007 32161 1330 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:36:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1328/6366995" target=_blank>#1328</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are so erudite! Not many people fully understand the epistemological 
nature of the scientific method, in so far as it only allows certainty in 
knowing something is false, as opposed to true.</P> 
<P>OT: I am starting a job as assistant online editor at Commentary Magazine, 
essentially making my living through obsessing over issues of style and grammar, 
so I must ask: Can you say 'datums'? Isn't it just 'data' or does 'datum' have 
two plural forms? I've never heard 'datums' before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's commonly accepted these days that 'data' can be used in either the 
singular or plural forms. No one ever uses 'datum.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06367101 32161 1346 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 9:51:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1344/6367094" target=_blank>#1344</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah... how subtle...</P> 
<P>"The media is out to get us" or "The media are out to get us"?</P> 



<P>The latter would be correct for a purist like me. I'm getting the Chicago 
Manual of Style for Christmas so I can freshen up on the language a bit. Gettin' 
rusty here: Haven't consulted a Style Manual since my freshman year of college, 
and that was for a Software Engineering course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Media' is another word that has come to be used in both plural and singular 
forms. I always use the plural myself, because I'm sort of a purist, but it's no 
longer considered incorrect to say "the media is..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06367173 32161 1355 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 10:06:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1343/6367076" target=_blank>#1343</A> 
freedom_fighter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes there is evidence in favor of evolution and I do not deny that in the 
least. I just don't think it is conclusive enough to state it as 
fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No matter how much you insist on that, it's simply wrong. The theory of 
evolution has been studied, debated, researched, and argued over for 150 years, 
and in all that time it has only gotten stronger -- and in ways that Darwin 
himself could not have predicted. The field of genetics, for example, didn't 
even exist in Darwin's time, and yet genetic discoveries have only reinforced 
the validity of his theories.</P> 
<P>Evolution is one of the most watertight scientific theories in existence, and 
it has led to breakthroughs in medicine that would have seemed like magic just 
decades ago. Your resistance to accepting evolution is solely based on a 
fundamentalist religious view, and it's limiting and self-
defeating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06368468 32161 1392 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 8:51:09am  
 
<P>And now the ghost and demon supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06368498 32161 1393 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:00:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1390/6368331" target=_blank>#1390</A> carray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The corollary to your position on this issue is this: there is no God. When 
you assert, as you appear to be attempting to, that there is no devil, then you 
are saying that the Judaeo-Christian God is a liar.</P> 
<P>In your fight against creationism, you seem to be heading too far the other 
way, so that you are battling no longer against the idea of creationism but 
against the idea of God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In every single evolution thread, creationists show up and try to make this 
dishonest argument, because it's the way they were taught to view the world: 
creationism=Christianity, evolution=atheism. It's a completely false dichotomy, 
but that never stops them from trying to lay those views at my door.</P> 
<P>As I've stated in this thread several times, my point is that a 
fundamentalist belief in Satan/devils/etc. combined with a rejection of 
science/evolution is a recipe for disaster. I am NOT saying "the Judeo-Christian 
God is a liar," and I am not "battling against the idea of God."</P> 
<P>Its incredibly tedious to have to point this out in every single thread 
because creationists dredge it up every time, but nevertheless I do. Then in the 
next evolution thread, there they are again with the same talking points, the 
same bogus accusations, and the same impenetrable illogic.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06368579 32161 1395 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:21:27am  
 
<P>And the illogical arguments are always accompanied by insults such as, 
"You're obsessed," "You're tipping over the edge," etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06368943 32161 1398 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 10:25:48am  
 
<P>I'm really not sure why so many in this thread have denied that America has a 
big problem with science education. This is uncontroversial; you can easily find 
studies on the web that show a steady decline in American students' scientific 
literacy, and a corresponding rise in scientific literacy in countries like 
China and India.</P> 
<P>You may disagree with me that fundamentalist religion plays a big part in 
this decline, but the fact of the decline is well established.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06369177 32161 1402 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 11:04:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1400/6369070" target=_blank>#1400</A> 
dgrosso</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Lets run a poll in India about how many believe in re-incarnation as 
opposed to how many believe in evolution. And yet (as you seem to say) they seem 
to be progressing fine scientifically. There "fundamentalist religion" is not 
something you whack constantly.</P> 
<P>I prefer to lay the blame at our antiquated, overly unionized, self serving 
educational system. Can you find any time to criticize them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you are reinforcing my point. Hindu religious beliefs do not 
categorically reject modern science, and in fact the Indian work ethic and 
emphasis on education is world-famous.</P> 
<P>The fundamentalist religious groups who brainwash their flocks into 
creationism, on the other hand, explicitly and categorically reject science, to 
the point of instilling conspiracy theories that scientists are evil atheists 
engaged in a plot to destroy belief in God. You can't reject the theory of 
evolution without also rejecting most of modern science.</P> 
<P>I'm not making this up. You can see some people in this very thread 
advocating exactly that view.</P> 
<P>As for criticizing the education system, no one is denying that there are 
problems. But the solution is not to allow creationism (under the disguise of 
"intelligent design") into schools, and that's what the fundamentalists are 
constantly agitating for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370254 32161 1432 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 3:40:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1431/6370131" target=_blank>#1431</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The subject of the failure of our American public schools is vastly more 
complex than making a generalization that fundamentalists are to blame. That's 
just not good argumentation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another thing I have trouble understanding is why so many people are 
attributing absolutist positions to me that I have not written and do not 
believe. I did not make a generalization at all. I said that I believe this is 



ONE factor, and I've now acknowledged several times over that there are others 
as well.</P> 
<P>I think it's poor argumentation to just ignore the balanced statements I've 
made and accuse me of making a simple generalization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06371381 32161 1443 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:06:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1438/6371182" target=_blank>#1438</A> 
beermeister</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG><STRONG>Microbiology predates Darwin's On the Origin of 
Species.</STRONG></STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>Modern microbiology and genetics owe more to Mendel, a Christian and 
a priest and a scientist, than to Darwin.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mendel's work was not recognized for many years, but when it was, it greatly 
reinforced Darwin's theory of evolution through natural selection, by helping to 
identify the mechanism through which traits are passed on and modified.</P> 
<P>Your point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366106 32162 491 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 5:54:18pm  
 
<P>So far today I've received four hate mails from creationists. Apparently I'm 
an obsessed atheist who hates religion and is determined to destroy the 
conservative movement. Also an asshole, a phony neocon leftist, a tyrant just 
like Stalin, a dictator like Hitler, and an antisemite (?).</P> 
<P>I have a real feeling of accomplishment right now. Time to crack open a 
Chimay Ale and savor the moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366139 32162 521 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 6:00:28pm  
 
<P>Also, I've been corresponding with a Google software engineer and have 
finally figured out what was causing the problems with our sidebar RSS feeds -- 
and I was able to suggest a software fix for them to implement that may help 
other people having similar problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366167 32162 543 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 6:06:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/6366145" target=_blank>#525</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are such a giver!</P> 
<P>/tips glass</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was born to give and give and give.</P> 
<P>(Apologies to Rivers Cuomo.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06368549 32162 601 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:14:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/6368540" target=_blank>#600</A> Ben F</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hilarious quote given that it comes from one of the foremost perpetrators of 
the "nuclear winter" hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The idea of <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_winter" 
target=_blank>nuclear winter</A> is not a hoax. Recent computer modeling 
experiments have largely confirmed what Sagan wrote about it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on new work published in 2007 and 2008 by some of the pioneers of 
nuclear winter research who worked on the original studies, we now can say 
several things about this topic.</P> 
<P><STRONG>New Science:</STRONG></P> 
<P>A minor nuclear war (such as between India and Pakistan or in the Middle 
East), with each country using 50 Hiroshima-sized atom bombs as airbursts on 
urban areas, could produce climate change unprecedented in recorded human 
history. This is only 0.03% of the explosive power of the current global 
arsenal.</P> 
<P>This same scenario would produce global ozone depletion, because the heating 
of the stratosphere would enhance the chemical reactions that destroy ozone.</P> 
<P>A nuclear war between the United States and Russia today could produce 
nuclear winter, with temperatures plunging below freezing in the summer in major 
agricultural regions, threatening the food supply for most of the planet.</P> 
<P>The climatic effects of the smoke from burning cities and industrial areas 
would last for several years, much longer than previously thought. New climate 
model simulations, that have the capability of including the entire atmosphere 
and oceans, show that the smoke would be lofted by solar heating to the upper 
stratosphere, where it would remain for 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366247 32163 34 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 6:22:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/6366235" target=_blank>#28</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awww. How cute is this <A 
href="http://www.zooborns.com/.a/6a010535647bf3970b010535a16d67970c-pi" 
target=_blank>pygmy marmoset</A>. He's tiny!</P> 
<P>Good Lord, I could get sucked into that site for hours. Not as dangerous as 
LGF, but still... ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a finger monkey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366433 32163 184 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:12:24pm  
 
<P>'RJ77' is apparently a cuteness hater.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06366436 32163 187 Charles Fri, Dec 12, 2008 7:12:51pm  
 
<P>Or maybe he just hates monkeys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370804 32163 619 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 6:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/6370719" target=_blank>#618</A> ruffy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a little resemblance to Mr Johnson - or will he deny 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't come from no MONKEY, you ATHEIST!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06368670 32165 1075 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:40:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1065/6368660" target=_blank>#1065</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He says he's "aware of its problematic aspects" but he doesn't care. Very 
sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, that's what he said last month. Since then he's been convinced 
otherwise. Vlaams Belang is not going to be at the conference, unless my sources 
are completely mistaken -- and I don't think they are.</P> 
<P>DeWinter is trying to whine his way back in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06369124 32167 215 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 10:56:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/6369071" target=_blank>#166</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's only one problem.</P> 
<P>/<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYB50LGIdv0" target=_blank>he never 
said anything even resembling that</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did. <A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2008/12/questions-arise.html" 
target=_blank>This is a denial</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Asked what contact he'd had with the governor's office about his replacement 
in the Senate, President-elect Obama today said "<STRONG>I had no contact with 
the governor or his office</STRONG> and so we were not, I was not aware of what 
was happening."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06369145 32167 235 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 10:59:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/6369141" target=_blank>#231</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I"</P> 
<P>Dude is slick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not that slick. He said both "we" and "I".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06369241 32167 329 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 11:15:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/6369206" target=_blank>#295</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, he was responding in the context of the "Senate seat" controversy 
and referring to <EM>himself</EM>.</P> 
<P>/if you're spinning "we were not" that's pretty thin, <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioro_yzZ8vw" target=_blank>it sounds like a 
royal we slip that he <EM>quickly</EM> corrected after the 
comma</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. And I've lost patience with the idea that we have to give 
politicians a break when they are very obviously weaseling. When did it become 
acceptable practice to deliberately choose words that can be spun whatever way 
the politician wants?</P> 



<P>If I had a friend who weaseled around like that, he wouldn't be a friend for 
very long. Why do we let politicians get away with this crap? 
Bah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06369276 32167 362 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 11:21:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/6369261" target=_blank>#348</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd hold fire, there, for the moment. There are still many possibilities, and 
there's nothing to lose by waiting to hear what the federal investigators have 
to say.</P> 
<P>Patience pays.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, I have not said Obama is guilty of anything -- except lying, and that 
seems dead obvious to me. What I take away from his weasel words is that he 
almost certainly knew that discussions had taken place, and was doing everything 
he could to avoid admitting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370778 32168 951 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 6:30:49pm  
 
<P>I'm shutting down this thread. I'm not going to take sides because all 
involved have contributed good things to LGF from time to time. But Doriangrey, 
I think you've gone way over the line in some of your comments, and if this kind 
of thing continues I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370592 32169 84 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 5:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6370524" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://ibloga.blogspot.com/2008/12/brussels-journal-says-
western.html" target=_blank>Brussels Journal Calls For White Separatism - Says 
Western Civilization Is Dying Of A Disease Affecting Only White 
People</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness. White nationalism for all to see, right out in the 
open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370609 32169 94 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 5:37:39pm  
 
<P>Brussels Journal is listed as a member of <A 
href="http://www.opinionjournal.com/federation/" target=_blank>Wall Street 
Journal's OpinionJournal Federation</A>.</P> 
<P>I wonder if they really want to be associated with open 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370652 32169 118 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 5:51:49pm  
 
<P>I finished reading that sick pile of rubbish. Blech.</P> 
<P>There's absolutely no difference between that and anything you'll find at 
Stormfront. In fact, I'm not going to look, but it wouldn't surprise me one bit 
to see it posted at Stormfront already.</P> 



<P>I think the Wall Street Journal needs to know. I can't believe they'd be OK 
with listing a website as a partner that publishes stuff like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370677 32169 131 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 5:58:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6370660" target=_blank>#124</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they still on the blog roll at PJ Media?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370701 32169 147 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 6:05:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/6370681" target=_blank>#135</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<P>Tech note: did you know your blog looks pretty odd in Safari? I think you 
have a background image on the page that's dark, with light text. But I'm using 
a large monitor, and the background image doesn't cover the whole window - 
leaving very light text on a white background for about half of the page. Almost 
unreadable...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370727 32169 162 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 6:11:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6370713" target=_blank>#154</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>147 Charles,</P> 
<P>You said: I think you have a background image on the page that's dark, with 
light text.</P> 
<P>I say: There should be no background image underneath the text at Infidel 
Bloggers Alliance.</P> 
<P>There is a background image underneath the text at my other blog 
CUANAS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I meant. The one that's linked to your name.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use Safari all the time, and I have no trouble reading it, and this is the 
first I have heard of trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a Safari problem, to clarify -- it's a background image that doesn't 
cover the page on larger monitors. You could fix it just by setting the 
background color to a similar dark color as the background image. It wouldn't 
look the greatest, but it would be readable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370882 32169 273 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 7:03:59pm  
 
<P>And by the way, what I really love about the Keith Jarrett tune that's the 
subject of this post is the stripped down simplicity of the melody. It's almost 
a traditional folk tune, but some of the chord changes take it into very 
unexpected territory -- and the melody just flies through it all and takes you 
with it.</P> 
<P>One of the classics of modern jazz/whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370886 32169 277 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 7:06:48pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/6370883" target=_blank>#274</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was actually surprised how many people found fault with it...and 
Jarrett...wtf?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everybody's a critic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370955 32169 318 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 7:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/6370920" target=_blank>#302</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I kept my mouth shut over the typos...You don't walk into your 
hosts house and start straightening the pictures...maybe he likes 'em that 
way.:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never hesitate to point out a typo. My ego isn't <EM>that</EM> fragile.</P> 
<P>I was putting this monstrosity together today, which is why the typo survived 
as long as it did. Don't believe the guy who says it took him 15 minutes.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0009IC8YY" 
target=_blank>Multimedia Wood Storage Cabinet</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06370924 32170 5 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 7:17:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6370908" target=_blank>#1</A> Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Missing an 'e' in 'Seek' Charles.</P> 
<P>Just kidding.</P> 
<P>*ducks*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why you! I oughtta...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06371265 32171 17 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 8:30:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6371249" target=_blank>#10</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A contributing cause of this scandal is the MSM's desire to vilify Israel. If 
they were actually objective, they would have taken the time to review the 
photos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. That's the issue underneath the faked photo that the media didn't 
want to touch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06371415 32171 128 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 9:18:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6371403" target=_blank>#117</A> Steffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting report. Looks like she touched all the bases.</P> 
<P>So you're "quirky," Charles?</P> 
<P>:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take "quirky."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06371571 32171 266 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 10:07:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/6371476" target=_blank>#176</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>So where are those peer-reviewed "intelligent design" papers you promised to 
show us?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06371606 32171 300 Charles Sat, Dec 13, 2008 10:14:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/6371600" target=_blank>#294</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this one of those train-wreck threads that are discussed in hushed tones 
and a note of disdain on the overnight threads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just one jerk, mouthing off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373886 32171 520 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 2:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6373380" target=_blank>#519</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Global warming is bad science?</P> 
<P>Sorry, but I think Dr. Scott and the other staff on the National Center for 
Science Education would lump you in with the creationists, ID'ers, and other 
"nut cases" on this one. The science is settled. If you don't think so, you can 
email Dr. Scott and see. Her email is posted on the NCSE website.</P> 
<P>For a discussion about the lack of peer-reviewed papers by climate change 
deniers, and whether the deniers are actually scientists, see this:[Link: <A 
href="http://greenfyre.wordpress.com/2008/10/03/climate-change-deniers-but-they-
are-scientists/" target=_blank>greenfyre.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Incidentally, I read the link you provided in your post. I found it 
interesting in that it analyzed the structure of the debate. There is a lot of 
bad science around.</P> 
<P>To bring this discussion back again to Charles' historic contributions in 
exposing media fakery, the work he did in the political arena is parallel to 
that of scientists exposing fraud in areas such as cancer research and cloning 
(as with Dr. Hwang Woo-Suk), but is ground-breaking in that he is at the 
forefront of the new citizen-based journalism, hence the peer-reviewed paper. 
Again, my hat's off to him for his important contributions.</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You, on the other hand, have proven yourself to be a very disingenuous and 
dishonest poster at LGF, promising to show us a list of peer-reviewed articles 
in favor of intelligent design, then coming up with ONE long-debunked article 
that was published in a scientific journal under false pretenses, and in 
specific contravention of the journal's policies. Your defense of the article 
came straight from the Discovery Institute's talking points, and it was obvious 
to anyone paying attention.</P> 
<P>Then you claimed that your opinions should carry more weight because you have 
a "scientific degree," but refused to say what field of science, claiming it 
would be "revealing personal information." Your credibility is absolutely 
nil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374509 32171 523 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:23:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6374466" target=_blank>#521</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I once believed in the theory of evolution, but now I believe that it 
has serious flaws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But for some odd reason, you haven't managed to point out a single one of 
those "flaws."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've chosen not to post any personal details, including my what my 
degree is in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You boasted about having that "degree" when you were trying to convince 
people that your creationist hooey was really, really important and valid. Then 
you refused to say what field, because you're afraid someone will show up who 
really is knowledgeable in that field, and ask you questions you couldn't 
answer.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Dr. Sternberg, a noted evolutionist with two PhDs, was crucified by the 
scientific establishment to have allowed publication of an ID paper, I would 
expect similar treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing. You're still going to try to float the same lies, after they were 
exposed twice already.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy" 
target=_blank>The Sternberg peer review controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On 7 September 2004, the publisher of the journal, the Council of the 
Biological Society of Washington, released a statement repudiating the 
article:</P> 
<P>The paper by Stephen C. Meyer, "The origin of biological information and the 
higher taxonomic categories," in vol. 117, no. 2, pp. 213-239 of the Proceedings 
of the Biological Society of Washington, was published at the discretion of the 
former editor, Richard v. Sternberg. Contrary to typical editorial practices, 
the paper was published without review by any associate editor; Sternberg 
handled the entire review process. The Council, which includes officers, elected 
councilors, and past presidents, and the associate editors would have deemed the 
paper inappropriate for the pages of the Proceedings because the subject matter 
represents such a significant departure from the nearly purely systematic 
content for which this journal has been known throughout its 122-year 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374513 32171 524 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:24:19pm  
 
<P>As for your claim that Sternberg was "crucified," it's completely false, and 
again, you know it.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy#Smithsonian
_controversy" target=_blank>The Smithsonian controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sternberg claims that he was "targeted for retaliation and harassment" and 
subject to efforts to remove him from the museum in retaliation for his views in 
support of creationism. He continues to cite a letter by the United States 
Office of Special Counsel as supporting his version of events,[29] 
<STRONG>despite the Office of Special Counsel ultimately dismissing his 
claim</STRONG>. Pim Van Meurs and other critics observed that the Office of 
Special Counsel lacked jurisdiction over the matter and so his claim was 
unlikely to proceed,[30] and that even though it made no official findings or 
conclusions, the response from the Office of Special Counsel provided Sternberg 
and the Discovery Institute putative evidence and talking points supporting 
their claim that the scientific community discriminates against intelligent 



design proponents.[31][32] <STRONG>In a Wall Street Journal op-ed article, 
Discovery Institute Senior Fellow David Klinghoffer[33] portrayed Sternberg as a 
martyr and victim of discrimination,[34] a tactic used often by design 
proponents.</STRONG>[35]</P> 
<P>In response, Sternberg's supervisor at the Smithsonian, Jonathan Coddington, 
responded publicly disputing Sternberg's and Klinghoffer's depiction of events. 
<STRONG>Coddington states that Sternberg was never dismissed, nor was he a paid 
employee, and that he was never the target of discrimination, and remained 
serving at the museum up to that time.</STRONG>[25]</P> 
<P><STRONG>In August, 2005 the Office of Special Counsel dropped Sternberg's 
religious discrimination complaint against the Smithsonian Institution.</STRONG> 
It was determined that as an unpaid research associate at the Smithsonian, 
Sternberg was not actually an employee, and thus the Office of Special Counsel 
had no jurisdiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381834 32171 527 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:28:35pm  
 
<P>You're a shameless liar, and you're back again with more lies -- which comes 
as no shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06383747 32171 528 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 9:56:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/6381175" target=_blank>#526</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TThere are lots of serious difficulties with evolution. Here's a link to a 
book in progress written for non-scientists that <I>admits</I> to a few of these 
difficulties and makes a reasoned attempt to create a plausible sequence of 
evolutionary events for the origin of life and DNA/RNA (as far as I've read): 
[Link: <A href="http://www.evolutionofdna.com/" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionofdna.com...</A>] . You might also find it 
interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, this is a crackpot book that has no author 
listed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06372744 32173 18 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 9:38:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6372733" target=_blank>#11</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not done by the site owner but by some guest. The owner is 
responsible for the conduct of the guest but it may be recoverable. We can hope 
that the owner takes a look and takes action. Has he spoken at 
all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you've been following my posts on this subject, I have no idea how you can 
possibly try to make such an excuse for Brussels Journal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373136 32173 234 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 11:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6372986" target=_blank>#220</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If the neo-Nazis are put down it will be done to protect Islam, not Blacks 
and Asians, but the rationale will be to punish them as racists not as anti-
Islamists. And that will only make it harder for groups that seek to protect us 
from Islamists for the "right reasons".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're actually going to try to argue it's a bad idea to shun neo-Nazis, 
because it will make it harder for non-Nazis?</P> 
<P>What a heap of disingenuous crap. And for your very first comment. Did you 
have an LGF account before this one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373252 32173 239 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 11:43:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6373233" target=_blank>#237</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought I was bemoaning the fact that it seems like the only groups willing 
to stand up to the Islamists in Europe are the neo-Nazi type groups. And that in 
our zeal to discredit them we play into the hands of those that would seek to 
discredit all anti-Islamists (anti-sharia-ists actually).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolute nonsense. What is "discrediting all anti-Islamists" right now is the 
willingness of far too many of them to jump into bed with fascist groups.</P> 
<P>Again, did you have an account before this one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373411 32173 244 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 12:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/6373330" target=_blank>#241</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree with your disgust at what I am suggesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you suggesting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373814 32173 270 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 1:39:44pm  
 
<P>Looks like we flushed out at least one fascist supporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373838 32173 277 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 1:48:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/6373686" target=_blank>#258</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, if one espouses any goals that might be shared with the neo-
Nazi groups (ie. limited and selective immigration), one must be go out your way 
to denounce Nazis lest you be branded as one of them. Its especially sad that 
this must be done even on LFG where people should know better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? People should "know better" than to denounce fascists?</P> 
<P>The problem is not having "goals that might be shared," as I'm sure you know. 
The problem is <EM>explicitly</EM> making alliances with groups that are fascist 
in nature.</P> 
<P>You appear to be arguing in favor of that, because you want to have some 
bully boys around that aren't afraid to use violent methods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373844 32173 278 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 1:51:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/6373560" target=_blank>#251</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seiyo is wrong, both practically and morally. But he's not in David Duke's 
camp.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You couldn't be more wrong. When David Duke went to Belgium to take part in a 
skinhead summit meeting (which included Nick Griffin of the BNP), his host for 
the weekend was a local council member of the Belgian Vlaams Belang party:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30530_When_Eurofascists_Meet" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Brussels Journal is affiliated with the Vlaams Belang, and "Seiyo's" article 
explicitly praises the British National Party, another ally of David Duke's. How 
much closer do the connections have to be before you'd be willing to put them in 
the same camp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373918 32173 283 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 2:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/6373902" target=_blank>#281</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding bio references, this could have been written by the Baron, or 
Fjordman, or Taki Theocrapulous, or it could have been found on VNN or 
Stormfront:</P> 
<P>Taki sets the tone for the racialist crowd that skates at the bare edge of 
acceptability. He's also wrong on facts in this. There were Morrocans in Europe 
in the fifties, Mexicans in Portland, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice the shout out to 'anarcho-capitalism' founder Murray Rothbard at the 
end, as well as a host of other so-called 'racialists.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373934 32173 286 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 2:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/6373922" target=_blank>#284</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<P>These are your words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...one must be go out your way to denounce Nazis lest you be branded as one 
of them. Its especially sad that this must be done even on LFG where people 
should know better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said nothing about "equating nationalism with racism."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I not advocating explicit alliances with these people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you just want me to stop exposing their racist nature, so they can get 
about the dirty work for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373953 32173 289 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 2:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6373944" target=_blank>#288</A> guftafs</EM></P> 
<P>Just to keep everything consistent, I removed the email address from your 
post. But thank you for sharing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06373977 32173 294 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 2:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/6373970" target=_blank>#292</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One other note, I pulled that from a random Takuan Seiyo article that was 
reprinted at Majority Rights, a rabid WN site, just as an illustration. It's not 
from the article in the post, it's to point out that "tribe diseased by foreign 
elements" theme is consistent in his and other racialist 
screeds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The followup article expresses his "surprise" to find that his article is 
attracting lots of positive attention from racist nutjobs. What a shock that 
must have been to him.</P> 
<P>/sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374092 32173 301 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 3:13:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/6374042" target=_blank>#297</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that the racists are politically useful in that they put a credible 
counter pressure on the Islamists. Thats all. If the politically pressure were 
to be removed before the Sharia adherents were stopped and their gains reversed 
I don't think the outcome would be good for anyone except pro-Islamists. I take 
your position to be that these considerations are irrelevent. I don't think my 
view fairly makes me a Nazi sympathizer or whatever else I've been accused of 
here today, but everyone is entitled to their opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Racists</EM> are politically useful and credible? In what universe is 
that? Because in this one, racists are marginalized and they're political 
poison. As they should be.</P> 
<P>You're all over the map.</P> 
<P>Racists and fascists are useful for two things only -- hatred and violence. 
Who are you trying to kid with this "political" double-talk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374479 32173 348 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:13:12pm  
 
<P>That may not be the same person at Stormfront. Here's another 
'rationalnationalist' at YouTube:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/rationalnationalist" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374701 32173 364 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:05:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/6374655" target=_blank>#357</A> 
rationalnationalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Urban Dictionary:Sharmutawhore, skank or slat in Arabic (and also in 
Hebrew slang)a woman who sleeps with..well almost everyone(not necessarily for 
something in exchange)</P> 
<P>Were you going for accuracy or irony?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You lose when you do this.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374872 32173 368 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:28:30pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06384568 32173 378 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 12:06:40pm  
 
<P>Another creationist melts down, only to be bid adieu.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374546 32178 92 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:36:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6374539" target=_blank>#89</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes! I just clicked on Lucianne.com to get a news fix and Google has an 
advisory page saying it has problems with trojans and malware.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. That comes from using shady advertising companies. The Google warning is 
based on actual verified reports of malware (it's not a bogus warning triggered 
by page content), so it's pretty reliable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374607 32179 49 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:47:16pm  
 
<P>Watching the Bush shoe-ducking video, I was fascinated by his reaction. He 
actually smiles right after the first shoe. Then, he's watching and seems ready 
for the second one, and after it hits a Secret Service guy runs up to guard him 
and he signals that he's fine with a little hand gesture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374620 32179 61 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 5:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/6374613" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read the transcript of Geet Wilder's speech at GoV. Despite what 
Pamela reported earlier he does not call for outlawing Islam. I know he has said 
in the past that he wants to ban the Quran but that wasn't mentioned in his 
speech either. I don't agree with everything but it wasn't a bad speech. I guess 
I'm just getting wary of the actors involved in the anti-Jihad movement these 
days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read it earlier and you're right, he didn't say anything like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374677 32179 101 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:00:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6374635" target=_blank>#72</A> Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Bush ducked and dodged quite well, but it seems the SS dropped the 
ball...aren't they trained to draw and fire in the blink of an 
eye?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Bush had dropped to the floor or started to run away, you can be sure it 
would have gotten a lot more intense.</P> 
<P>But remember, it was a room full of people, who I'm sure had already been 
thoroughly searched. They couldn't just pull out the guns and start blasting 
away. I don't think the Secrets did so badly, and I'm sure Bush is fine with 
their reaction too, judging from his behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374721 32179 136 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:09:26pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/6374692" target=_blank>#112</A> Joan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and spare a thought for the embarrassment of the journalists present who 
apologized for the incident. That's why Bush kept motioning "sit down" and 
"disregard this, it was nothing," President Bush really has "the common touch" 
that others only strive to present as part of an image. Bush is a head of state 
and a guest in their country, in the Middle East guests are supposed to be 
protected, so, an assault or insult is a loss of honor for the 
host.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. Some of the lefties out there (you know who you are) are identifying 
with the shoe-thrower. But what I take away from this incident is: Bush handled 
it perfectly.</P> 
<P>Or at least, really well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374942 32179 215 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6374795" target=_blank>#185</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "shoe bomb" was not just a one off by the incompetent Richard Reid. It is 
a real technique that has killed many people in Iraq, where AQI used it to bomb 
a crowd in at least one Shia mosque. Given that there are no reliable airport 
style portable puffer machines and the size of the crowd to be cleared I hope 
that at the least they all had to walk past the Yuppie Puppy. No harm no foul 
people say but we were damn lucky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you don't think the people in that tiny room were thoroughly screened 
for such devices, you have a lot less faith in the US government than I 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374819 32180 31 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:22:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6374778" target=_blank>#10</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's my first hat tip, ever, in the 4 years I've been here.</P> 
<P>Then again, it's probably the first link I posted in 4 years that wasn't 
shameless self-promotion.</P> 
<P>Thanks Charles, that made my day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope it doesn't max out your bandwidth... might want to keep an eye on 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06374841 32180 42 Charles Sun, Dec 14, 2008 6:25:07pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, the jury is still out on global warming. I'm reluctant 
to endorse either side, because the issue has been politicized beyond 
recognition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06377650 32181 103 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:33:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6377293" target=_blank>#99</A> FIVEOFNINE</EM></P> 



<P>Your ignorant, bigoted comments are not welcome at LGF. I'm not going to 
delete them, so they'll serve as a record of why your account has been 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06377675 32181 105 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:39:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6377061" target=_blank>#93</A> kiwidoc</EM></P> 
<P>You read the whole article? Then why did you write this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the one thing that Mr. Totten fails to mention is the destruction of 
hundreds of churches and historical religious sites by these "liberal" 
Muslims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because that's very definitely addressed in Totten's article, but for some 
reason you accused him of failing to mention it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06380458 32181 142 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 5:14:38pm  
 
<P>'ilovebirds' is a Serbian apologist sock puppet, banned under two other 
accounts.</P> 
<P>Once again, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06380497 32187 1075 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 5:21:05pm  
 
<P>I'm torn between blocking 'MoonbatBane' for the ridiculous, over the top 
hystrionics, and letting it stay on -- because that was a classic progressive 
meltdown, in well-defined stages. Quite amusing for the connoisseur of kookery, 
and instructive in recognizing the way of the troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06380650 32187 1100 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 5:44:51pm  
 
<P>That reminds me of the ending of "Pet Cemetery."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381067 32187 1143 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 6:43:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1110/6380710" target=_blank>#1110</A> 
bogeybob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I am a political columnist. I'm writing a column on the issue. I 
haven't been able to locate the hospital name and was hoping the info might be 
available here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. That's enough of this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381839 32187 1149 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:30:04pm  
 
<P>He won't be posting any more insults or conspiracy theories at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06380918 32189 548 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 6:22:45pm  
 



<P>'dareya' is another sock puppet, previously registered under several names, 
including 'penitentman'.</P> 
<P>And with that proper eulogy, I bid him adieu, again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06380813 32190 16 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 6:05:26pm  
 
<P>Try the link again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381024 32190 76 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 6:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles, why do you hate Christians... I mean, birds... I mean, 
dinosaurs... I mean, whatever! Why do you hate whatever?!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381728 32190 638 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:05:30pm  
 
<P>Disgusting is the right word for that crap, and you're not welcome to post it 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06381750 32190 658 Charles Mon, Dec 15, 2008 9:10:13pm  
 
<P>I'm finished giving chances to people who advocate mass 
deportations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06383526 32190 824 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 9:17:01am  
 
<P>One more post on this insidious, illogical, fascist-at-bottom idea that we 
should start rounding up Muslims and carrying out mass deportations.</P> 
<P>If you spend even one minute thinking about this a little deeper than "I 
don't like 'em, let's get rid of 'em," you'll realize that there is 
<EM>absolutely</EM> no way to carry out such an un-American campaign of 
brutality without mass violence. People aren't going to leave their homes and 
communities and families without a fight. People will die. A lot of them. And 
you're proposing that the government should kill them.</P> 
<P>Is this the kind of America you want to live in? A place where we round up 
families in the middle of the night, put them in concentration camps, and kill 
the ones who won't go quietly?</P> 
<P>This is a vile, disgusting idea, and it won't happen because the people of 
America are way too decent and sane. When you advocate this ugly extremist 
garbage, you achieve nothing except to discredit yourself and by extension, LGF. 
I don't want it here, and I won't tolerate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06385262 32197 9 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 1:53:32pm  
 
<P>Let's not jump to conclusions that a "liberal" did this. There's no suspect 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06385757 32198 3 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 3:50:21pm  
 
<P>I emailed Geert Wilders and asked him to comment on this. Will post if I get 
a reply.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06385997 32198 144 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 5:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6385848" target=_blank>#36</A> cagney</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember the spat in here with Lionheart but from the page they've got a 
few Sikhs on board, hardly what you call white supremacists is 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "spat" with Lionheart?</P> 
<P>He called me a race traitor who deserved to be executed like a Nazi 
collaborator.</P> 
<P>That's a "spat" to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06386049 32198 187 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 5:21:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/6386048" target=_blank>#186</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Lionheart called you a race traitor?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Could you provide me with a link? I have some friends I'd like to show that 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He deleted the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06387062 32198 515 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 10:03:09pm  
 
<P>I deleted it, but restored it in order to show what kind of drooling 
neanderthal freaks we're dealing with here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06387070 32198 517 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 10:13:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/6387055" target=_blank>#513</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Auster was <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Auster" 
target=_blank>fired from FrontPage</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On May 4, 2007 Auster was expelled from FrontPage Magazine, because of the 
controversy over an article he wrote in which he complained that "[e]ach story 
of black on white rape is reported in isolation, not presented as part of a 
larger pattern" and that "white women in this country are being targeted by 
black rapists."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06387073 32198 519 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 10:14:16pm  
 
<P>And 'andrew2' is also a Serbian apologist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/0/4910384" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06386460 32200 34 Charles Tue, Dec 16, 2008 6:59:13pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/6386399" target=_blank>#14</A> 3 wood</EM></P> 
<P>Trade shows take a huge investment of manpower and money. And it's basically 
preaching to the choir on a grand scale.</P> 
<P>Effort better spent elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06389231 32202 1303 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 11:03:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1302/6389220" target=_blank>#1302</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No that's a traditional celtic cross, they are trying to yank your chain and 
get a rise out of us.Note that the ends are wider than where they intersect with 
the base, and the ends pass beyond the circle, it's also "illuminated" with 
traditional flourishes and on a plate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, they're deliberately trying to provoke with that. 
Morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06388650 32204 13 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 9:39:03am  
 
<P>You can see the cop zero in on the approaching rider, then position himself 
and shove him right onto the sidewalk. He could easily have killed that 
guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06388722 32204 59 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 9:47:42am  
 
<P>Another video taken from a different angle doesn't show the hit, but shows 
police stopping another cyclist, then the cop running toward the guy right after 
hitting him.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/1vW36qt1SbE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06388829 32204 147 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 10:00:17am  
 
<P>Looks to me like the Critical Massholes were yelling abuse at the cops 
(that's what they do) and the cops lost their tempers. No excuse for assault, 
though. I think a case could be made for intent to commit murder. I know people 
who have received fractured skulls from falls exactly like that -- wearing 
helmets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06388928 32204 231 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 10:16:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6388895" target=_blank>#203</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am aware that Charles made this claim (ie: that it could have killed him) 
but that alone doesn't make it true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>FYI. I knew a girl who was killed in a fall very much like this when she was 
knocked off her bike by an opening car door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06388941 32204 244 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 10:18:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6388925" target=_blank>#228</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be clear, I <STRONG>do</STRONG> "blame" the cyclist for participating in 
what is basically a rolling act of vandalism, and also for not slowing 
down/stopping when he could see there were two pedestrians in the street. But 
that doesn't justify what the cop did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but ... remember this was an organized protest with hundreds of 
cyclists/jerks taking over the street. The cops weren't just pedestrians, they 
were in the street to monitor the protest. And that cop wasn't just crossing the 
street, he acted in a deliberate way to knock the cyclist off his 
bike.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06389001 32204 296 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 10:27:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6388948" target=_blank>#250</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, but it's true that the bar for attempted "murder" is quite high. I 
mean, in theory, every time someone falls over, they could hit their head on the 
pavement and die. But it's very unlikely you'd see <EM>murder</EM> (or attempted 
murder) charges filed against someone for merely tripping a 
person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, yeah but ... the difference between tripping someone as they walk 
along, and shoving someone off a bicycle moving at 15-20 mph is huge. I don't 
think any prosecutor would go for attempted murder, seriously; but I know from 
my own experience that there's no doubt at all -- the cop could have killed that 
cyclist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06389379 32204 643 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 11:31:48am  
 
<P>Hey, Dave, where you going with that sarcasm in your hand? No need to get all 
New York with it.</P> 
<P>I understand your frustration with city cyclists though. When I lived there I 
had many a rage-inducing moment with those reckless idiots. Not ball bearing 
rage, but close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06389420 32204 675 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 11:40:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/6389405" target=_blank>#663</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally got it, but at the same time said to myself, bet that gets deleted 
and misinterpreted w/o the tag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah ... problem is that those kinds of posts are just ripe for taking out of 
context. Hey, it would be great if everything you wrote here was private, but it 
ain't -- the world can read this and not everyone is our friend. That's why it's 
best to be as clear as possible when employing 'edgy' humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06389512 32204 723 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 12:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/6389426" target=_blank>#680</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that being said, I'd appreciate if someone updated the dictionary about 
the use of GAZE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06389517 32204 726 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 12:04:52pm  
 
<P>The LGF dictionary is here, by the way:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-dictionary.htm" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's listed in the 'Tools/Info' menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06390139 32204 793 Charles Wed, Dec 17, 2008 1:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/6390022" target=_blank>#790</A> Radislav</EM></P> 
<P>Banned twice before? Can't imagine why!</P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu for the third time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394064 32204 838 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 10:49:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/836/6393695" target=_blank>#836</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its not that obvious to me. yeah, he was looking off camera, but the answer 
to that is, he was looking to make sure he wouldn't be run down.</P> 
<P>Truth me, it is so easy to say that the things we didn't see justifies what 
we did see.</P> 
<P>I ain't pro-brutality, of course, but this tape is not proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt that he engaged in unjustified brutality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Watch the full tape, including the slow motion version, and it's 
completely obvious that he intentionally put himself in the way of the bicycle 
in order to knock the guy down. He even takes a couple of big steps right before 
hitting the guy, because the rider tries to swerve to avoid the cop when he sees 
what's coming.</P> 
<P>I can't imagine anything that could possibly give that cop a justification 
for doing what he did. Verbal abuse is not a justification for 
violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06393755 32214 68 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 9:49:28am  
 
<P>There appear to be several versions of this photo out there - here's a larger 
version of the one used by ABC News with a better looking shadow:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/03Bt2lv93m6z6/Korean_Central_News_Agency" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394349 32214 203 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 11:44:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/6394284" target=_blank>#198</A> zombie</EM></P> 



<P>The dark line is missing from all three of the photographs linked above, even 
though they're apparently taken in different places. Unless they're carrying the 
same bleachers from place to place just for these photo ops, it strongly 
suggests the same kind of fakery in all three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394453 32214 209 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 12:02:31pm  
 
<P>No, it's not a clear-cut case, but that straight vertical shadow is highly 
suspicious to me. It's very unlikely that simply standing slightly forward would 
cause that much difference from the other obviously slanted shadows.</P> 
<P>We're not going to be able to conclusively prove it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394515 32214 216 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 12:13:53pm  
 
<P>Yep, there apparently is a special set of bleachers, you're right. And it 
does look like that's the explanation for the missing line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394554 32214 219 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 12:21:17pm  
 
<P>I updated with a link to that photo...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06394732 32219 1 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 1:04:28pm  
 
<P>I think they're satirizing Media Matters and their obsession with Fox News, 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06395408 32219 325 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 3:44:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/6395280" target=_blank>#318</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a slightly on-topic note... What's with HotAir and Ace of Spades suddenly 
turning into climate denialist blogs? There's about a post or two a day on that. 
The list of sane political blogs is shrinking =/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going to be the next ugly fight on the right, because Obama is going to 
push hard for legislation and international commitments that are going to rub a 
lot of people the wrong way. (If he keeps his promises, that is.)</P> 
<P>It's absolutely true that some of the climate change people are dogmatic 
almost to the point of religiosity. But it's also true this isn't a really clear 
cut issue, there is evidence that cuts in both directions, and some of the 
people on the right haven't behaved all that well, either. There's been 
falsifying and distortion on both sides.</P> 
<P>It's a mistake to dismiss all the evidence for human-induced climate change. 
And ultimately, it's a cause that conservatives ought to be able to get behind: 
responsible stewardship of the planet's resources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06395956 32221 256 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 5:42:21pm  
 
<P>I see WrathofG-D is making it all about him again.</P> 
<P>He was banned once before for this kind of stuff, of course. Looks like it's 
been eating at him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06395971 32221 263 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 5:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6395966" target=_blank>#261</A> WrathofG-
d</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nana,</P> 
<P>I made a comment about the posters on LGF, and Sharm misstated that it was an 
attack on Charles. Everyone knows the quickest way to get banned around here is 
to attack Charles. Thus I believe my statement was accurate. I am actually NOT 
looking for a fight, quite the opposite actually.</P> 
<P>You know me well enough to know that, I would have thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, there is a quicker way, and you just found it. I bid you 
adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06395996 32221 274 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 5:50:40pm  
 
<P>My attitude is simple, if you don't want to be here, and it's so unpleasant 
that you just have to complain about it all the time, while using my software 
and my bandwidth, just don't comment.</P> 
<P>But if you do complain and whine and issue passive aggressive insults, I'll 
just block you. I'm not in the mood for martyrs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06396058 32221 302 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 6:02:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/6396047" target=_blank>#297</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Understand, don't disagree, but I am sorry to see Wrath go. He's posted a lot 
of useful information in other threads.</P> 
<P>I wish that there were a way for people to have one off-kilter position 
indulged without it opening the door to a Keystone Cop-load of Vlaams Belangers, 
or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also take into account the fact that the vast majority of the people reading 
these threads neither know nor care about the personalities involved, and 
reading a bunch of whiny complaints and extended back-and-forth bickering is the 
best way to turn them completely off. Thread hijacking, I think it's 
called.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06396155 32221 347 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 6:16:32pm  
 
<P>I've noticed that a lot of creationists seem to be trying to divert the 
argument into climate change, maybe because they sense that it has more 
resonance and they're trying to hitch a ride. The Lousiana bill goes out of its 
way to mention global warmening as one of the 'theories' that needs to have its 
alternative taught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06396528 32221 585 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 7:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/6396504" target=_blank>#567</A> 
rightwingva</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have followed this stuff since Charles went into a rage over Ben Stein's 
movie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're projecting your own rage onto me, because I certainly never wrote a 
word in rage, and you won't find anything to support that stupid comment.</P> 
<P>I'm just wondering how far you'll go with this protracted 
meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06396532 32221 588 Charles Thu, Dec 18, 2008 7:15:05pm  
 
<P>But on second thought, that's the second irrational thread derailer, and it's 
now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06398899 32224 41 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 9:21:12am  
 
<P>Note that there are a few people who are making it their business to go 
around to other blogs and post comments attacking me. Having totally lost the 
debate on honest grounds, they now post bitter sniping comments to get even.</P> 
<P>Moonbats are not only a leftist affliction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06398907 32224 48 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 9:22:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/6398897" target=_blank>#39</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to clarify the nomenclature... "Nirther" = Palin baby conspiracists, or 
Obama nirth cerifikit conspiracists, or both?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. It could work for either batch of nuts, couldn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06398926 32224 67 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 9:26:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6398918" target=_blank>#59</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Straight question... I thought you only used the term for the nirth cert 
crowd... just wondering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did intend it to refer to the certifikit crazies -- those are the ones who 
showed up in JWF's comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06399728 32227 8 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 12:08:55pm  
 
<P>He's going for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06399732 32227 10 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 12:09:10pm  
 
<P>Quoting Rudyard Kipling now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06399770 32227 41 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 12:11:27pm  
 
<P>And with that he vanishes off stage. Who was that masked man?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06400225 32228 31 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 1:37:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6400208" target=_blank>#21</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The AP article says it was a <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20081218/ap_on_re_us/foot_in_brain" 
target=_blank>"microscopic tumor."</A> It's a wonder that such a degree of 
development could be found in something so small.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the surgical picture linked at PZ Myers' blog (found through Google) is 
correct, this was a fully-formed, close to normal baby-sized 
foot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06400907 32230 29 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 5:41:09pm  
 
<P>My friend Carlos Vega was another first class drummer who shocked everyone 
and committed suicide. I played with Carlos a lot, on sessions and in several 
bands; he actually talked me into buying my first pair of hard-soled bike shoes. 
Here he is with James Taylor.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/U1gEmGfJT54&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06400955 32230 60 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 6:00:30pm  
 
<P>BTW-- I'm thinking about retiring the Idiotarian/Anti-Idiotarian Awards this 
year, mainly because Cox and Forkum aren't doing that kind of thing any more, 
and they're so much a part of it that it wouldn't seem right without their 
illustration.</P> 
<P>I stress "thinking about." Haven't made a decision yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06400988 32230 84 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 6:12:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/6400986" target=_blank>#82</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see why you might want to eliminate them Charles, there would be a lot 
of nominations for other blogs, blog owners, and that would create needless 
looping, and kinda diminish the point and purpose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06401866 32232 159 Charles Fri, Dec 19, 2008 8:56:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6401860" target=_blank>#153</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't there one of the VB cartoons that was posted that had the Freemason 
symbol on it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27825_A_White_Power_Rat_in_the_Vla



ams_Belang_Youth_Magazine" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403463 32234 184 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:16:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6403409" target=_blank>#132</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AGW?</P> 
<P>The jury is still out.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&amp;Conte
ntRecord_id=2158072e-802a-23ad-45f0-274616db87e6" target=_blank>More Than 650 
International Scientists Dissent Over Man-Made Global Warming 
Claims</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before putting too much credibility on that report, please note that it's 
from the website of Senator James Inhofe, a fundamentalist and young earth 
creationist connected to the Pat Robertson branch of the far right.</P> 
<P>He is not the best source for honest criticism of climate 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403489 32234 209 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:22:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6403484" target=_blank>#204</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are <A href="http://www.oism.org/pproject/" target=_blank>31,000 
scientist that disagree with global warming</A>, they are not connected with ID 
or religious fundamentalism in any way shape or form.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right at the bottom of that page: a link to the Discovery Institute. Uh 
oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403510 32234 230 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:28:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/6403497" target=_blank>#217</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the people who are quoted _aren't_ young earthers and are quite 
credible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all of them:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2008/12/inhofe_less_honest_than_the_di.php
" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And there are people on that list who have asked to be taken off, but 
weren't.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gristmill.grist.org/story/2008/1/14/231236/019" 
target=_blank>gristmill.grist.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403548 32234 267 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:39:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6403517" target=_blank>#237</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine ([Link: <A 
href="http://www.oism.org/pproject/)" target=_blank>www.oism.org...</A>] linked 
to a presentation by Dr. Noah Robinson, but the Oregon Institute of Science and 
Medicine is not the originator of the Petition Project, ([Link: <A 
href="http://www.petitionproject.org/index.html)" 
target=_blank>www.petitionproject.org...</A>] nor are they connected to the 
Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The petition has serious credibility problems:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oregon_Petition" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2001, Scientific American reported:</P> 
<P>Scientific American took a random sample of 30 of the 1,400 signatories 
claiming to hold a Ph.D. in a climate-related science. Of the 26 we were able to 
identify in various databases, 11 said they still agreed with the petition —- 
one was an active climate researcher, two others had relevant expertise, and 
eight signed based on an informal evaluation. Six said they would not sign the 
petition today, three did not remember any such petition, one had died, and five 
did not answer repeated messages. Crudely extrapolating, the petition supporters 
include a core of about 200 climate researchers – a respectable number, though 
rather a small fraction of the climatological 
community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403565 32234 284 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:43:15am  
 
<P>I think we should be skeptical of the climate change wisdom handed down by 
people like Al Gore. But we also need to watch out for people like Inhofe. And 
yes, call me names if you like, but any connection with creationism immediately 
closes the credibility door for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403578 32234 297 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:47:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/6403576" target=_blank>#295</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>Probably a dropped packet from the ad server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403617 32234 335 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 10:56:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6403607" target=_blank>#325</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, thanks for reminding me:</P> 
<P>Charles, yesterday as an experiment I tried -- with amazing success -- to 
hook up with wi-fi on my iPhone <EM>while</EM> riding BART (bizarre, but it 
worked somehow), and while I was connected I went to LGF and wanted to leave a 
comment -- but when I tried to log on, I was automatically taken back to the 
front page.</P> 
<P>I've heard others have complained about this before, when surfing LGF on an 
iPhone. Just wanted to confirm that it happened to me too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to wait until the busy wheel completely stops spinning. The iPhone 
version of Safari is much slower at chugging through the Javascript code, and 
the page might appear to be fully loaded even though the JS hasn't finished 
setting up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403635 32234 352 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:01:43am  



 
<P>The iPhone is not ideal for large web pages. Only solution for the iPhone 
would be some kind of pagination, and that's another big can o' 
worms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403638 32234 354 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:02:56am  
 
<P>To log in on the iPhone, I recommend doing it at the top left of the front 
page. Then browse to the comments page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403806 32234 518 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:54:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/6403647" target=_blank>#363</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that these two comments were right on top of each other.</P> 
<P>Charles, one shouldn't rely on the "appeal to authority" argument when 
assessing the reality of anthropogenic global warming. Ignore the political 
beliefs of people professing either side of the debate -- which should be 
irrelevant.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Instead, look at the actual data oneself.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an ideal case, you could indeed ignore the political beliefs of the people 
involved. However, in this case, I think there's good reason to be suspicious of 
the credibility of anyone involved with the Discovery Institute, or other 
creation-espousing organizations, for two reasons: first, it absolutely does 
call their ability to render a scientific judgment into question, and second, 
creationists (DI and others) have shown a willingness to distort and twist 
science and scientific data, sometimes in a very dishonest way.</P> 
<P>Note that I'm not saying both sides haven't been guilty to some degree. I'm 
saying the Inhofe crowd is not reliable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403819 32234 531 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:56:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/6403808" target=_blank>#520</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disagree with him over his support for creationism, but by his support for 
Israel you can hardly say he is a Buchananite. That's going beyond the 
pale.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does any of that bear on his opposition to climate 
change?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403829 32234 541 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 11:58:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/6403808" target=_blank>#520</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<P>BTW, I didn't say a word about Inhofe's support for Israel. It has nothing to 
do with his ability to be a reliable judge of climate science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403844 32234 556 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 12:02:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/6403843" target=_blank>#555</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't. But it does bear on his credibility in general. You associated 
him with Pat Buchanan, and I don't think that's fair.</P> 
<P>How can he be a Buchananite if he supports Israel so strongly?</P> 
<P>With regards to "climate change", he can believe in creationism all he wants, 
but if he cites legitimate scientists to argue against "climate change" more 
power to him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about Pat Buchanan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06403851 32234 563 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 12:04:48pm  
 
<P>Uh... I wrote "Pat Robertson."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06404180 32235 210 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 1:42:46pm  
 
<P>Just checking something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06404228 32235 255 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 1:57:52pm  
 
<P>This space intentionally left blank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06404525 32236 12 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 4:22:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6404505" target=_blank>#4</A> Noam Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Capo'd at B flat? Is that what I'm seeing? Looks like an open tuning, as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah looks like an open D tuning, with capo at B<SUP><EM>b</EM></SUP>. She 
plays the sheisse out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06404998 32237 182 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 6:31:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6404950" target=_blank>#146</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more important question is: what is the WORST video ever made?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lX3S1f_7dI4" target=_blank>Here's my 
nomination</A>, which will be hard to top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The worst, yet somehow also the best:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HcOZ6xFxJqg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06405013 32237 193 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 6:36:15pm  
 
<P>This is my kind of Japanese pop:</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TAdC2GtvgRA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06405034 32237 210 Charles Sat, Dec 20, 2008 6:40:23pm  
 
<P>I really do like Melt Banana. Yoko Ono was completely untalented. These guys 
are crazy talented, but warped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06406682 32238 881 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 8:56:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/6406631" target=_blank>#833</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>my post has been altered so that the n word does not post</P> 
<P>but kike and wop do post</P> 
<P>I guess some people are more special</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Now we're going to claim that the blocked words at LGF are an 
indication of some kind of bias?</P> 
<P>Don't you have anything better to do?</P> 
<P>I block the "N word" because I don't want it appearing in threads without me 
seeing it and being able to delete it. If other words become a problem, I add 
those to the list. The words you so thoughtfully put in your post have not been 
a problem at LGF, so they're not on the blocked list. But if you really want to 
continue using them I'll add them to the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06407628 32240 84 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 1:11:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6407581" target=_blank>#47</A> Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles! I noticed that you had an n word filter. Do you also have a c 
word filter? That term is as offensive to women as the c word is to 
blacks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's also in the filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06407736 32241 70 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 1:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6407707" target=_blank>#51</A> amphibian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the same Criswell who was in "Plan 9 from Outer Space", is it? You 
know, future-events-are-going-to-affect-us-all-in-the-fu ture 
Criswell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the "Plan 9" Criswell was a weirdo psychic type who was <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Amazing_Criswell" target=_blank>born 
Jeron Criswell Konig</A>. I'd bet his stage name refers to W. A. Criswell, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06407750 32241 78 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 1:40:59pm  
 



<P>Oops, meant to write: I'd bet his parents picked his middle name in reference 
to W. A. Criswell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06412132 32241 181 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 12:56:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6410053" target=_blank>#173</A> carray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing how people always want Christians to water down Christianity just so 
people's feelings won't be hurt. To paraphrase Sir Thomas More, and what if 
those of the hurt feelings are going to hell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir Thomas More is also famous, by the way, for burning Lutherans at the 
stake for "heresy," and for imprisoning hundreds more.</P> 
<P>Ah, the good old days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06407760 32242 20 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 1:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6407727" target=_blank>#5</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like lens flare to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. That was some kind of lenticular cloud formation focusing the sun-- 
looked like that in the sky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06407763 32242 21 Charles Sun, Dec 21, 2008 1:43:25pm  
 
<P>Took this one with my Nikon D-90.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06412467 32247 434 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 2:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/6412452" target=_blank>#433</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming in late, I don't quite understand this thread. I appreciate that 
someone swiped a logo when they shouldn't, but what is the spammer reference 
to?</P> 
<P>The site is still up; it is just the home page and lounge that is gone. But 
what I see there, at a quick glance, seems to be just techie chat on various 
subjects.</P> 
<P>try [Link: <A href="http://www.lessnau.com/index" 
target=_blank>www.lessnau.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>instead of just [Link: <A href="http://www.lessnau.com/" 
target=_blank>www.lessnau.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dave at Israellycool discovered them because they were "trackback spamming" 
... using a bot that says it was referred by their site. These kinds of bots are 
real pests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06412376 32250 74 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 1:42:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/6412343" target=_blank>#50</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, nobody should contribute to something like that.</P> 



<P>But... stamping out the evil that is <EM>Mexican Cat Juggling</EM>? Now 
there's a worthy cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tjenBIgqLPU" target=_blank>The Lost 
Filmstrips of Father Carlos.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413257 32252 268 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 5:31:27pm  
 
<P>More Rick Warren news:</P> 
<P>A few weeks ago the Saddleback Church participated with Holy Land Foundation 
co-conspirators ISNA in a forum on global health.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.isna.net/articles/News/ISNA-ATTENDS-SADDLEBACK-
CHURCH-CIVIL-FORUM-ON-GLOBAL-HEALTH.aspx" target=_blank>www.isna.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note that this was <EM>after</EM> the guilty verdicts in the HLF 
trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413266 32252 277 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 5:33:20pm  
 
<P>And President Bush didn't do anything to throw ISNA out, either, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413328 32252 335 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 5:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/6413311" target=_blank>#319</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>to me this thread is disappointing and i am not even a Christian. if i was i 
would be upset. not very nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The battleground of ideas is not supposed to be "nice."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413345 32252 352 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 5:59:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/6413340" target=_blank>#347</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -- I'm hoping you don't have a problem with <EM>civil</EM>, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why the 'report' exclamation point exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415858 32252 714 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:18:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/6414667" target=_blank>#695</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i find this whole Christian bashing to be offensive, and i am not a 
Christian. this isn't the <STRONG>LGF THAT I JOINED AFTER SEPT 11TH.</STRONG> I 
CAN UNDERSTAND WHY PEOPLE OF FAITH ARE FINDING THIS TO BE A VERY UNFRIENDLY 
PLACE <STRONG>THE SECULAR HATE I SEE ON THIS THREAD IS WHAT I REMEMBER COMING 
FROM THE FAR LEFT AND WHAT I WOULD EXPECT FROM KOS.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you're spamming us with this obnoxious comment, I'll post my reply to 
you again to make sure you see it:</P> 
<P>If you continue posting this yelling, hostile message, I'm going to block 
your account. It's abusive.</P> 
<P>And this thin-skinned whining about "Christian bashing" isn't getting any 
more appealing than the last time it came up. If you have a problem with 
someone's comments take it up with them directly.</P> 



<P>It's a phony argument to say that "LGF bashes Christians," because I do not. 
And the vast majority of the commenters do not. This is a dishonest 
characterization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06418254 32252 746 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 7:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/745/6418229" target=_blank>#745</A> 
jonahsand</EM></P> 
<P>Complete nonsense. In the last 60 days there have been 582 front page 
articles at LGF, and a grand total of 29 were tagged with "creationism."</P> 
<P>The "sheer volume" you're complaining about is vastly slanted in the other 
direction.</P> 
<P>This is a bogus complaint. Find something else to complain about, and if you 
don't like the posts at LGF you're entitled to a full refund of what you paid to 
read them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06418463 32252 755 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 8:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/6418413" target=_blank>#750</A> 
jonahsand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has nothing to do with my personality. It has more to do with this 
site's "evolution" (no pun intended) over the last year or so. What I am looking 
for is acknowledgment that indeed the site's focus is drifting. The question at 
that stage becomes: to what end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which of course makes me curious: are you a creationist yourself, 
'jonashand'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06418551 32252 758 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 8:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/6418532" target=_blank>#757</A> 
jonahsand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel like engaging them and 'exposing' them so consistently is beneath you, 
honestly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll have to find a way to carry on despite your disappointment. It won't be 
easy, but somehow I'll manage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06418619 32252 762 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 9:19:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/6418596" target=_blank>#760</A> 
jonahsand</EM></P> 
<P>Is this your first LGF account, or have you previously registered under 
another name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06419875 32252 774 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 8:27:50am  
 
<P>Well, my tolerance is over this morning.</P> 
<P>To 'jonahsand': you do not have the right to dictate what sort of content 
appears on LGF, and your account is blocked because even after numerous warnings 
you insisted on whining about it.</P> 



<P>This will give you more time to start your own blog where you can control 
what is posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420668 32252 776 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 11:05:51am  
 
<P>By the way, several people wrote in this thread that the Saddleback Church 
may have been working on that page, or had some other reason for deleting 
it.</P> 
<P>But it's been blank for several days now, and it only disappeared after gay 
rights groups started circulating links to show the statements on homosexuality. 
I'm sure <EM>that</EM> is the main reason they yanked it offline, and not the 
creationism (which I find equally troubling).</P> 
<P>It's all about marketing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413613 32253 1 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 7:08:17pm  
 
<P>"Hippie church ain't gonna take the initiative to come out and say who they 
hate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06413676 32253 33 Charles Mon, Dec 22, 2008 7:24:12pm  
 
<P>To the Obama team, Rick Warren must have seemed like the most moderate pastor 
out there after the Reverend Wright Experience.</P> 
<P>Surprise!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415846 32253 474 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:15:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/6414684" target=_blank>#470</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i find this whole Christian bashing to be offensive, and i am not a 
Christian. this isn't the LGF THAT I JOINED AFTER SEPT 11TH. I CAN UNDERSTAND 
WHY PEOPLE OF FAITH ARE FINDING THIS TO BE A VERY UNFRIENDLY PLACE THE SECULAR 
HATE I SEE ON THIS THREAD IS WHAT I REMEMBER COMING FROM THE FAR LEFT AND WHAT I 
WOULD EXPECT FROM KOS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you continue posting this yelling, hostile message, I'm going to block 
your account. It's abusive.</P> 
<P>And this thin-skinned whining about "Christian bashing" isn't getting any 
more appealing than the last time it came up. If you have a problem with 
someone's comments take it up with them directly.</P> 
<P>It's a phony argument to say that "LGF bashes Christians," because I do not. 
And the vast majority of the commenters do not. This is a dishonest 
characterization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06416159 32253 476 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 11:16:35am  
 
<P>And by the way, those of you complaining about "Christian bashing," please 
reply to the posts in this thread that are offending you so much. I'd like to 
know which ones you're talking about, because I just skimmed through the thread 
(again) and I don't see this awful bashing that has your knickers in a 
twist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06417443 32253 478 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 3:38:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/6416159" target=_blank>#476</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P><EM>... sound of crickets ...</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06419847 32253 480 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 8:21:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6419341" target=_blank>#479</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it would be somewhat missing the point to spend a lot of time digging 
up dirt and so forth. That is, I'm really not looking to indict anyone or make 
anyone look bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, you can't point to anything specific, so you'll just smear 
the whole site in general with accusations of intolerance based on imagined 
slights and thin-skinned over-sensitivity. You're even pissed off about a 
message that's intended to promote tolerance.</P> 
<P>It's blazingly intolerant to say that belief in evolution makes you an 
atheist, and that religious people have to accept a fundamental conflict between 
creationism and evolution. Now that you can't support your original accusations, 
you're digging for some kind of twisted rationale to justify 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420031 32253 483 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 9:03:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/6419942" target=_blank>#481</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you seem intent on making this very personal and confrontational. You're 
wrong; I did point to cases with a sufficient amount of specificity. There can 
be no doubt that you made numerous statements that connected, and at times even 
equate, in general terms Islamic fundamentalism and Christian 
creationists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you didn't notice that are <EM>actual</EM> connections between 
Christian creationists and Islamic creationists, and that the Discovery 
Institute has openly boasted about their efforts to hook up with Turkish 
creationists -- you know, in the real world.</P> 
<P>These are facts. You may not like that I'm pointing them out, but I'll have 
to live with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420041 32253 484 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 9:05:37am  
 
<P>And by the way, it's not just the Discovery Institute that collaborates with 
Islamists -- the Institute for Creation Research is also involved with the Harun 
Yahya group.</P> 
<P>Facts are stubborn things. Your effort at castigating me for writing about 
facts would be better spent denouncing these things that you don't like to hear 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420072 32253 486 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 9:11:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/6419942" target=_blank>#481</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Consider carefully the following statement, repeated ad nauseum: "Belief in 
God does not preclude belief in evolution. Belief in evolution does not preclude 
belief in God. Do not trust those who insist otherwise." Now as I have stated, I 
am a strict compatibilist on this issue, and have defended evolutionary science 
in public. But let's say someone either from their faith or from their 
scientific / theological / philosophical reasoning sees in some form or other a 
fundamental conflict between the two. Are they to be distrusted, shunned, or 
mocked?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And on this, my answer is a resounding YES. Anyone who insists that you 
cannot possibly reconcile acceptance of evolutionary science with belief in God 
should absolutely not be trusted. You call it intolerance -- I call it resisting 
fanaticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420234 32253 490 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 9:38:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/6420136" target=_blank>#487</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, once again, say some person from out of their own sincere thinking -- on 
any level, from the highest position in science or the lowliest blue collar 
worker -- arrives at the conclusion that there may be a deep conflict between a 
divine creator and evolution. By this intellectual understanding and view, they 
ought to be mistrusted, scorned as a fanatic, and presumably 
ostracized?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is really silly. You're not arguing honestly. First, you still haven't 
provided even one example of my supposed "general intolerance." And you never 
will, because it doesn't exist in any of the posts I've made.</P> 
<P>Second, you're twisting my words again in your attempt to prove something 
that isn't true. This is what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who <STRONG>insists that you cannot possibly reconcile</STRONG> 
acceptance of evolutionary science with belief in God should absolutely not be 
trusted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone "arrives at the conclusion" that there's a conflict between 
evolution and religion, and that this means they have to reject science, that's 
their choice. In my opinion, it's a sad, delusional choice that limits their 
futures and their children's futures (if they teach it to their children, which 
they will). But it's their choice, and I've always said (and meant) that I 
respect their right to make that choice.</P> 
<P>The part I do not respect, and cannot respect, and reject demands that I 
respect, is when they start to insist that everyone has to make the same 
limiting, self-defeating choice -- or they are "atheists" or worse, and doomed 
to burn in Hell for it.</P> 
<P>That is intolerance, and that is fanaticism, and that, very clearly, is what 
I mean when I write, "Do not trust those who insist otherwise."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420493 32253 495 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 10:29:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/6420437" target=_blank>#492</A> Yank in the 
EU</EM></P> 
<P>I've said what I have to say on this subject; you're continuing to argue 
against straw men and slanted mischaracterizations of what I believe and what 
I've written, so I'm finished discussing it with you - except to note that you 
have not made one valid point, contrary to your assertions.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06415614 32256 136 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 9:23:09am  
 
<P>Curious, isn't it, that none of these articles trying to rehabilitate Rather 
ever mention the actual bloggers who exposed the fraud by name?</P> 
<P>None of the writers ever contact me, and none of the articles ever include 
the animated GIF that demonstrates the fraud conclusively.</P> 
<P>My theory is that it's because if they tell people where to find the 
debunkers and their proof, the pathetic tissue of lies they're constructing 
would fall apart -- because people could get on the Internet and see it for 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415683 32256 205 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 9:40:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/6415669" target=_blank>#191</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to be rude, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=25244_Harvard-
_How_the_Media_Partnered_With_Hezbollah&amp;only" target=_blank>Marvin Kalb 
deserves some credit</A> on this count. Granted it was Fauxtography not 
Rathergate that he was writing about and this is the exception that proves the 
rule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kalb's essay was excellent -- but that was a paper for Harvard, not a media 
article, and as far as I know was never published anywhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415761 32256 282 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 9:56:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/6415733" target=_blank>#255</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My mother actually had a Selectric during the '70's, with interchangeable 
font ball. Fonts came in Elite and Pica, and you could also order Courier and 
Lettergothic, an even italic (which required its own font ball) All were 
monospaced, and the only way to achieve superscript was to adjust the rollbar 
1/2 space. Superscripting did not change the font size. The Selectric could not 
do justify or proportional spacing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I owned manual typewriters and several Selectrics in my misspent youth. The 
real point is not whether superscript or proportional spacing was possible, 
though -- the output produced by Microsoft Word is as distinguishable as a 
fingerprint. I did an experiment and typed up the same document in Apple's 
Textedit program, after changing the defaults to match MS Word's, and the 
resulting document was completely different.</P> 
<P>Word processing programs make all kinds of decisions about how to display and 
print fonts, and they are not all the same. Each program has its distinctive 
ways of figuring out what the document is supposed to look like, and it's really 
difficult to get them to match with the degree of accuracy we see in the 
throbbing memo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415810 32256 329 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:06:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/6415735" target=_blank>#257</A> TimothyJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The really stupid part of all this is that MS Word has a typewriter type 
available. If Rather and Co. weren't so stupid, they would have used the, if I 
remember correctly, New Courier font.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the fraud still would have been exposed. It might not have been so 
immediately obvious, but there are still HUGE differences between typewriter 
output and word processor output, even if you use a typewriter font like 
Courier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415814 32256 333 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:07:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/6415804" target=_blank>#323</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't you have an image of the poor match between the cbs memo and the Apple 
version?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12543_Another_CBS_Document_Experim
ent" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06415999 32256 511 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:46:21am  
 
<P>Instalanche incoming ...</P> 
<P>(The new server isn't even slowing down. Heh.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06416004 32256 516 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 10:47:15am  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06416254 32256 760 Charles Tue, Dec 23, 2008 11:30:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/6416195" target=_blank>#702</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beware the monitor lizards...<A 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=e1c_1230050287" target=_blank>Komodo 
Dragons eats whole pig</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06419891 32261 295 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 8:30:53am  
 
<P>'jonahsand' is a troll whose only posts to date have been complaints about 
what is posted at LGF, and he no longer has an account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420614 32262 1014 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 10:51:22am  
 
<P>There's no problem with what wii42 is doing -- he's just using some kind of 
text-processing program to crunch through the source code. It's kind of 
interesting, actually.</P> 
<P>But the way replies are organized at present is too fragile for this to be a 
model for threaded comments at LGF. The only indicators (and the only records) 



of threading are the comment numbers inserted as text into the comments, when a 
user hits the reply/quote button. These can be edited like any other text before 
the comment is posted, so it's inherently unreliable for a real threading 
system.</P> 
<P>I've considered implementing threading, but it's far from a simple change. 
The comment database would need some reworking, and that's just the start of 
it.</P> 
<P>If it ever happens, I'll probably code something along the lines of Digg, 
rather than the ugly Daily Kos Scoop system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420458 32264 61 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 10:21:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6420420" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think last year the alternative Christmas speech was give by a chick in a 
burka.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was in 2006, and she actually backed out of it when it got 
controversial:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/23683_No_Veiled_Christmas_on_Chann
el_4" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421076 32265 175 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 12:43:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/6421065" target=_blank>#174</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You condemned Charles and me without even doing the slightest investigation, 
which would involve clicking a single link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty common behavior for that hit-and-run troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06420803 32267 8 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 11:33:14am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N1KvgtEnABY" target=_blank>Precious 
Bodily Fluids.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421148 32268 5 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 1:15:01pm  
 
<P>Yikes, automatic title generator got me on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421761 32269 129 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 5:28:00pm  
 
<P>Since people always ask what camera/lens/etc. I'm using, I added a footnote 
to the pic about that. May start doing that more, since I use a couple of 
different cameras.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421754 32270 10 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 5:25:14pm  
 
<P>Beldar's point is that CBS is afraid to get into a situation where they have 
to actually admit these were obvious fakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06421756 32270 12 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 5:26:14pm  
 
<P>Beldar has made the point before that this admission would open the door for 
all kinds of other legal implications that CBS desperately wants to 
avoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421815 32271 5 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 5:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6421814" target=_blank>#4</A> davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Plagiarism should be a hanging offense!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean it isn't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421829 32271 15 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 6:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6421820" target=_blank>#9</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not "plagiarism": <STRONG>copyright infringement.</STRONG></P> 
<P>And yes, it's illegal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Case of the "flaming fat thieving douchebag at KFMB San Diego," he 
claimed it as his own work, so "plagiarism" works for that one too.</P> 
<P>Some time today, he removed the ripped-off post. If you follow the link from 
Iowahawk's site it redirects to the front page now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421852 32271 32 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 6:10:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6421842" target=_blank>#23</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be prosecuted for copyright infringement, one must bring a civil suit 
against the infringer. There are no Copyright Police; enforcement is a private 
matter over 90% of the time. Yes, the Copyright Act provides for certain 
criminal penalties, but they are rarely enforced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling him a 'plagiarist' works as a kind of "civil shaming" mechanism, 
though. It got the radio station to remove it, and probably got the douchebag in 
hot water, because no media company wants to be accused of the P 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06421877 32271 56 Charles Wed, Dec 24, 2008 6:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6421872" target=_blank>#51</A> notutopia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Any idea WHO is the fat thieving KFMB person?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it was <A href="http://www.760kfmb.com/Global/category.asp?C=154894" 
target=_blank>this guy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423877 32272 444 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 12:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/6423689" target=_blank>#442</A> free</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>First, I don't want to lose my posting privileges here but I don't understand 
how the birth certificate subject can be off limits to everybody but Charles 
posting things against it. If it is a subject that can get you banned why does 
Charles keep posting on the subject? Does this seem fair or right to anyone? Is 
it that you want to have the only say on this and you don't want anyone else to 
have a different opinion expressed than yours?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's been plenty of discussion about that bogus issue, and no one has been 
banned simply for talking about it. It usually involves a meltdown of some 
kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423732 32273 610 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 10:56:25am  
 
<P>Everybody's a critic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423431 32274 43 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 9:39:01am  
 
<P>Would you believe I actually have a hate mail this morning, from someone 
banned for melting down and spewing insults in a creationism thread, calling me 
a hypocrite and an atheist, and telling me I should take down the Christmas tree 
from our logo because I've proved that I hate Christians and I'm trying to 
destroy the Republican Party.</P> 
<P>Season's greetings!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423468 32274 76 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 9:44:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/6423462" target=_blank>#70</A> shanec99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and you pay the doo doo head any mind... good grief... some people are better 
ignored.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just laugh at that kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423491 32274 98 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 9:49:09am  
 
<P>Another note: last night I was watching the Spy, and saw someone going 
through and dinging down a lot of comments and posts. Checked him with the 
Overlord Correlation tool, and whaddayaknow. Another banned user back with a 
sock puppet, doing nothing but dinging posts.</P> 
<P>Some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06423504 32274 111 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 9:51:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6423460" target=_blank>#68</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For godless atheists who like crappy British food...<A 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/cambridgeshire/7795854.stm" 
target=_blank>Darwin's wife cookbook published</A></P> 
<P>Mushy Peas and Boiled Beef! Yum!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't lived until you've had <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spotted_Dick" target=_blank>spotted 
dick</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06423582 32274 187 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 10:11:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6423511" target=_blank>#118</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Iraq has made <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,472847,00.html" 
target=_blank>Christmas an official holiday</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a nice gesture, but perhaps an empty one.</P> 
<P><A href="http://uk.news.yahoo.com/22/20081225/tpl-uk-iraq-christians-sb-
43a8d4f.html" target=_blank>At Christmas, Iraq Christians eye uncertain 
future</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424705 32277 101 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 6:01:55pm  
 
<P>Just testing a little something.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06426758 32277 102 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 11:13:37am  
 
 
 
<P>Testing again...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06426759 32277 103 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 11:14:02am  
 
<P>And once again...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06426764 32277 104 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 11:15:31am  
 
<P>Another:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/danXQQ5mjzE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424147 32278 25 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 2:32:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6424120" target=_blank>#10</A> gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Is the "%%fold%%" supposed to show up on the comments page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that was a special feature, now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424157 32278 34 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 2:37:08pm  
 
<P>That '%%FOLD%%' you saw is an LGF Blog command that tells the page generation 
modules to break the article at that point on the front page, and insert a link 
to the full thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424186 32278 62 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 2:49:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/6424162" target=_blank>#39</A> gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>When it comes to PHP templates, do you recommend using something like Smarty 
or coding it by hand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't use Smarty; LGF has a small library of command tags that can be 
inserted into posts for different purposes - like images, videos, audio, etc. 
They aren't simple template tags, they can actually trigger entire sub-scripts 
according to the context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06424217 32278 89 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 3:00:29pm  
 
<P>Interesting. Someone using an IP in Denmark tried to register four 
accounts.</P> 
<P>Buh bye, Denmark guy. Rules say: don't register multiple 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424304 32278 172 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 3:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/6424294" target=_blank>#162</A> 
grassrootsrally</EM></P> 
<P>It's not a problem to re-register if you lost an email account or something -
- that rule is specifically intended for cases like this where one person tries 
to register multiple accounts all at once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424318 32278 186 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 3:29:34pm  
 
<P>This year I think I'm going to skip the second 'Anti-Idiotarian' award and 
just have a simple poll for the most dismal idiot of the year.</P> 
<P>I don't think Cox and Forkum are doing this kind of thing any more, so we may 
have to forego the trademark illustration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424334 32278 201 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 3:34:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/6424332" target=_blank>#199</A> 
grassrootsrally</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#187: Pls wait 'til I simmer down about it and I'll tell you. LOL But, now I 
want to keep grassrootsrally and get rid of the original one! LOLI'm a problem, 
I know. Sorry, Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a problem. Just stop using the old one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424800 32279 2 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 6:30:58pm  
 
<P>Just testing...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/pp9a553V034&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424805 32279 4 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 6:31:27pm  
 
<P>Not quite ready... almost there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424812 32279 8 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 6:33:44pm  
 
<P>Another test...</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yEQeCmxfYF8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424973 32279 129 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 6:59:45pm  
 
<P>I know the fonts are looking weird; still some kinks to iron 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06424979 32279 135 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:01:17pm  
 
<P>Temporarily disabled while the bugs are figured out...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06425030 32279 181 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:14:01pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, the font display problems should now be 
fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06425032 32279 183 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:14:30pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/c57NnbBgxaU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06425049 32279 199 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:20:32pm  
 
<P>I may have to put some kind of limit on the number of videos per thread, 
because each one goes out and hits the YouTube servers, and there's clearly a 
performance hit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06425076 32279 221 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:28:19pm  
 
<P>I'm hoping that once the novelty wears off, the embedded videos will be more 
of an accent than a deluge, if you know what I'm sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06425165 32279 305 Charles Thu, Dec 25, 2008 7:49:14pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm disabling this crazy feature while the kinks get worked out. Some 
kind of limit on number of videos per thread is going to be necessary, to 
prevent browser stun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06427343 32283 369 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 2:35:24pm  
 
<P>Just another test.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yEQeCmxfYF8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427408 32283 421 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 2:59:55pm  
 
<P>Been playing with the embedded video feature. It's tricky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427416 32283 428 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 3:05:33pm  
 
<P>Just checkin...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/c57NnbBgxaU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427564 32284 71 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:04:52pm  
 
<P>By the way, you can easily see whether there are already 25 videos posted by 
using the preview feature. It will either show a video or a YouTube 
link...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427617 32284 124 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:20:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6427611" target=_blank>#118</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>http:/ /www.youtube.com:80/watch?v=Eht-kEzq88w (space added)</P> 
<P>/is there some reason this valid YouTube link wouldn't embed 
earlier?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta remove the ':80' from the URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427631 32284 137 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:23:34pm  
 
<P>Well, since you can include a comment along with your video, I strongly 
encourage people to post a short description of the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427634 32284 140 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:24:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6427625" target=_blank>#131</A> zombie</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, something that's always bothered me:</P> 
<P>If one clicks the "play" button on an embedded YouTube, two things 
happen:</P> 
<P>- The data starts to load- The video then starts to play.</P> 
<P>But if one (no longer wishing to view the rest of the video) then 
subsequently presses the "pause" or "stop" button, only one thing happens:</P> 
<P>- The video stops playing.</P> 
<P><STRONG>But the data continues to load!</STRONG>Which is especially annoying 
since it's data one no longer wishes to see -- yet it slows things down in the 
background.</P> 
<P>Question: Is there any way to stop the loading of the data?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. That's a quirk of embedded Flash movies. Once they're started loading, 
they continue to load the whole thing whether playing or not. There's no way to 
stop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427702 32284 208 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:41:49pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, you'll now find that you need to click the link in 
order to display the videos.</P> 
<P>This might be a way to get around the limit of the number of videos... just 
require a click to view them; that way, the browser doesn't have to do any work 
until you actually click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427757 32284 261 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 4:57:49pm  
 
<P>This is cool! The click-to-watch feature solves the bandwidth problem, since 
there are no embedded videos in the page until you click.</P> 
<P>I'm going to remove the 25-video limit...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427796 32284 298 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 5:08:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/6427793" target=_blank>#295</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well time to call it a night. Charles, is there anyway to make the blank box 
smaller until someone clicks on the link. You know, keep the thread shorter when 
scrolling?</P> 
<P>Just asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like having it be video-sized -- that way you can see where the videos are 
when scrolling through the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427829 32284 329 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 5:18:40pm  
 
<P>Notice!</P> 
<P>Please reload the page now!</P> 
<P>The CSS file has changed and needs to be refreshed, which will happen when 
you reload the page in any way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427845 32284 344 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 5:27:23pm  
 
<P>Looks like a great movie: Watchmen.</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/2VLA0tg5yI0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427900 32284 395 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 5:47:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/6427891" target=_blank>#387</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Overly cute picture link...</P> 
<P>My girlfriend gave me a Christmas present dedicate to the time I spend on 
LGF. It is a hand blown glass lizard sitting on a glass globe. We purchased it 
at the art shop she works at. Each one is hand made and signed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://home.comcast.net/~newtonw2/lizard.jpg" 
target=_blank>home.comcast.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very nice glass lizard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427908 32284 402 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 5:51:15pm  
 
<P>Just added an update above:</P> 
<P>Please note that since there’s no real information about the contents of the 
video in the initial empty frame, it’s a good idea to include a short 
description in your comment, to let readers know what they can expect if they 
click the video link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427929 32284 421 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 6:05:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/6427921" target=_blank>#414</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles from an earlier post, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/56/6427549" 
target=_blank>#56</A></P> 
<P>What are your rules concerning these videos?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rules are: post something offensive and it will be deleted. Do it 
repeatedly and your account will be blocked.</P> 
<P>The exclamation point icon (the 'report' button) exists to alert us if 
something goes over the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06427932 32284 424 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 6:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6427918" target=_blank>#411</A> 
WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm still not getting any audio. Any ideas?</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suggest quitting/restarting the browser and if that doesn't work, rebooting 
the OS. The Flash player gets cranky occasionally.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06428023 32284 512 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 6:52:07pm  
 
<P>The horror:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sSay2Vbc3ik&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06428496 32284 969 Charles Fri, Dec 26, 2008 9:55:52pm  
 
<P>Time to reload the page again!</P> 
<P>The videos now take up less space before opening, and there's a cool 
animation when you click the link...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429347 32285 677 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 8:24:22am  
 
<P>And now - Google videos too:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=-
7038656109656489183&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429368 32285 698 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 8:32:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/6429347" target=_blank>#677</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now - Google videos too:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429369 32285 699 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 8:32:46am  
 
<P>Quoting a comment containing a video is now a little nicer too. (You'll have 
to reload.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429395 32285 720 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 8:52:48am  
 
<P>And now, Liveleak too:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/190_1230046795" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06429579 32286 28 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 9:36:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6429467" target=_blank>#10</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Is this because you are now on the smoking hot server that you can 
offer better and more advanced media? Is it server side or is it software?or a 
combo of both?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's actually no real impact on our server from this -- the videos are all 
being served from their own sites, all the LGF code does is insert the HTML 
"embed" tags for the videos when you click the link (with 
Javascript).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429637 32286 31 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 9:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6429625" target=_blank>#30</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually its Mozart's aria <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CqBW_9OjhlA" target=_blank>The Queen of the 
Night</A> from the opera <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Magic_Flute" 
target=_blank>The Magic Flute</A>. In this example it is sung by a <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boy_soprano" target=_blank>Boy 
Soprano</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To embed the video, don't make an HTML link out of it - just paste the URL 
into the comment on its own line:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/CqBW_9OjhlA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429701 32286 34 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 9:57:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6429668" target=_blank>#32</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roger that big green. In your post #31 above your embed now displaying "this 
video is no longer available". Yet clicking on my provided link in #30 still 
displays the video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, sometimes YouTube gets like that. Embedding doesn't work but the page 
at their site does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429663 32287 125 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 9:51:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6429514" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It always hard to tell but I don't think Hamas miscalculated. I think Israeli 
retaliation was the intended outcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, they always play the game of provoking retaliation, but I doubt Hamas 
expected a counterattack of this magnitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429949 32287 369 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 10:45:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/6429831" target=_blank>#258</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They used to be much worse. Remember about a year or two ago we'd have a dkos 
antisemitism thread about once a week. One of the Koskidz even went to Gaza , 
hung out with Hamas and wrote about what nice folks they are. That kind of diary 
is rare these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just discovered that Daily Kos is redirecting requests for their Kos Kidz 
diaries RSS file, if they come from LGF's IP address.</P> 
<P>Instead, we're being served the RSS feed for this Kos-affiliated site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.streetprophets.com/section/Diary" 
target=_blank>www.streetprophets.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I've checked and there's no problem accessing the Kos diary RSS from anywhere 
else. This has to be deliberate, and it's probably to prevent LGF from easily 
finding the crazy stuff and pointing it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429985 32287 404 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 10:52:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/6429964" target=_blank>#384</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I wonder how long they've been doing that. Could I use tinyurl to get 
around it in the future?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the feeds that have been showing up in our left sidebar from 'Daily Kos 
Kidz' have actually been the diaries from streetprophets.com. Don't know how 
long this has been happening.</P> 
<P>The streetprophets diaries are <EM>much</EM> tamer than the main Kos diaries, 
probably because it's a "progressive faith" site.</P> 
<P>Aren't they the sneaky ones?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06429989 32287 408 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 10:53:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/6429964" target=_blank>#384</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I wonder how long they've been doing that. Could I use tinyurl to get 
around it in the future?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't have a problem using an RSS reader from your computer. It only 
affects the left sidebar feeds here at LGF, because they're probably redirecting 
the IP address of the LGF server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430026 32287 445 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 11:00:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/6430014" target=_blank>#433</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Time to play Chicago rules? Using other servers to do the rss requests, to 
camouflage the LGF server to expose the DKos rabid anti-Semites and vermin? 
/half joking</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I actually could do that pretty simply. We shall see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430100 32287 519 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 11:16:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/6430084" target=_blank>#503</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/photoessay/0,4644,6118,00.html#6_0" 
target=_blank>This particular photo</A> has me wondering.</P> 
<P>Relics around the explosion and fireball, but what the heck is that the right 
of the smoke? It looks like a statue of Duck man or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bigger image:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/02yO61G7vf9ol/An_explosion_is_seen_during_an_
Israeli_missile_strike" target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Looks like a scraggly tree of some kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430285 32289 27 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 11:52:00am  
 
<P>Stoning the devil:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/043_1229006086" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430396 32290 1 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 12:21:48pm  
 
<P>All the slaps and bonks from <EM>Hoi Polloi</EM>...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Bit9YxtTamY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430469 32290 50 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 12:44:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6430451" target=_blank>#37</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be at 6:25 (Three Sappy People, 1939)</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This embedded video will work properly now if you reload the 
page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430511 32290 85 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 12:58:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6430480" target=_blank>#59</A> gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, in the single comment popups, clicking on the video links prompts me 
to download the raw swf file. Is that just me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430907 32291 8 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 2:49:13pm  
 
<P>You can't go wrong mixing German art-rock, Louis Prima, and hot 
chicks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430938 32291 23 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 3:04:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6430919" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, They updated to Koskiz diary with a link to Electronic Infitada 
(always a good source for information) and a tribute to you...<A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2008/12/27/9555/3054/779/677570" 
target=_blank>Israel's ongoing war on Palestinian self-determination</A></P> 
<P>Thou shalt not insult St. Pancake!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never understood what the point of that quote is supposed to be, but in 
some dark corners of the web, moonbats recycle it endlessly. I think it's 
supposed to prove I'm a racist because I used the word "Caucasian," referring to 
Rachel Corrie, who was, of course, Caucasian. Is that a racist code word 
now?</P> 
<P>The point I made was that she was being exploited as a "martyr," by the ISM 
and Hamas/Fatah, specifically because she was more Western in appearance and 
presumably more appealing to the Western audience. There's racism in that, sure 
-- on the part of the groups exploiting Corrie's death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06430945 32291 28 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 3:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6430944" target=_blank>#27</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also think it's odd that they are just drawing attention to the fact that 
was rabidly anti-American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- screaming in rage while burning an American flag in front of an 
audience of kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06431008 32291 68 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 3:46:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/6430994" target=_blank>#58</A> Kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I was trying to use the embed information before, much 
better</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - just paste the URL on a separate line. (Not the embed 
code!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06431076 32291 106 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 4:41:02pm  
 
<P>The original 'Da Da Da' by Trio, in some kind of TV/video thing.</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/qAEauAKaed8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06431183 32291 192 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 5:21:45pm  
 
<P>In the Canyons of Your Mind (1969):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/bot4j-zww00&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06431185 32291 193 Charles Sat, Dec 27, 2008 5:23:26pm  
 
<P>Now that's a guitar solo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06433820 32299 3 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 11:49:25am  
 
<P>That may not even be the kids' father... caption doesn't say it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434147 32300 26 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 1:09:05pm  
 
<P>Watch for the scene when the detective uses the barrel of his gun to push 
back his hat. I believe he also scratches his neck with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434156 32300 31 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 1:12:08pm  
 
<P>Tor Johnson was a professional wrestler. Vampira was a TV horror show host 
with a freakishly tiny waist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434182 32300 48 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 1:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6434164" target=_blank>#37</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The sky to which he had once looked, had become nothing more than a covering 
for her dead body".</P> 
<P>gah.</P> 
<P>This is awful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's the only scene in which Bela Lugosi actually appears. Wood 
used old footage, because Lugosi had already died when the rest of the movie was 
made. In the rest of the movie a stand-in plays the Lugosi part, holding a cape 
up to his face.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06434195 32300 57 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 1:20:48pm  
 
<P>"I've never seen you in this mood before."</P> 
<P>"I guess that's because I've never been in this mood before."</P> 
<P>(I think several of the actors were drunk during filming.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434293 32300 133 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 1:54:55pm  
 
<P>Speaking of the Dan Rather story, there's something funny going on at 
Reddit.com, in this thread ...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/7m26s/dan_rathers_70m_lawsuit_li
kely_to_deal_bush/" target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Earlier, there was a discussion about LGF and our debunking of the Rather 
documents. Now it's gone. Those comments, which included a link to our post from 
2004, are deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434322 32300 154 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 2:06:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6434313" target=_blank>#148</A> 
notutopia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is there anyway you would post the url for this movie. I want to 
watch it in full screen and the function won't work on the link 
above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you reload the page, full screen mode will work now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434351 32300 175 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 2:19:13pm  
 
<P>Full screen now works in videos embedded in comments too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434908 32301 8 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 5:18:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6434883" target=_blank>#4</A> stevieray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What am I mailing... and to whom?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sends an email version of the LGF article to whoever you like. Up to ten 
addresses at once.</P> 
<P>Send one to yourself and you can see what it looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06434938 32301 23 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 5:27:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6434924" target=_blank>#17</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles if you get a moment, check the pshop or not discussion at bottom of 
last thread, probably nothing, but maybe something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I just looked, and that link no longer goes to the picture I think 
you were trying to point out. Daylife is better than Yahoo for links like that - 
they stay around longer and their pictures are often better 
quality.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06434994 32301 52 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 5:40:29pm  
 
<P>Reload and it should be OK now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06435001 32301 57 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 5:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6434957" target=_blank>#31</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's now <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/Israel-launches-air-strikes-
Gaza/ss/events/wl/122708gazastrike/im:/081229/photos_wl_afp/dae500bad13fd1a0b6f3
0238e0297b22/" target=_blank>6 of 133 in the series if you 
hurry.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, OK. Here it is at Daylife:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0gmE1272ks7VB/Smoke_billows_from_a_targeted_l
ocation" target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>(I searched for the first few words of the caption.)</P> 
<P>I don't see anything obviously faked there...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06435033 32301 75 Charles Sun, Dec 28, 2008 5:50:01pm  
 
<P>Also note that I added a link underneath the posting form, to the article 
about how to embed videos in your comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06438723 32307 71 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 10:54:08am  
 
<P>I'd appreciate it if we don't have discussions about carpet bombing. My post 
above is not intended to be an open door to start discussing indiscriminate 
bombing.</P> 
<P>Please note: Israel is doing the exact opposite of carpet bombing. They're 
launching highly targeted surgical strikes trying to minimize civilian 
casualties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06438817 32307 138 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 11:14:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6438785" target=_blank>#111</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carl did a post earlier in response to Ed at Hot Air, his recommendation is 
to Re Occupy Gaza. I don't know if that's a good idea or not, but would like to 
see what other suggestions are. Again, I don't have good answers for this 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. What an awful choice.</P> 
<P>But the reality is that unless Israel maintains some kind of presence in 
Gaza, the various terrorist groups will just do the same routine again -- phony 
truce while they build up stockpiles of weapons and train armies of killers, 
followed by <EM>Israel SMASH!</EM></P> 
<P>Bottom line is that Hamas continues to get large amounts of money from the 
surrounding Arab countries. Without money, Hamas could not exist. The problem is 
not Hamas alone, it's the whole Middle East.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06438823 32307 144 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 11:16:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6438810" target=_blank>#131</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, if you are against carpet bombing, when will you call for your 
country to give up its vast arsenal of weapons of mass destruction? Or might I 
respectfully suggest you wouldn't, since your country needs those as a means of 
deterring a "carpet bomb - type" attack against you. Persumably therein lies the 
threat of their actual use.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go. I did not say I was "against carpet bombing." The reality is that 
indiscriminate bombing is not being used or even considered by Israel in this 
case, and they're not going to use it. It's not going to happen.</P> 
<P>The only thing people achieve by fantasizing about killing 'em all is to make 
LGF look like an extremist site, and I don't like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06439286 32307 339 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 12:43:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/6439237" target=_blank>#338</A> Areozol</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Although I agree, that this whole mess and suffering is a result of Hamas 
actions, I want to warn you, that you are going dangerously too close to 
"collective punishment" paradigm.</P> 
<P>Just few days before there were superb piece on PJM on how the blockade of 
Gaza Strip is streghchening Hamas: [Link: <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/hamas-goads-israel-into-war/" 
target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not anywhere near advocating collective punishment. I approve of how 
Israel has carried out these operations, with highly targeted strikes, doing 
their best to avoid civilian casualties.</P> 
<P>My point is that far too many Westerners never look at this any deeper than, 
"Oh they're hurt and suffering and they don't have food!" -- when the reality is 
that the Palestinians in Gaza have largely brought all this suffering upon 
themselves.</P> 
<P>The message is: if you don't want to be hurt when Israel bombs the weapons 
depot in your neighbor's garage, don't let them put the weapons depot there. If 
you'd rather have food than weapons, use your greenhouses for growing food 
instead of hiding smuggling tunnels. If you really want your own state, act like 
it.</P> 
<P>But if you don't do any of those things, and instead openly support murder 
and kidnapping and atrocities, don't expect sympathy when Israel 
acts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06440924 32312 37 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 6:07:37pm  
 
<P>It's wraparound cute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06441234 32313 76 Charles Mon, Dec 29, 2008 7:01:05pm  
 
<P>Evolutionary theory (the Darwinian kind) is a huge factor in discoveries like 
this. It's the foundation for these kinds of conceptual breakthroughs.</P> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06446376 32319 332 Charles Tue, Dec 30, 2008 6:35:33pm  
 
<P>On a carousel.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/nHCcA1pG35I&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06446731 32320 160 Charles Tue, Dec 30, 2008 7:42:17pm  
 
<P>41...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06446779 32320 205 Charles Tue, Dec 30, 2008 7:46:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6446767" target=_blank>#193</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any socks or reruns, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The socks will be revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06453448 32329 1245 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 8:21:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1168/6453370" target=_blank>#1168</A> 
mikehrp</EM></P> 
<P>And now you can stop commenting here too!</P> 
<P>No need to thank me. Just trying to help out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06454489 32329 1352 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 11:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1351/6454423" target=_blank>#1351</A> 
stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He posits this because of the dearth of transitional forms, and the rapid 
appearance of so many species in the fossil record, with fully formed and fully 
functional appendages and the like (i.e., we don't see 'many transitional forms' 
because we're not supposed to see them - how convenient!).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_transitional_fossils" 
target=_blank>A very incomplete list of transitional 
fossils.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06454756 32329 1357 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 12:30:56pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.stephenjaygould.org/library/gould_fact-and-theory.html" 
target=_blank>Stephen Jay Gould, 'Evolution as Fact and Theory' 1994</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we proposed punctuated equilibria to explain trends, <STRONG>it is 
infuriating to be quoted again and again by creationists—whether through design 
or stupidity, I do not know—as admitting that the fossil record includes no 



transitional forms</STRONG>. Transitional forms are generally lacking at the 
species level, but <STRONG>they are abundant between larger groups</STRONG>. Yet 
a pamphlet entitled "Harvard Scientists Agree Evolution Is a Hoax" states: "The 
facts of punctuated equilibrium which Gould and Eldredge ... are forcing 
Darwinists to swallow fit the picture that Bryan insisted on, and which God has 
revealed to us in the Bible."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06455005 32329 1361 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 1:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1358/6454825" target=_blank>#1358</A> 
stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"it is infuriating to be quoted.." Why? He doesn't claim that he was 
misquoted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably something to do with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Faced with these facts of evolution and the philosophical bankruptcy of their 
own position, creationists rely upon distortion and innuendo to buttress their 
rhetorical claim. If I sound sharp or bitter, indeed I am—for I have become a 
major target of these practices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Practices that continue to this day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06455966 32335 24 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 5:35:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6455944" target=_blank>#12</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still waiting for a sound effect when you ding somebody down. Maybe next 
year. Wait, it is next year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this kind of sound effect?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/y8Kyi0WNg40&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06456029 32335 79 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 5:55:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/6456012" target=_blank>#65</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird. I tried to ding up the thread after I logged in, and while I clicked 
the + button the 15 never changed up to 16. It just stayed at 15. 
Weirod.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of those features that isn't fully available until you reload the 
page... (hence the message in the log-in box after logging 
in...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06456054 32335 100 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 5:59:36pm  
 
<P>Ah ... I see the problem. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06456067 32335 110 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 6:03:42pm  
 
<P>OK ... reload and it will work on this comments page now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06456070 32335 111 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 6:04:06pm  
 
<P>It wasn't working at all before... no duplicate dingies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06456082 32335 122 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 6:09:07pm  
 
<P>Not off by one - 27 ups minus 1 down = 26.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06456084 32335 124 Charles Thu, Jan 1, 2009 6:09:26pm  
 
<P>Stinky's in a rotten mood. Hangover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06459427 32339 751 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 12:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/6459197" target=_blank>#612</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect a passenger saw a group of folks in Muslim garb and paid more 
attention to a ill thought out comment and reacted differently then if they 
looked "normal". It's a bit of unconscious racism based on a stereotype of all 
Muslims being scary. It's no different the then crossing the street when you see 
a half dozen black teenagers approaching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hard to say whether the airline overreacted, without more details. At 
this point, it seems likely that they did.</P> 
<P>However, this is a very different situation than crossing the street to avoid 
black teenagers, as you put it. When you board an airplane you're going into an 
inherently dangerous situation that is a very well-known target of a certain 
type of terrorist.</P> 
<P>I'd rather the airlines overreact on the side of safety myself, unless it's a 
case of blatant injustice. If a passenger reports hearing something disturbing, 
the airline has a responsibility to act the way they did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06459436 32339 757 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 12:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/6459407" target=_blank>#739</A> 
doriangrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not suggesting we deport Muslims, I'm suggesting that the practice of 
Islam be made illegal in the United States. It is at it's heart a violent 
political movement designed to force itself on every person 
alive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been trying to give you the benefit of the doubt, but I won't tolerate 
this kind of crap at LGF any more. I've explained my reasons enough; you know 
what they are and you know how I feel about this, but you insist on continuing 
with this stupid line of argument.</P> 
<P>With that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06459532 32339 778 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 12:40:58pm  



 
<P>My last statement on the "make 'em illegal, round 'em up and deport 'em" 
nonsense was posted here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6383526" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06459258 32340 23 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 11:46:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6459238" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They aren't going to the sites/channels per se, but are searching for them. 
If you're using the same keywords, both will come up. It's a disinformation 
campaign taking advantage of the search engine process.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what it is. Low rent disinfo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06459641 32340 237 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 1:01:33pm  
 
<P>By the way, what this moron is doing at YouTube is a lot like what the 
scumbags at LGF2 do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06461300 32342 1102 Charles Fri, Jan 2, 2009 7:31:32pm  
 
<P>Wow. Nuts coming out of the woodwork tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464187 32345 552 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 12:09:09pm  
 
<P>Fox News coverage is horrible. It's been a constant parade of Palestinian 
shills all morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464269 32345 632 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 12:19:41pm  
 
<P>Time to reload the page, everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464525 32346 85 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 1:03:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6464495" target=_blank>#71</A> gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when I upding in a single comment window, the button goes gray but 
the number doesn't update.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464599 32346 121 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 1:14:55pm  
 
<P>That shifting around business with IE7 should be fixed now if you 
reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464622 32346 129 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 1:19:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6464595" target=_blank>#119</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something similar here, but in Firefox for me. See my #98...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not seeing this -- which version of Firefox?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06464676 32346 150 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 1:29:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6464635" target=_blank>#134</A> 
gop_patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, 2.0.0.20. Just started on this thread, btw.Can't upgrade any further on 
this computer b/c it's too old I guess. And, it's nothing I can't live with! I 
just was wondering if it was a "feature" or a "bug". ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like you've run into a bug in Firefox 2. Are you sure you can't upgrade 
to v3? Firefox 2 also has some security issues, I believe...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06465621 32347 347 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 4:12:16pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/84158112/Getty-Images-
News?axd=DetailPaging.Generic%P%1&amp;axs=0%P%84159645%2c84158545%2c84158544%2c8
4158539%2c84158525%2c84158482%2c84158473%2c84158471%2c84158470%2c84158350%2c8415
8348%2c84158325%2c84158323%2c84158160%2c84158158%2c84158134%2c84158115%2c8415811
2%2c84158108%2c84157841%2c84157823%2c84157809%2c84157795%2c84157779%2c84157765%2
c84157764%2c84157754%2c84157676%2c84157675%2c84157654%2c84157653%2c84157646%2c84
157645%2c84157643%2c84157641%2c84157640%2c84157639%2c84157637%2c84157636%2c84157
635%2c84157633%2c84157631%2c84157618%2c84157599%2c84157597%2c84157588%2c84157586
%2c84157583%2c84157581%2c84157579%2c84157577%2c84157531%2c84157466%2c84157413%2c
84157299%2c84157281%2c84157136%2c84157134%2c84157122%2c84157110%P%0" 
target=_blank>Ghouls</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06466072 32348 105 Charles Sat, Jan 3, 2009 5:43:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6466051" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just got home so if this was mentioned: Geraldo Rivera is an asshole and he 
has Hanan Ashrawi on FOX. Now I'm disgusted. I have been defending Fox all day, 
but this is unconscionable. Geraldo is an ignorant pig.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rivera described her as "a woman I've respected and admired for more than 30 
years."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06469077 32350 194 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 11:24:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6468838" target=_blank>#183</A> keefe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somethingawful is a severely juvenile swamp that traffics in in unfunny 
gross-out humour. A leftist site? Not really, although there's lots of posters 
that have uncritically soaked up every meme the MSM peddles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I call them leftists because the majority who post there have a special 
hatred for anyone they label as "right wing," and they parrot every left wing 
viewpoint. I've seen no evidence that any of them ever actually think about 



issues or read anything except porn and video game walkthroughs. They're mostly 
just shitheaded agents of chaos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06470854 32350 223 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 6:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/6470628" target=_blank>#222</A> 
DoesNotMatter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's somewhat unfair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfair? You'll have to excuse me, but I couldn't care less about being fair 
to a site that allows comments comparing LGF to Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06468867 32351 138 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 10:44:57am  
 
<P>There's something rotten at reddit.com.</P> 
<P>When I registered there with my LGF email address, my account was 
mysteriously deleted - not once but twice. Emails to reddit.com support asking 
about it were ignored.</P> 
<P>And I have also noticed that they delete threads that contain links to LGF -- 
both in their front page articles and in comments. On several occasions, I've 
seen referrals from reddit.com indicating that an LGF post was linked there, but 
when I went to the site the link no longer existed. (And the referrals 
stopped.)</P> 
<P>I don't know who the administrators are (it's owned by Conde Nast), but 
someone is doing everything they can to keep sites like LGF out of 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06468912 32351 145 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 10:50:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6468872" target=_blank>#141</A> SaneInMN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Dutch PM Harry van Bommel (socialist, Jew hater) shouts "...Hamas, 
hamas, Jews on the gas..."</STRONG></P> 
<P>Link w/video[Link: <A href="http://mypetjawa.mu.nu/" 
target=_blank>mypetjawa.mu.nu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Accuracy is important -- Van Bommel does not shout that. The words on the 
screen say it's being shouted by other people in the background.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06469109 32351 166 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 11:31:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/6469075" target=_blank>#163</A> Bluecold</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually Van Bommel shouted (literally translated) "Intifada, Intifada 
Palestine Free" Which sadly doesn't rhyme.Now a huge shitpile is coming down on 
him, since encouraging violence is illegal in Holland.He defended himself by 
stating that "intifada" doesn't have to mean violence and that he said in a 
speech at the same rally that his Socialist Party doesn't condone violence.</P> 
<P>He probably thought the people who were shouting "Hamas Hamas Jews on the 
gas" were encouraging the Jews to buy gas-fired ovens because it tastes 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good -- he should be impeached, or however they do it in Holland. 
Clearly unacceptable, and for anyone who still thinks fascists like the Vlaams 



Belang are the only solution in Europe: note that Van Bommel is NOT getting away 
with this, and it didn't take a gang of skinheads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06470520 32354 92 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 5:44:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6470489" target=_blank>#68</A> Flying 
Dutchman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, could / would you implement a way of stopping the posting of 
ridiculous "moonbat" (or worse) links / comments ?</P> 
<P>This could also have a "self policing effect" if applied to comments ...</P> 
<P><STRONG>Proposal</STRONG> : Why not say (if possible and "easy") that a 
registered member could loose his ability to post links and/or comments for a 
couple of weeks (or so?) after the member posted, lets say 3 links/comments, 
during a same week that got dinged down "under 10" ?</P> 
<P>Anyone with me ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're talking about that idiot "Scholar_in_Training," right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06471371 32356 60 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 8:17:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/6471345" target=_blank>#42</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy is going right for the conspiracy theories and demagoguery. I am on 
guard alright for people who want to use public funds and public schools to push 
their evolutionist agendas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here come the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06471636 32356 295 Charles Sun, Jan 4, 2009 9:22:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/6471610" target=_blank>#272</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>"Spar Kling" is a dishonest creationist who has been posting one lie after 
another in these threads. He claimed that his opinions are more valuable than 
others' because he has a "scientific degree" -- then refused to say what field 
that degree was in. He claimed to know of numerous peer-reviewed scientific 
papers supporting "intelligent design," then couldn't supply even one link to 
prove his claim.</P> 
<P>He's the very model of a dishonest creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06473082 32356 687 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 8:41:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/6471724" target=_blank>#377</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been through this, Charles, and it's not true. I've never claimed that 
my opinions are more valuable that those of others. My degree is in a scientific 
area, but I've chosen not to go into detail to maintain my 
privacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5981173" target=_blank>This is 
what you wrote:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Perhaps what rankles Charles and some other people who post here is that I 
have a scientific degree, I used to believe in the theory evolution, but now I 
believe that it's seriously flawed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So yes, you absolutely did try to claim your opinions are more valuable. You 
bragged about having a 'scientific degree,' to give some false authority to your 
ludicrous claims about evolution and science. You're now dodging the issue 
because you're afraid that someone with real expertise in whatever field you 
might pick out of your hat would show up and ask you questions you couldn't 
answer.</P> 
<P>As for your false claims about peer-reviewed articles, you picked out several 
articles that have NOTHING to do with intelligent design, and one that does -- 
and the one that does deal with ID you are distorting and lying about, as you 
have done on at least four occasions. You just keep coming back and lying 
again.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sternberg_peer_review_controversy#Smithsonian
_controversy" target=_blank>Smithsonian controversy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sternberg claims that he was "targeted for retaliation and harassment" and 
subject to efforts to remove him from the museum in retaliation for his views in 
support of creationism. He continues to cite a letter by the United States 
Office of Special Counsel as supporting his version of events,[29] 
<STRONG>despite the Office of Special Counsel ultimately dismissing his 
claim</STRONG>. Pim Van Meurs and other critics observed that the Office of 
Special Counsel lacked jurisdiction over the matter and so his claim was 
unlikely to proceed,[30] and that even though it made no official findings or 
conclusions, the response from the Office of Special Counsel provided Sternberg 
and the Discovery Institute putative evidence and talking points supporting 
their claim that the scientific community discriminates against intelligent 
design proponents.[31][32] <STRONG>In a Wall Street Journal op-ed article, 
Discovery Institute Senior Fellow David Klinghoffer[33] portrayed Sternberg as a 
martyr and victim of discrimination,[34] a tactic used often by design 
proponents.</STRONG>[35]</P> 
<P>In response, Sternberg's supervisor at the Smithsonian, Jonathan Coddington, 
responded publicly disputing Sternberg's and Klinghoffer's depiction of events. 
<STRONG>Coddington states that Sternberg was never dismissed, nor was he a paid 
employee, and that he was never the target of discrimination, and remained 
serving at the museum up to that time.</STRONG>[25]</P> 
<P><STRONG>In August, 2005 the Office of Special Counsel dropped Sternberg's 
religious discrimination complaint against the Smithsonian Institution.</STRONG> 
It was determined that as an unpaid research associate at the Smithsonian, 
Sternberg was not actually an employee, and thus the Office of Special Counsel 
had no jurisdiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06477475 32356 705 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 9:24:38pm  
 
<P>The shameless liar is back again to spread more creationist hooey, I 
see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06489729 32356 717 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 9:12:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/6486323" target=_blank>#710</A> Victory Gin For 
All</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finally got around to watching Ben Stein's Expelled movie.</P> 



<P>What stood out to me was how similarly global warming skeptics and evolution 
skeptics are treated by their repective scientific communities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein's movie is deeply dishonest. Every case of claimed "persecution" he 
makes has been shown to be either false or wildly exaggerated.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth" 
target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a Michael Moore film for creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06480285 32358 231 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 12:29:25pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">231</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Tue, Jan 6, 2009 
12:29:25pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06473843 32360 60 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 11:11:35am  
 
<P>Updated with the link to Israellycool, plus links to the two images at 
Daylife.com showing the same child being paraded around by two different 
men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06473852 32360 68 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 11:13:38am  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/01Gk2RO22Bbyd/A_woman_clad_in_a_veil_displays
_a_placard" target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06473970 32361 35 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 11:31:48am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer takes a little passive aggressive slap at me (without naming 
me) in his latest column for FrontPage, by the way. Which is always pleasant. 
"Imaginary neofascists," is the quote.</P> 
<P>What a complete despicable fool he's become.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06474047 32361 96 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 11:41:42am  
 
<P>On a lighter note, I just got word from Allen Forkum that Cox and Forkum will 
be able to do the illustration for the 2008 Fiskie, so we're on.</P> 
<P>I'll put the poll together soon. I think there are about 1400 comments in the 
nomination thread -- does anyone know if there were any clear 
favorites?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06474226 32361 248 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 12:03:33pm  
 
<P>Here's a classic from the Anaheim demonstration -- they're standing with 
people carrying signs with swastikas and calling for jihad, and they have a 
quilt that says "One Global Family."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/02CZfTz4xR3jG/demonstration_anaheim" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06476071 32361 763 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 5:10:06pm  
 
<P>Sevoguy: it is not OK to use that kind of language here, and if you continue 
this practice your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06475441 32362 622 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 3:22:04pm  
 
<P>Time to reload the page, folks, to get the new comment rating features 
installed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06475639 32363 129 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 3:42:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6475508" target=_blank>#38</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The spinoff links look off kilter in IE7.</P> 
<P>/links appear below the ratings icon</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE strikes again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06475828 32363 267 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 4:12:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6475523" target=_blank>#46</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>scholar_in_training is a troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06476006 32363 425 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 4:57:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6475614" target=_blank>#111</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- the ratings still are not working on these pages correctly- I didn't 
see my ding count until I clicked the digit:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/123977" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is fixed now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06476251 32363 657 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 5:52:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6476231" target=_blank>#639</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Man the barricades! Prepare the battlements!</P> 
<P>No?</P> 
<P>Well fine then. But let's not allow Atlas Shrugs win "Best Conservative Blog" 
for 2008. The Eurofascists will never stop gloating if P.G. wins. And the 
Fjordman may clog the whole internet with a (self) congratulatory post.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-conservative-blog/" 
target=_blank>2008.weblogawards.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Pamela wins "Best Conservative Blog," she's welcome to it. If 
"conservatism" means hooking up with European fascists, and spreading bullshit 
rumors about Barack Obama being the love child of Malcolm X, I really, honestly, 
want no part of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479016 32363 780 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:03:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/6478888" target=_blank>#779</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, every time I see one of these threads that Charles writes about 
changing this code or redesigning this or that, I wonder why he just doesn't let 
it evolve on its own? I mean all the pieces are there, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What an incredibly tedious creationist comment. Did you think that one up all 
by yourself?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06477433 32365 634 Charles Mon, Jan 5, 2009 9:13:23pm  
 
<P>Here's another love note I just received from St. Louis, Missouri:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You dickheads are shameless... 555+ Palestenian, mostly innocent, killed, and 
what 5 Israeli's killed by chance... genocide ongoing in Gaza at the hands of 
the putrid and horrific Zionist criminals, and you pricks have the NERVE to 
marginalize and BLAME THE PALESTENIANS for their own deaths?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bad craziness is loose in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479049 32365 1069 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:14:41am  
 
<P>I see we have another fanatic ranting away in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479051 32365 1070 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:15:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1063/6478902" target=_blank>#1063</A> 
motorcycleboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you label me as irrational?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nominated for most inadvertently funny comment of the 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479065 32365 1073 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:19:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1071/6479053" target=_blank>#1071</A> 
motorcycleboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>...certainly the faithful have a right to not have their dearest, most 
fundamentally held beliefs challenged methodically and subjected to 
ridicule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you do not have that "right." No one has that right in America. Freedom 
of expression is a constitutional right, and that means you have absolutely no 
grounds to demand that anyone refrain from ridiculing you or challenging your 
beliefs. You're espousing an un-American viewpoint, and you'd probably be 
happier in a theocracy, where your rules could be enforced by 
law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479253 32365 1083 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:54:24am  
 
<P>It's ironic -- I make a comment about fanatics who think LGF isn't pure 
enough, and whaddayaknow? Here they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479325 32365 1088 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 10:06:40am  
 
<P>Look out, now he's consulting the quote mines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06479709 32365 1107 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 11:13:55am  
 
<P>And with that pile of hateful, insulting garbage, I bid you 
adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06480878 32365 1122 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 1:47:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1121/6480854" target=_blank>#1121</A> 
greginseattle</EM></P> 
<P>Then you can join that creep wherever he is now, because you're not welcome 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06480813 32371 64 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 1:41:53pm  
 
<P>Whenever Israel takes action against terrorists, the idiots of the world get 
all worked up.</P> 
<P>That one waited two months to post its first nasty comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481157 32371 366 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 2:20:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6481143" target=_blank>#353</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How old is that video of Hamas launching mortars from the UN school?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Oct. 29, 2007?I thought that footage was from last 
week.Anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the 2007 date is correct. I recall seeing this video last 
year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481171 32371 379 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 2:23:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/6481164" target=_blank>#373</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering if that was the school that as hit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is the same school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481466 32372 83 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 3:23:36pm  
 
<P>How long before the creationist down-dinger squad strikes? Expect dings 
from:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>arizona9, damnyanks, dcbatlle, ebed_melech, LincolnCoalition, neomexicon, 
opiemuyo, Right_Is_Right, sadatoni, uncledick</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481480 32372 96 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 3:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6481474" target=_blank>#90</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uncledick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never comments, just dings down every evolution post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481532 32372 139 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 3:39:44pm  
 
<P>I put the Weblog Awards badge up in the right column, by the way, linked to 
the page where you can vote for LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481543 32372 148 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 3:42:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/6481539" target=_blank>#144</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You forgot mufsidoon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one won't be dinging here any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482811 32372 225 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 7:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6482605" target=_blank>#224</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you were to assume these guys are organized (something for which the 
evidence is pretty strong) you might surmise that they haven't worked out a spin 
for this, yet. Not that that's ever impeded them before. Hmmm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is busy right now, trying to get their agenda passed 
in Texas:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/01/intolerance_on_parade_in_texas.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06483169 32372 227 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 8:31:08pm  



 
<P>One of the creationist down-dingers just showed up, as 
predicted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06481699 32373 75 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 4:21:42pm  
 
<P>Here he is on the NBC Nightly News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/21134540/vp/28528992#28528992" 
target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482349 32376 6 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:20:54pm  
 
<P>The lefty blogs are really hatin' on my "UN School Used by Terrorists As a 
Weapons Dump" post (Crooks and Liars, Mahablog, Newshounds, they must have 
gotten their talking points today), so expect a troll or two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482363 32376 13 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:22:38pm  
 
<P>And by the way, our 30,000th user just registered: 
"MsUnderestimated."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482373 32376 19 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:23:34pm  
 
<P>Seven already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482443 32376 75 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6482410" target=_blank>#47</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a purported factual basis to their disdain of your post -- or do 
they simply hate the fact that you pointed out an inconvenient detail which 
undermines their narrative?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all parroting the same point -- that Israel committed a "war crime" 
by attacking the UN school, and it doesn't matter whether terrorists were using 
it for a launching pad.</P> 
<P>The usual morally blind leftist cant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482454 32376 85 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:34:51pm  
 
<P>37...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482476 32376 107 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:37:23pm  
 
<P>Here's the post at one of the stupidest lefty blogs, repeated pretty much 
verbatim at the others:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mahablog.com/2009/01/06/death-dance/" 
target=_blank>www.mahablog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482556 32376 180 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 6:48:04pm  



 
<P>64...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482766 32376 371 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 7:18:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6482587" target=_blank>#206</A> 
CynicalConservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw the update closed at 69. How many sockys Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We shall see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06482899 32377 16 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 7:38:34pm  
 
<P>It's not really a reporter -- it's a guy with a VCR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06483183 32380 41 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 8:34:32pm  
 
<P>Remember how the lefties mocked LGF for criticizing Rachel Ray's kaffiyeh? 
And now we see all these Hamas supporters proudly wearing them, all over the 
world.</P> 
<P>But we're supposed to believe it's "just a scarf," and anyone who thinks 
otherwise is a right wing nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06483190 32380 47 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 8:36:22pm  
 
<P>Don't forget to go over here and vote for LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-conservative-blog/" 
target=_blank>2008.weblogawards.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06483375 32380 206 Charles Tue, Jan 6, 2009 9:31:46pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.mepfp.org/" target=_blank>The Middle East Peace Forum of 
Pittsburgh.</A></P> 
<P>Don Bryan might be in <A 
href="http://www.mepfp.org/album/detail.asp?varAuto=186" target=_blank>this 
photo</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06506046 32382 122 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 12:17:48pm  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06485035 32383 96 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 9:45:42am  
 
<P>That was a quickie -- it's always nice to go on Dennis's 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06485099 32383 155 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 9:54:17am  
 
<P>Don't forget to go over here and vote:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-conservative-blog/" 
target=_blank>2008.weblogawards.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486137 32385 77 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 12:54:56pm  
 
<P>The Canadians are kicking ass in the "conservative blog" category. Heh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-conservative-blog/" 
target=_blank>2008.weblogawards.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486388 32386 69 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 1:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6486318" target=_blank>#17</A> 
GNIDAthe#seCond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GAZA - AP PHOTOSHOP FAKE?</P> 
<P>muqata.blogspot.com is imploring readers to examine the following photo for 
possilbe photoshopping, fautography...</P> 
<P>The Photo in question:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cbc.ca/gfx/images/news/photos/2009/01/03/gaza-bomb-cp-
6039006.jpg" target=_blank>www.cbc.ca...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe ... but that looks like an extreme telephoto lens setting, which could 
"shorten" the background radically. Those hills in the background could appear 
larger and closer than they are.</P> 
<P>The debris looks a little suspicious, but it could be large pieces of a 
structure; that looks like a helluva big explosion.</P> 
<P>I don't really see anything obviously faked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486398 32386 78 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 1:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6486359" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is odd...<A href="http://www.earthtimes.org/articles/show/249400,extra-
un-israel-admits-rocket-fire-was-not-from-within-school.html" target=_blank>UN: 
Israel admits rocket fire was not from within school</A></P> 
<P>How do we tell who paid for this press release? Is it really from the 
UN?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Author is DPA, a German news service I believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486453 32386 130 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 1:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/6486417" target=_blank>#97</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also the UN's <A href="http://www.un.org/Depts/dpa/" 
target=_blank>Department of Political Affairs</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's more likely. Yesterday the AP reported <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090106/ap_on_re_mi_ea/ml_israel_palestinians_
418" target=_blank>this</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two residents of the area who spoke by telephone said they saw a small group 
of militants firing mortar rounds from a street near the school, where 350 



people had gathered to get away from the shelling. They spoke on condition of 
anonymity for fear of reprisal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They may have been setting up the claim that the terrorists were in a street 
near the school but not the school itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486468 32386 145 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 1:44:13pm  
 
<P>Secondary explosions inside the building could also have driven large pieces 
into the air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486623 32386 292 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 2:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6486579" target=_blank>#249</A> 
engineboss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if the so called shrapnel is rolled roofing material fragments? 
Maybe the force of the explosion and the heat drove it into the 
air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I'm thinking. One of the pieces (2nd from left) actually has a 
"tented" sort of roof shape to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486666 32386 331 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 2:23:57pm  
 
<P>Hey, Michael Totten just pulled ahead in the poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486734 32386 393 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 2:42:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/6486682" target=_blank>#344</A> 
invictus1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I am looking at Google Earth/Maps and I can't see any kind of terrain 
features like that, at least that big. Again, look at <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/09eb7tv6SN2xM" target=_blank>this</A> picture 
- the one the CBC/AP has cropped from - someone better at this than I am might 
be able to use that to determine its authenticity...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The caption for the photo:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An explosion is seen after an Israeli strike in Beit Lahiya in the northern 
Gaza Strip, as seen from Gaza City...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's accurate, the photo would have been taken looking north, because 
Gaza City is to the south of Beit Lahia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486738 32386 397 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 2:43:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/6486734" target=_blank>#393</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>...and that means the hills in the background could be in Israel, again with 
an extremely zoomed-in lens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486967 32386 611 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 3:48:51pm  
 



<P>Possibly another photo of that explosion in Beit Lahia from a different 
angle:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0bKL3qf8Im4HE" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486974 32386 618 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 3:50:43pm  
 
<P>That's a different photographer too, for Reuters:</P> 
<P><A title=r4042507505.jpg 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/slideshow/photo//090103/ids_photos_wl/r40425
07505.jpg/" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
r4042507505.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486979 32386 623 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 3:51:51pm  
 
<P>That definitely looks like the same explosion shot from the other 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06486986 32386 630 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 3:53:03pm  
 
<P>Compare the shapes of the cloud. Same explosion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487004 32386 648 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 3:56:10pm  
 
<P>Looks like a giant explosion. I don't think it's strange that two wire 
service photographers would shoot photos at close to the same time. Must have 
been shortly after it happened for that stuff to still be in the 
air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487032 32386 673 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 4:04:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/6487020" target=_blank>#663</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same explosion being photographed by two photographers, from different 
organizations, would seem to suggest that it really is what it claims to be, 
no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think it settles it. Not a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487046 32386 687 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 4:09:49pm  
 
<P>I'm no expert but that looks like it might have been one of the IAF's 500-
pound bombs or similar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487096 32386 731 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 4:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/690/6487049" target=_blank>#690</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>Start here:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27592_Organizing_to_Resist_the_Isl
amization_of_Europe" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27653_When_Friends_Attack" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Gets worse from there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487303 32387 25 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 5:10:18pm  
 
<P>These guys are in buildings somewhere with long range telephotos on tripods 
trained on the hot zone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487324 32387 41 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 5:16:30pm  
 
<P>I exonerate and absolve the media this time. In nomine patri, et fili, et 
Rupert L. Murdoch. Go and sin no more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487413 32387 121 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 5:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6487400" target=_blank>#109</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This might be nothing but here's the video I just linked to posted with a 
different title...Hamas shoots mortars from next to Unwra school Jbalya 
6.1.09</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It would be really nice if it could be confirmed that they were next to the 
school. It might just be recycled old footage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something's off about that one. Wouldn't trust it. Wouldn't be 
prudent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487471 32387 175 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 5:42:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/6487395" target=_blank>#104</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Extreme <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telephoto_lens#Effects" 
target=_blank>telephoto lens compress distances</A>, and flatten the 
perspective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. From checking out Google Earth's views of the area, the background 
to the first picture looks like it might be the foothills of the Judean Hills. 
That's some kinda super duper AP long range lens Adel Hana's got there. I wonder 
which one it is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06488369 32387 259 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 10:09:17pm  
 
<P>It's not a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487654 32389 4 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 6:18:16pm  
 
<P>Reload, grasshoppers, reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06487665 32389 13 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 6:20:38pm  
 
<P>Everything is just a few hundred clicks away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487666 32389 14 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 6:20:48pm  
 
<P>Gahh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487686 32389 26 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 6:23:25pm  
 
<P>I didn't even include the half dozen links about creationism/evolution in 
this pile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06487744 32389 62 Charles Wed, Jan 7, 2009 6:35:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6487690" target=_blank>#30</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I assume you are prepared for what may come.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Both sides fight Israeli-Palestinian conflict on the 
Internet</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/1053436.html" 
target=_blank>www.haaretz.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Prepared, we are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06511489 32392 271 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 1:31:43pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">271</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Mon, Jan 12, 
2009 1:31:43pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06490829 32393 493 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 12:44:57pm  
 
<P>They yanked it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06490838 32393 502 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 12:46:08pm  
 
<P>I saved it, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06490848 32393 512 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 12:47:25pm  
 
<P>Did anyone else save a copy of the CNN video? Mine came through with no audio 
track for some reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06491028 32393 685 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 1:13:36pm  
 
<P>Updated with the video from Channel 4, and the links to 
Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06491145 32393 799 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 1:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/6491111" target=_blank>#767</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4,400 online now and LGF seems to be chugging along just fine. This used to 
be meltdown area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new hamster battalion isn't even breaking a sweat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06492260 32393 1132 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 5:23:18pm  
 
<P>fclass308: that's the third comment of yours that's had to be deleted. You're 
looking a lot like a moby, and your account is being blocked right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06493278 32393 1144 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 9:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1142/6493271" target=_blank>#1142</A> 
danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES...</P> 
<P>It would appear that the CNN link is back up and they merely have edited out 
the heart compression part of the video ! They show the MD throwing up his hands 
in frustration and then wrapping the blood stained body!. They completely and 
deliberately have removed the CPR portion to make it seem 
genuine!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link? It's not at the link posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06491872 32394 372 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 3:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/6491767" target=_blank>#289</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Spencer shills for Pamela, call Charles a traitor...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool, so now Spencer promotes a raving nut who thinks Barack Obama is the 
love child of Malcolm X. Yeah baby!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06492077 32394 391 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 4:06:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/6492023" target=_blank>#389</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fascinating he'd call them "imaginary fascists" when modern far-right parties 
in europe like VB get specifically discussed in books like <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400033918/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Anatomy of Fascism</A>. There's just no excuse for this 
willful ignorance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's sounding more and more like Lionheart every time he launches one of 
those attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06492486 32397 24 Charles Thu, Jan 8, 2009 6:34:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6492452" target=_blank>#4</A> gus3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you're watching...</P> 
<P>What happened to my Favorites? Even two that I marked Sunday(?) are gone. Did 
you make an announcement somewhere recently that I missed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might you have more than one username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06494619 32398 1144 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 8:33:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1044/6494514" target=_blank>#1044</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About these Weblog awards... I've been voting to help support my favourite 
blogs, fine... but could somebody please explain how a little personal blog can 
enter and be leading in the <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-
major-blog/" target=_blank>Best Major Blog</A> category?</P> 
<P>Don't they have any rules over there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never been very enthusiastic about these awards, because let's face it -
- they're popularity contests based on silly internet polls. If you have a poll 
on the web that's open to all takers with no registration or accountability, 
it's absolutely impossible to defend it against being gamed. I don't care how 
much they boast about their security, it's a simple fact -- you cannot secure an 
open internet poll. Period.</P> 
<P>(Seems like I post a similar comment every year for this contest... it's just 
not something anyone should get worked up about.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496201 32400 208 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 12:29:18pm  
 
<P>Who told that idiot Shep Smith to talk all over this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496240 32401 20 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 12:33:38pm  
 
<P>Not Kipling again. Please. Leave Rudyard out of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496283 32401 56 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 12:37:38pm  
 
<P>That was one of the more freaky political moments I've 
witnessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496658 32401 363 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 1:34:49pm  



 
<P>I just did a webcam spot for PJTV on the staged Hamas doctor 
video...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496701 32401 406 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 1:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/6496682" target=_blank>#387</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little surprised that story isn't getting more 
attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roger at Pajamas called CNN for a statement. They stonewalled him, but in a 
way that made it very clear they know there's a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496970 32402 131 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:29:30pm  
 
<P>I'm a little surprised at how easy it is to play videos directly from CNN 
like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496981 32402 142 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:31:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6496971" target=_blank>#132</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the BBC version, the boy's body is cradled at home before being taken to 
the hospital; in the US version, the boy goes to the hospital first, and then is 
cradled at home by his family.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are at least two versions of the video story out there -- one from CNN 
and one from UK Channel 4. The Channel 4 version spends much more time at the 
"freelance photographer's" house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496987 32402 148 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:32:23pm  
 
<P>Wait - three versions. The one that's on YouTube is a shortened edited 
version of the one on their website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06496993 32402 154 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:33:48pm  
 
<P>If you want your own copy of the video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ht.cdn.turner.com/cnn/big/world/2009/01/07/hol
mes.gaza.boy.cnn_576x324_dl.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497071 32402 223 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:46:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6497029" target=_blank>#185</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>KosKidz retort...<A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/1/9/165945/9011/220/682205" 
target=_blank>LGF, Michelle Malkin ran a story on a "faked video"</A></P> 
<P>I don't think Miss Malkin ever claimed the boy isn't dead and Charles 
certainly didn't. Personally i'd guess the boy did die but there's no proof 
either way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always fun to see those idiots jump up and defend something like this, 
even after CNN has already pulled the video offline.</P> 
<P>And no, I never claimed the boy wasn't dead. I don't think there's clear 
evidence on that either way; but in the original post "Last Mohican" made the 
point that there wouldn't have been any reason to fake the CPR compression in 
such a delicate way if he were actually dead.</P> 
<P>If the boy was actually killed, that's a terrible thing and I certainly don't 
enjoy seeing children die, whatever the reason.</P> 
<P>But it's even more despicable to pose and stage a scene with his body like 
this. Ghoulish. Obscene. The kind of thing terrorists do.</P> 
<P>Of course the kiddiez at Kos are unable to get that little 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497110 32402 257 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 2:54:33pm  
 
<P>Rigor mortis typically sets in about 3 hours after death, and lasts about 3 
days before loosening up again. Just to throw some facts in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497236 32402 381 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 3:20:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6497226" target=_blank>#371</A> Confuzed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know Charles is extremely busy, but if he were able to set up a poll like 
previously done for different awards, that'd would really put CNN on the 
spot.</P> 
<P>CNN Poll:A. CNN will ignore the staged video reinforcing public opinion that 
they're not a reputable news organization.</P> 
<P>B. CNN will address the issue, apologize for the mistake, and take steps to 
ensure that this won't happen in the future.</P> 
<P>If Charles didn't require registered posters to vote, traffic might be 
enormous (those shallow chest compressions used in the fake video might be 
appropriate to revive the hamsters.)</P> 
<P>I vote A.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great idea. I've been meaning to test some changes in the poll script 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497367 32403 76 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 3:48:06pm  
 
<P>Check it out: <A href="http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2009/01/threat.html" 
target=_blank>Online Threat to Kill Obama Leads to Arrest</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497372 32403 81 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 3:48:52pm  
 



<P>Try that again: <A 
href="http://blog.wired.com/27bstroke6/2009/01/threat.html" target=_blank>Online 
Threat to Kill Obama Leads to Arrest</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06498299 32403 418 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 7:16:13pm  
 
<P>It appears that "Ron Paul" was the correct choice in this 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497895 32404 164 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 5:34:23pm  
 
<P>At 1:48 in the Channel 4 video there's a brief glimpse of one of the boy's 
bare legs, with that odd heavy blanket pulled back. There's no blood around it 
at all, but there does appear to be a wound on the shin.</P> 
<P>If he was missing a foot, wouldn't there be blood everywhere around his legs? 
Why are they covered up with a blanket in a hospital?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497934 32404 200 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 5:41:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6497909" target=_blank>#177</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next, I'd like to draw your attention to how the Western-looking (Norwegian?) 
doctor points, twice, at the video display, indicating that the boy is the 
process of dying. Say what?!? If that wasn't done for the benefit of the 
cameras, I'm a monkey's aunt or uncle. What real doctor in a real code-red 
situation would point to the screen and shrug and say, "Look, the guy is dying 
right in front of our eyes. Gee, that's sad." If that's real, that doctor is 
also an incompetent buffoon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you didn't notice the posts about him, that doctor is Mads Gilbert, a 
raving Norwegian moonbat who belongs to Norway's Maoist Red Party, and supported 
the hijackers in the 9/11 attacks.</P> 
<P>Just for a little more context to this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06497990 32404 256 Charles Fri, Jan 9, 2009 5:54:18pm  
 
<P>I updated the post to include all three versions of the video report - you'll 
have to reload to see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06499858 32404 1176 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 9:28:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1172/6499555" target=_blank>#1172</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's at the bottom right corner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I see we're on the same page today. I just saw that this morning and was 
working on a post about it when I saw your comments...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06500390 32407 75 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 11:35:03am  
 
<P>Paul Martin just contacted us from Gaza -- wants to respond. Stay 
tuned.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06500420 32407 104 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 11:39:53am  
 
<P>Paul Martin the owner of World News &amp; Features, source of the CNN 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06500508 32407 190 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 11:54:58am  
 
<P>Paul Martin is about to show up in the comments. He wanted an account to post 
his responses.</P> 
<P>I warned him he might be "strongly challenged." Ahem. Keep it as cordial as 
possible now y'all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06500590 32407 255 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 12:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/6500555" target=_blank>#236</A> sugiero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) [Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?prev=&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tromso-
gaza.no%2Fstyrereferat081008.pdf&amp;sl=no&amp;tl=en&amp;history_state0=" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]2) [Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?prev=&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.tromso-
gaza.no%2Fstyrereferat081111.pdf&amp;sl=no&amp;tl=en&amp;history_state0=" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! I'll update with those links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06501019 32407 293 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 12:59:18pm  
 
<P>Martin just emailed and said he would respond tomorrow... he's apparently in 
Gaza or Israel now, so that means this evening sometime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06501032 32407 294 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 1:00:16pm  
 
<P>See the next thread up for more...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06500849 32408 236 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 12:34:56pm  
 
<P>He has an account, it's activated, and I'm pretty sure he'll be posting 
shortly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06501017 32408 396 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 12:59:05pm  
 
<P>Martin just emailed and said he would respond tomorrow... he's apparently in 
Gaza or Israel now, so that means this evening sometime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06501048 32408 425 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 1:01:51pm  
 



<P>This is from Martin's email, I assume he wanted it to be passed on to our 
commenters since it addresses y'all:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you will sinmply close off this blog converation ocne you see the 
facts. Also please avoid allowing your bloggers to be hurtful to a person whose 
brother died - unless you really think he faked that ! The hospital has 
confirmed that the boy died and his name - see CNN report. Or did they make that 
up too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502004 32411 9 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:20:15pm  
 
<P>Takes a while to start up but it's working here for me on a Mac in Safari, 
with the Flip4Mac extension.</P> 
<P>There are tracer rounds (or something) going across the sky right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502033 32411 31 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:24:10pm  
 
<P>You need to be patient. Let it go for a couple of minutes. It really does 
take a while to start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502040 32411 36 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:24:45pm  
 
<P>Things are blowing up right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502173 32411 142 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:42:11pm  
 
<P>Reload, grasshoppers...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502186 32411 153 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:43:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6502140" target=_blank>#120</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Why are all these people starting to sound like Lionheart?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502201 32411 165 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:44:57pm  
 
<P>By the way, Pat Buchanan said something Nazi-like and repulsive again 
yesterday. Buchanan is one of the guys the VB is allied with over 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502213 32411 176 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:46:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6502194" target=_blank>#160</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>The CNN article supporting the video as genuine says that Mahmoud had 
shrapnel wounds in his head and all over his body. In the Channel 4 video, there 
are views from several angles of the child's head, and at no point are any 
wounds or blood visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06502304 32411 253 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 5:58:32pm  
 
<P>There are roosters crowing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502395 32411 334 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:10:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6502384" target=_blank>#325</A> 
nucular_option</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video works fine for me using Xine in FreeBSD.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502637 32411 571 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:47:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/6502595" target=_blank>#529</A> 
BakiShamil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello Charles</P> 
<P>Why you don’t report violence and destruction in Europe. Europe is burning. 
Hate to Jews everywhere there from those palis savages.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me while I work on live-streaming from a war 
zone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502641 32411 575 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:47:56pm  
 
<P>It's the adhan -- the call to prayer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502645 32411 579 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:48:33pm  
 
<P>With rooster accompaniment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502651 32411 585 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:48:58pm  
 
 
 
<P>Adhan, with roosters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502659 32411 593 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:50:11pm  
 
<P>That rooster is a hell of a sideman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06502689 32411 622 Charles Sat, Jan 10, 2009 6:54:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/6502676" target=_blank>#609</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>Ahmed's a common name - it may not be the same person as the cousin referred 
to by CNN. Could be an older boy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06504949 32414 125 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 8:38:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/6504928" target=_blank>#111</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we have any word on when -- or if, and HOW -- Paul Martin will make an 
appearance?</P> 
<P>I just skimmed down the front page, to see if he threw something in (today) 
at the end of yesterday's posts. Nada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He apparently decided not to jump in the pool with the lizard army, and has 
instead sent me an 8-paragraph email, all in bold text, demanding an apology and 
failing to address a single factual point about the staged 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06504961 32414 133 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 8:39:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/6504944" target=_blank>#123</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, no -- I did not help Pamela set up her blog. Don't blame me for 
that mess! Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06505044 32414 175 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 8:50:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6505009" target=_blank>#160</A> pokeefe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pam's horror at the prospect of creeping Islam has made her a bit hysterical, 
but the sources referred to on her site are often worth consideration.</P> 
<P>As far as flogging goes, I wouldn't take her literally.</P> 
<P>Beats me why she chose that figure of speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, no big deal to call for someone to be physically harmed, right? I gotta 
stop being so sensitive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06505147 32414 223 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 9:02:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/6504957" target=_blank>#130</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He made an appearance at <A 
href="http://www.theaugeanstables.com/2009/01/10/cnn-defends-their-pallywood-
error-lets-see-mr-mashharawis-rushes/" target=_blank>Augean Stables</A>. Comment 
#13. If he bothers to come here, I suspect we'll just get the same 
garbage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he sent me the same thing in email. I'm trying to decide if it's worth 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06505287 32414 302 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 9:26:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6505210" target=_blank>#265</A> arcatan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be sure the Obama/Malcom X thing was posted on a comedy web-
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to post your opinions on this, it would help if you first 
informed yourself about the facts. The link goes to a comedy website to show you 
just how much of a laughingstock Pamela has become. But they didn't make 



anything up -- she really did post a long, disturbingly racist and ugly post 
about Obama being the child of Malcolm X, and it was no joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06505801 32414 424 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 11:16:41am  
 
<P>Two points:</P> 
<P>1) The Vlaams Belang and their allies among Eurofascists (e.g. the French 
National Front and the BNP) are thugs with Holocaust-denying and neo-Nazi roots 
and connections. By associating with them, you're letting some very bad people 
trick you into becoming their friends. That's a moral reason not to have 
anything to do with them.</P> 
<P>2) It's politically brain dead to associate with these groups. You will never 
convince anyone in the center of the issues by hooking up with Nazis and crypto-
Nazis.</P> 
<P>And it takes a special kind of blindness to tell me to "leave off," when 
Pamela writes on her blog that I should be "flogged in public."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06510625 32414 500 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 10:54:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/6510323" target=_blank>#498</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my view "publicly flogged" is too much, and so is "shrieking 
lunatic."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my view, "shrieking lunatic" may be too kind to describe someone who, in 
complete seriousness, tried to push a story that Barack Obama was fathered by 
Malcolm X.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06506396 32418 123 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 1:39:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/6506362" target=_blank>#97</A> gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Urgent Lizard Alert:</P> 
<P>Pamela has passed LGF in the Weblog Awards. Not good at all.</P> 
<P>VOTE. NOW. RIGHT <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-
conservative-blog/" target=_blank>HERE</A>.</P> 
<P>We now return to your regularly scheduled programming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's extremely easy to get around the "security" of that poll and vote 
multiple times. If you know a little about proxies, you could do it in a way 
that was virtually undetectable. What I'm sayin' is: it's a silly internet poll, 
not a measure of anything real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06506453 32418 171 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 1:50:23pm  
 
<P>Fixed link to the awards page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://2008.weblogawards.org/polls/best-conservative-blog/" 
target=_blank>2008.weblogawards.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06507488 32419 95 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 6:01:07pm  
 
<P>Creationist down-dingers going to town on this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>CJW, dcbatlle, ericredwings, jweaks, mmmbiscuits, Rule303, 
sadatoni</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06507729 32419 113 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 7:01:57pm  
 
<P>This sock puppet moron has never met me, and is now blocked from LGF 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06508028 32419 133 Charles Sun, Jan 11, 2009 8:39:09pm  
 
<P>The idiots are swarming tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06512558 32423 285 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 4:34:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/6512525" target=_blank>#284</A> 
pseudoFred</EM></P> 
<P>The quote I'm responding to is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last summer, Witty unmasked as a fake a photo of an Iranian missile test that 
ran on many other front pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Unmask" means "reveal." Call it ego tripping if you like, but it's a simple 
fact that the story was revealed first by LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06512301 32424 98 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 3:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/6511975" target=_blank>#97</A> johnb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear dear... we wouldn't want anyone to go to the Creation museum and use 
their brain to judge for themselves, would we? No - much better to censor 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, if I'd happened to be in Kentucky last weekend, I probably would have 
taken advantage of this fine offer myself! Who said anything about censoring 
anybody?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06512281 32427 153 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 3:43:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/6512226" target=_blank>#101</A> tokyobk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Witty said he called AFP at about 6 p.m. to tell them the picture was not 
genuine, but the wire service refused to send out a correction. The Times 
published a story about the fake the next morning.</P> 
<P>Looking at screen grabs from nytimes.com, my assistant determined that the 
photo and an accompanying story were posted on the site at 3:13 p.m. on July 9. 
By 4:31 p.m., the photo was gone. According to the Little Green Footballs site, 
its story about the fake photo was posted at 6:13:47 PDT on July 9, which would 
be 9:13 p.m., New York time, or not quite five hours after the photo had been 
removed from The Times's site. Witty said he was not aware of the posting by 
Little Green Footballs, and the time stamps verify his 
statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's moving the goalposts! The claim was that LGF <STRONG>broke</STRONG> the 
story, not that we were the first in the world, chronologically, to notice the 



fakery. They may have removed it from the site, but Hoyt himself says the Times 
didn't publish about it until the next morning.</P> 
<P>My point stands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06512375 32427 238 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 4:00:06pm  
 
<P>I updated the NYT Iranian missile thread with a response to the 
response...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06513083 32430 3 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 6:03:19pm  
 
<P>Rooster!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06513111 32430 14 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 6:05:53pm  
 
<P>Camera suddenly went blank. Blowed up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06513156 32430 45 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 6:09:59pm  
 
<P>Whao. Serious action going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06513173 32430 57 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 6:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6513162" target=_blank>#49</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>Make sure you've updated to the latest version...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06513287 32430 152 Charles Mon, Jan 12, 2009 6:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6513276" target=_blank>#141</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is sending this feed? Is it Israel or Hamas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The servers are provided by castup.net. More than this I don't 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06519606 32437 633 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 5:15:53pm  
 
<P>Man, the votes are pouring in fast. More than 3600 votes, and the MSM is 
running away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06520097 32437 762 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/756/6520034" target=_blank>#756</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<P>Anyone know what this is supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06520113 32437 765 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:20:31pm  
 



<P>Oh, I get it! It's about Sarah Palin!</P> 
<P>That's what obsession looks like -- you assume everyone can hear the voices 
in your head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06520191 32437 774 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/773/6520182" target=_blank>#773</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm presuming that the overwhelming number of votes for "mainstream 
media" is related to the opinion that they somehow "treated her unfairly," a 
view that was frequently promoted during the 2008 campaign on this 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Treated who unfairly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06520195 32437 775 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:31:16pm  
 
<P>Oh, right! You meant Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06519963 32438 225 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:04:14pm  
 
<P>Pat Buchanan now getting the big thumbs-up from Sean Hannity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06519978 32438 239 Charles Tue, Jan 13, 2009 6:05:51pm  
 
<P>Looks like Hannity solo is going to be worse than we thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06522424 32438 1668 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 7:17:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1655/6521504" target=_blank>#1655</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya know I think maybe <STRONG>YOU</STRONG> could add that "although LGF 
finished fourth, it has more readership than all of the three who finished above 
it, including the <EM>Canadian</EM> Blog, small dead animals. If LGF's influence 
is waning, it's only because there are more blogs out there now including Jihad 
Watch, deemed not fit for a postion in the final voting but which cheered Atlas 
Shruggs on 'to beat LGF' and encouraged it's readers to back Atlas 
Shruggs".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, folks. This has nothing to do with "influence waning." The Weblog 
Awards are based on silly Internet polls -- they do not measure anything real, 
and it's not difficult to manipulate them. It's supposed to be fun, nothing 
more, and it has exactly the significance any other Internet poll has -- 
zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06522587 32440 46 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 7:54:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6522515" target=_blank>#2</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good morning Charles! You are certainly very gracious about those 
"awards".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There's no reason not be gracious -- it's an internet poll. As I've pointed 
out over and over in many different situations (Ron Paul!), Internet polls are 
basically meaningless. This one is a popularity contest that doesn't measure 
anything real -- and it's very simple to manipulate it in ways that cannot be 
detected.</P> 
<P>I guess I'll just have to accept that LGF's place is among the other losers, 
like Victor Davis Hanson, Powerline, and Bill Whittle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06522594 32440 51 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 7:55:40am  
 
<P>Ben Hur: I don't want that ugly garbage posted here. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06526453 32444 156 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 6:08:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6525223" target=_blank>#153</A> grundle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Putting Pat Buchanan and Ben Stein on this list is the fractionated reason 
why Republicans continue to lose elections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And some might say that people like Pat Buchanan and Ben Stein are two 
enormous reasons why Republicans continue to lose elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06524488 32445 843 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 12:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/816/6524331" target=_blank>#816</A> 
VioletTiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you joking? I think the author of that post insulted us. Believing in 
evolution has no connection to pedophilia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it doesn't. This is how fanatics scare each other into believing 
they have to deny science. They tell each other: believe in evolution and you're 
doomed to become a Nazi pedophile ACLU supporter, and then burn in hell 
forever.</P> 
<P>It's a pathetic argument, and implies that if they themselves were not 
religious, and didn't have the threat of eternal agony hanging over their heads, 
there would be nothing to hold them back from committing all manner of moral 
depravity. Pretty bleak view of human beings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06529382 32445 941 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 8:16:00am  
 
<P>Games creationists play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06532247 32445 950 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 2:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/946/6529762" target=_blank>#946</A> MrsEener</EM></P> 
<P>Whatever. You originally jumped in to defend a creationist comment, and I 
prefer that people come out and say what they mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06524403 32446 76 Charles Wed, Jan 14, 2009 12:22:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/6524340" target=_blank>#34</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Does that mean that LGF now "pushes" content to the browser, Charles? I 
remember in earlier tech discussions, you mentioned you didn't want to do that -
- force browser page refreshes automatically (as CNN and I think Drudge do).</P> 
<P>How "invasive" are these updates? It's not a full page refresh, but some 
portion of it refreshes.</P> 
<P>For example, if I have CNN open on a browser window as the toppermost thing 
on my screen, and then I "put my computer to sleep" (by choosing "sleep" from 
the Apple drop-down menu), which means turns the display off and spins down the 
hard drive -- the computer will constantly wake itself up because CNN is pushing 
content to the browser application. If I close CNN, the problem goes away.</P> 
<P>If I leave LGF as the top window on my screen, will my computer now "wake up" 
from sleep, unwittingly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. It's all Ajax-driven, no page reloads. Sleep mode works 
normally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06530518 32453 26 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 11:03:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6530445" target=_blank>#7</A> vagabond 
trader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Using FF3 cannot get into the links, just the spinning circles. A window pops 
up script busy or some such.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not seeing that here -- but I did find a couple of other uses of the ':not' 
selector and eliminated them. Try reloading and see if it works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06530523 32453 28 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 11:04:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6530522" target=_blank>#27</A> vagabond 
trader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, that did the trick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06532216 32453 93 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 2:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6531334" target=_blank>#89</A> MJBrutus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I've been using dojo, including dojo.query in some of my pages for some 
projects I've been working on. Do you find JQuery to be superior to dojo's DOM 
searching/manipulating?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have any experience with Dojo, so can't make a 
comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06535820 32453 97 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 8:03:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/6534706" target=_blank>#96</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm using FireFox 2, and I'm getting some MAJOR CPU usage from the main page. 
Pulling up the task manager, I'm seeing what looks like a fine toothed comb of 
the CPU hitting 100% and then dropping back down to around 10%, and then back up 
again every second or two. Reloading the main page just continued the pattern. 



My machine is pretty well stomped by whatever this is. This is the first time 
I've hit LGF since before this went up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Firefox 2 is now way out of date, and has major security problems. It also 
has a very poor Javascript engine, almost as bad as IE6's. I don't recommend 
using that browser any more -- you're going to continue having problems with it, 
and not just at LGF.</P> 
<P>But in any case, I'm reverting back to the earlier version of jQuery, because 
the new one does seem to have some problems with larger 
pages.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06530856 32454 185 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 11:50:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6530815" target=_blank>#148</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah - sounds like they had some serious artillery inside the UN's 
headquarters. Anti-tank weapons and machine guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06531653 32455 104 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 1:41:13pm  
 
<P>That must have been quite a gaggle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06532975 32458 152 Charles Thu, Jan 15, 2009 5:16:02pm  
 
<P>Well done, President Bush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559160 32462 173 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 11:05:27am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">173</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Tue, Jan 20, 
2009 11:05:27am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06536398 32464 105 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 10:01:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6536335" target=_blank>#72</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not familiar with this site or its purpose, but is it not at least 
conceivable that this Duke piece was posted--as some of the outrageous material 
from Hamas and Hezbollah is posted here--for the purpose, not of endorsing it, 
but of showing the participants the true nature of Duke and his 
evil?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, it's possible, but there's no obvious sign of it. I scrolled back 
through the previous dozen or so messages and this doesn't appear to be a 
response to any particular discussion.</P> 
<P>Even if that's the case, though, it's still pretty strange to post a Duke 
rant to an academic mailing list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06537830 32469 89 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 2:25:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6537777" target=_blank>#49</A> Euler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dubious blue bird indeed. Actually aWestern Scrub-Jay, Aphelocoma 
californica.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good bird eye, there. This is the rascal:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.geocities.com/tgrey41/Pages/WesternScrubjayp.html" 
target=_blank>www.geocities.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Has a very loud voice. Almost like a crow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06537839 32469 94 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 2:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6537831" target=_blank>#90</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Less dubious than contemplative, I'd say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one was wary. Doubtful. Watchful. Circumspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540937 32469 164 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 9:30:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/6538035" target=_blank>#154</A> Robert 
Schwartz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>That is a great picture. I assume it is telephoto. The last couple of nature 
shots you took with the G10 were macro, I think. Is the G10 becoming your 
favorite camera?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really telephoto -- just the optical zoom of the G10. I was about 20 feet 
away. The G10's a really nice camera, midway between a digital SLR and a point-
and-shoot pocket camera.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538115 32471 9 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 3:36:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6538101" target=_blank>#1</A> songbird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Explore both, let data rule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In order for that to happen, there would have to actually be some data 
supporting "intelligent design." There isn't. Not a single peer-reviewed paper, 
not a single coherent scientific theory or even hypothesis. Not an iota of 
empirical evidence.</P> 
<P>ID is a fraud, intended to promote an extreme religious 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538124 32471 13 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 3:39:32pm  
 



<P>Hey, I waited all week to post this, just so people wouldn't pop up after 3 
comments in four years and call me "obsessed."</P> 
<P>/they will anyway</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538129 32471 16 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 3:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6538119" target=_blank>#12</A> songbird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I'm saying "Let Data Rule". I'm not opposed to the teaching of 
evolution. Nor am I opposed to the possibility that the evolutionary model 
works. What I do believe is that scientists should explore and exhaust every 
possibility using the Scientific models.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The data <EM>does</EM> rule. That's why ID does not belong in a science 
classroom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538173 32471 46 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 3:51:10pm  
 
<P>The Discovery Institute has had years to come up with some research and 
findings and experiments ... you know, science? ... to support their claims, and 
so far they've spent millions doing nothing but writing press releases, holding 
conferences, and promoting these kinds of attempts to subvert the Constitution. 
They have produced no actual science at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538337 32471 175 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 4:39:20pm  
 
<P>From <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060885491/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Monkey Girl</A> by Edward Humes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Later, during a break, David Napierski, who was appointed to the Dover school 
board after the evolution vote, stands, stretches, and expresses his support for 
Intelligent Design and a teach-the-controversy approach. Like other members of 
the school board, he says his support for “balance” is not based on any 
extensive knowledge of what Intelligent Design is all about, or evolution for 
that matter. Indeed, he clearly fails to grasp that evolutionary theory in no 
way claims that man descended from apes, but only that today’s men and today’s 
apes share a common ancestor in the distant, prehistoric past. “I’ve discussed 
this with my daughter,” Napierski says, “and one things’ for sure, we didn’t 
come from any monkey. She knows that as well as I do.” What Napierski and his 
colleagues still do not seem to understand is that Charles Darwin would agree 
entirely with that statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06538497 32471 313 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 5:17:37pm  
 
<P>The Penn and Teller BS show on exorcism is great -- just discovered it's on 
iTunes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewTVSeason?i=260445144
&amp;id=260427880&amp;s=143441" 
target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06539010 32471 545 Charles Fri, Jan 16, 2009 7:22:13pm  



 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540626 32472 382 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 8:16:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/6540139" target=_blank>#377</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>The shameless liar is back, to spread more creationist nonsense. Michael Behe 
is a laughingstock in the field of biology, and has not published a single 
scientific paper or done a single experiment that supports his ludicrous 
nonsense.</P> 
<P>We're still waiting for "Spar Kling" to provide links to those "peer 
reviewed" papers on intelligent design he promised -- he can't, there are none -
- and tell us which field of science his "degree" is in -- he can't do that 
either, because he lied about it and really has no scientific background at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540645 32472 383 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 8:21:58am  
 
<P>I'll point out again that the only people who insultingly demand that I stop 
posting about this subject are creationists. They're trying to bully me into 
shutting up on the subject, and it is not going to work.</P> 
<P>Bullying, lying, and insulting are the tactics creationists 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540666 32472 384 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 8:30:13am  
 
<P>I forgot whining about being victimized and persecuted -- also a very popular 
tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540769 32472 387 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 8:54:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6540682" target=_blank>#385</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to give the creationists credit for their careful study and successful 
implementation of the same techniques the leftist "social science" folks used to 
take over academia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The similarity between the tactics of the far left and the tactics of 
creationists is pretty amazing. They both lie, they both obfuscate, they both 
use quotes out of context and twist facts beyond recognition, they both refuse 
to admit errors and repeat the same long-debunked arguments endlessly.</P> 
<P>Then, when all else fails, they call you a Nazi and compare you to 
Hitler.</P> 
<P>There's almost no difference in the behavior of these two 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06541376 32472 390 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 10:50:34am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/6541150" target=_blank>#389</A> jaunte</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point that keeps flying over some people's heads in these threads is that 
the Discovery Institute is not doing any science, they are doing politics. Even 
their pet scientists have stopped doing experimental science and are 
concentrating on writing polemics, disguised as labyrinthine critiques of other 
scientists' work. The debate will probably continue, but one side isn't bringing 
any tested results to the discussion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>Wedge 
strategy</A> that underlies the "intelligent design" movement outlines three 
phases to the Discovery Institute's long term plan:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phase I: Scientific Research, Writing &amp; Publicity,Phase II: Publicity 
&amp; Opinion-making, andPhase III: Cultural Confrontation &amp; 
Renewal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In reality, they simply skipped over the first phase--the troublesome part 
about "scientific research"--and went straight into the public relations and 
"cultural confrontation." For all the money that's gone into the Discovery 
Institute and their "fellows" over the course of about 10 years, they've 
produced not a single piece of scientific research, not a single verifiable 
experiment, and not a single peer reviewed paper to support their repackaged 
creationist "theories."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06541791 32472 426 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 12:07:56pm  
 
<P>Which Christian denomination do you belong to, 'Davehm'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06542630 32472 481 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 2:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6542603" target=_blank>#479</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the bio on the back of Behe's book The Edge of Evolution, 
Michael Behe did postdoctoral work on DNA Structure at the National Institutes 
of Health. He has authored more than 40 technical papers. Other sources confirm 
that his PhD is in Biochemistry and that his dissertation was on sickle cell 
disease.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again with the misdirection. Not a single paper which which Behe has been 
involved has anything to do with the "intelligent design" fraud, and you know 
it.</P> 
<P>Behe is even an embarrassment to Lehigh University, who issued a formal 
position statement distancing themselves from his crackpot creationist 
ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06542666 32472 485 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 2:48:24pm  
 
<P>Posted at the <A href="http://www.lehigh.edu/bio/news/evolution.htm" 
target=_blank>Lehigh University Department of Biological Sciences</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The department faculty, then, are unequivocal in their support of 
evolutionary theory, which has its roots in the seminal work of Charles Darwin 
and has been supported by findings accumulated over 140 years. The sole 
dissenter from this position, Prof. Michael Behe, is a well-known proponent of 
"intelligent design." While we respect Prof. Behe's right to express his views, 
they are his alone and are in no way endorsed by the department. <STRONG>It is 



our collective position that intelligent design has no basis in science, has not 
been tested experimentally, and should not be regarded as 
scientific.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543221 32472 497 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 4:26:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6542968" target=_blank>#495</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I said. Behe's degree and published papers speak to his 
credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behe's degree and published papers say absolutely nothing about his 
credibility to weigh in on subjects like evolution. His own university posted a 
disclaimer that he's on his own with that crypto-creationist garbage -- an 
unprecedented step.</P> 
<P>And you conveniently glossed over the fact that Behe has never published a 
single paper or done a single experiment related to his consumer-oriented 
intelligent design fantasies. There is no science backing up any of it. His 
credibility is nil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543260 32472 498 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 4:32:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6542968" target=_blank>#495</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>And your credibility is below nil, after all the tricks and deceptions you've 
tried to pull.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06544736 32472 502 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 9:25:56pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06545760 32472 519 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 8:25:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/6544988" target=_blank>#509</A> el guape</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To repeat the point in a more relevant context...why is it wrong for Behe and 
the ID crowd to push their agenda into schools? Is it because their ideas are 
debunked, trashed, scoffed at etc by the worlds eminent scientists? Still...so 
what? The materialist worldview cannot claim that pushing lies on people is 
wrong because that is a moral claim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brilliant. So your argument is that the best way to fight "materialism" is to 
lie.</P> 
<P>You've tied yourself into a rhetorical knot, but like most fanatics, you 
think you've made a good point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06545765 32472 520 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 8:26:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/6545163" target=_blank>#516</A> el guape</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a fantastic book. Dostoevsky was quite the psychologist.</P> 
<P>Also, check out our +/- score. Someone doesn't like debate. 
Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry to deflate your self-congratulatory balloon, but that actually means 
people think your arguments are ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06546317 32472 524 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 10:43:02am  
 
<P>If your moral framework dictates that you must renounce science, ignore 
facts, and deny physical evidence, that framework is built on a lie. It's 
delusional to insist that true morality depends on blindness to 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06547237 32472 533 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 3:20:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/6547145" target=_blank>#532</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake. Yeah, you guys are just like Solzhenitsyn, except 
nobody's putting you in a gulag and you're actually creationists.</P> 
<P>Apart from that, just like Solzhenitsyn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06550883 32472 549 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 9:01:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/6549191" target=_blank>#535</A> el guape</EM></P> 
<P>The amazing thing about science-denying creationists like you and Spar Kling 
is the way you pump up your own egos with pronouncements of victory and self-
proclaimed brilliance, all the while uttering the most ridiculous drivel.</P> 
<P>If nothing else, it's amusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06540942 32475 10 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 9:31:52am  
 
<P>Sometimes you just gotta sniff that browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06541161 32475 157 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 10:12:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6541068" target=_blank>#76</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<P>Java and Javascript are two different languages - not the same thing at 
all.</P> 
<P>Sun's Java requires a browser plugin, there are lots of different versions 
and compatibility problems, etc.</P> 
<P>Javascript is the language built into browsers, to let developers manipulate 
page elements dynamically. The "jQuery" I'm talking about in this post is a sort 
of abstraction layer for Javascript, that lets you more easily find and mess 
around with those page elements, and has functions that make advanced stuff like 
Ajax relatively simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06544001 32476 487 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 6:53:45pm  
 
<P>Those are not the WTC towers, folks. Wrong part of Manhattan, and the WTC was 
more than a quarter again as high.</P> 
<P>But I think I see Barack Obama's birth certificate on the deck of that boat 
in the foreground...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06542245 32478 50 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 1:21:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/6542223" target=_blank>#34</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No suggestions for virus protection for Mac?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't really need 'em. I just turn on the Mac's built-in firewall, and 
that's enough.</P> 
<P>It's not an anti-virus program, but I like Little Snitch - shows you which 
programs are making which external connections:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/17642" 
target=_blank>www.versiontracker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06542302 32478 86 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 1:29:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6542271" target=_blank>#68</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the BBC, Dec. 2 2008;</P> 
<P>Hence my increased concern...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was blown out of proportion - here's an article about it with more 
advice on anti-virus issues:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://db.tidbits.com/article/9902" 
target=_blank>db.tidbits.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06542373 32478 129 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 1:39:38pm  
 
<P>Here's a recently discovered security problem Mac users SHOULD be aware of, 
though: <A href="http://db.tidbits.com/article/10003" target=_blank>Protect 
Yourself From the Safari RSS Vulnerability</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06542571 32478 287 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 2:22:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/6542376" target=_blank>#132</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. And... sorry for the ignorant question, how do I tell if my Mac 
firewall is on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in System Preferences -&gt; Security</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543112 32479 318 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 4:12:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/6543003" target=_blank>#211</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would agree with that - the defense of evolutionary theory has reached as 
shrill a pitch on this blog like none I have every seen. It boggles the mind how 
someone can look at any creature, or fossil for that matter, and presume that 
its ancestors (a long long time ago) were genetically 
divergent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Shrill" is posting a quote from Charles Darwin, considered one of the 
foremost scientists of our time?</P> 



<P>No, actually, what's "shrill" is the increasing high-pitched whine from 
intellectually bankrupt creationists like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543364 32479 560 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 4:51:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/6543334" target=_blank>#530</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a rare find; Hamas fighters in action...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>At about 1:15 they appear to be shooting at a helicopter and there seems to 
be something around the corner. Note the use of human shields (many appear to be 
children).</P> 
<P>From the nice peaceful person who posted the video: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/user/VoiceOfJihaD" 
target=_blank>VoiceOfJihaD</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They sent the children out into the street to point out where the helicopter 
was, while they stayed hidden under trees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543421 32479 610 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 5:00:43pm  
 
<P>"Remember it's still a believe system" is now a rotating lizard 
quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06543478 32479 645 Charles Sat, Jan 17, 2009 5:12:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6543469" target=_blank>#639</A> Davehm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last summer I was talking to a high school kid and he told me that it was a 
fact that we evolved from apes, I told him that when I went to the zoo I saw an 
ape that didn't evolved to anything, the ape was still an ape...his jaw hit the 
floor, that gave him a lot to think about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to believe you're just trolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06545745 32479 781 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 8:19:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/780/6545395" target=_blank>#780</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it always bugged me when doctors tell patients - you'll never walk again - 
you'll never this or that.</P> 
<P>I also lament the slow torturous death of Terri Shiavo. Drugs are being 
developed to bring people back from vegetative state - and who knows what else 
could be accomplished with stem cells.</P> 
<P>I'm all for science, but I am also skeptical because over the course of my 
life...i remember when it was "common knowledge" that you never grow more brain 
cells after a certain age - now we know that is incorrect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but the reality is that Terri Schiavo had no brain left at all. No one 
comes back from this:</P> 
<P><A title=File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 



<P>What the religious right did with that poor woman was ugly and 
despicable.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06546234 32484 35 Charles Sun, Jan 18, 2009 10:27:28am  
 
<P>There's a marked resemblance to <A 
href="http://weeklyworldnews.com/politics/election-08/bat-boy-backs-obama/" 
target=_blank>Bat Boy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06551931 32490 369 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 11:26:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/6551832" target=_blank>#367</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But one thing is for sure, there isn't any science that supports natural 
selection as its motive force, despite the protestations to the 
contrary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again and again, we see creationists make bold, sweeping, completely wrong 
statements like this.</P> 
<P>I always wonder if they're consciously lying, or just amazingly deluded -- to 
the point where they can blithely dismiss 150 years worth of collected and 
analyzed evidence, mountains of peer reviewed papers, libraries full of 
research, and entire fields of study that have yielded real benefits for 
humanity based on evolutionary science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06552516 32490 376 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 12:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/6552469" target=_blank>#375</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Virtual certainty"? That's an odd phrase, isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not as odd as the way you glide right past every salient point in Yashmak's 
post, to focus in on two words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06552735 32490 381 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 1:23:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/6552610" target=_blank>#378</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you actually interested in these topics? There are a number of excellent 
science writers who write for the lay public. For example, there's Carl Zimmer 
who writes on Evolution -- he's published several books -- including 
"Evolution"; "At the Water's Edge"; "Parasite Rex"; and most recently, 
"Microcosm" (the latter text deals with E. Coli -- I highly recommend reading 
"Microcosm.") Please read these texts...(and for physcis there's Brian Greene -- 
in his text "The Fabric of the Cosmos", chapter 10, he "deconstructs the Big 
Bang" and asks, "What Banged?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure why, but I have this strange feeling you may be wasting your 
time on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06552829 32490 384 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 1:43:13pm  
 
<P>Why do creationists so often try to conceal that they are 
creationists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06552897 32490 389 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 1:56:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/6552874" target=_blank>#388</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a creationist. I don't believe Intelligent Design is science. I am 
not a follower of Behe or Johnson. I simply don't accept anything on faith 
regarding the natural world, including the unsupported notion that speciation 
occurs via natural selection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You're not a creationist? Why do you sound so much like one, 
then?</P> 
<P>If you're not a creationist, then what do you believe -- since you're denying 
and ignoring 150 years worth of scientific research into 
evolution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553058 32490 392 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 2:28:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/6552942" target=_blank>#390</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am (like you Charles regarding most other controversial subjects) deeply 
suspicious of the herd mentality that glibly accepts the idea that yeast 
adaptations and other such observations provide sufficient scientific evidence 
to prove that speciation occurs via the same mechanism as 
adaptation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your opinion is that all of those scientists who do research into 
evolution, all those paleontologists who study fossils, all those biologists who 
use evolutionary principles to understand living processes -- they're all 
suffering from a herd mentality? They've all been tricked, and they're all too 
stupid to see what's obvious to you?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much like those who try to explain the accerating expansion of the universe, 
all we have are speculations and ideas...no evidence as yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep saying that. But it's simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553119 32490 395 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 2:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/6553095" target=_blank>#394</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have read Kuhn, haven't you Charles?</P> 
<P>Charles, what will happen to the Standard Model this summer if the Higgs 
Boson isn't found at CERN? All those physicists, chemists, cosmologists and 
mathematicians doing research under the assumption that the Standard Model is 
true...they'll have to revisit their notions, yes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't answer my question, but if you mean Thomas Kuhn, yes, I know who 
he is, and his idea that science undergoes periodic paradigm shifts. So you 
really do believe that all the evidence for natural selection (and there are 
mountains of it) is false and is going to be proven wrong?</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553192 32490 399 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 3:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/6553159" target=_blank>#397</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It is odd, after all this, that this "mountain of evidence" cannot be used to 
predict the future of any species nor can it explain the emergence of any 
individual species. It can't be tested in the laboratory to prove it drives 
speciation, nor can it explain how (or why) the Cambrian Explosion occurred or 
how (or why) human consciousness appeared at some unknown time in the distant 
past.</P> 
<P>It is elegant, certainly, and useful within certain, rather limited 
boundaries, but it utterly fails as a definitive explanation of how complex life 
emerged from simple life, and for that reason alone I will not join the stampede 
of the faithful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again with the bold, sweeping generalizations that are utterly wrong.</P> 
<P>I have to say, I don't believe you when you say you aren't a creationist. 
Your comment contains at least four very common creationist talking points: the 
constant harping on "one species changing into another," the hoary old "Cambrian 
Explosion" reference, the hinting around that there must be some "other 
explanation" (which will undoubtedly turn out to be religious), and the attempt 
to turn the tables and insist that science is a "faith."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553320 32490 403 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 3:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/6553267" target=_blank>#401</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.stephenjaygould.org/library/gould_fact-and-theory.html" 
target=_blank>Stephen Jay Gould, 'Evolution as Fact and Theory' 1994</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we proposed punctuated equilibria to explain trends, <STRONG>it is 
infuriating to be quoted again and again by creationists—whether through design 
or stupidity, I do not know—as admitting that the fossil record includes no 
transitional forms</STRONG>. Transitional forms are generally lacking at the 
species level, but <STRONG>they are abundant between larger groups</STRONG>. Yet 
a pamphlet entitled "Harvard Scientists Agree Evolution Is a Hoax" states: "The 
facts of punctuated equilibrium which Gould and Eldredge ... are forcing 
Darwinists to swallow fit the picture that Bryan insisted on, and which God has 
revealed to us in the Bible."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553468 32490 409 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 3:55:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/6553369" target=_blank>#404</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't raised the issue of "transitional forms." I raised the issue of the 
Cambrian Explosion, i.e., the sudden and rapid (in geologic time) emergence of 
thousands of complex species in the fossil record <I>all at once</I>. You called 
this mystery "hoary," and implied it was a "creationist talking point." I 
pointed out that it was first brought up by Gould, not 
creationists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Cambrian Explosion did not happen "all at once" unless you think "all at 
once" means somewhere between 10 million to 50 million years.</P> 
<P>This talking point has been around in creationist circles for at least 20 
years, it's invariably distorted and misrepresented, and that's exactly what 
Stephen Jay Gould was unhappy about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06553912 32490 439 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 5:19:31pm  
 
<P>Man, the needle on my Creationist Detector gauge is wrapped around the pin. 
Must need recalibration or something.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06554056 32490 452 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 5:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/6554049" target=_blank>#450</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<P>Come on. Just admit it. You're a creationist. Davehm seems comfortable with 
it, why not join him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06554323 32490 475 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 6:29:05pm  
 
<P>Now the Fanatic Detector is sounding off. Must need to replace the 
batteries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06554403 32490 477 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 6:38:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/6554375" target=_blank>#476</A> Jim D</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This sort of creepy Christian fundamentalism scares a lot of folks away from 
the conservative viewpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06554600 32490 486 Charles Mon, Jan 19, 2009 7:09:51pm  
 
<P>If LGF was a sidewalk cafe, and a street preacher decided to come in and 
start browbeating my customers with religious rants, I'd give the bouncer a 
signal and have that preacher ejected.</P> 
<P>Since LGF isn't a cafe, and I have a button I can push, it's a lot easier to 
eject the fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06558421 32500 902 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 9:59:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/900/6557863" target=_blank>#900</A> grundle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here in Texas SBOE members are elected by the people. You do a survey in TX 
about creationism and you will get about 70-80% support for teaching it in 
schools. It's that simple. People know what they are voting 
for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, we have only your word for that. But on the other hand, when they 
<EM>did</EM> take a survey of Texas biology professors, <STRONG>98%</STRONG> 
rejected the teaching of creationism.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31940_98_of_Texas_Science_Professo
rs_Reject_Intelligent_Design" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579087 32500 913 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:09:13am  
 
<P>And now here's our resident young earth creationist fanatic, long after the 
thread is dead, to spew more nonsense about a "Great Flood" that simply never 
existed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06557431 32502 142 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 9:04:31am  
 
<P>Here comes the big moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06557783 32502 479 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 9:21:02am  
 
<P>This is getting ridiculous. Comments that go over the top will now be cause 
for immediate banning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06557830 32502 524 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 9:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/6557819" target=_blank>#513</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was my post deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because links to Diana West are not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06558430 32503 182 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 10:00:05am  
 
<P>Juan Williams is choking up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06558501 32503 240 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 10:04:23am  
 
<P>By the way, Aretha Franklin sounded absolutely terrible. I was surprised at 
how out of tune and weak her voice was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06558613 32503 337 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 10:11:42am  
 
<P>Obama didn't flub the oath, actually. Justice Roberts did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06558680 32503 402 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 10:17:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/6558655" target=_blank>#377</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to CNN, Roberts put the word "faithfully" in the wrong location, 
and Obama smiled and corrected Robert's mistake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what happened. Roberts screwed it up, and Obama hesitated because 
he knew it wasn't right. It wasn't Obama's error.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559198 32505 51 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 11:09:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6559191" target=_blank>#47</A> Tumulus11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>. Mr. Obama started to repeat the second line of oath as Chief Justice 
Roberts had said it.Obama then paused and nodded to the Chief Justice, allowing 
Roberts to repeat the line with the word 'faithfully' in its correct 
spot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Roberts still got it wrong even when he repeated it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ROBERTS: Are you prepared to take the oath, Senator?OBAMA: I am.ROBERTS: I, 
Barack Hussein Obama...OBAMA: I, Barack...ROBERTS: ... do solemnly 



swear...OBAMA: I, Barack Hussein Obama, do solemnly swear...ROBERTS: ... that I 
will execute the office of president to the United States faithfully...OBAMA: 
... that I will execute...ROBERTS: ... faithfully the office of president of the 
United States...OBAMA: ... the office of president of the United States 
faithfully...ROBERTS: ... and will to the best of my ability...OBAMA: ... and 
will to the best of my ability...ROBERTS: ... preserve, protect and defend the 
Constitution of the United States.OBAMA: ... preserve, protect and defend the 
Constitution of the United States.ROBERTS: So help you God?OBAMA: So help me 
God.ROBERTS: Congratulations, Mr. President.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559261 32505 97 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 11:19:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/6559245" target=_blank>#86</A> 
newsjunkie_ky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roberts flubbed it first, then corrected it and then the one flubbed the 
correction, repeating Roberts flub instead of Roberts 
correction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no ... Roberts flubbed it again the second time. He still put the 
word "faithfully" in the wrong place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06561281 32505 425 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 3:55:49pm  
 
<P>I think Roberts paused slightly after Obama's name and Obama thought it was 
time for him to repeat. It's sort of customary to pause after that first phrase: 
"I, Barack Hussein Obama..." I'll bet Obama rehearsed it that way.</P> 
<P>In any case, Roberts definitely got the oath wrong--the word "faithfully" was 
in the wrong spot--and it's pretty obvious that Obama paused at that point to 
let him correct it. But Roberts got it wrong a second time, at which point Obama 
just repeated the first thing Roberts had said. Which was wrong.</P> 
<P>Much ado about nothing. There will be plenty to bash the big O about, but 
this ain't it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559568 32506 3 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 11:58:30am  
 
<P>Open threads will henceforth be known as "hopen threads."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559689 32507 2 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 12:08:50pm  
 
<P>Please note that I won't tolerate mean-spirited remarks about Kennedy in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559780 32507 50 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 12:16:09pm  
 
<P>That's enough. I warned you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06559796 32507 64 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 12:17:23pm  
 
<P>Walter Mondale just said he heard Kennedy was doing better at the 
hospital...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06560265 32508 85 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 1:14:19pm  
 
<P>OT: Free Republic is a right wing Daily Kos today. One thread after another 
full of hateful, extreme comments. It's really nuts. Here's their thread on the 
"flubbed" oath:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2168288/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06560681 32509 8 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 2:06:40pm  
 
<P>Apparently the folks who made that site are planning to present the comments 
and logs to George W. Bush's Presidential Library on September 11, 
2011.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06561676 32510 415 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 5:07:14pm  
 
<P>Added a video clip from Bush's speech above -- you'll have to reload to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06561923 32511 120 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 5:48:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6561899" target=_blank>#99</A> joecitizen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was on this morning before the event and thought there were far too many 
lizards acting koslike..had to leave from disappointment realizing that we might 
not be the adults in the room after all..I'll take your trusted word that it 
improved over the course of the day as all I could deal with was the cspan feed 
without commentary...we are the heart and soul of America, and I hope we remind 
ourselves of that from time to time...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It improved because the monitors and I cracked the whip and maintained order. 
Two people lost accounts today.</P> 
<P>There's a lot of emotion out there on the intarweb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06561993 32511 178 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 5:55:24pm  
 
<P>Wow. Fox News <EM>edited</EM> Obama's oath moment to conceal the stumbling. 
WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06562529 32512 200 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 6:54:56pm  
 
<P>Does Barack Obama have an ear growing out of his neck?</P> 
<P>Oh... never mind. That's somebody standing behind him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06562534 32512 204 Charles Tue, Jan 20, 2009 6:55:29pm  
 
<P>I thought I had discovered evidence of his alien origins. Never 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06565332 32513 1381 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 8:52:18am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1346/6565295" target=_blank>#1346</A> 
Dustyvet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will do, sorry...:(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Surely you've noticed that every time you link to Robert Spencer and his pro-
fascist pals, your comments are deleted? I know for a fact you've gotten an 
error message when you tried to post those links in spinoffs.</P> 
<P>If you don't stop linking to them, I'm going to block your account. I will 
not have anything to do with them, and I certainly do not want to send them any 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566126 32516 91 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 10:44:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/6566086" target=_blank>#58</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think Wilders was serious when he called for banning the Koran 
(because it contains hate speech), or was he just trying to be ironic, turning 
hate speech laws on their heads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - he's quite serious about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566180 32516 139 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 10:51:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6566156" target=_blank>#119</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, spell check still highlight the word 'Obama'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess it's time to add that to the dictionary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566275 32516 221 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:03:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/6566212" target=_blank>#164</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>But it just is not possible to sell the idea that the primary religious text 
of one of the world's largest religions is the equivalent of child porn. I've 
read the Koran, and I know very well what's in it -- but anyone who says it 
should be banned is taking an extreme, untenable position.</P> 
<P>The legal argument from the European standpoint is that since Mein Kampf is 
banned in many European countries, it should also be possible to ban the Koran, 
and that might be true -- in Europe. But Mein Kampf isn't banned in the US, and 
it shouldn't be. Extremist ideologies should be exposed, not censored and driven 
underground. The European model for this is wrong, unjust, and ultimately self-
defeating.</P> 
<P>In any case, this isn't the only reason Wilders is being prosecuted -- it 
seems to be more about the film 'Fitna.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566334 32516 266 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:12:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/6566267" target=_blank>#213</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bible is banned in schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06566346 32516 275 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:13:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/6566331" target=_blank>#264</A> 
Jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mein Kampf is not banned in germany the state simply owns the copyright to 
the book and uses copyright laws to prevent the book from being reprinted and 
sold in bookstores.</P> 
<P>The same goes for the Netherlands where the dutch state has the copyright of 
the dutch translation of Mein Kampf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's interesting. Didn't know that - I thought there were laws explicitly 
banning the book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566376 32516 303 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:18:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/6566337" target=_blank>#269</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>We're not really disagreeing. I think this prosecution is disgusting, as I 
wrote. But I strongly disagree with Wilders' call to ban the 
Koran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566438 32516 360 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:27:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/6566373" target=_blank>#300</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Supporting Wilders ensures, if anything can, that his more extreme ideas and 
more obnoxious associates will remain marginal. Supporting government 
suppression of Wilders ensures that free speech is a dead letter, and that only 
government-approved sentiments may be expressed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem for Wilders (and it's a microcosm of the problem of "anti-
jihadists" who invite fascists into their tent) is that by taking extremist 
positions and pushing the envelope so hard (for publicity?), he also ensures 
that when the government does bring the boot down on his neck, there are a lot 
fewer people who will speak out against it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566532 32516 444 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:43:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/6566466" target=_blank>#387</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you mean that in the near term people will keep quiet for fear that they 
will suffer the fate that Wilders (e.g.) brings upon himself with his 
grandstanding, you may well be right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just that -- by taking extremist positions, he also loses the sympathy of 
moderate people who might otherwise be persuaded by his arguments. So when he 
gets in trouble for "hate speech," he has fewer people to stand up for him, not 
just out of fear, but because they don't agree with the extremist 
aspects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566555 32516 465 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:46:29am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/6566483" target=_blank>#401</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to start a cascade of down-dings, but does anyone else notice 
the surface irony of people not being able to link to various sites during a 
discussion of free speech?Disclaimer: I have no idea what they did to incur the 
wrath of LGF, and I know that LGF is not a Government that can actually mandate 
what people do, but it still tickled my irony bone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't know what happened, or any of the details, why are you 
expressing an opinion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566580 32516 488 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:50:56am  
 
<P>To make this clear, I'm not allowing links to sites that attack me personally 
(and the viciousness of those sites is almost beyond belief), or that are linked 
to fascist groups. If this policy makes you unhappy, I suggest you find 
somewhere else to post comments because this is not going to 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566623 32516 526 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 11:57:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6566618" target=_blank>#521</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get the feeling it's the latter. Would The government allow a White Power 
book advocating the liquidation of immigrants &amp; minorities in general?My 
guess is no. The Koran Is hateful &amp; I think that he is just using a dramtic 
way of pointing it out</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- I've been following his statements for years, and this is NOT just a 
dramatic overstatement. He is very serious about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566654 32516 551 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 12:01:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/6566635" target=_blank>#537</A> 
infidel4ever</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you ban Islam if it did not have a religious component, if it was just 
a political movement with all the same fascist ideals it has 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a clue: do we ban the American Nazi Party?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566703 32516 595 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 12:06:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/6566695" target=_blank>#588</A> 
Born_to_lose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but we probably should!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we shouldn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566738 32516 628 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 12:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/6566601" target=_blank>#507</A> 
Born_to_lose</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can hear the collective gasp and grumble already, but, outlaw the practice 
and doctrine until it is reformed and no longer calls for the killing, 
conquering and subjugation of Non-believers of Allah/Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Not this crap again.</P> 
<P>And what exactly do you plan to do with the millions of people who practice 
Islam currently? Round 'em up? Put 'em in camps? Expel 'em? A mass grave 
somewhere?</P> 
<P>I suggest you think about what you're advocating here, because if you 
continue you're not going to have a very long stay at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06566895 32516 777 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 12:34:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/656/6566772" target=_blank>#656</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say: Advocating for Sharia is advocating for the overthrow of the United 
States Constitution. As such, anyone who does so ought to be prosecuted and 
imprisoned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We also have some extremist Christian groups in this country who openly 
advocate for the overthrow of the Constitution, and the establishment of a 
theocracy. Some of them are very influential in government -- check out the 
Christian Reconstructionist movement if you don't believe me. Do you want to 
prosecute and imprison them too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06567102 32516 974 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 1:02:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/856/6566977" target=_blank>#856</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a card-carrying member of the Christian Right and I hadn't heard of this 
group until I just looked them up. Weird and troubling and should be looked at 
more closely but are they really influential in govt.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they are -- start looking into the politicians who are linked to 
Dominionism and Reconstructionism, and prepare to be even more 
troubled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06567469 32516 1060 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 1:42:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1056/6567452" target=_blank>#1056</A> 
buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>afaik , wilders has NOT called for the koran to be banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he has:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.militantislammonitor.org/article/id/3094" 
target=_blank>www.militantislammonitor.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06567776 32516 1072 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 2:16:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1068/6567646" target=_blank>#1068</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#777 Charles,I would say that anyone who advocates for the overthrow of the 
Constitution and the replacement of the Constitution with a totalitarian 
dictatorship whereby people are to be murdered for exercising Freedom of 
Conscience should be subjected to some kind of punishment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if they take no action? So you're in favor of criminalizing speech?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not familiar with the Christian Reconstructionists, but if they believe, 
for instance, that homosexuals, adulterers, and apostates should be put to 
death, then yes, I do believe they should be subject to our already existing law 
against Sedition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do indeed believe those kinds of things: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Reconstructionism" 
target=_blank>Christian Reconstructionism</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...prominent advocates of Christian Reconstructionism have written that 
according to their understanding, God's law approves of the death penalty not 
only for murder, but also for propagators of idolatry[3][4][5], active 
homosexuals[6], adulterers, practitioners of witchcraft, and blasphemers[7], and 
perhaps even recalcitrant youths</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reconstructionist Gary North has also called for women who have abortions to 
be publicly executed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06590567 32516 1103 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 9:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1102/6586404" target=_blank>#1102</A> 
jestiny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the movie, Wilders does not say to ban the Koran. He wants to remove the 
verses that call for murder and jihad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not say that he called for the Koran to be banned in the movie 'Fitna'. 
But he <EM>has</EM> called for the banning:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.militantislammonitor.org/article/id/3094" 
target=_blank>www.militantislammonitor.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm not sure why people are trying to deny this. Is it because it tends to 
diminish the sympathy for his positions?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06569244 32520 27 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 5:42:12pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! What's wrong with you! You're dividing conservatives! You're an 
atheist! Why do you hate Christians! You're obsessed! Who cares about this! This 
is why I never visit LGF any more!</EM></P> 
<P>Did I miss anything? Just trying to get it all out of the way 
early.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06569340 32520 69 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 5:53:30pm  
 
<P>I forgot "Yawn!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06569355 32520 78 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 5:56:04pm  
 
<P>They're heeere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06569377 32520 96 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 6:00:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6569363" target=_blank>#84</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<P>The website recommended by Texas legislator Warren Chisum:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fixedearth.com/" 
target=_blank>fixedearth.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Not just crazy. Bat guano crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06569439 32520 151 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 6:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6569411" target=_blank>#125</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can tell a lot about a website's originator and his mental processes by 
the use of crazy design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truer words were never spoken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06569509 32520 215 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 6:24:21pm  
 
<P>Notice how many creationist tropes appear in Chism's disclaimer:</P> 
<P>* random, undirected forces</P> 
<P>* the "Cambrian Explosion"</P> 
<P>* the "lack of transitional forms"</P> 
<P>* a roundabout version of "irreducible complexity"</P> 
<P>It's a potpourri of creationist craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570105 32520 464 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 7:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/6570018" target=_blank>#460</A> 
beermeister</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They need to indoctrinate and recruit children, they can't procreate. 
Perverse fuckers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there it is -- the bigotry that underlies so much creationist hooey. With 
that ugly, revealing comment, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570261 32520 468 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 8:09:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/6570239" target=_blank>#466</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You missed the point. It is not the children who need the reaffirmation of 
their creationist beliefs (since they probably have none until it is taught to 
them.)</P> 
<P>It is the parents who are looking for affirmation in their belief to reject 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than that. The parents who promote this crap are trying to force 
their atavistic beliefs on <EM>other people's children</EM>. This is an 
important point that cannot be stressed enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06570454 32520 478 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 8:43:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/6570437" target=_blank>#475</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"public school is all about secularists using taxpayer funds to force their 
beliefs on other people's children."</P> 
<P>Do you have evidence of this, or just a bare assertion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"stretch" is a young earth creationist, and he will say anything to promote 
the cause. He specializes in these tedious, lame attempts to "turn the 
tables."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570529 32520 489 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 8:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/6570497" target=_blank>#485</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll give Charles a chance - he must be doing some research 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't jump at the beck and call of creationists, sorry. Your tactics are 
obvious to everyone here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570836 32520 608 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 9:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/6570826" target=_blank>#602</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree - some here have wanted to say that disagreements about textbooks are 
costing too much money, and can't we all just go along with what the 
evolutionists have always taught us. They seem to think that a sticker on the 
inside cover of a textbook is too big a chink in the armour, and perhaps all 
those impressionable children would begin to question the great wisdom and 
knowledge of their betters, and the whole world will fall 
apart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, the concern is that religious fanatics are trying to influence 
the teaching of science to children. Fanatics like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06572731 32520 682 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 9:19:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/681/6572566" target=_blank>#681</A> 
mcdonald2012</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's quite dishonest to use the <A 
href="http://mcdonald2012.com/2009/01/22/just-a-theory-in-mississippi/" 
rel=nofollow target=_blank>"it's just a theory" smear</A> in a science textbook, 
let alone in everyday life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the most striking attributes of creationists is their willingness to 
lie blatantly, shamelessly, and repeatedly, even after it's been shown that 
they're lying. It's a visible manifestation of the massive cognitive dissonance 
going on inside their minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579062 32520 688 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:05:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/687/6577464" target=_blank>#687</A> jones88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Choosing to solely make huge issue of Intelligent Design seems almost like 
you have a problem with evangelicals or the Religious Right, not the substance 
of the issue, which _is_ open to debate, I hope you'll still allow. If not, you 
might seem just as close-minded as those you criticize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the issue of creationism is NOT "open to debate." The doctrines of 
creationism, and the attempts by creationists to subvert the Constitution and 
force religious fanaticism down the throats of US schoolchildren, are dishonest 
to their core. They're regressive. They're atavistic. And they're FALSE.</P> 
<P>Creationism is pseudo-science, and if you really believe there's no problem 
with teaching lies in our schools, you have a serious problem with your 
priorities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579261 32520 690 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:29:02am  
 
<P>'jones88' is a previously banned sock puppet, and now he's banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579263 32520 691 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:29:20am  
 
<P>And again we see the dishonest tactics of creationists.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570690 32521 788 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 9:19:29pm  
 
 
 
<P>I've had it up to here with people who think they can sneak in little sly 
"assassination" references on my site and get away with it. That kind of stuff 
is not funny, and not welcome, and I'm going to yank the account of anyone who 
does it. Period. Full stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06570776 32521 825 Charles Wed, Jan 21, 2009 9:36:36pm  
 
<P>I've restored Matrix31's account, because I believe he didn't mean to cross 
that line. But I am dead serious about this zero tolerance policy. If I have to 
turn over my logs to the Secret Service because someone just had to vent at my 
site, I am going to be SERIOUSLY pissed off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573159 32525 7 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 10:18:16am  
 
<P>It's noticeably faster at loading the LGF pages in IE 6 and 7, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573190 32525 17 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 10:23:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/6573178" target=_blank>#13</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Could you add Opera to the browsers you check?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to be fine with the Mac version of Opera 9.63.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06573197 32525 18 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 10:24:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6573173" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Paul Belien welcomes the BNP int the counter-Jihad movement...Some Good 
News from Europe (no link to Brussels Journal)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "anti-jihad" movement is melting down. Expect the others to now also 
embrace the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573222 32525 26 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 10:26:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6573202" target=_blank>#21</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's supposed to happen? I know that over the past 2 weeks my MacBook Pro 
froze when I had LGF open among a few other windows (not more than 3) and was 
unable to Force Quit which I found rather odd. I had to shut down my computer 
manually with the on button. So could this JQuery thing have had anything to do 
with that...I never experience the inability to Force Quit before. (ok bring on 
the jokes...)</P> 
<P>Serious inquiry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, very unlikely that jQuery had anything to do with that. That's an OS-
level problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573480 32525 128 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:05:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/6573456" target=_blank>#123</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, this might be an appropriate time to ask a tech question that I've 
been wondering about: When I click my icon, the window that pops up tells me the 
number of my posted links is zero. But I've posted tons of links.</P> 
<P>Is this a glitch?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the number of 'spinoff links' you've posted -- not the number of links 
you've posted in comments. I don't see any spinoff links from you in the 
Linkviewer, using the filter 'Cato the Elder':</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
linkviewer.php?page=1&amp;show=1&amp;cat=&amp;filter=Cato+the+Elder&amp;sort=dat
e&amp;perpage=25&amp;therange=" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573511 32525 131 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:12:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/6573492" target=_blank>#130</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Followup question:How does one determine if something should be posted in the 
"spinoff links"?Rules/suggestions on topic similarity, that sort of 
stuff?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a category for links that are directly related to the post ('Related 
to Post'). You shouldn't use that category just to get your link to show up at 
the top, though -- it should really be related somehow.</P> 
<P>Apart from that, it's pretty open. Just try to pick an appropriate category, 
add a good description, and try to spell everything correctly.</P> 



<P>You can also post links using the 'Top Rated Links' at the top of the page -- 
click the button that says "Submit a Link" and the form will 
appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573777 32525 148 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:50:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/6573529" target=_blank>#135</A> Conservative in 
Liberal Hands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, as long as you're answering questions...</P> 
<P>What's with the Karma displayed when one clicks on an 
Avatar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Karma" is the running total of your comment ratings -- the total up dings 
minus the total down dings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573585 32526 84 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:25:57am  
 
<P>The President has a Blackberry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573586 32526 85 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:26:23am  
 
<P>With "enhanced security."</P> 
<P>Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06573589 32526 88 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 11:26:53am  
 
<P>It's like wearing a sign that says "Hack me!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06574011 32528 83 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 12:19:48pm  
 
<P>While some of this is no doubt due to expectations of increased funding, I 
think there's more to it than that, and that some scientists do have valid 
criticisms. The Bush administration was pretty heavy handed, and not always very 
smart in matters of science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06575194 32528 782 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:40:00pm  
 
<P>Regardless of whether the scientists in these articles have a point and the 
Bush administration was hostile to science, I have to admit this is one part of 
Obama's platform that I like. I do believe America needs to put a lot more 
emphasis on scientific R&amp;D.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06576033 32528 829 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 6:45:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/828/6576028" target=_blank>#828</A> mazasapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people aren't scientists, they're bureaucrats. Real scientists don't 
work for the government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard Feynman might differ with you on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06574947 32529 180 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:08:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6574911" target=_blank>#148</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I simply can't <EM>imagine</EM> why anyone would want to do such a 
thing./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, speaking for myself, I've spent quite a bit of time in 
France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06574963 32529 196 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:09:39pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/07dia3he54a5b/National_Socialist_Movement" 
target=_blank>Neo-Nazis cleaning up the trash</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Traffic passes by an Adopt-A-Highway sign along U.S. Highway 160 in 
Springfield, Mo., Thursday, Jan. 22, 2009. A neo-Nazi group,the Springfield unit 
of the National Socialist Movement, recently volunteered to clean up trash along 
a half-mile stretch of roadway on Springfield's west side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06575014 32529 239 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:14:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/6574993" target=_blank>#223</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A <EM>funny</EM> race, if that old bit of doggerel is 
correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does that go ... they fight with their face, and ... no, 
wait...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06575039 32529 261 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6574972" target=_blank>#204</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I am not. It seems like you were saying that playing around with French 
stereotypes is permissible. So, I was just wondering if other racial 
stereotypical humor was ok, like about blacks?</P> 
<P>If I misunderstood you, then please clue me in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see this as making fun of the French -- it's making fun of Jacques 
Chirac, who really deserves every bit of mockery that could possibly be 
inflicted upon him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06575227 32530 48 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:43:58pm  
 
<P>Gadafi actually has a name for this one-state solution of his -- 
"Isratine."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06575236 32530 56 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 3:44:47pm  



 
<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30406_Video-
_Worlds_Craziest_Dictator_on_Al_Jazeera" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06576474 32532 390 Charles Thu, Jan 22, 2009 7:43:07pm  
 
<P>Closed with 98 squirmy hatchlings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579378 32535 209 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:41:04am  
 
<P>OT: Two previously banned sock puppets re-registered last night. Both 
creationists. And both now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579592 32535 419 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 10:06:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/6579541" target=_blank>#369</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has there been any new news about the plague deaths in the al quada camp? 
That one worries me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story does not have much credibility - the sources are Russians and 
British tabloids. That's why I haven't posted about it - I don't really believe 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579823 32535 643 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 10:41:50am  
 
<P>greggriffith: if you ever post anything like that again at my site, your 
account will be history. This is going to be your only warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06579978 32536 19 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 11:04:54am  
 
<P>Comments telling me not to post on this subject will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06580124 32536 100 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 11:21:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/6580086" target=_blank>#75</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for those kind words Zombie. I agree with you 100%, there is 
something much more sinister afoot and I think it is the desire for some far 
right Christian groups to move this country towards theocracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the main sources of funding for the Discovery Institute is the 
Ahmanson Foundation, which is tied to the Rushdoony Christian Reconstructionist 
movement. Reconstructionists explicitly advocate overturning the US Constitution 
and replacing it with a Christian theocracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06580137 32536 111 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 11:23:09am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6580128" target=_blank>#103</A> 
christmasghost</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so...just asking a question can get you deleted? good to 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, complaining about the existence of creationism threads will get you 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06580216 32536 174 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 11:32:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6580162" target=_blank>#131</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, I concur, is the goal of creationism: A sort of hyper-Luddism in which 
we revert to a pre-scientific and pre-secular society. They'd very much like 
that America (and the rest of the world) become sort of a Christian 
Afghanistan.</P> 
<P>Basically: They're pining for the Dark Ages, before all this knowledge stole 
away our innocence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always recommend that people learn about the Discovery Institute's <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" target=_blank>Wedge 
Strategy</A>, because their plans are very wide-ranging indeed. Their goal is to 
completely destroy what they see as "materialistic" science, and replace it with 
"theism."</P> 
<P>By "theism" they mean fundamentalist Christianity, but they lie constantly 
about this and claim they're not advocating for any particular religion.</P> 
<P>Rushdoony and his gang definitely are pining for the Dark Ages -- they've 
advocated the death penalty for things like blasphemy, heresy, being rude to 
your elders, and for women who have abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06580423 32536 330 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 11:56:28am  
 
<P>I know people always complain that groups like the Reconstructionists are way 
out on the fringe and have no power or influence -- but look at this case. The 
Reconstructionist-funded Discovery Institute has managed to stack the deck on 
the school board of one of the country's most influential states (in terms of 
textbook sales).</P> 
<P>Creationists are a big problem in this country, and an even bigger problem 
for a GOP that seems determined to make creationism part of its 
platform.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06580749 32536 621 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 12:31:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/6580723" target=_blank>#596</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>You accidentally left off the closing &gt; from one of your tags, which will 
cause the whole post to disappear after that, because of our HTML-sanitizing 
code. I fixed it for you, but you'll have to reload the page to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06582977 32536 944 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 6:18:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/6582468" target=_blank>#940</A> Abu Bin 
Squid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Zombie's #397</P> 
<P><EM>Will this eldless cursade against me ever stop?</EM></P> 
<P>Rotating title?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06583067 32536 945 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 6:31:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/935/6582264" target=_blank>#935</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still no negative dings on the keypost.</P> 
<P>I say we officially declare activist creationists as Endangered 
Species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists always come back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06584058 32536 957 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:17:27pm  
 
<P>#951: I'm making it easier for you to resist the temptation to post at LGF by 
blocking your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06584157 32536 958 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 9:35:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/6583666" target=_blank>#949</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in evolution.</P> 
<P>Not only that, but I teach it as the best explanation for the development of 
man every year in my class.</P> 
<P>But I am distressed that my state has just adopted standards that reject 
teaching students to think critically about scientific theories.</P> 
<P>Is the evidence for the Darwinian theory, as modified over the last century 
and a half, so weak that we must teach it as revealed truth? I thought that was 
the criticism proffered against religion by the Enlightenment in the name of 
liberating science from dogmatism?</P> 
<P>And if we adopt such a position with regard to one scientific theory, what 
next -- accepting the argument of the Global Warmingists that the debate is 
over, right as evidence to the contrary is showing that it should not 
be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously we need to teach astrology and numerology in science classes 
too.</P> 
<P>Surely, astronomy isn't so weak that it has to be taught as if it were true, 
when astrology predictions are printed in newspapers all over the US. Teach the 
controversy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585885 32536 966 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 9:18:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/962/6584809" target=_blank>#962</A> Godzilla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A follow up: the folks at the Discovery Institute are having a chortle over 
the media's initial rush to print about how the Dawinists won the day. New 



reports have started to come out, showing that the initial glee was 
premature:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.mysanantonio.com/news/education/Scientists_gawk_at_curriculum_t
weaks.html" target=_blank>Scientists gawk at curriculum tweaks.</A></P> 
<P>Charles, this thread is probably dead by now, so this might be worth a new 
one, as from what I can tell, the new amendments proposed by the board are 
anything but Darwin-friendly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's what I wrote in my final paragraph above. It's not over by a 
long shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06581445 32538 29 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 2:05:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6581431" target=_blank>#21</A> 
justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the update. Everyone should consider this line:</P> 
<P>"The new President’s absence was understandable considering the unprecedented 
logistical challenges presented by the vastly increased number of visitors to 
this inauguration and the necessary attendant security measures. The American 
Legion, as an organization, does not feel offended or 
“snubbed.”"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did take note of that. The American Legion behaved graciously in this 
case.</P> 
<P>More so than our new President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06582684 32540 4 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 5:39:46pm  
 
<P>Luckily it's clean water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06582872 32540 140 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 6:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6582851" target=_blank>#119</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, was the toilet blocked by some sock puppet? Or just a messy 
troll?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't even want to know, but I'll tell you anyway. The toilet on the 2nd 
floor is on the same pipe as the toilet on the ground floor. 2nd floor toilet 
has a problem with its stopper where it occasionally stays open and runs 
continually. It was running for several hours with no one noticing, and 
eventually the vertical water built up enough pressure to start pushing water 
out of the 1st floor toilet. A lot of water.</P> 
<P>/More than you ever wanted to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06582893 32540 160 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 6:09:14pm  
 
<P>The moral of this story: vertical water builds up pressure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06583534 32541 290 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 7:31:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/6583513" target=_blank>#270</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, before getting all bent out of shape about Obama placing a call to 
Abdullah and al-Turki spouting off in a <EM>British</EM> venue, let's all pause 
to recall the man whose administration gave us <EM>at least</EM> an additional 
15,000 Saudi students (all of whom are of course accounted for, right?), whose 
Secretary of State told us all about the "benevolence at the heart of Islam", 
and who personally smooched and fondled and sword-danced and played 
<EM>händchenhalten</EM> with the goaty old Saudi despot at absolutely every 
opportunity he could find.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://politicalhumor.about.com/library/images/blbushabdullahhands.htm" 
target=_blank>Ka-ching!</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/911review/293457625/" 
target=_blank>Smack!</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://xc5.xanga.com/3d7d32f43403591548809/w63642212.jpg" 
target=_blank>Cheney gets a hug.</A></P> 
<P>Time will tell about Obama, but he'll have to crawl a long way up Abdullah's 
polypy colon before he gets anywhere close to Dubya and Dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's part of the secret Saudi Presidential initiation 
ritual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06583560 32541 316 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 7:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/6583546" target=_blank>#302</A> 
WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>is it legal for me to post my email for Shane?</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easiest way is to just click the "Show Email" button before posting a 
comment, then your username becomes an email link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06583704 32542 28 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 8:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6583697" target=_blank>#24</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you know if the link between FAIR and Vlaams Belang was an issue 
or was it voted down because people saw it as unfair...like the 
governor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guarantee that Nashville voters neither knew nor cared about the Vlaams 
Belang connection. But they apparently caught a whiff of something rancid in 
this legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06583758 32542 65 Charles Fri, Jan 23, 2009 8:19:42pm  
 
<P>More about John Tanton: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=846" 
target=_blank>The Teflon Nativists</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585738 32542 724 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 8:46:23am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/722/6585538" target=_blank>#722</A> jmwcctx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hell having a critical eye, I tell ya--there's damn little real 
information out there anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And on the other hand, if you don't actually read the information that's out 
there, how critical is your eye?</P> 
<P>The connections of FAIR to white supremacist groups are well-documented, no 
matter who revealed them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586474 32542 738 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 11:56:15am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=1472" 
target=_blank>FAIR's connection to eugenicists</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably the best-known evidence of FAIR's extremism is its acceptance of 
funds from a notorious, New York City-based hate group, the Pioneer Fund. In the 
mid-1980s, when FAIR's budgets were still in the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars, the group reached out to Pioneer Fund, which was established in 1937 to 
promote the racial stock of the original colonists, finance studies of race and 
intelligence, and foster policies of "racial betterment." (Pioneer has 
concentrated on studies meant to show that blacks are less intelligent than 
whites, but it has also backed nativist groups like ProjectUSA, run by former 
FAIR board member Craig Nelsen.)</P> 
<P>The Pioneer Fund liked what it saw and, between 1985 and 1994, disbursed 
about $1.2 million to FAIR. In 1997, when the Phoenix New Times confronted 
Tanton about the matter, he "claimed ignorance about the Pioneer Fund's 
connection to numerous researchers seemingly intent on proving the inferiority 
of blacks, as well as its unsavory ties to Nazism." But he sounded a different 
tune in 2001, when he insisted that he was "comfortable being in the company of 
other Pioneer Fund grantees." Today, Tanton's defense is that he is no different 
than the "open borders crowd" that accepts money from the liberal Ford 
Foundation, which was founded by Henry Ford, the anti-Semitic auto manufacturer. 
What he ignores is that the Ford Foundation, unlike the Pioneer Fund, is not 
promoting racist ideas.</P> 
<P>Some have called for FAIR to return the Pioneer money, but that has not 
happened. In fact, when asked about it in 1993, Stein told a reporter, "My job 
is to get every dime of Pioneer's money." One reason for Stein's lack of 
hesitation may be that FAIR has long been interested in the pseudo-science of 
eugenics.</P> 
<P>One of FAIR's long-time leaders, and a personal hero to Tanton, is the late 
Garrett Hardin, a committed eugenicist and for years a professor of human 
ecology at the University of California. Hardin, who died in 2003, was himself a 
Pioneer Fund grantee, using the fund's money to expand his 1968 essay, "The 
Tragedy of the Commons." In it, Hardin wrote, "Freedom to breed will bring ruin 
to all."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585844 32543 1325 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 9:06:05am  
 
<P>Is there something I've posted at LGF that makes people think it's OK to 
discuss having an armed revolution in the US at my site?</P> 
<P>Because it's NOT OK, and I really do not appreciate this kind of extremist 
fantasizing. I've deleted the comments that are edging up to openly supporting 
this stupid, destructive, idiotic idea, but if this continues I'll start 
blocking accounts.</P> 



<P>I suggest Free Republic or one of the Ron Paul sites if you really need to 
fantasize about this stuff. I don't want it here, period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585944 32544 21 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 9:35:05am  
 
<P>Weber is part of a circle of paleo-conservatives that includes the Council of 
Conservative Citizens, the racialists of Jared Taylor and Vdare, Pat Buchanan, 
Ron Paul, the Robert Taft Club, and a bunch of other far-right groups.</P> 
<P>And like some so-called "anti-jihad" bloggers, the Council of Conservative 
Citizens is also connected to the Vlaams Belang, the BNP and the French National 
Front.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585966 32544 39 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 9:41:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6585955" target=_blank>#30</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A confession: the sister of a close friend of mine married Mark Weber decades 
ago. Her family was horrified. Everything you say about his connections, 
including Buchanan, is true. I haven't seen his name in print for 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to follow too many connections to get from outright Holocaust 
deniers to Pat Buchanan and the Vlaams Belang. And now from them to Pamela 
Geller, Robert Spencer, Gates of Vienna, Brussels Journal, etc.</P> 
<P>These are the people we were urged to make alliances with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06585997 32544 61 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 9:48:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/6585967" target=_blank>#40</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deniers are experiencing a pragmatic split in how best to make use of the 
Holocaust for their own ends.For some in the Middle East, it's more useful to 
have "A New Holocaust" rhetoric as a bludgeon with which to accuse Israel, so 
they can't logically continue to deny it. (Of course that doesn't stop some from 
the logical disconnect)The European branch is now more concerned with expelling 
Muslims from their countries, so they're toning Holocaust denial down in favor 
of an 'everyone back to your own land' approach, which requires them to 
recognize Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The strategy actually has a name: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entryism" target=_blank>Entryism</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Entryism is not an exclusively left-wing phenomenon; it is also found in the 
far-right entering mainstream right-wing groups, e.g., National Front 
infiltration of National Council of Civil Liberties in the United Kingdom, and 
British National Party members joining the UK Independence 
Party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586795 32544 342 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:02:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6586445" target=_blank>#320</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Goldhagen's book uses historical method to develop his strident theme. He 
wanted to make a point and tailored his evidence accordingly. No harm there. 
Historians do it every day.</P> 
<P>But the criticism of his work stands. [deleted].</P> 
<P>Its up to the individual to decide. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to cite Norman Finkelstein to refute Daniel Goldhagen? Are you 
serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586809 32544 343 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:05:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/6586691" target=_blank>#333</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<P>Are you aware that you're linking to David Irving's Holocaust denial 
site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586815 32544 344 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:07:36pm  
 
<P>And vho.org?</P> 
<P>Are you freaking kidding with this stuff, or are you just Googling and 
posting links without even checking where they go?</P> 
<P>Frankly, I'm on the verge of blocking your account, unless you explain what 
the hell you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586852 32544 347 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:16:18pm  
 
<P>experiencedtraveller: I've decided there's no way you didn't know what those 
sites were about. You linked to two of the most notorious Holocaust denial sites 
on the web.</P> 
<P>I've deleted your ugly links and your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586907 32544 348 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:28:29pm  
 
<P>Is there some kind of crazy dust in the air lately?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587077 32544 351 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 2:09:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/6586971" target=_blank>#349</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Sorry. I thought it was a der Spiegel interview. I see now why ploome 
went off. I apologise to all for the sloppy links.</P> 
<P>I was addressing the argument of societal blame versus individual blame. 
Goldhagen's book moves the argument towards societal blame. There is a lot of 
opposition to that argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just barely missed having your account blocked. You need to check your 
sources more carefully.</P> 
<P>There's a reason why neo-Nazis and Holocaust deniers hate Goldhagen's 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586690 32545 378 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 12:43:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/6586491" target=_blank>#194</A> mcainiac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well hes out now, my guy the big libber. <STRONG>Hes also a big rymes with 
libber</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This creep is now blocked. Imagine my surprise that it's a fan of Pamela 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586695 32545 381 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 12:44:58pm  
 
<P>In case you're wondering what I'm talking about, this is a sly attempt to 
post a racial slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586762 32545 441 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 12:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/6586731" target=_blank>#412</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guessed wrong?</P> 
<P>I interpreted her this way: With the nic "mcainiac" I figured "her guy" was 
McCain, and he's a <EM>fibber</EM>. I guess if one is going to be 
unintelligible, one must accept the consequences.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too many other red flags in that comment for me to give the benefit of the 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06586885 32546 33 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 1:24:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, the Nirthers are still circulating crazy claims about Barack 
Obama. I just got another email saying, "OMG!1 Osama Obama is a sekrit African 
MOSLEM!" with a story about some Obama relatives saying he was born in 
Kenya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587292 32547 13 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:02:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6587286" target=_blank>#9</A> MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"4. How long before Darwinism enters the trash bin of history?" This old boy 
is nuts!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely whacked out. And he's the chairman of the Texas Board of 
Education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587319 32547 30 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6587307" target=_blank>#20</A> ceemack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could somebody tell me what the Discovery Institute has to do with 
conservatism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, I don't think this is a false connection. Creationism is a 
huge problem for conservatives and Republicans. Discovery Institute spokesmen 
are regularly published in the National Review, for example. Many top Republican 
politicians are creationists, but almost no Democrats. (I can't name 
one.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06587335 32547 40 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:15:48pm  
 
<P>And by the way, when I refer to the Discovery Institute as creationists, it's 
very deliberate and intended to point out their essential dishonesty. I refuse 
to honor their claim that "intelligent design" is distinct from creationism -- 
it's the same smelly old flea-bitten wolf in new sheep's 
clothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587359 32547 58 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/6587339" target=_blank>#42</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mark_Pryor" target=_blank>Mark Pryor of 
Arkansas</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there's one -- but he's a pretty soft creationist compared to the GOP 
side.</P> 
<P>I can name at least a dozen off the top of my head: Mike Huckabee, Bobby 
Jindal, Sarah Palin, Rick Santorum, Sam Brownback ... I could continue for quite 
a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587370 32547 67 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/6587362" target=_blank>#61</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to nitpick Charles, but I subscribe to NR, and I rarely see the 
subject mentioned. I've read the articles from the Disco institute NR online 
posted and you pointed out, which is regrettable to say the least. I guess my 
quibble is the use of the word 'regularly'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Start here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=%22discovery+institute%22+site:nationalreview.com&amp;start=0&amp;sa=N" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587376 32547 73 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 3:33:20pm  
 
<P>People connected with the Discovery Institute whose articles have appeared at 
National Review include David Berlinski, David Klinghoffer, John West, Wesley J. 
Smith, and Mustafa Aykol, among others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587586 32547 266 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 4:41:40pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin is definitely a creationist, by the way. There's no doubt about 
it from her statements. I defended her during the campaign on the grounds that 
she never tried to promote it as Governor, and seemed clear that it was a 
private belief, not a government matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587617 32547 291 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 4:49:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/6587565" target=_blank>#247</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're both wrong...<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/378_Becoming_Human" 
target=_blank>Becoming Human</A> from 2001. No comments.</P> 
<P>Also this one from 2001: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/872_evolution-
_dont_knock_it_if_you_havent_tried_it/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>evolution: 
don't knock it if you haven't tried it</A></P> 
<P>only one comment. Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Becoming Human" is a great site - it's still there.</P> 
<P>Thanks for posting those links - it's good to remind people that I didn't 
suddenly become "obsessed" with this topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587638 32547 311 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 4:54:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6587462" target=_blank>#153</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In contrast, Intelligent Design is agnostic. It credits some form of 
intelligence as the source of design and engineering of living things, but takes 
no position on whether the source is a single being, multiple beings, 
extraterrestrial (perhaps originating in one of Carl Sagan's millions of life-
supporting planets), or whatever, even God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know that you're lying when you post this stuff. And you know that most 
LGF readers are on to you. Yet you persist. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most striking attribute of creationists is that so many of them are 
persistent, shameless liars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587673 32547 342 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:01:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/6587649" target=_blank>#321</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Did you look at the posts from 2001?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>heh! I wrote that way all through high school and college and then when I 
became a musician. I knew capitalization rules, it wasn't out of ignorance - it 
was some kind of vague artistic thing. e.e. cummings and all that. One day I 
suddenly realized it was stupid and stopped doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587812 32547 476 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:34:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6587770" target=_blank>#435</A> NptPrchr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are already a lot of comments on this thread and it looks like many, if 
not most, of them actually address the issue and the story. At the risk of 
wasting my time, let me just say this:</P> 
<P>I'm a preacher at a theologically conservative church which is largely made 
up of people who are culturally tolerant but personally conservative. I lean 
toward a libertarian view on issues such as drug legalization, etc., and I also 
seriously doubt that Darwinism/evolution explain life on this planet.</P> 



<P>That being said, however, I also believe that Creationism, as a 
belief/doctrine, is <EM>a matter of faith</EM> and should therefore 
<STRONG>not</STRONG> be taught in public schools. I have no problem with science 
classes teaching evolution as the current/best scientific understanding of life 
in its varied forms on this planet.</P> 
<P>Here's my question for Charles and the Lizardoids who are terribly exercised 
about this whole matter: <STRONG>Is the tent big enough for libertarian-leaning 
conservatives such as myself?</STRONG> Or, must I be purged from the Right side 
of the political spectrum?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll let Stinky Beaumont field that one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belief in God does not preclude belief in evolution.Belief in evolution does 
not preclude belief in God.Do not trust those who insist 
otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587821 32547 485 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:36:04pm  
 
<P>Speaking of creationists, Huckabee's dreary show is on Fox right now.</P> 
<P>I always look forward to the musical attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587870 32547 532 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:44:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6587846" target=_blank>#510</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles..you're favorite guitarist of all time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't have one. There are too many excellent musicians to pick just one above 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587922 32547 584 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:56:10pm  
 
<P>Gah.</P> 
<P>It's the Huckabee Musical Attempt. Fox babes living out their 
fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587928 32547 588 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:57:46pm  
 
<P>One of the guitarists was flailing so hard he broke a string.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587935 32547 595 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 5:58:47pm  
 
<P>I may have to start liveblogging Huckabee's musical attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06587980 32547 634 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 6:08:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/6587961" target=_blank>#620</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm thankful he's found a gig that has no influence on actual 
policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This gig's intended to position him for 2012...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06588158 32547 678 Charles Sat, Jan 24, 2009 6:44:43pm  
 
<P>You have to give the creationists credit for constantly inventing new 
approaches to the problem of how to trick people into believing 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06592435 32547 748 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 2:29:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/746/6592251" target=_blank>#746</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>False.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06590261 32550 580 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 8:24:04am  
 
<P>CofactorMatrix: I don't know where you got the idea that racist slurs are 
welcome at LGF. Your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06590509 32552 85 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 9:13:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/6590499" target=_blank>#75</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Satanic imps"? I'm offended. "Imp" just sounds so... 
iightweight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must not have been plagued by too many Satanic imps if you think they're 
lightweight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06590921 32552 383 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 10:19:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/6590863" target=_blank>#362</A> proud to be an 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, YES they do! Americans United for the Separation of Church and 
State. That is at least one group that formed to counter Christian tradition and 
expression.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Americans United for the Separation of Church and State is definitely not a 
group of atheists, and their purpose is NOT to "counter Christian tradition." 
They do exactly what their name says, and they are also opposed to Islamic 
infiltration of government and schools:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.au.org/site/News2?abbr=pr&amp;page=NewsArticle&amp;id=5189" 
target=_blank>www.au.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06590943 32552 390 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 10:22:48am  
 
<P>And a very good point from <A 
href="http://www.au.org/site/News2?abbr=pr&amp;page=NewsArticle&amp;id=5189" 
target=_blank>that article</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The controversy over Byron Excelsior's lessons on Islam has quickly become a 
rallying cry for several Religious Right groups, many of whom have expressed 



indignation over the inclusion of Islamic teachings in a public school 
classroom. TV preacher Pat Robertson's American Center for Law and Justice, for 
example, has called the activities an "outrage" and a "gross violation" of the 
law.</P> 
<P>"It is ironic that the Religious Right would condemn religious lessons in a 
public school," concluded AU's Lynn. "I completely agree that these lessons 
appear to be unconstitutional, but I always thought Religious Right leaders 
wanted more religion in schools, not less. I guess this demonstrates that 
<STRONG>when they argue for more religion in the classroom, what they really 
want is their version of Christianity</STRONG>."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591095 32552 438 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 10:55:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/6590999" target=_blank>#410</A> proud to be an 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps they don't define themselves as atheists but my gut feeling is that a 
sizable majority of people in this group are indeed atheists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to believe that I can't stop you, but I happen to know a Catholic 
priest who belongs to the AU. Pretty sure he's not an atheist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591100 32552 439 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 10:56:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/6591064" target=_blank>#431</A> proud to be an 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think what pees off many Christian leaders is not so much that they'd 
rather have THEIR version of Christianity taught in schools but that they feel 
there is a double standard in that Islam and the Koran can be taught in the 
classroom under the guise of cultural studies whereas the Bible and Christianity 
are considered a violation of church and state and therefore 
banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you think Pat Robertson would be fine with Islam being taught if 
Christianity were given equal time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591229 32552 467 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 11:20:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/6591104" target=_blank>#441</A> proud to be an 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes I do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very, very doubtful. Pat Robertson is a fanatic, and it's impossible to 
imagine him being fine with Islam being taught in schools alongside 
Christianity.</P> 
<P>The Americans United for Separation of Church and State are consistent in 
their actions. They've pursued several cases where Islamic groups tried to push 
their teachings into US schools, and spoke out against US support for the Iraqi 
constitution which made Islam Iraq's official religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591465 32555 27 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 12:06:00pm  
 



<P>He was excommunicated because his consecration as a bishop was unauthorized 
by the Vatican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591483 32555 36 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 12:08:30pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_Williamson_(bishop)" 
target=_blank>He's also a Troofer</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Williamson supports conspiracy theories regarding the assassination of 
President Kennedy and the collapse of the Twin Towers, denying that the latter 
were terrorist attacks but were instead staged by the U.S. 
government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06591671 32555 175 Charles Sun, Jan 25, 2009 12:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6591645" target=_blank>#150</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pardon me--misspelled the name. <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fred_A._Leuchter" target=_blank>Fred 
Leuchter.</A></P> 
<P>Totally discredited loon--and this religious light relies on 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Death.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/cEepTHit_2g&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06603330 32555 1262 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 12:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1261/6603288" target=_blank>#1261</A> 
DhimmiMoore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Since your incorrect headline implied anti-semitism on the part of the 
Catholic church, are you going to post today that Pope Benedict has thoroughly 
condemned this "bishop's" views? Link here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.philly.com/inquirer/world_us/20090127_Vatican_rebukes_bishop.ht
ml" target=_blank>www.philly.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And for accuracy, you should really change the headline for this post because 
it is entirely incorrect. It's no different than proclaimg a headline of "Israel 
Nukes Gaza!" and then buried in the story: "UPDATE: No they 
didn't."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is nothing incorrect about the headline on this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06599053 32558 1022 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 4:12:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1010/6596493" target=_blank>#1010</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't get it either, but apparently to these people if you are an animal it 
means you cannot possess a soul, and if you don't have a soul you cannot go to 
heaven. So you can't tell them that they are part of the animal kingdom, it will 
magically poof their souls out of their bodies and keep them from their ultimate 
reward...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see it as a primal aversion to being linked to dirty, smelly, inferior 
animals. Maybe for some it's about the lack of a soul, but I think most who 
spout the "I didn't come from no monkey" line are ignorant people who need 
something to feel superior to, and they feel insulted in some deep limbic way by 
the suggestion that they're linked to lesser animals. It's an irrational 
revulsion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06603317 32558 1027 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 11:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1026/6603018" target=_blank>#1026</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh Please...</P> 
<P>Apparently, evolution is just a disguised form of racism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.thetruthforyouth.com/NEW%20Comics/SM/pages/SM_1.htm" 
target=_blank>www.thetruthforyouth.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the kind of garbage creationists use to indoctrinate their 
kids.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06596393 32560 28 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 9:06:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6596380" target=_blank>#21</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who the hell authorized that?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once a song is published, anyone can re-record it as long as the publishing 
fees are paid. No authorization needed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598893 32560 315 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 3:45:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/6598415" target=_blank>#314</A> 
justiceforall</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the headline on LGF: "Cat Stevens Records Song for Hamas." The author 
has ever right to editorialize, but he should at least be accurate. There is no 
indication from the report that this song is "for Hamas." The report clearly 
states that he wants the proceeds to go to Gazans who have suffered during the 
fighting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06596787 32561 98 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 10:07:23am  
 
<P>From a video Condell posted in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27916_Video-
_A_Word_to_Islamofascists" target=_blank>2007</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, this has got nothing to do with immigration. Let me make this 
very clear. I welcome immigration to Britain, I think that within reason it's a 
healthy thing for the economy, I think it's a good thing for the country.</P> 



<P>This is about religion, and only about religion. So, to any white supremacist 
morons out there who think that they can latch on to this video in the way 
they've attempted to with some of my previous videos, go and take a piss on a 
live electric rail. Because I'm not your friend, I'm your enemy, and I'm proud 
to be your enemy. Just as I'm proud to be the enemy of every creepy 
Islamofascist on this planet, because you people are two sides of the same coin. 
And it's an evil, worthless, poisonous currency that I want nothing to do 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597043 32561 323 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 10:52:06am  
 
<P>By the way, speaking of racists and white supremacists, Pamela Geller posted 
something on Saturday, outraged about a sheikh who called for Geert Wilders to 
be "flogged."</P> 
<P>This is the woman who called for ME to be "publicly flogged," remember.</P> 
<P>And now, she has deleted the post about Geert Wilders, obviously realizing 
that it made her look like the deranged hypocrite she is.</P> 
<P>Here's the Google cache of the page that's no longer on her blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.95.132/search?q=cache:LXFCIWZFkFsJ:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.c
om/atlas_shrugs/2009/01/new-york-sheikh-khalid-yasin-in-speech-in-holland-
wilders-must-be-
flogged.html+http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/01/new-york-
sheikh-khalid-yasin-in-speech-in-holland-wilders-must-be-
flogged.html&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=1&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And here's Pamela wishing the same fate upon me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/01/sweden-
democrat.html" target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598555 32561 540 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 2:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/6598087" target=_blank>#537</A> 
buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<P>Geert Wilders has a right to free speech, just like Vlaams Belang has a right 
to free speech, and just like I have a right to free speech. At no time have I 
advocated taking away Geert Wilder's rights.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, Wilders HAS advocated taking away the free speech rights 
of Muslims, by making Islam illegal and banning the Koran. And I use my free 
speech to denounce those positions of Wilders, just as I denounce the Dutch 
government for their horrible laws criminalizing speech.</P> 
<P>This really isn't hard to understand. Some of us can walk and chew gum at the 
same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597313 32562 72 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 11:33:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/6597301" target=_blank>#64</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, unless I'm mistaken, there was a period when you were discouraging 
posting any links to Pat's videos on LGF, back when he'd only made a few. I 
imagine there were some things he'd advocated that you strong disagreed with at 
the time. Any comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're mistaken - I never discouraged posting Condell's 
videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597908 32562 344 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 12:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/6597875" target=_blank>#340</A> 
Tazzerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hear hear... I could NOT agree with you more. Aside from a few issues that we 
might not see eye to eye on, we are ALL on the same side.</P> 
<P>This whole 'war' between Charles and Pamela really needs to end. It's 
distracting...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not going to end. And I'm not on the same side as Pamela Geller.</P> 
<P>She's supporting fascists. Very bad people. I want nothing to do with them, 
or her, except to point out when she goes way over the line -- which she did 
when she called for me to be publicly flogged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597921 32562 346 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 12:58:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6597912" target=_blank>#345</A> skaught</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I've read Pamel's website more than twice, so I'm not a 
defender of hers. But I really don't think she meant Charles should be 
litterally flogged. People really think that is what she meant? I've said 
certain people should be slapped around before and I certainly never meant 
anyone should be literally struck. So I don't see her condemnation of a man who 
we know DOES mean that Wilders should literally be flogged as hypocritical. I 
think some are being a bit to hypersensitive here, looking to paint those they 
don't like with whatever negative brush makes itself 
convenient.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't know the history, why are you weighing in with an 
opinion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597932 32562 348 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 1:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6597912" target=_blank>#345</A> skaught</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I really don't think she meant Charles should be litterally flogged. 
People really think that is what she meant? I've said certain people should be 
slapped around before and I certainly never meant anyone should be literally 
struck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, let's say for the sake of argument that she's just, you know, being 
charming and funny with that statement. The sentiment behind it is still rotten 
to the core -- because the purpose of her posting that was to support a group of 
European white nationalists. That's cool with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598101 32562 372 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 1:36:46pm  
 
<P>This is the post that started it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27592_Organizing_to_Resist_the_Isl
amization_of_Europe" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is the followup:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27653_When_Friends_Attack" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598118 32562 374 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 1:38:40pm  
 
<P>Since that second post, I've learned that Robert Spencer wasn't being honest 
about disavowing the European fascist parties, and he's now launching the same 
kind of vicious, semi-deranged attacks Pamela is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598134 32562 377 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 1:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/6598019" target=_blank>#361</A> madmama</EM></P> 
<P>You're not welcome to post comments at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598157 32562 382 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 1:44:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/6598125" target=_blank>#376</A> 
buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles - your previous video , whilst interesting, just backed the stance of 
Geert Wilders.</P> 
<P>which i why i have invited you over to europe previously. Wilders is a 
fascist. end of story. he truely is one.</P> 
<P>and as long as you are in America, you will be caught out like this , through 
no fault of your own.</P> 
<P>if you have a month free in summer, come over and visit Europe. might give 
you a better understanding. politics is in a serious state of flux right now in 
Europe - my bet is that summer 2009 will be interesting to say the least...</P> 
<P>( almost like Weimar Germany, circa 1928 )</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very familiar with what's going on in Europe, and no, I did not back 
Geert Wilders in his associations with Vlaams Belang and/or other far-right 
groups. I deplored the Dutch government's anti-free speech laws, and the 
prosecution is disgusting, as I've written very clearly.</P> 
<P>I'm capable of deploring the Dutch government's actions and criticizing 
Wilders at the same time, believe it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06598676 32562 410 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 3:07:58pm  
 
<P>Sock puppet, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06601983 32562 429 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 8:17:26am  
 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>There will be no "olive branch," and those suggesting it are ignorant in the 
extreme about the true issue here. This is not just some petty squabble.</P> 
<P>Geller and her friends are in bed with FASCIST groups. I am NOT on "the same 
team," and I'm not going to be. Why is this so hard for some people to 
grasp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06601991 32562 430 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 8:19:23am  



 
<P>Apologists for fascist groups are not welcome at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06597873 32563 250 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 12:48:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/6597868" target=_blank>#245</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't making fun of terrorists a human rights violation? VW is in a lot of 
trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a real VW ad...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06599732 32567 235 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 6:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/6599638" target=_blank>#158</A> 
cardinalfang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't be guilty of something if you haven't even been *charged* with 
anything. We have no idea what they're accused of doing because they haven't 
been accused at all. Even Tojo and Goering and Eichmann got trials. Habeas 
corpus: as Morticia Addams would say, "Not just pretty words."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're in Washington DC. Are you connected with a group that defends the 
Guantanamo detainees?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06600642 32569 425 Charles Mon, Jan 26, 2009 9:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/6600534" target=_blank>#322</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again, I take a bit of issue over the characterization of the last film. 
He is not really injuring the animals involved and "hostess" of the show comes 
on in the last part of it to say that they are only showing this to teach people 
how not to behave. She then scolds the bee and tells him that his behaviour was 
very very wrong and he should not do it again. For once Hamas sent a good 
message. We here would not have done it the same way, but I agree with the 
message that they were trying to communicate to the kids 
watching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about? What's happening in that video is 
obvious animal abuse. You don't swing cats around by their tails and throw rocks 
at lions to demonstrate how NOT to treat animals. This is "a good message?" Are 
you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06602412 32571 148 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 9:23:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6602317" target=_blank>#110</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This tread shows the divide between the left and the right. The network he 
chose to speak is more moderate then Al Jazeera that Bush staffers gave 
interviews on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Al Arabiya is "moderate?" In which universe is that? Because in this one, 
that description is completely ridiculous:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.memritv.org/search/en/results/0/0/0/%7C/0/0/0/36/0.htm?k=&amp;b
AdvSearch=true" target=_blank>www.memritv.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06602448 32571 160 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 9:27:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6602407" target=_blank>#146</A> DrCruel</EM></P> 
<P>Some of us have been watching what is broadcast on Al Arabiya for years, and 
your take on this is utterly naive. This "reaching out" stuff clearly plays well 
to an American audience, but to the extremists in the audience of Al Arabiya it 
comes across as nothing but weakness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06602452 32571 162 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 9:27:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/6602432" target=_blank>#152</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Al Arabiya is certainly broadly considered moderate, relative to, say, Al 
Jazeera.</P> 
<P>I'm not cheering that Obama gave them an interview, but some of the more 
lopsided criticism here is belied by the fact that Bush also did several sit-
down interviews with Arabiya.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he was criticized for that here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06603200 32571 275 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 11:37:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/6602543" target=_blank>#199</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I said more moderate by Arab standards. Al Jazzera is far more 
popular, but shunning them for Al Arabya makes sense. If Fox TV or CNN was 
popular in the Arab world that would have been a better choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question: who exactly has said that Al Arabiya is "more moderate" even by 
Arab standards? Who made that determination? Was there a study of some kind?</P> 
<P>Because I've been watching broadcasts from both Al Arabiya and Al Jazeera for 
years, and I have seen absolutely no evidence that this is true. Both networks 
are (openly at times, covertly at others) supportive of the Muslim Brotherhood 
agenda, and both networks are rotten with ugly antisemitism, Holocaust denial, 
and support for violence against Jews. Both networks air Islamic supremacist 
statements from clerics, both networks are rabidly anti-American.</P> 
<P>There's no objective evidence at all that Al Arabiya is more 
moderate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06604650 32572 349 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 3:27:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/6602442" target=_blank>#122</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why stretch, and make the killing of somebody who'd been sentenced to death 
for treason by a court of sorts into Exhibit A in the wickedness of 
Hamas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see it as a stretch at all. I consider Hamas to be a terrorist group, 
in charge of what is essentially a rogue state, and as such their courts and 
their "legal decisions" have no legitimacy whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06603068 32573 269 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 11:18:48am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/6603038" target=_blank>#242</A> caligal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>this propaganda is disgusting. does anyone know when this commentary was 
done? recently?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was shown yesterday on Egyptian television.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06603680 32573 830 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 12:56:32pm  
 
<P>All comments posted by 'LosHwy' have been deleted, and this person is blocked 
from commenting at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609510 32574 630 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:54:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/6607489" target=_blank>#629</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Journey to the Center of the Earth ...lol...and brilliant applications to 
follow .</P> 
<P>When will Mein Kampf make the grade ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06605357 32578 7 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 6:28:22pm  
 
<P>Run! It's the Egg of Power! Gah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06605686 32578 263 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 7:05:06pm  
 
<P>For all these egg puns, you guys are toast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06605711 32578 285 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 7:07:15pm  
 
<P>I've told you guys ovum and ovum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06605756 32578 328 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 7:12:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/6605751" target=_blank>#323</A> bse5150</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a silly thing to be wasting out time on. A statue in Obama's office? 
Who cares? It makes us look small like the Liberals we so often point out. Let's 
move on to something that matters, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, damned silly. Couldn't agree more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06606125 32578 677 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 7:54:52pm  
 
<P>I couldn't care less whether this sculpture was African or from Hoboken, New 
Jersey. I just think the words "Egg of Power" are inherently hilarious.</P> 
<P>So that's "racist" now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06606170 32578 719 Charles Tue, Jan 27, 2009 8:01:40pm  



 
<P>I mean, come on. If you can't even make fun of a freakin' egg o' power, 
what's left? Is nothing un-sacred any more?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06608270 32580 93 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 8:22:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/6608228" target=_blank>#54</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. She is not ditzy, just portrayed that way by the MFMSM.2. She is not a 
creationist.3. She is not a young earther.</P> 
<P>If I am not mistaken, Charles had multiple threads discussing these issues 
and they were put to bed a LONG time ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Palin is probably a young earth creationist. The church she 
attended definitely preaches this stuff, and she's made statements that leave 
little doubt she believes it too.</P> 
<P>I defended her during the campaign not on the grounds that she <EM>isn't</EM> 
a creationist, but because she never tried to push her creationism into schools, 
and said specifically that she would not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06608952 32580 289 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 9:41:18am  
 
<P>Four years is a long time, and things could happen to change everyone's 
opinion. Barack Obama was barely on the radar in 2004. But I have to admit (at 
the risk of my karma suffering a hit) that I'm not very enthusiastic about Sarah 
Palin as a Presidential candidate right now. I think she did rather poorly in 
this last election on several fronts, especially on scientific issues, and I 
strongly disagree with her support of the marriage amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609483 32580 317 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:45:15am  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>I'm going to need to restart the MySQL server, so we'll be offline for a few 
minutes. Don't panic. We'll be right back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06608575 32581 118 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 8:56:57am  
 
<P>I think Barack Obama is neither a Christian nor a Muslim, that his outward 
appearances of religiosity are nothing but a political 
necessity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06608687 32581 221 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 9:06:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6608633" target=_blank>#173</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep - the perfect, modern politician.</P> 
<P>He forgets however that those living in countries with a medieval mindset 
(Ummah) will see it differently. For them, religion is an incontrovertible 
truth, where words do have a meaning.</P> 
<P>I hope someone tells PB0 that this is a very dangerous habit to 
adopt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I wonder if Obama has ever had an actual personal encounter with a truly evil 
person? From all accounts his life has been very sheltered. I watch him begging 
Iran to "unclench your fist," and it seems to me that no one who's ever had even 
the slightest brush with the criminal sociopathic mentality would believe that's 
a smart thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06608748 32581 277 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 9:11:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6608706" target=_blank>#239</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has permitted Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn to babysit his children, 
which I think answers your question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they're softies now. Their bombing days are over. By a "truly evil 
person," I meant someone who is malevolent and threatening and out to hurt you, 
right now. Like, say, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609481 32581 449 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:44:58am  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>I'm going to need to restart the MySQL server, so we'll be offline for a few 
minutes. Don't panic. We'll be right back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609476 32582 203 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:44:42am  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>I'm going to need to restart the MySQL server, so we'll be offline for a few 
minutes. Don't panic. We'll be right back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609472 32583 290 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:44:10am  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>I'm going to need to restart the MySQL server, so we'll be offline for a few 
minutes. Don't panic. We'll be right back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609470 32584 13 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:43:43am  
 
<P>NOTE!</P> 
<P>I'm going to need to restart the MySQL server, so we'll be offline for a few 
minutes. Don't panic. We'll be right back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06609499 32584 25 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 10:51:29am  
 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06610460 32585 133 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 1:10:39pm  
 
<P><A title=NextQuestion.gif 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/NextQuestion.gif" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: NextQuestion.gif</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06610512 32585 178 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 1:17:04pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you have your browser window set to a small size (on a laptop, 
for example), and click a user's icon to show the Profile, the dialog that pops 
up now auto-adjusts its height to the window height, and adds a scroll bar if 
necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06610976 32586 1 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 2:21:08pm  
 
<P>Creationist downdinger quick on the draw!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06611048 32586 24 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 2:30:03pm  
 
<P>'opiemuyo' must be a pretty fast reader; it's a 4-page 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06611407 32586 263 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 3:41:25pm  
 
<P>Hey, I just remembered that I posted about this before. Someone emailed it to 
me and I didn't remember reading it previously. Oh well, the creationists 
amongst us probably didn't read it the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31462_Biologist_Reviews_Intelligen
t_Design_Creationist_Textbook" target=_blank>first</A> time 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06611412 32586 268 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 3:42:00pm  
 
<P>That's a forehead-slapper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06611475 32586 323 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 3:51:49pm  
 
<P>Well, there's an essay by Jerry Coyne in the New Republic too, that I'm a 
little a-skeered to post for fear of exploding brain matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06611568 32586 404 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 4:17:37pm  
 
 
 
<P>Stand back, it's posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06613095 32586 451 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 9:18:08pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615662 32586 474 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:11:38am  
 



<P>David Berlinski is a shill for the Discovery Institute, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615667 32586 475 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:12:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/6614694" target=_blank>#470</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a spokesman for the Discovery Institute, nor am I a 
Creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not telling the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615703 32586 476 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:20:28am  
 
<P>And by the way, for anyone following the hooey this creationist is trying to 
spout, here's an audio recording of Discovery Institute shill David Berlinski 
talking about their alliances with Islamist creationists in Turkey.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30680_Audio-
_The_Discovery_Institute_Collaborates_with_Turkish_Creationists" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615945 32586 479 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/6615889" target=_blank>#478</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, I don't believe you when you say you aren't a creationist. You're 
spouting creationist talking points like an out-of-control parrot, and you're 
ignoring every bit of evidence people present to you in response to your 
ridiculous statements.</P> 
<P>Why not just admit that you're a creationist? You're not really fooling 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06616041 32586 481 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 11:06:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6616013" target=_blank>#480</A> gedaliya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've made myself clear on this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, you have.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect that there are many readers here who are in close agreement with my 
views and who do not consider themselves "creationists."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're in "close agreement" with the stuff you've been posting, that 
would make them creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06616107 32586 483 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 11:15:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6616063" target=_blank>#482</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #463 palarson</P> 
<P>I think some of the rocket scientists in the group have missed the point. If 
what you are trying to tell today's average man or woman can't be ... prove a 
thing, except, perhaps, the dishonesty of this new class of person. Or should I 
call that person Father?</P> 



<P><EM>"Your inability to comprehend empirical evidence does not invalidate that 
evidence. One's own ignorance or denseness is not an argument against 
it."</EM></P> 
<P>Not much of an argument is it? Do you purposely avoid the point? I can't yet 
tell.</P> 
<P>Phil</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not purposely avoiding your point, because I honestly have no idea what 
it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06616437 32586 487 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 12:00:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/6616367" target=_blank>#486</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<P>There's absolutely no shortage of evidence for the theory of natural 
selection. In fact, there are mountains of evidence, collected and analyzed for 
150 years. If you're unaware of it, you have only yourself to blame -- nobody is 
hiding this stuff.</P> 
<P>If you are aware of the evidence but you're "not convinced" by it, it's 
because nothing will convince you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06616490 32586 489 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 12:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/6616481" target=_blank>#488</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's a canned response!</P> 
<P>We'll have to agree to disagree on this one...</P> 
<P>Thanks,</P> 
<P>Phil</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disagree all you like, but those are facts you're disagreeing 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06617349 32586 499 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 2:40:53pm  
 
<P>Monkeys?! Where? I didn't come from no monkey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06618636 32586 520 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 6:44:41pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06618761 32586 526 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 7:10:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/6618746" target=_blank>#525</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<P>You have no coherent arguments, so now you're just trolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615096 32587 404 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:16:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/6615026" target=_blank>#401</A> proud to be an 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From reading your posts, I personally, did not get the impression that you 
were saying that all atheists don't give a dim about the poor or that they 
wouldn't fight the jihadists. BUT people will interpret your words however they 



see fit. You were just stating the facts. How many homeless shelters were 
started and run by atheist organizations? How many charitable organizations were 
started and run by atheists? How many hospitals are sponsored by atheists? NONE! 
This is NOT to say there are not compassionate atheists who never help the poor. 
I know some that do. Some even more so than Christians! But let's face it, 
atheist organizations are not in the human compassion business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not true. Here's a list of secular charities and aid groups, and 
there are a lot of them:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://techskeptic.blogspot.com/2007/12/atheist-
charities.html" target=_blank>techskeptic.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06612125 32588 136 Charles Wed, Jan 28, 2009 5:58:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6612088" target=_blank>#106</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yay!</P> 
<P>I got my very first troll on my little bloglet. It looked so cute as it 
wandered into the chainsaw storage rooms with its eyes open so wide.</P> 
<P>I felt an overwhelming sense of hunger in my stomach...</P> 
<P>It must have thought it had an instant case of measles when all the red dots 
hit it. I think it briefly, futilely, tried to brush those red dots off, before 
it was de-limbed and perforated for easier cutting.</P> 
<P>I left it dangling on a meat hook in the cleaning room. If it's still 
twitching when I get back from my nightly digital mass murder spree, I'll finish 
skinning and filleting it for presentation over here.</P> 
<P>ATOMICCHAINSAW,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brutal, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06614726 32589 1343 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 8:27:41am  
 
<P>Waah! This is boring! Charles, you atheist! Why do you hate Christians! Waah! 
I didn't come from no monkey!</P> 
<P>Same old whining, different day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06614793 32589 1407 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 8:38:19am  
 
<P>By the way, I'm finished with trying to explain to thin-skinned fanatics that 
I'm not denigrating people of faith by being opposed to pseudo-science. It's an 
attempt to manipulate me into shutting up. Some people threaten me with hell, 
some people whine about being offended, some people tell me I'm dividing 
conservatives. It's all crap.</P> 
<P>From now on, I'm simply taking away the accounts of people who insist on 
being offended where no offense is given.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06614834 32589 1447 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 8:44:52am  
 
<P>Is that "Obama Youth" pin from a real group? There's no web site for them in 
Google. I'm skeptical about this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06614865 32589 1478 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 8:49:40am  
 



<P>Overnight, someone signed up my email address for at least a dozen new 
mailing lists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615390 32589 1534 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:46:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1533/6615327" target=_blank>#1533</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>There's nothing unusual about this kind of cut-and-paste nonsense from 
creationists, unfortunately. I've learned from these discussions that whenever a 
creationist cites a quotation, or a specific scientific issue, you should Google 
the phrase they use -- because 9 times out of 10 it's a direct cut-and-paste 
from a creationist quote mine or website.</P> 
<P>You're right, they have no real understanding of these issues, they're just 
parroting the talking points because that's what fundamentalist preachers tell 
them to do -- go out and do battle with the evil evolutionists.</P> 
<P>So, over and over, we get:</P> 
<P>* The Miller Urey experiments* Peppered moths* Haeckel's drawings* The 
"Cambrian Explosion"* Irreducible complexity* Piltdown Man* etc. etc. etc.</P> 
<P>Every single one of these talking points has been conclusively debunked for 
years, but they just keep recycling them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615166 32590 246 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:24:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/6615134" target=_blank>#214</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He repeatedly said that a nuclear Iran is unacceptable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said no such thing during this interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615571 32590 364 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:00:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6615552" target=_blank>#359</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, what line would you like to see in the interview that would signal both 
our willingness to see a peaceful end to the Iranian nukes without publicly 
giving the impression that the US will do it by itself if needed. I still feel 
that sort of threat is better made face to face.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly disagree more. The correct answer to that question, 
<EM>in all circumstances</EM>, is "We will not allow Iran to have nuclear 
weapons."</P> 
<P>This interview is a complete disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615603 32590 371 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:03:51am  
 
<P>I predict that the stupid line, "Unclench your fist" will become symbolic of 
the Obama administration's weak, naive approach to foreign 
policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06615849 32590 422 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 10:38:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6615749" target=_blank>#411</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, we've tried the clinched fist, axis of evil talk for 8 years and the 
radicals in Iran have used it to strengthen their rule. Reaching out to the 
people of Iran with a different face of America may diminish the hated of us. 
I'm not saying he will make be loved in the Arab world, but maybe less hated 
then GW was and I think that scares the crap out of the radicals looking for yet 
more of the same.We an be as firm as we need to be face to face, but we don't 
need to wave the stick in public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong on this, and I'm afraid we're all going to find out how 
wrong.</P> 
<P>And by the way, the notion that we have not reached out to Iran is a complete 
canard. We've been reaching out to Iran through diplomatic means, through trade, 
and through talks for almost 40 years. The idea that Barack Obama will somehow 
find the magic words -- and words are all he's planning -- to get them to 
unclench their fist, and be nice to women and puppies and Jews, is utterly 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06616945 32594 368 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 1:32:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6616729" target=_blank>#345</A> 
UberInfidel67</EM></P> 
<P>That story is 100% unvarnished crap. If you read Pamela Geller's site, this 
is the kind of deranged garbage you're going to get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619289 32600 479 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/6619226" target=_blank>#421</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>my opinion: they hate the thought of ultimate accountability to a holy 
God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There it is again -- believe in evolution and you'll burn in hell.</P> 
<P>Tolerance!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619301 32600 491 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:11:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6619292" target=_blank>#482</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>actually, I'm not worried one bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, because you're one of the Chosen Ignorant Ones, who refuses to believe in 
scientific reality. Therefore you're guaranteed to go to heaven.</P> 
<P>It's all so simple!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619309 32600 498 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6619306" target=_blank>#495</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles. Let's get this out once and for all. Right now.</P> 
<P>I am a Christian. I believe in God. I believe in a Supreme Being.</P> 
<P>Do you think I am a Moron?</P> 
<P>(Please, oh, please; do not base that on my general 
personality)!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did that come from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06619317 32600 505 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:13:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/6619302" target=_blank>#492</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's taking what I said to an extreme of unimaginable 
proportions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your feelings on that matter are abundantly clear from your many fanatical 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619336 32600 523 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:16:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/6619329" target=_blank>#517</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If scientific reality is only what can be observed, tested, falsified, etc.. 
then I would have to say that evolutionism does not measure up. Why put your 
faith in it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course that's what you'd have to say, because you're a fanatical 
creationist. It's completely wrong, but you know that. It doesn't stop you from 
saying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619351 32600 537 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/6619342" target=_blank>#529</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i have not, ever, condemned anyone. you are making an association that is 
false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not -- you edge around it by saying things like "ultimate 
accountability," because you know that if you came out and actually said it you 
wouldn't last long here. By being careful you get to continue your lame attempts 
at apologetics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619360 32600 546 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:20:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/6619355" target=_blank>#541</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what I know to be wrong is evoutionism. I learned it, beleived it, and 
espoused it, as vehemently as any, until late into a college career. One course 
in thermodynamics began to open my eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you apparently think people are believing this hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619386 32600 569 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:24:35pm  
 
<P>This is what creationists do, folks -- they refuse to accept any evidence 
that contradicts their ignorance, and delight in sending people off on wild 
goose chases. Give them the evidence they ask for, and they simply come back 
with another demand for more evidence, which they proceed to ignore.</P> 
<P>It's the creationist hamster wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06619439 32600 622 Charles Thu, Jan 29, 2009 9:32:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/6619417" target=_blank>#600</A> Syrah</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wants a magic demonstration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he wants to make people dance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06621510 32603 91 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 9:53:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6621450" target=_blank>#43</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is mad that Jews are mad about this.</P> 
<P>And they got some space in the Jerusalem Post to vent.</P> 
<P>Boo hoo.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1233050208055&amp;pagename=JPos
t%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull" target=_blank>Discovery Institute in the Jerusalem 
Post</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't surprising, because the Discovery Institute is promoting a far-
right fundamentalist Christian philosophy. Trying to stifle criticism of the 
Catholic Church is perfectly consistent with their goal of promoting creationism 
(dressed up in flashy new pseudo-scientific clothes and labeled "intelligent 
design").</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06621542 32603 115 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 9:56:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6621501" target=_blank>#83</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Followup to my 72, something hosed up the quote</P> 
<P>The whole article was written to pimp this POS DI bumpersticker again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Mein Kampf, an influential best-seller, he relied on the language of 
Darwinian biology to declare a race war against the 
Jews</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the money quote. Never mind that Hitler never even mentioned 
Darwin or the theory of evolution in <EM>Mein Kampf</EM>. Klinghoffer is trying 
to redirect the anger over these Holocaust deniers toward his main opponent--
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06621583 32603 145 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 10:01:55am  
 
<P>That JPost article may need to be a front page post. What a creepy way to 
promote intelligent design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628517 32603 409 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:32:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/6628159" target=_blank>#407</A> Jamieos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty fascinating stuff, but at the end of the day, the church has to stand 
against the Islamization of the West, and Benedict knows it. Do not demonize him 
please!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is "demonizing" Pope Benedict. He's being subjected to well-deserved 
criticism, for what is obviously an ill-considered decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06628527 32603 410 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/6625708" target=_blank>#404</A> Petra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recommend that people read the interview with Fr. Floriano Abrahamowicz and 
decide for themselves if his comments have been fairly represented. It is 
available here: [Link: <A href="http://ncronline3.org/drupal/?q=node/3191" 
target=_blank>ncronline3.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>This priest said “No, I don’t cast doubt on the numbers. There could have 
been more than six million victims.” How does this seem to cast doubt on the 
numbers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're making excuses for a person who said this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“I know gas chambers existed at least to disinfect, I can’t say if anybody 
was killed in them or not."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pure and simple Holocaust denial, and it's disgusting that you're 
trying to rationalize it away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627371 32604 404 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 12:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/6625319" target=_blank>#402</A> tracon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest i thought he was mad at the moderator rather then the 
PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"When it comes to killing, you know very well how to kill," Erdogan, visibly 
angry, responded as he sat next to Peres at the debate, which also included 
United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon and Arab League chief Amr Moussa. 
He then walked out of the room.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622326 32605 25 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 12:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6622296" target=_blank>#9</A> WriterMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://patdollard.com/2009/01/military-to-pledge-oath-to-obama-
not-constitution/" target=_blank>Is this possible or 
baloney?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's complete baloney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622382 32605 67 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 12:08:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/6622373" target=_blank>#60</A> BigMoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT-Can someone <EM>please</EM> advise on the accuracy of the story linked on 
the LGF news links section about the proposal to require our our troops to 
pledge allegiance to the President, instead of the Constitution ? No way most of 
our troops would do this-especially for this man...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is NOT TRUE. The article about the "Obama pledge" is a SATIRE.</P> 
<P>Good grief. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622564 32605 216 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 12:32:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6622512" target=_blank>#170</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse yourself for your rude comments. There are many who claim the mantle 
of science to defame traditional Catholocism (which isn't anti-Science). After 
all <A 
href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler#Hitler.27s_Table_Talks_.281941_-
_1944.29_.281953.29" target=_blank>Hitler did say</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he didn't. These quotes are distorted, mistranslated, and relentlessly 
misrepresented by creationists:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ffrf.org/fttoday/2002/nov02/carrier.php" 
target=_blank>ffrf.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622591 32605 241 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 12:36:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6622572" target=_blank>#224</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Mein Kampf the only source of Hitler's thoughts and his embrace of notions 
of might makes right? They might or might not be carved in stone, but Hitler 
sure used the ungodliness of totalitarian state power to commit evil.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Adolf_Hitler#Hitler.27s_Table_Talks_.281941_-
_1944.29_.281953.29" target=_blank>Consider this quote</A> as an endorsement of 
social natural selection:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I repeat, there is considerable doubt about the veracity of these quotes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ffrf.org/fttoday/2002/nov02/carrier.php" 
target=_blank>ffrf.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622634 32605 275 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 12:43:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/6622621" target=_blank>#264</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Hitler quote shows to perfection that he is juggling words without any 
understanding of the concepts behind them.It makes for impressive reading if 
one's never been taught science (he wasn't) - but it is proof of nothing but 
bombastic, half-digested twaddle.Hitler did not have an overarching 'theory' - 
he had two things: greed for power, and Jew Hate which knew no 
boundary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Hitler quotes posted by Jonathan Constantine are probably 
fakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622746 32605 377 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 1:00:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/6622728" target=_blank>#361</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please as an educational help to me, clarify this idea. I had heard that the 
Hitlers of the world and other mass-murderers relied on the ideas of eugenics. 
Is that what is a lie, or is it a lie to tie eugenics and darwinism. I'm not 
overly well-versed in either. Is there a simple picture that can be painted. I 
understand that claiming Hitler was influenced by Darwin is similar to saying 
Hitler relied on Christianity or the Passion story for his hatred of the Jews. 
Neither is based in fact. How does Eugenics factor in though?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There's a link in the post above that addresses this question.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth/hitler-
eugenics" target=_blank>www.expelledexposed.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622768 32605 396 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 1:04:23pm  
 
<P>Not being a science denier will get you labeled "a weirdo" at Free 
Republic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2175171/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06623460 32605 490 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 2:55:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/6623420" target=_blank>#487</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But applied to these concepts during that age of nationalism was an 
institutionalized racism that reflected what Darwin explained: that life was a 
competitive struggle for existence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not correct. Social Darwinism was a perversion of Darwin's theories, 
never promoted by Darwin himself. Its influence on the Third Reich is debatable, 
but one thing is very clear: by far the more important influence on the Nazis 
was classic European antisemitism, the deeply rooted irrational hatred that goes 
back centuries. Compared to this, the influence of Social Darwinism, if any, was 
vanishingly small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06623562 32605 499 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 3:20:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/6623495" target=_blank>#493</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Sorry if I didn't articulate it properly. I meant Darwin's concepts applied 
to nations and people. I don't believe Darwin was anti-Christian or advocated 
racism.</P> 
<P>However, I have to disagree on the Church being the catalyst of "classic 
European antisemitism" (If that's what you meant). That I believe is 
Hitlerian.</P> 
<P>--Jonathan</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Darwin's concepts applied to nations and people" is known as Social 
Darwinism, and it's a perversion of Darwin's theories, not a valid application 
of them -- as I said previously.</P> 
<P>And I did not say anything about the Church being the catalyst of European 
antisemitism, but if you want to get into that, there's a LOT of evidence 
contradicting your claim.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but you're not going to be able to get away with promoting this line 
of argument here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06623750 32605 506 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 3:58:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/6623697" target=_blank>#505</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I am merely presenting an opinion on the facts. Whether that complies with 
your conclusion on this matter that's your deal. Since this is your blog, I 
guess the debate is over.</P> 
<P>Thank you for promoting my work at UCI and God Bless you on all the good work 
you do for America and Israel.</P> 
<P>--JC</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to stop you from posting here, but I don't have much patience 
with the Darwin=Hitler argument, because it's simply not true. It's a deceptive 
smear tactic used by special interest groups like the Discovery Institute to 
promote their creationist agenda -- and when I say that you're not going to get 
away with promoting it here, I mean that you're going to be strongly 
challenged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624178 32605 516 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/6624150" target=_blank>#515</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I just found this <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_St._Pius_X#Accusations_of_anti-
Semitism" target=_blank>quote from Williamson</A> in the wikipedia entry about 
the Society of St. Pius X:</P> 
<P>Oh, yeah -- SSPX has a beef with "Liberalism," too. Meaning not "liberalism" 
in the sense of hippie progressive NPR-listeners, but rather John Stuart Mill 
and Adam Smith and Thomas Jefferson and that radical First Amendment 
nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Throwbacks!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626419 32605 519 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 9:36:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/6625318" target=_blank>#518</A> Grimace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a primer on Darwinian evolution and its role in political thought and 
action, I recommend Harry V. Jaffa's <EM>A New Birth of Freedom: Abraham Lincoln 
and the Coming of the Civil War</EM>. You might find it particularly interesting 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jaffa is a proponent of "intelligent design," and has admitted that he <A 
href="http://darwinianconservatism.blogspot.com/2008/07/krannawitter-on-lincoln-
darwin-biblical.html" target=_blank>never even read Darwin's work</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This reminds me of a conversation I had years ago with Harry Jaffa. He 
criticized Darwin. I responded by quoting some passages from Darwin's Descent of 
Man. Jaffa then confessed that he had never read Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you research Jaffa, you will quickly discover that he has very basic 
misunderstandings about Darwin's theory of natural selection. Jaffa's contention 
that Darwin's theories justified slavery is not only scurrilous, it's completely 
wrong, because Darwin himself was a very vocal opponent of slavery.</P> 
<P>What's next from you guys? Darwin causes cancer and tooth 
decay?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626586 32605 520 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 10:11:19am  
 



<P>Here's some more about Jaffa's <A 
href="http://mises.org/misesreview_detail.aspx?control=179" 
target=_blank>ignorant comments on Darwin</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of Stephens's belief that science demonstrated blacks to be 
inferior, Jaffa writes: "One can only surmise that Darwin's Origin of Species, 
published in 1859, may have been on his mind. Yet there is nothing in that work 
bearing directly on the question of Negro equality" (p. 224). Mr. Jaffa rather 
understates the case. <STRONG>Darwin's book is not about human evolution at 
all.</STRONG> But even if one takes what he says at face value, Jaffa's 
insouciance is nothing short of breathtaking. What he in essence says is: "Here 
is my surmise; the evidence contradicts it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627126 32605 522 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:52:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6627048" target=_blank>#521</A> 
rightthinking</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Charles,I enjoy pretty much everything you write and Little Green 
Footballs is so good for just about everything it stands for. But your position 
on ID is so hostile that it is reminiscent of Bush Derangement Syndrome. I wish 
you could moderate your approach. But I doubt you can. To me it seems that the 
intensity of your approach shows it to have some deep (even pathological) roots 
which cause you to view ID and any who would even countenance such an idea as 
truly depraved and unworthy of basic respect. I see it as a flaw in you but I 
love you anyway and will simply enjoy the good parts of what you write and 
think.Like Daddy said: "Chew the meat and spit out the bones."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's "pathological" to be strongly opposed to pseudo-science and dishonest 
creationism, go ahead and call me crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06622845 32606 25 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 1:13:24pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, this ridiculous story about Obama changing the pledge of 
allegiance is spreading through right-wing blogs like wildfire.</P> 
<P>Man. Obama Derangement Syndrome is making people insane. This story doesn't 
even pass the sniff test, and it's even labeled "SATIRE" at the site where it 
first appeared, but blogger after blogger is posting it as if it were true.</P> 
<P>Can I just resign from the right-wing blogosphere? I never joined anyway.</P> 
<P>How stupid and embarrassing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626662 32606 436 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 10:25:09am  
 
<P>Your account is blocked, and you don't get to leave your final dramatic 
goodbye message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624104 32609 53 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:11:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6624085" target=_blank>#35</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hatchlings in <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/TECH/science/01/29/lizard.reproduces/index.html#cn
nSTCVideo" target=_blank>the video</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Lizard pr0n!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624108 32609 56 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:12:26pm  
 
<P>Jinx!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624114 32609 61 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:13:26pm  
 
<P>I posted the video above. It's absolutely filthy and 
depraved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624266 32610 18 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:44:33pm  
 
<P>The pastors are not "preaching science." They're telling their congregations 
that they accept the theory of evolution as valid science, in contrast to the 
fundamentalists who teach their followers that "Darwinism" leads to atheism and 
hellfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624314 32610 44 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 5:59:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6624301" target=_blank>#36</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who gets to decide who the "religious leaders" are? Jerry Falwell 
wannabees?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the point is that it's the religious fundamentalists who are creating 
the conflict, so religious leaders are the best ones to counter them. This is 
not a scientific problem. It's a problem with fundamental religion.</P> 
<P>And it's a HUGE problem in the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624362 32610 84 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 6:11:51pm  
 
<P>Another creationist meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624376 32610 95 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 6:15:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6624372" target=_blank>#93</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Darwinist ministers who claim faith in the bible will use some 
translation that they deem credible - can anyone believe a 
Darwinist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone believe you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624411 32610 124 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 6:24:55pm  
 
<P>OT: Sean Hannity is using another LGF story without credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624420 32610 133 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 6:26:21pm  
 
<P>The Samantha Power story.</P> 



<P>Hannity and Fox News blatantly steal from blogs, and never give 
credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624452 32610 163 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 6:33:31pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_apologetics" target=_blank>If 
you want to understand '"stretch's" purpose at LGF...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06624851 32610 507 Charles Fri, Jan 30, 2009 9:10:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6624761" target=_blank>#432</A> Northern 
Bandit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well you might want to read David Berlinski, one of the foremost scientific 
minds today. He takes a fire-axe to the received wisdom around Darwinian 
evolution. There are in fact <EM>severe</EM> problems with modern evolutionary 
theory. It is not nearly as fully understood as is supposed by the layman -- nor 
has it attained the status of "fact" as so many others aver.</P> 
<P>Few people I know lend the biblical literalists much credence, but the BS 
around evolutionary theory is thick on the ground these 
decades.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Berlinski is about as far from a "foremost scientific mind" as it's 
possible to be. He's a creationist shill for the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626218 32610 795 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 8:53:59am  
 
<P>'jamsler' is blocked after that comment. Not only was he an insulting jerk, 
but he used a bigoted slur against Muslims that was caught by our 
filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626993 32610 801 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:28:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/6626850" target=_blank>#798</A> 
thebronze</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't visit LGF in days, but I knew there'd be something about 
Creationism within the first few posts.</P> 
<P>Charles didn't disappoint!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And dozens of stories on other subjects. Interesting that you choose to focus 
on the creationism stories that are a small fraction of the total 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628447 32610 807 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:07:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/6628347" target=_blank>#804</A> Jim 
Nagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since origins are not provable, what is the harm in public schools' allowing 
that it is possible that there was a divine origin, especially in districts 
where the majority of parents believe the Genesis account of 
creation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The harm is: it's a violation of the Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment of the United States Constitution. This never seems to matter to 
Biblical literalists, who blithely advocate throwing away one of the most 
important protections given to American citizens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628452 32610 808 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:11:11pm  
 
<P>Looks like the fanatics are here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628482 32610 810 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:19:57pm  
 
<P>And another meltdown!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628490 32610 811 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:23:31pm  
 
<P>It's interesting that posts about attempts to reconcile (or at least promote 
coexistence between) science and religion seem to draw a special ire from 
creationists. They're really attached to their ignorance and marginalization, so 
much so that the mere suggestion that anyone can believe in God and also accept 
the science of evolution absolutely enrages them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628506 32610 813 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:29:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/6628502" target=_blank>#812</A> Jim 
Nagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #806 Sharmuta</P> 
<P>OK, Sharmuta, I would love to know how it would violate the 
Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask the Supreme Court. They've ruled against you guys every single time you 
try to sneak your creationist nonsense into schools, for more than 40 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628603 32610 817 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 5:51:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/802/6628033" target=_blank>#802</A> 
Kaboomboom</EM></P> 
<P>Looks like we have a creationist and an end-timer rolled into one 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628668 32610 824 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:07:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/6628617" target=_blank>#819</A> Jim 
Nagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought we Bible-thumpers were supposed to be the angry, uptight ones. Come 
on, man, you're stealing my thunder when you refer to creationist 
"nonsense."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense is exactly what it is. If I get angry you'll know.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The hard evolution line in public schools leads to a real dilemma for 
believing parents, because the effect of the evolutional model is not limited to 
the physical sciences: it has a profound effect on worldview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again. Darwin leads to Hitler, atheism, and the heartbreak of 
psoriasis, and we need to ignore most of modern science to prevent this 
horror.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628695 32610 828 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:15:50pm  
 
<P>One more comment on this line:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hard evolution line in public schools leads to a real dilemma for 
believing parents...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't. Pope Benedict has stated very clearly that the Catholic 
Church has no problem with the scientific theory of evolution. Only the most 
fundamental of fundamentalists still cling to the self-defeating, ignorant world 
view known as creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628700 32610 829 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:16:12pm  
 
<P>There's the monkey line!</P> 
<P>I was waiting for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628702 32610 830 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:17:04pm  
 
<P>And the "I'll pray for you" line too. It's a two-fer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628711 32610 834 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:20:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/6628710" target=_blank>#833</A> Jim 
Nagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Sharmuta- Who are the "tenants of their faith"? Do they rent space 
there? LOL.</P> 
<P>'Night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aren't you supposed to be praying for us?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628720 32610 837 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:22:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/836/6628716" target=_blank>#836</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't find that "I'll be praying for you" very sincere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because it's not sincere. It's a classical <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Passive-aggressive_behavior" 
target=_blank>passive aggressive</A> response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628778 32610 849 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:39:07pm  
 
<P>Scratch a creationist and the hatred comes right out atcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06628868 32610 853 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:51:48pm  
 
<P>I'm blocking 'Jim Nagle' now, because he's supposed to be praying for us to 
save us from hellfire, and doesn't need the distraction of posting at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628908 32610 854 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 6:57:05pm  
 
<P>I can almost feel the praying now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06628934 32610 858 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 7:00:37pm  
 
<P>They're working in shifts tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06629582 32610 865 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 8:29:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/863/6629102" target=_blank>#863</A> 
Kaboomboom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, we'll know soon enough. :)</P> 
<P>Goodnight all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repent, sinners! The end is near!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626467 32613 8 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 9:47:19am  
 
<P>Not a single word about the elections on the White House website.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/" 
target=_blank>www.whitehouse.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626690 32614 51 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 10:30:28am  
 
<P>Just had a combined creationist/Nirther meltdown in the Michael Steele thread 
-- the usual dramatic goodbye full of insults. Now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06626935 32615 4 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:16:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6626926" target=_blank>#2</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am confused. Simon says the portal will remain as is so what is changing? 
Does this mean some bloggers are leaving PJM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PJ Media is the supplier of advertisements for LGF and other blogs. The ad 
network is what is closing down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627004 32615 27 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:30:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6626984" target=_blank>#21</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hot Air points out that PJM is paying Pamela Geller to cover CPAC for them. 
What the hell are they thinking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you misread that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627047 32615 35 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:39:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6627037" target=_blank>#32</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there still a 'contribute via Amazon' button? I only see 
Paypal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazon has discontinued their Honor System feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627060 32615 40 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:40:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6627036" target=_blank>#31</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there another easily-construed "ad network" that the average blogger can 
hook up with to get ads on one's blog? I've always wondered this. I am so 
ignorant about how blog advertising works -- I have no clue how one obtains them 
for one's site and how one gets paid.</P> 
<P>I'm helping a less-tech-savvy friend set up a blog (which is entirely 
nonpolitical), and this person wants advertising on the blog, but I don't know 
where to begin.</P> 
<P>Any suggestions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google AdSense is one option. I may try their ads myself.</P> 
<P>There's also Blogads, but I believe it's invitation-only now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627066 32615 42 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:41:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6627055" target=_blank>#37</A> Boxy_brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>..Meanwhile, it was <A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&amp;sid=a4pLL4XKEeNo&amp;r
efer=home" target=_blank>game over</A> for trying to stop the Obamanation and 
our slide into eurosocialism irrelevancy...</P> 
<P>But hey, at least we got rid of all the RINO's... Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you can still find a LOT of people ranting about purging the 
RINOs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627079 32615 49 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:43:21am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6627067" target=_blank>#43</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where or how does one get or hook up with that. Link?</P> 
<P>And are there any others?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/adsense/login/en_US/?gsessionid=wYMnY54QsMFpvm83t3ug
Kw" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627082 32615 51 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:44:24am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6627078" target=_blank>#48</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blogads only by invitation, hmmm? Does that mean they are looking only for 
comparatively high traffic blogs? And do they have a "slant," or is any kind of 
blog OK with them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blogads is apolitical. I'm not totally sure about the invitation-only thing -
- you should check it out yourself.</P> 
<P>I may end up going back to Blogads in addition to AdSense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627146 32615 86 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 11:55:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6627109" target=_blank>#66</A> Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what I'm confused about: I thought Charles had announced about a year 
back that he was no longer associated with PJM.</P> 
<P>What was that about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That announcement was about my resigning from the position of Chief Technical 
Officer for PJM, to focus on LGF. As I wrote at the time, I was still a 
participant in the ad network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627190 32615 105 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 12:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6627182" target=_blank>#100</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next newbie question:</P> 
<P>Say you have a "specialty blog" about something really specific, for example, 
making saxophone reeds. Is there a way to attract or solicit ads from targetted 
businesses -- i.e. contact certain saxophone reed companies and say, "How'd you 
like to advertise on my saxophone reed blog?" I mean, if <EM>they're</EM> not 
Web-ad savvy, and <EM>I'm</EM> not Web-ad savvy, is there some system/mechanism 
to make this process (attracting specialty advertisers) easier?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what Google AdSense and Yahoo's ads do -- they analyze the site's 
content and serve ads that are related. (Which sometimes leads to unusual 
associations.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627239 32615 135 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 12:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/6627224" target=_blank>#126</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you still get a few cents from a sale to someone who navigated there from 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, their affiliate program is still alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627302 32615 180 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 12:27:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6627265" target=_blank>#150</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm thinking of doing that as well (for a special category of products).</P> 
<P>Is Amazon Associates worth the effort? Or do you get, like, 37¢/month from 
it? I was wondering if it was a waste of time or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It can be worth the effort, yes (there's very little effort involved, 
actually). You don't make a lot of money by promoting low-cost items like books 
and CDs though -- it's percentage-based, so the big-ticket items bring larger 
returns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627350 32615 213 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 12:35:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/6627344" target=_blank>#210</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would be doing what Google does (through matching key words and such) but 
manually. Possibly you could command a higher price for that, but you have have 
to just to stay in business. Google could whup you with their economies of 
scale.</P> 
<P>I would say the best option would be to just set up an ad auction brokerage 
site--kind of like ebay except for web ads. This way, you don't have to do the 
hard work of valuing the advertising, you just charge a handling fee and provide 
the ad network infrastructure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're basically describing Blogads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627643 32615 245 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 1:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/6627470" target=_blank>#236</A> 
monkeytime</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what you are saying is that if Charles put up an ad/link for Amazon and we 
clicked on Amazon from here and then bought something then Charles would get 
some revenue? That would be awesome! I buy stuff from Amazon on a regular basis 
as I'm sure alot of people do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that can be done -- in fact, here's the link to start shopping at 
Amazon's front page with the LGF affiliate ID:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fhomepage.html%3Fie%3DUTF8%26%252AVersion%252A%3D1%26%252Aen
tries%252A%3D0&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-
20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" target=_blank>Shop at 
Amazon</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627648 32617 30 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 1:33:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6627645" target=_blank>#29</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does the whole plant look like, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like that, only more of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627654 32617 34 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 1:35:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6627610" target=_blank>#15</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>14.7 for $404.00 -- that's a lot of megapixels cheap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The G10 is a really good camera -- has more semi-pro type features than a 
simple point and shoot camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06627685 32617 49 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 1:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/6627671" target=_blank>#40</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What plant <I>is</I> that? The leaves are not shaped like lamb's ear 
leaves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know! It's near a place where I cycle sometimes. Don't think it's a 
lamb's ear, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06627984 32617 273 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 2:54:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6627922" target=_blank>#228</A> eon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To Charles;</P> 
<P>Sir, if you think Post # 189 is out of line in any way, please delete it and 
accept my most humble apologies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way! It was a fine post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06631829 32618 528 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:57:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/6631808" target=_blank>#527</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you taking it a step further (beyond Williamson and his outrageous 
comments and SSPX literature) and falling into the stereotype that ALL 
"traditionalists" -those who advocate for a pre-Vat II tridentine rite and ad 
orientem -- are a bunch of subhuman, misogynist, antisemites?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, and that's perfectly clear from what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the order to which he belongs is a virulently antisemitic “traditionalist” 
group that pines for the good old days when heretics could be tortured and 
executed, women knew their place, and Jews were Christ-killers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I meant "all" traditionalists were like this, that's what I would have 
written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06631871 32618 530 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 10:05:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/6631854" target=_blank>#529</A> Jonathan 
Constantine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am glad you cleared that up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought it was already clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06631954 32619 383 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 10:15:48am  
 
<P>No, I can't cut Chomsky any slack for trying to clean up the implications of 
his statements later in the interview. He's very aware that a "two-state" 
solution would really be ONE legitimate state -- Israel -- and a terrorist rogue 
state on their border. His idea that all Israel has to do is withdraw completely 
from the West Bank and the violence from Palestinians will magically cease, is 
willfully naive and dishonest -- he knows very well that the Palestinian goal is 
the complete destruction of Israel, and that no amount of "withdrawing" will 



change that. This has been overwhelmingly clear for decades, and the 
Palestinians don't even try to hide this intent.</P> 
<P>So when he says that Israel has no right to use force to defend themselves, 
he's saying that Israel should lay down their weapons and consent to being wiped 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06636845 32619 392 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 10:39:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/6632804" target=_blank>#389</A> Lopakhin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I think that's true of large parts of the Palestinian leadership, 
obviously Hamas and probably parts of Fatah/PLO too. But there is evidence that 
the Palestinian *people* themselves favour a two-state solution, e.g. <A 
href="http://www.angus-reid.com/polls/view/15253" target=_blank>this 
poll</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they want a "two-state solution," because it's a stepping stone to 
the ultimate goal, which is the destruction of Israel, as spelled out in both 
the Fatah and Hamas charters, and in countless Palestinian TV shows and 
newspaper articles. Refusing to acknowledge this fact is simply denial of 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06629110 32620 4 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 7:35:32pm  
 
<P>It's been open all day, actually...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06629406 32620 247 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 8:13:30pm  
 
<P>82...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06629510 32620 343 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 8:24:07pm  
 
<P>96...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06629615 32620 440 Charles Sat, Jan 31, 2009 8:33:03pm  
 
<P>Total haul for this evening: 106.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06631651 32622 68 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:28:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6631601" target=_blank>#29</A> AemJeff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're making a category error. "Hamas hardliners" and Hamas don't 
necessarily have identical interests. Hamas hardliners might benefit within the 
organization even if the organization, as a whole, has suffered a defeat. I 
don't say that's the case, just that the headline isn't necessarily 
incoherent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read the article?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip – The biggest gains in the Gaza war have gone to the 
hard-liners on both sides. Hamas is declaring victory, while Israel's leading 
hawk is the front-runner in elections just over a week away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There's no category error here. The Associated Press <EM>always</EM> uses 
this ridiculous line of argument, for every single conflict, and it's extremely 
easy to find more examples.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632296 32625 29 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 11:32:06am  
 
<P>Is there some kind of football game on today or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632560 32626 90 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 12:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6632537" target=_blank>#69</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neo-Nazis on the rise in Europe...<A href="http://www.eubusiness.com/news-
eu/1233497822.1" target=_blank>Austrian far-right hopes to join EU parliamentary 
faction</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bruno_Gollnisch" target=_blank>Bruno 
Gollnisch</A> of the National Front is a notorious Holocaust denier:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I do not question the existence of concentration camps but historians could 
discuss the number of deaths. As to the existence of gas chambers, it is up to 
historians to speak their minds ('de se 
déterminer')."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632564 32626 94 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 12:25:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6632554" target=_blank>#84</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we know anything about the Bulgarian party Attaca? I couldn't find 
anything. I wonder if Geert is going to sign up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attack_National_Union" 
target=_blank>National Union Attack</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632568 32626 97 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 12:27:03pm  
 
<P>The Vlaams Belang has been involved with Ataka for quite a while. An LGF post 
on it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28730_Vlaams_Belang_Front_National
_and_Attaka" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632589 32626 113 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 12:32:42pm  
 
<P>Actually - those blank comments weren't deleted.</P> 
<P>There seems to be an incompatibility with a previous method of 
replying/quoting. I will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632892 32627 24 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 2:27:52pm  
 



<P>Looks like Glenn Reynolds is another atheist who hates Christians and is 
trying to destroy the GOP:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/68230/" 
target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It seems like Instapundit never writes about anything but evolution. He's 
pathologically obsessed.</P> 
<P>/dripping sarc</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06632969 32628 13 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 2:47:54pm  
 
<P>They're here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633030 32628 51 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 2:58:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6632996" target=_blank>#27</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now Instapundit is obsessed too!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that, he's dividing conservatives, and is a secret liberal atheist 
who hates Christians. It's so boring. Why can't he write about anything 
else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633460 32628 440 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 4:29:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/6633440" target=_blank>#421</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Adnan Oktar brags about spreading creationism in Europe...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Augh! My brain hurts!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633612 32628 584 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:04:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/6633540" target=_blank>#515</A> Steve 
Rogers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was asked for a poll. I posted a poll. Some people may try to say polls are 
inaccurate. Perhaps they are. Perhaps they aren't.</P> 
<P>But let's face reality here people: The current push to demonize evolution 
<EM>is</EM> coming from those within the Republican Party. I agree with those 
who say true conservatives would do no such thing when it comes to the push to 
get religion in science class, but whatever type of republican you call them - 
or they call themselves - the majority of anti-science when it comes to 
evolution is coming from repbulicans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is sadly very true. It's a large part of the social conservative agenda 
to demonize evolution. It's actually difficult to find a GOP politician who 
<EM>doesn't</EM> support creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633641 32628 610 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:10:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/6633613" target=_blank>#585</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 



<P>Sarah Palin has said both things. She was asked if she supported teaching 
creationism in schools, and she said yes. Then when a controversy erupted over 
it, she changed her position and said she did not support it.</P> 
<P>I know, it's a shock that a politician would try to have it both 
ways...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633737 32628 705 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:23:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/6633696" target=_blank>#664</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yo Charles! I Know you like to direct business to Amazon. But this is 
bullshit <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000FI73MA/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>No mention what so ever of LGF. They totally ignore LGF</A> and 
give the Huffers a hat tip?</P> 
<P>More than 1000 top blogs from the worlds of business, technology, sports, 
entertainment, and politics, including BoingBoing, Slashdot, TechCrunch, ESPN's 
Bill Simmons, The Onion, Michelle Malkin, and The <STRONG>Huffington 
Pos</STRONG>t—all updated wirelessly throughout the day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is one of the blogs they offer for the Kindle, but I'm not sure why 
anyone would pay to use a Kindle to read a blog.</P> 
<P>Here's the page for LGF, complete with an anti-LGF review ranting about 
Robert Spencer and creationism. Probably someone who was banned.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000U8RC12/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633873 32628 826 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/6633815" target=_blank>#778</A> 
seekeroftruth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think it's a possibility that Palin was not as informed of where the 
creationism and the Discovery Institute have gone in the past several years? I 
remember many years ago, for a few years, that creationism was "taught", a 5 
minute mention, back when I was in school. At the time it made no impact, other 
than to notice the teacher rolled his eyes a lot. However, since I have been 
reading your posts about this, my eyes have been opened. I now realize that this 
is a whole different thing we are talking about here - the Discovery Institute 
and islamic involvement. I would never had know any of this without having read 
your posts. I would guess there are many, many people out there who do not know 
the whole story about DI and it's agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's kind of pointless to try to figure out a politician's true 
motives for anything. But Palin <EM>did</EM> attend a Pentecostal church, and 
the Pentecostals are one of the most anti-evolution sects in the US. So it's 
very likely that she is a hard core creationist.</P> 
<P>As far as I know, Rudy Giuliani was the only GOP candidate in this past 
election who unequivocally stated that he wasn't a creationist.</P> 
<P>So of course, he was hounded out of the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633914 32628 862 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:44:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/828/6633877" target=_blank>#828</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin is a member of a rather devout evangelical (and pentacostal) Christian 
church, and the daughter of a science teacher.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, being the daughter of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30434_Intelligent_Design_Teacher_F
ired" target=_blank>a science teacher</A> does not necessarily mean she wasn't 
indoctrinated in creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06633990 32628 932 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 5:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/916/6633973" target=_blank>#916</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As it stands, you guys may be limiting your pool of great candidates by all 
the litmus tests they must pass to keep the religious right happy. Of course, a 
rare, pro life Democrat would would be in the same boat with his base in my 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is "you guys?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634008 32628 950 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 6:02:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/944/6634002" target=_blank>#944</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To the best of my knowledge, it all ties back to the DIA reptilian aliens. 
Charles and/or Stinky, correct me if I'm wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not wrong. Wolcott is too busy consulting his thesaurus to come up with 
something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634068 32628 1007 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 6:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/971/6634029" target=_blank>#971</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll put it in a new sentence. The GOP guys are limiting their choices of 
great candidates because of the litmus tests needed to the please the religious 
right. Pro creationism for example. If I'm wrong, I'm wiling to be 
corrected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, they just picked a chairman for the RNC who seems to be 
pretty moderate on social issues. (And it's <A 
href="http://www.creativeminorityreport.com/2008/11/is-michael-steele-pro-life-
maybe-not.html" target=_blank>pissing off</A> the social cons 
already.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634122 32628 1054 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 6:25:10pm  
 
<P>I haven't been able to find anything on Steele's position on creationism, but 
I won't be surprised if I discover he wants intelligent design taught in 
schools. The GOP has a huge problem with this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634244 32628 1126 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 6:53:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1114/6634197" target=_blank>#1114</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To maintain that evolution is consistent with a belief in God is easy - so 
long as the belief in God does not include faith-based facts which are 
inconsistent with scientifically proven ones. But as soon as that line is 
crossed then the struggle is most definitely on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And reality will always win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634827 32628 1179 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 8:50:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1160/6634703" target=_blank>#1160</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm hardly a blind supporter of Sarah Palin and I'm not at all sure at this 
point whether I'd support her as a Presidential candidate in 2012. But her 
position on creationism is still far from clear and just a few months ago most 
of the people registered here seemed to understand that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is correct -- her position is far from clear. I defended her during the 
campaign because she said she wouldn't push for creationism in schools. That's 
all well and good, but then there were other problems that made me look again at 
this statement -- her support for the anti-gay marriage constitutional amendment 
(the idea of legislating morality by amending the constitution is an utter 
disaster), her disturbing refusal to denounce abortion clinic bombers, her 
idiotic comments about "fruit fly research in Paris, France," etc.</P> 
<P>I know it's not very popular on the right to criticize Palin, but as of this 
moment I have serious reservations about supporting her in a Presidential 
run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634859 32628 1187 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1180/6634836" target=_blank>#1180</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good game but forget my nails. My fingertips are gone. And I didn't even 
care about it that much, except that I grew up in Pittsburgh and it's a hard 
habit to break.</P> 
<P>As for Palin, it's not that she's waffled so much as that she hasn't said 
<STRONG>anything at all</STRONG> since she threw her hat into the national ring. 
Both of these quotes come from her 2006 gubernatorial race where she was playing 
to an exclusively Alaskan audience. Isn't it curious that none of the "gotcha" 
interviews during the 08 election campaign asked her about it? If they were 
confident that she would have given even an equivocal answer, don't you think 
they would have tried to nail her on that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note the Alaska <A 
href="http://www.alaskarepublicans.com/PartyPlatform.aspx" 
target=_blank>Republican Party Platform</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>E. We support teaching various models and theories for the origins of life 
and our universe, <STRONG>including Creation Science or Intelligent 
Design</STRONG>. If evolution outside a species (macro-evolution) is taught, 
evidence disputing the theory should also be 
presented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06634909 32628 1199 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:14:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1197/6634897" target=_blank>#1197</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<P>You have completely distorted everything about this story. Darwin's feelings 
about slavery informed his work, but it's ridiculous to say that he slanted his 
findings in order to support a foregone conclusion.</P> 
<P>If you had ever read <EM>The Origin of Species</EM> you would know just how 
ludicrous and wrong this idea is. Darwin's work was incredibly meticulous, and 
absolutely not biased.</P> 
<P>"Like the Nazis."</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634921 32628 1202 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1200/6634914" target=_blank>#1200</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can there be a more definitive support of creationism, with a sop to equal 
time thrown in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- they even endorse "Creation Science," the idiot's version of 
intelligent design. This is real atavistic stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634936 32628 1208 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:25:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1205/6634929" target=_blank>#1205</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also said that any unprincipled person does this...casts about amongst 
everything he can find everywhere for anything to back up what he was going to 
do in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've misunderstood the point of the article, and are leaping to completely 
ridiculous, completely wrong conclusions based on your 
misunderstanding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634946 32628 1212 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:28:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1209/6634942" target=_blank>#1209</A> Lynn 
B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a minute there (#1194), I thought you'd rejoined us on the planet earth 
(a/k/a reality).</P> 
<P>My bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I laughed at that one. He's making fun of the Darwin=Hitler 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634986 32628 1224 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 9:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1216/6634962" target=_blank>#1216</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I am in 100% agreement. The religious right scares the crap out of me. 
The straw that broke the camels back for me was watching a young, female science 
teacher reduced to tears at my son's 8th grade class open house by a ID'er that 



told her she'd burn in hell for teaching " against the Bible "That was the day 
my kid joined me as a confirmed agnostic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been several creationist fanatics at LGF who have said -- either 
outright or in veiled terms -- that I'm going to burn in hellfire for 
criticizing their pseudo-scientific hooey.</P> 
<P>My response is usually: if heaven means spending eternity in the company of 
humorless ignorant fanatics like them, hell doesn't sound so 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06634544 32629 320 Charles Sun, Feb 1, 2009 7:33:08pm  
 
<P>Important update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06636606 32633 51 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 9:52:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6636570" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure he's currently a Republican.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he's been pretty much hounded out of the Republican Party and shut 
out of everything they can shut him out of, but there's no way to stop anyone 
from calling themselves a Republican if they want to. Smith's linkage is 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06636638 32633 70 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 9:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6636629" target=_blank>#62</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a member of the Republican party does he still get GoP funding for 
campaigns?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know but I seriously doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06636678 32633 109 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 10:04:53am  
 
<P>Please don't link to Duke's hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638002 32636 191 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 1:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6637977" target=_blank>#173</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was my post deleted? It was State Department notification. There's no 
copyright on those.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To quote the conditions above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that contain phone numbers, street addresses, email addresses or other 
personal information will also be deleted...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638177 32637 25 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:12:18pm  
 



<P>The tripod makes a huge difference in shots like this. It's almost impossible 
to get it this sharp holding the camera in your hands. The wireless shutter 
release also helps, because pressing the button almost always causes some 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638207 32637 49 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:19:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6638191" target=_blank>#36</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great photo and excellent points. Of course, if there's even a gentle breeze, 
that can affect the crispness of the image. I've come to set up my camera so 
that I take a series of photos (continuous fire) so I can get the image I want. 
Also, if a tripod isn't handy, image stabilization can help 
significantly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I always take several shots, sometimes with slightly different camera 
settings. This is actually the first one of six shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638220 32637 59 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6638194" target=_blank>#38</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever tried setting the tripod-mounted camera on two-second autotimer 
mode, rather than using the wireless shutter release?</P> 
<P>I ask because I don't have a wireless shutter release, and I'd like to get 
away with not buying one if I can.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can use the autotimer to avoid pressing the shutter release too. The 
one disadvantage is that you don't have as much flexibility that way -- the 
timer goes off when it goes off, not necessarily when the subject is just 
right.</P> 
<P>You can also get a wired shutter release, about half the price of the 
wireless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638272 32637 101 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6638186" target=_blank>#31</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wot, no image stabilization?</P> 
<P>Can't set the ISA high enough to snap at less than 125th?</P> 
<P>I gotta get me a SOTA camera and answer my own questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the G10 has image stabilization. But you usually get better results 
without it, if you use a tripod. Stabilization can be useful when you're 
shooting by hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638301 32637 127 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:36:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6638239" target=_blank>#74</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I figure on my next trip I'm going to tinker with multiple exposures and 
bracketing to try my hand at <A href="http://www.popphoto.com/howto/3038/how-to-
create-high-dynamic-range-images.html" target=_blank>high dynamic range 



photos</A>. Takes a bit of work to do the software manipulation, but the final 
product can be spectacular.</P> 
<P>I sometimes bracket my nighttime shots, just because I am not sure which will 
look best, and I'll do that also when I'm taking waterfall shots. Having a 
digital photo means you never have to worry about processing the bad shots - 
only running out of storage space on your memory cards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been looking into the HDR technique too; one of these days I'll get 
around to experimenting with it.</P> 
<P>Yeah, digital cameras are the cat's pajamas - not having to worry about 
wasting film, or processing time. A <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001ECQVTM/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>16GB SD memory card</A> holds an enormous number of pictures, for 
about 30 bucks. And at that price you can carry a couple of spares and have the 
capacity for thousands of photos.</P> 
<P>Long way from the darkrooms I used in college.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638327 32637 148 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:41:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/6638303" target=_blank>#129</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I gave up on digital cameras a few years for talking pictures of instruments 
because they alter the color too much. It's very important for me to have 
accurate color. Have cameras gotten significantly better in the past few 
years?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638358 32637 177 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:46:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6638314" target=_blank>#137</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also shoot instruments against a solid back background and all the digital 
cameras I've used in the past have a problem with that. The tend to add "noise" 
to the background.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most digital cameras now let you play with the white balance, which helps get 
the colors as accurate as possible. If you get a reasonably good camera, color 
reproduction is usually very good.</P> 
<P>The noise you're talking about sounds like JPEG artifacts. You can avoid a 
lot of that by setting the camera to its highest quality setting for JPEGs, and 
you can wipe out the noise entirely by using the camera's RAW, uncompressed 
format.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638377 32637 194 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 2:53:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/6638320" target=_blank>#143</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some Nikon digital cameras have an "auto bracketing" feature.</P> 
<P>My obsolete "coolpix 4500" has it; I'm still learning the camera &amp; have 
not used the feature yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My two main cameras both have the auto-bracketing feature - the Canon G10 and 
the Nikon D90.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06638440 32637 253 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 3:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/6638419" target=_blank>#235</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that wireless shutter release is <EM><STRONG>sweet</STRONG></EM>! I want 
one of those (Note, however, Charles, that Amazon lists them as "unavailable" at 
the moment). Of course, I'd have to get a high-end Canon to make it work, but 
still...</P> 
<P>The reason I fantasize about a wireless shutter release is because of a 
longstanding plan to have a camera secretly attached to the top of a protest 
sign, perhaps disguised inside a Teddy Bear or something like that. Then I can 
walk around among the moonbats and jihadists snapping away merrily -- from an 
overhead vantage point, even better -- and no one would have a clue, because I'd 
be pushing the shutter remote surreptitiously (perhaps also disguised on the 
handle of the sign)!</P> 
<P>Oh man, if only I had this system set up back in 2003.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wireless shutter releases are a great tool for photographers. Didn't notice 
that one was unavailable -- but <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fs%3Fie%3DUTF8%26x%3D0%26ref%255F%3Dnb%255Fss%255Fe%26y%3D0%26fie
ld-
keywords%3Dwireless%2520shutter%2520release%26url%3Dnode%253D502394&amp;tag=litt
legreenfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>there are lots of others</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638526 32637 334 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 3:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/6638489" target=_blank>#300</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hell, they even made it to Berkeley once -- as documented in this rarely seen 
zombietime report (which is a shame, because it's one of my favorites):</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.zombietime.com/berkeley_racist_literature/" 
target=_blank>Racist Literature Distributed in Berkeley</A><STRONG>A study in 
hate, the left/right convergence, and media spin</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a picture I took a couple of years ago on the South Bay bike path. 
Unfortunately, it's not that unusual to see swastikas out there - this one was 
an anti-Bush swastika.</P> 
<P><A title=BikePathSwastika.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/BikePathSwastika.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: BikePathSwastika.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638662 32637 420 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 3:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/6638640" target=_blank>#412</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Older Lizards will know the answer to this question: "what massacre of 
muslims took place 27 years ago today?" The family of the chinless optomologist 
slaughtered tens of thousands including through the use of poison gas. Who were 
these hapless muslims?</P> 
<P>Anyone want to take a guess?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638624 32638 12 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 3:42:31pm  



 
<P>Your face gets viruses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638643 32638 26 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 3:47:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/6638633" target=_blank>#19</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote from the vid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638883 32638 224 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:03:18pm  
 
<P>The link to that idiotic, distorted article at WeirdNutDrooly is deleted.</P> 
<P>I haven't blocked wnd.com from the links yet. But I'm considering 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638934 32638 269 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:18:20pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly is being really dishonest about that NYT editorial he's pissed 
off about.</P> 
<P>He DID say:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"They want to break down the white, Christian, male power structure, which 
you're a part, and so am I, and they want to bring in millions of foreign 
nationals to basically break down the structure that we have. In that regard, 
Pat Buchanan is right. So I say you've got to cap with a 
number."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he actually played the clip that statement is from ... but STOPPED before 
the statement. Not cool at all.</P> 
<P>Here's the video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/MYmnSRLJkt4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638936 32638 271 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:18:52pm  
 
<P>And I think he's about to have Pat Buchanan on.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638951 32638 285 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:24:27pm  
 
<P>It's Bay Buchanan. Man. Times like this I want to resign from the so-called 
conservative movement. The press conference the NYT is talking about included a 
selection of some of the nastiest "racialist" nutjobs in America.</P> 
<P>For example, Peter Brimelow:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:



'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TAfb7oEUJsI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638966 32638 300 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:27:56pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly can't possibly be trying to defend people like Pat Buchanan, Peter 
Brimelow, and Marcus Epstein, can he?</P> 
<P>This is shameful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638978 32638 311 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:30:55pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P> 
<P>That O'Reilly segment is a perfect illustration of the worst parts of the 
GOP. That is why Republicans have lost the last two elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638982 32638 315 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:32:00pm  
 
<P>And on top of it, O'Reilly can't even pronounce "supremacist" 
correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06638986 32638 318 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:32:50pm  
 
<P>Mary Katherine. Don't do this. You're backing something you 
shouldn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639023 32638 353 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 5:40:01pm  
 
<P>Mary Katherine Ham. Juan Williams also co-signed on this one.</P> 
<P>I wonder if they really know the backgrounds of the people they're carelessly 
putting their names on the line to defend?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639495 32639 292 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 6:51:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/6639457" target=_blank>#259</A> 
carefulnow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welll, it would have helped if he had gestured quotation marks or made a face 
or something. Plus, what do you make of his denying that he had even said 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't actually deny it. He danced around and blamed the Times and played 
the victim, and only screened part of the video, leaving out the statement that 
the Times quoted.</P> 
<P>I'm no fan of the New York Times, but this was the same kind of 
avoidance/diversion game the left always plays when they're caught in something 
ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639554 32639 348 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 7:00:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/6639535" target=_blank>#332</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea.</P> 
<P>But I'm having more than a little trouble with the idea that in the Year of 
Our Lord 2009, a major media figure would essentially declare "long live white 
supremacy!" on national t.v. Does. Not. Compute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video is from May 2007.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639572 32639 364 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 7:02:45pm  
 
<P>Quote (O'Reilly speaking to John McCain):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They want to break down the white, Christian, male power structure of which 
you and I are a part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wasn't attributing the attitude to the Times, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639622 32639 411 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 7:08:20pm  
 
<P>The bottom line for me is that O'Reilly tried to obfuscate the issue - he 
played PART of the video with that statement, but avoided playing the actual 
statement.</P> 
<P>That stinks to high heaven. If he said it, and wasn't ashamed of it, he could 
have taken that opportunity to defend it. To say what he really meant.</P> 
<P>He didn't. Instead, he covered it up with a fine layer of bullshit about 
other issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639709 32639 495 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 7:20:17pm  
 
<P>And please note that O'Reilly tried to obfuscate this issue while sitting on 
the same TV set with invited guest Bay Buchanan, who participated in an ugly 
racialist press conference with some of the most notorious far-right ideologues 
in America.</P> 
<P>Sorry. My "benefit of the doubt" quota is all used up for this 
decade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639913 32639 671 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 7:57:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/6639877" target=_blank>#652</A> maddogg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill'Oreilly was using a leftist term for the status quo IMHO. There are some 
here so afraid of the left labeling them racist (which they're going to do 
anyway) we have to go on witch hunts to find excuses to label well known 
conservatives racist, to show how not racist we are? Count me out. And Pat 
Buchanan is not wrong on every issue, just most of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've spent the last seven years being wrongly accused of racism by leftists, 
and I'm offended by your stupid accusation that I'm on a "witch hunt." The 
people O'Reilly defended on his show tonight are REAL racists, and yes, Pat 
Buchanan is wrong. On everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06639947 32639 687 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 8:03:02pm  
 



<P>'traderjoe9' is not welcome to post any more comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640007 32639 703 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 8:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/696/6639978" target=_blank>#696</A> maddogg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Mr. Johnson, I am aware you are wrongly accused of racism. But going 
after O'reilly will not change that. Nor will it prevent them labeling you 
racist in the future. And even a stopped clock is right twice a 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing my point entirely.</P> 
<P>I could not possibly care less whether leftists label me as a racist. They've 
already done their worst.</P> 
<P>But Brimelow, Buchanan, and the others that O'Reilly is defending are real, 
ugly, dyed in the wool racists.</P> 
<P>I'm not "going after" Bill O'Reilly to protect myself. I'm criticizing him 
because he deserves criticism. If you're OK with Brimelow and Buchanan, you 
probably should find somewhere else to post comments, because you're not going 
to be welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640063 32639 708 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 8:22:45pm  
 
<P>I've learned the hard way to block the accounts of people who post these 
kinds of comments, before they have a serious meltdown. Your account is 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640106 32639 710 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 8:32:06pm  
 
<P>Suppose I were accused of making a racist comment, based on something I 
posted at LGF. Then suppose that, to respond to this accusation, I put up 
another post quoting from the offensive post ... but <EM>left out</EM> the worst 
part of it, the part that led to the accusations.</P> 
<P>Do you think anyone would cut me a break on that? No way.</P> 
<P>Well, that's exactly what Bill O'Reilly did tonight. He put out a blizzard of 
bullshit, then played the video and <EM>left out</EM> the worst part.</P> 
<P>I don't give lefties a break when they pull this kind of crap, and I'm not 
going to give O'Reilly one either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640152 32639 713 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 8:41:50pm  
 
<P>This is what it's going to be like for the next four years for people who 
identified as "Republicans" during the Bush administration, but have no sympathy 
at all for the paleolithic social cons and their repressive agenda. We're going 
to be called all kinds of ugly names, and our motivations are going to be 
questioned, because the neanderthals sense that their power is slipping away, 
and rather than adapt to new circumstances, they're digging in their heels and 
going for broke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640351 32639 723 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 9:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/6640318" target=_blank>#721</A> LEGION</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>After reading the article and watching O'Reilly I say how about let's also 
get after the NYSlimes Andrew Rosenthal quoting the oh so credible and 
legitimate sources of google and youtube (spits) for his outright falsehoods and 
lies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video is right there in my post. Watch it. The New York Times was NOT 
lying about it. Bill O'Reilly was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06640391 32639 728 Charles Mon, Feb 2, 2009 9:42:59pm  
 
<P>What an asshole you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06641584 32639 748 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 7:58:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/6641201" target=_blank>#738</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You left out: The original accusation (in the <I>Times</I> editorial) was 
based on highly selective quoting -- the quote omitted (or glossed over) a 
portion that would've somewhat mitigated the accusation.</P> 
<P>Thus, by leaving out the "worst part" in his replay (i.e., the "White 
Christian Male Power Structure" phrase), O'Reilly also left out the mitigating 
portion that had been left out of the <I>Times</I> editorial (namely "they 
want," which clearly attributes this offensive mindset to someone other than the 
speaker, O'Reilly).</P> 
<P>I updinged Occasional Reader in #365 for pointing out that if O'Reilly is an 
<B>actual racist</B>, you'd think that as "a seasoned media professional" he'd 
be much too canny to give himself away on TV.</P> 
<P>But, on the other hand, you'd also think that a "seasoned media professional" 
wouldn't have missed the opportunity to answer the accusation in a way that 
would've (a) mitigated the offensive statement, and (b) embarrassed his accuser, 
the <I>Times</I>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is O'Reilly an actual racist? I don't know, I can't read minds. With this 
post I was simply pointing out that he played a rather unethical game with this 
comment of his. And if you watch the entire clip, I don't think it's mitigated 
at all -- he says "Pat Buchanan was right."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06642050 32639 759 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:18:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/756/6641979" target=_blank>#756</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Not only has he not distanced himself from Buchanan, he actually had Bay 
Buchanan on last night's show to whine about how their views are being 
distorted, and implied that this was an innocuous conference simply airing 
legitimate views on immigration. Sorry, but a conference sponsored by the likes 
of Brimelow and Epstein is <EM>anything but</EM> innocuous.</P> 
<P>Here's a video of the show. O'Reilly simply lied about his statements.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/uibd-soM0RQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06642605 32639 765 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 10:32:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/761/6642300" target=_blank>#761</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, the behavior toward Pat Buchanan cannot be used as a litmus 
test for racism of MSM members<STRONG>. Buchanan also appears on the McLaughlin 
Group on Sundays on PBS</STRONG>. Is PBS racist? Are all the other panel members 
of McLaughlin Group racist? Buchanan has appeared on Meet the Press. Was Tim 
Russert racist?</P> 
<P>I know it sucks, Charles. I don't like Buchanan any more than you do. But Fox 
news is not racist because Buchanan has been a regular.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buchanan appears on PBS and MSNBC because they love trotting him out as a 
"conservative" - what better way to discredit conservatives in general than to 
put up a racist antisemite to represent conservative viewpoints?</P> 
<P>On Fox News, on the other hand, Buchanan is treated like a great person. Sean 
Hannity went out of his way to praise Buchanan on his show recently. O'Reilly 
says Buchanan is "right."</P> 
<P>It's not the same thing at all.</P> 
<P>I never said Fox News is "racist," and I never said Bill O'Reilly is a 
racist. But he simply did not tell the truth about his comments, and that 
stinks.</P> 
<P>And as for Buchanan and Brimelow and Epstein -- yes, these are genuine racist 
creeps, and conservatives should <EM>denounce</EM> them, not make excuses for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06642820 32639 772 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 11:05:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/770/6642735" target=_blank>#770</A> Ty85719</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break! Anyone who has seen that segment in its entirety can put the 
original comment in proper context. Mr. O'Reilly is obviously mocking what the 
Left perceives and portrays as those who control America:</P> 
<P>The Left does this for the sake of exciting and attracting minority and/or 
opposition groups who have any sort of grievances with caucasians, Christians 
and/or males.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense.</P> 
<P>Here's the exact quote, since people seem determined to try to make excuses 
for it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you understand what the New York Times wants, and the far left want? They 
want to break down the white Christian male power structure, which you are a 
part and so am I, and they want to bring in millions of foreign nationals to 
basically break down the structure that we have. In that regard, Pat Buchanan is 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what he said. Spin it however you want, but those were his 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06643231 32639 776 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 11:52:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/6642976" target=_blank>#774</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 



<P>So we're now going to change from, "he was projecting what the New York Times 
believes about the white Christian male power structure," to, "he was 
right?"</P> 
<P>I don't have a lot of interest in parsing his comments, either to excuse or 
condemn what he said. For me, the point is that O'Reilly tried to deliberately 
obfuscate the truth, and attacked the New York Times for lying about what he 
said -- when they didn't.</P> 
<P>I'm no friend of the New York Times, but this was a sleazy tactic on 
O'Reilly's part. If he said it, and he did, he should own up to it and defend it 
honestly. Instead he put up a smokescreen and dodged the issue, and even made 
excuses for the racialists at that conference.</P> 
<P>Sorry. I'm not on board with this kind of stuff, and never will 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06641824 32642 949 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:42:20am  
 
<P>One quick point: one of the quickest ways to lose your posting privileges at 
LGF is to use the software that I designed and made available, at no charge to 
users, to post insults to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06642006 32642 971 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:10:42am  
 
<P>Kenneth: I just read your comments about your mother -- and I want to express 
my sympathy and support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06643409 32648 154 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 12:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6643279" target=_blank>#62</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo!</P> 
<P>Interesting, of the two, Darwin was the most opposed to slavery, and the 
least racist!</P> 
<P>I just got a copy of a new book that's coming out, <EM>Lincoln on Race &amp; 
Slavery</EM>, by Henry Louis Gates. It has hundreds of pages direct precise 
transcriptions of Lincoln's speeches and writings, and 
<STRONG><EM>damn</EM></STRONG>, <STRONG>Lincoln was a stone-cold 
racist</STRONG>. I always knew he was a racist, but it was a hundred times worse 
than I thought. Lincoln was anti-slavery, but still thought blacks to be 
inferior, and wanted them all shipped back to Africa after being freed. or, 
barring that, segregated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. Just one example, from <A 
href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Lincoln" target=_blank>the first Lincoln-
Douglas debate</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not, nor ever have been in favor of bringing about in any way the social 
and political equality of the white and black races. I am not nor ever have been 
in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor qualifying them to hold 
office, nor to intermarry with white people; and I will say in addition to this 
that there is a physical difference between the white and black races which I 
believe will ever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and 
political equality. ... And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do 
remain together there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as 
much as any other man am in favor of having the superior position assigned to 
the white race.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06645578 32652 152 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 5:07:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/6645542" target=_blank>#121</A> 
WitchDoctor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Wild. I just heard on Hugh Hewitt that BHO was possibly negotiating with 
AQ... even before the inauguration, through the offices of a former clinton guy. 
It sounds like the investigation (by a journalist of all things... amazing) is 
ongoing, so definitely a 24 hour, and possible several days to wait and see on 
this one, but amazing(ly sad) if true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that story is complete BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06645651 32652 210 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 5:20:05pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/6645596" target=_blank>#166</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just popping back in for a second, NOVA is doing a special on the NSA 
tonight, it's on now and I know some lizards will want to watch or tivo 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool. Set EyeTV to record it in HD.</P> 
<P>And even better - right before it, B.B. King is on 
Soundstage...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06645760 32652 291 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 5:36:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6645479" target=_blank>#69</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When scientists build guitars...<A 
href="http://www.physorg.com/news152896191.html" target=_blank>'Chameleon 
Guitar' blends old-world and high-tech</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Cool idea. I want one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06645938 32653 14 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:01:12pm  
 
<P>I'm shocked ... shocked! ... that Fox News allowed such a heretical 
advertisement on their channel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06645974 32653 38 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:05:06pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly admits he said those words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you know you copied that correctly off whatever far left website you 
hang out on, sir. And it's a fact, it's what the Times is trying to do, break 
down the white Christian male power structure in the country. Senator McCain and 
I are part of that structure. So what's the beef? I'm speaking the truth, not 
endorsing the structure, or party or policy. For that I'm a racist? You're a 
misguided person who needs to wise up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohhhkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06645991 32653 48 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:08:10pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/13762_OReilly-
_Rather_was_Slimed" target=_blank>O'Reilly: Rather was 
'Slimed'</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646008 32653 59 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:10:32pm  
 
<P>More information on the National Press Club "racialist" conference O'Reilly 
was defending:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/01/27/pat-buchanan-think-
tank-hosts-discussion-with-anti-immigrant-extremists/" 
target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note this part:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also on the panel is Marcus Epstein, executive director of The American Cause 
and Team America PAC, which gives money to anti-immigration candidates and is 
chaired by Bay Buchanan. Epstein also writes for Vdare. Like Brimelow, he is 
fond of Jared Taylor and American Renaissance and has attended the journal’s 
biannual conferences. In 2006, Epstein invited Taylor to a group he had just 
founded, The Robert A. Taft Club, to speak on the issue of “Race and 
Conservatism.” In February 2006, Epstein’s group also hosted two members of a 
racist and anti-immigrant Belgian party, Vlaams Belang. In 2004, an earlier 
incarnation of the Vlaams Belang, Vlaams Blok, was banned on the grounds that it 
incited racial hatred.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646032 32653 76 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:13:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6646024" target=_blank>#71</A> notutopia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Archaeologist, Randall Price, who is director of Liberty University's new 
Center for Judaic Studies will tell us when he finds the Ark. "But we believe it 
was an actual event."[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,486684,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646097 32653 125 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6646072" target=_blank>#108</A> JHW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I left a comment, #432 on the previous thread noting that you have 
received some kudos from another publication for your work on Dan Rather's fake 
memos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Taranto is a mensch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646130 32653 154 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 6:33:27pm  
 
<P>The first dinger-down: dcbatlle.</P> 
<P>Expect followup ding-downs from sadatoni, arizona9, Gozer the Carpathian, and 
opiemuyo.</P> 



<P>The silent, pissed off creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646420 32653 391 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 7:24:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6646228" target=_blank>#239</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - did you get my email and what did you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta forwarded it, thanks. I have nothing more to say about the subject. 
Those people are dead to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646457 32653 424 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 7:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/6646449" target=_blank>#417</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does your statement include the person that is the subject of the emails? I'm 
just interested. I am staying off line with this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've emailed Douglas Murray to ask him to clarify where he 
stands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06648717 32653 606 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:39:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/6647623" target=_blank>#592</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to state the obvious but the creature featured in graphic form at the 
head of this post appears to have "lost" some things over the course of its two 
million year history. That's not the evolution we were told 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right! How could we not have seen this? It's a trick by atheist 
scientist Nazis, and there's the proof, staring you right in the face!</P> 
<P>It's all so simple once you see through the conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06650967 32653 618 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 2:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/6650618" target=_blank>#613</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it appears that snazzy morphing sequences show nothing other than 
that a donut is topologically equivalent to a coffee cup...</P> 
<P>This sort of little "movie" bugs the heck outta me. A cheap graphics trick 
that hides far more than it shows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right! They're trying to trick us! The scientific establishment is 
engaged in a massive conspiracy to promote atheism and heavy drinking, by lying 
and covering up the true facts with cheap graphics and meaningless mountains of 
physical evidence!</P> 
<P>Why, those dastardly villains! Thank goodness we have people like you to blow 
the whistle on their machinations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651444 32653 620 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 3:38:31pm  
 



<P>By the way, I got a nice email from National Geographic's "digital 
consultant," thanking me for this link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655082 32653 630 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 10:28:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/6654017" target=_blank>#629</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So apparently coelocanths were quite happy to remain coelocanths, but somehow 
an incredibly successful ape just HAD to evolve at breakneck speed in as little 
as the last 1 500 000 years) into one of the least biologically (but ultimately 
incredibly, REDUNDANTLY intelligent) effective creatures on earth. I don't get 
it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! You've seen behind the curtain and exposed the evil atheistic scientists 
as the scheming liars they are. It's all so simple. They're trying to trick us 
with this "science" stuff.</P> 
<P>If we didn't have creationists and their quote mines and endlessly repeated 
talking points, there's no telling how much horrible damage they might be able 
to wreak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655122 32653 631 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 10:32:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/6653953" target=_blank>#627</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You claim evolution hasn't been disproved, yet you fail to furnish me with 
what constitutes disproof of evolution. So how exactly can you then go on to 
claim it hasn't been disproven?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Simple. Find the remains of a modern animal in the same substrate as a 
dinosaur fossil. That's just one way to falsify evolution, off the top of my 
head. There are many others, but you don't want to see them so you won't.</P> 
<P>Instead of being disproven, all the evidence for more than 100 years has only 
made the theory stronger. All of it. You can keep making ridiculous unsupported 
statements all you like, but you're simply whistling into the 
wind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655146 32653 632 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 10:34:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/6653967" target=_blank>#628</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what drives me batty about Charles' approach is that he'd like to see 
laws passed that pretty much guarantee this discussion will never take place in 
the classrooms of the US.</P> 
<P>Sorry Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. I want science teachers to teach science, not religious pseudo-
science. You want to force your religious views on other people's children. 
Simple as that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655220 32653 633 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 10:44:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/6653922" target=_blank>#626</A> cracker-
crusader</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then along comes the Lymen Alpha forest belt - exhibiting heavier 
elements. Oh darn...</P> 
<P>+30 deg C was the temperature required to sustain the mega-snake BTW...</P> 
<P>So my coelocanth is the lymen-alpha forest belt. Uncomfortable. Deal with it 
please...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're parroting creationist talking points straight from Creation Ministries 
International:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationontheweb.com/content/view/5215/" 
target=_blank>creationontheweb.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656895 32653 638 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:51:02pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656952 32653 640 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6656944" target=_blank>#639</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why talk to us if we bore you? Find more interesting people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he's going to have to now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646654 32654 38 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:07:49pm  
 
<P>It's obvious that Allahpundit hates Christians and is trying to destroy the 
Republican Party. It's so boring. He's obsessed.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6646628" target=_blank>#21</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read the comments at HotAir, but I wonder how many former LGFers 
are over there thinking they'd found a safe haven from this 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say, more than a few.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646660 32654 40 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:09:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6646652" target=_blank>#37</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>I read his post at that link, as far as I'm concerned, that was a tacky 
remark. WHat the fuck is his problem?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not tacky. He's a friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646667 32654 43 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:10:51pm  
 
<P>Countdown until the first post telling me I'm obsessed about this, and never 
post about anything else, even with dozens of front page articles on other 
subjects staring them in the face...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646678 32654 51 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:12:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6646668" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really liked AP's quote...</P> 
<P>Ben has alienated anyone with an education and the entire civilized 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking for myself, I was actually shocked when he came out with that 
incredibly stupid movie. And it takes a lot to shock me.</P> 
<P>I was a fan of Ben Stein's before that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646685 32654 57 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/6646684" target=_blank>#56</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, so he was being tongue-in-cheek?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tongue firmly ensconced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646774 32654 133 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:38:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6646758" target=_blank>#117</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed, but I don't have an account over there. They way some of those 
blinkered peeps talk, you'd think AP was the devil incarnate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fanatics are trying to drive AP out of Hot Air. It's a microcosm of 
what's wrong with the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646802 32654 158 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:46:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/6646799" target=_blank>#156</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lazydr is having a field day downdinging comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646843 32654 193 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 8:59:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6646783" target=_blank>#141</A> 
SouthernFriedChickenHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peggy is that you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Because everything the GOP does is perfect, and anyone who voices even 
the slightest criticism should be tarred and feathered.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646852 32654 200 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:02:37pm  
 
<P>Please don't spread financial panic at my site. If idiots are going to go 
nuts, I don't want to contribute to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06646863 32654 210 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:05:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6646858" target=_blank>#205</A> 
SouthernFriedChickenHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ouch...your definition of tarred and feathered is a bit exaggerated. You know 
the problem with self-crucifixion? You can never nail in the last 
nail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, but I can ban your ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646923 32654 263 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:19:31pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>I just read through some more of the comments for Allahpundit's post at Hot 
Air.</P> 
<P>They need to start wielding the ban stick over there. That is some really 
ugly stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06646969 32654 302 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:34:49pm  
 
<P>An email from a creationist in Australia, who sends me angry emails every 
time I post on this subject:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think your take on Hamas is correct. You have done your research and you 
are not taken in by the deception.</P> 
<P>Which is why I cannot understand your position on creationism. Why do you 
fall for the deception and side with those who want to silence disent?</P> 
<P>You are an enigma, but keep up the work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I'm just into that whole "silencing disent" thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06647000 32654 330 Charles Tue, Feb 3, 2009 9:43:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/6646994" target=_blank>#324</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee Charles, that didn't seem as if it was an "angry" e-mail.Dumb, yes, angry 
I'm not so sure about that. Hell I'm not anyone and I've gotten angrier e-mails 
than that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just the latest one out of more than 20. They vary from "lecturing" to 
"ranting."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06648183 32654 458 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:19:55am  
 
<P><EM>Charles! You're obsessed! Stop this! It's boring! You hate Christians! 
You're just like Andrew Sullivan! This is ruining your site! Burn! Burn in 
hellfire! I'm not a creationist but Darwin led to Hitler!</EM></P> 
<P>Did I miss anything?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06648191 32654 459 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:21:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/6647543" target=_blank>#448</A> 
Ashbridge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The "Expelled Exposed" website is pretty weak. It appears more of a 
reactionary grasp at straws than serious investigative 
reporting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it is full of actual things like facts, as opposed to Ben Stein's 
movie, which is full of distortions and outright lies.</P> 
<P>To creationists, I suppose that makes it "reactionary."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06648670 32654 464 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:35:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/6647120" target=_blank>#428</A> nbenhaim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>while he may be for this "intelligent design", i think it's unfair to label 
Stein a Creationist. If I recall correctly, Expelled never denied the existence 
of evolution. Am I wrong about that ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is creationism, and I refuse to play their game of 
making a false distinction between two branches of pseudo-
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06649111 32654 476 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 10:36:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/6649001" target=_blank>#467</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, this is not actually true. It is true that ID has been used as a 
Trojan horse for creationists. It is true that many IDer's are creationists. It 
is true that the main financial supporters for ID also support creationists. 
etc. etc. However, it must be pointed out that one of the main proponents of ID 
(Michael Behe) is in no way a creationist. He has been very clear on this (esp 
in his last book <EM>The Edge of Evolution</EM>, pages 70-73) when he 
acknowledges the evidence for universal common descent, and (most critically) 
states unequivocally that the evidence for the descent of man from the great 
apes could not be better.</P> 
<P>ID is crappy stuff: there should be no debate on that, and there are abundant 
empirical facts to demonstrate that point. But a perfect equivalence of ID with 
creationism simply doesn't hold up. Groups of ideas are fuzzy around the edges: 
what do you make of Brig Klyce, or for that matter Hoyle (the Astronomer)? Why 
force nuts into shoe boxes? Why not just make it plain that they are 
nuts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Behe is a creationist. The fact that he dresses it up in pseudo-
scientific mumbo-jumbo about "irreducible complexity," and pays lip service to 
common descent, does not change the fact that he is making an argument for 
religious creationism. In the Dover trial this became exceedingly clear.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is nothing more than a sneaky attempt to get around 
court decisions banning the teaching of "creation science." The "intelligent 
design" textbook <EM>Of Pandas and People</EM> began as an openly creationist 
book, then morphed over several editions to remove all references to 
"creationism," replacing them with "intelligent design" -- a perfect 
illustration of my point. Again, in the Dover trial this was demonstrated beyond 
any doubt.</P> 
<P>Are there "two camps?" For public consumption, yes - but once you begin 
looking into this a little deeper than their deceptive public statements, the 
differences become minuscule. Creationists who promote "intelligent design" are 
simply better at hiding their main agenda, which is to sneak the teaching of 
religious creationism into public school science classrooms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06649154 32654 482 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 10:45:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6649127" target=_blank>#479</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behe did not author <I>Of Pandas and People</I>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2009/01/god-of-the-gapsin-
your-own-knowledge-luskin-behe-blood-clotting.html" target=_blank>he 
did</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06649905 32654 527 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 12:15:57pm  
 
<P>There's a reason why I'm insisting that "intelligent design" is simply 
repackaged creationism -- because it is.</P> 
<P>Here's a book I highly recommend, that goes into exhaustive detail on the 
history of creationism and its gradual evolution into "intelligent design," with 
names, dates, and footnotes:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0195319737/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Creationism's Trojan Horse: The Wedge of Intelligent 
Design</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06650106 32654 537 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 12:33:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6649973" target=_blank>#531</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not stick to indisputable fact? ID is neither productive nor supportable 
as empirical science, and ID is most often simply a PR vehicle for 
creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an indisputable fact that "intelligent design" is repackaged 
creationism. Michael Behe was involved in writing a chapter of a book that 
promoted "creation science," and is a senior fellow of the Discovery Institute. 
That makes him a creationist, no matter how much you deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06650217 32654 540 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 12:45:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/6649691" target=_blank>#524</A> grenma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not making truth claims here - only pointing out the obvious arrogance 
on display here. While I have no desire to unleash your tsunami, any theory that 
explain finch beak sizes but not how amoeba became finches has a long way yet to 
go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful. Your creationist ideas are starting to slip out. Maybe you should go 
back to ranting about how "arrogant" everyone is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06650780 32654 550 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 1:55:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6650456" target=_blank>#544</A> grenma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>I'm flattered that you took the time to answer, but the level of vituperation 
that you seem to reserve here for Intelligent Design just stumps me. The normal 
conversational tone morphs into paranoid language about deceptive evildoers 
trying to set back Western Culture 500 years. The black hat/white hat dichotomy 
you paint here is so removed from reality, not to mention the irony inherent in 



painting the fairly reasonable and not all secretive "Wedge Document" your own 
personal Protocols. I have spoken to and seen Philip Johnson, Eugenie Scott and 
many others in this debate and can honestly say you are either a very poor judge 
of character or just "blinded by science". I also fully understand that from a 
materialist worldview ID must seem crazy, but the rush to judgment (and the 
burning desire for it to be so) on the "truth" of Evolution seems just as crazy 
on your side. And while you love to ridicule people for blaming everything from 
Hitler to teen pregnancy on Evolution, it cannot be argued that the sociological 
effects of a theory that strikes at the very core of Judeo-Christian morality 
have been vast and, to my mind at least, unwelcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. <EM>I'm</EM> vituperative, and you're just telling it like it is when 
you call me "paranoid" and "blinded by science," and compare me to Jew-haters 
promoting the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.</P> 
<P>And you do this while ranting at everyone here about how "arrogant" they are. 
What a piece of work. Can't say I'm surprised though -- it's a pretty common 
creationist attitude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651074 32654 558 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 2:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/6650988" target=_blank>#555</A> grenma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think your response justifies my criticisms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, of course you do.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you not see the similarity between your treatment of the Wedge doc and 
Anti-Semitic claims about the Protocols?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. That's a flat-out stupid comparison. To start with, the Protocols are a 
forgery. The Wedge document is real. But since you obviously have a problem 
distinguishing reality from fantasy, it's understandable how you might be 
confused on that point.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm only pointing out the heavy-handed manner you employ, ostensibly to crush 
dissent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, I'm like Stalin, Hitler, and Big Brother all rolled into one, 
crushing dissent wherever I go with my heavy, heavy hand.</P> 
<P>I repeat: you are a real piece of work, arrogant to the hilt and totally 
unable to see your own behavior for what it is, spewing foolish accusations 
right and left.</P> 
<P>You aren't the first creationist to try this line of attack, and I'm sure you 
won't be the last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651273 32654 566 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 3:08:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/6651221" target=_blank>#564</A> grenma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is your party - you can do and say what you like. I come here as a guest 
to read news posts and get some insight into current events. I just feel you are 
doing yourself a disservice with all the preening and schadenfreude on display 
here. As I said, I have personal knowledge of many of the people involved in 
this debate. If throwing stones at Ben Stein or Philip Johnson somehow makes you 
sit up a little straighter, then more's the pity.</P> 
<P>Of course, being nice and being right are two different things. But being 
neither is never good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I know what you mean. It's so nice to tell someone they're paranoid and just 
like an antisemite. Now why would anyone take offense at that? After all, you're 
just dispensing wisdom, right?</P> 
<P>Ben Stein made a deeply dishonest film, containing numerous claims that are 
provably false. If you want to call it "throwing stones" to be appalled at this 
movie full of lies, then hand me a rock.</P> 
<P>Philip Johnson is a born-again Christian who advocates pseudo-science in a 
deceptive way, claiming not to be religious when his extremist agenda is 
perfectly clear from every word he writes, and making no secret of the fact that 
he would like to see a theocracy in America and the destruction of modern 
science. He's also an AIDS denialist, who pushes the false, completely 
unsupported fantasy that HIV is unrelated to AIDS.</P> 
<P>Lovely bunch of people. Tip top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651462 32654 575 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 3:41:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/573/6651434" target=_blank>#573</A> grenma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There I go, crushing your dissent with facts again. Just can't seem to help 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652664 32654 595 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:22:31pm  
 
<P>Creationists who want to post dramatic goodbye messages full of insults will 
be disappointed. Your goodbye messages are deleted and your accounts are 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652701 32654 597 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:32:32pm  
 
<P>And another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651326 32656 310 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 3:17:56pm  
 
<P>Trolls hate George W. Bush, but it's Cheney who really makes their brains 
bubble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06651334 32656 311 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 3:18:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/6650670" target=_blank>#305</A> bongoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Cheney sticks his head up to spread fear again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So bongoman sticks his head up again to spread stupidity.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this man have any credibility? He should be on trial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I want to get the straight word on someone's credibility, I always 
listen to people named 'bongoman'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06649173 32658 164 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 10:48:02am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6648927" target=_blank>#146</A> J-
LLatPoH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops, careful... We must follow the rules.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. You must follow the rules. If I have to delete any more 
comments advocating violence, I'll just start blocking accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06648929 32659 80 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 10:05:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/6648839" target=_blank>#27</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AP has a full flock of DI shills roosting this morn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of hate directed at little old me over there, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06649971 32660 158 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 12:21:49pm  
 
<P>By the way, some bloggers are getting this story very wrong, and saying she 
"had 80 women raped" to convert them to suicide bombers. That is NOT what the 
reports say; she apparently preyed on women who had been raped, but there's no 
basis to the claim she had 80 women raped.</P> 
<P>It's bad enough without exaggerating it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06650328 32660 182 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 12:55:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/6650261" target=_blank>#180</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I stand (partially) corrected; that does seem to say she was part of a plot 
that included deliberate rape. But the point remains that saying she "had 80 
women raped" is an exaggeration, not backed up by the reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652109 32666 11 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 5:25:06pm  
 
<P>Of course, by pointing out these deceptions and lies, I'm only proving that 
I'm obsessed, I hate Christians, and I'm bent on destroying the Republican Party 
by posting this boring stuff that nobody cares about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652148 32666 32 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 5:31:01pm  
 
<P>McLeroy is <A 
href="http://home.att.net/~dmcleroy/Textbooks/Naturalism_and_Intelligent_Design.
htm" target=_blank>lying for Jesus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652201 32666 70 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 5:41:26pm  
 
<P>So what's the over-under on the first down-dinger?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652213 32666 80 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 5:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/6652204" target=_blank>#73</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely shamless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think you mean shamful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652299 32666 153 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:03:22pm  
 
<P>Bear in mind - the guy who did this is the HEAD of the Texas Board of 
Education. The top guy.</P> 
<P>And also bear in mind that nearly every Republican politician on the national 
stage subscribes to some version of creationism. Bobby Jindal. Mike Huckabee. 
Rick Santorum. Sarah Palin. Sam Brownback. Even Pat (retch) Buchanan. I could go 
on for a long time.</P> 
<P>I guarantee McLeroy is a Republican.</P> 
<P>This is a huge problem for the GOP, and definitely one of several reasons why 
they're losing elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652324 32666 171 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:08:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/6652312" target=_blank>#162</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Not the least bit surprised to find you defending this. You've lied 
repeatedly at LGF in evolution threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652360 32666 200 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:17:35pm  
 
<P>Notice how "Spar Kling" casually throws in the "aborted babies" line.</P> 
<P>Not accidental.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652427 32666 260 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:30:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6652391" target=_blank>#228</A> 
spacejesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ha! got him! look look</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been quote-mined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652457 32666 284 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:37:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/6652443" target=_blank>#271</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't suppose anyone here has read <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0465046762/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Republican War on Science</A> . Maybe I'll pick it 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just bought it for my Kindle, and the resulting "suggestions" page included 
a whole bunch of moonbats, including Naomi Klein.</P> 
<P>Man, am I ever stuck in the middle on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652472 32666 297 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 6:40:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/6652462" target=_blank>#289</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ouch.</P> 
<P>/Of course, you <EM>might</EM> have suspected it was just the 
<EM>tiniest</EM> bit partisan from the title.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read stuff from both sides of the aisle, and always have. But it seems that 
lately, the balance of moonbatedness is tipping toward the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652656 32666 454 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:20:50pm  
 
<P>Creationists are melting down all over the place tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652707 32666 494 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:33:13pm  
 
 
 
<P>That's four meltdowns so far tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652740 32666 523 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:41:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/6652722" target=_blank>#507</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where?I'm checking out spy off and on and don't see much going on but the 
usual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ben Stein thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652784 32666 560 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 7:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/6652758" target=_blank>#538</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Omigosh, they are still salting that? They are 
indefatigable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They seem to think they can get away with posting an insult-filled 
farewell message in a dead thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652852 32666 616 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:06:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/6652767" target=_blank>#545</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Poor grenma only got 11 comments before she passed away.//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty sure that creationist troll was male. 'Grenma' is a Hungarian 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652889 32666 645 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:15:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/619/6652857" target=_blank>#619</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the standard procedure for determining the gender of a troll 
nowadays?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Lift 'em, split 'em, and peek. Goggles and nose plugs 
optional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653033 32666 707 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:03:13pm  
 
<P>Ah, there's our first down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06654352 32666 721 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:28:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/6653324" target=_blank>#714</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>I see you're still at it, trying to spin and distort to promote your 
creationist beliefs. You're a perfect example of exactly the kind of dishonesty 
we see in the article above, because you've lied repeatedly at LGF, and you're 
still doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06654438 32666 722 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:49:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/715/6653419" target=_blank>#715</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, I'm not sure your claim is factual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, your attempt to throw AGW into the discussion is just a red 
herring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what "Spar Kling" is reduced to, after he failed in his numerous 
attempts to spread pseudo-science, lie about his "degree in science," and claim 
to have a list of peer-reviewed papers on intelligent design that he never 
produced. Now he just pops in to throw out red herrings, like climate change and 
abortion, and make ridiculous unsupported statements like the one you pointed 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655732 32666 726 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 11:59:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/724/6655611" target=_blank>#724</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...there is evidence that falsifies the theory of evolution (which has been 
rationalized).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there is not, and you can't produce it. Just another lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652976 32667 17 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:43:20pm  
 
<P>Five creationist hate mails so far today. We're working on a 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06652997 32667 26 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:49:50pm  
 
<P>Nothing worth posting - just the usual insults and promises never to visit 
LGF again because I've proved I'm an atheist, I've lost my focus, I hate 



Christians, they're praying for me to come to my senses and accept creationism, 
etc., etc.</P> 
<P>The usual. No death threats today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653005 32667 31 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:52:24pm  
 
<P>None of these people who email seem to be at all concerned about the lies and 
deceptions practiced by their creationist pals. I'm the bad guy for refusing to 
be lied to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653006 32667 32 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 8:52:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/6653001" target=_blank>#28</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've had death threats from so-called Christians about 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653041 32667 55 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:05:46pm  
 
<P>By tomorrow morning, I'm expecting two more hate mails, and at least one 
comment posted by a sleeper telling me to stop writing about creationism and 
calling me "obsessed."</P> 
<P>It's pretty consistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653049 32667 63 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:08:00pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah ... and at least one email from a blocked commenter, saying: "Hey! 
Why did you ban me just for calling you a satanic atheist who's doomed to burn 
in hell?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653057 32667 70 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:09:16pm  
 
<P>In the Ben Stein thread today, I was called "paranoid" and compared to 
antisemites promoting the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653060 32667 73 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:10:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6653052" target=_blank>#66</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You think I'm kidding...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653081 32667 90 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:14:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6653071" target=_blank>#83</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes you were, and don't forget "arrogant".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then he just couldn't seem to understand why that might be 
offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06653100 32667 106 Charles Wed, Feb 4, 2009 9:20:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/6653091" target=_blank>#98</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The e-mails and the people who sneak in here to post creationist bullshit on 
the evolution threads must be very trying, very aggravating and if they are 
threatening, maybe even scary.</P> 
<P>But Charles you know you are doing the right thing.</P> 
<P>If the anti-science bunch "takes over" the political party that represents 
the conservatives in this country, then the rest of us who are conservatives 
(not necessarily you or others here, but people like me) are lost. We will have 
nowhere to turn for representation of those things we think are important. And 
the Republican Party will indeed begin to lose elections.</P> 
<P>They must be exposed. And you are doing it. I wasn't certain for awhile how 
big of an issue it was, and I am finding that it is indeed a bigger problem than 
I knew. And so this must be exposed, so that people like me, who were unaware, 
can be made aware and possibly to avoid a complete fanatical takeover of the 
Republican party.</P> 
<P>I haven't said this as elegantly or eloquently as I wanted to, but you get 
the drift.</P> 
<P>Please keep up the good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - I appreciate the support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06654606 32669 86 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:22:04am  
 
<P>The Discovery Institute's David Klinghoffer is attacking me today -- the link 
is in our referrers if you want to see it. (There's very little traffic coming 
from it.) I may respond later today; it's the usual misdirection and 
dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06654669 32669 134 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:32:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6654630" target=_blank>#106</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why you?I mean, there are just scads and scads of people claiming they are 
leaving and never coming back here . . . obviously you're no threat . . 
./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's responding to this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32605_Discovery_Institute_in_JPost
-_Darwin_Led_to_Hitler" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06655682 32674 43 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 11:50:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6655657" target=_blank>#24</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<P>Yes, it's the mosque at the Al-Azhar University, supposedly one of the 
highest learning centers of Sunni Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656241 32676 7 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 1:08:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6656233" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the Disco Institute is [laning to do a series of articles on LGF. 
The first in the series didn't have much substance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw it. It was pathetic - Klinghoffer didn't respond to a single 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656293 32676 30 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 1:15:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6656258" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he has another article planed for tomorrow. Maybe that one will be 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doubtful. The whole purpose of the Discovery Institute is to spread 
dishonesty, and they're unable to respond in any substantial way. Expect more ad 
hominem attacks and more misdirection.</P> 
<P>I got a kick out of Klinghoffer's amateur psycho-analysis, though; 
apparently, I'm backing Darwin because I think only "materialistic secularism" 
can fight against radical Islam. He's a mind-reader too!</P> 
<P>Never mind that I was posting on the subject of evolution and creationism 
long before 9/11.</P> 
<P>I was going to respond but it's not worth it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656346 32676 69 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 1:24:46pm  
 
<P>Kook site of the day:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.geocentricity.com/" 
target=_blank>www.geocentricity.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're promoting "Biblical Astronomy," which proves that everything in the 
universe revolves around the Earth.</P> 
<P>Copernicus led to Hitler!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656419 32676 121 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 1:33:32pm  
 
<P>For a taste of the kind of sleazy misdirection the Discovery Institute trades 
in, here's Klinghoffer's response to my point that the Nazis banned Charles 
Darwin's books:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might as well link DI with Hitlerism because, as Johnson points out, a 
1935 set of guidelines for banning books, published in a Nazi library journal, 
included “Writings of a philosophical and social nature whose content deals with 
the false scientific enlightenment of primitive Darwinism and Monism (Häckel).” 
So you see, one Nazi organ was actually critical of Darwin. The Discovery 
Institute is critical of Darwin. It follows by the rigorous standards of 
argumentation which LGF applies in these matters that DI is in bed not only with 
Islamists but with Nazis — or, anyway, Nazi librarians!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh, OK. Now how about dealing with the fact that the Nazis banned Darwin's 
books?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656512 32676 194 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 1:47:16pm  
 
<P>I like pi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656607 32676 270 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:00:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6656584" target=_blank>#249</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought evolutionary theory couldn't explain anything... How are they able 
to determine the biology of the snake and the environment it lived it from just 
a skeleton?</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're just lying again, those scientists. Always trying to trick 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656738 32676 380 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:21:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/6656643" target=_blank>#301</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are these articles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/02/the_strange_case_of_little_gre.html" 
target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656828 32676 453 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:38:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/6656780" target=_blank>#414</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given what follows, that seems to be an admission that DI <STRONG>is</STRONG> 
a challenge to secularism, does it not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute shills are always doing that. They want to fool you 
into thinking they're not promoting religion, but they ARE -- and they just 
can't seem to keep their stories straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656830 32676 455 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/6656819" target=_blank>#445</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The shoe craze continues...RAW--Shoe Hurled at Israeli Ambassador in 
Stockholm</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, it's all fun and games. Until somebody loses an eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656900 32676 511 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:51:57pm  



 
<P>Just had another creationist meltdown in the 'Morphed' 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656907 32676 517 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:53:50pm  
 
<P>If anyone ever throws a shoe at me, they're going to eat it. Without 
mustard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656937 32676 542 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 2:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/6656922" target=_blank>#529</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.parktool.com/parktoolgear/bigpicture.asp?picture=spr_SW-
shirt-front_002_2008115_17840.jpg" target=_blank>"It's all fun and games until 
somebody strips a nipple."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, wrenchwench! Is there a trick to stopping disc brakes from squealing? My 
cheapo Schwinn Voyageur has been getting very annoying lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06656979 32676 574 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/6656971" target=_blank>#568</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little grease?/ ;-P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some reason, putting grease on brakes doesn't sound like a great 
idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657013 32676 602 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/6656956" target=_blank>#556</A> 
scottishbuzzsaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cracker-crusaderThis user is blocked.Karma: -10Registered since: Apr 15, 2006 
at 1:06 pm</P> 
<P>No. of comments posted: 198No. of links posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. He said I was out of my depth and didn't understand what a scientific 
debate was all about, then proceeded to tell me to "bugger off" and "rot in 
hell," and informed me I was just like a mullah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657057 32676 641 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:19:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/6656982" target=_blank>#577</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try these in order, until something works:</P> 
<P>1) Clean everything with rubbing alcohol</P> 
<P>2) Change the brake pads</P> 
<P>3) Change the brakes</P> 
<P>4) Change the bike</P> 
<P>/kinda sarc on those last two</P> 



<P>If the brake pads have been contaminated, they have to be changed. There are 
pads made with different compounds. The ones that stop you the fastest are most 
likely to make noise. There's supposed to be some "magic" spray that quiets them 
every time, but I haven't found it yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - I'll try cleaning. I've been wiping them down, but without rubbing 
alcohol. I haven't ridden it so much that the pads should need to be changed 
yet, but if cleaning doesn't work I'll try that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657107 32676 674 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:33:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/658/6657081" target=_blank>#658</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I found the "magic" spray: <A 
href="http://www.swissstop.ch/SwissStopSilencer.aspx" target=_blank>Disc Brake 
Silencer.</A> And here's <A 
href="http://www.helvetiasports.com/HSP/dealers.aspx" target=_blank>a list of 
distributors</A> for that brand (but not necessarily that product). If you find 
it and try it, let me know whether it is satisfactory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, thanks. I'll check it out. Looks like the only North America 
distributor is in Canada so it may be hard to find...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657117 32676 682 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/6657105" target=_blank>#673</A> jcw46</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused. The voyageurs I've looked up on the web don't have disc brakes. 
what am I missing here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.performancebike.com/shop/Profile.cfm?SKU=26450&amp;item=30-
1273&amp;slitrk=schamp&amp;slisearch=true" 
target=_blank>www.performancebike.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657127 32676 687 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:38:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/6657111" target=_blank>#677</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll find several brands at any parts store, it works just fine. As a bit 
of triva, I just used it last week on the first American car to have disk 
brakes, a 1963 Studebaker Avanti.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I've been reading, it's a bad idea to use automotive anti-squeal 
sprays on bike disc brakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657136 32676 694 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/6657124" target=_blank>#685</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scroll down, there are a bunch of California retailers 
listed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah! Missed that. Looks like Helen's Cycles in LA carries it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06657162 32676 716 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:46:49pm  
 
<P>We got our first down-dinger on this thread!</P> 
<P>Why do they hate pregnant whales?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658025 32676 777 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:16:00pm  
 
<P>ploome: you've been here for a long time, and posted a lot of valuable 
comments, but you really need to start thinking more carefully before posting. 
You've been crossing the line too much lately. I don't want this kind of stuff 
at my site, and I'm tired of taking the blame for people who post angry crap 
without thinking. Please get a grip before I have to block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657225 32677 15 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 3:59:34pm  
 
<P>Israpundit comes out strongly in favor of the neo-Nazi British National 
Party:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.israpundit.com/2008/?p=9012" 
target=_blank>www.israpundit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657257 32677 37 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 4:04:06pm  
 
<P>I've removed Israpundit from our blogroll, and blocked the site from being 
submitted to our spinoff links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657487 32677 240 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 4:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6657296" target=_blank>#68</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They went from being pro-Israel to outright racist creeps. 
Sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657542 32677 293 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 4:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/6657516" target=_blank>#269</A> rumcrook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>its kind of disapointing that many people have started to think they have to 
tie themselves at the hip to nazis in order to fight radical islam.</P> 
<P>they will end up goosestepped over by one side or the 
other...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people are complete morons. It's not even that the fascists will turn 
on them -- they will, of course -- but they're turning themselves into something 
no decent person will want to be associated with. They think they're making 
alliances of necessity, when what they're really doing is turning the so-called 
'anti-jihad movement' into a laughable, racist pile of shit.</P> 
<P>I'm utterly disgusted with all of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657565 32677 316 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 4:56:11pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/6657558" target=_blank>#309</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah yeah, Charles, shoulda thanked you before. I've already thanked you for 
your principled and intelligent stands on Intelligent Design, but this stand of 
yours of "NO Facists In MY Foxhole" is if anything potentially more 
important.Thank you AGAIN for all that you're doing Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the support, real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657670 32677 413 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:20:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6657639" target=_blank>#386</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<P>Ugh.</P> 
<P>Rick Perry is the one who appointed young earth creationist Don McLeroy to 
the Texas State Board of Education. He's in the pocket of the Discovery 
Institute and the religious far-right.</P> 
<P>And Sarah Palin is endorsing him. Isn't that lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657692 32677 434 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:27:35pm  
 
<P>By the way, tfk:</P> 
<P>Please do not post any more links to NumbersUSA at my site. I don't know if 
you're aware of their background and connections to white supremacists, but <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/nativist_lobby.jsp" target=_blank>here are 
the ugly details</A>.</P> 
<P>The same goes for the Minutemen, whose members have appeared on the neo-Nazi 
Political Cesspool radio show.</P> 
<P>From now on, I'm deleting any links to these groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657757 32677 496 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:39:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/6657741" target=_blank>#481</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not bating, hommie it's a question... I kinda like grassfire, do they 
have any questionable associations?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know anything about them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657814 32678 26 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:47:32pm  
 
<P>He's sensed the people's deep frustrations.</P> 
<P>Why do Democrats always talk like this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657843 32678 51 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:50:32pm  
 
<P>I'm almost ready to completely resign from politics. I don't want anything to 
do with any of these people, Democrats or Republicans. Our political system 
stinks to high heaven, from all sides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657898 32678 100 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 5:56:21pm  



 
<P>OK, I washed my face, had a glass of wine, and I'm feeling a little 
better.</P> 
<P>And our political system still reeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06657932 32678 131 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:00:07pm  
 
<P>And now all these Democrats will go and eat the best food, drink the best 
liquor, and drift off to sleep in luxurious suites.</P> 
<P>Just like the Republicans are doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658119 32678 299 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:30:52pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to tolerate 'revolution' talk at LGF. Continue, and you will 
lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658133 32678 312 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:32:38pm  
 
<P>'sagamoregal' is out of here after that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658213 32678 390 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:46:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/6658189" target=_blank>#367</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<P>Who cares if they don't label "extremist Muslim groups?"</P> 
<P>Deal with the facts they post. There are white supremacist groups posing as 
"Republicans," and the SPLC is keeping track of them. They may be leftists, they 
may be liberals, but they're not wrong on this. There ARE hate groups in 
America, and a lot of them are on the "conservative" side.</P> 
<P>When the Tanton groups appear on neo-Nazi radio shows, we should all condemn 
them, not make excuses. Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658284 32678 458 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 6:57:33pm  
 
<P>People. Get a grip. I know you've been hearing a lot of propaganda that tells 
you not to listen to the SPLC, but the John Tanton groups ARE linked to neo-
Nazis and white supremacists. In the real world.</P> 
<P>The SPLC is not wrong. I don't link to them without checking their 
claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658335 32678 506 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 7:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/6658317" target=_blank>#488</A> 
MANDYMANNERS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any connections between them and VB? BNP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the racialists led by Marcus Epstein and Pat Buchanan's Taft Club are 
the main US promoters of allying with the Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658494 32678 659 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 7:25:16pm  



 
<P>The stimulus bill is going to pass. Probably tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658545 32678 709 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 7:32:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/6658511" target=_blank>#675</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why do you think so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's Friday tomorrow, and the politicians we've elected know that 
they can get almost anything over on the American public if they do it on the 
weekend.</P> 
<P>They'll argue and debate all day, then pass it right before they close for 
the weekend. Bam. Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658565 32678 727 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 7:34:27pm  
 
<P>The Republicans are going to sign off on this bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658766 32679 28 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6658762" target=_blank>#26</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They literally are trying to demonize science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. Demonizing science is one of the main goals of the Wedge 
Strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658775 32679 35 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:12:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6658768" target=_blank>#29</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you do know that they are obsessed with this site over at the Disco 
Institute. <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/02/the_strange_case_of_little_gre.html" 
target=_blank>The Strange Case of Little Green Footballs</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, they're obsessed. It's so boring. Why do they hate lizards? I'll pray 
for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658784 32679 42 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:14:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6658772" target=_blank>#32</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I’m certainly no fan of the creationists, but I don’t understand why this is 
a huge problem for the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When creationists are given space for their deceptive garbage in every major 
conservative outlet, and when nearly every major conservative politician toes 
the creationist line, I have no hesitation at all about calling this a major 
problem for the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658801 32679 57 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:17:31pm  



 
<P>You can expect to see Discovery Institute shills pop up in the National 
Review in the next few days too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658821 32679 75 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:21:42pm  
 
<P>Young earth creationist propaganda in US News and World Report:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.usnews.com/articles/opinion/2009/02/02/where-
evolution-has-gaps-creation-might-offer-answers—if-we-will-listen.html" 
target=_blank>www.usnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658824 32679 78 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:22:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6658814" target=_blank>#69</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will NRO challenge them?</P> 
<P>BTW, what was Buckley's take on it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buckley was a creationist, I'm sorry to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658834 32679 86 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:23:47pm  
 
<P>The only NRO writer who stands against creationism is 
Derbyshire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658844 32679 94 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:25:44pm  
 
<P>This is one of the reasons why the GOP lost big in the last two elections -- 
the religious far-right has become a dominant force in the 
party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658930 32679 172 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:42:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6658902" target=_blank>#146</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes, i would agree. I think most GOP politicians treat the creationists just 
like the Dems treat the African-American community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're completely wrong. Major Republican politicians who are 
creationists:</P> 
<P>Mike HuckabeeSarah PalinBobby JindalSam BrownbackRick PerryRick Santorum</P> 
<P>and on and on. It's hard to find a GOP politician who is NOT a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658949 32679 190 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6658942" target=_blank>#183</A> drmark</EM></P> 
<P>Why are you posting a link to a kook site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06658959 32679 200 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 8:49:38pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6658942" target=_blank>#183</A> drmark</EM></P> 
<P>Never mind. You apparently think you can just dump that crap here and run 
away. Your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659024 32679 260 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:09:55pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6658984" target=_blank>#224</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dammit! How are we supposed to play whack-a-mole if the moles won't show 
up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. They'll show up.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6658989" target=_blank>#229</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Fred Thompson rejected evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thompson has made several statements supporting the "teach the controversy" 
creationist position.</P> 
<P>The bottom line is that the religious far-right has so much influence in 
today's GOP that almost every Republican politician pays lip service to 
creationism.</P> 
<P>Rudy Giuliani didn't. And look what happened to him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659035 32679 271 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:12:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/6659018" target=_blank>#256</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did i miss in the Buckley piece? I see no rejection of 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're talking about this article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=NzE4YThhMmRjZGM2NDIyNmY4Yjk0ZDdhZGVlZ
jFhMWY=" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The whole thing rejects the theory of evolution. Didn't you notice that 
Buckley heaps scorn on Charles Darwin throughout? Starting with the 
title?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659039 32679 274 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:14:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/6659036" target=_blank>#272</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beg your pardon but, Giuliani did not fight for the 
nomination!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he didn't fight for it because he got the message that he didn't have a 
chance.</P> 
<P>Creationism wasn't the only factor, but it was one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659044 32679 278 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:17:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/6659043" target=_blank>#277</A> 
screaming_eagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guns and Abortion were the two that drew the most attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. He was a bad bad Republican, and he was punished.</P> 
<P>And now we have Barack Obama as President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659063 32679 293 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:22:30pm  
 
<P>From the Alaska GOP <A 
href="http://www.alaskarepublicans.com/PartyPlatform.aspx" target=_blank>Party 
Platform</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>E. We support teaching various models and theories for the origins of life 
and our universe, including Creation Science or Intelligent Design. If evolution 
outside a species (macro-evolution) is taught, evidence disputing the theory 
should also be presented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659077 32679 306 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:26:19pm  
 
<P>Many (if not most) GOP state platforms explicitly endorse 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659095 32679 323 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:32:01pm  
 
<P>Here we go again. Science leads to killing people, and evolution = 
atheism.</P> 
<P>It never fails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659112 32679 338 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:35:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/6659094" target=_blank>#322</A> Miles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bring on your negative comments, but I'll have to disagree with the whole 
anti-Christian (AKA, anti-moral) agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NO anti-Christian agenda here. Being against pseudo-science does not 
equal being against Christianity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659125 32679 351 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:39:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/6659120" target=_blank>#346</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People have been shooting each other for a long time.Prayer or no prayer 
doesn't have much to do with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't you learn that in history class? Before Charles Darwin, the Earth was 
a paradise full of happy dancing bunnies, and no one ever killed 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659174 32679 397 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:53:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/6659136" target=_blank>#362</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't help being suspicious of someone who wears a cross as big as hers. If 
she's not an actual creationist, then she's a panderer.</P> 
<P>I don't fault a person for simply having a meltdown, or even for swearing, 
but to carry on like <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3lCfHtaR30" 
target=_blank>this</A> with that big Jesus dangling around her neck causes mild 
cognitive dissonance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ann Coulter is absolutely a creationist. There's a whole chapter in "Godless" 
dedicated to promoting the Discovery Institute line, and viciously attacking 
Judge John E. Jones for his decision in the Dover case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06659188 32679 411 Charles Thu, Feb 5, 2009 9:58:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6659074" target=_blank>#303</A> 
gulfloafer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty new to your site and I was wondering what your position is on this 
whole creationist/Darwin thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What kind of game are you playing? You've been registered since May 2008 and 
you've been posting comments the whole time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06660701 32679 632 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 9:26:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/6660491" target=_blank>#628</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point was before you went on about things I never posted was that only a 
small majority of people in the GOP are falling for ID being taught along with 
evolution and this is not a major problem for the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When three of the Republican candidates for President openly reject the 
theory of evolution, yes, we have a HUGE problem.</P> 
<P>And you're a creationist. So why are you trying to downplay 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06660800 32679 637 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 9:42:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/6660775" target=_blank>#635</A> 
amateurpundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The clear testimony of MY senses is that no convicing proofs have been 
offered, the "known" laws of the physical universe includes plenty of laws that 
argues against evolutionary theory...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06660832 32679 638 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 9:46:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/6660794" target=_blank>#636</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in god but I am not a creationist. It amazes me how you could ever 
come up with that opinion. In no post have I ever agreed with ID being taught as 
a science and have always believed in evolution...that's a no brainer. You all 



are alienating a lot of good conservative value holding people in this forum 
when this irrational defense mode kicks in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I was fooled into thinking you were a creationist by your numerous 
comments defending creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06660885 32679 639 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 9:51:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/6660722" target=_blank>#634</A> Euler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Firing a scientist for lamenting the misuse of Darwin's theory in social 
policy is one thing. But attacking a "scientist" for cooking up a bowl of crap 
and serving it up as biology is quite another.</P> 
<P>A bowl of politically motivated crap always has the same stink, whoever the 
chef, be it is the Catholic church serving up heliocentrism, the Soviets serving 
up Lysenkoism, or West serving up his particular bowl of crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good post, but don't believe these people when they complain that scientists 
are being fired for "questioning Darwinism." In every case, this claim has been 
proven false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661094 32679 642 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 10:16:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/6660983" target=_blank>#640</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess something was missed during the presidential election because not 
believing in evolution was something I did not hear McCain or Palin ever say. 
They both did say they believed in God. Maybe that is the cause for so much 
animosity towards some in this blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you believe that no one sees what you're doing here. This has nothing 
to do with "believing in God," and you're very well aware of that. I've posted 
this over and over and over.</P> 
<P>It's a very common tactic of creationists to try to conflate accepting the 
theory of evolution and hostility toward people of faith. There is no such 
hostility here, and your deceptive tactic is just that -- a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661208 32679 644 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 10:29:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/6661198" target=_blank>#643</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm...interesting I did not know I was trying to do anything but state my 
beliefs. If you do not believe there is hostility to anyone who uses the word 
god in here you might need to reread quite a few hundred posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point out one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661255 32679 646 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 10:34:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/645/6661222" target=_blank>#645</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles already posted a thread on this program several months ago. It's a 
re-run. Excellent show, BTW, and available on line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can watch the whole show in this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30551_The_Defeat_of_Intelligent_De
sign_in_Pennsylvania" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>It's very well done. Totally enraged the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661360 32679 647 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 10:46:10am  
 
<P>What's taking so long, 'scorch'? Surely if there are "hundreds" of posts 
attacking "anyone who uses the word god," it ought to be pretty easy to point 
out just one of them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661502 32679 650 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 11:08:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/6661441" target=_blank>#648</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post #12 in this thread alone is a good example even though I really cannot 
see how the comments of that post relate to the discussion on ID being taught as 
a science or evolution but more as one persons rant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? This is post #12:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any system of belief that requires of its adherents that they deny the clear 
testimony of their senses, the known laws of the physical universe, and rules of 
logical reasoning, is indistinguishable from paranoid schizophrenia, 
hallucinogenic intoxication, and/or belief that the Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion is a useful, if incomplete, guide to late 19th and early 20th century 
political philosophy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How exactly does this attack "anyone who uses the word god?" Are you going to 
try to defend denying the evidence of your senses and denying the known laws of 
the physical universe?</P> 
<P>You do understand that people who post comments here have their own opinions 
and outlooks, right? Sure, if you dig through the comments for these threads, 
you'll find a few -- very few -- that are hostile to religion. But the VAST 
majority are not, and you know it. For every post you might find that supports 
your complaint, I can come up with hundreds, if not thousands, that explicitly 
show respect for people of faith, including mine. I have never posted a single 
article or comment that attacked people of faith simply for believing in God, 
and again... you know this.</P> 
<P>This constant thin-skinned whining about "anyone who believes in God" being 
attacked is tedious, and it's a false argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664173 32679 676 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 5:05:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/6662356" target=_blank>#668</A> tremblur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I read here against fellow conservatives who believe in a Creator is ad 
hominem attacks and straw man arguments that have nothing to do with whether 
macroevolution ever actually happened.I don't read too much that let's me know 
that people understand the Creationist viewpoint or the ID viewpoint. A lot of 
"propaganda" and "nonsense" name calling though, not a lot of debate.But I guess 
that's the point of the blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely false.</P> 
<P>I have posted dozens of articles full of evidence, arguments, and scientific 
research backing up the theory of evolution, and also dozens of articles showing 
the dishonesty and irrationality of the Discovery Institute and their 
creationist fellow travelers. And there have been over 100,000 comments debating 
and arguing over these points.</P> 
<P>The key part of your comment is this:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't read too much ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661831 32685 2 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 11:57:05am  
 
<P>This statement by Ann Coulter ranks as one of the most willfully ignorant 
comments about evolution I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661890 32685 35 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6661867" target=_blank>#22</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So many species, so few links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense.</P> 
<P>A very incomplete list of transitional fossils:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_transitional_fossils" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661904 32685 44 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:05:36pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter is speaking at CPAC this year, along with Ron 
Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06661975 32685 98 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6661952" target=_blank>#79</A> notutopia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UGH! Who was on the speakers selection committee for CPAC?Are you attending 
and speaking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I prefer to keep my independence from events like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662004 32685 123 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:19:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6661966" target=_blank>#90</A> 
thefallingman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the ultimate problem here is how strongly the evolution is tied to 
atheism in the minds of most people. Really, hard-core atheists are to blame for 
that because they push so hard to teach evolution and then want to shove all 
religious expression into the cellar. It makes people assume that the one goes 
hand in hand with the other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't agree. The top fundamentalist preachers across America daily tell 
their congregations that evolution = atheism. This is far more influential than 
Richard Dawkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662083 32685 193 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6661969" target=_blank>#93</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Probably. Pretty much all of the Republicans are creationists. It's pretty 
much a requirement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you mean "almost all Republican politicians," right?</P> 
<P>Even though everyone's bashing Killgore for this, he's right. It's difficult 
to find a Republican politician who isn't anti-evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662128 32685 231 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:30:33pm  
 
<P>Creationist meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662211 32685 303 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:40:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/6662209" target=_blank>#301</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mostly incomplete. Human section is essentially blank. hmmm... I need more 
scientific data to reach any conclusions about this matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. You're just waiting for more evidence.</P> 
<P>Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662299 32685 381 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 12:51:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6662280" target=_blank>#365</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, there are also gobs and gobs of evidence that disconfirm 
evolutionary theory as it pertians to man, and probably many slow-breeding 
animals as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like what? Show me some of these "gobs and gobs of evidence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662409 32685 474 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:03:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/6662368" target=_blank>#437</A> lobo91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an open thread in name only. Or have you not been reading?</P> 
<P>I make a point of avoiding creationism threads, because they ultimately just 
turn into Catholic or Republican bashing threads, and I'm just not interested in 
going there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would anyone "bash" Catholics on this subject, when Pope Benedict has 
explicitly said the theory of evolution doesn't conflict with Catholicism?</P> 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662434 32685 499 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:05:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6662414" target=_blank>#479</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you name of few of the transitional types that you and I came from? Not 
separate species, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Transitional fossils leading to Homo Sapiens:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-transitional/part2a.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'll take a wild guess, and predict that you'll dismiss all of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06662498 32685 558 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/6662487" target=_blank>#547</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is integral to Darwin's theory of natural selection, a theory which 
purportedly applies to every species, that behaviors that hinder an organizism's 
ability to compete for survival or reproduction be ruthlessly weeded out. If 
Darwin's theory of evolution were true, there would be in every species a 
constant and ruthless competition to survive. What ruthless thing have you done 
today to eat or breed? You see, human life isn't like that.</P> 
<P>In fact, human life contains altruism, alcohol, anal intercourse, abortion 
and other behaviors that shorten lives or lessen the number of children people 
have, and that is just the A's. These behaviors have not been ruthlessly weeded 
out, and some are in fact on the increase. This is the inexplicable that you 
guys "forget". Darwin is fine for pines and cod, but not for me. The bottle of 
MacCallan at my desk disproves Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of this is evidence. It's all your opinion.</P> 
<P>You claimed there were "gobs and gobs of evidence" disproving evolution. 
Where is it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662514 32685 572 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:16:25pm  
 
<P>Atheism is tied to evolution in the minds of many fundamentalist Christians 
because they are taught this from the time they're little children. It has 
almost nothing to do with the hardcore atheism of people like Richard 
Dawkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662598 32685 650 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:31:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6662571" target=_blank>#624</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the "hardcore"--which is to say, often angry and barely restrained--
atheism of people like Richard Dawkins does absolutely nothing to reassure or 
convince such Christians that evolution is <STRONG>not</STRONG> tied to atheism. 
Indeed, it confirms them in that belief, inaccurate though it may be--as does 
the gleeful celebration of that atheism by such people's partisans.</P> 
<P>Which means that if the objective is to make people understand that evolution 
is <STRONG>not</STRONG> "tied to atheism" (with all that is taken to imply), 
then the "hardcore" atheists who clearly gain at least as much pleasure from 
insulting other people's beliefs as they do from any scientific endeavors need 
to be sat on a little--and need to learn how to phrase their arguments to reach 
rather than offend an audience. If, on the other hand, the objective is merely 
to gain a quick jazz by subjecting people to ridicule, they can carry on as they 
have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no fan of Dawkins' approach. But it's silly to claim that people like 
Richard Dawkins are as much to blame for creationist beliefs as the non-stop 
indoctrination that takes place in fundamentalist churches. Most creationists 
haven't even read a word of Dawkins' work; if they've heard of him at all, it's 
because their preacher used him as an example of the horrors of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662624 32685 676 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 1:34:59pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/653/6662601" target=_blank>#653</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I gave you evidence. Anal intercourse, abortion, altruism, or 
beastiality. All are things that need to be ruthlessly weeded out by natural 
selection but have not been. Why? Because human life is nothing like the life of 
a bacterium or a weasel (unless you are leftist). Natural selection doesn't 
really apply to humans. It why we do not go around seeking to impregnate women 
with each sexual act and eat all we can and fight for territory. The very notion 
of property is anti-Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Abortion?" A medical procedure is evidence against evolution? And "anal 
intercourse?" You're joking, right?</P> 
<P>None of that is evidence. It's all your opinion. Where are the "gobs and 
gobs" of evidence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662918 32685 885 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 2:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/879/6662902" target=_blank>#879</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I work, so I don't have time to answer in detail.</P> 
<P>1) Natural selection makes no distinction between activities or structures 
than enhance or detract from survival and reproduction.</P> 
<P>2) Since humans freely choose to do things that impede the process of their 
own genes surviving, it cannot be said that natural selection works in the same 
way as it works for other species. What other species gives up their own power 
to reproduce? What other species kills in the womb perfectly fit members of 
their species (after birth, there are plenty of examples)? What other species 
engages in sexual acts that cannot bring about reproduction? What other species 
shares food with weaker members?</P> 
<P>3) What are the above examples of? Unfitness in Darwinian terms.</P> 
<P>4)Those who object that there may be an advantage to the species but not to 
the individual do not understand Darwinian theory. Species are FORMED by the 
accumulation of individual variations. Species do not cooperate to preserve the 
existing genetic types. To do so is putting those types outside of the 
productive/destructive process of natural selection. Therefore, if this is what 
we are doing, it is done as a bulwark AGAINST natural selection, not as a part 
of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of that is evidence. It's all your opinion. You claimed to know of "gobs 
and gobs" of evidence, and all you're coming up with are opinions.</P> 
<P>Where's the evidence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664899 32685 1050 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:46:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1038/6664559" target=_blank>#1038</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a smart guy Charles, you have trouble following an argument. I believe 
examples to BE evidence. Apparently you do not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Evidence" means facts.</P> 
<P>Not the opinions of creationists.</P> 
<P>If you had actually made an evidence-based argument, I'd respond to it. But 
all you're doing is spewing pathetic, long-discredited creationist talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665005 32685 1054 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:58:41pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1053/6664990" target=_blank>#1053</A> 
Haverwilde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if you are using the term define it first. At least we can then argue 
about something specific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665332 32685 1074 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 7:45:37pm  
 
<P>The creationists are working in shifts.</P> 
<P>Oh, but I forgot. They're not creationists. Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665420 32685 1085 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:02:59pm  
 
<P>After countless hours spent trying to talk sense to creationists, I speak 
from experience when I say: you folks are doing a great job refuting the stupid 
points made by 'Cato,' but don't expect fanatics like this to ever become 
rational. They're true believers, in the sense that there is absolutely nothing 
you can show them that will change their minds.</P> 
<P>You're not wasting your time; there are some people whose minds are still 
open on this subject, and there's a chance that they might come around. You 
won't see them comment here, and they may not ever make it known, but the seeds 
are planted.</P> 
<P>But the ones who spend hours spewing talking points and vitriol -- they're 
lost to reason, and you're never going to get anything rational out of them.</P> 
<P>And many of them know exactly what they're doing. They're practicing <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apologetics" target=_blank>apologetics</A>, 
and they have no intention of really considering your arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665477 32685 1094 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1090/6665466" target=_blank>#1090</A> 
sprucepinehollow</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go with the 'irreducible complexity' sham again.</P> 
<P>They're relentless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665495 32685 1101 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1087/6665435" target=_blank>#1087</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You two can't get over that I am unconvinced of evolutionary theory in some 
contexts, yet not a creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe you're being honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665541 32685 1109 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:28:49pm  
 
<P>I have the distinct feeling that we're approaching a "burn in hell!" 
moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665606 32685 1124 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:40:53pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1114/6665550" target=_blank>#1114</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you now have my email address. You can look me up on the internet in 
both my law firm and private equity group. With a name like that and an academic 
record like mine, do you really think I'm a creationist? Moreover, if you send 
me your address, I will have Amazon send you a copy of David Stove's book, 
"Darwinian Fairytales". Read it and tell me it doesn't cause you to rethink your 
beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Stove? Ooohhkay. Believe it or not, I'm familiar with David Stove's 
work. Oddly enough, he's a favorite of the intelligent design crowd, and has no 
credibility whatsoever as a critic of evolution. He's a philosopher -- and 
regarded as an outlier and a renegade even in that discipline, completely 
unqualified to render scientific opinions.</P> 
<P>Your claims not to be a creationist are not smelling any better by 
recommending "Darwinian Fairytales."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665622 32685 1127 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1112/6665547" target=_blank>#1112</A> 
Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- I don't know if you've read 'Monkey Girl', but I hope I'm not over 
the line in saying I think it would make a great book thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an excellent book; have it on the Kindle. I may do a book thread with 
several books in that vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06665651 32685 1130 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 8:47:40pm  
 
<P>I'm always amused when people think I'm not aware of the issues surrounding 
the creationism/evolution wars. I've been following this topic for more than 20 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06662983 32687 27 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 2:18:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6662950" target=_blank>#11</A> jmdshort</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At first, I wondered what the heck was going on.</P> 
<P>However, after I read the article, I realized that this was the best/only 
thing that could be done. The Judge was ignoring Obama's order regarding ceasing 
all trials .. so the only way to comply was to drop the charges; with the intent 
of charging them again once the proceedings can start back up (they aren't 
releasing anyone).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the excuse, sure. How much do you want to bet that there won't be any 
more charges?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06663089 32687 92 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 2:30:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6663066" target=_blank>#79</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I'd take that bet. Either charges will be re-filed, or delaying 
tactics will keep this scumbag locked up anyway. Obama knows perfectly well that 



if he just lets the guy walk, he'll be handing the GOP a potent weapon to use in 
2010. He has no interest in seeing the bomber walk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we'll see. I wouldn't underestimate Obama's arrogance, though. It may 
seem logical that he wouldn't want to give his opponents ammunition, but hubris 
often trumps logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06663634 32687 537 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 3:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6663518" target=_blank>#434</A> laxmi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about your local Kwik-e Mart owner? We are trying to be more 
inclusive!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... if you're going to register a second account, don't you think you 
should let people know that you're also registered here under 'iLikeCandy'?</P> 
<P>You're not trying to fool people, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06663687 32687 583 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 3:53:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/6663668" target=_blank>#566</A> laxmi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's my roommate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, then. I asked because trolls do this all the time at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06663690 32687 585 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 3:53:39pm  
 
<P>I'll give her the benefit of the doubt, folks, until there's evidence to the 
contrary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664225 32688 68 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 5:12:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6664198" target=_blank>#48</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We were told that Palin was opposed to contraception, advocated teaching 
creationism in schools, and was inclined to ban books she disagreed with. She 
was described as a religious zealot, an anti-abortion extremist, a blind 
champion of abstinence-only sex education. She was said to have sought to make 
rape victims pay for their own medical exams, to have Alaska secede from the 
Union, and to get Pat Buchanan elected President. She was reported to believe 
that the Iraq war was mandated by God, that the end-times prophesied in the Book 
of Revelation were nearing and only Alaska would survive, and that global 
warming was purely a myth. None of this was true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh. Wait a minute.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin IS opposed to contraception, she did say she thought creationism 
should be taught in schools (and later took it back), she attended a hardcore 
Pentecostal church, she IS an abortion extremist (she advocates a constitutional 
amendment to ban abortions with NO exceptions), she did say that global warming 
was a myth, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>There were distortions of her viewpoints, true. But this summary of her 
positions is dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664237 32688 78 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 5:14:20pm  
 



<P>And by the way, I voted for McCain and Palin. But I don't like it when people 
try to blow smoke up my tuchis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664466 32688 259 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 5:49:29pm  
 
<P>I've noticed that when I don't announce open registration, we get a lot fewer 
hatchlings. It's been open all day, and only 29 so far.</P> 
<P>Two of them were previously banned. One of these previously banned users told 
me to block his account, he was sick and tired of my obsession with evolution, 
and it was time to move on. Gotta love it.</P> 
<P>I'm leaving both of these accounts open, but this is a heads-up to them -- 
you're not fooling me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664501 32688 286 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 5:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/6664485" target=_blank>#274</A> 
rightwinger3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rest of us haven't even noticed, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 200th anniversary of Charles Darwin's birth is coming up. I know it's a 
really unpopular opinion on the right, but I think the 200th anniversary of the 
birth of one of history's greatest scientific pioneers is 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664521 32688 304 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/6664518" target=_blank>#301</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Stimulus Update: Senate Bill $7.5 billion Higher Than House 
Version</STRONG></P> 
<P>Senate spending whores</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>$7.5 billion is chump change in the scope of this bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664532 32688 311 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:01:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/6664523" target=_blank>#306</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most fun regisistration was when Rancher for months tried to get in..It 
was so funny cause he would always be on the way home from work and just miss 
it..or be sleeping..He'd lurk and see we were begging him to sign up..It went on 
for like 2 months..best entertainment..and great laughs.right rancher?So I 
propose this..just an idea..If a long time lizard of good standing emails 
Charles with a suggestion for membership to LGF's.. and tells him this person 
would just rock as a lizard..I would hope Charles would email him/her a 
password...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've done that lots of times, but I don't want to advertise it and make a 
whole lot of work for myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664643 32688 410 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:18:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/6664588" target=_blank>#360</A> gringo69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WHEN AND WHERE DO WE RIOT?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lizards don't riot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06666016 32688 607 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 9:56:38pm  
 
<P>That's enough out of 'gringo69'. Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06664702 32689 1 Charles Fri, Feb 6, 2009 6:24:55pm  
 
<P>The world is in big trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667354 32690 238 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:37:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6667332" target=_blank>#237</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why Kay Bailey Hutchison is probably going to be the next governor of 
Texas. I like Rick Perry's fiscal conservatism but am troubled by his close ties 
to the fundamentalist types.</P> 
<P>For those who question the presence of a dentist on a state school board, two 
points. First, any local school board is made up of dentists, business people, 
doctors, lawyers, homemakers, etc., so why should a state board of education be 
different. Second, would you advocate that the state BOE be made up entirely of 
professional educators who have a large vested interest in the status quo and a 
reflexive tendency to back the teachers' unions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no problem with a dentist being on an education board. The problem 
with McLeroy isn't that he's a dentist -- it's that he's a young earth 
creationist. It's insane to put a fundamentalist fanatic in charge of the 
education of children.</P> 
<P>And McLeroy isn't the only creationist in that henhouse. He managed to get 
three more creationists, including two shills for the Discovery Institute, on 
the advisory board for science standards. It's an appalling 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667487 32690 247 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:08:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/6667407" target=_blank>#243</A> 
unclassifiable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an embarrassment to me as a Texan. I understand that the 
fundamentalist have always had some sort of control of the educational direction 
in Texas.</P> 
<P>Without speaking for you Charles, I think your point is that the U.S. 
vulnerable if we are going to outsource our scientific knowledge to other 
countries and promoting ID as scientific teaching is going in the wrong 
direction with regards to that risk.</P> 
<P>Maybe I missed it but maybe a clarification needs to be made vis-a-vis 
participation on this blog. It seems pretty clear to me that taking the position 
of "pro ID as science" is clearly oppositional to your position but are people 
who agree with the Creationist/ID/Young Earth ideology welcomed to post here or 
does their continual advancement of the "anti-scientific theocratic agenda" make 



it to untenable to count on them as allies against the current 
"idiotocracy"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists are welcome to post at LGF - but not when they melt down and 
start spewing insults. This is how lots of them end up losing their accounts - 
because when backed into a corner with logic, facts, and scientific evidence, 
many of them can't handle it and react with angry, hateful comments. "I'll pray 
for you as you burn in hell." That kind of stuff.</P> 
<P>The ones who are able to manage their anger may not lose their accounts, but 
they're often extremely deceptive, posting the same debunked arguments over and 
over; they'll refuse to acknowledge rebuttals, and just move on to the next 
talking point on their list. Many of these will also post scientific-sounding 
quotes and arguments, but when you see this it's a good idea to Google a key 
phrase from their posts -- because 90%+ of the time, it's lifted verbatim from a 
site like Answers in Genesis or Creation Science Ministries or one of the other 
fanatical creationism sites.</P> 
<P>Are they untenable as "allies?" If a person has creationist beliefs but 
doesn't want to force them on other people's children, I'd say they can 
certainly be allies. But unfortunately, it's in the nature of creationists to 
believe that they have the only true wisdom, and it's pretty rare to find one 
who honestly doesn't believe that everyone should toe their literalist line. And 
the problem is that they often lie about their intents and purposes - claim not 
to want to teach creationism in schools, for example, when they really do. Or 
claim that they're not creationists at all, while posting one creationist 
talking point after another.</P> 
<P>I'm less concerned with "allies" than I am with honest 
debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667514 32690 250 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:13:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/6667469" target=_blank>#245</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to be clear, I think McLeroy is an idiot. I'm a biologist and the whole 
creationism/ID thing drives me crazy. I believe this one issue alienates many 
people who might otherwise be political and economic 
conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it absolutely does alienate many people.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I have known a number of dentists/physicians who didn't believe in 
evolution. Without exception they were Christians of a fundamentalist stripe. 
I've never met anyone who questioned evolutionary theory on purely scientific 
grounds, without that religious background as a starting point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, yes ... the truth about creationism and "intelligent design" is that 
it's a purely religious agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667524 32690 253 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:15:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6667507" target=_blank>#249</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and the evolutionist melt downs? what of them? The vitirol and profanity has 
oft been spewed in my direction by more than a handful of the members here. I'm 
only pointing out that there is strong bias here, and certainly not an honest 
debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A strong bias? Yep. I'm strongly biased in favor of reality, and against 
fundamentalist fanatics who promote pseudo-science.</P> 



<P>I haven't seen any "evolutionist" (an offensive and stupid label, by the way) 
melt down in anything like the way the creationists do. Not even close. If you 
want to claim your martyrhood points, show me a comment that you think is an 
"evolutionist meltdown."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667564 32690 264 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:26:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6667477" target=_blank>#246</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a Texan (born and trained in Austin), I'm extremely proud of Rick Perry 
and Don McLeroy. I've met Don on several occasions and have the highest regard 
for the gentleman.</P> 
<P>As I said before, evolutionists need to be more forthcoming with the evidence 
that they claim to have - when they make referrals (as on this blog) to 
evolution being as clear and obvious as gravity, then it becomes even more 
obvious that the theory is a house of cards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why pretend that there's some magical "evidence" that will change your mind? 
It's obviously not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667622 32690 270 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:37:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/6667579" target=_blank>#268</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's correct - there is no magical "evidence" that will change my mind. But 
I'm not sure where you gathered that I was pretending. I'm not 
pretending.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, you are a piece of work. You just wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said before, evolutionists need to be more forthcoming with the evidence 
that they claim to have...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now you admit there's no evidence possible that will change your mind. 
You've also posted hundreds of comments in these threads demanding that people 
show you evidence of this, that, and everything else, then dismiss or ignore 
everything you're presented with. Were you just jerking people 
around?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667638 32690 274 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:39:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/6667625" target=_blank>#271</A> stretch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/6667577" target=_blank>#267</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>I'm honestly curious here on what you think about theistic evolution -would 
theistic evolution include causation for the big bang? and do you see theistic 
evolution as the explanation for 'the first' living cell? Also, do you think 
there were many starting points for the phylum, or just a single type of cell 
for the kingdoms?</P> 
<P>really, i'm just wanting to know, not arguing here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure why anyone would continue to engage with you on this, after 
you've just admitted you're not going to listen to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06667681 32690 283 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:45:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/6667653" target=_blank>#278</A> stretch</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I wasn't. I guess I wasn't clear, so I'll rephrase - I haven't seen the 
evidence that would support any kind of claim that evolution is as clear and 
obvious to all as gravity. Whether I would accept such evidence is immaterial 
(since you are correct that I would not) - what is material in this regard is 
whether you think it is honest or dishonest to claim that evolution is as clear 
and obvious as evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words: "Dance, evolutionist, dance!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668049 32690 332 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 10:37:57am  
 
<P>We've got some new down-dingers for this article:</P> 
<P>arizona9, ericredwings, gdonovan, versed</P> 
<P>I'm going to check for sockpuppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668082 32690 336 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 10:44:29am  
 
<P>'gdonovan' is a Nirther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668108 32690 338 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 10:50:42am  
 
<P>Meanwhile <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2180483/posts" 
target=_blank>at Free Republic</A>, we find this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lgf is a cancer on the conservative movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668216 32690 345 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 11:12:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/6668134" target=_blank>#340</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the religious right has taken over the GOP then McCain would have never 
won the nomination. The reason the Huckster never had a chance was precisely 
because he had fringe religious beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't agree. The nomination of McCain had more to do with his connections to 
the Washington good old boy network than with his supposed "moderation." And he 
would have lost even more decisively if he hadn't brought Sarah Palin on board 
as a sop to the religious right.</P> 
<P>Huckabee is positioning himself right now for another run as the GOP 
candidate, and I wouldn't be surprised at all to see him win the nomination. The 
three front runners at this point are all far right Christians -- Bobby Jindal, 
Mike Huckabee, and Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668962 32690 372 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 3:33:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6668920" target=_blank>#371</A> 
goodin510</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>disagree - it's neither. In GOP politics, you always end up back at the three 
legged stool - no matter how much people don't want to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP has lost big in the last two elections because they're hemorrhaging 
moderates who aren't down with the religious right. It's been happening for 



years, and now the effects of this constant attrition are becoming sadly obvious 
-- the Democrats control both the Senate and the House. If the GOP refuses to 
learn this lesson and back away from the brink, we're going to have Democrats in 
power for the next 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668125 32694 3 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 10:54:31am  
 
<P>I was feeling some extreme love coming my way this morning, so I checked the 
referrers page, and sure enough - it's coming from <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2180483/posts" target=_blank>Free 
Republic</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lgf is a cancer on the conservative movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06668257 32694 102 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 11:25:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6668245" target=_blank>#90</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the Steele fans...RNC Chairman Michael Steele Delivers Weekly Republican 
Address.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's taking a page from the Olbermann playbook. Turning around to face a 
different way every minute or so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671192 32694 367 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:18:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6670317" target=_blank>#365</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A friend of mine met Carl Sagan. Prior to meeting him he thougth Carl was a 
great man. After meeting him his opinion of Carl equated to that of pond scum. 
Carl was great at PR, all of his books were ghost written, and he never 
discovered anything in his career, he was just another over hyped 
prof.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is ridiculous nonsense. Carl Sagan was the author of more than 600 
scientific papers, and wrote more than 20 books. He did not use a 
ghostwriter.</P> 
<P>Seriously. Where do you people get this crap? Sagan accomplished more in his 
life than most people can even dream of. You don't like his politics, so you're 
trashing him in an extremely dishonest way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669078 32696 201 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 4:12:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/6669022" target=_blank>#152</A> rain of 
lead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>holy crap!have you guys seen this!<A 
href="http://wizbangblog.com/content/2009/02/07/obama-signs-executive-order-
allowing-palestinians-loyal-to-hamas-to-resettle-in-us.php" target=_blank>Obama 
signs executive order allowing palestinians loyal to hamas to resettle in the 
U.S.</A> jeez, this is like a 5 mile trainwreck on steroids</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This story apparently originates with <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_L._Williams" target=_blank>Paul L. 
Williams</A>, who has some <EM>major</EM> credibility problems:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Williams is currently being sued by McMaster University for upwards of $2-
Million, as a result of his claims that Islamic terrorists managed to steal 
180lbs of unspecified nuclear material from the McMaster Nuclear Reactor. The 
University has extracted an apology from the publisher of Dunces of Doomsday, 
WND Books/Cumberland House Publishing, who now say that statements made in 
Williams' book about the theft are "without basis in fact." Williams himself is 
standing behind his claims.</P> 
<P>The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, which regulates all radioactive 
material in Canada, have released a letter stating that "We can confirm that 
there has never been a report of any nuclear material that has been lost or 
stolen from McMaster's reactor".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There may be a grain of truth in it, but I'm getting a strong smell of scare-
mongering from that story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669090 32696 212 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 4:18:20pm  
 
<P>This is what Williams wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "presidential determination" which allows hundreds of thousands of 
Palestinians with ties to Hamas to resettle in the United States was signed on 
January 27 and appeared in the Federal Register on February 4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the order on the White House website does not say anything like this. I 
urge caution with this story. It's being deliberately distorted, and it's 
setting off my BS detector.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669241 32696 353 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 5:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/6669159" target=_blank>#272</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now don't I recall a whole lot of silliness with that group taking sides? 
Why, yes I do!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George W. Bush issued similar orders, for places like Somalia, Sudan -- and 
the West Bank and Gaza.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:WYteIb6l5VMJ:edocket.access.gpo.gov/c
fr_2008/janqtr/pdf/3CFRMay17.pdf+bush+United+States+Emergency+Refugee+and+Migrat
ion+Assistance+Fund&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=9&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>Unexpected Urgent Refugee and Migration Needs Related to Somalia, 
Sudan, Chad, Other Parts of Africa, and the West</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the authority vested in me by the Constitution and the laws of the United 
States, including sections 2 and 4(a)(1) of the Migration and Refugee Assistance 
Act of 1962 (the ‘‘Act’’), as amended (22 U.S.C. 2601 and 2603) and section 301 
of title 3, United States Code: (1) I hereby determine, pursuant to section 
2(c)(1) of the Act, that it is important to the national interest to furnish 
assistance under the Act, in an amount not to exceed $29.5 million from the 
United States Emergency Refugee and Migration Assistance Fund, for the purpose 
of meeting un-expected and urgent refugee and migration needs, including by 
contribu-tions to international, governmental, and non-governmental 
organizations and payment of administrative expenses of the Bureau of 
Population, Refugees, and Migration of the Department of State, related to: (a) 



hu-manitarian needs resulting from conflicts in Somalia, Sudan, and Chad, (b) 
breaks in the food pipeline for refugees in Africa, and in the West Bank and 
Gaza; and (2) the functions of the President in relation to this memorandum 
under section 2(d) of the Act, and of establishing terms and conditions under 
section 2(c)(1) of the Act, are assigned to you, and you may further as-sign 
such functions to any of your subordinates. You are authorized and directed to 
publish this memorandum in the Fed-eral Register.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but Obama's order isn't the least bit unusual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669265 32696 375 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 5:15:31pm  
 
<P>Here's another Bush order for migration assistance to the West Bank and 
Gaza:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.america.gov/st/washfile-
english/2004/July/20040729182954ESnamfuaK0.3247034.html" 
target=_blank>www.america.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is not unusual. There are <EM>numerous</EM> cases of the Bush 
administration doing exactly what Obama is doing.</P> 
<P>This is why I said it was setting off my BS detector. The people who are 
screaming about this are off base -- and the screaming apparently started with 
someone who has a history of scare-mongering and false alarms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669368 32697 4 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 5:55:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6669361" target=_blank>#1</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Academic Freedom Act" my ass. "Denial of Reality Act" is more like 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The techniques of creationists are evolving, under pressure from court 
decisions. They're learning to hide their religious agenda, in language that 
obfuscates the true purpose of their proposed legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669392 32697 16 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:05:11pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! You're obsessed! Why do you hate Christians! This is boring! 
It's insignificant! What do you have against academic freedom? You're a secret 
liberal! Burn in hell! I'll pray for you!</EM></P> 
<P>Just trying to get it all out of the way early.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669412 32697 29 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6669401" target=_blank>#22</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's exactly what this does- it allows the promotion of creationism, 
and protects those who promote it!</P> 
<P>What an utter waste of time this bill is. Protect creationism, but we're not 
protecting creationism. We're not promoting creationism, but we really are.</P> 
<P>It's gobbity goo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The language is almost identical to the bill Bobby Jindal promoted and 
signed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669426 32697 38 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:12:32pm  



 
<P>If you've never seen a creationist quote mine, here's a link to one that was 
emailed to me by someone who's very concerned that I may have been "duped" by 
the evil atheistic scientific establishment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://whoisyourcreator.com/common_descent.html" 
target=_blank>whoisyourcreator.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hundreds of false, distorted, and out-of-context quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669443 32697 49 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:15:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6669418" target=_blank>#33</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They (left or creationist -- either side!) do not believe they are lying.What 
they do believe is that you (and I) are sorely misguided.Believe is not a strong 
enough word. Convinced is more like it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of them know very well that they're lying. In the Dover case, the 
creationist school board members tried to cover up and deny their Biblical 
literalist statements, even when they were reported in newspapers.</P> 
<P>They're lying for Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669447 32697 50 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:16:39pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6669433" target=_blank>#41</A> eon</EM></P> 
<P>Nobody said they were <EM>smart</EM>.</P> 
<P>But unfortunately, they don't have to be smart to get these bills 
passed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669460 32697 59 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:18:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6669451" target=_blank>#52</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you seen this? " The Strange Case of Little Green Footballs II" 
[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/02/the_strange_case_of_little_gre_1.html
#more" target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>] This man is a real piece of 
work. A torrent of nonsense and non-sequitars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I saw it. You summed it up very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669482 32697 72 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:25:31pm  
 
<P>Number of hits we've received today from Klinghoffer's attack piece at the 
Disco Institute website, posted early this morning: 8.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669501 32697 83 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6669489" target=_blank>#76</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The changes that will come to education will not stop with letting students 
decide they don't believe in evolutionary theory. Here's an example of a state 
board of education letting their prejudices run free.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.texasmonthly.com/2008-10-01/feature5-1.php" 
target=_blank>www.texasmonthly.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>This is why these people are dangerous. They promote a brand of ignorance 
that can actually cause harm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669533 32697 102 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6669515" target=_blank>#91</A> Dave 
the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Liberal towns have the opposite problem. The City of St Paul Minnesota has 
banned both Poinsettia plants and stuffed bunnies from city hall because they 
say those are Christian plants and Christian bunnies, therefore are 
forbidden.</P> 
<P>Yesterday, after encouragement from Atheists (which I say is a religion), the 
mayor declared Darwin Day in St Paul.</P> 
<P>I think atheists who violate the seperation of church are evil 
also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 200th anniversary of the birth of Charles Darwin is coming up. Darwin is 
arguably one of the greatest scientific minds of all time.</P> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing wrong with declaring "Darwin Day."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669561 32697 122 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 6:49:28pm  
 
<P>I wish we lived in a country where the President could declare "Darwin 
Day."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669847 32697 370 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:14:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/6669837" target=_blank>#360</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the results of the current educational system and if you want to 
spend your time worrying about a Religious fringe movement (that is essentially 
Constitutionally barred from ever gaining a real foothold, anyway) rather than 
the current reality, then be my guest.</P> 
<P>Creationism = badCurrent public education policies= much, much worse</P> 
<P>I know it's no fun to say this, but I really don't see the threat from 
Creationism that the rest of you do. It won't ultimately prevail because it can 
be proven false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seven states have passed legislation enabling creationism. Five of the 
Republican presidential candidates were creationists. Nearly every GOP 
politician is a creationist. The Discovery Institute is spending millions of 
dollars to promote creationism in America.</P> 
<P>You couldn't be more wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669852 32697 375 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:16:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/6669840" target=_blank>#363</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DI are douchebags, have I not made that clear? I don't expect them to do 
anything on my behalf or on the behalf of students.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I haven't forgotten the many comments you've posted supporting 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669863 32697 385 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:19:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6669861" target=_blank>#383</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I addressed you with several questions that you pretty much refuse to 
answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a reason for that. lincolntf is a creationist, and he's trying to 
avoid admitting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669874 32697 396 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:21:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/6669868" target=_blank>#390</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I know, I remember the past threads and comments as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He thinks he's fooling us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669908 32697 428 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:28:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/6669897" target=_blank>#417</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh geez, not Duncan Hunter too...sigh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Duncan Hunter too.</P> 
<P>I'm not exaggerating when I say this is a huge problem for the GOP.</P> 
<P>Nearly EVERY major politician is a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06669931 32697 451 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 8:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/6669922" target=_blank>#442</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've scanned their website and read a few links/articles, but I've never 
delved too deep.What are you saying that they want to do in other 
areas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Playing dumb will only get you so far. Do you really expect me to believe 
that you haven't read a word of the debates over the Discovery Institute, or the 
dozens of articles I've posted? You're just ignorant of it all?</P> 
<P>Please. Drop the pretense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670153 32697 668 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:31:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/6670116" target=_blank>#631</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OT: <A href="http://www.thenewamerican.com/history/european/271-hitler-and-
christianity" target=_blank>Hilter as a Christian</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is absolutely full of misleading statements and 
falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670167 32697 682 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:35:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/6670122" target=_blank>#637</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found this while trying to dig up evidence that there were mainstream 
Republican politicians who WEREN'T creationists and DIDN'T support teaching it 
in schools. Unfortunately, so far I'm not having much luck ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I've been saying. It's hard to find a Republican politician who 
isn't a creationist -- or at least, who doesn't pay lip service to creationism 
for political purposes. (Effectively, there's no difference.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670177 32697 692 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:38:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/6670116" target=_blank>#631</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A href="http://www.thenewamerican.com/history/european/271-hitler-and-
christianity" target=_blank>Hilter as a Christian</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Selwyn Duke is a creationist, by the way -- which makes anything he writes 
about Hitler highly questionable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670179 32697 694 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:39:18pm  
 
<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thenewamerican.com/reviews/commentary/538" 
target=_blank>thenewamerican.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670207 32697 722 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/701/6670186" target=_blank>#701</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noted several whoppers, like Hitler hated Martel for saving Christianity, 
what bunk. Hitler hated Charles Martel because he was French, not German. Same 
reason VB carries those "French are Rats" signs to this day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I started reading it, and went ... WTF?</P> 
<P>People like Selwyn Duke get away with this kind of stuff because it takes 
time and work to fact check them, and most people aren't familiar enough with 
the real history to recognize that they're being lied to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670229 32697 743 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 9:58:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/6670211" target=_blank>#725</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been following them on abortion laws, the past couple of years 
they've been more railing against "eugenics" because they consider that to be a 
fault of science (even though it's been practiced and talked about since 
prehistoric times.) Notably they gave strong support to getting the legislation 
in FL and the US Congress in the Schaivo case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're right, the Discovery Institute were among the ghouls who exploited 
Terri Schiavo.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=discovery+institute+terry+schiavo&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06670263 32697 777 Charles Sat, Feb 7, 2009 10:10:11pm  
 
<P>And just to head off the inevitable complaints that "Terri Schiavo was 
murdered, she could have recovered!" -- please have a look at this CAT scan of 
her brain from 2002:</P> 
<P><A title=File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>She had no brain left. No one recovers from this. What happened to her was a 
tragedy, but it was infinitely worse how the far-right Christian fundamentalists 
battened on her like vampires for propaganda purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671200 32697 899 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:22:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/6671150" target=_blank>#898</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, I didn't think they split hairs that fine.</P> 
<P>What do you want, giant roadside signs with a smiling Bobby Jindal giving the 
thumbs up and saying, "Bobby says: Creationism in schools is A-
OK!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other threads, 'goodin510' has been arguing that there are no ill effects 
to Republicans from pandering to creationists. This is just an extension of that 
argument. His purpose seems to be to downplay and minimize the significance of 
this stuff, to keep people quiet about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671221 32697 900 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:29:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/892/6670737" target=_blank>#892</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" 
target=_blank>Bobby Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David 
Barton</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha. So Jindal's in bed with Barton and the Wallbuilders. I didn't know 
this; it explains a lot.</P> 
<P>And then we have this: <A 
href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" target=_blank>David 
Barton: master of myth and misinformation</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robertson, Christian Coalition executive director Ralph Reed, and other 
Religious Right bigwigs have hooked up with Barton despite his links to the most 
extreme elements of the radical right wing. <STRONG>On two occasions Barton has 
delivered his presentation before white supremacist organizations with ties to 
neo-Nazis.</STRONG></P> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-



Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 
assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 
had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671305 32697 905 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:49:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/901/6671243" target=_blank>#901</A> Capoftex</EM></P> 
<P>Strange, isn't it, that all of the people who tell me this is insignificant 
and I'm obsessed, etc., yadda yadda, seem to be in favor of teaching pseudo-
science in schools?</P> 
<P>Either you don't understand the scientific definition of a "theory," or 
you're deliberately misusing it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A scientific theory summarizes a hypothesis or group of hypotheses that have 
been supported with repeated testing. A theory is valid as long as there is no 
evidence to dispute it. Therefore, theories can be disproven. Basically, if 
evidence accumulates to support a hypothesis, then the hypothesis can become 
accepted as a good explanation of a phenomenon. One definition of a theory is to 
say it's an accepted hypothesis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The theory of evolution is one of the most thoroughly supported scientific 
theories in existence.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" creationism, on the other hand, is not science, and it 
should not be taught in public schools as science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671320 32697 907 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:53:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/901/6671243" target=_blank>#901</A> Capoftex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they should have to teach the weaknesses of the 
theory...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671373 32697 908 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 10:03:41am  
 
<P><EM>&lt; ... sound of crickets ... &gt;</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06671850 32697 922 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 11:38:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/6671582" target=_blank>#917</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's happening in Florida now:[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2009/02/here_we_go_again_floridas_turn.
php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]Here we go again...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06671918 32697 925 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 11:49:05am  
 
<P>Iowa too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://coolice.legis.state.ia.us/Cool-
ICE/default.asp?Category=billinfo&amp;Service=Billbook&amp;menu=false&amp;hbill=
HF183" target=_blank>coolice.legis.state.ia.us...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672011 32702 56 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:20:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6671987" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Disco Institute also has part three of their LGF series up this 
morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's just as stupid and empty as parts 1 and 2. Number of hits from their 
site so far today: 15.</P> 
<P>It's not worth responding to - it will only increase their 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672020 32702 60 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:22:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/6672008" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The disco Institute claims Darwin is responsible for racism and colonialism 
now.</P> 
<P>Darwinism leads to dhimitude!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- reading LGF will lead to the collapse of Western 
civilization.</P> 
<P>I must be drawing some blood with these posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672038 32702 73 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:26:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/6672030" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's unfortunate that their rebuttals are so weak and silly. There's really 
nothing much to respond to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This part is a hoot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Consider King Leopold II (1835-1909) of Belgium, responsible for the 
enslavement and murder of millions in Belgian Congo. The horror crystallized in 
the phrase from Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, “Exterminate all the brutes,” 
scrawled by the character Kurtz across a manuscript during his time as chief of 



an ivory-harvesting station far up the Congo River, is just a brief 
encapsulation of the ethics implied by Darwin’s theory, echoing Darwin’s own 
language. He was fond of the word “exterminate.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's quoting a novel to support his idiotic contention that Darwin was a 
monster.</P> 
<P>He's supporting his argument with a quote from a <EM>fictional 
character</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672104 32702 129 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6671984" target=_blank>#41</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the Disco Institute's report from the scene...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/02/my_pilgrimage_to_lucys_holy_re.html" 
target=_blank>My Pilgrimage to Lucy’s Holy Relics Fails to Inspire Faith in 
Darwinism</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's by Casey Luskin. Even among that group of luddite sub-geniuses, Luskin 
is an especially dim bulb. Anyone else who had been caught in so many lies and 
evasions and distortions would probably slink away and stop posting idiocy on 
the intarwebs - but Luskin keeps plugging away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672151 32702 173 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:56:18pm  
 
<P>Not a fan of Glenn Beck. He's a Ron Paul booster, and also a creationist.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/DHbdMbSLfb4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672156 32702 178 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 12:57:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6672148" target=_blank>#170</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Colonialism got started with the ancient Greeks.</P> 
<P>But the modern era of colonialism can be dated to roughly 1494/5, with the 
second of Columbus' expeditions to the New World.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin led to Columbus!</P> 
<P>Oh ... wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672209 32702 222 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 1:15:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/6672201" target=_blank>#214</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just reading that actually. Still don't see our direct ancestor though. 
Can you help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go again. "Dance, evolutionist, dance!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06672222 32702 234 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 1:18:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6672217" target=_blank>#229</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just looking for answers to basic questions. I hope we are all looking for 
answers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't read links, you don't respond to arguments. Why pretend that you're 
looking for answers? You're just jerking people around with this 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672226 32702 238 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 1:20:15pm  
 
<P>If anyone thinks I'm being too hard on 'faraway', read this thread and see 
what kind of game is being played.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32685_Friday_Afternoon_Open/commen
ts/#ctop" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672248 32702 257 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 1:26:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/6672204" target=_blank>#217</A> dbeesh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't understand the unrealistic fear when LGF talks about creationism. If 
we are truly suppose to be in a free society, with the free exchange of ideas, 
why are the Christian belief of creation handled with such contempt. Allowing 
creationism to be taught along side evolution is the true exercise in free 
exchange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaching religious beliefs in public school science classes is a violation of 
the Constitution of the United States. Let's start with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672268 32702 272 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 1:32:51pm  
 
<P>Here come the creationist down-dingers again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672406 32703 82 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 2:22:46pm  
 
<P>I've been posting articles about evolution almost from the beginning of LGF, 
by the way.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/378_Becoming_Human" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/872_evolution-
_dont_knock_it_if_you_havent_tried_it" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672489 32703 112 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 2:50:30pm  
 
<P>Discovery Institute "intelligent design" creationists and Answers in Genesis 
young earth creationists meet at <A 
href="http://www.liberty.edu/libertyjournal/index.cfm?PID=15758&amp;section=1&am
p;artid=646&amp;CFID=30314783&amp;CFTOKEN=49463824" target=_blank>Liberty 
University in Virginia</A>.</P> 



<P>They just can't seem to keep their ID separate from their 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672754 32703 136 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 3:51:28pm  
 
<P>Here we go again. "Irreducible complexity," "ID isn't creationism," 
"evolution is only a theory," "global warming."</P> 
<P>Topped off with a link to Dembski's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672779 32703 140 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 3:56:36pm  
 
<P>The bacterial flagellum argument has been completely destroyed, of course, 
along with the rest of the irreducible complexity argument. Here's a page with 
lots of links to reviews of Behe's and Dembski's laughable, illogical, and 
deceptive arguments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/behe.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06672829 32703 143 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 4:08:34pm  
 
<P>'docjay' just dropped that wonderful pile and split.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676415 32703 176 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 8:53:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6674772" target=_blank>#167</A> BartB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am very mildly curious as to whether the concern for the cost of legal 
defense would be as great if the conditions were reversed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the problem with that idea is that anyone who sued a school district in 
order to try to force the teaching of religious dogma into science classes would 
have their case thrown out of court long before it reached the point of a trial. 
The idea is ridiculous.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just reading the comments here, it seems about 3:1 in favor of Darwin's 
version of evolution. That is not surprising, as,"Birds of a feather flock 
together."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If by "birds of a feather" you mean "people who don't deny reality and most 
of modern science," you're right on the money.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, comma, what surprises me is the venom in the denunciation of the one 
by the three. It seems that any disagreement to the proper position is 
aggressively attacked, while the attitude of the one to the three is much more 
mildly stated. Perhaps I am being too sensitive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The amount of "venom" coming from creationists toward people who refuse to 
deny science VASTLY outweighs the reverse, and it's pretty easy to prove. For 
example, I don't think anyone on the side of evolution has ever told an opponent 
to "rot in hell."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06682600 32703 184 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 10:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/6681596" target=_blank>#180</A> docjay</EM></P> 



<P>You are spouting one debunked creationist talking point after another. None 
of the sources you're quoting (Behe, Dembski, Denton, etc.) have ANY credibility 
at all. And you have absolutely no understanding of the meaning of a scientific 
theory, or what it means to falsify one.</P> 
<P>But of course, that never stops creationists from exhibiting their willful 
ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695108 32703 203 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:31:13pm  
 
<P>Two words to describe creationists: shameless and relentless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673080 32705 277 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 5:08:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6672903" target=_blank>#125</A> 
sprucepinehollow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>-Is there a logically sound argument that refutes Behe’s book “Darwin’s Black 
Box,” specifically the idea of irreducible complexity? Is there a logically 
sound argument that refutes the “watchmaker” argument?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there isn't one argument.</P> 
<P>There are dozens of logical and scientific arguments that don't just refute 
Behe's nonsense, they destroy it utterly:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/behe.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673524 32705 549 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/6673388" target=_blank>#536</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we have a rotating title nominee here:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it is written, so shall it be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674527 32705 589 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:11:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/6674276" target=_blank>#586</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the only one who sees through your garbage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you aren't the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676350 32705 598 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 8:44:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/6676288" target=_blank>#597</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Cato's point is that the bear was engaging in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/653/6662601" 
target=_blank>bestiality and anal intercourse</A>, and therefore could not 
possibly have evolved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676666 32705 608 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 9:40:44am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/6676612" target=_blank>#604</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/6676350" target=_blank>#598</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>And as for you Charles, you make the case that evolutionary theory is 
falsifiable. Let's see if you believe that. There is a population of creatures 
who are involved in activities that produce fewer offspring, make them less able 
to hunt effectively, and kills them earlier. These activies become more 
widespread rather than die out But this population flourishes rather than dies 
out. It means that either (1) natural selection is wrong with respect to this 
population or (2) some other factor makes them more worthy of survival despite 
the withering effects of their behavior, in short Darwin's formulation of 
natural selection lacks an "on balance" modifier. This species is humanity which 
despite violating numerous behavioral prohibitions flourishes. Why do you find 
that difficult to understand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do understand your point, and I also understand that it's a non sequitur. 
You don't understand the concept of scientific falsification. You're stating 
opinions, not scientific facts, by focusing on behaviors that you believe are 
"immoral."</P> 
<P>The theory of evolution could be falsified simply by discovering the remains 
of a modern animal -- say, a Great Dane or a finch or a sheep -- in the same 
substrate as an ancient dinosaur fossil. This hasn't happened in 150 years of 
looking, and it's not going to happen.</P> 
<P>This is what "falsification" means -- it's evidence-based, not opinion-
based.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673355 32706 11 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:12:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6673348" target=_blank>#9</A> Arkay</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. I think LGF may be the first community site on the web that has 
successfully wiped out 'first' posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673403 32706 40 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:19:00pm  
 
<P>Here's a frustrating note: I subscribed to Google News notifications about 
'evolution science' and tonight I got an email with a link to this creationist 
attack on LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fwcon.wordpress.com/2009/02/07/lgf-disagreement-not-
tolerated/" target=_blank>fwcon.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But in several months of such notifications, LGF hasn't appeared once, even 
though I think it's safe to say we have thousands of times the traffic of this 
guy. If you use Google's blog search for 'evolution', LGF is nowhere to be 
found:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=evolution&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wb" target=_blank>blogsearch.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the same thing applies to other blog searches via Google, including any 
of the other main topics we cover.</P> 
<P>What's going on here? Am I doing something wrong? Any SEO people out there 
want to weigh in?</P> 
<P>Or is Google deliberately shoving LGF to the bottom of the 
list?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673464 32706 90 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:28:55pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6673444" target=_blank>#72</A> Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Enter "Creationism" into the Google Blog Search, and LGF is nowhere to be 
found. Try "Creationism" and "lgf" and the screen fills with anti-LGF hit pieces 
from the usual suspects.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect what we're seeing is payback for my posts criticizing 
Google.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673545 32706 161 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/6673462" target=_blank>#88</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is another reason I generally disdain pop music<A 
href="http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1877372,00.html" 
target=_blank>Auto-Tune</A></P> 
<P>They can correct your recorded pitch, and your time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're so right. This crappy, deceptive device is used all over modern pop 
music, and it's like fingernails on a blackboard to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673554 32706 169 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 6:44:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/6673528" target=_blank>#144</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google search term "evolution little green footballs" for a quick reduction 
of amusement value.</P> 
<P>===</P> 
<P>Sideways</P> 
<P>Avideditor: I saw that. Don't you ever call me anti-Semitic again.</P> 
<P>I, with the blood of ten thousand virtual nazi's dripping from my 
chainsaws.</P> 
<P>I, who hath waded into the very dens of evil incarnate time after time and 
returned with the digital scalps of entire political parties, time after 
time.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Wrong Jew, wrong time,</P> 
<P>WRONGPLACE,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that lovely.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=evolution+little+green+footballs&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673725 32706 328 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 7:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/6673715" target=_blank>#318</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome. One post and you're karma score is already 16. It could be because 
you're the first African American Female Republican we've had on this 
blog...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aren't we forgetting Baldilocks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673738 32706 340 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 7:10:51pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/6673719" target=_blank>#322</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A couple weeks back I noticed that the MSN Live web search doesn't link to 
your homepage even if you <A 
href="http://search.live.com/results.aspx?q=little+green+footballs&amp;go=&amp;f
orm=QBLH&amp;qs=n" target=_blank>search for it by name</A>. But it will link to 
the stalker site. And I checked dozens of other bogs by name and all get a 
direct link to their homepage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice. I guarantee that the stalker blogs aren't doing some kind of search 
engine magic that makes them show up.</P> 
<P>Something really stinks here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06673878 32706 464 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 7:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6673842" target=_blank>#432</A> Red State 
SEO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last freebie I can throw in for awhile, but I'm guessing it has something to 
do with the articles directory being blocked in your Robots.txt. Open that up 
and see what it does for ya.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the tip. I'm betting that's not the reason, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674304 32707 7 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:34:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6674280" target=_blank>#2</A> Susan2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No paper smell, no ability to underline select passages, no book to add to 
the library shelves - I don't get it.</P> 
<P>P.S. Thank you Raw Muse for the recommendation - 'Mozart's Letters, Mozart's 
Life'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can underline passages. You can add notes. You can search books for 
phrases. You can instantly download related books. You get a FREE 24/7 wireless 
internet connection. One Kindle can hold thousands of books.</P> 
<P>This thing is awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674328 32707 20 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:37:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6674293" target=_blank>#4</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will LGF be available on the Kindle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kindle has a browser built in, and LGF is readable on it. You can also 
subscribe to LGF on the Kindle.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000U8RC12/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Our page at Amazon has an LGF-bashing review by a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674348 32707 28 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:39:39pm  
 



<P>I use my Kindle every day. I read so much that it's probably already paid for 
itself.</P> 
<P>Also, Kindle books are significantly less expensive. Sometimes a LOT less 
expensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674365 32707 35 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6674336" target=_blank>#24</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the return policy if you realize you suddenly don't want a book you've 
already downloaded?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can download samples of every book.</P> 
<P>And yes, it's droppable. This page has a video of a drop test:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000FI73MA/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674371 32707 37 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:42:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6674352" target=_blank>#30</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the browser realtime, or do you download links and then 
read?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Real time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674375 32707 38 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:43:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6674357" target=_blank>#33</A> bofh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there any ability to put your own choice of text on it, say, just from a 
text file? Is there a list of currently available (and soon expected) 
titles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can put PDFs and other text files on it. It also plays 
MP3s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674401 32707 46 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:48:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6674388" target=_blank>#43</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This may sound odd, but the thing I most want is a basically portable 
browser, that can connect to WIFI hot spots for free.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kindle uses Whispernet -- no need for hot spots. You can get a good 
connection almost everywhere. No fees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674408 32707 50 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:49:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6674397" target=_blank>#44</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It uses Sprint EVDO on the backside for delivery to my understanding, and 
their 4G where it's available. It's like having a free internet portal 
everywhere you go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - it's based on the Sprint EV-DO network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674430 32707 64 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:52:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/6674416" target=_blank>#54</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No additional fees. You buy the Kindle, you have access? Now, you are talking 
about the new version, or both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, buy a Kindle, you get access to Whispernet with it. The browser is on 
both the old and new versions - it's not going to replace Firefox, but it works 
very well for reading websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674454 32707 81 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:55:35pm  
 
<P>The coolest thing about the Kindle - let's say you're reading in bed, and you 
finish a Jeffrey Deaver "Lincoln Rhyme" novel. Want to read the next one in the 
series? Jump onto Amazon, buy it (usually at 30-50% discount) and start reading 
in less than a minute, without even getting out of bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674456 32707 83 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:55:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6674443" target=_blank>#74</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes, and one positive review by moi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674467 32707 91 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 8:57:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/6674449" target=_blank>#78</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last question for you. Am I just missing something, or have they downplayed 
this on their ads? I swear, that's the first thing I look for when I heard about 
this thing months ago.</P> 
<P>Do you have a good link to all the features. I must be spacing out, because I 
saw nothing about browsing.</P> 
<P>I saw the fact you could get LGF, but that appeared to be a download (like 
the books).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The browser is currently labeled 'experimental', but it works quite well. 
They don't advertise it, but it's there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674487 32707 102 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6674482" target=_blank>#99</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bugzackly <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secure_Digital_card" 
target=_blank>SD Card</A></P> 



<P>I think I saw some 16 gig cards somewhere the other day, it was a "wow" 
moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go. 16GB SD card - $32.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0015AOK1O/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674492 32707 106 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:02:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/6674490" target=_blank>#104</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what is the largest SD card it will take? (that info is never on the 
ads!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have an 8GB card in mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674499 32707 110 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:03:16pm  
 
<P>Another very cool thing - all your purchases are backed up at Amazon. If 
anything ever happens and you lose something, just download it again. No 
charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674500 32707 111 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6674496" target=_blank>#108</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know if it can handle the 16?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't tried it, but I don't think it would be a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674506 32707 115 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:05:41pm  
 
<P>Also - you can connect it to a computer via USB, and transfer files back and 
forth like a disk drive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674511 32707 118 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:06:35pm  
 
<P>I love physical books too. But the ability to have thousands of books in one 
compact little package is pretty incredible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674543 32707 140 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:14:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/6674525" target=_blank>#128</A> 
Defector01</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen if the new one has a slot or anything for an SD card, in fact 
it looks like they did away with that feature</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it. The SD card slot on the Kindle 1 is in the same place as the 
battery. I'm sure the new one takes SD cards too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674586 32707 180 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:27:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/6674579" target=_blank>#174</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I understand your enthusiasm for this gadget. It's neat in the 
extreme.I may even buy one. That said, I don't trust it.Given the state of the 
world today this kind of tech is hyper vulnerable to a cyber "Fahrenheit 451" 
scenario.Yes, paper can be burned, but it can't be erased by the stoke of a 
key.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every book you buy is backed up at Amazon. If you happen to pass through a 
time-warping electromagnetic field and it wipes out everything on your Kindle, 
just go to Amazon and download it all again. No charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674674 32707 256 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:54:38pm  
 
<P>Also - Amazon may announce tomorrow that books formatted for the Kindle will 
be available on the iPhone and other mobile devices:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.macworld.com/article/138696/2009/02/kindle_iphone.html" 
target=_blank>www.macworld.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06674692 32707 271 Charles Sun, Feb 8, 2009 9:59:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6674685" target=_blank>#265</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles I am a bit uneducated in these Kinder's (or anything more advanced 
than my 5 year old PC) If you get a book on one of those, can you control the 
type size for those who are loosing their sight? My dad's eyes are getting 
really bad and I want to think about something for him to read things 
on...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can make text larger, and there are several fonts to choose 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676718 32709 886 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 9:50:21am  
 
<P>In my opinion, Pope Benedict should have revoked his decision to reinstate 
this guy immediately after learning of his ugly views. It wouldn't have been an 
issue if this had happened.</P> 
<P>And I have to say, I don't believe the excuse that he didn't know. The order 
to which Williamson belongs has never made any secret of its extremist beliefs 
or its antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676823 32709 890 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 10:10:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/889/6676787" target=_blank>#889</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but that's self-contradictory. On the one hand you say the 
"reinstatement" should have been revoked as soon as Benedict learned of his 
views. On the other, you say he must have known them <EM>before</EM> the order 
was given.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was unclear - I meant the reinstatement should have been canceled as soon 
as Williamson's statements became news.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In which case the Pope would be guilty of "reinstating" Williamson while 
<EM>tacitly accepting</EM> his Holocaust denial. I find that hard to 
believe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it harder to believe that no one involved in the decision to bring the 
Order of St. Pius back into the Church was aware of their extremist beliefs. As 
I said, their views have been well known for a long time:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Society_of_St._Pius_X" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06677109 32709 905 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 11:04:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/901/6676920" target=_blank>#901</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, Charles...</P> 
<P>The REASON for getting a group like this back into the Church is not for the 
benefit of the errant clergy. It's to protect the following that they are 
gaining. I've seen both numbers, 50,000 and 500,000, I think. So, it's something 
between those, I guess, of <EM>would-be</EM> Catholics who are being led astray 
by this schismatic group.</P> 
<P>The Pope is a shepherd. His job is to protect his flock. Neutralizing errant 
clergy who are moving people in the wrong direction is part of 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand this argument, but I find it very unconvincing -- in fact, 
naive. I think that rather than "neutralizing" the SSPX weirdos, this has the 
effect of legitimizing and encouraging them. And there's no doubt at all that it 
also had the effect of creating a LOT of bad publicity for Pope Benedict and the 
Catholic Church.</P> 
<P>A very ill-advised, ill-considered decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676540 32710 32 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 9:15:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6676523" target=_blank>#22</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How much does it cost to download a book?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The books are usually <EM>much</EM> cheaper than paper versions. For example, 
Ken Miller's <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0015DWKXG/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Only a Theory</A> is 45% off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06676866 32710 165 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 10:21:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/6676806" target=_blank>#163</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can say is I can buy a lot of books for 360 bucks.</P> 
<P>But the tech is way cool, there's no doubt.</P> 
<P>I'll wait for someone to give me one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we estimate the average price of a book at $10.00, my Kindle 1 has already 
paid for itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06677549 32710 168 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 12:20:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6677475" target=_blank>#167</A> 
NomadOfNorad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, you're right... I'd love to have full color on one of these e-book 
reader things, too. Maybe in a decade or so... :-%P%</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot sooner than that:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.engadget.com/2009/02/06/giant-e-paper-display-
spotted-ogled-at-taiwanese-book-show/" 
target=_blank>www.engadget.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06678210 32710 177 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 2:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/6678186" target=_blank>#176</A> Steve 
Rogers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I put .pdf files on it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thekindle.wordpress.com/2008/01/18/how-to-view-pdf-
files-on-the-kindle/" 
target=_blank>thekindle.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06678356 32710 180 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 2:56:34pm  
 
<P>Just found out that the Kindle 2 does NOT have a slot for an SD card. But 
they've boosted the built-in memory by 7x, so it's not much of an 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06677139 32712 84 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 11:11:41am  
 
<P>Please do not 'quote' posts that use bigoted slurs - this will lead to your 
post being deleted too. Use the 'reply' button instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06677080 32714 94 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 10:58:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6677015" target=_blank>#45</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate speech laws appear to have the effect of keeping some people's hate 
inside, and close to the boiling point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's worse than that. Criminalizing speech doesn't change the hatred 
that causes the speech. Instead, it acts as a sort of evolutionary pressure 
(connections!) and forces the haters to hide their agenda and work undercover to 
achieve their goals. Rather than wiping out hatred, it ends up making it much 
worse, by making the haters smarter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06677204 32714 196 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 11:25:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6677190" target=_blank>#183</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it makes them smarter one way or the other. This guy is cut 
from the top drawer of British society. Over time speech regulation weakens 
societies by preventing discussion of items that otherwise would come into the 



marketplace of ideas. Laws like this have crippled Europe's ability to confront 
the Islamicization of the continent. But they also do actually prevent the 
growth of fascists groups. It really is a mixed bag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree - I think there's lots of evidence that criminalizing speech 
forces hate groups to get smarter about hiding their hatred. This is the reason 
why groups like the BNP and the Vlaams Belang, for example, are now trying to 
cast themselves as friends of Israel. They've learned that in Europe, expressing 
their true beliefs will get them banned, jailed, and fined. So they've responded 
by getting more deceptive, and more clever about hiding their intentions and 
beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06678342 32716 116 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 2:52:05pm  
 
<P>Wow. Glenn Beck is doing a whole segment promoting the idea that we're 
approaching the dreaded <EM>End of Days!</EM> We're doomed!</P> 
<P>Good grief. What an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06678812 32717 229 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 4:53:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6678759" target=_blank>#183</A> 
WitchDoctor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Bye Bye. Charles does not want to be told what to post on this blog. Got 
that."</P> 
<P>Uh, did you <STRONG><STRONG>READ</STRONG></STRONG> my post. I said I'm 
resigned to it. I didn't say he couldn't post X or Y.</P> 
<P>Yeesh.</P> 
<P>I see by the negative dings a number of others don't fully read the posts 
either. oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I down-dinged your post, for the record, because the statement "every other 
post is an evolution thread" is a ridiculous exaggeration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679236 32717 281 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:18:39pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679250 32717 282 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:19:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/6679224" target=_blank>#280</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As has been pointed out previously by someone, I can't recall who, what 
political party do these bills come from?</P> 
<P>I certainly won't go back to being a Democrat, but it looks like I'm an 
Independent for the rest of my life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every single one of them is sponsored by Republicans. All of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679904 32717 304 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:41:34pm  
 
<P>I'm probably going to piss off our GOP hard cases even more soon, because 
I've been making an effort to research and understand the debate over climate 



change for the past few months, and I'm seeing a lot of the same Republican 
dishonesty as I see in the ID debate. I'm not ready to endorse climate change 
the way the left has, but there are serious problems with the way it's being 
portrayed by people like James Inhofe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06681178 32717 368 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 6:48:13pm  
 
<P>I started writing a post responding to David Klinghoffer's three-ring circus 
attacking me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/02/the_strange_case_of_little_gre_2.html
" target=_blank>www.evolutionnews.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Then I checked our stats for his posts, and realized that by debating this 
deluded person, I'd only be driving traffic to the Discovery Institute blog. So 
far today, we have 35 hits from the DI site.</P> 
<P>And I realized why most genuine scientists have concluded that debating these 
people is a complete waste of time. They lie without shame, because they know 
that refuting the lies will send their opponents on wild goose chases, and waste 
massive amounts of time and energy.</P> 
<P>Debating these luddites only gives them publicity they don't deserve. It's 
the creationist hamster wheel, and I don't feel like climbing 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06681410 32717 409 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 7:20:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/6681294" target=_blank>#390</A> 
tunnelrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm through with these ID posts on LGF. Am tired of being argued with and 
insulted for believing the biblical version of the origins of life.You people 
may have come from monkeys, but I am a descendant of Adam and 
Eve.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This visceral revulsion at being linked to other members of the primate 
family is behind so much of the anti-evolution crowd. I don't get it. Why do you 
hate our closest animal relatives?</P> 
<P>I think it's a wonderful, transcendent thing to realize that all the species 
on this planet are linked by a powerful force we're beginning to understand - an 
understanding that has led to medical and scientific breakthroughs that previous 
generations of human beings could not even have imagined. Breakthroughs that 
would have seemed like magic only a century ago.</P> 
<P>It's a tragedy that so many people in this country look at this amazing 
achievement, and think: "I didn't come from no monkey."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06681445 32717 415 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 7:24:55pm  
 
<P>I mean, sure, they fling poo at humans who gawk. But let's not hold that 
against them.</P> 
<P>Sometimes I feel like flinging poo too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06681591 32717 437 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 7:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/6681532" target=_blank>#425</A> 
Bombarafat</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've stayed out of posting on these creationist threads but I can't stand it 
anymore. Can't we just go back to politics?People want to believe they are 
descended from animals, let them think that. People want to believe they are 
descended from Adam and Eve, that's fine too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three threads and almost 3,000 comments about Barack Obama's press 
conference, and still people whine, "Who cares about this? Can't we go back to 
politics?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06682565 32717 536 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 10:01:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/6682497" target=_blank>#534</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, looks like everyone is gone on this thread. I better be heading to bed 
since it is getting late...</P> 
<P>Charles, I sent you an email earlier tonight. I'm not expecting you to have 
read it since I'm sure you're a busy individual, but let me know if you did 
receive it so that I don't have to worry if it got through or 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it, thanks, and I'll check out your links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06678838 32718 3 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:00:56pm  
 
<P>Supposed to start in about a minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679029 32718 165 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:10:09pm  
 
<P>It's Jennifer Loven, the AP's utterly shameless Democratic 
shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679210 32718 336 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:17:25pm  
 
<P>Iran has been "unhelpful."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679280 32718 402 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:20:05pm  
 
<P>"Now it's time for Iran to send some signals that it wants to act 
differently."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679550 32718 654 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:29:20pm  
 
<P>He's not totally wrong. There is a huge economic crisis, and I think the 
government SHOULD do something about it.</P> 
<P>The problem is that his sensible ideas are mixed with so much leftist 
nonsense, it's hard to distinguish what's reasonable and what's 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679592 32718 696 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:30:42pm  
 
<P>Wow, this thread is steaming. 700 comments in 30 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06679759 32719 16 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:36:49pm  
 
<P>His stool has legs?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06679970 32719 166 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:44:14pm  
 
<P>Did he just hint that he's going to declare war on Pakistan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680026 32719 217 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:46:06pm  
 
<P>He's dissing Biden! Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680056 32719 243 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:47:01pm  
 
<P>I don't think he was laughing at Major Garrett -- he was laughing at Biden's 
kooky statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680158 32719 334 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:49:52pm  
 
<P>Gahh! Who let this walking corpse into the conference?</P> 
<P>Oh. Never mind. It's just Helen Thomas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680221 32719 387 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:51:22pm  
 
<P>He's really cracking on Pakistan. There's going to be fallout from these 
statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680257 32719 422 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:52:36pm  
 
<P>Huffington Post? Are you f-ing kidding me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680300 32719 463 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 5:53:37pm  
 
<P>This is maddening. He starts to sound strong on issues like Pakistan, then 
spouts leftist nonsense in the next sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680517 32719 664 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 6:00:45pm  
 
<P>Please note: a hate site now has an accredited White House correspondent.</P> 
<P>And yes, the Huffington Post is absolutely a hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06680790 32720 117 Charles Mon, Feb 9, 2009 6:14:36pm  
 
<P>Alan Colmes has apparently had Lasik surgery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06684275 32724 16 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 8:56:41am  
 
<P>Associated Press is actually criticizing the O's claims about the bill:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090210/ap_on_go_pr_wh/fact_check_obama" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06684657 32725 45 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:44:13am  
 
<P>Crawford is right, I'm afraid, that Bush shut down follow-up questions. I 
noticed it at every press conference.</P> 
<P>It's a little amusing to see the media starting to wake up to the fact that 
they've been played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06685502 32725 173 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 11:08:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/6685414" target=_blank>#172</A> 
livfreeordie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Quick Google for a Bush press conference transcript gave me this one:[Link: 
<A 
href="http://blogs.suntimes.com/sweet/2007/08/sweet_blog_special_bush_press_1.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.suntimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>President Bush DID take follow-up questions...Sample of one but I do remember 
him taking follow-ups [which is not to say always]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I didn't say he <EM>never</EM> took follow-up questions. Obviously, 
sometimes he did -- but the majority of his press conferences were tightly 
controlled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06684806 32727 7 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:58:25am  
 
<P>Still has to pass the House. Which it will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06684845 32727 29 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:01:14am  
 
<P>The Dow is dropping. Now at 7993.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06684890 32727 64 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:04:40am  
 
<P>7976.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06685063 32727 214 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:21:12am  
 
<P>Ehlobuddy: continue posting comments like that and you're going to lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06685106 32727 252 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:25:08am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/6685096" target=_blank>#245</A> 
Ehlobuddy</EM></P> 
<P>Last warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06685194 32727 328 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:32:41am  
 
<P>Dow's about to go below 7900.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06685216 32727 347 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 10:34:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/6685201" target=_blank>#334</A> 
Ehlobuddy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will now recuse myself since some people are distracted by my hasty 
rhetoric. Have a daisy of a day!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you can't even be bothered to acknowledge my comments, I bid you 
adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06686344 32728 32 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 1:12:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6686224" target=_blank>#31</A> srmoss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwins' efforts seem to be a little self defeating if science and more 
importantly, humans have no intrinsic value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your point is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06686627 32731 28 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 2:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6686617" target=_blank>#23</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, remember the link you posted to Qaradawi's vicious genocidal 
ranting <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32643_Top_Islamic_Cleric_Wishes_fo
r_Another_Holocaust_at_the_Hands_of_Muslims" target=_blank>here</A>?</P> 
<P>Well, YouTube has removed the video due to "terms of use violation".</P> 
<P>The ummah reaching out and censoring the West. And the West caves in. Over 
and over and over again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect that MEMRI asked for it to be removed - they recently went to a 
registration model at their site, and that video was not posted at YouTube by 
them. Hence, a copyright violation.</P> 
<P>This is also why I'm not posting their videos as much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06686659 32731 45 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 2:24:50pm  
 
<P>Although I believe Geert Wilders' free speech is being violated, and 
Britain's decision to ban him from the country is wrong, I can't support him any 
more since he's decided to make an alliance with the fascist Vlaams Belang 
party. Sorry, Mr. Wilders. You've lost me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06686673 32731 55 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 2:32:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6686662" target=_blank>#47</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did that happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32198_Geert_Wilders_and_Vlaams_Bel
ang" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And I've since had it confirmed from other sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687064 32732 54 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 3:39:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6687049" target=_blank>#43</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, note the subtle difference between what you say in this 
thread...:</P> 
<P>I know it may seem like a minor difference, but in this instance, I think it 
could be significant. Not only has Wilders not yet formed an alliance, it seems 
he is not yet even "planning" to form an alliance. He is simply thinking out the 
possibility, or "considering" it. (Which,I agree, would be a big mistake.)</P> 
<P>But let's not yet completely throw Wilders under the bus until we see what he 
actually does. He's heading in the wrong direction, but he doesn't seem to have 
crossed the line yet.</P> 
<P>Maybe he can step back and save his credibility. He still has time.</P> 
<P><EM>(Proviso: I don't follow Dutch politics on a day-to-day basis, so I don't 
know what Wilders may have said in recent weeks concerning Vlaams 
Belang.)</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wilders' plans to ally with the VB have been confirmed to me by other 
sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687108 32732 72 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 3:43:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6687050" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have Ayaan Hirsi Ali and Pat Condell. That doesn't bother me much but 
others here may not be too happy about that. I think that this would have been 
very difficult to avoid. The counter-Jihad movement was bound to attract racists 
and it would have been very difficult to keep them out. People like Ann Coulter 
certainly didn't help things with her Christian superiority thing and racists 
language. Far too many in the counter Jihad movement are enticed by the ethnic 
nationalists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried to blow the whistle on this slide into ethnic nationalist crap, but 
I've been viciously attacked for it -- and by the same people who praised me for 
my other opinions. The "anti-jihad movement" (if there ever really was one) has 
become a bigoted mess of smelly fascist associations, and I want nothing to do 
with these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687119 32732 77 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 3:45:58pm  
 
<P>By the way, I contacted Wilders through email when this story about allying 
with the VB came out, to give him a chance to explain his position and clarify 
it if it wasn't being reported correctly. I received no 
response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06687148 32732 88 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 3:49:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6687124" target=_blank>#79</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Murray answered you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and without getting into details, he stands by his statement about the 
VB. I may have more info soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687519 32732 119 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 4:58:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6687471" target=_blank>#117</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is certainly admirable to want to defend freedom of religion absolutely. 
However, an examination of the Koran, and of the Hadith (the life of Mohammed), 
appears to reveal an utter dedication to the extermination of the rights of 
freedom and of religion of all non-Muslims. In short, as the famous saying goes, 
tolerance of intolerance is neither virtuous nor reasonable. If an organization 
dedicated to killing all those who are not members of it, happens to also be a 
religion, are we then barred from defending ourselves against 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way you "defend yourself" against Islam is by using your power of free 
speech to argue, demonstrate and reveal what you think should be known. Not by 
banning religion, and taking away the rights of others.</P> 
<P>Fascists ban books, and ban religions. Not people who believe in 
democracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687529 32732 121 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 5:00:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/6687467" target=_blank>#116</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Find one for me not involved with fascists, and I'll consider them."</P> 
<P>Do you have any nominations? I'd gladly support them. If you don't, are we to 
let Europe burn?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think it's a good idea to hook up with neo-Nazis and fascists because 
you're in a panic about Islam, don't let me stop you. It's your choice. Let us 
know how that works out for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06687684 32732 133 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 5:31:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/6687637" target=_blank>#127</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I do not believe there are any "good ideas" regarding the situation 
in Europe, only ugly choices. I do not like any of them. I have no contact with 
neo-Nazis, fascists, Creationists, Truthers or Flat Earthers. I am not in a 
panic about Islam, but I am concerned about the fate of Western Civilization and 
consider free and open discussion of issues to be one of the bedrocks of that 
civilization.</P> 
<P>If someone has been offended by any of my comments, please understand that no 
offense was intended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not offended - it's just that I've heard all of these arguments for 
compromising principles and hooking up with <EM>really bad people</EM> because 
"it's our only choice or we're doomed!" many times before.</P> 



<P>I'm still surprised that people will actually argue that we should drop all 
our integrity and hook up with people who aren't even fit to be spat 
upon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688813 32732 199 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 8:18:54pm  
 
<P>Anyone who advocates making Islam illegal or banning the Koran is living in a 
dream world. It's not going to happen. Ever. By advocating this crap, all you do 
is make yourself look like a fanatic.</P> 
<P>If that's cool with you, then go ahead. Knock yourselves out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06689044 32732 202 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:11:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6688977" target=_blank>#201</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<P>Expose the imams, prosecute people who commit crimes, and use the military 
against stateless terrorist groups. We already have the methods in place to 
combat militant Islam.</P> 
<P>You're dreaming if you think this country will criminalize speech. And if it 
ever does, it won't be a country I want to live in any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690614 32732 211 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:01:40am  
 
<P>What do you know. A bunch of fascist apologists show up. Never could have 
predicted that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693389 32732 214 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:01:47pm  
 
<P>#213 Joseph: If you want to post ugly extremist crap like that, do it at 
another blog. I'm not going to tolerate it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693526 32732 229 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:27:18pm  
 
<P>If you post that comment one more time, you'll lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693575 32732 243 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:35:23pm  
 
<P>I'll try to explain this again.</P> 
<P>When you post this stupid "Ban Islam! The Moslems are gonna get us!" crap, 
all you do is make yourself look like a fanatic, and by extension you make LGF 
look like an extremist website, and I'm way past the point of being tired of 
indulging this garbage.</P> 
<P>It is NOT going to happen. Ever. You achieve NOTHING by spouting this 
nonsense. No decent person is ever going to support banning books and religions. 
You LOSE when you do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693579 32732 245 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:36:40pm  
 
<P>Correction: you do achieve something: you discredit me and my website, and I 
won't tolerate it. I hope that's clear enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06693615 32732 254 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:44:37pm  
 
<P>I do not give idle warnings. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693650 32732 259 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:51:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/6693640" target=_blank>#258</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,491126,00.html" 
target=_blank>Despite Ban, Dutch Lawmaker Vows to Visit 'Cowardly' 
Britain</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, now he'll turn it into a publicity stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694478 32732 265 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 6:08:50pm  
 
<P>Another creepy moron bites the dust. Good luck with banning Islam, 
jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688113 32734 126 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 6:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6688088" target=_blank>#109</A> 
shanester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. Seperate entities. That doesn't mean that gov. can't give funds to 
religious institutions under certain circumstances. I agree.</P> 
<P>Gotta keep 'em seperated!But they can support each other.</P> 
<P>Creating a true wall that libs want could mean that because I run a secular 
charity and was raised Catholic might ban me from Federal funds. 
No?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you'd be fine with funding mosques to teach Koran studies 
too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688178 32734 170 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 6:46:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6688159" target=_blank>#159</A> 
shanester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you stupid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may be stupid, but I can also ban you from posting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688205 32734 189 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 6:50:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6688150" target=_blank>#153</A> 
Trogluddite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why people who are not constitutional law lawyers should not proclaim 
on constitutional law issues - note to self: is the owner of this website a 
constitutional law attorney?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As a matter of fact, yes, I am. I also put out oil fires in my spare time, 
and review Ph.D candidates' dissertations. When I'm not busy apprehending 
gangsters or excavating dinosaur fossils.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688312 32734 268 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 7:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/6688278" target=_blank>#242</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I just finished watching a NOVA special called "Intelligent Design On 
Trial". It was a brilliant piece on the Dover trial. I would recommend it to 
everyone; it is extremely informative.</P> 
<P>1. Judge Jones is a national hero.2. Ken Miller is a brilliant scientist.3. 
The Discovery Institute not only is dishonest but their tactics give Christians 
like myself a really bad name and destroy the witness of Jesus Christ.</P> 
<P>Charles, I don't know if you have seen this, I assume you have, but it really 
educated me and laid out all the issues in vivid detail. Not that I needed 
anymore convincing concerning evolution but this really helped cement my belief 
in evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a terrific show. Maybe it's time to repost the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688554 32734 470 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 7:36:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/6688475" target=_blank>#400</A> Sorge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here a novel idea for the host: he must learn to express himself to avoid 
personal attacks on others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or else I could just ban your moron ass.</P> 
<P>I think I'll choose the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688599 32734 511 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 7:42:49pm  
 
<P>We have an epidemic of stupid tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688713 32734 617 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 7:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/6688692" target=_blank>#596</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "gramsci" ref tells me this is an old timer with a new 
sock.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They think they're being sneaky and clever when they do 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688757 32734 657 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 8:07:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/6688750" target=_blank>#650</A> zelnaga</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm gonna have to guess that this is a joke? The excavating dinosaur fossils 
sounds like a jab at creationists, the apprehending gangsters sounds... well, 
like something that ought to be left to the FBI due to the potential danger 
involved, and the whole being a constitutional law attorney / professor sounds 
like a jab at Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I never joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688766 32734 663 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 8:09:17pm  
 
<P>Down-dingers weigh in:</P> 
<P>Gozer the Carpathian, leww37334</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688995 32734 758 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:01:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/6688945" target=_blank>#747</A> 
Bobblehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.worldtribune.com/worldtribune/WTARC/2009/ss_syria0115_02_09.asp
" target=_blank>Can this be true?</A>Obama to lift sanctions on 
Syria.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Consider the source. World Tribune is not very credible, and everything in 
that article is attributed to unnamed sources.</P> 
<P>It's not impossible. But this article is highly suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690664 32734 852 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:11:53am  
 
<P>Interesting. So we've found that there are actually people who not only see 
nothing wrong with violating the Constitution, they want special treatment for 
<EM>their</EM> religion, and exclusion for all others.</P> 
<P>Isn't that lovely?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690670 32734 853 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:12:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/6690377" target=_blank>#833</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe Judge Jones mistaken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why he's a judge and you're not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690747 32734 857 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:35:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/855/6690704" target=_blank>#855</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As they say about the Supreme Court, "They are right because they are final, 
they aren't final because they are right."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming from someone who thinks it would be a dandy idea to teach children 
pseudo-science, that's rich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690780 32734 859 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:48:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/858/6690768" target=_blank>#858</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which one? I oppose, and have consistenly opposed, the teaching of both 
global warming and intelligent design. But just because I oppose teaching 
intelligent design, it does not mean I should see it as unconstitutional. I 



support abortion rights, but I oppose Roe v. Wade because abortion rights are 
enshrined nowhere in the constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and "see it as constitutional" all you like -- the simple legal 
fact, borne out by numerous decisions, is that teaching creationism in science 
class <EM>is</EM> unconstitutional. You may have a problem accepting reality, 
but it's no less real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690800 32734 861 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:52:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/6690788" target=_blank>#860</A> Capoftex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have heard, and have not verified something else that is supposedly in the 
bill. And it is "Anti-Religion". If a school takes money from the bill, they 
cannot let a group meet, say FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes" in an empty 
room NOT during school hours. They are basically banning religion from 
schools.</P> 
<P>What's the probelm here? That isn't establishing anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not in the bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690852 32734 862 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:00:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/841/6690486" target=_blank>#841</A> Arkay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. Who cares if these people want to overturn the Constitution and 
establish a theocracy?</P> 
<P>Maybe because the statement that <STRONG>these people want to overturn the 
Constitution and establish a theocracy</STRONG> is a lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should try reading what's right there in front of you. Mike Huckabee 
explicitly <EM>said</EM> he wanted to amend the Constitution "so it's in God's 
standards."</P> 
<P>Yes, they DO want to overturn the Constitution. It's right there in black and 
white. You're the one who's lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691481 32734 870 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:43:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/869/6691445" target=_blank>#869</A> 
damnyanqui</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems an awful lot of people want to forget the second part of the 
"Establishment Clause"the part about ...nor prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof."Specifically excluding religious oriented programs from benefits 
offered to everyone else is anti-religious religious discrimination.QED Anti 
religiousYup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "prohibiting the free exercise" of religion to exclude religious 
organizations from government funding. No one is stopping anyone from practicing 
their religion. Your argument is absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694414 32734 891 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 5:59:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/888/6694338" target=_blank>#888</A> Arkay</EM></P> 
<P>Another fanatic weighs in to advocate violating the Establishment Clause. 
You're just a-wishin' and a-hopin' that you're going to be able to get enough 



like-minded Luddites to <EM>change</EM> the Constitution so it won't be a 
problem any more.</P> 
<P>Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06688893 32735 54 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 8:33:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/6688854" target=_blank>#32</A> Afrocity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the Conservative position?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The judge in the Dover case was <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_E._Jones_III" target=_blank>John E. 
Jones III</A>, a lifelong Republican appointed by George W. Bush, and a devout 
Lutheran.</P> 
<P>And his decision completely destroyed the creationists who were trying to 
force their religion into the public schools of Dover.</P> 
<P>That's the true conservative position. The people who promote creationism in 
public schools are trying to force their own religious beliefs on everyone 
else's children, and that's as far from a "conservative" position as it's 
possible to be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06689063 32735 175 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:15:02pm  
 
<P>Here come the down-dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06689189 32735 286 Charles Tue, Feb 10, 2009 9:58:12pm  
 
<P>Speaking of 'intelligent design' and the Dishonesty Institute, we have one of 
their shills spouting reams of nonsense in the 'Stealth Creationist Bill in 
Florida' thread.</P> 
<P>The nuts are really on the rampage tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691405 32735 477 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:33:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/6691336" target=_blank>#476</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many theories of Intelligent Design can be tested in that they make empirical 
predictions that can be falsified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691529 32735 478 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:49:33am  
 
<P><EM>&lt; ... sound of crickets ... &gt;</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691653 32735 480 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:05:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/6691272" target=_blank>#475</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the school board did here was very wrong, but the knee jerk reaction by 
Judge Jones is even worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is complete nonsense. The trial lasted forty days, and Judge Jones' 
decision was 139 pages long, exhaustively reasoned. To call it a "knee jerk 
reaction" is either: 1) ignorant, or 2) deliberately dishonest.</P> 
<P>Here's the decision. You clearly haven't read a single word of it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Kitzmiller_v._Dover_Area_School_District_et_
al." target=_blank>en.wikisource.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693277 32735 490 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:40:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/6693188" target=_blank>#484</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example, a young earth model based upon Genesis which posits the earth is 
less than 10,000 years old makes a grossly different prediction concerning the 
results of empirical clocks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You claimed this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many theories of Intelligent Design can be tested in that they make empirical 
predictions that can be falsified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still waiting for you to back up that claim. What you just posted is a 
complete non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693363 32735 494 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:56:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/6693348" target=_blank>#492</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may have answered briefly, but it is not a non sequitur. What exactly are 
you expecting? I have no idea of your level of knowledge. Are you expecting me 
to lay out an entire theory in a web blog? Surely you are familiar with some 
theories that invoke the young earth concept without it being necessary for me 
to write a book here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You claimed this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many theories of Intelligent Design can be tested in that they make empirical 
predictions that can be falsified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one prediction made by "intelligent design" that can be 
falsified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693484 32735 500 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:18:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/6693432" target=_blank>#497</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<P>You wrote this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many theories of Intelligent Design can be tested in that they make empirical 
predictions that can be falsified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one empirical prediction made by "intelligent design" that is 
falsifiable. I'm not impressed by your thrashing around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704256 32735 532 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:52:29am  
 



<P>Oh for Pete's sake. Not this distorted crap about carbon dating again.</P> 
<P>You creationists really need some new material. This is worse than Henny 
Youngman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690733 32736 1210 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:31:28am  
 
<P>On that story being promoted by the usual loony right sites that Syria is 
being taken off the terrorism list by Obama -- it originates at World Tribune, 
which is a pseudo-newspaper run by Nichiren Shoshu. It's based on anonymous 
sources. It has negative credibility. And no reliable source in the country is 
reporting it.</P> 
<P>Unless it's confirmed, this is just more scaremongering by the far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690875 32736 1285 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:03:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1282/6690858" target=_blank>#1282</A> turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beleive Enhofe runs a pretty good site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Strongly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690885 32736 1287 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:04:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1275/6690818" target=_blank>#1275</A> abaleh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm watching "The Great Global Warming Swindle".I'm not sure about the 
validity of the research on this topic, or lack thereof, because I am not a 
climate scientician.I would appreciate it if anybody could direct me to unbiased 
resources on this topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot wrong with that film, and some of it is actually downright 
dishonest.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32235_The_Great_Global_Warming_Swi
ndle_Debate" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06690895 32736 1290 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:06:47am  
 
<P>Please don't link to that crazy person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691040 32736 1297 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:31:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1289/6690894" target=_blank>#1289</A> abaleh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the criticism on wikipedia, that's why I'm looking for unbiased info 
(if there is such a thing).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link I gave you contains video of an Australian show in which the 
producer of the 'Swindle' film is given ample time to present his 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691091 32736 1299 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:40:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1298/6691075" target=_blank>#1298</A> nnw59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those who want to deify Darwin, you may find this article interesting. I 
am sorry that it is penned by another half-crazed, science-hating Discovery 
Institute flak, but, oh no, wait. It is by repected world historian Paul 
Johnson.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://jewishworldreview.com/0209/pjohnson021109.php3" 
target=_blank>jewishworldreview.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's a good example of why historians should stick to history, and not 
weigh in on scientific issues about which they have no clue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691915 32736 1307 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:31:01am  
 
<P>Here we go again with this crap.</P> 
<P>Please point out where I've "bashed Christians."</P> 
<P>Creationism is not synonymous with Christianity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692361 32736 1317 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 12:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1309/6692160" target=_blank>#1309</A> 
vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I at least think you attack Christianity at least when you openly 
mock intelligent design...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christianity is not synonymous with creationism, no matter how many words you 
write trying to rationalize it.</P> 
<P>And in case you didn't notice, the quote at the top of this thread is from 
the <EM>founder</EM> of "intelligent design." Posted without comment. And he's 
saying there is no science to it, that it's not a "theory" even by their 
degraded standards.</P> 
<P>If that's "mockery" ... he's mocking himself. And he's telling you that when 
the Discovery Institute claims "intelligent design" is a scientific theory, they 
are lying. That's OK with you -- to lie in the name of Jesus?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692381 32736 1320 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 12:13:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1314/6692307" target=_blank>#1314</A> fredo 
malmstein</EM></P> 
<P>And with that comment, following the heels of numerous other hateful, ugly, 
deliberately inflammatory comments, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692393 32736 1321 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 12:15:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1318/6692372" target=_blank>#1318</A> 
vanceone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If little Sally didn't come home saying that her science teacher told her she 
came from an Apelike being and anyone who told her differently was not only 
wrong but a fanatical fundamentalist, etc etc then there wouldn't be as big a 
backlash as we are seeing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Little Sally <EM>did</EM> come from an ape-like creature. You can ignore the 
mountains of evidence, that's your right. But you're ignoring 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06692827 32736 1326 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 1:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1325/6692681" target=_blank>#1325</A> 
vanceone</EM></P> 
<P>I'm going to ignore the usual tedious attempts to guilt-trip me into shutting 
up, and just point out this statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at Bobby Jindal--it's not just "how can he possibly advance this bill?" 
It is also 'He's a moron and a wacko for even believing it in the first 
place!'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal is not a moron. But he does hang out with people who are on the 
outer edges of fundamentalist Christianity, and at least one person who 
associates with outright neo-Nazis: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" target=_blank>Bobby 
Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>Who is <A href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" 
target=_blank>David Barton?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-
Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 
assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 
had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06691807 32739 41 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:21:16am  
 
<P>Speaking of hating love, fascist supporters all over the blogosphere are 
railing against me today, because I dared to criticize Geert Wilders for wanting 
to ban books and make religions illegal. I'm getting hate vibes through the 
ether.</P> 
<P>And they can bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692028 32739 228 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:42:08am  
 



<P>And we have yet another claim that I'm "bashing Christians," in the overnight 
thread. I am not anti-Christian, and have never bashed Christians, not once.</P> 
<P>They do this because they're trying to guilt-trip me into shutting up and 
toeing the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692859 32740 42 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 1:24:31pm  
 
<P>Countdown until someone says: "Hey, you were just bashing the Pope for the 
Richard Williamson thing! Now you want to use him to support your opinion? 
Hypocrite! Atheist! Why do you hate Christians?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06692937 32740 100 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 1:35:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/6692893" target=_blank>#67</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Darwin rode his own horse and lived authentically like a gaucho in 
South America. He was no dilettante who relied on servants to carry his stuff 
around!</P> 
<P>Actually, he did have a teenaged English boy who was a sailor on the Beagle 
who helped him with expeditions, carrying supplies and stuff. But no 
"Pedro"s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, Darwin had a cabin boy?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/-29wqgRdN1U&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693056 32740 201 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 1:55:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/6693035" target=_blank>#182</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Disco Institute...<A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009%20Zogby%20Poll%20Findings%20Report%20Fin
al.pdf" target=_blank>ZOGBY Poll 2009: Growing Majority of Americans Support 
Teaching Both Sides of Evolution Debate</A> (PDF)</P> 
<P>I can't find the original Zogby report so I can't be sure if they are 
twisting the results.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That poll is typical Discovery Institute misleading garbage. Here's the 
question they asked:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>QUESTION: I am going to read you two statements about Biology teachers 
teaching Darwin’s theory of evolution. Please tell me which statement comes 
closest to your own point of view — Statement A or Statement B?</P> 
<P>Statement A: Biology teachers should teach only Darwin’s theory of evolution 
and the scientific evidence that supports it.</P> 
<P>Statement B: Biology teachers should teach Darwin’s theory of evolution, 
<STRONG>but also the scientific evidence against it</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, there <EM>is no</EM> scientific evidence against the theory of 
evolution. But who wouldn't say yes, when the question is phrased like that?</P> 
<P>Complete crap. Those people are shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06693113 32740 252 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:08:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6693047" target=_blank>#193</A> 
toodamnice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Why does the Pope hate Christians?</EM></P> 
<P>Is this the Darwin Blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, 'toodamnice' was complaining about our refusal to fall 
for the nirth certifikit kookery:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/296/6394208" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>How'd that work out for you, by the way? Manage to get Obama thrown out of 
office for being a sekrit Moslem yet? No?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693141 32740 279 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:15:40pm  
 
<P>Darwin's cabin boy after shore leave:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/iI3Yoqxn31U&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693354 32740 348 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6693023" target=_blank>#170</A> Mike 
O'Malley</EM></P> 
<P>Michael Behe's ridiculous unscientific "irreducible complexity" argument and 
his activities supporting creationism are such an embarrassment that his own 
university has distanced itself from him: <A 
href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~inbios/news/evolution.htm" target=_blank>Lehigh 
University Department of Biological Sciences</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The department faculty, then, are unequivocal in their support of 
evolutionary theory, which has its roots in the seminal work of Charles Darwin 
and has been supported by findings accumulated over 140 years. The sole 
dissenter from this position, Prof. Michael Behe, is a well-known proponent of 
"intelligent design." While we respect Prof. Behe's right to express his views, 
they are his alone and are in no way endorsed by the department. It is our 
collective position that intelligent design has no basis in science, has not 
been tested experimentally, and should not be regarded as 
scientific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693501 32740 362 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:21:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6693481" target=_blank>#359</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Thanks. Time is indeed short and I'm all too familiar with Behe's so-
called theories. In any event, the ID websites offer generous excerpts for free 



which have been more than enough to convince me not to waste my time. (Also, 
please see Charles #248 above.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He saw it. He's just ignoring it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694208 32740 418 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 5:28:16pm  
 
<P>Astounding. Even in a thread that's explicitly about the ridiculous and false 
charge that I'm "bashing Christians," here comes someone ranting that I "attack 
Christians."</P> 
<P>It's like talking to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694277 32740 424 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 5:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/6694180" target=_blank>#414</A> Mike 
O'Malley</EM></P> 
<P>Do you read anything except creationist propaganda? Have you read Ken 
Miller's books, for instance?</P> 
<P>Michael Behe is an embarrassment to his own university. I noticed that you 
didn't even want to touch that little fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694370 32740 436 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 5:52:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/6694344" target=_blank>#433</A> 
TooDamNice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said there is any Christian bashing going on here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/404/6694067" 
target=_blank>you did</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like this blog, but it just seems to me lately you have started to attack 
Creationists/Christians more and more...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694647 32740 459 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 6:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/6694610" target=_blank>#453</A> Mike 
O'Malley</EM></P> 
<P>Your entire purpose here seems to be to promote Michael Behe's long-
discredited creationist apologetics. You've ignored everything posted in 
response.</P> 
<P>I hope you don't think you're fooling anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694697 32740 464 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 6:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/6694665" target=_blank>#460</A> Mike 
O'Malley</EM></P> 
<P>Since you can't be bothered to respond to anything I post, even when I 
address you directly, I'll take you at your word and assume you're not 
interested in posting at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693182 32741 5 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 2:25:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6693179" target=_blank>#2</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strong rum, good cigars and hot women.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06693398 32741 144 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 3:03:43pm  
 
<P>The "ban Islam!" freaks are at it again in the Wilders 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694103 32741 322 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 5:13:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/6694088" target=_blank>#321</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, or anyone with uber-tech-skilz:</P> 
<P>Is is possible to run some sort of hackified OSX (i.e. Apple-flavored Unix) 
on a standard "PC" laptop? In particular, an Asus Eee laptop?</P> 
<P>I mean, if one can get Linux to run on these things, it ought to be possible 
to get get OSX to run as well, since they're essentially variants of the same 
thing -- a Unix operating system.</P> 
<P>The only roadblock would be some special code built into OSX by Apple that 
says "This can only be run on Apple hardware" -- but I'm assuming some hacker-
types have found a way to disable that.</P> 
<P>Right? Right? Class?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://osx86.thefreesuite.com/" 
target=_blank>osx86.thefreesuite.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694864 32743 502 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:41:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6694803" target=_blank>#480</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case anyone still trusts the mask Robert Spencer wears, consider this:</P> 
<P>He has today joined two new Facebook groups.</P> 
<P>The first, "<A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1378789171#/group.php?gid=321103711
81&amp;ref=nf" target=_blank>CAMPAIGN FOR THE 'RECONQUISTA' IN ANATOLIA!</A>" 
(note the knuckle-dragger "shouting" in all caps), has as its opening paragraph 
the following:</P> 
<P>Of the two pages, the first is by far the worst.</P> 
<P>I am writing to Spencer for an explanation. Given that he has willingly 
joined a group that features Nazi propaganda, I'm not expecting it to be 
positive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The links you posted didn't work for me. Here's the first one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=32110371181" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694903 32743 518 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:51:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6694887" target=_blank>#510</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>From the "Related groups": <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=104706525617" target=_blank>Say NO! 
To A White Ethnic Minority In Europe!</A></P> 
<P>Dude, I've been very critical of Mr. Spencer in the past but now he's joining 
White Power groups. This is really far beyond anything that I imagined about 
him. Seriously, I'm a little shocked here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why, but I'm not getting to any pages that show Robert Spencer 
as a member of these groups. Link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694920 32743 529 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:54:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/6694913" target=_blank>#524</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try this...<A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=32110371181&amp;ref=nf#/s.php?k=1000
00004&amp;id=32110371181&amp;gr=2&amp;a=7&amp;sid=a5380c64bd0d3e7986b6e417ea64c9
0d" target=_blank>Displaying members of CAMPAIGN FOR THE 'RECONQUISTA' IN 
ANATOLIA!.</A></P> 
<P>He's the 3rd one down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694932 32743 535 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:56:37pm  
 
<P>Click on Spencer's friends list, and it looks like this is him. Not an 
imposter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694940 32743 538 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:57:54pm  
 
<P>This link worked for me after I logged in:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/s.php?k=100000004&amp;id=32110371181&amp;gr=2&amp;
a=7&amp;sid=6dddeb20f5259f7fa242c1329575f4b1" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694947 32743 540 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 7:59:25pm  
 
<P>Screenshot:</P> 
<P><A title=20090211SpencerFacebookNazi.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090211SpencerFacebookNaz
i.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20090211SpencerFacebookNazi.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694973 32743 555 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:04:10pm  
 
<P>Screenshot from the second page linked by Cato the Elder:</P> 
<P><A title=20090211SpencerBanIslamFacebook.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090211SpencerBanIslamFac
ebook.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20090211SpencerBanIslamFacebook.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06694983 32743 559 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:06:05pm  
 
<P>I've saved these pages as Safari web archives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06694991 32743 562 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:07:24pm  
 
<P>Spencer's friends page, linked to his image on these two pages:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/friends/?id=558445151" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695010 32743 571 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:13:06pm  
 
<P>I don't know what to say about this.</P> 
<P>I didn't realize it was this bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695054 32743 593 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:20:49pm  
 
<P>Folks -- please make your own copies of those pages, if you have Facebook 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695061 32743 597 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:22:33pm  
 
<P>This does explain why Spencer has been so extremely venomous toward me, when 
I haven't posted a single front page article about him.</P> 
<P>I'm going to have to think about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695111 32743 619 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:31:42pm  
 
<P>This is bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695130 32743 629 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:35:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6695119" target=_blank>#624</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.If Spencer claims, it was a hack to smear him.How do we 
tell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer's profile image on those pages contains a link to this page, and it's 
very clearly his genuine friends list:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/friends/?id=558445151" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It couldn't possibly be a hack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695173 32743 646 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 8:49:42pm  
 
<P>I'm sure Spencer is already aware of this thread, by the way. He watches the 
comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695206 32743 667 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:01:50pm  



 
<P>I'm about to post it. There are no words to express the anger I'm feeling 
about being taken for a fool by these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695234 32745 7 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:08:55pm  
 
<P>I have posted no opinions here. Everything in this post is documented 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695240 32745 12 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6695237" target=_blank>#9</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I know NOTHING about Facebook.</P> 
<P>Why couldn't someone else have signed up as Spencer. And I only ask because I 
don't understand. Everyone here knows that I am no supporter of 
Spencer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'View Friends' page goes to Robert Spencer's friends page. This is 
generated by Facebook and tied to your account. It couldn't be 
faked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695254 32745 19 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:14:40pm  
 
<P>They advocate mass sterilization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695267 32745 29 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:16:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6695251" target=_blank>#17</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So...</P> 
<P>1) Spencer has a facebook page2) This group has a facebook page3) For 
Spencers PAGE to appear in #2's friends...4) Robert has to post picture and 
link.</P> 
<P>Have I got it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You join a group on Facebook, and your picture is automatically added to the 
'Members' page. Next to your picture is a link to your list of 'Friends.' It's 
all done automatically by Facebook.</P> 
<P>The only way this could be faked is if Spencer's whole account is a fake. And 
that's very unlikely, given the long list of friends, many of whom you will 
recognize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695295 32745 55 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6695281" target=_blank>#41</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- maybe a screenshot of the friends page too, for those of us who 
don't have a facebook account?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to bring those people into this -- they're not members of the 
genocidal group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06695304 32745 64 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:23:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/6695278" target=_blank>#39</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok... can this happen?</P> 
<P>1) Group starts facebook page called "I love Jews" and has pro Jewish 
content.2) Robert joins "I Love Jews."3) Group changes name to "I hate Jews" and 
changes content to anti-Jewish stuff.4) Robert doesn't know this, he hasn't 
check back.</P> 
<P>I'm talking about bait and switch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not possible. There are ugly comments dating back almost a 
month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695318 32745 77 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:27:03pm  
 
<P>There are 316 members. The most recent members show up at the top of the 
list. Spencer is fourth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695328 32745 84 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:28:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/6695316" target=_blank>#75</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when did Robert link as a friend? I keep saying I don't know ANYTHING 
about facebook, there for I don't know how this works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't 'link as a friend'. He joined the group as a 
member.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695347 32745 103 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:32:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6695338" target=_blank>#94</A> Emerson 
Twain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sooner we call them out as occupiers the better, as far as I'm concerned. 
Roll them back to where they came from. How's that? I'm with 
Spencer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695408 32745 153 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:46:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6695386" target=_blank>#133</A> 
zionismrules</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently you missed comment #98:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/98/6695342" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695423 32745 166 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:49:39pm  
 
<P>Please note: being listed as a Spencer 'friend' does not mean they've joined 
this hate group. Only Spencer joined the group.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06695440 32745 181 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:52:29pm  
 
<P>Please read the statement of goals I posted above. Carefully. What they are 
advocating will astound you, and I don't mean in a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695463 32745 203 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 9:57:53pm  
 
<P>Horrifying:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This group entirely understands and accepts that this project will require 
<STRONG>the displacement of up to 150 million persons</STRONG>, an armed and 
paramilitarily active settler rediaspora of at least 15 million economically 
viable semi-civilian colonists, an occupation force consisting of at least 2 
million professional troops, a military presents in all territories between 
Anatolia and West Turkestan and anything between 0.5 and 5 trillion dollars 
worth of fiscal capital in order to complete. Furthermore this group also 
realises that the territories for resettlement in lower central Asia may not be 
currently suitable for such a large demographic intake and that therefore, 
<STRONG>mass sterilisation via sexual segregation and voluntary euthenasia 
programmes</STRONG> (may for the time being), need to remain on the table in 
order to prevent a latter humanitarian disaster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695490 32745 225 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:02:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6695466" target=_blank>#206</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you any way to capture all the current members of the 
"Anatolia" group before it disappears? Might be useful for the 
record.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 351 members. 35 pages. Don't have time to save all of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695506 32745 237 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/6695476" target=_blank>#213</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Grinding up everything post-1453 in Istanbul and dumping it in the sea? Come 
on, people. You take this seriously? That's the stupidest thing I've ever 
heard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is absolutely not a joke. Read the comments posted by members. Look at the 
videos.</P> 
<P>Nobody 'jokes' like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695515 32745 245 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/6695483" target=_blank>#219</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do you know how easy it is to set up a Facebook profile using a fake name or 
celebrity name in order to make fun of them? Do you know how easy it is to add 
friends? And how easy it is to crack a password?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facebook has gone through a lot of hacking attempts and their system is now 
extremely secure. It is NOT easy to do any of those things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695517 32745 247 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:07:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/6695508" target=_blank>#239</A> miguelj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>209 freetoken: I agree. I think it is a misguided failed attempt at 
satire.Even that explanation diminishes Spencer, but I think that is how he will 
explain it. Read the statement of goals again: isn't it the mirror-image of the 
jihad vemom that Spencer combats? If that's not satire, what is?</P> 
<P>Charals, what do you think? Any chance at all that this is would-be satire in 
very bad taste?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 351 members! Read the comments they've been posting. Then wake up 
and smell the coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695546 32745 271 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:13:51pm  
 
<P>Look.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely NO WAY IN HELL I would ever join a group on Facebook 
without knowing exactly what they stood for. No responsible person does 
that.</P> 
<P>And you don't even have to search to find out what this group stands for. 
It's right there in black and white, in front of your nose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695556 32745 279 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:15:25pm  
 
<P>See anyone else we know, as a friend of the most recent member?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/people/George-H-McCallum/1057935794" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695586 32745 303 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:20:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6695568" target=_blank>#288</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<P>Everything I have posted is factual. And maybe you've missed it, but Spencer 
has been viciously attacking me at his blog, and at other blogs, for months 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695650 32745 356 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/6695631" target=_blank>#343</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You believe that what you guys have called "circumstantial evidence" is 
enough to convict someone of Hitler-like desire for genocide without even 
hearing what they have to say in their defense?</P> 
<P>I only came here to show some reasons why reasonable doubt should be 
maintained until the whole thing can be sorted out, and people shouldn't rush to 



conclusions like the Jenin Genocide. My suggestion was to contact him before 
posting this - a decent gesture and only fair reporting.</P> 
<P>For this I get told to stop posting and get called a moron?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you deliberately ignoring the responses to your posts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695697 32745 397 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:38:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/6695683" target=_blank>#384</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Dan G. - they sure as hell do. Sure wish I could get Charles attention to 
'em - we have waay too many sleepers here to not chuck 'em out when they are so 
obvious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see what's going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695715 32745 411 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:42:20pm  
 
<P>It's kind of amazing to me that the people making excuses for this are 
willing to completely ignore the VICIOUS nature of Spencer's posts about me, the 
fact that he links to several openly fascist bloggers (e.g. Brussels Journal, 
who recently came out and endorsed the neo-Nazi British National Party), and 
even posts comments at sites that are run by deranged stalkers who have stolen 
my copyrighted work and registered multiple sock puppets to post obnoxiously 
hateful comments at LGF.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry. My supply of 'benefit of the doubt' is all gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695734 32745 427 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:47:08pm  
 
<P>I'm quite sure that this is just the first wave of Spencer apologists, and 
some of them are going to be rabid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695747 32745 438 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:51:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6695743" target=_blank>#434</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lol, was that about me? Exactly what kind of accusation are you leveling at 
me now? Am I Spencer in your view? Or maybe a neo-nazi fascist? Or maybe I'm 
just someone who doesn't generally have the time to post, but makes the time 
when I see one of my favourite sites start to report the same way the MSM 
does?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's insulting. Everything in this post is a fact, and anyone with a 
Facebook account can see that for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695761 32745 449 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 10:54:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/6695748" target=_blank>#439</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also a fact that some some of the defenders of Spencer's here are linked 
to Reconquista blogs themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. Reload the page and you'll see this in comment #94.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06695780 32745 466 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:00:52pm  
 
<P>Another Facebook group joined by Spencer today advocates making Islam 
illegal, mass deportations, and using military force against illegal immigrants, 
among other lovely things.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=61798846806&amp;ref=nf" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695803 32745 484 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:06:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6695798" target=_blank>#479</A> No 
Dhummi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you accuse someone of plotting genocide on the basis of facebook group 
memberships, you should give em a chance to respond.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a single person has accused Robert Spencer of "plotting genocide," and 
you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06695842 32745 514 Charles Wed, Feb 11, 2009 11:13:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/6695809" target=_blank>#489</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone else that you recognize on the membership page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, at least one banned LGF poster, a rabid Serbian fascist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697145 32745 785 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:10:08am  
 
<P>See the update above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697174 32745 791 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:15:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/6696108" target=_blank>#628</A> Edouard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not happy to find out that he has been engaged in actively insulting our 
host Charles. There's absolutely nothing "cordial" about that, to use one of 
Spencer's favorite terms.</P> 
<P>I'm now turning any attention that I once had for Spencer's work over to the 
work of Dr Andrew Bostom, who to the best of my knowledge has never come close 
to agreeing to anything like such a deplorable personal 
affiliation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you have a look at Andrew Bostom's website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697231 32745 806 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:26:46am  
 
<P>'GuyFromMass' was formerly known here as 'Highrise'. Now blocked 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697267 32745 814 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:36:58am  
 



<P>And by the way, 'Highrise' registered about 10 sockpuppets. There may be 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697291 32745 819 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:40:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/6697284" target=_blank>#815</A> 
ToddHerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-</P> 
<P>If this is true, it's beyond vile. The man will have lost all 
credibility.</P> 
<P>I will tell you though, that its is very easy to set up a fake Facebook 
account. I have done so as an experiment; I maintained page for several months 
and Facebook never did anything about it. It was the page of a VERY public 
person.</P> 
<P>I assume, though, that you have -as usual- thoroughly investigated and 
believe your report.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is true. The Facebook group is not a fake, and Spencer has admitted he 
joined it. Then he tried to say I set it up myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697337 32745 825 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:46:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/6697315" target=_blank>#822</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he knows that didn't happen, but he also knows a lot of his 
supporters are dumb enough to buy his suggestion that he did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fully expected this reaction from Spencer.</P> 
<P>And I'll just say one thing: if I had accidentally joined a vile group like 
this, on Facebook or elsewhere, I would simply apologize for it and admit to a 
mistake. I would not try to claim that I was set up and tricked, by people who 
are out to get me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697386 32745 836 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:54:44am  
 
<P>'No Dhummi', after making excuses all night, is now going through this thread 
and dinging up the other excuse makers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697390 32745 837 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:55:32am  
 
<P>But not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697471 32745 848 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:09:37am  
 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697528 32745 853 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:15:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/850/6697495" target=_blank>#850</A> Edouard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thank you, Charles. Yes, I did immediately go to his website after I made my 
initial post, which is why I quickly subsequently posted <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/634/6696117" target=_blank>#634</A>. 
I was floored by the disgracefulness of Bostom's attack.</P> 
<P>#634 has a link to Bostom's site with evidence of this very unbecoming attack 
by him and his commenters. Such a thing should be beneath the dignity level of a 
writer such as Andrew Bostom.</P> 
<P>I am sadly learning lessons about the need to vet someone's personal 
character before vouching for their books. I am sorry that these jackals are 
turning on you when they need to be looking with very bright lights at 
themselves in the mirror.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think that's bad, you should see the emails he sent me before I told 
him to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697691 32745 864 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:32:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/856/6697598" target=_blank>#856</A> 
Born_to_lose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, he and the posters there may have said hurtful things about you in 
the midst of this mess, but you, and a lot of the other posters around this site 
are certainly no saints and are clearly making a strong attempt at defaming him 
AND discrediting his work. This behavior is truly shameful and it is too bad 
that it cannot be hammered out in a cohearant and adult-like 
fashion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. I have not posted ONE front page article on my decision not to be 
involved with Robert Spencer. Not one. Spencer has posted at least a dozen ugly 
personal attacks, and even posts comments on deranged anti-LGF stalker 
sites.</P> 
<P>You're either not very observant, or you're trying to minimize his 
responsibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697706 32745 866 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:35:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/855/6697562" target=_blank>#855</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing Spencer did not do was fall victim to a prank. If he fell victim to 
anything it was his own appaling judgment in joining a fascist group whose 
nature is obvious just from their name alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if he had simply posted an apology and withdrawn his name from that 
group, I'd acknowledge it and drop it.</P> 
<P>Instead, he ranted about being set up, and suggested that I had done it on 
purpose to get him.</P> 
<P>That's simply crappy, paranoid behavior, and very revealing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697898 32745 898 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:00:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/896/6697876" target=_blank>#896</A> Bosch 
Fawstin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta,</P> 
<P>And I believe Robert. But this idea that Robert Spencer would actually, 
knowingly join a genocidal group shows desperation on those who want to believe 
it. Everything about Robert's work belies this, and I admit I have not followed 



this rift thoroughly, but I did remember that Charles accused Robert of 
embracing neo-Nazis, which is out of line and has no credence in reality, but 
only through a veneer of guilt through association at a conference if I 
recall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer is absolutely denying the fascist links of the Vlaams Belang. From 
Cato the Elder's post above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think the "evidence" Johnson has brought forward of the "neofascism" 
of the groups he dislikes is compelling, your judgment is already seriously 
impaired.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're being played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698209 32745 932 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:40:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/922/6698132" target=_blank>#922</A> Bosch 
Fawstin</EM></P> 
<P>What you insist on labeling "the slimmest of reasons," I call a core 
principle.</P> 
<P>I will never welcome fascist groups into my house. Never.</P> 
<P>I'm disgusted that so many people are willing to compromise and ruin their 
credibility, because they're in a mindless panic about Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698345 32745 942 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:58:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/6698339" target=_blank>#941</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. So you're arguing in favor of hatred now.</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698497 32745 961 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:14:10am  
 
<P>If you don't like reading LGF, don't read it. I'm not forcing you to, and I 
won't be sorry to see you go elsewhere.</P> 
<P>This is the 200th anniversary of the birth of Charles Darwin, and it's just 
sad that you think it doesn't matter and couldn't care less, because you'd 
rather read angry posts about the latest Muslim woman who wants to wear a hijab 
for a drivers' license photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698590 32745 984 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:26:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/967/6698528" target=_blank>#967</A> 
Born_to_lose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesus... I am sorry that we hurt your feelings because we left our Darwin 
bithday hats and noise makers at the party store... Where they 
belong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698690 32745 1004 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:39:43am  
 
<P>I expected this flood of apologists and deniers, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06698755 32745 1014 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:46:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1008/6698701" target=_blank>#1008</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/987/6698615" target=_blank>#987</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Planned suicide.</P> 
<P>I post(ed) as Born_to_lose on LGF. Honestly, because you cannot "delete" 
yourself off of the site, I am somewhat wishing that this be my last day there. 
There is just NO getting through to those looney tunes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you quoting from Spencer's site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699357 32745 1072 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:18:16pm  
 
<P>That one had a sock puppet waiting to be used, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699364 32745 1073 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1070/6699338" target=_blank>#1070</A> 
freedomnut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Won't I be banned for questioning The Big Guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you insist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699790 32745 1084 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1075/6699428" target=_blank>#1075</A> 
martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer has tarred his reputation greatly by consorting them, even if briefly 
and allegedly due to carelessness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And don't forget -- then, instead of apologizing and letting it go, he 
accused me of setting him up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699804 32745 1085 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:18:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1078/6699541" target=_blank>#1078</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... Charles, did you <EM>really</EM> just ban freedomnut? If so, I hope it 
was because he did something worse than merely mock you or dare you to ban him. 
I mean hey, he even complimented one of my posts! Care to clarify? 
Thanks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get to decide who is banned and who isn't, just like you don't get 
to decide what I post about at LGF. I invite you to start your own blog. Then I 
can come over to your blog and complain about what you post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700093 32745 1099 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:20:11pm  
 



<P>Spencer is now over at Hot Air on the Geert Wilders thread, ranting away at 
me and at Allahpundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701679 32745 1143 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:35:56pm  
 
<P>Sellin' little bottles of of ... Spencer meltdown #13.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701845 32745 1146 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:05:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1145/6701828" target=_blank>#1145</A> 
deesine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles own 24-hour-wait rule with atomic material? Acting in bad faith by 
not emailing him first.</P> 
<P>-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I acted in bad faith. But Robert Spencer's dozens of vicious attack 
posts, and the extreme hatred directed at me by the commenters at his site ... 
that's just fine with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701959 32745 1149 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1148/6701950" target=_blank>#1148</A> 
deesine</EM></P> 
<P>Everything in this post is a plain fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705371 32745 1189 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 11:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1188/6705338" target=_blank>#1188</A> 
guftafs</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. He's really getting out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707705 32745 1204 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:30:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1203/6707678" target=_blank>#1203</A> 
Edouard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with Sharmuta here and would add that I would like to see Robert 
Spencer clearly identify and unequivocally denounce neo-fascists and racial-
supremacists among his personal associations. He has influence over many 
readers, and they need to hear him tell them in no uncertain terms that fighting 
one form of fascism only to replace it with another form of fascism must be 
intolerable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen. Too far gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697556 32748 52 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:18:21am  
 
<P>#36: I'll make it easy for you and block your account so you aren't tempted 
to return. And you don't get to post your dramatic goodbye 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06697587 32748 70 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:21:08am  
 
<P>Folks - please don't quote comments like that - they're going to be deleted. 
I've edited the quotes out, but I'm going to just delete any other comments with 
quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697604 32748 80 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:22:11am  
 
<P>Two meltdowns already, just for commemorating Darwin's birthday.</P> 
<P>Speaking of zealots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697612 32748 86 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:22:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6697593" target=_blank>#74</A> jester6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most people are not bright enough to make the connection. Remember, Henrietta 
and Julio are Obama's base.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? Not bright enough? Did you happen to look at that poll you posted, 
and see how much the results are dependent on education?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697626 32748 97 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:24:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6697620" target=_blank>#93</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought tunnelrat was being sarcastic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697657 32748 116 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:28:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6697643" target=_blank>#108</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless I missed something, Jester was talking about the economic data and not 
the earlier posted evolution poll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See comment #50.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697772 32748 183 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:44:46am  
 
<P>Three meltdowns now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697773 32748 184 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:45:14am  
 
<P>Four.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06697780 32748 189 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:46:05am  
 
<P>And they're really not going to like the other posts I've planned for today, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06697825 32748 222 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:52:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6697817" target=_blank>#220</A> 
VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it involve the stimulis package?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to me there's no shortage of coverage of the stimulus 
package...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698800 32748 262 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:52:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/6698234" target=_blank>#258</A> Bob Z</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even Darwin had his doubts about evolution when looking at the human 
eye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationist talking point 2a.</P> 
<P>Here's the full context of what Darwin said about the human eye (constantly 
distorted and misrepresented by creationists):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting 
the focus to different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and 
for the correction of spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been formed 
by natural selection, seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest degree. 
When it was first said that the sun stood still and the world turned round, the 
common sense of mankind declared the doctrine false; but the old saying of Vox 
populi, vox Dei, as every philosopher knows, cannot be trusted in science. 
Reason tells me, that if numerous gradations from a simple and imperfect eye to 
one complex and perfect can be shown to exist, each grade being useful to its 
possessor, as is certain the case; if further, the eye ever varies and the 
variations be inherited, as is likewise certainly the case; and if such 
variations should be useful to any animal under changing conditions of life, 
then the difficulty of believing that a perfect and complex eye could be formed 
by natural selection, should not be considered as subversive of the theory. How 
a nerve comes to be sensitive to light, hardly concerns us more than how life 
itself originated; but I may remark that, as some of the lowest organisms in 
which nerves cannot be detected, are capable of perceiving light, it does not 
seem impossible that certain sensitive elements in their sarcode should become 
aggregated and developed into nerves, endowed with this special 
sensibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698989 32748 266 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 12:25:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6698910" target=_blank>#265</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As Charles pointed out in #262, that is obviously not the case. You shouldn't 
believe everything you read, especially if it's taken from a Discovery Institute 
or Intelligent Design source. Much of their material is taken out of context, or 
is just plain false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here's a perfect example of that, at <A 
href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/creation/v16/i4/eye.asp" 
target=_blank>Answers in Genesis</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699027 32748 268 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 12:29:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/6699002" target=_blank>#267</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin was clear that he believed that Blacks were only one step above Apes 
on the evolutionary scale.</P> 
<P>What a really great guy. Let's celebrate his legacy.</P> 
<P>/do I have to put a sarcasm tag?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is complete nonsense. Why do you folks spread this garbage around?</P> 
<P>Here's one quote from Darwin on slavery:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is often attempted to palliate slavery by comparing the state of slaves 
with our poorer countrymen: if the misery of our poor be caused not by the laws 
of nature, but by our institutions, great is our sin; but how this bears on 
slavery, I cannot see; as well might the use of the thumb-screw be defended in 
one land, by showing that men in another land suffered from some dreadful 
disease. Those who look tenderly at the slave owner, and with a cold heart at 
the slave, never seem to put themselves into the position of the latter; what a 
cheerless prospect, with not even a hope of change! picture to yourself the 
chance, ever hanging over you, of your wife and your little children — those 
objects which nature urges even the slave to call his own — being torn from you 
and sold like beasts to the first bidder! And these deeds are done and palliated 
by men, who profess to love their neighbours as themselves, who believe in God, 
and pray that his Will be done on earth! It makes one's blood boil, yet heart 
tremble, to think that we Englishmen and our American descendants, with their 
boastful cry of liberty, have been and are so 
guilty...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699072 32748 269 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 12:34:22pm  
 
<P>On the other hand, here's a quote from Abraham Lincoln:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not, nor ever have been in favor of bringing about in any way the social 
and political equality of the white and black races. I am not nor ever have been 
in favor of making voters or jurors of negroes, nor qualifying them to hold 
office, nor to intermarry with white people; and I will say in addition to this 
that there is a physical difference between the white and black races which I 
believe will ever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and 
political equality. ... And inasmuch as they cannot so live, while they do 
remain together there must be the position of superior and inferior, and I as 
much as any other man am in favor of having the superior position assigned to 
the white race.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699265 32748 275 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:04:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/6699202" target=_blank>#272</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin wasn't for slavery. Nice way to twist my point into something it was 
not. Straw man arguments to prove nothing. Why so touchy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the one ranting about things I don't understand, using words like 
"foaming" and "fermenting" and "slobbering" and boasting about my superior 
intellect.</P> 
<P>That would be you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06699661 32748 279 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:58:03pm  
 
<P>David Klinghoffer really wants me to respond to his idiotic posts linking 
Darwin to Hitler at the Dishonesty Institute site. He just emailed a little 
while ago. Thinks I'll gain a better understanding of the evil of Darwinism if I 
read them.</P> 
<P>Total visits referred by his posts: less than 100. He's trolling to build 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699665 32748 280 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:58:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/6699335" target=_blank>#276</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<P>Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700045 32748 283 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/6699943" target=_blank>#282</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All you guys got are ranting personal attacks? Is it possible to make a point 
on the point alone or are you so insecure that you have to get personal on 
someone you've never met?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't made any valid points. This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin was clear that he believed that Blacks were only one step above Apes 
on the evolutionary scale.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's false. You provided absolutely nothing to back it up except a bald 
statement. I responded by showing you that Darwin was exactly the opposite of a 
racist, with a quote that shows his enormous respect for black people.</P> 
<P>You got nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700195 32748 290 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/6700082" target=_blank>#285</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<P>Darwin was a product of his time, and racism was completely common in his 
day. The fact is that Darwin was far LESS racist than most of his 
contemporaries, as the quote I posted above demonstrates.</P> 
<P>And in any case, Darwin's views are completely irrelevant to the theory of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701818 32748 294 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:59:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/6701812" target=_blank>#293</A> 
average_guy</EM></P> 
<P>So what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698612 32749 227 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:29:39am  
 
<P>Great. Now we have a 'south will rise again' commenter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06698629 32749 228 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 11:31:31am  
 
<P>Was Lincoln a racist? Yes, he was.</P> 
<P>Did he also do more to stop the institution of slavery than any President? 
Why, yes, he did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698100 32750 15 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:25:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6698092" target=_blank>#10</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't quote chapter and verse, but I thought there were plenty of examples 
of “transitional fossils” ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are thousands. But creationists deny them all -- there are people who 
post at LGF who deny them, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698231 32750 100 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:42:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6698181" target=_blank>#62</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of downdings, namecalling, fireworks, and emotional outbursts, I 
would like to ask the panel - What is the direct descendant of homo sapiens?</P> 
<P>/PS, I don't care either way - I just don't know the answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've asked this question over and over, and you've been answered over and 
over. You've already demonstrated that you're not interested in hearing the 
answer; why would anyone climb into that hamster wheel with you 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06698248 32750 114 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:44:53am  
 
<P>For reference, not that I expect it to make any difference:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_evolution" target=_blank>Human 
evolution.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699425 32750 568 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:27:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/6699117" target=_blank>#546</A> Doug</EM></P> 
<P>And that second 'wham' is the sound of your account being blocked and your 
dramatic farewell message being deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699429 32750 569 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:28:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/6699174" target=_blank>#553</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is an argument in favor of a Intelligent Design and against 
monophyletic models of evolution, such as Darwinism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699763 32750 578 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:11:18pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/6699610" target=_blank>#574</A> rsdavis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>One of the enduring falsehoods repeated endlessly by anti-evolution 
fanatics is that there are no “transitional fossils”</I></P> 
<P>Actually, Darwin was the first one to raise the issue of a lack of 
transitional fossils as a serious difficulty for his theory (in Origin of 
Species). He suggested that this was due to the small number of fossil records 
discovered in his day and that as additional fossils were discovered, they would 
bear out his theory.</P> 
<P>I have no expertise in the field, and so can't comment on whether the current 
fossil record shows enough evidence of transitional forms to satisfy 
Darwin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1859, the fossil record was very very poorly documented. Since then 
paleontologists have discovered thousands of transitional forms. Darwin would 
have felt astonishment at how well his theories have held up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700998 32750 590 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:33:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/6700332" target=_blank>#586</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh... Didn't they tell you? Archaeopteryx is not a transitional form any 
more than the Coelocanth is, because fully formed birds have been found in older 
strata.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you feel a little embarrassed posting crap like this?</P> 
<P>Never mind, I know you don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704199 32750 601 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:43:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/6703595" target=_blank>#599</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why you said, "Evolution can't make predictions." Of course it 
does. Darwin was thrilled with Archaeopteryx, but he did not live long enough to 
learn that Archaeopteryx is as problematic to filling in the predicted 
evolutionary tree as the Neanderthals are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a fool, and you are spewing nonsense that you know is not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704202 32750 602 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:43:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/6703505" target=_blank>#598</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but we still have many evolutionists claiming Archaeopteryx is a 
transitional fossil, despite your acknowledgement here that it is not. Same 
thing happened with the Coelocanth, until we discovered that it was alive and 
well living off Africa and Indonesia.</P> 
<P>Most of the transitional fossils are like this. We can make similar 
evolutionary arguments for transitionals from the morphology of still living 
species. The problem is the timeline, so it would be foolish to do 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rejecting reality is no way to go through life.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06706964 32750 610 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:06:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/6706421" target=_blank>#604</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't argue the empirical data, so you drop any scientific rational 
response and disparage the messenger. I have seen that tactic before. Next comes 
crucifixion or expulsion. Do whatever it takes to keep the opposing scientific 
views out of the classroom and out of the orthodox establishment of 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. I'm now going to crucify you. Hey Stinky, where are those big 
nails?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706970 32750 611 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:08:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/6706902" target=_blank>#609</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See it right there? It was considered a transitional fossil back in the 19th 
century during Darwin's time, but future digging of fossils has discredited this 
interpretation among evolutionists. Yet time and time again, ad nauseum, we see 
these so many zealot scientists misrepresenting Archaeopteryx and touting it as 
a transitional species so as to keep the "faith" in evolution among those less 
knowledgable of the actual empirical data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you just not understand what you're reading, or are you deliberately lying 
about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707014 32750 613 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/6707003" target=_blank>#612</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>He's just spewing creationist talking points and weird unsupported claims all 
over the site. Complete waste of time debating this one -- either he's utterly 
clueless, or he's deliberately yanking people's chains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699393 32752 47 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 1:23:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6699358" target=_blank>#22</A> leww37334</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying to figure this out, the title was about conservatives who want to 
ban books. Maybe a little more accurate would be this guy wants to ban the 
Koran. But it appears we are no longer looking for accuracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, let's keep it accurate. I wrote 'conservatives', with the quotes.</P> 
<P>So you're only in favor of banning ONE book, is that it? Just one little 
book. What could go wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699825 32752 311 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6699780" target=_blank>#308</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I take issue with the notion that the koran deserves special protections 
because it's a religious or holy book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one said that, and especially not me. It deserves the same protection that 
should be given to EVERY book, no more and no less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699845 32752 312 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:24:16pm  
 
<P>The people who rant about banning the Koran are achieving only two things -- 
making themselves look like fanatics and extremists, and wasting their time.</P> 
<P>This country is never going to ban the Koran or ban Islam. Never. Not gonna 
happen, and if you think it will, you're living in a dream world.</P> 
<P>Advocating this is simply flat-out stupid. Those who do it are defeating 
themselves and by extension, discrediting everyone who tries to voice legitimate 
criticism of its contents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699870 32752 316 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:28:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/6699818" target=_blank>#310</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Great post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06699965 32752 322 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 2:45:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6699923" target=_blank>#320</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Wilders seems to agree with you. Please see my #292 above. <EM>In the 
Netherlands</EM>, books inciting hatred and violence are banned. Wilders is 
saying ALL such books should be treated the same (<EM>in the Netherlands</EM>), 
no special treatment for the koran just because islamists threaten mayhem, 
death, and destruction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Netherlands does not ban "books inciting hatred and violence." They don't 
even have an outright ban on Mein Kampf -- sale is legal for historical and 
educational purposes.</P> 
<P>And in any case, banning books is wrong, no matter who does it. You don't 
cure someone of strychnine poisoning by feeding them more 
strychnine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700058 32752 326 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6700043" target=_blank>#325</A> Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it simply is a distortion of Wilders' message to claim he is pro-
censorship as a normative matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. <A href="http://www.militantislammonitor.org/article/id/3094" 
target=_blank>This is what he said</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ban that wretched book like Mein Kampf is banned!</P> 
<P>In doing so send a signal to Jami's attackers and other Islamist that the 
Koran never ever can be allowed to be used as an inspiration for 
violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read that whole speech, your argument from fairness is simply not to 
be found.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06700105 32752 339 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/6700075" target=_blank>#330</A> Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please correct your post...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. There is nothing to correct. And your citation does NOT show Wilders 
making an argument from fairness. There isn't a single word in that article that 
supports what you say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700117 32752 341 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:26:50pm  
 
<P>By the way, Robert Spencer is now at Hot Air in the comments for their post, 
ranting away at me and at Allahpundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700147 32752 348 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6700134" target=_blank>#345</A> Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the exact quote from the citation I posted, and it does clearly 
support what I wrote...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not. He does not even mention the Koran in that quote, and he 
doesn't say a word about "fairness."</P> 
<P>You may want to interpret it that way, but the link I posted shows very 
clearly that fairness is not even in the equation for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700218 32752 363 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:47:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/6700197" target=_blank>#357</A> Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think at the very least you should post the link I posted where he said he 
is in favor of nearly total free speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700265 32752 374 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:54:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/6700243" target=_blank>#370</A> Quella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe you devalue your site when you only give your opinion on a topic 
without giving the full story behind the topic. We will remain in disagreement 
about your posts concerning Mr. Wilders.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree with your argument, and you haven't backed it up at all. 
You're really reaching for an interpretation that simply is not supported by 
Wilders' statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700846 32752 424 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:03:56pm  
 
<P>Should've banned that one a long time ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700122 32755 66 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:28:25pm  
 



<P>Robert Spencer is now at Hot Air in the comments for their Geert Wilders 
post, ranting away at me and at Allahpundit.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/02/12/geert-wilders-the-
british-government-proved-theyre-the-biggest-cowards-in-europe-today/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700158 32755 84 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:35:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6700130" target=_blank>#69</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check your email in-box for a message from me on a related 
topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sent you a reply...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700171 32755 91 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 3:37:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6700146" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Spencer sez...</P> 
<P>He seems to threaten litigation a lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything I posted was completely factual. Truth is an absolute defense 
against libel claims. And he knows it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700302 32755 158 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:00:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6700260" target=_blank>#134</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a really weird video. It seems more like religion, like a personality 
cult, rather than science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. You really are a piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700344 32755 188 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:08:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6700306" target=_blank>#160</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow!I must have missed the day Charles called Richard Miniter a fascist 
sympathizer.*Is that even true?And, if it is, what provoked it?</P> 
<P>* [Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/02/12/geert-wilders-the-
british-government-proved-theyre-the-biggest-cowards-in-europe-today/comment-
page-2/#comment-1871419" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I posted in response to Richard Miniter's attack on me for 
criticizing the Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27841_Miniter_Misrepresents_LGF_Vl
aams_Belang_Posts_(aka_Vlaams_Belang_Nazi_Links)" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>At no time have I ever called Richard Miniter a "fascist 
sympathizer."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06700371 32755 203 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6700366" target=_blank>#201</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I do remember that one!Thanks for the link (and thank you KT, too!)So, 
now we've got grown men acting like menopausal women!(I should know, I've 
actually been through it!)If that's all Charles said about Richard M. Robert 
owes the apology.He's now using the ''shot gun approach."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he's simply lying. And he knows it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700382 32755 210 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:17:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6700375" target=_blank>#205</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the over/under on Omega3?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a guess at that one! How about ... now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700391 32755 215 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:19:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/6700379" target=_blank>#207</A> wccawa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"straw man?" "ignorant?"</P> 
<P>I admit I'm late in reading about this issue, but <EM>geez</EM>. Have I even 
tried to insult anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you just posted here and then ran over to Hot Air to get some approval 
from Spencer for your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700402 32755 220 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:22:56pm  
 
<P>Please note:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/02/12/geert-wilders-the-
british-government-proved-theyre-the-biggest-cowards-in-europe-today/comment-
page-2/#comment-1871608" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700459 32755 254 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 4:35:27pm  
 
<P>Lemme check my wallet ... hmm, nope. All out of martyr points for the day, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700679 32755 440 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/6700510" target=_blank>#292</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoever pick an even dozen in the meltdown pool might be a 
winner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way low.</P> 
<P>Actually, the total to this point is 17.</P> 
<P>12 Spencer-related freak-outs, two of them sock puppets for previous banned 
users, and 5 creationist meltdowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06700712 32755 463 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:27:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/6700689" target=_blank>#449</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Impressive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've actually created a database table to keep track of blocked users, and 
when I hit the button, I can enter the reason for the block. I did this because 
so many of these people like to go to other sites and claim they were banned 
just for uttering harmless opinions -- when in reality, they're almost all 
because of insults, demands to be banned, blatant dishonesty (very common in 
creationists), racist comments, or advocating violence.</P> 
<P>Now if it becomes an issue with one of them, I can consult the blocked users 
table and pull up their records.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700720 32755 469 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:29:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/6700694" target=_blank>#451</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's pushing a conspiracy theory that it's a fake group created to make him 
look bad. He even hinted that the group was normal when he joined and that the 
content of the group was changed to fascist stuff after he 
joined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's utterly pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700756 32755 495 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/6700749" target=_blank>#489</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no. Charles and Cato got together, lured Robert in to join their group, 
then changed the content to fascism, then outed Robert on LGF.</P> 
<P>All in the same day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Then I cleaned out my attic, put in some work on my doctoral 
dissertation, repaired the fence around my house, had a short conversation with 
Rahm Emanuel, drank a six pack of beer and a fifth of 151 rum, swam a few laps, 
and mellowed out with a few rounds of Grand Theft Auto. Version 
4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700765 32755 503 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:44:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/6700751" target=_blank>#491</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This probably will not surprise anyone, but there are some posters at JW, 
active right now, who are talking about being on LGF, right now, and trying to 
say something to get banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will probably work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700795 32755 527 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:53:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6700783" target=_blank>#519</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it weren't so completely disappointing it would be hilarious.</P> 
<P>Spencer enlightened many of us on the magnitude of the true evil of Islamic 
Jihad - and for that I am thankful. I am disappointed to see the fractures in 
the anti-Jihad movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than that -- Robert Spencer only has a blog because I talked him into 
doing it. I put in at least $10,000 worth of work on his website without billing 
him, and defended him on dozens of occasions when he was attacked by leftists or 
Islamists. I sent him dozens of emails explaining over and over why I wanted 
nothing to do with Eurofascist groups, and he lied to me and said he agreed -- 
then turned around and started making ridiculous, dishonest excuses for 
them.</P> 
<P>The label "back-biting ingrate scum" doesn't seem too 
extreme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700798 32755 530 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 5:54:39pm  
 
<P>Hi Robert! I know you're obsessively watching these comments, and you can 
bite me, jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700828 32755 554 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:00:42pm  
 
<P>I also stepped in and mediated for him when he was being an abusive ass with 
the people from Hosting Matters, and stopped them from canceling his 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700832 32755 557 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:01:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/6700824" target=_blank>#551</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, could you look at my No. 540? How did that happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I wasn't watching when you posted it, but my guess is a brain fart of 
some kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700834 32755 559 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:02:18pm  
 
<P>No offense, Mandy. My brain farts sometimes too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700912 32755 626 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:16:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/6700858" target=_blank>#579</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa... what fresh hell have we entered here tonight. Trolls airlocked left 
and right and Charles on the warpath over that and Spencer.</P> 
<P>Spencer did you wrong Charles, and you deserve to be pissed at him. More to 
the point, you have every right to be disappointed in the guy for standing with 
the Eurofascists and then watching him shrug and attempt a lame-ass Who me? 
Alfred E Neuman imitation. It's unbecoming for him.</P> 
<P>I don't know where he went wrong, but I am sorely disappointed in the guy for 
hanging with the kind of crowd that would just as soon as throw me under the bus 



as the Islamic terrorists when given the opportunity. In the meantime, he offers 
up his legitimacy as a counter-jihad expert to these fringe groups and 
undermines the cause he fights for. Disappointing probably doesn't begin to 
cover it, but I am disappointed in him and those who flock to his support and 
who haven't thought this out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he had simply posted something like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I didn't read what was on that Facebook page before joining the group, and I 
apologize for being careless. I renounce their views and want nothing to do with 
haters like that. It won't happen again."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would have posted something like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Robert Spencer apologizes for joining this group, and says he doesn't 
support their hateful views. Good enough for me."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But instead, he's concocting ludicrous conspiracy theories and throwing them 
out to his nutjob sycophantic followers like gobs of red meat.</P> 
<P>Scum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704179 32755 729 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:40:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/6703222" target=_blank>#725</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, science traditionally has been about the joy of discovery in observing 
our physical world. This video is more reminiscent of what religionists of the 
past have done, such as idolizing some person as being great and spreading his 
teachings as gospel truth. I have never seen this done with Einstein's birthday, 
or Newton's birthday, or any other scientist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists really love this stupid "evolution is religion" argument, 
because they've failed utterly in trying to promote their religious pseudo-
science to the status of real science, so instead they need to redefine science 
as religion so they can criticize it on the same level. Cognitive dissonance is 
inherent in this silliness; the only conclusion is that religion is somehow 
"less" than science, because when creationists do this it's <EM>always</EM> 
intended as a smear against science.</P> 
<P>It's degrading to both science and religion, but it's to be expected since 
intelligence and logic aren't strong suits of creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700975 32756 5 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6700957" target=_blank>#1</A> neomexicon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shouldn't you be down-dinging this article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06700982 32756 11 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:30:37pm  
 
<P>The French may think they're smart, but they left the URL for their FLV video 
file wide open to the internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701073 32756 67 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:45:30pm  
 
<P>Our first down-dinger: Right_Is_Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06701101 32756 87 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6701085" target=_blank>#76</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a push poll from the Discovery Institute. They phrased the questions in 
certain ways to illicit the desired responses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's the Zogby poll. This is a Gallup poll. A sad picture of America 
indeed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/114544/Darwin-Birthday-Believe-
Evolution.aspx" target=_blank>www.gallup.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701123 32756 98 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 6:51:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6701091" target=_blank>#80</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Am I reading something incorrectly? It looks like we're number 33. Out 
of 34.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This may have something to do with why I've been posting on this 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701177 32756 141 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 7:01:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6701078" target=_blank>#71</A> 
the1sgjohns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still doesn't explain the pre-Cambrian explosion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to get your talking points straight.</P> 
<P>It's the "Cambrian Explosion."</P> 
<P>Come on. At least try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701184 32756 146 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 7:03:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6700978" target=_blank>#7</A> kywrite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least our creationists don't periodically rampage through the streets 
burning cars.</P> 
<P>/I'm remembering right, no? that fundamentalist Islam believes in 
creationism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. Our creationists just try to subvert the Constitution, and force the 
teaching of pseudo-science into public schools.</P> 
<P>At least they aren't burning cars. They're just burning America's 
future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701303 32756 253 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 7:28:20pm  
 
<P>Aw, come on. SpaceJesus isn't so bad. He's like the next door neighbor's 
chihuahua who tries to bite your ankle sometimes, and you just kick him and he 
goes back to the doghouse. But when a burglar comes into the yard he raises holy 
hell and scares them away.</P> 



<P>I'm not sure where I'm going with this metaphor, but it feels right 
somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701370 32756 314 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 7:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/6701341" target=_blank>#289</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another pro-robert downdinger at work on the spencer 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701472 32756 343 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 7:59:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/6701457" target=_blank>#338</A> kywrite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you forgot the sarc tag on that one -- you can't be an annoying 
chihuahua if you think genocide is funny. Love you, Charles, but definitely 
can't agree w/ you giving him a little pat on the head for that one when the 
rest of the house isn't looking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, you caught me. I thought I could get away with it if only 2,819 people 
were looking.</P> 
<P>Hey! Your fly's open!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701534 32756 354 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:10:56pm  
 
<P>Second down-dinger: jimc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701586 32757 151 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:21:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6701578" target=_blank>#145</A> horse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I imagine some may actually hear the question as "Do you worship 
Satan?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speak for yourself.</P> 
<P>Oops! <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/227/6678807" 
target=_blank>You are</A>!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701637 32757 189 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:29:46pm  
 
<P>Sellin' little bottles of ... creationist meltdown #7.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701693 32757 235 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6701684" target=_blank>#226</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to say this, and I pray that I am wrong, but I believe that Gilad has 
passed away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, sorry to say. He was probably tortured and murdered long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06701710 32757 251 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:41:57pm  
 
<P>Twenty meltdowns so far today! It's a record. Most of 'em Spencer fans 
spewing venom, and 6 creationists who really hate the idea of celebrating the 
birthday of history's greatest monster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701728 32757 268 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 8:44:59pm  
 
<P>The kooks are begging Allahpundit to stop posting evolution threads at Hot 
Air. Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704073 32757 444 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:28:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6702963" target=_blank>#435</A> 
aussie_dave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep I can confirm that.</P> 
<P>I wonder why on earth you had to state that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a wild guess, and suggest it might be that he doesn't want people 
to think he's a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706623 32757 462 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/6706363" target=_blank>#461</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and I guess you also object to that book titled, "The Origin of 
Species." If you don't like my use of the term "origin" then take it up with 
Darwin. It's his birthday and he used the term a lot more than I 
have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are being deliberately obtuse, as usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706631 32757 464 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:38:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/6706316" target=_blank>#460</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a creationist who would immeditely discard any creationist theory that 
was falsified by the physical data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701873 32758 20 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:09:15pm  
 
<P>Tigger forgot his sarc tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701891 32758 31 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:12:00pm  
 
<P>Here come the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701900 32758 37 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:13:42pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6701890" target=_blank>#30</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<P>Casey Luskin - the dimmest bulb in the Discovery Institute's roster of burned 
out pseudo-scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701907 32758 39 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:14:35pm  
 
<P>Here's the idiotic article palarson thinks is genius:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.usnews.com/blogs/room-for-debate/2009/2/12/darwin-
believers-hide-fears-of-intelligent-design-behind-a-wall-of-denial-and-
ridicule.html" target=_blank>www.usnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701924 32758 53 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:17:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://pandasthumb.org/cgi-bin/mt/mt-
search.cgi?IncludeBlogs=2&amp;search=casey+luskin" target=_blank>Casey 
Luskin.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701943 32758 66 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:19:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6701932" target=_blank>#59</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<P>Aw. Is palarson feeling persecuted again by the evil Darwinian atheists? 
Here, have a martyr cookie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701967 32758 81 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:24:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6701961" target=_blank>#76</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, its been well over two minutes now. We'll all have to just "remember" 
that some of you don't believe there's any cause for skepticism...</P> 
<P>That's "4"</P> 
<P>Its like shooting fish in a barrel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to excuse the delay in responding to your crushing arguments. We 
are all stunned by your brilliance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701976 32758 90 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:25:38pm  
 
<P>First down-dinger: johnny_t.</P> 
<P>What do we have for him, Don Pardo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06701984 32758 96 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:26:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6701981" target=_blank>#94</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me ask you this: If you believe in the theory of natural selection, how 
do you explain homosexuality? Are they breeding asexually somewhere? Total 
bunk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, they've been possessed by little demons dressed in 
purple.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06701997 32758 106 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:28:06pm  
 
<P>It's a creationist invasion!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702012 32758 116 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:30:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6702003" target=_blank>#110</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, friend. Its a self citing interrogative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702025 32758 128 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:32:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/6702020" target=_blank>#123</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, it's your show Charles. You gonna set up some re-education camps for 
those of us who choose to believe that God created the earth? Wow, such 
diversity, such tolerance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. I'm building them right now.</P> 
<P>Hey, Stinky! Where's that razor wire I ordered?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702031 32758 132 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:33:35pm  
 
<P>These creationists come pre-martyred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702060 32758 157 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:38:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6702056" target=_blank>#153</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least you still have a sense of humor about it. Really though, I'm not 
marching up and down the streets, nor am I demanding the theory of evolution be 
taught in the schools, so I'm not quite sure why you are so anxious to burn us 
all at the stake. Let's get back to the stuff that matters...I'm getting really 
bored by all the anti-creationist posts...there is so much more stuff going on 
that could be talked about...but again, this is your show, not 
mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Stinky! Bring me some more kindling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702066 32758 163 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/6702058" target=_blank>#155</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And where's 'palarson' with that example?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He don't got to show us no steenking examples.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702075 32758 172 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:40:44pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6702063" target=_blank>#160</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to think scientifically, then let's do it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Irony meter's needle just wrapped around the pin. This thing must be 
broken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702094 32758 187 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6702091" target=_blank>#185</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess...terminated? Hey, I don't post that much (look at the stats), 
but I do like reading about the other stuff that Charles posts. I am a strong 
supporter of Israel and love the like minded people that are here...but if my 
beliefs can't be tolerated...I seem to remember a group of people whose views 
and religious beliefs weren't tolerated either...they were killed by the 
millions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ding! Ding! Ding!</P> 
<P>We have a winner in tonight's Martyrdom Sweepstakes! What do we have for him, 
Stinky?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702099 32758 191 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:44:54pm  
 
<P>And here comes the relentless, shameless liar, for the 
trifecta!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702113 32758 204 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:46:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/6702106" target=_blank>#198</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will we hit 30 martyrs before midnight?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's never been done before, but if anyone can do it, this fresh-faced 
group of creationists will be the ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702122 32758 212 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6702112" target=_blank>#203</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A provable science? Then why is it called a 'theory'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because scientists really love to take wild-ass guesses based on nothing at 
all, just to get creationists pissed off -- of course!</P> 
<P>That's when they're not busy slaughtering little kids or having homosexual 
intercourse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702156 32758 242 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/6702146" target=_blank>#233</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6702103" target=_blank>#195</A> Kragar (proud to 
be kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>I'd say I'm being civil, but if you want to start the name calling, then be 
my guest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I know when I'm trying to be civil, the first thing I try is comparing myself 
to the millions of people slaughtered in the Holocaust.</P> 
<P>What? Something wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702167 32758 251 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:55:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/6702154" target=_blank>#240</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, would you rather not have anyone who believes in creation on your 
board? Let me know now, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Martyr me! Martyr me! Please! Do I have to beg?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702175 32758 259 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/6702154" target=_blank>#240</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, would you rather not have anyone who believes in creation on your 
board? Let me know now, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no! Please stick around.</P> 
<P>(Get the re-education camp ready for him, Stinky...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702182 32758 266 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 9:58:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/6702178" target=_blank>#262</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<P>That's the best argument you've made all night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702212 32758 296 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/6702202" target=_blank>#286</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes the best defense is to say nothing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then your defense is impenetrable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702229 32758 311 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:05:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/6702223" target=_blank>#306</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say I haven't been this entertained by a bunch of Darwinist in 
quite a long time. The theory of evolution has definitely been debunked with a 
few of you...de-evolution might be plausible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey. Now don't make me have to pray for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702241 32758 323 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/6702236" target=_blank>#318</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you do, can you pray for me to be taller and have a better job? Maybe 
there is room on the wheel for one more? <EM>Move over 
stinky...</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that would be more likely to get results than praying for you to get 
smarter.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06702254 32758 336 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:10:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/6702248" target=_blank>#330</A> johnny_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? Because you don't like being compared in that light? Doesn't taste 
too good when you realize the hypocrisy, does it? Some people never learn from 
the past. Intolerance breeds genocide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you're not funny any more. In fact, you suck. Get off my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702263 32758 345 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:12:57pm  
 
<P>Isn't it lovely when creationists let the mask drop all the 
way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702290 32758 372 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:18:06pm  
 
<P>Read Ludwig's post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/313/6702231" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Then read johnny_t's reply:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/330/6702248" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And remember, this is a person who thinks he's doing the Lord's work. With 
one of the more vicious, ugly remarks I've seen posted in a creationism 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702303 32758 385 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:22:26pm  
 
<P>This place is lousy with creationists!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702321 32758 403 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:25:48pm  
 
<P>And that scumbag johnny_t sent a parting shot, of course:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, thanks for doing me a big favor by terminating my johnny_t 
account. I've read you for years, but your intolerance of certain beliefs puts 
you right in there with the Vlaams Belang. Keep up your other good work 
supporting Israel...they need all our support in these trying times; maybe 
someday we can find common ground on creation vs. evolution...just not today. 
Just think if we could all simply delete our opposition or those who have 
different viewpoints, or those with different skin color, or those with 
different religious beliefs...oh wait, that was already done 
once...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now blocked at the IP level. Asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702350 32758 431 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/6702338" target=_blank>#420</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree that the proper order of operations should be to first attempt a 
recovery, but failing that; the alternative shouldn't be just give up. If the 
Bobby Jindal wing remains a dominant force in the Republican party, and they are 
not displaced; there will be a market for a third, non-comical, party that 
would, I think, not be so much be build from scratch as formed from those who 
chose to divorce themselves from the republican party... A major schism, if you 
will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP is pointing the car toward the cliff and flooring the gas pedal: <A 
href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2009/02/jindal-gop-sotu.html" 
target=_blank>Gov. Jindal gets GOP response slot to Obama's Feb. 24 Congress 
speech</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702373 32758 454 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/6702368" target=_blank>#449</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You anti-Jindal people are forgetting one very important thing.</P> 
<P>The flip-flop.</P> 
<P>This guy is a Rhodes scholar who majored in biology. C'mon, you don't think 
it's an act?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" 
target=_blank>Bobby Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>Who is <A href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" 
target=_blank>David Barton?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-
Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 
assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 
had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702382 32758 463 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/6702375" target=_blank>#456</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong in so many ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Now that's telling him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702390 32758 471 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:41:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/6702381" target=_blank>#462</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh I'm well aware of Jindal's *current* position.</P> 
<P>Who knows, I might be wrong, but Jindal strikes me as a clever 
man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How clever is to hang out with a fundamentalist fanatic who speaks at 
gatherings of neo-Nazis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702406 32758 486 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:43:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/6702396" target=_blank>#477</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How clever is it to hang out at TUCC for 20 years?</P> 
<P>The strange alliances one must make on the way to the White 
House.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think Jindal has a chance at the White House, you're living in a dream 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702414 32758 494 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:45:28pm  
 
<P>Everything the Democrats tried to pin on Sarah Palin, Bobby Jindal actually 
did -- in reality.</P> 
<P>He believes in exorcism, he's an intelligent design activist who promoted and 
signed legislation to sneak it into schools, he hangs out with one of the most 
notoriously fanatical far-right nutjobs in the country.</P> 
<P>Not a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702459 32758 536 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:56:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6702454" target=_blank>#531</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Outrageous on its face.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either I'm getting tired or you're getting stupider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06702468 32758 544 Charles Thu, Feb 12, 2009 10:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/6702457" target=_blank>#534</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea, who knows. Jindal certainly has undeniable demographic appeal, whether 
or not he can finesse the jesus freak thing or people just simply won't care 
remains to be seen. The fact is, though, the GOPer who wins 2 out of the first 
three contests wins the nomination. I think Jindal could win Iowa and SC.</P> 
<P>If I had my way David Patraeus would be President, but that's not bloody 
likely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If the GOP puts Bobby Jindal up for election, get ready for Democrats in 
office for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704357 32758 768 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:09:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/6704335" target=_blank>#766</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<P>You really are relentless. Carbon dating in one thread, intelligent design in 
another, distorted misrepresentations of Stephen Jay Gould in another. You're a 
one-person creationist quote mine. And since you're spouting the same nonsense 
in this thread as every other thread, I'll repost my comment to you:</P> 
<P>Creationists really love this stupid "evolution is religion" argument, 
because they've failed utterly in trying to promote their religious pseudo-
science to the status of real science, so instead they need to redefine science 
as religion so they can criticize it on the same level. Cognitive dissonance is 
inherent in this silliness; the only conclusion is that religion is somehow 
"less" than science, because when creationists do this it's always intended as a 
smear against science.</P> 
<P>It's degrading to both science and religion, but it's to be expected since 
intelligence and logic aren't strong suits of creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704377 32758 769 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:12:05am  
 
<P>If you want to understand why people like 'LoveOneAnother' are so persistent 
with these long-debunked creationist talking points, see:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_apologetics" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704493 32758 773 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:29:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/770/6704419" target=_blank>#770</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason I can think why they are not comfortable with that idea, is 
that Creationism has NOT been falsified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another ridiculous distortion. Creationism CANNOT be falsified, because it is 
not a scientific theory. You can't falsify "God did it."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704502 32758 774 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:30:32am  
 
<P>And now you're advocating teaching creationism in science classes. Previously 
you said you didn't. At least try to keep your stories straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704552 32758 777 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:38:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/775/6704532" target=_blank>#775</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have a problem being in the minority in my scientific 
viewpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have a scientific viewpoint.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In fact, I have always welcomed it. I chose some of the strongest 
evolutionists to be on my Ph.D. committee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? You have a Ph.D? In which field?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704591 32758 780 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:43:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/6704581" target=_blank>#779</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Claiming that creationism is "God did it" is a misrepresentation of the 
creationist position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You borrowed this understanding from scientists who misrepresent creationist 
views. You did not get this from a creationist. Relying on a staunch 
evolutionist to understand creationist theories is like relying on a Muslim to 
understand what terrorism is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists do not have scientific theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704594 32758 781 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:43:49am  
 
<P>So which field is your Ph.D. in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704645 32758 787 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:49:36am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/6704626" target=_blank>#783</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<P>Which field is your Ph.D in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704737 32758 791 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:06:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/789/6704716" target=_blank>#789</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles..What I meant by help me understand was not the positions and 
issues.I want to understand why this has become such a critical focus of this 
blog. Does this issue pose such a danger to me and my family that I need to be 
made aware of some hidden danger?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try reading what I've been posting about this, instead of asking me 
to repeat it all in a comment thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704741 32758 792 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:07:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/6704723" target=_blank>#790</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<P>What field is your Ph.D. in?</P> 
<P>Come on, it takes only a few seconds to say "molecular biology," for example. 
It must have something to do with biology, because you "picked the strongest 
evolutionists" to evaluate your dissertation ... right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06704744 32758 793 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:08:09am  
 
<P>And yes, I'm noticing that you don't want to answer a question I've repeated 
several times now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704799 32758 800 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:16:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/6704626" target=_blank>#783</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have misunderstood what I said. Where do you think I said 
creationism should be excluded from the classroom?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6698794" target=_blank>Right 
here.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree with mandating pet creationist dogma in public 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So which field is your Ph.D. in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704853 32758 808 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:24:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/6704837" target=_blank>#805</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I see. You were persecuted by the evil scientific conspiracy. I feel for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704948 32758 816 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:41:33am  
 
<P>And here we go, right back into the propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704969 32758 820 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:43:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/813/6704913" target=_blank>#813</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should see how they rough up phlogiston advocates in Chemistry 
departments these days. I hear Ben Steins next film "Burned" will expose the bad 
academic hurting that is going on there too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention the persecution suffered by those courageous souls who speak 
out about the scientific truth of luminiferous Ether.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705016 32758 827 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 10:50:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/6704837" target=_blank>#805</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not have a Ph.D. I am one of the "Expelled" victims that Ben Stein's 
movie attempted to talk about. I studied biology full time for 9 years at the 
university level. My area of specialty was ecology and evolution. I taught for 
five years at the university, but my creationist views created too many 
political problems for me to finish out the degree. I was actually asked about 
creationism on my Ph.D. written exams (which is a five day exam), and one 
professor said it was the best answer on the entire exam while another professor 



said it was the worse answer he had ever read. The professor that said it was 
the worse answer also claimed I had some factually incorrect statements in my 
essays about the evolution of vertebrates, which when I challenged him on it, he 
backed down and acknowledged that his information was incorrect, coming from a 
lecture he heard one of the other professor give (this professor was an 
invertebrate biologist while I was a vertebrate biologist). It was then that I 
realized that they would batter me about for years and probably never give me a 
Ph.D. degree. My major professor told me that one professor on the committee 
said I would never receive a Ph.D., while others were more supportive. I had 
finished all my course work and had enough graduate credit hours for a Ph.D., 
but realized that getting my dissertation signed would be an uphill battle that 
I probably would never win. As far as I was concerned at the time, it was only a 
piece of paper and these guys were not going to convey more knowledge to me, so 
I left the university and started working for a company in computer software 
development. I had a family by then and monetary needs for supporting my family 
took precedence over my desire for teaching and research in biology. Enough 
about me. I realize some here probably will shred me concerning all this 
personal information, but so be it. I don't want to ignore your 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a lot of words to say the equivalent of, "The dog ate my 
homework."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705265 32758 845 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 11:23:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/840/6705209" target=_blank>#840</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My theory isn't perfect and I will not shy away from discussing empirical 
data which presents the greatest challenges to the theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/FOzVkSFnKxI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705621 32758 852 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:03:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/850/6705579" target=_blank>#850</A> 
LoveOneAnother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the answer was obvious. None. That is the problem. Such theories 
are being excluded by DEFINITION rather than by analysis of empirical data. 
Hence, all the arguments claiming that there is no empirical data supporting 
theories of Intelligent Design is a canard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one piece of empirical data supporting "intelligent design" 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705939 32758 862 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:45:14pm  
 
<P>Here's a prediction based on empirical evidence: 'LoveOneAnother' will be 
back in the next evolution thread, parroting the exact same points as if we'd 
never had this discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06706323 32758 881 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 1:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/880/6706305" target=_blank>#880</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<P>I had the feeling your complaint about the "unimportance" of this issue 
wasn't really the whole story. Looks like I was right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706941 32758 915 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:01:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/6706749" target=_blank>#902</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they will. For similar reasons, I chose not to reveal personal details 
about my scientific degree, and those same people attack me relentlessly for 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ridiculous. If you really had a "scientific degree" you could say what 
discipline it was in, without revealing a single personal detail. But you're 
lying. You don't have a scientific degree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706998 32758 921 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:14:10pm  
 
<P>Another creationist freaks out, spews insults, has his account blocked and 
his dramatic farewell message deleted. Too bad, so sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707157 32758 930 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/928/6707100" target=_blank>#928</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious, what is the average number of posts before that 
happens?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one had 23 comments total. Waited almost 6 months before posting the 
freak-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707174 32758 933 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 5:00:41pm  
 
<P>Michael Behe is such a fraud and embarrassment that his own university has 
posted a notice explicitly distancing themselves from his wacky Disco Institute 
hooey: <A href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~inbios/news/evolution.htm" 
target=_blank>Lehigh University Department of Biological Sciences</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The department faculty, then, are unequivocal in their support of 
evolutionary theory, which has its roots in the seminal work of Charles Darwin 
and has been supported by findings accumulated over 140 years. The sole 
dissenter from this position, Prof. Michael Behe, is a well-known proponent of 
"intelligent design." While we respect Prof. Behe's right to express his views, 
they are his alone and are in no way endorsed by the department. It is our 
collective position that intelligent design has no basis in science, has not 
been tested experimentally, and should not be regarded as 
scientific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is unprecedented. But in true creationist manner, Behe just keeps on 
spewing the hooey, because it sells books.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06707438 32758 939 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 5:51:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/937/6707406" target=_blank>#937</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and I'm sure that in a past incarnation you would have recommended that 
people read Immanuel Velikovsky or Joseph Chilton Pierce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need for Spar Kling to undergo past life regression on this one -- he's 
previously praised Velikovsky in this life, right here at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6477434" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708305 32758 951 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:06:39pm  
 
<P>We're still waiting for 'Spar Kling' to produce that list of peer-reviewed 
scientific papers supporting "intelligent design" creationism that he promised, 
months ago.</P> 
<P>You know, I'm starting to think he lied about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712322 32758 975 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:45:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/971/6711224" target=_blank>#971</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>Absolute nonsense, as usual. But hey, it <EM>sounds</EM> 
scientific!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704312 32759 1343 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:02:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1337/6704271" target=_blank>#1337</A> 
midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So many comments have been deleted. What is the reason?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More insults from a creationist. The usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06704327 32759 1344 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:04:25am  
 
<P>When someone quotes an offensive comment, their comment has to be deleted too 
-- or why bother deleting anything?</P> 
<P>That's why there's a 'reply' button as well as 'quote' -- the 'reply' button 
doesn't include the comment. Use that if you're replying to an offensive or 
insulting comment, and your comment won't have to be deleted 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705189 32762 35 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 11:15:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/6705176" target=_blank>#25</A> winston06</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creepy! Sharia is already here</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. He was arrested and he's going to jail for a long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06705200 32762 43 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 11:16:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6705166" target=_blank>#16</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why second degree?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably because they believe it wasn't premeditated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705418 32762 231 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 11:36:55am  
 
<P>Look. I understand the impulse to joke about something so dark and evil. I do 
it sometimes too. But it's really not cool in this case. A woman was murdered in 
a truly horrible way, and there's nothing funny about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705659 32762 418 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:07:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/6705629" target=_blank>#409</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In light of that, I think Spencer's attempt to have <EM>me</EM> banned from 
Facebook may fall a little flat. At least, so far I haven't heard anything from 
Facebook.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't assume he was telling the truth about hearing from Facebook that 
you violated their TOS. I know from experience that companies like that usually 
do NOT tell people who complain that someone has violated their agreements - and 
especially not before they take action. It was probably a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705851 32762 465 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/6705816" target=_blank>#453</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. And by joining (and remaining) with a group that proposes exactly 
that - banning Muslims - Spencer gives ammunition to those PC idiots who 
associate telling the truth about jihad with un-Constitutional measures.</P> 
<P>Quod erat demonstrandum.</P> 
<P>And I'm not going to report that group. I'd like to see when and if Spencer 
decides to withdraw his membership.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you can be quite certain that he knows we know about it, because he 
watches LGF's comments obsessively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706014 32762 482 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:54:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/6705898" target=_blank>#472</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry but I can't put my email up. Even with LGF Safemail I've had too many 
bad experiences.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That gave me an idea. I'm going to code it so that email addresses are only 
accessible to registered, logged in users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06706042 32762 488 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:57:28pm  
 
<P>Let's see if it works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706046 32762 489 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:57:51pm  
 
<P>Testing email embedding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706058 32762 492 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:58:46pm  
 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706071 32762 493 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 1:00:37pm  
 
<P>If you click the 'Show email' button, your name will only be an email link to 
registered, logged in users. This will also make it unnecessary to use the 
safemail program, because robots can't register and log in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06705984 32764 10 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 12:50:44pm  
 
<P>Fixed now. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706306 32765 15 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 1:45:07pm  
 
<P>I'm considering using a form -- if you click the 'Show email' button your 
username would be a link that brings up a form, allowing someone to send an 
email to the address we have on file, but not revealing your address to the 
sender.</P> 
<P>The email you receive would contain the sender's LGF username and their email 
address, so you could then reply with your usual email program.</P> 
<P>This would protect you from giving away your email address, unless you wanted 
to reply to the sender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706355 32765 44 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 1:53:25pm  
 
<P>Mike Huckabee is going to be on the Sean Hannity show to promote his moronic 
idea that the stimulus bill is 'anti-religious'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706448 32765 108 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:09:50pm  
 
<P>A love note from a creationist:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get you eyes off of Darwin's cock and back on the real fucking ball.You 
know...the one that's going to kill you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706550 32765 193 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:24:33pm  
 
<P>Here's another one:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(I'm taking too much valuable time responsding to your obsession, but) uhh, 
how about because since the 1960's/after JFK, the last real American who also 
happened to be a dem at the time, today's dems are a bunch of "whateverists" who 
apparantly like yourself, worship themselves, Al Gore, Bubba, and now the new 
savior, etc. Pretty simple if you think about it. And so is intelligent design 
by the way - (and your superficial Goebels-like technique fossil artical - you 
have to do a bit better that that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706562 32765 202 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:26:33pm  
 
 
 
<P>This one may be from a Spencer fan, or a creationist, no way to tell:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Normally I would prescribe therapy, but in your case medication 
iswarranted.</P> 
<P>And for the love of G-d stop talking about and associating yourself with Jews 
- in any context.</P> 
<P>We have enough trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706569 32765 209 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:27:45pm  
 
<P>From a creationist:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The world is going to hell and you are obsessed (not an accidentalchoice of 
words) with teaching intel design. But anyhow, your openthread is disingenuous, 
or ignorant, or plain old leftist-like tactics.First of all Darwinism does 
nothing to explain how the mass of whatevercame to be, or how that mass came to 
be life. Quite a little void there- in fact the biggest void in the whole 
evolution theory (which isn'treally even a valid scientific theory). Second, 
Darwinism is merelynatural selection (only the small end of the whole question), 
which caneasily be deemed pretty intelligent because it results in 
thegenetically strong, diverse world we have. I believe you can do a 
bitbetter!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706598 32765 234 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 2:32:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6706586" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Robert Spenser is an anti-Semite, but I would like to hear his 
explanation for that "Conquer Turkey" thing.</P> 
<P>(I conquer a Turkey twice a year, in my oven. I never deep fry. That results 
in Greecie Turkey, or is that Turkey Chile? I forget.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His explanation is that it was a huge conspiracy, a setup -- I created the 
Facebook group, in cahoots with Cato the Elder, then tricked him into joining it 
so that I could lie about him and smear him.</P> 
<P>He's tipped over into full-blown paranoia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706753 32765 362 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:00:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/6706669" target=_blank>#293</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chemical Brothers - Star Guitar (well clever video)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?gl=GB&amp;hl=en-
GB&amp;v=CBgf2ZxIDZk&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know why this isn't embedding. Fix coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706761 32765 367 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:02:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/6706747" target=_blank>#358</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://minx.cc/?post=282837" target=_blank>Posted over at Ace's 
site</A>:</P> 
<P><A href="http://minx.cc/?post=282837" target=_blank>About the 
Census</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bruce Chapman is the founder of ... wait for it ... the Discovery 
Institute.</P> 
<P>He posted an attack on me at their blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30773_When_Disco_Dudes_Attack" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706856 32765 447 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:32:33pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" target=_blank>Youtube 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706862 32765 452 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6706810" target=_blank>#411</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jimmah, I'm just passing by but my guess is that the jQuery Media plugin 
parses for the 'v' parameter first in the URL and then converts it to video; if 
it doesn't find it first, it ignores it so your link remains a link instead of a 
video. Your link up above has the parameters 'gl' and 'hl' just ahead of v in 
the URL string (language-specific parameters, I suppose). A stripped down 
version of your link works:</P> 
<P>Chemical Brothers - Star Guitar</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>There may be easier ways to fix this…</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right about the reason, but it isn't the Media plugin's fault - it was 
in my code that extracts the video ID. It's now fixed so that parameters out of 
order will also produce an embedded video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706914 32765 496 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:50:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/6706766" target=_blank>#370</A> 
notutopia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem. Charles, can you explain why I am unable to utilize the ART heading on 
the front page? I also notice that there is very few articles under that 
classification.Perhaps others are having the same problem..I'm running FF3 
Vista</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It works now if you reload...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706929 32765 510 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 3:56:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/6706820" target=_blank>#418</A> jcw46</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=88723" 
target=_blank>Perhaps this is why some Christians feel marginalized, harassed 
and threatened in secular public academia?</A> Snark from a Professor sure could 
make me feel that my future could be going up in smoke over my religion.(Aren't 
there LAWS against this sort of thing? Oh yeah, that's right, just not for 
Christians.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that that WeirdNutDrooly article does not quote the actual words 
of the student who's filing this lawsuit. And note the agenda of the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_Defense_Fund" target=_blank>Alliance 
Defense Fund</A>.</P> 
<P>WND is notorious for distorting issues like this, and not telling the whole 
story. I suspect there's something here that they're not telling 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06706984 32765 550 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 4:11:40pm  
 
<P>For example, recently WND had an article full of overheated charges that a 
California Christian school was being persecuted by the evil accreditation 
agency, who were refusing to grant them accreditation just because they hated 
Christians so much.</P> 
<P>Uh, no. When I looked into the story, it turned out that the school was using 
textbooks from the fundamentalist Bob Jones University, teaching <EM>young earth 
creationism</EM> as science. The WND article completely left out that 
information from their story.</P> 
<P>They're untrustworthy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707195 32765 720 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 5:06:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/6707183" target=_blank>#709</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think YouTube might be down. I haven't been able to access the site for 
about 20 minutes. I don't think it is Charles' code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, YouTube is offline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707256 32766 22 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 5:18:36pm  
 
<P>Another love note from a creationist:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Chicken-liver dickweed. Can't hang with opposition. Run and hide, block 
accounts.You're pathetic</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707532 32769 16 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6707522" target=_blank>#11</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He should stick to playing bass, badly</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somewhere where I don't have to hear it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707551 32769 28 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:10:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/6707538" target=_blank>#20</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be too much to ask the GOP to throw Huckabee under the bus? He makes 
us look stupid, and he's driving a wedge between the religious right and small-
government conservatives like me.</P> 
<P>Also, I was going to go to dinner but, I've decided not to. The potential for 
troll meltdowns on this thread is too great for me to leave. They're too much 
fun to watch. &gt;:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, that ain't gonna happen. In fact, the GOP is getting ready to 
put up Huckabee and Bobby Jindal as the shining hopes of the 
party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707582 32769 46 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:12:57pm  
 
<P>That was nice. Fox News promoted Huckabee's appearance all day by saying "the 
stimulus bill is anti-Christian! They're persecuting us!"</P> 
<P>And then Huckabee didn't say a word about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707624 32769 75 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:18:09pm  
 
<P><A href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2009/02/jindal-gop-
sotu.html" target=_blank>Gov. Jindal gets GOP response slot to Obama's Feb. 24 
Congress speech</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707725 32769 136 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:33:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6707708" target=_blank>#125</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously? I was unaware of that.</P> 
<P>I've seen about five minutes of his show, and heard about half an hour of 
radio, all combined. Never heard anything about Ron Paul or 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck promoting Ben Stein's creationist movie:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/DHbdMbSLfb4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Glenn Beck promoting Ron Paul:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sZwPkTmqfpg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707754 32769 156 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:36:10pm  
 
<P>By the way, Ron Paul will be speaking at CPAC this year. Along with Ann 
Coulter and a gaggle of creationist politicians and far-right Christian 
groups.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06707761 32769 160 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 6:37:43pm  
 
<P>I'm maintaining my independence from CPAC, as I always have, in spite of a 
LOT of pressure to participate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708028 32769 365 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:25:09pm  
 
<P>Tom McClintock is connected to the Christian Reconstructionist movement:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://articles.latimes.com/2003/sep/30/local/me-stoos30" 
target=_blank>articles.latimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708039 32769 376 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:27:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/6708022" target=_blank>#360</A> 
ShaneBorgess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recognize that antipathy toward religion is a theme here on LGF - and I 
don't mind following the debate, but this place is getting darker and 
darker...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708057 32769 393 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:30:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/6708056" target=_blank>#392</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It continues that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh. Because we all know that politicians always tell the 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708084 32769 418 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:35:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6708076" target=_blank>#411</A> 
ShaneBorgess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think anyone is insisting on establishing a state religion here - and 
pro-actively banning meetings of a religious nature on ollege campuses seems 
overkill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bill says absolutely nothing about banning religious 
meetings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708106 32769 436 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:38:17pm  
 
<P>Tom McClintock is funded by the Dominionist Ahmanson Foundation:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theocracywatch.org/ahmanson.htm" 
target=_blank>www.theocracywatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708122 32769 451 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:40:42pm  
 
<P>It gives me no joy to point these things out, by the way. I really hate that 
the far-right fundamentalists have such a grip on the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708137 32769 464 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:42:07pm  
 
<P>The Ahmanson Foundation is also one of the main sources of funding for the 
creationist Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708173 32769 500 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:47:32pm  
 
<P>The CPAC schedule this year, by the way, is absolutely lousy with 
creationists and fundamentalist fanatics. I counted four creationists giving 
speeches in the morning of the first day, then I stopped counting because it was 
too depressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708189 32769 516 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:49:44pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Ahmanson's first major political success came in 1992, when he 
banded together with four right-wing businessmen to back the campaigns of anti-
gay, anti-abortion, pro-big business candidates to take over the California 
state Assembly. With $3 million funneled through seven pro-business, anti-
abortion and Republican political action fronts, Ahmanson and company tipped the 
balance of the Legislature to the Republicans, capturing a startling 25 of the 
GOP's 39 seats for their candidates. Their push ushered two important movement 
cadres into power: Tom McClintock, a veteran activist and former director of 
economic and regulatory affairs of the Ahmanson-funded libertarian think tank 
Claremont Institute; and Ray Haynes, an unknown lawyer from another Ahmanson-
funded group, the Western Center for Law and Justice, which once filed a brief 
defending a local school district for banning Gabriel Garcia Marquez's novel 
"One Hundred Years of Solitude."  
<P>Upon seizing power, McClintock sponsored a bill returning the death penalty 
to California, while Haynes led a failed 1995 attempt to ban state funding for 
abortion and numerous futile fights to block anti-hate crime and domestic 
partnership legislation. In 2003, the two Ahmanson cadres became instrumental 
figures in propelling the campaign to recall Democratic Gov. Gray Davis. In 



March 2003, Haynes personally convinced a fellow arch- conservative, U.S. Rep. 
Darrell Issa, to bankroll the recall ballot qualification. After the recall 
qualified with the help of $1.7 million from Issa, McClintock entered the recall 
campaign, ultimately finishing third as the token cultural conservative. As in 
1992, Ahmanson's camp provided the groundwork for McClintock's campaign: John 
Stoos, an avowed Reconstructionist associated with Chalcedon, served as his 
deputy campaign manager, and Ahmanson hosted some of the most prominent leaders 
in the Christian right for a fundraiser in Colorado in September that, according 
to the Los Angeles Times, raised $100,000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708215 32769 539 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 7:53:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6708206" target=_blank>#531</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some reason, I can't stand the unseemly way so many of us have cheerfully 
jumped on Huckabee, calling him names, making fun of his former size...maybe 
it's just me, but this man seems decent and honest. For goodness sakes, can't we 
leave the piranha stuff to the Daily Kos?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss the quote I posted, in which Mike Huckabee explicity says he 
wants to overturn the US Constitution to make it "in line with God's 
standards?"</P> 
<P>That's fine with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708266 32769 589 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:00:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/6708225" target=_blank>#549</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno, these articles seem a bit like hit pieces. I still don't see any 
out-front evidence that McClintock espouses any of these views (as a 
politician).</P> 
<P>He may be an extremist -- I don't know. But he hasn't stood on the Capitol 
steps and announced any of these things, taken ownership of 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can tell you is that I've been following McClintock's career for years, 
and he absolutely is connected with Dominionists and far-right fundamentalist 
groups. I picked out those links from a quick Google search, but it's pretty 
easy to find more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708375 32769 689 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:18:36pm  
 
<P>If a Democratic politician came out and said he/she wanted to amend the 
Constitution to make it more in line with atheism, would that also be OK with 
you folks who don't see anything wrong with what Huckabee said?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708380 32769 694 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:19:07pm  
 
<P>After all, they'd have to go through the process, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708432 32769 740 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:28:23pm  
 



<P>Bottom line for me -- what Mike Huckabee wants is profoundly un-American, and 
anti-democratic.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/6708259" target=_blank>#583</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My question is that now that the Republicans are hanging out the 
"Fundamentalist Christians Not Welcome" sign, who will these people vote 
for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem as I see it is that fundamentalist Christians are largely IN 
CHARGE of the GOP, and it's had disastrous effects. In case you haven't noticed, 
Democrats now control both houses of Congress.</P> 
<P>Sure, let's pander even more to them and nominate a theocrat who wants to 
overturn the Constitution. What could go wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708462 32769 769 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:36:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/6708442" target=_blank>#750</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I read the quote you started this thread with--again--and, I agree, 
it sounds ominous, and naturally, I wouldn't like for the President (or anyone 
else, for that matter) to have that kind of power--but since they don't... and 
never will (or maybe I shouldn't say "never")...</P> 
<P>The quote also sounds a lot like campaign rhetoric--and maybe, like some of 
his other spontaneous gaffe-like comments, it reflects some inner longing--but 
it won't fly. I understand your concern about creationists impacting science 
studies--I was, in my young life, a rocket scientist--and an atheist, too. 
However, since I'm now a professor, it is easy to see how little impact ANY 
theory has had on ANY student who has passed through our poor poor poor 
educational system. I think all of education should be reformed 
RADICALLY.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your point is that it's only meaningless campaign rhetoric, and we should 
just roll over, go back to sleep, and give Huckabee our blessings?</P> 
<P>That wacky Mike Huckabee, just talking crazy again. Hey, let's make him 
President!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708482 32769 787 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/765/6708458" target=_blank>#765</A> 
mrshankly01</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>haha, well i actually do like the football, but I was in Iraq for the past 15 
months and Charles added the icon function while i was gone, this is my first 
night commenting since i got back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome back, and thank you for serving our country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708526 32769 829 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/6708488" target=_blank>#793</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Victor David Hanson is one of the greatest intellectuals who identifies with 
US conservatism, yet he seems to have been fooled by the ID movement. It's like 
they're purposely painting bulleyes on their chests. Sad...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read a lot of VDH's stuff, and never seen him even mention creationism 
or intelligent design. Link?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06708534 32769 837 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/827/6708524" target=_blank>#827</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.victorhanson.com/articles/scambray050308.html" 
target=_blank>www.victorhanson.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's at VDH's site, but he didn't write it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708551 32769 854 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 8:54:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/835/6708532" target=_blank>#835</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't write it, but it's there on his site for all to 
see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. But then, we have 'Spar Kling' posting at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708668 32769 965 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:17:41pm  
 
<P>I've learned that no matter how important (or unimportant) an issue is, 
someone will always pop up and yell at me that it's a "pissing match" and I'm 
wasting my time even thinking about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708710 32769 1007 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/6708696" target=_blank>#993</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I was trying to say is that is truck me as strange that the new plan to 
attract voters to the GOP is to jettison a voting block that is now deemed 
undesirable. I thought the whole point was to attract voters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one said anything about "jettisoning" anyone. The problem is not that 
religious fundamentalists are <EM>present</EM> in the GOP, it's that they are 
largely <EM>in charge</EM> of the GOP.</P> 
<P>It did not used to be like this; it's a fairly recent development, and it has 
led the GOP to ruin, in my opinion. (And not just my opinion.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708727 32769 1023 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1015/6708719" target=_blank>#1015</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me or has FOX News prime time turned into a cartoon network, 
ratcheting up the comical buffoonery since the election?</P> 
<P>/damn, I actually miss Skelator</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's unwatchable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708763 32769 1056 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:41:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1034/6708739" target=_blank>#1034</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, I do mind, and I hadn't seen that creationist article before you 
pointed it out. But since VDH himself hasn't written one word in favor of 



ID/creationism, I'll give him the benefit of the doubt on this one. There are a 
lot of different writers on his site, and I don't think he should be held 
responsible for the views of all of them.</P> 
<P>It wouldn't surprise me to find out that he's bought into the ID fraud. It's 
a huge problem on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06708795 32769 1084 Charles Fri, Feb 13, 2009 9:51:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1080/6708791" target=_blank>#1080</A> 
Afrocity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love Sean Hannity. He can do no wrong in my book. He is the perfect man in 
my eyes. He is cute, brilliant, charitable, aggressive, I could go 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a good friend of Pat Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710160 32769 1337 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1324/6709152" target=_blank>#1324</A> 
pollster</EM></P> 
<P>There is absolutely nothing 'conservative' about wanting to amend the 
Constitution of the United States, to make it an explicitly Christian document. 
This goes totally against every principle of the founding fathers -- they built 
in protections against this kind of thing specifically to prevent what Mike 
Huckabee is advocating.</P> 
<P>And there is nothing "anti-Christian" about standing against this kind of 
thing. You are absolutely entitled to believe in any God -- or lack thereof -- 
in this country. But you are <EM>not</EM> entitled to force the teaching of your 
beliefs into science classes as "intelligent design" or creationism or whatever 
name these deceptive people put on it.</P> 
<P>A true 'conservative' respects and honors the US Constitution. Mike Huckabee 
is a fraud.</P> 
<P>And by the way, the reason there are a lot of posts about Charles Darwin on 
the front page is that it was the 200th anniversary of his birthday on Thursday 
-- as you could easily see if you actually read any of what I posted on the 
subject. I believe it's an important date, because Darwin was one of the most 
influential and brilliant scientists in all of history. And it's really sad to 
see so many self-labeled 'conservatives' who not only don't respect that, but 
feel threatened by someone who does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710166 32770 1030 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:54:19am  
 
<P>'Arkay' emailed to demand that I remove his account, so I granted his 
wish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710177 32770 1039 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:57:00am  
 
<P>And since the same tedious points have come up again in this thread -- even 
in spite of a quote from the founder of intelligent design that specifically 
says it's a religious agenda -- here's what I just posted in the thread 
below:</P> 
<P>There is absolutely nothing 'conservative' about wanting to amend the 
Constitution of the United States, to make it an explicitly Christian document. 



This goes totally against every principle of the founding fathers -- they built 
in protections against this kind of thing specifically to prevent what Mike 
Huckabee is advocating.</P> 
<P>And there is nothing "anti-Christian" about standing against this kind of 
thing. You are absolutely entitled to believe in any God -- or lack thereof -- 
in this country. But you are not entitled to force the teaching of your beliefs 
into science classes as "intelligent design" or creationism or whatever name 
these deceptive people put on it.</P> 
<P>A true 'conservative' respects and honors the US Constitution. Mike Huckabee 
is a fraud.</P> 
<P>And by the way, the reason there are a lot of posts about Charles Darwin on 
the front page is that it was the 200th anniversary of his birthday on Thursday 
-- as you could easily see if you actually read any of what I posted on the 
subject. I believe it's an important date, because Darwin was one of the most 
influential and brilliant scientists in all of history. And it's really sad to 
see so many self-labeled 'conservatives' who not only don't respect that, but 
feel threatened by someone who does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710408 32771 147 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:52:08am  
 
<P>#128: take your insults and support for theocracy elsewhere. And you don't 
get to post your dramatic goodbye message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710422 32771 159 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:54:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/6710407" target=_blank>#146</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly is he doing that you would characterize as a "good job"?</P> 
<P>Genuinely curious. I live here, and apart from swift reaction after Gustav 
last year, I have no clue what it is he is doing or has done. I have seen 
nothing tangible. Other than his signing of a bill that would allow creationism 
to be taught in schools.</P> 
<P>The whole "ethics" thing - it produced a good show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's even worse stuff waiting to be used by the Democrats against Bobby 
Jindal. He hangs out with people who are on the outer edges of fundamentalist 
Christianity, and at least one person who associates with outright neo-Nazis: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" target=_blank>Bobby 
Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>Who is <A href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" 
target=_blank>David Barton?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-
Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 



assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 
had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710469 32771 200 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:04:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6710446" target=_blank>#177</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4) While I admit that the "Acedemic Freedom Bills" are being sponsored by 
lunatics with an agenda, I like the idea of these bills. A scientist and Science 
students should be encouraged to question the accepted standards without fear of 
punishment because that question or answer sounds somewhat like what might be 
found in a religous text. I want to know that my daughter can raise her hand and 
say "But how did fish start to grow legs?" or "If we evolved from apes, why are 
there still apes, why aren't they all people?" And have that discussion based on 
the scientific evidence available and not be shut down because she questioned 
the wrong thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. Get a grip. Students already have the perfect right to ask those 
questions, and they won't be persecuted for it by any decent science 
teacher.</P> 
<P>That right is not in danger, and the "academic freedom" bills are NOT 
intended to protect it. They have only one purpose - to sneak the teaching of 
creationism into public school science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710476 32771 207 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:04:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/6710448" target=_blank>#179</A> 
RubyTuesday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I truly hope I'm not next - I like being here, mostly in order learn. Katt 
WAS brave, and I'm sorry to see it go. I'm not a debater, which is why I usually 
stay off the ID threads. I totally forgot, in my first thread, to say I think 
the Constitution should be left alone. This country was founded, in part, to 
give man freedom to believe in what he wanted. I totally 
concur.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Katt was insulting. Apparently you didn't even notice that 
part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710508 32771 238 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:10:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6710473" target=_blank>#204</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just become my standard response now to people bitching about 
content.</P> 
<P>And indeed- they do seem to think it's Charles' job to cater to them. There 
are spinoff links- each with comment ability. They are there own threads, and 
people are free to comment on a wide variety of other topics besides the 



articles Charles posts. That the spinoff threads are not more widely used by 
people is just amazing to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They whine about the evolution threads for one reason -- they're trying to 
guilt-trip me into shutting up about it.</P> 
<P>Not a single person who accepts the theory of evolution has ever complained 
about the existence of these threads. ONLY creationists do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710588 32771 314 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:26:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6710577" target=_blank>#303</A> 
MikeyHunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The constitution is already founded on 'Christian principles', as were our 
founding fathers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Search the Constitution for the word "God," and let me know how many times it 
appears. I'll wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710598 32771 324 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:27:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6710577" target=_blank>#303</A> 
MikeyHunt</EM></P> 
<P>Is that considered a good username for a Christian, by the 
way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710681 32771 402 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:38:32am  
 
<P>I strongly suspect that "Mikey Hunt" is a moby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710756 32771 476 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:47:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6710577" target=_blank>#303</A> 
MikeyHunt</EM></P> 
<P>Unless you explain why you picked such a sneakily offensive username, and 
then post comments purporting to be a "Christian," you're going to lose your 
account.</P> 
<P>Apparently some people think they can play these kinds of games and fly under 
the radar. Well, you just flew a little too high, <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gag_name" 
target=_blank>MikeyHunt</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710820 32771 538 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:58:25am  
 
<P>'MikeyHunt' and his sneaky username are out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710841 32771 559 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:00:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/6710784" target=_blank>#504</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amen to the first three paragraphs.</P> 



<P>As for the fourth, you are a little Darwin-centric you know. It gets a little 
creepy. Try a little John Clerk Maxwell, Humphry Davy or Bourbaki every once in 
a while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might be a little more convincing if you actually got 
<STRONG>James</STRONG> Clerk Maxwell's name right.</P> 
<P>And then again, maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710869 32771 585 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:06:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/6710854" target=_blank>#571</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientists. In the case of Bourbaki, numerous 
mathematicians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mathematicians from the 19th century, to be precise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710885 32771 601 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:08:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/6710874" target=_blank>#590</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard time with names today, eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's another "not a creationist" who just happens to post one creationist 
talking point after another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710903 32771 619 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:12:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/6710894" target=_blank>#610</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I figured since you liked 19th century naturalists, you might like the 
mathematicians of that time too. BTW, why not more on Wallace? He gets left out 
of the conversation as much as Leiniz does on the calculus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because no one is trying to sneak the teaching of religious mathematics 
into science classes, ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06710991 32771 700 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:32:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/6710956" target=_blank>#670</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How to write like a 'NON-creationist/'faux evolutionist:-</P> 
<P>"I believe in evolution and do NOT want to see creationism or intelligent 
design taught in schools. I also applaud Charles' stance on Israel and Jihad, 
and have found this site to be highly informative in that regard for several 
years. Having said that, it also needs to be said that lately this site seems to 
have been overrun by a bunch of Darwin worshipping fools blah 
blah..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. That's so close to what they really do post, it's a little 
frightening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711050 32771 722 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:43:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/719/6711041" target=_blank>#719</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think I quite captured the ultra snotty tone though - that needs a 
little work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's an excellent example to emulate for that snotty tone:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/711/6711019" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711071 32771 729 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:47:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/6711057" target=_blank>#725</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask Cato to give you a hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember though -- he's <EM>not</EM> a creationist!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711117 32771 736 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:55:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/727/6711067" target=_blank>#727</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that genteel comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the shoe fits. And it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711145 32771 738 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 11:58:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/737/6711132" target=_blank>#737</A> least</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pure and utter horse crap.</P> 
<P>Promoted by the sorts of folk who will state that the Constitution is "a 
living document" that can be morphed into whatever the current truth is.</P> 
<P>Unless their view is questioned. <EM>Then</EM> the Constitution is 
sacrosanct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every quote he posted is absolutely accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711230 32771 746 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:10:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/6711213" target=_blank>#744</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just get a little tired of Charles finding a creationist behind every bush. 
I am not one, but I don't quite say what he would like me to say, so he 
maintains that I am closeted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I totally believe you. It's sheer coincidence that you happen to say 
exactly the same things creationists do.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like economics, evolutionary theory is lacking because it can't make accurate 
predictions about the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2005/09/25/AR2005092501177.html" target=_blank>Yes, it can, 
and it does.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When scientists announced last month they had determined the exact order of 
all 3 billion bits of genetic code that go into making a chimpanzee, it was no 
surprise that the sequence was more than 96 percent identical to the human 
genome. Charles Darwin had deduced more than a century ago that chimps were 
among humans' closest cousins.</P> 



<P>But decoding chimpanzees' DNA allowed scientists to do more than just refine 
their estimates of how similar humans and chimps are. It let them put the very 
theory of evolution to some tough new tests.</P> 
<P>If Darwin was right, for example, then scientists should be able to perform a 
neat trick. Using a mathematical formula that emerges from evolutionary theory, 
they should be able to predict the number of harmful mutations in chimpanzee DNA 
by knowing the number of mutations in a different species' DNA and the two 
animals' population sizes.</P> 
<P>"That's a very specific prediction," said Eric Lander, a geneticist at the 
Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard in Cambridge, Mass., and a leader in the 
chimp project.</P> 
<P>Sure enough, when Lander and his colleagues tallied the harmful mutations in 
the chimp genome, the number fit perfectly into the range that evolutionary 
theory had predicted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just one example out of many.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711326 32771 763 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/6711248" target=_blank>#750</A> Dirk 
Diggler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism and "Intelligent Design" are silly fads and will ultimately run 
their course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see; the Scopes Monkey Trial took place in 1926, 83 years ago. And 
right now, today, at least 10 states have bills pending to push "intelligent 
design" into science classes.</P> 
<P>How much longer would you suggest we wait for this "silly fad" to 
pass?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711473 32771 780 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:47:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/6711213" target=_blank>#744</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like economics, evolutionary theory is lacking because it can't make accurate 
predictions about the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, come on, Cato. Aren't you going to acknowledge that you were dead wrong 
with this statement?</P> 
<P>Especially since you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the last thing I will do is be beaten down by anything but a better 
argument, no matter who espouses it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be happy to post more examples of evolutionary theory making testable 
predictions that turned out to be absolutely accurate, if that one didn't meet 
your high standards of proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711490 32771 783 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:50:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/6711464" target=_blank>#778</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a James Madison quote mine? What is the source of that quote from 
Madison, least?</P> 
<P>Here is <A 
href="http://www.jmu.edu/madison/center/main_pages/madison_archives/quotes/great
/rights.htm" target=_blank>a list of Madison quotes</A> on rights, from the 



James Madison Center. Please pay close attention on the section concerning the 
Separation of Church and State.</P> 
<P>I'd still like to know the source of yours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google it and guess what you'll find:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=“The+Law+given+from+Sinai+%5BThe+Ten+Commandments%5D+was+a+civil+and+mu
nicipal+as+well+as+a+moral+and+religious+code.”&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711495 32771 784 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:51:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/781/6711477" target=_blank>#781</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>And of course, you dismiss it out of hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711518 32771 788 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 12:54:01pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CA/CA210.html" target=_blank>More 
evolution predictions</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution has been the basis of many predictions. For example:</P> 
<P>* Darwin predicted, based on homologies with African apes, that human 
ancestors arose in Africa. That prediction has been supported by fossil and 
genetic evidence (Ingman et al. 2000).</P> 
<P>* Theory predicted that organisms in heterogeneous and rapidly changing 
environments should have higher mutation rates. This has been found in the case 
of bacteria infecting the lungs of chronic cystic fibrosis patients (Oliver et 
al. 2000).</P> 
<P>* Predator-prey dynamics are altered in predictable ways by evolution of the 
prey (Yoshida et al. 2003).</P> 
<P>* Ernst Mayr predicted in 1954 that speciation should be accompanied with 
faster genetic evolution. A phylogenetic analysis has supported this prediction 
(Webster et al. 2003).</P> 
<P>* Several authors predicted characteristics of the ancestor of craniates. On 
the basis of a detailed study, they found the fossil Haikouella "fit these 
predictions closely" (Mallatt and Chen 2003).</P> 
<P>* Evolution predicts that different sets of character data should still give 
the same phylogenetic trees. This has been confirmed informally myriad times and 
quantitatively, with different protein sequences, by Penny et al. (1982).</P> 
<P>* Insect wings evolved from gills, with an intermediate stage of skimming on 
the water surface. Since the primitive surface-skimming condition is widespread 
among stoneflies, J. H. Marden predicted that stoneflies would likely retain 
other primitive traits, too. This prediction led to the discovery in stoneflies 
of functional hemocyanin, used for oxygen transport in other arthropods but 
never before found in insects (Hagner-Holler et al. 2004; Marden 
2005).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still not enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711566 32771 795 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 1:07:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/792/6711549" target=_blank>#792</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution_as_theory_and_fact" 
target=_blank>More predictions from evolutionary theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A central tenet in science is that a scientific theory is supposed to have 
predictive power, and verification of predictions are seen as an important and 
necessary support for the theory. The theory of evolution did provide such 
predictions. Three examples are:</P> 
<P>* Genetic information must be transmitted in a molecular way that will be 
almost exact but permit slight changes. Since this prediction was made, 
biologists have discovered the existence of DNA, which has a mutation rate of 
roughly 10-9 per nucleotide per cell division; this provides just such a 
mechanism.[23]</P> 
<P>* Some DNA sequences are shared by very different organisms. It has been 
predicted by the theory of evolution that the differences in such DNA sequences 
between two organisms should roughly resemble both the biological difference 
between them according to their anatomy and the time that had passed since these 
two organisms have separated in the course of evolution, as seen in fossil 
evidence. The rate of accumulating such changes should be low for some 
sequences, which code for critical RNA or proteins, and high for others - that 
code for less critical RNA or proteins; but for every specific sequence, the 
rate of change should be roughly constant through evolution. These results have 
been experimentally confirmed. Two examples are DNA sequences coding for rRNA 
which is highly conserved, and DNA sequences coding for fibrinopeptides (amino 
acid chains which are discarded during the formation of fibrin), which are 
highly non-conserved.[23]</P> 
<P>* Prior to 2004, paleontologists had found fossils of amphibians with necks, 
ears, and four legs, in rock no older than 365 million years old. In rocks more 
than 385 million years old they could only find fish, without these amphibian 
characteristics. Evolutionary theory predicted that an intermediate form between 
these two (i.e. a "fishibian") should be found in rock dated between 365 and 385 
million years ago. In 2004, an expedition to islands in the Canadian arctic 
searching in rocks that were 375 million years old discovered fossils of 
Tiktaalik.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711731 32771 809 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 1:41:31pm  
 
<P>I could post a lot more examples of accurate predictions made by evolutionary 
theory, but I think I've made my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711814 32771 814 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 1:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/6711760" target=_blank>#810</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<P>After everything you've posted here, now you're going to claim that you argue 
<EM>against</EM> creationism?</P> 
<P>Man. You are a real piece of work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711908 32771 821 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:09:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/816/6711831" target=_blank>#816</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you perhaps confusing me with someone else? I have 
<EM>never</EM> posted a pro-creationism or anti-evolution statement, to the best 
of my knowledge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right - I apologize for saying that. I had you confused with someone 
else.</P> 



<P>But the idea that we should shy away from discussing the fact of evolution 
and refrain from criticizing creationism, to avoid offending creationists, is 
just as wrong-headed and backward as the comments you made in that other 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712211 32771 833 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/6712180" target=_blank>#832</A> Capoftex</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that the constitution is what we should live to, and that true 
conservatives should have the constitution as their benchmark. But I feel that 
it's appropriate to teach or at least discuss creationism in science class, 
because that is where the opposing view is being taught.</P> 
<P>By forcing it out of science class Charles, aren't you doing exactly what you 
are railing against the creationists for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Creationism is NOT science, it is religion. Religious pseudo-science does 
not belong in a science class. Should we also teach astrology, numerology and 
the theory of luminiferous ether in science class?</P> 
<P>And whose <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Creation_myth" 
target=_blank>creation myth</A> would you like to teach, by the way? Maybe the 
Iroquois version?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the beginning, the world was not as we know it now. It was a water world 
inhabited only by animals and creatures of the air who could survive without 
land.</P> 
<P>Up above, the Sky World was quite different. Human-type beings lived there 
with infinite types of plants and animals to enjoy.</P> 
<P>In the Sky World, there was a Tree of Life that was very special to the 
people of the Sky World. They knew that it grew at the entrance to the world 
below and forbade anyone to tamper with the Tree. One woman who was soon to give 
birth was curious about the Tree and convinced her brother to uproot the 
Tree.</P> 
<P>Beneath the Tree was a great hole. The woman peered from the edge into the 
hole and suddenly fell off the edge. As she was falling she grasped at the edge 
and clutched in her hand some of the earth from the Sky World. As she fell, the 
birds of the world below were disturbed and alerted to her distress. The birds 
responded and gathered a great many of their kind to break her fall and cradle 
her to the back of a great sea turtle. The creatures of the water believed that 
she needed land to live on, so they set about to collect some for her. They dove 
to the great depths of the world's oceans to gather earth to make her a place to 
live. Many of the animals tried to gather the earth from the ocean floor, only 
the muskrat was successful. With only a small bit of earth brought onto turtle's 
back from his small paws, Turtle Island began to grow.</P> 
<P>The Sky Woman soon gave birth to a daughter on Turtle Island. The daughter 
grew fast. There were no man-beings on Turtle Island, but a being known as the 
West Wind married the daughter of Sky Woman.</P> 
<P>Soon the daughter of Sky Woman gave birth to Twins. One was born the natural 
way, and he was called the Right-Handed Twin. The other was born in a way that 
caused the death of the mother. He was called the Left-Handed Twin. When their 
mother died, their grandmother, Sky Woman, placed the fistful of earth that she 
grasped from the edge of the Sky World, and placed it on her daughter's grave. 
The earth carried special seeds from the Sky World that were nourished by the 
earth over her daughter. So from the body of her daughter came the Sacred 
Tobacco, Strawberry and Sweetgrass. We call these Kionhekwa. The Life 
Givers.</P> 



<P>The Right and Left-Handed Twins were endowed with special creative powers. 
The Right-Handed Twin created gentle hills, beautiful smelling flowers, quiet 
brooks, butterflies and numerous creatures, plants and earth formations. His 
brother the Left-Handed Twin made snakes, thorns on rose bushes, thunder and 
lightning and other more disturbing attributes of today's world. Together, they 
created man and his many attributes. The Right-Handed Twin believed in diplomacy 
and conflict resolution. The Left-Handed Twin believed in conflict as 
resolution. They were very different, but all that they created is an integral 
part of this Earth's Creation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something tells me this isn't what you have in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712246 32771 837 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:29:25pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712286 32771 844 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/841/6712272" target=_blank>#841</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, we DO teach those things in science class! We teach that they are 
either <STRONG>non-scientific</STRONG> explanations or that they have been 
<STRONG>superseded</STRONG> by more modern data/theories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the point, and it's not what these people are 
after.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712339 32771 850 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:48:17pm  
 
<P>I'm tired of being accused of 'obsession,' 'harping,' etc., and complaints 
about what I post at my own website. Go find somewhere else to 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712824 32771 865 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 5:07:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/6712526" target=_blank>#860</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they want BOTH evolution and creationim "taught" then my solution is for 
them both to be taught from an <EM>accurate</EM> perspective. And the accurate 
perspective, in a science class, is that creationism is a <EM>religious</EM> 
belief and that evolution is a scientific one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <EM>accurate</EM> perspective is that creationism does not belong in any 
science class, ever.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose that both creationism and evolution could likewise be taught in a 
religion class. Interestingly, few scientists seem to be demanding that it be 
done so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, you take exactly the wrong lesson from that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713314 32771 871 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 6:34:30pm  
 
<P>I need an aspirin after that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06713695 32771 886 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:10:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/883/6713677" target=_blank>#883</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, that does not address the creationist's arguments that they 
are being censored.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because their arguments are crap. They are NOT being censored. They have no 
arguments even worth considering in the light of reality. And they're trying to 
force the teaching of religion onto <EM>other people's children</EM>.</P> 
<P>Do you really think you're fooling anyone with this soft-pedaling gobbledy-
gook? Good grief.</P> 
<P>If they can't snow you under with hatred and vitriol, they try to do it with 
a smile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713700 32771 888 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:10:57pm  
 
<P>I take back my apology. It's clear you don't deserve it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713724 32771 893 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:15:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/892/6713720" target=_blank>#892</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, this time Charles, I think you really do owe me an 
apology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713867 32771 903 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/6713841" target=_blank>#902</A> My 2 
Cents</EM></P> 
<P>After this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about we introduce evolution in the first semester and contrast it with 
ID in the second?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and your absurd attempts to make excuses for Robert Spencer, I am 
completely finished discussing anything with you. That's right, I do not believe 
you're being honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713953 32771 908 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:04:54pm  
 
<P>Rather than close your account, I hope you'll take a close look at the 
absurdity of what you have been posting in this thread.</P> 
<P>You don't advance the cause of science by teaching religious pseudo-science 
to children. The idea of spending an equal amount of time on creationism and 
evolution is completely insane, and it gets no respect from me because it does 
not deserve respect.</P> 
<P>And I'm not even going to get into the stuff you posted in that other 
thread.</P> 



<P>Maybe you're just naive and ignorant, and not dishonest. But you are arguing 
viewpoints that are not just stupid, they're evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714051 32771 911 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:33:30pm  
 
<P>Yes, I said "evil" and I meant "evil." It's utterly wrong to teach 
creationism as science, and it's evil to indoctrinate children with this 
garbage; it hurts the children, and it hurts our country to lose those minds 
that might have bloomed into something incredible with the right knowledge.</P> 
<P>But you don't have to ask three times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714159 32771 917 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:00:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/912/6714068" target=_blank>#912</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<P>That's an excellent piece on creationist debating tactics - and a good lesson 
in the futility of engaging them on their terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714204 32771 920 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:22:08pm  
 
<P>So far, we have two down-dingers who apparently want a theocracy in 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715627 32771 938 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:29:57am  
 
<P>I love all this talk about doing away with the public school system.</P> 
<P>Here's a clue: it's not going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721412 32771 942 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:41:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/6720958" target=_blank>#941</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta respond to this...</P> 
<P>&gt; The reason there are a lot of posts about Charles Darwin on the front 
page is that it was the 200th anniversary of his birthday on Thursday</P> 
<P>It was also Lincoln's birthday, and how many posts did i see on that?</P> 
<P>One. Even then you could only bring yourself to call him "arguably" our 
greatest president.</P> 
<P>So my message is please less darwin and more jihadi fucktards. if you pardon 
my french.</P> 
<P>Oh and more lincoln would be nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might want to brush up on the meaning of the word "arguably." The rest of 
your post is the usual thin-skinned whining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723759 32773 506 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:38:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/6714705" target=_blank>#505</A> 
SalsaNChips</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are plenty of reasons to criticize Barack Obama, but continuing the 
policy of defending Afghanistan against Taliban terrorists is not one of 
them.</P> 
<P>Just my $0.02.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not criticize Obama for that.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711943 32774 117 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6711930" target=_blank>#110</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php" target=_blank>referrers list</A> to see where the creationists 
are coming from. LGF is getting some hits to evolution threads from <A 
href="http://www.jabberwonk.com/flinker.cfm?cliid=15f63p" 
target=_blank>here</A>. What the hell is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I absolutely hate when people do that. They're stealing my content by putting 
it in a frame on their site. Be right back after I put a stop to 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711975 32774 145 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:23:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6711930" target=_blank>#110</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php" target=_blank>referrers list</A> to see where the creationists 
are coming from. LGF is getting some hits to evolution threads from <A 
href="http://www.jabberwonk.com/flinker.cfm?cliid=15f63p" 
target=_blank>here</A>. What the hell is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you go to that link now, LGF will bust out of their frame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06711984 32774 154 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:26:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6711978" target=_blank>#148</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a cut and paste. The build a small web page with a "frame" and 
inside the frame they put a include link to LGF. So, you go to their page, it 
loads their stuff and goes and gets pages from here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another name for what they're doing is "click-jacking," because it lets them 
claim part of my traffic to boost their advertising revenue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712014 32774 181 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:32:17pm  
 
<P>And naturally, 'Joe Bananas' followed up the insulting comment that got his 
account blocked, with an even more insulting email.</P> 
<P>And now he's blocked at the IP level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712016 32774 183 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 2:33:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6712010" target=_blank>#177</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it. While I possibly have you attention. I use Safari, and randomly (at 
least I don't see the pattern yet), I find that I am getting logged out, even it 
the page shows me logged in.</P> 
<P>The last time it did it was I clicked "quote," was put into the text box and 
then I tried to clip and paste something from another tab, and it kicked me out 
to the front page, and I was logged off.</P> 
<P>Do you use the "clipboard" buffer a lot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're switching back and forth between tabs open to several LGF pages, 
this can happen because your session data gets out of sync. Not much I can do 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712143 32774 293 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:11:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6712090" target=_blank>#249</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respectfully disagree and ask that over the next four years you reconsider 
the idea of not voting in the event of a Jindal nomination. I find creationism's 
views wrong as well, but there are many other issues, of equal or greater peril 
that face us. And at some point you have to make a decision as to what the 
higher priority is. When you're in a fight with a grizzly bear, you need to 
focus on the one that's in your face. The fact that there are other grizzlies 
over the next hill are of concern of course, but if you don't kill the one 
that's on top of you, dealing with the others becomes an academic exercise at 
best...you won't be around to fight them because your face has been ripped 
off.By the way - I'm not in any way endorsing Jindal...just offering my humble 
opinion on how best not to dilute our numbers in an already hostile 
environment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal has so much dirt in his past, he has absolutely no chance of 
being elected. If the GOP puts him up as the nominee, he will LOSE. Everything 
the media tried to pin on Sarah Palin, Jindal <EM>actually did</EM>: he promoted 
and signed a creationism bill, he took part in an amateur exorcism and claimed 
it cured a woman of cancer, and possibly worst of all, he hangs out with people 
on the outer edges of fundamentalist Christianity, and at least one person who 
has associated with outright neo-Nazis: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" target=_blank>Bobby 
Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>Who is <A href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" 
target=_blank>David Barton?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-
Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 
assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 



had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712361 32774 348 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:51:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/6712274" target=_blank>#329</A> BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey thank you for your very long winded response but I have a question for 
you. You you believe in the big bang theory?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're really interested in learning about it (and there's some pretty 
convincing evidence that the theory is accurate), Wikipedia has a good page on 
it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bang" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712372 32774 354 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:53:25pm  
 
<P>Why do the creationists always adopt that identical snotty superior 
tone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712765 32774 437 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 4:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/6712468" target=_blank>#376</A> 
Harvard@Cal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the heck, bring the ID in and then teach why it is not operative in a 
scientific environment for explaining the variation in lifeforms. If you just 
try and hide it by throwing the word "creationism" at it, you're not really 
taking it on and are no better at arguing than when a lefty throws the word 
"fascist" around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is creationism, dressed up in a cheap 
suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712860 32774 460 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 5:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/6712838" target=_blank>#455</A> 
ziggyelman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, I am not misrepresenting anything. Just showing that 
you are not that far off from a one issue voter. Jindal has done some great 
things for Louisiana, but that doesn't seem to make much difference.As I have 
said several times, who's going to be that magical candidate everyone will voter 
for?I voted for McCain because I thought he would be much better than Obama. I 
voted for him in spite of him believing in GW. I couldn't give two bleeps that 
he was stupid enough to believe it.Jindal is very well spoken, would get the 
black vote(perhaps) Latin vote, and religious vote, and people tired of Obama.or 



we can get the next another bland white guy who does nothing to get any new 
voters in the Republican camp...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not vote for Bobby Jindal, and I will not support him for President. 
If the GOP puts him up as a candidate, he's going to lose. Every bad thing that 
the media and the Democrats tried to pin on Sarah Palin, Bobby Jindal actually 
did. He does not have a chance at the presidency.</P> 
<P>Maybe you missed this (or maybe not):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/293/6712143" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712882 32774 468 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 5:16:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/6712865" target=_blank>#463</A> BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya you may think that but you would be so very wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is beginning to get ridiculous. What is your purpose with this stuff? 
Are you just harassing Salamantis? Because that's what it looks like to me, and 
I'm getting tired of wading through this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712980 32774 488 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 5:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/6712949" target=_blank>#484</A> BBev</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I'm not I an trying to talk pure science along with theory and I want a 
good solid discussion . I have not said anything out of line and without back-
up. I'm sorry if this has caused you discomfort but Dude, I'm from a family of 
very far if not socialist democrats and if I did not speak up I was not 
heard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Well, here's a warning. If you don't knock it off, you're going to lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715767 32774 525 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:48:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/6715083" target=_blank>#520</A> mbpaul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made a huge mistake last night by not continuing to finish what I was going 
to say and I hope I don't get in even more trouble from this post. I was going 
to say that really an issue like this is so far beneath my radar and a lot of 
other people. After the passage of the abortion that is the Generational Theft 
Act of 2009 and the other acts of theft that Herr Osama Obama will do, I really 
just can't get excited about ID, either for or against. Now I'm going to go, 
hope and pray that Mr. Johnson doesn't ban me and go crawl back in bed and catch 
up on all the sleep I missed this week and hope I'm not getting sick. I can't 
afford to miss any days of work this week. Take care everyone. 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Well, while it's underneath your radar because you think it's so 
trivial and unimportant, creationists have passed legislation to sneak 
intelligent design into schools in several states, and have legislation pending 
in at least 10 more.</P> 
<P>But not to worry. Just roll over and go back to sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715996 32774 527 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:24:20am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/6715888" target=_blank>#526</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think SICB is making a big mistake. Want to oppose ID theory? Then hold the 
convention in New Orleans and thumb your nose at Gov. Jindal and the 
legislature. Create and welcome the media storm around the convention and use it 
to attack ID and the science education law. Isolating Louisianans from real 
science isn't going to help the pro-science effort there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't the SICB who is isolating Louisianans from real science -- it's 
Bobby Jindal, the Discovery Institute, and the clueless La. legislature who 
passed this horrible bill.</P> 
<P>I think the SICB is doing exactly the right thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712238 32775 67 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 3:28:43pm  
 
<P>I'm going to be deleting comments about melanin, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712453 32776 27 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 4:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/6712431" target=_blank>#14</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jihadists celebrating Victoria fires; taking joy in the scenes</P> 
<P>/<A href="http://www.theage.com.au/national/islam-group-urges-forest-fire-
jihad-20080906-4b53.html?page=-1" 
target=_blank>coincidence?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not even news any more; it's what they always do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06712459 32776 30 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 4:09:46pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, I staged this photo.</P> 
<P>I sprayed a little water on the flower before taking the shot.</P> 
<P>Gasp! Fauxtography!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713739 32779 404 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:18:37pm  
 
<P>#389: Are you insane? Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713749 32779 412 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:20:13pm  
 
<P>I do not freaking believe that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713775 32779 433 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:25:14pm  
 
<P>What the hell is going on here? I take a break to eat dinner and suddenly 
people are posting links to Nazi sites?</P> 
<P>WTF!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713826 32779 479 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:36:42pm  
 



<P>OK, I read the comments leading up to this and I'm unblocking 'Wishing'.</P> 
<P>But I'm still pissed off.</P> 
<P>DO NOT POST LINKS TO NAZI SITES HERE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713897 32779 543 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 8:52:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/6713890" target=_blank>#536</A> schnapp</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06713999 32779 638 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:16:17pm  
 
<P>By the way ... I knew Jaco Pastorius. And while he was a very talented 
musician, he was also one of the most miserable, abusive, mean-spirited human 
beings it has ever been my misfortune to meet.</P> 
<P>Talent does not equate to decency, and he was one of the best examples of 
that I have ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714023 32779 661 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:25:52pm  
 
<P>In fact, I really can't even listen to Jaco play any more, knowing what I 
know about him. I envy people who never met him, because they can enjoy his 
talent without knowing what an absolutely rotten human being he 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714063 32779 697 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 9:36:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/6714033" target=_blank>#670</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think he was manic depressive? I only saw him perform once with 
Weather Report and he was hopping up and down all night like a madman, but boy 
did he kick ass playing that bass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cocaine. A LOT of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714167 32779 789 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:03:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/6714135" target=_blank>#763</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think SRV was a far better guitar player than Clapner - hand's 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In his days with Cream, Eric Clapton was absolutely amazing. Then he started 
doing heroin, and he never got even close to that level of playing 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714192 32780 15 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:15:42pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6714185" target=_blank>#11</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Isn't giving all this attention exactly what someone like him would 
want?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been ignoring and not responding to Spencer's increasingly vicious 
attacks for months. Now I'm finished with that. With his latest behavior, 
smearing me all over the web, and even at Hot Air, he's crossed the final line 
with me, and I'm not going to ignore it any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06714213 32780 26 Charles Sat, Feb 14, 2009 10:28:14pm  
 
<P>Allahpundit is a friend. Spencer also attacked him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715561 32780 196 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:16:13am  
 
<P>Maine's Michael: you've been here a long time, but I've said many times, in 
no uncertain terms, that I'm not going to tolerate the kinds of comments you 
just posted. You're out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715562 32780 197 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:16:45am  
 
<P>And another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715467 32781 1018 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:53:44am  
 
<P>I got some really choice hate mail last night from "Christians." Here's one 
titled "not hate mail...":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...but I respectfully take a parting dissent to your claim thatChristian 
activism that "desires" to change the Constitution is "notconservative and 
unamerican."</P> 
<P>Sir, <STRONG>wishing to change the Constitution is NOT unAmerican</STRONG>... 
if youaccept that yours is a minority view and not able to pass. Taking uparms 
when you can't get your way? THAT is "unAmerican."</P> 
<P>By labeling all Christians who refuse to shut up and simply "pray, payand 
obey" <STRONG>secularists like you</STRONG> as un-American, you have just 
consigned agood 1/3 of the population to un-personhood... and 2/3 of the GOP 
tonon-participation in a representative government whose takes they muststill 
pay.</P> 
<P>No sir. We're here, we're Christian. Get used to us. Otherwise, 
<STRONG>getused to outer darkness</STRONG> yourselves. <STRONG>The GOP CANNOT 
WIN WITHOUT US.</STRONG></P> 
<P>When the jackboots of the left come for YOU, who will you count on 
forsupport? <STRONG>You can't shit on our altars and then ask for our 
help</STRONG>. Itdoesn't work that way.</P> 
<P>Goodbye.</P> 
<P>Richard L. Kent, Esq.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715471 32781 1021 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:55:30am  
 
<P>Another one on "Louisiana":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Expelled is right.</P> 



<P>The Society for Censorious Biology doesn't sound like it can make 
anargument.</P> 
<P>If you let them get away with this don't bleat when they silence 
yourblog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715478 32781 1028 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:57:10am  
 
<P>Another titled "Darwin et al":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope that now that Your Saint Charles Darwin has passed, that yourrabid 
collection of every possible news story concerning him will slackoff.</P> 
<P>Well, I can hope.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715644 32782 14 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:32:04am  
 
<P>They were 'first' comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715684 32782 47 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:37:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6715664" target=_blank>#30</A> 
ratherdashing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. Mr. Kent isn't hating, he's just responding with passion. I've 
received hateful emails in the past. This one isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We appear to have different definitions of "hate." When someone tells me I'm 
going to be in the "outer darkness" because I'm a "secularist", "shitting on 
their altars," that seems hateful to me.</P> 
<P>By the way, I did not use the word "un-American" in my post, even though this 
troglodyte put it in quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715703 32782 65 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:41:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6715686" target=_blank>#49</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying that McCain embraced social conservatives? I saw no evidence 
of that in his campaign speeches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think picking Sarah Palin was all about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715730 32782 90 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:44:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6715713" target=_blank>#74</A> 
ratherdashing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took the "outer darkness" to mean the political type and not the spiritual 
type.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's much of a difference in this person's 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715916 32782 265 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:14:45am  
 



<P>Again - the only ones who complain bitterly about the posts on creationism 
are ... creationists. It's a transparent tactic - they're trying to guilt-trip 
me into stopping the criticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715925 32782 270 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:16:29am  
 
<P>And again -- <STRONG>folks, please do not quote from offensive posts that are 
going to be deleted!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Use the 'reply' button instead. I'm leaving these responses up this 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06715947 32782 278 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:18:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/6715926" target=_blank>#271</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How's that working for them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't seem to be producing the desired result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716022 32782 308 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:26:51am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/6715981" target=_blank>#294</A> justadot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he read them alright. I assume he wrote that hate mail after <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1030/6710166" target=_blank>he 
requested Charles ban him</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch! Yep, that was him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716155 32782 362 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:48:37am  
 
<P>And we have our first pro-theocracy down-dinger: casoriole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716218 32782 398 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 11:00:08am  
 
<P>And we have our second pro-theocracy down-dinger: goforbroke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716372 32782 449 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 11:52:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/6716320" target=_blank>#436</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A question re the ding coding.</P> 
<P>I think, perhaps if there is only one up and one down, then they both 
disappear. I gave an up and when I refreshed it to see if there was a down, not 
only did the count go back to zero, but no dingers showed, even as my option to 
upding was grayed out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the rating number to see the list of dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06716479 32782 476 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/6716435" target=_blank>#462</A> Elkafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mocking, ridiculing and alienating our allies when Islamonazi appeasing 
socialists control the White House, the Legislative, the Executive and 95% of 
the media.Unity is what we need most, yet we are tearing each other apart.Not 
smart. Not good.</P> 
<P>Koskooks and DU-ers must be filled with joy reading these 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should have blocked your sorry ass when you posted comments calling for the 
mass deportation of Muslims from America, and to amend the Constitution to strip 
them of citizenship.</P> 
<P>That mistake is now remedied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716490 32782 479 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:23:35pm  
 
<P>This is the deleted comment by 'ElKafir' I'm referring to, and it wasn't the 
first:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We must separate ourselves from this cancer of civilization called Islam.</P> 
<P>Mass deportations. Start with the non-citizens. Then continue with the 
naturalized and US born or converted muslims. Declare Islam a threat to the very 
existance of the Republic and its Constitution (afterall, in Islam the only 
accepted law is the Sharia and muslims everywhere in the world are taught their 
first duty is to obey the Islamic law and only after that to obey the laws of 
the countries they live in - with the condition those laws aren't contradicting 
the Islamic laws).</P> 
<P>Amend the Constitution, strip them all of citizenship, offer them the chance 
to become apostates and remain here in the civilized world or deport them if 
they refuse.</P> 
<P>Make conversion and preaching Islam a crime punished either by life in prison 
or deportation. That would be a humaine measure when compared with the 
punishment for renouncing Islam in most islamic countries is death by 
decapitation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716506 32782 483 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:25:59pm  
 
<P>If you want to know why the so-called anti-jihad movement has been taken over 
by fascist sympathizers and outright bigots, that comment is an object 
example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716537 32782 492 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/6716444" target=_blank>#464</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not making myself clear.</P> 
<P>In #345 I gave an upding, giving a score of 1.</P> 
<P>I later clicked on the "1" to refresh and it went to zero and showed no 
dingers at all, plus my green + was grayed out. I'm guessing there was a 
downdinger per your earlier post, but perhaps there is a bug in the code for 
this particular condition. I should see one up from me and another down from 
someone. I don't see any.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hmm. Well, I do see your ding when I click the number. I'll watch out for 
this, but I need to duplicate a problem before I can debug it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716548 32782 497 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:33:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/6716358" target=_blank>#445</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is an interesting take. Assuming that we do require ourselves to vote 
for someone (my parents taught me that it is the main duty that citizens in a 
democracy have), how is this going to work from the perspective of LGF? It 
occurred to me that I need to ask Charles if he is seeing a connection between 
the DI/creationist people and the VB/ RS types.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30669_Pat_Buchanan-
_Intelligent_Design_Advocate" target=_blank>Pat Buchanan: 'Intelligent Design' 
Advocate</A>.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28346_Paleocons_Moonbats_and_Fasci
sts_Oh_My!" target=_blank>Pat Buchanan meeting with Vlaams Belang 
leaders</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716564 32782 502 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:37:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/6716552" target=_blank>#499</A> 
TooDamNice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point. I know that many public schools rent their bulidings for church 
services. I wonder if this will be affected. Wow. I didn't think about 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim that the language in the stimulus bill is "anti-Christian" is 
completely nonsensical. This is nothing more than a standard disclaimer based on 
the Establishment Clause. It's being ginned up by religious extremists to whip 
up the base. It's complete BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716579 32782 508 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/6716573" target=_blank>#505</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried a little debugging. I closed and restarted my browser, and now I see 
my ding, and no down ding, which I had assumed was there due the zero.</P> 
<P>I'm using Chrome lately due to some problems with Firefox, but this is the 
first oddity I've noticed.</P> 
<P>Who knows? Stuff happens. Sorry if I wasted your time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never a waste of time to report a bug...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716620 32782 522 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/6716594" target=_blank>#515</A> Scion9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. It is one sentence separated by a semicolon. They are addressing a 
restriction for funding two different categories of involvement with restricted 
institutions. Those that are used for religion purposes; and those substantially 
used for religious purposes.</P> 



<P>Does the gymnasium qualify as being used for religious purposes? Yes, there 
is a Bible club there; funding denied. Ok, now lets finish reading the sentence. 
Does the gymnasium qualify as being substantially used for religious purposes? 
No; funding granted.</P> 
<P>The second clause is the binding one in this scenario. If funding was barred 
based on clause one in this scenario, the second would be obsolete. No funding 
would ever be eligible for being considered for denial, because substantial 
religious practice is irrelevant if any religious practice is grounds for denial 
before getting to the end of the article.</P> 
<P>The only reason to include the second half of the sentence is as a modifier 
of the first. Reading the first half of the sentence in a way that makes the 
second never apply is not logical, and not legal. The intent of the framer is 
clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721395 32782 551 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:37:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/6720513" target=_blank>#549</A> 
ebed_melech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you'll ruin the US by attacking its foundations like 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have some nerve, don't you -- after spewing idiotic young earth 
creationism all over LGF, and being allowed to keep your account regardless, now 
you've graduated to accusing me of "ruining the US."</P> 
<P>Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716386 32784 21 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 11:56:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6716369" target=_blank>#15</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way this website would be unconstitutional is if "evolution" was 
somehow a "religion".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that subject, here's a comment just posted in the Louisiana thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/528/6716252" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716437 32784 48 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:12:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6716422" target=_blank>#38</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would be very interested to know if there is some group or organization 
helping her pay for this suit of hers.</P> 
<P>It can't be cheap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo! There IS a Christian advocacy organization behind this -- I had the 
link to it not very long ago, but I can't find it now. It's not the Thomas More 
group, someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716510 32784 88 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 12:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/6716495" target=_blank>#81</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.discovery.org/scripts/viewDB/index.php?command=view&amp;id=2480
&amp;program=CSC+-+Views+and+News" target=_blank>PACIFIC JUSTICE INSTITUTE JOINS 
BATTLE FOR QUALITY SCIENCE EDUCATION</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716903 32784 186 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6716635" target=_blank>#159</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This lawsuit is more significant than it might seem on the surface. The 
website that is being challenged as "unconstitutional" says what ought to be the 
most innocuous statement imaginable -- essentially, UC Berkeley is saying, 
"Can't we all get along?" The creationist reply is not merely, ""No! We most 
definitely CANNOT get along!" Nor is it even,"I am offended by your implication 
that we can all get along." No, their reply is the chilling,"IT is ILLEGAL to 
even SUGGEST that we can all get along."</P> 
<P>This goes straight to the endgame of the creationist agenda: They don't want 
simply to "present both sides of the argument." They want to shut down the 
argument altogether. They don't want the other side (i.e. rationality) to even 
have permission to speak in public.</P> 
<P>This lawsuit rips the mask off their façade of evenhandedness. It reveals 
that coexistence between science and religion is not their goal; their goal is 
theocratic domination. That's why this story ought to be front page 
news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've had people arguing exactly the same thing here at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722103 32784 201 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:41:09am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722108 32784 202 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:42:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/6721995" target=_blank>#200</A> KyMouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see no indication that that statement can be taken in any way other than 
literally, and thus I'm not clear how Christians can accept both 
beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should ask Pope Benedict. He doesn't seem to have the same lack of 
clarity you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06727969 32784 205 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 9:34:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6727758" target=_blank>#204</A> KyMouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re #202, I was hoping you could provide some clarity. I'm not Roman Catholic, 
so I doubt the pope would return my calls. Seems like a valid question to 
ponder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to wait for the Pope to return your calls. The Vatican has 
made several public statements on the matter of evolution:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32740_Pope_Bashes_Intelligent_Desi
gn" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31296_Vatican_Evolution_Congress_E
xcludes_Creationism_Intelligent_Design" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And you clearly have basic misunderstandings about the theory of evolution 
that I don't have sufficient time to clear up. I suggest you educate yourself. 
Here are two good books to start with:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001KVZ6RU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061233501/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716659 32786 1 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:13:18pm  
 
<P>And let's kick this off with Ann Coulter -- defending an openly white 
supremacist hate group in her new book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/02/13/columnist-ann-
coulter-defends-white-supremacist-group/" 
target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716680 32786 10 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:18:11pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter is speaking at CPAC this year, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716687 32786 15 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:20:00pm  
 
<P>The Council of Conservative Citizens is unbelievably ugly and vile. It's one 
of the groups in the Pat Buchanan circle, and they are also connected with the 
Vlaams Belang and the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716696 32786 22 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/6716691" target=_blank>#18</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly, but she does seem to continue to be invited to these conservative 
conferences and such. What's up with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Red meat for the base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716736 32786 50 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:29:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/6716732" target=_blank>#47</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't Ron Paul, too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06716753 32786 61 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:32:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6716719" target=_blank>#38</A> winston06</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not Ann's big fan. Never been but the link [Link: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/02/13/columnist-ann-coulter-defends-
white-supremacist-group/" target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>doesnt provide the page numbers in which the related materials r 
discussed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking at it on my Kindle right now, and the SPLC's report is completely 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716778 32786 82 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:36:19pm  
 
<P>Fox News now has DI shill Casey Luskin on, raving about how evolution equals 
atheism.</P> 
<P>He looks exactly as unevolved as I imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716819 32786 120 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:44:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/6716799" target=_blank>#101</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>eeek. I just went to the CCC website - "white pride" ads litter the edges.I'm 
so removed from this way of thinking - that I find it shocking and I am very 
disappointed in Ann Coulter if this is what she considers OK.</P> 
<P>Reminders of why NRO kicked her out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that she says in her book: "There is no evidence on its Web page that 
the modern incarnation of the CCC supports segregation."</P> 
<P>So she looked at that page, and didn't see anything wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716835 32786 132 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:47:01pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Burris' lawyer sounds like an illiterate. "Some questions that 
was asked."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716842 32786 137 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:47:44pm  
 
<P>Burris is angry, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716848 32786 143 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:48:28pm  
 
<P>Wow, this press conference is really getting tense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716852 32786 145 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:49:21pm  
 
<P>The lawyer looks he's getting ready to jump that reporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716871 32786 162 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 1:51:15pm  



 
<P>By the way, I bought Coulter's book just to check the SPLC's claims, and not 
only were they completely accurate, it's even worse than they reported. She's 
completely whitewashing this group, when it takes about two seconds of looking 
at their website to see that they're a white supremacist group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716933 32786 217 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 2:02:41pm  
 
<P>I just looked at the CCC website and they've recently redesigned it. The old 
website that I saw also had a link on the front page to the Holocaust-denying 
Institute for Historical Review.</P> 
<P>They are also connected to the neo-Nazi radio show Political 
Cesspool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06716980 32786 259 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 2:13:48pm  
 
<P>Wow. I thought it was bad when Coulter went whole hog in favor of intelligent 
design, but this is freaking insane.</P> 
<P>The CCC had an 'in memoriam' section on a previous version of their web page, 
paying tribute to Robert E. Lee and Lester Maddox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717418 32786 647 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 3:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/6717366" target=_blank>#605</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen her latest book, and if she is really defending a white 
supremacist group, then I would join you in calling bullshiite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have the book, and she really is defending a white supremacist 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717435 32787 10 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 3:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/6717411" target=_blank>#3</A> carefulnow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The CCofC is already linked on the last thread. Is that a 
problem?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took out your links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717468 32787 28 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 3:59:44pm  
 
<P>Coulter and Ron Paul are both scheduled to speak at CPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717543 32787 88 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6717487" target=_blank>#44</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first ad one sees over there is for "white pride" T shirts on a trailer 
waif.</P> 



<P>And the first post in the discussion areas is the following (followed 
thereafter by a bunch of "me too's". Coulter has really outdone herself 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That T-shirt company is apparently run by Stormfront, the neo-Nazi website. 
One of the people shown modeling the shirts is the son of Stormfront's owner, 
Don Black.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717600 32787 135 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:17:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/6717565" target=_blank>#105</A> DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Black pride" T-shirts are still ok?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get out of this by pointing at "Black Pride" t-shirts. That T-shirt 
site is run by neo-Nazis. And NOBODY wears a "White Pride" t-shirt except 
racists.</P> 
<P>This is a really tedious excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717618 32787 149 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6717611" target=_blank>#145</A> DoubleU</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is one accepted and the other rejected?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with this?</P> 
<P>The "other" T-shirts are rejected because they're being sold by FREAKING NEO-
NAZIS.</P> 
<P>Is this a hard point to grasp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717635 32787 162 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6717630" target=_blank>#160</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir, not to stir the pot, but any (fill in the blank) pride has a separatist 
agenda, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717668 32787 186 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/6717646" target=_blank>#171</A> 
winston06</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just posted a link from Canadian blogger Kathy Shaidle who is a Coulter 
fan</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fivefeetoffury.com/:entry:fivefeet-2009-02-15-
0005/" target=_blank>www.fivefeetoffury.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I hope it is okay with Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is ludicrous and deceptive. He claims Coulter is being quoted 
out of context -- I have the book, and she is NOT being quoted out of 
context.</P> 
<P>The charge, by the way, is not that Coulter herself is a white supremacist. 
It's that she is defending a blatantly, openly white supremacist group -- and 
that charge is TRUE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06717675 32787 192 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:30:25pm  
 
<P>There's nothing dishonest about the SPLC's article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717684 32787 198 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:31:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/6717671" target=_blank>#188</A> 
winston06</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fine. I just thought we could cover both sides</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's not a "side" at all. Whoever wrote that came up with absolutely 
nothing to defend Coulter -- except smears against the SPLC for taking her words 
out of context -- which they did not do. He provided no examples to back up his 
claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717710 32787 222 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:35:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6717688" target=_blank>#201</A> 
winston06</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it is a SHE. One of the victims of Canada's human rights 
commission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Shaidle is quoting a blog post by Robert Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717723 32787 234 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 4:37:56pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain also writes for the racist European website 
Takimag.com:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.takimag.com/blogs/article/first-night_privileges/" 
target=_blank>www.takimag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717852 32787 348 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6717741" target=_blank>#250</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taki... The one that's on Brussels Journal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717865 32787 360 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:07:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/6717786" target=_blank>#291</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -- The CCC is a rebranding of the Citizens' Council of Segregation 
days. It was often called the "White Citizens' Council."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's correct. More information on them here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Conservative_Citizens" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06717868 32787 363 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/6717853" target=_blank>#349</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if I wanted to link to a specific page on the CCC site so that 
people could see for themselves that I wasn't exaggerating CCC's stance on some 
point or another, would it be okay to use a redirect service like "tinyURL" to 
put the link in an LGF comment?</P> 
<P>Or would a tinyURL link be just as problematic from your point-of-view, 
because LGF bashers could still claim that you're "allowing links to racist 
sites in the LGF comments section"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about searching Google for that page, then using the link to Google's 
cache?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717878 32787 372 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6717848" target=_blank>#345</A> ornery 
elephant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone have a suggestion for a Conservative leader who passes the litmus 
test for 2012?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really offensive to refer to this as a "litmus test." That implies that 
this is somehow nit-picking. Being opposed to racists and white supremacists is 
NOT nit-picking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717885 32787 378 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:13:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6717877" target=_blank>#371</A> 
SpringheelJack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. If we demand too much purity, we will not be able to form a 
coalition big enough to get anything done</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Demand too much purity?"</P> 
<P>Are you kidding me?</P> 
<P>It's not "demanding purity" to refuse to have anything to do with neo-Nazis 
and white supremacists. It's simple decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717907 32787 399 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:17:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/6717842" target=_blank>#340</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What will we do when we have destroyed all those who don't meet our desired 
degree of perfection?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it a "desired degree of perfection" to speak out against making 
excuses for FREAKING WHITE SUPREMACISTS?</P> 
<P>If I refuse to dive into a sewer when everyone else is, does that make me 
obsessed with cleanliness?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717928 32787 418 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:21:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/6717898" target=_blank>#391</A> Maui 
Girl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it that no one would bitch if they went to the NAACP website and they 
were advertising "Black Pride" t-shirts. Would it be considered racist? I highly 
doubt it. And I'm not defending the CCC nor supporting it etc. But see the 
hypocrisy. Why do I have to feel "bad" if I want to don a "White Pride" t-shirt. 
I am not by any means a racist but I have definitely come to feel that I cannot 
wear anything that proclaims I'm proud to be Caucasian. Sad state of 
affairs.</P> 
<P>Anyone know where I can get a "Proud to sport a Tan!" t-shirt?</P> 
<P>/just venting</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You definitely should NOT be defending these T-shirts. The seller of these 
things is the neo-Nazi website Stormfront.</P> 
<P>And yes, there is a difference. The simple fact is that "White Pride" is 
absolutely, 100% a racist slogan only advanced by racists and 
Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717976 32787 462 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:28:54pm  
 
<P>Amazing. We're talking about an openly white supremacist website, for which 
Ann Coulter has made blatantly dishonest excuses, and at least a dozen people 
show up to focus on -- and make excuses for! -- 'White Pride' t-
shirts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06717995 32787 481 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:31:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/6717987" target=_blank>#473</A> not neo just 
conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the CCC racist? Looks that way from reading over their site. Having said 
that, I'll take all the outraged comments here seriously when I see an 
equivalent amount of uproar over La Raza or the NAACP. Racism comes in all 
colors and all of it deserves the same level of disgust, whether it comes from 
Jeremiah Wright or Michael Pfleger, just to pick a couple of random 
examples...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're not outraged?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718011 32787 497 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/6717987" target=_blank>#473</A> not neo just 
conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the CCC racist? Looks that way from reading over their site. Having said 
that, I'll take all the outraged comments here seriously when I see an 
equivalent amount of uproar over La Raza or the NAACP. Racism comes in all 
colors and all of it deserves the same level of disgust, whether it comes from 
Jeremiah Wright or Michael Pfleger, just to pick a couple of random 
examples...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but this is complete bullshit. La Raza, Jeremiah Wright, and 
Father Pleger have ALL been denounced at this website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718030 32787 516 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:36:45pm  



 
<P>And now here come the creationists with chips on their 
shoulders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718059 32787 544 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:40:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/6718040" target=_blank>#526</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, who will be left once we have purged the ranks of all those who fail to 
meet some standard of behavior all the time? Again, the opposition does not have 
the same moral standards we have. I agree that we should counsel wisely those 
who err. Once repentant, they should be welcomed back into the fold, as Jesus 
would.Okay, now I've got to go talk to Ann. Anyone got her phone 
number?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you answer my reply to you? I'll repost it, since you seem to have 
missed it.</P> 
<P>Why is it a "desired degree of perfection" to speak out against making 
excuses for FREAKING WHITE SUPREMACISTS?</P> 
<P>If I refuse to dive into a sewer when everyone else is, does that make me 
obsessed with cleanliness?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718089 32787 573 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:44:29pm  
 
<P>Why in the hell would anyone defend "White Pride" t-shirts?</P> 
<P>Would you wear a "White Pride" t-shirt to church? No? Why not? There's 
nothing wrong with it, right?</P> 
<P>Would you wear a "White Pride" t-shirt to the shopping mall? No? Why not? 
Because you're afraid of getting your ass kicked by decent people, perhaps?</P> 
<P>This is a disgusting rationalization, people. Get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718127 32787 609 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:50:27pm  
 
<P>'Curtis LeMay' is not welcome to post any more comments at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718169 32787 649 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 5:57:49pm  
 
<P>This kind of crap, by the way, is exactly why the Democrats now control both 
houses of Congress, and the Republicans have lost big in the last two national 
elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718207 32787 685 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:01:53pm  
 
<P>'SpringheelJack' is not welcome to post comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718239 32787 716 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/6718222" target=_blank>#699</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If we do not learn from what is happening in Europe, we shall regret 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still waiting for you to answer the question I've asked you. 
Twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718279 32787 755 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:12:26pm  
 
<P>Sorry, folks. I just do not care about whether Democrats are held to the same 
standard, or whether Republicans are persecuted. None of that matters.</P> 
<P>Ann Coulter defending this group is WRONG. End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718322 32787 798 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:18:36pm  
 
<P>The hate mail is starting now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718375 32787 847 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:25:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/6718341" target=_blank>#815</A> 
Boxy_brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wanted to see for myself and yeah, it's pretty obvious.</P> 
<P>So yes, She is smart enough to be able to recognize this for what it is and 
if she is defending it my guess would be that it isn't an accident. Making 
common cause with idiots isn't going to get you to where you want to go. The 
term "conservative" is becoming almost as abused as the term 
"liberal".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it's no accident, and yes, Ann Coulter is not stupid. She knew 
exactly what she was doing when she defended the CCC. There's no way to excuse 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718440 32787 908 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:32:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/737/6718261" target=_blank>#737</A> 
apachesam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about we ask Ann Coulter about the book before we start the fires to burn 
both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should I ask Ann Coulter about the book? I have it right in front of me. 
She wrote those words. The book is a best seller. She knew exactly what she was 
doing when she wrote it.</P> 
<P>There's nothing to ask, except why the GOP thinks she's acceptable as a 
speaker at CPAC.</P> 
<P>Not to mention Ron Paul, who also is a racist piece of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718457 32787 925 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:34:14pm  
 
<P>I feel like I'm having a bad dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718465 32787 932 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/911/6718443" target=_blank>#911</A> cy_babe</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There appears to be two websites for the Council of Conservatives. One 
founded by Dr. Sam Francis that are 'European' and 'conservative' but hardly 
racist. The other founded by Gordon Lee Baum which is clearly racist. Y'all just 
may be proving Ann's point about the very crimes that are aggressively hidden by 
the establishment media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P> 
<P>The website founded by "Dr. Sam Francis" is running an advertisement from a 
FREAKING NEO-NAZI website.</P> 
<P>"Hardly racist?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718566 32787 1011 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:47:04pm  
 
<P>When someone posts a dramatic goodbye message, their account gets blocked 
right away, because I've learned the hard way that these people will inevitably 
return and post nasty comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718681 32787 1050 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:01:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1030/6718611" target=_blank>#1030</A> 
cy_babe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 932: Charles...I may be nuts. I only saw two ads. One for a country 
singer: Wayne Troutt, and one for t-shirts (white pride and don't tread on 
me...btw: the white pride had a shamrock – perhaps stupid but not offensive). If 
those are knows racists, I didn't know that. I don't necessarily believe all the 
statement of principles still apply, but the truth is; this country (US of A) 
was founded by classic Europeans, we may have become multi-cultural, but our 
government started from the European tradition ... Other than that, I honestly 
didn't see any obvious racist thing on that page. I think some people may just 
be hyper sensitive. Ann may be right afterall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not welcome to post any more comments here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721762 32787 1105 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:41:50am  
 
<P>These people who try to divert the blame by yelling, "It's a double 
standard!" are falling into a well-known logical fallacy known as <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tu_quoque" target=_blank>tu quoque</A>.</P> 
<P>None of this matters. You can't excuse Coulter's defense of a white 
supremacist group by screaming about Rev. Wright, or pointless comparisons to 
"Black Pride" t-shirts.</P> 
<P>This tactic is the last refuge of people who have no other way to defend 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725993 32787 1133 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:48:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1132/6725986" target=_blank>#1132</A> 
ChicagoJohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked out the CCC website, and I have no doubt that its racist.</P> 
<P><EM>However</EM>, I've learned from past experience that a lot of lefty 
organizations tend to take Ann's statements out of context, and in some cases, 
<EM>just make shit up.</EM></P> 



<P>Given the choice of believing in what the <EM>Southern Poverty Law 
Center</EM> says that Ann wrote, and giving Ann the benefit fo the doubt, I'm 
giving Ann the benefit of the doubt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote from her book is right there in the very next post.</P> 
<P>They made nothing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718577 32788 24 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6718558" target=_blank>#12</A> Jed 1899</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coulter is a nutter.To put stock in anything she says...well,she a nutter.And 
anorexic lookin to boot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ann Coulter is one of the main featured speakers at CPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718625 32788 50 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:54:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6718601" target=_blank>#36</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is also invited, look at the very bottom on the right. [Link: <A 
href="http://www.cpac.org/agenda_20708.html" 
target=_blank>www.cpac.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. Lord.</P> 
<P>This is why I refused numerous invitations to attend CPAC. The "conservative 
movement" is apparently in the midst of a massive meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718635 32788 57 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 6:56:05pm  
 
<P>There are also at least a dozen creationists speaking at 
CPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718706 32788 103 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:04:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/6718693" target=_blank>#92</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...update on the hate mail counter? If it's still holding at five, the worst 
is probably over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me ... the worst is yet to come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718787 32788 160 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:16:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/6718772" target=_blank>#149</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The farther we get from 9/11 the more people revert to who they were on 
9/10.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Please elaborate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718811 32788 179 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:18:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6718798" target=_blank>#169</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read the article, Is she blatant about it? Or could it be a 
mistake/unintentioned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You think maybe you should read what I posted before weighing 
in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06718911 32788 259 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:28:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6718885" target=_blank>#237</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Huckabee one of them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719072 32788 406 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:49:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6719049" target=_blank>#383</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"rogue yam" has tasted the Stinky stick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This person was banned after posting an over the top hateful comment about 
the "barbarians swarming across the borders."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719092 32788 425 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 7:53:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/6719059" target=_blank>#393</A> Seaberry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have a new President who spent <STRONG>20-years</STRONG> as a member of a 
racist group, in case no one noticed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I posted dozens of articles exposing that, in case YOU didn't 
notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719146 32788 474 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:02:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/6719110" target=_blank>#439</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you have really struck a nerve here. I am disappointed to say Steve 
Gilbert at sweetness-light has chosen to attack you over this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Gilbert sent me several completely insane, abusive emails full of 
threats and rage during the campaign, accusing me of stealing his posts without 
credit -- which I did not do.</P> 
<P>Just for the record. The guy is whacked out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719150 32788 478 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:04:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/6719140" target=_blank>#468</A> Seaberry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably missed most of them. Anyway, I'm more concerned with having a 
President who spent <STRONG>20-years</STRONG> with a racist group - since I 
never read or watch Ann Coulter - and Republicans will be called racists whether 
they are or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Really? You missed most of them, but still felt it appropriate to come in 
here and blast away, in sheer ignorance? Isn't that special.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719212 32788 536 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:16:57pm  
 
<P>This is what Ann Coulter wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republican politicians who had given speeches to a conservative group, the 
Council of Conservative Citizens (CCC), were branded sympathizers of white 
supremacists because some of the directors of the CC had, decades earlier, been 
leaders of a segregationist group, the Citizen Councils of America, which were 
founded in 1954. There is no evidence on its web page that the modern 
incarnation of the CCC supports segregation, though its "Statement of 
Principles" offers that the organization opposes "forced integration" and 
"efforts to mix the races of mankind." But mostly the principles refer to 
subjects such as a strong national defense, the right to keep and bear arms, the 
traditional family, and an "America First" trade policy.</P> 
<P>Apart from some aggressive reporting on black-on-white crimes -- the very 
crimes that are aggressively hidden by the establishment media -- there is 
little on the CCC website suggesting that the group is a "thinly veiled white 
supremacist" organization, as the New York Times calls it in one of its more 
charitable descriptions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719223 32788 547 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:18:34pm  
 
<P>Then I invite you to go to the CCC website and see for yourself whether the 
ugly, reeking reality of that place stands up to this blatantly whitewashed 
description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719246 32788 570 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:21:10pm  
 
<P>There's more than that in Coulter's book, too - she goes on to make excuses 
for politicians who spoke at CCC meetings, ranting about the "media's hysteria," 
etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719250 32788 574 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:21:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/6719229" target=_blank>#553</A> 
Sheepdogess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Page numbers please..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have the book - I'm quoting from the Kindle version which does not 
have page numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719269 32788 593 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:24:36pm  
 
<P>Internet Archive saved pages from the CCC website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://cofcc.org" target=_blank 
?>cofcc.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I expect them to try to do some hasty cleanup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06719421 32788 740 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:49:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/716/6719395" target=_blank>#716</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After having waded through the pages of the CCC, I can't see any real 
difference between them and the John Birch Society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than the John Birch Society. It's more like 
Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719434 32788 752 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:52:07pm  
 
<P>We've got people down-dinging the previous post now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719446 32788 764 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:54:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/754/6719436" target=_blank>#754</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is another entry from the August 24 2004 edition. <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20040814133901/www.conspiracypenpal.com/columns
/vote.htm" target=_blank>Who would Jesus vote for.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what Ann Coulter is defending.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719454 32788 772 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 8:56:15pm  
 
<P>Hate mail count now stands at 8.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719529 32788 822 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:07:39pm  
 
<P>By the way, if this means I'm going to be hounded out of the so-called 
'conservative movement,' because I won't stand for white supremacism -- or for 
people who attempt to soft-pedal and make excuses for it -- then I have two 
words.</P> 
<P>Buh bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719811 32788 867 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:03:22pm  
 
<P>I'm sorry. I won't allow links to that website. If you want to repost without 
that link, it's fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719880 32788 881 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:20:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/880/6719875" target=_blank>#880</A> Karagush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://minx.cc/?post=282939" 
target=_blank>minx.cc...</A>]</P> 
<P>take a look. its the comments that got ugly. The blog itself is fine just an 
open overnight thread. Appears to be concern trolls. Im kind of ill equipped to 
fight this stink with truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I saw it, and it's just more of the same crap.</P> 



<P>But that person who dissed me, and then bragged about using my spinoff links 
to boost their site's traffic is now blocked, and all the links he/she/it posted 
are deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719920 32788 888 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:29:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/884/6719892" target=_blank>#884</A> Karagush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>thanks for the attention Charles. Ace runs a good blog but that sudden 
outburst seemed weird in the comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are people who make it their business to go from blog to blog trashing 
me. C'est la vie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721372 32788 928 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:31:41am  
 
<P>It doesn't work to try to deflect the blame for this by calling out a "double 
standard."</P> 
<P>This is the last refuge of people who can find no other defense. We're better 
than this.</P> 
<P>Aren't we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721646 32788 936 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:22:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/933/6721521" target=_blank>#933</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think LGF is completely mis-interpreting Coulter.</P> 
<P>Coulter is first and foremost a self-promoter. Her objective is self-
marketing and, ultimately, notoriety and <EM>money</EM>.</P> 
<P>Thus controversy - whether the CCC matter, the 9/11 widows, or others - suits 
her purposes just fine.</P> 
<P>That she is sufficiently articulate and capable of defending any position - 
much like the lawyer that she is - should not delude anyone into thinking she 
has conservative principles.</P> 
<P>She may have some or many principles, but they are secondary to her self-
promotion objectve.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're completely misinterpreting my posts. I said nothing about 
Coulter's motivation for doing this -- the simple fact is that she is making 
excuses for and defending an openly white supremacist group. That's enough to 
warrant anyone's disapproval, no matter what her motivations may 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721911 32788 941 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:06:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/6721848" target=_blank>#940</A> mcmeador</EM></P> 
<P>Pat Condell is an atheist, and makes no bones about it, and yes, he is 
deliberately offensive sometimes. You don't like Condell's anti-religious 
opinions; that's your right. But to compare what Condell does to the white 
supremacists at the CCC is simply stupid.</P> 
<P>Offensive speech is not the same thing as hate speech, and when you try to 
make it so, you're acting exactly like the Islamists at CAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06722222 32788 945 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:00:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/943/6722158" target=_blank>#943</A> croob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re #928 Charles</P> 
<P>I just don't know why racially or religiously offensive statements are 
tolerated from certain groups but not from others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand the point of this question. Yes, there are some groups who 
get away with racially charged hate speech. That's a reality, unfortunately. If 
you're expecting an answer to why this is so, I don't have that answer for 
you.</P> 
<P>But when this point is brought up over and over and over in this thread, it's 
pretty clear that some people are using it to make excuses for something that's 
simply inexcusable. This point has nothing to do with Ann Coulter's defense of 
the CCC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722616 32788 951 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:59:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/6722579" target=_blank>#949</A> croob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the fact that some groups get away with racially charged hate speech is 
a reality,an inexcusable reality. I'm looking for some more outrage about 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what site you've been reading, but there are hundreds of posts 
here with that "more outrage" you're looking for.</P> 
<P>Did you just miss all of them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722892 32788 956 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:43:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/953/6722789" target=_blank>#953</A> Aggie95</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went back and re read the passage's referred to in Coulters book ... she 
was contrasting the difference between a couple of republican pols who spoke one 
time at a CCC convention and Obama attending Rev wright's Church for 20 years 
and the difference in how the MSM media portrayed the 2 events ...as far as the 
CCC website ... * shrug * not sure yet ...am going to poke around 
abit</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there is little on the CCC website suggesting that the group is a “thinly 
veiled white supremacist” organization...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...is confusing to you?</P> 
<P>And an ad for "White Pride" t-shirts, sold by the neo-Nazi website 
Stormfront, isn't enough to convince you it's a white supremacist site? How 
about the fact that they've been shunned by the GOP, and expelled from speaking 
at CPAC?</P> 
<P>Still "unsure?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722898 32788 957 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:44:43pm  
 
<P>#954: you're out of here, and you don't get to post your flaming burnout 
goodbye message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06722915 32788 958 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:46:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/952/6722673" target=_blank>#952</A> Scion9</EM></P> 
<P>You're quite right that the SPLC has a left-wing bias. I don't deny that at 
all.</P> 
<P>In this case, I linked to them only after double-checking their claim about 
Coulter, and finding out that it was accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723128 32788 962 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:15:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/960/6723001" target=_blank>#960</A> Aggie95</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* shrug * so every other racial or cultural group in the country has T-
shirt's much like that and worn openly in polite society and its just being 
proud of who and what you are and even lauded but let some white smuck wear 
something like a white pride T shirt or display the confederate flag and your a 
racist * shrug * ... O.K.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK is right. What is wrong with you? Why are you trying to make excuses for a 
white supremacist group?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723159 32788 965 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:20:11pm  
 
<P>No. Instead I'll just tell you to get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723295 32788 978 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:44:39pm  
 
<P>It's becoming more and more common to see "right-wing" Christians trying to 
co-opt the tactics of the left, and define "hate speech" downward, so that it 
includes anyone who criticizes their religion.</P> 
<P>Yes, I do see a similarity in tactics here, between the OIC, who are trying 
to get blasphemy classified as "hate speech," and the point of view you're 
advocating, which is that your religion should somehow be above criticism -- and 
above mockery.</P> 
<P>For what it's worth, I don't agree with Pat Condell's sometimes-offensive 
approach to religion; it's not my style to do that. But calling it hate speech 
is simply wrong. Harsh, yes. Offensive, yes. But it's over the top and rather 
thin-skinned to say that because you're offended by someone criticizing your 
viewpoints, they're "hating" you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725971 32788 1001 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1000/6725920" target=_blank>#1000</A> 
whatdafuq</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719677 32789 136 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6719663" target=_blank>#124</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My assumption from your comments in this thread is that you believe folks who 
doubt the birthplace of our leader are nut-jobs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>People who refuse to accept that the State of Hawaii has vouched for the 
authenticity of Barack Obama's birth certificate are not just nutjobs -- they're 
raving loony nutjobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719701 32789 157 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:39:50pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.positiveliberty.com/2006/11/tennessee-rep-on-evolution-
church-and-state.html" target=_blank>Stacy Campfield</A> is a creationist, 
opposed to the separation of church and state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719759 32789 209 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:55:09pm  
 
<P>Eric Swafford also introduced a bill to outlaw dildos in Tennessee. Yes, 
really.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.edinburghsucks.com/2006/03/11/politicians-do-it-
elsewhere/" target=_blank>www.edinburghsucks.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719769 32789 218 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 9:56:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/6719746" target=_blank>#197</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is in his best interest to kill it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. It's in his best interest to let these kinds of fools keep 
ranting away and filing lawsuits, while he ignores the whole thing. They end up 
looking like idiots, which they are, and it never even touches 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719822 32789 266 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6719802" target=_blank>#249</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only does Campfield want to force women who have abortions to obtain 
death certificates, he's sponsoring another really weird and creepy law that 
bars the state from recognizing the fathers of stillborn children of unmarried 
women. The actual purpose of this latter bill--beyond hateful insult--escapes 
us. Maybe there is no purpose, except to promote Campfield's idea of family 
values.</P> 
<P>Here's another of this year's Campfield Specials: He'd deny a birth 
certificate to the child of an illegal immigrant unless the father is a U.S. 
citizen and makes a written agreement to provide for the child until age 
18.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719941 32789 364 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/6719932" target=_blank>#355</A> nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O.K. I was deleted. So much for freedom of expression. I thought I could come 
here without fear that my beliefs would be allowed to be heard, Never too 
controversial, but sometimes passionate. I guess my disagreement with Charles 
made my remarks unacceptable. Pity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, I'm simply tired of people whining about what I post here. If you start 
your own blog, then you can post whatever you want, and I can come over there 
and tell you what you shouldn't post about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06719984 32789 400 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:42:54pm  
 
<P>And now they're bashing away at me in Ace of Spades' comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://minx.cc/?post=282939" 
target=_blank>minx.cc...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06720001 32789 416 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:46:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/6719985" target=_blank>#401</A> nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I never told you what to post. All I did was give my opinion on 
several ideas here about Intelligent design, Anne Coulters new book, and the 
Obama birth certificate thing. I'm not one to believe Obama wasn't an American 
citizen, I just though that he protests too much about it. If their isn't 
something weird about it stop paying millions to Lawyers to block any access to 
it. I'm not an Intelligent design advocate, but I believe God had some hand in 
our creation , and finally, while I think Ann Coulter is a bit off the mark in 
some of her writings, I didn't feel she was advocating White Supremacists. I 
intend to re-read that part of her book. Yes this is your blog,so you have the 
final say in its' content. Just felt safe enough here to give my two cents 
worth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the problem here -- you don't really comprehend what you read.</P> 
<P>I did not say Ann Coulter was "advocating white Supremacists," I said she is 
making excuses for them -- and she is. Go ahead. Read what she wrote. I posted 
it. Then go look at the site she's defending, and try to say it's OK to defend 
THAT.</P> 
<P>And if you continue to advocate birth certificate craziness, you will lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06720026 32789 439 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:54:26pm  
 
<P>For Pete's sake. Is the earth passing through a reality distortion field or 
something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06720037 32789 450 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 10:57:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6720021" target=_blank>#434</A> nigella</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, while I understand that this is your blog, I will only say that it 
has been a pleasure reading and commenting here. I do have a Minor in English so 
I do have some comprehension.I didn't advocate the birth certificate craziness. 
I was just curious that Obama seems to balk at releasing anything personal about 
his past. I admire your passion for what you believe in and it has been a 
pleasure interacting with all of you.That being said I resent being portrayed as 
someone Who is a nutter. I guess this is good bye. God bless and keep you 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try this one more time with you.</P> 
<P>Obama DID release a certificate of live birth, directly from the State of 
Hawaii. And the State of Hawaii made an official statement that they DO have his 



actual birth certificate on file. And there are records from both major Honolulu 
newspapers, showing the announcement of Barack Obama's birth.</P> 
<P>All of this has been covered and covered and covered, over and over over at 
this site, and at many other sites.</P> 
<P>I've reached my limit with it, long ago. It's your choice whether you want to 
continue posting here or not, but I'm simply not going to put up with any more 
craziness about Obama's birth certificate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06720058 32789 470 Charles Sun, Feb 15, 2009 11:05:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/6720048" target=_blank>#461</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a subtext here that I haven't seen anyone mention yet. Coulter's 
"nuance" here is that progressives are racist so conservatives should be allowed 
to be racist too. Many of the comments at FreeRepublic and some of the comments 
here reflect that sentiment. This is the same thing as Geert claiming that the 
Quran is hate and should be banned like Mien Kampf. Islamist claim Geert is hate 
speech and should be banned like Mien Kampf. Creationists demand an equal 
platform with science because they think it would be fair.Shouldn't 
conservatives be standing for fairness instead of equal results like the 
progressives?I've seen people bitching about the election because the press 
didn't give them favorable coverage? Why should they? Stand on your own two 
fucking feet and stop bitching about how unfair things are! Don't try to exploit 
unfair laws to your advantage, oppose them as unfair.Seriously, stop bitching 
and take responsibility for yourself. Don't make excuses or point out the faults 
of others. Don't mimic their hate as an excuse for your own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Coulter even says that Obama's church is MUCH WORSE than the CCC -- 
and as bad as Rev. Wright and his church are, this claim is beyond 
ridiculous.</P> 
<P>The CCC website is an outright white supremacist site with ties to neo-Nazis. 
To claim that Trinity United Church is worse than this is a deliberate 
distortion, and it's an incredibly sleazy argument, that's intended to play to 
the GOP base's sense of victimhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721330 32789 591 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:19:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/6721308" target=_blank>#590</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I the only one getting a 404 error on the OP link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They changed the URL -- it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721735 32789 597 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:36:50am  
 
<P>re #595:</P> 
<P>They're exactly like 9/11 Truthers. Impervious to logic or evidence. 
Relentless.</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete comments raving about the nirth certifikit, as I've said 
many times. Continue posting this reeking garbage and I'll also block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722489 32789 616 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:39:13am  



 
<P>At least two of the politicians mentioned above ARE creationists, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>And I'd be willing to bet the others are too, but I haven't found any 
statements from them about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722741 32789 621 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:20:19pm  
 
<P>mifouf:</P> 
<P>I'm going to assume you missed my comment, directed at you:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/597/6721735" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But this is the last warning you're going to get. I will not tolerate this 
stuff at my site. If you want to discredit yourself and believe in crazy 
conspiracies, that's your choice, but it's not going to happen here.</P> 
<P>Post this stuff one more time and your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721710 32791 169 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:31:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/6721671" target=_blank>#144</A> Abu Boo 
Boo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if anyone has brought this up, but some of these racist groups 
pose as moderates at first. Their strategy is lead people to their agenda in 
stages.</P> 
<P>If Coulter plans to distance herself, the longer she takes the worse it will 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The CCC has never even bothered to pose as anything other than what they are. 
Racist hatred is all over their front page, starting with the ad for "white 
pride" t-shirts sold by the neo-Nazis at Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721837 32791 231 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:57:17am  
 
<P>85 hatchlings so far. Two sock puppets caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06721947 32791 261 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:14:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/6721927" target=_blank>#255</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems unlikely, but Coulter could just have made a mistake. She really 
should explain herself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what she wrote, and it is absolutely not a mistake:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...there is little on the CCC website suggesting that the group is a “thinly 
veiled white supremacist” organization...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you believe Coulter is stupid (I don't), there is no way you could 
look at their website and make such a claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722006 32791 283 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:22:19am  
 



<P>Someone just tried to register five accounts under different names and email 
addresses.</P> 
<P>Apparently they think we're not watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722018 32791 288 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:23:50am  
 
<P>#269 was another sock puppet for a previously banned user: M1rth. Previously 
blocked for advocating mass deportations and genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722052 32791 299 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:29:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/6722016" target=_blank>#287</A> Shane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To #159;</P> 
<P>Yes and no on your argument. Climate change is bunk. Scientific concensus? 
that's an oximoron. But it applies to creationism as well. Hard to talk about 
the bunk of Climate change followed by support of the creationism. It is part of 
cleaning your own house. It bugs me the posting on creationism, because I find 
creationism very fringe. But it is some of the republican law makers arguing 
against Climate Change bunk who turn around and support creationism. So it gives 
the Climate Change wack-a-do's a straw man to attack using the support for 
creationism. But I am with you, I hate reading the creationism 
stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is NOT "fringe." Several states have already passed legislation 
to sneak creationism into schools, and legislation is pending to do the same 
thing in TEN more states. And nearly every top GOP politician either endorses 
creationism outright, or pays lip service to it.</P> 
<P>Definitely not "fringe," and the posts are going to continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722056 32791 300 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:30:02am  
 
<P>And by the way, climate change is not "bunk," either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722089 32791 306 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:37:14am  
 
<P>David Attenborough was a long-time climate change skeptic. Here's a video 
that shows one of the things that has changed his mind.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/S9ob9WdbXx0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722356 32791 341 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:18:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/6722271" target=_blank>#329</A> 
john.farscape</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we need more info. I think we need to know how much (if any) of the 
current data is either inaccurate or worse yet, <A 



href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/christopherbooker/3563532/Th
e-world-has-never-seen-such-freezing-heat.html" target=_blank>outright 
falsified</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm familiar with that case, and I haven't seen any evidence that the data 
was "falsified." As far as I've been able to determine, it was simply a mistake. 
They used data from previous years that had been mislabeled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723330 32791 380 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:51:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/6723275" target=_blank>#379</A> YY</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know what I've written that makes you think I believe "religion is 
the problem." I'm always careful to qualify statements and make it clear that 
there's a difference between religious extremists and the vast majority of 
reasonable people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723520 32791 385 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:38:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6723393" target=_blank>#383</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd agree, I'm pretty religious too, and conservative. I really enjoy 95% of 
what Ann Coulter writes, not because she calls herself a Christian -- of course 
I don't know the state of Ann's or anybody's soul, but frankly she doesn't 
strike me as someone who has the same take on Christianity that I do -- but 
because she's very funny, witty and the majority of the time absolutely 
right.</P> 
<P>I have no interest in racists, gussied up or otherwise, but that doesn't mean 
we have to disregard everything Ann writes. I can ignore that and enjoy -- and 
learn from -- much else that she writes.</P> 
<P>Nobody's perfect, let's not shoot Ann just because she has her blind spots. 
Most of what she writes is dead-on accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I could not disagree more. Ann Coulter is a plague on the conservative 
movement, a one-woman discrediting machine. She turns off FAR more people than 
she enchants, with her lovely statements -- such as calling John Edwards "a 
faggot."</P> 
<P>She's a bigot and an embarrassment, and now she's been exposed as a person 
who makes excuses for white supremacist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723645 32791 390 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:09:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/6723628" target=_blank>#389</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ann doesn't "discredit" anything...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, even National Review disagrees with you; they fired her for her bigoted 
comments.</P> 
<P>And if you don't think it drastically turns off centrists and moderates when 
'conservatives' at CPAC cheer Ann Coulter for calling John Edwards a 'faggot,' 
or when she calls Muslims 'r*gheads', or says Jews need to be 'perfected', I 
don't know what to tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723656 32791 392 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:11:39pm  
 



<P>And one more point -- I do not believe Coulter was 'mistaken' or 'factually 
wrong' when she made excuses for the Council of Conservative Citizens. It's 
simply impossible to believe that anyone could look at that website for more 
than a second and not see the extreme hatred, right in your 
face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723659 32791 393 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/6723650" target=_blank>#391</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess you conclude Abraham Lincoln to be an ugly racist for saying that 
he couldn't conceive of blacks being equal to whites?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.historycooperative.org/journals/jala/2/berry.html" 
target=_blank>www.historycooperative.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723704 32791 397 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:23:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/6723692" target=_blank>#396</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe Lincoln did hold what we recognize today as racist views, yes, 
views some people in his own time recognized were racist. But I don't take that 
to be the full measure of the man. He's an imperfect man who did some great 
things, one does not dismiss him out of hand because of his racism, just as one 
does not say Washington was a bad man because he kept slaves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abraham Lincoln lived in a time when racism like that was much more ingrained 
in American society, and you're right, that should not be the full measure of 
him.</P> 
<P>Ann Coulter has no such excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723798 32791 403 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:47:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/6723786" target=_blank>#402</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back to the real issue: Ann Coulter's wrong in trying to whitewash (sorry) or 
explain away obvious racism. It's wrong wherever it exists. Take those parts of 
her writing and toss 'em out. But don't throw it all out. It's too intelligent, 
too accurate and too funny for that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm throwing it all out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723971 32791 414 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 4:32:37pm  
 
<P>Throwing around insults is one of the quickest ways to lose your LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722767 32794 251 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:23:53pm  
 
<P>A love note from a Coulter fan, referred here from Steve Gilbert's site (who 
falsely accused me of stealing his material, then sent abusive emails 



threatening to "expose" me as a "plagiarist" and boasting about all the 
connections he had):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>obviously host GUTLESS ASSHOLES whining about Coulter...</P> 
<P>consider pulling your COLLECTIVE HEADS OUT OF YOUR ASSHOLES and smellthe 
reality...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722807 32794 284 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:31:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/6722788" target=_blank>#270</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "plagiarist?" On what grounds?</P> 
<P>I mean, there is a lovely <EM>plage</EM> on the California coast, but 
still...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He claimed I had stolen a post about something on the Barack Obama website, 
and demanded that I publicly admit it and give him the credit for it. It was 
completely untrue; LGF readers tipped me off to the story.</P> 
<P>When I told him I wasn't going to retract anything, or give him credit, he 
started threatening to "expose" me to all of his big-time connections. The guy 
is a major nether orifice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06722952 32794 410 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 12:51:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/6722858" target=_blank>#329</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World Nut Daily (Via Fark) on Darwin...<A 
href="http://cgi.fark.com/cgi/fark/vidplayer.pl?IDLink=4212899" 
target=_blank>For The Record: Darwin Vs. Liberals</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. What a complete load of horse puckey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723085 32794 529 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/6722980" target=_blank>#435</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to watch it a few times to figure it out. They are saying that Muslims 
(who believe in god) are superior to the British (who are "Darwinists") and 
that's why the Muslims are taking over. WND doesn't tell you that about 80% of 
the British population are still Christians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget the reeking homophobia. Man, that is one of the most twisted 
attacks on the theory of evolution I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>If that guy writes his own stuff, he has a moron for an 
editor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723202 32794 631 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 1:27:52pm  
 
 
 
<P>They're melting down all over the place on the 2nd Coulter thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06723383 32794 782 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:02:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/6723366" target=_blank>#767</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck fauxtography scandal?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.delawareliberal.net/2009/02/16/debunking-a-conservative-
meme/" target=_blank>Debunking a Conservative Meme</A></P> 
<P>Beck gives the implication that that reverent progressives set up the 
display. Just stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck lost all credibility when he promoted Ben Stein's dishonest movie, and 
treated Ron Paul like a god on his show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723457 32794 842 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:20:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/6723442" target=_blank>#832</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's what happened. Beck's portrayal of the picture is 
pretty dishonest in my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole idea that Borders is trying to "indoctrinate" people by sneakily 
placing Obama-related books under the heading of "religion" is completely 
paranoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723461 32794 846 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:22:21pm  
 
<P>And now Ed Morrissey is promoting this stupid story too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/02/16/borders-obamessiah-
moment/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723478 32794 860 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/849/6723465" target=_blank>#849</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever the reason, it appears from comments made by Borders that the 
picture is real (not fauxtography).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't trust a single word I read in WorldNetDaily.</P> 
<P>This <A href="http://www.delawareliberal.net/2009/02/16/debunking-a-
conservative-meme/" target=_blank>liberal geek</A> also contacted that Borders 
bookstore and they told him there was never any such display at their 
store.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723480 32794 862 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 2:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/6723478" target=_blank>#860</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't trust a single word I read in WorldNetDaily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that includes "and" and "the."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06723671 32795 40 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:15:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6723660" target=_blank>#30</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that's the goofiest comment I've read in a long time. Presumably the 
transition from ... waitaminute, I'm going to Google, ... OK. According to <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammal#Evolution" target=_blank>this</A>, 
there was NO path from dinosaurs to mammals. Enuf said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It didn't say "mammals," it said "giant four-footed herbivores" -- for 
example, the brontosaurus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723810 32795 122 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 3:49:10pm  
 
<P>I was wondering when the first creationist would show up and dismiss this out 
of hand. Took about 47 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723979 32795 154 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 4:36:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6723851" target=_blank>#133</A> unreconstructed 
rebel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive me, but isn't this a bit like shooting over a baited 
field?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so -- my post doesn't say one word about creationism. As far as 
I'm concerned, it's another interesting scientific discovery.</P> 
<P>But it's apparently threatening to some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06723985 32795 155 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 4:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6723924" target=_blank>#148</A> 
aussie_dave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am taking a wild guess and assuming you mean me. Not so much of a 
creationist as an open mind. How about argue the facts not denigrate the 
person?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you fooled me with this comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/297/6701761" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724515 32795 175 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:16:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6724136" target=_blank>#169</A> 
aussie_dave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate you because you don't believe what I do. I won't argue with you on the 
facts but I will label you as a nutjob/creationist/kuffar/racist/GW denier (tick 
whichever is applicable) to shut you up.</P> 
<P>I will find ways to punish you because you don't agree with me. And when all 
the unbelief is purged then we will achieve Da- el- singularity</P> 
<P>/sarc</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like another martyr cookie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06724088 32797 9 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:00:01pm  
 
<P>This kind of thing is exactly why I coded the LGF Blog so that I could 
restore deleted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724122 32797 35 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6724110" target=_blank>#24</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When was he banned? I noticed in his profile he's posted links and I believe 
that date (6/4/07) predates links. Must have said even dumber stuff 
later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Date of banning:</P> 
<P>2009-02-15 14:20:37</P> 
<P>It was a meltdown over the creationism threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724131 32797 42 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:07:05pm  
 
<P>I removed the IP block, which I put in place when he started emailing angry 
messages to me, so that he can experience this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724152 32797 58 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:11:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/6724142" target=_blank>#51</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the typical banned lgf'r often quotes some innocent comment that got 
them banned, but in reality it was something much more egregious. They have 
trouble being honest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. I've seen many banned users commenting at other sites, 
dissing me, and claiming they were banned for no reason. There's always a 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724169 32797 70 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:15:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6724162" target=_blank>#66</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember hearing that door slam.</P> 
<P>However, he says he can't browse LGF since being dumped. That's not true, 
even from the same computer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I blocked his IP when he started sending me angry emails. I've now removed 
that block, so he can experience this post fully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724179 32797 79 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:18:19pm  
 
<P>I should have known that posting this would bring out people who see nothing 
wrong with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724184 32797 84 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:19:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6724176" target=_blank>#76</A> thgrant</EM></P> 
<P>You can argue anything you want to argue -- deport 'em all, kill 'em all, 
give 'em all wedgies.</P> 
<P>But you can't post that stuff at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724210 32797 106 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:23:59pm  
 
<P>I've posted this many times, but apparently it needs to be said again:</P> 
<P>If you argue that it's vitally necessary to deport the entire Muslim 
population of the United States, you are <STRONG>ADVOCATING MASS 
MURDER</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Yes, I'm shouting.</P> 
<P>There is no way in hell that you can uproot millions of people, most of whom 
have done nothing wrong, and throw them all out of the country, without 
committing mass violence. People will resist this with all their hearts.</P> 
<P>And not just Muslims. No decent American would stand for it.</P> 
<P>It's a stupid, empty, meaningless fantasy that will never happen, and when 
you start ranting about it at my site, you achieve nothing but to drag everyone 
here into the muck, and make us all look like extremists and fascist 
assholes.</P> 
<P>I won't tolerate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724230 32797 123 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:28:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6724223" target=_blank>#117</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is there a possibly a difference between Elkafir and ElKafir ?</P> 
<P>just wondering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Usernames are not case sensitive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724293 32797 176 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:37:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6724272" target=_blank>#160</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, caps in your name appear as you type them upper case or lower case when 
you log in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It used to work like that, but I changed it to use the capitalization that 
you used when you registered, to keep people from dOiNg tHiNgS lIkE 
tHiS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724308 32797 188 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:40:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6724296" target=_blank>#178</A> 
countrygurl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at poor Aryan Hirsi. She was fleeing. And the Muslims in her adopted 
country were also fleeing persecution. Yet they are trying to kill her because 
she "left" the religion. Yes, I am opposed to the immigration of Muslims to 
America. Obama just signed an executive order #2009-15 allotting over $20 
million dollars for the immigration of Palestinian refuges to USA. They will 
just continue their jihad here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really not see that you just contradicted yourself?</P> 



<P>When Ayaan Hirsi Ali emigrated to Europe, SHE WAS A MUSLIM.</P> 
<P>And that story about the executive order is a complete crock. The Bush 
administration did exactly the same thing, more than once. This is a standard 
international aid order, nothing more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724379 32797 244 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 5:56:02pm  
 
<P>Interesting that none of the major right-wing bloggers want to touch the Ann 
Coulter story.</P> 
<P>And very noticeable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724434 32797 290 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:04:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/6724392" target=_blank>#257</A> thgrant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And best of all, Charles won't oppose me, except by talking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not quite true. I can oppose you by bidding you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725029 32797 332 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:29:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6724909" target=_blank>#325</A> Jim708</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now he is accusing you of making up the entire thing Charles.</P> 
<P>You must be incredibly bored to pick out one member at random and re-write 
large tracts of the site from two years ago, just to make him look 
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725036 32797 333 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:30:29pm  
 
<P>I was willing to give this jerk the benefit of the doubt and assume he just 
forgot about that post, but now it's quite clear that he was deliberately 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725095 32797 334 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:38:34pm  
 
<P>I've now restored the rest of "ElKafir's" comments in that thread, so the 
full context is visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725565 32797 344 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:54:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/6725420" target=_blank>#341</A> 
LieSeeker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad you're blocking archive.org from archiving your site. Now they don't 
have an independent copy you could present.</P> 
<P>But, as you said, others reacted to his comment at the time. Ask him what 
other awful thing he said instead of this. Is he willing to invent another bad 
thing in order to maintain his claim?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't have to prove anything more, and if you really think there's a 
possibility I spent hours doctoring my database just for this moron, you're 
deluded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06727379 32797 354 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:23:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6726749" target=_blank>#353</A> Kreon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last sentence looks like "Muslims" (implied - American Muslims?) and "Decent 
Americans" are separated into two categories. Not a carefully constructed 
phrase. Please do not ban me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The two are not mutually exclusive. And people don't get banned simply for 
pointing out something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724443 32798 7 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/6724437" target=_blank>#3</A> code red 21</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to say that the capitulated because of BO?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. They think there won't be any consequences for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724675 32798 196 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:38:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/6724624" target=_blank>#150</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this didn't happen under Bush.</P> 
<P>But it's been brewing for years.</P> 
<P>What would Bush have done to stop it? Sent a sternly-worded letter? 
Commissioned Condee to deliver it? Offered the Pakistanis some shiny new 
hardware?</P> 
<P>You can blame this on Obama if you like. The provinces in question along with 
the whole picture in Afghano spun out of control a long time 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly true. The Bush administration had a temporary edge after 9/11 - they 
shocked the Muslim world, including Pakistan, with America's unexpectedly strong 
response. But in the years since then, that sharp line got increasingly 
blurry.</P> 
<P>And now we have a President who seems very weak to the Muslim world, a 
President who goes on Arab television and says, "We've made mistakes. Won't you 
forgive us?"</P> 
<P>I think we're going to see this kind of stuff accelerating in the near 
future. I'm not very confident that Obama will be able to handle 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724733 32798 239 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:46:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6724687" target=_blank>#206</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm still going to disagree with you on the didn't happen under 
Bush, see my link upthread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OK, I slightly overstated the point; some of this did happen under the Bush 
administration, as Bush's focus slowly went away, and the Islamists in Pakistan 
got over the shock-and-awe factor. The center cannot hold.</P> 
<P>But it's going to accelerate now, because Obama has telegraphed weakness in a 
big way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724817 32798 312 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:57:44pm  
 
<P>I am extremely leery of these reports. The people promoting this 'homegrown 
jihad' stuff have serious credibility problems.</P> 
<P>Martin Mawyer is the leader of the "Christian Action Network."</P> 
<P>And this is a cause that was heavily promoted by Gates of Vienna and the 
fascist network of "anti-jihad" sites.</P> 
<P>I'm smelling something really bad here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724831 32798 325 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 6:59:18pm  
 
<P>Martin Mawyer was the editor of Jerry Falwell's "Majority Report."</P> 
<P>The stink is getting worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724852 32798 342 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:02:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/6724848" target=_blank>#339</A> 
spirochete</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,music question. When you were doing your guitar work in the 70's, was 
there much talk/emphasis on the modes of the major or did that come 
later?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean by "modes of the major?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724868 32798 355 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:05:07pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's the Southern Poverty Law Center again, but nobody else seems to be 
watching these groups:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=871" 
target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Martin Mawyer, who just appeared on Sean Hannity's show, is a serious 
kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724899 32798 383 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:09:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6724874" target=_blank>#359</A> 
spirochete</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I meant "modes of the major scale"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not clear what you're asking. Which modes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724931 32798 408 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:14:22pm  
 



<P>What is Sean Hannity doing promoting these people and their alarmist 
crap?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=871" 
target=_blank>Good grief</A>. This is who Sean Hannity just had on his show to 
rave about secret Muslim terror cells in the US.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Martin Mawyer, longtime editor of Jerry Falwell's Moral Majority Report, 
founded the Christian Action Network (CAN) in 1990, a year after Falwell folded 
the original Moral Majority.</P> 
<P>In his "dirty and dangerous" battle against "militant homosexual groups," 
Mawyer has not held back. In 1997, after Ellen Degeneres came out as a lesbian 
on her TV sitcom, Mawyer accused her of "DUMPING HER FILTHY LESBIAN LIFESTYLE 
RIGHT IN THE CENTER OF YOUR LIVING ROOM! ... If we allow the tidal wave of gay 
and lesbian smut to continue to pour into our homes, it will utterly consume us 
in no time at all!"</P> 
<P>In 1999, he asked the Federal Communications Commission to put an "HC 
[homosexual conduct] warning label" on TV programs with gay characters. The 
following year, CAN caused a national stir when TV stations refused to air its 
inflammatory ad attacking Hillary Clinton, who was then running for U.S. 
Senate.</P> 
<P>Over ominous drumbeats, the narrator intoned: "It is rumored that Hillary 
Clinton is a lesbian. It is rumored that Hillary Clinton supported homosexual 
marriage. It is rumored that Hillary Clinton will leave her husband upon taking 
office. ... Sometimes, rumors are true. Shouldn't you know the truth? For more 
information on traditional family values, please contact the Christian Action 
Network."</P> 
<P>More recently, CAN protested "Gay Days" at Disney World and other theme parks 
— events that Mawyer's wife and CAN partner, Bonnie, says demonstrate "the true 
intent of these homosexuals: they are after our children!"</P> 
<P>A 2000 Mawyer mailing incorporated militia-like paranoia: "I am not ready to 
give this great nation over to one-world government extremists ... radical, 
disease-carrying homosexuals ... anti-family lesbian feminists ... or anti-
American U.N. globalists!"</P> 
<P>CAN activists today are familiar faces at Gay Days, videotaping "bad 
behavior." In 2003, CAN turned its footage of "homosexual kissing, hugging and 
fondling" into a video tour of the Southeast, warning parents about the perils 
of Gay Days and warning that "homosexuals live in a pattern of sin and 
debauchery."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724945 32798 418 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/6724926" target=_blank>#404</A> 
spirochete</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The seven modes of the major scale, dorina, lydian, mixolydian, etc. I don't 
remember exactly when I first started reading about them, but I think it was in 
the mid-late 90's. Listening to one of your recordings I heard what sounded like 
you were playing with some of those ideas. i was just wondering if they were 
common knowledge for the pros back then or what the thought process 
was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, absolutely. I was heavy into modes and scales. mixolydian was very 
useful, because it combined diminished and augmented, and worked with some 
altered chords where other scales had sour notes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724977 32798 446 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:20:15pm  



 
<P>Looks like the homophobia thing didn't work out for Mawyer, so he's now 
pitching Islamophobia.</P> 
<P>The "anti-jihad" movement has completed its meltdown into a stinky puddle of 
extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06724999 32798 467 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 7:23:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/6724986" target=_blank>#454</A> 
spirochete</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mixolydian is the only scale that really works with an augmented 7th, raised 
5th chord, for example, because a straight diminished scale contains a natural 
sixth that clashes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725263 32799 26 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:03:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6725259" target=_blank>#24</A> boiii</EM></P> 
<P>There are already two posts about this on LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725347 32799 81 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:14:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6725248" target=_blank>#17</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<P>That report is four years old. And if you don't think the FBI and DHS have 
neutralized that group long ago (if they ever really were a threat) you're 
dreaming.</P> 
<P>This show was nothing but pure, unadulterated crap, spewed by an intolerant 
homophobic bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725382 32799 109 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:21:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/6725367" target=_blank>#96</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.islam-watch.org/Others/Islamberg-Upstate-New-York.htm" 
target=_blank>This report</A> is just under two years old. Do you know anything 
about it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_L._Williams" target=_blank>Paul L. 
Williams</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Williams is currently being sued by McMaster University for upwards of $2-
Million, as a result of his claims that Islamic terrorists managed to steal 
180lbs of unspecified nuclear material from the McMaster Nuclear Reactor. The 
University has extracted an apology from the publisher of Dunces of Doomsday, 
WND Books/Cumberland House Publishing, who now say that statements made in 
Williams' book about the theft are "without basis in fact." Williams himself is 
standing behind his claims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's crap. This whole story just stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725413 32799 131 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:26:36pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6725391" target=_blank>#114</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about <A href="http://www.canadafreepress.com/2007/cover061107h.htm" 
target=_blank>this article?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hagman is the guy behind the Northeast Intelligence Network, the premier 
scaremongering site on the web, batting absolute zero in the credibility 
department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725415 32799 132 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:27:32pm  
 
<P>The more I look into Mawyer, the more sickening dirt I find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725428 32799 142 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:29:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/6725422" target=_blank>#136</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot find the link here but, I have one to a site about a camp in Dover, 
TN. I got it here. I'll keep on looking until I find it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story was heavily promoted by Gates of Vienna, and it marks the time 
when I began to realize something wasn't right about them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725434 32799 147 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6725427" target=_blank>#141</A> 
ziggyelman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saw that...I know he doesn't pay attention to bloggers, but doesn't 
anyone on his staff? And did I miss anything today?(Been away from the computer 
for hours) Has Coulter said anything about this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guarantee they know about it. They're hoping it just blows 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725442 32799 155 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:31:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6725431" target=_blank>#145</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So there are absolutely no camps in America?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know that. But I do know that these stories about Jamaat al-Fuqra are 
being exaggerated by people with nasty backgrounds and agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725456 32799 168 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/6725445" target=_blank>#158</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well since the MSM won't cover stories about Jihad training camps in the USA 
then it's naturally going to leave a vacuum that somebody will fill. It also 
stands to reason that the ones to first fill it won't be ones you'll like. It's 



always the extremists who first fill the void and if they find success there 
then larger and more mainstream groups will follow. So Charles is wrong in 
seeing this as a setback for the anti-jihad forces when it's really the first 
sign of success.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, are you dreaming. Yeah, this is the first blow in the epic battle!</P> 
<P>Your first comment, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725482 32799 189 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/6725470" target=_blank>#180</A> Golem33</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Yes, I know, it’s the Southern Poverty Law Center again..."</P> 
<P>Sorry, Charles. Hannity is a fool who never says anything original. And he 
interviews other fools. However, I would no more quote a Marxist traitor 
organization like the SPLC than I would Stormfront.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deal with the facts, instead of shooting the messenger. This guy Mawyer is a 
gigantic creep, who shouldn't be allowed to speak for anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725489 32799 195 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:41:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/6725479" target=_blank>#186</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. Whoever 'foxsecret' is, he/she is downdinging Sal and I and updinging 
jainfx.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725498 32799 204 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:42:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6725478" target=_blank>#185</A> Golem33</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't thank the SPLC for anything. But then, I have 
standards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725512 32799 216 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:44:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6725497" target=_blank>#203</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dreaming, no. Just too old and cynical. Extremists are always the first to 
take new ground, but they rarely hold onto it once more mainstream groups 
arrive. So yes, in a way it can be see as a small step forward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a giant step backward when you let these kinds of creeps speak for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725518 32799 221 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:46:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/6725499" target=_blank>#205</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://politicsofcp.blogspot.com/2005/12/jamaat-ul-fuqramoa-
compound-dover-tn_22.html" target=_blank>Charles, what about this one? It has 
interviews with the local sheriff.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Straight from Gates of Vienna. There are NO credible sources for this story. 
It's complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725524 32799 227 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:47:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/6725510" target=_blank>#214</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Just thinking out loud here, but perhaps Ghostship inadvertantly latched on 
to a larger point in his #168. In law enforcement, sometimes they have to cozy 
up to dirty people in order to get the info on DIRTIER people. I would keep a 
wary eye on Martin Mawyer, but I wouldn't discount info he may 
have!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might want to entertain the possibility that people like Mawyer tend to 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725542 32799 244 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:50:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/6725531" target=_blank>#233</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am. Thats why I stated I would keep a wary eye on him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forget a "wary eye." The story is crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725579 32799 279 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 8:57:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6725559" target=_blank>#261</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not about letting the extremists speak for me or you. It's about whether 
they can milk political capital out of the issue. If they can then more 
mainstream parties will shove them aside and move in to take that political 
capital for themselves. That's why I call it a small step 
forward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story is a complete lie. No one is going to take any political capital 
from it. It's BS, from start to finish, promoted by a fanatical homophobic 
hatemonger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725589 32799 289 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:00:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/6725587" target=_blank>#287</A> Lanaty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good evening everyone. Totally unrelated: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/CRIME/02/16/buffalo.beheading/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"The founder of an Islamic television station in upstate New York aimed at 
countering Muslim stereotypes has confessed to beheading his wife, authorities 
said."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello?</P> 
<P>There are two posts at LGF already on this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06725624 32799 322 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:06:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/6725606" target=_blank>#306</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we have any info about what he said on Hannity? I don't watch cable news 
so I'mat a loss here. What the story he's pushing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Expect it to show up on lefty sites soon. Mawyer is a raving Falwell fanatic, 
and they're going to have a field day with this.</P> 
<P>He tried to push that years old "Jamaat al-Fuqra" story that seems to have 
originated at Gates of Vienna - terror training camps, WMD, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725626 32799 324 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:06:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/6725619" target=_blank>#317</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think folks might be trying to change the subject?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why yes, I think it's pretty obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725656 32799 348 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:15:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/6725639" target=_blank>#335</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you saw my post asking you about some information in that 
last link that came from <EM>The Tennessean.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quotes from the Tennesseean don't back up any of this alarmism.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Stewart County Muslims refused to discuss with The Tennessean any links 
between their village and other Muslims of the Americas sites in the United 
States. Nor would they discuss Gilani or the Pearl kidnapping.</P> 
<P>The general manager of the local newspaper points out that the group had an 
open community meeting last year specifically to allay fears that Stewart 
Countians might have had about Islam and the Muslims in their midst, especially 
in light of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.</P> 
<P>[...] "We've had no trouble with them whatsoever,'' said Sheriff John 
Vinson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh! Scary!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725692 32799 380 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:24:33pm  
 
<P>Here's another story promoted by Mawyer's "Christian Action Network":</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.christianaction.org/october-
2008/terrorist_submarines_threaten_us_report_says_oct.aspx" target=_blank>Scary 
terror submarines! Comin' to gitcha!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725723 32799 405 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:29:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/6725695" target=_blank>#382</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, who the hell is Hal Turner?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hal_Turner" target=_blank>Hal Turner, 
white supremacist.</A></P> 
<P>Note the connection to Sean Hannity. And Pat Buchanan, another friend of Sean 
Hannity.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Identifying himself as "Hal from North Bergen", Turner became notable in 
American conservative circles as a frequent caller to WABC radio talk shows 
hosted by Bob Grant and Sean Hannity.[4] Turner parlayed this fame into a role 
as the northern New Jersey coordinator for Patrick J. Buchanan's 1992 
presidential campaign. He went on to serve as campaign manager for Libertarian 
Party candidate Murray Sabrin in New Jersey in the 1990s, including a 1997 
gubernatorial campaign.[5]</P> 
<P>Turner reportedly established a friendship with Sean Hannity, on whose 
program he was a frequent presence.[4] However, when confronted by the New Black 
Panther Party's Malik Zulu Shabazz about his association with Turner (in light 
of Hannity's scrutiny of Barack Obama's association with Jeremiah Wright), 
Hannity at first denied knowing Turner, then said he had banned Turner from his 
radio station, and that he never supported Turner's views. Turner subsequently 
posted this response on his website: "I was quite disappointed when Sean Hannity 
at first tried to say he didn't know me. In fact, Sean does know me and we were 
quite friendly a few years ago."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725738 32799 419 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/6725727" target=_blank>#408</A> 
razorbacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like others have been taken in by the old stories about Jamaat al-
Fuqra.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jamaat al-Fuqra is a real extremist group. But the stories that they're 
running terror training camps in the US, planning attacks with WMD, are complete 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725810 32799 483 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:52:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/6725800" target=_blank>#473</A> merav</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guys, has this been posted yet?</P> 
<P>Founder of Islamic TV Station Admits to Beheading Wife</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/CRIME/02/16/buffalo.beheading/" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the third time someone has showed up to post that story, and yes, 
there were two LGF posts already on it.</P> 
<P>They're still on the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725822 32799 493 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:54:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6725809" target=_blank>#482</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone wants to see the Hannity interview which prompted this thread its 
on now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of the video clips on this show are many years old.</P> 
<P>This show is just disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06725835 32799 505 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 9:57:11pm  
 
<P>I'm watching it again, and this is one of Fox News's worst moments ever. 
Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725849 32799 519 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/6725841" target=_blank>#511</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will you watch the video?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I watch a video by this kook?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725861 32799 531 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:04:40pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Mawyer: they have weapons of mass destruction...  
<P>Hannity: what kind of weapons of mass destruction?</P> 
<P>Mawyer: well, in some cases I can't uh, even tell you, Sean.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725882 32799 549 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:08:39pm  
 
<P>The lefties are going to have a field day with this show.</P> 
<P>Is it on Crooks and Liars yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725956 32799 583 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/6725942" target=_blank>#580</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:W2dtsYdyOYgJ:www.insidepolitics.org/R
esponsibilityFrenzies.doc+Hannity+%2B+%22Martin+Mawyer%22&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&
amp;cd=10&amp;gl=us&amp;client=news" target=_blank>Responsibility Frenzies in 
News Coverage:The Case of the Hillary Clinton Lesbian Rumor</A></P> 
<P>This guy is out of control.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're starting to see why I call this one of Fox News's worst moments 
ever.</P> 
<P>This Mawyer clown is a seriously insane fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726007 32799 593 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:52:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/6725998" target=_blank>#591</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>This guy is a proven liar and fraud, and a sicko religious fanatic associated 
with Jerry Falwell, who specializes in hateful scaremongering. Sorry, he has 
negative credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726016 32799 597 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:58:03pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/6726015" target=_blank>#596</A> Bosch 
Fawstin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm curious to know who <EM>you</EM> think are the credible 
individuals in the 'anti-jihad movement'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your point is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726037 32799 599 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/6726035" target=_blank>#598</A> Bosch 
Fawstin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point is in my question, who do you think are the credible individuals in 
the anti-jihad movement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tell me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726044 32799 601 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:11:48pm  
 
<P>It's a trick question, of course, because I already know you think hopping 
into bed with Eurofascist groups is a dandy idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726063 32799 605 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/6726045" target=_blank>#602</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Re: Hal Turner claiming to be a friend of Hannity's. I Google'd it, and 
found a lot of liberal blogs talking about it, but not a lot of unbiased 
evidence. Why are we assuming that Turner is telling the truth? If his 
credibility is so low in other areas, why is his credibility so high when it 
comes to people he claims to be "pallin' around" with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fact that Turner was a guest on Hannity's show many times.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. Re: CPAC. How many people here have actually gone there? I have gone 
*expecting the down-ding already*, and maybe I'm just not going to the right 
speakers, but last year, Michelle Malkin, Newt Gingrich, D'Souza, etc. were the 
main speakers. A lot of the speeches are simultaneous, or at least overlapping, 
in different rooms. Do I think Buchanan should be there? No. Do I think Ron Paul 
should be there? No. Should Huckabee be there? Debatable. But if we're tarring 
the entire franchise because of a few bad apples, then Malkin, Miloy, Morrissey, 
TownHall.com, etc. are all being tossed out. Instead of disowning entire swaths 
of the political right because members of the fringe exist, why not disown the 
fringe and keep the sane ones?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see: Ann Coulter, who makes excuses for white supremacists. Ron Paul, 
who ran a newsletter full of racist hatred, and is completely nuts. Mike 
Huckabee, who wants to amend the Constitution to bring it "in line with God's 
law." Pat Buchanan and his sister. Oh yeah, I really want to hang with those 
people.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3. This is probably going to raise some rackles, but my first thought when I 
read this was: <EM>bump bump</EM> another one gets thrown under the bus. I agree 
it's good to point out that Hannity used a bad source, but to imply that Hannity 
agrees with everything CAP says and he should be shunned for having a bad source 



on his show, and make an issue of his personal religious beliefs that are 
different from some of yours, that's a liberal tactic. We're better than 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say any of what you're attributing to me. This show was complete 
crap, and the person who spouted the crap is a hateful bigot, with a long 
history of dishonest scaremongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726072 32799 606 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/6726046" target=_blank>#603</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<P>Anyone who has been following the career of Hagman and the Northeast 
Intelligence Network knows that he has serious credibility problems. I didn't 
just start doing this yesterday, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726086 32799 608 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:28:56pm  
 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06727665 32799 628 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 9:00:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/6727583" target=_blank>#627</A> Proud to be an 
Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive me for giving Robertson and Falwell the benefit of the doubt here, 
BUT didn't they eventually apologize for what they said?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they apologized for this, and then went on to make other statements 
equally as disgusting and vile; for example, after the Dover creationism trial, 
when the creationist school board members were voted out of office, Robertson 
said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to say to the good citizens of Dover: if there is a disaster in your 
area, don't turn to God -- you just rejected Him from your city. And don't 
wonder why He hasn't helped you when problems begin, if they begin. I'm not 
saying they will, but if they do, just remember, you just voted God out of your 
city. And if that's the case, don't ask for His help because he might not be 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728339 32799 633 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 10:24:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/6728224" target=_blank>#632</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, Hannity has done some good things, but this show was DEFINITELY not one 
of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728536 32799 635 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 10:51:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/6728443" target=_blank>#634</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Granted. It might be worthwhile to politely let him know how you feel about 
it.I don't know if he reads LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm quite sure he reads LGF - he's stolen enough stories from me without 
attribution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06739114 32799 653 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:27:04pm  
 
<P>We're all gonna die! Quick, join the Christian Action Network before it's TOO 
LATE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741250 32799 655 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:09:42am  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725987 32801 28 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:45:56pm  
 
<P>Here's the video, embedded:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/H-CAcdta_8I&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06725999 32801 36 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 10:49:38pm  
 
<P>More Coulterbots are showing up in the two Coulter threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06726023 32801 51 Charles Mon, Feb 16, 2009 11:03:00pm  
 
<P>Yep. Here they come on the dead threads. As usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728104 32802 144 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 9:51:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6727879" target=_blank>#137</A> Yehudit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huffpo, Sullivan, Crooks and Liars ...But no conservative blogs on that 
entire list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's pathetically biased toward lefties. Same old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728002 32805 83 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 9:38:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6727973" target=_blank>#62</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boycotts like this hurt and work. I forget exactly what State it was, I think 
South Carolina maybe and the confederate flag flying at the State house. That 
came down pretty fast after a boycott.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A 5-day convention with 2000 attendees brings a huge amount of cash into a 
city like New Orleans. Bobby Jindal really screwed his own 
state.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06728144 32805 175 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 9:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/6728057" target=_blank>#115</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela sides with Coulter this morning. Unfortunately her defense doesn't 
have any substance to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course she does. Pamela Geller has never met a white supremacist she 
couldn't rationalize away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728385 32805 343 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 10:30:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/6728295" target=_blank>#297</A> Boolz</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728431 32805 353 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 10:36:47am  
 
<P>Again, please note that it does not matter one iota how many posts on other 
subjects are on the front page -- people like Boolz will still throw a fit and 
complain "There are other subjects vastly more important! What the hell is wrong 
with you people! Stop! Stop stop stop! Waaah!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728797 32805 368 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:24:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/6728711" target=_blank>#366</A> 
TooDamNice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You honestly feel that Creationism belongs in this list? My religion teaches 
that God created the Heavens and the Earth. Does that mean that my religion 
perverted itself?</P> 
<P>Charles, what do you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think creationism belongs in that list. And you know very well that 
this is not about "God created the heavens and the Earth." It's about pseudo-
science being taught to children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729759 32805 386 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 1:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6729188" target=_blank>#380</A> 
TooDamNice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is quote from your favorite guy Darwin:</P> 
<P>At some future period, not very distant as measured by centuries, the 
civilized races of man will almost certainly <STRONG>exterminate</STRONG>, and 
replace the savage races throughout the world.</P> 
<P>Wow. Heavy language.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is such a completely silly point. Charles Darwin lived in a time when 
racism was everywhere. He was a product of his time. But if you care to actually 
look into this instead of just reading propaganda from creationist websites and 
regurgitating it here, you'll find that Darwin was far LESS racist than many of 
his contemporaries.</P> 



<P>And in any case, Darwin's personal opinions about race have 
<STRONG>absolutely nothing to do with the theory of evolution</STRONG>. It's 
totally irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731217 32805 393 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:24:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/6731019" target=_blank>#391</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. Who needs them. Their wasting the money they're getting now from what I 
can tell by reading their "Grand Challenges" document.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since you reject most of modern science anyway, what's another 2,000 
scientists and a few million dollars for Louisiana?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732590 32805 409 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:10:19pm  
 
<P>I've just seen what 'TooDamNice' has been doing in this thread, and I've had 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728822 32807 94 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:27:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6728744" target=_blank>#90</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the silence is deafening...nobody will touch it...heh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not seriously trying to inch around to "OMG! We have to outlaw Islam!" 
again, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06728977 32809 52 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:44:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6728927" target=_blank>#23</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Good point - I added something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729032 32809 93 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:51:18am  
 
<P>Yeah, I took out the word 'silly'. It's not silly at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729038 32809 99 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:52:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6729028" target=_blank>#89</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me, or is everyone experiencing deja vu today? Didn't Charles post 
on this yesterday? Not that it doesn't need to be said again. But this posting 
looks like a duplicate of yesterday's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a comment yesterday. But it needs to be louder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729040 32809 101 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 11:52:34am  
 
<P>I may add some links to those blogs that welcome this kind of hate 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06729176 32809 220 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 12:08:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6729152" target=_blank>#201</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>better a dhimmi than dead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Care to expand on that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729475 32809 315 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 12:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6729311" target=_blank>#290</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think we understand the war we are fighting. Not a clue. We operate 
out of hubris, not wisdom. We look at this through Western "eyes" and apply 
Western solutions and logic. Eventually we will have an awakening to deal with 
it without destroying everything we hold dear but it will get ugly before it 
gets better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Who the hell are you talking to?</P> 
<P>I started discussing these issues long before most people even knew what was 
going on with militant Islam, and I've put my ass on the line for years to try 
to raise people's awareness. And for that, I've been smeared so badly on the 
internet that if you Google my name, about half of the results are slamming me 
and calling me some kind of vile name.</P> 
<P>So where do you get off lecturing me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729771 32809 338 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 1:13:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/6729741" target=_blank>#336</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That should be carved in stone just above the year the country 
died.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you previously registered at LGF under another username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06729805 32809 339 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 1:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/6729754" target=_blank>#337</A> Perpetua</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to know what I think about a particular blog, you can search the 
site for their name or URL.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to post a black list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730012 32809 347 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 1:38:37pm  
 
<P>An email from a banned creep who used the name "Kirche" here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>mass deportation is not mass murder... round up muslims, put them on planes, 
drop them off wherever you can land in the middle east. nobody get's killed (by 
americans). islam is incompatible with the west... it's sorta obvious, 
chuck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730109 32809 354 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 1:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/6730065" target=_blank>#351</A> SoftS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>yes, I agree that "mass deportation is not mass murder", but this is simply 
stupid, because not all Muslims are radicals and by mass deportation you will 
make them all radicals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you completely miss the point I made above, or did it go over your 
head?</P> 
<P>How do you think it would be possible to round up millions of people, tear 
them away from their lives, homes, and families, and throw them all out of the 
country without committing mass violence? Do you really think they're all just 
going to go along quietly?</P> 
<P>Is this a difficult point to understand?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730270 32809 369 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:08:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/6730221" target=_blank>#365</A> SoftS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"mass murder" is not always "mass violence" and vice versa.When hundreds of 
thousands Latvians were deported by Stalin it was not called "mass murder". Even 
if this was considered a genocide by some of historians, in no historic book 
this event was described as "mass murder".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, great idea. Let's make the United States more like Stalinist Russia. 
There's a terrific model to emulate.</P> 
<P>And by the way, your clumsy attempt to minimize what Stalin's deportations 
actually involved is pretty obvious. Millions of people were killed in these 
little purges.</P> 
<P>And yes, I've also noticed you down-dinging every post about the support for 
fascism among "anti-jihad" bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730402 32809 385 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6730394" target=_blank>#383</A> 
iowavette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty ironic for the home of the outraged rant, LGF, to start lecturing the 
lizard legions. And, of course, we all know how well pragmatic and reasonable 
goes over with the extremists. The extremists are embedded in the masses. 
Options need to be reviewed and any decent SWOT would start with the extremes 
along with their pros and cons and work from there. 
Get.Over.Yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll get over myself.</P> 
<P>Right after I block your stupid ass.</P> 
<P>OK, I'm over myself now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730438 32809 392 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:31:32pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730524 32809 406 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:43:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/6730482" target=_blank>#400</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Very impressive! And a babe to boot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06730546 32809 410 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:46:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/6730532" target=_blank>#408</A> SoftS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you admit, what did Stalin against Latvians (and other peoples) was actual 
Genocide?</P> 
<P>Just kidding, of course you admit.But why others, other nations (Israel for 
example) cannot admit that this was actual Genocide?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weren't you just arguing that mass deportations are not the same as mass 
murder? Now you're admitting it was genocide?</P> 
<P>This is the kind of crap that gives me a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730577 32809 416 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:49:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6730550" target=_blank>#411</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Advocating mass deportation on the basis of religion is not the same as 
advocating mass murder...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. You cannot achieve mass deportations without mass 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730680 32809 430 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 3:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/6730635" target=_blank>#423</A> 
buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles - mass deportation is already BRITISH LAW... it was signed into law 
in 2003/2004 - the "Civil Contigencies Act"</P> 
<P>i will dig up some links and quotes for you.</P> 
<P>this isnt some fantasy folks - it is ALREADY reality in Britain. all it needs 
is an "emergency" and Britain will have mass deportations and concentration 
camps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another reason I'm glad I don't live in Britain. This is nothing the US will 
ever emulate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730744 32809 438 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 3:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/6730722" target=_blank>#436</A> 
DoesNotMatter</EM></P> 
<P>That's not the point. The people who advocate this kind of rubbish want it to 
happen NOW, preemptively.</P> 
<P>And yes, I thought it was clear I was talking about the United States. 
Historically, European countries don't have as much of a problem with 
genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731173 32809 505 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:17:20pm  
 
<P>I am not very happy to be reading support for Meir Kahane at LGF, when the 
parties he founded, Kach and Kahane Chai, are both listed as terrorist groups by 
the US State Department, and it's a crime to fund or lend material support to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06731176 32809 506 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/6731132" target=_blank>#502</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you getting any positive email tonight?My guess would be 
"yes".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, actually - several emails of support on this. And a couple of hate mails 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731188 32809 508 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:19:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/6731067" target=_blank>#491</A> Robert 
Arvanitis</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731230 32809 511 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:29:00pm  
 
<P>Well, I see that one of our fans of mass deportation finally worked up the 
nerve to down-ding this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731243 32809 513 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:30:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6731229" target=_blank>#510</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this, I dissent. I am not persuaded by your argument. And before you think 
I am minimizing it, go back to my statement above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? So you believe it IS possible to uproot millions of people from 
their lives, their families, their friends, their jobs, and take away all their 
hopes and dreams, without mass violence?</P> 
<P>Please elaborate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731254 32809 517 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:32:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6731229" target=_blank>#510</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, would you like to explain the symbols in your avatar while 
you're at it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731310 32809 521 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:42:09pm  
 
<P>OK. Now I'm going to have to lay down the law.</P> 
<P>This is NOT the place to promote either the JDL or Kach. Do it again and your 
account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731341 32809 525 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:47:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/6731312" target=_blank>#522</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<P>Your analogy is crap. People calling for a ban on guns would be doing it 
because they are opposed to violence. It might be wrong-headed, but there is 
absolutely no guarantee that it would lead to mass violence as you say -- and 



the motivation is not even in the same ballpark. And the global warming analogy 
is the same -- you're completely distorting the case to make these 
analogies.</P> 
<P>It does not matter whether these people who advocate mass deportation BELIEVE 
it will lead to mass violence -- what that shows you is how little thought 
they've given the matter. They're advocating an ugly, repugnant solution to a 
non-problem, and the whole point of the post above is to show them the logical, 
inevitable outcome of this stupid fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731348 32809 527 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:49:37pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731378 32809 532 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:54:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/6731330" target=_blank>#523</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And by the way, would you like to explain the symbols in your avatar while 
you're at it?"</P> 
<P>Family crest, from county Cork. Don't worry, I am not one of those Bold 
Fenian morons.</P> 
<P>Charles, I am an ally, not a foe. I abhor racists, bigots, and for lack of a 
better word, "haters" of all stripes. Just because I quibbled (while agreeing 
with a major part of your post!) should not arouse your suspicion.</P> 
<P>Hell, you have my comments on your system-- take a look and see what I am 
about. You are getting me all wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll take your word for it. When I see a Belgian lion, and a tree of life 
symbol, it sets off warning bells. But I did review your comments and you 
haven't supported the kinds of groups who use these symbols.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731401 32809 538 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:59:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/6731379" target=_blank>#533</A> Dales</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my point- I believe that most (and again, admittedly, not all) who 
spout off dumbly that the answer is to round 'em up and send 'em out have not 
thought it through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is the whole point of what I wrote -- to try to show the idiots who 
spout this nonsense where it really leads. I absolutely stand by my statement 
that advocating mass deportation is advocating mass murder, whether they're 
aware of it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731535 32809 557 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:25:33pm  
 
<P>Dales: I apologize for putting you on the spot like that, but I have to watch 
out, after numerous cases where the symbols and arguments were not innocent at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732282 32809 616 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:28:27pm  
 
<P>Apparently, there's more than one person who didn't read the last sentence I 
posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06730374 32811 14 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:22:16pm  
 
<P>Well, here's something that's going to drive the idiots who already think I'm 
a "traitor" to whatever pet cause they rave about completely nuts. (A short 
drive.)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2009/02/fear-and-
anger.html" target=_blank>andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730463 32811 57 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 2:35:08pm  
 
<P>That's not the only one, either:</P> 
<P><A href="http://canadiancynic.blogspot.com/2009/02/kathy-shaidle-
douchebag.html" target=_blank>Seriously, how bad have things gotten when LGF's 
Johnson is the relative voice of honesty and integrity?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730719 32811 249 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 3:07:28pm  
 
<P>When creationists get creative with their hate mail.</P> 
<P>Titled "Please - you need more..."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>posts on Creationism. Other things like Politics, Economics, PopCulture are 
starting to show up. It is vital that most of your posts beabout Creationism. It 
is truly the biggest threat to civilization.Much of the population does not 
understand that the perverse idea theworld was created is spreading among those 
with lower intellects. Theidea is dangerous - it casts into doubt the truth - 
that all matter isthe result of accident and there is no meaning. How could 
there be anypurpose behind the "creation" if there are sites like LGF, which 
clearlypoint to randomness and accident as the driving attributes of 
theuniverse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess I'll have to oblige him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06730966 32811 442 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 3:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/327/6730813" target=_blank>#327</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at the referrers list. Andrew Sullivan sure generates a lot of 
traffic. I can't believe so many people read him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he does. More than Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731316 32811 717 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 4:43:07pm  
 
<P>Things are beginning to get weird in the 'Mission Statement' thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731663 32811 825 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:51:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/6731652" target=_blank>#824</A> 
TooDamNice</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not equating fascism and communism with atheism even though religion was 
all but outlawed under those systems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are equating atheism with fascism and communism. Why not just be 
honest about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731512 32813 26 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6731486" target=_blank>#16</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is there a way to view a "normal" web page with a person's user 
account on it, instead of one of those magico-unfolding Ajax/Flash whatever user 
windows?</P> 
<P>There use to be a way, but I can't figure it out any more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, all you have to do is use Internet Explorer on Windows.</P> 
<P>Oh, that's not what you meant? Heh.</P> 
<P>Yes, you can use a URL like this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/zombie" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just replace 'zombie' with the username you want to look up. If it has spaces 
in it, replace them with '+' symbols.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731542 32813 38 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:27:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6731533" target=_blank>#36</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Thx. You've so streamlined the site the site there's no way to navigate 
to a page like that any more. There used to be forgotten corners of LGF where it 
was possible to do so, but no more. Now, one must remember (or have bookmarked) 
the Terrible Secret.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the LinkViewer page still uses the old username method too, if you 
click a user's icon from there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731548 32813 42 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:28:37pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Now Bill O'Reilly is bashing Bristol Palin for daring to tell a little bit of 
truth about the 'abstinence' position of social cons.</P> 
<P>Bristol is going to catch a LOT of shit because she expressed her honest 
feelings on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731595 32813 68 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:36:14pm  
 
<P>Now O'Reilly's bashing the woman who had eight babies. Ranting about her, 
with psychologists who are totally violating their ethics by psycho-analyzing a 
woman they've never spoken to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731598 32813 71 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:36:36pm  
 
<P>Fox News has jumped the killer whale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06731701 32813 128 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 5:58:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/6731661" target=_blank>#109</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The psychoanalysis at distance is disturbing, but she had 6 already before 
the 8, and appears to be making a grand show of it. Her fertility doctor, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And none of us would know about it, or care, if the media hadn't swooped in 
and battened on her like vampires to boost their advertising 
revenue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731827 32813 185 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 6:22:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6731781" target=_blank>#170</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<P>OK, so let's persecute her, then. Send in the media hounds. She's 
evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734393 32813 236 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:28:12am  
 
<P>#235: Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731832 32814 32 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 6:23:13pm  
 
<P>I'm sensing rage, building up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731869 32814 51 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 6:29:03pm  
 
<P>Are there people who actually think the Sean Hannity show is better now 
without Alan Colmes? Just askin'.</P> 
<P>Because to me, it feels like being bludgeoned for an hour with a very dull 
club.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731967 32814 126 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 6:43:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/6731964" target=_blank>#123</A> Eric Cartman's 
Conscience</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never thought Dawkins was "satanic". An amblyopic, self-righteous, 
condescending prick, sure.</P> 
<P>Friend of Chomsky? Sure.</P> 
<P>Possessing a complete and absolutely intolerant contempt for people that 
think differently than him? You Betcha.</P> 
<P>But Satanic? Not really.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deal with what he wrote in this article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06731982 32814 141 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 6:45:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6731961" target=_blank>#120</A> big 
steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles...since we are on an evolution thread, I have a favor to ask. When 
you have posted on the Texas State Board of Education I have cheered you on 
mightily. However, and I can't quite locate the exact quotes, but you have 
mentioned that the Board president Don McLeroy is a "dentist" and not qualified 
on this subject. I agree he is not qualified and totally wrong, but I don't 
think his profession means anything in the debate. I serve on a local school 
board (and am a chemical engineer/executive) and I think the whole purpose 
school boards is to have lay personnel in charge. We have attorneys, doctors, 
and even a pastor on our board along with a professional educator. I think the 
mix of professions is healthy and in fact a school board of any kind made up of 
profession educators seems to be to be a recipe for weirdness. Anyway, if I have 
misheard or misquoted you on this, then my error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never put down Don McLeroy for being a dentist. I put him down for being a 
religious fanatic who's doing his best to drag Texas science education back into 
the Dark Ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732090 32814 226 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:02:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/6732039" target=_blank>#184</A> mean 
Gene</EM></P> 
<P>Ha! That's hilarious.</P> 
<P>And now you'll be able to spend more time at that 'anti-jihad site recently 
taken off the blogroll.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732100 32814 235 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:03:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6732084" target=_blank>#221</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a question for my fellow lizards. I really am a physicist, and I have 
written rather a lot about evolution and science vs. religion in general. Would 
it be inappropriate of me to try to compose an evolution troll 
hammer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not inappropriate at all! It might even end up next to Nekama's Troll Hammer. 
I hereby encourage you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732177 32814 302 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:12:09pm  
 
<P>Even when I label it "Support I Don't Need", the haters gotta hate.</P> 
<P>An email titled, "Andrew Sullivan, eh?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creep you out, or give you that special tingle up your leg?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm feeling the love.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732210 32814 331 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:17:16pm  
 
<P>Another meltdown in the 'Mission Statement' thread. Apparently, pointing out 
that mass deportations would inevitably lead to mass violence is 'unhinged.'</P> 
<P>Buh bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732390 32814 493 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:45:33pm  
 



<P>Again: it simply doesn't matter how many posts on other subjects appear on 
the front page.</P> 
<P>Inevitably, as soon as an evolution thread is posted, they come out of the 
woodwork and complain that there's nothing else but evolution threads.</P> 
<P>Guilt trip. Not gonna work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732445 32814 543 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:52:30pm  
 
<P>I'm editing the posts with whiner quotes, to remove the whining quotes, but 
you need to reload the page to see the changes.</P> 
<P>Until I figure out a way to update edits as well as deletes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732451 32814 549 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:53:06pm  
 
<P>Man. Out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732505 32814 602 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 7:58:59pm  
 
<P>For perhaps the 976th time - I am going to delete comments whining about the 
threads related to evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732600 32814 682 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:11:21pm  
 
<P>Couldn't take the hint, even with an explicit warning.</P> 
<P>That's enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732648 32814 727 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:18:10pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about threads related to evolution will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732681 32814 757 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:21:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/6732654" target=_blank>#732</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can forgive Dawkins somewhat for being a "pushy" atheist just because I 
know quite well how insufferable Creationists can be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732699 32814 773 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/6732676" target=_blank>#752</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This place used to be so freakin awesome, but alas, I cannot stay. I'm going 
to leave because of the oppression, and hate, and, ya know, bad stuff.</P> 
<P>I'm going to leave, it's just too much, the.. bad evil stuff.</P> 
<P>You all suck and I can't take it any more, the evil bad stuff.</P> 
<P>No really, I'm leaving now, I can't take it any more. This place is too much. 
You're all a bunch of Honcos.</P> 



<P>I'm going to leave. I said, I'm going to LEAVE! LEAVE BRITTNEY ALONE!</P> 
<P>OK, good bye.</P> 
<P>Bye.</P> 
<P>Later.</P> 
<P>See ya!</P> 
<P>Bye!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget to send hate mail after the dramatic exit.</P> 
<P>And then watch everything I post, and go to other blogs and trash me, then 
use different email addresses to register sock puppets, over and 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732706 32814 779 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:25:45pm  
 
<P>(Pretty sure BigPapa's being sarcastic, BTW.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732766 32814 835 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:33:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/6732755" target=_blank>#824</A> 
zerodamage</EM></P> 
<P>Please. This is just ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Count the posts on the front page, and count how many are related to 
evolution.</P> 
<P>Then come back and try to tell me it's "50% evolution."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732781 32814 850 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:37:03pm  
 
<P>Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732793 32814 862 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:39:24pm  
 
<P>Is there something unclear about this?</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete comments that whine about the evolution threads. It's 
obnoxious and offensive.</P> 
<P>If you don't like it, start your own blog, then I'll come over there and tell 
you what you should and shouldn't post about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732816 32814 884 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:44:54pm  
 
<P>Note: the ONLY ones who ever whine about the evolution threads are people who 
have a problem with accepting the science of evolution.</P> 
<P>All this whining does is solidify my opinion that the Republican Party has a 
GIGANTIC problem with this anti-scientific mindset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732849 32814 916 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:50:19pm  
 
<P>#904: your account is blocked and your dramatic farewell rant is 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732855 32814 921 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:50:52pm  
 



<P>As if I couldn't see that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06732882 32814 947 Charles Tue, Feb 17, 2009 8:55:46pm  
 
<P>If you quote offensive comments that will probably end up deleted, your 
comment will be deleted too.</P> 
<P>Use the 'reply' button instead if you think it's going to be 
zapped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734352 32814 1033 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:21:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1028/6733724" target=_blank>#1028</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whence, then, comes the oft-parroted canard, “Evolution is only atheory”?</P> 
<P>A crowd of difficulties...occur...Some of them are so serious that to this 
day I can hardly reflect on them without being in some degree staggered... Why, 
if species have descended from other species by fine gradations, do we not 
everywhere see innumerable transition forms?...How can we account for species, 
when crossed, being sterile,and producing sterile offspring, whereas, when 
varieties are crossed,their fertility is unimpaired?</P> 
<P>The Origin of Species, chap 6, "Difficulties of the Theory," 
158.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's another <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/quotes/mine/part2.html" 
target=_blank>Quote Miner</A>, of course. Here's the actual context:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LONG before having arrived at this part of my work, a crowd of difficulties 
will have occurred to the reader. Some of them are so grave that to this day I 
can never reflect on them without being staggered; but, to the best of my 
judgment, the greater number are only apparent, and those that are real are not, 
I think, fatal to my theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you creationists do this? You have to know it's easily checked. You're 
just utterly shameless liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734390 32814 1035 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:26:54am  
 
<P>To finish the quote in context:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Long before having arrived at this part of my work, a crowd of difficulties 
will have occurred to the reader. Some of them are so grave that to this day I 
can never reflect on them without being staggered; but, to the best of my 
judgment, the greater number are only apparent, and those that are real are not, 
I think, fatal to my theory.</P> 
<P>These difficulties and objections may be classed under the following heads:-
Firstly, why, if species have descended from other species by insensibly fine 
gradations, do we not everywhere see innumerable transitional forms? Why is not 
all nature in confusion instead of the species being, as we see them, well 
defined?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin was posing questions, then answering them. It's really quite amazing 
how creationists distort and lie about the words that are actually written in 
Darwin's book.</P> 
<P>Where does it say in the Bible that it's OK to lie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06734426 32814 1037 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:34:07am  
 
<P>Unbelievable. Then he just comes back with another distorted 
quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734435 32814 1038 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:36:02am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-transitional.html" 
target=_blank>Transitional fossils.</A></P> 
<P>There are thousands of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734538 32814 1040 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:53:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1039/6734517" target=_blank>#1039</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin seems to find the total absence of many intermediate links completely 
unexplainable and a major problem.Your guy just says "...A large number of gaps. 
This is perhaps the aspect that is easiest to explain, since for stratigraphic 
reasons alone there must always be gaps. In fact, no current evolutionary model 
predicts or requires a complete fossil record, and no one expects that the 
fossil record will ever be even close to complete."Well I for one am completely 
convinced by his rigorous analysis!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who do you think you're kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734674 32814 1044 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:17:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1042/6734634" target=_blank>#1042</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<P>Why don't you address the fact that you posted a quote that was distorted, 
out of context, and chopped up, in order to mislead people?</P> 
<P>Which book of the Bible says it's OK to lie and mislead 
people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734967 32814 1066 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:54:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1055/6734810" target=_blank>#1055</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just picking out the parts from a massive book that were relevant to 
the point I was making. Two fingered typing is not conducive to quoting large 
sections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really typed that yourself, instead of copying and pasting it from a 
creationist website, then yes, you were absolutely lying. You deliberately left 
out all the parts that would have provided the context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734990 32814 1069 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:56:45am  
 
<P>You even changed some words to make them fit into your distorted, dishonest 
version.</P> 
<P>Again, this is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A crowd of difficulties...<STRONG>occur</STRONG>...Some of them are so 
<STRONG>serious</STRONG> that to this day I can <STRONG>hardly</STRONG> reflect 
on them without being <STRONG>in some degree</STRONG> 
staggered...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is the true quote that you chopped up and altered:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Long before having arrived at this part of my work, a crowd of difficulties 
<STRONG>will have occurred</STRONG> to the reader. Some of them are so 
<STRONG>grave</STRONG> that to this day I can <STRONG>never</STRONG> reflect on 
them without being staggered; but, to the best of my judgment, the greater 
number are only apparent, and those that are real are not, I think, fatal to my 
theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06735063 32814 1075 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 10:06:14am  
 
<P>Sure enough. Here's where the quote was originally distorted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://books.google.com/books?id=IOY129lQZlkC&amp;pg=PA36&amp;lpg=PA36&amp
;dq=%22A+crowd+of+difficulties...occur...Some+of+them+are+so+serious+that+to+thi
s+day+I+can+hardly+reflect+on+them+without+being+in+some+degree+staggered...%22&
amp;source=web&amp;ots=QkY5hC24pT&amp;sig=8xsIGl1U1dcawlYZAcBhYFgjB9E&amp;hl=en&
amp;ei=vkqcSaLwEpqWsAPw952aAg&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=book_result&amp;resnum=1&amp;ct=re
sult#PPA35,M1" target=_blank>books.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06735082 32814 1079 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 10:08:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1076/6735064" target=_blank>#1076</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're coming at me too fast for me to type answers. Actually I was qouting 
from a book that was qouting from The Origin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were quoting from a creationist book, that distorted Darwin's 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06735171 32814 1087 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 10:19:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1083/6735124" target=_blank>#1083</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...I totally agree with Darwin...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. So you've changed your mind now, and accept the scientific theory of 
evolution! Cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06735244 32814 1097 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 10:30:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1093/6735209" target=_blank>#1093</A> 
montersj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to go and pray to the G-d that created me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might want to pray for forgiveness for lying while you're at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06736710 32814 1108 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 1:46:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1105/6736297" target=_blank>#1105</A> Mr 
Secul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like imperfect copying is leading to mutation, maybe even a gain in 
information :-)</P> 
<P>I'd like to search inside the book to see if there are matches to the rest of 
montersj's post but I can't find the text on the web. (There are 15 used copies 
available on amazon for $1.39.)</P> 
<P>I Goggled for Edward F. Blick. and it looks like he is a genuine Christian 
Scientist. I suspect that he predates ID, maybe he's known to you but I'm going 
to leave this for now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the false quote obviously came from some kind of loony creationist 
site, and probably originated with that book I linked. Then it evolved (oh, the 
irony) into the ellipse-riddled version montersj posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06736714 32814 1109 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 1:46:27pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about evolution posts are going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737652 32814 1112 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:34:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1111/6737635" target=_blank>#1111</A> 
MrWhite21</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, the biologists and know-it-alls have their answers, but they are 
just putting 2 and 2 together in the clumsiest way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, those stupid biologist know-it-alls! What a bunch of morons, trying to 
trick us with this idiotic "science" stuff.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As if God couldn’t make it look like an accident, if He 
wanted!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's God that's trying to trick us?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734559 32819 10 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:56:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6734555" target=_blank>#8</A> jemima</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prison Da'wa.</P> 
<P>Anyone want to bring up Jamaat al Fuqra again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has nothing at all to do with that idiotic Jamaat al-Fuqra 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734627 32819 49 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:07:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6734569" target=_blank>#15</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep saying that. Has that all been debunked? If so, I wouldn't mind 
checking out the debunking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The sherriff of the town near one of these supposed "terror camps" is on 
record saying there is nothing to it, and they've never had any problems with 
the residents.</P> 
<P>But more than that, the people who are promoting this nonsense, Martin Mawyer 
and the Christian Action Network, are raving nutjobs with zero 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734653 32819 70 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:12:18am  
 
<P>See the update above for a much more detailed article on jailhouse 
Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734667 32819 80 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:14:41am  
 
<P>(By the way, there's a real howler of a creationist in the Dawkins thread, 
posting one distorted quote after another from creationist quote 
mines.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06734869 32819 125 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6734839" target=_blank>#124</A> Seaberry</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06735040 32819 130 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 10:03:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/6734983" target=_blank>#128</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our first meltdown of the day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Second, actually. There was another creep in the Sullivan 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737601 32823 57 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/6737155" target=_blank>#56</A> 
amateurpundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I'll bite...if man is not the purpose of creation, what is? The 
Klingons?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure if you realize this, but the Klingons are fictional.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, you say nature has no purpose? And how do you know that? No seriously, 
dead Carl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's classy! Which church was it that taught you to speak ill of the 
dead?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06736839 32825 9 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 2:13:28pm  
 
<P>I admit I was wrong too -- about eating those fried green beans that cracked 
my bicuspid and led to an hour and a half in the dentist's chair 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06737050 32826 48 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 2:52:46pm  
 
<P>It may not have been the smartest thing to do. OK, it was pretty dumb. But he 
didn't deserve to be beaten for it.</P> 
<P>And some of those comments at Hot Air are beyond the pale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737075 32826 65 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 2:56:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6737059" target=_blank>#52</A> Uncle Joe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh come on. Charles, that is just horseshit. About 20% of commenters are 
religious cranks who don't like Hitchens, about 50% are very sympathetic to him 
and about 30% are just telling dumb jokes or talking trash. I've been a fan and 
reader of this blog for many years but this is asinine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you are asinine. I'm not going to quote them, but there are plenty of 
comments there that absolutely are applauding the thugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737107 32826 92 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6737098" target=_blank>#85</A> Uncle Joe</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you can piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737120 32826 104 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:03:08pm  
 
<P>See update above - it sounds like he wasn't seriously hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737132 32826 114 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:04:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6737124" target=_blank>#108</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know how not to get beaten up in a bar fight?</P> 
<P>Don't go to a bar.</P> 
<P>Journalists take hostile environment training. They know the situation, yet 
there is an arrogance that suggests that they can sufficiently control events to 
protect themselves in highly volatile areas.</P> 
<P>Also, where is Hitchen's internal censor?: Things we say vs. things we keep 
to ourselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not a bar fight. They were jumped by SSNP skinhead Nazi thugs.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737163 32826 137 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6737137" target=_blank>#118</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Greater Syrian Nazis -- which is what that gang really is -- has 
thousands of supporters in Lebanon. The attackers were probably Lebanese 
nationals.</P> 



<P>Hitch probably wouldn't have been beaten had he simply scrawled a swastika on 
the poster. They might have liked it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - they're Lebanese neo-Nazi skinheads.</P> 
<P>Apparently it's not popular to say it, but I applaud him for flipping the 
bird to those creeps. If more people had the guts (and a few drinks in them to 
loosen them up) these kinds of assholes might not have so much 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737203 32826 173 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:14:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6736991" target=_blank>#5</A> DeafDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this goes in the "Coudn't happen to a nicer guy" 
category.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's hope you never get your ass kicked, and then need someone to stick up 
for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737221 32826 189 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/6737210" target=_blank>#179</A> DeafDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's happened before and may happen again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, don't call me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737235 32826 202 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:19:09pm  
 
<P>Yep, there go the banned morons over at Hot Air again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737269 32826 231 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6737262" target=_blank>#224</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These guys aren't just neo nazis, they are also terrorists and terror 
sympathizers. Some are cheering that terrorists or terror sympathizers beat an 
american citizen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737284 32826 245 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/6737276" target=_blank>#238</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But surely there's a more productive way for Hitchens show 
defiance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, like almost every column he's written on the subject for the last 
10 years?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737299 32826 260 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:28:07pm  
 
<P>By the way, I was invited to go on this trip. Couldn't do it, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06737308 32826 269 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:29:02pm  
 
<P>If I'd been in that fight, would people be saying I had it coming, 
too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737330 32826 289 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:31:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/6737322" target=_blank>#281</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you been to Israel?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, on tour with Al Jarreau.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737342 32826 301 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/6737326" target=_blank>#285</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totten was there as well wasn't he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and according to the update above, it may have had nothing to do with 
the graffiti at all. Details are still unclear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737354 32826 312 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:35:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6737331" target=_blank>#290</A> Adil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hitchens' characteristic audacity in general has tended to inspire chuckles 
from me, but this is seriously awful news. I really hope that he is going to be 
okay. He is a truly good man, who happens not only to be guided by a passion 
that comes from having his heart in the right place, but also presses into its 
service a razor-sharp intellect and a talent of writing like a demon.</P> 
<P>Get well soon, Hitch.</P> 
<P>As for those perverted, obsequious weasels who take this opportunity to gloat 
at his suffering - they are a disgrace to themselves and those around 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Adil. Great to see you here. And still making sense, I 
see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737373 32826 328 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:38:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6737363" target=_blank>#320</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, that <EM>does</EM> say that Totten was in the 
brawl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737414 32826 365 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:47:55pm  
 
<P>The SSNP flag, by the way, is a variation on the swastika:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Flag_of_the_Syrian_Social_Nationalist_Pa
rty.svg" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06737430 32826 380 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 3:50:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/6737418" target=_blank>#369</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/02/18/christopher-hitchens-
beat_n_168035.html" target=_blank>Huffington Post on this...check the comments 
<EM>there...</EM></A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not very different from what I see at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737497 32826 444 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/6737377" target=_blank>#332</A> mph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The overtly hateful discourse engaged in by many of the religious commenters 
there is painfully obvious and a serious detriment to the site. I'd rather not 
take part in conversations which require me to swim through a swamp to get 
through to more agreeable folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a slight, rather half-hearted defense of Hot Air, the software they're 
using is not designed to keep that kind of hateful crap under control. They're 
getting about the same number of comments there now as LGF (maybe more, since 
there are two people posting articles), and they have almost no tools at all to 
keep things together -- no 'report' feature, probably no quick and easy way to 
delete comments, etc.</P> 
<P>I deliberately designed much of the LGF Blog software to be able to keep a 
tighter watch on the comments, because the fact is that unless you do, your site 
will almost inevitably be dragged down by the loudmouths and hotheads. The LGF 
software is a result of years of evolutionary pressure, resulting in more tools 
to manage abusive commenters than any other blog software.</P> 
<P>The only site that seems to have similar monitoring capabilities is HuffPo -- 
but they don't <EM>use</EM> them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737567 32826 509 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:17:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/6737531" target=_blank>#477</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I, for one, am quite grateful for the level of moderation here. Let the 
troglodytes indulge in their fantasies of death, violence and genocide 
elsewhere. Also, HotAir is a great blog that deserves better than what they've 
got. Here's to hoping they can tighten that site up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. It certainly hasn't won me a lot of friends, especially among the 
loudmouths and hotheads who get banned, but there was a point a few years ago 
where I realized that if I didn't start cracking down, LGF was going to be a 
place no decent people would want to visit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737571 32826 513 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:17:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/6737551" target=_blank>#494</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those neanderthal troglodytes who are dissing LGF over at HotAir are only 
doing so because they can't get away with the reprehensible shit over here that 
they can over there. And many of them have been booted from here when they 
tried.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Eggs-ackley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737628 32826 564 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/6737599" target=_blank>#538</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish the rotating titles would come back!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They never left, they moved to right above the Lizard Lounge 
logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737668 32826 600 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:38:00pm  
 
<P>By the way, if I had been able to accept the invitation to go on this trip, I 
would have been proud to go out drinking with Christopher Hitchens, then get 
into a street brawl with some Nazis. And I would have done my best to put a few 
of them on the pavement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737701 32826 630 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 4:45:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6737695" target=_blank>#624</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might want to pick up a mouth guard in such an eventuality. Could be worse 
than fried green beans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fried green beans are worse than neo-Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06737973 32826 883 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 5:34:17pm  
 
<P>Update above from Ace of Spades, where he also has lots of commenters who 
hate my guts. (Not in that thread - but in others.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738092 32827 20 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 5:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/6738079" target=_blank>#14</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coyne makes a good point about Egnor.</P> 
<P>Egnor makes a good point about P.Z. Myers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Egnor is a moron of the first water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738112 32827 28 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6738102" target=_blank>#24</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never heard of the guy. And he doesn't acquit himself well in this 
article. But I'm slow to call any neurosurgeon a moron.</P> 
<P>And regarding P.Z. Myers: Given a choice, I'd rather take Egnor's stance and 
risk being wrong than take Myers' and risk being right. (Thanks, Pascal.) And I 
think both men overstep their expertise by a good long stride.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neurosurgeons can definitely be morons. Case in point: Michael Egnor. He may 
be the world's greatest neurosurgeon (probably not), but his views on the theory 



of evolution are right out of the Dark Ages, with added pseudo-scientific 
gloss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738134 32827 39 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6738116" target=_blank>#29</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never heard him called the world's great neurosurgeon.That's another guy 
altogether.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I didn't mean to imply that Michael Egnor is the world's greatest 
neurosurgeon. That was a hypothetical, intended to set up the following 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738136 32827 41 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:08:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6738131" target=_blank>#36</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Further research reveals that <STRONG>Michael Egnor is an Operating Thetan 
Level VIII of the Church of Creationism.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Apparently he's big on the ID lecture circuit and even writes (blabbers) for 
the Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738147 32827 49 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:10:39pm  
 
<P>So what's the over-under on the first creationist meltdown?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738155 32827 54 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:12:16pm  
 
<P>I'm gonna put 50 cents on comment #178.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738160 32827 58 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:13:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/6738158" target=_blank>#56</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We already have the first creationist ding-down, so it should be 
soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that was fast! 'tai-pan' is on the case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738185 32827 78 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:19:47pm  
 
<P>I've kinda given up on National Review to lead the way on this stuff, by the 
way. They seem to be firmly in the creationist camp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738200 32827 88 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:23:48pm  
 
<P>If you'd like to see an absolutely classic case of creationist quote mining, 
start here and read downward:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32814/comments/#cc6733724" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738302 32827 175 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 6:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/6738296" target=_blank>#169</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, it's quiet in here. No rants, no meltdowns.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just you wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738351 32827 223 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 7:01:28pm  
 
<P>Looks like my prediction was a fail.</P> 
<P>So now I'll put 50 cents on comment #297.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738571 32827 428 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 7:40:21pm  
 
<P>I'm very disappointed in our creationist trolls. Come on, guys, get in the 
game!</P> 
<P>I'm down a dollar already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06739017 32827 655 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:59:15pm  
 
<P>Hey! I meant to say, 50 cents on comment #654!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741120 32827 707 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:47:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/701/6740680" target=_blank>#701</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And on that powerhouse quote of infinite intellectual prowess, I will again 
bid you adieu. I'll try to check back later to see if I've been <EM>called 
out</EM> again. I just hope my fragile psyche can withstand the withering 
abuse.</P> 
<P>Bye. Bye</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's that combination of invincible ignorance and snotty superiority for 
which creationists are justly famous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741137 32827 708 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:51:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/6739801" target=_blank>#671</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As noted by the little parable in my previous post, Newton was most 
definitely a creationist. He was also probably the most brilliant scientist who 
ever lived. I'm sorry if the two concepts don't mesh neatly in your little 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a completely bizarre, completely irrelevant argument. It's been pointed 
out to you over and over that Isaac Newton lived long before Charles Darwin, and 



therefore could be expected to be a creationist. EVERYONE was a creationist 
during Newton's time - they didn't know any better.</P> 
<P>But you just keep compulsively regurgitating it again and again, as if you 
expect applause for showing your intellectual ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741592 32827 711 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:08:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/6741561" target=_blank>#710</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<P>That comment is in competition for the most incoherent creationist post 
ever.</P> 
<P>And yes, you're obviously a creationist; I don't know why you think it's 
necessary to deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741846 32827 715 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:44:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/6741761" target=_blank>#714</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<P>It's not a coincidence that when you Google <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=isaac+newton+creationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>"Isaac Newton creationism"</A> you get page after page of 
creationist websites spewing exactly the same talking points as 
'TradeBait'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741884 32827 717 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:50:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/716/6741852" target=_blank>#716</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I'm not mistaken, it was Charles who denied that evolution goes back that 
far. He stated that everyone during Newton's time were 
creationists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't deny that some people advanced philsophical arguments that bear 
some resemblance to the theory of evolution. But feel free to seize on one word 
in one comment, and hammer it to death.</P> 
<P>The point stands that in Newton's time, there was no scientific theory of 
evolution. And the point also stands that your argument is silly and 
irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741920 32827 720 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:57:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/6741889" target=_blank>#718</A> tremblur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting 
the focus to different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and 
for the correction of spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been formed 
by natural selection, seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest degree". -
Charles Darwin</P> 
<P>Absurd indeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here come the quote miners.</P> 
<P>Creationists are completely shameless about taking this quote out of context. 
<A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/ce/3/part8.html" target=_blank>Here's 
the rest of what Darwin had to say about the evolution of the eye</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To suppose that the eye with all its inimitable contrivances for adjusting 
the focus to different distances, for admitting different amounts of light, and 
for the correction of Spherical and chromatic aberration, could have been formed 
by natural selection, seems, I freely confess, absurd in the highest degree. 
When it was first said that the sun stood still and the world turned round, the 
common sense of mankind declared the doctrine false; but the old saying of Vox 
populi, vox Dei ["the voice of the people = the voice of God "], as every 
philosopher knows, cannot be trusted in science. Reason tells me, that if 
numerous gradations from a simple and imperfect eye to one complex and perfect 
can be shown to exist, each grade being useful to its possessor, as is certain 
the case; if further, the eye ever varies and the variations be inherited, as is 
likewise certainly the case; and if such variations should be useful to any 
animal under changing conditions of life, then the difficulty of believing that 
a perfect and complex eye could be formed by natural selection, should not be 
considered as subversive of the theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741994 32827 722 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 11:12:43am  
 
<P>When creationists post these distorted, dishonest, out of context quotes, I 
always have to wonder: which book of the Bible says it's fine and dandy to bear 
false witness?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06738840 32828 38 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 8:32:05pm  
 
<P>This could be a very pissed off creationist, attempting sarcasm, but slipping 
on the banana peel of creativity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06739041 32828 217 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:04:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/6738960" target=_blank>#142</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did a quick check of Hot Air. Readers are now complaining about too many 
atheist threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey! That sounds kinda familiar...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06739065 32828 236 Charles Wed, Feb 18, 2009 9:14:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/6738960" target=_blank>#142</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did a quick check of Hot Air. Readers are now complaining about too many 
atheist threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hilarious! Now they're accusing people who don't toe their hate Hitchens 
line of being ... me!</P> 
<P>I live in their heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741524 32831 130 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:53:45am  
 



<P>Several people are emailing me links to a story about a former FBI agent 
who's in the news for issuing warnings about a network of subversive Islamic 
agents implementing sharia law in the United States.</P> 
<P>It took one Google search to find out that <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=John+Guandolo+Christian+Action+Network&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>John Guandolo</A> is associated with the wacko extremist religious 
group Christian Action Network.</P> 
<P>Credibility: zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741547 32831 149 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:57:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/6741538" target=_blank>#143</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, IOW, this will be front page material at Jihad Watch and Atlas 
Shrugged...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Already there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741556 32831 157 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:58:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6741541" target=_blank>#145</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might be worthwhile to put that on the front page. I watched the Hannity 
segment on that story and it's pretty convincing. Without knowing about the 
source of the information a lot of people are going to fall for 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't watch that Hannity show any more. I start to regurgitate. Was this on 
last night?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06741948 32832 272 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 11:02:17am  
 
<P>We have another couple of howling creationists in the Forbes thread, by the 
way, posting more distorted quotes and irrelevant creationist talking 
points.</P> 
<P>They like to show up after the thread starts to die, and post their garbage 
right at the end. Not sure what they think they're achieving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742224 32833 50 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 11:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6742190" target=_blank>#30</A> dicklepre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am confused. Part of what makes something science if that it is refutable 
and subject to revision. If evolution is part of science it is subject to 
analysis, criticism and review.</P> 
<P>To express this as a negative: If evolutionary theory is NOT subject to 
analysis, criticism and review then it is NOT science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolutionary science has been subjected to analysis and review for 150 years, 
and in all that time not a single challenge has resulted in falsifying the 
theory. Instead, it's only gotten stronger, and now informs every aspect of 
modern biology, leading to scientific and medical breakthroughs.</P> 



<P>"Analysis, criticism, and review" does not mean teaching children religiously 
based pseudo-science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742242 32833 61 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 11:58:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/6742183" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile in Washington Huckabee's disdain for the Constitution is catching 
on...<A href="http://www.bellinghamherald.com/102/story/800162.html" 
target=_blank>Blaine woman trying to get anti-evolution initiative on state 
ballot</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love these fanatics.</P> 
<P>Or maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742565 32833 325 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 12:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/6742510" target=_blank>#279</A> Mirage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Democrats have global warming, Republicans have creationism ... both issues 
have their scientists arguing they're right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not equivalent. Creationism is rejected by nearly ALL 
scientists, and the ones who don't reject it are all working for the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742596 32833 350 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 12:56:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/6742584" target=_blank>#340</A> 
Dragonwolf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where does a system that tells me that I must accept that they know the 
temperature at the center of the sun, the mass of the universe, even the exact 
rotational speed of the core of the earth without any direct observation of 
these items? Would that not be a religion with 'scientists' as its 
priests?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. You can't be serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742608 32833 358 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 12:59:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/6742603" target=_blank>#355</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, or any other similarly accommodating Lizard,</P> 
<P>Do me a favor if you would and send me links to where the argument has been 
set forth how this or other similarly-worded bills can be in fact stealth 
creationist bills. On their face, the language seems innocuous. Without the 
context of the legislative intent, or some committee notes, it is hard to tell 
if the law could be used for that manner. I'm not looking to argue the substance 
of the bill, mind you. I'd like to understand the arguments against this and 
other bills since the language appears to be neutral. I'd like to see the 
arguments and measure them against the legislative histories of the bills in 
order to see under what circumstances, and how likely it is, that these bills 



could be used/subverted to achieve the ends described. Again, I'm not looking 
for ammo for an argument--I just want to educate myself.</P> 
<P>Thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try searching LGF for 'Louisiana'. It's been discussed over and 
over here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742695 32833 431 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:14:33pm  
 
<P>Here comes one of our hardcore (and hard-headed) 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742711 32833 445 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:18:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/6742704" target=_blank>#440</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what some people are saying here it almost sounds as thought they're 
saying "we got to the moon by having faith in anecdotal 
literature."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought we did it with wild-ass guesses, and prayers to the God-Kings of 
Scientism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742793 32833 519 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/6742764" target=_blank>#493</A> orson</EM></P> 
<P>There's our first meltdown. Who guessed #493?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742812 32833 536 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:32:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6742795" target=_blank>#521</A> 
Dragonwolf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless someone has made direct observation of a black hole that I'm not aware 
of?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evidently, there's quite a bit you aren't aware of.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/80beats/2008/12/10/confirmed-monstrous-
black-hole-lurks-in-our-galaxys-center/" 
target=_blank>blogs.discovermagazine.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that make sense?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742896 32833 617 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:45:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/6742880" target=_blank>#601</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You miss my point. Even if you have clear and obvious evidence right now that 
this is stealth creationism, attacking it now is stupid politics. It just makes 
you look intolerant. If this is a conspiracy, it is playing right into its 
hands.</P> 
<P>I mean hell, it hasn't even been assigned to a committee 
yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P>Bills like this have already passed in several states. The time to sound a 
warning is NOT after the bill becomes law -- the right time is as soon as one of 
these deceptive bills rears its ugly head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742921 32833 640 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/6742905" target=_blank>#624</A> 
Hengineer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's too bad about Bobby Jindal though, he'd be a great Republican 
counterpart to Obama, a young attractive-looking male of ethnic descent to 
represent the forward looking vision of our party, then he turns out to be "one 
of them".</P> 
<P>/shakes head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal has so much dirt in his past, he has absolutely no chance of 
being elected. If the GOP puts him up as the nominee, he will LOSE. Everything 
the media tried to pin on Sarah Palin, Jindal <EM>actually did</EM>: he promoted 
and signed a creationism bill, he took part in an amateur exorcism and claimed 
it cured a woman of cancer, and possibly worst of all, he hangs out with people 
on the outer edges of fundamentalist Christianity, and at least one person who 
has associated with outright neo-Nazis: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" target=_blank>Bobby 
Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>Who is <A href="http://www.publiceye.org/ifas/fw/9606/barton.html" 
target=_blank>David Barton?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1991 Barton addressed the Rocky Mountain Bible Retreat of Pastor Pete 
Peters' Scriptures for America, a group that espouses the racist "Christian 
Identity" theology. Advocates of this bizarre dogma insist that white Anglo-
Saxons are the "true" chosen people of the Bible and charge that today's Jews 
are usurpers. Aside from being a virulent anti-Semite, Peters has advocated the 
death penalty for homosexuals. According to the Anti-Defamation League, other 
speakers at the event included white supremacist leader and 1992 presidential 
candidate James "Bo" Gritz, a leader of the radical and increasingly violent 
militia movement, and Malcolm Ross, a Holocaust denier from Canada. In November 
of that same year, Barton spoke at Kingdom Covenant College in Grants Pass, 
Oregon, another "Christian Identity" front group with ties to Peters.4</P> 
<P>Asked to explain these actions, Barton's reply amounted to a not very 
creative "I didn't know they were Nazis" dodge. In a July 1993 letter, Barton 
assistant Kit Marshall wrote, "At the time we were contacted by Pete Peters, we 
had absolutely no idea that he was 'part of the Nazi movement.' He contacted us 
for David to speak for Scriptures for America. The title is quite innocuous. In 
all the conversations that I personally had with Pete Peters, never once was 
there a hint that they were part of a Nazi movement. I would also like to point 
out that simply because David Barton gives a presentation to a group of people 
does not mean that he endorses all their beliefs."5 An excuse like that might 
have washed one time, but it stretches the bounds of credulity to accept that 
Barton was twice duped by innocuous-sounding extremist 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742955 32833 668 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:57:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/6742931" target=_blank>#649</A> 
scottishbuzzsaw</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet I'm still having nightmares that he will be put forth as the bright, 
new face of the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP <EM>is</EM> going to do that. You can see it coming from four years 
away.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.economist.com/world/unitedstates/displaystory.cfm?story_id=1314
5422" target=_blank>Louisiana's lucky Bobby Jindal - The hope of the 
party</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06742968 32833 680 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 1:59:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://uk.reuters.com/article/usPoliticsNews/idUKTRE51I42K20090219" 
target=_blank>Republicans tap Louisiana governor for big speech</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HOUSTON (Reuters) - Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal's high-profile Republican 
response to President Barack Obama's first address to the U.S. Congress next 
week could be a key stepping stone for a possible White House bid in 
2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743023 32833 734 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 2:08:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/6742998" target=_blank>#710</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would just like to take a moment to point out that there is a difference 
between Young Earth Creationism and the Theory of Intelligent Design.</P> 
<P>YEC is a faith based psuedo science that has a much credibility as the Flat 
earth society.</P> 
<P>The Theory of Intelligent Design is one means of explaining what might have 
caused the Big Bang, Why do things which should be random seem to follow 
patterns (ie the number phi appearing in many species of plants) as well as 
others. Is everything random or is there an Intellegence at work? This only 
crosses over into the realm of religion when one tries to define the 
intelligence, label it, and claim to know its purpose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, this is simply wrong. "Intelligent design" is religious to its very 
core. It's nothing but propaganda when they claim that it isn't -- a deceptive 
trick to get people to accept it as a scientific theory. Which it is NOT.</P> 
<P>Read about the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>Wedge Strategy</A>. The people who promote ID can't even keep 
their own lies straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743063 32833 765 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 2:18:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/6743036" target=_blank>#747</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So when you oppose a bill that merely calls on people to question, yes, you 
look intolerant, and you allow them to change the subject to whether or not you 
are intolerant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're exactly right. I AM intolerant -- of deceptive legislation intended to 
corrupt the teaching of science to American children.</P> 
<P>Completely, 100% intolerant.</P> 
<P>And I'm not going to wait until the bills pass. Sorry. Try that approach on 
someone a little more gullible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06743169 32833 799 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 2:32:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/6743156" target=_blank>#794</A> claspur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My full comment got chopped...so much for freedom of 
speech...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So much for your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743187 32833 805 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 2:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/800/6743172" target=_blank>#800</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3) the Theory of Inteligent Design has been taken over by YEC and is often 
used to promote a religious veiwpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NO theory of intelligent design. It's a religious dogma, nothing 
more.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) Intelligent Design is a valid scientific viewpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2) The "Acedemic Freedom" bills (If Properly written) can ensure scientific 
process is taught in our schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not when they're written with deception in mind, to sneak religious dogma 
into science classes. There is NO NEED for an "academic freedom" bill; the only 
reason these bills exist is as stalking horses for creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743504 32833 851 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 3:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/848/6743485" target=_blank>#848</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, pretty good that time! It almost sounded scientific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743521 32833 855 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 3:34:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/853/6743512" target=_blank>#853</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarcasm?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was your first clue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743631 32833 868 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 3:51:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/866/6743621" target=_blank>#866</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll put the New Yorker magazine article in my things to do list. But I'd 
really rather read the Discovery Institute's review first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty darned obvious, but thank you for clarifying where you get your 
stunning array of scientific-sounding buzzwords.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743692 32833 872 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 4:00:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/871/6743677" target=_blank>#871</A> Brit in 
Japan</EM></P> 



<P>Excellent. But I think you forgot one:</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/869/6743643" target=_blank>#869</A> palarson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christ is God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06743737 32833 878 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 4:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/876/6743728" target=_blank>#876</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice work. There's been a new one added in recent weeks:</P> 
<P>"Yes, ok it's nonsense but let them teach it in the classrooms. That's the 
best way to defeat them"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Fighting against creationists only makes them stronger."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744103 32833 930 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:21:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/908/6744015" target=_blank>#908</A> Klaatu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny but I thought understanding, analyzing, critiquing, and reviewing were 
the basis of science.</P> 
<P>What is the problem with this? Are certain theories closed off to further 
analysis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.allianceforscience.org/academic_freedom_assault" 
target=_blank>'Academic Freedom' - Creationism's New Smoke 
Screen</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744125 32833 934 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:24:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/927/6744093" target=_blank>#927</A> Klaatu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing in the bill requires anyone to teach anything. You are reading into 
the bill that simply is not there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's quite easy to find information on the sham 'academic freedom' bills 
being pushed by creationists in many states, and the true agenda behind them. 
These bills are designed to carefully avoid religious issues, so they won't be 
struck down as unconstitutional, but the true purpose is quite obvious as soon 
as you look into who's promoting them.</P> 
<P>Hint: no scientists. All creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744151 32833 938 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:27:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/911/6744036" target=_blank>#911</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really want to know what Charles thinks. Lots of us keep typing the same 
things over and over in these threads.</P> 
<P>I also wanted to thank you for all of your advice on it. I tried academic and 
I tried a more faith based intellectual argument, but you were right about doing 
it in this way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks great. Very concise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744160 32833 941 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:28:41pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/937/6744149" target=_blank>#937</A> Klaatu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is promoting should mean little compared to the actual language of the 
bill. A bill, that if enacted has in it a statement specifically disavowing the 
intent you claim for it would be a weak justification for what you seem to 
fear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you can ignore the link I gave you, and refuse to research it, but all 
you're doing is making it clear that you're trying to run interference for these 
bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744197 32833 955 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:34:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/947/6744176" target=_blank>#947</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! Does it need anything else added that I missed of the general 
objections raised by the other side?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe something on the subject of quote mining? This is something I wasn't 
even aware of until I began posting more on these subjects, and witnessed an 
amazing blizzard of distorted, false and out of context quotes being posted in 
our comments.</P> 
<P>And it continues to this day.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/720/6741920" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744203 32833 959 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/6744184" target=_blank>#949</A> Klaatu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have little to no interest in this subject. I understand it is an issue you 
are obsessed with but the language of this bill is not anything anyone should 
get worked up about. Asking questions is not anti-science, it is 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, cool. Thanks for admitting that you have no real interest in finding out 
the truth, but would rather simply express uninformed opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744252 32833 972 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:41:52pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744256 32833 974 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:42:42pm  
 
<P>As soon as they start ranting about 'obsessed,' and 'paranoid drivel,' 
there's just no point to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744307 32833 987 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 5:50:30pm  
 
<P>'Klaatu' is not welcome to post comments at LGF. I treated him with respect 
at first, giving him links and explaining some of the background behind these 
bills, and he responded with insults.</P> 
<P>Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06744422 32833 1013 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 6:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1006/6744392" target=_blank>#1006</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you noticed how many of these trolls have been registered for a 
relatively long time, and then pop up and self destruct in one thread? Maybe 
someone has a list of moles and sends them out one or two at a time, kind of 
like zombie (no offense) PCs held in reserve.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've definitely noticed it. It's a very curious phenomenon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744494 32833 1022 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 6:22:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1018/6744456" target=_blank>#1018</A> Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there an IP correlation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes. I've caught a few of them coming back with sock puppets. But all 
too often, they're just members of the legions of Americans who have been 
hoodwinked by religious extremists. A lot of them have obviously been absorbing 
this garbage since they were children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06744563 32833 1034 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 6:30:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1000/6744358" target=_blank>#1000</A> 
rikzilla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles said:"Why do they always have to be Republicans? Aren’t there any 
Republican politicians who will stand up against this onslaught of pseudo-
scientific insanity?"</P> 
<P>Charles, love your blog...been reading it for years and it keeps getting 
better. If you have time you should check out James Randi's board...I know 
you're familiar with some of us...and you likely know it's not just a bunch of 
libs over there. There are a lot of conservative science geeks there...join us 
sometime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that -- I know they're not all like this, but there's also been 
quite a lot of ignorant hatred directed at me from those forums, over the years 
that LGF has been in existence. It's a shame, because James Randi and I probably 
agree on 99%+ of these issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745818 32833 1103 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:19:38pm  
 
<P>Now up to 8 hate mails for this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745109 32836 138 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:06:56pm  
 
<P>Six emails complaining about this post already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745122 32836 149 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:09:03pm  
 
<P>Feel the love:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are like the German in 1939 biatching that Adolf Hitler is banning all of 
the powdered donuts while you are slowly being taken over.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P> 
<P>:0)</P> 
<P>Sieg Obama!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745406 32836 424 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:53:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/6745384" target=_blank>#403</A> 
skicougar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe everyone in the US gets a chance to hear the gospel at some point 
in their life; at that point; its your chioce to accept or reject it and we'll 
know or not know the consequences at death...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reject the godless theory of evilution or burn in hell!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745432 32836 450 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 8:57:29pm  
 
<P>Remember, it's not my place to judge anyone.</P> 
<P>But if you believe in evilution you will BURN IN HELL!</P> 
<P>That's not me judging you. It's God Himself. He told me so.</P> 
<P>And I'll pray for you. As you burn in eternal torment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745462 32836 479 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/6745441" target=_blank>#459</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem, though, is under our current system, there are no consequences 
for teaching atheism in science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because nobody is teaching atheism in science classes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is at least in part why these 'academic freedom' proposals keep coming 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. They keep coming up because religious extremists are trying to 
sneak creationism into science classes. It has nothing to do with imaginary 
"teaching of atheism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745480 32836 497 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:06:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/6745475" target=_blank>#492</A> 
skicougar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, i didn't say that. you read that into it. i've seen enough people 
die to know it's a leap of faith to believe. i said the question will be 
answered at death. i never said i would be proved correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction: reject the godless theory of evilution or you MIGHT burn in 
hell!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745564 32836 579 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:22:00pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/6745537" target=_blank>#554</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<P>Please don't dump 50 Bible quotes into a comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745568 32836 583 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:22:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/6745546" target=_blank>#562</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you typically do an excellent job of backing up your statements. Can 
you help me out here and point out where you are getting your information on 
this one? Saying "nobody" is doing something is a pretty strong 
statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - you made the claim. It's up to you back it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745596 32836 610 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:29:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/6745594" target=_blank>#608</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if someone never heard the Christian Gospels yet they lived a good in 
every way life by J*'s standards. Would your God really reject him or 
her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing ... yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745614 32836 627 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:34:24pm  
 
<P>Sure enough. It's a "yes."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745626 32836 639 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/6745621" target=_blank>#634</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is part of the problem, or at least how the problem is 
<EM>perceived</EM>. The separation clause doesn't cover atheists, as they are 
not trying to establish a religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again. You made the claim that science teachers are "teaching atheism" to 
children, and that's why we need "academic freedom" bills. Do you have anything 
at all to back this up, or is it just an unsupported opinion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745655 32836 668 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/6745641" target=_blank>#654</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't answer the question. What if some person living on the edge of 
civilization that no Christian evangelist ever visited or taught lived a life 
that emulated J* by always serving others around him but never heard of Jesus. 
Would G* really turn away from them just for being uneducated?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. That's exactly what Steve is saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06745671 32836 683 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:45:35pm  
 
<P>"The existence and nature of God are self-evident; thus, unbelievers are 
"without excuse." Romans, 1:20</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745683 32836 694 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:47:26pm  
 
<P>So in other words, you could be Albert Schweitzer, Isaac Newton, Abraham 
Lincoln, and Louis Armstrong all rolled into one, and if you didn't take the 
Bible literally, you're going to BURN IN HELL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745694 32836 705 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:48:39pm  
 
<P>Thankfully, the vast majority of Christians are nowhere near as inflexibly 
dogmatic and intolerant as Steve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745717 32836 727 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:53:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/715/6745705" target=_blank>#715</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Billy Graham said so, famously, in the 1960s or so. Dante said so in the 
1300s. I don't have the links handy, but in my understanding both medieval 
Catholics and modern evangelicals both believe/d that Heaven is reserved 
exclusively for those who accept Jesus, and no others. Hence, if you haven't 
accepted Jesus -- even if it was because you had no idea who Jesus even was -- 
you were excluded from Heaven...which can only lead to one alternate eternal 
resting place: Hell.</P> 
<P>I'm sure if you searched you could find confirming links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This intolerant, exclusionary type of religion is taught every day in this 
country by people like Pat Robertson, James Dobson, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745744 32836 754 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:58:52pm  
 
<P>Billy Graham once hinted that unbelievers might not be doomed to burn in 
hell.</P> 
<P>Here's a Google search if you want to see how this was received in America's 
fundamentalist Christian community:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=billy+graham+unbelievers&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745750 32836 760 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 9:59:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/6745741" target=_blank>#751</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have reason to think Charles did not post that to help prop up your 
argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He knows that. It's a sneaky way to let me know that I'm going to BURN IN 
HELL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06745762 32836 772 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:02:32pm  
 
<P><A href="http://onetruegod.wordpress.com/2008/07/10/billy-graham-says-
unbelievers-are-saved/" target=_blank>Billy Graham is of the Devil</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Billy Graham is of the Devil, leading the evangelical churches of America 
into an unholy union with the pervert Catholic Church. This is what deceivers 
do, they seduce the innocents and are up to no good. Catholicism will take you 
to Hell, and Billy Graham doesn’t seem to have any qualms with 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745779 32836 788 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:06:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/6745757" target=_blank>#767</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is not propping up my arguement. He just has the answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Passive aggressive threat. Nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745827 32836 834 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/6745814" target=_blank>#822</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<P>Do not proselytize at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745864 32836 869 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:31:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/853/6745847" target=_blank>#853</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, let me throw this thought out there and see if it resonates:</P> 
<P><EM>Science class is for the teaching of the Scientific Method and the 
discoveries that are made using that method. Instructors are not to teach 
personal beliefs as science.</EM></P> 
<P>That kind of statement, adopted by school boards, would work for me quite 
well, although it may need some wordsmithing. I think it would also work quite 
well for people who didn't have a hidden agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be opposed to any such language, because it's not necessary, and because 
it opens the door to abuse by people with agendas.</P> 
<P>The idea that science teachers are indoctrinating children into atheism is a 
complete canard, promoted by fundamentalist groups to whip up the faithful 
against the 'godless athestic evolutionists.'</P> 
<P>It's simply not happening. There is no need for any 
disclaimers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745868 32836 873 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:32:57pm  
 
<P>Nine hate mails so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06745916 32836 920 Charles Thu, Feb 19, 2009 10:41:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/911/6745907" target=_blank>#911</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What that says to me is that your perception is that some people's concerns 
are completely unfounded and that there is no middle ground possible.</P> 
<P>That attitude hasn't exactly stopped these academic freedom bills from 
popping up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those concerns are completely unfounded. This issue is being falsely 
exploited by people with bad motives.</P> 
<P>It's not my attitude that's causing the 'academic freedom' bills to pop up. 
They come from exactly the same people who are putting out the lie that children 
are being 'taught atheism' in public schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747091 32836 1067 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:16:14am  
 
<P>I am going to delete comments that consist of nothing but Bible quotes. If 
you want to proselytize for your particular sect, do it elsewhere. If this 
continues, I'll block accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747502 32836 1074 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:45:38am  
 
<P>Comments that whine about the existence of these threads will be deleted.</P> 
<P>If the whining is combined with insults, the account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747523 32836 1075 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:50:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1071/6747366" target=_blank>#1071</A> daughter of 
patriots</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, you deleted post for replying "there's the rub," and quoting 4 verses of 
Psalm 139.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. I do not allow proselytizing at LGF, and dumping Bible quotes 
into a comment is proselytizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747323 32838 61 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:04:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6747273" target=_blank>#36</A> redc1c4</EM></P> 
<P>That is way, way over the line. Your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747342 32839 32 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:11:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/6747266" target=_blank>#3</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>pamela is also outraged this morning for coming under criticism. Oh, the 
irony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I just took a look at that one. Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747404 32839 67 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:23:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/6747399" target=_blank>#64</A> capitalist 
piglet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It would seem to me he is risking a counter-suit. Charles has a reputation to 
protect, as well, and it would appear <EM>he</EM> has been publicly lied 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747475 32839 95 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:41:01am  
 
<P>This is the post at Java Zen, reproduced here because his server seems to be 
struggling to keep up at the moment: <A href="http://weblog.javazen.com/?p=743" 
target=_blank>Java Zen:Thinking Out Loud » Changes to the Blog Roll</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Changes to the Blog Roll</P> 
<P>I’ve endeavored to include on my blog roll a diverse spectrum which 
represents (that is to say, isn’t comprehensive) the various points on the 
blogosphere compass I scan. I certainly don’t agree with all the points of view 
expressed by the links on my blog roll. However, experience has taught me that 
familiarity with multiple points of view on a particular subject is the basis 
for what qualifies as “well informed.”</P> 
<P>There are, however, positions for which I have no tolerance and several of 
the links on my blog roll have crossed the line into this zone.</P> 
<P>The first to go is Ann Coulter. While I’ve admired her chutzpah and 
irreverent tenacity for saying out loud what I hear many people whispering in 
private, she crossed the line with her <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/02/13/columnist-ann-coulter-defends-
white-supremacist-group/" target=_blank>inane defense</A> of a white supremacist 
hate group and whining about the “racist” tag with which they’ve been 
labeled.</P> 
<P>The second to go is Robert Spencer. I’ve appreciated the insights from 
several of his books and numerous blog posts on jihadwatch.org. But his <A 
href="http://guftafs.wordpress.com/2009/02/14/robert-spencer/" 
target=_blank>failure to unequivically dissociate himself</A> from a group of 
white nationalists advocating the expulsion of all Muslims from Turkey is a step 
across the line. There are <A href="http://www.kejda.net/2008/08/08/robert-
spencers-connections-the-james-jatras-file/" target=_blank>other odd 
behaviors</A> on display by Mr. Spencer which precipitated his removal from my 
blogroll here at JZ:TOL. It’s unfortunate that Mr. Spencer appears to be 
undermining his own previous good works.</P> 
<P>I believe we are challenged with finding solutions to many brutal and 
barbaric threats both here and abroad. However, the successful solutions 
<STRONG>WILL NOT</STRONG> involve regressing to the point of replicating past 
atrocities and implementing equally barbaric “solutions” via a “means justify 
the ends” paradigm. They don’t.</P> 
<P>Race supremacy and genocide are not the lessons a healthy, free and civilized 
nation finds in history and chooses to carry forward. They are as far to one 
side of the spectrum of solutions as “diplomatic” solutions are to the other. 
Finding, and acting on, a solution will require creativity and backbone. Sliding 
back into the mire of dark age thinking is not something I can support, 
regardless the point on the compass from which it originates.</P> 
<P>[Edit History]</P> 
<P>2009.02.20</P> 
<P>Received the following email purporting to be from Robert Spencer:</P> 
<P>Subject: Message from Java Zen:TOL VisitorFrom: “Robert Spencer”Date: Thu, 
February 19, 2009 2:33 pmTo: gpe@javazen.com</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer wrote:To whom it may concern: Please be aware that the 
material you have repeated herefrom “Guftafs” Charles Johnson and Kejda Gjermani 
is false andlibelous. I have no ties to white nationalist or Turkish irredentist 



groups, andam investigating the possibility of legal action against the parties 
namedabove.</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer</P> 
<P>Website: [Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org" target=_blank 
?>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]IP: 72.71.205.239</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747485 32839 96 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:42:28am  
 
<P>Reload the page if you don't see the whole thing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747547 32839 114 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:54:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6747530" target=_blank>#108</A> Barnabus</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749848 32839 201 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:57:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/6749806" target=_blank>#200</A> Omega 
Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Too quick to hitch his wagon to any group that shares an anti-Jihad / anti-
Muslim agenda with little regard to their overall ideology."</P> 
<P>Was FDR too quick to hitch his wagon to Stalin because they shared an anti-
Hitler agenda? I'm just asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there's an argument we've never heard before. Except the last 2,000 times 
fascist sympathizers posted it at LGF.</P> 
<P>When FDR allied with Stalin, the US was in a state of total war. Are you so 
far gone, you can't see that there's a teensy little difference between then and 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749880 32839 204 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 6:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/6749806" target=_blank>#200</A> Omega 
Man</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06747997 32841 14 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 11:29:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6747974" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a tough day for the crazy counterjihad bloggers...<A 
href="http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fullcomment/archive/2009/02/19/ch
ris-selley-how-not-to-memorialize-aqsa-parvez.aspx" target=_blank>Chris Selley: 
How not to memorialize Aqsa Parvez</A></P> 
<P>I think it's a great example of how good causes are tainted by crazy 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look who shows up in the comments to that article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06748252 32841 203 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 12:08:30pm  
 



<P>Robert Spencer is quoted in Newsweek complaining that the so-called "anti-
jihad movement" is being marginalized:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/185216/output/print" 
target=_blank>www.newsweek.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And of course, it everyone else's fault -- not the fault of bloggers like him 
who encourage extremists.</P> 
<P>The article is about whether Geert Wilders will be allowed to speak at CPAC, 
and I say why not?</P> 
<P>They've already got Pat Buchanan, Ron Paul, and Ann Coulter speaking. How 
much worse could it get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06748388 32841 297 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 12:25:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6748252" target=_blank>#203</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, this marginalization he's whining about is EXACTLY what I've been 
trying to warn these people about. They have only themselves to blame, for 
encouraging the wackos and refusing to dissociate from Eurofascist groups. 
Decent people take one look at the comments they allow on their sites and can't 
get away fast enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06748946 32842 457 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 2:37:34pm  
 
<P>Anyone remember 'pabloanno' and his meltdown/banning yesterday?</P> 
<P>He just emailed this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you blocked me? for what reason?</P> 
<P>no matter. I'll be back to taunt and mock all of you fools at 
nextregistration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749122 32843 7 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 3:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6749109" target=_blank>#2</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Malcolm X story has been around for some time. There is certainly a 
resemblance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You. Have. Got. To. Be. Kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749713 32843 115 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:27:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6749701" target=_blank>#114</A> 
TheGrandMufti</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749734 32843 116 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:31:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/6749697" target=_blank>#113</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are right. Whether one agrees with Geller's politics or ideology or not, 
this particular effort is worthy.</P> 
<P>Find a way, make it work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Question for those of you who think butting your nose into a family's private 
business -- the death of their daughter -- is a really cool idea: where are you 
going to draw that line? Would it still be really cool if the headstone said 
something you didn't like -- say, "Praise Allah" -- and Geller decided to raise 
money to replace it? What if they disagreed with the message Geller wanted to 
put on their daughter's grave?</P> 
<P>Why the hell is it anyone's business but the family's?</P> 
<P>This is simply disgusting. It's not her business at all. And the whole point 
of this is for Pamela Geller to get some more publicity and feed her already 
raging, out-of-control ego. It's wrong on so many levels, I'm honestly shocked 
that there are people defending it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749790 32843 124 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:44:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/6749769" target=_blank>#120</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an ideal world, you'd be right. It is none of our business. That said, the 
horses have been let out of the barn for a long time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. So you agree it's nobody's business but the family's, but still think 
it's appropriate to stage a huge publicity stunt like this -- against the 
family's wishes?</P> 
<P>In what way is this a "conservative" viewpoint -- to dictate to the family of 
a murdered girl how they should remember their daughter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749820 32843 130 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/6749812" target=_blank>#129</A> Marc L</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, the family wishes her to lie in an unmarked grave because of the shame 
she caused them. It was their decision to murder her and their decision not to 
memorialize her. Your argument then is that we should not impose our culture on 
them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not "arguing" anything. It's absolutely none of your business. 
Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749823 32843 132 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:52:44pm  
 
<P>Here come the sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749836 32843 134 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:55:22pm  
 
<P>If Pamela Geller and her bigoted friends had their way, this girl would never 
have been allowed to enter Canada or the US. But now that she's dead, suddenly 
Geller is her champion.</P> 
<P>Retch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749885 32843 144 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 6:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6749874" target=_blank>#141</A> RobCon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please lay off Pamela, she is good, brave people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Right. She's wonderful. I especially love how she calls me a "traitor," who 
should be "flogged in public." What's not to love?</P> 
<P>By the way, have you ever asked Geller to "lay off" me, when she posts one of 
her insane attacks?</P> 
<P>No? Didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749971 32843 155 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 6:34:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/6749967" target=_blank>#153</A> 
Pastorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CharlesYou said: <EM>I especially love how she calls me a "traitor," who 
should be "flogged in public."</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, now that's a problem, because that statement by Pamela veers awfully 
close to an incitement to violence against you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749987 32843 160 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 6:38:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/6749981" target=_blank>#156</A> 
rightymouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a distinction here, though. By all means, shine the light on how she 
died and the ensuing callousness of her family, but one does not have the right 
to intrude on the gravesite when there is NO blood relation and one does not 
have permission. I'm sorry, but that is creepy and wrong-
headed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's beyond creepy. It's deranged.</P> 
<P>I'm amazed that there are people who don't see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750346 32843 181 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 7:46:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/6750344" target=_blank>#180</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her father is being prosecuted for killing her, and is probably who murdered 
her. Her brother might be implicated as well.I don't know if you can make that 
blanket accusation inclusive of the rest of her family members unless you are 
some sort of mind reader.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people have holes in their souls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750410 32843 187 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:03:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6750399" target=_blank>#185</A> 
bluexr4ti</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750412 32843 189 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:04:31pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750454 32843 192 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:17:14pm  



 
<P>They're not finished popping up yet. There will be more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754053 32843 218 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/6754007" target=_blank>#216</A> Cutty 
Sark</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06756119 32843 221 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:45:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6755433" target=_blank>#220</A> 
monumentlizard</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765490 32843 224 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:13:58pm  
 
<P>They always do this at the end of old threads.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749295 32844 38 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 3:50:25pm  
 
<P><A href="http://weblog.javazen.com/?p=743" target=_blank>Update to the 
ongoing Spencer meltdown</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Subject: Re: Message received at Java Zen BlogFrom: “Robert Spencer”Date: 
Fri, February 20, 2009 4:12 pm</P> 
<P>Please contact my attorney:</P> 
<P>WILLIAM J. BECKER, JR., ESQThe Becker Law Firm11500 Olympic Blvd., Suite 
400Los Angeles, CA 90064Tel:<EM>[no phone numbers allowed]</EM>Fax:<EM>[no phone 
numbers allowed]</EM></P> 
<P>On Feb 20, 2009, at 4:39 PM, Gregory Engel wrote:</P> 
<P>&gt; Hello,&gt;&gt; I received the following message yesterday via the 
contact form on my&gt; blog, “Thinking Out Loud.” The message author claims to 
be Robert&gt; Spencer.&gt; While I have taken measures to filter out spoofed 
messages, I never&gt; assume&gt; the filters to be perfect. Can this message be 
confirmed as having&gt; come&gt; from Robert Spencer at jihadwatch.org?&gt;&gt; 
Regards,&gt;&gt; Gregory Engel</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749319 32844 57 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 3:54:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/6749318" target=_blank>#56</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am curious, is he saying that AFTER asking Robert if the contact message 
was REALLY from Robert, Robert sent a simply reply to contact his lawyer.</P> 
<P>Yes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749377 32844 107 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 4:08:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6749351" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Do you think it's real?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who knows? I do know that it would be a big mistake for him to try 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749395 32844 124 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 4:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6749389" target=_blank>#118</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you received anything from said attorney? Any cease &amp; desist 
correspondence?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749665 32844 377 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/6749519" target=_blank>#238</A> Thor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is a theory and based on evolving science. It is far from 
conclusive. Belief in evolution is simply that -- belief. Evolution is simply 
another religion -- not that there is anything wrong with that. This is America 
and people are entitled to believe what they wish, however to impose your belief 
system on others is cultural elitism and un-American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time, like clockwork, the same silly talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06749763 32844 460 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 5:37:30pm  
 
<P>And now we have people in the Aqsa Parvez thread who think it's really cool 
to put a headstone on a girl's grave without permission from the 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750532 32846 9 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:32:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6750519" target=_blank>#1</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The New Mexico link is coming up "page not found".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750596 32846 28 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:45:09pm  
 
<P>This all goes back to Gov. Bobby Jindal and the Discovery Institute. When 
Jindal's creationist bill succeeded, it emboldened Republicans all over the US 
to start pushing - and the Discovery Institute supplied the 
Wedge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750603 32846 31 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:46:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6750600" target=_blank>#30</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't understand the position of people who are supporting these laws for 
religious reasons, and then denying what they are obviously 
doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're lying for Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750614 32846 35 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 8:47:58pm  
 
<P><EM>Waah! Charles! Stop stop stop! This is boring! Global warming! You're 
turning into Andrew Sullivan! Who cares! Jihad! I'll pray for you as you burn in 
eternal torment! :-)</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06750713 32846 113 Charles Fri, Feb 20, 2009 9:18:08pm  
 
<P>I've got 50 cents on comment #257.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753135 32847 913 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/912/6753062" target=_blank>#912</A> Bob Z</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Beginning God created the heavens and the Earth. That is all I need to 
know. I didn't come from some stupid monkey. Give yourself some 
credit!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06751885 32848 5 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:40:05am  
 
<P>An important point about the exorcism Jindal participated in: this was not an 
official rite sanctioned by any church -- it was an <EM>amateur</EM> exorcism by 
a campus religious group. More details:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/-hkjSFTbm2A&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06751911 32848 19 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:47:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6751885" target=_blank>#5</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>(Not that it would have been any better if it had been sanctioned by a 
church.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06751955 32848 56 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/6751940" target=_blank>#42</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thing is about Louisiana is that just keeping kids in school is a huge 
problem. I think at this point, this is being made a bigger issue than it 
actually is. No one here is even talking about this. We have THE worst schools 
in all of the US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OK. So you think the way to address this problem is to sign a bill that 
allows creationism in science classes?</P> 
<P>Is that going to improve the schools in Louisiana?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752051 32848 149 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:20:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6751970" target=_blank>#71</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal also let an anti-gay discrimination policy lapse, and promoted further 
restrictions on stem cell research in LA. He's full bore Social Conservative, 
don't expect him to have great policies or understanding of any other 
issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I wasn't aware of the anti-gay angle, but I'm looking into it now. His 
association with extreme fundamentalists is deeper than I thought. His '<A 
href="http://www.bayoubuzz.com/News/Louisiana/Government/Louisiana_Gov._Jindal_P
icks_Louisiana_Commission_on_Marriage_and_Family__7840.asp" 
target=_blank>Louisiana Commission on Marriage and Family</A>' is loaded with 
fundamentalists and creationists, including Tony Perkins and Gene Mills of the 
Family Research Council.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Perkins_(politician)" 
target=_blank>Tony Perkins</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2001, Perkins addressed the <STRONG>Council of Conservative 
Citizens</STRONG> (successor organization to the anti-integration White Citizens 
Council) - a known racist group with an agenda of white supremacy.</P> 
<P>The Nation claims that in 1996, Perkins paid former Ku Klux Klan Grand Wizard 
David Duke $82,000 for use of his mailing list. At the time, Perkins was 
campaign manager for Louis E. "Woody" Jenkins, a Republican candidate for the 
U.S. Senate in Louisiana. The Federal Election Commission fined the Jenkins 
campaign $3,000 for attempting to hide the money paid to Duke. The Family 
Research Council says Blumenthal's claims about Perkins' connection to David 
Duke are false; FRC adds that Duke's "connection was not known to Mr. Perkins 
until 1999. Mr. Perkins profoundly opposes the racial views of Mr. Duke and was 
profoundly grieved to learn that Duke was a party to the company that had done 
work for the 1996 campaign."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752086 32848 182 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:28:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6752077" target=_blank>#173</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would not be opposed, in fact I would like to see, admission by science 
that the origin of the universe and the origin of life on earth are concepts 
which have not been settled scientifically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a single scientist claims that the origin of life or the universe are 
"settled."</P> 
<P>Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752093 32848 188 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:30:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6752081" target=_blank>#177</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same here. The exorcism thing is a trivial issue to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It may be trivial to you, but if he's going to run for President I guarantee 
it won't be a trivial issue then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752115 32848 210 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:34:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6752106" target=_blank>#201</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for evolution, it is a THEORY with a some unanswered 
questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752131 32848 226 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:37:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/6752118" target=_blank>#213</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Charles, you and I must be sourcing different material, or at least 
interpreting it differently. Every scientific text I've read and every 
documentary I view that touches on the question infers that life arose on earth 
spontaneously. There is no scientific basis for that assumption. It's not a 
question of religion in my view, more a question of what we know about the 
material world and what we do not know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please name one scientist who claims that the origin of life has been 
"settled scientifically."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752139 32848 233 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:38:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/6752123" target=_blank>#218</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Missing Link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_transitional_fossils" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752153 32848 247 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:40:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/6752147" target=_blank>#241</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I have to pay to read the whole article. Never mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video I posted has all the relevant excerpts from the 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752155 32848 249 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:41:09am  
 
<P>Global warming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752181 32848 275 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:47:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/6752167" target=_blank>#261</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Arthur C. Clarke jumps to mind immediately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prove it. Give me a link, not just your assertion. I've read a lot of Arthur 
C. Clarke's work, and he NEVER claimed that the origin of life is "settled 
scientifically."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the others, if they are teaching that life arose spontaneously, as 
they always do, are they not, in your opinion, denying any other 
possibility?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More assertions without any proof. This is not taught in any public school 
science class in the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752190 32848 284 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:49:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/6752186" target=_blank>#280</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How could I have possibly have been educated in the United States and not 
have read the material? That's a spurious argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You still have not provided any proof for your assertions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752213 32848 306 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:56:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/6752209" target=_blank>#303</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, already. Let me look for some links. I'll be back in a 
few.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not going to find anything to back up your assertion that Clarke said 
the issue of the origin of life is "settled scientifically." He never said that 
or anything remotely like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752228 32848 321 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:01:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/6752221" target=_blank>#314</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While you are looking see if you can find a peer reviewed published science 
paper that states we definitely know the origin of life, or the origin of the 
universe. There are many that hypothesize and speculate upon it, but none that 
declare definite scientific and tested knowledge of how life or the universe 
came to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how the claim has morphed from "they're teaching kids that the origin 
of life and the universe is settled scientifically" to "I think a science 
fiction writer might have said that."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752273 32848 351 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:11:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/6752184" target=_blank>#278</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Contrary evidence: I haven't been participating because I've been surfing the 
ugly sites. I'm not finding anything that ties Jindal definitely to the David 
Dukers in N. Louisiana other than peripheral associations like the one Charles 
mentions above. Some of the fundie "Christian Identity" groups definitely cross 
circles with the Stormfronters as this post points out, but the the general 



populace at Stormfront isn't too fond of Jindal, even though he's courted that 
crowd peripherally. (bubba bumpersticker campaign etc.)</P> 
<P>I'm not seeing him at Blackhawk rallies or similar events, not finding ties 
to CofCC. But then I've not looked very hard yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's apparently very connected to the extreme fundamentalist <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_Defense_Fund" target=_blank>Alliance 
Defense Fund</A>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:gjuKO740WJoJ:www.alliancedefensefund.
org/news/pressrelease.aspx%3Fcid%3D4745+http://www.alliancedefensefund.org/news/
pressrelease.aspx%3Fcid%3D4745&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;cd=1&amp;gl=us&amp;clie
nt=safari" target=_blank>www.alliancedefensefund.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752297 32848 361 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:15:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6752276" target=_blank>#353</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again with parroted talking points.</P> 
<P>I notice you didn't address a single fact in the post -- just one 
misdirection after another.</P> 
<P>And no -- I am not "anti-Christian." I am, however, strongly opposed to 
allowing religious fundamentalists to determine the political direction of the 
United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752324 32848 373 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:22:04am  
 
<P>Here come the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752380 32848 407 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:34:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6751933" target=_blank>#35</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nowhere in the Bible does it specify that "official clergy must cast out 
demons and no one else."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Catholic Church's Code of Canon Law makes it quite clear that what Jindal 
did is completely against Catholic doctrine: <A 
href="http://forums.catholic.com/showthread.php?t=11903" target=_blank>What does 
the Church teach about locution and exorcism? - Catholic Answers Forums</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Code of Canon Law (CIC) is clear that only qualified priests with express 
permission may perform exorcisms: "No one can perform exorcisms legitimately 
upon the possessed unless he has obtained special and express permission from 
the local ordinary. The local ordinary is to give this permission only to a 
presbyter who has piety, knowledge, prudence, and integrity of life" (CIC 
1171.1-2).</P> 
<P>The New Commentary on the Code of Canon Law (p. 1405) points out that the 
1998 Rite of Exorcism reordered this canon. Among the changes, “An exorcist is 
to be a priest (sacerdos), not a presbyter (presbyterus) as in the canon, which 
means bishops as well as presbyters may be appointed 
exorcist”.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752402 32848 419 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:39:49am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6752393" target=_blank>#413</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<P>You got me. It's true. I'm a bigoted anti-Christian McCarthyite who holds all 
believers in contempt. And I'm just like Richard Dawkins.</P> 
<P>(What's the point of arguing with this thin-skinned garbage?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752416 32848 428 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:42:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6752393" target=_blank>#413</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a teacher, I've had students come to me complaining that they have been 
threatened with lower grades for even raising questions about the sanctity of 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe your assertion. Prove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752429 32848 439 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:44:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/6752418" target=_blank>#430</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>(What's the point of arguing with this thin-skinned garbage?)</I></P> 
<P>Gee, Charles, are you now arguing that those who disagree with you are 
garbage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752464 32848 460 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:51:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/6752453" target=_blank>#452</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To answer the questions of several folks here, I won't disclose the school in 
question out of a desire to not speak ill of my employer -- especially because 
of how the matter was handled by my principal and superintendent. Suffice it to 
say that the situation was confirmed by multiple students in the class AND my 
colleague when I asked her about it.</P> 
<P>When the matter was taken to our building principal, he took action to ensure 
that the students were not penalized for engaging in the legitimate classroom 
action of asking questions. When the teacher in question went to the district 
level, the superintendent backed the principal. On the other hand, it was also 
made clear that students who answered questions about what evolutionary theory 
states would lose points on assignments and/or tests for filing to properly 
answer, regardless of whether or not they personally hold to those 
views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. We're just supposed to take your word for the whole thing.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752487 32848 472 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:54:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/6752480" target=_blank>#469</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Like it or not, evolutionary theory is not complete, perfect, and beyond 
question or revision...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name some of the imperfections in evolutionary theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752511 32848 488 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:59:17am  
 
<P>Whenever this ridiculous creationist talking point about the "holes in 
evolutionary theory" comes up, I ask for one example.</P> 
<P>So far, the only response has been a very loud silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752578 32848 520 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:09:27am  
 
<P>Notice: 'rhymeswithright' came in here spewing insults at me -- "bigot, 
McCarthyite, etc." -- then stormed off in a huff when I refused to take his word 
on a story about kids who were threatened with bad grades.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, he conveniently avoided the question about naming one of those 
"imperfections in evolutionary theory" he claimed to know all 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752598 32848 531 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:12:34am  
 
<P>I do not believe demons exist. And exorcisms belong in the Dark Ages, not in 
the 21st century.</P> 
<P>There. I said it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752677 32848 561 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:24:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/6752639" target=_blank>#549</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>M. Scott Peck, a Christian psychiatrist, claimed that 99% of alleged cases of 
demonic possession were actually psychiatric illnesses, but that there was a 
troubling 1% that he thought were real. His book describes this 
phenomenon:[Link: <A href="http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_ss_gw?url=search-
alias%3Dstripbooks&amp;field-keywords=People+Lie&amp;x=21&amp;y=18" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And your beliefs on these points, while reasonable, are ones upon which 
people of faith are likely to differ WITHOUT demanding that their contrary 
beliefs be taught in science class! ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no doubt that there are people who think demons are real, and 
exorcisms can "drive them out." I'm familiar with M. Scott Peck.</P> 
<P>I think this viewpoint is atavistic, and extremely dangerous because it 
prevents people from getting the kind of help they really need, whether it's 
psychological or medical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752696 32848 567 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:27:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/6752682" target=_blank>#563</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do you have evidence that religion is being imposed in Louisiana public 
schools? After all, the SCOTUS has ruled that creationism cannot be taught in 
the schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Have you missed every single article I've posted on this 
subject?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752796 32848 608 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:43:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/6752719" target=_blank>#578</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. But where is the example of a teacher teaching creationism or 
religion?</P> 
<P>Here's my prediction. Sooner or later, some teacher will try to teach 
creationism under the cover of these new policies. Next, the ACLU and other pro-
science groups will step in. What is likely to happen is that the school will 
back down, but if it goes to court, the school will lose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see. So you're moving the goalposts, from claiming that the "academic 
freedom" bill has nothing to do with creationism, to claiming that it doesn't 
matter because it will be struck down.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06752882 32848 631 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 11:58:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/6752870" target=_blank>#626</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have you been for the last 8 months?Louisiana gov. signs controversial 
education bill</P> 
<P>Do you realize that for something to be taught, a teacher must stand up and 
teach the material to children? Signing a controversial education bill is not 
the same as teaching. Just watch what happens if some teacher tries to teach 
something that has been prohibited by the SCOTUS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, just watch what will happen -- the state of Louisiana will be sued by 
concerned parents, and have to spend millions of taxpayer dollars to defend 
something that never should have been an issue at all.</P> 
<P>But hey, let's just ignore it because it's "insignificant."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753303 32848 673 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 2:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/6753233" target=_blank>#671</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<P>Man, creationists are amazingly shameless about this stuff.</P> 
<P>Every one of those quotes comes from a creationist quote mine. <STRONG>All of 
them.</STRONG></P> 
<P>And not a single one backs up your claim that science teachers are telling 
children that the origin of life is "scientifically settled."</P> 
<P>Who do you think you're fooling with this nonsense?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753359 32848 677 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 2:18:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/674/6753323" target=_blank>#674</A> 
cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If removing prayer from schools was intended to help anything or anyone, 
where is the evidence that it has? Or was it removed for no reason at 
all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Prayer was removed from public schools because it's a clear violation of the 
Establishment Clause of the First Amendment of the United States Constitution. 
And this viewpoint has been upheld by the Supreme Court, over and over 
again.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forbidding prayer to God in the public square is contrary to the settled 
practice of the founding fathers who framed the constitution in accordance with 
their worldview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, you haven't read much by Thomas Jefferson or James Madison if you 
believe that to be true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753399 32848 681 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 2:24:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/6753386" target=_blank>#680</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<P>At least now it's clear where you're getting your talking points 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753427 32848 687 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 2:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/6753413" target=_blank>#684</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to convince anyone of anything. I wouldn't waste my time on 
such a futile gesture. I'm simply saying that I don't want scientific 
assumptions presented in the classroom, any more than I want religious 
assumptions presented. Matters of faith, whether scientific or religious, should 
be excluded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have not shown a single bit of proof that "scientific assumptions" are 
being taught in the classroom. You went around to a bunch of creationist 
websites and pulled a bunch of quotes that are complete non sequiturs, then 
dumped them all in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753590 32848 695 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 3:07:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/690/6753464" target=_blank>#690</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am starting to get very angry about these intentional distortions of the 
Founders and their religious views. Yes- they acknowledged God, and were raised 
Christians, but they were not the Founders of a "Christian Nation" like 
creationists like to portray them. They are now adding Founder quote mines to 
their arsenal to promote this "Christian Nation" meme, and I won't stand for 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This falsehood is drilled into their heads by fundamentalist preachers, and 
they rely on false and distorted quotes to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753814 32848 704 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:02:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/6753781" target=_blank>#702</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that was exactly my point. Jefferson was utterly opposed to the idea 
that the US would be a "Christian nation," and it's clear from the document you 
cited and from many other aspects of his work. Perhaps the most revealing 



example is the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jefferson_Bible" 
target=_blank>Jefferson Bible</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754336 32848 726 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:56:45pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper pops up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755767 32848 746 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/6755739" target=_blank>#744</A> 
cantrecant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would propose that we maintain the tradition of the founding fathers who 
prayed to the God of the Bible and acknowledged the superlative moral code of 
Jesus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad. It's not going to happen. The Supreme Court enforces the US 
Constitution so that fanatics like you don't get your way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765731 32848 780 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/6763085" target=_blank>#779</A> 
trulyyours</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re # 719 First of all I'm not a Discovery Institute adherent, member or any 
such thing. I don't know any of their rhetoric to regurgitate.</P> 
<P>The assertion here appears to be that theory A is right and theory B is wrong 
therefore let's cut off debate. This simply is not a scientific approach but a 
political one. The quelling of the free flow of ideas is the first step towards 
tyranny. Theories will rise or fall based on true investigation and 
study.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design is NOT a scientific theory, and it should not be taught as 
an alternative to the scientific theory of evolution.</P> 
<P>Intelligent design is religion dressed up in a cheap pseudo-scientific suit, 
promoted by deceptive people who've been prevented from getting their religious 
agenda into schools by other means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753010 32851 22 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 12:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6753002" target=_blank>#16</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601110&amp;sid=aIe9swvOqwIY" 
target=_blank>Charles You're Wrong</A>.</P> 
<P>The satellite images underestimated the ice in the arctic by a ice sheet the 
size of California.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601110&amp;sid=aIe9swvOqwIY" 
target=_blank>www.bloomberg.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you tell me I'm wrong, you might want to actually read what I posted. 
You're citing a completely different study, by a different 
organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06753024 32851 31 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 12:38:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6753016" target=_blank>#26</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know it was a different org.</P> 
<P>But, unless I missed something: The ice size from the link you cited uses the 
values from early to mid-February, which were unknowingly underestimated, 
according to the later article that I linked to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look. The simple fact is that George Will made a false statement in that 
article. The University of Illinois’ Arctic Climate Research Center did not say 
what he claimed they said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753043 32851 42 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 12:44:29pm  
 
<P>Here's the website of the University of Illinois’ Arctic Climate Research 
Center: <A href="http://arctic.atmos.uiuc.edu/cryosphere/" target=_blank>Polar 
Sea Ice Cap and Snow - Cryosphere Today</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753083 32851 74 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:00:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6753074" target=_blank>#68</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or, is the main issue: Whether George Will uses less than accurate means, but 
ultimately ended up making a factual statement in the end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This really isn't difficult to understand. George Will made a false 
statement. You're sounding an awful lot like the CBS "fake but accurate" 
excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753095 32851 84 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:04:52pm  
 
<P>Will's statement from his column:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“According to the University of Illinois’ Arctic Climate Research Center, 
global sea ice levels now equal those of 1979.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The University of Illinois’ Arctic Climate Research Center's actual 
position:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an opinion piece by George Will published on February 15, 2009 in the 
Washington Post, George Will states “According to the University of Illinois’ 
Arctic Climate Research Center, global sea ice levels now equal those of 
1979.”</P> 
<P>We do not know where George Will is getting his information, but our data 
shows that on February 15, 1979, global sea ice area was 16.79 million sq. km 
and on February 15, 2009, global sea ice area was 15.45 million sq. km. 
Therefore, global sea ice levels are 1.34 million sq. km less in February 2009 
than in February 1979. This decrease in sea ice area is roughly equal to the 
area of Texas, California, and Oklahoma combined.</P> 
<P>It is disturbing that the Washington Post would publish such information 
without first checking the facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06753103 32851 91 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:07:31pm  
 
<P>I see we have a down-dinger who doesn't see anything wrong with 
misrepresenting facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753112 32851 99 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:09:12pm  
 
<P>Now we have two down-dingers in favor of lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753119 32851 105 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/6753108" target=_blank>#96</A> kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will has made a career out of arguing things he know little about badly. But 
I "read the whole thing" and remain unconvinced that Will is 
spreadingdisinformation. He's guilty of not being a climate scientist, I guess, 
and perhaps misunderstanding a statement like “Observed global sea ice area, 
defined here as a sum of N. Hemisphere and S. Hemisphere sea ice areas, is near 
or slightly lower than those observed in late 1979,”.</P> 
<P>The U of I doesn't seem to be able to state what it believes 
clearly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The UI's statement seems perfectly clear to me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/84/6753095" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753142 32851 122 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:16:36pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/912/6753062" 
target=_blank>Creationists love to drop these kinds of comments at the end of 
dead threads</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Beginning God created the heavens and the Earth. That is all I need to 
know. I didn't come from some stupid monkey. Give yourself some 
credit!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753149 32851 128 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 1:17:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6753134" target=_blank>#117</A> Neo Con since 9-
11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry but I don't trust anything coming from Discover magazine or their blogs 
any longer</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fact that George Will misrepresented the University of Illinois 
study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06756070 32851 855 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:31:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/854/6755994" target=_blank>#854</A> Zhukov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zimmern has updated his blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he has not.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/loom/" 
target=_blank>blogs.discovermagazine.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757092 32851 863 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:48:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/6756666" target=_blank>#860</A> roberth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If LGF is starting to point out misrepresentations in the global warming 
field there won't be any room left for other topics. Time to drop this one as 
the misrepresentations are predominantly by the alarmists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall asking you for advice on what I should post at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757441 32851 877 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:22:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/876/6757419" target=_blank>#876</A> 
pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While his blog has updates posted, it would appear he stands behind his 
comments. It is noteworthy, though, that one of his main arguments against the 
Will article is that he cherry-picked data from the end of 2008 at the same time 
rebutting Will's arguing by using a day of cherry-picked data 
(2/15).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you are missing the point. George Will's article DID misrepresent the 
position of the University of Illinois; this should have been fact-checked. It 
would have been a simple matter for a WaPo editor to contact UI and get their 
statement, and they failed to do so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757444 32851 878 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:23:58am  
 
<P>It's a bit amazing to me how many people seem to be willing to give the 
Washington Post and George Will a pass on this blatant misrepresentation -- when 
they have seen over and over that the MSM has become incredibly lax on fact-
checking on issues the right finds dear.</P> 
<P>Is it because it's your sacred ox being gored? (Pun 
intended.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753928 32852 18 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:41:51pm  
 
<P>A nice post at Panda's Thumb -- thanks to Timothy Sandefur:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2009/02/lgf-on-creation.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753956 32852 38 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:50:39pm  
 
<P>25 hatchlings. (And I'm getting readings from the Overlord Correlation tool 
on a couple of them already.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753968 32852 47 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:54:20pm  
 
<P>I may just ban this one before it even confirms the registration:</P> 



<P>chukclestheclawn</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753972 32852 51 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:55:42pm  
 
<P>Yep. Used a throwaway email address in direct violation of the rules. 
Definitely a troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06753988 32852 67 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 4:59:02pm  
 
<P>40...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754020 32852 94 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:06:16pm  
 
<P>Another troll caught. 'Joe Bananas' trying to come back with a sock 
puppet.</P> 
<P>50...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754039 32852 110 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:09:18pm  
 
<P>Another sock puppet for 'Joe Bananas' blocked.</P> 
<P>That's two he tried to register.</P> 
<P>He was banned for a creationist meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754064 32852 131 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:14:10pm  
 
<P>And another sock puppet preemptively blocked.</P> 
<P>65...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754110 32852 171 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:24:38pm  
 
<P>76 hatchlings, with 6 sock puppet attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754171 32852 225 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:33:26pm  
 
<P>Closed now.</P> 
<P>Man, the sock puppets were swarming tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754210 32852 256 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 5:37:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/6754189" target=_blank>#241</A> 
UncleRancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>testing, testing, testing.. (blow in the mike) Testing testing testing (slap 
the mike a couple times)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just checking -- I have two accounts registered with your IP. 
Reason?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754380 32853 27 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:02:12pm  



 
<P>The website mentioned in the last sentence:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hoyle.nwcreation.net/" 
target=_blank>hoyle.nwcreation.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Wee-oo, wee-oo! Kook alert!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754468 32853 76 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:12:55pm  
 
<P>I posted that ridiculous illustration above -- an interesting thing you might 
miss is that the cavewoman is offering the hungry brontosaurus some sort of 
leafy vegetable. This isn't an accident -- it's how these people answer the 
question: if Noah had dinosaurs on the Ark, why didn't they eat all the other 
animals? Answer: the dinosaurs were VEGETARIANS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754473 32853 80 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:13:18pm  
 
<P>No, I'm not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754506 32853 109 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:17:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/6754480" target=_blank>#86</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure?</P> 
<P>Seriously?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.remnantofgod.org/creation.htm" 
target=_blank>www.remnantofgod.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754510 32853 113 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:18:15pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.remnantofgod.org/creation.htm" target=_blank>Proof 
evolution is WRONG</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you aware that it has been proven by the Creation Evidence Museum that 
T-Rex was NOT a meat eater? That's right! They proved it in TWO WAYS...</P> 
<P>The roots of T-Rex were only 2 inches deep. Had he bit into the hide of 
another dinosaur he would have lost teeth!</P> 
<P>They cut a tooth in half og a unearthed T-Rex and found in deeply impureated 
with CHLOROPHYLL! That's right, Chlorophyll is the main substance found in 
PLANTS not meat!By the way, this discovery validates the Bible once again! How 
so? See this passage...</P> 
<P>Genesis 1:30, "And to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, 
and to every thing that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is life, I have 
given every green herb for meat: and it was so."</P> 
<P>Now.. before proclaiming you MUST eat meat because the proteins in meat will 
help you to gain weight, look around on planet earth for a moment. Look at all 
the HUGE animals like cows... horses.. hippos.. elephants... rhinos... etc. What 
do THEY eat? That's right. PLANTS!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754561 32853 154 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 6:28:58pm  
 



<P>Ooh. New version of jQuery just released today. Trying it out now. Reload the 
page if you want to see if it crashes your browser...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759255 32853 526 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:27:11pm  
 
<P>Thank you for sharing ... nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759390 32853 528 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:55:04pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about creationism threads will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754925 32854 75 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 7:24:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/6754906" target=_blank>#59</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out the comments at hot air. Many seem eager for the civil war to 
begin, stocking up on ammo and quoting the bible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's getting ugly over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06754974 32854 109 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 7:32:11pm  
 
<P>From now on, when I see someone who contributes no comments, but only logs on 
to down-ding posts and comments, they're going to lose their accounts. This is 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755096 32854 200 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 7:52:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/6755065" target=_blank>#179</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok I just watched all three segments. They make good points. They say the 
2014 scenario that Glenn Beck set up is unfolding before our eyes.I don't know a 
thing about the commentators, but I sure loved how pro-Israeli they 
were!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Pro-Israel?"</P> 
<P>Sure, if you think it's pro-Israel to believe that the existence of Israel 
means the End Times are coming, when Jesus will return and convert all the Jews 
to Christianity. Israel is their own personal doomsday machine.</P> 
<P>With "pro-Israel" friends like that, who needs Hamas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755134 32854 228 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 7:59:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6755126" target=_blank>#224</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * *Some of the names you mention are not even politicians, but media 
personalities.</P> 
<P>They have first amendment rights too, as do Jane Fonda, Sean Penn and other 
"best &amp; brightest" of the liberal establishment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And who suggested taking away their first amendment rights?</P> 



<P>The right to free speech does not mean a right to be above 
criticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755170 32854 256 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/6755100" target=_blank>#204</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, he clearly and unambiguously stated, at length - at the start of the 
show - that they are not claiming that, or expecting that, this stuff will 
actually happen. Let's be fair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know that people don't pay attention to that stuff.</P> 
<P>This is simply incredibly irresponsible, and I'm far from the only person who 
thinks so. That's not unfair - it's absolutely justified 
criticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755217 32854 292 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:14:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/6755205" target=_blank>#283</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard him on the radio this week repeat the Darwinism lead to the Holocaust 
canard. The man is totally whacked out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a creationist, and a big fan of Ron Paul. This latest insanity 
was completely expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755229 32854 303 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:16:15pm  
 
<P>If you don't think it was irresponsible of Beck to do this, just take a look 
at the comments at Hot Air. They're stocking up on guns and ammo, and stacking 
sandbags in front of their bunkers. It's become serious Looney Toons over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755244 32854 317 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/6755230" target=_blank>#304</A> Globular 
Cluster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So when you post a disclaimer here at LGF that says: "Comments are open and 
unmoderated, and do not necessarily reflect the views of Little Green 
Footballs", people should ignore it and punish you for the dumb views of the 
commenters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed the fact that THEY DO.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of people like Gates of Vienna. Therefore it must be a good site.</P> 
<P>"Dogshit must be delicious. Six billion flies can't be wrong."</P> 
<P>/Ancient Chinese Proverb</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you tired of having an LGF account?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755309 32854 373 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:29:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/6755282" target=_blank>#350</A> Buster 
Bunny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People are always two stages away from anarchy and sedition.. But the only 
difference is, you need an idea of stability for most people to be kept quiet 
about the subject.</P> 
<P>Obama isnt offering that and most people are feeling it. It sucks but thats 
juicy realism for ya. People know when its time to pack for the winter of 
discontent and head to sunnier pastures.</P> 
<P>Thing is .. at the moment .. there aint any sunny pastures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's not going to be any mass anarchy, and there's not going to be any 
sedition. Glenn Beck isn't going to bring about the End Times, or a financial 
crash.</P> 
<P>But what he IS doing is encouraging and inciting the real nutjobs out there 
to do violence. One on one violence, stoked by paranoid fantasies.</P> 
<P>It's crazy, and it's wrong, and it's irresponsible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755333 32854 393 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:33:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6755325" target=_blank>#385</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, those real nutjobs don't need a TV celebrity to get 
geared-up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News reaches millions of people with these broadcasts. If there were no 
potential for it to affect people's attitudes, they wouldn't have any 
advertisers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755402 32854 452 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:45:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/6755362" target=_blank>#416</A> 
PeaceAtAllCosts</EM></P> 
<P>Is that Meir Kahane in your icon?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755425 32854 475 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:49:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/6755407" target=_blank>#457</A> Rugby the 
Clovrfield Momster</EM></P> 
<P>Now we truly are doomed. Rugby has been reincarnated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755436 32854 485 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:51:25pm  
 
<P>#476: just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755458 32854 505 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:54:20pm  
 
<P>Kahanists should find somewhere else to post comments. They are not welcome 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755469 32854 516 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 8:55:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/6755442" target=_blank>#491</A> Peter 
Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also there is nothing outlandish about these scenarios. This stuff is 
happening in other parts of the world. There's no reason why it couldn't happen 
here. Perhaps hard to believe if you're living comfortably in a nice area of 
California.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755522 32854 567 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:01:36pm  
 
<P>And now the hate mail's coming in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755542 32854 586 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:04:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/6755534" target=_blank>#578</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet. How much hate mail do you have to sort through on a daily basis 
anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only two today so far. (There will be more.)</P> 
<P>The three days after Darwin's birthday set a record. 38 hate 
mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755551 32854 594 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:05:55pm  
 
<P>There's nothing worth posting - your site sucks now, you're on a crusade, who 
else are you going to throw under the bus, I'll pray for you, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755566 32854 609 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:07:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/6755555" target=_blank>#598</A> Peter 
Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been a worker reporter for the last 20 years.</P> 
<P>Again, Glenn Beck in this program is "war-gaming". It's what the CIA etc. do 
all the time, developing possible scenarios so you can prepare for 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You think Glenn Beck is acting just like the CIA, huh? Must be that 
bad air in your comfortable New York apartment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755589 32854 630 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:11:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/6755586" target=_blank>#627</A> Peter 
Verkooijen</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755594 32854 635 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/6755592" target=_blank>#633</A> realwest</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles - has any of your "hate" mail over the last couple of days been 
worse than that? I mean anyone every threatening you with physical violence (as 
I know has been done in the past)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No threats, unless you count the ones who damn me to burn in 
hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755699 32854 729 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:30:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/6755691" target=_blank>#721</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn. Take a step back and think before you type. A very tiny few Lizards are 
melting down and washing out over Glenn <EM>fucking</EM> Beck, fer crying out 
loud.</P> 
<P>Are there really people who worship MSM talking heads <EM>that</EM> 
much?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755790 32854 810 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:41:40pm  
 
<P>And now there's a wacked out fanatic ranting away in the Bobby Jindal 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755826 32854 840 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:48:23pm  
 
<P>Bottom line: insult me, and you lose your account. I don't have time to play 
stupid kid's games, and I'm not going to stand for people using the website I 
pay for and the software I wrote to post insults to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755871 32854 877 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/843/6755829" target=_blank>#843</A> Mel Lono</EM></P> 
<P>"Pat Buchanan is the voice of reason." Lovely.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755888 32854 891 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 9:59:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/885/6755881" target=_blank>#885</A> Northern 
Bandit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm relatively new here -- everything I type is taking 10-20 seconds to 
appear on the screen. I'm entering this post from Frankfurt. Cannot continue-- 
this site is either hijacked or requires major work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - the site needs major work. Never mind that hundreds of other people 
seem to be using it with no problem.</P> 
<P>Who let the lunatics out tonight?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755906 32854 907 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:03:38pm  
 



<P>'Northern Bandit' is a creationist and a shill for the Discovery 
Institute:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/432/6624761" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755920 32854 919 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/6755918" target=_blank>#917</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Problem's on your end, dude. Just ask kiwiinfidel (New Zealand), or any 
others posting from Israel, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, 
India...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't bother. He revealed himself with that last comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755955 32854 952 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:10:56pm  
 
<P>Email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha,</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck - throwing another good person under the bus. Fuck 
youChuck!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06755962 32854 959 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:11:39pm  
 
<P>Another email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,You are an asshole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757070 32854 1107 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:39:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1106/6757046" target=_blank>#1106</A> 
petefreans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I would strongly suggest that the author review the last 8 years...over 
the top is merely the tip of the iceberg of what democrats subjected President 
Bush to.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Right. And I would strongly suggest that you bother reading the last 8 
years of this blog, because you have some nerve to suggest that I haven't been 
covering all these issues in depth.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>And no one even mentioned taking away Glenn Beck's (or Fox News') right 
to say whatever the hell they want to say, so please find another straw man to 
knock down.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757086 32854 1108 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1102/6756934" target=_blank>#1102</A> 
lostnearpittsburgh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again in the comments, attacking conservatives to discredit them 
personally instead of attacking their ideas. This is called "poisoning the well" 



or bandwagon and it is a logical fallacy no more valid than straw man, ad 
hominem or guilt by association.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. This is called "justified criticism" of someone who is 
blatantly fear-mongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757097 32854 1111 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:49:35am  
 
<P>Any comments talking about 'revolution' are going to be deleted. Go post this 
garbage at a survivalist website. If you continue, your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757327 32854 1122 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:52:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1120/6757301" target=_blank>#1120</A> emarkp</EM></P> 
<P>This is the last warning I'm going to give. If you post that comment one more 
time, your account will be history.</P> 
<P>Please read this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1111/6757097" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757388 32854 1126 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:07:52am  
 
<P>I am closing this thread now, because I do not like the direction it's 
going.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06756126 32855 66 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:46:26pm  
 
<P>Mark Steyn is praising Pamela Geller now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06756152 32855 84 Charles Sat, Feb 21, 2009 10:51:06pm  
 
<P>Some of the people I've defended against charges of being xenophobic did NOT 
deserve it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757109 32855 961 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:53:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/6756439" target=_blank>#333</A> 
Consanescerion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Referring to the quote heading the thread... Sir Clarke was never too 
concerned about his Sri Lankan houseboys</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is COMPLETE BULLSHIT. It's a baseless rumor promoted by religious 
fanatics who wanted to smear Arthur C. Clarke because of his powerful criticisms 
of religion.</P> 
<P>I'm deleting your comments. I see what you're doing, and I'm not going to 
allow LGF to be used to spread this ugly smear. Post this again and I will 
remove your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757125 32855 973 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:58:37am  
 



<P>In fact, I'm not going to wait to block that account. That was a vile bunch 
of posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757201 32855 1044 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:19:39am  
 
<P>Not a single question from Gregory on Jindal's creationism, or his other 
extreme social con positions.</P> 
<P>This is a precursor of what we're going to see. The MSM and the left would 
love it if Jindal is the GOP nominee in 2012, because he will lose. So they're 
going to ignore all the damaging issues until it's time to bring them 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757206 32855 1048 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:20:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1043/6757200" target=_blank>#1043</A> 
Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my.</P> 
<P>Well, I'm late to the thread, but Charles, I might think twice before taking 
advice from Arthur C. Clarke on perversions...</P> 
<P>He was something of an expert on the subject, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, Cognito, but those stories are complete bullshit. And if you post 
them here I'll block your account. I'm not going to allow LGF to be used as a 
method to spread baseless smears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757829 32855 1139 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 11:06:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1136/6757763" target=_blank>#1136</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are repeating a bogus Sun times claim from the late 90's that someone 
cooked up to stop Arthur C. Clarke's knighthood. Sri Lanka investigated, and 
cleared him of all charges and his knighthood was subsequently granted. Arthur 
C. Clarke had post-polio conditions for which he used drugs that were illegal in 
the UK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now it's being used by religious extremists who hate Clarke's statements 
on religion and creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758947 32855 1143 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:16:40pm  
 
<P>Those charges against Arthur C. Clarke are <STRONG>false</STRONG>, and I'm 
going to delete any comments saying otherwise. It's not right to smear Clarke 
like this, and it's not going to happen at my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757357 32857 37 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:59:25am  
 
<P>Comments telling me what I should not post at LGF are going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757379 32857 52 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:04:36am  
 
<P>By the way, 'RobCon' -- you made this comment a couple of days ago:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/141/6749874" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And I responded to you here and asked you a question. Would you care to 
answer?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/144/6749885" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757404 32857 70 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:12:25am  
 
<P>Jindal's refusal to take stimulus money is just another indication that he's 
a political grandstander who does NOT really have the best interests of his 
state in mind. His promotion of the stealth creationist bill has already 
resulted in a boycott by a very large scientific convention that would have 
brought millions of dollars into New Orleans, and now he's appealing to the 
populist base with this stimulus decision -- at the expense of Louisiana.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/02/21/AR2009022101682.html?hpid=topnews" 
target=_blank>At Meeting, Governors Share Plans for Stimulus Funds</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Asked about Jindal's and Barbour's pledges to turn away stimulus funds aimed 
at expanding state unemployment insurance, California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 
quipped, "You just tell them that anyone that doesn't want to take the money: 
I'm ready to take their money and rebuild 
California."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757429 32857 88 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:19:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6757418" target=_blank>#80</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read that he was a member of the Kach party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Avigdor Lieberman was indeed a member of Kach:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://haaretz.com/hasen/spages/1061172.html" 
target=_blank>haaretz.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757461 32857 115 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:28:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/6757434" target=_blank>#92</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Mark Sanford in 2012. He's more socially conservative than I, but not 
a fire-breather. He is a serious fiscal conservative who has done a great job in 
South Carolina.</P> 
<P>He would be an extremely strong candidate, and could be somebody that social 
conservatives could support...unless they remain where they are now and demand a 
candidate like GW Bush (favorite philosopher Jesus Christ, etc) or Jindal 
(creationism chic).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, Mark Sanford <A 
href="http://listserver.sigmaxi.org/sc/wa.exe?A2=ind0601&amp;L=chs-sci-
net&amp;F=l&amp;P=1207" target=_blank>wants to teach "intelligent design" 
creationism in public schools</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Newswatch * WIS * TV * January 29, 2006Host: David StantonGuest: Gov. Mark 
Sanford</P> 



<P>DS: What do you think about the idea of teaching alternatives to Darwin's 
Theory of Evolution in public schools* for instance Intelligent Design?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: I have no problem with it.</P> 
<P>DS: Do you think it should be done that way? Rather than just teaching 
evolution?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: Well I think that it's just, and science is more and more 
documenting this, is that there are real "chinks" in the armor of evolution 
being the only way we came about. The idea of there being a, you know, a little 
mud hole and two mosquitoes get together and the next thing you know you have a 
human being* is completely at odds with, you know, one of the laws of 
thermodynamics which is the law of, of ... in essence, destruction.</P> 
<P>Whether you think about your bedroom and how messy it gets over time or you 
think about the decay in the building itself over time. Things don't naturally 
order themselves towards progression*. Uuummm.. in the natural order of things. 
So, it's in fact, it's against fairly basic laws of physics* and so I would not 
have a problem in teaching both * Uh, you saying this is one theory and this is 
another theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757466 32857 120 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:29:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/6757465" target=_blank>#119</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Avigdor Lieberman is a fascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757538 32857 187 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:47:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/6757522" target=_blank>#172</A> 
burntjohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In yesterdays Jindal thread I said that creationism and global warming shared 
one distinction. Both are born of junk science and propaganda.BEWARE of a merger 
of the two.There are those who preach the "Green Gospel"Global warming is a 
crises created by the sins of man and all Gods children have a moral duty to 
correct.</P> 
<P>Now add the apocalyptic kooks who believe the only way to save the planet is 
to drastically reduce the human population.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. There are reasons to be skeptical about anthropogenic 
climate change, but comparing it to creationism is beyond 
absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757566 32857 212 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:52:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6757516" target=_blank>#167</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh hell. Sanford too? shaking head</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is exactly what I've been trying to point out -- there are almost NO GOP 
politicians who don't toe the extreme religious right line on creationism, or at 
least, the Discovery Institute's deceptions.</P> 
<P>It's a major problem for the Republican Party. They're perceived as anti-
science because a majority ARE anti-science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06757581 32857 226 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:56:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/6757572" target=_blank>#218</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I think they are very similar. They are both faith-based silly 
pseudoscience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree strongly. Science does not work that way. There's very little 
doubt that the climate IS changing; it's been extensively documented, by 
scientists in many fields, all over the world. The only real debate is whether 
this change is caused by human behavior. But it is not pseudo-
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757607 32857 251 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:03:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6757592" target=_blank>#237</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the pseudo science enters in when folks who should know better, cook 
the numbers, falsify reports, and in general behave badly because the results 
aren't what they wanted them to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but there is misrepresentation on BOTH sides of the debate, and I've 
been researching this quite a bit. The website of James Inhofe is a prime 
example -- it's absolutely full of distortions and falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757612 32857 255 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:05:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/6757591" target=_blank>#236</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is your remedy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only possible remedy is for real conservatives who want America to have 
the best science and science education to speak out against this creationist 
garbage -- LOUDLY.</P> 
<P>I know. Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757621 32857 262 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:07:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/6757604" target=_blank>#248</A> 
burntjohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Climate change is real, it's been going on for billions of years.Those who 
blame it on the sins of man or evil corporations are kooks.Those who preach that 
Adam and Eve danced with dinosaurs are also kooks.Merge all of these ideas 
together and tell me where we are going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you compare the science of climate change to the pseudo-science of 
creationism, it's you who looks like a kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757630 32857 271 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:10:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/6757622" target=_blank>#263</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I am a (retired to be a housewife/mother) scientist, and the crap that the 
AGW/ACC folks peddle <EM>IS NOT SCIENCE</EM>. for real...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Attenborough recently changed his mind on the issue of AGW. Here's a 
video explaining some of his reasons. This is not pseudo-science.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/mf1FRdMRNA8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757637 32857 278 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:12:00am  
 
<P>Another video with Attenborough:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/S9ob9WdbXx0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757668 32857 303 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:21:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/6757647" target=_blank>#288</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny how they prop up and cover for Jindal and slam Palin every chance they 
get. How anyone still links these two potential candidates is beyond me. The 
differences are clear in how the MSM treats them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They slammed Palin because she was running for Vice President. It was 
important to take her out.</P> 
<P>Bobby Jindal is not running yet.</P> 
<P>That's the whole point of what I wrote above. And also note that in Palin's 
case, a lot of the charges of religious extremism and support for creationism 
were distorted or false.</P> 
<P>In Jindal's case, they are TRUE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757749 32857 370 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:49:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/6757735" target=_blank>#359</A> Chicago 
Blonde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can hear the dishes in the sink trying to sprout new life forms.</P> 
<P>Be Back Later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you hate dishwashing liquid?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757797 32857 398 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:59:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/6757779" target=_blank>#390</A> Kaymad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm sorry, but this creationist hysteria reminds me of those fanatical types 
on the pro-life issue that wouldn't vote for that octuplet mom because she 
<STRONG>isn't</STRONG> pro life enough.</P> 
<P>Lets say Jindal is elected (no doubt carrying the homeschool vote), as 
president would his burning issue really be this creationist nonsense? Would he 
want to be known as 'the Creationist President'? Give me a break. I normally 
stay out of the creationist vs Darwin stuff because on my list of issues that 
are important to me it ranks somewhere around Global warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's unimportant to you and you haven't been paying attention to the news 
about it, but you still feel free to call it "hysteria?"</P> 
<P>Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757865 32857 414 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 11:14:09am  
 
<P>I won't vote for Bobby Jindal, by the way, under any circumstances. I will 
never vote for a politician who pushes the Discovery Institute line, and 
associates with nutjobs like the Family Research Council and the 
Wallbuilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06757909 32857 424 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 11:21:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/6757885" target=_blank>#418</A> tappin52</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone explain to me what the objective of the Discovery Institute and 
all of these Creationists is with regard to school curriculums? Why this super 
push all of a sudden to screw with our science education?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Start here: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>The Wedge strategy</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Wedge strategy is a political and social action plan authored by the 
Discovery Institute, the hub of the intelligent design movement. The strategy 
was put forth in a Discovery Institute manifesto known as the Wedge Document, 
which describes a broad social, political, and academic agenda whose ultimate 
goal is to "defeat [scientific] materialism" represented by evolution, "reverse 
the stifling materialist world view and replace it with a science consonant with 
Christian and theistic convictions" and to "affirm the reality of God." Its goal 
is to "renew" American culture by shaping public policy to reflect conservative 
Christian, namely evangelical Protestant, values.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758978 32857 464 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/6758972" target=_blank>#463</A> Grundle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, you sound like Dennis Hopper in Apocalypse Now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a fan of Pat Buchanan?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/771/6642809" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759193 32857 475 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:12:14pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06765905 32857 480 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 3:42:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6765511" target=_blank>#479</A> arcatan</EM></P> 
<P>Right. You're an atheist who doesn't believe in science, you see nothing 
wrong with teaching creationism, and you're accusing me of being anti-Christian 
(which, by the way, is false).</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P> 
<P>Why do you people always try to pull this stuff at the end of days-old 
threads?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758290 32860 24 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:11:02pm  
 
<P>I'm betting someone is going to turn up soon and defend 
dowsing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758387 32860 71 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:24:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6758346" target=_blank>#52</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.randi.org/jr/2007-03/032307tx.html#i1" 
target=_blank>www.randi.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Mind you, I don't believe in dowsing. Just can't escape noticing that he's 
not above falling for lefty feelgood causes. I mean, An Inconvenient Truth? When 
I hear a person endorse that piece of claptrap, I'm inclined to be mostly 
skeptical of their objectivity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My reaction is different from yours. When someone I respect as a fearless 
warrior for truth and against pseudo-science -- James Randi, for example -- 
says, "Hey, there's something to this," I tend to want to take another look at 
whatever it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758407 32860 78 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:27:26pm  
 
<P>Anybody who really believes dowsing works: there's a million bucks waiting 
for you! All you have to do is prove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758442 32860 90 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:34:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6758411" target=_blank>#80</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Randi, if you're so sure about the existence of AGW, and you can prove 
it, <A href="http://www.ultimateglobalwarmingchallenge.com/news.htm" 
target=_blank>there's $500,000 waiting for you</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh. The rules for that "contest" are a joke. They basically say that they 
reserve the right to dismiss any entries, "at their sole discretion."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Entrants agreed to be bound by the UGWC Rules.</P> 
<P>Entrants acknowledge that the concepts and terms mentioned and referred to in 
the UGWC hypotheses are inherently and necessarily vague, and involve subjective 
judgment. JunkScience.com reserves the exclusive right to determine the meaning 
and application of such concepts and terms in order to facilitate the purpose of 
the contest.</P> 



<P>JunkScience.com, in its sole discretion, will determine the winner, if any, 
from UGWC entries. All determinations made by JunkScience.com are 
final.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a publicity stunt, not a real contest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758508 32860 121 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/6758411" target=_blank>#80</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Randi, if you're so sure about the existence of AGW, and you can prove 
it, <A href="http://www.ultimateglobalwarmingchallenge.com/news.htm" 
target=_blank>there's $500,000 waiting for you</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little more information on 'junkscience.com' and who's behind it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Junkscience.com" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758594 32860 144 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/6758555" target=_blank>#136</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and here's a little more on the <A 
href="http://www.activistcash.com/organization_overview.cfm/oid/12" 
target=_blank>Center for Media &amp; Democracy</A>, the "progressive" group 
behind sourcewatch.</P> 
<P>Hey, if you can't trust the author of "How America Defeated Itself in Iraq", 
who can you trust?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facts are facts, no matter who publishes them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758697 32860 161 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:19:17pm  
 
<P>Well, there's our first dowsing meltdown.</P> 
<P>I never would have believed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761776 32860 217 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:48:21pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.randi.org/library/dowsing/" target=_blank>Library, The 
Matter of Dowsing</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ask all those who wish to claim the prize based upon their dowsing skills 
to first try a double-blind test of their abilities. We at the JREF can advise 
you how to design such a test protocol. You will find, I assure you, that the 
description above of the ideomotor effect will be proven valid. And I know full 
well that you, as a dowser, will refuse this advice and believe that, for you, 
such a procedure is not necessary. I base this conclusion on my many years of 
handling dowsing claimants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead, victor_yugo. If you're that confident in your dowsing abilities, 
you'll be a millionaire before you know it. A double-blind test should be 
easy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06762766 32860 230 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:25:47am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6762732" target=_blank>#229</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the meantime, James Randi may be a good magician, but he's out of his 
depth to say that the well in my parents' back yard was blind luck or just a 
cheap parlor trick pulled over on a bunch of dupes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you're that confident dowsing really works, what's stopping you from 
doing the tests and claiming that million bucks?</P> 
<P>If I <EM>knew</EM> I was able to detect the presence of water with two wooden 
sticks, I'd be on the phone to JREF and collecting that check, tomorrow.</P> 
<P>Oh, but I forgot -- it's <EM>Randi</EM> who's the fraud. 
Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758582 32861 34 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 12:58:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/6758552" target=_blank>#19</A> Pvt Bin 
Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT Pam is posting at stalker II</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's great that Spencer and Geller are hooking up with those psychos. 
They should be encouraged to do more of this kind of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758608 32861 46 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/6758598" target=_blank>#40</A> pianobuff</EM></P> 
<P>This is addressed right there in the quote I posted. Again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To recap again, their support was decidedly roundabout. A January 1 post on a 
blog called Daily Tech claimed that global ice cover in late 2008 were unchanged 
from 1979. In response to that blog post, the Center posted a pdf on their web 
site explaining that “observed global sea ice area, de?ned here as a sum of N. 
Hemisphere and S. Hemisphere sea ice areas, is near or slightly lower than those 
observed in late 1979.” But then the scientists also explained that climate 
models predict a decline in Arctic ice, but are less certain about Antarctica, 
with some even suggesting an increase–making measurements of global sea ice not 
terribly relevant to the question of climate change. The Post ignored that 
part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758623 32861 52 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6758603" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both Pamela and Robert are bemoaning the failure of an attempt in Canada to 
get the Quran banned as hate speech...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that lovely. Now they've graduated to book banning.</P> 
<P>And then they wonder why even CPAC wants nothing to do with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758635 32861 57 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:08:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6758626" target=_blank>#53</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes me uncomfortable as well and I share your concern. As I've said 
before, creationists are blinded by an agenda and refuse to listen to rational 
arguments. I prefer to formulate my own opinions based on my research. I have to 
commend Charles for posting such great threads. This alone has caused me to 
think even more critically and dig deeper when researching any 
topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note also that James Inhofe, one of the GOP's most vehement anti-AGW people, 
is also a young earth creationist tied to the Dominionist 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758656 32861 70 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:12:55pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominionism" 
target=_blank>Dominionism</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dominionism describes, in several distinct ways, a tendency among some 
conservative politically-active Christians, especially in the United States of 
America, to seek influence or control over secular civil government through 
political action—aiming either at a nation governed by Christians, or a nation 
governed by a conservative Christian understanding of biblical law. The use and 
application of this terminology is a matter of 
controversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758731 32861 106 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:26:52pm  
 
<P>Here's an article on the influence of Dominionists and Christian 
Reconstructionists on the US government's environmental policy: <A 
href="http://www.grist.org/news/maindish/2004/10/27/scherer-christian/" 
target=_blank>The Godly Must Be Crazy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758738 32861 110 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:29:29pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.grist.org/news/maindish/2004/10/27/scherer-christian/" 
target=_blank>Christian-right views are swaying politicians and threatening the 
environment</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are not talking about a handful of fringe lawmakers who hold or are 
beholden to these beliefs. The 231 legislators (all but five of them 
Republicans) who received an average 80 percent approval rating or higher from 
the leading religious-right organizations make up <STRONG>more than 40 percent 
of the U.S. Congress</STRONG>. (The only Democrat to score 100 percent with the 
Christian Coalition was Sen. Zell Miller of Georgia, who earlier this year 
quoted from the Book of Amos on the Senate floor: "The days will come, sayeth 
the Lord God, that I will send a famine in the land. Not a famine of bread or of 
thirst for water, but of hearing the word of the Lord!") These politicians 
include some of the most powerful figures in the U.S. government, as well as key 
environmental decision makers: Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist (R-Tenn.), 
Senate Majority Whip Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), Senate Republican Conference Chair 
Rick Santorum (R-Penn.), Senate Republican Policy Chair Jon Kyl (R-Ariz.), House 
Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.), House Majority Whip Roy Blunt (R-Mo.), U.S. 
Attorney General John Ashcroft, and quite possibly President Bush. (Earlier this 
month, a cover story by Ron Suskind in The New York Times Magazine described how 
Bush's faith-based governance has led to, among other things, a disastrous 



"crusade" in the Middle East and has laid the groundwork for "a battle between 
modernists and fundamentalists, pragmatists and true believers, reason and 
religion.")</P> 
<P>And those politicians are just the powerful tip of the iceberg. A 2002 
Time/CNN poll found that 59 percent of Americans believe that the prophecies 
found in the Book of Revelation are going to come true. Nearly one-quarter think 
the Bible predicted the 9/11 attacks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06758808 32861 156 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 1:44:53pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759031 32861 279 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:41:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/6759022" target=_blank>#273</A> Phsstpok</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off, and take your threats with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759056 32861 299 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:45:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/6759039" target=_blank>#287</A> 
CynicalConservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that one was nuts. Where are they all coming from this 
weekend?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens as soon as you start to challenge the loons on the right 
to actually think about issues instead of acting like mindless parrots.</P> 
<P>Yes, the right has just as many loons as the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759074 32861 314 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/6759009" target=_blank>#264</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>from JunkScience.com</P> 
<P>"The fictitious "trapped heat" property, which they aggressively promote with 
a dishonest "greenhouse gas" metaphor, is based on their misrepresentation of 
natural absorption and emission energy transfer processes and disregard of two 
fundamental laws of physics. Their promotional embellishments have also 
corrupted the meaning of "greenhouse effect," a term originally relating the 
loose confinement of warm nighttime air near ground level by cloud cover, to hot 
air trapped inside a greenhouse."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>junkscience.com is not a credible source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759102 32861 336 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:53:09pm  
 
<P>We even had a meltdown over the <EM>dowsing</EM> thread 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759108 32861 341 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 2:54:17pm  
 
<P>I see Andrew Bostom has an article at American Thinker trying to cover for 
Geert Wilders' desire to ban the Koran.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06759153 32861 378 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:04:05pm  
 
<P>The comment software inserts spaces into long strings, to prevent blowing up 
the thread and causing the page to expand horizontally if people post long runs 
of characters.</P> 
<P>Just put 'www.' in front of it and it will be converted to a 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759178 32861 400 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:08:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/6759148" target=_blank>#375</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Earlier, while calling the Koran hate speech with specific reference 
to the Dutch Penal Code, Wilders was simply asking for consistent application of 
the Dutch law....Geert Wilders is opposed to all hate speech laws, as he stated 
explicitly on February 19, 2009 in Rome, and previously, here: "Everything 
should be possible except to issue calls for violence."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So is the nuance here that the Quran is a call to violence and should still 
be banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that in all those quotes and links, Wilders never actually says what 
they say he "meant." He did come out very clearly, and very unequivocally, and 
call for the Koran to be banned, and he NEVER said it was because he wanted to 
enforce the law equally.</P> 
<P>I'm getting used to these people's attempts to spin and distort the 
truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759199 32861 417 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:13:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/6759195" target=_blank>#414</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, check your inbox.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw it. I don't care what those people write. They're 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759234 32861 438 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:23:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/6759228" target=_blank>#436</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't LGF run a <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fitna_(film)" 
target=_blank>Fitna</A> thread or two?</P> 
<P>/<EM>not</EM> trying to cause trouble</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did. But I wouldn't do it again, now that Wilders has made it clear he 
wants to ban books and outlaw religions, and is reportedly making alliances with 
Eurofascist groups.</P> 
<P>Did you miss all of that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759268 32861 444 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:29:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/6759254" target=_blank>#441</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see that as a problem. I don't oppose his film. My only real 
criticism is that he chickened out on tearing the pages at the end. His views on 
outlawing the Quran, which was not stated in the movie, is a different 
matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the film itself as a problem either -- although it is more than a 
little over the top. I do have a big problem with the Eurofascist stuff. I 
supported Wilders because I believed he was one of the few anti-jihad figures in 
Europe who was staying away from the fascist groups. I can't support him any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759287 32861 447 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:33:58pm  
 
<P>Great. Now Bill Amos is going to melt down over the Glenn Beck thread. He 
just posted this link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/142181" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It amazes me that people think I'm going to let them use my own software to 
insult and belittle me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759301 32861 448 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:37:11pm  
 
<P>I've also become aware of posts by Bill Amos at Spencer's site, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759309 32861 449 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:37:59pm  
 
<P>Hey, Colonel Panik -- why did you down-ding my comment about James Inhofe's 
Dominionist connections? Are you going to try to deny it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759356 32861 453 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 3:46:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/6759351" target=_blank>#452</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<P>What a completely ignorant comment. This is the kind of stuff that makes 
conservatives look like idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759759 32863 31 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:23:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/6759749" target=_blank>#23</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your official statement on Election 2008 is that Obama won because there 
are creationists who govern three states?</P> 
<P>Are you serious?</P> 
<P>How about the fact that the GOP didn't run a candidate who didn't reflect 
true conservatism?</P> 
<P>If we would have run a Duncan Hunter/Ronald Reagan republican, we would have 
won this thing in spades and it wouldn't have mattered a whit what 3 governors 
believe about evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, you just keep denying it. See what happens.</P> 
<P>And by the way:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your official statement on Election 2008 is that Obama won because there 
are creationists who govern three states?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try to read what I wrote: "it's ONE reason."</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759766 32863 37 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:24:35pm  
 
<P>Duncan Hunter is a creationist, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759785 32863 52 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6759776" target=_blank>#44</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, in part due to the fact that blogs like LGF and others kept saying that 
we needed to run a moderate like Rudy or McCain.</P> 
<P>And look how stupendously far THAT got us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're being a real idiot.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25709_A_Guest_Post_By_Duncan_Hunte
r" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759800 32863 60 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/6759787" target=_blank>#54</A> snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well you probably won't like Jim DeMint (R) S.C. either. From wikipedia 
:"DeMint believes openly gay individuals and single mothers should not teach in 
public schools.[5] He has been one of the strongest supporters of allowing 
school prayer"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jim DeMint is a fanatical nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759815 32863 74 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:31:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6759809" target=_blank>#68</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not. You posted a letter from Duncan Hunter... fine. However, I was a 
reader during that time period and most Hunter supporters here were given the 
smack down and told that he didn't have a chance and that republicans needed to 
run someone "electable".</P> 
<P>And I don't get why I'm being called an idiot and jerk because I don't agree 
with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you're spewing a bunch of angry crap, without bothering to read what 
I wrote.</P> 
<P>And Duncan Hunter was NOT electable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759838 32863 92 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:34:27pm  
 



<P>I suspect Rudy Giuliani's heart wasn't in the campaign because he got the 
word early on that the GOP wasn't going to stand for him as the nominee.</P> 
<P>1) Not a creationist.</P> 
<P>2) Not hardcore anti-abortion.</P> 
<P>3) Not hardcore pro-gun rights.</P> 
<P>4) Divorced.</P> 
<P>5) Not in the pocket of the religious right.</P> 
<P>6) Not a Washington insider. (Probably most important.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759873 32863 122 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/6759852" target=_blank>#104</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not spewing, I'm not angry. I simply can't believe that you're linking 3 
creationist governors to the GOP losses in November. Creationism isn't even on 
most people's grid when they go in to vote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you don't think Sarah Palin's support for creationism was an issue in 
the campaign, you must have been asleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759880 32863 128 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:40:09pm  
 
<P>Wow. Four hate mails already! The creationists are all stirred up out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759896 32863 143 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6759885" target=_blank>#133</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now wait a minute... didn't you even post that you respected her for not 
pushing that in schools? Anyone with any intellectual honesty who knew her 
position knew that she wasn't pulling a Jindal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with what I wrote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759905 32863 151 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:42:25pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759912 32863 158 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/6759906" target=_blank>#152</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I could tell, her view wasn't an issue. She didn't push it in 
schools, so who cares?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I know you were asleep.</P> 
<P>It was mentioned in almost every news article about her! 
Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06759974 32863 211 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 5:50:30pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/6759964" target=_blank>#202</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't know if there was any indication of it in the exit polls either. 
I just have so much personal experience with Republican voters (or Republican 
leaners) who jumped ship because of Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John McCain had a chance to pull in the moderates and fence-sitters. I didn't 
like him much, but that part of having him as the nominee made sense.</P> 
<P>He picked Sarah Palin, clearly, to get the Christian far right on board. It 
backfired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760059 32863 280 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:02:25pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6759876" target=_blank>#124</A> USA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a non-issue in 2008 election.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shouldn't you be at GCP? Never mind, I'll make it easy for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760073 32863 293 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:04:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/6760067" target=_blank>#287</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, aren't the lines in the Atlantic from mapping programs, rather than 
physically on the ocean floor? Or did I totally misread that 
article?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't miss anything. That's how stunningly ignorant the comment 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760095 32863 311 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:09:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/6760080" target=_blank>#300</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Any validity to <A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/185216/page/1" 
target=_blank>Geert Wilders showing up at CPAC?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, why not have a book-banner at CPAC? They're already hosting Mike 
Huckabee, Pat Buchanan, Ann Coulter, and Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>The more the merrier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760141 32863 349 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:17:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/6759951" target=_blank>#192</A> 
bluetick3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe a creationist would be certain to lose in 2012, but personally I'd take 
an otherwise right-thinking creationist who sticks to the Constitution over a 
crypto-marxist pathological liar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no difference.</P> 



<P>Creationists do not "stick to the Constitution." Every one of the 
creationists quoted above wants to teach religious pseudo-science in public 
schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760153 32863 359 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:19:44pm  
 
 
 
<P>I am not going to stand for insults. Use my software to post an insult and I 
will use my software to take away your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760172 32863 377 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:23:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/6760157" target=_blank>#363</A> 
bluetick3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wanting to and accomplishing same are two different things. I'll have to take 
your word for it and deduce that this would continue be their position as 
President. I do not know enough about the three of them to draw that conclusion 
on my own.</P> 
<P>I'll concede they're nuts, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bobby Jindal HAS accomplished it.</P> 
<P>Try to keep up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760200 32863 405 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/6760192" target=_blank>#397</A> 
sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm no political analyst but I'd have to say creationism was a non 
issue in this recent election.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, you're not a political analyst.</P> 
<P>Google "Sarah Palin creationism" and then try to tell me it wasn't an issue 
in the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760206 32863 411 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:30:06pm  
 
<P>Now up to 7 hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760218 32863 423 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:31:53pm  
 
<P>"<A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=sarah+palin+creationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Sarah 
Palin creationism</A>."</P> 
<P>1,220,000 results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760248 32863 449 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:35:49pm  
 
<P>The only people who seem to think this is a "non-issue," oddly enough, are 
... creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06760258 32863 458 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:36:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/6760253" target=_blank>#454</A> 
sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying that because of her views some folks simply didn't vote at all 
or voted for Obama because of it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is absolutely no doubt about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760290 32863 489 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:42:09pm  
 
<P>And now the hate mail's getting ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760295 32863 494 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6760280" target=_blank>#480</A> 
sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take your word for it but it never occurred to me that it's an issue. 
Especially when faced with the possibility of an Obama 
administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to take my word for it. Google it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760307 32863 506 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:44:21pm  
 
<P>Email from Louisiana:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>exactly what I meant about evolution fanatics...no dissent tolerated</P> 
<P>are you a Muslim or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760344 32863 542 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/6760333" target=_blank>#531</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how did McCain wind up as the nominee? Your theory doesn't seem to hold up 
on first glance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See point #6.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760376 32863 574 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 6:55:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/6760360" target=_blank>#558</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really like Hitchens and don't care for Palin, but that article is really 
an unfair hit piece. I kind of think it is Hitchens attempt to goad Palin into 
making public statements about her religious beliefs, something she should never 
have to do if she chooses not to. All religious people believe things that don't 
hold up to inquiry; let's judge her on her public record. Hitchens is really 
letting his prejudice get the best of him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not unfair at all. I agree with Hitch on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06760438 32863 634 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:03:45pm  
 
<P>And the hate mail pours in from people who think they have the right to 
insult me at my own blog:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry you can accept only fawning agreement. You're getting more and more 
like BHO every day - clear the playing field of any who might disagree. Good 
luck with your little fascist fiefdom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760458 32863 653 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/6760443" target=_blank>#639</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW Charles, your theory on Giuliani is just wrong for the most 
part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for sharing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760503 32863 696 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:12:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/6760482" target=_blank>#677</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take the article to mean religious belief makes you unfit for office, 
something he argues at length in his recent book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm reading the book right now. About 3/4 through. So far I haven't read 
anything that even comes close to saying that. Is that in the last quarter 
somewhere?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760523 32863 716 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:15:28pm  
 
<P>A quote from Hitchens' article: <A href="http://www.slate.com/id/2203120/" 
target=_blank>The GOP ticket's appalling contempt for science and 
learning</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...it didn't seem possible that things could go any lower or get any dumber. 
But they did last Friday, when, at a speech in Pittsburgh, Gov. Sarah Palin 
denounced wasteful expenditure on fruit-fly research, adding for good xenophobic 
and anti-elitist measure that some of this research took place "in Paris, 
France" and winding up with a folksy "I kid you not."</P> 
<P>It was in 1933 that Thomas Hunt Morgan won a Nobel Prize for showing that 
genes are passed on by way of chromosomes. The experimental creature that he 
employed in the making of this great discovery was the Drosophila melanogaster, 
or fruit fly. Scientists of various sorts continue to find it a very useful 
resource, since it can be easily and plentifully "cultured" in a laboratory, has 
a very short generation time, and displays a great variety of mutation. This 
makes it useful in studying disease, and since Gov. Palin was in Pittsburgh to 
talk about her signature "issue" of disability and special needs, she might even 
have had some researcher tell her that there is a Drosophila-based center for 
research into autism at the University of North Carolina. The fruit fly can also 
be a menace to American agriculture, so any financing of research into its 
habits and mutations is money well-spent. It's especially ridiculous and 



unfortunate that the governor chose to make such a fool of herself in 
Pittsburgh, a great city that remade itself after the decline of coal and steel 
into a center of high-tech medical research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is right on the mark. I was extremely unhappy about this Palin populist 
nonsense too, and said so at the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760607 32863 800 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:30:52pm  
 
<P>Newt Gingrich has been trying to have it both ways for a long time -- working 
against science behind the scenes, but putting up a public front of being 
moderate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760640 32863 831 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/6760631" target=_blank>#822</A> jcw46</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles but I believe your statement is a little 
hyperbolic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's "hyperbolic" about this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is wrong, and it’s <STRONG>one reason</STRONG> why the Democrats now 
control both houses of Congress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously. I deliberately qualified that statement to avoid being accused of 
"hyperbole," and you're the third or fourth person in this thread to accuse me 
of it anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760655 32863 846 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/837/6760646" target=_blank>#837</A> 
green_earth</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=sarah+palin+creationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>sarah 
palin creationism - Google Search</A>.</P> 
<P>1,220,000 results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760683 32863 872 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:42:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/865/6760675" target=_blank>#865</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's even one reason, myself. Most people don't even know what 
ID is. Ignorance of it is good and bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting comment #865 to tell me this topic doesn't 
matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760698 32863 887 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/870/6760681" target=_blank>#870</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<P>That quote doesn't contain a single word that backs up your contention that 
Hitchens said "religious belief makes you unfit for office."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06760704 32863 893 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/879/6760690" target=_blank>#879</A> 
MAredneck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of that is malicious misattribution, as you well know: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=lgf+fascism&amp;btnG=Search" target=_blank>Sick 
example</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760722 32863 909 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/6760714" target=_blank>#902</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're reading something into what I said, rather dishonestly I might 
add.I didn't say it didn't matter. I DID say it wasn't a reason why the GOP 
lost. I was pretty clear about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760730 32863 917 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/907/6760720" target=_blank>#907</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've defended Hitchens here many times but I think he is a little hyperbolic 
in the case of the fruit flies. Palin was ignorant of fruit flies. It doesn't 
mean she's dumb as Hitchens said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's your opinion. I'm telling you that I heard Sarah Palin say that 
live, when it happened, and I was greatly appalled.</P> 
<P>It was ignorant and uninformed, and pandering to the very worst elements of 
the anti-science right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760757 32863 943 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 7:55:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/927/6760741" target=_blank>#927</A> Hard 
Right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's YOUR opinion and I say it's wrong.What is with the 
attitude?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The attitude is simple: you're wrong. 1,220,000 results on a Google search 
tells you very clearly that this WAS an issue. Nearly 1,000 comments on this 
thread tells you it REMAINS an issue. But you're insisting otherwise. You have a 
right to your opinion, but it's very obviously wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06760894 32863 1030 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:13:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>Here come the people who post at the end of a 1000+ comment thread to tell 
everyone this subject doesn't matter and nobody cares.</P> 



<P>Without a hint of seeing the irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761051 32863 1077 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1055/6760965" target=_blank>#1055</A> jcw46</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mind showing the specific search string you used for those 
hits?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I already did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761062 32863 1079 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:35:12pm  
 
<P>Had all the whining I can take for one day. Accounts will be blocked, and 
this is the only warning I'm going to give.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761757 32863 1162 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:37:41pm  
 
<P>The whining seems to be getting louder in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761765 32863 1164 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 10:45:04pm  
 
<P>We also have someone screaming about James Randi in the dowsing 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06762796 32863 1216 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:31:40am  
 
<P>Wow. Quite an influx of creationists last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06762901 32863 1229 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:47:04am  
 
<P>Since people continue to deny that the GOP's association with creationists 
played a part in the election, here it is again:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=sarah+palin+creationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>sarah 
palin creationism - Google Search</A>.</P> 
<P>1,220,000 results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06762953 32863 1239 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:55:10am  
 
<P>It's also pretty clear that the ones arguing that creationism played no part 
in the last election are at least sympathetic to teaching creationism to 
children, if not outright in favor of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06763005 32863 1243 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:01:22am  
 
<P>Guess what?</P> 
<P>I'm not the only one who thinks this issue is a GOP-killer:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://volokh.com/archives/archive_2009_02_22-
2009_02_28.shtml#1235353513" target=_blank>volokh.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06766254 32863 1302 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1298/6766206" target=_blank>#1298</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another interesting comment by jimc:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/511/6364891" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hmmm - that's some real strong argumentation there./</P> 
<P>jimc doesn't want to see what he believes in taught in science class, he just 
wants us not to teach evolution - the 'Church of Darwin' (not till after the 
creationist memes have had a chance to take hold at any rate). Oh, and he also 
regards opposing the teaching of creationism in school the way Charles has been 
doing as a series of attacks on creationism that discredit science.</P> 
<P>But he's on our side on this issue - we are just misunderstanding 
him./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'jimc' is a fanatic. He's toned it down since he first appeared here, to 
avoid being booted out, because if his account is blocked he won't be able to 
continue "witnessing" to the infidels at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766263 32863 1304 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:10:44pm  
 
<P>(But he isn't fooling me one bit.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761216 32864 292 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:50:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6760960" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted an interesting interview with Geert on the previous thread. I didn't 
want to stink up this nice happy fun thread but I see people are stinking it up 
anyways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw it, thanks. It's pretty bad, but obviously right in line with the "anti-
jihad" extremists who are all that's left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761237 32864 309 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 8:52:33pm  
 
<P>Folks, please.</P> 
<P>Think about who's going to read these comments. I linked to the San Francisco 
Zoo's contest. They're trying to get kids interested in this, and for sure, 
they're going to see the referrals and check out this thread.</P> 
<P>How happy do you think they're going to be to see comments full of the F 
word?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06762773 32864 406 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:27:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/6762449" target=_blank>#402</A> 
petefreans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After what that chimp did to that poor woman, you can name that gorilla 
whatever you want. I'll name it "wild animal" and make sure it's behind bars or 
in the jungle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>It's in a zoo.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761426 32865 110 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:15:31pm  
 
<P>I'm still trying to wrap my mind around the fact that we had a 
<EM>dowsing</EM> meltdown today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06761470 32865 148 Charles Sun, Feb 22, 2009 9:20:57pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! Stop! This blog has nothing but Academy Award posts! You're 
obsessed! I hate you hate you hate you! Burn in hell! I'm ready for my closeup, 
Mr. Demille!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06763376 32868 206 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:51:22am  
 
<P>People who use the website I pay for and the software I wrote to insult me 
are going to lose their accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06763580 32868 372 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:16:35am  
 
<P>Comments complaining about threads related to creationism will be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>As I have posted at least a hundred times now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06763824 32868 566 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:46:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6763768" target=_blank>#521</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they are running as creationists I stand corrected. If they said something 
in passing that was then taken out of context, amplified and repeated by their 
opponents then that is entirely different.</P> 
<P>If someone is running as a creationist I will vote against them.</P> 
<P>If someone else is telling me that person is a creationist and wants to teach 
my kids that the Earth is 6000 years old and made by magic, well I would look 
very closely at who was saying that and why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every one of the governors I mentioned in the article that led to this thread 
is in favor of teaching creationism in schools, and Bobby Jindal has signed 
legislation that will allow it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06763915 32868 608 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:58:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/6763893" target=_blank>#601</A> 
committed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't you cut these guys some slack in light of their virtues in most other 
areas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06763924 32868 611 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:59:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/6763899" target=_blank>#604</A> 
SecondComing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;q=britney+spears+awesome&amp;btnG=G
oogle+Search&amp;aq=0&amp;oq=" target=_blank>Britney Spears awesome - Google 
Search</A></P> 
<P>6,910,000 results</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you probably don't even realize that you are reinforcing my 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06764305 32868 641 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 11:33:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/6764151" target=_blank>#635</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say, I'm just not seeing the creationism issue as a major albatross 
afflicting the GOP. The electoral question is whether the people who are voting 
against the GOP now would change their vote if all GOP politicians became 
clearly or vocally anti-creationist. I'm doubting it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Build straw men much?</P> 
<P>I was very clear in the post above that I consider this ONE issue that 
affected the vote, not the ONLY issue. And no one here has ever claimed that if 
"all GOP politicians" came out against creationism, it would change everyone's 
mind about voting for the GOP.</P> 
<P>It would be nice if people would deal with the real issues instead of setting 
up straw men and knocking them down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765181 32868 673 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:16:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/6765142" target=_blank>#669</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, what's happening here is the same old thing - conservatives tearing 
each other down because they're afraid of what the "media" or the "mainstream" 
think of them. That is not a winning strategy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. I'm not "tearing down conservatives," and that quote is from 
ME.</P> 
<P>If you don't think the media have a huge effect on elections, you're in a 
dream world -- but that's not the point. The point is that Bobby Jindal DID do 
all of those things. It's all true.</P> 
<P>And that truth will have more of an effect on people who might otherwise be 
persuaded to vote GOP than anything else. He's not a viable candidate with all 
of this stuff in his dossier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765198 32868 677 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:19:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/6765142" target=_blank>#669</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<P>Have you had another account at LGF under a different name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06765245 32868 682 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:28:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/679/6765216" target=_blank>#679</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am simply arguing that we should not be rejecting an otherwise qualified 
conservative candidate on the basis of belief in creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do reject any candidate who advocates teaching creationism to children in 
public schools, and I'm going to continue speaking out about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765295 32868 692 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:39:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/6765265" target=_blank>#685</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I took the blogger's point to be not just that Jindal did those things, 
but that those "things" make him an unacceptable candidate - it is that view 
from him that I'm disputing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again. That was MY point, and I stand by it completely. Bobby Jindal is 
unelectable, and if the GOP puts him up as the Presidential candidate he's going 
to lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765327 32868 697 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:45:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/6765276" target=_blank>#689</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. And that will cause the Republic to disintegrate in exactly how many 
years?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your agenda is beginning to show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765373 32868 704 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 1:52:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/6765329" target=_blank>#698</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late to the thread. Sorry if something along these lines has been posted</P> 
<P>Google search results:</P> 
<P>Joe Biden creationism 1.190.000Ronald Reagan creationism 4.390,000Barack 
Obama creationism 5,495,000Looks like Biden is the best bet based on these 
criteria</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By all means, just keep missing the point.</P> 
<P>You might want to try actually reading a few of those 1,220,000 results, 
because they show very clearly that the issue of creationism WAS a factor during 
the election, and was one of the big reasons why the pick of Sarah Palin was 
such a turn-off to many fence-sitting moderate voters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765560 32868 714 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:25:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/6765452" target=_blank>#707</A> dkorta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not disagreeing with you in that regard. I contend that it was made an 
issue because the media was looking for ways to destroy Palin and latched onto 
it. If they had spent as much time investigating the ramifications of Obama 



marinating in Black Liberation Theology for 20 years the partisanship might not 
have been so glaringly obvious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree on that. But it isn't just the media -- a LOT of moderates were 
turned off by that, and by Palin's association with Assembly of God 
fundamentalism. I know of at least 5 people (friends of mine) who were prepared 
to vote for John McCain but the Palin pick was a deal-breaker for them, 
specifically because of her creationist beliefs. And even though I tried to tell 
them that Palin stated she wouldn't try to get creationism taught in schools, it 
was STILL a deal-breaker.</P> 
<P>And since I started covering these issues, I've also received dozens of 
emails from people saying similar things.</P> 
<P>A lot of people are in denial about this. It's not the ONLY issue that turns 
moderates off, but it is definitely AN issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765672 32868 719 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:42:59pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about this topic will be deleted. Continue complaining and 
your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765807 32868 728 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 3:20:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/724/6765773" target=_blank>#724</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respect the hell out of you, Charles, but your five friends ... not so 
much. What other litmus tests might they come up with that have nothing to do 
with governing? What about the person who wouldn't vote for a candidate whose 
daughter became pregnant? Or the people the dems counted on in 2004 not to vote 
for a VP candidate whose daughter is a lesbian? Assumptions suck.</P> 
<P>No, Creationism should not be taught in science class and Governors/law 
makers who push for that should be defeated. Why? Because they are abusing their 
power.</P> 
<P>But, at the same time, I refuse to kowtow to or be impressed or swayed by 
people who may decide tomorrow the church I go to because it has a good 
apolitical children's program (or for whatever personal reason I attend without 
it affecting my policy stances) is a 'deal breaker'.</P> 
<P>They aren't helping, either.</P> 
<P>JMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not asking you to respect the people who were turned off by Palin's 
belief in creationism or her fundamentalist associations. The point of this 
anecdotal story was to show that there are people to whom these issues are 
important.</P> 
<P>Because there are an awful lot of people in this thread who are purely in 
denial on this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765843 32868 734 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 3:26:42pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about this topic will be deleted. Continue complaining and 
your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765962 32868 742 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 4:03:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/741/6765948" target=_blank>#741</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other part of the equation is if the teacher is mandated to teach ID or 
evolution, that if the teacher disagrees with the subject that the subject may 
not be taught, but instead portrayed as "I've got to tell you about this, but it 
won't be on the test" kind of thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will be no schools "mandated to teach ID," because "intelligent design" 
is religion, not science. And your idea that teachers should be free to say 
they're not going to hold students accountable for learning science is 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766938 32868 791 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:53:52pm  
 
<P>It's a delayed meltdown thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765618 32871 205 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:34:22pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is a complete buffoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06765634 32871 221 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 2:35:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/6765623" target=_blank>#210</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You realize that your second statement does not actually contradict what Beck 
is saying, right?</P> 
<P>And do you really think the truly epoch-making drug violence happening in 
Mexico right now is just neatly stopping at the border?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very real problem. But people like Glenn Beck are pumping it up 
like demagogues on meth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766488 32872 141 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:40:09pm  
 
<P>There are no grounds to impeach Barack Obama. Let's not start sounding like 
the moonbats who wanted to impeach Bush without cause. Please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766512 32872 158 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:42:56pm  
 
<P>Another bashing session going on at Hot Air, by the way, in their Wilders 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766555 32872 194 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:49:53pm  
 
<P>Thanks to Allahpundit for the words of support over there. There are a bunch 
of angry ranters who were banned from LGF, who go nuts every time AP links to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766571 32872 208 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 5:52:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/6766560" target=_blank>#199</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wilders was on Glen Beck and Bill O'Reilly tonight. Did you see any of his 
appearances and if you did, what did you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot support Geert Wilders any more. He's hooked up with bad people, and 
I want nothing to do with any of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766622 32872 251 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:01:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/6766584" target=_blank>#220</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the interview I linked to last night? I think he's pretty clear 
that his "American style 1st amendment" will not cover Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, saw it. He's a straight-up bigot, and that's why the idiots who call 
themselves 'anti-jihad warriors' love him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766642 32872 270 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:03:34pm  
 
<P>Ann "the Council of Conservative Citizens is not white supremacist" Coulter, 
now on the Hannity network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766651 32872 276 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:05:04pm  
 
<P>Notice that not a single 'right-wing' blogger wanted to get anywhere near the 
Coulter/CCC story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766681 32872 300 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:09:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/6766580" target=_blank>#216</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh crap. Sorry Charles, I was asking about Wilders. Did he get hooked up with 
that VB bunch. and their fellow travellers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766694 32872 310 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/6766669" target=_blank>#290</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really see how she was defending the CCC. I kind of thought she was 
just pointing out that the liberals didn't get half as excited about the Obama-
Wright connection as they did about Republicans speaking at the 
CCC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote from her book:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there is little on the CCC website suggesting that the group is a “thinly 
veiled white supremacist” organization...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The front page has an ad for "White Pride" t-shirts. Sold by the neo-Nazi 
Stormfront website.</P> 
<P>Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06766772 32872 385 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/6766767" target=_blank>#381</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, she is a political satirist. I'm just wondering if what she was saying 
was satire.</P> 
<P>And why would it be nonsense? She became famous for her sarcastic wit. What's 
to say she wasn't being sarcastic or satirical?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have the book. I posted the entire section in question.</P> 
<P>It is not "satire."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766862 32872 463 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:37:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6766803" target=_blank>#411</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<P>Why are you posting that, and leaving out the parts where Coulter makes 
excuses for the CCC?</P> 
<P>What's your purpose here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766870 32872 467 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/6766860" target=_blank>#461</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't get me wrong. This is Charles's blog, and I will not dispute that he 
has the right to do what he want and say what he wants on it.</P> 
<P>I may not agree with it, but I'm always glad to hear someone else's opinion 
on something, even if I disagree with it. Debate is what makes this country 
great. And I certainly am grateful for everything he's done, from his pro-Israel 
stance to his pwnage of Dan Rather.</P> 
<P>I'm just a little skeptical about using SPLC and HuffPo as my sources for 
moral guidance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit.</P> 
<P>I already told you that I have the book, and I quoted the relevant section in 
my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06766886 32872 481 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 6:42:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/6766882" target=_blank>#477</A> 
gclaghorn</EM></P> 
<P>I've completely had it with people who make excuses for white supremacists, 
and I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767070 32873 62 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/6767033" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>They're promoting him as "the foremost defender of free speech in the modern 
age."</P> 
<P>And ... uh ... he wants to ban the Koran and make Islam illegal.</P> 
<P>Interesting definition of 'free speech' there.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06767153 32873 109 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:26:05pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is the main contact for the Geert Wilders event, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767179 32873 125 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:31:14pm  
 
<P>Over at stalker blog II, the banned freak 'song_and_dance_man' is advocating 
digging up the body of Aqsa Parvez, since the family won't let Pamela Geller 
exploit her in death:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don’t know much about Canadian law, but here in America if parents abuse 
their children they can lose custody of them. Now this girl was murdered by her 
family, which in my mind is the ultimate abuse, and at that point all rights to 
the victim of the family should have been abolished and expunged. I don’t know 
if one can transfer custody of a corpse, but it might have been looked into. Or 
maybe the state should have marked the grave after confiscating custody from the 
family of murderers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767219 32873 158 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:37:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/6767179" target=_blank>#125</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>These are the people promoting Geert Wilders in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767275 32873 196 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:46:15pm  
 
<P>Love note for the evening, from an admirer in <STRONG>Canada</STRONG>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boy, you're one fucking moron. If you think creationism is going to sink our 
chances then why don't you leave the Republican Party and find out. And btw 
anybody who uses Google search numbers to argue that Palin's 'creationism' 
affected the election is someone looking for a reason to expel once again the 
religious nuts of the party. I'll tell you what. You and Barnett can join the 
Democrats while we take all the religious Hispanics. Oh and go fuck 
yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Praise the lord!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767339 32873 235 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 7:53:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6767326" target=_blank>#224</A> 
newsjunkie_ky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seem to remember an awful lot of anti/ban/oppressive the hijab comments 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please quote one post where I advocated banning the hijab.</P> 
<P>Is it oppressive? Yes. Have I criticized it? Yes.</P> 
<P>Have I advocated BANNING it? Not once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767387 32873 273 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:02:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6767358" target=_blank>#249</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently the big difference is the backlighting, which is not good for the 
eyes.</P> 
<P>Kindle does the e-paper thing, which is supposed to be much 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It really is much easier on the eyes. As a life-long reading addict, I am 
totally hooked on this device. I fall asleep reading on it every 
night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767534 32873 387 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:28:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/6767506" target=_blank>#362</A> 
Cheeseland</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am in for a 2.0. Wish me luck. I have also heard that at least on the 1.0 
there was a functional web browser and a built in dictionary. I have my fingers 
crossed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the version 1 Kindle has a built-in dictionary, and a web browser. The 
browser is text-only though -- it looks like a modified version of the Lynx 
browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767593 32873 432 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 8:41:26pm  
 
<P>Alan Keyes: Nirther.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/lqkMfToY9Pk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Completely insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767783 32873 584 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:25:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/6767777" target=_blank>#580</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<P>You've pissed all over this thread enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767772 32874 13 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:23:23pm  
 
<P>It's like shooting fish in a barrel. Every time you see a creationist use a 
quote from Darwin or almost any other scientist, just Google the quote. You'll 
be amazed.</P> 
<P>They're lying for Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767809 32874 28 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:31:57pm  
 
<P>I'm finished warning people not to post whining comments about the 
creationism threads. Now I'm just going to block their accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06767815 32874 33 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:33:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6767813" target=_blank>#31</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the letter:</P> 
<P>David Dewolf is a senior fellow at the Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767858 32874 54 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 9:41:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6767838" target=_blank>#45</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Terri Leo screed, a classic quote mining:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As Charles Darwin so aptly stated in On the Origin of Species, "A fair result 
can be obtained only by fully stating and balancing the facts and arguments on 
both sides of each question."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem with this line is of course that the ID crowd puts forth no 
facts, just distortions and dishonesty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The complete quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This Abstract, which I now publish, must necessarily be imperfect. I cannot 
here give references and authorities for my several statements; and I must trust 
to the reader reposing some confidence in my accuracy. No doubt errors will have 
crept in, though I hope I have always been cautious in trusting to good 
authorities alone. I can here give only the general conclusions at which I have 
arrived, with a few facts in illustration, but which, I hope, in most cases will 
suffice. No one can feel more sensible than I do of the necessity of hereafter 
publishing in detail all the facts, with references, on which my conclusions 
have been grounded; and I hope in a future work to do this. For I am well aware 
that scarcely a single point is discussed in this volume on which facts cannot 
be adduced, often apparently leading to conclusions directly opposite to those 
at which I have arrived. A fair result can be obtained only by fully stating and 
balancing the facts and arguments on both sides of each question; and this 
cannot possibly be here done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwin is saying he can't list all the facts that <EM>support the theory of 
evolution</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06767985 32874 150 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/6767944" target=_blank>#110</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, there's a whole website cataloguing people who've been banned from 
LGF!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I live inside their heads. I moved in and brought a whole living room 
furniture set. It's pretty comfy in there, except when the voices get too 
loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06768016 32874 181 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:38:31pm  
 
<P>And now the hate mail!</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the last year I have seen non stop christian bashing and a crusade against 
creationism.</P> 
<P>I know you are hearing it from other conservatives because you aretelling the 
GOP base to fuck off.</P> 
<P>I also notice you ban anyone with an opinion you don't like...kindalike 
DU.</P> 
<P>We lost the election because of people like you, not Sarah Palin 
buddy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06768029 32874 194 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:44:58pm  
 
<P>Here's a hate mailer who agrees with me that creationism is a big issue -- 
but from a somewhat different perspective:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is THE DEFINING ISSUE in the culture war in the US.</P> 
<P>Abortion, pornography, euthanasia, drugs, prostitution, homosexualmarriage, 
the environment, embryonic stem cell research, populationcontrol, etc. etc. The 
different views come from different beliefsabout our human origin and 
history.</P> 
<P>I'd like to see how you can argue otherwise.</P> 
<P>And you advocate that only one side in the culture war should beentitled to 
have their view heard in the public schools yet you continueto enjoy the freedom 
of speech in the USA (freedoms that came out a aChristian, creationist 
philosophy) to blog.</P> 
<P>Seems hypocritical to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06768033 32874 198 Charles Mon, Feb 23, 2009 10:46:01pm  
 
<P>That one is from Australia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06769698 32874 301 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 9:25:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6769650" target=_blank>#299</A> Grogtank</EM></P> 
<P>There is no "validity" to "intelligent design." ID is nothing more than 
creationism dressed up in pseudo-scientific clothing. The people promoting ID 
want you to believe that it's different from creationism, but this is simply a 
strategy to get around the Supreme Court's rulings against teaching 
creationism.</P> 
<P>Here's a video on the subject:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30725_Video-
_Cdesign_Proponentsists" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770092 32874 305 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 10:30:19am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770100 32874 306 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 10:31:35am  
 



<P>A short, incomplete list of <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/indexcc/CA/CA215.html" target=_blank>practical 
uses of evolution.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770315 32880 20 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:04:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6770297" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts transform into moonbats (example #287)...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=32027" target=_blank>Super: Obama birth-
certificate Trutherism comes to Iraq</A>Check out how many "conservatives" in 
the comments cheer on a soldier who refuses to do his duty. 
Disgraceful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone sent me that link last night, with an email saying, "Now will you 
admit you were wrong!?!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770460 32881 39 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:26:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6770421" target=_blank>#10</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forget about birth certificates, people. I saw with my own eyes the birth 
notice for Barack Obama printed in an August 1961 edition of the Honolulu Star-
Bulletin. This was on microfiche in an obscure library in a different state. (I 
dug it out when researching my essay about Obama during the 
election.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This just shows you how <EM>deep the conspiracy goes</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770464 32881 41 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:27:07am  
 
<P>Notice the article ends with a plug for Jerome Corsi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770505 32881 70 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:31:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6770478" target=_blank>#52</A> JenBee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I still don't understand why Charles and others continue to blow 
this off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's silly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770568 32881 117 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:38:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6770546" target=_blank>#99</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you insist on a conspiracy, here's mine... BHO sits there and does nothing 
to dissuade or debunk the nirthers because he knows he was born in HI... but he 
lets them stew, because there may indeed be something else buried in records 
that he finds embarrassing and does not want spotlighted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't even think there's that much going on.</P> 
<P>When your enemies are discrediting themselves and making the whole 
conservative side of the aisle look like deranged fools, by raving about 
conspiracies and nirth certifikits, why not let them?</P> 



<P>It's what I would do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770627 32881 156 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 11:46:09am  
 
<P>Oh boy oh boy. Kindle 2 just arrived. I have a new toy.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_7VgDSNxlGU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06770762 32881 270 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 12:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/6770734" target=_blank>#242</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>via Instapundit: <A href="http://volokh.com/archives/archive_2009_02_22-
2009_02_28.shtml#1235426099" target=_blank>Defining "Creationism" 
Down</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Randy Barnett is starting to find out what happens when you go off the 
GOP reservation on the creationism issue.</P> 
<P>It's nice to see another conservative who isn't cowed by the bullying and 
whining and misdirection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772007 32881 556 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 4:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/6771232" target=_blank>#543</A> Perfected 
Democrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually a good way to settle it once and for all would be for Obama to 
simply release the authentic vault record copy which verifies a "Hawaii Birth 
Cerfificate", not a Certificate of Live Birth, which is known to be of a 
different genre so-to-speak, just to demonstrate that he is truly acting in good 
faith. If this were Bush or Palin or any Republican everybody would be screaming 
bloody murder for it. Frankly, it seems very strange to me as a new contributor, 
though long-time reader to this venerable blog, that on this particular issue, 
asking for that proof is a point of derision...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh. I don't know how many times it has to be pointed out that not only 
did the State of Hawaii release a statement <EM>verifying</EM> that Obama's 
real, honest to God birth certificate is on file with them, there are also birth 
notices in <EM>both</EM> major Honolulu newspapers from 1961.</P> 
<P>To believe there's something fishy going on, you have to believe that the 
entire State of Hawaii is in on the plot. Don't you think someone would leak the 
truth if there was some kind of massive cover up?</P> 
<P>Please. Don't you realize how ridiculous this issue is? Give it up. It's a 
dead end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772310 32881 560 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 4:52:51pm  
 
<P>OK, the birth notices mean nothing. Whatever.</P> 
<P>It's hopeless.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06771006 32882 8 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 12:51:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6771000" target=_blank>#5</A> Peacekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised that you have anyone left to argue with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771048 32882 27 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 12:58:32pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about this topic will be deleted. Continue complaining 
and your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771111 32882 74 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 1:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/6771097" target=_blank>#63</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, he's still getting <EM>polite</EM> emails. Is he new at this? Or is it 
his audience (lawyers?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's new at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771205 32882 152 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 1:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6771189" target=_blank>#137</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I've ever posted about ID on <A 
href="http://coldraptor.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>Cold Raptor</A>, but I am 
certainly on your side in this Charles.With a grand total of 54 postings since I 
started on Nov. 5, 2007, I could hardly call myself either, but here's my 
support anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, write a post about it and I'll link it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771224 32882 170 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 1:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6771214" target=_blank>#160</A> Leonidas 
Hoplite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone know where Newt stands on this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Newt goes either way, depending on which audience he's speaking 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771238 32882 181 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 1:25:59pm  
 
<P>If you mix a complaint about the topic with insults and hand-to-the-forehead 
dramatic goodbye messages, your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06771907 32882 800 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 3:47:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/777/6771870" target=_blank>#777</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just re read the Law Jindal signed. I know I am in the vast minority here 
but I don't see anything offensive about it. By state and federal law a public 
school cannot teach religion. By the new law itself a teacher cannot bring in 
any materials that are not approved by the local school board, and the state 
school board has trump authority over it all. In addition to evolution the bill 
mentions controversies in Global Warming and the Origin of Life (2 subjects with 
a large amount of debatable non religious scientific data that would most likely 
be covered in a baised way in most current text books.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have posted several articles explaining why these "academic freedom" bills 
are simply stalking horses for the "intelligent design" crowd. You must have 
missed them.</P> 
<P>Here's the latest one I posted, just a few days ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32836_Lebo-
_Using_Academic_Freedom_to_Keep_God_in_the_Science_Classroom" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772092 32882 850 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 4:17:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/830/6772001" target=_blank>#830</A> bhabcy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could natural selection, survival of the fittest, have caused us to evolve to 
have such feelings of magnanimity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772326 32884 125 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 4:55:06pm  
 
<P>There's a Nirther still going at it in the WND thread. It's like talking to a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772415 32884 192 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 5:07:27pm  
 
<P>By the way -- I now have a Twitter account. I'm not even sure why I want it 
yet, but the username is 'Lizardoid'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772707 32885 11 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 5:54:08pm  
 
<P>The door opens.</P> 
<P>I hope everyone has enough beer to get through this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772716 32885 19 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 5:54:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6772706" target=_blank>#10</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I CAN'T KEEP UP! I CAN'T KEEP UP!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just you wait, Mr. Reader. Just you wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772764 32885 51 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 5:58:16pm  
 



<P>Krauthammer thinks it's going to be very ambitious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772780 32885 64 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 5:59:27pm  
 
<P>I think if you wait through the CBS news pre-show blather, it goes live.</P> 
<P>At least it did when I tested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772798 32885 80 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:00:24pm  
 
<P>Sully's all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772818 32885 97 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:01:44pm  
 
<P>So much for the CBS feed. It's not what it was billed as.</P> 
<P>Hmm. That sounds familiar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772848 32885 121 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:03:26pm  
 
<P>OK, one sock puppet already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772860 32885 130 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:04:11pm  
 
<P>Anyone know a URL for a live embed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772918 32885 182 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:07:27pm  
 
<P>15 minutes is up. The door closes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772924 32885 188 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:07:43pm  
 
<P>Only 10 made it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772941 32885 204 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:08:07pm  
 
<P>Look at all those happy faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06772959 32885 217 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:09:00pm  
 
<P>Obama's sitting in a bathtub, playing with a little yellow 
duck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773031 32885 287 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:11:54pm  
 
<P>Smiles!</P> 
<P>Smiley smiling politicians.</P> 
<P>Now I am afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06773102 32885 354 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:14:34pm  
 
<P>Krauthammer's talking about the significance of the first joint session of 
Congress with an African-American president. And he's right.</P> 
<P>Yet, somehow I remain strangely unmoved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773197 32886 13 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:17:25pm  
 
<P>It's a love fest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773229 32886 29 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:18:09pm  
 
<P>Hey, why shouldn't they all be so happy. A lot of their constituents just got 
paid. Big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773251 32886 43 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:18:42pm  
 
<P>Envelope! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773277 32886 55 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:19:08pm  
 
<P>WE WILL REBUILD.</P> 
<P>He's shouting it.</P> 
<P>Very rehearsed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773302 32886 73 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:19:48pm  
 
<P>The weight of this crisis will not determine the destiny of this 
nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773333 32886 93 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:20:36pm  
 
<P>If I wrote an opening sentence that bad, I'd roll in ashes and scourge 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773365 32886 117 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:21:21pm  
 
<P>Dodd's weeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773463 32886 197 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:23:43pm  
 
<P>Pelosi's not really blinking. The carefully calculated tension in her facial 
skin occasionally causes involuntary eye closure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773514 32886 235 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:24:50pm  
 
<P>Pelosi's smiling a lot more these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06773561 32886 275 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:26:06pm  
 
<P>Biden's doing his scheduled bit. Did you see how he looked up right before 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773571 32886 284 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:26:19pm  
 
<P>So rehearsed this is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773606 32886 317 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:27:04pm  
 
<P>He was checking his Blackberry earlier to see how long before his 
cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773730 32886 431 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:30:26pm  
 
<P>He's showing the pressure, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773774 32886 473 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:31:37pm  
 
<P>Some cheap shots at CEOs. Good for a round of applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06773852 32886 544 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:33:30pm  
 
<P>"I promise you -- I get it!"</P> 
<P>Should have been followed with a big wink and thumbs-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774185 32887 117 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:41:39pm  
 
<P>I wish the crowd would start chanting, "Pebble bed nuclear plants! Pebble bed 
nuclear plants!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774225 32887 151 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:42:39pm  
 
<P>Biden's looking at his Blackberry again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774250 32887 173 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:43:13pm  
 
<P>Oh, that's what Biden was watching for. Time to stand up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774269 32887 189 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:43:37pm  
 
<P>And stand up again! Repetition is key.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774276 32887 195 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:43:51pm  



 
<P>Probably one more stand-up coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774290 32887 207 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:44:12pm  
 
<P>That one was improvised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774302 32887 218 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:44:23pm  
 
<P>The big one's still on the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774336 32887 246 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:45:05pm  
 
<P>No, that's Bobby Jindal who cures cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774354 32887 263 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:45:35pm  
 
<P>Just schedule him for an exorcism. Proven to combat melanoma.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774395 32887 298 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:46:34pm  
 
<P>Biden's Twittering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774420 32887 322 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:47:11pm  
 
<P>The Republicans look bemused and bewildered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774491 32887 387 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:49:00pm  
 
<P>Every moment of this was rehearsed over and over.</P> 
<P>Am I imagining it or does he get a little nervous tremor in his voice 
sometimes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774543 32887 434 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:50:04pm  
 
<P>Here comes the draft, through the back door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774568 32887 458 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:50:30pm  
 
<P>Saw this coming, I did. Posted about it too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774793 32887 668 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:55:35pm  
 
<P>He's holding to the $250K line.</P> 
<P>Knew he had to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06774884 32887 755 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:57:30pm  
 
<P>"For seven years we've been a nation at war. NO LONGER WILL WE HIDE ITS 
PRICE." Shouted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06774958 32887 827 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 6:59:08pm  
 
<P>"And that's why I'm ordering the immediate invasion of the Al Qaeda-infested 
regions of Paki..."</P> 
<P>Oh. He didn't really say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775216 32888 86 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:06:56pm  
 
<P>He keeps doing this little growly thing with his voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775222 32888 91 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:07:11pm  
 
<P>Must have focus-grouped well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775314 32888 174 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:09:19pm  
 
<P>65 applause cues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775361 32888 216 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:10:27pm  
 
<P>They're smiling even more now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775380 32888 235 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:11:09pm  
 
<P>The more a politician smiles, the more you should be afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775418 32888 271 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:12:55pm  
 
<P>Next up, Jindal the hope of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775539 32889 15 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:17:42pm  
 
<P>The main problem for Obama's plan will be the carbon cap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775577 32889 30 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:19:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6775559" target=_blank>#21</A> BignJames</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ethnicity angle.</P> 
<P>/cynic</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ethnicity angle and extreme right religious connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06775763 32890 13 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:26:58pm  
 
<P>They both look very young tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775791 32890 24 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:28:20pm  
 
<P>Populist enough? "Some bureaucrat came and told 'im..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775847 32890 55 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:30:10pm  
 
<P>Volcano monitoring. Under the bus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06775884 32890 79 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:31:45pm  
 
<P>It's not about the volcano monitoring. It's a dig at science in 
general.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776012 32890 185 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:36:51pm  
 
<P>The volcano monitoring thing was the most specific point in his 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776093 32890 255 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:40:21pm  
 
<P>Krauthammer not impressed.</P> 
<P>Juan Williams not impressed.</P> 
<P>Me not impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776141 32890 295 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 7:43:18pm  
 
<P>There really are some bad signs in the Pacific Northwest, volcano-wise. I 
just don't think it's a good idea to single that out, and it's such a relatively 
small issue -- why pick it out of all the other questionable projects?</P> 
<P>Reminded me of Sarah Palin's "fruit flies in Paris, France" 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776438 32890 576 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:10:26pm  
 
<P>By the way, the "volcano monitoring" bit also seemed like a very calculated 
thumb in the eye of the SICB for canceling the convention in New 
Orleans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776550 32890 684 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/681/6776547" target=_blank>#681</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Volcanos can also release poisonous gases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So can politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06776560 32890 694 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:27:03pm  
 
<P>And now on NOVA. Rats. Rats in the bamboo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776572 32890 705 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:28:32pm  
 
<P>Chickens and rats. In the bamboo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776583 32890 716 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:29:56pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/rats/" target=_blank>Rat 
attack.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776661 32890 794 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:40:35pm  
 
<P>Ken is staging a rat drive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06776742 32890 872 Charles Tue, Feb 24, 2009 8:55:07pm  
 
<P>Frank Luntz vs. Penn and Teller.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/If9EWDB_zK4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778425 32896 17 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 8:55:45am  
 
<P>He was trying to go for the same "inspiring hope change" theme as the Big O. 
Almost no specifics about anything.</P> 
<P>As I wrote last night, the most specific point in his speech was the slam 
against volcano monitoring. Came across as very ignorant to me, and pandering to 
the anti-science far righties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778471 32896 53 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:00:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/6778443" target=_blank>#31</A> 
lennysquiggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, can the GOP find a microphone that works? I was watching on FoxNews and 
it seemed like his mic was periodically cutting off some of his words. I'm sure 
it wouldn't have made a difference but still...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was the Fox feed. I watched it on HD broadcast in LA and the audio was 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778535 32896 111 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:07:17am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/6778502" target=_blank>#81</A> deymond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you're a hammer, everything looks like a nail. You view Jindal as anti-
science, and you've given good reasons for your opinion, but don't make the 
mistake of assuming that Jindal considers himself anti-science (and would 
therefore be going out of his way to mock or criticize it).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't actually say he was "anti-science," but I think signing that 
Discovery Institute atrocity into law is pretty good support for that 
contention.</P> 
<P>I don't know if he falls into that category, but it's very telling that in 
the whole speech he couldn't come up with anything more specific than a slam at 
a relatively low-cost scientific program.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778563 32896 138 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:09:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6778549" target=_blank>#124</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOLHonestly, is it stimulus? No, it is not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we've already established that there is one heck of a lot of "non-
stimulus" in this "stimulus."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778599 32896 173 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:13:49am  
 
<P>Addendum: he took a slam at a relatively low cost scientific program that has 
the potential to save a lot of lives in a major volcanic event. There are much 
more worthy targets of scorn in that bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778684 32896 254 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:22:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/6778630" target=_blank>#202</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://depts.washington.edu/qrc/mht1.jpg" target=_blank>Mt. St. 
Helens, Maybe we should ignore this?</A></P> 
<P>I cannot believe the mind of a politician.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, imagine something like that near a major city. Not far-fetched at all 
in the Pacific Northwest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778721 32896 291 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:26:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/6778709" target=_blank>#279</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If God wants to punish some sinful liberal city with a volcano, who are we to 
"monitor" His plans or stand in His way?</P> 
<P>/need I</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. We need a /falwell tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778792 32896 354 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:34:55am  
 



<P>I think you can make a case that volcano monitoring is a form of "stimulus." 
If one of these babies lets go right next to a city, a lot of folks won't be 
worrying about their mortgages any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778857 32896 377 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:41:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/6778817" target=_blank>#364</A> deymond</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope that was said tongue-in-cheek.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, but the more important point is what would happen to the economy 
if/when a major volcanic event happens. Ports destroyed, transportation systems, 
massive casualties, that sort of thing. How much would <EM>that</EM> cost, 
compared to the investment needed to get some kind of warning 
system?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778803 32897 14 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:36:00am  
 
<P>I'm not too encouraged by that completely rote, boilerplate GOP 
response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06778897 32897 79 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 9:45:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6778839" target=_blank>#37</A> 
harlemghost</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Byron York ... didn't he just get fired from NRO ? he certainly should not be 
held up as a spokesman for conservatives ... maybe a spokesman of intellectual 
snobs yes ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no - he wasn't fired at all. He moved to a better position at the 
Examiner. Totally amicable with NRO (as far as I know).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06779301 32897 337 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 10:40:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/6779127" target=_blank>#280</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is completely nuts, and her equally nutty cronies are giving her the 
confidence to be nuttier still. Shame she doesn't realise that everyone outside 
that small circle of idiots is laughing at her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I've ever called her a "racust," have I? Sounds horrible. I'd 
never say that about someone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780273 32900 6 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 12:46:29pm  
 
<P>When Apple puts out a public beta it's usually pretty far along the 
development curve.</P> 
<P>I've been downloading occasional nightly builds -- this new version has 
undergone a lot of testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780332 32900 27 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 12:55:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6780283" target=_blank>#9</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which means...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can download development versions of Safari from here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://nightly.webkit.org/" 
target=_blank>nightly.webkit.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Nightly builds" are development versions of the software.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780481 32900 131 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 1:18:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6780305" target=_blank>#15</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you CAN set the start up choices!</P> 
<P>Pull up the Top Sites page, and in the lower left corner, click the Edit 
button. Boom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but it doesn't let you specify which sites go in which slots; it 
selects them out of the history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780502 32900 145 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 1:23:11pm  
 
<P>Hey, what happened to accesskeys?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780563 32900 191 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 1:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6780522" target=_blank>#159</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have they moved into the System Preferences &gt; Keyboard and Mouse &gt; 
Keyboard Shortcuts? Or are you talking about something else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is something in the HTML that lets you set a key that works with 
Control as a hot key for the item. Like this, for our search form at top 
left:</P> 
<P>&lt;input type="text" name="searchString" id="searchString" class="stxt exam" 
title="Search LGF..." accesskey="S"&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780571 32900 198 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 1:34:06pm  
 
<P>That accesskey feature worked fine in v3. In fact, it still works for the 
formatting buttons in this comment form. Hmm. What changed? Not my 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780756 32901 63 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:04:55pm  
 
<P>Oop. Ack. <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/02/11/cbsnews_investigates/main4793713
.shtml" target=_blank>'Homegrown Jihad' Documentary Trailer - CBS News</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Officials describe the film to CBS News as "sensationalistic" and without any 
real foundation. According to one official, it is strictly designed to upset and 
inflame people and does not present a true picture of any so-called “homegrown 
Jihad” danger. No current intelligence exists to suggest any threat connected 
with this group, which officials describe as “wannabes” and not terrorists.</P> 



<P>The Department of Homeland Security and the FBI are aware of the movie and 
have no plans at this time to issue any new alerts or 
bulletins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780817 32901 105 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:13:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/6780778" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with CBS these days? I think they were the original MSM source for the 
bogus Phoenix kidnapping story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Christian Action Network documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780821 32901 107 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:13:53pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32799_Hannitys_Scaremonger_of_the_
Day" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06780838 32901 117 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:16:39pm  
 
<P>I'm very skeptical about this documentary too. I think in this case CBS is 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06781016 32902 5 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:52:25pm  
 
<P>My fault, reload...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06781026 32902 11 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:54:41pm  
 
<P>Hmm. The Onion changed their video embed format. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06781041 32902 17 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 2:56:52pm  
 
<P>Works now. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06781702 32903 9 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 5:28:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6781687" target=_blank>#7</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are the pro volcanologist blogs? Where?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You laugh, but ...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://volcanism.wordpress.com/" 
target=_blank>volcanism.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06781704 32903 11 Charles Wed, Feb 25, 2009 5:29:06pm  
 
<P>They're not too happy over there about Bobby J.'s little 
slam.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06789962 32909 976 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 9:40:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/975/6788767" target=_blank>#975</A> AreaMan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Slackman has been covering the Middle East for the NYT since the 
middle of 2005. He has been covering mainly Egypt for a year or so.</P> 
<P>I think the article was written to explain Egyptian attitudes to clueless 
Americans. And possibly to ingratiate Slackman with radical Egyptians to get 
close enough for a story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you considered that you might be looking at the problem from the wrong 
angle? Maybe Americans do understand "Egyptian attitudes" better than you think 
-- and maybe Americans don't accept those attitudes, and don't think they 
deserve sympathy.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06785602 32910 91 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 12:51:44pm  
 
<P>This is too funny. Now there's a cretinist blog dedicated to attacking 
me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lgfonevolution.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>lgfonevolution.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anonymous, as usual. But the dates are in Portuguese, which suggests the 
author may be South American.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06785670 32910 154 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 12:58:54pm  
 
<P>About that first post, quoting 'Perpetua' at Debbie Schlussel's site:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perpetua Re:</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson at Little Green Footballs. I used to post regularly there but 
his blog has become almost unreadable due to his obsession over “creationism”. 
In fact many people are referring to him now as “The Darwinist Rage 
Boy.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Perpetua' registered on January 22, 2009, and posted exactly 33 comments, 
before melting down and going on a down-dinging spree. Hardly "posting 
regularly," but it's hard to collect the martyr points unless you lie a 
little.</P> 
<P>(This is a good example of how banned people misrepresent the facts when they 
go to other blogs and smear me.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786145 32911 21 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:32:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6786105" target=_blank>#6</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next tech question; anyone yet seen/heard of a portable keyboard (Bluetooth 
or just plain ol' plug-in) for iPhone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, don't think there is one yet. Apparently there's something about the 
iPhone's USB implementation that makes it impossible to use a standard 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786149 32911 23 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:32:54pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6786112" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anything been done to the pages which could affect load time? Its taking 
forever to get the main page or new threads to load.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problems here. I think it must be a local network issue...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786153 32911 25 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:33:16pm  
 
<P>And I haven't changed any significant code for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786197 32911 47 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:40:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6786193" target=_blank>#45</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me R tek neandirthal, but how would that prevent a <EM>Bluetooth</EM> 
keyboard from working?</P> 
<P>I wonder if they're just afraid of cannibalizing their Macbook 
sales.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I meant Bluetooth, not USB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786253 32911 82 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:50:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6786207" target=_blank>#53</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love Safari, but on my PC I use Google Chrome and on my Mac I tend to use 
OmniWeb.</P> 
<P>The reason? Safari, unless I'm missing something dreadfully obvious, doesn't 
open all the last tabs that were open when you last quit out of the browser. No 
clue why they still don't do that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a Safari plugin that adds that feature -- Saft.</P> 
<P>I actually bought this one, because it has that and other useful 
features:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://haoli.dnsalias.com/Saft/" 
target=_blank>haoli.dnsalias.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786266 32911 90 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:52:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/6786262" target=_blank>#87</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hear that Saft is one bad motherf...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shut yo mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786285 32911 104 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 2:55:59pm  
 
<P>One big plus: the new Cover View feature for looking through the browsing 
history. Very handy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06786378 32911 168 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 3:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/6786323" target=_blank>#131</A> Let's 
Roll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminder: don't like the new tab position in Safari 4? Run this in 
Terminal:</P> 
<P>defaults write com.apple.Safari DebugSafari4TabBarIsOnTop -bool NO</P> 
<P>Now I just need one to bring back the progress indicator in the location 
field...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting that. Forgot to mention in my post. I have the tabs set 
the old way -- like it better.</P> 
<P>Top bar is supposed to have the title of the current window. I didn't like it 
broken up like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786816 32911 219 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/6786791" target=_blank>#218</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone explain to me exactly where i put in the line to get the progress 
bar back instead of the stupid spinning wheel? I'm not exactly tech 
savvy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to run the Terminal program to get to the Unix shell, then type 
those two commands with a Return after each one.</P> 
<P>It's in Applications -&gt; Utilities -&gt; Terminal</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786840 32911 221 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/6786791" target=_blank>#218</A> 
mep481@gmail.com</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone explain to me exactly where i put in the line to get the progress 
bar back instead of the stupid spinning wheel? I'm not exactly tech 
savvy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I'm going to change your username so it isn't your full email 
address. I'll use the part before the -at- symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786926 32911 225 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:44:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/6786897" target=_blank>#224</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>For the record, how is Safari or "Windoze" these days? Last time I used it, a 
couple of moths back, still looked glitchy. Got Chrome, which works quite well - 
AND is missing my FF add-ons. Also went dual OS with Ubuntu 8.10 Linux 
("Intrepid Ibex") which after downloading updates looks pretty good in their 
version of FF. Just wondering?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Usually when I fire up VMWare Fusion into Windows XP or Vista, it's to check 
something on IE6 or IE7, so I'm not keeping up too much with Safari on Windows. 
I do think you'd find that LGF looks and works better on Safari even on the 
Windows side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06786796 32913 75 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:10:30pm  
 
<P>Nirthers at CPAC:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/rqZLpVXY1fw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786856 32913 111 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:27:31pm  
 
<P>Paul Weyrich now speaking at CPAC.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ustream.tv/channel/townhall-presents-cpac-2009" 
target=_blank>www.ustream.tv...</A>]</P> 
<P>Weyrich is a creationist and a Dominionist.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Weyrich" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786869 32913 119 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:31:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6786862" target=_blank>#114</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>isn't he deceased?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786874 32913 124 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:32:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/6786867" target=_blank>#117</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you see that I think I found who might be the author of 
lgfonevolution blog?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/575/6786146" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw. Could be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786882 32913 132 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:33:54pm  
 
<P>And now, Jesse Helms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786889 32913 138 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:35:49pm  
 
<P>Jessley Helm? Who's that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06789512 32913 541 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 8:39:31am  
 
<P>Without fail, in every thread on this subject, creationists show up and try 
to divert the discussion into global warming. Every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06790050 32913 547 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 9:50:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/6789812" target=_blank>#545</A> Lib 
Wingnut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is this a "no atheists allowed" weblog? Was my comment that 
offensive or threatening that it needed to be deleted? In reading your blog 
everyday I've seen FAR more offensive comments in regards to many, many other 
subjects. Is it my contempt for religion? Is that the third rail of this blog? 
If we were in the military, would you call me "godless" and threaten me with 
bodily harm? Was it my tone? I was just reacting to what I saw on a video you 
posted. Maybe if I used some obscenities and threats of bodily harm, which seem 
to be permitted and used freely here, it would have been more 
acceptable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was deleted because it was deliberately inflammatory. There's no need to 
insult people of faith. Criticizing is one thing, insulting quite 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06790092 32913 548 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 9:55:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/6789829" target=_blank>#546</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/081216-agu-solar-storm-
shield-break.html" target=_blank>www.space.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Whenever science is wrong it celebrates the breakthrough. Even though as the 
above link says everything acts and reacts in the opposite way we thought, do 
you recognize what is missing?</P> 
<P>Where is the admission that they had been <B>teaching ignorant lies</B> for 
years, decades and sometimes centuries depending upon the 
breakthrough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a joke, right? You think when data reveals errors in past scientific 
analysis, it's necessary for some Science Overlord somewhere to put out an 
official apology ... for lying? About the solar magnetosphere?</P> 
<P>Heh. That's a good one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06790138 32913 550 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 10:01:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/6790123" target=_blank>#549</A> Jim D</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles hates theists and atheists now. Why all the hate, 
Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have I mentioned how much I hate agnostics?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06790632 32913 562 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 11:32:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/6790550" target=_blank>#559</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would call the previous teaching for all those years on the earth's 
magnetic field in light of the article I linked to earlier?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let's go to the Science Overlord who announced the new discoveries for 
that: <A href="http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/081216-agu-solar-storm-
shield-break.html" target=_blank>Leaks Found in Earth's Protective Magnetic 
Field</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Essentially, the Earth's magnetic shield is at its strongest when scientists 
had thought it would be at its weakest.</P> 
<P>When the fields aren't aligned, "the shield is up and very few particles come 
in," said physicist Jimmy Raeder of the University of New Hampshire in Durham. 
Conversely, when the fields are aligned, it creates "a huge breach, and there's 
lots and lots of particles coming in," Raeder added, at the news conference.</P> 
<P>As it orbited Earth, THEMIS's five spacecraft were able to estimate the 
thickness of the band of solar particles coming when the fields were aligned — 
it turned out to be about 20 times the number that got in when the fields were 
anti-aligned.</P> 
<P>THEMIS was able to make these measurements as it moved through the band, with 
two spacecraft on different borders of the band; the band turned out to be one 
Earth radius thick, or about 4,000 miles (6,437 kilometers). Measurements of the 
thickness taken later showed that the band was also rapidly growing.</P> 
<P>"So this really changes our understanding of solar wind-magnetosphere 
coupling," said physicist Marit Oieroset of the University of California, 
Berkeley, also at the press conference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess that wasn't an abject enough apology for you?</P> 
<P>You'd prefer something more like, "It is with agonized and troubled hearts 
that we must announce our sincerest, humblest apologies to the world and 
especially to our colleagues in the solar wind-magnetosphere coupling community. 
As part of the Global Science Conspiracy to Destroy People's Religion, we've 
been lying to you for a long <EM>long</EM> time. It's all been a hoax, and we 
can't stand to cover it up any more. Solar wind-magnetosphere coupling works 
exactly the danged opposite from how we told you. We lied. Repeatedly and 
without blinking. Please forgive us, and we'll promise never to mention that 
evo... whatever, any more."</P> 
<P>Would that be better?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786927 32914 9 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:45:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/6786915" target=_blank>#6</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry but did he just mention Jesse Helms?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they paid tribute to Jesse Helms, Paul Weyrich, Tony Snow, and William 
F. Buckley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786930 32914 11 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:46:49pm  
 
<P>Michael Steele coming up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786955 32914 25 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:50:35pm  
 
<P>No, 'new comments' button should be OK. It went offline for some Townhall 
advertising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786958 32914 26 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:51:33pm  
 
<P>Fox News isn't doing anything live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786967 32914 32 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:53:00pm  



 
<P>Man, that's annoying. Ustream keeps interrupting the stream. It's happening 
on their website too, not just here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786969 32914 33 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:53:23pm  
 
<P>Back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786974 32914 35 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:54:16pm  
 
<P>Is this Ustream's new revenue model? Interrupt at random for 20-30 
seconds?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786978 32914 37 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:54:46pm  
 
<P>And damn proud of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06786988 32914 43 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:56:27pm  
 
<P>"My bad."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787006 32914 56 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:59:02pm  
 
<P>"Let's get busy."</P> 
<P>That's two possible slogans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787011 32914 61 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 5:59:32pm  
 
<P>"Michael Steele, you be the man."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787031 32914 75 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:01:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6787023" target=_blank>#69</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Steele was very good. Thumbs up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I liked him. The "you be the man" thing was a little painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787049 32914 90 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:05:59pm  
 
<P>I know it's cruel, but ... old enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787101 32914 127 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:15:04pm  
 
<P>Look how many people are watching this live stream: 943.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787136 32914 151 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:21:26pm  
 



<P>ZZzzz...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787238 32914 230 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:36:58pm  
 
<P>"Conservatism is not dead."</P> 
<P>Now there's a ringing slogan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787246 32914 236 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:37:59pm  
 
<P>It begs the Zappa response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787287 32914 264 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:44:55pm  
 
<P>Rick Santorum on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787290 32914 267 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:45:33pm  
 
<P>Santorum invokes the movie "Gattaca".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787300 32914 274 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:47:10pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/v7oulE1jP3U&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06787312 32914 282 Charles Thu, Feb 26, 2009 6:48:44pm  
 
<P>He mentioned it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06789831 32917 2 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 9:25:45am  
 
<P>Nobody messes with Joe Biden!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06790245 32918 13 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 10:16:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/6790236" target=_blank>#11</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm a bit confused.</P> 
<P>I see vxbush's entry above about some, I guess in the PC would would be, 
command line parameters, such as...</P> 
<P>DebugSafari4IncludeToolbarRedesign</P> 
<P>Why would the developers leave debug routines and other development hooks in 
a released product?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they're Unix command line parameters.</P> 



<P>It's a public beta version, not finished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06790773 32920 53 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 11:54:18am  
 
<P>They need some giant puppets. Demonstrations are worthless without 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06792381 32922 33 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 6:15:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6791343" target=_blank>#16</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so, even though Bonamassa is apparently sponsored by Gibson. 
His signature model is some kind of Les Paul variant.</P> 
<P>This guitar is a hollowbody Fender Telecaster clone with an red and yellow 
iridescent sunburst finish.</P> 
<P>I've put the You Tube vid into high-def and blown it up on my monitor, but I 
can't quite make out the brand name on the guitar headstock. Still, it doesn't 
appear to be "Gibson".</P> 
<P>It might just be a custom Fender, though label on the headstock is NOT the 
usual Fender logo either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may be a <A href="http://www.gigliottiguitars.com/about.html" 
target=_blank>Gigliotti</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791176 32923 5 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 1:10:15pm  
 
<P>Right into the Federal Reserve System.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791201 32923 21 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 1:14:39pm  
 
 
 
<P>Ustream is larding down their live videos with ads. Kind of 
annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791215 32923 28 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 1:15:54pm  
 
<P>Robert Taft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791220 32923 33 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 1:16:57pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Taft_Club" target=_blank>Robert 
A Taft Club</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Robert A Taft Club is a conservative organization associated with Pat 
Buchanan's The American Cause. Named after United States Senator Robert Taft, 
The Taft Club was founded by Marcus Epstein in 2006. The Club holds occasional 
meetings with panelists focused on a topic of particular controversy within 
conservative circles.</P> 
<P>In the past, meetings have been held on the impact of the Religious Right, 
race and conservatism, the social significance of the Duke Lacrosse Case, the 



Right in Europe, and the future of the conservative 
movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791233 32923 41 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 1:18:40pm  
 
 
 
<P><A href="http://www.geocities.com/v_belang/index.htm" target=_blank>The 
Robert Taft Club Presents the Vlaams Belang on Immigration Multiculturalism and 
Free Speech</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791488 32923 232 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 2:15:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6791485" target=_blank>#229</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>Which browser is this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791491 32923 235 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 2:15:59pm  
 
<P>Oh, you're in Okinawa...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06791514 32923 255 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 2:19:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/6791503" target=_blank>#244</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't changed a thing in the code lately. Don't know why you'd suddenly 
be having trouble...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06792262 32924 566 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 5:41:48pm  
 
<P>Anyone watching Beck melt down on O'Reilly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06793248 32925 827 Charles Fri, Feb 27, 2009 9:35:58pm  
 
<P>winston06 is now having a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794378 32926 738 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 8:16:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/6794255" target=_blank>#620</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I personally don't feel that CPAC is as bad as Charles and some of you are 
saying it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I don't recall saying that CPAC was "bad" at all. But it's disturbing to 
see so many extreme right speakers and so many creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794549 32927 141 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:05:33am  
 



<P>One of Dobson's wonderful pronouncements: <A 
href="http://blog.au.org/2004/10/26/eve_of_destruct/" target=_blank>gay marriage 
will destroy the Earth</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Homosexuals are not monogamous,” Dobson assured the audience. “They want to 
destroy the institution of marriage. It will destroy marriage. It will destroy 
the Earth.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794571 32927 163 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:11:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/6794512" target=_blank>#106</A> eLoser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i see.</P> 
<P>if i don't join in on the pigpile and give him a swift kick on the way out, 
i'm gargling his choad like a meth-charged haggard after watching high school 
musical 3-way</P> 
<P>carry on...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Praise the Lord!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794666 32928 17 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:36:23am  
 
<P>Nope, they're keeping Ann Coulter off the feed.</P> 
<P>Instead, it's the fanatic Tom DeLay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794673 32928 22 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:37:16am  
 
<P>DeLay praising Ann Coulter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794686 32928 32 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:38:56am  
 
<P>Maybe he is going to introduce Coulter.</P> 
<P>"The enemy is on the left."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794695 32928 39 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:40:02am  
 
<P>It looks like we are about to be treated to some Coulter.</P> 
<P>I wonder which minority she'll insult today?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794702 32928 46 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:40:51am  
 
<P>Irony alert. They're playing Queen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794715 32928 57 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:42:46am  
 
<P>Does anyone see anything slightly hypocritical about playing the music of an 
openly gay artist, to introduce a person who is a virulent gay-
hater?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794775 32928 109 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:52:04am  



 
<P>Bashing McCain now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794786 32928 120 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:53:50am  
 
<P>I'll bet she's got a really nasty comment waiting to be unleashed.</P> 
<P>She has a reputation to uphold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794798 32928 131 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:54:45am  
 
<P>So far it's stale political stand-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794808 32928 139 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:56:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6794802" target=_blank>#133</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She should not be speaking here. The upside is practically nothing. The 
potential downside huge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She wasn't invited last year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794818 32928 149 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:57:08am  
 
<P>Yeah, cut out. It usually comes back in a few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794822 32928 153 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 9:57:39am  
 
<P>It came back when I hit the video player's little reload 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794841 32928 170 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 10:00:41am  
 
<P>Think anyone will ask her about the Council of Conservative 
Citizens?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794900 32928 220 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 10:17:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/6794887" target=_blank>#208</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure there are bloggers who covered that story earlier than 
Gilbert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794924 32928 241 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 10:25:46am  
 
<P>Roger mentioned me as a founder of PJ Media. Very nice.</P> 
<P>No boos at my name! That's a plus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06794949 32928 264 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 10:31:23am  
 



<P>Are the lefty blogs pissed off about something Coulter said yet? Anyone check 
firedoglake?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06795277 32929 55 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 12:41:11pm  
 
<P>Most of the hardcore opposition to evolution emanates from Protestant 
fundamentalists in the US. So it's not necessarily wrong to say that a lot of 
Christians are anti-evolution. But I've posted several articles recently on the 
Catholic Church's more middle-of-the-road approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06796564 32929 73 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 4:35:47pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about the subject matter will be deleted. Start your own 
blog, then I'll come over there and complain about what you 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06799143 32930 368 Charles Sun, Mar 1, 2009 12:04:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/6799002" target=_blank>#367</A> 
SigniferOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand, Charles why are you supporting spending taxpayers' 
dollars like this?</P> 
<P>And why mock Jindal's opposition to 'volcano monitoring' just a few days 
earlier?</P> 
<P>We as a society didn't establish government for all this!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of "big science" that's done by agencies like the NSF and NASA has 
to be funded by government. Their projects, and the Department of Energy's 
Advanced Research Projects Agency, I consider vital to the future of 
America.</P> 
<P>And that "volcano monitoring" thing could potentially save a lot of human 
lives.</P> 
<P>Yes, absolutely, I do support these kinds of government projects. As opposed 
to the massive health care takeover, for example, which will be much more 
expensive with far less chance of productive results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06796107 32932 437 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 3:18:24pm  
 
<P>OK, CPAC. That's a wrap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06796752 32934 131 Charles Sat, Feb 28, 2009 5:25:34pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ipsnews.net/news.asp?idnews=45928" 
target=_blank>POLITICS: US Allies Overlook Dutch Foe of Islam's Far Right 
Ties</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06799252 32940 168 Charles Sun, Mar 1, 2009 12:38:35pm  
 
<P>This Nat Geo show on the KKK is good. Scary stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06799256 32940 171 Charles Sun, Mar 1, 2009 12:40:21pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/series/inside/3954/Overview" 
target=_blank>channel.nationalgeographic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06800285 32944 211 Charles Sun, Mar 1, 2009 4:40:10pm  
 
<P>Don't worry, there are still some diehards who kept posting to the bitter end 
of the last Nirther thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32881_WND_Promotes_Nirtherism_in_I
raq/comments" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06803244 32945 168 Charles Mon, Mar 2, 2009 9:30:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/6803148" target=_blank>#167</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't believe Jesus Christ is the Son of the living God you will be 
condemned to an eternity of hell fire or Gilligan Island reruns. Sad, tragic? 
yes! but also true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If being "condemned to an eternity of hell fire" means I wouldn't have to 
hang around with fanatics like you for eternity, it doesn't sound so 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06806733 32945 176 Charles Mon, Mar 2, 2009 6:55:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/6806420" target=_blank>#175</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the evidence trying to link the ancestors of humans to other 
primates and it is so full of holes it is hard to believe it is presented by 
intelligent people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one hole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06801532 32946 524 Charles Sun, Mar 1, 2009 8:58:13pm  
 
<P>The bill does NOT say $140M for volcano monitoring. It's $140M 
<STRONG>total</STRONG> for US Geological Surveys, investigations and research, 
and just as Richard Wunderman said, there are all kinds of other things the 
money is going for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06803334 32951 94 Charles Mon, Mar 2, 2009 9:41:33am  
 
<P>The creationists at "Uncommon Descent" think Pamela Geller's nasty post at 
UrbanDictionary.com is the height of wit.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-
design/intelligent-design-and-popular-culture-chucking-johnson/" 
target=_blank>www.uncommondescent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06808741 32957 1128 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 8:59:16am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1118/6807562" target=_blank>#1118</A> 
William</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Jindal. He represents America, is smart, and clearly loves his country 
deeply. The "creationism" criticisms are overblown.</P> 
<P>His main limitation (for now) is that he's too young. A president should be 
at least 55-60. JFK was too young. Obama is too young.</P> 
<P>That said, Romney/Jindal 2012?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the creationist criticisms are overblown one bit. Jindal 
promoted and signed into law a sneaky bill inspired by the Discovery Institute -
- this is far beyond what the creationism lobby has achieved in other states, 
and it has led to a rash of similar bills. He's not just a passive believer in 
creationism, he's an <EM>activist</EM> who has demonstrated very clearly that 
he's willing to use the power of the law to promote pseudo-science.</P> 
<P>That's not overblown. Those are all facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06810128 32962 287 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 12:43:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/6810092" target=_blank>#285</A> jedi mind 
tricks</EM></P> 
<P>You registered two accounts within 3 minutes. The rules warn very explicitly 
that if you do that, both accounts will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06810389 32964 7 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 1:20:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6810372" target=_blank>#2</A> Ward Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's actually been open for awhile, hasn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06810402 32964 15 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 1:21:44pm  
 
<P>Four sock puppets already. (I can't imagine why someone who staged a big 
dramatic meltdown is trying to register multiple accounts.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06811062 32965 16 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 2:35:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6811055" target=_blank>#12</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, are you selling your original Kindle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I think I'm going to keep it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06811136 32965 38 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 2:49:24pm  
 
<P>Amazon support really is excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06811161 32965 48 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 2:55:09pm  
 



<P>The <A href="http://www.baen.com/library/" target=_blank>Baen Free Library 
rocks</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06811201 32965 57 Charles Tue, Mar 3, 2009 3:07:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/6811167" target=_blank>#49</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I asked this before: The Kindle has options to subscribe to blogs, 
including LGF. That costs money. How much of this money goes to 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, right now, none. It goes to PJ Media as part of my ad contract. It will 
revert back to me at the end of the month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06815235 32970 126 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 9:50:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/6815100" target=_blank>#15</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain writes for the "racialist" website VDARE and the extreme 
right-wing Takimag.com, by the way. And he's posted at least one attack piece 
about little old me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816372 32970 427 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 12:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/6816267" target=_blank>#419</A> dormain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It had absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with the right-wing blogs. This is 
disingenuous in the extreme and serves only to remove culpability from the 
centrists who willfully ignored the writing emblazoned on the 
wall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, one reason I use words like "one factor" is to make it clear that there 
are "other factors" too.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What self-serving tripe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the contrary, I find it embarrassing and sad that I have to even mention 
this. Blogs have only their established credibility, and the whole center-right 
blogosphere's reputation suffers when the kooks get hold of an idea like the 
birth certificate and won't drop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06817919 32970 476 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 5:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/6817502" target=_blank>#471</A> Roses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read your post, but not the comments, yet.</P> 
<P>Some of the dismissed right wing "kooks" tried to expose Obama's record - his 
Rezko deals (not just the house), the now termed 'pay for play' pattern of 
campaign promises rewarded with lucrative million dollar state, and then federal 
contracts (slums, and the Obama Botanical garden), Michelle's job, and on and on 
and on. "Right wing kooks" investigated and exposed his record with the Chicago 
Annenberg Foundation, Bill Ayres, the racist Rev. Wright. Birth certificate or 
no, they were all branded "right wing kooks" the same way any of us with an R as 
the box we checked when we filled out our voter registration form. Even 
moderate, classic Democrats are branded "right wing" if they voice an opinion 
contrary to the "progressive" left-wing sanctioned meme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>All the issues you listed here are legitimate. The ones I listed are not 
(nirthers, etc.). There's a difference between honest inquiry and falling for 
obvious kookery, then refusing to back down -- and there's way too much of the 
latter.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it will take all of us, centrist, moderate and right wing, including the 
"kooks" to stop this massive power grab. Right now people are sitting in stunned 
amazement. We're going to have to get over that real, real 
quick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're suggesting it's necessary to stop criticizing the kooks, not a 
chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816202 32972 203 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 12:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/6816145" target=_blank>#155</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... you have some sort of religious objection to electronic readers? Or 
what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cognito harbors an odd conviction that there is something immoral or 
unethical about me writing about things that interest me, and linking to Amazon 
so people can buy stuff if it sounds interesting to them too. So he drops little 
snarky comments like that.</P> 
<P>What really irks him is the 6% cut I get on sales referred through LGF, via 
the Amazon Associates program which is, of course, explicitly designed for just 
this purpose.</P> 
<P>People don't pay any more for the Amazon items, they always have the best 
deals or close to it, and the small referral fees help keep LGF running. There's 
nothing unethical about these posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816231 32972 228 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 12:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/6816225" target=_blank>#222</A> 
NCusTranshumanist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do you have to own a Kindle to use this? If so, it's not that 
great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure -- but I think you don't even need to be a Kindle owner. Just 
have an Amazon account, and register the app on your iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816268 32972 258 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 12:27:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/6816243" target=_blank>#238</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to make my argument for me, Charles, I'd at least expect you 
to follow through and answer the people who misunderstand it.</P> 
<P>No?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. We've been through this already. I just thought I would take the 
opportunity you provided to completely put everything on the table. The previous 
Kindle review mentioned very explicitly that LGF gets a small cut from any 
Amazon purchases. Always good to say it again, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816339 32972 321 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 12:38:36pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/6816332" target=_blank>#315</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Does LGF get a cut if I click to Amazon.com though the link on LGF whenever I 
buy from them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06816939 32973 22 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 2:33:10pm  
 
<P>Two angry camels.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/PRuTRfHOQYM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06818337 32976 138 Charles Wed, Mar 4, 2009 6:19:13pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity just gave Pat Buchanan another plug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06833929 32985 247 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 9:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6832514" target=_blank>#246</A> Millie 
Woods</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, bite me.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06824653 32987 450 Charles Thu, Mar 5, 2009 9:13:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6824635" target=_blank>#434</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey juante! Well I'm feeling a little bit better than I was this morning when 
I posted this at #633 of the DT:</P> 
<P>To which I would add that ElderZionist was just 64 years old, and a Vietnam 
Veteran (Air Force).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very, very sorry to hear that, realwest. Please give the family my 
condolences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06826954 32990 78 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 10:54:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/6826945" target=_blank>#71</A> SummerSong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Angry White Dude had only 3 comments? Funny that I remember him, 
then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had 16 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06828516 32990 831 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 3:46:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/6828245" target=_blank>#829</A> richardb</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, while AWD's comments were poorly written, its hardly offensive or 
"over the top" to my ears. In fact he makes a accurate point when he implies 
some Arab countries are intolerant of Christianity if not murderous to 
adherents.</P> 
<P>I think you've taken political correctness too seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so that's what you think. Thank you for sharing.</P> 
<P>Just be aware that if you ever post anything similar to that comment, your 
account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06828882 32990 840 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 5:20:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/839/6828875" target=_blank>#839</A> richardb</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06829155 32990 844 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 6:36:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/842/6829056" target=_blank>#842</A> 
zonekeeper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Plus one who doesn't think AWD's comments were over the top. Except for the 
wording, most of it was pretty accurate. And you needn't automatically threaten 
someone with bannination just for saying so. You can of course, you just 
shouldn't. Just remember, most of your posters here (including me) aren't the 
enemy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you use language like you see in the comment I quoted above, you will lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831050 32990 848 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 8:06:19am  
 
<P>It doesn't matter to me whether or not you "support" the policies that I've 
stated very clearly. I will not accept the kind of language you see in that 
comment, and if you post something like that your account will be blocked 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831058 32990 849 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 8:09:02am  
 
<P>It's a little amazing to see these people popping up with accounts that have 
been open for years but with very few comments, trying to tell me how I should 
run LGF, suggesting I should allow threats and racist 
slurs.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06829941 32994 920 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 9:11:24pm  
 
<P>That is completely enough out of "christmasghost."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06829956 32994 935 Charles Fri, Mar 6, 2009 9:13:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/930/6829951" target=_blank>#930</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 



<P>There won't be any more answers from that one. I took a look at that blog 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831450 32994 1192 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 9:56:15am  
 
<P>There is NOTHING to this story. It's crazy. Those of you who refuse to drop 
it are only embarrassing yourselves.</P> 
<P>The State of Hawaii released a statement <A 
href="http://www.kitv.com/politics/17860890/detail.html?rss=hon&amp;psp=news" 
target=_blank>verifying that they have Barack Obama’s official birth certificate 
on record</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HONOLULU — The state’s Department of Health director on Friday released a 
statement verifying the legitimacy of Sen. Barack Obama birth certificate.</P> 
<P>The state has received multiple requests for a copy of Obama’s birth 
certificate. State law does not allow officials to release the birth certificate 
of a person to someone outside of the family. ...</P> 
<P>“There have been numerous requests for Sen. Barack Hussein Obama’s official 
birth certificate. State law (Hawai‘i Revised Statutes §338-18) prohibits the 
release of a certified birth certificate to persons who do not have a tangible 
interest in the vital record,” DOH Director Dr. Chiyome Fukino said.</P> 
<P>“Therefore, I as Director of Health for the State of Hawai‘i, along with the 
Registrar of Vital Statistics who has statutory authority to oversee and 
maintain these type of vital records, have personally seen and verified that the 
Hawai‘i State Department of Health has Sen. Obama’s original birth certificate 
on record in accordance with state policies and procedures. No state official, 
including Governor Linda Lingle, has ever instructed that this vital record be 
handled in a manner different from any other vital record in the possession of 
the State of Hawai‘i,” Fukino said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831427 32997 67 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 9:49:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6831365" target=_blank>#62</A> HDrepub</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure Obama has a legal birth certificate somewhere in Hawaii, showing 
Hawaii as his birthplace...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The State of Hawaii issued a formal statement vouching that <A 
href="http://www.kitv.com/politics/17860890/detail.html?rss=hon&amp;psp=news" 
target=_blank>they do indeed have Barack Obama's real, honest-to-goodness birth 
certificate in their files</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HONOLULU — The state’s Department of Health director on Friday released a 
statement verifying the legitimacy of Sen. Barack Obama birth certificate.</P> 
<P>The state has received multiple requests for a copy of Obama’s birth 
certificate. State law does not allow officials to release the birth certificate 
of a person to someone outside of the family. ...</P> 
<P>“There have been numerous requests for Sen. Barack Hussein Obama’s official 
birth certificate. State law (Hawai‘i Revised Statutes §338-18) prohibits the 
release of a certified birth certificate to persons who do not have a tangible 
interest in the vital record,” DOH Director Dr. Chiyome Fukino said.</P> 
<P>“Therefore, <STRONG>I as Director of Health for the State of Hawai‘i, along 
with the Registrar of Vital Statistics who has statutory authority to oversee 
and maintain these type of vital records, have personally seen and verified that 
the Hawai‘i State Department of Health has Sen. Obama’s original birth 
certificate on record in accordance with state policies and procedures</STRONG>. 



No state official, including Governor Linda Lingle, has ever instructed that 
this vital record be handled in a manner different from any other vital record 
in the possession of the State of Hawai‘i,” Fukino 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831649 32997 85 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 10:47:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6831621" target=_blank>#84</A> 
FrumiousFalafel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for your kind words. I think the "phenomena" of Charles' defense of 
Israel is all the more remarkable, laudatory, and credence-lending given the 
fact that I'm sure he is not Jewish. Thank you Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for the nice words. Appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831748 32997 86 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 11:06:31am  
 
<P>However.</P> 
<P>There's really no excuse for continuing to spread the 'birth certificate' 
kookspiracy. It's been completely debunked, over and over and over. Promoting it 
at this point achieves absolutely nothing -- except to drag down the reputation 
of the center-right blogosphere. It's exactly like 9/11 Trooferism in my eyes, 
and worthy of exactly the same amount of respect or forebearance -- i.e., none. 
Rational conservatives need to start making it clear that the kooks do not speak 
for us, because the kooks are not going to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06831961 32997 92 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 11:56:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6831943" target=_blank>#90</A> 
FrumiousFalafel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would merely offer that the nirthers, while kooky and incorrect, do not 
quite rise to the same level of "nuttiness" as the troffers. That you overstep a 
bit when you say the two are "exactly" the same in their level of 
kookiness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree; sure, we can split hairs about which conspiracy theory is more 
kooky if you like. But after the State of Hawaii officially vouches that the 
real birth certificate is in their records, continuing to cling to a conspiracy 
that would have to include half the government of the State of Hawaii is no less 
nutty than Trooferism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06833182 32997 101 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 5:24:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6833106" target=_blank>#100</A> Mutt 
American</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And fortunately, Rod Blagojevich told me that state officials are always 
truthful and ethical...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really think the Hawaii Director of Health is going to put his whole 
life on the line for a fraudulent birth certificate? And how do you think he 
manages to keep someone else from leaking the biggest story of the century?</P> 
<P>Please. Get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06835263 32997 119 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 9:54:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/6834829" target=_blank>#118</A> 
leww37334</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wow censorship at LGF, I guess I'm disappointed, but not really 
surprised.</P> 
<P>With the "localization" attack on talk radio, I guess everybody is a little 
worried about having their ability to express their opinion taken 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, is this ever tedious.</P> 
<P>This is not "censorship." I'm not stopping you from "expressing your 
opinion." If you want to sound like a street corner lunatic and rant about the 
nirth certifikit, Atlas Shrugs will let you do it to your heart's content. And 
there are plenty of other blogs too that don't mind throwing their credibility 
into a toilet.</P> 
<P>Or you could start your own blog, using YOUR real name, and post whatever you 
want at it. Then you could get all the glory for "expressing your opinions," and 
take all the responsibility.</P> 
<P>But at MY blog, I determine what I will allow and what I won't. And I won't 
allow this crappy, half-baked conspiracy theory to be promoted here because I 
value my credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06832436 33002 3 Charles Sat, Mar 7, 2009 1:51:50pm  
 
<P>Here's some info on Timothy: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.cato.org/people/timothy-sandefur" 
target=_blank>www.cato.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06835629 33005 399 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 10:55:00am  
 
<P>Come on now - I think Cognito actually has a point. Who knows what kind of 
stuff Obama absorbed in Rev. Wright's church. I'll bet Wright had things to say 
about Britain and Kenya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06835635 33005 405 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 10:55:57am  
 
<P>But if the Kenya angle was a factor in this, it only makes it even more 
graceless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06836107 33005 810 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 1:21:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/6836077" target=_blank>#793</A> 
ThinkRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am gonna risk a secret service visit that the Ok man got.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not at my website you aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06835800 33006 4 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 11:43:47am  
 
<P>It's <EM>palmas</EM> - a Brazilian clapping technique.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06835829 33006 8 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 11:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6835827" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Today Pamela refers to Daniel pipes as a "damaging propagandist" with 
"tired" and "fallacious" opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06836202 33007 85 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 1:53:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6836188" target=_blank>#74</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>I don't need any more warning signs than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06837276 33008 511 Charles Sun, Mar 8, 2009 6:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/6837268" target=_blank>#503</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tonight's moon is waxing</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://noblesseoblige.org/wordpress/2009/03/08/spring-moon-
waxing/" target=_blank>noblesseoblige.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great shot! Tripod?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06839951 33012 19 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 9:48:30am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stem_cell_research" target=_blank>It's 
not necessary to destroy human embryos for this kind of research</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A portion of stem cell researchers use embryos that were created but not used 
in in vitro fertility treatments to derive new stem cell lines. Most of these 
embryos are to be destroyed, or stored for long periods of time, long past their 
viable storage life. In the United States alone, there have been estimates of at 
least 400,000 such embryos. This has led some opponents of abortion, such as 
Senator Orrin Hatch, to support human embryonic stem cell 
research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840073 33012 108 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:03:38am  
 
<P>The issue of adult stem cells vs. embryonic stem cells is complex, but at 
present adult stem cells are definitely not as promising, and much more 
difficult to work with.</P> 
<P>This is another issue, I'm afraid, in which the religious right has put out 
an awful lot of deceptive propaganda. Here's an example - this headline is 
ridiculous: <A href="http://www.lifenews.com/bio2775.html" 
target=_blank>President Barack Obama to Force Funding of Embryonic Stem Cell 
Research</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840242 33012 258 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:25:19am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6840211" target=_blank>#229</A> 
phoenixgirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sciam.com/blog/60-second-science/post.cfm?id=embryonic-
stem-cells-cause-cancer-i-2009-02-19" target=_blank>Fetal stem cells cause tumor 
in a teenage boyBy Coco Ballantyne in 60-Second Science 
Blog</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh... if you read that story you'll find that this has absolutely nothing to 
do with stem cell research. It was an "experimental" procedure that verged on 
quackery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840354 33012 359 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:39:59am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6840286" target=_blank>#299</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just like the Obama entry being scrubbed clean of any controversies within 
minutes, and users banned for days for posting said material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked the history for that page, and Wikipedia was right to close 
editing. They had an infestation of Nirthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840378 33012 382 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:43:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/6840332" target=_blank>#342</A> zioncat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A news piece from 2007:<A 
href="http://www.asianews.it/index.php?l=en&amp;art=10877&amp;size=A" 
target=_blank>Sacrifice of human embryos no longer 
“necessary”</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... AsiaNews.it is hardly an unbiased source, and while I'm sure Msgr. 
Elio Sgreccia is a respectable man, he's hardly the best person to declare a 
"historic" scientific breakthrough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840389 33012 393 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:44:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/6840341" target=_blank>#348</A> 
phoenixgirl</EM></P> 
<P>The procedure in that article took place in Russia, where they have very lax 
medical standards. That's why the family of that boy had to go to Russia for 
it.</P> 
<P>This has nothing to do with legitimate stem cell research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840479 33012 480 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 10:57:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/6840438" target=_blank>#440</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are also scrubbing the page clean of any of his political associations, 
such as Ayer or Wright, except as solitary footnote links at the bottom of the 
page. The same can not be said of the GWB wiki page.</P> 



<P>The Obama wiki page looks like it was written by someone from his 
administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But there <STRONG>is</STRONG> a whole section on Obama's religious background 
and Rev. Wright at the page: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obama" 
target=_blank>Barack Obama - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama is a Christian whose religious views have evolved in his adult life. In 
The Audacity of Hope, Obama writes that he "was not raised in a religious 
household." He describes his mother, raised by non-religious parents (whom Obama 
has specified elsewhere as "non-practicing Methodists and Baptists") to be 
detached from religion, yet "in many ways the most spiritually awakened person 
that I have ever known." He describes his father as "raised a Muslim," but a 
"confirmed atheist" by the time his parents met, and his stepfather as "a man 
who saw religion as not particularly useful." Obama explained how, through 
working with black churches as a community organizer while in his twenties, he 
came to understand "the power of the African-American religious tradition to 
spur social change."[196][197] He was baptized at the Trinity United Church of 
Christ in 1988 and was an active member there for two decades.[198][199] Obama 
resigned from Trinity during the Presidential campaign after controversial 
statements made by Rev. Jeremiah Wright became 
public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840554 33012 548 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 11:10:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/6840508" target=_blank>#508</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said, as a footnote link at the bottom of the page, not even as a link 
in the body of the article. I find that disingenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it's not just a footnote -- it's under "Family and Personal Life" in the 
body of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840803 33012 588 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 11:39:15am  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise to discover that the "Wikipedia pro-Obama censorship" 
story seems to originate at ... World Net Daily, also one of the main promoters 
of Nirtherism.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=91114" 
target=_blank>wnd.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06840604 33013 23 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 11:17:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6840583" target=_blank>#9</A> Creeping 
Eruption</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would think that a "shot across the bow" would have been from something a 
little stronger than a fire hose. What's next . . .a strongly worded letter? Oh 
wait, the sent TWO!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The US ship was unarmed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06842203 33015 112 Charles Mon, Mar 9, 2009 3:50:53pm  
 



<P><A 
href="http://www.smithsonianmag.com/multimedia/photos/?c=y&amp;articleID=3070612
9&amp;page=1" target=_blank>Gobekli Tepe: The World’s First Temple? %P% Photo 
Gallery %P% Smithsonian.com</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06844894 33018 1041 Charles Tue, Mar 10, 2009 8:09:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6843840" target=_blank>#33</A> kimmie7</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I've been kind of a hit and miss reader. I guess I missed threads 
where Christians had been made fun of, but I'm a Christian and won't take part 
in that kind of thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Making fun of Christians" apparently now includes simply posting verbatim 
quotes from Jerry Falwell, with no comment. Interesting how that 
works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06850323 33029 59 Charles Wed, Mar 11, 2009 9:48:24am  
 
<P>That's right - Yon got the name wrong. Here's a Wikipedia page on him:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Rohde" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06852406 33035 187 Charles Wed, Mar 11, 2009 4:38:06pm  
 
<P>Liberty University was founded by Jerry Falwell, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06862351 33051 13 Charles Fri, Mar 13, 2009 12:06:17pm  
 
<P>Voicemail transcripts:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/oFVXAqFNgic&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06862356 33051 17 Charles Fri, Mar 13, 2009 12:07:29pm  
 
<P>Call routing:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ziUgaesO6Gs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06862444 33051 62 Charles Fri, Mar 13, 2009 12:30:11pm  
 



<P>Free calls anywhere in the US - 2 cents a minute for 
international.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06862462 33051 74 Charles Fri, Mar 13, 2009 12:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/6862457" target=_blank>#69</A> joncelli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. It must be a Friday because my reading comprehension is dead. And so is 
Skype.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it could be a Skype-killer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06868698 33054 1411 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 5:57:41pm  
 
<P>Spar Kling is back with his Discovery Institute talking points and pseudo-
scientific gobbledygook, I see, after resisting the temptation for a few 
weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06867112 33057 6 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 10:35:08am  
 
<P>Interesting that he also calls for expelling the 'moderates' from Al 
Qaeda.</P> 
<P>Where else have I heard something like that lately?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06867142 33057 23 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 10:39:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6867121" target=_blank>#12</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am unable to access zombietime. Is it inaccessible to you as 
well?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A site that can answer your question: [Link: <A 
href="http://downforeveryoneorjustme.com" target=_blank 
?>downforeveryoneorjustme.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06868613 33060 6 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 5:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6868608" target=_blank>#4</A> Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The entire uninterrupted program, in a single stream, is available 
here:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's embed that puppy:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=1589429273035937450&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06868711 33060 42 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 6:05:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6868694" target=_blank>#36</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think many of the DI shills have now given up here, realizing that the more 
they extend this debate the more foolish they look. They've now gone back to low 
profile, don't look behind the curtain mode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are still one or two hanging around who don't mind looking foolish:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1400/6868490" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06868743 33060 59 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 6:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/6868714" target=_blank>#44</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do <EM>you</EM> remember those early days, when there were about 4 or 5 
evolution-defenders against hundreds of creationists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it really started with this mammoth thread (2,357 comments):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29682_Steins_Expelled_Exposed" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06868762 33060 75 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 6:29:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/6868760" target=_blank>#73</A> 
jjmckay1216</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to talk about Pamela Geller, I suggest you do it at her 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06869067 33060 299 Charles Sat, Mar 14, 2009 8:21:59pm  
 
<P>razorbacker: survivalist articles are REALLY not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06872507 33064 150 Charles Sun, Mar 15, 2009 6:05:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/6872427" target=_blank>#149</A> DrCruel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't a topic like this more appropriate for people on Daily 
Kos?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you ask them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06872517 33069 308 Charles Sun, Mar 15, 2009 6:10:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/6872515" target=_blank>#307</A> JimC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad I'm a creationist and don't believe in the Space Shuttle, since I'm 
so anti-science...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you mean. That really is too bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06874536 33069 316 Charles Mon, Mar 16, 2009 8:54:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/6874160" target=_blank>#315</A> JimC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(In case you're sarcasm impaired, I am being sarcastic)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>After your creationist talking points have been shown to be false, over and 
over, pointless nasty sarcasm is all you have left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06874963 33069 318 Charles Mon, Mar 16, 2009 10:17:55am  
 
<P>No thanks -- I don't feel like jumping into your creationist hamster 
wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06877074 33080 32 Charles Mon, Mar 16, 2009 5:18:28pm  
 
<P>There's more going on here than just the creationism angle:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"It would make Texas a magnet for unscrupulous private 'educational' 
companies that will want to offer students the opportunity to pay for bogus 
advanced degrees," Schafersman wrote on his group's Web site. "If H.B. 2800 
became law, it would be a gold mine to every fly-by-night, degree-granting 
outfit in the country."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06879892 33080 239 Charles Tue, Mar 17, 2009 8:33:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/6878671" target=_blank>#226</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed there are. Dr. Michael Behe did show evidence of evolution in the 
terrible war between humanity and malaria (malaria is winning the evolutionary 
part of it). With something like a billion malaria parasites each in about 2-300 
million people, it is a gruesome laboratory. Both malaria and humans have 
responded with classic evolutionary changes. But Behe demonstrates the limits of 
evolution from observable facts. That was the point of his latest book. (Yes, 
I'm aware of and have read the objections of his detractors.)</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Behe is such a pathetic fraud and embarrassment that his own 
university has posted a notice explicitly distancing themselves from his wacky 
Disco Institute hooey: <A 
href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~inbios/news/evolution.htm" target=_blank>Lehigh 
University Department of Biological Sciences</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The department faculty, then, are unequivocal in their support of 
evolutionary theory, which has its roots in the seminal work of Charles Darwin 
and has been supported by findings accumulated over 140 years. The sole 
dissenter from this position, Prof. Michael Behe, is a well-known proponent of 
"intelligent design." While we respect Prof. Behe's right to express his views, 
they are his alone and are in no way endorsed by the department. It is our 
collective position that intelligent design has no basis in science, has not 
been tested experimentally, and should not be regarded as 
scientific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is unprecedented. But in true creationist manner, Behe just keeps on 
spewing the hooey, because it sells books.</P> 
<P>Who do you think you're fooling with your creationist apologetics, 'Spar 
Kling'? We're still waiting for that list of peer-reviewed ID papers you swore 
existed (it doesn't), and for you to tell us in which field of science you have 
a "scientific degree" (you don't).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06877338 33081 106 Charles Mon, Mar 16, 2009 6:29:01pm  
 
<P>Lizard influx currently at 34...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06880333 33086 24 Charles Tue, Mar 17, 2009 9:49:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6880313" target=_blank>#10</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question, why are the early libnks to littlegreenfootballs and the more 
recent ones to tinyurl? I do not get the whole tinyurl thing, need an 
explanation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Twitter has a limit of 140 characters for a post. If the post is longer than 
that and contains a URL, Twitter automatically converts the URL to use tinyurl, 
so the post will fit within the limit.</P> 
<P>Tinyurl takes an address like:</P> 
<P>littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33085_Another_Sec ret_Left-
Wing_List_Surfaces</P> 
<P>and converts it to:</P> 
<P>tinyurl.com/djac2z</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06880826 33088 131 Charles Tue, Mar 17, 2009 11:25:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/6880785" target=_blank>#95</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air Headlines: <A 
href="http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/2009/03/che.php" 
target=_blank>AIG executive in a Che shirt</A>.</P> 
<P>Looks real to me. You just can't make this stuff up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The picture is from this page: <A 
href="http://www.fairfieldcountylook.com/gallery.php?id=7" 
target=_blank>FAIRFIELD COUNTY LOOK</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Family Centers took a trip back in time where the sound of salsa music filled 
the air, La Tropicana was the place to be and relaxation was a way of life.The 
sights, sounds and tastes of 1940s-era Havana filled the air on the evening 
ofFriday, June 6 for Family Centers’ 2008 benefit - Fiesta Cuba. The event was 
held at the Belle Haven home Laurie and Peter Grauer.</P> 
<P>Known to attract the likes of Frank Sinatra, Ava Gardner and Gary Cooper, 
Cuba was dubbed “America’s Playground” during the years following World War II. 
Laurie Grauer, along with her fellow co-chairs Patti Fast, Julie Graham and 
Nonie Sullivan, combined a touch of that glitz and glamour with the laid-back 
feel the Caribbean is known for to create a true paradise under the stars.</P> 
<P>Before sitting down to an authentic Cuban feast, guests were treated to 
mojitos, other tropical drinks and hand-rolled cigars. Meanwhile, roulette, 
poker and other games of chance were played in the world-famous Riviera Casino. 
But the party really heated up once the sun went down, as a 13-piece orchestra 
played a mix of Latin and party tunes sure to keep the dance floor filled all 
night.The funds raised will benefit Family Centers’ 30 education and human 
service programs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06886434 33098 65 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 12:44:55pm  
 



<P>This story has nothing to do with Goodyear being a Christian, and everything 
to do with him being a creationist. The two are NOT synonymous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06886601 33098 198 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 1:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6886569" target=_blank>#170</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Along those lines, I think that the term "Creationist" as we use it here is 
not widely understood in the same way we understand it.</P> 
<P>In a broad use of the word, a "creationist" is one who believes God created 
the world ... which would encompass the beliefs of most Christians and Jews ... 
hell, even Muslims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually -- no, "creationism" has a very specific definition: <A 
href="http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/creationism" 
target=_blank>creationism - Definition from the Merriam-Webster Online 
Dictionary</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>: a doctrine or theory holding that matter, the various forms of life, and 
the world were created by God out of nothing and usually in the way described in 
Genesis</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06886939 33098 516 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 2:49:30pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.cbc.ca/health/story/2009/01/29/genome-
funding.html?ref=rss" target=_blank>Critics question lack of new funding for 
Genome Canada</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The head of the not-for-profit agency responsible for funding large-scale 
science and genetics projects is perplexed after the foundation was shut out of 
the federal budget.</P> 
<P>Genome Canada president Martin Godbout said his organization was expecting 
about $120 million from the government to help fund new international research 
projects, including those led by Canadian scientists. That number would be in 
line with the $140 million the group received in the 2008 budget and the $100 
million it got in 2007.</P> 
<P>Instead, Genome Canada received no mention in this year's budget, presented 
Tuesday.</P> 
<P>"It's like we fell between the chairs," said Godbout. "This was an 
infrastructure budget, and so money went into that, but we got 
nothing."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06886994 33098 566 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 3:03:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/6886964" target=_blank>#538</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<P>Goodyear may be saying that, but the head of Genome Canada is telling a very 
different story.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.globecampus.ca/in-the-news/article/nations-
credibility-on-the-line-scientists-warn/" 
target=_blank>www.globecampus.ca...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06887070 33098 634 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 3:25:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/6887039" target=_blank>#607</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From that article:</P> 
<P>"Government officials dispute that they have abandoned the independent 
funding agency. The government's view is that it gave Genome Canada $100-million 
in 2007 and $140-million in 2008. Minister of Science and Technology Gary 
Goodyear insisted in Question Period yesterday that both of those sums were to 
be rolled out over five years and that the money should last the organization 
until 2013."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politicians have been known to occasionally spin the truth and even lie to 
make themselves look better, especially when caught doing something they 
shouldn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06887112 33098 673 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 3:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/6887108" target=_blank>#669</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is proven about Gary Goodyear, then we'll have proof. For now, it is 
an unproven accusation.</P> 
<P>At this point, I'm not going to assume that the Genome folks didn't get 
additional money because Goodyear is a Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And neither am I.</P> 
<P>I think it's a good possibility, though, that the funding for new projects 
was cut because of Goodyear's <STRONG>creationist</STRONG> views.</P> 
<P>Not his Christianity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06887341 33098 843 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 4:24:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/811/6887266" target=_blank>#811</A> 
Josephine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was at the <A href="http://www.centerforinquiry.net/ontario/" 
target=_blank>Centre for Inquiry</A> Monday night to hear <A 
href="http://www.maryamnamazie.com/" target=_blank>Maryam Namazie</A> speak 
about freedom of speech and political Islam.</P> 
<P>In response to someone's question about not being able to find soup kitchens 
or charitable organizations at which to volunteer that weren't run by religious 
groups, she said that secular humanists need to start such 
organizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://techskeptic.blogspot.com/2007/12/atheist-charities.html" 
target=_blank>A list of charities run by atheists and/or secular 
groups.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888254 33100 22 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 7:34:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6888107" target=_blank>#9</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy came out and said he "believes". How come that doesn't settle the 
matter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because creationists tend to lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06888271 33100 24 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 7:36:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/6888253" target=_blank>#21</A> JamesR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This issue is addressed in today's <A 
href="http://www.nationalpost.com/opinion/columnists/story.html?id=30921bb6-
ce10-43f7-9d6e-516844e9f230" target=_blank>National Post</A> by Jonathan Kay. 
The money quote: "...there was no gaffe here - just a journo-concocted pseudo-
scandal aimed at the one group in society that is fair game for abuse in the 
mainstream Canadian media: white, male, English Christians. ... If it becomes a 
real scandal, it will be solely due to the Toronto media's own echo chamber - 
not anything Goodyear actually said."</P> 
<P>This is just a case of a left-leaning journalist writing for a left-leaning 
paper (think NY Times) twisting the words of a right of centre politician. Sound 
familiar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kay's article is absolutely full of ridiculous distortions. It reads like a 
press release from the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888293 33100 28 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 7:41:09pm  
 
<P>For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But according to militant secularists -- given disgracefully prominent play 
by The Globe and Mail on the front page of yesterday's edition -- that's not 
good enough. They want everyone in society, or at least everyone leading this 
country, to dogmatically subscribe to the minority view that God had no role at 
all in human creation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nothing but overheated ad hominem rhetoric. Not a single person in 
this controversy has said they want Canada's politicians to "dogmatically 
subscribe" to anything. What crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888312 33100 31 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 7:45:41pm  
 
<P>And Kay even equates belief in God with creationism:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 1992 decision, which upheld the broad constitutional right to abortion, 
was slammed by conservatives for the touchy-feely way it conceived human 
morality and metaphysics. Yet those same words should reverberate in our minds 
as noisy activists, and their journalistic allies, try to convince us that a 
person's private belief in God disqualifies him from a leadership role in 
Canadian politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deceptive articles like this convince me even more that Goodyear is a closet 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888330 33100 35 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 7:48:40pm  
 
<P>Colby Cosh responds to Jonathan Kay's ridiculous article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nationalpost.com/opinion/columnists/story.html?id=bbf6721f-
6286-4a73-a2c2-5b1fbf7344f6" 
target=_blank>www.nationalpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06888536 33100 55 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 8:23:45pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888558 33100 59 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 8:28:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/6888528" target=_blank>#53</A> Charlie R</EM></P> 
<P>You're simply dumping talking points from some creationist website, without 
any understanding of the actual issues. It's a waste of time, I know, but if you 
really care to learn the facts:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/homs/a_nebraska.html" 
target=_blank>Creationist Arguments: Nebraska Man</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Man" target=_blank>Java 
Man</A></P> 
<P>They were NOT fakes, and no "evolutionist" lied about them. All you're doing 
is revealing your ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888616 33100 65 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 8:34:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/6888606" target=_blank>#64</A> Joe Six 
Pack</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888633 33100 69 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 8:38:22pm  
 
<P>That one had six sock puppets registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06888699 33100 78 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 8:47:40pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to leave your dramatic goodbye message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06889133 33100 163 Charles Wed, Mar 18, 2009 10:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6889125" target=_blank>#159</A> tchad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So this thread is about a politician who does not believe in evolution, 
except that he says he believes in evolution, but he is probably lying, because 
creationists lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. He's probably lying because his words reek of duplicity. And yes, 
creationists do lie. Frequently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06890798 33100 243 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 9:13:51am  
 
<P>I see the belligerent creationists have shown up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06890878 33100 253 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 9:29:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6890840" target=_blank>#249</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>... there is no empirical evidence for speciation, only subjective or 
speculative conclusions based on the model of speciation, yet it is taken as 
fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is utterly false. There are mountains of physical evidence for 
speciation.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far everyone I've tried to engage on the merits of evolution ends up 
attacking creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far you haven't presented a single factual argument on the "merits" of 
evolution. Just these empty assertions that turn out to be not even 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06891001 33100 263 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 9:48:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/6890949" target=_blank>#260</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok fine, example? If any of it is based on someone's opinion then don't 
bother...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to run around in your creationist hamster 
wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06891057 33100 266 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 9:55:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/6891018" target=_blank>#265</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<P>Why don't you just admit that there's absolutely nothing anyone can show you 
that will change your creationist beliefs? What's the point of demanding that 
people scurry around and show you evidence that you'll simply dismiss? It's 
exceedingly clear that your only purpose with this is to waste people's 
time.</P> 
<P>Dance for me, evolutionist!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06892457 33100 331 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 12:53:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/6892375" target=_blank>#325</A> Pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean the "infidels"? Don't worry. You've got enough manpower to shout us 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like some milk with your martyr cookies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06902897 33100 487 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 9:14:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/6901640" target=_blank>#479</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're just mad that there will be a judgment that you cannot escape 
otherwise, you'd just be content to be an atheist and as an atheist, sin doesn't 
matter, it has no meaning to you. So why do you waste time 
worrying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There it is again, that wonderful tolerance we see creationists exhibit over 
and over: "You're going to burn in hell! Burn, atheist, burn!"</P> 
<P>Disguised as concern, naturally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06903099 33100 496 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 10:07:46am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/6902945" target=_blank>#489</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as far as you ridiculing "Creationist" concern over you going to hell, 
I'd like to take this moment to ask what your religious beliefs are 
specifically, I think you're not an atheist, maybe a Catholic, not sure, are you 
of some denomination of Christian or something else or atheist, would really be 
helpful to know where you stand...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) It is none of your damned business.</P> 
<P>2) If heaven is full of dogmatic, self-righteous, judgmental, blinkered fools 
like you, I think I'd prefer burning in hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06903623 33100 508 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 12:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/6903557" target=_blank>#506</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<P>Anne Frank is burning in hell, then, I guess. Along with billions of people 
who weren't Christians. And along with all the Jewish readers of LGF.</P> 
<P>All of them doomed.</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06903763 33100 510 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 12:30:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/6903305" target=_blank>#502</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I guess we're left to assume things about you...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's "we?" Do you have a mouse in your pocket?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06893087 33110 13 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 2:23:08pm  
 
<P>The tsunami warning has been canceled:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nst.com.my/Current_News/NST/AfpNews/090319205934.md0289qn.txt/a
fp" target=_blank>www.nst.com.my...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06893265 33110 160 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 2:51:19pm  
 
<P>Wow. Glenn Beck is getting farther and farther out. Now he's defending 
militias.</P> 
<P>Fox News apparently thinks they need a spokesman for the looniest of the 
loony right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06895097 33113 614 Charles Thu, Mar 19, 2009 7:27:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/6894976" target=_blank>#503</A> m1150</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#493 Sharmuta</P> 
<P>From the kind of responses I'm getting it doesn't seem like opposing views 
are tolerated much around here either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, the reason for that is that you made a really stupid comment, 
assuming that LGF supports Ann Coulter.</P> 
<P>Which I and many LGF readers do NOT.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32788_Ann_Coulter_and_the_Council_
of_Conservative_Citizens_Part_Deux" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06897948 33115 247 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 9:11:50am  
 
<P>Please note: I will NOT tolerate any comments suggesting "action" against 
Obama, and I especially will not tolerate comments saying "OMG! He's a sekrit 
Moslem!"</P> 
<P>This is the only warning I'm going to give. Post a comment that falls into 
one of these categories and your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06899445 33119 284 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 12:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/6899311" target=_blank>#188</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say, Charles, I have a bit of wierod page behavior here. When the page is 
fresh, your post above is nicely formatted with lovely round bullets for the 
list:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a little bug -- now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06899647 33119 442 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 1:10:45pm  
 
<P>Final count: 100 hatchlings, four sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06900990 33122 11 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 6:42:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/6900979" target=_blank>#5</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was this clown appointed by Perry or elected?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was appointed by Rick Perry and recently <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32690_Texas_Governor_Perry_Reappoi
nts_Creationist_As_Head_of_Education" target=_blank>reappointed despite this 
controversy</A>.</P> 
<P>This is the GOP's big problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06901139 33122 120 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 7:13:13pm  
 
<P>We have our first down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06901339 33122 307 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 8:05:13pm  
 
<P>Another "anti-jihadist" is revealed as a liar who posted comments under fake 
names at Muslim boards "urging jihad:" <A 
href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/03/18/obsession-pundit-in-meltdown/" 
target=_blank>Obsession Pundit Glen Jenvey in Meltdown</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Tim Ireland of Bloggerheads has returned to the subject of Glen Jenvey, who 
appeared on the anti-Islam Obsession DVD as a supposed “Free-lance Terror 
Investigator“. As I’ve blogged a number of times lately, Tim has found strong 
circumstantial evidence that Jenvey made anonymous postings to a Muslim 
discussion forum as “Abuislam”, urging Muslims to “target” prominent British 
Jews for revenge over Israeli action in Gaza - in particular, he named Sir Alan 
Sugar, a businessman and star of a TV competition show. Jenvey then presented 
these postings to the UK Sun as evidence of Muslim extremism, and he was 
featured in a front-page story headlined “Terror Target Sugar”. However, once 
Tim publicised his concerns, the story was withdrawn, and the Sun is now fending 
off an investigation from the Press Complaints Commission (PCC) and legal 
threats from Alan Sugar. Tim has now uncovered lots more - and there’s a small 
cameo by me in the unfolding saga.</P> 
<P>Jenvey’s responses have been increasingly desperate. He claimed that he could 
prove that his computer had not been used to post to the Muslim forum - rather 
unconvincing given that it’s possible to own more than one computer, and to have 
access to more besides. Jenvey also took the predictable line that because he 
battles extremists, any criticism of him must be the work of extremists, and he 
made edits to Wikipedia accusing the PCC of supporting al-Qaeda. When the 
Guardian ran a short report on the PCC investigation, Jenvey then concocted a 
bizarre conspiracy theory about the editor of the paper, which was then promoted 
by his friend Jeremy Reynalds at the evangelical Christian newssite ASSIST. When 
that flopped, Jenvey then made a complaint to the police, accusing Tim of “hate 
comments”.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. This is a guy who's been feeding stories to bloggers for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06901718 33122 660 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 9:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/6901435" target=_blank>#397</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of nuts I just checked Atlas and Pamela is selling "Nirth 
Certifikit" t-shirts./I shit you not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's hilarious. She apparently has a dim understanding that the targets of 
derision sometimes adopt derogatory terms used to describe them, to rob them of 
their power.</P> 
<P>That may work for targets of racism or discrimination, but when you're being 
mocked for stupidity, adopting the negative terms and using them to describe 
yourself only makes you look even more stupid.</P> 
<P>What a freaking moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06901747 33122 689 Charles Fri, Mar 20, 2009 9:53:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/6901740" target=_blank>#682</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't imagine that is a serious message. " Nirth Certifikit Troofers Unite! 
"</P> 
<P>It just has to be a joke about Nirthers and Troofers. But if so it would have 
made more sense to say Untie instead of Unite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- Pamela Geller is one of the most insane Nirthers in the blogosphere. 
This is no joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06903087 33122 906 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 10:03:42am  
 
<P>LGF readers who apparently agree with Don McLeroy that pro-evolution parents 
are "monsters:"</P> 
<P>goforbroke, Hoover, jelberg, sadatoni, snapped shot</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06903559 33126 19 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 11:56:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/6903540" target=_blank>#9</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wouldn't ya just love to know who funds this group?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you be surprised to learn that it's a coalition of socialist groups -- 
including ACORN?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Working_Families_Party" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904299 33127 33 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 1:52:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6904295" target=_blank>#29</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will the Auto feature work on deleted comments like the New Comments button 
does?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- it's calling the same function.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904376 33127 95 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 2:00:54pm  
 
<P>If you see any double comments, you need to reload the page. I just fixed 
that bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904390 33127 107 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 2:03:01pm  
 
<P>Refreshing ratings is probably not going to happen -- on longer pages that 
would be a real bandwidth killer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904503 33127 202 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 2:17:44pm  
 
<P>I was getting a lot of complaints about strained clicking fingers. I only did 
this to head off the lawsuits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904646 33127 335 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 2:42:14pm  
 
<P>Yes, Auto is only for logged in lizards.</P> 
<P>I just tweaked something again to get rid of those duplicates -- reload 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06904777 33127 458 Charles Sat, Mar 21, 2009 3:08:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6904750" target=_blank>#432</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The odd thing is that pretty much every right of center pundit, talking head, 
blogger, etc. supports the AIG bonuses. Even the moderates like Glenn Reynolds 
and I'm guessing probably even Charles. Last I checked something like 75% of the 
public opposes paying the bonuses. There's quite a gap there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't support the bonuses. I think they're outrageous.</P> 
<P>However, I also have very serious misgivings about setting a precedent that 
the government can go in and retroactively abrogate legal contracts, and take 
money away from people, based on nothing more than anger. It's a very tiny 
fraction of this appallingly huge stimulus bill, and politicians are 
deliberately exploiting the issue to keep the public's rage directed away from 
<EM>them</EM>.</P> 
<P>It's a populist sideshow diversionary tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06907711 33132 6 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 9:44:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6907706" target=_blank>#2</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice you used tinyurl for the links to those nutbar sites. Does that 
prevent tracking back to this site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes sure the links don't increase their Google pagerank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06907757 33132 46 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 9:55:02am  
 
<P>Not that it needs to be said, but there is <EM>absolutely no difference</EM> 
between the typefaces used in the Obama announcements and the others on that 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06907772 33132 60 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 9:57:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/6907756" target=_blank>#45</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama could end this simply by providing a copy of his BC. Why he does not is 
a mystery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a mystery. If I were Obama I'd do exactly the same thing: let 
the kooks continue raving, and discrediting the entire right-wing blogosphere by 
association.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06907981 33132 264 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 10:40:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/6907911" target=_blank>#195</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>I'm deleting your comment even though it's obviously a joke, for the reason 
others have mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06907991 33132 274 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 10:41:42am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/6907971" target=_blank>#254</A> Piglet-
U93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, admonish, correct, disagree but "excommunicating" our friends in the 
fight against Islam is self-defeating.</P> 
<P>Fighting in a burning house?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller is no "friend" of mine. And if you think we should be accepting 
of European fascists, racists, and 9/11 Troofers, you are very clearly at the 
wrong website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908034 33132 316 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 10:54:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/6908022" target=_blank>#305</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Short version...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5iqzkNg_chNl5JQ8SmAFAQMeH
DodQD97342RG0" target=_blank>Sen. Gregg says Obama budget will bankrupt 
US</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the story, but I can't figure out what Gregg's point is. Obama's "on 
the right course," but his policies will "bankrupt America?"</P> 
<P>WTF? The statements are mutually contradictory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908114 33132 393 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 11:17:48am  
 
<P>Here come the remaining Nirthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908284 33132 440 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 11:52:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/6908272" target=_blank>#437</A> MJBrutus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honestly Charles, I don't know why you give her the publicity by posting 
about her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's important to make it clear and go on record that I am not 
associated with this person or her insanity. She's being given a pass by almost 
every other center-right blogger, and it's disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908618 33132 463 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 1:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/6908569" target=_blank>#461</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kobe- are you posting comments on pamela's site as "kobi"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06913664 33132 481 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 9:11:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6913611" target=_blank>#480</A> 
the_flying_pig</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for that, I appreciate it. You don't have to stop posting here, by the 
way. We need people who are willing to re-examine their assumptions like 
you.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't hold my breath waiting for Geller to apologize, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06918915 33132 483 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:16:58am  
 
<P>You are not welcome to post comments at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920983 33132 485 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 1:19:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/6920587" target=_blank>#484</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<P>The only one you're making look like a fool is yourself -- I'm on record 
wanting nothing to do with this harebrained nonsense.</P> 
<P>You might want to ask yourself why, if I'm supposed to be so "brilliant" for 
uncovering the CBS memos, you don't want to listen when I tell you this nirther 
garbage is stupid beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921470 33132 487 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/6921451" target=_blank>#486</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>to quote a brilliant administrator:</P> 
<P>"We need people who are willing to re-examine their 
assumptions"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Re-examining assumptions" does not mean "stupidly believing in mindless 
conspiracy theories despite mountains of evidence that they are 
false."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922189 33132 491 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 4:40:18pm  
 
<P>Still at it, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908428 33134 52 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 12:22:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.thesun.co.uk/sol/homepage/news/article2330692.ece" 
target=_blank>And please note...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr Galloway is due to make a speech in Toronto on March 30, <STRONG>following 
a US lecture tour</STRONG>, but will be turned away if he tries to enter 
Canada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06908777 33135 136 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 1:35:34pm  
 
<P>Our first sock puppet just registered, someone who melted down over 
creationism and was banned. I think I'll let this one stay until its next 
meltdown, which might come right away judging from past 
experience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06909491 33138 34 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 3:50:12pm  
 
<P>There's another LGF bashing session starting up at Ace of Spades.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://minx.cc/?post=284717" 
target=_blank>minx.cc...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06909502 33138 38 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 3:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6909497" target=_blank>#36</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I don't understand is how he maintains his employment with Lehigh 
University.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has tenure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06910510 33138 437 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 6:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/6910429" target=_blank>#432</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I tried to talk some sense to them over there a bit late in the thread. 
I doubt they will listen anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that -- appreciated, even if it was wasted effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06911142 33138 449 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 7:47:45pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06910266 33139 293 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 5:46:02pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, I'm really not understanding the point of these "tea 
parties." Are they supposed to accomplish something? If so, I'm not seeing it. 
What am I missing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06910617 33139 620 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 6:32:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/6910585" target=_blank>#589</A> Mr. 
Sandman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then to use that as a set-up to ask if he's "punch drunk,"-- have you 
<EM>ever</EM> seen an interviewer do something so disrespectful to Bush's face 
(and yes, there were <EM>plenty</EM> of times Bush left himself open to such a 
barb.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you been sleeping for the past 8 years?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06910907 33140 28 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 7:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6910880" target=_blank>#12</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aren't some of those creationist kids books ones you found and linked to 
before, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. They're the "Answers in Genesis" textbooks, used to brainwash 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06910980 33140 68 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 7:23:06pm  
 
<P>The meaning behind the creationist banana:</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Of90cKxSeuw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06911140 33140 180 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 7:47:04pm  
 
<P>We have our first down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06911242 33140 262 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 8:01:31pm  
 
<P>The Free Republic crowd is already ranting away about this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2212376/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06911429 33140 385 Charles Sun, Mar 22, 2009 8:34:08pm  
 
<P>Our second down-dinger has appeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06913431 33140 923 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 8:34:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/915/6912825" target=_blank>#915</A> Str8 Jackets 
Only</EM></P> 
<P>This person tried to register no less than three sock puppets, and is now 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06913447 33140 924 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 8:36:56am  
 
<P>No ... make that <EM>seven</EM> sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06914272 33146 29 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 10:39:49am  
 
<P>Yeah, Tyler Hamilton did race on a broken collarbone -- with help from blood 
boosting drugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06914685 33147 216 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 11:55:35am  
 
<P>Looks like Ringo the Gringo is now on the anti-LGF sh-t list -- his photo 
essay on the creationist museum is being trashed at the scumbag stalker blogs 
today.</P> 
<P>The creep who runs 'lgfonevolution', by the way, tried to register a sock 
puppet last Friday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06915550 33149 152 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 2:15:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6915529" target=_blank>#134</A> MJBrutus</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am bothered by the reference to these kooks as "far right." They are not on 
the right. That is, they are not conservative. Conservatism is about allegiance 
to our Constitution. These people are not. They're not "far right" they're 
simply "far out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get your point, and I agree that there's nothing conservative about 
creationism, but unfortunately the fact is that this madness comes almost 
exclusively from the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06915589 33149 189 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 2:23:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6915573" target=_blank>#173</A> fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While in the past I have been supportive of "academic freedom" bills (and 
still am if they are worded correctly to avoid bias) I cannot express how 
repugnant I find this proposed change to the Texas Curriculum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Academic freedom" bills exist for one purpose, and one purpose only -- to 
promote the teaching of creationism in science classes. Every single "academic 
freedom" bill currently in state legislatures stems from the Discovery 
Institute's <A href="http://www.academicfreedompetition.com/freedom.php" 
target=_blank>model bill</A>.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely no need for these bills -- except to sneak creationism 
into public schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06915617 33149 214 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 2:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6915604" target=_blank>#201</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had been under the impression that David Horowitz was promoting one or more 
academic freedom initiatives which were aimed not at promoting creationism, but 
at ending campus speech codes.</P> 
<P>Is this not so, or do these initiatives go by another name?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Horowitz is pushing something called the "Academic Freedom Bill of Rights," 
but as far as I know there is no proposed legislation based on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06915630 33149 225 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 2:33:04pm  
 
<P>I stand corrected - there were some bills based on Horowitz's idea, but they 
all seem to have petered out sometime around 2005.</P> 
<P>All of the "academic freedom" bills currently pending are creationist 
bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06916051 33149 580 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 4:03:40pm  
 
<P>Here come the down-dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06916755 33152 28 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 6:59:29pm  
 
<P>And our first down-dinger shows up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06916954 33152 170 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 7:41:30pm  
 
<P>The down-dinger division is hard at work:</P> 
<P>CJW, Gozer the Carpathian, Hoover</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06916993 33152 209 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 7:47:07pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Fox News is promoting that Christian Action Network (read: Jerry 
Falwell's loony revenge) bogus story about sekrit Moslem training camps in the 
US ... again.</P> 
<P>The story that the FBI denounced and said was completely unfounded.</P> 
<P>But hey, who cares about credibility? Pathetic.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,510218,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06917032 33152 244 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 7:56:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/6917020" target=_blank>#232</A> 
BethesdaDog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't read too much into this. The Supreme Court didn't really "shoot it 
down." It just decided not to hear it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it's just me, but when the Supreme Court says your case isn't worth 
hearing, that sounds an awful lot like "shooting it down."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06917277 33152 459 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 8:57:40pm  
 
<P>What the hell is going on at Fox News?</P> 
<P>The "great Alex Jones"?!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yZMdA06xbcU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06917281 33152 463 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 8:58:35pm  
 
<P>With Lew Rockwell and Ron Paul?</P> 
<P>Have I woken up in Bizarro World?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06917344 33152 525 Charles Mon, Mar 23, 2009 9:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6917338" target=_blank>#519</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that one Fox Cable channel? It looks like an internet 
podcast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's on Fox News, Wednesday at 2pm Eastern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06918894 33152 671 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:13:03am  
 
<P>I see the religious fanatic is at it again. Has he you told you all that 
you're doomed to burn in hell yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06918951 33152 677 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:23:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/674/6918934" target=_blank>#674</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Religious Fanatic? I am a veteran of the US army, have a BS in CS, been a 
software engineer for over 13 years, no police record and consider myself a 
patriot, yet because I believe in my faith and am not slack or squishy, I am 
reduced to religious fanatic...mmkay. Glad to see tolerance in 
action...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, religious fanatic is what I said. It's laughable that you're talking 
about "tolerance," when in a previous thread you told us that everyone who 
doesn't believe what you do is doomed to burn in eternal 
torment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920281 33152 713 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 12:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/6919911" target=_blank>#700</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<P>You are a young earth creationist and Biblical literalist who thinks he has a 
direct line to God, and believes that every single person who doesn't share your 
particular faith is doomed to burn in hell for all eternity.</P> 
<P>Fanatic. If the shoe fits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928392 33152 793 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 12:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/789/6928369" target=_blank>#789</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the theory of evolution doesn't attempt to address the origins of life, 
so that's pretty much irrelevant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He knows this very well -- it's been pointed out to him dozens of times in 
these threads. But he just keeps coming back with it as if we're starting the 
discussion over from the beginning.</P> 
<P>It's the creationist hamster wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928594 33152 809 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 12:52:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/6928508" target=_blank>#804</A> jimc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've read that and there are other possible explanations that of course 
were never addressed...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More BS. Name one other "possible explanation."</P> 
<P>You can't do that, and you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928754 33152 822 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 1:15:08pm  
 



<P>This is what creationists do -- they really seem to enjoy it when they 
succeed in getting rational people to run around in the hamster 
wheel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919096 33154 117 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:42:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6919058" target=_blank>#89</A> 
Just_A_Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Strategy Room is an streaming internet only show. I am not able to view 
the clip above but it is my understanding that is where this meeting of the 
minds occurred. The Strategy Room tends to be free wheeling and since I can't 
see the clip I really can't comment on it, but I wonder if the purpose of 
bringing these folks on was just to expose them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano introduced him as "the great Alex Jones."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919120 33154 139 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:45:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/6919107" target=_blank>#126</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano is a wack job and Strategy Room can be a very off the wall (from 
when I've seen it before) but it is only avaialble online.</P> 
<P>This crappy segment has never appeared on the FNC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to make it better?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919996 33154 363 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:46:28am  
 
<P>Would it surprise you to learn that Judge Napolitano is also a 
creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920316 33154 373 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 12:18:15pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919792 33155 179 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:20:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/6919737" target=_blank>#170</A> Oingo 
Boingo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admit that I'm surprised that a so-normally-astute Charles has blown the 
call here.</P> 
<P>Jindal was ABSOLUTELY RIGHT: AS A PART OF A STIMULUS PACKAGE, THE $140 
MILLION WAS THE WRONG ITEM AT THE WRONG TIME.</P> 
<P>Jindal never said that Volcano Monitoring was a "waste," or that we didn't 
NEED to monitor volcanoes... or that we shouldn't spend money on the effort. But 
this smacks of earmark justification, and I expected better from the CinC-
LGF.</P> 
<P>I recognize that it's difficult to keep all these players together without 
having a score card. But that a leftist outfit like CBS would dangle this bait 
and that Charles would swallow it is disappointing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody "dangled any bait" in front of me. I found the comment disgusting when 
Jindal made it, and said so. This is confirmation that it was an ignorant, anti-



science remark, from a governor who has the distinction of being the head of the 
ONLY state in the US where a creationism bill has been signed into law.</P> 
<P>It's impossible to defend the GOP against accusations that they are anti-
science when people like this are put in front of us as the party's great 
shining hope for the future. Jindal is a disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919831 33155 182 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:24:58am  
 
<P>And by the way, Jindal was <EM>way wrong</EM> in his claim that $140 million 
was for volcano monitoring. Wrong by an order of magnitude:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32946_Bobby_Jindals_Volcano_Monito
ring_Figures_Were_Way_Wrong" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919841 33155 183 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:26:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/6919819" target=_blank>#181</A> 
harlemghost</EM></P> 
<P>I'll make it easier for you to not come to LGF, by removing your account. No 
need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920090 33155 197 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:55:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/6920027" target=_blank>#194</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, let's repeat the point again. Jindal or his GOP speechwriter chose to 
mock an actual decent program when they had literally thousands of craptacular 
ones to choose from. It was either a comment meant to appeal to luddites and 
cranks, or it was just lazy and stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion, it was definitely intended to appeal to the anti-science wing 
of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920112 33155 199 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:57:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/6920090" target=_blank>#197</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>... The same way Sarah Palin's dumb remark about "fruit fly research in Paris 
France" was intended to throw red meat to the anti-science 
crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06919857 33157 140 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:27:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/6919784" target=_blank>#78</A> Tokin42</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920127 33157 380 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 11:59:08am  
 
<P>We sure do have a lot of people walking around with chips on their shoulders 
in here today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06920404 33158 42 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 12:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/6920341" target=_blank>#8</A> 
sheepdippeddog</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920408 33158 45 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 12:25:23pm  
 
<P>This is really turning out to be one of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06920521 33158 126 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 12:34:40pm  
 
<P>Lew Rockwell just linked to my post on Napolitano and Alex Jones. That's why 
we suddenly have these creeps showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921262 33159 18 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 1:52:12pm  
 
<P>And now Fox News is promoting the Vlaams Belang and Filip DeWinter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,510364,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921489 33159 164 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:33:27pm  
 
<P>And now we have another Nirther spewing away in the Atlas Shrugs 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921517 33159 186 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:40:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6921506" target=_blank>#178</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I wish FOX would be more careful? Yes, but if done right, appearances can 
be used to point out the kookiness in some guests rather than giving them 
credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano introduced Alex Jones like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are simulcasting with the one, the only, the great Alex 
Jones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921524 33159 193 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:41:51pm  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail from Lew Rockwell fans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921550 33159 216 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:45:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/6921543" target=_blank>#209</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>* * * *Could that possibly be a sarcastic, exaggerated, ridiculous 
introduction of a crazy guest? Sometimes they had freaks at the circus because 
people paid to watch them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It is not. Watch the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921558 33159 223 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:46:38pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you haven't watched it, why are you defending 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06921565 33159 230 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 2:47:22pm  
 
<P>From "Obama@yahoo.com"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read about your site on LewRockwell.com and decided to give LGF alook. 
I gotta hand it to you, you've done a fine job in creating one ofthe most 
pathetic sites on the internet. You're actually doing Rockwella favor by linking 
to his site. Maybe your drones here will learnsomething when they check it 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922387 33162 97 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:02:41pm  
 
<P>Silver bullets?</P> 
<P>Is he trying to kill a werewolf or fix the economy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922504 33162 211 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:08:25pm  
 
<P>Jennifer Loven got the first question last time too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922638 33162 340 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:15:22pm  
 
<P>Maybe I should open registration now that everybody on the intarweb is pissed 
off at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922811 33163 56 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:22:27pm  
 
<P>First attempted sock puppet already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06922926 33163 147 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:26:34pm  
 
<P>There's another sock puppet. Both of the socks who just registered made a big 
show of demanding that I "delete" their accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06923406 33163 564 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:44:28pm  
 
<P>New thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06923543 33164 94 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:48:22pm  



 
<P>He took that race question as a chance to praise himself for his 
wonderfulness.</P> 
<P>Talk about wasting a question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06923809 33164 317 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 5:57:35pm  
 
<P>Obama has left the building!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06924635 33166 219 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 6:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/6924617" target=_blank>#203</A> 
Rolltideroll</EM></P> 
<P>Man, are the warning signs ever going off here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06924797 33166 375 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 7:14:49pm  
 
<P>"Rolltideroll" sure got quiet all of a sudden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06924878 33166 455 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 7:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6924835" target=_blank>#413</A> 
Rolltideroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir, I am on your blog,and this is your property. However, as an E-4 in the 
navy, I have ample experience that it is beter to say nothing and have everyone 
think you a fool, as opposed to opening my fool mout and removing all 
doubt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess you're also a student?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06925483 33167 220 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:08:37pm  
 
<P>From the comments at Hot Air's post about Alex Jones:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You people who trash Jones, well, I guess it’s against your policy to be FOR 
the Constitution, which according to MIAC in Missouri, makes people like Ron 
Paul, Bob Barr and Chuck Baldwin TERRORISTS! SUCH MALARKEY!</P> 
<P>And speaking of Chuck Baldwin…</P> 
<P>I am on the fence about 9/11 being an inside job.</P> 
<P>Have any of you ever heard of Bilderberg? I didn’t, until I got an email from 
a family friend in Arizona, and then it all came back to me when watching Jones’ 
sensational new film The Obama Deception. We are puppets in a corporate takeover 
by the elite of the elite..INCLUDING AT LAST YEAR’S CONFERENCE IN VA OBAMA AND 
MCCAIN!</P> 
<P>Lot of Obama’s cabinet–MEMBERS OF BILDERBERG!</P> 
<P>And yes Bush is just as guilty as Obama in this economic malaise, but Obama 
has put the end of American Sovereignty ON HYPERDRIVE!</P> 
<P>I am disappointed in you NEO-CONS here at Hot Air and even you Michelle. I 
was a liberal, turned conservative, now I guess I can be called a neo-
libertarian.</P> 
<P>BobAnthony on March 24, 2009 at 5:11 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06925536 33167 272 Charles Tue, Mar 24, 2009 9:24:17pm  
 
<P>There are also more than a few Hot Air readers who think Jimmy Carter was 
right about the Civil War:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=34810" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06927917 33172 86 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 11:04:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/6927888" target=_blank>#64</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, Obama specifically said he does not support a global currency 
last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06927947 33172 109 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 11:09:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6927927" target=_blank>#94</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0309/Geithner_open_to_China_proposa
l.html?showall" target=_blank>Not really</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evidently sensing a gaffe, moderator Roger Altman told Geithner that it would 
be "useful" to return to the question, and asked if he foresaw a change in the 
dollar's centrality.</P> 
<P>"I do not," Geithner said, adding several forceful promises, including, "We 
will do what's necessary to say we're sustaining confidence in our financial 
markets."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928000 33172 154 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 11:16:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/6927981" target=_blank>#140</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of conspiracy theories and bad information circulating in 
"right wing" circles these days. It's approaching a deafening blur. Use common 
sense, check your own facts and don't fall for the bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right about that. I'm increasingly disturbed by the amount of sheer BS 
that's being circulated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928426 33174 35 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 12:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/6928358" target=_blank>#1</A> midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many new lizards joined yesterday?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>37.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928430 33174 37 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 12:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6928400" target=_blank>#16</A> spaceman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anxiously awaiting news of today's Texas state school board vote 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the vote probably won't come until Friday. They've allotted three 
days for discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06928837 33174 364 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 1:25:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/6928813" target=_blank>#344</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm afraid I never understood the slap me/kick me/abuse me violent humor of 
the Stooges, either.</P> 
<P>Would some enlightened male here like to explain it to a clueless 
female?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many scholarly treatises on the subject, but I've always thought 
that the case was best made by Curly, when he thoughtfully opined, "Nyuk nyuk 
nyuk!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930360 33176 336 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 5:43:14pm  
 
<P>I'm seeing a depressing number of right-wing bloggers who are now linking to 
a stupid bogus report from infowars.com about "Obama youth".</P> 
<P>Infowars.com is Alex Jones.</P> 
<P>What the hell is going on? Suddenly we're supposed to take the word of the 
most insane 9/11 truther and conspiracy pimp on the internet?</P> 
<P>This is really sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930416 33176 390 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 5:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6930396" target=_blank>#371</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the wave of the future. I think we're going to have to get used to 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you speak out about it, they call you names, vilify you, and smear you 
all over the internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930435 33176 409 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 5:54:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/6930418" target=_blank>#392</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- when I see a spinoff link where the source's source is World Nut 
Daily, I usually ding it down, tell them it's WND story and report it to you. Do 
you want us to report these bogus stories so you can delete them? I don't know 
what else to do to stop this insanity here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, please continue to report them when you see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930604 33176 561 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 6:32:53pm  
 
<P>The GOP talking point of the day is that there's nothing wrong with wanting 
Barack Obama to fail.</P> 
<P>This is so wrong-headed I don't even know where to start.</P> 



<P>Criticize him, show where he's wrong, point out the flaws in his policies, 
even mock the guy for his reliance on a teleprompter.</P> 
<P>But when you say you want him to FAIL, even if you try to qualify it by 
saying "if his policies hurt America I want him to fail," you are absolutely 
losing the support of the middle, who do NOT want any American president to 
fail.</P> 
<P>The FAIL here is on the GOP side, and they're doubling down on it. Bobby 
Jindal came out last night defending this crap, and now Fred Thompson is doing 
it too.</P> 
<P>The Republican Party is in denial, and refusing to look at the real problems 
that have led to losing the last two major elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930637 33176 594 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 6:40:53pm  
 
<P>I'm going to make that comment a post, and piss off 
everybody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930802 33177 89 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:09:00pm  
 
<P>And yes, I know I'm going to piss off a lot of people by departing from the 
talking points. But this is wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06930833 33177 117 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/6930797" target=_blank>#84</A> iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stop stop <STRONG>STOP</STRONG>. Since when is it that wanting Obama to fail 
means that you want America to fail? My friend, we are a nation of laws, not 
men. Equating Obama with the nation is what the Democrats misguidedly do in 
their cultish thralldom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barack Obama was elected by the American people. You may not like it, but 
that's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931004 33177 277 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/6930936" target=_blank>#211</A> Biff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, all Germans in 1933 should have wished that Hitler 
succeed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely disgusting comment. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931017 33177 290 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:41:27pm  
 
<P>My point is simple: when you frame this in such an absolutist negative way, 
you are handing victory to Obama. People don't want to hear this crap. It's 
self-defeating and unpleasant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931032 33177 305 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:43:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/6931021" target=_blank>#294</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Like hell!</P> 
<P>How about ratcheting back the government's involvement in private industry? 
How about stopping these insane bail-outs? How about actually complying with the 
tenth amendment?</P> 
<P>Geez louise, lizardoids! Do you really not know what YOU believe? Have you 
not thought out this kind of thing? Do you not have a constitutional, classical 
liberal critique of what Obama's doing at your fingertips?</P> 
<P>And if not, why not? This ain't tiddly-winks, people. Get your A game 
together and stop worrying about the word "fail."</P> 
<P>Or else that's what you'll end up doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss 90% of my post? I said, "Criticize him, show where he’s wrong, 
point out the flaws in his policies, even mock the guy for his reliance on a 
teleprompter."</P> 
<P>All of this is appropriate. Saying you want him to FAIL is cutting your own 
throat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931073 33177 345 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:49:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/6931056" target=_blank>#328</A> 
EasyLiving1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gov. Jindal was more eloquent, inspiring, and convincing that Charles gives 
him credit. Were Charles summary apt, Gov. Jindal would more likely be Dr. 
Jindal, head of the Creationist Studies program at LSU.</P> 
<P>A bigger problem than any hysteria about "GOP Talking Points" and whatnot is 
this: Gov. Jindal needs to know how to convince those of use here tonight how to 
help him defeat Obama in 2012.</P> 
<P>Then we gotta convince lotsa other people.</P> 
<P>Let's get to work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not vote for any politician who promotes creationism in schools, and I 
will not support Bobby Jindal. This is exactly the wrong direction for the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931113 33177 382 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/6931103" target=_blank>#372</A> 
jmanjordan</EM></P> 
<P>Cool. See ya. Sorry, but you don't get to leave your dramatic goodbye 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931153 33177 422 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 7:59:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/6931127" target=_blank>#396</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you don't lack courage, Charles, but I still think you are advocating 
the wrong tack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see where this wonderful strategy gets the GOP, shall we? I have no 
hesitation at all in predicting that this is a major losing strategy.</P> 
<P>Get ready for 8 years of Barack Obama, if this stupid negativity is all the 
GOP can bring to the table.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931204 33177 470 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:07:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/6931189" target=_blank>#457</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush and Fred are not the GOP. And it's only 60 days into Oprompta's term. 
Americans have short memories: this whole kerfuffle will be forgotten by 
November 2012 and you know it.</P> 
<P>Besides, are you saying that it's not possible to say "FAIL" and also devise 
a good alternate strategy? That it's not possible to be "negative" and 
"positive" at the same time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed the link to Bobby Jindal above. Jindal is clearly being 
groomed as the GOP's great hope, and he came out to defend wishing for Obama to 
fail. When Rush Limbaugh, Bobby Jindal, and every pundit on Fox News spout the 
same talking points, you can be very sure this is not a 
coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931234 33177 499 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/6931216" target=_blank>#482</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You guys seem really gun-shy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not stupid to be "gun-shy" if you can't stop shooting yourself in the 
foot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931301 33177 561 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:24:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/6931265" target=_blank>#529</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Language is our only tool at this point. That and Going Galt, if you're into 
that. Don't yield the linguistic paradigm to those who would destroy 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is incredibly ironic, because you are making the very same point I made 
in my post. By saying you want Obama to FAIL, you are handing victory to the 
Democrats. Why do you think they jumped so hard on this talking point? Because 
it's very obviously a negative, ugly thing to say, and no amount of spinning and 
justification is going to fix it.</P> 
<P>It simply will never play well with the majority of this country to say that 
you want the duly elected president to fail. It's a reactionary strategy, and 
it's a losing strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931327 33177 587 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:29:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/6931318" target=_blank>#578</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if we're not even going to allow ourselves to say that we want the most 
radical-left President of my lifetime to "fail" in his core agenda, isn't THAT 
handing victory to the Left?</P> 
<P>How can you possibly win a political discourse if you refuse to even say to 
the other side, in essence, "you're wrong"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I'm saying at all. In fact, I thought I made that very clear 
in my post -- criticize the guy harshly. Argue against his policies. But when 
you say you want him to fail, it's a form of giving up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931375 33177 631 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:38:14pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/6931359" target=_blank>#616</A> Darleen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Find your balls, conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd rather see conservatives find their BRAINS. Thinking with your balls 
tends to cause problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931408 33177 663 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:42:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/6931391" target=_blank>#647</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't thinking with your balls make you a dickhead?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask Bill Clinton about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931436 33177 691 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:45:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/6931418" target=_blank>#673</A> Darleen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you honestly believe genuflecting and apologizing to every bad faith 
Obamabot that screams "Racist!" or "Homophobe!:" or goes Howard "Republicans 
want to starve children and kill the elderly" Dean is going to GAIN the respect 
of fence sitters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you read what I wrote, because you're putting words in my mouth 
that bear no resemblance to what I actually said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931486 33177 738 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/724/6931471" target=_blank>#724</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<P>Please read what I wrote.</P> 
<P>I DID NOT SAY WE SHOULDN'T CRITICIZE OBAMA.</P> 
<P>Sorry for shouting. But this is getting ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931517 33177 769 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 8:59:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/6931505" target=_blank>#757</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly, Darleen. The MSM conveys nary a word of Republican proposals, and 
then says we have nothing to offer.</P> 
<P>Those here who say we have to quit being the Party of No have got to quit 
believing our enemies. I say again, our attitude towards ourselves is getting to 
be like the left's attitude towards America. Self-criticism is one thing, but 
we're buying into the lies and evasions and distortions about 
us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P>When the GOP's shining new hope, Bobby Jindal, comes out with a response to 
Barack Obama's press conference in which THE MAIN POINT is that it's OK to wish 
for Obama to fail, there is a serious problem here.</P> 
<P>I could not care less what the left says about it. These are MY 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931531 33177 783 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:01:40pm  



 
<P>Lots of hate mail coming in now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931552 33177 804 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:05:24pm  
 
<P>This is the most recent one of four:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>aw, you poor baby. Do those mean national parties not agree witheverything in 
your pretty, little head. well, you just roll around onthe floor and have your 
hissy fit.</P> 
<P>And to think i thought you were just a racist pig. it's obvious - youhave a 
massive crush on Governor Jindal. Can we expect to see yououtside the Governor's 
Mansion with Peter Gabriel playing on a boombox? LMAO Grow 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931564 33177 816 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:07:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/806/6931554" target=_blank>#806</A> Darleen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>When the GOP's shining new hope, Bobby Jindal, comes out with a response 
to Barack Obama's press conference in which THE MAIN POINT is that it's OK to 
wish for Obama to fail, there is a serious problem here.</I></P> 
<P>WHO said it was the main point, Charles? The MSM that is still licking 
Obama's ankles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I DO!</P> 
<P>I watched it. You're being ridiculous to try to deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931578 33177 830 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:09:41pm  
 
<P>Another one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chuck,</P> 
<P>Why don't you explain to your loyal sheep exactly how it is that the"vast 
middle" wants Obama to succeed? Um, succeed at radically alteringthe character 
of American society so that we more closely resemble, say,Sweden? Is that really 
want the "vast middle" wants and, therefore, ispulling for Obama.</P> 
<P>C'mon Chuck! Even you're bright enough to know that is bullshit. 
Aren'tyou?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931587 33177 838 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:11:25pm  
 
<P>It's a little amazing how many people are down-dinging this, who have never 
posted a single comment here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931606 33177 857 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:14:27pm  
 
<P>#846: buh-bye then. Sorry, your dramatic little sign-off has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931627 33177 878 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:17:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/862/6931611" target=_blank>#862</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've conceded that it's a lousy idea to <EM>say</EM> anything that can be 
truncated or twisted into a sound bite that sounds unpatriotic and 100% negative 
-- which means we darn near have to keep silent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, 100% wrong. You can criticize him as harshly as you want, and I 
will. But when you cross the line to wishing for him to FAIL, you're cutting 
your own throat, and defining your OWN viewpoint in negative 
terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931754 33177 962 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:47:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/956/6931741" target=_blank>#956</A> 
ArdentCapitalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tell me again, Charles, why I want socialist policies to 
"succeed."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you tell ME where I said anything even remotely close to 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931762 33177 968 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:49:19pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how many people seem to be incapable of actually reading what I 
wrote and responding to THAT, instead of putting words in my mouth that I 
neither wrote nor intended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931782 33177 981 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:54:36pm  
 
<P>I see Darleen is now trashing me at Protein Wisdom. Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931812 33177 1002 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 10:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/996/6931805" target=_blank>#996</A> wong fei 
hung</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one has been able to say what Jindal or Thompson has accomplished with 
their statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll say what they've accomplished -- they've further cemented the impression 
in many American voters' minds that the GOP is a party of angry, intolerant 
losers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06934349 33177 1244 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 10:59:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1242/6934158" target=_blank>#1242</A> 
trulyyours</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm disappointed to see that you have taken a quote that has been 
run out of context by the left into your thinking. When Rush first said it, in 
context, it raised no alarm bells.</P> 
<P>I agree with this comment. The libs wanted GWB to fail - period - so they 
could grasp power. We want socialist/fascist programs to fail - period. If BHO 



is the purveyor of those ideas, yes, we want him to fail. Our system of 
government is designed, through checks and balances, to cause failure of an out 
of line branch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less what the left says about this quote, and what 
Media Matters thinks is of absolutely no consequence to me.</P> 
<P>When I see the leaders of the GOP defending it, I have to speak out because 
this is a losing strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06934580 33177 1246 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 11:33:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1243/6934190" target=_blank>#1243</A> 
dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If people were saying "I hope he FAILS" because they have a personal animus 
towards Obama--just as the LLL wanted OIF to fail because of BDS--then you would 
be right.</P> 
<P>But that's not what they're saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/186/6934464" target=_blank>I 
wouldn't be so sure about that.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06931726 33178 27 Charles Wed, Mar 25, 2009 9:40:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6931703" target=_blank>#17</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least until it rips your hands and eyelids off, right?</P> 
<P>/like travis</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, like the angry righties are doing to me in the previous 
thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06933715 33181 348 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 9:37:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/6933697" target=_blank>#331</A> faraway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Each question starts with "Can you help..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say - you really do have some nerve to continue using my software 
to post comments at LGF after the way you've been trashing me at other 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06934126 33183 38 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 10:26:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/6934103" target=_blank>#24</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who was the (former) lizard that always used to call Charles "Chuck"? Was it 
Mike C., or was it Chuck Pelto?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very common for haters to use "Chuck" or "Chuckie." Apparently they 
think this is the height of wit - I have no idea why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06934213 33183 102 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 10:39:08am  
 
<P>I had a feeling this might flush out a few more.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06934313 33183 170 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 10:55:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/6934245" target=_blank>#133</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Conservative desires 101:</STRONG></P> 
<P>A smaller less invasive government.Individual liberty.A strong national 
defense.</P> 
<P>_ _ _ _</P> 
<P>This is why Americans are a center right people. Too bad they aren't all 
aware of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, for far too many on the right, conservatism means:</P> 
<P>Creationism.Fundamental Christianity.Constitutional amendments to ban gay 
marriage and abortion.</P> 
<P>All of which are diametrically opposed to true conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06934481 33183 190 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 11:17:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/6934464" target=_blank>#186</A> 
FreeRadical</EM></P> 
<P>Lovely. Good luck with your hatred. See how far that gets 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06935162 33183 214 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 1:03:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/6935130" target=_blank>#212</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Listening to Rush right now. He's talking about the latest Arbitron ratings. 
Seems like the Obama administration's attacks on him are just helping his 
audience grow. LOL.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a surprise. You mean Rush Limbaugh's all about promoting Rush Limbaugh? 
Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06936777 33183 228 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 6:14:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/6936277" target=_blank>#227</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles, but the sentiment in this:</P> 
<P>resonates with <EM>me</EM> far more than some congratulatory email from a 
<STRONG>liberal</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Just one lizard's opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So how do you feel about being one of the "loyal sheep?" That 
resonate with you too?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you explain to your loyal sheep exactly how it is that the 'vast 
middle' wants Obama to succeed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06944557 33183 232 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 9:25:58am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/6941792" target=_blank>#231</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you'll notice that I didn't quote that section. I can agree with 
some sentiments in a message without agreeing with all of them. Furthermore, I 
can agree with a website owner on some things, but not on others. I quoted what 
I agreed with it.</P> 
<P>Besides, considering my post and the fact that I'm still here discredits the 
whole "loyal sheep" accusation anyway, does it not? Please don't be paranoid 
Charles. I wouldn't be a regular contributor here if I was "out to get you". I'm 
here because I like it here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Paranoid?" Hardly. My point is that you cherry-picked one thing out of an 
insult-laden email to agree with. I just think it's weird to bypass all the 
slurs and insults -- against me and against all LGF readers -- and say the 
message "resonates" with you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06935757 33188 18 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 3:18:30pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06935809 33188 27 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 3:26:58pm  
 
<P>Well, we didn't have a meltdown in the previous thread, so I guess we're 
overdue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06936015 33188 68 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 4:10:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/6935891" target=_blank>#46</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always the same with these types. There's always a "more important" 
problem to focus on when they feel the sting of the light on the problems they 
create.</P> 
<P>"No, no, that's not a big deal. Over here, look. Look at the bunny, look at 
the bunny".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, and don't forget the classic line, "Don't get me wrong, I believe in 
evolution BUT..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06937523 33188 86 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 9:33:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6937459" target=_blank>#85</A> slamo</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Piss off and take your tedious lying bullshit 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06936252 33190 116 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 4:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6936200" target=_blank>#74</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heads up Charles: The Article cited is from 2006, it's a sauce for the goose, 
good for the gander retrospective comparisons...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- I was leaving it as a surprise, but I guess I should spell it out. 
Now updated...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06936790 33192 176 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 6:17:53pm  
 
<P>Here's the video embedded:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=-
404729062613200911&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06940143 33192 363 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 10:37:43am  
 
<P>Complain about these posts and your comment will be deleted. Combine it with 
insults and your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943526 33192 368 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 10:45:31pm  
 
<P>We've really got some winners tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06937133 33193 145 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 7:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/6937113" target=_blank>#126</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<P>You are living in a dream world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06937161 33193 173 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 7:39:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/6937128" target=_blank>#141</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but the whole social conservative business doesn't do a thing for 
me.</P> 
<P>Why not? Because I'm a semi-single femme, with property, and absolutely zero 
interest in who's butt-fucking whom, provided it's consensual, all parties are 
over 18, and no children are going to be involved. Certain old social 
compromises - that is, you do not comment on a pregnancy until 16 weeks or so - 
need to come back into vogue. If you behave with integrity and honor to your 
significant other, you are absolutely none of my business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what conservatism used to mean -- mind your own business, and I'll 
keep my nose out of your business.</P> 
<P>Instead, we now have closet fascists who think it's absolutely vital to 
impose their fundamentalist version of morality on everyone 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06937565 33193 539 Charles Thu, Mar 26, 2009 9:50:30pm  
 
<P>I think I'm going to start automatically blocking accounts, if the person 
hasn't posted in a certain time period -- say, two months.</P> 
<P>The number of trolls who've been showing up with accounts that have been 
inactive for years is getting ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06940470 33199 24 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 11:27:11am  
 
<P>Was you ever bit by a dead bee?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/QSgqrrWyF0Y&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06940635 33199 174 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 11:51:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/6940545" target=_blank>#90</A> ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Americorps <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/03/18/house-readies-
passage-volunteerism-critics-pricey-forced-service/" target=_blank>forced 
volunteerism passed the House</A> and is now in the Senate.</P> 
<P>It's going through under the radar. The Brown Shirts are 
coming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That bill does not force anyone to do anything -- please read it. It 
commissions a study to determine whether a mandatory service program could work, 
but the bill itself does not have any such mandatory service provisions in 
it.</P> 
<P>This is another issue that's being distorted beyond recognition by some 
alarmist bloggers and WND.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06940714 33199 250 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 12:01:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/6940661" target=_blank>#200</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would they commission a study, if they're not considering acting on 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point is simple -- there is no mandatory service in that bill. The 
government commissions thousands of studies every year.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately there are people out there who are telling lies about it. You 
cannot trust what you read in some blogs and especially not what you read in 
World Net Daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06940733 33199 267 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 12:04:54pm  
 
<P>This is important -- do not trust WND or blogs (other than LGF) to tell you 
the truth about bills under consideration. ALWAYS go to the source and read it 
for yourself. There's so much crap being floated out there it's getting 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06940991 33199 504 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 12:43:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/6940805" target=_blank>#334</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think this is quite alarming, though, but you knew that. You seem to be 
saying there's nothing to worry about regarding slavery (or any other euphamism 
for it) "in the bill" while acknowledging that there is language which purports 
to set up a commission to study the feasability and planning for exactly that, 
"in the bill". I think the latter is terrifying, if the former 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say anything like "there's nothing to worry about." The only point I 
made is that the bill does NOT enact mandatory service, and that more than a few 
bloggers are jumping to erroneous conclusions, based on dishonest stories at 
infowars.com and WND -- both of which I've seen linked at blogs as sources for 
this overheated fantasy.</P> 
<P>Far too many people are going off half-cocked on this one. Is it something to 
worry about? Maybe if it gets to the stage where they actually try to pass such 
a law, but America has had a military draft before, and it didn't destroy the 
nation.</P> 
<P>And I seriously doubt that the army of slackers who voted for Obama are going 
to be down with any kind of mandatory service. If they tried to pass something 
like that, there would be a very loud outcry against it from both sides of the 
political aisle.</P> 
<P>I don't see any valid comparison between this and an imaginary "Intelligent 
Design Department."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941548 33200 69 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 2:25:06pm  
 
<P>First down-dinger already...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941584 33200 99 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 2:32:49pm  
 
<P>If you have nothing to contribute to this discussion except to complain about 
the mere existence of it, I suggest you move to one of the dozens of other 
threads on the front page. I'm going to delete comments that whine about the 
topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941613 33200 127 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 2:37:49pm  
 
<P>And if you combine your whining with insults, your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941660 33200 171 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 2:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/6941654" target=_blank>#165</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are already painting this as total victory even though "strengths and 
weaknesses" was excluded, From Robert Crowther at the DI Blog:</P> 
<P>Now the question is how do we get those board members or the person(s) who 
put them in place in TX deselected? When are the elections that affect this so 
we can get the cretins out of office?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got an email from their PR person. Apparently the Discovery Institute has 
thoughtfully included me on their mailing list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941772 33200 279 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 2:59:40pm  



 
<P>Another down-dinger who never comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941777 33200 284 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 3:00:38pm  
 
<P>And another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941789 33200 296 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 3:03:06pm  
 
<P>California does have creationist pinheads too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ncseweb.org/news/2008/08/victory-california-
creationism-case-001374" target=_blank>ncseweb.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06941902 33200 401 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 3:23:37pm  
 
<P>Dance monkey dance!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/wQ2nVL1-XFk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942197 33200 674 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 4:49:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/6942130" target=_blank>#611</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"All the flaws were added by politically unscrupulous SBOE members with an 
extreme right-wing religious agenda to support Creationism."</P> 
<P>Could we please get supposedly sane writers like Steve Schafersman to drop 
this stupid meme?</P> 
<P>If their agenda calls for using the power of the State to impose the teaching 
of religious belief in public schools, then I submit to you that such an agenda 
is <EM>fascist,</EM> not right-wing. Historically, fascism is a leftist 
movement, working for the aggrandizement of the State, and of the collective, 
and not for the rights of the individual.</P> 
<P>We have been conditioned to see Fascism as a "right-wing" movement simply 
because it was so demonized by Stalin, who wanted to destroy a rival Socialist 
entity, meanwhile conveniently slandering those people who believe in freedom 
and individual rights.</P> 
<P>Blame Josef Stalin, blame Walter Duranty.</P> 
<P>Everyone here should buy, and read <EM>Liberal Fascism</EM> by Jonah 
Goldberg. Use Charles' link to buy it from Amazon, and give our host a little 
kickback.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you may have a point about the ideological ancestors of this kind of 
thinking, but the fact is that in the current day, the creationists are ALL in 
the Republican party, and they're all fundamentalist Christians. So I really 
can't agree that Schafersman is off base with that statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942200 33200 677 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 4:51:21pm  



 
<P>Down-dingers so far:</P> 
<P>CJW, goforbroke, LeonidasOfSparta, Minister of Chlorine, 
Presort</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943542 33200 1025 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 10:54:27pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942674 33201 124 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:07:13pm  
 
<P>Mark Levin, by the way, is a creationist.</P> 
<P>Like almost every right-wing pundit.</P> 
<P>And for me, that really sours the deal. If he's irrational on that, I have to 
question what he says about other issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942733 33201 181 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:17:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6942725" target=_blank>#173</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm willing to forgive someone for that, if they do not attempt to impose 
that belief on others. I'm too irrational to criticize others for being that 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said on his radio show that he wants creationism taught in science 
classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942760 33201 207 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/6942752" target=_blank>#199</A> A.J.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brecker? Merely good, not great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every saxophone player I've ever worked with disagrees with your assessment. 
(And I've worked with some of the best.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942779 33201 225 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:26:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/6942755" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That I did not know. That does put him one the 'problem' list in my eyes. 
That you for the additional information Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The show is here:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:40,type:'mp3',flashvars:{displaywidth:0,showeq:true,title:'lev
in03252009.mp3'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://citadelcc.vo.llnwd.net/o29/network/Levin/MP3/levin03252009.mp3" 
target=_blank>MP3 Audio</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 



<P>He screams at and shouts down a caller who mentions that Bobby Jindal passed 
a creationism bill in Louisiana. Way over the top, and a perfect example of why 
so many people are turning away from the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942796 33201 242 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:29:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/6942781" target=_blank>#227</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.transterrestrial.com/archives/004752.html" 
target=_blank>Hugh Hewitt</A> says he believes in ID. I am never sure if 
intelligent people mean this in the old earth or new earth versions. But he says 
Intelligent Design</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hugh Hewitt is a fundamental evangelist. No surprise that he toes the 
creationist line.</P> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is creationism, dressed up in fancy scientific-sounding 
terminology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942853 33201 298 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/6942804" target=_blank>#250</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#216 HelloDare</P> 
<P>He's definitely not a dolt. I'm a regular listener and I've never heard him 
express a desire to put faith in the classroom. He may have had guests speak 
about books they've written on science and God, but Prager is not one who 
imposes his beliefs on others, as he's more interested in clarity, not 
agreement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, Dennis Prager is definitely not a dolt.</P> 
<P>But it pains me greatly to say that he HAS drunk the creationist Koolaid. I 
was stunned when I heard him interviewing and praising Discovery Institute fraud 
Michael Behe.</P> 
<P>The same goes for Michael Medved, who is a "fellow" at the Discovery 
Institute.</P> 
<P>I can't name a single right-wing radio host who isn't on the creationist 
side. Maybe Tammy Bruce, but I'm not even sure about her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942878 33201 323 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 7:48:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/6942860" target=_blank>#305</A> 
irongrampa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about Rush Limbaugh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't listen to Rush Limbaugh enough to know where he stands on it. But I'd 
be very surprised if he isn't a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06942995 33201 437 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:08:47pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh railed against Judge John E. Jones for his decision in the 
Dover ID case, but he got on the bad side of the Discovery Institute when he 
said they were trying to disguise their real creationist agenda:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:ilhzvG3E41sJ:www.evolutionnews.org/20



05/12/rush_limbaugh_on_dover_and_int.html+rush+limbaugh+creationism&amp;cd=1&amp
;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>It sounds like Rush likes his creationism straight, no 
chaser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943025 33201 466 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:14:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/6943002" target=_blank>#444</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My new favorite nut...<A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/03/27/glenn-
beck-its-time-for-a-march-on-washington/" target=_blank>Glenn Beck: It’s time 
for a march on Washington</A>Hot Air readers seem pretty on 
board.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a crock. Conservatives will "march on Washington" when it snows in 
hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943028 33201 469 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:15:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/6943023" target=_blank>#464</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you listen to Michael savage right now</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943052 33201 493 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:18:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/6943030" target=_blank>#471</A> 
sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I don't grok your comment about "straight, no chaser". Are you implying 
that Rush does indeed dig the creationism/ID movement? You've lost me and I'll 
admit to being just shy of three sheets to the wind at the 
moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His point seems to be that the Discovery Institute should stop lying and come 
out as what they are -- creationists. It's telling that this is his only 
criticism of them, and that he sided with the creationists against Judge 
Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943058 33201 499 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/6943045" target=_blank>#486</A> 
summergurl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sounds like you were on a mission to figue it out--</P> 
<P>Had you curious 'eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No "mission." One Google search. It's on the first page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943084 33201 525 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:26:49pm  
 
<P>This is funny/sad/ironic -- we have some referrals coming in from this 
site:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.buzzfeed.com/leftvsright/left-vs-right-for-march-
27-2009" target=_blank>www.buzzfeed.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Left vs. Right." We're on the "right." And the link is to our anti-
creationism post.</P> 
<P>May cause some heads to implode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943107 33201 546 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:31:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/6943097" target=_blank>#537</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the article on Ahmanson's flop? Seems like he's going for the 
side that is more purchaseable and able to enact his agenda 
atm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, where is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943115 33201 553 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/6943069" target=_blank>#510</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we r<A href="http://www.lp.org/platform" target=_blank>eady for this</A> 
or is there another Party we can rally too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Waaayyy too many kooks in the Libertarian Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943144 33201 578 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:39:41pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/6943126" target=_blank>#564</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the story on Ahmanson</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blog.christianitytoday.com/ctpolitics/2009/03/philanthropist.html" 
target=_blank>blog.christianitytoday.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>and the original article</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://orangepunch.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/23/howard-
ahmanson-becomes-a-democrat-seriously/7929/" 
target=_blank>orangepunch.freedomblogging.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. He's even stranger than I thought. I wonder how this news is going over 
at the Discovery Institute?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943175 33201 608 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:45:55pm  
 
<P>Just got this email through the contact form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would be interested in doing an interview on CFRB radio Toronto about your 
position on creationism. You are a rare hold out on the right.</P> 
<P>John Moore</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone know anything about this guy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943214 33201 646 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/6943205" target=_blank>#637</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 



<P>He sounds all right. I think I'll do the interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943220 33201 652 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:53:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/6943215" target=_blank>#647</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Howard Ahmanson's explanation made no sense. Not surprisingly, his money is 
inherited.</P> 
<P>This is from Wikipedia so who knows how accurate it is.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Howard_Ahmanson,_Jr." 
target=_blank>Controversial beliefs</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06943241 33201 671 Charles Fri, Mar 27, 2009 8:56:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/6943209" target=_blank>#641</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and I don't think Charles should have to travel all the way to Africa 
(or wherever the heck "Canada" is) to do a radio show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be worse -- could be New Jersey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945353 33208 47 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:37:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/6945339" target=_blank>#37</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.catholicnewsagency.com/new.php?n=15511" 
target=_blank>Hillary Clinton leaves flowers for Our Lady of Guadalupe, asks 
‘Who painted it?’</A></P> 
<P><EM>Oos</EM>, wrong question!</P> 
<P>/you can take Hillary out of Arkansas, but you can't take the Arkansas out of 
Hillary</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that was pretty tone-deaf to ask that question.</P> 
<P>But this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The image of Our Lady of Guadalupe was miraculously imprinted by Mary on the 
tilma, or cloak, of St. Juan Diego in 1531.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is more than a little ridiculous. Experts who have examined the image 
have thoroughly debunked the claims of a miraculous origin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945366 33208 57 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:41:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/6945363" target=_blank>#54</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, <EM>they</EM> believe it and she was visiting their shrine.</P> 
<P>/she should have known better, especially as the Secretary of 
State</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I said, it was tone-deaf. But that quote is stating something 
that is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06945376 33208 64 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/6945370" target=_blank>#60</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/it's from the Catholic News Agency</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that excuse publishing falsehoods?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945384 33208 70 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:45:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/6945378" target=_blank>#66</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's embarrassing the the Secretary of State (and former First Lady) doesn't 
have a clue about the cultural significance of The Lady of Guadalupe. Anyone 
with even a cursory study of Mexican history would come across it, whether it's 
a miraculous artifact or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally agree on that point. It just strikes me as not too professional to 
quote an article that outright states the painting has a miraculous origin, when 
it does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945412 33208 92 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:51:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6945401" target=_blank>#83</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if the Shroud of Turin is still described that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what the current Church position on that is -- but the Shroud of 
Turin has also been completely debunked. It was created by human 
beings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945426 33208 104 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:54:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/6945403" target=_blank>#85</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's real to them, that's what they believe. I wouldn't expect a Catholic 
media outlet to go against their own doctrine.</P> 
<P>/or are you referring to me posting it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't expect them to go against their own doctrine either. I just think 
it's odd to quote that article saying the image is miraculous, as if it is a 
fact -- when it's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945448 33208 121 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 12:59:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6945440" target=_blank>#114</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and delete it.</P> 
<P>/without that paragraph, unless you're familiar with the history of the 
shrine, it's hard to see why the question she asked was such a 
gaffe</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying it was odd for Ed Morrissey to quote that article without any 
context -- not you.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06945456 33208 128 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 1:01:08pm  
 
<P>(In case anyone hasn't noticed by now, I have a thing about being as factual 
as possible.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945486 33208 155 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 1:07:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/6945474" target=_blank>#144</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, that kind of explains things.</P> 
<P>/I found the CNA article on Lucianne, I had no idea Ed Morrissey was posting 
about it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah -- I had just finished reading the Hot Air post when you posted that 
comment, and thought you had linked to that post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945512 33208 176 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 1:13:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/6945508" target=_blank>#173</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, so far i have not seen your New Comments feature on other blogs, 
such as Hot Air or Michelle. It is such a profound improvement I cannot imagine 
why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they're using pre-packaged blog software. All of the software that 
runs LGF was written by me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946647 33208 296 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/6946508" target=_blank>#295</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Great Shot - one question - why the PowerShot 10 instead of a Digital 
SLR?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No particular reason -- it was just the one that was already mounted on the 
tripod. Next photo thread I'll use the Nikon D90.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945641 33209 9 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 2:03:31pm  
 
<P>Illinois Republican Congressman John Shimkus thinks we don't need to worry 
about climate change, because the book of Genesis says that God will decide when 
the world is supposed to end.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_7h08RDYA5E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06946412 33209 39 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:58:21pm  
 
<P>I see we have some more sleepers suddenly waking up and posting on an 
evolution thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946450 33209 49 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:06:26pm  
 
<P>Same old same old.</P> 
<P>"Show me the proof of how the eye evolved!"</P> 
<P>You give them a link.</P> 
<P>They ignore it, or dismiss it.</P> 
<P>"Show me how one animal can change into another!"</P> 
<P>You give them links to transitional fossils.</P> 
<P>They ignore it, or dismiss it.</P> 
<P>Lather, rinse, and repeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946481 33209 55 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:13:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/6946169" target=_blank>#26</A> 
theotherwaldo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry.I'm skeptical about both creationism and evolution. As far as I'm 
concerned, both are religions and neither should be presented as factual in a 
classroom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Creationism is religion. Evolution is science. There is a 
difference.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no facts in science, only currently held theories. Almost every 
"fact" presented by the believers of evolution has valid contradictory 
evidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then go ahead. Name some of this "valid contradictory evidence" instead of 
simply asserting that it exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946521 33209 59 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:23:37pm  
 
<P>This is the website recommended by "TheHistorian:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Wow. Featuring this wonderful account of dinosaurs on Noah's Ark:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/23.htm" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pure kookery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946583 33209 68 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/6946566" target=_blank>#67</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<P>That's why I referred to them as "sleepers."</P> 
<P>We've seen this happen over and over in the creationism-related 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946591 33209 69 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:40:08pm  



 
<P>And ... this is why I'm seriously considering automatically blocking accounts 
that haven't been used for several months. There's some kind of funny business 
going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946774 33209 75 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 6:29:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6946713" target=_blank>#74</A> Emerald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also raises an interesting question - just how big of a boat was that 
damned ark? Forget all the huge, modern animals and the room it would take to 
hold 40 days worth of food. How much room does it take to hold all the dinos? 
How much does a T. Rex eat in 40 days? It was a really brave guy who went in to 
clean out its cage, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem -- creationdefense.org is way ahead of you on that one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bible is clear that Noah took at least two of every kind of animal on the 
ark (Genesis 7:2,3). Thus, since dinosaurs were animals they must have been 
there. But how could a 100 ton, 90 foot long Argentiniosaurus fit on the ark? 
Very simply. Noah could have taken a young dinosaur on the ark. They had a 
picture of this huge dinosaur with its eggs at Fernbank. I asked the 
paleontologist there how big the eggs were. She said they were less than a foot 
in diameter. So, even these large dinosaurs were small once and could have 
easily fit on the ark.</P> 
<P>One reason people have a hard time believing this is that they have no idea 
how large the ark was. God designed the ark with dimensions that made it 
virtually impossible to capsize. According to Genesis 6:15,16 it was about 438 
feet long, 73 feet wide and 44 feet high with three levels inside. That means it 
was about 1 ½ football fields in length, it had about 100,000 square feet of 
floor space, it would hold 533 railroad stock cars and it had a volume of 
1,396,000 cubic feet.</P> 
<P>Thus, the ark was a massive barge large enough to haul its intended cargo. 
Geologist and biologist John Woodmorappe spent twenty years in intensive 
research into creation and the Flood and produced the book, “Noah’s Ark: A 
Feasibility Study” with over 22 pages of references. In it he calculates that 
there were less than 20,000 animals on the ark with the average size being 
smaller than a sheep. He thoroughly demonstrates the feasibility of eight people 
taking care of the animals, food and water requirements, waste management, 
etc.</P> 
<P>In Genesis 6:20 the Bible states that representative “kinds” of animals went 
on the ark. Therefore, although there are many different types of cats in the 
world, creationists point out that there may have been only one or two “kinds” 
originally. Likewise, there are over 600 different names of dinosaurs. But there 
are probably less than 50 different kinds. Every time a new dinosaur bone is 
found it seems to be given a different name. At Fernbank, for example, there is 
one foot bone of a dinosaur and it is named “Albertosaurus.” That is, many 
dinosaur names are the same for the same creature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ye of little faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946947 33209 77 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 7:15:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/6946836" target=_blank>#76</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Has anyone ever taken the time to add up the sizes and weights of "two of 
every animal" that has ever existed and exists today, and added to that the 
amount of food, by weight and volume, all of these animals would need to sustain 
themselves for forty days (including the carnivores, the feeding of which would 
of course necessitate much more than just "two of every animal"), and then used 
such info to calculate just how large Noah's Ark would have to actually be to 
pull this off?</P> 
<P>I am no mathematician, but I'd bet Noah's Ark would have to be at least the 
size of Japan, and much like a glacier, would have many more volumes of space 
plunging below the water line compared to what is visible above 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, you are an atheist who hates Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947824 33209 96 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 10:05:18pm  
 
<P>And another sleeper pops up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947839 33209 97 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 10:09:20pm  
 
<P>I'm sure you won't read it, or if you do, you'll just dismiss it out of 
willful ignorance, but evolution is <A 
href="http://www.stephenjaygould.org/library/gould_fact-and-theory.html" 
target=_blank>a theory and a fact</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947889 33209 101 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 10:24:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/6947883" target=_blank>#100</A> 
theotherwaldo</EM></P> 
<P>I challenged you to NAME some of this "valid contradictory evidence" you 
claimed to know about.</P> 
<P>You didn't. Instead you just came back with more empty assertions.</P> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949371 33209 140 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:57:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/6947932" target=_blank>#108</A> 
theotherwaldo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You obviously haven't been paying attention in class. I've been watching 
cases where conical shell segments have been mis-identified as teeth, from which 
entire fanciful animals were dreamed up, complete with ecologies and 
relationships with other equally unreal creatures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete BS. Please give us some more details on this so-called 
misidentification. I predict this will turn out to be a talking point from a 
creationist website.</P> 
<P>If you can even provide any more details, that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951491 33209 145 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 5:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/6951407" target=_blank>#143</A> 
theotherwaldo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What an unusual debating technique. Do you always attack those that agree 
with you? And your language! So High Road! I suspect that you are a very lonely 
person.</P> 
<P>Anyway, as a librarian and former middle-school teacher, I know the dangers 
of allowing anything into the curriculum. Once it is in, it can never be 
entirely removed. Evolution exists and continues. That is a fact. The ever-
changing theories that are under the umbrella of Evolution are merely 
theories.</P> 
<P>If you had bothered to check the current science curriculum for middle and 
high school you would find that it is stuffed full of old and dis-proven "facts" 
which cannot be removed or modified because they are part of the accepted 
curriculum.</P> 
<P>I agree that creationism has no place in the science classroom. I insist that 
other untruths should not be dubbed as facts and added to the curriculum simply 
because they have, at one time or other, been part of the theory of 
evolution.</P> 
<P>The scientific method must be followed or it is not science.</P> 
<P>Now go ahead. Cry "Heretic" and wave your torch on high.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, right, whatever, you're being persecuted.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, you STILL have not provided a single bit of that "valid 
contradictory evidence" you claimed to know about, and you STILL have not 
answered my question about your claim that:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>conical shell segments have been mis-identified as teeth, from which entire 
fanciful animals were dreamed up, complete with ecologies and relationships with 
other equally unreal creatures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's that evidence? And what are you talking about in the quote 
above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945909 33210 221 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/6945874" target=_blank>#188</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Jeffersom proclaimed his "Christianity" on his death bed, what Religion 
do you think he was referring to? I'm guessing Christianity, with it being the 
same word and all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read a lot about Jefferson and never seen this story before. Where did 
you get that from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945978 33210 287 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:27:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/6945959" target=_blank>#269</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tour guide at Monticello. A student (I'm guessing by her age) asked the "Was 
he an Atheist?" question after we saw his chapel and his various Bibles. 
Jefferson had fallen out of favor with virtually every creditor in the State and 
had he declared himself an Atheist, he would have lost the support of the 
Virginia Church, which would have been the end to all of his credit. Whether or 
not he was a TRULY Religious man, I have no idea, but I do know he went through 
the motions. He prayed every day and go to Mass regularly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't believe there's any evidence of Jefferson having a "deathbed 
conversion" to Christianity. If someone told you that, they were lying.</P> 



<P>As a matter of fact, Jefferson refused to attend the 50th anniversary of his 
Declaration of Independence, partly because he had renounced the religious 
language in it. And for his epitaph, he chose the Virginia Statute of Religious 
Freedom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06945991 33210 300 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:31:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/6945925" target=_blank>#237</A> Salem</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess left-wing cultism is going to get a pass, now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?</P> 
<P>Did you miss the dozens of posts on the front page that fall into that 
category?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946026 33210 334 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:37:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/6945993" target=_blank>#302</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason he stated his Christianity near the end of his life (I'm sure 
there's a record of this tale as the guide had clearly heard the question many 
times before) was that "people" (prob. people he owed money to) had questioned 
his Christianity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're repeating myths that you picked up from unreliable sources. This 
simply did not happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946047 33210 355 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:41:22pm  
 
<P>This is what Thomas Jefferson wrote to John Adams <A 
href="http://wiki.monticello.org/mediawiki/index.php/Jefferson's_Religious_Belie
fs" target=_blank>three years before his death</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The truth is that the greatest enemies to the doctrines of Jesus are those 
calling themselves the expositors of them, who have perverted them for the 
structure of a system of fancy absolutely incomprehensible, and without any 
foundation in his genuine words. And the day will come when the mystical 
generation of Jesus, by the supreme being as his father in the womb of a virgin 
will be classed with the fable of the generation of Minerva in the brain of 
Jupiter. But we may hope that the dawn of reason and freedom of thought in these 
United States will do away all this artificial scaffolding, and restore to us 
the primitive and genuine doctrines of this the most venerated reformer of human 
errors."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946067 33210 375 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:45:49pm  
 
<P>Look - the fact is that certain groups specialize in spreading false stories 
about the "Christian beliefs" of the Founding Fathers. The internet is 
absolutely full of this stuff, and 99% of it is complete nonsense, made up by 
fanatics to fool the gullible.</P> 
<P>Thomas Jefferson did not have a deathbed conversion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946078 33210 385 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:48:03pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/6946076" target=_blank>#383</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Ratification of the Conventions of nine States, shall be sufficient for 
the Establishment of the Constitution between the States so ratifying the 
Same.</P> 
<P>"Done in Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States present the 
Seventeenth Day of September in the Year of <STRONG>Our Lord</STRONG> one 
thousand seven hundred and Eighty seven and of the Independence of the United 
States of America the Twelfth. In witness whereof We have hereunto subscribed 
our Names." -- Article VII, United States Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, come on! That's a reference to a DATE, not a religious 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946115 33210 420 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 3:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/6946094" target=_blank>#399</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that Jefferson was a man of the Enlightenment, that he was a 
Christian, and that he was also a man with an insatiable thirst for knowledge 
wisdom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All true, except ... Jefferson was definitely not a Christian, by any normal 
sense of the word. He did not believe in miracles, and he did not believe in the 
divinity of Christ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946153 33210 457 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:03:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/6946138" target=_blank>#443</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you direct me to some reading in which I may share your 
experience?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a summary at Wikipedia, with lots of footnotes leading to original 
sources: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson#cite_note-74" 
target=_blank>Thomas Jefferson</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From his careful study of the Bible, Jefferson concluded that Jesus never 
claimed to be God.[73] He therefore regarded much of the New Testament as "so 
much untruth, charlatanism and imposture".[75] He described the "roguery of 
others of His disciples", [76] and called them a "band of dupes and impostors", 
describing Paul as the "first corrupter of the doctrines of Jesus", and wrote of 
"palpable interpolations and falsifications".[76] He also described the Book of 
Revelation to be "merely the ravings of a maniac, no more worthy nor capable of 
explanation than the incoherences of our own nightly dreams".[77] While living 
in the White House, Jefferson began to piece together his own condensed version 
of the Gospels, omitting the virgin birth of Jesus, miracles attributed to 
Jesus, divinity and the resurrection of Jesus. Thus, primarily leaving only 
Jesus' moral philosophy, of which he approved. This compilation titled The LIFE 
AND MORALS OF JESUS OF NAZARETH Extracted Textually from the Gospels Greek, 
Latin, French, and English was published after his death and became known as the 
Jefferson Bible.[78]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946166 33210 470 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:05:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/6946145" target=_blank>#449</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see both Michelle Malkin and Glenn Reynolds are both promoting Human 
Achievement Hour. Maybe wasting energy just because liberals want to save it is 
not an idea conservatives should embrace. It's wasteful, reactionary and 
pointless. Not very "conservative".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I'm not down with this at all. Promoting wasteful energy consumption 
just to stick a thumb in the eye of environmentalists is 
childish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946196 33210 499 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/6946182" target=_blank>#485</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why say "Our Lord" if they didn't believe in Our Lord? There were other ways 
of presenting dates available at the time. See the Declaration of 
Independence.</P> 
<P>The post I responded to said that God is mentioned exactly zero times in the 
Constitution. "Our Lord" is an obvious reference to God. God is mentioned in the 
Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again.</P> 
<P>The "year of Our Lord" is a reference to a dating system. A.D. Anno Domini. 
In the year of our lord. This is NOT a reference to God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946253 33210 556 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:22:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/6946218" target=_blank>#521</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. Article I has a provision for Christian religious observation. If 
you read the link you'll find it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.usconstitution.net/const.html#Article1" 
target=_blank>www.usconstitution.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946282 33210 582 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 4:28:51pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to participate in this "lights off" business, but I'm also not 
going to gratuitously waste resources just to spite environmentalists.</P> 
<P>Since when did "conservatism" equal "gratuitous waste?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946492 33210 759 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 5:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/749/6946480" target=_blank>#749</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually it's a form of protest, a way of telling the world that we 
haven't drunk the Goracle's Kool-Ade.</P> 
<P>Simply failing to extinguish one's lights is too passive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not on board with this at all. It's foolish to waste resources for 
no reason, and it makes conservatives look like boorish hypocrites in my 
opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06946692 33210 935 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 6:04:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/907/6946663" target=_blank>#907</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can <A href="http://www.co2science.org/articles/V6/N26/EDIT.php" 
target=_blank>play dueling articles</A> all day and all night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Small problem. The Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change 
is funded at least in part by ExxonMobil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946718 33210 958 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 6:12:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/947/6946705" target=_blank>#947</A> 
NonNativeTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are what funds who isn't the real question. The question is: is what they 
say true or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, that is the question. And the fact that they get funding from 
ExxonMobil definitely does cause me to question whether they're spinning the 
data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06946826 33210 1062 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 6:43:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1000/6946761" target=_blank>#1000</A> 
Steffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My take on this is that Al Gore and the other AGW pushers are just as much 
con men as the Bakkers and other televangelists. They use their faithful 
audiences' credulity to milk the marks of all they can get.</P> 
<P>Remember the gold-plated bathroom fixtures that Jim and Tammy-Faye had? Al 
Gore's energy-hog mansion would appear to be exactly the same, though Gore 
hasn't built an AGW theme park. Yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. That's part of what makes this whole AGW mess so difficult to sort 
out -- there's a lot of flak in the air.</P> 
<P>But there's more than one group on the anti-AGW side that's dominated by 
spin-meisters and dishonest hucksters too. James Inhofe's site is a prime 
example. Inhofe is a Christian Reconstructionist whose views are exactly like 
the ones that started this thread, and his anti-AGW website is packed full of 
distortions and dishonesty.</P> 
<P>Al Gore is the public face of the AGW side, but he is not a scientist, and 
AGW is NOT "Al Gore's theory." There's a lot of real scientific evidence that 
climate change is being caused by human beings; I know it's not popular on the 
right to say that, but the more I learn about the issue the more I'm leaning 
toward the idea that there really is a problem.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean I agree with the left's proposed SOLUTIONS to that problem, 
but I do think the right needs to stop being in simple denial mode, and start 
examining the data dispassionately and coming up with viable solutions that make 
sense from a conservative viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947241 33211 2 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 8:21:48pm  
 
<P>I've spent most of the day being astounded by the amount of mucus the human 
body can produce when infected by a rhinovirus. (No, not a RINO virus, wise 



guys.) If we could harness the power of mucus, we wouldn't be worrying about 
global warmening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947470 33211 199 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 8:51:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/6947429" target=_blank>#159</A> el 
matamoros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Im 85% sure that Mos Def is a muslim. Kinda like Dave Chapell. Meaning that 
he converted after he saw that Spike lee movie about Malcolm X but before 9-11. 
So now he just goes around babbling the same shit that the "arab street" does. 
Ah well, life goes on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This kind of comment is why I hesitated before posting this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06947528 33211 255 Charles Sat, Mar 28, 2009 9:00:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/6947519" target=_blank>#246</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I received an email response from a school board member where the High School 
had invited Bill Ayers to speak:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very good news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949255 33212 1136 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:22:07am  
 
<P>Creationist hate mail of the day:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One day you are going to meet the God who created you, and your eyes and mind 
are finally going to be opened.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a polite way to say I'm doomed to burn in eternal torment, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949264 33212 1145 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:26:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1137/6949256" target=_blank>#1137</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fleecing the flock...Tea Party Tax Revolt Takes In Buffalo NY</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;q=james+ostrowski&amp;aq=0&amp;oq=j
ames+ostr" target=_blank>James Ostrowski</A> is organizing these protests 
through <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;q=Lew+Rockwell+ron+paul&amp;btnG=Se
arch" target=_blank>Lew Rockwell</A>'s blog. The above report says they 
collected <STRONG>$2,000 dollars</STRONG> to perform a study of government 
spending.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ron Paul loons are taking over the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949267 33212 1148 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:26:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1142/6949261" target=_blank>#1142</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - how are you feeling this morning?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little better, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950834 33212 1210 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 3:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1209/6950620" target=_blank>#1209</A> 
Tarheel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am as firm a supporter of the theory of evolution as you are likely to 
find. However, I find it quite amusing to call on supporters of the theory to 
declare it fact beyond all reproach. This is, in itself, scientific heresy 
because we cannot ever know all that there is to know. 'Nuff 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of the things described as "facts" in the quote above ARE facts. Lewontin 
did not say we "know all there is to know," he said we DO know some things to be 
facts. And evolution is one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949456 33214 7 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 10:12:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6949443" target=_blank>#2</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Tariq Ramadan pro-choice?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tariq Ramadan wants gays executed, women in bags, and infidels 
persecuted.</P> 
<P>All that's OK, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949590 33214 96 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 10:36:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6949498" target=_blank>#33</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are swimming in information nowadays.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're also swimming in disinformation, and the Born Alive Infant Protection 
Act was not simply a bill to protect infants "born alive." It was an attempt by 
the anti-abortion lobby to change the way abortion is defined in the law, and 
undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed was intended to increase the 
liability for doctors and hospitals that perform abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949693 33214 171 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 11:06:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/6949683" target=_blank>#163</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Interestingly, a faculty position is lightyears different than who you invite 
to a very public commencement ceremony. Not that I disagree totally, but it's 
apples and oranges, mate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. The faculty position lasts much longer, and is much more 
influential.</P> 
<P>In other words, it's a lot WORSE than a commencement speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06949966 33216 11 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 12:41:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6949950" target=_blank>#4</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the heads-up Charles. Maybe a hoax but best to be alert.Be a Lert. 
This country needs more lerts...:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's definitely not a hoax - the worm is very real, and it really is planning 
a major move on April 1st. What's uncertain is how much damage it's actually 
planning to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950051 33217 21 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 1:06:06pm  
 
<P>This story is all over right-wing blogs and so far every one of them is 
screaming in outrage about suppression and first amendment rights being 
violated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950072 33217 38 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 1:09:56pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this rationalization:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rosko says she’s not willing to get insurance and accept liability for 
something that a stranger could do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello? The purpose of insurance is so that you are NOT liable for 
damages.</P> 
<P>This is so ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950119 33217 78 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 1:20:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6950107" target=_blank>#68</A> Vero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well one thing is for sure, the Left-idiots are wrong about LGF - we are not 
all in lockstep - I totally disagree with the head-lizard on this one -</P> 
<P>But that is just me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you disagree with? You think they should be allowed to demonstrate 
without a permit and insurance?</P> 
<P>Would you say the same thing if this was an International ANSWER 
demonstration?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950180 33217 134 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 1:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6950159" target=_blank>#114</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wouldn't she lose her money?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When you buy insurance you don't get the money back if the insurance isn't 
used. It's what you pay to be sure that you won't be sued if someone breaks a 
leg or damages property.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950189 33217 143 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 1:36:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6950151" target=_blank>#107</A> Ariel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FWIW, the US Supreme Court has held that fees that cover expected costs of 
policing are Constitutional. See, e.g., Cox v. New Hampshire. But more recently, 
the Court has held that a permit fee cannot be based on expenses to ensure 
order. See, e.g., Forsyth County, Georgia v. The Nationalist Movement.</P> 
<P>The reasoning in the latter case was that it would financially burden and 
effectively ban the protest from happening. I'm not familiar of a case involving 
insurance, so I don't know if this case would directly apply here, but I don't 
think it's obvious that it wouldn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950336 33217 274 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:09:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/6950313" target=_blank>#253</A> 
hammerspawn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you are going up against entrenched power you do not ask 
permission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the evil entrenched power of the Cape Coral city government. They're 
notorious.</P> 
<P>/gimme a break</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950376 33217 309 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:18:43pm  
 
<P>Funny -- nobody was complaining about government restrictions on protests 
when Code Pink lost the right to demonstrate outside Walter Reed Hospital 
because they failed to renew their permits:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/18925_CODEPINK_Snoozes_and_Loses/c
omments" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950391 33217 323 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:22:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/6950381" target=_blank>#314</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would think it's very expensive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it's more than a couple hundred dollars. If these people aren't even 
willing to come up with a couple hundred dollars to insure their protest, how 
committed are they really?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950408 33217 338 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:25:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/6950401" target=_blank>#332</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree re: committment, but again I beleive the insurance would be 
thousands, not hundreds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950439 33217 367 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/6950422" target=_blank>#351</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, here's the wording from the City of Cape Coral:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find - I was looking for that too. So there's a very clear existing 
regulation that events with 500 or more people must have a permit and 
insurance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950461 33217 389 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:35:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/6950392" target=_blank>#324</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Rosko has posted more about her side of the story. Go to the Winknews <A 
href="http://www.winknews.com/news/local/42019772.html#commentbox" 
target=_blank>link</A> and scroll down to her comments on Friday, Mar 27 at 6:41 
PM and Friday, Mar 27 at 6:47 PM.</P> 
<P>2. On one hand, there's the simplicity of the First Amendment's words about 
free assembly. On the other, I have to agree that Rosko's efforts were 
amateurish and uninformed. So what if they were? IMHO the powers that be have 
deliberately infested our society a with a context of counterproductive 
complexity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what Rozko posted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friday, Mar 27 at 6:47 PM Lynn Rosko wrote ...There is so much more to the 
story as it is written. I was never told of all the requirements when I 
initially contacted Mr. Pohlman. These only came to bear when they felt I had 
stirred up the troops and too many people might show up, in their opinion. The 
rules kept getting more and more onerous. So at 8:15 this morning I said enough 
is enough! They expected me to bear way too much liability!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But as Gus 802 posted above, this is simply not true. The rules did not 
change, and Rozko has only herself to blame for not finding out what the 
regulations said.</P> 
<P>The city regulations very clearly state that events with more than 500 people 
must have permits and insurance.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.capecoral.net/Events/SpecialEventPermitProcess/tabid/253/Defaul
t.aspx" target=_blank>www.capecoral.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950465 33217 393 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 2:37:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/6950448" target=_blank>#376</A> 
ericredwings</EM></P> 
<P>Post another comment like that and your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950574 33217 491 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 3:03:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/6950555" target=_blank>#474</A> jvic</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/6950486" target=_blank>#411</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<P>Maybe she made a good-faith effort to find out the ground rules from the 
Parks Department. Maybe not. Maybe the PD also acted in good faith. Maybe 
not.</P> 
<P>IMO the situation is not clearcut, and reasonable people can interpret the 
same facts differently. My benefit of the doubt goes to the individual citizen. 
The more political experience Rosko already has, the less slack I cut 
her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it is extremely clear cut. The rules are right there in black and 
white.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950630 33217 508 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 3:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/6950610" target=_blank>#503</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a citizen of a free country wants to exercise her right of assembly, the 
burden shouldn't be on her to be <B>completely sure</B> that she has satisfied 
all applicable regulations. IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to be the organizer of a demonstration, it is incumbent on you to 
make sure you follow all the applicable regulations of the city where you're 
holding the event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06950734 33217 526 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 3:26:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/6950677" target=_blank>#519</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorta my point. So how do people who aren't professional leeches participate 
in demonstrations and gatherings that up to now seemed to be part of our 
rights?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You make sure that you follow the rules. It's not hard. If you don't follow 
the rules, you shouldn't be surprised if you have problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951036 33217 557 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 4:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/6951003" target=_blank>#556</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some city governments just might put bureaucratic obstacles in front of 
people that they disapprove of. And some city bureaucrats might take refuge in 
procedural CYA when an event starts looking bigger than they'd 
expected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one "put bureaucratic obstacles" in front of anyone. She did not follow 
the established rules. The city officials even said very clearly that if she got 
the necessary insurance they would allow the event to proceed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951300 33217 565 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 5:05:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/6951266" target=_blank>#563</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>:</P> 
<P>Afaic he hedged.</P> 
<P>The Parks honcho could have said something like this:</P> 



<P>"Ms. Rosko, this event might be bigger than I initially expected. The city 
could be exposed to liability, so I'd like you to buy insurance. Otherwise we 
might have to intervene if more than 500 people show up. To do this again, you 
need to understand the public-safety regulations that apply. We'll work with you 
on that, of course."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know he didn't say something like that?</P> 
<P>And by the way, the insurance is NOT optional. The city regulations require 
it.</P> 
<P>I really don't get why this is so hard for some people to 
understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951795 33217 570 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 6:33:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/6951678" target=_blank>#569</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<P>Good grief. OK. If you want to insist that the evil Obamabots of Cape Coral 
are intent on suppressing freedom of speech for no reason, knock yourself 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952302 33217 580 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:13:23pm  
 
<P>The city government of Cape Coral has a duty to make sure that they aren't 
sued into insolvency by someone who is injured at an event on city property. 
They are acting RESPONSIBLY.</P> 
<P>And the tea party organizers are whining about it. Sorry, but I have 
absolutely no sympathy for the deceptive game they're playing. Take out the 
insurance and follow the rules, or shut the hell up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952794 33217 583 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 10:56:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/6952784" target=_blank>#582</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, if you can't afford insurance, you aren't entitled to freedom of 
speech...</P> 
<P>Nice tactic that. Wonder if we'll be seeing more of it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, if you refuse to take out insurance when the city regulations require it 
in order to be responsible, you don't get to hold your demonstration on city 
property.</P> 
<P>Great googly moogly. The crazy dust is in the air tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06954154 33217 592 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:34:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/6953970" target=_blank>#591</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea Parties would better avoid controversy wherever possible. There is 
nothing to be gained by adopting an explicitly adversarial position toward local 
authorities. If anything, such confrontational attitude over a reasonable 
requirement such as group insurance could attract the anarchist Ron Paul fringe 
element this movement could definitely do without. From a strategic standpoint, 
unless the imposed insurance fee is prohibitive, they should probably just 
gracefully comply.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The anarchist Ron Paul fringe is already deeply involved in these 'tea 
parties'.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06951562 33219 128 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 5:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/6951528" target=_blank>#94</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update: <A href="http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/bstein80/cape-coral-tea-
party-is-on" target=_blank>Cape Coral Tea Party is ON!</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despite the efforts of the local government in Cape Coral, FL, to prevent 
people from showing up, the tea party is on!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Reynolds simply notes, "THANKS TO SOME HELP FROM FREEDOMWORKS, the Cape 
Coral, FL tea party is back on. Scheduled for this Wednesday."</P> 
<P>No mention of the previous organizers not getting the required 
insurance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, that kind of whining about being victims, when it is NOT TRUE, really 
sets my teeth on edge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951826 33219 286 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 6:40:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/6951815" target=_blank>#283</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would you say if he said we have missile cruisers standing by to protect 
US territory. I'd bet, "Why is he tipping our hand and limiting out 
options."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, he tipped our hand and showed that we're not going to do anything. 
In what way is this a good thing? Do you think Kim Jong-Il is going to be 
impressed by Gates' honesty?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951887 33219 307 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 6:53:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6951865" target=_blank>#299</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see diplomatic speech "we might" , "if" "errant missile" and the like. He 
certainly did not say we won't act if US territory is threatened. I think it 
would be irresponsible not to have that fall back plan and I'd like to think we 
do. To be honest, I think we have been too accommodating to the Norks for 
decades and Gates just continued that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“No,” Gates answered, adding, “I would say we’re not prepared to do anything 
about it.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no diplomatic language in that at all. Spin all you want, this is a 
disastrous thing for a Defense Secretary to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951660 33220 3 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 6:13:01pm  
 
<P>This record helped me pull through one of the worst periods of my life. The 
song "Together Alone" especially.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06951663 33220 4 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 6:13:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/6951654" target=_blank>#2</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you can't <STRONG>plan</STRONG> which disks you'll bring. Marooned is 
generally accidental and unplanned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm always planning to be marooned on a desert island.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952073 33221 18 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 7:29:56pm  
 
<P>Down-dinger CJW is really quick on the draw tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952111 33221 44 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 7:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/6952092" target=_blank>#30</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been spending a lonely hour or so defending the LGF point of view over 
at <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=35273#comment-389491" 
target=_blank>hot air</A> Latest one is someone who thinks he's proven the 
existence of god. Fun times!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fixed the broken link in your post - reload and it will be 
visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952152 33221 75 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 7:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/6952147" target=_blank>#72</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty tame compared with the crap they throw at AP over there. They 
need to do something over there. Unless AP doesn't mind being insulted on his 
blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree. It's getting really bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952244 33221 152 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:01:57pm  
 
<P>McLeroy waxes his dome, by the way. Notice the gleam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952371 33221 262 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:29:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/6952360" target=_blank>#252</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Freedom Works is apparently a Ron Paul advocacy group. So George Will is now 
pimping for Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952378 33221 269 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:32:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/6952375" target=_blank>#266</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one reason McLeroy does what he does. He recommended this book, which 
proposes that there is a conspiracy by the National Academy of Science to spread 
atheism.</P> 



<P><STRONG>Sowing Atheism: The National Academy of Sciences' Sinister Scheme to 
Teach Our Children They're Descended from Reptiles</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0970543859/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]Here's his letter recommending the 
book:[Link: <A href="http://solvinglight.com/blog/tag/don-mcleroy/" 
target=_blank>solvinglight.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was an LGF post:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33122_Texas_School_Board_Chairman_
Endorses_Book_Calling_Pro-Evolution_Parents_Monsters" target=_blank>Texas School 
Board Chairman Endorses Book Calling Pro-Evolution Parents 
'Monsters'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952403 33221 291 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:39:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=freedomworks+ron+paul&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>freedomworks ron paul - Google Search</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952464 33221 348 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:55:36pm  
 
<P>The loons are getting even more angry. Just received through the contact 
form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cape Coral was unable to silence the people. Tea Party is back on!</P> 
<P>I know that'll piss you off, but as part of the "vast middle" I thought I'd 
let you know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing is beginning to get seriously crazy. Impervious to logic, and 
belligerent about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952465 33221 349 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 8:56:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/6952462" target=_blank>#346</A> ploome 
hineni</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think it's just fine to murder innocent women and children 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952537 33221 415 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/6952532" target=_blank>#410</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a nightmare. Someone please wake me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I do not fucking believe what I'm reading here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952558 33221 436 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:31:37pm  
 



<P>That's it. I am NOT going to allow the defense of mass murder at my website. 
Ploome, you're out of here. Anyone else who thinks Baruch Goldstein is some kind 
of fucking hero, speak up now so I can block your account too.</P> 
<P>Absolutely disgusting beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952561 33221 439 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 9:32:30pm  
 
<P>OK, that's another one. Anyone else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952803 33221 665 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 10:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/6952704" target=_blank>#574</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, I'm against including creationism in any science curriculum, but you 
should be careful about mocking the PI=3 thing. Asimov also used it, but if you 
look into the question further, there is more in the Bible than meets the 
eye.</P> 
<P>See [Link: <A href="http://www.arcytech.org/java/pi/facts.html" 
target=_blank>www.arcytech.org...</A>] for the details (scroll to the bottom if 
you want to fast forward to the relevant info).</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That must be what they taught you in the correspondence school where you 
received your "science degree."</P> 
<P>Pi = 3. And I thought I'd seen everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952816 33221 676 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 11:04:14pm  
 
<P>And we still have people ranting away about "freedom of speech" in the tea 
party thread, and refusing to understand that there is nothing wrong with 
wanting a demonstration to have insurance.</P> 
<P>Arrrghhh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952820 33221 679 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 11:05:36pm  
 
<P>I think people who believe that pi = 3 should be forced to drive cars with 
wheels that are built according to that equation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06952852 33221 708 Charles Sun, Mar 29, 2009 11:14:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/6952838" target=_blank>#695</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not as bad as the debate about how Noah's Ark could really happen as 
is occurring over at <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=35273" 
target=_blank>hot air</A> . I must be a glutton for punishment 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no longer surprised that there are people in the 21st century who believe 
Noah's Ark really existed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06954263 33223 34 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:54:15am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/6954237" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then he takes over GM and soon Chrysler. His administration outs and 
badgers private citizens who received retention bonuses. He whips up a mob 
mentality of "Oh, shit we're all gonna die unless we (fill in the blank)."</P> 
<P>Yeah, it's derangement to get all het up about any of this. Just move along 
folks, it's all for your own good anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not the point at all. It's not derangement to be unhappy about 
Obama's policies, but there are far too many people who are going way out on the 
fringe with conspiracy theories and thinly veiled racism. I see it every day on 
blogs like Pamela Geller's and several other right-wing blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06954351 33223 113 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 9:09:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6954341" target=_blank>#103</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/6954303" target=_blank>#68</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>It's from WND.</P> 
<P>Don't know if links are allowed to WND.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know the story you're talking about, and I STRONGLY suspect that someone is 
not telling the truth in that one. And by the way, those "new Thomas Paine" 
videos are exactly the kind of derangement that Horowitz is talking about -- one 
of them is titled "time for a new American Revolution."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06954735 33223 479 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 10:01:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/6954668" target=_blank>#416</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate Horowitz's position, but honestly, what reality has he been 
living in for the last few decades? It doesn't matter how restrained 
<STRONG>or</STRONG> how over the top we are, because in the end we will 
<EM>still</EM> be branded as fringe extremists by the MSM, by educators, even by 
liberal pols themselves.</P> 
<P>And I'm more than a little tired of this new breed of internet Conservatives 
who have taken it upon themselves to decide for everyone what will and won't be 
acceptable talking points about "The One". The idea that we get (or will ever 
get) any extra points from liberals for being "civil" is absurd, and why should 
we wring our hands over what our enemies think about us while our nation 
burns?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less what the left thinks about what I write. 
They've already done their worst, smearing me all over the internet, calling me 
a Nazi and worse.</P> 
<P>When I say I don't like the fringe ranting and Obama Derangement Syndrome, 
that's MY opinion, because I won't jump into the fever swamps and start acting 
like a kook. It has nothing at all to do with anyone's outside opinion.</P> 
<P>And expressing my opinion is NOT telling anyone what are "acceptable talking 
points." You're free to be as deranged and kooky as you like. But I would hope 
that by expressing my opinion on the matter, maybe a few people will step back 
from the brink and act like rational adults instead of screaming children 
throwing a tantrum -- like the left has done for the past 8 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06954769 33223 511 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 10:06:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/6954761" target=_blank>#503</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>My post didn't even mention <EM>you</EM> as being a subject of my rant, yet 
you replied as such anyway.</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Could you possibly be any more 
ridiculous?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955210 33223 742 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 11:18:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/6955159" target=_blank>#729</A> mister</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957722 33223 862 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 6:44:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/6957698" target=_blank>#860</A> cxt217</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is one thing to act mature and better than the opposition, but I have a 
hard time shaking the idea that Charles' initial post would essentially require 
any critic of President Obama's proposal to add, at the end of their speech, 
'But because I do not want President Obama to fail, I will not vote against his 
proposal'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool. Another person who puts words in my mouth I didn't say and didn't 
intend.</P> 
<P>I'm getting used to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955111 33225 20 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 10:58:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/6955106" target=_blank>#16</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Dowsing</EM>? James Randi would have a field day with this 
guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He already did! The link for "dowsing" is to Randi's site...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955155 33225 52 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 11:09:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/6955127" target=_blank>#34</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree about the rational debate, but it's not that popular with some. 
Here's a comment about Charles from a reader of the Washington Times:</P> 
<P>"Unless you're on Little Green Footballs - Charles Johnson only allows the 
echo-chamber posters on his site. But he's not a conservative, but rather a 
leftist plant designed to split fiscal conservatives from social conservatives, 
water down the GOP vote. Good scam tho...</P> 
<P>Stick with Powerline, or here at the WaTimes."</P> 



<P><A href="http://washingtontimes.com/news/2009/mar/30/rules-for-conservative-
radicals/" target=_blank>Times</A>The link was posted because someone must think 
I'm on the Obama payroll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what you get when you try to be responsible these days. I'm now being 
smeared by both the left and the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955194 33225 77 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 11:15:23am  
 
 
 
<P>If you have an account at the Washington Times, please go use their feature 
to mark that comment as offensive. It's here: <A 
href="http://washingtontimes.com/news/2009/mar/30/rules-for-conservative-
radicals/" target=_blank>Washington Times - BREITBART: Online activists on the 
right, unite!</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By: <STRONG>smallgovt</STRONG>We call them Mobys on line, pretty easy to 
spot. What's different on the right is that other conseravtives bash them, not 
join them as happens on the left.</P> 
<P>Unless you're on Little Green Footballs - Charles Johnson only allows the 
echo-chamber posters on his site. But he's not a conservative, but rather a 
leftist plant designed to split fiscal conservatives from social conservatives, 
water down the GOP vote. Good scam tho...</P> 
<P>Stick with Powerline, or here at the WaTimes.</P> 
<P>March 30, 2009 at 1:46 p.m. %P% Mark as 
Offensive</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955227 33225 99 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 11:21:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/6955190" target=_blank>#74</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW- we have a sexist kook on the Horowitz thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955251 33225 115 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 11:24:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/6955217" target=_blank>#92</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried to, but there is no "Mark as Offensive" link on that post. There's 
one on all the other posts, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. They must remove that link once someone uses it to report a comment. 
Weird way to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955921 33225 381 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 1:22:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6955903" target=_blank>#380</A> 
gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do we reconcile this: "there may be credible scientists raising valid 
objections to anthropogenic climate change theory..."</P> 
<P>With this "...who is Nils-Axel Mörner, and how is he able to see these things 
that every other scientist in the world can’t?"</P> 



<P>The 2nd statement seems to imply that "every other scientist in the world" 
either 1. agrees generally with AGW, or 2. agrees that ocean levels are 
rising...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you haven't noticed, but the vast majority of scientists DO generally 
agree with AGW, and agree that ocean levels are rising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06955968 33225 383 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 1:32:22pm  
 
<P>If you're really interested in facts, and not the ravings of kooks, here's a 
serious scientific paper on the subject (PDF):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu/wg1/Report/AR4WG1_Print_Ch05.pdf" 
target=_blank>ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956069 33225 386 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 1:52:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/6955956" target=_blank>#382</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another attack the messenger thread. Sigh...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When someone is being promoted as a "scientist," it 
<STRONG>absolutely</STRONG> has a direct bearing on his credibility if he turns 
out to be a kook who believes in all kinds of wacky pseudo-scientific 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956246 33225 392 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 2:19:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6956054" target=_blank>#385</A> 
gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you believe skepticism about catastrophic AGW is equivalent to skepticism 
about, say, evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not, and what did I ever write that would give you that 
impression?</P> 
<P>The more I research this topic though, the less I trust many of the loudest 
voices on the right. I've discovered a lot of dishonesty and obfuscation coming 
from people like James Inhofe (to name one of the worst examples). The left has 
its extremists and liars on the subject too (comparing AGW skepticism to 
Holocaust denial, for example, is completely insane) but I can't simply dismiss 
mountains of scientific data and evidence out of hand.</P> 
<P>I haven't reached any firm conclusions on it, partly because the whole thing 
is so freaking politicized that it's not easy to determine who is trustworthy 
and who isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956272 33225 395 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 2:22:34pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_level_rise" target=_blank>Current 
sea level rise</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The longest running sea-level measurements are recorded at Amsterdam, in the 
Netherlands—most of which lies beneath sea level, hence the name. Records from 
1700 onwards can be found <A 
href="http://www.pol.ac.uk/psmsl/longrecords/longrecords.html" 



target=_blank>here</A>. Since 1850, a rise of approx 1.5 mm/year is shown 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956303 33225 399 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 2:27:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/6956286" target=_blank>#396</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that's what it says -- it's not possible to quantify which processes are 
causing the rise in sea level. But Morner is claiming that the rise <EM>doesn't 
even exist</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956501 33225 417 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 2:58:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/6956468" target=_blank>#412</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being incensed about a hack being called a "scientist" I get. But calling him 
a liar? In my opinion, you over-reached on that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's equally over-reaching to say I "called him a liar," because I wrote 
no such thing.</P> 
<P>His opinions about the rise in sea level are worthless. He may or may not be 
lying, or he may not even know himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956533 33225 421 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 3:03:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/6956468" target=_blank>#412</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<P>And please note that Morner himself is calling every scientist who has 
documented a rise in sea level a liar. This is a bullshit conspiracy theory, 
promoted by a raving kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956539 33225 422 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 3:03:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/6956528" target=_blank>#419</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to quibble Charles, but you clearly call the man a liar in the very TITLE 
of this very thread (unless by "kook" you were referring to Booker and not 
Mörner).</P> 
<P>This "debate" is getting stupid, now. I'm bailing on this 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, it is getting very stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957094 33225 447 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 4:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/6956885" target=_blank>#439</A> under</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read anything about, or by, Morner, nor do I have an urge to. Nor 
do I have an opinion one way or the other on sea levels. However, Charles, it 
appears you've adopted an Obama tactic. You refute an absurd claim you falsely 
attribute to a Morner . . . unless Morner actually said that every scientist in 
the world is wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hello? How else would you like to characterize this quote? "...all this talk 
about the sea rising is nothing but a colossal scare story"?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Morner's association with oil lobbyists, I'm not sure who is most likely 
to be dishonest, a scientist who is associated with, but not necessarily funded 
by, a "group controlled by energy industry lobbyists", or a climate expert whose 
funding is dependent on there being a man-made global warming threat. No threat? 
No funding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is extremely disingenuous of you to suggest that there is nothing 
suspicious about the fact that Morner is employed by an energy industry 
apologist group.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have noticed Al Gore's tendency to resort to character assassination 
against critics as opposed to logical rebuttals to arguments. Critics all seem 
to be either in bed with big oil, or all think the world is flat, or they're 
just academically dishonest. So they're all discredited, and no discussion is 
necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morner is a flat-out nutjob, and when people promote him as a "scientist" 
without any context on his other insane beliefs, it is absolutely pertinent and 
appropriate to call them out on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957171 33225 450 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 4:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/6957139" target=_blank>#448</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to see a bit more definitive before I label Dr. Morner though, was 
his academic record also suspect, or just the fact that he has some theories on 
dowsing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are eight links in the post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957269 33225 455 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:12:37pm  
 
<P>Now I've seen everything. LGF readers making excuses for a guy who believes 
in dowsing, water witching, and crackpot archaeological nonsense, and associates 
with the Lyndon LaRouche moonbats -- just because he said something on another 
subject that you really want to believe.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957275 33225 456 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/6957205" target=_blank>#451</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morner's also been on this a while, and many papers have found serious flaws 
in his works, here's one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.imedea.uib.es/goifis/OTROS/VANIMEDAT/documentos/intranet/Biblio
graphy/Nerem_et_al_Global_Planet_Change_2007.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.imedea.uib.es...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more you look, the more evidence you'll find that this guy is a pure 
crackpot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957301 33225 458 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:18:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/6957279" target=_blank>#457</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nils-Axel Mörner may be a kook in some aspects of his life, but he seems to 
have been well-respected in his professional field.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss the paper that Thanos just linked to? Morner is absolutely not 
well-respected by other scientists -- he's regarded as a kook.</P> 
<P>Because he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957346 33225 461 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/6957279" target=_blank>#457</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is a link to the blog <A 
href="http://wattsupwiththat.com/2009/03/19/despite-popular-opinion-and-calls-
to-action-the-maldives-is-not-being-overrun-by-sea-level-rise/" 
target=_blank>wattsupwiththat</A>, which discusses a report that Mörner did on 
the Maldives, complete with photographs that support his conclusion that the sea 
level there is not rising, but falling. These photos are very strong evidence 
for a falling sea level, or probably more correctly, an uplift of the seabed 
beneath the Maldives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who live in the Maldives could not possibly disagree more with this 
assessment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/3930765.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957357 33225 463 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:27:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/6957355" target=_blank>#462</A> 
docremulac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So yes, a better way to check sea levels would be to check with the people 
keeping those records. Unless they're owned by the Democrats, then I wouldn't 
trust them if they told me the sun was coming up in the 
morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posted for the second time:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_level_rise" target=_blank>Current 
sea level rise</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The longest running sea-level measurements are recorded at Amsterdam, in the 
Netherlands—most of which lies beneath sea level, hence the name. Records from 
1700 onwards can be found <A 
href="http://www.pol.ac.uk/psmsl/longrecords/longrecords.html" 
target=_blank>here</A>. Since 1850, a rise of approx 1.5 mm/year is shown 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957463 33225 473 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:52:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/6957418" target=_blank>#468</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just because the guy is indubitably a kook in some of his extra-curricular 
activities, it does not necessarily follow that he is a kook in his professional 
field.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you read this:</P> 
<P>http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nils-Axel_Mörner</P> 
<P>Not only is Morner a kook, he is apparently <A 
href="http://www.environmentaldefense.org/documents/3868_morner_exposed.pdf" 
target=_blank>a fraud</A> as well:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Dr. Osipov:</P> 
<P>It has come to my attention that Dr. Nils-Axel Mörner gave presentations at 
the seminar on climate change organized by the Russian Academy of Sciences at 
the request of President Vladimir Putin earlier this month. Dr. Mörner attacked 
the science of climate change, while claiming that he is President of the 
Commission on Sea Level Change of INQUA.</P> 
<P>I am writing to inform you that Dr. Mörner has misrepresented his position 
with INQUA. Dr. Mörner was President of the Commission on Sea Level Change until 
July 2003, but the commission was terminated at that time during a 
reorganization of the commission structure of INQUA. Dr. Mörner currently has no 
formal position in INQUA, and I am distressed that he continues to represent 
himself in his former capacity. Further, INQUA, which is an umbrella 
organization for hundreds of researchers knowledgeable about past climate, does 
not subscribe to Mörner’s position on climate change. Nearly all of these 
researchers agree that humans are modifying Earth’s climate, a position 
diametrically opposed to Dr. Mörner’s point of view.</P> 
<P>Sincerely,John J. Clague President, INQUA</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957484 33225 475 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 5:58:31pm  
 
 
 
<P>And with that, I'm finished running around doing everyone's research for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957706 33225 499 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 6:42:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6957667" target=_blank>#495</A> 
gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Overall, this seemed an odd topic to me: criticsm of a kook for holding kooky 
ideas, alongside controversial ideas which are likely beyond the expertise of 
anybody here, so that the legitimate criticism is inextricably twsited together 
with a conclusion one way or another on the issue of AGW... a topic about which 
you admittedly have no firm opinion.</P> 
<P>For topics like this, that typically shed far more flames than light, I 
typically ask a question that gets to the heart of the methodology involved:</P> 
<P>What fact or facts would convince you one way or another about X? [X being 
alternatively AGW, catastrophic AGW, the efficacy of organic granola, etc.]</P> 
<P>Without such a cognitive standard, is there any reason to even discuss AGW, 
or sea levels, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what your point is with this.</P> 
<P>MY point is that we need to be very careful about who we align ourselves 
with, because there's way too much crackpot garbage being spread about this 
issue.</P> 



<P>And I have a thing about people who lie and misrepresent facts, especially 
when they are serving a dishonest agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957848 33225 511 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 7:04:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/6957821" target=_blank>#509</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like nothing more than to see the Saudi bank accounts drained and the 
Wahhabist doctrine revert to being just an obscure desert cult. So, despite my 
skepticism concerning the Global Warming hysteria, I find its side effect so 
pleasing that I'm willing to let the anti-capitalists have their little fun, 
because we more quickly will develop non-polluting energy sources, and the 
Saudis' day in the limelight will more quickly come to an end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great point, and this is why the energy industry is funding deceptive efforts 
to subvert the AGW theory, because they are deeply in bed with the 
Saudis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958154 33225 530 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/6958063" target=_blank>#525</A> 
LieSeeker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Morner claim to still be president of INQUA, or did he merely include 
that responsibility in his list of recognitions? Where's the link to the 
conference proceedings where he claimed to still be president?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you look it up for yourself, instead of asking others to do the 
work? The current president of INQUA stated very clearly that Morner 
misrepresented his position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958239 33225 537 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/6958181" target=_blank>#533</A> 
ConservativeAtheist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, I agree with you on most things, but my modified quote has 
just as much validity as your original.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? So it's your position that Saudi Arabia has no influence on the US 
energy industry?</P> 
<P>How's the weather on your planet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958351 33225 545 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:40:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/6958326" target=_blank>#544</A> 
ConservativeAtheist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mistake my point. I agree that the Saudis certainly have influence. I 
disagree with the notion that those who disagree with the idea of catastrophic 
anthropogenic global warming are oil industry shills.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you mistake my point. I certainly never said that every climate change 
skeptic is a shill for the oil industry -- but the one who is the subject of 
this post definitely is.</P> 
<P>In addition to being a flat-out psycho, and a fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06958358 33225 546 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:41:14pm  
 
<P>And yes, the energy industry is absolutely funding a lot of deception on this 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06956787 33227 200 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 3:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6956614" target=_blank>#62</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just so I am clear on the posting rules. Posts not supporting AGW in the last 
climate change thread were <EM>bad</EM>, posts not supporting AGW in this thread 
are...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957120 33227 498 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 4:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/6957092" target=_blank>#471</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you need to recognize that just as expertise in one field doesn't 
convey expertise in all fields, outright nuttiness in one field doesn't negate 
expertise in all other fields.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he isn't just nutty in one field. This guy is associated with Lyndon 
LaRouche, for Pete's sake! And he works for a concealed energy industry lobby 
group. And he believes in dowsing and water witching, and has completely insane 
views on archaeology.</P> 
<P>I'm frankly amazed that there are people trying to defend him on his view 
that the rise in sea levels is a gigantic hoax perpetrated by the evil 
scientific establishment. This is <EM>nonsense</EM> and it's promoted by a wacko 
with ties to extremists and other wackos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957669 33227 983 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 6:35:08pm  
 
<P>I hope everyone who thinks Nils-Axel Mörner should be the spokesman for the 
anti-AGW side has seen the latest update to my earlier post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06957688 33227 999 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 6:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/997/6957686" target=_blank>#997</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does Charles feel about comments on his blog being spread around by a 
faux lizard on the interwires?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what else is new?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964661 33227 1233 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:50:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1228/6959075" target=_blank>#1228</A> Fierce 
Guppy</EM></P> 
<P>I see we have another raving nut in this thread. Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06957947 33228 34 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 7:23:30pm  
 
<P>When Obama made that cheap "special Olympics" crack on the Leno show, you 
could almost see the wheels turning in his head -- "Oh shit! What did I just 
say? Better get on the cell phone to Rahm and issue an apology right away on 
that one..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958328 33229 14 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/6958324" target=_blank>#12</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OH! And now that link doesn't work either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/support/youtube/bin/static.py?page=troubleshooter.cs
&amp;problem=account&amp;selected=asked_to_login&amp;ctx=account_asked_to_login_
55755" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958369 33229 34 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:43:48pm  
 
<P>If you follow the "antisemitic" link above, you'll see one of the most 
depraved, evil videos imaginable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958406 33229 55 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/6958377" target=_blank>#39</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles - I went to your link and it said I had to log in to YouTube - 
not Google. I'm not a member of YouTube - do you have to be member to file a 
complaint about this travesty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you do have to be a member.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06958435 33229 67 Charles Mon, Mar 30, 2009 8:59:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/6958412" target=_blank>#58</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try here is you don't want to establish your own account:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bugmenot.com/view/youtube.com" 
target=_blank>www.bugmenot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a note to stalkers: see what happens if you try to use bugmenot to sneak 
into LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06960344 33233 130 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:58:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/6960303" target=_blank>#93</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And in case any of you ever doubted the rank anti-semitism underlying the 
9/11 "Truth" movement, here are two comments from today on my legendary "<A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGB8oZIpZM8" target=_blank>Liberal hot-head 
argues with Marines supporters in Berkeley"</A> video:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you email me the IP address of that creep, please?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06960399 33233 181 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 10:04:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/6960389" target=_blank>#171</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try -- never traced a YouTube commenter's IP before. Give me a minute to 
figure it out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh - I thought you meant it was on your blog. You probably can't get the IP 
from YouTube. Never mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06960647 33233 417 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 10:35:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/6960498" target=_blank>#273</A> rsdavis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lets cut everyone a little slack. Six months or one year from now we'll see 
if we are on the road to hell, as so many commenters seem to think, or, mine own 
take, it is much ado about nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm the last person to scream "The sky is falling! We're doomed!" I do think 
something needs to be done, and I agree that if the government is going to bail 
out companies, it's not completely unreasonable to expect some quid pro quo.</P> 
<P>But this legislation goes WAY too far. When the government gives itself this 
much power (i.e., to void existing contracts for ALL employees, retroactively) 
it's very disturbing, and just packed full of potential for 
abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06961068 33234 171 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 11:26:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/6960970" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone want to check history? I think the first GM bailout was under Reagan. 
We've been wasting money on the pricks for decades. It's been a bipartisan 
effort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the case of Chrysler though, the company paid back every cent of the 
government's money, with interest.</P> 
<P>That's obviously not going to happen this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06961482 33235 207 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 12:25:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/6961419" target=_blank>#160</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Via <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=35477" 
target=_blank>HotAir:</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qO9IPoAdct8" target=_blank>If 
Atheists Ruled the World</A></P> 
<P>[Language Warning]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. There are people over there who <EM>really</EM> hate Allahpundit. And I 
mean hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06961795 33236 258 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 1:12:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/6961655" target=_blank>#137</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh...google search: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;q=stormfront+tea+party&amp;btnG=Goo
gle+Search&amp;aq=f&amp;oq=" target=_blank>Stormfront Tea 
Party</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens when the rhetoric gets out of control, and nobody takes 
responsibility for keeping out the crazies. Ron Paul and neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>Pitiful. And that's why I just can't promote these tea party protests. I saw 
this coming from a mile away.</P> 
<P>Unless the organizers of these things start making it clear that the kooks 
and racists aren't welcome, this is going to turn into another massive SNAFU for 
the GOP. (Actually, it already is.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962093 33236 523 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 2:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/6962085" target=_blank>#516</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a broad swath of the media that will pin the kooks to conservatism 
regardless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be true, but it's certainly not a reason to allow them to 
participate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962162 33236 581 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 2:21:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6962046" target=_blank>#480</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Daniel Pipes has posted a note about yet another scary appointment by Obama -
- the appointment would be the legal advisor for the State Department. A fellow 
named Koh...Koh, apparently, doesn't see a problem with the adoption of alien 
ideas/laws into the U.S. court system...New York Post article link <A 
href="http://www.nypost.com/php/pfriendly/print.php?url=http://www.nypost.com/se
ven/03302009/postopinion/opedcolumnists/obamas_most_perilous_legal_pick_161961.h
tm" target=_blank>here...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've become very skeptical about articles like that, summing up all of Koh's 
views without a single quote or link to a source. He may be fully as bad as the 
article makes him appear, but I'm going to need to do my own research before I 
believe those kinds of overheated accusations.</P> 
<P>Here's an article at the Yale Daily News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.yaledailynews.com/articles/view/20558" 
target=_blank>www.yaledailynews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The accusation that he thinks sharia law should apply to US courts appears to 
be a complete fabrication.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://in2thefray.wordpress.com/2009/03/30/in2-holy-koh/" 
target=_blank>in2thefray.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962344 33238 12 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 2:49:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/6962338" target=_blank>#7</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help make it more effective at what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, since the main work of the UN Human Rights Council is denouncing 
everything Israel does...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962719 33239 4 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 3:46:24pm  
 
<P>One of the worst promoters of this evil crap is World Net Daily, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962774 33239 30 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 3:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/6962760" target=_blank>#22</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be, but this belief is very much entrenched upon secular libs. I do 
not see a corresponding audience among conservatives, as the article 
implies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're simply wrong about that. This particular crazy idea completely crosses 
the left-right barrier. There are just as many 'conservatives' who are doing 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962865 33239 95 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 4:06:46pm  
 
<P>Again -- the anti-vaccination crowd is NOT only liberals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06962873 33239 102 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 4:07:34pm  
 
<P>Some of you must have missed my comment above, because some of the worst 
anti-vax garbage is being promoted by one of the most right-wing media sources 
in America, Weird Nut Drooly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963380 33239 572 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 5:30:28pm  
 
<P>Anyone who didn't believe 'conservatives' were also taken in by this nonsense 
-- just read this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963399 33239 589 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 5:33:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/6963385" target=_blank>#577</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a different note Charles, are you feeling better tonight?I heard that you 
were down with the gunk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Better, but still some gunk. I suspect it was that black cat that walked in 
front of me last week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963433 33239 623 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 5:39:55pm  
 
<P>By the way, there's another bogus story making the rounds of the right-wing 
blogs this week, about Obama's nominee for State Department legal adviser, 
Harold Koh.</P> 



<P>This guy is a liberal, definitely -- but the so-called 'anti-jihad' bloggers 
are also spreading a story that he thinks sharia law could apply to US courts, 
and this is ABSOLUTELY BOGUS and FALSE.</P> 
<P>I'm getting so disgusted with those idiots who run with any anti-Muslim story 
without ever bothering to check whether it's true or not. I suspect they don't 
care whether these stories are true, and this is the very definition of 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963494 33239 683 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 5:51:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/6963480" target=_blank>#669</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I've read, many fear a Koh appointment on the grounds of Koh's 
opinions which tend to favor International (UN) legal decisions, as opposed to 
basing his decisions solely on the U.S. constitution. From the articles I've 
read, it is also pretty clear that the Sharia claims were hearsay ("he said; she 
said").</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just take a quick look at the morons who call themselves 'anti-jihad' 
bloggers. Every one of them is hyperventilating about the sharia 
claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963514 33239 700 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 5:54:37pm  
 
<P>I notice that since I busted crazy Pamela Geller by checking the Google 
cache, she has now blocked her site from being cached by Google.</P> 
<P>Wouldn't want to leave a trail, when you're spewing loony bullshit all day 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963557 33239 741 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 6:04:06pm  
 
<P>Great. Now I'm getting hate mail from anti-vaccination nuts.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,How do you know there's no connection between vaccines and autism?AS 
far as I know there's no "official"link between eating deep colored vegetables 
and getting cancer whateverthat means. You probably think Lorraine Day and Dr. 
Gerson are quacks asa result.You're way too comfortable outside of your knowedge 
base my friend.Mike</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963602 33239 784 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 6:10:28pm  
 
<P>On George Galloway -- unfortunately the Canadian government played right into 
his hands by denying him a visa. Now he's ranting all over the place about the 
cowardice of the Canadian government, getting more publicity than he ever would 
have received if they'd just let him visit, and working the victim angle like a 
pro.</P> 
<P>Bad move, Canada. The guy is a terror-supporting creep, but he's also an 
expert at exploiting situations like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963921 33240 14 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 6:57:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/6963904" target=_blank>#4</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hmmm... courts would beg to differ with the emailer. You know, after taking 
sample cases from those that sued the vaccine manufacturers, <A 
href="http://lawhawk.blogspot.com/2009/02/court-ruling-finds-vaccines-not-
to.html" target=_blank>they found no link.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent post, hawk of the law.</P> 
<P>Sorry to hear about your ankle. I did the same thing once playing racquet 
ball. Hurts like a bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06963968 33240 40 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 7:03:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6963966" target=_blank>#38</A> Jimash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"there’s no “official” link between eating deep colored vegetables and 
getting cancer whatever that means."</P> 
<P>To what does this sentence refer ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Broccoli?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964129 33240 178 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 7:23:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/6964112" target=_blank>#162</A> Eric Cartman's 
Conscience</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are we always sharing emails that might then embarrass a certain poster 
or contributor?; especially a note that was not meant for the public. This email 
didn't seem particularly egregious, condescending and/or rude? Frankly, this 
post and thread highlighting the email seemed more of all of the above - that is 
egregious, condescending and rude, than the note itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed this very prominent note that appears beneath the contact 
form that was used to send this email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Messages may be published in our weblog, unless you request 
otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964162 33240 209 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 7:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/6964137" target=_blank>#185</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This fear of broccoli is not based on good science, but it is based on 
anecdotal evidence, and is certainly not evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a fear of broccoli?</P> 
<P>Color me amazed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964308 33240 340 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 7:43:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/6964274" target=_blank>#308</A> Eric Cartman's 
Conscience</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, to be honest, there are times I'm genuinely uncomfortable knowing you 
have my IP address. Like this very moment as I post this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Be afraid. Be very afraid. I have operatives stationed outside your apartment 
right now, ready to do my bidding if I give the word.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 



<P>If you're so afraid, I'll be happy to delete your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964371 33240 391 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 7:56:21pm  
 
<P>In fact, after seeing the crap "Eric Cartman's Conscience" has been posting 
at other sites, I'll just block that account right now.</P> 
<P>No need to thank me, "Eric."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964385 33240 404 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:00:03pm  
 
<P>And now we have our first anti-vax meltdown. A grim 
milestone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964412 33240 430 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:05:48pm  
 
<P>And by the way -- yes, Lorraine Day is a raving quack.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/Cancer/day.html" 
target=_blank>www.quackwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964441 33240 458 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:10:11pm  
 
<P>Posted earlier tonight by "Eric Cartman's Conscience" when he was warming up 
for the big meltdown:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1123/6964171" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964446 33240 463 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:11:03pm  
 
<P>Also see:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1110/6964034" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964498 33240 511 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:18:51pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.quackwatch.org/01QuackeryRelatedTopics/cancer.html" 
target=_blank>Questionable Cancer Therapies: Max Gerson</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gerson Method</P> 
<P>Proponents of the Gerson diet claim that cancer can be cured only if toxins 
are eliminated from the body. They recommend "detoxification" with frequent 
coffee enemas and a low-sodium diet that includes more than a gallon a day of 
juices made from fruits, vegetables, and raw calf's liver. This method was 
developed by Max Gerson, a German-born physician who emigrated to the United 
States in 1936 and practiced in New York City until his death in 1959. Gerson 
therapy is still available at Hospital Meridien in Tijuana, Mexico and, since 
February 1997, at the Gerson Healing Center in Sedona, Arizona.</P> 
<P>Gerson therapy is still actively promoted by his daughter, Charlotte Gerson, 
through lectures, talk show appearances, and publications of the Gerson 
Institute in Bonita, California. Gerson protocols have included liver extract 
injections, ozone enemas, "live cell therapy," thyroid tablets, royal jelly 



capsules, linseed oil, castor oil enemas, clay packs, laetrile, and vaccines 
made from influenza virus and killed Staphylococcus aureus bacteria.</P> 
<P>In 1947, the NCI reviewed ten cases selected by Dr. Gerson and found his 
report unconvincing. That same year, a committee appointed by the New York 
County Medical Society reviewed records of 86 patients, examined ten patients, 
and found no evidence that the Gerson method had value in treating cancer. An 
NCI analysis of Dr. Gerson's book A Cancer Therapy: Results of Fifty Cases 
concluded in 1959 that most of the cases failed to meet the criteria (such as 
histologic verification of cancer) for proper evaluation of a cancer case [16]. 
A recent review of the Gerson treatment rationale concluded: (a) the "poisons" 
Gerson claimed to be present in processed foods have never been identified, (b) 
frequent coffee enemas have never been shown to mobilize and remove poisons from 
the liver and intestines of cancer patients, (c) there is no evidence that any 
such poisons are related to the onset of cancer, (d) there is no evidence that a 
"healing" inflammatory reaction exists that can seek out and kill cancer cells 
[17].</P> 
<P>Between 1980 and 1986 at least 13 patients treated with Gerson therapy were 
admitted to San Diego area hospitals with Campylobacter fetus sepsis 
attributable to the liver injections [18]. None of the patients was cancer-free, 
and one died of his malignancy within a week. Five were comatose due to low 
serum sodium levels, presumably as a result of the "no sodium" Gerson dietary 
regimen. As a result, Gerson personnel modified their techniques for handling 
raw liver products and biologicals. However, the Gerson approach still has 
considerable potential for harm. Deaths also have been attributed to the coffee 
enemas administered at the Tijuana clinic.</P> 
<P>Charlotte Gerson claims that treatment at the clinic has produced high cure 
rates for many cancers. In 1986, however, investigators learned that patients 
were not monitored after they left the facility [19]. Although clinic personnel 
later said they would follow their patients systematically, there is no 
published evidence that they have done so. A naturopath who visited the Gerson 
Clinic in 1983 was able to track 21 patients over a 5-year period (or until 
death) through annual letters or phone calls. At the 5-year mark, only one was 
still alive (but not cancer-free); the rest had succumbed to their cancer 
[20].</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964601 33240 607 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:38:48pm  
 
<P>Another weirdo emails:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-</P> 
<P>I hate to be the one to break it to you like this, but the WashingtonExaminer 
is a satire site. Too many commenters for A Bill to Let BigGovernment Set Your 
Salary failed to notice that. Could you please posta warning label on it to warn 
the masses?</P> 
<P>Thanks,Formynder</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964678 33240 677 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 8:54:04pm  
 
<P>Just a little more of "Dr." Lorraine Day's batshit craziness:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.venusproject.com/ethics_in_action/How_One_Wicked_Nation.html" 
target=_blank>How One Wicked Nation Can Kill Billions Around the World With One 
Lie!</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By Lorraine Day, M.D. - January 24, 2006</P> 



<P>When the wicked leaders of a wicked nation want to:</P> 
<P>* Create FEAR and CHAOS and TERROR throughout the world.</P> 
<P>* Take away the rights of citizens in every nation in the world.</P> 
<P>* Create a world-wide pandemic and annihilation of a large segment of a 
nation's population by forced vaccinations that secretly contain live bacteria 
and viruses such as AIDS, Herpes, Hepatitis, and Small Pox, as well as 
preservatives made from Mercury that causes Brain Damage and Autism.</P> 
<P>* Control every country in the world by allowing the World Health 
Organization (WHO) to enter and take over their emergency medical and political 
apparatus, and place embargos or quarantines on the entire country.</P> 
<P>* Eliminate the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, which bans the military from 
participating in police-type activity on U.S. soil. This act specifically 
prohibits the government from using the military against its own citizens. (This 
Posse Comitatus Act was severely violated at Waco, when U.S. military troops 
were used against the Branch Davidians.)</P> 
<P>* Help create famines in order to annihilate a large portion of the world's 
population by killing off the food supply of any and every nation, by killing 
their chickens, turkeys and other birds used for food.</P> 
<P>* Declare martial Law and suspend the Constitution.</P> 
<P>All they need to do is create - out of thin air The Bird Flu "Pandemic" 
HOAX!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964717 33240 714 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:02:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/6964702" target=_blank>#700</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shit, that better NOT be a satire site - I've already written my 
congresscritters and so have several of my friends.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Examiner is not a satire site. Trust me on this. That email 
was from either 1) a kook, or 2) a troll trying to trick me into embarrassing 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964724 33240 721 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:03:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/705/6964707" target=_blank>#705</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I read all the way to the bottom of that Lorraine Day article, and 
found this:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, she's a Jew-hater too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964730 33240 727 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:05:08pm  
 
<P>The return of Mike:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,3 1/2 years ago doctors gave my mother 6-8 weeks to live after she 
quitchemo.She only used Lorraine Day's routine for 9 months and then 
onlyminimally and it still brought her 3 more years. Had she actuallyapplied the 
routine more consistently,she might not have passed 3 yearsafter her doctors 
gave her a month or two.It's easy to find quirky things people say and #$%^ on 
them as a resultand dismiss their knowledge and wisdom. Any critic for the NY or 
LATimes can do that. I thought LGF was better than that but it seems tobe 
degenerating very quickly.Sorry for that.By the way, I run in 5 languages and 
walk in 4 more including 4 Asianlanguages. What exceptional mental or 



intellectual ability do youwield? Oh, I understand you play a musical instrument 
or 2. Wow! I'mreally impressed.Best always,Mike</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Best always!" I love it when kooks end an insulting, abusive, insane email 
with a polite salutation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964738 33240 735 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:06:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/6964728" target=_blank>#725</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, are you sure that Lorraine Day really wrote this stuff? Okay, 
she's crazy, but is she really <EM>this</EM> batshit crazy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that really is her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06964823 33240 818 Charles Tue, Mar 31, 2009 9:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/6964769" target=_blank>#766</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I always thought that this Lorraine Day was just trying to get rich 
pushing books about wheatgrass juice. But she is absolutely, 100%, both-feet-
over-the-line in tin foil hat-land. Look at this:</P> 
<P>Are we really sure that she wrote this stuff? And if she did, why would she 
be publishing it on a site that also hosts articles like "The Events of 9/11 And 
Holocaust Inextricably Intertwined Both Fake Stories Shoved Down The Public 
Throats "</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Search for her name on Google and check out her website.</P> 
<P>Yes, she really is that insane. Don't miss "The Truth About Politics, 
Religion, and Health."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968562 33240 1184 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:21:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1182/6968212" target=_blank>#1182</A> 
moose_29</EM></P> 
<P>Oh yeah -- "Associated Content" is so much better. They feature Truthers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/374131/the_history_channel_govern
ment_911.html?cat=9" target=_blank>www.associatedcontent.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Nirthers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/1274307/supreme_court_to_consider
_obama_birth.html?cat=17" target=_blank>www.associatedcontent.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And kooks of every stripe. Their "associated content" is supplied by anyone 
who can post at the site.</P> 
<P>Both articles you posted are by "alternative medicine" apologists, with a 
huge axe to grind against Quackwatch because they've been so effective at 
exposing the phonies who bilk so many people out of money -- such as Lorraine 
Day and Max Gerson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968687 33240 1186 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1185/6968660" target=_blank>#1185</A> 
moose_29</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take it the courts who decided in favor of those opposing Barrett are wrong 
then? The court decisions are real, I merely posted the links to the first 
information I came across ( I would have looked for other sources had I known of 
the writer`s background). If you have information that casts doubt on the 
veracity of the information, please provide it. Having said that, I will try to 
find a suitable source for the information. Are there any specific standards 
that you require to accept that the information (albeit from a writer whose 
views on other topics you disapprove of) in the articles is 
true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tell me -- you're the one who urged caution about sources, then linked to 
a site with almost no credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968814 33240 1188 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:54:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/6968747" target=_blank>#1187</A> 
moose_29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am merely asking if you want a link to the court transcript, or will an AP 
article do, carved in stone tablets, etc. what level of credibility do you 
want?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if I understand your point, you're saying that because there was a civil 
court case that went against Quackwatch, that means we should ignore all the 
facts they've published about Day and Gerson?</P> 
<P>You don't have to take Quackwatch's word for any of this, of course. It's a 
very simple matter to dig up more stuff that corroborates every word they wrote 
about these two quacks.</P> 
<P>Start with their own websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968838 33240 1189 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:57:32pm  
 
<P>Here's some more information on the guy you're trying to discredit, Stephen 
Barrett:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephen_Barrett" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barrett is a 1957 graduate of the Columbia University College of Physicians 
and Surgeons and completed his psychiatry residency in 1961. In 1967 and 1968 he 
followed part of a correspondence course in American Law and Procedure at La 
Salle Extension University (Chicago).[2] He was a practicing physician until 
retiring from active practice in 1993, and his medical license is currently 
listed as "Active-Retired" in good standing.[3] Longtime resident of Allentown, 
Pennsylvania, Barrett now resides in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.[4]</P> 
<P>In addition to webmastering his websites, Barrett is a co-founder, vice-
president and a board member of the National Council Against Health Fraud 
(NCAHF). He is an advisor to the American Council on Science and Health, and a 
Fellow of the Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI). From 1987 through 1989, he 
taught health education at Pennsylvania State University.</P> 
<P>Barrett is the consulting editor for the Consumer Health Library at 
Prometheus Books,[5] has been a peer-review panelist for at least[6] two[7][8] 
medical journals. He has also served on the editorial board of Medscape[9] and 
The Scientific Review of Alternative Medicine.[10] According to his website, he 
"has written more than 2,000 articles and delivered more than 300 talks at 
colleges, universities, medical schools, and professional meetings. His media 
appearances include Dateline, the Today Show, Good Morning America, Primetime, 



Donahue, CNN, National Public Radio, and more than 200 other radio and 
television talk show interviews."[6]</P> 
<P>Barrett has received a number of awards and recognition for his consumer 
protection work against quackery. Quackwatch received the award of Best 
Physician-Authored Site by MD NetGuide, May 2003.[1] In 1984, he received an FDA 
Commissioner's Special Citation Award for Public Service in fighting nutrition 
quackery.[11] He received multiple votes or at least one first-place vote in "10 
outstanding skeptics of the 20th century by Skeptical Inquirer magazine.[12] In 
1986, he was awarded honorary membership in the American Dietetic 
Association.[11] Barrett has been profiled in Biography Magazine (1998)[13] and 
in Time Magazine (2001).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969487 33240 1193 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 3:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1192/6969382" target=_blank>#1192</A> 
moose_29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be clear, I know jack about Day and Gerson, so I have no opinion in 
defense of them. Barrett may be right about them, but I know he has been wrong 
about quite a few other things. I am loathe to take anything he says at face 
value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't named one thing he's been wrong about. When I search Google, the 
anti-Barrett people all seem to be chiropractors or "alternative medicine" 
promoters, which isn't surprising.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vaccination does not necessarily CAUSE autism, but it can act in a 
contributory fashion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is absolutely no evidence for this statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969726 33240 1195 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 3:50:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1194/6969554" target=_blank>#1194</A> 
moose_29</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, I thought so. You ARE trying to promote this hoax.</P> 
<P>Please do see this about the Bailey Banks case:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2009/02/stupid_cubed_david_kirby_rfk_jr_
and_gene.php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anti-vaccinationists have their talking points, just like creationists, and 
this is one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969800 33240 1196 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 4:02:41pm  
 
<P>And by the way, a court decision is NOT scientific evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06966456 33242 36 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 8:16:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/6966397" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea Party protestors believe Obama not US-born</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The inmates have taken over the asylum.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06966816 33242 119 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 9:09:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/6966777" target=_blank>#116</A> THX-42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Furthermore, the pejorative term "nirther" is obviously intended to ridicule 
anyone who continues to request to see previously unprovided documentation by 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True dat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06966838 33242 120 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 9:12:11am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/6966777" target=_blank>#116</A> THX-42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not in the least intimidated by the intended peer pressure. The request 
is reasonable. The resolution is quite simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, don't let me stop you from continuing to waste your time with a loony 
conspiracy theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06966937 33242 124 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/6966907" target=_blank>#123</A> THX-42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious as to why you feel it's necessary to try to belittle those of us 
who disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because this is crazy. The issue has been completely settled, over and over. 
My patience with this right-wing version of Trooferism is utterly 
exhausted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06967086 33242 134 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 9:57:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/6967021" target=_blank>#129</A> THX-42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I regret that you're jumping to the conclusion that anyone who 
questions the lack of provided documentation is automatically a right-winger or 
Troofer or conspiracy theorist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Jumping to the conclusion."</P> 
<P>I love it.</P> 
<P>Thousands and thousands of comments, dozens of posts, every single aspect 
argued over and over. The State of Hawaii certifies that they have the real 
thing in the file.</P> 
<P>And you wonder why I compare it to Trutherism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06967197 33242 140 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 10:18:13am  
 
<P>People who never comment, but feel free to come into LGF and issue ratings 
supporting Nirther crap, are now being blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06967270 33242 151 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 10:33:10am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/6967226" target=_blank>#145</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other side argues that to want to see basic qualifying documents makes 
the requester a “conspiracist” and a “nut case.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. "Wanting to see basic qualifying documents" does not make people 
nut cases -- refusing to accept that the documents have been verified by 
multiple sources DOES.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968390 33242 179 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:01:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/6968336" target=_blank>#178</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm definitely not a nirther, but I don't get how a birth announcement in a 
newspaper is proof. I just visited the Dallas Morning News and you can place an 
announcement in there for a fee.<A 
href="http://www.dallasnews.com/celebrations/" target=_blank>Buy an 
announcement</A></P> 
<P>Also, I laughed at 'Mr. and Mrs. Barack H. Obama'... 
amusing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think the birth announcements were planted in both major Hawaii papers 
in 1961, as part of a plot that would only come to fruition 47 years later?</P> 
<P>Or maybe there's time travel involved? Come to think of it, that WOULD 
explain a lot ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968394 33242 180 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:02:18pm  
 
<P>The torture never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06966616 33243 56 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 8:39:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/6966588" target=_blank>#38</A> Power Armored 
Lizardoid</EM></P> 
<P>If you post another comment like that your account will be blocked. This is 
the only warning I'm going to give. You should know better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968667 33246 381 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:36:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/6968373" target=_blank>#335</A> arcatan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I partially agree with the letter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course you do. You're a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06968723 33246 386 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 1:42:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6968716" target=_blank>#385</A> arcatan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close. I'm a practical atheist. Yet I think there's more to the 
dialog than right or wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh right -- I forgot. You're pretending not to be a creationist. Carry 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06969073 33248 350 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 2:25:42pm  
 
<P>This is the guy 'mspfacs' is recommending as an expert:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.testcompany.com/archive/May2007-18/2767.html" 
target=_blank>www.testcompany.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969174 33248 444 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 2:37:00pm  
 
<P>I'm about to be on CFRB radio in Toronto with a lefty host, John 
Moore...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969364 33248 627 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 2:59:15pm  
 
<P>Just once, I'd like to be surprised by a new creationist talking point. They 
really need some new routines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969446 33248 706 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 3:10:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/6969438" target=_blank>#698</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's weird, my comment was cut off.</P> 
<P>perhaps I quoted something which was too long</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It had some garbled HTML in that link ... the sanitizing code nuked 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970036 33248 1123 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 4:54:36pm  
 
<P>There is absolutely no evidence that vaccines -- with or without Thimerisol -
- play a role in causing autism. This claim has been thoroughly debunked in 
study after study after study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970076 33248 1135 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:01:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1132/6970061" target=_blank>#1132</A> Harry 
Tuttle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles you have said this many times. You are repeating 
yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently it is not getting through to some people. So I'll have to keep 
repeating it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970146 33248 1141 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:13:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1120/6970008" target=_blank>#1120</A> BenZ's 
Bat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This thread and the comments on it really pissed me off. I would like to see 
a show of hands of how many people on this site have dealt on a day to day basis 
with a child with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Autism is a debilitating condition and no one here is making light of that. 
But the simple fact is that the people promoting this anti-vaccination hoax are 
either 1) deluded, or 2) dishonest and trying to make money by hoodwinking 
desperate parents into buying a book or a crackpot "health" product.</P> 
<P>In both cases, the result is that they're promoting something that has the 
potential to do enormous harm both to our society and to the world in general, 
as Jenny McCarthy's brainless statement clearly demonstrates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970165 33248 1145 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:16:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1142/6970148" target=_blank>#1142</A> Harry 
Tuttle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jenny McCarthy and others like her may be wrong headed but it almost seems as 
though you are taking special glee in pointing this out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is an especially crappy thing to say. I haven't written a single 
"gleeful" word about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970193 33248 1148 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:21:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1146/6970184" target=_blank>#1146</A> Harry 
Tuttle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"it almost seems as though" you have however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what? You can either apologize for this, or you can piss off. It's 
your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970224 33248 1151 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1149/6970206" target=_blank>#1149</A> Harry 
Tuttle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well there's a cogent argument if I ever saw one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970336 33248 1171 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:39:51pm  
 
<P>One thing I'm not going to stand for is being insulted by assholes who want 
to tell me I'm "gleeful" about children's autism, and refuse to back down when 
confronted. It's offensive, false, and ugly, and since I control this website I 
do not have to take it -- and I won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970376 33248 1181 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:45:29pm  
 
<P>About Dr. Phillip C. DeMio:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2009/02/autism_quackery_invades_my_homet
own_1.php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>About the Verstraeten Study and David Kirby:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://leftbrainrightbrain.co.uk/?p=1494" 
target=_blank>leftbrainrightbrain.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970469 33248 1203 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 5:58:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1192/6970420" target=_blank>#1192</A> BenZ's 
Bat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't advocate that mercury is the main or only cause, only a contributing 
factor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is NOT a contributing factor. There is not a single study that supports 
this view, and many studies that debunk it. And in any case, most vaccines 
currently on the market do not contain mercury.</P> 
<P>Here's a good article on the subject at Stanford's Wellsphere website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://stanford.wellsphere.com/autism-autism-spectrum-
article/the-autism-vaccine-link-a-dangerous-urban-myth/335599" 
target=_blank>stanford.wellsphere.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is a MYTH.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970548 33248 1216 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 6:11:07pm  
 
<P>Lots of similarities with creationism here -- and one of the most important 
is that you should not trust the citations provided by anti-vaxers. Already, 
just in the last three posts on this subject, we've seen people trying to appeal 
to authority by citing or quoting outright crackpots.</P> 
<P>There's an enormous amount of disinformation on this subject, floated by 
kooks and hucksters. Always do your own research. Never believe what an anti-
vaxer tells you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970626 33248 1226 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 6:23:26pm  
 
<P>The reason kooks and hucksters gravitate toward this subject is because 
they're vampires, feeding on the pain of parents with autistic children. They 
know that these parents are vulnerable, and looking desperately for answers, and 
they tap on the bedroom window and give them easy answers and people to blame. 
And far too many parents invite them in.</P> 
<P>Am I "gleeful" about this? No. I'm nauseated. This is one of the worst things 
human beings are capable of -- exploiting the pain of vulnerable people for 
profit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969866 33249 29 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 4:18:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/6969838" target=_blank>#17</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With due respect, Hitchens gets it compeletly wrong.</P> 
<P>Go here. <A href="http://transmontanus.blogspot.com/2009/03/christopher-
hitchens-is-wrong.html" target=_blank>This isn't about free speech.</A></P> 
<P>Mr Galloway's speech is allowed in Canada. In fact, they piped it up here, 
live, from New York, and no one was, or should be, prosecuted. Mr Galloway's 
staff notified the Canadian gov't that he was coming, the gov't said there would 
be a legal problem, and invited him to discuss it. He failed to discuss it or 
behave reasonably towards the government, so the government did not revise the 
decision that Galloway requested. The government of Canada has done precisely 



nothing, outside a preliminary assessment, that adheres to therule of law, 
andthat law is about sovereignity (who can come and go) not about free speech 
(who can say what).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Hitchens got it wrong at all. The purpose of that preliminary 
assessment was to determine whether Galloway would be allowed into the country, 
and when Galloway was informed about it, he cleverly turned it to his advantage 
and painted himself as a victim of suppression. It worked.</P> 
<P>Glavin's point seems to me to be nothing more than splitting 
hairs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06969891 33249 41 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 4:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/6969876" target=_blank>#33</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But see my #11, which is a direct quote from the Hitchens article. If Canada 
has designated Hamas as a terrorist organization, and Galloway transfered money 
and/or materials to such organization, then they have every right to ban him 
from entry - and it's not on the grounds of free speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, they do have that right, but they were wrong to exercise it in this 
case. By doing so, they ended up making him look like a victim of government 
suppression, and played right into Galloway's hands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970064 33249 164 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 4:59:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/6969984" target=_blank>#107</A> Simply 
Me</EM></P> 
<P>I'm well aware of who Galloway is, and what he stands for, and I had a post 
at LGF with a picture of him handing the money over to Hamas. Maybe you should 
search LGF to see what I've written about this terror supporting creep, before 
lecturing me about what he's done. I didn't write this post because I have 
sympathy for the bastard.</P> 
<P>That has no bearing on whether the Canadian government shot themselves in the 
foot by denying him a visa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970663 33249 655 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 6:30:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/6970654" target=_blank>#647</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Outrage! Scandal! Socialism! Rudeness!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1888962,00.html" 
target=_blank>The Queen and Mrs. Obama: Did the First Lady Break 
Protocol?</A>Panic! Revolt! Tea Party!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Britain could use a little more Queen-touching if you ask me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06970843 33249 820 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 7:02:25pm  
 
<P>Look on the bright side. At least Michelle didn't try to inject her with 
mercury-laced mumps vaccine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06971360 33250 205 Charles Wed, Apr 1, 2009 8:39:39pm  



 
<P>Folks - please don't quote offensive comments! If you do your comment will be 
deleted too. If you want to respond to such a comment, use the REPLY button 
which does not include the quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06974082 33255 69 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:36:05am  
 
<P>Even if this is a bow, I can't really get outraged about it. This deference 
to a very bad country has been going on for decades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06974097 33255 82 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:38:04am  
 
<P>And by the way, the Bush sword dance is FAR from the only pandering the Bush 
administration did to these throwbacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977908 33255 1260 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:56:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1259/6977767" target=_blank>#1259</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kennedy would never have kissed these guys asses. Never!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://pro.corbis.com/search/Enlargement.aspx?CID=isg&amp;mediauid=%7B3A4D
44C4-63A1-4931-97A2-E3996B2C6108%7D" target=_blank>King Saud of Saudi Arabia and 
his entourage leaving a U.S. Army helicopter and walking with President John F. 
Kennedy and American military officials at the White House</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978303 33255 1262 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1261/6978169" target=_blank>#1261</A> 
thefarmer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I don't see JFK kissing or bowing to anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he just invited him into the White House, and treated him like royalty. 
That's <EM>way</EM> different, right?</P> 
<P>Look, the fact is that every US President for the past 50 years has been 
kissing up to the Saudis, and the reason is very very simple -- it's the title 
of this post. Barack Obama is following a long tradition, and there is nothing 
new about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06979879 33255 1265 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 9:54:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1264/6978986" target=_blank>#1264</A> 
NCusTranshumanist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not even a bow that bothers me; that would be appropriate in, say, 
Japan. But doing so to someone not even slightly deserving of respect is a 
strong indicator of the Obamian attitude.</P> 
<P>It says: "I have no self-respect or actual pride, in either myself or the 
people I purport to represent. I come to grovel."</P> 
<P>Look at Abdullah ("slave of god"; what a disgusting name). His look says: 
"Yeah, I own your ass, and we both know it."</P> 
<P>Repulsive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, it's repulsive. But it's no more repulsive than George W. Bush walking 
hand in hand with Abdullah through the White House garden, or Laura Bush putting 
on a misogynist symbol of repression, the hijab, when she visited Saudi Arabia, 
or countless other examples from the history of America's relationship with 
these religious tyrants.</P> 
<P>Obama is simply doing what's expected of a US President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06975285 33256 13 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 2:16:23pm  
 
<P>Note that Romney is NOT saying you can't criticize Obama. He's saying -- and 
I totally agree -- that it's mean-spirited and petty to wish for him to fail and 
reflexively hate him for everything he does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977791 33256 632 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:38:59pm  
 
<P>If you folks can't understand why it's simply bad politics to wish for a 
President to fail -- whether or not you try to qualify it by saying "it's his 
policies!" -- I don't know what to tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977845 33256 633 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:45:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/6976557" target=_blank>#625</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for caring, but it's pointless to discuss this with people who are 
determined to marginalize themselves. Good luck with that approach, and I mean 
that sincerely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06980110 33256 647 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 10:32:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/6978862" target=_blank>#641</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Let me make constructive criticism. Maybe you need one longer post that talks 
about when we can and can't root agaisnt the president.</P> 
<P>Because there is a bit of a contradiction between pointing out how bone-
headed, freedom destroying, responsibility destroying Obama's policies often 
are, not to mention criticism for his scapegoating, on one hand, and saying, 
"but i hope he doesn't fail." maybe if you explained yourself in a little more 
detail more people would agree with you, because you can talk about a philosophy 
of loyal opposition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already posted what I thought was a very clear explanation of my 
views.</P> 
<P>And I have no interest in laying out some kind of laundry list of what's 
allowable and what isn't. I simply know that repeating over and over that you 
want Barack Obama to fail -- and many people don't even qualify this with saying 
they want his "policies" to fail, they say outright they want the President of 
the United States to FAIL -- is politically stupid. It comes across as mean-
spirited and it is self-marginalizing and self-defeating.</P> 
<P>The Democrats know this and that's why they're hammering Rush Limbaugh for 
saying it. For the GOP to belligerently follow along on this course and defend 
the FAIL meme is just plain dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06983699 33256 650 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 10:51:03pm  



 
<P>Right, I'm totally wrong. Wishing for the President to fail is a <EM>winning 
strategy!</EM></P> 
<P>White House, here we come! Look out, 2012.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06975977 33257 39 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 4:11:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/6975962" target=_blank>#29</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is true, but what we haven't seen much on LGF recently are posts about 
about the <EM>other</EM> side -- the global warming catastrophists -- are 
themselves twisting the data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you have. There was a post two days ago about Freeman 
Dyson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06975986 33257 45 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 4:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/6975971" target=_blank>#36</A> Spar Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>. . . and God protect us against self-righteous, crusading politicians and 
scientists who want to take drastic steps to change the Earth's climate!What if, 
as a result of their actions, we enter a massive ice age? Will they accept 
responsibility? Of course not!</P> 
<P>Oh, and by the way, where are the Y2K luminaries?</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they're hanging out with all those scientists who published peer-
reviewed papers on intelligent design? Remember the long list you promised to 
show us?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976003 33257 55 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 4:16:58pm  
 
<P>By the way, I do think George Will is distorting evidence on purpose. I was 
willing to give him the benefit of the doubt the first time, but it's happened 
too many times now, and in every case the people he's quoting have turned up to 
say he's not representing their views or their data correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976247 33257 262 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:06:15pm  
 
<P>An interesting bit from David Attenborough, long time climate change skeptic, 
on why he's changed his mind:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/S9ob9WdbXx0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976731 33257 318 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/6976559" target=_blank>#310</A> ThatGuy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm probably lose some respect for you too if you keep posting about Zimmer's 
criticism of Will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll just have to live with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976791 33257 320 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:44:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/6976689" target=_blank>#316</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This article explains why I'm suspicious of scientific models predicting 
disaster:</P> 
<P>"Upon examining the model Sagan had shown to the world press to “prove” the 
danger of “nuclear winter,” Schneider found it was of a barren ball of rock with 
no mountains and no oceans. Oceans, as both Schneider and Sagan knew, act as 
gigantic energy flywheels that moderate temperature, helping cool adjacent 
continents in summer and warm them in winter."</P> 
<P>"Sagan, in other words, knowingly committed deliberate scientific fraud. He 
cooked up a phony computer model to concoct the phony “nuclear winter” results 
he wanted for political reasons. He avoided the already-available NCAR computer 
climate model precisely because he knew it would not produce the “nuclear 
winter” he wanted to sell to gullible journalists and an ignorant public. And 
were he still alive, Sagan would doubtless be among the signers, like Ehrlich, 
of this letter accusing President Bush of politicizing science."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.frontpagemag.com/Articles/Read.aspx?GUID=17E83FB7-
5695-4F36-AC08-D87BCB5C51CE" 
target=_blank>www.frontpagemag.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this is a very ugly distortion of Carl Sagan's "nuclear winter" 
controversy. If you rely on FrontPage to tell you the truth about this kind of 
stuff, you're going to be misled.</P> 
<P>I suggest you research what actually happened with this issue, and Sagan's 
actual positions and opinions, because that article is complete 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976880 33257 324 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/6976857" target=_blank>#322</A> 
largolarry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George Will, the columnist, wrote about climate change and perhaps got some 
things wrong. That is bad.</P> 
<P>However, Hansen, Mann, and the secretary general of the World Meteorological 
Organization Michael Jarraud supposed professionals but through data 
manipulation, false graphics, invalid data and corrupt statistics got things 
very wrong. They not only do not admit it but attempt to intimidate people who 
criticize them and use media propaganda to support their false claims. Now 
Hansen is supporting protesting techniques that will lead to terrorists acts 
from his brain dead supporters.Strip them of the doctorates they have tarnished 
and send the to the Arctic and Antarctic to do some real climate 
research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmm-kay. So your position is that most of the scientists in the world are 
lying to you, in a vast conspiracy to promote terrorism?</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977777 33257 342 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:37:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/6977479" target=_blank>#341</A> 
Promethea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not convincing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977883 33257 344 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:51:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/6977841" target=_blank>#343</A> LesLein</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to believe that Carl Sagan was a liar who deliberately committed 
scientific fraud, that's your right.</P> 
<P>But it is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978222 33257 356 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/6978178" target=_blank>#352</A> ThatGuy</EM></P> 
<P>After your passive aggressive comments about "expecting better from me" I 
invite you to start your own blog. Because you're not welcome at this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976370 33258 87 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:27:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/6976307" target=_blank>#41</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(OT) Beck: I'm Wrong - It's Not Socialism...It's Much Worse</P> 
<P>[Video]G20 rioter = Tea PartyObama = BushFascism!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is an irresponsible moron. I cannot stand the guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976383 33258 96 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:29:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/6976371" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also a lot of 3rd party talk among the Tea Party folks lately (Newt, 
Malkin). That might be a good thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doubtful. The third party they're talking about would be an extreme right 
party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976412 33258 118 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:32:31pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly is ranting away about the evil atheists again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976428 33258 131 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:35:07pm  
 
<P>He's praising Mel Gibson's 'Passion of the Christ' movie now.</P> 
<P>Which, by the way, I rented recently just to see what it was about. It's an 
extremely bizarre movie, almost pornographic in its depiction of violence, and 
yes, I think it is arguably antisemitic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06976446 33258 149 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:39:15pm  
 
<P>Hot Air delinks Age of Hooper, after he complains about antisemitic 
commenters:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ageofhooper.wordpress.com/2009/04/02/i-am-no-longer-a-
hot-air-affiliate/" 
target=_blank>ageofhooper.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976483 33258 184 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:48:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6976431" target=_blank>#134</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's calling attention to a relevant issue. The growth of atheism 
alarms me and I would like to see it reversed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since people have the freedom in America to believe or not believe anything 
they like, I'm not sure how you think it's possible to "reverse" 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976496 33258 196 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/6976478" target=_blank>#179</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Attacks on Christianity are so repetitive. O'Reilly played the clip of 
Bill Maher accusing Catholic clergy of doing "buggery in volume".</P> 
<P>Does Maher ever whine about other religions or is he fixated on 
Catholicism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Ireland, the number of Catholic children who were molested by priests are 
<EM>the majority</EM>. Not the minority. Maher might have been using offensive 
language, but in one sense he's right -- the number of children molested in that 
scandal was absolutely unconscionable.</P> 
<P>And yes, if you watch Maher's movie "Religulous," he certainly does criticize 
other religions, including Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976504 33258 203 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:51:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/6976500" target=_blank>#200</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your analysis is in harmony with that of Andrew Sullivan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm supposed to care about that ... why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976544 33258 241 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 5:58:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/6976538" target=_blank>#235</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I simply see Christianity as one of the best force for getting 
people to learn personal responsibility. I think that faith makes the world 
better, but only faith freely arrived at by individual choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my experience, there are fully as many immoral Christians as immoral 
atheists. Sorry, I don't see any equivalence between atheism and 
immorality.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06976613 33258 304 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/6976569" target=_blank>#262</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if Sully got one right, then credit where it's due.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When we had the last knock-down drag-out battle over Mel Gibson's (in my 
view) disgusting movie, I hadn't seen it, so I stayed out of the debate.</P> 
<P>Now I've seen it, and I agree with the critics that it was a terrible movie 
from many perspectives. Grotesquely ultra-violent in a way that made me feel 
like I needed a shower. It was manipulative, gross, and as I said, arguably 
antisemitic -- which means that it's not <EM>clearly</EM> antisemitic, but a 
good case can be made that it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976625 33258 315 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:12:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/6976601" target=_blank>#293</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 
<P>Are you an End-Timer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976696 33258 382 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/6976657" target=_blank>#345</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the Bible. I do believe that we are in an era discussed in Daniel 
8, and talked about by Christ, but I have no specific claims to knowledge. You 
won't ever see me calling some leader or other "the AC", like hundreds of 
churches taught about Gorbochev, Reagan, and even, yes, GW Bush. I know people 
who seriously thought that, and were told that, by their left-leaning churches. 
I don't read the end-times books, since they all say something different, and 
all claim to be experts on the matter. I just keep my eyes open, or I try 
to.</P> 
<P>If you are looking for a yes or no, I'd have to say, yes. The Bible makes 
ample mention of last days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Now I know. I'm not going to try to argue with you about it; that would 
obviously be pointless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976706 33258 391 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 6:28:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/6976694" target=_blank>#380</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am fairly certain that he doesn't really believe most of the stuff he's 
saying. He believes it on some level (and yes I do think he's actually insane) 
but he doesn't really think America is headed towards fascism or that we're all 
going to to be controlled by a world government.He has a nice long multmillion 
dollar contract with Fox and with his radio show and book deals. If he really 
thought there was any danger he'd buy Brando's island near Tahiti and ride out 
the apocalypse in style.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. He's a huckster/kook who's surfing on the extreme right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06976932 33259 12 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:10:10pm  
 
<P>Yes, I'm being more than a little sarcastic. My high school counselor warned 
me about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976964 33259 37 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:14:36pm  
 
<P>Looks like we got a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06976975 33259 45 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:15:44pm  
 
<P>Yep. A live one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977083 33259 139 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:25:52pm  
 
<P>Where else on the web can you find quality entertainment like 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977190 33259 238 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:35:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/6977092" target=_blank>#148</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, will you please boot this nasty little piece of 
garbage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, what do you mean? I think venomX is making some excellent 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977338 33259 380 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 7:51:06pm  
 
<P>#359: it's sad, I know, but you don't get to leave your dramatic offended 
goodbye message. Someday you'll thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977472 33259 509 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:04:51pm  
 
<P>Looks like the word has gone out on the anti-vaccination grapevine - in the 
past hour I've gotten no less than 7 anti-vax hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977591 33259 624 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/6977458" target=_blank>#495</A> 
FlakMusic</EM></P> 
<P>That comment nearly got your account blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977598 33259 629 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:19:03pm  
 
<P>I begin to tire of venomX. It no longer amuses me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06977637 33259 668 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/6977626" target=_blank>#657</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare you threaten to suppress his Brave Voice of 
Dissent!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a horrid person. But I'm comfortable with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06977681 33259 709 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 8:25:39pm  
 
<P>I have no words for the pain I feel upon learning that venomX believes me to 
be no longer relevant. Bleak, unending pain. I shall never be the same.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978196 33260 143 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6978161" target=_blank>#114</A> Maximu§</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I knew I was jumping in hot water here, surrounded by people who want to 
silence us "pesky Christians" but thats Ok...Thy rod and staff comfort me, as 
does my Smith &amp; Wesson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978211 33260 156 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:33:01pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to put up with deranged ranting. When it includes veiled 
threats about "Smith and Wesson," I don't want this person at my blog any more. 
End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978226 33260 168 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:39:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/6978219" target=_blank>#163</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well</P> 
<P>I'm not sure what secular material our children need to learn on the public 
square (!) but I do agree with you. I just wish folks could and would turn down 
the volume on the vitriol some.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, realwest, but you just dinged up one of the most abusive, vitriol-
laden posts in this entire thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978243 33260 184 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:46:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/6978236" target=_blank>#177</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just read an interesting quote:</P> 
<P>But here's my challenge. Who do you think wrote this?</P> 



<P>a. A PhD scientist who supports creationismb. A staunch PhD evolutionistc. A 
PhD scientist in support of Intelligent Designd. A statement issued by the Texas 
Board of Educatione. None of the above</P> 
<P>Do you think statements like this help or hurt science education in 
Texas?</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still waiting for that long list of peer-reviewed papers you promised to 
post. Why don't you just admit you were lying about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978261 33260 200 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 10:53:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/6978251" target=_blank>#191</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? I didn't ding up the "smith &amp; wesson" comment. I dinged up IN PART 
another comment long before it got to the smith and wesson bs, and explained 
what I had done in my #35.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That post that you thought was so pertinent is full of insults and abuse, and 
a lot of it is directed straight at me. I'm offended that you think it's 
something you should approve of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978271 33260 209 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:00:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6978267" target=_blank>#206</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<P>This person is no longer welcome to post at LGF, after numerous comments like 
that one -- and after his nasty abusive comments in favor of the anti-
vaccination madness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978281 33260 219 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/6978276" target=_blank>#214</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm astonished that you think I would upding a post that was 
directed at insulting you - I said 'At least we Christians never forced our ways 
down others throats...' "I dinged you up for that part of your comment,". That 
was NEVER intended by me to insult you at all. And I'd respectfully ask you to 
note that Salamantis, Slumbering Beheomoth, juante and Timber and others all 
dinged my comment up. I'm quite certain that they didn't think I was dinging up 
a post that was so full of insults and abuse, any of which was directed straight 
at you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you re-read that post that you updinged. It's full of insults, and 
I'm astonished that you don't even seem to see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06978284 33260 222 Charles Thu, Apr 2, 2009 11:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/6978283" target=_blank>#221</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hard to believe that it's 2009 and we still have people that think like 
McLeroy let alone in a position of power and endorsed by said Governor 
Perry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick Perry appointed this guy as chairman of the Texas DOE <EM>twice</EM> -- 
even after his young earth creationist views were exposed. This is not an 



accident. The support for creationism in Texas is coming from the highest levels 
of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06979730 33260 293 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 9:17:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/6978310" target=_blank>#240</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I will reiterate my point: I have consistently and strongly supported you 
on every issue on LGF for five years plus and I am shocked that you would think 
I'd cheapshot you or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'll reiterate my point: the post was a gratuitous and extremely nasty 
insult, to me and to LGF in general, and I am shocked that you would approve of 
any of it -- and disappointed that that you're refusing to see the problem, and 
trying to lay some kind of guilt trip on me for being offended.</P> 
<P>Whatever. I'm going to drop it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06979748 33260 295 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 9:23:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/6978372" target=_blank>#262</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But as we all know, some Evolutionists are afraid to question parts of 
evolution and won't tolerate those who do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that some people won't tolerate <EM>liars</EM>, and you have lied 
repeatedly in these threads, about the "science degree" you don't have, and 
about a long list of "peer reviewed papers on intelligent design" that you swore 
existed, then couldn't produce -- but refused to admit it, even after being 
completely exposed.</P> 
<P>You have also lied and misrepresented cases where you claimed people had been 
suppressed and fired from their jobs by the "scientific establishment," even 
after having the facts pointed out to you; you just came back and repeated the 
lies again and again.</P> 
<P>And you continue to post this "teach the controversy" BS, knowing full well 
that people see right through it. You're only posting on these threads because 
you're trying to trick gullible people into swallowing your 
lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06980231 33260 300 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 10:49:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/6980185" target=_blank>#299</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>You are completely shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06980307 33260 301 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 11:01:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/6979612" target=_blank>#292</A> Yaks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of your position vs. theirs - treating this board differently than 
any other political body is a real mistake. If they must have ALL their meetings 
open, recorded, and posted; why not all government meetings?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you afraid of?</P> 
<P>Yes, all government meetings should be broadcast, but this particular bill 
deals only with the Board of Education because the situation is totally 



outrageous, with fanatical young earth creationists in charge of teaching 
children science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06984651 33260 312 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 9:20:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/6983012" target=_blank>#307</A> tremblur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe there are holes the size of the Milky Way in Darwinian macro-
evolution theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over, creationists repeat this assertion. Yet when challenged to 
produce one example of these "holes" in the theory of evolution, they always 
clam up.</P> 
<P>Name one example of a hole in evolutionary theory, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06980037 33263 74 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 10:21:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6979957" target=_blank>#10</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is there an Amazon banner on the right sidebar featuring nothing but 
0bama-worship prayerbooks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That ad banner is content-based -- the Amazon code scans the page for 
keywords and uses them to pick products. The Obama books show up because there 
are a lot of posts that mention him. And I've also see a couple of anti-Obama 
books show up in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982049 33268 74 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 4:13:55pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with a tea party supposedly being "shut down" by the city of 
Burleson, Texas:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/bstein80/city-of-burleson-
tries-to-cancel-tea-party" target=_blank>www.freedomworks.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Except that ... uh ...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.pegasusnews.com/news/2009/apr/03/city-burleson-not-
shutting-down-burleson-tea-party/" target=_blank>City of Burleson is not 
shutting down Burleson Tea Party</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The committee expressed its safety concerns to representatives of the Tea 
Party group. Principally, the City’s concerns are public safety vehicle access 
to the adjacent residential neighborhood and the impact on safe traffic movement 
on State Highway 174 which runs adjacent to the area where the Tea Party is 
requested to take place.</P> 
<P>The City did not attempt to stop the event or prevent the event from being 
held in the city.</P> 
<P>Today, the City has placed calls to representatives of the Tea Party in hopes 
of resolving the City’s concerns and identifying a location for the Tea Party to 
occur. As of the time this press release is being issued, the City has not yet 
received a return call from the Tea Party group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the second case in which tea party organizers claimed victimhood and 
suppression by the evil establishment, when these city governments were simply 
trying to be responsible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982122 33268 133 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 4:32:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/6982079" target=_blank>#99</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Gates of Vienna has been promoting Pro-Köln a lot over the past few 
weeks. They made their own version of Fitna.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,526225,00.html" 
target=_blank>New Front for the German Far Right : Anti-Islamic Party Is Playing 
With Fear</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982131 33268 141 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 4:35:05pm  
 
<P>By the way, I don't appreciate comments that contain derogatory variations on 
the word "Muslim," and any such comments will be deleted. Continuing to do this 
will end up in a blocked account.</P> 
<P>I suggest if you really can't handle this rule, you should go post at Atlas 
Shrugs or Jihad Watch, where they'll let you post any kind of bigoted crap you 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982441 33270 25 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 5:44:56pm  
 
<P>Christian rock!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Vmz801mtiwQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982506 33270 50 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 6:06:05pm  
 
<P>Huckabee has started letting his temples turn gray instead of using Grecian 
Formula. Gettin' ready for that presidential run, so he can turn the 
Constitution into a theocratic document.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982513 33270 53 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 6:07:48pm  
 
<P>The dimpled theocrat, that's ol' Huck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982621 33270 134 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 6:33:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/6982604" target=_blank>#121</A> yesandno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is going to choose Huckster...not possible...please...help...I feel 
dizzy... what are they thinking...over my dead body...</P> 
<P>/ok, just step over it and vote for anyone but the 
huckster...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, yesandno. Huckabee is going to be one of the choices in 2012. Everything 
he's doing right now is intended to position him for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982750 33270 249 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 6:56:14pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6982691" target=_blank>#201</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Seriously. While the Dems are trying to fix the economy and making 
serious foreign policy decisions the Reps are discussing fashion and ipods. The 
Republican alternative budge the other week was a massive embarrassment. Wake me 
up when the right gets its shit together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just call you Rip Van Winkle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06982985 33270 462 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 7:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/6982905" target=_blank>#385</A> 
Taqiyyotomist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe Jeb B., Jindal too. And you have to allow for 2 or 3 Soros spoilers, 
including Ron Paul and his band of techno-cheats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will never vote for Bobby Jindal. If he is the GOP nominee in 2012, I'll 
either sit it out or vote for the Democratic ticket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06983150 33271 6 Charles Fri, Apr 3, 2009 8:18:16pm  
 
<P>This video was shot less than 15 minutes after the little guy was 
born.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06984731 33272 258 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 9:39:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/6983785" target=_blank>#228</A> The Other 
Les</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just got in here because I can't sleep.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry Charles, but I'm going to have to call you out on something.</P> 
<P>If there is one myth that I would really like to bury, it is the myth that 
National Socialism is a right wing ideology, and that the NSDAP and those in the 
present day who seek to emulate them are right wing parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The simple fact is that they define <EM>themselves</EM> as right wing. And it 
would be foolish to describe them as "far left" parties, when there are 
<EM>real</EM> far left parties in Europe who specialize in fighting against the 
neo-Nazis. There's no way you can characterize the NPD as "far left." It just 
doesn't work.</P> 
<P>Sorry, you may not like it -- but "far right" is exactly what they are. And 
in the US as well, the fascist goals of groups like the Council of Conservative 
Citizens and their fellow travelers like Pat Buchanan et al, are tied to far 
right ideologies and parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06984757 33272 259 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 9:48:20am  
 
<P>If you research the history of National Socialism in Germany, it's extremely 
clear that most of the allies of the Nazis were right wing. The term "National 
Socialism" does not imply that they believed in Marxist socialism at all; the 
more relevant part of their name is "National." They were extreme nationalists, 
who fetishized their Aryan heritage and demonized Jews and other "alien" 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06985325 33272 264 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 12:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/6985211" target=_blank>#263</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>I agree that you can't apply modern ideas of "left/right" to the Third Reich 
-- but today the various neo-Nazi groups in Europe and in the US are much more 
aligned with the far right than the far left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06985880 33276 48 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 2:48:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/6985863" target=_blank>#34</A> 
tarheelzoomie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good video. Saw nithing in it that makes me doubt God, His Son, or the 
Word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you expecting to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06986268 33276 377 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 4:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/6986251" target=_blank>#367</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<P>There goes 'Spar Kling' again. Michael Behe is such a pathetic fraud and 
embarrassment that his own university posted a notice explicitly distancing 
themselves from his wacky Discovery Institute hooey: <A 
href="http://www.lehigh.edu/~inbios/news/evolution.htm" target=_blank>Lehigh 
University Department of Biological Sciences</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The department faculty, then, are unequivocal in their support of 
evolutionary theory, which has its roots in the seminal work of Charles Darwin 
and has been supported by findings accumulated over 140 years. The sole 
dissenter from this position, Prof. Michael Behe, is a well-known proponent of 
"intelligent design." While we respect Prof. Behe's right to express his views, 
they are his alone and are in no way endorsed by the department. It is our 
collective position that intelligent design has no basis in science, has not 
been tested experimentally, and should not be regarded as 
scientific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is unprecedented. But in true creationist manner, Behe just keeps on 
spewing the hooey, because it sells books.</P> 
<P>Who do you think you're fooling with your creationist apologetics, 'Spar 
Kling'? We're still waiting for that list of peer-reviewed ID papers you swore 
existed (it doesn't), and for you to tell us in which field of science you have 
a "scientific degree" (you don't).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06986380 33276 470 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 5:25:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/6986374" target=_blank>#465</A> EZ</EM></P> 
<P>And with that stupid comment, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06986940 33276 772 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 8:01:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/771/6986920" target=_blank>#771</A> 
ZoomieMSgt</EM></P> 



<P>That's so cute -- "Chuckie!" Never heard that one before.</P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06987157 33280 15 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 8:38:46pm  
 
<P>Apparently there was some kind of loophole that let banned users get into the 
lounge. I don't have the time or the inclination to debug it, so I'm closing the 
whole thing down and canceling my parachat account. I don't need this 
headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06987292 33280 113 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 9:00:10pm  
 
<P>The parachat account is canceled and the Lounge is no more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06987304 33280 125 Charles Sat, Apr 4, 2009 9:01:35pm  
 
<P>And this didn't just happen tonight. I've been getting reports from several 
LGF readers for more than a year that things were getting nasty in there. 
Tonight was the last straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06988633 33280 572 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:14:22am  
 
<P>Two more passive aggressive jerks heard from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06988875 33280 576 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 9:14:35am  
 
<P>I'm not going to argue about it -- I know for a fact that this was going on, 
I've read the transcripts. The Parachat subscription costs money, and I'm no 
longer willing to spend my money to subsidize people who abuse my 
hospitality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990361 33280 602 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 2:54:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/6989949" target=_blank>#596</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HP, I take it your house does not sport a mirror?</P> 
<P>"An echo chamber run by an intellectual bully" I believe was your description 
of this site in a Lounge convo. You're the one of the top people I had in 
mind.</P> 
<P>I wasn't going to say anything. I was hoping you'd have the grace to 
apologise, to skip out, or at the very least to keep your peace. But I'm 
disgusted by the lies you've just posted here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely. A perfect example of why the Lounge is closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989002 33283 10 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 9:38:04am  
 
<P>People like Glenn Beck are inciting this kind of violence with their ranting 
about armed militias and revolution, and Fox News is incredibly irresponsible 
for letting him do it. The Napolitano webcast was absolutely insane.</P> 



<P>Fox News is becoming everything the left has always said they 
were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989029 33283 24 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 9:43:33am  
 
<P>Yesterday I turned on the TV and Glenn Beck was on, with a huge backdrop 
showing Nazi film clips interspersed with clips of Barack Obama. This guy is way 
out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989149 33283 124 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:04:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/6989128" target=_blank>#104</A> 
rightymouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like Poplawski was a deeply troubled young man mentally/emotionally 
and I doubt it had anything to do with Fox News.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say Poplawski's crimes were due to Fox News, but the fact is that 
since the election, Fox has taken a very marked turn toward the far right. Glenn 
Beck is leading it, but that show with Napolitano, Alex Jones, Lew Rockwell and 
other extremists was beyond the pale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989166 33283 138 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:07:51am  
 
<P>Glenn Beck, by the way, is also a very big booster of Ron Paul, and a 
creationist as well. In fact, Fox News is now giving Ron Paul more publicity 
than ever; he appears on several Fox shows, including Beck and Neil 
Cavuto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989197 33283 166 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:13:21am  
 
<P>Ron Paul with Neil Cavuto (and this is not the only time he's been on the 
show):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/wm224g-OtjI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989270 33283 233 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:26:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/6989225" target=_blank>#193</A> x-wing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I could ding your post down a thousand more times. Obama <B>HAS</B> 
voted to ban all guns. It was one of the few times he didn't hit the present 
button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he has not.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.factcheck.org/elections-
2008/nra_targets_obama.html" 
target=_blank>www.factcheck.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06989330 33283 291 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:35:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/6989281" target=_blank>#244</A> Skembo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon, you can't actually think that these things are linked. Sure they are 
all things that you hold in disdain, but it is silly to throw in that he is a 
fan of these nut-cases... and a creationist!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not silly at all. The point you're missing is that Glenn Beck has been 
promoting one loony idea after another on his show -- end times, Ron Paul, 
creationism, militias, revolution, Obama=Nazis, Obama=Antichrist, you name it, 
he's out there ranting about it. The fact that he occasionally throws in a 
little disclaimer about "not really believing" something does not make it any 
better.</P> 
<P>It's irresponsible in the extreme, and yes -- I do believe all these things 
are linked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989368 33283 328 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:46:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/6989359" target=_blank>#320</A> Skembo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing that I have ever asked for is a disclaimer. Let the students 
know that these theories are not universal accepted, and that I large segment of 
society (a majority actually) believes that God created the world. I don't want 
them to go into seven days or anything else, just that 
disclaimer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such a disclaimer has been ruled unconstitutional in several courts including 
the Supreme Court. It does not belong in any kind of science 
class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989404 33283 363 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:51:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/6989383" target=_blank>#342</A> Skembo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, take out the disclaimer of religious context, just leave in that there 
are many scientists who disagree with the specifics of evolution, and point out 
the holes in the theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are NOT "many scientists" who disagree with the theory of 
evolution.</P> 
<P>Please name one of these "holes" you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989440 33283 396 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:57:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/6989396" target=_blank>#355</A> Skembo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THE MISSING LINK...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please educate yourself.</P> 
<P>Links to posts about transitional fossils:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32750_Transitional_Fossils_-
_They_Do_Exist" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/faq-transitional.html" 
target=_blank>www.talkorigins.org...</A>]</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transitional_fossil" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_transitional_fossils" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989458 33283 412 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 11:00:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/6989450" target=_blank>#406</A> Skembo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care enough about the arguments to invest the time in it. I'm making 
a stand against rigid stupidity, not in favor of creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't care and haven't taken the time to learn, why are you talking 
about "holes in evolutionary theory" and "scientists who don't agree" with 
evolution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989624 33284 79 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 11:29:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/6989602" target=_blank>#62</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there any validation to this story about TARP repayments not being 
accepted? If so, this is VSS. (Very Serious Shit)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB123879833094588163.html" 
target=_blank>online.wsj.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am highly skeptical of that story.</P> 
<P>Note that the source for it is Andrew Napolitano, who also calls Alex Jones, 
"the one, the only, the great Alex Jones."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06989950 33285 40 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 12:36:34pm  
 
<P>#27 varmint: that website is promoted by so-called "anti-jihad" bloggers and 
others who are joining forces with European fascist groups, and links to it are 
not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06997271 33285 138 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 4:16:49pm  
 
<P>Should I now expect apologies from all you people who blew your stacks and 
ranted at me for posting this?</P> 
<P>Because he did apologize, in that politician's non-apologizing way. It was 
very clearly intended to be seen as an apology.</P> 
<P>On second thought, never mind the apologies -- I know you'll just rant some 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990059 33286 40 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 1:06:15pm  
 
<P>If you follow the link to the "anti-jihad blogger" above, you'll see crazy 
Pamela Geller praising Filip DeWinter as a hero, while her commenters insult and 
denigrate LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990062 33286 42 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 1:08:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6990054" target=_blank>#35</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.newmajority.com/ShowScroll.aspx?ID=b4e256d7-396e-4ae3-
b4a4-8433c85db645" target=_blank>Interesting essay</A> about the issue by John 
Rosenthal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990071 33286 49 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 1:11:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6990054" target=_blank>#35</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<P>A quote from that article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who knows what in fact Le Pen was driving at when he first uttered his famous 
phrase way back in 1987?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Rosenthal actually trying to make excuses for Le Pen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990526 33287 17 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 3:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/6990503" target=_blank>#10</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its really not fair to accuse Jindal of trying to sneak this in. The media 
here is clearly either ignoring it or isn't doing their homework. The paper here 
just doesn't mention this nor does any local talk radio.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is completely fair. Bobby Jindal promoted and signed a deceptive 
"academic freedom" bill that was sponsored by the Discovery Institute, and the 
only purpose of the bill is to sneak creationism into schools. There are 
numerous posts at LGF on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990581 33287 42 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 3:51:26pm  
 
<P>The Republican party has an enormous problem with these fundamentalist 
fanatics, and it looks like voters are starting to make them pay for it.</P> 
<P>It's actually difficult to find a GOP politician who is NOT a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990610 33287 63 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 3:57:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6990597" target=_blank>#52</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's an extremely strong statement. I find it very hard to believe 
that's true.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, before you started these creationism threads, I was under 
the impression that creationists formed an extremely tiny and thoroughly 
irrelevant fringe group in America these days. You have certainly educated me on 
that point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is true. I've been checking and almost every major GOP politician is 
either an outright young earth creationist, or a disguised "intelligent design" 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06990637 33287 84 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/6990623" target=_blank>#73</A> 
LionOfDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles made the point that it was getting hard to find non-creationist 
Republicans. Thus my question...Come to think of it, what are the views of the 
last slate of GOP contenders? Ron Paul, Romney, and Guiliani don't seem to be 
overly creationist to the exclusion of evolution...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is a creationist.</P> 
<P>Rudy Giuliani is not.</P> 
<P>Mitt Romney is not.</P> 
<P>Neither Giuliani nor Romney are acceptable to the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990658 33287 105 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/6990644" target=_blank>#91</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this a repudiation of the GOP? Claitor's a 
Republican.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not my point -- I said it looks like voters are starting to repudiate 
creationist GOP members.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990675 33287 121 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:11:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/6990667" target=_blank>#114</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given that the GOP nominated McCain over Huckabee, and that Romney was in 
third place, you could just as easily argue that the natural majority of the GOP 
rejects creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no ... you can't argue that at all. In state after state, Republicans are 
behind the move to get creationism into schools. This is a problem exclusively 
on the GOP side, and it's extremely prevalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990682 33287 128 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:14:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6990678" target=_blank>#124</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As someone who supported both Giuliani (first choice) and Romney (second 
choice) in the GOP primaries, I don't agree with you. And I'll add: the 
feckless, incompetent John McCain, whom Obama bested, wasn't a creationist 
either.</P> 
<P>Giuliani remains a strong contender for elective office here in N.Y. And I 
wouldn't count Romney out nationally either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will be very surprised if either Giuliani or Romney are ever presidential 
nominees for the GOP. They simply don't toe the line on too many fundamentalist 
issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990721 33287 165 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/6990689" target=_blank>#135</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could vote for a creationist, if they support evolution only in 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem, though, is that people whose views are so extreme that they 
reject most of modern science (and that's what creationism does -- you simply 
can't be a creationist without being anti-science) are almost always the type of 
people who want to impose their views on everyone's children. They're 
proselytizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990776 33287 218 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/6990759" target=_blank>#201</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're arguing that since the vast majority of creationists are Republicans, 
the vast majority of Republicans are creationists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not. I've said very clearly that it's difficult to find a GOP 
politician who isn't a creationist. "Politician."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990781 33287 223 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 4:37:56pm  
 
<P>And unfortunately, as the poll linked by Salamantis shows, this is because a 
majority of Republican voters are also creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06990985 33287 414 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:18:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/6990977" target=_blank>#406</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may not seem to be leading anywhere, but it needs to be leading somewhere, 
and the somewhere it needs to be leading, is a firm committment to teaching 
science in science classes, and teaching religion at home, in church, or 
perhaps, discussions about religion and philosophies in some sort of class in 
which world views and philosophies are studied.</P> 
<P>The point in these discussions isn't does person A agree with person B.</P> 
<P>The point of these discussions is where the teaching of religious beliefs 
should take place. And it isn't in a science class.</P> 
<P>If you have not done so, please look at the wiki entries for "creationism", 
"intelligent ID", and "wedge document". Somewhere in those articles you will 
find a link to the actual Wedge Document. Click the link and read, particularly 
the short-term and long-term goals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a real eye-opener about the true goals of the "intelligent design" 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991141 33289 27 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:43:35pm  
 
<P>Oh please. "Technically" not a bow? This is silly.</P> 
<P><STRONG>America</STRONG> has been bowing to these throwbacks for 
decades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06991162 33289 45 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:47:03pm  
 
<P>Cool. So go ahead and keep refusing to face reality, folks. It was <EM>so 
different</EM>, what Obama did. He's evil, and Bush was just "accepting an 
award."</P> 
<P>If that makes you feel better, knock yourselves out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991186 33289 62 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:51:21pm  
 
<P>Personally, I find it as disgusting, if not more so, that Bush accepted an 
<EM>award</EM> from these people. He bowed to accept an award from the most 
repressive theocracy on the planet.</P> 
<P>Oh, I forgot. Obama is <EM>evil</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991199 33289 73 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:54:30pm  
 
<P>Imagine the screaming if Obama had let Abdullah hang a medal around his 
neck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991228 33289 99 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 5:59:54pm  
 
<P>Denial: not just a river in Saudi Arabia.</P> 
<P>I mean, Egypt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991244 33289 112 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:02:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/6991233" target=_blank>#103</A> 
RighTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I expected better of you. There is no comparison with W bowing to allow a 
medal to be put around his neck &amp; the won bowing in 
subservience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll just have to live with your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991271 33289 136 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/6991257" target=_blank>#124</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must not have been paying attention. Were posters here saying Obama should 
be impeached for bowing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1270/6990333" 
target=_blank>Yes.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991310 33289 170 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:11:08pm  
 
<P>Here come the sleepers with their first comments. Amazing how this happens 
with any post that deviates from the talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991328 33289 186 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:13:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/6991297" target=_blank>#157</A> Kalixiri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush was receiving the King Abdul Aziz Order of Merit...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what would your reaction be if Barack Obama bowed his head to receive the 
King Abdul Aziz Order of Merit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991385 33289 238 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/6991350" target=_blank>#206</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling for Barack Obama to be impeached would certainly rank as 
hyperventilation. But it really, deeply ticks me off to see him -- and George 
Bush -- <EM>bowing</EM> to kings.</P> 
<P>We fought a little war to avoid that nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to the real world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991411 33289 262 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/6991397" target=_blank>#249</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama has been in office less then three months. If you are not yet throughly 
disgusted with his behavior with the Saudis, if the bow didn't do it for you, 
just wait.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I expect him to be exactly as nauseatingly obsequious toward the Saudis as 
every US President has been for the past century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991420 33289 271 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:24:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/6991405" target=_blank>#257</A> Kalixiri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh it was disgusting when Bush was playing as the King's best friend for the 
last 8 years. Note that the point of my post was that you used one frame from a 
video to imply that Bush "bowed" before the King as a comparison to Obama bowing 
is misleading. You can argue that we have been subservient to the Saudi's in 
other ways, but this the first time that a President has expressly bowed before 
the King that I know of.</P> 
<P>Oh, and I got your reference to first time posters. This is the first time 
that I saw something you wrote that was obviously wrong and in need of 
correction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So that's not a bow? Looks like a bow to me.</P> 
<P>Oh, but it's a <EM>better</EM> bow. Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991435 33289 284 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:27:41pm  
 
<P>To anyone who thinks this post was "misleading" ... excuse me, but I wrote 
very clearly that you should "click the image to watch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991466 33289 314 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:31:51pm  
 



<P>Bush did bow to King Abdullah, in this video and in every Saudi-related 
decision he made during his presidency. If you think there's something special 
and different about what Barack Obama did, you are fooling 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991474 33289 322 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/6991470" target=_blank>#318</A> Sosigado</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I don't quite understand the intent behind these 'in defense of 
Barack Obama' threads. At least that's the flavor they kind of have, to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just might be missing the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991500 33289 346 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:35:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/6991478" target=_blank>#326</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the bow didn't stand on its own.</P> 
<P>It comes with this:</P> 
<P><STRONG>US Envoy George Mitchell Says Obama backs Arab Peace 
Initiative</STRONG></P> 
<P>Date: 05 / 04 / 2009</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And do you really believe there weren't similar quid pro quo deals with 
George W. Bush?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991536 33289 380 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:39:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/6991509" target=_blank>#353</A> Kalixiri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you link to any other cases where Bush "bowed" to the King? I remember 
none specifically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you do your own research? It's pretty easy to find examples of Bush 
kow-towing to the Saudis. Unless you're blinded by partisan politics, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991580 33289 423 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:44:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/6991556" target=_blank>#400</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you believe that Obama will support Israel <EM>more</EM> than Bush did, or 
<EM>less</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think all American politicians are simply trying to tread water. Nobody is 
really working toward a genuine solution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991674 33289 511 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 6:59:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/6991653" target=_blank>#492</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think we're agreeing. It is a thorny situation, and no US President has 
been in the position to tell the Saudis to simply f**k off.</P> 
<P>But I thought that in purely protocol terms, the Obama bow was a new low. As 
Cognito (!) pointed out, it will be viewed in the Muslim world exactly the way 
many of us have seen it; as an explicit symbol of obeisance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree, an equally rare occasion as your agreement with Cognito. This is 
not a new low, it's just another point on a long continuum of obeisance, and the 
Muslim world has not reacted at all as far as I've been able to tell. (I've been 
checking.)</P> 
<P>The people who are most upset are American right-wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991688 33289 524 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/6991680" target=_blank>#517</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I guess that's what I am.</P> 
<P>(Odd, since I'm a Democrat, but, whatever.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm upset too -- but only in the sense that I'm always upset when an 
American President defers to these Neanderthals.</P> 
<P>Which means <EM>every</EM> American president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991749 33289 581 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:17:51pm  
 
<P>Sleepers coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991760 33289 592 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:20:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/6991750" target=_blank>#582</A> M. Bensson-
Levi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles,</STRONG></P> 
<P>Regarding Bush, and the Saudis, Bush was a complete horse's ass, groomed to 
be so by Daddy Bush's long, and lucrative association with the Magic Kingdom. He 
was lead around by the nose, willingly or not, time and again, and it may be 
justly said that he <STRONG>FIGURATIVELY</STRONG> bowed down to the Saudis, but 
he did not, publicly, ever bow to the Saudi King, as did Obama. To use this 
particular episode to state that he <STRONG>ACTUALLY</STRONG> did so, is, I 
believe, an uncharacteristic error on your part.</P> 
<P>We all make 'em, now and then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you go ahead and believe that a bow is not a bow, because he's 
<EM>accepting a medal</EM> from Abdullah.</P> 
<P>Because that's so much better than what Barack Obama did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991806 33289 635 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:31:09pm  
 
<P>This thread is a microcosm of the reason why this country is in such a 
mess.</P> 
<P>Way too many people treat politics like sports. We have to root for our team 
and scream insults at the other side, no matter what the facts say.</P> 
<P>"Kill the ump!"</P> 
<P>Barack Obama was just doing what's been expected of every American president, 
since oil was discovered under the sand of the Persian Peninsula. When you 



scream that Obama should be impeached, and his bow was worse than the bowing and 
scraping of <EM>every other American president</EM>, you're just playing into 
the hands of the Saudis.</P> 
<P>And meanwhile, the gas tanks just keep pumping, and the Saudis just keep 
getting richer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991843 33289 666 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/6991839" target=_blank>#662</A> Kalixiri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see now that you simply believe that to lower ones head in the presence of 
another, for any reason, is to bow and show subservience to the other person. I 
suppose that you are free to believe as you do, but most people will see a 
difference lowering ones head to allow another to place a medal around their 
neck, and bowing as Obama did before the King.</P> 
<P>Have you yet to find any evidence of other Bush bows that you say happened at 
every Bush-Saudi meeting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do your own research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991883 33289 703 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:48:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/6991853" target=_blank>#676</A> 
jmoss1976</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to disagree with me, make your case. But since just want to 
insult me, you can piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991926 33289 745 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/711/6991892" target=_blank>#711</A> Kalixiri</EM></P> 
<P>Kill the ump!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991931 33289 750 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 7:59:16pm  
 
<P>And with that, sleeper "kalixri' graduated to insults, and is now welcome to 
piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06991952 33289 771 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:03:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/6991941" target=_blank>#760</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a huge difference between holding hand/kissing than bowing. Not to 
us, of course. I will take the bow any day. But to Muslims . Sunni bow only to 
Allah. This will be seen as a bow to The Custodian Of The Two Mosques: Mecca and 
Medina. I think Obama was set up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ONLY people who've even noticed this are right-wing bloggers in the US. 
Not a single Arab media source has even mentioned it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992854 33289 914 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:37:31pm  
 
<P>Denial is a powerful drug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
06994308 33289 960 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:13:28am  
 
<P>Listen to you folks.</P> 
<P>"It's not a bow, he was only receiving a medal."</P> 
<P>"This is nothing like what Obama did."</P> 
<P>Right, because accepting a <EM>medal</EM> from the misogynist, religious 
apartheid kingdom is really just <EM>so much better</EM> than that horrible 
Barack Obama, who did something <EM>no other president</EM> has ever done!</P> 
<P>"Impeach him!"</P> 
<P>This is Obama Derangement Syndrome, plain as day.</P> 
<P>Please, take a look around the Arab papers, and see if any of them are 
crowing over how Obama prostrated himself. Here's a hint -- they are not. The 
only people who noticed this at all are right wing bloggers, and the denial on 
the right over the simple fact that Barack Obama was following in a long line of 
US presidents who pander to the Saudis is purely hypocritical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994497 33289 962 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:36:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/961/6994448" target=_blank>#961</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how you now dismiss it Charles, when in real time it struck you 
enough to immediately post a thread.</P> 
<P>Think me irrational and deranged but it bothers me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when I posted that first thread, I pointed out the same thing. This 
outrage is hypocritical. All presidents pander to the Saudis. You're letting 
your dislike of Barack Obama lead you into intellectual 
dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994771 33289 969 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:15:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/968/6994737" target=_blank>#968</A> clarice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead you do something dumb--make a stupid and inept comparison and take 
this to a global level (US dependence on Saudi Arabia and its effect on policy) 
which lets Obama off the hook.</P> 
<P>Charles I have great respect for what you do , but this is not your finest 
hour, IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lets Obama off the hook -- right. That's my point! I'm sekritly trying to 
excuse Obama!</P> 
<P>Dumb is exactly the word for all of this hyperventilating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995450 33289 979 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 11:43:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/978/6995442" target=_blank>#978</A> free</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You weren't "sekritly trying to excuse Obama" you were blatantly excusing 
him. I don't know what else you would call this post. What other possible reason 
would you have had for posting this video shot, hell the title of the post is 
Bush bowed too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading comprehension isn't your strong suit, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06997246 33289 984 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 4:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/983/6997082" target=_blank>#983</A> Cdat88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, I will ask again, what do you think of those of us that accepted medals 
from the "misogynist, religious apartheid kingdom"? Or is that different?</P> 
<P>The medal in question is <A href="http://www.myarmedforces.com/medal-
84/Saudi_Arabian_Liberation_of_Kuwait_Medal" target=_blank>this</A>.</P> 
<P>I hate to repeat myself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you the President of the United States?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003002 33289 991 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:26:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/990/7002407" target=_blank>#990</A> luco-
brazzi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he is not bowing Charles, he's accepting a medal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! You know, I didn't even notice that!</P> 
<P>Of course, all those words up there about watching the video might lead you 
to think I'm being sarcastic when I say that, which I am.</P> 
<P>He's bowing to accept a medal. Of course, folks like you would be screaming 
even more if Barack Obama had accepted a medal from King Abdullah, and bowed his 
head to do it. But let's just ignore the hypocrisy, shall we?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been here for a couple of months since when did Charles become an 
Obama-thumper?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did you lose the ability to read and understand words?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003484 33289 993 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 3:02:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/992/7003324" target=_blank>#992</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this post is an ill-advised and inaccurate defense of Obama's 
diplomatic weakness on Charles part.</P> 
<P>It was a mistake.</P> 
<P>It would be a mistake (even if Bush had bowed) to assert that since one 
President had made such an error that somehow excuses another President's 
error.</P> 
<P>That's OK. Everyone makes mistakes. This one of Obama's is annoying but 
hardly earth-shattering. Charles error pales in comparison to the brilliance of 
LGF in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're entitled to your opinion, but I do not agree. It was not a mistake, 
and I have nothing to apologize for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011901 33289 1001 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:39:16pm  
 
<P>So long, folks! Take care now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992044 33290 2 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:20:17pm  
 
<P>And no, I am not a pot smoker. Sorry, stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06992121 33290 51 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/6992101" target=_blank>#35</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have spoken with law enforcement officers on this subject, and I'll never 
forget what one told me:</P> 
<P>"Shar- I've never taken a call to go to some pot head's house because he's 
beating his wife. If anything we should ban booze."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing I know for a fact -- alcohol takes a much higher toll on people's 
lives than marijuana ever has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992178 33290 101 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:39:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/6992137" target=_blank>#63</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, marijuana wipes out whole families on the road too, if a driver has 
been smoking it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not the same at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992191 33290 113 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6992164" target=_blank>#89</A> m1150</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who says, "Make it legal for adults but keep it banned for kids" is a 
hypocrite.</P> 
<P>It should be legal for everyone or illegal for everyone. None of this "Do as 
I say, not as I do" nonsense.</P> 
<P>I believe the same thing for alcohol, BTW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992225 33290 144 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 8:45:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/6992208" target=_blank>#129</A> m1150</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>113 charles:</P> 
<P>No I'm quite sane and have spent a great deal of my life studying youth 
alcohol policy. I'm firmly convinced youth prohibition has led to all of the 
problems of general prohibition in the 20s and that the best way to avoid 
alcohol problems is to gradually introduce young people to alcohol in a non-
glorified, non-forbidden fruit way from a young age, as is done in Southern 
European cultures with very low rates of alcoholism.</P> 
<P>Are you a hypocrite?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but after reviewing your comment history you are 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992779 33290 668 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:22:22pm  
 
 
 



<P>Looks like Jeff Goldstein is now being a gigantic prick. Guess I should have 
seen it coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06992801 33290 689 Charles Sun, Apr 5, 2009 10:27:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/683/6992795" target=_blank>#683</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did he do? I think that he's a decent actor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just insulted everyone at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995630 33290 990 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/989/6995619" target=_blank>#989</A> AZDave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the looks of it, Penn Jillette has smoked just one too 
many.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching the video might have been a good idea before making that 
comment.</P> 
<P>Penn Jillette has never smoked dope in his life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994421 33293 8 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:28:38am  
 
<P>This is Obama Derangement Syndrome, in your face. And for trying to bring a 
little sanity to the discussion, I'm getting hate mail and abuse.</P> 
<P><EM>Stone the unfaithful monkey!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994507 33293 63 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:38:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/6994484" target=_blank>#48</A> jester6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree we have been too light on the Saudis. But putting your head down to 
get a medal (a sign of honor from the granting party) is not the same as bowing 
to the Saudi King.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. It's worse, in fact. Accepting praise from the Saudis is like 
getting kissed by the devil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994518 33293 73 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:39:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/6994498" target=_blank>#58</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how you now dismiss it Charles, when in real time it struck you 
enough to immediately post a thread.</P> 
<P>Think me irrational and deranged but it bothers me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when I posted that first thread, I pointed out the same thing. This 
outrage is hypocritical. All presidents pander to the Saudis. You're letting 
your dislike of Barack Obama lead you into intellectual 
dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994605 33293 150 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:49:34am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/6994583" target=_blank>#128</A> vr430</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While Charles is correct about the metaphoric bowing to the Saudis, for some 
reason he is refusing to acknowledge the physical act.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason: it's stupid, and hypocritical, and intellectually 
dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994611 33293 156 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:50:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/6994584" target=_blank>#129</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nevergiveup -</P> 
<P>The bow was to get the medal as is clear from watching the whole clip rather 
than looking at a screen cap. Fauxtography is alive and well.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. The video is right there, and I made it very clear that you 
should watch it in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994639 33293 180 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:54:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/6994536" target=_blank>#86</A> 
limeshurbet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is what makes this so very disappointing coming from 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll find a way to live with your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994663 33293 202 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:57:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/6994642" target=_blank>#183</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I didn't think Bush was literally bowing either, even after I watched 
the video. He needs to lower his head in order to get the medal around his 
neck.</P> 
<P>But I don't think that's relevant to your general point that all U.S. 
presidents have displayed shameless servility toward the 
Saudis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A bow is a bow is a bow. We can split hairs and say he bowed to receive a 
medal if you like -- but I see no difference whatsoever between that kind of bow 
and what Barack Obama did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994803 33293 306 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:19:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/6994762" target=_blank>#286</A> 
limeshurbet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#202: That's the disingenuous BS I am talking about.</P> 
<P>LEANING DOWN to receive a medal and BOWING as President of the United States 
aren't the same thing.</P> 
<P>And you know it, Charles. YOU KNOW IT.</P> 



<P>And instead of being intellectually honest about it, you make a snarky 
comment about being able to live with my disappointment.</P> 
<P>And what's worse, I AGREE WITH YOU about the Saudis.</P> 
<P>Maybe its my own damned fault for believing that, whatever your opinion on 
something, you would always be fair to people that had a respectful 
disagreement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, let all that anger out. Direct it at me if you like. I'm a bad bad 
person for not toeing the line, I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994871 33293 335 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:30:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/6994839" target=_blank>#323</A> 
guitarguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.Obama bowing to Saudi’s = Wrong.‘W’ bowing – to receive a medal from 
Saudis = Wrong.Why anyone would want a medal from the Saudi’s is beyond 
me.Believe me, I would LOVE to finally see a world leader with a spine of steel 
stand up to the Saudi’s…..and others.</P> 
<P>However……….</P> 
<P>When Ted Kennedy was diagnosed with cancer months ago, any mention of 
Chappaquiddick was verboten at LGF.</P> 
<P>Saudi’s = Fair game. (Agreed.)Leave a woman to die and make every attempt to 
cover-up your involvement = Hands off. (…..scratches head…..)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, I'm sorry you weren't allowed to spew venom at a man suffering from a 
stroke. Maybe you should find some other blog that will let you do that instead 
of whining about it to me, because that policy isn't going to 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994963 33293 360 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:45:08am  
 
<P>A thought experiment for those who are frothing at me for pointing out the 
essential hypocrisy of bashing Obama while excusing Bush...</P> 
<P>Would you have been:</P> 
<P>A) More upset, or</P> 
<P>B) Less upset</P> 
<P>...if Obama had done exactly what Bush did, and bowed his head to <EM>receive 
a medal</EM> from King Abdullah?</P> 
<P>If you're honest, you'll admit that you'd be screaming about that even 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06994978 33293 361 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:47:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/6994949" target=_blank>#356</A> 
limeshurbet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I say Charles is being "disingenuous" I mean to say that, while I agree 
with his larger point, how he is presenting his argument is "disingenuous" - in 
that he knows the two aren't the same thing in the far recesses of his mind, he 
is simply choosing to ignore that fact because it doesn't conform to the 
"narrative" he is presenting in support of his overall "this is all just 
mindless Obama bashing" comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Must be nice to be able to read minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06995044 33293 374 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:55:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6995015" target=_blank>#371</A> 
limeshurbet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice that isn't a denial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, you got me there!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995369 33293 394 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 11:33:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/6995356" target=_blank>#392</A> 
guitarguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Venom?Who spewed venom?I didn't spew 'venom'.</P> 
<P>I made the point that he lived to see another 40 years, and she 
didn't...because of him.</P> 
<P><EM>(...and you left out the part about him leaving a young woman to 
die.)</EM></P> 
<P>For what it’s worth;Imagine being an observer of all that went down on that 
Chappaquiddick night.How would you feel?How angry would you be?Now what has 
occurred in the past 40 years that would make anyone say: “Chappaquiddick, 
shmappaquiddick...Don’t embarrass the poor guy…”</P> 
<P><STRONG>If King Abdullah suffers a stroke, will that elevate him to 'Hands-
off' status...?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, I will make it easier for you to find somewhere else to post 
your comments, by blocking your account. Buh-bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995801 33293 409 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:38:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/6995769" target=_blank>#408</A> 
mypetjawa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, Charles, Adams was an Ambassador at the time (subordinate) not President 
of the United States (equal).</P> 
<P>Also, Adams was an Anglophile of the highest order, something that would come 
back to haunt him as President and one of the causes of him not winning a second 
term in office.</P> 
<P>The point about cowtowing to the Saudis is valid, but not about bowing.</P> 
<P>Shaking hands and kissing and what not are acts of affection and/or 
greeting.</P> 
<P>Bowing is always an act of subordination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say Adams was president when this happened -- and I've since edited 
the post to remove the language that caused confusion for some people.</P> 
<P>And I completely disagree that there's something horrible and different about 
Obama's bow. When Bush accepted Abdullah's medal, he made a very formal bow, 
hands at his sides, extremely deferential.</P> 
<P>American presidents have been bowing to the Saudis for decades. Some do it 
outright, others do it figuratively, by giving them everything they want, 
treating them like royalty, and refusing to criticize or demand that they reform 
their brutish misogynistic society. It's standard US politics, and has been for 
a long, long time, and it's no more or less infuriating when Barack Obama does 
it than when any other president does it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996026 33293 415 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:19:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6996019" target=_blank>#413</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Charles,</P> 
<P>You seriously need to calm down about this, as does many of your 
commenters.</P> 
<P>First, you post a video saying it was bush bowing. Then it turns out to be a 
little less than that, so you change your post without mentioning that you 
changed it. Then you move the goalpost to how we have metaphorically bowed for 
years. well, yes, but there is a difference between metaphorically doing it and 
actually doing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't changed a thing. Bush bowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996030 33293 416 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:20:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/6996019" target=_blank>#413</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh and please stop printing letters of people who love you to death for 
attacking people on your side. Its so Andrew Sullivan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't like that? Too bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996179 33293 421 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/6996173" target=_blank>#420</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<P>No, I do not agree, and I am not wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996483 33293 427 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 2:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/6996377" target=_blank>#426</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the question if Bush bowed or not, is absurd and irrelevant, since 
it's just a gesture. The problem aren't personal obeisances, but the fact that 
no US-President has cut the ties to one of the most barbaric regimes in the 
world, and this is one of the few points where Bush can be 
criticized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is the point I've been making over and over and over, while people 
continue to scream that it's "different" when Barack Obama does 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06997232 33293 433 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 4:09:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/6997199" target=_blank>#431</A> N. 
O'Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, dude... <A href="http://www.yourdictionary.com/bow" 
target=_blank>Definition of bow</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>bow (bo?u)intransitive verb</P> 
<P>2. to bend down one's head or bend one's body in respect, agreement, worship, 
recognition, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06997345 33293 435 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 4:27:54pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6997257" target=_blank>#434</A> N. 
O'Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Good nickname, by the way. Fits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995128 33295 81 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 11:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/6995088" target=_blank>#52</A> JacksonTn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT early - sorry ... but working and watching LGF Spy ... who are all these 
new or not so new posters downdinging and posting in old threads 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995405 33297 55 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 11:37:54am  
 
<P>Fascinating to watch LGF Spy, as the sleepers come out of the woodwork to 
down-ding my posts about the bow, and up-ding posts that insult me.</P> 
<P>I've seen at least six people doing this in the last half hour, who have 
either 1) never commented, or 2) posted less than 10 comments in the last 4 
years.</P> 
<P>It's amusing in not-very-amusing way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995691 33297 304 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:17:35pm  
 
<P>Another lovely phenomenon that always happens when I don't toe the line on 
one issue or another -- I get a spike in email spam, as people go out and sign 
me up for every mailing list they can find that doesn't require a 
confirmation.</P> 
<P>It's a type of petty harassment that I've learned to completely expect -- but 
not a problem, because Spam Sieve quickly learns to recognize and delete the 
spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995723 33297 332 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:24:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/6995682" target=_blank>#297</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, are we saving our bullets? Do we get "credit" somehow for being even-
handed with not pointing out errors committed by an uber partisan like Obama? I 
think the answer is a resounding "no".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less who gives me credit for my stance, or who 
bashes me for it. I'm trying to write honestly, as I see things, and what the 
left or the right thinks about it matters less to me than a butterfly's 
fart.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose I thought you'd agree that the bow was beyond the 
pale.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with this at all. It's NOT beyond the pale, it's absolutely 
standard behavior for a US president.</P> 
<P>Am I unhappy about it? Yes. I think I've made it exceedingly clear that I 
think ALL presidents who defer to the Saudis are disturbing and upsetting. But 
I'm not going to join the crowd and be a hypocrite about it, and claim that 



there's something different and horrible about it when Barack Obama 
bows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995814 33297 408 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/6995785" target=_blank>#386</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said, the "Bush bowed too" headline is flat out wrong. He clearly did 
not bow, and Obama did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did bow, very formally. He put both hands at his sides, and bowed in 
deference as Abdullah hung a freaking medal around his neck. It's ridiculous to 
claim that this is somehow "better" than what Barack Obama did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995850 33297 440 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:49:00pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/6995844" target=_blank>#434</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<P>The Merriam Webster definition of "bow:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>to bend the head, body, or knee in reverence, submission, or shame</P> 
<P>to incline the head or body in salutation or assent or to acknowledge 
applause</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He bowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995872 33297 460 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 12:54:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/6995856" target=_blank>#444</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Bowing is not required to receive a medal.</STRONG>Any number of 
videos are around where the President decorated a service person, who stands at 
attention, while the President unclasps the medal, stands to the back of the 
recipient, and fastens it around his or her neck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P> 
<P>I'm reminded of Bill Clinton trying to parse the definition of the word 
"is."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06995937 33297 517 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:06:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6995895" target=_blank>#480</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry... no, here there ARE important distinctions as to what kind of "bow" 
we're talking about. To take a deliberately extreme example; bowing to 
acknowledge applause from an admiring audience is NOT the same thing as bowing 
to acknowledge one's subservience to a monarch. The physical acts might bear 
some facile similarity; the symbolic import is wildly 
different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see any difference in the symbolic import. Both Presidents bowed to 
the Saudis, both literally and figuratively. If you want to put it under the 
microscope, Obama's bow was LESS formal than Bush's.</P> 
<P>American presidents have been nauseatingly deferential to the Saudis for a 
long, long time. It's just not intellectually honest to claim that Obama did 



something new, and horribly different. It's only another point on the continuum 
of US coddling of Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996002 33297 574 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/6995969" target=_blank>#546</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First off; can we set aside the "figuratively" part for a moment? Because it 
keeps getting blended into the "literally" side of the argument, which just 
confuses things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you're the one who brought up the "symbolism" of it, and I was 
responding to that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Second: Bush "bowed" his head so a shorter man could hang a medal around his 
kneck. Obama "bowed" as an act of greeting/recognition. I cannot agree that 
those are the same category.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not the case. Bush put both hands at his sides and bowed from the 
waist, and it was clearly an act of deference, no less than what Obama did. Then 
he shook Abdullah's hand and kissed him on both cheeks.</P> 
<P>At least Obama didn't kiss the bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996229 33297 735 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:49:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/727/6996195" target=_blank>#727</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My bottom line:People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones.</P> 
<P>Bush was such a thoroughly dhimmified oil whore to the Saudis that for Reps 
now to go after Obama for bowing to the Head Saudi Oil Honcho is just plain 
silly, because it highlights Bush's own yellow deferential 
conduct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's worse than "silly," it's intellectually dishonest and 
hypocritical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996244 33297 738 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:51:13pm  
 
<P>Bush strolling through the White House garden hand in hand with Abdullah:</P> 
<P><A title=image690803x.jpg 
href="http://wwwimage.cbsnews.com/images/2005/04/25/image690803x.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: image690803x.jpg</A></P> 
<P>This is <EM>so much better</EM> than what the evil Barack Obama 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06996266 33297 742 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:53:57pm  
 
<P>Bush sharing a quiet chat in the White House with Prince Bandar:</P> 
<P><A title=bandar-in-jeans.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Pictures/bandar-in-
jeans.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: bandar-in-
jeans.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



06996278 33297 745 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 1:55:15pm  
 
<P>Bush having a good old time dancing with Saudis and swords:</P> 
<P><A title=bush_sword_dancing.jpg 
href="http://www.bobcesca.com/images/bush_sword_dancing.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: bush_sword_dancing.jpg</A></P> 
<P><EM>So much better</EM>. What Obama did was evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06997362 33297 791 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 4:30:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/784/6997077" target=_blank>#784</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush bowed his head, pure and simple, if the identical video showed Harry 
Reid or Nancy Pelosi bowing to accept the medal, I highly doubt even one of 
those now parsing Bush's bow would do the same for Reid or Pelosi.</P> 
<P>Think about about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Obama had been shown bowing to receive a medal from Abdullah, I guarantee 
the same people would be screaming about it even louder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06997998 33300 47 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:19:34pm  
 
<P>Better not report news like this if you're a "conservative" blogger. Just 
received, with the title: "Uh oh, Chuck's a Moron!"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There ya' go Chuck. Let's see, you've taken the Andrew Sullivan Trail from 
Obama lover to Gore worshiper in what, how long?</P> 
<P>What a moron.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998078 33300 112 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:29:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/6998050" target=_blank>#89</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why do you hate Christians?</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is simple. I am the Antichrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998088 33300 121 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:31:01pm  
 
<P>Wait. Did I just say that? Must be the Chardonnay.</P> 
<P>I'm not the Antichrist. Repeat, not the Antichrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998114 33300 146 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:33:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/6998101" target=_blank>#134</A> 
summergurl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That they continue to refer to you as "Chuck" leads me to believe that they 
are the ones that TP'd houses for fun when teenagers. Goofwads</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently the nickname Chuck is supposed to fill me with self-loathing, 
leading to copious weeping and apologies to the Nirthers and to Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06998141 33300 173 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:37:49pm  
 
<P>Do people actually watch Sean Hannity's "Great American 
Panel"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998169 33300 200 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:40:52pm  
 
<P>Tonight Sean is featuring the transcendent wisdom of Tony 
Orlando.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998182 33300 213 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:42:30pm  
 
<P>Hey Tony: what ever happened to "Dawn," by the way? Or are we not supposed to 
ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998235 33300 262 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:50:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/6998199" target=_blank>#229</A> dicentra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey. Tony Orlando started a Great American tradition. Where do you think all 
those ribbon campaigns started?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you can write another post at Protein Wisdom, on the hatred I feel for 
all great American traditions.</P> 
<P>I think that would be lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998250 33300 276 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 6:51:55pm  
 
<P>Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998355 33300 377 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:11:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/6998349" target=_blank>#371</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you might be getting some backlash because of the "uh oh". Not that 
you can't say "uh oh" about whatever you want, but I'm just sayin' that might be 
what the Love-To-Hate-Charles clubs are responding to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing what two little syllables can evoke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998413 33300 433 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:21:11pm  
 
<P>Imagine the hate if I had written "Uh oh. Look out."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998436 33300 456 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:23:53pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Look out!</P> 
<P>Media Matters drone Eric Boehlert is linking to LGF with approval.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/countyfair/200904050005" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Verily, I must be the Antichrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998517 33300 532 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:33:02pm  
 
<P>If you put pants on <EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/6998490" 
target=_blank>#505</A> Bobblehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems the ultimate insult is to call you"Chuck". Their razor sharp wits 
must cut you to the quick. LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea how much pain I feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998532 33300 546 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:35:19pm  
 
<P>As I was saying when I was so rudely interrupted by my own hasty editing, if 
you put pants on I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998605 33300 614 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:45:57pm  
 
<P>To get serious for a minute or two, this week is going to be a little 
sporadic at LGF, because I'm preparing to move to a new lair, beneath an airport 
that shall remain nameless.</P> 
<P>It's an analog thing, yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998609 33300 618 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:46:31pm  
 
<P>I think I'll name the new house "Chuck."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998629 33300 636 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 7:49:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/6998621" target=_blank>#629</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hmm. The Ice Bridge collapses and Charles is looking for new 
digs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strictly coincidence. And I am NOT the Antichrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998701 33300 699 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/681/6998680" target=_blank>#681</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Overwhelming support for Glenn Beck from Hot Air readers...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/04/06/quote-of-the-day-481/" 
target=_blank>Quote of the day</A>Presented without comment from 
AP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is completely nuts. He starts out by saying he's not responsible 
at all for inciting right-wing craziness, then he launches into a rant about 
"civil unrest is coming."</P> 
<P>Good lord.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
06998721 33300 719 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:05:16pm  
 
<P>How long before Glenn Beck melts down on air, and has to be physically 
removed from the set?</P> 
<P>He's out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998727 33300 725 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:06:12pm  
 
<P>Maybe it will happen while I'm moving and I won't have to be part of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998750 33300 748 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:10:09pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer is ranting away at Hot Air again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=36144" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998752 33300 750 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:10:32pm  
 
<P>Someone dared to challenge him. SPENCER CRUSH!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998773 33301 1 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:15:16pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998951 33301 137 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:49:46pm  
 
<P>Dick Cheney bowed for King Abdullah too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bostonherald.com/business/general/view.bg?articleid=1082001" 
target=_blank>www.bostonherald.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06998973 33301 156 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 8:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>#119 tommoon</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to leave your dramatic goodbye comment. See 
ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06999299 33301 444 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 9:56:12pm  
 
<P>The second corollary to Stinky's Law:</P> 
<P>The longer a thread runs, the more likely that sleepers and sock puppets will 
pop up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06999348 33301 491 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:07:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/6999337" target=_blank>#480</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you REALLY think it's outlandish and impossible, though? Sure it was 
bullshit, but I wouldn't put anything past our government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was totally outlandish, and totally impossible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06999364 33301 507 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:10:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/6999100" target=_blank>#268</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I'm talking about...</P> 
<P>Follow the link, scroll down...What's they're source for this "information"? 
LEW ROCKWELL! Why the fuck is Glenn Reynolds linking to shit from Lew 
Rockwell?I'm getting ready to delete him from my bookmarks. I'm sure he's a nice 
guy, I don't think he's crazy. What's the deal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06999369 33301 512 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:12:04pm  
 
<P>I expect some nasty trolls to pop up overnight. Please remember to use the 
report button, folks. (The exclamation point.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
06999395 33301 538 Charles Mon, Apr 6, 2009 10:21:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/6999390" target=_blank>#533</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn trys to pull them back to reality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is trying to pull people back to reality?</P> 
<P>You're joking, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000718 33301 674 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:31:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7000660" target=_blank>#673</A> The 
Monster</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished arguing this point. If you want to believe there's something 
really, truly, especially horrible about Barack Obama's bow to Abdullah, knock 
yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000930 33301 677 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:02:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7000164" target=_blank>#663</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video isn't particularly funny, though. A little too much gratuitous 
Christian bashing for my taste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Gratuitous Christian bashing?" Because it makes fun of apocalyptic "end 
times" fundamentalists?</P> 
<P>Maybe you aren't aware of it, but the majority of Christians in this world do 
NOT believe the Antichrist is alive and the end times are upon 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07001025 33301 682 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:16:54am  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is a follower of Ron Paul. He's interviewed Paul with vast praise 
several times.</P> 
<P>He had a series of shows on the End Times. And continually predicts armed 
insurrection in the US. And he's a creationist, in favor of teaching it in 
schools.</P> 
<P>And he cries on air.</P> 
<P>This is the new hope for conservatives? Count me out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001106 33301 685 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:29:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7001090" target=_blank>#684</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Surprised you didn't jump on <A 
href="http://conservativesforscience.blogspot.com/2009/03/glenn-beck-stem-cell-
research-eugenics.html" target=_blank>Beck's attempt to link evolution to 
eugenics.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know about that one, but it's not surprising -- that's what 
creationists do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001369 33301 696 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:17:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/7001342" target=_blank>#694</A> 
TacomaJoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems stupid to paint with such a large clumsy brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After several hundred comments at LGF from creationists who relentlessly try 
to tie evolutionary theory to Nazi Germany, it seems like a very specific brush, 
backed up with lots and lots of evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001382 33301 697 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:18:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/7001354" target=_blank>#695</A> 
Voidseeker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. He is NOT a follower. Ron Paul has been warning about certain economic 
consequences, and was giving speeches about them in Congress during the bubble. 
Glenn has had Ron Paul on to talk about the things that Glenn believes him to 
right about, but has also told him that his followers seem to nuts and some of 
his positions are wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/nODyj8H68TA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07001389 33301 698 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:19:37am  
 
<P>All you have to do is search YouTube for "glenn beck ron paul" and you can 
find dozens of similar clips. Yes, he's a follower of Ron Paul, and a flat-out 
kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001459 33301 702 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:29:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/7001437" target=_blank>#700</A> 
TacomaJoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anecdotal evidence from the "several hundred comments at LGF from 
creationists" does not serve to substantiate your sweeping 
generalizations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein made a whole movie promoting this view. Take a look at any 
creationist website and you will find them promoting this view.</P> 
<P>You may not like it being pointed out, but it's a simple fact that this bogus 
argument is absolutely everywhere among creationists.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The irrational hatred of Christians (and creationists) on this site has 
decreased the value I once placed in coming and reading the excellent discourse 
and posts. Moreover, and more to the point, fighting irrational generalizations 
(linking evolutionary theories and any subscribers to Nazis) with 
generalizations ("that's what creationists do") is fighting stupid with stupid. 
I don't mind when this site brings attention to the insanity of wanting to 
inject Biblical scripture into public school science lessons... but it could be 
done with more class, more thinking and less vitriol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists do not equal Christians. The vast majority of Christians in this 
world are NOT creationists.</P> 
<P>And your claim that there's an "irrational hatred" of Christians at LGF is 
just silly, and false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001533 33301 704 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:41:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/703/7001511" target=_blank>#703</A> 
TacomaJoe</EM></P> 
<P>You mean "sweeping generalizations" such as:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The irrational hatred of Christians (and creationists) on this 
site...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That kind of "sweeping generalizations?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001583 33301 708 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:49:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/7001545" target=_blank>#706</A> 
Voidseeker</EM></P> 
<P>He's "not a follower of Ron Paul," yet he's had Ron Paul on his show dozens 
of times, and agrees with his most extreme opinions. Gotcha.</P> 
<P>What would it take for you to call him a "follower of Ron 
Paul?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001601 33301 709 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:52:02am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/7001574" target=_blank>#707</A> 
TacomaJoe</EM></P> 
<P>Go ahead and deny it, but the vast majority of creationists (the ones who 
make movies and post at creationist websites like Answers in Genesis and the 
Discovery Institute's blogs) do indeed promote the view that evolutionary theory 
led directly to Nazi Germany. This is something we call a 
"fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001618 33301 710 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:54:05am  
 
<P>Educate yourself:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=evolution+hitler&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001699 33301 714 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/7001683" target=_blank>#713</A> 
TacomaJoe</EM></P> 
<P>When you have to insert words into my posts to "prove" your silly points, you 
lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001714 33301 715 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/712/7001682" target=_blank>#712</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even when Glenn Beck was on CNN, Beck was featuring Ron Paul on his programs. 
And I recall, even at that time, that Beck was giving Ron Paul (not just air 
time) but positive, encouraging praise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. And now, despite everything we learned about Ron Paul in 
the last election, we actually have people at LGF who are defending Beck for 
promoting Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>It's sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003401 33301 720 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:47:03pm  
 
<P>If you had apologized for putting words in my mouth and distorting my 
meaning, your account might still be active. Instead you just got even more 
insulting, so I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000695 33303 134 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:27:26am  
 
<P>Wow. Even the mildest criticism seems to make some people fly off the 
handle.</P> 
<P>Did any of you folks actually read McKittrick's post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000753 33303 184 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:38:22am  
 
<P>McKittrick is not your enemy, people. And he's not Sarah Palin's enemy 
either. He was disappointed that she didn't respond more strongly to the attacks 
from the Obama side and the media, and explains why he feels that way.</P> 



<P>And I agree with him. It's just one way the McCain-Palin campaign dropped the 
ball. It makes no sense at all to start savaging anybody who criticizes 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000833 33303 260 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:48:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7000765" target=_blank>#194</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same here - I think this is the first time I've downdinged a thread.BTW, do 
you (or <STRONG>ANY OF Y'ALL</STRONG>) know this fellow,John McKittrick ? By 
know, I mean ever read his blog before?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've linked to his blog several times. He's extremely knowledgeable about 
missile defense and his posts have been quite popular here -- until he dared to 
criticize Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000952 33303 369 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:05:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7000911" target=_blank>#334</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may be knowledgeable about missile defense, but then why is he bashing 
Palin the Governor of Alaska, with no budgetary control of missile defense. 
Would it not have been a stronger piece to go after the Obama administration's 
plans for American defense (or lack of it)?</P> 
<P>Why harp on Palin?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is NOT bashing Palin. He's criticizing the fact that she didn't use a 
strong point in her own favor during the campaign. And it's very MILD 
criticism.</P> 
<P>I have an idea -- let's just never criticize anyone on the conservative side! 
That way we're guaranteed to start winning elections again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07000983 33303 397 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:10:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/7000960" target=_blank>#374</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mckittrick's off base here, or he didn't see the campaign speeches where Sara 
did refer to this role. I distinctly remember them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't remember those speeches either. McKittrick specializes in posting 
about missile defense, so I have to believe him when he writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I paid very close attention to Palin during the campaign and, obviously, 
even closer attention to missile defense as a campaign issue --- and never did 
the two intersect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can show that he's wrong, I'll update the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001174 33303 573 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/7001124" target=_blank>#527</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect Charles might be queasy about Palin because of her creationist 
leanings, and rightly so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admit it -- I'm not on the Sarah Palin bandwagon. I defended her during the 
campaign because the alternative was so much worse.</P> 



<P>But on more than one occasion she said things that really turned me off. The 
dumb anti-science comment about "fruit fly research in Paris France," for one. 
Her refusal to denounce abortion clinic bombers, for another, even after she had 
two chances to do it. In these cases, I believe her motivation was clearly: 1) 
to throw red meat to the anti-science wing of the GOP, and 2) to avoid getting 
on the bad side of the extreme pro-life wing.</P> 
<P>Her belief in creationism is trickier, because she changed her story; after 
first saying she thought it should be taught in schools, she backtracked and 
said it shouldn't. Again, I defended her on that, but it doesn't fill me with 
confidence that she tried to have it both ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001185 33303 584 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:44:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/7001178" target=_blank>#577</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you imagine a party at Charles' house?</P> 
<P>"Hey Charles, thank for inviting us, man. Nice place, great view. Damn fine 
food, too. This stuff is Ace! You know you really suck, though, and let me tell 
you why. Oh, first do you have any toilet paper? 'Cause I'm gonna crap over 
there by the rocking chair. What do you mean, "no"? See, this is just why you 
suck. no-toilet-paper-havin' fascist, is what you are. I can see why the house 
across the street calls the cops on you and launches poo from their backyard 
catapult. Yeah, man, you don't even have a poo-flinger. Jeez, you suck. Got any 
more beer, you big fascist?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. You forgot the part where the bouncer tosses them out, and then they 
dedicate their lives to sending me hate mail, signing me up for spam lists, and 
trashing me all over the internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001193 33303 590 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:45:28am  
 
<P>Another asshole sleeper heard from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001788 33303 702 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/7001673" target=_blank>#693</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A pretty well-regarded poster, apparently, and a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/136/4269621" target=_blank>defender 
of this site</A>... before he got blocked himself. Sigh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That person registered about a dozen sock puppets, and freaked out when I 
started criticizing creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001405 33304 105 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:21:42am  
 
<P>Glenn Beck and Ron Paul discussing the coming New World Order:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/nODyj8H68TA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07001548 33304 234 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:42:52am  
 
<P>We still have people ranting away in the Glenn Beck parody video thread, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001885 33304 524 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:36:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/7001872" target=_blank>#512</A> 
essayons7</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let the hate-responses begin...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like some milk with your martyr cookies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001894 33304 529 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7001878" target=_blank>#518</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said- not a big fan of olives, but I can see why some people who'd 
like them would want them on their pizza.</P> 
<P>Pineapples, on the other hand, have absolutely <STRONG><EM>no</EM></STRONG> 
business being on a pizza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teriyaki pineapple sauce, however, is just lovely on fresh broiled 
salmon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001907 33304 541 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/7001872" target=_blank>#512</A> 
essayons7</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To mention eugenics and stem cell research is not to imply that individuals 
who support this research ARE nazis. It's simply tracing a line from the 
beginning of a movement to its present state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a "realist" view?</P> 
<P>Evolution leads to eugenics, which leads to Nazi Germany, which leads to 
embryonic stem cell research?</P> 
<P>Are you serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001939 33304 573 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7001913" target=_blank>#547</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally, "If evolution is right, why don’t we just help out evolution? That 
was the idea."</P> 
<P>Beck is not stating it as clearly as LGFers would like, but this is an 
accurate assessment of eugenics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're completely eliminating the context. Glenn Beck is a creationist, who 
has bought into the standard creationist falsehood that evolution led directly 
to Nazi Germany. That's what was behind this statement -- not just a description 
of eugenics.</P> 



<P>And no matter how you cut it, "Let’s put science truly in her place" is a 
disgusting statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07001970 33304 604 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 12:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7001924" target=_blank>#558</A> 
essayons7</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see many postings here defending the belief in God as powerfully as 
those that defend science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should "belief in God" need defending? If you have faith, and believe in 
God, why does it matter to you what other people think?</P> 
<P>On the other hand, science does need defending, because science education is 
absolutely essential in this modern world, and idiots like Glenn Beck are 
planting bogus anti-science nonsense in people's heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07002189 33304 768 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 1:11:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/723/7002096" target=_blank>#723</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>Maybe "eliminating" the context was the wrong way to put it; I should have 
written "missing the context."</P> 
<P>And that's why I posted what I did -- to show that context that you 
missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003954 33304 832 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:37:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/826/7003549" target=_blank>#826</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ideology of Eugenics was an application of the evolutionary 
process.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Eugenics was first proposed as an idea long before Charles Darwin 
was ever born, and the eugenics that was advocated by Margaret Sanger et al was 
a non-scientific perversion of evolutionary theory, not an "application" of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004027 33304 835 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:48:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/834/7003980" target=_blank>#834</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A misapplication is, still, an application. A nuclear bomb is an application 
of atomic theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't build an atomic bomb by misapplying nuclear physics, and you don't 
achieve anything in the real world by misapplying evolutionary theory to a 
domain it was never intended for. Eugenics has more in common with Lamarckism 
than with natural selection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07002476 33306 46 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 1:43:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7002463" target=_blank>#38</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm seeing comment #20 on this thread as 7002443... I'm assuming that number 
is quite right so how are you figuring this out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comment ID numbers do not correspond exactly to the number of comments, 
for various reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07002715 33306 263 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7002591" target=_blank>#147</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>I SMELL GEEPERS!</STRONG></P> 
<P>/<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=17018" 
target=_blank>flashback</A> (strangely, the 5145 comments are no longer 
accessible, do they get subtracted from the total?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're still there, but that thread now exceeds the maximum PHP memory 
allotment, so it just stops loading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003185 33306 718 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:32:55pm  
 
<P>Whoa. That was fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003222 33306 755 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:34:55pm  
 
<P>And the poster of the coveted 7,000,000th comment is ... drum roll, please 
...</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/603/7003068" 
target=_blank>Goddessoftheclassroom!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003433 33306 953 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 2:51:47pm  
 
<P>We very nearly had a creationist meltdown as the 7 millionth comment -- in 
the Beck parody video thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003907 33307 277 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:28:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7003651" target=_blank>#103</A> 
VioletTiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand downdinging a thread, especially one like this. Seems kind 
of rude to me, like going over to somebody's house and complaining that they 
served you ice tea instead of lemonade. You could just stay home or shut your 
mouth, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be a meltdown waiting to happen -- Jim708's last comment was in the 
Eurofascist thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33286/comments/#cc6990121" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07003926 33307 292 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:31:55pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7003740" target=_blank>#161</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update to <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/207/7002657" 
target=_blank>my earlier post</A> about Nesara and the Tea Parties.</P> 
<P>Not only are they attending the Tea Parties, They are organizing them...</P> 
<P><A href="http://hoosiersforfairtaxation.blogspot.com/2009/03/fort-wayne-
indiana-tea-party-april-18th.html" target=_blank>FORT WAYNE, INDIANA "TEA PARTY" 
APRIL 18th</A>Nesara is listed under their "Documents every liberty minded 
individual should read"</P> 
<P><A href="http://indianateaparty.blogspot.com/" target=_blank>April 15 2009 
Indianapolis Tea Party -- New Details</A></P> 
<P>The Indiana Tea Party is in an "activist coalition" With Nesara.</P> 
<P>My new favorite Nesara video...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. The Tea Party thing is really getting absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004128 33307 378 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:01:54pm  
 
<P>Killgore is absolutely right about this. The NESARA kooks are as far out as 
you can get. If they're organizing tea parties, we're seeing the beginning of 
the end of them as a viable form of protest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004041 33308 19 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7004014" target=_blank>#7</A> Dar ul 
Harbarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox is, and has always, fed on sensationalism.</P> 
<P>Fox isn't doing anything it hasn't done before. It is just tapping into a 
vein of public anxiety to feed it's bottom line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since the election, I've noticed a very marked shift toward the far right on 
Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004068 33308 36 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:53:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7004032" target=_blank>#14</A> 
LionOfDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But MSNBC can, without a trace of irony, call Olbermann a 
journalist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keith Olbermann sucks.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck sucks.</P> 
<P>One does not excuse the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004087 33308 52 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7004082" target=_blank>#47</A> grumpy old 
codger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bring back the Lounge!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07004106 33308 66 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 4:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7004049" target=_blank>#25</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>The point is that there are responsible ways to debate that point, and then 
there's what Glenn Beck does. For example, sitting in front of a huge screen 
showing clips from Nazi Germany interspersed with clips of Barack Obama is just 
plain nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004182 33308 132 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:07:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7004163" target=_blank>#116</A> 
tgibson1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Michael A. Cohen is a senior research fellow at the New America Foundation 
"</P> 
<P>You might want to find out what the "New America Foundation" is, what they 
believe, who their donors are, what they propose, etc. before you take their 
opinion on what Republicans should do too seriously. Unless, of course, you 
think Fareed Zakaria is a reliable source of advice for the 
GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares? He's absolutely correct about Glenn Beck. Beck is a kook, and the 
more the GOP is identified with kooks, the more they'll continue to lose 
elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004217 33308 159 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:13:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7004203" target=_blank>#148</A> Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To say that Glenn Beck is somehow contributing to the "marginalization of the 
GOP" follows the same train of logical thought that leads to 'Rush is the new 
head of the Republican Party.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. When all the top figures of the GOP, including Michael Steele, 
are willing to lend their credibility to a weeping, ranting nutjob like Beck, 
there's a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004233 33308 174 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:15:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7004226" target=_blank>#168</A> 
tgibson1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So associations, and policy positions don't matter? Thanks for clearing that 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not if he's making valid points, and he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004245 33308 183 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:17:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7004231" target=_blank>#172</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were promoting this wacked out creationist 
website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 



<P>Featuring this wonderful account of dinosaurs on Noah's Ark:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/23.htm" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Why am I not surprised that you like Glenn Beck?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004256 33308 192 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:19:21pm  
 
<P>First meltdown of the thread -- and I predicted this one coming in the last 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004265 33308 200 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7004255" target=_blank>#191</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The middle may be boring, but it is there that practical solutions will be 
found, and from them our country will derive strength and happiness.</P> 
<P>It is worth the boredom to get them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the middle is "boring" at all, and I don't think that's the 
reason for Beck's popularity. Being reasonable and thoughtful takes a little 
more <EM>work</EM>, though, and Beck is offering easy solutions and scapegoats 
for people who don't want to be bothered doing that work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004269 33308 203 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7004266" target=_blank>#201</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there is nothing so wrong with the GOP that powereful drugs, hypnotism and 
some therapy can't fix</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention a clean windshield, powerful gasoline, and a 
shoeshine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004309 33308 242 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:28:25pm  
 
<P>A lot of people seem to have the idea that the Democrats succeeded by being 
just as loony as Glenn Beck, but this is completely wrong. Sure, the Democrats 
have their loony contingent (I've only been posting about it for 8 years), but 
Barack Obama was the absolute antithesis of the loony left. During the campaign 
he was measured and calm, and relentlessly upbeat and positive in his 
message.</P> 
<P>That's why he won. Well, that and the fact that John McCain couldn't campaign 
his way out of a paper bag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004316 33308 248 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7004298" target=_blank>#231</A> gitarfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck is tapping into something people are thinking about or his ratings 
wouldn't be where they are. I read one of his books and it is not extremist. I 
remember when Reagan was making waves in the the late 70's the press couldn't 
hammer him enough as an "extremist". I'm ready for another one like him. No, I'm 



not comparing Beck to Reagan, just pointing out rhetoric tends to be over the 
top when discussing someone with strong opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't remember ever seeing Ronald Reagan weeping or 
screaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004395 33308 325 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:40:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7004363" target=_blank>#293</A> hotei</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what has happened to LGF but you seem to have your panties in a 
wad about the "extreme right". Yea, like anyone with even slightly conservative 
or Republican tendencies should take advice from the politico. Talk show 
celebrities speak for themselves and themselves only--just like LGF speaks only 
for itself. LGF seems to assume that any conservative leaning talk show is bad 
for conservatives. I don't know maybe, maybe not. One thing I do know is that 
this concern for what talk show hosts are doing seems more like jealousy than 
anything beneficial to the future of this great republic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, right, you got me. I'm <EM>jealous</EM> of Glenn Beck.</P> 
<P>I am so ashamed.</P> 
<P>/idiot</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004410 33308 340 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:42:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7004404" target=_blank>#334</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the end the fringe did not prevail.</P> 
<P>We need to point out the fringe, and marginalize them. Because we don't want 
the extreme on either side to prevail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're just jealous of the kooks.</P> 
<P>/need i?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004468 33308 396 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:51:39pm  
 
<P>Uh oh...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.hispanicbusiness.com/news/2009/4/6/conservative_blogger_bush_al
so_bowed_before.htm" target=_blank>Conservative Blogger: Bush Also Bowed Before 
the Saudi King - HispanicBusiness.com</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004483 33308 411 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 5:54:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7004460" target=_blank>#388</A> 
Devil_Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a casual and occasional viewer and listener of Beck, I find that he 
attacks Republicans nearly as often as he does donkeys. Far from identifying 
himself with the GOP, he is much more of a libertarian-type.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- he's a follower of Ron Paul, and has had Paul on his CNN/Fox shows 
dozens of times. Also a creationist, who agrees with Ben Stein that science 
leads to killing people, and wants to teach creationism in public schools.</P> 
<P>That's "libertarian?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07009819 33308 627 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:57:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7009583" target=_blank>#626</A> RJ77</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! You take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009901 33308 628 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/617/7006829" target=_blank>#617</A> 
loudguitars</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, when is the last time you posted ANYTHING positive about religion? 
Glenn is a Mormon, your distaste for Mormons is almost 
palpable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My "distaste for Mormons?" Hey, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28845_Dreaming_of_Super_Tuesday" 
target=_blank>that's a good one!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009907 33308 630 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:10:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/7007928" target=_blank>#623</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the stem cell thing. Well, let's see here. if you believe a fetus is a 
person (and of course not everyone does), and if you believe that we are 
incentivising abortion by relaxing the limits on money for stem cell research, 
then yeah, its kind of a holocaust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An embryo is not a fetus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004574 33309 14 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:06:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7004562" target=_blank>#6</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama bowed.</P> 
<P>Bush leaned over to accept a medal. Same with Cheney.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Bush <EM>bowed</EM> to accept a medal.</P> 
<P>And imagine the screaming if Barack Obama had been given a medal by King 
Abdullah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004590 33309 23 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:09:11pm  
 
<P>George W. Bush pandered to the Saudis throughout his entire presidency. If 
you don't think that's true, you're in denial.</P> 
<P>And he was following a long line of presidents who pandered to the Saudis. 
Barack Obama's bow was the least offensive thing a US President has 
done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004612 33309 36 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:12:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7004604" target=_blank>#31</A> Geepers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So are we trying to prove that Bush was just as bad as Obama, or that Obama 
is just as bad as Bush?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to prove anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07004642 33309 56 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:15:58pm  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail coming in today. I've been a bad, bad 
conservative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004691 33309 94 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:23:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7004667" target=_blank>#72</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the life of me I don't understand your point. Lets even concede that Bush 
bowed, is that a surprise? He also held hands and sword danced with them. Reason 
being that the Bush family are pretty much owned by the Saudis.</P> 
<P>How that that absolve Obama? He has no generational business interests with 
the Saudis. He has something much worse- an innate respect for that prick of a 
King.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, you <EM>don't</EM> understand my point, because I haven't posted a 
single word that "absolves" Obama. In fact, I've made it very clear that I'm 
disgusted by <EM>every</EM> American president who kowtows to the religious 
apartheid kingdom.</P> 
<P>And that means EVERY American president, because they all have, and until we 
get serious about alternative energy sources it's going to 
continue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004709 33309 109 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7004682" target=_blank>#86</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer is slamming LGF over at JW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not interested. He runs a hate site, and I'm no more or less concerned with 
what Spencer says than with what Stormfront says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004760 33309 155 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 6:36:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7004736" target=_blank>#132</A> 
rightwinger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact Bush did not bow. He did what comes naturally when you have someone 
put a medal around your neck who is shorter than you. That is a fact. This is 
completely different than a bow which is what BHO did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. He didn't bow. He just put his hands by his side, bent forward from 
the waist, and received a medal.</P> 
<P>It was NOT A BOW. Just keep telling yourself that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004954 33309 317 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:12:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7004939" target=_blank>#305</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what the heck does the Obama bow story have to do with "Hispanic 
Business", anyway?</P> 



<P>Odd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they just don't expect a 'conservative' to be sane. It's like a two-
headed cat to them. An oddity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07004974 33309 335 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:14:48pm  
 
<P>Playboy Magazine's blogger is also flabbergasted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.playboy.com/articles/shot-across-the-
bow/index.html" target=_blank>www.playboy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005049 33309 405 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:24:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7005000" target=_blank>#361</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... I *do* hope you're not qualifying all those of us who respectfully 
disagree with you on the Obama bow thing as "insane".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all! Some are insane, it's true. (See: Pamela Geller.)</P> 
<P>Others are just wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005085 33309 440 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:31:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7005050" target=_blank>#406</A> Afrocity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry Sharmuta. I have decided that it wouldn't have shit to do with 
it's life if it were not sweating me./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really beginning to wonder about this one. Stinky Beaumont is throwing 
red flags at me, and I've been trying to ignore them, but it's getting more 
difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005128 33309 475 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:39:40pm  
 
<P>I just think it's more than a little odd that someone would post this kind of 
stuff in a thread that's guaranteed to be checked out by the people I just 
linked to.</P> 
<P>I'm not a big believer in coincidences, and this isn't the first time I've 
been seeing the red flags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005170 33309 513 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:46:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7005159" target=_blank>#502</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we are. Christianity does not have a place in the government, and 
rightly so, but it does inform our nations morals and values. Such values 
informed the Abolitionist movement, as well most of our social reform movements. 
America is a Christian nation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. The founding fathers specifically wrote the Constitution to 
<EM>avoid</EM> being identified as a "Christian nation," or as any kind of 
religious nation. This is extremely well documented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07005194 33309 536 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/7005178" target=_blank>#521</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thomas Jefferson made that point very clear. Here are a couple 
examples..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pfft! Thomas Jefferson! What did he know?</P> 
<P>/jefferson bible</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005198 33309 540 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 7:52:44pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005445 33309 769 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 8:36:33pm  
 
<P>I'm amazed that so many people continue to insist that the founding fathers 
intended America to be a "Christian nation," when it is blindingly obvious that 
they specifically wrote the Constitution to <EM>prevent</EM> this from being the 
case. The separation of church and state was vitally important to those men; 
they had fled a Europe in which the consequences of enshrining a national 
religion were horribly clear, and this was one of the strongest imperatives they 
knew -- that they would do everything in their power to prevent it from 
happening in the New World.</P> 
<P>Read the words of Thomas Jefferson if you don't understand this. Jefferson 
thought deeply about this subject.</P> 
<P>So many people these days have forgotten these lessons, and want to return to 
a mythical religious country that <EM>never existed</EM>. Were the early 
settlers of America Christians for the most part, and did they attend church and 
pray? No one can argue otherwise. But they kept their worship separate from the 
concept of governance, because they knew from their own experience how 
disastrous it could be if America lost sight of its origins and reverted to 
religious rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005496 33309 816 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 8:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/7005472" target=_blank>#793</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess I should post the video here.</P> 
<P>Go to 4:06 to hear <STRONG>Newt Gingrich</STRONG> say:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"if we bow to the Saudi king, which the president [Obama] did, which I 
thought was frankly not very good when President Bush did 
it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously Newt Gingrich is a RINO. I think we should organize a hate mail 
campaign.</P> 
<P>Or maybe I could forward all the hate mail I've gotten for saying the same 
damned thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005621 33310 46 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:07:04pm  
 
<P>Remember -- Bush <EM>did not bow!</EM></P> 



<P>He inclined from the waist, with both hands at his sides, in order to 
<EM>receive a medal!</EM></P> 
<P>And that's <EM>way different!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005674 33310 88 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:17:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7005670" target=_blank>#84</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Newt Gingrich isn't conservative enough, we're in trouble. He's not 
perfect, but he is one of the good guys. If he is damaged goods because of his 
minor transgressions, who will be left? No politicians, living or dead, are 
coming to mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only person conservative enough for some of these people is apparently 
Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005722 33310 133 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:27:06pm  
 
<P>Spencer and Geller are desperately trying to smear me over this, by the way. 
It's some of the most pathetic frothing I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07005751 33310 158 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 9:33:05pm  
 
<P>This is what Robert Spencer is reduced to -- posting articles with titles 
like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Canadian neo-Nazis excoriate Jews, root for the Taliban, link to Little Green 
Footballs</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a sad little man, with such a giant flaming ego.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07006020 33310 415 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:37:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7005913" target=_blank>#312</A> 
LynnfromNZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read this article: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.thenewamerican.com/history/american/574" 
target=_blank>www.thenewamerican.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I find it hard to deny the compelling facts it has -- verifiable names, 
dates, etc. If you have better ones that prove them wrong, let's hear 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Links to the John Birch Society. Get off my website.</P> 
<P>Absolutely sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07006043 33310 437 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:44:35pm  
 
<P>I do not fucking believe that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07006049 33310 443 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 10:45:53pm  
 



<P>Now I have to go through all of that creep's other comments to see if he left 
any other little piles of shit like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07006110 33310 500 Charles Tue, Apr 7, 2009 11:06:54pm  
 
<P>And by the way, there's a whole bunch of people ranting away in the Glenn 
Beck thread again, refusing to see that it's beyond stupid to defend Beck.</P> 
<P>We now have people at LGF who see nothing wrong with a conspiracy-spouting 
maniac who weeps on the air, laughs uncontrollably, praises Ron Paul, and talks 
daily about apocalypse, revolution and the end times.</P> 
<P>Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07007822 33312 113 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:43:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7007785" target=_blank>#110</A> flagpony</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've just started reading the 5000 year leap as recommended by Neal Bortz and 
Honestly I haven't seen anything whacky yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07008433 33312 140 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 11:20:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7008316" target=_blank>#131</A> Lizard by the 
Bay</EM></P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with you?</P> 
<P>Rense.com? Asleepknowmore.com? And about a dozen more equally insane fringe 
and far right websites?</P> 
<P>Have you lost your mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009313 33312 159 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7008968" target=_blank>#148</A> senator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come back, Charles. We miss you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I won't miss you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009838 33312 175 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7009712" target=_blank>#173</A> RJ77</EM></P> 
<P>And now the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/626/7009583" 
target=_blank>antisemites</A> and Paulians are showing up. Are we having fun 
yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009848 33312 176 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:00:27pm  
 
<P>Birchers and Paulians and Jew-haters, oh my!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009983 33312 181 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:22:34pm  
 



<P>As soon as you criticize Glenn Beck, out come the cranks and the kooks. John 
Birchers. People citing Carroll Quigley with approval. Ron Paul drones.</P> 
<P>I'm sure it's just coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010075 33312 186 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:34:42pm  
 
<P>This is ridiculous. If you want to promote Cleon Skousen or the John Birch 
Society, do it at your own blog. I'm not going to allow any more of this 
extremist crap here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010502 33312 199 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7010316" target=_blank>#193</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think someone we know may have posted <A 
href="http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=12356304&amp;postID=85824342711327
94018&amp;page=1" target=_blank>Anon 4:18PM</A>... it might be good for some 
lulz to compare IPs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that nice? The stalkers show up at Amit Ghate's blog!</P> 
<P>I live inside their heads. I put in a nice sofa set, and a 47" flat screen 
TV. And I watch science shows all day long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011870 33312 209 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:28:11pm  
 
<P>Apparently some people couldn't be bothered to read what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is ridiculous. If you want to promote Cleon Skousen or the John Birch 
Society, do it at your own blog. I'm not going to allow any more of this 
extremist crap here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now I'm simply going to block people who promote this 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07012048 33312 212 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 10:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7011966" target=_blank>#211</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is going on here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is going on is that we had a bunch of people promoting a John 
Birch Society wacko, Ron Paul, and all kinds of other completely out of bounds 
crap. I warned them not to do it, but they sneaked back in when everyone else 
moved on to another thread, and proceeded to shit all over my site with their 
racist conspiracy trash.</P> 
<P>John Birchers are not welcome at LGF. I don't know how to make this any more 
clear, but I am simply not going to allow it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07013354 33312 218 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:12:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7013266" target=_blank>#217</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a John Bircher?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07013372 33312 219 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:14:30am  
 
<P>And yes, I am saying that I don't want John Birchers at my site. Racist far-
right conspiracy trash is not welcome. I thought I was pretty damned clear about 
that, but apparently you still want to question it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07013488 33312 221 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:28:55am  
 
<P>I repeat:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now I'm simply going to block people who promote this 
crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't email me complaining about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07014121 33312 226 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 10:59:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7013935" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<P>If you don't know much about the John Birch Society, or their history of 
support for segregation among other ugly extreme right causes (such as this New 
World Order conspiracy craziness), I suggest you educate yourself before you 
criticize me for having "animus" toward them.</P> 
<P>John Birchers are not welcome here. That's the last time I'm going to say it. 
If you want to continue this game of "not defending" them, you're not going to 
be here much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07007771 33314 21 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:38:28am  
 
<P>By the way, I let about 90% of this crap go by without commenting on it. But 
I'm not going to let these creeps continue without responding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07008696 33314 705 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 11:59:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/7008652" target=_blank>#682</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just me, I guess.Oh, well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just you. I've been watching this develop and I'm just as disgusted as 
you are, and disappointed with Glenn Reynolds for promoting bogus victimhood 
claims.</P> 
<P>It's just part of the bad craziness that's everywhere these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07008952 33314 764 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 12:33:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/7008827" target=_blank>#747</A> 
HippieforLife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For him to make the awful statement that "we are not a Christian nation" is 
just plain wrong. He thinks that the people of our country just consider 
themselves "citizens". Every time I hear him talk he always uses the word "we" 



when he apologizes for the country is was elected to lead. I am not sure just 
who the "we" is. Our country was founded on Christian principles and all the 
documents from our beginning indicate that ideal. He certainly can do harm to 
our country. That is why we all need to pay attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you only heard the part you wanted to hear. This is the full 
statement Obama made:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"One of the great strengths of the United States," the President said, "is 
... we have a very large Christian population -- <STRONG>we do not consider 
ourselves a Christian nation or a Jewish nation or a Muslim nation</STRONG>. We 
consider ourselves a nation of citizens who are bound by ideals and a set of 
values."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he is absolutely right. The US is a secular nation, and the Constitution 
was written with this in mind. The very first amendment to the US Constitution 
states it very clearly:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a fan of Barack Obama, but on this he was exactly correct. The US is 
NOT a "Christian nation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009061 33314 774 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 12:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/771/7009030" target=_blank>#771</A> 
HippieforLife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why say we are not a Christian nation like being one is a bad 
thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because theocracy IS a bad thing. But that's beside the point -- he very 
clearly said "one of the great strengths of the United States" is that we are 
not a theocracy. I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009096 33314 776 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 12:53:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/7008940" target=_blank>#763</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kinda curious what this French news/ documentary story says if there are any 
lizards out there who can translate.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x80sna_nazis-au-vlaams-
belang_news" target=_blank>www.dailymotion.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Je ne sais quois.</P> 
<P>It looks like another exposé of the Vlaams Belang's Nazi roots and continuing 
neo-Nazi connections. You know -- those Nazi connections that we're supposed to 
believe are all "fantasies."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009154 33314 782 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:00:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/780/7009124" target=_blank>#780</A> 
HippieforLife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that theocracy is a very bad thing. I am not promoting that by any 
means.</P> 



<P>I just think he uses peculiar turns of phrase. While he is trying to reach 
out to other countries, he seems to be smacking his country. Maybe I should use 
the small c for christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I disagree. Obama made this statement in a country that is on the 
brink of tipping into theocracy, Turkey. He wasn't bashing America, he was 
<EM>praising</EM> America, and making a very pointed reference to the fact that 
many countries in the Middle East <EM>are</EM> theocracies.</P> 
<P>Again, I'm not a fan of Obama, but I can't criticize this statement. It was 
accurate, true, and actually showed some cojones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009544 33314 821 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:21:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/814/7009453" target=_blank>#814</A> FabioC.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough. Now, have bigel, American Infidel and the whole lot gone down 
the memory hole?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Those people have been gone from LGF for a long, long time, and 
they were only able to get away with it for so long because I simply didn't have 
tools to monitor comments very well, years ago.</P> 
<P>If you have a point to make, please feel free to make it. If you're going to 
try to defend Spencer's completely out of control website, try to come up with 
something more than a lame <EM>tu quoque</EM> argument based on a situation that 
hasn't existed here for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009620 33314 831 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:34:49pm  
 
<P>The nuts are starting to come out of the woodwork now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009336 33316 36 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7009292" target=_blank>#10</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now let's turn the translator on to Obama...</P> 
<P>Start with,"America is not a Christian Country"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, here you go:</P> 
<P>Obama: "America is not a Christian country."</P> 
<P>Translatronic Device: "Well, he's right. America is not a Christian 
country."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009343 33316 41 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:32:05pm  
 
<P>Let's have a look at Obama's full statement, shall we?</P> 
<P>Obama: "One of the great strengths of the United States is ... we have a very 
large Christian population -- we do not consider ourselves a Christian nation or 
a Jewish nation or a Muslim nation. We consider ourselves a nation of citizens 
who are bound by ideals and a set of values."</P> 
<P>Translatronic Device: <EM>[nothing to translate]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009361 33316 55 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7009355" target=_blank>#49</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Dear Charles,</P> 
<P>Okay, excellent point. America is not a Christian nation in the mold of Iran 
being a Muslim nation. America was founded on Christian beliefs and practises 
that have made this land exceptional. Yes, we welcome all religions. We do not, 
however, welcome efforts to destroy or corrupt those 
principles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, America was founded on secularism, and this was specifically written into 
the Constitution. See the Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009371 33316 62 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7009364" target=_blank>#57</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<P>A decent summary, but you're missing something: America was also founded by 
people who had experienced first-hand the horrors that result from allowing 
religion to enter the realm of governance -- and this is why the Establishment 
Clause exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009390 33316 74 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 1:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7009379" target=_blank>#67</A> 
ConservatismNow!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>America was founded by people who were able to seperate their own personal 
convictions from what was best for the nation. In other words, I agree with 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many of the founding fathers, by the way, were NOT Christians in any normal 
sense, but Deists. If anyone doubts this, I suggest reading the writings of 
Thomas Jefferson. (It's a good idea to read Jefferson anyway. He was a towering 
genius, and way ahead of his time on many issues.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009748 33317 96 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:49:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7009724" target=_blank>#76</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All things considered, I'd rather have "going to sword dances", as opposed to 
"making gestures that appear to be bowing but we super-duper swear are not."</P> 
<P>I'm willing to give him the benefit of a doubt, maybe he didn't know that 
presidents don't bow to their equals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no difference. Both of those are examples of pandering to the 
Saudis.</P> 
<P>And I absolutely guarantee that if Barack Obama had done a sword dance with 
Abdullah, or bowed to accept a medal from him, the screaming would be even more 
deafening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009775 33317 122 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:52:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7009757" target=_blank>#104</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What makes this slightly worse, IMHO, is that Obama is now trying to claim he 
didn't do what he so obviously did. Until then, both were on equal footing as 
equally bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's an unnamed aide claiming this, not Obama 
himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009795 33317 141 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 2:54:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7009777" target=_blank>#124</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you mind clarifying if you think the Obama White House is correct or 
incorrect on saying it is a bow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. What I am sure about is that the whole thing is completely 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009852 33317 190 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:01:46pm  
 
<P>The Birchers and Paulians are having a field day now in the Beck threads. 
Just banned a raving antisemite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009873 33317 211 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7009868" target=_blank>#206</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm gobsmacked.</P> 
<P>Inigo Montoya: Who are you?Westley: No one of consequence.Inigo Montoya: I 
must know...Westley: <STRONG>Get used to disappointment.</STRONG>Inigo Montoya: 
'kay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea how crushed I am by your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07009953 33317 279 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:16:54pm  
 
<P>Some nice words from Amit Ghate:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://amitghate.blogspot.com/2009/04/attacks-on-lgf-show-
religious.html" target=_blank>amitghate.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010471 33317 425 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:09:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7010416" target=_blank>#421</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lowering your head to allow somebody to place a medal around your neck is 
nowhere near the equivalent of a subservient bow to a Sovereign as part of a 
formal greeting. What Bush did was nothing more than every Olympic athlete does 
who wins a medal. They make it easy for the presenter to accomplish their task. 
If you can find video of Bush bowing in similar circumstances then by all means 
show it and he will get the same condemnation. I doubt you'll find such a video 
for had he done what Obama did, the Media would have killed 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think the International Olympic Committee is in the business of 
putting women in black bags, or beheading people, or funding terrorism 
throughout the world.</P> 
<P>Apart from those small points, excellent analogy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010586 33317 441 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:32:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7010517" target=_blank>#431</A> Sensible 
Remnant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Obama's scraping and genuflecting mitigated because Bush kissed the Saudi 
king (!) and held hands?Not in my mind. We are in for a long four years if 
everything Obama does gets justified because Bush did it too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I didn't say anything remotely like that, not once. But you know, 
if it makes you feel better to completely mischaracterize my words, don't let 
that stop you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010588 33317 442 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:33:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7010495" target=_blank>#428</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PS - find me one Olympic Athlete who considers what they are doing to be a 
subservient greeting to the presenter. Just one will do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Find me one Olympics medal presenter who is the king of a religious apartheid 
theocracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011851 33317 463 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:23:39pm  
 
<P>The longer a thread goes on, the more the nuts come out of the woodwork.</P> 
<P>-- Second Corollary to Stinky's Law of Kooks</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010130 33318 35 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 3:44:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7010105" target=_blank>#22</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ayn Rand would be following LGF not Atlas Shrugs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty outrageous for someone to use the name of Ayn Rand's most famous 
work, to promote a website prominently featuring an ad for a young earth 
creationist kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010511 33318 348 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:17:17pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are now showing up in the comments for Amit Ghate's blog, 
including Richard L. Kent, Esq., world's angriest young earth creationist 
weirdo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010529 33318 363 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7010519" target=_blank>#354</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of them do not mind evolution being taught, but want "equal time" for 
other concepts which may include "creationism".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were promoting this wacked out creationist 
website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Featuring this wonderful account of dinosaurs on Noah's Ark:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/23.htm" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Yeah, let's teach kids that cavemen rode dinosaurs onto Noah's 
Ark!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010544 33318 376 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:24:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7010534" target=_blank>#368</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson is no moderate on evolution. He is not just pro-evolution, but he is 
anti-creation. I don't mind his opinions, and not even freely expressed (it is 
HIS page) but don't like closed minds who disparage others on any issue. And I 
view that he does this.The problem we have from the left is that the illiterati 
shout down any idea they don't like, rather than trying to discuss the issues. 
Whenever I hear someone who won't discuss an issue, I tend to believe that they 
know little about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so let's discuss the issues! Did Noah make sure to include T Rex on the 
Ark? Is the Flintstones a documentary?</P> 
<P>Discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010690 33318 503 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 5:51:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/7010633" target=_blank>#451</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not good:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://townhall.com/Columnists/KenBlackwell/2007/05/24/the_evolution_trap?
page=1" target=_blank>The Evolution Trapby Ken Blackwell</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ken Blackwell is a complete idiot -- everything that's wrong with the GOP in 
microcosm. Notice that his article is actually advocating that presidential 
candidates obfuscate and deliberately use tactics intended to mislead people 
about their true beliefs on evolution.</P> 
<P>Once again -- they're lying for Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010993 33318 607 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 6:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7010957" target=_blank>#604</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<P>A CT scan of Terri Schiavo's brain:</P> 
<P><A title=File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>There was nothing left in there. You folks who refused to see this reality 
achieved nothing except a whole lot of pain for everyone involved. I hope you 
feel proud.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07011415 33318 620 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:53:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7011236" target=_blank>#611</A> 
leftover54</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Not looking to argue the matter but out of curiosity (since the post 
just has the brief comment &amp; link), does your source include any info. on 
when this particular scan was done and if this was made available to the 
plaintiffs ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way to find out would be to follow the link and, you know, read what's 
there.</P> 
<P>Not that I'm suggesting anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010823 33319 43 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 6:17:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7010781" target=_blank>#10</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the same Jerome Corsi who appeared on The Political Cesspool, an 
overtly racist, anti-Semitic radio show hosted by self-avowed white nationalist 
James Edwards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He appeared on that show more than once. Another frequent guest on the 
Political Cesspool: David Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010835 33319 52 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 6:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7010817" target=_blank>#39</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's really sad is that there is so much loon spam out there nowadays that 
it's really hard rounding up the meaningful news in the mornings now. You have 
to wade through mountains of shit articles to find a few good ones. I guess the 
right is hooked on yellow journalism now, Thanks Rupert and 
co...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. I simply don't trust a lot of the stories I see on right-wing 
websites any more. I've had far too many cases in which I researched their 
overheated claims and discovered that they were either lying outright or 
exaggerating some aspect of the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07010901 33319 109 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 6:29:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7010867" target=_blank>#80</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's not the entire 'right'...just some zealots on the fringe, regardless of 
what Killgore says</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>When two people who apparently have bought into this crap appear in the first 
100 comments of this thread, I think the problem is a lot more serious than you 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011024 33319 219 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 6:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7010951" target=_blank>#156</A> MJ</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles:</STRONG></P> 
<P>Is The Political Cesspool reading us?</P> 
<P>Check this out on their blog.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s Jews and their sycophants calling each other commies, Nazis, liberals, 
Jewhaters, Muslim sympathizers, racists and oh yeah, infiltrators. The Jew 
calling Charles Johnson of Little Green Footballs an infiltrator is the same one 
who claims that the CIA created a phony 50 year old Hawaiian newspaper in order 
to pull off the Great Obama Birth Certificate Conspiracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I'll link to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neo-nazi assholes love to do stuff like this. They think they're sowing 
chaos; Geller and Spencer's posts probably got them all hot and bothered, so 
they're trying to stir things up even more. When you're on to them, you see that 
they're just pathetic, angry children who will never grow up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011057 33319 249 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:01:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7011044" target=_blank>#238</A> 
retief_99</EM></P> 
<P>Keith Laumer would be ashamed that you're using the name of his 
character.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011063 33319 255 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:02:38pm  
 
<P>Every time I post about this subject, more Nirthers pop up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011123 33319 311 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:11:57pm  
 
<P>And now the belligerent Nirthers are showing up, which is always a 
treat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011165 33319 352 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:17:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7011131" target=_blank>#319</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joy.</P> 
<P>How do you tolerate this, again? Without resorting to drink, I 
mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I grew up in Hawaii, so I know how to relax about things...</P> 
<P>Uh, wait, did I just write that? No. I was never in Hawaii in 1961 when 
Barack Obama's birth announcements were published. I was, uh, in Kansas. That's 
right, I grew up in Kansas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011290 33319 464 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:34:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7011185" target=_blank>#369</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Newt sez; Goda hates fags...<A 
href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/04/08/obama-administration-anti-



religious-gingrich-says/" target=_blank>Obama administration 'anti-religious,' 
Gingrich says</A></P> 
<P>Perhaps an imam would satisfy Newt's requirements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the religious right called in a few markers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011358 33319 529 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 7:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/514/7011342" target=_blank>#514</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you think markers were involved?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, I don't know. Politicians never make deals, do they?</P> 
<P>What was I thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011548 33319 708 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 8:17:56pm  
 
<P>I'm blocking that awful "stretch marks" ad now. It takes a little while for 
the block to take effect at google ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011572 33319 730 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 8:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/7011553" target=_blank>#713</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So- no more ann coulter? Oh, wait.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Ann Coulter wants to pay me to criticize her I have no objection to 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011634 33319 787 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 8:32:32pm  
 
<P>By the way, that "shoes and handbags" site (Endless.com) is actually pretty 
cool. I ordered several things from them before putting that ad up (two pairs of 
New Balance running shoes and some Croc sandals); their prices are very low, 
shipping is free, and service is great if you need to return something. It's run 
by Amazon.com, and they have quality stuff. Everybody needs shoes, and if you 
buy them by clicking that link it helps keep LGF alive...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011659 33319 810 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 8:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/807/7011656" target=_blank>#807</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wear Crocs? Only at home, I hope?</P> 
<P>There's a boy at my dojang who wears them. I'm sure they're comfy, but, oh, 
my!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta say - Crocs are the most comfortable sandals I've ever 
owned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011691 33319 839 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 8:44:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/7011674" target=_blank>#822</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>look, i've already admitted i'm an ass, fool, dolt, idiot...obviously not 
sane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Glenn? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016729 33319 1020 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:11:50pm  
 
<P>Wow. Where are you people coming from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016736 33319 1021 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:13:14pm  
 
<P>This one's also <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/398/6702915" 
target=_blank>a creationist.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07017074 33319 1028 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:47:29pm  
 
<P>"RomanceWritR" just dropped a couple of turds and vanished into the 
night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011875 33320 23 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:30:54pm  
 
<P>Four people just got their accounts blocked in the last Beck thread for 
continuing to promote John Bircher crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011887 33320 32 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:33:40pm  
 
<P>It's creepy how they sneak into old threads and post that rancid 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07011905 33320 41 Charles Wed, Apr 8, 2009 9:39:56pm  
 
<P>They're also all over the last "bowing" thread. Five more assholes 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022783 33325 416 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 10:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7018928" target=_blank>#415</A> The Undead Buddy 
Holly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People actually give a rodent's buttocks about the Tour de France?</P> 
<P>Color me surprised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot more people than give two fecal deposits for your 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07014655 33326 130 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 12:46:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7014563" target=_blank>#48</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does simply believing God created the universe, without saying a word about 
precisely <EM>how</EM> He did it, automatically make me a 
Creationist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm wondering how many times you need to ask this question and have it 
answered, myself. I just checked your comments and this is the third time you've 
asked this, and each time it was answered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07014687 33326 158 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 12:51:05pm  
 
<P>This quote is a perfect example of the mindset described in the quote above, 
from "creation scientist" Henry Morris:</P> 
<P>"No geological difficulties, real or imagined, can be allowed to take 
precedence over the clear statements and necessary inferences of Scripture."</P> 
<P>-- Henry Morris</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018256 33326 335 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:09:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7018079" target=_blank>#334</A> Fried 
Spam</EM></P> 
<P>Your quotes come from a creationist website, and unless they're verified by 
another source, have no credibility at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018330 33326 336 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:21:07am  
 
<P>However, since you brought that up, I researched Michael Ruse (I hadn't even 
heard of him before finding this quote), and it's not in the least surprising to 
find him getting support from the IDiots at uncommondescent. He has some very 
confused, weird viewpoints.</P> 
<P>Oh well. The quote at the top of this thread is on target, anyway.</P> 
<P>But also bear in mind that the quotes I post are not necessarily intended to 
show support for the person who uttered them, or their views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015152 33328 69 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 2:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7015112" target=_blank>#33</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have to wonder; do you ever regret having started LGF? Had you 
known you'd have to deal with this kind of crap, would you have gone ahead and 
done it anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you kidding? I live for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015224 33328 134 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 2:38:42pm  
 
<P>Wow, just took a look over at Amit Ghate's site -- it's like a walking 
talking stalkerfest over there.</P> 
<P>I especially liked the coward who claimed (anonymously of course) that he was 
still posting at LGF even though he hates everything about me and couldn't wait 
to join in the diseased ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015229 33328 139 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 2:39:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7015224" target=_blank>#134</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>(I have a pretty good idea who that was, by the way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07015292 33328 198 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 2:48:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7015273" target=_blank>#179</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<P>Appreciate the attempt to inject some sanity over there, by the way. Alas, it 
was not to be.</P> 
<P>I've been thinking of starting a comic strip titled, "Richard L. Kent, Esq., 
Angriest Creationist in the World."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015391 33328 296 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 3:06:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7015357" target=_blank>#262</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The funniest thing about a certain cess-pit site is the way that they all 
insist they don't care about LGF, (it's like beneath their dignity to even think 
about it or anyone here) while constantly bitching and whining (and lying) about 
everything that is said here, and on a website which is actually named after 
this one.</P> 
<P>They seem to be under the illusion that LGF is a public institution that has 
been charged with the duty of giving their every last idiotic thought and 
genocidal wish a platform. They will never be able to grasp that this is just a 
private blog whose owner- as is his right - enforces minimum standards - 
standards they abjectly fail to meet. They are probably the stupidest collection 
of people I've ever seen on the web.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. There's a lot of competition for that position, but I think you may be 
right.</P> 
<P>They don't even seem to realize how completely bug-eyed insane they look to 
anyone who isn't as obsessed as they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015418 33328 323 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 3:11:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7015386" target=_blank>#291</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GoP national Committee should state which side they are on and not be 
coy. Are the leading GoP figures creationists. Can we then ask them in the next 
presidential debate. Is the world 10,000 years old or billions of years old?</P> 
<P>Now is the time, before they jell on a candidate to codify some of these 
significant issues. If they follow Texas, the answer is 10,000 years 
old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who do you consider the leading GOP figures? Because there's really no need 
to ask the ones that are currently the front runners. Almost all of them are way 
out of the closet on that.</P> 
<P>Mike Huckabee, Bobby Jindal, Tim Pawlenty, Sarah Palin, Mark Sanford ... all 
creationists.</P> 
<P>I could list more, but it's too depressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015484 33328 384 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 3:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7015465" target=_blank>#369</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand Jeb Bush will be on Hannity tonight..shall we toss him in the 
mix?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Jeb Bush fought to have creationism taught in public schools, and was 
involved in several behind the scenes initiatives intended to sneak it in under 
the guise of "academic freedom."</P> 
<P>Yep, he's a well-known creationist, and much more of an activist about it 
than his brother George.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015552 33328 449 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 3:38:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/7015534" target=_blank>#433</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it seems that the last non-creationist republican on Earth is Ron Paul!</P> 
<P>how depressing</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Ron Paul is a creationist.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6JyvkjSKMLw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015677 33328 519 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 4:08:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/7015643" target=_blank>#506</A> tscottme</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07015725 33328 537 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 4:16:03pm  
 
<P>By the way, I know who posted that back-biting comment over at Amit Ghate's 
site, and this person is no longer welcome to keep using my website while 
posting two-faced messages slamming me in the company of deranged 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016142 33328 559 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:02:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7016133" target=_blank>#558</A> 4k78</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know tone is sometimes difficult to convey in the written form, but say 
this with an honest, sincere tone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website!</P> 
<P>Just kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016356 33328 566 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:43:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7016232" target=_blank>#560</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's simple: it's not whether you disagree, it's <STRONG>how</STRONG> you 
disagree. For example:</P> 
<P>a) Charles, I disagree that Bush bowed or the Glenn Beck is futz.</P> 
<P>b) Chucknuckle, you can take your totalitarian dictatorship of a website and 
stick your server where the sun don't shine fricken zionist honco.</P> 



<P>One tact will get little if any down dings, one will get you Stinky's boot. 
Can you guess which one? Typically, people are a little less direct with the 
passive aggressive BS, but the BS detector goes of no less. That will get you 
down dings and ridicule if you don't get Stinky's Boot.</P> 
<P>If you disagree and make a good argument, as opposed to merely argue, you 
will earn respect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And right after your on-target comment, we get a perfect illustration of your 
point, by "myx0mop".</P> 
<P>It's almost cosmic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016377 33328 569 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:49:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7016364" target=_blank>#568</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that was almost certainly RJ77, an antisemitic Ron Paul 
follower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016926 33328 577 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:12:01pm  
 
<P>I'm finished with putting up with people who whine that I'm "obsessed" with 
creationism. Way finished.</P> 
<P>See ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018344 33328 583 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:23:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/7017655" target=_blank>#581</A> tremblur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahhh..the ol' straw man ad-hominem bait and switch tactic.Nicely 
done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you're another angry creationist, I assume this is directed at me. Care 
to expand on your comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016020 33330 5 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 5:34:10pm  
 
 
 
<P>Anyone see how Randi does the second trick? I haven't been able to figure it 
out yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016087 33330 40 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 5:52:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7016076" target=_blank>#31</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's called nail writing. He has a flesh colored device on his thumb 
which contains a small nub of pencil graphite. He had her reveal the picture 
first. If you look how he is holding his paper, he is using his thumb to quickly 
draw what she drew.</P> 
<P>Of course, since he is holding it this way, his thumb is BEHIND the paper 
most of the time.</P> 
<P>This is NOT the method Uri used in the Walter's segment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good one. That was it. He keeps both his thumbs behind the paper when she 
shows hers to the camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07016094 33330 47 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 5:54:36pm  
 
<P>Another classic Uri Geller moment was when he appeared on the Tonight Show, 
and Johnny Carson had consulted with Randi about how to keep Geller from pulling 
off one of his hoaxes. Geller was humiliated on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016109 33330 57 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 5:56:41pm  
 
<P>Here's that Tonight Show appearance:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TNKmhv9uoiQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016188 33330 123 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:10:59pm  
 
<P>Johnny Carson was a real class act. There's nobody on TV now who compares to 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016246 33330 176 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:22:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7016222" target=_blank>#155</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Referring to Glenn Beck as being as classy as Carson? Either you don't know 
Glenn Beck, you don't know Johnny Carson, or both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you missed zombie's little winkie emoticon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016276 33330 202 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:26:41pm  
 
<P>When Mark Levin screamed like a maniac at a caller who criticized creationism 
("You don't get to decide what's taught in our schools!" ... etc.), he lost 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016284 33330 209 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:27:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7016257" target=_blank>#185</A> 
shwaiutah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing I want to see is Randi magically showing us where are the TARP 
funds and other handouts, er, uh, bailouts, no, wait I was right the first time, 
handouts went...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If more people paid attention to people like James Randi, we might not be in 
this predicament.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016326 33330 248 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:35:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7016305" target=_blank>#228</A> paint-
right</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT but I need some info about Geert Wilders. Friends forwarded a speech by 
Wilders ( date etc not there, but given in NYC supposedly) and I did an LGF 
search on Wilders. What I want to know is, is he now part of the Vlaams Belang 
or at least shaking hands with them, or is that not true?</P> 
<P>Any direction to any link or to old LGF specific references would be helpful 
and appreciated.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is shaking hands with the Vlaams Belang. It was reported in a Haaretz 
article, and confirmed by more than one of my sources in Europe.</P> 
<P>I emailed him about this and asked him to comment for publication at LGF, but 
he never responded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016368 33330 283 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:46:50pm  
 
<P>As usual, we have trolls and sleepers suddenly showing up in inactive 
threads, telling me how much I totally suck. It's becoming very 
predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016396 33330 307 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7016386" target=_blank>#298</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One key element of the personality seems to be a hope that announcing an 
internal feeling of boredom will lead someone else to fix it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. And they never seem to realize that there is nothing more tedious and 
boring than announcing to the world how <EM>bored</EM> you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016427 33330 338 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 6:59:33pm  
 
<P>Maybe I should open registration...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016744 33330 633 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:15:17pm  
 
<P>And now, the Nirther-Creationist Convergence:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33319/comments/#cc7016712" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016795 33330 679 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:32:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/659/7016771" target=_blank>#659</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone can make sense of the recordings I'd be interested to hear your 
opinion. The child's accent appears to be middle eastern, maybe arabic, but 
other than that I don't see how it's proof of anything. I can only pick out a 
few words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those people are completely freaking nuts.</P> 
<P>Please look up some of the people behind the "Mapping Sharia Project."</P> 



<P>I did, a couple of years ago, and I want nothing to do with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016809 33330 690 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:38:53pm  
 
<P>The "Mapping Sharia Project" is part of a group called "Society of Americans 
for National Existence."</P> 
<P>Look up that group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016813 33330 694 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:41:36pm  
 
<P>I haven't written anything about SANE or Mapping Sharia, because they 
<EM>seriously</EM> creep me out.</P> 
<P>A quote from a now-deleted article at the SANE website, titled "On Race: A 
Tentative Discussion, Part II:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there something unique about the Black American (or, at least the Black 
New Yorker) that leads him to murder so disproportionately and to most often 
kill and victimize his own? Do we see patterns of Black culture that arise out 
of Africa and the wanton murder of blacks by blacks there? Why have the 
colonized blacks of the African continent, after having acquired their freedom 
and independence, so willingly slaughtered their own and live in despicable 
disease and squalor despite a land of enormous riches while Indians of the 
Indian sub-continent have successfully moved from British rule to democracy and 
relative civility even in a country that still maintains social inequalities as 
a fact of their culture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016814 33330 695 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:42:36pm  
 
<P>I saved that article because I knew these freaks would pop up 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016852 33330 731 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:53:35pm  
 
<P>If you start looking into SANE, you're going down the rabbit hole.</P> 
<P>Their founder has also written articles opposing the right of women to 
vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016861 33330 740 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:55:11pm  
 
<P>SANE advocates making Islam illegal and deporting all Muslims from the 
US.</P> 
<P><EM>All</EM> Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016876 33330 754 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:57:59pm  
 
<P>SANE is also connected with the Gates of Vienna crowd, Brussels Journal, and 
Frank Gaffney's Center for Security Policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016878 33330 756 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 8:58:46pm  



 
<P>I know way too much about these freaks, and I haven't revealed half of what 
I've learned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016902 33330 780 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:06:35pm  
 
<P>Here's an article about SANE:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/12/27/20819/823/" 
target=_blank>www.talk2action.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016955 33330 827 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/817/7016943" target=_blank>#817</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An Orthodox Jew who hates Jews?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even worse than that. Everything in that article is accurate -- I read a 
lot of that stuff myself at the SANE website a while back, before they deleted 
it out of fear that their agenda would be revealed.</P> 
<P>These are really crazy people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07016975 33330 846 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:24:29pm  
 
<P>Here's the article by David Yerushalmi titled "On Race: A Tentative 
Discussion, Part II", deleted from their website but archived by the Internet 
Wayback Machine:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20060702162131/http://www.saneworks.us/On-Race-
A-Tentative-Discussion-Part-II-article-64-25.htm" 
target=_blank>www.saneworks.us...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07017033 33330 903 Charles Thu, Apr 9, 2009 9:36:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/899/7017028" target=_blank>#899</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"There" being talk2action's site on Mr Yerushalmi.</P> 
<P>Pardon me, I am going mad from reading these sites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to my world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018416 33332 2 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:34:47am  
 
<P>Obama hasn't decided yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018773 33333 35 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:28:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7018739" target=_blank>#15</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I do not understand. Why does this concern you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think this is unusual?</P> 
<P>I promise you, it is not.</P> 



<P>But feel free to go back to sleep while people are screaming about burning 
books. What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018779 33333 41 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:29:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7018770" target=_blank>#32</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lets have a LGF Tea Party. Charles picks the speakers, I select the venue, 
reine is in charge of the food and red is the bar tender.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want anything to do with "tea parties."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018792 33333 52 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:31:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7018785" target=_blank>#46</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it were just one unknown nutter, then the rest should shout them down, 
with cries of "NO!". But I don't see that.</P> 
<P>I can foresee violence at some of these events.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The crowd applauded her when she screamed "Burn the books!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018924 33333 172 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:49:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7018902" target=_blank>#151</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's been a lot of whining about the media not covering the Tea parties, 
if this is what they are going to see then they better be damned happy the media 
is not covering these.</P> 
<P>At several points in his diatribe the loon made gestures that looked like the 
zieg heil salute -- innocent or not you know the picture that 
presents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't unusual at all. I've been watching quite a few videos from "tea 
parties," and they're being overrun by birth certificate kooks, Birchers, book 
burners, Ron Paul drones, and every other variety of far right nutjob -- 
including neo-Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018968 33333 214 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:55:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7018952" target=_blank>#198</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably souldn't say this, but: Isn't Pajamas TV spending a lot of air 
time covering the Tea Parties? And becoming associated with them thereby? Maybe 
you should express your concerns to the decision-makers over 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been trying to stay out of the "tea party" stuff entirely, but when I 
saw this one I realized I couldn't ignore it any more. Believe me, Pajamas Media 
knows my feelings about this kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07018979 33333 225 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:56:32am  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07019064 33333 310 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 10:10:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7019046" target=_blank>#292</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you have other videos of tea parties which show this sort of material, I 
believe it would be productive to post it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/GNQUA0bI5b0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019148 33333 391 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 10:34:02am  
 
<P>The Huffington Post is calling for "citizen journalists" to attend tea 
parties and take photos and video. Some right-wing bloggers are calling this 
"infiltration."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/04/07/fox-news-hosts-join-
right_n_183957.html" target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Looks like HuffPo is going to have lots of juicy stuff, because nobody seems 
to care at all about keeping the kooks out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019528 33333 659 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:52:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7019371" target=_blank>#604</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rely for 490 wrenchwench</P> 
<P>I am aware of the site - my point was that to imply that Beck agrees with 
this ranter is silly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's the evidence that he doesn't? Beck promoted a well-known conspiracy 
book by a John Bircher on his show as one of the greatest books ever written, 
and actually wrote the foreword for its latest edition. Some of what the ranter 
is saying comes straight out of that book.</P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to deny it that easily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020902 33333 690 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 4:00:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/7020821" target=_blank>#689</A> Laugh a 
Lot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so you don't like Glenn Beck and you don't like the stupid tea parties. 
We get it. But the "book burning" loon was so obviously a lefty 
plant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>It's a <EM>conspiracy</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021160 33333 698 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 4:48:09pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/7021088" target=_blank>#695</A> 
jeremy1013</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insisting that all movements be perfect isn't standing on principle. It's a 
recipe for spinning your wheels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "insisting on perfection" to refuse to dive into a 
sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021549 33333 701 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:06:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/7021502" target=_blank>#700</A> David IV of 
Georgia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THAT was Glenn Beck? <EM>Fox actually lets him speak on their network without 
disclaimers before and after each commercial?</EM> Conservatives—Rupublican, 
Libertarian, whatever—need to make sure he is not allowed to represent them. 
<EM>He needs psychiatric help.</EM> This is the first time I've heard him 
speak.</P> 
<P>He reminds me of the crazy people you can hear on late night shortwave radio 
broadcasts.</P> 
<P>I like both chlorine and fluoride in my water—no cholera or cavities for me, 
thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that was not Glenn Beck. You must have missed the sentence with these 
words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... an unnamed speaker ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This meeting was billed as a “Project 912 Glenn Beck Tea Party,” though, and 
was obviously inspired by Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022178 33333 706 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/704/7021973" target=_blank>#704</A> el guapo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are being silly. It is so obvious that the woman who made the comment was 
someone who didn't like what was being discussed and yelled that out facetiously 
as a dig at the crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. It was <EM>a joke</EM>.</P> 
<P>Or maybe it was <EM>a conspiracy</EM>.</P> 
<P>Or <EM>a leftist infiltrator</EM>.</P> 
<P>Couldn't possibly have been a real tea party person.</P> 
<P>No way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019401 33334 2 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:29:41am  
 
<P>If you follow that 'Allahpundit' link, you'll see my admirers hard at work 
ranting about me once again at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019469 33334 47 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:43:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7019440" target=_blank>#24</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didnt Micheal Savage have his own TV show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, until he screamed "I hope you die of AIDS!" to a gay 
caller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019491 33334 66 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:46:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7019472" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Speaking of nuts. Pamela received a response from the police about her 
very questionable allegations of child abuse at a mosque...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think she'll ever notice that whenever she makes contact with normal people 
(on this, and on her weird offensive attempt to put a tombstone on someone's 
else's daughter's grave) they treat her like a raving maniac?</P> 
<P>What am I saying? Of course she won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019501 33334 74 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:48:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7019487" target=_blank>#63</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but they would be laughed off this site for <A 
href="http://www.nationalreview.com/buckley/buckley200602241451.asp" 
target=_blank>voicing opposition</A> to our adventures in Iraq.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As they should be. William F. Buckley was 100% wrong in that 
column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019562 33334 123 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 11:57:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7019554" target=_blank>#115</A> 
theuglydougling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I somehow missed all the "ranting".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No "maybe" about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019574 33334 134 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 12:00:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7019550" target=_blank>#112</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then Obama's <A href="http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-
war-budget10-2009apr10,0,7040091.story" target=_blank>request</A> for $83.4 
billion more in Mideast war spending is 100% right? If so, maybe it deserves a 
congratulatory post from you Charles? I'm guessing you didn't expect 
it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have an idea -- you should start your own blog, and post what you want on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019582 33334 141 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 12:01:44pm  
 
<P>I always know I've hit a nerve when people start complaining: "Aren't there 
more important things to post about?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019610 33334 167 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 12:05:54pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7019592" target=_blank>#150</A> 
theuglydougling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not pointing this out to be disrespectful; it just seemed like an 
exaggeration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is my comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you follow that 'Allahpundit' link, you'll see my admirers hard at work 
ranting about me once again at Hot Air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's the "exaggeration?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019684 33334 237 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 12:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7019641" target=_blank>#196</A> 
theuglydougling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it was in how I read it. It seemed to imply that there were hoards over 
there hijacking the thread to bash you. I can see in how you're defending 
yourself now that that was not your intended meaning. Maybe I'm just defensive 
(since I'm also a fan of Hotair).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There definitely are hordes of people over there who will bash me at the drop 
of a hat, whether the thread has anything to do with LGF or not. And if 
Allahpundit links to LGF, it reaches fever pitch. You never noticed any of 
that?</P> 
<P>That thread was relatively mild, but again, the ranters came out even though 
AP's post had nothing to do with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019859 33334 405 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 12:51:59pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07019988 33334 525 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 1:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7019953" target=_blank>#492</A> Ed from 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain's tactic of trying to gain the favor of the left just did not work. As 
sad as it is, it's the truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- that's your <EM>opinion</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020023 33334 560 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 1:22:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/7020007" target=_blank>#544</A> Ed from 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#492 Charles, I think McCain would be president if it had worked. Call it 
truth, speculation, opinion, whatever you want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion, it had absolutely nothing to do with what you call "trying to 
gain the favor of the left." The most important factor was simply that John 
McCain was an utterly rotten campaigner. He was an old guy, who looked and 
sounded frail, up against a charismatic young man with a totally positive 
message. The Washington good old boy against the young outsider.</P> 



<P>When the economy went into a tailspin, these factors were multiplied.</P> 
<P>And it's also my opinion that his last ditch attempt to get the religious far 
right on board by bringing in Sarah Palin backfired, big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020080 33334 613 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 1:35:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/7020042" target=_blank>#579</A> jwb7605</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only argument I've got with that analysis is the last point. Without 
Palin, I think it would have been 60-40 Obama, instead of 52-48. Palin was the 
reason the religious far-right didn't stay home.I did not support Palin on a 
religious-far-right basis -- it was for other equally stupid reasons. I do have, 
though, several (meaning tens and tens) of in-laws that are, in fact, religious 
far-right. I base my observations on that small sampling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think that for every religious fundamentalist Sarah Palin brought in, 
she turned off two fence-sitters who might have gone for McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020245 33334 773 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:16:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/756/7020228" target=_blank>#756</A> pink 
freud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was unaware that Texas Governor Rick Perry followed this Beck-stunt:<A 
href="http://www.salon.com/politics/war_room/2009/04/10/beck/" 
target=_blank>(From Salon.com)</A>:</P> 
<P>Beck then asked, "President Obama, why don't you just set us on fire?" That 
would have been far enough for most people, but Beck actually went so far as to 
pretend to do just that to a Fox News colleague, Bill Schultz. The video is 
below, as just describing the segment wouldn't do justice to the all-out 
creepiness of the whole thing. (Unfortunately, not captured in the video is what 
happened next, when Texas Gov. Rick Perry came on and Beck asked, "Governor, 
you're regretting being on this program at this point, are you not, sir?" Perry 
responded, "Not at all, Glenn Beck. I'm proud to be with you.")</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising at all. Rick Perry is a hardcore creationist pusher, who 
appointed young earth creationist Don McLeroy to the Texas Board of Education 
twice. Glenn Beck is also a creationist.</P> 
<P>Loony birds of a feather.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020388 33334 892 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:42:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/7020287" target=_blank>#815</A> Simply 
Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Do you think that it was Palin who turned off the two fence sitters, or that 
it was the portrayal of Palin by the MSM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I defended Sarah Palin originally. But she lost me when she:</P> 
<P>1) Refused to clearly and unequivocally condemn abortion clinic bombers, even 
when asked twice.</P> 
<P>2) Made a really dumb anti-science comment about "funding fruit fly research 
in Paris France."</P> 
<P>I'm also very opposed to her support for a constitutional amendment to ban 
abortion.</P> 



<P>Despite all this I voted for McCain and Palin because the alternative was 
(and is) worse. But I'm convinced that Palin was a big turn-off to a lot of 
moderates who might have gone for McCain if he had picked someone like Mitt 
Romney or Rudy Giuliani instead.</P> 
<P>I really believe the Palin VP pick was an extremely cynical move by the 
McCain campaign -- it was their response to the African American president. 
"Well, look, we have a <EM>woman</EM>!" And it was a cynical attempt to pander 
to the religious right. Palin went on a speaking tour of fundamentalist 
churches, while avoiding the media. That's what they wanted her 
for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020427 33334 904 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:49:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/883/7020364" target=_blank>#883</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have Juan Cole linking to LGF now too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not all -- the world's dumbest leftist blogger, Oliver "Two Dinners" 
Willis too.</P> 
<P>Funny. These people spent years describing me as a disgusting racist pig who 
wanted to butcher Muslim babies and torture everyone who wasn't a KKK member. 
But as soon as I criticize someone like Glenn Beck, I'm their best friend 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020496 33334 915 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:58:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/907/7020459" target=_blank>#907</A> Ed from 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the main reasons to leave Beck alone whether you agree with him or not 
- Oliver Willis and quacks like him will link to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020499 33334 916 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:58:59pm  
 
<P>And I am NOT going to "leave Beck alone."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020652 33334 940 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/921/7020515" target=_blank>#921</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know about the abortion clinic bomber questions, but I was uneasy 
with many of Palin's views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5gUWbN0-jC2TYkd5mButkmzRd9Tvg" 
target=_blank>AFP: Abortion clinic bombers not terrorists, Palin says</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WASHINGTON (AFP) — Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin, who 
has accused Democratic presidential contender Barack Obama of "palling around 
with terrorists," has refused to call people who bomb abortion clinics by the 
same name.</P> 



<P>When asked Thursday night by NBC television presenter Brian Williams whether 
an abortion clinic bomber was a terrorist, Palin heaved a sigh and, at first, 
circumvented the question.</P> 
<P>"There's no question that Bill Ayers by his own admittance was one who sought 
to destroy our US Capitol and our Pentagon. That is a domestic terrorist," Palin 
said, referring to a 1960s leftist who founded a radical violent gang dubbed the 
"Weathermen" -- and who years later supported Obama's first run for public 
office in the state of Illinois.</P> 
<P>"Now, others who would want to engage in harming innocent Americans or 
facilities that it would be unacceptable to... I don't know if you're gonna use 
the word 'terrorist' there," the ardently pro-life running mate of John McCain 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020772 33334 958 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:39:46pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020798 33334 965 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:43:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/957/7020771" target=_blank>#957</A> Simply 
Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, reading this, I am not sure that it means Palin <B>supports</B> attacking 
abortion clinics, but it is concerning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say she supports attacking abortion clinics. I don't think she 
does.</P> 
<P><EM>However</EM>, I think it's very clear that she's trying to avoid 
alienating the farthest-out segment of the right, by dodging the question and 
obfuscating.</P> 
<P>I found her responses really quite disgusting at the time. Anyone who's 
unwilling to call abortion clinic bombers "terrorists," for whatever reason, has 
a serious hole in their soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020872 33334 973 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:55:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/972/7020853" target=_blank>#972</A> Ed from 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you're very defensive over your criticism of Beck. I was just trying 
to throw out an idea or two of mine. I'm not trying to come her and start shit 
or anything. Christ, I'm an agnostic right-wing capitalist pig for god's 
sake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not defensive at all -- I just want it to be clear that I strongly disagree 
with your suggestion that I should shy away from criticizing Glenn Beck's raving 
loony BS. It's not going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022140 33334 1016 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:05:35pm  
 
<P>Lillywhite.</P> 
<P>Vinniemeyer.</P> 
<P>Updinging the pro-Beck posts, but not commenting.</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07020455 33335 75 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:54:13pm  
 
<P>Hoo boy. The hate mail is reaching new depths of craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020485 33335 99 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 2:57:18pm  
 
<P>Links incoming from Andrew Sullivan, Juan Cole, Balloon Juice, Daily Kos, 
Oliver Willis, and Media Matters.</P> 
<P>Apparently, I'm their new best friend, after years of being called every 
nasty, filthy name in the book by those creeps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020566 33335 162 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:10:01pm  
 
<P>I'll post a "We Got Mail!" thread a little later. I'm trying to pick out the 
two craziest emails out of more than a dozen today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020587 33335 180 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7020564" target=_blank>#160</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some dumb blogger is saying "Charles Johnson's Strange 
<STRONG>Alliance</STRONG> with Andrew Sullivan." Yeah, agree with someone on a 
few things and it's an alliance. Some people are clueless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know exactly what they're doing when they say stuff like that -- they 
know it's not true, they're deliberately distorting the situation to smear 
me.</P> 
<P>I'm used to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020628 33335 216 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 3:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7020573" target=_blank>#168</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dan Riehl is the first righty to take a shot...<A 
href="http://www.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/" 
target=_blank>Credibility And The Tea Party Movement</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How will I live without the approval of Dan Riehl?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07020988 33335 511 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 4:13:54pm  
 
 
 
<P>This is what happens when you're so eager to attack Barack Obama that you 
don't even care about whether you're telling the truth:</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.aol.com/political-machine/2009/04/10/right-wing-slams-
barack-obama-for-ordering-pizza-really/" target=_blank>Right Wing Slams Barack 
Obama For Ordering Pizza. Really.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021107 33335 611 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 4:39:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7021062" target=_blank>#572</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then they undercut the White House chef &amp; staff to bring in scab labor 
from St. Louis to bake pizza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you keep repeating this bogus story, you might want to read <A 
href="http://news.aol.com/political-machine/2009/04/10/right-wing-slams-barack-
obama-for-ordering-pizza-really/" target=_blank>this</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021353 33336 34 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 5:30:52pm  
 
<P>Whoa Nellie.</P> 
<P>Pensacola Tea Party coopted by Paulians:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.coalitionoftheswilling.net/archives/2009/04/i_have_to_work.html
" target=_blank>www.coalitionoftheswilling.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021366 33336 44 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 5:33:05pm  
 
<P>The website of the new coordinator of the Pensacola Tea Party:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:gCjHuhRVR3gJ:www.meetthetruth.com/+me
etthetruth.org&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021413 33336 84 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 5:44:57pm  
 
<P>This post prompted two new hate mails almost instantly! Bonus!</P> 
<P>One is from someone who says I should stop posting these "We Got Mail!" 
threads. Strange how I never got that complaint when the hate mail came from 
lefties...</P> 
<P>The other:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I have been reading LGF since 2003, yet now I feel like this is KOS or the 
HUFF Post.</P> 
<P>You are bitter, you attack Christians, conservatives, right wing 
personalities, and you push global warming stories as if they are on to 
something.</P> 
<P>Bottom line, you are getting a lot of " hate " mail these days because you 
deserve it. When someone acts like a total dick, like you do these days, your 
going to get hammered for it. The libs love ya, must make you feel 
great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021562 33337 13 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:08:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7021548" target=_blank>#6</A> MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, look in the health tab, they are also raving anti-vaccine 
kooks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. It's the new Moronic Convergence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021578 33337 21 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:12:48pm  



 
<P>It's the return of Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Mutated, secretive, and pissed off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021691 33337 112 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:36:58pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity is ranting about America being a "Christian nation" 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021697 33337 118 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:38:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7021613" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens when you don't care. We've known this was coming for a 
long time now. Tea Party supporters didn't flood the national organizers with 
outraged emails about the nuts that were infiltrating. There was no outrage that 
UFO cults like Nesara were organizing at least two of the Tea Parties that I 
found. Tea Party supporters just bitched at me for exposing. They didn't care. 
Why haven't Tea Party supporters flooded email boxes begging for announcements 
that StormFront nazis are not welcome at Tea Parties? Glenn Reynolds and 
Michelle Malkin are just pushing a conspiracy theory that they are being 
infiltrated by lefties. Why don't they do something about the nuts that are 
really involved?</P> 
<P>I couldn't give a shit. I think the Tea Parties have the wrong agenda but 
those of you who supported the idea should have spoken up and at least made an 
attempt to keep the nuts out. The nuts are now in control becuase you didn't 
care. The Tea Parties are only going to embarrass themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021711 33337 132 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7021698" target=_blank>#119</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<P>I agree with Killgore. This "movement" is headed toward the cliff, because 
the adults are behaving like angry children, and nobody seems to care enough to 
keep the kooks out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021715 33337 136 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7021701" target=_blank>#122</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the right time to mention, the Paulians are linked up with the Vlaams 
Belang Euro-trash-neo-nazis?</P> 
<P>Paranoid political extremist poison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not to belabor the point, but the same people are almost always 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07021782 33337 200 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 6:57:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7021773" target=_blank>#191</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I wouldn't be the least bit surprised to see the obnoxious Alex Jones show up 
at a tea party with his bullhorn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alex Jones is all over the "tea parties." Check out infowars.com.</P> 
<P>The kooks are having a field day with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026834 33338 337 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 7:49:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7024820" target=_blank>#330</A> JamesG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sinn Fein being called religious extremists?</P> 
<P>Charles, you are going off the deep end. They are about as Religious as a 
Bill Mahr. You are starting to come of as bad a propagandist as those you 
berate. You will spin any story to fit your view no matter how ridiculous. LGF 
used to be a great site to keep informed on things outside of the MSM, now it 
just seems to be a place to rant and rave. You are losing your objectivity. It 
seems you want to be right and to argue more than to use real logic and facts. 
Its just disappointing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a good one.</P> 
<P>Oh no! Sinn Fein aren't "religious extremists" at all! Those thousands of 
bombings, murders, and people tortured to death were for a real cause! Not for 
religious extremism.</P> 
<P>I'll try to get back to logic soon, so I can understand how the IRA had 
nothing to do with religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026837 33338 338 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 7:50:29pm  
 
<P>And now we have people at LGF defending the IRA, even when they hold talks 
with Hamas.</P> 
<P>Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027033 33338 345 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 8:51:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7027008" target=_blank>#343</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sinn Fein and the IRA have as much to do with Catholic extremism as the PLO 
and Fatah in the 1970s had to do with Islamic extremism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm half Irish. Sorry, but it's ludicrous to try to argue that religion 
wasn't part of the Troubles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027300 33338 349 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 9:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7027181" target=_blank>#346</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Part of" or "driving force"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said "driving force?" Not me. But since you brought it up, I would 
definitely call religion a driving force in that mess. And I don't need to quote 
James Joyce to explain why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07028713 33338 359 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 9:30:00am  
 
<P>This is lovely.</P> 
<P>Criticize creationists and they call you "anti-Christian."</P> 



<P>Criticize the IRA, even when they're freaking <EM>meeting with Hamas</EM>, 
and they call you "anti-Catholic."</P> 
<P>If I criticize a Michael Moore movie, maybe they'll call me "anti-
cinema."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022323 33339 24 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:33:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7022315" target=_blank>#21</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the early ot: Ron Paul Forums briefly linked to LGF. Thread now 
deleted...LGF: Tea Party Coopted by Paulians</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're trying to keep it on the down low. Just like 
Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022344 33339 36 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:37:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7022335" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Mods stepped in pretty quick. It only got 7-8 comments then they deleted 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're scared little babies. Doing something nasty, and thinking nobody sees 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022381 33339 56 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:44:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7022335" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Mods stepped in pretty quick. It only got 7-8 comments then they deleted 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But unfortunately for them, it's about to become another LGF 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022452 33340 36 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 8:57:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7022426" target=_blank>#16</A> burntjohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why all this Ron Paul hate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ... I don't know. Maybe because Ron Paul is a serious racist kook, tied to 
the John Birch Society and every other paleo-right Neanderthal organization, and 
his followers are completely insane?</P> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022481 33340 61 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:02:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7022464" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I still have the window open. I can send a screen shot if you'd like. 
How do you take a proper screen shot with Fire Fox?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, please do. Anyone know how to do the Windows screen shot 
thing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07022704 33340 269 Charles Fri, Apr 10, 2009 9:55:54pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7022670" target=_blank>#238</A> 
burntjohn</EM></P> 
<P>It's been fun, but now I must bid you adieu. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07024520 33342 353 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 10:31:52am  
 
<P>Folks, please -- the pizza story is <EM>completely bogus</EM>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.aol.com/political-machine/2009/04/10/right-wing-
slams-barack-obama-for-ordering-pizza-really/" 
target=_blank>news.aol.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07024195 33343 14 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 9:30:51am  
 
<P>Posting will be sporadic this weekend, folks.</P> 
<P>Got a lot to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025356 33344 99 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 2:23:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7025314" target=_blank>#98</A> Spar Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sad thing is that the Liberals will never, ever, ever admit that they 
were wrong. They are not interested in discovering truth, but merely in self 
indulgent absolution of their collective political and personal guilt 
feelings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice.</P> 
<P>This comes from the guy who swore he was going to provide a long list of 
"peer reviewed" papers on intelligent design, never provided it, and has been 
dodging the issue ever since. The guy who claimed he had a "science degree" that 
was supposed to make his creationist views more credible, then refused to say 
what field of science this alleged degree was in.</P> 
<P>You might be familiar with this quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First cast out the beam out of your own eye; and then shall you see clearly 
to cast out the mote out of your brother's eye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025588 33344 100 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 3:24:31pm  
 
<P><EM>&lt; ... sound of crickets ... &gt;</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025620 33345 509 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 3:31:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7025602" target=_blank>#507</A> 
lostnearpittsburgh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ace is awesome. You've missed his point entirely. Imagine if Bush had gone to 
such extravagance for his meals during tough economic times. The press would 
have been all over him, night and day, for several weeks. We would have had 
hoards of reporters interviewing laid off workers, asking them what they thought 
about Bush's expensive gourmet tastes. We would have had contrasting footage of 
New Orleans homeless people going dumpster diving for dinner. And I love this 
quote, "He’s picking up the tab, for local ingredients, out of his own pocket." 
Who the heck do you think puts that money <EM>into</EM> his pocket? Hmm, let's 
see...Could it be <EM>us</EM>, the U.S. <EM>taxpayers</EM>? Ace is rightly 
pointing out that our newly elected government official has no sense of irony 
when he excoriates Wall Street executives for being rich and out of touch with 
public sentiment, then flies his own personal chef to Washington for one 
friggin' pizza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you must have missed the part where Obama did not fly anybody to 
Washington.</P> 
<P>He was going there anyway on his own business.</P> 
<P>But don't let that stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025784 33345 517 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 4:03:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7025636" target=_blank>#511</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's wonderful such an amazing coincidence - a St. Louis pizzeria owner going 
to Washington DC on business - led to this serendipitous gustatory experience 
for the Obama family.</P> 
<P>I sense some divine hand at work here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Is there some kind of virus in the air that prevents people from reading 
what I post?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had already planned a business trip to DC, so the restaurant paid for his 
travel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if it really really makes you feel better to believe that Barack Obama 
wasted the taxpayers' money by flying a Satanist to DC, just to bake a fried 
baby stuffed crust Satan pizza... hey, knock yourselves out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025850 33345 520 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 4:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7025823" target=_blank>#519</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Au contraire, my gracious host. If it really really really makes 
<STRONG>you</STRONG> feel better to believe that St. Louis pizza-pie-man just 
happened to be going to DC on business anyway and, since he and Obama keep close 
of each other's schedules...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How could I have missed it! It's another conspiracy. I'm kicking myself.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlike some though, I do note the "pizza" issue (do we dare refer to it 
thusly?) has the appearance of revealing one more teeny inkling of a 
narcissistic pattern of denial engaged in by our President - you know, the one 
who didn't bow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Denial. The river that flows both ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025867 33345 522 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 4:19:47pm  



 
<P>There are actually two people who have down-dinged this post.</P> 
<P>Reality is out of style.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07025942 33345 526 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 4:38:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/7025892" target=_blank>#525</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I simply suspect that it's a rather trivial and even silly example of Obama 
and his team putting spin on anything they want to maintain him as some kind of 
paragon of perfection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had no idea the plot went this deep. Obama's team is actually 
<EM>inside</EM> the restaurant. They've put in a ringer, masquerading as the 
manager, who's lying about the business trip in order to make the foolish 
sheeple of America believe Obama is the crown of creation, the pinnacle of 
wonderfulness.</P> 
<P>How could I have been so blind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026010 33345 534 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 4:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7025953" target=_blank>#528</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I'm now a member of the vast paranoid conspiracy. 
Classy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean there <EM>is no</EM> conspiracy? Obama's team didn't spin this by 
somehow getting to the restaurant manager and convincing him to lie?</P> 
<P>Why didn't you say so? Now I feel silly.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, would you have printed the same "article" at the top 
without question if the byline read "Dan Rather?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know it wasn't written by "Dan Rather?" Actually, that would make 
more sense; Dan Rather posed as this "Tommy Christopher!" Hah! Have you ever 
heard a phonier sounding name? And that would take away the need to even lie 
about the restaurant manager!</P> 
<P>It's diabolically simple.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just answering!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026076 33345 542 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 5:13:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7026061" target=_blank>#540</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If one left-winger making a phone call to the restaurant owner invalidates 
the right-winger and floats your boat (trying to balance the alternating 
piratical theme of this wacky thread), I'm pleased for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, since Dan Rather actually wrote the "article," and everyone knows 
that every single word Dan Rather writes is a nefarious lie, including "and" and 
"the," there was no need for any "phone call" at all. This so-called "manager" 
probably doesn't even exist.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Since you raise the issue, I don't think anything has been "proven" one way 
or the other. What's more, I don't really care. I'm not the one who started the 
post to highlight Tommy's virtues (he who is <STRONG>not</STRONG> Dan Rather) as 
a hard-hitting investigative reporter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait -- you mean Dan Rather didn't write this hard-hitting investigative 
piece after all? Geez. I wish you'd make up your mind.</P> 
<P>But that's OK - I don't really care if you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026466 33345 564 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 6:37:32pm  
 
<P>There just has to be conspiracy in this <EM>somewhere</EM>.</P> 
<P>Even it's a really <EM>teeny</EM> conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026785 33345 569 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 7:40:31pm  
 
<P>I love this conspiracy theory! It's so tasty.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.stltoday.com/stltoday/news/stories.nsf/stlouiscitycounty/story/
3C8F43FA92719BDC862575910082922A?OpenDocument" target=_blank>Pizza from St. 
Louis restaurant is headed to the White House</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a rare honor for anyone other than the president's personal staff to 
cook at the White House kitchen, especially for an establishment that offers 
recycled cardboard to-go boxes instead of fine dining.</P> 
<P>But Obama, whose culinary tastes lean more toward comfort food than gourmet 
cuisine, enjoys pizza enough that he's calling across the country to get a 
slice.</P> 
<P>And the staff at Pi is thrilled to deliver.</P> 
<P>"What can you say?" said Pi partner Ryan Mangialardo. "It's 
incredible."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, this is a scheme perpetrated by Obama to waste the taxpayers' 
money and be all arrogant and wasteful.</P> 
<P>It's monstrous. America -- no, the <EM>world</EM> -- may never recover from 
this egregious abuse of presidential privilege.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027018 33345 571 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 8:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/7026935" target=_blank>#570</A> 
lostnearpittsburgh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no conspiracy - just an absence of critical thinking on your part. 
Who could possibly believe a story like that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your powers of critical thinking are truly awe-inspiring. Someday I hope to 
aspire to the level you have achieved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027054 33345 573 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 8:55:25pm  
 
<P>This pizza thing is a real winner. I suggest you folks run with it. The 
Democrats don't stand a chance against this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027058 33345 574 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 8:57:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7027046" target=_blank>#572</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another irresponsible <A 
href="http://blog.newsweek.com/blogs/thegaggle/archive/2009/04/10/two-last-
questions-about-the-pizza-and-then-we-ll-let-it-go.aspx" target=_blank>right-
wing blog</A> asking rude and stupid questions about the Obama pizza party - 
time to start another thread perhaps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should start your own blog, since you have such great ideas for 
things to post about. Then you can get all the credit you so richly deserve for 
exposing the pizza conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07027452 33345 577 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 10:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7027361" target=_blank>#575</A> 
lostnearpittsburgh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no time like the present to begin developing those skills. Your first 
exercise is to give us any plausible scenario under which the article you cited 
could be true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, I could do your little exercise. But it's cruel to encourage delusional 
people. So instead I'll just give you more time to ponder the horror of 
Pizzagate, by blocking your rude, insulting ass.</P> 
<P>No need to thank me. Best of luck; I'm sure the Obama team is quaking in fear 
that the people of America will learn what you already know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07028667 33345 587 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 9:19:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/7027622" target=_blank>#579</A> Tom From 
PV</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully I'm not banned for just expressing my opinion, but if so, I'll be 
in good company.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People get banned for being insulting and snotty, not for expressing 
opinions. And you're not off to a good start with a remark like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029151 33345 589 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 10:52:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7028978" target=_blank>#588</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From further on in <A 
href="http://www.stltoday.com/stltoday/news/stories.nsf/stlouiscitycounty/story/
3C8F43FA92719BDC862575910082922A?OpenDocument" target=_blank>the story you 
linked</A> ...</P> 
<P>Aha! And Reggie Love <A 
href="http://blogs.suntimes.com/sweet/2009/04/ma_nishtaneh_in_the_white_hous.htm
l" target=_blank>attended Obama's Passover seder</A> Thursday night!</P> 
<P>There you have it! <STRONG><EM>Clearly</EM></STRONG> a conspiracy... !</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This plot goes much much deeper than anyone is willing to 
admit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07035605 33345 593 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 4:59:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7029792" target=_blank>#590</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why a gaffe? Flying in a pizza chef from half way across the country to cook 
pizza's has the a certain ineffable whiff of rock star 
mentality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035607 33345 594 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 4:59:43pm  
 
<P>The stupid. It burns.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026453 33347 44 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 6:34:48pm  
 
<P>Fox News is promoting Rick Warren like crazy tonight.</P> 
<P>It's all part of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32252_Saddleback_Church_Deletes_Pa
ge_on_Creationism_and_Homosexuality" target=_blank>the big cleanup</A>.</P> 
<P>Rick Warren's not a progressive Jerry Falwell. Really. He's not. Pay no 
attention to those men behind the curtain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026548 33348 6 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 6:52:15pm  
 
<P>I think the religious right is starting to position Rick Warren for the 2012 
election. He's going to be their crossover stealth candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026575 33348 15 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 6:56:48pm  
 
<P>Google ads are driven by keywords.</P> 
<P>The keywords in this case being "Rick Warren."</P> 
<P>People who pay for these ads pick the keywords they want to target.</P> 
<P>You're seeing the fundamentalist money at work. It's 
fascinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026655 33348 49 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 7:14:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7026648" target=_blank>#44</A> 
countrygurl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you folks who disagree with evolution saying that since evolution can't 
be true, none of the Christian faith is true? And if your answer is yes, are you 
then saying that the influence of Judeo-Christianity is 
irrelevant?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wanna try that again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07026851 33348 187 Charles Sat, Apr 11, 2009 7:52:25pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, in the Sinn Fein-Hamas thread, we have people defending the IRA 
against the accusation that they were "religious extremists."</P> 



<P>Bad craziness on the rise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07028699 33348 868 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 9:26:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/859/7027901" target=_blank>#859</A> 
StillAMarine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never trust anyone who hears voices in their head. "Unhinged" is the 
watchword here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either "unhinged" or "cynically exploiting gullible people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029036 33348 873 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 10:37:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/872/7029000" target=_blank>#872</A> annak</EM></P> 
<P>There's nothing more boring in this whole world than coming into a thread 
with almost 900 comments and announcing to the world how bored you are. And if 
you hadn't been insulting about it too, you might still have an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029528 33348 876 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 11:43:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/865/7028142" target=_blank>#865</A> 
luv2waltz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is my first post on LGF, and while I don't necessarily agree with a lot 
of what is said in many of the posts, I find it to be very educational. I 
consider myself part of the "religious right." However, I have always had a 
problem with Rick Warren because of his pandering to the left. There are many 
others in the "religious right" who agree with me on this. No need to think of 
him as being a crossover stealth candidate - it will never 
happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's already happening. Rick Warren is showing up more and more on right-wing 
sources like Fox News and the Hugh Hewitt radio show.</P> 
<P>This creationist is absolutely being groomed for a political career, and it's 
not going to be as a Democrat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042492 33348 896 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:19:43pm  
 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07030099 33351 35 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 1:53:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7029667" target=_blank>#31</A> 
sprachgitter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is the ophthalmologist typo part of the joke i'm not 
getting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, because it isn't a typo...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029302 33353 17 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 11:07:25am  
 



<P>There's big money behind the anti-evolution people. There are three posts on 
the front page that mention evolution or creationism, and our Google context-
driven ads are suddenly serving up glossy, expensive advertisements for 
ludicrous anti-evolution books and websites, completely with stupid pictures of 
chimpanzees.</P> 
<P>So far I haven't seen a single pro-evolution ad. The money is all coming from 
the fanatics.</P> 
<P>And I don't mind at all if they want to give me their money, for relentlessly 
criticizing them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029321 33353 26 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 11:09:28am  
 
<P>Free Republic continues to be home for the very craziest of the crazy right 
wing. A comment in their post on the Obama family's <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2227472/posts" target=_blank>new 
puppy</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Poor puppy... growing up with satan’s spawn... a gift from GOD like a puppy 
should never be placed in a home such as that one. If hussein is not the 
Antichrist... he is a first cousin.LLS</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029424 33353 48 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 11:24:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7029339" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you get paid for click-throughs? We don't want to kill the golden goose 
but maybe we should give those ads a few clicks if it helps with 
revenue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not allowed to discuss that, or to tell you to click 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029683 33353 128 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 12:16:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7029547" target=_blank>#92</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that denomination sounded familiar. Indeed, it is the collection of 
the followers of Herbert Armstrong. There are several similarly sounding named 
denominations that sprung from Armstrong's original organization.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Armstrongism" 
target=_blank>Armstrongism</A> has some interesting beliefs. Now they are 
spreading their teachings via Google ad system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's more than a little ironic that Dark Ages anti-science luddites have no 
compunction at all about using modern technology to spread their extremist 
messages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07029731 33353 142 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 12:27:49pm  
 
<P>Kook thinks he has me figured out -- I'm a sekrit atheist who hates 
religion:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.red-alerts.com/pagan-and-proud/charles-johnson-
and-the-truth-about-atheism/" target=_blank>www.red-alerts.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice the links to Eurofascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07029741 33353 147 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 12:30:11pm  
 
<P>(If there's anything that might convince me to become an outright atheist, by 
the way, it's the completely deranged attacks and hate mail from the religious 
right.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07030058 33353 285 Charles Sun, Apr 12, 2009 1:44:30pm  
 
<P>Last day in the old place and my cable company just shut off my Internet 
connection ahead of schedule. Aaarrrggghhh.</P> 
<P>And they're telling me they won't be able to turn it back on without sending 
out a technician.</P> 
<P>Looks like posting will be even more sporadic than I thought. My only 
connection is through the iPhone and typing a long message on it is painful.</P> 
<P>Murphy strikes again. The bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035131 33358 636 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:13:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/561/7035056" target=_blank>#561</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer attacking Charles and lizards today for supporting CAIR. I did think 
the video was kinda funny but maybe that's only because I got a 
mention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great stuff. Spencer has descended into completely classless buffoonery. For 
some reason, he and Geller seem to think it's hilarious to do <EM>another</EM> 
unfunny parody of "The Downfall," which must be the 20,000th version of 
something that stopped being funny around #50.</P> 
<P>I notice he denies there are any extremists in his comments. Now 
<EM>that's</EM> almost funny, except that there's nothing funny about what's 
happening there. He says I "provided no evidence" of it.</P> 
<P>OK. Here's some evidence.</P> 
<P>From <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/archives/025571.php" 
target=_blank>this page</A>, a comment that's been posted for nearly a week and 
nobody thought it was so unusual that it needed deletion:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am utterly amazed that you are being so restrained over there! Here in the 
UK I' d gained the mpression that you were much more direct in your 
politics.</P> 
<P>I have good money riding on an assassination before the first year is out.And 
every time Obama makes a public utterance my confidence in a win is 
increased...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly easy to dig up comments like that at Jihad Watch. Spencer 
really ought to watch out before he starts denying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035176 33358 680 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:20:32pm  
 
<P>And of course, that sad little man Spencer is now playing the Hitler 
card.</P> 
<P>Spencer/Geller supporters are sending hate mail -- of course. They seem to 
think I'm going to be crushed by their dumb video, spiral into depression, and 
just slink off like a whipped puppy.</P> 



<P>Not a freaking chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035192 33358 695 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:23:06pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck responded to the "burn the books" video on his radio show, 
too.</P> 
<P>He claimed the woman who screamed "burn the books!" is a leftist plant. Who 
could ever have seen that coming?</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, never mind that guy ranting about digital cable boxes being 
brainwashing devices. Look! A lefty plant!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035203 33358 704 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:24:44pm  
 
<P>Maybe I should start posting an "Extreme Jihad Watch Comment of the Day," 
since Spencer's denying there's a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035229 33358 729 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:29:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/704/7035203" target=_blank>#704</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I should start posting an "Extreme Jihad Watch Comment of the Day," 
since Spencer's denying there's a problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only problem is, I have better things to do than read comments at Jihad 
Watch, like Spencer obsessively reads every comment posted here.</P> 
<P>Hi, Robert!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07035235 33358 735 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 3:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/7035228" target=_blank>#728</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you check the other video's of hers that I posted (I sent you a notice). 
The organizer clearly knows her and her companion (calling them by name), and 
from her Youtube page one can readily see that she is just another bored young 
person in yet another run-down midwest small town.</P> 
<P>You're right though, Beck totally ignores the looney electronics guy, the 
brown shirt (Constitution Party, i.e., the Birchers), or that the woman who 
wanted Skousen's Mormon-religion book ("5000...") as mandatory reading in 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- and it's also a fact that people applauded when she yelled "burn the 
books!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042487 33359 198 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:18:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7042427" target=_blank>#197</A> 
kenhumphrey</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042489 33359 199 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:18:52pm  
 
<P>Registered in July 2007 and that's its first comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07036183 33361 29 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 6:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7036158" target=_blank>#11</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what did he do? did I miss it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What he did: he got elected President of the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036547 33361 356 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 7:56:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7036507" target=_blank>#320</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised you didn't make this statement a long, long time ago 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you haven't been paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036598 33361 404 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7036575" target=_blank>#382</A> So?</EM></P> 
<P>If you spent less time on kook sites, you might not have missed the fact that 
I've never encouraged craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036647 33361 447 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:14:43pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036679 33361 479 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/7036659" target=_blank>#459</A> 
JacksonTn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>remember that good feeling you probably had when people were telling you 
Happy Birthday ... well, its over ...</P> 
<P>/they are coming in like sharks after chum ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody told me it wouldn't be an uphill climb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036686 33361 486 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:19:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/7036662" target=_blank>#462</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kook sites? What kook sites? Have you been watching me? Where is this coming 
from? If you're referring to that ancient unexplainable archaeological site? 
Yeah, I like stuff like that. Makes you wonder about anomalies. Other than that, 
I don't know what you're referring to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really want me to prove it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036707 33361 506 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/7036694" target=_blank>#493</A> 
distwalker</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This blog is going moobatty lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take that as a compliment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036742 33361 539 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:29:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7036709" target=_blank>#508</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that you watch the sites I surf makes me nervous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't flatter yourself. I keep records of the links and comments I (or the 
monitors) delete, and I remember that you've posted more than one link to a 
batshit crazy website. If you want to believe the lidless eye is watching 
everything you do, knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036897 33361 688 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:55:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7036752" target=_blank>#549</A> So?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The man calls me abnormal and I'm being disagreeable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I guess you're going to call my bluff.</P> 
<P>Anti-vaccination: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.tetrahedron.org/articles/vaccine_awareness/contradictions.htm" 
target=_blank>www.tetrahedron.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Nutball creationist site: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.ancientx.com/nm/anmviewer.asp?a=75&amp;z=1" 
target=_blank>www.ancientx.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036915 33361 706 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 8:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/688/7036897" target=_blank>#688</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Those are two links posted by "So?" that had to be deleted.</P> 
<P>This is why I keep records.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07036962 33361 752 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 9:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/719/7036929" target=_blank>#719</A> Rule303</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just can't bring myself to be "loyal" in to someone whose politics are the 
antithesis of mine regardless of their office.</P> 
<P>Mark</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should move to Sadr City, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07037265 33361 1049 Charles Mon, Apr 13, 2009 10:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1025/7037241" target=_blank>#1025</A> Drained 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have I arrived too late to sign the <A 
href="http://coursesa.matrix.msu.edu/~hst203/documents/loyal.html" 
target=_blank>loyalty oath</A>?</P> 
<P>President Obama, I salute you and honor you.</P> 



<P>I hope every mayor faced with a similar hostage situation in the future shows 
as much bravery as you do and empowers the appropriate authorities to carry out 
their duties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cordially invite you to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039233 33361 1247 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 10:36:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1245/7039092" target=_blank>#1245</A> 
Favre4Favre</EM></P> 
<P>If you think I'm going to let you continue spewing insults at people, you're 
sadly mistake. Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039253 33361 1249 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 10:40:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1237/7038949" target=_blank>#1237</A> Chuckg</EM></P> 
<P>This is just stupid. You're distorting and twisting my words to justify your 
blind hatred of Obama, and I'm really getting sick of this.</P> 
<P>There were no "commands" to anyone, and I did not call everyone who 
criticizes Obama a "ranting hater."</P> 
<P>But there are definitely some ranting haters right here in this thread, and 
denying they exist just makes you look like a fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039391 33361 1259 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:15:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1251/7039292" target=_blank>#1251</A> Chuckg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are getting to where you are lumping all criticism of Obama in this 
thread all into the same category, when its actually coming <EM>both</EM> from 
people who are trying to be rational about it and from people who aren't. This 
is something I think you ought to stop doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to argue with you about this -- I'm simply letting you know 
that you have put words in my mouth that I neither said nor intended. You are 
attempting to portray my statements as blanket statements ("lumping all 
criticism", etc.) and it is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039510 33361 1264 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:38:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1261/7039489" target=_blank>#1261</A> Chuckg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I'm no longer asking for even an implicit apology re: all the 'blind 
hatred', 'putting words in your mouth', etc., accusations you've tossed at me 
personally today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good, because:</P> 
<P>1) it's you who should be apologizing for twisting my words, and</P> 
<P>2) I have no intention of apologizing for anything I've 
written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042483 33361 1286 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:17:05pm  
 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07039544 33364 5 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:42:44am  
 
<P>We really are getting into black helicopter territory here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039600 33364 41 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:51:28am  
 
<P>The site that apparently started this whole idiotic mess is a big supporter 
of Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039609 33364 50 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:52:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7039603" target=_blank>#44</A> 
LionofDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our government can stereotype its citizens but not foreigners? Racial 
profiling of Muslim terrorists is bad, but profiling U.S. veterans is good?</P> 
<P>Oceania is at war with Eurasia. Oceania has always been at war with 
Eurasia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For Pete's sake. Nobody is profiling veterans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039616 33364 57 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 11:54:33am  
 
<P>It's a fact that neo-Nazi groups ARE trying to infiltrate the "tea parties," 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039741 33364 177 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 12:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7039661" target=_blank>#99</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's just neo-Nazi's either. I'm sure this point has been 
brought up but on G. Beck's show yesterday morning they were talking about 
various sites like HuffPo, MediaMatters discussing showing up at the tea parties 
and acting like "the typical loony conservative" to undermine the 
effort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read those posts at Huffpo, and they did not say anything like that. They 
called for "citizen journalists" to take videos and photos and file reports from 
tea parties. They did not say anything like "act like the typical loony 
conservative."</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is trying to set up an excuse in advance, because he knows there 
are going to be a lot of extremists at these events, and he's partly responsible 
for encouraging them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039771 33364 205 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 12:16:29pm  
 
<P>Folks -- this story is being pushed out there by World Net Daily, and a 
"libertarian" website that supports Ron Paul. It's utter, complete crap.</P> 
<P>And by the way, I've also heard from people at the DHS about this, and they 
flatly contradicted what Michelle Malkin is saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039823 33364 256 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 12:24:27pm  



 
<P>And another point -- the document on thelibertypapers.org has been altered 
somehow. I don't know exactly what was done, but the table of contents pane in 
Mac OS Preview is showing garbage characters instead of words. It's been messed 
with.</P> 
<P>Here's one that seems to be untouched, at Wikileaks:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://secure.wikileaks.org/leak/us-dhs-right-wing-extremism-
2009.pdf" target=_blank>secure.wikileaks.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07039893 33364 325 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 12:33:39pm  
 
<P>These are the exact words from the report about extremists trying to recruit 
veterans:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DHS/I&amp;A assesses that rightwing extremists will attempt to recruit and 
radicalize returning veterans in order to exploit their skills and knowledge 
derived from military training and combat. These skills and knowledge have the 
potential to boost the capabilities of extremists—including lone wolves or small 
terrorist cells—to carry out violence. The willingness of a small percentage of 
military personnel to join extremist groups during the 1990s because they were 
disgruntled, disillusioned, or suffering from the psychological effects of war 
is being replicated today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely not an attempt to paint all veterans with a broad brush. 
It very specifically states "a small percentage" might join such groups, and the 
point it makes is completely valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040050 33364 480 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:02:00pm  
 
<P>Just to be very clear -- I am NOT saying we should trust everything the 
government does. I would be the last person in the world to argue for that.</P> 
<P>But this report is being distorted beyond recognition, by people who really 
should know better. Criticism is one thing, alarmism is quite 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040087 33364 515 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:08:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7040079" target=_blank>#507</A> 
oldschool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the report and it pretty much says that anyone who is against 
abortion, Limited federal powers is pro second amendment or has disagreements 
with anything on the leftists agenda is a Right Wing Nut that should have data 
collected on them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040109 33364 535 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7039927" target=_blank>#359</A> 
neoconundrum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of Worldnet Daily, WTF is going on with Joe Farah?</P> 
<P>He let's this anti-semitic drek Pat Buchanan spew his shit for as much and as 
long as he wants to!</P> 



<P>What a huge BLACK SPOT on an otherwise mostly-interesting website!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=94911" 
target=_blank>www.worldnetdaily.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very far from the only thing wrong with World Net Daily. In addition 
to Pat Buchanan, you can also find:</P> 
<P>* Anti-vaccination kookery* Creationism* Paul Craig Roberts, who may be even 
worse than Buchanan* Jerome Corsi and other people who hang around with neo-
Nazis* much much more</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040141 33364 567 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:20:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7040140" target=_blank>#566</A> ~BfromTX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I seeing "black helicopters" by expressing my concern over this 
report?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty much, yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040354 33364 775 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:51:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/7040279" target=_blank>#702</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Morrissey is not a hyperventilator. Neither is Glenn Reynolds. Neither are 
John Hinderaker and Scott Johnson</P> 
<P>Their approach, their writing and their reasoning remains consistent and 
well-reasoned. And they are right-on about the DHS report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not. They're jumping on the bandwagon, but the report itself 
does not warrant any of this frenzied alarmism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040370 33364 791 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:53:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/765/7040343" target=_blank>#765</A> Bumr50</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And people caught sneaking in should be shot. Dead.I guess that's too extreme 
for some people.Screw em.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that comment, I'll say buh-bye to you. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040380 33364 800 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 1:54:50pm  
 
<P>I would normally delete comments like the one from "Bumr50" but I'm going to 
start leaving them up so there's no attempt to play the victim, minimize the 
reason why they were blocked, and accuse me of "banning people just for 
expressing an opinion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040475 33364 888 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:06:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/840/7040421" target=_blank>#840</A> TakeFive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't this rebutt your argument?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not an "argument," it's something we call a FACT. No, that quote shows 
you that it was completed after the election. It's a fact that the report was 
started before Obama was nominated, and that's what I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040521 33364 933 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/896/7040483" target=_blank>#896</A> 
syndicate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Michelle Malkin has a better synopsis of this than the explanation 
given here at LGF. It doesn't sound like this report has been in the works for a 
year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report has absolutely been in the works for more than a year, and if 
anyone tells you otherwise they are either misinformed or lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040556 33364 967 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:16:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/836/7040417" target=_blank>#836</A> 
wordsworth</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last insult at LGF. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040616 33364 1027 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:25:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/987/7040576" target=_blank>#987</A> 
LionofDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just went and read the whole report...it is a smear job:</P> 
<P>This seems to paint a pretty broad brush as to veterans:</P> 
<P>"[t]he return of military veterans facing significant challenges 
reintegrating into their communities could lead to the potential emergence of 
terrorist groups or lone wolf extremists capable of carrying out violent 
attacks."</P> 
<P>So could disgruntled, gay, one-legged Friars...but we don't hear any mention 
of them...or PETA for that matter. No, this was meant to marginalize and demean 
conservatives and the military.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. You've taken one quote way out of context. The report also 
says this -- which makes very clear that they are NOT smearing all veterans, but 
pointing out that a very few might be recruited by extremist groups:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DHS/I&amp;A assesses that rightwing extremists will attempt to recruit and 
radicalize returning veterans in order to exploit their skills and knowledge 
derived from military training and combat. These skills and knowledge have the 
potential to boost the capabilities of extremists—including lone wolves or small 
terrorist cells—to carry out violence. The willingness of a small percentage of 
military personnel to join extremist groups during the 1990s because they were 
disgruntled, disillusioned, or suffering from the psychological effects of war 
is being replicated today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people really aren't interested at all in actually reading the source 
material.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040637 33364 1047 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:28:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1033/7040623" target=_blank>#1033</A> 
tompaineftw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This conspiracy / anti-conspiracy talk is besides the point. Is it irrational 
to think that this report was release today in order to distract the public from 
tomorrow's tea parties?</P> 
<P>Another question is why would so many so-called moderates on this forum be so 
willing to aid in the suppression of dissent? Why would a true moderate care 
either way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report WAS NOT RELEASED BY THE DHS.</P> 
<P>Sorry for shouting but this is getting nuts. The report was leaked to the 
public, and was not intended to be generally released.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07040646 33364 1056 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 2:29:49pm  
 
<P>This report was intended for law enforcement only, and the DHS is currently 
investigating who leaked it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041333 33364 1265 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 4:41:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1226/7041173" target=_blank>#1226</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My problem with this report is that it is based upon nothing concrete, and 
absolute conjecture. We do not and will not know whether it was meant to be sent 
to the public or not. Many things have been 'leaked' on 
purpose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not supposed to be "concrete." It's clearly labeled as an 
"assessment."</P> 
<P>It's frustrating to try to get people to actually deal with the facts. This 
was NOT RELEASED BY THE DHS TO THE PUBLIC. It is an assessment intended for law 
enforcement to help them get ahead of possible threats.</P> 
<P>Gah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041349 33364 1268 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 4:46:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1205/7041046" target=_blank>#1205</A> 
HugoChavez</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041358 33364 1270 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 4:47:24pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041424 33364 1279 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 5:04:57pm  
 
<P>"HugoChavez" is apparently the proprietor of "The People's Cube," by the way. 
In 2006, that site was removed from Google's index, and they whined and 
complained about it. Then it turned out that they were using underhanded 
techniques to spam Google's search results.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mattcutts.com/blog/seo-advice-check-your-own-
site/" target=_blank>www.mattcutts.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Just to show you the caliber of the opposition here, if that charming comment 
didn't do it already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041437 33364 1284 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 5:07:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1277/7041420" target=_blank>#1277</A> 
88keyman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again we find Charles in his new role of constrainer of nutty 
conservatives, who he sees as too often "prompted by World Net 
Daily."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and be as crazy as you like. But you'll have to excuse me if I don't 
join in. And not only that, I just might continue to criticize both sides when 
they act like delusional freaks. You don't like that, I guess, to which the only 
response possible is, "Tough."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041445 33364 1285 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 5:08:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1282/7041433" target=_blank>#1282</A> 
committed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw your post right after I posted my own. I don't recall seeing a report 
on leftwing extremists discussed at all. Not saying it didn't 
exist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh.</P> 
<P>So far in this thread, I've seen links to at least TWO government reports on 
left-wing extremists.</P> 
<P>Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041688 33364 1317 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 6:01:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1298/7041514" target=_blank>#1298</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I thought that sort of "hidden keyword" technique was totally 
commonplace across the Net. In fact, I remember long long ago (in the '90s) 
reading mainstream Web-optimization articles which <EM>recommended</EM> that 
designers include hidden keywords in their html code. I myself don't do it (or 
do <EM>anything</EM> in relation to search rankings) but I have always assumed 
that a significant portion of Web sites do it. I've certainly noticed it several 
times by accident, when clicking "view source code" of normal respectable sites. 
Have things changed since the '90s such that this technique is now considered a 
"no-no"? And, I guess I'm asking -- <EM>why</EM> is it a no-no? If the search 
terms are indeed relevant to one's page content, then in what way are they 
unethical? And besides, aren't Google's search rankings related to the number of 
incoming links, so that all the hidden search terms in the world wouldn't really 
affect one's Google ranking anyway -- right?</P> 
<P>I know this is off-topic from the DHS report, I was just curious about this 
side-track issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No reputable SEO consultant these days will tell you to use the hidden 
keyword dodge -- Google has been removing sites that do it for years and years. 
They see it as unethical, and as a way of gaming their search engine, and they 
are right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07041701 33364 1321 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 6:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1316/7041668" target=_blank>#1316</A> LC 
LaWedgie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/news/item.jsp?site_area=1&amp;aid=197" 
target=_blank>From the SPLC,</A> and partially quoted in this report:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Military extremists present an elevated threat both to their fellow soldiers 
and the general public. Today's white supremacists become tomorrow's domestic 
terrorists."Neo-Nazi groups and other extremists are joining the military in 
large numbers so they can get the best training in the world on weapons, combat 
tactics and explosives," said Mark Potok, director of the SPLC's Intelligence 
Project."We should consider this a major security threat, because these people 
are motivated by an ideology that calls for race war and revolution. Any one of 
them could turn out to be the next Timothy McVeigh."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya know, it looks to me like this report in itself is exactly the kind of 
inflamation that Charles is talking about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, not that it matters, really, but those statements are all true. White 
supremacists <EM>are</EM> dangerous people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041807 33364 1330 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 6:28:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1288/7041462" target=_blank>#1288</A> 
Yehudit</EM></P> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>Listen - one reason I posted this is because a very longtime friend of LGF is 
now working for DHS, and this person gave me the lowdown on the report, what it 
was intended to cover, and why. They are absolutely appalled at the way this is 
being spun up by the right-wing blogosphere, and I totally agree.</P> 
<P>This kind of stuff is getting so out of control among right-wing bloggers, I 
find it extremely disturbing. And a lot of the ranting is based on assumptions 
and readings of situations that are simply flat-out <EM>wrong</EM>.</P> 
<P>I've always tried to be intellectually honest about what I do at LGF; if I 
get something wrong, I correct it. If someone makes a good point that causes me 
to rethink a position, I acknowledge it.</P> 
<P>But what's happening increasingly on right-wing blogs is a sort of bunker 
mentality, where they just dig in and hold onto wrong ideas like a rabid dog 
with a T-bone steak, and refuse to listen or even think about where they're 
going with this stuff.</P> 
<P>Every day there's another one of these manufactured stories, screaming about 
another outrage that, when I look into it, turns out to be either mistaken or 
deliberately misleading. It's sad and pathetic, and I'm not going to be part of 
that self-defeating crew of ranters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042041 33364 1361 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 7:23:13pm  
 
<P>Looks like the kooks have their second wind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042224 33364 1398 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 8:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1377/7042119" target=_blank>#1377</A> 
Zimriel</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One flag was that this was a "friend" of LGF. I detect some personal bias 
intruding upon Charles's reading of the situation. Charles seems to detect it 
himself because he attests to a personal effort to maintain his probity ("tried 
to be intellectually honest").</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I say "a friend of LGF," I mean someone who has proven his value to this 
site many times over, and who continues to be involved in good causes intended 
to keep America safe. You may call that "personal bias." I call it "valuing 
relationships with good people who've proven themselves."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042480 33364 1411 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:16:19pm  
 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042181 33365 980 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 8:00:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/979/7042118" target=_blank>#979</A> William 
Teach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say, what happened to the scared Muslims in the header 
graphic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're asking this ... why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07041986 33366 35 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 7:07:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7041963" target=_blank>#19</A> devil in baggy 
pants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but you gotta admit that <A 
href="http://governor.state.tx.us/news/press-release/12227/" 
target=_blank>THIS</A> totally kicks ass!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. I don't need to agree with that at all.</P> 
<P>Where have I heard "state's rights" before?</P> 
<P>Oh yes: [Link: <A href="http://www.civilwarhome.com/statesrights.htm" 
target=_blank>www.civilwarhome.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042057 33366 92 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 7:27:45pm  
 
<P>Rick Perry's 10th amendment statement is nothing more than political 
opportunist grandstanding. This is a man who cares so little about the children 
in his own state that he appointed a creationist to head the school board, 
twice.</P> 
<P>He's trying to capitalize on the tax day tea parties.</P> 
<P>Politics stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042238 33366 224 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 8:20:29pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07042476 33366 445 Charles Tue, Apr 14, 2009 9:15:11pm  
 



<P>In every thread where I've tried to be reasonable about Barack Obama, the 
nuts come in after everyone else has left and they have a field day, posting 
comments bashing me and LGF in general, ranting away, and generally planting a 
ton of crap.</P> 
<P>I mean <EM>every</EM> thread. And a majority of the people who do this are 
sleepers, registered for years with only a few comments, who suddenly pop up 
flinging insults and spewing extremist rhetoric.</P> 
<P>I'm going to just start closing comments on threads where this 
happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045531 33366 733 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:42:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/7045087" target=_blank>#732</A> 
kernschatten</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone noticed that there's some creationist ads being served in the 
sidebars?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google Adsense is context-driven. What that tells you is that creationist 
groups have lots of money to promote their Dark Ages garbage.</P> 
<P>And I'm glad to take a little bit of it from them, while relentlessly 
criticizing them.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044374 33369 28 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:05:07am  
 
<P>The sign behind her reads "For the first time in my life I FEAR THE 
GOVERNMENT."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044484 33370 17 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:16:50am  
 
<P>See the update above. Odom also writes for Alex Jones New World Order 
websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044498 33370 20 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:19:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7044461" target=_blank>#11</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the MFM chose to interview him why?///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he really is the primary organizer for the tea parties. This is his 
website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://taxdayteaparty.com/" 
target=_blank>taxdayteaparty.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044630 33370 101 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:35:02am  
 
<P>Maybe it's just me, but I think it's incredibly weird, after what we learned 
about Ron Paul and his followers in the last election, to argue that it 
<EM>doesn't matter</EM> whether Paulians are in charge of the majority of the 
tea parties.</P> 
<P>Not just weird, disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07044637 33370 106 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:35:52am  
 
<P>My personal tea party is going to consist of writing obscenely large checks 
to the IRS and the Franchise Tax Board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044661 33370 125 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:39:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7044649" target=_blank>#116</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It remains to be seen how much it "matters" since it remains to be seen what, 
if any, impact these "tea party" rallies actually have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main organizer of the tea parties is affiliated with Ron Paul, Alex 
Jones, and completely insane New World Order websites.</P> 
<P>I can predict what the impact of this will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044721 33370 170 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:46:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7044679" target=_blank>#141</A> Colonel 
Panik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO NO NO NO NO!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P> 
<P>It doesn't matter who started this.</P> 
<P>The main organizer of the tea parties right now is Eric Odom. 
TaxDayTeaParty.com is <EM>his</EM> website.</P> 
<P>A Paulian is in charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044736 33370 182 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:48:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7044722" target=_blank>#171</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd never thought I'd say this, but the Ron Paul revolution is actually 
gaining ground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044759 33370 201 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:51:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7044726" target=_blank>#175</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think it will be? Seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea party protesters will be dismissed as far right kooks. And letting a 
Paulian conspiracy monger organize them is certainly not going to do anything to 
change that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044815 33370 246 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:59:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7044799" target=_blank>#235</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then IMHO the task at hand is to counter that portrayal. Loudly and 
consistently to overcome the smearing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Good luck with that. All I'm seeing at this point are excuses and 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044868 33370 272 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:08:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7044829" target=_blank>#254</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The mainstream media claimed Odom was the "organizer" of the Tea Parties. Yet 
the Tea Party website does not list Odom as organizer. Source: [Link: <A 
href="http://taxdayteaparty.com/about/" 
target=_blank>taxdayteaparty.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I see no evidence that Odom is somehow the originator of the Tea Parties or 
"in charge" of this group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Whois lookup for taxdayteaparty.com:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Registrant:Eric Odom[Address deleted]United States</P> 
<P>Registered through: OODADomains.comDomain Name: TAXDAYTEAPARTY.COMCreated on: 
28-Feb-09Expires on: 28-Feb-10Last Updated on: 03-Apr-09</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't post things like that unless I know what I'm talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044879 33370 277 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:09:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7044856" target=_blank>#265</A> Sifty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I kinda feel I have to ask this question of Charles, with respect.</P> 
<P>Is it that you just don't think we are smart enough to do 
anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Smart enough" has nothing to do with it. I'm not seeing any motivation to 
shun the kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044881 33370 278 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:10:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7044866" target=_blank>#270</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took some time to fish around the crazy at the main website. I think pretty 
much all of us should take a look at it to get the full depth of the NWO 
psychosis that is running through here.</P> 
<P>The right is searching to reconstitute itself. We should not be surprised 
that the freaks and the cranks are the loudest voices. We should however, 
understand just how whacked out tehy are, so that we do not let them become our 
voice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's completely batshit insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044952 33370 304 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7044901" target=_blank>#284</A> 'Nam 
Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bottom line is that the left wing wacko's are scared about waking the silent 
majority of real Americans, and it's displayed right here on LGF (of all places) 



what happened to the place that screamed against kos, DU and the rest of that 
crap?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Says the guy with 20 deleted comments, who's been <EM>that</EM> close to 
being blocked from LGF more than once.</P> 
<P>Nothing has happened to me. But your comment is a perfect example of the 
denial I'm talking about. Bash me, and ignore the conspiracy freaks in the 
room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045018 33370 328 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7044974" target=_blank>#311</A> 'Nam 
Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you of all people attack me Charles? WOW,WOW!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to give as good as I get. If you attack me like you did in your 
comment, I'm not going to just sit here and take it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045710 33370 374 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:06:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7045218" target=_blank>#365</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that those bad policies are the same policies Bush had. Now 
the GOP has to forget about the past eight years and embrace anti-government 
ideas, otherwise they would have to cheer what Obama is doing. Anti-government 
positions are pretty universal among the right, so it's obviously going to 
attract fringe groups.</P> 
<P>The problem around LGF is that guilt-by-association is such an over-used line 
of attack, that they have to attack the tea parties due to a few kooks. LGF is 
nothing if not consistent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, that's exactly what a Paulian would say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045797 33370 377 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:17:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7045620" target=_blank>#373</A> fstrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't know that Odom is running all the "tea parties". We, at 
[Link: <A href="http://teapartyrevolution.com" 
target=_blank>teapartyrevolution.com...</A>] were created just before 
taxdayteaprty. Yeah, we're a lot smaller because we haven't had the press, and 
that's OK. Our message is little different. We're not about one day, but a 
movement, about the Constitution. We are not supported by any other site, or any 
political party, or politician.</P> 
<P>I agree that some may regard this as a bunch of kooks running this. Truly 
there are some grass roots folks running most of it.</P> 
<P>Mike[Link: <A href="http://teapartyrevolution.com" 
target=_blank>teapartyrevolution.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to hear that -- but unfortunately Odom is very deeply involved in 
organizing these events, and he is the one who's talking to the mainstream 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045868 33370 378 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7045766" target=_blank>#376</A> Emerald</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because the people that willingly associate with racist hate groups 
are innocents. There is no legitimate reason to side with evil, and a group that 
does so cannot then claim any sort of moral authority.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one's a very sneaky Paulian, who's been throwing in little code words 
and phrases -- the "Ron Paul revolution" -- and harping about the Federal 
Reserve and "international governance." He seems to think I'm not on to him, so 
keep this on the QT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046292 33370 383 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:50:10pm  
 
<P>Here they come again, at the end of a dead thread. Very 
predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046308 33370 384 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:53:40pm  
 
<P>Sure, folks, I think you should just ignore the fact that the guy who's out 
there talking to the media about the tea parties is a raving Ron Paul "activist" 
who publishes articles on New World Order websites.</P> 
<P>Hey, what could possibly go wrong by ignoring that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046794 33370 387 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:12:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7046555" target=_blank>#386</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that there was an "organization" for New Mexico, with one member. That 
member is Eric Odom, of Chicago. <EM>Twenty</EM> of the 51 "organizations" 
listed are Odom's "groups."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People don't want to hear that, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048168 33370 390 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:37:34pm  
 
<P>Insults will get you nowhere, except blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07044984 33371 95 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:27:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7044888" target=_blank>#37</A> Mars Needs 
Neocons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't question the report or the fact it was begun last year. I question 
the timing of the release. This was specifically given to the press so they 
could all say, "Ignore all the protests, it's just a bunch of marginalized 
lunatic fringe right wingers". It isn't a coincidence that it was released the 
week of the tea parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying to patient here, but it has been pointed out over and over that 
this report WAS NOT GIVEN TO THE PRESS BY THE DHS.</P> 
<P>It was released as a threat assessment to law enforcement, and someone leaked 
it -- and by the way, it first started showing up on ... wait for it ... 
prisonplanet.com.</P> 
<P>I repeat, because this just keeps coming up: IT WAS NOT RELEASED TO THE PRESS 
BY THE DHS.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07045102 33371 178 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 12:42:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7045049" target=_blank>#138</A> Daryl 
Herbert</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. You take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045505 33371 276 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7045488" target=_blank>#271</A> Irenike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not being sarcastic. I believe you do deserve credit for this, but I'll 
bet you haven't heard a peep from your ideological opponents. If you have, 
please let us know, and I'll happily eat crow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take that bet.</P> 
<P>Check out Andrew Sullivan, John Cole, even Media Matters. They have all 
written positive things about me in the past couple of weeks, which kind of 
creeps me out to be honest, after they've called me every filthy name in the 
dictionary for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045648 33371 291 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:57:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7045600" target=_blank>#285</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Cole or Juan Cole? <EM>Juan</EM> Cole is the disingenuous ranter with 
the Israel problem. I haven't read much from <EM>John</EM> Cole but what I have 
bumped into seemed a lot more moderate.</P> 
<P>Praise from Juan, and from Andrew Sullivan and David Brock for that matter, 
is worse than worthless; and I'd be creeped out too. I wonder what Bruce Bawer 
thinks, though; he seems to have his head on right...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even Juan Cole has mentioned LGF recently with less than his usual extreme 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045731 33371 297 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:08:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7045708" target=_blank>#294</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More important is your contention that the "media" will try to paint 
conservatives as extreme. Here is where many of Charles' critics have missed the 
point - the so called painting will stick <EM>because</EM> so many of those who 
self identify as conservative are refusing to call out and ostracize the likes 
of Beck or those three people shown in those videos from OH.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to see that at least one person is getting my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045824 33371 306 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:22:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7045796" target=_blank>#302</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Worrying about what the media says about you or what your enemies say about 
you is a losing strategy. It's playing the Left's game by the Left's rules and 
that is the surest way to lose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less what the media or my enemies say about me. The 
opinions I express here are my own honest opinions. I've never posted a single 
word at LGF just to curry favor with anyone, right or left.</P> 
<P>But if it makes you feel better to denigrate me by implying that I'm only 
saying this stuff to be "politically correct," go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046327 33371 336 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:55:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7046305" target=_blank>#333</A> rb4269</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FACT: right-wing extremists have increased their recruitment since the 
electionStatistics? Sources?</P> 
<P>FACT: right-wing extremists are using a populist movement to make 
inroadsNames of Individuals or organizations? Sources?</P> 
<P>FACT: right-wing extremists can even be found organizing this populist 
movement</P> 
<P>Again: Names? Sources?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's a little hard to give you facts and statistics when you won't even 
believe the Department of Homeland Security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046332 33371 337 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7046325" target=_blank>#335</A> Tarheel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saying...Six Things You Should Know About the Homeland SecurityReport on 
‘Rightwing Extremism’ FOXNews.com, by Judge Andrew Napolitano</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com/2009/04/15/napolitano_homeland_security/
" target=_blank>foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here's something you should know about "Judge" Andrew Napolitano: he's an 
admirer of some of the most extreme kooks in American politics, including Alex 
Jones and Lew Rockwell.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33154_Video-
_Napolitano_with_Alex_Jones_Ron_Paul_Lew_Rockwell_Etc" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046341 33371 339 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:58:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7046175" target=_blank>#329</A> Jimash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"But why did she specifically mention the American Legion?</P> 
<P>As I understand it, they were concerned about the seemingly blanket suspicion 
placed upon veterans .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was NO blanket suspicion placed on veterans. The report very clearly 
says that only a small percentage of veterans might join extremist 
organizations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046459 33371 342 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 4:18:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7046409" target=_blank>#341</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nevertheless it does seem clear you're pivoting pro-Obama - quicker to praise 
him than I think is warranted, quicker to defend than is warranted also. I 
wonder if it's your passionate objection to creationism that is the driving 
force. Sort of like how Sullivan pivoted when Bush praised the DOMA in the 2005 
SOTU address. It is interesting to watch, I wills say that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolute, complete, unmitigated crap. I have not stopped criticizing 
Obama one bit, when I believe he's wrong about something.</P> 
<P>I refuse to be a hypocrite, though, and just reflexively hate everything he 
does whether or not it's justified. Your attempt to tie this to my opposition to 
creationism is just ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046741 33371 349 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:06:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/7046647" target=_blank>#345</A> 
tryptic67</EM></P> 
<P>Right, "thanks" for letting you "discuss" a bunch of complete crap that you 
made up about me and my views.</P> 
<P>You're welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047365 33371 362 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:41:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7047009" target=_blank>#354</A> ssn697</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They guy was appointed by Bush. There was a similar report 2 years ago. There 
was also a 2006 report about the rise of left wing extremists. Same for 
2001.</P> 
<P>But NOW, it is suddenly an attack on conservatives (despite conservatives 
never being mentioned)?</P> 
<P>America is so full of people wanting to be martyrs, it is 
sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You ain't kiddin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047650 33371 368 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:46:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7047490" target=_blank>#367</A> 
CEQAttorney</EM></P> 
<P>I read the whole report, and I am frankly baffled and more than a little 
appalled at the way it's been distorted and spun. I didn't see anything false or 
outrageous in it at all. It's a threat assessment intended for law enforcement, 
to bring police and other agencies up to speed on a very real problem, and this 
hyperventilating is completely ridiculous.</P> 
<P>It does not tar all conservatives with the extremist brush, it does not smear 
all veterans, it does not jump to unwarranted conclusions, it's a fairly 
standard government document, vaguely written and very general as all government 
documents are. I can tell that lawyers went over every word before it was sent 
to law enforcement agencies.</P> 
<P>This is a phony, manufactured controversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048052 33371 371 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:04:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7047732" target=_blank>#369</A> flipflop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But as an advisory to law enforcement, it's useless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Are you in law enforcement? You must be, to be so sure about that 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045284 33372 93 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:07:35pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7045265" target=_blank>#78</A> Archimedes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure if there is any way to keep out the kooks. People could show up 
with Che Guevara signs and I don't think you could do anything about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What could be done: stop attacking the messenger, acknowledge the problem, 
and speak out about it.</P> 
<P>Instead of denying and ignoring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045290 33372 98 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:08:27pm  
 
<P>I've been seeing photos of people at tea parties carrying signs identifying 
themselves as "right wing extremists."</P> 
<P>Oh yeah. <EM>Great</EM> idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045315 33372 118 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7045288" target=_blank>#96</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatives don't have any leadership right now. We have to make sure 
fringe elements don't try to disguise their past and take up the legitimate 
mantle of leadership. Pat Buchanan and Pat Robertson types (who, unlike Ron Paul 
or David Duke, were broadly popular) have to be shown the door.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is a regular guest on Fox News. Sean Hannity has actually 
lavished praise on Buchanan. He's not being shown the door, he's being invited 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045331 33372 132 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7045297" target=_blank>#104</A> Jack Bauer's Evil 
Brother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have read your blog for four and a half years now, and i have 
always found it interesting even when I disagree with you. But you are being 
entirely unfair when you hold the tea parties to a standard that no other mass 
movement is ever held to. Every movement has its fringe elements, and I'm sure 
the tea parties are no exception. But the tea parties have not been "coopted to 
a large extent by Ron Paul nuts." There aren't that many paulnuts around. That's 
what makes them a fringe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, feel free to ignore the fact that the main organizer and spokesman for 
the tea parties, the guy the mainstream media is talking to, is Eric Odom, a 
long-time Ron Paul supporter and contributor to some of the most insane websites 
on the net.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07045372 33372 167 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7045340" target=_blank>#140</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what do mean by that, <EM>practically</EM>?</P> 
<P>I went to check out the DC tea party; I saw a couple of people there wearing 
Ron Paul t-shirts. How do I "keep them out"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I mean by it is on display right here in this thread. We've had two 
meltdowns today already, because I'm not willing to just shut up about what I 
see as a real problem.</P> 
<P>Those people are showing up with Ron Paul t-shirts and signs because they 
feel welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045387 33372 179 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7045364" target=_blank>#160</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan and David Duke have been shown the door! Where have you 
been?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but that is just not true. Pat Buchanan's columns are published 
regularly by Townhall.com and by World Net Daily -- among many other GOP/right-
wing places -- and he's a frequent guest on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045434 33372 217 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:28:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7045412" target=_blank>#198</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I'm not sure of here; is your position "just stay away from the tea 
parties, because they're overrun with kooks"; or "we should do X to keep the tea 
parties from being overrun with kooks"? If the latter, what exactly is that 
"X"?</P> 
<P>(Just drawing on my own experience today; I hardly felt I had the right to 
shout "GET OUT OF THIS RALLY!" at the RP t-shirt wearers.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be completely honest, yes, I wish people would stay away, as long as the 
main organizer is someone like Eric Odom. I don't have the power to make that 
happen -- and I wouldn't even if I could -- but one HUGE reason why it's gotten 
to this point is because anyone who's tried to criticize the kooks has been 
smeared, insulted, and marginalized. The right-wing blogosphere is in deep 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045492 33372 268 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7045429" target=_blank>#212</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan hasn't been shown any door. I've contacted Townhall (through 
Hugh Hewitt) and told him I wouldn't subscribe to their magazine as long as 
Buchanan was welcome there, and I've told Hannity that, too. We all need to tell 
Hannity, FOX, Townhall, or whomever, that we aren't interested in listening to 
people like Buchanan, and their Jew-hating BS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not just Pat Buchanan at Townhall.com, either. They also publish columns 
by Paul Craig Roberts, who may be even worse than Buchanan, and several other 
extreme right paleocons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045594 33372 354 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7045533" target=_blank>#301</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup. It's worse than the report itself.</P> 
<P>Fucking.</P> 
<P>Bitch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must be missing something. Is there something wrong with calling it an 
"extreme" position to reject the authority of the federal government? Are we 
supposed to be anarchists now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045628 33372 382 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 1:55:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7045587" target=_blank>#348</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you been over to GOV today?Baron is spinning a really rich LGF 
conspiracy theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah, I have better things to do than watch what those freaks think about 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045665 33372 416 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:00:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/7045650" target=_blank>#401</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - since I am a complete technical Klutz, can anyone tell me the best way 
to copy an iTunes library over from one computer to a new 
computer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good post on this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.askdavetaylor.com/how_do_i_copy_my_itunes_library_onto_my_new_m
ac.html" target=_blank>www.askdavetaylor.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045683 33372 433 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:02:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7045614" target=_blank>#371</A> Right mind 
left</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://governor.state.tx.us/news/press-release/12227/" 
target=_blank>governor.state.tx.us...</A>]Wonder what Gov Rick Perry will create 
with his filing? Anyone know what this action will produce?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely nothing. It's a grandstand play by a cynical politician trying to 
jump on the tea party bandwagon.</P> 
<P>Rick Perry cares so little about the children of his own state that he 
appointed a raving young earth creationist to head the Board of Education, 
twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07045780 33372 516 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:15:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/7045720" target=_blank>#466</A> Tanker 
J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem with the DHS report is that it paints with far too broad of a 
stroke. Rather than just indicting the McVeighs and the abortion clinic bombers 
of the world, it implies that decent, civil people that disagree with the 
liberal orthodoxy are McVeighs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that's the talking point, but I read the whole report and I simply did 
not see that attitude at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045874 33372 598 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7045837" target=_blank>#566</A> Kobe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should be ashamed of yourself.</P> 
<P>Errol Phillips</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045887 33372 610 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:32:29pm  
 
<P>That's four meltdowns already, because I dared to criticize the tea 
parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07045898 33372 620 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 2:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/7045863" target=_blank>#589</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At any rate, a more complex, goal-oriented set of objectives will attract 
intelligent, goal-oriented people, and we need to do that if anything 
substantive is to happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, that's nice. But now can you tell me what the actual goal of these events 
is? Because I'm not seeing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046297 33373 1 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 3:51:24pm  
 
<P>That's six meltdowns already today, because I criticized the Paulians' 
involvement in the tea parties.</P> 
<P>Four of them were people who had been registered for more than a year, with 
less than 10 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047172 33373 431 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:09:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/7047100" target=_blank>#427</A> 
will_not_back_down</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...Speaker came on, Rita something I'll have to check on her some more, but 
as soon as she started to speak the Ron Paul shirt wears en masse started to 
walk out...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?! There was a mass of Ron Paul shirt wearers there? I thought they were 
not at any of these events.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07047207 33373 434 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:16:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7047071" target=_blank>#425</A> 
SecondComing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a fairly large Tea Party here in town. I didn't go so I don't know, 
but from the pictures it looks like the kooks were slim to none. Just regular 
people fed up.</P> 
<P>Here are some pics:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitpic.com/photos/chatteaparty" 
target=_blank>twitpic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is lovely:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitpic.com/3d0zk" 
target=_blank>twitpic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046755 33374 18 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7046742" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last year's Ron Paul Tea Party...<A 
href="http://ageofhooper.wordpress.com/2008/04/" target=_blank>RON PAUL RALLY, 
SOUTH LAWN, US CAPITOL, WASHINGTON DC: APRIL 15, 2008</A></P> 
<P>Look familiar? You've only added to his numbers but it's pretty much the 
same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People obviously don't want to hear this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046815 33374 54 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:16:06pm  
 
<P>People are now emailing saying "Admit you were WRONG! Nobody saw any Ron Paul 
supporters!"</P> 
<P>I guess they had to be wearing Ron Paul t-shirts, or carrying a sign that 
says "RON PAUL WAS RIGHT!" If they weren't, then they couldn't possibly be 
Paulians!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046849 33374 80 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:20:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7046832" target=_blank>#66</A> 
DhimmiMoore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like it or not, after Big Government Bush and Big Government Obama, Ron Paul 
clearly has the right constitutionally-sound ideas. People are waking up to 
this. If not through Paul, through someone else more mainstream. Maybe its Beck, 
and others who are starting to see things right.</P> 
<P>Gov. Rick Perry is now stating that Texas has the right to secede if they 
want. Thank God for someone who will stand up for states' rights and 
conservative principles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now we're talking!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046864 33374 92 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:21:57pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7046842" target=_blank>#74</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we are going to use that calculus how do we know who anyone really is at 
any event we attend, political or otherwise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't. That's the point.</P> 
<P>But far too many people seem to just want to pretend this is not a problem, 
even when the guy who's out there talking to the media, as the organizer of 
dozens of these groups, is a Paulian who publishes articles at New World Order 
websites.</P> 
<P>Lets just ignore that, though. What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046885 33374 105 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:25:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7046873" target=_blank>#97</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honestly, were the paul bots calling it a "tea party" back 
then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. See the video at the top of this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046919 33374 137 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:28:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7046897" target=_blank>#116</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may be all of those things, but he was nowhere near the tea parties we are 
hearing about from posters. I live in Boston and if the media here could find an 
angle to discredit anything having to do with the rallies they would. No mention 
of this loon or any other loons.</P> 
<P>He may think he is the organizer, but he is mistaken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Boston Tea Party was organized through taxdayteaparty.com, which is Eric 
Odom's site. See the earlier thead about Odom if you don't know who he 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046927 33374 142 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7046922" target=_blank>#139</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were two. Which one are you referring to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Massachusetts tea parties listed at Odom's site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://taxdayteaparty.com/teaparty/massachusetts/" 
target=_blank>taxdayteaparty.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046960 33374 169 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:35:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7046936" target=_blank>#149</A> Hutchip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just back from the Hutchinson, Kansas Tea Party. Turnout of around 1,800 
(according to one speaker). Sorry guys - no Luap Nor crap, anti-semitism or 
racism in sight. Just courteous fly-over folks frustrated with out-of-control 
government spending. The most inflammatory thing I saw was a sign that read 
"Commander in Thief".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glad to hear that, but you should know that the Hutchinson event was also 
listed at Odom's website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07046971 33374 180 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7046950" target=_blank>#160</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not where I learned about the tea parties. It was on the radio and 
internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, my point is that nobody is taking pains to disassociate from the 
kooks. Instead, nearly every tea party in America chose to be listed at a 
website run by a Paulian who publishes articles on conspiracy hate sites. And 
this is the guy who is out there talking to the media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046981 33374 190 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7046975" target=_blank>#184</A> fstrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read a lot of concern here, and a lot of it is understandable and 
justified.</P> 
<P>But I don't see many suggestions.</P> 
<P>Mike<A href="http://teapartyrevolution.com" 
target=_blank>teapartyrevolution.com</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest that people who organize tea parties should disassociate from 
people like Eric Odom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046990 33374 197 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:40:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7046982" target=_blank>#191</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are the Paulians the ones with the Don't Tread on Me flags? I saw quite a few 
of them there.</P> 
<P>Also saw a sign that said "Phoroh [sic] was a Keynesian" whatever that was 
supposed to mean.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paulians are definitely drawn to that imagery, but they're not the only ones 
using it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07046994 33374 199 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:42:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7046989" target=_blank>#196</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad you like doing this stuff, Charles, because sometimes I think no one 
else is bringing these things to our attention. I didn't know about this Odom 
character until I read about it here.</P> 
<P>It's the Emperor's New Clothes over and over, and you are the little boy who 
says "but the emperor is naked!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore Trout puts up with a helluva lot of crap too, and he's been doing 
excellent work discovering some of this stuff.</P> 
<P>If you read some of the nutbag stalker sites, they think he's me. Or I'm him. 
Or vice versa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047000 33374 205 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:43:15pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7046986" target=_blank>#194</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>..So by showing up to one today, in your opinion, would we be associating 
<EM>with</EM> him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading what I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047025 33374 227 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:46:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7047017" target=_blank>#219</A> fstrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about all the sites promoting his site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's a problem, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047030 33374 232 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:47:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7047022" target=_blank>#224</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which post? I may have missed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's that one you quoted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047035 33374 236 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:48:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7047018" target=_blank>#220</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/04/15/tea-party-photos-tax-
day_n_186752.html" target=_blank>Tea Party Photos: Tax Day Protests From Across 
The Country (SLIDESHOW)</A></P> 
<P>End the Fed (with a link to a Paulian site)Obama = Hitler (Always 
classy)Revolution (Ron Paul slogan or sedition? Either way it's anti-
American)</P> 
<P>Some guy dressed up like Jesus.</P> 
<P>Stop murdering babies.</P> 
<P>"Freeloading Illegals are Raping Taxpayers" (That one looks photoshopped)</P> 
<P><STRONG>"Taxpayers are the Jews for Obama's Ovens"</STRONG> (My personal 
favorite)</P> 
<P>Way to keep it classy, folks. Now remind me why this is any better than the 
LLL protests we've seen over the years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all leftist plants, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047069 33374 267 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:53:36pm  
 
<P>I see that Huffington Post got an awful lot of material from the tea 
parties.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/04/10/tea-party-video-
right-win_n_185577.html" 
target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047075 33374 272 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:54:25pm  
 



<P>And now, we have Ron Paul supporters suddenly feeling comfortable again about 
posting at LGF.</P> 
<P>Are we having fun yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047094 33374 290 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:56:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7047050" target=_blank>#251</A> Timbre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I link to this only as evidence to others that <A 
href="http://www.jbs.org/index.php/component/content/article/974-userblogs/4750" 
target=_blank>you are correct</A> in your assessment of the overall issue of Tea 
Parties. If you do not want the link, I know you will remove it and I'll support 
your decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. I'll leave that link up. There are apparently some people at LGF who 
will even find excuses for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047099 33374 295 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:57:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7047076" target=_blank>#273</A> 
itsjustme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in your purity of position, Charles, even if I don't always agree 
with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "purity" to refuse to dive into a sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047113 33374 308 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 5:58:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7047103" target=_blank>#298</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *What, they deserve to decide what to report?</P> 
<P>Who am I going to believe was at these protests in the VAST MAJORITY, 
selected photos of kooks and theHuffington Post, or my own lying 
eyes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool -- so just ignore it all! What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047140 33374 332 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:03:28pm  
 
<P>I smell impending meltdowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047144 33374 336 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7047130" target=_blank>#322</A> Sifty</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047154 33374 344 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:06:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7047150" target=_blank>#341</A> 
itsjustme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07047189 33374 374 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:12:28pm  
 
<P>Oops. Suddenly someone mentions a mass of "Ron Paul shirt wearers" who got up 
and walked out to protest a speaker in Raleigh NC.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/427/7047100" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047239 33374 412 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7047222" target=_blank>#399</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think there is some sort of trickery going on? Are they Acorn plants 
at stormfront spamming polls to smear the Tea Parties? There are dozens of 
threads about the Tea Parties on stormfront. They are very excited about the 
idea and they are attending the protests. There's no doubt about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Be quiet! Can't you see that people don't want to hear that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047244 33374 417 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:22:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7047219" target=_blank>#396</A> mj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever you do Charles, don't open registration tonight!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did you know I was just considering doing that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047354 33374 520 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7047338" target=_blank>#507</A> 
Olderthandirt</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047398 33374 558 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 6:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/7047373" target=_blank>#535</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that "normal" conservatives are starting to take Ron Paul's 
economics seriously. That's why you see so many "abolish the Fed" (code for gold 
standard) and "Fair tax" signs at Tea party protests. Even "normal" conservative 
bloggers like instapundit and Hot Air are entertaining these ideas now. Their 
readers seem to approve of these ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right about that. It's the mainstreaming of Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Anyone who believes switching back to the gold standard is a good idea is 
ignorant of American history. One of the causes of the Great Depression was the 
fact that the gold standard was simply not a viable base for an economy the size 
of America's -- and our economy now is larger by an order of magnitude. There 
isn't enough gold in the world to back up the US dollar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047484 33374 631 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:09:58pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7047454" target=_blank>#604</A> 
itsjustme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Responding with sarcasm to thoughtful comments from faithful readers does not 
suit you well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, since you refuse to get my point from what I've posted so far, I'll spell 
it out. When one of the main tea party organizers is a kook who posts articles 
on hate sites, it's not "purity of position" to speak out against it. It's 
simple human decency and common sense.</P> 
<P>Every time I speak out against Ron Paul, neo-Nazis, or European fascist 
groups, somebody pops up and tells me I'm "on a high horse," "trying to be more 
pure than anyone else," etc. etc. ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>I reject that bullshit. It's not "purity of position" to refuse to dive into 
a sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047498 33374 641 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:14:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/7047466" target=_blank>#616</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading various right-wing blogs today, it's apparent that Glenn Beck is now 
being widely held up as a test of one's 'conservatism'. If you think he's either 
a nut or an expoiter of nuts and a detriment to conservatives, then you're not a 
conservative, in fact you're most likely a 'commie leftard moron'. This is a 
clear sign that there is something very, very wrong going on in the conservative 
world right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tell me about it.</P> 
<P>Since I started criticizing Beck, the freaks have come out of the woodwork, 
and my hate mail has gotten ridiculous. Supporting Glenn Beck has become the 
purity test.</P> 
<P>A creationist John Birch-supporting mentally unstable ranter is now the 
flagship conservative commentator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047504 33374 647 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:16:24pm  
 
<P>Paulians hatin' on LGF again for noticing their influence on tea parties:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=188756" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047515 33374 658 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:18:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/7047507" target=_blank>#650</A> 
Iwillnotsubmit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO.IT.WASNT.</P> 
<P>Stop the BS Charles. Read the individual websites for the truth, for Boston 
here it is:</P> 
<P>" If you want to attend or volunteer for a listed event, contact the event 
coordinator. If you want to organize a new event, contact the state coordinator 
AND email teapartyinfo@gmail.com. Thanks!**"</P> 
<P>His website is a clearing house for the information for the individual tea 
parties. He doesnt organize a thing, except perhaps a few local to himself. Here 
is the website for Boston.</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.teapartyboston2009.wordpress.com" target=_blank>Boston 
Tea Party</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want to be associated with Ron Paul, maybe you should not list 
your event on a Ron Paul drone's website. Of course, it's your choice. Maybe 
you'd rather hate me for pointing out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047540 33374 681 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:24:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7047532" target=_blank>#673</A> 
JollyFatMan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that Odom has been outed and that is the reason for not wanting to 
participate, I suggest a solution.</P> 
<P>Roundly denounce the Odom fella and his site. Have folks tell as many 
organizers as possible who this guy is and why they should not list their event 
at his site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047549 33374 689 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 7:25:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/683/7047542" target=_blank>#683</A> 
Iwillnotsubmit</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. You take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047727 33374 861 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 8:00:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/837/7047703" target=_blank>#837</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly because not paying attention to these people could have negative 
consequences?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ssshhh! Nobody wants to hear that kind of talk!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07047955 33374 1083 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 8:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1079/7047951" target=_blank>#1079</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just back from my local Tea Party.</P> 
<P>Most of the folks seemed quite normal. First protest I've been to where the 
entire crowd sang the National Anthem.</P> 
<P>Were there kooks there as well?...Most definitely. There were Ron Paul 
people, and there were Birth Certificate conspiracy nutters too. There was even 
one fellow wearing a "9/11 Was an Inside Job" shirt, though thankfully a few 
people were giving him shit about it.</P> 
<P>The worst thing about it were the speakers on stage. They were just awful. 
One of the speakers said that Barack Obama wants to "put us all in concentration 
camps". There wasn't one decent speech, they all sounded paranoid at 
best...crazy even.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quiet! Nobody wants to hear any of that!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048143 33374 1198 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:27:40pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/7048109" target=_blank>#1187</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<P>Best of luck, Bob. Stinky and I are pulling for you over 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048162 33374 1204 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1176/7048071" target=_blank>#1176</A> 
JollyFatMan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For one, I didn't know signs that state "Abolish the Fed" are the tip off 
that a potential Paulian nut job is on the other end of the stick until I read a 
comment about it here. I did see 2-3 of these signs at the Colorado Springs 
event. Were they Paulians? Or just people that happen to agree that the Fed is 
something that bears scrutiny?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who thinks the Federal Reserve should be abolished is a flat-out 
kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048425 33374 1216 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1213/7048227" target=_blank>#1213</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048073 33375 16 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:08:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7048062" target=_blank>#10</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does evolution explain Ron Paul?</P> 
<P>That's what I want to know.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Non-viable mutation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048106 33375 38 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:17:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7048095" target=_blank>#31</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But really, guilt by association by association is pretty thin. Jindal is no 
Nazi. He's just wrong, or cynical (which I deem more likely) when it comes to 
evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/9/29/22813/8088" 
target=_blank>Bobby Jindal's Creationism and Alliance with David Barton</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Journalist Frederick Clarkson reported in October 2006 that Jindal and Barton 
visited Baptist churches in Alexandria, Bossier City, and West Monroe. 
Describing these visits on Barton’s Wallbuilders Live! radio program a few days 
later (October 18 &amp; 19, 2006), Jindal praised Barton’s pseudo-history: “Dave 
did a fantastic job, went to three churches with us, just reminding us of our 
nation’s history [and] heritage.” Barton, calling Jindal a “product of what we 



were able to put in office in 2004” because of the “huge increase in Christian 
voter turnout,” praised Jindal’s desire to “make a difference in the culture 
war.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048114 33375 43 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:20:44pm  
 
<P>Jindal's friend David Barton calls the separation of church and state "<A 
href="http://candst.tripod.com/boston1.htm" target=_blank>a 
myth</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048150 33375 67 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:29:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7048142" target=_blank>#61</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Supriya's <A href="http://jindalfoundation.org/our-mission/" 
target=_blank>website</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fourth grade science, the state of Louisiana ranks 35th out of 39 states 
examined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe teaching intelligent design as science will help.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048183 33375 89 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:42:25pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about these posts will be deleted. Continue to complain 
and your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048200 33375 101 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:46:54pm  
 
<P>On an off-topic subject that I don't really want to make a front page post: 
you might have seen several right-wing bloggers yelling that a photo-op for 
Obama with troops in Iraq was staged, and that soldiers were all given the same 
digital cameras to act like they were ecstatic at seeing Obama.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/photogallery/The-Troops-in-Iraq//photo5/" 
target=_blank>Wrong again.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048228 33375 124 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 9:57:18pm  
 
<P>A completely whacked out creationist editorial at the Norfolk, Virginia site 
MyCityTalk.com:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://norfolk.va.mycitytalk.us/article/News/Science/Where_Evolution_Has_G
aps_Creation_Might_Offer_AnswersIf_We_Will_Listen/22728" target=_blank>Where 
Evolution Has Gaps, Creation Might Offer Answers—If We Will Listen</A>.</P> 
<P>Trying to count the falsehoods and lies will give you a migraine. It's a 
compendium of almost every creationist talking point of the last 50 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048389 33375 277 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:03:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7048361" target=_blank>#249</A> Parker in 
US</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07048405 33375 293 Charles Wed, Apr 15, 2009 11:11:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7048306" target=_blank>#197</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes I wasn't being a troll. Click delete seems kind of 
harsh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tough. Complain again about evolution-related posts and your account will be 
history.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just saying that science is self-correcting. And spending a few days of 
study on global warming or intelligent design is not a tragedy. Thats what 
science is about guys. Propose an hypothesis, prove it right or wrong if you 
can. If wrong, propose again and repeat the cycle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not science, it's religion. It does not belong in 
science classrooms. Your understanding of science is not even wrong.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do admit being somewhat taken aback by what seems to be a hair-trigger on 
the part of the moderator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I repeat: complain once more about evolution-related posts, and you won't 
have an LGF account to worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050275 33375 372 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:32:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7048258" target=_blank>#150</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obama and the progressives want to bankrupt us and turn us into to 
yet another failed communist state, various religious sects want to turn us into 
a theocracy, the greens want to turn us into an uninhabited wilderness, elitists 
of every stripe want to make all our decisions with a pseudo- scientific, 
economic, academic, or political intimidation, a huge mob of crooks and scammers 
are climbing all over our country, constantly trying to get their hands into our 
pockets and pocketbooks, bureaucrats want to control our every economic, 
political, and metabolic action with fees, forms, and endless, incomprehensible, 
self-contradictory regulations, businesses want to have everything automatically 
deducted from our paychecks, checking accounts, and credit cards!</P> 
<P>But now we can finally see it, that the biggest, vilest, most insidious 
threat of all, one that will destroy Truth, Justice, and the American Way of 
Life is . . .</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you're a creationist (and a highly deceptive one at that) so it's 
understandable why you would whine and complain about these 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050294 33375 373 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:36:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7048543" target=_blank>#359</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back from he walk.</P> 



<P>I suggest you study R.W. Reagan. He was a practicing Christian--but he did 
not wear his faith on his sleeve. You set up a strawman --and not a very good 
one. That's not argument--it's sophistry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the least of SK's sins. He's also a liar, who insisted he was going to 
post a long list of "peer reviewed scientific papers" on intelligent design, 
didn't, and then insisted that he did.</P> 
<P>And he also claimed he had a "scientific degree," in a blatantly transparent 
attempt to validate his creationist nonsense, then refused to even say which 
field this alleged degree was in. He's getting more and more hysterical with 
these posts, because he's been outed every time he tries to spew his creationist 
apologetics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051425 33375 382 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 1:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7050993" target=_blank>#376</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Francis Collince does accept evolution, and he is greatly 
embarrassed by fundamentalist creationists:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://discovermagazine.com/2007/feb/interview-francis-
collins" target=_blank>discovermagazine.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how much creationists lie about and misrepresent the opinion of 
people like Frances Collins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058240 33375 411 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7057993" target=_blank>#410</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal signed the law; the state legislators passed the law (35-0 in their 
Senate, 91-3 in their house). This law was NOT a product of Jindal or 
Republicans. The citizens overwhelmingly wanted it. I'm not sure you get 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not true. Bobby Jindal actively stumped for this bill, and actively 
promoted it along with David Barton of Wallbuilders, other fundamentalist 
Christian groups such as Focus on the Family, and the anti-evolution "think 
tank" the Discovery Institute.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for critical thinking, here goes. I can't find a single section of the law 
(or the BESE policies that were adopted as a result) that do anything remotely 
like you claim. I've looked. But you persist in saying that the law does force 
teaching of creationism and introduction of religion into science. It simply 
does not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted numerous articles at LGF explaining why these "academic freedom" 
bills are simply disguised creationism bills. The Louisiana one was heavily 
promoted by the Discovery Institute (with Bobby Jindal) and they have a sample 
bill on one of their creationist websites that is the model for this one and for 
every other "academic freedom" bill being pushed by Republican politicians in 
other states.</P> 
<P>Before you spout off on the subject and deny the creationist intent of the 
bills, educate yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050418 33377 90 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:56:27am  
 



<P>There is absolutely no excuse for running an advertisement for this garbage. 
It's so irresponsible it boggles the mind. It's exactly like running an ad for 
"Loose Change" or some other 9/11 Truther film.</P> 
<P>This makes me sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050438 33377 97 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:58:12am  
 
<P>Sorry, it's ridiculous to say they have "no control" over the ads that appear 
on their shows. That's simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050444 33377 100 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:58:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7050437" target=_blank>#96</A> snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Umm..."Loose Change the Final Cut (9-11 troofer movie) is advertised in the 
Google ads in the Right sidebar. I wouldn't dream of suggesting LGF endorses 
this movie because it shows up in a sidebar ad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me the URL for that ad and I'll block it right now. I haven't seen 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050466 33377 107 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:01:22am  
 
<P>The Google ads, by the way, are context-driven, and I do not have any 
approval over them before they run. When I see an offensive one I can block 
it.</P> 
<P>But radio shows have advertising managers who choose which ads will run. It's 
not even remotely equivalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050486 33377 114 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:04:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7050469" target=_blank>#108</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, it's now on the blocked list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050489 33377 116 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:05:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7050476" target=_blank>#110</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's equivalent when you basically accuse Rush of endorsing 
Jones...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote no such thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050522 33377 123 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:08:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7050499" target=_blank>#118</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just took a look at lgf sidebar ads, there's a Google ad for "Alex Jones 
and WWIII" -- and if you click the link, this comes up -- [Link: <A 
href="http://www.nostradamusonline.com/?a=224" 
target=_blank>www.nostradamusonline.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That one is blocked now too. It takes several hours for the blocking to 
work.</P> 
<P>This shows you how much money is being put into this crap. Recall that Ron 
Paul raised many millions of dollars in his campaign, and spent very little of 
it. I wonder if some of that money is now being used to promote stuff like 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050533 33377 125 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:10:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7050514" target=_blank>#121</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you say "The Ron Paul kooks are excited about their increasing 
legitimization." you imply that there's an endorsement at that level, why else 
mention his name?</P> 
<P>You could easily have said the ads are running on station blahblah if that's 
not what you were implying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just stupid. I simply pointed out that the ads were running on Rush's 
and Glenn Beck's shows, and the comment about the Ron Paulians is nothing more 
than a fact. They are excited about their increasing legitimization.</P> 
<P>But if you really want to insist on taking offense, knock yourself 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050546 33377 129 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:12:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7050529" target=_blank>#124</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My understanding of the radio advertising process is with nationally 
syndicated programs is that there are 2 levels of advertising. One is at the 
national level with the advertising deal done with the syndicator, in Rush's 
case, I guess it would be the EIB. They have certain slots every hour and the 
stations that syndicate the program are obligated to run those 
advertisements.</P> 
<P>The other level of advertising is at the local / station level. They have 
certain slots every hour that they own and they can fill with with whomever they 
choose. I'm not sure if the syndication agreements would prevent or have some 
approval process. The advert, if done on the show, could very well have been 
part of a buy through local stations as opposed to being through the syndication 
organization. If the latter, then by all means we need to pressure Rush / EIB to 
remove it. If the former, then our outrage needs to go to both Rush / EIB and 
the local station...with the message to Rush to pressure the local station to 
drop the ad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is almost certainly being done at the national level. The ads are also 
running on Laura Ingraham's show. The kooks are targeting conservative radio, 
and spending a lot of money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050572 33377 133 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:15:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7050557" target=_blank>#131</A> Eagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the real question is whether Rush is allowed to address the Ron Paul 
Issue on his show. Does accepting an advertisement mean Rush cannot criticize 
the sponsor?</P> 



<P>On another point, there are ads of varying degrees of respectability on 
Rush's show. If Rush is not specifically endorsing it, I have to say let the 
market do its thing. I didnt like Michael Moore's ads, but its all about 
revenue. If Michael Moore, Ron Paul can afford the advertising, let em have 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not a Ron Paul advertisement. It's an ad for an Alex Jones film. 
Jones is a 9/11 Truther and one of the most rabidly insane conspiracy mongers in 
the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050574 33377 134 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:15:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7050570" target=_blank>#132</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not taking offense, with all due respect, but your post implies that 
there is an endorsement by Rush because the shows are running on his 
show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050604 33377 144 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:19:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7050590" target=_blank>#139</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why mention Rush's name? It's your house and your rules, but come on. 
You didn't address the difference between national and local ads, which is a big 
distinction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you come on. I pointed out that the ads are running on Rush's show, and 
on Glenn Beck's show, and this is nothing more than a simple fact. You're 
reading all kinds of stuff into what I posted that I DID NOT WRITE AND DID NOT 
INTEND.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050692 33377 163 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:30:25am  
 
<P>If it makes you guys feel better to attack me for "making implications," go 
right ahead. Meanwhile, Alex Jones is advertising on top conservative radio 
shows. Some people might think that's a more appropriate target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050696 33377 165 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:31:03am  
 
<P>By the way, I posted this because I had two emails this morning from people 
who heard the ads in different parts of the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050731 33377 173 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:37:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7050718" target=_blank>#170</A> Darth 
Matt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a choice there also. Remove Google Adwords. Take a stand if you're 
going to ask someone else to do the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Another silly comment. I block offensive ads as soon as I'm aware of them, 
and it's not too much to expect the same from someone like Rush 
Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050779 33377 179 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:42:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7050718" target=_blank>#170</A> Darth 
Matt</EM></P> 
<P>Registered in 2005, with only 13 comments. Your last comment before you 
suddenly got interested in LGF again was in 2006.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050897 33377 193 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:59:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7050820" target=_blank>#185</A> Eagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I just saw this one at your right sidebar.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.gnmagazine.org/evolution/?S=2&amp;gclid=CL_liN2G9pkCFSQeDQodUGv
XSA" target=_blank>www.gnmagazine.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Looks like a Creationist website. Shows a monkey with its hand over its 
mouth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. I have no objection to taking money from creationists, while 
relentlessly criticizing them. I draw the line at Truthers and Alex 
Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052780 33377 221 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:09:24pm  
 
<P>It's really odd how I've been posting for years about the "mainstreaming of 
the 9/11 Truth movement," and never got a single critical comment. But when I 
point out that one of the main Troofers in the country, Alex Jones, is now 
advertising on top conservative radio programs, suddenly a whole lot of people 
can see nothing wrong with it and want to excuse it.</P> 
<P>Odd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054202 33377 224 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:54:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7053486" target=_blank>#222</A> Tom on the 
Rez</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta call B.S. on this one, Charles (as far as Rush endorsing 
it).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please quote the part where I said Rush "endorsed" the ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050709 33378 234 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:33:21am  
 
<P>There's a real epidemic around here lately of "attacking the 
messenger."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050717 33378 240 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:34:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7050701" target=_blank>#227</A> ellcon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With so many posts on Paulian involvement of the tea parties, it's not over-
hyped, it's downright paranoid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you're a Ron Paul supporter, aren't you? It's pretty easy for me to read 
what you've posted before, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050748 33378 264 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:39:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7050652" target=_blank>#193</A> pink 
freud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While we're on radical alliances, David Duke has personally-filmed footage at 
his site of the altercation with Amnesty supporters yesterday at a Tom Tancredo 
appearance at UNC Chapel Hill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please do not post links to that creep's website. I edited your post to 
remove it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050805 33378 308 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 11:47:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7050788" target=_blank>#293</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm happy with my previous comments - tough to be a contrarian at Malkin or 
Hot Air right about now. Plus, anyone can observe the tide shifting in the GOP - 
you have, otherwise there wouldn't be so many posts on Paul, Judge, and 
Beck...</P> 
<P>Harboring Libertarian ideals doesn't make you a crank, and what is happening 
right now in the GOP is not tough to see. But then again, "There's a real 
epidemic around here lately of 'attacking the messenger.'"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone wants to question whether the Ron Paulians feel encouraged by "tea 
parties," just read what this Paulian is posting at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07050916 33378 352 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 12:02:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7050851" target=_blank>#334</A> ellcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just Paulians who feel encouraged, it's anyone who is angry and 
scared at the massive growth and intrusiveness of the Federal Government. 
Mostly, those type of people are known as 'conservatives' - and right now, there 
are a lot of very encouraged conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to get very weary of your deceptive promotion of Ron Paul at my 
website. You may think you're flying under the radar, but you're 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051156 33378 377 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 12:44:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7051055" target=_blank>#366</A> TimC</EM></P> 
<P>Registered 5 years, with only 26 comments.</P> 
<P>These posts really are waking up a lot of sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051158 33378 378 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 12:45:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7051101" target=_blank>#372</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's important to out the fringe, to marginalize them, and keep them from 
gaining enough power to effectively become the average American voters' idea of 
what conservatives represent. If they succeed in framing themselves as the voice 
of conservatives in general, we'll be looking at a VERY long liberal 
majority.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see anyone else doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051445 33378 388 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 1:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7051364" target=_blank>#386</A> EricWRN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That being said, I think Ron Paul gets terribly misrepresented at this site. 
I've read this blog daily for years and never understood why. Paul seems 
incredibly naive about middle east politics but other than that, I think he's 
spot-on with MOST of his talking points. While I would never vote for him, and 
Joe Schmoe Libertarian is batshit crazy, I would love if he wasn't so vilified 
by republicans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely false. The one misrepresenting Ron Paul is you -- he's a 
kook with weird unworkable ideas about the economy (return to the gold standard? 
you've gotta be kidding) and <A 
href="http://www.reason.com/news/show/124426.html" target=_blank>unsavory racist 
connections</A>. And his followers are the most insane bunch of drooling mouth-
breathers on the web -- antisemites, New World Order nuts, conspiracy freaks, 
Truthers, you name it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051603 33380 210 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 2:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7051560" target=_blank>#178</A> Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Medved has a couple of people debating creationism and evolution <A 
href="http://www.streamaudio.com/Player/Player.aspx?Station=KRLA_AM&amp;filename
=&amp;Optin=no" target=_blank>here</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Medved is a senior fellow at the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051652 33380 248 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 2:26:31pm  
 
<P>I still don't have a working cable TV connection in my new underground 
facility, so I missed Beck. Is he claiming that the woman who shouted "burn the 
books" is a leftist plant again? Typical.</P> 
<P>Let's just ignore the fact that the audience applauded her, and let's ignore 
the speaker and his bizarre John Bircher ideas.</P> 
<P>Look! A Leftist plant!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051774 33380 309 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 2:50:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7051740" target=_blank>#305</A> tracy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So instead of trying to find the whole video like Beck suggested and 
apparently someone on his site managed to do...you'll just be content bad-mouth 
him? I guess that's why I've found myself not coming to this blog so much 
anymore. You use to work hard to find the truth, and the complete truth, not 
merely a split second.</P> 



<P>Yes, I would typically try to find the full video. We've had a death in the 
family and I'm dealing with that right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video I posted is five and a half minutes long, and it has more than 
enough craziness packed into it. I posted the entire thing, not just a "split 
second." Apparently you didn't even bother to watch it before making your 
comment.</P> 
<P>What am I supposed to find in the "full video"? Do they all suddenly yell 
"We're just kidding!"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054014 33380 328 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:43:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7052382" target=_blank>#320</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well that was a hoot. That person probably obtained a million dollar grant to 
tell us absolutely nothing that good old common sense that most are born with 
can.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's rich. A creationist lecturing people on common sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058210 33380 340 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:37:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7055192" target=_blank>#335</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is ok. Charles thinks I am a creationist too despite my saying that there 
is no defense for teaching ID in schools as it is most definitely not science. 
He just doesn't like my thinking that evolution is not on the same 
epistemological plain as physics or chemistry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I "don't like" that for one reason -- because it's wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058226 33380 341 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7054676" target=_blank>#331</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No offense Charles but we have been over this before. Just because I believe 
in god does not make me a believer in teaching ID in class over science. I am 
suprised you do not go research any postings I have made in the past instead of 
making snap judgments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, sorry -- I forgot. You're pretending not to be a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051797 33381 56 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 2:57:08pm  
 
<P>And now the Beck drones are sending me hate mail, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051841 33381 93 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:04:14pm  
 
<P>"ericredwings" posted this comment on March 29th, now deleted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully a few of these tax protests will get out of control. We need to 
show this out of control gov't that we are sick of there tax 
policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Apparently he now just goes through threads and down-dings people. In light 
of this, I've given Stinky permission to block his account before the inevitable 
meltdown comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051861 33381 111 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:07:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7051846" target=_blank>#98</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Randians are watching, thinking and reconsidering...James Randi message 
board:<A href="http://forums.randi.org/showthread.php?t=139988" 
target=_blank>"Tea Parties"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that earlier - surprising that someone who posts at the James Randi 
forum would even think about associating with the Constitution 
Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051870 33381 120 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:08:41pm  
 
<P>Someone just emailed demanding evidence that Lew Rockwell is a racialist. 
Where are these people coming from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051889 33381 137 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7051865" target=_blank>#115</A> mmkay76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon, Charles. There was 1 person clapping at the "burn the books" 
comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is absolutely not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051928 33381 174 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:20:00pm  
 
<P>More sleepers popping up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051937 33381 183 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:21:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7051911" target=_blank>#158</A> 
Hollowpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, that doesn't excuse the false insinuation that the "Tea Party" 
protests were being organized by the Paulians...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely not false. One of the main organizers of the tea parties, 
and the person interviewed as such by mainstream media, is a Ron Paul follower 
and a guy who publishes articles on kook conspiracy websites. That's something 
known as a "fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051960 33381 205 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:25:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7051954" target=_blank>#199</A> mmkay76</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I just watched it 3 more times. There was 1 person clapping right before 
the comment, then the asinine comment, then a new clapper, then another loud 



clapper joins in. There was a laugh, too. Probably from the guy who asked if she 
was serious.</P> 
<P>So, two or three. Anyway, we know right-wing nutjobs exist. Are we not to 
gather in protest because of it? Just keep a low profile while Obama, Pelosi, 
and Reid supporters have their way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're still minimizing it. I hear a lot more than three people clapping. And 
the applause, by the way, started when the crackpot speaker ranted that people 
should "pull their kids out of college because they're being 
brainwashed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051962 33381 207 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7051959" target=_blank>#204</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racialism" 
target=_blank>Racialism</A></P> 
<P>Basically its a euphemism for racism used by racists to try to cover who and 
what they are. According to them, "racists" hate people of ofter races for no 
reason but "racialists" point out "legitimate" differences between races and 
then use them as an excuse for segregation, over-the-top "pride" in ones own 
race, or in other words just plain... racism.</P> 
<P>I don't know Lew Rockwell's feelings on this and have only seen his paleo-
libertarian economic and foreign policy screeds that were ridiculous, but I know 
that Charles doesn't talk out his ass so I'm trusting him on this. The fact the 
Rockwell is batshit crazy on other things lends credibility to this as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.reason.com/news/show/124426.html" target=_blank>Who Wrote 
Ron Paul's Newsletters?: Libertarian movement veterans, and a Paul campaign 
staffer, say it was 'paleolibertarian' strategist Lew 
Rockwell</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07051981 33381 225 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:29:31pm  
 
<P>Since we now have LGF readers/sleepers showing up making excuses for Ron 
Paul, here's an article that bears re-posting: <A 
href="http://www.tnr.com/politics/story.html?id=e2f15397-a3c7-4720-ac15-
4532a7da84ca" target=_blank>Angry White Man - the bigoted past of Ron 
Paul</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052028 33381 271 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:38:52pm  
 
<P>In the video, when the ranting nut says "if you got kids in school, you got 
'em in college, get 'em the hell out of college because they're brainwashing 
'em," people start clapping, and you can see a woman behind him nodding 
enthusiastically. Then the woman shouts "Burn the books!" -- more people start 
clapping, and at least one person yells "Yeah!"</P> 
<P>That's what the video shows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052034 33381 277 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:40:00pm  
 
<P>Wow, who woke up all the sleepers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07052045 33381 287 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:42:13pm  
 
<P>By the way, when the woman who shot the video says "those evolution books" 
(should be burned) the guy talking to her says, "I'm with you on 
that."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052068 33381 309 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:46:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7052047" target=_blank>#289</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles but I can't get behind the guilt by association 
arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "guilt by association" to point out that one of the main organizers 
of the tea parties is a Ron Paul fanatic who writes articles for crackpot 
websites.</P> 
<P>Obviously, a lot of people would prefer to just ignore this, and that's 
exactly why the tea parties are being labeled as kookfests. If you don't care 
enough to speak out against this kind of stuff, that's what you're going to 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052070 33381 311 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:47:58pm  
 
<P>Half a dozen hate mails already following Beck's show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052095 33381 334 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:53:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7052077" target=_blank>#318</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I saw it, neither the guy ranting or the book burning woman got much 
traction. As far as the guy, you can actually see a woman smirking , leaning to 
talk to a man, while the ranter is raving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must be watching a different video than I am. Either that or trying 
desperately to excuse what the video shows.</P> 
<P>I'm tending toward the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052103 33381 342 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:54:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7052090" target=_blank>#330</A> nanook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think I'll go watch some other weblog...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052111 33381 350 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 3:57:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/7052108" target=_blank>#347</A> 
teleskiguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Just read that TNR article about Ron Paul you linked above. This man, 
getting all this coverage on Fox News, must be marginalized. I had no idea he 
was such a loon. Thank you for opening my eyes.Sincerely,A guy who actually kind 



of took Ron Paul seriously, until Charles at LGF showed me the 
truth...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who are excusing and ignoring the Ron Paul involvement in tea parties 
are making a huge mistake. This guy is pure poison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052128 33381 365 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:00:32pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7052120" target=_blank>#358</A> 
Hollowpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The evidence suggesting that this is all a Paulian plot is lacking at 
best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I never wrote nor implied anything of the 
sort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052140 33381 376 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:03:12pm  
 
<P>Wow, after seeing that video of Beck, I'm even more certain that he's a 
complete punk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052144 33381 380 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7052142" target=_blank>#378</A> MJBrutus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There seems to be a whole lot of confusion on that point Charles. Since so 
many of us fail to see the distinction between what you actually wrote and what 
you say you never so much as implied here, why don't you take another crack at 
clarifying yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks. I'll just let you keep putting words in my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052165 33381 401 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:07:40pm  
 
<P>I really loved how Beck sneered out the words "jazz musician," as if being an 
alcoholic, weeping, ranting talk show host is supposed to be a real 
accomplishment, while practicing diligently for years, earning several gold 
records, and touring with some of the world's top musicians is a laughable 
joke.</P> 
<P>A true punk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052167 33381 403 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7052157" target=_blank>#393</A> MJBrutus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have and find no difference between what he said and what he claims to have 
not said. But hey, far be it from me to question him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052355 33381 585 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 4:48:46pm  
 



<P>Here come the raving kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052468 33381 687 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 5:08:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/7052431" target=_blank>#654</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, let dhimmimoore back. He was kinda funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a chance, and especially not after the email he just sent 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052496 33381 712 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 5:12:38pm  
 
<P>Sorry, that email was from "MJBrutus." Just the standard insults.</P> 
<P>Here's one that just came in from a Glenn Beck fan:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm reading posts by your drooling, sycophants and wondering. Do youactually 
believe this shit? Do you actually have such a low opinion ofyourself that you 
NEED this on a daily basis?</P> 
<P>"Beck can't hold a candle to Charles." (ohhh I think I came in mypants.)</P> 
<P>"Charles i have to say, you are a hero holding the line aginstcrazyness".. 
translation&gt; (oh my... I just love fascists like youCharles...if everyone 
could just be like you and me the world would beperfect.) I see your knuckle 
dragging enablers also are not sosmart...i.e. not smart enough to use a spell 
checker before posting.</P> 
<P>Opps, geez I found something that doesn't tow your fascist line.</P> 
<P>"I haven't been on this site in a while, but I don't get the anti-
Beckvitriol. What is that all about?" Better ban his guy quick he doesn'tthink 
like you and the other tools on your blog.</P> 
<P>Anyway, I've had enough of your excrement for today so I will move on.Besides 
more than a few minutes reading posts by you and your slobberingimbeciles...well 
I think I may have thrown up a little in my mouth...woof.. what a horrible taste 
that leaves.</P> 
<P>Have a smiley faced day you enema bag.</P> 
<P>M.D.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052561 33381 775 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 5:26:17pm  
 
<P>I've updated the post with the video, and a few special comments intended for 
Beck to read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052733 33381 853 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 5:59:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/849/7052704" target=_blank>#849</A> Emphasis</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/95/7010886" 
target=_blank>Nirther.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052754 33381 856 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:03:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/826/7052619" target=_blank>#826</A> 4k78</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Okay, honest question here, who is an acceptable conservative here? Whether 
it is an elected official or pundit or whoever, who is it? Beck is now 
<EM>persona non grata</EM>. Recently I saw negative comments about Michelle 
Malkin and Hot Air. I know that Jindal and Palin aren't acceptable either. Also 
Rush and I'm sure Hannity. Did I miss anyone? Personally, I like aspects of all 
the above people. I'll never agree 100% with anyone. It just seems like there's 
a lot of "eating of our own" here. My 2¢.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool. If you want to ally yourself with Ron Paul supporters, the John Birch 
Society, and creationists, Glenn Beck is your man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052831 33381 869 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:19:10pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052871 33381 873 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/866/7052826" target=_blank>#866</A> 4k78</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, who are the acceptable conservatives? This is an honest 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Krauthammer and Victor Davis Hanson, to name two off the top of my 
head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053123 33381 892 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:03:49pm  
 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053239 33381 904 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/901/7053207" target=_blank>#901</A> kywrite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Took me a BUNCH more than two clicks, but yes, she really DOES seem to be a 
plant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Nothing in any of that indicates anything more than a confused 
young woman. Calling her "a plant" is absolutely ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053380 33381 920 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:42:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/7053191" target=_blank>#897</A> 
sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really, really late to this thread but Charles, you have gold records!? I 
must live in a cave because I never knew that. Kudos!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two gold records and one platinum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053399 33381 922 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:44:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/919/7053375" target=_blank>#919</A> kywrite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Call it what you will but she is having some fun at other's expense and knows 
exactly what she's doing. Either that or she is indeed disturbed and needs 
psychological help.</P> 
<P>not really mutually exclusive, you know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's the sane one in that bunch. Interesting that you don't criticize the 
guy who's ranting about "brainwashing devices" on his TV set, but the woman who 
posts a video exposing this crap is in need of mental help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053837 33381 936 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:07:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/934/7053792" target=_blank>#934</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly don't see the Ron Paul connection. I don't listen to Beck 
frequently but I've never heard him support Ron Paul and I'm pretty sure I've 
heard him mock Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck has had Ron Paul on his show dozens of times, and praised him 
effusively.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/results?search_type=&amp;search_query=glenn+beck+ro
n+paul&amp;aq=f" target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053965 33381 945 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:32:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/944/7053929" target=_blank>#944</A> Scion9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way late to this thread, and didn't read it all so this has probably already 
been solved, but in case not...</P> 
<P>In regards to the YouTube poster "Cookiecache"; <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20080307051112/http://www.youtube.com/user/cook
iecache" target=_blank>here is</A> a cache of her youtube page from last 
year.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.archive.org/web/web.php" target=_blank>The Wayback 
Machine</A> is your friend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again. I don't see a single thing in any of that that proves she was a 
"leftist plant." I see a confused young woman. Calling her an "infiltrator" is 
ridiculous.</P> 
<P>And it completely misses the point that people in that room 
<EM>applauded</EM> when she yelled "burn the books."</P> 
<P>This is misdirection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054170 33381 958 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:38:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/957/7054156" target=_blank>#957</A> Scion9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim that she was a 'plant' does seem to be true, even if Beck meant it 
to be a misdirection from the broader issue of kook subculture being 
mainstreamed that the video displays.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "plant?" Are you serious? At the most, what you can say is that she was 
making fun of those people -- but the crowd <EM>applauded</EM> when she yelled 
"burn the books," and the guy who talked to her agreed with her.</P> 
<P>This is such pointless nonsense. It's an attempt to get people to focus on a 
side issue and ignore the other problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07056234 33381 984 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:39:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/980/7055921" target=_blank>#980</A> Fearless 
Freep</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is how you feel you should be on Beck's side. Beck doesn't just side 
with Republicans, Democrats, Libertarians or anyone else; he examines the issues 
and does his research. You may rarely agree with Beck's analysis, but he 
actually does research and bases his opinion on something more substataive than 
party loyalty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And he's a creationist who hypes books written by John Birchers, and 
promotes Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not on Beck's side. Not at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058383 33381 994 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 4:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/985/7056265" target=_blank>#985</A> sftech</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,If that's an attack your skin is way too soft.</P> 
<P>Man up.</P> 
<P>SFTech</P> 
<P>BTW- never watched Beck, not his buddy, just commenting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I think I'll start manning up and thickening my skin by blocking your 
rude ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060176 33381 998 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:53:56pm  
 
<P>Please delete me, let me go...</P> 
<P>No problem. But unfortunately for you, your dramatic goodbye comments are 
also deleted.</P> 
<P>See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052705 33382 62 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 5:54:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7052683" target=_blank>#43</A> Pvt Bin 
Jammin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me or does it seem like this letter is coming from one of the 
banned, with a big-time grudge?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's definitely someone who was banned. Here's one it sent on April 
10th:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You booted me off your Nazi totalitarian forum the other day. Wow, howcool of 
you to do that. Geez, just because I had the nerve to have anopinion contrary to 
your own.</P> 
<P>Could it be possible that your narcissistic personality disorder makesit so 
you need to be surrounded by mindless, drooling, sycophants thatcan only cling 
to your every word as if it were handed down from God.[Oh, Charles your words 
are muzak to my ears. (swoon)] Opps, I forgotyou don't believe in God. My 
bad...sorry.</P> 
<P>You even used your God complex to try and block my I.P. address. Opps,guess 
that didn't work too well.</P> 



<P>Anyway, I think I will occasionally write you just to be a pest. Yousee I 
like to hear myself pontificate also.</P> 
<P>So, anyway Charles you ass-hat, please keep up the great work we needpeople 
like you to remind us of what our country is coming to. A newfascist state that 
only allows correct thinking as defined by a douchebag such as yourself.</P> 
<P>Now go pound sand Charles,</P> 
<P>M.D.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052894 33382 220 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:28:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7052858" target=_blank>#189</A> caligal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sad to see that this has become a bash beck arena.surely there are more 
important topics out there than this pettiness?here's one...is it discriminatory 
that United has decided to charge obese folks extra if they cannot fit into a 
seat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm used to this. I get viciously attacked on Fox News in front of millions 
of people, by a shrieking psycho, and I'm the bad guy for standing up and 
defending myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07052930 33382 249 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:34:32pm  
 
<P>Don't forget to use the report button (the exclamation point icon), my 
drooling sycophants. I expect a lot more of this stuff tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053038 33382 346 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:50:07pm  
 
<P>This is classic. John Cook at Gawker smears me as "a hysterical right-wing 
Muslim-hating blogger" (none of which is true) and then says: "to his 
credit..."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gawker.com/5215459/glenn-beck-admits-he-lives-in-
crazytown" target=_blank>gawker.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Bite me, John Cook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053071 33382 377 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:56:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7053060" target=_blank>#367</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is THIS a serious question? I'm getting flummoxed. Who, barring other 
neonazis, would consider this group someone they would want associated with 
their "cause"? The ones saying "I don't want them associated with ME" are the 
legitimate ones. It really is that simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You took the words out of my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053087 33382 393 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 6:59:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7053075" target=_blank>#381</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. Beck really does owe Charles a chance to appear on his show and 
respond now.</P> 



<P>However, I'm not sure I'd recommend that Charles do it. I hear the process of 
searching guests for secret government-implanted surveillance devices can be 
rather invasive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not go on Glenn Beck's show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053105 33382 409 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:01:29pm  
 
<P>Down-dingers on this thread:</P> 
<P>Lab Rat, tonyinla</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053113 33382 415 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7053094" target=_blank>#400</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Get this, the creep put it up on his website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,516901,00.html" 
target=_blank>Missing the Mark</A></P> 
<P>It's basically the transcript and it's now up on the official FoxNews 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that lovely!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053136 33382 435 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:05:33pm  
 
<P>Looks like I'm being excommunicated from the right-wing nuthouse this 
week.</P> 
<P>I have no words to express the sadness I feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053188 33382 485 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:13:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7053163" target=_blank>#461</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, your not the bad guy. However, you did throw the first 
punch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were making excuses for the Christian Action 
Network and Jerry Falwell clone Martin Mawyer:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/158/6725445" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053323 33382 600 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:35:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/7053302" target=_blank>#581</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your a small minded dick head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Says Mr. "35 deleted comments."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053420 33382 682 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:46:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/7053385" target=_blank>#652</A> Dianna</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quick question: who are you? I don't remember you, and I clicked your 
football.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053455 33382 714 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 7:49:55pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you set up a Google News alert for "Ron Paul Tea Party," 
you'll be amazed at how much stuff is being posted on news sites and blogs.</P> 
<P>Anyone who thinks I'm over-reacting about this is in denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053540 33382 791 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:00:30pm  
 
<P>Current down-dingers on this thread:</P> 
<P>Lab Rat, tonyinla, ziggyelman</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053554 33382 805 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:01:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/776/7053522" target=_blank>#776</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.campaignforliberty.com/blog.php?view=16110" 
target=_blank>An entry in the "blog" section of Ron Paul's "Campaign for 
Liberty" site</A> (a site that, by the way, had an entry in LGF's "top rated 
links" until a few minutes ago):</P> 
<P>I'll take that with a grain of salt, remembering well how Ron Paul's minions 
claimed last Fall that their boycott had brought Fox News to the brink of 
bankruptcy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the last link to campaignforliberty.com that will appear at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053582 33382 831 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/7053561" target=_blank>#812</A> Phil.</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently, you missed the fact that I posted that graph several weeks 
ago.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33182_Graphic_Evidence" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm well aware of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053647 33382 894 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:23:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/847/7053600" target=_blank>#847</A> Phil.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do a disservice by painting with a broad brush the people who attend 
rallies that point this out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote that I am "ambivalent" about the tea parties, because some of the 
people involved in organizing and promoting them are Ron Paul drones and kooks. 
I absolutely stand by this statement.</P> 



<P>I never -- not once -- said that everyone who attends a tea party is a kook, 
and in fact I specifically posted more than once that I know there are lots of 
good people at these events.</P> 
<P>It gets incredibly tedious to defend myself against charges that I made 
statements I did not make, and took positions that I did not take.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a prime example. He accused me of wanting to "shut down his 
free speech," and I have never written a single word suggesting such a 
thing.</P> 
<P>Tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053653 33382 900 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/895/7053648" target=_blank>#895</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that was my entry point, as well. I learned I was a CREATIONIST, in all 
caps, as opposed to just a "creationist" or "Creationist."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You <STRONG>are</STRONG> a creationist. I'll be happy to post your previous 
comments, since you seem to want to deny it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053686 33382 931 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:33:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/918/7053673" target=_blank>#918</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can post anything you like, Charles. I never said I didn't believe 
creation was a possibility, even though I don't hold it out as an absolute. What 
I said, and what I stand by, is that there is as much existent proof of an 
intelligent creation as there is proof that life can "arise" by abiogenesis. 
Which is to say there's no proof of either. But, we don't have to beat a dead 
horse. You have your opinions and I have mine. Both clearly 
defined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. So your complaints that you were being unfairly characterized as a 
creationist were BS. Thanks for acknowledging that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053703 33382 947 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:37:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/7053697" target=_blank>#941</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of <STRONG><EM>I don't hold it out as an absolute</EM></STRONG> is 
giving you trouble?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps the part where I recall your previous comments. Ya 
think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053707 33382 951 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:38:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/913/7053667" target=_blank>#913</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of Glenn Reynold's latest Instapundit links:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.stoptheaclu.com/archives/2009/04/16/video-glenn-
beck-vs-charles-johnson/" 
target=_blank>www.stoptheaclu.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That person used LGF to promote his blog relentlessly. No 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053750 33382 991 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/970/7053726" target=_blank>#970</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I don't think. I do recall the thread, though. When I gave the example of 
Newton as someone who was both devoutly religious and devoutly scientific, as an 
example that the two are not mutually exclusive, you literally screamed out in 
caps that EVERYONE WAS A CREATIONIST DURING NEWTON'S TIME. And then you denied 
saying that very thing a few posts later. Pot. Kettle. Black.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A comment you posted, full of links to creationist quote mines:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6753233" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053760 33382 1001 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:53:18pm  
 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053793 33382 1032 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 8:59:19pm  
 
<P>Another meltdown. It's whack-a-mole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053817 33382 1055 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:04:01pm  
 
<P>That's 17 meltdowns today so far.</P> 
<P>I expect more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053823 33382 1061 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:04:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1060/7053822" target=_blank>#1060</A> 
dapperdave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that a record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053851 33382 1086 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:10:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1079/7053844" target=_blank>#1079</A> Gus 
802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20080307051112/http://www.youtube.com/user/cook
iecache" target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20080313233723/www.youtube.com/user/cookiecache
" target=_blank>web.archive.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no evidence in any of that that this person is a "leftist plant." It 
looks like a confused young woman, but calling her an "infiltrator" is beyond 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053938 33382 1151 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:25:54pm  
 
<P>Meltdown #21.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053999 33382 1179 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1174/7053990" target=_blank>#1174</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is really tough. Would I vote for Bobby Jindal for POTUS if it's him vs 
Obama in 2012? I hope I don't have to make that decision, but I'd probably hold 
my nose and vote for Jindal, because he is more right on things that POTUS can 
actually do, and I've never seen any indication that he's a 9/11 troofer or 
Holocaust denier or member of a white supremacist group (LOL on the last 
one).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Bobby Jindal is the GOP nominee in 2012, I will either vote Democrat or 
not vote at all.</P> 
<P>I will never vote for Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054073 33382 1195 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:59:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/7054048" target=_blank>#1187</A> 
Papagresh</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for sharing, but I could not disagree more with your 
assessment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054085 33382 1198 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 10:01:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1187/7054048" target=_blank>#1187</A> 
Papagresh</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, I thought I remembered you. You're a creationist.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6344678" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056158 33382 1263 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:24:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1260/7056022" target=_blank>#1260</A> melkor</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper, registered for years with only 19 comments, pops up with a 
dramatic goodbye comment.</P> 
<P>Bye now. Sorry, you don't get to post your dramatic goodbye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056164 33382 1264 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:25:26am  
 



<P>When people post goodbye messages, their accounts will be blocked to prevent 
the inevitable meltdown comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060248 33382 1276 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:08:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1273/7058921" target=_blank>#1273</A> 
muddywood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If find it troubling and it saddens me the way people here use the word 
"Creationist" as a put down similar to the way the Left uses the words like 
bigot, racist and right wing nazis/fascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Creationist" IS a put-down. It means a person who denies most of modern 
science and turns his/her back on rationality, in favor of a Dark Ages 
supernatural view of the world that has absolutely no empirical support.</P> 
<P>And when they work to subvert science education, and force their nonsensical 
views on other people's children, they are the enemy of America, the 
Constitution, and democracy. And I for one am going to fight 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053911 33383 3 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:20:48pm  
 
<P>20 meltdowns so far today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053952 33383 18 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:29:20pm  
 
<P>21 meltdowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053980 33383 34 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7053963" target=_blank>#24</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are maybe "trolling" for more with this post so you can go for the 
record?</P> 
<P>Put me down for comment 196.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- actually, believe it or not, I posted this article because it really is 
a good piece on the Texas creationist craziness. If people melt down because of 
it, that's their problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07053982 33383 36 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:36:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7053974" target=_blank>#29</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Melting down over Beck is, well, <EM>sad.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than a dozen people have freaked out already over Glenn Beck, just 
today.</P> 
<P>And I've gotten about 30 hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07054067 33383 94 Charles Thu, Apr 16, 2009 9:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7054052" target=_blank>#84</A> Holden 
McGroyn</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I happened to watch the video on Fox, but only because I wanted to see what 
Charles looked like.</P> 
<P>My mother thinks you're cute. She said teh glasses are a little too 80's for 
her, but I said "he's a jazz musician" and she said ok then, as long has keeps 
the pressure on the nutjobs in the Republican party. She's a Jackson Democrat 
(Andrew, not Henry) and she's doing what she can to keep the nutjobs out of the 
Democratic party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, thanks, but the guy in the glasses is Byron York, not me. Beck didn't 
show a picture of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060133 33384 1441 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:46:26pm  
 
<P>I see that "spar kling" is trying to build up his credibility in this thread 
too, after being repeatedly exposed as a creationist liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060144 33384 1442 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:48:17pm  
 
<P>In fact, I think I've had enough of this dishonest creep and his sneaky 
creationist propaganda.</P> 
<P>Bye now, "Spar Kling." I'm sure you'll do just fine with your "scientific 
degree."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07055822 33385 27 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:38:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7055808" target=_blank>#14</A> simonml</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a member of a fraternity I take offense (just a little bit) to the 
statement that fraternities "torture" pledges.</P> 
<P>Ok, I'm not really upset, but not all frats are like that. Mine sure wasn't. 
We just drank a lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- I think you've completely missed the point. I wasn't saying 
fraternities "torture" pledges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062078 33385 270 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:49:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7060840" target=_blank>#269</A> Ben F</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very disappointing, Charles. For years you have derided those who 
contended that we were torturing. The critics have been proven 100% correct, yet 
you remain thoroughly dismissive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll have to live with your disappointment. I do not agree that 
these aggressive interrogation techniques cross the line into "torture," with 
the possible exception of waterboarding -- and that particular tactic was only 
used on three terrorists, all of whom had vitally important information we 
needed to get, in a time of war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056001 33386 16 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:01:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7055982" target=_blank>#6</A> Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have no problem with the FBI looking into stuff like this. As long as they 
are also looking into all those Muslim groups, like the one in upstate NY near 
Hancock.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The FBI did look into that group, and the stories about it are completely 
bogus. They announced there was no evidence at all that it was a "terror 
training camp." This bogus story is being promoted by the Christian Action 
Network, a whacked out offshoot of Jerry Falwell's organization. It has no 
credibility at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056020 33386 25 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:04:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7055979" target=_blank>#4</A> billhedrick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you feel that the folks at Powerline and Hot Air are demagogues for 
fearing the implications of what has been said?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say a word about Powerline and Hot Air. They disagree with my take, 
obviously, but the line about "demagogues" was not aimed at them. There 
<EM>are</EM> some real demagogues out there in the right-wing blogs though, who 
are ranting away about this report like lunatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056029 33386 29 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:06:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7055994" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might not be willing to join the chorus on that front, but it does appear 
that the whole <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090416/ap_on_go_ca_st_pe/napolitano_right_win
g_extremists_9" target=_blank>DHS report was politically ginned to be released 
at a time right before the tea parties over the questions of DHS lawyers</A>. 
Napolitano wanted it done, and she purposefully politicized the document. The 
reports and investigations may have preceded Obama's Administration, but Obama's 
pick wanted this report in a bad way and moved to release it over the objections 
of her legal team.</P> 
<P>It was a political hit job on their part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still am not seeing the evidence that it was a political hit job. Lawyers 
always object to something -- that's what they get paid for. At some point, a 
decision has to be made whether to release a document like this or not. Just 
because there's an objection to some language does not mean it was released for 
political reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056070 33386 57 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:10:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7056041" target=_blank>#35</A> 
billhedrick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you didn't mention these sites specifically, but you have used a broad 
brush that tar some quite sane and concerned people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was there something unclear about what I just wrote in reply to your 
question? How is it a "broad brush" to point out that there are demagogues 
distorting the purpose of the report? Hot Air and Powerline are not engaging in 
demagoguery, but it's really not difficult at all to find blogs that 
<EM>are</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07056082 33386 66 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7056055" target=_blank>#46</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a member of DHS and a veteran, I have no problem with the FEDs 
scrutinizing veterans who may have leanings towards extremists groups (e.g. 
white supremacists etc.). When I went through the TS clearance process, every 
aspect of my life was exposed for the investigators to see. It didn't bother me; 
it was a necessary evil for the job I perform on a daily basis. When I retire, I 
won't just fade into black and disappear; I'll be in the inactive reserve until 
roughly the age of 60 and should a national emergency arise, the US government 
could recall me. In other words, the government will know where I am for most of 
my life. The way I see it, I have nothing to hide and consequently don't care if 
the government knows where I am as long as they don't invade my personal space. 
Military service is awesome and I love my job, but I do lose some rights and I'm 
OK with that; it is a necessary evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that. You do realize that sanity is out of style, 
though...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056101 33386 80 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:14:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7056090" target=_blank>#72</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. It may not have been intended to attack veterans, but was meant to 
delegitimize gatherings of conservatives. Again, I find myself thinking: 
CBBHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot agree about this. A long-time LGF lizard who works for the DHS -- 
who has proven to be very trustworthy over the course of years -- has assured me 
that is not even remotely true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056172 33386 127 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:27:07am  
 
<P>Since 'billhedrick' posted a dramatic goodbye message in the 'We Got Mail' 
thread, but continued to post comments in this one, his account is blocked 
before the inevitable meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056181 33386 134 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:28:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7056174" target=_blank>#128</A> 
tompaineftw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we learned Tuesday that <STRONG>'other extremist groups'</STRONG> 
includes everyone the libs don't like. Creepy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be ridiculous. It does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056201 33386 148 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:31:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7056176" target=_blank>#130</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As I said yesterday on another thread, the reason my Jewish friends and 
relatives give when I ask why they won't at least <STRONG>consider</STRONG> 
voting Republican is their perception that the "right wing crazies" and 
"religious extremists" are the base of the Republican party. While I do my best 
to counter these perceptions, it really is up to the national Republican party 
to distance itself from extremists if they hope to make inroads in the Jewish 
community. It is a tough enough job as it is because so many Jews (and Blacks) 
almost seem to have the need to vote Democratic in their DNA. But there are 
plenty of moderately conservative Jews and Blacks that need to be recruited by 
the Republicans. And making it clear that extremists do not define the 
Republican party would be a nice start.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, what we're seeing with this report is that far too many right-
wing blogs and Republicans are taking it as an attack on <EM>them</EM>, when 
it's targeted only at extremists -- and the report makes that very, very 
clear.</P> 
<P>By losing it over this report, they're only cementing that impression that 
the GOP is the party of extremists -- instead of agreeing that some of these 
groups DO need to be watched, people are making the unfortunate choice to self-
identify with them. It's sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056212 33386 158 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:34:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7056209" target=_blank>#155</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what exactly is the point of releasing this report?</P> 
<P>What good does it do?</P> 
<P>How much harm does it cause?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The purpose of releasing the report TO LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES was to give 
them background information on the extremist groups, and a heads-up about 
possible areas that might bear watching. It was not intended for release to the 
general public.</P> 
<P>No matter how many times this is pointed out, people just don't want to hear 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056252 33386 193 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:43:22am  
 
<P>#175: Bye now! Sorry, you don't get to leave your dramatic farewell 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056255 33386 196 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:43:48am  
 
<P>Registered since March 2007, with 6 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056288 33386 225 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:48:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7056274" target=_blank>#212</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure the other five were cogent and well reasoned.</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4437132" target=_blank>Here's 
one.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07056303 33386 239 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:50:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7056290" target=_blank>#227</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the record for a meltdown..Has anyone ever melted with their first 
comment?/ For you folks keeping track..that's 2 meltdowns..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's already up to 6 today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056364 33386 296 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:00:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7056324" target=_blank>#259</A> Jonn 
Lilyea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report that the FBI issued last year at least had the decency to call the 
chance that veterans would join terrorist organizations "minuscule". This 
administration sees no need to assuage the feelings and fears of veterans - 
their attempt to make the troops pay for their own service-connected treatment 
should have been evidence enough for a rational person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report absolutely does say that only a tiny number of veterans would 
be susceptible to joining extremist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056369 33386 301 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:02:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7056349" target=_blank>#281</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com/2009/04/15/napolitano_homeland_security/
" target=_blank>JUDGE ANDREW NAPOLITANO: Six Things You Should Know About the 
Homeland Security Report on ‘Rightwing Extremism’</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Judge" Andrew Napolitano, when not raving about the DHS report, promotes 
conspiracy freak Alex Jones as "a great man," and pimps for racist paleocons 
like Lew Rockwell and Ron Paul. If that's who you're getting your information 
from, you might as well join Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056379 33386 310 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:05:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7056373" target=_blank>#304</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there you go again. Your arms must be exhausted from flinging around 
that broad brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's right. I've seen very few conservative blogs who haven't jumped on the 
victimization bandwagon over the DHS report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056385 33386 316 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:06:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7056376" target=_blank>#307</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>...does simply interviewing the nut Alex Jones disqualify all of one's 
opinions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does. He didn't simply "interview" him, he called him "the one, the 
only, the great Alex Jones."</P> 
<P>Yes, that disqualifies his opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056409 33386 339 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:10:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7056398" target=_blank>#329</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<P>From the introduction to the report:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This product is one of a series of intelligence assessments published by the 
Extremism and Radicalization Branch to facilitate a greater understanding of the 
phenomenon of violent radicalization in the United States. The information is 
provided to federal, state, local, and tribal counterterrorism and law 
enforcement officials so they may effectively deter, prevent, preempt, or 
respond to terrorist attacks against the United 
States.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056418 33386 348 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:11:35am  
 
<P>I smell another couple of meltdowns approaching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056438 33386 366 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:14:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7056432" target=_blank>#360</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless the classified version had more detail in it and went to law 
enforcement, I'd say it failed in its purpose</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056446 33386 374 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:16:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7056426" target=_blank>#355</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not.</P> 
<P>It says "The willingness of a small percentage of military personnel to join 
extremist groups in the 1990's because they were disgruntled, disillusioned, or 
suffering from the psychological effects of war is being replicated 
today."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious? That absolutely says that only "a small percentage" would be 
willing to join these groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056448 33386 376 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:16:51am  
 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that 90% of the people yelling about this report have 
not actually read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056460 33386 387 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:19:50am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7056436" target=_blank>#364</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kinda destroys the meme that this was a Bush report, doesn't it?</P> 
<P>I have no doubt there remain racists of every flavor in this country. Most of 
them are loudmouthed cowards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was begun during the Bush administration, and completed during the 
Obama administration. Fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07056506 33386 430 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 11:29:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7056492" target=_blank>#417</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever taken over a report project started by another group or 
person?</P> 
<P>When I finish, it bears little resemblance to the original.</P> 
<P><STRONG>The DHS civil rights division admitted it was rushed into 
publication.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they did not say it was "rushed into publication" at all. They said they 
had concerns over some of the language, and the report was released to law 
enforcement agencies without resolving those concerns.</P> 
<P>This is not the same thing at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057009 33386 899 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:35:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/7056982" target=_blank>#874</A> Jonn 
Lilyea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, but the reference to "the willingness of a small percentage 
of military personnel to join extremist groups" was in reference to the 90s, not 
in regards to now or in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was. Please note:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The willingness of a small percentage of military personnel to join extremist 
groups in the 1990's because they were disgruntled, disillusioned, or suffering 
from the psychological effects of war <STRONG>is being replicated 
today</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057090 33386 958 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:50:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/7056625" target=_blank>#538</A> 
thebigolddog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like that philosophy. It makes life a lot simpler. I won't have to waste 
any time considering opinions of people with whom I can find a major 
disagreement any more.</P> 
<P>So, I just called my Doc and canceled my surgery next week. When he asked 
why, I said it was becuase he thinks Obama is a "great man" and therefore, none 
of his opinion matter to me any longer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If your doctor suddenly started telling you that he was going to use faith 
healing, put on a witch doctor's mask, and sacrificed chickens in the waiting 
room, you might have a valid analogy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07057147 33386 974 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:59:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/970/7057134" target=_blank>#970</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. This report should not have been released as written. The innuendo 
suggests that a very broad group of Americans are suspect, and of course it was 
made public just before the tea parties. Was this what scared you off the tea 
parties, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally disagree with this. I've read the entire report, and I do not see 
it suggesting that "a very broad group of Americans are suspect." In fact, it 
takes great pains to specify that the people involved in these groups are a 
minority.</P> 
<P>Did you read it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057157 33386 977 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 1:02:03pm  
 
 
 
<P>The way people are characterizing this threat assessment makes me think they 
must have read an entirely different report than I did. I did not feel at all 
threatened or insulted or degraded by it -- not one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057226 33386 985 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 1:14:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/980/7057196" target=_blank>#980</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought it useless and apt to inspire paranoia.</P> 
<P>The more I re-read it and think about it, the more I think it useless and apt 
to inspire paranoia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not intended to be released to the public. But you're certainly right 
that it inspired paranoia.</P> 
<P>As for whether it identifies specific threats, that wasn't its purpose. It 
was a backgrounder for law enforcement, identifying some of the ideologies and 
groups of people who would be susceptible to recruitment by extremist groups, 
and every point it makes, as far as I've been able to tell, is valid. It does 
identify "Christian Identity" groups specifically, and probably others but I'd 
have to read it again to find them, and to be honest I'm getting quite sick of 
this argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057309 33386 992 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 1:24:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/986/7057236" target=_blank>#986</A> GGMac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell? Has this thread been hacked into? This link clearly is not the 
Washington Times!</P> 
<P>I hit the 'report' tag -</P> 
<P>Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing has been hacked -- it was a bad link that led to our 404 page.</P> 
<P>Here's the Washington Times editorial, by the way:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/apr/17/smearing-
veterans/" target=_blank>www.washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And it's a pile of distorted crap. The Washington Times is disgraceful.</P> 
<P>Notice this quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Department of Homeland Security's April 7 report said the willingness of 
"military personnel to join extremist groups during the 1990s because they were 
disgruntled, disillusioned or suffering from the psychological effects of war is 
being replicated today."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They left out the words right before their quote, and completely changed the 
meaning of it! Disgusting.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The willingness of <STRONG>a small percentage</STRONG> of military personnel 
to join extremist groups in the 1990's because they were disgruntled, 
disillusioned, or suffering from the psychological effects of war is being 
replicated today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the Washington Times did there is flat out dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058194 33386 1017 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:34:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1016/7058040" target=_blank>#1016</A> 
leonidasofsparta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the DHS considers "rightwing extremism" to mean individuals who reject 
federal authority?... you damn-betcha. Bring it on, Janet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got this exactly backwards. The report says that extremists often hold 
those views -- which is true. It does NOT say that all people who hold those 
views are extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058975 33386 1020 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/7058970" target=_blank>#1019</A> 
zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, in all honesty I've read excerpts that indicated pro-lifers and 
veterans were possibly "suspect". I will now read the actual, full document. 
I'll get back to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that would be a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057066 33387 5 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7057065" target=_blank>#4</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there an equivalent on the Right to Janeane Garofalo?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057105 33387 29 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7057092" target=_blank>#21</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You think so? I know you don't like Glenn Beck...and you think he goes off 
the deep end on many things...but to say that the Left are Racists who have 
something wrong with their Limbic Brains for protesting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, absolutely. When he promotes (and writes the foreword for!) a book by 
John Bircher Cleon Skousen as one of the greatest books ever written, he's on 
exactly the same plane of nuttiness as Jeanene Garofalo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057113 33387 34 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 12:53:59pm  
 
<P>The main difference between Garofalo and Glenn Beck is that she's actually 
funny sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057492 33388 10 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 1:50:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7057482" target=_blank>#5</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sunsabitches. What's so hard about correctly quoting something when it's a 
cut n' paste in today's computerized world? The answer is nothing is hard about 
it. To incorrectly quote someone you have to work at it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's deliberate. No doubt about it. They quoted every other word from that 
section and left out the words that mitigated the statement. This is really 
disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057553 33388 48 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7057538" target=_blank>#38</A> mspfacs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To all the pro vaccination people: example people practicing medicine without 
a license, please follow this link:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I am sorry I didn't provide this information last week during the vaccination 
debate but I am a very busy person and not very computer literate. I would 
appreciate no nasty responses. This is educatioal only.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That report is complete crap. Please don't promote this garbage here. If you 
continue posting bogus anti-vaccination nonsense I'll block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057557 33388 51 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:01:18pm  
 
<P>The "Health Sciences Institute" is on Quackwatch's list of Questionable 
Organizations:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.quackwatch.org/04ConsumerEducation/nonrecorg.html" 
target=_blank>www.quackwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057591 33388 79 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:06:08pm  
 
<P>Down-dingers on this thread already:</P> 
<P>freehoney, Shanimal1918</P> 
<P>Apparently they think it's just fine for the Washington Times to 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057632 33388 116 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:12:19pm  
 
<P>This is lovely, from the Seattle tea party:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/ryjones/3447227344/sizes/l/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jews control Obama; Rahm Emanuel being that Jew, I suppose. The back of the 
sign says "Serbs Died when Clinton Lied". The guy behind says "Welcome to 
Germany ca 1939"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057684 33388 165 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7057649" target=_blank>#132</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF used to be great; what happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were promoting this wacked out creationist 
website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Featuring this wonderful account of dinosaurs on Noah's Ark:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://creationdefense.org/23.htm" 
target=_blank>creationdefense.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057718 33388 198 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:23:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7057704" target=_blank>#185</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am working on reading the DHS report. I see the problem with the small 
percentage of veterans qualifier. Makes the Times dishonest. Welcome to the MSM 
in that regard. Dishonest, that is.</P> 
<P>Am I reading this wrong, or does this report paint those with many 
conservative viewpoints as right wing extremists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you're reading it wrong. No, it does not paint conservatives in general 
as right wing extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057733 33388 211 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7057649" target=_blank>#132</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To claim that people who reject federal authority in favor of state or local 
authority is radical speaks to those who have never read Article X of the 
Constitution which talks about powers being reserved by the states unless they 
are specifically in the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is, of course, exactly BACKWARDS. The report says that right-wing 
extremists often hold those views. It does NOT say that everyone who holds those 
views is a right wing extremist.</P> 
<P>But then, I don't expect logic from someone thinks the Flintstones is a 
documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057751 33388 228 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:27:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7057730" target=_blank>#208</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Serious question about your comments last night on Jindal. Jindal aside, 
could/would you consider supporting/endorsing a GOP candidate who supported such 
a creationist bill out of political expediency rather than being a "true 
believer"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, absolutely not. Anyone who promotes creationist bills and signs them into 
law is doing incredible damage to the future of America, and I will never vote 
for such a person, whether they're a true believer or simply an irresponsible 
opportunist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057758 33388 235 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7057744" target=_blank>#222</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's so badly worded as to induce paranoia in the general public. No matter 
which side you look at it from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not intended for release to the general public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057769 33388 245 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:30:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7057762" target=_blank>#239</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the point I was making earlier. It's almost like they want to push 
people over the edge. I don't get Obama's lack of skill in this and other things 
he is doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was not intended for release to the general 
public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057854 33388 326 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7057849" target=_blank>#322</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>released to law enforcement nation wide</P> 
<P>how many is that?did the report say,,, "Top Secret" your eyes 
only</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you could find out what it says by ... you know ... reading it. Just a 
suggestion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057910 33388 379 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:50:33pm  
 
<P>More sleepers showing up in the 'LGF on Glenn Beck' thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07057941 33388 410 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 2:54:01pm  
 
<P>People who've down-dinged this thread and are apparently in favor of 
lying:</P> 
<P>engrpat, freehoney, Shanimal1918, ziggyelman</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058079 33388 540 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:12:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7058021" target=_blank>#486</A> 
TheHistorian</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. You take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058256 33388 711 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:47:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/7058230" target=_blank>#686</A> 
MrMisanthrope</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly don't understand why you think this is a good 
thing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>When did I say I "think this is a good thing?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058261 33388 716 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:49:07pm  
 
<P>I am not happy about the comments fantasizing about Murtha's death. If this 
continues I'll start blocking accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058285 33388 740 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:53:55pm  
 
<P>This is great. Let's prove we're not extremists by discussing ways to kill 
people with C4 explosive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058311 33388 764 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 3:58:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/7058288" target=_blank>#743</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone who hates Murtha for his disgraceful smearing of our troops needs to 
also consider that smearing our counter terrorism officers is just as bad. They 
are not out to get you. They are protecting all of us, you ungrateful 
bastards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058332 33388 784 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 4:03:13pm  
 
<P>Down-dingers on this thread, in favor of the Washington Times lying about the 
DHS report:</P> 
<P>engrpat, freehoney, Oingo Boingo, Shanimal1918, ziggyelman</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059434 33388 936 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/935/7059216" target=_blank>#935</A> deanyc</EM></P> 
<P>If you don't see anything wrong with blatantly lying, get off my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060067 33388 939 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/938/7059996" target=_blank>#938</A> pepper</EM></P> 



<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061772 33388 943 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:24:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/942/7061588" target=_blank>#942</A> meh130</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check this out:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D97JU0881" target=_blank>DHS 
issued report on extremism despite concerns</A></P> 
<P>I think we all can agree with that.</P> 
<P>Can't we all get along?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying the report was "rushed out" is not true. Lawyers had objections to 
some of the language, and it was decided to release the report without resolving 
those objections.</P> 
<P>The hyperventilating and continuing distortions over this DHS report are a 
disgrace. It does NOT paint all conservatives or all veterans as extremists, and 
those who keep insisting it does are doing a huge disservice to the conservative 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061779 33388 944 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:25:55am  
 
<P>And by the way, the report was extensively gone over by DHS lawyers before 
being released. The objections referred to in that article were the only 
remaining objections after a very exhaustive vetting process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07058962 33390 30 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7058908" target=_blank>#5</A> flighterdoc</EM></P> 
<P>At some point, the message that it isn't a good idea to use my website to 
post insults to me will start getting through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059030 33390 57 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7058989" target=_blank>#41</A> isurviving</EM></P> 
<P>Man, is this ever getting tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060059 33390 93 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:35:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7059963" target=_blank>#90</A> Hotspur666</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061551 33390 117 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:29:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7061406" target=_blank>#113</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I come here because I do not expect spin.</P> 
<P>At no point does Gov. Perry state he is, or would be, in support of leaving 
the Union, nor did he even come close to hinting he would.</P> 
<P>Show me where he does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right here:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We’ve got a great union. There’s absolutely no reason to dissolve it. 
<STRONG>BUT</STRONG> if Washington continues to thumb their nose at the American 
people, you know, who knows what might come out of that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he is very definitely hinting at it. But go ahead and deny it if it 
makes you feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061788 33390 120 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:27:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7061765" target=_blank>#119</A> carbon 
footprint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What he said is <STRONG>so</STRONG> Texas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Then why do 75% of Texans seem to disagree with 
Perry?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061882 33390 124 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:50:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7061841" target=_blank>#121</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Care to address 114?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You disagree with what? That 75% of Texans said they would not vote to 
secede? OK, go ahead and disagree, but you're disagreeing with a fact-based 
survey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061892 33390 126 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:52:23am  
 
<P>And those Republicans who are pushing these weird 10th amendment resolutions 
(in order to jump on the tea party bandwagon for political gain) are, again, 
further cementing the impression in the minds of many Americans that the GOP is 
a party of far right kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062045 33390 129 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:32:27am  
 
<P>There's nothing wrong with the 10th Amendment as written. There IS something 
wrong with using it to promote a version of states' rights that includes (or 
hints at) secession from the US. You folks don't even see that you're being 
played by cynical politicians for their own gain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062601 33390 142 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:21:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7062538" target=_blank>#141</A> Whippet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't it amazing how someone can interpret the release of the DHS report one 
way to fit their agenda, and then interpret Perry's comments to do the same. And 
then accuse people of insulting them when they are simply disagreeing in a 
polite way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said Rick Perry was hinting at secession in his comments, and he absolutely 
was. It's as plain as day, but still people want to deny it.</P> 



<P>But by all means, just keep yelling about the horrors of the DHS report, and 
advocating against moderation. I'm sure that will be a winning strategy for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059014 33391 7 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7059008" target=_blank>#4</A> monkeytime</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was a hard right socialist? He really was a nut job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"National Socialists" are not socialists in the Marxist sense. The operative 
word is "National," as in "nationalism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059053 33391 27 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:50:00pm  
 
<P>This story, by the way, is more than two months old. It was ignored by the 
national media when it came out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059086 33391 48 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:55:51pm  
 
<P>One of the talking points spread by the anti-DHS report crowd, by the way, is 
that the report was deliberately released to affect the tea party 
demonstrations.</P> 
<P>And I realized that if that IS true, it's entirely possible that the report 
was intended to give law enforcement a heads-up on potential threats -- threats 
that might target the tea party demonstrations.</P> 
<P>Think about it. The report wasn't intended for the public, it was for law 
enforcement agencies, who would be covering the demonstrations. Is it really 
much of a stretch to consider that right wing terrorist groups like Christian 
Identity might target tea parties?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059091 33391 51 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:57:26pm  
 
<P>The Washington Times demonstrated today that their reporting cannot be 
trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059093 33391 53 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 5:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7059088" target=_blank>#49</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reichstag Fire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059098 33391 58 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7059090" target=_blank>#50</A> Bubbaman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no question that this guy was whacked both literally and 
figuratively. He was not found to be in possession of any significantly 
dangerous radioactive materials. The information suggests that he was interested 
in them with intent to produce a "dirty bomb", but the article implies that he 
had a dangerous "cache of radioactive materials".</P> 



<P>Of the materials listed, only Thorium would fit that bill. It is weakly 
radioactive and emits alpha rays which aren't harmful unless ingested or 
inhaled. Typically, Thorium is used in mantles of portable gas lanterns 
(remember using them as a source of alpha rays in science class?) or to produce 
certain alloys. A greater risk with Thorium is its flammability, especially when 
combined with the Lithium and Aluminum powder. I highly doubt that he had any 
significant quantities of Thorium.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is beside the point. If a bomb like this ever does go off, and the word 
gets out that it contained radioactive material, the actual threat may be 
insignificant, but I guarantee that it will cause panic like we've never seen in 
this country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059126 33391 79 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:05:39pm  
 
<P>I notice that crazy Pamela Geller is pushing the "Obama is a sekrit Muslim" 
foolishness yet again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059131 33391 84 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:07:37pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Michael Savage is joining with the Thomas More Law Center (who 
tried and failed to defend the creationists in the Dover trial) to file suit 
against the Department of Homeland Security for some kind of imagined 
slight.</P> 
<P>Bad craziness gets worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059151 33391 97 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:11:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7059131" target=_blank>#84</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Thomas More, by the way, is known for instigating burnings of heretics in 
16th century England.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059158 33391 102 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:12:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7059142" target=_blank>#92</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and yet she was on TV. Go figure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She was on Fox News. This is where Fox News is headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059174 33391 114 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:15:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7059154" target=_blank>#99</A> Bacchus's 
daddy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That kind of outrageous-conspiracy paranoia gives all of us a bad name (aided 
by media portrayals of rabid right as emblematic of the right as a 
whole).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ssshhh! Nobody wants to hear that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059190 33391 126 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:18:06pm  
 
<P>Thomas More didn't only burn heretics -- he tortured them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07059199 33391 134 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7059192" target=_blank>#128</A> 
holycrusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would this not be a case of a planted story by the NeoLibs? I'm calling BS on 
this one. Wikileaks is the source. Huh? Might as well be Debka. The left would 
do anything to tar and feather the right. I think we'll be seeing more of this 
type of thing. It's c rap!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Anyone for a moby?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059213 33391 147 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:21:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/7059200" target=_blank>#135</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Waterboarding, huh?</P> 
<P>(sorry, I couldn't help it. I'll be serious from now on. 
Maybe).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Real torture. Thumbscrews. The rack.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.medievality.com/torture.html" target=_blank>This kind of 
stuff.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059231 33391 163 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:25:30pm  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail for posting this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059257 33391 186 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7059237" target=_blank>#169</A> 
Benschachar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhh...Charles, you did notice the part about the subscription to a socialist 
organization, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... maybe you should learn something about "National Socialism" before 
posting foolish comments like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059267 33391 196 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:31:57pm  
 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059280 33391 208 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:34:03pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7059253" target=_blank>#182</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James G. Cummings <STRONG>does not fit several</STRONG> of the profiles 
listed in Janet Napolitano’s report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no "profiles" in the DHS report. That's a complete 
distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07059297 33391 223 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7059290" target=_blank>#217</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I object to is Charles's insinuation that Thomas More is "known for" 
burning heretics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Object all you like, but it's true: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_More" target=_blank>Thomas 
More</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More supported the Catholic Church and saw heresy as a threat to the unity of 
both church and society. "He agreed with established English law, and with the 
lessons taught by the thousand-year experience of Christendom, that in order for 
peace to reign, heresy must be controlled. At the time, heresies were identified 
as seditious attempts to undermine existing authority ... More heard Luther's 
call to destroy the heart of Christendom, the Catholic Church, as a call to war. 
He therefore followed traditional procedures to insure the safety of this 
legitimate and time-honored institution."[7] However, More also sought radical 
clergy reform and more rational theology.</P> 
<P>His early actions against the Protestants included aiding Wolsey in 
preventing Lutheran books from being imported into England. He also assisted in 
the production of a Star Chamber edict against heretical preaching, treating 
heretics mercilessly. During this time most of his literary polemics appeared. 
After becoming Lord Chancellor of England, More set himself the following 
task:</P> 
<P>“Now seeing that the king's gracious purpose in this point, I reckon that 
being his unworthy chancellor, it appertaineth ... to help as much as in me is, 
that his people, abandoning the contagion of all such pestilent writing, may be 
far from infection.”</P> 
<P>More is commemorated with a sculpture at the late 19th-century Sir Thomas 
More Chambers, opposite the Royal Courts of Justice, Carey Street, London.In 
June 1530 it was decreed that offenders were to be brought before the King's 
Council, rather than being examined by their bishops, the practice hitherto. 
Actions taken by the Council became ever more severe. In 1531, Richard Bayfield, 
a graduate of the University of Cambridge and former Benedictine monk, was 
burned at Smithfield for distributing copies of the New Testament.[8]</P> 
<P>Further burnings followed at More's instigation, including that of the priest 
and writer John Frith in 1533. In The Confutation of Tyndale's Answer, yet 
another polemic, More took particular interest[citation needed] in the execution 
of Sir Thomas Hitton, describing him as "the devil's stinking martyr".[9]</P> 
<P>Rumors circulated during and after More's lifetime concerning his treatment 
of heretics; John Foxe (who "placed Protestant sufferings against the background 
of ... the Antichrist")[10] in his Book of Martyrs claimed that More had often 
used violence or torture while interrogating them. A more recent Evangelical 
author, Michael Farris[who?], also used Foxe's book as a reference in writing 
that in April 1529 a heretic, John Tewkesbury, was taken by More to his house in 
Chelsea and so badly tortured on the rack that he was almost unable to walk. 
Tewkesbury was subsequently burned at the stake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059310 33391 236 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:41:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7059301" target=_blank>#227</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey do ya know Ace has you up again?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ace.mu.nu/" 
target=_blank>ace.mu.nu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've given up reading Ace's website. There's only so much hatred I can 
take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059315 33391 241 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:41:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7059308" target=_blank>#234</A> 
holycrusader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://kennebecjournal.mainetoday.com/news/local/6121922.html" 
target=_blank>kennebecjournal.mainetoday.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>After reading this, It really wouldn't surprise me if she set the whole thing 
up to frame the murder of her husband. It's just too bizarre to be believable. 
It's very elaborate but I could see it happening. She would have to be very 
calculating, but it is possible. Where's Colombo when you need 
him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059329 33391 252 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:44:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7059308" target=_blank>#234</A> 
holycrusader</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059346 33391 268 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:46:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7059334" target=_blank>#257</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<P>My point is that the Thomas More Law Center named themselves after a person 
who stood for burning and torturing heretics.</P> 
<P>I don't think it's a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059349 33391 271 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:47:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7059341" target=_blank>#263</A> Spar 
Kling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are plenty of nut jobs on the political and religious extremes. Most of 
them simply stew in their own juices. That's this idiot had dangerous substances 
probably made him <I>feel</I> conspiratorial and powerful. But there doesn't 
seem to have been any evidence of a delivery mechanism. What was he going to do? 
Throw a jar of lithium immersed in oil at a politician? Light a magnesium strip 
and put it in a politician's shoe? Put iron (II) oxide in someone's 
sandwich?</P> 
<P>But this kind of stuff provides bureaucratic agencies political ammunition. 
That the information was kept for release for a politically opportune moment is 
proof.</P> 
<P>-sk</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got that list of "peer reviewed" scientific papers on intelligent design yet? 
We're still waiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07059369 33391 289 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:51:10pm  
 
<P>It's a special treat to get email from someone who writes, "Remove my account 
immediately! You suck and I hate you!"</P> 
<P>And they don't tell you the username on their account. Oh well. I guess I'll 
just have to wait for the meltdown and dramatic farewell 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059398 33391 318 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 6:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7059376" target=_blank>#296</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible, you know, that they took the name because More refused to 
abandon his Church under duress. Hence their casting themselves as a Christian 
version of the ACLU.</P> 
<P>I think that's More likely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's possible. But this is the group that's notorious for defending 
creationists in the Dover trial, and losing big time. I suggest reading one of 
the books about the trial for some context on just how dishonest they 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059450 33391 367 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:05:34pm  
 
<P>Two meltdowns at the end of the Washington Times thread.</P> 
<P>That brings today's total to 15.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059473 33391 388 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7059429" target=_blank>#348</A> 
Benschachar</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059483 33391 398 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:10:21pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059517 33391 430 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:16:18pm  
 
<P>I'm tempted to open registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059920 33391 515 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7059778" target=_blank>#513</A> Mr.Joe</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Don't hurt yourself stepping over the doormat on the way 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059982 33391 517 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7059634" target=_blank>#502</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Thomas More the torturer of heretics was a creation of Foxe. I've long 
known about the burnings and I blame him for those, but I draw the line at 
torturings which he didn't do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You're that certain that a religious fanatic from the 16th century 
wasn't a torturer? Even though he definitely did cause heretics to be burned 
alive?</P> 
<P>I think the preponderance of evidence is in favor of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060050 33391 520 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:34:25pm  
 
<P>Cool. So go ahead and believe this guy was a left-winger, if it makes you 
feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060087 33391 524 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:39:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7060068" target=_blank>#522</A> Jack Bauer's Evil 
Brother</EM></P> 
<P>What part of "Cummings was very upset when Barack Obama was elected 
president" are you unwilling to hear?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060228 33391 530 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:04:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7060192" target=_blank>#528</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Liberals want guns controlled, secular society, big taxes, and a govt that 
covers a lot of ground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you still want to deny that the guy who's the subject of this thread was 
more "right-wing" than "left-wing"?</P> 
<P>It's right there in front of you and still you deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060276 33391 533 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:13:27pm  
 
<P>Cool! So he was a left-winger. Definitely not a right wing extremist at all. 
Nope. No way. Uh uh. A lefty, through and through, who collected weapons and 
admired Hitler. What more do you need to know?</P> 
<P>Left-winger. Yup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060327 33391 535 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7060299" target=_blank>#534</A> 
rudytbone</EM></P> 
<P>Can you name another "leftist racist" who hated black people, joined white 
supremacist groups, collected weapons, and became a neo-Nazi?</P> 
<P>I'll wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060409 33391 544 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:37:49pm  
 
<P>Look, this is so silly my head hurts. If you go to Stormfront, you'll quickly 
discover that the creeps who hang out there overwhelmingly self-identify as 



"right wing," and have nothing but the utmost contempt for lefties. There is 
just no such thing as a "left wing neo-Nazi". Trying to paint this guy as a 
left-winger is beyond ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060502 33391 548 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:08:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7060500" target=_blank>#547</A> Jack Bauer's Evil 
Brother</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, you're sincere. And you're also wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060545 33391 552 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 10:31:12pm  
 
<P>Good grief. What a bunch of denialist crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061541 33391 587 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:26:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/7061044" target=_blank>#579</A> 
SunshineGirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...what this man has in common with the 'average right winger'-- AND-- the 
'average liberal leftist' is that all are human beings. Just because Mr. 
Cummings had a penchant for chemicals and fringe groups, doesn't mean that 
everyone on the right ( or anyone for that matter) has the same ideas and 
habits! Let's be logical here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, no one ever said that this man had anything in common with the 
"average right winger." The POINT that some seem absolutely determined to miss 
is that he was an <EM>extremist</EM>. I thought I made that pretty crystal clear 
in my post, but still people want to take offense at something that was neither 
written nor intended.</P> 
<P>Calling him a "left winger" is ridiculous. These views -- white supremacism, 
neo-Nazism -- can only be described as "extreme right wing." You may not like 
it, but if you identify with and feel it necessary to defend the term "right 
wing" to the point where you won't even acknowledge simple facts, the word for 
that is "denial."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061691 33391 590 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:04:56am  
 
<P>National Socialism, as applied to Nazism and neo-Nazism, is NOT a left wing 
ideology, and it is NOT socialism. Socialism promotes a classless society -- 
Nazism is rigidly class-oriented and deeply racist. Socialism promotes 
redistribution of wealth -- Nazism consolidated wealth into the hands of big 
industrialists and bankers. Socialism promotes the end of national states -- 
Nazism was the ultimate patriotic/nationalistic society.</P> 
<P>I could go on. The idea that National Socialism was equivalent to Marxism is 
ludicrous and wrong. This was and is a right wing ideology to its 
core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061720 33391 593 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:10:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/7061712" target=_blank>#592</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A lot of us here (Charles included) have been asking Islam to recognize, 
expose and denounce the dangerous radicals in their midst; is it to much to ask 
that we, as conservatives, do the same?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, for some people the answer to your question is "yes, it's too 
much to ask."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061727 33391 594 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:12:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/7061712" target=_blank>#592</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<P>Very good post, by the way. I agree with every word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061821 33391 597 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:35:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/7061814" target=_blank>#596</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, but the problem here is that it is the express intent of this particular 
post to label this nut-job as a rightwing extremist (in order to "prove" that 
the DHS report on "rightwing extremism" was justified).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was a right wing extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061832 33391 599 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:40:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/7061830" target=_blank>#598</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only person using the term "Marxism" here is you. It's use is a textbook 
example of a straw man.</P> 
<P>I already pointed out each of the socialist points found in the Nazi party's 
25-point program, and challenged you to elucidate the rightwing ideology found 
therein.</P> 
<P>National Socialism - as with Fascism - is an extreme, far-<EM>left</EM> 
ideology. There is absolutely <EM>nothing</EM> rightwing about National 
Socialism - nothing. And I challenge - nay, defy - you to disprove that 
assertion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't address a single one of the points I made in my 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061862 33391 602 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:45:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/7061851" target=_blank>#601</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Likewise, see my original comment. It had several - 14, to be exact - points 
that demonstrated that National Socialism is socialist (i.e. 
leftwing).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- I especially liked how you glossed right over "Points 1-9, 19, 22," 
dealing with the party's racist/nationalistic ideology. Because those are the 
points that are exactly counter to your ludicrous, revisionist claim that Nazism 
was equivalent to socialism.</P> 
<P>It wasn't and it isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07062013 33391 609 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:18:41am  
 
<P>OK, folks. Go right ahead and believe things that aren't true, if they 
comfort you and help you to feel like you're being victimized. I'm finished 
trying to discuss this with ideologues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062105 33391 615 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:58:26am  
 
<P>Interestingly, if you check around the web to see who's promoting the "Nazis 
were leftists" view, you'll discover that it's a very popular meme among far 
right kooks like Lew Rockwell and Pat Buchanan. No, I'm not saying that only far 
right kooks have this faulty view, but they're drawn to it for a 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062288 33391 622 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:55:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7062271" target=_blank>#621</A> 
bluemerle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles wrote: "These views -- white supremacism, neo-Nazism -- can only be 
described as 'extreme right wing.' "</P> 
<P>That doesn't follow, Charles, and I am keen to hear your explanation of 
same.I think the right wing would exclude neo-nazi's from their philosophical 
company.Why would you insist otherwise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss the word "extreme" in what I wrote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062443 33391 628 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:36:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/7062363" target=_blank>#624</A> 
bluemerle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I did not miss the word "extreme." Calling it an extreme form of 
right-wing philosophy obviously indicates you believe it to be on the fringe of 
the right wing, but the underlying assumption that it is an offshoot of right 
wing philosophy does not logically follow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neo-Nazism and the National Socialist creeps are right wing extremists. They 
identify themselves as right wing; it's easy to verify this, just check out 
their own statements. They are CERTAINLY NOT left wing extremists by any sense 
of the term.</P> 
<P>It's pointless to argue about this, because I've come to realize that a lot 
of people have blinders on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062445 33391 629 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:36:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7062413" target=_blank>#626</A> forrest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I meant to say "ad hominem arguments" previously. As in, "if Pat 
Buchanan says something, then it obviously must be wrong".</P> 
<P>I'm not a Buchanan fan, but if he says Nazis were socialist, he's right, no 
matter how much I don't like him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Nazis were not socialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07062467 33391 630 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:44:12pm  
 
<P>A question for you folks who want to keep arguing that neo-Nazis are "left 
wing:"</P> 
<P>Are there any extremist groups you WOULD call "right wing?" Any at all? Or do 
you simply deny that such a thing as "right wing extremism" 
exists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062550 33391 638 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/7062518" target=_blank>#635</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repeating your argument <EM>ad nauseum</EM> neither supports it nor makes it 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Nazis were not socialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062569 33391 640 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7062562" target=_blank>#639</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My primary disagreement is with lumping in white supremacists as "right-wing" 
extremists, when they tend not to hold any right-wing beliefs, at 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The vast majority of white supremacists are right wing extremists. I don't 
know of a single one who doesn't fit that description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062571 33391 641 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:13:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7062562" target=_blank>#639</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right-wing extremist <EM>groups</EM>? Not so much. Rightwing extremism tends 
toward the lone wolf, rather than formal organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you wouldn't even class militias, Christian Identity, or Posse 
Comitatus as right wing extremist groups? Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062607 33391 647 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:22:47pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/645/7062602" target=_blank>#645</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's interesting. The "National Socialists" weren't socialists. I wonder 
what they were.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Nazis were not socialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062614 33391 649 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:24:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/7062600" target=_blank>#644</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Militias, especially, absolutely not. Right-wing, yes. Extremist, no. (Unless 
you believe the Constitution itself to be <EM>extremist</EM>.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Militias aren't extremist. Cool. Now we're starting to see where you're 
really coming from.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you consider Christian Identity as right-wing? (Again, racism is 
<EM>not right-wing</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because Christian Identity is a far right extremist group, that's why. You're 
the only person I've ever encountered who tried to deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062628 33391 651 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:28:11pm  
 
<P>I'm out of this discussion. Feel free to sling some more insults at me; I 
can't continue arguing with people who think militias aren't extreme and 
Christian Identity isn't a far right group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062637 33391 653 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:29:17pm  
 
<P>The Nazis were not socialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066592 33391 682 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 10:48:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/681/7066499" target=_blank>#681</A> jester6</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059655 33392 57 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:34:56pm  
 
<P>Since Pamela Geller has started calling me "no johnson," should I start 
referring to her as "Silicone Pammy?"</P> 
<P>Discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059707 33392 101 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:40:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7059665" target=_blank>#67</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Rise above it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying. I really am. You have no idea how much I'm holding back on those 
cretins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059724 33392 117 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:42:59pm  
 
<P>Three sock puppets blocked already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059745 33392 136 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:45:43pm  
 
<P>Four sock puppets blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07059781 33392 171 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:50:08pm  
 
<P>'holycrusader' just tried to get back in.</P> 
<P>Six sock puppet attempts so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059790 33392 180 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:51:18pm  
 
<P>Seven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059811 33392 200 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:54:25pm  
 
<P>Apparently, the sock puppets thought "lidless eye" was just a joke.</P> 
<P>It's not.</P> 
<P>Another attempt by 'holycrusader'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059835 33392 221 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 7:58:15pm  
 
<P>Another attempt by 'holycrusader'.</P> 
<P>If nothing else, it's persistent. Like a moth, drawn to a 
flame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059894 33392 276 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:06:54pm  
 
<P>Because it amuses me, here are the attempted sock puppet usernames registered 
by 'holycrusader' tonight:</P> 
<P>uranegomaniacur1weirdguytantakringle</P> 
<P>Other banned posters who tried to sneak in:</P> 
<P>Bartleby the Scrivener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07059898 33392 279 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:07:46pm  
 
<P>Here's another good one:</P> 
<P>il_charles_succhia_l'asino</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060012 33392 379 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:27:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7059998" target=_blank>#365</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't ask if he set it up. I asked if he <EM>helped</EM> her set it up. 
I'm not talking about technical assistance per se.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I had nothing to do with Geller's butt-ugly website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060033 33392 399 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:31:10pm  
 
<P>And yes, I did set up Robert Spencer's website, mediated for him when he was 
being a complete asshole with Hosting Matters, and did a whole lot of work for 
him without charge, because I thought he was a decent person.</P> 



<P>Won't make that mistake again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060184 33392 528 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 8:55:20pm  
 
<P>They're still melting down in the Glenn Beck thread.</P> 
<P>31 so far today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061697 33392 710 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:06:06am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060367 33393 11 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:30:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7060353" target=_blank>#4</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just think- in a couple o' short years it could rip your arms off and stuff 
'em...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not unless a moronic human being decides to make it a pet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07060378 33393 16 Charles Fri, Apr 17, 2009 9:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7060371" target=_blank>#13</A> 
countrygurl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't look so cute now ...after that big one attacked a lady, tore her 
face off, and chewed off her fingers I'm definitely keeping my distance. If I 
want to lose face I'll turn just change my politics to the left. 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was entirely the woman's fault. Chimpanzees are not 
pets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062118 33394 166 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7062110" target=_blank>#165</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the photo that Charles posted, is Obama leaning away? Does his smile look 
pained or wary? Maybe. IMHO it's possible that Obama was caught flatfooted in a 
photo ambush planned by Chavez.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of photos of this event. Check them out. This was no 
"ambush." In several of the pictures Obama and Chavez are openly laughing 
together.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/03wG9fM7V46Er?q=obama+chavez" 
target=_blank>And he shook hands with Chavez again today.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061922 33395 74 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 10:58:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7061902" target=_blank>#56</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 



<P>As usual, Charles M. Blow(hard) exaggerates and overstates the case. But the 
people who continue to rant about and distort the DHS report have handed people 
like him the ammunition to do it with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061933 33395 83 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:01:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7061902" target=_blank>#56</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The piece is accompanied by a scary graphic! representing military veteran 
membership in various right-wing hate groups (some of whom I've never heard of), 
according to study. It certainly looks startling at first... until you take into 
account that they're showing you absolute numbers, not percentages. So, for 
instance, the number of military veterans in the vartious Ku Klux Klan factions 
comes up to a whopping total of... 17. None of the represented groups make it 
out of the double digits in terms of vet members; and all together total no more 
than few hundred.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point the DHS report makes, however, is that veterans with military 
training can greatly increase the capacity of these groups to do harm, even in 
relatively small numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07061939 33395 89 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:01:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7061929" target=_blank>#80</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That DHS report was a smear job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062004 33395 148 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:16:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7061999" target=_blank>#144</A> Cygnus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This nutter will be responsible for the death of thousands of children. I 
hope he meets with an 'accident' very soon.</P> 
<P>/oops, will I get banned for that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want to get banned, I suggest you remove the big chip from your 
shoulder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062025 33395 165 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:22:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7062012" target=_blank>#155</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, don't forget the most important part, it makes the "right wing" look 
bad. That is why smug asshats like Mr. Blow and his fellow travelers think it's 
such a wonderful report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes the "right wing" look bad is the insane distortions and outright 
lies that are being circulated about the DHS report. It makes the right look 
like a bunch of whining babies, and worse -- by taking such ridiculous exception 
to the term "right wing extremists" they make it EASY for people like Charles M. 
Blow to write columns like that.</P> 



<P>I find this situation utterly pathetic. The conservatives who are trying to 
defiantly say "we're all right wing extremists now" are doing an enormous 
disservice to the GOP and conservatism in general. Grow up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062096 33395 224 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 11:54:20am  
 
<P>The real danger of the anti-vaccination movement goes far beyond the damage 
they do to their own children. By pushing a Dark Ages belief that vaccination is 
harmful, these people risk serious damage to "herd immunity" -- the immunity of 
a sufficient number of individuals in a population such that infection of one 
person will not cause a general epidemic.</P> 
<P>It's a serious danger, not just a problem for a few kooks and their 
kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062123 33395 245 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:07:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7062114" target=_blank>#238</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your child MIGHT have a 1 in 500,000 chance of having 
autism;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Study after study has shown absolutely no connection between vaccines (with 
or without thimerosal preservative) and autism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062136 33395 257 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7062111" target=_blank>#236</A> meh130</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't you get the memo? The DHS defines hate groups as right wing:</P> 
<P>"Rightwing extremism in the United States can be broadly divided into those 
groups, movements, and adherents that are primarily hate-oriented (based on 
hatred of particular religious, racial or ethnic groups) and those that are 
mainly antigovernment, rejecting federal authority in favor of state or local 
authority, or rejecting government authority entirely."</P> 
<P>So, according to DHS, any group which is primarily hate-oriented, is by 
definition, right wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What crap. The report does NOT say all hate groups are "right wing," and the 
quote you pulled from it does not say that either. This is exactly what I mean 
when I say the distortion around that report is utterly 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062140 33395 260 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7062138" target=_blank>#258</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report was not leaked. It was unclassified which put in the public 
domain. This was a ministeral decision. Likely at very high 
levels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it WAS leaked. It was intended for law enforcement agencies only, and 
someone leaked it -- first to Alex Jones, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062164 33395 279 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:19:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7062149" target=_blank>#268</A> 
Dreader1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just for clarification - FOUO (For Official Use Only) is NOT a classification 
- it is a handling instruction. To claim this report was classified is a 
falsehood. There are a great number of Field Manuals, Regulations and such that 
are posted and even referenced from government web sites that have this 
marking.</P> 
<P>Anyone who works with classified material should know this; the fact that 
this report was released to the press is a procedural issue primarily and not a 
compromise of intelligence sources and methods. The person(s) who released it 
should have known better, but perhaps since DHS was widely disseminating this 
report they watered it down to minimize potential damage.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ioss.gov/WhatDoesFOUOMean.html" target=_blank>Definition 
of FOUO from a government website...</A></P> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<P>“Unclassified//For Official Use Only” (abbreviated to U//FOUO) is a handling 
instruction, as opposed to a true classification marking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody said it was "classified" in the sense of being secret. It was 
"classified," as in put in the class of, "For Official Use Only." In other words 
it was intended only for law enforcement agencies.</P> 
<P>I suspect it was leaked by someone deliberately to cause the insane 
hyperventilation now going on all over the right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062169 33395 283 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 12:21:07pm  
 
<P>And <EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7062163" target=_blank>#278</A> 
lobosan5</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yeah,yeah,yeah...I know...im'a conspiracy nut...whatever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's exactly what you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062350 33395 395 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:13:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7062286" target=_blank>#380</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I held my fire on the entire topic because I suspected there was much more 
here than met the eye. Looks like I was correct. Deliberately leaking ANYTHING 
to Alex Jones is a huge red flag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will have no effect whatsoever on the people who are yelling about the 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064164 33395 434 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 7:50:45pm  
 
<P>I see the anti-vaccination kooks are now showing up to spread fear and 
alarmism at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062317 33396 22 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:06:27pm  
 



<P>One of the main organizers of the "tea parties," Tim Phillips of "Americans 
for Prosperity," is Ralph Reed's former partner at the Century Strategies 
lobbying firm. AFP is heavily funded by the oil industry.</P> 
<P>Can you say "astroturfing?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062421 33396 98 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7062383" target=_blank>#72</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koch was started in 1927 by Fred Koch, a charter member of the John Birch 
Society, with an oil delivery business in Texas. It quickly diversified into a 
number of other areas, but it amassed most of its fortune in the oil trading and 
refining.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wonderful. Another connection to the John Birch Society.</P> 
<P>That fills me with joy.</P> 
<P>/sarc</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062451 33396 120 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 1:38:53pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, we still have several sleepers in that 'dirty bomb' thread, 
desperately trying to convince me that neo-Nazis are left wingers. Sad.</P> 
<P>These people don't see ANY right wing extremists at all. The only extremists 
in their fantasy world are left wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062548 33396 199 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:04:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7062540" target=_blank>#192</A> 
NonNativeTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any corporation has a right to fund whatever organizations,research, 
community outreach projects they wish(providing it is legal).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And who said they didn't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062641 33396 267 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:30:03pm  
 
<P>Pat Robertson is now out there ranting about the DHS 
document.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062645 33396 271 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:31:29pm  
 
<P>Michael Steele is claiming that the government is monitoring anti-abortion 
rallies:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TQgGxPSOSJE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062649 33396 275 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:32:48pm  



 
<P>Here's Robertson:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/upnUn2LSQA8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>It's pathetic that nobody on the conservative side will speak out against 
this garbage. The left is having a field day with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062671 33396 295 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 2:37:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7062665" target=_blank>#290</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL. He thinks the DHS is gay! <EM>That's</EM> funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. He thinks there are sekrit homosexuals controlling the Department of 
Homeland Security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07062775 33397 51 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 3:01:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7062746" target=_blank>#30</A> D. Edgren (the 
Merciless Infidel)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, there is nothing that makes Pat Robertson's positions on issues 
inherently conservative or right-wing.</P> 
<P>He. Is. Just. A. Nut. Period.</P> 
<P>D. Edgren</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:vIAxjQcjRbQJ:www.patrobertson.com/Sta
tesman/ConservatismWillTriumph.asp+pat+robertson+conservative&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en
&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>Pat Robertson: 
Conservatism Will Triumph</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07063274 33397 148 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 5:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7063264" target=_blank>#146</A> 
gulfloafer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course he should have left out the sexual orientation comment. But I agree 
with the argument. Because smomebody is against abortion or a veteran that 
automatically qualifies them as a potential threat to national security? I'm 
Catholic and a veteran. Is my name on somebody's list? WTFO?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report does NOT say anything like your distorted mischaracterization. 
Have you even read it for yourself, or are you going by what blogs and Fox News 
are telling you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07063378 33397 160 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 5:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7063291" target=_blank>#149</A> 
gulfloafer</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't read the official report. I've seen blurps in the local print 
but not whole thing. So I'm not on some list then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that 90% of the people who are yelling about the DHS 
report have not even read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064211 33397 168 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 7:58:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7064181" target=_blank>#167</A> under</EM></P> 
<P>Right. He's a wonderful person and I have smeared him. I feel such shame.</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064667 33397 173 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7064662" target=_blank>#172</A> 
Oldbluesboy</EM></P> 
<P>You didn't read the actual report, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07063507 33399 110 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 6:00:27pm  
 
<P>Willie Nelson, of course, is one of the biggest pot heads in the United 
States.</P> 
<P>I was on tour with Al Jarreau once and we played a festival with Willie 
Nelson. Our tour bus happened to be parked near Willie's, and there were cumulus 
clouds of pot smoke coming out of Willie's bus.</P> 
<P>I wonder if Huck got baked with Willie before the show?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07063915 33403 35 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 7:15:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7063797" target=_blank>#24</A> bmorte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe once in a while you can sit back and wonder why everyone is criticizing 
you. At least take a moment to wonder if there might be a ribbon of truth or at 
least an opportunity for reflection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064076 33403 50 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 7:37:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7064063" target=_blank>#49</A> bmorte</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064599 33403 64 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:04:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7064525" target=_blank>#63</A> mph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a commenter posing as Kilgore over at the AoS 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066293 33404 32 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:43:38am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7065549" target=_blank>#31</A> callahan23</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the <A href="http://" target=_blank>commenters</A> on that 
MediaMatters thread defended Charles andbashed the author Boehlert:</P> 
<P>Kudos [leatherhelmet].</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And look who shows up too -- Richard L. Kent, Esq., the angriest creationist 
in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066173 33406 140 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:19:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7065565" target=_blank>#138</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"This is becoming a bit silly.There are some, myself included, who like to 
get informed by LGF, AoS and Beck (daily reads all) while often disagreeing with 
one, the other or all on this or that issue. This all out war where one has to 
choose sides is completely unnecessary.It's not a problem of splody heads. Skins 
running thin more likely.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'"</P> 
<P>Thanks for that, DanS, I thought I was alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, did you read that DHS report yet? You know, the one you were screaming 
about without even reading it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066205 33406 141 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:27:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/7064362" target=_blank>#135</A> 
willtay73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not on any side in this but I do have to admit that the video is a bit 
ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Nobody in their right mind is entertaining any of the thoughts that the fat 
guy was going on about. Come on, digital converter boxes for mind control? Who 
are they going to be controlling? A bunch of old people in rural America? If you 
need a digital converter box then a little mind control might not be too bad. 
Just a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it's just a joke. Feel free to ignore it. What could go wrong?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now for the clapping. The clapping was very limited and certainly not the 
whole crowd. I don't even think it was a quarter of the crowd and there 
certainly wasn't any sign that the crowd supported that stance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was not limited. A substantial number of people applauded, and you can 
see a woman nodding enthusiastically right behind the guy when he says colleges 
are brainwashing kids. You must have missed that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am just saying that the video probably isn't the best source of "evidence" 
of the fast emerging "scary" right wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And nobody said it was supposed be that. But Glenn Beck is absolutely 
encouraging this kind of behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064191 33407 185 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 7:55:07pm  
 
<P>Did I miss anyone whose head has exploded? I know there were more, but there 
are so many haters and so little time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07064272 33407 252 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 8:09:22pm  
 
<P>Angry haters now showing up on the earlier threads...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064280 33407 259 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 8:10:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7064276" target=_blank>#256</A> KennyR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No argument there. The WTF reference was about how allies are taking each 
other out of context. I find it disturbing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not take anyone out of context. Context is my middle 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064613 33408 238 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7064573" target=_blank>#200</A> D. Edgren (the 
Merciless Infidel)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just don't forget, Charles- non of these new friends really are your friends. 
Once the utility of the moment fades, they won't be anywhere to be found.</P> 
<P>D. Edgren</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, thank you for enlightening me. I never would have known that 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07064684 33408 302 Charles Sat, Apr 18, 2009 9:19:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7064665" target=_blank>#286</A> D. Edgren (the 
Merciless Infidel)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles @238:</P> 
<P>I didn't say that to be mean. I said it because I've cared about this site 
since sometime in 2002, and I'm concerned.</P> 
<P>I can just take another couple of years posting vacation and you can do 
whatever you want. It appears you will anyway.</P> 
<P>I do remember a happier, more productive time, though. At least I recollect 
it that way.</P> 
<P>D. Edgren</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll help you keep that resolution, then, by blocking your account. No need 
to thank me. Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066102 33409 785 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:04:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/7065923" target=_blank>#632</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrath of G-D got the banstick some time ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And promptly showed up to post at stalker blogs. Which confirms that banning 
that creep was the right decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066181 33410 85 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:20:41am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7066177" target=_blank>#81</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mentions: Garcia (Peru), Uribe (Colombia), Harper (Canada), Bachelet (Chile). 
Which is good... all are at least relatively friendly to us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think his speech isn't bad so far.</P> 
<P>Oh no. I'll probably get some more hate mail for saying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066194 33410 96 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:23:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7066187" target=_blank>#91</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh, from this angle now I AM feeling worried about lines of sight. Gah. 
Why did Secret Service give this the okay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be surprised if they didn't have men all over those neighborhoods behind 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066214 33410 114 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:29:36am  
 
<P>Every time he mentions the IMF, I can't help hearing the Mission Impossible 
theme in my head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066250 33411 12 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:37:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7066236" target=_blank>#4</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Yoo Hoo, Charles, fix the headline! Trinidad, not 
Haiti!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! I heard Port of Spain as Port-au-Prince. Need more 
coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066259 33411 20 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:38:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7066249" target=_blank>#11</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.newsmax.com/politics/cb_obama_summit/2009/04/19/204609.html" 
target=_blank>Here's the Newsmax article on this thread's 
topic.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an Associated Press article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066383 33411 129 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:57:39am  
 
<P>Just discovered in that Media Matters thread I linked last night -- look who 
shows up: Richard L. Kent, Esq., the angriest creationist in the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066828 33411 189 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:46:01am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7066714" target=_blank>#185</A> Ed from 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care. Sorry, though -- you don't get to leave your dramatic 
goodbye comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066609 33413 11 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 10:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7066600" target=_blank>#4</A> zenpig</EM></P> 
<P>Registered since: Nov 27, 2007 at 6:57 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of 
links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066613 33413 15 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 10:55:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7066601" target=_blank>#5</A> Immolate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, so if I'm not one of those Tim McVeigh, skinhead/jew-hating militia nuts, 
then it's all good and I shouldn't be offended by being lumped with them and any 
perception that I have been lumped with them is my own and nobody elses and says 
more about me than it does about DHS? Oh... alright then... carry 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report did not lump anyone with the extremists except other 
extremists. Did you read it for yourself, or are you just repeating what's been 
said on blogs and Fox News?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066617 33413 19 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 10:56:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7066598" target=_blank>#3</A> 
cincinnati_kid37</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most people associate Right Wing, as opposed to Left Wing, as people who are 
Conservatives, meaning believers and supporters of the constitution as well as 
all the other asundry non-left wing stuff like a strong defense - Peace through 
Stength, etc.</P> 
<P>And these two fine men you bring us today are fine examples of the majority 
of Right Wingers aren't they.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a problem with reading comprehension? Does the word "extremist" 
just slip right past your eyes as if it doesn't exist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066631 33413 30 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:02:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7066625" target=_blank>#26</A> Immolate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't watch Fox (or any other TV for that matter). I've been getting my 
news from blogs such as this one and Powerline since Rathergate, with occasional 
forays out into the media to research issues of greater interest to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you didn't read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066640 33413 39 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:05:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7066619" target=_blank>#20</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who bomb and assassinate are, by definition, "right-wingers". If one 
decides to bomb and assassinate, they have become part of the "right wing".</P> 
<P>Sure, there may be tons of people who don't bomb and assassinate and are also 
part of the vast "right wing" in this country. But that's only because they're 
not "right wing" enough!</P> 
<P>See how it works?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pure denialist crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066651 33413 50 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:07:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7066636" target=_blank>#35</A> 
madeindetroit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take for example this memo: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.scribd.com/doc/13290698/The-Modern-Militia-MovementMissouri-
MIAC-Strategic-Report-20Feb09-." target=_blank>www.scribd.com...</A>] On page 6 
it tells me to watch out for anyone who claims to be a libertarian, on page 5 it 
suggests those who are anti-abortion could become violent. Now, some 
libertarians are unhinged and some anti-abortion folk are violent and possibly 
dangerous. Would that be all of them? Not so much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I invite people to go read the report you linked, because they'll discover 
that you are completely distorting what it says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066661 33413 59 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:09:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7066656" target=_blank>#54</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This could be the same sort of discussion. Are bombers and assassins always 
extremists of the "right wing"? Are militias (groups with guns, imo) always 
"right wing"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, but the ones in the articles above ARE.</P> 
<P>Deny, deny, deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066670 33413 67 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:11:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7066655" target=_blank>#53</A> 
madeindetroit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? How so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On page 6 it tells me to watch out for anyone who claims to be a libertarian, 
on page 5 it suggests those who are anti-abortion could become 
violent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's a distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066678 33413 74 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:14:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7066677" target=_blank>#73</A> haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>MadeinDetroitKarma: 4Registered since: Jul 19, 2007 at 10:12 am(Logged in)No. 
of comments posted: 5No. of links posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066697 33413 92 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:20:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7066683" target=_blank>#79</A> 
madeindetroit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On page five of the article I quoted it says: "Anti abortionists have been 
known to take up arms in support of their beliefs. Eric Rudolph, who was 
responsible for the Olympic Park Bombing and abortion clinics was an anti-
abortionist." I said that the document suggests that some anti-abortionists 
become violent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you did not write that. Here are your words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On page 6 it tells me to <STRONG>watch out for anyone who claims to be a 
libertarian</STRONG>, on page 5 it suggests <STRONG>those who are anti-abortion 
could become violent</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both of those statements in bold are distortions of what the report 
says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066708 33413 101 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:22:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7066687" target=_blank>#83</A> Bookworm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think, Charles, that anyone is claiming there are no right wing 
extremists. We know they exist. What offends people is that the DHS report, 
rather than zeroing in on actual groups, simply tars federalism with a broad 
brush, as well as characterizing vets -- all vets -- as high 
risk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It absolutely DOES NOT characterize all veterans as being high risk. That is 
false. It very clearly says "a small percentage" of veterans might be recruited 
by extremist groups.</P> 
<P>A small percentage. Have you read the actual document? Because I don't see 
how you could honestly say something like that if you had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066712 33413 104 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:22:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7066703" target=_blank>#97</A> Immolate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. My objection is to the title of the publication and the impression that 
it makes, as that is the impact that it will have on most people. I would read 
more deeply into it if I were afraid that, under Obama, the FBI and other 
federal agencies were likely to take too little interest in rightwing hate 
groups. I have no such fear. If anything, they will overreact and try to use 
them as a stain on the non-extremists, as they have done here.</P> 
<P>The truth can be harnessed for evil as easily as for good, you just have to 
be a bit more selective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great. So you haven't read the document, but still feel qualified to yell 
about it.</P> 
<P>Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07066723 33413 114 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:27:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7066718" target=_blank>#109</A> 
madeindetroit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying then, that the quoted example of Eric Rudolph, a violent anti-
abortionist, is not in the document? Or are you saying that using Eric Rudolph 
as the only stated example of an anti-abortionist does not suggest that some 
anti-abortionists could become violent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did not write "some" anti-abortionists could become violent. You 
wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On page 6 it tells me to <STRONG>watch out for anyone who claims to be a 
libertarian</STRONG>, on page 5 it suggests <STRONG>those who are anti-abortion 
could become violent</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice you're not even trying to defend your first claim 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066733 33413 122 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:29:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7066729" target=_blank>#119</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a tool of the Democrats and the press to characterize the Right as 
crazy.</P> 
<P>It was done to Palin.</P> 
<P>They attempted to so characterize anyone who attended the tea parties.</P> 
<P>They are attempting to educate the public to a reflexive association between 
leaning Right politically and being crazy.</P> 
<P>I reject that association.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should spend more effort on rejecting the crazies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066752 33413 139 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:34:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7066741" target=_blank>#129</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BookwormKarma: 26Registered since: Apr 3, 2007 at 6:45 pm(Logged in)</P> 
<P>No. of comments posted: 16No. of links posted: 1</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bookworm is OK. She's just been taken in by the propaganda about the 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066769 33413 155 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:37:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7066758" target=_blank>#145</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think anybody sane will argue that our govt shouldn't by looking at 
right-wing extremists. So this post is a bit of a straw man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is obviously not a "straw man," when you can see numerous people right 
here in this thread trying to deny there's anything "right wing" about the 
people in the stories I linked.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>My problem with the DHS report is that it assigns behavior to right-wing 
radicals that is quite ordinary and not radical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was prepared for law enforcement agencies which could demonize 
ordinary activity and make them more likely to violate civil rights. Which (I 
assume) is why the civil liberties lawyers in the DHS objected to certain 
language in the report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. What a crock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066788 33413 171 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:39:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7066783" target=_blank>#166</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I'm saying is that I reject the implication that their "right wing" 
views are anything like my "right wing" views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an "implication" that no one made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066796 33413 179 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:40:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7066780" target=_blank>#164</A> golf and 
ski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting discussion. Also interesting is the first sentence in the 
original report, noting the lack of "specific information" about all of their 
concerns. I'd think they would have better intel before voicing their 
opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a "threat assessment." Not a warning of a specific imminent 
threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066811 33413 193 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:43:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7066803" target=_blank>#185</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The media makes it, which was the point of my original post.</P> 
<P>Why are they called "right wing" extremists?</P> 
<P>Why not just extremists, or just crazy or a neutral term "political 
extremists".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's an accurate description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066814 33413 196 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:44:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7066808" target=_blank>#190</A> USCMSNE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No where in any of their craziness, does it excuse a poorly worded report by 
the DHS which carelessly lumps together so many different sections of the 
society with little to no proof supporting their arbitrary 
claims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report does not do that. There are qualifiers all over every 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07066841 33413 219 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:48:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7066838" target=_blank>#216</A> Jimash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I do believe that the cruddy DHS report can and will and has been read ( 
with considerably less care) in ways that could defame 
Veterans...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have been lied to. The report DOES NOT defame veterans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066848 33413 224 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:50:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7066834" target=_blank>#212</A> 
cincinnati_kid37</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, did you read the CNN news article wiht the one pic of Nazi flag 
carrying idiots and notice the 8 references to right wing in there? Here it is 
again if you missed it - [Link: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/04/14/extremism.report/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And seven of those references to "right-wing" are direct quotes from the DHS 
report on "right-wing extremism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066868 33413 242 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:54:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7066858" target=_blank>#233</A> 
cincinnati_kid37</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said I was going anywhere ? I'll probably be back, but not today. Unless 
Charles removes me which will Really make my point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, consider your "point" made. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066870 33413 244 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 11:54:37am  
 
<P>Very bad idea to dare me to block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066926 33413 298 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7066878" target=_blank>#251</A> 
seagreenroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would just like to know that our illustrious goobermint is also hot on the 
trail of left-wing extremists.</P> 
<P>Is that too much to ask? I don't believe anybody in the current 
administration is the least bit interested in digging up any dirt on their 
leftist cronies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/projects/pdf/Leftwing_Extremist_Threat.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066948 33413 317 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:15:44pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7066917" target=_blank>#289</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>The trouble with looking for "subtle implications" is that, by definition, 
they're subtle. In other words, if you look for them you'll probably find 
them.</P> 
<P>When blogs started yelling about the DHS report, I actually held off from 
posting for several days. During that time I found an original copy of the 
report at Wikileaks (some of the ones out there have been tampered with), and 
read it for myself. Then I read it again. Then I went around and read what blogs 
were saying about it, and was utterly shocked because they seemed to be 
describing an entirely different report from the one I read.</P> 
<P>And several blogs went even beyond that into deliberate misrepresentation. 
There's a reason why so many people seem to think the report "smears all 
veterans" -- because sources like the Washington Times and a number of right 
wing bloggers are lying about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066975 33413 341 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7066950" target=_blank>#319</A> Jimash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, grant me some string because there is some part of this whole thing 
that is eluding me, no kidding.I read that one too.It focuses SOLELY on Cyber-
attacks, and makes no mention of bombs, violence, r anarchic center-city rave-
ups.It sure doen't mention Ayers -like communist cells as a 
threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Weather Underground stopped being a threat more than 30 years ago.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It pretty much absolves all such groups of any violent 
intent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- that is simply not true. From the first page of the report:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This assessment examines the potential threat to homeland security from cyber 
attacks conducted by leftwing extremists, a threat that DHS/I&amp;A believes 
likely will grow over the next decade. It focuses on the more prominent leftwing 
groups within the animal rights, environmental, and anarchist extremist 
movements that promote or have conducted criminal or terrorist activities (see 
Appendix).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, the report focuses on cyber attacks because <EM>that is the 
focus of the report</EM>. And it clearly says that some of the animal rights 
groups, et al, promote criminal and terrorist activity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07066985 33413 350 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:25:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7066978" target=_blank>#343</A> 
VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of being downdinged, I think this guy nails it! From our local 
newspaper today.[Link: <A href="http://www.lvrj.com/opinion/43242932.html" 
target=_blank>www.lvrj.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please. Here we go again, making claims about the report that are NOT 
TRUE:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Department of Homeland Security, Americans need to be on the 
lookout for twisted, hate-filled veterans recruited from the ranks of people 
passionate about a single issue like, say, illegal immigration or abortion.</P> 



<P>Talk about profiling. Navy vet? Check. Strong border laws? Check. Anti-
abortion? Check. Uh-oh. My government thinks I'm a potential terrorist.</P> 
<P>This, of course, is absurd. But more importantly, it is dangerous fear-
mongering at its worst. The folks in the Department of Homeland Security could 
not be more scary when they use such language to describe, and thus target, 
citizens who disagree politically with the Obama 
administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067030 33413 388 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7066998" target=_blank>#361</A> 
VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respectfully disagree. I do not trust this administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That editorial makes several false claims about the DHS report. I quoted it -
- all of the claims in the section I quoted are false or distorted. This has 
nothing to do with trusting the Obama administration -- it has to do with people 
who are lying about the DHS report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067047 33413 405 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7067038" target=_blank>#396</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about that dynamic duo in Tennesee right now, arrested for planning to 
kill FCBBHO and as many blacks as they could find? (I don't recall the exact 
charges but, that is the plot they allegedly were hatching.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31713_Neo-
Nazi_Assassination_Plot_Discovered" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067058 33413 416 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7067037" target=_blank>#395</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL 8 people. What a bunch of hard core losers.</P> 
<P>But they are still disgusting, and tragically advertise themselves as right 
wing, which, yes, makes them right wing extremists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In today's world, the size of a group isn't a reliable indicator of how 
dangerous they can be.</P> 
<P>And yes, they do indeed call themselves "right wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067098 33413 456 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:54:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7067065" target=_blank>#423</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo Zombie. Charles is right, but I have problems with the report, though 
not as much as the current populist rage on this subject. I think Reine tagged 
it: it's not written that well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Well written government report" is an oxymoron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07067124 33413 470 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:01:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/7067107" target=_blank>#460</A> hacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I have not read the report, nor have I participated to this point.</P> 
<P>A "small percentage" is not only not an identifiable group, it is basically a 
tautology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another person who hasn't read the report, but still feels qualified to 
express negative opinions about it.</P> 
<P>Thanks for clarifying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067215 33413 493 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:18:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/7067179" target=_blank>#488</A> 
tangerinesong</EM></P> 
<P>Registered since: Jul 8, 2006 at 3:00 pmNo. of comments posted: 8No. of links 
posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067231 33413 496 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:20:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/7067179" target=_blank>#488</A> 
tangerinesong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn’t read anything in this DHS report about Jamaat ul Fuqra and his 
training facilities in Delaware County and the Catskills to name just a few. I 
guess Fuqra’s group training would now be called “moderate left wing activity”. 
What’s happening in these camps would make your hair fall out and we are turning 
a blind eye with Fuqra’s groups operations across the US and 
Canada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story is completely bogus, promoted by the Christian Action Network, an 
offshoot of Jerry Falwell's organization, but even more extreme. The FBI has 
stated that they have absolutely no evidence that there is any kind of "training 
camp" at that place.</P> 
<P>It's false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067238 33413 498 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:21:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/7067179" target=_blank>#488</A> 
tangerinesong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see you’re now kicking folks off who have taken the time to participate in 
good faith and in good spirit on your site that should be embraced and not 
dispatched to Black Helicopter territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People get banned for being insulting jerks, not for disagreeing. There's 
plenty of disagreement on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067441 33413 517 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:59:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7067319" target=_blank>#507</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>...if the group is Nazi (<EM>neo</EM> or otherwise), it is socialist, and 
therefore, left wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>National Socialism is not a left wing ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067520 33413 521 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7067460" target=_blank>#519</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<P>National Socialism is neither socialist nor left wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067573 33413 524 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:19:12pm  
 
<P>All of Hitler's alliances were with the right wing. After World War One, he 
joined the right-wing Bavarian German Workers' Party, which then changed its 
name to the National Socialist German Workers' Party. Hitler then worked to 
assimilate other far right German parties, eventually being appointed chancellor 
precisely because he was so successful at this.</P> 
<P>The National Socialist party started as a right wing organization, and had 
almost nothing in common with socialist left wing parties. These are things 
known as "facts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067604 33413 527 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:26:43pm  
 
<P>National Socialism, as applied to Nazism and neo-Nazism, is NOT a left wing 
ideology, and it is NOT socialism. Socialism promotes a classless society -- 
Nazism is rigidly class-oriented and deeply racist. Socialism promotes 
redistribution of wealth -- Nazism consolidated wealth into the hands of big 
industrialists and bankers. Socialism promotes the end of national states -- 
Nazism was the ultimate patriotic/nationalistic society.</P> 
<P>I could go on. The idea that National Socialism was equivalent to Marxism is 
ludicrous and wrong. This was and is a right wing ideology to its 
core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067606 33413 528 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/7067600" target=_blank>#526</A> 
tangerinesong</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067631 33413 533 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:34:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7067617" target=_blank>#530</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why were the Nazis opposed to Communism? why did they hunt out and murder 
Communists? The nazis did not care about "equality" or redistributing the wealth 
in equal portions -- they were adamantly opposed to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pointless to try to argue with this one. He's a true believer that 
there's no such thing as "right wing extremism." He won't even admit that most 
militias and Christian Identity are "right wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067648 33413 535 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:38:49pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7067640" target=_blank>#534</A> 
LeonidasOfSparta</EM></P> 
<P>Wonderful. Let's all argue that there's no such thing as "right wing 
extremism."</P> 
<P>Now there's a winning strategy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067678 33413 538 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:46:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/7067662" target=_blank>#537</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<P>You're correct. You have admitted that abortion clinic bombers are right wing 
extremists.</P> 
<P>You just deny everything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067690 33413 542 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:49:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7067682" target=_blank>#540</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are deeply into "no true Scotsman" territory here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067792 33413 550 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 3:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7067781" target=_blank>#549</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the MIAC report specifically identified support for certain third-
party candidates as being a potential indicator of extremism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly backwards. That section you quoted says that militia members often 
associate with third party groups. It did NOT say that association with third 
party groups is an indicator of extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067795 33413 551 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 3:14:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7067781" target=_blank>#549</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<P>Are you a member of a militia?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067953 33413 563 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 3:54:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7067858" target=_blank>#556</A> rick554</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I dont think that when DHS doe its Left-wing extremist "assessment" 
Bill Ayers, Bernadette Dohrn and Liberation theologist Jeremiah Wright wont be 
mentioned at all.They are going to do an "assessment" right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should those people be mentioned in a threat assessment?</P> 
<P>There was a "left wing extremist" assessment, by the way. And there was at 
least one "Islamic extremist" assessment too. But don't let any of that get in 
the way of your seething.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07067995 33413 566 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:07:26pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/7067812" target=_blank>#554</A> 
chipbennett</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, Missouri's Governor and Lt. Governor disagree with your assessment; in 
fact, they disagree to the extent that they had the report rescinded, and the 
person responsible for its release reassigned.</P> 
<P>And, oddly enough, the the three political candidates specifically mentioned 
also disagreed with your assessment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fine, I have no problem with them disagreeing, but they're wrong just 
like you are.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Militia members most commonly associate with 3rd party political 
groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This does not say that people who associate with 3rd party groups are all 
militia members. It does say militia members often associate with 3rd party 
groups. A true statement.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is not uncommon for militia members to display Constitutional Party, 
Campaign for Liberty, or Libertarian material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This does not say that people who display Constitutional Party, Campaign for 
Liberty, or Libertarian material are all militia members. It does say that 
militia members often display Constitutional Party, Campaign for Liberty, or 
Libertarian material. Another true statement.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These members are usually supporters of former Presidential Candidate: Ron 
Paul, Chuck Baldwin, and Bob Barr.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This does not say that all supporters of Ron Paul, Chuck Baldwin, and Bob 
Barr are militia members. It does say that militia members are often supporters 
of Ron Paul, Chuck Baldwin, and Bob Barr. Yet another true statement.</P> 
<P>Maybe you should have spent less time arguing with your Social Studies 
teacher about National Socialism, and invested in a course in introductory 
logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068031 33413 570 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7068026" target=_blank>#568</A> 
themadking</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care. Sorry, but your dramatic farewell comment is 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068037 33413 571 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:19:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/7068029" target=_blank>#569</A> Lynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do official government publications typically referred to ELF types, violent 
anti-war protestors and radical abortion rights proponents as "Left Wing 
Extremists?" Or do they simply specify the nature of their interests and violent 
tendencies? (Not trying to p*ss anyone off here, I'm really asking. . . 
.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they do. In fact those groups are specifically named in the DHS report 
on "left wing extremism" that has been linked here several times. (Except the 



"radical abortion rights proponents," who as far as I know have never threatened 
to blow up anything.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068074 33413 573 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:27:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7068060" target=_blank>#572</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is somehow inherently negative about membership in a militia 
organization?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say there was "something inherently negative" about it. However, 
you'd have to be pretty blind not to have noticed a high correlation between 
extreme right wing views and militia membership.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068334 33413 585 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 5:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/7068257" target=_blank>#581</A> hacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not mean to be vague. A small percentage of American males will kill 
their families. This does happen, once or several times a month. It has happened 
in the last week.</P> 
<P>Be on the lookout for American males.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another distortion. The DHS report does not say anything like "be on the 
lookout for all veterans."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068395 33413 588 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 5:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7068370" target=_blank>#587</A> hacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is getting surreal. Again, at the meta level, because I did not RTFA, 
did you not say that the aspersion was at a "small percentage" of veterans?</P> 
<P>"Be on the lookout" is literary license, but shouldn't it be "be on the 
lookout for a small percentage of veterans"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no "be on the lookout" at all. It was a simple, factual warning 
that extremist groups are targeting veterans for recruitment, and it very 
clearly said that only a small percentage of veterans might be susceptible to 
such recruitment.</P> 
<P>The distortion comes in when you try to claim there was an APB out on all 
veterans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068411 33413 589 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 5:45:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7068370" target=_blank>#587</A> hacker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... because I did not RTFA ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you actually saying that you didn't even read the DHS report, but you're 
still ranting about it?</P> 
<P>Man, that's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067103 33414 4 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 12:55:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7067099" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those who bothered to actually read the DHS report will know that Skinheads 
were specifically mentioned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any second now someone will pop up to say neo-Nazis aren't "right wing 
extremists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067168 33414 41 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7067156" target=_blank>#33</A> 
loudguitars</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is disgusting about the DHS memo is that it was released just prior to 
the largest PEACEFUL demonstration of conservative principles ie: (Tea Parties) 
in modern history. It was clearly timed to give the media talking points to 
diminish the relevance of the tea parties and give the impression that "evil 
elements" were possibly behind the movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was not released to the public or to the media. It was intended 
for law enforcement only, and it was marked "For Official Use Only."</P> 
<P>This has to be the hundredth time I've had to post this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067186 33414 54 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:13:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7067180" target=_blank>#49</A> 
loudguitars</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it was leaked by whom? You think it was an accident that it was released. 
You are not that naive? There was no political motive behind the 
release?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, one indicator of the intentions of whoever leaked it is that it first 
showed up at prisonplanet.com, Alex Jones' site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067204 33414 71 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:15:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7067192" target=_blank>#60</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you know who leaked it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not. I have it on good authority that the DHS is investigating 
that, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067304 33414 157 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:34:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7067286" target=_blank>#142</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't doubt that extremists are real. I still think the DHS report was 
sloppy, and that its timing suggests that it was rushed out the door in response 
to the Tea Parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BIG sigh. The report was not released to the public or the media. It was 
intended for law enforcement only.</P> 



<P>But wouldn't it be ironic if it <EM>was</EM> released before the tea parties 
-- in order to give law enforcement a heads-up so that they might be able to 
better <EM>protect</EM> the tea party attendees?</P> 
<P>Or are we supposed to believe that the DHS is simply evil 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067316 33414 167 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7067302" target=_blank>#155</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty clear from the two reports that the DHS defines leftwing 
extremists as non-violent criminals who embrace "radical elements of" various 
movements -- and rightwing extremists as homogeneously "hate-oriented ... 
(and/or) antigovernment."</P> 
<P>From this language, it appears the DHS docs regard leftwing movements as 
mostly benign and rightwing movements as mostly violent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not true. The first page of the report on left wing extremism 
states:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This assessment examines the potential threat to homeland security from cyber 
attacks conducted by leftwing extremists, a threat that DHS/I&amp;A believes 
likely will grow over the next decade. It focuses on the more prominent leftwing 
groups within the animal rights, environmental, and anarchist extremist 
movements that promote or have conducted criminal or terrorist activities (see 
Appendix).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's hardly depicting them as benign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067322 33414 172 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:38:22pm  
 
<P>Is that an approaching meltdown I smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067377 33414 221 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 1:48:07pm  
 
<P>By the way, I've discovered quite a bit more evidence that Ron Paul activists 
are deeply involved in the organization of the "tea parties," but since nobody 
seems to want to hear it, I'll just hold onto it for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067483 33414 296 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:06:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7067465" target=_blank>#287</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Put it out.</P> 
<P>/uh, pretty please? -- heh, just realized I was telling Charles what to 
post</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to wait until an opportune moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067490 33414 298 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7067481" target=_blank>#294</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If for no other reason alone, Ron Paul should be shunned by calling for a 
return to the gold standard. If you want to see Weimar Republic-like inflation 
right now--then that is the surest way to bring it about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely correct -- reverting to the gold standard is a crazy pipe 
dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067502 33414 303 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7067353" target=_blank>#199</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still looking forward to the DHS report on Islamic extremism and its 
propensity to effect "man-caused disasters".</P> 
<P>I have no problem with DHS doing a report on the well known risks of neo 
nazis, skinheads, et al...but they seem to be sticking their head in the sand 
when it comes to the far greater threat from militant political 
Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://homelandsecurity.tamu.edu/framework/enemies/islamist-
extremism/threat-of-islamic-radicalization-to-the-homeland.html/" 
target=_blank>homelandsecurity.tamu.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067685 33414 330 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:48:05pm  
 
<P>I recommend that people sign up for Google News alerts on "ron paul tea 
party." You'll be amazed at what shows up in your email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067939 33414 342 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 3:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7067714" target=_blank>#332</A> Laugh a 
Lot</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067943 33414 343 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 3:51:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7067827" target=_blank>#341</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was released to every law enforcement agency, big and small, in 
the country. You'd have to be living in fantasy land if you thought this 
administration, or any administration would not have known it was certainly 
going to become part of the public record immediately upon it's 
release.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say that I didn't expect that. However, what did happen is a lot 
worse -- it was immediately seized upon by ideologues and demagogues, and 
distorted beyond recognition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068043 33414 346 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/7068028" target=_blank>#345</A> gitarfan</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care. Sorry, but your dramatic flounce-off comment has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07067474 33415 16 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7067464" target=_blank>#12</A> godfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't Verhagen one of the leaders of Vlaams Belang?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maxime_Verhagen" 
target=_blank>Nope</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maxime Jacques Marcel Verhagen (born 14 September 1956) is a Dutch 
politician. He is the Minister of Foreign Affairs for the Christian Democratic 
Appeal party (CDA) in the fourth Balkenende 
cabinet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067618 33416 81 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:31:04pm  
 
<P>And now we have a sleeper with 8 comments in three years posting a comment, 
asking "What does Janet Napolitano have on you?" (Blocked, of course.)</P> 
<P>This kind of insane, exaggerated paranoia is getting way out of control in 
the right wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07067701 33417 31 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 2:52:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7067645" target=_blank>#7</A> Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,One quick question. If I was to purchase on of your many albums, 
which one would you recommend? Ok, one more. I've searched for your music in 
iTunes and it doesn't return much. Can I get your music off of iTunes or do I 
have to do it the old fashioned way?Thanks,JP1101</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>School Days is a pretty good one. Also "Reach for It" by George Duke, if you 
like funkier stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068045 33417 307 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:21:19pm  
 
<P>Two dramatic flounce-offs in the last 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068050 33417 311 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 4:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7068035" target=_blank>#299</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Y'all - just a drive by post here.</P> 
<P>Early today I reported that LGFer and my friend Dublin(CA)Dude had passed 
away last week from a massive heart attack while he was undergoing cancer 
surgery, but I didn't have any more details. He was 58 years old, had an older 
sister and younger brother and a loving first cousin who took care of him 
throughout his battles with three different cancers. There will be no formal 
service as his ashes are being spread somewhere in California but his family has 
requested that if any of you are so inclined, to please make a contribution in 
his nic-name to Cancer Research, at the American Cancer Society.Thank you all 
very much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shame. Very sorry to hear that. He was a very good, rational commenter 
here and he'll be missed. I'll make a donation in his name.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07068439 33419 40 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 5:50:15pm  
 
<P>David T links to this article at the Guardian on CPAC, with <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/apr/18/us-politics-republican-party" 
target=_blank>a truly horrific image</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stopping at a water cooler, I almost collided with the blogger Pam Atlas, who 
led the campaign to prove Obama had forged his birth certificate. She was 
delightedly hugging the author Jerome Corsi, whose book The Obama Nation, a 
hostile, error-filled attack on the Democratic candidate, had prompted a 40-page 
rebuttal from the Obama campaign.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's talking about Pamela Geller, of course, and Jerome Corsi is the guy who 
appeared on "The Political Cesspool," a white supremacist radio show, several 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068541 33419 133 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 6:08:46pm  
 
<P>I used to try to fight against the characterization that LGF was a "right 
wing" blog. Eventually, I gave up because it was pointless; I realized they were 
going to put me in that pigeonhole no matter what I wrote.</P> 
<P>Now a lot of people seem to feel betrayed and angry because they made 
assumptions about my views on issues such as creationism, gay rights, abortion, 
etc. etc.</P> 
<P>I tried to tell them, but they just didn't want to listen.</P> 
<P>I can only be honest about my opinions. If that means I need to be 
excommunicated from the "right wing," I'm fine with that.</P> 
<P>Because I never joined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068643 33419 225 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 6:29:31pm  
 
<P>Another point: I haven't changed my position against Islamic fascism one bit. 
I still believe it's a threat to Western civilization, profoundly anti-
democratic, and needs to be fought.</P> 
<P>However, I have learned (to my dismay) that many of the people who portray 
themselves as "anti-jihad" are simply paranoid bigots, and/or religious fanatics 
with hidden motives, who have hitched a ride on the justifiable outrage most of 
us felt after the 9/11 attacks.</P> 
<P>My objections to radical Islam are based on my commitment to classical 
liberalism, and the values of the Enlightenment.</P> 
<P>And my love for the music of Frank Zappa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07068690 33419 270 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 6:38:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7068675" target=_blank>#255</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who relies entirely on the MSM for their information, thinks Pam 
Geller represents the "Conservative" blogs, and "J Street" is pro-Israel.</P> 
<P>I'm going to vomit now, I can't hold it in my mouth any 
longer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sucks, doesn't it? But that's the inevitable consequence of legitimizing 
people like Geller and Corsi, instead of rejecting them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07069149 33419 379 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 7:55:28pm  
 
<P>#372: Bye now! Farewell comment deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07069184 33419 382 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 8:01:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7068966" target=_blank>#359</A> pocomoco</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>WHY HAVE YOU LET LGF BECOME A CHAT ROOM?</P> 
<P>I thought it was a place to comment on specific headlines, not a place to 
rant about personal pecadillos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't like reading LGF, there's nothing stopping you from going 
elsewhere. Or you could start your own blog.</P> 
<P>Unless, that is, you prefer to complain and whine at me about what's posted 
at MY blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07069194 33419 384 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 8:03:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7069189" target=_blank>#383</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. It was an error of appearances, not substance.</P> 
<P>Obama didn't ask the government to foot the bill for the pizza chef. But it 
sort of looked like Bill Clinton having Air Force One sit on a runway at LAX 
while he got a spiffy hairdo. Especially when the American economy is in a 
downturn, one in which Obama alleges people are on the verge of going hungry. 
And even more especially at a moment when an American ship was involved in a 
pirate attack and its captain taken hostage.</P> 
<P>Rather than call it Pizzagate, I would characterize it as a "Barack 
Antoinette moment." Let them eat pizza pie!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would call it yet another case of absurd hyperventilation over a non-issue 
by the right-wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07069202 33419 387 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 8:04:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7069197" target=_blank>#385</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that someone still 'hurting' from the pizza incident? 
LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071132 33419 446 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 8:43:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/7070349" target=_blank>#439</A> Jaded</EM></P> 
<P>Registered since: Nov 17, 2008 at 6:28 pmNo. of comments posted: 15No. of 
links posted: 0</P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07069280 33422 1 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 8:22:02pm  
 



<P><A href="http://tinyurl.com/c9bkpg" target=_blank><EM>OMG, they are killing 
people.</EM></A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07069637 33422 279 Charles Sun, Apr 19, 2009 9:25:57pm  
 
<P>Amazingly, 'chipbennett' is still raving away in the earlier 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071288 33425 19 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:02:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7071267" target=_blank>#10</A> elBarto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are neo nazis considered right wing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They call themselves right wing. They have extreme right wing views. They are 
right wing extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071296 33425 26 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:04:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7071286" target=_blank>#17</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My issue with the report has nothing to do with what the FBI and other 
agencies are <EM>actually investigating.</EM> It never has been.</P> 
<P>My issue with the DHS report remains that (hello?!) not one of the incidents 
that people have posted about were mentioned, nor are the connections of these 
various evil people mentioned. The DHS report is so vague as to be useless to 
anyone at all, and apt to inspire paranoia.</P> 
<P>As it has.</P> 
<P>Of course there are extremists. My problem is that that stupid report 
<EM><STRONG>was not useful!</STRONG></EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not intended to be a specific report on specific cases. It's a study 
on the process of radicalization -- what turns an ordinary citizen into an 
extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071308 33425 33 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:06:00am  
 
<P>Here we go with the "no true Scotsman" arguments again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071312 33425 36 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:06:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7071302" target=_blank>#30</A> Wishing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Timothy McVeigh...isn't that the only name mentioned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read the report?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071341 33425 55 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:10:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7071326" target=_blank>#45</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pardon my ignorance ( everyone I know does anyway ) but what is 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_true_Scotsman" target=_blank>No true 
Scotsman</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine Hamish McDonald, a Scotsman, sitting down with his Glasgow Morning 
Herald and seeing an article about how the "Brighton Sex Maniac Strikes Again." 
Hamish is shocked and declares that "No Scotsman would do such a thing." The 
next day he sits down to read his Glasgow Morning Herald again and this time 
finds an article about an Aberdeen man whose brutal actions make the Brighton 
sex maniac seem almost gentlemanly. This fact shows that Hamish was wrong in his 
opinion but is he going to admit this? Not likely. This time he says, "No true 
Scotsman would do such a thing."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071353 33425 65 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:11:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7071348" target=_blank>#61</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it mentions someone more recent, Poplawski iirc</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also mentions the Christian Identity weirdos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071391 33425 97 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:17:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7071363" target=_blank>#72</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is not a right-winger. In his isolationism and protectionism he fits 
in perfectly with the Left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh come on. Ron Paul is associated with every right wing group in the book, 
including the paleocon Robert A. Taft Club, and the white nationalist Council of 
Conservative Citizens.</P> 
<P>There is <EM>nothing</EM> left wing about Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071429 33425 131 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:22:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7071419" target=_blank>#121</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya, but they want it both ways... they also call themselves Socialist, as in 
"National Socialist"...</P> 
<P>I fail to see any similarity with any right wing views I 
have...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>National Socialists are NOT "socialists." The operative part of their name is 
"National," as in extreme nationalism. They are nationalist fascists, and this 
is an extreme right wing ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071458 33425 158 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 9:26:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7071440" target=_blank>#141</A> P. Aaron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not like the umbrella labels that they use. It only helps pro-government 
lefties.</P> 
<P>Where Ayers or Dorn mentioned? Ayers still wanted to bomb stuff. He's an 
'American'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn do not belong in a report on "right wing 
extremism," and neither one of them have been a terrorist threat for at least 30 
years.</P> 



<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071744 33425 287 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:19:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7071372" target=_blank>#80</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fascism is a Leftist ideology. The Nationalist Socialist Workers Party of 
Germany was an organization of the left. Mussolini was a Socialist before he 
joined the Fascists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's just not true. All of Hitler's alliances were with the right 
wing. After World War One, he joined the right-wing Bavarian German Workers' 
Party, which then changed its name to the National Socialist German Workers' 
Party. Hitler then worked to assimilate other far right German parties, 
eventually being appointed chancellor precisely because he was so successful at 
this.</P> 
<P>The National Socialist party started as a right wing organization, and had 
almost nothing in common with socialist left wing parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071860 33425 299 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:43:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7071807" target=_blank>#293</A> meh130</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No it wasn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was. You're free to deny it, but I know this for a fact, from a 
longtime LGF reader in the DHS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073105 33425 330 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7072973" target=_blank>#328</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>+100 I totally agree. No problem with investigating, and even "watching", but 
the report and it's timing were useless and uselessly 
inflammatory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yesterday you admitted you had not even read it. Today you're back again 
expressing opinions about the report. Have you read it yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073123 33425 331 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:10:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7073104" target=_blank>#329</A> AMER1CAN</EM></P> 
<P>Eventually, people like you will realize that it's not a good idea to use my 
website to post insults to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073610 33425 335 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:35:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7073569" target=_blank>#334</A> under</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The objection is to DHS's definition of potential terrorist as anybody who 
disapproves of the direction the government is taking under the Obama 
administration or who doesn't hold liberal views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely, ridiculously false. The DHS report says absolutely 
nothing that's even close to that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07075347 33425 339 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:05:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7074741" target=_blank>#338</A> under</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not really like creating a post claiming that Robertson says that DHS is 
run by homosexuals, but . . . (Sorry, couldn't resist.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, it's not like that. (And I didn't write that, either.)</P> 
<P>Your comment was an outright lie. That's the difference. And liars aren't 
welcome at my site.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071668 33426 93 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:04:07am  
 
<P>The insanity just keeps escalating.</P> 
<P><A href="http://homelandsecurityus.com/?p=2659" target=_blank>Northeast 
Intelligence Network » FBI spied on TEA Party Americans</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071750 33426 142 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:20:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7071739" target=_blank>#133</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aren't those the guys who've been warning about an <EM>imminent</EM> 
catastrophic terrorist attack on the US for, oh, about four years 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's them. Several right wing blogs are now linking to their 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071770 33426 159 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:26:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7071626" target=_blank>#71</A> Pastorius</EM></P> 
<P>That story is just completely ridiculous. And it's promoted by SANE in 
conjunction with the Thomas More Law Center. If you think those people are 
credible, you might want to have a look at this article from the SANE website, 
now deleted after people started noticing its blatant ugly racism, but saved at 
the Internet Archive:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20060702162131/http://www.saneworks.us/On-Race-
A-Tentative-Discussion-Part-II-article-64-25.htm" target=_blank>On Race: A 
Tentative Discussion, Part II</A></P> 
<P>You're being played by those people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07071888 33426 237 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:49:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7071835" target=_blank>#213</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same story <A href="http://www.theospark.net/2009/04/real-story-of-obamas-
decision-making.html" target=_blank>here</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is almost certainly a bogus report. This kind of stuff is really getting 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072105 33426 279 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 11:40:51am  



 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072119 33426 282 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 11:44:11am  
 
<P>Whatever happened to "fact checking your ass?"</P> 
<P>We're now going to pass around unsubstantiated rumors that REEK of falsehood, 
just because they play into what we want to believe about Barack Obama?</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073090 33426 301 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:07:00pm  
 
<P>#300: Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072412 33428 60 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 12:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7072375" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller now promoting the BNP...Check out her video post titled 
"PUSHBACK AGAINST MUSLIM EXTREMISTS IN THE UK". Angry young men, lots of shaved 
heads, a little violence. Ok not that unusual. The video came from BNP blogger 
Lionheart. Hmmm...</P> 
<P>Surprised?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072434 33428 80 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 12:35:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7072418" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We saw this coming a mile away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might have to post something about this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072461 33428 107 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 12:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7072442" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure about the references to NF. Is that Le Penn's National 
Front?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's the British National Front, an openly neo-Nazi 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072495 33428 141 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 12:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7072470" target=_blank>#116</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't "Lionheart" used to post here, complete with occasional paens to the 
wonders of football hooliganism? Or am I badly mistaken?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think he had an LGF account, but he posted at his blog that I was a 
traitor who should be shot like a Nazi collaborator.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28576_A_Thank_You_Note_from_Lionhe
art" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07072530 33428 175 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 12:46:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7072375" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller now promoting the BNP...Check out her video post titled 
"PUSHBACK AGAINST MUSLIM EXTREMISTS IN THE UK". Angry young men, lots of shaved 
heads, a little violence. Ok not that unusual. The video came from BNP blogger 
Lionheart. Hmmm...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, this is the same shrieking crazy person who recently smeared me as 
"linking up with neo-Nazis" because a Canadian white nationalist site had a link 
to LGF. (Along with links to CNN, Fox News, the Washington Post, and 
others.)</P> 
<P>And now she's literally, in reality, supporting British neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>Notice that she got this from Gates of Vienna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07075337 33428 584 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:00:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/7075136" target=_blank>#583</A> apocolypse 
yesterday</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073132 33429 144 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7073102" target=_blank>#120</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just to understand again... Charles, you are thinking the creationism-as-
fact-to-be-taught-in-school could be a marker for a cross linking with the VB 
white supremacist type stuff? And that's why (other than it tanking our 
scientific future, and the idea that schools shouldn't be used for religious 
indoctrination) you are focused on turning back the 
creationists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?</P> 
<P>Where did you come up with this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073151 33429 160 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:14:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7073114" target=_blank>#129</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Characterizing the right as Nazis has always been the left's favorite 
metaphor. I find that ironic as it is the left that has produced the most bloody 
and murderous "isms" in the history of the world. How many millions perished 
from communism? or National "<STRONG>SOCIALISM</STRONG>"? It is the left that 
wants the state to take the power and restrict the rights of the citizens, not 
the right. It is the left that wishes to curb ideas and speech, not the right. 
It is the left that wants Big Brother to take over from cradle to grave and 



provide all that is needed to the people, not the right. Why we sit here and let 
ourselves be classified as "Nazis" is beyond me. Especially since we are being 
called something we are not by a group that is itself guilty of the very things 
they criticize us for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying that Nazis and neo-Nazis are right wing extremists is NOT THE SAME as 
saying "right wingers are Nazis."</P> 
<P>Please. Simple logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073162 33429 171 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:15:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7073139" target=_blank>#151</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<P>I wondered if this would flush out any remaining fascist sympathizers. Looks 
like it did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073183 33429 192 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:19:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7073171" target=_blank>#180</A> USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?...I mean...What?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you make excuses for this demonstration? Did you follow the link to 
see who organized it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073220 33429 223 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:26:20pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073230 33429 233 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:27:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7073212" target=_blank>#216</A> 
spinoneone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just look at the "Department of Homeland Security" memo on right wing 
threats. Don't you just love that Department name? I mean, after all, "Homeland 
Security?" Reminds one of Deutschland, Deutschland, Uber Alles...all over again. 
The Nazi Brown Shirts were the SSD - Stats Sicherheits Dienst [State Security 
Service].</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that the Bush administration founded the Department of Homeland 
Security? Were you screaming about the name then?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073236 33429 239 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:28:38pm  
 
<P>What is it with the crazies coming out of the woodwork 
lately?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073313 33429 311 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:44:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7073021" target=_blank>#56</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Lionheart", of course, is a frequent poster on JW.</P> 



<P>Charles, help me out: I seem to remember a post here on LGF spotlighting an 
article on GoV that pretty much came out and said "it's OK to be a racist" - 
more or less in those words. The quote I'm remembering went something like "Take 
a deep breath and say it. I'm a racist. There, that wasn't so bad, was it?"</P> 
<P>Is my mind playing me false? I can't find the post here and a search of GoV 
turns up nothing. It wouldn't surprise me if Baron Bullshit has poured it down 
the oubliette, but perhaps there's a cache. Any leads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=%22I'm+a+racist%22+site:gatesofvienna.blogspot.com&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073320 33429 318 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:46:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7073298" target=_blank>#296</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you have a moment, could you get back to me about the above 
query? Need info for ongoing project. My nick is blue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out Baron Bodissey's comment on this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:W5tjxOZ8_h4J:gatesofvienna.blogspot.c
om/2006/09/what-is-nature-of-
multiculturalism.html+http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2006/09/what-is-nature-
of-
multiculturalism.html%23c115826231853815999&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;g
l=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>gatesofvienna.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073380 33429 376 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 2:57:52pm  
 
<P>I've restored that comment, so people can see what's going on here. Reload 
the page to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073487 33429 482 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:15:24pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul, featured speaker at the Clear Lake, Texas tea party:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'4195157',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073513 33429 507 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:19:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7073495" target=_blank>#490</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer and Geller are pissed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they're raving like lunatics again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07073523 33429 517 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/7073518" target=_blank>#512</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer sez...</P> 
<P>He's on the phone to his lawyer now. Lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope he does!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073591 33429 583 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:30:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/7073585" target=_blank>#577</A> Abu 
Lahab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm sorry if this is ot but since you are on the thread I thought of 
asking you, why do Google ads on LGF show many ID and pro-creationism 
advertisement? Do they detect certain keywords words I suppose? I know the ads 
are chosen by Google, not by you, of course.But then this means there is a LOT 
of money behind these people, the ads are intensive and I have seen them not 
only on LGF.I will always click on them, we can rip them some 
money</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're keyword-driven -- that's why they show up. And yes, that shows 
how much money is behind the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073620 33429 610 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:36:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/7073616" target=_blank>#606</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not allowed to discuss that, by Google Adsense terms of 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073655 33429 643 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/7073649" target=_blank>#637</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Btw, the LGF thread on Harry's Place is now crawling with unhappy 
creationists and 'not-a-creationist-but'-ers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Richard L. Kent, Esq., the angriest creationist in the world, showing up 
yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073697 33429 682 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:49:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/7073677" target=_blank>#664</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope - he seems to have missed this party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hilarious, really. The same people who rant and rave about how my site 
has been declining in popularity (it hasn't actually; according to Google 
Analytics my traffic has stayed pretty constant all year), and how insignificant 
I am, are the ones who read LGF so obsessively that they feel compelled to go to 
sites that I link and post nasty comments telling everyone how insignificant I 
am, and how much they never read LGF.</P> 



<P>I'm not sure what it is I do that makes obsessive types go so completely 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073726 33429 709 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 3:55:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/656/7073669" target=_blank>#656</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They found my blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, Rose! Thank you so much for that post I just read. I appreciate it more 
than I can say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073761 33429 744 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/727/7073744" target=_blank>#727</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is pretty funny. I've noticed that those people always refer to a stat 
site called 'Alexa' which apparently shows Atlas Shrieks as practically the no 1 
site on the planet, despite having practically more threads on it's page than 
comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alexa's traffic rankings have no credibility at all. I've pointed this out 
many times. Those rankings are generated from a base of users who have installed 
the Alexa Toolbar in their browser -- and only those users! This is a tiny 
subset of internet users, and not even close to being a reliable sample for 
estimating traffic. In addition to that, many virus checkers identify the Alexa 
toolbar as <EM>spyware</EM>.</P> 
<P>Alexa rankings are bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073771 33429 754 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:08:01pm  
 
<P>It's really amazing how f'ed up some of these people are. Someone just used 
the spinoff link feature that I wrote to post an article at their blog bashing 
me. Do they really think that's going to play here?</P> 
<P>The sheer gall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073806 33429 787 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:19:48pm  
 
<P>Hilarious. Now Geller is claiming that the anti-National Front sign you can 
see in the video is proof that these weren't BNP demonstrations.</P> 
<P>It doesn't seem to have occurred to her that these were counter-protesters 
who were demonstrating against the white nationalists and skinheads 
marching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073809 33429 790 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/786/7073805" target=_blank>#786</A> Engnrman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Make a damn decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I made a decision. Buh-bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073858 33429 837 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:34:46pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/823/7073842" target=_blank>#823</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it might not be a bad idea to say the same things with less--- er, 
heated rhetoric. A sober and cogent presentation generally is more persuasive 
than, excuse me for saying it, a rant. Let the Left have the Janeane 
Garafalos!</P> 
<P>And if you read the article you linked to, you would see that the organizer 
(a black guy, not Paul "Lionheart" Ray) exressly told the BNP to stay the frak 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? The organizer of the Easter Monday protest was 
Peter Fehr, a former BNP activist who is now trying to fly under the radar. And 
he did NOT tell the BNP to stay away. He wrote: "Please do not wear any BNP 
badges if you plan on going to this event." In other words, come on down, but 
don't make it obvious.</P> 
<P>And maybe you missed this part of the article I linked to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A flyer for the march on the 13th was sent to the Searchlight offices on 
<STRONG>Blood and Honour</STRONG> notepaper. On it was a phone number, which 
turned out to be that of <STRONG>NF activist Stuart Hollingdale</STRONG>, the 
person who was jailed for three months in 1999 for daubing the Stephen Lawrence 
memorial with white paint. Hollingdale said that his erstwhile NF chum, none 
other than <STRONG>BNP parish councillor Simon Deacon</STRONG>, was briefing him 
on events in Luton.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. No BNP there at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07073868 33429 846 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 4:36:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/823/7073842" target=_blank>#823</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<P>Registered since: Nov 3, 2008 at 9:46 amNo. of comments posted: 6No. of links 
posted: 4</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074049 33429 1020 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 5:34:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1003/7074032" target=_blank>#1003</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Secondly: I think the characterization of the BNP as a Neo-Nazi-Party does 
not fit very well anymore. It did some years ago, when the BNP's focus aimed at 
Jews, their main agenda was anti-semitism and there were close connections with 
Neo-Nazi-Terror-groups like C-18.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get away from the neo-Nazi designation simply by changing your 
rhetoric. The BNP has made an effort to tone down the open hate speech -- 
precisely in order to get the reaction you're expressing here. They want people 
to think they've changed, when in fact it's a cosmetic attempt to appear more 
moderate in order to gain political legitimacy.</P> 
<P>This is the same kind of "entryism" currenty being employed by the Vlaams 
Belang, and I refuse to play along with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074085 33429 1053 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 5:48:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1039/7074070" target=_blank>#1039</A> 
USBeast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I pimp for no one. I do ask questions. I have a problem with the knee-jerk 
reaction to brand everyone who wants to preserve Western Civilization a racist. 
Do you have a politically correct list of those whom I can 
support?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but this is NOT a "knee-jerk" reaction. The British National Party 
are open white nationalists and fascists. Their leader is a Holocaust 
denier.</P> 
<P>What the hell is your purpose in trying to minimize this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074114 33429 1062 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 5:55:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1060/7074105" target=_blank>#1060</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to disagree with you, USB has a history of showing up in threads on 
Eurofascists and playing this same game. He's been thrown tons of links but 
always comes back with the same questions pretending nobody already answered 
them umpteen times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed that too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074372 33429 1088 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 6:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1071/7074175" target=_blank>#1071</A> 
USBeast</EM></P> 
<P>That's entirely enough out of you. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074405 33429 1092 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 6:46:00pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1091/7074395" target=_blank>#1091</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Perhaps silly question - Considering the Tories under Cameron - WHO! is 
worthy of support in the UK? Methinks Lady Thatcher is too old to make a 
comeback, perhaps John Major.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not in the UK, and British citizens will have to make that determination 
for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076059 33429 1133 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 7:21:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1131/7075936" target=_blank>#1131</A> 
SnoozeAlarm</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076113 33429 1135 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 7:36:00am  
 
<P>By the way, the email I received this morning from 'USBeast' confirms that he 
didn't belong at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07076210 33429 1138 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 8:01:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1137/7076151" target=_blank>#1137</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Charles, an honest question: Yesterday (or so) I tried to post a 
spin-off link about Poland boycotting Durban II. I read an article about this in 
german, and when looking for english news, the only source I found was 
Europenews, so I wanted to post this, but LGF says, that this site was blocked.I 
didn't know about Europenews (apart from that it looked like an anti-Islam-site, 
that its located in Denmark) and neither Google nor a search at LGF helped me to 
classify this site. But I assume you are not blocking them without a reason, so 
I would be thankful for any hints or links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Europenews is a supporter of fascist groups, and they have published several 
vicious attacks against me. I won't allow LGF to be used to promote 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076282 33429 1140 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 8:17:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1139/7076221" target=_blank>#1139</A> lurking 
faith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drat.</P> 
<P>Charles, if you want all trace of SnoozeAlarms's posts erased, please delete 
my #1136.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's OK - I just took the quote out of your post. (Reload to 
see.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076460 33429 1142 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 8:45:38am  
 
<P>By the way, I should point out that this is not the only time Geller has 
explicitly promoted the British National Party, among other European 
fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07077659 33429 1145 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 12:38:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1144/7077464" target=_blank>#1144</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read at Geller's blog about a sign in the video that reads "NF go to 
hell", which she takes as a proof that the march was <EM>against</EM> the BNP.In 
fact, the BNP and the (now marginalized) National Front are rival parties, so 
this sign could also be held by a BNP-supporter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it could also have been held by a counter-protester, upset at the 
skinheads marching through his neighborhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07077880 33429 1148 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 1:22:17pm  
 
<P>Spencer, meanwhile, is trying to misdirect the issue by claiming I said the 
VIDEO was a BNP video. And of course, this is another lie. I said the 
demonstrations were organized by BNP members and pro-BNP creeps like 
"Lionheart," and this is absolutely true. I made no claims about the maker of 
the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07074165 33430 60 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 6:07:19pm  
 
<P>Email from an admirer, titled "Why Are You Betraying Us, Charles?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are betraying everything you once stood for; for America, and against the 
Neo-Fascist, Soros-controlled Islamic Appeasing Democrats. You're helping Obama, 
and you know it.</P> 
<P>Please, Chuck, same sanity is needed, otherwise you'll end up as looney as 
Cindy Sleazehand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Always with the "Chuck."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074187 33430 78 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 6:12:16pm  
 
<P>Wow. Discovery Institute "senior fellow" David Klinghoffer's latest article 
is so insanely over the top it seems like a parody. But it's not.</P> 
<P><A href="http://blog.beliefnet.com/kingdomofpriests/2009/04/slouching-toward-
columbine-charles-darwins-poisonous-legacy.html" target=_blank>Slouching Toward 
Columbine: Darwin's Tree of Death</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The image, and today's gruesome Columbine anniversary, provide an occasion to 
reflect on Darwinian evolution's social consequences, from school shootings to 
Nazi racism and more.</P> 
<P>Charles Darwin's theory of evolution with its Tree of Life is applauded by 
most sophisticated Americans and Europeans as a scientific idea pure and simple, 
without the aura of dread and terror that, properly, should surround it in our 
minds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074557 33431 176 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 7:07:40pm  
 
<P>Don't forget to use the report button, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074770 33431 327 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 7:35:31pm  
 
<P>Did you folks know that Fox News commentator Dick Morris was an adviser to 
the UKIP -- the cleaned-up version of the neo-Nazi British National Party?</P> 
<P>I knew there was a reason for my instinctive revulsion for this man, besides 
his predilection for prostitutes and his toad-like appearance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074934 33431 459 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 7:59:35pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7074902" target=_blank>#434</A> 
axegrinder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is a superb political consultant. If the GOP has used his services we 
might have a conservative president right now. He did wonders for Clinton. The 
man is intuitive and reads the public well. I don't know him personally and 
don't have any feelings for or against him. Just an acknowledgment of his 
skills.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, great idea. Let's put a guy who advises the BNP and was busted for 
hanging out with prostitutes in charge of consulting the GOP.</P> 
<P>What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074965 33431 478 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 8:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/7074946" target=_blank>#468</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not disagreeing, but what's your source for that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not hard to find. Google 'dick morris adviser ukip'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074991 33431 494 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 8:10:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7074978" target=_blank>#486</A> 
axegrinder</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Think there might be a slight difference between a 
legitimately elected president and a scumbag political consultant who digs 
prostitutes and takes money from neo-Nazis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07074997 33431 499 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 8:11:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7074985" target=_blank>#490</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh... Dick Morris was running an <I>anti</I> BNP campaign. His slogan 'space 
not race' in 2004 was done to shame BNP supporters who were then rallying around 
'space and race'. He was trying to run the BNP off the board in a roundabout 
means to create a conservative, free-market alternative to the Tories. (I got 
this from RedAction's analysis in July 2004, a fairly hardcore left / socialist 
site. Again: I don't give those guys a lot of credence, but if even they are 
saying that Morris was running an anti BNP campaign, I believe 
them.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. He advised the UKIP on how to appear as if they were renouncing the 
BNP's neo-Nazi past. Nice guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07075007 33431 506 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 8:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7074998" target=_blank>#500</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=UKIP%20BNP&amp
;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Better yet search UKIP and BNP.</A></P> 
<P>That will show the connections between the two parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. The UKIP and the BNP are two sides of the same coin, intended to 
trick gullible people into believing the BNP had "reformed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076179 33431 636 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 7:56:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/7075563" target=_blank>#633</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not true.</P> 



<P>The UK Independence Party started for one reason: taking Britain out of the 
EU. Their party constitution specifically declares them against 
racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty easy to find stuff on the web about the collusion between the 
UKIP and the BNP. I stand by my statement that they're two sides of the same 
coin, and I'm completely unconvinced by their party 
constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079626 33431 641 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 8:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7079238" target=_blank>#640</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Darwinism HAS been either misunderstood or misused as a means to achieve 
undesireable political views. I hope you do not deny this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I deny it, utterly and completely. And those who insist on this false and 
scurrilous linkage are fanatics who should be renounced by all decent 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081636 33431 644 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:51:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/7080669" target=_blank>#643</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<P>And again, the guy who claims he's "not a creationist" posts ridiculous 
creationist talking points.</P> 
<P>Just a coincidence, I'm sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082031 33431 648 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/7081903" target=_blank>#646</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And BTW, I am not a creationist. Not in the slightest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I know that's what you say. I'm supposed to believe it's nothing but 
coincidence that you always pop up in threads about creationism, and spout 
creationist talking points -- got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07077835 33432 155 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 1:13:33pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07075350 33433 14 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:07:03pm  
 
<P>Don't forget to use the 'report' button, folks. This post will probably drive 
the haters even crazier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07075406 33433 64 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:28:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7075382" target=_blank>#42</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Martinez, RickTampa, Florida 33611United States</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That Whois information is false -- they posted phony information for their 
domain registration. I have the real information, from before they realized it 
could be looked up.</P> 
<P>And if anyone wants to try to get their domain registration canceled, 
deliberately using phony info is against ICANN policies:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3.7.7.2 A Registered Name Holder's willful provision of inaccurate or 
unreliable information, its willful failure promptly to update information 
provided to Registrar, or its failure to respond for over fifteen calendar days 
to inquiries by Registrar concerning the accuracy of contact details associated 
with the Registered Name Holder's registration shall constitute a material 
breach of the Registered Name Holder-registrar contract and be a basis for 
cancellation of the Registered Name registration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07075420 33433 78 Charles Mon, Apr 20, 2009 10:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7075414" target=_blank>#72</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, keep an I on this guy. We might laugh but he seems like he's seriously 
disturbed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it ever escalates to that level, I have everything I need to get those 
creeps in very serious trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07076308 33433 202 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 8:21:39am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7076144" target=_blank>#194</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My question was "am I welcome", not "will I be banned". So, no, not exactly. 
It doesn't matter, really. I came here and really enjoyed a lot of the comments 
and repartee. I began to get uncomfortable with the constant Creationist 
paranoia, though I do understand it, so fine. Then I became disturbed by the 
"paranoia" regarding the tea parties, as they were very grass-roots, non-
partisan and moderate. I attended my local tea party which was inter-racial, 
inter-party, non-Ron-Paulian whackos, and I resented the insinuation that "right 
wing extremists" were involved (extensively) in this. As I said, it doesn't 
matter...I really enjoy a number of the posters here, so I will probably 
continue to drop in (assuming I'm not banned, which I don't expect to be). My 
real concern was that Charles seemed to be personally offended by those that 
were (also) personally offended by the DHS report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- I'm offended by people who expressed negative opinions about the DHS 
report <EM>without even reading it</EM>. And you were one of those.</P> 
<P>I also don't appreciate your comments about "paranoia."</P> 
<P>As for feeling "welcome" here, it's not my job to make people feel welcome. 
There are a lot of commenters at LGF, and whether you feel "welcome" is entirely 
up to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079222 33435 261 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:22:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7078676" target=_blank>#260</A> scathach</EM></P> 
<P>I don't believe that you think you can post this kind of evil crap at LGF. Go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07076568 33436 15 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:04:34am  
 
<P>Waiting for the first person to claim that the FBI is "covering" for the DHS 
report by adding this guy to the list ... 5 ... 4 ... 3 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07077071 33436 425 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 10:36:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7076859" target=_blank>#269</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The founder of the Minute Men is going to run against McCain in the 
Republican primary in 2010. Good for him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The founders of the Minutemen have appeared several times on the neo-Nazi 
radio show "The Political Cesspool." That should tell you everything you need to 
know about the Minutemen, and it's why I do not promote them at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07077136 33436 450 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 10:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7077121" target=_blank>#447</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't tell you anything about the Minutemen, only about the founders. I 
for one have never heard this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=jim+Gilchrist+political+cesspool&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=chris+simcox+political+cesspool&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason I quit the Minutemen was that Simcox refused to be open about the 
accountability of funds and fired several state chapter leaders when they 
questioned him on this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising to find out that someone who hangs out with white supremacists 
is also a crook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07080931 33436 474 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:40:44am  
 
<P>bradshaw</P> 
<P>Registered since: Apr 17, 2008 at 12:12 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of 
links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078291 33440 58 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 2:40:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7078266" target=_blank>#39</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>“There is no global movement of Christians trying to subjugate the 
world,” Spencer said. “There is such a movement on the extreme of Islam. I wrote 
a book called ‘Religion of Peace’ — which Johnson wrote a favorable review of — 
and I looked, and didn’t find, Christian extremists who were trying to replace 
the Constitution with Biblical law. They’re a myth. They’re the Santa Claus of 
the left.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>robert spencer is a liar or completely incapable of research. I'll let 
readers decide for themselves.</P> 
<P>Just a simple internet search can one quickly find such items as <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Identity" target=_blank>Christian 
Identity</A>, <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Reconstructionism" 
target=_blank>Christian Reconstructionism</A>, and <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominionism" 
target=_blank>Dominionism</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. This is what Spencer has become, an apologist for extremists.</P> 
<P>One of the Republican candidates for president openly advocated amending the 
US Constitution to be "in line with God's standards."</P> 
<P>Is Mike Huckabee "a myth?"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32769_Huckabee_on_Hannity-
_The_Stimulus_Bill_Persecutes_Christians" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078392 33440 140 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 3:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7078377" target=_blank>#125</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure the feds are watching the people they need to watch. If they go to 
protests the feds will watch them there too. Although something like 70% of 
Stormfront readers said they attended Parties, they are a very small group. From 
the Stormfront accounts I read most of the guys went by themselves, one guy went 
with his mom. A Tea Party with one Nazi is hardly a concern for the 
FBI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, the same people screaming like banshees about the FBI monitoring 
tea parties were applauding enthusiastically when the FBI monitored left wing 
protests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078399 33440 147 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 3:13:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7078391" target=_blank>#139</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I simply cannot believe Obama announces the prosecution of Bush 
administration officials for water boarding while he is with the King of Jordan. 
His groveling among the Muslims is simply mind boggling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama did no such thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078420 33440 166 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 3:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7078413" target=_blank>#159</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here it is[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5ig-Lt4l7OBj1pzq-
eKRjKqthYdLgD97N44T01" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And that is a green light</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said he "announced the prosecution of Bush administration officials for 
water boarding." That's simply not true. He hinted at the possibility of 
prosecution, yes. And that's bad enough, without exaggerating it into something 
it is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07078541 33440 278 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 3:46:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7078506" target=_blank>#248</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vlaams Belang was Vlaams Blok. A lot of connections to former Nazi 
collaborators and SS members. Considered a nationalist party or neo-fascist by 
others.</P> 
<P>Reviewing this I'm finding connections in the United States such as VDARE and 
CofCC.</P> 
<P>From the they find a great deal of support from the dregs of American society 
at Vanquard New, Storm Front and other white supremacist groups.</P> 
<P>It truly is "a political cesspool."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The two top officials of Vlaams Belang, Filip DeWinter and Frank Vanhecke, 
appeared in February 2007 on "The Political Cesspool," an openly white 
supremacist radio show that often features people like David Duke.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27758_Vlaams_Belang_and_the_US_Whi
te_Supremacist_Cesspool" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078945 33440 643 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 5:19:07pm  
 
<P>re: #613 buzzdroid</P> 
<P>If you ever post anything like that at LGF again, your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07078988 33440 680 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 5:30:01pm  
 
<P>Wow. Two in a row. What are the odds?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079136 33440 770 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:02:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/7079127" target=_blank>#767</A> cpuller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the commune in NY that was teaching paramilitary techniques just 
disbanded?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story is completely false, and it's being promoted by bad people. 
Educate yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079141 33440 773 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:03:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/7079126" target=_blank>#766</A> 
SalsaNChips</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's still valid and essentially states: "powers not granted to the 
national government nor prohibited to the states are reserved to the states or 
the people."</P> 
<P>I don't see anything guaranteeing a right to secession in a reading of the 
10th. Besides, Texas gave up any rights in that regard when rejoining the Union 
after the CW.</P> 
<P>This whole Texas secessionist movement that started with Perry and now is 
being picked up by various "conservative" tea party speakers is just crazy.</P> 



<P>Living in Texas 26 out of my 49 years, loving it. But an AMERICAN 
first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I first posted about Perry's statement, several people showed up to deny 
that he had even hinted at secession.</P> 
<P>They seem to have fallen silent now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079158 33440 778 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/776/7079148" target=_blank>#776</A> cpuller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that was what I was trying to do, but I am just getting 
insulted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming you really do want to learn the truth about that bogus story:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32799_Hannitys_Scaremonger_of_the_
Day" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079254 33440 792 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:31:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/791/7079241" target=_blank>#791</A> cpuller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd better not go back and read through the archives, then, because you'd 
have to be bolding a lot of text without comment from a slew of 
posters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you'll be happier at some other website, so I'm going to do you a 
favor and block your account before you melt down and embarrass 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079322 33440 796 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:47:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/7079277" target=_blank>#794</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey. was that guy, minigun?</P> 
<P>/ducks and runs far!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why you! I oughtta!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079110 33441 25 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 5:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7079070" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Anderson got tuned up pretty go last week by border control agents. I 
posted some video of him proving them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That guy is a real piece of work. It's almost unbelievable that he's being 
trotted out as some kind of hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079124 33441 34 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:00:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7079115" target=_blank>#28</A> 
GlockNspell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>see? this is what u get with Fox News!</P> 



<P>MSNBC is looking better every day, isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079210 33441 96 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:17:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7079193" target=_blank>#80</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the past few months we've witnessed the Paulification of the Republican 
party. The Tea Parties were a Ron Paul thing long before normal conservatives 
jumped on board. They adopted a Paulian economic message about the bogus Fair 
Tax plan and delusions of abolishing the Federal Reserve.If you look into all 
the conspiracies theories going around these days about the DHS, Fema camps, FBI 
infiltrating Tea Parties, etc they pretty much all trace back to Paulian/Lew 
Rockwell/Alex Jones sources. They filter up nuts at Fox News and mainstream 
conservative bloggers repeat them. Conservatives are being played. You guys are 
being used by a bunch of nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079226 33441 109 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:24:38pm  
 
<P>A Serbian apologist just showed up in the "Durban II Fiasco" thread. I didn't 
know we had any left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079240 33441 121 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:27:39pm  
 
<P>Killgore is on target. Ron Paul is absolutely gaining influence on the right. 
He's on Fox News all the time, and more and more right wing blogs are promoting 
his ideas.</P> 
<P>It makes me a little sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079259 33441 137 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7079251" target=_blank>#130</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's something to make you even sicker; the thought that Ron Paul may be 
The New Reagan, under the theory that history repeats itself as farce--and that 
a far-right crank in power might end up being the only force that could undo the 
damage wrought by a leftwing crank to the point that America returns to the 
center.</P> 
<P>I threw up in my mouth a little just typing that, because I can imagine it 
coming to pass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that happens, it will be without my help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079276 33441 152 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:35:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7079256" target=_blank>#134</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was taking in Mark Levin earlier -- he flamed a Ron Paul supporter who called 
in and was giving Levin screed about Levin and his take on the FedRes. Then, 



Hannity calls in later and they are yucking it up like buddies. Doesn't Hannity 
give airtime to the likes of Ron Paul, Buchanan and other far-rights types? 
Wassup with that?</P> 
<P>/Just askin', as I can't figure it out ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Levin lost me when he screamed like a maniac at a caller who criticized 
teaching intelligent design creationism in science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079291 33441 165 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7079281" target=_blank>#156</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Levin? A creationist? Seems kind of counter-intuitive ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Mark Levin is a creationist. See #152.</P> 
<P>I almost made that a front page post, and I still might.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079298 33441 172 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 6:40:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7079288" target=_blank>#163</A> Abu 
Lahab</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I visited GOV and there is a discussion in the comments section (the 
one with that Valams Belang video) on why you linked to them through tiny url 
and the Baron GOT IT so wrong . They think it's "camouflage" and that they have 
a very smart site meter. This is hilariousThese people are 
paranoid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I linked to them through tinyurl because I don't want to increase their 
Google pagerank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079392 33441 263 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 7:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7079335" target=_blank>#208</A> Sosigado</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geez, the list of 'conservatives' deemed acceptable here shrinks by the 
hour.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because Ron Paul and Lew Rockwell are epitomes of conservative 
thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079405 33441 274 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 7:05:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7079400" target=_blank>#270</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more!</P> 
<P><A href="http://stevenandersonfamily.blogspot.com/2009/04/vaccines-and-
population-control.html" target=_blank>He's an anti-vaxer.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07080742 33441 557 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 7:51:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/7080317" target=_blank>#550</A> FabioC.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As someone pointed out above, the list of viable consvervatives is shrinking 
every minute. And I add, the final result will be a small group of ideologically 
pure people, but isolated from the rest of the country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you folks nuts?</P> 
<P>Ron Paul? Lew Freakin' Rockwell?! Glenn Beck? These are your ideas of good 
conservatives, people we shouldn't renounce because we'll be too "ideologically 
pure?"</P> 
<P>If these kinds of racists and extreme right creeps are your friends, you need 
to check yourself. Because you're at the wrong website if you expect them not to 
be challenged here. This is pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083667 33441 572 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:08:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7083592" target=_blank>#568</A> efaust93</EM></P> 
<P>Registered since: May 2, 2008 at 6:21 pmNo. of comments posted: 3No. of links 
posted: 0</P> 
<P>Bye now! You take care.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079736 33442 59 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:03:59pm  
 
<P>Some really excellent hate mail coming in tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079745 33442 68 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:06:00pm  
 
<P>Titled "That's so cute!"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"A little light breaks through"</P> 
<P>It's so cute to see you take one compliment from an obscurenothing-burger and 
hold it to your chest like a photo of grandma.</P> 
<P>You move me, Chuckie!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079752 33442 75 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:07:38pm  
 
<P>From a reader whose IP address traces to the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human 
Services:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I am amused to find you bored enough to go back to the whole 
VlaamsBelang controversy to stir the pot back up and get some clicks. Truthbe 
told, I hadn't visited this site in some time since you threw yourfirst fit over 
the GoV actually getting off their asses and doingsomething tangible, as opposed 
to what it is you do. But I saw thisWashington Post article on Fark.com 
mentioning LGF a few days back andit piqued my interest on what was going on 
back here. Nice to see notmuch has changed, although a review of some of your 
recent headlinesseems to suggest you've turned even more against your adopted 
politicalhosts, specifically your recent "Creationist" rants. I've even seen 
youattempt to use the term as an insult. It of course proves me prescient;I 
correctly identified back when I left LGF that as time progresses from9/11 your 
ingrained leftist tendencies would retake. The reasonRepublicans have been 
losing elections, by the way, has nothing to dowith "Creationists" or "Paulians" 
or whatever. It's because of folkslike you. You're the folks who went running 
for the GOP after 9/11,bringing in this entire neo-conservative philosophy of 
big governmentused to fund foreign wars in perpetuity. As someone who was 
solidlyconservative long before 9/11 ever occurred, I find it fascinating 



thatsomeone with a solid intellect like you fails to understand that you'rethe 
odd man out here. Quite frankly, you've become the Perez Hilton ofthe 
conservative blogosphere, which is amusing in its own right. Forthe record, I'd 
rather ally myself with the folks who adhere tointelligent design and supporters 
of Ron Paul than someone who seeks toeffectively eliminate the core competency 
of the conservative side ofthe American political spectrum, namely: 1) smaller 
government, 2) lowertaxes, and 3) isolationist foreign policy as espoused by, 
say, the U.S.Constitution. How you believe your ancestors sprang into being 
fromnothingness doesn't really come into the equation, and certainly 
doesn'twarrant the level of vitriol you fling at the issue. Keep doing what itis 
you're doing; it's good for a laugh every now and then.</P> 
<P>- John</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079756 33442 79 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:09:11pm  
 
<P>A really crazy one from the University of Cambridge in the UK:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, thanks, Charles. Thank you so much. What those of us who aretrying to 
resist the Jihad as well as any creationist tomfoolery really,really needed was 
loud tantrum convincing everyone that to accept thetruth of evolution is to 
become a mendacious and amoral coward withsevere difficulty with the truth. 
Thanks for that. I really appreciateit. Thanks for stacking the deck so that our 
future is now eitherShariah or some creationist nonsense. Thanks for completely 
gutting thesecular right with your nonsense.</P> 
<P>Thanks a whole bunch.</P> 
<P>Fanusi Khiyal</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079819 33443 4 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:33:33pm  
 
<P>Cheeseburgers would probably not be the best thing to order through 
Amazon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07079842 33443 18 Charles Tue, Apr 21, 2009 9:39:37pm  
 
<P>Amazon Prime, by the way, is one of the most awesome deals on the web. Order 
anything you want, no price limit, and get unlimited 2-day shipping, for only 
$79 a year. One-day shipping for $3.99.</P> 
<P>I've been working the heck out of this program for 3 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07080822 33444 631 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:13:51am  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081035 33445 123 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:00:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7080993" target=_blank>#83</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thomas Sowell had a disappointing column <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZTI1MzhjYmUyYWYwZWJjYTM0ZWIwNGFkYjM0Z
mI2OTA=" target=_blank>yesterday.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>John McCain also jumped on the "bash DHS" bandwagon. The GOP evidently 
believes whining is a winning strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081480 33445 238 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:17:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7081462" target=_blank>#237</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<P>When last seen in our comments, you were defending Pamela Geller and 
attempting to spread lies about the organizers of the BNP march I pointed 
out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/823/7073842" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081561 33445 246 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:38:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7081547" target=_blank>#243</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gosh, Charles, that's almost an ad hominem.</P> 
<P>I repeat: Obama did not order the pirates killed; he ordered the contrary. 
The "imminent danger" rule is part of the Standing Orders which long, long 
predates the Obama Admin. Commander Castellano took the initiative, 
notwithstanding Obama's desire for a "peaceful resolution." End of story.</P> 
<P>Obama FAILED to order the Navy to engage and destroy. That to my mind is a 
FAILURE of leadership.</P> 
<P>(BTW, why "lies?" What I wrote was"Charles, it might not be a bad idea to say 
the same things with less--- er, heated rhetoric,"and then pointed out, 
accurately to the best of my knowledge, that the Luton organizers told the BNP 
to stay away. I've still seen no affirmative evidence that the BNP or NF had 
anything to do with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you have. I posted the link where you could easily find the "affirmative 
evidence" you're denying exists.</P> 
<P>Have you ever asked Geller to use "less heated rhetoric," by the way?</P> 
<P>And meanwhile, you just keep repeating debunked lies about the Somalia rescue 
operation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083661 33445 277 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:06:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/7083504" target=_blank>#275</A> 
GlockNspell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can say is "wow". Another fabrication. After all the real truths that 
are being revealled here, Im seriously starting to wonder if we can believe any 
of the stuff about Obama's relationship with Willliam Ayers or Rev Wright or 
Rezko - its starting to look like that was all made up by the far Right 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081269 33447 10 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:35:26am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Robert S. McCain also posted about this (after bashing me 
repeatedly recently) and actually defends Pat Buchanan. No link from 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07081297 33447 24 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:39:20am  
 
<P>RS McCain is a contributor to the absolutely disgusting Takimag -- a European 
extreme right racist journal, connected to Pat Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081337 33447 57 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:46:14am  
 
<P>You folks are right -- I misspoke about American Spectator. However, McCain 
certainly is a contributor to Takimag, and that's even worse than Buchanan's 
rag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081343 33447 63 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:47:44am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Stacy_McCain" 
target=_blank>Wikipedia says</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain has been criticized by the Southern Poverty Law Center, who called him 
a member of the white supremacist hate group, League of the South and "has often 
inserted excerpts of material written by hate groups" into the Times. "In 
addition, McCain is the only national reporter to cover four conferences put on 
by American Renaissance. Until 2004, McCain had never mentioned its 
controversial nature."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081465 33447 159 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:12:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7081440" target=_blank>#140</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect Van der Galien suspects that much. He's sending a warning to RS 
McCain (and Donald Douglas, I suppose, but hadn't read him).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Donald Douglas has also been posting really nasty attacks against me, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081498 33447 187 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:21:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7081469" target=_blank>#163</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will admit to possibly being wrong on this... I like this site and the 
stances Charles takes. However I find it, I don't know, maybe "beneath" this 
site, to point out other blogs that are agreeing. I equally don't think it is 
worth the time to like to or point out sites that are taking a personal 
dissagreement as well.</P> 
<P>Having said this, I willingly agree that maybe I just don't understand all 
the rules of the blogosphere yet. So the slightest puff may cause me to fold my 
tent on this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me know when you start your own blog, so I can come over and post 
comments telling you what you should and shouldn't post about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081525 33447 212 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:29:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7081506" target=_blank>#194</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Until this post, I had no idea who RS McCain is, Takimag, or Donald Douglas.I 
still don't know who they are though I suspect Taki is that antisemite Taki 
Theodoracopulos.</P> 
<P>You can tell a lot by the kind of man someone is by his enemies and Charles 
has some real haters who don't like him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Takimag is run by Taki Theodoracopulos. And it really is 
disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081601 33447 278 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:45:51am  
 
<P>There's our first dramatic flounce-off of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081604 33447 280 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 10:46:34am  
 
<P>Don't quote dramatic flounce-off comments, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081813 33447 351 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 11:25:46am  
 
<P>The apologists for Eurofascism are showing up in the comments for Dave 
Weigel's article, as well several shrieking banned LGF commenters:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/39629/civil-war-raging-in-
right-wing-blogosphere" target=_blank>washingtonindependent.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note the comments from "Henrik Ræder Clausen," especially. This guy has been 
working overtime behind the scenes to smear me, and has sent dozens of emails 
making vague threats about suing me for telling the truth about the Vlaams 
Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07081965 33447 364 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 11:51:39am  
 
<P>Clausen is hinting around again that he'd like to sue me, at the Washington 
Independent:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/39629/civil-war-raging-in-
right-wing-blogosphere#comment-8564346" 
target=_blank>washingtonindependent.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that CJ attacks people without justification. US libel laws 
protect him from legal action on that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082060 33447 373 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7082044" target=_blank>#371</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That seems to be the MO from the "Keyboard Warriors." Whenever someone 
criticizes them they respond with unsubstantiated legal threats. This only 
displays their <EM>fascist</EM> tendencies in that "all opposition must be 
removed from public display." One could only imagine a world being run by these 
snakes.</P> 
<P>What's the information on Clausen? He seems to be another one that's touting 
the <EM>Nazis were leftists</EM> meme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clausen apparently runs the Europenews.dk website, which has posted many 
vicious attacks on me and seems to be connected to several Eurofascist groups. 
He's a very determined apologist for the Vlaams Belang, who tries to keep up a 



rational appearance, and only occasionally slips into threats and 
raving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082130 33447 385 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:25:33pm  
 
<P>A comment at the Washington Independent:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson is a traitor to the republic and should be 
hanged</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082179 33447 395 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7082169" target=_blank>#392</A> Ruebacca</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website. I'm leaving your comment there to show just how 
deranged you people really are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082208 33447 398 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7082201" target=_blank>#397</A> sfcmac</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082254 33447 404 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 12:56:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/7082226" target=_blank>#401</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So are you saying the Jonah Goldberg's pretty rigorous vetting of "liberal 
fascism" is just bunk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goldberg makes some valid points in his book, but I think he is terribly 
wrong to assert that Nazism is a phenomenon of the "left wing." That's 
historically foolish; anyone who has studied the National Socialist movement 
realizes that the Nazis were very much a far right wing group. There's a lot of 
revisionism going on now among conservatives trying to deny this, for political 
reasons, and I do not agree with it at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082363 33447 414 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 1:16:37pm  
 
<P>The slacker morons at Gawker.com are taking shots at me now:</P> 
<P><A href="http://gawker.com/5223110/right+wing-blogger-goes-to-war-with-the-
idiots-he-created" target=_blank>Gawker - Right-Wing Blogger Goes to War With 
the Idiots He Created</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson should be commended for taking a stand against neo-Nazis and Glenn 
Beck. And he should still be condemned for spending the last eight years giving 
them ammunition and inspiration. If neo-Nazis are into your ideas, Charles, you 
might want to rethink them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stupidity of this remark can't be understated -- the neo-Nazis at places 
like Stormfront, and the Eurofascists like Vlaams Belang, absolutely 
<EM>despise</EM> me and LGF. They have never been "into my ideas," and only a 
fool who's made unsupported assumptions about my ideas could possibly believe 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07081705 33448 25 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 11:05:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7081682" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"enormously unpopular (in the US) step" Enormously unpopular with 
who?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, for one, enormously unpopular with CIA officials. It's pretty 
incredible that the Obama administration thinks it's a good idea to 
retroactively prosecute CIA officials for simply doing their jobs to the best of 
their ability and knowledge. They couldn't do any more damage to the morale of 
the CIA if they tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082365 33449 24 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 1:16:50pm  
 
<P>The slacker morons at Gawker.com are taking shots at me now:</P> 
<P><A href="http://gawker.com/5223110/right+wing-blogger-goes-to-war-with-the-
idiots-he-created" target=_blank>Gawker - Right-Wing Blogger Goes to War With 
the Idiots He Created</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson should be commended for taking a stand against neo-Nazis and Glenn 
Beck. And he should still be condemned for spending the last eight years giving 
them ammunition and inspiration. If neo-Nazis are into your ideas, Charles, you 
might want to rethink them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stupidity of this remark can't be understated -- the neo-Nazis at places 
like Stormfront, and the Eurofascists like Vlaams Belang, absolutely 
<EM>despise</EM> me and LGF. They have never been "into my ideas," and only a 
fool who's made unsupported assumptions about my ideas could possibly believe 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082946 33450 419 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 2:59:23pm  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail coming in again today. The creeps are all lathered up out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07082965 33450 436 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 3:02:47pm  
 
<P>A lot of the hate mailers like to put friendly-sounding titles on their 
emails, to get me to read them. Here's one titled "hi!"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blocked account for one post you didnt agree with? You should takeHusseins 
organ out of your ass...you are starting to like 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083006 33450 474 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 3:09:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/7082991" target=_blank>#460</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that the soldier who didn't think we should be so quick to reject nazi 
allies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - this is a creep who posted a comment that I was "self-righteous," and 
"hitting the Obama Kool-Aid," for pointing out that one of the main tea party 
organizers is a Paulian who publishes articles at kook sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07083365 33450 807 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 4:44:13pm  
 
<P>Since Ace of Spades has now become a pit of sheer hatred directed at little 
old me, I'm removing it from my RSS feeds and blogroll. There's really no reason 
why I should promote a site where people openly wish for me to die.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://minx.cc/?post=286353" 
target=_blank>minx.cc...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083379 33450 820 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 4:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/807/7083365" target=_blank>#807</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Notice at the end of that thread, there's a slimy little coward who claims to 
have an account at LGF, while bashing the hell out of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083384 33450 825 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 4:51:19pm  
 
<P>It's very disappointing to see Ace allowing that kind of disgusting vileness, 
when I've linked to him and promoted his site for years, even helping him when 
he had a disagreement with PJ Media over something.</P> 
<P>Very disappointing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083485 33451 54 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:21:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7083471" target=_blank>#40</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The best part of that is the "Best Regards" at the end. Hate mails that end 
in "Best Regards" or "Sincerely" or some variation of "Blessings be upon you" 
are always a knee-slapper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I added that part, because so many hate mails I receive do end like 
that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083541 33451 98 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:34:13pm  
 
<P>And right on cue, a classic hate mail arrives. An amazing number of these 
creeps like to put friendly-sounding titles on their email, because they think 
it will trick me into reading it and that's the most important thing to them -- 
that I read their "thoughts."</P> 
<P>This one uses the (phony) return address "erdogan@serbia.org" with the title 
"Hello"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"... will he really take such an enormously unpopular (in the US) step?"</P> 
<P>But not unpopular with you, eh Chuckie!</P> 
<P>There are shitheads Chuckie, and then there's you, the ultimate 
whinnyshithead.</P> 
<P>Oh sorry, didn't mean to hurt your feelings. Perhaps another 
supportivecomment from some fascist or Leftist blogger will make you feel 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The ultimate whinny shithead!"</P> 
<P>If it wasn't so crass, it could be a rotating saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07083575 33451 131 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:40:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7083552" target=_blank>#109</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent! I put that one in my favorites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083580 33451 136 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7083562" target=_blank>#119</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we make fun of the eco-crazies, too?</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZTZkZmFmMGU4MzAzYThjOTBhMjNmZmQyNGMxZ
TM4Zjc=&amp;w=MA==" target=_blank>Homo Sapiens, Get Lost</A></P> 
<P>I am kind of amazed that some of these folks haven't staged a mass suicide, 
most likely on Earth Day, to draw attention to their agenda. If you want to 
depopulate the earth, set an example.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The author of that article is a "senior fellow" at the anti-evolution 
Discovery Institute, and the purpose of the article is to build support for 
their agenda. I'm only surprised that he held back from mentioning Charles 
Darwin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083609 33451 162 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:50:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7083595" target=_blank>#149</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had absolutely no idea. I suppose I should read the italics at the end of 
the article. I think the article makes some good, factual points about 
environmentalist extremists and the Hollywood directors who love them. If you 
can show me where in the article he is supporting the DI agenda, I'd appreciate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DI agenda is to promote the view that science and rationalism have led to 
a degradation of the culture, and that the solution is to bring religion back 
into schools and government. And by "religion," they mean THEIR version of 
fundamentalist Christianity.</P> 
<P>It's a profoundly un-American agenda, in my opinion, going directly counter 
to the intent of the founding fathers who wrote the Constitution specifically to 
separate church and state. And that's why I am so steadfastly opposed to their 
machinations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083616 33451 168 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:52:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7083607" target=_blank>#160</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer's been pushing the Serbia/Kosovo thing lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does he have to lose at this point by going whole hog in favor of 
fascists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083628 33451 179 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:55:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7083612" target=_blank>#165</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the article:</P> 
<P>"Apple sold <STRONG>2.22 million Macs</STRONG> during the 
<STRONG>quarter</STRONG>, a 3 percent decline from 2008. The company also moved 
<STRONG>11 million iPods</STRONG>, up 3 percent, and <STRONG>3.79 million 
iPhones</STRONG>, which represent a 123 percent improvement over the year 
before."</P> 
<P>That's completely insane -- those kind of sales figures in just <EM>three 
months</EM>? No wonder they're making money hand-over-fist. The profit margin on 
each item is huge.</P> 
<P>But yes, it confirms your theory: iPhones and iPods are becoming a much 
bigger share of their overall sales.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the reason they're so successful is that their products really do deliver 
on the promises they make. My iPhone has become a seriously useful tool in my 
life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083631 33451 182 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 5:56:40pm  
 
<P>And the iPhone almost never annoys me, unlike a lot of the other gadgets I 
own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083638 33451 188 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:01:01pm  
 
<P>By the way, this might be a good moment to announce that LGF is now an iTunes 
affiliate. The 'Now Playing' section in the left sidebar has always contained a 
link to iTunes Music Store, but now if you click on that link and buy music, LGF 
gets a small cut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083679 33451 223 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:12:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7083660" target=_blank>#207</A> AMER1CAN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This certainly won't get Apple any good PR. They already have a problem with 
getting apps approved in a timely matter, yet, this gets approved and made it 
into the store? Steve hasn't been gone that long has he? Gesh!</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.cnet.com/8301-13579_3-10225016-37.html" 
target=_blank>Apple approves 'Baby Shaker' for App Store</A></P> 
<P>They did remove it earlier today, but only after it started to spread viral 
that Apple had let through such an idiotic application. Yet other applications 
wait in the pipeline.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I know someone would post that at LGF?</P> 
<P>This is a very obvious attempt to sabotage Apple's profit 
announcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083731 33451 273 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:26:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7083709" target=_blank>#252</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From reading this particular article, I would not have known 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And that's how deceptive organizations like the Discovery Institute advance 
their agenda -- by finding ways to appear reasonable. In this case, it's a 
critique of Hollywood movies that plays into the anti-AGW movement, without ever 
mentioning evolution -- but if you realize that their true goal is promoting 
fundamentalist creationism, it's pretty easy to see what they're up to. The 
Discovery Institute is one of the most mendacious "think tanks" currently 
operating in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083753 33451 294 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 6:32:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7083747" target=_blank>#288</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at some of the articles listed in this Google search for 'Wesley J. 
Smith on Darwin' gives a clearer picture of the point of view he's 
pushing.[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/webhp?client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&amp;channel=s&amp;hl=en&amp;btnG=Google+Search#hl=en&amp;safe=off&am
p;client=firefox-a&amp;channel=s&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-
US%3Aofficial&amp;q=Wesley+J.+Smith+on+darwin&amp;fp=1&amp;cad=b" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people are very, very sneaky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07083943 33453 7 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 7:06:51pm  
 
<P>Click it twice... it's worth the effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084316 33454 139 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:23:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7084302" target=_blank>#128</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh noes. Niffle haz been eated now too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whut duz Napolitano haz on mee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084330 33454 152 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:27:53pm  
 
<P>This just in, with the title: "creationism" ...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the hatred toward creationism? Haven't been to the site in a while.</P> 
<P>It's creepy how you hate.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084416 33455 9 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:48:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7084400" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. However, I still have a really hard time imagining him actually getting 
the nomination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Current GOP front runners: Ron Paul, Sarah Palin, Mike Huckabee, Newt 
Gingrich.</P> 
<P>Maybe Pat Buchanan still has time to make a comeback.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07084441 33455 25 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:55:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7084434" target=_blank>#20</A> VegasRick</EM></P> 
<P>It's a really bad idea to dare me to block your account, especially after 
posting such an incredibly stupid comment. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084458 33455 39 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 8:59:10pm  
 
<P>Interesting to see who up-dinged Vegas Rick's flounce-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084486 33455 59 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:05:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7084467" target=_blank>#45</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>20 is a pretty low number. Is that a record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And over a Ron Paul post. Bad craziness is everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07084491 33455 63 Charles Wed, Apr 22, 2009 9:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7084479" target=_blank>#54</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really would think that Michael Steele would be the perfect guy to go on 
Fox News to tear the Paulians and their anti-semitic and racist backers a new 
one. It would be great to see him on a nationally televised show announce that 
there simply isn't room in the GOP for racist cranks. It's a pity that he hasn't 
done it yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not going to do it, ever. The GOP is melting down, and nobody has the 
balls to stop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07085818 33455 377 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 9:17:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7084992" target=_blank>#338</A> A Balrog of 
Morgoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it was probably a garden variety douchenozzle moby, probably one 
with little use for LGF or Ace of Spades. Even if it was some random LGFer, it 
certainly would not be Afrocity. I cannot vouch for her personally, but to self-
identify as a racist while openly linking oneself to LGF (where she is 
apparently a member in good standing and presumably values that) would be so 
laughably stupid to be unfathomnable.</P> 
<P>No, the problem here is the guy who pasted it here in the first place. At 
AoSHQ the comment in question was quickly denounced by other posters, and 
brought to the attention of the moderators, who deepsixed it. Over at AoSHQ, 
Hoosier persisted in being outrageously outraged despite the obviously moby 
nature of the comment, the fact that other posters called it out, the quick 
action by the mods, and our repeated attempts to make him understand what 
happened and why. That is not your problem over here, it is our problem over 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you be surprised that you attracted someone who would post 
something like that? There are thousands of comments about me over there from 



real Ace of Spades commenters that are just as ugly and hateful. Your attempt to 
excuse it rings extremely hollow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07085829 33455 378 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 9:21:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7085063" target=_blank>#346</A> A Balrog of 
Morgoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, odds are that some of those comments you find ugly are mine. So be it. 
It was good to be able to have this pleasant chat whilst under a flag of 
truce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you think you would be welcome at my website then? Piss 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086004 33455 383 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:02:26am  
 
<P>I'm reinstating VegasRick's account, after he emailed and requested it, 
saying his comment was not intended to be a shot at me.</P> 
<P>I hope I'm not making a mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087033 33455 388 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 1:08:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7086934" target=_blank>#387</A> Jack Bauer's Evil 
Brother</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am willing to admit when I am wrong, and I certainly jumped the gun when I 
said last night that Afrocity used the n-word to refer to herself in a post at 
AOS which HoosierHoops cut and pasted here. We don't know that, and it may have 
been a sockpuppet using Afrocity's name. HoosierHoops was provoking us over at 
AOS last night and I allowed myself to be provoked, and I have to take 
responsibility for that. I apologize to Afrocity, Charles and everyone else 
here. I will now post an apology over at AOS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks to me like nobody needed any "provoking" in that thread. There are 
thousands of ugly, hateful comments directed at me, including people wishing for 
me to die.</P> 
<P>If that's the kind of site you feel comfortable at, I'm going to make it 
easier for you to spend more time there by taking away your LGF account.</P> 
<P>No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088995 33455 392 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:08:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7088453" target=_blank>#391</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jono's been under the bridge for awhile!Registered since: Aug 19, 
<STRONG>2004</STRONG> at 9:36 pm(Logged in)</P> 
<P>No. of comments posted: 305No. of links posted: 1</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another Paulian sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086279 33456 1013 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:38:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1010/7085977" target=_blank>#1010</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case anyone missed it, I delinked Ace of Spades last night. I recommend 
that we all do the same, and email to let him know why.</P> 
<P>Charles has been a good friend to Ace, but Ace is now allowing his blog to be 
a launching pad for some really abusive and hate-filled comments from haters and 
it's just disgraceful. I have enjoyed much of Aces' content in the past, but 
these attacks against Charles are wrong and they just have to stop.</P> 
<P>I refuse to link to any blogger who allows these punks to use their bandwidth 
to smear an innocent man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that, Irish Rose. But it looks like nobody really gives a crap 
about it; blogs like Ace of Spades are building their traffic by pandering to 
haters and ranting nutjobs. If they can do it by letting those ranters pile on 
me with thousands of ugly comments, they're fine with that.</P> 
<P>And I don't expect support from other blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086297 33456 1014 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:41:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1012/7086043" target=_blank>#1012</A> 
Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The next addresses the common objection, "why'd I get banned just for a 
ding".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've started blocking accounts that only down-ding posts or comments, but 
never post any comments themselves. These people are simply trying to sow 
discontent and chaos. And if they're down-dinging in a way that expresses 
support for LGF's self-declared enemies, that's an express ticket to losing the 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07085908 33457 13 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 9:45:29am  
 
<P>This is sleazy journalism at its worst. Sorry, whether Waters is a 
shareholder or not, I can't co-sign on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07085976 33457 68 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 9:56:45am  
 
<P>I guarantee that if an MSNBC employee had pulled this kind of stunt at a Fox 
shareholders' meeting, nobody on the right would be making excuses for them.</P> 
<P>Crappy behavior is crappy behavior, and this was simply 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086015 33457 103 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:04:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7086006" target=_blank>#94</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the point I wrote that, I hadn't seen evidence he was a legitimate 
shareholder. Now, there is evidence, in which case he did have every right to 
ask them.</P> 
<P>Fact is that GE has been allowing NBC to run hard left at every opportunity 
and shareholders have not demanded an accounting. Maybe they don't mind going 
for a niche market, but when you've got a brand that NBC does, you'd expect it 
to be more than a niche market.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may have had a right to ask the questions, but it was simply improper not 
to identify himself as an employee of a competitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07086099 33457 164 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:16:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7086039" target=_blank>#125</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I worked and owned stock for a homebuilder. I also owned stock at another 
homebuilder. if I had an issue with the other homebuilder's business operations 
that were affecting my share price and I attended their meeting, would I have 
had to first identify myself as an employee of the other 
homebuilder?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Owning stock in a company while working for a competitor is a conflict 
of interest; you'd still have a right to attend a shareholders' meeting and ask 
questions, but if you concealed the potential conflict of interest, that would 
be unethical behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086196 33457 189 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:28:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7086143" target=_blank>#177</A> danshelb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - is that a law or SEC regulation to disclose employment at a 
competitor or just something you *should* do in the interest of fairness and 
perception?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if the SEC has a regulation on this, but they very probably do. 
There's no question about it, though -- if you ask hostile questions at a 
shareholders' meeting, and you work for a competitor of the company but hide 
that fact, it's an extremely obvious conflict of interest, and unethical. When 
you do it as an ambush journalist, it's even worse -- you're not only behaving 
unethically in the corporate sense, but in the journalistic sense as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086335 33457 222 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:45:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7086302" target=_blank>#214</A> kay1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The SEC doesn't have any regulation about private shareholders announcing who 
they work for when they speak at shareholder meetings or any regulations about 
who can purchase stock in any publicly held company if they work for any 
competitor.</P> 
<P>There are regulations against foreign ownership and there are regulations 
requiring disclosure when someone owns more than x% of a company.</P> 
<P>There IS an SEC regulation called Reg. FD that stipulates that no information 
can be given to one group of shareholders or investors or analysts that is not 
made public to ALL. The FD stands for Fair Disclosure. So nothing secretive can 
ever be announced in shareholder meetings. The reason they are closed is so that 
management doesn't have to answer tough questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me if I tend to doubt what you're saying about this -- you claimed a 
few days ago that you heard that completely bogus Navy SEAL Somalia rumor 
directly from a first-hand source. Why should I trust what you say about SEC 
regulations (without any links to sources) when you've shown that you'll make up 
stories?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086393 33457 230 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:53:33am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7086360" target=_blank>#225</A> 
Orangutan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ask you to prove your assertion that the SEC has a law regulating such 
questions at a shareholder meeting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you putting words in my mouth? I did not make any such assertion. I 
said I don't know if the SEC has a regulation like that, and I said it very 
clearly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086397 33457 231 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:54:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7086379" target=_blank>#228</A> bolivar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this guy was a stockholder he has done nothing really wrong. To say 
otherwise is dishonest. If I owned GE stock I would do the same if given the 
opportunity. I see no such angst when the MSM does much worse - is this a double 
standard?</P> 
<P>We are constantly held to a higher standard and the left always uses this 
"alleged superiority" to kick our ass repeatedly. I am tired of that and to 
listen to many of you it seems you have either resigned yourselves to it or just 
don't care. Which is true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool, so it's become a race to the bottom. Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086421 33457 236 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:00:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7086409" target=_blank>#234</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When 60 Minutes was the king of this sort of journalism, we all 
applauded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speak for yourself. I never applauded 60 Minutes for ambush journalism, and 
always found it disturbing; in some extreme cases there might be a reason to use 
these tactics, but this was a pure publicity stunt, and yes -- I do think it's 
arguably unethical, both from a business and a journalistic 
standpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086428 33457 239 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:01:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7086410" target=_blank>#235</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles! Gotta agree with ya on that Navy SEAL thing. Not sure if this guy 
will respond to your request, so here's a link to what I think he was talking 
about:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sec.gov/rules/final/33-7881.htm" target=_blank>Selective 
Disclosure and Insider Trading</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That regulation deals with insider trading and I don't see the relevance to 
this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086435 33457 240 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:03:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7086422" target=_blank>#237</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, I respectfully disagree. It is more a matter of engaging in the fight and 
a fight is what this is. A fight for providing the information that the American 
people need to make their decisions and judgments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill O'Reilly is promoting Bill O'Reilly with stunts like this. What kind of 
"information" did anyone get out of it? None.</P> 
<P>You're being played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086452 33457 247 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:08:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7086439" target=_blank>#243</A> bolivar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to wallow in sleaze but, it is beginning to look like the only 
way to get things done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what you're saying is, you DO want to wallow in sleaze.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086511 33457 253 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:21:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7086466" target=_blank>#250</A> 
panamahat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if we are always "above it all," we're liable to get buried by it 
all.</P> 
<P>War is war.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have I heard this argument before? Go ahead and give yourself 
permission to be as nasty, unethical and dishonest as you like. I won't be 
joining you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086560 33457 262 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:31:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7086556" target=_blank>#260</A> deacon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so as a share holder (which means you own a part of the company) you have no 
right to comment or critize that company if you happen to also work for a 
competitor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. That's not at all what I said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086624 33457 266 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:44:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7086609" target=_blank>#264</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why ambush a guy when you can interview hundreds of irate shareholders and 
make your point that way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. The ambush was a publicity stunt. It's Bill O'Reilly promoting Bill 
O'Reilly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086683 33457 271 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:58:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7086628" target=_blank>#267</A> deacon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what he did was okay then. Problem solved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's not what I said either.</P> 



<P>There's a real epidemic lately of people trying to put words in my 
mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086827 33457 279 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 12:25:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7086802" target=_blank>#277</A> deacon</EM></P> 
<P>If you work for a company's competitor, and go to a shareholders' meeting 
with the intent to ask questions that will damage the company, I think it's very 
obviously a conflict of interest -- especially when you conceal the fact you 
work for a competitor.</P> 
<P>Apparently, you see nothing wrong with this kind of behavior, which is just 
sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086979 33457 296 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 12:56:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7086958" target=_blank>#294</A> 
panamahat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider it nasty, unethical or dishonest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you'd also be fine with it if Keith Olbermann sent an undercover 
reporter to a Fox News shareholder meeting?</P> 
<P>Somehow I suspect you'd find a way to argue that was "different," and 
despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087188 33457 307 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 1:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7087133" target=_blank>#303</A> Stratergic 
Thinking</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is really off base on this one.</P> 
<P>Of course saying so he'll likely throw a fit and ban me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of people have differed with my viewpoint on this thread.</P> 
<P>People get banned for being jerks, and daring me to ban them. Not for 
expressing different opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087343 33457 317 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 2:28:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7087290" target=_blank>#312</A> 
Orangutan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you are espousing the positive, (although you try to skirt it), maybe 
you could back up your supposition or hope.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete bullshit. You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ask you to prove your assertion that the SEC has a law regulating such 
questions at a shareholder meeting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made no such assertion. I said very clearly that I did not know if they had 
such a regulation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087345 33457 318 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 2:28:45pm  
 
<P>I smell another meltdown approaching.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07087373 33457 320 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 2:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7087290" target=_blank>#312</A> 
Orangutan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I put no words in your mouth. You have, however, asked someone (and rudely at 
that) to prove a negative, which does not happen in statistics or the law, and 
with good reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you've completely mischaracterized my comment. It was not "rude" at 
all. Here is the exact comment you're distorting:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if the SEC has a regulation on this, but they very probably do. 
There's no question about it, though -- if you ask hostile questions at a 
shareholders' meeting, and you work for a competitor of the company but hide 
that fact, it's an extremely obvious conflict of interest, and unethical. When 
you do it as an ambush journalist, it's even worse -- you're not only behaving 
unethically in the corporate sense, but in the journalistic sense as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not rude, not one bit. And I did not ask anyone to prove a negative, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087410 33457 323 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 2:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7087383" target=_blank>#321</A> AMER1CAN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If owning stocks in a competitor is a conflict of interest then you should 
alert the SEC right away because they must not even know what their own rules 
are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was unclear in that comment, but I've been quite clear in subsequent 
comments. Simply owning stock in a competitor's company is not a conflict of 
interest -- however, using that stock ownership to attend a shareholders' 
meeting with the express purpose of attacking the competitor company and staging 
a publicity stunt IS a conflict of interest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087440 33457 326 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 2:51:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7087427" target=_blank>#325</A> 
Orangutan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did both in post #222 on this thread. I quoted it earlier. I think we 
have a little drift here, but I am sure you have done both. Post #222.</P> 
<P>Perhaps the misunderstanding stems from this - you weren't asking me to prove 
a negative or being rude to me. As you are not now...which is one of the great 
things about this forum. People can "argue" rationally.</P> 
<P>:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post #222:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me if I tend to doubt what you're saying about this -- you claimed a 
few days ago that you heard that completely bogus Navy SEAL Somalia rumor 
directly from a first-hand source. Why should I trust what you say about SEC 
regulations (without any links to sources) when you've shown that you'll make up 
stories?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How in the world is this asking to "prove a negative?"</P> 



<P>As for it being rude, I'm not happy that people have used LGF to promote 
bogus rumors; call that rude if you like. I call it being 
direct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088764 33457 352 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:37:26pm  
 
<P>What I've learned from this thread:</P> 
<P>Nobody really cares about ethical behavior any more. It's all about revenge, 
and payback. Anything goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086542 33459 29 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 11:28:18am  
 
<P>YouTube seems to be offline at the moment. Should be back 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086736 33459 170 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 12:11:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7086678" target=_blank>#119</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is this mysterious "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/WV.Hillbilly" 
target=_blank>WV.Hillbilly</A>" and why is he or she going through <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33457_Foxs_OReilly_Producer_Ambush
es_GE_Shareholder_Meeting/comments/" target=_blank>every one of my comments</A> 
and dinging them down for no apparent reason -- even completely innocuous 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07086846 33459 227 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 12:29:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7086826" target=_blank>#223</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Napolitano is appearing on Alex Jones's radio show, he is representing 
himself, not Fox News.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed it, but Napolitano had Alex Jones on his Fox News show 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087016 33459 265 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 1:04:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7086826" target=_blank>#223</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hrdly. Napolitano no more represents conservtism then Pat Buchanan 
does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano is a daily guest on Fox News. He has his own online show on Fox 
News. He's often called "a great American" by Sean Hannity, and he is always 
asked to comment from the conservative viewpoint. At what point does he start to 
"represent" conservatism?</P> 
<P>Pat Buchanan has a regular column that appears on the conservative site 
Townhall.com. He's also published regularly in other so-called conservative 
journals such as WorldNetDaily. He represents the conservative side when he 
appears on MSNBC. He appears on several Fox News shows, including Sean Hannity's 



show, and Hannity calls him "a great American" too. There is more than one 
conservative blogger out there who defends Buchanan.</P> 
<P>At what point does Pat Buchanan start to "represent 
conservatism?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087487 33461 72 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 3:06:08pm  
 
<P>I think I'm going to break out the section about Geller and "Pro-Koln" and 
make it a separate thread. I almost can't believe what I'm discovering about 
this group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087517 33461 94 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 3:12:32pm  
 
<P>One of the organizers of "Pro Köln" is Manfred Rouhs. Here are two photos of 
Rous with hardcore neo-Nazi activist <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=de&amp;u=http://de.wiki
pedia.org/wiki/Axel_Reitz&amp;ei=lOXwScPmEZyssQOjo9A-
&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;resnum=1&amp;ct=result&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhtt
p://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axel_Reitz%2523Ansichten%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsafari%2
6rls%3Den-us" target=_blank>Axel Reitz</A>.</P> 
<P><A title=wikipedia_manfred_rouhs.jpg 
href="http://www.linkezeitung.de/cms/images/stories/wikipedia_manfred_rouhs.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: wikipedia_manfred_rouhs.jpg</A></P> 
<P><A title=1125644960436l.jpg 
href="http://www.ksta.de/ks/images/mdsBild/1125644960436l.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 1125644960436l.jpg</A></P> 
<P>And here's a really charming photo of Axel Reitz in full Hitler regalia (at 
center):</P> 
<P><A title=3nazis.jpg href="http://www.kirschkuchen-
online.de/Bilder/3nazis.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
3nazis.jpg</A></P> 
<P>The guy standing to Reitz's left in that photo is Christian Worch:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Worch" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087526 33461 100 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 3:13:38pm  
 
 
 
<P>Local media calls Axel Reitz "the Hitler of Cologne," by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087658 33462 32 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 3:49:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7087650" target=_blank>#24</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shouldn't Axel Reitz be home studying for finals or something? He looks about 
16 years old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's 26 years old according to the Wikipedia link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07087820 33462 171 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 4:34:39pm  



 
<P>I put the first meltdown at #203.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088020 33462 339 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 5:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7088010" target=_blank>#329</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the point that Spencer continually tries to obscure with his 
complaints about unfair "guilt by association". The fact is that his association 
with these people has given them, at least in some peoples minds - ie his loyal 
'anti-jihadist' minions, in whose eyes he can do no wrong - a veneer of 
respectability they would otherwise not have. That's the damage he and Shrieks 
have done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guarantee they're going to start screaming "guilt by association" over this 
post again, and try to deny that "Pro Koln" has any connections at all to neo-
Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088098 33462 411 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 5:42:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7088062" target=_blank>#378</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is crude and for that I apologize. She is being used and ignorant 
evidently of her situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller is absolutely NOT ignorant of her situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088204 33462 490 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 6:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/7088183" target=_blank>#472</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pamela sez...</P> 
<P>I'm surprised that she's now thinking of backing out. I was sure she'd stick 
to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I would love to eavesdrop on the phone conversations going on among these 
creeps right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07089013 33462 602 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:17:48pm  
 
<P>White supremacist Pat Buchanan supporter Robert Stacy McCain is now attacking 
over this post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088358 33463 45 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 6:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7088352" target=_blank>#40</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Wait, wait... an insight from last night's South Park (which I recorded 
and am watching now)... "Jews can't be pirates". Cartman may be onto something. 
I can't think of any Jewish pirates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2006/09/16/jewish-pirates-of-
th.html" target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088486 33463 133 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:30:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7088459" target=_blank>#114</A> clear 
vision</EM></P> 
<P>"Clear Vision?" Is that some kind of joke?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088681 33463 246 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:17:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7088667" target=_blank>#242</A> 
BlueCanuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just hope that no one is harmed by your ignorance and support of 
quackery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These determinedly ignorant people are already causing harm. Diseases once 
thought eradicated are now on the rise again, and the anti-vaxers bear some of 
the blame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088976 33463 406 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 9:54:19pm  
 
<P>This is really bad.</P> 
<P>We apparently have a serious anti-vaccination propagandist who's focused on 
LGF as a place to promote their garbage.</P> 
<P>I'm blocking this person's account, before it can post any more of this 
stuff, mislead any more parents, and destroy any more lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088991 33463 418 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:04:23pm  
 
<P>Clear Vision's account is blocked. I'm not going to allow people to use LGF 
to promote this insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07089000 33463 424 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:12:14pm  
 
<P>This isn't just fun and games, folks. People are dying because of this 
madness, and diseases are coming back. Discussion about the subject is one thing 
-- spreading deceptive propaganda is entirely another. The anti-vaccination 
freaks have plenty of places where they can spread that crap. LGF is not going 
to be one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07089023 33463 431 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:22:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7089016" target=_blank>#430</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Israeli hospitals are busy and crowded enough. It makes me a little bit crazy 
that this woman has introduced eight un-immunized kids into the population who 
will no doubt be equally fruitful, multiply and spread the craziness as well as 
put others at risk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's horrifying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07088464 33464 15 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:26:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7088450" target=_blank>#13</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very happy to see this as the trashy, racist, homophobic brussels journal 
and it's little desk dropped the mask very quickly on Charles and Bruce Bawer 
too, when Charles published an email from Mr Bawer stating these parties at the 
infamous "counterjihad conference" were indeed fascist parties. It should be 
noted- Paul Belien is married to a VB politico.</P> 
<P>The bj really stinks, and this kick to the curb by the WSJ was well 
deserved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/node/2615" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088469 33464 16 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:27:32pm  
 
<P>Also see:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27784_The_Mask_Comes_Off_at_Brusse
ls_Journal" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088475 33464 17 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:29:22pm  
 
<P>And if you really want to be nauseated, here's Pamela Geller interviewing 
Paul Belien, and spewing hatred at yours truly for a whole hour.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.blogtalkradio.com/stations/HeadingRight/AtlasShrugs/2007/11/12/
Paul-Belien-Brussels-Journal" 
target=_blank>www.blogtalkradio.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088529 33464 33 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:41:45pm  
 
<P>Actually, I'm pretty sure that LGF post WAS responsible for the WSJ removing 
Brussels Journal, because there's basically no other blogger with the balls to 
step up on this issue.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088568 33464 40 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:49:13pm  
 
<P>Spencer's attacking me again, right on cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088573 33464 41 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 7:50:31pm  
 
<P>Someone should let Tom Toles (Tom Tomorrow) know that Robert Spencer is 
violating his copyright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088630 33464 61 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:04:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7088529" target=_blank>#33</A> Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I'm pretty sure that LGF post WAS responsible for the WSJ removing 
Brussels Journal, because there's basically no other blogger with the balls to 
step up on this issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... Except for Thanos, who continues to step up when others 
won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088638 33464 63 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:07:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7088633" target=_blank>#62</A> 
pittrader1988</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>this is one reason why the wsj continues to increase in circulation...and the 
ny times is broke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a way. But in another way, they're just as craven. I emailed several 
people at the WSJ, and not one of them bothered to reply.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088644 33464 67 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:09:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7088641" target=_blank>#65</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude,If I post a link to Pro Köln about Le Penn being last year's featured 
speaker through google auto-translator does it count towards their 
traffic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a way. They get some traffic through the link, but the more important 
thing is the number of people who are informed about their agenda.</P> 
<P>Balancing act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088696 33464 93 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:22:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7088683" target=_blank>#87</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's famous hair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no longer amused by Geert Wilders' hair, I must admit. Note that one of 
the persons attending the Pro-Koln hatefest is Wilders' main confidant.</P> 
<P>Wilders is definitely not Fortuyn's heir. He's just another 
bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07088710 33464 98 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:25:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7088649" target=_blank>#70</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charels, OT but thought you might be interested to know that <A 
href="http://www.vanityfair.com/online/wolcott/2009/04/for-years-i-strove-
to.html" target=_blank>James Walcott at Vanity Fair did a quick blog of the last 
Gellar article.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw that one earlier today. I haven't forgotten Wolcott's previous hatred 
directed at me, and my ego isn't so fragile that I'll now start saying, "Wow, 
James Wolcott likes me! He really likes me!"</P> 
<P>Bite me, James.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07088733 33464 111 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 8:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7088714" target=_blank>#101</A> 
JacksonTn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is this ... somebody tell me wtf this is ... has Obama lost his friggin 
mind ...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-
interrogate24-2009apr24,0,4199113.story" 
target=_blank>www.latimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>why is he throwing gasoline on the fire ... why! I cannot stand him 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guh. This is what happens when America elects a leftist. Welcome to the brave 
new world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07089020 33464 210 Charles Thu, Apr 23, 2009 10:20:47pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, who writes for the disgusting European racist journal 
"Takimag," is now joining Robert Spencer in attacking me for pointing out the 
fascist associations of the "Pro Koln" group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090241 33466 26 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 8:53:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7090228" target=_blank>#19</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does David Horowitz endorse all this? He continues to sponsor Spencer on his 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you ask him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090253 33466 33 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 8:57:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7090244" target=_blank>#27</A> 
William_Ryan</EM></P> 
<P>American bloggers are associating with neo-Nazis and fascists, and your 
contribution is to say it looks like it's "personality driven?"</P> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090267 33466 44 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:00:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7090244" target=_blank>#27</A> 
William_Ryan</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I get it. Reviewing your past comments shows that you always pop up to 
defend Spencer and Geller, and always seem to forget the points that other 
people make to you. Over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090297 33466 65 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:06:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7090294" target=_blank>#63</A> 
rightymouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying the same things to Pamela and Spencer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a wild guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07090310 33466 75 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:08:15am  
 
<P>The apologists are coming out early in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090321 33466 85 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:10:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7090311" target=_blank>#76</A> 
William_Ryan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on Charles - that's not really fair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's totally fair. Any registered LGF reader can search for your comments and 
see it for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090389 33466 141 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:27:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7090298" target=_blank>#66</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the POV of LGF that Spencer and Geller aren't careful enough with whom 
they associate, and painting them as being nazi...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. I have never posted a single word calling either Spencer or Geller 
Nazis.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is an attempt to shame them into refusing to participate in events where 
neo-nazis (or at least people with ties to european far-right political parties) 
are in attendance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just "in attendance." These are the ORGANIZERS of the 
event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090400 33466 151 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7090379" target=_blank>#133</A> 
William_Ryan</EM></P> 
<P>I've had enough of you smearing me with this "personality driven" accusation, 
and after seeing your previous comments it's clear to me that your purpose is to 
make excuses, and minimize what Spencer and Geller are doing. Get off my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090408 33466 159 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:31:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7090397" target=_blank>#148</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the summation. I don't pretend to be well-versed in european 
politics. Is it even possible to advance an anti-Sharia position in europe 
without attracting the far-right neo-nazi element?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again. The far-right elements are not just "being attracted" to this event. 
They are ORGANIZING it. Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090507 33466 239 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:03:35am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7090460" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Ontheleftcoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Charles is right in his repugnance for the various nationalist movements 
in Europe, and right to say that we should not ally ourselves with them even 
though they oppose the jihadis, shouldn't we be similarly leery about joining 
our enemies friends?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't "joined" anyone. The quote from Blokwatch contains things known as 
"facts." Facts are neither left wing nor right wing. And recognizing facts does 
not mean that I'm "joining" with Blokwatch or their other agendas.</P> 
<P>However, in their opposition to the Vlaams Belang and other Eurofascists, 
they are absolutely spot on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090525 33466 253 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:10:37am  
 
<P>Also scheduled to speak at the "Pro Koln" event: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2008/aug/16/thefarright.roma" 
target=_blank>Petra Edelmannova</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The head of an ultra-right wing party which advocates a "final solution" for 
Roma in the Czech Republic is due to speak at the annual festival held by the 
British National party today. Petra Edelmannova, chair of the Czech National 
party, is booked to give a 25-minute speech at the BNP's Red White and Blue 
festival in the village of Denby in Derbyshire.</P> 
<P>The event faces strong opposition from local residents and anti-racism 
campaigners who are mounting a demonstration. The protest has been organised by 
a number of groups including Unite Against Facism (UAF), Love Music Hate Racism 
and Derby Racial Equality Council. The TUC and unions CWU and Unite are giving 
their support. UAF said it was expecting more than 500 people and coaches from 
around the country.</P> 
<P>Edelmannova's party recently announced it was working on a 150-page "study" 
called The Final Solution to the Gypsy Issue in the Czech Lands, which it said 
it would present as part of a 2010 general election campaign.</P> 
<P>Although the title evokes the Nazi plan to eradicate Jews in wartime Germany, 
the party told Lidove Noviny, a national Czech newspaper, its aim is only to 
offer Roma voluntary relocation to land bought in India. The NS is a marginal 
party in the Czech Republic, gaining only 0.17% of votes in the 2006 
parliamentary elections. Judy Mallaber, MP for Amber Valley, said she had deep 
concerns. "[The BNP's] attempts to present a respectable image are still masking 
some deeply disturbing underlying views."</P> 
<P>Simon Darby, deputy leader of the BNP, said: "There is a Gypsy problem there. 
What's wrong with people who talk frankly about their 
problems?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090539 33466 264 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:14:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7090529" target=_blank>#255</A> 
Ontheleftcoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Sharmuta, I wasn't being clever. Sometimes our enemies enemies are our 
enemies.</P> 
<P>And yes, Charles, I know about facts. But when I cite a clearly biased source 
I identify it as such, and I prefer to have independent corroboration. IIRC that 
used to be your practice, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So you're just going to ignore everything else I posted because you don't 
like Blokwatch?</P> 
<P>Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090560 33466 285 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:19:03am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7090520" target=_blank>#249</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I think. That's why I don't believe Spencer and Geller have 
thought it through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they have thought it through. I exchanged numerous emails with Spencer 
when this first came up in 2007. Believe me, he is WELL aware of what he's doing 
and who he's associating with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090584 33466 309 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:24:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/7090570" target=_blank>#295</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about Geller?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't exchange emails with insane people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07090608 33466 320 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 10:28:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7090595" target=_blank>#315</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer's would respond thus: 'Do they oppose Jihad? Yes? Then I stand 
with them in their opposition to jihad. The other stuff simply does not interest 
me.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gates of Vienna has praised Petra Edelmannova, and is hyping the "Pro Koln" 
event like crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091667 33466 359 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 1:36:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7091615" target=_blank>#355</A> 
Ontheleftcoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'll continue to read you. What I'm commenting about is that you've 
delinked blogs which were sometimes factual even though odious in their 
associations and here you're linking a blog which even though it has a fact 
straight is likewise odious in its associations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you see a link to that site in our blogroll, or in our RSS feeds, or in 
our news sources?</P> 
<P>When they have information that is factual, and is pertinent to the article 
I'm writing, I have no hesitation about quoting that information and providing 
the link so that others can double-check it for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092345 33466 372 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:40:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7092202" target=_blank>#371</A> Zack</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092814 33466 376 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:43:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/7092532" target=_blank>#374</A> ayatollah 
ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote an email to Robert Spencer via FrongPageMagazine.</P> 
<P>HE SAYS HE IS NOT GOING TO THE CONFERENCE!</P> 
<P>Pam Geller may be there but per Mr. Spencer, he is not going.</P> 
<P>I am forwarding the correspondence to Charles and request he retract this 
post ASAP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to retract anything. Every word I wrote above was true. The 
conference organizers confirmed that Spencer was attending.</P> 
<P>And in fact, Spencer's latest rant about me DOES NOT say he won't be 
attending the conference. It says he is "looking into the group and the people 
involved."</P> 
<P>Why? I thought I was just fantasizing. What's he worried 
about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092962 33466 379 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:29:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7090898" target=_blank>#341</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a translation of that text from Dutch, done by yours truly. Hardly 
perfect English, since I was doing this quickly, but it might be clearer than a 
Google translation:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent, thank you. I've updated the post with your 
translation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093061 33466 383 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 7:04:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7093045" target=_blank>#382</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>Robert Spencer is off the rails. I don't believe a word he says.</P> 
<P>Here are the possibilities:</P> 
<P>1) a lapse in communication between Spencer and the Pro Koln creeps,</P> 
<P>2) the Pro Koln creeps lied about Spencer confirming, or</P> 
<P>3) Spencer lied about not confirming, and is now trying to cover his 
ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093065 33466 384 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 7:05:18pm  
 
<P>If Spencer does NOT attend this meeting, I'll definitely note it.</P> 
<P>But probably not in a way he's going to like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093180 33466 387 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 7:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7093045" target=_blank>#382</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I would ask that Charles at least note Spencer's claim he is not attending 
and act accordingly if he does attend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer has not publicly said he won't be attending the Pro Koln meeting. He 
may have said that to you in an email, but on his public website he is saying 
something very different -- he's saying he hasn't confirmed he'll attend, and 
he's "looking into the people behind it."</P> 
<P>Maybe it would have been better to look into those people before he got 
involved in this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093496 33466 392 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 8:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/7093447" target=_blank>#390</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have asked him to put up notice he is not going on his site and he has 
promised to do so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he's not going to the Pro Koln conference, why hasn't he said so? How 
difficult is it to post a notice that he won't be attending the conference?</P> 
<P>Why is he attacking me for pointing out the neo-Nazi connections of the 
organizers instead, accusing me of lying about it and "fantasizing?" Even while 
he says he's looking into their backgrounds?</P> 
<P>You're being played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094961 33466 414 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:30:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7094947" target=_blank>#412</A> fgmorley</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care, and enjoy your lovely friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102665 33466 416 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 10:00:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7102269" target=_blank>#415</A> 
islamofascism</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care, and have fun with the Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091218 33468 89 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 12:27:50pm  
 
<P>I have no mixed feelings about this at all. When you travel to a foreign 
country, you are bound by the laws of that country.</P> 
<P>David Duke absolutely deserves everything and anything he gets, including a 
3-year prison sentence. This man has been responsible for spreading evil and 
hatred his whole life. I hope they throw the book at him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091338 33468 176 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 12:42:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7091275" target=_blank>#131</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You better watch yourself if you ever go to the Czech Republic. It would be 
easy for some lawyer over there to pull up LGF and select some of your posts 
that are critical of Islamofascism and throw that same book at 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it wouldn't. David Duke was arrested for Holocaust denial, which is a 
crime in many European countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091377 33468 207 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 12:48:03pm  
 
<P>European laws against Holocaust denial are not new; Duke should have been 
aware of the potential that he'd be arrested. He probably was.</P> 
<P>And Europe, we may recall, has some very good reasons for outlawing Holocaust 
denial.</P> 
<P>We don't arrest people like David Duke in the US, and we shouldn't.</P> 
<P>But if he goes to prison in the Czech Republic, I'm not going to waste any 
time decrying the Czech laws against Holocaust denial. I'm going to simply say, 
it couldn't happen to a nicer guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091385 33468 214 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 12:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7091372" target=_blank>#202</A> Truck 
Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am uncomfortable with speech leading to criminal charges. David Duke is a 
"douchenozzle" and a clown, but I don't believe he should be charged with a 
crime unless there was a crime committed. Show me the crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The crime is Holocaust denial, which is against the law in the Czech 
Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091406 33468 230 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 12:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7091362" target=_blank>#195</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd rather let everyone see EXACTLY what David Duke has to say, and EXACTLY 
whom he likes to hang out with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what we do in the US, and that's what we should do. I'm certainly not 
advocating European-style laws in the US.</P> 
<P>But if you travel to a country where Holocaust denial is illegal -- for 
<EM>good reasons</EM> -- and you're a Holocaust denier, I'm not going to stick 
up for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091531 33468 336 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 1:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7091471" target=_blank>#284</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you advocate American style freedom of speech in Europe? I think that's 
the question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is definitely not a simple question, when you're talking about 
countries that very recently engaged in genocide and killed millions of people. 
Do I advocate US-style free speech? Two points:</P> 
<P>1) It doesn't matter what I advocate -- these laws have been on the books in 
European countries for decades, and the arguments for and against have all been 
done to death long ago over there.</P> 
<P>2) In a perfect world, yes, it would be better for Europe to have US-style 
free speech. But there are other factors in play in Europe that make this 



problematic, to say the least. Ancient tribalistic views are much more common, 
for one thing, and allowing the kind of speech that led to the Holocaust, in 
that context, could have consequences we can't imagine in the US.</P> 
<P>Having said that, I also believe that European laws criminalizing this kind 
of stuff have largely been responsible for the adaptations we see with parties 
like the Vlaams Belang, who have evolved to hide their true agenda behind a 
politically correct mask of pro-Zionism.</P> 
<P>Driving it underground is not a good thing, but it's very arguable to say 
that allowing that kind of speech in Europe could very well be 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092279 33468 528 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:28:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/7092225" target=_blank>#527</A> 
hiddenlizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...um...are you going to say anything about the freedom of speech? So what if 
retards deny facts or come up with nonsense. Laws are for protecting rights, not 
violating them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... um ... maybe you should read the freaking thread before mouthing 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092299 33468 530 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7092024" target=_blank>#523</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh its much worse than making global warming a crime, a psychology 
association in England wants denial of global warming classified as a mental 
illness. This is Soviet thought at its finest, who once listed denial of the 
scientific reality of dialectical materialism (commie for those sans PhD) a 
mental illness and even incarcerated people for the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. It has absolutely nothing to do with European 
countries' laws against Holocaust denial.</P> 
<P>Good grief. Looks like it's going to be one of those nights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092303 33468 531 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:32:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/7091922" target=_blank>#520</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GIVEN THE ANTI ZIONISM AND EURO ANTI SEMITISM THIS COULD BE USED AGAINST MANY 
LIZARDS IF WE EVER WENT TO EUROLAND.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO IT CAN'T.</P> 
<P>David Duke was arrested under the Czech Republic's laws against Holocaust 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092321 33468 534 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:34:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/7092304" target=_blank>#532</A> Ateam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NOT TO MENTION THE BEST BEAR ON EARTH.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yogi or Boo-Boo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07095302 33468 544 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 12:20:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/7094513" target=_blank>#543</A> Voton</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but your dramatic flounce-off comment has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091732 33469 13 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 1:49:05pm  
 
<P>Free Republic: totally in favor of neo-Nazis and fascism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2237141/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091765 33469 40 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 1:54:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7091736" target=_blank>#17</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think it's actually:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This whole world’s wild at heart and <STRIKE>weird</STRIKE> crazy on 
top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>- Laura Dern, as "Lula Fortune"</P> 
<P>I saw the movie when it came out. Totally bizarre, especially when Bobby 
Peru's (Willem Dafoe's) hand gets shot off, and a dog picks it up and runs off 
with it. Ewww!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, actually -- I just watched the film recently, and "weird on top" is the 
correct quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07091975 33470 16 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 2:29:56pm  
 
 
 
<P>The television hypnosis bit was also in that video I posted from the "Glenn 
Beck tea party."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092268 33470 281 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7092240" target=_blank>#256</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By who, exactly.</P> 
<P>Your first post implied that Charles had done so, in order to justify the DHS 
report. Where exactly has Charles labeled him that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He saw it written on that big chip sitting on his shoulder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092350 33470 349 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:41:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/7092347" target=_blank>#347</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DID SLEEP THROUGH A OPERA ONCE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Please take your caps lock key off "stun".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092359 33470 356 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:43:59pm  
 
<P>By the way, please note that this guy -- who <EM>is</EM> very clearly a right 
wing extremist -- was planning to attack people at a tea party.</P> 
<P>This is a point I raised during the DHS report arguments -- that the report 
might have been released to law enforcement before the April 15th tea party in 
order to PROTECT the attendees, not to oppress them.</P> 
<P>And this guy fit a hell of a lot of the descriptions in that DHS threat 
assessment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092378 33470 373 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 3:51:01pm  
 
<P>Here we go again. There's no such thing as a true Scotsman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092513 33470 497 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7092333" target=_blank>#334</A> FabioC.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back to the topic at hand... see how sematics works?</P> 
<P>The wired story doesn't even bother to use qualifiers, but says "right wing 
memes" straight. Not extremist or far-right, just right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are right wing memes. It's an accurate description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092525 33470 508 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:34:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7092521" target=_blank>#504</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer's in a tizzy of CAIR's latest press release...<A 
href="http://news.prnewswire.com/DisplayReleaseContent.aspx?ACCT=104&amp;STORY=/
www/story/04-24-2009/0005012753&amp;EDATE=" target=_blank>CAIR: Anti-Islam AU 
Speaker Tied to 'Eurofacists'</A></P> 
<P>He only has himself to blame.</P> 
<P>Looks like Charles put in a very clever link redirect. Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those morons are giving CAIR all the ammunition they need to smear anyone who 
criticizes Islam. Idiots. Freaking blind fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092549 33470 530 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/7092539" target=_blank>#520</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup. Interesting information from the CAIR press release bout the Youth for 
Western Civilization that sponsored his speech on April 27. American White 
supremacists are getting into the act now too. Lessons learned from Vlaams 
Belang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've been watching that group for a while myself. I'm not surprised to 
see Spencer hooking up with them -- he's dropped all his pretenses.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcus_Epstein" target=_blank>Marcus 
Epstein</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Epstein is the executive director of Team America PAC, a political action 
committee founded by Tom Tancredo, and of The American Cause, a foundation 
created by Pat Buchanan.</P> 
<P>He is the founder of the Robert Taft Club, a monthly meeting of 
paleoconservative journalists and thinkers in the Washington, D.C. area. He is 
also the National Vice President of the group Youth for Western Civilization, a 
group which describes itself as "America's Right Wing Youth Movement."</P> 
<P>Epstein has written for The American Conservative, Human Events, The 
Washington Examiner, VDARE, Taki's Magazine, The Independent Review, and 
LewRockwell.com, among other publications.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092563 33470 544 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:46:37pm  
 
<P>Spencer is really frothing over this one. He claims I said he had confirmed 
he was going to the conference -- that's another lie. This is what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today “Pro Köln” has announced that Spencer will be a speaker at the 
conference...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's absolutely true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092567 33470 548 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:47:35pm  
 
<P>I think there's some serious ass-covering going on now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092576 33470 557 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7092558" target=_blank>#539</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I see this goes back a ways to the good ol' Robert Taft Club. It all 
makes sense. These guys have been working at this for quite a 
while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Robert Taft Club is where Filip DeWinter of Vlaams Belang spoke when he 
visited the US in 2007.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092587 33470 568 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:51:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7092585" target=_blank>#566</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another one:</P> 
<P><A href="http://dakotawarcollege.com/archives/8109" target=_blank>Minnesota 
Congresswoman Michelle Bachmann calls for Napolitano’s resignation over Homeland 
Security’s right-wing extremist report.</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ridiculous. This whole thing is just disgraceful behavior by the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092597 33470 578 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:54:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7092590" target=_blank>#571</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Devil's advocate: Your headline said "Spencer confirmed...", which arguably 
means that HE has confirmed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no... the full headline is: "Robert Spencer Confirmed to Attend 
Eurofascist Conference."</P> 
<P>Definitely did not say that he confirmed it himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092599 33470 580 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:54:41pm  
 
<P>If I meant to say that, I would have written: "Robert Spencer Confirms He 
Will Attend Eurofascist Conference."</P> 
<P>I didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092609 33470 590 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:57:14pm  
 
<P>I think it's very telling that Spencer is ranting away about how he's being 
"libeled," and I'm "fantasizing" about seeing Nazis everywhere, at the same time 
as he's denying he's going to attend the "Pro Koln" meeting.</P> 
<P>Why even have any qualms about it if I'm just fantasizing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092616 33470 597 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 4:58:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/7092608" target=_blank>#589</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Confirmed", to my mind, means something is objectively confirmed, beyond 
dispute.</P> 
<P>I had thought to mention on that thread that maybe you should modify the 
headline, but decided it wasn't a big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- I wrote it that way deliberately.</P> 
<P>And it WAS confirmed by the organizer of the conference. I strongly suspect 
that what's going on now is backing and filling, after he realized he couldn't 
deny the neo-Nazi connections with any credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092623 33470 604 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7092612" target=_blank>#593</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree Charles. The left started a knife fight years ago with their win 
at all costs, bad faith riddled tactics. The Republicans need to fight back and 
when you fight back your hair's going to get mussed up. Playing a gentleman's 
game is a recipe for Democratic control as far as the eye can 
see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I'm sure this is going to be a winning strategy. How could it 
lose?</P> 
<P>/massive sarc</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092626 33470 607 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:01:24pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/7092619" target=_blank>#600</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's no excuse for Bachmann's behavior. Sorry. She's the same one who 
suggested a few weeks back that Americans should be on the verge of rising up in 
arms. She's nuts. Or is at least playing to the nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Up-ding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092648 33470 629 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:05:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/7092637" target=_blank>#618</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From their website:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our missionYouth for Western Civilization will educate, organize and train 
activists on campuses across the nation to create a culture that will promote 
the survival of Western Civilization and pride in Western heritage. This 
movement is focused on the support of Western history, identity, high culture, 
and pride and opposition to radical multiculturalism, political correctness, 
racial preferences, mass immigration, and socialism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am repulsed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are white nationalists. That mission statement is bursting with white 
nationalist code phrases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092657 33470 638 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7092646" target=_blank>#627</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such a dilemma for Spencer. Attend the Nazi conference or prove Charles right 
and back out. I'm betting he attends. He's gone this far, it doesn't make any 
sense to start backing up now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's going to back out, all the while smearing me and 
whining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092674 33470 654 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:10:47pm  
 
<P>At Pat Buchanan's website, a rousing discussion about how the Holocaust never 
happened:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://buchanan.org/blog/brigade-forum/disinformation-
deception-and-other-tricks/discussion-about-the-holocaust" 
target=_blank>buchanan.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092680 33470 660 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:12:39pm  
 
<P>Notice that one of the Buchananites actually posts a quote from William F. 
Buckley -- even though Buckley wrote a whole book denouncing Buchanan as an 
antisemite.</P> 
<P>Oh, my aching head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092682 33470 662 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:13:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7092661" target=_blank>#642</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer doesn't even address the issue in his blog. He doesn't mention the 
background of Pro Koln to provide context for the readers. Worse of all he 
doesn't mention that the announcement of his potential appearance was approved 
with glee from the former attorney for Axel Reich, Markus Beisicht.</P> 
<P>What does he provide instead? A useless argument stating that "Hamas linked 
CAIR" has used the information found at LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092738 33470 706 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:26:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/7092688" target=_blank>#668</A> 
ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why didn't you say "Conference organizers confirm...?"</P> 
<P>Occasional Reader makes a valid point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The second sentence in the post makes it very clear. If you want to continue 
insisting that there's something wrong with the headline, that's your right. 
There isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092759 33470 720 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:31:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/7092688" target=_blank>#668</A> 
ciaospirit</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, the very FIRST sentence in the post also makes it clear that 
the day before, he was not confirmed as a speaker.</P> 
<P>Possibilities:</P> 
<P>1) a lapse in communication between Spencer and the Pro Koln creeps,</P> 
<P>2) the Pro Koln creeps lied about Spencer confirming, or</P> 
<P>3) Spencer lied about not confirming, and is now trying to cover his 
ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092791 33470 731 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:37:26pm  
 
<P>Hey, look! La Raza!</P> 
<P>Don't look at those white nationalists!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092777 33471 30 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:34:12pm  
 
<P>Please note: Pat Buchanan himself apparently does not take part in that 
discussion.</P> 
<P>But the bold section in my quote above makes it very clear that the site's 
administrator approved of it. And no one thought it was out of 
order.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092856 33471 90 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7092849" target=_blank>#84</A> carefulnow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone notice this on Buchanan's site?</P> 
<P>Most Users Ever Online:</P> 
<P>67</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That number is the most users ever online at once on the discussion 
forum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092862 33471 96 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 5:59:27pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7092857" target=_blank>#91</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You talking about the Alan Keyes vid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Alan Keyes video is absolutely bug-eyed insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092880 33471 113 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7092863" target=_blank>#97</A> big steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the most users on-line for a thread for LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the times Drudge Report linked to LGF, I saw more than 17,000 visitors 
online.</P> 
<P>Then the server locked up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093010 33471 173 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:44:45pm  
 
<P>It doesn't matter whether the site has 10 readers or 10,000 readers.</P> 
<P>This is the official website of Pat Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092951 33472 19 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:26:22pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about creationism threads will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092970 33472 31 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:32:31pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://wiki.answers.com/Q/Is_the_correct_term_'bold_face_lie'_or_'bald_fac
ed_lie'_or_another_variation" target=_blank>WikiAnswers</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The phrase can either be used as bold-faced lie, as in someone with a bold 
enough face to lie (bold meaning daring) or someone bold enough to lie to your 
face; it can also be used as bald-faced lie, where the older meaning of bald 
(meaning uncovered or unconcealed) - the more correct usage with this term is 
bare-faced lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07092973 33472 34 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:33:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7092958" target=_blank>#23</A> Idle 
Drifter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This abuse of science is getting frustrating. On one hand we have the Left 
pushing bogus numbers on Global Warming AKA Climate Change and on the Right we 
have screaming teach the controversy with Creationism AKA Intelligent 
Design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The right is pushing a whole lot of nonsense about global warming too, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093048 33472 88 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 6:56:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7093020" target=_blank>#66</A> carefulnow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean people like Sen. James Inhofe, a fundamental Dominionist who promotes 
so much deceptive crap at his anti-AGW website that it boggles the mind. And 
columnist George Will, who has blatantly misrepresented the work of climate 
change scientists.</P> 
<P>The issue has been so politicized that it's almost impossible to discern 
what's true. But the more I learn, the more I'm leaning toward the scientists -- 
and not the politicians, who are almost always in the pocket of one industrial 
lobby or another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093206 33472 222 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 7:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7093195" target=_blank>#211</A> NY Nana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is someone who tragically was overlooked for about 50 years...and I will 
never forget her. She embodies everything good in a person, and I wish she could 
have lived to 120. I watched the Hallmark special this week, and it was 
breathtaking.</P> 
<P>For so many years the Nobel has been politicized in favor of the left. Albore 
no more deserved it than the abominable Jimmy Carter, the Jew hater.'Peace 
prize'? In carter's case, it was Jews in pieces that he was lauded for, as he 
spit on Israel and still does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=sendler" target=_blank>LGF search: 
Sendler</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093513 33473 218 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7093431" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Big Lizard Upstairs and I dissgreed earlier about Pamela and Robert 
backing out of the noe-Nazi conference. I though for sure they'd go through with 
it just to defy Charles. I was wrong. Crazy Pam sez...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UPDATE: And the crazy thing is, I don't even think I am going to the rally, 
but I am sure the obsession with me will contin ue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh, Boss was right. Expect Spencer to back out any time 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like they couldn't continue denying the neo-Nazi connections, doesn't 
it?</P> 
<P>And that's after viciously attacking me in post after post on their hate 
blogs, accusing me of lying, "fantasizing," libel, posting ugly videos comparing 
me to Hitler, etc. etc., ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>What a disgusting bunch of weasels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07093549 33473 251 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7093537" target=_blank>#241</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing that they're still in denial. I don't expect to see a change of 
heart. I think the only thing preventing them from attending is the undeniable 
public shame. If nobody said anything they'd still be going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's not going to be a change of heart. If anything, I expect them to get 
even more vicious toward me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093564 33473 264 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:23:42pm  
 
<P>Prediction: Geller and Spencer are both going to announce that they're not 
going to the Pro Koln meeting, and they'll spin it as an attack on me -- saying 
I was wrong to post that they were attending, that they never committed to it 
and never intended to go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07093566 33473 266 Charles Fri, Apr 24, 2009 9:24:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7093562" target=_blank>#262</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Belien is probably really pissed. His plan of mainstreaming Eurofascists into 
American politics finally hit a speedbump. It was a pretty impressive run, you 
have to admire that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard from sources in Europe that Belien and DeWinter are absolutely 
beside themselves with rage at me.</P> 
<P>Good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094757 33475 2 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 9:32:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7094754" target=_blank>#1</A> rightside</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion the lower photo is the original. It appears they were inserted 
into the top photo, as evidenced by the lighting on them not matching the 
background.</P> 
<P>my 2 cents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but it doesn't matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094830 33475 67 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 9:49:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7094815" target=_blank>#52</A> William 
Woody</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(Note I'm not saying Charles wants to distort the truth; only that at least 
some of his sources of information are clearly--with this photograph as an 
example--distorting the truth.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it shows that one pro-fascist website connected to the Pro Koln group 
used an altered photo -- but the alteration does absolutely nothing to change 
the larger point.</P> 
<P>The other sources in my post include Spiegel, one of Germany's largest 
newspapers, and the Guardian.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07094859 33475 96 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 9:57:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7094847" target=_blank>#84</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should someone, who wants to show this shakehands of two fascists he is 
critizising, change the background with Antifas, and not with Nazis? Spencer's 
argumentation is completely non-sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I didn't alter any photograph.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094898 33475 134 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:10:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7094884" target=_blank>#121</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi everyone. I blew up these pictures to 1600% in Photoshop and the edited 
photo is obvious. Here are the pictures:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://i243.photobucket.com/albums/ff125/gregstravaganza/compare.jpg" 
target=_blank>i243.photobucket.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://i243.photobucket.com/albums/ff125/gregstravaganza/compare2.jpg" 
target=_blank>i243.photobucket.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not obvious at all. People always make this mistake. The 
pixellation you see is a very common artifact of JPEG compression, and does NOT 
prove anything about the pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094904 33475 140 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:11:25am  
 
<P>To expand: it's more common to see pixellation in areas where there's a large 
difference in colors. That's why one of the images shows less pixellation. 
Doesn't prove anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094906 33475 142 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:12:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/7094899" target=_blank>#135</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I'm agreeing more with William Woody. I get the feeling that this 
thread is a lot more about responding to the blogger attack on the photo-
shopping than real issues. Those bloggers attempted to "hoist Charles on his own 
petard", so to speak, because they spotted this photo-shopping.</P> 
<P>Yes, it is a distraction. Yes, it seems to be working.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, gee. Excuse me for defending myself against another ugly attack on my 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094935 33475 171 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:23:12am  
 
<P>Lots more pictures of Beisicht and DeWinter -- at the Pro Koln website 
itself:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.pro-
koeln.net/videos-kongress/dewinter.jpg&amp;imgrefurl=http://www.pro-
koeln.net/artikel08/220908_videos.htm&amp;usg=__I3dvRJJ51qgAfaEf0QTwPlgSTIE=&amp
;h=435&amp;w=614&amp;sz=210&amp;hl=en&amp;start=17&amp;tbnid=sqwi6zO3ndk_KM:&amp
;tbnh=96&amp;tbnw=136&amp;prev=/images%3Fq%3D%252BBeisicht%2B%252BDewinter%26gbv
%3D2%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG" target=_blank>www.pro-koeln.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is not ad hominem. These are fascists associating with 
fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07094973 33475 204 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:33:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7094959" target=_blank>#191</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another look at the photo showing what I'm talking about. See the 
sharp lines where the pixelation ends in a right angle?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://i243.photobucket.com/albums/ff125/gregstravaganza/compare3.jpg" 
target=_blank>i243.photobucket.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sharp angle is another artifact of JPEG compression. The compression 
algorithm works by dividing an image into square sections. What I see in that 
closeup is absolutely not unusual for a compressed image.</P> 
<P>I suspect the photo with the demonstration in the background is the altered 
one, because as gegenkritik points out it's extremely unlikely that DeWinter and 
Beisicht would be standing unconcerned in front of a mob of Antifa 
demonstrators. (Antifa is the semi-radical antifascist group; DeWinter and 
Beisicht would be risking personal harm by getting so close to 
them.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095019 33475 233 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:45:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7095000" target=_blank>#221</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right on brother!</P> 
<P>If you guys read the thread from last night, you will see that I spent a bit 
of time messaging Robert Spencer and posting here. I wish to reiterate my thanks 
to Charles for again stating that Spencer said he is not going.</P> 
<P>If Spencer goes he is living human feces. But the 9 messages from the man 
last night expressed, in no uncertain terms he is not going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why hasn't he announced that publicly on his website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095024 33475 237 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:46:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7095000" target=_blank>#221</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The anti-Islamist movement needs an LGF and a Jihad Watch that are able to 
peacefully coexist. It is my great hope that in a couple of weeks, this will 
blow over and all of us can get back to the real work ahead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is simply never going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095031 33475 242 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:48:05am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7095021" target=_blank>#235</A> William 
Woody</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sometimes you have to just let the attacks go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't be serious. I should let these people smear me --- dishonestly! -- 
without answering it?</P> 
<P>Not a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095041 33475 247 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:49:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7095027" target=_blank>#240</A> Mike 
Nargizian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, at some level a part of this is in large part an infantile flame war 
with Geller and Spencer and as I said before - hurts your own credibility and 
gravitas...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice. So now I'm "hurting my credibility" by defending myself against 
dishonest attacks on my credibility.</P> 
<P>What planet are you people from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095079 33475 264 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:56:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7095061" target=_blank>#255</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am an incurable optimist, even my mother says so.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7095019" target=_blank>#233</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know. Personally, I would clarify the matter immediately but I can 
say, and as you saw in the message I forwarded to you last night, Spencer is not 
your biggest fan. I know Spencer only through his messages to me last night. My 
guess is he detests you so much he can't even bring himself to acknowledge you 
or LGF on his site.</P> 
<P>I think everyone should mark their calendars for May 9th, then all will be 
known.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I'll just point out that you were clamoring for me to "retract" my post 
that said he was confirmed to speak at the meeting.</P> 
<P>Maybe you should devote some of that same effort to getting Spencer to 
clarify whether he REALLY IS attending the meeting? Publicly, where it 
matters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095094 33475 273 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:58:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7095076" target=_blank>#262</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The history of LGF is grounds for high confidence in Charles' integrity. His 
good judgment is likewise well established. But everybody makes mistakes from 
time to time.</P> 
<P>Charles fell for the photoshopping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to object to this characterization. I didn't "fall for" anything. The 
photo shows what it shows -- the background is completely beside the point, 
which is that DeWinter and Beisicht are associates. And the unaltered photograph 
does absolutely nothing to change that point.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07095096 33475 274 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:00:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7095085" target=_blank>#267</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Spencer's email last night:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is false, I have not confirmed that I am going to speak in Cologne, and 
I have no ties to neo-Nazis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could the man be more clear?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the denial that he's going to attend the meeting?</P> 
<P>I see a denial that he <EM>confirmed</EM> it. But the event's organizers DID 
confirm it.</P> 
<P>Who's lying here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095108 33475 282 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:03:38am  
 
<P>Folks -- please put all these related links into the spinoff links for this 
thread!</P> 
<P>That's what the feature is for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095118 33475 287 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:06:16am  
 
<P>I've been getting hate mail all morning from Robert Spencer's fans, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>They really love to put friendly sounding titles on their hate messages, so 
I'll read them. It's the ultimate creepy form of passive 
aggression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095201 33475 339 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:36:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7095194" target=_blank>#335</A> 
hogsbreath</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! You take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095205 33475 340 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:37:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/7095196" target=_blank>#336</A> Leauki</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could have sworn that I just posted three replies, in German, in the 
comments section of PI-News.net.</P> 
<P>They appear to have vanished.</P> 
<P>I am posting from Israel.</P> 
<P>In my three replies I pointed out to PI-News, in German, that accusing 
Charles of lying is ridiculous, as he didn't make the picture and didn't refer 
to the protesters but the two loonies shaking hands, that Pro-Koelln was once 
very much against Israel, as explained in this LGF post above, and that PI-News 
owes Charles an apology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The mistake you're making is in assuming that the people who run pi-news.net 
are actually interested in the truth. They're not. Their purpose is the same as 



Spencer's and Geller's -- divert attention to insignificant issues to keep 
people from seeing their fascist sympathies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095218 33475 347 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:41:59am  
 
<P>Again, folks -- <STRONG>please do not "quote" comments that look like they're 
ripe for deletion</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Use the 'reply' button instead, and then your comment won't also need to be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>I expect more of this kind of stuff, because Spencer and Geller are doing 
their best to incite their rabid drones to attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095228 33475 353 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:49:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7095224" target=_blank>#350</A> westwind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>German blogs comment about your photoshop work - <A href="http://www.pi-
news.net/2009/04/fotofaelschung-beim-us-blog-little-green-footballs/" 
target=_blank>have a look here</A>:</P> 
<P>original pic was taken June 19, 2008 in Bruxelles [Link: <A 
href="http://www.pro-koeln-online.de/artikel08/190608_brue.htm" 
target=_blank>www.pro-koeln-online.de...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me -- that was NOT "my" Photoshop work. I did NOT alter that 
photograph. The link is right above, in my post. I suggest you read 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095232 33475 356 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 11:50:50am  
 
<P>Here they come.</P> 
<P>westwindRegistered since: Aug 16, 2008 at 1:28 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. 
of links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095484 33475 378 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:43:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7095466" target=_blank>#377</A> wildcat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it is time to apologize</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095943 33475 387 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:42:09pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095283 33477 30 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 12:14:35pm  
 
<P>I notice that Michelle Malkin linked to Spencer's dishonest attack on 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095355 33477 46 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 12:44:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7095342" target=_blank>#44</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hot air has also linked to R.S. McCain today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a hell of a lot of stuff I have to use against both RS McCain and 
Michelle Malkin. Maybe it's time to start taking the gloves off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095447 33477 53 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:28:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7095407" target=_blank>#47</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Source of quote: [Link: <A 
href="http://hotair.com/greenroom/archives/2009/04/23/the-green-room-explained-
in-laymans-terms/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>So this R. S. McCain fellow is one of those different minds, it would seem. 
(Never heard of him before now.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>R.S. McCain is associated with Pat Buchanan, and writes for the racist 
European journal Takimag. More info at Wikipedia: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Stacy_McCain" target=_blank>Robert 
Stacy McCain</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain has been criticized by the Southern Poverty Law Center, who called him 
a member of the white supremacist hate group, League of the South and "has often 
inserted excerpts of material written by hate groups" into the Times. "In 
addition, McCain is the only national reporter to cover four conferences put on 
by American Renaissance. Until 2004, McCain had never mentioned its 
controversial nature."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07097278 33477 58 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 9:58:26pm  
 
<P>Currently posting LGF-hating comments at Harry's Place: "sheik yer'mami" who 
was banned from LGF after several disgusting racist remarks, including calling 
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice a "pickaninny," and after comments calling 
for the mass internment and deportation of Muslims from Western countries.</P> 
<P>This guy is one of the most vile bigoted haters in the 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095450 33479 10 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:31:46pm  
 
<P>And before anyone tells me I should just ignore this kind of stuff -- forget 
it. If I'm going to be accused of faking photographs by these despicable creeps, 
I'm going to get out in front of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095476 33479 34 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7095456" target=_blank>#16</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is the Malkin link on her site or on Hot Air? I could not find 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was in her 'Buzzworthy' section, and it has since scrolled 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095478 33479 36 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:40:22pm  



 
<P>Spencer took a screenshot of it, so he could boast about it. It's in his 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095493 33479 50 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:45:55pm  
 
<P>Here's the screenshot:</P> 
<P><A title=20090425Malkin.jpg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090425Malkin.jpg.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090425Malkin.jpg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095538 33479 90 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 1:57:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7095521" target=_blank>#75</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with the DUCKofdeath dinging down comments about jihad 
watch?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more. That one also had a sock puppet account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095560 33479 111 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:02:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7095552" target=_blank>#103</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While visiting the steaming pile of shit I noticed this comment from 
beagle:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to a poster at Ace of Spades HQ, Charles is using malware to attack 
'hostile' IP addresses who click on his blog. And 'Irish Rose' is making an 
enemies list. I don't know malware from malapropisms, and I never go to LGF any 
more, but BE CAREFUL. Don't give him the traffic for one thing. These days his 
major source of outside traffic is character assassination.</P> 
<P>(comments 781 + 782)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where the hell do they get this stuff?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An absolute lie.</P> 
<P>'Beagle' is another embittered former LGF user, who now makes it his life's 
work to go around and smear me at other blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095583 33479 133 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:07:58pm  
 
<P>A German reader is sending me even more incriminating material on the Pro 
Koln group, by the way. They're absolutely filthy with Nazi 
connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095636 33479 160 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:22:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7095621" target=_blank>#156</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is odd, on my screen the 'buzzworthy' section is taking up the right 
side of the page, with about 20 links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you registered at her site?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07095655 33479 165 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:25:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7095647" target=_blank>#163</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah I am, but never comment there anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That could be why you're seeing more links there. Can you take a screenshot 
and email it to me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096482 33479 204 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:33:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7096417" target=_blank>#203</A> 
Promethea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is some poster on Ace who is just pathetically nutso re Charles. I 
forgot his name and don't plan to remember it. He should be ignored. He is a 
crazy person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy people are banned at LGF.</P> 
<P>At Ace of Spades, not so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096940 33479 207 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 8:46:09pm  
 
<P>They're crawling out of the woodwork again.</P> 
<P>balderdRegistered since: Jun 17, 2004 at 9:16 amNo. of comments posted: 7No. 
of links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095679 33480 61 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:30:36pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Being sold at the website of the main organizer of the Pro Koln meeting, 
Manfred Rouhs:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://1.nation24.de/product_info.php/info/p565_Heimat-Deine-
Sterne--Jugend-im-Dritten-Reich.html" 
target=_blank>1.nation24.de...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095699 33480 76 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:33:58pm  
 
<P>And this, also at Manfred Rouhs' website: a book by the son of Rudolf 
Hess.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2F1.nation24.de%2Fprodu
ct_info.php%2Finfo%2Fp232_He---Wolf-Ruediger--Rudolf-He-
.html&amp;sl=de&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095706 33480 83 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:35:17pm  
 
<P>Translated version of the Hitler Youth book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=de&amp;u=http://1.natio



n24.de/product_info.php/info/p565_Heimat-Deine-Sterne--Jugend-im-Dritten-
Reich.html&amp;ei=54HzSaKzO5yssQOjo9A-
&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;resnum=1&amp;ct=result&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhtt
p://1.nation24.de/product_info.php/info/p565_Heimat-Deine-Sterne--Jugend-im-
Dritten-Reich.html%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsafari%26rls%3Den-us" 
target=_blank>1.nation24.de...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095726 33480 101 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 2:41:09pm  
 
<P>Manfred Rouhs is the editor of nation24.de, the site that sells Nazi books 
and paraphernalia:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:fUJefxZycMEJ:www.nation24.de/index.ph
p%3FItemid%3D39%26id%3D14%26option%3Dcom_content%26task%3Dview+manfred+rouhs+nat
ion24.de&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095801 33480 167 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:06:20pm  
 
<P>Hate mail really coming in now ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095815 33480 178 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:08:29pm  
 
<P>Title: "Caught lying?'</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey douche nozzle, it looks like despite all your protestations you gotcaught 
lying. Good God what an ass-hat you are.</P> 
<P>Peace out douche,</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095823 33480 185 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:09:42pm  
 
<P>Title: "botched smear jobs"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next time you decide to fix up Geller and Spencer, try to be a bit 
moreprofessional. E.g. your Bleisicht and De Winter photo shop job. ( a )get the 
lighting right and ( b ) dont fake in a background of an Antifademo. Anti 
Fascistiche Aktion, a tad to the left grouping, is profoundlyoffended 
!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095827 33480 189 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:11:13pm  
 
<P>Title: "Your abject cowardice and paranoia..."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After refraining from swimming in the filth your website has become, Idecided 
to see if you had the BALLS to admit that your insane zeal tolibel your betters 
you have retailed a fauxtography smear of your own.</P> 
<P>Nope -- no balls -- no brain -- no integrity -- no sense. You 
aregarbage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07095839 33480 200 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 3:14:10pm  
 



<P>There's just one after another of these. At least a dozen in the past 
hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096061 33481 25 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 4:11:12pm  
 
<P>I never start posting on these subjects without having plenty of evidence in 
reserve. There's a lot more if it needs to be posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096202 33481 147 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 5:01:58pm  
 
<P>By the way, Michelle Malkin's 'Buzzworthy' section is automatically 
generated, so Robert Spencer's idiotic boast that Michelle approved of his 
dishonest smear job was completely wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096261 33481 204 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 5:29:03pm  
 
<P>I knew this would be next -- now I'm getting email from people trying to make 
excuses for all the Nazi paraphernalia on sale at Manfred Rouhs' website.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir,</P> 
<P>If you translate the subhead on the CD, you'll find it says "thebetrayed 
generation"</P> 
<P>Perhaps it's not what you think. . .?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096281 33481 222 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 5:34:37pm  
 
<P>And now, right on cue, up pops a real honest-to-goodness Holocaust 
denier:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33471/comments/#cc7096263" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096453 33481 267 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:28:17pm  
 
<P>I wonder how much money Spencer and Geller were offered to attend the Pro 
Koln conference?</P> 
<P>That could be one big reason for their insane over-reactions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096460 33481 268 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:29:28pm  
 
<P>One thing I've learned in my life -- when someone is acting in a way that 
seems irrational, it almost always boils down to one of two reasons: money or 
sex.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096577 33481 279 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:59:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7096562" target=_blank>#277</A> 
slicerdicer</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. I suggest you peddle your wares at Stormfront where they will be 
more receptive.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07096678 33481 285 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 7:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7096654" target=_blank>#284</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One completely off-topic question: I saw that some LGF-commenters have a 
"LGF-mail" when I click on their nickname and they don't have entered an URL 
there. Can everyone use this feature?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what the little checkbox that says "Show email" does. If you 
click it, your email address is available to other users through the "safe mail" 
page.</P> 
<P>I keep meaning to upgrade this feature, but haven't yet found the 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07097072 33481 294 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 9:11:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7096986" target=_blank>#291</A> jmmejzz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point taken but their seems to be a wide variety of titles for sale from 
paratrooper songs, Jewish heroes in German history, to 4 Noam Chomsky titles, to 
how incompetent the CIA is to how the CIA was behind 9/11. Stereotyping is a 
risky business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Stereotyping?" This is a joke, right? Or maybe you missed the dozens and 
dozens of links to other evidence of Manfred Rouhs' Nazi associations in this 
thread, and in the other posts on the subject?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096435 33482 107 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:23:36pm  
 
<P>There is <EM>nothing</EM> strange about the timing.</P> 
<P>We've been overdue for a global flu pandemic for years. These viruses have 
been breeding and mutating and evolving at a rate that's hard for human beings 
to comprehend.</P> 
<P>If anyone reading LGF still doubts evolution, this is your proof that it 
exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096554 33482 213 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 6:51:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, Harry's Place is now having an epidemic of Spencer-related 
meltdowns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096791 33482 334 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 8:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7096788" target=_blank>#332</A> aidos</EM></P> 
<P>Here they come!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096793 33482 335 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 8:06:19pm  
 
<P>Of course, if you believe the earth is only 6,000 years old, it's pretty 
difficult to imagine the time scale of a virus's life span.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07096875 33482 342 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 8:33:14pm  
 
<P>aidos(Logged in)Registered since: Jun 15, 2004 at 8:56 pmNo. of comments 
posted: 7No. of links posted: 0</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07096922 33482 347 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 8:43:09pm  
 
<P>Previously posted by <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5463172" 
target=_blank>aidos</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wake me when the coli starts crawling out of the petri dish, eating bananas, 
and swinging around the rafters of the lab.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't come from no monkey, dammit!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099186 33482 379 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 12:47:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7098966" target=_blank>#378</A> grumpy old 
codger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, get a grip! You appear to be in danger of going overboard. You might 
have just as easily referred to the moths of London who changed colors to cope 
with the environmental changes (coal smog, etc., of victorian England). There 
are other numerous examples. You are becoming an extremist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell. This has to be one of the dumbest comments yet.</P> 
<P>Now it's "extremism" to state completely uncontroversial facts about the 
rapid evolution of viruses?</P> 
<P>OK, then I'm an "extremist."</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104197 33482 389 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 3:29:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7103651" target=_blank>#388</A> 
freedomrules19</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do viruses "breed"? I thought they reproduced in a non-sexual manner (i.e., 
hijacking the host cell's DNA and cell replicating mechanisms).</P> 
<P>They certainly mutate, but I thought that was their only mechanism for 
evolving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe "breeding" isn't the right word, but viruses certainly do reproduce: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viral_evolution" target=_blank>Viral 
evolution</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Viral evolution is a subfield of evolutionary biology that is specifically 
concerned with the evolution of viruses. Many viruses, in particular RNA 
viruses, have short generation times and relatively high mutation rates (on the 
order of one point mutation or more per genome per round of replication for RNA 
viruses). This elevated mutation rate, when combined with natural selection, 
allows viruses to quickly adapt to changes in their host 
environment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07097286 33484 16 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:00:11pm  



 
<P>Currently posting LGF-hating comments at Harry's Place: "sheik yer'mami" who 
was banned from LGF after several disgusting racist remarks, including calling 
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice a "pickaninny," and after comments calling 
for the mass internment and deportation of Muslims from Western countries.</P> 
<P>This guy is one of the most vile bigoted haters in the 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07097290 33484 17 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:01:33pm  
 
<P>Here's the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.hurryupharry.org/2009/04/25/pro-koln-is-a-fascist-
organisation/" target=_blank>www.hurryupharry.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>This happens whenever any blogger posts something positive about LGF. People 
like this hate-spewing moron come out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07097384 33484 76 Charles Sat, Apr 25, 2009 10:40:08pm  
 
<P>Here's that comment from 'sheik yer'mami' in case he tries to deny it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4050995" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098160 33485 604 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:44:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/7098095" target=_blank>#541</A> ayatollah 
ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles will see the comment and deal with it as he chooses.</P> 
<P>ProKoln said Spencer was going. Spencer says he is not. If he goes, as I said 
last night, he is a species of feces. But he is not going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm frankly amazed that you could read Robert Spencer's posts on this, 
calling me a "liar" and worse, smearing me in every possible way he can think 
of, and tell me that I need to drop it and move on.</P> 
<P>I will certainly note that he NOW says he's not going, after waffling and 
denying there was any problem with the organizers for several days, and 
continuing to apologize for them.</P> 
<P>But I have a question for you: if he were writing the same things about YOU 
that he's been writing about me, including posting videos comparing me to 
Hitler, how would that make you feel? Would you think it's just "time to move 
on?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098176 33485 617 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:49:36am  
 
<P>Until I see the conference organizers -- the people Robert Spencer has been 
defending against accusations that they are tied to neo-Nazis -- post a notice 
that Spencer is not speaking at the conference, I'm not taking back a word I 
wrote about this issue. As of this morning, they still say on their website that 
Spencer will be at the conference -- and that is all I have ever said. Somebody 
is lying, and unlike "Ayatollah Ghilmeini," I simply don't trust Spencer's 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098178 33485 619 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:49:46am  



 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?prev=hp&amp;hl=en&amp;js=n&amp;u=htt
p%3A%2F%2Fwww.kongress.pro-nrw-
online.de%2Fcontent%2Fview%2F384%2F1%2F&amp;sl=de&amp;tl=en" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098221 33485 659 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:00:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/7098192" target=_blank>#632</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...you will find scurrilous and potentially quite damaging false charges, 
such as the assertion that I am a white supremacist and support David Duke and 
that I am having an affair with Pamela Geller. If Charles Johnson had an ounce 
of integrity, he would not allow such comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer is a scumbag of the first order. He has unbelievable gall to 
complain about LGF comments, after the sheer hatred that he allows and 
encourages to be posted about me.</P> 
<P>A lying, backbiting, sad little scumbag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098264 33486 32 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:15:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7098239" target=_blank>#11</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please know that if he speaks there, I will publicly apologize to 
you and the entire LGF community.</P> 
<P>I have only tried to get this shouting match dialed down because I could not 
believe Spencer would go to such a meeting in the belief that the pro-democracy 
antiJihadi movement should be unified. If Spencer places himself in the non-
democracy camp, he is beyond the pale and I shall have much egg on my face.</P> 
<P>I am confident you understand that I have tried to act in good faith in this 
matter.</P> 
<P>One thing is certain, either Pro-Koln or Spencer are lying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, it's very obvious that Spencer DID engage in discussions with them, and 
very likely gave at least a provisional agreement to speak. There are reports in 
several places that 1) he had been invited, but hadn't yet confirmed, and 2) 
that he confirmed. And this is even while he knew quite well that Pro Koln was 
not the only Eurofascist group that would be represented there.</P> 
<P>The Pro Koln website continues to trumpet his appearance as a speaker. These 
are the people Spencer defends, while calling me a liar. But if he really isn't 
going to the conference, shouldn't he be calling THEM liars, instead of 
defending them and attacking me?</P> 
<P>Bah. The whole thing just reeks of dishonesty and slime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098279 33486 45 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:22:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7098278" target=_blank>#44</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he threatening Charles with violence?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he is. Or he's trying to incite someone among his crowd of sycophantic 
haters to do the work for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07098288 33486 54 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:26:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7098283" target=_blank>#49</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's referring to this: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_F._Buckley,_Jr.#Feud_with_Gore_Vidal" 
target=_blank>William F. Buckley, Jr.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After Buckley responded to Vidal's argument by stating that Vidal's position 
was "so naive" and saying of the protesters "some people were pro-Nazi", Vidal 
called Buckley a "Crypto-Nazi", to which Buckley replied, "Now listen, you 
queer, stop calling me a crypto-Nazi or I will sock you in your goddamn face, 
and you will stay plastered."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098308 33486 72 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:34:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7098301" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile the pro Koln webpage still confirms his attendance...<EM>The list 
of international guests who are on anti-Islamisierungskongress of 8 bis 10. to 
10 Mai teilnehmen werden reißt nicht ab. May participate does not stop. Now, 
with Robert Spencer, one of the world's best known and most respected Islam 
critic for his coming to the 9th Mai zugesagt. May agreed.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're also now repeating Spencer's ridiculous 'fauxtography' 
diversion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098314 33486 78 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:39:04am  
 
<P>A Google translation of the Pro Koln page seems to say that Spencer and 
Geller have withdrawn as speakers -- which VERY STRONGLY indicates that they DID 
agree to speak originally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098322 33486 86 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:41:55am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7098318" target=_blank>#82</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminds me to their announcement of LePen last year. I wouldn't be surprised 
if they continue to announce Spencer until the congress will take place.They are 
not just fascists, they are of the really dumb sort of 
fascists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest post at the Pro Koln website seems to say that "under massive 
pressure," Spencer and Geller have withdrawn from the conference. Can you 
translate that?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.pro-koeln-online.de/" target=_blank>www.pro-koeln-
online.de...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098325 33486 89 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:45:19am  



 
<P>The Pro Koln website says that they had <EM>written commitments</EM> from 
Spencer and Geller to attend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098362 33486 122 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:57:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7098343" target=_blank>#104</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<P>Can you translate this section for me?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Die unglaubliche linke Hetzkampagne in den USA hat trotz offensichtlicher 
Fälschungen (s.o.) ihre Wirkung leider nicht verfehlt: Die beiden amerikanischen 
Islamkritiker Pamela Geller und Robert Spencer werden derzeit massiv unter Druck 
gesetzt und haben deshalb mit Bedauern ihre schriftlichen Zusagen von letzter 
Woche zurückgenommen, freilich nicht ohne pro Köln und den Anti-
Islamisierungskongreß weiterhin offensiv zu verteidigen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Google translator is not very clear, but it looks as if they're saying 
both Spencer and Geller agreed <EM>in writing</EM> to speak at the 
conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098365 33486 125 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 9:58:49am  
 
<P>Ah, that's what I thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098399 33486 157 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:06:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7098392" target=_blank>#150</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't Spencer lend a lot of help to the lgf2 folks who trash Charles on a 
regular basis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he linked to them in posts, and has put them in his blogroll. Along with 
a host of other fascist supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098427 33486 183 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:11:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7098415" target=_blank>#172</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, Charles? I'm sorry to bug you, but my Male is trying to log in, and he 
gets "authentication failure."</P> 
<P>Have you been doing a clean up, and deleted accounts that don't get used 
much? If so, should he send you an email?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098455 33486 197 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:15:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7098428" target=_blank>#184</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is joy in CAIR HQ. If Spencer is innocent, the bad blood with LGF will 
poison the anti-Jihad movement for years to come. If Spencer has adopted a don't 



ask, don't tell as his fascism litmus test, the anti-Jihad movement loses a guy 
who has previously been an effective outspoken critic of Islamist extremism.</P> 
<P>The rhetoric keeps ratcheting up. Spencer' Buckley-Vidal comment stokes the 
fire further.</P> 
<P>Perhaps the air could be cleared if Spencer agreed to answer the critical 
questions:</P> 
<P>Are you aware that VB uses Eurofascist symbols and appears to be working with 
extremist groups across Europe?</P> 
<P>Are you aware the Rouhs site is hawking Hitler Youth music?</P> 
<P>Do you believe Filip Dewinter is prodemocracy or profascism?</P> 
<P>Did you agree to speak at Pro-Koln?</P> 
<P>This would clear the air once and for all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look -- Robert Spencer is well aware of all of that. Before he decided he was 
going to just look the other way on this issue, we exchanged numerous emails on 
the subject. He is absolutely NOT IGNORANT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098462 33486 199 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:16:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7098450" target=_blank>#195</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Outlaw_Wizard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it looks like a bad password. He should try the 'Forgot your password?' 
feature to reset it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098463 33486 200 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:16:59am  
 
<P>Well, there you go then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098625 33486 213 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:40:11am  
 
<P>The latest lie that's being pushed -- hard -- is that I "forged" the photo of 
DeWinter and Beisicht shaking hands. Here's another creep who's lying about 
it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fact-fiction.net/?p=2181" target=_blank>fact-
fiction.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098753 33486 238 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 11:04:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7098723" target=_blank>#234</A> Euler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer's reference to Buckley's outburst as "sage advice to Gore Vidal" has 
an unintended irony. Buckley consciously used his famous cool as a shield 
against name-calling attacks on his credibility. Vidal goaded Buckley to drop 
the shield for a moment. Buckley regretted the outburst as anything but 
sage.</P> 
<P>See the paragraph beginning "If scoring points gracefully was victory, 
revealing visceral anger was defeat", <A 
href="http://www.egoandargument.ca/?p=17" target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>Referring to the outburst as "sage advice" is the polar opposite of Buckley's 
happy warrior style; it is cheesy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. And it's very revealing that Spencer calls it "sage advice" 
that Buckley both lost his cool and voiced an ugly prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07098778 33486 239 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 11:10:55am  
 
<P>More insanity:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fuckfrance.com/topic/3408661/1/Discussions/Little-
Green-Footballs-forges-photo-and-writes-arrogant-lies.html&amp;replies=7" 
target=_blank>www.fuckfrance.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099354 33486 264 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 2:29:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7099332" target=_blank>#263</A> JHW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say their focus on the provenance of the photo is really immaterial 
and they should know it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <EM>do</EM> know it. It's an attempt to muddy the waters, nothing more. 
And they also know that a large percentage of the people who read their websites 
are going to swallow the bullshit without ever thinking very much about it, and 
use it as another excuse to hate me even more than they already 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099732 33486 270 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:05:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7099700" target=_blank>#269</A> 
PatFromGermany</EM></P> 
<P>First: the article at "fact-fiction.net" is full of outright lies and 
distortions. I did NOT forge any photographs. And all of the lying about this 
issue serves only to cover up the FACT that Markus Beisicht of Pro Koln IS 
associated with Filip DeWinter of the fascist group Vlaams Belang.</P> 
<P>Second: you may want to deny that pi-news is a "fascist" blog, but they are 
also engaged in covering up for the Pro Koln group, and they are very well 
connected with the Vlaams Belang -- and this is not the first time they have 
attacked LGF.</P> 
<P>If these people don't want to be accused of being "pro-fascist," they 
shouldn't promote fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099772 33486 272 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:16:46pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7099759" target=_blank>#271</A> 
PatFromGermany</EM></P> 
<P>They are LYING about me in that article. Whatever else they have to say is 
completely without credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099777 33486 273 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:18:54pm  
 
<P>Do you seriously believe I'm going to say, "Oh yes, very good points" ... 
after they lie and accuse me of forging a photograph, when they know very well I 
did not?</P> 
<P>What a complete crock of bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100772 33486 279 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:27:14pm  



 
<P>Please do not post links to extremist websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102686 33486 284 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 10:03:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7101509" target=_blank>#281</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>Very interesting. Thanks for posting that.</P> 
<P>"PatFromGermany" is no longer welcome to post comments at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098518 33487 65 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:27:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7098497" target=_blank>#46</A> rick554</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Real deal huh? lolol yeah right uh huh ok with Barack HUSSEIN Obama , 
ANYTHING is possible . time to MOVEON nothing to see here</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're about one comment away from losing your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098549 33487 94 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:29:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7098536" target=_blank>#81</A> rick554</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07098580 33487 124 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:33:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7098546" target=_blank>#91</A> Bullskin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A brisk descent in population would be nice for the government right 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099256 33489 5 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 1:16:03pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at Spencer's hate site, his followers are screaming at him to sue 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099283 33489 20 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 1:34:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7099278" target=_blank>#18</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Spencer explained <EM>why</EM> he's not going to the Koln 
conference?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Puzzling, isn't it? He continues defending the organizers, denying their neo-
Nazi associations, but at the same time he cancels his agreement to speak at 
their conference. And he says I "smeared" him by saying he agreed to speak 
there.</P> 
<P>Why cancel, if all the charges are nothing but lies? How is it a "smear" if 
there's nothing wrong with the conference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07099295 33489 26 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 1:46:49pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=de&amp;u=http://www.pi-
news.net/2009/04/pro-koeln-kongress-absage-von-spencer-
co/&amp;ei=Asf0SZTaJZyssQOno9A-
&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;resnum=1&amp;ct=result&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhtt
p://www.pi-news.net/2009/04/pro-koeln-kongress-absage-von-spencer-
co%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsafari%26rls%3Den-us" target=_blank>www.pi-
news.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099322 33489 46 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 2:08:46pm  
 
<P>Spencer, by the way, was reported to be scheduled to speak at Washington DC's 
American University tomorrow, at an event sponsored by the far right group 
"Youth for Western Civilization," which has ties to "racialists" and paleocons 
such as Pat Buchanan. But it does not appear to be listed at the AU website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.american.edu/calendar/?d=04/27/2009" 
target=_blank>www.american.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099328 33489 50 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 2:11:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7099308" target=_blank>#35</A> Anna D</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't help thinking that all this bickering among various anti-Islamism 
factions helps the Islamists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What really helps the Islamists: when idiots like Spencer and Geller refuse 
to shun fascists and outright neo-Nazis. This gives CAIR all the ammunition they 
need to smear anyone who criticizes Islam, by pointing to Spencer and 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099365 33489 80 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 2:33:13pm  
 
<P><A href="http://fact-fiction.net/?p=2181" target=_blank>Little Green 
Footballs forges photo and writes arrogant lies!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099475 33489 169 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 3:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7099470" target=_blank>#166</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Jihad Watch: <STRONG>Feb 16, 2007</STRONG>"At CBN News (thanks to 
Sparta) is video of Jihad Watch <STRONG>Board member James Jatras</STRONG> 
discussing the jihad in Kosovo."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Ayatollah Ghilmeini: maybe you should wake up and realize you are being 
lied to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099483 33489 173 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 3:18:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7099453" target=_blank>#153</A> ayatollah 
ghilmeini</EM></P> 



<P>At this point, I'm going to ask you nicely to stop posting Spencer's 
deceptive comments to you at my website. If you continue, I'll start deleting 
your comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099520 33489 202 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 3:33:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7099511" target=_blank>#195</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rest of the attendees are just mad at Charles Johnson because he pointed 
out the nazi connections (which don't exist, of course) which prevented Spencer 
from going to the event (which he was never going to anyway)./</P> 
<P>If you have children, the logic is easy to follow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lies are getting paper thin at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099528 33489 207 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 3:38:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7099524" target=_blank>#204</A> 
rightymouse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Spencer repudiated them? If pro-Koln said I was speaking at one of their 
events and I was definitely not due to massive ideological differences, I would 
totally freak out. And if Charles posted that they said I was going, I would 
make DAMN sure he knew that there was no friggin' way because of my stand 
AGAINST fascism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me -- if anyone announced that I was going to be speaking at their 
event, and I had NOT AGREED to speak, I would make it very public that they had 
lied about it.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't turn around and DEFEND the very same people that lied about me in 
order to promote their event.</P> 
<P>These rationalizations stink. Big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099757 33489 242 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7099748" target=_blank>#241</A> 
Tatterdemalian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can think of far worse reasons to lose my cool than to be repeatedly and 
unfairly called a Nazi.</P> 
<P>No, Buckley isn't perfect, but then, who is? If that's the biggest mistake 
Buckley has ever made, I think he should be cannonized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed the part where Buckley himself considered this a major fail. 
I seriously doubt he wanted to be canonized for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100244 33489 258 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 7:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7100095" target=_blank>#252</A> knojag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can see the entire Vidal-Buckley debate on Youtube. Buckleys response to 
Vidals crypto-nazi slur, with a sneer and a smile at the same time, is wonderful 
to witness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, great. "Wonderful to witness."</P> 
<P>Let's ignore the fact that Buckley himself was deeply ashamed about his 
bigoted outburst.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07099796 33490 200 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:25:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7099764" target=_blank>#171</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Athos, thanks for that... I appreciate it more than you can know.</P> 
<P>The comments that Athos is referring to, from the cretins over at the site 
which shall not be named:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those people are rotten to the core.</P> 
<P>This is their hosting provider:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bluehost.com/" 
target=_blank>www.bluehost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If I were you, I would complain very strongly to them, with links to the 
offending posts, and any other hate speech at the site (there's plenty of it). 
Most reputable hosts will want nothing to do with disgusting creeps like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07099880 33490 273 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 5:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7099843" target=_blank>#243</A> Dustyvet</EM></P> 
<P>Very sorry to hear of your loss. Please accept my 
condolences...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100009 33492 33 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 6:16:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7099992" target=_blank>#23</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a better one. My password is "password'!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'password' is the 4th most common password in Schneier's 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100017 33492 37 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 6:17:58pm  
 
<P>By the way, I've been getting emails all day from people trying to get me to 
post that the second photograph in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33475_Classic_Misdirection_from_Sp
encer_and_Geller" target=_blank>this post</A> is the doctored one.</P> 
<P>They really must think I'm stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100065 33492 78 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 6:25:21pm  
 
<P>Just to let everyone know: your LGF account passwords are encrypted with a 
"one-way" algorithm, which ensures that:</P> 
<P>1) I can't learn your password, and</P> 
<P>2) in the highly unlikely event that someone gets access to our database, 
they can't learn your password either.</P> 
<P>This is why we have a "Forgot your password?" feature. This lets you reset 
your password if you forget it, in a safe way.</P> 
<P>Don't bother asking me to email your password if you forget it, because I 
don't know it, and can't know it. By design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07101099 33492 228 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 10:32:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7101060" target=_blank>#227</A> vilmos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>&gt; Your LGF account passwords are encrypted&gt; with a “one-way” 
algorithm</P> 
<P>Hashing.</P> 
<P>&gt; in the highly unlikely event that a malicious&gt; person gets access to 
our database, they can’t&gt; learn your password either.</P> 
<P>But once they have access to the hashed passwords, then they can simply 
compare it to a pre-made hash list of possible passwords and find 
matches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, they could do that, if they get into the database. But if they get into 
the DB, that's the least of our worries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102183 33492 235 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:29:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7101936" target=_blank>#232</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you're still milling around on this thread...How does a one-way 
encrypted algorithm work, anyway? Is the algorithm developed by a third party? I 
think it would have to be because if YOU wrote the algorithm you'd still be able 
to break the encryption.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "hashing," as vilmos mentioned above -- it uses a well-known, 
highly secure algorithm that takes the password you enter when you register and 
puts it through a series of mathematical transformations that result in an 
encoded version that can't be reversed. Then, when you log in, the password you 
enter is put through the same process and compared against the stored version. 
If it matches, it's the same password. But the actual password is never stored 
in our DB in a human-readable form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102709 33492 238 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 10:05:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7102220" target=_blank>#237</A> 
IngisKahn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_hash_function" 
target=_blank>Cryptographic Hash Function</A></P> 
<P>Hashes are often salted as well, meaning that some predetermined random bits 
are appended to the password before the hash is calculated. This prevents people 
from feasibly generating a lookup table of hashes of common passwords (if they 
know the hashing algorithm). And of course they need access to the database in 
the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. And salt is sprinkled over LGF's hash as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100354 33493 128 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 7:18:41pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles!? Why are you smearing this wonderful patriot? Don't you know 
that Glenn Beck is the only man who can save America? You're just like Andrew 
Sullivan! F-ck off and die! Please delete my account, you %^&amp;$# pussy 
@%$#*&amp;*^! Best wishes!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07102127 33493 301 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:14:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/7101014" target=_blank>#279</A> 4k78</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have the time now to go through 277 comments (currently), but was 
Glenn Beck participating in this thread? Don't most message boards these days, 
have a disclaimer? LGF does. I'm sure the 912 Project one does. In the past 
people have criticized LGF for the posts, so why is that same tactic being used 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way to find out whether there is actually a disclaimer at the Glenn Beck 
official website, you know, would be to actually visit it and see for yourself, 
instead of assuming that it has one.</P> 
<P>It does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102137 33493 303 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:17:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7102086" target=_blank>#300</A> twobru</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to be a Beck apologist, but I have to concur with bj1126's 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, his official website not only tolerates but encourages hundreds of 
posts from kooks raving about conspiracies. There's a reason for this -- it's 
because Beck promotes and encourages these views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102509 33493 307 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:31:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7102373" target=_blank>#306</A> bj1126</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree there Charles. I don't think he promotes and encourages 
them but more along the lines of he doesn't quite know how to deal with them. 
Then again maybe I'm just projecting too many positive attributes onto 
him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He absolutely does promote and encourage crazy beliefs -- from hyping a book 
by John Bircher Cleon Skousen, to devoting two entire shows to end 
times/antichrist nonsense, to hyping creationism and "intelligent design," to 
ranting constantly about insurrection and revolution. The guy is simply a 
horrible influence on the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07103248 33493 310 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 11:50:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7103088" target=_blank>#309</A> 
historyrider</EM></P> 
<P>He sounds like he's on the verge of a nervous breakdown. In other words, the 
usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105078 33493 324 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:32:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7104907" target=_blank>#318</A> 4k78</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100524 33494 37 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 7:44:55pm  



 
<P>15 hatchlings so far.</P> 
<P>Two definite sock puppets already.</P> 
<P>Two possibles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100809 33495 64 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:35:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7100768" target=_blank>#34</A> Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other moon songs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HuE6oTdfz1s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07100851 33495 98 Charles Sun, Apr 26, 2009 8:44:36pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I'm curious whether Robert Spencer is really going to speak at a 
meeting of "Youth for Western Civilization" at American University in Washington 
DC tomorrow night, titled "The Threat of Militant Islam."</P> 
<P>The AU website doesn't seem to have anything on the event.</P> 
<P>"Youth for Western Civilization" is a group with ties to paleocons and 
"racialists" like Marcus Epstein. Anyone have any info on this 
meeting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102271 33497 68 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:43:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7102250" target=_blank>#50</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She made a public statement a month or two back that Americans should be 
ready to rise up in arms, or something to that effect. Later claimed her words 
were taken out of context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They weren't taken out of context at all - that's what she said. She's also 
an evolution denier (of course), thinks CO2 is a "harmless gas," and has ranted 
about Obama's plans for "re-education camps."</P> 
<P>Completely cuckoo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102284 33497 79 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:45:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7102279" target=_blank>#75</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well... I'm perhaps a bit more with her on that one. But it doesn't excused 
the other stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you can disagree with AGW, but claiming CO2 is "harmless" is 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102335 33497 128 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:54:50am  



 
<P>Here's a video of Bachmann's ignorant, silly comments about CO2:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/IAaDVOd2sRQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>These are the kind of people who give climate change skeptics a bad 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102396 33497 183 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:08:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7102359" target=_blank>#151</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her comments are, indeed, ignorant and silly, but on this particular point, I 
think she's on the correct side (opposing the absurd "carbon tax"). And 
classifying CO2 as a "pollutant", in the same way that genuinely <EM>toxic</EM> 
substances are, is absurd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree with that, and I'm not a fan of the carbon tax. But having 
people like Bachmann out there as representatives of the opposing view, ranting 
away and making numerous factual errors (and repeating them over and over), is 
incredibly damaging. She's the poster girl for the "anti-science 
GOP."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102441 33497 227 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:17:47am  
 
<P>A meeting of the "minds:" <A 
href="http://therealdeals.wordpress.com/2009/04/03/off-her-rocker-again-20/" 
target=_blank>Michele Bachmann and Pamela Geller.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102462 33497 245 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:23:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7102450" target=_blank>#236</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Dear Charles,</P> 
<P>It's possible she is like me against BAD science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That assumes she's capable of telling the difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102490 33497 259 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:28:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7102479" target=_blank>#255</A> Son of the Black 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two of the biggest myths in Washington are that:Dan Quayle is stupid. He 
isn't stupid, just has a problem with verbalization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but after following Dan Quayle's career for years, I have to disagree. 
Strongly. This is one of the dumbest people ever to be elected to a high 
office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07102491 33497 260 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:28:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7102484" target=_blank>#257</A> mjwsatx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles. While I agree with your point of view most of the time, I see 
nothing silly or ignorant about Bachmann's comments about CO2.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For starters, she claims that CO2 makes up 3% of the earth's atmosphere. Look 
that up and get back to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102532 33497 285 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:35:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7102508" target=_blank>#270</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know some very intelligent professionals- including a doctor- who sometimes 
because they have trouble articulating- sound borderline 
retarded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not about how he sounds -- it's the content of what he says. I know 
there are conservatives who get very defensive about Dan Quayle, but I'm sorry -
- in this case his reputation for stunning stupidity is richly 
deserved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102582 33497 313 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:46:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7102561" target=_blank>#305</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Judging the Scientific Method is a high standard for lawyers &amp; 
politicians!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well -- you're the one who said she was just against "BAD science," so I 
assumed you were saying she knew the difference. I think she's as brainless as a 
chipmunk, doesn't have a clue about the difference between good and bad science, 
and just repeats the BS talking points that are fed to her by 
lobbyists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102632 33497 334 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:54:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7102605" target=_blank>#324</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this extremist?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The description for that ridiculous video:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Islam will overwhelm Christendom unless Christians recognize the demographic 
realities, begin reproducing again, and share the gospel with 
Muslims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I would say that's more than a little bit "extremist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102641 33497 337 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 9:56:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7102605" target=_blank>#324</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is this extremist?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, that video quotes extensively from hate/fascist sites such as 
Brussels Journal. Lovely source you have there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07102723 33497 355 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 10:07:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7102650" target=_blank>#340</A> 
Opinionated</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link was just e-mailed to me by a friend. Who, by the way, is not a 
Christian.</P> 
<P>As I started watching it I wondered if just worrying about Muslim demographic 
trajectories is considered extremist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would not trust any of the information in that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07103227 33497 389 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 11:46:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7103085" target=_blank>#384</A> 
Just_A_Grunt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Michelle Bachmann deserves to be thrown under the bus. So, she 
gave an interview to Pam. I have never heard her buy into any conspiracy theory 
or spout any sort of neo Nazi beliefs. Let's not be so quick to question 
somebody becaused they agreed to be interviewed by a blogger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, Michele Bachmann was never on any bus that I was driving, so I can't 
really throw her under. Second, my objection to her crazy beliefs has nothing to 
do with Pamela Geller -- I didn't even know she had been interviewed by Geller 
until I did a search today. And I certainly never said she had "neo Nazi 
beliefs."</P> 
<P>She espouses a number of extreme positions on issues that are important to 
me, and I definitely stand by the label "kook." I think it's a disgrace that she 
is treated as some kind of spokesperson for the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07103583 33497 401 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 1:41:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/7103390" target=_blank>#394</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In what manner and in what concentrations do you believe CO2 to be "not 
harmless"? I believe it to be a dose specific poison, and we are nowhere near 
the dose that would make it dangerous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look -- it's a scientific fact that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is a greenhouse gas. And 
it's also extremely well-documented that human activity has been increasing the 
concentration of CO<SUB>2</SUB> in the atmosphere. It is absolutely not 
harmless.</P> 
<P>The debate is over how much is too much, and it's certainly not settled yet; 
but there's no debate at all in the scientific community that the increase of 
CO<SUB>2</SUB> since the start of the Industrial Revolution is worrying, and 
should be of concern.</P> 
<P>I'm always surprised when conservatives so vehemently deny these facts; to my 
way of thinking it's very much a conservative value to care about the 
environment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07112898 33497 413 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:47:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7107162" target=_blank>#411</A> 
acidtrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why shouldn't Glenn Beck be acceptable viewing to conservatives? ... 
Yes he's a slimy, disingenuous, obsequious toad ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you like watching slimy, disingenuous, obsequious toads, but I prefer 
to spend time in more positive ways.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07106737 33498 106 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:16:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7106454" target=_blank>#105</A> 
derekrhadley</EM></P> 
<P>If you start with that "Hussein Obama is a sekrit Moslem!" BS here, you're 
not going to have an LGF account for very long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104145 33503 62 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 3:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7104123" target=_blank>#48</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess someone picked on Dave for not being objective or 
something...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that was my thought too when I saw his post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104505 33503 379 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 4:35:51pm  
 
<P>I notice a lot of right wing bloggers freaking out over an artist's painting 
of Barack Obama as Christ, with a crown of thorns -- a painting by an 
independent artist, that Obama had absolutely nothing to do with.</P> 
<P>A big yawn from me on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104524 33503 398 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 4:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/7104520" target=_blank>#394</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, do you mean to tell me that Obama <STRONG>did not</STRONG> personally 
commission that painting for the sole purpose of pissing off Christians? I 
question the timing./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way too many Christians these days have absurdly thin skins. It gets very 
tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104534 33503 408 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 4:43:43pm  
 
<P>Here's another cheap shot, from Joshua Trevino: <A 
href="http://joshuatrevino.com/2009/04/22/a-responsible-anti-jihadism/" 
target=_blank>A responsible anti-jihadism?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson’s disenchantment with a movement he did much to create is 
more likely a function of his contrary nature than his active conscience, but it 
would be ungracious to pry overmuch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Apparently it's not "ungracious" to imply that I don't have an "active 
conscience."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104549 33503 423 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 4:47:36pm  
 
<P>By the way, I really appreciate all the words of support in this thread. 
Thanks, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104777 33503 643 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 5:27:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/7104765" target=_blank>#632</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked out this Joshua Trevino -- from what I see he's blogging at 
the Brussels Journal...(and yet he's yakking about a "responsible anti-jihad 
movement?". According to Wiki, the Brussels Journal features not just the racist 
Fjordman's "essays" but has that Velaams Belang connection. The Wiki article, as 
I laugh, also has a feature on "Racism Charges" at the Brussels Journal...The 
Brussels Journal is not exactly lilly pure from what I'm reading...So if this 
Trevino is "oh so sensitive!" has he stopped blogging for the Brussels 
Journal?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?!</P> 
<P>I wasn't going to post a response to Trevino, but that puts a whole new light 
on it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brusselsjournal.com/joshuatrevino" 
target=_blank>www.brusselsjournal.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104827 33503 691 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 5:38:41pm  
 
<P>OK. I think I have to post something about Trevino's little slap now. The guy 
is associated with a website that advocates white separatism and expelling all 
Muslims from the West, whose owner's wife is an official in the Vlaams Belang, 
and who runs ads for BNP forums -- and he lectures <EM>me</EM> about 
"responsible anti-jihadism?"</P> 
<P>I almost don't believe this. Thanks for tipping me, J.S. I wouldn't have even 
thought to check for something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07104843 33503 707 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 5:42:00pm  
 
<P>I notice that Brussels Journal is still advertising that they're a member of 
the "OpinionJournal Federation" even though they were quietly removed from that 
list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07106964 33503 912 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:56:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/910/7106776" target=_blank>#910</A> 
phitoness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>phitonessRegistered since: Aug 11, 2007 at 9:41 amNo. of comments posted: 
12No. of links posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07105065 33504 32 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:30:10pm  
 
<P>More insight into Joshua Trevino's attitudes can be found in this thread, 
when he was posting at LGF under the name "Tacitus"...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/7063_Another_Car_Swarm/comments/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105113 33504 65 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:40:51pm  
 
<P>Trevino updates his post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UPDATE: A friend once said to me of a particular Straussian eminence, “He 
hates his enemies, but he really hates his friends,” and that comes to mind as I 
read Johnson’s post about “The Beam in Joshua Trevino’s Eye.” He correctly notes 
that I’m listed as a contributor at The Brussels Journal, which he regards as a 
beyond-the-pale website. The facts of my association with The Brussels Journal 
are simple: back in 2006, Paul Belien asked if he could re-print my blog posts, 
and I gave him permission to do so as he wished. That permission stands. This 
said, much of the material Johnson links to is quite ugly — though not quite 
Charles-Johnson-would-never-stoop-to-this ugly — and I have no desire to 
affiliate with them. My views are laid forth here, at my site; and my life as 
lived testifies adequately to my vices and virtues both. To paraphrase Reagan, 
when The Brussels Journal or anyone else prints or re-prints my work, I’m not 
signing on to their agenda — they’re signing on to 
mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105123 33504 72 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:43:18pm  
 
<P>Call on the clue phone for Josh: I'm not your friend. Bite me, 
Tacitus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105166 33504 112 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7105150" target=_blank>#98</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Conservatives don't understand about the Serbian lobby is that they have 
a few goals in mind, and they play all parts of the street: Left, Right, and the 
middle. Josh appears to be playing the middle. He's from Texas originally, I 
don't think he's a supremacist, but he associates with them ala his posts in BJ. 
I'm not sure if he's fully in the lobby, but his posts on Russia and Kosovo seem 
to lean him that way.</P> 
<P>Also note that the Serbian lobby candidate of choice was 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right -- and there's a lot of money behind them too, financing these 
people to promote revisionism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105170 33504 116 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 6:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7105161" target=_blank>#107</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm guessing that's because they consider him to be less likely to intervene 
in any future Serbian 'adventures'. I sincerely hope their guess is wrong, if it 
ever comes to that again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since a lot of Obama's advisers are former Clinton people, they might be in 
for a nasty surprise on that front.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105205 33504 148 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 7:01:52pm  
 
<P>To "Knuckles" -- thanks for playing. See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105249 33504 190 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 7:11:42pm  
 
<P>That was the last straw for "So?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105282 33504 223 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 7:19:27pm  
 
<P>Expect Obama to come out with a sincere apology for the NY fly-over, before 
the night is out.</P> 
<P>This is a president who knows how to apologize. Promptly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105308 33504 248 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 7:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7105287" target=_blank>#228</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT -</P> 
<P>I'm listening to Mark levin on the radio, and, he should be in the nut bag 
with the other "conservative" talk show people.</P> 
<P>Reactionary and nasty. This guy comes across like Al Franken.</P> 
<P>Not good for the cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I can't stand to listen to Mark Levin. Screaming and ranting like a 
maniac seems to be the new conservative modus operandi. Bah.</P> 
<P>Levin lost me when he <EM>screamed</EM> at a caller who tried to criticize 
creationism, cut him off, then continued to rant about how kids need to learn to 
fear God in science classes.</P> 
<P>Bah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105381 33504 320 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 7:42:32pm  
 
<P>A parting note from "So?"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kiss my ass Charles, you run your blog like a tyrant. Your ego isgetting 
bigger than Uranus, which is where you should shove 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105454 33504 391 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:02:14pm  
 
<P>Fascist supporters are now showing up in Dave Weigel's post, including Vlaams 
Belang supporter 'jeppo' -- who LGF readers may recognize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07105461 33504 398 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:04:49pm  
 
<P>The fascists are all lathered up.</P> 
<P>Expect them to show up at Joshua Trevino's site too shortly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105472 33504 408 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:06:45pm  
 
<P>In the comments for Dave Weigel's last article about me, haters were posting 
things like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson is a traitor to the republic and should be 
hanged</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105561 33505 22 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:27:45pm  
 
<P>And now, someone is posting comments under my name at ThinkProgress:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/04/27/santorum-reconciliation/" 
target=_blank>thinkprogress.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105569 33505 26 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:28:55pm  
 
<P>The haters are working overtime tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07105595 33505 39 Charles Mon, Apr 27, 2009 8:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7105586" target=_blank>#33</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>The funny/sad thing is that there's apparently more than one dupe over there 
who thinks it's really me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107261 33508 118 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:35:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7107250" target=_blank>#117</A> 2cpus4me</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Take care!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107284 33509 194 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:38:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7107254" target=_blank>#170</A> 
smokefire</EM></P> 
<P>That's absolutely not OK. If you ever post a comment like that again at my 
website, your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111181 33509 656 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 10:13:01pm  
 
<P>#655 Captain Joe:</P> 
<P>Comments like that are not welcome here. If you continue, your account will 
be history.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107763 33510 74 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 10:49:38am  



 
<P>Yes, the Dems now have a supermajority in the Senate. And still we have 
social conservatives screaming for purging the GOP, and reverting to an even 
more hardcore right wing agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107823 33510 120 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 10:56:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7107782" target=_blank>#89</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I don't understand your comment Charles. Do you think Republicans should 
become more like the Democrats? Sorta Dem-lite?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I think Republicans should make a break with the social conservatives and 
religious fanatics, and get back to core principles -- less intrusive government 
and fiscal responsibility.</P> 
<P>Stay out of people's bedrooms. And stop trying to legislate 
morality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107909 33510 180 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 11:07:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7107871" target=_blank>#156</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd rather the GOP tried to both woo and <EM>moderate</EM> the SoCons. 
Although I confess, I don't have a good idea of how to do that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's possible, and that's why I believe it's time to break 
with them. They're dragging the GOP down, and have been for years, and they're 
only getting more fanatical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07107996 33510 209 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 11:19:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7107951" target=_blank>#192</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this particular issue, I think Giuliani has it right. Its OK for the 
Republican party to espouse religious values, but those should just be de-
emphasized compared to other more pragmatic matters of State.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I say "make a break with social conservatives," I don't necessarily mean 
"expel them from the party." (That's not really possible in any case.)</P> 
<P>Rudy Giuliani's approach is the right one -- de-emphasize their influence, 
and stop trying to force religious agendas through legislation.</P> 
<P>The problem is that the social conservatives, Ralph Reed et al, will never 
willingly accept a reduced role in the GOP. They're addicted to the 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108222 33510 276 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 11:51:49am  
 
<P>Just noticed a link coming in from the comments for a Daily Kos post, where 
they seem to think "heads are exploding" at LGF.</P> 
<P>"Stifling a yawn" means my head is exploding? Do these people ever actually 
read LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110154 33511 207 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:09:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7110103" target=_blank>#205</A> 
ArdentCapitalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remind me again why Ron Paul is crazy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tnr.com/politics/story.html?id=e2f15397-a3c7-4720-
ac15-4532a7da84ca" target=_blank>www.tnr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110189 33511 208 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:16:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7110141" target=_blank>#206</A> voluble</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet the movement to bring a halt to all of this, or even slow it down, is 
just too radical, too impure to be countenanced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming for the sake of argument that your points are valid, how exactly are 
the tea parties doing anything at all to "bring a halt to this?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110674 33511 215 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:49:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7110520" target=_blank>#214</A> 
abbyadams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I inadvertently ran into one this weekend; it was at Valley Forge National 
Historical Site. Many Ron Paul stickers in the parking lot.</P> 
<P>A small crowd of non-protesters had gathered around to hear what the speakers 
had to say. The first that I heard spoke through a bullhorn about the 
Constitution, States' Rights, and overt over-taxation. He drew a bit of applause 
from everyone there.</P> 
<P>The second speaker that I heard started immediately with "Obama is a fraud! 
He took the oath of office in secret! He's not really even president!" The woman 
next to me said to her husband "Oh my God." They left. By the time the speaker 
had finished, there were very few (if any) non-protesters left.</P> 
<P>This, IMHO, is the problem with the tea parties. The message can't be 
controlled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ssshhh! Don't you realize people don't want to hear that?</P> 
<P>/sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112513 33511 225 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:38:04am  
 
<P>If anyone needs any further evidence that Ron Paul is being mainstreamed in 
the 'conservative' movement, this thread is it.</P> 
<P>How sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112565 33511 227 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:50:38am  
 
<P>Deny, deny, deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112669 33511 229 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:13:28am  
 
<P>And sometimes denial is just a futile attempt to make unpleasant truths go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07109642 33512 193 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 3:53:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7109593" target=_blank>#192</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you asking? And why did you ding down this thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like another one who equates "conservative" with 
"creationist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109943 33512 198 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 5:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7109792" target=_blank>#196</A> wonk-a-
donk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just phishing for lurkers who would make assumptions about me solely 
based on a non-question. Looks like you won...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, since you seem to want to be a jerk, I'll just ask you: do you equate 
"conservative" with "creationist?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108426 33513 31 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 12:25:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7108405" target=_blank>#14</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OTOH, what is the conflict of interest. ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suppose the UAW decides to go on strike against a competitor?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108439 33513 39 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 12:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7108416" target=_blank>#22</A> tlclark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... take a second look at Beck though. He's a loose cannon drama queen, but 
he's not a far right loon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who promotes (and writes the foreword for) a book by John Bircher 
Cleon Skousen is so far right he's giving himself a reacharound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108749 33513 288 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 1:09:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7108707" target=_blank>#252</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Spencer is at it again today. Each point he makes is invalid, but the 
point about the music stood out for me as a sad lesson on the subject of where 
he gets his ejumacashun from these days.</P> 
<P>He is claiming that the Nazi Hitler Youth music linked to the other night at 
the nation24.de website was in fact a 'documentary'. To prove his 'point', he 
links to a post on Atlas Shrugs website which contains a post by an LGFtwo-er 
(who made an identical post on that site), previously known on LGF as 
'ETNorskTroll'. In the post is a link to a translated page which allegedly 
reveals the shocking truth:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/dguq5y" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This just confirms what was obvious all along - that this is a CD of Hitler 
Youth Music! (A 'documentary' - i.e. a record of this music) You'd think given 
the insane ramblings about LGF members that begins the post containing this link 



that Spencer 'the scholar' might have been smart enough to do a little fact 
checking before announcing this on Jihadwatch. Instead he's allowing himself to 
be led by the nose by some of the most idiotic people on the internet and is 
making a bigger arse of himself than ever seemed possible. Either that or he is 
being deliberately dishonest, taking idiotic lies and passing them on in the 
knowledge that his fans can be counted on to accept anything that it comes with 
his seal of approval.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love that one. No Nazis there at all. Nope. None. Nada.</P> 
<P>So why didn't Spencer go and speak at their meeting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108776 33513 311 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 1:12:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7108707" target=_blank>#252</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/dguq5y" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stupidest thing of all -- that's the very same Google translation link in 
my post. I included a screenshot showing that very page.</P> 
<P>Spencer's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108791 33513 323 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 1:14:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7108777" target=_blank>#312</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer sez...</P> 
<P>He and Pamela suddenly both simultaneously found something better to do that 
week. Any update on Spencer's commitment to speak at the White Nationalist 
college group?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was supposed to be last night. If he did speak, he's being 
uncharacteristically quiet about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07108874 33513 404 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 1:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7108777" target=_blank>#312</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer sez...</P> 
<P>In reality, I am not going to Cologne for reasons that are not of public 
concern.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very curious, isn't it, that even though he claims the "Pro Koln" group 
<EM>lied</EM> that he had confirmed his appearance at their meeting, he's 
<EM>still</EM> defending them?</P> 
<P>If someone posted at their website that I was confirmed to appear at their 
event, and it was untrue, I'd be yelling about it, at them, and on LGF. I'd want 
absolutely nothing to do with people who were that dishonest.</P> 
<P>But Spencer, on the other hand, <EM>defends</EM> people that he says lied 
about his confirmation to speak at their meeting.</P> 
<P>Very curious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109036 33513 552 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 1:47:02pm  
 



<P>Gerard Vanderleun at American Digest just linked to the post about Joel 
Walker running for the school board, with this title: "SAD: Devolution over 
Evolution continues at Little Green Footballs."</P> 
<P>Vanderleun a creationist? Now, that's sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109154 33514 14 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 2:03:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7109133" target=_blank>#6</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/glennthrush/0409/Dems_in_power_during_flu_Ba
chmann_notes.html" target=_blank>Dems in power during flu, Bachmann 
notes</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P> 
<P>For those of you who were claiming that Bachmann simply made a mistake when 
she said carbon dioxide made up 3% of the earth's atmosphere -- she repeated it 
in that interview.</P> 
<P>I'm really sorry to see PJ TV giving a platform to a kook like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109206 33514 35 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 2:15:07pm  
 
<P>If you're wondering how we ended up with Obama as President, look no further 
than GOP politicians like Michele Bachmann.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109397 33514 195 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 2:58:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7109329" target=_blank>#132</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Spencer speech that never happened...<A 
href="http://community.livejournal.com/anarchists/2537976.html" 
target=_blank>White Supremacist Group Sponsors "Jihad Watch" Muslim Hater At 
American University</A></P> 
<P>No mention of anyone attending the event or seeing Spencer. Curiously, The 
International Free Press Society (A Spencer sponsored group) seems to have 
deleted it's page defending the White Supremacist group "Youth for Western 
Civilization".<A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:ABDRjg9Y80wJ:www.internationalfreepre
sssociety.org/2009/04/angry-crowd-silences-tom-tancredo-at-
unc/+%22Youth+for+Western+Civilization+%22+%22robert+spencer%22&amp;cd=14&amp;hl
=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>Angry crowd silences Tom Tancredo at 
UNC</A>Down the memory hole of just a happy accident?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody's running scared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109441 33514 234 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 3:07:00pm  
 
<P>The white supremacists at American Renaissance are big promoters of "Youth 
for Western Civilization"...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:WhcAVgHOPQoJ:www.amren.com/mtnews/arc
hives/2009/03/youth_for_weste.php+youth+for+western+civilization&amp;cd=4&amp;hl



=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>And if you search the name on Google, you'll also find a lot of the same 
blogs that have been viciously attacking me ... promoting YWC. Go 
figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07109513 33514 298 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 3:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7109422" target=_blank>#217</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it's true, the concentration of CO<SUB>2</SUB> in the atmosphere really 
is about 3%. I don't know about her second point, the one in which man-made 
CO<SUB>2</SUB> only amounts to 3% of the 3%.</P> 
<P>And anyone who thinks that something can't be a problem if it only 
constitutes 3% of the total clearly has not had a lot of experience eating day-
old clams.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. I don't know where you got that information, but it's not 
correct.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_dioxide_in_the_Earth's_atmosphere" 
target=_blank>Carbon dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carbon dioxide forms approximately 0.04% of the Earth's 
atmosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110127 33515 7 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:04:55pm  
 
<P>These cases are horrible, but if it keeps happening, maybe people will 
eventually stop denying that maybe there was something to that DHS report after 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110162 33515 20 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7110152" target=_blank>#13</A> Totally 
Berserk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believed the US gov't was conspiring against him... now there's a sure sign 
of a rational mind.</P> 
<P>/sarc? Even I'm not sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that different from the "insurrection" crap Glenn Beck is spouting on 
a daily basis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110198 33515 40 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:18:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7110193" target=_blank>#36</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading the details of the attack, it's difficult to see how the DHS warning 
would have helped Deputies Lopez and York.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not in this particular case, but threat assessments like the DHS report 
might help law enforcement learn to recognize the signs in future cases. That's 
what they're for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07110216 33515 52 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:21:34pm  
 
<P>I continue to be totally amazed (and not in a good way) that I'm having to 
defend the Department of Homeland Security, founded by George W. Bush, at a site 
that gets pigeon-holed as "right wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110230 33515 64 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:24:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7110224" target=_blank>#58</A> Totally 
Berserk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Standing up for Janet 'Deer-In-The-Headlights' Napolitano can't be any too 
comfortable for sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report was commissioned and begun under the Bush 
administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110234 33515 68 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:26:16pm  
 
<P>Great. Now we have people gladly self-identifying as "right wing 
extremists."</P> 
<P>shtgnr6</P> 
<P>Registered since: May 7, 2006 at 1:35 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of links 
posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110242 33515 76 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7110236" target=_blank>#70</A> 
GlockNspell</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother. You may think I don't see that you're trolling to cause chaos at 
my site, but I do. And I'm beginning to reach the limit of how much of it I'll 
tolerate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110248 33515 79 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7110240" target=_blank>#74</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one's been on the shelf for nearly three years? That's beyond most sock-
puppet's expiration dates...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been popping up in every one of these threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110254 33515 84 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:31:08pm  
 
<P>shtgnr6 had a sock puppet registered under the name 'capataz'.</P> 
<P>Both of them are now out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110274 33515 101 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:34:37pm  
 



<P>Every person who identifies as a conservative should be speaking out and 
condemning people like this, not making excuses for them or complaining that 
you're being smeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110289 33515 115 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:37:13pm  
 
<P>That was quick:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2240020/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The FreeRepublic crybabies are already on the case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110300 33515 126 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7110290" target=_blank>#116</A> 
seagreenroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a tragedy for the officers and their families. This is also going to 
make it a lot easier for TheOne to bring the hammer down on law-abiding gun-
owners.</P> 
<P>He won't waste incidents like this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's ANOTHER reason why it's important for conservatives to speak out 
against this kind of crap instead of bitching and moaning about the DHS 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110324 33515 149 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7110315" target=_blank>#141</A> 
Sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would say those descriptions are believed by lot of Democrats in general 
and the crazy ones in particular to be the core of the Republican party 
membership though. Perhaps that's why normal conservatives bristled a bit 
because they know what the left thinks of them and instinctively felt they would 
be lumped in with the fringe elements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if that's true, by throwing a major tantrum and self-identifying as 
"right wing extremists," they did more to cement that impression than any left 
winger ever could have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110333 33515 158 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7110323" target=_blank>#148</A> 
GlockNspell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just thinking out loud - does it say in the article anything that would lead 
us to believe this guy was a conservative or rightwing? There's a lot of PUMA's 
that were awfullly upset that Barack Obama got elected instead of 
Hillary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's enough trolling out of you. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110340 33515 165 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:45:32pm  
 
<P>Here comes the hate mail again.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07110368 33515 191 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:50:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7110339" target=_blank>#164</A> 
Sleepyone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right about that but I don't recall anyone self-identifying themselves 
as a "right wing extremist" other than that poster upthread a bit. Were there 
other cases in the news where someone proudly wore the banner of "extremist"? 
I'm sure there could have been but I have to say I missed that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Search Google for "we're all right wing extremists now".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110387 33515 209 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:52:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7110373" target=_blank>#196</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, some more people to give conservatives like me a bad 
name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not if you speak out and make it clear you renounce this kind of 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110404 33515 225 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:54:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7110394" target=_blank>#215</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, he was obviously running a leftifada ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes it's really obvious. I'll give these people enough rope to hang 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110429 33515 249 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 6:59:45pm  
 
<P>Here we go. The determined point-missers are showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110478 33515 282 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:09:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/7110459" target=_blank>#276</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I condemn this guy? I certainly do, he obviously had some sort of mental 
issues and crazy people often do crazy things.</P> 
<P>I also think that the secretary of the DHS is an extremist and I also condemn 
her statements where she claimed that illegal immigration is not a 
crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Janet Napolitano did not personally write the report on right wing 
extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110552 33515 300 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:23:30pm  
 
<P>If anyone cares about my point in posting these articles, see my previous 
comments in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07111011 33515 350 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7110928" target=_blank>#342</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should anyone have to renounce anything when some crazy idiot goes off 
and kills somebody?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So don't.</P> 
<P>But I'm going to. Whether you like it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112699 33515 362 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:18:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7112641" target=_blank>#361</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what are you talking about? Im sorry but I have never heard Glen 
Beck advocate insurrection. Ever. In fact, quite the opposite. You may disagree 
with he guy but lets try and stay a little more objective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck ranting about revolution, the end of America, and 
insurrection:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yF9PvRY1vZk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Glenn Beck and Ron Paul ranting away about the New World Order:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/UfeCyto9MWo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112710 33515 363 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:19:39am  
 
<P>It's amazingly easy to find more of this garbage. But go ahead and deny it 
some more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112876 33515 365 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:45:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7112849" target=_blank>#364</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, no where in that first video did Glen Beck "advocate" insurrection. 
Nowhere. The discussion was a "doomsday" scenario. A little silly, alarmist? 
yes, but there is no way you can construe Mr Beck advocating armed 
insurrection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say he "advocated" insurrection -- you did, in your denial that 
he discusses it on a daily basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07112918 33515 366 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:49:59am  
 
<P>By the way, despite your denials, Beck says very clearly in that video that 
he believes insurrection is "likely to happen."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112972 33515 368 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:58:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7112961" target=_blank>#367</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where has he said he believes this will happen, did you not read the preface? 
I can tell you have never listened to Glenn Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can tell you didn't even listen to what he says in the 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113106 33515 370 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:17:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7112974" target=_blank>#369</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. Conservatives need to get very vocal about rejecting these 
nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but that's not even close to happening. Instead, conservatives are 
getting very vocal about rejecting people who <EM>speak out</EM> against the 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113145 33515 372 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:26:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7113129" target=_blank>#371</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a complete far right kook. He promotes Ron Paul. He promotes 
books by John Birchers. He rants about insurrection and revolution and the end 
times. He pulls stunts like having a giant backdrop of Nazi propaganda films 
interspersed with Obama speeches.</P> 
<P>You wouldn't know a kook if it bit you on the butt, 
apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114363 33515 379 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 2:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7110422" target=_blank>#242</A> JenBee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As we all know, craziness lurks in every segment of society, and to point to 
this and allude that it somehow validates Napolitano's singling out of right 
wing extremists is indeed quite lame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, so here are some more examples for you to dismiss:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22What+Right+Wing+Extremists%3F+%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110470 33516 9 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:08:52pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7110461" target=_blank>#4</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the countdown to the first "I don't even know who Ron Paul is" comment 
begins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget the first "What's wrong with the John Birch Society?" 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110495 33516 23 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:12:51pm  
 
<P>The John Birch Society is making a major comeback, especially after Glenn 
Beck promoted Bircher Cleon Skousen's conspiracy book as one of the greatest 
books ever written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110567 33516 73 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:25:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7110549" target=_blank>#63</A> 
MrMisanthrope</EM></P> 
<P>You are one post away from losing your LGF account, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110573 33516 76 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:27:21pm  
 
<P>In fact, you're losing it right now. I won't allow LGF to be used to spread 
swine flu conspiracies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110579 33516 81 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:28:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7110510" target=_blank>#34</A> 
ArdentCapitalist</EM></P> 
<P>John Birch supporters are not welcome at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110598 33516 96 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 7:32:59pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck plays a large part in the resurgence of the John Birch Society, by 
the way. He's pushing a thinly veiled version of their insanity every day on his 
shows, and he wrote the foreword for the new edition of the seminal JBS book by 
Cleon Skousen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110773 33516 236 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7110726" target=_blank>#198</A> 
ArdentCapitalist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I spoke with Charles, and he's let me back into the lizard nest. I just 
wanted to clarify to you folks that I was simply trying to point out that the 
Birch Society's stated policies of anti-Communism and pro-individualism are a 
good thing. I'm not much too familiar with the group. I was just trying to say 
that I believe in pro-individualist philosophy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is how extremist groups like the John Birch Society find their back 
to respectability -- by exploiting seemingly reasonable points to convince 



people who don't know much about them. It's a strategy that has a name: "<A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entryism" 
target=_blank>entryism</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110913 33516 361 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:45:56pm  
 
<P>Four hate mails so far tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110919 33516 367 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:47:40pm  
 
<P>Title: "Glenn Beck!"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what has Glenn Beck ever done to YOU? All he wants to do is keep usall 
thinking for ourselves. It's ok to read Little Green Football butdon't trust 
Glenn? The media is NOT doing the job anymore, so we thepeople rely on other 
sources through internet.You know very well that the government covers things 
up, so whyshouldn't we be careful. You would be smart to listen, too.It 
certainly can't hurt.Unless your the FAR LEFT now!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110924 33516 369 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:48:55pm  
 
<P>Title: "Vlaams Belang's Filip Dewinter and Markus Beisicht"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in the hell are you doing, Charles? Have you gone off the deep end?Why 
threaten Malkin, of all people? Robert Spencer and Pamela Gellermade a fool of 
you, and you brought it all on yourself. You remind usmore of Chomsky - and that 
is no compliment, I assure you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110929 33516 373 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:49:27pm  
 
<P>Title: "What is your problem?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is your problem dude? You cover more whacked christiansthan 
whacked muslims. Do ya have something againtst the belief in ahigher power? Your 
site has become a regurgitation spot, filled withyour sycophantic fans. Do ya 
stand for anything anymore? I think not. Ibelieve that the shit I've been 
hearing about you is right on. Yournothing Charles, unless you stand for 
something. Welcome to the world ofthe shit you hate dude. Have 
fun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110932 33516 376 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:50:09pm  
 
<P>And one more that's a dramatic flounce-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07110944 33516 386 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 8:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7110943" target=_blank>#385</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm going to post that article tomorrow, so I can get some more hate 
mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111029 33516 456 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7110962" target=_blank>#403</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going into this, beyond this: I'm not a doctor. I had no idea what 
her mental condition was, and wasn't qualified to comment.</P> 
<P>However, I have problems with cruelty. And her death was cruel.</P> 
<P>Beyond that, I will not argue.</P> 
<P>As to the husband, the parents, the courts and politicians? No real comment 
on any of them. Everyone did what they thought they should, for their own 
reasons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what Terri Schiavo's brain looked like, three years before she was 
allowed to die:</P> 
<P><A title=File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111016 33517 6 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7111007" target=_blank>#2</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's really disturbing is the affiliations and associations- that certain 
people in the blogosphere seem to not notice these connections, but whitewash 
them instead as to better help these haters mainstream 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're doing it right now at the end of the previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111063 33517 23 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:24:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7111042" target=_blank>#12</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't read the article yet but immediately thought of the European re-
branding of extremist groups: Vlaams Belang, Pro-Koeln, and the BNP. Considering 
the background of the top members of Pro-Koeln for example with their direct 
links to the NDP and other European fascist backgrounds. They were essentially 
forced into re-branding by the German authorities.</P> 
<P>The Council of Conservative Citizens (CCC and aka Country Club Clan) was 
essentially a re-branded form since the onset of that group. As we've seen many 
of these groups are well connected with their European counterparts and have 
learned what appears to have been a successful tactic by fascist groups in 
Europe which is to remodel the image of their groups on many 
fronts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. That's one reason I posted this, to illustrate the techniques 
used by these groups, including the Eurofascist groups. The Eurofascists have 
been at it longer and are even slicker than the US creeps; but people like Don 
Black have been very definitely emulating their success. If you search the 
Stormfront website for "Vlaams Belang," you'll find a huge amount of admiration 
for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111089 33517 38 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:33:05pm  



 
<P>More hate mail coming in now. Title: "You lost me."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles but I am no longer a fan of your site.Do you notunderstand that 
actions cause reactions.White people(I'm one of them andalso a big Zionist)just 
wanted to see America settle after the 60's butall it seemed to do is empower 
the worst of the worst.I am tired ofbeing considered the enemy(white male)in 
this country and I think it iscausing some strange bedfellows to come 
together,now I will never holdhands with a grand dragon klan nut but I think 
American whites areputting that aside because it is coming to a head with this 
avalanche ofdemocrats.Anyway,I am long here but you are just becoming 
overbearingwith John Birch this and Ron Paul that.Good luck but sorry I got to 
goelsewhere.I think I will find where Mark Steyn writes.I like 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111102 33517 47 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:38:08pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07111104 33517 48 Charles Tue, Apr 28, 2009 9:38:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7111101" target=_blank>#46</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<P>I meant the 'What Right Wing Extremists' thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112750 33517 292 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:24:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7112614" target=_blank>#291</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me while I stifle a yawn. these groups are tiny compared to the 
massive amounts of socialist zombies roaming the streets. There will always be a 
few fringe kooks like these guys but their numbers are laughable. People on the 
right side of the politicial spectrum are not immune to falling for crap like 
this ,but they are far less likely than the liberal drones we have today.yet 
another attempt to marginalize the right by tying us to a few nutballs. Tired. 
Old. Lame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article doesn't say one word about "tying the right to these 
groups."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07112755 33517 293 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:25:45am  
 
<P>The amount of denial going around these days is pretty 
incredible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113069 33517 295 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:11:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7112795" target=_blank>#294</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe now would be a good time to re-post that charming photograph of Ron 
Paul and Don Black? Sunlight is a good disinfectant for these 
vermin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That would only start another round of denial -- "he didn't know who they 
were! he gets his picture taken with lots of people!"</P> 
<P>There is a definite push to mainstream Ron Paul going on -- it's even 
happening here at LGF. Just take a look through the comments at the end of this 
thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33511_The_Ron_Paul_Tea_Parties/com
ments/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113236 33520 314 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:39:48am  
 
<P>Looks like it's going to be one of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113246 33521 5 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:41:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7113239" target=_blank>#2</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reach out for ways to combat the loon liberals who are screwing up our 
county.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.marklevinshow.com" 
target=_blank>www.marklevinshow.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Liberty and Tyranny"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, just what we need. Another ranting, screaming talk radio 
host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113295 33521 33 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:47:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7113255" target=_blank>#9</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never personally heard Mark Levin rant and scream.Just 
sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. Every time I turn on his radio show he's screaming 
at the top of his voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113306 33521 40 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:48:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7113292" target=_blank>#30</A> Slymon</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>SlymonRegistered since: Oct 12, 2008 at 8:12 pmNo. of comments posted: 6No. 
of links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113441 33521 144 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 11:17:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7113433" target=_blank>#138</A> bolivar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the conservative movement - we could use more of him - intelligent, 
forthright and not afraid to take on bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because Lord knows we can never have enough ranting, screaming 
maniacs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07113554 33521 246 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 11:40:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7113511" target=_blank>#209</A> maximus 
kreyzlkil</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. I'm not going to allow LGF to be used to promote this kind of 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114073 33521 307 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 1:03:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7114065" target=_blank>#306</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it is "hate" mail per se. He is definitely stating his opinion 
and reasons for them, but it doesn't sound hateful. Just negative. Those are not 
the same thing imo. Hate is a very strong word; let's use it where it truly 
belongs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The email reeks of bigotry. Sorry you can't see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115567 33521 324 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:33:51pm  
 
<P>I get it -- there are no right wing extremists, and there's no such thing as 
bigotry.</P> 
<P>Glad we settled that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116018 33521 327 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7115936" target=_blank>#326</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<P>In the case of the above email, for me the best place to look for the bigotry 
is in this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will never hold hands with a grand dragon klan nut <STRONG>BUT</STRONG> I 
think American whites are putting that aside because it is coming to a head with 
this avalanche of democrats...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's saying it's time to join hands with the Klan.</P> 
<P>Apparently there are people who are so upset with what they think is my 
"change in direction" that they're identifying with what this creep wrote to me. 
Take a close look at what you're defending, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113665 33522 66 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:00:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7113643" target=_blank>#50</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I downloaded and read the DHS report. It boiled down to two points: 1.) Barak 
Obama is black and 2.) be on the lookout for the KKK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. But par for the course.</P> 
<P>The fact is that there are a number of specific examples in the DHS report on 
right wing extremism, and it is NOT an attempt to smear all conservatives. Not 
even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116953 33522 212 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:16:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7116830" target=_blank>#211</A> tvfoh</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I hate to be captain obvious here, The furor over the right wing extremist 
memo was that it was produced by the new administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to be Captain Blindingly Factual, but the DHS report on right wing 
extremism was begun during the Bush administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07118942 33522 215 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 10:34:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7117810" target=_blank>#213</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to be Admiral Rebuttal, but the right wing extremism report led with a 
plethora of Obama-era references.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Admiral, you're getting a demotion for ignoring facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119100 33522 217 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 11:01:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7119061" target=_blank>#216</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I looked through both of those reports and didn't see any mention of the 
categorical grouping of "left wing" extremists ... I'll give you a 6/10 for 
making me look though :)</P> 
<P>I don't have any objections to the term "Right Wing Extremist" as long as the 
term "Islamic Terrorist" is accepted ... but it's not and that's what irks me 
about this report. You can't deny the hypocrisy here.</P> 
<P>Can I go back to holding my breath?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the DHS: <A 
href="http://homelandsecurity.tamu.edu/framework/enemies/islamist-
extremism/threat-of-islamic-radicalization-to-the-homeland.html/" 
target=_blank>Threat of Islamic Radicalization to the Homeland — Integrative 
Center for Homeland Security</A>.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113798 33523 12 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:20:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7113787" target=_blank>#9</A> Son of the Black 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMHO, AGW has about as much scientific validity as ID.Both are religious 
issues, not science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113821 33523 26 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:23:38pm  
 
<P>The fact is that there is a LOT of scientific evidence that increasing 
CO<SUB>2</SUB> emissions by human beings, mostly due to fossil fuels, are having 
an effect on the earth's climate.</P> 
<P>It's not right to simply deny all of that evidence and say that a huge number 
of scientists are either lying or flat-out wrong, or that thousands of peer-
reviewed studies are all mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07113834 33523 37 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:25:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7113823" target=_blank>#28</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the lesson for this is that not all social conservatives support 
teaching religion in science class and that many who personally oppose the Gay 
Lifestyle, and other lifestyle choices, don't want it regulated by the 
Government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not "all," that's true -- just "most." By speaking out against teaching 
"intelligent design" creationism, Huntsman is a very rare animal in the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113848 33523 47 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7113841" target=_blank>#41</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably won't last very long as he will likely be shown the door by the far 
right crazies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, I think you're right about that. With the current GOP climate 
he has no chance of advancing politically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113940 33523 124 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:44:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7113918" target=_blank>#105</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the last thing, in general, its very easy to say that thousands of peer-
reviewed studies are wrong, because empirically, there are thousands of them 
that come to opposite conclusions about all sorts of things.</P> 
<P>Again, emprically, there HAVE TO be thousands of scientists who are wrong 
about all sorts of things. That's what science is all about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just peer review, although that is a very effective way of screening 
for mistakes, incorrect assumptions, or other problems in scientific studies. 
When an important study is published and peer reviewed, other scientists will 
then undertake their own studies, trying to duplicate the results, often using 
different methodologies and approaches.</P> 
<P>The results of studies on CO<SUB>2</SUB> and climate change have been 
repeated by many different researchers in many different places. I've been 
reading a lot on this subject recently, and I can no longer simply deny there's 
anything to it -- as far too many Republicans are doing.</P> 
<P>There's still a debate, yes, but I'm seeing way too much blanket denial and 
way too little respect for the scientific method on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07113982 33523 162 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:50:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7113954" target=_blank>#136</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK... lets say that is true, and I am not even conceding the ozone layer and 
chlorofluorocarbons...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no question whatsoever that chlorofluorocarbons do affect 
the ozone layer. It's been proven beyond the shadow of a doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07113998 33523 177 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:52:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7113925" target=_blank>#112</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, some clown is going through the early posts of the We Got Mail 
thread and down dinging like mad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114020 33523 198 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:55:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7114008" target=_blank>#186</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, being in the scientific minority doesn't make you 
"wrong".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that. But after a scientific study passes through peer review, 
and the results are duplicated by multiple other scientists, the likelihood that 
all of those researchers are mistaken is very small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114030 33523 208 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 12:56:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7113955" target=_blank>#137</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My guess is it still isn't good enough that he's pro-life. He supports 
science, gay rights, and he's a mormon. Not really the so-con's ideal, and it's 
not as if they're real hip on compromise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His support for gay rights is a real deal-killer for the Tony Perkins-Ralph 
Reed gang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114200 33523 364 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 1:29:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7113880" target=_blank>#73</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's almost impossible for an intelligent lay person to develop an 
informed opinion about AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's difficult, yes, but I really can't agree that it's "almost impossible." 
There are resources out there -- books, websites, etc. -- but you have to really 
dig into the subject matter and learn to recognize when you're being played for 
political purposes.</P> 
<P>I see far too many conservatives, however, who are simply knee-jerk reacting 
to the issue without any real knowledge, or with knowledge that comes from 
highly biased and questionable sources -- for example, that kook James 
Inhofe.</P> 
<P>I've said this before -- I believe that responsible environmentalism should 
be a core conservative value, but lobbyists and religious fanatics and ignorant 
kooks like Inhofe and Michele Bachmann are selling too many conservatives a bill 
of goods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114276 33523 438 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 1:44:30pm  
 



<P>Just caught another sock puppet troll, who's been downdinging threads and 
comments under two usernames:</P> 
<P>Cousin YttriumandUnderwear Underthere</P> 
<P>Bye now, sockies!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114460 33523 611 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 2:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7114414" target=_blank>#565</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>The documentary "The Great Global Warming Swindle" is not credible, sorry. 
It's absolutely full of distortions and outright falsehoods.</P> 
<P>Here's one site that documents the numerous misrepresentations and lies in 
the film:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.durangobill.com/Swindle_Swindle.html" 
target=_blank>www.durangobill.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>When I saw the movie I was somewhat taken in by it, too. But after seriously 
looking into the claims it makes, this is no better than a Michael Moore film. 
It's highly dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114516 33523 665 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 2:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/7114444" target=_blank>#595</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Thought you might find this interesting.</P> 
<P>Regarding Joanne Voorhees. She's an ID hack:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course she is. The groups that are anti-gay, anti-science, and anti-
choice, and vilify people like Jon Huntsman are always the same groups that are 
trying to sneak creationism into schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114567 33523 714 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 2:34:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7114414" target=_blank>#565</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a great THEORY... but there is NO EVIDENCE anywhere that CO2, Man made 
or otherwise drives the climate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely false statement. There's absolutely no doubt whatsoever 
that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is a greenhouse gas, which contributes a great deal to 
keeping the Earth's warmth from being radiated out into space.</P> 
<P>No doubt.</P> 
<P>And there's also no doubt that human beings have been contributing to a rise 
in the level of CO<SUB>2</SUB> in the atmosphere since the start of the 
Industrial Age.</P> 
<P>This is what I was talking about when I said I see way too much blanket 
denial based on ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114715 33523 843 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 3:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/803/7114667" target=_blank>#803</A> Soona'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. There's too many meteorologists as well as scientists that either 
debunk man-made GW or at least call it very inconclusive. I say we get another 
one thousand years of data before we start penalizing our nations financial 
security with man-made arrogance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You can disagree that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is a greenhouse gas if you like. That's 
your right. But you're factually wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114737 33523 865 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 3:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/856/7114728" target=_blank>#856</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't understand Soona' to be commenting on that point at all, just on 
AGW.</P> 
<P>Am I wrong, Soona'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was responding to my comment stating some scientific facts about 
CO<SUB>2</SUB>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07114741 33523 869 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 3:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/864/7114736" target=_blank>#864</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think pelosi is banking on us being knee-jerk contrarians to her 
statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree -- and it seems to be working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115154 33524 81 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 4:38:09pm  
 
<P>If anyone can name a Republican politician who passes the litmus test for 
fiscal responsibility, I'm all ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115161 33524 88 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 4:39:46pm  
 
<P>Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115196 33524 119 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 4:45:55pm  
 
<P>And that's part of the problem here. People just immediately dismiss and hurl 
insults at anyone who tries to be sensible about the ideological crisis of the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115214 33524 136 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 4:49:41pm  
 
<P>Wow, a hypocritical politician! Never seen one of those before.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115549 33525 61 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:31:55pm  
 
<P>My favorite part was when he announced that instead of waterboarding, we'll 
now play tapes of his press conferences to force terrorists to 
talk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115599 33525 103 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:36:40pm  



 
 
 
<P>I'm sure it will piss off the socons, but I have to admit I agree with almost 
everything he's saying about abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115626 33525 129 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7115616" target=_blank>#119</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you trying to do, thin out the heard?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just telling the truth about how I feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115744 33525 239 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:50:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7115724" target=_blank>#220</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here comes Amnesty II, only this time because the socons attacked our 
candidate so much we will have zero control over it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115832 33525 321 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:58:53pm  
 
<P>Obama has left the building.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115836 33525 325 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:59:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7115826" target=_blank>#315</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now after that,,, ? Ron Paul is the problem?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Ron Paul is a big problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115847 33525 335 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 5:59:35pm  
 
<P>A big problem, getting bigger every time Fox News trots him out. Which is 
pretty much every day now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115867 33525 354 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:01:20pm  
 
<P>It was boring as hell, but given the fact that the auto companies were about 
to fail -- which could have caused very serious problems for the economy -- his 
answer that his first priority was to stop being a shareholder in the auto 
industry was pretty good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115879 33525 366 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:02:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7115865" target=_blank>#352</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is anyone else there besides the Judge and Beck promoting him at 
FNC?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Neil Cavuto has him on frequently too. And I've seen him on other Fox 
News shows recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115897 33525 383 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:04:32pm  
 
<P>And now we'll hear from Fox News' resident repellent toad, Dick "I'll Suck 
Your Toes" Morris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115938 33525 421 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:09:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7115932" target=_blank>#416</A> 
MagnaniomousCoward</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>OT</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/162798_Moronic_Convergence-
_Vlams_Belang_MP_Johan_Demol_promotes_Scientology_in_Brussels" 
target=_blank>Moronic Convergence: Vlams Belang MP Johan Demol promotes 
Scientology in Brussels</A></STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. Vlaams Belang and Scientology. Doesn't get much better than 
that. They're both fascist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07115946 33525 428 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 6:10:09pm  
 
<P>I think they should start bringing Dick Morris out on a huge lily 
pad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116254 33526 64 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 7:01:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7116225" target=_blank>#58</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it can get weirder:</P> 
<P>I'm seeing in the LGF sidebar an ad for Scientology!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what happens with Google AdSense. It's all about the 
keywords.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116265 33526 69 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 7:04:36pm  
 
<P>Notice the new Scientology logo, featuring the 'i' transformed into a cross. 
They're going after disaffected Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116268 33526 70 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 7:07:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7116263" target=_blank>#68</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Google Ads doesn't build some sort of contextualization recognition 
software into its code, it will become even more irrelevant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much easier said than done; that would take serious artificial intelligence 
programming. Meanwhile, the Church of Scientology is obviously putting big money 



into placing ads on sites that mention them. Which imperative do you think will 
prevail?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116349 33528 1 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 7:26:13pm  
 
<P>Stunned silence ensues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116382 33528 12 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 7:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7116376" target=_blank>#10</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this model we only add up the carbon that went into the atmosphere and 
neglect the effect of plants that reduce the CO2. In other words it wouldn't 
matter if we chopped down every single tree on the planet.</P> 
<P>Its a dumb way of looking at the problem. Not even worth partial credit on a 
differential equations exam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, those dumb scientists. With their dumb peer reviewed papers. 
Idiots!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116596 33528 171 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:04:35pm  
 
<P>Climate change is the third rail of right wing politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116633 33528 204 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:11:12pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I'm pissed off tonight because I finally finished watching every 
episode of "The Sopranos" for the first time (yes, really!), and there's nothing 
else even close to it on TV in terms of quality.</P> 
<P>But that final episode. Damn. Ambiguity cubed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117043 33528 423 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:52:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7116987" target=_blank>#413</A> 
HarryTheHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those who fall for this AGW hoax remind me of...creationists</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh. I think I'm supposed to be amazed and dumbstruck now.</P> 
<P>It might be more interesting if you explained how you equate people who 
reject all of modern science (creationists), with people who have mountains of 
scientific evidence on their side (climate change scientists). But that might 
require actual thought instead of knee-jerk reactionism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117056 33528 424 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:01:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7117017" target=_blank>#418</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're beginning to sound very much like the people you critique. 
Nobody, ever, should be free from critique because of their 
occupation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And no one should build such easily destroyed straw men, because I never said 
anything like that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You also place too much faith in peer review. Peer review does not check the 
facts, it's not a recalculation of the science - it is simply a case of looking 
for glaring fundamental mistakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I don't place too much faith in peer review either; I know exactly the 
role it plays in the scientific method, and posted a comment in an earlier 
thread that you might want to see before tossing that straw man at me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientists are not infallible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't say that either. Straw men seem to be your specialty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117076 33528 428 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7116987" target=_blank>#413</A> 
HarryTheHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those who fall for this AGW hoax remind me of...creationists</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to reply, by the way. I reviewed your past comments and I see that 
you're a creationist, which explains the belligerence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117097 33528 430 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:22:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7117088" target=_blank>#429</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a funny thing Charles that a completely reasonable post evokes such a 
strong reaction from you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another straw man. I guess it makes you feel powerful to misrepresent your 
opponents. If I react strongly to something you post, believe me, you'll know 
it.</P> 
<P>The rest of your post is nothing but arguments from authority, with no 
citations or links to check what you're saying.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am bitterly disappointed...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll find the strength to carry on despite your bitter 
disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117133 33528 436 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7117112" target=_blank>#434</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the_thermonuclear_pickle</P> 
<P>Karma: 6Registered since: Dec 2, 2008 at 7:26 pm(Logged in)</P> 
<P>No. of comments posted: 2No. of links posted: 0</P> 
<P>Up till now, everthing has been ok?Do you really have an opinion on 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117136 33528 437 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:35:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/7117132" target=_blank>#435</A> 
charlesincharge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some opinion with charts and facts . <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2009/01/co2_fairytales_in_global_warmi.html
" target=_blank>For the truly open minded.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And for those whose minds aren't so open their brains have fallen out:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.orble.com/co2-fairy-tales-in-global-warming-by-gregory-
young/" target=_blank>CO2 Fairy Tales in Global Warming, by Gregory 
Young</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117141 33528 439 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7117139" target=_blank>#438</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bet he could argue the other way and make a pretty good case.</P> 
<P>And I am not a AGW believer.I have seen this more-in-sorrow-than-anger schick 
before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen it over and over and over. Gets pretty tiresome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07118712 33528 507 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 10:10:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/7118606" target=_blank>#505</A> voluble</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can tell Charles is not a scientist if he thinks <EM>Nature</EM> is taken 
very seriously as a scientific publication.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you can tell that 'voluble' is determinedly clueless if he thinks Nature 
is NOT taken seriously as a scientific publication. What an incredibly ludicrous 
assertion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07118793 33528 509 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 10:20:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/7118606" target=_blank>#505</A> voluble</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been around physicists and engineers all my life (since it is my 
profession) and they will tell you almost to a man that the whole AGW thing is 
blown way out of proportion and in most cases they will say it is an outright 
hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I've been involved in high energy particle research and nuclear 
physics, in addition to evolutionary molecular biology, since I was three years 
old. I do that in between my other interests, such as restoring old hand-
illuminated manuscripts from the 12th century, and building hospitals in 
developing nations in which I carry out brain surgery and triple bypass 
operations. If I still have some energy at the end of the day, I work on my 
Ph.D. dissertation on the life cycle of Amazonian predatory fish.</P> 
<P>It's a full schedule, I know. And then there's LGF to manage 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119733 33528 529 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 12:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7119581" target=_blank>#523</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's such an echo chamber in here. Everyone just agrees with Charles and 
there's no real debate///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And don't forget -- if you disagree with me, I'LL BAN YA!</P> 
<P>Yaaarrrgh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119836 33528 532 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7119751" target=_blank>#530</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.co2science.org/about/board.php" target=_blank>CO2 
Science</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change is a front group 
for Exxon-Mobil.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Center_for_the_Study_of_Carbon_
Dioxide_and_Global_Change" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119949 33528 538 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/7119888" target=_blank>#533</A> Capt. 
Queeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Any chance you'll dig up the funding sources for those six papers referenced 
in the issue of<EM>Nature</EM>? Or is Bullshit Ave. just a one-way 
street?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there something stopping you from doing it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119952 33528 539 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:25:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/7119920" target=_blank>#536</A> mrkwong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I'm concerned ExxonMobil is a more honest source than most of those 
on the climate-fraud side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snort. Right. Because energy industries are completely 
honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120016 33528 543 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:39:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/7119903" target=_blank>#535</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Myles_Allen" target=_blank>Myles Allen 
is on the payroll of the UN</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, that might be somewhat oversimplifying things:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Myles R. Allen is head of the Climate Dynamics group at University of 
Oxford's Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics Department. He is the 
Principal Investigator of Climateprediction.net and is principally responsible 
for starting this project.[1]</P> 



<P>He has worked at the Energy Unit of the United Nations Environment Programme, 
the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in Oxfordshire, and the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120026 33528 544 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:41:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7119996" target=_blank>#542</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<P>And if you actually read the link, you'll discover that those are only the 
donations that have been actually discovered. That group is secretive about 
their funding.</P> 
<P>And of course, there's also this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In October 1999 Craig D. Idso and Keith E. Idso mentioned that they had 
"recently completed a project commissioned by the Greening Earth Society 
entitled "Forecasting World Food Supplies: The Impact of the Rising Atmospheric 
CO2 Concentration," which we presented at the Second Annual Dixy Lee Ray 
Memorial Symposium held in Washington, DC on 31 August - 2 September 1999." [1] 
The Greening Earth Society, <STRONG>a front group of the Western Fuels 
Association</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Donald Paul Hodel, <STRONG>chairman of Summit Power Group</STRONG> is listed 
among the "scientific advisors" to the Center.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120088 33528 549 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7120076" target=_blank>#548</A> Capt. 
Queeg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed that, too. Sufffice it to say, that all I need to know about Myles 
Allen is that he's a contributor to IPCC reports.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, go ahead and reject the IPCC. After all, it's only composed of some of 
the world's top scientists, reviewing peer reviewed research on climate change 
by other top scientists.</P> 
<P>Obviously, they're a bunch of idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120161 33528 554 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:12:57pm  
 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>The "hockey stick" controversy has been greatly distorted by the anti-AGW 
side. It's far from a simple discussion, but this article at Wikipedia is pretty 
good, if you really care to understand what it's about.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hockey_stick_controversy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>The view that the "hockey stick" warming graph is a total fraud is simply 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121864 33528 592 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:48:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/7121693" target=_blank>#591</A> abu 
jimbola</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AGW is an unmitigated crock of horseshit and deserves no further 
discussion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, that settles it. 'Abu Jimbola' has spoken. No need to worry about any 
of that 'science' crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116876 33529 24 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7116837" target=_blank>#5</A> 6pat6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Flu viruses evolve. There is how you show and prove that organisms evolve. 
They can't argue otherwise. Debate closed in three seconds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted that exact point a few days ago, and actually got some hate mail for 
it, from people who refused to believe that viruses evolve. And one commenter 
here at LGF said I was "becoming an extremist" because I mentioned 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07116893 33529 34 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 8:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7116863" target=_blank>#19</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but you need to do it in a way that makes it clear you are not trying to 
destroy their belief in God. You can't convince anyone of anything while they 
are on the defensive, and attacking their beliefs will do exactly 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I don't disagree with that in principle, I always wonder why that 
forebearance is only expected to go one way; pro-evolution people are supposed 
to walk on eggshells to avoid offending creationists, but creationists are 
allowed to lie, distort, misquote scientists, and scream about their hurt 
feelings.</P> 
<P>It just don't seem fair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117003 33529 110 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:33:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7116991" target=_blank>#99</A> Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>excuse me, but aren't Muslims "creationists"...I mean the violent, 
headchopping kind</P> 
<P>I don't think a book will deter them in their quest</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. All Muslims are not creationists. And all Muslims are not 
violent headchoppers.</P> 
<P>Are you about to melt down or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117040 33529 138 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 9:51:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/7117035" target=_blank>#135</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>Noblesse oblige</I>, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah?! <EM>Oblige</EM> up on this bad boy heah!</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117108 33529 194 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:26:22pm  
 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7117094" target=_blank>#184</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Rudy is at the top of the ticket the Social Conservatives stay home. I'm 
not saying I'm glad or it's good or right, it's just reality</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I look forward to the day when the social conservatives all stay home, and 
the adults can take back control of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117114 33529 198 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7117107" target=_blank>#193</A> jdog29</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know ANY social cons running for national office pushing creationism 
in the science classes. Are there any? Have there EVER been 
any?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick Santorum. Bobby Jindal. Mark Sanford. Mike Huckabee. Sam Brownback.</P> 
<P>I could go on for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117123 33529 207 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:31:26pm  
 
<P>It's kind of amazing that people would try to deny there's a GOP problem with 
creationism, after all the posts on the subject at LGF.</P> 
<P>But denial is what creationists do, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07117148 33529 225 Charles Wed, Apr 29, 2009 10:41:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7117145" target=_blank>#223</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately SoCons have a weird lack of understanding of being 
human.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lack of understanding what it means to be human, and a desire to force 
their views of what it means to be human on everyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07118468 33529 392 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7118389" target=_blank>#384</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the certainty that you declare that God's hand is not in evolution seems 
to be a touch arrogant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. This again.</P> 
<P>Would you please tell me where I have written anything like your weird, 
distorted mischaracterization of my views? Go ahead, search LGF and find the 
post where I wrote with "certainty" that "God's hand is not in evolution."</P> 
<P>I'll wait. (Actually, I won't. I have better things to do than get in another 
argument with another thin-skinned creationist.)</P> 
<P>BTW:</P> 
<P>wkellerRegistered since: Jun 2, 2005 at 10:47 amNo. of comments posted: 12No. 
of links posted: 2</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07118570 33529 399 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:47:25am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7117620" target=_blank>#339</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>I'm just saying she is clueless about the origins of what we know today as 
Intelligent Design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clueless, or deceptive? I've liked a lot of what Melanie Phillips has 
written, but like Ben Stein, when the talk turns to evolution she just goes off 
the rails. It's sad how many so-called conservatives are so determinedly 
ignorant about these issues.</P> 
<P>There's absolutely no doubt whatsoever that "intelligent design" is 
repackaged creationism; even the founders of ID say so. The prime ID textbook 
for a long time, "Of Pandas and People," began as a pure creationist book, and 
this was proven beyond a shadow of a doubt in the Dover trial. And I'm appalled 
at her description of Ken Miller's testimony in the Kitzmiller case as 
"muddled." Good grief.</P> 
<P>Charles Krauthammer seems to be the only conservative pundit with his head on 
straight about creationism -- probably because he was trained as a 
scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119252 33533 137 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 11:22:11am  
 
<P>Comments whining and complaining about posts related to evolution will be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>Continuing to whine and complain after that will cause accounts to be 
blocked.</P> 
<P>(And I wish people would try to remember not to quote posts that look like 
they're going to be deleted, but I guess it's not to be.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119262 33533 147 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 11:24:45am  
 
<P>The only people who ever complain about posts on evolution, by the way, are 
creationists.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to delete all those comments quoting our latest sleeper, 
because there are too many of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120707 33533 339 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 4:13:27pm  
 
<P>I wondered when the creationists would show up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121014 33533 342 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 5:20:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7120915" target=_blank>#341</A> 
CEQAttorney</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one right before my comment. That's a very very common creationist 
talking point.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of odd curiosity, where do I fit into that 
definition?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, if you don't deny evolution (whether you call it macro- or micro-
evolution, or try to cloak the denial in "intelligent design") then I'd say 
you're not a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119463 33534 24 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 11:55:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7119455" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a reminder: Pat Buchanan is pretty much the center of the international 
ethnic nationalist movement including Vlaams Belang, Le Penn, the BNP, David 
Duke, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, exactly. This can't be stated often enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119533 33534 76 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 12:07:35pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity praises Pat Buchanan as "the great Patrick J. Buchanan:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Xvum9mvjOys&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119562 33534 104 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 12:12:24pm  
 
<P>Also a prominently featured columnist at Human Events: Robert 
Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119856 33534 364 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:04:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7119806" target=_blank>#321</A> 
flyovercountry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the danger of an, "our side your side," world. Pat Buchanan is lumped 
in as a conservative. Many on the right feel we must support this ignorant jerk 
for that reason alone. He can inflict his craziness upon the world wearing the 
mantle of conservative values, given a pass by his enablers. Buchanan should be 
distanced from the political right. the truth is, nuts can be found on both 
sides of the spectrum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was distanced already. William F. Buckley wrote an entire book denouncing 
Buchanan and Joseph Sobran as antisemites, decades ago.</P> 
<P>And now he's back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119861 33534 368 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:07:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7119828" target=_blank>#341</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not familiar with Climate Depot but you might be interested in reading 
this who started that web site: <A 



href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Marc_Morano" target=_blank>Marc 
Morano.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A large percentage of climate change denial sites are either: 1) funded by 
the energy industry, or 2) run by religious fanatics like James Inhofe.</P> 
<P>The Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change is another one -
- it's a front group for ExxonMobil.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Center_for_the_Study_of_Carbon_
Dioxide_and_Global_Change" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119904 33534 404 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:16:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/7119885" target=_blank>#390</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to refrain from doing so. See my #386. It's a Wikipedia-type site 
where it appears anyone can edit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been checking SourceWatch for quite a while, and it appears very 
reliable. All statements are linked to sources, and you can check everything 
posted there for yourself. I haven't seen anything incorrect at the site 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07119913 33534 413 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7119906" target=_blank>#406</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a crazing for PBJ but I only have rye bread on hand. Is it worth a 
try?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't do it! It's crazy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126547 33534 557 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:34:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7124928" target=_blank>#556</A> Dave AAA</EM></P> 
<P>I peek in on the end of this thread, and what do I see: someone apologizing 
for a Nazi death camp guard. Disgusting.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120072 33535 36 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 1:51:10pm  
 
<P>Someone who seems to be a fan of Alex Jones and Ron Paul has been emailing me 
links to the infowars website every day -- today there's a real classic of a 
post over there raving that the site is under a denial of service attack by the 
New World Order.</P> 
<P>Judge Andrew Napolitano's pal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120697 33535 206 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 4:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7120672" target=_blank>#205</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"Chick Corea’s classic tune “Spain,”</P> 
<P>Huh?</P> 
<P>This is the Adagio (second) movement of Concierto de Aranjuez by Joaquin 
Rodrigo.</P> 
<P>Here it is played properly, sans the melodramatics that jazz players seem 
steeped in.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, it isn't. Bela Fleck plays an excerpt from the Rodrigo piece at the 
beginning of "Spain."</P> 
<P>I've only played this tune about a hundred thousand times, and I used to do 
the same Concierto de Aranjuez intro when we performed it with the Jarreau 
band.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120255 33536 9 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:33:15pm  
 
<P>Wilders' statements are about as un-American as it's possible to be. I'm 
finished giving him the benefit of the doubt, and it's beyond hypocritical of 
him to be touting "freedom of expression" at the same time as he advocates 
taking away the rights of Muslims. Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120270 33536 17 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:36:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7120262" target=_blank>#13</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the exact quote where Wilders denies or advocates no freedom of 
expression for Muslims?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“the right to religious freedom should not apply to this totalitarian 
ideology called Islam.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120277 33536 20 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:38:03pm  
 
<P>Wilders is selling the view that all Muslims are evil and must be expelled 
from Western society, the Koran should be banned, and Islam should be outlawed 
as a religion.</P> 
<P>Sorry. I am NOT down with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120282 33536 23 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:39:16pm  
 
<P>We need to speak out against the militant strains of Islam, and I intend to 
continue doing that, but this kind of absolutist view that seeks to take away 
basic rights from human beings is pure fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120310 33536 39 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7120293" target=_blank>#29</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, the first statement <EM>is</EM> partly true: Islam is not 
<EM>merely</EM> a religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that he didn't say that -- he said it was not a religion 
<EM>at all</EM>, as a preface to advocating taking away the right of Muslims to 



freedom of religion. And the crowd he's talking to knows exactly what he's 
saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120325 33536 53 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:49:34pm  
 
<P>CAIR, by the way, has been pretty well marginalized over the past couple of 
years, and it had NOTHING to do with the activities of people like Geller, and 
everything to do with the Holy Land Foundation trial that exposed their Hamas 
roots in a way the media could not ignore any longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120332 33536 58 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7120323" target=_blank>#51</A> 
anchors_aweigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shouldn't it be the peaceful muslims who should speak out against the 
militant strains of their own religion? Why should we have to point out the 
obvious to peaceful people?</P> 
<P>When I see muslims rioting in the streets to stop the religious violence in 
their own name, thats when I start to sympathize...till then...not so 
much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how do you think you're going to get peaceful Muslims on board with that, 
if you turn around and tell them their religion should be 
banned?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120339 33536 64 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:52:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7120331" target=_blank>#57</A> Amused to 
Death</EM></P> 
<P>Amused to DeathRegistered since: Apr 8, 2007 at 7:43 pmNo. of comments 
posted: 13No. of links posted: 0</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120340 33536 65 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:52:27pm  
 
<P>That's our first Wilders flounce-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120357 33536 80 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:55:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7120354" target=_blank>#77</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was this speech attended by Pam Gellar as well?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller is one of the main sponsors and organizers of the Wilders speaking 
tour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120367 33536 90 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 2:56:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7120362" target=_blank>#85</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, a few people still understand the threat at least. We're in a period of 
relative calm, so it's easy for most to fall asleep again.</P> 



<P>Until the next time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. Nobody is "asleep" here. I just refuse to be a 
bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120398 33536 118 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:03:50pm  
 
<P>Geller is shrieking like a lunatic about the ADL's statement, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120408 33536 128 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7120377" target=_blank>#100</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do we resolve this dilemma?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You already answered your own question:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We need to allow the practice of a religion, but not allow the violation of 
US law by members of that religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120415 33536 135 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7120413" target=_blank>#133</A> TS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to ban any ideology. But this PC crap about how you cant 
criticise Islam has to stop too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody said you can't criticize Islam. At least not at LGF.</P> 
<P>But I'm absolutely not going to give any support at all to people who want to 
take away the rights of other people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120440 33536 159 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7120417" target=_blank>#137</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<P>If you ever read anything at LGF that led you to believe I'd be in favor of 
stripping away the right to freedom of religion from Muslims, expelling them 
from the country, or banning the Koran, you were very seriously 
mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120448 33536 167 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:15:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7120432" target=_blank>#151</A> 
goddessoftheclassroom</EM></P> 
<P>How is this "out of context?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We should also stop pretending that Islam is a religion, sure, it has 
religious symbols, but it's not a religion. It is a totaltarian ideology and the 
right to religious freedom should not apply to Islam.</P> 
<P>We should stop the mass immigration from Muslim countries. We have to stop 
it, today. No more immigrants from Muslim countries. We have to stop the AlHaya 
(sp?).</P> 
<P>We have to encourage the voluntary repatriation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's very clearly saying he wants to take away Muslims' right to practice 
their religion.</P> 



<P>Sorry. Not down with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120470 33536 189 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:19:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7120456" target=_blank>#175</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>I agree with most of what he says.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't. In fact, I read the speech and it is almost unbelievably 
hypocritical for this man to be portraying himself as a hero for free speech and 
free expression, at the same time as he explicitly calls for stripping a whole 
class of people of those very rights.</P> 
<P>This is un-American to its core. It's despicable rabble-rousing populist 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120480 33536 198 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7120463" target=_blank>#182</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>159 Charles</P> 
<P>No, you've never written any such thing here. Nor did I say you 
had.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, then you've answered your question. Nothing is changing here. I'm 
trying to be consistent and stand up for principles that matter to me. People 
like Geller and Wilders have been getting steadily more extreme and hateful -- 
they're the ones who are changing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120552 33536 259 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:35:19pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120559 33536 266 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7120537" target=_blank>#246</A> 
recklessprocess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the KKK announced they were now a religion could they then preach how 
inferior blacks are?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a call on the clue phone:</P> 
<P>The KKK <STRONG>are</STRONG> allowed to preach about "how inferior blacks 
are." It's called the First Amendment to the United States 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120568 33536 274 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 3:40:22pm  
 
<P>The really sick thing about Wilders preaching this un-American garbage here 
in the US is that American Muslims are far more peaceful and far more 
assimilated into US society than they are in his country, the Netherlands. He's 
trying to bring the extremism over here, and he's being aided by people who make 
friends with European fascist groups.</P> 
<P>The whole thing is just nauseating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07121026 33536 466 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 5:23:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/7121012" target=_blank>#465</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>198 Charles</P> 
<P>I know that Wilders and Spencer haven't changed. Atlas seems not to have 
changed although admittedly I do not follow her very closely. But LGF has most 
definitely changed - in the direction of 9/10 sadly. With the benefit of 
relatively long absences, I can see it very clearly. Maybe the change has 
happened too gradually to register, maybe it is the commenters that have 
changed, maybe both; I don't know. What is unclear to me is, why?</P> 
<P>Anyway, I'm just one voice, and not even a significant one at that. But 
having spent a good chunk of time here in the past, I hope you know that I don't 
question you lightly or in a hurtful spirit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Apparently, you were reading an LGF that existed only in your 
mind. I have never been in favor of any kind of mass deportations or 
restrictions on free speech -- never. And I've never been a simple political 
puppet, parroting right wing or left wing talking points, and I'm not going to 
start now.</P> 
<P>And yes, Spencer and Geller have definitely changed. They're getting more 
extreme all the time, as they become increasingly marginalized by decent people 
who see what they're really standing for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121056 33536 470 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 5:28:11pm  
 
<P>In one way, I have changed, I'll grant this -- I'm seeing the true agenda of 
some of the so-called 'anti-jihadists' much more clearly, and that process began 
in 2007 when many of them decided it was time to start hooking up with fascist 
groups and far right lunatics.</P> 
<P>I want absolutely nothing to do with this. If you think that means I'm 
changing "in the direction of 9/10," that would have to be a problem -- yours. 
Because it's a core principle for me, and always has been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121106 33536 480 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 5:42:20pm  
 
<P>One more point on this before I drop it and move on to more productive 
things.</P> 
<P>No healthy person can -- or should -- maintain the kind of rage most of us 
felt after 9/11 for an entire lifespan. Now that many (but not all) of the 
threats have been neutralized, there appears to be no danger of a mass Islamic 
terrorism campaign in the US, and globally the number of terror attacks has 
decreased dramatically since that time.</P> 
<P>These changes are the result of the US military, and the policies put into 
place by the Bush administration -- not the ranting and screaming of Pamela 
Geller and her neo-Nazi pals.</P> 
<P>Is radical Islam still a threat? Yes, absolutely, and we still need to be 
vigilant. But for way too many "anti-jihadists" this has become a sort of 
monomaniacal obsession, leading them to make alliances with really bad people, 
make bad judgments about the causes they support, and see Muslims with swords 
around every corner. And for some, it's turned into pure insane bigotry.</P> 
<P>I'm not down with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121183 33536 494 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 6:10:10pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7121172" target=_blank>#490</A> kirk</EM></P> 
<P>You should have been banned when you posted this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4575445" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>So I'm rectifying that oversight now. Bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121227 33536 498 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 6:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/7121191" target=_blank>#495</A> Frank N 
Stein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are rare, but they <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdul_Hadi_Palazzi" target=_blank>do 
exist</A>.</P> 
<P>One of the problems is the lack of free speech in Arab dictatorships and 
Muslim theocracies. The voices of dissidents with sympathetic views on Jews or 
reformist inclinations or who support peace with Israel were and are suppressed, 
thus preventing these voices from having a wider exposure and subsequently the 
potential of having a wider following or influence or provoking discussion that 
might lead some others to change their minds, so they remain 
fringe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not just suppressed -- they're murdered, sometimes en masse. But 
increasingly, Muslims are speaking out against the hatred, in countries where 
it's very dangerous to do so.</P> 
<P>It's not going to change overnight, but it is changing. And in today's mass 
communication world, it's getting much more difficult to stop these people from 
having an effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121233 33536 499 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 6:24:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/7121222" target=_blank>#497</A> Totally 
Berserk</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! See ya. Toodles.</P> 
<P>Another one I should have banned as soon as it started 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121280 33536 511 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 6:40:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7121263" target=_blank>#507</A> 
Wilderstad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how is Geert Wilders inaccurate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"How is Geert Wilders inaccurate?"</P> 
<P>He's advocating measures that are un-American to their core. We don't ban 
books. We don't ban religions. We don't deport masses of people.</P> 
<P>If you have so little respect for the freedoms and liberties you've inherited 
in this country, and want to take them away from others, you'd probably be 
happier in the Netherlands where you can hook up with people like Geert 
Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121622 33536 542 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 7:57:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/7121608" target=_blank>#541</A> NamDoc67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IF you agree Wilders diagnosis is correct, then what is your 
prescription?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with Wilders' apocalyptic diagnosis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121732 33536 554 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:18:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7121706" target=_blank>#552</A> 
Wilderstad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geert Wilders is from a different background, a different country with 
different challenges than yours. He's most definitely NOT American or born 
within a legal system, with expectations of certain freedoms or ideals you 
have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So maybe he should keep his backwards European anti-freedom opinions to 
himself, instead of spreading them in America among people who already have 
serious problems with appreciating their own constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121829 33536 564 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/7121813" target=_blank>#562</A> NamDoc67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Wilders is pigeonholed as either Cassandra or a bigot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, at this point I'd say he's pigeonholed himself as a simple bigot. No 
"Cassandra" about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121835 33536 565 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:41:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7121824" target=_blank>#563</A> 
dry_heavz_4_alla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And frankly, these creepy character assassinations (e.g. Sharmatu to Zombie: 
"You sound like Spencer") are making me uncomfortable just being here. Too many 
seem to relish in their power to create fear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I'll make things easier for you by blocking your account. Maybe you can 
find another blog that might be more comfortable for someone who chooses the 
name "dry_heavz_4_alla".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121850 33536 568 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:45:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7121839" target=_blank>#566</A> 
Wilderstad</EM></P> 
<P>Well, if nothing else, tonight I'm getting rid of some people who should have 
been banned long ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121878 33536 570 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/7121813" target=_blank>#562</A> NamDoc67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to put too fine a point on it, you are now not addressing Wilder's 
"diagnosis" but his "prognosis."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not to put too dull a point on it, but you are the one who said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IF you agree Wilders diagnosis is correct, then what is your 
prescription?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do NOT agree with the diagnosis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121954 33536 577 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:09:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7121893" target=_blank>#572</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dominionism and Christian Reconstructionism call for the death penalty for 
blasphemy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Influential Christian Reconstructionist Gary North wants the death penalty 
for homosexuals, blasphemers, and women who have abortions.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gary_North_(Christian_Reconstructionist)" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123421 33536 614 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:48:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7123406" target=_blank>#613</A> 
Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe if the Muslims could produce a non-fascist version (one with all the 
anti-semitic hatred and calls for mass-murder removed) then it wouldn't have to 
be banned. Europeans have laws against hate-speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"It wouldn't have to be banned?" What planet are you living on?</P> 
<P>It's not going to be banned. This idea is an exceedingly stupid pipe dream, 
dreamed by bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123486 33536 615 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:00:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7122901" target=_blank>#605</A> 
Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the actual "<A href="http://www.eurabia.cz/Articles/2940-freedom-of-
speech-text-of-geert-wilders-speech-florida-.aspx" target=_blank>Islam is not a 
religion</A>" quote in full context of Geert Wilders speech:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is NOT the full quote in context. This is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We should also stop pretending that Islam is a religion, sure, it has 
religious symbols, but it's not a religion. It is a totalitarian ideology and 
<STRONG>the right to religious freedom should not apply to Islam</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>We should stop the mass immigration from Muslim countries. We have to stop 
it, today. No more immigrants from Muslim countries. We have to stop the AlHaya 
(sp?).</P> 
<P>We have to encourage the voluntary repatriation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that you somehow missed the part in bold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123500 33536 616 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:02:33am  
 



<P>And by the way, when Wilders says that he wants to deport Muslim "criminals," 
please note that if he gets his way, Islam is outlawed, and the right to freedom 
of religion is taken away from Muslims, ALL Muslims will be criminals.</P> 
<P>This is just disgusting. And I'm appalled that anyone who calls themselves 
"American" could even consider it for one freaking second.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125709 33536 630 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 5:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7125607" target=_blank>#627</A> 
Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the "quotes" around "criminals"? They are criminals. Europe's prisons are 
filled with violent criminals from Muslim countries -- there are daily reports 
of honor killings, rapes, anti-semitic harassment, drug-dealing, ... all over 
Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice that you completely ignored my point that by criminalizing Islam 
itself, you make ALL Muslims criminals.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the quotes around "American"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I wrote "people who call themselves 'American'." The quotes are 
appropriate.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. "stop the building of new mosques. As long as no churches or synagogues 
are allowed to be build in countries like Saudi-Arabia we will not allow one 
more new mosque in our western countries." -- that sounds like reciprocity to 
me.</P> 
<P>2. "Close all mosques where incitement to violence is taking place."</P> 
<P>3. "Close all Islamic schools, for they are fascist institutions and young 
children should not be educated an ideology of hate and 
violence."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have never seen me write that we should ban the building of mosques or 
close all Islamic schools. That's a bigoted and stupid thing to advocate.</P> 
<P>The direction of LGF has not changed "leftward." I refuse to climb on board 
the fascist train with Geert Wilders and Pamela Geller. That's not "leftward." 
It's being sane and responsible, instead of giving in to bigotry and 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125716 33536 631 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 5:12:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/7125698" target=_blank>#629</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Wilders speech:</P> 
<P>This is as much of his extremism that he dares to show, and it's bad enough 
at that. Beyond that, I'm pretty sure Wilders is smart enough to be able to 
figure out where the attempt to implement such policies would quickly 
lead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would lead to mass violence against Muslims, very obviously. Anyone who 
says it's possible to carry out mass deportations without mass violence is 
either 1) deluded, or 2) lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126544 33536 635 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7126317" target=_blank>#634</A> 
Fritz_Katz</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Leftward" is refusing to report, obfuscate, or distort the truth in order to 
push an agenda. It's what "leftward" publications like Newsweak or the NYT 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120730 33537 11 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 4:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7120725" target=_blank>#9</A> hiney von 
pewps</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07120741 33537 18 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 4:18:56pm  
 
 
 
<P>'hiney von pewps' is the third username for this particular sock 
puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121245 33538 55 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 6:28:51pm  
 
<P>They're melting down all over the Geert Wilders thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121527 33539 130 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 7:36:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7121465" target=_blank>#78</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interestingly, the human body sort of has two brains as well. The 
gastrointestinal tract (i.e. esophagus, stomach, intestines) has its own nervous 
system, which can operate independently even if deprived of connections to the 
brain. It has about a hundred million nerve cells in it, which is more than 
there are in the spinal cord (but only about a thousandth of the number that are 
in the brain).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The gastrointestinal tract is not the only human organ that has its own 
brain.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121634 33539 217 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 7:59:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7121598" target=_blank>#188</A> BigAl</EM></P> 
<P>That's what I get for restoring your account. Won't make that mistake 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121650 33539 231 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:02:10pm  
 
<P>Some really wonderful hate mail coming in tonight. Might require a 'We got 
mail' post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07126533 33539 294 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7123733" target=_blank>#289</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except, Jimmah, that there is plenty of good, solid archaeological evidence 
supporting large chunks of the history contained in the Bible. Why reject it -- 
unless you are so scared of Christianity (and Judaism) that you would reject 
SCIENCE out of that fear.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bib-arch.org/" target=_blank>www.bib-
arch.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're posting this as if it's uncontroversial proof that the Bible is a 
historical document, but that is simply not true:</P> 
<P><A href="http://northstatescience.wordpress.com/2008/03/02/questioning-the-
integrity-of-biblical-archaeology/" target=_blank>Questioning The Integrity of 
Biblical Archaeology</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126536 33539 295 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:25:06pm  
 
<P>And more skepticism about the claims made by "Biblical archaeologists:" <A 
href="http://www.theskepticalreview.com/tsrmag/982front.html" 
target=_blank>Archaeology and Biblical Accuracy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126538 33539 296 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:26:30pm  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise to discover that "Biblical archaeology" is a branch of 
"creation science": <A href="http://creationwiki.org/Biblical_archaeology" 
target=_blank>Biblical archaeology - CreationWiki, the encyclopedia of creation 
science</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127434 33539 299 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:46:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7127429" target=_blank>#298</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, Charles, you do have the truly outrageous folks you have cited. I'm 
with you in rejecting them.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, I cited a mainstream source that is based upon scholarly 
research and which publishes works by respected experts in the fields of history 
and archaeology. Why won't you deal with that in an honest fashion rather than 
dismissing it out of hand?</P> 
<P>Dare I suggest that your own fundamentalism is showing? Dare I suggest that 
you have become so dead-set against the extreme claims of the creationist 
zealots that you have become a dogmatic Dawkins-esque figure on all things 
Christian, seeming to presume that ANY claim of truth coming from a religious 
source must be rejected, regardless of its having been corroborated by good 
science and good scholarship?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dare I suggest that you no longer have an account at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121679 33540 4 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:08:40pm  
 



<P>Almost all of my hate mail is now apparently coming from the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121690 33540 10 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7121679" target=_blank>#4</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost all of my hate mail is now apparently coming from the right 
wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait! What am I saying! Haven't I learned yet that there are no right wing 
extremists?!</P> 
<P>Face palm!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121858 33540 135 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 8:46:50pm  
 
<P>Meltdownfest in the Wilders thread! They're dropping like 
flies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121911 33540 174 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7121894" target=_blank>#162</A> schnapp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q. charles, with all these people slandering you, if in the tiny possibility 
that they did a complete U-turn and asked (more like begged) for forgiveness, 
would you give it to them? or are the wounds in your relationship with spencer 
and other anti-jihadists recently converted to fascism too 
deep?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will never trust Robert Spencer again.</P> 
<P>But your scenario of them "asking for forgiveness" has absolutely no chance 
of coming true anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07121974 33541 7 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:13:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7121960" target=_blank>#4</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good news. Now we need to get the rest of the crazies off the Texas 
State Board of Education.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>And don't forget the other major GOP politician who pals around with David 
Barton of Wallbuilders -- Bobby Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07122005 33541 19 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:19:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7121990" target=_blank>#14</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the story says Gov Perry can replace McLeroy with someone else from the 
board to serve until 2011, so there's a good chance someone even less qualified 
than McLeroy will be chairman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no one less qualified than Don McLeroy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07122034 33541 37 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 9:26:46pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7122025" target=_blank>#32</A> Emerald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess it's too easy to just pull your kids out of public schools and keep 
them ignorant at home.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the point. They're already brainwashing their own children.</P> 
<P>They want to brainwash everyone else's children too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07122151 33541 128 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 10:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7122132" target=_blank>#111</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Minor quibble. It wasn't the first article in the Bill of Rights. It's 
actually the third. The first amendment has never been ratified, and the second 
wasn't ratified until 1992.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The First Amendment was ratified by the States in 1791.</P> 
<P>Where did you get that misinformation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07122168 33541 143 Charles Thu, Apr 30, 2009 10:21:35pm  
 
<P>I see. So we're splitting hairs over the original articles? 
Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124051 33541 287 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 11:01:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7123663" target=_blank>#286</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget, though, that the Bible is legitimately viewed as a historical 
work -- though one that has to be contextualized among other evidence. Modern 
archaeology confirms much of what is found in the Bible (though certainly not 
all), and therefore it is not only appropriate, but also essential, to use the 
Bible as one historical resource among many.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. The Bible is a religious book; there are almost no historians who 
view it as a valid work of history. Some of the events in the Bible may have 
occurred as described, but almost none of them are entirely accurate, and ALL of 
them must be verified by outside sources, because the authorship of most of it 
is unclear.</P> 
<P>Only fundamentalists consider the Bible a valid work of 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126108 33541 295 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7126104" target=_blank>#294</A> 
RhymesWithRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ifg such an artifact ever existed, I'm not sure that it would survive 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such an artifact never existed. It's a fairy tale. An allegory. Completely 
impossible in the real world.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to break this to you gently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07123580 33544 14 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:26:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7123569" target=_blank>#8</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT I just noticed:</P> 
<P>Google ad on right side[Link: <A href="http://www.muslima.com" 
target=_blank>www.muslima.com...</A>] &gt; The internationa muslim matrimonial 
site.Hijab in ad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google ads are keyword-driven. They're triggered by the words in LGF 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123581 33544 15 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:26:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7123579" target=_blank>#13</A> Arlemagne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I kind of found it jarring to see you refer to Geert Wilder's opinion as "un-
American." Geert not being American and all. But you're right 
nevertheless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is spouting this stuff in America, sponsored by Americans, and Americans 
are applauding him for it.</P> 
<P>I do realize that Wilders is not an American, believe it or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123598 33544 30 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:33:20am  
 
<P>"user:Miss Trixie"</P> 
<P>The quotes around the phrase are necessary if the name contains 
spaces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123622 33544 47 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:39:05am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123674 33544 94 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:50:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7123667" target=_blank>#88</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was/Is the Communist Party banned in the US?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123846 33544 249 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:20:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7123752" target=_blank>#163</A> 
horatiolust</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles--</P> 
<P>For purposes of clarity - define "fascism". If by "fascism" you mean 
"authoritarian" or "nationalistic" or "right-wing", then please tell us how the 
"right wing" differs from the "left-wing" with regard to positions the "left" 
doesn't approve of, and steps the "left" would take through legislation banning 
those actions.</P> 



<P>If you mean "Nazi-like", please tell us how this differs from "Communist-
like".</P> 
<P>Now if in this whole discussion and use of language, you mean to suggest 
you're opposed to any authoritarianism of any kind, fair enough. If you are also 
suggesting the no particular concept of civilization (i.e. Western) are better 
than any others (i.e. Islamic/Koranic), that would be nice to know as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123897 33544 284 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:33:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7123892" target=_blank>#281</A> 
horatiolust</EM></P> 
<P>Why are you trying to dredge up this nonsense again?</P> 
<P>horatiolustRegistered since: Jun 25, 2007 at 8:31 amNo. of comments posted: 
5No. of links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123911 33544 289 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:35:45am  
 
<P>Sometimes the trolling just gets so freaking obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123922 33544 295 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:37:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7123906" target=_blank>#287</A> kamala</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, so you're saying banning books might be "called into question" but not 
"fascist." I agree with that. Not sure anyone else here does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Banning religions, taking away people's rights, and banning books are 
absolutely fascist techniques. They're also used by other totalitarian 
ideologies.</P> 
<P>They are not used by Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123923 33544 296 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:37:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7123920" target=_blank>#294</A> 
horatiolust</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK - it's your blog and we are merely guests. Given that some of us visit 
infrequently and post even less, perhaps out of common courtesy you as our host 
might reconsider your answer.</P> 
<P>If not, so be it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123969 33544 307 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:46:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7123948" target=_blank>#302</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does any of what you say apply to the topic at hand?</P> 
<P>Answer- it doesn't. You'd rather deflect attention than look at the 800 pound 
gorilla. Well- I'm sick and tired of deflection.</P> 
<P>Re-read the list only thinking of european "counter-jihad" politicians, or 
spare us your deflection, because we're not buying it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's exactly what it is. And I don't feel like playing the 
game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07123995 33544 314 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:51:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7123985" target=_blank>#310</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles do you mean the game where five hundred posts later we get to "buh 
buh but but ... we allied with Stalin..." ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that game. Or the revisionist game where they try to redefine 
fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124002 33544 315 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:52:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7123993" target=_blank>#313</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<P>The point, though, is that Geert Wilders is spouting this stuff right here in 
America, on a speaking tour sponsored by Americans, and he's being applauded by 
Americans for advocating things that are simply un-American.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124071 33544 333 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 11:03:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7124063" target=_blank>#332</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep missing the point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's deliberate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124351 33544 362 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:12:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7124330" target=_blank>#359</A> Jr Ewing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Wilders have any connections with fools like this?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/moslive/article-1160972/The-far-
right-march-rise-fascism-Austria.html" target=_blank>The far right is on the 
march again: the rise of Fascism in Austria</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if Wilders is connected to them -- but Heinz Christian Strache 
was one of the speakers at last year's meeting of the "Pro Koln" fascist 
group.</P> 
<P>Remember? The "Pro Koln" group that Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller are 
still defending?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124370 33544 365 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:17:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7124364" target=_blank>#364</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought wilders was considering aligning with the far right EU party 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He mentioned Vlaams Belang specifically; I don't know if he mentioned other 
parties. But it's a very tiny step from the Vlaams Belang to the Austrian 
Freedom Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124726 33544 382 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:17:32pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7124372" target=_blank>#366</A> William 
Teach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rusty also wrote a heck of a lot more then just "noticing Wilders' Fascist 
tendencies." He also included some kind words and support of Wilders. Why no 
mention of that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did mention it. I wrote it on that chip that's on your shoulder. Go ahead, 
have a look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124933 33544 396 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:56:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7124766" target=_blank>#384</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/343/7124126" 
target=_blank>343</A>, Walter:</P> 
<P>This is very difficult for Westerners to grasp. Here's how it 
works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the lecture, Vik. In case you haven't noticed, I've been posting 
about what's preached in SAUDI mosques for years at LGF.</P> 
<P>The keyword is SAUDI mosques. Unless you have evidence that the same thing is 
going on in every mosque in the US, your claim that we need to "face the facts 
and find a way to deal with them" is nothing more than blind bigotry and 
hysterical alarmism. If this were happening in the US, we'd have seen more 
attacks here since 9/11.</P> 
<P>Instead, we saw VERY few attacks, and almost none for years now. You're the 
one who's not getting it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124943 33544 397 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:59:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7124754" target=_blank>#383</A> 
Pitiricus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What he advocates make sense in the Dutch context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if that were true -- and the Dutch authorities don't seem to agree with 
you, by the way -- this crap is being spouted here in America, and applauded by 
American audiences. The Netherlands can do whatever they want, it's their 
country -- but when people like Wilders try to bring their repressive, fascist 
attitudes to America I'm going to speak out against it. We don't want it here, 
we don't need it here, and it's not going to happen here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124991 33544 403 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:10:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7124968" target=_blank>#400</A> 
Pitiricus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to expose this in the United States? Well didn't you say you were for 
freedom of speech, which exists in the United States. He was invited and exposed 
his ideas, like all people do in similar circumstances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, he has the perfect right to say this garbage.</P> 
<P>And I have the perfect right to speak out against it, whether you like it or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07125035 33544 407 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:17:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7125001" target=_blank>#405</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a <EM>post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy.</EM> A LOT of things changed 
in the USA after 9/11 to make it more difficult for domestic terrorists of any 
stripe to carry out attacks, and specifically to monitor American msoques and 
other Islamic institutions for signs of hostile plots against the 
USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. I agree with that. Mosques that were involved in radical activity 
were placed under surveillance, plots were disrupted, etc. None of this changes 
the fact that what's happening in Saudi mosques is NOT happening here in the US. 
Every attempt of the Wahhabis to introduce their radicalism here has been shut 
down by legal means, or exposed by blogs or newspapers. (Yes, newspapers have 
done some work on this.)</P> 
<P>There's no fallacy here at all. I'm very well aware of all those factors, and 
I agree that they've had a big effect in mitigating the spread of radicalism in 
the US. The point is that we don't have the same conditions here in the US as 
Vik is yelling about in Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125043 33544 410 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7125033" target=_blank>#406</A> 
Pitiricus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I told before, you attack without any historical or societal perspective. 
The Laws in Holland already cover part of what Wilders advocates. Holland is a 
very successful society since the 16th century because it was able to have Laws 
and rules that fitted its context and needs.</P> 
<P>So making all Dutch residents respect these Laws is the role of the 
government and if it doesn't do it, it is the role of the concerned citizens to 
make it do it. This is what Wilders do. And this is what his supporters want the 
government to do.</P> 
<P>Dutch laws are different from American laws, so you cannot ask a Dutch 
politician to respect the Laws of the United States.</P> 
<P>Just to add, there is an established religion in Holland... Different from 
the United States again!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Geert Wilders comes to America and spreads his crap here, I don't care 
about Dutch laws. I care about the Americans who are being swayed by this 
populist ranting.</P> 
<P>You may think I'm ignorant of the "historical perspective" (I'm not), but I'm 
going to continue speaking out against importing this intolerant, anti-freedom 
bigotry to my country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125081 33544 415 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:27:49pm  
 
<P>The bottom line is that only a fringe group of extremists are listening to 
people like Geert Wilders anyway -- fools like Pamela Geller. His ideas are 
going exactly nowhere in the United States, and will never gain any 
traction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125178 33544 425 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:50:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7125136" target=_blank>#419</A> 
Pitiricus</EM></P> 
<P>Since you're so much in favor of restricting speech and banning things, I'm 
sure you'll have no objection to being banned from spreading any more of your BS 
at LGF. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125198 33544 428 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:55:47pm  
 
<P>There's absolutely no chance that the Koran will be banned in the Netherlands 
or anywhere else. This is nothing but populist political theater, playing to 
bigots and extremists to increase Wilders' political standing. It's a cynical 
power play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125213 33544 431 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:58:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7125199" target=_blank>#429</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What... Fringe extremists like Baroness Cox and Lord Pearson of Rannoch?</P> 
<P>Whatever you think of Wilders, it's more than just the 'fringe extreme' 
elements who want to know what he has to say for himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was speaking of fringe extremists in the US. There's no support for this 
crap here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125224 33544 432 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7125207" target=_blank>#430</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah Pitricus, the Dutch are a very different society. We get it. You are 
supporting a populist pundit hater who wants to abrogate the rights of others. 
It reminds me of the Dutch sending the ones they hated last time to Sobibor.</P> 
<P>Don't worry about those Euro tribal nationalists behind the 
curtain...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time, the same rationalizations and deflections. It really gets 
old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125435 33544 438 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:00:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7125399" target=_blank>#437</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Therefore, as I noted in 336, it is essential - if we are to protect 
ourselves from this violence ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What violence? Who are you protecting yourself from? The guy who runs the 
halal meat shop on Washington Boulevard?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>- that we come up with a policy that defends our free speech, while 
eliminating the incitement to murder that is inherent in the view of the Koran 
Rusty himself presents, and which is of course therefore often preached in 
mosques.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you propose to do that by restricting the freedom of religion of 
Muslims?</P> 
<P>The fact is that we already have policies in place to protect people from 
Islamist violence. They're called laws. And the people who enforce these laws 



are called police. When the Islamists are in other countries, the enforcers are 
called the US military.</P> 
<P>Not "bloggers." And definitely not people like Pamela Geller and Robert 
Spencer and Geert Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125587 33544 442 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7125534" target=_blank>#441</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2115560.stm" 
target=_blank>The limo driver at LAX.</A></P> 
<P>And <A href="http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?file=/c/a/2005/06/25/BAGPQDF0OS1.DTL&amp;type=printable" 
target=_blank>the imam at the mosque in Lodi.</A></P> 
<P>And the <A 
href="http://www.philly.com/philly/news/homepage/20090430_Final_2_Ft__Dix_defend
ants_sentenced.html" target=_blank>pizza deliveryman and his friends in Cherry 
Hill, near Fort Dix.</A></P> 
<P>Or the <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/domesticNews/idUSTRE51H63U20090218" 
target=_blank>six upstanding citizens of Miami who must be innocent of plotting 
to blow up the Sears Tower because they haven't been convicted in two 
trials</A>, but are somehow still facing a third trial.</P> 
<P>Or the <A href="http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Ex-
convicts+admit+planning+terror+attack-a01611427534" target=_blank>two ex-cons 
who robbed a series of gas stations in L.A. in hopes of financing the arms for 
their personal jihad</A> on synagogues and military installations.</P> 
<P>Nope, no Islamic extremist incitement in America. Nothing to see here, move 
along.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And all of them were caught and/or stopped by law enforcement.</P> 
<P>Got anything more recent than two-to-eight years ago?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125613 33544 443 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:45:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7125534" target=_blank>#441</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>This is getting a little ridiculous. There may be a few mosques in the US 
that are preaching hatred and jihad (but if so, where?), but the bigger problem 
by far is the hysterical over-reaction epitomized by people like Pamela Geller, 
who literally see jihadists lurking in every single mosque.</P> 
<P>My point is that there are already laws and agencies in place to deal with 
any real incitement. And as far as I can tell, they've been doing a damn good 
job of it. There's been no repeat of 9/11, and all of the cases you're citing 
were either lone wolves, or plots that never came close to being executed.</P> 
<P>To jump from the situation we're in now to "we've got to ban the Koran and 
make Islam illegal" is silly, self-defeating, unnecessary, and un-American. The 
people who are advocating this stuff are marginalizing themselves and making 
themselves look like kooks -- because they are kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125628 33544 446 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:49:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7125616" target=_blank>#444</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies has been conducting The 
Radicalization Project to track this phenomenon in the USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Cool, so let me know when they discover something real. So far I don't see 
anything solid at their website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125670 33544 449 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7125616" target=_blank>#444</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>I just read through The Foundation for the Defense of Democracies' "Homegrown 
Terrorists" report, and there's absolutely nothing in there that supports the 
idea that a substantial number of American mosques are preaching jihad and 
violence. The case study is Adam Gadahn, and the other people mentioned are 
cases where law enforcement did their jobs and caught the radicals before their 
plots could be executed. No evidence at all of a grand structure that's 
radicalizing American Muslims, but lots of evidence that these people are the 
exception rather than the rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125733 33544 451 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 5:17:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7125705" target=_blank>#450</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The United States and its allies have achieved undeniable success in 
degrading the operational capabilities of the jihadist terrorist enterprise 
responsible for the September 11, 2001 attacks, and numerous subsequent 
terrorist operations since then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And <EM>this</EM> is exactly the point I've been trying to make. We have made 
enormous progress against the jihadi terrorists.</P> 
<P>Is there still a threat? Yes, and we still have to be vigilant -- but the 
measures advocated by people like Wilders are insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125848 33544 455 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:00:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7125783" target=_blank>#453</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is it equally crazy to keep mosques under surveillance for signs of 
radicalization among their members?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, and it didn't say it was.</P> 
<P>And by the way, I'm pretty sure those law enforcement agencies I mentioned 
are already doing that. I don't think Pamela Geller's BREAKING EXPOSES! of 
faceless people speaking unintelligibly on videos shot by unnamed people really 
count toward that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125855 33544 457 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:03:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/7125782" target=_blank>#452</A> William 
Teach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, re: 382</P> 
<P>Um, actually, no, beyond mentioning the title of Rusty's post. But, let me be 
clear: I do not agree with Wilders call to ban the Koran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, sorry -- but once someone starts talking about stripping people of 
their right to freedom of religion, they've lost me. I don't care how many other 
valid points they might make. That's the deal breaker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07125911 33544 459 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:20:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/7125891" target=_blank>#458</A> Ectopistes 
migratorius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please stop Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125913 33544 460 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:21:06pm  
 
<P>And there is absolutely no chance of any kind of reconciliation between 
Robert Spencer and me. None.</P> 
<P>Don't waste your time trying to make it happen, Rusty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125916 33544 461 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:22:00pm  
 
<P>Ectopistes migratorius</P> 
<P>Registered since: Nov 25, 2008 at 5:39 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of 
links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125927 33544 462 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:25:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/7125891" target=_blank>#458</A> Ectopistes 
migratorius</EM></P> 
<P>This person is a twice-banned user -- for posting hateful, extreme comments. 
Previous names:</P> 
<P>AlasPurple Prose</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126480 33544 464 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:52:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7126302" target=_blank>#463</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I have a lot of respect for Rusty, this mantra of "why can't we all get 
along" wears very thin if you've actually followed the progress of this 
rift.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it gets very old to hear that from people who obviously don't know the 
first thing about the issues under discussion.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The unfortunate reality is that "letting it go" is the slippery slope into 
aligning with the bigots or "seeing no evil" with respect to those who do. Too 
bad for them that Charles isn't willing to do that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. I'm not letting anything go. The more people who say that to me, 
the stronger my resolve becomes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124250 33546 28 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 11:46:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7124223" target=_blank>#6</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...</P> 
<P>Come on... The video shows up on the 'Web Originals' page...because 
Napolitano's show is a Web Show...</P> 



<P>If you go to the main FNC site and click on videos, Napolitanos show does not 
show up on the front page...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely a new thing. The Ron Paul freakazoids at 'BreakTheMatrix' 
(no link from me, Google it) are crowing about it on their Twitter 
feeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124276 33546 48 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 11:53:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7124270" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see there's another DHS memo making the rounds hurting the feelings of 
conservatives again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, I saw that. We're going to have another round of high-pitched 
whining. What a disgrace -- the same people who applauded the formation of the 
DHS are now screaming about everything it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124283 33546 54 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 11:54:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7124272" target=_blank>#46</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listen to FNC all day on my XM and do not hear this insanity during the 
day... Not at all... Neil Cavuto is one of the best financial talkers out 
there... FNC's coverage of business news and breaking news is fantastic...</P> 
<P>We will agree do disagree on this...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neil Cavuto has Ron Paul on his show very frequently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124376 33546 126 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:20:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7124292" target=_blank>#63</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but what does that prove? Paul is somehow elected to Congress by his 
constituents. Cavuto has every right to interview womever he sees fit.</P> 
<P>He also has Bernie Sanders on, I know Neil is not a commie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it -- you deny there's any significance to Fox News' increasing 
promotion of extreme nuts like Ron Paul, then you praise Neil Cavuto. I point 
out that Cavuto has Ron Paul on his show frequently, and your answer is "so 
what?"</P> 
<P>Denial. It's not just for lefties any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124409 33546 154 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7124397" target=_blank>#144</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link/source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the memo -- it's a lexicon of extremist groups, and it was recalled 
"within minutes" of being released to law enforcement. So naturally, we're all 
supposed to scream bloody murder about it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tdbimg.com/files/2009/04/30/-hsra-domestic-
extremism-lexicon_165213935473.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.tdbimg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07124416 33546 161 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:29:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7124412" target=_blank>#157</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you.</P> 
<P>From an admittedly VERY quick review, it looks pretty even-handed... defining 
"extremism"-related vocabulary related to far right, far left, and 
"other".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even-handed? Not according to Ed Morrissey, who's screaming bloody 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124425 33546 168 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:32:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7124420" target=_blank>#165</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That document refers to every extremist group: left, right, anarchist, 
racist, ethnic, anti-technology, religious cults, etc. It looks to me like the 
DHS is doing their job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Ed Morrissey calls it a "broad-ranging assault on political 
thought."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124439 33546 181 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:35:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7124436" target=_blank>#178</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the DHS memo:</P> 
<P>racial Nordic mysticism(U//FOUO) An ideology adopted by many white 
supremacistprison gangs who embrace a Norse mythological religion,such as 
<STRONG>Odinism</STRONG> or Asatru.(also: Odinism, Asatru)</P> 
<P>Odin's Cross debates anybody?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morrissey's comment on that:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All you Odin followers need to get yourselves registered with the DHS, 
pronto, and stop watching Kröd Mandoon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Off. The. Rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124451 33546 191 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:37:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7124429" target=_blank>#172</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Alternative media"? Uh oh, we're extremists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that is not what the report says at all. It's defining the terms, not 
saying that all of those are indicators of extremism.</P> 
<P>But there definitely ARE alternative media sources that qualify as 
extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124459 33546 199 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7124454" target=_blank>#194</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*cough*DU!*cough* ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking more of sites like Stormfront and National 
Vanguard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124471 33546 211 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:41:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7124460" target=_blank>#200</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think the use of this as a defined term in this context is a little odd. 
It's like definining "pamphlets", ferpetessake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, remember -- these reports are intended as backgrounders for law 
enforcement. I guarantee there are plenty of cops out there who'd like at a term 
like "alternative media" and say "WTF?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124476 33546 216 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7124463" target=_blank>#203</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7124409" target=_blank>#154</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>And this memo is bad? How?. Seems like a pretty straight forward document to 
me. Just a list of definitions about assorted left/right fringe groups.</P> 
<P>Am I missing something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go check Hot Air's take on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124483 33546 223 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7124471" target=_blank>#211</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, remember -- these reports are intended as backgrounders for law 
enforcement. I guarantee there are plenty of cops out there who'd 
<STRONG>like</STRONG> at a term like "alternative media" and say 
"WTF?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That should be "look" at a term...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124497 33546 236 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7124484" target=_blank>#224</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know that I agree with you there.</P> 
<P>But no big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've spoken to policemen when I received neo-Nazi threats, who had never 
heard of "blogs." I promise you ... "alternative media" is a new phrase to a lot 
of law enforcement people, and does need to be defined in the context of that 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124505 33546 242 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 12:46:23pm  
 



<P>Notice -- this time, Ed Morrissey's yelling about a report that was recalled 
"within minutes" of its release.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125238 33546 332 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:05:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7125069" target=_blank>#328</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doing a quick search, I've found that Cavuto had Paul on his show 3 times in 
'09 (1/8, 1/17, and 3/10) and in those, pretty much bashed Paul for his economic 
ideas and hypocrisy on earmarks. While the Judge is clearly a Paul supporter / 
friend, I do not see the same level of evidence that puts Cavuto at the same 
level.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have a look through the videos posted at YouTube by Paulians, and see if you 
still think that...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/results?search_type=&amp;search_query=cavuto+ron+pa
ul&amp;aq=f" target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125244 33546 333 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:06:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7125220" target=_blank>#331</A> rawmuse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>It is not about what I think. It is about what the law 
says.</STRONG>The law says if you touch (or even spit on) a counter 
demonstrator, that is an Assault, and you can be arrested and charged with, at 
the very least, disorderly conduct, at the most, assault with intent to do 
bodily harm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, I do not agree with you on this. By "ejecting the Ron Paul 
supporters," Killgore is saying they should be renounced and driven out of the 
demonstration, with strong disapproval. He said nothing about violence, and I 
think you're over-reacting drastically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124599 33547 17 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:00:35pm  
 
<P>An easy prediction: Hot Air readers will now start attacking me like crazed 
chihuahuas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124664 33547 65 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7124654" target=_blank>#59</A> Tazzerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it interesting that the following is included BUT there's not even a 
HINT of muslim extremism.. Am I missing something here?</P> 
<P>(U) Jewish extremism (U//FOUO) A movement of groups or individuals of 
theJewish faith who are willing to use violence or commit othercriminal acts to 
protect themselves against perceived affrontsto their religious or ethnic 
identity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are missing something:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This product provides definitions for key terms and phrases that often appear 
in DHS analysis that addresses the nature and scope of the threat that domestic, 
<STRONG>non-Islamic extremism</STRONG> poses to the United 
States.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07124690 33547 88 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7124676" target=_blank>#76</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read this memo to criticize it (yet), but if the DHS actually did 
pull it back five minutes after releasing it, then something really is 
wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the reason for the recall of the document is that it treads on some 
non-PC toes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124704 33547 101 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7124703" target=_blank>#100</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a fascist enabler on the Jawa thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124763 33547 152 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:23:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7124749" target=_blank>#141</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Ed Morrissey’s calling it a “broad-ranging assault on political 
thought.”</P> 
<P>He also said this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>But doesn%u2019t this list seem a little %u2026 incomplete? And is 
Jewish extremism really more of a threat than Muslim extremism? Here in the Twin 
Cities, we haven%u2019t seen Jewish immigrants suddenly disappear and conduct 
suicide bombings in Somalia. Isn%u2019t DHS just a wee bit curious about 
that?</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The VERY FIRST PARAGRAPH of the memo states:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This product provides definitions for key terms and phrases that often appear 
in DHS analysis that addresses the nature and scope of the threat that domestic, 
<STRONG>non-Islamic extremism</STRONG> poses to the United 
States.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124778 33547 166 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7124771" target=_blank>#159</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately for all of us, I'm not holding my breath for the Obama DHS to 
suddenly depoliticize itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Especially not with all of these people screaming at them for everything they 
do, and calling for resignations over innocuous reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124911 33547 284 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 1:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7124894" target=_blank>#271</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like the <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mx0WauS9Sus" 
target=_blank>Hebrew Hammer?</A></P> 
<P>A bit more seriously, I note that the DHS omitted definitions of Buddhist 
extremism, Zoroastrian extremism, Catholic extremism, and pretty much every 
other religion.</P> 
<P>While I'm not going to call anti-Semitism here, I think statistically there 
are probably orders of magnitude more violent acts committed by anti-Jewish 
extremists than by any domestic Jewish terrorist group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The JDL's Irv Rubin plotted to blow up a mosque near where I live. It's not 
antisemitic to point this out - it's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07124955 33547 315 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:02:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7124931" target=_blank>#297</A> ~BfromTX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no, not another DHS memo...the last one (right-wing) almost got me banned. 
Now I should not read Hot Air (Ed)? Great Mr. Johnson, u have got my Favorite 
list down to like 3 web sites. No Fox News, no Levin, no Rush, no Hann, no 
Judge, no Glenn Beck, no crazy neo Nazis, pretty much any Texas school board 
stories or politics, now no captain quarters? Ur killing me Charles!</P> 
<P>// ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me for criticizing someone when they're wrong. If you decide you 
shouldn't read Hot Air -- it's your choice. I never told you to do that. But you 
also have the freedom to completely over-react to everything, and you're 
obviously experienced at that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125010 33547 361 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:13:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7124990" target=_blank>#344</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This definition of "anti-immigration extremism" does not include extremists 
who are opposed to legal immigration.WTF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The founders of the Minutemen have appeared several times on neo-Nazi radio 
show "The Political Cesspool." Could it be that the DHS is referring to people 
like them?</P> 
<P>(Ya think?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125050 33547 396 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7125022" target=_blank>#373</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see Chris Simcox was a guest on that show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So was Jim Gilchrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125142 33547 465 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7125134" target=_blank>#461</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a good one!</P> 



<P><STRONG>(U) alternative media (U//FOUO)</STRONG> <EM>A term used to describe 
various information sources that provide a forum for interpretations of events 
and issues that differ radically from those presented in mass media products and 
outlets.</EM></P> 
<P>Couldn't that describe LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>In the context of this report, it obviously describes forums like Stormfront 
and National Vanguard.</P> 
<P>But don't let me stop you from hyperventilating over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125150 33547 470 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 2:43:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/7125146" target=_blank>#468</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way <EM>some</EM> folks in the right-leaning blogosphere are reacting to 
these DHS reports is like looking at a mirror image of how the leftists reacted 
to the PATRIOT ACT.</P> 
<P>This is not good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125288 33547 525 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:17:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7125101" target=_blank>#437</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some feel that the DHS is on the way to becoming the STASI. Memos like this 
reinforce that perception</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nominated for stupidest comment in the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125311 33547 533 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:26:38pm  
 
<P>I mean, seriously.</P> 
<P>Comparing the DHS to the <EM>East German secret police?</EM></P> 
<P>How crazy are we gonna get about this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125371 33547 554 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:47:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/7125360" target=_blank>#550</A> 
formercorpsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whi the hell is RS McCain?</P> 
<P>I am so out of the loop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A blogger and Pat Buchanan supporter, who contributes to the European racist 
journal Takimag. More here: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Stacy_McCain" target=_blank>Robert 
Stacy McCain</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain has been criticized by the Southern Poverty Law Center, who called him 
a member of the white supremacist hate group, League of the South and "has often 
inserted excerpts of material written by hate groups" into the Times. "In 
addition, McCain is the only national reporter to cover four conferences put on 



by American Renaissance. Until 2004, McCain had never mentioned its 
controversial nature."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125373 33547 555 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:47:57pm  
 
<P>And if you Google for American Renaissance, you'll see an openly white 
supremacist website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125678 33547 574 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 4:59:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/573/7125639" target=_blank>#573</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, of course. But that isn't what the definition says.</P> 
<P>And just who gets to define what "differs radically" means?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, by assuming that they're talking about <EM>you</EM>, you are defining 
what it means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125684 33547 576 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 5:01:46pm  
 
<P>Looks like Ed Morrissey's just going to ignore my post, and not correct his 
ridiculous complaint that the report doesn't mention Islamic 
extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125868 33547 589 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:08:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7125846" target=_blank>#587</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments at Malkin's place are really over the top...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125873 33547 590 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:10:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7125866" target=_blank>#588</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I am back. Charles, I have done a bit of digging and have so far came up 
with this.</P> 
<P>The Youth for Western Civilization websites blog, The Hammer has a link to 
the Takimag blog. It also appears that the one founders of this website/blog, <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2007/10/08/extremist-group-announces-speech-
by-congressman/" target=_blank>Marcus Epstein</A> (yeah, I know the source 
<STRONG>might</STRONG> be questionable) also has connections to a blog called 
VDARE.com.</P> 
<P>Maybe it is just me, but the graphics of the website and blog as well as who 
they are as well as to who they are linking to, strikes me as a white 
nationalist group trying to infiltrate the college campus as a conservative 
group.</P> 
<P>One other link that I used.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.forstudentpower.org/youth-for-western-civilization" 
target=_blank>forstudentpower.org</A></P> 



<P>Am I being paranoid? Or should I do some more digging?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not being paranoid. Marcus Epstein is a notorious "racialist" -- the 
pseudo-academic name these creeps have adopted for their white supremacist 
ideology. He's affiliated with a bunch of other "racialists" at sites like 
VDARE, American Renaissance, and other ugly places. These are not good 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125887 33547 591 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:14:15pm  
 
<P>You may want to check out some of the other contributors at VDARE, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126353 33547 598 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:41:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/7126339" target=_blank>#597</A> Whippet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So my question is this? Why are Islamic groups specifically excluded from 
this document?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, I don't know. Maybe because they're the specific focus of other reports 
you don't know about?</P> 
<P>Nah, that's impossible. Whippet knows all.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when the next DHS memo that addresses the "anti-Democrat/Republican-pro-
centrist-extremists is leaked how will you react then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll call bullshit on the latest round of stupid bitching and moaning again, 
that's how I'll feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126409 33547 600 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:01:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/7126339" target=_blank>#597</A> Whippet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see...This quote was included in Morrisey's Hotair post:</P> 
<P>''The new memo obtained by The Daily Beast locates an even wider-ranging 
group of extremists among us. You could safely say it crosses liberal and 
conservative lines: Entries range from Mexican separatists to antiabortion 
extremists to racial Nordic mysticism. <STRONG>(Islamic groups are specifically 
excluded from this document.)''</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's good. So he quoted that section without even reading it. 
Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126412 33547 601 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7126405" target=_blank>#599</A> whippet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So then point me to Napolitano's Islamic-extremist greatest hits 
memo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know it's inconceivable, but there just might be reports you don't know 
about.</P> 
<P>For example, this one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/testimony/270.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.investigativeproject.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Or maybe this one:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://homelandsecurity.tamu.edu/framework/enemies/islamist-
extremism/threat-of-islamic-radicalization-to-the-homeland.html/" 
target=_blank>homelandsecurity.tamu.edu...</A>]</P> 
<P>Or possibly this one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://secprodonline.com/articles/2008/08/06/dhsfunded-
research-center.aspx" target=_blank>secprodonline.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Inconceivable!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126424 33547 603 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/7126417" target=_blank>#602</A> whippet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then were you just being disingenuous in your original post or did you not 
read his entire post? Brilliant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no ... this is what Ed wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>but somehow never gets around to mentioning Muslim 
extremists...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, oddly enough, the report <EM>does</EM> mention Muslim extremists. As 
in, specifically excluding them.</P> 
<P>No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126433 33547 605 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:15:56pm  
 
<P>At this point I will simply bid you adieu.</P> 
<P>Don't bother sending me hate mail. It will just go in the 
trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127670 33547 610 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:20:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/7127252" target=_blank>#609</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kahane was labeled a terrorist, as far as I can tell, to appease some left 
wing groups that did not like his views on population 
separation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but this is complete bullshit. Kahane's party Kach was declared a 
terrorist group because of statements like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to scare them and I want to make them realize that, contrary to what 
they have believed for fifteen years, time is not on their side... And I approve 
of anybody who commits such acts of violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And because members of the party ACTED on this advice.</P> 
<P>As for the JDL, they have <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JDL" 
target=_blank>a long history of violence</A>, culminating in leader Irv Rubin's 
plot to blow up the King Fahd Mosque in Los Angeles.</P> 
<P>The fact is that Kahane and the JDL absolutely deserve their reputation for 
being violent extremists. And it's not antisemitic to say so -- it's simple 
decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128019 33547 612 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 1:52:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7127987" target=_blank>#611</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This begs the question of why a document nominally purporting to be a 
"Domestic terrorism lexicon" omits a reference to domestic Islamic 
terrorism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A point of pedantry: you mean it "leads to" the question, not "begs" the 
question. It would be begging the question if that paragraph said something 
like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This document doesn't cover Islamic extremism because we decided not 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Begging_the_question" 
target=_blank>Begging the question</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125325 33548 89 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:31:11pm  
 
<P>About Al Dimeola -- I'm not a fan. It's like listening to a teletype 
machine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125337 33548 97 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7125328" target=_blank>#92</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles..I've been asking you for along time..But you have been 
busy..What is your favorite guitar? please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My favorite guitar? I don't have just one. But I really love Tom Anderson 
electrics. I have two, one a Strat-style and the other a Tele-
style.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125345 33548 102 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 3:36:59pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.andersonguitars.com/" target=_blank>Anderson 
Guitarworks.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125894 33549 12 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:16:06pm  
 
<P>I love Captain Beefheart and His Magic Band. I still have my vinyl copy of 
the double album Trout Mask Replica. This is a true American original 
artist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125903 33549 18 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:18:39pm  
 
<P>All the paintings in the video are his.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125938 33549 41 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:30:55pm  
 
<P>Just had a sock puppet pop up in the Jawa Report thread.</P> 
<P>In case anyone has seen Rusty Shackleford's latest at Jawa Report, here's my 
answer:</P> 
<P>No, I am not going to stop.</P> 



<P>And there is less than zero chance of a "reconciliation" with Robert 
Spencer.</P> 
<P>It kind of amazes me that anyone could see what that creep has been posting 
about me, and suggest that I reconcile. Not going to happen. Ever. I have lost 
every shred of respect I ever had for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125945 33549 47 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7125943" target=_blank>#45</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, Daniel Pearl in the credits to the vid, don't suppose it's the 
Daniel Pearl?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope -- this is the cinematographer who did the original "Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07125962 33549 61 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7125961" target=_blank>#60</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you've been asked before.. but what's with the Icarus moniker? Do 
folks still call you that, or was it just a 70's thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>70s thing. A girlfriend thought I needed a better stage name than 'Charles 
Johnson'.</P> 
<P>It was my 'Johnny Cougar' moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126021 33549 116 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 6:57:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7126017" target=_blank>#113</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. There's a PR war raging between CEO's, banks hedgefunds and the 
administration. They're doing the same thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Killgore -- I just took a peek at the comments for Michelle 
Malkin's post on the new DHS OUTRAGE! ! !</P> 
<P>You weren't exaggerating. There's a bad craziness loose over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126054 33549 146 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:06:18pm  
 
<P>Oh man. In about an hour I'm going to post a depressing article from the OC 
Weekly about a convicted con man who's been feeding the FBI stories about 
terrorist plots in Orange County mosques.</P> 
<P>Meltdown time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126067 33549 158 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:08:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7126058" target=_blank>#150</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles? There has never been a Barry Manilow music thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there never will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07126106 33549 194 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:21:52pm  
 
<P>By the way, I emailed Rusty at Jawa Report and told him there was no way in 
the 7th circle of Dante's hell that I will ever stop exposing Spencer and Geller 
when they sneak off for European meetings with neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>I'm actually very disappointed in him for making light of what's going on 
here. He's still trying to sit on the fence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126113 33549 199 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:25:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7126110" target=_blank>#197</A> nines09</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wish to know frustration? Try to tune your guitar to Trout Mask Replica and 
be 18 with a cheap Japanese guitar that you borrowed from a friend of a friend, 
and have nothing else to go on but a lame ass beat up God knows who put this in 
their mouth tuner? Try to figure out just what he's saying? Right. They rang my 
bell for who they be. Thanks Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your first mistake was trying to tune your guitar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126117 33549 202 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:25:58pm  
 
<P>When I toured with Stanley Clarke, by the way, we tuned the old way. The 
piano player had to "give me an E."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126120 33549 205 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:26:32pm  
 
<P>Kids today have no idea what we went through before they had electronic 
tuners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126139 33549 223 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7126130" target=_blank>#214</A> Abu Al-
Poopypants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if Barry Manilow became a pro-Creationism member of Vlaams Belang and 
guest blogger on Atlas Shrugged?<EM>(ducks)</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would still ignore him. There are some things I just won't 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126140 33549 224 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:34:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7126133" target=_blank>#217</A> rain of 
lead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ya know you are getting old when you start a sentance with the phrase"kids 
today"</P> 
<P>/ducks and runs</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's irony. Irony, I say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126151 33549 234 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:37:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7126147" target=_blank>#230</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that was before "give me an E" referred to a tab of 
Ecstasy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you'd better not ask for a B.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126218 33549 301 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 7:51:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7126176" target=_blank>#259</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rusty is avoiding "taking sides" between two people he likes and admires. So 
he has left himself uninformed. That's the only description for someone who 
still thinks it's about "guilt by association." Looks to me like if Rusty took a 
hard look at all the facts, he could not keep avoiding the emotionally difficult 
answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty accurate, I think. But I no longer expect any right wing 
bloggers to do the right thing, no matter how many neo-Nazis come out of the 
closet. They're all too afraid of rocking the boat and losing readers.</P> 
<P>And that's a very sad commentary on what's become of the "right wing" 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126323 33549 378 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7126267" target=_blank>#349</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't understand why you, as whatever you are, keep trying to 
"correct" the "Republicans". They couldn't care less what you think either.</P> 
<P>/there <EM>is</EM> the other side, shouldn't you just root for 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why you think it's a good idea to drive out people like 
Killgore. But just go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126327 33550 26 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:27:26pm  
 
<P>It's better to have this out in the open, no matter what the short term 
consequences might be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126345 33550 39 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:37:16pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I'm amazed that Ed Morrissey is apparently planning to ignore the 
fact that he made a serious error in his post about the latest DHS 
memo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126347 33550 40 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:38:36pm  
 
<P>This story is really bad. If anything will resurrect CAIR after the HLF trial 
exposed them as a Hamas front, it's stories like this -- and Robert Spencer's 
idiotic alliances.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07126364 33550 54 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:45:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7126359" target=_blank>#49</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well... alternate explanation: If the FBI were aggressively trying to keep an 
eye on potential jihadist activity in US mosques, something like this was bound 
to happen eventually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But wait! That's impossible! Haven't we been hearing from the entire right 
wing blogosphere that the DHS (which includes the FBI) is clueless and stupid 
and trying to smear conservatives?</P> 
<P>No way they're actually monitoring mosques. Inconceivable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126375 33550 63 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:49:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7126369" target=_blank>#58</A> 
lifeofthemind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone in Law Enforcement will tell you that to learn about criminals you 
have to deal with, well criminals. If you spend your time talking to fine honest 
upstanding citizens you don't learn much, although I bet those OC grandmas bake 
some nice cookies. Personally I am willing to volunteer for the Fashion Model 
Protection and Interrogation Unit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. You deal with criminals. But you don't send a convicted con man in as 
an undercover agent and expect to get good intelligence. This is a major screw-
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126391 33550 77 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:53:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7126387" target=_blank>#74</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To put it mildly, I carry no water for the school of thought to which you're 
referring, of course.</P> 
<P>At the same time, in the name of intellectual honesty, one has to note that 
the events to which this article refer occurred during the Bush Administration, 
not the Obama Administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And so did the <EM>horrible</EM> DHS memo on right wing 
extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126401 33550 86 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 8:57:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7126397" target=_blank>#82</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<P>Just keep on beating that horse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126431 33550 108 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7126423" target=_blank>#102</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The person(s) beating the dead horse are those who keep insisting that the 
model of American politics has a left wing and a right wing and 
<STRONG>all</STRONG> people fit somewhere on that line. Even lunatic types who 
kill people.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure how many counter-examples need to be listed before the 
proponents of the "single line" theory finally admit their model falls apart at 
the extremes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you seem to believe this article or my post mentions "right wing" 
extremists. Don't let me stop you from making a fool of 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126441 33550 115 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7126438" target=_blank>#112</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article got at least one thing wrong:</P> 
<P><STRONG>The mosque’s imam, Sadullah Khan, is a widely respected moderate who 
grew up in South Africa and was involved in the struggle against 
apartheid</STRONG></P> 
<P>If he's a moderate, then so are Nazis and skinheads.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/Israel/campus_antiisrael/campus_radical.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article you linked does not mention Sadullah Khan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126444 33550 118 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:21:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7126419" target=_blank>#99</A> 
coldwarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yep, i was shocked to find out that vets (ummm. white, male vets) could be 
turned into 'terrorists' by supremacist organizations...see, we white guys are 
dumb and can be herded into this sort of thing...the latino, african, asian, 
native americans vets cant...guess its just a genetic or even a environment 
problem.</P> 
<P>perhaps with a boat-load of funding, this affliction can be 
cured.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report says absolutely nothing like that. You are exaggerating and 
distorting it. It said a "small percentage" of veterans might be susceptible to 
being recruited by extremist groups, and it DID NOT say anything about "white 
males."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126451 33550 125 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:26:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7126446" target=_blank>#120</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found the link to the ADL page from this link, which speaks of Khan hosting 
Dr. William Baker.</P> 
<P><EM>It should be noted that Sadullah Khan's organization, the Islamic Center 
of Irvine, just hosted Dr. William Baker - an anti-Semite - as a guest speaker 
this past Sunday, November 19th, from Noon to 1 pm.</EM></P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://concerneducistudent.blogspot.com/2006/11/sheikh-
sadullah-khan-tuesday-5-pm.html" 
target=_blank>concerneducistudent.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, so the article you linked did NOT say anything about Sadullah Khan, 
exactly as I said.</P> 
<P>There seem to be a lot of sheikhs and imams at the Islamic Center of Irvine, 
and their website does not say anything about it being "Sadullah Khan's 
organization."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126455 33550 129 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:33:23pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://concerneducistudent.blogspot.com/search/label/Sheik+Sadullah+Khan" 
target=_blank>Concerned UCI Student: Sheik Sadullah Khan</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheik Sadullah Khan may have learned that his words do cause harm, and thus 
appears to have improved his language, in public at least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So apparently he has moderated his language, in response to criticism. 
Shocka!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126460 33550 134 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:36:49pm  
 
<P>And notice -- that post is from two years ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://concerneducistudent.blogspot.com/search/label/Sheik%20Sadullah%20Kh
an" target=_blank>concerneducistudent.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's remotely possible that he's not a sekrit radikal Moslem trying to trick 
the FBI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126462 33550 136 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7126457" target=_blank>#131</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126463 33550 137 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7126456" target=_blank>#130</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it possible that the FBI had a legitimate reason to investigate the 
Islamic Center of Irvine, but simply bungled the job by using a con artist as 
their undercover agent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that is possible. But this is an even worse screw-up if that's the 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126468 33550 141 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7126457" target=_blank>#131</A> tom from 
pv</EM></P> 
<P>(I've been watching that train approach for weeks now, by the 
way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07126472 33550 145 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:47:11pm  
 
<P>I've been checking into Sadullah Khan, and while he's not a friend of Israel 
(which comes as no surprise) I haven't found anything in the least bit extreme 
about him. No jihad talk. No "infidel" talk. No ranting against apostates. If 
he's a sekrit radikal Moslem, he's hiding it very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126475 33550 148 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:48:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7126469" target=_blank>#142</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the linked article..</P> 
<P>I remember that story way back when it first came out. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/20927_FBI_Says_Muslim_Student_Grou
ps_Not_Monitored" target=_blank>Here at LGF.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and I didn't believe the FBI wasn't monitoring the mosque then, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126477 33550 150 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:49:01pm  
 
<P>But I certainly didn't think they were hiring convicted felons to do their 
undercover work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126483 33550 155 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 9:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7126479" target=_blank>#152</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UC Irvine has hosted or at least allowed a lot of idiots with bullhorns to 
spout pro-Pali crap over the last 5 years or so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. The FBI <EM>should</EM> be monitoring what's going on at that 
school. It's a center of radical Islam, no doubt.</P> 
<P>That's why this story is so pathetically sad. By hiring someone to go 
undercover who has such a shady background, they've completely destroyed any 
credibility their investigations might have had. It's bad news all 
around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126496 33550 168 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:03:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7126493" target=_blank>#165</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have there been terrorists from this mosque who were arrested and convicted 
of terrorism? Maybe I should go back and re-read it, skipping over the women 
this con artist, er, conned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, the answer is no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126498 33550 170 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:03:52pm  
 
<P>No problems at all on this end of the Internet, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07126500 33550 172 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7126481" target=_blank>#153</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>In the sermon, which is found on the ICOI website, Khan liberally quoted 
alleged neo-Nazi William Baker and described Zionism as "racist," "diabolical" 
and "sinister."</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.aina.org/news/20060627104426.htm" 
target=_blank>www.aina.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I no longer trust any of the sources you're quoting there. Sorry. They've 
been shown to distort facts too many times for me to believe them any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126502 33550 174 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:06:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7126501" target=_blank>#173</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks Charles. I'm NOT saying that there may not have been jihadists hanging 
out there, but am I the only one who thinks that the FBI shouldn't be 
"infilitrating" mosques just because they are mosques?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I agree with that.</P> 
<P>The Islamic Center of Irvine probably should have been monitored though, 
because they have sponsored some extremely ugly events at UC Irvine. This is a 
case where they might have had good cause, but the execution was a complete 
disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126507 33550 179 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:08:32pm  
 
<P>Not only that, now they can be shown to have <EM>lied</EM> when they claimed 
they weren't monitoring the mosque. Hard to imagine a worse clusterf-
ck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07126513 33550 184 Charles Fri, May 1, 2009 10:11:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7126508" target=_blank>#180</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I found some other information but I don't know if I want to bring 
it up right now. I'll defer to you on this but the sources I found start with 
Frontpage <EM>but</EM> I found a direct link to the sermon in question at the 
archive for the ICI and two articles on William Baker at OCWeekly. Nothing 
really spectacular on the part of Sadullah Khan but one reference to Dr. Baker 
in said sermon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know very well about the appearances of William Baker in Irvine - I covered 
them at LGF, and they were disgusting. I do not deny that there is a radical 
Islamic presence in Irvine, not at all. You don't need to convince me of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127283 33552 10 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 8:54:32am  
 
<P>Lovely.</P> 



<P>So we're going to start the day by being sympathetic to a neo-
Nazi?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127312 33552 37 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:06:16am  
 
<P>This is where the rhetoric of people like Geller and Wilders leads -- when 
you demonize one group of people so relentlessly, violent extremists like this 
guy feel empowered and encouraged.</P> 
<P>And note that he feels completely unapologetic about saying he's a 'racist'. 
Remind you of anyone?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:D9yG-
IU55HkJ:gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2008/10/were-all-racists-
now.html+%27i%27m+a+racist%27+site:gatesofvienna.blogspot.com&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en
&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127335 33552 58 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:13:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7127326" target=_blank>#50</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought they were led by some nasty mofo named "Lionheart" or something 
like that? Or do I have my fascist groups mixed up again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. "Lionheart" is just a moronic foot soldier. Nick Griffin is the leader of 
the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127345 33552 68 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:16:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7127336" target=_blank>#59</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT question: Help! Can anyone tell me how to use Google Cache or another 
facility to find web pages that have been taken down? I'm trying to see the 
pages of the bastard who murdered my friend Ben last week. 
Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Search Google like this:</P> 
<P>cache:[website address]</P> 
<P>Not all sites are cached by Google though. Pamela Geller is specifically 
blocking Google from caching her hate site, for example, to avoid leaving a 
trail. She put the code in her template to block Google caching after I used it 
to expose one of her ugly posts about "flogging" me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127348 33552 71 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:17:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7127337" target=_blank>#60</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Wiki quote I used above states that they are a "white only" political 
party. Is that public knowledge, is that their public stance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's absolutely common knowledge, and yes, it's their public 
stance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127363 33552 85 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:22:33am  



 
<P>Here's a post by Geller before she started blocking the Google cache, in 
which she lavishes praise on pro-BNP blogger "Lionheart" (the guy who said I 
should be "shot like a Nazi collaborator"):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:tkkYkP9mKEsJ:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.
com/atlas_shrugs/2008/01/lionheart-to-
be.html+bnp+site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;cd=5&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;
gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>209.85.173.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127378 33552 97 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:27:20am  
 
<P>In 2007, BNP leader Nick Griffin was invited to speak at Michigan State 
University by "Young Americans for Freedom:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27710_BNP_Leader_Invited_to_MSU_by
_Conservative_Students" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127389 33552 108 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:32:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7127382" target=_blank>#101</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Spencer has condemned them but his comments section is filled with 
praise for the the BNP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's accurate. If you look through the comments at any of the blogs that 
are supporting Eurofascists like Vlaams Belang, they're full of people 
supporting the BNP.</P> 
<P>For example, at Robert Stacy McCain's blog, in his post defending Pamela 
Geller, the following comment: <A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:2W8z1Kob6XkJ:rsmccain.blogspot.com/20
09/04/pam-geller-poster-girl-for-
eurofascists.html+geller+bnp&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client
=safari" target=_blank>Pam Geller: 'Poster Girl for Eurofascists' or Just 
Another 'Rightwing Extremist'?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The BNP, for example, is the only British party that's advocating actual 
resistance to immigration and to the outrageous demands of resident Muslim 
punks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127418 33552 134 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:41:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7127396" target=_blank>#114</A> 
opinionated</EM></P> 
<P>Because I decide what gets posted at LGF, not you. Start your own blog if you 
don't like it, then I'll come over and tell you what you should and shouldn't 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127426 33552 142 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:44:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7127423" target=_blank>#139</A> 
opinionated</EM></P> 



<P>Bye now! Take care. Good luck starting your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127441 33552 154 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:50:04am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, we had another meltdown in the thread about the Oklahoma GOP 
platform, from someone who accused me of being 'anti-Christian' because I 
questioned the validity of "Biblical archaeology."</P> 
<P>So that's our first Biblical archaeology meltdown. These days, almost any 
topic will bring on the ranters, it seems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127466 33552 170 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:00:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7127455" target=_blank>#164</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone who is interested in unbiased, secular archaeology that looks into 
the people, places and ideas of the Hebrew and Greek scriptures, than look into 
the Biblical Archaeology Review magazine and the parent organization Biblical 
Archaeology Society.</P> 
<P>I have been getting their magazine for about 30 years, and they are one of 
the best and most affordable source of biblical Archeology in the world, with no 
slant to one religious mind set or another.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one denies that there have been some archaeological finds substantiating 
parts of the Bible, but the "discipline" of Biblical archaeology is a branch of 
<A href="http://creationwiki.org/Biblical_archaeology" target=_blank>creation 
science</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Biblical archaeology is an important creation science discipline that 
substantiates the Bible as a valid historical document, and the Biblical 
chronology as accurate time-line. Each year new discoveries are made, and 
creationists are encouraged to keep themselves informed of progress in this 
field.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127471 33552 173 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:01:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7127457" target=_blank>#166</A> 
Glackinspeil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On tolerance.The question is this: How tolerant should a group be towards 
another whose stated purpose is to convert, subjugate, or destroy the 
former?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128867 33552 210 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 5:29:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7128659" target=_blank>#209</A> 
AndyMacOP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Young earth creation science is an aberrant branch of biblical 
archeology. The good Dominicans at the <A href="http://ebaf.edu/index.php" 
target=_blank>Ecole Biblique</A> are digging in authentic ancient ruins and not 
looking for ways to disprove the age of the earth/solar system/galaxy. Using 
young earth creationist to disprove a valid and worthwhile scientific discipline 



is unjust. No biblical archeologist I know has even thought about looking for 
the bones of Adam and Eve. Hey, these people may exist, but science is not what 
they are doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the CreationWiki disagrees with you. Maybe you should take it up with 
them instead of telling me I'm wrong, because they very explicitly claim it's a 
branch of creation science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127473 33553 12 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:02:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7127469" target=_blank>#11</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I'm confused by "european elections". What does that 
mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Elections for seats in the European Parliament.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127609 33553 129 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:57:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7127595" target=_blank>#116</A> Jr Ewing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The BNP are like your typical democrat but with a strong anti immigration 
policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about? The BNP are <EM>white 
supremacists</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127624 33553 143 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:02:17am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>Repeat after me:</P> 
<P>There's no such thing as a right wing extremist.There's no such thing as a 
right wing extremist.There's no such thing as a right wing 
extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127627 33553 146 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:03:19am  
 
<P>The BNP, by the way, is ABSOLUTELY a far right wing party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127788 33553 186 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 12:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7127747" target=_blank>#181</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would rather he did not advocate banning the Koran but he also has not 
aligned himself with Vlaams Belang, the BNP and the true far-right of 
Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32198_Geert_Wilders_and_Vlaams_Bel
ang" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127801 33553 187 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 12:23:16pm  
 



<P>And by the way, I can't speak for Bruce Bawer, but I've been communicating 
with him quite a bit through email, and enlisting him in the pro-Wilders camp is 
premature.</P> 
<P>You seem to have no problem with praising a man who explicitly wants to strip 
basic rights away from a whole group of people, which is highly 
disappointing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127956 33553 192 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 1:26:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7127747" target=_blank>#181</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>You really need to address more than just Wilders' call to ban the Koran, 
because in his speech in Florida, he very explicitly said that he wanted to take 
away the freedom of religion from Muslims. The man wants to criminalize Islam, 
by redefining it so that it's not considered a religion.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will he set up death camps and use industrial methods to kill Muslims, 
no.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, he <EM>does</EM> want to expel all Muslim "criminals" from the 
Netherlands -- again, very explicitly. And at the same time, he wants to make 
Islam itself illegal, by taking away its status as a religion, and taking away 
the freedom of religion from Muslims. (Those are very close to his exact words, 
by the way.)</P> 
<P>If you criminalize Islam itself, aren't you then saying that all people who 
choose the religion of Islam would be considered criminals? The answer is yes, 
of course you are. And then the call for expelling Muslim "criminals" takes on a 
much darker meaning, because at that point <EM>all</EM> Muslims would be 
criminals.</P> 
<P>And there is simply no way to carry out mass deportations on that kind of 
scale without mass violence. People will resist, and not just Muslims. Wilders 
may not be saying anything about death camps, but we've seen where this kind of 
rhetoric leads, and it's dangerously naive to simply go along with it, and trust 
that nobody will be harmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128139 33553 200 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 2:40:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7128056" target=_blank>#198</A> Bookworm</EM></P> 
<P>Please look up the literature on the BNP. It's completely uncontroversial to 
call them a "far right" party. They regard themselves as right wing -- 
DEFINITELY not left wing.</P> 
<P>And the word "Socialist" in "National Socialist" does not indicate a left-
wing orientation, Marxist, socialist, or any other way. The Nazis were a right 
wing group in German politics; they started as a right wing group and coopted 
other German right wing parties, and all their alliances were with right wing 
parties. All of the serious historical works on Nazi Germany make this 
exceedingly clear.</P> 
<P>There's a kind of revisionism going around these days that insists the Nazis 
and other far right wing organizations are actually left wing groups -- it's 
simply wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128162 33553 203 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 2:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7128143" target=_blank>#201</A> Bookworm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm also freely concede that I know nothing about the BNP other than how it 
defines itself on its web.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you very definitely need to educate yourself about them, before you 
write anything else. You can start here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_National_Party" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Their leader, Nick Griffin, is a notorious antisemite and a Holocaust 
denier.</P> 
<P>I don't know why you think I might describe them as an "extreme right white 
supremacist" party if I didn't know enough to back it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128794 33553 210 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 5:13:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7128514" target=_blank>#208</A> leereyno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact I don't even know if I would describe the BNP as 
extremists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I don't believe you wrote that.</P> 
<P>The fact is that the BNP is one of the <EM>most</EM> extreme Eurofascist 
groups on the scene. And that's saying something. Even Jean-Marie Le Pen of 
France's Front National tries to conceal his racism and Holocaust denial -- BNP 
leader Nick Griffin is a pure thug and outright Holocaust denier.</P> 
<P>Seriously -- you need to rethink what you wrote here because it is WAY off 
base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128840 33553 211 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 5:24:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7128168" target=_blank>#204</A> 
unpaidbills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that he funds a private militia called Searchlight which openly 
supports the use of terror against anyone who stands up against immigration and 
Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have any evidence for this rather over the top assertion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128901 33553 213 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 5:38:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7128859" target=_blank>#212</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I may disagree with leereyno on certain points Charles, I don't believe 
that was the point <EM>they</EM> were trying to make</P> 
<P>This speaks to me of the pseudo legitimacy that such groups portray in order 
to obtain legitimate votes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- like the other Eurofascists (especially Vlaams Belang) they're 
trying to clean up their public act. But the veneer is paper thin in the case of 
the BNP. It's a party of football yahoos and white supremacist thugs, led by an 
antisemitic Holocaust denier - as I'm sure you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129037 33553 215 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 6:16:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7129017" target=_blank>#214</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<P>OK, fine. You agree with me, but I'm totally wrong. Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07129531 33553 218 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 8:06:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7129370" target=_blank>#217</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Geert Wilders wants to be Churchill he has to do and say Churchill: he can 
have VB or us. That is for certain. BUt we must not push him away until he has 
been given a fair chance to clear the air and draw the right 
lines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pathetic. You want to make common cause with a person who very clearly 
said he wants to strip Muslims of their right to freedom of religion.</P> 
<P>You've lost it, man. I don't know what happened to you. You used to make a 
lot of sense, but now you're willing to compromise the very principles that made 
America what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129582 33553 219 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 8:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7129370" target=_blank>#217</A> Ayatollah 
Ghilmeini</EM></P> 
<P>I just read your comment for the second time, and I want nothing to do with 
the disgusting opinions you're expressing. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07130970 33553 228 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 10:09:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7130936" target=_blank>#227</A> halldor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would probably be more correct to characterize fascism as an ideology that 
borrows both from the extreme left (class hatred and socialist economics) and 
from the extreme right (race hatred and ultra-nationalism).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree that fascism incorporates socialist economics. It may look like 
that on the surface, because fascists want the state to control the means of 
production, but in practice (e.g., Nazi Germany) the result was that wealth was 
concentrated in the hands of a very few powerful industrialists, bankers, etc. 
And that's the exact opposite of socialism, which strives to erase class 
distinctions and level the economic playing field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127673 33554 9 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:22:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7127671" target=_blank>#8</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She has no comments at this time. My guess is she will now get flooded by the 
usual haters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think she allows comments at Exit Zero. But it's cross-posted at 
Solomonia, and of course the haters came out in force there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.solomonia.com/blog/archive/2009/04/nazis-i-hate-
these-guys/" target=_blank>www.solomonia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127675 33554 11 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:24:43am  
 
<P>I'm wrong - she does have comments there.</P> 
<P>Don't worry, though -- now that I've posted this, the ranting idiots will 
show up soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07127679 33554 14 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:28:47am  
 
<P>I'm more than a little disappointed in Solomon's comments in that thread, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127699 33554 27 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:41:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7127692" target=_blank>#22</A> Solomon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry you're disappointed Charles. I'm a very big fan of your blog, as you 
know, and am trying hard to avoid being dragged in to what's become a very ugly 
and personal business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would just ask you to take an unbiased look at the posts on LGF, then at 
the posts on Jihad Watch and Atlas Shrugs, and decide for yourself who is making 
this "ugly and personal" -- without just shrinking away from the whole subject 
and condemning everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127712 33554 37 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:47:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7127708" target=_blank>#34</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pardon me, but I take strong exception to the idea that Obama rode in on 
"sheer hatred".</P> 
<P>That kind of thinking is what's got us where we are today.</P> 
<P>For sheer hatred I'll match your leftists loons with rightist ranting rage-
aholics any time, any place. And, news flash: They're not limited to fringe 
media like Air American or Radio Pacifica or Democracy now. They're there for 
your listening/viewing pleasure hour-by-hour on Fox.</P> 
<P>At least Jon Stewart is funny. Can't say the same for Hannity, Beck, Coulter, 
Napolitano &amp; Co.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're quite right. Obama's message had NOTHING to do with hatred. He was 
relentlessly upbeat and positive, and there was not a hint of extremism or anger 
about his campaign.</P> 
<P>That's why he won.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127725 33554 50 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 11:53:06am  
 
<P>By the way, I've been debating with myself whether I should post a response 
to Melanie Phillips' completely ridiculous column on "intelligent design" 
creationism. She makes a number of claims in it that are simply wrong. I'm not 
sure whether she's just mistaken, or trying to fool people.</P> 
<P>Now I see that DI shill David Klinghoffer is crowing about it at 
BeliefNet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127833 33554 92 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 12:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7127819" target=_blank>#90</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Mary says is blatantly incorrect, although I wish the sentiment were 
true. When Leftists supported the extremists their candidate got elected.</P> 



<P>In the long run I think it unwise to tolerate the extremists. But in the 
short run it often works out the way you would want it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just flat-out wrong.</P> 
<P>What got Barack Obama elected was his positive upbeat message, from which he 
never deviated. There was not a hint of extremism about anything Obama said 
during the campaign, and that's why the associations with people like Wright and 
Ayers just never stuck to him.</P> 
<P>His campaign was absolutely not about extremism. He got the middle of the 
road people on board by NOT being an extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07127981 33554 108 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 1:35:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7127931" target=_blank>#106</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Commenter "instinct" over there at Mary's place missed a dose or two of its 
meds.</P> 
<P>Poor thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See? That didn't take long.</P> 
<P>It's amazing how the people who rant and rave about how "insignificant" LGF 
is, are apparently the same ones who obsessively watch the site so they can 
scream about me at stalker sites, or go to any blogs I link and post hateful 
comments about me.</P> 
<P>It's awful to be so "insignificant."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128115 33556 23 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 2:33:05pm  
 
<P>Panda's Thumb gives a big plug to Joel Walker, the Texan scientist we <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33512_Creationist_Opponent_and_Pro
-Science_Lizard_Runs_for_Texas_School_Board" target=_blank>posted about last 
week</A>:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pandasthumb.org/archives/2009/05/all-is-not-yet.html" 
target=_blank>pandasthumb.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>No credit to LGF, even though the story originated here. Oh well, no big 
deal, it's just nice to see Joel get recognized.</P> 
<P>But ... there is <EM>this</EM> comment at PT that's more than a little 
irritating:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson of LGF says Walker is a Lizardoid:</P> 
<P>Not a good sign, since LGF is a bigoted blog (though not as bigoted as many 
other so-called “anti-jihad” blogs). Still, I wish Dr. Walker 
luck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sucks. It's wrong, and it makes me very sad to see this idiotic claim 
being touted at a site that's otherwise very good and clear-
headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07128469 33556 353 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 3:40:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7128423" target=_blank>#309</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an excellent presentation. I was very impressed. It leaves a few things 
out but it's actually very good and easy to understand. A lot of people are 
trying to push a politicized version of events and it's often hard to tell the 
truth with such a complex issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That is pretty good. I may have to post that one...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129167 33559 7 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 6:55:25pm  
 
<P>Paulians showing up early tonight, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131159 33559 463 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 10:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/7131079" target=_blank>#462</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.tnr.com/politics/story.html?id=e2f15397-a3c7-4720-ac15-
4532a7da84ca" target=_blank>Angry White Man: The bigoted past of Ron 
Paul</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129738 33561 32 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 9:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7129720" target=_blank>#20</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just watching this tripe now on youtube. PBS has some egg on it's face 
for this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but they more than made up for it with this NOVA special on the Dover 
trial:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=-
404729062613200911&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129876 33561 147 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:24:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7129835" target=_blank>#111</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably won't do much good. She probably regards LGF as the enemy now 
anyways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right.</P> 
<P>And yes, I am going to post about this tomorrow. Started writing it 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07129895 33561 163 Charles Sat, May 2, 2009 10:29:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7129858" target=_blank>#133</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Ayatollah Ghilmeini got the boot."</P> 
<P>I'm just trying to digest that. Wasn't on that thread when it happened. Can't 
hardly imagine Ayatollah Ghilmeini making a comment that would get him banned. 
What did he say, do you recall?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He decided he likes Geert Wilders' call to make Islam illegal, and posted 
that he thinks only massive bloodshed will "make the Islamists back down" in 
Europe.</P> 



<P>I don't care who it is, that kind of rotten crap is not welcome at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131209 33564 114 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 11:15:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7131180" target=_blank>#107</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reagan's platform contained strong social conservative positions. Has this 
really changed since the 80s?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would say yes -- it has changed a lot, and not for the better. The 
influence of people like Ralph Reed, Tony Perkins, and other fundamentalist 
fanatics, as well as extremist pundits like Ann Coulter, has increased greatly 
since the 1980s.</P> 
<P>Arlen Specter is a typical opportunistic politician, but he's not so wrong 
when he criticizes the GOP for moving far to the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131281 33564 149 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 11:31:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7131262" target=_blank>#137</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>132 looking closely</P> 
<P>I'm sorry, but you're just parroting the right-wing extreme talking 
points.</P> 
<P>I, for one, value independent and critical thinking, as exemplifed by 
Specter's trenchant analysis of today's Republican party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you enjoying yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131293 33564 158 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 11:33:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7131264" target=_blank>#138</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One more thing, and its relevant to the topic here.</P> 
<P>It was NOT the religious right that tossed out Specter.</P> 
<P>If he's lost support amongst the Republican base in PA, it was the FISCAL 
conservatives who were finally fed up with him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What fiscal conservatives?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131303 33564 163 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 11:38:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7131299" target=_blank>#160</A> Thom</EM></P> 
<P>I guess you think I don't see what you're doing here, or maybe you do, and 
you're doing it just to get in some digs. Well, you can find some other site to 
do it at. Bye now.</P> 
<P>For anyone who isn't clear what Thom was up to: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/137/7120417" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131406 33564 211 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 12:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7131357" target=_blank>#188</A> stuiec</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the Republican Party can only do its job of advancing conservative 
values -- the ones Ronald Reagan enumerated in the passage Olympia Snowe quoted 
-- if it has a broad enough coalition to win elections. That may mean 
sacrificing the votes of some people who find it unacceptable to associate with 
people whose views they disagree with, but as some wise man must have said, you 
can't please all of the people all of the time - you can only do what is 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me know if you see any sign of that happening -- because I certainly 
don't. I hear the calls for purging social moderates and "RINOs" and anyone who 
doesn't toe the far right social con line getting louder and louder, and I see 
the GOP getting less tolerant, not more.</P> 
<P>Ralph Reed is having trouble right now, it's true, but people like Perkins 
are more influential than ever in the GOP political scene -- for one thing, 
they're some of the primary backers of Bobby Jindal and other politicians being 
groomed for runs at the Presidency.</P> 
<P>And most of the GOP state platforms across America take an extremely hard 
line in favor of social conservatism, promoting amendments to the Constitution 
to ban abortions and gay marriage, teach creationism in public schools, etc.</P> 
<P>I'm really not the only person saying this, by the way. Some of the remaining 
sane Republicans are trying to talk the party down from the ledge too. I don't 
consider myself a Republican -- I'm an independent, and always will be, and I 
have a serious distaste for partisan politics -- but it disturbs me greatly to 
see one of the parties necessary to maintain our great American high wire act 
losing its balance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131413 33564 214 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 12:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7131398" target=_blank>#207</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just want to point out that these responses that seem to be quoting me, are 
actually quoting that disingenous Democrat shill Thom.</P> 
<P>I didn't make that remark about soup kitchens or Specter being a "critical 
thinker".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not a Democrat shill. He was being a sarcastic ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131588 33566 11 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 12:54:59pm  
 
<P>Since people keep asking why the ad for the Muslim dating service is showing 
up here, I'll answer it again (5th time now):</P> 
<P>Google Adsense advertisements are driven by keywords contained within the 
content of the pages on which the ads appear. The dating service didn't 
specifically choose to have their ads on LGF; they tell Google which keywords 
will cause their ads to appear, and the rest is completely automatic. Since 
there are usually posts at LGF that mention Islam or Muslims, this triggers the 
ads to appear.</P> 
<P>That's the same reason you'll see ads for creationist nonsense -- because 
there are posts dealing with creationism, and the creationist groups are 
obviously pouring money into promoting their beliefs.</P> 
<P>The Ann Coulter ads probably show up because LGF is somehow being classified 
as right wing due to Google's content analysis.</P> 
<P>If an ad is outright offensive, I can block it through my Google account, but 
I don't see any reason to block these particular ads, because I'm happy to 
accept their money while criticizing them when they deserve it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07131623 33566 18 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 1:06:25pm  
 
<P>Cosmic, dude. Right after posting that comment I received this email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why am I and Western culture being assaulted an insulted by multiple images 
of a woman dressed in that symbol of enslavement-the Hajib-everytime I log on? 
Is this a joke? If so, I'm not laughing</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd better get right on this, and apologize to Western culture.</P> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131923 33567 12 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 2:21:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7131895" target=_blank>#5</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i am not ready to toss her under the bus on this. esp since she has done 
yeoman's work supporting Israel and other issues i care greatly 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about "tossing her under the bus?"</P> 
<P>Am I supposed to refrain from criticizing people when they go off base, and 
publish articles that are drastically mistaken?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131945 33567 23 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 2:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7131936" target=_blank>#18</A> 
anchors_aweigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more likely explanation is that she is religious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So is biologist Ken Miller, whose testimony she derides as 
"muddled."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07131978 33567 49 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 2:35:09pm  
 
<P>Discovery Institute shill David "Darwin=Hitler" Klinghoffer loved Phillips' 
article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blog.beliefnet.com/kingdomofpriests/2009/05/intelligent-design-or-
the-dreaded-creationism.html" 
target=_blank>blog.beliefnet.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132072 33567 125 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 2:56:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7132027" target=_blank>#87</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Oh no. She's an anti-vaxer too. Arg.</P> 
<P>Some days I feel like the whole world is going insane around 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132104 33567 150 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:00:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7132089" target=_blank>#137</A> capitalist 
piglet</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to assume Michael Medved is persona non grata on LGF, or would he be 
in a similar category to Ms. Phillips? I've always wondered about 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30897_Medved_on_Intelligent_Design
-_Its_Not_a_Theory" target=_blank>Medved on Intelligent Design: It's Not a 
Theory</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132129 33567 171 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7132121" target=_blank>#164</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's been too long since we saw the immortal words "I am not a 
creationist and I love this website but I have to say..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that they all seem to eventually freak out, post insults, tell 
me I'm doomed to hell, and get blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132151 33567 187 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:18:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7132135" target=_blank>#175</A> Soona'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please tell that to all the volcanoes, so they won't erupt anymore. While 
you're at it, tell the plants not to breath so as to more quickly prove this 
political hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Liberal Classic" is exactly right - it's completely non-controversial to say 
that increasing the CO<SUB>2</SUB> in the Earth's atmosphere will cause the 
average temperature to rise. CO<SUB>2</SUB> <EM>is</EM> a greenhouse gas, and 
there's no serious scientist anywhere who denies this.</P> 
<P>It's not a "hoax."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132162 33567 197 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7132158" target=_blank>#193</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do these discussions about evolution/creationism seem to always turn to 
climate change?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132202 33567 232 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7132196" target=_blank>#227</A> 
LemonJoose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sometimes worry though that there exists a knee-jerk scientific orthodoxy 
which makes it difficult career-wise for scientists in the field to ask 
legitimate questions about gaps or flaws in evolutionary theory without 
immediately being branded as having a secret religious agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which "gaps and flaws" are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132300 33567 325 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 3:59:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7132266" target=_blank>#292</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stealth dinger going to town.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RTH615?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132328 33567 351 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 4:07:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7132317" target=_blank>#341</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa- wait a minute! She said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This inadequacy - and the increasing number of scientists who are 
acknowledging it - has created growing pressure from evangelical Christians to 
include ‘creationism’ or its more sophisticated variant, intelligent 
design</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But today she's saying they're not related. Which one is it, 
Melanie?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. OK. I didn't want to believe she was being deliberately dishonest, but 
that makes it really difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132338 33567 361 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 4:10:22pm  
 
<P>I opened registration a little while ago without announcing it.</P> 
<P>A previously banned person almost immediately tried to register three sock 
puppet accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132624 33567 629 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:05:09pm  
 
<P>I think I just felt a tug on the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132656 33567 661 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:10:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/7132636" target=_blank>#641</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.internationalfreepresssociety.org/aboutifps/board-of-
directors/" target=_blank>Board of Directors</A></P> 
<P>Lars Hedegaard, PresidentDiana West, Vice President<STRONG>Paul 
Belien</STRONG>, Vice President<STRONG>Christine Brim</STRONG>, SecretaryBjorn 
Larsen, TreasurerNed May, Outreach Coordinator</P> 
<P>Bolded names are known VB apologists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Martin Mawyer is also on that list - a religious fanatic and associate of 
Jerry Falwell, with some truly insane ideas:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32799_Hannitys_Scaremonger_of_the_
Day" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132669 33567 674 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:12:50pm  
 
<P>'longlivethe80s' dropped one creationist comment, then bugged 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07132683 33567 688 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:15:33pm  
 
<P>What right wing extremists?</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://209.85.173.132/search?q=cache:a2f1Rp3WjvIJ:www.thepatriotaxe.com/bl
og/%3Fp%3D249+http://www.thepatriotaxe.com/blog/%3Fp%3D249&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&am
p;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>The Patriot Axe Message » 
Blog Archive » Boom. Headshot. Where was this guy on Sep. 12, 2001?</A></P> 
<P>Anti-vaxer, New World Order, threats of violence. Should be reported to 
somebody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132705 33567 709 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:20:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7132693" target=_blank>#698</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is the achilles heel of the conservative 
movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about?! Creationism is a <EM>left wing</EM> movement! 
Why do you think they call it "Creation Socialism?"</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132712 33567 716 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:22:09pm  
 
<P>Tonight's threat that I'm going to burn in hell comes from a creationist in 
Australia who emails every time I post something like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, YOU are wrong about intelligent design. You need to read, forexample, the 
book by former atheist Antony Flew called "There is a God"in which he sets out 
the reasons why he became an atheist, and then thereasons why he abandoned 
atheism and became a theist.I hope you will read it, but it will take a miracle 
for you to do so.I hope you will experience a miracle in your life. Your 
attitude towardthe divine, I suspect, is explained by John 3:19 and Romans 
1:18.You need to think about your future, long term. The Bible sayseveryone of 
us will be judged by our Creator and required to give anaccount of our lives, of 
the deeds we have done in our bodies. The Biblealso makes it clear that we are 
without excuse. Dawkins in the movieexpelled said he would plead ignorance 
before God (did you see him?) butthe Bible says we are all without excuse 
(Romans 1:20). Take some timeout. Think about your future. And in the meantime, 
drive carefully.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132731 33567 734 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:27:13pm  
 
<P>Have the stalker blogs started ranting about this post yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132749 33567 751 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:31:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/7132739" target=_blank>#742</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The International Free Press Society is pimping a new video called "Vlaams 
Belang video: the state of freedom of speech in Belgium".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. That group is lousy with Eurofascist connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132766 33567 765 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:34:33pm  
 
<P>Wow. Just discovered that the guy who sent that "burn in hell, infidel!" 
email is actually a full-time staff member of Answers in Genesis in Brisbane, 
now known as Creation Ministries International.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132790 33567 789 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/780/7132781" target=_blank>#780</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting- one of the banned has compiled a list of other banned users 
including Lizards who haven't been banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I live inside their heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132801 33567 800 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:47:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/7132788" target=_blank>#787</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be tempted to send it to his boss.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He'd probably get a raise for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132823 33567 821 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 5:56:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/7132813" target=_blank>#812</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Gary Bates:</STRONG></P> 
<P>CEO of CMI–Worldwide, (CMI's global federation of ministries)Head of 
MinistrySpeakingWriting/Editing</P> 
<P>He's also a UFO "expert" and author of the oddly titled Alien Intrusion: 
<EM>UFOs and the Evolution Connection</EM>.</P> 
<P>This guy is piece of work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, that's not the emailer. I'm about to post on it, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133099 33567 889 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:57:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/871/7132885" target=_blank>#871</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OMG! Charles isn't just getting a Zionist check, he is also getting money 
from George Soros.</P> 
<P>6. Skippy on 3 May, 2009 at 5:51 pm</P> 
<P>Soros. :!:</P> 
<P>I’m telling you guys, Soros has stuffed money into Chucky’s pocket. Think 
about it, Soros is all over the internet funding websites that push his Leftist 
agenda. It is brought to his attention that there is a moderately popular 
website out there that has a lot of free thinking conservatives posing stuff 



that makes sense. Soros looks into it and decides that the only way to combat it 
is to pad the wallet of the blog owner</P> 
<P>BWaaahhhaaa.</P> 
<P>BTW Charles love the "You Are An Idiot" redirect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're on to me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133101 33567 890 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/887/7133065" target=_blank>#887</A> Zoomie</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133412 33567 899 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 9:16:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/7133376" target=_blank>#898</A> Tom on the 
rez</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wanna point out that rising CO2 is not a cause of climate warming - it's 
a result, a fact borne out by glacial ice cores.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a fact, it's an opinion -- your opinion. And it's not shared by 
the vast majority of scientists who've actually studied the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136253 33567 952 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 2:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/950/7136220" target=_blank>#950</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<P>You have completely mischaracterized that quote, either deliberately or 
because you don't understand what it's saying.</P> 
<P>It says that the scientific method cannot allow a "divine foot in the door" -
- because as soon as you utter the words, "God must have done this," you have 
closed the door to further scientific inquiry.</P> 
<P>It says nothing about either religion or atheism.</P> 
<P>And, of course, it's copied and pasted from a creationist website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://darwinianfundamentalism.blogspot.com/2005/07/darwinian-
fundamentalist-manifesto.html" 
target=_blank>darwinianfundamentalism.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136540 33567 957 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/955/7136483" target=_blank>#955</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: #952</P> 
<P>Typical guilt by association tactics, Charles. Of course it would be posted 
on a Creationist website (although that's not where I got it since I don't buy 
into a young earth or a literal 6 days of creation) since it provides insight 
into the true nature of fanatic Darwinists. The fact is Lewontin, like Dawkins, 
are radical atheists. Ken Miller may not be, but he is relentlessly 
intellectually dishonest, as are all those who insist on lumping all skeptics of 
evolution with creationists. What's more troubling is their fascist attempts to 
silence and even destroy the careers of anyone who dares disagree with their 
dogma, and worse, perverting the First Amendment to do so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Name some examples of these "fascist attempts to silence and destroy the 
careers of anyone," etc.</P> 
<P>Can you name even one example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136554 33567 959 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/955/7136483" target=_blank>#955</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it would be posted on a Creationist website (although that's not 
where I got it since I don't buy into a young earth or a literal 6 days of 
creation)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, really? You didn't get it from that website?</P> 
<P>Then why is it word-for-word, verbatim, what is written on that website?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://darwinianfundamentalism.blogspot.com/2005/07/darwinian-
fundamentalist-manifesto.html" 
target=_blank>darwinianfundamentalism.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137316 33567 975 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 6:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/970/7137162" target=_blank>#970</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that is the website I got it from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So why did you lie, and deny it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137328 33567 976 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 6:23:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/972/7137267" target=_blank>#972</A> Mike 
LaSalle</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Awesome. You convinced me, dude.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137583 33567 985 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/981/7137457" target=_blank>#981</A> Mike 
LaSalle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - the Holy Grail is a wave, dude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07144774 33567 1034 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 9:22:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1030/7143616" target=_blank>#1030</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not lie and I did not deny it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You denied it and now you're lying about denying it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/955/7136483" 
target=_blank>Here's your first lie</A>, after I pointed out where you got your 
quote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it would be posted on a Creationist website although that's not 
where I got it ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I pointed out that the quote was word-for-word taken from a creationist 
website, and you admitted that you <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/970/7137162" target=_blank>did get 
it from that website</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that is the website I got it from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're denying the whole thing, even denying that the quote is from a 
creationist website -- when you admitted that much in your very first denial. Oh 
well. Typical creationist tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07144809 33567 1035 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 9:27:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1029/7143605" target=_blank>#1029</A> 
FoundingFather</EM></P> 
<P>Since you're parroting the claims in Ben Stein's deeply dishonest film 
<EM>Expelled</EM>, here's a website that debunks every single one of those 
claims: <A href="http://www.expelledexposed.com/index.php/the-truth" 
target=_blank>Expelled Exposed: Why Expelled Flunks » The Truth behind the 
Fiction</A>.</P> 
<P>As for Nancy Bryson: <A href="http://ncseweb.org/news/2003/03/intelligent-
design-proponent-reinstated-at-muw-00407" target=_blank>'Intelligent design' 
proponent reinstated at MUW</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mississippi University for Women has reinstated Nancy Bryson, an untenured 
associate professor of chemistry, as its division head of science and 
mathematics following accusations that she was demoted because of a lecture she 
gave advocating “intelligent design.” The university administration denies these 
accusations; the Chronicle for Higher Education (March 17, 2003) reports that 
according to the university counsel, her lecture played no part in her demotion, 
and that there were previous concerns about Bryson’s job performance. Conceding 
that the timing was unfortunate, MUW’s president reinstated Bryson, and 
reaffirmed MUW’s commitment to academic freedom and freedom of 
speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132896 33568 16 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:16:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7132887" target=_blank>#10</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh, I like the new font used for quotes, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm reserving it for quotes from kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132919 33568 32 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:19:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7132898" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linky no worky</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Works now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07132935 33568 46 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:23:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7132926" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If ID has no relation to religion, as Melanie Phillips claims, then why are 
outraged Christians sending hatemail quoting scripture about 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132941 33568 52 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:25:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7132928" target=_blank>#40</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem for Tas is that the entire island of Australia pretty much 
conclusively proves Darwin's theory, what with the marsupials filling the same 
ecological niches as the mammals on other continents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'm sure he has an explanation for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132955 33568 64 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:27:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7132936" target=_blank>#47</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Tas Walker left a comment in the Melanie Phillips ID/creationist 
article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that's too funny.</P> 
<P>He's pissed off at Melanie Phillips for dissing creationism.</P> 
<P>I'm dyin' ovah heah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07132985 33568 90 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 6:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7132975" target=_blank>#82</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a difference between "Creationism" and "Intelligent 
design"?Seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is that "intelligent design" advocates are sneakier than 
creationists.</P> 
<P>I actually respect the creationists more, although that's not saying much. At 
least they're not trying to trick people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133136 33568 226 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 7:11:05pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just searched my email folders, and I have 60 emails from ol' 
Tas, starting in July 2008.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133166 33568 254 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 7:22:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7133152" target=_blank>#242</A> 
Dartmouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh, why is this post titled with quotes around "Burn in Hell" -- or even with 
those words at all?</P> 
<P>He didn't even use that phrase, so why put words in his mouth to misleadingly 
make it look like his email was just as nasty as some of the left-wing hate mail 
you get? However (understandably) patronizing the email made you feel, it reads 
like he sent it out of concern.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, good for you! Congrats on finally working up the courage to actually 
post a comment, instead of just down-dinging every evolution-related 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133239 33568 319 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 7:45:11pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are ranting away again! Hey, that didn't take long.</P> 
<P>Proving once again that I've moved into their heads, set up my living room 
furniture, taken a shower in their hippocampus, and totally, completely owned 
their every waking and sleeping moment.</P> 
<P>Does it get any better than this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133284 33568 359 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 8:02:59pm  
 
<P>The real question now is whether Melanie Phillips will start referring to me 
as "Chuckie."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133302 33568 375 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 8:10:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7133295" target=_blank>#368</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope she has more class than that. I would suggest that you send her an 
email that you do not make public letting her know what you like and respect 
about her. Try to build bridges with her. See if she's a hard-core Id'er or 
simply uninformed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed all the articles freetoken dug up in the previous 
thread. There's not much doubt left about where she stands on this; the article 
I responded to was just the latest in a long line.</P> 
<P>She's also anti-vaccination.</P> 
<P>And it gives me no joy to say any of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133308 33568 379 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 8:13:59pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is now pimping for Jack Wheeler, by the way.</P> 
<P>This is the guy who claimed that John McCain collaborated with the North 
Vietnamese while in captivity.</P> 
<P>Classy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133335 33568 404 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 8:28:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7133321" target=_blank>#391</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, saw it.</P> 
<P>I don't have any respect to lose for that crocodile at this point; you could 
try alerting the studio whose work is being pirated...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07133348 33568 413 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 8:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/7133333" target=_blank>#402</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like he's also a Paulian...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, of course he is. Here's Jack himself, with a creepy lecture on "The 
Evil Eye:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/9_uObS6ez_Y&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Wheeler is a total psycho.</P> 
<P>And get this: the video was posted by Vlaams Belang shill Luc Van Braekel, 
who is a contributor for Brussels Journal.</P> 
<P>Are you surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133461 33568 509 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 9:46:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/7133444" target=_blank>#493</A> Buffalo 
Fats</EM></P> 
<P>No, I won't be reactivating it, for several reasons.</P> 
<P>On which sites do you use it to "watch their traffic grow?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133469 33568 516 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 9:49:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/7133449" target=_blank>#498</A> Buffalo 
Fats</EM></P> 
<P>This is a sock puppet for a previously banned user.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07133471 33568 518 Charles Sun, May 3, 2009 9:51:08pm  
 
<P>Banned twice before, by the way. Now three times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07134813 33568 670 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 9:30:05am  
 
<P>How incredibly tedious. Even in a thread about hate mail that threatens me 
with eternal torment, people still show up whining about "atheism."</P> 
<P>No matter how many times I post that accepting evolution doesn't equal 
atheism, no matter how many clergymen say it, no matter that the Pope himself 
has said it, still the thin-skinned fundamentalists want to whine and moan that 
refusing to accept Biblical literalist creationism is the same thing as 
atheism.</P> 
<P>Tedious. Beyond belief. They walk in with huge chips on their shoulders, post 
angry, silly, illogical comments, then complain that people aren't being nice to 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07134903 33568 671 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 9:45:24am  
 
<P>By the way, everything "Miles" is saying here, he said in previous threads, 
and was answered there, by numerous commenters including me. He's just coming 
back again and parroting the exact same points -- he's not really interested in 
anyone's answers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136047 33568 684 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 1:21:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/7135773" target=_blank>#680</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then said 'drive carefully'. Pretty obvious to all (except perhaps a 
complete imbecile) that Walker was using the bible to threaten Charles with hell 
for not believing in intelligent design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Captain Faris' is a creationist, so naturally he's going to try to make 
excuses for the email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137106 33569 973 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7134091" target=_blank>#447</A> 
starbroker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morning all I am new here greetings to all!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're not new. You previously had an account here under the name 
"aussie_dave" and you were blocked for posting insults, in a thread about 
creationism.</P> 
<P>Now blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07134858 33570 174 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 9:37:52am  
 
<P>I wondered how long it would take people to show up denying that these kooks 
are "far right."</P> 
<P>Not long at all.</P> 
<P>It's really sad that some people are so invested in the term "right wing" 
that they refuse to even see the existence of an extreme right wing.</P> 
<P>Yes, there is one. And yes, it's often antisemitic, fascist, and promotes New 
World Order conspiracy theories, international banker conspiracy theories, and 
neo-Nazism.</P> 
<P>But don't let me me interrupt the denial with any reality. Wouldn't want to 
do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07134925 33570 233 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 9:48:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7134909" target=_blank>#221</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the title "Jews behind every rock" a reference to <A 
href="http://www.pmw.org.il/specrep-37.html" 
target=_blank>this</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It could be, but it sounds more like standard antisemitic hate speech to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135655 33570 313 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 12:13:31pm  



 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135676 33570 315 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 12:16:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7135288" target=_blank>#305</A> 
Haverwilde</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a matter of definition of terms and the 'guilt by association, not 
investment in a term. Clearly institutional racism was a function of our culture 
and as such was historically 'protected' by a conservative orientation. 
Thankfully that is breaking down. But to suggest that kooks of the above variety 
can be lumped into a general conservative grouping is absurd. So either 
conservatives are not on the 'right' or these folks are not on the 'right' 
because the values they espouse are antithetical to any conservative 
valuation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I never said anything about putting them in a 'conservative' 
category.</P> 
<P>They are espousing an extreme right wing philosophy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135718 33570 316 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 12:22:14pm  
 
<P>It seems totally uncontroversial to call the extreme right wing what it is. 
This isn't "guilt by association" at all. Any political orientation, when taken 
to an extreme, leads to this kind of hatefulness and -- by definition -- 
extremism.</P> 
<P>There are extreme left-wingers, and there are extreme right-wingers. Often 
they meet at the far edges of totalitarianism, and that's what we're seeing with 
Cynthia McKinney.</P> 
<P>Denying the existence of an extreme right wing is ridiculous, and simply 
wrong. And it's a waste of energy that would be much better spent in 
<EM>denouncing</EM> these kinds of creeps, even when they're "right wing" -- 
rather than denying they exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07134998 33571 19 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:01:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7134991" target=_blank>#13</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Specter is a spectacularly bad example of this issue. He wasn't run out the 
the party because of ideology. He left the party because the polls showed him 
losing the GOP primary. He's also a sick, old man of whose arrogance and high-
handedness the party base had become thoroughly disgusted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you miss the first paragraph I quoted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135037 33571 43 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:11:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7135002" target=_blank>#22</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Letting the opposition party and outsiders determine the direction of the GOP 
makes as much sense as waiting for the Jihadis to tell us when we can fight them 
and where.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'd agree with that, except that all of the movement from inside the GOP 
right now seems to be to push even further to the right, especially on social 
issues. All you have to do is take a look at the GOP state platforms in almost 
every state to find evidence of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135089 33571 89 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:23:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7135053" target=_blank>#58</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/04/demint-focus-on-
freedom-for-the-big-tent/" target=_blank>Jim DeMint</A> is starting to get the 
message. He's talking about narrowing the focus and looking at dealing with 
trying to reframe the issues that best improve GOP chances for winning in the 
next electoral cycle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will be interesting to see how Jim DeMint plans on creating a "big tent" 
with statements like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If a person wants to be publicly gay, they should not be teaching in the 
public schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DeMint also wants to ban single mothers from teaching in schools.</P> 
<P>And, of course, he's in favor of teaching "intelligent design" as 
science.</P> 
<P>Jim DeMint is not any kind of poster boy for GOP moderation -- he's an 
extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135130 33571 127 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:30:29am  
 
<P>There's more to Jim DeMint: he also wants to bring prayer back into public 
schools, and wants to ban <EM>all</EM> abortions (even for cases involving rape, 
incest, or the life of the mother).</P> 
<P>Who's he kidding with this "big tent" stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135140 33571 137 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:33:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7135136" target=_blank>#133</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles does raise an issue that concerns me about the GOP though, the rise 
of Creationist platforms in GOP state parties and of kooks like Ron Paul. That 
is not good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another issue that's starting to show up in GOP platforms -- support for 
parents who want to "opt out" of having their children 
vaccinated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135252 33571 241 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:55:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7135223" target=_blank>#214</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... Cycle of Violence threads. Haven't seen one of those in a 
while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I received specific threats, involving my cycling routes, and decided not to 
post any more information that could be used to find me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07135567 33571 404 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 11:54:33am  
 
<P>The problem with the idea of leaving abortion regulations up to individual 
states is simple -- the social conservatives will never agree to this, because 
it leaves a very wide loophole open. Women who need or want abortions can simply 
travel to a state where it's allowed.</P> 
<P>That's why social conservatives are going in exactly the opposite direction 
from states' rights on this issue, and calling for a Constitutional amendment to 
ban abortion on the federal level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135790 33571 449 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 12:40:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7135680" target=_blank>#429</A> 
pittrader1988</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I think along with creationism, nazi's and global warming, LGF 
should take on bias in the media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Because I've never, ever written about that subject. Not once.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/Media+Bias" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'll have to get right on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135945 33571 461 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 1:05:42pm  
 
<P>There's a reason why creationists push so hard to get their dogma into public 
schools -- it's because they're not satisfied with simply brainwashing their own 
children. They want YOUR children too.</P> 
<P>And they know very well that the best way to turn people into anti-science 
robots is to get at them early in life. As the twig is bent, so grows the 
tree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07135904 33573 47 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 12:57:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7135885" target=_blank>#33</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>That's not cool. Not at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136267 33574 18 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 2:04:49pm  
 
<P>Stalker blogs are shrieking like banshees about my Melanie Phillips post, of 
course.</P> 
<P>These poor morons have let me completely inhabit their minds. Imagine their 
misery when I crank up the Captain Beefheart in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136295 33574 37 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 2:13:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7136289" target=_blank>#33</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That reminds me. How are the brakes on your Schwinn? Still 
noisy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, still noisy. I tried a few things, but nothing worked. I'm just putting 
up with it right now.</P> 
<P>May replace with better disc brakes, but the whole idea of getting this bike 
was to have a cheapo, not one that I'd upgrade...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136560 33575 81 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:17:16pm  
 
<P>Took a while, but a really pissed-off creationist finally popped up in the 
Melanie Phillips thread...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136630 33575 138 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:30:25pm  
 
<P>Melanie Phillips says I'm "unhealthily obsessed with ID and creationism," 
then proceeds to write more than 2,000 words explaining ... well, nothing, 
really. She's deeply confused about the meaning of "science," and equates the 
acceptance of evolution with "intellectual fascism."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.spectator.co.uk/melaniephillips/3587356/the-
secular-inquisition.thtml" target=_blank>www.spectator.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>Looks like I hit a nerve.</P> 
<P>(And of course, the stalkers are already showing up in the 
comments.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136638 33575 143 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:31:40pm  
 
<P>Here's an excellent quote from her deeply dishonest post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assuming that there was indeed dirty work at the Creationist crossroads over 
Of Pandas and People – so what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! So what!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136737 33575 211 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7136688" target=_blank>#175</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's definately getting her talking points from the Disco Institute...</P> 
<P>Nobody describes themselves are a believer in Scientism or materialism. These 
are slurs based on an imaginary belief system invented by religious 
supremacists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she's definitely getting coached by the Discovery Institute, or has 
imbibed a LOT of their propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136754 33575 223 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 3:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7136651" target=_blank>#150</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing hero, Joe the Plumber, is a bigot and and idiot...<A 
href="http://coloradoindependent.com/28185/joe-the-plumber-on-dobson-theocracy-



and-gop-hypocrites" target=_blank>‘Joe the Plumber’ on Dobson, theocracy and GOP 
hypocrites</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's really bad stuff. The lefty blogs are going to go nuts over 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07136978 33575 363 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 4:47:37pm  
 
<P>Now I'm trying to decide whether to answer Melanie Phillips' latest 2,000-
word rant at me.</P> 
<P>All I could do is reiterate the points I made in my first post, since she 
doesn't really answer either one: 1) ID is not science, and 2) ID is simply 
creationism with a cheap suit.</P> 
<P>Think I'll let it simmer for a little bit and see how many stalkers pick up 
on it. (I'm betting all of them will, since I own their brains.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137015 33575 394 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 4:55:10pm  
 
<P>Jerry Coyne's picked up on Melanie's latest:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://whyevolutionistrue.wordpress.com/2009/05/04/poor-
beleaguered-melanie-phillips/" 
target=_blank>whyevolutionistrue.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137048 33575 414 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7137018" target=_blank>#397</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this a good thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely! He's a highly respected geneticist at the University of 
Chicago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137067 33575 430 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:09:04pm  
 
<P>The moronic ID blog Uncommon Descent also picks up on Phillips' column, and 
they're very careful not to mention me at all:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.uncommondescent.com/intelligent-design/science-
and-media-another-journalist-weighs-in/" 
target=_blank>www.uncommondescent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137075 33575 435 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:10:58pm  
 
<P>Here's a real howler from Uncommon Descent:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Darwinism - i.e., natural selection acting on random mutation is able to 
create intricate life forms - is the creation story of atheism. It is therefore 
an essential ingredient in a new secular establishment’s idea of how to organize 
the world.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>The main thing to see here is that Darwinists have nothing better to launch 
than persecutions because they do not have the goods.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Melanie's being <EM>persecuted!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07137090 33575 445 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:15:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7137083" target=_blank>#440</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive me for asking but is there a change in LGF registration? It 
<EM>seems</EM> it has been open for the last 16 hours or so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've left it open to see what happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137115 33575 464 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:23:06pm  
 
<P>That brain-damaged idiot 'Rodan' tried to sneak in again, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137121 33575 470 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:24:23pm  
 
<P>Looks like the entire staff of Israel National News registered accounts.</P> 
<P>Either that or a whole lot of sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137151 33575 495 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:37:22pm  
 
<P>Looks like about 120 new lizards with this unannounced open registration, and 
11 sock puppets.</P> 
<P>One of the socks posted this in the Overnight Open Thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33569_Overnight_Open_Thread/commen
ts/#cc7134091" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Scroll to the bottom to see my response.</P> 
<P>They really think they can put one over on me, I guess. 
Surprise!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137169 33575 509 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:42:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7137158" target=_blank>#501</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roughly how many might that be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About 12 people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137170 33575 510 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:42:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7137166" target=_blank>#507</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting they felt compelled to respond.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder why?</P> 
<P>(Whistling cheerfully...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137181 33575 520 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:44:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7137160" target=_blank>#503</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me too. I can see the benefit for college/highschool text books though. But 
there is no way I'm kicking back with a electronic device to read a 
book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use my Kindle every day. I read myself to sleep with it. It's actually 
better than a real book for that because it's much lighter, and if I finish a 
Ken Bruen novel (for example), I can pop onto Amazon, download the next one, and 
start reading in less than a minute.</P> 
<P>The Kindle rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137186 33575 525 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:45:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7137171" target=_blank>#511</A> 
MagnaniomousCoward</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Makes you want to introduce a "bad users" feature again and let them troll 
without being visible to anybody but themselves, doesn't it? Ah well.</P> 
<P>PS: Charles, is it OK to link to Vlaams Belang's website? If not, we need 
some cleanup <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/135/7137133" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem. They're already watching LGF like fascist hawks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137203 33575 541 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:49:13pm  
 
<P>I have to say that I'm very, very disappointed to discover that Melanie 
Phillips is such an anti-science fanatic. I guess I should have been reading her 
stuff more closely, because I was surprised to discover that she's not only 
anti-evolution, but anti-vaccination, and <EM>extremely</EM> homophobic to boot. 
I didn't know any of that until this latest kerfuffle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137215 33575 552 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 5:52:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/7137192" target=_blank>#531</A> 
snowcrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kindle question, do you have to add on a book light?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like a real book in that way -- no backlighting. If you don't have a 
bedside lamp, or you don't want to disturb the spouse, a book light is a good 
idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137254 33575 586 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 6:02:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7137224" target=_blank>#560</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious as to what makes her "extremely homophobic." Most of the Phillips 
pieces I've read are on Islamism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phillips isn't only opposed to "gay marriage," she's opposed to civil unions 
-- and apparently even opposed to "irregular heterosexual behavior:" <A 
href="http://www.melaniephillips.com/articles-new/?p=172" target=_blank>Melanie 
Phillips’s Articles » The abandonment of marriage</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It would not only allow promiscuous gays to take advantage of the benefits 
while remaining in legal partnerships; by not even requiring a gay relationship 
to be consummated in order to qualify, it opens the way for friends to declare 
themselves in civil partnerships in order to grab the benefits on offer.</P> 
<P>In other words, it will usher in a free-for-all that makes a mockery of law, 
morality and basic social values. How can any responsible government even 
contemplate such a nihilistic piece of social vandalism?</P> 
<P>Some might say that since only a few people are involved, surely it is only 
compassionate to recognise that they crave the same things in life - loving 
companionship, stability and security - as heterosexuals. Indeed, there are 
certainly grounds for compassion (although many of these needs can already be 
met through private legal arrangements).</P> 
<P>But if society is damaged, this argument becomes no more than sloppy 
sentimentality. Marriage, which provides the glue that holds society together, 
has long been under assault from our culture of hedonistic individualism. It is 
most threatened by irregular heterosexual behaviour, notably the rise of 
cohabitation which, through its inherent instability, is now the main driver 
behind the inexorable and terrifying increase in unstable families and 
fatherless children.</P> 
<P>Despite being ostensibly reserved for gays, civil partnership rights will 
create an unstoppable momentum for extending them to heterosexual cohabiting 
partners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137492 33576 41 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 6:59:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7137470" target=_blank>#30</A> Maui Girl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone just sent this to me in an email. The U.S. is going to be paying for 
the migration of Palestinian refugees to the tune of $20.3 million into the 
U.S.? Am I reading this right?</P> 
<P>www.thefederalregister.com/d.p/2009-02-04-E9-2488</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not right. That's a standard declaration to release funds for 
foreign aid, and George W. Bush did exactly the same thing, more than once. This 
email is being sent around to mislead people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137545 33577 13 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:08:52pm  
 
<P>The stalker blogs will now start shrieking that I'm "throwing Joe the Plumber 
under the bus."</P> 
<P>When you live inside their heads as I do, you can't help overhearing what 
they're thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137562 33577 24 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:10:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7137550" target=_blank>#17</A> bushleague</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he still on PJTV?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. I have no connection to PJ at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137658 33577 93 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7137610" target=_blank>#53</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Lots of disgust on this blog for a guy who just asked Obama a simple question 
then got used as a prop for a couple of months. He's obviously not the sharpest 
guy out there. He doesn't deserves a collective groin kick like this no matter 
what he thinks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he's going to be giving interviews to national magazines and saying stuff 
like this, he'd better get used to the heat -- or get out of the 
kitchen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137683 33577 113 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:24:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7137636" target=_blank>#72</A> captain 
joe</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Watch out for queers, they're gonna jump outta the bushes and grab 
ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137753 33577 175 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:34:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7137715" target=_blank>#143</A> Jim in 
Virginia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Satire, folks. Didn't the first line give it away?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely not sarcasm. I reviewed its other comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137780 33577 197 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:38:17pm  
 
<P>And now, the moment you've all been waiting for: <A 
href="http://www.rewardforobamasbirthcertificate.com/" target=_blank>Reward for 
Obama's Birth Certificate</A>!</P> 
<P>Yes! $25,000,000!</P> 
<P>Well, they don't exactly <EM>have</EM> the $25,000,000 yet. But they will! 
Because their cause is just and their hearts are pure!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137827 33577 241 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 7:43:51pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, a truly monumental kook has shown up in the Melanie Phillips 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07137924 33577 331 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 8:02:24pm  
 
<P>See the update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07138742 33578 32 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:55:12pm  
 
<P>Tas Walker is over there in the comments for Melanie's article, castigating 
her for denying young earth creationism. Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07138744 33578 34 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 10:55:47pm  
 
<P>Also some of the usual stalkers, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07138766 33578 51 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 11:00:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7138753" target=_blank>#40</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Literally speaking, Philips is correct. Practically speaking is where it 
falls apart.</P> 
<P>Creationism = not scientific. Earth was created 6000 years ago by a divine 
creator.</P> 
<P>Intelligent design = scientific. Earth was created whenever, but a divine 
force tweaks it here and there to get it going.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, ID really is <EM>not</EM> scientific, just because it sounds scientific. 
To qualify as a scientific theory, it would need to produce testable, 
falsifiable evidence for the theory.</P> 
<P>And it has absolutely none. It's not science. It's creationism in a cheap lab 
coat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07138798 33578 77 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 11:08:11pm  
 
<P>Secular Torquemada. Has a ring to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07138807 33578 84 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 11:10:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7138790" target=_blank>#71</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was paraphrasing Philips.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07138814 33578 90 Charles Mon, May 4, 2009 11:12:23pm  
 
<P>Intellectual fascism = criticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139555 33578 277 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:55:33am  
 
<P>Please note: burst in spewing insults and your account will be blocked. 
Debate is welcomed, insults and abuse will get you the boot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139715 33578 282 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:25:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7139685" target=_blank>#280</A> 
ducktrapper</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not "ridiculing" Melanie Phillips -- I'm criticizing her mistaken 
viewpoints.</P> 
<P>There <EM>is</EM> a difference, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139770 33578 284 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:33:55am  
 
<P>Third meltdown this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139503 33579 433 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:37:45am  



 
<P>Just a test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139509 33579 439 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:41:12am  
 
<P>OK, testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07139510 33579 440 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:41:35am  
 
<P>There we go again. There was a gremlin character in the post at the top of 
the thread, gumming up the works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07140044 33580 352 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 10:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7139882" target=_blank>#205</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer spewing his usual crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was absolutely <EM>nothing</EM> out of context about Mary Madigan's 
quote from crazy Pamela Geller. That was the whole point of Geller's post: "the 
Nazis are not the problem."</P> 
<P>I guess Spencer thinks he's fooling people with this kind of rank 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07140057 33580 359 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 10:34:53am  
 
<P>I invite anyone to examine the difference in tone between Spencer's raving 
posts, drenched in insults and ad hominem attacks, and what I've written on the 
subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07140765 33581 198 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 1:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7140683" target=_blank>#191</A> Mike 
LaSalle</EM></P> 
<P>I could smell this idiot's meltdown coming from a mile away.</P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07144997 33582 334 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 10:02:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7144742" target=_blank>#333</A> 
eaglewingz08</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Furious evolution of the swine flu virus, you mean it's no longer a virus but 
has turned into a boar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not what it means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07140862 33584 12 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 1:24:25pm  
 
<P>There's quite an amazing amount of hatred being spewed at me out there on the 
internet today. It just might give me a complex. If I gave a shit.</P> 



<P>My favorite blog post is titled "Little Gay Footballs," from a bigoted creep 
who thoroughly approved of Joe the Plumber's "queer" slurs, and took my post as 
proof that what he suspected about me all along must be true.</P> 
<P>Lots of blogs comparing me to Andrew Sullivan too.</P> 
<P>It's a love fest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07141599 33585 190 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 3:34:25pm  
 
<P>Look who immediately showed up in the comments to the Sensuous Curmudgeon's 
post: Richard L. Kent, Esq., The World's Angriest Creationist and Totally 
Obsessed LGF Stalker!</P> 
<P>That guy is a hoot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142223 33585 680 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 6:33:32pm  
 
<P>'Hanoch', by the way, is a hardcore creationist who hasn't shown up at LGF in 
quite a while.</P> 
<P>In case you were wondering why he's pimping the social conservative 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142432 33585 750 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:21:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/734/7142389" target=_blank>#734</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you would prefer that those who are socially conservative not post their 
views on your blog, just say so. I don't think there is any need to be 
rude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just stating a fact. You're a creationist, and that goes a long way toward 
explaining why you're also very much in line with the other tenets of social 
conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142056 33586 10 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 5:41:37pm  
 
<P>This is songwriting at its very best. He strips the narrative down to the 
bone, with almost no details. There are very few lyrics, and he plays games with 
them too, letting the piano complete some of the phrases where you expect 
another line.</P> 
<P>I consider this a real work of genius.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142073 33586 17 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 5:46:42pm  
 
<P>I wonder if the German audience felt uncomfortable with this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142235 33586 95 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 6:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7142218" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/05/chris-matthews-to-mike-pence-
do-you-or-dont-you-believe-in-evolution/" target=_blank>Chris Matthews to Mike 
Pence: Do you or don’t you believe in evolution?</A></P> 
<P>Five and a half minutes of dodging the question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allahpundit's going to catch a world of shit for posting that.</P> 
<P>Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142242 33586 98 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 6:37:48pm  
 
<P>I may have to post that video too. Unbelievable.</P> 
<P>And people still deny that creationism is hurting the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142251 33586 105 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 6:39:04pm  
 
<P>Complete with global warming diversion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142478 33587 10 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:30:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7142474" target=_blank>#7</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First question: what the hell difference does it make if Pence "believes in 
evolution?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is obvious. It matters because he's beholden to the religious 
right and even if he does accept the fact of evolution, he CAN'T SAY IT 
publicly.</P> 
<P>It really is a perfect example of a major problem in the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142516 33587 26 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:38:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7142503" target=_blank>#17</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>It's not a trap. There's a simple way out of it. You say, "yes, I believe 
evolution is valid science."</P> 
<P>If that's what he believes.</P> 
<P>The fact that he couldn't say it is not "falling into a trap" -- it's 
revealing the existence of a huge freaking elephant in the elephant's living 
room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142525 33587 30 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7142523" target=_blank>#28</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>/70% of the GOP candidates weren't beholden, including the nominee, just last 
Fall</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, you like to deny the existence of the elephant; I got that a long 
time ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142537 33587 36 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:45:10pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7142527" target=_blank>#31</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<P>The GOP has come a long way since those words of Goldwater's, in exactly the 
wrong direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142544 33587 40 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:47:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7142535" target=_blank>#35</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if he doesn't believe in the validity of evolution as the explanation 
for the origins of life on Earth?</P> 
<P>What if his beliefs are more consistent with a literal reading of 
Genesis?</P> 
<P>Does that make him unfit for office?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not vote for someone who denies evolution, except under very extreme 
circumstances where the alternative would be much worse.</P> 
<P>So for me the answer is yes, it makes him unfit for office.</P> 
<P>It's just pathetic that this is an issue in the 21st century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142549 33587 43 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7142546" target=_blank>#41</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to see Pence affirm an understanding, or at least acceptance, of 
evolution, yes--but only after he'd held Mathews' feet to the fire for a bit, 
and asked Mathews why he feels it necessary to know this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you may have liked to see that, but what you DID see is far more 
revealing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142558 33587 49 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 7:52:09pm  
 
<P>By the way, it's not "signing a loyalty oath" to say you accept the science 
of evolution, just as it's not "signing a loyalty oath" to say you accept that 
the earth orbits around the sun.</P> 
<P>It's accepting reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142591 33587 76 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:01:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7142587" target=_blank>#72</A> ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>26 Charles</P> 
<P>This is the whole problem with conservatives airing their privately held 
beliefs. It's no one's business whether they believe in evolution or not - but 
because some are making it a political issue by trying to pass laws about it, 
it's fair game.</P> 
<P>Unless Mike Pence himself either supports or is trying to pass laws regarding 
creationism in schools, he should have said "None of your business" to 
Matthews.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that Republicans <EM>are</EM> trying to pass laws to get 
creationism into schools in more than a dozen states. Right now. And in 
Louisiana, Bobby Jindal <EM>succeeded</EM>.</P> 



<P>So this is not any kind of a trap, and it is a highly relevant political 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142634 33587 113 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7142597" target=_blank>#82</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you go beyond excluding Creationism from public schools and start using 
"Creationist" as an epithet, it's inconsistent with your stated view that 
religious pluralism is a cherished American value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism does not equal religion. And evolution does not equal atheism. 
Only the most fanatical fundamentalists believe those two premises to be 
true.</P> 
<P>And the real problem is that creationists are <EM>never</EM> happy with 
simply keeping their beliefs to themselves -- time after time we've seen that 
they're determined to try to push, sneak, and bully their nonsense into schools 
-- to get at the brains of other people's children.</P> 
<P>And the GOP invariably is right there to help them do it. It's a political 
issue, and while creationists may have a right to believe what they want, and 
even stunt their own children's intellects if they wish, they are never willing 
to leave it at that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142672 33587 147 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7142654" target=_blank>#131</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no, I have not blamed Mathews a bit--as you will realize if you read what 
I have actually written instead of what your prejudices lead you to see. I blame 
Pence for his incompetence in dealing with Mathews' question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad Pence did this interview, because he inadvertently revealed the 
sheer pervasiveness of the GOP's problem with anti-scientific 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142711 33587 179 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7142699" target=_blank>#169</A> 
Blue_Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He gave a bad response to a loaded question. He handled it poorly.</P> 
<P>It means far far less than what you'd personally try to lead others to 
believe it actually was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, are you a creationist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142723 33587 191 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:28:48pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=%2B%22mike+pence%22+%2Bcreationism&amp;btnG=Search" target=_blank>'mike 
pence' creationism</A>.</P> 
<P>30,000 results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142734 33587 200 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:32:04pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7142723" target=_blank>#191</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=%2B%22mike+pence%22+%2Bcreationism&amp;btnG=Search" target=_blank>'mike 
pence' creationism</A>.</P> 
<P>30,000 results.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is #9, by the way.</P> 
<P>Googlebot works fast. (And I've now figured out what was causing us not to 
place very highly there.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142742 33587 208 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:33:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7142732" target=_blank>#198</A> 
Blue_Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me thinks you're trying to lay down some shenanigans. Or, you need to refine 
your search parameters.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;rlz=1T4GGLL_enUS309US3
10&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=%22Mike+Pence+Creationist%22&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank><STRONG>No results found for "Mike Pence 
Creationist".</STRONG></A></P> 
<P>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... when you put quotes around the phrase, Google looks for the exact 
phrase "Mike Pence Creationism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142751 33587 214 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:34:27pm  
 
<P>The search I posted looks like this:</P> 
<P>+"mike pence" +creationism</P> 
<P>That searches for the exact phrase "mike pence", when it also includes the 
word "creationism."</P> 
<P>30,000 genuine results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142768 33587 228 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:38:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7142720" target=_blank>#188</A> 
Blue_Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest. I don't know with absolute certainty. Yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When do you think you'll "know with absolute certainty?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142784 33587 240 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:40:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7142769" target=_blank>#229</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I just went out to the pond and my fish are "doing it". I haven't had 
baby goldfish the past few year because of water quality issues. Good to know 
nature is taking its course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you do know why W. C. Fields said he never drank water, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07142800 33587 256 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:42:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7142786" target=_blank>#242</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Christians have to modify orthodoxies they've accepted as reality, or they 
have to deny evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. The vast majority of Christians in the world have no trouble 
accepting evolution. The Pope accepts evolution.</P> 
<P><EM>Fundamentalist</EM> Christians deny evolution, and that's not at all the 
same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142845 33587 293 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:50:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7142822" target=_blank>#274</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are there really more Fundamentalist Christians than there are Catholics? I 
kind of doubt that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there aren't. Roman Catholicism is by far the largest Christian 
faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142849 33587 297 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:51:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/7142847" target=_blank>#295</A> 
Blue_Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But neither do I believe with a certainty that every life form we know to 
exist, or know to have existed before our time, just sprung into existence out 
of some primordial ooze either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it. You're a creationist. Why not just say so?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142858 33587 306 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:52:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7142848" target=_blank>#296</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which Pope? I went to Catholic Schools in the '70's and we were taught about 
evolutionary science. And never ever did a teacher try to explain Genesis as a 
literal account of creation. Quite the opposite actually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same here. I was raised as a Catholic and went to Catholic elementary school, 
and two years of Catholic high school. My science teachers would have been 
horrified at the idea of teaching creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142863 33587 311 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:53:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7142854" target=_blank>#302</A> Marvo76</EM></P> 
<P>And with that incoherent meltdown, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142873 33587 321 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 8:56:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7142868" target=_blank>#316</A> 
Blue_Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that make me a Creationist if I'm not certain?</P> 
<P>And if I was certainly a creationist, make no mistake, I'd 'say 
so'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "primordial ooze" line is pretty much a give-away, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142901 33587 349 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:01:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7142887" target=_blank>#335</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>Wow, man. Isn't that chip on your shoulder getting a little 
heavy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142922 33587 367 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:05:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7142915" target=_blank>#360</A> slokat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually not true: <A 
href="http://www.adherents.com/rel_USA.html#Pew_branches" target=_blank>Pew 
Research</A></P> 
<P>Also interesting: <A href="http://www.adherents.com/rel_USA.html#religions" 
target=_blank>NSRI</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it was the largest in the US. It's the largest Christian faith 
in the WORLD, by far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142944 33587 386 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:10:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7142911" target=_blank>#357</A> Simply 
Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that 60% of Republicans believe that the earth was created 
10,000 years ago. <A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/Republicans-
Democrats-Differ-Creationism.aspx" target=_blank>See the poll here</A>. It is 
the majority of the Republican Party!</P> 
<P>I used to wonder why Charles was making such a big deal about Creationism. 
But when I saw this poll today, my heart sank. How can the Republican Party 
survive if this is a major issue for the majority of its 
members?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- that poll is absolutely appalling. Even worse than the poll 
numbers, though, is the fact that the GOP's adherence to creationism is a 
gigantic PR disaster, and absolutely contributes to the not-entirely-mistaken 
view that the GOP is anti-science.</P> 
<P>And still we have people who try to deny that it's a major problem for the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07142991 33587 429 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:24:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7142977" target=_blank>#416</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So forgive the chip on my shoulder, but it grates when someone describes a 
family giving its children religious instruction as "stunting their 
intellects."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When that religion instruction includes indoctrinating those children with 
beliefs that are quite simply <EM>false</EM>, I absolutely stand by my 
statement. It's a tragedy when parents foist off this creationist garbage onto 
young minds -- and it hurts the country, by damaging children's ability to think 
rationally and critically in favor of blind, false dogma that is demonstrably 
untrue. In a time when science and reason are more important than ever, it's 
pathetically sad that children are being brainwashed like this.</P> 
<P>And yes, they have the right to do this to their children, just as I have the 
right to criticize it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07143011 33587 447 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:30:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7143003" target=_blank>#441</A> slokat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW: RC membership is roughly half of the "World Christian Denominations" 
membership +/-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, and the other half consists of all other Christian sects 
<EM>combined</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07143017 33587 452 Charles Tue, May 5, 2009 9:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/7143012" target=_blank>#448</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are none on the horizon. I am curious to know if Charles has a 
prospective candidate in 2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not right now. I do know a couple I won't vote for under any circumstances, 
unless the alternative is Pol Pot -- Bobby Jindal or Mike 
Huckabee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07145346 33587 922 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 11:22:38am  
 
<P>Pence, by the way, is in favor of teaching "intelligent design" creationism 
in schools, which supports what I wrote above about creationists always wanting 
to spread their nonsense to other people's children. When Matthews asks him 
about teaching evolution, Pence says schools should cover "all these 
controversial areas" and let children decide.</P> 
<P>This is a talking point straight from the Discovery Institute -- "teach the 
controversy." And it's why this is not just an innocuous belief. Politicians who 
refuse to accept the science of evolution are almost invariably advocates for 
creationism -- almost never do they simply relegate it to the area of a private 
belief.</P> 
<P>The fact that GOP politicians continue to promote bills to sneak creationism 
into schools, and the fact that dozens of state GOP platforms explicitly 
advocate teaching creationism -- and sometimes, outright Biblical literalist 
young earth creationism, without the ID mask -- also supports what I 
said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07145867 33587 954 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 12:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/950/7145801" target=_blank>#950</A> stuiec</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your second paragraph again shows how close such questions come to a 
religious test of office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. A "religious test of office" would be if the <EM>government</EM> 
only allowed certain religiously-sanctioned candidates to run for office.</P> 
<P>It's perfectly legitimate (in fact necessary) for VOTERS to be informed about 
where politicians stand on issues like this. And if they choose to reject 
politicians who advocate creationism, that is not only their right but their 
duty as citizens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146657 33587 959 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 3:35:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/957/7146624" target=_blank>#957</A> 
trendsurfer</EM></P> 
<P>Oh no. Pure Discovery Institute propaganda. Including a misquote of 
Darwin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146665 33587 960 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 3:37:33pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Matthews is nearly as ignorant about the facts of evolution as 
Tancredo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146767 33587 965 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 4:24:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/964/7146754" target=_blank>#964</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a problem with anyone assuming that if Pence has creationist beliefs, 
he must automatically and irresistibly want those beliefs taught in public 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pence DOES want creationism taught in schools. He said so in the 
interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149570 33587 975 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:42:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/972/7147262" target=_blank>#972</A> Robert 
Schwartz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. National Defense is a national defense issue. Building C17s 
and F22s is a national defense issue. Having enough troops to send 30,000 more 
to Afghanistan while preserving our posture in Iraq and Korea is a national 
defense issue.</P> 
<P>The contents of High School Biology is not a national defense issue. It is a 
an education issue, one best committed to local school boards. It may be your 
priority, but it is not mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very short-sighted view. The way children are taught about science, 
and the foundational learning it involves, is absolutely a national security 
issue, in the same sense that many other factors come into play for national 
security. The issue of security is not simply who can build the most bombs -- it 
involves having a populace that's prepared for every eventuality, and educated 
to understand what issues mean.</P> 
<P>And the scientists who design those airplanes and bombs start life as 
children, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07154084 33587 977 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 10:41:11am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/976/7151145" target=_blank>#976</A> Classic 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#908</P> 
<P>There is absolutely no evidence that CO2 gas causes global 
warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is simply not true. We can disagree about the meaning of the evidence, 
but it's just silly to completely deny that the evidence 
exists.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146006 33592 72 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:00:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7145928" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lionheart sez...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... it is everybody elses fault by the Islamic militants fault who have been 
the ones to provoke someone into action.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the guy Pamela Geller praises as a hero of free 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146016 33592 80 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:03:08pm  
 
<P>Wow. Bruce Bawer just put up an awesome post at his blog on the meltdown of 
the anti-jihad movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146021 33592 85 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:03:31pm  
 
<P>This one is really gonna sting some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146036 33592 100 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:06:37pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.brucebawer.com/" 
target=_blank>www.brucebawer.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146040 33592 104 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:07:01pm  
 
<P>I emailed Bruce to ask if I could republish his post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146050 33592 113 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:10:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7146044" target=_blank>#107</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>Three guesses who he's referring to with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>when one of those supposed champions of liberty starts to sound uncomfortably 
like the Islamist enemies of freedom whom he purports to 
despise...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146085 33592 146 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 1:16:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7146060" target=_blank>#123</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope he says yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did.</P> 
<P>Hold on to your hats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149533 33592 259 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:33:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7146447" target=_blank>#248</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is probably because no one has a clue whether this is even a 'crime' or 
not. There was a fire, no doubt of that. Whether or not that fire came about in 
the way of most other spontaneous blazes, or by way of a carefully placed match 
is up to fire investigators to figure out. That arson is 'suspected' merely 
means that the bugger reporting the crime reported it as such; that's how it 
works here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not correct. You must have missed this quote from the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Inspector Martin Peters said: “It appears an accelerant was 
used..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The presence of an accelerant (probably gasoline or kerosene) makes arson 
highly probable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146516 33593 311 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 3:02:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/7146483" target=_blank>#279</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'd be careful about trusting anything from Steve Sailer. He's a contributor 
to <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VDARE" target=_blank>VDARE</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Sailer, who often writes about race and intelligence, argued on VDARE 
following Hurricane Katrina that the lower average IQ of African-Americans found 
in intelligence research correlates with "poorer native judgment than members of 
better-educated groups resulting in the need for stricter moral guidance from 
society." He said that looting after the 1995 Kobe earthquake was minimal 
because "when you get down to it, Japanese aren't 
blacks."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146621 33593 410 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 3:27:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7146575" target=_blank>#367</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...Spencer just put up an Ayaan Hirsi Ali thread. Maybe he's getting 
ready to do some backtracking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't bet on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07146669 33593 454 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 3:39:41pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews interviews Tom Tacredo, who spews nonstop Discovery Institute 
talking points and then says he wants ID taught in schools.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sXsSN-B8pU8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Matthews is nearly as ignorant as Tancredo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146889 33593 645 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:04:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7146861" target=_blank>#621</A> 
GhostShip</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. I'm sure you'll find another blog that's sympathetic to your ideas. 
Take care!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146909 33593 665 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:11:34pm  
 
<P>What happened to Robert and Pamela? Not a word out of them about Bruce's 
article yet. Surely they know about it already!</P> 
<P>You don't think they're just planning to ignore it, do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146922 33593 677 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:14:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/7146912" target=_blank>#668</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They probably don't think the article implicates them in any 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trust me -- they know who the article is about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146942 33593 696 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:19:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/687/7146933" target=_blank>#687</A> 
WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard recently that if you take a photo with your I-Phone, it geo-tags the 
GPS co ordinates of where that photo was taken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does. The GPS info is stored in the EXIF metatags -- if you load the 
pictures into iPhoto, you can see where they were taken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07146970 33593 721 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:23:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/704/7146952" target=_blank>#704</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I just checked the referrers list. Nobody linking to this thread either. 
Stunned silence from the counterjihad blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're burning up the phone lines and email trying to get their spin 
straight, before posting anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147030 33593 776 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:38:55pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, Bruce Bawer emailed me about his post, before I put 
anything up here at LGF. I didn't go out searching for it, as certain stalkers 
are raving about -- Bruce wanted me to know about it.</P> 
<P>Also for the record, people who have their accounts blocked, and then send me 
hate mail immediately, get put on the IP block list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147090 33593 809 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 5:58:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/807/7147075" target=_blank>#807</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this bigger than an "ends justifies the means" partnership? Is VB 
supporting this group of "citizen soldiers" financially? I want to cue ominous 
music here, but I'm seriously beginning to wonder.</P> 
<P>(I hate the fact they use the term "citizen soldier". It really rubs me the 
wrong way.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I learned a long time ago that when people are acting in a way that seems 
irrational, or counter to their best interests, or unnecessarily abusive toward 
others, the reason almost always comes down to one of two things: 1) money, or 
2) sex.</P> 
<P>And I don't think anyone is getting involved with fascists for the 
sex.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147173 33593 826 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 6:14:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/7147160" target=_blank>#824</A> Simply 
Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Sharmuta, but you just proved you're a #3 with that "bigot" 
remark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but there really are anti-Islamic bigots, you know.</P> 
<P>I've banned enough of them from posting at LGF. It's a fact, whether you like 
it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147193 33593 829 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 6:18:03pm  
 
<P>Now I get it.</P> 
<P>Remember 'Perpetua'?</P> 
<P>'Simply Me' is her latest sock puppet.</P> 
<P>Now blocked again.</P> 
<P>That's the fourth sock puppet this person has registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147895 33593 845 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 8:19:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/844/7147817" target=_blank>#844</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wish it might be true. But I think you may underestimate the dark pull of <A 
href="http://www.epinions.com/content_2323816580" target=_blank>Nazi 
erotica</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, people play around with Nazi regalia for that purpose.</P> 
<P>But real fascists aren't sexy to anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147209 33594 122 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 6:20:16pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7147178" target=_blank>#94</A> Detector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What come first the chiken or the egg? but what was there before the egg?</P> 
<P>make you wonder yeahh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07147743 33595 54 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 7:56:20pm  
 
<P>It's just maddening to hear Tancredo claim there are no "transitional 
fossils."</P> 
<P>This is a creationist talking point that's been around for at least 100 
years, and it hasn't been true for a LONG time. Dozens of transitional fossils 
have been discovered, including some that are unmistakable proof for the theory 
of evolution.</P> 
<P>Things that make you go "Aaarrggghhh..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07148042 33595 316 Charles Wed, May 6, 2009 8:45:37pm  
 
<P>Another lovely story about Tom Tancredo: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/news/item.jsp?aid=79" 
target=_blank>Congressman addresses hate group</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>COLUMBIA, S.C. %P% Sept. 11, 2006 -- For a college football game day, the 
South Carolina State Museum in downtown Columbia was a busy place on the 
afternoon of Saturday, Sept. 9.</P> 
<P>On the ground floor, a United States Army brass band commemorated the victims 
of 9/11. One level up, not far from the museum's permanent Confederate Army 
exhibit, the state chapter of the League of the South (LOS), a neo-Confederate 
hate group, hosted a barbeque in honor of Colorado Congressman Tom Tancredo, 
head of the House Immigration Reform Caucus. Proceeds from the $15 per-plate 
fundraiser went to Americans Have Had Enough!, a South Carolina-based non-profit 
coalition for which Tancredo serves as honorary chairman.</P> 
<P>While Tancredo's hard-line "deport 'em all" stance on immigration has made 
him a favorite politician of white supremacists, this marked the first time the 
congressman has appeared at a hate group event.</P> 
<P>Dressed casually in a yellow t-shirt, Tancredo addressed the standing-room 
audience of 200-250 from behind a podium draped in a Confederate battle flag. To 
the congressman's right, a portrait of Robert E. Lee peered out at the crowd of 
Minutemen activists, local politicians, and red-shirted members of LOS and the 
Sons of Confederate Veterans. The Confederate trappings of the event found a 
mismatch in Tancredo's standard nativist polemic, which stayed clear of 
references to Southern heritage or direct plaudits for the LOS, a Southern white 



nationalist organization dedicated to "Southern independence, complete, full, 
and total."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149909 33595 668 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:57:19am  
 
<P>Comments that tell me what I should and shouldn't post at LGF will be 
deleted. If they continue, accounts will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149450 33596 967 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:17:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/954/7149421" target=_blank>#954</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't he on Hannity often, as well? I haven't listened or watched Hannity in 
a long while, but I think he was a frequent guest. Hannity is a shallow 
lightweight but he would earn a lot of cred points if he denounced Buchanan's 
extracurricular activities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hannity will never denounce Pat Buchanan -- on a recent show he introduced 
Buchanan as "the great Patrick J. Buchanan," and gave a big plug to his WWII 
revisionist book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149508 33596 981 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:26:47am  
 
<P>I know for a fact that they're exchanging furious emails and trying to figure 
out how to respond to Bruce's article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149522 33596 986 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:30:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/982/7149514" target=_blank>#982</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...maybe you don't want to reveal all your lizard secrets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149478 33597 32 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:22:03am  
 
<P>Vlaams Belang tool Andrew Bostom attacks Bruce Bawer today at his cruddy 
blog. No link from me, Google if you want to see it. What a 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149490 33597 41 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:24:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7149478" target=_blank>#32</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vlaams Belang tool Andrew Bostom attacks Bruce Bawer today at his cruddy 
blog. No link from me, Google if you want to see it. What a 
creep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hatred for gays is starting to come out of these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149711 33598 12 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:24:06am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7149692" target=_blank>#2</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank goodness the 20 million illegal immigrants all have their shots, other 
wise there could be real trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, Tom Tancredo would be in favor of them NOT having vaccinations, 
wouldn't he? So they could stay in their "turd world country," as he put 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149733 33598 30 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:29:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7149718" target=_blank>#16</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<P>Tancredo also recently appeared at an event sponsored by "Youth for Western 
Civilization," an openly racist group linked to Marcus Epstein and several other 
white supremacist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149754 33598 48 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:33:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7149748" target=_blank>#42</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's some guy named Epstein running a white supremacist group? Does his 
mother know about this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcus_Epstein" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149769 33598 61 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:36:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7149763" target=_blank>#55</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read that bio, sound like a "Paulite" on steroids.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice the web of paleocon connections -- Tancredo, VDARE, Buchanan, Takimag, 
Lew Rockwell -- all connected. And the connections go across the Atlantic to the 
Eurofascist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07149837 33598 124 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:46:14am  
 
<P>It's going to be a little harder for Geller, Spencer, and the others to 
continue ignoring the Bruce Bawer piece, now that it's been linked by Andrew 
Sullivan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155391 33598 829 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 3:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/825/7152345" target=_blank>#825</A> 
nomorelies</EM></P> 
<P>I'm very sorry for your loss.</P> 
<P>Yes, vaccines can very rarely cause reactions like you describe. But that's 
not what's under discussion here. This thread is about people who are advocating 
not having children vaccinated because they believe it causes autism -- and the 



fact is that this claim has been proven false beyond any doubt, by study after 
study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152140 33599 489 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 7:58:12pm  
 
<P>Thanks to all who let me know that the salesman in the Grand Bazaar lied to 
me -- imagine my shock. I also got email from a collector who definitively 
punctured that balloon.</P> 
<P>Oh well, at least I only paid $20 for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151076 33600 23 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 3:10:37pm  
 
<P>Guh.</P> 
<P>I just read through the comments at Newsbusters and at Hot Air for their 
threads about Chris Matthews' shows on evolution with Pence and Tancredo, and 
all I can say is ...</P> 
<P>Guh.</P> 
<P>At Newsbusters the main post is all about denying that the GOP is anti-
science.</P> 
<P>But the comments tell a radically different story. Man, this party is in big 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151517 33601 160 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7151503" target=_blank>#146</A> Devil's 
Advocate</EM></P> 
<P>Now I get it.</P> 
<P>'Devil's Advocate' is the fifth sock puppet you've registered at LGF. Get off 
my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151529 33601 170 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7151522" target=_blank>#163</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm speechless, honestly, here in 2009, somebody is arguing we should switch 
back to the gold standard.</P> 
<P>Because it will take less than a week (!) to recover. No matter that we'd be 
the only non-fiat currency around. No matter the effect on international trade. 
No matter the effect on domestic trade.</P> 
<P>But yeah, Go Gold!/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a sock puppet -- banned now for the fifth time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151584 33601 218 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:47:42pm  
 
<P>Anyone who wants to defend Ron Paul's insanity needs to explain why he is a 
frequent guest on the Alex Jones conspiracy show, gave the keynote speech for 
the John Birch Society's 50th anniversary meeting last year, and took money from 
the neo-Nazis at Stormfront and refused to return it when it was revealed.</P> 
<P>And that's just scratching the surface of the problems with this guy. He's a 
creationist, he's connected with the hardcore extreme right paleocons at the 
Robert Taft Club, and much, much more.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07151658 33601 229 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:07:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7151631" target=_blank>#224</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>The reality is that almost no reputable economists believe the gold standard 
is a viable basis for a modern economic system. One of the main causes of the 
Great Depression, in fact, was ... the gold standard. If we ever had a 
government that tried to re-establish the gold standard, our current economic 
troubles would look like a walk in the park. It's a recipe for global 
disaster.</P> 
<P>And the idea of abolishing the Federal Reserve is nearly as 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151694 33601 237 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:20:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7151684" target=_blank>#235</A> 
gogogodzilla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is the John Birch society racist? I've spent some time researching that 
claim and there was really only one time in 2008 that AP had an article about 
it.</P> 
<P>So from just one incident, you'll tar the entire history and membership of 
the organization?!?</P> 
<P>Now, I could be wrong... and I'm definitely not an expert on this group, 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me get this straight. You don't know much about the John Birch Society, 
but you're going to defend them anyway?</P> 
<P>I think you are at the wrong website. Bye now. I'm sure you'll find somewhere 
else that's more in line with your views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151703 33601 241 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:22:16pm  
 
<P>I do not freaking believe this.</P> 
<P>People defending the John Birch Society at LGF. We're down the rabbit 
hole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151735 33601 249 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:30:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7151718" target=_blank>#246</A> 
acidtrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Push a positive message instead of airing dirty laundry in 
public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly disagree more. The time for "airing dirty laundry" is 
right now. The kooks and the extremists are making a big push to gain control of 
the Republican Party, and they're winning. The only way that a sane leader can 
possibly emerge is if the GOP throws the kooks out onto the street where they 
belong.</P> 
<P>And if they don't ... well, they'll be losing me. I don't want to be 
associated with a political party that exalts the likes of Michele Bachmann and 
Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07151758 33601 253 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:37:16pm  
 
<P>Looks like we're flushing out some Ron Paul fans tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151808 33601 265 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:48:29pm  
 
<P>Sleepers coming out of the woodwork for this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151856 33601 280 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 6:58:08pm  
 
<P>dmensRegistered since: May 25, 2007 at 12:19 amNo. of comments posted: 2No. 
of links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151907 33601 296 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 7:10:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7151866" target=_blank>#284</A> 
Acidtrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So learn form your nutjobs. Theyre on to something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a "superior Brit," that was one of the most stunningly dumb comments in 
this thread. Not to mention, two typos in two sentences.</P> 
<P>Maybe there's a different definition for "superior" in 
Britain?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152057 33601 340 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 7:41:17pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152089 33601 347 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 7:46:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7152053" target=_blank>#338</A> 
Acidtrash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't vote BNP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just promote their racist, extreme right wing crap at LGF.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152096 33601 350 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 7:47:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7152093" target=_blank>#348</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>Bad HTML in your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155357 33601 531 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 3:13:02pm  
 
<P>Sorry, folks -- the gold standard is not ever coming back to this country. 
You can argue all day about whether it's feasible or not, but the reality is 
it's never going to happen. It's a pipe dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07151595 33602 15 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:49:38pm  
 
<P><EM>Repost from the previous thread:</EM></P> 
<P>Anyone who wants to defend Ron Paul's insanity needs to explain why he is a 
frequent guest on the Alex Jones conspiracy show, gave the keynote speech for 
the John Birch Society's 50th anniversary meeting last year, and took money from 
the neo-Nazis at Stormfront and refused to return it when it was revealed.</P> 
<P>And that's just scratching the surface of the problems with this guy. He's a 
creationist, he's connected with the hardcore extreme right paleocons at the 
Robert Taft Club, and much, much more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151604 33602 22 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:50:54pm  
 
<P>I voted 'dangerous kook'. This is starting to really not be funny any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07151628 33602 43 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 5:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7151618" target=_blank>#35</A> WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bet me he's an anti vaccination loon...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did you guess?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=ron+paul+vaccines&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155892 33602 477 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 5:26:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7155691" target=_blank>#476</A> Grand 
Poobah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Ron Paul a lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely. You really like Ron Paul, huh?</P> 
<P>Even after reading this article?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tnr.com/politics/story.html?id=e2f15397-a3c7-4720-
ac15-4532a7da84ca" target=_blank>www.tnr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156570 33602 479 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:16:29pm  
 
<P>Good grief. The problem with the right wing, in a nutshell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07157463 33602 481 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 9:52:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/7156680" target=_blank>#480</A> Grand 
Poobah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't understand why I am being "marked down" for 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because:</P> 
<P>1) Ron Paul is a racist bigot.</P> 



<P>2) Ron Paul is a kook, with ties to the John Birch Society and conspiracy 
creep Alex Jones.</P> 
<P>3) Ron Paul sees nothing wrong with taking campaign donations from neo-
Nazis.</P> 
<P>That's just for starters. This man should be marginalized and rejected by 
decent people, not praised because you happen to like one or two things he says 
-- while you ignore the bigotry and craziness.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152283 33603 25 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 8:34:40pm  
 
<P>I don't think I've ever seen such an insane inversion of reality as this 
interview.</P> 
<P>"The Trouble With Textbooks?!"</P> 
<P>And a creationist is the guy who's cast as the hero?</P> 
<P>Aaarrrgghhh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152368 33603 83 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 8:52:49pm  
 
<P>If you don't know about the way creationists distort and lie about Haeckel's 
embryo drawings, this is an excellent post on the subject by the dreaded P.Z. 
Myers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2007/02/wells_and_haeckels_embryos.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152383 33603 93 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:01:31pm  
 
<P>Watch -- now that I linked PZ Myers' post above, the creationists will come 
out of the woodwork screaming about his atheistic views, to try to divert the 
attention away from Luskin's lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152418 33603 111 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:24:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7152411" target=_blank>#108</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think someone who knows someone who is articulate on this matter, write to 
Fox and say hey Doucy's "interview" was just a prepaid ad for a discredited 
group of poeple and y'all ought to contact Mr/Ms XXX and interview HIM (or HER) 
about what's really going on cause you guys got <EM>suckered</EM> by Luskin and 
the Disco Insitute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't get suckered at all. This was quite deliberate on Fox News' part; 
they were also one of the main promoters of Ben Stein's "Expelled" movie. I have 
never seen an honest presentation of the issues around creationism vs. evolution 
on Fox, but I've seen dozens of shows that promote creationism.</P> 
<P>(And this was the worst yet.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152432 33603 120 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:32:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7152420" target=_blank>#112</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The worst of Doocy's performance is that he seemingly cooperated with Luskin 
in perpetrating the propaganda. In my opinion Doocy no doubt prepared for this 
and is line with the DI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. He was prepared for this show, all right -- prepared to promote 
Casey Luskin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152436 33603 124 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 9:34:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7152426" target=_blank>#116</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My own fisking of the video posted <A 
href="http://buttle.wordpress.com/2009/05/07/a-moron-interviews-a-liar/" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>As for being through with Fox News, I've been through with <EM>all</EM> TV 
news for at least a decade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good one. I linked to your post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152477 33603 157 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:03:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7152473" target=_blank>#153</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's high time that the scientific community puts out some feelers to 
influential and prominent Christians, and Jews, and Muslims, and try to get some 
bold statements made. I'd like to see the Pope sit down with, say, Billy Graham, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Patriarch of the Russian Orthodox church, and 
a couple of respected Rabbis and Imams, and have them issue a joint statement: 
"Evolution is a fact. We regard it as one of the tools that God used to create 
the world. Those that refuse to accept the fact of evolution are in fact being 
taken in by agents of Satan. Full stop."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's being done already:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32610_Pastors_Celebrate_Charles_Da
rwin" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31322_US_Rabbis_Back_Evolution_Opp
ose_Creationism" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, it seems to have no effect at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07152480 33603 160 Charles Thu, May 7, 2009 10:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7152476" target=_blank>#156</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps I'm in a take no prisoners mode with Doocy. I don't know. There's a 
background here with Fox and Friends and Doocy which leads me to believe that 
it's more than just a cold read. Doocy is fully capable of improvising the 
script and I have seen it done before. If it was just Doocy reading the script 
it was poor journalism at the very least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a complete set-up. The show even started with a custom graphic titled 
"The Trouble with Textbooks," to promote Luskin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153541 33603 246 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:22:05am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7153466" target=_blank>#242</A> 
Acidtrash</EM></P> 
<P>You really have some gall to continue to post comments at my website, after 
your sly support of the BNP, and what you posted at your blog last night. Get 
off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153569 33603 249 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:31:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7153036" target=_blank>#226</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not defneding what was basically free media for DI, but the 'Trouble with 
Textbooks' segment is weekly... It points out issues with existing textbooks, 
like rewrites of history, liberal slants, etc...</P> 
<P>The graphic is used on a weekly basis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know that -- don't usually watch the show. So I'll retract that 
statement, but it was still a complete set-up to promote Luskin and "intelligent 
design" creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153715 33606 23 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:03:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7153692" target=_blank>#12</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<P>That's my point, though -- normally if Andrew Sullivan links to LGF, we get a 
spate of hate postings at those blogs saying I'm "turning into Andrew Sullivan," 
or some other such rot. This time -- dead silence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153735 33606 35 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:08:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7153728" target=_blank>#32</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fascists and jihadis can go at each other all they want IMHO.</P> 
<P>Pass the popcorn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, hello -- the problem is that the fascists don't stop with the 
"jihadis."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153832 33606 75 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:41:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7153800" target=_blank>#69</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is not going to go away on its own and it's probably only going 
to get worse. Eventually the MSM will pick up on it if it gets obvious 
enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The MSM is already picking up on it:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/gDR0OxVdsAo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07153960 33606 91 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 10:12:37am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7153917" target=_blank>#84</A> EndlessBob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My only beef is with the sloppy use of the word "fascist," which in this case 
seems to mean "people whose politics I despise."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is nothing "sloppy" about the use of the word "fascist," and it does 
not mean simply "people whose politics I despise."</P> 
<P>The groups they're enabling, Vlaams Belang, Pro-Köln, and others, are 
absolutely fascists. In the case of Vlaams Belang, their founders had ties to 
ex-Nazis. You know, from the Third Reich? And in the case of Pro-Köln, they have 
ties to outright neo-Nazis who dress up as little Hitler clones, and sell Hitler 
Youth recordings on their websites.</P> 
<P>If you don't know the background of these groups, it might be wise to do a 
little research before revealing your ignorance with a comment like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155078 33606 126 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 2:11:56pm  
 
<P>#124: I'm completely fed up with people who make excuses for fascist groups. 
Go find another website to do it at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156546 33606 135 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:08:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7156427" target=_blank>#133</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dang, I missed the comment.I'm hoping Killgore Trout got the boot for his 
constant reliance on "Stormfront" facts, but I'm guessing it was someone 
else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you stop holding your breath for Killgore Trout to be banned. 
You've been a lot closer to that state than he ever was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07154215 33608 9 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 11:10:42am  
 
<P>Speaking of the Devil, on his May 5th radio show, Glenn Beck said: "the 
government is acting in the role of Lucifer. ... The government is the 
devil."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155841 33609 594 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 5:07:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/7155749" target=_blank>#591</A> tlclark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now not to pick a fight with the Big Lizard, but I think it's entirely unfair 
of him to lump Beck in with Spencer and Geller.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And where exactly did I do that?</P> 
<P>If anyone would like a closer look at Cleon Skousen, a racist kook with so 
many loony ideas it's almost impossible to recount them all:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.mormoncurtain.com/topic_stevebenson_section3.html#pub_289504316
" target=_blank>www.mormoncurtain.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm not surprised that there's an effort at revisionism for this nutjob -- 
just sad. And no, I do not intend to change a single thing about the way I'm 
covering this. Glenn Beck is promoting lunacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07155855 33609 596 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 5:13:12pm  
 
<P>And before anyone says it -- yes, I know Steve Benson's site is an anti-
Mormon site. But everything he writes about Cleon Skousen can be easily verified 
through other sources. I linked that page because it shows just how much bad 
craziness there was in Skousen and his ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156132 33609 600 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 7:06:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/7156042" target=_blank>#598</A> tlclark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, it doesn't answer the original question. What evidence is there that 
Beck endorses the earlier Skousen? and what is objectionable about the two books 
I mentioned? Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you're going to ignore my question about where I "lumped Beck in with 
Spencer and Geller."</P> 
<P>But I'll answer your question about Skousen's books -- I have much better 
things to do with my time than read books by John Birchers and New World Order 
nutjobs. I have more than enough information about Cleon Skousen already; I 
don't need to struggle through his books too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156344 33609 602 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/7156211" target=_blank>#601</A> tlclark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read both books and trust me, they're harmless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me if I'm not inclined to trust you, after you've 
attempted to whitewash Cleon Skousen and Glenn Beck, and mischaracterized my 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07155552 33611 86 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 3:45:41pm  
 
<P>Jerome Corsi, now going on the Alex Jones show to push swine flu conspiracy 
gibberish:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sVYRtiU9OAs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156154 33614 40 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 7:12:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7156117" target=_blank>#24</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I know I'm stepping out on a ledge here, but I suspect you did bathe 
regularly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I shower every week whether I need it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07156414 33614 268 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:24:17pm  
 
<P>I've emailed John Hawkins to let him know that his site is being used by that 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156447 33614 299 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:33:21pm  
 
<P>Sock puppets registered at LGF by "Devil's Advocate" include:</P> 
<P>Advocate123Fresh Face</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156478 33614 327 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:45:56pm  
 
<P>If anyone remembers "gclaghorn" -- this person continues trying to register 
sock puppets too, every time I open registration. Five so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156485 33614 334 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 8:47:39pm  
 
<P>Not to mention Jay Pagan, who goes by the name "Rodan." This creep has also 
registered at least 5 sock puppets too, and every time I open registration he 
tries to sneak in again. The last username he tried to register was:</P> 
<P>AV2025</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156538 33614 385 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:05:23pm  
 
<P>Some people are complaining about LGF loading slowly -- but it's loading just 
fine for me. Unfortunately, there are sometimes issues with local networks that 
cause those kinds of problems, and there's nothing I can do about it.</P> 
<P>There are a lot of wires that make up the internet, and sometimes things go 
wrong somewhere along the way from your computer to the LGF 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156557 33614 403 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:14:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7156553" target=_blank>#399</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have no problem with speed - LGF loads fast on all three comps. 
BUT - on my Vista 32, after a while, <A 
href="http://www.blogcdn.com/www.engadget.com/media/2007/09/9-2-07-http-404-not-
found.jpg" target=_blank>it goes to this 404 screen.</A> Does it in IE and 
Firefox.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing to do with LGF -- that's a network issue. Can't help you 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07156647 33614 489 Charles Fri, May 8, 2009 9:45:36pm  
 
<P>Statistics time! Everybody loves statistics.</P> 
<P>Hate mail count for the last seven days:</P> 
<P>15</P> 
<P>Supportive mail count for the last seven days:</P> 
<P>8</P> 
<P>That's actually a pretty good ratio.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07157900 33615 702 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:47:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/7157810" target=_blank>#699</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<P>I'm reaching the limit of my tolerance for comments like that, and getting 
very tired of having to delete your comments. If this happens one more time, I'm 
going to block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07157764 33617 77 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:01:51am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, it looks like John Hawkins is going to let RightWingNews.com turn 
into another LGF-bashing site.</P> 
<P>Which is always nice. We don't have enough of those yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07157851 33617 155 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:28:07am  
 
<P>It gets tiring to go through the same arguments again and again, but the 
simple fact is that Nazis (National Socialism) were NOT a left-wing movement. 
They began as a right-wing party, coopted other far right parties in Germany, 
and all of their alliances were with right wing parties. The use of the word 
"Socialist" in their name does not equate to "left wing" or Marxism at all.</P> 
<P>This is a completely uncontroversial view. There are <EM>very</EM> few 
reputable historians who don't identify the Nazis as right wing. There's a trend 
of revision going around that tries to deny any right wing connections at all -- 
exemplified by Jonah Goldberg's "Liberal Fascism" -- but it's not working, and 
it's not going to work, because it simply isn't true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07157881 33617 185 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:37:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7157873" target=_blank>#177</A> vitoc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, absolutely. There is simply NO historian of any stature in the current 
debates that wouldn't say that National Socialism as a phenomenon is part of the 
extreme right. Anyone who comes up with this bs again and again that the Nazis 
were really leftists primarily shows his utter lack of any academic literature 
on the subject.</P> 
<P>For an overview on relevant debates by a real Historian I recommend <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0340760281/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>this</A>. Most of the important books on the debate are 
mentioned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fixed your link, but you'll have to reload the page to see it. (Remember, 
the preview button is your friend.)</P> 
<P>Agree totally with your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07157908 33617 210 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:50:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7157902" target=_blank>#204</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<P>I suggest you read what I posted at the end of the open 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07157920 33617 221 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 11:54:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7157907" target=_blank>#209</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But given your very observation, the difference between "right wing" and 
"left wing" loses any practical meaning. What real difference was there in being 
a subject of Hitler or of Stalin? It becomes a Crips vs. Bloods kind of 
distinction; a smarter taxonomy recognized them both as "street gangs", rather 
than as somehow on different sides of a "spectrum".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When either left wing or right wing go deep enough into extremism, they meet 
at the far end of totalitarianism. (I've been noting this phenomena at LGF for 
years.)</P> 
<P>But that doesn't change the fact that Nazis start their journey on the right 
side of the political spectrum, while Marxists and Communists start at the 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158225 33617 283 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 2:13:01pm  
 
<P>You know, I must have missed the part in Avlon's article where he wrote that 
McKinney and Bachmann were absolutely equivalent in terms of craziness. I say I 
must have missed that, because apparently a lot of people in this thread 
<EM>didn't</EM> miss it -- they're all reacting as if the article specifically 
says these two people are equally crazy.</P> 
<P>Can someone please quote the section where it says that? I keep reading and 
re-reading the article, but I just can't seem to find it.</P> 
<P>And as for whether Bachmann deserves to be called a wingnut at all -- I have 
to completely agree with Avlon. She's a gay-bashing, creationist, anti-science 
religious fanatic, and for me she's emblematic of some of the worst traits of 
the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158123 33619 10 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 1:19:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7158100" target=_blank>#1</A> Summersong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did them a favor by exposing the rot. None of us will hold our breath on 
a thank you from either of them, however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next time they try to sneak away to something like this, I'll stay quiet 
until they're actually there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158133 33619 18 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 1:25:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7158121" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last one out turn off the lights...</P> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/09/zo-to-rinos-no-seriously-
leave-the-party/" target=_blank>Zo to RINOs: No, seriously, leave the party</A> 
(video)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, great idea! Let's drive out the <A 
href="http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1207/republican-party-identification-slips-
nationwide-pennsylvania-specter-switch" target=_blank>rest of the sane 
people</A>!</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the first four months of 2009, the Republican Party has continued to 
lose adherents. Interviews with over 7,000 respondents nationwide so far this 
year found fewer than a quarter (23%) of the combined total identifying 
themselves as Republicans. This is down from 25% in 2008, and from 30% in 2004. 
In total, <STRONG>the GOP has lost roughly a quarter of its base over the past 
five years</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160403 33619 135 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 10:23:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7160382" target=_blank>#133</A> 
unpaidbills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why the one sided report?</P> 
<P>why no mention of the fact that there were Islamic Wahabi supremacists at 
this rally promoting sharia over western law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And where did you get this information?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160722 33619 142 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 12:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7160692" target=_blank>#138</A> 
unpaidbills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ksta.de%2Fhtml%2F
artikel%2F1238966919278.shtml&amp;sl=de&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pierre Vogel practices the extreme supremacist Wahhabism.</P> 
<P>He was at the demonstration with his followers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article you linked does not even mention Pierre Vogel. And I don't see a 
single picture of "wahabi muslims supremacists" advocating sharia law.</P> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160738 33619 147 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 12:43:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7160727" target=_blank>#144</A> 
unpaidbills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7160722" target=_blank>#142</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>go look at the photos of the demonstration. There is a photo of Pierre Vogel 
with his muslim followers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're talking about this picture -- please note that even the caption 
makes it clear that this guy was "using the demonstration for his purposes." <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ksta.de%2Fhtml%2F
artikel%2F1238966919278.shtml&amp;sl=de&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>Google Translate</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Use the counter demonstration for his purposes: Pierre Vogel (left in picture 
with red beard), a former boxer from Cologne and converted to Islam, is among 
his Muslim name Abu Hamza became known.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what do you expect is going to happen, when fascists like the Pro-Koln 
group come out from under their rocks? Do you think radicals are NOT going to 
take advantage of it to promote their purposes?</P> 



<P>Would you feel more comfortable demonstrating on the side of the 
fascists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160740 33619 148 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 12:43:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7160729" target=_blank>#145</A> 
unpaidbills</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if you cannot see Wahhabi muslims in those 31 photos then may I recommend a 
good optician? Or a psychiatrist? Or one of Mr Spencer's books?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, you can just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158266 33620 11 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 2:45:00pm  
 
<P>"Savage_nation," by the way, was banned from LGF after he posted several ugly 
ranting comments about how he was going to murder his daughter's boyfriend.</P> 
<P>Then he sneaked back in with the name "cutestguy," and started up again. At 
"LGF2," he has posted more than one comment fantasizing about assassinating 
President Obama.</P> 
<P>This person is seriously deranged, and should be in a psychiatric hospital. 
Instead, he's a blogger. And Robert Spencer links to him.</P> 
<P>Most of the people mentioned in this blog post have also tried to re-register 
numerous times at LGF -- Rodan (real name: Jay Pagan) has done it at least five 
times, once posting a series of ranting, obscene comments before the sock puppet 
account was blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158473 33620 200 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 4:28:50pm  
 
<P>If anyone is curious, here is the real identity of "savage_nation" ...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.peekyou.com/Marc_Donato/5399667" target=_blank>Marc 
Donato</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158491 33620 217 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 4:36:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7158487" target=_blank>#214</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he posted his own nic there, so I guess it's not like you outed someone 
who hadn't already outed himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am absolutely going to out every one of those people whose real names I can 
find. They don't get to hide behind fake names while spewing hatred at me, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158495 33620 221 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 4:36:51pm  
 
<P>One of the "administrators" at LGF2 is "m" ... real name:</P> 
<P>Michelle Cobb</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158512 33620 235 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 4:45:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7158509" target=_blank>#233</A> Shug</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/s.php?sid=c299e652702d4622eb47438ae8aff
3fa&amp;init=q&amp;sf=r&amp;k=400000000010&amp;n=-1&amp;q=marc%20%20donato" 
target=_blank>Check out his facebook page</A></P> 
<P>You'll notice that one of his friends is none other than ROBERT SPENCER</P> 
<P>* you must have a facebook account to see this link</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158580 33620 300 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 5:19:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7158563" target=_blank>#284</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33370_The_Ron_Paul_Tea_Parties" 
target=_blank>Eric Odom</A> is connected with Rodan.</P> 
<P>Rodan is the owner of <EM>thinkprogresswatch.wordpress.com</EM> which he uses 
as Trajan.</P> 
<P>Recently it became <EM>thinkprogresswatch.com</EM> and you can see a comment 
from <A href="http://www.thinkprogresswatch.com/think-progress-exposed/" 
target=_blank>Eric Odom here at thinkprogresswatch.com.</A> Comments at said 
site are all from Rodan <A href="http://www.thinkprogresswatch.com/" 
target=_blank>which he cross-links to LGF2.</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://who.securepaynet.net/WhoIsVerify.aspx?domain=thinkprogresswatch.com
&amp;prog_id=435918" target=_blank>OODA Whois shows that this site is owned by 
Eric Odom:</A></P> 
<P>Registered through: OODADomains.comDomain Name: 
<STRONG>THINKPROGRESSWATCH.COM</STRONG>Created on: 19-May-08Expires on: 19-May-
10Last Updated on: 08-May-09</P> 
<P>Administrative Contact:<STRONG>Odom, Eric [deleted]Fresh Vision Media, 
LLC</STRONG>[deleted]Reno, Nevada 89519United States</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now <EM>that's</EM> interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158583 33620 303 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 5:19:44pm  
 
<P>I've updated the post with links to the PeekYou pages for both of those 
creeps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158710 33620 417 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 6:09:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7158708" target=_blank>#416</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well on these stalkers types, if they are looking for stuff</P> 
<P>give them huge amounts, add some real bad "computer viruses" to the links 
they down load from here...?</P> 
<P>can that be done?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, and I wouldn't even if I could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158729 33620 432 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 6:16:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7158725" target=_blank>#430</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, the stalkers over there seem to believe you have the power to put 
malware on their computers. They are delusional.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't really believe that -- it was just another evil-minded attempt to 
put a smear out there on the internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158785 33620 448 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 6:46:21pm  
 
<P>Gotta laugh.</P> 
<P>The idiots at the stalker site are threatening to report me to the FBI -- for 
posting links to publicly available web sites.</P> 
<P>It must really suck to be so obsessed that you've lost all touch with 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158796 33620 454 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 6:50:54pm  
 
<P>At "Defending the Defensible," the stalkers are showing up in force -- as 
they always do, whenever I post a link to a blog that defends 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07158801 33620 456 Charles Sat, May 9, 2009 6:51:47pm  
 
<P>The Vlaams Belang shill "jeppo," by the way, has outed himself as James 
Pillman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160448 33621 338 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 10:37:15am  
 
<P>Absolutely -- I'm going to ding down posts that even hint at promoting this 
dangerous nonsense. And your comment about "the more scientific members of the 
echo chamber" is just pathetic -- as you use a computer to post your comments on 
the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07160570 33625 30 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 11:11:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7160554" target=_blank>#20</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This doesn't make sense, especially as Pres. Obama signed a document allowing 
Hamas to keep open its office in Washington, DC recently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not true. Hamas does not have an office in Washington DC. Obama 
signed an order allowing the PLO office to remain open -- and it's exactly the 
same order that President Bush signed over and over, every year for 8 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07161816 33626 189 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 6:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7161723" target=_blank>#188</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I thought that only Americans etc who "didn't understand the nuances of 
European politics" considered these groups to be extremists? Seems to be a lot 



of Europeans who "don't understand the nuances of European politics" as 
well...:D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who say I "don't understand European politics" and therefore I'm 
mistaken about the fascist nature of the Vlaams Belang and the other groups are 
simply ... lying. They know very well that the vast majority of Europeans 
consider these groups to be fascist. They're trying to fool Americans into 
discounting what I write about them.</P> 
<P>I don't claim to be an expert on European politics -- but I'm far from 
ignorant. If I add up all the musical tours I've done, I've probably spent 
several years in Europe, and I pay attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165611 33626 199 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:09:20pm  
 
<P>Flushed out another Nazi, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165721 33626 200 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7162921" target=_blank>#195</A> 
rtaglienti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are these guys really fascist's? Or are they racist. nationalistic. etc. 
Historically fascism was a left wing movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's completely false. Historically, fascism was a right wing movement. The 
Third Reich Nazis began as a right wing party, coopted other right wing parties 
to gain national power, and made alliances with right wing parties. All of their 
enemies were left wing parties.</P> 
<P>National Socialism is an extreme right wing ideology. Nearly every reputable 
historian agrees on this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07161638 33627 575 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 5:09:07pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure I've made it very clear that I don't want that crappy, stupid 
birth certificate stuff posted here at LGF, haven't I?</P> 
<P>UberInfidel67: if you post that stuff again, I'll block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07162066 33627 808 Charles Sun, May 10, 2009 7:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/784/7162020" target=_blank>#784</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm fully expectant and planning for two terms of Obama, if I"m wrong you can 
rub it all over my face in November 2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the GOP continues down the denialist path they're currently walking (purge 
the RINOs! expel the moderates! swing to the right!), you can take that 
prediction to the bank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07164195 33633 141 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 12:05:48pm  
 
<P>Please tell me we're not going to start up with the "Barack Hussein is a 
sekrit Moslem!" stuff again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07164320 33633 155 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 12:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7164295" target=_blank>#154</A> ORD 
neighbor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He actually is one, by Mohammedan religious rules. Obviously non-practicing 
and clearly not in typical American sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he isn't. He's a Christian. By ISLAMIC rules, he is an apostate, if it's 
true that he was raised as a Muslim, about which there is considerable 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07164781 33633 178 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 2:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7164468" target=_blank>#165</A> ORD 
neighbor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, I don't think there is a major conspiracy or "secret", but 
full disclosure in this area, and explanation of who believes what on the 
subject is a good idea. Just because we think someone holds ideas we believe to 
be wrong should not prevent us from discussing the fact that they hold such 
ideas and may follow up on those ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Apparently my first post wasn't clear enough on this. If you continue 
with this crap about Obama's sekrit "Mohammedan" heritage (what's up with using 
"Mohammedan," by the way, instead of "Islamic?"), I'll simply block your 
account.</P> 
<P>I don't want this garbage at my website. It's embarrassing and stupid. I 
suggest that if you simply can't stop discussing it for some weird reason, you 
go on over to Pamela Geller's site. She specializes in this kind of 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07164467 33635 160 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 1:02:18pm  
 
<P>Diana West is pimping Filip DeWinter and Vlaams Belang at her blog again 
today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have included his remarkably bold and astute speech of defiance and 
reclamation...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Retch.</P> 
<P>She posts DeWinter's full speech, including this lovely section:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our response should be strong, clear and aggressive, and I would like to 
quote the Austrian Bishop who said :</P> 
<P>“Charles Martel forced Islam back at Poitiers in 732 , and in 1683 near 
Vienna, Islam was again forced out.</P> 
<P>“And if it is necessary, then for a third time we should also force Islam 
back to the place it belongs, namely the far side of the Mediterranean 
Sea.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Austrian bishop" DeWinter cites is Kurt Krenn -- who was ousted after 
being involved in a disgusting sex scandal at a seminary: <A 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3723638.stm" target=_blank>Pope replaces 
sex scandal bishop</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pope John Paul II has accepted the resignation of a disgraced Austrian bishop 
at the centre of a sex and child pornography scandal at a seminary.</P> 



<P>Bishop Kurt Krenn, 68, was in overall charge of the seminary where 
investigators found thousands of lewd images, including child pornography.</P> 
<P>The bishop has told the media that he stepped down voluntarily and not under 
pressure from the Vatican. The Pope has appointed another Austrian bishop to 
take his place.</P> 
<P>Bishop Krenn was responsible for the running of the seminary 80km (49 miles) 
from Vienna, which was identified by an Austrian magazine earlier this year as a 
centre of homosexual activity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely crowd you're hanging with, Diana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165208 33637 60 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 3:54:27pm  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail coming in today for some reason. Five emails from one 
ranting weirdo in Germany about the pro-Koln demonstration, ending with 
this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The man with the offending "gallows" T-shirt was an infiltratedprovacateur. 
He was NOT with Pro Köln asked to leave immediately. On theother hand, the 
counter-demonstrators were baying for our blood andscreaming threats of violence 
and outrageous insults all day long. Butyou don`t give a fuck about that do you, 
you goddamn fucking liar! Fuckyou and your mother!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165229 33637 79 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 3:57:05pm  
 
 
 
<P>And another hate mail from somebody who's angry at me for not freaking out 
about the Wanda Sykes Rush Limbaugh jokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165325 33637 172 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 4:14:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7165270" target=_blank>#119</A> 
smokefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No disrespect here, Charles, but her comments re: Rush and 9/11 would be 
deleted on this board, by you, wouldn't they?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165579 33637 410 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:00:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7165347" target=_blank>#192</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>our president laughed at what was said...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh. I just don't see the point of getting all worked up over a bad 
comedian's jokes about Rush Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>But then, a lot of people thought it was no big deal for Limbaugh to say he 
wants Obama to fail, either. I thought that was much worse than Wanda Sykes's 
bad jokes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165588 33637 419 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:03:03pm  
 



<P>And before anyone lectures me about it, I know Limbaugh tried to spin it like 
crazy and say he wanted Obama's <EM>policies</EM> to fail.</P> 
<P>It still sucked, and was a lousy thing to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165593 33637 423 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:04:20pm  
 
<P>Bam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165630 33637 458 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:14:28pm  
 
<P>Flushed out another BNP supporter at the end of the last pro-Koln thread, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165652 33637 480 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 5:18:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/7165617" target=_blank>#445</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. That was personal and vile. If A conservative had said they wished 
Barbara Streisand got breast cancer what do you think would have 
happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to defend Sykes or her bad jokes. However, what she said had a 
comedic context, because Rush Limbaugh WAS addicted to pills. It was not the 
same thing as just wishing someone gets breast cancer out of the blue.</P> 
<P>Sure, it was mean, but that's what she does -- mean, low brow 
humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165882 33638 8 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 6:10:57pm  
 
<P>Today at Weird Nut Drooly:</P> 
<P><A href="http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=97689" 
target=_blank>Ron Paul was right.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165901 33638 10 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 6:15:00pm  
 
<P>And now one of the main sponsors of the "tea party" protests:</P> 
<P><A href="http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=97144" 
target=_blank>The American Family Association.</A></P> 
<P>This group promotes creationism, the censorship of print and electronic media 
to make it more in line with "Biblical truth," and criminalizing 
homosexuality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165914 33638 15 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 6:20:40pm  
 
<P>More info on the American Family Association:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/American_Family_Association" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07165934 33638 26 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 6:25:21pm  
 



<P>The American Family Association hates "NYPD Blue," the Walt Disney 
Corporation, Walden Books, McDonalds, Hallmark Cards, Ford Motor Company, 
American Airlines, Kraft Foods, Sears, and a host of other American companies, 
because they don't hate gay people enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166010 33638 84 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 6:47:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7165993" target=_blank>#69</A> Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they were at all connected to the Tea Parties then your aggregation of 
silly positions would make sense, but they are not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, fine, just continue to deny it.</P> 
<P>Here's the AFA's tea party website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://teapartyday.com/" 
target=_blank>teapartyday.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166040 33638 113 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 7:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7166033" target=_blank>#106</A> Pawn of the 
Oppressor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh boy. I ended up on their e-mail list somehow - I have no idea how, I think 
they might be intended for somebody else. They send the most ridiculous mass e-
mails. Like any time a gay character is on TV they send out an alert about how 
"X NETWORK IS PROMOTING THE GAY AGENDA" or similar idiocy.</P> 
<P>They're good for a laugh, but it's not always the funny ha-ha kind of 
laugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an openly theocratic organization. And they're nothing to laugh at -- 
they have a LOT of money and influence, and they're pushing hard to increase 
that influence in the new ultra-right GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166066 33638 138 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 7:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7166045" target=_blank>#118</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<P>If you don't want to pay attention to the bad people who are deeply involved 
in the "tea parties," don't be surprised when it comes back and bites 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166107 33638 176 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 7:29:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7166092" target=_blank>#161</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will you ever give the Tea Parties another look, or are you dead-set on 
opposing them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want anything to do with "tea parties."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166122 33638 189 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 7:37:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7166121" target=_blank>#188</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a related note. Nirther story in the link viewer alert.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the "Humor" category -- not a real Nirther rant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07166150 33638 214 Charles Mon, May 11, 2009 7:49:02pm  
 
<P>Now going around the right-wing blogs: Obama must be an atheist, because his 
press secretary Robert Gibbs said this (about the soldiers murdered in Iraq 
today):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“He’s saddened to hear the news from Camp Victory,” Mr. Gibbs told reporters 
at the White House. “His heart goes out to all the families.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See? Don't you see? Only an atheist would say something like that, instead of 
talking about "prayers!"</P> 
<P>Good. Grief. Is the entire right-wing blogosphere going nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167483 33640 101 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:14:31am  
 
<P>The Nazis were absolutely an extreme right wing party. They started as a 
right wing party, they coopted other right wing parties to gain national power 
in Germany, they made alliances with right wing parties, and their enemies were 
all on the left wing.</P> 
<P>The Nazis were right wing.</P> 
<P>National "Socialism" does not correspond to Marxist socialism.</P> 
<P>There are almost no reputable historians who classify the Nazis as left wing; 
this is pure historical revisionism, and it's false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167615 33640 116 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:30:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7167580" target=_blank>#110</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm my own historian and I disagree 110% Charles. Marxist socialism is not 
the only socialism in the world. Nothing in your post refutes mine. Not one 
item. I don't rely on other historians for my opinions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so you admit you have nothing to back up your opinions except ... your 
opinions. You don't have a single historian on your side, you can't cite a 
single expert on Nazi Germany who agrees with you, you simply deny all the 
points I made ... but you still want to insist you're correct.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167649 33640 120 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:35:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7167625" target=_blank>#118</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your post is chalk full of citations?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read any history of the Third Reich, or any analysis of fascism. Try Robert 
Paxton's "The Anatomy of Fascism," one of the best works on the subject, for 
starters.</P> 
<P>You're going to find it very difficult to dig up any historians who don't 
classify the Nazis as right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07167673 33640 126 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:38:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7167650" target=_blank>#121</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BY the way, you have provided not one refutation, of your own, to the 
following:</P> 
<P>Explain to me how you feel Hitler's National Socialist Party was more aligned 
with Conservative Thought?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Who said National Socialism was 
"conservative?"</P> 
<P>It was an extreme right wing ideology. This is a completely uncontroversial 
statement, and almost every reputable historian agrees with this 
classification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167706 33640 134 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:42:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7167650" target=_blank>#121</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<P>You quoted John Toland's biography of Hitler above -- I have the book, and 
I've read it. Toland makes it very clear throughout that the Nazis and Hitler 
were aligned with Germany's right wing.</P> 
<P>There's nothing controversial about this. The one who's expressing an opinion 
counter to the experts is you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167732 33640 138 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:46:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7167689" target=_blank>#129</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<P>Your own quote shows how wrong you are:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The economy envisioned for the state was a form of corporative state 
socialism, although <STRONG>members of the party who were leftists (and would 
generally support such an economic system over private enterprise) were purged 
from the party in 1934.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167817 33640 147 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 10:59:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7167779" target=_blank>#142</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I don't read National Socialism as to the Right, in direct SPITE 
to the accepted history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get that, so I won't waste my time any more arguing with a closed 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07167900 33640 155 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 11:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7167866" target=_blank>#149</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it is your mind that is closed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168097 33640 190 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 11:41:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7168078" target=_blank>#184</A> 
neverquit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can appreciate that more than how Charles has approached it.</P> 
<P>To me, when I see contemporaries, like the camera.org guy refer "standard 
rhetoric of far-right reactionaries", I get defensive because I feel that they 
are incorrectly associating that to American Conservatives.</P> 
<P>That was the basis of my original comment.</P> 
<P>Sorry if people got their pubes twisted over it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You reject out of hand all the major historians of the Third Reich, and all 
analysts of fascism, and you reject out of hand every attempt to show you that 
National Socialism was not "socialism." What's the point in arguing with you 
about it? You've said very clearly that you just won't believe anything anyone 
says about it, because your mind is made up.</P> 
<P>And if you continue to toss out insults on top of this, your account isn't 
going to last much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168217 33640 220 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 12:04:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7168196" target=_blank>#217</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the only right wingers who are a threat are <EM>pseudo</EM>-right wingers 
such as the Pat Buchanan crowd and the paleocons have much in common with the 
Left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think Pat Buchanan is a "pseudo" right winger, you might want to let 
right wing news sources like Fox News, World Net Daily, Townhall.com, Human 
Events, etc. etc, know about that -- because they seem to believe Buchanan is a 
very genuine right winger. Sean Hannity introduces Buchanan as "the great 
Patrick J. Buchanan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168117 33643 61 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 11:44:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7168099" target=_blank>#48</A> Million Dollar 
Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I do think it is slightly hypocritical to bash the media for citing 
wikipedia, though. I've seen many bloggers do so as a matter of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are missing the point. Wikipedia is a fine source for information, if 
that information is linked to other primary sources. I cite Wikipedia when I can 
verify what is there through their links to other sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168124 33643 64 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 11:46:11am  
 
<P>Note: in the case above, the quote that was posted at Wikipedia had NO 
citation to an original source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168323 33644 12 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 12:18:37pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7168311" target=_blank>#5</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Mr. Schlafly related to Phyllis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's her son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168392 33644 44 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 12:29:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7168376" target=_blank>#35</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Schlafly is also a promoter of young-earth creationism. One of the 
reasons I gove up on Conservapedia long ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No true conservative accepts evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168630 33644 228 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 1:10:58pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.conservapedia.com/Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>Conservapedia - Little Green Footballs</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson flies in the face of traditional right-wing conservatism by posting 
in favor of evolution regarding the "evolution vs. Intelligent Design" 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168866 33644 430 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 1:54:50pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, a big topic on several right-wing blogs today: "Michelle Obama 
isn't hot."</P> 
<P>I kid you not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07168966 33644 514 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 2:11:22pm  
 
<P>Here you go -- it's at Gagdad Bob's site, who turned on me like a cornered 
chihuahua when I started criticizing creationism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://onecosmos.blogspot.com/2009/05/aesthetic-
deconstruction-or-empresss.html" 
target=_blank>onecosmos.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Some pretty ugly stuff there, and several 'right-wing' bloggers are linking 
to it with great approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07169779 33646 43 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 6:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7169741" target=_blank>#13</A> triumphguy</EM></P> 
<P>You must have been just <EM>waiting</EM> to post that flounce-off comment. 
Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07169835 33646 94 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 6:51:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7169804" target=_blank>#66</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I haven't heard a conservative talk radio personality yet who has gone beyond 
the "teach the controversy, and let the kids decide" level of thinking about 
this issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07169955 33646 208 Charles Tue, May 12, 2009 7:23:57pm  
 
<P>Fox News tonight is pushing one "culture war" story after another. There's a 
huge effort under way to force the GOP much farther to the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07171633 33646 996 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:54:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/7171568" target=_blank>#993</A> She Said</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why and how is irreducible complexity more or less unproven than we came from 
primordial ooze?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is it with creationists and "primordial ooze?" That phrase really seems 
to grab their imaginations for some reason.</P> 
<P>On the hoax of "irreducible complexity:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/K_HVrjKcvrU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07171642 33646 998 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:56:06am  
 
<P>Also see: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.millerandlevine.com/km/evol/design2/article.html" 
target=_blank>www.millerandlevine.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Of course, if you'd rather believe in fantasies and unscientific nonsense, 
that's your perfect right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07172095 33646 1007 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 10:32:50am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.talkorigins.org/faqs/evolution-fact.html" 
target=_blank>Evolution is a Fact and a Theory</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the American vernacular, "theory" often means "imperfect fact"--part of a 
hierarchy of confidence running downhill from fact to theory to hypothesis to 
guess. Thus the power of the creationist argument: evolution is "only" a theory 
and intense debate now rages about many aspects of the theory. If evolution is 
worse than a fact, and scientists can't even make up their minds about the 
theory, then what confidence can we have in it? Indeed, President Reagan echoed 
this argument before an evangelical group in Dallas when he said (in what I 
devoutly hope was campaign rhetoric): "Well, it is a theory. It is a scientific 
theory only, and it has in recent years been challenged in the world of science-
-that is, not believed in the scientific community to be as infallible as it 
once was."</P> 



<P>Well evolution is a theory. It is also a fact. And facts and theories are 
different things, not rungs in a hierarchy of increasing certainty. Facts are 
the world's data. Theories are structures of ideas that explain and interpret 
facts. Facts don't go away when scientists debate rival theories to explain 
them. Einstein's theory of gravitation replaced Newton's in this century, but 
apples didn't suspend themselves in midair, pending the outcome. And humans 
evolved from ape-like ancestors whether they did so by Darwin's proposed 
mechanism or by some other yet to be discovered.</P> 
<P>Moreover, "fact" doesn't mean "absolute certainty"; there ain't no such 
animal in an exciting and complex world. The final proofs of logic and 
mathematics flow deductively from stated premises and achieve certainty only 
because they are not about the empirical world. Evolutionists make no claim for 
perpetual truth, though creationists often do (and then attack us falsely for a 
style of argument that they themselves favor). In science "fact" can only mean 
"confirmed to such a degree that it would be perverse to withhold provisional 
consent." I suppose that apples might start to rise tomorrow, but the 
possibility does not merit equal time in physics classrooms.</P> 
<P>Evolutionists have been very clear about this distinction of fact and theory 
from the very beginning, if only because we have always acknowledged how far we 
are from completely understanding the mechanisms (theory) by which evolution 
(fact) occurred. Darwin continually emphasized the difference between his two 
great and separate accomplishments: establishing the fact of evolution, and 
proposing a theory--natural selection--to explain the mechanism of 
evolution.</P> 
<P>- Stephen J. Gould, " Evolution as Fact and Theory"; Discover, May 
1981</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07172112 33646 1008 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 10:36:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1004/7171997" target=_blank>#1004</A> 
bobbuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can teach them all the evolution you want but not with tax 
dollars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you don't get to decide this. Children are taught science in 
public schools, and evolution is science. Therefore, it will be taught in public 
schools whether you like it or not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason the evolution debate is brought up so often is because it's a 
tool to beat up conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the reason why evolution is brought up so much is because conservative 
politicians keep trying to force and/or sneak the teaching of creationism into 
schools. If conservatives are being "beat up" over this, it's because they 
bloody well deserve it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07172339 33646 1011 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 11:39:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1009/7172312" target=_blank>#1009</A> 
bobbuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I agree with you completely that creationism should not be taught in 
schools but I will never be comfortable with the government being the final 
arbiter of scientific fact. It's been wrong too many times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Evolution is taught in science classes not because the government "arbited" 
it -- but because it's one of the strongest, best-supported scientific theories 
in existence.</P> 
<P>It's valid science and it belongs in science classrooms. The government 
didn't decide this -- scientists and biologists did. On the other hand, 
Republican politicians continue to try to use the power of the government to 
sneak creationism into classrooms, despite the fact that there is no scientific 
support for it. Yes, there is governmental abuse here -- but it's all coming 
from the GOP side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07171925 33649 81 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 10:08:24am  
 
<P>Here it comes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07171969 33649 119 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 10:14:47am  
 
<P>Got it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173098 33650 237 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 2:31:48pm  
 
<P>After following the links to this Khomeini story, I've decided to delete the 
posts with quotes, because the whole thing does seem to be fraudulent. I 
investigated further and not only are the sources for these quotes suspect (to 
say the least -- some of them seem completely whacked out), I can't find a 
single valid source that backs them up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173491 33650 241 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 4:05:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7173458" target=_blank>#240</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>Steyn's citations are to the very same sources -- I don't think that's any 
more credible than anything else I've read on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174349 33650 246 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:30:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7173639" target=_blank>#242</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>The Ayatollah Khomeini was an evil scumbag, there's no doubt about that. But 
he's not the only evil scumbag, and there are some people who push false stories 
specifically to demonize entire groups of people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173298 33652 685 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 3:21:56pm  
 
<P>People REALLY want to deny it, obviously, but Killgore Trout is right about 
the tea parties -- Ron Paul followers are deeply involved in organizing them. 
It's a fact, and just because you didn't see a lot of people wearing Ron Paul T-
shirts at tea parties doesn't prove they're not involved. It's incredibly easy 
to turn up evidence of their connections to the tea party movement.</P> 
<P>I've recommended this before, but if you want a small glimpse into what's 
happening behind the scenes, set up a Google News alert for "ron paul tea 
party." You'll be amazed at how much stuff is going on.</P> 



<P>Deny it all you like, but Killgore's right about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173721 33653 212 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:08:45pm  
 
<P>Of course, I knew the dreaded "hockey stick" controversy would come up. It 
always does.</P> 
<P>But the bottom line with the "hockey stick" graph: the most you can say about 
it is that it was based on <EM>mistaken</EM> information. NOT deliberately 
falsified information.</P> 
<P>The more I research the climate change issues, the more I'm seeing that 
nearly ALL of the deliberate fakery is coming from the anti-AGW side. Monckton 
is a prime example, but you don't have to search very hard to find others. 
Another dreadful example of distortions, misrepresentations, and fraud is the 
website run by James Inhofe; it's almost unbelievable how much sheer BS is 
posted there. It reminds me very much of a creationist website -- and that's not 
totally a coincidence because ... imagine my shock! ... Inhofe is also a young 
earth creationist.</P> 
<P>I've found very few examples of deliberately misrepresented scientific data 
from the AGW side. I know this isn't a popular view among conservatives, but 
it's true.</P> 
<P>I'm still skeptical about the long-term consequences, but getting less so as 
I research it. I AM, however, becoming increasingly disgusted with the lies and 
distortions I'm seeing from the GOP and right wing on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173734 33653 223 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:10:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7173726" target=_blank>#216</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are two distinct issues here:</P> 
<P>1. 80% of people operate on their emotions, not on reason or logic. To 
prevail politically, you must appeal to their emotions. That's what Gore has 
done.</P> 
<P>2. If you look at science and predictions 100 years ago, almost all of them 
are wrong, or utterly failed to foresee where modern technology would take us. 
Being arrogant enough to predict where we'll be in 100 years' time is itself 
folly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>100 years ago, the state of technology and science was VASTLY less advanced 
than it is now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173743 33653 231 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:13:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7173556" target=_blank>#70</A> uptight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lizards - leave your lights on, make unnecessary journeys and get yourself 
some outdoor aircon. Screw the bastards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but this is sheer irresponsibility, and you're speaking only for 
yourself with this comment -- not for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173755 33653 240 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:19:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7173749" target=_blank>#234</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but quickjustice still has a point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. 'quickjustice' is trying to say that because so many 
predictions were wrong 100 years ago, they're probably equally wrong today -- 
and I don't think that's remotely true. Science and technology have made 
unbelievable strides forward in measurement and analysis, so much so that the 
techniques we use today would have seemed like incomprehensible magic to the 
best scientists 100 years ago. There's no comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173761 33653 245 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:22:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7173753" target=_blank>#238</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy and James Hanson need to run off to Fiji together. They are two peas 
in a pod.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not fair at all. Unless you're aware of a case in which Hansen has 
deliberately falsified evidence. I'm not. But on the other hand, Monckton has 
been caught over and over in falsehoods and distortions -- including claiming 
that he's a member of the House of Lords -- which he is not.</P> 
<P>You may differ with Hansen's conclusions, but it's not correct at all to put 
him in the same class as Monckton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173781 33653 264 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:29:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7173774" target=_blank>#257</A> Anna D</EM></P> 
<P>I don't recall asking you for advice about what I should post at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173787 33653 269 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7173774" target=_blank>#257</A> Anna D</EM></P> 
<P>In fact, I'll make it easier for you to spend more time at Robert Spencer's 
site by yanking your posting privileges. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173805 33653 286 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:35:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7173790" target=_blank>#272</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their main point of contention is that he chose a random starting point for 
the graph, which made it look like things are trending down. They don't dispute 
the data in that graph, only that his starting date did not accurately reflect a 
longer term trend. Then they go and do the exact same "fakery" by presenting 
their own graph which also has "random" starting point to show that on a 
different time scale, the trend is going up. But of course, someone else could 
produce a different graph with a different starting point and different time 
scale which shows whatever trend you choose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's not correct at all. The point made by RealClimate is that 
Monckton's graph uses a time period that is much too short, and starts at a 
place that does not correspond to the actual data. I think you've missed their 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07173846 33653 324 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:43:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7173815" target=_blank>#296</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hansen had already stated that he received <EM>pro bono</EM> legal help, but 
did not directly recieve one red cent... It also ought to be noted that the NASA 
IG agreed that Hansen had been wrongly treated by the NASA public affairs 
people. If indeed the IG report is true (and no one disclaimed it), then the 
<EM>pro bono</EM> legal help was warranted to come from someone.</P> 
<P>That Soros, in his anti-Bush tirade, decided that this was one more area at 
which he could shoot arrows at GWB, then that is a decision Soros made because 
of Bush, and has nothing to do with the validity of AGW, Dr. Hansen, etc.</P> 
<P>This whole effort to smear Dr. Hansen is built on sand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. Soros gives lots of money to lots of people for lots of purposes. 
There's nothing to these accusations. I'm actually a little embarrassed that I 
linked to that bogus Soros-Hansen story at LGF years ago.</P> 
<P>Live and learn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173896 33653 370 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 5:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7173841" target=_blank>#320</A> 
WhiteRasta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoe come Nitrogen that makes up 80% of the atmosphere does not affect the 
weather, but CO2 that makes up less than 1 %, does affect the weather?</P> 
<P>I call BS on the whole CO2 thing.</P> 
<P>(Disclaimer: I'm not a scientist.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nitrogen is not a greenhouse gas; it does not trap infrared radiation. 
CO<SUB>2</SUB> does trap infrared radiation and prevents it from being radiated 
out into space. Without greenhouse gases, the Earth would be unlivable.</P> 
<P>The more CO<SUB>2</SUB> in the atmosphere, the more of the sun's warmth is 
retained. This is not controversial at all, by the way.</P> 
<P>One of the reasons why Venus is so incredibly hot is that its atmosphere is 
so high in CO<SUB>2</SUB>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173955 33653 427 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 6:13:05pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7173943" target=_blank>#416</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As opposed to citing a blog (realclimate.org) that was founded by the 
gentleman who gave us the Hockey Stick? Isn't that like saying Bush is evil and 
then quoting Kos as a source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's saying that Monckton misrepresented the data, and the website I 
linked proves it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173970 33653 441 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 6:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7173956" target=_blank>#428</A> Liberal 
Classic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It comes as no great surprise to me that Roy Spencer, Ph.D. is also a 
proponent of intelligent design.</P> 
<P><A href="http://theevolutioncrisis.org.uk/testimony2.php" target=_blank>The 
Evolution Crisis: Dr. Roy Spencer</A><A 
href="http://www.tcsdaily.com/article.aspx?id=080805I" target=_blank>Faith Based 
Evolution by Dr. Roy Spencer.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's quite a convergence between the most well-known climate change 
skeptics and creationism. James Inhofe issued a list of "dissenting scientists," 
for example, and it turned out that several of them were creationists -- either 
hardcore young earth creationists or ID creationists. And Inhofe himself is a 
Dominionist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07173992 33653 459 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 6:24:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7173981" target=_blank>#450</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>If he is a fraud - I will give up Monckton.</P> 
<P>Truth is Truth - BS is BS.</P> 
<P>That is all.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monckton IS a fraud, and not just about climate change:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2009/05/monckton_caught_making_things.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174242 33653 529 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 7:57:00pm  
 
<P>The "Science and Public Policy Institute" is Christopher Monckton's main 
outlet for his propaganda. It might be appropriate to note that, if you're going 
to cite that website to support his distortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175797 33653 568 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:52:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7175433" target=_blank>#565</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more I look into "man made climate change" and the climate topic in 
general, the more people who believe in man made climate change look like the 
Creationist side of the evolution debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't it curious, then, that many of the most vocal climate change skeptics 
are also creationists? James Inhofe, Michele Bachmann, Roy Spencer ... and I 
could go on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175997 33653 574 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:38:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/7175918" target=_blank>#570</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, the idea that most scientists are on board with AGW may be something of 
an illusion also, and it appears that the more scientists look into the AGW 
claims (as opposed to just sitting back and accepting what has been sold to them 



as "settled science"), the less supportive they are. There's a petition of over 
32000 scientists questioning AGW. [Link: <A href="http://www.oism.org/pproject/" 
target=_blank>www.oism.org...</A>] It says, in part,</P> 
<P>The increase in temperatures during the 20th century was well within the 
realm of natural variation, and it's becoming more obvious every year that CO2 
isn't much of a player. (That's why they're getting so 
desperate.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://ezinearticles.com/?Debunking-the-Oregon-Petition-
Project&amp;id=1675285" target=_blank>Debunking the Oregon Petition 
Project</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176011 33653 575 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:41:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/7175913" target=_blank>#569</A> 
Joetheplumber</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interestingly enough, it was the conservative government of Maggie Thatcher 
that elevated, what was once thought to be an obscure scientific hypothesis 
(i.e. that burning fossil fuels would increase CO2 in the air to enhance the 
greenhouse effect and thus cause global warming) into the status of a major 
international issue (see the following site for more on this connection: [Link: 
<A href="http://www.john-daly.com/history.htm)." target=_blank>www.john-
daly.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Richard_S._Courtney" 
target=_blank>Richard S. Courtney - SourceWatch</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard S. Courtney is a Technical Editor for CoalTrans International 
(journal of the international coal trading industry) who lives in Epsom, Surrey 
(UK). [1] In the early 1990s Courtney was a Senior Material Scientist of the 
National Coal Board (also known as British Coal) and a Science and Technology 
spokesman of the British Association of Colliery 
Management.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176038 33653 577 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:47:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7176025" target=_blank>#576</A> 
razvedchik</EM></P> 
<P>The Science and Public Policy Institute site is Christopher Monckton's prime 
outlet for his propaganda. Are we supposed to be surprised that it defends 
him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176042 33653 578 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:48:37am  
 
<P>Razvedchik</P> 
<P>Registered since: May 18, 2007 at 7:01 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of 
links posted: 0</P> 
<P>Registered for two years, and that's your first comment. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176067 33653 580 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:58:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/7176057" target=_blank>#579</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You can't exclude people from a movement. The environmental movement have 
some flagship nuts in it too (e.g. the unabomber). Should that discredit the 
whole movement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't even come close to saying that the presence of many creationists on 
the anti-AGW side "discredits the whole movement." I was simply responding to a 
point that keeps being raised over and over in these threads, comparing 
environmental scientists to creationists. The fact is that the creationists are 
all on the anti-AGW side -- and that includes the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176079 33653 581 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:00:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7175950" target=_blank>#572</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This post [Link: <A href="http://www.climate-skeptic.com/2009/05/irony-
2.html" target=_blank>www.climate-skeptic.com...</A>] deals with your curiousity 
in an appropriate, light-hearted way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete with a glaring misspelling in big letters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176152 33653 583 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:12:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/7176131" target=_blank>#582</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole denominations that are creationist have published strong statements in 
support of limiting CO2 to ameliorate AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176326 33653 585 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:33:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/7176277" target=_blank>#584</A> 
razvedchik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Must have struck a nerve, Charles. You seem to posting over the norm on this 
issue, too...for some reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it makes you feel important to believe you "struck a nerve," knock 
yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176516 33653 591 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:58:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/7176484" target=_blank>#589</A> dcbatlle</EM></P> 
<P>No, it hasn't. I've always called out people who lie and misrepresent 
scientific data, and I'm still doing it. I guess it doesn't bother you when 
people like Monckton lie, because it backs up your pre-conceived 
notions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176525 33653 592 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:59:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7176508" target=_blank>#590</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's the same thing as a "scientific consensus" supporting AGW. That's an 
"appeal to authority" as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. There <EM>is</EM> a scientific consensus supporting AGW, among 
scientists who are qualified in environmental studies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176577 33653 595 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 12:08:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7176539" target=_blank>#593</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, I'll concede failure on being able to link my contention. I still say 
this doesn't matter much. If we want to cite idiots who can't seem to get 
anything right and where they stand on Global Warming, let's talk about the 
UN.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I was not making the point about creationists in order to "discredit 
the anti-AGW movement." I was responding to a point that is raised in every 
environmental thread, comparing pro-AGW scientists to creationists. I think this 
point is extremely wrong-headed, because the fact is that creationists almost 
invariably come down on the anti-AGW side of the debate. And I only say 
<EM>almost</EM> invariably because I don't know for sure that there aren't 
creationists who are pro-AGW -- but if there are, I haven't encountered any of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176635 33653 596 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 12:15:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/7176566" target=_blank>#594</A> dcbatlle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There isn't a bigger example of lying and misrepresenting data than the 
global warming hoax. When are you going to call them out? I guess it doesn't 
back up your pre-conceived notion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you cite an example of this "lying and misrepresenting data" you're so 
sure is taking place?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This blog is barely recognizable from the blog I joined in 2003 when you did 
the Prager show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything I've said on the Dennis Prager show I still believe. Your mistake 
is thinking that because you agreed with some of my opinions, that meant I 
agreed with all of yours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176775 33653 602 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 12:35:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7176690" target=_blank>#599</A> dcbatlle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are so many. Like the tiny insignificant little lie about CO2 levels 
rising causing warming, when in fact the charts show warming 
<STRONG>preceded</STRONG> the CO2 rises. Tiny little insignificant lies like 
that. I'm guessing your won't be calling that out any time 
soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won't be calling that out as a "lie" because it is not a lie. <A 
href="http://www.grist.org/article/co2-doesnt-lead-it-lags" target=_blank>‘CO2 
doesn’t lead, it lags’—Turns out CO2 rise is both a cause and an effect of 
warming</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When viewed coarsely, historical CO2 levels and temperature show a <A 
href="http://www.grida.no/climate/ipcc_tar/wg1/fig2-22.htm" target=_blank>tight 
correlation</A>. However, a closer examination of the CH4, CO2, and temperature 
fluctuations recorded in the <A 
href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php?p=221" target=_blank>Antarctic ice 
core records</A> reveals that, yes, temperature moved first.</P> 
<P>Nevertheless, it is misleading to say that temperature rose and then, 
hundreds of years later, CO2 rose. These warming periods lasted for 5,000 to 
10,000 years (the cooling periods lasted more like 100,000 years!), so for the 
majority of that time (90% and more), temperature and CO2 rose together. This 
remarkably detailed archive of climatological evidence clearly allows for CO2 
acting as a cause for rising temperatures, while also revealing it can be an 
effect of them.</P> 
<P>The current understanding of those cycles is that changes in orbital 
parameters (the <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milankovich_Effect" 
target=_blank>Milankovich</A> and <A 
href="http://amper.ped.muni.cz/gw/articles/html.format/orb_forc.html" 
target=_blank>other</A> cycles) caused greater amounts of summer sunlight to 
fall in the northern hemisphere. This is a small forcing, but it caused ice to 
retreat in the north, which changed the albedo. This change -- reducing the 
amount of white, reflective ice surface -- led to further warmth, in a feedback 
effect. Some number of centuries after that process started, CO2 concentrations 
in the atmosphere began to rise, which amplified the warming trend even further 
as an additional feedback mechanism.</P> 
<P>(You can go <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php?p=13" 
target=_blank>here</A> for a discussion of exactly this question by climate 
scientists, with greater technical detail and full references to the scientific 
literature.)</P> 
<P>So it is correct that CO2 did not trigger the warmings, but it definitely 
contributed to them -- and according to climate theory and model experiments, 
greenhouse gas forcing was the dominant factor in the magnitude of the ultimate 
change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176858 33653 606 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 12:45:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7176820" target=_blank>#605</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<P>Michael Ashcroft is far from the only person who says the Oregon Petition is 
bunk.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.skeptic.com/eskeptic/08-11-12" 
target=_blank>www.skeptic.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://rabett.blogspot.com/2006/12/oregon-deception-
project.html" target=_blank>rabett.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/infamous-oregon-global-warming-
petition-alive-and-well" target=_blank>www.desmogblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com/2008/07/petitioning-
on-climate-part-1.html" 
target=_blank>moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com/2008/07/petitioning-
on-climate-part-2.html" 
target=_blank>moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That petition has very little credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176923 33653 608 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 12:54:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/7176887" target=_blank>#607</A> Mr. 
Hamlet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Have you seen this site?[Link: <A 
href="http://junkscience.com/MSU_Temps/Warming_Look.html" 
target=_blank>junkscience.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=JunkScience" 
target=_blank>JunkScience.com - SourceWatch</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177593 33653 618 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 4:16:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7177546" target=_blank>#615</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, one of the odd things about the reference to RealClimate is that - 
according to Charles - the owner of that site is (my words) a screw-up. That he 
- the "hockey stick's" Mann - used bad data in making his discredited plot. I 
personally think the evidence is there to call Mann a collossal fraud, but even 
in Charles' more generous estimation the guy should be considered a major screw-
up. Ordinarily, I would expect such a source to be condemned with vicious <EM>ad 
hominems</EM> here, not <EM>quoted</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a ridiculously simplistic and misleading summation of the facts around 
that controversy. It's absolutely not as simple or clear-cut as you're making it 
sound.</P> 
<P>Here's a fairly good, balanced description of the issue:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hockey_stick_controversy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177747 33653 630 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 5:33:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/7177671" target=_blank>#623</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My "summation" was taken from a guy calling himself "Charles" back up in 
#212.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. I wrote that the <EM>most</EM> you could say is that the data 
was mistaken -- not that it was a "colossal blunder." Those were <EM>your</EM> 
words, not mine -- and I do not agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177763 33653 632 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 5:40:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/7177753" target=_blank>#631</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cheeky monkey ;-)</P> 
<P>AGW and ID are the two sides of the same coin. It is a belief-system.</P> 
<P>Good night all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they're not. The fact is that more than a few <EM>anti-AGW</EM> 
celebrities are either hardcore young earth creationists, or ID proponents. The 
correlation between ID and AGW is all on the anti-AGW side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07179767 33653 646 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 9:19:12am  



 
<P>Anti-AGW spokespeople who are creationists include:</P> 
<P>Michele BachmanJames InhofeRoy SpencerThe Discovery InstituteAnswers in 
GenesisThe Institute for Creation ResearchBen SteinPhyllis SchlaflyAndrew 
Schlafly</P> 
<P>... and nearly every other major creationist organization. The fact that some 
politically active evangelists are hitching a ride on the AGW bandwagon means 
little -- they take other positions that are politically expedient too.</P> 
<P>That's a quick list without spending much time at it. I could easily find 
dozens, if not hundreds, more well-known anti-AGW people and groups who are also 
creationists.</P> 
<P>If you look into what the outright creationists believe, they are almost 
always also anti-AGW. And a lot of these same people also deny that HIV causes 
AIDS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180598 33653 648 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 12:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/7180476" target=_blank>#647</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, I think we agree. Likening the AGW scientists to creationists is 
ridiculous -- since so many creationists are anti-AGW. People should use another 
analogy.</P> 
<P>But do we not also agree that the creationists jumping on the anti-AGW 
bandwagon doesn't take away from the legitimate scientists who disagree that we 
should act to limit CO2?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think we agree. The simple bottom line is that among scientists 
who are trained in climatology and environmental issues, there is a very broad 
consensus that global warming is occurring, and that human beings are 
responsible for it to a very large degree. The anti-AGW scientists who are 
<EM>actually qualified</EM> in the field are a very small minority.</P> 
<P>Some people seem to think that this is because there's a conspiracy of evil 
liars who want America to fail. Or maybe George Soros is paying them. Or maybe 
they're all just ... wrong, somehow.</P> 
<P>But science doesn't work like that. If a consensus emerges, as it has with 
climate change, it's because hundreds -- if not thousands -- of scientists all 
over the world have studied the research, done their own research, and found 
corroboration and correlations that lead them to these conclusions.</P> 
<P>A scientist who could definitively prove that, for example, CO<SUB>2</SUB> 
does not affect the warmth of the earth's atmosphere nearly as much as is 
claimed would be famous. That's what Monckton claimed -- until it was discovered 
that he lied about his research being peer reviewed, and made huge errors in his 
calculations.</P> 
<P>Scientists have a powerful motivation to debunk other scientists' theories -- 
that's how careers are made. The fact that so many of the debunkers turn out to 
be frauds like Monckton or Inhofe, I find very concerning.</P> 
<P>As I've written several times now, I'm still skeptical of the climate change 
claims. But it really doesn't help that so many on the anti-AGW side are frauds, 
kooks, or in the pocket of the energy industry. Given a choice between that 
crowd and the consensus of most of the world's scientists, I'm leaning toward 
the scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180816 33653 651 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 1:13:36pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/7180734" target=_blank>#649</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>The claim that the troposphere is not warming comes from ... wait for it ... 
creationist Roy Spencer.</P> 
<P>And it has been shown to be false.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/8917093/" target=_blank>Key claim 
against global warming evaporates</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But in another Science paper published today, Carl Mears and Rank Wentz, 
scientists at the California-based Remote Sensing Systems, examined the same 
data and identified an error in Spencer's analysis technique.</P> 
<P>After correcting for the mistake, the researchers obtained fundamentally 
different results: whereas Spencer's analysis showed a cooling of the Earth's 
troposphere, the new analysis revealed a warming.</P> 
<P>Using the analysis from Mears and Wentz, Santer showed that the new data was 
consistent with climate models and theories.</P> 
<P>"When people come up with extraordinary claims -- like the troposphere is 
cooling -- then you demand extraordinary proof," Santer said. "What's happening 
now is that people around the world are subjecting these data sets to the 
scrutiny they need."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180905 33653 653 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 1:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/7180863" target=_blank>#652</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, I should have made this clearer -- I'm talking about the hot spot in 
the upper troposphere. Follow the first link in #649.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2008/12/david_evans_doesnt_know_what_t.php
" target=_blank>David Evans doesn't even know what the hot spot 
is</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180912 33653 654 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 1:31:14pm  
 
<P>And this is a perfect example of what I'm talking about here. Every time I 
look into one of these claims, I discover that somebody's either mistaken or not 
telling the full truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181622 33653 661 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 5:41:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7181554" target=_blank>#660</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, science does not work by consensus. Never has, never 
will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. At least try to follow the points I'm making, instead of the points I 
am NOT making.</P> 
<P>I did NOT say that science works by consensus, and I am NOT "arguing 
consensus."</P> 
<P>I said that a consensus had been reached by most scientists who study climate 
change -- based on the RESEARCH and the DATA. I repeat:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If a consensus emerges, as it has with climate change, it's because hundreds 
-- if not thousands -- of scientists all over the world have studied the 
research, done their own research, and found corroboration and correlations that 
lead them to these conclusions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181689 33653 663 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 6:13:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/7181674" target=_blank>#662</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're missing my point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually -- you missed MY point. By a mile.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The majority, even a vast majority, can be wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's possible. But it's a little ridiculous to argue that every 
single climate scientist on the AGW side is ... wrong. If you believe that, you 
have a huge burden of proof to provide, because these people are not stupid.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Physical observations constitute data, and a high percentage of people who 
concentrate on the physical observations (geologists and geophysicists, in 
particular) are not on the AGW bandwagon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "high percentage?" Can you quantify that percentage for me? Because from 
what I see, and I've been reading a lot about this, scientists qualified to 
comment about climate change who DON'T think humans are causing atmospheric 
warming are a tiny minority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182355 33653 687 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 9:38:19pm  
 
<P>It's pretty pathetic that all you guys can do is just deny that the vast 
majority of climate scientists do believe humans are a cause of global warming, 
and make mocking, silly remarks about "consensus" as if it were meaningless.</P> 
<P>This kind of reaction does a lot to convince me that the anti-AGW side is not 
playing with a full deck. But by all means, keep ranting away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182358 33653 688 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 9:39:11pm  
 
<P>I'll let you have the last word, folks, because it's clear that further 
argument on the subject is pointless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183654 33653 695 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 9:45:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7182013" target=_blank>#673</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>Great. Links to Conservapedia and junkscience.com. Now THAT'S 
credibility.</P> 
<P>Reid Bryson -- the main promoter of "global cooling," a prediction that 
turned out to be not even wrong. When people bash climatologists for previously 
promoting the coming of a new Ice Age, Reid Bryson is the one they're talking 
about.</P> 
<P>Richard Lindzen interviewed in the <A 
href="http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/story.html?id=ebd65ed3-80c2-441b-98ca-
c4fbc7233e96&amp;p=1" target=_blank>National Post</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Q: On a recent Grade 7 test my daughter was asked something to the effect of, 
"How are you going to educate your parents about global warming?"</P> 
<P>A: I know. It's straight out of Hitlerjugend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, he's a moderate, all right.</P> 
<P>George Taylor was never the "Oregon State Climatologist," because the state 
<A href="http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2007/02/facts_about_geo.html" 
target=_blank>has no such position</A>.</P> 
<P>And with that, I'm completely finished chasing after your links and 
citations. Again, I'm reminded of creationists who post quotes and links that 
invariably turn out to be false, distorted, or out of context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174294 33654 205 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:12:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7174222" target=_blank>#147</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is giving voice to all of the very worst traits of the GOP. 
Religious fanaticism, creationism, anti-intellectualism, Ron Paul, John Birch, 
militias, end times, you name it -- Beck is the spokesman for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174307 33654 218 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:20:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7174298" target=_blank>#209</A> Drudge Potato 
Al</EM></P> 
<P>Our newest creationist contributor shows up, right on cue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174354 33654 263 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:32:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7174345" target=_blank>#256</A> Drudge Potato 
Al</EM></P> 
<P>Have you ever had an LGF account under another username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07174417 33654 323 Charles Wed, May 13, 2009 8:45:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7174413" target=_blank>#320</A> 
JohnAdams</EM></P> 
<P>Who said anything about evolution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177783 33655 784 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 5:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/7177775" target=_blank>#783</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - Typing in the comment window is hellishly slow. The letters are 
appearing on the screen a full sentence or more behind my typing and I'm no 
speed typist. Even the curser within the comment window is moving slowly.</P> 
<P>MONTROSEMONTROSE,R</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not my fault. It's Internet Explorer that's slow, not LGF. If you use Safari 
or Firefox you won't have that problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175509 33656 7 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 8:43:18am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7175504" target=_blank>#5</A> Anthony (Los 
Angeles)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report equated general political beliefs with violent 
extremism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175515 33656 8 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 8:44:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7175506" target=_blank>#6</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to see the ACLU on a DHS 'Situational Awareness' 
Report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When has the ACLU committed violent crimes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175526 33656 14 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 8:46:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7175521" target=_blank>#11</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still waiting for the American Muslim report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been several DHS reports and studies on militant Islam. I've 
linked to some of them. Did you miss those links?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175549 33656 29 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 8:54:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7175534" target=_blank>#20</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The news is spinning this, and everyone wants to play along. Why does 
everyone agree to be played? This is bizarre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than one 'conservative' news source even lied outright about the report. 
The Wshington Times deliberately left off a section of a quote that completely 
changed the meaning:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33388_Outright_Dishonesty_at_the_W
ashington_Times" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175552 33656 32 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 8:57:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7175502" target=_blank>#3</A> simonml</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the report wasn't meant for public consumption, why is it posted on the 
DHS website?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS also has internal websites for law enforcement use 
only.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175564 33656 42 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:01:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7175556" target=_blank>#36</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have to laugh.After people bend over backwards and go out of their way to 
defend her poorly worded and ill-considered report, Napolitano then proceeds to 
fold like a cheap deck of cards.<A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S26FmZIu_EY" target=_blank>What a 
tool.</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to politics. If enough people scream and hold hearings and demand 
action, bureaucrats will back down. What a shock!</P> 
<P>I'm not taking back a single thing I wrote about the report. I still think 
the reaction from right wing blogs and talk show hosts and politicians over this 
was disgraceful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175568 33656 45 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:03:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7175558" target=_blank>#38</A> simonml</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it was an internal report that was leaked? I'm just asking why it needs to 
be "taken off" the DHS websites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was marked "For Official Use Only," and one of the first sites that got 
hold of a leaked copy and posted it was ... Alex Jones' 
infowars.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175573 33656 49 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:04:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7175567" target=_blank>#44</A> Dr. Gene 
Squat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where Timothy McVeigh is depicted as the average veteran...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report did NOT do that. It stated very explicitly that only "a small 
percentage" of veterans would be susceptible to recruitment by 
extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175584 33656 59 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:07:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7175575" target=_blank>#51</A> KenJen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny how Obama and Pelosi are in a little hot water and this little tidbit 
raises it's ugly head again. It's called diversionary tactics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people raising the issue are Republican politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175621 33656 94 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:17:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7175605" target=_blank>#79</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not unlike a small percentage of veterans who are recruited as mouthpieces 
and trophies for leftist causes. Or a small percentage of active military that 
would a) roll a grenade in a tent on his commanding officer b) sell fleet plans 
to al-qaeda c) provide technical details of abrams tanks to jihadis in Iraq d) 
sell weapons to their Mexican drug dealing buddies. There is no perfect group of 
people but as a whole the military and veterans are better than other groups. 
The report is referring to the fringe stragglers not the lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's right -- but you can see that all the spinning and lying about the 
report has done its work. Right in this thread we have people saying the report 
smeared ALL veterans as extremists, and it simply did not.</P> 
<P>I'll just note that more than one person who was complaining about the report 
at LGF, upon being asked directly, admitted that they <EM>had not even read it 
for themselves.</EM> They were basing their opinions on the words of bloggers 
and talk show hosts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175775 33656 121 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 9:47:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7175762" target=_blank>#120</A> marge45b</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did read the report. I had the feeling this would back fire at Napolatino. 
I didn't think it was right to release it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was not released to the public. It was intended as a threat 
assessment for law enforcement agencies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175960 33656 127 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:32:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7175953" target=_blank>#126</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, the part about former servicemen didn't bother me that much. It was 
the allusion that those with disagree with Obama on a range of conservative 
topics were labelled as potential right wing extremists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you quote the section of the report that you think does that?</P> 
<P>I've read it several times now, and I didn't see any such 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07175976 33656 128 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 10:35:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7175953" target=_blank>#126</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... places like Islamberg don't get mentioned anywhere ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Islamberg" story was completely bogus, promoted by blogs that have very 
poor records for honesty, and by religious extremists like the Christian Action 
Network.</P> 
<P>The FBI announced that they had no evidence at all that any kind of "jihad 
training" was happening there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07176111 33656 130 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 11:05:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7176068" target=_blank>#129</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<P>Sheesh. All of the quotes you posted are saying exactly the opposite of what 
you think.</P> 
<P>They DO NOT say that all people who hold those views are right wing 
extremists. They say that right wing extremists often hold those 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177759 33656 138 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 5:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7177614" target=_blank>#137</A> Grand 
Poobah</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one thing to be alert on the typical neo-Nazi pukes who try to stir crap 
up, but to release such a provocative memo insulting the very people who are 
employed to defend us...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The DHS report did not insult anyone. It was very explicit in stating that 
only "a small percentage" of veterans might be susceptible to recruitment by 
extremists.</P> 
<P>But go ahead and keep feeling insulted, if that floats your 
boat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07179825 33656 141 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 9:31:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7179002" target=_blank>#140</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious: Does the fact this report was "not intended for public 
consumption" (but, obviously, hit the street while it was still warm) make us 
feel better about its contents or worse (since it demonstrates what they don't 
want the public to know they think)?</P> 
<P>Since these things all tend to make it into the public view anyway (1st 
amendment and all, and the number of legit viewers numbering in the scads), I 
would've thought: no difference. But there seems to be a lot of emphasis placed 
on this, so - just thought I'd ask.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes no difference to my opinion that the outrage over it was 
ridiculously exaggerated. I only keep pointing it out because it keeps coming up 
in every thread -- "I can't believe they released this report in such a 
state!"</P> 
<P>The fact is -- they DIDN'T release it to the public. It's just one more in a 
long string of exaggerations, distortions, and misconceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177820 33662 4 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:05:56pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity is going to be covering the Great Atheist Conspiracy 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177836 33662 11 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:09:38pm  
 
<P>Fox News is going all out, trying to push the GOP all the way to the right. 
It's a non-stop barrage of abuse directed at moderate Republicans, and non-stop 
pandering to the far right religious fanatics like Mike 
Huckabee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177880 33662 47 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7177867" target=_blank>#36</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>That's just pathetic. He wants to go back to the values he saw on the Andy 
Griffith Show.</P> 
<P>Call on the clue phone: that was fiction. Mayberry was not a real 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177921 33662 82 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:32:58pm  
 



<P>I'm watching Sean Hannity's show for the first time in a long time -- and 
noticing the non-stop red/white/blue/stars/flags graphics that run behind him. 
He's gone full-time jingo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177955 33662 113 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7177941" target=_blank>#100</A> Killian 
Bundy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael <EM>Steele</EM>.</P> 
<P>/Schumer is a craven, conniving scumbag, but it has <EM>nothing</EM> to do 
with his religion</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They put me on the Michael Steel mailing list without asking for my 
permission, and here's the email address:</P> 
<P>Steel, Michael &lt;Michael.Steel -at- mail.house.gov&gt;</P> 
<P>You tell me which spelling I'm supposed to use, when his own office can't 
seem to get it right, and doesn't notice for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177966 33662 124 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:47:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7177958" target=_blank>#116</A> wily</EM></P> 
<P>Sarcasm is a learned skill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07177993 33662 151 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 6:52:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7177981" target=_blank>#139</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Michael Steele is not at the House, nor working for the state of 
Maryland anymore. Mr. Steele was never elected to the House of 
Representatives.</P> 
<P>He is head of the RNC which has their own NON-governmental 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, <EM>somebody</EM> is sending me these emails -- 294 since January -- 
and they are very obviously intended to promote the GOP. If Steele isn't 
responsible, there seems to be a problem here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07178078 33662 224 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 7:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7178065" target=_blank>#212</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Steele's job is NOT a government job, so whoever's using a government 
email address from inside the House of Representatives, on his behalf, is 
stupid, if that is the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These emails are definitely coming from a house.gov address. No doubt about 
that. Believe it or not, I know how to check these things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07178110 33662 253 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 7:13:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7178094" target=_blank>#239</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is a Michael Steel working in the House. <A 
href="http://www.linkedin.com/pub/michael-steel/4/640/a75" target=_blank>He's 
the Press Secretary for the GOP leadership.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch! Who knew there was another Michael Steel in Washington. I 
withdraw my complaint.</P> 
<P>But they still put me on their mailing list without my permission, just like 
all of the GOP politicians have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07178272 33662 408 Charles Thu, May 14, 2009 7:56:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7178241" target=_blank>#379</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are the alternatives to Obama's socialized medicine? Does the GOP have a 
plan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a word, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07179989 33666 33 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:04:07am  
 
<P>In this creepy video Beck recorded after his hemorrhoid operation "gone 
horribly awry," he says he's "full-fledged suicidal:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/bX1rLv_hNeI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07179999 33666 39 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:05:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7179969" target=_blank>#27</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oy vey, recommending mental health gulags for tv personalities you disagree 
with, very socialist republic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180037 33666 66 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:15:08am  
 
<P>Another quote from that November radio show:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I didn't kill myself, and I'm ashamed to say it but it was 
cowardess <EM>[sic]</EM> that saved my life. I was afraid of the pain. I was 
afraid of putting the gun in my mouth. I couldn't throw myself off a roof. That 
would freak me out. If I could have just gone to sleep. I don't know why I was 
too stupid to think of ODing on something, but I guess I was doing it in a way 
with all of the alcohol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180100 33666 119 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:28:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7180093" target=_blank>#113</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How dare you attempt to understand something uttered by Glen Beck! You 
obviously are not getting the LGF memo regarding "how we feel about this 
guy".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not, you're allowed to have your own opinions. Even when 
they're stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180144 33666 152 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:40:22am  
 
<P>By the way, I've been following the ACORN stories for months, and so far I 
haven't seen any REAL evidence that they were engaged in systematic voter fraud. 
If anyone is aware of a Justice Department investigation that supports all of 
the allegations, please enlighten me. I haven't seen it. But I have seen a lot 
of unsubstantiated charges that always seem to vanish without much 
fanfare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180194 33666 192 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:52:57am  
 
<P>In the past several months, nearly every major GOP politician has appeared on 
Glenn Beck's show. But if you want to deny that he has any influence in the GOP, 
go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180215 33666 209 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 10:58:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7180203" target=_blank>#200</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is this worthy of criticism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because in the video I posted above, Beck says he's "not suicidal." I thought 
it was pretty obvious that I posted it to show that he has said exactly the 
opposite on more than one occasion.</P> 
<P>And by the way, when someone announces in public that they're thinking of 
suicide, it's no longer just something you can brush off as 
unimportant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180453 33666 275 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 11:48:59am  
 
<P>Wow, three meltdowns in a row.</P> 
<P>Notice -- people who disagree and manage to refrain from spewing insults 
don't lose their accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180491 33666 283 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 12:00:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7180369" target=_blank>#263</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending the original quote you are commenting on, merely noting 
that there is a reasonable explanation for the second qoute -- based upon things 
he has discussed publicly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? The point is not whether there's a "reasonable explanation" -- the 
point is that he said "I'm not suicidal" in a paranoid rant about fears that 
he'll be killed by ACORN ninjas, when he has clearly said in public on several 
occasions that he HAS been suicidal.</P> 



<P>And the larger point behind posting this is that Beck is a seriously 
deranged, seriously irresponsible individual, who is gaining influence with the 
right wing -- and I think that's disturbing and wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180698 33666 299 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 12:48:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7180537" target=_blank>#288</A> koedo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, now we're parsing words and doing historical analysis. Some are even 
giving negative votes to comments that are off the reservation.</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Curses! You've stumbled onto my secret! All those people giving negative 
votes are brainwashed by my mighty manipulative mental power.</P> 
<P>There's no way they could actually be thinking for themselves, and making 
their own decisions about clicking that little minus button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181052 33666 308 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 2:16:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7181022" target=_blank>#307</A> afton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember when Glen Beck was pretty popular and wasn't getting a whole lot 
of attention...then he decided to step up the attacks on the Left and now he's a 
kook, a nutjob, an extremist, a right wing fascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. What makes Beck a kook and an extremist:</P> 
<P>* Creationism* Ties to the John Birch Society through conspiracy nut Cleon 
Skousen* Ranting about 'end times'* Promoting the idea that a 'revolution' is 
imminent* Promoting Ron Paul* Insanely exaggerated comparisons of Obama to 
Hitler</P> 
<P>And that's just for starters. The sad, pathetic thing is that so many 
conservatives refuse to step away from kooks like this, and instead defend him 
as if he's some kind of hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181062 33666 310 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 2:20:23pm  
 
<P>Great; that's just what the right needs, their own Sean Penn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181274 33666 316 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 3:44:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7181251" target=_blank>#315</A> 
DockScience</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of these comments remind me of the Daily KOS.And that's not a good 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which comments in particular?</P> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me for not joining the fan club of a paranoid, ranting 
fool who predicts revolution, denies evolution, devotes several shows to the 
idea that Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is the Antichrist who will bring on the End Times, 
and promotes a book by a John Bircher.</P> 
<P>If this comment reminds you of the Daily Kos, maybe you need to ask why you 
think all of those things are just fine, because Glenn Beck is "on your 
side."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07181409 33666 319 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 4:30:24pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, you don't get to leave your dramatic, nasty farewell 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182000 33666 326 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:14:25pm  
 
<P>Meltdown #5! They're dropping like flies.</P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to post your dramatic flounce-off 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183589 33666 333 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 9:15:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7183448" target=_blank>#332</A> 
Optimizer</EM></P> 
<P>So you know almost nothing about the John Birch Society, but you're going to 
defend them anyway? I suggest you do a little more research into their past 
support for segregation and their insane conspiracy-mongering. Even William F. 
Buckley called them "paranoid," and tried to distance the conservative movement 
from them. Now Glenn Beck and people like you who can't be bothered to learn 
their history are pulling them back into the mainstream.</P> 
<P>I suggest you look through the Glenn Beck videos at YouTube, if you think his 
talk about 'revolution' is just harmless hyperbole. It's a constant recurring 
theme on his show.</P> 
<P>Since you also defend End Timers and creationists against charges of 
extremism, I'm beginning to understand where you're coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07180884 33668 102 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 1:26:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7180857" target=_blank>#78</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two quotes stand out to me, showing the political side of scientific 
research:</P> 
<P>Internecine squabbles and jealous secrecy don't serve the reputation of 
science well. This stuff plays right into the hands of creationists. It's 
probably unavoidable, with scientists being human an all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Important finds like this are always kept secret, until the research can be 
properly completed and documented. It has nothing to do with politics or 
"jealous secrecy" -- it's done to be responsible, so that news doesn't leak out 
before they're sure about what they have.</P> 
<P>And scientific debates are not "internecine squabbles."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181008 33668 210 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 1:59:49pm  
 
<P>Someone's going around the web and signing my email address up for mailing 
lists again today...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181675 33669 412 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 6:08:09pm  
 
<P>"American Conservative" is Pat Buchanan's magazine, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07181691 33669 423 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 6:14:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7181686" target=_blank>#421</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, thanks for the heads up. The author <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Locke" target=_blank>Robert 
Locke</A></P> 
<P>Jeez, I feel like I have to do 20 minutes of research before I spend 10 
minutes reading anything these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said it. I trust very little of what I read these days unless I can 
verify it with another source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181628 33670 7 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 5:44:13pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, four meltdowns so far in the Glenn Beck thread. It amazes me that 
people choose Glenn Freakin' Beck to make their final stand 
behind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181726 33670 44 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 6:40:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7181697" target=_blank>#25</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>World Nut Daily is pimping some ridiculous book by a Joseph Niezgoda saying 
that John Lennon's death was a prophecy and that he made a "deal with the 
devil." This is from the fools website:</P> 
<P>The article World Nut Daily article is chock full of insane quotes and 
observations typical of that rag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, was Yoko Ono Beelzebub?</P> 
<P>That <EM>would</EM> explain a lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07181775 33670 87 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 6:54:57pm  
 
<P>Ed Morrissey still links to World Net Daily at Hot Air, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182019 33671 12 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:17:15pm  
 
<P>Keyes is also a birth certificate kook, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182020 33671 13 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:17:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7182018" target=_blank>#11</A> David 
Simon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it. Keyes's daughter is a lesbian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you blame her?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182047 33671 35 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:24:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7182039" target=_blank>#28</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That fact actually came to light when Keyes ran against Obama for the Senate 
in Illlinois back in 2004. Keyes responded to his daughter's coming out by 
disowning her. Such a compassionate man, such a good Christian.</P> 
<P>/sarc on that last.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keyes threw her out of the house and cut off all financial support. Then he 
tried to pretend that he didn't, when the media got wind of it. The guy is a 
despicable creep, in every sense of the word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182117 33671 97 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7182030" target=_blank>#21</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying being gay is a choice?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it, actually. But if there <EM>is</EM> an element of choice involved, 
growing up with a fanatical, crazy, hate-filled father like Alan Keyes certainly 
wasn't the best role model for a male companion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182127 33671 107 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 8:42:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7182120" target=_blank>#100</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are picking on Keyes here, but Randall Terry is every bit as bad. He used 
Terry Schaivo to grandstand, he's a shill in constant search of a stage for his 
hysterics. Only a few steps removed from the Phelps insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- Randall Terry is another raving nutjob, and his role in the 
Terri Schiavo case was ugly beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07182375 33671 333 Charles Fri, May 15, 2009 9:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7182361" target=_blank>#319</A> Joan Not of 
Arc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to get into trouble for saying but I'll say it anyway: I've never 
bought the idea of accepting a child's lifestyle or choices simply because "it 
makes them happy". Parents have to love their children, not necessarily accept 
what they do. If someone's son or daughter was drilling heroin into their veins, 
a parent should accept that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is an incredibly offensive comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183521 33671 666 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 8:53:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/7183209" target=_blank>#661</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, Charles, am I correct in understanding that you believe 
that those people who do not protest against every wrong decision by Notre Dame 
have no moral authority to protest against any wrong decision by Notre 
Dame?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, you are not correct. I'm pointing out the sheer hypocrisy of these 
people, who were perfectly fine with letting a radical Islamist into Notre Dame, 
but blow their gaskets over the legally elected President of the United 
States.</P> 
<P>And these particular people are dangerous kooks tied to radical groups, by 
the way. In my view, they have no "moral authority" at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183529 33671 668 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 8:55:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/7183152" target=_blank>#654</A> polprof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Notre Dame was wrong to invite both Tariq and Barak. But I was VERY 
taken aback by Charles' suggestion that Catholics of any stripe are in favor of 
the death penalty for homosexuals. That is a big leap from the general Catholic 
doctrinal disapproval of homosexual acts. In close to 25 years of teaching at a 
Catholic university, and four years of graduate education at a Catholic 
university, I have never encountered any Catholic who is in favor of the death 
penalty for homosexuals, and those who actually accept Church doctrine about 
homosexuality seem rare enough. So unless there is something that I missed about 
Catholic doctrine or opinion today--and I would be interested in seeing it, as I 
am not a Catholic myself and no expert in the matter--Charles has aimed a MOST 
uncharacteristically low blow here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should look into the Lambs of Christ organization, and Alan Keyes' 
own opinions about homosexuality, before you jump to such a ridiculous 
unwarranted conclusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183594 33671 671 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 9:16:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/7183587" target=_blank>#670</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure that Tariq's invitation was that well publicized. Definitely not 
as well publicized as the BHO speech...maybe that had something to do with the 
lack of outrage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tariq Ramadan's invitation, and the US government's opposition to it, was 
front page news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183661 33671 673 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 9:48:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/7183631" target=_blank>#672</A> y0kkles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very pro-life, but I don't think grandstanding and fake blood is an 
effective method. That should be left to the left. Perhaps a more prudent 
protest would have been appropriate. But to classify these people as radicals 
might be a bit much. Radicals are those who blow up clinics and protest 
homosexuality at military funerals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello? The Lambs of Christ <STRONG>are</STRONG> tied to people who blow up 
abortion clinics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184553 33671 688 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 3:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/7184433" target=_blank>#686</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Be careful lest you start sounding like those who argue that disagreeing with 
Obama is treason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- I'll give your advice all the careful consideration it 
deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183730 33674 25 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 10:12:35am  
 
<P>It has nothing to do with "getting him out of the way." Huntsman is already 
persona non grata with large segments of the GOP, because he's too moderate for 
them.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sltrib.com/ci_12248321" target=_blank>Michigan GOP 
official cancels Huntsman event in protest</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gov. Jon Huntsman Jr.’s appearance at a Michigan county Republican Party 
event was scrapped this week after the county chairwoman said that hosting the 
moderate Utah governor would mean abandoning the party’s conservative 
principles.</P> 
<P>Kent County Republican Party Chairwoman Joanne Voorhees abruptly canceled the 
party fundraiser scheduled for Saturday.</P> 
<P>“The voters want and expect us to stand on principle and return to our roots. 
Unfortunately, by holding an event with Governor Huntsman, we would be doing the 
exact opposite,” Voorhees wrote in an e-mail quoted in The Grand Rapids Press 
.</P> 
<P>Voorhees did not specify which issues she felt were contrary to the party’s 
principles and did not return messages left at the party headquarters and on her 
cell phone.</P> 
<P>The group Campaign for Michigan Families praised the cancellation, 
attributing it to Huntsman’s support of civil unions, and urged the Oakland and 
Kalamazoo county parties, where Huntsman is also scheduled to speak this 
weekend, to do the same.</P> 
<P>“Presumably he is testing the waters [for a presidential run] and we hope he 
realizes now the waters in Michigan will be hazardous to someone who endorses 
the homosexual activist political agenda,” said campaign director Gary 
Glenn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183752 33674 43 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 10:18:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7183744" target=_blank>#38</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that the Democratic party's long-term goals are best served by 
helping the GOP along its self-destructive path of weakening and 
disenfranchising all the moderates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the GOP needs much help in that direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183783 33674 66 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 10:29:30am  
 
<P>One reason why Huntsman might be going along with this is because it's become 
very clear to him that with the current attitudes of the GOP, he doesn't stand a 
chance of being the nominee in 2012. And when your own party is ostracizing you, 
a plum ambassador job might not look too shabby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07183788 33674 71 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 10:31:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7183784" target=_blank>#67</A> irongrampa</EM></P> 
<P>Before today I might have named Jon Huntsman Jr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183836 33674 108 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 10:45:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7183829" target=_blank>#103</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<P>Make your own list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183912 33674 177 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:02:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7183862" target=_blank>#131</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will do so, happily, but if I don't know what your criteria is, how can I 
know that my list concurs with yours?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a reason why I should care whether your "list" concurs with mine? 
Since you really seem to want to push this, though, it's extremely easy to name 
at least half a dozen top GOP politicians who are creationists.</P> 
<P>Mark SanfordTim PawlentyBobby JindalRick PerryMike HuckabeeSam Brownback</P> 
<P>The first three of those are generally considered to be front-runners for the 
2012 elections.</P> 
<P>It's much harder to name a top GOP politician who is NOT a creationist. Mitt 
Romney is the only one I can think of, and he's probably not 
electable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183945 33674 208 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:11:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7183936" target=_blank>#199</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rudy!</P> 
<P>Can we still consider him a "top GOP politician" after his remarkable 
implosion in the 2008 primary?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The last election made it pretty clear that Rudy is not going to be 
President. He was sabotaged by the religious right and social conservatives, in 
favor of a Washington good old boy they thought they could 
manipulate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07183949 33674 212 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:13:39am  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail from people denying that the Lambs of Christ are 
linked to violent extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184023 33674 278 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:44:14am  
 
<P>Freepers say I'm on "a mission of evil," because I criticized Alan Keyes and 
the extremist Lambs of Christ anti-abortion nutjobs:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2252280/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07184024 33674 279 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:44:29am  
 
<P>I'm also a "filthy libertine."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184026 33674 281 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 11:45:32am  
 
<P>That Free Republic link explains why I suddenly started getting hate mail on 
that story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184776 33676 207 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 4:43:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7184756" target=_blank>#189</A> Afton</EM></P> 
<P>So, what was your previous LGF account's username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184875 33676 300 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:08:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7184871" target=_blank>#296</A> Afton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remind me, what was the question?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll remind you. I asked you: what was your previous LGF username? I already 
have a pretty good idea, but I'm curious to see how long you think you can get 
away with your sock puppet game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184936 33676 359 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:23:26pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/v90KPJ6n4Ew&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184996 33676 418 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:38:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7184967" target=_blank>#389</A> pink 
freud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AN interesting tidbit: Fox picked up Tucker Carlson from MSNBC. One more kook 
for the evolving line-up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm expecting an announcement any day that Pat Buchanan is leaving MSNBC for 
an hour-long show on Fox News titled, "Pat Buchanan's America."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07184997 33676 419 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7184995" target=_blank>#417</A> Afton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's guilty of promoting the release of the photos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guilt. Ah, that's such a ... flexible concept, is it not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07185032 33676 454 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:46:47pm  
 
<P>One of my wonderful stalkers signed me up to Randall Terry's "Operation 
Rescue" mailing list today. Isn't that special?</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, Afton just keeps on keepin' on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185034 33676 456 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7185022" target=_blank>#444</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey... why not. Even here on LGF, there was a spinoff link last night from 
Gary North via Lew Rockwell... that got several up-dings. <EM>Viva la 
Rockwell</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wha!? Where's that one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185065 33676 487 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/7185057" target=_blank>#479</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/166429_CALIFORNIAS_END_RUN_AROUND_THE
_VOTERS_AND_THE_END_OF_STATE_RULE" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Uses a third blog that seems to like that type of stuff. Apparently the 9 up-
dingers didn't read the by-line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake. Please use the report button when you see that kind of 
hateful crap.</P> 
<P>That blog is now added to the blocked list. Gary North is a seriously insane 
freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185071 33676 493 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 5:56:27pm  
 
<P>And I'm checking out all the usernames that up-dinged that. Not a single one 
of them seems to be a regular commenter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185092 33676 512 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:00:36pm  
 
<P>IMPORTANT!</P> 
<P>The notification system doesn't work if people don't use it.</P> 
<P>If you see a link from a hate site, like the one freetoken just pointed out, 
click that exclamation point icon and report it! That's what the exclamation 
point is for.</P> 
<P>There are people out there doing their best to push hateful creeps like Gary 
North back into the GOP mainstream, and I will not have it at my website if I 
can help it. And I can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185111 33676 531 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:06:45pm  
 
<P>Afton signed off without ever answering my repeated question.</P> 
<P>That's the last time this one will be signing on.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07185131 33676 551 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7185119" target=_blank>#539</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<P>Some things are better left unsaid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185139 33676 559 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:16:20pm  
 
<P>If you want to know why the mention of Gary North showing up at LGF seriously 
creeps me out, start here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reason.com/news/show/30789.html" 
target=_blank>www.reason.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185143 33676 563 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:17:28pm  
 
<P>Gary North:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So when Exodus 21:15-17 prescribes that cursing or striking a parent is to be 
punished by execution, that's fine with Gary North. "When people curse their 
parents, it unquestionably is a capital crime," he writes. "The integrity of the 
family must be maintained by the threat of death." Likewise with blasphemy, 
dealt with summarily in Leviticus 24:16: "And he that blasphemeth the name of 
the Lord, he shall surely be put to death, and all the congregation shall 
certainly stone him."</P> 
<P>Reconstructionists provide the most enthusiastic constituency for stoning 
since the Taliban seized Kabul. "Why stoning?" asks North. "There are many 
reasons. First, the implements of execution are available to everyone at 
virtually no cost." Thrift and ubiquity aside, "executions are community 
projects--not with spectators who watch a professional executioner do `his' 
duty, but rather with actual participants." You might even say that like square 
dances or quilting bees, they represent the kind of hands-on neighborliness so 
often missed in this impersonal era. "That modern Christians never consider the 
possibility of the reintroduction of stoning for capital crimes," North 
continues, "indicates how thoroughly humanistic concepts of punishment have 
influenced the thinking of Christians."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185239 33676 657 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:39:12pm  
 
<P>Note:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Christian economist" Gary North, Rushdoony's son-in-law and star polemicist 
of the Reconstructionist movement, is widely cited as a spokesman for free 
markets, if not exactly free minds; <STRONG>he even served for a brief time on 
the House staff of Rep. Ron Paul (R-Texas)</STRONG>, the Libertarian Party 
presidential nominee in 1988, when Paul was a member of Congress in the 
'70s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185270 33676 685 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 6:45:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7185223" target=_blank>#642</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anybody can call himself "Christian". I find that those who do so loudly, 
repeatedly and for profit are rarely that at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary North is NOT alone in these beliefs. You may want to deny that he's a 
Christian, but there are a lot of people who would disagree with you on that, 
and some of them were demonstrating at Notre Dame with Alan Keyes.</P> 
<P>"No true Scotsman" rears its head again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185337 33676 752 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:13:22pm  
 
<P>People like Gary North will argue -- very forcefully -- that they ARE 
following Christ's word. And they'll cite chapter and verse to back it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185345 33676 759 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:14:57pm  
 
<P>And I say that not to "smear Christians," but to point out that it's not 
enough to simply say, "Well, they aren't real Christians."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185355 33676 768 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/755/7185341" target=_blank>#755</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The devil can quote scripture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary North is a real human being with many followers. Not "the 
devil."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185389 33676 801 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:25:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/786/7185374" target=_blank>#786</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Malkin thread on Huntsman:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/05/15/reports-utah-gop-gov-
huntsman-to-resign-become-obamas-china-ambassador/#comments" 
target=_blank>michellemalkin.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And so on. What these true <STRIKE>Scottsmen</STRIKE> conservatives are blind 
to is that they have become as venomous as MoveOn, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's some incredibly ugly stuff. It's become painful to read through 
comments at Malkin's site and at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>The GOP is in big trouble, and the crazies are taking over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185398 33676 810 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:28:07pm  
 
<P>The Washington Times, by the way, is owned by Sun Myung Moon 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185428 33676 836 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:35:41pm  
 
<P>There is no candy.</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/IVG1_lnjw2s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185461 33676 868 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:42:31pm  
 
<P>Where's mah momma and mah daddy?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/taYThk1FX2k&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185479 33676 886 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 7:47:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/878/7185471" target=_blank>#878</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in hell is that Charles? Was it a tv show about 
commies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a product of the one and only Estus Washington Pirkle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07185857 33677 266 Charles Sat, May 16, 2009 9:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7185760" target=_blank>#172</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Continuing to look at the reaction in the right-wing blogospher over the 
Huntsman nomination.</P> 
<P>Comments from the True Conservatives over at the <A 
href="http://minx.cc/?post=287368" target=_blank>AceOfSpades thread on 
Huntsman:</A></P> 
<P>-</P> 
<P>And so forth. There are other, longer and more reasonable posts over on Ace 
than there are, for example, on HotAir or Malkin's site.</P> 
<P>Nevertheless, the derision that some of these people have for what most 
people consider to be an honorable man (especially when compared to many other 
politicians - it is a sliding scale...), who will <EM>serve</EM> his fellow 
Americans representing the nation in the court of a foreign land, one of the 
more important ones in fact, is striking.</P> 
<P>The anti-social nature of the internet is being manifest clearly among the 
right-wing blog meltdowns these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very bad. And none of the people who run those blogs seem to have any 
interest in moderating, which means that the raving lunatics take charge, and 
drive out anyone who's sane.</P> 
<P>Very bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07186731 33677 484 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 9:27:45am  



 
<P>Gotta love it. There are actually some people who think that posting this 
video "proves" I must be an atheist.</P> 
<P>Believe it or not, when I posted this it didn't even occur to me that anyone 
could possibly be offended, or take it personally. It's exactly what I wrote 
above -- an oddity. How can someone look at this video and think, "Charles is 
making fun of ME!?"</P> 
<P>And we even have at least one person who says we're doomed to hell, and the 
video was just showing the truth.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07186773 33677 485 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 9:51:12am  
 
<P>By the way, people who insist on using derogatory slurs for "Muslim" will 
lose their accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188701 33677 498 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 6:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7188269" target=_blank>#492</A> jskern</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt you would post an embarrassing, dated film that held Hasidic Jews and 
their beliefs up to similar ridicule; no matter how much of an “oddity” you 
found it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea how much you reveal about yourself with that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189115 33677 502 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:09:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7188992" target=_blank>#500</A> jskern</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your comment seems a churlish attempt at deflecting my heartfelt criticism--a 
criticism I did not relesh making, btw; in fact, I'm deeply saddened by the 
conclusion I was led to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll find a way to carry on, despite your deep sadness that I posted 
this video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189243 33677 504 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:58:39pm  
 
 
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Jt8Q7Fsa_Vs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188470 33680 229 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 5:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7188448" target=_blank>#228</A> kytan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Maybe the photo is staged and filled to the top with pure grade-A cheese, but 
it is not propaganda to say that the Palestinians have gotten the short end of 
the stick for the last 100 years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? "For the last 100 years?" Who was giving them "the short end of the 
stick" before 1948?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187113 33682 7 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:24:28am  
 
<P>Fox News is heavily promoting the protesters, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187126 33682 15 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:29:24am  
 
<P>The person taking the anti-abortion side on CNN just said that if it had been 
Rudy Giuliani or Arnold Schwarzenegger giving the speech, the angry reaction 
would have been exactly the same.</P> 
<P>I do not believe that for one second.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187197 33682 81 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:51:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7187189" target=_blank>#73</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>linky ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1856819,00.html" 
target=_blank>A majority of Catholics voted for Obama</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nationally, Obama captured 53% of the Catholic vote, a 13-point swing from 
2004 and the largest advantage among the group for a Democrat since Bill 
Clinton.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187211 33682 94 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:53:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7187188" target=_blank>#72</A> jones</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>disordered, Sigh.</P> 
<P>I wish Charles woul put an easy to use spell checker right under the text 
box.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish you'd look at the buttons right under the text box...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187222 33682 105 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:54:43am  
 
<P>The California tea party:</P> 
<P><A title=616_12425240111.jpg href="http://cdn.ccomrcdn.com/image/446/410/CDN-
IP/cc-common/mlib/616/05/616_12425240111.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
616_12425240111.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187238 33682 119 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:57:11am  
 
<P>Another lovely image from the California tea party:</P> 
<P><A title=616_12425266201.jpg href="http://cdn.ccomrcdn.com/image/446/410/CDN-
IP/cc-common/mlib/616/05/616_12425266201.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
616_12425266201.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07187249 33682 129 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 11:58:20am  
 
<P>And another one:</P> 
<P><A title=616_12425270861.jpg href="http://cdn.ccomrcdn.com/image/446/410/CDN-
IP/cc-common/mlib/616/05/616_12425270861.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
616_12425270861.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187343 33682 219 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:11:22pm  
 
<P>Here go the kooks, screaming like maniacs. Audience booing 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187397 33682 269 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:20:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7187389" target=_blank>#261</A> 
Sourdough</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your dramatic flounce-off comment has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187414 33682 285 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:23:14pm  
 
<P>Obama sure isn't sounding like a "radical pro-abortionist" right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187438 33682 308 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:27:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7187428" target=_blank>#298</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not a fool--he's a silver-tongued devil. I do notice that crowd shots 
don't show many people clapping--and it's CNN.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, you don't like Obama -- but that audience is very much on his 
side. They gave him an extended standing ovation when he entered, and they 
overwhelmingly booed the people who were shouting like fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187446 33682 316 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:28:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7187437" target=_blank>#307</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And whose head was impaled on the silly sword?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Arnold Schwarzenegger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187461 33682 331 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7187451" target=_blank>#321</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07187481 33682 350 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:34:21pm  
 
<P>I know I'm supposed to hate everything about Barack Obama or I'm a very bad 
conservative, but I just can't find much fault with anything he's saying in this 
speech. It's actually a very good speech so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187501 33682 369 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7187484" target=_blank>#353</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never seen any speaker--including Pres. George H. W. Bush, when he 
spoke at a local high school graduation, use a teleprompter at one of these 
speeches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Every single politician in America would use a teleprompter for a 
high profile speech like this. It's absolutely routine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187506 33682 374 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:38:09pm  
 
<P>The whole audience is giving him a standing ovation at the 
finish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187529 33682 397 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:41:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7187511" target=_blank>#379</A> Joan Not of 
Arc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now he receives an honourary degree just for being there from a university 
whose mandates- one would assume- should be pro-life. Is anyone going to see 
this guy as an anti-life fraud? I'm going to get yelled at but this man repulses 
me. The people who cater to his narcissism, ditto.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what he said about abortion:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's when we begin to say, "Maybe we won't agree on abortion, but we can 
still agree that this is a heart-wrenching decision for any woman to make, with 
both moral and spiritual dimensions. So let's work together to reduce the number 
of women seeking abortions by reducing unintended pregnancies, and making 
adoption more available, and providing care and support for women who do carry 
their child to term. Let's honor the conscience of those who disagree with 
abortion, and draft a sensible conscience clause, and make sure that all of our 
health care policies are grounded in clear ethics and sound science, as well as 
respect for the equality of women."</P> 
<P>Understand - I do not suggest that the debate surrounding abortion can or 
should go away. No matter how much we may want to fudge it - indeed, while we 
know that the views of most Americans on the subject are complex and even 
contradictory - the fact is that at some level, the views of the two camps are 
irreconcilable. Each side will continue to make its case to the public with 
passion and conviction. But surely we can do so without reducing those with 
differing views to caricature.</P> 
<P>Open hearts. Open minds. Fair-minded words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but to me, that definitely does not sound like a person who is "anti-
life."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07187555 33682 423 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:46:15pm  
 
<P>Michael Steele has obviously been read the riot act by the social 
conservatives in the GOP. He used to be moderate on the abortion subject, and 
now he sounds just like Randall Terry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187562 33682 429 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:47:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7187551" target=_blank>#419</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...Would you change your mind if Obama went on Becks program to 
discuss what he learned about evolution in Rev Wrights 
church?**grinning**</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't even know what that's supposed to mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187580 33682 446 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7187565" target=_blank>#432</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Steele is a Catholic. I can't imagine that he would espouse a 
position antithetical to his church for the record.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://men.style.com/gq/blogs/gqeditors/2009/03/the-
reconstruct.html" target=_blank>Michael Steele on March 11, 2009</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Explain that.The choice issue cuts two ways. You can choose life, or you can 
choose abortion. You know, my mother chose life. So, you know, I think the power 
of the argument of choice boils down to stating a case for one or the other.</P> 
<P>Are you saying you think women have the right to choose abortion?Yeah. I 
mean, again, I think that’s an individual choice.</P> 
<P>You do?Yeah. Absolutely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He caught a huge amount of flak for that statement and he's now right in 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187603 33682 464 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 12:55:13pm  
 
<P>The Born Alive Infant Protection Act was not simply a bill to protect infants 
"born alive." It was an attempt by the anti-abortion lobby to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, and undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed 
was intended to increase the liability for doctors and hospitals that perform 
abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187632 33682 489 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:02:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/7187625" target=_blank>#483</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a lot of dishonesty from the right on the issue..but not nearly as 
much as is coming from the left. His votes and appointments are his true way 
forward, changing the laws without regard to anyones feelings or beliefs in the 
matter.</P> 
<P>The issue isn't about Obama..the speech is. The labels being spooned around 
is about Obama's issues and how he is dealing with them.</P> 
<P>No matter how you look at it, he is far, far to the left on 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even click on the link I posted, or are you so invested in your 
dislike of Obama that you've stopped caring about the truth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187678 33682 530 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:16:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7187664" target=_blank>#518</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So he has to protest every issue or his position is not 
valid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alan Keyes' position is not valid because he is a raving, ranting lunatic. 
This is a man who disowned his daughter and cut off all financial support when 
she came out as a lesbian. This is a man who promotes the "birth certificate" 
garbage, and predicts revolution in America. He's a bigoted, conspiracy theory-
spouting idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187700 33682 552 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:21:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7187676" target=_blank>#528</A> 
UberInfidel67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the snippet of his speech: "and draft a sensible conscience clause, and 
make sure that all of our health care policies are grounded in clear ethics and 
sound science, as well as respect for the equality of women."</P> 
<P>In other words, draft the clause to FORCE religious hospitals to perform 
abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly wrong. A "sensible conscience clause" is intended to give 
religious hospitals the right NOT to perform abortions.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187714 33682 566 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:24:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7187706" target=_blank>#558</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps what might occur is this: a religious hospital could be free to 
decline performing abortions, and in so doing, lose all federal 
funding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- that is the situation NOW. A conscience clause is intended to fix 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187732 33682 583 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:28:36pm  
 



<P>Has anyone who's been bashing Obama for the Born Alive Infant Protection Act 
read the link I gave in this comment?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/464/7187603" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This issue has been egregiously distorted by the right wing. Obama did NOT 
vote to allow late term abortions or the killing of infants born alive -- he 
voted against a stealth anti-abortion bill that was intended to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, promoted by Jill Stanek and Rick 
Santorum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187744 33682 595 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:31:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7187724" target=_blank>#576</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And therein lies the problem. Prior to Roe v. Wade, this issue was decided by 
the states, and needs to go back there.But you see, those pro-abortion groups 
don't want to work fifty separate state legislatures to get their agenda to 
pass. It's the same thing with the gay "marriage" issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- the true situation is exactly opposite. It's the anti-abortion 
advocates who don't want the issue to be decided by individual states, because 
then a woman who wanted an abortion could simply travel to a state where it was 
legal.</P> 
<P>The anti-abortion groups want federal laws, and even constitutional 
amendments, to outlaw abortion for everyone in every state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187890 33682 690 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 2:12:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/687/7187878" target=_blank>#687</A> Lokotes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not <A href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2009/05/obama-interrupted-at-
notre-dame.html" target=_blank>everyone</A> cheered Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there was one guy in a crowd of 3,000 who stood up and made an ass of 
himself by screaming like a moonbat.</P> 
<P>And that statement -- that he voted four times "in favor of infanticide" -- 
is simply false. Unfortunately, a lot of so-called "pro-life" groups insist on 
distorting the truth to make their points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188294 33682 797 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 4:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/754/7188151" target=_blank>#754</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pro-life. I want the issue to be decided by the states because that's in 
keeping with the constitution. I'd love it if all states outlawed abortion, but 
I certainly accept that is unlikely to happen. Thanks for attempting to speak 
for all of us, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what you may want as an individual has nothing to do with what the anti-
abortion groups want, which is what I outlined in my comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188309 33682 801 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 4:42:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/7188290" target=_blank>#795</A> Lokotes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The passage LGF guotes in this post is nice, but as Allahpundit at Hot Air <A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/17/obama-at-notre-dame-hey-lets-be-
open-minded-about-child-murder/" target=_blank>responds</A> (in principal, not 
directly);</P> 
<P>Indeed!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hurray for being close-minded!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188323 33682 803 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 4:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/7188276" target=_blank>#790</A> 
AFVetWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I support our Founders' vision for this nation and the 
Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is ...?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188343 33682 805 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 4:52:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/785/7188258" target=_blank>#785</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether you like it or not, the currently extant view of the Supreme Court of 
the U.S. is that having the issue decided by the states VIOLATES the 
Constitution.</P> 
<P>So Charles is simply stating the law of the land as it currently 
exists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. And that's another big reason why the anti-abortion groups are 
pushing for a constitutional amendment -- because it's probably the only way 
they'll ever get to rule women's lives the way they want.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188480 33682 833 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 5:24:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/830/7188467" target=_blank>#830</A> Timbre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is my understanding that pro-choice activists are in favor of abortion-on-
demand. It is their position that abortion should be legal up to, and possibly 
including, the moment of birth. It is their position, and that of the 1973 
Supreme Court, that a fetus is not a person (read, human being). This political 
position is not based upon neurology or physiology. It is based upon the concept 
of individual rights. I maintain there are many who would argue that a nine-
month old fetus is not a human being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are very few people who are in favor of what you're describing.</P> 
<P>VERY few.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188494 33682 835 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 5:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/820/7188415" target=_blank>#820</A> 
AFVetWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no - I don't anticipate any Divine retribution due to Obama's presidency - 
I anticipate it due to the movement away from God's law in many aspects of our 
daily life. I'm sorry if I was not clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to smell the scent of a moby.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07188574 33682 857 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 5:50:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/7188466" target=_blank>#829</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<P>Jill Stanek. Now there's a credible source.</P> 
<P>For stoking outrage, that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188579 33682 861 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 5:51:55pm  
 
<P>Stanek, by the way, was one of the people who tried to sneak through the Born 
Alive Infant Protection Act with provisions that would redefine the meaning of 
abortion, and increase liability for doctors and hospitals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07188609 33682 866 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 6:06:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/7188389" target=_blank>#815</A> Jim D</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are indeed a wacko if you anticipate divine retribution on this 
country because of Obama's presidency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're in Pat Robertson territory here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189126 33682 899 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/891/7188926" target=_blank>#891</A> Jim D</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What worries me about folks that claim to know when their god is planning 
retribution is that it doesn't seem such a huge step for them to start thinking 
that their god might need some help.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a huge step at all -- and in fact, more than one anti-abortion 
"activist" has taken that step, and committed violence and terrorism in the name 
of Jesus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189164 33682 904 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:28:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/7189160" target=_blank>#902</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't the pro abortion crowd also think that the removal of fetuses is 
helping God?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189300 33682 921 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 9:24:11pm  
 
<P>Disgusting. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07190306 33682 936 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 9:49:44am  
 
<P>#930 voluble:</P> 
<P>Comments that compare Barack Obama to a Nazi are going to be deleted. That 
kind of talk is WAY over the line, and I'm not going to allow it here. If it 
continues, I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07194599 33682 953 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:44:08am  
 
<P>Since people keep repeating the "Obama supports infanticide" canard, I'll 
just repeat my comment:</P> 
<P>The Born Alive Infant Protection Act was not simply a bill to protect infants 
"born alive." It was an attempt by the anti-abortion lobby to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, and undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed 
was intended to increase the liability for doctors and hospitals that perform 
abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07187832 33683 10 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 1:58:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7187812" target=_blank>#2</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prabhakaran alive will mean the fight will continue by other means.</P> 
<P>Let's hope he used the cyanide he carries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Latest news is that they think Prabhakaran was among the 
suiciders...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189095 33685 27 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:03:42pm  
 
<P>In Safari, go to Help -&gt; Installed Plugins ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189203 33687 218 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 8:46:28pm  
 
<P>5.0 earthquake located near Hawthorne in Southern California:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.data.scec.org/recenteqs/Maps/118-34.html" 
target=_blank>www.data.scec.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07189309 33687 299 Charles Sun, May 17, 2009 9:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7189305" target=_blank>#297</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google hasn't cached it yet but here's the text...<STRONG>White People 
Learning to Stand Up and Fight Back Again!</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lalalalala! I can't hear you! Nanananana!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07190895 33691 14 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:18:40pm  
 



<P>And in a related topic, the amount of hatred being spewed at me from other 
blogs because I criticized Alan Keyes and the "Lambs of Christ" anti-abortion 
kooks is pretty amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07190974 33691 71 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:31:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7190934" target=_blank>#37</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steele's on the brink of being pushed out too. Nobody's going to listen to 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air commenters spew non-stop hatred at Michael Steele. I won't even read 
the comments over there any more -- the crazies have completely taken 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191016 33691 108 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:40:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7191005" target=_blank>#98</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Ron Paul is not the leader of this party,” Graham said, prompting a few 
jeers. Some people yelled, “Yes, he is!”</P> 
<P>“I’m not going to give this party over to people who can’t win,” Graham 
finished, drawing most of the crowd to its feet.</P> 
<P>But U.S. Sen. Jim DeMint, who followed Graham, said he’d rather have 30 
senators who stand on principle than 60 who have none.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. The GOP is melting down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191031 33691 122 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:42:12pm  
 
<P>Karen Floyd, who was elected to lead the South Carolina GOP, is a creationist 
who wants to teach "intelligent design" AND young earth creationism in science 
classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191068 33691 156 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:47:49pm  
 
<P>Jim DeMint is also a young earth creationist, who wants to teach it to 
children in public school science classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191091 33691 178 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:50:11pm  
 
<P>Here's an article by Karen Floyd at a far-right anti-public school 
organization's website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://scpie.org/FeatureArticle.asp?ArticleID=17" 
target=_blank>scpie.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191096 33691 183 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7191085" target=_blank>#172</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wouldn't "kooks" qualify as "reducing those with differing views to 
caricature"?</P> 
<P>Do you think President Obama is wrong on this one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't think the "Lambs of Christ" and Alan Keyes qualify for the label 
"kooks," I don't know what to tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191103 33691 190 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:52:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7191098" target=_blank>#185</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might be easier to compile a list of Rs who aren't YECs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be a very short list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191107 33691 194 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 12:52:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7191082" target=_blank>#169</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I definitely think "The Greatest Love of All" is quite possibly the worst 
song in the English language ever to be professionally 
recorded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In terms of sheer horribleness, it's not even close to "Muskrat 
Love."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191195 33691 277 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 1:04:59pm  
 
<P>Wow. That article about the SC GOP convention is a real eye-opener. I've been 
Googling, and almost every GOP politician cited in the article is a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191252 33691 333 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 1:11:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7191218" target=_blank>#300</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think President Obama was wrong on that point? Do you think he should 
simply have told the truth, that anyone opposed to abortion is a right-wing kook 
who's too backward to be allowed to participate in the political 
process?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to specialize lately in putting words into my mouth that I didn't 
write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191470 33691 541 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 1:47:55pm  
 
<P>Another one that belongs on the worst song list: "Horse with No Name." 
Contains probably the worst lyrics ever written:</P> 
<P>In the desert you can remember your nameFor there ain't no one for to give 
you no pain</P> 
<P>Arrrggghhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191635 33691 689 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:11:57pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7191540" target=_blank>#610</A> stuiec</EM></P> 
<P>I've had enough of your stupid pissing matches. Go find another site to 
troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191639 33691 692 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:13:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/7191607" target=_blank>#675</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were those lyrics by Neil Young, the Canadian? (I can still recall that 
hideous falsetto...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No! Absolutely not! That was by "America," and it was a blatant ripoff of 
Neil Young, down to the vocal inflections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191656 33692 25 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7191617" target=_blank>#5</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last time I looked, Iran didn't have range to reach Continental US - what 
changed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The scary scenario is not that they might be able to do it with a ballistic 
missile, but the much more likely possibility that they'll hand off a nuclear 
bomb (or more than one) to a terrorist group who will smuggle it into the 
US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191755 33692 96 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:38:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7191716" target=_blank>#66</A> cgn38navy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is behind this video and the DeNuke web site? I am interested in signing, 
but if it was put up by psyco's then...well maybe next time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a psycho. The person you see in the video is known to me 
personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191762 33692 102 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7191741" target=_blank>#84</A> cgn38navy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sounds very reasonable. I still won't sign until I know who is behind it. 
Wow back at ya.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's his bio:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.maxfilmsonline.com/michael-fenenbock.html" 
target=_blank>www.maxfilmsonline.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191812 33692 142 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7191802" target=_blank>#134</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OMGMichael Scheuer the former head of the CIA Bin Laden section, says we have 
no interest in Israel.</P> 
<P>He says all the Israelis do is take from the USA!</P> 
<P>OMG! What an ASS!</P> 



<P>(on Fox News Cable)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News promotes Scheuer regularly. He's a Ron Paul fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191819 33692 146 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:52:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7191814" target=_blank>#143</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm, nothing in there but tmp files that I can't open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://keepvid.com/" 
target=_blank>keepvid.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191835 33692 159 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7191820" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interview with a Truther at yesterday's California Tea Party...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>If you'd like to skip the gibberish you can skip to 4:40 where he explains 
why he's attending the Tea Party.</P> 
<P>5:30 another Truther with Obama's head on a stick</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191853 33692 173 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 2:59:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7191843" target=_blank>#165</A> 
Cheechako</EM></P> 
<P>I'm deleting your comment and link because that website uses a self-signed 
"root certificate" for a Java applet, and that's extremely 
dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191859 33692 179 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 3:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7191844" target=_blank>#166</A> 
callahan23</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,are foreigners allowed to sign this petition, if so what type of zip 
code do I enter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I can't help you -- it's not my website and I don't know if they have 
a policy on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191926 33692 231 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 3:16:48pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://blogs.villagevoice.com/runninscared/archives/2009/05/rbloggers.php" 
target=_blank>On Notre Dame, Rightbloggers More Catholic Than The 
Pope</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07191994 33692 279 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 3:33:18pm  



 
 
 
<P>I keep advising people who doubt Killgore Trout's posts about Ron Paul 
"activists" being involved in tea parties to go to Google News, set up a News 
alert for "ron paul tea party," and include all their sources (news and 
blogs).</P> 
<P>You'll be amazed at how much stuff you get. People keep bashing KT for 
pointing this out, but he is not wrong about it. Paulians are deeply involved in 
the promotion and organization of these events.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192141 33692 415 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 4:15:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7192132" target=_blank>#407</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Pawlenty a YEC? I have heard a lot about the man lately and most of it, 
once you filter out the FMSM bias, seems to be quite positive to this 
independent conservative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pawlenty is in favor of teaching "intelligent design" creationism in 
schools.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32863_The_Top_3_GOP_Governors-
_All_Creationists" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192184 33692 455 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 4:27:42pm  
 
<P>Question for you folks who keep saying you didn't see any Nazis at your tea 
parties...</P> 
<P>Do you think they're going to be wearing SS uniforms?</P> 
<P>I've seen posts at neo-Nazi websites in which they advise going undercover -- 
leaving the Doc Martins at home, covering up the tattoos, folding up the 
Confederate flags. They say the people at the tea party protests are just ripe 
to hear their "message," because they're all ... white. They tell each other not 
to start raving about white nationalism right away, but to ease into it.</P> 
<P>I'm not making that up. Neo-Nazi groups are looking at the tea parties as 
ripe areas for recruitment.</P> 
<P>Fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192456 33692 710 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 5:39:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/7192263" target=_blank>#532</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, hell, I guess we need to forfeit our right to assembly, then, 
huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any idea how absurd you sound when you dramatically overreact 
like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192466 33692 720 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 5:42:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/7192193" target=_blank>#464</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OK. We'll never have another protest again because a Nazi may or may not be 
among us wearing a polo shirt and khakis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Overreaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192539 33692 782 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:08:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/712/7192458" target=_blank>#712</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update on the attempted Paulian coup at the South Carolina GOP caucus...Mark 
Sanford Fires Back At Lindsey Graham In Defense Of Libertarians</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good freaking grief. This is getting really crazy.</P> 
<P>Mark Sanford, by the way, is an extremely dim creationist, like almost every 
top GOP politician. His answers in an interview with WIS TV are so incredibly 
moronic they'll give you a cluster headache:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DS: What do you think about the idea of teaching alternatives to Darwin’s 
Theory of Evolution in public schools* for instance Intelligent Design?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: I have no problem with it.</P> 
<P>DS: Do you think it should be done that way? Rather than just teaching 
evolution?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: Well I think that it’s just, and science is more and more 
documenting this, is that there are real “chinks” in the armor of evolution 
being the only way we came about. The idea of there being a, you know, a little 
mud hole and two mosquitoes get together and the next thing you know you have a 
human being* is completely at odds with, you know, one of the laws of 
thermodynamics which is the law of, of ... in essence, destruction.</P> 
<P>Whether you think about your bedroom and how messy it gets over time or you 
think about the decay in the building itself over time. Things don’t naturally 
order themselves towards progression*. Uuummm.. in the natural order of things. 
So, it’s in fact, it’s against fairly basic laws of physics* and so I would not 
have a problem in teaching both * Uh, you saying this is one theory and this is 
another theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192542 33692 784 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:09:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/7192528" target=_blank>#778</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Ya beat me to it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192598 33692 810 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:20:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/801/7192574" target=_blank>#801</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right.</P> 
<P>I've asked about a solution to the constantly-mentioned Paulian/Nazi problem 
at tax protests, and the only solution I've heard so far is "ask them not to 
attend."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any solution would start with not denying that there's a 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192649 33692 830 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:31:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/7192617" target=_blank>#819</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I'm denying there's a problem, why am I sincerely asking for a solution to 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look. The reality is that almost none of the people who are organizing these 
tea parties will even acknowledge the problem. I know of only one case in which 
people have spoken out against the Ron Paul factions taking over -- and in that 
case, they got shouted down and kicked out.</P> 
<P>To be honest, I doubt that anything will change, no matter what anyone does. 
When I realized what was going on, I decided not to have anything to do with 
"tea parties," and so far I haven't seen anything that would change my 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192712 33692 852 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:48:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/846/7192692" target=_blank>#846</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[...] I know of only one case in which people have spoken out against the Ron 
Paul factions taking over -- and in that case, they got shouted down and kicked 
out. [...]</P> 
<P>The Ron Paul factions got shouted down and kicked out? Or the people who 
spoke out against them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones who spoke out were kicked out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192714 33692 853 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 6:48:26pm  
 
<P>Kind of like what's happening in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195066 33693 160 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:33:51am  
 
<P>"fourteenstudies.org" has absolutely no credibility -- it's run by a well-
known anti-vaccination quack. Here's a lengthy article about the ridiculous 
nonsense promoted by that website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sciencebasedmedicine.org/?p=451" target=_blank>Welcome 
back, my friends, to the show that never ends, part II: Generation Rescue, the 
anti-vaccine propaganda machine, and “Fourteen Studies”</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192794 33694 52 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7192746" target=_blank>#19</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like it or not, they ID/Creationist types are part of the party. Just as we 
can't chase out and banish the "moderates", you can't remove the ID/C's 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's one big reason why the Republican Party is melting down and losing 
big.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192856 33694 98 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:11:46pm  
 



<P>There's other news from the SC convention too. Ron Paul drones came out in 
force, and creationist governor Mark Sanford defended them 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192897 33694 133 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7192879" target=_blank>#119</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<P>It's probably not a good idea to continue doing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192902 33694 138 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7192900" target=_blank>#136</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's being sarcastic and relating this threads subject to what Charles, 
Killgore you and I were saying in the last thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192904 33694 140 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7192903" target=_blank>#139</A> gmsc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be clear, Sharmuta, I didn't mean it. Thus the ;) at the end. I guess the 
slashies would've made it clearer. I apologize for the 
confusion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't confused.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192961 33694 193 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:30:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7192947" target=_blank>#181</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Those stories are supposed to be humorous, if you hadn't noticed. They're not 
real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192975 33694 207 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:31:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7192966" target=_blank>#198</A> Dave 
the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet the leader of the other party thinks that babies who survive abortion 
attempts should be denied medical treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is simply not true. It's a distortion pushed by the anti-abortion 
lobby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07192991 33694 223 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:34:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7192984" target=_blank>#216</A> Dave 
the...</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, since you are pretty much always right on facts (but we disagree on 
opinions many times), I will accept that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are the facts:</P> 



<P>The Born Alive Infant Protection Act was not simply a bill to protect infants 
"born alive." It was an attempt by the anti-abortion lobby to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, and undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed 
was intended to increase the liability for doctors and hospitals that perform 
abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07193117 33694 343 Charles Mon, May 18, 2009 7:56:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7193055" target=_blank>#284</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it appears the evolution is not the only evil that is being forced upon 
our children... now our daughters are subject to the horrors of... <STRONG>Zen 
Gardens</STRONG>!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=97977" 
target=_blank>Girl Scouts exposed</A></P> 
<P>Oh... the horror of it all... Zen gardens - what is next?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you don't get to savor the full craziness without the full title for that 
article:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Girl Scouts exposed: Lessons in lesbianism</STRONG></P> 
<P>Yes. The Girl Scouts are teaching innocent young girls to be lesbians, 
through the horrors of world peace, yoga, incense and Zen gardens.</P> 
<P>We're all doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07194667 33694 896 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/872/7194059" target=_blank>#872</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, in my opinion (I know, you don't care), a person is not a 
"Creationist" by virtue of their willingness to have the "theory" taught in 
schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's certainly one of the more creative dodges we've seen in these 
threads.</P> 
<P><EM>Only</EM> a creationist could possibly be in favor of teaching 
creationism in science classes, by definition. No one who accepts the scientific 
fact of evolution would ever want to teach children pseudo-scientific 
superstition and call it "science" -- reality does not work that 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07194677 33694 897 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:58:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/891/7194492" target=_blank>#891</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would caution using this State as THE example of where the Party is 
heading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It may or may not be representative of where the GOP is heading, but it's a 
fact that nearly every top GOP politician promotes creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07194734 33694 899 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:09:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/894/7194525" target=_blank>#894</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that happens, I'll put my money on Atlas Shrugs as the first one to run 
with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today she's bashing Benjamin Netanyahu because he doesn't hate Muslims 
enough. Yes, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195345 33694 917 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:31:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/914/7195266" target=_blank>#914</A> 
ukuleledave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm betting that she has more going for herself than just this one subject. 
Lately, that can't really be said of LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it hurt to be that stupid?</P> 
<P>Current subjects on the LGF front page:</P> 
<P>Ron Paul support at SC GOP conventionMeasles outbreak in WalesSaddam's 
torture chamberOpen letter to OprahDeNuke IranSteele on 'centrists'The space 
shuttle's mission to repair the HubbleThe meeting of Obama and NetanyahuA music 
video of the Finn BrothersMaureen Dowd's plagiarismDowngrading Flash 10An Onion 
comedy videoTamil Tigers defeatedObama at Notre DamePalestinian Nakba 
propagandaWomen win election in KuwaitCynthia McKinney at UC IrvineHuntsman as 
China ambassadorHigh speed video of a hummingbird</P> 
<P>... and ... two posts about creationism.</P> 
<P>It really must be painful to suffer from such narrowly focused tunnel 
vision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07194960 33697 6 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:15:09am  
 
<P>In the previous thread about Oprah Winfrey and Jenny McCarthy, by the way, 
several anti-vaxers have shown up at the end to promote this 
craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195359 33698 76 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:34:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7195329" target=_blank>#49</A> jimmyk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give it a break already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195387 33698 96 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:39:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7195343" target=_blank>#63</A> turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the truly amazing things about the evolution of life on earth is that 
it really does fly in the face of the entropy laws of 
thermodynamics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it doesn't. The second law of thermodynamics states that the entropy of 
an isolated system which is not in equilibrium will tend to increase over time, 
approaching a maximum value at equilibrium.</P> 
<P>The earth is not an isolated system. See that big shiny thing up there in the 
sky, called the sun? It's constantly bathing the earth in energy. The second law 
of thermodynamics does not apply to the earth's ecology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195421 33698 126 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:48:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7195412" target=_blank>#118</A> turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't argue with your logic Charles but my sense of wonder remains. Life 
continues to get more and more organized as time goes on, which seems to me to 
run counter to the second law closed system or not. Thanks for correcting me 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate your sense of wonder, but evolution absolutely <EM>does not</EM> 
run counter to the second law of thermodynamics. You can't say, "closed system 
or not" -- a closed system is the whole point of the second law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195436 33698 139 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:52:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7195329" target=_blank>#49</A> jimmyk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... this obsession with the issue seems bizarre to me ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for this insulting comment, current subjects on the LGF front page 
include:</P> 
<P>Ron Paul support at SC GOP conventionMeasles outbreak in WalesSaddam's 
torture chamberOpen letter to OprahDeNuke IranSteele on 'centrists'The space 
shuttle's mission to repair the HubbleThe meeting of Obama and NetanyahuA music 
video of the Finn BrothersMaureen Dowd's plagiarismDowngrading Flash 10An Onion 
comedy videoTamil Tigers defeatedObama at Notre DamePalestinian Nakba 
propagandaWomen win election in KuwaitCynthia McKinney at UC IrvineHuntsman as 
China ambassadorHigh speed video of a hummingbird</P> 
<P>... and ... two posts about creationism, not counting this one which is more 
about Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, I'm terribly obsessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195544 33698 242 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 12:19:53pm  
 
<P>By the way, Ron Paul is also a creationist:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6JyvkjSKMLw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>But in his case, that might be the least crazy thing about 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195594 33698 291 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 12:32:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7195575" target=_blank>#272</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG><EM>Mark Sanford, like most GOP politicians, is a creationist as 
well;</EM></STRONG>Most GOP politicians?Please qualify that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I meant exactly what I wrote -- most GOP politicians are 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195633 33698 327 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 12:41:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7195613" target=_blank>#307</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am skeptical that <STRONG>MOST</STRONG> are creationists. But if you have 
statistics, I'd appreciate being educated to the numbers in 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK, go ahead and be skeptical. At the event that's the subject of this 
post, a creationist was unanimously elected as head of the state GOP, and nearly 
every other politician at the event was also a creationist, including the 
governor of the state. Dozens of state GOP platforms explicitly advocate 
teaching creationism as science. In state after state, GOP politicians have 
tried to sneak creationism into public schools, either disguised as "intelligent 
design" or as outright young earth Biblical literalism.</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that it's difficult to find GOP politicians who are NOT 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07195679 33698 372 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 12:50:40pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about this topic will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196474 33698 753 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/7196176" target=_blank>#725</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The math suggests there are problems with evolution acting alone and at 
random.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "math" is that? Please be specific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196477 33698 754 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:40:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/7196176" target=_blank>#725</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The unknowns suggest that more testing is needed to confirm or fill in the 
incredible holes in the theory on random/survival evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which "incredible holes" are those? Again, please be 
specific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196049 33699 23 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 2:15:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7196040" target=_blank>#19</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's beyond reason. This became news about 24 hours ago. I keep up with 
pending science news, and I didn't hear about this until yesterday, so I expect 
that Rush didn't have much more of a heads up then most of us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted about it on Friday... just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196113 33699 66 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 2:25:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7196073" target=_blank>#38</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got the "transcript" for Rush's comments on the fossil Ida:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was unsure whether Rush Limbaugh was a creationist or not -- this came up 
before in one of these threads and I couldn't find any statement from him on the 
matter.</P> 
<P>Now I know. I'm no longer surprised to find high-profile conservatives with 
these atavistic beliefs. The GOP and the right in general have a huge problem 
with this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196126 33699 79 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 2:28:38pm  
 
<P>Mark Levin is also a creationist, of course -- I recently heard him scream 
like a maniac on his radio show at a caller who dared to criticize teaching 
"intelligent design," then cut him off and hang up on him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196416 33699 332 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7196346" target=_blank>#268</A> 
johnnyreb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep just like the peer review and consensus on the hockey stick by Mr. Mann 
for global warming. Peer reviewed by about 25 scientists and still considered 
one of the biggest hoaxes of the global warming movement.</P> 
<P>I cringe when people say the words "peer reviewed" and "consensus" in regards 
to science, they have been truly corrupted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. That's a ridiculous exaggeration.</P> 
<P>First of all, the hockey stick graph was NOT a hoax; there may have been 
mistaken data involved -- this is NOT settled yet -- but calling it a "hoax" is 
absurd.</P> 
<P>Second, the peer review process is absolutely NOT "corrupted." It's the best 
possible system for checking and verifying scientific theories. Are there 
occasional mistakes? Yes, as in any other human endeavor. But the infrequent 
mistakes do NOT invalidate the whole process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196438 33699 354 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:29:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7196419" target=_blank>#335</A> 
martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad we lost the tail along the way - that thing would be too easy to 
step on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>We didn't lose it entirely. Humans still have a vestigial 
tailbone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196462 33699 375 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:35:53pm  
 
<P>Here comes the hate mail. As usual, they like to put an innocuous title on it 
to trick me into reading it. This one is titled, "An idea..."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear God...I mean Charles Johnson.Did you know your shit stinks? You little 
tyrant. You remind me ofvommit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People may have mentioned to me occasionally that my shit stinks, but I 
refuse to believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196500 33699 411 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:45:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7196475" target=_blank>#387</A> 
johnnyreb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I disagree. The hockey stick was proven to be pulled from 
intentionally corrupt data. Mr. Mann was proven to be using "false" data that he 
knew was wrong. Nature magazine had the whole thing and they say it was false 
from the start.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please provide a link for that, because I doubt that it's true. Here's a good 
description of the controversy, and only hardcore anti-AGW people call it a 
"hoax:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hockey_stick_controversy" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>You didn't say where your long quote came from, so I looked it up, and sure 
enough it comes from an anti-AGW website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196541 33699 451 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 3:53:44pm  
 
<P>Just had another earthquake here in LA...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196577 33699 487 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 4:01:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7196547" target=_blank>#457</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<P>Michael Bellesiles' book was NOT peer reviewed before publication -- it was 
published by a commercial publisher, not an academic or university press, and 
was not subjected to peer review. On the contrary, it was a later peer review 
that <EM>exposed</EM> the errors in his research.</P> 
<P>So your example actually shows exactly the opposite of what you think it 
shows. The process of peer review worked in that case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196624 33699 532 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 4:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7196609" target=_blank>#519</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would have thought that Columbia University would have reviewed his work 
for at least basic soundness <I>before</I> it awarded him the <I>Bankroft</I> 



prize. If they didn't, then that is a pretty major failure on the part of 
Columbia University.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree with that, but again, it's because the book was not peer 
reviewed before publication.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either way, their review was insufficient. Michael Bellesilles lies were 
fairly easy to spot, once someone took the time to look away from his alluring 
thesis and examine the "data" that he used to support it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- and the people who spotted the errors and falsehoods did so 
by the process of peer review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196757 33699 653 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 4:57:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7196684" target=_blank>#588</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesse Ventura, what's the deal with Minnesota politics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, the current governor of Minnesota, Tim Pawlenty is ... you 
guessed it ... a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197087 33699 775 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/7197074" target=_blank>#774</A> Hydrocarbon 
Hank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the laugh I've been needing all day...quite 
hilarious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's wonderful that you're getting such a big laugh out of this 
announcement. Do you always find such amusement in scientific 
breakthroughs?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196884 33700 15 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 5:37:54pm  
 
<P>The howler of the day, from Steele's speech:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This change comes in a tea bag!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bwa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196916 33700 37 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 5:46:51pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Tas Walker, the Answers in Genesis moron who sends me email 
threatening me with hellfire, is all hot and bothered over the "missing link" 
announcement today. The creationist community is spinning for all they're worth, 
trying to discredit this one. He sent me links to two completely insane articles 
at creationist websites about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196948 33700 65 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 5:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7196929" target=_blank>#48</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's mind-boggling to me that Tas Walker and people like him are so arrogant 
in their apparent belief that they've been appointed by God to make judgments as 
to who is or is not going to suffer hellfire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few days ago, when I posted the Roger Simon bit about Ahmadinejad making 
him a believer, Tas Walker emailed this to me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The key is to seek after God. "You will seek me and find me when you seek me 
with all your heart." Jer 29:13</P> 
<P>Charles, you seem to be trying to run away from God. How futile is that? And 
how unnecessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The arrogance of these people just takes your breath away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196962 33700 78 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 5:58:02pm  
 
<P>Good grief. The idiots at the Discovery Institute are reacting to the "Ida" 
announcement like high school kids slamming their enemies in a yearbook:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.evolutionnews.org/2009/05/if_they_werent_atheists_youd.html" 
target=_blank>Evolution News &amp; Views: Lemur Monkey Falls From the Sky, 
Robbing Man of Sleep</A>.</P> 
<P>The stupid! It burns!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196982 33700 98 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:03:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7196967" target=_blank>#83</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why can't these people get it through their heads that nothing in 
evolutionary theory says we descended from monkeys?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they're completely locked into a literal interpretation of the Bible, 
and conditioned by a lifetime of brainwashing to attack anyone who suggests that 
the book of Genesis might be an allegory instead of a documentary. Willful 
ignorance is a powerful force in human beings, and the hardcore creationists 
have been indoctrinated from a very early age to forcefully reject anything that 
challenges that ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07196991 33700 107 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7196988" target=_blank>#104</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But wait, I thought ID had nothing to do with religion? The lead quote of 
this DI post seems to indicate otherwise:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they weren't atheists, you'd think the scientists raising the ballyhoo 
over Ida were hailing the second coming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do that all the time -- they just can't keep their stories straight.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: they're very bad liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197009 33700 124 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:11:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7196999" target=_blank>#114</A> sbvft 
contributor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Most Americans don't give a damn about whether or not their politicians 
subscribe to creationism. They vote on other matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're very wrong. Creationism hurts the GOP -- big time -- among the people 
they need the most: educated people with independent minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197030 33700 143 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:17:45pm  
 
<P>One of the talking points about "Ida" emerging from creationists: they're 
questioning the timing. Isn't it curious, they say (wink, wink), that this news 
just happens to come out in the year of Charles Darwin's 150th birthday?</P> 
<P>Evil scientists! Tricksy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197067 33700 177 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:28:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7197061" target=_blank>#172</A> sbvft 
contributor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I'm not all that impressed with the college graduates of today, 
especially those with advanced degrees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not be impressed with them, but they're voting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197096 33700 202 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 6:40:52pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Pamela Geller is now viciously attacking one of the only pro-
democracy, anti-Islamist Muslims in the US willing to speak out, Zuhdi 
Jasser:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/05/zuhdi-jassers-own-
private-islam.html" target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you need any more evidence that pure bigotry is driving Geller and her 
pals, here it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197372 33700 465 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 7:47:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7197311" target=_blank>#405</A> metronil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>been awhile since ive logged in, what happened to all the people? how long 
has it been like slow like this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but your comment is number 405 in this thread. You think that's 
"slow?"</P> 
<P>What's your purpose for posting that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197396 33700 488 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 7:52:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7197311" target=_blank>#405</A> metronil</EM></P> 
<P>Never mind. After reviewing your past comments, you're out of 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197403 33700 494 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 7:53:35pm  
 
<P>For example:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4430547" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And another example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4380413" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197408 33700 499 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 7:55:09pm  
 
<P>I'm about to do a mass nuke of every comment posted by 'metronil', by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197427 33700 518 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 7:59:12pm  
 
<P>Done.</P> 
<P>Bye now, 'metronil'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197449 33700 540 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:05:41pm  
 
<P>'metronil', by the way, was referred here by a link at Atlas Shrugs. Imagine 
my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197454 33700 545 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:06:34pm  
 
<P>Here's the page it came from:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:mR0yAjrjACkJ:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.
com/atlas_shrugs/2009/04/the-punk-is-punked-charles-johnson-of-little-green-
footballs-scammed-falls-for-
fauxtography.html+http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/04/the-
punk-is-punked-charles-johnson-of-little-green-footballs-scammed-falls-for-
fauxtography.html&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197485 33700 576 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 8:16:46pm  
 
<P>Alex Jones getting more and more popular -- recently expanded his 
operations:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/SbE5RFOZ8IA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197786 33701 241 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:36:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7197776" target=_blank>#231</A> 
Maddhouse</EM></P> 
<P>No -- for you there won't be any future at LGF. See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07197792 33701 246 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:37:45pm  
 
<P>Wow, this one is really flushing them out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197819 33701 273 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:43:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7197799" target=_blank>#253</A> 
flyingcloud</EM></P> 
<P>Sock puppet for 'cantrecant', who did exactly the same kind of 
proselytizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197849 33701 303 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7197829" target=_blank>#283</A> 
BingoBunny</EM></P> 
<P>You have to be nuts if you think I'm going to let you carry on like this. Bye 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197857 33701 311 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:49:38pm  
 
<P>Hate mail already flowing in too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197898 33701 350 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 9:58:00pm  
 
<P>Here's a lovely one, with the title, "Dude, you've changed"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just read your post about Rush. OK. So what? I kind of get your over thetop 
coverage of those trying to teach creation. But now just having thatpoint of 
view is bad? How pure of thought do people have to be to passyour philosophical 
purity test?</P> 
<P>Do you have a new liberal girlfriend or something? She with-holding thepoon 
unless you convert?</P> 
<P>You're blog's going over the Andrew Sullivan precipice I'm afraid. But,your 
choice. Good times.</P> 
<P>Toodles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197930 33701 380 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:04:01pm  
 
<P>The weird thing about all this hatred comin' at me for this post -- I didn't 
even say anything particularly negative about Rush Limbaugh, just noted the fact 
that he revealed he's a creationist with those comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07197997 33701 443 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:26:43pm  
 
<P>It's really pretty pathetic that on a day when such an amazing scientific 
discovery is announced, people like Rush Limbaugh get on the radio and say "it's 
all BS," and tell their admirers it's meaningless.</P> 
<P>It DOES mean something. This should be a day when all Americans -- all human 
beings -- are proud of what we can accomplish through science and research, and 



instead we have much of the Republican Party bitching about it as if it's a 
personal affront to them.</P> 
<P>Just pathetically sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07198052 33701 497 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:55:50pm  
 
<P>I've added an update with what I wrote in that previous comment, to make it 
clear how I feel about this. It's just wrong that someone like Rush Limbaugh, 
with all of his reach and his massive audience, is degrading the value of this 
once-in-a-lifetime discovery and dismissing it as bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07198055 33701 500 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 10:59:29pm  
 
<P>That's six so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07198070 33701 515 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:08:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/7198061" target=_blank>#506</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles if you have a minute. I'm curious as to your opinion of the Heritage 
Foundation. I did join after the election but only after scouring their site 
about creationism and drew a blank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Heritage Foundation is anti-evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07198076 33701 521 Charles Tue, May 19, 2009 11:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/514/7198069" target=_blank>#514</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ouch. I dunno what to say now. They seemed OK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck finding <EM>any</EM> conservative group or publication that is not 
anti-evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199804 33701 875 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:28:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/821/7198921" target=_blank>#821</A> 
Leatherhelmet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2009/05/darwinius_masillae.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I see PZ Myers says the fossil is important but overhyped. Guess that makes 
him a creationist too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a really dumb comment. First of all, you've completely 
mischaracterized PZ Myers' post -- the word "overhyped" is yours, not his. He 
clearly thinks it's a very important discovery -- and here's the larger point he 
makes, with which I totally agree:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and be excited by this find, I know I am. Just remember to be 
excited tomorrow and the day after and the day after that, because this is 
perfectly normal science, and it will go on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And this...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now suddenly, he is labeled a creationist because he thinks the fossil is 
being sold as something it is not -- "THE" missing link. There are alot of 
scientists this morning who will find themselves suddenly creationists because 
they are skeptical of this find.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is a completely irrational, exaggerated overreaction. Reviewing your past 
comments shows that you're a creationist yourself, so it's not surprising that 
you would use this kind of reverse smear tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199817 33701 877 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:31:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/7199773" target=_blank>#874</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're proposing that evolution shouldn't be taught in public schools 
because:</P> 
<P>a) it teaches Creationists that their religion is wrong and therefore 
violates the First Amendment</P> 
<P>b) most people don't believe in "evolution in which 'God had no part' (straw 
man)</P> 
<P>c) both of the above?</P> 
<P>Fail. Try again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what he's trying to push, and it isn't the first time 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199894 33701 886 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:43:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/882/7199858" target=_blank>#882</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know where people are getting this idea from, but the First Amendment 
does not prevent schools from teaching science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just the latest in a long line of irrational creationist 
arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200460 33701 905 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 12:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/903/7200421" target=_blank>#903</A> 
moonflower</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read that whole excerpt, at the end Rush advocates combining evolution 
and I/D - that God created life initially, but evolution brought us where we are 
today. That we are given the gifts of yearning for liberty and freedom by our 
creator (like in the Declaration of Independence). I think the point is making 
is that some people want to totally discount God entirely.</P> 
<P>I really don't see much wrong with that point of view. Read the whole 
excerpt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a huge amount wrong with that point of view. "Intelligent design" 
creationism is <EM>not</EM> science, and there is simply no way to "combine" it 
with evolution. Science is about finding natural explanations for natural 
phenomena -- and you don't advance science by saying, "At this point, God 
stepped in and performed a miracle." What do you do with that kind of viewpoint? 
How does it contribute to scientific knowledge?</P> 
<P>It doesn't work like that, and it never will.</P> 



<P>Religion and science are two separate domains, and "combining" them is 
nothing more than an attempt to subvert science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202793 33701 917 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:27:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/915/7202589" target=_blank>#915</A> 
guysmiley</EM></P> 
<P>Another sock puppet who just couldn't stay away. Bye now! Take 
care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199633 33702 1194 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 9:55:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7198931" target=_blank>#539</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you may be lumping a bit too much there. Yes, the site has included 
many characters who are disreputable, but it has become more just an Anti-LGF 
site. I have a great deal of respect for GoTC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am disappointed to read this from you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199672 33702 1217 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:08:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1183/7199618" target=_blank>#1183</A> Golem 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made a similar observation upthread. I do have a suggestion: let's see how 
we can make our big tent bigger. Why can't Creationists co-exist with the anti-
religious?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what would that mean? If you're suggesting that I stop criticizing 
creationism or the people like Rush Limbaugh who enable it, that's simply not 
going to happen.</P> 
<P>The people who are unable to coexist are ALWAYS the creationists, by the way. 
When their beliefs are challenged, they tend to start spewing insults and 
irrationality -- and often demand that their accounts be deleted because they 
just can't tolerate criticism, or end up being so abusive that I have no choice 
but to block them.</P> 
<P>And I notice yet another attempt in your post to equate a non-belief in 
creationism with being "anti-religion." How tedious, and how 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199684 33702 1220 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:09:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1213/7199659" target=_blank>#1213</A> 
realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good morning Charles - I hope you were "diappointed" in her description of 
that site and not her respect for goddessoftheclassroom.I have e-mailed her to 
see if in fact it was her who posted on that Hate Site because I happen to 
repect goddess too - and I suspect, as with others, she was nic-jacked.Just her 
work as Keeper of the List should earn her some kudos I think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read the comments in question, and I have to admit it does not look like 
an impersonator. But I'll wait for her to respond to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07205530 33702 1257 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 1:47:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1256/7205026" target=_blank>#1256</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've stuck around and what I've seen is that 'our dear friend' who feels more 
comfortable posting on that disgusting hate site than she does here has been 
blocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate you bringing this to my attention. When someone with an LGF 
account begins posting comments at a site run by stalkers and psychos, I want to 
know about it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199919 33704 143 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 10:47:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7199825" target=_blank>#83</A> 
RockmanVermont</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please Charles correct me if I'm wrong or in the wrong context but I am not 
convinced Charles or Rush know entirely what they are talking about.(this is 
with the up most respect,don't just down ding).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are wrong. I do understand what evolution is -- but it's clear that 
Rush Limbaugh does <EM>not</EM>. If you have any doubt about my understanding, 
you could always read some of my previous posts on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07199992 33705 53 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 11:00:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7199924" target=_blank>#16</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not link it here- but Wilders is reported (via the brussels journal) 
to now support Flemish independence.</P> 
<P>What this has to do with The Netherlands or stopping radical islam- I have no 
idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Flemish independence" is the Vlaams Belang cause -- that's confirmation that 
Wilders is allying with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200127 33705 137 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 11:37:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7200078" target=_blank>#105</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allow me to point out the (blindingly) obvious. You send an email to Geert 
Wilders, and he doesn't respond. There could be <STRONG>any number</STRONG> of 
reasons for this, though I will guess a one based upon personal experiences 
dealing with ... personalities ... out there.</P> 
<P>I am betting that the guy gets, I dunno, a coupla-thousand emails per day. So 
that he missed responding to you, you could take as</P> 
<P>a) he inherently disagrees with your position</P> 
<P>b) he is pissed at you for the Atlas/Pam Geller bit</P> 
<P>c) he really is a nutcase and wants to extract his pound of flesh from those 
he believes he should be entitled to.</P> 
<P>or, possibly</P> 
<P>d) He missed your email.</P> 
<P>I'd argue, that of all of these, "d" is the highest 
probability.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07200135 33705 144 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 11:39:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7200078" target=_blank>#105</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<P>And I say you're wrong, because there's more going on behind the scenes than 
I'm at liberty to make public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200155 33705 160 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 11:42:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7200146" target=_blank>#153</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Limbaugh is a careful student of evolution or of creationism. 
His "creationism", distinguishing between micro-evolution and macro-evolution, 
is half-assed. That's a way of saying, "I believe in evolution, but I also 
believe in G-d". It's an inartful straddle. I'm in the same position, but I 
don't buy into the discredited "micro" versus "macro" evolution. I think 
evolution a wonder. I don't think it evidence that G-d doesn't exist. I think 
there's a lot that human minds cannot grasp.</P> 
<P>Science is a perpetual argument about what's empirically demonstrable, and 
what the scientific evidence means. Religion is belief in G-d, which isn't 
empirically demonstrable using scientific methods. It's the difference between 
physics and metaphysics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This distinction between "micro" and "macro" evolution is yet another in a 
long line of creationist talking points; the fact that Limbaugh parrots it is 
simply more proof that he's taking a stand in favor of 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200165 33705 168 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 11:45:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7200078" target=_blank>#105</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allow me to point out the (blindingly) obvious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I fully expected someone to show up and say that Wilders never 
read my email, or I sent it to the wrong address, or some other excuse. You 
might say it was "blindingly obvious."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200406 33705 252 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 12:35:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7200179" target=_blank>#177</A> rgranger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many here would fight along side Russia to defeat Hitler in WWII? How 
many would fight alongside a group thay they have moral issues with to defeat an 
enemy that is out to enslave or kill us Today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Face palm. Not this again.</P> 
<P>If you want to promote making alliances with European fascist groups because 
you're just terrified of Muslims, you are at the wrong website. I suggest you go 
over to jihadwatch or one of the other hate sites, where you'll find a whole lot 
more people who hate Muslims so much they're willing to jump into bed with neo-
Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202320 33705 282 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 7:56:23pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7202005" target=_blank>#281</A> PRCS</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. If you want to support Wilders' idea of banning Islam, try 
jihadwatch. I'm sure they'll be more open to your bigotry over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07203939 33705 292 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:04:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7203533" target=_blank>#290</A> 
Smorgasbord</EM></P> 
<P>I am not going to allow LGF to be used to promote the stupid, destructive, 
un-American idea of banning Islam. So long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206164 33705 294 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 4:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7204004" target=_blank>#293</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<P>That's a great example. And it's one big reason why I no longer trust these 
reports that go around the so-called 'anti-jihad' blogs about events in Europe. 
In too many cases, checking out the reports through other sources reveals that 
the bloggers have gotten it wrong, missed important context, or deliberately 
distorted facts.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200361 33706 83 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 12:27:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7200340" target=_blank>#65</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, did Charles fix that before I mentioned it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fix what fix what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200533 33706 190 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 12:59:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7200499" target=_blank>#172</A> Alex F</EM></P> 
<P>I wondered why you suddenly showed after not using your account for two 
years, so I checked.</P> 
<P>Imagine my surprise to discover that you're the same person as 
"pimp_conservative," who was blocked this morning for insulting, abusive 
comments.</P> 
<P>Bye now! Not nice seeing you again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200582 33706 224 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 1:08:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7200572" target=_blank>#218</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without naming names...I finally figured out what you guys were talking about 
this morning regarding another long time poster joining a stalker blog. We're 
probably going to see more of this so don't let it surprise you. With the 
rapidly changing politics these days a lot of people are going to want to go in 
different directions. These things happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very disappointed to see that one go over to a site full of evil 
scumbags; at this point I'm pretty sure it is her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07200609 33706 247 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 1:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7200592" target=_blank>#233</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks.What a colossal waste of time and energy when they could just argue 
politely and respectfully with Charles right here. I haven't seen him cut anyone 
off who is seriously disagreeing on an issue and not just being 
pissy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who run that site, and most of the commenters, are not capable of 
arguing normally -- they're simply deranged, and full of hatred. One of the main 
contributors, Marc Thomas Donato (“savagenation”) was banned from LGF after 
posting a series of comments threatening to murder his daughter's boyfriend. 
This should tell you what's going on at that site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200703 33706 285 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 1:32:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7200650" target=_blank>#272</A> 
MightySkip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Scientist recently wrote a story on how Merck faked journals, six of 
them. Its behind a registration but its free. Essentially companies create 
"education and communication" companies which are really marketing PR campaigns. 
Latest statistics indicate at least 10% of biomedical journal articles are 
written in the PR departments of companies.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.the-scientist.com/blog/display/55671/" 
target=_blank>www.the-scientist.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>As far as fake research is concerned, and I'll never understand why people 
who make such high profile claims think they won't be found out, the most recent 
famous episode is the South Korean research team involved in human cloning. I 
can provide more examples if you are interested.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The number of "faked" scientific papers is a teeny tiny minority compared to 
the total number of peer reviewed papers that are published. And please note 
that the faked papers, and mistaken papers that get past peer review, are 
invariably revealed by the same process of peer review and scientific 
scrutiny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200720 33706 290 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 1:36:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7200666" target=_blank>#278</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hotair linked the following essay about the Ida fossil and the fallibility of 
scientists:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.instapunk.com/archives/InstaPunkArchiveV2.php3?a=1737" 
target=_blank>www.instapunk.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's not an anti-evolution piece, but it's very skeptical of the certainty 
expressed by many scientists. I admire this kind of skepticism. The bit about 
the way scientists anthropomorphize natural processes is valid. Creationists 
seize on these kind of statements and turn scientists into their own worst 
enemy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an extremely unimpressive essay, in my opinion. The fact that he 
brings up "Piltdown Man" is a giveaway for his agenda -- that fraud was 
uncovered nearly a hundred years ago, but is invariably raised up again like a 



rotting zombie every time a new paleontological discovery is made, to try to 
cast doubt on scientific claims.</P> 
<P>The research behind "Ida" is very solid; scientists are going to argue and 
debate and disagree about its meaning, but equating it with debunked frauds like 
Piltdown Man is intellectually dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200835 33706 299 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 2:01:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7200791" target=_blank>#297</A> Hhar</EM></P> 
<P>Sky News is probably not the best source for good science 
writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07203920 33706 320 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:01:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7203760" target=_blank>#319</A> jmuren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ida is not a missing link in OUR lineage. See this article: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17173-why-ida-fossil-is-not-the-
missing-link.html" target=_blank>www.newscientist.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one opinion, not the definitive truth. Scientists are going to argue 
over the meaning of the Ida fossil -- that's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200743 33707 42 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 1:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7200735" target=_blank>#39</A> big steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the whole clip. Frankly, it was just another "TV" moment where 
everyone talks over each other and nothing is resolved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta disagree -- something was proved: Glenn Beck 1) lied, and 2) is a two-
faced jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200902 33707 148 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 2:15:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7200885" target=_blank>#136</A> 
neoconundrum</EM></P> 
<P>If you don't like what's posted at LGF, start your own blog. It takes about 
five minutes at blogspot.com.</P> 
<P>Then I can come over to your blog and complain about what you 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07200919 33707 161 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 2:17:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7200889" target=_blank>#138</A> KathyP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any reason why the "Judge" is hosting Beck's show right now on Fox? 
Related?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Judge Napolitano is being pushed into the mainstream by Fox News, despite the 
fact that he associates with some of the worst people in American politics, such 
as Ron Paul, Alex Jones, and Lew Rockwell. You can expect to see Alex Jones 
start showing up on Fox News any day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07200968 33707 201 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 2:25:18pm  
 
<P>Don't forget that on his Fox News web show, Napolitano introduced conspiracy 
kook Alex Jones as "the one, the only, the great Alex Jones."</P> 
<P>This is where Fox News is headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201533 33707 340 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 4:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7201446" target=_blank>#339</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posted this upstairs... but here is more appropriate.</P> 
<P>Beck goes on Judge N.'s show and whines about his treatment:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Then, just to show everyone how much Beck thinks of himself, he compares 
himself to Thomas Jefferson.</P> 
<P>Beck is an egomaniacal addict who habitually lies and distorts the 
truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He actually <EM>apologized</EM> on the View for lying, and here he is whining 
about it and denying it, and making fun of the whole thing. And he really did 
compare himself to Thomas Jefferson.</P> 
<P>What a creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201225 33708 55 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 3:22:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7201201" target=_blank>#36</A> Baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt this has to do with people being Catholics, and more to do with 
people given power and responsibility they ought not have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beg to differ. The Catholic Church has had a serious, across the board 
problem with this kind of thing because of a culture of protecting abusers that 
went on for far too long, and only started to change when it was exposed -- not 
because of any internal movement toward responsibility. This is different from 
other child abuse situations because it was system-wide -- not just in Ireland. 
The cover-ups went all the way to the Vatican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201871 33708 382 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 6:05:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7201785" target=_blank>#380</A> 
RebelDebater</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well boy I dont expect ANY anti-catholicism to be fueled by 
this!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should be less worried about "anti-catholicism" and more worried about 
the children victimized by the Church's representatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201607 33709 30 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 5:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7201586" target=_blank>#15</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see, what shall they cut. They can start by reducing salaries for the 
state legislature in Sacramento. Get rid of their gasoline (fuel) cards. 
Probably a lot things they can outright remove.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>One of the biggest expenses: pension-based medical insurance. Many state 
employees are entitled to medical insurance for life as part of their 
pensions.</P> 
<P>And there are apparently something like 80,000 state employees who make 
salaries of over $100,000 a year. It's completely out of control; public 
officials have been feeding at the trough in California for a long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201651 33709 63 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 5:18:38pm  
 
<P>An email from a banned moron about the Geert Wilders post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dearest Charles,</P> 
<P>You said "Dear Mr. Wilders,As I’m sure you’ve heard, I am aUS blogger who’s 
very opposed to allowing the Belgian Vlaams Belangparty to be involved in any 
‘anti-jihad’ movements." "Ireceived no answer — and that speaks volumes."</P> 
<P>You didn't hear back because he has never heard of you. You selfimportant, 
narcissistic fuck! You have a couple thousand sycophantsthat read your imbecilic 
blog. You're not Walter Cronkite you putz. Evenif he has heard of you he 
probably doesn't care, like MOST of the world.</P> 
<P>God, you're good entertainment.</P> 
<P>How can one be so completely out of touch with what most people arefeeling 
and thinking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Feel the love!</P> 
<P>(By the way, I know for a fact that not only Geert Wilders, but Filip 
DeWinter of the Vlaams Belang and other Eurofascists are very much aware of who 
I am...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201878 33710 10 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 6:07:04pm  
 
<P>And people keep complaining that I'm exaggerating the GOP's addiction to 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201888 33710 14 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 6:08:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7201882" target=_blank>#11</A> 
anchors_aweigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least they are not raising your taxes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... they're just destroying children's minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07201930 33710 29 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 6:21:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7201917" target=_blank>#25</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I homeschooled my oldest daughter in high school. Before I really knew 
better, I enrolled her in a co-op biology class at church. They used A-Beka, 
which is a Christian textbook publisher, and they did teach creationism. 
However, they also explained evolution (and why they thought it was wrong, of 
course). We were actually talking about it this morning (she is now a college 
graduate), and it did her no harm whatsoever. She is well aware that evolution 



is a proven fact. I wouldn't recommend this approach, and I certainly don't want 
creationism in school, but it wasn't the end of the world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good to hear, but your daughter may be an exception to the rule, 
because a recent study has shown that children indoctrinated with creationist 
beliefs are much more likely to reject the science of evolution when they grow 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202021 33710 82 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 6:48:36pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Pat Boone just pulled out a sewing machine belt that his parents used to beat 
him with, to excuse the police who savagely beat an unconscious car chase 
suspect.</P> 
<P>"Look at this! My momma beat me and my brother with this belt, and I turned 
out jes' fine!"</P> 
<P>No, Pat. You didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202270 33711 35 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 7:45:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7202247" target=_blank>#21</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the recommendations Charles, I'll check them out. Right now my 
wife's big on Lincoln Rhymes / Jeffrey Deaver are they similar enough that she 
would like them ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really similar to the Lincoln Rhyme books, but if she likes those she'll 
almost certainly like these.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202285 33711 46 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 7:48:36pm  
 
<P>Here's <A href="http://www.kenbruen.com/index.php" target=_blank>Ken Bruen's 
website</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202388 33711 128 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7202361" target=_blank>#106</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know how to get free text versions of books on the internet 
(public domain) into the kindle? Right now I'm on an Aeschylus 
kick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're PDF format, you email them to your Kindle email address -- look 
under Settings for the address. Then they're converted and sent to your Kindle 
by Amazon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202419 33711 155 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7202400" target=_blank>#139</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AP put up another evolution thread at Hot Air. All the comments are about 
Charles. Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I live inside their heads, and whisper indecent suggestions about monkeys to 
them while they sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07202429 33711 164 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7202421" target=_blank>#157</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and in interblog drama news: Yes, it appears Goddes of the Classroom has 
joined the stalker blog...</P> 
<P>These things happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thought so. I'm blocking her account now, because she's proven she can't be 
trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202456 33711 188 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:33:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7202452" target=_blank>#184</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe about Goddess. Someone's hijacked her. I'd ask for a stay on 
the blocking for her to come her and tell us herself. Is there proof that it is 
actually her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it isn't her, I'll unblock the account. But it is. Those morons don't have 
the brains to impersonate someone that well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202472 33711 203 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7202469" target=_blank>#200</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How will you know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Realwest said he emailed her to ask about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202476 33711 207 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:38:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7202471" target=_blank>#202</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>people get way too deep in...it's a collection of people with ideas...some 
good, others not so much...why toss it away?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why toss <EM>what</EM> away?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202498 33711 226 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 8:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7202490" target=_blank>#218</A> 
SummerSong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite a few people do that. Saying nothing shouldn't be used against someone, 
should it? Just asking...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That has nothing to do with it. I'm blocking her because she has apparently 
decided to spend her time at a blog that is run by psychos. It's that 
simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07202618 33711 295 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 9:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7202538" target=_blank>#259</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's certainly plausible. If it's not her she can email Charles or another 
lizard and set the record straight. This isn't a big deal one way or the 
other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it's not a big deal at all. I'm no longer surprised at stuff like this 
- not one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07202625 33711 296 Charles Wed, May 20, 2009 9:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7202561" target=_blank>#277</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the m<A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/20/quotes-of-the-day-
109/" target=_blank>ost recent HotAir article on Ida</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful with your comments about Chuck; he may run out of people to ban on 
LGF and start drop kicking them from HotAir. I’m registered but am thinking 
about taking the plunge and making an anti-evolution comment. Looking for the 
right comment and the right time, I want it to be 
perfect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shame. Now he'll never get the chance to be an ass, since he's blocked 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204255 33715 38 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:00:26am  
 
<P>A classy comment at Protein Wisdom about the Ida fossil:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the latest news, paleontologists examining the contents of the stomach 
have discovered material that they believe might be Charles Johnson’s 
spooge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Feel the love!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204341 33716 21 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:15:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7204322" target=_blank>#6</A> MikeAlv77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But... Islam is a peaceful religion... This must be someone who read the 
wrong version of the koran. It would never tell people to hate infidels and kill 
jews...</P> 
<P>oh wait... all versions of the koran and hadith say that..</P> 
<P>never mind...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed the part where there was an informant inside the mosque 
who tipped off the FBI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204356 33716 29 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:18:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7204338" target=_blank>#20</A> Truck 
Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here, in microcosm, is what happens with our prison population. They are 
converted to Islam and schooled in the ways of jihad. When released they are and 
will be like a virus on the general population. Hey, I got a great idea! Let's 
mix the G-Bay terrorists into the general prison population! What could go 
wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt there's very much "schooling in jihad" going on in prison. What's 
much more likely is that these guys were violent criminals to start with, went 
to prison, and learned to put an Islamic gloss on their already violent 
natures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204368 33716 38 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:20:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7204363" target=_blank>#34</A> MikeAlv77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Islam can be readily used to commit crimes since it allows one to hate 
various groups. Much more difficult or immposible to do so with other 
religions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me if I disagree. After some of the vicious hate mail 
I've gotten from people who call themselves "Christians," it's pretty obvious 
that Islam has no monopoly on hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204456 33716 117 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:35:54am  
 
<P><A href="http://debate.uvm.edu/wmd2002/020a.htm" target=_blank>The legal 
definition of "weapons of mass destruction"</A>...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1994, Congress established the legal definition of a weapon of mass 
destruction (WMD) in 18 U.S.C. 2332a. Basically, they are large destructive 
devices such as vehicle bombs (conventional weapons of mass destruction - CWMD) 
and chemical, biological or radiological weapons usually triggered by or 
incorporating a destructive device (special weapons of mass destruction - 
SWMD).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204474 33716 135 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:38:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7204460" target=_blank>#121</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anybody figured out which flavor of Islam these guys were following? At 
first I thought they might be Nation of Islam types but now it looks like they 
were attending Sunni/Shia type regular mosques that narced them 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of the news reports have that detail, but I agree -- it doesn't look 
like they were Nation of Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204477 33716 138 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:38:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7204462" target=_blank>#123</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<P>No true Scotsman!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204489 33716 148 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:40:42am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7204462" target=_blank>#123</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you are right is stating that 'Islam has no monopoly on hatred' but 
these "Christians' that send you the hate mail have no real understanding of 
what it means to be Christian. I would go out on a limb and say that the 
majority of them are probably not Christian. Anybody can call themselves 
anything they want. How they live their lives is what determines who or what 
they are be it christian, islam, scientist, blogger or 
whatever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly the same rationale that CAIR uses to excuse Muslims involved 
in terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204557 33716 213 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:53:18am  
 
<P>CAIR's statement says exactly what you would expect:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.prnewswire.com/DisplayReleaseContent.aspx?ACCT=104&amp;STORY=/
www/story/05-21-2009/0005030666&amp;EDATE=" 
target=_blank>news.prnewswire.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204562 33716 217 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:55:40am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No_true_Scotsman" target=_blank>No true 
Scotsman</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204588 33716 241 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:00:08am  
 
<P>Does the Koran contain more justification for acts of violence than other 
religious books? Possibly. But it's simply not true to say that you can't find 
justification for violent acts in the Bible. You can. The people who bomb 
abortion clinics and murder doctors are able to quote verse after verse of 
scripture that they believe justifies their acts.</P> 
<P>And the people who send me hate mail over my posts criticizing creationism 
often include Bible quotes to explain why I'm doomed to 
hellfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204622 33716 274 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:06:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7204604" target=_blank>#256</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a Christian says you are doomed to hellfire that means you will sit in 
judgement in front of God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why is it any Christian's place to tell me how God will judge me? This 
kind of stuff is pure unvarnished hatred. And people who scream about hellfire 
are just as likely to commit violence, whether they're Christian or Muslim. It's 
an indicator of an unstable mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204664 33716 309 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:13:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7204595" target=_blank>#248</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam and Michelle Malkin are pimping for a group called <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Coalition_to_Preserve_American_
Sovereignty" target=_blank>Coalition to Preserve American Sovereignty</A> today. 
Details are sketchy but it appears to have something to do with Ed Meese. I'm 
suspicious because Alex Jones and Stormfront were pimping this last wee. Anyone 
know anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frank Gaffney is connected to the "International Free Press Society," which 
promotes the Vlaams Belang in the US. And one of the people who works closely 
with him is Christine Brim, the raving nutjob associated with the "Center for 
Vigilant Freedom" who is one of the VB's biggest boosters in the US.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=The_Center_for_Vigilant_Freedom
" target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204694 33716 338 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:20:06am  
 
<P>By the way, if you go to the International Free Press Society website right 
now, you'll find articles promoting the neo-Nazi-associated pro-Koln movement, 
and the fascist Vlaams Belang.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=International+Free+Press+Society&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204751 33716 391 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:29:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7204634" target=_blank>#283</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While we are talking about this, let's not forget to thank the great efforts 
of law enforcement. This shows me that anti-terror efforts are working. The 
other thing it shows me is that the Feds are getting some help from moderate 
muslims inside the community, I don't think they are going to turn this stuff up 
all on their own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - that's the story behind this story. And I'm sure that's another 
big reason why this is the first jihad plot that's come to the surface in more 
than a year -- and this one was caught long before they had a chance to hurt 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204860 33716 495 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:46:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7204850" target=_blank>#485</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you count yourself as one of the fools who spends most of their waking 
hours searching for connections between conservative groups or tea parties and 
Ron Paul, Stormfront or ID then please include yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not care, or want to hear it, but there ARE connections between the 
tea parties and Ron Paul. Lots of them. These are things known as facts.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry to see that facts don't matter to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204875 33716 510 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:49:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7204864" target=_blank>#499</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<P>Yes, Howard Ahmanson is (or was) one of the main sources of funding for the 
Discovery Institute. Interestingly, he recently announced that he was leaving 
the GOP and becoming a Democrat...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204878 33716 513 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:50:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7204869" target=_blank>#504</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the point loppyd and others have made repeatedly is they see some 
connections, just not strong connections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are strong connections. Sorry, but all the denial in the world won't 
make these connections go away. Ron Paul followers are deeply involved in 
organizing tea parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204894 33716 529 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:53:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/7204882" target=_blank>#517</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1242212428027&amp;pagename=JPos
t%2FJPArticle%2FPrinter" target=_blank>There are so very many things wrong in 
this I dont know where to start:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George W. Bush did exactly the same thing with Saudi Arabia. Obama is only 
continuing the policy.</P> 
<P>I'm not happy about it either, but it's not correct to say this is unique to 
Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204903 33716 538 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 11:56:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7204895" target=_blank>#530</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Denial isn't the issue. It never has been.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. Every time the subject comes up, whether it's raised by Killgore 
or by me, there are people who absolutely deny that it's happening.</P> 
<P>Again, if you don't believe it -- go to Google News and set up a news alert 
for "ron paul tea party," and include all news sources -- MSM and blogs. There 
is a massive amount of activity going on around tea parties and Ron Paul 
followers, and people are just turning their heads away from it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204963 33716 592 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 12:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7204917" target=_blank>#552</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My issue was - very specifically - with the level of near-paranoid, blanket 
"It's the Paulians! Run for your lives!" that some among us are embracing. 
That's a quick road to paralysis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not seen anything like that being expressed by Killgore. What I see 
much more commonly is that he raises the issue or posts a link, and people start 
denying there's a problem and insulting him.</P> 



<P>I won't have anything to do with tea parties; I'm not going to promote them 
or endorse them, because my own research into who's behind them has turned up a 
lot of bad people. Not interested in joining them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07204981 33716 610 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 12:17:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7204974" target=_blank>#603</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you've never seen is a Christian rally supporting Eric Rudolf as a 
fucking <I>Hero</I>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FYI:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.adl.org/PresRele/Teror_92/4264_72.htm" 
target=_blank>Extremist Chatter Praises Eric Rudolph as 
'Hero.'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07205055 33716 677 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 12:35:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/656/7205031" target=_blank>#656</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you actually read the Koran compared it to Christian text?</P> 
<P>Have you seen how many people are 'sploded in a typical month in the name of 
Islam compared to Christianity?</P> 
<P>After reading this anti-jihad blog for several years, I almost can't believe 
my eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I've read the Koran, and yes, I've read the Bible (twice).</P> 
<P>The fact is that people inclined to commit violence in the name of religion 
will find justification for it in either book. And I repeat -- Islam has no 
monopoly on hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07205187 33716 733 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 12:58:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/7205107" target=_blank>#699</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a fallacy to compare random violence to the systemic campaign of 
violent expansionism that has ruled the Mohammedan world for 1400 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't do that.</P> 
<P>I'm simply pointing out that there <EM>are</EM> people who think of Eric 
Rudolph as a hero, and some of them do identify themselves as Christians. Also, 
Randall Terry and the group "Lambs of Christ" (arrested with Alan Keyes at Notre 
Dame), while not affiliated with Rudolph, do have ties to the Army of God, and 
they skate perilously close to the edge of advocating violence with slogans such 
as "Defend her honor, rise and strike for the unborn."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07205131 33717 43 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 12:50:33pm  
 
<P>At the International Free Press Society website today -- several articles 
attacking me, as well as articles promoting Robert Spencer, Geert Wilders, the 
neo-Nazi-linked Pro-Koln organization, and the fascist Vlaams Belang. A link to 
Google's cache:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.93.132/search?q=cache:WxXB_3c8Z3EJ:www.internationalfreepres
ssociety.org/+International+Free+Press+Society&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&am
p;gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>74.125.93.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206047 33719 83 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 3:47:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7206027" target=_blank>#70</A> bradshaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is allowing his disdain for Beck to cloud his mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206077 33719 104 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 3:54:40pm  
 
<P>'bradshaw,' by the way, is a sock puppet for banned user 'mcclain,' and it is 
now banned for the second time.</P> 
<P>'mcclain' was banned for being a jerk about the death of Barack Obama's 
grandmother, and suggesting that Obama concealed it for several days in order to 
'capitalize' on it.</P> 
<P>No surprise that it's a Glenn Beck fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206115 33719 125 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 4:01:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7206096" target=_blank>#114</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The admins at the site have put up a note about their poll</P> 
<P>* Editor's note: This poll question generated approximately four times the 
normal number of responses. We question these results because, according to our 
IT department, the poll was targeted by several pro-evolution 
websites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Targeted." I love it. They put a poll on the Internet, then complain that 
other sites link to it, because they're ... <EM>evil pro-evolution 
targeters!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206193 33719 172 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 4:14:23pm  
 
<P>Proof that John Travolta was descended from a lemur:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/GtGNtRWSI_c&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206535 33719 478 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 5:25:10pm  
 
<P>Tas Walker of Answers in Genesis is all hot and bothered! He's emailed twice 
today already about the Ida fossil, begging me to renounce my Darwinist 
folly.</P> 



<P>One of the emails links to this article about some paleontologists skeptical 
of the fossil:</P> 
<P><A href="http://sciencenow.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2009/519/1?etoc" 
target=_blank>'Revolutionary' Fossil Fails to Dazzle Paleontologists</A>.</P> 
<P>Hah! Scientists are debating the find! That proves it's <EM>false!</EM> Take 
that, evolution boy!</P> 
<P>The best part of that article is this comment from a reader calling himself 
"doctor:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is obviously a complete fossil. What Evolution has to show us is fossils 
of transtional forms with incomplete organs. Half fish half reptile, half 
reptile half bird. Montrous creatures. And the transitional forms must outnumber 
the stable species. we must have trillions of hem if evolution is a fact. But we 
dont have any. We have 100 million fossils today belonging to complete stable 
species. we dont have even single transitional form. That scientific fact 
refutes all the claims of Darwinism. Scientific fact disproves the theory of 
evolution. Species appear abruptly, complete and perfectly formed. This fact 
poves us an exalted Creation by Allah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behold, the Crocoduck, courtesy of Bill O'Reilly!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/LNTGmoTb8sw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206545 33719 488 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 5:27:16pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly doesn't even blink at the crocoduck picture! Man, that's good 
TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206632 33719 572 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 5:41:49pm  
 
<P>Fascist apologist Donald Douglas thinks this comment (from the always 
effervescent Protein Wisdom) is <A 
href="http://americanpowerblog.blogspot.com/2009/05/google-homepage-celebrates-
major-fossil.html" target=_blank>the soul of wit</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the latest news, paleontologists examining the contents of the stomach 
have discovered material that they believe might be Charles Johnson’s 
spooge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206646 33719 585 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 5:44:18pm  
 
<P>Donald Douglas has been yipping at me like a crack-addled chihuahua for 
months:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://americanpowerblog.blogspot.com/search?q=charles+johnson" 
target=_blank>americanpowerblog.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206733 33719 671 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:04:35pm  
 



<P>Had a little server hiccup there -- my fault, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206758 33719 696 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:08:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/7206709" target=_blank>#647</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't. Look, I don't care that you are a creationist, and I don't care 
that you are teaching your children this. It is your right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's their right, and I wouldn't take that right away even if I 
could.</P> 
<P>But I have to admit, I do care when people teach creationism to children. 
It's a terrible thing to do to a child, and it absolutely has a ruinous effect 
on many people later in life. The people who are indoctrinated with creationism 
as children are the ones who grow up and want to force it on everyone else's 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206778 33719 716 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:10:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/7206764" target=_blank>#702</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Why is it always engineers?"</P> 
<P>Richard Dawkins</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is weird, isn't it. I've noticed it at LGF too -- engineers who are 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206791 33719 729 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:12:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/7206772" target=_blank>#710</A> wii42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Questions to anyone:</P> 
<P>How much is DNA analysis used in identifying this lemur as the 'missing 
link'?</P> 
<P>Wouldn't DNA analysis be the (currently) most accurate means of establishing 
the grand evolutionary tree (vs, e.g. anatomical comparisons which seem to have, 
necessarily, a component of subjectivity)? How's that (DNA analysis) working out 
in current evolutionary studies? How's that work - the math behind comparing a 
couple of DNAs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fossil, which means the organic material has been replaced with 
various minerals. Very doubtful that there's any DNA in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206884 33719 819 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:32:20pm  
 
<P>Jimmah: I noticed that you got some flak for pointing out that 
'goddessoftheclassroom' was posting comments at the stalker blog, so I wanted to 
let you know that I appreciate the heads-up.</P> 
<P>I want to know if someone with an LGF account is posting comments at a blog 
run by psychos -- it means they cannot be trusted and their accounts should be 
blocked.</P> 
<P>For example -- zombie trusted ChenZhen to post at his LGF Dictionary site, 
and that creep proceeded to deface the site, and give his login info to other 
creeps.</P> 
<P>When a lizard goes rogue, please let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07206887 33719 822 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:33:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/821/7206886" target=_blank>#821</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did she?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206907 33719 839 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:42:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/830/7206895" target=_blank>#830</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was one of the Lizards questioning whether is was goddess. I know for a 
fact, she has been emailed by at least 5 Lizards, including me and has not 
answered the emails.</P> 
<P>While not absolute proof, she certainly should have seen an email or heard 
something about the row by now, so in my opinion, it's not looking 
good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207748 33719 925 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 10:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/924/7207644" target=_blank>#924</A> pewboy</EM></P> 
<P>You people really seem to think you can just keep re-registering, and posting 
your nasty comments. Surprise!</P> 
<P>Another sock puppet bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07206973 33720 39 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 6:57:50pm  
 
<P>Maybe I should start a campaign to put the birth certificate-eating elephant 
seal on billboards across this great nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207216 33720 231 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 7:55:10pm  
 
<P>Posted at the blog where 'goddessoftheclassroom' has found her new home, by 
adminstrator Marc Donato (aka "savage"):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>254. savage on 21 May, 2009 at 7:07 pm251 Skippy</P> 
<P>It’s called paranoia. Hitler experienced the same thing in his final 
days.</P> 
<P>And the final days ended in suicide.</P> 
<P>Charles, this goes out to you. I hope and pray someone finds you layed out on 
the floor with a pistol in your hand and your brains splattered all over the 
kitchen. Stupid MF’er.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all calling for someone to edit it before it gets noticed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207249 33720 262 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:01:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7207232" target=_blank>#246</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what happened to Goddess? Has she left LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she's in the thread where that comment was posted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=http://www.littlegreenfootballs2.com/2009/05/21/open-thread-thursday-
music-edition/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.littlegreenfootballs2.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207251 33720 264 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:01:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7207243" target=_blank>#256</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, yes.</P> 
<P>She will be missed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, she won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207271 33720 284 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:05:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7207259" target=_blank>#272</A> Kragar (proud to 
be kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her own words were she felt she was "too conservative and too religious" to 
stay here</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she was so 'religious' she felt more at home at a blog where people 
fantasize about me being shot in the head.</P> 
<P>And post comments wishing for Obama to be assassinated.</P> 
<P>You know, that kind of 'religious.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207278 33720 291 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:06:58pm  
 
<P>I've saved a copy of that entire thread, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207286 33720 297 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:08:30pm  
 
<P>Screenshot of that comment, since they're trying to hide it now:</P> 
<P><A title=20090521SavageLGF2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090521SavageLGF2.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090521SavageLGF2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207297 33720 307 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:10:22pm  
 
<P>Here they are discussing editing the comment to hide it:</P> 
<P><A title=20090521LGF2Editing.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090521LGF2Editing.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090521LGF2Editing.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207318 33720 328 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:14:49pm  
 
<P>Now they're trying to say that I planted that comment myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07207325 33720 335 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:16:08pm  
 
<P>I intend to send these screenshots to their hosting company, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207340 33720 349 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:20:26pm  
 
<P>They're all starting to jump on the idea that I posted that comment myself 
now -- even though there's at least one administrator who can easily check the 
IP and see that it really was Marc Donato.</P> 
<P>It's a real snakepit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207354 33720 363 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:22:54pm  
 
<P>I love this -- how stupid do you have to be, when you're trying to hide Marc 
Donato's comment, to link to my screenshots of it?</P> 
<P>But that's what the moron 'bar' just did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207364 33720 372 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:24:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7207349" target=_blank>#358</A> Soccer 
Fan</EM></P> 
<P>This is a standard notice to let you know that your flounce-off nirther 
comment has been deleted! Goodbye and good luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207375 33720 383 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:27:42pm  
 
<P>More wonderfulness from the moron 'Skippy':</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>292. Skippy on 21 May, 2009 at 8:24 pmStill, if this place becomes the same 
kind of vile cesspool as 1.0 I’m out of here.</P> 
<P>I don’t think it will. I truly believe that one of those vile cretins over at 
1.0 nicjacked savage and panted that post. I don’t put anything past those vile 
creatures over there. It was probably Charles himself, he’s so obsessed with 
this place.</P> 
<P>One thng I do know is that he’s way too much of a sissy to screenshot this 
comment and post it for all his boot licking sycophants to read. We’ll see if he 
has the balls to do it. My bet is he doesn’t (do it or have the 
balls).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207384 33720 391 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:29:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7207376" target=_blank>#384</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's hilarious is these people think Charles has enough time to be half the 
people on this blog, AND plant comments at stalker sites.</P> 
<P>They know how to wield a sock puppet- so I can't believe they can think it's 
possible to be wielding that many at one time. Dipshits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They know very well that it really was Marc Donato who posted that. He posts 
stuff just as ugly on a regular basis. They're thrashing around like weasels 
caught in a trap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207411 33720 417 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:37:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7207406" target=_blank>#412</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you didn't just show up in that other chat room did 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I don't do that. If someone is claiming to be me it's an 
impersonator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207429 33720 435 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 8:41:01pm  
 
<P>During the last open registration, by the way, 'gclaghorn' tried to register 
a sock puppet with the name 'Charles Johnson'.</P> 
<P>Any psychiatrists want to venture an opinion on that one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207521 33720 510 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:14:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7207506" target=_blank>#501</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<P>You don't have a clue what you're talking about here. Biff Rose is a very 
well-known folk singer who has been making records for decades. I've owned 
several of his records myself.</P> 
<P>Get a grip. Look up his history.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biff_Rose" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207537 33720 518 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:22:18pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. If Biff Rose has lost his mind, that doesn't change the 
fact that he was a well-known and well-respected singer-songwriter 
previously.</P> 
<P>If Walter wants to defend his review, I'm sure he can do it himself. But I 
think this is ridiculous of you to try to smear him for writing a review that's 
quoted on Rose's website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207556 33720 526 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:27:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7207545" target=_blank>#522</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are right. His websites are creepy. There is a picture of him and David 
Duke with this written below: <EM>Biff wants to paint swastika on David Duke's 
face. David says, "No."</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... I have no idea what's up with Biff Rose, and I don't want to defend 
him without knowing more about it, but it sure doesn't sound like he's being 
friendly to David Duke by wanting to paint a swastika on his 
face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07207603 33720 554 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:43:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7207595" target=_blank>#548</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My intent was to ask if what biffrose is doing to this girl on his website is 
legal. Then at the very last moment I noticed the name walter l newton and 
chills ran up my spine. Very much a coincidence. Wondered the same if 2 people 
can have that name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://home.comcast.net/~newtonw2/rosegarden/menu.htm" 
target=_blank>home.comcast.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07207611 33720 559 Charles Thu, May 21, 2009 9:45:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/7207599" target=_blank>#551</A> Teacake!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't begin my posts about the creep with walter in mind. I was thinking 
people here might know about laws since this girl is in very bad shape these 
days. Then, huh? Walter? The same? Too bad he had anything nice to say about the 
creep. As per usual, I'm not articulating things very well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look.</P> 
<P>Writing a review of someone's music says ABSOLUTELY NOTHING about whether you 
support anything else they do. I think you need to back off now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209170 33720 618 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 8:55:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7208704" target=_blank>#613</A> David 
Baker</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209435 33721 190 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:14:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/7209245" target=_blank>#183</A> bernieg1</EM></P> 
<P>If you advocate mass deportations of Muslims at LGF, you are going to lose 
your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209656 33721 193 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 11:03:38am  
 
<P>After checking bernieg1's blog, and finding a post titled 'Perez Hilton is an 
Idiot Fag' and other extremist content, this bigoted creep is out of 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212179 33721 201 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 8:54:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7211155" target=_blank>#197</A> clem</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209189 33722 1341 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 9:00:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1052/7208895" target=_blank>#1052</A> 
redstateredneck</EM></P> 



<P>Then you're going to be able to spend more time over there, because anyone 
who defends that website is not welcome at mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209292 33722 1437 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 9:38:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1419/7209271" target=_blank>#1419</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nor did I read OR as defending LGF2. I'm trying to make the point that while 
we might take a more detached or balanced view of a given individual, especially 
if that individual in question was once well regarded here, our perspective 
would naturally change if we had been personally &amp; repeatedly threatened by 
the creeps who runs that place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've just finished filing a detailed complaint with their web host about the 
extensive plagiarism they've done, and the death threats that have been posted 
against me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209308 33722 1452 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 9:43:24am  
 
<P>By the way, I've unblocked redstateredneck. I had just finished going through 
the sheer evil crap at the stalker site, to file my complaint with their host, 
and was not in a good mood -- and not feeling very charitable toward 
<EM>anyone</EM> who would post at a site like that.</P> 
<P>But I am not going to tolerate people who try to excuse what is happening 
there. If you think there's something attractive about a site that steals my 
content, then wishes for me to commit suicide, just stop posting here right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209558 33723 126 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:40:48am  
 
<P>It's absolutely not acceptable to post comments about armed revolution at my 
website.</P> 
<P>This is really going to be the last warning I issue about this. I've reached 
the end of my patience on this issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209639 33723 201 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:57:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7209595" target=_blank>#161</A> bernieg1</EM></P> 
<P>I just took a look at your blog, after you posted in favor of mass 
deportations in the BNP thread, and you are not welcome to post comments at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209662 33723 222 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 11:05:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7209602" target=_blank>#168</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need to beat myself back into some reasonable sembalence of being fit, if 
for no other reason than to be able to run towards the sound of the guns without 
passing out before I get there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with you? Are you deliberately ignoring the warnings 
I've been giving you?</P> 



<P>This is it, man. Either you learn not to post this kind of extremist crap, or 
your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209727 33723 284 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 11:22:43am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7209716" target=_blank>#274</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"run towards the sound of the guns" is a phrase well understood by US 
Marines. It is not a call to violence, but a call to defend the 
nation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the context of this other comment he posted (now deleted), it's more than 
that:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you prepared to fight for it? That is a serious question that time and 
circumstance may ask of usin the not so didtant future. It's easy to say "Fuck 
it!" and throw another log on the pyre. It is a whole different thing to load 
up, slam a magazine home, and decide enough is ehnough. We aren't <I>there</I> 
yet (thank God), but that time may be coming. What will you do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I'm not happy, and have issued a warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07209738 33723 295 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 11:25:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7209706" target=_blank>#264</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeez, guys. Calm down. Not only is it not acceptable on this blog this is the 
exact mentality that is sinking the GOP. Why so many people are actively 
sabotaging themselves and their own political movement is beyond me. Get a 
grip.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. There are plenty of blogs that will let you rant and scream 
about revolution and civil war all you like. Not here. I'm dead serious about 
this, and I WILL block accounts of people who do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210053 33724 199 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 12:25:53pm  
 
<P>Just did an interview with a writer for the Dutch newsmagazine Vrij 
Nederland, about Geert Wilders and the bloggers and groups supporting him.</P> 
<P>Let's just say -- this isn't going to win me any new friends among the so-
called 'anti-jihad' kookosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210161 33725 4 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 12:48:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7210156" target=_blank>#2</A> gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares?</P> 
<P>It's a private university, so there's no political issue 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares? Well, probably the members of the Democrat club care. Just at a 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07210176 33725 14 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 12:51:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7210172" target=_blank>#10</A> iceman1960</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>private university they can do what they please like it or not outside of 
breaking the law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said they couldn't? And I also have the right to disapprove of it, 
no?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210187 33725 22 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 12:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7210179" target=_blank>#16</A> 
gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares? So the Democratic Party Club objects... Then don't enroll there. 
It's a private university full of fundamentalists. If you want to start a club 
that opposes the founding dogma, you might find yourself unwelcome.</P> 
<P>It's not a "free speech" issue. All the Democrat Club members are perfectly 
welcome to speak their inane speech somewhere else, using their own 
property.</P> 
<P>Non-issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say it was a "free speech" issue -- but go right ahead and keep 
arguing about points that weren't made.</P> 
<P>But it is an issue, despite your denials.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210234 33725 63 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 1:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7210212" target=_blank>#41</A> 
gnargtharst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, so you're not claiming it's a "free speech" issue, then what's 
left?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a stupidity issue, and another indicator that the religious right is 
becoming more extremist.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, the phrase "purge", suggesting something Soviet-esque, is a bit over 
the top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming from a guy who thinks the US should revert to the gold standard, 
you'll excuse me if I don't care too much about what you think is "over the 
top."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210250 33725 79 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 1:05:17pm  
 
<P>One reason that people will associate this with the Republican Party is 
because <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberty_University" 
target=_blank>it's true</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Past speakers have included Presidential Candidate John McCain, President 
Ronald Reagan, President George H. W. Bush, Rev. Billy Graham, Col. Oliver 
North, Steve Forbes, Leonard Davidson, Former US Senator from North Carolina 
Jesse Helms, Sam Donaldson, John R. Rice, Elisabeth Elliot (wife of the late 
missionary Jim Elliot), Skip Erickson, Freddie Gage, Adrian Rogers, creationist 
Ken Ham, governor Tim Kaine, Sean Hannity, and 2008 Presidential Candidates Mike 
Huckabee and Ron Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07210309 33725 134 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 1:11:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7210277" target=_blank>#104</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sam Donaldson's a Republican?</P> 
<P>/ducking</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, Donaldson is a <EM>former</EM> Republican:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/printmember/don0bio-1" 
target=_blank>Sam Donaldson Biography</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After a single year of graduate school at the University of Southern 
California, Donaldson returned to El Paso. At that time an enthusiastic young 
Republican, Donaldson worked for the Eisenhower campaign over the summer of 
1956, arranging the El Paso stop of Vice President Nixon. This was only the 
first of many encounters with the nation's political leaders, but Donaldson's 
politics were to change dramatically over the years to 
come.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210347 33725 167 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 1:16:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7210334" target=_blank>#156</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what changed him? JFK?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think what changed him was coming into close contact with a lot of 
Republican politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210893 33725 528 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7210608" target=_blank>#419</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how is this any different than what appears to be your campaign to purge 
religious conservatives and creationists from the Republican 
party?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let's see if we can count the ways it's different:</P> 
<P>1) I'm not a university.</P> 
<P>2) I haven't posted a single article advocating a purge of anything.</P> 
<P>3) Religious conservatives and creationists are not a campus political 
club.</P> 
<P>I could go on, but why bother? It's just another thin-skinned complaint in a 
long line of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07210956 33727 17 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:21:41pm  
 
<P>Waterboarding is the only one of the "harsh interrogation techniques" used on 
terror suspects that I think you can make a real case to say it's torture.</P> 
<P>As for the argument that it doesn't cause permanent harm -- it absolutely can 
cause death by stress-induced heart attack. When Christopher Hitchens did his 
experiment, he had to sign a waiver holding harmless the people who administered 
it, for that reason. It's serious business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07211002 33727 49 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:30:09pm  
 
<P>The only case in which this could possibly be justified is in a "ticking 
bomb" scenario. And from what I know about its use at Gitmo, that's how it was 
used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211007 33727 53 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:31:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7211000" target=_blank>#47</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well if a radio shock jock says its torture then that settles it. /</P> 
<P>I prefer Krauthammers take on the subject. (OT- Drudge is reporting some 
dufus says Krauthammer doesn't have a good perspective on what he writes about 
because he's confined to a wheelchair).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Krauthammer agrees, by the way, that this kind of technique should ONLY be 
used in a last resort situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211054 33727 94 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:40:30pm  
 
<P>The fact is that waterboarding triggers the drowning reflex. It has nothing 
to do with how long you can hold your breath; when your senses tell you you're 
drowning, a primal instinct of panic kicks in and you cannot control it.</P> 
<P>That's why it's torture. It's pointless to argue that it isn't. The only real 
question is whether it's justified in extreme cases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211073 33727 110 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:45:45pm  
 
<P>Video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/qUkj9pjx3H0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211078 33727 115 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 3:47:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7211074" target=_blank>#111</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? Because it induces panic? Triggers primal instincts? Is beyond one's 
control? Triggers reflexes? You haven't really given a useable definition before 
you say "...that's why..."</P> 
<P>I'm not troubled by any kind of emotional pain or panic for the people that 
plan 9-11 or like attacks. Especially if it means stopping future ones.I don't 
like to imagine the toll that administering this takes on our agents, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When it was used against US soldiers in Vietnam and WWII, we had absolutely 
no hesitation about labeling it "torture," by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07211225 33727 252 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 4:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7211192" target=_blank>#220</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about in the case of someone such as Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, where you 
don't know if there is a "ticking time-bomb", but you do know that the person 
would certainly have information that could prevent attacks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly the situation where it was used, and I've said I do think it 
was appropriate at that time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211240 33727 267 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 4:17:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7211227" target=_blank>#254</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An article on North Vietnamese Torture:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ojc.org/powforum/crimes.htm" 
target=_blank>www.ojc.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>An excerpt:</P> 
<P>"Vietnamese torture took many forms, but basically, according to returned 
POWs, it boiled down to four types:beatings which either permanently crippled or 
killed the prisoner,deprivation of food and rest,solitary confinement for months 
at a time,and the intentional denial of medical treatment.The U.S. Department of 
Defense estimated in 1973 that the Communist Vietnamese had tortured to death 
more than 55 U.S. prisoners."</P> 
<P>So, what is waterboarding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterboarding#Vietnam_War" 
target=_blank>Waterboarding in Vietnam</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Waterboarding was designated as illegal by U.S. generals in the Vietnam 
War.[77] On January 21, 1968, The Washington Post published a controversial 
front-page photograph of two U.S soldiers and one South Vietnamese soldier 
participating in the waterboarding of a North Vietnamese POW near Da Nang.[78] 
The article described the practice as "fairly common".[78] The photograph led to 
the soldier being court-martialled by a U.S. military court within one month of 
its publication, and he was discharged from the army.[77][79] Another 
waterboarding photograph of the same scene, referred to as "water torture" in 
the caption, is also exhibited in the War Remnants Museum in Ho Chi Minh 
City.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211252 33727 278 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 4:18:39pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterboarding#World_War_II" 
target=_blank>Waterboarding in WWII</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>During World War II both Japanese troops, especially the Kempeitai, and the 
officers of the Gestapo,[67] the German secret police, used waterboarding as a 
method of torture.[68] During the Japanese occupation of Singapore the Double 
Tenth Incident occurred. This included waterboarding, by the method of binding 
or holding down the victim on his back, placing a cloth over his mouth and nose, 
and pouring water onto the cloth. In this version, interrogation continued 
during the torture, with the interrogators beating the victim if he did not 
reply and the victim swallowing water if he opened his mouth to answer or 
breathe. When the victim could ingest no more water, the interrogators would 
beat or jump on his distended stomach.[69][70][71]</P> 



<P>Chase J. Nielsen, one of the U.S. airmen who flew in the Doolittle raid 
following the attack on Pearl Harbor, was subjected to waterboarding by his 
Japanese captors.[72] At their trial for war crimes following the war, he 
testified "Well, I was put on my back on the floor with my arms and legs 
stretched out, one guard holding each limb. The towel was wrapped around my face 
and put across my face and water poured on. They poured water on this towel 
until I was almost unconscious from strangulation, then they would let up until 
I'd get my breath, then they'd start over again ... I felt more or less like I 
was drowning, just gasping between life and death."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211502 33727 521 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 5:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7211481" target=_blank>#501</A> 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFIiiOWwp2I" 
target=_blank>NAVY seal being waterboarded</A>. (08:45) When we do this to our 
own troops in training, is it torture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/10/04/AR2006100402005.html" target=_blank>Waterboarding 
Historically Controversial</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the post-Vietnam period, the Navy SEALs and some Army Special Forces used 
a form of waterboarding with trainees to prepare them to resist interrogation if 
captured. The waterboarding proved so successful in breaking their will, says 
one former Navy captain familiar with the practice, "they stopped using it 
because it hurt morale."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211514 33727 533 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 5:17:35pm  
 
<P>Some people seem to think I'm arguing that it shouldn't have been used 
against KSM and the other terrorists who were waterboarded.</P> 
<P>I'm not. I think it was justified in those cases.</P> 
<P>But I'm saying we need to stop denying that this IS torture. Our own 
government called it torture when it was practiced on captured US soldiers. It's 
torture. We should be clear about that and stop saying it's just a harmless 
little thing and only crybabies would complain about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211525 33727 544 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 5:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7211521" target=_blank>#540</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's terrifying, to be sure, but it avoid being altogether Dark-Side because 
it cannot kill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. It absolutely can kill people -- in the case of the Gitmo 
interrogations, they had medical people standing by because there's a very real 
possibility that even healthy people can suffer heart attacks from the 
overwhelming panic reaction. This is NOT harmless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211654 33727 658 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 5:58:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7211594" target=_blank>#608</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I wouldn't like to waterboarded, for I'm sure it's terrifying. But, if 
breaking one's will and hurting morale are the major consequences, then 
terrorists subjected to this treatment could suffer a far worse 
fate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted that quote to respond to respond to MacGregor's question: "if we do 
this to our own troops in training, is it torture?"</P> 
<P>I think the answer is clear from the quote I posted -- they discontinued the 
practice because it was so effective at breaking the will of our <EM>most elite 
soldiers</EM>. And the purpose of using it in the first place was to train them 
to resist torture if captured.</P> 
<P>Our own government calls this torture, when it's used against our troops. 
Let's just admit that's what it is, instead of denying it and pretending it's 
nothing more than a little bit of water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07211734 33727 690 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 6:21:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/687/7211709" target=_blank>#687</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Good points. I agree.</P> 
<P>But in the case of waterboarding, I think we do have a working definition 
that describes it as torture -- the definition we apply when our own captured 
troops are subjected to it.</P> 
<P>If our own government classifies this as torture when it's done to our troops 
by the Vietcong and the Japanese, and we try to use it to train Navy SEALs to 
resist torture, there's just no doubt -- it's torture.</P> 
<P>That's why I keep imploring people to simply acknowledge this fact, and then 
we can deal with the important question, which is: are there times when it's 
justified to use this form of torture?</P> 
<P>I agree with Charles Krauthammer (as usual) on this: there ARE extreme 
situations in which it's justified to use waterboarding. But we should go into 
it with our eyes wide open, knowing full well what we're doing, instead of 
ducking and dodging and denying the truth -- because that's how you get into big 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212025 33727 733 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 8:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/7211964" target=_blank>#729</A> meh130</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't "bought into" anything. The physical location of the waterboarding 
has no effect on the point I was making -- the only justification for 
waterboarding is in a "ticking bomb" situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07213866 33727 789 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 12:44:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/7213756" target=_blank>#787</A> 
rjschwarz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oddly enough I still haven't seen any of the "waterboarding is torture" crowd 
insist that we stop the practice as part of our training US Special Forces 
operators.</P> 
<P>It undercuts their arguments and they know it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Members of the Special Forces who undergo SERE training are waterboarded in 
order to <EM>resist torture</EM>.</P> 



<P>How does this "undercut" the argument that waterboarding is torture? In fact, 
it does the exact opposite -- it confirms it.</P> 
<P>It's used in SERE training because it's a form of torture that usually 
doesn't result in permanent physical damage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212186 33730 70 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 8:56:18pm  
 
 
 
<P>Meanwhile, in the BNP thread, two people have shown up to advocate mass 
deportations of Muslims, including links to the racist site Vdare.</P> 
<P>Blocked with extreme prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212306 33730 177 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 9:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7212287" target=_blank>#158</A> SDben5</EM></P> 
<P>I wondered how long it would take for someone to show up making excuses for 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212327 33730 196 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 9:41:17pm  
 
<P>AndyMacOp -- you approved of that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212451 33730 310 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:18:07pm  
 
<P>Sleepers coming out of the woodwork now.</P> 
<P>Crazed Rabbit</P> 
<P>Registered since: Oct 16, 2007 at 6:23 pmNo. of comments posted: 1No. of 
links posted: 0</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212506 33730 358 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:34:36pm  
 
<P>It's amazing, but this is where it seems to be headed -- no matter how 
disgusting and evil the comments are from people like Donohue, invariably 
someone will turn up and make excuses for them.</P> 
<P>To the despicable morons who are doing that in this thread, I've corrected my 
post to say "before the 1970s," so you can take your idiotic legalisms, fold 
them into sharp corners, and cram them into your nether 
orifices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212524 33730 375 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:39:29pm  
 
<P>Bye now. It's been real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07212533 33730 384 Charles Fri, May 22, 2009 10:43:31pm  
 
<P>To the two creeps who just lost their accounts -- don't bother emailing me to 
complain or spew abuse. Any emails from you will be deleted without 
reading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07213253 33730 436 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 9:04:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7213020" target=_blank>#432</A> tyree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The core of left wing thought is the tearing down of religion as a support 
for the populace. Their favorite tactic for this is to exaggerate and then 
report the truth about religion, and then under report the downside of 
socialism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a disgusting attempt to excuse the systematic, decades-long abuse of 
children by the Catholic Church in Ireland. The report was issued by the Irish 
government after <EM>nine years</EM> of investigation. But you haven't even read 
it, have you?</P> 
<P>You should be ashamed of yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07213366 33732 22 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 9:29:54am  
 
<P>The "conservative blog Redstate" is no better, by the way. There are just as 
many completely deranged commenters over there, and even more repellent 
articles. It's a home for Nirthers and conspiracy theorists, Ron Paulians, 
Birchers, creationists, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07213403 33732 50 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 9:39:57am  
 
<P>There's nothing "centrist" or "moderate" about Huffington 
Post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07213737 33733 111 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 11:51:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7213725" target=_blank>#100</A> 
SaracensAtTheGates</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ID <I>does</I> belong in the classroom, alongside its sister subjects in 
social sciences like the study of Greek and Roman mythology, tribal shamanism, 
<I>The Epic of Gigamesh</I>, Homer's <I>Odyssey</I>, etc. Of course the social 
science subject of ID and these others do not belong in the physical and 
biological science curricula, but they do belong in the classroom 
nonetheless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, ID does not belong anywhere in school. It's a fraud whose only purpose is 
to put a pseudo-scientific facade on creationism.</P> 
<P>The study of mythology is a legitimate topic for history classes. 
"Intelligent design" creationism is not history, not science, not anything 
really, except a vehicle for sneaking creationism into schools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214162 33734 80 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 3:47:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7214033" target=_blank>#77</A> Fabio 
P.Barbieri</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me -- the drug treatment center is RUN by the Serbian Orthodox Church. 
They closed it down when this was exposed -- not before. They are absolutely 
responsible for what happens inside a facility that they own and 
manage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07214392 33734 88 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 5:30:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7214333" target=_blank>#86</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Waterboarding is NOT TORTURE - certain branches of our military "elites" 
and even some regular soldiers get that and far worse as part of their SERE 
training. The thread you linked to was of a "Shock Jock" - not a member of the 
military nor a dedicated Jihadist - being "waterboarded" - it is an 
interrogation technique.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree -- it IS torture. Special Forces ops are waterboarded in SERE 
training so they can learn to resist ... guess what ... <EM>torture</EM>. It's 
used in this kind of training because it's a form of torture that usually does 
not cause permanent physical damage.</P> 
<P>When waterboarding was used by the Germans and Japanese against American 
troops in WWII, we had no hesitation at all about classifying it as torture. 
Does it suddenly stop being torture because Americans are doing it?</P> 
<P>Is it the same as pulling out fingernails or beatings -- obviously not. But 
it's torture.</P> 
<P>Are there extreme circumstances in which it's justified? I'd say there are -- 
the interrogation of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed is one. But we should be clear that 
what we're doing in that case is torture, instead of denying it and making light 
of it.</P> 
<P>Also note this, from an article in the <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/10/04/AR2006100402005.html" target=_blank>Washington 
Post</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the post-Vietnam period, the Navy SEALs and some Army Special Forces used 
a form of waterboarding with trainees to prepare them to resist interrogation if 
captured. The waterboarding proved so successful in breaking their will, says 
one former Navy captain familiar with the practice, "they stopped using it 
because it hurt morale."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07219482 33734 98 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 9:26:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7218984" target=_blank>#97</A> lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... you must remember that under the Geneva Convention, those who are caught 
on the battlefield who do not qualify to be a POW (uniform, regulated army, etc) 
then under the Geneva Convention it is legal to do what ever you want to include 
any form of abuse, torture, and execution without any trial at 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolute nonsense -- you have no understanding of the Geneva 
Convention if you think it sanctions abuse and torture of non-uniformed 
combatants.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214109 33737 11 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 3:25:12pm  
 
<P>An interesting note on that article about the Serbian Orthodox drug treatment 
beating scandal -- the Bishop Artemije mentioned in the article is the head of 
the American Council for Kosovo, which James Jatras, Robert Spencer, Andrew 
Bostom, and Julia Gorin work for. In other words, the Serbian Lobby.</P> 



<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://www.kejda.net/?s=Bishop+Artemije&amp;x=0&amp;y=0" 
target=_blank>www.kejda.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214245 33737 111 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 4:26:31pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7214207" target=_blank>#76</A> buster 
bunny</EM></P> 
<P>I quote from the rules posted above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments that advocate violence will be cause for immediate banning with no 
appeal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214256 33737 120 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 4:31:20pm  
 
<P>That's it, folks. Anyone who posts a comment talking about shooting people is 
going to lose their LGF account. Period. I will not stand for this at my 
website, and I'm not going to just delete those comments any more -- I'll just 
block the account. I'm tired of people abusing my site, and I'm not going to 
give any more warnings on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214261 33737 123 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 4:33:50pm  
 
<P>If I sound pissed off about this, by the way, it's because I 
am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214278 33737 139 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 4:41:55pm  
 
<P>Many of the arguments that keep coming up over and over in discussions about 
climate change are addressed in this series of articles:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.grist.org/article/series/skeptics/" 
target=_blank>Responses to the most common skeptical arguments on global 
warming</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214284 33737 144 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 4:44:04pm  
 
<P>Here's a better link (some of the links at that page are dead):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2008/07/how_to_talk_to_a_sceptic.php
" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07215804 33737 449 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 9:37:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7215635" target=_blank>#447</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a bad joke, right?</P> 
<P><A href="http://environment.msu.edu/climatechange/abstracts08.html" 
target=_blank>Peter Sinclair</A> <STRONG>was trained by Al Gore as a grassroots 
Climate Presenter</STRONG> ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Weren't you just claiming, right above, that you can't use guilt by 
association to discredit David Deming -- who <EM>is</EM> a shill for intelligent 
design, just as Thanos said (and you denied)?</P> 
<P>How is that different from dismissing the work of Peter Sinclair just because 
he worked with Al Gore?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07215843 33737 450 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 9:50:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7215517" target=_blank>#443</A> 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The author of this video states in this video that double blind studies are 
necessary for unbiased scientific results. Gore and the IPCC are biased in that 
that there is much money/power to be made from agw hype.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>Double blind studies are used in experiments involving <EM>human</EM> 
subjects. The term "double blind" means that neither the subjects nor the 
researcher know which persons belong to the control group or the experimental 
group.</P> 
<P>It doesn't apply to climate studies, obviously.</P> 
<P>You've been trying to come off as an expert on climate change issues in these 
discussions, but you apparently don't even know some basic definitions of common 
scientific methods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07215958 33737 454 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 10:24:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7215869" target=_blank>#453</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>a cartonist trained by a scientific illiterate politician doesn't make him a 
"rocket scientist", does it? The outcome of two nitwits combined is NOT a genius 
;-)</P> 
<P>{Charles} don't be angry with me because we disagree in this subject.</P> 
<P>Bussi (only figurative ;-))</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've watched some of the videos Sinclair produced, and he uses primary 
sources like the US Geological Survey to make his points. And the videos are 
presented in a very calm, well-reasoned fashion. Calling him a "nitwit" is 
nothing more than an ad hominem attack, and as far as I can tell from looking 
into his credentials and his work, it's an unjustified ad hominem attack.</P> 
<P>I'm not angry with anyone who's discussing this issue. But LGF is about 
facts, and I'm seeing a lot of denial in all of these discussions, coming from 
the anti-AGW side -- and a lot of citations from shady and unreliable sources, 
like James Inhofe and "climate skeptic" websites linked to the energy 
industries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216441 33737 457 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 12:46:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/7216360" target=_blank>#456</A> 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, I'm not a scientist and I appreciate your explanation of double blind. 
I was under the impression it applied to more than just human 
study.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How could it possibly apply to anything other than human beings? The whole 
point of a double blind study is to keep <EM>experimenter</EM> and 
<EM>subject</EM> unaware of whether they're in the control group or not. Last 
time I checked, the global climate was not a sentient being that could be aware 
of anything at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214592 33738 20 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 7:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7214581" target=_blank>#12</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is this Lionheart? Another neo nazi shithead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28576_A_Thank_You_Note_from_Lionhe
art" target=_blank>Lionheart.</A></P> 
<P>Now frequently linked with approval by Pamela Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214602 33738 28 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 7:14:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7214590" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Islamists, Leftists and Eurofascists are agreeing that Israel is an opressive 
regime. Eurofascists, because they support it and Islamists and Leftists because 
they oppose it. Israel has enough PR problems but when people claim to tacitly 
support Israel for the same reasons others oppose it means there's a very 
serious problem. Israel is fighting for its survival and the support of ethnic 
nationalist movements is not at all helpful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groups like Vlaams Belang are pretending to be "pro-Israel" for one reason 
only -- to increase their political influence among the European right, and the 
American 'anti-jihad' bloggers. It's a complete fraud, and of course idiots like 
Pamela Geller are swallowing it whole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214631 33738 52 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 7:26:18pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the extremists are showing up to post at the end of earlier 
threads, as they always do. There's some kind of weird impulse that drives these 
people to try to get the last word, after the discussion has dwindled out and 
everyone else has moved on. They seem to believe that if they get that <EM>one 
last comment</EM>, their views will somehow be validated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214722 33738 122 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:09:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7214677" target=_blank>#86</A> offendi</EM></P> 
<P>Have you been registered before at LGF under another 
username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214729 33738 129 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7214718" target=_blank>#119</A> kynna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of these days Charles is even going to get hate mail for his Zooborns 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>One of these days? From February 23:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's come to this, a cynical and pathetic attempt to boost flagging web 
traffic by running baby animal pictures. Looks good on ya, 
a***.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214737 33738 136 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:12:18pm  
 
<P>I'm just askin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214767 33738 166 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:21:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7214746" target=_blank>#145</A> offendi</EM></P> 
<P>Just checking.</P> 
<P>Because where I live, there don't seem to be any radical Muslims taking over 
my culture. Is it possible that the policies of GW Bush might have actually had 
an effect on the spread of jihadism?</P> 
<P>Or are we all doomed unless we wake up and stop trying to "explain it 
away?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214773 33738 172 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7214756" target=_blank>#155</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...And on a related note; All of you Tea Party supporters aren't doing Israel 
any favors bu mainstreaming people like Glenn Beck and Ron Paul 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Judge Napolitano is going to have his show on Fox News soon -- so 
you can expect Alex Jones to start being a regular feature on Fox, along with 
Ron Paul who already is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214791 33738 190 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:30:00pm  
 
<P><A href="http://pensacola.reteaparty.com/2009/05/23/the-bane-of-disunity/" 
target=_blank>Pensacola, FL Independence Day Tea Party</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s human nature to be sure, but it reaches the utmost peak of absurdity 
when folks who were brought into the freedom movement by Ron Paul, who in all 
fairness are intelligent, compassionate, gifted people, think that they after 1 
or 2 years of sign waving and research know enough to lead the 
charge!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214802 33738 199 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7214791" target=_blank>#190</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>That's just one of the seven links I got today from my Google News alert for 
"ron paul tea party," by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07214818 33738 214 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 8:39:35pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7214815" target=_blank>#211</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the link, Charles. I've already asked the NYC Tea Party 
organizers, who are at: [Link: <A href="http://www.parcbench.com" 
target=_blank>www.parcbench.com...</A>] whether they have any connection to Ron 
Paul, neo-Nazis, or 9/11 Truthers. They deny it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trying to click through to parcbench.com brings up a malware warning in 
Safari, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07215000 33738 382 Charles Sat, May 23, 2009 9:54:19pm  
 
<P>The official Ron Paul YouTube channel...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/RonPaul2008dotcom" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>...is the only subscriber to ... this disgusting neo-Nazi channel:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/TheNonJewMedia" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216053 33741 7 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 10:57:03am  
 
<P>Oops! I had scheduled this post to go up tomorrow, but accidentally entered 
the wrong day for the auto-posting form. I corrected the references to note that 
tomorrow is the actual date, but since a lot of people will be celebrating today 
I'll leave the post up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216062 33741 14 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 10:58:51am  
 
<P>I think I need some more coffee. BRB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216126 33741 72 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 11:20:29am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7216116" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gates of Vienna has a post up about this year's CounterJihad Summit which 
took place in secret last week. No big names were mentioned, mostly small time 
anonymous bloggers. They concluded the report with this dire 
prediction/wish...</P> 
<P>Lovely people./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting. So now they're holding their little hate group meetings in secret 
so they can't be exposed ahead of time. What do they have to hide? (Never mind -
- I already know the answer.)</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, at the "Infidel Bloggers Alliance" website today, there's a post 
advocating "culturism" -- the new label they're trying to give white nationalism 
to make it more acceptable, so that groups like the BNP and Vlaams Belang can 
gain power more quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216147 33741 92 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 11:30:01am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7216116" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...Affairs tend to proceed smoothly enough for a time, but all the while 
tension, resentment, and rage are building. Then comes a relatively small event 
— Gavrilo Princip pulling the trigger, for example — and the world is 
irrevocably changed.</P> 
<P>We’re heading into one of those discontinuities right now, and sooner than 
most people think...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're just salivating over the prospect of killin' them some 
Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216195 33741 138 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 11:44:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7216116" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gates of Vienna has a post up about this year's CounterJihad Summit which 
took place in secret last week. No big names were mentioned, mostly small time 
anonymous bloggers. They concluded the report with this dire 
prediction/wish...</P> 
<P>Lovely people./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, the "Counterjihad Summit" took place in Copenhagen this year.</P> 
<P>Guess who just happened to be in Copenhagen last week: Robert Spencer.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.internationalfreepresssociety.org/2009/05/robert-
spencer-speaks-to-the-free-press-society-in-copenhagen/" 
target=_blank>www.internationalfreepresssociety.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216241 33741 180 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 11:58:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7216213" target=_blank>#155</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went through the list of bloggers who participated. Nobody else published a 
report on the conference or pictures. Nothing. Very tight message control on 
this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're obviously doing their best to conceal who attended the 
meeting.</P> 
<P>Apparently it took place in Copenhagen on May 16th -- the link to the IFPS 
shows that Spencer was in Copenhagen on the 12th. I'm very curious to know if he 
was at the meeting, because this seems like a very curious coincidence if he 
wasn't. And if so, why are they hiding it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216365 33741 248 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 12:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7216297" target=_blank>#228</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone posting at missioneuropakmartell.wordpress.comhas a partial list of 
those who attended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That person has an account of the brave anti-jihadists' field trip to the 
dreaded Malmo -- where they observed Muslims doing ... well, nothing out of the 
ordinary. They went there during the day instead of at night, when "violent mobs 
roam the streets."</P> 



<P>Of course, they didn't actually see any violent mobs or much of anything 
else, except people going about their business.</P> 
<P>It's a plot! Sharia! Jihad! We're all doomed unless we do something <EM>right 
now! ! !</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216564 33741 274 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 1:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7216437" target=_blank>#264</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mah kounter geehad iz seekrit./Shhh...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=20090524kounter-jeehod.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090524kounter-
jeehod.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090524kounter-
jeehod.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216409 33742 79 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 12:41:05pm  
 
<P>An interesting response to my 'We Got Mail' post from last night, about the 
bigoted fascist sympathizer from Germany:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/KosherWineGuy/status/1904475046" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boy can Charles Johnson ever be a self-righteous ass! [Link: <A 
href="http://bit.ly/ywLH0" target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>] He's just another thin 
skinned totalitarian . . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216413 33742 83 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 12:42:01pm  
 
<P>I'm a "thin-skinned totalitarian" because I got hate mail saying "Fuck you 
and your mother?"</P> 
<P>What freaking planet do these people live on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216495 33742 156 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 1:00:08pm  
 
<P>Mah kounter-jeehod is sekrit!</P> 
<P><A title=20090524kounter-jeehod.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090524kounter-
jeehod.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090524kounter-
jeehod.jpg</A></P> 
<P>(Idea stolen from KT.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216515 33742 175 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 1:05:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7216508" target=_blank>#168</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cleveland.indymedia.org/news/2009/05/40076.php" 
target=_blank>cleveland.indymedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216716 33743 10 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 2:00:23pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7216712" target=_blank>#8</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh! What am I doing wrong. I did the same thing on one of my blogs and it 
worked! Dammit!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A link to instructions is right at the bottom of the comment posting 
form...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32286_Tech_Note-
_Still_More_Embedded_Videos_in_Comments" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216867 33744 67 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 2:50:10pm  
 
<P>One of the fascist symps just tried to register, for the sixth 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216890 33744 90 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 2:54:59pm  
 
<P>Same fascist symp just tried again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216917 33744 117 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 2:59:55pm  
 
<P>Another attempted sock puppet, from someone who was banned for suggesting it 
might be OK to bomb mosques.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216935 33744 135 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 3:04:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7216928" target=_blank>#128</A> 
marcmcknight99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Truth</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So long, you sick freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216941 33744 141 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 3:05:14pm  
 
<P>'marcmcknight99' tried to register two accounts, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07216985 33744 183 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 3:14:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7216974" target=_blank>#172</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This raises the question of whether Charles could detect if someone was 
accessing and registering over Tor or some other anonymizer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, often I can. And I'm not going to say how.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217000 33744 197 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 3:18:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7216994" target=_blank>#192</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oops. My bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not how.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217297 33744 480 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 4:47:30pm  
 
<P>Update above has the totals for today, if anyone's 
interested...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217384 33745 39 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:07:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7217374" target=_blank>#29</A> Mikky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either the uber-powers of MS paint, or a chan?OR there could be a basement of 
palestinian children who are forced to make funnies for Charles under his 
Charles-tatorship.</P> 
<P>Also, anyone notice the "I've been banned from LGF" ad in the sidebar? 
lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person whose blog is linked at that "banned from LGF" ad tried to 
register twice today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217395 33745 43 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:13:35pm  
 
<P>Someone registered with the name 'revjimsutter' today -- I don't know if it 
really is that kook, but I'm leaving the account open to see what it 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217414 33745 57 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:22:42pm  
 
<P>See the update above for more interesting connections between the brave anti-
jihad bloggers of Gates of Vienna and the Czech National Party -- who advocate a 
'final solution' for gypsies in the Czech Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217420 33745 62 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7217407" target=_blank>#51</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know on what grounds, but Avi Weiss has forgotten more about Judaism, 
and support for Jews and Israel, than Pam Geller is likely to know in a month of 
Shabbosim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller calls him the "Jewicidal rabbi."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217450 33745 87 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7217446" target=_blank>#84</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they have money to blow on Google ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah -- nobody's paying for that ad. GoV does it for free, because they hate 
me <EM>that</EM> much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07217456 33745 92 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7217437" target=_blank>#75</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tipping point.</P> 
<P>People thought Ralph Peters was crazy a couple of years when he wrote that we 
might someday have to send warships into Rotterdam and Hamburg to rescue 
threatened Muslim populations and, it would seem, certain others as well.The 
only question now is whether we will be willing to do it.</P> 
<P>A culture that was 20,000 years in the making does not change overnight. 
European multiculturalism is a fig leaf, a facade put up by the backward local 
media and their bureaucratic allies; with the crusader's fist ready, as always, 
to strike from the shadows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe it's anywhere near a "tipping point" in reality. But the 
fascist groups would love you to believe that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217465 33745 101 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7217454" target=_blank>#90</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The speculation that Spencer's speech at Free Press Society was part of the 
counterjihad summit was too tenuous to include?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer was definitely in Copenhagen the same week as the sekrit sumit, but 
without more evidence that he actually participated I'm going to hold off for 
now. (I do strongly suspect he was there and they're concealing 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217473 33745 108 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7217470" target=_blank>#105</A> Mikky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dead reply, I know - but does this happen often? I'm still a newbie round 
these parts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time registration opens. They're like flies battering themselves 
against the window again and again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217502 33745 136 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 5:53:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7217492" target=_blank>#126</A> Soona'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To me, it sounds like an Obama speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217516 33745 150 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:01:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7217504" target=_blank>#138</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/facingjihad/status/1857908338" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew about that -- it's posted at the "International Free Press Society" 
(which would be better named "International Fascist Sympathizers Society") 



website. But there's nothing on the web so far that links Spencer to the sekrit 
sumit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217519 33745 153 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7217511" target=_blank>#145</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trifkovic has buchanan as an author on his blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all connected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217551 33745 182 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:13:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7217538" target=_blank>#171</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because Sean is ultimately a paleocon at heart, just like the rest of 
them...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An interesting tidbit about <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sean_Hannity" target=_blank>Sean Hannity</A> 
that a lot of people don't know:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>During the late '90s, Hannity had featured neo-Nazi Hal Turner as a guest on 
his show. [11] Phil Boyce, program director at WABC-AM, told The Record of 
Bergen County, New Jersey that Turner's views were "inappropriate", and that 
they stopped taking his calls when "basically, the shows didn't feel he was of 
value anymore." For his part, Turner said that Hannity had become too "timid" 
and "politically correct".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217558 33745 187 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7217549" target=_blank>#180</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, where was Geller during this summit? I haven't been paying 
attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know. It's very curious that neither Spencer nor Geller have anything 
at their blogs about the sekrit sumit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217589 33745 216 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:26:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7217570" target=_blank>#197</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of OT, I was reading some fundy forums the other night and saw them 
really mad about a book. You might be interested, it's posted in books in 
spinoffs above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I just ordered the Kindle version.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807010707/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Quiverfull: Inside the Christian Patriarchy 
Movement</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217631 33745 254 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7217614" target=_blank>#238</A> avanti</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My freind just got a Kindle and was bragging she could get on the Internet 
while we were heading up RT 95 to Atlantic City. I called BS on her and told her 
to get on LGF for me and she said she could for $1.95 a month after a quick 
search.How the hell can it do that ? Internet access, that is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kindle includes a text-only browser, probably derived from the Linux 
version of Linx. It's not the best way to read LGF, but it sorta works.</P> 
<P>It's at: Menu-&gt;Experimental-&gt;Basic Web</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217689 33745 308 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:51:36pm  
 
<P>Cognito is a creationist, which may come as a surprise to some of 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217695 33745 314 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:54:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7217692" target=_blank>#311</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rich, that.</P> 
<P>And beneath you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, you aren't a creationist? So how do you explain some of your 
comments on the subject?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217709 33745 328 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 6:57:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7217699" target=_blank>#318</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which comments need explaining, exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, go ahead and play dumb. I've got better things to do than search for 
comments that you know very well you posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07217955 33745 569 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 7:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/7217835" target=_blank>#451</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately the charge being leveled here is <I>heresy</I> (Creationist 
subset) which is harder to prove- because Cognito's right, he hasn't posted 
anything creationist here. ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. He has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218008 33745 621 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:02:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7217990" target=_blank>#604</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>I'm looking at your comments in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30575_15_Answers_to_Creationist_No
nsense/comments" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>... defending 'creation science'.</P> 
<P>There are a lot more in this vein. If you really push it, I'll dig them up. 
But I think it's pretty laughable that you seem to think I don't remember your 
earlier comments on creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07218030 33745 643 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/7218020" target=_blank>#633</A> Cognito</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, I had my answer, and I've also had enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218034 33745 647 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:08:38pm  
 
<P>I think it's a little sad that some of you swallowed Cognito's BS, but 
whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218063 33745 674 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:16:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/7218049" target=_blank>#661</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/693/5544048" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one. There are lots more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218066 33745 677 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7218062" target=_blank>#673</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting that. It's clear from the evidence that people can speak 
and debate their contrary opinions here, but lying about what you believe can 
irritate our host.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. I have a serious aversion to people who try to bullshit 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218082 33745 692 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/7218074" target=_blank>#685</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still going through the thread. The long debunked talking point, however, 
was something worth pointing out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are lots of other threads too, with similar comments.</P> 
<P>I don't just spout off about these things without a reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218180 33745 783 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/7218171" target=_blank>#774</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking back at those comments by Cog who is normally precise with words 
makes me support Charles on this 'un. It wasn't cog being contrarian or devil's 
advocate, it was an attack on Empiricism and purposeful 
misinterpretation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I said, there are lots more in that vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218194 33745 797 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:44:26pm  
 



<P>Notice that Cognito never did explain what he meant with his put-down of 
Kathryn Joyce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218204 33745 806 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 8:47:29pm  
 
<P>Kathryn Joyce has a blog, by the way:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://kathrynjoyce.com/" 
target=_blank>kathrynjoyce.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that she has been viciously attacked by 
fundamentalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218335 33746 81 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 9:17:46pm  
 
<P>Man, you folks are hard.</P> 
<P>I was harder than anyone on Google when they just ignored Memorial Day, but I 
can't see this as an insult.</P> 
<P>Sure, it took them too long, but at least they're doing something for 
Memorial Day this year. I think we should all take a breath and let it be what 
it is -- an attempt to commemorate the day -- long overdue maybe, but I for one 
welcome it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218390 33746 132 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 9:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7218376" target=_blank>#119</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles,</P> 
<P>I've just entered the queue for a Kindle DX and am curious, is LGF accessible 
via Kindle? I know that some blogs are.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is ... and the LGF-haters have been busy writing reviews, too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000U8RC12/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07218403 33746 144 Charles Sun, May 24, 2009 9:31:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7218396" target=_blank>#137</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Does purchasing the subscription support you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I get a cut of the subscription price. The haters have driven the rating 
down, though, and right now it's not worth much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221067 33746 446 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:35:20pm  
 
<P>The yellow ribbon is used quite frequently in Memorial Day celebrations.</P> 
<P>Is everyone who does this "evil," or just Google?</P> 
<P>For example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://farm3.static.flickr.com/2023
/2526623604_f0cfed87f6.jpg%3Fv%3D0&amp;imgrefurl=http://flickr.com/photos/venusn
ep/2526623604/&amp;usg=__r0IliyQrY9lJkgY4FrQy4ElwR1k=&amp;h=500&amp;w=333&amp;sz
=168&amp;hl=en&amp;start=8&amp;um=1&amp;tbnid=tPLZV5gFvB5IrM:&amp;tbnh=130&amp;t



bnw=87&amp;prev=/images%3Fq%3Dmemorial%2Bday%2Byellow%2Bribbon%26hl%3Den%26clien
t%3Dsafari%26rls%3Den-us%26sa%3DN%26um%3D1" 
target=_blank>flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221077 33746 447 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:37:08pm  
 
<P><A href="http://corsair.smc.edu/052808/news/vetsclub.htm" target=_blank>Or 
the SMC Veterans Association Club</A>? Evil too?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even before the SMC Veterans Association Club had their event May 27 at the 
clock tower, club members met on Memorial Day– when most students were sleeping 
and enjoying their day off – to put up yellow ribbons across campus as a way to 
raise consciousness regarding Memorial Day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221094 33746 448 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:39:36pm  
 
<P>Pretty easy to find lots and lots of examples of veterans groups and others 
using yellow ribbons on Memorial Day. All evil?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221146 33746 450 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:54:13pm  
 
<P>So you're going to call any veterans' groups that have used the yellow ribbon 
on Memorial Day "evil?" And there are quite a lot of them.</P> 
<P>Isn't that lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07222122 33750 82 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 8:12:20pm  
 
<P>Bye now. Have fun at the stalker site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07219820 33751 72 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 11:03:20am  
 
<P>I think it's interesting that whenever ANY Republican comes out and advocates 
taking the party in a more moderate direction, people start yelling that he's a 
RINO, we don't need him, good riddance, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>It's like watching a meltdown in slow motion.</P> 
<P>Powell addresses the accusation that he voted for Obama because of his skin 
color in the video above, by the way. I agree with him that this accusation is 
an extremely cheap shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07219940 33751 186 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 11:22:09am  
 
<P>FYI: one of the main reasons Colin Powell gave for endorsing Obama was John 
McCain's choice of Sarah Palin as running mate -- he said she was not ready to 
be president. I bit the bullet and voted for McCain/Palin because I felt the 
alternative was worse, but I agree with Powell on this -- I was not impressed at 
all with Palin.</P> 
<P>He was also greatly turned off by the "Obama's a sekrit Muslim" crowd and the 
Nirthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07219966 33751 210 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 11:25:49am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7219947" target=_blank>#192</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, are you saying you think Biden was a more intelligent 
choice?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure I didn't write that.</P> 
<P>But with Obama, the issue of the vice president is less important, because 
he's young and in good health -- McCain is neither.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220093 33751 325 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 11:53:06am  
 
<P>I quote again from the rules posted above:</P> 
<P>Comments that advocate violence will be cause for immediate banning with no 
appeal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220436 33751 416 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 1:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7220422" target=_blank>#415</A> Yosemite 
Bill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>General Powell lost any and credibility with me when he did not have the 
gonads to finish the Republican Guard during the first Gulf War. That resulted 
in the slaughter of the Kurds and Marsh Arabs by Saddam. The blood of those 
folks in on Colin's hands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The decision not to push on into Iraq in the first Gulf War was made by 
George H. W. Bush -- not by Colin Powell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221155 33751 586 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/7221145" target=_blank>#585</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Powell supported Obama ONLY because he was black.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know this ... how, exactly? Powell himself denies it, in the video 
above. Did you watch it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224852 33751 656 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:09:18pm  
 
<P>Assholes coming out of the woodwork again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220217 33752 95 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 12:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7220180" target=_blank>#64</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are 92 subscribers to this whackjob's poison feed. Are they all the 
same person? I sure hate to think they are 92 different 
racists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YouTube has become a home for some of the most extreme racist haters on the 
web. Some of the comment threads are indistinguishable from 
Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07220235 33752 109 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 12:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7220225" target=_blank>#101</A> amir</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I wrote that too fast and reversed the meaning. It's corrected 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07222368 33753 74 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 9:48:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7222323" target=_blank>#73</A> HelenW</EM></P> 
<P>Who peed in your cornflakes?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220583 33754 85 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 1:29:12pm  
 
<P>Several "anti-jihad" blogs are applauding this mob of skinheads. Here's 
one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://torchlight.typepad.com/torchlight/2009/05/great-britain-
luton-ignites-a-movement-takes-to-the-offensive.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>torchlight.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220606 33754 103 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 1:33:08pm  
 
<P>Baron Bodissey at Gates of Vienna is now openly supporting the BNP, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220973 33755 32 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:17:07pm  
 
<P>I notice that the psychos at the stalker blog now require registration to 
post comments. I had to laugh.</P> 
<P>Anyone who gives personal information to those freaks should have their heads 
examined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220986 33755 43 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:19:38pm  
 
<P>I doubt the prisoners are going to ride the same course as the real Tour -- 
somehow I can't picture a bunch of jailbirds and guards going up the Alpe 
d'Huez.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07220994 33755 45 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 3:21:27pm  
 
<P>Maybe the winner will get to wear the black and white striped 
jersey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221376 33755 356 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 4:56:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7221341" target=_blank>#323</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed they've now added a disclaimer about deleting abusive comments 
(which is what most of them were banned for). Bunch of idiots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's hilarious.</P> 
<P>The <EM>administrators</EM> are the ones who post the most abusive comments 
over there.</P> 
<P><A title=thestupiditburns.jpg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/thestupiditburns.jpg.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: thestupiditburns.jpg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221531 33756 71 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 5:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7221511" target=_blank>#52</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a recent convert in my synagogue, who posited--seriously--that G-d 
only created DNA sometime in the 1600s, when microscopes were first 
invented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's timing! But of course, He is God.</P> 
<P>Do these people ever think about the implications of a god who would trick 
his creations into believing things that aren't true? To me, that sounds a lot 
more like ... well, something other than a god.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221576 33756 112 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 5:50:59pm  
 
<P>Tas Walker, the Answers in Genesis creationist who emails me every time I 
post something about evolution, has been emailing me links to article after 
article about scientists arguing over the significance of the Ida fossil. 
Apparently he believes that because there's debate in the scientific community 
over the fossil, it proves that evolution is a <EM>giant conspiracy to trick 
people of faith!</EM></P> 
<P>And he's started throwing in little zingers like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess your bloggers will find out from other sources, if you don'tbother to 
tell them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm part of the conspiracy, you see. Bwa. Bwa hahaha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221664 33756 188 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 6:13:41pm  
 
<P>Tonight on "Hannity:"</P> 
<P>Six Ideas That Will Save America!</P> 
<P>Coming up: Jeb Bush's idea to save education.</P> 
<P>Jeb Bush is a creationist, who has gone on record saying that he doesn't 
believe in Darwin's theory of evolution, and doesn't think it should be taught 
in public schools.</P> 
<P>Sean says, "I know your passion is education." Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07221720 33756 237 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 6:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7221698" target=_blank>#217</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know what FB is? I just got an e-mail from an - um - ex LGFer who 
wants me to join up. Hmmm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post the email, so we have something to work with. "FB" could be anything. 
Context helps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07221742 33757 8 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 6:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7221734" target=_blank>#3</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was this taken with an iPhone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07222112 33757 321 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 8:10:27pm  
 
<P>'UberInfidel67' has decided he/she/it is more comfortable at the stalker site 
tonight, because he/she/it was horribly offended that I would post a link to the 
"Mapping the Fallen" website.</P> 
<P>For reference, his/her/its name over there is 'NoThreat2U'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07222164 33757 370 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 8:21:12pm  
 
<P>There's nothing wrong at all with "Mapping the Fallen." It's a wonderful 
heartfelt tribute to the men and women of the military who gave their lives to 
protect America, and it was done with a lot of sensitivity and the approval of 
families and friends.</P> 
<P>Anyone who takes offense at that has a big hole in their soul, and it's not 
surprising to find them at a site full of evil psychos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225611 33757 442 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:04:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7225446" target=_blank>#441</A> joshucla</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Is the bike a Schwinn Voyageur hybrid?Mine looks pretty much 
identical. I thought you were a road bike kinda guy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's a Voyageur. I use it for errands around town.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07222254 33758 12 Charles Mon, May 25, 2009 8:54:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7222251" target=_blank>#10</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you said that the Vatican itself had no comment - remained silent on 
the issue but the link says:</P> 
<P>[emphasis added, realwest]I would certainly hope that the Pope himself will 
speak out about this and isn't using a veteran Vatican diplomat to say it 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Pope needs to speak up about this. It's highly disturbing that he hasn't 
already, and his silence speaks volumes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223652 33760 44 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:45:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7223629" target=_blank>#26</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lawhawk linked to it at his website. Actually, the article seemed kind of 
thin to me (and I was surprised to see in at TNR). I am reserving judgment on 
Sotomayor until I can get a better handle on her track record.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Me too. I'm not willing to trust the opinions of right-wing radio or Fox 
News, because they're going to react negatively by default to anything Obama 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223725 33760 112 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:54:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7223660" target=_blank>#50</A> Raiderdan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please try and stop dissing FOX News all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>Fox News is turning into exactly the kind of reactionary far-right media 
outlet the left said it was for years.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck's Memorial Day show was hitting the "civil war" theme hard again, 
and featured Ron Paul and Alex Jones' pal Judge Napolitano. They're going all 
the way to the extreme right, and I have no interest in going with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223743 33760 129 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:57:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7223693" target=_blank>#82</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great pick.</P> 
<P>Within a week, some "right-wing" dillweed somewhere will make a stupid, 
racist-y comment to splash all over the MSM.</P> 
<P>/hilarity will ensue</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Fox News article I linked above is already getting into that territory -- 
it's an extended whine about how hard "white men" are going to have it under 
Sotomayor's tyrannical rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223754 33760 139 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:58:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7223740" target=_blank>#126</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you see the link I put up yesterday about the IFC documentary 
tonight featuring that crackpot Alex Jones? The LA Times review linked in there 
was pretty good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- I set EyeTV to record it. Alex Jones' influence is really growing 
fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223823 33760 204 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:11:02am  
 
<P>Be aware that the Sotomayor quotes you're going to hear over and over before 
her confirmation hearings were cherry-picked well ahead of time by political 
attack squads that combed through every public statement of every possible 
nominee. The GOP came out with these quotes within minutes of the announcement -
- they had them ready.</P> 
<P>She may be a terrible nominee, or she may be less than terrible. I don't 
trust this political process for Sotomayor, just as I didn't trust it for 
Roberts.</P> 
<P>Our political system has become little more than a tool for partisan attacks, 
and I'm not going to jump on the bandwagon.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07223832 33760 212 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:12:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7223812" target=_blank>#193</A> 
fullroller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually folks, that is a blog entry. A long ways from a news piece. The 
actual news piece on the Fox News front page contains no bias in either 
direction, and if fact seems rather upbeat.</P> 
<P>Some of you really need to learn the difference between a blog (one persons 
opinion) and an actual news piece.</P> 
<P>Doug</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's on the Fox News website. They published it. And it is an attack piece. 
Fox News published an attack piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223871 33760 249 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:19:32am  
 
<P>After reading the New Republic piece, I'm not impressed -- with the New 
Republic. I think that was a very weak article. And it certainly did not 
conclude that she's "not very smart and a bully" -- that was a comment from one 
detractor, not the conclusion of the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223882 33760 260 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:22:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7223861" target=_blank>#240</A> 
fullroller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah yes, and All web sites are required to agree with every blogger on their 
site and make policy for them I guess. Did it ever occur to anyone that maybe 
they are willing to publish all viewpoints without censor?</P> 
<P>Doug</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Blogs" on Fox News are not blogs -- they're another outlet for editorial 
opinions. The same goes for so-called "blogs" on any MSM website. The only 
reason you see "blogs" on those sites is because they wanted to coopt the buzz 
from real blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223883 33760 261 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:23:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7223875" target=_blank>#253</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are suprised that the GOP already had quotes of the potential 
nominees?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said I was surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223917 33760 295 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:30:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7223905" target=_blank>#283</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This Fox blog on Sotomayer may be sarcastic, but it's a 
blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it's not a blog. It's a pseudo-blog, on a mainstream media website. 
That's how they get you to accept unsourced top-of-the-head opinions that they'd 
be criticized for if they published them as "real" editorials -- by calling them 
"blogs."</P> 
<P>"See, we can blog too!" -- MSM</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07223966 33760 344 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:40:06am  
 
<P>I don't get this complaining about her statement that the court of appeal is 
where "policy is made." First of all, she qualified that and said "we don't make 
law." Second, she's right in the broader sense -- the opinions rendered by the 
court of appeals do affect policy. This is being taken out of context to imply 
that she believes she has the power to make laws -- and that's <EM>not</EM> what 
she said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224004 33760 382 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 10:46:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7223987" target=_blank>#365</A> 
cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He associates with radicals, You have ,justifiably, criticized right wing 
blogs for associating with hate groups, how about the Jew haters and radicals 
Obama associates with or tolerates? Do those associations bother 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you could just refer to the dozens and dozens of posts about that 
subject at LGF, instead of freaking out and accusing me of being some kind of 
traitor because I won't fall in line with the Fox News agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224142 33760 490 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:09:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/7224121" target=_blank>#479</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to see some proof of the 80% reversal rate, given that she's on the 
2d Circuit, and it's among the courts least likely to be overturned (unlike the 
9th).</P> 
<P>She's been on that Circuit for a decade. If she had a 80% reversal rate, it 
would translate into the overall figures for the 2d Circuit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been searching for some proof, and this claim does not appear to be 
true. Some of the more extreme blogs are even claiming she has a <EM>100%</EM> 
reversal rate.</P> 
<P>Here we go again with the hysteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224212 33760 510 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:18:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/7224170" target=_blank>#494</A> 
flyers1974</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking as well, but I'm guessing it would be impossible for any judge or 
circuit to have an 80% reversal rate, given the number of cases the SC accepts 
vs. the number of decisions a circuit court makes, i.e., for a circuit to be 
overturned 80% of the time, the SC would have to accept far far more cases than 
it does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Right. And this is an object lesson in not believing the hype that's coming 
out. In addition to the out of context quotes, someone out there is already 
deliberately circulating falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224302 33760 519 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:31:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7224233" target=_blank>#511</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that quote about making policy being taken out of 
context?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she <EM>immediately</EM> qualified it to say that she knows the 
appeals court does not make law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224582 33760 548 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/7224479" target=_blank>#546</A> USCMSNE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hit piece by fox was published by SE Cupp in their forum/blog section. 
That's no different than Roland Martin or Ruben Navarette spouting their garbage 
on CNN's front page. It's disingenuous to call it a hit piece when it came from 
the commentary pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not "disingenuous." An attack piece is an attack 
piece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228068 33760 576 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:15:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7227696" target=_blank>#575</A> voluble</EM></P> 
<P>Over the top much? You've extrapolated an awful lot of racial hatred out of a 
very few words that were taken out of context. But don't let me interrupt your 
apoplexy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224320 33762 8 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:32:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7224299" target=_blank>#1</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does she really have an 80 per cent reversal rate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been searching and have found absolutely no evidence to back up this 
outrageous claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224361 33762 21 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:38:53am  
 
<P>Hey, did you hear that Sotomayor belongs to a satanic cult that eats 
babies?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224438 33762 74 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:51:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7224420" target=_blank>#61</A> chaosbf</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07224447 33762 82 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:52:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7224440" target=_blank>#76</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Context provided <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/15/us/politics/15judge.text.html?_r=1&amp;p
agewanted=5" target=_blank>here</A>. Hat tip: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/530/7224349" 
target=_blank>anant</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the "wise Latina" quote is also being taken way out of 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224473 33762 99 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 11:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7224451" target=_blank>#86</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her point was that in cases related to racial discrimination, a "wise Latina" 
might make better decisions than a "white male" who had not gone through the 
same life experiences. I suggest you read the speech in its entirety.</P> 
<P>You may disagree with the idea that a judge's life experiences may affect 
their rulings, but it's not a simple case of "reverse racism," as it's being 
portrayed. She has an arguable point to make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224494 33762 114 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7224469" target=_blank>#96</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However one spins it, invoking race when discussing people's qualifications 
or wisdom is offensive. Even if she was just speaking about discrimiation cases, 
and the full context is considered, it's <EM>still</EM> insulting and faintly 
racist to imply that a racial minority will have a superior opinion on the 
matter.</P> 
<P>Reverse the racial nouns in her sentence to get the full flavor of how 
bigoted it appears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect if you reverse it, a lot of the people who are yelling about the 
statement would actually agree with it.</P> 
<P>Example: in a case alleging "reverse discrimination," in which a white male 
was denied a job in favor of a Latin candidate, if a judge said "I would hope 
that a wise white male with the richness of his experiences would more often 
than not reach a better conclusion than a Latina who hasn't lived that 
life."</P> 
<P>How many people would agree with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224572 33762 170 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:17:42pm  
 
 
 
<P>I'm not supporting Sotomayor, by the way. But I'm not ready to hate her 
immediately either, just because the GOP has put out a list of cherry-picked 
talking points that are being dutifully spread by the usual partisan blogs and 
news sources.</P> 



<P>Anyone remember that old 48-hour rule we used to have? Whatever happened to 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224618 33762 199 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:26:40pm  
 
<P>Let's have a look at <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/15/us/politics/15judge.text.html?_r=1&amp;p
agewanted=5" target=_blank>the rest of her remarks</A>, following the "wise 
Latina" section that's being quoted everywhere without context:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let us not forget that wise men like Oliver Wendell Holmes and Justice 
Cardozo voted on cases which upheld both sex and race discrimination in our 
society. Until 1972, no Supreme Court case ever upheld the claim of a woman in a 
gender discrimination case. I, like Professor Carter, believe that <STRONG>we 
should not be so myopic as to believe that others of different experiences or 
backgrounds are incapable of understanding the values and needs of people from a 
different group. Many are so capable.</STRONG> As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to 
me, nine white men on the Supreme Court in the past have done so on many 
occasions and on many issues including Brown.</P> 
<P>However, to understand takes time and effort, something that not all people 
are willing to give. For others, their experiences limit their ability to 
understand the experiences of others. Other simply do not care. Hence, one must 
accept the proposition that a difference there will be by the presence of women 
and people of color on the bench. Personal experiences affect the facts that 
judges choose to see. My hope is that I will take the good from my experiences 
and extrapolate them further into areas with which I am unfamiliar. I simply do 
not know exactly what that difference will be in my judging. But I accept there 
will be some based on my gender and my Latina heritage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That just does not look so horribly "racist" to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224714 33762 267 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:43:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7224669" target=_blank>#235</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems OK ... until that last line:</P> 
<P>"I simply do not know exactly what that difference will be in my judging. 
<STRONG>But I accept there will be some based on my gender and my Latina 
heritage."</STRONG></P> 
<P>Say <EM>what</EM>? Imagine a white judge saying "I expect to make some 
rulings based on my white heritage." He'd be political toast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the term "white heritage" is the equivalent of "Latina 
heritage." One is related to skin color -- the other is 
cultural.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224738 33762 286 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7224719" target=_blank>#271</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't think she was quite making the tu quoque (fallacious) 
argument. More like: <EM>Since "wise" judges made racist decisions in the past, 
therefore "wisdom" is baloney, and we should pay attention instead to skin 
color, gender, and ethnicity</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But that's an exaggeration. She did qualify the statement, and said that 
"many are so capable" of making judgments related to groups other than their 
own. And she's not wrong when she points out that SC justices have, in the past, 
voted to uphold unjust laws.</P> 
<P>I just don't see these statements as being horribly racist -- I think she 
made a fairly measured, qualified argument. I don't necessarily agree with the 
argument 100%, but she's not completely wrong, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224752 33762 298 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 12:52:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7224736" target=_blank>#285</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, with that analogy, there is not "white heritage."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- I don't believe there is such a thing as "white heritage." 
That's a racist position. You can talk about "Irish heritage" or "German 
heritage," but once you start talking about "white heritage," you're in 
Stormfront territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224835 33762 363 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:06:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7224498" target=_blank>#116</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine a white male nominee chatting away about how his "physiological 
differences" will allow him to reach "better conclusions" than those of a female 
Latina judge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this -- I think it's pretty clear from the context of the rest of her 
speech that "physiological differences" refers to the difference between male 
and female, not skin color.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07224984 33762 490 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:31:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7224930" target=_blank>#443</A> MTF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have no opinion one way or the other as to Judge Sotomayor's 
judicial qualifications, but I do not agree with your characterization of the 
linked VC post. It most certainly does not lead one to conclude that "in many 
ways" she is a stronger candidate than Judge Altio was for the 
Court.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote that because in many (not all) of the metrics cited by Posner, 
Sotomayor comes out ahead of Alito.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225015 33762 517 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:37:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7225009" target=_blank>#513</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm skipping around the thread, but is this correct? 4 reversals and not the 
80% I saw earlier?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That 80% figure is a distortion, probably floated deliberately to smear 
Sotomayor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225036 33762 536 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:41:02pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7224995" target=_blank>#501</A> Lokotes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty amazing. Have we ever had a Supreme Court justice before who <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/15/us/politics/15judge.text.html" 
target=_blank>stated quite frankly</A> that he or she is <EM>incapable</EM> of 
being objective?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an exaggeration, sorry. The point of the speech is that cultural 
heritage and life experiences <EM>may</EM> affect judicial decisions. Not that 
they <EM>always</EM> will. And in fact she said very clearly that those factors 
do not always affect decisions.</P> 
<P>Another quote from the speech comes to mind:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, to understand takes time and effort, something that not all people 
are willing to give.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225047 33762 547 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:43:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/7225041" target=_blank>#541</A> Preposter 
S</EM></P> 
<P>Her opinions were NOT reversed 80% of the time.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225056 33762 553 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 1:44:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/7225050" target=_blank>#550</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is based on how many times SCOTUS justices voted not to uphold her 
opinions when they were before the court. She has only received 11 out of 44. It 
isn't a reversal rate, yet a tally of justices agreeing with her 
ruling(s).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, it's a distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225176 33762 666 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 2:04:51pm  
 
<P>The number of cases reversed by the Supreme Court is not the same as her 
overall reversal rate for all cases. Too many people are taking this to mean 
that she's been reversed in 80% of her decisions, and that's simply not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225188 33762 677 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 2:08:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/7225167" target=_blank>#657</A> amir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There seems to be a mistake with you source. At one point it says:"Empire 
Healthchoice Assurance, Inc. vs. McVeigh, 396 F.3d 136 (2005) -- reversed 5-4 
(Dissenting: Breyer, Kennedy, Souter, Alito)</P> 
<P>Further down it says: "Health Insurance (Reimbursement of insurance 
benefits): ... The Supreme Court upheld Sotomayor's ruling in a 5-4 opinion. 
Justices Breyer, Kennedy, Souter, and Alito dissented. Empire Healthchoice 
Assurance, Inc. vs. McVeigh, 396 F.3d 136 (2005)"</P> 
<P>So it may be 4 of 6 reversed. (66% as opposed to 83%). It depends which one 
is accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I was going to mention that but I see you beat me to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225211 33762 696 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 2:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/7225197" target=_blank>#686</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, if this woman is possibly going to be on the SC, it is interesting to 
see how many of her decisions were reversed by the SAME court she may be serving 
on.</P> 
<P>Granted, not every one of her decisions have been reviewed by the SC, but the 
ones that made it that far, made it that far because someone thought that the 
original decision was wrong, and that a higher court needed to examine the 
outcome.</P> 
<P>And in a good amount of the cases, she was reversed. That would make me think 
twice about her fairness and judicial smarts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also interesting to look at who dissented from those reversals -- in 
almost all cases, the dissenters were the liberal justices. Which strongly 
suggests that the reversals were politically motivated. The Health Insurance 
case is the only one in which the dissenters included conservative justices, 
which suggests that it was NOT reversed, as the first citation says. The second 
(more detailed) description which says it was not reversed is probably the 
correct one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225257 33762 732 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 2:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/7225210" target=_blank>#695</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sonia Sotomayor rulings via wiki:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonia_Sotomayor#Previous_rulings" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some interesting rulings in there -- she does not look like anyone's idea of 
a "liberal activist." Her decisions are pretty moderate overall.</P> 
<P>For example, social conservatives ought to be pretty happy about this 
one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Abortion</STRONG></P> 
<P>In Center for Reproductive Law and Policy v. Bush,[44] Sotomayor upheld the 
Bush administration's implementation of the Mexico City Policy which requires 
foreign organizations receiving U.S. funds to "neither perform nor actively 
promote abortion as a method of family planning in other nations". Sotomayor 
held that the policy did not constitute a violation of equal protection, as the 
government "is free to favor the anti-abortion position over the pro-choice 
position, and can do so with public funds".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225478 33762 803 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 3:24:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/7225430" target=_blank>#798</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nor does he believe that the first amendment mandates separation of church 
and state (and he dismisses Jefferson's Danbury letter as out of touch with the 
founding fathers' principles).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Robert Bork has theocratic tendencies, and is a creationist, and I for one am 
glad that this person was never confirmed to the Supreme Court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225508 33762 806 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 3:35:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7225491" target=_blank>#805</A> Sosigado</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's <EM>really</EM> putting lipstick on the proverbial pig. She's a 
counter-Constitutionalist, pure and simple. She's also a pretty poor jurist, to 
boot. I guess that if you feel that The Constitution is a tired, old document 
written by a bunch of tired, old, irrelevant white guys, then Sotomayor is the 
ideal pick. The social reengineering of America begins in earnest, starting 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nonsense. A direct quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At a Senate hearing in 1997 before she was confirmed to the appeals court, 
Sotomayor was asked by then-Sen. John Ashcroft, R-Mo., whether she would "read 
additional rights into the Constitution" such as a right to homosexual conduct 
by a prisoner.</P> 
<P>"I cannot do it," she replied. "The Constitution is what it is. We cannot 
read rights into them. They have been created for 
us."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225598 33762 809 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:00:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/800/7225451" target=_blank>#800</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She stopped the baseball strike, got the Vince Foster suicide note released 
to WSJ, opposed group strip searches, opposed an employee firing for mailing 
racist emails from home, etc</P> 
<P>From the Wiki page she seems like a moderate, but those could be just the 
"good cases"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- she does look like a moderate from the decisions listed at Wiki. 
Also note that she upheld Bush's Mexico City Policy of not funding abortions 
outside the US, which <EM>should</EM> please the social conservatives, except 
that they're too busy being outraged at the moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226187 33762 826 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/813/7225705" target=_blank>#813</A> Sosigado</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My opinion is dismissed as "nonsense". So be it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, nonsense. You accused Sotomayor of being a "counter-Constitutionalist," 
and she very clearly is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228454 33762 830 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:20:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/828/7226708" target=_blank>#828</A> jc59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apart from the quality of the opinion, being reversed has something to do 
with who happens to be reviewing the opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right -- that was the point I made in this comment:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/696/7225211" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226332 33763 139 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 7:27:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7226064" target=_blank>#137</A> 
eaglewingz08</EM></P> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225512 33764 12 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 3:37:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7225501" target=_blank>#5</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya' was robbed Charles, no HT on the Beirut pics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link goes to LGF ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225531 33764 26 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 3:44:26pm  
 
<P>Here's my post on the Basra soldier photo, from April 2003:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/6111_LAT_Doctored_Photos" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225649 33764 130 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:11:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7225585" target=_blank>#74</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting referral coming from digg right now. Tracks back to this 
article</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/main_Extremism/White_Supremacists_July_4_Tea_Parties.ht
m" target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly what Killgore has been pointing out -- and being attacked for. I've 
seen those posts at neo-Nazi sites like Stormfront. They talk very deliberately 
about concealing their true purpose and appearing moderate in order to spread 
their racist "message" at tea parties, in hopes of recruiting people. They see 
the tea parties as ripe for recruitment, because (according to them) they're 
almost all made up of white people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225674 33764 153 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:22:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7225669" target=_blank>#149</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's more info (this stuff is not hard to find)...<A 
href="http://www.freedomworks.org/blog/bstein80/resources-for-tax-day-tea-
parties" target=_blank>Resources for Tax Day Tea Parties!</A></P> 
<P>Abolutely no response from Freedom Works or the other Tea 
Partiers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's some seriously bad stuff.</P> 
<P>A site associated with Dick Armey and Steve Forbes is promoting white 
nationalists.</P> 



<P>The other commenters just went right past that first comment as if it weren't 
even there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225687 33764 166 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:27:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7225682" target=_blank>#161</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like suggesting threads, but that ADL link is devastating, 
imo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going to be a thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07225691 33764 170 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 4:28:51pm  
 
<P>Jeff Frazee's work is also promoted by Lew Rockwell. Man, Googling that name 
brings up a sewer full of associations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226018 33765 54 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:08:31pm  
 
<P>Notice the Stormfront member who says he distributed white nationalist 
literature at the Phoenix tea party on April 15th -- apparently without being 
tossed out or facing any protest from anyone, since he says he plans to do it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226029 33765 64 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:12:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7226020" target=_blank>#56</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Members of the "constitution party" are heavily involved in my local "tea 
party" organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Constitution Party is composed of really bad people. Dominionists and 
theocrats, masquerading as "libertarians."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226048 33765 81 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:16:55pm  
 
<P>At RedState: <A 
href="http://www.redstate.com/roetenks/2009/05/23/misinterpreting-the-christian-
response/" target=_blank>Jesus would have waterboarded</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s likely even Jesus would have OK’d water boarding if it would have saved 
his Mom. He would’ve done the same to save his Dad, or any one of His 
disciples.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226066 33765 94 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:20:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7226062" target=_blank>#91</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one posting is easily three or four of the craziest blog postings I've 
ever read. Is it a spoof or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely not a spoof. This is standard fare at RedState these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07226100 33765 123 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:29:09pm  
 
<P>We're up to eight hate mails already today, by the way, because I agreed with 
Colin Powell that it's a bad idea to drive moderates and centrists out of the 
GOP, and because I refused to get my hate on for Sonia Sotomayor.</P> 
<P>And I do mean "hate mail" -- profanity laced tirades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226114 33765 137 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:31:52pm  
 
<P>Here's one; this guy sent me an abusive hate mail, so I blocked his IP -- 
then he sent this from a different computer (probably his work computer):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finally got to another computer(please feel free to delete this IPaddress,I 
would never visit you and the other dicks from this siteagain)to see if there 
was some response to my email to you(I am thewhite male from NY who wrote to you 
on April 29th).I was nothing butpleasant in my address to you and your site and 
that is what you do tosomeone you disagree with,holy shit,I really thought all 
those othersites that were calling you out were probably full of shit but they 
areright,you are a petulant little prick(with horrible taste in music).Ifyou can 
not see the point I was making there(a bit over the top butsometimes you need an 
edge)maybe today's Drudge Report about Obama'spick for the SC and her view of 
decision making of white males will putit in your dumb little skull.I also got a 
kick out of the cretins onyour site and how they go after proper punctuation,I 
always thought libsresorted to that because they could not back up their 
arguments but someof the elitist clowns on your site need to do that 
aswell.Shameful,maybe you can tell your fellow ass hats when writing inthis tiny 
box you provide it is a pain in the ass to check for dottedi's and crossed 
t's.So do me a favor Charles,go put some shitty Kings Xon your ipod jump on your 
bike and go get hit by a fucking bus. Fuckyou very 
much,Noel</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226171 33765 191 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 6:45:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7226163" target=_blank>#184</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your perspective seems to match the original purpose of welfare. Those who 
find it sufficient have almost no reason to leave.I had an opportunity to go on 
unemployment many years ago. I declined, and have survived. I'm not wealthy; my 
personal honor is priceless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Unemployment" is not welfare. When you get paid at your job, part of the 
money withheld from your check is unemployment insurance. If you're laid off, 
you're entitled to collect that money -- it's yours. You earned it by 
working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226315 33765 330 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 7:25:00pm  
 
<P>I suggest that everyone watch the Independent Film Channel's "New World 
Order."</P> 
<P>It's on now in CA. It has a lot of footage of Alex Jones that will blow your 
mind.</P> 
<P>Pure insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07226463 33765 470 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 7:55:59pm  
 
<P>Alex Jones really is completely insane. It's not an act.</P> 
<P>And Judge Andrew Napolitano is promoting him on Fox News as "the great Alex 
Jones." We're down the rabbit hole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226569 33765 575 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:18:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/7226531" target=_blank>#537</A> Captain 
Cool</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P> 
<P>I do NOT freaking believe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226607 33765 611 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7226599" target=_blank>#603</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<P>And he also has 36 deleted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226617 33765 619 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:31:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/617/7226615" target=_blank>#617</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa!</P> 
<P>I don't believe I'd ever seen him before. Was he a "dead thread 
commenter"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not talking about austin_blue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226642 33765 644 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:36:49pm  
 
<P>Just to be crystal clear ... anyone who promotes or makes excuses for groups 
like American Renaissance at LGF is going to lose their account. Period. End of 
story. I won't stand for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226652 33765 653 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7226647" target=_blank>#648</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read his comments as blank verse, and think in terms of poetry of the more 
heavily imagined variety.</P> 
<P>Before long, if you take his work as a gestalt, you'll start seeing what I'm 
talking about. He's brilliant, and he is prophetic. That, or he knows more about 
what he's talking about than I can quite fathom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might change your mind if I start quoting some of the deleted 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226670 33765 671 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7226662" target=_blank>#663</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 



<P>The fact that it comes from that sewer of babbling idiocy should tell you 
everything you need to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226693 33765 694 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7226683" target=_blank>#684</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Proof?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cato the Elder is right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226694 33765 695 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 8:51:20pm  
 
<P>And I do know what he's talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226789 33765 787 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:07:22pm  
 
<P>If I really wanted to cause some meltdowns, I'd post Pat Condell's new 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07226827 33765 823 Charles Tue, May 26, 2009 9:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/7226798" target=_blank>#795</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dawkins wasn't available? ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one makes Dawkins look like a harmless fuzzy teddy bear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228210 33765 938 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:41:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7226227" target=_blank>#243</A> Joel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all respects - Ann Coulter (for whatever faults she might have) is a 
better friend of the Jews and of Israel then anyone on the Left. I don't give a 
shit if she thinks that I am not perfected by not being a Christian. That's like 
saying I am not grateful to the person who found and returned my dog because 
they only did it for the reward money.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently you don't "give a shit" that she speaks out in defense of white 
supremacist groups either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228531 33769 130 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:33:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7228472" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam posted a bizarre thread about Obama being Hitler or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That one is a classic. Someone should let TIME/LIFE publishing know that 
she's stealing their copyrighted work wholesale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228539 33769 138 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:34:32am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7228491" target=_blank>#95</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I saw that, and I had a very hard time making heads or tails of it. 
It's a fricking mess. Found out about via Lex's site, and apparently more is at 
Hates of Vienna*.</P> 
<P>*h/t to Lex of GoV vs. The World for that term for GoV.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "Lex" moron is the same one who's been smearing and attacking me for 
years at LGF Watch, FYI.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228562 33769 157 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:37:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7228508" target=_blank>#110</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O please. It's not confined to "right-wing" blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Killgore didn't say that it was "confined" to right-wing blogs, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228701 33769 273 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:06:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7228692" target=_blank>#265</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An historical point: the Inquisition used waterboarding - the "water cure" - 
in the name of Jesus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "water cure" was nothing like waterboarding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228717 33769 289 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:09:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/7228703" target=_blank>#275</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and paraphrased <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Lincoln_and_religion" 
target=_blank>here</A>. While her state of mind should always be regarded with 
suspicion I doubt very much the letters were edited.</P> 
<P>And Charles I noticed your down-dings up-thread with regret. I have always 
enjoyed reading about Lincoln's (and Jefferson's) religiosity. Its fascinating 
stuff. My comments are simply historical study and not related to the bizarre 
Redstate article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I down-dinged your comments because you're downplaying the fact that Mary 
Todd Lincoln was very probably a schizophrenic. Whoever said she was one of the 
least reliable historic figures from whom to quote was exactly 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228728 33769 299 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:11:05am  
 
<P>Addendum: I've read several books on Lincoln, and the consensus of almost all 
historians is that Lincoln was definitely NOT a Christian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228760 33769 329 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:18:03am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7228743" target=_blank>#313</A> 
ducktrapper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might he have been a "moderate" Christian?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lincoln was probably a deist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228780 33769 349 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:22:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7228744" target=_blank>#314</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depends what you mean by that term.</P> 
<P>If you are referring to forced ingestion of huge amounts of water, then no, 
it isn't/</P> 
<P>But the traditional "trial by ordeal" water-dunking (ie like done to alleged 
witches) is actually quite like waterboarding, in that its a form of controlled 
drowning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "water cure" was a form of torture that involved closing off the nose, 
inserting a funnel down the throat, and forcing the victim to drink huge amounts 
of water or other more disgusting substances. Following this, they were often 
beaten in the stomach, just for that extra cruelty factor.</P> 
<P>"Dunking" is more similar to waterboarding, but it's still much more extreme 
because the victim's entire body would be submerged -- and they often 
<EM>were</EM> drowned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228791 33769 359 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:25:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7228787" target=_blank>#355</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<P>That's not proof that Lincoln was a "Christian." It's entirely consistent 
with deism -- and even more consistent with the words all American politicians 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07228844 33769 407 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:36:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7228822" target=_blank>#386</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the argument hasn't been disproved it might be valid. Killgore uses a wide 
brush tainting ALL Tea Parties as though ALL are run by Paulian's and 
supremacists. When that's just not the case. He's also IMO far to general in his 
attacks on conservatives in general. I like Killgore. I just recognize he has an 
agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never seen Killgore use these words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...a wide brush tainting ALL Tea Parties as though ALL are run by Paulian's 
and supremacists...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never. This is absolutely a straw man argument.</P> 
<P>And by the way, I agree with Killgore Trout that the organization of the tea 
parties has been taken over to a large extent by Ron Paul activists, and that 
white supremacists are eagerly trying to infiltrate and recruit new members. 
These are facts. It doesn't mean "ALL" of them are run by Paulians, but a LOT of 
them are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07228945 33769 459 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 11:55:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7228928" target=_blank>#454</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh contraire mon fraire.</P> 
<P>I will question anyone who tries to lump me in with Nazis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did that happen? Please link to the comment that "lumps you in with 
Nazis."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229223 33769 506 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 12:43:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7229160" target=_blank>#503</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fortunately, not here in Austin. It was interesting too: I've never seen such 
a mix of protesters here - and I happen to see nearly all of the protests. There 
were some Paulians there at the last tea party, but the largest Paul crowd - 
back at the height of his popularity - was a very small crowd compared to the at 
least 10,000 people attending the tax day tea party (I counted that many (when 
they started marching down to the lake) and am guessing there were a good number 
more). I don't really know, but I would have thought Austin, Texas would be 
prime Paul territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... <A href="http://www.rlc.org/2009/04/15/at-the-austin-tea-party/" 
target=_blank>At the Austin Tea Party</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul’s non-partisan Campaign for Liberty was there, along with the 
Libertarian Party, the Constitution Party and local issue groups whose interests 
cross party lines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Constitution Party is an even worse influence on the tea parties, by the 
way -- it's a theocratic group that wants to change the Constitution to make it 
more in line with "Biblical principles." And they're tied to paleocons like Pat 
Buchanan and kooks like Alan Keyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229638 33773 6 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 1:57:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7229630" target=_blank>#3</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a general in the early Iraq war describing the insurgents. 
Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that quote was "stuck on stupid."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229664 33773 21 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:01:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7229654" target=_blank>#14</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I certainly want her to fail in receiving confirmation.</P> 
<P>Wanting the other side to fail is inherent in American politics. You want the 
other party to fail to win an election. You want the other party to fail in 
implementing their policies. I don't understand why this is 
controversial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I don't understand why so many people can't see that <EM>saying</EM> you 
want the President to fail is disastrously bad politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07229677 33773 30 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:02:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7229668" target=_blank>#24</A> Mike 
McDaniel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatives are opposed to her because she believes in the rule of laywers, 
not the rule of law. And has said so quite publicly, backing it with 
deeds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did she say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229696 33773 45 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:05:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7229687" target=_blank>#37</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it does sound a bit ridiculous to legitimately reject the bad policies 
of Obama and yet cheer him on to succeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to "cheer him on," but my point stands -- it's incredibly 
stupid politics to wish out loud for your opponent to fail. It's a 
<EM>major</EM> turn-off to a lot of people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229715 33773 55 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:08:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7229704" target=_blank>#49</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences 
would more often than not reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn't 
lived that life."</P> 
<P>Laws, laws, I don't need no stinking laws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote is drastically out of context. We went over and over this 
yesterday, but of course, it didn't matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229724 33773 61 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:09:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7229710" target=_blank>#52</A> 
SpartanWoman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Certainly helped the dems when they criticized Bush non-stop, pronounced the 
war a failure, and talked down the economy (while busily passing legislation to 
make it worse CRA). They swept to victory. Not exactly a disaster for them was 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barack Obama ran on a platform of sheer positive messages. Not once did he 
wish for the other side to fail. You're just wrong to claim that negativity is 
winning strategy. One of the big reasons why Obama won was because he did NOT go 
negative -- ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229742 33773 72 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7229728" target=_blank>#64</A> bkgodfrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Was her comment about using the courts to make policy taken out of 
context?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, absolutely. Just listen to the video. She immediately qualifies the 
statement to say that appeals courts do not make laws.</P> 
<P>And it seems completely uncontroversial to me to say that court decisions 
influence public policy. Of course they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229747 33773 77 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:13:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7229738" target=_blank>#70</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.scotusblog.com/wp/judge-sotomayors-appellate-opinions-in-
civil-cases/" target=_blank>Interesting look at Sotomayor's track 
record</A>.</P> 
<P>Some left leaning decisions, some that lean to the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. If you look at her decisions, she's anything but a "far left activist 
judge," as the right is trying to portray her. She seems to be pretty 
centrist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229755 33773 83 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:14:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7229743" target=_blank>#73</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh come on there's no way you believe what you just wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and show me where Barack Obama went negative during his 
campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229775 33773 102 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7229766" target=_blank>#94</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry but I have been advised that quote is drastically out of 
context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229844 33773 161 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:27:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7229779" target=_blank>#106</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the John McCain doesn't know how to use a computer ad?</P> 
<P>How about the radio ads in Spanish that claimed John McCain had the same 
position on immigration as Rush Limbaugh (which McCain emphatically did 
not).</P> 
<P>How about the whole campaign theme that McCain was "out of touch".</P> 
<P>Or just take a look at this.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://marcambinder.theatlantic.com/archives/2008/09/obamas_run_more_negat
ive_ads.php" target=_blank>marcambinder.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ads run by the DNC are not what I was talking about -- I'm saying that 
Obama himself never deviated from a positive message during his campaign. All 



you've shown me are political advertisements, not statements from Obama 
himself.</P> 
<P>This is why none of his associations or the criticisms of his past positions 
on issues stuck to him enough to damage his campaign -- because he himself 
stayed composed and positive throughout, never lost his temper, and never 
personally attacked his opponents. And he certainly never said he wanted anyone 
to "fail."</P> 
<P>I didn't -- and don't -- support Barack Obama. My whole point is that this 
FAIL! FAIL! FAIL! meme is horrendously bad politics, and it achieves nothing 
except to further marginalize conservatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229886 33773 199 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7229850" target=_blank>#167</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh lord now you're splitting hairs like some leftist explaining why they 
don't really support Islamists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I'm just like that.</P> 
<P>I should have known better than to try to discuss this with 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07229939 33773 248 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 2:43:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7229909" target=_blank>#220</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were several negative ads directly from the Obama-Biden campaign, and 
he endorsed every one of them. The "pig in lipstick" comment was straight from 
his mouth. What about flipping the bird at Hillary?</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, McCain refrained from negative comments about Obama. He was 
criticized by some LGFers for being too gracious and not going for the jugular. 
His campaign certainly went negative, as did the PACs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a matter of tone and affect I'm taking about. Even Charles Krauthammer 
noticed what he called Obama's "calm composure," and it was one of the reasons 
why Krauthammer called the election for Obama early on. (And he was right, of 
course.)</P> 
<P>It's that composure, and his essentially positive disposition, that let him 
stay above the fray and not get politically hurt by any of those things -- the 
finger, the lipstick on a pig comment, any of it.</P> 
<P>Sure, there were negative ads -- it was a political campaign. None of that 
changes my point -- that it's self-defeating to come right out and say you want 
the President of the United States to "fail."</P> 
<P>Bad politics? It's <EM>stupid</EM> politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230094 33773 393 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:18:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7230082" target=_blank>#381</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Rush is doing with the fail comment, and what makes it so brilliant, is 
that he is bringing the criticism of the right onto him, just a private citizen 
with a radio show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't possibly agree less.</P> 



<P>There's nothing "brilliant" about this. Limbaugh is giving ammunition to the 
left, and every time he comes out with this "FAIL!" crap, conservatives all over 
the country give him high fives and co-sign on it. Bobby Jindal devoted a large 
portion of a recent speech to defending it. He's not just speaking for himself. 
It's just dumb to keep repeating it, and handing over more 
ammunition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230128 33773 425 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7230120" target=_blank>#418</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get what you're saying, but the left equates him to the party, which is 
simplistic, and really not accurate, so he says, OK if you're making me the 
"leader of the GOP" here's something to chew on. And it also shows the lack of 
depth in his opponents - if you want to take the word fail and not go deeper 
into the context of his statement, then you are engaging in simplistic rhetoric. 
I mean the general you, not you specifically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When both Bobby Jindal and Fred Thompson come out and publicly defend Rush 
Limbaugh for saying he wants Obama to fail, why is it not accurate to say that 
Limbaugh is speaking for the GOP? If he's just out there on his own, why do 
major GOP politicians spring to his defense when he says these stupid 
things?</P> 
<P>And please remember what happened when Michael Steele dared to criticize 
Limbaugh -- the whole GOP started yelling for him to resign, and he was forced 
to back down.</P> 
<P>Sorry -- you can't deny that Limbaugh is seen to be speaking for the GOP when 
he says this stuff, because the GOP's own behavior shows that he 
<EM>is</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230141 33773 438 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/7230136" target=_blank>#433</A> Lokotes</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230154 33773 450 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:36:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7230143" target=_blank>#440</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because if he were speaking for the GOP, then every single GOP politician 
would be parroting that message, and they're not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, actually -- <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33177_The_GOPs_Major_Fail" 
target=_blank>they are</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230172 33773 468 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7230167" target=_blank>#463</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not wrong. Not a single GOP politician dares to differ with Rush 
Limbaugh. When they do, like Michael Steele or Colin Powell, you can see for 
yourself what happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07230187 33773 483 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:44:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/7230175" target=_blank>#471</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Michael Steele and John McCain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Steele criticized Rush Limbaugh, true -- and then almost lost his 
position as head of the RNC, and was forced to back down and apologize. Sorry, 
that case does exactly the opposite -- it reinforces the idea that Rush Limbaugh 
speaks for the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230195 33773 490 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 3:45:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7230186" target=_blank>#482</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd ask you the converse question: since he's not a Republican, why should 
anyone attack, or care about, Limbaugh? Answer: he has 20 million listeners, and 
can swing regional and national races by influencing them. If Limbaugh praises 
me to his listeners, I'm an instant conservative celebrity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and if he insists on pushing a stupid "failure" talking point, he 
increases the marginalization and bad reputation of 
conservatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230285 33773 579 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7230204" target=_blank>#499</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.abanet.org/publiced/hispanic_s.html" 
target=_blank>Sotomayor is a member of a group</A> that you have described as a 
<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/21404_Legitimizing_La_Raza" 
target=_blank>"Hispanic supremacist group"</A> and <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29854_McCain_to_Attend_La_Raza_Con
ference" target=_blank>"a rabidly racist Mexican-American group with an open 
agenda to turn the Western states of the US into 'Aztlan?'."</A></P> 
<P>Isn't that enough to disqualify her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were to post those articles again, I'd be a little more careful with how 
I describe the National Council of La Raza. I've learned a lot more about them 
since then.</P> 
<P>When the group started, they did have ties to shady causes and some pretty 
incendiary political positions, but the modern version of NCLR has become a 
pretty moderate organization, and you don't find their representatives espousing 
"Aztlan" or Hispanic supremacist positions any more. In fact they're a 501(c)(3) 
organization now, with funding from major corporations like Walmart and 
Citigroup, who aren't known for being involved with extremist groups.</P> 
<P>And by the way, they deny that "La Raza" means "The Race." According to their 
website, it means "The People," and was originally "La Raza Cosmica," signifying 
all the different Latino strains.</P> 
<P>Are they hiding their extremism? I don't know, but from the evidence I can 
see, they seem to have changed quite a bit from their founding years in the 
1960s.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07230293 33773 587 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:06:20pm  
 
<P>... and ... it's doubtful that the McCain campaign would have scheduled a 
talk at the NCLR conference if they were truly an extremist 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230314 33773 608 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/7230297" target=_blank>#591</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are the worst of the worst, and they'll use schools, churches and even 
"detox" programs to press-gang Hispanics into their fold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evidence? Links? I definitely have an open mind, and I'm not defending the 
NCLR necessarily, but I don't see this extremism in the current organization. If 
you can show me that they're still extremists, I may join you in denouncing 
Sotomayor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230326 33773 620 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:14:43pm  
 
<P>Just for the record, and to keep this grounded in reality, the NCLR has 
posted a lengthy answer to the criticisms at their website: <A 
href="http://www.nclr.org/content/viewpoints/detail/42500/#border" 
target=_blank>The Truth About NCLR: NCLR Answers Critics</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230331 33773 625 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:16:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7230319" target=_blank>#613</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're defending La Raza? How are they any different than Vlaams Belang, who 
are also trying to mainstream themselves?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/608/7230314" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230396 33773 690 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 4:30:48pm  
 
<P>Here's another Spanish speaker who argues that the "literal translation" of 
La Raza is <A href="http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/blogs/nov05election/detail?blogid=14&amp;entry_id=28138" target=_blank>not 
accurate</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The angry mail has been pouring in today from folks who take issue with our 
reporting that Barack Obama -- addressing the National Council of La Raza -- 
made the translation of "la raza" as "the people."</P> 
<P>He was right.</P> 
<P>But let's explain. Literally, yes"la raza" is "the race." But what it means: 
"my people, my community," as in "my peeps," or the Italian "paisanos." As a 
Spanish-speaker myself, I can attest: this is one of those phrases (think 
outside the box) where the literal translation isn't accurate.</P> 



<P>"La Raza" as it is used by organizations, disc jockeys, musicians, and in 
common conversation doesn't translate into -- as many of the critics in my 
mailbox suggest -- an Arayan Nation-style racial supremacy 
reference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230559 33773 850 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 5:08:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/716/7230422" target=_blank>#716</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How to explain: "Por La Raza Todo, Fuera de La Raza Nada"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Council_of_La_Raza" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NCLR responded to Norwood's conditions apology in a point-by-point press 
release defending its policies, which it claims have never been racially or 
ethnically exclusionary, never supported and does not endorse the notion of a 
“Reconquista” or “Aztlán,” has never used, and unequivocally rejects, the motto 
“Por La Raza todo. Fuera de La Raza nada"...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230562 33773 853 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 5:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7230514" target=_blank>#805</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://creepingsharia.files.wordpress.com/2008/03/laraza_arafat.jpg" 
target=_blank>La Raza with the PLO.</A></P> 
<P>If a group starts off as a hate group wouldn't they have to go to 
extraordinary measures to prove that they no longer were? La Raza has never 
apologized for its past, only learned what works (put on a tie, write grant 
proposals, hide your ideology mostly).</P> 
<P>Lots of evil groups do good works also. That's a part of the strategy of the 
smart ones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not the same group. It's La Raza Unida --different from the 
NCLR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230623 33773 913 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 5:23:09pm  
 
<P>You know, every time I try to avoid being a knee-jerk reactionary, people 
start freaking out that I'm "defending" this group or that person. I'm NOT. I'm 
trying to get at the truth -- and as far as I can tell after doing a fair amount 
of research, the NCLR is a left wing advocacy organization, with many views I 
absolutely will not agree with. But I just don't see any evidence that they're 
extremists or supremacists.</P> 
<P>McCain is far from the only politician who has spoken at NCLR events, by the 
way. It's pretty easy to discover that other people who've attended their 
conferences include Bill Clinton, Sam Brownback, and that noted left wing 
extremist Karl Rove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230650 33773 940 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 5:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/7230636" target=_blank>#926</A> Mike 
McDaniel</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try [Link: <A 
href="http://bench.nationalreview.com/post/?q=NTk5NGJiM2UzZTVmMzRjZjM5MmMxOGQzMm
NjOTBjN2E=" target=_blank>bench.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a good sample, there's plenty more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... she believes in the rule of laywers, not the rule of law. And has said so 
quite publicly, backing it with deeds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is that quote in the article you linked? I don't see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230866 33774 44 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 6:21:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7230852" target=_blank>#32</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want (all of) Obama's policies to be successful. I don't want 
Sotomayor's opinions to be law.</P> 
<P>Does that make me bad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but just make sure you know what Sotomayor's opinions <EM>really 
are</EM>. There's a helluva lot of disinformation being tossed into the 
intarwebs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230878 33774 51 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 6:23:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7230868" target=_blank>#45</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta disagree with you here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine, if you will, my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07230961 33774 107 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 6:45:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7230933" target=_blank>#88</A> 
cardiacmont</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My default position with Sotomayor is absolutely against her nomination. That 
was BEFORE I learned anything about her. I have seen enough of Obama's 
philosophy to NOT give him the benefit of the doubt, especially with something 
that is obviously at the core of a statist's political thinking.</P> 
<P>The idea that I need to figure out what she believes in before I give her the 
thumbs down is foreign to me. Obama doesn't need my thumbs up and I'm not 
volunteering it.</P> 
<P>Sitting around waiting to figure out if Obama made a wise decision is a 
fatality waiting to happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You're basically saying you don't care about facts, the only thing that 
matters to you are your prejudices.</P> 
<P>Helluva way to go through life. Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231027 33774 147 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 7:01:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7231006" target=_blank>#132</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 



<P>Even his own staff was nervously laughing when he said, "I hope he 
fails."</P> 
<P>Because they knew how badly that was going to play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231745 33774 385 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7231740" target=_blank>#383</A> 
rbuchberger</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, you don't get to post your dramatic flounce-
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231763 33774 390 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7231723" target=_blank>#380</A> Varilux</EM></P> 
<P>OK, it's true. I've been taken over by parasitical aliens from the RINO 
universe. I admit it. I tried to resist, but they threatened to remove my 
pituitary gland and waterboard my kitteh.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232066 33774 411 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:45:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7231951" target=_blank>#409</A> 
Twenglish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Harry Reid Called Bush a failure and half the democrat party set out to 
trip him up under the auspice of the many party officials who also said that his 
policy were failed where were you ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was blogging about it, and very critical of Harry Reid. Where the hell were 
you?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Care to elaborate ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233279 33774 426 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 9:59:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7232667" target=_blank>#424</A> 
Twenglish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well actually I was right the hell here reading like I have been since 2002 , 
but I don't seem to recall you saying something of this nature then when Reid 
and his colleague moonbats were giving press conferences in 0order to call GW 
Bush a failure...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, there is a search function on this blog. It's pretty easy to use, 
if you really care to find out what I've written about Harry Reid. Maybe you 
should try that. Then I'll be expecting your apology for these idiotic 
remarks.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Did I miss something ?</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you missed a hell of a lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233285 33774 427 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 10:00:14am  
 



<P>It's amazing how many people want to take this absolutist view that not 
wishing for Obama to "fail" has to mean you'll be "cheering him on to 
success."</P> 
<P>Is it really that difficult to read what I wrote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233998 33774 431 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:26:37pm  
 
<P>Every poll shows the number of people who identify as "Republicans" in 
drastic decline. Every study shows that the GOP is hemorrhaging voters. The last 
two elections have been flat-out disastrous for the Republican Party. Democrats 
now control the Presidency and both houses of Congress.</P> 
<P>So yeah -- let's drive out all the centrists and moderates and keep insisting 
we want Obama to FAIL! FAIL! FAIL!</P> 
<P>Wouldn't want to interrupt that losing streak by actually starting to use our 
brains, would we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238813 33774 448 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 12:20:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7236628" target=_blank>#443</A> 
Twenglish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles ,</P> 
<P>Moi Appologize ?</P> 
<P>Excuse me sir , but for what reason ?</P> 
<P>I searched LGF using the various combinations of the following words in the 
search term: Harry Reid : Bush is a Failure , and Failure in Iraq .</P> 
<P>I Came up with Nada !</P> 
<P>Yeah I guess I could be a little sorry about that because I was really hoping 
I was wrong ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. OK, I'll hold your hand for you:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22harry+reid%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Still waiting for that apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231456 33776 22 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 8:43:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7231446" target=_blank>#17</A> cicero05</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what makes Powell a Republican in the first place?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know. Just guessing, but maybe the fact that he voted for 
Republicans every year since Ronald Reagan, and worked in high offices under 
both Bush presidencies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231466 33776 28 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 8:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7231464" target=_blank>#27</A> little 
boomer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Powell threw in his lot with O'loser at the last election, betcha cause the 
anointed one was non-white, hence, he has the same credibility as Boog Powell 
for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Cheney must be just like Boog Powell too, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07231492 33776 44 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 8:48:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7231482" target=_blank>#38</A> Cicero05</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That means he <I>used</I> to be a Republican, although I'll bet he never had 
a clear idea of how that is any different from a Democrat. Career-wise, he 
probably saw it as a good move.</P> 
<P>I'll go out on a limb here -- <STRONG>an informed person could not have voted 
for Obama and still credibly claim to be a Republican.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess Dick Cheney must have gone nuts. Some bad seafood, 
maybe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231505 33776 56 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 8:50:57pm  
 
<P>The moral of this thread so far: not even Dick Cheney can talk the hardheads 
down off the ledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231542 33776 81 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 8:58:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7231531" target=_blank>#72</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So color me skeptical but that would disqualify him as a Republican to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must be a more loyal Republican than Dick Cheney, then. 
Congrats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231578 33776 108 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7231551" target=_blank>#88</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I liked Colin Powell from the first days he beame known.</P> 
<P>I like him now.</P> 
<P>I don't agree with him on some things, but I like him. I don't agree with his 
presidential endorsement either. But I still like the guy.</P> 
<P>You don't have to bear ill-will towards people you disagree 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Traitor! RINO! You're just like Andrew Sullivan now! Delete my account 
immediately!</P> 
<P>Oh. Wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231721 33776 222 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:29:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7231688" target=_blank>#198</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would rather run Ron Paul out than Powell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's how ridiculous this purge-o-rama is getting. Ron freaking Paul is 
being welcomed into the GOP along with Glenn Beck, Lew Rockwell, and Alex Jones, 
and people like Colin Powell are being driven out because they call for 
sanity.</P> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7231714" target=_blank>#217</A> 
westtexasjew</EM></P> 
<P>I rest my case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231726 33776 226 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:31:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7231722" target=_blank>#223</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well then there you have it. You'd rather have a racist faux-libertarian gold 
conspiracy nut in office than a moderate. I see where you are coming from 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what he said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233571 33776 354 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:06:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7233397" target=_blank>#353</A> Neuron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: 348LOL, I'll give you Katherine Harris and raise you with Paula Jones. 
The quote is Ann Coulter's, not mine.Second, this country was deeply founded on 
Judeo-Christian values. If you read the Bible, particularly the first five 
books, you couldn't miss it. Many of our civil laws are written from the book of 
Exodus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not true. America was founded on secular Enlightenment principles, 
not "Judeo-Christian values." The most influential of the founding fathers were 
deists who understood the value of keeping religion separate from government, 
and the Constitution was written -- very clearly -- with this basic principle in 
mind. Many of the founding fathers came to America from countries where they saw 
the horrors that result from mixing religion and government first-
hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233586 33776 355 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:08:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7233397" target=_blank>#353</A> Neuron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote is Ann Coulter's, not mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are some more quotes from Ann Coulter, defending the white supremacist 
group Council of Conservative Citizens:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32788_Ann_Coulter_and_the_Council_
of_Conservative_Citizens_Part_Deux" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231802 33777 5 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 9:48:39pm  
 
<P>I'm definitely not going to say, "I told you so."</P> 
<P>Nope. Not gonna say it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231910 33777 62 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:08:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7231852" target=_blank>#33</A> ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Fine, but isn't it important to get on record that she's a racist and hates 
the Constitution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that would be important if it weren't a ridiculous, overheated 
fantasy.</P> 
<P>She's made several statements that show she has a lot of respect for the 
Constitution. It's completely false -- and ridiculous -- to say she "hates the 
Constitution."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231920 33777 70 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:11:44pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly calls out Free Republic and Hot Air for the extremist comments 
on Sotomayor, and Amanda Carpenter can't find a single "right-wing" blog that 
doesn't hate her.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sr5ZouUuzQQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231967 33777 107 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:22:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7231958" target=_blank>#98</A> ShanghaiEd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm old enough to remember the Bork days very well. Short version: he was one 
scary dude. Do some research, and it'll curl your hair.</P> 
<P>In fact, I think Bork was the beginning of a very unfortunate trend in the 
GOP when it was really feeling its oats: do things for spite, to piss off the 
liberals, without regard to whether or not it's best for the country.</P> 
<P>We dodged a bullet, with Bork.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. Robert Bork is a religious fanatic with theocratic tendencies, 
and of course a creationist as well. This country dodged a bullet when he wasn't 
confirmed to the Supreme Court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07231996 33777 134 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7231985" target=_blank>#123</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>6 out of 9 will be Catholics. HUM...creationists. Sorry ol'boy, time to fish 
in another pond.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed the memo, but Pope Benedict and the Catholic Church are 
<EM>not</EM> creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232005 33777 143 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:30:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7231998" target=_blank>#136</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or paying too much? It appears Catholics swing both ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32740_Pope_Bashes_Intelligent_Desi
gn" target=_blank>Pope Bashes Intelligent Design</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A leading official declared yesterday that Darwin’s theory of evolution was 
compatible with Christian faith, and could even be traced to St Augustine and St 
Thomas Aquinas. “In fact, what we mean by evolution is the world as created by 
God,” said Archbishop Gianfranco Ravasi, head of the Pontifical Council for 
Culture. The Vatican also dealt the final blow to speculation that Pope Benedict 
XVI might be prepared to endorse the theory of Intelligent Design, whose 
advocates credit a “higher power” for the complexities of 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232019 33777 155 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7232007" target=_blank>#144</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<P>There are many more statements from the Catholic Church endorsing evolution 
by natural selection. I suggest you try to keep up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232034 33777 169 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:36:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7232030" target=_blank>#166</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What has pandering to the Hispanic vote gotten for the GOP? 
Nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Let's dump the Hispanics too! Good riddance! RINOs!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232038 33777 172 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:37:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7232028" target=_blank>#164</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That puts most Republican politicians just 138 years behind the Catholic 
Church. Great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that about says it, doesn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07232070 33777 202 Charles Wed, May 27, 2009 10:46:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7232069" target=_blank>#201</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's make a list -- hypothetically speaking:</P> 
<P><STRIKE>Atheists</STRIKE><STRIKE>Agnostics</STRIKE><STRIKE>Asians</STRIKE><ST
RIKE>Blacks</STRIKE><STRIKE>Darwinists</STRIKE><STRIKE>Evolutionists</STRIKE><ST
RIKE>Gays</STRIKE><STRIKE>Hispanics</STRIKE><STRIKE>Moderates</STRIKE><STRIKE>Mu
slims</STRIKE><STRIKE>Secular 
Humanists</STRIKE><STRIKE>RINOS</STRIKE><STRIKE>Women</STRIKE></P> 
<P>//Who's left?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh and Mark Levin!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233402 33777 315 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 10:33:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7233039" target=_blank>#306</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Didn't you also say there wasn't a single republican who disagreed with 
Rush?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I never said that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233446 33779 111 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 10:47:02am  
 
<P>Ace of Spades has a post up today calling Sonia Sotomayor a "pin-headed 
retard brain."</P> 
<P>The right-wing blogosphere is going nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233650 33780 58 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:20:33am  
 
<P>Another Sotomayor ruling on abortion seems to indicate that she's not exactly 
a dangerous left-wing radical on this issue either: <A 
href="http://www.usnews.com/blogs/god-and-country/2009/05/26/sotomayor-blurs-
lines-in-abortion-war.html" target=_blank>Sotomayor Blurs Lines in Abortion 
War</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She has also ruled in favor of antiabortion protesters who sued West 
Hartford, Conn., claiming that police there used excessive force against them at 
a demonstration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233659 33780 64 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:22:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7233640" target=_blank>#51</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Driveby post on way to meeting.</P> 
<P>I guess most of you folks don't have a problem with her being a card carrying 
member of La Raza? What if there were a Supreme Court nominee who was a regular 
poster at Atlas Shrugs or Jihad Watch? Would that bother you?</P> 
<P>Just askin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you have a similar problem when Karl Rove addressed the National Council 
of La Raza meeting in 2006? Or when John McCain spoke to them during his 
campaign?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233676 33780 79 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:25:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7233663" target=_blank>#68</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were election year pandering. Not card carrying members. Big difference. 
Huge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think that Rove and McCain would give speeches to a racist hate 
group?</P> 
<P>The fact that top GOP politicians seem to give them a fair hearing doesn't 
change your assessment at all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233687 33780 88 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:26:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7233671" target=_blank>#74</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course... based on that description, it wasn't really a ruling "on 
abortion". Just sayin'.</P> 
<P>(Not that I have much of a dog in the abortion fight, but I think it's 
misleading to suggest that Sotomayor has taken a "pro-life" stance, based on 
what I've seen.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not suggesting that -- I'm saying that she hasn't taken obviously pro-
abortion stances in anything I've been able to find. It's not clear where she 
stands on abortion, but the few decisions she has made seem to indicate that 
she's not a radical on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233705 33780 106 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:30:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7233691" target=_blank>#92</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bothered the crap out of me, but it's a moot point - neither is in office. 
This is a position to the freaking Supreme Court.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Karl Rove was the top adviser to the President of the United States, 
which is arguably an even more important position. Don't you think he would have 
refused to talk to La Raza, if it was perfectly clear that they're a racist hate 
group?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233716 33780 114 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:32:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7233712" target=_blank>#111</A> pink 
freud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that was not a ruling on abortion. It was a ruling on the right to 
protest and police force used during a demonstration.</P> 
<P>"She has also ruled in favor of antiabortion protesters who sued West 
Hartford, Conn., claiming that police there used excessive force against them at 
a demonstration."</P> 
<P>In no way was that an indication of her stand one way or the other on 
abortion; it was a ruling on police force.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I should have written "abortion-related ruling." It still suggests that 
she's not a radical on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233719 33780 117 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:33:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7233688" target=_blank>#89</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A footnote on N.C. of La Raza –</P> 
<P>Years back (10-15?) I had a business acquaintance that in time became a good 
friend. I came to find out that he had a position with La Raza, an organization 
that I thought was sort of out there but knew little about.</P> 
<P>One thing I did learn; annually there is a meeting of Medal of Honor winners 
and La Raza was a sponsor. My friend headed up their participation. One year he 
invited me along as a guest. This was one of the most memorable days of my life 
being able to spend the day mixing with these incredible heroes.</P> 
<P>There is an amazing history of <A 
href="http://www.buffalosoldier.net/Hispanic-AmericanMedalofHonorRecipients.htm" 



target=_blank>Latino military heroism</A> and I cheer La Raza for honoring not 
just Latino but all MOH wearers.</P> 
<P>My point, I guess, is that there is too much taken away some times from all 
the bombastic political and racial back and forth that goes on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233728 33780 126 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:35:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7233722" target=_blank>#120</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I will amend my statement from above...</P> 
<P>Well this is looking up. She is a qualified judge, moderate on business 
issues, against supplying US funds to countries to use for abortions, anti-
police excessive force against anti-abortion protestors, plain vanilla 
racist.</P> 
<P>Tracking better all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree that she's a "racist." I'm not seeing that in anything I've 
read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07233781 33780 173 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 11:47:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7233741" target=_blank>#137</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that "racist" might be an overblown description. But she's on the 
record as saying that she is quite comfortable using... let's say, "group 
identity", as a basis for making legal decisions. And that's 
troubling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the entire speech from which that short quote everyone's using to 
indict her for "racism" was pulled, and the full context makes it clear that 
she's absolutely not saying she would make decisions based on race -- it's a lot 
more thoughtful than that.</P> 
<P>Were people expecting Obama to nominate a conservative or something? Yes, she 
seems to lean toward the liberal side, and yes, she seems more inclined to give 
weight to personal experience and heritage than a conservative nominee would (or 
at least, more inclined than a conservative nominee would <EM>admit</EM>), but I 
just don't see the basis for calling her an "extremist" or a 
"racist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234096 33780 355 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:42:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7233982" target=_blank>#310</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was she admitting life experience has an impact on how one thinks, or was she 
saying she'd intentionally apply a standard where she 
shouldn't?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really, really obvious from the full context of the speech that she was 
saying life experiences can have an impact on a judge's decisions, NOT that she 
would make decisions based on race or any other prejudice.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/15/us/politics/15judge.text.html?_r=1&amp;p
agewanted=all" target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>It's not an "extremist" speech, and it's not "racist." You may disagree with 
her points, but she makes them thoughtfully. It's not a demagogue's position at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234124 33780 364 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:45:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7234097" target=_blank>#356</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ability to be impartial and the fact that she admits that she can't be, 
won't be, denies the possibility of being impartial is problematic. No where 
does she say she strives to be impartial. ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she does.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While recognizing the potential effect of individual experiences on 
perception, Judge Cedarbaum nevertheless believes that judges must transcend 
their personal sympathies and prejudices and aspire to achieve a greater degree 
of fairness and integrity based on the reason of law. <STRONG>Although I agree 
with and attempt to work toward Judge Cedarbaum's aspiration</STRONG>, I wonder 
whether achieving that goal is possible in all or even in most 
cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234149 33780 370 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:49:35pm  
 
<P>Also note this quote from the speech:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I, like Professor Carter, believe that we should not be so myopic as to 
believe that others of different experiences or backgrounds are incapable of 
understanding the values and needs of people from a different group. Many are so 
capable. As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to me, nine white men on the Supreme 
Court in the past have done so on many occasions and on many issues including 
Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234161 33780 376 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:53:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7234151" target=_blank>#372</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't this specific case seem more like a free speech issue than abortion? 
Taken together with <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124352262562262805.html" 
target=_blank>today's Taranto</A>, it suggests that she's might very well be a 
free speech absolutist. Of course that's only two cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's interesting -- as I wrote above, I should said "abortion-related 
ruling" instead of "ruling on abortion."</P> 
<P>That free speech case is just more evidence that she's essentially a 
centrist, not a raving extremist liberal racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234168 33780 380 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:54:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7234154" target=_blank>#373</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep, because the nine white men did it, it makes it right, I don't know what 
that proves except my point that this kind of bias should not be even 
considered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She said very clearly that she does not believe that people of different 
backgrounds can never be trusted to rule impartially. Sorry, this does not prove 
your point that she's a "racist" at all -- it refutes it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234175 33780 383 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:56:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7234165" target=_blank>#378</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And nothing I have seen yet tells me she is going to do anything but filter 
her decisions through her Latina experiences, which means her racial makeup and 
cultural heritage, and I don't find anything right about that.</P> 
<P>I will personally oppose this SC nominee and evident appointee right through 
to the end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, this is what she said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...I agree with and attempt to work toward Judge Cedarbaum's 
aspiration...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That says very clearly that she understands the value of NOT seeing every 
case through the filter of her experiences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234187 33780 389 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 12:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7234179" target=_blank>#385</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Se see the value, but admits it's not possible. I don't 
agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She did NOT say that it wasn't possible. Again, the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder whether achieving that goal is possible in all or even in most 
cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You keep trying to picture this in absolutist terms, but she qualified every 
statement she made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234196 33780 393 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 1:02:12pm  
 
 
 
<P>Note: she didn't say achieving that goal was impossible -- she said she 
<EM>wonders</EM> whether it's possible in all or even most cases.</P> 
<P>Those are thoughtful words, not racism. And I don't see that as even 
particularly controversial; examining these kinds of issues and thinking about 
the consequences is what a judge should do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234349 33780 415 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 1:48:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7234328" target=_blank>#414</A> NY Nana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And there is the issue of the <A 
href="http://newmexicoindependent.com/28292/sotomayors-connecticut-firefighter-
decision-upheld-civil-rights-law-stanford-prof-argues" target=_blank>New Haven, 
CT firefighters</A> and her decision...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, that article certainly doesn't lend credence to the idea that she's 
biased in favor of Hispanics -- she rejected a discrimination suit brought by 
white AND Hispanic fire fighters in New Hampshire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234983 33780 441 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 3:37:26pm  
 
<P>Well, you guys can continue to freak out about Sotomayor and take her quotes 
endlessly out of context, but she's going to be confirmed. Most of the analyses 
I've been reading about her decisions seem to agree that she's not a racist, not 
an activist judge, and actually pretty moderate in most areas -- so I think it 
could have been much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234464 33782 94 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 2:09:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7234450" target=_blank>#82</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole selective closure of Chrysler dealers thing was primed and started 
by Rush Limbaugh. He had a friend who's a Chrysler dealer, who's franchise got 
jerked, that was the first mention of it I heard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very skeptical about this story, and may have a post about it 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234482 33782 111 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 2:12:57pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, as Michelle Malkin is complaining that Hot Air was "smeared" by 
O'Reilly for quoting an extreme comment that appeared at the site, I'm wondering 
where were these people when LGF was being smeared for years by left-wing sites, 
and more recently by fascist sympathizers all over the blogosphere? Where was 
their denunciation of the so-called "anti-jihadists" making alliances with 
Eurofascist groups?</P> 
<P>Nowhere, that's where.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234493 33782 121 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 2:15:56pm  
 
<P>And by the way, O'Reilly may have gotten it wrong by claiming that a 
"blogger" at Hot Air posted the quote he cited (it was a commenter) -- but he 
wasn't wrong about the over the top comments that often appear at Hot Air and 
Free Republic. They're just as bad as any left wing site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234794 33783 44 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 3:06:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7234760" target=_blank>#17</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP doesn't see this as a science issue; it's a social issue of fighting 
back against liberal hegemony in the schools. It's just as likely to motivate 
religious conservatives as it is to discourage moderates, and GOP candidates 
wouldn't be tripping all over themselves to parrot idiot ID talking points if 



they thought it might hurt them politically. I still think it's a wash and not 
as important as many other things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. The GOP sees this as a <EM>religious</EM> issue, and the 
fanaticism of many of the fundamentalist members of the party drives them to 
support creationism even though they <EM>know</EM> it hurts them politically -- 
because they don't care about the political damage.</P> 
<P>And it is an important issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234812 33783 57 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 3:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7234791" target=_blank>#41</A> Mr Secul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone seen <A href="http://www.faithandevolution.org/home.php" 
target=_blank>this</A>? This site was developed by the Center for Science and 
Culture at Discovery Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- the Discovery Institute has completely dropped their pretense that 
"intelligent design" creationism isn't about religion, and now they're simply 
denying that there's any possible way to reconcile evolution and religious 
faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07234929 33783 152 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 3:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7234857" target=_blank>#89</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I was trying to think of that propaganda film that was posted here at 
LGF several weeks ago. By some pastor and directed by some former "exploitation 
film" director. It was about Communists taking over America. Real campy film. 
Not sci-fi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you mean the wonderful films of the great Estus Pirkle:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/taYThk1FX2k&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235054 33783 271 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 3:54:09pm  
 
<P>Yeah -- I think that comment didn't really need to be deleted. If you reload, 
it's back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235455 33784 6 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 5:33:58pm  
 
<P>Anyone know who asked that stupid question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235458 33784 7 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 5:34:51pm  
 
<P>Was it a Fox correspondent or was he from Weird Nut Drooly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235486 33784 27 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 5:41:13pm  



 
<P>Currently on the Fox Nation <A href="http://www.thefoxnation.com/" 
target=_blank>home page</A>, this lovely juxtaposition of jingoistic 
imagery:</P> 
<P><A title=20090528FoxNationHome.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090528FoxNationHome.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090528FoxNationHome.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235487 33784 28 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 5:42:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7235475" target=_blank>#16</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles nailed it in #7.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Weird Nut Drooly has a White House correspondent. Isn't that 
lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235501 33784 41 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 5:44:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7235488" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a little creepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than a little.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235545 33784 82 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 6:00:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7235528" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I've been looking through the comments at foxnation.com, and I don't believe 
what they're allowing to be posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235566 33784 97 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 6:11:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7235550" target=_blank>#86</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is "fox nation"?</P> 
<P>I could not find a link to it at foxnews.com</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,511335,00.html" 
target=_blank>Welcome to the FOX Nation</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235610 33784 141 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 6:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7235598" target=_blank>#129</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is only Fox identified with it's craziest people, and none of the 
others?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, pardon me. But LGF has been exposing crazy "journalists" for a long time, 
and ALL of the "others" have been included in that. Reuters, AP, CBS, MSNBC, all 
of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07235615 33784 146 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 6:28:02pm  
 
<P>Did LGF just launch yesterday, and I missed it?</P> 
<P>How could someone ask whether we cover the transgressions of other media, if 
they've been reading LGF for more than a week?</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235680 33784 207 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 6:45:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7235649" target=_blank>#177</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you did miss your prior qualms and criticisms of AFP, WND, ABC News, 
New York Times, WaPo, LAT, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Was that me? Are you sure? After all, some people seem to think I've 
been taken over by the body snatchers lately, because I'm daring to criticize 
<EM>their</EM> sacred cows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235807 33784 333 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:21:02pm  
 
<P>Allahpundit linked to this post at Hot Air, and sure enough -- the commenters 
are seriously hating on me again.</P> 
<P>It's nice to live inside so many morons' heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235817 33784 343 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/7235811" target=_blank>#337</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think you could do some repair work while you're 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(By the way, AP says they get about 2700 comments per day -- LGF usually gets 
about 5000 per day, sometimes more.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235853 33784 379 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7235832" target=_blank>#358</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles, forget about the BC, what about dreams from my father being ghost 
written by ayers</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're moving on from your obsession with the nirth certifikit, to an 
obsession with another insane conspiracy theory, eh?</P> 
<P>Well, that's progress, of a sort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235855 33784 381 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:32:16pm  
 
<P>Here come the nirthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235860 33784 386 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:34:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7235858" target=_blank>#384</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>have you read cashill?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you danced with the devil in the pale moonlight?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235884 33784 410 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7235879" target=_blank>#405</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles, shame on you, if i didn't know better i would say you are avoiding 
convincing evidence, as if your fingers are in your ears and are you yelling 
NahNanNah to avoid hearing something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you rephrase that question, in English this time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235893 33784 419 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7235883" target=_blank>#409</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, she has. And I'm not happy with ploome at all, after she 
decided to defend mass murderer Baruch Golstein at my website. But please take 
this offline. It's not interesting to most of the people reading this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235922 33784 447 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 7:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7235891" target=_blank>#417</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes, have you read cashill?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, Cashill the creationist? The guy who took some time off from 
promoting creationism to concoct a ridiculous conspiracy theory that Barack 
Obama's autobiography was ghost-written by Bill Ayers, and came up with a bunch 
of absurd pseudo-scientific gobbledegook by way of "proof?"</P> 
<P>That Cashill?</P> 
<P>Nope, never read him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07235983 33784 504 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:02:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/7235938" target=_blank>#462</A> dwdw49</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles, my hats off to you. creationism- i think he is wrong, ayers---very 
compelling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see if I can make this clear to you.</P> 
<P>The conspiracy theory that Barack Obama's autobiography was sekritly written 
by Bill Ayers is a 10,000-foot heap of unwashed, reeking, 100-proof crap. And 
I'm going to start deleting any links that are posted to this bilious nonsense 
at my website, because I don't want to get the stink on me.</P> 
<P>Any more questions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236001 33784 522 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:06:16pm  
 
<P>I'm frankly embarrassed and very disappointed that the link to American 
Thinker's Cashill article got 20 up-dings before I deleted it.</P> 
<P>American Thinker is off the LGF list of news sources. By publishing that 
garbage, they've put themselves on the same plane as World Net Daily.</P> 



<P>The sickness is spreading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236064 33784 585 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:16:48pm  
 
<P>dwdw49 is a Nirther too, of course.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/299/7011108" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236128 33784 649 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:30:04pm  
 
<P>This just in: Marcus Epstein, executive director of Pat Buchanan's "The 
American Cause" and Tom Tancredo's Team America PAC, and founder of "Youth for 
Western Civilization," is going to be sentenced on July 8th for <A 
href="http://dc.indymedia.org/newswire/display/146405/index.php" 
target=_blank>verbally and physically assaulting a black woman in Washington DC 
in 2007</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to documents obtained from District of Columbia's Superior Court, 
Epstein, 25, must appear before Judge Wendell P. Gardner on July 8 for 
sentencing after pleading guilty to simple assault charges stemming from an 
incident during the early evening hours of July 7, 2007. The documents state 
that Epstein was walking down the street making offensive remarks when he 
encountered the victim, called her the "N-word" and struck her in her head. He 
was briefly detained by the woman's husband, but was able to escape, only to be 
arrested minutes later by a Secret Service officer who witnessed the attack. 
According to the officer's statement, a friend of Epstein's informed him that he 
had been drinking.</P> 
<P>A restraining order to stay away from the couple has been imposed on Epstein. 
He currently faces a maximum punishment of 180 days in jail and $1000 fine and 
also had to continue mental health treatment, complete an alcohol treatment 
program, write a letter of apology to the victim and donate $1000 to the United 
Negro College Fund prior to sentencing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236140 33784 661 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:31:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7236118" target=_blank>#639</A> 
InfidelTexan</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your dramatic flounce-off comment has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236669 33784 858 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 10:26:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>I think that's enough from the nirther. He's just filling up this thread with 
nonsense. End of the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239491 33784 873 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 2:53:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/872/7239388" target=_blank>#872</A> 
Noah_Vaile</EM></P> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07240579 33784 876 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 8:02:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/7239761" target=_blank>#874</A> Alcove-
One</EM></P> 
<P>I know very well about Kinsolving's history, and yes, he did good work on the 
Jim Jones story.</P> 
<P>But now he's shilling for kooks. It's sad.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236261 33785 18 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7236246" target=_blank>#10</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Marcus Yung-gyu EpsteinDate of Birth: 05/07/1983</STRONG><A 
href="http://criminalsearches.com/details.aspx?id=w1x00xC8&amp;vw=criminal&amp;1
=bSxaY1OiKptQmUlyuLi4deVKHI%2f1LgvDrqZCx4wcRN0%3d&amp;input=name" 
target=_blank>Click here to view criminal record.</A></P> 
<P>He has several priors.</P> 
<P>Repeat offender.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Epstein uses his Jewish-Korean heritage as cover for his white supremacist 
activities -- "I can't be an antisemite or a racist, I'm Jewish-
Korean!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236334 33785 62 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 8:59:24pm  
 
<P>There's another well-known female conservative columnist-blogger who is 
listed as a contributor at VDARE. I don't think people want to know about it, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236342 33785 70 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 9:00:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7236341" target=_blank>#69</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07236411 33785 129 Charles Thu, May 28, 2009 9:09:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7236371" target=_blank>#94</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>All I can say is that if a website like that ever started publishing my 
stuff, and listing me as a contributor, I'd be demanding that they remove it and 
stop using my name so fast it would make your head spin.</P> 
<P>I would not let it continue for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238011 33785 420 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 9:53:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7237575" target=_blank>#414</A> gtrs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles says she is qualified; guess you forgot to mention that part 
huh?.../</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, I didn't say "she is qualified." I said we shouldn't jump to conclusions 
based on quotes taken out of context. Please don't speak for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238034 33785 421 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 9:59:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7237515" target=_blank>#412</A> Walk Not So 
Softly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat's association to these kinds of people is old news, really. Not to 
mention that Pat's influence is rather weak these days. Kind of an easy target 
for this kind of post, TBH. I am still curious though, why we have not seen a 
similar expose' on Sotomayor and her association with La 
Raza...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've already had several lengthy discussions about this. It's not relevant 
to this thread.</P> 
<P>And you are very wrong to call this "old news," or to imply that we should 
just ignore Pat Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238143 33785 424 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:22:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7237840" target=_blank>#415</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never liked Pat B., but really, guilt by association is very risky, 
isn't it? I can still see in my mind's eye the photo of FDR, Stalin and 
Churchill together. Let's be careful of this. One of my neighbors (acquaintance, 
but came to our barbecues and we went to theirs) went to prison for murder. One 
would have never known.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you search LGF for our past entries about Pat Buchanan, you'll see that 
this is absolutely not an isolated incident, or "guilt by association." And 
nobody is jumping to any conclusions. There's a very long history of Buchanan's 
associations with extremists and European fascists, and an equally long history 
of his own hateful comments.</P> 
<P>And by the way, "guilt by association" is not always wrong, is it? If someone 
chooses to associate with racists and fascists, what's wrong with calling 
attention to it? It absolutely is meaningful and relevant to point out these 
associations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238185 33787 78 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:27:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7238111" target=_blank>#18</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps "racist" is a bit harsh.</P> 
<P>However, what are we supposed to think about her membership in "La Raza?"</P> 
<P>Here is their mission statement:</P> 
<P>"Por la Raza, Todo. Fuera de la raza, nada."</P> 
<P>"For the race, everything; for those not of the race, 
nothing.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, that is NOT the National Council of La Raza's "mission 
statement." In fact, they have unequivocally rejected that 
slogan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238206 33787 96 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:31:11am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7238154" target=_blank>#50</A> ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>La Raza = KKK. No spinning that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just way over the top.</P> 
<P>The NCLR has never burned crosses on people's lawns or lynched 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238220 33787 109 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:33:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7238191" target=_blank>#82</A> ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you defending the very existence of La Raza?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm trying to be accurate, instead of circulating lies. That is not the 
slogan of the NCLR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238232 33787 121 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:35:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7238213" target=_blank>#103</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I can't believe you're defending them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was Karl Rove "defending" them too, when he spoke at their 2006 annual 
meeting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238246 33787 133 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:36:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7238229" target=_blank>#118</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's next - GOP politicians will have to break bread with La 
Raza?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you had an LGF account under another name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238268 33787 154 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7238260" target=_blank>#146</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<P>It would be a really good idea for you to answer my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238307 33787 188 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:45:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7238271" target=_blank>#157</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I haven't had another account.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Your IP address tells a different story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238398 33787 276 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:55:51am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7238364" target=_blank>#243</A> 
ArrowSmith</EM></P> 
<P>Thats enough. I really don't appreciate being lied to. If you had admitted 
the truth you might not be banned.</P> 
<P>I have logs that show an attempt to log into your previous account earlier 
this month, discovering it was blocked, and then registering at the first 
opportunity with the same IP you tried to log in with.</P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238418 33787 296 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 10:58:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7238384" target=_blank>#262</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>No, it wasn't either of those. I'm keeping the name to 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238453 33787 330 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:02:44am  
 
<P>Please note that there are TWO groups that use the name "La Raza." One is La 
Raza Unida, which definitely is a much more extremist group.</P> 
<P>But comparing the National Council of La Raza to the KKK is completely 
ridiculous. The KKK was a terrorist group that <EM>murdered</EM> many 
people.</P> 
<P>You may not agree with everything the NCLR does or stands for -- and I 
certainly don't -- but the fact is that they are recognized as a legitimate 
advocacy group by nearly everyone on the political scene. Top GOP politicians 
address their conferences. Attempting to compare them to the KKK is an epic 
fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238470 33787 347 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:05:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7238438" target=_blank>#316</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, a question out of utter techno-ignorance; isn't it quite possible 
for two distinct posters to have the same IP address? For instance, if someone 
else at my workplace started posting at LGF, wouldn't he/she probably show up 
with the same IP address as the one I'm using?</P> 
<P>(Er... not that I'd ever post from work, you understand... heh 
heh)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's possible -- but in this case there's other corroborating evidence. 
I never make these kinds of assessments based on IP alone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238613 33787 489 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:35:18am  
 
 
 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that the majority of the people who are complaining 
about the "Latina female" statement have not read the full speech it was pulled 
from, but are just reacting based on those few words.</P> 
<P>Here's the entire speech:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/05/15/us/politics/15judge.text.html?_r=1&amp;p
agewanted=all" target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This comment has been seriously distorted and taken out of context.</P> 
<P>And again -- please note that I'm NOT agreeing with everything Sotomayor says 
by pointing this out! But I really wish people would stop being so easily 
manipulated by cynical politicians and talk show hosts like Rush Limbaugh, 
without finding out the full context for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238648 33787 524 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:41:21am  
 
<P>By the way, Alberto Gonzales is also a member of the National Council of La 
Raza, and he served on the board of directors of one of their major 
affiliates.</P> 
<P>Focusing on the La Raza membership of Sotomayor is not going anywhere. The 
GOP has just as many connections to the NCLR as Sonia Sotomayor 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07238671 33787 547 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:46:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/7238657" target=_blank>#533</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've said it repeatedly and linked it more than once (and I'm not the only 
person who has noted it), her position on the <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/05/28/sotomayors-gun-control-
positions-prompt-conservative-backlash/" target=_blank>Second Amendment</A> is 
unacceptable. Jurisprudence and precedent are moving in the direction of greater 
protections from government overreach on the Second Amendment issue. She is a 
step backwards on the issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://thehill.com/leading-the-news/to-rights-dismay-nra-stays-out-
of-sotomayor-fight-2009-05-28.html" target=_blank>The NRA is withholding 
judgment</A> until they get more information. More people should follow that 
example.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sotomayor, however, sat on a panel that issued an opinion in a controversial 
case that could impact gun-owners’ rights, Maloney v. Cuomo. Sotomayor and other 
members of the court ruled that the Second Amendment does not apply to the 
states, only to the federal government. The plaintiff in the case argued that a 
state law barring him from owning nunchucks, a martial arts weapon, violated his 
constitutional right to bear arms.</P> 
<P>Sotomayor’s court also ruled that the Supreme Court’s decision District of 
Columbia v. Heller, which invalidated the District’s law against handgun 
possession, did not go so far as to apply the Second Amendment to state law.</P> 
<P>This ruling has given some Senate Republican aides and conservative activists 
hope that the NRA would immerse itself in the debate over Sotomayor.</P> 
<P>But a spokesman for the organization said it’s staying on the sidelines for 
now.</P> 
<P>“Right now we have a lot of concerns and questions and we hope to have those 
addressed during the confirmation hearing and throughout the process,” said 
Andrew Arulanandam, an NRA spokesman. “As far as our actions, we reserve the 
right to do anything based on what we find out.</P> 
<P>“All options are on the table,” he added. “As we speak today, we’re waiting 
for the confirmation process. A research team is looking into her record on our 
issue.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07238687 33787 563 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 11:51:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/7238677" target=_blank>#553</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am glad she is proud of her heritage but not once in that speech does she 
refer to herself as American...</P> 
<P>Whatever happened to the melting pot where all races, languages and creeds 
could come together and unite as one and grow together as one nation? We seem to 
be splintered special interest groups who are all heading in separate 
directions... It's sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is completely false. Large portions of the speech are about being an 
American. For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>America has a deeply confused image of itself that is in perpetual tension. 
We are a nation that takes pride in our ethnic diversity, recognizing its 
importance in shaping our society and in adding richness to its existence. Yet, 
we simultaneously insist that we can and must function and live in a race and 
color-blind way that ignore these very differences that in other contexts we 
laud. That tension between "the melting pot and the salad bowl" -- a recently 
popular metaphor used to described New York's diversity - is being hotly debated 
today in national discussions about affirmative action. Many of us struggle with 
this tension and attempt to maintain and promote our cultural and ethnic 
identities in a society that is often ambivalent about how to deal with its 
differences. In this time of great debate we must remember that it is not 
political struggles that create a Latino or Latina identity. I became a Latina 
by the way I love and the way I live my life. My family showed me by their 
example how wonderful and vibrant life is and how wonderful and magical it is to 
have a Latina soul. They taught me to love being a Puertorriqueña and to love 
America and value its lesson that great things could be achieved if one works 
hard for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239050 33787 711 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:13:38pm  
 
<P>I don't agree that the context fails to change the meaning of the remark. She 
says several times that she <EM>agrees</EM> that justices should attempt to 
avoid having personal sympathies influence decisions. For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now Judge Cedarbaum expresses concern with any analysis of women and 
presumably again people of color on the bench, which begins and presumably ends 
with the conclusion that women or minorities are different from men generally. 
She sees danger in presuming that judging should be gender or anything else 
based. She rightly points out that the perception of the differences between men 
and women is what led to many paternalistic laws and to the denial to women of 
the right to vote because we were described then "as not capable of reasoning or 
thinking logically" but instead of "acting intuitively." I am quoting adjectives 
that were bandied around famously during the suffragettes' movement.</P> 
<P>While recognizing the potential effect of individual experiences on 
perception, Judge Cedarbaum nevertheless believes that judges must transcend 
their personal sympathies and prejudices and aspire to achieve a greater degree 
of fairness and integrity based on the reason of law. Although I agree with and 
attempt to work toward Judge Cedarbaum's aspiration, I wonder whether achieving 
that goal is possible in all or even in most cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She also says very clearly that she does NOT believe race or personal 
experiences must always influence decisions:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let us not forget that wise men like Oliver Wendell Holmes and Justice 
Cardozo voted on cases which upheld both sex and race discrimination in our 
society. Until 1972, no Supreme Court case ever upheld the claim of a woman in a 
gender discrimination case. I, like Professor Carter, believe that we should not 
be so myopic as to believe that others of different experiences or backgrounds 
are incapable of understanding the values and needs of people from a different 
group. Many are so capable. As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to me, nine white men 
on the Supreme Court in the past have done so on many occasions and on many 
issues including Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The speech is far more thoughtful than it's being portrayed by people who are 
seizing on a few words out of context.</P> 
<P>You may or may not agree with her points, but they are made thoughtfully, and 
it's absolutely not correct to simply label her as a "racist" based on 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239057 33787 715 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:15:08pm  
 
<P>I must have posted these excerpts five or six times by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239461 33787 746 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 2:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/7239426" target=_blank>#743</A> jimmyk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of all the people saying that this quote is taken out of context, I have not 
yet seen one explanation of how it means something very different in the context 
of the speech (which I have read). I think if she had used the term "different" 
rather than "better", there would be many fewer objections. So I ask: How does 
the context change the interpretation of her statement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted excerpts from the speech that clearly answer your 
questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239830 33787 753 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 4:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/749/7239671" target=_blank>#749</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was at a symposium titled <EM>"Raising the Bar: Latino and Latina Presence 
in the Judiciary and the Struggle for Representation."</EM></P> 
<P>What was she supposed to talk about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. She was invited to give a speech on that very topic.</P> 
<P>But you know, people really don't seem to care about context very much any 
more. It's all about the hysteria.</P> 
<P>The GOP base must be fed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242799 33787 763 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:23:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/762/7241833" target=_blank>#762</A> 
harpsicon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm coming late to this thread, but couldn't the same thing be said about 
CAIR?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No. The Council of American Islamic Relations has actual ties to an actual 
terrorist group, Hamas. When Bush and the FBI and others were associating with 
them, I was highly critical of them -- and eventually, the facts came out about 
CAIR during the Holy Land Foundation trial, and the FBI cut off ties to them, as 
they should have long before.</P> 
<P>The cases are not even close to being comparable. The NCLR has never been 
involved in terrorism, and never had ties to terrorist groups. Again -- you may 
not like what they stand for or their agenda, but comparing them to the KKK or 
CAIR is just ludicrous and wrong. It's not going to work, and anyone who does it 
is going to end up with massive egg on their faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239481 33789 202 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 2:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7239326" target=_blank>#160</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an aside...</P> 
<P>I just want to state publicly that Debbie Schlussel's commentary on Justice 
Sotomayor was really my last straw for her. She has been shrill in the past, but 
this is a new low for her. I still am stunned that she would make up a song 
about Sotomayor as "Sonia from the block" and compare her to J-Lo.</P> 
<P>Sonia Sotomayor is clearly qualified for the job, and certainly more 
qualified than Barack Obama was qualified to be president. She was picked in 
part as an affirmative action pick (we all knew that Obama would choose a 
woman), but that does not render her unqualified. Playing into Hispanic racial 
stereotypes about big bottoms...unbelievable.</P> 
<P>The worst thing is that this sort of behavior only drives Hispanics further 
to the Dems.</P> 
<P>I hope cooler heads and sanity prevails amongst the GOP, and they do not 
follow Schlussel's lead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really awful to watch this happening on right-wing blogs. The hysteria 
levels are getting completely absurd.</P> 
<P>There are only a very few bloggers trying to get people to be reasonable 
about this instead of joining the virtual lynch mob, and those few are being 
attacked and labeled as traitors or worse.</P> 
<P>It's disturbing. Bad craziness is loose in the right-wing blogosphere and 
almost nobody's trying to pull back from the brink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239173 33791 18 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:36:01pm  
 
<P>Did George W. Bush mention the Palestinian hate culture in any of his 
speeches? I don't recall him ever doing so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239220 33791 34 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:43:49pm  
 
<P>I hope nobody thinks I'm looking at this as some kind of harbinger of peace 
in the Middle East. It's not.</P> 
<P>But it is hopeful to see at least this much recognition of an extremely 
serious problem -- one that's usually completely ignored by both Democratic and 
Republican politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239225 33791 37 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:44:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7239203" target=_blank>#31</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did. He called on the Palestinians to fulfill their obligations under 
Oslo, and this is one of them.</P> 
<P>The call for elections included <A 
href="http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/gwbushtwostatesolution.htm" 
target=_blank>this</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That statement was about terrorism, though -- Obama specifically called out 
the schools and mosques.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239296 33791 72 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 1:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7239262" target=_blank>#60</A> P. Aaron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Colin Powell ever stated a position on Palistinian Hate Speech?</P> 
<P>Or is he moderate about it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably not a good idea to keep making these kinds of snotty comments, 
if you want to keep your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239320 33791 83 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 2:04:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7239311" target=_blank>#78</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I have no idea what's going on in Obama's mind, but I would be 
very surprised if he followed up on this with something more concrete and which 
continued to ameliorate Israel's position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be surprised if that happens, too. But I do think it's at least slightly 
encouraging that Obama is willing to specifically call out Palestinian schools 
<EM>and mosques</EM> as centers of incitement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239961 33791 313 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:22:08pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Here we go again. Where the hell did I say "Obama loves 
Israel?"</P> 
<P>Is there some kind of virus going around that prevents people from 
understanding what I write?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240005 33791 316 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:31:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7239875" target=_blank>#306</A> democast</EM></P> 
<P>You are not welcome to post comments at LGF. I'm not going to stand for 
threats of terrorism at my blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240017 33791 319 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:33:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7239875" target=_blank>#306</A> democast</EM></P> 
<P>And I see you've also been posting links to Kahanist propaganda. They're all 
going away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242744 33791 342 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:10:47am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7241846" target=_blank>#340</A> Ben F</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read this the exact opposite way from you, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've learned now that it doesn't matter what I write, or how I qualify my 
opinions, there will always be people who, as soon as I write anything even 
remotely positive about Obama, will yell at me about it.</P> 
<P>Try reading <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33779_Laughable_Headline_of_the_Da
y" target=_blank>what I wrote here</A> before lecturing me on Obama's statements 
about the settlements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239682 33792 9 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 3:59:01pm  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail from idiots who say I'm "shilling for Hussein 
Obama" by linking to the Israel Project's story on his statement about 
Palestinian incitement.</P> 
<P>Man, the craziness is everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239815 33792 108 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 4:41:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7239796" target=_blank>#92</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Texas allows exemptions from the vaccination requirement, for "reasons of 
conscience:"<A 
href="http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/docs/faq_exemption.pdf" 
target=_blank>Frequently Asked QuestionsVaccine Exemption for Reasons of 
Conscience</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many states allow exemptions from vaccination.</P> 
<P>Some GOP state platforms have started to specifically call for allowing 
exemptions too, by the way. The same platforms that call for teaching 
creationism in science classes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239873 33792 159 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:00:43pm  
 
<P>Good lord. I just checked out what the crowd at Free Republic had to say 
about Sen. John Cornyn's criticism of Limbaugh. "Over the top" doesn't even 
begin to describe it. The undiluted hatred they're spewing at Cornyn -- the 
chairman of the National Republican Senatorial Committee! -- is almost 
unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239876 33792 160 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:02:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2260369/posts" 
target=_blank>One example out of dozens</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Senator Cornyn is a living, breathing example of how spineless the McCain 
wing of the Repub Party is.</P> 
<P>The Dems had no hesitation to go after Black and Hispanic nominees of 
Bush.</P> 



<P>Of course, in the Civil War and Jim Crow years, it was the Dems who wanted to 
keep slavery of Blacks. And the way 95 pct of Blacks vote Dem, shows the Blacks 
want back on the plantation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely disgusting. Is this what the GOP base has become?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07239930 33792 202 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 5:15:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7239923" target=_blank>#196</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess this means that they're now going to consider Senator Cornyn a RINO 
as a result of repudiating Gingrich and Limbaugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO comments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO girlyman Cornyn needs a primary challenger.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>The RINOs are so spineless I wonder if Hillary is playing around with the FBI 
files again!</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Ridicule may eventually work because this guy fancies himself a real man 
instead of a girly boy. My FAX to him earlier this morning pointed out his RINO 
status and flawed judgment, so I can only hope his office will be flooded with 
e-mails and FAXES so that they'll have to acknowledge how many Texans and non-
Texans, too, find him to be a useless RINO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240277 33794 4 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 6:52:00pm  
 
<P>Left-wing blogs are absolutely loving this. Daily Kos posted a video of both 
GW Bush and John McCain praising the National Council of La Raza 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240300 33794 25 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 6:56:47pm  
 
<P>It's incredibly easy to find GOP politicians who work with or belong to the 
National Council of La Raza.</P> 
<P>Obama is showing once again what a shrewd politician he is. He's walking back 
the "wise Latina" comment, knowing that it's a tiny concession. Meanwhile the 
GOP base has moved on, raving about the La Raza membership. And that's going to 
backfire, big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240308 33794 32 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 6:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7240303" target=_blank>#27</A> 
coquimbojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No excuses should be made for anyone spouting that bilge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not going to work. Give it up. This is going to end up hurting the GOP 
enormously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240330 33794 51 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7240313" target=_blank>#37</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Democrats: "Hey Republican Party. Don't touch this plate, it's very hot."</P> 
<P>Republican Party: "Ouch"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. We're in Three Stooges territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240378 33795 1 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:16:45pm  
 
<P>Countdown to someone calling Noonan a RINO because she criticized Sarah Palin 
... 5 ... 4 ... 3 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240442 33795 33 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:29:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7240431" target=_blank>#27</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... sorry, that's just not enough. Noonan is essentially cheering for, 
well, identity politics. I'm more than a little surprised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. She's right -- the American dream is that anyone, no matter their 
heritage or background, can be successful. It's the <EM>opposite</EM> of 
identity politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240455 33795 43 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:31:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7240446" target=_blank>#36</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same people who are praising this fantastic pick, tried to derail Alberto 
Gonzalez and derailed Janice Rogers Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alberto Gonzales, by the way, is a member of the National Council of La Raza, 
and served on the board of directors for one of their major affiliates.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240468 33795 54 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7240458" target=_blank>#46</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But again, <EM>that's not enough</EM>.</P> 
<P>You're not supposed to get nominated to the Supreme Court because of your 
"heritage and background"; and that's all Noonan's talking about. That's mostly 
what the man who <EM>nominated</EM> Sotomayor talks about in relation to her, 
too. You're supposed to be nominated <EM>irrespective of your "heritage and 
background"</EM>, because you're an outstanding jurist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sotomayor has been on track for the Supreme Court for a long time -- people 
were talking about her as a possible candidate 10 years ago. She was NOT picked 
solely because of her heritage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240496 33795 80 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7240491" target=_blank>#75</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Perhaps Peggy Noonan is - Jealous - Sarah Palin MIGHT JUST Become "Palin-45" 
- Peggy Noonan - will NOT - really too bad. Peggy Noonan was one of the 



Intellectuals of the Reagan Administration. A President ELIZABETH NOONAN - in 
Office Today - would bother me less than President Barack Obama. "Peggy" has a 
hold on Reality. Obama - Not So Much. That is all.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion, Sarah Palin will never be President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240516 33795 99 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:47:21pm  
 
<P>Sotomayor is not a "racist."</P> 
<P>This talking point is overheated and false, and more importantly -- it's a 
losing strategy. You only hurt yourself by insisting on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240535 33795 116 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7240530" target=_blank>#112</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... to whom are you addressing this point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To the people who continue to insist that Sotomayor is a "racist." (Not 
you.)</P> 
<P>The accusation has been made at least a hundred times in our threads about 
Sotomayor today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240544 33795 124 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7240532" target=_blank>#113</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No shit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No shit. Google it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240560 33795 136 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 7:56:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7240554" target=_blank>#132</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't doubting you, Charles. It just comes as a surprise. This never came up 
<EM>at all</EM> during his confirmation, or thereafter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World Net Daily tried to make it an issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07240740 33795 310 Charles Fri, May 29, 2009 8:35:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7240682" target=_blank>#254</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dumb and getting dumber...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/29/glenn-beck-hey-what-if-a-million-
people-stopped-paying-their-taxes-in-protest/" target=_blank>Glenn Beck: Hey, 
what if a million people stopped paying their taxes in 
protest?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would happen: the country's economy would collapse. Hospitals would 
close. Schools would close. The entire government would come to a halt.</P> 



<P>Oh yeah, that sounds wonderful.</P> 
<P>But that's probably what that moron Glenn Beck wants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242354 33795 945 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 9:33:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/7242323" target=_blank>#941</A> voluble</EM></P> 
<P>With that disgusting comment, your LGF account is history. Bye 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242361 33795 946 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 9:34:50am  
 
<P>I'm sad to say that large portions of this thread are making Noonan's point 
even better than she could have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242543 33795 950 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:14:23am  
 
<P><EM>#948 Joel</EM></P> 
<P>Is there some reason why you feel you have to make ugly sexist remarks in 
response to this column? That was disgusting, and if you keep on in that vein 
I'm going to block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242564 33795 951 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:22:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/920/7241902" target=_blank>#920</A> The Dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's plenty of criticizing of those who want to purge the party of RINOs, 
but no explanation of how purging the party of social conservatives would help 
win elections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because I have never advocated "purging the party of social 
conservatives." Why should I explain it when I've never said it?</P> 
<P>I do think the party needs to eliminate the social conservative 
<EM>agenda</EM> from its platform -- or at least tone it down to a very large 
extent. Unfortunately, the kind of people who want to meddle in other people's 
lives and teach everyone's children creationism are not going to be happy about 
a reduced role, are they? The whole point for them is to have dominion over 
others. And there we have the GOP's big problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243413 33795 962 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 2:38:12pm  
 
<P>Calling on the GOP to pull away from the extreme right wing is not the same 
as calling on the GOP to be more like Democrats. You can be a conservative 
without being a raving nutjob, believe it or not, and being a moderate 
conservative is not the same as being a Democrat.</P> 
<P>This kind of absolutist thinking will doom the GOP to decades in the 
wilderness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242443 33797 41 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 9:52:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7242390" target=_blank>#21</A> 
seagreenroom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I really have no problem with making an example out of the guy. We need to be 
doing the same thing to this kind of scum. Stick em in the town square on a 
Sunday afternoon.</P> 
<P>It's just good advertising.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! That's what America needs -- to be more like Saudi Arabia! Let's put 
black sacks on our women too, while we're at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242481 33797 49 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:00:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7242435" target=_blank>#38</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honest question: already-dead or not, have the Saudis ever actually crucified 
anyone in modern memory? That seems bizarre, even for them. I mean, not that 
beheading isn't, but jeez louise.</P> 
<P>Also, I am genuinely interested in how they find people to serve the role of 
Official Mutilator. Are they conscripted? Volunteers? Is it considered a 
prestigious position, or just one of those things that someone has to do, like 
picking up the garbage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/23522_Saudi_Head-
Chopper_Discusses_His_Craft" target=_blank>Saudi Head-Chopper Discusses His 
Craft</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242523 33797 54 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:08:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7242501" target=_blank>#52</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes this an example of "mob rule/vigilante justice?" The article said 
he was convicted of the crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was convicted of the crime in a country that's ruled by sharia law -- in 
which courts and trials have a very different meaning than they do in the United 
States. But don't let that stop you from wishing we could be more like 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242578 33797 69 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:28:11am  
 
<P>There was a time when I could post an article like this, and people wouldn't 
applaud the Saudis for publicly butchering people and displaying the bodies.</P> 
<P>This is why I hesitate about these articles now -- because I know when I do 
post an article about Saudi beheadings, people will show up and thoughtlessly 
say, "Yeah! That's what we should do too!"</P> 
<P>I don't want to live in a country that beheads people in public. Those of you 
who applaud this kind of thing should ask yourselves whether that's the country 
you want to live in -- because Saudi Arabia is beckoning you if it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242685 33797 91 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:58:01am  
 
<P>That's enough.</P> 
<P>Comments applauding the Saudis for this are going to be deleted, and accounts 
are going to be blocked. I've deleted three comments already. Any more in this 
vein will cause accounts to be blocked.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to stand for this at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07244173 33797 176 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 6:25:13pm  
 
<P>What I think isn't fair: people who take advantage of their LGF accounts to 
post comments that will be used to smear the entire site. And when you approve 
of Saudi barbarism, even if you're just "venting," that's what you're 
doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244189 33797 179 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 6:29:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7243659" target=_blank>#174</A> 
CTUCandyVendor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said, I think that people applauding either the method or the public 
display are reacting more to a sense of disgust to the crime, in a 'safe' forum 
to vent that disgust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is NOT a "safe" forum in which to approve of Saudi barbarism. Almost 2 
million people read these comments every month. Everything you post here is 
very, very public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242624 33798 158 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:43:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7242436" target=_blank>#22</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree with Charles' assertion that Rall - scumbag that he's always been 
- should join the Far Right, as I haven't seen anyone on the Far Right calling 
for Obama to resign ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a LOT of right-wing blogs calling for Obama to 
resign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242634 33798 164 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:45:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7242632" target=_blank>#163</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, which Far Right blogs Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen dozens of posts at right-wing blogs. Try Google's blog search if 
you don't believe me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242650 33798 177 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7242637" target=_blank>#166</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if Rall gets says "overheated" things objecting to how Obama is operating 
that cross some threshold, his observations have to be re-allotted to the 
"right"? Really? Because unless the left actually wants Herbert Marcuse style 
marxism, they eventually will squawk, because that is who is in office. Soviet 
marxism was ever so corrupt and bad for the little people (which is how I think 
of my station during this administration). So if Rall was hoping for the world 
to change into his version of utopia, he blames Obama when the world doesn't 
cooperate. Why does that mean he has wrapped around to the 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because he's hating Obama, ya think? Is this a difficult point to 
comprehend?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07242660 33798 185 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:52:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7242657" target=_blank>#182</A> 
Tatterdemalian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Wraps around." Damn, I love it when computer jagon enters mainstream usage. 
I wonder if anyone even remembers who invented that term, and why it was called 
"wrapping around" instead of, say, "rolling over" or "edge 
jumping."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I do. One use is as a term referring to bit shift operations, in which 
the high order bit wraps around to the low order bit, or vice 
versa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242670 33798 192 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 10:56:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7242654" target=_blank>#181</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BUT, as long as I have your attention, do you think you could see you're way 
clear to deleting comment #21 on the prior...oh, nevermind!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should have another look at that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242823 33798 312 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:30:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7242725" target=_blank>#238</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I have to agree that it's a misnomer to say that Rall has gone 
"around to the right". He is essentially complaining that Obama hasn't turned 
out to be LEFT enough for him; too much like Bush, etc. The Cindy Sheehan/Code 
Pink crowd has the same complaint (as witnessed by their Bush-era-like rally in 
DC a couple months back); that hardly makes them "right-
wingers".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not saying that Rall has <EM>become</EM> a right-winger. I'm saying he is 
joining them in calling for Obama's resignation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242844 33798 329 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:34:53am  
 
<P>I don't remember ever having to explain these kinds of snarky comments 
before. Is there an epidemic of literalism going around or 
something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242862 33798 347 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:37:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7242846" target=_blank>#331</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our part, for now, must be that of the loyal opposition: we hope your 
administration succeeds. We hope its policies save the economy and keep external 
threats at bay. When our considered judgment is that this or that aspect of the 
overall administration plan is so counterproductive that the democrats wouldn't 
adapt it if only they saw the train wreck coming, then it will be our duty to 



warn them and try to save them from that train wreck, and save their reputation, 
because the train wreck would mess up the U.S. and that counts for more than the 
joys of Schadenfreude when the smashup comes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07242961 33799 31 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 11:58:53am  
 
<P>Worldtribune.com is <EM>not</EM> a credible source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243007 33799 63 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:11:52pm  
 
<P>For a while, worldtribune.com was posting LGF articles -- by linking to LGF 
in a frame. That's a sleazy tactic of coopting the traffic of a popular website 
to increase ad revenue, and they stopped trying it when I put in some frame-
busting code.</P> 
<P>No reputable news outlet would do something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243014 33799 69 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:13:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7243009" target=_blank>#65</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have wonderful news for you.</P> 
<P>WWN still <A href="http://weeklyworldnews.com/" target=_blank>exists</A>... 
but online only.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look who's listed in the links at bottom left of the Weekly World News 
page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243029 33799 78 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:18:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7243010" target=_blank>#66</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would think this would be all over the Jerusalem Post if it were 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- that's why I'm doubtful about the story. It would definitely 
have been in Jpost and Haaretz if it were true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243068 33799 112 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:33:06pm  
 
<P>I fully expect to get hate mail now, saying I'm "shilling for Hussein" 
because I didn't immediately get my Obama-hate on about this unfounded 
rumor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243073 33799 115 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:34:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7243062" target=_blank>#106</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<P>Their source is Middle East Newsline -- which again is linked back to 
worldtribune.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243082 33799 122 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 12:38:26pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7243066" target=_blank>#110</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Iirc, the standard review of an export request includes a question asking 
whether civilians have been killed in recent operations by the recipient nation, 
and whether weapons similar to those requested were involved. Since the answer 
to this is "yes," in this case, the specific circumstances must be reviewed 
before the request can be approved. This is a legal requirement dating from the 
Carter administration.It is likely that <EM>every</EM> Israeli request for 
armaments has been similarly reviewed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that sounds likely. This is similar to the story that circulated saying 
that Obama was sending millions of dollars to relocate Hamas terrorists inside 
the US -- that turned out be a standard requisition of funds.</P> 
<P>It's ridiculous how much of this disinformation is flying around these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243973 33799 187 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 5:16:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7243935" target=_blank>#186</A> Ateam</EM></P> 
<P>I'm deleting your comment, but I'm not blocking your account because I 
reviewed your previous comments and you haven't posted things like this before. 
But please be aware that if you EVER post anything like that at LGF again, your 
account will be history so fast your head will swim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243214 33800 62 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 1:37:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7243210" target=_blank>#58</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did Charles find out his real name?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243894 33800 164 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 4:55:22pm  
 
<P>See the update. The stalkers are starting to show up now at Defenseman's 
blog, and making the usual dishonest claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243906 33800 165 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 4:58:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7243893" target=_blank>#163</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>gclaghorn gave me up dings for almost everything they ever saw me say. I 
found it odd, but just so the stalkers know- at the time gclaghorn seemed to 
have no problem with me. What a fake, disingenuous suck up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"gclagorn," by the way, shares an IP address with "m" (real name: Michelle 
Cobb), one of the administrators of the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243925 33802 377 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 5:03:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7243748" target=_blank>#212</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air readers talking violence and revolution again over a bogus story fed 
to them Ed Morrisey...<A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/30/white-
house-well-cut-off-criticism-of-porkulus/#comments" target=_blank>White House: 
We’ll cut off criticism of Porkulus</A></P> 
<P>...etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Another ridiculously distorted story.</P> 
<P>The restriction is on people who file a claim for stimulus money. They're not 
allowed to communicate with the person responsible for their claim unless they 
put it in writing, after the claim is filed but before the money is awarded. 
This is obviously intended to prevent corruption, and make sure that any claims 
for stimulus money are completely above board.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely NOTHING wrong with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07243941 33802 391 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 5:07:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7243930" target=_blank>#381</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah they don't - I know you and Mandy and Killgore have all been nicjacked - 
at that blog and others that you've reported, but stalkers by their very nature 
are lower than whale feces on the ocean floor. I was talking about the owner of 
the blog!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't say why the owner of a blog won't clean up abuse -- that's their 
problem. But I will say that I removed Ace from my blogroll and RSS feeds, after 
I saw the sheer disgusting hatred he was allowing to be posted, in attacks 
against me. I'm really disappointed in Ace -- I've thrown him a lot of links 
over the years, and helped him out when he had a disagreement with PJ Media, and 
he responded by allowing ugly, sick personal attacks on me at his 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244036 33802 479 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 5:39:37pm  
 
<P>I'm looking at that post by Ed Morrissey and it ends like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can the Obama administration get away with this? I doubt it; I’m sure this is 
just a misunderstanding. After all, if that were true, then I’ d be one of the 
first peo</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe the brown-shirted Obamabots broke down his door and hauled him off to a 
FEMA camp in the middle of his post.</P> 
<P>Seriously, am I missing something? Here's the White House announcement that 
they'll require all communications about stimulus funds to be in writing:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/Update-on-Recovery-Act-
Lobbying-Rules-New-Limits-on-Special-Interest-Influence/" 
target=_blank>www.whitehouse.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>The point is that they're going to require everyone who's involved in 
competing for stimulus funds to submit communications in writing (not just 
registered lobbyists, as they previously ruled), in the time between the 
submission of the claim for stimulus money and the awarding of the money.</P> 
<P>How could anyone possibly call this "silencing criticism of the 
porkulus?"</P> 
<P>If I'm not seeing it, someone please enlighten me, because I'm seriously 
considering a post about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244111 33802 536 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 6:04:25pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7244085" target=_blank>#519</A> 
VegasRick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Washington Times. Pretty f'ed up story.[Link: <A 
href="http://foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com/2009/05/29/obama_new_black_panthers_vote
r_intimidation/" 
target=_blank>foxforum.blogs.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I no longer trust the Washington Times or Fox News to tell the truth about 
stories like this. I'm looking into it, but I suspect there's more to it than 
those sources are telling you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244208 33803 90 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 6:36:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7244169" target=_blank>#60</A> insanity 
police</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P>I just received an Amazon Kindle 2 for a present. I think it is amazing. 
However, I'm worried about it getting dinged up or damaged. Does anyone have a 
case or accessory that they would suggest I buy to keep my Kindle 
safe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2FCovers-Kindle-2-Accessories-
Electronics%2Fb%3Fie%3DUTF8%26node%3D1261725011%26ref%255F%3Dkin2w%255Fddp&amp;t
ag=littlegreenfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>Kindle covers</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244280 33803 155 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 7:02:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7244256" target=_blank>#132</A> loppyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama gets praise for doing the same thing Bush was vilified for.</P> 
<P>Welcome to the next four years of your life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Obama is being vilified by the left on this issue, just like Bush 
was. He's getting cautious approval for it at LGF, just like Bush 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244365 33804 38 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 7:31:49pm  
 
<P>albusteve: that's really not cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244497 33804 158 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:11:23pm  
 
<P>Even Robert Spencer is freaking out about this.</P> 
<P>He thinks it's just like the Organization of the Islamic Conference trying to 
stop criticism of Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244508 33804 169 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:16:02pm  
 
<P>Atlas Shrieks is losing it, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07244539 33804 197 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:25:58pm  
 
<P>I had to add an update for Crazy Pamela's post. I can't stop 
laughing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244550 33804 208 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7244536" target=_blank>#194</A> 
USCitizen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed that Charles neglected to include the operative quote in his 
description of the white House post from Norm Eisen, Special Counsel to the 
President on Ethics and Government Reform:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a link right there. Clicking it leads to the White House post. Of 
course, if you're too lazy to do that, then yeah, I'm trying to <EM>trick</EM> 
you. Glad to see you aren't so easily fooled by my clever 
machinations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244558 33804 216 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:31:15pm  
 
<P>This is coup!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244618 33804 275 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 8:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7244599" target=_blank>#256</A> 
USCitizen</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun with your guns -- looks like you have a lot of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07244699 33804 355 Charles Sat, May 30, 2009 9:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7244693" target=_blank>#349</A> 
WindHorse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://english.pravda.ru/opinion/columnists/107459-0/" 
target=_blank>American capitalism... gone...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know when I want first-rate political commentary, I always turn first to 
Pravda.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246141 33804 901 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:05:13am  
 
<P>BTW -- I didn't send any traffic to Atlas Shrieks. The link goes to Google's 
cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246196 33804 903 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:28:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/7245718" target=_blank>#897</A> nihilist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I gotta say they might have a point. Even though this seems like an 
honest and possibly effective attempt to discourage corruption in the handing 
out of government stimulus money, if it infringes on anyone's First Amendment 
rights there is a problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it does not infringe one bit on First Amendment rights. You can blog 
about stimulus programs, write letters to media, rant on street corners, 
anything you want. The restriction only applies if you're contacting a 
government agency responsible for awarding stimulus grants, and even there your 
rights are not restricted -- you can say anything you want, with the single 
provision that it has to be in writing.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely nothing wrong with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247158 33804 905 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:17:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/904/7246957" target=_blank>#904</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eisen’s wording in his post is troubling:</P> 
<P>“First, we will expand the restriction on oral communications to cover all 
persons, . . . ”</P> 
<P>Combined with the original restriction:</P> 
<P>“ <EM>. . . barred registered lobbyists from having oral communications with 
government officials about specific Recovery Act projects . . .</EM>”.</P> 
<P>. . . this is clearly restricting, if not outright prohibiting, free speech. 
And the restriction is to be between Citizens and their Elected 
Representatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is NOT restricting free speech. You can say anything you want about the 
stimulus grant you're commenting on, but it has to be in writing.</P> 
<P>No restrictions are mentioned at all. It just makes sure that all 
communications are in writing, in order to prevent corruption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248768 33804 907 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 8:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/906/7247465" target=_blank>#906</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, there's a "restriction" on oral communications. The restriction is that 
communications must be in writing. That's all.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This might make corruption more difficult, but it also exposes those who 
merely wish to state opposition to Recovery Act policy subject to, for example, 
drivebys by busses full of ACORN activists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't. This only applies to people who are communicating with 
government agencies responsible for awarding stimulus grants. You can state your 
opposition all you like, in any other way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246213 33806 15 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:30:23am  
 
<P>Commenters at Gateway Pundit are applauding the murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246240 33806 39 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:34:41am  
 
<P>They're also cheering the murder at Free Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246275 33806 69 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:42:39am  



 
<P>The Free Republic thread on this is vile. I can't believe those people exist 
in this country.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2261665/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246286 33806 77 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:44:38am  
 
<P>There are two Free Republic threads -- this one is <EM>even worse</EM>:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2261656/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246295 33806 86 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:46:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7246282" target=_blank>#75</A> keebler71</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh - I just went there (for the first time) to see the comments you are 
referring to and saw nothing of the sort (as of the most recent post at 12:44 
eastern.) There are about 12-15 posts and they are nearly identical in tone to 
the ones posted here. Not a single one "applauded" the murder. There were a 
couple posts regarding not having sympathy for the victim but that is not the 
same thing as "applauding the murder". Of course, the host could have deleted 
the offending posts...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, BS.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PAYBACK IS A BITCH.Sharp Elbows %P% Homepage %P% 05.31.09 - 12:36 pm %P% 
#</P> 
<P>Vigilantes, unite! It IS difficult to work up too much sympathy for a man 
such as this. I won't bother, especially when I consider all of the innocent 
lives he ripped from the womb. God will judge this man.Lee %P% 05.31.09 - 12:39 
pm %P% #</P> 
<P>Karma is a bitch!</P> 
<P>The first thing that came to my mind was what would happen if the perp was a 
Black Panther...Denney Crane %P% Homepage %P% 05.31.09 - 12:44 pm %P% #</P> 
<P>The DHS will say see Right Wing Extremist caused this killing. The libs will 
have their collective panties in a knot. The MSM will be all over this like 
flies to shit. I have no sympathy, this is just a late term abortion, very late 
term.Jayne %P% 05.31.09 - 12:45 pm %P% #</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246312 33806 102 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:50:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7246304" target=_blank>#95</A> Wild 
Knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About Christianity, it's not as simple as that. Generally, the historical 
definition of Christianity is someone who believes and confesses the items on 
the Nicaean Creed or their equivalent (keeping in mind that in the Nicaean 
Creed, Catholic is simply Crasis for ?a????&amp; # x03C2; = universal and 
therefore not a reference to ROMAN Catholic). This means that YOU can be a 
Christian and commit "unchristian" acts (defined as sin by Christians). But 
then, orthodox Christian doctrine does provide a theological framework for the 
notion that a "sinner" can be a Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are an awful lot of people who call themselves Christians at Free 
Republic, having a party over this murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07246330 33806 118 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:52:57am  
 
<P>A Freeper comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Up to a few years ago, I would have agreed with your statement, Doug.</P> 
<P>However, bush2 failed miserably with his "friendly tone" and I'm beginning to 
think we MUST bring a gun to a gun fight if we have any chance to win this 
battle against satan and his minions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246343 33806 130 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:55:29am  
 
<P>This Freeper is worried that the murder will "hurt the anti-abortion" 
movement, even as he gloats that Tiller is rotting in hell:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not weeping for the scumbag himself.I haven't the fainest doubt that he 
is,at this very moment,rotting in the very special place in hell that he so 
richly earned.</P> 
<P>What I'm saying is that this will hurt the anti-abortion *cause*...and hurt 
it badly.</P> 
<P>If you doubt me...just watch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246349 33806 136 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 10:56:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7246336" target=_blank>#124</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People are free to call themselves anything they like. I submit that a 
Christian would neither advocate, celebrate, nor commit murder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when Muslims use that excuse after a suicide bombing ("no true Muslim 
would do this"), do you agree with it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246388 33806 174 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:03:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7246370" target=_blank>#157</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been there in a couple of years, but I just went and read every 
comment to the news post. It doesn't look too whack at all to me. Sure, there 
were some crazy comments (like this ... "<EM>However, bush2 failed miserably 
with his "friendly tone" and I'm beginning to think we MUST bring a gun to a gun 
fight if we have any chance to win this battle against satan and his 
minions.</EM> ", posted by 'newfreep'), but most of the them (the comments) were 
pretty okay I thought. I can't remember why I got turned off to freerepublic ... 
are there a bunch of crazies over there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious? Did you miss these comments?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One less nazi as far as I am concerned.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>What goes around comes around...</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Hope the guy gets away.</P> 
<P>...</P> 



<P>When I first read this, part of me wondered if some liberal isn’t secretly 
behind this to get just the outcome you have listed. I used to not be so 
paranoid, until this surreal reality replaced what used to be. Interesting the 
timing of this, as it was recently released that according to polls a majority 
of Americans are anti-abortion/pro-life. Good way to discredit the movement and 
those beliefs - assassinate an abortionist.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Obama is going to take advantage of this murder to sieze even more control 
over our society.</P> 
<P>I would not even put it past them to commit this murder themselves, as an 
excuse to sieze power. Reichstag Fire, and all that...</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>No doubt this ‘man’ is responsible for thousands, maybe tens-of-thousands of 
needless and wanton deaths. If you think his ‘passing’ is a bad thing in the 
cause of speaking out and ending the practice of abortion, I don’t know what to 
tell you. I can only say that I shall not mourn his demise, nor shall I judge 
others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just from the beginning of the <EM>first page</EM>. There are hundreds 
of comments like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246430 33806 215 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:12:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7246410" target=_blank>#195</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really that mystifying that over-emotional hyper-partisans would 
anonymously post crazy things on the internet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The moderators at Free Republic encourage and allow those kinds of comments, 
and do nothing to clean them up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246457 33806 241 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:19:02am  
 
<P>Sick, sick, sick:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s too bad the suspect didn’t poke a roto rooter through his skull and then 
suck him into a vacuum cleaner instead of just shooting the bastard.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P><EM>You guys celebrating this may just be celebrating the loss of your own 
freedoms. Don't be fools. This isn't good nor is it right.</EM></P> 
<P>My, my, that idea just scares me to death. I guess I should be a damned 
hypocrite and say that I'm sorry someone offed the lousey ration of 
skunksqueeze.</P> 
<P>Not in this life.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Hmmm. The shooter no doubt committed murder by our laws.Whether he will be 
judged as a murderer by God may be an open question, and none of us know the 
answer.</P> 
<P>In 1942 Reinhard Heydrich was killed in Prague in cold blood. Czech commandos 
committed what was by the law of the land murder. They were from a country that 
had surrendered and they were not in uniform. They did this because he was 
orchestrating the destruction of the Czech people. Did they kill a tyrant or 
commit murder or both? There is also the case of course of John Brown and 
slavery.</P> 
<P>Yes we must obey our laws, until we can no longer live with the result of not 
obeying them.</P> 



<P>...</P> 
<P>Do you think that it would have been murder to assignate Hitler? And don't 
say that the question has no relevance -- this crud was a leading the killer-of-
innocents criminal thugs that has already killed throughout the world far more 
innocents that Hitler, Stalin and Mao combined.</P> 
<P>His killer did a great service when noone else would do it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It goes on and on and on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246486 33806 269 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:26:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7246469" target=_blank>#253</A> neocon 
hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be fair, there are voices of sanity amidst the craziness at 
Freep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, and this is what happens to them:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>This thread, and the other one, are disgraceful, and are an embarrassment 
to the conservative movement.</EM></P> 
<P>BOO-cotton-pickin' -HOO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246498 33806 280 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:29:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7246488" target=_blank>#271</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess there are several threads. I had been reading a different one than 
you. I'm not saying it's okay, but it doesn't have nearly so many whacky hateful 
comments. <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2261656/posts" 
target=_blank>Posted on Sunday, May 31, 2009 11:35:48 AM by 
Kansas58</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you trying to make excuses for them? Right at the very top of that 
thread we find:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not support this, but I do understand this.</P> 
<P>Kansas politics has been corrupted to the core by George Tiller, making him 
like a mobster above the law.</P> 
<P>He who lives by the sword, dies by the sword.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Whatever “church” Tiller attends must be worshipping satan.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Reichstag Fire.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>jury (of one) nullification</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Why is the death of a satanic worshipper tragic?</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>He had the goods on Kathleen Sebelius, and that means she was blackmailable. 
I wonder if they will catch the killer on this one?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On and on and on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246526 33806 307 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:36:03am  
 



<P>Now the commenters at Gateway Pundit are directing their hatred at 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246532 33806 312 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 11:37:34am  
 
<P>Gateway Pundit deleted the more extreme comments gloating over the murder, 
but he's leaving up the comments hating me. Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246635 33806 413 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 12:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7246607" target=_blank>#385</A> Opilio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Phil. no more:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can only put up with so many dramatic flounce-off comments combined with 
insults, before I take people at their word and assume their LGF account isn't 
valuable to them any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246723 33806 500 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 12:37:45pm  
 
<P>Another barrage of hatred and support for the murderer, at the Fox News 
affiliate website in Kansas City:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fox4kc.com/wdaf-george-tiller-shot-killed-gb-
53109,0,6147993,comments.graffitiboard" target=_blank>www.fox4kc.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to me he got what he deserved. We now have one less child killer on the 
loosesteve archer @ 2:24 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>The killing of George Tiller is an eye for an eye, but much too late IMO. 
He'd have to die many, many times over to make up for the babies he has 
murdered.Rob @ 2:23 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>One down--how many left to go? The shooter is a martyr, my prayers are with 
him.chrissypoo6 @ 2:22 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I hope this puts the fear of God into the rest of you abortion providers! 
Tiller got off easy-he should have suffered the same fate as the innocent 
children he murdered!chrissypoo6 @ 2:03 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I know not the mind of God. But as a human, THIS man had it coming. Who sucks 
a child to pieces, then goes to church? I will stand with whoever did this ANY 
day before I stand with Tiller.John @ 2:03 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Guess someone just made a "choice" right? Since none of us are any more than 
a choice our mother happened to make. People who get abortions should BE aborted 
since it's no big deal.Johnny @ 2:03 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Got what he deserved.Tam @ 2:02 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>He was aborted...no big deal. Hooray to the gunman.InAllFairness @ 2:02 PM 
CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>oh gosh, too bad so sad, the man who bought painful death to a lot of 
innocent chidlren met his end through a no dobt painful death...he will be sadly 



missed by few...drop us a line from hell doc, enjoy...-...bob Hayes @ 2:02 PM 
CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I see another late (late, late) term abortion has been preformed in 
KS.blaster @ 2:01 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>"Sic semper infanticidii aborsa." May this only be the beginning.Anonymous @ 
2:01 PM CDT, May 31, 2009</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On and on and on. Hundreds of comments in this vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246862 33807 70 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 1:12:24pm  
 
<P>Operation Rescue's Randall Terry:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Randall Terry, founder of Operation Rescue states, “George Tiller was a mass-
murderer. We grieve for him that he did not have time to properly prepare his 
soul to face God. I am more concerned that the Obama Administration will use 
Tiller’s killing to intimidate pro-lifers into surrendering our most effective 
rhetoric and actions. Abortion is still murder. And we still must call abortion 
by its proper name; murder.</P> 
<P>“Those men and women who slaughter the unborn are murderers according to the 
Law of God. We must continue to expose them in our communities and peacefully 
protest them at their offices and homes, and yes, even their 
churches.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246882 33807 89 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 1:16:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7246878" target=_blank>#85</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that what it looks like? Sneaky support for this murderers actions? That 
is just...wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is. There isn't one word of condemnation for the 
murderer in Terry's statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07246964 33807 166 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 1:31:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7246918" target=_blank>#124</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re the comments on this at free republic etc - I'm realising more and more 
that those who go around with "We are all extremists now" badges/bumper stickers 
really aren't kidding (speaking for themselves that is).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can find people celebrating the murder at almost every right-wing blog 
that has posted about it. I'm completely appalled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247005 33807 201 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 1:39:41pm  
 
<P>I'm sorry, but anything "decent" that comes out of Operation Rescue about 
this murder is nothing more than ass-covering. They feed the mentality that 
produces these kinds of crimes, and issue nudge-nudge, wink-wink statements when 
people take their encouragement to heart and commit murder.</P> 
<P>The truth about Operation Rescue is right there in Randall Terry's vile 
remarks. Anything else is window dressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07247072 33807 266 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 1:54:38pm  
 
<P>I've just posted a raw video clip showing the suspect sitting in a police car 
-- appears to be a middle-aged white man, partially balding.</P> 
<P>You'll need to reload the page to see the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247111 33807 301 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:03:22pm  
 
<P>Fox News is reporting Operation Rescue's ass-covering statement, but ignoring 
Randall Terry's ugly excuses for the murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247115 33807 305 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:06:12pm  
 
<P>The Wikipedia page for <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Tiller" 
target=_blank>George Tiller</A> has been defaced:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. George Tiller was a baby-killing monster who got what he deserved and is 
currently burning in Hell for his sins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247126 33807 316 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:08:00pm  
 
<P>They fixed the Wikipedia page already. That was only up for a few minutes. 
Good for the Wikipedia editors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247179 33807 367 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7247173" target=_blank>#361</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Latest Update:</P> 
<P>Det. Tom Stolz w/ Wichita Police Dept. says Dr. Tiller died of a single 
gunshot wound. <STRONG>A 51-year-old suspect is in custody in Johnson 
County.</STRONG> Police say the suspect was arrested without incident after a 
traffic stop.</P> 
<P>Stolz says formal charges are expected Monday. Suspect faces one count of 
murder, two counts of aggravated assault. <STRONG>Detective says suspect 
threatened two others who tried to keep him from leaving the area.</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.kwch.com/Global/story.asp?S=10451609" 
target=_blank>www.kwch.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first comment on that page:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiller is screaming as the demons rape him. The babies he murdered have been 
given their just regenge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247185 33807 373 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:24:54pm  
 
 
 
<P>Good lord. Hundreds more comments celebrating and gloating over the 
murder.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07247220 33807 405 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:33:04pm  
 
<P>Thanks to Jim Hoft at Gateway Pundit for deleting all the comments at his 
blog trashing me, and the comments celebrating the Tiller 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247225 33807 410 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:34:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7247221" target=_blank>#406</A> 
suntory_boss</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247252 33807 437 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:39:31pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft is the only right-wing blogger who has ever taken action when the 
haters start posting ugly comments about me, and I appreciate it.</P> 
<P>Some of the other bloggers who allow it to take place are doing it because 
they think they're going to increase their traffic at my 
expense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247305 33807 486 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 2:53:45pm  
 
<P>I'm debating with myself about whether to post an article exposing the vile 
comments celebrating the murder of Dr. Tiller. They're literally everywhere, all 
over the right-wing blogosphere and news sites. I expected to see a few of 
these, but I'm actually stunned at the number of people involved.</P> 
<P>This is very bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247548 33809 43 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 3:42:20pm  
 
<P>The comments at Ace of Spades about the Tiller murder are just as bad as Free 
Republic.</P> 
<P>I can't believe how much of this stuff is on the right-wing blogs.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit apparently closed comments on his "news links" thread for this at 
Hot Air, and they haven't put up a front page post. They're afraid of what will 
happen, and from the evidence at other sites, they should be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247608 33809 93 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 3:51:45pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft at Gateway Pundit said he had deleted comments trashing me, but then 
he posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson is scouring the comments here.Please don't give him or the 
Left any ammunition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And sure enough, more hate comments followed, not deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247619 33809 103 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 3:54:20pm  
 



<P>Just for the record, I didn't "scour" any comments at Gateway Pundit. The 
site popped up in a blog search at Google for posts about the Tiller murder, and 
I clicked through.</P> 
<P>I didn't have to "scour" anything. They were right there with one 
click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247729 33810 19 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 4:29:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7247717" target=_blank>#8</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How cowardly of the blog owners who are too afraid of their own commenters 
and of their perception in the blogosphere to leave posts like that 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's reminiscent of what the Huffington Post does with threads about Dick 
Cheney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247823 33810 107 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 4:53:47pm  
 
<P>I've added more comments from the KWCH website. Note this one, with Biblical 
justifications for the murder:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am astonished at the disconnect between this discussion and the facts 
necessary to resolve any part of it. It is alleged back and forth whether 
killing “Tiller the Killer”, as he was called by Operation Rescue 20 years ago, 
is “Christian”, yet not one Bible quote to settle the question! So here is a 
private message, only for those of you who actually care about God’s opinion of 
all this: Pro 24:10 If thou faint in the day of adversity, thy strength is 
small. 11 If thou forbear to deliver them that are drawn unto death, and those 
that are ready to be slain; 12 If thou sayest, Behold, we knew it not; doth not 
he that pondereth the heart consider it? and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not 
he know it? and shall not he render to every man according to his works? Notice 
that God is talking about rescuing victims of government-protected murder, since 
ordinary murderers lack the power to kill by a schedule publicly known. Luke 
1:41 shows we can respond to God even before birth; Jer 1:5 shows God assigns 
missions to us even before conception; Psalm 139:13-16 shows personality 
existing at conception; Jer 32:35 shows child murder as so unthinkable that not 
even God thought of it! So there you have it: if you still want to call God 
unjust or bigoted compared with your more highly evolved self, keep shooting off 
your mouth at Him. Even though some of your barbs will hit me, since I am 
standing with God as well as I can, it is safer here than there. Dave Leach, Des 
Moines</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247869 33810 152 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7247858" target=_blank>#142</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you didn't know already, the suspect was posting on the Operation 
Rescue website...[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.47.132/search?q=cache:ZzTSMfjbUlsJ:www.operationrescue.org/p
ray-in-may-to-end-aboriton-wichita-ks-may-17-20-
2007/+%22scott+roeder%22+kansas&amp;cd=9&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>74.125.47.132...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the IP address of the guy who defaced Wikipedia?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07248010 33810 247 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:29:40pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7247978" target=_blank>#236</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No difference. No ... mental sickness I guess. I just want to be careful 
about letting people believe somehow the Bible may justify today's 
murder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not the people in this thread you need to worry about "somehow believing 
the Bible justifies murder."</P> 
<P>It's the people committing murder and applauding the murderers, and using the 
Bible as justification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250423 33810 351 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 10:19:31am  
 
<P>Anyone who tried to excuse the murder of Dr. Tiller has lost their account. I 
won't stand for this kind of thing at LGF, period. Full stop.</P> 
<P>To those people who have a problem understanding the immorality of cold-
blooded murder in the name of God, I suggest you sign up for an account at Free 
Republic where you'll be among like-minded bloodthirsty morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247964 33811 9 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:21:44pm  
 
<P>Operation Rescue is blocking access to that page at their 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247967 33811 12 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:22:27pm  
 
<P>No, wait - maybe not. Looks like their entire site is 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07247974 33811 16 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:23:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7247966" target=_blank>#11</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One word to the wise: There's a few Scott Roeder's out there, make sure it's 
the right one if you are digging.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. The one at Operation Rescue is almost certainly him, though, judging 
from the context and what he posted. He's actually talking about going into 
Tiller's church and confronting him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248042 33811 59 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:37:16pm  
 
<P>Authorities discovered a Post-It note in his car with <A 
href="http://www2.ljworld.com/news/2009/may/31/tiller-shot-death-wichita-
church/?breaking" target=_blank>the phone number of Operation Rescue</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>KMBC-TV in Kansas City reported that the suspect had a post-it note with the 
phone number of anti-abortion group Operation Rescue in his car, however that 
group issued a statement this morning denouncing the 
shooting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248121 33811 127 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:56:07pm  
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07248134 33811 138 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 5:57:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7248124" target=_blank>#130</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I just noticed that. I'll take a break.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I deleted the posts, just so the wrong person doesn't get identified with 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248373 33811 347 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 6:52:34pm  
 
 
 
<P>Allahpundit puts up another post on this, and Hot Air commenters start 
bashing him for trying to keep things under control: <A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/05/31/george-tiller-murdered/comment-page-
2/#comments" target=_blank>George Tiller murdered</A>.</P> 
<P>Using me as an example.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as for cowardly comment blocking and erasing used by AP - it won’t do any 
good for ratings, nor will it get O’Reilly off your back. Learn from LGF’s 
mistakes.</P> 
<P>Aristotle on May 31, 2009 at 9:25 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248396 33811 367 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 6:58:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7248382" target=_blank>#354</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles may want to add the stalker site to his list of bad craziness. Their 
headline says "LGF using murder of Dr. George Tiller to Smear Pro Lifers, " and 
it's followed by this little editorial pearl:</P> 



<P>Maybe I shouldn't quote the stalker blog. Because (1) I guess some might see 
that as a sort of legitimization of their insane project, and (2) what if they 
quote us quoting them quoting us, and then we quote them quoting us quoting them 
quoting us, etc. I'm afraid we might set up an infinite loop that could rapidly 
devour the internet's entire bandwidth. We'd have to call Al Gore to come and 
fix it.</P> 
<P>Anyway, Charles, delete this if you want. I just thought it might be 
worthwhile to point out how staggeringly reality-impaired some of your 
detractors are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's Rodan again -- real name Rick Martinez, also known as Trajan75 
IQ, also known as Twajie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248450 33811 416 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:13:33pm  
 
<P>Some supporters of abortion clinic bombings are now starting to show up in 
the Hot Air thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248459 33811 425 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:14:55pm  
 
<P>Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is President Obama in record saying he wants Bin Ladin killed. What’s the 
difference between OBL and Tiller?</P> 
<P>(Other then Tiller is the more prolific murderer).</P> 
<P>JeffreyLloyd on May 31, 2009 at 9:47 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248461 33811 427 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:15:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7248457" target=_blank>#423</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, Charles hasn't expressed interest in getting the screen caps so I'll 
leave the window open just in case. I'll be back in an hour or so. This mahi 
mahi isn't going to grill itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- I have it already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248464 33811 430 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:15:53pm  
 
<P>Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not condone or advocate violence against abortion clinics or doctors, 
but can someone tell me how my perspective (below) is incorrect?</P> 
<P>I regard an abortion clinic bomber as I would regard someone in 1860 who 
tries to shoot someone guarding a group of newly captured slaves who are being 
herded to a slave ship for transport to a slave market. Or, as another example, 
someone who tries to free prisoners at Treblinka or Auschwitz by shooting a 
guard. If I believe that abortion is murder, then how is violence against an 
abortion clinic materially different than violence against the slave trade or 
violence against a death camp? The slave trade and the death camp were both 
totally legal in that time and place, yet today we laud those who took action 
against them. Was John Brown a hero, or a villain? Even Obama spoke proudly of 
his Uncle’s role in stopping the carnage at Auschwitz.</P> 
<P>Can you tell me where my two analogies are materially wrong?</P> 



<P>Don’t get me wrong. I do not condone violence against abortion clinics. 
Amongst other things, such actions are counter-productive. They have created an 
emotional backlash that has caused the pro-life movement more harm than good. 
But, given the unrebutted analogies above, my objections are primarily on 
strategic rather than moral grounds. Are these people heroes for trying to save 
lives (like Bonheoffer in Germany), or villains for, well, putting their beliefs 
into action? Or are they something else - someone who believed the right things, 
but chose a foolish, unwise and ultimately counter-productive course of action 
to reach their goals?</P> 
<P>Can you tell me where I am wrong in my appraisal?</P> 
<P>I wish that more people who claim to be pro-life would think through their 
positions a bit more. Many people believe that abortion is murder, but don’t 
follow that belief to its logical conclusion as it interacts with the rest of 
their belief structure. Perhaps because the conclusions may be uncomfortably 
radical.</P> 
<P>Once again, I do not support or encourage what happenned, but these are 
honest questions.</P> 
<P>ksm on May 31, 2009 at 9:46 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248470 33811 435 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:16:45pm  
 
<P>Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if it was legal to kill black people? Would it be OK to kill their 
murderers then?</P> 
<P>Darth Executor on May 31, 2009 at 9:47 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248475 33811 439 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:19:10pm  
 
<P>Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ust so everyone knows, while the killing of little babies is a heinous act, 
and most certainly a sin, the real sin of Tiller or any of us is rejection of 
Jesus, and that’s the sin that will bear when justice is brought to his 
soul.</P> 
<P>therightscoop on May 31, 2009 at 9:54 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiller, of course, was murdered while attending church 
services.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248482 33811 446 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:20:40pm  
 
<P>Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s not that simple. America itself wouldn’t have been founded if the 
founders had followed that logic, and they weren’t even fighting against mass 
murderers, they were fighting against a few cents on the dollar in taxes.</P> 
<P>I don’t think this particular murder was a good idea (I’m not even sure it 
wasn’t a leftard pretending to be anti-abortion yet), but I can’t say I don’t 
think vigilantism and rebellion has its place on an absolute scale and remain 
honest.</P> 
<P>Darth Executor on May 31, 2009 at 10:00 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248494 33811 458 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:22:30pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7248486" target=_blank>#450</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out page 5, second comment! Wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiller, Tiller the baby killer got the only kind of justice that one can get 
when murdering innocent children is not considered a crime, an eye for an eye 
justice. How can anyone do this to innocent living human children and call it 
“health care”? It is time to outlaw the willful killing of innocent children so 
that justice and be dispensed by due process of law instead of by vigilante 
justice. Until this is accomplished we can expect more people to continue to 
take the law into their own hands.</P> 
<P>Dollayo on May 31, 2009 at 10:20 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248516 33811 475 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:29:42pm  
 
<P>ChargeTiller.com just went offline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248530 33811 489 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:34:25pm  
 
<P>I can't believe the crap that's getting posted at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>And now they're lashing out at me because AP linked to my post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Also, can we now pretty much declare the guy from LGF to be a non-
conservative? I mean, he’s willing to give a huge ammount of ammo to the libs 
just because of his huge hatred towards christians.</P> 
<P>DethMetalCookieMonst on May 31, 2009 at 10:28 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248533 33811 492 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:35:31pm  
 
<P>Notice how they think <EM>I'm</EM> giving ammo to the leftists -- not the 
people posting the hateful comments celebrating murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248560 33811 517 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:43:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/7248552" target=_blank>#510</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen any bloggers supporting it, just crazy commenters. Minor 
clarification.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen right wing bloggers supporting the murderer. Check out some of 
the links at Memorandum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248580 33811 524 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:47:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/7248560" target=_blank>#517</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen right wing bloggers supporting the murderer. Check out some of 
the links at Memorandum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out this post at stoptheaclu.com (with a hastily added disclaimer that 
wasn't there the first time I saw it):</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.stoptheaclu.com/2009/05/31/george-tiller-famed-
late-term-abortionist-murdered-suspect-arrested/" 
target=_blank>www.stoptheaclu.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Complete with an attack on yours truly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248596 33811 528 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/7248581" target=_blank>#525</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Did you see Andrew Sullivan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw his post. He's calling out Bill O'Reilly. I can't say I disagree 
with him pointing out that O'Reilly incited a great deal of hatred against 
Tiller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248604 33811 531 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 7:53:23pm  
 
<P>At her blog, LaShawn Barber goes right up to the brink of saying Tiller got 
what he deserved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248661 33811 549 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 8:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7248628" target=_blank>#539</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly was convinced Tiller was guilty of the 13 charges he was accused. 
O'Reilly reported the story on at least two separate occasions. I didn't 
recognize incitement to violence at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly called him "Tiller the baby killer" over and over, and said he was 
running a "death mill." If you don't think that qualifies as incitement, I don't 
know what to tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248725 33811 564 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 8:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7248715" target=_blank>#560</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly is ProLife. 50% of America is ProLife. If I'm not mistaken a super 
majority folks (can't recall #'s) want reasonable restrictions on abortion, 
including serious limitations on 3rd trimester abortions. It couldn't have been 
too hard to demonize Tillar. O'Reilly hated the man immensely and he shared his 
opinion of him by referring to him just as you said he did, as a killer. 
O"Reilly never, in my opinion, would knowingly incite folks to such violence. I 
think his hate for the man may have clouded his judgment. I know it did 
mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't take a genius to see that if you have a TV show that's watched by 
millions of people, and you repeatedly demonize a particular person BY NAME, 
calling him a "baby killer" and saying he's "running a death mill," there just 
might be someone out there in the audience who will take these words to heart 
and act on them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248754 33811 576 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 8:34:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7248738" target=_blank>#571</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course any murder is evil.</P> 
<P>But why has Obama jumped in with an instant comment ? Is it usual fro a 
president to do this ?</P> 
<P>Or is he trying to push his pro-life agenda ?</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>During the election campaign one of the things that really appalled me about 
Obama - even more than Ayers, more than his pastor and corruption in Chicago, 
more than ACORN etc - was his refusal in the Illinois legislature to support a 
requirement that medical care should be given to any infant who (not "that") 
somehow survives a late-term abortion. This was glossed over by the MSM during 
the election, and also in the recent Notre Dame fuss.</P> 
<P>The President is about as extreme as he could possibly be on the abortion 
issue - but this is not generally perceived.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story of the Born Alive Infant Protection Act was greatly distorted. The 
facts are that the act was an attempt by anti-abortion groups to redefine the 
legal meaning of abortion, and increase the liability of doctors and hospitals 
who performed abortions. It was initiated by Jill Stanek and Rick Santorum, and 
Obama voted against it for that reason -- not because he "supports 
infanticide."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248776 33811 579 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 8:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7248767" target=_blank>#578</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never ever considered while watching the segments that this guy was gonna 
be killed. It never crossed my mind. Maybe I just don't think that way. And 
maybe O'Reilly doesn't either. No doubt he will certainly take it into 
consideration in the future though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never saw these shows when they were first aired, but I guarantee that it 
would have crossed MY mind that this was incredibly irresponsible speech.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying that O'Reilly deliberately tried to incite someone to murder 
Tiller, but that was way, way over the line of acceptable commentary in my 
opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248860 33811 603 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 9:23:27pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to allow comments at my website supporting the murder of Dr. 
Tiller. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07248907 33813 23 Charles Sun, May 31, 2009 9:38:41pm  
 
<P>Andrew Sullivan linked to one of my Tiller posts... along with an Operation 
Rescue video about Dr. Tiller that's mind-warpingly horrific. The propaganda 
they were putting out about Tiller was designed to get him killed, there's very 
little doubt.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2009/05/tiller-the-
killer.html" 
target=_blank>andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07250577 33816 12 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:10:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7250572" target=_blank>#7</A> Iron Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Via Andrew Sullivan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's where I found the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250580 33816 14 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:11:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7250568" target=_blank>#3</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no way we can claim that he wasn't connected to the pro-life 
movement...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's exactly what Lifenews.com is doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250627 33816 40 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:24:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7250593" target=_blank>#20</A> 
nofixedabode</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see that. Take a breath, Charles. Please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A message in the video says: "Together We Can Put An End To George Tiller, 
Abortion and These Horrific Crimes..."</P> 
<P>How else would you interpret that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250637 33816 48 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:26:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7250616" target=_blank>#32</A> KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you condemn it reine, I think we all do.What I'd like to see is the 
horrible online comments stop. I would have expected a few whackos and trolls to 
spew nastiness, but at local news websites its running ~50% of the comments. 
Even the more calm comments tend towards saying he had it coming. Its doesn't 
speak well for the pro-life movement. At all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's beyond disgusting. There's a huge amount of approval for the murder 
of Dr. Tiller being voiced all over the internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250680 33816 80 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:36:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7250655" target=_blank>#60</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, let's be careful not to ascribe the same sickening hatred to the 
entire pro-life movement, much of which has come out strongly and immediately 
against Tiller's murder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, not everyone who belongs to a “pro-life” group will go to such 
extreme lengths as Scott Roeder apparently did...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, it's not just "right-wing" sites where you can find disgusting 
comments applauding the murder. They're all over mainstream news sites that 



allow comments, too. Thousands upon thousands of comments saying "Yay, 
murder!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250734 33816 123 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:49:08am  
 
<P>"nofixedabode" just emailed a "please delete me, let me go" message. So I've 
obligingly blocked his account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250752 33816 132 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 11:51:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7250713" target=_blank>#108</A> 
KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is the sickening part. There's just so many more people than I ever 
expected celebrating this. If this were truly a fringe movement, you'd think 
there would be less comments. Roeder was a fringe lunatic, no doubt. However the 
huge amount of support for his actions does reflect poorly on the pro-life 
movement in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250850 33816 171 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:06:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7250779" target=_blank>#144</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they don't want to kill abortion, they want to stop it. I guess they 
wanted to stop Tiller too (from killing more fetuses).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except -- they didn't say "put a stop to George Tiller," they said "put an 
END to George Tiller."</P> 
<P>I think it's pretty disgusting how you've been trying to make excuses for 
these people from the very beginning of this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07250852 33816 172 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7250831" target=_blank>#165</A> mockery 
jones</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>question for the pro lifer's here that are up in arms over this tragedy, for 
what reasons are you a pro lifer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you agree with the murder of Dr. Tiller?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251104 33816 231 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:46:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7251055" target=_blank>#221</A> Barb42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was in the Pro-Life movement for many, many years. I picketed, I helped 
women who were pregnant, I worked with the handicapped, I helped women who had 
abortions and grieved for that baby for years. It was hard work and we took a 
lot of you-know-what from the haters. This jerk is not representative, nor an 
official part of any <EM>legitimate</EM> group. He is a nut. Period. One crazy 
person who wants to be famous does not cancel out the hard work of the millions 
of Pro-Life people out there. Get real.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And of course, I didn't say that it "canceled out" anyone's good work. But 
for you to ignore the simple fact there are thousands upon thousands of your 
fellow travelers in the pro-life movement who not only approve of what Roeder 
did, but are <EM>cheering him on</EM> at websites all over the world, is 
disingenuous.</P> 
<P>There IS a significant faction of the pro-life movement that encourages and 
promotes this kind of thinking. It's all over the place. And that's why I wrote 
that anti-abortion groups need to take responsibility for it, and start dealing 
with the extremists so that more doctors are not murdered in cold blood by 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251124 33816 234 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7251006" target=_blank>#217</A> mockery 
jones</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what's so wrong about the question?</P> 
<P>I just have trouble reconciling the idea that one could be opposed to 
abortion on the grounds that abortion is murder and yet opposed to the 
elimination of someone who by that definition is a mass murderer.</P> 
<P>I was wondering if there was another path to coming to a pro life 
understanding that doesn't view abortion as murder and therefore eliminates the 
obvious contradiction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, that's exactly what I thought you were getting at. You're just "asking 
questions," correct? Haven't made up your own mind on the issue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251141 33816 236 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:50:13pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251167 33816 241 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7251147" target=_blank>#238</A> 
KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its an extremely robust requirement. First you have to find 2 docs willing to 
risk their lives to be involved at all. Secondly, the medical reason needs to be 
robust to say the least because legal challenges are 
guaranteed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right. The people who are saying there is never any 
justification for late term abortions are simply <EM>wrong</EM>. These 
procedures are very rare -- as they should be -- but there are legitimate cases 
in which women have to make the wrenching decision to either terminate their 
pregnancy at a late date, or risk losing both their life and the life of the 
baby.</P> 
<P>The state of Kansas has extremely stringent rules regarding these kinds of 
abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251173 33816 243 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:54:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7251148" target=_blank>#239</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Andrew Sullivan</EM> as a source? Come on!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The video speaks for itself. If you want to dismiss it based on the source, 
that's your problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251181 33816 246 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 12:55:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7251148" target=_blank>#239</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is reprehensible to link pro-life individuals with the acts of a criminal 
without evidence linking those persons as co-conspirators to the specific 
crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what's your opinion about the thousands and thousands of comments and the 
blog posts applauding the murder of Dr. Tiller? Are we supposed to believe 
there's no support for this killing in the pro-life movement -- even when the 
evidence is right in front of our eyes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251233 33816 251 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7251183" target=_blank>#247</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://reason.com/blog/show/133830.html" 
target=_blank>reason.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That kind of garbage thinking is why I no longer pay much attention to Reason 
magazine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251326 33816 264 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:10:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7251275" target=_blank>#259</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone seen films from Nazi concentration camps? Those were 'graphic' as 
well. We do not attempt to suppress those or accuse those who screen them of 
dialing up the rhetoric because we agree that the Nazis were evil. True civil 
libertarians do not limit free speech based on the political status of the 
speakers or the objects of their speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about "limiting free speech?" I want these bloodthirsty 
morons to come out and make their intentions known. I want them to shout it to 
the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251394 33816 275 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:17:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7251346" target=_blank>#266</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not seen any cheerleading, much less thousands of 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33810_Bad_Craziness_Watch-
_Right_Wing_Reaction_to_the_Tiller_Murder" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure they exist in isolation, and someone is sure to dredge them up to 
provide 'proof' that all pro-life proponents are crazed 
assassins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These comments do NOT "exist in isolation." They are everywhere, all over the 
web. Thousands upon thousands of them. The ones you see in the link above are 



just a very tiny sampling of the hatred that is posted nearly everywhere this 
subject has been covered.</P> 
<P>I spent much of yesterday going through website after website and finding 
this stuff everywhere. Please don't tell me these comments "exist in isolation" 
-- I know better than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251402 33816 276 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:19:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7251367" target=_blank>#271</A> 
HornetDriver</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your dramatic flounce-off and "Yay, murder!" comments have 
been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251464 33816 286 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:28:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/7251428" target=_blank>#282</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Straw man</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're calling "straw man," yet you just posted a comment accusing me of 
wanting to suppress free speech -- which I have never once advocated. I think 
you need to brush up on the meaning of a "straw man argument."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251494 33816 294 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7251410" target=_blank>#278</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought websites which targeted abortion doctors (like using "wanted" 
posters and listing names and addresses, etc.) was deemed by the US Supreme 
Court as "incitement" to violence and was not to be 
tolerated...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently not. Here's Google's cache of the "Army of God" website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:PdpQVB9I6C0J:www.armyofgod.com/+army+
of+god&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>Watch out! There are the usual gruesome pictures purporting to be of aborted 
babies. These bloodthirsty freaks love to shove that stuff in your face.</P> 
<P>Currently at the top of the page:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lives of innocent babies scheduled to be murdered by George Tiller are 
spared by the action of American hero Scott Roeder.</P> 
<P>George Tiller the Babykiller reaped what he sowed and is now in eternal 
hell.</P> 
<P>Psalm 55:15 Let death seize upon them, and let them go down quick into hell: 
for wickedness is in their dwellings, and among 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251521 33816 299 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:39:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7251480" target=_blank>#291</A> 
brainsample</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Let's see:I am a pro life Catholic (and no, that's not necessarily 
redundant). I support crisis pregnancy centers through donations of money and 
clothing. I have close friends who pray the rosary standing out in front of 
Planned Parenthood. So I'm indirectly responsible for the murder of Tiller and 
I'm supposed to apologize?</P> 
<P>Ain't happenin'.</P> 
<P>Because I oppose racial preferences and voted against Obama, I'm supposed to 
apologize for the KKK?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you aren't "supposed to apologize" and I didn't say you were. But groups 
like Lifenews.com that are trying to lie, and say that Roeder had "no connection 
to the pro-life" movement -- yes, they <EM>should</EM> 
apologize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07251550 33816 306 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:44:10pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence" 
target=_blank>Anti-abortion violence</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Incidents in the United States</P> 
<P>Murders</P> 
<P>In the U.S., violence directed toward abortion providers has killed at least 
9 people, including 5 doctors, 2 clinic employees, a security guard, and a 
clinic escort.[4]</P> 
<P>March 10, 1993: Dr. David Gunn of Pensacola, Florida was fatally shot during 
a protest. He had been the subject of wanted-style posters distributed by 
Operation Rescue in the summer of the year before. Michael F. Griffin was found 
guilty of Dr. Gunn's murder and was sentenced to life in prison.</P> 
<P>June 29, 1994: Dr. John Britton and James Barrett, a clinic escort, were both 
shot to death outside of another facility in Pensacola. Rev. Paul Jennings Hill 
was charged with the killings, received a death sentence, and was executed 
September 3, 2003.</P> 
<P>December 30, 1994: Two receptionists, Shannon Lowney and Lee Ann Nichols, 
were killed in two clinic attacks in Brookline, Massachusetts. John Salvi, who 
prior to his arrest was distributing pamphlets from Human Life International,[5] 
was arrested and confessed to the killings. He committed suicide in prison and 
guards found his body under his bed with a plastic garbage bag tied around his 
head. Salvi had also confessed to a non-lethal attack in Norfolk, Virginia days 
before the Brookline killings.</P> 
<P>January 29, 1998: Robert Sanderson, an off-duty police officer who worked as 
a security guard at an abortion clinic in Birmingham, Alabama, was killed when 
his workplace was bombed. Eric Robert Rudolph, who was also responsible for the 
1996 Centennial Olympic Park bombing, was charged with the crime and received 
two life sentences as a result.</P> 
<P>October 23, 1998: Dr. Barnett Slepian was shot to death at his home in 
Amherst, New York. His was the last in a series of similar shootings against 
providers in Canada and northern New York state which were all likely committed 
by James Kopp. Kopp was convicted of Dr. Slepian's murder after finally being 
apprehended in France in 2001.</P> 
<P>May 31, 2009: Dr. George Tiller was shot and killed as he served as an usher 
at his church in Wichita, Kansas.[6]</P> 
<P>A fifth doctor, George Patterson, was shot and killed in Mobile, Alabama on 
August 21, 1993, but it is uncertain whether his death was the direct result of 
his profession or rather a robbery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[continued...]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07251574 33816 311 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 1:46:30pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>Attempted murder, assault, and threats</STRONG>  
<P>According to statistics gathered by the National Abortion Federation (NAF), 
an organization of abortion providers, since 1977 in the United States and 
Canada, there have been 17 attempted murders, 383 death threats, 153 incidents 
of assault or battery, and 3 kidnappings committed against abortion 
providers.[8] The attempted murders were:[9][10][4]</P> 
<P>August 19, 1993: Dr. George Tiller was shot outside of an abortion facility 
in Wichita, Kansas. Shelley Shannon was charged with the crime and received an 
31-year prison sentence.</P> 
<P>June 29, 1994: June Barret was shot in the same attack which claimed the 
lives of James Barrett, her husband, and Dr. John Britton.</P> 
<P>December 30, 1994: Five individuals were wounded in the same-day shootings 
which killed Shannon Lowney and Lee Ann Nichols.</P> 
<P>December 18, 1996: Dr. Calvin Jackson of New Orleans, Louisiana was stabbed 
15 times, losing 4 pints of blood. Donald Cooper was charged with second-degree 
attempted murder and sentenced to 20 years.[11]</P> 
<P>October 28, 1997: Dr. David Gandell of Rochester, New York was injured by 
flying glass when a shot was fired through the window of his home.[12]</P> 
<P>January 29, 1998: Emily Lyons, a nurse, was severely injured in the bombing 
which also killed Robert Sanderson.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Anthrax threats</STRONG></P> 
<P>The first letters claiming to contain anthrax were mailed to U.S. clinics in 
October 1998, a few days after the Slepian shooting, and since then, there have 
been a total of 655 such bioterror threats made against abortion providers. None 
of the "anthrax" in these cases was real.[13][9]</P> 
<P>November 2001: After the genuine 2001 anthrax attacks, Clayton Waagner mailed 
hoax letters containing a white powder to 554 clinics. Waagner was convicted of 
51 charges relating to the anthrax scare on December 3, 2003.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[continued...]</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>Arson, bombing, and property crime</STRONG>  
<P>According to NAF, since 1977 in the United States and Canada, property crimes 
committed against abortion providers have included 41 bombings, 173 arsons, 91 
attempted bombings or arsons, 619 bomb threats, 1630 incidents of trespassing, 
1264 incidents of vandalism, and 100 attacks with butyric acid ("stink 
bombs").[8] The first clinic arson occurred in Oregon in March 1976 and the 
first bombing occurred in February 1978 in Ohio.[14] More recent incidents have 
included:[4]</P> 
<P>December 25, 1984: An abortion clinic and two physicians' offices in 
Pensacola, Florida were bombed in the early morning of Christmas Day by a 
quartet of young people (Matt Goldsby, Jimmy Simmons, Kathy Simmons, Kaye 
Wiggins) who later called the bombings "a gift to Jesus on his 
birthday."[15][16][17]</P> 
<P>October 1999: Martin Uphoff set fire to a Planned Parenthood clinic in Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota, causing US$100 worth of damage. He was later sentenced to 
60 months in prison.[18]</P> 
<P>May 28, 2000: An arson at a clinic in Concord, New Hampshire on resulted in 
damage estimated at US$20,000. The case remains unsolved.[19]</P> 
<P>September 30, 2000: A Catholic priest drove his car into the Northern 
Illinois Health Clinic after learning that the FDA had approved the drug RU-486. 
He pulled out an ax before being shot at by a security guard.[20]</P> 



<P>June 11, 2001: An unsolved bombing at a clinic in Tacoma, Washington 
destroyed a wall, resulting in US$6000 in damages. [18]</P> 
<P>July 4, 2005: A clinic Palm Beach, Florida was the target of an arson. The 
case remains open.[18]</P> 
<P>December 12, 2005: Patricia Hughes and Jeremy Dunahoe threw a Molotov 
cocktail at a clinic in Shreveport, Louisiana. The device missed the building 
and no damage was caused. In August 2006, Hughes was sentenced to six years in 
prison, and Dunahoe to one year. Hughes claimed the bomb was a “memorial lamp” 
for an abortion she had had there. [21]</P> 
<P>September 13, 2006 David McMenemy of Rochester Hills, Michigan crashed his 
car into the Edgerton Women's Care Center in Davenport, Iowa. He then doused the 
lobby in gasoline and then started a fire. McMenemy committed these acts in the 
belief that the center was performing abortions, however Edgerton is not an 
abortion clinc.[22]</P> 
<P>April 25, 2007: A package left at a women's health clinic in Austin, Texas 
contained an explosive device capable of inflicting serious injury or death. A 
bomb squad detonated the device after evacuating the building. Paul Ross Evans 
(who had a criminal record for armed robbery and theft) was found guilty of the 
crime. [23]</P> 
<P>May 9, 2007: An unidentified person deliberately set fire to a Planned 
Parenthood clinic in Virginia Beach, Virginia.[24]</P> 
<P>December 6, 2007: Chad Altman and Sergio Baca were arrested for the arson of 
Dr. Curtis Boyd's clinic in Albuquerque. Altman’s girlfriend had scheduled an 
appointment for an abortion at the clinic. [25]</P> 
<P>January 22, 2009 Matthew L. Derosia, 32, who was reported to have had a 
history of mental illness [26]rammed a SUV into the front entrance of a Planned 
Parenthood clinic in St. Paul, Minnesota.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<BLOCKQUOTE>Incidents in Canada  
<P><STRONG>Attempted murder</STRONG></P> 
<P>Violence has also occurred in Canada, where three doctors have been attacked 
to date. There is speculation that the timing of the shootings is related to the 
Canadian observance of Remembrance Day. The physicians were part of pattern of 
attacks, which targeted providers in Canada and upstate New York, including Dr. 
Barnett Slepian. All victims were shot in their homes with a rifle, at dusk, in 
late October or early November. James Kopp was charged with the murder of Dr. 
Slepian and the attempted murder of Dr. Short; he is suspected of having 
committed the other shootings as well.[9][10]</P> 
<P>November 8, 1994: Dr. Garson Romalis of Vancouver, British Columbia was 
shot.</P> 
<P>November 10, 1995: Dr. Hugh Short of Ancaster, Ontario was shot.</P> 
<P>November 11, 1997: Dr. Jack Fainman of Winnipeg, Manitoba was shot.</P> 
<P>July 11, 2000: Dr. Romalis was stabbed by an unindentified assailant in the 
lobby of his clinic.[28]</P> 
<P>Bombing and property damage</P> 
<P>February 25, 1990: Two men broke into a clinic in Vancouver and destroyed 
$C30,000 worth of medical equipment with crowbars.[29]</P> 
<P>May 18, 1992: A Toronto, Ontario clinic operated by Henry Morgentaler was 
firebombed, causing the entire front wall of the building to collapse.[30]</P> 
<P><STRONG>Incidents in Australia</STRONG></P> 
<P>July 16, 2001: Steven Rogers, a security guard at a clinic in Melbourne, 
Australia was shot in the face and killed by Peter James Knight. Knight was 
charged and was sentenced to life in prison on November 19, 2002.[31]</P> 



<P>January 6, 2009: A firebombing using Molotov cocktails was attempted at a 
medical clinic in Mosman Park, Western Australia. Faulty construction of the 
bombs limited damage to a single external burnt area, though if successful 
damage would have been severe. It is believed that the inviduals who made the 
attack were responsible for graffiti "baby killers" on the site, indicating a 
pro-life reason for the attack. The site turned out to in fact not be an 
abortion clinic, though the attackers most likely were not aware of 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Does that look like just a few insignificant isolated 
incidents?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7251644" target=_blank>#321</A> picaro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...I do not approve of either the act or of linking the actions of one or a 
few people to every person who opposes abortion as a matter of principle or 
belief...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's a textbook example of a straw man argument, because no one has 
done that. In fact, in my post above, I very clearly made a point of NOT linking 
this to "every person who opposes abortion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>#323 crabtree:</P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your flounce-off comment has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>That's two flounce-offs so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Please note that people who are disagreeing with me are not being banned. 
There are plenty of people disagreeing in this thread.</P> 
<P>But people who lose their tempers and spew insults and whine about "now 
you're gonna probably ban me" -- yep, that's right, I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7251664" target=_blank>#324</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not downplaying how wrong these killing or attempted killings are. But 17 
in 32 years is indeed pretty insignificant I think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So all the attempted murders, bombings, vandalism, threats, and intimidation 
-- those don't even register on your scale?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7251824" target=_blank>#344</A> 
rhymeswithright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won't tone down my rhetoric in the least...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you can just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>I spent a large portion of yesterday looking at comments and blog posts on 
this issue, all over the web, and for anyone to tell me that there isn't a HUGE 
problem with extreme rhetoric in the pro-life movement -- well, I'm sorry, but 
that just doesn't wash. I was disgusted and appalled at the outpouring of 
support for the murder of Dr. Tiller. It's not a small group of people who feel 
this way, and it's not just a few extremists either.</P> 
<P>All of the pro-life groups need to recognize their part in cultivating an 
increasingly extreme outlook on the abortion issue. I know this may not be a 
popular viewpoint among conservatives, and I'm sure it will get me a lot more 
abuse, but after what I saw happen yesterday I'm utterly convinced there's a 
very, very serious problem here. And it's going to get worse unless people start 
making a real effort to ratchet down the rhetoric and start behaving 
responsibly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>I am not a fan of National Right to Life, and looking at their website I see 
all kinds of stuff I would call extreme -- fantasies about "human embryo farms," 
the "Terri Schiavo Legacy Project," etc. etc. You, of course, don't see it -- 
and that's a large part of the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7252823" target=_blank>#446</A> aboo-Hoo-
Hoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, something very 'not good' is going on here:<A 
href="http://www.worldtribune.com/worldtribune/WTARC/2009/ss_israel0431_05_31.as
p" target=_blank>Obama okays Longbow helicopters for Egypt</A></P> 
<P>The article refers to another story(same publisher) that the Obama Admin has, 
at least, temporarily blocked the sale of six Longbow's to the Israeli's on 
concerns they'd be used against the Pal's - <STRONG>the Obama/the Admin has done 
just that.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story has been debunked. Worldtribune.com is not a credible source for 
news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7251816" target=_blank>#12</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CAN I GET A FALSE WITNESS!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The owner of “Prayer and Action News” says that Roeder didn’t commit a crime, 
and that his actions were <A 



href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/06/02/us/02tiller.html?partner=rss&amp;emc=rss
&amp;pagewanted=all" target=_blank>supported by Christian scripture</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott Roeder, 51, of Merriam, Kan., whom authorities have described as a 
suspect in Sunday’s fatal shooting here of George Tiller, was once a subscriber 
and occasional contributor to a newsletter, Prayer and Action News, said Dave 
Leach, an anti-abortion activist from Des Moines who runs the newsletter. Mr. 
Leach said that he had met Mr. Roeder once, and that Mr. Roeder had described 
similar views to his own on abortion.</P> 
<P>Commenting on Dr. Tiller’s death, Mr. Leach said, “To call this a crime is 
too simplistic.” He added, “There is Christian scripture that would support 
this."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7251817" target=_blank>#13</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are the only ones that are considering him a hero. I've heard of no 
other group saying so. The following have denounced Tiller's murder:</P> 
<P>National Clergy CouncilChristian Defense CoalitionsFocus on the 
Family</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are thousands and thousands of comments on websites all over the world 
calling Roeder a hero. I posted a tiny sample of them yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7251799" target=_blank>#5</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but <EM>what</EM> profile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He belonged to a "violent anti-government group," and the report notes 
extremists' "longstanding exploitation of social issues such as abortion."</P> 
<P>That profile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7251848" target=_blank>#33</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been listening to a call in show in Kansas for the past hour, caller 
after caller has been justifying this, apologizing for shroeder, and basically 
talking like the neo Taliban, it was stomach turning. Is my home state morphing 
into Waziristan on the plains?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely everywhere. This murder has opened the floodgates. We have 
people here at LGF who are denying there's a problem, but there is -- and it's a 
HUGE problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7251893" target=_blank>#64</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh. Once more, with feeling: that report was beyond vague, entering on 
useless. I did indeed read it. The "longstanding" part was obvious, and the lack 
of specificity irritated me then, and (clearly) continues to irritate me 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, it didn't use the name "Scott Roeder" specifically, so maybe it was 
vague on that point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7251921" target=_blank>#87</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now such individual comments are also disgusting. But you specifically said 
"movement", and I want to make it clear that organizations that can be 
classified as part of the anti-abortion movement are not supporting this.</P> 
<P>Individuals on a website have not generally posted whether they are part of 
the specific anti-abortion movement (and I would generally not assume someone is 
part of an organized movement just because they hold such views).</P> 
<P>Just trying to be clear here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But there <EM>are</EM> some organizations who support this. See the updates 
above. When I said "many in the anti-abortion movement," I wasn't referring to 
specific organizations, obviously -- but there are many, many people who are 
anti-abortion who <EM>are</EM> cheering on the murderer.</P> 
<P>And some of them have blogs. I'm not going to link to specific blogs, but you 
can easily find more than one so-called "Christian" blogger who is either not 
condemning the murder, or outright supporting it.</P> 
<P>I don't like this, and it gives me no joy to report it. But it's a fact. 
There's a big problem here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Another flounce-off, with insulting comments deleted! Bye 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7251989" target=_blank>#147</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Randall Terry part of the movement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Bill O'Reilly puts Randall Terry on his show, I think it's fair to say 
he's a pretty public face for the anti-abortion movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Randall Terry on the murder of Dr. Tiller:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/08C9O_4BbcA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Utterly deplorable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7252060" target=_blank>#207</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the same statement I saw a transcript of earlier 
today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's much more detailed. "He reaped what he sowed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7252107" target=_blank>#249</A> Captain 
Jack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This anti-abortion loon can somehow be used to make that vague DHS report 
credible and then be tied to discredit most conservative positions and advocates 
of those positions yet 19 Islamic Fundamentalists who kill 3000 Americans are 
stridently said to not represent true Muslims or any part of the Islamic 
faith.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know who you're talking about with that comment, but that's certainly 
never been my position or that of LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>By the way, the shooter in Little Rock has not even been identified, and no 
one knows what his motives were. It's more than a little premature to start 
calling that a "left wing" act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7252293" target=_blank>#428</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not understand late term abortions and the arguments for it are 
deceitful and wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one person's story:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1994 my wife and I found out that she was pregnant. The pregnancy was 
difficult and unusually uncomfortable but her doctor repeatedly told her things 
were fine. Sometime early in the 8th month my wife, an RN who at the time was 
working in an infertility clinic asked the Dr. she was working for what he 
thought of her discomfort. He examined her and said that he couldn’t be certain 
but thought that she might be having twins. We were thrilled and couldn’t wait 
to get a new sonogram that hopefully would confirm his thoughts. Two days later 
our joy was turned to unspeakable sadness when the new sonogram showed conjoined 
twins. Conjoined twins alone is not what was so difficult but the way they were 
joined meant that at best only one child would survive the surgery to separate 
them and the survivor would more than likely live a brief and painful life 
filled with surgery and organ transplants. We were advised that our options were 
to deliver into the world a child who’s life would be filled with horrible pain 
and suffering or fly out to Wichita Kansas and to terminate the pregnancy under 
the direction of Dr. George Tiller.</P> 
<P>We made an informed decision to go to Kansas. One can only imagine the pain 
borne by a woman who happily carries a child for 8 months only to find out near 
the end of term that the children were not to be and that she had to make the 
decision to terminate the pregnancy and go against everything she had been 
taught to believe was right. This was what my wife had to do. Dr. Tiller is a 



true American hero. The nightmare of our decision and the aftermath was only 
made bearable by the warmth and compassion of Dr. Tiller and his remarkable 
staff. Dr. Tiller understood that this decision was the most difficult thing 
that a woman could ever decide and he took the time to educate us and guide us 
along with the other two couples who at the time were being forced to make the 
same decision after discovering that they too were carrying children impacted by 
horrible fetal anomalies. I could describe in great detail the procedures and 
the pain and suffering that everyone is subjected to in these situations. 
However, that is not the point of the post. We can all imagine that this is not 
something that we would wish on anyone. The point is that the pain and suffering 
were only mitigated by the compassion and competence of Dr. George Tiller and 
his staff. We are all diminished today for a host of reasons but most of all 
because a man of great compassion and courage has been lost to the 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you willing to pass judgment on her?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7252400" target=_blank>#485</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but I wouldn't use that as an excuse to make the procedure widely 
availible. I want abortion, especially at that stage, to be undertaken with just 
as much scutiny as an execution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The procedure is NOT widely available, and there are stringent rules 
regarding when and how it should be performed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7252473" target=_blank>#502</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But my point was that health of the mother is not, IMO, a reason for 
performing partial birth abortions as a ceasarean would seem to be a safer 
procedure in regards to that health. The story you cite is heart wrenching and 
heaven forbid I be in the position to have to make that decision but the 
decision was based on the health of the babies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your position is that the life of the mother is insignificant, and you 
would take away a doctor's and mother's right to make decisions about the proper 
procedures when her life is in danger?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7252697" target=_blank>#530</A> 
DANEgerus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My complaint against the scripted leak of the DHS report was that it's 
contents reflected a clearly deliberate effort to demonize any who might dissent 
from the administration, and members of the US military, by commingling them 
with the more classic militia nutjob type like a Scott Roeder.</P> 
<P>No one says there aren't rightwing extremists, but to paint with such a broad 
brush, as the DHS clearly did, was a deliberately crafted partisan smear.</P> 
<P>The Leftwing blogs use of Scott Roeder as a "poster boy", when he is in fact 
clearly an exception to the "rule" they attempted to create I would argue is 
further proof of the intent of the DHS report's "leak".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There was no broad brush, and the report did not smear all conservatives or 
all veterans. It was very narrowly focused on extremists, and was very careful 
in fact to say that only a few veterans might be susceptible to recruitment by 
extremist groups.</P> 
<P>Those are the facts. The picture you're painting of the report is exaggerated 
and distorted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7253485" target=_blank>#587</A> 
brockton808</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what percentage of partial-birth abortions fall into a similar 
category. Any stats, or just anecdotal?</P> 
<P>If I remember right, Tiller was in court recently because he would not give 
detailed reasons for the procedure when he performed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was charged with consulting a doctor for a second opinion who was not 
truly independent.</P> 
<P>And he was acquitted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253602 33819 594 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:10:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7253577" target=_blank>#593</A> 
JackofTrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure Charles and I read the same report. The DHS report I read said 
that I, for my beliefs that differ from the current administration's, AM a 
right-wing extremist and potential terror threat. The picture that it painted 
said the label might fit ANYONE not left of 'Moderate' on 
everything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More distortions. It did not say anything even close to that. Go ahead -- go 
find just one quote from the report that supports your statement and post it 
here.</P> 
<P>I'm not holding my breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07252377 33820 34 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 4:14:26pm  
 
<P>Yep, it looks like another religiously motivated killing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Today's hilarious anti-me rant:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://lgfonevolution.blogspot.com/2009/06/has-been-jazz-
guitarist-to-pro-lifers.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>lgfonevolution.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07252958 33821 38 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:03:46pm  
 
<P>I think I like the name "Darwin Boy." Maybe I'll start referring to myself as 
that.</P> 



<P>Darwin Boy and his sidekick, Stinky Beaumont. Yeah, that has a real ring to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07252972 33821 48 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7252962" target=_blank>#42</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, you have to trust this guy, I mean his post on flood geology is 
impeccable...</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, he's way, way out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07252978 33821 53 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:06:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7252963" target=_blank>#43</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"...the on going rethoric of Darwinst Rage Boy" might be a rotating title 
candidate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why yes, I think that will do nicely...</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>I didn't watch -- did Bill O'Reilly have anything to say about the murder on 
his show?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253072 33822 24 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:22:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7253064" target=_blank>#19</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"and, yes, at their churches."</P> 
<P>Direct, unambiguous, open incitement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. And he says that right after Dr. Tiller was murdered at his 
church.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253086 33822 31 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:25:04pm  
 
<P>This is domestic terrorism, folks. This video is the equivalent of an Al 
Qaeda video following a terrorist attack, disavowing responsibility but 
encouraging more attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253106 33822 47 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:28:32pm  
 
<P>Randall Terry on the Sean Hannity show:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/22r3WxSscfQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07253290 33822 193 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 6:58:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7253200" target=_blank>#115</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the end of that video Randall Terry compares Barack Obama to Adolph 
Hitler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Hannity didn't even blink at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253573 33822 439 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7253512" target=_blank>#385</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One caveat though: He is correct that Anti-Abortion activists and people like 
Bill O'Reilly, Sean Hannity, and the media as a whole should not be blamed for 
Tiller's murder simply because they presented evidence that abortion is barbaric 
and that Tiller performed many late-term abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill O'Reilly demonized Dr. Tiller on his show more than 20 times. In front 
of millions of viewers, O'Reilly called him "Tiller the baby killer" over and 
over and over, compared him to a Nazi, and said he was running a "death 
mill."</P> 
<P>Were O'Reilly and Hannity responsible for the murder? No. The person who 
pulled the trigger is responsible for the murder.</P> 
<P>But Bill O'Reilly helped create the atmosphere this killer breathed, and in 
my opinion he does have some responsibility in this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253613 33822 476 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:14:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/7253608" target=_blank>#471</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>an aside:</P> 
<P>You know you are surfing to the farthest reaches of the kookosphere when you 
hit a blog with Alex Jones, Atlah, Asatru, Atlas Shrieks, and America's 
Independence party national committee all linked in the 
sidebar...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. I hope you're wearing a HazMat suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255290 33822 668 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:15:48am  
 
<P>Even more nauseating than the Randall Terry statement: that several people 
show up at LGF making excuses for him.</P> 
<P>And even one advocating for the murder of Dr. Tiller. Because it's "a matter 
of conscience."</P> 
<P>Retch.</P> 
<P>Those people have lost their accounts and won't be able to spew their "yay, 
murder!" comments any more at this site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255307 33822 670 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:18:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/7255288" target=_blank>#667</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 



<P>Are you a member of Operation Rescue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255371 33822 675 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:29:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7255342" target=_blank>#673</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, no one has suggested that Terry's right to free speech should be 
taken away, have they?</P> 
<P>Just as he has the right to spew his disgusting rationalizations for murder, 
and sly encouragement for more murder, I have the right to call him out on what 
I see as a vile, terrorist mentality. And judging from the response from 
readers, I'm not alone in seeing this as encouragement to 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253711 33823 20 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:39:58pm  
 
<P>A BNP supporter "withdraws his support" for Robert Spencer -- because 
Spencer's just a "plastic anti-jihadist." Not a joke.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.95.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://thedestructionofbritain.blogspot.com/2009/06/im-
withdrawing-my-support-for-jihad.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>thedestructionofbritain.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the guy <EM>really</EM> hates me, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253745 33823 46 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:46:16pm  
 
<P>Spencer's fascist buddies are starting to turn on him now, because he's 
trying to have it both ways -- slip a little support to the fascists on the sly, 
but try to keep appearing moderate enough so that he can go on TV.</P> 
<P>That little balancing act couldn't last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253773 33823 66 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:51:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7253767" target=_blank>#61</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT (already) (spill-over from last thread)... just reading some of the 
comments on the WND poll re: Tiller's death. Wow.</P> 
<P>/I guess they are the <EM>real</EM> conservatives, not some RINO like 
Cheney...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253783 33823 72 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:52:10pm  
 
<P>Never mind - I found it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07253788 33823 77 Charles Mon, Jun 1, 2009 8:52:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7253779" target=_blank>#69</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So let me get this straight: BNP is accusing Spencer of being a Fascist in 
Name Only?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, he's a FINO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255654 33823 430 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:13:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7255508" target=_blank>#428</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't see how this video says that Cheney "supports gay marriage". 
Listen to his words -- he thinks people have the right to live in any kind of 
relationship they want. He notes that people can already do that today.</P> 
<P>He's willing to let each state decide the issue on its own and for itself. He 
apparently doesn't support a single overarching federal standard either way.</P> 
<P>How does that "support gay marriage"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By saying he "thinks people have the right to live in any kind of 
relationship they want" he is very obviously including gay marriage. That's what 
the question was <EM>about</EM>. And of course he doesn't support a federal 
standard -- there's no federal standard for traditional marriage either.</P> 
<P>He is absolutely voicing support for gay marriage in this video, and saying 
it should be a matter for individual states.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255593 33825 165 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:06:04am  
 
<P>'Million Dollar Man' was a sock puppet for the previously banned troll 
'Edgar', and now he's out of here again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255879 33826 49 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:52:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7255825" target=_blank>#18</A> zigaretten</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought bombers were all the rage these days. Bill Ayers anyone?What's 
sauce for the goose...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07255910 33826 78 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:58:22am  
 
<P>And if you want to see the kind of ugly, hateful commentary that's hideously 
common on the right wing, here's one of the worst examples yet:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://www.gingiedmonds.com/June12009.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.gingiedmonds.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256129 33826 280 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 11:38:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7256068" target=_blank>#221</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh man. I condemn the moral equivalency of that website. But man... 
footprinting the remains? I've seen my share of remains but that just hurt my 
stomach.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh, excuse me -- but that service was intended to be a small comfort to women 
who were forced to undergo late term abortions for medical reasons. Contrary to 
the anti-abortion propaganda, the vast majority of the very few women who 
undergo late term abortions find it a wrenching, painful experience -- not 
something they do on the spur of the moment. What's wrong with having a small 
memorial to their child?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256134 33826 285 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 11:39:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7256081" target=_blank>#233</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not consider this site representative of the right wing. By viewing the 
sites <A href="http://www.gingiedmonds.com/Current_Projects.html" 
target=_blank>archives</A> one can easily see this site is truly a fanatical 'on 
the fringe' anti-abortion site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can easily find similar sentiments -- and worse, much worse -- all over 
right wing websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256155 33826 304 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 11:43:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7256145" target=_blank>#294</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If so, then maybe they should be hung out to dry as examples of <STRONG>right 
wing</STRONG> and not some fringe anti-abortion site?just sayin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps you missed this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33810_Bad_Craziness_Watch-
_Right_Wing_Reaction_to_the_Tiller_Murder" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256167 33826 316 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 11:45:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7256158" target=_blank>#307</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly, the "health of the mother" exception is a loophole big enough to drive 
a truck through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not in late term abortions it isn't -- the state of Kansas has very strict 
rules about who can undergo that kind of procedure. One of the rules is that two 
independent doctors have to sign off on a late term abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256196 33826 345 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 11:50:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7256179" target=_blank>#328</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure all the women who have late term abortions are doing it purely 
for medical reasons? Do you have any links or statistics on 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I "sure" that all women are having late term abortions for medical 
reasons? No, I'm not sure, and I didn't say I was sure. However, there are 



strict rules in states that allow these procedures, intended to make sure that 
medical reasons are involved. Those are facts.</P> 
<P>I seriously doubt that there are many women who casually decide to abort a 
baby, after carrying it nearly to term. If you think there are, let's see your 
statistics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256288 33826 427 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7256238" target=_blank>#383</A> ilzito 
guacamolito</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard Rush make a pretty profound statement yesterday, but was unable to 
listen long enough to know if he borrowed it or it was his own. He said that 
Obama is spending money that hasn’t been earned yet by people who haven’t been 
born yet. Sort of sums it up, doesn’t it?Later he read from <A 
href="http://english.pravda.ru/opinion/columnists/107459-0" target=_blank>a 
piece in the English version of Pravda</A> that sums everything up very nicely 
as well. Even the Russians get it.Yuri Bezmenov was right.</P> 
<P>Apologies if I am redundant by reposting someone else’s post.</P> 
<P>Have a good rest of the day!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>Pravda's now a source for Rush Limbaugh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256368 33826 502 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/7256312" target=_blank>#449</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it IS ironic to be lectured on capitalism by Russians. Embarassing, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The author, Mat Rodina, is a Russian nationalist with a history of writing 
racist articles for the European hate magazine Takimag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256375 33826 509 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:23:40pm  
 
<P>Mat Rodina also has a blog, and the current post at the top is an ugly 
homophobic rant about Western perversion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256378 33826 511 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:24:00pm  
 
<P>Thats who Rush Limbaugh is quoting with approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256388 33826 521 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:24:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7256313" target=_blank>#450</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<P>This article is propaganda from a quack website that promotes anti-
vaccination hysteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256402 33826 535 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:27:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/7256394" target=_blank>#527</A> 
justabill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If memory serves Ayn Rand grew up behind the iron curtain and while I don't 
agree with her 100%, she definitely was worth listening to with respect to 
capitalism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with Mat Rodina?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256459 33826 591 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 12:37:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7256442" target=_blank>#575</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like a pen name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's probably a pseudonym. The fact that Rush Limbaugh is quoting this 
guy is pretty damned sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256639 33826 679 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:06:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/7256603" target=_blank>#666</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If given time, and the bastard didn't kill Tiller (may he rot in prison), 
Tiller would have been made to answer criminally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he wouldn't have, because he was not doing anything 
illegal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256657 33826 684 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:07:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7256583" target=_blank>#660</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not, the majority of abortions are performed as a method of 
birth-control, and that would include a significant number of later term 
abortions, as uncomfortable a fact as that may be to you to 
acknowledge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any proof for that assertion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256678 33826 690 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/687/7256665" target=_blank>#687</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every step along the way to prosecuting Tiller the Governor at the time 
Kathleen Sebelius stood in the way. Finally they managed to get some misdemeanor 
charges and they were poorly prosecuted. Now that Sebelius is gone (working for 
Obama) the possibilities had opened up. He was headed big 
house.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he wasn't. He was charged with using a doctor for a second opinion who 
was not truly "independent" (as Kansas law requires), and he was acquitted of 
all charges in a jury trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256696 33826 696 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:12:36pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/7256688" target=_blank>#694</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many folks, millions I suspect, who disagree with 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can disagree all you like, but it's a simple fact that Dr. Tiller's 
activities were completely legal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256727 33826 702 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:16:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/701/7256719" target=_blank>#701</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly don't know what happened in the trial. Anyone know? I will point 
out a known fact. Not guilty does not mean innocent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was <EM>acquitted</EM> of the charges. That means 
"innocent."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256737 33826 707 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:17:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/705/7256731" target=_blank>#705</A> 
kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hadn't heard of Tiller until the murder but I caught on the news last night 
that the late term abortions Tiller was providing were in fact illegal in 
KS...is this not true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256751 33826 712 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/704/7256729" target=_blank>#704</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One's things certain. There will be no further charges brought against Dr. 
Tiller.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're getting dangerously close to making excuses for the 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256773 33826 719 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:22:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/7256756" target=_blank>#714</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nrlc.org/abortion/facts/reasonsabortions.html" 
target=_blank>Why Do Women Have Abortions?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A poll from the National Right to Life? Is that supposed to be a credible 
source for information on why women have abortions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256777 33826 722 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:22:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7256771" target=_blank>#717</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't know about the US, but in Canada, an a acquittal simply means "found 
not guilty". Courts of law do not determine innocence. Any US lawyers here to 
comment on that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Defendants are assumed innocent unless proven guilty. If they are found "not 
guilty" in a jury trial, that means the presumption of innocence is 
upheld.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256812 33826 733 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:26:44pm  
 
<P>Here's a look at that question from a pro-choice website: <A 
href="http://www.prochoice.org/about_abortion/facts/women_who.html" 
target=_blank>National Abortion Federation: Women Who Have Abortions</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MYTH: Women are using abortion as a method of birth control.</P> 
<P>In fact, half of all women getting abortions report that contraception was 
used during the month they became pregnant.1 Some of these couples had used the 
method improperly; some had forgotten or neglected to use it on the particular 
occasion they conceived; and some had used a contraceptive that failed. No 
contraceptive method prevents pregnancy 100% of the time.</P> 
<P>If abortion were used as a primary method of birth control, a typical woman 
would have at least two or three pregnancies per year - 30 or more during her 
lifetime. In fact, most women who have abortions have had no previous abortions 
(52%) or only one previous abortion (26%).5 Considering that most women are 
fertile for over 30 years, and that birth control is not perfect, the likelihood 
of having one or two unintended pregnancies is very high.</P> 
<P>MYTH: Women have abortions for selfish or frivolous reasons.</P> 
<P>The decision to have an abortion is rarely simple. Most women base their 
decision on several factors, the most common being lack of money and/or 
unreadiness to start or expand their families due to existing responsibilities. 
Many feel that the most responsible course of action is to wait until their 
situation is more suited to childrearing; 66% plan to have children when they 
are older, financially able to provide necessities for them, and/or in a 
supportive relationship with a partner so their children will have two parents.8 
Others wanted to get pregnant but developed serious medical problems, learned 
that the fetus had severe abnormalities, or experienced some other personal 
crisis. About 13,000 women each year have abortions because they have become 
pregnant as a result of rape or incest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256836 33826 736 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:29:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/7256810" target=_blank>#732</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok, but that is a legal presumption of innocence, not a moral 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's what I'm talking about. He was found <EM>legally</EM> not guilty, 
in a jury trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256868 33826 746 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/7256839" target=_blank>#739</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<P>That's a real photo, but the claims made about it are exaggerated and false: 
<A href="http://www.snopes.com/photos/medical/thehand.asp" 
target=_blank>snopes.com: Fetal Surgery Photo</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07256880 33826 749 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:35:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/737/7256837" target=_blank>#737</A> 
kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That number seems awfully high given the treatment victims receive at the 
hospital. Morning after pill, D&amp;C etc</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The number is accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256889 33826 753 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:38:01pm  
 
<P>WebMD: <A href="http://women.webmd.com/tc/abortion-reasons-women-choose-
abortion" target=_blank>Abortion-Reasons Women Choose 
Abortion</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256893 33826 755 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:38:35pm  
 
<P><A href="http://women.webmd.com/tc/abortion-reasons-women-choose-abortion" 
target=_blank>Reasons Women Choose Abortion</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the United States, 9 out of 10 abortions are performed in the first 12 
weeks (first trimester) of pregnancy. Most of these are done within the first 9 
weeks of pregnancy.3</P> 
<P>Very few abortions are done after 16 weeks of pregnancy. But some women have 
to delay abortions because they have trouble with paying for, finding, or 
traveling to an abortion specialist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256906 33826 758 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/7256883" target=_blank>#751</A> 
kawfytawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how do we know this</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the only one who can use Google here, am I?</P> 
<P>There are approx. 1.3 million abortions annually, and about 1% of those are 
due to rape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256939 33826 771 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:45:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/7256919" target=_blank>#763</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really believe the Right to Lifer's were going to let this drop and not 
push for further prosecution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Further prosecution for what? Those ludicrous misdemeanor charges were the 
best they could come up with after years of looking, and they were completely 
defeated in a jury trial.</P> 
<P>Since he was not breaking any laws, I'd like to know what you think he could 
have been prosecuted for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256944 33826 773 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:46:28pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/7256933" target=_blank>#767</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As if that makes it any less amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that the claims that the fetus was "clutching" the doctor's 
finger were simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256971 33826 779 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:52:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/7256936" target=_blank>#769</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, some more surveys, this time from a pro-choice site:<A 
href="http://www.abortiontv.com/Misc/AbortionStatistics.htm" target=_blank>Why 
Abortions Are Performed</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying that "most abortions are performed as a method of birth control" 
doesn't clarify anything. It says nothing about the reasons those women chose 
abortion; all it says is that they had no medical reason, and it wasn't because 
of rape or incest. You can't extrapolate from that to infer that the majority of 
women have abortions carelessly, on the spur of the moment, because they just 
feel like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07256994 33826 785 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:55:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/777/7256969" target=_blank>#777</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two things. One, operation Rescue is extremist no matter how much they spin. 
Bunch of nutzoids on the level of Fred Phelps.</P> 
<P>Two, George Tiller was under investigation by the Board of Healing Arts for 
violations because he was alleged to have falsified records that were required 
to justify the procedures he was performing. Some of the procedures required 
referral and it is alleged he had a sham referral agreement with another doctor. 
Regardless of the right to chose, this procedure is supposed to be very strictly 
controlled. I would think it should be done in a hospital setting not in the 
private office of a provider who would be influenced by the fee.</P> 
<P>So, technically late term abortions are legal in Kansas. George Tiller may 
have been violating the statutes, however. [Link: <A 
href="http://www.ksbha.org/Press_Releases/3-27_tiller_trial.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.ksbha.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politically motivated charges. Just like the ones on which he was 
acquitted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257024 33826 791 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 1:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/7257005" target=_blank>#787</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Those criminal charges were not related. He was acquitted of those and 
the charges before the board were clearly stated to not be related.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.ksbha.org/Press_Releases/3-27_tiller_trial.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.ksbha.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say they were "related" -- I said they were politically 
motivated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257032 33826 792 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:01:01pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/786/7257001" target=_blank>#786</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a local talk show, a caller claimed that all of the abortion provider 
murders in the past 12 years I think ,had been when there was a Democrat 
President. None under Bush. The discussion centered around the possibility that 
Obama stirred up the pot with his speech at Notre Dame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's speech called for calmer rhetoric and debate. How could this have 
"stirred up the pot?"</P> 
<P>On the other hand, the anti-abortion groups like Operation Rescue went insane 
about Obama's speech. I know who I think is responsible for "stirring up the 
pot," and it's not Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257064 33826 799 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:07:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/796/7257052" target=_blank>#796</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said that was topic. The caller postulated that his bringing up the subject 
at all had stirred to pot. And yes Operation Rescue went insane, but this is 
kind of repetitive, and Roeder, who also was already insane, acted out. 
Olbermann, on the other hand says O'Reilly and Fox did it and people should 
demand that Fox be turned off in public venues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the anti-abortion groups hadn't made such a huge production out of Obama's 
speech at Notre Dame, he would have had no need to mention it in his speech. It 
was supposed to be a commencement speech, not a treatise on abortion -- it was 
the anti-abortion groups who ensured that the topic needed to be 
addressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257088 33826 803 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/7257044" target=_blank>#795</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was being investigated because documents from his office showed violations 
of the healing arts statutes. So while he was not guilty in the criminal case, 
his license was in jeopardy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not a fact in evidence. It's your opinion. The document to which you 
link says these charges are "alleged" (as it should) and makes no mention of 
documents from his office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257155 33826 809 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:20:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/7257043" target=_blank>#794</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>But that's exactly the discussion you were having in this comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/660/7256583" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You implied that having abortion as a method of birth control was often done 
for frivolous reasons. The pertinent quotes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From avanti:</P> 
<P>You seem to be under the impression spread by O"Reily and others that women 
routinely walked into Tiller's office in their 8th or 9th month, plucked down a 
check and had a healthy baby aborted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your response:</P> 



<P>Do you believe it does not happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257162 33826 811 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:20:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/808/7257123" target=_blank>#808</A> 
KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are these the documents that Kline subpeoned from Tiller and Planned 
Parenthood to search for services provided to underage girls? The goal was to 
prove that Tiller was not reporting cases of statutory rape, and the 
investigation by the AGs office showed that he did in fact properly report those 
cases. Only when he was confronted with his pro-life bias did Kline get similar 
records of births to underage girls from hospitals to see if they reported as 
well...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right -- that's why I said the charges were politically motivated. 
They obviously were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257284 33826 820 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:37:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/7257257" target=_blank>#819</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I think that's where they got the information. However, that he 
was acquitted in a criminal trial, would be a separate issue than if the 
evidence they uncovered showed he had committed fraud and violated the healing 
arts statutes. I was responding to the claim that what Tiller was doing was 
completely legal. I'm not so sure it was, depending what we mean by legal. If he 
was violating the healing arts act and committing fraud, but not breaking the 
criminal law, then a case could be made for what he was doing not being 
completely legal. Having said, that I now am officially out of my legal depth, 
having had training only on Law and Order, and hope that I have added to the 
conversation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point, however, is that unless or until he was proven to be doing 
something illegal, it's completely accurate to say that he was doing nothing 
illegal. In the one case where he was brought to court on charges, he was 
completely acquitted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257429 33826 825 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 3:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/821/7257349" target=_blank>#821</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<P>Please. The <EM>doctor himself</EM> said that the fetus was anaesthetized, 
and couldn't have "grasped" anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257441 33826 826 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 3:12:45pm  
 
<P>One more note on the fetal picture: the photographer, Michael Clancy, is a 
fervent pro-life advocate. I trust the doctor's word, not his.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257499 33826 829 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 3:30:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/828/7257488" target=_blank>#828</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Back to square one -- the doctor is also pro-life, because he called a 21-
week-old fetus a 'baby.'</P> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, I didn't know your inclination. Are you a fervent pro-
abortion advocate, since you don't trust someone who is fervently pro-life? 
Whassup?.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm in favor of the truth. The truth is that the fetus and mother were both 
anaesthetized, and the fetus could not have grasped anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257863 33826 835 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 5:21:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/7257826" target=_blank>#832</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>So, if I understand you, you're agreeing with me that the vast majority of 
women do not have abortions for frivolous reasons?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257305 33828 19 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:42:12pm  
 
<P>On a mailing list I belong to, a bunch of conservative bloggers are now 
talking about engaging in "civil disobedience" at abortion 
clinics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257310 33828 22 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 2:43:02pm  
 
<P>They've discussed throwing pig's blood into clinics, physically restraining 
women and doctors, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257402 33828 102 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 3:02:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7257386" target=_blank>#87</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One responsible thing you could do would be to forward said emails to the 
FBI. In light of recent events I'm sure it would be taken 
seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's appropriate. If this turns into real action, maybe then. 
Right now it's all hypothetical stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257484 33828 167 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 3:23:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7257469" target=_blank>#155</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading the conservative blogs this afternoon I see people simultaneously 
supporting the conservative Christian murderer of an abortionist, whilst damning 
the Muslim murderer of a recruiting officer.</P> 
<P>Words fail me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's support for the murder of Dr. Tiller all over the right-wing 
blogosphere, usually prefaced with disclaimers about how murder is wrong ... 
BUT.</P> 
<P>It's appalling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07257844 33829 252 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 5:14:56pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7257664" target=_blank>#80</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're too quick for me ;).</P> 
<P>Since quite a few people have emailed me about it I'd like to mention that 
I'm being impersonated over at AoSHQ... if you see someone posting there as 
"Irish Rose", it's not me. I don't post there currently, and will never post 
there again. Same goes for Hot Air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably Rodan (aka Trajan75 IQ) or savagenation or one of their 
friends. They love to impersonate people -- gets them off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258019 33830 66 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 5:57:19pm  
 
<P>It should be noted that when Barack Obama was in Indonesia, they were about 
as close to being an example of moderate Islam as any country ever has been -- 
before the Wahhabis gained so much influence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258028 33830 73 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 5:59:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7258026" target=_blank>#71</A> 
anchors_aweigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aren't muslims also creationists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Muslims are like any other human beings. There are some creationists, and 
some who are sane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258058 33830 103 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:04:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7258038" target=_blank>#83</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think "political maneuvering" is an understatement. He flat-out lied. He 
was raised as a Muslim boy, when he was growing up in Indonesia. He later 
converted to Christianity, and was an active and regularly attending member of a 
racist Christian church in Chicago for many years.</P> 
<P>It's fine with me if he was a Muslim when he was a little boy. Kids don't 
choose their own religion, and besides, there's nothing necessarily wrong with 
being Muslim. There are lots of wonderful, civilized, moderate Muslims in the 
world, and I'd elect one president if he or she were the right person. But if 
Obama is really so respectful of the Muslim faith, then why did he feel the need 
to lie during the election and claim that he had <EM>never been</EM> a 
Muslim?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A politician who lies? Imagine my shock!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258066 33830 111 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:06:12pm  
 
<P>I don't recall him actually saying outright that he was "never a Muslim," by 
the way. The political maneuvering was more in the nature of obfuscation and 
rhetorical tap-dancing around the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258086 33830 130 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:09:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7258079" target=_blank>#123</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/us_and_americas/us_elections/a
rticle3194740.ece" target=_blank>www.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Let's make clear what the facts are: I am a Christian. I have been sworn in 
with a Bible. I pledge allegiance [to the American flag] and lead the pledge of 
allegiance sometimes in the United States Senate when I'm 
presiding."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No lies there. Just evasions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258101 33830 144 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:13:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7258090" target=_blank>#134</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turkey?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turkey has never been close to the kind of moderate Islam that used to be in 
Indonesia before the Wahhabis came in and bought up mosques, bulldozed them, and 
built their own on the rubble. Turkey has always been a country sitting on the 
knife edge of radical Islam vs. military control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258108 33830 150 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:14:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7258095" target=_blank>#138</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headline was Barack Obama: I'm no Muslim. I'm gonna have to look into the 
difference between a lie and an evasion. Day in an day out this guy is not 
making me more secure in knowing he is the leader of my 
country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headline is not a quote from Obama. I'd advise against trusting British 
newspaper headlines, in general.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258115 33830 157 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:15:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7258106" target=_blank>#148</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot air comments on this same story...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments at Hot Air have become a reeking cesspool. It's sad. They have to 
turn off commenting on controversial topics because they know what will 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258126 33830 168 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:18:22pm  
 
<P>I'm already getting hate mail about this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258138 33830 179 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7258119" target=_blank>#161</A> 
iceman1960</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know who Obummer worships and it ain't Allah or Jesus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could it be ... SATAN!?</P> 
<P>/dripping sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258178 33830 216 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:26:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7258111" target=_blank>#153</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<P>Again, this is all spin -- he's saying he was never a believer in Islam, and 
it's probably true. As far as it goes. And saying he has "Muslim roots" is also 
spin -- it doesn't mean he was a Muslim in reality -- it means he "experienced 
Islam."</P> 
<P>This guy is the quintessential politician. Mercurial and impossible to pin 
down. The only outright statement of religious affiliation he's made is that 
he's a Christian -- and that one he <EM>had</EM> to make in order to be elected 
in the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258255 33830 289 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:37:01pm  
 
<P>Wow. Four hate mails already over this post. Apparently I'm supposed to be 
screaming, "I wuz WRONG! ! ! He really iz a sekrit Mozlem! Please forgive me! ! 
! !"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258284 33830 318 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7258264" target=_blank>#298</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said it many times. See my #153 above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're falling into the trap if you say "I was never a Muslim" contradicts 
"Obama's Muslim roots."</P> 
<P>"Muslim roots" just means he "experienced Islam." It doesn't mean he was a 
Muslim.</P> 
<P>Politics. Gotta love it. Or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258302 33830 334 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:44:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7258297" target=_blank>#329</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He experienced Islam?</P> 
<P>That's quite the ambiguous statement, don't you think? (And quite the 
understatement).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's exactly my point. It's deliberately, cleverly 
ambiguous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258350 33830 381 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:53:09pm  
 
<P>Obama is on Air Force One, headed to Saudi Arabia, as we speak.</P> 
<P>He's promoting his initiative to get the Arab world to diplomatically 
recognize Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07258363 33830 394 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 6:55:38pm  
 
<P>It's going to get very interesting if he actually succeeds, and several major 
Arab countries recognize the existence of the state of Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258449 33830 474 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 7:08:55pm  
 
<P>If Arab states recognize Israel, that would certainly not equate to "peace in 
our time," of course.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7258435" target=_blank>#461</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think there is a set of voters who found Obama acceptable for this 
reason (he said he was a Christian) but would not have voted for him if he had 
not said so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. I'm thinking of the Rick Warren contingent -- "progressive 
evangelicals."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258466 33830 490 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 7:11:42pm  
 
<P>We have the first down-dinger on this article: Marianne.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258478 33830 502 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 7:13:34pm  
 
<P>'Marianne' is a hell of a sleeper, too - registered June 27, 2004, with no 
comments at all, but suddenly pops up to down ding this article.</P> 
<P>Ain't the intarwebs great?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258766 33831 95 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 8:06:50pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The young man came from a prominent family in the southern Egyptian province 
of Qena, one of Egypt's poorest and most conservative areas...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, <EM>that</EM> explains it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258932 33833 28 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 8:40:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7258897" target=_blank>#8</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't that many but Tiller certainly killed thousands of otherwise viable 
babies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And in every case, he followed the laws of the state of Kansas, which require 
that two independent doctors certify a medical necessity for the abortion. The 
women whose lives were saved by making the wrenching, painful decision to have 
late term abortions disagree with your assessment of Tiller as a "bad 
man."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258940 33833 35 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 8:43:23pm  
 



<P><A href="http://aheartbreakingchoice.com/kansasstories.html" 
target=_blank>Testimonials from some of Dr. Tiller's 
patients</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258956 33833 49 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 8:49:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7258951" target=_blank>#44</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They may disagree, but Tiller also performed late-term abortions that were 
not medically necessary. I stand by my statement. George Tiller was no better 
than a hitman, as he killed for profit. I do not condone his murder and I hope 
the man who killed him is given life in prison or death.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he performed late-term abortions that were "not medically necessary," he 
somehow tricked another doctor into signing off on them, and somehow escaped the 
notice of the state of Kansas in doing so -- because that would be a serious 
crime. Please back up that accusation with something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258979 33833 66 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:02:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7258970" target=_blank>#59</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be honest: What I know about Tiller I learned from Bill O'Reilly. What I 
heard on his show about Tiller appalled me. I've never done research of my own 
on the issue. If in light of that you would like me to back off on this topic. I 
will do so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. OK. So you're just repeating what you heard O'Reilly say. Did you even 
know that Kansas law requires two independent doctors to certify that a late 
term abortion is medically necessary?</P> 
<P>Dr. Tiller was put on trial because there was an allegation that the second 
doctor he consulted in <EM>one case</EM> was not truly independent from him. And 
he was acquitted on all charges in that case. Don't you think that if there had 
really been cases in which he performed late term abortions without following 
the law, his enemies would have made sure he was prosecuted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07258982 33833 68 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:04:16pm  
 
<P>I think we've just witnessed a textbook example of what Bill O'Reilly's 
demonization of Dr. Tiller achieved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259004 33833 84 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:17:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7258993" target=_blank>#75</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<P>That case just reeks of prosecutorial misconduct. The State Board of Healing 
Arts recommended that Tiller consult with Neuhaus, then when he did they offered 
her immunity in order to get her to testify against him.</P> 
<P>It's no wonder he was acquitted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259099 33833 173 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 9:50:13pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7259066" target=_blank>#143</A> 
DistantThunder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dr-tiller.com/images/sixtythousand.mp3" target=_blank>I 
found this audio link of dr tiller stating that he has done 60,000 
abortions.</A></P> 
<P>I looked for it after seeing 'his admission' referred to in multiple 
articles. Whether this is actually him or not...and it comes from an anti-
abortion site, it sounds medically authentic as he says, "terminations of 
pregnancies", and not abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That website is vile and disgusting, and I don't trust a single thing on 
it.</P> 
<P>Do the math. I don't know how long Dr. Tiller was in business, but if he was 
doing abortions for 20 years, he would have had to do more than 8 abortions 
every single day, 365 days a year, in order to reach 60,000. That number is 
absurd. It's simple math.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259147 33833 219 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:08:11pm  
 
<P>People who approve of the murder of Dr. Tiller are going to lose their 
accounts, period. Full stop. I won't stand for it at my site.</P> 
<P>If you need to celebrate murder, go register at Free Republic where you can 
hang out with like-minded bloodthirsty morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259189 33833 258 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:28:09pm  
 
<P>We've had two referrals today from this site (Google cache link):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fwww.whiterevolution.com%2F&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>...going to our post about the white supremacists infiltrating tea 
parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259200 33833 268 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:30:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7259193" target=_blank>#261</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's that "meaningless symbol" again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently they're discussing LGF in the forum. I couldn't read the posts - 
it requires registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259213 33833 281 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:34:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7259179" target=_blank>#250</A> pat</EM></P> 
<P>And you come to those lovely judgments how, exactly? Did you know Dr. Tiller? 
Did you know any of his patients? Did you know anyone who knew him?</P> 
<P>Or is it solely based on propaganda you've been fed by Bill O'Reilly and 
anti-abortion websites, as I suspect?</P> 
<P>Because I've been reading testimonials from women who WERE his patients, and 
from people who did know him, and they don't seem to agree with you that he was 
just like Jack the Ripper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07259220 33833 288 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:38:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7259218" target=_blank>#286</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the 60K figure is absolute bullshit lie put out by Randall Terry's rabid 
loons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. It's an impossible number, and it was repeated over and over by Bill 
O'Reilly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07259228 33833 295 Charles Tue, Jun 2, 2009 10:43:58pm  
 
<P>Moronic convergence time: <A 
href="http://www.wickedlocal.com/roslindale/news/x313669844/Darwin-refuted-and-
disputed-at-John-Birch-Society-meeting" target=_blank>Racists meet 
creationists</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WEST ROXBURY - Members of the John Birch Society believe in protecting the 
U.S. Constitution from what they consider to be wavering while maintaining its 
integrity.</P> 
<P>“Less government, more responsibility, and with God’s help, a better world” 
is the motto of the society that hosted author James Perloff at the West Roxbury 
Branch Library on Saturday afternoon.</P> 
<P>The gathering was in response to a recent celebration of Charles Darwin and 
his theory of evolution in order to see the opposite side of the spectrum, which 
is creationism — a banned teaching in public school systems nationwide.</P> 
<P>Perloff, who lives in Burlington, was brought in to elaborate on his findings 
against Darwin’s theory of evolution. He has written two books on the subject: 
“Tornado in a Junkyard” and “The Case against Darwin.”</P> 
<P>The event was held in front of a small gathering and was kicked off with a 
prayer along with the Pledge of Allegiance led by Harold Shurtleff of West 
Roxbury, regional field director for the John Birch Society.</P> 
<P>Perloff delivered his three-part PowerPoint rebuttal of Darwin’s theory of 
evolution in order to “underscore what people don’t know” and explain how many 
people have been persuaded to believe Darwin’s theory as fact while casting off 
creationism totally.</P> 
<P>Perloff tried to draw parallels throughout history, attempting to connect 
individuals such as Andrew Carnegie, Karl Marx, Josef Stalin and Adolph Hitler 
with the teachings and rationales of Charles Darwin. He also told of his own 
life’s inner conflict, saying he was briefly turned into an atheist at a young 
age due to Darwin’s theory.</P> 
<P>Perloff went on to say, “Survival of the fittest does not explain arrival of 
the fittest,” and that, “[the theory of] evolution is just speculation on the 
past and should not been seen as scientific fact.”</P> 
<P>In the crowd was Birch Society member John Coveney of Weymouth, who said, “It 
was a great presentation. I’ve read his books and find [Perloff] 
informative.”</P> 
<P>Coveney, talking about teaching creationism versus the theory of evolution in 
public schools, said, “Teach both evolution and creationism. Let them make up 
their own minds. It’s a free country, after all.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7259340" target=_blank>#380</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh. Why, if they were trying to save their lives, didn't they go to a 
hospital, instead of to see this baby-killing creepy guy? If my interest were in 
staying alive, I think I'd have run from this weirdo. If I had a 'medical 
necessity', and my life were in danger, I'd get to a regular hospital (where the 
specialty was in saving and protecting life) very quickly. What would be the 
reason they'd trust this guy, more than a real hospital?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't think that most women who choose to have late term abortions 
have already been to many doctors and gotten many opinions, and tried everything 
to avoid that choice, you're in a fantasy world -- a world in which you choose 
to believe the worst about people you don't even know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07260860 33833 451 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:23:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/7260831" target=_blank>#448</A> 
KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just went back and read the post you were referring to.Very well said. It 
is compassion for those very cases you mentioned that is lacking in the pro-life 
movement. And those are the cases that need it the most. I'll never 
understand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I'm shocked at how many people are willing to believe the worst 
about women who have abortions, accusing them of casually murdering their 
children. The lack of compassion, in people who claim to be concerned about 
human life, is very disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/7260937" target=_blank>#452</A> AyUaxe</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07260882 33835 143 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:28:41am  
 
<P>Another "Christian" compares psycho murderer Scott Roeder to ... Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer, who tried to assassinate Adolf Hitler:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.95.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://www.anotherthink.com/contents/politics/abortion/20090602_t
he_ethics_of_murder.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.anotherthink.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are these times, and the circumstances we find ourselves in, really so 
different from Dietrich Bonhoeffer's day?</P> 
<P>While non-violent, political opposition to evil is always the default 
position for Christians, the lesson of Bonhoeffer seems to be that there are 
times when the heart and soul of a government becomes hardened against the 
prophetic outcry of God's people. At such a time, far more may be required of 
us. Is this such a time? How far should we be willing to go to stop the killing 
of the innocents?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The murder of Dr. George Tiller seems to have stirred up a lot of pro-
vigilante feelings among so-called "Christians" and right-wing 
bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07260930 33835 189 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:41:10am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7260917" target=_blank>#176</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible that there might be some connection but this story doesn't pass 
the initial sniff test.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That video clip at MEMRI is more than 4 months old, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7261170" target=_blank>#19</A> 
JackofTrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And people claiming to follow Christ are as capable of bad logic, bad 
reasoning, and missing the point as anyone else.</P> 
<P>It seems to me that people claiming to be Christians here need to spend more 
time actually reading their Bibles than listening to rabid extremists who 
advocate breaking both societal laws and God's laws in an effort to punish 
breaking God's law.</P> 
<P>Maybe, if they get their head's screwed on straight, they will realize that 
the murder of Dr. Tiller is worse than the abortions he performed, if for no 
other reason than at least the abortions were sanctioned as legally acceptable 
under the law. Even believing that abortion is murder does NOT sanction breaking 
the laws of the land AND God's law to murder the abortionist.</P> 
<P><A href="http://htxt.it/8M7I" target=_blank>This says it better and cleaner 
than I do.</A></P> 
<P>People claiming to be Christians and Pro-Life need to get out and be as vocal 
in their condemnation of this murder as they are in their condemnation of 
abortion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article repeats the ludicrous claim that Dr. Tiller performed more than 
60,000 abortions -- which is clearly impossible. He would have had to do more 
than 8 abortions every single day, 365 days a year, for more than 20 years 
straight in order to reach that number. It's a blatant 
distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>There are several right-wing bloggers who are linking to that piece about 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer with great approval, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7261341" target=_blank>#146</A> 
JackofTrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really miss the point of the article if you jump on that one detail, 
something they are NOT stating as a fact, and call the entire article a 
distortion because of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not call the entire article a distortion. I called the claim that 
Tiller performed 60,000 abortions a distortion. And it is, a blatant, ludicrous 
distortion. The fact that it was published in the Washington Times doesn't 
change that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To argue that a person cannot perform even 8 abortions in a day is highly 
misleading itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that, either. But if you're going to try to argue that it was 
possible for Tiller to perform more than 8 abortions every single day for 20 
years without a single day off, you're hallucinating.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the specific estimate of over 60,000 abortions by Dr. Tiller, I would 
refer you to the slight detail from his biography that the number represents his 
own count of how many abortions he was responsible for. Or, hear it in his own 
words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sound file is posted on a disgusting radical anti-abortion site, and I 
don't trust it at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7261508" target=_blank>#297</A> zeebeach</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07261541 33837 328 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 12:47:26pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7261479" target=_blank>#269</A> 
adragonknowsbest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only 2 short months later this catastrophe happens and the DHS comes out 
smelling like roses. No one said irony had to be a happy thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to suggest that this murder was deliberately staged to 
exonerate the DHS report?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7261599" target=_blank>#383</A> 
adragonknowsbest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cannot be certain. Truly I hope not. But this poor fool who murdered the 
doctor has just turned pro-life people into "crazed right wing extremists who 
blow up abortion clinics" all over again. At least in the eyes of the 
uninformed, liberals and some moderates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, in other words, you <EM>are</EM> suggesting the murder might have been 
deliberately staged in order to exonerate the DHS report?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7261756" target=_blank>#513</A> 
adragonknowsbest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now it all makes sense to me! When I used to frequent this place during the 
heat of the primaries and so many of you were clamoring for McCain, I thought to 
myself, "hmmm this is a conservative blog what the hell is going on in 
here?"</P> 



<P>My sincere apologies. Although I love the focus on the middle east, I don't 
see the conservatism out of many today. If I don't get banned like a bunch of 
people seem to around here, I'll check back some other day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it supposed to be 'conservative' to throw out conspiracy theories that the 
US government staged the murder of Dr. Tiller in order to justify the DHS report 
on right wing extremism?</P> 
<P>Because, you know, to me that just looks like lunacy. Not 
conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/7261759" target=_blank>#516</A> 
enoughalready</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice to see that the "abortion is murder" squad is out in full force. But 
sure. By all means. Reverse Roe vs Wade. Then start checking the borders. Make 
sure no pregnant women leave the country. Because you can bet your ass everyone 
that can afford it will be making their way to Canada or any other country that 
actually has a humane stance on this issue.</P> 
<P>I roll my eyes at you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. But for poorer women who couldn't afford a trip to Canada, it would 
mean a return to the good old days: back alley abortions and coat hangers, and 
dying alone in dirty rooms. Because women aren't going to stop having abortions 
just because a religion says they should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7261842" target=_blank>#539</A> Barb42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am confused. Are you and this site pro-abortion? I am against the 
murder of anyone, but being against abortion is not the same thing as pro-
murder. I need clarification, really, this is not an attack - I need to 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I am not "pro-abortion."</P> 
<P>But I believe it should be legal, and I do support women's right to choose an 
abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7262126" target=_blank>#593</A> 
JackofTrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, even 501(c)(3) make and desire profit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats ridiculous. Do you even know what a 501(c)(3) organization 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7262254" target=_blank>#608</A> 
tgibson1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Gee, I'm a CPA and it doesn't sound ridiculous to me. Any entity whose 
revenues don't exceed expenses will cease to exist. Government, of course, being 
the exception.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lynn B. said it very clearly -- I looked into making LGF a non-profit at one 
point, so I have personal experience with the regulations, and this is exactly 
right:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... "profits" may not now or ever in the future inure to the benefit of any 
private individual but rather be continuously and actively and perpetually used 
to further the exempt purpose for which the organization was granted its tax-
exempt status in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, Planned Parenthood is NOT making a "profit," by any real 
definition of the word. If their revenue exceeds their expenses, they must 
reinvest the money into the non-profit group.</P> 
<P>This is NOT a "profit." Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>It's amazing to me to see the lengths to which fervently anti-abortion people 
will go in order to twist the truth. They'll even insist that non-profit 
organizations are "profiting" from abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>What we're seeing here is just part of a long tradition in the anti-abortion 
movement, to try to delegitimize Planned Parenthood and get its tax exempt 
status revoked. They've also tried for years to organize boycotts of private 
organizations that donate money to PP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/7262414" target=_blank>#638</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Please do take a look at their financials (as opposed to whatever 
distortion of them you're getting from ... where ARE you getting this 
information? And isn't is starting to bother you that's it all just plain 
wrong?Upon what do you base your claim that PP "makes money hand over fist from 
abortions?" Once again, bold this time:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Planned Parenthood's total "program service revenue" in 2006 from ALL 
of the services they provide was $3 million. That wasn't even enough to cover 
1/10th of their program service expenses ($48 million).</STRONG></P> 
<P>Get it? They're <STRONG>LOSING</STRONG> money providing abortions (and 
counseling, and medical care, and all the other services they provide). How many 
different ways does this have to be explained to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure got quiet in here (on that subject anyway) all of a 
sudden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262527 33837 644 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 3:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7262510" target=_blank>#642</A> 
JackofTrades</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As for some persons trying to scare people INTO abortions, I've seen videos 
(hidden camera at Planned Parenthood and others), audio recordings, and seen 
written speaches, similar to our discussions here, all trying to scare persons 
into having abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please provide some proof for that assertion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/7262619" target=_blank>#646</A> 
tgibson1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Planned Parenthood Annual Report for 2007-2008 is available at the 
following link:<A href="http://www.plannedparenthood.org/files/AR08_vFinal.pdf" 
target=_blank>This is PDF of the report; HTML wasn't available</A></P> 
<P>The financial information for the year is summarized on page 18 of the 
report. Two things to note:</P> 
<P>Total government grants and contracts were roughly 350 million dollars.</P> 
<P>Excess of revenues over expenses (profit) for the year was 85 million 
dollars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pertinent numbers in this discussion, in which people have claimed that 
Planned Parenthood is making money from providing abortion services, are 
these:</P> 
<P>Health Center Income: $374.7 million</P> 
<P>Total Expenses: $953.1 million</P> 
<P>Clearly, the income from their health centers doesn't even come close to 
covering their expenses. The claim that PP is making money from abortions is 
simply FALSE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>This reminds me -- greatly -- of what creationists do. They dump tons of 
quotes into a thread, and think they're proving their case.</P> 
<P>I don't appreciate anti-abortion propaganda dumps at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/7263817" target=_blank>#670</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You merely copied and pasted, without attribution, two long posts from an 
antiabortion website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.abort73.com/index.php?/abortion/medical_testimony" 
target=_blank>www.abort73.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.abort73.com/?/print/12/" 
target=_blank>www.abort73.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's exactly what he did, and I'm seriously considering banning his 
ass for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>In fact, I've stopped considering it, and kicked this guy off my website, 
after reviewing his other deceptive posts.</P> 
<P>'JackofTrades' -- don't bother emailing me about this. Anything from you will 
go straight into the trash without being read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7261787" target=_blank>#40</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Rush ... wanna be the first to start purging this scum?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you're not holding your breath for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7262303" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were one or two people here this morning talking about it being staged 
to justify the DHS memo. It looks like this is going to take 
hold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That kind of thinking is all over Free Republic -- some of them say it 
outright, that the DHS probably killed Dr. Tiller in order to justify their 
report. Others use terms like "Reichstag fire." That one's very 
popular.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7262764" target=_blank>#11</A> 
screaming_eagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles would get hate-mail for posting that the sun rose this 
morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would go like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, so the sun's coming up, eh Chuckie? You think you can divert attention 
from your Stalin-like suppression of free speech by telling your sycophantic 
ass-licking followers about a f-cking sunrise, eh? You're not fooling me one 
bit, or anybody else who's on to your shi-t! F-ck 
you!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7262781" target=_blank>#18</A> Sydney 
Carton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's pro-choice. He is no longer pro-life. Thus, it is inaccurate to say that 
he's an "anti-abortion leader", at least currently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats why the first sentence says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Former</STRONG> radical anti-
abortionist...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>And sure enough, here's a massive wall of text I received just this morning 
from a person who was banned for posting a rant about how I "hate 
Christians"...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read one of your typical hypocritcal blog entries where youderided 
someone for accusing you of banning people who disagree withyou. Well guess 
what, I was one of those people who experienced itself.So it's certainly true 
that you do indeed do that regardless of how muchyou want to deny it. While I 
appreciate your blogging on the dangers ofislamists and for expressing your 
point of view that's about where myrespect for your blog ends. Because frankly 
you seem to run your bloglike an arrogent self-imporant soup Nazi and a lot of 
your commentersare also huge assholes. I used to follow your blog pretty much 
dailyseveral months ago for maybe a few weeks. And I noticed that yousuddenly 
started posting tons of annoying evolution vs creationism BSand you did it in 
what seems to be a usually snotty hostile tone towardscreationists and 
supporters of intelligent design. And even morehilariously and very tellingly it 
seems you scoffed at critics leavingcomments who were saying the subject was 
getting old and that they weregetting sick of reading about the topic on your 
blog constantly. Youblogged that their assertion that you were basically 
spamming your blogon this issue was absurd. And as readers of your blog read 
that linedismissing the critics all they had to do was scroll down and see 
theevolution vs creation blog entries taking up almost the entire page. Itstill 
makes me laugh. That was one of the most blatantly hypocriticalthing I've ever 
seen in my life. Anyway, I joined in on the suggestionsthat you lay off on that 
topic just a tad and I left a few comments atmost expressing my dislike for your 
creation vs evolution blog entries.And I essentially wrote that it was immature 
and mean of you to go afterdevout Christians who supported creationism and 
intelligent design. AndI even mentioned that I personally believed in 
evolutionary biology aswell but simply didn't care for your zealotry in going 
after thosepeople with a sledge hammer. And what happened next? First of all 
yourequally arrogent snotty ballhugger "regulars" and LFG "veterans" whotroll 
your comments constantly it seems told me they'd "give me atemporary pass" 
because I "seemed to be new around these parts". Andthen they went on to respond 
to my comments as if I was a creationist ora fundamentalist Christian when I'm 
neither. And they talked down to meas if they knew more about the topic than I 
do when they probably don't.And then to top it off you BANNED me from commenting 
on your blog eventhough I never wrote anything remotely "fringe" or whatever BS 
you wantto make up as an excuse to take away the "privledge" of leaving 
commentson your blog. Literally all I did was simply disagree with 
yourrelentless assualts on proponents of creationism and ID'ers and youbanned 
me. And it's not like I was spamming your blog. I left like maybe4 or 5 comments 
tops and not all in the same blog entry or the same day.And then what did you do 
next to further display your asshattery? Youfreaking accused me of "pretending" 
to be a "believer" in evolutionarybiology while I "really secretly" believed in 
intelligent design andcreationism and was one of those "evil" social 
conservatives you seem tohate so much. None of which is true. So good job buddy. 
Way to act likean ideological facist while pretending to be above it all. You 
mightwant to do some introspection on why you feel the need to ban and 
insultpeople who leave comments on your site that you don't agree with.Because 
it definitely isn't a healthy thing for yourself personally oryour blog. And 
please do post my entire "typical crazy troll rant" onyour blog because I'll get 
a kick out of it since you'll only be makingmy point. And if you want to look up 
my screenname and comment historyon your blog my name was something like 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Too long to post the whole thing in one comment. It continues like that for 
another 100 words or so...</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7262833" target=_blank>#44</A> hous bin 
pharteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone else notice what someone is becoming?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on and say it outright. You know you wanna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7262851" target=_blank>#56</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoops! Someone's a celebrity troll now!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah. When someone sends me an email like that I just block their IP so they 
can't get into the site and use the contact form any more. I have better things 
to do than delete their crap out of my Inbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262863 33841 65 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 4:59:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7262854" target=_blank>#57</A> hous bin 
pharteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I have to explain it, people are not paying attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand. What are you talking about? Please 
explain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262891 33841 88 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:06:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7262871" target=_blank>#71</A> callahan23</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that guy is not happy with heaping insult on Charles but goes on 
insulting us Lizards:</P> 
<P>What a piece of ... it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a standard feature of LGF hate mail. Installed at the factory. No 
extra charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262905 33841 100 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:09:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7262882" target=_blank>#80</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh - I just saw tape of Obama bowing to receive a medal from the Saudi Guido 
Sarducci. They must hand those medals out like bubblegum to all the 
infidels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He was <EM>NOT bowing!</EM> He was receiving a medal! Can't you tell the 
difference?</P> 
<P>/dripping sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262975 33841 136 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:22:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7262940" target=_blank>#127</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I skimmed the thread, did we get an explanation? Judging from the dings I'm 
guessing it's not good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he apparently didn't want to elaborate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262980 33841 138 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:23:19pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7262968" target=_blank>#134</A> 
justdanny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, okay, for the benefit of the entire lizard nation and all of its 
stalkers and haters and hangers on, I ask you in plain english,</P> 
<P>Are you becoming death, the destroyer of worlds?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No soup for you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263175 33841 156 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 6:00:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7263145" target=_blank>#153</A> 
AFVetWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the meantime, why aren't we hearing more about the murder of the Army 
recruiter by a converted Islamic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is a "converted Islamic?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07262992 33842 45 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:25:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7262952" target=_blank>#15</A> Yankee Division 
Son</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLYtHHxTTmc" target=_blank>Brian 
Williams bows</A> to Obama...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OMG! It's catching. Someone must act immediately before any more bowing takes 
place! Call Inspector Gadget!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263018 33842 68 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:30:24pm  
 
<P>Hate mail already for this one!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few months ago there is a video of Obummer bowing to King Abdullard.I saw 
the video and he obviously bows. Now you have a video of Obummerreceiving a 
medal and you sarcastically point out he is not bowing. Tomake your point you 



show a picture of Bush receiving a medal from KingAbdullard and you say "bush 
bowed too."</P> 
<P>Are you serious or are you just a fucking Obama apologist 
imbecile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263081 33842 125 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 5:41:09pm  
 
<P>The real point of this post, in case it needs to be spelled out, is that 
EVERY American president bows to King Abdullah.</P> 
<P>They have us by the gas pumps.</P> 
<P>Ranting and raving about Obama this, Obama that, completely misses the 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263240 33842 196 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 6:12:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7263216" target=_blank>#195</A> restitutor 
orbis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad I wasn't the president. I would have melted that peice of shit down, 
sold it and donated the proceeds to a disabled vets organization. And I would 
have told that filthy degenerate exactly what I was about to do.Then I would 
have told that savage his evil backward "kingdom" was about to face a reckoning 
of fire.But thats just me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then, Saudi Arabia would have cut off oil shipments to the United States, 
and our economy would have ground to a halt.</P> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263791 33842 223 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 7:46:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7263662" target=_blank>#216</A> zimriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We get most of our oil from the Americas. Petrol prices in these here 
Colonies would go up a bit. That's all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- if you don't think it would hurt the US economy beyond "petrol prices 
going up a bit" for us to lose the approximately 1.5 million barrels of oil we 
get from Saudi Arabia every day, I don't know what to tell you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263980 33842 231 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 8:16:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7263962" target=_blank>#229</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think its closer to 1.5 million barrels a day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- I typed too fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264015 33842 233 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 8:29:24pm  
 
<P>My point stands -- if Saudi Arabia cut off all oil shipments to the US, the 
effect on our economy would be disastrous. Of course, it would also be 
disastrous to <EM>their</EM> economy, which is why fantasies about telling the 
Saudis to take a long walk off a short pier are just that -- 
fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07271261 33842 250 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 1:07:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7267019" target=_blank>#247</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And bluntly, i think you owe us an apology on the subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you're not holding your breath for that. The outrage from the right 
wing over Obama's "bowgate" was idiotic, and achieved nothing except to make all 
the people yelling and screaming about it look like fools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263188 33843 22 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 6:02:37pm  
 
<P>I notice that as I was writing this post, a couple of people were complaining 
in the previous thread that I was ignoring this story.</P> 
<P>I'd like to invite those people, very cordially, to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263273 33843 102 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 6:20:15pm  
 
<P>Private Long was killed by a religious fanatic, who rationalized the murder 
with religious reasons.</P> 
<P>George Tiller was also killed by a religious fanatic, who rationalized the 
murder with religious reasons.</P> 
<P>These cases are amazingly alike in many ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263579 33843 372 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 7:12:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7263488" target=_blank>#292</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry boss, I see only a few similarities.</P> 
<P>The asshole who murdered Dr. Tiller knew of him, and had a mental derangement 
that drove him to seek out and murder the man.</P> 
<P>Pvt. William Andrew Long gave his life for his country. An enemy combatant 
took the battlefield to America, and ruthlessly murdered Pvt. Long without even 
knowing the man. Pvt. Long is a hero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me count the ways:</P> 
<P>Pvt. Long was murdered by a religious fanatic.Dr. Tiller was murdered by a 
religious fanatic.</P> 
<P>Pvt. Long was murdered because he belonged to a group that was demonized by 
the murderer's religion.Dr. Tiller was murdered because he belonged to a group 
that was demonized by the murderer's religion.</P> 
<P>Pvt. Long was murdered because he was a public symbol to the killer.Dr. 
Tiller was murdered because he was a public symbol to the killer.</P> 
<P>Pvt. Long was murdered near a symbolic place (a recruiting office).Dr. Tiller 
was murdered near a symbolic place (a church).</P> 
<P>I could go on, but it gets depressing listing the similarities. The bottom 
line is that religious fanaticism is responsible for both of these 
crimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07263715 33844 26 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 7:36:05pm  
 
<P>Meh. Other 'Time Warp' videos aren't blocked from embedding. Oh well, click 
twice to watch it. Maybe I'll post another video that will piss everybody 
off.</P> 



<P>Maybe one of Peter Sinclair's videos. Yeah, that oughtta 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264086 33845 21 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 8:56:04pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33516_Ron_Paul_and_the_John_Birch_
Society" target=_blank>LGF: Ron Paul and the John Birch 
Society</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264144 33845 72 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 9:22:51pm  
 
<P>It's no coincidence, by the way, that creationism, paleoconservatism, and 
fanatical anti-abortionism are so tightly linked. I'd be willing to bet that 
Scott Roeder, in addition to his ties to militias and Freemen and extreme anti-
abortion groups, is also a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264159 33845 84 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 9:28:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7264153" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>SHARKEY'S DAY</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Who's the guitarist in the blue shirt? I know that dude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's Adrian Belew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264231 33845 145 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:26:28pm  
 
<P>And now I'm getting hate mail for this post.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Birchers were here long before you were even born. Whatever theirfoibles 
and quirks (and they have plenty) what have you done to evenmerit worthiness to 
clean their socks? I suppose when one exists in andcovets the favor of the 
public eye, one becomes convinced of their ownindispensibility and self-
importance.At least they go to the trouble to footnote the Constitution.Remember 
that document?Why don't you erect a shrine in your own honor we can all 
assemblebefore and worship you? Come on. I need a new deity.Get a grip already 
boy!Mike in Irvine</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264233 33845 147 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:27:12pm  
 
<P>I get hate mail now for everything I post. Wheee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07264263 33845 177 Charles Wed, Jun 3, 2009 10:42:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7264250" target=_blank>#164</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even Zooborns?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, believe it or not:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's come to this, a cynical and pathetic attempt to boost flagging web 
traffic by running baby animal pictures. Looks good on ya, 
a***.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07265794 33847 19 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:26:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7265770" target=_blank>#4</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... Charles, are you favorably impressed with Obama's implicit comparsion 
of the situation of Palestinians to that of <EM>slaves</EM> in pre-Emancipation 
America?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's plenty to criticize in the speech, but no more than in any George W. 
Bush speech. Bush may not have brought up slavery, but he certainly said lots of 
the same feel-good phrases about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict, and Obama has 
no monopoly on the "two-state solution" stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07265911 33847 124 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:44:59am  
 
<P>Obama's statements about the settlements are absolutely no different from 
anything George Bush said, by the way.</P> 
<P>And both of them realized that they were just mouthing platitudes, I'm sure. 
Calling on Israel to stop the settlements is the sop they throw to the Arab 
world. It means no more and no less than when Bush said it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07265953 33847 164 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:53:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7265939" target=_blank>#151</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sorry but from everything I have read that is just not true. Mitchell 
and Obama are not showing ANY flexibility for natural growth and are Demanding 
Israel stop completely. They are even disavowing all the agreements the Bush 
Administration had with Israel about natural growth. In addition while The Bush 
Administration mentioned "Settlements" the onus was on the Arabs to halt 
Terrorism ( a word never mentioned) and incitement, not on Israel to stop it's 
carpenters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Netanyahu basically said, "forget it." Both sides know that this is a 
game intended to manipulate the Arab world into believing there's equal pressure 
on Israel to make "concessions." Has anything really changed on the ground? Not 
that I can see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07265966 33847 176 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:56:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7265959" target=_blank>#169</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is long past time for the US to say "If the Palestinians are going to 
have a state, they have to accept Israel's right to exist as a Jewish state. If 
they cannot do that, then the US will consider them nothing but an enemy entity. 
If they continue terrorism against Israel, they will be considered a terrorist 
entity, and the US will allow Israelis to sue in the US for damages due to such 



terrorism, any organization giving the Palestinians aid."And"If the Palestinians 
want their state to be without Jews, then absolutely no Arabs should be allowed 
"back" in Israel."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on! In the real world, do you honestly expect any US president to say 
those things in a speech to the Muslim world?</P> 
<P>Not gonna happen. Didn't happen with Bush, and it didn't happen with 
Obama.</P> 
<P>I for one didn't expect anything more than what he delivered. I expected 
less, to be honest, and I was slightly surprised to see even this much reality 
in his speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07265987 33847 197 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:00:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7265980" target=_blank>#190</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose it could have been worse; that's about the best I can say.</P> 
<P>But can we at least agree that NPR and the like are rather ridiculous in 
hailing this speech as the greatest thing since sliced bread, a whole new 
beginning, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely agreed on that. It was no groundbreaker, that's for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266051 33847 254 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:16:33am  
 
<P>Uh ... he did not say that the "Occupation is as bad as the Holocaust." Not 
even close to that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266076 33847 267 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:21:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7266070" target=_blank>#266</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>I read that section of the speech. It does not say that the "Occupation is as 
bad as the Holocaust."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266115 33847 278 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:27:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7266083" target=_blank>#269</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mentioning one thing, then saying "On the other hand" usually means a 
comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the actual words, he described the horrors of the Holocaust very 
accurately -- millions dead, death camps, slavery, etc. And he called out the 
Holocaust deniers.</P> 
<P>When he described the "occupation," he talked about "humiliation" and 
"refugee camps."</P> 
<P>The only equivalence is the fact that the two paragraphs were next to each 
other. Sorry, I just don't see those statements as being morally equivalent at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266169 33847 305 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:39:05am  
 



<P>Since some people are speculating about who wrote this speech -- it was Ben 
Rhodes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0509/22588.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266185 33847 311 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:46:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7266152" target=_blank>#299</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Listening to the speech at HuffPo.</P> 
<P>Hajib? Not the first mispronunciation I've heard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not being a very good "sekrit Moslem" if he can't even pronounce "hijab" 
correctly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266229 33847 328 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:56:13am  
 
<P>Several right wing blogs are hitting the "sekrit Moslem" theme hard 
today.</P> 
<P>And Atlas Shrieks is full tilt loony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266529 33847 402 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 11:46:48am  
 
<P>I'm not understanding something -- do you folks who are criticizing the 
speech for what he didn't say really think that any American president is going 
to give a speech to the Muslim world and say things that will insult them?</P> 
<P>I don't think this speech was everything it could have been, but it's 
completely unrealistic to expect Obama to rant about Muslim antisemitism or 
hatred of Israel, or how violence is sometimes necessary, beyond what he said in 
the speech. If George Bush didn't do that, why would you expect Obama to?</P> 
<P>Honestly, I think a lot of the reaction to this speech has nothing to do with 
the speech itself, but more to do with people's knee-jerk dislike of everything 
Barack Obama does or says.</P> 
<P>It was not a bad speech -- and in many ways it was exactly like the speeches 
Bush gave about the Muslim world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267008 33847 455 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 1:44:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7266879" target=_blank>#447</A> capitalist 
piglet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Medved summed up the difference between the platitudes in Bush's 
speeches and this one by saying that Bush clearly didn't mean 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- so Medved's point is that it was better when Bush said it because ... 
he was <EM>lying?</EM></P> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266659 33849 198 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 12:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7266627" target=_blank>#174</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>Apparently, Roeder was in touch with her as recently as the beginning of 
this year, when Sullenger was helping him to track Dr. Tiller’s court 
appearances.</EM></P> 
<P>means 4-5 months without being in touch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't mean that. It means the last known contact may have been 
during Tiller's trial.</P> 
<P>Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266678 33849 215 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 12:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7266672" target=_blank>#210</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well as long as KOS (.<EM>” I’ve also found the story at Daily Kos as well. 
I</EM>) reported that Hal and Sean are BFF, thats all I need!</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sean Hannity and Hal Turner had a long relationship on Hannity's radio show. 
Killgore Trout is right -- these are facts. I don't know why you're denying 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266701 33849 236 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 12:25:41pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7266692" target=_blank>#228</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alas but neither does absence of evidence infer guilt</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said it did?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266729 33849 260 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 12:32:47pm  
 
<P>Michael Bray, by the way, is the leader of the vile anti-abortion terrorist 
group "Army of God," and has served time in prison for conspiring to bomb 
abortion clinics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07266734 33849 264 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 12:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7266725" target=_blank>#257</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiller was prosecuted for using a doctor for a second opinion on abortions 
who was not truly "independent," as required by Kansas law. He was acquitted on 
all charges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267315 33851 14 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:01:33pm  
 
<P>I think it's curious that Israel's most right-wing government in many years 
is praising the speech, while US right-wing bloggers yell that Obama "threw 
Israel under the bus."</P> 
<P>Seems to be a bit of a disconnect here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267356 33851 47 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:10:59pm  



 
<P>I don't agree at all that Obama compared the Holocaust to the occupation. I 
think that's an overheated distortion of what he said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267369 33851 59 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:14:26pm  
 
<P>Don't get me wrong - I don't think this was a terrific speech or anything. 
But I do think that some bloggers and commentators are way off base with their 
vehement criticisms of it. It wasn't bad. It was pretty reasonable, overall, and 
had some sections that I thought were actually very good.</P> 
<P>If you just read it without knowing who gave the speech, and someone told you 
it was a speech by George W. Bush, I don't think you would have been able to 
tell that it wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267381 33851 68 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7267370" target=_blank>#60</A> 
doubter4444</EM></P> 
<P>He said absolutely nothing about "giving Jerusalem away." I don't know where 
that one comes from, except someone's imagination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267400 33851 86 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7267395" target=_blank>#81</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It comes from this section:</P> 
<P>"when Jerusalem is a secure and lasting home for Jews and Christians and 
Muslims, and a place for all of the children of Abraham to mingle peacefully 
together as in the story of Isra, when Moses, Jesus, and Mohammed (peace be upon 
them) joined in prayer."</P> 
<P>Which some are taking as calling for the Internationalization of 
Jerusalem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's flowery political rhetoric, nothing more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267430 33851 112 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:33:09pm  
 
<P>On the other hand, let's look at George W. Bush's record on Jerusalem.</P> 
<P>In his 2000 campaign, he promised that as soon as he took office he would 
move the US embassy to Jerusalem.</P> 
<P>Eight years later, it just sorta never happened.</P> 
<P>Ain't politics wonderful?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267448 33851 129 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:37:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7267434" target=_blank>#116</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was it he said about it being the President of the United States job to 
stand up for Muslims all over the world, and that the US was actually a Muslim 
country? Did I make that up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you made it up, but you sure got it wrong. Here's what he 
said:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“And one of the points I want to make is, is that if you actually took the 
number of Muslim Americans, we’d be one of the largest Muslim countries in the 
world.’</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a far cry from, "The US is actually a Muslim country."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267465 33851 145 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:40:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7267443" target=_blank>#125</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct. And this makes Obama's speech better how? This makes Obama's speech 
mean more, how? This means Obama speech will bring the middle east closer to 
peace how?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall saying that it made Obama's speech "better" or "mean 
more."</P> 
<P>See, I don't expect much from these speeches. Maybe that's why my panties 
aren't all bunched up about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267489 33851 166 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:44:58pm  
 
<P>According to the numbers on <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam_by_country" target=_blank>this 
page</A>, the United States would be in the upper third of the largest Muslim 
countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267498 33851 174 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:47:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7267488" target=_blank>#165</A> NY Nana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am going to not say a word. I am seething too much to post.</P> 
<P>/Hussein made my <A 
href="http://www.brooklynpaper.com/assets/photos/32/6/32_06_slopeparkingmeters2_
i.jpg" target=_blank>seething meter</A> go up so high that I have to find a new 
one.</P> 
<P>BBL...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been meaning to say this, and here's a good opportunity. I think it's 
really offensive to refer to the President as "Hussein." It's the kind of crap 
that you'll find at Atlas Shrieks, and I really don't appreciate seeing it here. 
Please knock it off, or I'll just start deleting comments that do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267539 33851 211 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:56:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7267524" target=_blank>#196</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bu population, we are not even in the top 50, we are at 52. By percentage, we 
aren't even on the chart. How does that jive with Obama's statement as "one of 
the largest Muslims Countries."</P> 
<P>We're a light weight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It may have been a bit of a reach, and it may have been stated clumsily, but 
his point that there are a lot of Muslims living in the United States is not 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267544 33851 216 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 3:58:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7267535" target=_blank>#207</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Besides that it's just a gaffe at best, he probably got that impression from 
talking with Biden or something. This is like "57 states" big deal. If you are 
hoping on gaffes winning next election you are dreaming, the general public 
isn't really paying that much attention to these no matter how much we as 
conservatives want to relish it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- it's a meaningless minor gaffe. And by harping on it, conservative 
bloggers achieve nothing but to lend support to the popular meme that they're 
bigoted against Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267554 33851 225 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7267548" target=_blank>#219</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, you and I see it differently. I do see it as false, for a matter of fact, 
I the least, I see it as a terrible mistake, in the most, a bold-faced lie. 
Simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two and a half million Muslims is the low estimate. That's a lot of people. 
It's not false to say there are a lot of Muslims in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267589 33851 258 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:07:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7267570" target=_blank>#241</A> NY Nana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will not do it again, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you, I appreciate that. I don't like it when LGF comments start 
reminding me of Pamela Geller rants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267596 33851 264 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:09:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7267583" target=_blank>#252</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the thing.</P> 
<P>Bush had his words twisted and distorted by the media and the left 
mercilessly. Every minor gaffe he was crucified. It was disgusting. GWB would 
say "the sky is blue", and those on the left would scream bloody murder that the 
president has somehow damaged the color of the sky.</P> 
<P>Excuse me if i don't give the current president a pass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to give him a pass. But it's probably not a good idea to 
distort what he says, either -- and he didn't say that "America is a Muslim 
nation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267615 33851 282 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:12:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7267602" target=_blank>#270</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm concerned he thinks the only issues for muslim women is education and 
hijab. What about their right to determine their own lives? What about FGM and 
honor killings?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely; I criticized that part of his speech in my earlier post. I think 
that was the weakest section of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267620 33851 287 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7267618" target=_blank>#285</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What were his exact words btw?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just posted the exact quote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267661 33851 326 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:22:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7267638" target=_blank>#304</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you look at the charts that Charles linked to? In population we were at 
52, no where near the top third. In percentage, we are not even on the 
chart.</P> 
<P>What are you talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the US is in the top third by number. Count it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267674 33851 339 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:25:50pm  
 
<P>Here's the page: click the little symbol next to "Total number of Muslims" to 
sort by number. The US is number 54, and there are more than 120 countries with 
fewer Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267678 33851 343 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 4:26:53pm  
 
<P>Oops, the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam_by_country" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267797 33851 451 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:02:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7267714" target=_blank>#376</A> Onslow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“And one of the points I want to make is, is that if you actually took the 
number of Muslim Americans, we’d be one of the largest Muslim countries in the 
world.’"</P> 
<P>The notion that a country which contains <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam_by_country" target=_blank>.16%</A> of 
the world's Muslims has one of the largest Muslim populations is unutterably 
stupid.</P> 
<P>[2,350,000/1,449,765,439]*100=.16%</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't say "if you took the <STRONG>percentage</STRONG> of Muslims," he 
said "if you took the <STRONG>number</STRONG> of Muslims." And as I've pointed 



out twice now, this statement, while it may be a bit of a reach, is NOT false. 
By number of Muslims, the US is in the top third of the world's 
countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267812 33851 466 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:10:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7267788" target=_blank>#443</A> 
enoughalready</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you are saying that honor killings are uniquely muslim thing? Ummm. No. 
Sorry. What we call crimes of passion are the exact equivalent of honor 
killings. There is no real difference. If you get killed by your brother for 
looking at the wrong boy or by your husband because you want to leave him is 
irrelevant. Both are examples of the same kind of control driven 
violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're correct that honor killings are not "uniquely" Muslim. However, in 
many Islamic countries -- even supposedly moderate ones like Jordan -- the laws 
against killing wives or daughters are appallingly slanted in favor of the 
killers. Islamist factions in Jordan have specifically voted down laws that 
would toughen penalties for honor killers, time and again. There have been 
several posts at LGF on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267817 33851 471 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7267756" target=_blank>#416</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those lists don't like LGF anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been a bad, bad conservative lately. I don't jump on every bandwagon 
that passes by.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267879 33852 11 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:32:19pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly just slammed Dr. Tiller again, and repeated the bogus claim 
that Tiller performed more than 60,000 abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267906 33852 32 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:41:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7267898" target=_blank>#27</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>60,000 abortions in his life time is the words to the Washington Post</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/feb/28/pro-life-
groups-vow-to-fight-sebelius-pick/" 
target=_blank>www.washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I do not see where the Post has retracted that number.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've gone over and over this. Do the math. It's simply 
impossible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267930 33852 53 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7267917" target=_blank>#41</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have seen that argument and for some reason it is usually cut off at a 
certain point. Tiller has a clinic and a staff. The number the Post came up with 
is over 35 years of work. 200 a year is not that far fetched.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>200 x 35 = 7000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267937 33852 60 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:48:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7267933" target=_blank>#56</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2000 a year isnt that far fecthed given the way Doctors stack patients.</P> 
<P>I cant believe the number myself...bnut I can find nothing that really 
challenges it very well. The Post must have got that number from 
somewhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is NOT the Washington Post. It's the Washington Times -- and I've 
documented at least one occasion in which they flat-out lied. They're not a 
reliable source of information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267948 33852 71 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:50:30pm  
 
<P>Wow. Here come the apologists.</P> 
<P>How can you make excuses for this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267955 33852 77 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:51:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7267949" target=_blank>#72</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The post article said abortions over 35 years with no qualification.All of 
them legal where he is at, I might add.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please! That is the Washington Times you're quoting -- the newspaper owned by 
Sun Myung Moon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267962 33852 84 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 5:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7267953" target=_blank>#75</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>60,000 / 250 work days per year = 240 per day ... not possible in one 
year.stretch that over 10 years 240 / 10 = 24 per day ... busy but possibleover 
20 years = 12 per day ... no sweat</P> 
<P>I have no idea how long he was in business, but by the math it is perfectly 
reasonable he did that many abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, go ahead and believe in nonsense if you like. The number is 
absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07267993 33852 109 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:00:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7267969" target=_blank>#91</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>his clinic worked for 35 years?</P> 
<P>Ok...</P> 
<P>60,000 / 250 work days per year = 240 per day</P> 
<P>240 / 35 years = 6.87 abortions per day ... piece of cake</P> 



<P>Charles, would you care to reconsider your glib pronouncement that the math 
makes it impossible?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're seriously going to maintain that his clinic did 7 abortions every 
single day, 250 days a year, for 35 years straight?</P> 
<P>I think I'm through discussing this one with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268026 33852 140 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:11:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7268011" target=_blank>#126</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Getting caught up in the numbers deflects from the issue at hand.</P> 
<P>Without commenting on the pro life/pro choice issues it is a matter of fact 
that late 3rd term abortions are rarely a medical necessity.</P> 
<P>The current standard for abortion is legal but rare.</P> 
<P>Dr Tiller has made profit a part of the equation and couched his greed in 
ethical terms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The laws of Kansas require that two doctors certify a medical need for late 
term abortions. Dr. Tiller's enemies scoured his records for years trying to 
find a single case in which those laws were violated, and the worst they came up 
with was a case in which his second opinion was allegedly not truly 
"independent" -- and in that case, he was acquitted of all charges by a jury 
trial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268032 33852 145 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:12:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7268022" target=_blank>#136</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kenneth: Here's a <A 
href="http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/ss5713a1.htm?s_cid=ss5713a1_e#tab
6" target=_blank>representative year from the CDC</A>. Kansas reports all 
abortions. You can see for the total state there were under a thousand near late 
term and late term abortions in 2005. Now you extrapolate and do the math.</P> 
<P>You are pimping lies buddy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268052 33852 164 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:18:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7268043" target=_blank>#156</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So who really gives a shit <STRONG>how many</STRONG> abortions were performed 
by Dr. Tiller? It's completely irrelevant. The guy was murdered by some creep 
who did it because he performed abortions. Or do you have some sort of metric in 
mind?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason the number matters is because it was used by the anti-
abortion movement to drum up an insane amount of hatred for Dr. Tiller. So much 
hatred that he was almost killed once before, and then successfully murdered 
last weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268093 33852 203 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:31:53pm  
 



<P>That Ann Coulter column may be the most disgusting thing she's ever written. 
Please don't post a link to it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268105 33852 214 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:33:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7268096" target=_blank>#206</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that. I'm speaking to the people <STRONG>here</STRONG> that seem 
to be making an issue of the number. In my mind, if they are fixated on the 
number, they are somehow trying to minimize the severity of the crime committed 
by Tiller's murderer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268123 33852 229 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 6:41:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7268121" target=_blank>#227</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Googling Tiller and numbers results in a couple of articles that estimate he 
saw maybe 300 to 350 per year. Over a 20 year period that would be between 6000 
and 7000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- in other words, an order of magnitude less than 
60,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268186 33852 282 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 7:07:06pm  
 
<P>I hope at least some of you are watching this documentary, because it really 
is chilling. There is a movement in this country that believes it's correct and 
appropriate, by Biblical standards, to murder people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268348 33852 429 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 7:47:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7268308" target=_blank>#389</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yay for ethnic nationalism!</P> 
<P>Grow Fins on June 4, 2009 at 10:29 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. Excuse me while I vomit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268361 33852 442 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 7:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7268214" target=_blank>#304</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you going to do when an ACORN census taker shows up and programs 
your front door coordinates into the government issued GPS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What else can you do, but bow down and submit to the New World Order?</P> 
<P>Game over, man! Game over! They're GPSing us!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268373 33852 453 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 7:52:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7268340" target=_blank>#421</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is in serious trouble indeed. And nobody is taking 
responsibility for stopping it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268386 33852 466 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 7:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7268374" target=_blank>#454</A> 
RememberSekhmet?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Grow Fins is a known troll on HotAir.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, thanks for letting me know.</P> 
<P>But to be honest, I'm having a hard time telling the difference these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268593 33852 534 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:01:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/7268589" target=_blank>#533</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a good point but only if we assume that the fetus/baby has no right to 
life. Think about an equivalent situation where one person betters their medical 
odds against death or injury by killing someone else.</P> 
<P>Not really tenable, is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let me get this straight. You would step in between a woman and her 
doctor, and dictate to the woman that she MUST undergo the birth process, even 
when the doctor's opinion is that she risks severe injury or death by doing 
so?</P> 
<P>What gives you the right to decide these things for women you don't know? Why 
is your opinion worth more than that of a licensed doctor's?</P> 
<P>And more to the point: how can you justify being so mindlessly 
cruel?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268602 33852 537 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:04:11pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268656 33852 547 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:20:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/7268646" target=_blank>#544</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're framing the question incorrectly (or correctly if you want to score a 
debating point). I agree it's a terrible situation, the problem is determining 
when the unborn child has "rights" like everyone else. If that's the case, the 
fetus/baby's rights have to to be balanced against that of the mothers.</P> 
<P>The question then becomes were you think the line between abortion and 
infanticide is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The line is drawn around the woman who makes the choice, and the doctor who 
gives her the best advice he/she can. That line keeps people like you out of the 
decision-making process, no matter how much you might like to dictate the 
rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268680 33852 559 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:29:31pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7268674" target=_blank>#556</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, this is a straw man. O'Reilly's a dick and the abortion extremists are 
terrorists.That's not the point and doesn't settle the ethics of late term 
abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, so far we've learned that you think it would be "ethical" for a woman 
to contract diabetes and/or suffer renal failure, because after all, we have 
insulin, right? What's the big deal about a little diabetes? Who cares if a 
woman suffers for the rest of her shortened life, as long as that baby gets 
born?</P> 
<P>This is why you don't get to decide these things, and doctors do. Your casual 
cruelty would lead you to condemn women to lives of disease and physical 
impairment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268762 33852 587 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 9:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/7268753" target=_blank>#583</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First off, you're confusing me with someone who actually wants to dictate the 
rules.Secondly, you're avoiding tackling the ethical question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ethics are: it's none of your business. It's a decision for the woman and 
her doctor(s). You don't get a voice in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268818 33852 609 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:16:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/7268788" target=_blank>#596</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK so here's a hypothetical situation. Woman wants to abort a perfectly 
healthy fetus the day before she's due because she broke up with her 
boyfriend.Is that OK?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go find a state in which your fantasy evil woman could legally have that 
abortion under those circumstances.</P> 
<P>Hint: there are none.</P> 
<P>But your little fantasy does reveal a lot about you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268842 33852 616 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:31:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7268823" target=_blank>#611</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a hypothetical situation Charles, not a fantasy.So do you think that 
would be an acceptable situation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a fantasy, about an evil woman who decides to casually abort her baby 
one day before it's born. A situation that has probably never happened anywhere 
except in your mind.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to play that game with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268875 33852 622 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:47:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/7268863" target=_blank>#620</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me but people get up to all kinds of evil shit. I agree in that 
situation it's more likely that an infanticide would happen: [Link: <A 



href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infanticide#Present_day" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm sorry but you're simply avoiding the question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's even more revealing. Now instead of a casual abortion, your evil woman 
would commit infanticide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07270582 33852 673 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 10:45:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/7270459" target=_blank>#672</A> Tully</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The number, <EM>if it has any empirical basis at all</EM>, would have to 
include the first couple of decades of Tiller's practice, when the bulk of the 
patients were first-term procedures and there were multiple doctors working 
there. It is simply false as to any resemblance to a realistic count of late-
term procedures performed there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. Even if it were possible for Tiller's clinic to perform 8 
abortions every single working day for 35 years straight (which seems absurd to 
me), the vast majority of those would have been first-term abortions. The 
statistics posted by Thanos above show that there simply weren't enough late-
term abortions in the entire state of Kansas to back up that ridiculous 
figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07271240 33852 679 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 1:01:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/7271078" target=_blank>#676</A> Ty85719</EM></P> 
<P>I have seen quite a lot of coverage of the Arkansas shootings in mainstream 
media. And I've seen a lot of coverage of the fact that the shooter was 
apparently investigating other targets as well. Here's a search on Google News -
- see for yourself:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.google.com/news?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=arkansas%20shootings&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wn" target=_blank>news.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I think it's misleading to try to draw conclusions from any perceived 
differing coverage of two unrelated incidents like this. Dr. Tiller was a very 
public figure, who was the subject of numerous critical pieces on the Bill 
O'Reilly show, and had been almost murdered once before. He had just been 
through a very public court case and was acquitted of all charges.</P> 
<P>I think the focus on his death and the radical anti-abortion movement is 
appropriate, and not exaggerated or a matter of "political 
expediency."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07271258 33852 680 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 1:05:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7271230" target=_blank>#678</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the special room Obama set up for the aborted babies to die without 
medical treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is this about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07271309 33852 686 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 1:15:55pm  
 



<P>It's more than a little ironic that in the same Google News search where you 
can see thousands of results for the Arkansas shootings:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.google.com/news?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=arkansas%20shootings&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wn" target=_blank>news.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>... you can also see several articles at right-wing or Christian websites 
complaining about the lack of coverage of the Arkansas shootings. This is 
obviously a talking point they're pushing hard to divert the focus away from the 
anti-abortion movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07271346 33852 690 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 1:22:17pm  
 
<P>The Born Alive Infant Protection Act was not simply a bill to protect infants 
"born alive." It was an attempt by the anti-abortion lobby to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, and undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed 
was intended to increase the liability for doctors and hospitals that perform 
abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272252 33852 708 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 5:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/7272192" target=_blank>#707</A> 
strangelove</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to blame someone, blame those who created Roe v. Wade, garbage 
law made out of whole cloth...you don't have <I>right</I> to an abortion. That 
should have remained a state's rights issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I blame the murderer, and to a lesser extent the groups and support systems 
that "inspire" the murderers.</P> 
<P>Those are the people who should be blamed. Those who murder, and those who 
promote and enable murder.</P> 
<P>And some anti-abortion groups subtly (but sometimes openly) help create the 
environment of fanaticism that leads to murder in the name of God. This doesn't 
happen in a vacuum.</P> 
<P>If a deluded loser commits a crime, a significant number of people will 
say:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Yay, murder!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... judging from what happened this week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268854 33853 295 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:38:11pm  
 
<P>Someone asked if I ever get hate mail for the cute animal posts -- not for 
this one, but posted tonight at Ace of Spades we find this classy comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone was wondering if Chuckles The Clown had gotten a liberal girlfriend 
that has set him off his rocker.</P> 



<P>It's official, his baby is a black RINO . What a cute couple, I'm happy for 
him.</P> 
<P>Posted by: Blazer at June 04, 2009 10:23 PM 
(+FzLa)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07268884 33853 317 Charles Thu, Jun 4, 2009 10:49:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7268862" target=_blank>#301</A> 
FurryOldGuyJeans</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you see this yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw it. And you can now expect the other Dutch parties to form a 
cordon sanitaire and refuse to cooperate with the PVV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07270715 33856 29 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 11:18:03am  
 
<P>By the way, the Arab world has no monopoly on misogyny.</P> 
<P>At American Thinker today there's an article calling Barack Obama "Our First 
Female President," chock full of negative stereotypes about women and feminism. 
A quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While some might choose to describe BO as our first metrosexual President, 
the clincher is that, consistent with all outward appearances, the Obama 
administration fights like a girl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272374 33860 31 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 5:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7272365" target=_blank>#26</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, it ain't new but I hadn't posted it yet. One of those things that falls 
through the floorboards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272392 33860 44 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 5:48:54pm  
 
<P>Iowahawk could be the redheaded stepchild of Ursula K. Le Guin and Arthur C. 
Clarke, with P. J. O'Rourke hanging around looking guilty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272398 33860 48 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 5:50:45pm  
 
<P>And where was Anthony Burgess while all this was going on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272610 33861 34 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 6:53:41pm  
 
<P>Since people complained when I put people like Glenn Beck in the "Moonbats" 
category, I'll call 'em "Xbats."</P> 
<P>For all those symbolic associations with the letter X.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272620 33861 43 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 6:55:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7272617" target=_blank>#40</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christianbats?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, 'Extreme' was the first thing that came to my mind...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272631 33861 53 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 6:56:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7272629" target=_blank>#51</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>X Files!</P> 
<P>(Or Flies.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07272651 33861 72 Charles Fri, Jun 5, 2009 6:58:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7272630" target=_blank>#52</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Found this posted on Stormfront under the title "Young Jews bashing 
obama"...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>The clip is from leftist <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Max_Blumenthal" target=_blank>Max 
Blumenthal</A> of young drunken Israelis talking about how much they hate Obama 
and saying stuff like "White Power" and talking about the Nirth Certifikt.</P> 
<P>/Does not compute</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone sent that to me. Looks like Max Blumenthal went to an Israeli "fun" 
district and found some messed up idiots who said messed up things. I think the 
person who sent it may have been motivated by all the coverage of the Holocaust 
the past few days -- they always get worked up when that 
happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274112 33863 605 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 9:08:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7273538" target=_blank>#71</A> Tamron</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know what might be causing that -- but I use several tools that would 
alert me to activity like that and I've never seen anything like it on my end. 
And there's no sign of anything odd in the server access logs - those IPs don't 
even show up.</P> 
<P>I think it's much more likely to be something local to you than any kind of 
generalized "attack." I would have seen signs of it before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274867 33865 31 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 3:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7274859" target=_blank>#24</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<P>Sounds like a problem out there on the Internet. It's working fine here in 
the LGF bunker. The fact that it works better with different IPs is evidence 
that the problem is in the wires somewhere; funky router somewhere is pretty 
likely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274889 33865 48 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 3:30:33pm  
 



<P>The new iPhone 3.0 OS may be released this coming week, I'm 
hearing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274897 33865 52 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 3:38:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7274891" target=_blank>#50</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I have an iPhone, can I get the new 3.0 OS?Or do I have to buy a new 
phone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's free as long as you have the standard iPhone. (Not an unlocked 
phone.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274908 33865 60 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 3:48:26pm  
 
<P>Forward into the past!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274950 33865 68 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 4:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7274917" target=_blank>#64</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are these two lists supposed to be different? I see the same list on the 
front page as I do on the article's page. Am I just being dense? I've done that 
a lot lately...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they'll be the same if you're looking at the most recent post with that 
tag. Once you click into the list you'll start seeing that it only brings up 
earlier posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274940 33866 20 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 4:13:52pm  
 
<P>They like to push the envelope, those kooky Onion kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07274966 33866 44 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 4:23:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7274924" target=_blank>#7</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to go OT so soon, but how credible is this report about <A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalradar/2009/03/exclusive-three.html" 
target=_blank>multiple Israeli airstrikes against the 
Sudan</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's from a few months ago - I remember it. March, isn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07275469 33866 234 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 6:52:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7275223" target=_blank>#227</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Most things in life you can joke about, but not this. Not 
funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My take on humor like this is that it probably helps a lot more than it 
hurts. The situations and reactions are so exaggerated, nobody could take that 
seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07275171 33867 16 Charles Sat, Jun 6, 2009 5:36:34pm  
 
<P>I was riding my bike past a greenhouse/gardening place when I somehow took 
this picture by accident. I boosted the contrast just a little to bring out the 
colors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07276924 33871 49 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 10:14:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7276874" target=_blank>#6</A> AemJeff</EM></P> 
<P>You may have missed the fact that the Associated Press's Arab writers 
invariably work in a propaganda angle. Some of them have gone on record saying 
they consider it part of their job to be advocates for the cause.</P> 
<P>And if you think a dating club run by Hamas is somehow a <EM>positive</EM> 
development in the lives of these women, I don't know what to tell 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07277603 33873 19 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 12:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7277577" target=_blank>#9</A> ArmyWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the concept, but is it easy to get used too? I like the feel of paper 
when I am reading books. I'm sure that is because I've been conditioned, but 
still - hmm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the feel of paper too, but in some ways the Kindle is a lot more 
comfortable than a book. It's very light, and you never have to hold the pages 
open -- especially comfy for reading in bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07277785 33873 77 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 1:49:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7277668" target=_blank>#49</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you should get a commission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, buy it by following one of the links in my post, and I do! I'm in the 
Amazon Associates program and the ID is included in the links I 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07277861 33873 105 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 2:21:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7277818" target=_blank>#87</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if I link a book on Amazon and then someone clicks on my link and 
buys it, do you get creds? If so, that is cool, and we should have a book thread 
soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I have code that inserts my associate ID into any Amazon links at LGF, 
so if someone follows a link and buys a book, I get a small commission. 



(Unfortunately, Amazon doesn't give commissions on books for the 
Kindle.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07277925 33873 133 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 2:47:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7277916" target=_blank>#130</A> Preposter 
S</EM></P> 
<P>Nice try, sock puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07278541 33877 6 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 5:31:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7278527" target=_blank>#2</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pre-election estimates were for them to get more than 1 seat, though. Is this 
the final count?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They may get a second seat when the counting's through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07279232 33879 5 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 8:36:44pm  
 
<P>He was in the Navy. Dr. Chavkin may have meant "army" generically, as in 
"military."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07279343 33880 31 Charles Sun, Jun 7, 2009 9:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7279337" target=_blank>#28</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, but AemJeff has managed to score the top ten bottom 
comments!Congratulations, to all who fought today!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's a clean sweep. I don't think we've seen that before. Congrats, 
AemJeff!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07280669 33882 205 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 10:02:26am  
 
<P>I sense the presence of Nirthers among us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07280788 33883 98 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 10:24:38am  
 
<P>Safari 4 non-beta released today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07280793 33883 102 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 10:25:53am  
 
<P>Wow -- Safari 4 scores 100% on the ACID 3 browser test. 
Eggscellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07280797 33883 106 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 10:26:51am  
 
<P>Monkey like faster Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07280922 33883 206 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 10:47:47am  
 
<P>Cool! Snow Leopard upgrade only $29.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281029 33883 305 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:09:25am  
 
<P>By the way, the LGF Spy button (the green magnifying glass at bottom right of 
the top post), opens a window showing comments to this thread automatically -- 
works pretty well as a liveblog too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281063 33883 337 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:16:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7281048" target=_blank>#323</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: did you see that "70%" paid to dev bit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure did. That's an awesome deal for devs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281176 33883 430 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:44:27am  
 
<P>iPhone 3.0 software released June 17th.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281209 33883 438 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:48:13am  
 
<P>iPhone 3GS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281249 33883 444 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:52:45am  
 
<P>Oooh. 3MP digital camera with movie mode. Tap the screen to set focus area. 
Nice. Monkey like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281263 33883 449 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:54:33am  
 
<P>Built in voice control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281269 33883 451 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 11:55:15am  
 
<P>For more than dialing phone numbers too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281292 33883 459 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 12:00:58pm  
 
<P>There it is:</P> 
<P>16GB - $199</P> 
<P>32GB - $299</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281296 33883 460 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 12:01:37pm  
 
<P>iPhone 3G price lowered to $99 for 8GB.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07281298 33883 461 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 12:02:07pm  
 
<P>June 19th. I wonder if they're going to have lines at the stores for weeks 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07281321 33883 465 Charles Mon, Jun 8, 2009 12:06:01pm  
 
<P>What? No trade-in program for the iPhone 3G?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07292335 33889 386 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 11:14:23pm  
 
<P>Good grief. I had no idea we had a BNP propagandist in this thread.</P> 
<P>Not any more, though. This crap is absolutely not welcome at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07284773 33890 55 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 10:22:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7284760" target=_blank>#45</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may be provocative in some aspects, but it is really just a play on 
Clinton being the first black President. I think some people are being a tad 
over sensitive here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps you missed this sentence?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... there is mounting evidence that the president not only identifies with 
Muslims, but actually may still be one himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a "play" on anything. He's very clearly propagating the "sekrit 
Moslem" theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07284791 33890 68 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 10:26:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7284771" target=_blank>#53</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. I note that he's an advisor to the International Free Press Society, 
along with Mark Steyn, Ezra Levant, Daniel Pipes, Roger Scruton and others whose 
names I can't recall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The International Free Press Society has close ties to European fascist party 
Vlaams Belang. Their website is full of articles supporting the VB, Pro-Koln, 
the BNP, and other Eurofascist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07284894 33890 153 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 10:43:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7284836" target=_blank>#100</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is true, the names I've mentioned ought to have nothing to do with 
the society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's definitely true. All you have to do is take a look at their website. 
They also published several hit pieces against me when I exposed the neo-Nazi 
connections of Pro-Koln.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07284975 33890 229 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 10:59:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7284885" target=_blank>#144</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... as someone famously observed, if you take 3 parts ice cream and mix it 
with 1 part dog crap, the result will end up tasting a lot more like the latter 
than the former.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More importantly, nobody will want to eat it even if it's 3/4ths ice 
cream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285000 33890 253 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 11:03:46am  
 
<P><A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://radiopatriot.blogspot.com/2009/06/why-are-you-protecting-
wolf-at-door.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Bad 
craziness</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it so logic-defying to imagine that he's a foreigner, put in place to 
deliver our country into the enemy's hands? To be controlled -- or devoured -- 
by the beasts and savages who hate us and everything we stand for?</P> 
<P>You know for certain that he isn't? Really? How do you know that? What can 
you show me that proves he isn't?</P> 
<P>Oh, right. You can't. Because you don't know who he is any more than I 
do.</P> 
<P>His actions say that he walks among them. Fangs bared, an acolyte of those 
with whom he consorts, he is weakening our country -- deliberately dismantling 
it -- in order to prepare us for the taking, the final coup de gras.</P> 
<P>Those of you who refuse to open your eyes and acknowledge that there is 
something very odd, very mysterious, and very blood chilling about this man, are 
deliberately blinding yourself. And that makes you a willing accomplice to his 
crimes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285280 33890 456 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 12:06:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7285274" target=_blank>#454</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or did he? "This is not to say, necessarily, that Mr. Obama actually is a 
Muslim any more than Mr. Clinton actually is black."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...there is mounting evidence that the president not only identifies with 
Muslims, but actually may still be one himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285299 33890 460 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 12:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7285288" target=_blank>#457</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here you go: Max Blumenthal is the filmmaker, this was filmed the eve before 
the Cairo speech, here is the original post and video and his commentary:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://maxblumenthal.com/2009/06/feeling-the-hate-in-
jerusalem-on-the-eve-of-obamas-speech-in-cairo/" 
target=_blank>maxblumenthal.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyway, there's much more at the link. This has been floating around the lib 
blogosphere since the Cairo speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw the video last week, and I don't think it says anything at all about 
the perspectives of Israelis, unless you think a bunch of drunk teenagers in a 
party district represent the average Israeli perspective of 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286641 33890 492 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 6:44:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/7286351" target=_blank>#488</A> 
neoconundrum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frank Gaffney has been such a staunch supporter of Israel over the years, the 
least I can do is cut him a break for his "egregious" comparison to our first 
black president Bubba.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've given Frank Gaffney a lot of links over the years, too, and agreed with 
things he's written. This column goes too far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285842 33893 55 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 2:49:19pm  
 
<P>Wow, that Frank Gaffney article I panned earlier is getting a big negative 
wave from the leftblogs. I hate it when I agree with these guys but I can't 
blame them in this case - the article's over the top.</P> 
<P>Reactions: <A href="http://www.memeorandum.com/090609/p42#a090609p42" 
target=_blank>memeorandum: GAFFNEY: America's first Muslim president? (Frank J. 
Gaffney Jr/Washington Times)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285850 33893 62 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 2:50:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7285846" target=_blank>#58</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, it has been a week. Has anybody clicked on my avatar lately? See anything 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a chameleon in that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07285923 33893 130 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 3:03:04pm  
 
<P>I've gotten several emails from BNP fans who are upset about my "biased" 
coverage of them. This came from the Czech Republic:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting how when you report about the BNP, you call them 
"Holocaustdeniers" yet fail to mention that Nick Griffin has repeatedly 
recantedany "revisionist" statements he may have made and has brought 
Jewishmembers into the BNP. No one can force you to like the BNP, but yourbias 
and lack of objectivity and fairness is all too clear. Recall thatjust a few a 
years ago, the UK establishment tried to put Griffin awayfor SEVEN YEARS for 



declaring in a closed meeting that Islam was "awicked religion" and that the 
next attacks on British soil would becarried out by UK-born Muslims (He turned 
out to be absolutely correct.)So who is the true fascist here? Add to this the 
incredible PC hate lawsin the UK, which cause even preschoolers to be hauled 
before the policefor alleged racism and others to be arrested merely for flying 
the flagof St. George. England is turning into a police state, with 
moresurveillance cameras than anywhere in the world. You don"t live there,you 
dont know your arse from your elbow. Why not read the BNP websitesometime, and 
get the OTHER side of the story? Just today, Nick Griffinwas violently attacked 
by "Antifa" thugs as he tried to watch electionresults. Who is the real fascist 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286080 33894 83 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 3:39:11pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286087 33894 90 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 3:40:55pm  
 
<P>I'm testing something ... the first time you load a thread with comments, it 
will only show the first 100 comments. You have to hit 'new comments' to see any 
comments past the first hundred -- then it loads the rest of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286099 33894 102 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 3:45:22pm  
 
<P>OK, there are a few wrinkles about doing the first 100 comments that I just 
realized, so I reverted back to the old version for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286689 33895 236 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 6:53:54pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07286668 33896 12 Charles Tue, Jun 9, 2009 6:50:28pm  
 
<P>A study shows that by 2025, American children will be too obese to ride 
hoverboards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289652 33900 196 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:07:43pm  
 
<P>The DHS report said a "small percentage" of veterans might be susceptible to 
extremism -- well, here's one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289678 33900 221 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:10:52pm  
 
<P>At the 'Ron Paul for President' Yahoo group:</P> 
<P><A href="http://74.125.47.132/search?q=cache:ZVsm-6bP5-
EJ:groups.yahoo.com/group/RonPaulforPresident/message/26989+%22HITLER%E2%80%99S+
WORST+MISTAKE:+HE+DIDN%E2%80%99T+GAS+THE+JEWS.%22&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk
&amp;gl=us&amp;client=firefox-a" target=_blank>HITLER'S WORST MISTAKE: HE DIDN'T 
GAS THE JEWS.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07289681 33900 224 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:11:53pm  
 
<P>James W. von Brunn at Free Republic: <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-bloggers/2141655/posts" 
target=_blank>Obama is missing!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289813 33900 351 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:31:36pm  
 
<P>With the Tiller shooting and now this, I'm sorry folks -- but that DHS report 
has been vindicated.</P> 
<P>The report was a heads-up to law enforcement, warning of a risk of increased 
attacks from right wing extremists, and with two attacks in two weeks it looks 
like the heads-up was well warranted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289882 33900 416 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:43:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/7289863" target=_blank>#398</A> Iron 
Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never been up in arms about the issue, but try to keep some perspective. 
To say that <I>this</I> vindicates the DHS memo is just plain 
wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree, but then I never thought there was anything wrong with the report 
in the first place. In addition to this incident, we have the cop killer in 
Pittsburgh, a white nationalist with components for a dirty bomb, a plot by 
skinheads to assassinate Obama, and more. The DHS report was on 
target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289895 33900 429 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:46:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7289885" target=_blank>#419</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can no more use this lunatic to smear the "right" what ever that is, than 
you can to smear the "left" for the shooting of the 2 soldiers in Arkansas ( 
which it seems you failed to mention).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's puzzling to me why so many people read the words "right wing extremist" 
and see "right wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289900 33900 434 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7289897" target=_blank>#431</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The MSM's plan is working.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about the people in this thread, who insist that the DHS report 
was a smear on <EM>them</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07289966 33900 500 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 12:59:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/7289930" target=_blank>#464</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I insist on no such thing, and I continue to think the DHS report was 
useless, vague, poorly written, and not in the least bit helpful.</P> 
<P>For instance, in what way did it help spot this man - or Roeder! - before 
they acted? Not at all.</P> 
<P>Of course, crazed postings, websites, criminal actions and actual convictions 
didn't seem to help, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The target audience for the DHS report wasn't bloggers and pundits -- it was 
cops. People who work in law enforcement. It was a backgrounder, general by 
design. It was identifying general characteristics and beliefs that can be used 
to recognize right wing extremists.</P> 
<P>It wasn't intended to be a wanted poster, telling cops to expect attacks from 
specific groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07290050 33900 581 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 1:13:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/7290009" target=_blank>#543</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report was focused on the right wing of the political spectrum. It was 
right there in the title. My beef is that it was overly generalized and 
nonspecific so as to be useless to law enforcement for profiling purposes (to 
discern potential threats).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I have to disagree. I don't think any information is "useless" to law 
enforcement, and I don't think everything in the report was necessarily intended 
only to help discern potential threats. This kind of background information can 
also help cops tie cases together by being able to notice shared 
characteristics, or help them recognize important evidence immediately after a 
crime happens, or many other possible uses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07290099 33900 627 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 1:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7290027" target=_blank>#560</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know cops don't have the reputation of being literary critics, but with due 
respect, that doesn't mean the DHS can turn out any sloppy piece of work and it 
be OK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't what I meant at all - I'm certainly not impugning the 
intelligence of police. In fact, I'm saying the opposite, that cops are mostly 
smart professionals who are very focused on their work, and that any and all 
information can be useful, often in unexpected ways, even if not specific.</P> 
<P>The DHS turns out lots of these kinds of reports (I've read a dozen or more 
of them) and some are more useful than others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07290152 33900 677 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 1:32:51pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Now that fool Donald Douglas (americanpowerblog) has posted that 
my comments about the DHS report prove that I'm "on the other 
side."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07290182 33900 697 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 1:39:43pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7290153" target=_blank>#678</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fingering of returning veterans, who have volunteered and sacrificed for 
their country, just drives me up the wall.And I'm not even an 
American!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report did not "finger returning veterans." It said very specifically 
that only "a small percentage" of veterans might be susceptible to recruitment 
by extremist groups. And it pointed out that their military training could 
greatly increase the danger of some groups, which was why they were targets for 
recruitment.</P> 
<P>The report did not smear veterans in general. This is simply a false 
accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07291760 33903 460 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 8:20:00pm  
 
<P>The new Tarantino movie looks like a hoot.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/eEsPkdlFcxE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07292218 33904 9 Charles Wed, Jun 10, 2009 9:39:14pm  
 
<P>It was the Amazon book widget. I just removed that code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294044 33907 57 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 10:48:25am  
 
<P>Von Brunn is one of those paleocons who really hates neocons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294177 33907 178 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 11:14:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7294108" target=_blank>#115</A> 
callahan23</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was, as to my understanding by no means a paleocon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry -- it's utterly absurd to try to claim that Von Brunn is a 
"leftist." I think Kathy Shaidle needs to get a grip and stop spinning that line 
of BS, because it's painfully obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294267 33907 263 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 11:33:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7294200" target=_blank>#197</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Von Brunn's true ideology was hatred, hatred and hatred. At any given time, 
his specific views might have come from the right, the left or somewhere else 
entirely. People are missing the point when they attempt to assign a political 
taxonomy to this nutter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's true to an extent, but his views were far more to the right than the 
left. Just read some of his "articles" published online. He rants against 
liberals and the political views he does sympathize with are right wing -- Ron 
Paul, etc.</P> 
<P>It's accurate to call him a "right wing extremist."</P> 
<P>I honestly don't see how any honest commentator can try to claim that Von 
Brunn is a leftist. It's just wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294295 33907 289 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 11:38:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7294286" target=_blank>#280</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... advocates government mandated sterilization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294361 33907 351 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 11:51:05am  
 
<P>If you were having trouble seeing the user profile for comment #533 in the 
overnight open thread - try again. It should work now. The '#' sign in the 
username was not being transmitted properly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07297872 33907 665 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 9:31:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/7297547" target=_blank>#664</A> 
eaglewingz08</EM></P> 
<P>The report on blogs and Free Republic that Von Brunn was registered as a 
Democrat has not been proven true. It originates at a blog that has been known 
to play fast and loose with facts. I don't believe it, without something to back 
it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294627 33908 30 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 12:36:03pm  
 
<P>Here's the PDF version of Von Brunn's "manifesto:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://loveforlife.com.au/files/tob_shebbe_goyim_harog_first6_0.pdf" 
target=_blank>loveforlife.com.au...</A>]</P> 
<P>It reads like a neo-Nazi version of a Dr. Bronner's soap 
bottle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294651 33908 48 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 12:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7294636" target=_blank>#37</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of a <EM>what</EM>?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=File:Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_Soap.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_Soap.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
File:Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_Soap.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07294665 33908 58 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 12:42:05pm  
 
<P>A closeup of the classic Castille soap bottle:</P> 
<P><A title=Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_Soap.jpg 
href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cf/Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_S
oap.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
Dr._Bronner%27s_Magic_Soap.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294787 33908 162 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 1:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7294752" target=_blank>#130</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>No disrespect for Dr. Bronner - I was referring to the warped sentence 
structure, semi-random punctuation and caps, etc. I agree that Dr. Bronner's a 
harmless guy who makes a good product (I've used it!), and I didn't mean to say 
that he was anything like Von Brunn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07294883 33908 247 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 1:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7294837" target=_blank>#206</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why don't you point out that Von Brunn rants against "Mendelism" 
(see your first post on the subject yesterday):</P> 
<P>"Here are 350pp of FACTS condensing libraries of information about the 
Talmud, Democracy, Marx, Genetics, Money, Aryans, Negroes, Khazars, The Holy 
Bible, Treason, Mass-media, <STRONG>Mendelism</STRONG>, Race, the “Holocaust” 
and a host of suppressed “bigoted” subjects..."</P> 
<P>"Mendelism" is presumably Mendelian genetics, i.e. the work of Gregor Mendel, 
which is the other cornerstone of modern evolutionary theory, along with 
Darwin's (and Wallace's) theory of "natural selection" and "descent with 
modification."</P> 
<P>if anything, Von Brunn's attack on "Mendelism" points to him being a 
CREATIONIST, not a Darwinian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His rant is pretty incoherent - but I think he's actually in favor of 
"Mendelism." A quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the 1980s, however, the vast benefits being made available to Mankind 
through Mendelism were described in the most prestigious scientific journals, 
lectures, and so on, making it impossible for the mass-media to conceal the 
FACTS any longer; one of which is: the Races are inherently unequal. This 
irrefutable fact strikes at the heart of MARXISM/ LIBERALISM/JEWRY and their 
effort to miscegenate the Races and create One World ILLUMINATI Government. As 
one might expect the mass-media, Christian Church, JEWRY and academia continue 
to promulgate the false doctrines of BOASISM and ignore or decry 
Mendelism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07297855 33908 586 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 9:27:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/7297778" target=_blank>#585</A> Neo_</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anybody seen any verification of the reports that <STRONG>James von Brunn 
was registered as a Democrat in Maryland</STRONG> ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there is no confirmation of that claim. As far as I know right now, it's 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07295850 33909 552 Charles Thu, Jun 11, 2009 5:35:21pm  
 
<P>I'm going to delete comments consisting of personal squabbling. It's a turn-
off to the majority of readers, who don't know and don't care about the 
dispute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07298295 33915 138 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 11:05:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7298258" target=_blank>#109</A> neocon 
hippie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jonah Goldberg makes a pretty good case that Father Charles Coughlin was a 
man of the left. Apparently he advocated for the typical social programs, and 
his complaint against FDR was that the New Deal was not going far enough. He was 
no libertarian free marketeer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read up on Father Coughlin, it's just not true that he was a socialist 
-- he was a Bircher-style anti-communist. Again -- this is just revisionism to 
try to put Father Coughlin on the "left." It's absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07298418 33915 246 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 11:36:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7298357" target=_blank>#191</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Coughlin" target=_blank>Father 
Charles Edward Coughlin</A></P> 
<P>Coughlin used his radio program to promote Franklin D. Roosevelt and his 
early New Deal proposals, (and later to oppose FDR), to issue antisemitic 
commentary, and later to rationalize some of the policies of National Socialist 
Adolf Hitler and Fascist Benito Mussolini.</P> 
<P>His views combined a number of positions from the left and right, with a big 
helping of antisemitism. In that regard, he was very much a 30's style Fascist. 
It is interesting to note Coughlin's support for "wealth redistribution through 
taxation of the wealthy" and the "government controlling the country's assets 
for public good." Those ideas have a lot of support within the Obama 
administration today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those views are not socialist, they're authoritarian. You have to look not 
just at their tactics, but at the outcome they hope to achieve. In the case of 
Coughlin and Von Brunn, taking control of the economy is a tactic with the 
purpose of making sure the race remains pure. That's the real bottom line for 
many fascist groups -- the fear of miscegenation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07298705 33916 58 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 12:39:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7298678" target=_blank>#35</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the bottom of page 7 there a pic with one of those "meaningless symbols" 
that Dewinter has on his bookshelf. Looks like a window covering on the 
left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure is -- here's the pic:</P> 



<P><A title=20090612BNPOdinsCross.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090612BNPOdinsCross.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090612BNPOdinsCross.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07299301 33917 55 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 3:02:18pm  
 
<P>Checking out a different layout -- main content on the left, two sidebars on 
the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07299497 33917 245 Charles Fri, Jun 12, 2009 3:53:37pm  
 
<P>Yes -- the LGF Spy now shows full comments with all formatting, instead of an 
excerpt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07302287 33921 87 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 11:41:27am  
 
<P>Testing embedded video with LGF Spy:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Qmxxsf_AJ3w&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07302300 33921 100 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 11:46:28am  
 
<P>Another test:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/evsNKy0FKcs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07302312 33921 111 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 11:52:39am  
 
<P>It has occurred to me that the LGF Spy might make a good replacement for the 
Lizard Lounge, if I add a comment posting form to the Spy page.</P> 
<P>Threads could be designated as Lounge threads, and be visible only to 
registered lizards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07302466 33922 102 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 12:35:30pm  
 
<P>We can hope for it, but I'm very doubtful this is going to turn into any kind 
of revolution or regime change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07303392 33923 239 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 5:05:42pm  
 



<P>The LGF Spy with comment posting is going to be very cool. It's getting close 
to a test release.</P> 
<P>It turns any thread into an Ajax chat room...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07303540 33923 360 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 6:01:01pm  
 
<P>Just turn off the spy updating while you watch a video -- with the checkbox 
at the top of the screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07303541 33923 361 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 6:02:10pm  
 
<P>Or click the comment author's name and that comment opens in its own window, 
and you can watch the video there while the Spy keeps scrolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07303964 33924 214 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:08:02pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07303982 33924 232 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:12:41pm  
 
<P>Spying...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304001 33924 251 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:16:38pm  
 
<P>And one more time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304003 33924 253 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:16:47pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304005 33924 255 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:17:09pm  
 
<P>Now that is cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304006 33924 256 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:17:49pm  
 
<P>Posting comments from LGF Spy. Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304018 33924 268 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:20:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7304015" target=_blank>Killgore Trout</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's he building in there?[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posting from the LGF Spy page is groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304052 33924 302 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:27:13pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7304046" target=_blank>Throbert McGee</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Errmmm...</P> 
<P>Is there a comment form in Spy I should be seeing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not yet. Only I can see it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304080 33924 330 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:32:47pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7304078" target=_blank>Jimmah</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think these upgrades to the spy page will help shine a light on some of the 
dead thread stealth-troll posting that goes on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no telling what nefarious subterfuge might be discovered. This is 
another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304167 33925 11 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 8:58:17pm  
 
<P>There may be some bugs to squeeze out. Don't panic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304200 33925 36 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7304183" target=_blank>itellu3times</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>EmmieG, I'd upding your comment about updings, but there's no updinger, as 
you noted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can up/down ding a comment by clicking the username. This opens a new 
window for that comment, with the ratings buttons. I'll probably add some way to 
rate directly from the spy window too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304221 33925 51 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:06:35pm  
 
 
 
<P>Yes, the number is actually kind of meaningless in this display, and for 
technical reasons would take too long to generate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304235 33925 58 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:08:18pm  
 
<P>The Spy window shows the last 25 comments. These comments are all being 
stored as usual in the thread, so if you want to see more of the conversation 
you can look in the full comment thread for that article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304303 33925 103 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:25:45pm  
 
<P>It's about as "real time" as Ajax gets -- refreshes at two-second 
intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304337 33925 128 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:32:44pm  



 
<P>Ratings, favorites, and reporting will be added. For now, just click the 
username and you'll see that comment in a new window, with all the 
tools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304367 33925 143 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7304356" target=_blank>ArchangelMichael</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I leaving it running for awhile it stops working. Is that by design, an 
AJAX thing, or is Firefox trying to be cute?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen that happen, but I've been testing mostly in 
Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07304411 33925 164 Charles Sat, Jun 13, 2009 9:54:40pm  
 
<P>To turn the auto-scrolling on and off, there's a checkbox at the top of the 
screen. The keyboard command for this is 'O' - in Safari, you hold Control and 
Option while typing 'O'. Other browsers you just use Control-O.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306111 33928 61 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:06:59am  
 
<P>Here they are at the Phoenix, Arizona "tea party:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://minutemenamericandefense.org/pages/teaparty.htm" 
target=_blank>minutemenamericandefense.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306155 33928 99 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:15:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7306121" target=_blank>#70</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently, the motivation for the crime was to get <A 
href="http://sahuaritasun.com/articles/2009/06/12/breaking_news/00arivaca.txt" 
target=_blank>money and drugs to fund their anti-immigration group</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two of the three people arrested in connection with the May 30 murders of an 
Arivaca man and his daughter headed up a splinter Minuteman group, and were 
looking for drugs and money <STRONG>to fund their efforts to keep illegal 
immigrants and drug runners out of the country</STRONG>, sheriff’s officials 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306164 33928 108 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:17:50am  
 
<P>From the MAD website:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are honored to have Gunny aboard. He served 6 tours over seas, where he 
has several medals. He received a Purple heart, Silver and Bronze star, Combat 
Infantry Badge and a Presidential citation for his actions in the Special 
Forces.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306179 33928 123 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:21:38am  
 



<P>The crime may very well have been related to their anti-immigration "cause." 
Another quote from the article in the Sahuarita Sun:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush was listed as “operations director,” and is known as “Gunny.”</P> 
<P>Dupnik said Bush was the shooter, under orders from Forde, and called the 
murders “one of the most despicable crimes that anyone in our organization has 
ever been associated with.”</P> 
<P>Dupnik called it “a planned home invasion where the plan was to kill all the 
people inside this trailer because they might be witnesses, and rob them.” He 
said there are other people involved and the investigation continues.</P> 
<P>PCSO Lt. Michael O’Connor called the killings an “assassination,” and said 
the shooters were looking for Flores’ other daughter, who was not at home.</P> 
<P>Dupnik also said Raul Flores was “a large dealer” who likely had connections 
to large Mexican drug cartels and “has a history of being involved in 
narcotics.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306191 33928 132 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:23:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7306170" target=_blank>#114</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Extremists often finance their organizations with crime so this can't be 
dismissed out of hand as just a drug crime or theft. Time and a thorough 
investigation will tell if the two are connected. Also the Minutemen American 
Defense is pretty extremist, and I hate the fact that they have tarred every 
Minuteman organization one of which I was once a member, <A 
href="http://www.minutemanhq.com/hq/" target=_blank>The Minuteman Civil Defense 
Corps</A>. The irony in all this is LGF is quite often tarred with the 
"extremists" label, God forbid some Lizard ever does anything this despicable. 
We tend to police ourselves pretty well though, I don't ever see that happening 
except for someone who posted five or six times before being 
banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Minuteman leader Jim Gilchrist has appeared several times on the white 
supremacist radio show "Political Cesspool."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306201 33928 142 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:26:40am  
 
<P>The Minutemen's Chris Simcox has also been on "Political Cesspool."</P> 
<P>This is the radio show that often features David Duke and other well-known 
white supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306322 33928 256 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 11:57:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7306288" target=_blank>#224</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- but what if your "worthy cause" is to stamp out illegal drug dealing 
and the violence it breeds?</P> 
<P>Then none of this makes any sense. Using drug money to finance an anti-drug 
stance is illogical, and committing a murder in order to stop murders is also 
illogical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think their justification would have gone like this: this guy's a low-life 
Mexican drug dealer anyway, so we send a message and at the same time grab some 
money for our group and ourselves.</P> 
<P>They're already calling Mexicans "subhuman" on their website. From there it's 
a pretty short step to murder, even murder of children.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07306344 33928 278 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:02:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7306328" target=_blank>#262</A> Scion9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of people have apparently vouched that Paul isn't racist. In all truth, 
he probably isn't a dyed in the wool racist. He's however apparently not 
particularly put off by hanging out with them, working alongside them, and 
taking their checks either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beg to differ, after being exposed to more data about Ron Paul than I ever 
wanted to know. Ron Paul is a <A 
href="http://www.tnr.com/politics/story.html?id=e2f15397-a3c7-4720-ac15-
4532a7da84ca" target=_blank>stone cold racist</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306372 33928 305 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:09:05pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. <A href="http://www.seattlepi.com/local/406704_gray01.html" 
target=_blank>Alleged secessionist charged with gun, drug charges</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Federal authorities in Seattle have filed gun and drug charges against an 
alleged member of a secessionist movement after agents seized a weapons cache 
that included four silencers, body armor and a fully automatic rifle.</P> 
<P>Filings in the case, currently before the U.S. District Court in Seattle, 
offer glimpses into the "sovereign citizen" movement and, prosecutors contend, 
militia groups loosely affiliated with it.</P> 
<P>Currently free on bond, Andrew Steven Gray was arrested early last month 
after a lengthy investigation involving a Snohomish County militia shooting 
range, according to recently unsealed documents filed in U.S. District Court. 
Gray, a Snohomish man with a previous felony conviction on drug charges, is 
alleged to have amassed a 21-gun collection at a Monroe storage unit, as well as 
operated a 300- to 500-plant marijuana grow at his home.</P> 
<P>Prosecutors also contend that Gray, 32, has long-standing ties to the 
sovereign citizen movement, in which adherents believe state and federal law do 
not apply to them. Through his attorney, Gray has denied membership in any such 
group; that claim, though, seems to be at odds with a letter sent to the court 
on Gray's behalf from a leader in a Snohomish County secessionist movement.</P> 
<P>"Regardless of the label applied or the specific form their ideology takes, 
their ideology fundamentally rests on the belief that the federal courts, 
federal law, and ultimately the federal government and all of its agencies have 
no legal authority to impose their will upon a 'sovereign citizen,'" the FBI 
special agent heading the case said in court 
documents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306375 33928 308 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:10:13pm  
 
<P>Another uh oh. <A href="http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/09153/974330-455.stm" 
target=_blank>Clearfield County man pleads guilty to distributing 
explosives</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perry Landis admitted that he sold illegal electric blasting caps to 
undercover police officers.</P> 
<P>But he denied that his cabin in rural Clearfield County was a meeting place 
for militia members, instead saying he used it as a hunting camp.</P> 



<P>Mr. Landis yesterday pleaded guilty in federal court to two counts of 
distributing explosive materials. He will be sentenced by U.S. District Judge 
Terrence F. McVerry on Sept. 11.</P> 
<P>Mr. Landis could face anywhere from six to 24 months in prison based on the 
recommended sentencing guidelines range. The defense contends the high end of 
the sentence should only be 12 months, while the prosecution believes Mr. Landis 
should be sentenced consecutively for each of the two counts for a potential 24-
month term.</P> 
<P>According to Assistant U.S. Attorney Margaret Picking, Mr. Landis was under 
investigation, along with several others who expressed anti-government 
sentiment, by the FBI and Pennsylvania State Police. The investigation, which 
began in May 2005, led to several militia groups that operated under the 
umbrella organization Pennsylvania Citizens Militia. Ms. Picking said that Mr. 
Landis was part of the Brookville Tigers Militia and that the cabin was used for 
meetings. Undercover officers who infiltrated the group bought blasting caps 
from Mr. Landis for $2 each in September 2007 and March 2008.</P> 
<P>Mr. Landis is one of five defendants charged with related 
crimes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306387 33928 320 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:13:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7306376" target=_blank>#309</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I think RP's a nut and he may well be a racist, but I wouldn't take 
this guy Kirchik's word for it... he has a slight agenda...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.indegayforum.org/staff/show/98.html" 
target=_blank>www.indegayforum.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't "take Kirchik's word for it" -- that's just the best single article 
to describe the facts about Ron Paul's racist past, before he cleaned up his act 
to look respectable. I'm not sure what your link is supposed to show 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306392 33928 325 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:14:37pm  
 
<P>Yikes. <A 
href="http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2009/05/judge_raises_bail_for_parsippa.ht
ml" target=_blank>Parsippany man arrested for weapons cache was converting guns 
to illegal weapons for profit</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prosecutors said a Parsippany man who was charged last week with possessing 
an arsenal of firearms in his home allegedly manufactured and converted guns 
into illegal automatic weapons at his home and sold them.</P> 
<P>Adam Coughlan, 29, who was arrested Thursday in a raid of his Lake Hiawatha 
home by authorities, also is a flight risk because he may have ties to the "neo-
Nazi" underground, Morris County Assistant Prosecutor Bradford Seabury said 
during a bail hearing. Since the arrest, investigators have been examining 
Coughlan's computers, documents and books, and found instruction manuals on how 
to convert guns into fully automatic weapons that are illegal in New Jersey and 
"pictures of neo-Nazi type literature," Seabury said.</P> 
<P>More than 40 firearms and high-capacity ammunition were seized during the 
raid from the Roosevelt Avenue home, and Coughlan was charged with three counts 
of second-degree possession of assault weapons with a high-capacity detachable 
magazine, and one count of fourth-degree possession of high-capacity ammunition 
magazines, authorities said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07306400 33928 332 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:17:25pm  
 
<P>Oop. <A 
href="http://www.goerie.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20090527/NEWS02/305279962
" target=_blank>'Sovereigns' go against the law</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All Erie County Judge Michael Dunlavey wanted to know was whether Scott 
Robert Martin wanted a lawyer.</P> 
<P>It was a reasonable question for Martin, who was about to face trial on 
charges he resisted sheriff's deputies to the point of being Tasered twice and 
bitten by a police dog while being evicted from his house in North East.</P> 
<P>Martin's answer, in courtroom parlance, was not responsive.</P> 
<P>He stood and read from a yellow sheet of paper:</P> 
<P>"I am not an all-capital-letters name corporate fiction. I am not the 
defendant in this matter. I am not pro se. I am not representing myself or 
another entity. I am here.</P> 
<P>"I am a sovereign man, a natural living man, living on the land, and a member 
of the Martin family. I have not accepted, I do not accept, nor will I accept 
your contract offer, or any other offers. I do not consent, nor give my 
permission for what you are doing to me, which is restraining me illegally."</P> 
<P>Judges listening to such speeches elsewhere in the country have ordered the 
defendant's mental competency evaluated.</P> 
<P>Dunlavey let Martin speak. But the judge confessed his befuddlement after 
Martin's trial, conviction and sentencing.</P> 
<P>"I said, 'Don't you believe in the Constitution of the United States?'" 
Dunlavey said. "And he said, 'Yes, but it changed when Abraham Lincoln became 
president and we capitalized U.S. of A.' I didn't know what he was talking 
about."</P> 
<P>Dunlavey and others in Erie County might have to learn to recognize the signs 
of Martin's antigovernment ideology, which is resurfacing here and nationwide 
amid the financial crisis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306421 33928 352 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:22:55pm  
 
<P>Here's Shawna Forde on video describing her "investigations:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HC8OFpOYWek&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07306427 33928 358 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 12:25:08pm  
 
<P>The latest article on this in the Everett Herald Net confirms that their 
motive was to rob the victims of money and drugs to help further their anti-
immigrant group.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.heraldnet.com/article/20090614/NEWS01/706149860&amp;news01ad=1" 
target=_blank>www.heraldnet.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>EVERETT -- Shawna Forde believed organized criminals operating at the border 
between the U.S. and Mexico posed one of the greatest threats to the nation's 
security.</P> 
<P>Drug traffickers. Human smugglers.</P> 
<P>The Everett woman was convinced they were helping terrorists sneak 
radioactive "dirty bomb" materials into the U.S. She feared the federal 
government was in league with the United Nations and allowing what amounted to 
an illegal-immigrant invasion.</P> 
<P>In a May 20 "border report" posted on the Web site of her Minutemen American 
Defense group, Forde warned readers that soon "you will walk out your door and 
think you were just transplanted into Mexico."</P> 
<P>Forde spent much of the past three years scouring the Arizona desert for 
signs of criminals.</P> 
<P>Now, she finds herself behind bars, the focus of a double murder 
investigation in Arizona with potential connections to a home invasion robbery 
in California and other crimes in Washington.</P> 
<P>Pima County, Ariz., detectives on Friday described Forde leading a plot to 
finance her Minutemen activities by robbing suspected drug traffickers. She and 
two others are charged with a fatal May 30 home invasion at a suspected drug 
trafficker's home in Arivaca, Ariz.</P> 
<P>Raul Flores, 29, and his daughter, Brisenia, 9, were killed when a group of 
armed people, including a woman, forced their way into the home. The child's 
mother traded gunfire with the attackers. She survived but remains hospitalized 
with gunshot wounds.</P> 
<P>The Arivaca robbery was meant to raise money to fuel Forde's group, 
investigators said.</P> 
<P>Detectives believe there are additional suspects and are aggressively 
continuing their investigation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07307970 33928 632 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 6:50:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/7307915" target=_blank>#631</A> poteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea. Probably. But killing a nine yr.old to 'fund' something sounds like her 
first excuse to the investigators, duly reported, but not truthful. (Her lie 
obviously not theirs)We'll see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you click twice on this video you'll see a group of related videos making 
it clear that Forde was not just a common criminal, but had very strong 
ideological motivations.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HC8OFpOYWek&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07310932 33928 649 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 10:54:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/7310305" target=_blank>#647</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is a Seatle Times report that tells us Forde had been kicked out of the 
Minutemen in 2007.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first article I posted makes it clear that the Minutemen for American 
Defense is a different group.</P> 



<P>However, the most recent article I posted also makes it very clear that Forde 
is no common criminal; her anti-immigrant political stance was behind the crime, 
and the motivation was to fund their group. It's just ridiculous to see so many 
people trying to explain this away, because they're afraid of being identified 
with people like this.</P> 
<P>The way to avoid being identified with people like this is to make it clear 
that you don't agree with their motives or their ideology, not to make futile 
denials that her ideology is right wing.</P> 
<P>Shawna Forde is a perfect example of the people the DHS report 
described.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07310945 33928 650 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 10:55:25am  
 
<P>And please note that the main Minutemen organization also has major problems 
-- for example, the fact that both of its founding members, Chris Simcox and Jim 
Gilchrist, associate with outright white supremacists and neo-Nazi 
types.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07308295 33931 10 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 7:49:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7308259" target=_blank>#2</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That private thread sure was fun. Can you believe the things we said in 
there? Charles would never let us say those things out here.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's still goin' awn. 1200 comments in four hours on a Sunday 
afternoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07308669 33931 151 Charles Sun, Jun 14, 2009 8:58:07pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7308645" target=_blank>#136</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most important moment in world history since 9/11 and you're blathering on 
about the creationists?</P> 
<P>Lord have mercy.</P> 
<P>LFG failed this weekend. You could have been an information hub like Sullivan 
or even the miserable Huffington Post.</P> 
<P>The people of Iran NEED OUR HELP!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bite me. There have been four threads on Iran in the past 3 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07311765 33935 96 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 12:31:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7311755" target=_blank>lawhawk</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any way you could put a twitter rss in one of the 
sidebars?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't looked into that yet -- is there a Twitter feed that you 
recommend?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07311946 33935 258 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 12:56:08pm  
 
<P>One thing Twitter does very well is propagate unsubstantiated 
rumors...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312064 33935 371 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 1:14:46pm  
 
<P>Testing iPhone posting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312136 33935 437 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 1:29:28pm  
 
<P>Wow, Spy posting works great from the iPhone. Much better than commenting in 
a regular thread, which can take forever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312190 33936 1 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 1:38:13pm  
 
<P>Hmm, posting form still not showing up on first load. Have to check 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312282 33936 26 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 1:52:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7312262" target=_blank>SummerSong</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure this is a silly question, but from spy mode, how do I get back to 
the regular page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the green football at upper left. Or, since the Spy opens in a new 
window, just close the window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312315 33936 44 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 2:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7312266" target=_blank>zombie</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But loading the front main LGF page can also bog down the iPhone Safari 
browser, so there's no way to get <EM>to</EM> a Spy thread without first passing 
through a long-to-load front LGF page.</P> 
<P>Or...<EM>is</EM> there a way to see a list of up-to-the-minute current LGF 
threads (while using a mobile device) without having to fully load the front LGF 
page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way you could do it would be to go to the LGF daily page to start with, 
which has an address like:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/day/2009-06-15" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That only shows the posts for a single day, a much smaller page. Then you can 
log on and go to the Spy thread much more quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312351 33936 60 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 2:09:42pm  
 
<P>Numbering posts is a bit of a problem in the Spy, because the posts don't 
actually <EM>have</EM> real numbers relative to their place in a thread. Those 
numbers are generated when a thread is displayed. The actual ID numbers of 



comments are not consecutive, because they can be posted in several threads 
concurrently.</P> 
<P>I could attempt to estimate a comment's relative number when displaying in 
the Spy, but when comments are being posted in several threads at once, it would 
be difficult to guarantee that it would always be accurate -- which might end up 
causing more confusion than it solves. And as a thread got larger, estimating 
the relative numbers would take more time.</P> 
<P>So instead, the person's name is a link to their quoted comment and you can 
click it to see. If that comment was a reply or quote, it will also have a link 
back to the previous one, so the chain can still be read if you want to follow 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312379 33937 1 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 2:21:19pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312466 33937 59 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 2:41:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7312459" target=_blank>Nevergiveup</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK gun lizards, what is that he firing with, an AK something or 
other?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a standard AK-47 ...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.enemyforces.net/firearms/ak47.htm" 
target=_blank>www.enemyforces.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312480 33937 70 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 2:43:14pm  
 
<P>It could be the folding metal stock type of AK -- I don't see the wooden 
stock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312678 33938 9 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 3:25:48pm  
 
<P>10 already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312713 33938 29 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 3:31:16pm  
 
<P>19...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312806 33938 92 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 3:41:49pm  
 
<P>42...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07312808 33938 93 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 3:41:56pm  
 
<P>2 socks...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07313096 33938 362 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 4:20:43pm  
 



<P>The names registered today:</P> 
<P>Chili FriesRhinojkeebLevBronsteinSam NSergeant 
MajoruptownAnxiouslyLaughingUnboundredpinetveitskogRamonan8ball1LoWilDocMilesRan
dyLojcnez762Blanche 
DeTritusCheesecakeorozcodandotschedgemangdalpertEnkidu90046Krasnaya 
ZvezdaanovamanletPalidogComrade StinkyDeviledDuckNot From 
HollandixiabajacobsVigilkermalouBlacklakerook207BryntröllbillyjoebobJackcsu1Grea
tWizardsagehenHawkinsjungsterbloodstarjeffersongatesWaveriderCAdavejk2FlimFlamMa
ndevilDucknystrom68KevetsHarpJbenamctteSpockistaoldstripesjohn.garryDemocratic 
SocialistsmorpheusrobertldstichFRamirezNeo 
AtheistmyrantsSparkyBoylkmurraypadraig7391KaresOneGodewaltonhiloSamboIrishStewda 
kineNom de 
GuerreShadowsFallashimidiffy_qbeemerSpaceGuyKOlbermanJAMOS96825WillMalvenBlackwt
rMercjaknoThe Daverdannyhiggsbertmaskspiderxsocalcpa</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07313100 33938 366 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 4:21:18pm  
 
<P>Somewhere in there are three recognized sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07313233 33938 498 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 4:38:23pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07313301 33938 564 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 4:48:07pm  
 
<P>Test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07313321 33938 584 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 4:50:22pm  
 
<P>Spy now shows the number of comments in a thread, on the top line. Updates 
every time new comments appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07314134 33940 100 Charles Mon, Jun 15, 2009 7:01:00pm  
 
<P>Eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07316690 33942 1508 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 9:57:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/7315739" target=_blank>#585</A> 
dragonladyalso</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can hardly wait for Charles to explain how "okay" this is to do and how 
anyone objecting to it is obviously a creationist or a conspiracy nut or 
something of that ilk:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can hardly wait for you to discover you no longer have an LGF account 
because of that huge chip on your shoulder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07316706 33942 1524 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 10:01:15am  
 



<P>Comments that just perpetuate petty squabbles will be deleted. Nobody cares 
about these pissing matches except the people involved, and they're a huge turn-
off to everyone else. If the back-and-forth continues, I'll block 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317132 33943 175 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 11:09:39am  
 
<P>As I posted in the previous thread, comments that are nothing but personal 
arguments between posters are going to be deleted. The majority of people 
reading these threads don't know or care about the issues in these fights, and 
reading the endless back-and-forth is a huge turn-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317142 33944 76 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 11:10:35am  
 
<P>I should post this notice here too, because there's been too much of this 
going on lately:</P> 
<P>As I posted in the previous thread, comments that are nothing but personal 
arguments between posters are going to be deleted. The majority of people 
reading these threads don't know or care about the issues in these fights, and 
reading the endless back-and-forth is a huge turn-off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317576 33945 2 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 12:37:02pm  
 
<P>Maybe now the nation can move on from this pressing matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317607 33945 27 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 12:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7317603" target=_blank>wrenchwench</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One can only hope. Does that mean this is an open thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. Open thread!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317623 33945 43 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 12:41:35pm  
 
<P>The LGF Spy now has a navigation panel, by the way -- and it's automatically 
updated when a new article is posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07317650 33945 67 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 12:45:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7317638" target=_blank>Fenway_Nation</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the new spy feature also have the upding/downding/favorites tabs 
yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but if you click the lizard's username the comment opens in its own 
window, with all those tools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07318119 33946 83 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 2:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7318111" target=_blank>psyop</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I would be extremely skeptical of his supposed military 
experience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope my article made it clear that I <EM>am</EM> skeptical about the 
military claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07318143 33946 105 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 2:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7318118" target=_blank>mj</A></EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over at the White House, Gibbs was asked the following:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Gibbs dissed VDH.</P> 
<P>But there's a little history with "Lester," too -- Lester Kinsolving is the 
reporter for World Net Daily, and recently asked Gibbs a Nirther 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07318188 33946 147 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 2:22:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7318146" target=_blank>#108</A> 
vermicious_knid</EM></P> 
<P>I'll make it easier and less stressful for you by removing your posting 
privileges. No need to thank me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07318784 33947 4 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 4:38:59pm  
 
<P>The assassination plot was probably Hamas's crude attempt to gain some 
sympathy -- may not have really existed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07319443 33948 14 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 6:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7319430" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing comment #'s or reply/ratings buttons in Spy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's cuz they ain't there yet. Click the lizard name and a comment window 
opens with those tools.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07319509 33948 46 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 6:56:48pm  
 
<P>Uh - if you're in the Spy and something starts acting weird, reload the page. 
Tweakage is ongoing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07319675 33948 152 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 7:25:22pm  
 
<P>I've had Safari 4 crash more often than usual too. I'm hoping there's a bug-
fix update coming soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07319848 33948 278 Charles Tue, Jun 16, 2009 7:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7319840" target=_blank>#272</A> Attaboid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles,What's the cpu/sql overhead on the comment numbers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks great so far. No server problems at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07327092 33957 325 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 10:01:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/7325099" target=_blank>#317</A> 
jmctigret</EM></P> 
<P>Here come the quote miners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07327104 33957 326 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 10:03:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7326027" target=_blank>#324</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how the intellectuals will embrace the patently absurd in lieu 
of what they claim is "patently absurd"...</P> 
<P>Their answer is "life must have come from somewhere else"...but then where 
did that life come from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- those dumb intellectuals! What do they know, anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07324824 33959 75 Charles Wed, Jun 17, 2009 6:11:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7324823" target=_blank>#74</A> 
Sledgehammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, just as you can't paint all Vets as criminals, even if a few are, 
you can't paint all Americans against illegal immigration as violent right wing 
extremists, just because of this guy and Shawna Forde. As far as I can tell, 
this Bush guy is just a straight up criminal, and Shawna Forde is just a whack 
job. It gets even stranger when leftists try to string these criminals together 
with the guy that killed the security guard at the holocaust museum, and the guy 
that killed the abortion doctor, like they were all working together. There are 
crimes being committed all over America, and it's just stupid to try and 
categorize them all as being committed by left wing or right wing extremists. 
Give it a rest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just as I DIDN'T "paint all Vets as criminals," I didn't "paint all 
Americans against illegal immigration as violent right wing extremists."</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07324854 33959 101 Charles Wed, Jun 17, 2009 6:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7324851" target=_blank>#98</A> Idle 
Drifter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As one of the many veterans who have visited LGF over the years I've yet to 
find Charles slander any members of the military.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if I ever do, just slap me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07324898 33959 139 Charles Wed, Jun 17, 2009 6:32:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7324890" target=_blank>#133</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think LGF is very supportive of veterans. Out front of a lot of places on 
the internet. No harm noting this guys claim to be a vet and letting it be fact 
checked. Many lizards had unique insight into this. Iy better to make a public 
example of these guys on the people who pretend to have service. I don't really 
mind if someone has the innocent to imagine themselves a general in the army. 
But if they pass themselves off as someone and commit crimes, their retribution 
should weigh their lies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the big reasons I posted about it - because many fake veterans 
have been exposed when their claims were made public via the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07327607 33959 909 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 11:29:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/907/7327311" target=_blank>#907</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, Charles did not "backpedal" on anything, as you accused him of doing in 
your post #85 over at TAH.</P> 
<P>He's been completely consistent on this issue from day 1.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right -- I did not "backpedal" on anything. But then, I actually 
read the DHS report, and I suspect many (if not most) of the people complaining 
about it didn't. They're getting their misdirected outrage from distorted 
accounts on blogs and right-wing radio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07330006 33959 915 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 6:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/913/7329949" target=_blank>#913</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/909/7327607" target=_blank>#909</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Charles why did you post information saying Bush was a winner of the bronze, 
silver and purple heart along with a presidential citation from a Minute Man 
website when all it took was five minutes of my time from reading articles on 
the man that he was never in the military?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really difficult to understand that I made a very explicit point that 
none of those claims had been confirmed?</P> 
<P>I did NOT "post information saying Bush was a winner of the bronze, silver 
and purple heart" -- I said that information had been posted at the Minutemen 
for American Defense website, and I made it clear that it was questionable.</P> 
<P>Are you deliberately trying to miss the point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07327139 33961 72 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 10:09:27am  
 
<P>By the way, I've also heard from several reliable sources that the election 
results were <EM>not</EM> rigged -- that Ahmadinejad really did win by a large 
majority.</P> 
<P>Just to throw another depressing data point into the mix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329793 33962 460 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 6:08:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/7329758" target=_blank>#459</A> sbvft 
contributor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The timing is questionable, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not really.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's face it, he's taking Letterman's side, isn't he? How can one conclude 
otherwise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now! I'm sure you'll be happier without an LGF account. No need to thank 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07328989 33965 63 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 3:09:50pm  
 
<P>Here's that no-kill fly trap: the PETA Katcha Bug from their catalog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.petacatalog.org/prodinfo.asp?number=HP220" 
target=_blank>www.petacatalog.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329503 33967 17 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 5:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7329491" target=_blank>#13</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Pray Tell - WHICH 1Tb for $99.00 + tax, + shipping?. That is all - I WANT 
IT!</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the one I got -- it's actually only $85.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001IEZX3G/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Western Digital Caviar Green 1 TB Bulk/OEM Hard Drive 3.5 Inch, 32 
MB Cache, 7200 RPM SATA II WD10EADS</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329567 33967 44 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 5:12:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7329555" target=_blank>#39</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that looks like an <STRONG>internal</STRONG> drive -- my bad.</P> 
<P>I need an <EM>external</EM> drive. Don't have Time Machine, must do it 
manually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This device is really cool -- lets you plug in bare drives without power 
supplies and hot-swap them:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0012Z3MKW/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Thermaltake Sata HDD USB Docking Station</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329581 33967 51 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 5:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7329571" target=_blank>#45</A> callahan23</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't eSATA faster than either USB2.0 or FireWire?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if you have an eSATA card in your computer that's the fastest way to 
connect an external drive. Firewire 800 is the next fastest, followed by 
standard Firewire and USB 2.0.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329605 33967 60 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 5:18:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7329586" target=_blank>#55</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Then the kindle shall be what we here call "lagniappe" (a little something 
extra).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With most Macs you need to get an eSATA card. They're pretty cheap. Check out 
Otherworld Computing.</P> 
<P>Also, Otherworld has a hot-swappable HD docking station with a Firewire 800 
port:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0026S92OO/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>NewerTech Voyager Q- Quad Interface SATA 2.5</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07329612 33967 63 Charles Thu, Jun 18, 2009 5:19:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7329607" target=_blank>#61</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think you meant that for #54 Zombie</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Yeah, the Spy scrolled on me and I hit the next 'quote' button 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07332737 33973 83 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 10:15:23am  
 
<P>I'm not surprised by any of this -- Obama made it very clear during the 
election that he was going to behave exactly how he's behaving 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334205 33976 8 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 3:40:52pm  
 
<P>I've heard people say these things before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334216 33976 16 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 3:44:58pm  
 
<P>Perhaps Gonzalo Rubalcaba is more to your taste?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Qy_OxEk_w_A&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334453 33978 12 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 6:00:24pm  
 
<P>This is the point where paleolibertarianism and progressive leftism collide, 
merge, and give birth to a horrific new political fringe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334460 33978 16 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 6:03:16pm  
 
<P>Maybe this new fringe should be called 'iso-leftism'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334489 33978 42 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 6:14:57pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7334441" target=_blank>#2</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, wouldn't that be a House vote?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corrected, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07334622 33979 2 Charles Fri, Jun 19, 2009 6:52:57pm  
 
<P>Yes, I have reflectors on my errand bike. They're good when it starts to get 
dark and people are coming home from work tired in their cars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07336567 33983 256 Charles Sat, Jun 20, 2009 10:20:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7336511" target=_blank>#202</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's clear some here don't see what's so bad about living in a terrorist run 
police state with mandatory religion and NUKES!</P> 
<P>Neither does President Obama, but I expected smarter lizards to think 
different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? I haven't seen one comment in this thread that 
fits your description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07337352 33985 27 Charles Sat, Jun 20, 2009 1:37:06pm  
 
<P>Five minutes on a Tehran street today:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VYaL4mA-bSY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07337359 33985 31 Charles Sat, Jun 20, 2009 1:39:34pm  
 
<P>Warning -- the video I posted shows a protester apparently shot to 
death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07337360 33985 32 Charles Sat, Jun 20, 2009 1:40:10pm  
 
<P>About 3/4ths of the way through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07337407 33985 75 Charles Sat, Jun 20, 2009 1:53:02pm  
 
<P>Checking something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07340501 33988 188 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 9:33:29am  
 
<P>What do you know -- we do still have some Nirthers lurking around 
here!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07340556 33988 191 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 9:46:19am  
 
<P>Of course, we could bring up the fact that the state of Hawaii has officially 
certified that they have Barack Obama's full, complete, original birth 
certificate on file. Or we could point out that BOTH major Hawaii newspapers, 
the Advertiser and the Star-Bulletin, printed birth announcements for Barack 
Obama in 1961.</P> 
<P>We could bring up those facts, but it's pointless. Because Nirthers are in 
that zone where reality doesn't matter, evidence means nothing, and the 
conspiracy fever has taken over their brains. They'll just dismiss any facts you 
try to tell them. It's the right wing version of 9/11 
Trutherism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07340596 33992 28 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 10:00:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7340590" target=_blank>#23</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Little Green Footballs in the news:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Media Stayed Silent on Kidnapping</STRONG>News Organizations Agreed 
to Protect Reporter's Safety</P> 
<P>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/06/20/AR2009062001745.html" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, Keller never contacted me and I never removed any articles 
from LGF about Rohde.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33029_NYT_Writer_Still_Missing_in_
Afghanistan" target=_blank>NYT Writer Still Missing in 
Afghanistan</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07341044 33994 1 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 1:53:56pm  
 
<P>Note that Buchanan, like Ron Paul, is on the same page with Barack Obama when 
it comes to Iran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07341068 33994 18 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 2:05:23pm  
 
<P>We had a commenter here at LGF once who was in favor of having a monarchy in 
the US. Quite seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07341885 33998 39 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 6:50:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7341882" target=_blank>#37</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never seen that on LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.surfacestations.org/" 
target=_blank>www.surfacestations.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just did. Twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07343602 33998 233 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 9:17:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7342525" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I commend Charles for wading into this hornets nest again. We know that CO2 
is a key ingredient in photosynthesis. We also know that a little warming would 
be a huge help to the agriculture of many cold places like Canada and Russia. So 
why isn't an increase in CO2 a good thing?</P> 
<P>Instead, we're told that we're near a "tipping point" and that we need to act 
NOW. OK, this graph shows that CO2 was a LOT higher when dinosaurs rules the 
earth and even higher during the Cambrian period, when life on earth "exploded" 
into diversity.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ff.org/centers/csspp/library/co2weekly/2005-08-
18/dioxide_files/image002.gif" target=_blank>ff.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>If someone has an argument that this graph isn't accurate, I'd like to hear 
it (I'm only interested in the CO2 part -- the Temp part is not my point 
here.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- during the Cambrian period, there were <EM>no land plants</EM> at all, 
and sea levels were 30 to 90 meters higher than at present. This hardly makes a 
case that an increase in CO<SUB>2</SUB> is "a good thing."</P> 
<P>This is one of the weirdest anti-AGW arguments, that the more CO<SUB>2</SUB> 
in the atmosphere, the better. It's completely false, and easily demonstrated to 
be false, but I see it repeated all over the place. The principle of the Big Lie 
in action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07341916 33999 10 Charles Sun, Jun 21, 2009 6:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7341912" target=_blank>#8</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two threads, back to back. Climate change and evolution. A one-two flounce 
punch. Heads are sure to be popping all over the webs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying these posts are flounce bait?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07343788 34002 28 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 10:05:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7343764" target=_blank>#8</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<P>There are 10 posts on the front page about Iran.</P> 
<P>Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07343842 34002 73 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 10:16:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7343830" target=_blank>#62</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Erm... shouldn't this be something like "a young woman shot to death in Iran, 
allegedly in a deliberate killing by pro-government Basij thugs"?</P> 
<P>I mean, so far as I can tell, her death by bullet is a matter of 
straightforward fact, not allegation; the only points up for possible debate are 
(a) whose gun the bullet came from, and (b) whether she was shot intentionally 
or was hit by a ricochet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think her death has actually been confirmed by an independent source. 
If you give a link to that I'll update the post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07343881 34002 106 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 10:24:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7343869" target=_blank>#94</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, I saw yesterday in the paper that the Washington Post actually 
credited you as one of the Blogs that kept the story going about the abducted 
reporter when all of the mainstream press was keeping silent. Nice to see them 
give credit...thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw that -- I only posted one thing about David Rohde, but I did note 
that it seemed the story was being suppressed.</P> 
<P>NYT exec Bill Keller says they contacted blogs and asked them not to post 
about Rohde, but they never contacted me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07343897 34002 120 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 10:27:55am  
 
<P>I agree, from that graphic video it does look like a woman was killed. I'm 
just exercising caution about it because none of the videos or information 
coming out of Iran can be independently verified, and it has not actually been 
confirmed yet that a woman died.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07343919 34002 139 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 10:31:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7343911" target=_blank>#131</A> Son of the Black 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the videos again. I needed to. Sometimes rage is the proper 
emotion. There is pure evil in this world, and this girl's murder is a visible 
manifestation. The networks should be showing the unpixilated versions. The 
world needs to see this, just like they should have seen the people jumping from 
the WTC. You don't sugar coat something like this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the unaltered version several times on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07344095 34002 306 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 11:17:56am  
 
<P>I just received a weird email from someone with an IP address in the US, 
claiming that the Neda video was staged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07344142 34002 350 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 11:27:46am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7344133" target=_blank>#341</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I'm thinking.</P> 
<P>Maybe google the exact IP address -- maybe someone else has posted it, having 
received similar emails from this "person."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IP is a standard consumer ISP. It was sent through the LGF contact form so I 
know it was a real human on the other end, not a bot. Fake return 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07344777 34004 336 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 1:23:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7344728" target=_blank>#309</A> A.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you haven't notices that CJ is preoccupied with stuff i frankly think is 
less important, you haven't been paying attention.</P> 
<P>3 years ago, CJ would have been all over this. And things are less likely to 
improve if we just pretend it isn't happening.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps you missed it earlier: bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07344783 34004 339 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 1:24:28pm  
 
<P>And that's enough of your stupid sniping. See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07344795 34005 24 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 1:26:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7344791" target=_blank>#21</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the special double top secret thread where we all talk about turning 
Iran into a sheet of glass?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. You're fully out in public here. Nothing sekrit going 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07345688 34007 1 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 5:29:57pm  
 
<P>Of course, every time you fill in a gap, you make two new 
gaps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07345705 34007 7 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 5:34:22pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter and Bill O'Reilly are trotting out the smears against Dr. Tiller 
again. Coulter just said she doesn't think of killing Tiller as a murder.</P> 
<P>"I am personally opposed to shooting abortionists, but I don't believe in 
imposing my morality on others."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07345735 34007 18 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 5:41:55pm  
 
<P>"If you don't believe in shooting abortionists, don't shoot an 
abortionist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07345766 34007 34 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 5:47:55pm  
 
<P>I'll bet Media Matters and Think Progress will be all over those ugly quotes 
from Coulter. Even O'Reilly looked a little taken aback.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07345801 34007 53 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 5:58:03pm  
 
<P>Coulter said Dr. Tiller "killed 60,000 babies."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07346203 34009 8 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 7:21:14pm  
 
<P>Politics is getting very weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07346223 34009 23 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 7:24:43pm  
 
<P>I think he was out looking for that mud hole with those two mosquitoes in it, 
hookin' up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07346239 34009 30 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 7:26:55pm  
 
<P>It's not easy to find a tiny mud hole with a couple of mosquitoes in it, in a 
whole state.</P> 
<P>The guy needs his space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07346252 34009 37 Charles Mon, Jun 22, 2009 7:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7346245" target=_blank>#33</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DS: What do you think about the idea of teaching alternatives to Darwin’s 
Theory of Evolution in public schools* for instance Intelligent Design?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: I have no problem with it.</P> 
<P>DS: Do you think it should be done that way? Rather than just teaching 
evolution?</P> 
<P>Gov. Sanford: Well I think that it’s just, and science is more and more 
documenting this, is that there are real “chinks” in the armor of evolution 
being the only way we came about. The idea of there being a, you know, a little 
mud hole and two mosquitoes get together and the next thing you know you have a 
human being* is completely at odds with, you know, one of the laws of 
thermodynamics which is the law of, of ... in essence, 
destruction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07350505 34015 97 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 4:07:27pm  
 
<P>Coulters rhetorical dodge is that she's "mocking the liberal viewpoint."</P> 
<P>How many times has she used that one now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07350517 34015 107 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 4:08:58pm  
 
<P>A lot of the interview is O'Reilly whining about being 
attacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07350527 34015 113 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 4:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7350519" target=_blank>#109</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not Tiller. Find me a reputable news agency link that carries that audio 
as Tiller, and I might believe you. It's Randall Terry agitprop</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've done a lot of searching and have not found any independent confirmation 
of that figure. That audio recording comes from an extremist anti-abortion 
website and shouldn't be trusted without verification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07350537 34015 121 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 4:13:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7350530" target=_blank>#116</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if he did abortions for 35 years, at 5 days a week all year, that's still 
6.6 abortions per day. Still silly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. You have to believe he was doing more than 6 abortions a day, every 
single working day for 35 years straight. The number is absurd on its 
face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351036 34015 405 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 6:10:57pm  
 
<P>Some of us understand very clearly that her rhetorical dodge is that she's 
"turning the tables" on those dastardly pro-death liberals -- and I for one 
still think it's creepy and offensive when she says these things. She's flirting 
with the idea of approving of murder, and it's disgusting no matter what flimsy 
excuse she uses for that "wink wink, nudge nudge" bit.</P> 
<P>Her little schtick didn't "go over my head" at all. I got it just fine. And 
it makes it even sleazier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351071 34015 414 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 6:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7350981" target=_blank>#396</A> 
nimslight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am happy the baby killer is no longerNow the question for me is. will I be 
block out for this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you will. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351091 34015 418 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 6:22:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7351087" target=_blank>#417</A> Musings</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ann is demonstrating absurdity by being absurd...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I know. And I'm not buying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351289 34015 433 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 6:56:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7351287" target=_blank>#432</A> erevu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You people realize that she's lampooning the left's response to arguments 
against abortions, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, "we people" do realize that. Try reading the previous 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07351362 34015 442 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:11:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/7351342" target=_blank>#439</A> erevu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to hear it. I don't have time to read the thread, but I do have time 
to respond to the initial presentation, which is self righteous and indignant, 
and doesn't appreciate that angle at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Please quote the "self-righteous and indignant" part of my 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351370 34015 444 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7351364" target=_blank>#443</A> 
bluejudad</EM></P> 
<P>Here comes another one who doesn't bother to read before telling everyone how 
dense they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351427 34015 453 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:28:56pm  
 
<P>Oh, I get it. Free Republic linked to this one! That's where you folks who 
can't be arsed to read the thread are coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351446 34015 456 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:33:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7351440" target=_blank>#455</A> wily</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah! And to show you just how <EM>deceptive</EM> I really am, I even 
included the full video clip so you could watch for yourself and really get 
fooled...</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351459 34015 463 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:35:52pm  
 
<P>You bunch of <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2277987/posts" 
target=_blank>pantywaists!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07353311 34015 615 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 9:21:01am  
 
<P>The excuse that she was being "humorous" has been dealt with over and over 
and over in this thread, and still we have people popping in to tell us how 
stupid we are for "not getting it."</P> 
<P>I "get it." Coulter was doing her usual "turning the tables" schtick. It 
doesn't take a genius to see that.</P> 
<P>But I do not buy it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07353396 34015 620 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 9:36:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/7353340" target=_blank>#618</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>She rhetorically failed to deliver. I understood what she was shooting for, 
but she fell abysmally short. When bad comedians make poor attempts at humor or 
sarcasm, the effect is cringe inducing, although almost anyone can see what they 
are aiming for. It doesn't make their attempts successful. In Coulter's case, 
she verged on the grotesque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's grotesque because she's asking us to laugh about making excuses for 
walking up to a doctor, in a church, and shooting him in the head.</P> 
<P>When she says "it was an abortion very late in the 3rd trimester," you'll 
have to excuse me when I don't see the humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07353682 34015 629 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 10:30:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7353099" target=_blank>#603</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Arab apologists photoshop pictures to make a political point. It is not 
credible, as you often point out.</P> 
<P>You sorta did a faux-to-shop on Ann's quote. "This <STRONG>random nut who 
shot Tiller, I don't really like to think of it as murder, it was terminating 
someone in the 203rd trimester</STRONG>."</P> 
<P>C'mon, Charles. Humor attempt. You can trash Ann for deigning to use a murder 
as the pivot for a political satire regarding the vocabularly used by those in 
the abortion debate, but don't faux-to-shop here quote. You have big credibility 
for calling out these sorts of visual misrepresentations; don't ride the 
slippery slope on promoting it as to selective quote-hatcheting of your foes 
(like Ann).</P> 
<P>That is all.</P> 
<P>-Winemaker</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The full video clip is right there in my post -- it's a little hard to accuse 
me of misrepresenting anything when anyone can watch it and see the full quotes. 
In any case, the full quotes don't change these ugly "jokes" at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07354570 34015 641 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 12:42:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7354338" target=_blank>#640</A> 
TheHardHat</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sure you'll be able to find a website that will let you "think about 
killing abortionists every day" to your heart's content. Try Free Republic.</P> 
<P>But not here.</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07354609 34015 642 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 12:49:14pm  
 
 
 
<P>Ladies and gentlemen, Ann Coulter's audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07359260 34015 684 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 12:42:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7357128" target=_blank>#678</A> wdarty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I saw Coulter's comments on O'Reilly, and you've got to be pretty dense not 
to see the intent was sarcasm directed at the moral relativists and pro-choicers 
who want to tar those who criticized Dr. Tiller's abortion practice with causing 
the actions of the moral relativist who murdered him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to be even denser to post a comment like that after your point has 
been dealt with again and again in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351373 34017 25 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:14:19pm  
 
<P>They're melting down all over the Coulter thread. Two so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351457 34017 58 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:35:47pm  
 
<P>You bunch of <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2277987/posts" 
target=_blank>pantywaists!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07351469 34017 67 Charles Tue, Jun 23, 2009 7:38:07pm  
 
<P>Three Coulter meltdowns so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07353442 34020 57 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 9:45:48am  
 
<P>The Bush White House did their best to obstruct the 9/11 families' 
investigations into Saudi connections, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07355905 34027 1 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 5:33:34pm  
 
<P>Color me totally unshocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07355958 34027 28 Charles Wed, Jun 24, 2009 5:38:41pm  
 
<P>If he really had been nude hiking I would have raised a glass in his 
honor.</P> 
<P>Ah well. It was not to be. Just another tawdry affair.</P> 
<P>Here's Sanford in 1998 on lying and marriage:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/IhASnJm090w&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07358304 34028 930 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 9:39:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/928/7357645" target=_blank>#928</A> njoriole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Please stop with the "What Right Wing Extremists?" 
canard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, when they warned police departments to consider as suspect people 
who are focused on single-issue politics (and I believe that pro-life and 2nd 
Amendment activists were mentioned specifically), that crossed a scary line, and 
no amount of snark from you will shame us into thinking 
otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no amount of willful distortion of the DHS report from you will change 
the fact that the outrage over the report was misdirected, wrong, and silly.</P> 
<P>But thanks for clarifying that facts make no difference to 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07358312 34028 931 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 9:41:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/929/7357747" target=_blank>#929</A> Tats66</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I would really like to know is this:</P> 
<P>Are there more and more of these kooks appearing now, or are their numbers 
the same as ever, maybe even less, but is the "objective, fair and balanced, non 
partisan" media, simply reporting on more of them than ever?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stories linked above got no national coverage at all. Those are all in 
local papers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07359120 34032 5 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 12:21:15pm  
 
<P>I'm a little confused - because I thought the hard right was supposed to be 
<EM>in favor of</EM> Japanese internment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07359145 34032 23 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 12:25:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7359129" target=_blank>#10</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not fair at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0895260514/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>In Defense of Internment: The World War II Round-Up and What It 
Means For America's War on Terror: Michelle Malkin</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07359298 34032 155 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 12:48:03pm  
 
<P>Bachmann has staked out a position on the fringes. She misrepresents climate 
change data, promotes creationism, suggests that her opponents are disloyal to 
the US, and this is not the first time she's said the government might start 
putting people in camps:</P> 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/04/bachmann-warns-of-re-
education-camps-for-young-people.php" target=_blank>Bachmann Warns Of 'Re-
Education Camps' For Young People</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07360021 34033 10 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 3:09:29pm  
 
<P>Did he die?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07360119 34034 36 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 3:21:53pm  
 
<P>CNN latest word is that he's in a coma...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07360132 34034 47 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 3:23:40pm  
 
<P>CNN's saying 'multiple sources confirm' the coma news...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07360167 34034 75 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 3:27:31pm  
 
<P>Yes, LA Times and CBS now confirming. Updated...</P> 
<P>I couldn't get through to the LAT site for a while. Loads of 
traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07360248 34034 154 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 3:39:09pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/zN6W82kyMAE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07361493 34036 51 Charles Thu, Jun 25, 2009 6:55:01pm  
 
<P>New Penn &amp; Teller tonight on Showtime... starts at 7 
pacific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07364532 34040 50 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 11:18:38am  
 
<P>Again, cases like this are one reason why the Bush administration originally 
commissioned the DHS report on right wing extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07365438 34043 3 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 2:32:10pm  
 
<P>The crawl: "Republicans accuse Department of Interior of politicizing 
whatever it is Department of Interior does..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07365580 34043 95 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 2:59:37pm  
 
<P>I just discovered that the iTunes store has Onion videos as podcasts, for 
free. If you subscribe you get your own copies, downloaded automatically as soon 
as they're released. Here's the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=220288404
" target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07365659 34043 166 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 3:15:04pm  



 
<P>By the way, here's <A 
href="http://blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/bastard/2009/06/right_wing_extremist_shaw
na_fo.php" target=_blank>a look at the Phoenix April 15 Tea Party</A> from a 
somewhat different perspective.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Petri dish of right wing insanity and goofiness. That was my impression of 
the April 15 Tea Party that took place on the grounds of the Arizona state 
capitol and drew thousands in a mass fit of anti-Obama rage. Sure, not everyone 
there was a complete moon-howling loon. (After all, I was there.) But I would 
say that a good 70 to 80 percent of those present were about a nut short of a 
PayDay bar.</P> 
<P>Don't get me wrong. I love me a PayDay bar. And such extreme, Glenn Beck-
esque paranoia and far-right wackiness makes for perfect blog-fodder. So much so 
that I can't wait for the next spate of tea parties to occur on July 4 across 
the country, which organizers hope will be as colossal an explosion of pent-up 
falangist energy as the April 15 parties were. However, whether FOX News will 
get behind the national effort to the same degree remains to be seen. Plus, 
who'd rather protest than barbecue and eat ice cream on Independence Day?</P> 
<P>Even if they're able to pull it together locally and get KFYI 550 AM on 
board, with cornpone hillbilly J.D. Hayworth to broadcast live again, it'd be 
tough to top April 15. On that date, Phoenix saw an influx of Paleolithic 
conservatives from deepest, darkest Gilbert and Mesa. Hausfraus and their high-
school aged progeny compared Barack Obama to mass murderers such as Adolf 
Hitler, and to far-left revolutionaries such as V.I. Lenin. Obama's name and 
face were interchangeable with the hammer and sickle for these Looney Tunes.</P> 
<P>No denunciation of our President was too far out at the jingoist jamboree, 
even though the Prez was elected to his national post by both the popular vote 
and the Electoral College. It wasn't too long ago in this country when even 
conservatives demanded a smidgen of respect for the POTUS. Sadly, those days are 
long behind us. At one point, I listened incredulously as a white, middle-class 
dad threatened Obama's life in front of his teenage daughter and roly-poly 
Arizona state Senator Thayer Verschoor. I was the only adult who challenged this 
imbecile on his threat -- though I have to give points to the crazy man's kid 
for trying to drag her daddy away as he spat his violence towards the nation's 
chief executive. In general, such deranged individuals were not confronted at 
the hootenanny, primarily because they were in the majority.</P> 
<P>There were neo-Nazis in attendance, John Birchers, estwhile Ron Paul-ites (or 
"Ronulans"), middlebrows who'd read too much Ayn Rand, minutemen, nativist 
members of United for a Sovereign America and other anti-immigrant groups, you 
name it. One of those minutemen, or perhaps more properly -- minutewomen, 
reporting for duty was Shawna Forde, founder and leader of the group Minuteman 
American Defense. On June 12, Forde, 41, and two cohorts were arrested by the 
Pima County Sheriff's Department for their alleged role in a bloody home-
invasion robbery in Arivaca that left a nine-year-old girl and her father 
dead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07365685 34043 190 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 3:23:03pm  
 
<P>Shawna Forde's blog about the event, in Google's cache:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.47.132/search?q=cache:bqgIzu3sJt4J:minutemenamericandefense.
org/blog/%3Fp%3D36+%22shawna+forde%22+%22tea+party%22+phoenix&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en
&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>74.125.47.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07367843 34043 606 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 10:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7367589" target=_blank>#605</A> 
cferraro04</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Nirther crap not welcome.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07366051 34044 8 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 4:32:07pm  
 
<P>Waxman-Markey passed the House, but still needs to get through the 
Senate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367078 34047 12 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 7:09:14pm  
 
<P>These eggheads who agreed to be interviewed for the film deserve a good slap. 
Turn off the electron microscope for a few minutes and learn to use 
Google.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367095 34047 14 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 7:12:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7367068" target=_blank>#10</A> FoolsMate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is truly sad is a significant segment of the Republican party caters to 
these nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost all GOP politicians cater to these nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367231 34047 46 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 7:30:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7367227" target=_blank>#45</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles channeling Kilgore channeling Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do. It's a simple fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367279 34047 59 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 7:39:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7367252" target=_blank>#50</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<P>One of many reasons why he's unelectable as a Republican, unless things 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367382 34047 107 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 8:01:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7367378" target=_blank>#104</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone and their brother has a camera cell phone now. How come we hardly 
ever hear anything about UFOs or bigfoot any more?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your question answers itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07367530 34047 242 Charles Fri, Jun 26, 2009 8:34:45pm  
 
<P>Huh? What? Is something happening in here?</P> 



<P>Oh, I see, another Nirther/creationist melting down. Carry 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369523 34051 16 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 12:06:37pm  
 
<P>Bachmann: "There are hundreds and hundreds of scientists, many of them 
holding Nobel prizes, who believe in intelligent design."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Damah0KH-Co&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369551 34051 37 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 12:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7369527" target=_blank>#19</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck says he's doesn't want to fill it out either but he's afraid they'll 
take away his guns. The only reason he cut her off is because they had to take a 
break to sell boner pills and detergent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I think the 'hard break' explanation is more likely. He starts cutting 
her off right before -- says "OK, real quick..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369555 34051 41 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 12:16:34pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you don't fill out the census, the main thing you'll 
accomplish is to cut yourself out of government programs and 
services.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369567 34051 47 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 12:20:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7369564" target=_blank>#45</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The government will turn down someone who needs food stamps if she refuses to 
fill out the census forms?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - I mean that your areas will be under-represented in the count, which 
could affect a lot of government services if enough people do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369678 34051 142 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 1:06:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7369672" target=_blank>#137</A> gman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>definitely weird and after you watch this <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l0rUBomKvY0" target=_blank>footage</A> of 
her you've got to wonder if she doesn't feel like she is being "called" to do 
all sorts of things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's on a mission from God.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07369698 34051 160 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 1:12:19pm  
 
<P>The White House is NOT "taking over the census."</P> 
<P><A href="http://thehill.com/leading-the-news/census-plan-gets-counted-out-
2009-03-04.html" target=_blank>Census plan gets counted out</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama administration has scrapped plans to have the Census Bureau 
director report directly to the White House, assuaging the concerns of 
lawmakers.</P> 
<P>Commerce Secretary nominee Gary Locke met with key senators Wednesday to 
reassure them that the 2010 census would be managed by the Commerce Department, 
and not the White House.</P> 
<P>Locke met with Commerce Committee Chairman Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va.) and 
ranking member Kay Bailey Hutchison (R-Texas) to defuse concerns that had arisen 
over stewardship of the census.Locke provided two key assurances, according to 
aides: that the census would stay out of the White House’s hands, and that so-
called sampling will be used minimally, as an accuracy check.</P> 
<P>A Commerce Department source confirmed Locke’s message to Capitol 
Hill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369720 34051 178 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 1:19:34pm  
 
<P>Here comes the hate mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I just wanted to say, after reading your blog for a short time now Ifind you 
to be a manipulative, lying sack of crap. You're actually more dangerous than 
the extreme right and extreme left you constantly say you are against. I see a 
extreme lefty in you hiding behind a facade ofbeing a centrist.</P> 
<P>You are a great member of the Obama machine... I'm sure they areappreciative 
of the work you do for them.</P> 
<P>Bill</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369749 34051 205 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 1:26:44pm  
 
<P>Notice how Bachmann says in the church video that women should be "submissive 
to their husbands" -- that's exactly the topic of one of the books I recommended 
last night:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807010707/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/l0rUBomKvY0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07369758 34051 213 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 1:28:54pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7369755" target=_blank>#210</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her husband *let* her run for office?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you know, God told them both that she was destined for that. Obviously, 
her husband couldn't object.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373061 34051 288 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 10:14:47am  
 
<P>Oh please. Nobody was arguing that Bachmann was <EM>wrong</EM> when she said 
census data had been used in WWII. Where she goes off the rails is with her 
ridiculous, paranoid claim that the Obama administration is going to use it to 
put people in internment camps. The woman is a full-blown kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373451 34051 291 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 11:56:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7373343" target=_blank>#289</A> westman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonetheless, I don't think she was actually arguing that internment camps are 
just around the corner. I took her to be saying that there is a danger of census 
data being misused, with the camps being a spectacular example from history. 
Hence, her conclusion: "Americans were told that they wouldn’t have their 
information used against them ... they did."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed this part of what she said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here’s the other thing that will happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only question is whether she's just pandering to the fringe right, or is 
honestly worried that the Obama Gestapo is going to break down her door in the 
middle of the night and haul her family off, using a checklist from the 
census.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374712 34051 301 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 7:04:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7374415" target=_blank>#300</A> 
LrdGrizzly</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07370733 34054 4 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 5:56:11pm  
 
<P>I played with Ricky Lawson (the drummer) in several bands, and lots of 
sessions. He came to LA to be the drummer for George Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07370748 34054 12 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 6:01:22pm  
 
<P>The bass player is Tom Barney -- he was in David Sanborn's band when they 
opened for the Jarreau band. We toured with Sanborn's band several times -- 
Jarreau and Sanborn had the same manager.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07370808 34054 54 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 6:28:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7370795" target=_blank>#42</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<P>Hiram Bullock and Marcus Miller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07370819 34054 65 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 6:33:22pm  
 
<P>I'm not paying enough attention to Glenn Beck!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IF! you would listen;Glen is worried about 'us' having our rightsviolated and 
idots like you are shaking this off-not caring that thesepeople are beginning to 
act more like RUSSIAN Zar. One day your going tobe wishing you had payed more 
attention to the warnings.WAKE UP</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07370923 34054 166 Charles Sat, Jun 27, 2009 7:09:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7370839" target=_blank>#85</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is only one true God, and his <STRIKE>profit</STRIKE> prophet is Glenn 
Beck.</P> 
<P>Speaking of such Skousen devotees... did you catch the latest NYT article on 
the JBS? I linked to it in the LNDT spin-offs. The JBS claims to have doubled 
their membership, and attribute the increased interest to the era of 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't see that one but I just read it a little while ago. The John 
Birch Society is making a comeback; I heard an advertisement on Hugh Hewitt's 
show the other day for an event featuring someone from the JBS.</P> 
<P>This is not good craziness. It's bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373387 34058 42 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 11:42:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7373367" target=_blank>#28</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The society, which was established in 1958, says <STRONG>its membership has 
doubled in recent years</STRONG>, thanks to rising interest in these beliefs 
and, lately, to the policies of the Obama 
administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373393 34058 46 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 11:43:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7373389" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of people are starting to notice...<A 
href="http://blogs.laweekly.com/ladaily/politics/thumbing-through-a-list-of/" 
target=_blank>The John Birch Society Is Back!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's the event I was talking about, that I heard advertised on the 
Hugh Hewitt show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373412 34058 60 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 11:46:59am  
 
<P><A href="http://ernie1241.googlepages.com/jbs-1" target=_blank>FBI 
evaluations of the John Birch Society</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07373481 34058 118 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 12:03:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7373432" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a big Skousen fan. He even wrote a New forward for the 
<EM>5,000 year leap.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck heavily promotes the book -- I've seen him mention it several times on 
his TV show. Judge Andrew Napolitano is also a big fan of Cleon Skousen.</P> 
<P>And Ron Paul gave the keynote address to the John Birch Society's 50th 
anniversary convention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07373610 34058 222 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 12:39:03pm  
 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake, here we go again. American Thinker just published another 
article by Jack Cashill claiming that Bill Ayers wrote Obama's autobiography. 
He's got definite proof -- an "analysis" by "Mr. Midwest."</P> 
<P>I need some more Advil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07376483 34058 501 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 10:03:26am  
 
<P>And here we have a John Birch Society apologist, right on cue.</P> 
<P>Fact: Glenn Beck wrote the <EM>foreword</EM> for a key work of JBS 
propaganda, by Cleon Skousen. He has praised the John Birch Society on his show 
on several occasions.</P> 
<P>Fact: Ron Paul has been associated with the John Birch Society for many 
years, and even gave the keynote speech to their 50th anniversary meeting.</P> 
<P>Fact: the John Birch Society is an <EM>extremist</EM> organization that 
advocates loony conspiracy theories, and yes -- they are long-discredited by 
mainstream society.</P> 
<P>There used to be a time when conservatives like William F. Buckley denounced 
fringe groups like the JBS. Now we have people embracing and defending 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374044 34059 149 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 2:36:14pm  
 
<P>Quick and dirty way to set cache expiration times to 1 year for all image 
files, using an .htaccess file:</P> 
<P>&lt;FilesMatch "\.(ico%P%jpg%P%jpeg%P%png%P%gif)$"&gt;Header set Cache-
Control "max-age=31536000, public"&lt;/FilesMatch&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374051 34059 156 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 2:38:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7374045" target=_blank>#150</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what does that all mean charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Means your browser will efficiently make local copies of all the images at 
LGF and read them from the cache, instead of requesting them over the 
internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374058 34059 163 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 2:40:57pm  



 
<P>Browsers have their own caching systems, but this tweak helps the whole 
process be more consistent and reliable. It's one of Yahoo's "Best Practices" 
recommendations:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://developer.yahoo.com/performance/rules.html#expires" 
target=_blank>developer.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374534 34061 11 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 6:10:19pm  
 
<P>Now I'm getting hate mail for saying "nobody wants to see a Republican 
naked."</P> 
<P>It's a JOKE. It's supposed to evoke that nuanced emotion we call HUMOR.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07374594 34062 10 Charles Sun, Jun 28, 2009 6:25:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7374585" target=_blank>#4</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what was wrong with A: and B: ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A: and B: were floppies. We don't talk about them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377386 34067 35 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7377381" target=_blank>#30</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please stop linking Ron Paul to conservatives...he's not one, and none of us 
think he is either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should tell that to John A. Boehner, the conservative Republican 
floor leader.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377410 34067 54 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7377404" target=_blank>#49</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Meanwhile President Obama is <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/politicsNews/idUSTRE55S5R020090629?feedType
=RSS&amp;feedName=politicsNews&amp;rpc=22&amp;sp=true" target=_blank>hopeful 
that his Gitmo closure plan will still take place by 2010</A>. I haven't heard 
whether Nancy Pelosi, John Murtha, or Steny Hoyer have decided to take in some 
of these misunderstood folks. Somehow, I don't think we will...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they're just waiting for the resistance to wear down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377425 34067 66 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:41:19pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul ran as a Republican candidate for President, he's a Republican 
representative, the guy is a member of the GOP.</P> 
<P>He's actually more of a paleoconservative than a libertarian, the old 
isolationist "America First" flavor paleocon. He's a big fave in those circles 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377450 34067 84 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:46:05pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7377443" target=_blank>#80</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Him and Pat Buchanan are the same type of isolationist/blame 
Israelnuts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have a lot in common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377460 34067 93 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:47:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7377453" target=_blank>#87</A> 
SecondComing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole thing is a ruse by Ron Paul. I think he has some vague goal of 
demolishing the Fed like he has for the IRS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- the Paulian goal is not just to audit the Fed. That's just the 
first step toward dismantling it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07377506 34067 129 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 1:59:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7377495" target=_blank>#118</A> Conservative in 
Liberal Hands</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to read that comment, Charles. I thought that I was the only one 
hearing the strong echo of Isolationist rhetoric from both the LLL and the 
LLR.</P> 
<P>With the US of A's utter dependence on the "global economy" Isolation is not 
exactly a calming prospect...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is a hard core isolationist -- he votes against every foreign aid 
bill, and is opposed to having any presence at all outside our borders. During 
the presidential debates he was slapped down by Rudy Giuliani when he suggested 
the 9/11 attacks were our own fault - for being too 
interventionist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07378006 34068 203 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 4:01:46pm  
 
<P>I'm no supporter of Zelaya, who was trying to get the rules changed so he 
could be president for life like Hugo Chavez, but on the other hand, when the 
army comes in with guns, grabs the president and expels him from the country -- 
well, that's no longer a simple impeachment proceeding. The word "coup" fits, 
whether there's a legal basis behind the impeachment or not, when the military 
takes over the government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07378992 34071 248 Charles Mon, Jun 29, 2009 8:23:33pm  
 
<P>Nirthers not welcome. Sock puppet nirthers especially.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07380892 34074 59 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 10:51:47am  
 
<P>There's a lot of debate over whether the Honduran constitution allows this 
kind of action, but I think "military coup" is exactly the right word when the 
army breaks in with guns, hauls off the president and expels him from the 
country.</P> 



<P>And when they start arresting journalists and censoring the news, it begins 
to look even more like a traditional military coup.</P> 
<P>Zelaya may have been toadying up to Hugo Chavez, but it's not a good idea to 
make heros of the opposition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07380910 34074 74 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 10:57:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7380907" target=_blank>#71</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stinky, my posts keep getting half-eated today. What's going 
on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An unclosed HTML tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07380916 34074 79 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 10:59:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7380902" target=_blank>#67</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that the term is usually used to denote a situation when the army does 
that to TAKE OVER the country, leaving a general or two or five in charge. Here, 
they were (at least arguably) acting on the orders of civilian authorities, and 
civilian authorities are currently running things. It's not Chile 
1973.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not so sure the civilian government is still running things, if the 
army's going around to TV stations and newspapers and shutting things 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07381431 34075 100 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 12:57:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7381402" target=_blank>#75</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*rolls eyes**leans aside and barfs on the carpet*</P> 
<P>/seriously, thanks, I was wondering if it was an actual album 
cover.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's the album cover, with snark added by me. Here's the Amazon page 
for this pinnacle of absurdity:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000005KOE/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07381447 34075 115 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 12:59:58pm  
 
<P>Pat does Judas Priest:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/CoMwhm-OOg8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07382338 34075 326 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 4:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7382154" target=_blank>#324</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has every right to do so without being mocked for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's half right. He has every right to spout birth certificate craziness. 
He does <EM>not</EM> have the right to do it without being mocked.</P> 
<P>If he does something worthy of mockery, he deserves to be mocked. The whole 
birth certificate issue itself -- and anyone who promotes it -- deserves 
ruthless, unceasing mockery. It's a constant embarrassment, it's stupid beyond 
belief, and it needs to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07382790 34075 334 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 6:29:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7382733" target=_blank>#333</A> Giant Foreign 
Devil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So... I don't think that Obama was born outside the US, and therefore 
ineligible to be president, but I wish he'd release his birth certificate if 
only to shut down the loons.</P> 
<P>I realize that by showing it, he's letting the screwballs dictate his 
actions, but really, what can they say once it's been released?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not letting the screwballs dictate his actions, he's letting the 
screwballs discredit themselves. It's classic Sun Tzu - don't waste energy 
defeating the enemy when he's defeating himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07381853 34076 173 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 2:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7381840" target=_blank>#162</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's most interesting is that Tapscott was CPAC journalist of the year, and 
has been one of the folks who's been running around with red hot "RINO" branding 
irons. The fact that he thinks it's over the top speaks for itself, and maybe 
represents a change. Maybe that's why Charles is highlighting this, I don't 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is one reason I'm pointing it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07382307 34076 532 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 3:49:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7382217" target=_blank>#500</A> Zimriel</EM></P> 
<P>Quite a meltdown there. I'll just mention that it's complete crap -- and bid 
you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07382273 34077 64 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 3:40:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7382209" target=_blank>#21</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I think I know what caused that, and it should be fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07382345 34077 117 Charles Tue, Jun 30, 2009 4:05:06pm  
 



<P>Bickering and sniping comments will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07384878 34082 7 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 9:56:10am  
 
<P>I just noticed in the previous thread, some people were arguing that Beck 
didn't agree with Scheuer -- but he absolutely DID. He nodded along with 
Scheuer, then said, "Which is why I was thinking..."</P> 
<P>That's agreement, by any definition. Beck didn't say one word to counter 
Scheuer, he implicitly agreed with his statement by saying "which is 
why..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07384890 34082 15 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:00:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7384885" target=_blank>#12</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scheuer is a vicious Jew-hater.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07384906 34082 28 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:02:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7384889" target=_blank>#14</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not see or hear anything in this clip which deals with immigration, 
legal or illegal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This came at the end of a discussion on illegal immigration, and how the 
government is not protecting the country.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also do not see Beck as "agreeing with" Scheuer's analysis; he 
<STRONG>is</STRONG> agreeing that an attack <EM>would encourage support for a 
strong and violent response</EM>--but if he is agreeing with Scheuer's 
propositions as set forth in the clip, that agreement does not appear in the 
clip itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does. He implicitly agrees when he says "which is why." This phrase 
indicates that he accepts Scheuer's analysis, and is making the point that Bin 
Laden would NOT do this because he doesn't want to save America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07384966 34082 87 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:19:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7384948" target=_blank>#69</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No doubt to you apparently. I'm giving Beck the benefit of the doubt just as 
others have. But, I'm one who tries his hardest to be fair and not paint with an 
overly wide brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can go ahead and give Beck the benefit of the doubt if you want to, but I 
would argue that he's long ago forfeited the right to that benefit. This clip 
doesn't just pop up in a vacuum, where Glenn Beck has never said anything 
extreme before -- he has a long history of supporting extreme fringe 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07384983 34082 103 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:21:50am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7384942" target=_blank>#63</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video was uploaded by Media Matters.</P> 
<P>Splendid.</P> 
<P>Far left Soros-funded think-tank vs. conservative shock jock.</P> 
<P>What is this, the seventh circle of hell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, we've reached a point with people like Beck where the right 
won't denounce him -- in fact, more than a few right-wingers have turned support 
for Glenn Beck into a litmus test for conservatives.</P> 
<P>If there were a clip uploaded to YouTube by a conservative source I would 
have used that one. But I don't expect to see that happening any time 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07385008 34082 128 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:29:44am  
 
<P>Free Republic enthusiastically agrees that we need Osama to attack:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2283382/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07385094 34082 210 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 10:48:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7385074" target=_blank>#194</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Context?</P> 
<P>[Video]And I don't trust Media Matters with a 1:11 snippet of anything. I 
know Beck is a pariah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The context changes nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07385354 34082 235 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 11:26:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7385211" target=_blank>#225</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the meantime, as Rumsfeld once said, you go to war with the army you have. 
Why are we more committed to making Beck a laughingstock than to chivvying him 
back to sanity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see any incentive at all for Beck to come "back to sanity" (if he 
ever lived there in the first place), with his ratings so good. Populist 
extremism is a winning formula for Fox News right now.</P> 
<P>As for "going to war" with Beck, I know you used the words figuratively, but 
the problem is that Beck has been stoking the crazies who take that kind of talk 
<EM>literally</EM>.</P> 
<P>I don't see Beck as being on my side at all -- I see him as a reactionary, 
destructive influence on conservative politics. And having people like him with 
such big megaphones does nothing but help discredit conservatives in general. 
He's not an asset, he's a disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07385381 34084 35 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 11:30:42am  
 
<P>Live streaming at YouTube:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/whitehouse?feature=ticker" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07385399 34084 48 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 11:32:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7385381" target=_blank>#35</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Just in time for it to be over!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07386097 34087 10 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 1:25:07pm  
 
<P>Maybe two days would work better -- if it only shows today's posts, when the 
day starts there will only be one post on the page.</P> 
<P>Trying two days now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07386179 34087 49 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 1:46:43pm  
 
<P>My post on moonbat McKinney got linked at whatreallyhappened.com, with the 
headline:</P> 
<P>ISRAELI SHILLS SMEAR CYNTHIA MCKINNEY!</P> 
<P>I'm surprised to see so much traffic coming from that site. Almost 500 hits 
in less than 2 hours.</P> 
<P>The post linked to LGF has one comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yea<STRONG>z00mcopterdown</STRONG></P> 
<P>zioturds hate anyone that doesn't have:- a hooked nose- ears starting at the 
neck- no earlobes- faulty eyes- a "spit-bucket-proud" lisp- the teJJoJJ 
pronounciation of the R's</P> 
<P>so, with all of the above (prime example: Kissinger), you can go meet the 
bilderbergers and get free hoes,if you're missing some of those zio-qualities, 
you're a goy and a sub-human.</P> 
<P>07/01/2009 - 12:16</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07387223 34090 132 Charles Wed, Jul 1, 2009 6:04:03pm  
 
<P>I wonder if God told Joe to <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33577_Joe_the_Plumber_Speaks_Out_A
gainst_Queers" target=_blank>speak out against "queers"</A> too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07389967 34090 1007 Charles Thu, Jul 2, 2009 10:23:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1006/7389951" target=_blank>#1006</A> brain-washed 
sheeple</EM></P> 
<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P>If you say God told you specifically not to run for office, you might, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07391266 34091 665 Charles Thu, Jul 2, 2009 4:02:56pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07390477 34096 38 Charles Thu, Jul 2, 2009 12:21:46pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7390437" target=_blank>#9</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, a section of the Redondo Pier. It's a pretty distinctive pier, with 
those criss-crossing pilings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07390498 34096 56 Charles Thu, Jul 2, 2009 12:24:29pm  
 
<P>Careful - if you pier at it long enough, you might get a 
haddock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07391696 34098 68 Charles Thu, Jul 2, 2009 6:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7391669" target=_blank>#41</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminds me of Nodrog. I didn't mind him but when I got here everyone hated 
him. After he was banned he spent years blogging about his time here. Just a few 
months ago he made a final appeal to be let back in to lgf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did? Oops. Missed that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07393983 34101 31 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 11:08:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7393947" target=_blank>#19</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to read the article -- but, I refuse to register with that . . . 
%$#@** newspaper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I usually use this handy tool, which generates a link that doesn't require 
registration:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://nytimes.blogspace.com/genlink" 
target=_blank>nytimes.blogspace.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But this article is still too new to show up in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07394063 34104 6 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 11:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7394057" target=_blank>#3</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. I expect Senator Franken to have some sort of epic meltdown within a 
couple of months, tops.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - he's a pretty unstable character. Maybe he'll get in a fistfight with 
Michele Bachmann.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07394284 34106 4 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 12:38:02pm  
 
<P>I'm wondering if there's more to this than the 2012 election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07394311 34106 24 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 12:42:58pm  
 
<P>Pretty standard way to downplay something -- release it late Friday on a long 
weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07394609 34106 298 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 1:30:53pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't blame her for not wanting to deal with the constant negativity, 
and if that's the motivation I wish her the best.</P> 
<P>However, if she does plan on running for president, this doesn't seem like 
the best way to handle that kind of pressure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07394897 34106 576 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 2:22:38pm  
 
<P>Just added video from MSNBC above - you'll have to reload to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07395943 34109 11 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 6:46:56pm  
 
<P>He must have sympathetic anti-abortion people covering for 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07395960 34109 18 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 6:50:55pm  
 
<P>He wouldn't be spreading this stuff from inside a prison without 
support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07395968 34109 24 Charles Fri, Jul 3, 2009 6:52:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7395963" target=_blank>#21</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From other inmates or the jailers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of possibilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07398302 34114 25 Charles Sat, Jul 4, 2009 2:58:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7398275" target=_blank>#15</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: what is a good book on using Ajax?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd recommend using jQuery instead of writing your own Ajax routines. This is 
a very good book for that: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1847196705/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Learning jQuery 1.3: Jonathan Chaffer, Karl Swedberg, John 
Resig</A>.</P> 
<P>Also this one: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1933988355/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>jQuery in Action: Bear Bibeault, Yehuda Katz, John 
Resig</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07398305 34114 26 Charles Sat, Jul 4, 2009 2:59:06pm  
 
<P>I do plan to start adding more recommended stuff to the 
store...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07398331 34114 38 Charles Sat, Jul 4, 2009 3:08:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7398328" target=_blank>#36</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we us your link as a portal, you get a cut of ANYTHING we buy from Amazon, 
no matter?</P> 
<P>Because that's good. I haven't been purchasing online as much as I have in 
the past, but when I do need a book, Amazon is usually my go to spot.</P> 
<P>Sweet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if you click through from LGF the referral applies to anything you buy 
at Amazon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07398361 34114 59 Charles Sat, Jul 4, 2009 3:16:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7398343" target=_blank>#45</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<P>I am kind of obsessed in a techie way. They have some interesting stuff, and 
I haven't even started getting into the API yet for LGF.</P> 
<P>I did use the Amazon API a while back in another project, when I was posting 
actual MP3 files and playlists (I stopped doing that so the record industry 
wouldn't destroy me). I used the API to look up album cover art, with the PEAR 
Services_Amazon module.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07398428 34114 103 Charles Sat, Jul 4, 2009 3:32:05pm  
 
<P>I just finished adding a short list of recommended cameras and 
accessories...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07400408 34116 228 Charles Sun, Jul 5, 2009 10:22:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7399588" target=_blank>#216</A> garden18</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to keep everything in proper perspective:</P> 
<P>It (4th of July) ought to be commemorated as the day of deliverance, by 
solemn acts of devotion to God Almighty.--<EM>John Adams</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Adams was a Deist, who believed the universe had a creator, but that the 
creator did not interfere or communicate with human beings. He signed the 1796 
treaty with Tripoli, which states, "The government of the United States is not 
in any sense founded on the Christian religion."</P> 
<P>Another quote from John Adams: "This would be the best of all possible 
worlds, if there were no religion in it."</P> 
<P>Adams, like most of the founding fathers, was passionate about the separation 
of church and state. Unfortunately, many people with religious agendas distort 
his words, to make it seem as if he intended the US to be a Christian nation -- 
this could not be more wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404529 34125 12 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 11:03:26am  
 
<P>Apparently, at the tea party in Washington DC there were <A 
href="http://www.examiner.com/x-16143-Richmond-Republican-Examiner~y2009m7d6-
Tead-Off-On-the-Fourth" target=_blank>plenty of Paulians in attendance</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anything, most of those in attendance Saturday seemed to be independents 
or libertarians of the Ron Paul slant; Congressman Paul’s book ‘The Revolution’ 
was promoted widely on vendor stands at the event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404604 34125 64 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 11:19:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7404589" target=_blank>#50</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no dog in this fight, but how relevent is it that the book was on 
sale? Every left-leaning event in the country has Bob Avakian's people hawking 
his 'New Synthesis', but the overwhelming number of people at the event have no 
idea who Avakian is, and they're not Communists, let alone 
Avakianites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very relevant, because in many states, Ron Paul activists are also deeply 
involved in every aspect of planning the tea parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404688 34125 138 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 11:36:06am  
 
<P>Here's the kind of rancid hate speech spewed by <A 
href="http://www.mathaba.net/0_index.shtml?x=568136" target=_blank>Paul Topete 
of the band "Poker Face."</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We were labeled haters, racists, supremacists, anti-semites for just saying 
and posting the truth about the holoco$t, the domination of the African slave 
trade into the New World by Jewish merchants, Israel and NeoCons behind 9/11 
events, Globalist forces shoving the North American Union and the Illegal alien 
Invasion down our throats etc ... go to our politically incorrect forum board 
for yourselves, and read what is deemed by our overseers as News you shouldn’t 
View.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots more at the link. The ADL's description of them as an "anti-government, 
anti-immigrant, conspiracy-promoting rock music band" was no 
exaggeration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404699 34125 148 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 11:38:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7404613" target=_blank>#71</A> 
strangelove</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles-</P> 
<P>How about going to their site and informing yourself instead of just 
parroting what some website says? Their music actually sounds pretty good. It's 
skinhead, or neo-anything. Just go listen to it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P> 
<P>Try reading a little bit of what that band promotes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem hypersensitive lately to people who voice real distaste with what 
our government is doing to us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404763 34125 210 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 11:48:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7404741" target=_blank>#188</A> 
strangelove</EM></P> 
<P>You really are going to defend them. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404889 34125 333 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 12:07:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7404813" target=_blank>#258</A> 
strangelove</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Caveat: If these guys really are Truthers, then I'm done. That's pure 
absurdity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, so you draw the line at Truthers, huh?</P> 
<P>That Holocaust denial stuff didn't bother you, I guess?</P> 
<P>Or is that just me being "hypersensitive"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404917 34125 359 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 12:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7404900" target=_blank>#344</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Looks like there are <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/07/06/aces-
special-comment-on-palinistas/" target=_blank>more people coming around to the 
side of rationality</A> - even Ace, when it comes to dealing with the true 
believers on the far right who attack everyone else who doesn't support their 
POV. Even Karl at Hot Air sees this as a problem with the right 
wing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, both Hot Air and Ace of Spades continue to allow a barrage of 
personal hatred against me in their comments.</P> 
<P>Ace is getting bitten by the atmosphere of nastiness and abusiveness he 
allowed to grow at his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07404994 34125 433 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 12:26:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7404944" target=_blank>#386</A> 
strangelove</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, sometimes you just hope that somewhere out there, there is true 
Sons-of-Liberty style resistance to tyranny. You pine for the days when 
righteous struggles against oppressive governments are legitimate causes worth 
risking your life for. You hope you're not trading one brand of thuggery for 
another.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What particular "resistance" action of the Sons of Liberty are you pining 
for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07405189 34126 15 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 12:57:34pm  
 
<P>The Republican Party's vice presidential nominee is threatening to sue a 
blogger?</P> 
<P>Really, really bad move.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07405236 34126 55 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 1:06:09pm  
 



<P>I think it's a terrible precedent to set, for politicians to start suing 
people who write mean or untrue things about them.</P> 
<P>And she has almost no chance of winning such lawsuits, as a very public 
figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07405547 34126 348 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 1:52:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7405456" target=_blank>#262</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same people who went ballistic with outrage over blog rumors about Obama 
(that he attended a Muslim school in Indonesia, that he knew exactly who Bill 
Ayers was before 2008, etc.) are now acting like it's perfectly OK to spread 
patently false slanders against Palin. Obama is admirable for fighting back, 
Palin is vilified for fighting back. Why the double standard?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not vilifying her. And there's no double standard. My position is 
consistent -- I wouldn't like it if Obama started threatening lawsuits against 
bloggers and media, and I don't like it when Sarah Palin does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07405610 34126 409 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 2:02:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7405605" target=_blank>#404</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D92PL7400&amp;show_article=1" 
target=_blank>www.breitbart.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and I didn't like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07405681 34126 479 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 2:16:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/7405649" target=_blank>#448</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>No problem...</P> 
<P>I have to say, though - I really think Palin is blowing it big-time with 
these latest maneuvers, unless she has no intention of running for President or 
any other major office.</P> 
<P>If she does plan on being a regular old world-famous private citizen, then 
more power to her. Sue the bastards for all they're worth.</P> 
<P>But if she's planning to run, this is political suicide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07406453 34128 80 Charles Mon, Jul 6, 2009 6:49:42pm  
 
<P>If that was too mellow for you, Bert and Ernie get BRUTAL.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/InZNBcJTmWs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07408036 34131 24 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 9:31:18am  
 



<P>Pamela Geller calls Jeffrey Goldberg "Jewicidal" and "jihad Jeff," by the 
way.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:lbzPVDpj3dQJ:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.
com/atlas_shrugs/2008/05/goldberg-
jewici.html+%22jeffrey+goldberg%22+site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;cd=1&amp
;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>Atlas Shrugs: 
JEFFREY GOLDBERG: JEWICIDAL JIHADI BENDS OVER, SUBMITS DEMANDS ISRAEL DO 
SAME</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jihad Jeff Goldberg, from one Jew to another, go to hell. Cuz it's foe 
shizzle you are going to rot there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07408045 34131 31 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 9:33:36am  
 
<P>Currently at the top of the shrieking harpy's page:</P> 
<P>"THE COMING SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07408122 34131 101 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 9:46:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7408087" target=_blank>#70</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goldberg: People who tell you they understand and know the answer? 
Demagogues. They’re either idiots or demagogues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Geller's case, both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07408145 34131 118 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 9:50:53am  
 
<P>Also at Geller's hate site today -- a whine about how someone has filed an 
"exclusion order" to keep her out of the Netherlands, because of her fascist 
associations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07408277 34132 49 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 10:27:22am  
 
<P>Here we go again with the futile attempts to deny that these people are "far 
right."</P> 
<P>Every time it comes up, like clockwork, the same arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07413319 34132 355 Charles Wed, Jul 8, 2009 9:06:19am  
 
<P>When did it become a Republican talking point to simply deny that right wing 
extremism exists, or to attempt to redefine the terms to turn it into <EM>left 
wing</EM> extremism?</P> 
<P>Seriously, this is a little pathetic to see so much outright denial of 
obvious, uncontroversial facts. The groups that are the subject of the article 
linked above are <STRONG>right wing extremists</STRONG>, no matter how much 
frantic spinning takes place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409028 34133 451 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 12:45:20pm  
 



<P>It's interesting that the number who think it hurt her chances and the number 
who strongly approve are tracking so closely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409070 34133 491 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 12:51:52pm  
 
<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/time/20090707/us_time/08599190880000" 
target=_blank>Why Sarah Palin Quit: The Five Best 
Explanations</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409111 34133 528 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 12:58:19pm  
 
<P>I read one lefty blogger who suggested that she quit as governor so she would 
no longer be considered a "public figure" and would be better able to sue her 
media enemies. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07410493 34133 980 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 5:51:46pm  
 
<P>The poll is now being skewed by the Free Republic crowd, because that's what 
they do.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2287632/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hence the phrase, "silly Internet poll."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409618 34135 13 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 2:23:16pm  
 
<P>There was serious carnage on this stage - several crashes. The route had lots 
of unusually narrow roads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409626 34135 18 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 2:24:45pm  
 
<P>The standings at this point don't mean much, even if Lance does take the 
lead. The Tour is won or lost in the mountains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07409650 34135 28 Charles Tue, Jul 7, 2009 2:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7409635" target=_blank>#21</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and the mountain stages are where Lance traditionally dominates 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but the young guys are often better at climbing. We'll have to see if 
Lance still has that iron man stamina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07414130 34143 41 Charles Wed, Jul 8, 2009 12:09:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7414127" target=_blank>#38</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arizona Republican State Senator Sylvia Allen really ought to visit that 
natural wonder of her great state, the <A 
href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/e/e5/Grandview_point.jpg" 



target=_blank>Grand Canyon</A>, carved out by the Colorado River over the past 6 
million years. Nearly two billion years of the Earth's geological history have 
been exposed as the Colorado River and its tributaries cut their channels 
through layer after layer of rock while the Colorado Plateau was 
uplifted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure she would tell you that the Grand Canyon was carved out by 
the Great Flood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07414593 34144 8 Charles Wed, Jul 8, 2009 1:31:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7414587" target=_blank>#5</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found out the other day that Amazon offers many non-copyright classics for 
free. That's a big incentive for me, in addition to the fact that most newer 
books are cheaper for Kindle than in hardcover.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, as a matter of fact I got Charlie Darwin's "The Origin of Species" for 
free recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07414635 34144 16 Charles Wed, Jul 8, 2009 1:40:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7414622" target=_blank>#15</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be more concerned about dropping a Kindle than dropping a book. If you 
drop a kindle, you've got a splintered kindle. Just how rugged are they? A book 
you can simply pick back up and resume reading. Broken kindle? You're out the 
$$$.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They had a video showing a Kindle surviving a drop test from 3 feet - don't 
know if it's still on the Kindle page, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07414725 34144 53 Charles Wed, Jul 8, 2009 1:59:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7414714" target=_blank>#47</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Charles. You might know this. Does anyone make a camera mount that could 
be attached to a bicycle (or a scooter)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there are several -- check Amazon for Sport Camera.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fs%3Fie%3DUTF8%26rs%3D%26ref%255F%3Dsr%255Fnr%255Fi%255F0%26keywo
rds%3DSport%2520Camera%26qid%3D1247086697%26rh%3Di%253Aaps%252Ck%253ASport%2520C
amera%252Ci%253Aelectronics&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-
20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07417638 34144 290 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 9:43:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7415152" target=_blank>#283</A> 
chukardog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Kindle is a solution looking for a problem to solve. I dont see the 
benefit. Books are more portable, durable, affordable and easy to 
read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) "More portable." Nope. The Kindle absolutely crushes traditional books 
when it comes to portability. You can have an entire library on your Kindle - 
thousands of books. Try carrying thousands of books around with you.</P> 
<P>2) "More durable." Possibly, but also much more limited.</P> 
<P>3) "More affordable." Actually, the Kindle versions of books are 
significantly less expensive. The savings from the books I've purchased have 
nearly paid for the Kindle reader already.</P> 
<P>4) "Easy to read." The Kindle's e-ink display is very similar to a printed 
book, and you can change the type size to improve readability -- which, last 
time I checked, traditional books couldn't do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07417642 34144 291 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 9:45:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7416670" target=_blank>#289</A> hmcl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any thoughts on why Amazon seems unable or unwilling to accept 
overseas (i.e. European or Asian) customers for it's ebooks? Do you know when 
this will change, if ever?Thank you,hmcl</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it has to do with their wireless providers. I'm sure they're working 
on it, but you know as much as I do at this point...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07419107 34151 123 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 2:50:42pm  
 
<P>Keith Olbermann made that Arizona state senator (from yesterday's post - the 
'6,000 years old' lady) his "Worst Person in the World" last night ... and 
completely ripped off Phil Plait's point about uranium and carbon dating with no 
credit. What a scumbag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07419788 34152 522 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 5:33:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7419746" target=_blank>#482</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Klassy Konservatives: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/7/9/751767/-Obama-daughter-wears-t-
shirt,-Freepers-call-her-ghetto-trash" target=_blank>Obama daughter wears t-
shirt, Freepers call her ghetto trash</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I can't stomach Free Republic these days. Some of it is so far over the 
line it's like reading a neo-Nazi site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07419796 34152 528 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 5:34:00pm  
 
<P>I had a t-shirt with a gigantic peace symbol on it when I was her age. I 
guess I'm ghetto trash too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07419802 34152 534 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 5:34:40pm  
 
<P>A tie-dyed t-shirt. With an enormous freakin' peace symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07422669 34152 988 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 9:53:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/987/7422642" target=_blank>#987</A> 
Going_gone</EM></P> 
<P>I rely on things we call "facts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07423104 34152 991 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 11:15:19am  
 
<P>I don't think there's any inherent problem with having someone who home-
schools their children on a school board.</P> 
<P>But in this case, Dunbar apparently believes public education is a tool of 
the devil.</P> 
<P>That, I think, is a problem for someone who will be in charge of public 
education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07420836 34153 392 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 9:30:09pm  
 
<P>What a pathetic weenie that was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07420946 34154 263 Charles Thu, Jul 9, 2009 10:08:10pm  
 
<P>By the way, Robert Spencer spewed a bunch of venom in my direction today. 
Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07423381 34157 278 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 12:09:20pm  
 
<P>What I find most disturbing about this is Holdren's apparent readiness to buy 
into apocalyptic scenarios, and to jump from that right into recommending 
totalitarian measures -- and 32 years later, he was very clearly <EM>wrong</EM> 
in his alarmism.</P> 
<P>Raises the question of whether he's the best person to be advising the 
president on issues like climate change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07423486 34157 377 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 12:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7423436" target=_blank>#329</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still reading (sorry, late to the thread) but has anyone else pointed out 
that they are talking about hypothetical disaster scenarios and not advocating 
forced sterilization as a matter of general principal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought I did in my post. Still, though, in order for these kinds of 
tactics to have any effect they'd have to be implemented <EM>before</EM> a 
massive crisis -- food shortages, famines, etc. -- because once you're in that 
state it's a little too late to start worrying about sterilizing 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07424713 34157 805 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 6:00:35pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/7424513" target=_blank>#794</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>I did a search for Holdren's statements, but didn't find that video -- 
thanks. Seems to me that he does indeed offer an explanation and a repudiation 
of opinions like the ones in the book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07424741 34157 809 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 6:16:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/808/7424739" target=_blank>#808</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first 30 minutes is blank (!) ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that! I wonder how much money taxpayers forked out for that 30 minutes 
of dead air...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431289 34157 824 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 2:54:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/823/7431033" target=_blank>#823</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Well, he wasn't asked specifically about the book or the apocalyptic measures 
it advocates, and I'd still like to hear what he has to say about those 
things.</P> 
<P>But when he says, "I no longer think it's productive, Senator, to focus on 
the optimum population of the United States," that does bear on the issue, since 
the idea of "optimum population" was behind Ecoscience's draconian 
recommendations. When he says he thinks it's "no longer productive," that would 
very likely be his answer if asked directly about the book, too. It's an 
admission that he has changed his opinions on those issues -- probably as much 
admission as you'll ever get from a bureaucratic scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07423834 34158 49 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 1:54:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7423750" target=_blank>#17</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm told by someone who knows a lot about cycling that Lance (sadly) showed 
today why he won't be able to win the Tour. In the last 1.5 mile climb, Lance 
faded and Contador put the hammer down. And as Charles said a day or two ago, 
while Lance has traditionally kicked butt in the mountain stages, the younger 
guys are going to be better climbers. Contador is 24 years old and he will do 
really well. Lance will need to dig deeper than anyone has ever had to dig. Not 
impossible, but will probably take a once in a lifetime effort from 
Lance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe so, but remember - Armstrong is a really smart rider. It's still early. 
Contador hasn't gained much - nothing that can't be overcome yet. Lance could be 
biding his time.</P> 
<P>This year, the final stage before the Champs Elysee finish is Mont Ventoux -- 
a major climb, so steep it's classified as "beyond category." With that 
arrangement, this could go all the way down to the wire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07424029 34159 19 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 2:33:16pm  
 
<P>By the way, Free Republic pulled down that disgusting racist thread about the 
Obama daughters.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07424031 34159 20 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 2:33:59pm  
 
<P>I was considering writing about it, and when I went back to the page to check 
it again -- gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07424906 34161 43 Charles Fri, Jul 10, 2009 7:23:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7424898" target=_blank>#37</A> Sambo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama has that covered. Check out what his "Science Czar" espoused back in 
1977, and has not renounced (to the best of my knowledge, corrections solicited 
if I'm wrong): [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/Vzzrq" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P> 
<P>Paging Dr. Robert Stadler ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's an LGF post about that already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427075 34163 64 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 10:42:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7427051" target=_blank>#45</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even the moderates are forced to admit that the only allowed punishment for 
apostates is DEATH.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then how do you explain the fact that there are thousands of apostate Muslims 
in the US who are not living under a sentence of death? If Islam is 
"fundamentally violent," shouldn't those people all be dead?</P> 
<P>If there is no possibility of moderation, how are those apostates able to 
live out in the open?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, being against a set of ideas (Islam) is not racist. Racism requires that 
the victim be persecuted for an indelible trait. Not saying that suborning 
murder is OK, it's not, but it's not racism—calling Arabs a cancer would be 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nick Griffin is a stone-cold racist, by any definition of the 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427135 34163 124 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:03:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7427122" target=_blank>#111</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a poor argument. Being required by religion to do something doesn't 
mean it WILL happen, just that the adherents would like it to 
happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may say it's a "poor argument," but by admitting that Muslims can and do 
choose not to follow the more extreme fundamentalist dictates of Islam, you're 
actually agreeing with my point. Choosing not to practice extremist dogma is 
what we call "moderation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427152 34163 141 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:10:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7427148" target=_blank>#137</A> shiek al beif 
salami</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apostate Muslims are not killed in the U.S. because it is against the law 
here. And in a free market of religious ideas, killing apostates tends to scare 
aware potential converts.</P> 
<P>But in countries where apostate killing is winked upon, it does take place. 
We hear about it in only few high profile cases, but it happens all too often in 
towns and villages where there are no Intercontinental Hotel bars and CNN 
reporters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't deny that in more backward parts of the world, the killing of 
apostates does happen. How could I deny it? I've posted many examples of it 
here. But my point stands -- if Islam itself was "fundamentally violent," there 
should be no place in the world where apostates would be safe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427155 34163 144 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:11:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7427150" target=_blank>#139</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I trust you all found the essay on Sufism "enlightening".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Bostom is a fanatic, and a bigot, and a supporter of fascist groups. 
His credibility is absolutely nonexistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427161 34163 150 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:13:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7427156" target=_blank>#145</A> SevoGuy</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not going to stand for people advocating banning books at my website. Do 
it again and your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427165 34163 154 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:14:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7427119" target=_blank>#108</A> 
Christene</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't care who said it,..I couldn't agree w/him more!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another fascist sympathizer pops up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427172 34163 161 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:16:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7427162" target=_blank>#151</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is because many CHOOSE to take the peaceful path and live a peaceful 
life. Therefore, there are many places on this earth where apostates would be 
safe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is exactly my point. Absolutist statements about Islam being 
"fundamentally violent" are deceptive, because Muslims can and do choose to 
ignore or renounce the more violent aspects of their dogma -- just as Christians 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427190 34163 179 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:26:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7427178" target=_blank>#167</A> occasional 
reader</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I think that last statement is faulty reasoning. By comparison; 
"if the KKK were fundamentally violent, black people would never be safe 
anywhere." Fallacious statement, because it ignores exterior constraints on the 
Klan's behavior.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the comparison to the KKK is faulty -- the KKK is a small fringe 
group that operates in limited areas of one country, while Islam has billions of 
followers all over the world. Not equivalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427220 34163 209 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 11:41:00am  
 
<P>Yes, Islam has a history of warlike behavior -- this is self-evident. But my 
point is that in the modern world, there are many, many Muslims who do not 
follow this version of Islam, who are decent human beings who want the same 
things other human beings want - peace, security, and a chance to succeed.</P> 
<P>When you repeat over and over that "Islam is fundamentally violent," you're 
ignoring all of those people who seem to be able to follow Islam and 
<EM>not</EM> be violent. It's an absolutist statement that's ultimately 
deceptive - a form of stereotyping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427268 34163 256 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7427254" target=_blank>#242</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Griffin certainly has not made himself very attractive by his past 
actions, that noted, I don't see that his comments regarding Islam vary 
substantially from those made by Christopher Hitchens, Mark Steyn (whose tract 
American Alone is a broadside against Islam taking over the West), Pim Fortuyn, 
or Winston Churchill for that matter, who once stated that Islam in a man is as 
dangerous as rabies in a dog (a text I learned about on this web-
site).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on! This guy is a Holocaust denier, and a white supremacist who 
associates with people like David Duke. I could not care less about whether he 
has a "valid point" somewhere in his hateful spew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427280 34163 268 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:08:34pm  
 
<P>Not to be pedantic, but in the interest of precision -- there's something 
that always bothers me when people say "Islam is fundamentally violent," or "the 
Koran is fundamentally violent."</P> 
<P>The point is this: Islam is a <EM>religion</EM>. The Koran is a 
<EM>book</EM>. Last time I checked, neither religions nor books were capable of 
actually committing physical violence. Religions are collections of spiritual 
ideas. Books are inanimate objects. They can't reach out and club you with a 
monkey wrench.</P> 
<P>When you say "Islam is fundamentally violent," aren't you really saying 
"Muslims are fundamentally violent?" Because Muslims -- people -- are the actual 
agents of violence, not their religion and not their book.</P> 
<P>People can be inspired by books and religions to commit violence, and Islam 
has no monopoly on this sad phenomenon. But people can also follow religions -- 
and most religions have violent histories -- and choose <EM>not</EM> to be 
inspired to commit violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07427364 34163 351 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7427346" target=_blank>#333</A> kwinn00</EM></P> 
<P>Sleeper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427366 34163 353 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:43:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7427363" target=_blank>#350</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they are.But I'll read the man's books before I judge him. Spats 
between bloggers (as soon as you replied I remembered that this was indeed a big 
topic when I first got here, including the Atlas thing and a bunch of other 
spin-off issues) probably won't inform my worldview very much, but I'll check 
them out after I'm done reading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but there's a lot more to the story than a "spat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427387 34163 374 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:49:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7427373" target=_blank>#360</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I assiduosly avoided the not-a-spat when I first got here because I didn't 
know any of the players. I'll definitely look into it more once I've read at 
least one of his books.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know nothing about the issues involved, but felt it was appropriate to 
dismiss it as a "spat" anyway. Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07427393 34163 380 Charles Sat, Jul 11, 2009 12:51:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7427389" target=_blank>#376</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<P>The words you use are your own choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431048 34163 463 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 1:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/7430866" target=_blank>#462</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to echo the words of Nick Griffin, find another blog to do it at. 
As several people have pointed out, these are the kinds of words Nazis use. If 
that's how you want to play, you're at the wrong blog. Do it again and I'll 
block your account.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07430357 34169 20 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 10:00:35am  
 
<P>Just read Robert Spencer's latest slobbering, raving attack on me. His 
keyboard must have been covered with spittle when he was finished with that 
one.</P> 
<P>It's amazing that he seems to think he's increasing his credibiity with those 
insult-filled, ranting hit pieces.</P> 



<P>I'm trying to decide whether to answer his ugly attack. There are so many 
distortions and lies in his post, I don't even know where to start.</P> 
<P>I also notice that "Yid with Lid" is now joining in, after using LGF's 
spinoff links to promote his blog for years. He had no problem with me when he 
was benefitting from using the tools I made available - but when I blocked his 
account for promoting Pamela Geller's hate speech, he turned on me in a 
heartbeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07430429 34169 89 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 10:18:28am  
 
<P>This whole thing is about saving face for Nancy Pelosi. I'd be willing to bet 
that a lot of the Democrats yelling about this "secret" program have known about 
it for years. They're pulling it out now because they need to back up Pelosi's 
claims that the CIA lied to her about waterboarding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07430525 34169 130 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 10:44:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7430456" target=_blank>#112</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam sez it's worse than a terrorist attack...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody intimidated the American Library Association. The panelists who were 
supposed to appear with Spencer decided, en masse, that they would not show up 
if he did. They were not told in advance that Spencer was a 
panelist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07430764 34169 150 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 11:48:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7430716" target=_blank>#148</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again, I am very sorry to see this "hate-speech" war.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need to point out that all the nasty ad hominem rhetoric is coming from 
Robert Spencer. He's written thousands and thousands of words attacking me in 
increasingly personal terms - I challenge you to find one equivalent insult-
laced post from me about Spencer. I've focused on facts in every single post 
I've made about these issues.</P> 
<P>And I still find it exceedingly odd that Spencer would vehemently defend the 
pro-Koln group, even as he tries to say they LIED about him accepting the 
invitation to Germany. Why would he defend people who (according to him) 
dishonestly claimed he had confirmed his appearance at the 
event?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07430654 34170 168 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 11:21:55am  
 
<P>Sarah Palin has really damaged her political future by quitting halfway 
through her term as governor. Her opponents - both Republican and Democrat - can 
now easily portray her as someone who caves in under pressure and gives 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431030 34171 12 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 1:13:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7431022" target=_blank>#6</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm assuming that this appointment, like it's predecessors, will require 
approval by the state legislature. If so, it's time to make your voices heard on 
this matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She won't have to face the confirmation process until 2011: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33783_Texas_School_Board_Creationi
st_Gets_the_Boot_for_Good" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431160 34171 128 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 2:03:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7431137" target=_blank>#105</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is her view on evolution, creationism, or ID, and more importantly, 
<STRONG>what is her view on what children should (or should not) be taught about 
them</STRONG>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lowe is an outspoken creationist who is trying to get it into public schools: 
<A href="http://www.teachthemscience.org/texas/sboe#lowe" target=_blank>SBOE 
Members and Their Positions on Science Education</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Gail Lowe - District 14</STRONG></P> 
<P>Gail Lowe (Lampasas) is a Republican and has been a member of the SBOE since 
2003. She may run for re-election in 2012.</P> 
<P>Bio and Contact Information at SBOE site.</P> 
<P>She voted for reintroducing the “strengths and weaknesses” in the 2009 
standards.</P> 
<P>She co-nominated Charles Garner, anti-evolutionist and chemistry professor, 
to the state science curriculum expert review panel in October, 2008.</P> 
<P>In 2002 she Strongly Favored this position on Creationism: “Present 
scientific evidence supporting intelligent design, and not just evolution, and 
treat both theories as viable ones on the origin of life.”</P> 
<P>In 2008 she Strongly Favored this position on “Evolution Weaknesses”: 
“Biology textbooks which do not teach both the scientific strengths and 
weaknesses of the theory of evolution must be rejected by the 
board.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431207 34171 173 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 2:26:44pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about this topic will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431216 34171 182 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 2:29:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7431211" target=_blank>#177</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is far less troublesome than the previous meddling in science education. 
The left hasn't been peddling its own lies about science. But in social studies, 
we get the smallpox blanket story, the USA nuked North Korea story, and on and 
on.</P> 
<P>Liars on the right, then, in the field of social studies, can serve as a 
counterweight to liars on the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barton and Marshall are already trying to get Chief Justice Thurgood Marshall 
removed from the curriculum. That's OK with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07431386 34171 319 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7431382" target=_blank>#318</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Point of Information:</EM> Thurgood Marshall was never a Chief 
Justice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - I meant Supreme Court Justice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431393 34171 320 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:39:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7431325" target=_blank>#287</A> Sunlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've looked to LGF for centrist writings (from Charles and commenters) for 
years now, but it seems to have devolved into a blocking operation for 
perpetuation of the un-addressed current philosophies. For example, see 
Zombie:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed it, but Zombie's piece was the subject of a long thread on 
Friday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431365 34172 10 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:29:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7431359" target=_blank>#4</A> Erik The Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whats up with the two photos? Is RS accusing you of 
something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33475_Classic_Misdirection_from_Sp
encer_and_Geller" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431376 34172 18 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:33:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7431370" target=_blank>#13</A> 
Crimsonfisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"libelblogger"? What the heck is that? Sheesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just "libelblogger" -- "aging adolescent libelblogger."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431404 34172 42 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:46:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7431400" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer has no room to bitch. This is how moral people deal with crazies: 
they refuse to associate with them. The rest of the panel didn't want to 
associate with an extremist and chose not to participate in the panel. The 
counter jihad blogs should have refused to associate with neo-nazis and now they 
have to pay the price. Too bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431410 34172 46 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:49:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7431407" target=_blank>#44</A> 
Crimsonfisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That struck me too. Why no comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a Google cache link. I refuse to send traffic to Spencer's 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431425 34172 60 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7431420" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, you mentioned you though about posting a thread on the racist free 
Republic but it got deleted. Here's another opportunity from the Council of 
Conservative Citizens...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;q=%E2%80%9CAmerica%E2%80%99s+littlest+dip
lomat%E2%80%9D+gets+%E2%80%9Cghetto%E2%80%9D+at+the+G8.&amp;btnG=Google+Search&a
mp;aq=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=&amp;fp=KxYPMM6r3XA" target=_blank>“America’s littlest 
diplomat” gets “ghetto” at the G8.</A></P> 
<P>(VIA google search)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh. A cache link to that disgusting page: [Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1
&amp;q=cache%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fcofcc.org%2F%3Fp%3D5672&amp;aq=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431426 34172 61 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 3:58:22pm  
 
<P>Shuttle launch called off...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431430 34172 65 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 4:00:17pm  
 
<P>A lot of times, by the way, Google does have a cache of a page, even if it 
doesn't show up in the Google search results. Easiest way to get it is to use a 
search term like this:</P> 
<P>cache:[URL]</P> 
<P>With URL being the address of the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431476 34172 107 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 4:25:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7431470" target=_blank>#102</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the fauxtography that Spencer claims Charles was duped by (I never saw 
either photo on this site, but then I don't visit every day, so I don't know 
which photo he ran, if either) - Spencer misses the point. IT WAS STILL DEWINTER 
AND BEISICHT SHAKING HANDS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Spencer knows that - he isn't stupid. He's knowingly, cynically 
misleading his followers with a very obvious misdirection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431696 34172 313 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 5:55:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/7431657" target=_blank>#275</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's weird...I didn't even intend to come across as 'rooting" for it, but LGF 
isn't letting me put question marks right before exclamation 
points...wtf?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm tweaking the code that prevents multiple characters from rogering the 
threads. I now have it set so that more than 3 repeated characters in a row will 
be converted to just 3 characters - so a question mark followed by an 
exclamation point will now work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431705 34172 321 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 5:58:43pm  
 
<P>See?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431730 34172 344 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 6:04:19pm  
 
<P>It's the lair of the mendaciously aging adolescent 
libelblogger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431792 34172 394 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 6:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7431779" target=_blank>#386</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I nominate this for rotating title.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it is written, so shall it be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07433681 34172 454 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 10:18:52am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/7433561" target=_blank>#452</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<P>Robert Spencer may not be a Nazi himself, but there's absolutely no doubt 
that he is an extremist, who associates with other hateful nutjobs and 
extremists like Pamela Geller, the genocide-spouting pinheads at Gates of 
Vienna, and the Vlaams Belang-BNP shills at Brussels Journal. The other 
panelists were perfectly justified in refusing to appear with 
Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07431809 34173 13 Charles Sun, Jul 12, 2009 6:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7431798" target=_blank>#12</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had 4.0.2 for a few days now. The only glitch happened just a little 
while ago when I tried to open this link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to install <A href="http://www.flip4mac.com/wmv_download.htm" 
target=_blank>Flip4Mac</A>. That page works fine for me with it 
installed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07433799 34177 17 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 10:56:30am  
 
<P>Seven hate mails so far today from Robert Spencer fans. And one note of 
support.</P> 
<P>That's a pretty good ratio, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434205 34179 4 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 12:48:05pm  
 
<P>I was impressed with her opening remarks. There, I said it.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7434197" target=_blank>#1</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not as though she was going to walk into the Senate, leap up on the 
table, hike her skirts and shout "Whoopee!" and kick over the water 
pitcher.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Especially not with a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33884_Sotomayor_in_a_Cast" 
target=_blank>broken ankle</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434218 34179 13 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 12:50:50pm  
 
<P>Let's see how she answers her questions. But if you read the section I quoted 
above -- well, that's exactly what I want to hear a Supreme Court nominee 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434283 34179 53 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 1:03:45pm  
 
<P>Fact is, it could have been <EM>much</EM> worse. There are real dyed-in-the-
wool judicial activists who could have been picked. If the GOP squanders its 
political capital by attacking someone who is essentially a moderate -- and 
going by her own statements, a pretty strict Constitutionalist -- then when the 
Obama administration nominates a Ninth Circuit moonbat next time out, the GOP 
will have no credibility left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434311 34179 74 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 1:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7434279" target=_blank>#50</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think of a land of the ice and snow, from the midnight sun where the hot 
springs blow</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Z7Z-oUIzjYM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434325 34179 86 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 1:09:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7434305" target=_blank>#68</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, she's a different kind of Hispanic than Alberto Gonzales.</P> 
<P>He is what they call "a republican Hispanic."</P> 
<P>Totally different species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Alberto Gonzales is also a member of the National Council of La Raza, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434515 34179 223 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 1:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7434420" target=_blank>#157</A> Hooray for 
Captain Spaulding</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're obviously easily impressed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434677 34179 355 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 2:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7434616" target=_blank>#301</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"If you think Sonia Sotomayor is a judicial activist and radical leftist, 
you’re not going to find evidence for it in her opening statement:"</P> 
<P>Um wow really? I guess that's why they might be looking at her record? And 
her public statements? Ya think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! I never thought of that.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434698 34179 372 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 2:30:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7434689" target=_blank>#366</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I'm confused about your statement that I quoted, because it would be 
incredibly naive to think she would do anything other than play it safe right 
down the middle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're reading something I didn't write, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434830 34179 391 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 3:01:14pm  
 
<P>I have not been convinced by any of the arguments that Sotomayor is a 
radical, a racist, or a judicial activist. I took a good look at her record, 
read the entire speech that was published in the New York Times (from which a 
single sentence was taken to smear her as a racist), and have looked into her 
online history pretty extensively, and I'm not seeing any of those things. I 
would say so if I did. I don't like activist judges either.</P> 
<P>But in Sotomayor I see a person who leans left on some issues, right on 
others, and whose record contains nothing at all to suggest she tries to 
legislate from the bench.</P> 
<P>That video where she says court decisions affect policy has also been 
ridiculously distorted; her point is a simple matter of reality -- decisions DO 
affect policy. She was not saying she thinks the decisions should BE the 
policy.</P> 



<P>And I've found numerous statements from Sotomayor, on many occasions, in 
which she says exactly the same things about the Constitution that she says in 
the quote above. I don't see any reason to assume she's lying about those 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434997 34179 401 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 3:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7434982" target=_blank>#399</A> jjag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll/we'll choke on her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07435862 34179 414 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 7:10:48pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. Anybody smell a moby around here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434749 34180 38 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 2:42:21pm  
 
<P>Man.</P> 
<P>I like some of the writers at American Thinker. Why do they ruin it by 
promoting Jack Cashill's conspiracy theory that Bill Ayers wrote Obama's 
biography - not to mention giving Atlas Shrieks a platform?</P> 
<P>I feel like I'm watching one conservative news source after another get 
sucked into a massive black hole of schtoopidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07434890 34180 166 Charles Mon, Jul 13, 2009 3:13:57pm  
 
<P>Watch out!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/08vF0FpasR9cZ?q=bengal+tiger" 
target=_blank>Tiger!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07440214 34181 475 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 8:09:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/7439870" target=_blank>#474</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm way late to the thread, which is about an article at my blog, but 
registration was closed for a while. I guess I missed all the action. Anyway, I 
am among you at last.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to the asylum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437608 34185 6 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:21:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7437606" target=_blank>#5</A> harrylook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, she thinks some races have better judgment than others. No problem, 
huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She never said anything like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437642 34185 23 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:27:29am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7437626" target=_blank>#15</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious - did you see the questioning by Senators Session and Hatch? 
Interested in viewpoints on her answers of those very pointed questions.</P> 
<P>Scotusblog - which is live blogging the hearings, seems to believe that based 
on her answers she has demonstrated that in cases regarding race and abortion, 
she will be well to the left on the court - using ideology as a 
bias.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm not really expecting Barack Obama to nominate a 
conservative...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437650 34185 30 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:28:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7437618" target=_blank>#10</A> Lawrence 
Schmerel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe she is a sekrit strict constitutional constructionist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every statement I've found from her on the Constitution indicates that she is 
indeed a constructionist. Maybe she's been hiding her judicial activism for her 
whole career, waiting for this moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437662 34185 42 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:30:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7437643" target=_blank>#24</A> harrylook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. You must be doing some amazing intellectual gymnastics 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "reading."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437676 34185 50 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:35:59am  
 
<P>Here's her discussion of that "wise Latina" remark:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman Patrick Leahy, (D-Vt.), offered the 
Supreme Court nominee an open forum to explain the most controversial remarks in 
her resume: That a wise Latina judge would come to a different -- perhaps better 
-- judgments than their white male counterparts.</P> 
<P>Sotomayor, obviously ready for the query, stated "up front, unequivocally and 
without a doubt" that she did "not believe that any ethnic, racial or gender has 
an advantage in sound judging."</P> 
<P>"I do believe every person has an equal opportunity to be a good and wise 
judge," she added, "regardless of their background or life experience."</P> 
<P>From there, she made a strategic political move by referencing similar 
remarks from retired Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, who likewise 
noted how gender affected her approach from the bench.</P> 
<P>"The words I used, I used them agreeing with the sentiment that Justice 
Sandra Day O'Connor was trying to convey... that both men and women were equally 
capable of being wise and fair judges," said Sotomayor. "That has to be what she 
meant, because judges disagree about legal outcomes all of the time. I shouldn't 
say all of the time, at least in close cases they do. Judges on the Supreme 
Court come to different conclusions. It can't mean that one of them is unwise 
despite the fact that people think that."</P> 



<P>For the record, Senate Republicans weren't 
convinced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437712 34185 81 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:44:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7437678" target=_blank>#52</A> harrylook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just <EM>reading</EM> what the woman has to say and taking the words at 
face value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're taking one sentence way out of context. I get very tired of discussing 
this over and over. The very next paragraph contains statements that clarify and 
qualify that remark -- but if all you're interested in is parroting the 
soundbite talking point, knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437743 34185 107 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:52:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7437736" target=_blank>#100</A> 
Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling yourself wise is so arrogant sounding no matter what your meaning is. 
The truly wise don't need to point it out. It was <EM>un</EM>wise of her to make 
the statement(s) at all since she now has to explain herself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She did not call <EM>herself</EM> wise. Read the speech again. She was 
positing a hypothetical "wise Latina" -- not herself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437749 34185 113 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:54:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7437733" target=_blank>#98</A> harrylook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I, like Professor Carter, believe that we should not be so myopic as to 
believe that others of different experiences or backgrounds are incapable of 
understanding the values and needs of people from a different group. Many are so 
capable. As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to me, nine white men on the Supreme 
Court in the past have done so on many occasions and on many issues including 
Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee -- that sounds a little bit less extreme than:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...she thinks some races have better judgment than others...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wouldn't you say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437759 34185 122 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 9:58:45am  
 
<P>I admit I'd rather have a justice who is <EM>honest</EM> and thoughtful about 
what role her life experiences have in her decisions, rather than someone who 
blusters that it has no influence at all. Of course life experiences have an 
influence. Recognizing that fact and taking it into account is <EM>smart</EM> -- 
not evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437777 34185 139 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:06:02am  
 
<P>Again -- I disagree with Hinderaker that she was being dishonest. Her first 
statement in the speech is highly qualified -- she's "not sure she agrees with 



O'Connor," she says "more often than not," etc. And in the very next paragraph 
of the speech she says very clearly that she is not talking in absolutes, that 
"many are so capable" of reaching wise decisions despite differing 
backgrounds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437809 34185 169 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:15:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7437791" target=_blank>#153</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I agree that it's a moot point. She <EM>will</EM> be confirmed, 
whatever her answers today. But I personally agree with Hinderaker's take (in 
fact, I made my comment before even knowing he had written an article on the 
same topic!).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a moot point, she's going to be confirmed.</P> 
<P>But it's simply the very definition of "taking words out of context" to 
ignore the many qualifying statements in that speech, and focus like a laser 
beam on one sentence -- because that's the sentence that can be used to hurt 
her.</P> 
<P>That's the kind of stuff Media Matters does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437810 34185 170 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:15:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7437798" target=_blank>#158</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be smart of us to reject anyone who thought their life experiences 
made them more capable of reaching a "better conclusion" than their fellow 
justices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She didn't say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437825 34185 185 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:23:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7437813" target=_blank>#173</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that life experiences inform <EM>anybody's</EM> judgement. But I 
think that that is so elemental a fact that it needs not even be mentioned. It 
is a given. By her comments calling attention to her particular experiences she 
puts a special emphasis on them and in my mind adds a weight to them that should 
give pause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was the whole point of her speech - examining how background and life 
experiences influence legal decisions. It keyed off a famous remark by Sandra 
Day O'Connor: “A wise old woman and a wise old man, at the end of the day, can 
reach the same conclusion.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437848 34185 208 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:30:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7437836" target=_blank>#196</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>You can file a DMCA notice with their web host, and they'll have to take it 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437862 34185 222 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:34:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7437808" target=_blank>#168</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more the R's choose to dwell on the race comment, the more we lose 
purchase and sway with average Amercans, so I don't know why folks are doing it, 
you are really just serving the left when you do that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only is it a losing issue, it's based on a selective misreading of her 
statements and ignores the many times that she's qualified and even renounced 
those particular out of context words. This is what she said today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sotomayor said she does agree with O’Connor and that, although personal 
history helped shape a person and their view of the world, that experience 
cannot trump the law. The confusion, she said, was caused by a poorly worded 
speech. In her speech, she said, she attempted a “rhetorical flourish” on 
O’Connor’s words, but that play on words didn’t work.</P> 
<P>“My play fell flat,” she said. “It was bad.”</P> 
<P>As she said earlier, Sotomayor said she was just trying to inspire young 
Latinos and to let them know that their personal backgrounds had real value. 
Sessions said he remained unconvinced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437870 34185 229 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:36:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7437859" target=_blank>#219</A> 
NoWhereAlaska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'wise Latina' comment never bothered me. However her quote that she 
believes court of appeals justices should make policy; bothers me a 
lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She never said that either.</P> 
<P>She was discussing the fact that court decisions <EM>influence</EM> policy. 
And she's right -- that's just an obvious fact. She was not saying that court 
decisions should make the policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437874 34185 233 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:37:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7437863" target=_blank>#223</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DMCA notices are only temporary, and <STRONG>may also require disclosure of 
the complainant's identity</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that's right. Never mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437939 34185 297 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 10:55:43am  
 
<P>I'm sure I'll be charged with "defending" Sotomayor after some of the 
comments I've posted, but please note: I'm simply calling this as I see it, and 
I don't see a radical leftist in Sotomayor. She leans left on some issues, but 
she leans right on others.</P> 
<P>If I thought she was a judicial activist in reality, I'd be right there 
calling for her confirmation to be denied. I just don't like seeing some of the 
misinformation that's going around about her. I don't like this kind of stuff 
when the left does it, and I'm not any fonder of it coming from the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07437999 34185 351 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:13:20am  



 
<P>A nut just started yelling at the hearing... sounded like an anti-abortion 
moonbat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438015 34185 360 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:15:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7438012" target=_blank>#358</A> 
punchy100</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She has admitted that it is nearly impossible for her to be 
impartial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a completely ridiculous distortion of what she said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438142 34185 402 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:32:46am  
 
<P>Randall Terry has really been whipping up his flock about Sotomayor. That was 
undoubtedly his doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438210 34185 417 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:41:11am  
 
<P>New thread for the hearing just posted...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438287 34187 35 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:51:21am  
 
<P>Here comes the nunchuk issue. Feingold's grilling her on the 2nd 
amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438295 34187 40 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 11:53:31am  
 
<P>She said she would interpret any 2nd amendment cases "in the context of 
relevant state law."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438325 34187 61 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:01:01pm  
 
<P>Heh. Feingold just tossed her the world's softest softball: "Explain to us 
how you would be empathetic to the common rural folk."</P> 
<P>(Paraphrasing Feingold's question.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438334 34187 69 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:02:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7438324" target=_blank>#60</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>eh -Is she supposed to?Or is she saying she will look to see if the relevant 
state law is constitutional?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a long complicated question -- that was the end of it. I'm sure 
there'll be a video clip of it soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438365 34187 96 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:06:05pm  



 
<P>Feingold asked her how she could be empathetic to people who live in rural 
areas, since she lives in New York City. It was basically an opportunity for her 
to hype herself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438370 34187 101 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:07:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7438361" target=_blank>#92</A> CIA Reject</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She actually SAID "common rural folk"?</P> 
<P>The condescending little *%$&amp;#!</P> 
<P>The "common rural folk" can take care of themselves thank you very much. They 
don't need the "empathy" of the Supreme Court. What they need is for the 
government to get out of their pockets and off of their backs!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no, actually -- that was my paraphrase of Feingold's question. He did use 
the word "rural."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438428 34187 152 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:23:56pm  
 
<P>My problem watching this hearing is that I keep dozing off during the long 
questions full of meandering digressions and self-aggrandizing 
statements...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438458 34187 181 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:30:07pm  
 
<P>Kyl is grandstanding like a muh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438465 34187 188 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:31:01pm  
 
<P>Our live feed from the Senate is running about 5 seconds ahead of Fox News, 
BTW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438467 34187 190 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:31:38pm  
 
<P>Kyl didn't even let her finish answering his first question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438479 34187 200 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:34:03pm  
 
<P>Your taxes are paying for that live feed up there, folks. Working pretty 
well, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438493 34187 212 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:36:08pm  
 
<P>Zzzz<SUB>zzz</SUB> ... huh! wha! Oh, a ten minute break. Right in time for 
some pundits to start yakking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438495 34187 214 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:36:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7438485" target=_blank>#205</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be SO cool if the entire hearing suddenly exploded into a nunchuk-
intensive <EM>battle royale</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd pay big money to see that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438509 34187 227 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:39:56pm  
 
<P>She's done a really good job answering what I think is a distorted issue, the 
"wise Latina" kerfuffle. Kyl just came off like a complete boob, hectoring her, 
then refusing to let her finish her answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438587 34187 301 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 12:56:56pm  
 
<P>I hate it when I agree with Chuck Schumer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438604 34187 318 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 1:00:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7438589" target=_blank>#303</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also hate it when you agree with him !!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thing is, he's right. I've spent more time looking at Sotomayor's record of 
rulings than I really wanted to, and I can't find any evidence that she tries to 
legislate from the bench. On the contrary, I've found a lot of statements from 
her down through the years indicating that she has a great respect for the 
Constitution.</P> 
<P>I know a lot of people just don't want to hear this, but that's the 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438624 34187 338 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 1:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7438438" target=_blank>#161</A> 
patrickafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this Randall Terry guy really advocate theocracy? I admit, I don't 
really know a whole lot about him and his organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He converted to Catholicism a while back, but here's a quote from a few years 
ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let a wave of intolerance wash over you. I want you to let a wave of hatred 
wash over you. Yes, hate is good... If a Christian voted for Clinton, he sinned 
against God. It's that simple... Our goal is a Christian Nation... we have a 
biblical duty, we are called by God to conquer this country. We don't want equal 
time. We don't want Pluralism. <STRONG>We want theocracy</STRONG>. Theocracy 
means God rules. I've got a hot flash. God rules.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438648 34187 362 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 1:13:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7438642" target=_blank>#356</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very terrifying quotation:</P> 



<P>Was he channeling the Ayatollah Khomeini at the time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before becoming a Catholic, Terry was a hard core Pentecostal 
Dominionist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438707 34187 418 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 1:25:58pm  
 
<P>She said she is NOT a "legal realist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438766 34187 477 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 1:39:03pm  
 
<P>Looks like Lindsey Graham needs to hammer the "wise Latina" comment yet 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438868 34187 574 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 2:02:29pm  
 
<P>Testing a new video plugin for the LGF commenting system:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ht.cdn.turner.com/cnn/big/politics/2009/07/14/
sot.sotomayor.sessions.cnn_576x324_dl.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>This one works if you simply paste in the URL of an FLV (Flash video) file. 
This one is from CNN - I got the address by opening Safari's 'Activity' window 
and looking under the CNN page for a file name ending in FLV. (You can't always 
get the file's URL this way; some sites hide the file's 
location.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441855 34187 767 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:12:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/765/7440494" target=_blank>#765</A> 
kevin1107</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Are they really "kooks" because they are standing up for the rights of the 
unborn? And if you believe the unborn have no rights, are they still "kooks" for 
simply expressing their opinions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, people who sneak into hearings, yell slogans, and have to be dragged out 
by the police are KOOKS. They're kooks when they belong to Code Pink, and 
they're no less kooks when they're convinced they're acting like idiots for 
God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07438988 34188 12 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 2:28:33pm  
 
<P>And buh bih, bih bih, uh, that's all folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439022 34188 27 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 2:34:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7438987" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer Fauxtography...Spencer has posted a half naked picture of 
Ahmed Rehab who withdrew from the ALA event because of Spencer's participation. 
The source of the pic is <A 
href="http://www.americansagainsthate.org/Ahmed_Rehab_nude.htm" 
target=_blank>here</A>. Notice anything strange about the two pics? Although 
there are two separate poses the angle of the head is exactly the same in both 
pics. Even the glare from the flash on his glasses is exactly the same in both 
pics.Anyone else think this is an obvious photoshop?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's not a Photoshop; look at the angle of the sunglasses' 
earpiece...</P> 
<P>As for Spencer's reason for posting that, who knows?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439158 34189 3 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 3:18:58pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/EIyixC9NsLI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439697 34191 14 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 5:52:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7439691" target=_blank>#13</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's that instrument called that he starts with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a kalimba, and he's amazingly good at it. I have one I picked up in 
South Africa - they're not easy to play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439797 34191 47 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:15:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7439707" target=_blank>#16</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles I didn't know you have been to South Africa. Would you care to 
share? When and where did you visit. I hope you got to a game farm or 
two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was there with Al Jarreau in '94. Spent almost a month, in Johannesburg, 
Durban, Pretoria, and Cape Town. I met Nelson Mandela and shook his hand 
backstage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439825 34191 58 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:21:04pm  
 
<P>As for the game farm -- we actually did start on an expedition to one, but 
one of the tour company's vans broke down on the way there, so half of the band 
spent a whole day by the side of the road.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7439818" target=_blank>#57</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nelson Mandela must have been one of the best highlights of the trip.</P> 
<P>Any video clips of you on that trip?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We did a couple of TV shows during that time -- I'm sure there is video 
somewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439875 34192 7 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:40:02pm  
 
<P>I'm sorry, but this has to be one of the stupidest questions I've ever 
heard:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Graham: What's the best way for society to change?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The proper response to something like this is: "Wha?!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439887 34192 14 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:44:42pm  
 
<P>The GOP senators came off terribly today, in my honest if not terribly humble 
opinion. None of this is going to help, and Graham's recital of standard GOP hot 
buttons was incredibly unconvincing. And I wasn't impressed when he interrupted 
her while she was 10 seconds into answering his first long-winded 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439903 34192 25 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:51:04pm  
 
<P>Graham: "I hope you'll appreciate the world in which we live in."</P> 
<P>Live and let die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439919 34192 39 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 6:56:04pm  
 
<P>"Are you familiar with military law?"</P> 
<P>"Do you believe there are people out there right now plotting our 
destruction?"</P> 
<P>Painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07439938 34192 57 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 7:02:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7439934" target=_blank>#53</A> ~Fianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you think that the courts have a role to play in advancing change 
at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that the question is so insanely broad that it's meaningless. It 
was a "culture war" dog whistle for the religious right, and he proceeded to 
reel out every one of their talking points.</P> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07440004 34192 119 Charles Tue, Jul 14, 2009 7:24:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7439995" target=_blank>#111</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look on the positive side - at least Michele Bachmann is not in the Senate or 
the Judiciary Committee...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>She's there in spirit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441871 34194 28 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:15:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7441837" target=_blank>#12</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who did the GOP poll and "focus group" to get the impression that "Wise 
Latina" and "Abortion" would play well in Peoria?</P> 
<P>Someone engrave "judicial activism" on a clue bat and mail it to the GOP 
senate caucus please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem for them is that she is <EM>not</EM> a judicial activist. Hard to 
attack her on that when there's absolutely no evidence of it in her 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441873 34194 29 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:15:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7441864" target=_blank>#23</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A couple of thoughts regarding the Wise Latina comment:I find it off putting 
when someone refers to <EM>themselves</EM> as wise. Maybe it's just me but it 
seems that that appellation is one that others make about you. You do not make 
it about yourself.I also would have stood up and cheered if she had referred to 
herself as an <EM>American</EM>, rather than as a <EM>Latina</EM>. just a 
personal quirk of mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She was not referring to herself in that remark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441904 34194 43 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:27:11am  
 
<P>Remember - this very same committee confirmed Sotomayor twice in the 1990s. 
They have nothing on her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441906 34194 45 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:27:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7441894" target=_blank>#39</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfC99LrrM2Q" target=_blank>In her own 
words.</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying that court decisions influence policy is a simple statement of 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07441956 34194 87 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:39:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7441941" target=_blank>#72</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since policy must be crafted to adhere to court decisions, there is no way a 
court decision can not influence policy.</P> 
<P>Having courts that establish policy is another matter altogether. There is 
apparently scant evidence that she has ever done that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've looked, and I've found <EM>no</EM> evidence that she has ever tried to 
legislate from the bench. Zero. Nada. Zip. Zilch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07442006 34194 130 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:51:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7441975" target=_blank>#102</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The concern isn't that she has legislated from the bench, it's that she will 
now be in a position to do so. I agree there isn't evidence to show that she's 
done so to date, but the Supreme Court is a different creature, which does 
create policy from which the rest of government must follow.</P> 
<P>Knowing how she intends to use that immense power is a question that should 
be asked - and answered. It's a tremendous responsibility, and so far it looks 
like she's answering appropriately.</P> 
<P>Then again, so did Breyer and Souter, and both turned out to be far to the 
left of where they started.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that point, and understand the concern, but again, I haven't found 
anything in her past that indicates she'll suddenly come out as a radical left 
wing judicial activist once she's confirmed. If her rulings remain consistent 
with her record, she'll be pretty much a centrist - left on some things, right 
on others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07442017 34194 141 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:53:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7441984" target=_blank>#111</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW: I saw that video &amp; it's obvious Obama was not being snubbed but was 
in fact introducing US officials.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why I didn't post about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07442761 34194 332 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 12:51:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7442166" target=_blank>#274</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck on the New World Order, bible prophecy and the end of times...New 
Economic World Order</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>(With added biblical annotations)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my goodness. And people keep telling me Glenn Beck has been getting more 
moderate.</P> 
<P>He's going all the way into the Book of Revelation now. And he does it all 
with a sort of goofy, semi-deranged attitude with little comments to himself, as 
if he's his own audience.</P> 
<P>What a freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07442400 34195 166 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 11:18:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7442353" target=_blank>#121</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably could, but I don't know how.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're completely off-line right now. I'm getting an instant 'server not 
found' message, which means your DNS is down too.</P> 



<P>There's only so much traffic a single server can handle. But one thing you 
can do to increase that is to limit the size of the images on one page -- for 
example, the Holdren page was several megabytes in size. If every request for 
the page has to serve several megabytes, it doesn't take long at all until the 
traffic forces the server to give up.</P> 
<P>One way to approach it would be to use thumbnail images linked to full-size 
ones, so the main page isn't so huge...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07442421 34195 187 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 11:23:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7442411" target=_blank>#177</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I enjoyed the Flash tutorial a couple days ago. Is there an 
inexpensive way to get the Flash tools to create widgets like that or do you 
have to purchase the suite from Adobe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are lots of free or inexpensive graphics programs that can do similar 
glassy buttons, using the basic concepts from that tutorial. Check around the 
download sites for your platform...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07443916 34197 9 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 5:58:45pm  
 
<P>The British version will apparently include WiFi capability -- something the 
US version doesn't have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07443921 34197 10 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 5:59:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7443913" target=_blank>#8</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long before some gang robs a nerd of his kindle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll have to pry my Kindle from my cold, dead fingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07443945 34197 18 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 6:04:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7443931" target=_blank>#14</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Soon tyranny will not be able to block information anywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the great things about the Kindle. It's another step in the 
liberation of information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07443968 34197 29 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 6:10:50pm  
 
<P>Humans need to get a little smarter about filtering all this information, 
though. The downside of liberating information is that kooks suddenly have a 
voice too, and if they're obsessed enough they can become disproportionally 
influential despite being totally crazy.</P> 
<P>Troofers, Nirthers, need I say more?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07444497 34197 535 Charles Wed, Jul 15, 2009 9:12:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/7444471" target=_blank>#509</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.I reported my comment so maybe Charles will see it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've fixed the problem -- it was the new code that prevents multiple 
characters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445726 34199 7 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 8:47:10am  
 
<P>Senators are <A 
href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2009/07/sotomayor-hearings-
senators-word-count.html" target=_blank>out-talking Sotomayor 2 to 1</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to an unofficial word count, these guys are out-talking the 
nominee. Better than two senatorial words for each one of hers after only two 
days. And that was before Arlen Specter opened his mouth for questions.</P> 
<P>As of Wednesday morning, the senators had spouted 50,082 words. In response 
Judge Sotomayor had been able to utter barely 20,000 words (20,728, to be 
exact).</P> 
<P>Monday was the worst day: senators 23,175, Sotomayor 942.</P> 
<P>Some "hearing." Maybe they ought to call it a 
"talking."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445850 34199 102 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:18:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7445845" target=_blank>#97</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT...</P> 
<P><A target=_blank>Zelaya calls for Civil War to reinstate him.</A></P> 
<P>She could not answer a simple common law and Constitutional question.</P> 
<P>Is there a right to self defense?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the "right to self defense" in the Constitution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445861 34199 112 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:22:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7445858" target=_blank>#109</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2nd amendment - "bear" arms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 2nd Amendment does not say one word about a "right to self 
defense."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445888 34199 139 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:27:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7445875" target=_blank>#126</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 2d Amendment, the right to keep and bear arms is separate and distinct 
from the right of self defense, which is a common law concept. There is overlap 
between the two, since you can use firearms as self defense but there is no 
right to self defense in the US Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly -- that question was simply more meaningless 
grandstanding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07445909 34199 158 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:32:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7445891" target=_blank>#142</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She claims her words "fell flat" but read in context, she explicitly 
disagrees with O'Connor's assertion that men and women have equal capacity for 
wisdom. In Sotomayor's speech, she claims explicitly that the life experience of 
a Latina is intrinsically richer than a white male's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I cannot agree with this. Saying "I am not so sure I agree" is not the 
same as "explicitly disagreeing." And she did not claim that the life experience 
of a Latina is intrinsically richer.</P> 
<P>In fact, in the very next paragraph she explicity contradicted that idea, and 
said that it WAS quite possible for judges to render good decisions despite 
having different backgrounds. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I, like Professor Carter, believe that we should not be so myopic as to 
believe that others of different experiences or backgrounds are incapable of 
understanding the values and needs of people from a different group. Many are so 
capable. As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to me, nine white men on the Supreme 
Court in the past have done so on many occasions and on many issues including 
Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445931 34199 180 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:39:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7445926" target=_blank>#175</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“I would hope that a wise Latina woman with the richness of her experiences 
would more often than not reach a better conclusion [as a judge] than a white 
male who hasn’t lived that life.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I've never heard that before! She said that?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445948 34199 197 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:45:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7445944" target=_blank>#193</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You typed "And she did not claim that the life experience of a Latina is 
intrinsically richer."</P> 
<P>So, yes she did. Of course, your sarcasm has me running into the backyard to 
hide under a tree. It's getting to be a disappointing trend, whenever you're 
challenged.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, she did not. You're distorting her words.</P> 
<P>/no sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07445979 34199 228 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 9:54:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7445953" target=_blank>#202</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>The entire speech was examining the very issue of how much a judge's 
background and life experiences influence decisions. That was <EM>the purpose of 
the speech</EM>. I've read the entire thing several times, and in my opinion 
that sentence has been taken WAY out of context of the whole speech, which does 



<EM>not</EM> make the overall point that "Latinas are smarter and better than 
everyone else."</P> 
<P>The entire speech is almost 4000 words long, and she's being attacked over 32 
of those words, even though she explicitly, repeatedly qualifies those 32 words 
in that very speech.</P> 
<P>And she's now clarified this point over and over and over in these hearings, 
and said she phrased that one dreaded sentence badly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446018 34199 267 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:03:04am  
 
<P>It's absolutely true that Sotomayor should have been asked about the "wise 
Latina" comment, and she was. But bringing it up over and over and over and 
over, long after it's been answered to any reasonable person's satisfaction, is 
self-defeating and makes the GOP committee members look petty and partisan, and 
raises the possibility that it's at least partly driven by racism.</P> 
<P>The GOP seems intent on losing whatever Hispanic support they have left in 
the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446023 34199 272 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:05:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7446022" target=_blank>#271</A> 
aaronmartin1651</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well for my two cents, her comment about a "wise latina woman" hopefully 
making better decisions than a "white male who hasn't lived that life" is pretty 
indefensible. Imagine the outrage that would occur if a white man said, 
"Hopefully a white man with all his opportunity and successes in this life would 
make better decisions than a black man who hasn't live that life." There's 
nothing "inspirational" about it so her defense that she was trying to inspire 
doesn't wash. The statement was uncalled for, and she should disavow that 
statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446036 34199 283 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:09:31am  
 
<P>The fact that the GOP committee members just keep repeating a few points, and 
grandstanding endlessly, is real evidence of how little they could dig up on 
Sotomayor. If they had something real, they'd hit her with it. They wouldn't be 
focusing on 32 words from a speech she made 8 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446062 34199 308 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:15:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7446041" target=_blank>#287</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just commenting that I would prefer a discussion not just the obvious 
sarcastic replies - that's all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/301/7434616" target=_blank>Of 
course you do.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446073 34199 318 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:20:36am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7446061" target=_blank>#307</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that discussion isn't happening now even though her comments provide the 
opportunity for it. To a great many people her comments are completely 
justifiable even as I interpret them. Multiculturalists fully agree with her 32 
words. Their view is that truth values are unavoidably culturally tinged, so 
justice for one culture requires judges who know that culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If all I had to go on was those 32 words, I'd disagree too. But the whole 
speech is much more thoughtful and balanced than that out of context snippet 
makes it seem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446078 34199 323 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:21:42am  
 
<P>The speech is also posted here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.law.berkeley.edu/4982.htm" 
target=_blank>www.law.berkeley.edu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446089 34199 334 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:23:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7446079" target=_blank>#324</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There it is in all its glory.</P> 
<P>THE CONTEXT.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, not quite. Here's the real context, with the following paragraph that 
explicitly qualifies the "wise Latina" comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether born from experience or inherent physiological or cultural 
differences, a possibility I abhor less or discount less than my colleague Judge 
Cedarbaum, our gender and national origins may and will make a difference in our 
judging. Justice O'Connor has often been cited as saying that a wise old man and 
wise old woman will reach the same conclusion in deciding cases. I am not so 
sure Justice O'Connor is the author of that line since Professor Resnik 
attributes that line to Supreme Court Justice Coyle. I am also not so sure that 
I agree with the statement. First, as Professor Martha Minnow has noted, there 
can never be a universal definition of wise. Second, I would hope that a wise 
Latina woman with the richness of her experiences would more often than not 
reach a better conclusion than a white male who hasn't lived that life.</P> 
<P>Let us not forget that wise men like Oliver Wendell Holmes and Justice 
Cardozo voted on cases which upheld both sex and race discrimination in our 
society. Until 1972, no Supreme Court case ever upheld the claim of a woman in a 
gender discrimination case. I, like Professor Carter, believe that we should not 
be so myopic as to believe that others of different experiences or backgrounds 
are incapable of understanding the values and needs of people from a different 
group. Many are so capable. As Judge Cedarbaum pointed out to me, nine white men 
on the Supreme Court in the past have done so on many occasions and on many 
issues including Brown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446102 34199 347 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:28:39am  
 
<P>Sen. Sessions has no earlobes, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446164 34199 408 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:41:02am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7446098" target=_blank>#343</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about some context?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.gop.com/news/NewsRead.aspx?Guid=ce5cf66a-4ce0-4357-951f-
17187799e4e2" target=_blank>Link</A>, with links to the articles 
quoted</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice there are no links to the full statements in those cases. It looks 
like she was repeating the same speech on several occasions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446167 34199 411 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 10:42:31am  
 
<P>Note: repeating a written speech in several different places does not 
constitute further evidence that Sotomayor is a sekrit racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446252 34199 492 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 11:04:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/7446191" target=_blank>#435</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: her defense of the statement to the Senate is that it was a rhetorical 
flourish that fell flat. However, she seemed to like it enough to use is on many 
other occasions - and only ran from it during this confirmation process. You 
said that the phrase is taken out of context based on that one speech, whereas 
it's a favorite and recurring theme with her, apparently regardless of venue. 
So, it's either one or the other. And it speaks to her overall 
veracity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing my point. Those quotes seem to indicate that she gave the same 
exact speech on several occasions, in full -- in other words, she wrote the 
speech once, and gave it several times. This is standard practice for people who 
give speeches.</P> 
<P>And yes, she disavowed it in the hearings and said it was clumsily phrased. 
It's much easier to do this than attempt to introduce the full context of her 
speech, and on reflection, she probably does think it was an injudicious 
comment, especially after it was blown up into a big issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446255 34199 495 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 11:04:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/7446233" target=_blank>#474</A> 
apachegunner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just heard, listening to rush, that a latina news reporter for washington 
post said what soto really meant was than any latino, that is any latino, would 
be smarter than a white male. i suppose she wasn't really saying that right 
chuck?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446408 34200 36 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 11:39:29am  
 
<P>Whoa - Robert Morgenthau just said Sotomayor prosecuted a case called the 
"Tarzan murder" case, in which the criminal swung into New York windows from 
rooftops like Tarzan, shooting anyone in the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07446519 34200 132 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 12:06:48pm  
 
<P>Linda Chavez is presently ripping Sotomayor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446671 34200 277 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 12:36:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7446629" target=_blank>#239</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linda Chavez is pointing out that Sotomayor believes there should be 
proportional representation of races, religions &amp; ethnicity on the 
benches.</P> 
<P>Are we cool with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, she attributed that belief to Sotomayor, anyway. She should back it up 
with some citations before I'll take it at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446681 34200 286 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 12:40:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7446582" target=_blank>#194</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't gotten up to speed on all of the Holdren stuff yet, but in these 
quotes I don't see anything too radical -- nothing even close to the population 
control measures in "Ecoscience."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446694 34200 296 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 12:43:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7446689" target=_blank>#291</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I agree that it is not equal to what is found in Ecoscience. It is toned 
down but what I am seeing is that an intent or underlying philosophy 
remains.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you could look at this as evidence that the more extreme stuff in 
"Ecoscience" came from the Ehrlichs, since Holdren doesn't appear to advocate 
the same extreme measures in other writings from the time that didn't include 
Paul Ehrlich as a co-author.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446822 34200 418 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 1:13:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7446769" target=_blank>#368</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles? One question: What do you think of Paul Erlich?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honestly, I never read "The Population Bomb" or any of his other popular 
books, so my knowledge of him is limited to what I know from other sources 
(interviews, etc.). His predictions of disaster don't seem to have been borne 
out by reality, at least not on the timescales he projected, but I do think he 
wasn't completely wrong about the effects and consequences of overpopulation, 
and as a pop science writer he helped raise people's consciousness about a 
potentially very serious issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446967 34201 9 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 1:40:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7446963" target=_blank>#5</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't sound much like a "renunciation" to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But this definitely is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Holdren is not and never has been an advocate for policies of forced 
sterilization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07446970 34201 11 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 1:41:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7446964" target=_blank>#6</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder how many comments this thread will get then. And half the comments 
on the last thread were on this topic too. We sure know how to say "not much" in 
the most long-winded way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. Heh. As soon as I wrote that, I thought, "Wanna bet?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447073 34201 75 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:04:55pm  
 
<P>I'm not totally excusing Holdren here, by the way -- he does seem inclined to 
alarmism. But I don't think he's a believer in eugenics, and I don't think he's 
a sekrit advocate for forced abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447084 34201 85 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:08:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7447050" target=_blank>#58</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>He's right about one point -- Exxon <EM>has</EM> funded think tanks and 
organizations devoted to propagandizing against climate change 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447088 34201 89 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:09:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7447083" target=_blank>#84</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he did, 30 years ago, co-author a book which did advocate those things. 
Today he denounces them. Maybe I'm just a little too cynical, but I'm going to 
guess his sudden reconsideration of those long ago ideas has something to do 
with his new political appointment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I'd written a book in the 1970s, I'd probably be in jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447106 34201 107 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7447097" target=_blank>#98</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I no longer think it’s productive" does not mean "I was wrong." It does not 
mean "I was in thrall to an alarmist theory which events have proven was false." 
It does not mean "I have learned to be wary of trendy fashions in science." It 
certainly does not mean "I recognize that I endorsed certain things which even 
then were morally disgusting."</P> 



<P>All it means is "I recognize that continuing to espouse my former ideology 
will not get me where I want to go."</P> 
<P>And that--in one man's opinion--is far, far too little.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I no longer think it's productive to focus on optimum population" is what he 
said when asked about a different issue at his confirmation hearing. The current 
statement is unequivocal:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Holdren is not and never has been an advocate for policies of forced 
sterilization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447110 34201 111 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7447108" target=_blank>#109</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is Beck citing as the source of the story? He's been ripping of Alex 
Jones stories for a while now. I can usually predict the next conservative 
outrage because the stories appear on InfoWars and Stormfront about a week 
before the story breaks on Fox and right wing blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it could have come from infowars.com -- Alex Jones jumped all over 
this, without crediting zombie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447263 34201 260 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 2:51:29pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7447168" target=_blank>#167</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been reading some of Ehrlich's recent writings, over the last hour or 
two. My God, he's an out-and-out moonbat, ranting on about the Iraq War and Bush 
as if he was a commenter at Democratic Underground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I haven't paid any attention to his recent writing. Wouldn't surprise 
me, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07447457 34201 351 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 3:41:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/7447444" target=_blank>#347</A> Deseeded</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hahaha! Cut off!</P> 
<P>Anyways, bottomline. Don't believe me, I'm lying to you to make you feel 
comfortable that I really don't believe in murdering people to make sure my 
"piece of the pie" stays warm and comes with whipped cream.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing in Ecoscience about "murdering people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07448147 34201 393 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 6:34:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7447554" target=_blank>#368</A> Duane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he wrote a book about Creationism and "32 years later, he doesn’t endorse 
or recommend the ideas in it", methinks you wouldn't be as quick to let it 
slide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, if he had written a book advocating creationism 32 years ago, and 
renounced it today in the same unequivocal terms as he renounced the ideas in 
<EM>Ecoscience</EM>, I'd be giving him a big thumbs-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07448071 34204 11 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 6:14:31pm  
 
<P>The T-Bone Burnett record is really demented. It's great. "You're my friend, 
but I'm gonna kill you."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07448196 34204 87 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 6:51:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7448190" target=_blank>#81</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did we miss the celebration of the ascent of Ron Paul as leader of the GOP in 
Congress?</P> 
<P><A href="http://74.125.47.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:ronpaul.com+Unanimous+GOP+Support+for+Ron+Paul%E2%80%99s+Bill+to+
Audit+the+Federal+Reserve&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Unanimous GOP 
Support for Ron Paul’s Bill to Audit the Federal Reserve</A></P> 
<P>If Ron Paul can get all the Republicans in the House to follow him, doesn't 
that make him the <EM>de facto</EM> leader?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm moving to New Zealand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07448282 34205 5 Charles Thu, Jul 16, 2009 7:17:44pm  
 
<P>I stayed in the Marriott Hotel in Jakarta when I was there, 
twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07450366 34208 35 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 10:17:00am  
 
<P>The Center for Social Cohesion are the good guys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07450381 34208 48 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 10:21:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7450342" target=_blank>#19</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As used here, it means keeping a place or nation of one race or religion. The 
BNP uses it in a White Nationalist context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I see the reason for the confusion -- you're right, the name 
"Center for Social Cohesion" does sound a little bit like fascist codewords. As 
far as I know, they're anti-jihad but also strongly anti-
fascist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07450389 34208 56 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 10:28:02am  
 
<P>Notice on the cover of the report -- that very prominent symbol, the Odin's 
Cross, that also appears on Vlaams Belang leader Filip DeWinter's bookshelf in 
that infamous video we posted.</P> 
<P>We used to have people here at LGF who tried to argue it was unrelated to 
European fascism.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07450458 34209 13 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 10:44:16am  
 
<P>First smiley face or LOL, I'm outta there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07450830 34212 28 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 12:40:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7450800" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Powerline article relies pretty much exclusively on writings from 
Brussels Journal. BJ is a BNP supporting blog full of neo-fascists and paleocon 
freaks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Just added a note about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07452519 34212 188 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 8:19:23pm  
 
<P>I suggest you give yourself a timeout before I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07453840 34212 194 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 8:15:23am  
 
<P>It's sad and a little disgusting to see people in this thread who agree with 
the bigoted, totalitarian idea of "banning" Islam. If you want to advocate for 
this deeply stupid idea, you're going to have to do it somewhere else, because 
I'm going to delete any such comments. Try Pamela Geller's site, she's really 
into that kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454110 34212 197 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 10:38:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7453925" target=_blank>#195</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great post. Unfortunately it seems that the authorities in some areas aren't 
willing to protect the infidel population from islamist immigrant violence, 
assault, rape, and murder. Unless and until European governments are willing to 
do that, there will be increasing numbers of people who follow Wilders and 
worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more to it than that. People like Wilders and DeWinter stoke people's 
fears, exaggerate threats, and deliberately play on latent (sometimes not so 
latent) bigotry. That's what populists do -- they build their support base by 
making people think the threat is imminent and the end is near, and only the 
populist can save them.</P> 
<P>Please see the quote from a Power Line reader above -- Wilders' exaggeration 
of the demographic data is a perfect example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457318 34212 209 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 1:10:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7457161" target=_blank>#208</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/197/7454110" 
target=_blank>197</A>, Charles</P> 



<P>Question... this site was founded on your brilliant, heroic work to bring to 
public attention, the truth about the ROP. Are we now to criticize that work as 
a "stoking of people's fears"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, Vik, but please point out a post (any post) at LGF that advocates 
banning the Koran, or banning the religion of Islam.</P> 
<P>Hint: you can't. They don't exist. I have NEVER advocated such things, and 
never will. If you want to ban books and take away the fundamental right of 
freedom of religion, I suggest you find another blog to do it at -- and that's 
also something I've been telling people like you for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457609 34212 211 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 2:55:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7457527" target=_blank>#210</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please read my immediate previous comment, #<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/207/7456872" 
target=_blank>207.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, if the argument is, anything calling itself a religion must be protected, 
then I would like to hear what is proposed in answer to the question, "How are 
we to protect ourselves from Imams who call on Muslims to commit murder in the 
name of Islam?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At which mosques are the imams preaching murder, Vik? If you have information 
on this you should communicate to law enforcement about it, so they can protect 
you. That's their job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457755 34212 213 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 3:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7457720" target=_blank>#212</A> Vik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling the police is insufficient, since as I pointed out in the comment you 
quote, such preaching by imams is currently viewed as protected free 
speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are all these mosques where they're telling Muslims to go out and 
murder you, Vik? If you're going to argue that the problem of incitement to 
murder is such an imminent threat that we need to ban Islam, shouldn't you show 
some, you know, evidence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07452082 34213 378 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 5:55:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7451881" target=_blank>#376</A> landline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Your linking to "Media Matters" a partisan group that only attacks 
Conservatives; for example, you won't ever find any criticism of Olbermann on 
their site. I can't recall the last time you even remotely critical of a 
Democrat. What gives?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I linked to a recording of Glenn Beck's radio show at YouTube. Maybe you 
believe that all information from sources like Media Matters is somehow poisoned 
(maybe it has cooties?), but I don't care who pushed the record button. The 
recording speaks for itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07451919 34215 42 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 5:24:59pm  
 
<P>I hope everyone realizes that I'm not going to tolerate mean-spirited remarks 
about Walter Cronkite on the day of his death.</P> 
<P>If you can't help yourself and just have to vent your anger at Cronkite, go 
do it somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07451950 34216 4 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 5:31:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7451940" target=_blank>#1</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, check the spelling -- isn't it "Cronkite" with a 
"C"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I had a little brain fart there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07451972 34216 13 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 5:33:55pm  
 
<P>Most LGF readers don't need to be told this, but please note that any mean-
spirited comments about Cronkite will be deleted. If you can't restrain yourself 
from venting anger, do it somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07452021 34216 37 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 5:42:05pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, they're spewing hatred at Cronkite at Free 
Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07452121 34216 102 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 6:04:26pm  
 
<P>From Free Republic:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Payers for him - but he was a strident Atheist until he died.I don't wish 
that on him, but it is what it is.</P> 
<P>He HATED God. Hated Him.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.encyclopedia.com/doc/1G1-19559445.html" 
target=_blank>Walter Cronkite, for very good reasons the heartthrob of wholesome 
America, has sent out a letter for general circulation in behalf of "The 
Interfaith Alliance." The letter's purpose is to ask recipients of it to send 
money to the Alliance in order to combat the Christian Coalition. Mr. Cronkite 
intro- duces himself (as if that were necessary) by saying that in years gone by 
he needed to conceal his own strong opinions but now that he is no longer the 
anchorman of CBS, he feels free to ventilate these opinions.</A></P> 
<P>I can post whatever documentation you wish about that.</P> 
<P>Still - prayers for his soul - and good luck with what you believed 
Walter.</P> 
<P>If you are in Hell now - you now know Eternal Suffering and what it means to 
be wrong. Christ could have helped you.</P> 
<P>But not now. You made your choice.</P> 
<P>How terrible.</P> 
<P>74 posted on July 17, 2009 5:29:20 PM PDT by SkyPilot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Feel the good Christian love!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07452444 34216 317 Charles Fri, Jul 17, 2009 7:49:17pm  



 
<P>If you're a big enough asshole when you defy my rule about mean-spirited 
comments, I'll just block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07453858 34216 374 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 8:22:38am  
 
<P>Is there something unclear about this statement?</P> 
<P><STRONG>Most LGF readers don't need to be told this, but please note that any 
mean-spirited comments about Cronkite will be deleted. If you can't restrain 
yourself from venting anger, do it somewhere else.</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07453882 34216 376 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 8:35:35am  
 
<P>It's an absurd exaggeration to claim that Cronkite "single handedly lost the 
Tet offensive." By that point, American opinion had turned drastically against 
the war. Cronkite's editorial was one more straw on the camel's back, nothing 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454040 34219 81 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 10:04:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7453950" target=_blank>#7</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those look like footprints to somebody?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The resolution isn't good enough to distinguish individual footprints. You 
see the tracks they made in the lunar dust going back and forth from the lander 
to the instrument site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454118 34220 27 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 10:42:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7454093" target=_blank>#9</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul's sudden massive influence with the GOP is just another conspiracy 
theory. I don't believe hs is taken seriously in teh GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you're wrong. I've posted several articles showing that it's no 
conspiracy theory -- Ron Paul's influence definitely is growing in the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454128 34220 36 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 10:46:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7454122" target=_blank>#30</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a matter of degree of influence.I agree that his influence has 
increased, but he is far far far from leading the party and I just don't 
envision a time when Ron Paul is going to be setting the republican 
agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would qualify as "setting the republican agenda," if not getting 
unanimous GOP support for his Fed bill?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454182 34220 78 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 11:06:06am  
 



<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33601_The_Mainstreaming_of_Ron_Pau
l" target=_blank>The Mainstreaming of Ron Paul</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34067_The_Ron_Paul_Party" 
target=_blank>The Ron Paul Party?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454221 34220 115 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 11:27:14am  
 
<P>Two years ago, Ron Paul introduced the Federal Reserve Board Abolition 
Act.</P> 
<P>Not a single Republican signed on.</P> 
<P>This year he introduced the Federal Reserve Transparency Act.</P> 
<P>Every single House Republican signed on.</P> 
<P>Seems pretty clear. His influence is growing. A lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454234 34220 127 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 11:31:25am  
 
<P>By the way, the Federal Reserve Transparency Act is intended as a first step 
toward the abolition of the Fed. Ron Paul has been pretty clear about that. His 
abolition bill didn't get anywhere so he's starting with an audit; but everyone 
knows where it's going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454310 34220 201 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 12:14:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7454290" target=_blank>#181</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok. Having started out on this thread as an agnostic re: Paul's bill, I have 
formally converted to the belief that it sucks and is indeed 'the camel's nose 
under the tent'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's stealth legislation, the first step in a plan to abolish the Fed 
entirely. This bill will give Ron Paul a tool to dig for political angles of 
attack -- he says that in the video clip above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07454996 34224 16 Charles Sat, Jul 18, 2009 6:05:34pm  
 
<P>When the clown wakes up at the end it gets really scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07456885 34227 47 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 10:45:08am  
 
<P>The commenters are posting pictures of people being tarred and 
feathered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07456892 34227 52 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 10:46:20am  
 
<P>Commenters calling for millions of people to bring their guns when they march 
on Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457119 34227 250 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 11:59:08am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7457107" target=_blank>#245</A> 
MrPaulRevere</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the loons have a thread up about LGF already: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=Free+Republic+Founder+Calls+for+Revolution+
%28LGF%29&amp;ie=utf-8&amp;oe=utf-8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're screaming already! Isn't that nice. I see some claims that I confused 
Jim Robinson with "Jim Thompson." Please note: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_Republic" target=_blank>Free 
Republic</A>...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Founded in September 1996 as a sole proprietorship by Founder, Chairman and 
President James C. "Jim" Robinson[5] of Fresno, California, Free Republic opened 
to the general public in February 1997. Robinson filed for LLC status on 
September 11, 1998.[6] It has always been a for-profit company and donations 
have never been tax exempt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457199 34227 290 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 12:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7457166" target=_blank>#273</A> fire at 
night</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/littlegreenfootballs.com+freerepublic.com" 
target=_blank>I don't think they know who gets more page hits or has higher 
traffic ranking.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recommend relying on Alexa as an authority on "traffic rankings." 
It's worthless as a measure of general Internet usage. Their stats only come 
from people who have installed the Alexa toolbar -- a very tiny percentage of 
web users. And many anti-virus tools identify the Alexa toolbar as "spyware," so 
the percentage who install it is even tinier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457320 34229 25 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 1:12:39pm  
 
<P>Of course, as soon as I mention connectivity problems with YouTube and 
Amazon, they both clear right up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07457365 34230 1 Charles Sun, Jul 19, 2009 1:27:14pm  
 
<P>I might have mentioned something about Ron Paul's increasing influence in the 
GOP -- was it yesterday?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460258 34233 731 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 9:09:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/730/7459784" target=_blank>#730</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won't watch the clip, so maybe the way he said it makes it sound worse, but 
it reads pretty reasonable to me. The quote itself did not include any 
endorsement of this history, or claim that we should go back to a 90% white 



majority, or send ethnic groups "back where they came from," or any of the usual 
racist garbage you might expect.</P> 
<P>You should pick on the really crazy crap from these people, instead of the 
more reasonable quotes, or you risk gaining them some sympathy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you didn't watch it, but you still choose to defend Buchanan's white 
supremacist statements as "reasonable." Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07462533 34233 740 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 5:47:27pm  
 
 
 
<P>Why do Pat Buchanan supporters always show up at the end of the thread, long 
after everyone else has moved on to more recent posts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460530 34235 131 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:02:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7460498" target=_blank>#100</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never took the headline as $1,190,000 for one slice...did 
others?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, several blogs ran with the story that it was for one ham, including 
Instapundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460592 34235 191 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:10:34am  
 
<P>By the way, $1.50 a pound is a very good price for pre-sliced 
ham.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460606 34235 205 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:12:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7460586" target=_blank>#186</A> 
loudguitars</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did your research discover that this purchase of ham was made at 
almost double the prevailing price (78 cents) per pound at your local grocery 
store for an equal product?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, because that's not true. Pre-sliced ham goes for much more than $1.50 a 
pound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460650 34235 249 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:19:41am  
 
<P>$1.50 per pound is an excellent price for a sliced ham. Here in LA the lowest 
price I've found is about $4.00 a pound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460681 34235 279 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:23:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7460636" target=_blank>#235</A> 
rob.schmitt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was sold to us as a "<STRONG><EM>JOBS Program</EM></STRONG>".</P> 



<P>So, what jobs does this $100 Million create ??!!!As well, you can buy ham at 
your local super market for $.79 / lb.</P> 
<P>Sorry Charles, the <EM>FAIL</EM> belongs to you!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460738 34235 333 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:30:22am  
 
<P>I wonder how many people are going to pop in and repeat Drudge's lame excuse 
for that screw-up, without bothering to read the thread first?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460767 34235 355 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:33:24am  
 
<P>By the way, if you don't think people are repeating the <EM>false</EM> story 
that the government spent over $1M for one ham, check this out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=los+angeles+frozen+sliced+ham&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07460818 34236 19 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 10:43:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7460772" target=_blank>#11</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>I know, but the post is largely about the Marines; I changed the wording to 
avoid confusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461112 34237 103 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 12:06:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7461099" target=_blank>#92</A> Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why am I seeing so much right bashing here lately ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to identify the "right" as a bunch of conspiracy-spouting morons, 
go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461169 34237 157 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 12:15:49pm  
 
<P>Here come the Nirthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461195 34237 181 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 12:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7461150" target=_blank>#139</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<P>OK, that's one vote for letting the GOP become the party of raving 
kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461439 34237 317 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 1:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7461428" target=_blank>#312</A> 
Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>but I am merely in disagreement with the whole premise of "is Drudge lying" 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither I nor anyone else accused Drudge of "lying."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07463076 34237 369 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 7:58:26pm  
 
<P>As usual, when the thread starts to get old and they know they won't have to 
face as much opposition, the Nirthers and LGF-bashers come out to 
play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461593 34239 22 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 1:37:03pm  
 
<P>Countdown to the first comment defending what Terry said...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461616 34239 34 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 1:41:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7461609" target=_blank>#30</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True - ignoring the #$!! out of them would be best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a little hard to ignore them when they're killing doctors in 
churches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461621 34239 37 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 1:42:56pm  
 
<P>That didn't take long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07461675 34239 81 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 1:52:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7461638" target=_blank>#51</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough. I would make a distinction between those guilty of crimes, those 
guilty of inciting crimes and those who just shoot off their mouth on the 
fringes of legality in order to get press. Its the latter that should be 
ignored.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Terry is not just a loudmouth or a publicity hound. He's someone with a lot 
of crazed followers, and he is not just mouthing off when he threatens violence. 
It's not a good idea to ignore or dismiss him -- people who follow this freak 
have killed before, and probably will again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07462649 34242 9 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 6:26:19pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity is repeating the incredibly stupid Hamgate story right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07462715 34242 46 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 6:39:24pm  
 
<P>I'm very sad about what's become of Pajamas Media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07462774 34242 98 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 6:47:25pm  
 
<P>Let's test it. Here we go. Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07462842 34242 160 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 6:54:06pm  
 
<P>Testing again.</P> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07463214 34244 32 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 8:32:23pm  
 
<P>So far today, I've received hate mail from:</P> 
<P>1) a Kindle hater (yes, really)</P> 
<P>2) two Nirthers, enraged by my mockery of their obsession</P> 
<P>3) a Pat Buchanan fan</P> 
<P>4) a Robert Spencer fan</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07463225 34244 42 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 8:33:31pm  
 
<P>Oh yes, and two people who are enraged over the dreaded ham 
incident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07463379 34244 97 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 9:00:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7463272" target=_blank>#81</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but did you get the "Gift certificate" I sent you for a biking or jazz 
T-Shirt of your choice from the Zionist Mall as a token of 
appreciation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must have missed it -- let me check...</P> 
<P>Oh yes, there it is -- thank you! I'll have a look at the Zionist Mall 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07463290 34245 17 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 8:46:35pm  
 
<P>Here's the Kindle-hater's email. Apparently I'm supposed to be freaking out 
because Amazon deleted those Orwell books.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to say good buy. Can't handle you any longer. The peoplewho 
bought "1984" and "Animal Farm" are protected by the "good faith'concept. The 
owners of the rights to these novels can sue the violatorsof their copyright but 
cannot go after those people who bought the bookin "good faith".You've jumped 
the shark!When Amazon settles out of court, I hope you will be embarrassed, 
NOT!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07463298 34245 22 Charles Mon, Jul 20, 2009 8:47:23pm  
 
<P>I mean it! This is good buy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465184 34245 568 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 9:32:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/7463867" target=_blank>#555</A> Van 
Helsing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I saw 'Fitna' and didn't find it be "extreme anti-Muslim hate."</P> 
<P>Wilders has some supporters that he needs to go out of his way to tell 'piss 
off' because no one needs the likes to get their message across and the likes of 
Geller and Spencer and their associations with VB and BNP are less than 
helpful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point, by a mile. Wilders didn't just pick up those 
"supporters" by accident somehow -- he sought them out, and encouraged those 
associations. He's never going to tell them to 'piss off.' That's his 
base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465696 34248 27 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:08:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7465680" target=_blank>#17</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree with your contention that the GOP are likely going to lose because 
of the creationist policies of their top tier candidates (Pawlenty, Jindal, 
etc.).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no doubt that this is a serious losing issue for the GOP; 
it's part of the overall perception -- not entirely mistaken -- that GOP 
politicians are anti-intellectual and anti-science. Almost every top GOP 
politician espouses creationism; this is a real problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465704 34248 32 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:09:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7465692" target=_blank>#24</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin didn't reverse her position, she never said it. Get it 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. Sarah Palin did say she was in favor of teaching creationism, 
then reversed her position. It's well documented, and I don't know why you're 
denying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465749 34248 68 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:16:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7465731" target=_blank>#52</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31488_Palins_Creationism_Statement
s-_Distorted_by_Right_and_Left" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31417_Video-
_Sarah_Palin_on_Social_Issues" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did you leave out this link, that shows very clearly that she DID say she 
wanted to teach creationism?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31088_Sarah_Palin_and_Creationism" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a fact. Sarah Palin changed her position when she was criticized for 
wanting to teach creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465779 34248 98 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:20:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7465770" target=_blank>#89</A> tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You write: "So I was disturbed to learn of Sarah Palin’s apparent support for 
creationism. However, as I posted in a comment earlier, she does not appear to 
be the fanatical type who wants to force or sneak the teaching of creationism 
into public school science classrooms."and:"Looks like Palin made an off-the-
cuff statement during a debate on a hot topic, didn’t really expect the 
criticism she’d get, and then softened her position considerably in a follow-up 
interview. But to quote just the first part of her statements on creationism and 
ignore the second is misleading; because in the clarification she’s describing a 
position that doesn’t cause me (a staunch anti-creationist) any 
discomfort."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. She changed her position. She advocated teaching creationism, 
was criticized for it, and then backed away from the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465789 34248 108 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:23:26am  
 
<P>Creationism is far from the only problem the GOP has. It's the tip of the 
iceberg, showing the death grip the religious right has on the party, driving 
politicians to support anti-science positions despite the fact that science 
education is more important than ever before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465804 34248 122 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:24:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7465790" target=_blank>#109</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said that it was an off the cuff comment, and in subsequent posts stated 
unequivocally that she has never pushed ID in the schools. So, to say she 
reversed her position, which sounds like she has pushed it, is not accurate. 
AND, when other places stated that she did support it during the election, you 
took them to task, which is what I linked to. So, it's either one or the 
other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She said she wanted to teach intelligent design. Then she changed her 
position. I have no idea why you're denying this when the words are right in 
front of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465831 34248 149 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:31:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7465816" target=_blank>#134</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're overstating one comment [vs. a long list of comments to the contrary] 
to compare it to other politicians who have pushed the idea a lot harder. I read 
every single one of your posts on her and ID and what you're saying today is way 
different than what you said when you were defending her. No worries - people 
can read what you wrote today vs. the previous posts and make up their own 
minds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. Here are Sarah Palin's two statements, side by side:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Teach both. You know, don’t be afraid of education. Healthy debate is so 
important, and it’s so valuable in our schools. I am a proponent of teaching 
both.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Followed by:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“I don’t think there should be a prohibition against debate if it comes up in 
class. It doesn’t have to be part of the curriculum.”</P> 
<P>She added that, if elected, she would not push the state Board of Education 
to add such creation-based alternatives to the state’s required 
curriculum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a reversal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465881 34248 196 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:41:08am  
 
<P>Sarah Palin's comments about wanting to teach creationism, by the way, 
seriously damaged the GOP's chances in the last election, despite her subsequent 
reversal. Again, this is a pretty straightforward fact -- it was an issue, and 
not a small one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465898 34248 213 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:44:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7465868" target=_blank>#184</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you say so, but you've had a reversal as well. It wasn't a problem then, 
it apparently is now. Like I said, no worries, readers can make up their own 
minds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No reversal here at all. I wanted Obama to be defeated, so I publicized 
Palin's reversal of her position on creationism. It was too late, the damage was 
done.</P> 
<P>But I was exceedingly clear in my post that I was NOT OK with her first 
stated position, that she wanted to teach "both."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465929 34248 244 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:51:42am  
 
<P>Hate mail incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465939 34248 254 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 11:53:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7465917" target=_blank>#232</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The president has very little influence on the content of school curricula. 
It is not a federal issue. I think in fact that Bush himself was a creationist 
in his personal beliefs, but he neither tired to nor had the power to puish that 
agenda in the classroom. So Palin's creationist beliefs mean little to me, 
politically. In fact, governors like Pawlenty and Palin have more power over 
school curricula than the president does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree. The Presidency is the world's biggest podium, and 
presidents do have the power to advance and promote social agendas. Having an 
activist creationist like Bobby Jindal (or one of the other GOP politicians in 
the Discovery Institute's pocket) in that position could be 
disastrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07465988 34248 301 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:06:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7465947" target=_blank>#262</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry I never got that impression. The MSM making her out to be an imbecile 
on foreign policy hurt alot more. Not to mention the hatchet job they did on her 
family and her personal choices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=%2Bpalin+%2Bcreationism&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466017 34248 329 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:12:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7465992" target=_blank>#305</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.factcheck.org/elections-2008/sliming_palin.html" 
target=_blank>www.factcheck.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to refute my point that creationism was a negative issue for 
Sarah Palin? Because all it does is reinforce it.</P> 
<P>And in case you missed it, I pointed out the very same things in that 
Factcheck.org article, long before they did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466046 34248 358 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7466027" target=_blank>#339</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So her position was that creationism should be advocated in the public 
schools? Then Fact Check is wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Teach both. You know, don’t be afraid of education. Healthy debate is so 
important, and it’s so valuable in our schools. <STRONG>I am a proponent of 
teaching both.</STRONG>”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466053 34248 365 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:20:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7466021" target=_blank>#333</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you prefer a conservative candidate who was a self declared 
atheist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have be an atheist to reject creationist pseudo-
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466091 34248 400 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:27:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7466067" target=_blank>#378</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't ask you if you had to be an atheist. I asked, if you had a choice 
between a creationist and an atheist, that's the choice, would you vote for the 
atheist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All other things being equal, and assuming I didn't have problems with other 
positions, I would vote for anyone other than a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07466123 34248 432 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:34:31pm  
 
<P>The whole point of posting about this, by the way, is to try to inform people 
about a serious problem in the GOP. If you just sit back and say "It doesn't 
matter, it's not important, who cares," you probably are going to end up in a 
position where you have to choose between a creationist or a Democrat.</P> 
<P>And in that situation, the Democrats are going to win. The Republican Party 
is losing share in America, big time, and it's at least partly because sane 
people don't speak out against the fanatical domination of the party by 
religious extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466215 34248 523 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 12:56:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7466199" target=_blank>#507</A> MTF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you say <I>"In other words, if local school boards want to teach 
nonsensical pseudo-science to schoolchildren, Pawlenty’s just fine with that. 
After all, he believes the pseudo-science himself."</I></P> 
<P>I disagree with your interpretation of his position. From the little I've 
read about Pawlenty I don't see anything that says he himself believes in 
"pseudo-science".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design is something that, in my view, is plausible and credible 
and something that I personally believe in...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466299 34248 580 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 1:12:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7466287" target=_blank>#571</A> MTF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, even though I disagree with Charles's interpretation of 
Pawlenty's position, as expressed in the Brokaw interview comments 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not an "interpretation" to say that Pawlenty believes in creationism. 
Those are his very words. Again, the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Intelligent design is something that, in my view, is plausible and credible 
and something that I personally believe in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466435 34248 612 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 1:42:32pm  
 
<P>Comments complaining about this topic will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466461 34248 613 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 1:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7466414" target=_blank>#610</A> mrkwong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think creationism is, in and of itself, going to be an issue that 
costs the GOP the White House.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is why I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>... it’s <STRONG>one reason</STRONG> why Democrats control both houses of 
Congress...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I strongly believe that. It's anecdotal evidence, but I personally know 
quite a few people who see the GOP as the creationist party, and dislike it for 
that reason -- among others.</P> 
<P>Apart from the anecdotes, though, the GOP's market share in American politics 
is at an all-time low. Creationism isn't the only reason, but it certainly is 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07466647 34248 616 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 2:16:42pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/Republicans-Democrats-Differ-
Creationism.aspx" target=_blank>Republicans, Democrats Differ on 
Creationism</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467165 34248 628 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 4:21:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7467099" target=_blank>#626</A> 
spankerfish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>am i missing something in the incessant creationist vs. evolution 
posts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they're so "incessant" that this is the only post on creationism 
currently on the front page.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what's wrong with teaching both? i went to a Christian school that taught 
there are two modes of thought - creation and the Big Bang. that's an 
issue?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467585 34252 11 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:22:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7467575" target=_blank>#9</A> Pigtown Water 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm fascinated, since I am new to this, and just got a Kindle.The deletion of 
notes is what bothers me especially.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bothered a lot of people. Me too. But Amazon knows they blew it, and they say 
they won't do it again. I believe them -- it's just good business.</P> 
<P>This is a new area of technology, and we'll probably see more screw-ups like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467608 34252 20 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:27:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7467601" target=_blank>#17</A> 
TwinkietheKid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not interested in buying one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool - that's your right. I use my Kindle every single day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467611 34252 21 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:28:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7467605" target=_blank>#18</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As much as I've been lusting after the Kindle, and I'm a loyal Amazon 
customer in general, I will be eager to see what B&amp;N has to 
offer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, their e-book store is mostly composed of Google's library of public 
domain titles -- it doesn't compare to Amazon's catalog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467626 34252 33 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:34:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7467614" target=_blank>#23</A> 
ihateronpaul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazon is saying it was a mistake for damage control. It was completely 
intentional. Apple has the ability to "remotely remove iphone apps," so this 
isn't just some sort of conspiracy. It is scary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to the new digital era. I don't think it's scary at all. Businesses 
that do things that irritate consumers will lose -- Amazon has undoubtedly lost 
quite a few sales over this controversy, for example. For companies that want to 
succeed, there's a very strong incentive to behave as responsibly as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467659 34252 58 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:43:45pm  
 
<P>Someone just emailed a link to their new anti-Obama t-shirt site, hoping I'd 
promote it. They found it through a site that lists the "top ten conservative 
blogs."</P> 
<P>The logo says "I Hope He Fails."</P> 
<P>I guess they don't read LGF much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467726 34252 113 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7467716" target=_blank>#104</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, this is what I don't get. We're lobbyists. In our world, if you want our 
opinion you write a check first.</P> 
<P>/no free lunch</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Exactly. If they want to advertise their product, we have Blogads. 
There's a link to click.</P> 
<P>But they're hoping I'm such a dumb ideologue that I'll promote it for 
free.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467736 34252 122 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 6:59:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7467723" target=_blank>#110</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Kindle is the hardware (like an IPod -- the device); the software are the 
"books" in digital/electronic format which you download...and yeah, apparently, 
they can wipe it off the Kindle, should they choose to do so...(just as Apple 
could, theoretically, "delete" some apps, the moment you "sync" your 
IPod)..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I seriously doubt they will use that power again. This was bad publicity for 
Amazon, and they don't sell their products when people feel bad about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467794 34252 177 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7467781" target=_blank>#165</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there are some who don't think that is scary at all. I read that up 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's scary. Amazon says they'll never do it again, and I 
believe them because it would be self-defeating after this uproar.</P> 
<P>I guess I have more faith in the free market than you do. Nobody is forcing 
anyone to buy Kindles. It's very much in Amazon's self-interest not to do 
something like this again, and they apparently realize it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467814 34252 193 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:24:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7467807" target=_blank>#188</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Witch would be even more frightening because a delete everyone at least 
notices right awayWhat if a writer was sorry for something he wrote and gets an 
update out to change what he saidSuppose it is a new publication that is 
completely electronic then nobody would have proof of what the original was or 
even that there ever was a modification</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. Get a grip. If you think a company like Amazon could pull off that 
kind of sekrit editing in the digital age, when everyone is connected via the 
Internet, you're dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467818 34252 197 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:25:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7467809" target=_blank>#190</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As knowledgeable about technology as I am, there is no way I could make the 
comment you made above. So, you got that wrapped up 100 percent. There is no way 
they would do this again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what they promised. Do you seriously think they'd break that promise, 
after this onslaught of bad publicity? I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467822 34252 201 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:28:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7467820" target=_blank>#199</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, if someone last month said to me that there is a possibility that 
Amazon would go into a Kindle from their end and delete content, I would 
probably have been dreaming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the first time this issue has come up in human history. Did Amazon 
get it wrong? Yes, they did - and they admitted it and promised that they've 
learned their lesson and won't do it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07467842 34252 219 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:38:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7467836" target=_blank>#214</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That simply isn't true as I have show already by quoting a part from that 
slate article and with 10 minutes on google I could give you a dozen more 
examples</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So please do -- give me some more example of e-books that were sold under 
false pretenses, and then deleted from e-book readers.</P> 
<P>I'll wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467857 34252 232 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:43:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7467846" target=_blank>#223</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to misspell secret to show your contempt for my opinion and 
I'm not wearing a tin foil hat thank you</P> 
<P>I'm not making anything up all this stuff already happened before just not as 
high profile as with amazon</P> 
<P>it's 4:37 am here now but I'll google you a list of examples tomorrow if that 
may convince</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every book available in an electronic edition through the Kindle is also 
available in hard copy. How long do you think it would take for the word to get 
out that Amazon was editing the Kindle versions, if they were ever so foolish as 
to do something like that?</P> 
<P>I give it about 4 minutes, tops. And Amazon knows it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467870 34252 244 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:47:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7467863" target=_blank>#237</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on if you have to narrow the definition down to "e-books that were sold 
under false pretenses, and then deleted from e-book readers." you know you 
already lost</P> 
<P>anyway I'll come back tomorrow getting in to an online fight aftr a drinking 
night is never a good idea</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"E-books sold under false pretenses" is the topic of this thread. You said 
you were going to come up with numerous examples where this has happened. Why do 
I have the feeling you won't be able to come up with any?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07467882 34252 253 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 7:55:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7467875" target=_blank>#248</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hmmm...according to that Slate article, the "problems" occurred due to 
"Someone uploaded bootlegged copies using the Kindle Store's self-publishing 
system" -- "self-publishing system" ? ! ? well, gee whiz, i wonder how that 
happened...(o brother, might have more to do with amazon's "self-publishing" 
system? maybe?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anyone can put a book up for sale through the Kindle, by signing up for 
Amazon's Digital Text Platform. After this debacle, I'm sure they're going to 
start monitoring the submissions more carefully to make sure they have the right 
to publish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07469787 34252 401 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 10:07:30am  
 
<P>Please note that every time you update your system software, on a Mac or a 
PC, you are granting the updater unrestricted access to everything on your 
computer. It's a bit inconsistent to get hot and bothered about Amazon's ability 
to do this with the Kindle, when companies have the same abilities to alter, 
delete, and steal your data from your computers, mobile phones, PDAs, etc.</P> 
<P>The Kindle is far from unique in this respect.</P> 
<P>It's not in a company's self-interest to piss off their customers; that's 
what prevents abuse in this area. And Amazon seems to be very aware of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471182 34252 407 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 2:39:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7470929" target=_blank>#406</A> 
Ezekiel2517</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Computers have the ability to produce hardcopy, or to store backups of data 
on removable media.</P> 
<P>Are you trying to tell me that Microsoft can erase all of my 
DVDs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, and you can also back up what's on a Kindle. That doesn't change the 
fact that by granting Microsoft or Apple permission to update your system 
software, you're granting them unlimited access to everything on your computer. 
Erasing data isn't the only thing they could do, if they wanted.</P> 
<P>The point is that they DON'T abuse this power, because it's not in their 
interest to do so. And the same applies to Amazon and the 
Kindle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478879 34252 412 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:41:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7475791" target=_blank>#410</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not.If you insist on moving the goal posts then I see no no point in 
trying to convince you with evidence of numerous companies/third-parties 
deleting/altering the property of consumers without their consent . I say let 
the audience be the judge of our discussion themselves since you cannot be 
convinced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, you have nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478887 34252 413 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:42:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7475801" target=_blank>#411</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not without breaking the law!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oh, bullshit. Plug the kindle into a USB port, and it shows up as a disk on 
your desktop, from which you can very easily back up everything on it. It is NOT 
against the law to do this.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07468036 34253 34 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 8:38:03pm  
 
<P>Klinghoffer is getting absolutely reamed in the comments for his ridiculous 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07468077 34253 59 Charles Tue, Jul 21, 2009 8:48:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7468039" target=_blank>#36</A> 
SuperdaveTWC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nevertheless, historically speaking, many racist and eugenicist ideologues 
anchored their ideologies and merciless inhuman actions (including the 
Holocaust) on the concept of "Survival of the Fittest" which they gleaned from 
Darwin's publications and from further scientific publications regarding 
evolutionary biology. This fact is not arguable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is very arguable, because Charles Darwin never used the term 
"survival of the fittest."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07469936 34253 1543 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 10:40:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1372/7469447" target=_blank>#1372</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we're crapping on David Horowitz now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you have so little respect for my position on the issue of support for 
fascists, why are you still posting comments at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07469888 34255 148 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 10:30:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7469881" target=_blank>#141</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is it possible <B>you</B> might be called as a "witness" by 
SeeBS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very doubtful. The last thing <EM>any</EM> of these people want to do is to 
get into the actual issue of the fraudulent documents. Neither CBS nor Rather 
want to admit they were duped in one of the stupidest conspiracies in 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471539 34260 87 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 4:26:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7471518" target=_blank>#67</A> iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the article. The title is bullshit. She did no such 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looked like it to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471546 34260 93 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 4:27:36pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7471537" target=_blank>#85</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>bullshit Killgore...and you know it...you are better than 
that</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's "bullshit" at all. Liz Cheney weaseled around and refused 
to outright denounce the crazies. She was very clearly pandering to the wacko 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471728 34260 228 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:09:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7471570" target=_blank>#115</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO! Read the article. The title is bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The title is not bullshit. Liz Cheney was given a chance to denounce that 
insanity, and she weaseled out of it, more than once. She was pandering to the 
nuts. You can deny it if you like, but it was dead obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471784 34260 231 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7471568" target=_blank>#113</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please, a moment of sobriety. Liz clearly had no desire to even address this 
bullshit and she kept trying to steer the conversation to the real issues. She 
wouldn't condescend to touch the birthers. It would be like asking Julia Child 
to endorse a non-dairy whipped topping.</P> 
<P>That conservatives would attack Liz Cheney, one of the most hard-headed, 
clear-eyed, and articulate spokespersons of conservative causes over the nirth 
certifikat issue, has handed a measure of success to the forces of 
idiocy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- what hands success to the forces of idiocy is when people like Liz 
Cheney refuse to speak out against the idiocy. And people who advocate ignoring 
this stuff, or just accepting the kooks because we "need" them, are deluding 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471795 34260 233 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:14:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7471612" target=_blank>#156</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I typed, then deleted, a post to that effect. I'd rather not give these 
sillies any publicity or stoop to answer them. Let them duke it out with the 
nuts on the other side who think George Bush crashed the planes into the Twin 
Towers. But then it's not my blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true, it's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07472098 34260 241 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7471822" target=_blank>#235</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There's plenty of other ammo with which to criticize ???. That said...what if 
there really <STRONG><EM>IS</EM></STRONG> something to this 
story?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*Facepalm*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07472500 34260 243 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 6:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7472471" target=_blank>#242</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The federal bill would require that IN THE FUTURE candidates would have to 
provide proofs of the qualifications required by the Constitution.</P> 
<P>As a matter of fact, I read some months ago that several (or many or most) 
state boards of election have already, without fanfare, written that requirement 
into their rules for FUTURE ballots.</P> 
<P>What’s wrong with that? Most people have to show proof of qualifications when 
they apply for a job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This federal bill would not even exist if it weren't for the Nirthers. It is 
<EM>pandering</EM> to the conspiracy nuts, very deliberately, for political 
purposes. That's what's wrong with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478648 34260 265 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 8:42:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7476145" target=_blank>#261</A> velsin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a former resident of a communist country, and now current citizen of the 
USA, I am sincerely concerned that people are calling their fellow citizens 
mentally ill for asking questions that raise real constitutional issues with 
respect to the presidency. I did not leave a totalitarian state where 
questioning authority could lead to being branded an "crazy person" who was sent 
to a gulag, only to receive a similar reception here. Whether or not President 
Obama's birth certificate is authentic is not the issue, the issues is the lack 
of respect that legitimate questions are treated with by an ignorant and supine 
press.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These "questions" deserve NO respect. They've been answered, over and over. 
This conspiracy theory is insane, and anyone who continues to rant about it 
should be treated exactly like a lunatic on a street corner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07471905 34261 208 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:22:44pm  
 
<P>Is anyone going to ask him about his campaign promise that his health care 
plan would save every American about $2500 a year in health care costs?</P> 
<P>What happened to that promise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07472077 34261 379 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:36:04pm  
 
<P>Nationalized health care is going to <EM>lower</EM> the deficit?</P> 
<P>Go ahead, pull my other leg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07472226 34261 527 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:48:35pm  
 
<P>Constraint! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07472281 34261 581 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 5:52:08pm  
 
<P>New thread posted since this one's filling up fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07472976 34263 71 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 7:50:52pm  
 
 
 
<P>There are no words to express how badly it sucks that Media Matters is all 
over this. But of course, they would be. And I don't blame them.</P> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/200907220051" target=_blank>Unlike 
Dobbs, some conservative media think birthers are 
'nutburgers'.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07473022 34263 111 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 8:00:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7472988" target=_blank>#81</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but I'm about to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly suggest you set up a password on your Wifi network ASAP. Leaving 
it wide open to anonymous logins is an invitation to disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07473039 34263 127 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 8:04:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7473030" target=_blank>#119</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrea Shea King did not write the letter.S.N., Lacey, from WA 
did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read through her blog, though, you'll very quickly discover that she 
<EM>could</EM> have written that letter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07473094 34263 180 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 8:18:01pm  
 
<P>Freepers are snarling at me again like rabid chihuahuas. I'm a bad 
conservative because I won't go insane like they have.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2298711/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07473123 34263 208 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 8:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7473100" target=_blank>#185</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see a lot of support for you too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "hatred" to "support" ratio is running about 9:1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07473132 34263 217 Charles Wed, Jul 22, 2009 8:29:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7473124" target=_blank>#209</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if the right wing kooks are killing the GOP, which I agree they are, then 
they must be a voting power...how do we purge them and still have the votes to 
displace the donks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless the GOP gets rid of these raving freaks, they don't <EM>deserve</EM> 
to displace the Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475088 34263 649 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:52:23am  
 
<P>You know, I've absolutely had it with people who won't drop the birth 
certificate insanity. If you promote this crap at LGF, you're going to lose your 
account. This will be the last warning I give.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475018 34265 36 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:42:40am  
 
<P>Please don't link to Lawrence Auster's racist hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475052 34265 65 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:47:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7475048" target=_blank>#62</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did somebody link to the pro-Palin racist article? I was looking for a cache 
of that one earlier. Paulians and stormfront are all worked up over that one 
this morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The PDF of the police report is hosted at Auster's site. He's all over this, 
of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475060 34265 72 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:48:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7475048" target=_blank>#62</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did somebody link to the pro-Palin racist article? I was looking for a cache 
of that one earlier. Paulians and stormfront are all worked up over that one 
this morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475292 34265 297 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 10:20:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7475265" target=_blank>#270</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's stop playing off near spellings of a very bad word. That kind of thing 
can give a blog a bad name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm deleting those comments, and if it continues I'll block 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475373 34265 378 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 10:29:23am  



 
<P>Someone posted a comment with some really wacked HTML in it, and it rogered 
the thread. Reload the page, it's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475401 34265 406 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 10:32:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7475378" target=_blank>#383</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And special protection</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't like it, I suggest you stop posting comments here. You were way 
out of line in your comments to Killgore, and I'm extremely tired of the 
constant sniping at him. He's a valued commenter at this site, and the constant 
bullying is getting on my last nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07475458 34265 462 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 10:42:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7475438" target=_blank>#442</A> 
Nevergiveup</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've deleted 2 or so out of thousands of my comments and yes they had to do 
with KT. Fine I'll never respond to him again but I find that rather one sided, 
but it is your site. So you'll never have to delete me again for making any 
comment what so ever on that subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get a vote, and yes, I'm sick and tired of this crap. Killgore 
Trout has contributed a lot of value to LGF, and the people who are trying to 
drive him off the site are not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476210 34267 6 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 12:33:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7476205" target=_blank>#4</A> Iron Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Words fail me. I don't see what is supposedly so bad about it. It is miles 
and miles less "racist" than many things the Left published about Condi 
Rice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't see what's bad about that?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476243 34267 22 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 12:39:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7476241" target=_blank>#21</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who would even <EM>think</EM> that this is appropriate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a look at this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476300 34267 72 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 12:48:24pm  
 
<P>Not a single person on that mailing list apparently objected to this. It had 
to be brought to the surface by a leftist website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07476312 34267 84 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 12:51:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7476293" target=_blank>#65</A> Semper 
Gumbi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Umm, I think someone posted this picture in the spin-off links yesterday or 
the day before. I don't recall any outrage then. Is the outrage as much because 
some leftist site has called attention to the picture, as the racist imagry of 
the picture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please show me where that spinoff is posted. Whoever put that crap on my site 
is going to lose their account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476396 34267 166 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:04:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7476355" target=_blank>#125</A> 
IslandLibertarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'd take that pic down.Link only with disclaimer.No need to show 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. This picture needs to be seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476504 34267 271 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7476495" target=_blank>#262</A> 
ackomanyuki</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476526 34267 293 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7476519" target=_blank>#286</A> mockery 
jones</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476585 34267 351 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7476577" target=_blank>#344</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, but the cover that The New Yorker had of Barry and Michelle before the 
election was ok?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? When did I ever say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476600 34267 366 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:35:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7476591" target=_blank>#357</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a leftist publication, the New Yorker, which published the image of 
Barack and Michelle Obama.</P> 
<P>I think Walter L. Newman was speaking to the double standards of leftists, 
who would defend that, but decry the racism of the witch doctor 
image.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm very familiar with the story.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30633_New_Yorker_Cover-
_Clever_or_Stupid" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And you can see from what I posted that I NEVER said it was 
"OK."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476691 34267 453 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 1:52:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/7476670" target=_blank>#433</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF Spy is a powerful tool. Thanks, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's interesting to watch the sneaky racists going through and updinging 
racist comments, who are too cowardly to actually post anything 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476829 34267 585 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:18:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/7476827" target=_blank>#583</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>frankly this looks like something the left would do to discredit the 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476858 34267 612 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:24:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/7476852" target=_blank>#606</A> jwing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised that LGF posted this image -- it doesn't seem within the usual 
editorial care I've seen. It's a pretty low piece of junk.Yes, I know it's not 
as bad as lots of stuff done against Bush, Cheney, Condi, etc. But that's not a 
reason to a) create such garbage, and b) give it wider audience by being up on 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is absolutely 100% as bad as anything a leftist ever posted. This is flat-
out racism.</P> 
<P>I'm sick of being associated with people who do this kind of crap, and if I 
have a chance to blow the whistle on them, I'm going to take it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476882 34267 635 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7476856" target=_blank>#610</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it is so bad unless your a KKK'ER or NAZI who else would like it?frankly when 
i was a radical leftist sometimes we did do things like this to make the right 
look bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was posted by a conservative tea party activist, to a conservative mailing 
list. There's no doubt whatsoever about this. He's admitted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476933 34267 686 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:37:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7476931" target=_blank>#684</A> Patriot</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THOUGHT EXPERIMENT:1. Will there ever come a day when this picture is okay?2. 
Why/why not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07476943 34267 696 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:38:44pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>This is not LGF's finest hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477025 34267 775 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:52:51pm  
 
<P>I'm finished putting up with sniping comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477052 34267 799 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 2:58:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/7477051" target=_blank>#798</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must say I'm appalled - (and surprised) - at the number of people here who 
think this picture is not racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477063 34267 810 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/809/7477062" target=_blank>#809</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that--though I got dinged down by Charles--I just said that 
there was a legitimate explanation for the images used alongside the nasty 
implications.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NOTHING legitimate about this picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477116 34267 852 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/841/7477095" target=_blank>#841</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Because it is very obvious what he is trying to say--the implication 
is that Obama will give us poor quality health care, analagous to that of 
superstitious tribesmen. Obviously that's a hyperbole, but I resent the 
implication that I am a racist for being able to see another reason for the 
image used. If the message is obvious then clearly the images legitimately 
convey the message he wanted, even if their juxtaposition gets across a racist 
message as well.</P> 
<P>I guess I might be meaning something different than what you think I mean. I 
of course think the doctor must have some screws loose to think this wouldn't be 
offensive, as I said before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone gave you a glass of champagne with a little piece of shit in it, 
would you say: "Well, the part of the champagne that doesn't have shit in it is 
still delicious?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07477152 34267 867 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/865/7477149" target=_blank>#865</A> wetfun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good parody, I like it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you can get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477177 34267 875 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:18:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/870/7477162" target=_blank>#870</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I really can't find where I said anything remotely analagous. So no, I 
wouldn't do that there any more than I did here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to try to argue that there's a "legitimate point" somewhere 
in that disgusting racist image, that's exactly like saying that a little bit of 
shit doesn't ruin a glass of champagne.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477225 34267 890 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/7477173" target=_blank>#874</A> Patriot</EM></P> 
<P>What a bunch of crap.</P> 
<P>Portraying a black president with a freaking BONE THROUGH HIS NOSE is racist 
now, and it's always going to be racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477348 34267 900 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:57:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/896/7477292" target=_blank>#896</A> centaur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. This post has convinced me that people are simply wired differently. 
Period. Gobsmacked if you try to understand it. Good night, 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Some of us are wired to see an altered picture of a black man with a 
bone through his nose as obviously racist.</P> 
<P>Others are wired to make excuses for it and pretend there's nothing 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477375 34267 902 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:01:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/901/7477364" target=_blank>#901</A> Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Contemplate the implication of your post; that we will never be able to move 
beyond the concept of race.</P> 
<P>That future generations will always have to live with idiots like this 
'photoshopper' and on the other side, Dr. Gates, etc.</P> 
<P>I've spent considerable time as a (white) minority in various places around 
the world. 'Racism', and it takes many forms, happens almost everywhere to some 
degree or another.</P> 
<P>We'll get beyond it when we can talk about it without hyperventilating and 
SCREAMING.</P> 
<P>Perhaps today isn't the day...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"Move beyond" the concept of race -- by not being offended by hateful images 
with racist intent?</P> 
<P>This is one of the weirdest justifications for racism I think I've seen 
yet.</P> 
<P>We'll "move beyond" racism when people stop being racists -- and stop making 
excuses for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477557 34267 926 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:38:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/910/7477454" target=_blank>#910</A> Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn Charles, for what the third or fourth time?, I'm not defending racism, 
or the friggin' picture. I am profoundly offended both by the picture and the 
need to reiterate.</P> 
<P>But more disturbing than the picture is the thought that we will never get 
out of this maze.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Serious question</STRONG>: Does Dr. Gates deserve "Racist of 
[another] Day" for his actions? It seems to me that he does. NOT DEFENDING THE 
PICTURE, but the President is a public figure. Attention is expected.</P> 
<P>Dr. Gates however used race - albeit in a different way, to attempt 
(succeeded?) to destroy the reputation of what seems to be a model 
policeman.</P> 
<P>If we're going to call it when we see, how about let's call it *every time* 
we see it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about let's read the rest of the day's posts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477590 34267 935 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:44:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/7477583" target=_blank>#932</A> serious</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477593 34267 937 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:45:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/933/7477585" target=_blank>#933</A> 
anchors_aweigh</EM></P> 
<P>Bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477606 34267 940 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/938/7477597" target=_blank>#938</A> Patriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I do every day.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/935/7477590" target=_blank>#935</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Well played...</P> 
<P>Goodbye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now. Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477860 34267 955 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 5:51:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/952/7477767" target=_blank>#952</A> 
diminuendo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just for the record, that is not an African. As a polynesian myself I don't 
think being parodied as a polynesian witch doctor is racist to someone of 
African descent.</P> 
<P>I do not find the image funny, but if the intent is to portray a witch doctor 
why does the race of the person being portrayed have anything to do with it? 
Perhaps if our president were from PNG...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a picture of a black man with a BONE THROUGH HIS FREAKING NOSE.</P> 
<P>And now you're going through and dinging up the comments that defended this 
crap.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478194 34267 968 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 6:57:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/965/7478105" target=_blank>#965</A> 
AFVetWife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. At first, I must admit I found it a bit funny - Obama as a "doctor" 
of any type, ready to "treat" all of us. After reading many posts here, I do see 
the potential damage to the conservative cause with the perceived racism of the 
depiction. I also can't help but wonder why this Doctor would think Tea Party 
people would accept this. I bet many just deleted it with no 
reply.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not "perceived racism." It's in-your-face racism.</P> 
<P>And he sent it to a tea party mailing list because he felt it would be 
accepted there. Which it apparently was, because not a single person on that 
list blew the whistle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478199 34267 969 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 6:57:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/967/7478179" target=_blank>#967</A> 
CaptainKid</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478523 34267 975 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 8:04:40pm  
 
<P>And the morons just keep on comin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478597 34267 978 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 8:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/977/7478591" target=_blank>#977</A> 
a5minmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little late to the party here, but...I don't wanna get all conspiracy-
theory-ish, but are we really sure on the source of this thing? I know that 
there are some hardcore racists out there, but I find it hard to believe that 
someone with a) 'Doctor' in front of their name that b) stands so much to gain 
from passage of the current bill, would actually be so -Goddamned stupid- as to 
mail this to an entire group of people. (and NO ONE in the e-mail group 
complained?) I dunno...perhaps this ridiculous thing was planted, just so we 
could all concentrate on something other than the facts about the new health 
care plan. At least I hope so, otherwise...if it's genuine...I have one word for 
the author;Seppuku.Is there any way to track the source? (I'm not that internet-
savvy)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oh for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>Follow the link and read the article. They called McKalip and he admitted 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478815 34267 987 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:25:44pm  
 
<P>And the morons STILL keep on comin'.</P> 
<P>People. The picture shows a black president with a BONE IN HIS NOSE. Are you 
insane, to try to make excuses for this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478960 34267 1002 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:58:41pm  
 
<P>Un-freaking-real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480662 34267 1026 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:22:10am  
 
 
 
<P>And they're still coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481729 34267 1047 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 12:08:37pm  
 
<P>And people are STILL showing up to make excuses for this ugly racist 
image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07483296 34267 1054 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 5:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1053/7482946" target=_blank>#1053</A> erevu</EM></P> 
<P>Just go away. I've had it up to here with these apologies for 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477165 34268 39 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:17:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7477155" target=_blank>#33</A> Truck 
Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't dig too deep in the last thread. It's too bad that a long time poster 
got whacked. What is the general idea of what he/she said?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That person was warned very clearly to stop sniping at Killgore 
Trout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477210 34268 71 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:25:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7477206" target=_blank>#68</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I snipe at KT sometimes. If there's a new rule, or a variation to an old one, 
I'd like to know about it.I'm not trying to poke you Charles. Just want to know 
where the landmines are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I advise you to stop. I'm sick and tired of people trying to make it so 
unpleasant for Killgore that he'll stop posting here. He has added a lot of 



value to this site, and before I let you drive him off I'll block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477276 34268 124 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:40:25pm  
 
<P>I'm watching as people continue to upding comments defending that racist 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477297 34268 144 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 3:45:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7477293" target=_blank>#140</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not trying to get in your business Charles but I'd be banning accounts for 
supporting crap like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477657 34268 445 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 4:59:45pm  
 
<P>25 people have lost their accounts today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477832 34268 608 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 5:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/7477824" target=_blank>#600</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>The certificate of live birth that Barack Obama released is the ONLY type of 
document that the state of Hawaii releases to the public. It's legal proof of 
birth.</P> 
<P>And the state has officially certified that they DO have the original birth 
certificate.</P> 
<P>End of story. (Except that the kooks just won't stop.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477942 34268 709 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 6:12:02pm  
 
<P>We're now up to 28 blocked accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07477996 34268 758 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 6:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/7477972" target=_blank>#736</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>are most of the accounts steath updingers ( or downdingers depending on the 
topic ) who never comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of them are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478527 34270 6 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 8:06:37pm  
 
<P>30 blocked accounts so far tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478823 34271 33 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 9:27:11pm  



 
<P>And the morons are still coming in to the witch doctor thread and claiming 
there's nothing wrong with the picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07478990 34271 167 Charles Thu, Jul 23, 2009 10:05:59pm  
 
<P>Don't forget to use the report button (the exclamation point icon), folks. 
I'm expecting more meltdowns in that thread.</P> 
<P>I'm absolutely astounded, and quite appalled, that there are so many people 
with LGF accounts who will defend a blatantly racist image like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480497 34271 387 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 8:52:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7479778" target=_blank>#373</A> Sacred 
Plants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it that reading this blog entry brings me to the idea that Charles 
Johnson im his past contributions on the issue had not at all used the failed 
political metaphor "race card", although he in fact has?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps because you have a reading comprehension problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480683 34273 57 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:24:49am  
 
<P>34 people have lost their LGF accounts so far, over that racist witch doctor 
image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480809 34273 168 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:41:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7480721" target=_blank>#87</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, how many registered lizards do we now have (approximately)? I've 
been using 2,500 but don't know if that's still accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2,500 is way low -- it's over 25,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480890 34274 26 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:53:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7480852" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also an anti-vaccine loon and was involved in legal challenges to keep 
Terri Schiavo on life support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linkies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07480902 34274 34 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:54:26am  
 
<P>35 people now banned for defending racism. The last one was an Ann Coulter 
supporter and anti-abortion fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481164 34274 236 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 10:38:55am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7481139" target=_blank>#213</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Foolish, boorish, bad manners, all the rest. Fruitcake too. But where was the 
outrage when we had the Bush-chimp pictures? The guy that they photoshopped is 
not even African, he is from New Guinea given his outfit. I do not think it was 
right for the guy to do it, but if you go back to the Adams-Jefferson cartoons, 
they make this look like good manners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but there was plenty of outrage about the Bush-chimp pictures. 
Where were you? And why are you trying to make excuses for this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481195 34274 265 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 10:44:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7481173" target=_blank>#245</A> 
Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just found KT's post in the Overnight Thread at #1125. So yes, it has been 
discussed.</P> 
<P>Silvergirl, who is talking to herself, answering her own questions. :-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a completely bullshit apology from McKalip:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The image has nothing to do with my feelings or thoughts on any race or 
culture," David McKalip wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a blatant lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481263 34274 328 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 10:57:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/7481250" target=_blank>#317</A> Son of the Black 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry Charles, but I don't remember much outrage about the Bush-chimp 
pictures, and I pay pretty close attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you really weren't paying much attention, because the conservative blogs 
and news sources screamed bloody murder about every one of those 
pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481293 34274 357 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:03:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7481287" target=_blank>#351</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was some outrage on the right, but certainly not in the MSM. I agree 
that this is in very bad taste, but I also agree that it is within the protected 
speech of the first amendment. Review your constitutional history a bit. The 
most fundamentally protected speech is political speech. I regard the picture as 
being in bad taste. I regard Ron Paul as a loon, I regard the nirthers as loons, 
I regard the anti-immunization folks as an outright hazard. But having said 
that, this is protected speech under the constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? Who ever said it <EM>wasn't</EM> protected speech?</P> 
<P>And again, why are you defending this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481378 34274 429 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:23:07am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7481367" target=_blank>#418</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are over-generalizing. This guy is from New Guinea not Africa. Good 
grief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a picture of a black man with a BONE THROUGH HIS FREAKING NOSE. Your 
"defender of the Constitution" pose is starting to slip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481396 34274 443 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:26:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7481370" target=_blank>#421</A> The False 
God</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, though, that McKalip most likely was going for that appeal, now that 
I know who his associates are. I'm just not ready to go running out into the 
wilds screaming "RACIST!" without having facts about something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy circulated a picture that is blatantly, obviously racist. I would 
call that a "fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481435 34274 479 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:35:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/7481425" target=_blank>#469</A> hous bin 
pharteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least we know that we are following that really nice group, Media 
Matters.[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media_Matters_for_America" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>We know that there is no left-wing propaganda. Keith Olberman and Rachel 
Maddows and the like are just middle of the road. Nothing to see here. Move 
along.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facts are facts. They don't get cooties on them because they come from Media 
Matters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481471 34274 508 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:40:43am  
 
<P>I really do not believe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481490 34274 515 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:42:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/7481453" target=_blank>#496</A> Shr_Nfr</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481612 34274 540 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 11:54:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/7481597" target=_blank>#538</A> 
axegrinder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember Screaming Jay Hawkins performing in full witch doctor regalia. 
Found the youtube link but I'm too scared to post it here. I put on my egg shell 
walking shoes when I come in here now...</P> 
<P>Looks like the monkey Bush shoe is on the other foot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. It's not "walking on eggshells" to not be a freaking 
RACIST.</P> 



<P>I'm astounded at the reaction to this picture here at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481857 34274 550 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 12:24:26pm  
 
<P>Shr_Nfr follows up with an insulting email, and gets the IP block:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are being a bit over the top, but that is your right. Havefun. It 
used to be nice, but it is no longer. Do not expect me to defendyou in the 
future. You are wrong on this topic and you are too vain toadmit 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07481884 34274 553 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 12:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7481878" target=_blank>#552</A> Macker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>Point of Inquiry:</I> What happens when you set up an IP block...are they 
sent to another site, or something else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They get a message that says "Forbidden" when they try to open 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482612 34274 588 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 2:44:22pm  
 
<P>And STILL people show up to defend this image. Even after the guy who posted 
it has apologized for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482041 34276 76 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 12:51:03pm  
 
<P>I'm getting lots of hate mail over that racist witch doctor image, by the 
way. Five so far today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482383 34276 283 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 1:50:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7482303" target=_blank>#233</A> Logician</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While this apology reflects very well on Bezos both as a person and as a CEO, 
it does not answer some questions that must be occurring to Kindle owners, and 
especially, prospective purchasers - notably: (1) What <EM>will</EM> Amazon's 
policy be in such situations in future? And (2) Does Amazon (the company, not 
just its CEO who will retire one day) guarantee that it will never again remove 
data from a Kindle without the permission of its owner (or a court order)?</P> 
<P>In fact it would be best if they modified the software so as to make it 
<EM>incapable</EM> of doing that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have already pledged never to delete books like this again. After the 
bad publicity they received for this incident, I believe them. It would be 
commercial suicide for them to turn around and do the same 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482656 34277 100 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 2:55:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7482538" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Tea Party leadership stands behind racist doctor...<A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/07/tea_party_leader_to_mcka
lip_we_all_have_your_back.php" target=_blank>Tea Party Leader To McKalip: "We 
All Have Your Back My Friend!"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482800 34278 58 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 3:40:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7482794" target=_blank>#52</A> Iron Fist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The photoshop is of a South East Asian Islander. Probably from Borneo or 
Indionesia. I'm not sure why people insist it is "African" when it clearly 
isn't. I could speculate that they <EM>want</EM> to see 
racisism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of "a faked picture of a black man with a BONE THROUGH HIS FREAKING 
NOSE is racist" is unclear to you? Are you seriously trying to claim there was 
nothing racist about this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482841 34278 93 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 3:50:24pm  
 
<P>I have absolutely fucking had it with LGF readers apologizing for this 
shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482847 34278 98 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 3:51:07pm  
 
<P>"Just another piercing."</P> 
<P>Well, that was just another blocked account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07482908 34278 154 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 4:06:38pm  
 
<P>Well, at least now I don't have to worry about deleting any more comments 
from a certain person talking about stabbing, shooting, or otherwise killing 
people. I should have done this long ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07483243 34278 403 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 5:33:49pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07483565 34278 418 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 6:27:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7483389" target=_blank>#412</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>I appreciate your defense of a friend. But if I were to post some of the 
comments I've deleted, I think you might start to see why I made that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07483230 34279 45 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 5:31:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7483204" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, over at Fox...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/07/24/video-glenn-beck-wearing-lederhosen-
now-for-some-reason/" target=_blank>Video: Glenn Beck wearing lederhosen now for 
some reason</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Now that's another messed up image I didn't need in my head.</P> 
<P>This is the new hope of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07483773 34279 105 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 7:07:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7483593" target=_blank>#102</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>anybody know who this character "loaded dice" is? It's down-dinging several 
thread, but I've never seen it make a comment. I'm guessing 
troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know who it is. It's the most recent banned down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07484443 34279 137 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:20:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7484254" target=_blank>#114</A> 1 US 
Sheeple</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07484451 34279 139 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7484255" target=_blank>#115</A> nihilist</EM></P> 
<P>I cordially invite you to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07484522 34279 148 Charles Fri, Jul 24, 2009 9:38:38pm  
 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485613 34279 192 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 9:09:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/7484899" target=_blank>#183</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry if this is being nirther of me, but doesn't the CNN president's quote 
directly conflict with this post from awhile ago?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31773" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Maybe these are different departments or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO. It does NOT contradict anything. The state of Hawaii digitized all those 
records a few years ago. She is obviously referring to the digitized 
version.</P> 
<P>Good grief. A perfect example of what I wrote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485859 34279 202 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 10:22:51am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7485789" target=_blank>#194</A> TheBurbs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the birth-certificate controversy, my impression is that the type of 
document that was provided to the public is not hard evidence of birth in the 
state of Hawaii, but that people born elsewhere can apply for, and receive, such 
a document. If anyone can provide reasoned discussion of this particular 
question (rather than just disparaging me for raising it), I'd appreciate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are wrong. When you request your birth certificate from the state of 
Hawaii, you get a certificate of live birth, with the official seal of the state 
of Hawaii. That is what has been released, and it's been verified.</P> 
<P>More than once.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This birth-certificate mishmash is not something occupies much of my time or 
interest. However, I have to confess to being astonished that the efforts of the 
people raising the question would arouse so much, and such virulent, opposition 
-- to the point of taking the trouble to invent the derisive term "nirthers." 
Yes, perhaps people should have better things to do with their time than 
question the place of birth of elected officials. But if that's so, it applies 
equally to people who devote their time to ridiculing those 
questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This idiotic conspiracy theory deserves absolutely no respect, and it's not 
going to get any respect at LGF. I intend to continue mocking and deriding the 
Nirthers, and I will not tolerate any promotion of this garbage at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485824 34282 99 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 10:11:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7485793" target=_blank>#74</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim that they can embed software in an html link tag is false. They 
can't.</P> 
<P>Scare tactic.</P> 
<P>The best they can do us come up with a unique arrangement of text with some 
other text representing a check bit that would be embedded in the article. Then 
you could write a robot that would look for those signatures for copyright 
violations.</P> 
<P>That is the only way you could catch "cut and paste" of text with no 
link.</P> 
<P>As for photos, you can alter bits within a photo, slightly changing the color 
values for the few pixels involved, and do that alteration differently for each 
copy you distribute. Then you can find from which source someone stole it from. 
AQ used a similar technique with JPEGs to embed messages in pictures to the scum 
that carried out 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect the "digital wrapper" will be embedded in their articles at sites 
that have content deals with the AP, and it will keep track of referrals to the 
article -- letting them track back and see who's linking to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485881 34282 143 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 10:28:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7485848" target=_blank>#116</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That would work - instead of them having to access the weblogs of the host 
machine.</P> 
<P>But the naked pasting of the raw text would not be traceable except via 
robots scouting them out, methinks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The AP already uses bots. I've found several going through LGF from time to 
time, and I block them when I find them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485899 34282 160 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 10:32:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7485880" target=_blank>#142</A> 
crosspatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the "moonies" don't own UPI any more than "moonies" own the Washington 
Times. That is crap put out by the left to prevent people from wanting to use 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. UPI <EM>is</EM> owned by Sun Myung Moon's Unification 
Church: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Press_International" 
target=_blank>United Press International</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2000, UPI was purchased by News World Communications, a media company 
owned by Sun Myung Moon's Unification Church.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the Washington Times was <EM>founded</EM> by them: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Times" target=_blank>The 
Washington Times</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times is a daily broadsheet newspaper published in Washington, 
D.C., the capital of the United States. It was founded in 1982 by Unification 
Church founder Sun Myung Moon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07485921 34282 181 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 10:36:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7485912" target=_blank>#172</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious - did they obey robots.txt?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know -- didn't check that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486662 34282 265 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 2:37:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7486406" target=_blank>#258</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Associated Press is an American news agency. The AP is a cooperative 
<STRONG>owned by its contributing newspapers, radio and television 
stations</STRONG> in the United States, which both contribute stories to the AP 
and use material written by its staff journalists. Many newspapers and 
broadcasters outside the United States are AP subscribers, paying a fee to use 
AP material without being contributive members of the cooperative.</P> 
<P>It's a business and it DOES charge money to organizations that use it's 
resources. While the internet has enjoyed the free usage of AP material up until 
now, I guess I can understand why they want to be paid for their material if the 
user hopes to profit from having it on their website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I would argue that having links to their articles on search engines and 
blogs <EM>does</EM> help their revenue situation -- enormously. A lot of people 



are clicking those links who wouldn't have found them otherwise, and when they 
click through, the sites that host the AP articles increase their advertising 
impressions and click-throughs as well.</P> 
<P>For this reason, I believe that if the AP is successful at shutting down the 
linking of their articles, it's actually going to end up hurting their bottom 
line very substantially.</P> 
<P>Not to mention the incredibly bad PR they're going to get, the first time 
they try to enforce it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486239 34283 158 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 12:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7486234" target=_blank>#157</A> omahadad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Top Evangelist"? By what criteria? I've never heard of this douche-bag, and 
really don't know what type of following he may have once had. However, from 
what I can tell, he was written off as a crackpot by the mid-80's. "Cult Leader" 
might be more appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Top evangelist" by the criteria that his church was taking in millions of 
dollars. This was not some insignificant cult leader.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486585 34283 219 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 2:14:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7486506" target=_blank>#210</A> templar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This man was a scumbag, pure and simple. But to try and blame "organized 
religion" (whatever that particular term means) or evangelicals is wide of the 
mark. It would be the same as me saying that all teachers are perverts and 
child-molesters because a few of them sleep with their students. Personally I'd 
like to see this guy making hand-crafted gravel for the rest of his 
days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen a single person trying to "blame organized religion" for Tony 
Alamo. He's an evangelist, who made tens of millions of dollars with his church, 
and he was convicted of sex with minors.</P> 
<P>Why the thin skins? Nobody said all Christians are like this, and nobody said 
all evangelists are like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487169 34283 238 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:20:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7487113" target=_blank>#237</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Top" evangelist?</P> 
<P>Nonsense. I'm an evangelical and I have never heard of this nut. (There are 
plenty of nuts out there that I have heard of). I don't even think he can be 
considered a televangelist because he is not on TV. Even his website only lists 
about 15 radio stations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy made tens of millions of dollars. Are there a lot of evangelists who 
make this much money?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489258 34283 247 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 9:47:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7489003" target=_blank>#245</A> 
theuglydougling</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He is hardly a "top" evangelist. He's been a pariah in Arkansas for decades. 
You know, Arkansas? That buckle in the Bible Belt? He's hated there. If anything 
his lots of money comes from being a huckster and fraud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over in this thread, the same denial.</P> 
<P>Are there a lot of evangelists who make tens of millions of dollars with 
their ministries? I'm guessing there are very few. And it's not wrong to 
describe the ones who do pull in that much cash as being in the top 
tier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486647 34284 401 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 2:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7486550" target=_blank>#316</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Medved - <A 
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/barackobama/590
7183/Right-Wing-US-conspiracists-question-Obamas-birth-certificate.html" 
target=_blank>Birthers damage conservative movement- makes us look not suitable 
for civilized company.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be nice if Michael Medved applied that same standard to his 
misguided and foolish creationist beliefs. He's a fellow at the incredibly 
dishonest creationist "think tank," the Discovery Institute, and he often 
promotes "intelligent design" creationism on his radio show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486753 34284 499 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7486667" target=_blank>#416</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=MTBmN2UxMGEyMzc3OWE1MTc2ZGQ1ODI4O
WZkZDJmZGI=" target=_blank>Expert is as expert does [Mark 
Steyn]</A><EM>OMG!</EM>Click on the link to see Thomas Friedman's house. Holy 
hell!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a helluva big house for a journalist who turns in one or two columns a 
week.</P> 
<P>But the people criticizing Mark Steyn for saying:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're 29, there has been no global warming for your entire adult life. If 
you're graduating high school, there has been no global warming since you 
entered first grade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... are right. This statement is misleading to the point of being false, and 
I notice that Steyn doesn't even try to defend it in that post. In reality, 
there's a very broad scientific consensus that the climate is undergoing a long 
term warming trend. The fact that we have cold winters, or years when the 
climate seems cooler, is irrelevant to this long term trend -- which has an 
enormous amount of evidence and documentation behind it.</P> 
<P>I think there's a lot of unnecessary alarmism going around about climate 
change. But the fact of global warming isn't really debatable in a scientific 
way.</P> 
<P>The real debate is all on the political side right now. I don't like to see 
some of the distortions on either side, but the "conservative" distortions of 
the scientific data are far worse, in my opinion. People like James Inhofe are 
deliberately lying about the data, and distorting what they don't lie about.</P> 
<P>I no longer buy the right wing line on climate change. I've been doing a lot 
of reading and research on this recently, and I've concluded that there's too 
much evidence to deny it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07486763 34284 509 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:06:42pm  
 
<P>Here's a pretty balanced book on the subject of climate change:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0521539412/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Science and Politics of Global Climate Change: A Guide to the 
Debate</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486782 34284 525 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:14:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7486779" target=_blank>#522</A> 
JustMyView</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's sold lots of books too, and he gives lots of speeches for big fees. More 
important, though, his wife is a real estate heiress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there you go then!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486844 34284 548 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:29:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/7486807" target=_blank>#537</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Certainly if we can ignore the colder than average or even the average, it 
will seem to be warming... but the key here is LONG TERM. Over a long term there 
will be highs and lows... which will bring an average.</P> 
<P>I think the real debate however MUST BE CENTERED ON CAUSE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's almost no scientific doubt that human-generated CO<SUB>2</SUB> is the 
cause of the long term warming trend that has been observed, starting right 
around the time of the Industrial Revolution.</P> 
<P>Again, the fight is all on the political side over this. The science is 
pretty much settled -- contrary to the flood of distortions coming from energy 
industry mouthpieces and Republican politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486873 34284 555 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:37:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/7486858" target=_blank>#554</A> AuntAcid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://icecap.us/index.php" 
target=_blank>icecap.us...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A perfect example of the right wing distortions and misrepresentations I was 
talking about.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com/2008/08/unreliability-at-
icecapus.html" 
target=_blank>moregrumbinescience.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486907 34284 559 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 3:53:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7486895" target=_blank>#558</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>Every time I look into these climate change skeptics, I find things like 
this; Timothy Ball is the head of the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_Resources_Stewardship_Project" 
target=_blank>Natural Resources Stewardship Project</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NRSP has been criticised on the basis that it is an industry-funded body 
which presents itself as a grassroots organization, an activity referred as 
Astroturfing.[1] [2] Harris rejects this criticism but refuses to reveal the 
sources of NRSP funding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486949 34284 567 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 4:11:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7486932" target=_blank>#564</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and we know all about how people can twist the truth. Like all the 
zionist funding you get...Deny it? Prove otherwise...</P> 
<P>Yes, I know you are on a smaller scale, but I would hope you would recognize 
a baseless smear when you see one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a baseless smear:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Natural_Resources_Stewardship_P
roject" target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07486957 34284 569 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 4:12:51pm  
 
<P>More here: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/nrsp-controlled-by-energy-
lobbyists" target=_blank>NRSP Controlled by Energy 
Lobbyists</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487151 34284 581 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:15:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/7486983" target=_blank>#574</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No smoking gun that I can see.</P> 
<P>Again, everyone has a history, and it is clear that like minded individuals 
will be seen together. There is NO proof that, as an example, Tim Ball wrote all 
the books, papers, and speeches that he did as part of some big conspiracy paid 
for by the 'energy' bad guys.</P> 
<P>I really thought you would understand that, with all the crap you get said 
about you in a wiki or a blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There may not be a big conspiracy, but you said it was a "baseless smear" -- 
and I see quite a bit of factual evidence that the NSRP was a front group for 
the energy industries. And by the way, their website seems to have gone 
missing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487257 34286 17 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:41:25pm  
 
<P>He actually sounds coherent in this speech. A little whacked out, sure, but 
that part where he describes how they came to the conclusion to abandon the nuke 
project is pretty danged logical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487286 34286 32 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:46:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7487270" target=_blank>#25</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Personally, I'm more concerned with the first part of his speech that you 
excerpted. If I am reading it correctly, he's indicating that the Muslim nations 
have a majority in the UN and that they should hold all the keys to the future 
of the world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's his standard Islamic supremacist rant. He loves to announce that Islam 
is about to take over the world, probably because he knows it plays well to the 
masses.</P> 
<P>Gadafi's no Islamist, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487306 34286 44 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:51:52pm  
 
<P>I've realized that what seems like total insanity in Muammar Gadafi is 
actually ... well, partly total insanity, but also a very canny politician who 
knows how to exploit the Middle East and Islam. He's a rebel. He has a female 
bodyguard squad, and he does lots of other things that probably drive the 
Islamists nuts. (A short drive.) He's the James Dean of Islam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487338 34286 59 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:57:48pm  
 
<P>Imagine how crazy that female bodyguard squad makes the fundamentalists. It's 
a major thumb in the eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487341 34286 60 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 5:58:34pm  
 
<P>But somehow the old crocodile pulls it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487351 34286 67 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 6:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7487316" target=_blank>#49</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Very groovy. Must post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487371 34286 81 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 6:06:27pm  
 
<P>He's a murdering SOB, too, make no mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487401 34286 104 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 6:14:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7487398" target=_blank>#102</A> DEZes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"we decided to voluntarily shut down our nuclear program."</P> 
<P>A translation.We were gonna yank the dogs tail, but saw its 
teeth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487504 34286 143 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 6:52:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7487486" target=_blank>#136</A> hazzyday</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, but if your response to a picture of a black president of the US with 
A BONE THROUGH HIS NOSE is to say, "It's just another piercing," it's not me who 
should be apologizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07487638 34286 169 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 7:26:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7487572" target=_blank>#158</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several people, myself included, cautioned him to cool it. I will miss him, 
but he did go off on rather disturbing tangents from time to time. He received 
many more warnings than most, but he insisted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>60 deleted comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07487849 34288 2 Charles Sat, Jul 25, 2009 8:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7487848" target=_blank>#1</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saturday night. What the hell are you doing home?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching Watchmen, what else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489242 34288 393 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 9:39:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7489231" target=_blank>#392</A> Drider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Save your money folks.The Watchman was one of "the" worst movies I have ever 
watched.Unless your some comic fan, you will more than likely hate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't possibly disagree more. This was one of the best movies of its 
type I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489246 34288 394 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 9:41:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7488768" target=_blank>#388</A> Pupdawg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The movie was very disappointing...if the giant, blue, nude guy's 'package-
in-your-face' throughout the movie doesn't bother you then you were not sitting 
in the front row like my daughter and I. My daughter is an adult but the super-
sized nudity was most disturbing. The movie had lots of problems, 
imo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't bother me at all -- and two brief scenes is not "throughout the 
movie."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489251 34288 395 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 9:43:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7488833" target=_blank>#389</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched this movie last night. - I thought it totally sucked.</P> 
<P>But hollywood did manage to take a swipe at Ronald Reagan at the very end of 
the movie. <EM>You know-</EM> so American children who know nothing about 
politics or world history can have a negative notion about a great 
man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard Nixon makes a comment about "America will never elect a cowboy 
actor," but I didn't see that as a "swipe at Ronald Reagan" at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07489270 34288 398 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 9:53:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7489261" target=_blank>#397</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just that - it's that they are promoting terror as a valid means to 
achieve world peace. Way to encourage the megalomaniac self styled philosopher 
kings among us who think they know what's best...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree - I didn't see it as promoting what happened. The final 
scenes are loaded with ambiguity, and the main protagonist Rohrschach is pretty 
obviously not onboard with what happens.</P> 
<P>Also, don't forget the plot at that point -- Richard Nixon was just about to 
launch a preemptive nuclear strike on the Soviet Union. That's one of the 
interesting moral dilemmas it creates. The "villain" isn't just doing it to 
bring about world peace -- he's doing it to prevent the end of the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489522 34288 410 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 11:38:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7489509" target=_blank>#409</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(spoiler - don't read if you have not yet seen the movie)</P> 
<P>I'm fairly certain in fact that it was the newspaper owner. After half of NY 
was destroyed, the Newspaper didn't have anything to report. Peace, love, 
hippies and communists were sprouting everywhere - and who needs a cowboy like 
Ronald Reagan. (I paraphrase - but that was the jist)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, you're right -- sorry! In any case, I still don't think it was a swipe 
at Reagan -- just an ironic note.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493591 34288 418 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 12:30:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7492275" target=_blank>#414</A> Pupdawg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it should have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks -- I don't have any particular hangups about the human body, and 
don't want to acquire any.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489460 34290 12 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 11:09:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7489453" target=_blank>#9</A> midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the race route change every year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's different every year. Usually do some of the same routes -- but not 
in the same order.</P> 
<P>This year was unusual because the next to last stage included one of the most 
difficult climbs in the Alps -- Mont Ventoux. (In 1967, British cyclist Tom 
Simpson dropped dead after finishing the climb.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489717 34291 78 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 1:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7489695" target=_blank>#58</A> zombie</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what I can gather from all this is:</P> 
<P>a. Ron Paul is fairly crazy.b. His followers and fans are even much crazier 
than he is -- delving into all sorts of idiotic and long-debunked "paleo-
conspiracies."c. Millions of "normal" Americans -- including countless respected 
economists, analysts and politicians -- are extremely unhappy about Obama's 
economic, financial and tax proposals.d. However, because the Republican Party 
is in "meltdown" (or perhaps "dormancy" is a better term) there is no political 
framework under which this unhappiness can be publicly expressed.e. As a result, 
a series of grassroots anti-tax protests popped up (the "Tea Parties"), 
originally with no pre-existing affiliation.f. Predictably, as soon as any 
public protest movement emerges, the extremists jump into the middle of the 
fray, grab the baton from the parade leader and assume the self-appointed 
"leadership" of the movement.g. In this circumstance, the Ron Paul crazies, and 
a plethora of slightly-less-crazy crazies invited themselves to the Tea Party 
anti-tax protests, and now play a prominent role.<STRONG>h. All the non-crazy 
legitimate people who wanted to protest the new economic schemes are now being 
"tarred by association" and having their ideas discredited by their unsolicited 
association with the Ron Paul followers.</STRONG>i. There is nowhere left for 
Obama's mainstream opponents to turn -- and the liberals and neo-Marixsts take 
another victory lap.</P> 
<P>Does that about sum it up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>j. Some of us tried to blow the whistle, to no avail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490018 34291 286 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 3:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7489933" target=_blank>#270</A> 
father_of_10</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess if it wasn't for Troothers, Nirthers and Creationists, CJ and LGF 
wouldn't have much to comment on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do it just to hear folks like you whine about it. Seems to 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07492790 34291 337 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 9:33:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7490718" target=_blank>#330</A> 
matchngame</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ron Paul webpage may have a lot of nutters, but that's a common problem 
on the internet, and not unique to Ron Paul. This webpage may not want to be 
associated with all the commenters views posted here, for 
instance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Registered just to post that, did you?</P> 
<P>And it's ridiculous to say that the Campaign for Liberty is no different from 
any other website. You do NOT find this kind of crap at every site, and you 
certainly don't find it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07489916 34292 6 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 3:07:51pm  
 
<P>Billion here, billion there, pretty soon it's real money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490207 34293 98 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 4:28:33pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7490202" target=_blank>#95</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>Could be...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490436 34293 299 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 5:38:35pm  
 
<P>I've just finished a new feature for the LGF Blog -- a "timeout" block, 
instead of a permanent block. It's a temporary block on a registered lizard's 
account that expires in 24 hours.</P> 
<P>I did this to give us some more flexibility in handling the situation when 
discussions turn into flame wars or people's tempers flare up. The idea is to 
give people a chance to cool down and think about whether they want to push it 
to the point of losing their account, before it gets there.</P> 
<P>If your account gets a timeout, you see the message, "This account is 
temporarily blocked - please try again later," when you try to log 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490487 34293 349 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 5:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7490482" target=_blank>#344</A> Stinky 
Beaumont</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm offering up my account for a temporary block to do one more live test, 
boss...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go sit in the corner, Stinky. I don't want to hear from you for 24 
hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490490 34293 352 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 5:54:13pm  
 
<P>Click on Stinky's icon and you should see the message that he/she/it is 
having a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490506 34293 368 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 5:58:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7490498" target=_blank>#360</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's like the "Terrible Twos."</P> 
<P>Would be funny to have the icon replaced with a dunce cap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490507 34293 369 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 5:59:09pm  
 
<P>Naah, no dunce cap. The idea isn't to draw attention to it, it's to cool 
things off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490514 34293 376 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 6:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7490505" target=_blank>#367</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oops. I posted the wrong video...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She was full of the crazy, all right.</P> 
<P>But there are an awful lot of people applauding, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07490517 34293 379 Charles Sun, Jul 26, 2009 6:03:14pm  
 
<P>Negativity will end.</P> 
<P>There will be no evil left in the world.</P> 
<P>This year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07492934 34297 55 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 10:17:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7492895" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lefties confront congressmen...Birthers on the Hill</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It's not just some fringe nuts in the base. These are our elected officials! 
It's kinda worth watching the whole thing, pretty funny and fairly well made. 
Kudos to Trent Frank from Arizona (at 3:20) for actually answering the 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. That's beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07492951 34297 71 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 10:21:59am  
 
<P>Really sucks that Huffington Post is milking these Nirther morons for every 
drop of bad publicity.</P> 
<P>But if the GOP won't do something about the kooks, they deserve it.</P> 
<P>And I'm not just talking about Nirthers. When Sarah Palin refuses to answer a 
direct question and admit that bombing an abortion clinic is "terrorism," she's 
doing it for the same reason -- she's pandering to the extremists in the base. 
(And really turning off people like me.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493055 34297 169 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 10:41:12am  
 
<P>They're heeere...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493096 34297 203 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 10:47:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7493059" target=_blank>#173</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you suspect President Obama had a driver's license? Can you draw a 
conclusion from that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not - that would require logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493262 34297 278 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 11:18:44am  
 
<P>That's enough. I'm blocking 'ozemc'.</P> 
<P>I won't tolerate this insanity being promoted at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07498618 34297 312 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 2:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7495803" target=_blank>#307</A> Cowboy 
Logic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don"t think I am a crank, a loon, a fool, or any other sort of bizzarro. If 
I must show an ORIGINAL birth certificate to get a driver's license or a 
marriage license, why is my expectation that Obama show a valid ORIGINAL birth 
certificate to become a U.S. Senator or POTUS considered sufficient evidence to 
brand me nuts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ironic username there.</P> 
<P>Has it occurred to you that Barack Obama probably had a driver's license long 
before he was President, and that he's married? What does that suggest to 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493166 34298 33 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 11:00:01am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7493108" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/7/27/758338/-
Tea-Partiers-are-the-least-of-our-problems" target=_blank>this video</A> was 
made by Koskid and notorious <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
&amp;searchString=%22mike+stark%22" target=_blank>moonbat Mike 
Stark</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Up is down. Right is left. Nirthers are nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493184 34298 44 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 11:04:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7493134" target=_blank>#18</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny how you can put Sarah Palin in the same post about 
loons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a technique known as making a point, and backing it up with a similar 
example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493580 34298 378 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 12:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7493492" target=_blank>#293</A> American 
Sabra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles changed the tag on this blog to say "Weblog covering issues dear to 
both conservatives and US liberals."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a note -- I didn't write that tag. I've seen it around in various 
places, but it didn't come from me. I don't disagree with it, but I want to 
clarify that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07494854 34298 655 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 4:42:45pm  
 
<P>I started out as a Sarah Palin semi-fan -- not crazy about her, but mostly 
supportive -- and got gradually more disenchanted, until she lost me completely 
by quitting her elected post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493789 34300 14 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:21:37pm  
 
<P>Someone just forwarded this email:</P> 
<P><STRONG>THE NEW WORLD ORDERwith BARON BODISSEY OF "GATES OF 
VIENNA"</STRONG></P> 
<P>TONIGHT on THE ANDREA SHEA KING SHOW@ 9 p.m. ET*BARON BODISSEY of GATES OF 
VIENNA*[Link: <A href="http://www.blogtalkradio.com/ASKShow/2009/07/28/The-
Andrea-Shea-King-Show" target=_blank>www.blogtalkradio.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>*** THE NEW WORLD ORDER ***</P> 
<P>Join the highly read and brilliant Baron Bodissey of Gates of Vienna blogsite 
and me as we discuss "global governance", the EU and how the Bilderburg/Davos 
crowd is working towards the same goals on both sides of the Atlantic, and how 
the EU is spearheading the European effort towards world 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493869 34300 78 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:34:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7493804" target=_blank>#24</A> 
sharkjumper</EM></P> 
<P>Wow, waited 2 years to post its first comment. Our sleeper of the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493892 34300 98 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:38:14pm  
 
<P>Andrea Shea King was featured here last week for promoting revolution at her 
blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34263_Nirthblogger_Promotes_Revolu
tion" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07493941 34300 140 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:45:31pm  
 
<P>The name "Baron Bodissey" comes from a character in the science fiction 
novels of Jack Vance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494025 34300 210 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:54:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7493929" target=_blank>#129</A> Sabba 
Hillel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at the arguments and fulminating on all sides, it seems as if the 
Obama side is doing all that they can to continue the Nirther "dispute". I have 
no idea what is going on or what can or can not be proven, however, it was very 
easy to get a photostat of my official birth certificate. From the way things 
are going, it is as if he just <B>wants</B> people to concentrate on this and 



that way avoid being hit by all the other problems that he is 
causing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>***Heavy sigh.***</P> 
<P>When a person who was born in the state of Hawaii requests their birth 
certificate, the document that Barack Obama released on the web is the ONLY kind 
of document they send out. It's sent out with the official seal of the state of 
Hawaii on it, to certify that it's a genuine, legal document proving that the 
person was born in Hawaii. That's it. End of story. Game over, man.</P> 
<P>Barack Obama has done everything he needs to do to prove he's a citizen. It's 
not HIS fault that people are going off the deep end over this non-
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494044 34300 227 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 1:57:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7494031" target=_blank>#216</A> 
JustABill</EM></P> 
<P>If you think there's something better to write about, you can always start 
your own blog. Takes 5 minutes on Blogspot. Then I can come over and tell you 
what to write about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494071 34300 247 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 2:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7493954" target=_blank>#149</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dhimmification proceeds:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1202540/Very-PC-police-
force-issues-WPCs-Muslim-headscarves-complete-badge.html" target=_blank>Non-
Muslim Women Police Officers in Britain Must wear Department-Issued Hijabs When 
Interacting with Muslims</A>.</P> 
<P>Check out the pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually -- it's not for interacting with all Muslims, it's for when they 
enter a mosque.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494330 34300 452 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 2:40:07pm  
 
<P>Well, I've been to the Blue Mosque in Istanbul on two different tours, and 
both times we had females with us when we went -- and they were indeed required 
to put on a veil before entering. We men, of course, being lords of the world, 
only had to take off our shoes.</P> 
<P>We had a female drummer who wore a baseball cap, and that wasn't good enough. 
She had to replace it with the veil. (She hated it, too.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494374 34300 485 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 2:49:40pm  
 
<P>I think I need more info before deciding whether the veils are really an 
example of dhimmitude. If the policewomen are part of community outreach 
programs, I don't really see too much wrong with being polite. There's not much 
point in reaching out if you offend people just by walking in.</P> 
<P>I doubt they expect policewomen to stop and put on the veil if they're 
chasing a terrorist into a mosque.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494443 34300 544 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:02:46pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7494417" target=_blank>#522</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>It has the stench of left-wing political correctness, true -- but note: only 
15 policewomen in special jobs are being given these veils.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have already been issued to eight PCSOs and seven police officers, 
including Assistant Chief Constable Jackie Roberts.</P> 
<P>Ms Roberts said: "Producing head coverings for our officers and staff to wear 
in places of worship is part of our commitment to engage with all our 
communities. It recognises and respects the cultural and religious practices of 
our communities. This is a very positive addition to the Avon and Somerset 
uniform and one which I'm sure will be a welcome item for many of our 
officers."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This article strongly suggests that the veils aren't intended to be worn 
during criminal investigations or that kind of thing, but in community programs 
and events.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494462 34300 557 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/7494396" target=_blank>#507</A> 
michaelasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This reason he hasn't released his original birth certificate is obviously 
<EM>not</EM> because he was born outside this country. So what's the reason?1) 
Stanley Ann never gave it to him.2) He lost it.3) It lists him as Caucasian.4) 
It lists a father other than Barack Obama, Sr.5) Alinskyesque move to make 
conservatives look ridiculous.6) Immaculate conception.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>7) The state of Hawaii does not release the "original birth certificate." The 
document released by Barack Obama is the only kind of document they give to 
people who request proof of Hawaii birth. It has the seal of the state of Hawaii 
on it. And it's been verified by the Republican governor, and by the head of the 
Hawaii Department of Health. Obama has already proved his birth.</P> 
<P>8) Conservatives are making themselves look ridiculous -- no need for Alinsky 
tactics. Why stop them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494497 34300 581 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:14:15pm  
 
<P>If you missed that, by the way -- these veils for policewomen are being given 
to <STRONG>fifteen</STRONG> officers. This is a tiny plan for a very limited 
group of policewomen, not a system in place for all police.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494533 34300 610 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7494526" target=_blank>#605</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Police captains aren't supposed to look happy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I've ever seen a happy-looking police captain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494565 34300 638 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:28:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/619/7494542" target=_blank>#619</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Even if it was just for one single policewomen, I would disagree with the 
policy.</P> 
<P>It singles out and humiliates <STRONG>women</STRONG> officers, but not 
<STRONG>male</STRONG> officers. It is sexist on the face of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty clear that Islam is a sexist religion in many ways, I don't 
disagree. But the officers that will be wearing these veils are:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... community support officers who work with Muslim groups in the 
area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I think it goes a little too far in the accomodationist direction, and 
it's undoubtedly influenced by the pushy British Muslim lobbies, but if it makes 
it easier to do their community support jobs to put on a veil when they enter a 
mosque then I see why they'd decide to do it. If you're supposed to be 
facilitating relations with the Muslim community, it's not your job to piss 
people off and teach them cultural lessons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494578 34300 650 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:30:44pm  
 
<P>P.S. If this <EM>were</EM> a system-wide requirement for all policewomen, I'd 
have a problem with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494627 34300 691 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 3:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/7494608" target=_blank>#676</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read Zombie's headscarf article. The second paragraph seems to imply that 
the policewomen will be expected to cover their hair whenever entering a mosque 
for any reason, whether they're off-duty and attending prayers as a form of 
community outreach, or reporting to the mosque while on duty in order to 
investigate a crime in progress. And to me, that's just plain wrong. As it would 
be wrong for a rabbi to stop a male policeman at the door of a synagogue and say 
"you can't continue chasing that mugger in here unless you put on this 
yarmulke."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not correct-- it's only for fifteen officers who are involved in 
Muslim community support programs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495568 34300 1133 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 7:55:44pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper! Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494986 34301 2 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:17:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7494979" target=_blank>#1</A> set it in</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahh yes the NT times..cough LOL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something in your throat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07494998 34301 4 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:20:21pm  
 
<P>When someone comes in via AOL and starts spouting extremist crap like you 
just did in the previous thread, I can only say ... bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07495010 34301 9 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:22:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7494994" target=_blank>#3</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, hitting a registration wall for the NYT, that's a first</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, clicking the link did that? It isn't supposed to...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495043 34301 26 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7495033" target=_blank>#21</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There used to be this notion that the front page, above-the-fold was reserved 
for reporting, not analysis and editorial content. Howell Raines through that in 
the toilet, and Keller has flushed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have a lot of talented people, though, and they're not worthless. For 
these kinds of in-depth articles they're among the best, in 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495078 34301 37 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:37:55pm  
 
<P>See the update above ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495092 34301 45 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:41:50pm  
 
<P>This is what Bill O'Reilly was saying about Dr. Tiller in 2006 on his radio 
show:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/r93Q31H8NJg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495101 34301 50 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:44:35pm  
 
<P>Hey, New York Times -- if you need an endorsement from a lowly blogger, 
there's mine: "They're not worthless."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495118 34301 56 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 5:51:14pm  
 
<P>I have to say that if I had demonized an individual person at LGF as badly as 
Bill O'Reilly did to Dr. Tiller ("Tiller the Baby Killer," repeated ad nauseam), 
and that person ended up shot dead in a church, I'd have a little trouble 
sleeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495141 34301 71 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 6:00:09pm  
 
<P>By the way, I heard Rush Limbaugh blow the racist dog whistle today.</P> 



<P>He was ranting about proposed warning labels for hot dogs, and said 
(paraphrasing): "Soon they'll ban Oreos ... well, not until Barack Obama leaves 
office, though."</P> 
<P>Smell the love!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07495150 34301 79 Charles Mon, Jul 27, 2009 6:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7495148" target=_blank>#77</A> slotgun</EM></P> 
<P>B'bye. Take care. Other sites will be more sympathetic to 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497221 34304 145 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 10:26:03am  
 
<P>Media sites and bloggers who promote Nirtherism should be shunned and made to 
pay a price for spreading this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497243 34304 164 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 10:28:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7497236" target=_blank>#159</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Pay a price?" Clarify?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pay a price ... in loss of credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497299 34304 200 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 10:36:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7497262" target=_blank>#177</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe that his religion is listed as Muslim?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the First Corollary to the Nirth Certifikit Theory?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497308 34304 205 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 10:37:30am  
 
<P>I have a copy of my original birth certificate. It does not list 
religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497339 34304 222 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 10:42:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7497333" target=_blank>#219</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>No, it doesn't list "race," either. Not a good idea to say the state 
publicly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497517 34304 279 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:11:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7497455" target=_blank>#271</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hawaii's long form does not have the religion of the mother or father on 
it:</P> 



<P><A href="http://passportsusa.com/wp-
content/gallery/passportusa/edith_front.jpg" target=_blank>Image of Hawaiian 
long for birth certificate</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find! That debunks the First Corollary of the Nirth Certifikit Theory -- 
that Obama won't release the "long form" because it reveals he's a sekrit 
Moslem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499808 34304 313 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 8:29:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7499587" target=_blank>#312</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<P>You're wrong. The issue has been settled. This has nothing to do with the 
Daily Kos - get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07501196 34304 321 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 8:55:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7500541" target=_blank>#314</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<P>No. Again, you are simply wrong. Obama's citizenship has been proven, beyond 
all doubt. End of story. If you won't accept it, then yes, you're a 
Nirther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07504393 34304 324 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 9:21:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7504063" target=_blank>#323</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me. But can you see ANYWHERE that I said I don't accept his 
citizenship?</P> 
<P>I just don't accept the arguments put forth by either side, since they are 
either fact-free, or irrelevant.</P> 
<P>Insisting on intellectual rigor from both sides of a debate does not make me 
a Nirther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no "two sides" to this issue. The Nirthers are WRONG, pure and 
simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497446 34306 9 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:00:07am  
 
<P>I don't know why, but Beck isn't the only right wing pundit who's getting 
more comfortable with his inner racist.</P> 
<P>Yesterday, I heard Rush Limbaugh say, in the middle of a rant about proposed 
warning stickers on hot dogs, that next they'd want to ban Oreo cookies -- but 
they'd have to wait until Obama left office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497479 34306 32 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:05:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7497471" target=_blank>#26</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a joke, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. A racist dog whistle joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497561 34306 97 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:19:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7497534" target=_blank>#77</A> MikeAlv77</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having grown up in NYC it was always weird that black could call each other 
the "N" word at full volume on the street but if anyone else even remotely said 
it they immediately got offended. Strange...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you feel like rebelling against this awful restriction, you'd better find 
another blog to do it at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497573 34306 108 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:20:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7497545" target=_blank>#84</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Usually to denigrate them - a black person who "acts white", or turns their 
back on their race. 0bama may be many things, but he's no "Oreo 
cookie".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a derogatory term when used by a black person, and it's even more 
derogatory used by a white person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497593 34306 127 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:23:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7497588" target=_blank>#122</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't we get upset with <EM>anyone</EM> saying the word? I don't tolerate the 
word from anyone, and I don't like hearing it between black kids, it upsets me, 
and I flat <EM>don't</EM> understand why that's just fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, you can get upset about anyone saying it. For example, I wasn't 
happy when I heard Rush Limbaugh say that yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497650 34306 182 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:31:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7497632" target=_blank>#164</A> Attaboid</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497670 34306 202 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 11:35:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7497661" target=_blank>#193</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he mentioned Oreos.</P> 
<P>I despair. Do we need to designate the name of a <EM>cookie</EM> as the "o" 
word? I really hope not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think we need to do that. But it's not cool to use it as a 
derogatory term for Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497957 34306 470 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 12:28:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7497942" target=_blank>#455</A> 
MikeAlv77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got yelled at by Charles but don't quite know why since I used the term (I 
thought) carefully in trying to point out hypocrisy... and the same term was 
used the same way by others with no smack down...</P> 
<P>(still slightly confused...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not yelling, but this topic often seems to provoke a few people into 
wanting to post racial slurs or "jokes", to show how they're not "politically 
correct," and I wanted to head that off before it even got 
started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07497991 34306 502 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 12:33:50pm  
 
<P>One of the important things about Blazing Saddles is that the intent of the 
humor was very clear -- to mock racism and racists, not to slur black people. 
(Although the race baiting industry would probably make life miserable for any 
filmmaker who tried to do something like it today.)</P> 
<P>When Rush Limbaugh edges around to calling Obama an "Oreo," or when Glenn 
Beck says Obama hates "white culture" (Google that phrase if you want to see why 
I label it a "racist dog whistle"), they don't have any such justification for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07498119 34306 626 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 1:02:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. Libertarian wacko Wayne Allen Root now on Neil Cavuto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07498204 34306 708 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 1:17:45pm  
 
<P>I don't think Barack Obama joined Trinity United Church because of Black 
Liberation Theology. I think he joined for political purposes, and it obviously 
worked for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499008 34306 840 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 4:38:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/837/7498968" target=_blank>#837</A> 
UrbanRevival</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanos,I would have been happy to explain to you what I meant, but it appears 
that Charles is only intrested in opinions that mirror his own. Rather than ask 
me what I meant by "white power," as you did, he simply deleted my post - so I 
won't waste my time explaining.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now you won't have to waste any more time explaining your ideas about 
"white power" to anyone here, because you don't have an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499168 34306 848 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 5:33:27pm  
 
<P>Interesting example of how NOT to keep your LGF account, just above.</P> 
<P>1) post a comment using the term "white power."</P> 
<P>2) get pissed off when it's deleted, act like it's his right to post comments 
anonymously at LGF, talking about "white power," and if I delete them 
<EM>I'm</EM> the asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07498516 34307 215 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 2:12:51pm  
 
<P>Hot.</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0FeTBYLTdCU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499282 34308 25 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 6:13:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7499254" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, he is right. But it's not so much that they're afraid of Limbaugh -- 
they're afraid of the emails and phone calls they get from his army of dittohead 
followers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499318 34308 55 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 6:20:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7499295" target=_blank>#35</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's had his moment, and he voted with his skin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know that ... how? Please note that Powell himself has specifically 
denied this allegation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07499930 34309 99 Charles Tue, Jul 28, 2009 9:05:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7499885" target=_blank>#61</A> hokiepride</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Just my 2c, but don't you think there are more important things that 
merit the attention of this blog...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, absolutely! This, for example:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/La-sjJdKTew&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07501578 34311 248 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 10:08:08am  
 
<P>Classic troll behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07501585 34311 255 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 10:08:36am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7501549" target=_blank>#220</A> 
ExPatriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>instead, I got a lot of name-calling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now your account is history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07501822 34311 487 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 10:50:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7501787" target=_blank>#453</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I wish Steele had said:</P> 
<P><EM>President Obama is a U.S. citizen and the chairman of the Republican 
party is not a creationist.</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't been able to find out if Steele is a creationist. I have my 
suspicions, nothing more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be willing to bet that if he's ever pinned down on the question, he'll 
say he's in favor of teaching creationism alongside evolution. This is the GOP 
position. Many state platforms spell it out explicitly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503436 34312 238 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 4:58:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7503282" target=_blank>#237</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>Here's what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the creationists at the Discovery Institute do have some common ground 
with the Nigerian Taliban.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what I <STRONG>didn't</STRONG> write:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the creationists at the Discovery Institute are just like the Nigerian 
Taliban.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Have some common ground with" is not the same as "equivalent 
to."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503555 34312 240 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 5:53:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7503549" target=_blank>#239</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>I do believe that the same atavistic impulses to reject modern science drive 
both parties, although they obviously express those impulses differently. This 
doesn't make them the same, but it should give creationists who believe the same 
things as the Nigerian Taliban a reason to stop and check 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503568 34312 244 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 5:58:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7503559" target=_blank>#241</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>I completely reject your attempt to associate my post with that racist image. 
That's just ridiculous.</P> 
<P>I wasn't trying to be "cute" -- I was making a very deliberate sharp point 
about where the kind of Dark Ages thinking that drives creationism can 
lead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07503579 34312 247 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 6:03:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7503569" target=_blank>#245</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<P>Vegetarianism is not equivalent to creationism.</P> 
<P>The people who run the Discovery Institute have been exposed, in the Wedge 
Document, with a plan to redefine the very meaning of science into an engine for 
a theocratic society -- and they sneak their creationism into schools, using any 
strategy that works.</P> 
<P>That's a little different than choosing to eat soy-based 
products.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503588 34312 248 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 6:06:17pm  
 
<P>P.S. And yes -- it's more than a little bit like the Nigerian 
Taliban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503873 34312 252 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 6:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7503683" target=_blank>#250</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No argument.</P> 
<P>And Creationists/Id people are not equivalent to the Taliban. When you try to 
make that argument, you undercut the very good argument that needs to be 
made.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I've already said, I didn't make that argument -- so the rest of your 
post just looks like thin-skinned reactionism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07505961 34312 262 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 9:25:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7504549" target=_blank>#256</A> OneGod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But going from those positions to equating American Creationists with the 
Taliban is just immature. wahabicorridor is right and Charles isn't taking 
responsibility for a pejorative linkage driven by bias.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, because the criticism is ridiculously off base. It's stupid to 
say that "has some common ground with" is the same as "equivalent 
to."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506016 34312 264 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 9:37:39am  
 
<P>And now the real jerks are showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506064 34312 265 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 9:48:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7504549" target=_blank>#256</A> OneGod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But going from those positions to equating American Creationists with the 
Taliban is just immature. wahabicorridor is right and Charles isn't taking 
responsibility for a pejorative linkage <STRONG>driven by 
bias</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Am I biased against people who refuse to accept reality, deny science, and do 
their best to force their Dark Ages views on <EM>everyone's</EM> children?</P> 
<P>You bet I am. And I make no apology for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506369 34312 266 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 10:32:29am  
 
<P>And by the way -- that description applies equally well to the Nigerian 
Taliban and the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511686 34312 269 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7510629" target=_blank>#268</A> OneGod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I am new, I'd just like some clarity on the rules around here, if I 
may: is it fair to say that if <STRONG>"I"</STRONG> call someone a jerk that 
I'll be banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You apparently think you have a "gotcha" moment. No, you won't get banned 
just for calling someone a jerk, unless you are being a jerk and deserve to be 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07502633 34315 37 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 1:47:58pm  
 
<P>And one more point -- another reason why Obama hasn't released the "long 
form" certificate is that the state of Hawaii does not give out copies of the 
original. If you request a copy of your birth certificate, that second document 
above is the ONLY thing you can get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503059 34315 438 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 2:58:49pm  
 
<P>Weird Nut Drooly shrieks: <A 
href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=105271" 
target=_blank>$100,000 offered for proof of eligibility</A>!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A man who runs a silver business and offers stock investment advice has 
announced he's offering a reward of $100,000 for proof meeting that Barack Obama 
is a "natural born" citizen of the United States and, therefore, eligible to be 
president.</P> 
<P>Jason Hommel announced the offer on his website.</P> 
<P>"I, Jason Hommel, promise that I will give $100,000 to the first person who 
can prove to my satisfaction that Barack Obama, acting as president of the 
United States, is a 'natural born' citizen of the USA, which is a qualification 
to hold the office as indicated in the U.S. Constitution," he wrote.</P> 
<P>"Please prove that Obama is a 'natural born' US citizen, and put to rest the 
claims in lawsuits, as wnd.com reports, 'that include contentions Obama was born 
in Kenya, wasn't a 'natural born' citizen because of his father's Kenyan 
citizenship, was a dual citizen and that his mother wasn't old enough to 
transmit citizenship at birth. In addition, his citizenship is clouded by his 
move as a child to Indonesia and apparent adoption by an Indonesian citizen who 
married his mother.'"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503080 34315 458 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 3:02:35pm  
 



<P>I'm really beginning to wonder about John Bolton. Why does he keep hanging 
out with the incredibly deranged Pamela Geller?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503103 34315 481 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 3:05:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/7503088" target=_blank>#466</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's pretty? She has a large bosom and wears things that show cleavage? 
She's got a great smile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty? Maybe if you like artificial enhancements and crocodilian facial 
expressions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503209 34315 583 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 3:27:18pm  
 
<P>Nirther queen bee Orly Taitz on the Colbert Report:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/tBa_xayTF0g&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503289 34315 658 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 4:02:31pm  
 
<P>Weird Nut Drooly found a 1961 Hawaii birth certificate and sure enough -- the 
form is identical to the 1962 form.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=105347" 
target=_blank>www.wnd.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>WND, of course, gets even more whacked out than usual trying to keep the 
conspiracy alive despite this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503514 34315 863 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 5:31:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7502701" target=_blank>#97</A> 
JakeSpiderMonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Don't candy-coat it. Tell us all how you really feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503788 34315 893 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 6:42:18pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Not again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07505935 34315 920 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 9:19:30am  
 
<P>I'm not going to tolerate idiots who promote Nirtherism at LGF.</P> 
<P>"The Monster" is blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07505974 34315 921 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 9:28:53am  
 



<P>I notice that the Nirthers are moving the goalposts now that they're getting 
called out for their idiocy -- now they want to to see Obama's <EM>other</EM> 
records.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506671 34315 924 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 11:31:56am  
 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07507287 34315 928 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 1:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/7507169" target=_blank>#926</A> 
Nomorelies</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503533 34316 24 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 5:37:59pm  
 
<P>I played on that same stage with Al Jarreau, for several 
nights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07503534 34316 25 Charles Wed, Jul 29, 2009 5:38:16pm  
 
<P>It's the Bottom Line in Nagoya...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506180 34320 34 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 10:08:46am  
 
<P>Two of the craziest wingnuts in American politics, together at last:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tonight on the Andrea Shea King Show - former Ambassador, presidential 
candidate, and conservative political activist Alan Keyes joins me. We're going 
to talk about what Andrew McCarthy writes today in the National Review Online. 
The show begins at 9 ET, and you can listen by linking here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.blogtalkradio.com/ASKShow/2009/07/31/The-Andrea-
Shea-King-Show" 
target=_blank>www.blogtalkradio.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506520 34321 10 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 10:59:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7506509" target=_blank>#2</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dan wants to be Media Czar</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He might be angling for the czar slot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07506800 34321 216 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 12:02:40pm  
 
<P>Andrew McCarthy comes out as a Nirther at National Review today. 
Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07507418 34322 273 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 2:34:06pm  
 



<P>New video format added to comments: <A href="http://vimeo.com/" 
target=_blank>Vimeo.com</A>.</P> 
<P>To embed a Vimeo clip in a comment, go to the page at the Vimeo website that 
has the video, and copy the page's URL (<EM>not</EM> the embed code!), then 
paste that URL directly into a comment, on its own line -- like this (spaces 
inserted to keep it from being converted):</P> 
<P>http :// vimeo.com/3567841</P> 
<P>Here's the embedded video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'3567841',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07507450 34322 301 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 2:45:32pm  
 
<P>A pretty cool music video from Vimeo -- never heard of the band:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'5667752',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07507565 34322 410 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 3:15:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7507535" target=_blank>#380</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>Only a few. Nobody notices when I don't announce it. Already one sock puppet 
attempt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07507673 34323 50 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 3:31:09pm  
 
<P>Biden's probably nipping from a flask to supplement the 
brewski.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07508236 34324 94 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 5:17:55pm  
 
<P>Lady bug swarm.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'5645695',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07508251 34324 103 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 5:24:04pm  
 



<P>Plato's allegory of the cave, in clay animation.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'1070177',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07508280 34325 8 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 5:38:40pm  
 
<P>Notice that the article calls them "police" at one point, and "troops" at 
another.</P> 
<P>Not much difference between the two in Nigeria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07508526 34325 227 Charles Thu, Jul 30, 2009 7:06:01pm  
 
<P>An image being sent to conservative mailing lists tonight:</P> 
<P><A title=20090730redneckbeer.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090730redneckbeer.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090730redneckbeer.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512134 34329 429 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 2:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7512013" target=_blank>#428</A> 
butterick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great use of the "lgfhatesamerica" tag in that thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They add that tag to cover up their embarrassment at having the crazies 
exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512613 34329 436 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 4:22:48pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511255 34330 99 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 11:14:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7511235" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they did random phone polling. These polls are easy to manipulate, 
they carefully formulate the questions get get desired results. However, I don't 
find these results completely implausible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True -- but the poll question here was:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you believe that Barack Obama was born in the United States of America or 
not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That seems pretty straightforward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511265 34330 108 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 11:15:37am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7511214" target=_blank>#67</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to know how many of the people responding didn't even know there 
were questions about Obama's birth or citizenship until they got the poll 
question.</P> 
<P>This has been news in blogs, but I haven't seen this in newspapers or on TV. 
Did the pollsters only poll people who follow blogs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mainstream media has been giving the issue a lot of coverage, all 
week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511311 34330 146 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 11:22:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7511296" target=_blank>#134</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe. It's widely known, though, that he was born in Hawaii. Are you sure 
people know it's part of the United States?</P> 
<P>Like others, I question this report, simply because it doesn't even come 
close to matching reality as I know it. I don't know a single person who holds 
that 0 isn't a citizen - not one. Yet the poll indicates that one in five people 
either don't believe it or aren't sure?</P> 
<P>It just seems like I would have bumped into someone by now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, notice in the regional breakdown -- the Nirthers are strongly 
concentrated in the South. If you don't live in the South it's a lot less likely 
that you'd encounter them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511389 34330 217 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 11:38:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7511354" target=_blank>#184</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would rather stress the irrelevance of the nirther issue than attempt to 
argue people out of it, or aid those who would prefer to see any and all 
conservative voices destroyed by typing them all as "nuts."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not an option when you have people with very loud voices, like World 
Net Daily for one example and Orly Taitz for another, pushing the birth 
certificate nonsense as hard as they can, Fox News doing their sly not-quite-
promotion bit, and dozens of right wing bloggers either openly promoting it or 
never denouncing it.</P> 
<P>I don't agree that it's an option at this point, now that the media has 
glommed onto it, to just sit back and ignore it and hope it goes away. It's not 
going away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511451 34330 278 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 11:51:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7511354" target=_blank>#184</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...or aid those who would prefer to see any and all conservative voices 
destroyed by typing them all as "nuts."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree here too. When someone is in the grip of a delusion, it 
doesn't help them to play along and pretend it's no big deal. I believe that 



when someone is acting crazy they should hear about it from everyone around 
them.</P> 
<P>I agree with you that a lot of these people aren't inherently deranged -- but 
the Nirth Certifikit theory IS. And more people need to be unafraid to say so, 
and give this nonsense exactly the amount of respect it deserves -- 
none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511553 34330 368 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:18:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7511510" target=_blank>#330</A> 
michaelasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZmJhMzlmZWFhOTQ3YjUxMDE2YWY4ZDMzZjZlY
TVmZmU" target=_blank>Birth-cert controversy is about Obama honesty, not where 
he was born</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A pretty lame attempt to put lipstick on a pig, if you ask me. Claiming that 
the Birthers reveal some deeper truth about <EM>Barack Obama</EM>, and how 
people perceive him, is ridiculous. It reveals that the Birthers are crazy, end 
of story.</P> 
<P>McCarthy is spinning like a centrifuge in that one. Even gets in the Sekrit 
Muslim corollary to the Nirth Theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511557 34330 372 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:19:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7511550" target=_blank>#365</A> AreaMan</EM></P> 
<P>Bitez moi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511579 34330 392 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:25:22pm  
 
<P>I have no trouble at all believing these numbers, by the way. Try reading any 
thread at Hot Air (just to name one rightie blog) on this issue. And let's not 
even mention Free Republic.</P> 
<P>At any blog where the subject is mentioned, Nirthers turn out in droves. They 
even continue popping up at LGF long after I've made it exceedingly clear that I 
won't tolerate Nirther promos here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511599 34330 411 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:31:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7511594" target=_blank>#406</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<P>From what I can see, it's much more widespread than 9/11 Trooferism ever was. 
I never saw this many people promoting Trooferism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07511604 34330 416 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 12:32:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7511573" target=_blank>#386</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I've seen him do that routine several times -- he doesn't mention it, but 
some audiences are better at it than others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512049 34331 219 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 1:58:25pm  



 
<P>I happened to watch the O'Reilly show recently when he did a lengthy segment 
about how horrific the Netherlands and Amsterdam are, because of their civil 
libertarianism. Well, I've been to many parts of the Netherlands, and have spent 
quite a bit of time in Amsterdam in particular, and O'Reilly's distorted 
portrayal of it as a violent, crime-filled anarchy certainly didn't match what I 
saw.</P> 
<P>Here's an Amsterdam resident's response to O'Reilly...</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sTPsFIsxM3w&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512073 34331 238 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 2:06:12pm  
 
<P>I once spent two weeks in Amsterdam when a couple of dates were canceled in 
the middle of a tour. I've also stayed in Den Haag ('the Hague') and 
Maastricht.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512347 34332 179 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 2:58:18pm  
 
<P>The cheese stands alone.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'3295408',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512858 34334 9 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 5:41:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7512853" target=_blank>#6</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>slightly scary, somehow...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has an ominous inevitability about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07512916 34334 45 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 5:56:25pm  
 
<P>m_003</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'1128353',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07513044 34334 161 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 6:28:20pm  



 
<P>Errant dog!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'4212391',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07513078 34334 195 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 6:37:28pm  
 
<P>Melanie Phillips really dropped the ball again in her column about climate 
change -- quoting a shill for James Inhofe (one of the most dishonest of the 
skeptics, with Dominionist religious motivations), and promoting a group of 
scientists that are climate change "skeptics" ...</P> 
<P>A group of scientists that includes several notorious creationists, and 
apparently no one with actual expertise in a field related to climate 
science.</P> 
<P>Phillips seems to be getting her propaganda directly from the extreme 
theocratic wing of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07513087 34334 204 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 6:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7513082" target=_blank>#199</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the composition; very painterly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's cropped from a larger image ... with some slight adjustments to color 
levels to brighten it up a llittle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07513714 34335 120 Charles Fri, Jul 31, 2009 9:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7513695" target=_blank>#101</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watched the video this morning. It is sophomoric, wrong, and full of 
lies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which lies in particular?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514512 34335 454 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 8:32:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/7514119" target=_blank>#408</A> FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Lizard King,</P> 
<P>Please research this very important question in a credulous 
manner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess what? I have been researching it, and I've learned that the right wing 
line on climate change is full of distortions and lies. Sorry, I know that's not 
what you want to hear.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a plethora of scientists who reject the "consensus" of Global 
Warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there is not. The <EM>vast</EM> majority of scientists in climate fields 
accept the mountains of evidence that human beings are causing global warming. 



That's a fact. You're getting your talking points from 
ideologues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514520 34335 457 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 8:36:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/7514514" target=_blank>#456</A> mrkwong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, we're back to "the science is settled."</P> 
<P>Nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can say "nonsense" all you like, it doesn't change any 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514527 34335 459 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 8:44:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7513962" target=_blank>#352</A> 
dalejrfanfreak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, lastly, how come Charles didn't mention that Al Gore's hometown of 
Nashville broke a record for low temperatures in late July? I thought the Earth 
was supposed to be getting warmer and warmer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know ... maybe because that's a completely meaningless, 
irrelevant point of information?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514535 34335 461 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 8:51:35am  
 
<P>This is an NOAA question/answer piece on Anthony Watts distorted and untrue 
claims about US weather stations:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Q. How has the poor exposure biased local temperatures trends?</P> 
<P>A. At the present time (June 2009), to the best of our knowledge, there has 
only been one published peer-reviewed study that specifically quantified the 
potential bias in trends caused by poor station exposure (Peterson, 2006). The 
analysis examined only a small subset of stations –- all that had their exposure 
checked at that time -– and found no bias in long-term trends.</P> 
<P>Q. Does a station with good exposure read warmer than a station with poor 
exposure?</P> 
<P>A. Not necessarily. Many local factors influence the observed temperature: 
whether a station is in a valley with cold air drainage, whether the station is 
a liquid-in-glass thermometer in a standard wooden shelter or an electronic 
thermometer in the new smaller and more open plastic shelters, whether the 
station reads and resets its maximum and minimum thermometers in the coolest 
time of the day in early morning or in the warmest time of the day in the 
afternoon, etc. But for detecting climate change, the concern is not the 
absolute temperature -– whether a station is reading warmer or cooler than a 
nearby station over grass -– but how that temperature changes over time.</P> 
<P>Q. Is there any question that surface temperatures in the United States have 
been rising rapidly during the last 50 years?</P> 
<P>A. None at all. Even if NOAA did not have weather observing stations across 
the length and breadth of the United States the impacts of the warming are 
unmistakable. For example, lake and river ice is melting earlier in the spring 
and forming later in the fall. Plants are blooming earlier in the spring. 
Mountain glaciers are melting. Coastal temperatures are rising. And a multitude 
of species of birds, fish, mammals and plants are extending their ranges 



northward and, in mountainous areas, upward as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514569 34335 468 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:07:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7514364" target=_blank>#423</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In light of this atmosphere, trying to actually help people understand what 
is meant by "AGW" or "climate change" becomes a non-starter. People just don't 
want to hear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very true. And as I've been researching the issues, it's become clear to me 
that there are ideologues on both sides -- but the right wing talking points and 
claims very often cross the line into distortion and/or deliberate 
deception.</P> 
<P>It's easy to get away with distortions on this subject, because the technical 
issues are somewhat difficult and most people just don't have time to devote to 
a thorough study. But the Marc Moranos and James Inhofes on the right wing side 
are lying about the science, and distorting what they don't lie 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514597 34335 473 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:14:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/7514585" target=_blank>#470</A> Walter 
Cronanty</EM></P> 
<P>That's absurd. All the issues Watts brings up that can affect temperature 
measurements from surface stations are well known to the NOAA, and have been for 
years -- and they've developed methodologies for adjusting and compensating for 
factors like the Urban Heat Island Effect.</P> 
<P>They didn't just wake up and start studying the climate yesterday, you 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514605 34335 475 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:17:42am  
 
<P>This is the full reply from the NOAA to Anthony Watts' false claims about the 
US temperature record (PDF): [Link: <A 
href="http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/about/response-v2.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.ncdc.noaa.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514626 34335 477 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:22:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7514614" target=_blank>#476</A> legalpad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I missed it, but the piece included data on the fact of warming. I 
didn't catch much data on <EM>why</EM>. "We are doing it?" Data, please. The 
issue, the only issue, is <EM>how do we know</EM> "we are doing 
it?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recommend checking out Peter Sinclair's other videos. There's quite a lot 
of valid information in them.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/greenman3610" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07515176 34335 497 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:54:56am  
 
<P>Apart from the bigger issue of climate change, by the way, I posted this 
because I don't agree at all with Anthony Watts' tactics -- to try to shut down 
the criticism with an empty copyright claim, by taking advantage of YouTube's 
automatic blocking system. He's a big boy. He should be able to deal with 
critics without trying to muzzle them. He certainly dishes enough of it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515290 34335 509 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:24:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7515252" target=_blank>#502</A> walter 
cronanty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you read the current blog on this topic at Mr. Watts' site, 
you'll see that he has posted the video at his site. Hardly consistent with 
someone who is trying to "muzzle" his critics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You mean he didn't file a copyright complaint with 
YouTube?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518341 34335 559 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 11:45:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7518210" target=_blank>#557</A> swami</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518354 34335 560 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 11:50:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7518331" target=_blank>#558</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Charles has been kidnapped. He's gone through a period of 
severe irritation at the irrational aspects of the fundamentalist wing of the 
Republican Party, exemplified by their creationist/intelligent design 
tendencies. I'm in complete agreement with him on this point, but I think it has 
colored his perception of a lot of other topics that aren't directly related to 
this. I can see why he would lose respect for the judgment of Bobby Jindal, Rick 
Perry, et al., who are tainted by this nonsense but (sadly) these guys are in 
many cases our only line of defense against the socialist agenda the Pelosibama 
Dems mean to shove down our throats without debate (or even reading the bills, 
really). Sopmetimes you just have to use the tools at hand, if the levee's about 
to break.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you are 100% wrong. I'm perfectly capable of making reasoned judgments 
based on research and facts, and nothing has been "colored" by my irritation at 
the creationist wing of the GOP.</P> 
<P>I've been researching the science of climate change fairly intensively for 
almost a year, and I simply can't go along with many of the right wing talking 
points any more. There's an enormous amount of deception and distortion coming 
from the anti-AGW side, and I'm not onboard with the blatant dishonesty of 
people like James Inhofe and the like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514678 34337 5 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:42:26am  
 



<P>Beck's whole raving paranoid fantasy is based on the terms of service for the 
cars.gov site. He actually seems to think the government can take over your 
computer just by visiting that site.</P> 
<P>"Do not visit this site!"</P> 
<P>Moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514688 34337 10 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:44:47am  
 
<P>And Kimberley Guilfoyle -- good grief!</P> 
<P>"They're jumping right into you, and they're seizing all your private 
information!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514724 34337 34 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:55:21am  
 
<P>The terms of service mean NOTHING. The government CAN'T "seize control" of 
your computer even if they wanted to.</P> 
<P>This is a typical stupid over-zealous paragraph written by government lawyers 
to cover every possible base. Sure, you can point out that it's too broad, but 
to use this as evidence that the government has a plot to sneak into your 
private files is just... beyond ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514734 34337 44 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 9:58:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7514726" target=_blank>#36</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The warning he talks about is only on the link to be used by dealers that 
signed up to get rebates from the government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Well, that makes it even more ridiculous, then, because that language 
is actually more understandable in the context of a dealer, when they'll be 
accepting money from the government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514756 34337 63 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:01:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7514743" target=_blank>#52</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is someone out there who needs watching, can the government use this 
clause to gather information without obtaining a search warrant 
first?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No! The clause is just words. A government website cannot gain access to your 
private data, no how, no way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514761 34337 67 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:03:01am  
 
<P>Does anyone know which page that agreement is located on? Beck conveniently 
forgot to mention that...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514797 34337 102 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:11:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7514780" target=_blank>#86</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's not true. If the government was inclined too, they could hack into 
your system with no less trouble than Russian or Chinese or North Korean hackers 
do. It's up to YOU to make sure you are protected.</P> 
<P>Why couldn't the government hack into your system?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's illegal, for one thing. For another, hacking into someone's 
computer just by having them visit a website is NOT a simple matter -- it's only 
possible with certain browsers and certain techniques, and anti-virus programs 
are regularly updated to protect against these techniques.</P> 
<P>Unless you're willing to believe the NSA is using super-sekrit hacking 
techniques to grab info from dealers who visit cars.gov, the possibility of the 
government hacking into anyone's computer is vanishing small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514804 34337 109 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:12:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7514792" target=_blank>#97</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So... question here.</P> 
<P>What's with the "Racism" tag that Charles put on the thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Autofill did it. I removed that tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514811 34337 116 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:14:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7514807" target=_blank>#112</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm more curious why, if this is actually what the web-site at CARS.gov says 
- aren't the same groups of folks who were insisting that GWB was listening in 
on there phone calls out there screaming?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. That paragraph is from the agreement for DEALERS, not the general 
public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514822 34337 126 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:16:13am  
 
<P>Here's the agreement -- it's on the login page for DEALERS, and it's not even 
on the cars.gov site!</P> 
<P>Beck didn't mention that little bit of information.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://supplierpayments.esc.gov/OA_HTML/RF.jsp?function_id=28716&amp;resp_
id=-1&amp;resp_appl_id=-
1&amp;security_group_id=0&amp;lang_code=US&amp;params=1QjBbvK328ZbUaSUNj3kbu7K3g
vpagsk17LptZc1LOg" 
target=_blank>supplierpayments.esc.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514868 34337 168 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:26:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7514853" target=_blank>#153</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>That's not the agreement Beck is raving about ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514871 34337 171 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:26:42am  
 



<P>A link to the page with the language Beck was reading:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://supplierpayments.esc.gov/OA_HTML/RF.jsp?function_id=28716&amp;resp_
id=-1&amp;resp_appl_id=-
1&amp;security_group_id=0&amp;lang_code=US&amp;params=1QjBbvK328ZbUaSUNj3kbu7K3g
vpagsk17LptZc1LOg" 
target=_blank>supplierpayments.esc.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514882 34337 182 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:29:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7514836" target=_blank>#139</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No where did I say they are doing it, or even inclined to do it. But, your 
statement " A government website cannot gain access to your private data, no 
how, no way." is just not true.</P> 
<P>If they wanted, they could, no more or less difficult than North Korean 
hackers doing it like they did a few weeks ago, or any other hacking story we 
have read about over the years.</P> 
<P>Sorry, our computer security director at the DOE lab where I worked could do 
all sorts of things, it was his job to know how.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that it's NOT a simple matter for anyone to gain control of a 
computer, simply by having it visit a web page. If a hacker targets your 
computer specifically, of course there are ways to get in almost any system. But 
the claim that Beck is pushing is that you're doomed if you simply visit the 
cars.gov website. That's just wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514892 34337 192 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:32:03am  
 
<P>Again, please note! The language Glenn Beck is raving about in the video 
above is ONLY FOR DEALERS, who are taking money from the government in the 
clunkers program.</P> 
<P>NOT for consumers. Beck is not even in the ball park this 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514902 34337 202 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:35:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7514891" target=_blank>#191</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again, I am not talking about Beck's claim. He's a nut. I am talking 
about your statement and only your statement (and only this part of your longer 
comment) "A government website cannot gain access to your private data, no how, 
no way."</P> 
<P>Not true, not in the plain simple language you used. If they were inclined 
to, they could. Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim was that any computer could be taken over, just by visiting the 
cars.gov site -- and that's simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514950 34337 246 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:45:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7514929" target=_blank>#227</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely true. However, if the government <EM>did</EM> decide to hack your 
computer after you agreed to this TOS, this would give them a legal defense for 
doing so. Still, it's a paranoid fantasy that the government planned it that 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope -- this agreement is only for dealers, who are basically entering into a 
business partnership with the government. It's not for consumers and does not 
apply to consumers.</P> 
<P>This is the DOT privacy policy for consumers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dot.gov/privacy.html" 
target=_blank>www.dot.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514951 34337 247 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:47:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7514944" target=_blank>#241</A> mfarmer1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but a warning that tells you that while you're logged into a 
government website essentially makes your computer property of the US government 
is creepy as is your example above.</P> 
<P>I'm sure there is another legal gobbledygook meaning for the warning that 
doesn't mean that literally, but it would be enough to make me click away from 
there pronto. Like I said however, I wouldn't participate in this fiasco in the 
first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The agreement is for dealers only, not consumers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07514959 34337 255 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 10:49:55am  
 
<P>By the way, if the government is going to sneak into your computers and steal 
yer infos, they're not going to tell you about it in an agreement on a public 
website.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515019 34337 310 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:08:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7514977" target=_blank>#272</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "system" they're talking about is the CARS system, not the dealer's 
computer. I.e. all files <EM>in the CARS system</EM> can be monitored, recorded, 
etc., <EM>not</EM> all files on the dealer's computer.</P> 
<P>It's true that the dealer's computer becomes "property of the Federal 
government" while logged in to CARS. But it ceases to be Federal property when 
the dealer logs out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's exactly right. This issue is even less than it appears.</P> 
<P>It only applies to dealers, and it only applies to files that are part of the 
business transactions between dealers and the CARS program. Not everything on 
the dealer's computer -- or as Kimberley Guilfoyle says, "everything in your 
house."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515030 34337 321 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:11:50am  
 
<P>Lots of people who never post comments are showing up to down-ding my Anthony 
Watts post.</P> 



<P>Must be a link somewhere. Reminds me of creationist behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515040 34337 330 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:13:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7515036" target=_blank>#326</A> 
rob.schmitt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,You have an extremely short attention span.I realized that since Beck 
believes in Cod, you feel that you must destroy him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a stupid comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515069 34337 359 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:19:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7515060" target=_blank>#350</A> 
weblurker</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, you don't get to leave your dramatic flounce-off 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515087 34337 377 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:21:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7515082" target=_blank>#372</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you are uncodly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people say I am a cod among men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515131 34337 420 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7515129" target=_blank>#418</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a valid Government IS disclaimer.</P> 
<P>That cars.gov thing is outrageous, for its high-handedness and utter 
incompetence. Beck is a spittle-spraying moron, and I'd like to see the 
government back up the claim that my computer belings to the government while 
I'm logged in. Just the same, the "All Your Base" bureaucratic ass-covering 
approach is not how to do business.They're opening a can of worms by presuming 
rights they do not have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's <STRONG>only</STRONG> for dealers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515139 34337 428 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:42:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7515114" target=_blank>#404</A> American 
Sabra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry I had to take care of a dog v. cat crisis...</P> 
<P>Let me put it this way. If Beck is the Olbermann of the Right, then wouldn't 
you agree with Olbermann once in awhile? Someone said up thread that a broken 
clock is right twice a day after all.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying that either of these men don't make valid points now and then. 
Maybe they do. I don't pay attention long enough to find out. But you wouldn't 
carry around a broken clock with you and rely on it to tell time. That would be 



silly and useless. And that's what I think of both of them, even if I might 
agree with something they say. Silly and useless and not to be relied on to make 
a point that I agree with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may be a broken clock, but he's not right in any sense on this issue. The 
agreement is ONLY FOR DEALERS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515149 34337 438 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:46:08am  
 
 
 
<P>Not only is the agreement intended just for dealers, it doesn't say what Beck 
is raving about anyway.</P> 
<P>It says that files on the CARS system belong to the government, while a 
dealer's computer is logged on. They don't continue to claim a right to 
everything on the dealer's computer once it's logged off.</P> 
<P>There's nothing wrong with this, even for dealers. They're engaged in a 
business agreement with the government, and there are accountability standards 
that have to be met, for better or worse.</P> 
<P>This whole issue is pure tin foil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515156 34337 445 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:47:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/7515150" target=_blank>#439</A> 
rob.schmitt</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515163 34337 451 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:50:49am  
 
<P>From Hot Air's thread on this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is how the Nazis started. They didn’t fire up the ovens right off the 
bat. They gradually got to that point. Every other way they ran the government 
is being copied by Obama and the radical lefts in congress. If you don’t like 
the analogy of the Nazis, Fascist Italy works just as well.</P> 
<P>mizflame98 on August 1, 2009 at 10:31 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515193 34337 480 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 11:57:51am  
 
<P>That's two Beck meltdowns already today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515207 34337 491 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7515173" target=_blank>#461</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother. Some of these people are insane.</P> 
<P>Don't they realize that this is basically a dealer financial system? 
Essentially it's a EULA for financial software for online transactions. Are they 
that dumb that they think they won't have security measures for 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is -- notice that the site where the agreement/login 
page is located has the name: <STRONG>supplierpayments</STRONG>.esc.gov.</P> 



<P>This is a financial system. The dealer EULA is 100% 
appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515241 34337 521 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/7515216" target=_blank>#498</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I missed the Beach Ball thread last night.Is it too late to do a rant about 
how there wasn't a supertanker in it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, if you look really closely at the horizon just to the left of 
center...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515306 34337 577 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:27:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7515292" target=_blank>#564</A> Cattt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore, I thought you were going to link The Shining where Jack is typing 
his manuscript. All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/qb_Iult5k38&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515308 34337 579 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:27:25pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515333 34337 601 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:33:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7515322" target=_blank>#590</A> 
BlueRoses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know people who are voting for the BNP. Good solid citizens they appear to 
be. So my question to you is... are my friends delusional when they think the 
BNP will help restore their country to what it used to be before their 
government decided to secede so much power to the EU?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, your friends are delusional. The BNP is an openly white supremacist 
group, with neo-Nazi roots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515357 34337 622 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 12:40:38pm  
 
<P>The only question at this point is whether Glenn Beck deliberately misled his 
viewers into thinking this agreement was on the cars.gov site, and that it 
applied to all consumers who visit the page. Both of those assertions are 
demonstrably false.</P> 
<P>I suspect Beck did it deliberately. That little sham of trying to get the 
page to come up was BS -- he HAD the TOS for cars.gov on his screen when he was 



running that bit of misdirection, in that little popup dialog box. He knew it 
wasn't there where he said it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07523143 34337 822 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 6:11:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/821/7522398" target=_blank>#821</A> 
saxking20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Glen Beck has the last laugh on the EULA on the C4C website. Why 
would ANYONE go on a site that says the gov OWNS your computer???</P> 
<P>The WH is in the process of REWRITING the EULA!</P> 
<P>Glen Beck was right in pointing out this miserable piece of government 
prose...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck was stupid, not right. He made a big deal about it, and encouraged 
a lot of people to make a big deal about it, and the government lawyers removed 
the language. Stupidity all around.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515560 34338 9 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 1:39:26pm  
 
<P>Manbabies.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'3855156',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515584 34338 25 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 2:00:23pm  
 
<P>Nancy Pelosi Techno Chicken.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'1610348',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07515681 34339 5 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 3:27:54pm  
 
<P>The same strategy is being used across Europe by far right groups -- in 
Austria and Belgium in particular.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07516383 34340 176 Charles Sat, Aug 1, 2009 8:09:57pm  
 
<P>More than a feelin'.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'3421240',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli



ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07517947 34342 42 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:18:48am  
 
<P>It only took 37 comments for the first Nirther to show up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07517951 34342 45 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:20:20am  
 
<P>This one is also an apologist for fascists and the John Birch Society:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=2009-03-02+-+2009-08-02&amp;searchString=%22user%3Ahoratiolust%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07517974 34342 68 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:24:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7517963" target=_blank>#57</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCarthy's article isn't about birtherism, it's about the incredible gaps we 
have in Obama's history and Obama's tendency to change his past for political 
advantage. It's an interesting read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew McCarthy was one of the first to promote the Nirther craze. His latest 
article is a nudge-nudge, wink-wink attempt to pander to it while at the same 
time saying he doesn't believe it himself, and hinting around that Obama just 
might be a Sekrit Moslem after all. It's a terrible article in my 
opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07517994 34342 87 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:29:07am  
 
<P>I love reading the comments from Freepers who clicked the link to Orly 
Taitz's website, saw the phishing warning, then proceeded to the site 
anyway.</P> 
<P>Those computers are probably quietly sending spam emails from Kenya right 
now. The irony is painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518003 34342 96 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:31:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7517997" target=_blank>#90</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other than the fact that we know it must be a fake, what is obvious about the 
document which shows it to be fake? I'm not really up on my Kenyan documents, so 
it's hard for me to spot a forgery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that it comes through Orly Taitz is the first red flag. The fact 
that it's a document from Kenya, where a few bucks can buy almost anything, is 
another.</P> 
<P>And notice that the signature at the bottom is dated 1964, three years after 
Obama's birth. This is crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07518122 34342 212 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:56:08am  
 
<P>Right wing Nirthbloggers are all over this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://radiopatriot.blogspot.com/2009/08/smoking-gun.html" 
target=_blank>radiopatriot.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518138 34342 228 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 10:58:19am  
 
<P>Look who just appeared on Nirthblogger Andrea Shea King's internet radio 
show: Jim DeMint and Alan Keyes.</P> 
<P>Just in case anyone still doesn't get that top GOP politicians are 
deliberately pandering to this garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518174 34342 262 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 11:04:39am  
 
<P>OK, let's tone down the personal insults and profanities, or I'll start 
deleting comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518242 34342 328 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 11:16:26am  
 
<P>The knuckle draggers at Free Republic have linked to this thread, with a 
bunch of comments calling me lots of lovely names. I've "lost my moral compass." 
I'm a "fool." I'm a "nitwit." I'm "shrill."</P> 
<P>Oh yes, and they're linking to me and calling me names because they want to 
show how "irrelevant" I am. Heh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2306562/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518446 34342 525 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 12:20:20pm  
 
<P>From Atlas Shrieks:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's understand this. CNN won't touch the birth certificate issue, the 
Rezko/Auchi corruption, Obama's anti-semitism, his ACORN/SEIU ties and 
corruption and other legitimate stories that need investigation. But they write 
fiction about Palin. Daily. So why not tell the truth about Obama and his 
reported strange sexual predilections? My question is, it is well known that 
Obama allegedly was involved with a crack whore in his youth. Very seedy stuff. 
Why aren't they pursuing that story? Find the ho, give her a show! Obama 
trafficked in some very deviant practices. Where's the 
investigation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518487 34342 565 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 12:29:44pm  
 
<P>You have got to be kidding me. Geller's insane post has more than 290 updings 
at Yahoo Buzz?!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://buzz.yahoo.com/article/1:0cd24871f4838aecc1c7ea1744a213be:6284b59ab
f449014529fad85861297d9/CNN-Tells-Sells-More-Lies-About-Palin-its-Time-to-
Expose-the-truth-about-Obama?usc=1" target=_blank>buzz.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I just went and buzzed this one down, and I suggest all LGF readers do the 
same.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07518509 34342 587 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 12:35:43pm  
 
<P>I haven't been paying much attention to it lately -- when did Yahoo Buzz 
become the batshit crazy right wing version of Digg?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518560 34342 638 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 12:54:32pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/10479_Kerrys_Site_Delinks_Daily_Ko
s" target=_blank>Kerry's Site Delinks Daily Kos</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518582 34342 660 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 1:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/7518568" target=_blank>#646</A> 
RunningBare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easy. There are few things at play here:</P> 
<P>1. When the 911 Troofers came out, the media was pretty much either able to 
ignore it, and I'm pretty sure they made few, if any, connections between the 
troofers and the democratic party.</P> 
<P>2. The media has been more than happy to saddle the republicans with the 
whole nirther thing, as show by the continued news articles headlined "Birth 
certificate nutjobs pose problem for GOP" etc...</P> 
<P>They also conveniently seem to leave out the democrat connections in the 
nirther movement, such as the Hillary Clinton supporter who was a najor player, 
and filed one of the more well-known lawsuits in federal court about it.</P> 
<P>That's how. A compliant, agenda-driven media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't agree. Sure, the media is covering the Nirther issue, but it's 
a genuine problem in the base of the GOP. There are a LOT of people who have 
swallowed this garbage whole -- it hasn't been blown out of proportion at 
all.</P> 
<P>I can't blame this one on the media. It's been fueled by right wing radio and 
bloggers to a large extent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518586 34342 664 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 1:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/7518577" target=_blank>#655</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, for what it's worth they're not necessarily "updings"; they don't have 
up- and down-dings like you do here, just votes. At least some of those are 
likely "Hey! Look at the sideshow freak!" votes. There's both support and 
derision echoing through the comments over there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - there's a button labeled 'Buzz Down' that lets you down-ding 
something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518598 34342 676 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 1:07:56pm  
 
<P>By the way, you can also report a Yahoo Buzz article for being offensive.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://buzz.yahoo.com/report/1:0cd24871f4838aecc1c7ea1744a213be:6284b59abf
449014529fad85861297d9" target=_blank>buzz.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518604 34342 682 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 1:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/7518591" target=_blank>#669</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting that. I think Running Bare also made a good point - the 
only reason the Troofers weren't a huge problem for the Dems is because the 
media didn't make it one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never saw the 9/11 Troofers as being left-wing or Democratic. As far as I 
could see it was a pretty non-partisan lunacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07518927 34344 102 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 2:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7518912" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting approach. Only 100,000? Is this the way they're going to sell 
ethnic cleansing? "We're only going to deport 100,000 and then we'll stop. 
Honest."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no - you missed the point! The purge of 100,000 people includes people 
like ... me! The traitors within.</P> 
<P>After they get rid of all these traitors holding them back, then they can get 
down to serious ethnic cleansing business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07519853 34347 1 Charles Sun, Aug 2, 2009 7:48:35pm  
 
<P>By the way, the singer in this duo, Inara George, is the daughter of Little 
Feat's Lowell George.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07521400 34350 37 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 9:49:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7521388" target=_blank>#27</A> rahmanager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The first two pages of National Review's story on the matter today explains 
the reason this issue won't go away [Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZmJhMzlmZWFhOTQ3YjUxMDE2YWY4ZDMzZjZlY
TVmZmU=&amp;w=MA==." target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The above link goes into detail why a "certification of live birth" is 
different than a "birth certificate". I thought you would like to read it as I 
see you post "certification of live birth" often, but that's not really the 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is crap, and the editors of National Review are very much 
opposed to Andrew McCarthy's point of view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07521667 34350 274 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 10:49:44am  
 



<P>They overstated it, but I don't think Media Matters is completely wrong when 
they say the Birther issue is "racially tinged."</P> 
<P>Some of the racism is right out in the open, if you read through that Free 
Republic Kenyan thread I posted yesterday. I don't know whether Lou Dobbs fits 
into that category, but there is definitely a racist element to the Nirther 
movement itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07522985 34352 70 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 5:17:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7522024" target=_blank>#66</A> ISraelite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's Far Right about Lieberman? I mean, of course the lefty media attaches 
this tag on him every time, but why do you, specifically?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Avigdor Lieberman has been associated with the Kach movement of Meir Kahane, 
for one thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07525042 34352 74 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 9:22:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7523821" target=_blank>#72</A> ISraelite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guilt by association? come on, we can do better than that..I mean, if someone 
who agrees to a 2-state solution is far right, what is median right? what is 
left? Could you please explain your axis system?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right, guilt by association. If you associate with a group like 
Kach, it's not wrong to call you "far right." Kach is listed as a terrorist 
group by the US State Department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07527944 34352 79 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 9:12:58pm  
 
<P>OK, there are no far right people anywhere. Not in the US, and not in Israel. 
Nope. No such thing as "far right" at all. That whole label is just a left-wing 
media trick.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07529302 34352 83 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 8:14:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7528110" target=_blank>#80</A> Age Of 
Freedom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, Charles, why?You toss crap back as if I &amp; those who come in 
Lieberman's defense are deniers to far-right groups in the U.S. and Israel or 
are semi-fascists themselves. Why not try to answer regularly, I mean, why the 
immediately dismissive attitude?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because this point is just really, really, dumb. It's utterly 
uncontroversial, even in Israel, to put Avigdor Lieberman in the "far right" 
camp. Even the Jerusalem Post describes him that way. And he has ... gasp! ... 
far right views, too. It's not "attacking" him to state this simple fact.</P> 
<P>Apparently this point is so important to some people, they're willing to spew 
insults and lose their LGF accounts over it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07522394 34354 378 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 2:13:08pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7522349" target=_blank>#333</A> Render</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you change the "new comments" and "show links" buttons? They 
look slightly different, font-wise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the buttons have a new style - not really important enough for a front 
page post, but I like 'em!</P> 
<P>IE users don't see the nice smooth rounded corners, though...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07522438 34354 421 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 2:24:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7522408" target=_blank>#391</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Stinky have any fix at hand for this problem of the buttons jumping 
around when we try to click on 'em? (May be an IE thing. It's really 
annoying.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which version of IE?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07523290 34357 124 Charles Mon, Aug 3, 2009 6:57:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7523223" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CrAzy PaM posted a video of her racist speech at a Tea Party...2:45 Obama was 
raised in the streets of Jakarta. <STRONG>He is missing the essential DNA of 
America</STRONG>... You can't grow up in Jakarta and come here to be 
President...The fact that Obama doesn't release his Nirth Certifikkit shows 
utter contempt for you...Start getting your news from the net...It's like 
Hitler...ObamaCare is euthanasia...(she does admit that he was probably born in 
the US)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Just, wow. Crazy on toast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07525186 34358 451 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 10:03:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7524201" target=_blank>#440</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My understanding is that ID is not the same as creationism. ID, I believe, is 
that god's hand is what brought about evolution and that "creationism" is simply 
that god made the world is 6 days, poof here it is. If I'm wrong please tell 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are wrong. "Intelligent design" is simply another form of 
creationism, dressed up in pseudo-scientific clothing. It has absolutely no 
validity at all as a scientific theory; it's a religious concept, deceptively 
marketed as science deliberately to trick people.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the absolute fear and hatred of Christians is troubling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no "fear" or "hatred" of Christians in this article, or in anything 
else I've written.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The vast majority of our founding fathers were extremely religious men who 
thought that divine providence was responsible for the foundation of our 
republic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most influential of the founding fathers were Deists -- not Christians. 
And they wrote the Constitution specifically to <EM>avoid</EM> enshrining a 



religion in the government of the United States. The concept of the separation 
of church and state was vitally important to men like Thomas Jefferson.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every time I hear someone talk about the separation of church and state it 
makes me want to scream. No where does the constitution say 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The US Constitution absolutely DOES mandate the separation of church and 
state. It's called the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Establishment_Clause_of_the_First_Amendment" 
target=_blank>Establishment Clause of the First Amendment</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07529819 34358 461 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 9:53:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/7528214" target=_blank>#460</A> 
shortshrift</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, when I hear someone accusing Beck of inciting murder, I find that to be 
extreme. A smear. A provocative Beckian statement, in fact. Beck on Obamacare 
comes to mind. Probably not worth examining. I never listen to Beck, 
anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You "never listen" to Beck, but you still think it's "extreme" and a "smear" 
to accuse him of inciting violence? How would you know it's a smear if you never 
listen to him?</P> 
<P>It's not a smear. Beck is feeding the most paranoid fantasies of the extreme 
right wing, daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07529460 34359 1438 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 8:45:25am  
 
<P>I really don't like it when people take it on themselves to speak for LGF, 
and I don't like what I've seen in this thread at all.</P> 
<P>Render: I think you need to stand down. The comments you accused iceweasel of 
making were not made by her. Instead of attacking her for pointing it out, you 
should be apologizing for a false accusation.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07525283 34361 5 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 10:28:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7525276" target=_blank>#3</A> Ron Bacardi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't include your cell number right? I haven't had a landline since I 
left for college.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it includes your cell phone. It's a central management system for all 
your phone lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07525392 34361 78 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 10:54:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7525369" target=_blank>#58</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really not technically minded, but I'm wondering if this wouldn't make it 
a lot easier to manage both my work and cell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it's for. This looks like a really cool system for anyone 
who uses more than one phone.</P> 
<P>Check out the <A href="http://www.google.com/googlevoice/about.html" 
target=_blank>list of features</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07525397 34361 83 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 10:55:38am  
 
<P>You can sign up for an invitation <A 
href="http://services.google.com/fb/forms/googlevoiceinvite/" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07525960 34361 237 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 1:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7525553" target=_blank>#222</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you remove the GPS from a phone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can turn off GPS on an iPhone by going to Settings -&gt; General, then 
turning off the slider control for "Location Services."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07526122 34364 110 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 1:44:56pm  
 
<P>Obama debunks the Nirther conspiracy.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://videos0.ordienetworks.com/videos/5aa7aae6c6/sd
.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07526770 34365 442 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 4:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7526727" target=_blank>#399</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lizards, I have a problem.</P> 
<P>I checked the stats for my website (not the Vicious Babushka blog, but my 
other website which hosts the Zionist Mall and history site) and I am getting 
about 30-40 hits a day from some porn site, probably hotlinking a graphic on my 
server. (No I do not have any porn on my server)</P> 
<P>Is there any way I can find out from my stats which graphic they are 
hotlinking, without actually going to that link? Or is there some brave Lizard 
who will volunteer to investigate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably referrer spam (the stupidest form of spam), not a hotlink. 
Not much you can do about it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07527925 34369 21 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 9:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7527918" target=_blank>#16</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I imagine a video camera with the same feature is not far 
behind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This camera shoots video too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07527936 34369 31 Charles Tue, Aug 4, 2009 9:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7527929" target=_blank>#25</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know if it can project video? My guess is no, or they would have shown 
that in the promo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- the description at the Amazon link above says both photos and video 
can be projected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07529325 34370 270 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 8:20:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7528135" target=_blank>#24</A> 
RememberSekhmet?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I too would like to see a comparison with threats against Bush, or the whole 
thing's not in context. Is the threat level higher, lower, or about the same 
between the two? We don't know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try reading the post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since Mr Obama took office, the rate of threats against the president has 
increased 400 per cent from the 3,000 a year or so under President George W. 
Bush...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07529994 34371 1491 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 10:27:58am  
 
<P>As I've posted many times, I don't appreciate the endless back-and-forth 
sniping and personal insults, and it's a real turn-off to many visitors to read 
it, so I'm deleting a bunch of these posts.</P> 
<P>If it continues I'll start blocking accounts. And by the way, another thing I 
don't appreciate: what seems to be a determined effort to gang up on certain 
commenters, and drive them away from LGF. If you think I'm talking to you, I 
probably am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530029 34371 1497 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 10:32:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1494/7530013" target=_blank>#1494</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<P>I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530069 34372 98 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 10:40:12am  
 
 
 
<P>I'm deleting comments that try to bring the pissing match from the last 
thread into this one, and I recommend that people read my last comment over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530112 34372 136 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 10:49:32am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7530025" target=_blank>#60</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting buttons, Charles. Here at work, with IE 7.0 they're square. At 
home on Firefox they're rounded. I like the FF version better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Internet Exploder doesn't recognize the CSS rules that create the rounded 
corners - just ignores them and you get square boxes. The "border radius" style 
is just beginning to be supported in major browsers. This is the CSS code for it 
- you have to use browser-specific rules at present:</P> 
<P><CODE>-moz-border-radius: 7px;-khtml-border-radius: 7px;-webkit-border-
radius: 7px;border-radius: 7px;</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530350 34374 29 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 11:49:45am  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>A Nirthblogger who redefines crazy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=cache:http://usapatriots-shout.blogspot.com/2009/08/is-bill-oreilly-
pinhead-traitor.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>usapatriots-
shout.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>(Google cache link.)</P> 
<P>Featuring this video: Obama Poisoned His Grandmother.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/iXxnBZV2wz0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530394 34374 62 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 11:58:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7530359" target=_blank>#34</A> Born Again 
Republican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to think Charles' has an agenda. Make Republicans look like 
kooks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You caught me. You have seen through my facade. Exposed my inner fascist 
leftist sekrit agenda. I thought I was tricking you, but you're too sharp for 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530574 34374 227 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 12:29:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7530446" target=_blank>#109</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nydailynews.com/opinions/2009/08/05/2009-08-
05_liberals_birther_obsession.html" target=_blank>Liberals' birther obsession: 
It's the left-wing, not the GOP, that's pumping up the 
story</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530687 34374 334 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 12:55:52pm  
 



<P>I guess it's just going to be one of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530873 34375 34 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 1:38:13pm  
 
<P>I'm pro-choice, and if you're going to have some kind of nationalized health 
care system, it must provide the same level, type, and quality of care as what 
people now get from employee insurance. I'm undecided on the whole issue of 
national health care, but if it happens I'm not opposed to having it fund 
abortion to the same level as most private plans do now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530897 34375 53 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 1:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7530894" target=_blank>#51</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weren't there bumper stickers a few years ago that said, "Practice random 
acts of violence and senseless acts of terrorism"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That might have been what Randall Terry had on <EM>his</EM> 
car...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07530905 34375 61 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 1:44:57pm  
 
<P>Note:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A compromise approved by a House committee last week attempted to balance 
questions of federal funding, personal choice and the conscience rights of 
clinicians. It would allow the public plan to cover abortion but without using 
federal funds, only dollars from beneficiary premiums. Likewise, private plans 
in the new insurance exchange could opt to cover abortion, but no federal 
subsidies would be used to pay for the procedure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531184 34375 321 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 2:32:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7531067" target=_blank>#206</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what changed? When I first came here the topic of abortion was 
absolutely off limits for discussion, because, IIRC, you thought everything that 
could be said had been said and no one was going to be persuaded one way or the 
other.</P> 
<P>We called it "the 'A-word' " and would warn newbies off it.</P> 
<P>So, what's changed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a big political issue, and it has a direct bearing on the issue of 
domestic terrorism, and it doesn't make sense to avoid the topic when people are 
being threatened and murdered over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531256 34375 392 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 2:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7531221" target=_blank>#358</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The other thing that has changed (IMHO) is that most of those who could not 
remain reasonable in such a discussion have met Stinky's 
wrench.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Well, yeah, that too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531427 34375 558 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 3:32:52pm  
 
<P>I think it's interesting that the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops 
absolutely can't accept a public health plan that funds abortions -- isn't that 
exactly what the Catholic Church is already doing in a lot of European 
countries?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531760 34377 26 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 5:08:51pm  
 
<P>I think this might be one of the most annoying interviews I've ever 
watched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531761 34377 27 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 5:09:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7531752" target=_blank>#18</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dawkins is such a closed minded bully one wonder why Wright agreed to do the 
interview at all; Mr. Dawkins seems to fetishize the word "fact" as if its mere 
utterance proves his point, and he says the word again and again, he is a boring 
ROM-brain, incapable of serious dialog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't see it that way at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531786 34377 50 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 5:16:46pm  
 
<P>She actually said, "Where are the carcasses?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531805 34377 65 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 5:21:57pm  
 
<P>Someone, please tell me I didn't see an article by creationist Frank J. 
Tipler at Pajamas Media today, claiming that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is wonderful and we 
need more of it?</P> 
<P>Ugh. Glad I'm not still there to be aggravated about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07531891 34377 142 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 5:41:40pm  
 
<P>Why is Apple's software download feature so slow these days? They need to buy 
more bandwidth.</P> 
<P>There's a new Mac OS update out tonight, with an update to 
Safari...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07532073 34377 320 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 6:24:26pm  
 
<P>Creationist email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ms Wright cleaned Dawkins' clock ! Your commentary denigrating Wright was so 
far off base as to be laughable. She was brilliant and Dawkins stepped on a land 
mine. I'll not forget either of them for a very long 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07532178 34377 418 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 6:49:25pm  
 
<P>Another creationist email, from Cincinnati:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you really just a fucking lib leading all your sheepish readers intothe 
fire? You used to be cool. What happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07532228 34377 465 Charles Wed, Aug 5, 2009 7:00:30pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, I kept expecting her neck to crack open like a Pez 
dispenser, and a gross, slime-covered appendage to shoot out and impale Dawkins 
through the forehead and drain his life essence without ever stopping that voice 
from droning on about Haeckel's drawings and censorship and eugenicism and 
Hitler...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07534794 34377 832 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 10:52:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7533056" target=_blank>#805</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YHe even conceded three critical points: No speciation (5:20), no smooth 
transitionary critters(~10:00), and DNA of individuals(~15:00).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, you were watching a different video than I was, because Dawkins 
conceded absolutely nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07534327 34379 1103 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 9:18:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7533667" target=_blank>#463</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct, but Charles also asked that we not play "Gang up on the stupid 
Christian who until now has seemed like a rational anti-jihadist and has added 
much to the discussion here."</P> 
<P>It has made some of us old-earth Christians uncomfortable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What complete crap. I said no such thing -- that's your distorted 
mischaracterization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07534801 34380 99 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 10:54:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7534796" target=_blank>#95</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The administration is fighting this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- this needs to be pointed out, because people are going to 
assume this is an Obama administration idea. It's not -- the Obama 
administration is opposed to this ruling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07535093 34381 55 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 11:48:46am  



 
<P>Something was going on with our server for a few minutes -- I think Apache 
was having an attack of the hiccups. Seems to be back to normal 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536188 34381 587 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:11:38pm  
 
<P>The number of reports issued by HRW condemning Hamas is utterly dwarfed by 
their obsessive focus on demonizing Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07535633 34382 12 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 1:16:21pm  
 
<P>Since she's been accused of being a "judicial activist," the previous story 
about the Michael Yon post illustrates what a <EM>real</EM> judicial activist 
looks like -- Judge Bates, who ruled that all battlefield detainees should have 
rights of habeas corpus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536161 34382 419 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:05:30pm  
 
<P>I've already warned repeatedly that I'm going to delete flame wars and 
pissing matches, and especially if they're carried over from thread to 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536092 34383 13 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 2:52:30pm  
 
<P>Image of Jesus sighted on toilet seat in Las Vegas:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://flash.video.worldnow.com/ktnv/KTNV_03082009231
10726944_5967172B.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536149 34383 48 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:03:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7536132" target=_blank>#36</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which conservative talk radio hosts are pushing this nonsense? I only listen 
to a few - Dennis Prager, Hugh Hewett, sometimes Michael Medved - and they never 
promote this lunacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh has given it credibility. Mark Levin has too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536276 34383 163 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:26:16pm  
 
<P>About those dumb 'Joker' posters of Obama -- while I think there are grounds 
to argue about whether it's an example of veiled racism -- from both sides -- I 
also think it's beyond stupid the way some bloggers have been adopting the Joker 
images as if they're something to be proud of.</P> 



<P>It's nothing to be proud of -- it's crass, and it smells of racism to a lot 
of people. Shoving it in everyone's face the way some of these people are doing 
is idiotic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536313 34383 199 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:31:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7536285" target=_blank>#172</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kodkidz have it <A href="http://dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/8/6/762713/-
Midday-open-thread" target=_blank>here</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. THAT'S what Rush was calling a Nazi symbol?</P> 
<P>The ignorance. It burns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536318 34383 204 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 3:32:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7536312" target=_blank>#198</A> Born Again 
Republican</EM></P> 
<P>I don't allow links to that website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536479 34383 363 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:04:45pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh on the similarities between Obama and Hitler:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
08/06/limbaugh-20090806-hitler.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07537899 34383 464 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 9:55:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7537494" target=_blank>#463</A> 
revGDright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of the Repubs don't believe it and think it's nonsense...but it also 
helps them to keep mentioning it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Helps them? Helps them to look like idiots, maybe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536560 34384 12 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:26:33pm  
 
<P>The first words I wrote about this as soon as I saw the picture:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today we get a ludicrous effort by head Nirther Orly Taitz to foist off an 
obviously fake “Kenyan birth certificate” with Barack Obama’s name on 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not that I would ever say "I told you so."</P> 
<P>Or nya nya, Freepers, nya nya.</P> 
<P>Or anything childish like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07536562 34384 14 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:28:04pm  
 
<P>If you see the other pictures, there's no doubt at all it was a 
prank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536574 34384 23 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:29:58pm  
 
<P>I wondered what the meaning of that red striped carpet was when I first saw 
the picture -- it was the proof of the punking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536577 34384 26 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:30:38pm  
 
<P>This is a classic. My hat's off to whoever did it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536587 34384 33 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:32:37pm  
 
<P>Here's the anonymous post from the punker:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://fearlessblogging.com/post/view/3037" 
target=_blank>fearlessblogging.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536597 34384 41 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 4:36:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7536592" target=_blank>#38</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>You set ol' Dan up!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536843 34384 264 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 5:33:59pm  
 
<P>The LaRouche crowd is making some kind of a comeback here in LA, at least. I 
see the creeps all the time outside markets hawking their crappy hate 
pamphlets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536965 34384 380 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 5:54:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7536791" target=_blank>#215</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Btw: You might still have time to tivo this on the west coast if you have the 
History channel, very informative.<A 
href="http://www.history.com/shows.do?episodeId=276843&amp;action=detail" 
target=_blank>Nazi America: A Secret History</A></P> 
<P>It traces the movement from post war to near present. It leaves out the 
recent transition to tea-cup racialism and the ties to the 
neoconfederacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great show, I've been watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07536987 34384 402 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 5:59:24pm  



 
<P>Google Video has the complete "Nazi America: A Secret History."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=4861099270516462721&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07537028 34384 442 Charles Thu, Aug 6, 2009 6:11:38pm  
 
<P>Again, I'm having a hard time getting incensed about the right wing issue of 
the day -- the White House request for people to "report" web pages or emails 
with information they think is false about the health care program.</P> 
<P>Obama did the same thing in his campaign, and it was very effective. Why 
wouldn't he use it to promote his health care program?</P> 
<P>I'm not worried about the government "tracking me" through this program. If 
you want to get upset about government intrusion into your private affairs, 
there are much more serious things to worry about than what you send through 
email or what you post on a public website.</P> 
<P>And government is no better at "tracking people" electronically through the 
intarwebs than they are at anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539258 34388 30 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:02:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7539233" target=_blank>#9</A> JohnnyReb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I do agree with her on this part:</P> 
<P>"The longer the Obama camp lets this issue fester and grow, the more it 
divides the country. And at the end of the day, anyone who questioned the birth 
certificate is going to look nuts, and any subsequent challenge from the right 
on any legitimate issue will be dismissed as a recrudescence of “birtherism,” 
and more of the Boy Who Cried Wolf."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Barack Obama has released an official certified copy of his birth 
certificate, and top officials in the state of Hawaii have vouched for it -- 
several times.</P> 
<P>It's NOT Obama who's keeping this issue alive -- it's the kook wing of the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539272 34388 39 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:06:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7539260" target=_blank>#31</A> midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How was her identity discovered if she was using a nic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539280 34388 46 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:08:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7539278" target=_blank>#44</A> midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My question was answered upthread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a reason why you asked that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07539292 34388 56 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:12:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7539262" target=_blank>#32</A> 
davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The name sounds familiar, Charles. Why did Ms. Geller and so many like her 
have to go crazy, especially now of all times?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller has been off her rocker for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539312 34388 71 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:20:55am  
 
<P>Exposing that fake Kenyan document has done absolutely nothing to slow down 
the Nirthers, by the way. This issue is definitely not going away. They appear 
to be completely impervious to ridicule, and have no self-consciousness about 
acting crazy in public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539327 34388 85 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:25:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7539317" target=_blank>#76</A> 
flyovercountry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without having read Ann's column, (I swore her off over the advocating murder 
for family planning docs.,) I will say that she has a point. While the nuts in 
the GOP are keeping it alive, the original suits were filed by Democrats. I 
don't know Orly Taitz's political leanings, but I have never seen her listed as 
a GOP supporter. I am not even certain if she is considered an American. This 
did start with the nuts on the left. It has grown with the nuts on the right. I 
call this the Ron Paul wrap effect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I disagree. I saw this issue develop from the very beginning, and it 
was absolutely promoted mainly by the right. Phillip Berg, who filed some of the 
first frivolous lawsuits, is more of a kook than a Democrat or Republican, and 
Coulter is being disingenuous (again) when she portrays him as a 
leftist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539463 34388 206 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 9:53:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7539393" target=_blank>#147</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he is a kook, but he distictly started on the left and gained a bunch of 
gullible followers on the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the real point is that Phillip Berg is not the main driver for this 
conspiracy theory. You won't find any leftist "news" sites promoting it, or any 
left wing blogs. It's 100% on the right side of the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539507 34388 227 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:02:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7539472" target=_blank>#212</A> Land 
Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I have no idea why Obama hasn't released his birth certificate, that 
does not prove in any way, shape or form that he was born outside of the US or 



has something to hide. It does make you go mmm, but it proves nothing. And the 
way it's going, why should he want to end the controversy when all it's doing is 
making his critics focus on the birth certificate and look silly instead of 
focusing on the real issues he can be hammered on?</P> 
<P>I take the issue of where he was born very seriously, because if it was 
proven he's not born here then I would no longer consider him my lawfully 
elected President. It's because of that I require positive proof he wasn't born 
here, and so far all the positive proof is that he was born here. Officials from 
the state of Hawaii have said so. There's was a notice in the newspaper way back 
when saying so. There is no documented birth certificate from another country or 
even officials from another country claiming so. At this point, it's rumor and 
innuendo with nothing concrete.</P> 
<P>Or like some old lady said in an ad campaign back in the 90s, "Where's the 
beef?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You left out the most important proof -- he released a stamped, certified 
copy of a Hawaii "certification of live birth," which is the document you 
receive when you request a copy of your birth certificate from Hawaii, and is 
valid for any purpose requiring a birth certificate.</P> 
<P>That's the real clincher. Obama DID release his birth certificate, and anyone 
who thinks it was faked has to explain how the entire government of the state of 
Hawaii can be in on the conspiracy too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539899 34388 268 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:14:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7539763" target=_blank>#266</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is you who are not reading. The article even suggests that there might 
not have been any such images present.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were swastikas present.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/08/07/pelosi-protesters-
includi_n_253762.html" 
target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541926 34388 287 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 8:17:10pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your highly dramatic flounce-off comment has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539547 34389 61 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:11:07am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7539520" target=_blank>#43</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No meetings had turned violent untilA) Union members were told to attend as a 
counter balance to the people questioning why we need thisandB) The white house 
told supporters to "punch twice as hard"[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0809/25891.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... the "punch back twice as hard" line is not even remotely about hitting 
demonstrators. From the context of the article, it's clear he's talking 
metaphorically about hitting back at "critics of the Democratic 
plan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07539622 34389 123 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:27:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7539552" target=_blank>#64</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That it is. But as we (rightly) condemn the words of Beck, O'Reilly et al for 
"enciting" the mob for their words ("Tiller the Baby Killer",,,etc) should we 
not also condemn these words?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he had intended the remark to apply to demonstrators, I would condemn it. 
Surely you see the difference between this and "Tiller the baby 
killer?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539716 34390 20 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:44:35am  
 
<P>"Punch back twice as hard" was NOT an instruction to demonstrators. He was 
speaking metaphorically about "hitting back" at critics of the health plan.</P> 
<P>Drudge is playing a little fast and loose with the truth 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539728 34390 30 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:46:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7539719" target=_blank>#23</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama may have said one thing, but his supporters apparently heard something 
quite different?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't Obama who said that! It was deputy chief of staff Jim Messina, and 
it had nothing to do with the demonstrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539788 34390 74 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 10:57:11am  
 
<P>If the talking point is going to be that the demonstrators were just 
exercising their right to free speech and they were unjustly attacked by union 
thugs, I'm sorry, but I'm not gonna jump on that train.</P> 
<P>There may have been union thugs there, but what I see in these videos of the 
event is a whole lot of people acting like idiots, shouting down speakers, 
ranting like loons, and behaving a lot like ... yes, a mob. A lot of those 
people clearly went there with the intention of disrupting the 
event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539820 34390 103 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:02:59am  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh and Glenn Beck both urged listeners to attend this town hall 
meeting, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539832 34390 112 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:04:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7539805" target=_blank>#89</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's impossible to tell from the edited footage what preceded the 
outbursts.</P> 



<P>Also, WRT my #79, Alinsky was referenced by a Fox News contributor, not a 
reporter. My mistake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen five or six videos of the event now, and it's exceedingly obvious 
that a lot of the demonstrators showed up with the intention to disrupt the 
meeting, and had no interest in any kind of dialog at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539837 34390 117 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:05:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7539830" target=_blank>#110</A> tfc3rid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many more than that... But Glenn Beck this morning was saddened that violence 
resulted from it. Never, ever has he advocated violence to b 
heard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nudge, nudge, wink, wink, say no more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539854 34390 131 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:07:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7539843" target=_blank>#122</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you post links to those videos please? I'd very much like to see 
unedited, or differently edited, video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Videos of the meeting:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=tampa%20town%20hall%20meeting&amp;hl=en&amp
;safe=off&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1&amp;output=search&amp;tbs=vid:1&amp;tbo=1" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07539933 34390 198 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:19:15am  
 
<P>Yesterday Rush Limbaugh compared Obama to Mussolini; both he and Glenn Beck 
are regularly employing the Hitler/Nazi imagery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540032 34390 289 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:37:39am  
 
<P>All over the right wing blogs I'm seeing people make excuses for the behavior 
of the demonstrators.</P> 
<P>Are people <EM>trying</EM> to make things worse? How is it going to help 
anything if the meetings that are supposed to promote dialog turn into shoving 
and shouting matches?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540041 34390 298 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:40:01am  
 
<P>American politics is becoming like a bad episode of the Jerry Springer 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540057 34390 313 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:42:52am  
 
<P>Just got an email from a Pamela Geller fan in Britain -- probably the BNP yob 
who keeps sending hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07540118 34390 372 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:53:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7540096" target=_blank>#351</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you recommend doing what? Shutting up?</P> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recommend going to town hall meetings and shouting down speakers.</P> 
<P>If you want to protest, do it at a protest. Then you can shout all you 
want.</P> 
<P>But if you're going to a meeting that's supposed to promote dialog on an 
important issue, then yes, you should shut up unless it's your turn to speak. 
This is ridiculous, embarrassing behavior and I won't be making any excuses for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540140 34390 394 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 11:56:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7540129" target=_blank>#383</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles but words get out, and they circulate, and they set a tone, and 
they find their actors.</P> 
<P>Becket was murdered by a remark.</P> 
<P>Obama is a fool with his mouth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama did NOT say that quote: "Punch back twice as hard." It was deputy chief 
of staff Jim Messina.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540275 34391 10 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 12:26:41pm  
 
<P>Just posted this video above:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/SSWfHHQXBSQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540447 34391 75 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 1:09:28pm  
 
<P>One very angry Twitter hashtag:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#search?q=%23iamthemob" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540461 34391 85 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 1:11:51pm  
 
<P>They're tweeting angrily. Twittering with rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540473 34391 91 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 1:13:44pm  
 



<P>If you look at that Twitter feed - a lot of these people are gleefully 
adopting the name "mob" for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540632 34392 83 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 1:46:00pm  
 
<P>They have their own little logo that says, "I Am the Mob."</P> 
<P>If this is a good idea, I'm just not seein' it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07540985 34392 414 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 2:58:42pm  
 
<P>I just switched to my Twitter #iamthemob page and saw the message:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>666 more results since you started searching. Refresh to see 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Antichrist is in yr tweets!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541422 34394 9 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 5:52:33pm  
 
<P>That was a major cackle at the mention of John Bolton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541430 34394 17 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 5:55:25pm  
 
<P>My nomination for the creepiest commercial of the week is the Lectric Shave 
commercial with the whiskers with human faces. Totally creeps me out.</P> 
<P>I don't want my whiskers to have faces. Make them stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541479 34394 60 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 6:05:13pm  
 
<P>Sadly, I've begun to question John Bolton's judgment myself, because he 
continues to hang out very publicly with the <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en-
us&amp;q=shrieking+harpy&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>shrieking 
harpy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541617 34394 192 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 6:44:58pm  
 
<P>Raw video from local broadcasts of the Tampa town hall meeting.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cdn.dailykostv.com/video/tamparawvideo_080609.
flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>A complete disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541644 34394 219 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 6:55:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7541636" target=_blank>#211</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The country's pissed off at this President so much that their screaming and 
yelling at Town Halls, and folks call it disgraceful. What's being shoved down 
America's throat by the dems is disgraceful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I call it disgraceful. If you want to yell and scream, there's a time 
and a place for that, and it isn't at a town hall meeting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541666 34394 240 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 7:00:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7541659" target=_blank>#233</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree. The plan these people are pushing deserves no respect. As I 
have often said, the rule for dealing with lefties plans like ObamaCare is 
<EM>Ruthless Aggression</EM>. We do let them make their point, but we are 
confrontational, and we let them known that if they vote for this plan , we'll 
see that they get tossed in 2010. The stakes are too high to be nice. Decent, 
yes; Nice, no.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not going to work. This 'confrontational' crap is already backfiring, 
big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07542925 34394 521 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:08:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7542682" target=_blank>#518</A> SGTTED</EM></P> 
<P>And with an attitude like that, you are not welcome to continue posting 
comments at my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541928 34395 11 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 8:18:08pm  
 
<P>Just had a flounce in the Geller thread. Highly dramatic. Now 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541935 34395 16 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 8:23:14pm  
 
<P>The New York Times fired Ben Stein as a business columnist today, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07541943 34395 22 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 8:26:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7541937" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What got him the gate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was hawking a shady credit report company, in violation of his 
contract.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07542012 34395 72 Charles Fri, Aug 7, 2009 8:55:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7542003" target=_blank>#64</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot of legit reasons to criticize the health care plan, but 
personally I think the "Obama wants to kill your grandparents" bit is over the 
top:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5g426GkD-
vTsEj6z5wZHcBngGbjvgD99UBEF80" target=_blank>Palin says Obamacare is 
Evil</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin lost me a while back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543011 34397 5 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:45:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7543000" target=_blank>#2</A> CERDIP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't the "mob" sobriquet something Obama's people used to describe peaceful 
gatherings...? Looks to me like anti-Obama folks are co-opting to the term, in 
order to defuse its power...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might work better to "defuse its power" if they weren't actually acting 
like mobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543030 34397 21 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:48:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7543018" target=_blank>#11</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<P>Look -- the tea party groups are absolutely <EM>heavily</EM> promoting this 
mob behavior, and so is Glenn Beck. I don't know why you want to pretend it 
isn't happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543050 34397 32 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:53:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7543037" target=_blank>#25</A> 
SlartyBartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll probably review some of the town hall videos just to confirm but, IIRC 
the "eruptions" tend to immediately follow some outrageous statement (i.e., 
bald-faced lie).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's just not true. I've watched at least a dozen videos of these 
events, and it's perfectly clear that the "mobs" never intended to listen to 
anyone, or engage in any discussions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543066 34397 43 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:57:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7543054" target=_blank>#35</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Those are good questions -- but none of the people disrupting these meetings 
have any interest whatsoever in asking any real questions, or engaging in any 
debate. It's thuggish behavior, encouraged by irresponsible idiots like Hannity 
and Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543072 34397 47 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:58:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7543060" target=_blank>#39</A> Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sure they are already watching that group, and I'm sure the Secret 
Service is too, and they should be. There have already been death threats posted 
on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07543078 34397 52 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 8:59:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7543069" target=_blank>#45</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not dangerously nuts in my opinion, it's freedom of speech, even if some 
people don't like it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when does "freedom of speech" mean "shouting other people 
down?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543093 34397 65 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:03:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7543085" target=_blank>#59</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When ever it happens? And it happens on both sides. That's what makes it 
freedom of speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, a mob of angry people can come into a town hall meeting, make 
a giant disturbance and completely shut down the whole meeting -- and you'll 
call that "freedom of speech?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543096 34397 67 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7543088" target=_blank>#62</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, it was okay when the left did it. And they did it 
<EM>everywhere</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was NOT OK when the left did it. That's the whole freaking 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543117 34397 84 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:08:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7543102" target=_blank>#72</A> Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would depend on what you mean by disrupting. If a person asks a question, 
especially in a time allotted for such questions, that can't be considered a 
disruption.</P> 
<P>Some of the behavior is completely thuggish and should not be encouraged. But 
I can't agree with the broad use of <EM>none</EM> in "none of the people 
disrupting these meetings . . . " unless we understand what constitutes a 
disruption.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I mean by disrupting is on very clear display in the videos I've seen -- 
chanting slogans very loudly, screaming hysterically, interrupting speakers 
continuously, acting belligerently. A whole lot of people came to those events 
intending nothing but to shut them down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543154 34397 120 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:14:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7543138" target=_blank>#104</A> 
JRHelgeson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles? Really? Just shut up and drink the kool-aid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543160 34397 126 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:15:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7543131" target=_blank>#97</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the problem, it's just an emotional indulgence wearing the mask of 
political activism. It's not just useless, but 
counterproductive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. It's sheer childish acting out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543190 34397 156 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:21:59am  
 
<P>Sleepers showing up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543197 34397 163 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7543192" target=_blank>#158</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if it's making conservatives look bad that's pretty much a subjective 
call...the dems are looking far far worse...union thugs and and a lack of 
coherent presentation and answers is pretty obvious</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the dems are not looking worse. Not by a long shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543241 34397 205 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:33:22am  
 
<P>It only works to "sarcastically" claim a derogatory name like "mob" if you're 
NOT really acting like a mob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543256 34397 219 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:36:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7543249" target=_blank>#213</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the front page here (with every other refresh) is an ad for 912dc.org, 
which, if you click on it, takes you to a page that includes as one of its 
sponsors <A href="http://www.narlo.org/index.html" target=_blank>this 
organization</A> which produced <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5Ewwmikc9Q" target=_blank>this 
video.</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It's got pitchforks and everything!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm blocking those ads as soon as Adsense comes out of maintenance mode 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543265 34397 228 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:38:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7543247" target=_blank>#211</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The sad part is that now ANYBODY who goes to a protest or demonstration to 
show disapproval with ObamaCare and ANYBODY who goes to a townhall meeting and 
speaks up negatively about ObamaCare is going to be labeled a "mob," a "kook," a 
"right wing extremist" or some other nasty and dismissive term so that he/she 
and his/her opinion can be marginalized and ignored. This is the goal of the 
dems, it is the goal of the MSM, and PC-sensitive conservatives seem willing to 
go along with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the reason why people are going to be labeled "mobs" or "kooks" is 
because there's a sizeable contingent of right-wing people who ARE acting like 
mobs full of kooks. This isn't something being made up by the Dems or the 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543283 34397 246 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:43:23am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, this is what Judge Andrew Napolitano's pal Alex Jones is doing to 
contribute to the national debate.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6ccX_PQtlMY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543383 34397 346 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:05:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7543370" target=_blank>#333</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not entirely made up by, but certainly taken advantage of by. The media 
would be utterly appalled and castigate anyone who labelled ALL ... pick some 
favored minority... "dumb and violent" because a small percentage of that group 
exhibited dumb and violent behavior. But they are delighted to put the mark of 
"mob" and "kook" on everybody who attends a Tea Party or is not a quiet, 
gullible fan at a Townhall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm putting the mark of "mob" on many of the people I've seen in videos of 
the town hall meetings. I am. I don't care what the media says about it. This is 
my opinion.</P> 
<P>What I saw is embarrassing, pathetic, and makes me sad about what's happening 
to the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543440 34397 402 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:18:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7543424" target=_blank>#386</A> 
horatiolust</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles--</P> 
<P>Can you provide links on your site to when you made the same comments about 
Code Pink demonstrations and interruptions of Congressional hearings, the anti-
war marches comparing Bush to Hitler, the Minuteman speech that was shouted down 
at Columbia, the Ann Coulter pie-throwing incident, the "assault" on Condi Rice 
by the woman holding up "blood-stained" hands, etc...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of providing your links, I'll cordially invite you to bite 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07543469 34397 431 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:24:26am  
 
<P>I can hardly believe that after the incredibly harsh mockery and criticism 
I've directed at the left for YEARS, for acting like children throwing tantrums 
in public, someone can actually come in and demand that I show him links to 
where I've ever criticized people like Code Pink.</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543477 34397 439 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:25:48am  
 
<P>Now posted at Free Republic: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-
news/2311431/posts" target=_blank>Charles Johnson of LGF supports violence 
against American citizens</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson of LGF supports violence against American citizens.</P> 
<P>Posted on August 8, 2009 10:14:58 AM PDT by pmedia</P> 
<P>I will not link to his site but the slimeball Charles Johnson of Little Green 
Footballs IS BLAMING AMERICAN CITIZENS FOR VIOLENCE BEING PERPETRATED AGAINST 
THEM.</P> 
<P>This racist bigot has posted hateful things about arabs &amp; muslims for 
years (not just terrorists but all muslims). Violence is wrong!</P> 
<P>Now surprise surprise when a black man is beaten &amp; hospitalized in St. 
Louis by SEIU thugs and a cancer patient and business man are assaulted in Tampa 
by SEIU thugs it's their own fault.</P> 
<P>This man has a DEFECT and it's sick that any conservative EVER listened to 
him just because the United States was in an armed conflict (that was correct) 
and he gets off watching innocent people get hurt. Violence is 
wrong!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543502 34397 462 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:29:31am  
 
<P>The garbled phrasing of that post at Free Republic sounds a lot like a 
certain stalker, and whoever it is just registered today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/~pmedia/" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543530 34397 490 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:34:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/7543517" target=_blank>#477</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pmedia registered there today and doesn't have an about page. My bet is that 
it's a stalker blog moby.[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/~pmedia/" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea. It's probably Rick Martinez, aka Trajan, aka Rodan, etc. The slimy 
little creep specializes in this kind of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550113 34397 717 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:18:22am  
 
<P>The flouncers (who have never contributed comments to LGF before) appeared in 
this thread late, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07550119 34397 718 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:19:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/7548736" target=_blank>#714</A> 
connertown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>By your own admission, you are relying on the video footage of some of these 
meetings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- I've seen more than a dozen videos from different angles, and 
I saw a whole lot of people acting very badly. Maybe you're going to try to 
argue I didn't really see that -- good luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543638 34398 5 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:54:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7543622" target=_blank>#2</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Terrible. Effective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If by "effective," you mean "encourages mob scenes like we saw at the town 
hall meetings," I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543645 34398 8 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:55:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7543623" target=_blank>#3</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF? the Pro-Choice movement is about choice. Is she insinuated there will be 
'forced' abortions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's pretty blatantly hinting at euthanasia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543648 34398 10 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:56:08am  
 
<P>I mean, "death panel."</P> 
<P>Come on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543656 34398 13 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:57:42am  
 
<P>Do people really think the conservative cause is helped when Sarah Palin 
throws around words like, "Obama's death panel?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543866 34398 137 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:32:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7543674" target=_blank>#22</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's up with basically every tag except "Sarah Palin" there? This has 
nothing to do with Facebook, Alaska, Resignation, or 2012.</P> 
<P>Trying to score points with Palin-bashers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You caught me. I crave the approval of those who bash Palin, and I slyly 
added those tags to please them in a sekrit way that only they will see. My 
scheme is revealed.</P> 
<P>It couldn't be because they link to other articles about Sarah Palin. 
Nah.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07543884 34398 150 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:36:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7543875" target=_blank>#143</A> 
notreallyme</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest that you ask parents of Down's children what their concerns are 
before you criticize them.</P> 
<P>Geoff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out where I criticized parents of Down's 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07544194 34398 308 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 1:34:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7544190" target=_blank>#307</A> Gkyluig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the bill, Charles. Section 1177 grants the govt program "EXTENSION OF 
AUTHORITY OF SPECIAL NEEDS PLANS TO RESTRICT ENROLLMENT".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a DEATH PANEL!</P> 
<P>/panic</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545443 34398 354 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 9:57:32pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Your dramatic flounce-off comment has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545558 34398 357 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:43:00pm  
 
<P>OMG! It's a DEATH PANEL! Obama's gonna kill us all!</P> 
<P>/panic</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543786 34399 18 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:18:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7543761" target=_blank>#15</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, they are pointing to your comment in a previous thread:</P> 
<P>So when you disagree with with "unjustly attacked" and then point out the 
mobs bad behavior, it makes you sound like they were justly 
attacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a shameless, stupid distortion of what I wrote. I did NOT approve of 
anyone being attacked. What bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543851 34399 42 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:29:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7543830" target=_blank>#35</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the subject of Charles being a RINO (Republican in name only), iirc 
Charles has never declared a party affiliation of any kind and is therefore not 
a Republican even in name. Please correct me if I am wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not wrong. I've never made any secret of the fact that I consider 
myself independent and not by any means a "partisan."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07543923 34399 55 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:44:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7543915" target=_blank>#53</A> dddave</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543960 34399 63 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 11:57:24am  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. I just clicked through to Free Republic again, and now 
they're posting screenshots of my comment, because they're just sure I'm going 
to delete it to try to hide the evidence. Morons.</P> 
<P>Here's the comment. I stand by every word in it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/74/7539788" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the talking point is going to be that the demonstrators were just 
exercising their right to free speech and they were unjustly attacked by union 
thugs, I'm sorry, but I'm not gonna jump on that train.</P> 
<P>There may have been union thugs there, but what I see in these videos of the 
event is a whole lot of people acting like idiots, shouting down speakers, 
ranting like loons, and behaving a lot like ... yes, a mob. A lot of those 
people clearly went there with the intention of disrupting the 
event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07543978 34399 66 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 12:00:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7543974" target=_blank>#65</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh, saw that. Pmedia also tells Admin Moderator that "Johnson posted much 
worse than that and purged it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pmedia is probably "Rodan." Same illiterate style of writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07544175 34399 134 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 1:26:34pm  
 
<P>OK, that's three out of the woodwork today so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07544434 34401 19 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 3:16:33pm  
 
<P>The number in the new comments button is showing you how many new undisplayed 
comments are waiting for you to click the button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07544441 34401 25 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 3:18:14pm  
 
<P>The number updates at 5-second intervals...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07544839 34402 6 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 6:06:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7544835" target=_blank>#4</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm no alarmist, and Pete Sinclair is edging towards the Gore camp, but I 
have to say he's honest to a fault in most of these, and this particular video 
really demonstrates how far the denial PACs will go in lieing. Also how gullible 
some in the conservative media are, or how willing they are to perpetuate a lie 
"for a good cause" pick one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I had caught Sinclair distorting any facts, I wouldn't be posting his 
videos. He's doing a good job of exposing some really egregious distortions and 
falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545474 34402 587 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/7545471" target=_blank>#584</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel that people who use the Reductio ad Hitlerum fallacy, Ad Hominem 
attacks, misrepresentations of data and people who don't give the other side the 
chance to explain themselves before making baseless accusations of bias or baby-
eating, shouldn't have their videos prominently displayed on a blog that 
specifically discourages this kind of nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's too bad, because this isn't your blog, and you don't get a say in what 
is posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545485 34402 598 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:10:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/7545471" target=_blank>#584</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does this site rightly pay out Nrithers? It's because they behave exactly 
like Sinclair - because they are unwilling to face basic facts and because their 
constant argument is to liken someone who doesn't agree with them to some sort 
of vile human being of the past.</P> 
<P>Sinclar attempts the same arguments, and he does 'em very well. After all he 
is in the business of media, and also because he is trained by Al Gore, who 
loves seeing his face plastered all over TV and newspapers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rest of this nonsense is exactly the kind of content-free ad hominem 
attack you're pretending to decry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545500 34402 613 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:17:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7545498" target=_blank>#611</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I don't. And I accept that.</P> 
<P>I do however get to comment on it. And I do get to state that I'm puzzled as 
to why you would post the videos of a guy who falls back to Reductio ad 
Hitlerum, displays a lack of knowledge of science and persists in using 
graphs/data that have been thrown out scientifically AND 
legally</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a laughably ridiculous characterization of the video above. Do you 
think you're fooling anyone with this stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07545565 34402 675 Charles Sat, Aug 8, 2009 10:46:41pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/7545559" target=_blank>#670</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, Charles. It's your blog, and you are giving your own blog a black eye 
by posting this polemicist's nonsense. You are blowing your hard-won anti-
Idiotarian credibility.</P> 
<P>Face it, Peter Sinclair is using much the same presentation style as does the 
Discovery Institute. Perhaps he <STRONG>is</STRONG> on the side of the angels; 
that still does not alter the fact that he is a very sloppy worker, or 
worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. There are facts in the video above, and the ones who look foolish 
are the people who tried to distort the science -- Alan Carlin and those who 
promote him, like the fanatical Dominionist James Inhofe.</P> 
<P>The ones who use Discovery Institute tactics are the Carlins and the 
Inhofes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546131 34402 761 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:23:05am  
 
<P>Wow. If anyone doubts that there's such a thing as a climate change denier, 
all they have to do is read this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546145 34402 763 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:27:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/762/7546136" target=_blank>#762</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, explain to me please, exactly who is a climate change denier 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546170 34402 767 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:33:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/765/7546156" target=_blank>#765</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True..and if anyone doubts that the proponents of man made climate change are 
alarmists withour reasons that too is evidenced in this post.</P> 
<P>Enviromental activists are community organizers who cannot support their 
positions or their models by fact and use emotional arguments instead.It's a 
closet religion right now with about as much proof to base ones faith on.</P> 
<P>Actually, we are very lucky some planetary heating is going on...given the 
history, the cycles, and the trends of the last few thousand 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. You're making statements that have absolutely no basis in any kind 
of fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546174 34402 768 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:34:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/764/7546153" target=_blank>#764</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Just wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>My reaction, exactly. The amount of deceptive propaganda you've posted in 
this thread is pretty amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546192 34402 770 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:41:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/7546183" target=_blank>#769</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no sceptic on the face of the planet who believes in unchanging 
static climates. The words "climate change denier" were invented to associate 
people who were properly sceptical (like all scientists are) with Holocaust 
deniers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, BS. The words were invented to describe people who deny the scientific 
facts and toss out reams of distorted talking points and misinterpreted science, 
to confuse and obfuscate the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546210 34402 774 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:46:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/771/7546196" target=_blank>#771</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything I just said has a basis in fact. If there is a model that 
accurately predicts the worlds weather and climate, I would like to see 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No scientist has ever claimed or ever will claim that mathematical models 
"predict the past and the future," and the very fact that you're saying such a 
ludicrous thing indicates that you have basic confusion about what a "model" 
means in science. Here's a video that might help, if you're actually interested 
in learning.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/D6Un69RMNSw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546220 34402 775 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:49:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/7546197" target=_blank>#772</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/node/1478" target=_blank>S. Fred 
Singer</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Singer and ExxonMobil</P> 
<P>According to a January 2007 report by the Union of Concerned Scientists 
called "Smoke, Mirrors &amp; Hot Air" (pdf), Singer is affiliated with no less 
than 11 think tanks and associations that have received funding from ExxonMobil. 
Singer's own "Science and Environmental Policy Project" (SEPP) has recieved 
$20,000 from ExxonMobil.</P> 
<P>Singer recently co-authored a global warming denial book called Unstoppable 
Global Warming, with Dennis Avery, a "Senior Fellow" at an organization called 
the Hudson Institute, a US think-tank that has received funding from 
ExxonMobil.</P> 



<P>Research and Background</P> 
<P>According to a search of 22,000 academic journals, Singer has published 45 
research articles in peer-reviewed journals, mainly on the subject of climate 
change.</P> 
<P>Singer and Big Tobacco</P> 
<P>DeSmogBlog reported last year that Singer worked with an organization 
challenging the claims by the US Environmental Protection Agency that second-
hand tobacco smoke is bad for human health.</P> 
<P>Singer and the "Leipzig Declaration"</P> 
<P>The 1995 "Leipzig Declaration," was a project of Fred Singer's Science and 
Environmental Policy Project and a group called the European Academy of 
Environmental Affairs. The declaration stated: "there does not exist today a 
general scientific consensus about the importance of greenhouse warming from 
rising levels of carbon dioxide."</P> 
<P>According to Sourcewatch, when a Danish journalist attempted to contact the 
33 European scientists listed on the petition, 12 denied signing the petition 
and some had not even heard of the Leipzig Declaration. Of those that did admit 
to signing the letter, one was a doctor and another was an expert on flying 
insects. The declaration was then revised and many names were 
removed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546232 34402 777 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:52:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/7546197" target=_blank>#772</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>Your description of S. Fred Singer, by the way, was lifted directly from the 
website of the Heartland Institute, a well-known climate change denial 
organization with strong ties to the tobacco industry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546240 34402 779 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:54:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/7546238" target=_blank>#778</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're using a Peter Sinclair video to disprove someone's point?</P> 
<P>Lemme guess, there's a few cuts from popular movies, some cherry-picked 
graphs, a few ad hominems, unwarranted references associating people to 
Heartland via Reductio ad Hitlerum, calling people climate deniers and a 
conclusion that proves that nuclear=evil?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546255 34402 782 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 8:56:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/780/7546241" target=_blank>#780</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<P>What exactly do you think you're achieving by dumping a list of quotes from 
climate denial websites?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546309 34402 789 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:08:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/7546290" target=_blank>#787</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry charles, but a blog report on a man with the undisputed credentials he 
has is not quite fair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely fair to point out that Sinclair has ties to the energy 
industry and big tobacco, and published a fraudulent "declaration" that listed a 
number of scientists who had NOT EVEN HEARD of his declaration. This is 
completely relevant to the subject.</P> 
<P>And every single time someone brings up one of these "renowned scientists" 
who doesn't accept the science of climate change, they seem to have these kinds 
of connections. Every single time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546350 34402 792 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:18:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/7546338" target=_blank>#790</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah it's pretty funny. I even had the argument given to me that because I'd 
only had 50 posts and had 40 downdings in this thread, that I must be wrong.</P> 
<P>ie, someone thinks you are right based on your popularity. Funnily enough, 
that's exactly how the "consensus" was reached.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's complete nonsense. If there's a scientific consensus that the Earth is 
warming, it's because thousands of scientists in countries all over the world 
have done research, studied the results, confirmed the conclusions by many 
different methods, and continue to discover more evidence that supports their 
conclusions.</P> 
<P>A "scientific consensus" is not a popularity contest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546376 34402 795 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:24:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/794/7546370" target=_blank>#794</A> 
the_thermonuclear_pickle</EM></P> 
<P>Ok, I'm finished discussing this with you. You're beyond 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546382 34402 798 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:26:04am  
 
<P>Says who? Says the guy who owns this website. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546517 34402 804 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:12:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/803/7546500" target=_blank>#803</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>There isn't a scientist living who thinks that models are infallible, by the 
way. On the contrary, the limitations and problems with modeling are a field of 
study all by themselves.</P> 
<P>But the point is that because there are problems with modeling, that does not 
mean modeling is worthless! And the current scientific state of the art in 
computer modeling is advancing exponentially; the models in use today are far 
more complex and capable of making valid predictions than most people 
realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546543 34402 808 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:29:32am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7546528" target=_blank>#805</A> Mashiki</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most scientists in their fields are so removed from the data they publish, 
they also don't hear what it's being used for until there's a controversy 
either, and usually get drowned out in the process. Such are the issues you can 
run across.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- for example, the scientists whose names S. Fred Singer put on his 
"Leipzig Declaration," who turned out never to have even heard of it.</P> 
<P>Or the scientists whose data was cherry-picked by Alan Carlin as demonstrated 
in the video above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546609 34402 811 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:54:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/7546546" target=_blank>#810</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>There's another point that people who bash climate modeling never seem to 
understand -- there is simply <EM>no other way</EM> to study some of these 
effects, because accumulating a sufficient dataset that would be the equivalent 
of a good model would take decades if not centuries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552090 34402 864 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 2:38:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/863/7551441" target=_blank>#863</A> landivar</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care. You don't get to leave the dramatic flounce-off 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546412 34403 682 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:35:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7546407" target=_blank>#678</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is partisan...very much so. The right isn't allowed to do as the left 
does, it seems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Isn't allowed?" By whom? And why do you <EM>want</EM> to act the way the 
left does?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546454 34403 715 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:47:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/692/7546425" target=_blank>#692</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the government for one...Where did Bush call the ditchers and the wacky 
antiwar movement names and take enough notice to be in the center of it 
all??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said you weren't being allowed to "act like the left."</P> 
<P>Now you say it's "the government" who's not allowing you the freedom to act 
crazy in public. But they're not actually <EM>stopping</EM> you, are they?</P> 
<P>It seems "not being allowed" means "being criticized."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546463 34403 722 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:51:00am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/711/7546449" target=_blank>#711</A> quiet 
man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagreed with her and Charles in the other threadThey are down diging me 
hard.</P> 
<P>l/augh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In that other thread, you didn't "disagree" in any real way. You made some 
ridiculous, uninformed statements about scientific modeling, got irritated when 
it was pointed out that you didn't know what you were talking about, then dumped 
a whole bunch of quotes from climate change denial websites.</P> 
<P>Which, by the way, is exactly the same tactic used by 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546535 34405 5 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:25:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7546527" target=_blank>#2</A> 
anotherindyfilmguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but "global warming" is the Sun going through natural cycles.There, 
I've said it. Down ding me all you want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2006/04/its-sun-stupid.php" 
target=_blank>It's the Sun, Stupid</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Objection:</P> 
<P>The sun is the source of all the warmth on earth. Any increase in temperature 
is most likely due to changes in solar radiation.</P> 
<P>Answer:</P> 
<P>It's very true that the earth is warmed, for all practical purposes, entirely 
by solar radiation. So if the temperature is going up or down a reasonable place 
to find the cause would be the sun. Well, it turns out that it is more 
complicated than one might think to detect and measure changes in the amount or 
type of sunshine reaching the earth. Detectors on the ground are too susceptible 
to all kinds of interference from the atmosphere. After all, one good cloud 
passing overhead can cause an instant shiver on an otherwise beautiful, warm 
day, but not because the sun itself changed. The best way to detect changes in 
the actual output of the sun versus changes in the radiation reaching the 
earth's surface because of clouds, smoke, dust or pollution is by taking 
readings from space.</P> 
<P>This is a job for satellites. According to PMOD at the World Radiation Center 
there has been no increase in solar irradiance since at least 1978 when 
satellite observations began. This means that for the last thirty years, while 
the temperature has been rising fastest, the sun has shown no trend.</P> 
<P>There has been work done on reconstructing the solar irradiance record over 
the last century before satellites were available. According to the Max Plank 
Institute where this work is being done, there has been no increase in solar 
irradiance since around 1940. This reconstruction does show an increase in the 
first part of the 20th century that coincides with the warming from around 1900 
til the 1940's. This trend in irradiance is not enough to explain it all, but it 
is responsible for a large portion of that trend in temperature. See this chart 
of the observed temperature, the modelled temperature and the variations in the 
major forcings that contributed to 20th century 
climate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546553 34405 15 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:36:23am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7546551" target=_blank>#13</A> nwclassic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or for a Scientific Test of your knowledge of Global Warming, take the Global 
Warming Test here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/GlobWarmTest/start.html" 
target=_blank>www.geocraft.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. You consider that ridiculous "quiz" a real rebuttal to my 
post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546559 34405 20 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:39:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7546554" target=_blank>#16</A> LeslieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what we mean by silly catch-phrases like "climate change" or 
"global warming," but it's pretty clear that, in the aggregate, anthropogenic 
global warming is a complete farce. That is, a farce in as much that the current 
state of science on the matter can make no such claim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You state it with such conviction that I almost hate to tell you: that's 
simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546564 34405 24 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:42:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7546551" target=_blank>#13</A> nwclassic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or for a Scientific Test of your knowledge of Global Warming, take the Global 
Warming Test here: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.geocraft.com/WVFossils/GlobWarmTest/start.html" 
target=_blank>www.geocraft.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is interesting to go through this quiz, though -- because it makes it 
clear how these kinds of falsehoods are being spread. It consists of one 
distortion of science after another, and many of the bogus claims are answered 
in my link above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546568 34405 27 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:44:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7546557" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of you might be interested in this...<A href="http://www.rep.org/" 
target=_blank>Republicans for Environmental Protection</A></P> 
<P>They have a recent article post on global warming...<A 
href="http://www.rep.org/opinions/op-eds/128.html" target=_blank>Absolutely 
Amazing Distortions Related to Global Warming</A>It's worth looking in 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? Republicans who accept the science of climate change?</P> 
<P>Unpossible! Heretics! RINOs! Cast them out!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546571 34405 29 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:45:34am  
 
<P>Sleepers and stealth dingers, oh my!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546617 34405 68 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:56:36am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7546604" target=_blank>#57</A> SurferDoc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for putting that up. Crichton was right. There is no Consensus 
Science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crichton was off base. A "scientific consensus" does exist on climate change 
-- and that doesn't mean a popularity contest, it means that thousands of 
scientists all over the world have examined the data and done the research and 
found that it correlates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546627 34405 78 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:59:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7546616" target=_blank>#67</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Inhoffe, Sen. from Oklahoma is on some the Environment and Public Works 
committee that keeps track of this stuff. (You can sign up for his emails - 
they're pretty good). He published a report.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&amp;Conte
ntRecord_id=2674e64f-802a-23ad-490b-bd9faf4dcdb7" target=_blank>Inhofe 
Report</A></P> 
<P>Tons of links.</P> 
<P>Also, keep in mind that the Stern IPCC report for the UN was intended to be a 
<EM>political</EM> document written to guide gov't policymakers - it does not 
claim to be science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Inhofe is one of the very worst of the dishonest climate change 
"skeptics." He's one who definitely deserves the term "denier." He's a 
fundamentalist with ties to the Dominionist movement, who has publicly stated 
that global warming is false because God gave man dominion over the earth.</P> 
<P>And that's just scratching the surface of how crazy Inhofe is. He is 
absolutely NO expert on anything related to science -- he's an embarrassment to 
the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546640 34405 91 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 11:04:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7546634" target=_blank>#85</A> 
RebelDebater</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused here...with all due respect Charles do you believe that humans 
cause global warming?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. You mean you don't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546649 34405 100 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 11:06:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7546644" target=_blank>#95</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would anybody down-ding a source of information?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shows you how irrational some people have gotten about this issue. They 
don't even want to see anything that challenges their 
prejudices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07546670 34405 120 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 11:09:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7546662" target=_blank>#112</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another site. I don't read this one as often, but it does do a good 
job of covering the variables involved in climate change</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.worldclimatereport.com/" target=_blank>World Climate 
Report</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Climate_Report" 
target=_blank>World Climate Report</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World Climate Report, a newsletter edited by Patrick Michaels, was produced 
by the Greening Earth Society,[1] a non-profit organization <STRONG>created by 
the Western Fuels Association</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546700 34405 148 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 11:16:44am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7546690" target=_blank>#139</A> Former 
Belgian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: do you have any idea how much research on alternative fuels and 
other "green stuff" (including AGW stuff) is likewise funded by petroleum 
companies?</P> 
<P>It actually makes perfect sense for energy companies to branch out in this 
manner, lest they suffer the same fate as the railroad companies who never 
understood they're in the transportation[/energy] business, not the 
train[/petroleum] business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do know that petroleum companies fund those things, and being funded 
by one is not necessarily a red flag.</P> 
<P>However, time and time again when I look into these anti-AGW websites and 
personalities, they have connections to the energy industry. One website means 
nothing, but it's far more than one site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546834 34405 273 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 11:46:05am  
 
<P>The only way we'll ever be able to realistically debate political solutions 
is if we start by accepting a few baseline realities.</P> 
<P>The scientific evidence that humans are responsible for an alarmingly rapid 
rise in global temperature is pretty overwhelming at this point. I'm not taking 
anybody's word for this, either -- I've been reading a lot on this subject, from 
all sides, for the past year or so.</P> 
<P>Call me a traitor, call me a RINO, call me late for dinner, but it's really 
clear to me that the Republican Party has been responsible for a vast amount of 
disinformation on climate science. Both sides are guilty of exaggeration and 
hype, but the right wing side has distorted the truth far beyond what I see from 
the scientists -- who may not be perfect, but are only rarely outright 
liars.</P> 
<P>This is a very sad situation, because I happen to believe it's very much a 
conservative value to behave responsibly toward the environment. The stuff 
coming from Michele Bachmann, James Inhofe, etc. is just unconscionable and 
completely betrays conservative principles in my view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07546882 34405 321 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:02:17pm  
 
<P>The GOP has ceded several important issues to the Democrats, and 
environmentalism is definitely one of them. Unfortunately, it's all tied in with 
a pernicious anti-science influence that comes largely from the religious far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546889 34405 328 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:03:51pm  
 
<P>Yes, I did use the word "pernicious." It just sorta slipped 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546927 34405 364 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:12:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7546918" target=_blank>#355</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the rest of you:</P> 
<P>Science==religion is one of the key smear campaigns of Discovery Institute at 
present. Someone's getting their TP from somewhere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Discovery Institute is also very much into climate change 
denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546970 34405 406 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7546944" target=_blank>#381</A> 
Paleosapiens</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want some authentic scientific evidence try Professor Bob Carter:<A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOLkze-
9GcI&amp;feature=PlayList&amp;p=3D3E735DBE608C5F&amp;index=3" 
target=_blank>http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOLkze-9GcI&amp;fea ture 
=PlayList&amp;p=3D3E735DBE608C5F&amp;index=3</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2008/12/the_australians_war_on_science_28.
php" target=_blank>Zero credibility</A>.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=%22
bob+carter%22&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" target=_blank>Lots more on 
Prof. Bob Carter here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546978 34405 414 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:28:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7546960" target=_blank>#396</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the GOP is anti-science ... I don't have a clue. But don't assume AGW is 
established fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't. I said there is an overwhelming amount of evidence that AGW is 
real, and potentially dangerous. Far more than enough evidence to make it 
necessary to debate it honestly without denial and obfuscation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546982 34405 418 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:29:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7546947" target=_blank>#384</A> 
Balian1193</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no clear cut theories and answers to climate "change" PERIOD. 
Anyone who professes overwhelming scientific evidence one way or the other is 
full of it. THAT INCLUDES YOU CHARLES.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice.</P> 
<P>But you're still wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07546991 34405 427 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:33:23pm  
 
<P>By the way, if it isn't clear enough yet, I have no hesitation at all in 
blocking the account of anyone who acts out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547007 34405 441 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 12:37:35pm  
 
<P>Conservative mailing lists are all buzzing about coming up with their "mob 
names" today. The Twitter feed #iamthemob is going strong.</P> 
<P>This whole "mob" thing is really catching on.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that, guys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547376 34405 573 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7547328" target=_blank>#563</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the subject of Climate change I can reccomend a series of exellent videos 
by youtube user potholer54 although he does have a funny voice</P> 
<P>1 &amp; 2 science<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52KLGqDSAjo" 
target=_blank>1. Climate Change -- the scientific debate</A><A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoSVoxwYrKI" target=_blank>2. Climate 
Change -- the objections</A></P> 
<P>3&amp;4 debunking<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EU_AtHkB4Ms" 
target=_blank>3 - Climate Change anatomy of a myth</A><A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2B34sO7HPM" target=_blank>4 - Climate 
Change: Gore vs. Durkin</A></P> 
<P>Maybe Charles could post them on his next global warming 
thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just watched the first video -- looks quite good. Thanks for the 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547425 34405 580 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:47:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7547374" target=_blank>#572</A> Robert 
Schwartz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would be best off dropping the topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547565 34405 616 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 3:31:41pm  
 



<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090809/ap_on_sc/cn_canada_ice_retreats" 
target=_blank>Vast expanses of Arctic ice melt in summer heat</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TUKTOYAKTUK, Northwest Territories – The Arctic Ocean has given up tens of 
thousands more square miles (square kilometers) of ice on Sunday in a relentless 
summer of melt, with scientists watching through satellite eyes for a possible 
record low polar ice cap.</P> 
<P>From the barren Arctic shore of this village in Canada's far northwest, 1,500 
miles (2,414 kilometers) north of Seattle, veteran observer Eddie Gruben has 
seen the summer ice retreating more each decade as the world has warmed. By this 
weekend the ice edge lay some 80 miles (128 kilometers) at sea.</P> 
<P>"Forty years ago, it was 40 miles (64 kilometers) out," said Gruben, 89, 
patriarch of a local contracting business.</P> 
<P>Global average temperatures rose 1 degree Fahrenheit (0.6 degree Celsius) in 
the past century, but Arctic temperatures rose twice as much or even faster, 
almost certainly in good part because of manmade greenhouse gases, researchers 
say.</P> 
<P>In late July the mercury soared to almost 86 degrees Fahrenheit (30 degrees 
Celsius) in this settlement of 900 Inuvialuit, the name for western Arctic 
Eskimos.</P> 
<P>"The water was really warm," Gruben said. "The kids were swimming in the 
ocean."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547751 34405 667 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 4:38:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/7547684" target=_blank>#650</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am extremely surprised Charles should regard the whole matter as 
closed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said I think the matter is "closed." I'd break it down like this:</P> 
<P>Is the Earth's climate warming rapidly?</P> 
<P>Definitely.</P> 
<P>Are humans responsible for the warming?</P> 
<P>Probably. There's an increasingly massive amount of evidence pointing that 
way, but it's not as certain as the fact of the warming.</P> 
<P>In this discussion I've tried to focus on the facts as they're currently 
known to climate scientists. Scientific issues that are truly "closed" are very 
rare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547836 34405 688 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 5:02:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7547783" target=_blank>#678</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The argument to most in the scientific community is much more strong than 
probably.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's right -- "probably" comes off as a bit too weak. "Almost 
certainly" is closer to the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547845 34405 691 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 5:07:23pm  
 
<P><A href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2006/02/co2-lags-not-
leads.php" target=_blank>CO2 Lags Not Leads</A>:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Objection:</P> 
<P>The CO2 concentration lags behind temperature by centuries in the glacial-
interglacial cycles, so clearly CO2 does not cause temperatures to rise, 
temperatures cause CO2 to rise.</P> 
<P>Answer:</P> 
<P>A close examination of the CH4, CO2 and temperature fluctuations recorded in 
the Antarctic ice core records does in fact reveal that yes, the temperature 
moved first in what is, when viewed coarsely, a very tight correlation. But what 
is not correct, is to say the temperature rose and then hundreds of years later 
the CO2 rose. These warming periods lasted for 5,000 to 10,000 years (the 
cooling periods lasted more like 100,000 years!) so for the majority of that 
time (90% and more) temperature and CO2 rose together. This means that this 
remarkably detailed archive of climatological evidence clearly allows for CO2 
acting as a cause for rising temperatures while also revealing it can be an 
effect of them.</P> 
<P>The current understanding of those cycles is that changes in orbital 
parameters (Milankovich and other cycles) caused greater amounts of summer 
sunlight to fall in the northern hemisphere. This is actually a very small 
forcing, but it caused ice to retreat in the north which changed the albedo. 
This change, reducing the amount of white, reflective ice surface, led to 
increasing the warmth more in a feedback effect. Some number of centuries after 
that process started, CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere began to rise and 
this also amplified the warming trend even further as an additional feedback 
mechanism.</P> 
<P>You can also go <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php?p=13" 
target=_blank>here</A> for a discussion by climate scientists of exactly this 
question but with greater technical detail and full references to the scientific 
literature.</P> 
<P>So, it is correct that CO2 did not trigger the warmings, but it definitely 
did contribute to them, and according to climate theory and model experiments, 
greenhouse gas forcing was the dominant factor in the magnitude of the ultimate 
change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547891 34405 711 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 5:24:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/708/7547876" target=_blank>#708</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I remember, Sol isn't likely to go nova, it has too little mass. My 
current understanding is that after it burns up all the hydrogen, it will expand 
to red-giant phase.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And after that it will collapse into the Angry Dwarf phase, start smoking 
cigars, getting in fights, and doing commercials for CashCall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548057 34405 724 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 6:25:53pm  
 
<P>Sleepers, dingers, and trolls, oh my!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548180 34405 729 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 7:02:28pm  
 
<P>As if to make my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548613 34405 776 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:24:00pm  



 
<P>And another idiot bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548628 34405 781 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 9:28:56pm  
 
<P>It's a cavalcade of idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548725 34405 794 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 10:13:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/790/7548705" target=_blank>#790</A> arcatan</EM></P> 
<P>I won't call Freeman Dyson an idiot, but I'll certainly call YOU one.</P> 
<P>Here's my link to the Freeman Dyson story in the New York Times.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33227_A_Profile_of_Freeman_Dyson" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550221 34405 959 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:48:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/951/7550035" target=_blank>#951</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's is most disturbing to me here about Charles' posts are not that he is 
buying into AGW, but they way he is doing it. Telling people who disagree they 
are wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you disagree about facts, and are making clearly wrong statements, I'm 
going to tell you that you are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550229 34405 961 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:50:29am  
 
<P>And once again, if you act out and start tossing insults, your account will 
be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550334 34405 969 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:13:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/967/7550296" target=_blank>#967</A> 
Flyovercountry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am saying that the science which shows a link to human activity is severly 
suspect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's simply not true. There is valid debate going on about whether humans 
cause global warming, and to what extent, but to say that this conclusion is 
"severely suspect" is a complete distortion of the science. The reality is that 
there's a massive amount of scientific evidence in favor of AGW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550754 34405 988 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 11:21:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/977/7550477" target=_blank>#977</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting - like Charles, I have been studying and reading a great deal 
about AGW for several years, yet I have come to the opposite conclusion from 
him, and remain a skeptic. I did not know until now that my study entitled me to 



tell people with the opposite viewpoint, with absolute certainty and authority, 
that what they believe "is simply not true".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you don't understand my position, because I'm still highly skeptical 
about many of the proposed policies to address AGW. What I have concluded is 
that the science demonstrating climate change is very convincing.</P> 
<P>Policy is another matter entirely. But we're never going to properly address 
that while one side is in complete denial of the scientific 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550840 34405 996 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 11:34:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/7550801" target=_blank>#993</A> MKelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coracle I never used the word scienitific just consensus. But again "did 
anyone who now believes in global warming believe in coming ice age back 
then"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coracle's link demonstrates very conclusively that there was no such 
consensus, either scientifically or any other way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551327 34405 1028 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 12:41:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1016/7551151" target=_blank>#1016</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the history of science, "the vast majority in the field" have been wrong 
many, many times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they've been right far more often.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is really just an appeal to authority.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. It would be an appeal to authority if the overwhelming evidence 
from many independent sources confirming the reality of climate change didn't 
exist.</P> 
<P>But that evidence does exist. The majority of scientists accept it not 
because they're sheep, or because they're being pressured, but because they've 
examined the evidence and found that it stands the test of peer 
review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07553625 34405 1203 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:19:43pm  
 
<P>It's an absolute disgrace that 55 LGF readers up-dinged comment #2 -- an 
ignorant, completely false statement that does not remotely deserve this kind of 
approval.</P> 
<P>It's really embarrassing. I'm very disappointed in some of you. I'm seeing 
the anti-science wing of the GOP at work right here at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547292 34406 153 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 1:55:23pm  
 
<P>The final scene of "Death Proof:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/3vk2iAs8xA8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547310 34406 168 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:00:37pm  
 
<P>Zombieland:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/LUD-PFm07SI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547336 34406 193 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:09:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7547335" target=_blank>#192</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Is TVShack-dot-net a legal site?A great source for movies online but 
I suspect I probably shouldn't link to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never heard of it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547340 34406 196 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:12:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7547335" target=_blank>#192</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Does look shady...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547454 34407 3 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 2:58:27pm  
 
<P>"We come here to save our children from the mongloroids."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547466 34407 11 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 3:01:08pm  
 
<P>This documentary was made not too long before Irv Rubin was arrested for 
plotting to bomb the King Fahd Mosque in Culver City and kill Rep. Darrell 
Issa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547477 34407 19 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 3:03:55pm  
 
<P>Interesting that whenever there's a topic that mentions Nazis, Google Adsense 
serves up ads for anger management courses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547509 34407 39 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 3:15:26pm  
 
<P>We got mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess everyone who disagrees with you charles is a nazi. It is yourweb 
site, but for someone who preaches tolerance you are sure a one wayman. You 
don't need a weatherman to know which way the wind blows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wha?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547556 34407 71 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 3:28:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7547513" target=_blank>#42</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone that got the boot today, perhaps (during the AGW 
thread(s))</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, doesn't seem to be a banned user.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547769 34407 217 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 4:47:20pm  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547785 34407 226 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 4:51:27pm  
 
<P>Another li'l test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547987 34408 27 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 6:03:09pm  
 
<P>"Her husband is an oil rigger for Chesterfield cigarettes. Her problem: 
stubborn stains."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07547999 34408 36 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 6:06:22pm  
 
<P>Don't miss 4:10.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548001 34408 38 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 6:07:01pm  
 
<P>"Sometimes Homer is unknowingly offensive."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548034 34408 64 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 6:16:16pm  
 
<P>I think Americans were better at keeping secrets back then.</P> 
<P>Not sure if that's good or bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548270 34409 171 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 7:26:06pm  
 
<P>Fast living.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'5317678',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07548322 34409 219 Charles Sun, Aug 9, 2009 7:42:19pm  



 
<P>Moustache ride.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'5317687',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550193 34412 6 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:41:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7550183" target=_blank>#2</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to invoke "death panels" or any other alarmist strawmen. CBO says 
that key components of current reform proposals <A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/08/congressional-budget-
expert-says-preventive-care-will-raise-not-cut-costs.html" target=_blank>don't 
cut costs</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the point. There are plenty of valid reasons to criticize nationalized 
health care without absurd exaggerations like "death panels."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550197 34412 10 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:42:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7550182" target=_blank>#1</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I don't agree with Palin. The progressives will criticize conservative no 
matter what we do or say, short of us totally disappearing.</P> 
<P>Speak out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, that's one vote in favor of intimidation and harassment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550239 34412 38 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:52:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7550226" target=_blank>#30</A> badger1970</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Criticizing a bad idea by saying "it's a bad idea" isn't going to garnish a 
lot of press. <STRONG>Saying "death panel" was an extreme 
interpretation</STRONG> of the perceived end of life counseling in the health 
care bill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. And it made her look like an extremist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550255 34412 52 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 9:54:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7550209" target=_blank>#18</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said "Speak out." That doesn't sound like intimidation and harassment to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exchange was:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Sarah Palin were to come out with a statement asking the demonstrators to 
refrain from intimidation and harassment, would that change your mind?</P> 



<P>No. I don't agree with Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like a vote for intimidation and harassment to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550286 34412 80 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:01:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7550206" target=_blank>#16</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is a "cake and eat it too" retraction without a retraction. 
Sarah is right in this, but it comes on the heels of a statement that's bound to 
inspire anger at townhalls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of her advisers evidently realized it didn't look especially 
"presidential" to rant about Obama forcing your children to face death panels. 
So she issued this statement to offset that.</P> 
<P>It's the right thing to say, but in the context of the "death panels" 
craziness it rings hollow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550302 34412 95 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:06:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7550293" target=_blank>#87</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the White House should start vetting themselves before Obama makes 
comments like "we won," "get in their faces" and " I want them to get out of the 
way so we can clean up the mess. I don't mind cleaning up after them, but don't 
do a lot of talking."</P> 
<P>You want any more quotes from the Chairman?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks -- had enough tu quoque arguments for today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550386 34412 166 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:21:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7550357" target=_blank>#138</A> 
doppelganglander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to throw this open to Walter. When you say "speak out," exactly what 
do you mean?</P> 
<P>Secondly, who do you think is suggesting people go to town hall meetings with 
the deliberate intent of stirring up trouble, shouting people down, and 
generally beclowning themselves?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sean Hannity posted a banner at his website saying "Become a part of the 
mob!"</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck has been ranting insanely about disrupting town halls for the past 
two weeks.</P> 
<P>It's extremely easy to find examples of red meat right wing pundits 
suggesting that people go to town hall meetings deliberately to cause 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550390 34412 169 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:22:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7550366" target=_blank>#147</A> 
justabill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Has there always been a count of how many new comments have been posted since 
your last refresh on the "new comments". If it has I never noticed it, if not 
its a welcome change. Thank Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a new feature I deployed last weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550405 34412 183 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:24:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7550367" target=_blank>#148</A> 
LionOfDixon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freudian slip? Choice of words is important...I'm sure many in berlin in 1933 
wish they would have used stronger words against an upstart politician who spoke 
eloquently about change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550426 34412 202 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:27:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7550415" target=_blank>#193</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fairness, that was done tongue in cheeck after the dems complained about 
"mobs" showing up at meetings</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not funny. It only works to co-opt a derogatory term like "mob" if you 
aren't really acting like a mob.</P> 
<P>If you are acting like a mob, it sounds threatening and belligerent. Which it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550449 34412 224 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:31:49am  
 
<P>It's apparently becoming perfectly acceptable for some on the right wing now 
to compare Obama to Hitler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550457 34412 232 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:33:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7550441" target=_blank>#216</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Nancy Pelosi...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no fan of Nancy Pelosi, but when she said demonstrators were showing up 
with swastikas, she was absolutely right.</P> 
<P>And I have no interest in making excuses for that behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550472 34412 246 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:34:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7550460" target=_blank>#235</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it amusing to watch the huffpo-ing and puffpo-ing in disapproval of 
"rightwing mobs drowning out debate" by the small cadre of posters who are 
proudly and avidly part of Obama lemming horde.</P> 
<P>Their vehemence is almost sufficient to make be think that the people 
protesting Obamacare are doing something very, very right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I watched more than a dozen videos in which mobs did indeed drown out the 
debate, in a very disgraceful way. If you want to call that "huffpo-ing" go 
right ahead. But denying reality doesn't become you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550498 34412 271 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:38:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7550468" target=_blank>#242</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's the evidence they were showing up with swastikas? Wasn't it someone 
with an "SS" on a sign?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen photos.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7550487" target=_blank>#260</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it bother you when the left does the same thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading what I've been writing for the past 8 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550541 34412 313 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:44:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7550518" target=_blank>#290</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Ann Althouse's defense of Palin's "death panel" remark. Althouse is not 
exactly a right wing nutjob. Her source for the defense: President Obama.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://althouse.blogspot.com/2009/08/did-sarah-palin-say-
obamas-death-panel.html" 
target=_blank>althouse.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not convincing, sorry. And that video has a very obvious cut, right as Obama 
begins answering that question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550558 34412 330 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7550543" target=_blank>#315</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge's headline: <A 
href="http://abcnews.go.com/video/playerIndex?id=8292819" target=_blank>more 
shenanigans from a Town Hall meeting in Michigan.</A></P> 
<P>An irate father stands up and screams at his congressman, shouting</P> 
<P>That's not correct, of course. It's a sad video to watch, because I think the 
man actually believes what he's saying, and so he's understandably beside 
himself with rage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he believes what he's saying because of statements like Palin's "death 
panels," and the constant drumbeat of distortions coming out of right wing 
radio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550572 34412 343 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:48:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7550559" target=_blank>#331</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Again -- that video has been edited. It has a very obvious cut, right as 
Obama begins answering the question. I don't trust it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550576 34412 347 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 10:49:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/7550564" target=_blank>#336</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Full clip here:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It chops out a bunch of umms, aws, and weasel words - calling for use of 
living wills and end of life care. He says we shouldn't make judgment calls on 
spirit. Wants to make rules for providing good quality care, but admits that the 
money might not be there.</P> 
<P>Let me find that transcript for the exact language.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing any "death panels" in his reply, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550676 34412 441 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 11:07:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7550637" target=_blank>#404</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was posting not to refute or substantiate the claim of "death panels", but 
he's clearly talking about some kind of "better" end of life health care 
choices. Who gets to make those decisions? A bureaucracy - whether it's an 
insurance company, government, doctors, or the family (or family member)? Those 
are fair questions, and its troubling that Obama thinks that we have to make 
better choices. If he's contemplating a government sanctioning better choices, 
that is troublesome indeed given the way that cost containment would quickly 
change the focus of end of life care options from preserving life to the fullest 
extent to managing end of life care to minimize costs.</P> 
<P>Cost containment and preserving and extending life at end of life are often 
at a crossroads to each other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- those are some of the most difficult questions about health 
insurance, no doubt. When Obama says "we need to make better decisions," that 
sounds like typical politician spiel to me -- ask a politician about almost 
anything and they'll say "we need to do better." It's how they justify their 
existence.</P> 
<P>It's a simple fact that insurance deals with end of life issues now, and if 
America gets nationalized health care, whatever system is in place will need to 
deal with it then, too. Obama's statement that "we need to make better 
decisions" could just as easily be intended to cover situations where people are 
NOT getting proper end of life care.</P> 
<P>I'm just having a very hard time seeing anything sinister in that video. At 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07550815 34412 568 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 11:30:38am  
 
<P>Wow, Michelle Malkin is going way, way overboard with the "death panel" 
statement today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551479 34413 18 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7551466" target=_blank>#10</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that this Michel Chossudovsky?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the quote above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551504 34413 31 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:13:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7551499" target=_blank>#26</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, first off, Fox has jumped the shark on a whole lot of stuff, and Alex 
Jones is a complete nut case, but, this Telegraph article is plain and simple, 
the British government is looking at these options in case of a swine flu 
epidemic.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/health/swine-flu/5865621/Swine-
flu-British-government-draws-up-contingency-plans.html" 
target=_blank>www.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So cite the Telegraph article. Not this freak Nimmo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551513 34413 34 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:14:33pm  
 
<P>Go Google some of his writings, if you want to see why this is such a 
travesty.</P> 
<P>In fact, it's a traveshamockery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551556 34413 59 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:20:43pm  
 
<P>The real point about that Telegraph article is that Nimmo is claiming the US 
has these plans ready to go -- and for evidence, he cites a British newspaper 
report on Britain's plans.</P> 
<P>This is so lame it makes my head hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551583 34413 80 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:24:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7551572" target=_blank>#71</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure the if Torygraph is a reliable news source. They make Fox look 
liberal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether they're a good source or not, it's a non sequitur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07551800 34414 96 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 1:55:10pm  
 
<P>I just embedded a Google Map of the region above... refresh to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552062 34414 310 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 2:34:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7552043" target=_blank>#296</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 



<P>Geek question... how often does the new comments button poll for comments? 
... or is the count somehow "pushed"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At five second intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552309 34415 25 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 3:14:26pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Is 25% of the Belgian population Muslim, as the video asserts? No. 
The Belgian office of statistics points to a 2008 study which suggests the real 
figure is just 6%.</BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552314 34415 29 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 3:15:20pm  
 
<P>More:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the video doesn't just rely on statistics, it also uses an official 
Government statement. It quotes it as saying: "The fall in German population can 
no longer be stopped. Its downward spiral is no longer reversible. <EM>It will 
be a Muslim state by the year 2050</EM>."</P> 
<P>The statement in question was made by then vice-president of the Federal 
Statistics Office, Walter Radermacher, who is now chief statistician of the 
European Union. He says that while it is true he said Germany's population was 
in decline, the last part of the quote [in italics] is just an invention. He 
said nothing about Germany becoming a Muslim state.</P> 
<P>"The quotation which reads as if the German government believed that Germany 
will become a Muslim state is simply not true," he says. "There is no source 
which can be quoted that the German government has published such an expression 
or opinion."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552341 34415 47 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 3:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7552329" target=_blank>#39</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not inclined to believe the BBC on principle, but they do seem to be 
right this time. Some of the claims in the video are just farcical: 8.1 children 
per Muslim family? 25% Muslim population in Belgium?These alone should set off 
all kinds of critical thinking alarms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video is a complete pile of unsourced crap, seasoned with lies and 
alarmism. I wasn't kidding when I compared it to "Loose Change." It's the Gates 
of Vienna - Brussels Journal - Eurofascist nutjob line, and it wouldn't surprise 
me at all to find out that some of those people are behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552817 34415 437 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 5:38:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7552798" target=_blank>#425</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of hoaxes, I wonder how many people saw the DI's Klinghoffer's 
article from Sunday:</P> 
<P><A href="http://blog.beliefnet.com/kingdomofpriests/2009/08/charles-manson-
evolutionist.html" target=_blank>Charles Manson, 
Evolutionist</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Klinghoffer beclowns himself again.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07552866 34416 26 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 6:02:59pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity and Bill O'Reilly are both force feeding grievance theater to 
the right wing tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552953 34417 41 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 6:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>Charles! Charles Charles Charles! Now you're linking to Richard 
Dawkins?!?! Why do you hate Christians! This whole subject is boring and nobody 
cares! You're just like Andrew Sullivan! I hate you, daddy!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552957 34417 45 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 6:28:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7552954" target=_blank>#42</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "plan for defeating scientific materialism" is the Discovery Institute's 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wedge_strategy" 
target=_blank><STRONG>Wedge strategy</STRONG></A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he's asking his students to extend the Wedge Strategy and imagine how 
they could achieve it if they had virtually unlimited funding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07552963 34417 51 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 6:32:37pm  
 
<P>Thanks -- link is fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07553025 34417 104 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 6:50:02pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=105616" target=_blank>Possibly the 
craziest article ever posted at Weird Nut Drooly</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07553128 34417 199 Charles Mon, Aug 10, 2009 7:16:59pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominionism" 
target=_blank>Dominionism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555103 34418 1196 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 9:39:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/692/7554578" target=_blank>#692</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had no answer cause except for Congnito, I don't recall a Left winger ever 
being banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555149 34418 1241 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 9:53:23am  
 
<P>Is this where it's coming to? People who've been here for years are suddenly 
going to claim that I've "never banned a leftist?"</P> 



<P>I've been checking out some of the people who seem to have LGF accounts only 
to stealth down-ding reasonable posters -- or me. Time after time, I've seen 
these people go to threads that are no longer active, and go through the whole 
thread dinging down any comment that isn't rabidly right wing, or that 
criticizes anyone on the right wing.</P> 
<P>So far 4 people are out of here, and three of them also had more than one 
sock puppet registered.</P> 
<P>These games are going to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555333 34419 108 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:20:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7555315" target=_blank>#91</A> RedDish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone at another site mentioned the 'window' for the White House 
registration was less than 12 hours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I don't blame them one bit, after what happened last 
week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555372 34419 143 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:24:44am  
 
<P>Right wing radio hosts are still heavily promoting Nirtherism, by the way. 
Here in LA, Tim Conway Jr. had nutjob Phillip Berg on his show yesterday, and 
didn't ask him one tough question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555466 34419 230 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:33:40am  
 
<P>He's talking about Palin's "death panel" craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555475 34419 238 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:34:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7555471" target=_blank>#234</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They laugh at euthanasia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. They're laughing at the absurdity of using crazy terms like "death 
panels."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555493 34419 255 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:36:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7555485" target=_blank>#247</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She should have called it what it is - "<EM>End of life 
consultation</EM>".</P> 
<P>Which is just as creepy, is you ask me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what insurance companies call it right now. It's a completely standard 
type of care offered by many companies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555523 34419 284 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:40:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7555384" target=_blank>#155</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're chanting. This was stacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... Obama was elected, remember? By a majority? Doesn't seem odd that the 
audience might contain more than a few supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555605 34419 363 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:48:08am  
 
<P>I'm watching on CNN so I can see the whole thing without Fox's idiotic 
interruptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555661 34419 419 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:53:30am  
 
<P>I can hardly believe this. After drumming up all this hysteria, promoting 
"joining the mob!" and another BS, Fox News has now stopped covering Obama's 
town hall.</P> 
<P>Unreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555668 34419 425 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:54:04am  
 
<P>The kid asked a good question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555709 34419 466 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:56:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7555687" target=_blank>#444</A> gregb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Death Panel" is the common name for the UK Clinical Advisory Board as 
related to NHS governance issues. I don't see any problems using the term as 
it's in wide common practice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't believe this without some proof. I extremely doubt that the UK 
government would label anything with a name like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555716 34419 472 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 10:57:39am  
 
<P>Remember this quote:</P> 
<P>"I won't sign a bill that adds to the national debt or the 
deficit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555850 34419 605 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:11:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/7555843" target=_blank>#598</A> Baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I doubt that you can do anything about it but that 'Evony' banner ad 
rotating on your site looks like porn. Someone saw it as they were passing while 
I was reading LGF and asked if I was looking at porn, quite seriously...needless 
to say it was an embarrassing situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555865 34419 620 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:12:21am  
 



<P>For now I've decided to let the 912dc.org ad keep running, even though it 
links to some batshit crazy websites in the Paulian-NWO vein. If they want to 
spend their money to help me criticize them, why stop them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555880 34419 635 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:13:38am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/7555873" target=_blank>#628</A> Buster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps because it became a stage managed campaign event?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you can just dismiss it if you like, but I'm watching in order to learn 
something, and I think it's been pretty informative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555906 34419 661 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:15:46am  
 
<P>Oh my god.</P> 
<P>CNN just showed Arlen Specter getting told he's damned to burn in 
hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555926 34419 681 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:17:22am  
 
<P>Wow. Arlen Specter really got swarmed by Birthers and religious kooks 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555966 34419 720 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:21:40am  
 
<P>Right on cue, here's Pat Buchanan with a little very thinly veiled racism for 
the base:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/32372487/ns/msnbc_tv-
msnbc_tv_commentary/" target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555984 34419 738 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:22:34am  
 
<P>Buchanan even cites VDARE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07555999 34419 753 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:24:58am  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone thinks Buchanan has been marginalized, or that he 
doesn't have a large following, I urge you to go to a site like Human Events or 
Town Hall and check out the comments when they post one of his hateful 
screeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556044 34419 796 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 11:30:14am  
 
<P>In fact, the "Angry White Men" article is at Human Events right now, and the 
comments are a flat-out sewer.</P> 
<P>The very first one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Angry White Men" - lol!! In 1932 Hitler was in Berlin... a SA man ran into 
the room and said - "The commies are coming and they all have guns!!" Hitler 
said back to the man - " I care not if they have guns... what I want to know is 
do they have the will they use them!"So is the white man in the ussa... loaded 
down with guns, 500 million rounds, 10 million + vets and no shooting, no riots, 
no street actions, no one doing a thing. Pat being "anrgy" means nothing without 
action and whitey is happy with his minority run sports, zionist media, 
mason/ocultic politics and a church whos job it is to make him "feel" that its 
all ok... zzz zzz zzz good night my little sheep. :O)</P> 
<P>STEPP, glen rose texas republic - Aug 11, 2009 @ 02:59 
AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556496 34419 1150 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:28:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1136/7556454" target=_blank>#1136</A> Spider 
Mensch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hmmm..lot's of people lately get banned for that type of stuff..i guess some 
lizards are more equal than others...(sigh)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look.</P> 
<P>I am not going to jump in and adjudicate every little spat, but when I do, 
that's it. You don't get a say in it. If you want to run a site differently, 
start your own blog.</P> 
<P>And if you continue making little whiny comments about some people being 
"more equal" than others, I guarantee you won't have your account much 
longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556381 34420 22 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7556347" target=_blank>#7</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there isn't much information in that article. He had visits from other 
extremists according to the article but that seems to be a mighty slim thread to 
hang a conspiracy from. Besides, you would think that anyone who would have been 
involved in a conspiracy would not risk visiting him in jail...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more evidence than that; see my earlier posts about this. He was 
pretty closely connected with Operation Rescue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556412 34420 40 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7556342" target=_blank>#5</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long before the groups start saying he never did it but it would be 
justified if he did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did that within minutes of the murder being reported. The more extreme 
anti-abortion groups had a very hard time suppressing their glee over the 
killing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556449 34420 62 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:22:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7556439" target=_blank>#56</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Lots of Imams say that. The Holocaust is a lie &amp; in the next breath 
praise Hitler for doing it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, and so do extreme anti-abortion groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556730 34420 166 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7556480" target=_blank>#82</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He got lot's of encouragement from Bill O'Reilly: "Tiller the baby 
Killer".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely correct. O'Reilly demonized Tiller in a way that went far beyond 
simply irresponsible, into plain maliciousness. He used the phrase "Tiller the 
baby killer" over and over, compared Tiller to Nazis, and worse.</P> 
<P>Is O'Reilly responsible for the murder? Of course not. But did he contribute 
to and participate in the demonization that resulted in the murder? 
Absolutely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07557201 34420 172 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 2:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7556863" target=_blank>#170</A> Dan G.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't the phone number to one of these terrorist groups on his dash board 
when he was arrested?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- but the number wasn't just to the Operation Rescue switchboard, it was 
to a specific person there: Cheryl Sullenger, who was herself convicted and 
served time for a plot to bomb an abortion clinic ... and is now the senior 
policy adviser for Operation Rescue.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33826_Phone_Number_in_Roeders_Car_
Belongs_to_Woman_Convicted_in_Abortion_Clinic_Bombing_Plot" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556630 34421 35 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:44:09pm  
 
<P>No -- the order was not dropped. They just cut the <EM>extra</EM> four jets 
from the order, so now it's a mere $220 million.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556652 34421 53 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 12:46:08pm  
 
<P>I'm not sure why Congressmen can't fly on the same military transports 
soldiers use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556786 34421 169 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 1:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7556761" target=_blank>#145</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish there was a Republican in the White House...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this was a Republican administration, the original order would have been 
for 16 jets and they would have reduced it to 12.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07556911 34422 21 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 1:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7556904" target=_blank>#17</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>You do realize that current health insurance plans are already doing exactly 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556980 34422 71 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 1:49:21pm  
 
<P>People keep pulling out these details about end of life care, and holding 
them up as if they're examples of horrors that must be resisted at all costs. 
But all of these examples are already in current insurance plans and in 
Medicare. I haven't seen anything yet in the House bill that goes beyond these 
kinds of standard care concepts for people reaching the ends of their lives.</P> 
<P>I have to agree, the label "death panel" <STRONG>is</STRONG> 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07556996 34422 85 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 1:52:04pm  
 
<P>I wonder -- if there were no end of life provisions in the bill, would the 
GOP be screaming "Obamacare doesn't even care about old people"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07557293 34423 7 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 2:43:12pm  
 
<P>You have to watch it more than once, and read the crawl at the 
bottom...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558124 34425 33 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:02:15pm  
 
<P>I blocked those "Evony" ads with the busty babes trying to get you to join an 
online gaming site, after checking out their reputation on the web.</P> 
<P>Google Adsense has a weird mix of totally crass and top notch 
advertisers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558179 34425 52 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:12:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7558137" target=_blank>#36</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whose reputation? The site or the busty babes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got nuthin' against busty babes, don't get me wrong. A couple of people 
complained that it was work-unfriendly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558210 34425 66 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:19:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7558195" target=_blank>#58</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No offense intended, but IMO people shouldn't be using company time and 
company property to surf the web when they should be working. Unless that is 
part of their job description.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure everyone who browses LGF during work hours is doing it because it's 
their job.</P> 



<P><SUB><CODE>cough</CODE></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558342 34426 38 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:46:02pm  
 
<P>It takes a special kind of stupid to show up at a meeting with the President 
of the US carrying a loaded handgun, then try to pretend there's nothing odd 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558365 34426 59 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:51:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7558355" target=_blank>#49</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I carry often.</P> 
<P>I would not carry to a town with POTUS.</P> 
<P>No brainer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd hope all responsible gun owners would condemn this kind of 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558393 34426 83 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 6:58:23pm  
 
<P>I'm a gun owner, by the way. The retired sergeant who taught my ROTC gun 
safety class in high school would have beaten that Ron Paul-voting "sovereign 
citizen" loser into a pulp, the first time he showed a sign of acting like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558441 34426 128 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 7:15:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7558435" target=_blank>#124</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm surprised this guy didn't claim we started down the wrong road in 1789 by 
paying for a Navy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's all been dowhill since 1789.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558537 34426 210 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 7:42:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7558530" target=_blank>#203</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>No responsible gun owner will defend what this person did, I promise 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558558 34426 228 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 7:45:17pm  
 
<P>There really is going to be a limit to how much support for extremism I allow 
to be posted at LGF, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558562 34426 231 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 7:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7558554" target=_blank>#224</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And did I defend what he did? No, of course not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you are defending him.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You see, this guy was 100 percent with in his rights, and it is evident that 
he very carefully used every right that was afforded to him to make his 
point.</P> 
<P>He wasn't stupid, he knew what he was doing. Do I suggest that this should be 
the modus operandi for anyone that wants to make points? No I don't. If 
anything, it's disruptive, dangerous, stretches resources and it is too close 
for comfort when the president is involved.</P> 
<P>But still, he was with in his constitutional right, the laws of New 
Hampshire, of the town, and of the people who put these laws in 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't blow smoke up my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558622 34426 283 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:04:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7558619" target=_blank>#280</A> 
tedzilla99</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off. I'm finished indulging people who make excuses for the kind of 
behavior you see above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558662 34426 319 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7558659" target=_blank>#316</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the sake of argument, what do you do when a kook is asked to leave and 
refuses? Do you call off your event and go home?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tell the kook to get the hell away from you, and if he doesn't you call 
the police and have him arrested for disorderly conduct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558694 34426 350 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7558679" target=_blank>#335</A> Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 305,</P> 
<P>Exactly, that's why he's not in jail. And again, he had valid points in the 
discussion. I'm not a "Paulian;" but, when someone makes an accurate statement 
on our rapidly declining liberty, he's right regardless of who he voted 
for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a white nationalist and Ron Paul follower, who carried a loaded gun to a 
presidential appearance. He's not even in the same universe as 
"right."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558705 34426 360 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:21:34pm  
 
<P>What's wrong with this picture?</P> 
<P>"Sure, he may be a white nationalist, but you know, he made a great point 
there."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558759 34426 413 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:35:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7558755" target=_blank>#409</A> spidly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally unrelated to this guy lets say:Arafish had come out and said "That 
whole Mohammed al-Dura thing was BS cooked up by Palestinian agitators."</P> 
<P>should I, as a matter of reaction to Arafish having been a complete POS, 
jumped on his views, or assessed them independently of his POS-ness?</P> 
<P>Just commenting on the logic of your argument</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't believe someone like this if they told me the sky was 
blue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558766 34426 420 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7558758" target=_blank>#412</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Charles Manson tells you that George W. Bush is a heterosexual, it counts 
for nothing, because after all, it's Charles Manson talking.</P> 
<P>But that doesn't mean the statement itself is wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But when a white nationalist starts telling you about the Constitution, if 
you sit there and listen and nod your head you're an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558783 34426 437 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:40:47pm  
 
<P>I have no interest in parsing out what this moron said to Chris Matthews.</P> 
<P>The minute he showed up at a presidential appearance with a loaded gun and a 
threatening sign, he lost any claim to my attention or my 
sympathy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558795 34426 449 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:43:22pm  
 
<P>Kostric should be in jail. The fact that he got away with this is very 
troubling. I wouldn't be surprised to see him do this again 
somewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558813 34426 467 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 8:49:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7558803" target=_blank>#457</A> Infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 399,</P> 
<P>I read nothing at the link you provided that demonstrates that the individual 
in the video is a racist. If I'm missing the smoking gun, please point it out to 
me. Accusing someone of being a "white nationalist" should require concrete 
evidence about the particular individual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His MySpace page lists white supremacist Randy Weaver as a "hero:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.myspace.com/keysersoce" 
target=_blank>www.myspace.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558905 34426 554 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 9:12:56pm  
 
<P>It's sleeper time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07558932 34426 580 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 9:18:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/7558913" target=_blank>#562</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by that, let me be clear, I don't mean he isn't the latest candidate for 
the Wannabe Darwin Award. I just mean it's a sign of our remaining sanity that 
he was picked up, questioned, and dumped back on the street instead of shot 
outright and buried in a back lot.</P> 
<P>And at least he was dumb enough to be open about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carrying the gun may have been legal under NH law, but they could have found 
something to charge him with, and they should have. I'm actually very surprised 
that this creep is not in jail tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07558981 34426 628 Charles Tue, Aug 11, 2009 9:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/7558969" target=_blank>#616</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been thinking about this. If the Secret Service had come up with some 
crime to arrest him for, it would have made him something of a martyr, no? It 
might have caused a hundred more Alex Jones-listening freakazoids to start 
showing up at town hall protests carrying guns and threatening signs. Maybe 
that's why they let people like this go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That might be the reasoning, but I have a feeling they're being really 
shortsighted. He's a hero to those kinds of people already. Even here there are 
a few people who don't really see much wrong with what he did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560293 34426 861 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:30:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/777/7559143" target=_blank>#777</A> rynloran</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dude's pretty smart. This whole "Har har, he voted Ron Paul, he must be a 
looney!" is pretty tired and stupid.</P> 
<P>Mathews is being a ridiculous 'tard. We have a right to carry guns. Not our 
fault people are afraid of them.</P> 
<P>I've seen people handle an intrusive interview far worse than this guy. Give 
him credit where it's due.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website. I'm tired of you people who make excuses for outrageous 
stunts like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560302 34426 862 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:32:59am  
 
<P>I just found a creep with the name "BlueRoses" who's been banned four times 
previously going through this thread and dinging up all the supporters of 
extremism. That account is now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560314 34426 863 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:34:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/813/7559184" target=_blank>#813</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He held him in such contempt, he was probably trying his best not to go all 
spontaneous human combustion on him. You could see the disdain dripping off of 
Chrissy's makeup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Matthews is absolutely right to hold this creep in contempt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560386 34426 866 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:52:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/855/7559703" target=_blank>#855</A> 
BruxellesBlog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, with all due respect, it is very possible to be concerned about the 
government's actions at Ruby Ridge and not be a racist. You are seriously 
engaging in a fairly egregious ad hominem attack with this line of reasoning. 
Randy Weaver was a POS, no doubt, but I think reasonable people can question 
what the government did at Ruby Ridge and not suddenly feel the need to join 
Aryan Nations, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but if you call Randy Weaver a "hero," then yes, you are absolutely 
supporting white supremacism. Weaver was a disgusting human being, regardless of 
the situation at Ruby Ridge, and anyone who thinks he was a hero is a racist by 
definition.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he a jerk? Sure, yes. But he wanted to prove a point, and, regardless of 
what a wennie he is, he did not break the law in NH. In addition, he was 75 
yards from the event and the police and Secret Service determined he did not 
pose a threat. He had permission to be where he was standing on private 
property.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only a fool or a psycho brings a loaded gun to a presidential event. 
Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560890 34426 870 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:51:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/869/7560830" target=_blank>#869</A> papajohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, really? Exercising our constitutional rights are "stupid stunts" 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts? You're seriously going to try to argue there's nothing wrong 
with carrying a loaded gun and a threatening sign to a presidential 
appearance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07563231 34426 879 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:54:46pm  
 
<P>Un-freaking-believable.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560348 34427 1063 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:42:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/978/7560253" target=_blank>#978</A> 
BlueRoses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><B>On the news this morning it was reported that the little girl who stood up 
and asked a question about why so many people are mean to him was the daughter 
of a contributor. And was a guest for the Presidents Easter egg roll.</B></P> 
<P>"When asked by Julia Hall, 12, a Malden student, about the “mean” signs 
opposing his health care plan, Obama took the opportunity to address what he 



called rumors about “death panels that will basically pull the plug on 
grandma."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person who posted this comment has been banned four times previously, and 
just went through the previous thread up-dinging every comment that supported 
the Paulian who brought a gun to the presidential town hall.</P> 
<P>He is now off my site. Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560353 34427 1068 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:43:44am  
 
<P>And if I have to keep deleting flame war comments, I'll simply start blocking 
some more accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560410 34427 1120 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:56:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1074/7560360" target=_blank>#1074</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing I missed that. I'm finding it hard to imagine rational ways of 
defending anyone carrying a gun anywhere near the president (apart from the 
Secret Service and such, obviously).</P> 
<P>Ah, I think the key word is "rational".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are still people showing up in that thread who seem to think there's 
absolutely nothing wrong with a white supremacist carrying a loaded gun and a 
threatening sign to a presidential event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560433 34427 1142 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:03:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1133/7560423" target=_blank>#1133</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>White supremacist? That's firm?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He lists white supremacist militia nutjob Randy Weaver as a "hero" on his 
MySpace page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560512 34428 7 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:27:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7560509" target=_blank>#4</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is this Goldberg he is interviewing? I don't see Goldberg in the 
article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That danged autofill caught me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560519 34428 11 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:28:41am  
 
<P>Here's the Goldberg interview if you're interested:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34131_Totten_Interviews_Goldberg" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560527 34428 16 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:31:05am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7560523" target=_blank>#13</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does autofill come up with "Goldberg"? Is it a default 
setting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's because I typed 'Totten Interviews Goldberg' for the title of that 
previous post. Safari's autofill inserted that title as soon as I typed 'Totten 
In...', and I forgot to correct it before posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560575 34428 47 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:40:18am  
 
<P>Again, I have to express my regrets, because I won't be jumping on the latest 
right-wing blog bandwagon, and getting all faux outraged about the little girl 
who asked a question at Obama's town hall, just because her mother has worked 
for the Democratic Party.</P> 
<P>Am I supposed to think it's outrageous that a Democrat would bring her 
daughter to a town hall event for Barack Obama now? I'd bet that a <EM>lot</EM> 
of the people at that meeting were activists for one side or the other.</P> 
<P>The outrage is silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560582 34428 53 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:43:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7560578" target=_blank>#50</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A plant is a plant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen absolutely no evidence that the little girl was a "plant." This 
is just a completely silly accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560606 34428 67 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:47:44am  
 
<P>These right wing bloggers who immediately jump to dig up the personal lives 
of people who ask questions at town hall meetings are bleeding hypocrites. They 
would be screaming bloody murder -- they <EM>have</EM> screamed bloody murder -- 
when the left did it to them. Now they're reduced to "exposing" 11-year old 
girls.</P> 
<P>I think it's disgraceful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560635 34428 86 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:54:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7560618" target=_blank>#74</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other plant accusation making the rounds right now is that the Obama 
w/hitler moustache guy is a Dingel supporter. He might be, but these signs are 
showing up at all the townhalls and appear to have originated with the Lyndon 
Larouche third waytards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the poster definitely did come from the LaRouche freaks. And if 
LaRouchians fit anywhere on the political spectrum, it would have to be on the 
extreme right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560658 34428 104 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 9:57:45am  
 



<P>LaRouche is making a big comeback, by the way, along with the John Birch 
Society and several other previously marginalized far right kook 
organizations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560687 34428 128 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:04:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7560669" target=_blank>#113</A> 
NoWhereAlaska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, in your mind, are the essential element(s) that define the difference 
between right vs. left?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LaRouche crowd is completely nuts. They fall more to the far right than 
the far left, because the kinds of conspiracies they promote are more "right" 
than left -- New World Order, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560698 34428 138 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:07:18am  
 
<P>Go check out the LaRouche website. You might be surprised how slick and 
modern it is -- a glossy surface covering a pit of ugly lunacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560710 34428 149 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:09:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7560701" target=_blank>#141</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I have trouble placing LaRouche in any particular spot on the 
political spectrum, other than just plain "nuts". Sure, they go for the NWO 
stuff, but so do self-identified fringe "left". And they're also very big into 
throwing the entire Bush administration in jail; very much a "left" idea. And 
it's simply hard to categorize as right or left, say, their proposal to build a 
high-speed train across the Bering Strait...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out the website. On the surface it looks a lot like one of the tea 
party organizing sites. There's very little "left wing" about it at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560716 34428 154 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:10:18am  
 
<P>The fact that LaRouche ran as a Democrat means nothing. I suggest you do some 
reading about the guy before you decide he's a "left-winger."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560736 34428 170 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:15:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7560731" target=_blank>#165</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not a left-winger. But that doesn't mean the right has to take 
responsibility for him. I still think it is a personality cult, with very little 
to do with politics. Politics is just the veneer. What the LaRouche movement 
<EM>most</EM> closely resembles is Aum Shinrikyo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say the right had to take responsibility for him. In fact, I 
qualified my statement very carefully -- "IF he fits anywhere on the 
spectrum."</P> 



<P>It's an obvious fact that the Larouchies are promoting what seem to be right 
wing causes at the moment; one look at their web site will show you 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560747 34428 181 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:19:40am  
 
<P>From August 2005: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/17256_LaRouche_Lunatics_Act_Up" 
target=_blank>LaRouche Lunatics Act Up</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560753 34428 186 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:21:01am  
 
<P>For some reason, Google Adsense serves up advertisements for Willie Nelson 
when you visit that LGF page on LaRouche.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560765 34428 198 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:22:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7560751" target=_blank>#184</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little confused as to why we're trying to place LaRouche at 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made the point because there are some bloggers trying to claim that the 
people with that Obama-Hitler sign were Democrats. The sign comes directly from 
the LaRouche website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560779 34428 211 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:25:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7560769" target=_blank>#201</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which means it's flat nuts, not right or left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, it's much more right than left. Go look at what the LaRouche website 
is currently promoting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560798 34428 230 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:29:52am  
 
<P>A "pocket knife" might mean a little 2-inch knife you hang on your keychain, 
or it could mean something like this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001FCBTIY/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560850 34428 278 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 10:41:44am  
 
<P>Just figured out why the new feature of adding the number of comments to the 
'new comments' button causes it to occasionally do nothing when you click it. If 
you happen to click while it's in the act of updating the number in the button, 
the click gets canceled.</P> 
<P>Hmm.</P> 
<P>I may have to move that number outside the button to fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07560957 34429 13 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 11:09:11am  
 
<P>Harry's Place links to this article at the Times Online by David Aaronovitch: 
<A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/columnists/david_aaronovitch/arti
cle6790709.ece" target=_blank>Obama gives birth to genuine 
hatred</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07560979 34429 28 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 11:14:52am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>One recent viral YouTube video shows a town hall meeting on health 
in Delaware in which the veteran Republican Mike Castle is being yelled at by an 
apparently insane woman flourishing a birth certificate in a plastic bag, and 
demanding (1) that Mr Obama produce his, and (2) that everyone present recite 
the Pledge of Allegiance. Which, amazingly, instead of calling for an ambulance, 
they do.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561101 34429 142 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 11:44:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7561071" target=_blank>#113</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting links you have at your blog. Let's see, you link to:</P> 
<P>&gt; <STRONG>Little Green Footballs 2.0</STRONG> &lt;<STRONG>The Brussels 
Journal</STRONG>Jihad WatchGates of Vienna</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for pointing that out. Explains quite a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561451 34430 111 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 12:52:02pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/glennthrush/0809/FBI_Capitol_Police_investig
ate_swastika_at_Rep_Scotts_office.html" target=_blank>FBI, Capitol Police 
investigate swastika at Rep. Scott's office</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561484 34430 133 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 12:56:19pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/08/12/AR2009081200895.html" target=_blank>Swastika 
painted outside Ga. congressman's office</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott, who is black, said he also has received mail in recent days that used 
N-word references to him, and that characterized President Barack Obama as a 
Marxist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561644 34431 16 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 1:21:00pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>“I’d love to be able to visit with them,” she said, adding that 
there’s common ground. “I know God loves them. I love them. This is an 
opportunity for us to be able to be friends and make a difference in this 
community.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>She says this as she's proposing excluding everyone but Christians from Tulsa 
politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561739 34431 88 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 1:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7561731" target=_blank>#80</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roughly what percentage of conservatives are anti-evolution/pro-creation, in 
your opinion/experience?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're looking at the pro-evolution conservatives right here.</P> 
<P>I'm kidding. Sorta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561771 34431 116 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 1:47:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7561731" target=_blank>#80</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roughly what percentage of conservatives are anti-evolution/pro-creation, in 
your opinion/experience?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But seriously, there are some Gallup polls that show sadly large percentages 
of Republicans who refuse to accept the scientific theory of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07561780 34431 124 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 1:49:59pm  
 
<P>Here's a recent Gallup poll on the percentage of GOP voters who are 
creationists:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/Republicans-Democrats-
Differ-Creationism.aspx" target=_blank>www.gallup.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562007 34432 5 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 2:42:18pm  
 
<P>Another creationist fanatic social con Republican being touted as a 
presidential candidate for whom I will never vote:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0809/26029.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562024 34432 15 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 2:46:06pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.universetoday.com/2008/04/22/how-can-galaxies-recede-
faster-than-the-speed-of-light/" target=_blank>How Can Galaxies Recede Faster 
than the Speed of Light?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you look at galaxies further and further away, they appear to be moving 
faster and faster away from us. And it is possible that they could eventually 
appear to be moving away from us faster than the speed of light. At that point, 
light leaving the distant galaxy would never reach us.</P> 
<P>When that happens, the distant galaxy would just fade away as the last of the 
photons reached Earth, and then we would never know it was ever there.</P> 
<P>This sounds like it breaks Einstein's theories, but it doesn't. The galaxies 
themselves aren't actually moving very quickly through space, it's the space 
itself which is expanding away, and the galaxy is being carried along with it. 



As long as the galaxy doesn't try to move quickly through space, no physical 
laws are broken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562036 34432 21 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 2:49:34pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck had quite an astounding little Hitlerfest on his show yesterday. 
Possibly the craziest episode of the Beck Comedy Hour yet.</P> 
<P>The Democrats are building a master race with a program of eugenics.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/BMSj_T6j8uI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562078 34432 57 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 2:59:40pm  
 
<P>Beck started crying again yesterday too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562102 34432 76 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 3:05:25pm  
 
<P>Here's a longer series of clips from the Beck Comedy Hour. The guests on the 
show sat and stared at him as he drew a weird tree illustration and tried to get 
them to agree with his Hitler eugenics stuff... amazing. Check it out at about 
9:50.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/YFz2Nqj2lVM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562125 34432 94 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 3:13:30pm  
 
<P>Beck weeping yesterday. He uses his daughter's cerebral palsy to promote his 
Democrat eugenics craziness. Utterly shameless.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/401_1250095089" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562547 34433 208 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 4:59:46pm  
 
<P>I thought that post about left wing media bias would buy me at least a couple 
of posts ridiculing buffoons like Beck. I feel cheated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07562622 34433 282 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7562617" target=_blank>#277</A> 
pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That whole story is bizarre. I think it was established earlier that guy is a 
LaRouche follower. The LaRouchians want "Obama's Nazi Healthcare" to fail so 
they can push for...wait...get this...single payer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LaRouche ideology is impossible to understand. Don't even try. All you 
need to know in the context of the current times is that they are trying to 
align themselves with the right at these events. Go look at their 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562649 34433 305 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:27:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7562647" target=_blank>#303</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT<A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601070&amp;sid=aGrKbfWkzTqc" 
target=_blank>Ruthless Pragmatism</A></P> 
<P>Who do you want making decisions for you and your loved ones - a ruthless 
pragmatist, or you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a difference?</P> 
<P>Ba-da-bump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562690 34433 343 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 5:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7562682" target=_blank>#335</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is weird. I see two #333 comments, and both are mine, the same comment. 
Anybody else see it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Buggy browser glitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562879 34433 498 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 6:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/7562876" target=_blank>#496</A> 
MarineVet</EM></P> 
<P>You won't be back after <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/492/7562867" target=_blank>that 
comment</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562909 34433 512 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 6:59:06pm  
 
<P>A "spear-chucker" post at LGF. Isn't that special. Imagine my surprise that 
it comes from a Glenn Beck supporter.</P> 
<P>In case it isn't obvious yet, posting a comment like that is grounds for 
instantaneous loss of your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07563217 34433 559 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 8:49:37pm  
 



<P>And so goes another meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565001 34433 616 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:20:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7564867" target=_blank>#615</A> dadaist</EM></P> 
<P>Up-ding from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566600 34433 621 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 3:45:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/7565789" target=_blank>#620</A> 
fooburger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is nothing shameful about the host bringing up his handicapped child in 
any context. Parents of handicapped children get a blank check on when and where 
they bring up the incredible trials they go through. We don't all have to agree 
with whoever has a handicapped child on anything they say, but the only polite 
thing to do is say nothing. And to make fun and/or criticize him for getting 
emotional about it, *even* if it's irrelevant to the discussion at hand... makes 
me feel a bit ill...</P> 
<P>It's kinda like criticizing someone for bringing up their child who died in 
the military defending our country. They can do it whenever they want, and we 
can never level criticism at them for doing so. Talk past it, whatever. Cindy 
Sheehan only ever had my sympathies when she talked directly about the loss of 
her son, and she deserved that. Sure, it shuts down the conversation, but 
anything else is highly disrespectful and demeaning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes me ill is seeing this guy shamelessly <EM>using</EM> his 
daughter's illness on television, in front of millions of people, to promote the 
idea that Obama is Hitler.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Criticize Glen Beck for whatever.. put please don't criticize him for 
bringing up his handicapped child again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but no. I'm going to criticize him for that. I think it was 
reprehensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07562992 34434 112 Charles Wed, Aug 12, 2009 7:26:25pm  
 
<P>I was hoping to get some meteor shower pics but it looks like Los Angeles is 
going to be overcast again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564596 34434 516 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:39:51am  
 
<P>We seem to be having a real epidemic of assholes around here 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564958 34434 519 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:13:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7564878" target=_blank>#518</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's unfortunate...I've just returned from a short vacation...(had no 
Internet connection for awhile)...nice to get away...speaking of pests, CBC is 
reporting on a "cheeky squirrel" which popped itself into a photo...link <A 
href="http://livenews.com.au/tv-and-film-do-not-use/cheeky-squirrel-pops-into-



shot-and-crashes-holiday-snap/2009/8/13/216030" 
target=_blank>here...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's hysterical! Here's a larger image at National Geographic:</P> 
<P><A title=squirrel-portrait-banff-xl.jpg 
href="http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/staticfiles/NGS/Shared/StaticFil
es/Photography/Images/POD/s/squirrel-portrait-banff-xl.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: squirrel-portrait-banff-xl.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564605 34435 1059 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:42:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/968/7564511" target=_blank>#968</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that the Seniors at the Town Halls are not being at all 
paranoid about having their healthcare rationed &amp; even denied.That is not a 
leap when you consider that Obama was the only Illinois State Senator not to 
support the "Born Alive Infant Protection Act."He failed to agree that babys 
born alive during a botched abortion deserve medical care.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a complete distortion of the truth.</P> 
<P>The Born Alive Infant Protection Act was not simply a bill to protect infants 
"born alive." It was an attempt by the anti-abortion lobby to change the way 
abortion is defined in the law, and undercut Roe v. Wade. The bill Obama opposed 
was intended to increase the liability for doctors and hospitals that perform 
abortions.</P> 
<P>This is a good post about it, with lots of quotes from the actual bills and 
the deceptive language introduced by the Stanek-Santorum crowd:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>blogs.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is NOT as simple as "Obama supports baby-killing." I am NO FAN OF BARACK 
OBAMA, but there's a lot of dishonesty going on in this issue -- from the right-
wing side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564635 34435 1088 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:50:33am  
 
<P>The "Born Alive Infant Protection Act" controversy is a perfect example of 
why the GOP is out of power right now. They promote a fanatical social 
conservative agenda, they LIE about their intentions in creating anti-abortion 
legislation, then they LIE again and try to turn it into a talking point against 
Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564646 34435 1099 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1092/7564639" target=_blank>#1092</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles when language similar to the Federal legislation was inserted , he 
still voted presen. Every single IL Senator Dem &amp; Republican supported the 
Act , with one exception, Obama.Eric Zorn is a huge Obama supporter &amp; talks 
about things that happened before the votes in question</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bill was a deceptive piece of legislation, created and sponsored by anti-
abortion fanatics. I would have voted "present" too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564674 34435 1123 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:59:25am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1113/7564661" target=_blank>#1113</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles no matter who was behind it, it had the Roe Neutral language inserted 
&amp; therefore mirrored the Federal legislation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://blogs.chicagotribune.com/news_columnists_ezorn/2008/08/bornalive.ht
ml" target=_blank>The bottom line on the Born Alive Infant Protection 
Act</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The history makes it clear that Obama's role in delaying "born-alive" 
legislation was minor and based on very understandable reservations of many pro 
abortion rights legislators in Springfield. There is simply no way to paint him 
as an "extremist" when multiple versions of this same legislation failed in both 
chambers, often over bi-partisan concerns -- though Jill Stanek is apparently 
having some success pushing this angle with those who don't have the patience 
you've had to wade through all the bills and arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This right wing talking point that Obama voted in favor of "infanticide" is 
100% pure crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564695 34435 1139 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 9:06:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1128/7564680" target=_blank>#1128</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not say that he supported infanticide ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you did. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not a leap when you consider that Obama was the only Illinois State 
Senator not to support the "Born Alive Infant Protection Act."He failed to agree 
that babys born alive during a botched abortion deserve medical 
care.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564700 34435 1144 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 9:07:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1138/7564694" target=_blank>#1138</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what do you believe the distortion to be?Did Obama vote against, then 
present, on the bill simply because he viewed it as redundant legislation? Does 
he have a history of being opposed to redundancy in other legislation? Or did he 
actually oppose the content of the bill? Did he make any statements about his 
reasoning before he was questioned about it during his Presidential 
run?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you read the link I posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564845 34435 1168 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 9:43:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1163/7564810" target=_blank>#1163</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The full quote of Obama's argument against the bill makes it clear he was not 
in favor of infanticide:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it certainly does make it clear. This talking point drives me crazy, 
because it is such an obviously dishonest smear.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>However, it is unreasonable to paint anti-abortion activists as fanatics for 
supporting this bill. Row vs Wade left open the question of when viability can 
be determined. That was left to states to decide. The pro-choice side want to 
move that limit upward. This bill was an attempt to move that age limit 
downward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fanatics I was talking about were the creators of the bill, Jill Stanek 
and Rick Santorum, who fit the definition of "fanatic" to a T.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565056 34435 1177 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:31:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1176/7565026" target=_blank>#1176</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<P>It IS a threat to Roe v. Wade. It was deliberately written to undercut Roe v. 
Wade. And it wasn't even "stealth" legislation -- Stanek was pretty open about 
her intent. I thought you said you read the link I posted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564721 34436 17 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 9:13:03am  
 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments complaining about what I post at LGF. If the 
complaints continue I'll just block accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564973 34436 114 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:15:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7564955" target=_blank>#112</A> 
neoconundrum</EM></P> 
<P>I suggest you read comment #17.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564979 34436 116 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:15:57am  
 
<P>And by the way, yes, there absolutely ARE fundamentalist teachers in this 
country who refuse to teach evolution -- a shockingly high number of them, in 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564905 34438 16 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:03:57am  
 
<P>The cartoons are posted at LGF on a permanent page here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Jyllands-
Posten-Cartoons/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07564923 34438 27 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:06:27am  
 
<P>One of the most absurd things about this controversy is that the cartoons 
really are not very offensive at all. The only one that might be considered 
offensive is the picture of Mohammed with a bomb for a turban. But a couple of 
them are actually sort of pro-Mohammed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565131 34439 33 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:52:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7565100" target=_blank>#10</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 



<P>That's right! As soon as you turn 60, the Obama death squads are going to 
land on your roof in their black helicopters, rappel down the side of your 
building, kill you by withholding medical attention, then haul you off and throw 
you in a FEMA death camp. Then kill you again. Then brainwash 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565153 34439 51 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:56:58am  
 
<P>Let me be very very clear about this. I'm not saying Obama's death squads 
will haul you in front of a death panel. That's absurd. No one believes such a 
thing.</P> 
<P>But they're coming for you. Be afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565181 34439 77 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:01:27am  
 
<P>That's ridiculous. I never said Obama's death panels would be slaughtering 
large numbers of senior citizens, and anyone who says I did is trying to smear 
me and is probably a plant or a RINO.</P> 
<P><SUB><CODE><EM>&lt; begin weeping ... &gt;</EM></CODE></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565212 34439 105 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:08:51am  
 
<P>I was just going to predict #104. Dang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565243 34439 134 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:15:20am  
 
<P>Seriously now, the amazing thing about the "death panel" statement is that 
instead of being repudiated by right wing leadership, they're actually getting 
behind it! Both Gingrich and Steele have supported Palin.</P> 
<P>When I first read that quote at her Facebook page, I thought, "No. She did 
not really write that."</P> 
<P>It was so over the top wacky, I expected her to issue one of those non-
apology apologies. Nobody could actually defend that, could they?</P> 
<P>Boy, was I wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565264 34439 153 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:19:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7565257" target=_blank>#146</A> 
apachegunner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>don't you think that there might just be something in the proposed bill(s) 
which might just initiate such a thought? Or is it you think that she just comes 
of the wall with such stuff?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's blatant fear-mongering, and I'm quite sure she's aware of it, as are 
Steele and Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565336 34439 222 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:30:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7565297" target=_blank>#186</A> Bruce 
Rheinstein</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Gee, I don't know where people are getting this crazy notion that the 
Administration plans to save money by limiting care for the elderly. Consider 
this <A href="http://www.slate.com/blogs/blogs/kausfiles/" 
target=_blank>scaremonger:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DEATH PANELS! OMG!</P> 
<P>We're on the road to euthanasia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565369 34439 254 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:35:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7565285" target=_blank>#174</A> chotii</EM></P> 
<P>You're making my point for me. The provisions for end of life counseling in 
the health care bill are <EM>already</EM> in current insurance programs.</P> 
<P>These horrible specters being trotted out by Palin and others are absolutely 
standard practice right now. To claim that the Obamacare bill is some awful new 
version of euthanasia is... yes, blatant fear-mongering.</P> 
<P>It's a disgrace, and it serves to preemptively discredit the many valid 
criticisms of nationalized health care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565381 34439 266 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:38:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7565352" target=_blank>#237</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't that star Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, and Dorothy Lamour? I love all 
those road pictures.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. It's Newt Gingrich and Sarah Palin starring in "Road to Euthanasia," co-
starring Bing Crosby and Murvyn Vye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565415 34439 298 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:43:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7565365" target=_blank>#250</A> swampleg</EM></P> 
<P>It's a EUTHANASIA DEATH PANEL! Oh noes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565421 34439 303 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 11:44:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7565410" target=_blank>#293</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, confirmation please. Is my #137 (quoted below) correct? Are these 
legal docs all that Section 1233 is talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's correct. It's so overblown and exaggerated, I'm embarrassed a 
little bit for her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565518 34439 396 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:08:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7565365" target=_blank>#250</A> swampleg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charlie ... I am disappointed in you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I'll try to carry on, Swampy.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>With Islamists you have an ability to see beyond what they say and look at 
the implications of what they are doing. With regard to our putative health care 
planners in our own Congress, you appear to take what they say at face value and 
seem unable to either project forward and look at the implications of what they 
doing or look underneath their shallow rhetoric about the plan. Even liberals 
such as Mickey Kaus and Camile Paglia are able to look at the economic 
implications of the health care reform bill and see that there is something to 
be concerned about with regard to these cost effectiveness panels and the 
government's cost containment objectives and something to the concerns that 
Governor Palin highlights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must have missed the many threads at LGF where we've discussed 
substantial, valid criticisms of the health care bill. Yesterday's thread about 
"what question would you ask" was great. Lots of real points made, and valid 
questions.</P> 
<P>No "death panels" or euthanasia.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charlie, step back, take a breath and ask yourself if what Governor Palin 
predicting really that far out of the experience of what the other first world 
countries have experienced with regard to rationing and 
euthanasia?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I took a breath. Yes, it's blatant fear mongering, and there's nothing in 
the current bill under consideration that warrants that 
description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565553 34439 428 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7565542" target=_blank>#418</A> GGMac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I don't think that we can make judgments based on people's spirit. Uh, that 
would be, uh, a pretty subjective decision to be making. I think we have to have 
rules that, uh, say we are gonna provide good quality care for all 
people."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in the world is wrong with that? Why would you want anyone to be making 
decisions based on some mystical magical ability to read their "spirit?" What 
does that even mean? Who can judge whether one person wants to live more than 
another?</P> 
<P>Why is that statement supposed to be so outrageous?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565621 34439 491 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/7565575" target=_blank>#449</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she got the pacemaker and lived at least 5 good years!! Obama told 
her, basically, that she would not have gotten it under his 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said absolutely no such thing.</P> 
<P>Does anyone seriously think it would be a good idea to have a provision in 
the health care bill that says, "Physicians must take into account the patient's 
will to live?"</P> 
<P>It's ridiculous. As Obama said, that's such a subjective judgment it simply 
makes no sense. How could you ask medical personnel to make decisions based on 
something like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565629 34439 499 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:28:14pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/7565618" target=_blank>#488</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/08/13/breaking-finance-committee-
drops-death-panel-provisions-from-senate-bill/" target=_blank>Breaking: Finance 
Committee drops “death panel” provisions from Senate bill</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great! Discussion over.</P> 
<P>Let's everybody cave in at once, and just pretend the issue doesn't even 
exist. I love politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565706 34439 571 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:43:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7565632" target=_blank>#502</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, but, but... (stutter... stutter... stutter) I thought there were no 
provisions (proposals?) in the bill that had anything to do with end of 
life?</P> 
<P>I'm sooo confused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody said that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565759 34439 623 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7565749" target=_blank>#613</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait...I thought they didn't exist in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody said the House bill didn't have provisions for end of life 
care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565776 34439 640 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:56:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/7565767" target=_blank>#631</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a pretty discussion.</P> 
<P>However, let's say that candidate 1 for a kidney will have to continue taking 
the medications that killed his original kidneys. Candidate 2 will not, but has 
hemachromatosis. Candidate 3 has neither issue, but is 85.</P> 
<P>What do you do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently some people think you should look into their spirit and decide who 
has the strongest will to live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565782 34439 646 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 12:58:10pm  
 
<P>We're going to need a new course for medical students -- Spirit 
Examination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07565830 34439 691 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 1:05:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/683/7565821" target=_blank>#683</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was referring to the "death panels." Gotta admit, that phrase does send a 
pretty strong message. I also admit, I haven't actually read the beast itself -- 
if it's too long and confusing for my man Dingell, it's too much for me to 
handle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were no "death panels" in the bill, that's true. And now there's 
apparently no end of life provision, either.</P> 
<P>Victory!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566056 34439 847 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 2:04:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/823/7565997" target=_blank>#823</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>You know, Walter, I'm really beginning to think you might be happier with 
your own blog. Have you considered starting one? It takes about five minutes, 
and then you can control what's posted, without having to play passive 
aggressive games with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567070 34439 886 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 5:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/885/7567029" target=_blank>#885</A> Sloppy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At 75 I presume I am one of the oldest lizards. If the government wants me to 
undergo "end of life" counseling it had better send a platoon of Marines to take 
me in. And assign the whole Justice Department to overturn my "living will," 
which specifies the terms under which I will check out. It says that if I become 
irreversibly vegged out, the doc turns off the machines but keeps the morphine 
coming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The provision was completely voluntary, but in any case it's outta there 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567072 34439 887 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 5:57:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/882/7566976" target=_blank>#882</A> 
retief_99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if the is no harm or foul why did the Senate bail out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever hear of "politics?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567664 34439 892 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 7:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/889/7567237" target=_blank>#889</A> Trudger</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Nice collection of sock puppets there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567845 34439 895 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 8:53:00pm  
 
<P>Wow. Lots of sock puppets showing up tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570500 34439 933 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 1:11:23pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/7570407" target=_blank>#932</A> Wrycoder</EM></P> 
<P>I'll make it easier for you to avoid being bothered by me and my "gibbering 
sycophants" by removing your account.</P> 
<P>No need to thank me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570899 34439 935 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 3:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/934/7570795" target=_blank>#934</A> FabioC.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And so that there will be no misunderstandings, <STRONG>I mean also the use 
of force</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, you no longer have an LGF account. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566208 34441 91 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 2:29:36pm  
 
<P>Notice that a major substantive negative report on the health care bill, with 
evidence, comes from the left.</P> 
<P>The right is too busy ranting about euthanasia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566261 34441 140 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 2:38:40pm  
 
<P>By the way, I have no inherent bias against big pharma. But it does seem to 
me that a health care bill that makes serious concessions to the drug industry 
is going to be seriously compromised. These companies are just as cutthroat as 
any other major transnational, and they're going to get the things <EM>they</EM> 
want, that will advance their businesses.</P> 
<P>Nothing inherently wrong with that, again. But don't be under the illusion 
that the interests of the drug industry and <EM>your</EM> interests as a health 
care consumer are identical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566484 34441 347 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 3:20:32pm  
 
<P>Terminator 2010: The rise of the Ron Paul clan.</P> 
<P><A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/54834/ron-pauls-army-complicates-
gop-2010-hopes" target=_blank>Ron Paul’s Army Complicates GOP 2010 
Hopes</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07566554 34441 416 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 3:34:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/7566535" target=_blank>#398</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another Town Hall protester gets a visit with the Secret Service...<A 
href="http://www.nbcwashington.com/news/politics/Death-to-Obama-Sign-Holder-
Detained-53134147.html" target=_blank>"Death to Obama" Sign Holder Detained by 
Secret Service</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Undoubtedly a plant.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567179 34441 876 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:23:31pm  
 



<P>The robot is looking into the car right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567046 34442 11 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 5:48:42pm  
 
<P>Works now. Reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567113 34442 65 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:10:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7567110" target=_blank>#62</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what the hell are these 9/12 gatherings I'm beginning to hear 
about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The next giant headache for the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567122 34442 74 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7567118" target=_blank>#70</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird. Hooters doesn't hire waiters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567140 34442 88 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:14:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7567132" target=_blank>#80</A> sngnsgt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.thenational912coalition.net/" target=_blank>9/12 
gatherings</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am NOT a member of the National 912 Coalition.</P> 
<P>Emphatically not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567156 34442 104 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:17:32pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Alex Jones, his audience was out on Wall Street today committing 
vandalism.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/FQXIayIdyDc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Jones has made the Joker thing his latest schtick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567160 34442 108 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7567148" target=_blank>#96</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did wonder what that advert was doing there on the right side of my 
screen...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Helping to pay for LGF's server costs...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567184 34442 128 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:24:24pm  
 
<P>The robot is looking into the car right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567196 34442 139 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:26:44pm  
 
<P>There's a police standoff right now in Westwood. Someone accused of 
threatening Obama.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ktla.com/news/landing/ktla-secret-service-
chase,0,735045.story" target=_blank>www.ktla.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567227 34443 1 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:32:42pm  
 
<P>He's still in the car after the fourth canister of tear gas directly into the 
car!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567239 34443 5 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:33:53pm  
 
<P>With the windows rolled up. He may be dead in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567258 34443 15 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:35:40pm  
 
<P>If he isn't dead, he must really hate Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567270 34443 21 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:37:25pm  
 
<P>He took a full can of pepper spray into the face too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567293 34443 39 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:40:33pm  
 
<P>This guy has to be very seriously messed up.</P> 
<P>The robot's going to try to open the door.</P> 
<P>But they're saying he is still alive and conscious in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567307 34443 47 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:41:43pm  
 
<P>Our first case of virulent Obama Derangement Syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567350 34443 82 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:47:35pm  
 
<P>You cannot resist Obama's Death Robots. Do not try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567367 34443 98 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:49:18pm  
 
<P>They must be using some weak-ass tear gas these days.</P> 



<P>Four canisters directly into the car.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567377 34443 103 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 6:50:27pm  
 
<P>I think he's a plant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567473 34443 192 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 7:14:21pm  
 
<P>With the torrent of Hitler-themed craziness pouring out of Fox News and other 
right wing media, it's not surprising at all that people like this, who are 
already clinging to sanity by a thread, get pushed over the edge and go 
berserk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567595 34443 308 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 7:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7567583" target=_blank>#297</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sudden Obama Derangement Syndrome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>SODS. It's tragic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07567952 34444 144 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 9:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7567916" target=_blank>#111</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Realclimate.org is a Soros-funded party organ for the AGW-hysterics. Worth 
your time only as a way to keep tabs on the True Believers, and those who profit 
from their earnest efforts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. The scientists who post at realclimate.org are highly reputable, 
and they are not paid one penny for their articles at the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568000 34444 186 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:09:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7567997" target=_blank>#184</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heheh...very good. Nice indignation there.</P> 
<P>As for verifiable facts, I don't need to dig for them. They're all right out 
there, in plain sight for anyone to come along and pick them up, if they haven't 
been blinded by the AGW-moonshine that is.</P> 
<P>Happy hunting!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your claim that the scientists at realclimate.org are being paid by George 
Soros is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568010 34444 196 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:20:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7568008" target=_blank>#194</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"not paid one penny?" Are you sure about this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, I'm sure. You just pulled that claim right out of thin 
air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568021 34444 207 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7568019" target=_blank>#205</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, it seems to me that people don't usually get all hot and 
bothered by things they truly believe, but get the most exercised by items of 
faith they haven't quite nailed down in their own minds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That takes a lot of chutzpah, for someone who just got caught trying to 
peddle a completely false smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568024 34444 210 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:31:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7568022" target=_blank>#208</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know... I realize that realclimate is one of Al Gore's favorites, 
according to his website, but then there's this...you would think that a blog by 
scientists for science would be pristeen, but somebody always has an 
agenda.[Link: <A href="http://www.populartechnology.net/2009/07/truth-about-
realclimateorg.html" 
target=_blank>www.populartechnology.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That blog post is 100% pure crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568034 34444 220 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:36:59pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2004/12/about/" 
target=_blank>RealClimate: About</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disclaimer</P> 
<P>The contributors to this site do so in a personal capacity during their spare 
time and their posts do not represent the views of the organizations for which 
they work, nor the agencies which fund them. The contributors are solely 
responsible for the content of the site and receive no remuneration for their 
contributions.</P> 
<P>RealClimate is not affiliated with any environmental organisations. Although 
our domain is being hosted by Environmental Media Services, and our initial 
press release was organised for us by Fenton Communications, neither 
organization was in any way involved in the initial planning for RealClimate, 
and have never had any editorial or other control over content. Neither Fenton 
nor EMS has ever paid any contributor to RealClimate.org any money for any 
purpose at any time. Neither do they pay us expenses, buy our lunch or contract 
us to do research. This information has always been made clear to anyone who 
asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07568039 34444 225 Charles Thu, Aug 13, 2009 10:38:17pm  
 
<P>But you know, maybe those scientists are lying again. That's what they do, 
after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07569363 34444 310 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:20:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7568089" target=_blank>#273</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>James Inhofe is a religious fanatic kook, and his so-called list of 
"skeptical scientists" is loaded with people who have no expertise in climate 
change, other kooks, and even some creationists. It's completely, 100% 
bogus.</P> 
<P>As for <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/joanne-simpson-jo" 
target=_blank>Joanne Simpson</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despite what Joanne Simpson calls "incomplete information", she says "we must 
act on the recommendations of Gore and the IPCC because if we do not reduce 
emissions of greenhouse gases and the climate models are right, the planet as we 
know it will in this century become unsustainable."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, that sounds a little different than the quote you mined, doesn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569701 34444 312 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:28:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7569504" target=_blank>#311</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.thedailygreen.com/environmental-news/latest/inhofe-
global-warming-deniers-47011101" target=_blank>Inhofes 400 Global Warming 
Deniers Debunked</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Inhofe's list includes 413 people. (Score one Inhofe; the math holds up.)</P> 
<P>84 have either taken money from, or are connected to, fossil fuel industries, 
or think tanks started by those industries.</P> 
<P>49 are retired</P> 
<P>44 are television weathermen</P> 
<P>20 are economists</P> 
<P>70 have no apparent expertise in climate science</P> 
<P>Several supposed skeptics have publicly stated that they are very concerned 
about global warming, and support efforts to address it. One claims he was duped 
into signing the list and regrets it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569704 34444 313 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:28:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7569504" target=_blank>#311</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, that's not a different list. It's the same BS Inhofe list, at a 
different website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569390 34446 35 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:23:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7569384" target=_blank>#29</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mentioned this on an earlier thread and I'm not sure who the players are 
from the other advertisers that pulled out, but Peter Lewis, the head of 
Progressive Insurance, is a good buddy of George Soros and big time lefty 
contributor. There may be no connection there, but it's interesting.</P> 



<P>I won't buy Progressive Insurance unless it the only company offering what I 
need. My agent pushes it all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they were advertising on the Glenn Beck show, until they couldn't ignore 
his craziness any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569404 34446 45 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:25:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7569394" target=_blank>#37</A> elgato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trust me, I'm not a Glenn Beck fan. He's simply nuts. But I question 
advertisers being pressured by a group to bail on Beck's show when the group 
organizing the protests was founded by a man serving in the Obama White 
House.</P> 
<P>From [Link: <A href="http://colorofchange.org/about.html" 
target=_blank>colorofchange.org...</A>] --</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're right. No advertiser wants to be linked with kind of lunacy Glenn 
Beck spews.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569427 34446 63 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:28:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7569418" target=_blank>#57</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't make a all inclusive statement like that. Some advertisers may want 
to be linked to Beck's brand of crazy. Look at the advertisers in tabloids, look 
at the advertisers on MSNBC.</P> 
<P>Companies will advertise where there is a market. If there is a niche, they 
will fill it. Like it or not. And the consumer is free to make their own 
decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, let's rephrase, to please the pedant -- no <EM>responsible</EM> 
advertiser wants to be associated with that kind of insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569463 34446 97 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:35:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7569453" target=_blank>#88</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you... and here is a list of responsible companies who advertise on 
MSNBC...</P> 
<P>VerizonIntuit/TurboTaxPearle VisionOffice DepotBayerToyota</P> 
<P>To name a few. You may like to see companies be responsible and pull ads and 
support from certain shows and outlets, but bottom line is, follow the 
money.</P> 
<P>And for full disclosure, I don't like Beck at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? If you have a point here, besides the usual nitpicking, I fail to 
see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569472 34446 106 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:38:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7569464" target=_blank>#98</A> yesandno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't agree more...one day he will look brilliant to people who think he 
is stupid right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Right. When all the conservatives are sitting in FEMA camps, and the 
Democrats rule the world with their master race created through eugenics ... 
wow, are we ever gonna be sorry we didn't listen to Glenn Beck.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569480 34446 113 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:39:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7569474" target=_blank>#108</A> 
apachegunner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i see you got the charles brigade against your karma here, just nod your head 
;&gt;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website. I'm finished putting up with your sniping 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569484 34446 117 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:40:12am  
 
<P>Here come the sleepers again. It's pretty amazing how this happens in every 
Glenn Beck thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569497 34446 130 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:44:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7569488" target=_blank>#121</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was on record a long time ago questioning Beck's program and Roger Ailes' 
decision to allow him so much latitude. When that nut in Pittsburgh shot those 
cops a few months ago, I remember wondering if he was a Beck viewer/listener. 
But these advertisers bailing on Beck MAY have been pressured by the President's 
minions to drop their ads on his show. I posted about this last night with a 
link to a story on this subject:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.newsmax.com/headlines/beck_obama_boycott_fox/2009/08/13/247700.
html" target=_blank>www.newsmax.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If these advertisers are bailing because they object to Beck's content, I 
have no problem with it at all. But if the story I linked to is true, there is 
something very chilling and sinister being done by Obama and his people and we 
need to be aware of it and call them on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care who is asking them to stop advertising on Beck's show. It's 
simply a fact that the guy is spreading lunacy and hatred, and these advertisers 
are absolutely right to want to have nothing to do with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569503 34446 136 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:45:10am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7569496" target=_blank>#129</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're now saying advertising there was an accident/mistake in the first 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which it was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07569518 34446 150 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:48:28am  
 
<P>I think it's pretty clear that I'm not a fan of Keith Olbermann, but as bad 
as his blatantly partisan show is, Glenn Beck is several orders of magnitude 
further out on the loony scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569583 34446 214 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:01:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7569488" target=_blank>#121</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>That article contains no evidence whatsoever that the White House is somehow 
involved in Color of Change's campaign against Glenn Beck. In fact, it has 
evidence showing the exact opposite. I always get a kick when Newsmax does stuff 
like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I don’t have proof that the White House asked Color of Change to help it 
fight back against Glenn Beck," Matthew Vadum, the Capitol Research Center 
senior editor who has written extensively about Jones' activities, tells 
Newsmax. "But I wouldn’t be surprised to learn it had."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. So they have no proof at all, but still have no compunction about 
headlining the article "Obama-Linked Activists Targeting Glenn Beck in Boycott 
Campaign."</P> 
<P>Newsmax is World Net Daily on Zoloft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569601 34446 232 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:05:46am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7569586" target=_blank>#217</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>He's not just sloppy with facts. He's associated with and/or promotes 
extremists like Ron Paul, Cleon Skousen, and a host of other paleo-libertarian 
nutjobs. And of course, he's a hardcore young earth creationist, although these 
days he's so caught up in trying to prove Obama is Hitler he hasn't mentioned it 
for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569605 34446 236 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:07:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7569597" target=_blank>#228</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Newsmax has learned that the co-founder of the African-American political 
organization Color of Change, which is calling for Beck's ouster, is civil 
rights attorney <STRONG>Van Jones</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>In March, President Obama appointed Jones to serve as his so-called "green-
jobs czar," responsible for stimulating job growth in the environmental 
sector.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jones has not been associated with the group since last year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569630 34446 261 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:13:03am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7569610" target=_blank>#241</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks Mandy ... you found the part that troubled me the 
most.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones has had no formal association with the group since last year.</P> 
<P>I very strongly doubt that the White House is behind this boycott. Do you 
seriously believe the White House would risk the negative publicity they'd get 
if they were exposed, just to get Glenn Beck's advertisers to boycott him?</P> 
<P>Nope. This is just the usual Newsmax scaremongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569652 34446 282 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:17:52am  
 
<P>Color of Change is a group I probably wouldn't agree with very much, but for 
this campaign to make Glenn Beck's advertisers aware of what they're supporting, 
they get a big thumbs up from me. This is the consequence of the irresponsible 
hate speech that Beck spews on his show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569676 34446 306 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 10:23:22am  
 
<P>Advertisers have no obligation to spend their money with a show that promotes 
hatred and extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569919 34446 438 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 11:24:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/7569884" target=_blank>#435</A> 
JRHelgeson</EM></P> 
<P>I disagree. Even without the clownish histrionics, Beck's ideas are not just 
wrong, they're <EM>extreme</EM>ly wrong. He promotes stuff that's linked to the 
John Birch Society and Ron Paul, fantasies of revolution, End Times, and all 
kinds of other inflammatory crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07569857 34447 36 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 11:12:22am  
 
<P>LGF should be getting credit for the Che Guevara story. As far as I know, we 
had it first, and that picture that's going around is one I personally screen 
captured from a Fox Houston video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570340 34448 5 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 12:35:56pm  
 
<P>This video completely destroys Beck's credibility as a commentator on health 
care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570349 34448 7 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 12:36:48pm  
 
<P>And yeah, Jon Stewart's an ass most of the time, but he occasionally gets one 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570914 34450 20 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 3:10:11pm  
 



<P>Several dead thread flounce-offs in the last Palin thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570916 34450 22 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 3:11:55pm  
 
<P>Before you dismiss the mustard seed example, please read the whole article 
because there's quite a bit more evidence than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570936 34450 34 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 3:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7570928" target=_blank>#29</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I predict that people will have problems with this example because it sort of 
vaguely implies that evolutionary change is being forced by climate change - 
that is, that the climate is somehow having an impact on individuals, which 
sounds crazy - and is. It's a good example of somewhat sloppy science writing 
that's responsible for so many misunderstandings about evolution and other 
matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't read it that way at all. The example I quoted is very clear that a 
decade of adaptation had taken place between the two cultivated groups of 
seeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07570998 34450 89 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 3:50:03pm  
 
<P>I suspect that as a professor in ecology and evolutionary biology, Weis is 
probably well aware of the effects of freezing and unfreezing seeds like this. 
It's what he does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571661 34450 437 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:51:57pm  
 
<P>Mm hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07576971 34450 466 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 11:15:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/7576427" target=_blank>#465</A> Scorch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also forgot to mention their storing of seed for several years even if it 
is in cold storage. The original seed will lose it's vigor that is why state 
agriculture bodies inspect certified seeds for germ and vigor. Most growers will 
not accept seed which is stored for more than one year even if under good 
conditions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you should contact Professor Weis immediately and let him know how 
wrong he is. I'm sure he's never considered the points you're raising.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571376 34451 24 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 5:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7571373" target=_blank>#22</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you know you can play a video in preview?!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You betcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571389 34451 36 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 5:44:40pm  
 
<P>Advice from cooks -- I have some fresh frozen fish, and I want to bake it. Do 
I need to defrost it first or can I just toss it into a Pyrex dish with a little 
water, cover it and bake from frozen?</P> 
<P>Also, what's the best oven temperature for that situation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571407 34451 53 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 5:53:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7571400" target=_blank>#46</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What kind of fish, and how thick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Alaskan King Salmon from Trader Joe's, and it already has a marinade on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571429 34451 75 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 5:57:55pm  
 
<P>Yeah, it's frozen in a shrink-wrapped package, with the marinade already on 
it.</P> 
<P>Maybe I should defrost in the microwave first?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571479 34451 120 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:08:36pm  
 
<P>Mmmkay. The scientific consensus seems to be to first let the fish defrost in 
its shrink-wrapped package (two medium-sized fillets, inch-thick at the most) in 
luke warm water for 15-20 minutes, then bake in a covered Pyrex dish at 350 
degrees for about 30 minutes.</P> 
<P>And don't even think about microwaving that bad boy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571482 34451 123 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:09:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7571469" target=_blank>#111</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, when are you going to commemorate Les Paul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did. The post is on the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571518 34451 158 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:17:21pm  
 
<P>Question: do you think it hurts or helps that people can click the rating 
number on their comment and see who dinged them up or down?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571520 34451 160 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:18:13pm  
 
<P>I know. I'm Mr. Inquisitive Question Guy tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571522 34451 162 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:19:03pm  



 
<P>It's because I'm waiting for my salmon to defrost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571548 34451 188 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:24:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7571542" target=_blank>#182</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should cost you 1 karma point to see who has updinged/downdinged your own 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571645 34451 280 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:46:05pm  
 
<P>I changed the way open registration is indicated, by the way. There's no 
little '(open)' indicator now. If it's closed and you click the 'register' link, 
you get a Javascript alert with a polite error message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571656 34451 290 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 6:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/7571647" target=_blank>#282</A> Truck 
Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am interested to see why people register only to never or seldom post. Chip 
Designer. Why do you never post? I am sure that you could add a lot to any 
conversation that goes on here. You make me feel almost like a prolific poster 
by comparison. We have been around about the same amount of 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of the "stealth dingers" are banned users who sneak back in with a 
different email address, but seem to be afraid of drawing attention. So they 
ding away, often in dead threads. Kinda pathetic. They get banned again when 
caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571730 34451 361 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 7:05:59pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah.</P> 
<P>That king salmon is done, and it's rockin'. Needed to bake for about 6 
minutes more at 350, probably because of thickness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07571821 34451 450 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 7:26:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20090812/od_nm/us_hotel_nude_odd" 
target=_blank>Nude drunk loses way in hotel</A>.</P> 
<P>And we all know how painful that can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07572333 34452 4 Charles Fri, Aug 14, 2009 9:51:46pm  
 
<P>That brain-damaged freak gclaghorn tried to register another sock puppet 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07573276 34453 730 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 9:31:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/726/7573272" target=_blank>#726</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good morning all.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/local/breakingnews/orl-bk-obama-
joker-suspect-081309,0,4959018.story" target=_blank>Clermont police interview 
suspect in Obama 'Joker' posters</A></P> 
<P>Citizens of Clermont...fear not...your tax dollars are being spent well!We 
need rid our nation of the vermin that voice descent.</P> 
<P>Beware all lost pet owners and garage sale advertisers, you're 
next!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that this is a campaign promoted by Alex Jones? Do you think 
it's acceptable to vandalize and deface private and public property with 
thousands of these ugly images?</P> 
<P>And do you think Alex Jones is someone you should be 
supporting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573314 34453 768 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 9:46:26am  
 
<P>Alex Jones should be prosecuted for inciting his listeners to commit crimes 
of vandalism and disorderly conduct. He's running a contest to award the person 
who can commit the most crimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573326 34453 780 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 9:50:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/7573318" target=_blank>#772</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he was doing this on radio the FCC would fine him. He might be safe since 
he's doing it on the net.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't he promoting the contest on his radio show?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574421 34453 954 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:01:43pm  
 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573409 34454 15 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 10:18:25am  
 
<P>A photo of the dear dead leader. Notice the enormous prayer bump on his 
forehead.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/02oudMPgIQaUI?q=Abdel-
Latif+Moussa" target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573516 34454 77 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 10:49:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7573497" target=_blank>#70</A> Kohenan The 
Barbarian</EM></P> 
<P>You just lost your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573619 34454 158 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 11:34:49am  



 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573629 34454 167 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 11:40:30am  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573774 34455 88 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 12:28:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7573711" target=_blank>#36</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm also looking for a SINGLE verifiable instance of someone getting arrested 
for displaying a "Kill Bush"-type sign at any protest in the US during Bush's 
presidency. So far, I have been unable to find even one. If you find any of 
those, please post them here too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about a 'kill Bush' sign, but one case comes to mind, where an 
artist created "postage stamps' with a picture of Bush with a gun pointed at his 
head -- and he did get a visit from the Secret Service. Don't know if he was 
arrested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573792 34455 101 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 12:33:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7573785" target=_blank>#96</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question isn't just how many were arrested or not. The question is how 
many threats of that nature were there. That's another thing that would be 
interesting to compare in Bush's 8 years to Obama's 8 months.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted an article a few days ago about a book that claims threats against 
Obama are up by 400 percent versus threats against Bush.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34370_New_Book-
_30_Threats_a_Day_for_Obama" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573830 34455 133 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 12:46:28pm  
 
<P>Got something pretty cool in the works.</P> 
<P>I realized that since there's already a repeating Ajax call every five 
seconds in order to update the number of 'new comments', I now have a way to 
realistically track which users are currently reading and/or commenting in which 
threads.</P> 
<P>This will let me have a "who's in this thread" button, for registered users, 
so you'll be able to see who's actually hangin' out in the thread, and when they 
last posted a comment or clicked the 'new comments' button.</P> 
<P>I just finished designing the database table, and wrote the code to create 
entries for each user's "presence" (which thread(s) they're currently viewing in 
their browsers) and their "activity" (the last time they interacted with the 
thread by posting a comment or clicking 'new comments'). I'm checking the 
database in PHPMyAdmin and it seems to be working nicely.</P> 
<P>(I love the MySQL 'ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE' clause, by the way. Just 
discovered it, and it makes this code much easier.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07573892 34455 190 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 1:07:57pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7573849" target=_blank>#150</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was going to ask you if mysql was your backing database. Are you also 
tracking up and down dings as an "activity" marker?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, dings will update the "activity" timestamp too.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also I just looked up the ON DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE used on an INSERT and holy 
crap that's cool. It basically turns the INSERT into an UPDATE instead of 
raising a duplicate key error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great shortcut when you have a table like this, in which rows need to 
be updated frequently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574197 34456 45 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 2:54:49pm  
 
<P>With this new feature I've been developing, I can see clearly who's in each 
thread, and whether they're participating or lurking. Heh.</P> 
<P>This discovery may be too powerful for mortal human beings. There are some 
things mankind was not meant to know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574213 34456 57 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 2:57:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7574204" target=_blank>#50</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I am previewing a post, can you see it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's no way to do that ... right now, anyway. It is possible, since 
the preview function uses Ajax to make a call to the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574230 34456 69 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 3:00:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7574215" target=_blank>#59</A> Cathypop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know if someone is lurking? Maybe they just forgot to log offI do 
that alot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lurking is defined in this case as having a page open to a particular thread, 
without having interacted with it (posting or rating a comment) for the past 
hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574256 34456 85 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 3:07:16pm  
 
<P>This isn't going to show <EM>all</EM> the lurkers, since it's possible to not 
be logged in and still read the comments.</P> 
<P>And there's nothing necessarily wrong with lurking, either. It's just an 
interesting thing to be able to see, since as a site manager it's rare to get 
access to that kind of detail on a real time basis.</P> 
<P>The feature itself I think will be interesting to registered users, to be 
able to see who else is in the thread with them. Or I may decide it's too much 
power for mortal humans, not sure yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574273 34456 98 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 3:10:11pm  
 



<P>I'm thinking that maybe clicking 'new comments' shouldn't count as 
'activity.' Instead, it should update the 'presence' time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574344 34456 146 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 3:33:53pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574411 34457 2 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 3:59:34pm  
 
<P>That's one vote in favor of empty pyrrhic victories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574435 34457 12 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:07:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7574431" target=_blank>#9</A> Lioness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>‘Death panel’ is not in the bill… it already exists. Snuck through Obama 
stimulus bill.<A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2009/08/death_panel_is_not_in_the_bill.html
" target=_blank>Your text to link...</A> Sorry, I don't know how to lable the 
link.</P> 
<P>Read this article...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's completely ridiculous. Once again, I'm amazed at the distortions being 
put out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574442 34457 17 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:08:16pm  
 
<P>There is absolutely no substance at all in that article. And certainly 
nothing that even comes CLOSE to being a death panel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574448 34457 23 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7574438" target=_blank>#14</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you have that going for you.</P> 
<P>Myself, I think that some fires need to be fought with other 
fires.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we've established that you'll eagerly jump into the gutter and lie about 
political enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574462 34457 35 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:14:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7574456" target=_blank>#30</A> quiet man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is one to do when facts do not matter??If you are being lied to like we 
are here by our elected..Maybe that is the wrong time to attempt to reason with 
the liars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, yes, you do think it's fine to lie and distort, because you 
feel desperate and powerless. Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574473 34457 46 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:18:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7574464" target=_blank>#37</A> Lioness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read the HR1???</P> 
<P>I don't believe a word of anything that comes out of Zero's 
mouth!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did read about the Federal Coordinating Council for Comparative 
Effectiveness Research.</P> 
<P>Again, there is absolutely nothing in that article to suggest that the words 
"death panel" apply even remotely to this group. It's one of the flimsiest guilt 
by association attempts I've seen yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574477 34457 50 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 4:20:04pm  
 
<P>Criticize the health care bill because it does nothing about tort reform, or 
because it's been watered down by demands from Big Pharma, but this "death 
panel" stuff gives me an enormous headache.</P> 
<P>This is stupid, and wrong, and if you want to participate in it, you're not 
going to get any support from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07575157 34457 545 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 7:15:06pm  
 
<P>Well, that little exchange made it easy to decide whether to block the 
whining extremist and his racist pal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07575389 34457 583 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 8:46:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/7575382" target=_blank>#582</A> 
retief_99</EM></P> 
<P>Right. Weird Nut Drooly. Let's double down on the crazy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07574860 34458 33 Charles Sat, Aug 15, 2009 6:01:09pm  
 
<P>I have Vista installed with VMWare Fusion, and it runs OK, but I also have XP 
installed.</P> 
<P>Switching between them it's very obvious why so many users hated Vista. It's 
a hog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577507 34463 136 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 1:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7577504" target=_blank>#133</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>During coverage of the '68 Democratic Convention, Gore Vidal called William F 
Buckley a "crypto-Nazi", to which Buckley famously replied <EM>"Stop calling me 
a crypto-Nazi or I'll sock you in the goddamn face and you' stay 
plastered."</EM>Buckley later apologized, but explained:</P> 
<P><EM><STRONG>"Can such men understand the anger in others? Understand the 
special reverence we need to feel for that which is hateful? I do not believe 
that anyone thought me a Nazi because Vidal called me one, but I do believe that 
everyone who heard him call me one without a sense of shock, without 
experiencing anger, think more tolerantly about Nazism than one he did, than 
even now he should."</STRONG></EM></P> 



<P>I can say nothing more succinctly than that on this subject; from WFB's lipes 
to God's ears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Buckley was deeply embarrassed about lashing out at Vidal, and 
considered it a personal failure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577596 34463 223 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 2:19:52pm  
 
<P>I was <EM>just</EM> about to predict the first flounce at comment #170. 
Missed it by that much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577598 34463 225 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 2:20:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7577585" target=_blank>#212</A> 
cosmicview</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't feel the need to apologize for Pam anymore than I do for 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577609 34463 236 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 2:21:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7577595" target=_blank>#222</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Karma: -7</P> 
<P>tamlin</P> 
<P>Web site URL: republicinvestigations.com</P> 
<P>devastatingly handsome Republican</P> 
<P>(Logged in)Registered since: Jun 17, 2004 at 1:21 pmNo. of comments posted: 
1No. of links posted: 0</P> 
<P>First post...WOW</P> 
<P><STRONG>Can I suggest Tamlin-flu?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there's a sleeper for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577765 34463 386 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 3:01:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/7577651" target=_blank>#275</A> 
cosmicview</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Naw Charles, I don't think your shift requires any need for me to apologize. 
I still like you.Wish you would find a bridge to some of the folks you cut off 
though over the last few months, liked it better when we were all one big happy 
family.As for Pam, she just has a different style that is just acceptable as 
yours, some days more acceptable. But then she has remained on purpose and has a 
different cultural imperative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Pamela Geller writes, in complete seriousness, that she believes Barack 
Obama just might be the love child of Malcolm X, it ain't ME who's 
"shifted."</P> 
<P>But hey, I know... it's just "a different style."</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07577818 34463 439 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 3:17:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7577786" target=_blank>#407</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People with "cultural imperatives" are haters and dangerous to your sanity as 
a general rule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578452 34463 537 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 5:54:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/7578430" target=_blank>#536</A> armaros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As is Spencer, Chesler and many others.The issue is not whether her story is 
fishy or not, it is about whether you (or the state) want to take the chance 
given the obvious history of Muslim killings for apostasy and/or honor, well 
documented in the US, UK, Canada and France to name a few...Being out in the 
open declaring her Christian faith and condemning Islam has not only placed her 
in danger of her family but any of the many nuts out there willing to fight the 
holy war.</P> 
<P>It will be late and silly to say sorry once her head is separate from her 
body.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And exactly what evidence do you have that her family intends to murder her? 
I saw the video and they sure didn't look like crazed fanatics who wanted to 
kill their family member to me -- but hey, what do I know? I've only reported on 
honor killings for 8 years.</P> 
<P>Are you aware that the preacher who's sheltering her is exactly the kind of 
crazed fanatic you're trying to say her family is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578571 34463 539 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 6:38:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/7578458" target=_blank>#538</A> SFGoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno, but with the track record in the Muslim community, I don't think you 
take a chance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With Pamela Geller's track record, any cause she supports should be 
automatically subject to extreme skepticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578677 34463 542 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 7:11:55pm  
 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578956 34463 547 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 9:02:21pm  
 
<P>Honestly, some of you folks will swallow anything as long it makes Muslims 
look like subhumans. You should be ashamed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578602 34465 46 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 6:50:22pm  
 
<P>Coming out as possible GOP Presidential candidates this week: Rick Santorum 
and Michele Bachmann.</P> 
<P>If either of them ever makes it to the nomination, I will be officially a 
Democrat. Unless the running Democrat is worse, which is hard to 
imagine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07578705 34465 139 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 7:21:26pm  
 
<P>The Paulians are celebrating, as Judge Andrew Napolitano's web show "Freedom 
Watch" goes daily.</P> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lew Rockwell has done more to cement the intellectual foundations of the 
movement for liberty than anybody else today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ql2fOguoj84&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07578712 34465 146 Charles Sun, Aug 16, 2009 7:23:36pm  
 
<P>Napolitano calls Ron Paul "the modern day Thomas Jefferson."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580010 34467 421 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:52:09am  
 
<P>By the way, after he posted a blatantly bigoted comment, I banned "quiet man" 
this weekend. He has just emailed to tell me how much he hates me, and that he's 
going to be "exposing" me at the stalker site now.</P> 
<P>And ends his stupid hate mail with "bless your heart."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580055 34467 464 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:03:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7579851" target=_blank>#265</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, but I don't buy the idea that McCarthy is denouncing Nirtherism in 
that article. He is <EM>not</EM>. In fact, the whole point of the article is to 
counter the NRO editorial that <EM>did</EM> denounce Nirtherism.</P> 
<P>McCarthy is trying to have it both ways. He protests that believing Obama 
isn't a citizen is crazy, then turns around in the next paragraph and says, "but 
what if?" And to make it even more disingenuous, then he suggests that the 
Nirther craziness demonstrates that <EM>Obama</EM> is somehow suspect.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't accept this kind of blatant spinning from a lefty, and I'm sure 
not going to accept it from McCarthy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580098 34467 506 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:16:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7580065" target=_blank>#473</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only "countering" I see him do is of the specific statement in the "Born 
in the USA" NRO editorial that there is no "second document". As far as I'm 
aware, he is factually correct in saying that was an overstatement; the 
"certification" confirms the existence of the "certificate", but is not the same 
document. He is quite clear in what he is NOT saying: "The point has little do 



do with whether Obama was born in Hawaii. I'm quite confident that he 
was."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- he's trying to keep the issue alive by floating the Corollary to the 
Nirther delusion, that there must be something Obama's trying to hide on his 
"long form" certificate. It's utter crap, sorry. He's transparently pandering to 
the Nirther movement, while making sounds as if he isn't.</P> 
<P>These are the kinds of articles I dislike more than any other. The dishonesty 
just reeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580120 34467 528 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:22:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7580110" target=_blank>#518</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[one more thing before lunch]</P> 
<P>I don't agree with your reading of "the" issue McCarthy is keeping alive. 
"The" issue he is referring to is Obama's shifty, opportunistic retelling of his 
own life story; NOT whether he was born in Hawaii. And I have no problem with 
keeping <STRONG>that</STRONG> particular story alive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only is he trying to keep the Nirther issue alive by claiming there's 
something Obama is hiding, he hints very openly that he thinks it might be 
because Obama is a sekrit Muslim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580171 34467 576 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:35:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7580161" target=_blank>#568</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first sentence of the last paragraph: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZmJhMzlmZWFhOTQ3YjUxMDE2YWY4ZDMzZjZlY
TVmZmU=" target=_blank>The point here is not to join another crackpot 
conspiracy, the “Obama as Muslim Manchurian Candidate” 
canard.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm well aware that he makes all the correct noises, even as he continues to 
suggest the very things he says he isn't suggesting.</P> 
<P>I don't know why you're willing to accept this kind of crap from McCarthy 
when you would just laugh if a lefty tried a similar tactic -- which they often 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580198 34467 593 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:44:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7580174" target=_blank>#578</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have some questions about that. How do we 'know' this to be the case? Is it 
that Birchers have always been out there and just didn't know there was an 
organization for them? Have the enrollment numbers really gone up or did they 
just become savy about communications in the innernut age?</P> 
<P>I'm not being facetious - I really don't know what the 'on the ground' facts 
are when it comes to statements like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the John Birch Society is definitely making a comeback, thanks to help 
from Ron Paul (who gave the keynote speech at their anniversary meeting 
recently) and Glenn Beck (who promotes them on his radio show pretty 
openly).</P> 



<P>Here's a recent LGF post on the return of the Birch Society:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34058_The_Return_of_the_John_Birch
_Society" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580294 34469 29 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:10:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7580285" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My first instinct is that this probably isn't Constitutional but the law 
isn't being challenged. Where's the loophole?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going to be challenged, just wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580304 34469 37 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:12:09am  
 
<P>The purpose here, if you look into David Barton and his group of fanatics, is 
definitely to subvert the Constitution. Barton is trying to revise history to 
promote the falsehood that the founding fathers intended the US to be a 
"Christian state."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580309 34469 41 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:13:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7580300" target=_blank>#33</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.legis.state.tx.us/tlodocs/80R/billtext/html/HB01287F.htm" 
target=_blank>Here's the text of the bill (HB 1287)</A>. The bill states that 
schools must offer an elective course, so kids won't be required to to take 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kids aren't required to take it, but the schools ARE required to teach 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580333 34469 59 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:16:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7580321" target=_blank>#50</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that's not true. See my #45 above. It is required.</P> 
<P>The wording is misleading. Perhaps intentionally so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely intentionally misleading. I got a kick out of this little 
clause:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing in this statute is intended to violate any provision of the United 
States Constitution or federal law, the Texas Constitution or any state law, or 
any rules or guidelines provided by the United States Department of Education or 
the Texas Education Agency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580412 34469 116 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:39:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7580400" target=_blank>#107</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As an aside...</P> 
<P>One of the things I always find amusing in regard to the usual hysteria about 
the insidious threat inherent in admitting in public schools that something like 
90% of Americans believe in God and consider this a Christian country is the 
history of what terrible things actually did happen in this country before 
religion was shunted to the side.</P> 
<P>I graduated from a public high school in 1963. For the 13 years I spent in 
public school, every single day classes started with a Bible reading and a group 
recitation of the "Lord's Prayer," aka the "Our Father."</P> 
<P>Pretty disgusting, huh? Imagine the grotesque society that kind of 
"indoctrination" produced.</P> 
<P>Well, it produced the Civil Right Movement, the Anti-War Movement, the 
Women's Rights Movement, and the Sexual Revolution including Legalized Abortion 
-- as well as the cultural "riches" of the 60's such a rock music and the drug 
culture.</P> 
<P>Pretty threatening and oppressive stuff, that religion business is. Good 
thing we keep it out of the schools now. /</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a really specious argument. You could just as easily claim that it was 
only when people began to renounce the more fundamental forms of religion that 
those kinds of reforms could take place.</P> 
<P>You're not going to try to argue that Baptists or Pentecostals are forces for 
<EM>tolerance</EM>, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580437 34469 138 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:45:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7580400" target=_blank>#107</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it produced the Civil Right Movement, the Anti-War Movement, the 
Women's Rights Movement, and the Sexual Revolution including Legalized 
Abortion...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, now I get it. You think all of those things are BAD. Including the civil 
rights movement and the women's rights movement.</P> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580452 34469 150 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:49:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7580446" target=_blank>#146</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hrmm according to some Barton's shared stage with Holocaust deniers</P> 
<P>18. David Cantor, THE RELIGIOUS RIGHT, Anti-Defamation League, N.Y., N.Y., 
1994, pg. 55.</P> 
<P>Anyone near a library who can check this out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barton has also spoken at two meetings of the Christian Identity neo-Nazi 
group. When exposed, he claimed that he "didn't know" they were neo-
Nazis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580508 34469 205 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 10:58:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7580481" target=_blank>#179</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My feeling is that it really doesn't matter very much one way or the 
other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree strongly. I think it matters when fanatics try to influence what's 
taught to children. A recent study showed that what children learn at a young 



age definitely does have an impact on their beliefs later in life. Children who 
are taught creationism are much more likely to remain creationists even after 
being exposed to reality.</P> 
<P>The people pushing this idiotic idea are fanatics, antisemites, and 
theocrats, and yeah, it really does matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580570 34469 266 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 11:09:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7580558" target=_blank>#254</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't see a "should be permitted", rather the (quite true) observation 
that the inclusion of such aspects in public education in the 1950s and early 
60s did not inexorably lead to some sort of repressive theocratic 
society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, it's curious that the development of movements like 
women's rights and civil rights took off around the same time that the country 
began changing the institutionalization of religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580603 34469 299 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 11:17:39am  
 
<P>Whoa. Texas Rep. Warren Chisum (R-Pampa) is really, really nuts.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.texscience.org/news/chisum-bridges.htm" 
target=_blank>www.texscience.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580678 34469 371 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 11:29:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7580666" target=_blank>#360</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For instance, apparently in Britain the curriculum is ditching The Holocaust 
from history studies because muslim parents teach their kids that it never 
happened.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... that story turned out to be another falsehood. Britain has not removed 
the Holocaust from their history classes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580736 34469 427 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 11:45:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7580711" target=_blank>#403</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm not a supporter of any religion in public schools, partly because then 
every religion would be taught and partly because I don't want the "state" to 
teach my children my religious beliefs. That's why I go to church.</P> 
<P>I also don't like the hidden agenda behind some groups to put religion back 
in school.</P> 
<P>That being said, I do have a sincere question for you and am curious what you 
think:</P> 
<P>Since science can't explain the origin or purpose of life, is there not room 
for discussion in public schools to consider other views or beliefs of the 
origin of life? Would it not be reasonable for someone to look at the 
complexities of life and consider that someone created life?...purely a 
theoretical discussion.</P> 



<P>This is not a loaded question and I don't have an agenda...just trying to get 
a viewpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is scientific research into the origin of life, and that's what should 
be taught. The current state of OOL research is very inconclusive, of course, 
and that's how it should be taught.</P> 
<P>Religious explanations for the origin of life should absolutely NOT be taught 
as any part of a science class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581260 34469 587 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:14:12pm  
 
<P>I see we have some enthusiastic theocrats showing up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580866 34470 33 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 12:15:14pm  
 
<P>Registration is open now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580895 34470 55 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 12:20:55pm  
 
<P>22 hatchlings, and 2 socks already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07580947 34470 95 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 12:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7580931" target=_blank>#82</A> midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can you tell a sock from a newbie? (Please excuse my 
ignorance.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With my Sekrit Overlord Tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581116 34470 235 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 12:56:05pm  
 
<P>Wow. A sudden influx of sock puppets. 6 in the past 5 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581136 34470 254 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 12:57:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7581127" target=_blank>#245</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we're up to 8?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>9 so far. 52 hatchlings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581186 34470 298 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:03:09pm  
 
<P>Yep, looks like the word went out to the stalkers. 11 sock puppets 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581225 34470 331 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7581211" target=_blank>#319</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thinnk they are one and the same. And she <A 
href="http://blog.vdare.com/archives/author/brenda-walker/" target=_blank>blogs 
at VDARE.</A></P> 
<P>The link on her profile is to <A href="http://www.limitstogrowth.org/" 
target=_blank>this</A> which links to VDARE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Account is now blocked. I only recently found out who this 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581302 34470 389 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:20:39pm  
 
<P>Registration closed.</P> 
<P>I have a feeling there may be one or two trolls that slipped 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581334 34470 416 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:27:04pm  
 
<P>The list of hatchlings, minus the blocked sock puppets:</P> 
<P>brennantOldNavy73GirthlabdogMean Motor ScooterRobbins 
MitchellKrogenaraubryRickyRacerjimgordonNotoriouslyConservativetomwHoosierDaddy?
JerusalemAsherteardropnothingistrueCommonDefenseDaveDFWGadsdenRoadWarrioradelnyc
pjkellyrossbach451Aurelius317sofiabg999akalivasArrattascelvePrimalRagerayzinDyno
miteTeufelhundenTock Woodsmpoulos42KernelPanicR.B.GlennieschmitzikGiovanni in 
WestwoodEarthling48Rowdy1richmanwashMovin 
ForwardJokey501WizF16shimodaJoeBumbleInvisibleCHI</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581348 34470 428 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7581340" target=_blank>#421</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last count of socks was 11. Is that the final on the sock 
puppets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Final count: 13.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581375 34470 450 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 1:33:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7581349" target=_blank>#429</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who the hell registered HoosierDaddy? There is a banned lizard that called me 
that all the time...check that IP Charles please..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was the banned username?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581521 34470 567 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:01:16pm  
 
<P>Slow news day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581525 34470 571 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:02:28pm  
 
<P>Just turned on Glenn Beck -- he says the Obama-Hitler thing is planning to 
"murder" small businesses.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07581533 34470 578 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:03:42pm  
 
<P>I wonder if any of the bloggers who eagerly participated in the Right Nation 
conference know who's behind "Americans for Prosperity," the conference 
sponsors?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581588 34470 623 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7581545" target=_blank>#588</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who would that be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tobacco industry, for one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581592 34470 626 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:13:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7581585" target=_blank>#621</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.</P> 
<P>Did you get my contribution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, sent you a thank you note!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581641 34470 660 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:27:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/653/7581629" target=_blank>#653</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of Shrieking Harpies (I know that was yesterday...) I just got the 
latest on the Disc Brake Silencer, which I'm pretty sure your Schwinn could 
still benefit from. It is not yet available in North America. They expect it to 
be ready in about three weeks. In the bike business, "we expect it in about 
three weeks" means "we have utterly no idea when it will arrive." In fact, they 
told me the same thing two months ago, including the "we just need to get the 
labels printed" part. I'll keep you posted, at least until my small business is 
murdered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool, let me know. I do still have that disc brake squealing problem; it's 
just the beater bike, but if I can fix it without any major expense I'd love 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581761 34471 14 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:52:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7581735" target=_blank>#3</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look the moon bats who did this are not to be excused. However, they did not 
have the backing of a major network constantly pimping that message openly, like 
Fox does in the case of Obama. The moonbats were not carrying guns to Town 
Halls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the real point. The kinds of wingnuts who are doing it now are the 
same people who like to brag about their gun collections, and lots of them are 
muttering darkly about constitutional rights and watering the tree of liberty, 
etc.</P> 



<P>I hate to say it but it seems like just a matter of time until some kind of 
violent incident, when we have idiots showing up to presidential appearances 
proudly carrying loaded weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581770 34471 19 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:54:55pm  
 
<P>I agree with Ludwig's point that the moonbats at these demonstrations never 
rose to the level of "scary." More pathetic. Laughable. Schtoopid.</P> 
<P>The guys with loaded guns are a little scarier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581789 34471 30 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 2:58:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7581780" target=_blank>#25</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guns guys are getting scary, but how many of those have we seen? But, 
anytime there was a gathering of any size with this other crowd, you saw these 
posters and you could see the hatred in these peoples eyes. I am not sure if we 
have seen anything close to that with these right wing nutjobs...I hope we never 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By my informal count, I think there have been four reported incidents 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581843 34471 77 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 3:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7581826" target=_blank>#62</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These guys bringing guns are there because of FOXNews? I would say that these 
guys are copying the other guy from NH. As I recall, he was a proud supporter of 
Ron Paul. Unfortuntately, I am guessing we will see more and more of this 
now...the cops cannot arrest them under current laws as long as they have 
permits and are carrying according to the local law. THAT is scary for sure. I 
am all for 2nd Amendment rights, but bringing a gun to a political rally is not 
a good thing to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen many posts at Free Republic openly encouraging people to bring 
weapons to town hall meetings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581883 34471 109 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 3:15:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.newmajority.com/can-we-get-a-grip" target=_blank>Can We 
Get a Grip?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581972 34471 182 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 3:33:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7581931" target=_blank>#145</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason you see a contradiction is because you assume that the typical 
Dem, or anyone who disagrees with you, is exactly like the freaks in these 
pictures.</P> 
<P>I repeat the sorts of extreme views that these nutjobs are displaying were 
NOT the mainstream message of any of the major news outlets.</P> 



<P>The equivalent crazy for the right is actively pimped by Fox, the rightwing 
pundits and the right wing blogosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Bush era, the media played the role of enabler for the lunatics. They 
ignored the signs because they knew it would hurt the message. I agree you never 
saw CNN or MSNBC outright supporting groups like ANSWER to the same extent Fox 
News promotes tea parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07581978 34471 188 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 3:35:03pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7581936" target=_blank>#149</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rep. Gingrey (R-GA) Encourages Guns at Town Halls</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, he was encouraging it.</P> 
<P>I find that kind of pandering really disgusting. No responsible gun owner 
should or would advocate bringing loaded weapons to a presidential event.</P> 
<P>I mentioned this a few days ago, but if the retired sergeant who taught gun 
safety in my high school ROTC class were still around and saw one of these guys, 
a serious beat-down would ensue. When these morons act this way, they hurt the 
image of all responsible gun owners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07582427 34471 603 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 5:27:54pm  
 
<P>For the record, the only reason I didn't add something like "this is no 
excuse for thuggish wingnut tactics" is because I've written that several times 
now, and I start feeling a little like the Church Lady.</P> 
<P>There's a valid point here -- for the entire Bush administration, this kind 
of extreme language and imagery really was pretty much ignored and sometimes 
deliberately hidden by media.</P> 
<P>But it's not my intent at all to use that valid point as an excuse for the 
current crop of right wing wackos showing up at town hall meetings with 
guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583159 34473 210 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:06:55pm  
 
<P>Wow. There really are people at LGF who don't see anything wrong with 
this.</P> 
<P>Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583281 34473 314 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:30:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7583265" target=_blank>#302</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guys, I do not debate that there is a moronic convergence between the commies 
and the fascists. I am saying that the Fascists are in common language far right 
and the commies are far left. That is the way everyone uses those words, in 
Europe and in America. If there is a new Lizard language I have not learned yet 
where the fascists are now somehow left and the commies are now somehow right, I 
missed the memo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is no "new lizard language" that indulges in this kind of 
revisionism.</P> 
<P>There are ideologues who are very determinedly trying to redefine fascism as 
a leftist philosophy. It isn't going to work, because it's simply 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583302 34473 332 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:34:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7583294" target=_blank>#325</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The leftists opposed fascism, I can vouch for that, having some Italian 
leftist friends in their mid 80s.</P> 
<P>It was a brave thing to do actively &amp; they were brave.</P> 
<P>The leftists now do them great dishonor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. European fascism was an exclusively right wing phenomenon. Don't 
believe people who try to tell you otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583329 34473 358 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7583322" target=_blank>#351</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are ideologues who are very determinedly trying to redefine fascism as 
a leftist philosophy. It isn't going to work, because it's simply wrong.</P> 
<P>Didn't Jonah Goldberg write a book about this topic that was widely promoted 
on National Review, Instapundit, and the like?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't see it promoted here, because I think the book is pure revisionist 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583398 34473 421 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:49:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7583390" target=_blank>#414</A> Yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are there any other constitutional rights you would like us to suppress in 
the presence of the almighty anointed one? Is is still OK for me to freely 
assemble to protest him? Is my first amendment freedom of speech still valid 
within a 100 yard range or should that also be revoked because my words might 
make him uncomfortable?</P> 
<P>I'm sorry but we have a President not a King. He is supposed to come from the 
citizenry and return to the citizenry once his time is over. His mere presence 
should not invalidate anyone's rights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you're posting from Australia, who's "we?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583405 34473 428 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 8:51:26pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to reach the end of my patience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07583505 34473 525 Charles Mon, Aug 17, 2009 9:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/7583501" target=_blank>#521</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No doubt. The loonies, idiots and nutjobs showing up at these meetings lately 
are pretty bad. No way around it. But, what the hell does that have to do with 
the vast and overwhelming majority of people who call themselves conservative or 
Republican? Tainting the entire right side of spectrum with these people is a 
pretty stupid conclusion. Using that logic everyone in the Democrat party is a 
member of Code Pink and has a copy of the Mao's Little Red Book in their 
pockets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we have this many people in an LGF thread openly supporting people who 
bring guns to presidential rallies, you'd better believe there's a very real 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07584842 34473 914 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 8:55:28am  
 
<P>Amazing, and I do NOT mean that in a good way.</P> 
<P>People are still defending these jackasses.</P> 
<P>If I needed confirmation that the right has gone off the rails, this thread 
provides it. You people who are refusing to understand that it's NOT right to 
bring weapons to a presidential event should be ashamed of yourselves. Your 
judgment is seriously impaired by your hatred of President 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07584915 34473 920 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 9:10:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/918/7584904" target=_blank>#918</A> Pupdawg</EM></P> 
<P>I can hardly believe the crap I'm reading.</P> 
<P>The morons who staged this stunt ARE militia members, Ron Paul followers and 
conspiracy nutjobs. Nobody had to "react" to what the left said -- they were 
ALREADY THERE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585013 34475 17 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 9:36:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7584997" target=_blank>#5</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who suggested these nuts as allies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite a few people have been defending and making excuses for them in the 
previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585049 34475 50 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 9:42:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7585036" target=_blank>#38</A> 
gonecamping</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to visit the website, but wonder if they think the world is 
flat. I've seen wackos believe in one conspiracy theory or another...but never 
seen a group that embraced such a variety of insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, for that kind of crazy you have to go to Republican politicians in 
Texas.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34469_Texas_Public_Schools_Require
d_to_Teach_Bible_Studies" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07585103 34475 101 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 9:54:35am  
 
<P>There are the anger management ads again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585140 34475 136 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:01:15am  
 
<P>There's an overwhelming amount of support for these extremists in the 
comments at Hot Air, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585170 34475 166 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:06:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7585162" target=_blank>#158</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Wilsonian, Neo-Conservative Zionist Loon Blog attacks Pat 
Buchanan...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a wild guess who that is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585203 34475 199 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:12:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7585198" target=_blank>#194</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>also note the logo in the sidebar to the extreme militia site looks to be 
similar to stormfront's with a clenched fist in the middle rather than the 
Odin's cross, the wake up call should be familiar to anyone who's studied neo 
nazi groups, and you will also see mention of the Freemen movement in the 
nutball forum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- it's definitely an altered Odin's Cross.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585367 34475 355 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:44:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7585351" target=_blank>#341</A> The False 
God</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. Brandishing a weapon is intimidation. Carrying a weapon 
isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts? You're seriously going to argue that there's nothing 
intimidating about showing up to a political rally with a loaded AR15?</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585376 34475 364 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:45:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7585362" target=_blank>#351</A> turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>rut ro, when I hover over Charles links on this post I get a flyout 
advertisement through "infolinks." Do you all get that or did turn just get some 
kind of virus?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying out the Infolinks advertising network. Just installed the 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585395 34475 381 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:47:06am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7585305" target=_blank>#296</A> donk1100</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>one guy was black, so your white supremacist theory is kinda 
wrong</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a "theory." The links to white supremacist sites are ON THEIR 
WEBSITE. This is known as a "fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585447 34475 433 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:55:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7585436" target=_blank>#422</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly a guy that thinks "redneck" shouldn't be an exclusive club for white 
people, sorta like girls wanting to ioin the boy scouts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are plenty of cases of African Americans associating with white 
supremacists, Jews associating with antisemites, etc. Unfortunately this is not 
that unusual of a phenomenon.</P> 
<P>And it is definitely NOT any kind of "proof" that this group of lunatics 
isn't connected with white supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585453 34475 439 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:56:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7585410" target=_blank>#396</A> JHW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kilgore, do you have any info if there is still a militia movement as such? 
The last I can remember them is from several years ago, the old Michigan Militia 
and such, but haven't heard of them lately, although that could be ignorance on 
my part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.splcenter.org/news/item.jsp?pid=415" target=_blank>SPLC 
Report: Return of the Militias</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585456 34475 442 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 10:56:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7585451" target=_blank>#437</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is this even an argument? It's S T U P I D. No one with any sense carries 
a gun to a political rally.Maybe that is their crime. Criminal 
stupidity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an argument because there are a whole lot of people on the right who are 
openly supporting this kind of behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586007 34475 648 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 12:50:51pm  
 
<P>Looks like 'NoPanacea' did a sleepers' dump and run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586836 34475 706 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 3:38:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/7586458" target=_blank>#694</A> witwwats</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank God that we can label them as “fringe”, “malcontents”, “nuts” and so 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What do you call people who believe vaccines are poisons, the government 
staged 9/11, and the moon landings were faked?</P> 
<P>Yeah, “fringe”, “malcontents”, “nuts” ... those all fit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587064 34475 712 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 4:57:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/7587004" target=_blank>#710</A> 
NoPanacea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I will say to get by the Secret Service and the FBI and bring a gun to a 
meeting, such as this, and without getting arrested, indicates he probably has a 
clean criminal record, and knows the law better than you or I.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care if he knows the law as well as Oliver Wendell Freakin' Holmes, 
he's still a damned fool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587682 34475 720 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 7:49:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/7587558" target=_blank>#718</A> Grand 
Poobah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a slight feeling you're calling me out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I probably was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585539 34476 5 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:12:31am  
 
<P>Heh. You can put tags around the parts where you don't want the ads to appear 
-- I have them around the comments now. Looks like I may need to insert a few 
more of those tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585567 34476 9 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:16:06am  
 
<P>I checked out Infolinks pretty thoroughly before installing this, and they 
seem to be very reputable, and have high quality advertisers. There are a lot of 
positive comments about them on the web.</P> 
<P>I like this advertising approach because it doesn't take up screen real 
estate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585583 34476 14 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:19:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7585573" target=_blank>#10</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be quite frank here. I'm not fond of seeing these types of things when I 
click on a newspaper article. I find that when copying text, the cursor gets 
hung up on these types of links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen that too, but I tested Infolinks and it doesn't seem to have any 
problem with selecting text (in Safari anyway).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585588 34476 17 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:20:18am  
 



<P>Their Javascript code also has a little delay built into it, so if your mouse 
passes over a link on the way to somewhere else, the dialog doesn't pop up 
instantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585599 34476 22 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:22:22am  
 
<P>The bottom line here is ... the bottom line. Since PJ Media discontinued 
their advertising program, LGF's income has taken a serious hit. This is one of 
the less intrusive ways to go. If it turns out to pay well, I may be able to 
remove some of those annoying Google ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585782 34476 151 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 11:53:33am  
 
<P>Reload and the display problems are fixed. Missed a &lt; 
symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585924 34476 250 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 12:29:32pm  
 
<P>Interesting ... within minutes of posting this, I received an email from one 
of Infolinks' competitors wanting me to switch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07585961 34476 272 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 12:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7585940" target=_blank>#261</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, OK, but can they offer the prestegious Antichrist Identity Research 
Team account links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That shows you how widespread that particular craziness is, by the way. 
Somebody's spending real money to promote that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586035 34476 324 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 12:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7586017" target=_blank>#312</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I vote against the Infolinks thing, as it drives me insane when I see it on 
other sites. But if it keeps LGF, and you, afloat, then I'll tolerate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it made enough to let me remove the garish Google and Amazon ads entirely, 
would that make a difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586061 34476 342 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 12:59:40pm  
 
<P>Sometimes the links don't seem to appear. Scroll down the front page and you 
should see some.</P> 
<P>I've limited them to just the body of the posts -- they won't show up in 
comments or other text. And there's a maximum of 12 per page, so they don't get 
overwhelming.</P> 



<P>I wouldn't do this it weren't necessary, but Google ads are just not cutting 
it -- not just for revenue reasons, also because they're so freaking 
cheesy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586104 34476 371 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 1:12:24pm  
 
<P>As a web programmer I'm not fond of NoScript, because it leads to frustrating 
problem reports from people who have NoScript set up incorrectly but don't even 
know it's installed. I've wasted quite a bit of time "debugging" problems that 
turned out to be NoScript interfering with something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586112 34476 378 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 1:14:14pm  
 
<P>I like that one of the links that pops up for "Jorge Luis Borges" is for 
designer handbags.</P> 
<P>He'd probably appreciate that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586161 34476 416 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 1:25:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7586148" target=_blank>#406</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I've noticed some websites now have a code in place so that when you cut and 
paste, you get a "Read more at ... " and it provides the link. I think that's a 
neat feature, but haven't quite figured out how to implement. I generally 
provide in-line linking to the stuff I quote, but it can be useful.</P> 
<P>Any pointers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You like that feature? I've been seeing it too, and I don't like it. Not 
crazy about Javascript that messes around with the clipboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586185 34476 437 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 1:30:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7586165" target=_blank>#419</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How much processing time does it take up? I already get a lot of sluggishness 
when I view LGF from my iphone.</P> 
<P>Also, if the links will only be on the thread introductory text, which is 
pretty static, maybe having a pre-processor, process once and use that as the 
introductory text would bring the javascript processing to zero.</P> 
<P>Just suggestions from a guy that uses his iPhone a lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems very quick so far. I don't know if there's an easy way to cache the 
output though. It seems to change every time you load the page.</P> 
<P>Since it's limited to a maximum of 12, it really shouldn't be a big drain on 
resources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586220 34476 470 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 1:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7586205" target=_blank>#455</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't remember how I did this, but I blocked the infolinks "feature" in IE8 
long ago because I found it very annoying when reading the Jpost and other sites 
that use it.</P> 
<P>If I remember how I did it, I will post it here for those lizards that would 
prefer to "opt out" of such ads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, thanks for offering to help reduce my income.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587335 34476 501 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 6:12:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/7587067" target=_blank>#497</A> 
redneckkahfir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, maybe you could do like a premier membership or something.I wold 
pony up $5 or $10 a month just for the news filtering and free analysis that I 
get here. Plus, the lizard army is consistently a couple of days (at least) 
ahead of the FMSM. think about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the contribution! There is an option to "subscribe" to LGF through 
Paypal for $10 a month - look for the button in the left 
sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586425 34477 171 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 2:17:52pm  
 
<P>Gotta be honest, I'm pretty much finished with Palin myself. If she quit for 
personal reasons, more power to her and I wish her well.</P> 
<P>If she thought it would help her politically, however, to bail out in the 
middle of her governorship, she has another think coming. I don't see how 
someone who quits a governor's position without a damned good reason (and she 
never gave a damned good reason) could ever seriously be considered for the job 
of President of the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586429 34477 175 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 2:19:01pm  
 
<P>Money is the worst reason to quit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586463 34477 208 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 2:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7586436" target=_blank>#182</A> 
iLikeCandy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's already done something: For good or ill, she got the end-of-life 
counseling provision out of whichever bill it was in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my view, that makes her "contribution" to the health care debate wholly 
destructive. She "succeeded" in getting a part of the bill removed that probably 
shouldn't have been, by using extremist language accusing her political 
opponents of promoting euthanasia and "death panels."</P> 
<P>It was some of the most blatantly cynical political maneuvering I've seen in 
a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07586699 34477 432 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 3:11:12pm  
 



<P>At a town hall sponsored by a conservative radio host in Las Vegas, a woman 
yells "Heil Hitler" to an Israeli man praising Israel's national health care 
system:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://flash.video.worldnow.com/klas/KLAS_17082009164
3202678_6031784B.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587224 34479 6 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 5:47:45pm  
 
<P>This set of videos may disappear from YouTube soon, for copyright 
reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587278 34479 16 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 5:59:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7587260" target=_blank>#12</A> Onslow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is curious:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D9A5GCC80&amp;show_article=1" 
target=_blank>Attorney: FBI trained NJ blogger to incite 
others</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that the person claiming the FBI taught Hal Turner to "incite others" is 
his lawyer.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587303 34479 22 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 6:06:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7587291" target=_blank>#18</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the prosecutor was just saying...</P> 
<P>"<STRONG>Prosecutors have acknowledged that Turner was an informant who spied 
on radical right-wing organizations</STRONG>, but the defense has said Turner 
was not working for the FBI when he allegedly made threats against Connecticut 
legislators and wrote that three federal judges in Illinois deserved to 
die."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody's arguing about whether he was an informer or not. The claim is that 
the FBI coached him to deliberately incite the wackos he was hanging around 
with, and the person making the claim is Turner's lawyer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07587433 34479 63 Charles Tue, Aug 18, 2009 6:38:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7587416" target=_blank>#59</A> sngnsgt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! Just walked in the door from a long day and am starting to catch up on 
things, Barry O's numbers are really taking a dump. Are people finally starting 
put down the Kool-Aid and smelling the coffee?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>America's beginning to wake up with a hangover. The worst pain is yet to 
come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589070 34482 16 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:36:08am  
 
<P>I see that some right wing blogs are actually saying she is a "Lyndon 
LaRouche Democrat," which verges on an outright lie.</P> 
<P>LaRouchians are NOT Democrats. They're not really Republicans either, but in 
this issue they are attaching themselves to the Republicans, because the crazy 
is so strong they're attracted like moths to a flame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589095 34482 35 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:41:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7589086" target=_blank>#27</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LaRouche is a Democrat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589102 34482 40 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:43:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7589096" target=_blank>#36</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has never been a member of the Republican Party, has he? He was a member 
of Democrat Party for many years. But, I would say that his "movement" cannot be 
classified as either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LaRouche is a nutjob, and trying to make him into a Democrat is simply 
dishonest no matter what his history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589110 34482 45 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:45:54am  
 
<P>If you describe Lyndon LaRouche as a "Democrat," you're deliberately 
misleading people for partisan reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589121 34482 55 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:48:32am  
 
<P>Look - I've been following LaRouche's twisted career for years. He is NOT a 
Democrat or a Republican -- he runs a weird contrarian cult that is basically 
opposed to everything. The fact that he ran as a Democrat means nothing; he 
chose that party affiliation purely out of necessity.</P> 
<P>When Al Gore ran for President, they compared HIM to Hitler. LaRouche is no 
Democrat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589122 34482 56 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:48:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7589113" target=_blank>#48</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's his description.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589142 34482 72 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:53:44am  



 
<P>OK, I won't argue. If you want to pretend he's a Democrat, and that proves 
the Democrats are responsible for all the town hall disruptions, have 
fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589150 34482 78 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:56:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7589147" target=_blank>#76</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles never said they had anything to do with Republicans, 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said very explicitly that he is neither a Democrat nor a 
Republican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589151 34482 79 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 8:56:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7589149" target=_blank>#77</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said the Democrats are responsible for ALL the town hall disruptions?</P> 
<P>(Am I being pedantic again?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589175 34482 100 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:01:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7589160" target=_blank>#87</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok. So, who said the Democrats are responsible for ALL the town hall 
disruptions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More pedantry. If you're trying to get me irritated, keep it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589183 34482 107 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:03:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7589179" target=_blank>#103</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lyndon_LaRouche" target=_blank>LaRouche 
has been associated with several different parties over the years:</A></P> 
<P>Socialist Workers PartyRevolutionary Tendency (Trotskyite)Spartacist 
LeagueCommittee for Independent Political ActionMaoist Progressive Labor 
PartyStudents for a Democratic SocietyNational Caucus of Labor CommitteesU.S. 
Labor Party</P> 
<P>He registered as a Democratic Party (despite the disapproval of the DNC)</P> 
<P>La Rouche is no Democrat, philosophically speaking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- he's no Democrat. It's simply dishonest to try to paint him 
as one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589204 34482 128 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:07:09am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7589190" target=_blank>#114</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Larouche is at the moronic convergence of left and right just like the 
Paulians and Birchers. It doesn't make any sense to squabble over labels. The 
Fact is that Larouche is now welcome on right. If he were to run today he'd get 
much more support from Republicans that he would from 
Democrats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Weekly Standard blog is labeling him a Democrat specifically for 
political reasons - they're trying to divert the blame for the extremism at town 
halls and confuse the issue. I get really weary of this kind of responsibility-
avoiding BS, no matter which party is doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589218 34482 142 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:09:33am  
 
<P>If you take a look at the LaRouche website, you won't be able to distinguish 
the front page from any mainstream right wing website. There is nothing 
"Democrat" or "left wing" about it AT ALL.</P> 
<P>The LaRouche cult is attaching itself to the right wing at this point in 
time. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589232 34482 156 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:12:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7589228" target=_blank>#152</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kind of hard to keep the nuts out of your party.</P> 
<P>Then again, if we have to own ours, the other side does was 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Democratic Party specifically denounced LaRouche.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589276 34482 196 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 9:25:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7589248" target=_blank>#171</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Recent article I just came across:</P> 
<P><A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/55601/like-it-or-not-larouche-
cultists-are-aligning-with-conservatives-on-health-care" target=_blank>Like It 
or Not, Larouche Cultists Are Aligning With Conservatives on Health Care</A>By 
DAVID WEIGEL 8/19/09 11:37 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't agree more with Weigel on this one. That Weekly Standard post is 
just blatantly dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589684 34482 540 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 10:35:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/7589562" target=_blank>#466</A> 
Greengolem64</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ad-hominem attacks on any side are never good...but having our legislators 
sinking to that level...well, you get what you ask for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ad hominem attacks are exactly the proper response to a lunatic who carries 
Hitler signs and says things like "Nazi health care."</P> 
<P>Treating this craziness like any other opinion is what got us into this sad 
state. We need more politicians who will stop treating the lunatics with kid 



gloves and make it clear that 1) they're crazy, and 2) their views deserve no 
respect from sane people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590975 34482 691 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 2:46:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/7590379" target=_blank>#668</A> 
Greengolem64</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First Charles...thank you.</P> 
<P>Now, what you are saying is:</P> 
<P>craziness = ad-homminem attacks or in-civility</P> 
<P>I said nothing about kid gloves. I am in total agreement that the crazies do 
not deserve to be debated with...</P> 
<P>And again...you are saying it is ok for our legislators to <STRONG>go 
postal</STRONG> on anyone deemed a loon...swell, so let the left label anyone 
who disagrees with the proposal as a loon then our legislators can get all ugly 
on anyone they want. If that is the case then don't get upset when these Town 
Halls get messy.</P> 
<P>GG</P> 
<P>DDA</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think he "went postal" at all. He didn't yell or scream at her. He 
didn't have her arrested. He simply gave her Hitler garbage exactly the respect 
it deserved, i.e., none. When someone says "how can you support this Nazi health 
program," the proper response is indeed, "What planet are you from?"</P> 
<P>I wouldn't have been as nice as Barney Frank, myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589709 34483 59 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 10:38:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7589636" target=_blank>#19</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I read Charles' text, "Glenn Beck" was green and underlined. When I 
floated my cursor over it, an advertisement popped up about how biblical 
prophecies are coming true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that one too. Makes perfect sense, because Beck promotes End Times woo 
on his show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589733 34483 69 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 10:41:43am  
 
<P>Zombie: I have to say, I don't think you can really make the claim that no 
one was ever arrested for threatening Bush. You can say you've found no reports 
of anyone being arrested, but unless you get a statement from the Secret Service 
on that, I don't think you can really claim to know for certain that no one was 
ever arrested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589749 34483 80 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 10:44:27am  
 
<P>As a matter of fact -- wasn't there an Islamist who went to the Saudi Academy 
in Virginia who was arrested for threatening Bush's life?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589757 34483 86 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 10:45:35am  
 



<P>Yep ... right here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/14815_Saudi_Connections_to_Alleged
_Assassination_Plotter" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589871 34483 153 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 11:05:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7589853" target=_blank>#142</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even more interesting is the fact that the co-founder of Color of Change is 
civil rights attorney Van Jones.</P> 
<P>In March, President Obama appointed Jones to serve as his so-called "green-
jobs czar," responsible for stimulating job growth in the environmental 
sector.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, Color of Change is a leftist group. But so what? What they are doing is 
providing factual material to these advertisers, showing the actual things Glenn 
Beck says, and asking them to reconsider advertising with the show based on 
Beck's extreme statements.</P> 
<P>I'm not a fan of boycotts in general, or of Color of Change, but the fact 
that they're a leftist group doesn't automatically turn them into lying 
demons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589914 34483 176 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 11:14:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7589899" target=_blank>#165</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back to the original issue at hand - the nature of boycotts and how exactly 
this is supposed to change Beck or Fox's programming.</P> 
<P>It can actually harm the boycotting business more than the entity being 
boycotted. Who actually loses here with people pulling their ads? The businesses 
that were running ads there were doing so for a good reason.</P> 
<P>Eyeballs. They got viewers to see their ads. No ads - no eyeballs, and no 
business being driven their way. Fox loses revenues, and Beck could lose his 
job, but I expect that unless all of his advertisers pull out, Fox will find 
others more than willing to jump at the time slots.</P> 
<P>They aren't going to go to his competition on CNN or MSNBC, because he's got 
<EM>better ratings than them</EM>.</P> 
<P>In a bad economy, this could be bad business for Farmers and all the rest of 
those businesses looking at boycotting Beck's show. Can they afford to jump 
ship?</P> 
<P>Mind you, I don't watch Beck (except for his hilarious video breakdown over 
vampires). I'm solely addressing the issue of the boycott.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, Fox is not actually losing much income from this, because the 
advertisers haven't pulled their ads from Fox in general, just from Beck's 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589919 34483 178 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 11:15:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7589914" target=_blank>#176</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, Fox is not actually losing much income from this, because the 
advertisers haven't pulled their ads from Fox in general, just from Beck's 
show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And this, by the way, means that Fox has no incentive at all to actually do 
anything about Beck's irresponsible extremism. It's an empty 
boycott.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07589990 34483 225 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 11:34:27am  
 
<P>At one of the California protests, they hanged Obama in effigy. Don't have a 
link handy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590017 34483 247 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 11:38:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7590010" target=_blank>#240</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like the boycott has turned into a <A 
href="http://blogs.dailymail.com/donsurber/2009/08/19/boycott-boosts-fox-news-
ratings/" target=_blank>ratings bonanza for Beck and Fox</A>. He, and the 
network overall, are seeing even higher ratings.</P> 
<P>It's like the old saw about Howard Stern. Half the people tune in because 
they like him. The other half tune in to get pissed off at what he has to say so 
they can report him to the FCC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one reason I said I'm not a fan of boycotts in general - they often 
backfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590229 34483 443 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:16:10pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.examiner.com/x-19673-Michelle-Obama-Examiner~y2009m8d13-
Death-to-Michelle-Obama-and-her-two-stupid-kids-sign-holder-detained--by-secret-
service" target=_blank>'Death to Michelle Obama and her two stupid kids' sign 
holder detained by secret service</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590249 34483 461 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:19:05pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3546
/3448134228_b72e96b07b.jpg&amp;imgrefurl=http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/4/16
/720847/-A-few-thousand-words-(picture-
intensive)&amp;usg=__WYUXkvPttfyt3IbAyuwj_UprT30=&amp;h=364&amp;w=500&amp;sz=92&
amp;hl=en&amp;start=6&amp;um=1&amp;tbnid=5somjklJfmj2ZM:&amp;tbnh=95&amp;tbnw=13
0&amp;prev=/images%3Fq%3D%2522death%2Bto%2Bobama%2522%2Bsigns%26hl%3Den%26safe%3
Doff%26client%3Dsafari%26rls%3Den%26sa%3DN%26um%3D1%26newwindow%3D1" 
target=_blank>More signs at the 4/15 tea party advocating death for 
Obama</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590277 34483 489 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:23:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/7590269" target=_blank>#481</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're anti-Obama, right enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One says "giving aid and comfort to terrorists is treason, punishable by 
death." On a sign about Obama giving money to Palestinians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07590294 34483 504 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:25:40pm  
 
<P>If you look through the hundreds of pictures posted at HuffPo from the April 
15 tea parties, there are quite a few that are threatening to various degrees. 
"Watering the tree of liberty" is a recurring theme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590366 34483 570 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/7590310" target=_blank>#520</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think many of them meant it as threatening, though it's my tendency 
to read them that way. People will insist on quoting Jefferson when they're 
irritated with their government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That particular quote, however, is explicitly about violent revolution. In 
the video of the Arizona 4409 group, they make a little joke about "are you 
gonna water the tree of liberty?" The people who put that quote on signs know 
exactly what it implies - it's a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590402 34483 604 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:44:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7590385" target=_blank>#588</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely correct. Jefferson was talking about violent revolution. He didn't 
fear it as he believed even democratic government is constantly encroached upon 
by tyranny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jefferson didn't fear violent revolution because he was in the middle of one, 
against England. The quote is specifically about the time Jefferson lived in, 
and is not supposed to be some kind of prescription for never-ending 
revolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07590443 34483 643 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 12:51:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/7590436" target=_blank>#636</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one about tax dollars to Hamas doesn't count, as Congress sends those 
dollars, and Obama is not mentioned on the sign.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he is -- "Thanks, Mr. O" is written at the bottom right of the top half 
of the sign...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07597295 34483 819 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 10:30:12pm  
 
<P>Good grief. The wackos always come out when everyone else is 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07593956 34485 110 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 9:56:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7593001" target=_blank>#104</A> scogind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"If there is just one other planet in the entire universe and beyond that has 
human life there can be no doubt there is a God." According to Carl Sagan that 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You put quotes around that sentence, but I've read a lot of Carl Sagan, and 
don't recall ever seeing that quote. Google has no results for it either.</P> 
<P>And from what I have read by Sagan, this does not sound at all like something 
he would have written. Where did you get the quote?</P> 
<P>Since you're a creationist, I suspect you either: 1) made it up, or 2) got it 
from a creationist website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07591411 34486 51 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 4:23:37pm  
 
<P>Come on now Cato. Bit much, don't you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07591675 34486 275 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 5:28:21pm  
 
<P>I love it when you get a world fresh from the dealer, and it still has that 
New World Odor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07591866 34486 432 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 6:13:59pm  
 
<P>Sleeper time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07591869 34486 434 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 6:14:46pm  
 
<P>Can't touch this!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07591963 34486 504 Charles Wed, Aug 19, 2009 6:34:28pm  
 
<P>Hmm, let's see. What might get somebody blocked? Maybe "masturbatory group 
think?"</P> 
<P>Yep, that'll do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07593722 34486 563 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 9:10:54am  
 
<P>Another sleeper shows up to defend these raving kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07595466 34486 572 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 2:41:19pm  
 
<P>Gotcha -- 500 pounds of ammonium nitrate, body armor, machine guns, rockets, 
no big deal. Anti-vaccination, New World Order, 9/11 conspiracy types with 
better weaponry than the cops ... so what?</P> 
<P>I'm just a hyperventilatin' California softie. Why, there's absolutely 
nothing odd about bringing AR15s to a Presidential rally. You convinced me.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07596174 34486 577 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 5:49:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7596026" target=_blank>#576</A> ernunnos</EM></P> 
<P>I get it. You see some kind of validation of the Second Amendment.</P> 
<P>I'm a fan of the Second Amendment too, which may surprise you.</P> 



<P>But at the Phoenix rally, I saw a bunch of extremist jackasses with loony 
ideas, packing high-powered weapons. No responsible gun owner would ever defend 
this kind of behavior.</P> 
<P>Yet, here you are, defending these morons.</P> 
<P>And when legislation restricting Second Amendment rights gets passed, there 
you'll be, complaining about how unjustified it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07596278 34486 579 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 6:08:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7596270" target=_blank>#578</A> ernunnos</EM></P> 
<P>When one of them decides it's time to "water the tree of liberty," will you 
still defend them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594495 34492 121 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 11:38:10am  
 
<P>Welp, here come the socks. 35 hatchlings, 2 puppets so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594539 34492 154 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 11:42:57am  
 
<P>There are a couple of people previously banned that I'm allowing to re-
register, but they'll be monitored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594813 34492 391 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:15:17pm  
 
<P>Interesting. The new version of jQuery I just installed behaves differently 
with the reply and quote features. I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594852 34492 426 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:22:02pm  
 
<P>OK, the nested replies shouldn't be a problem any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594857 34492 431 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:22:26pm  
 
<P>But you'll have to reload the page to get the new Javascript code 
installed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07594883 34492 457 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:27:32pm  
 
<P>The hatchlings' usernames:</P> 
<P>ukyankBothAndWorldKeelyndmonBeklaraiglejmbporterStreetiebirddeeezlejock_cagne
yMr_JFive-Skinbikers66Sunrayilliniguy09NoJoeyPAUL_MACDONALDGordon 
StandsStatticofenrisdesignsAtanarjuatAldoEyeOnTheWorldInTheFishFloppyduskitsmeho
neyEl fantasma de General Pinochet264TomNospamforMOJanglerNPLUncle 
MeatDP2572pam364HochmeistersanduBoris 
BadenovsaschababrobazMikenewhampPatApzaretspoosmithpaige_madisonmdmntrmrs. 
teasdalepaigemadisonleomrchaosdrewLuke 
Blackburnmikentexasvictoroftheapesmt3_1234juanitambegejKubern21Surabaya 
StewsconnieRiptides</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07594911 34492 484 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:31:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7594902" target=_blank>#476</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>paige_madison</P> 
<P>paigemadison</P> 
<P>Two of 'em?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong email address the first time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07595003 34492 569 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 12:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/7594977" target=_blank>#544</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://publicpolicypolling.blogspot.com/2009/08/huckabee-continues-
to-come-closest-for.html" target=_blank>Huckabee does best in head to head 
w/Obama</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Portrait of a dying party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07595605 34493 20 Charles Thu, Aug 20, 2009 3:21:47pm  
 
<P>Fixed those script timeouts on long comment threads in Internet Exploder, by 
the way. It was the Infolinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598384 34498 995 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 8:39:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/966/7598355" target=_blank>#966</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The United Church of Christ ("UCC") is the most left-wing of the Protestant 
denominations. It advocates strongly for "social justice", meaning government-
coerced redistributions of wealth from rich to poor. It is Jeremiah Wright's 
church, and that of President Obama. The church also strongly supports gay 
marriage, although Obama opposes that.</P> 
<P>Americans United For Separation of Church and State has been accused of being 
an adjunct of the Democratic Party: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=102841" target=_blank>www.wnd.com...</A>] They 
deny this, and the controversy continues.</P> 
<P>Coulter is a conservative ideologue and pundit. It's natural that she would 
clash with this organization. It sells more books.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World Nut Daily's credibility when it comes to issues like this is absolutely 
nonexistent. They promote fanatical fundamentalist Christianity, and they will 
lie and libel people with no compunction to achieve this goal.</P> 
<P>Americans United For Separation of Church and State drives them even crazier 
than they already are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598720 34499 25 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:14:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7598702" target=_blank>#13</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the part that I have been highlighting over and over on LGF...</P> 



<P>I have no problem with end-of-life counseling, but if you read this whole 
section carefully, it can be ORDERED by the doctor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please quote the section of the bill that authorizes doctors to ORDER end of 
life counseling.</P> 
<P>It doesn't exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598739 34499 42 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:17:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7598725" target=_blank>#30</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that if we are going to have a bill, then it would be a meaningful 
item to have covered. But the way it read currently, it can be ordered without 
you asking for it, as pointed out by Krauthamer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Krauthammer did NOT say that at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598763 34499 59 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7598744" target=_blank>#45</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Page 426...</P> 
<P>1 ‘‘(F)(i) Subject to clause (ii), an explanation of2 orders regarding life 
sustaining treatment or similar3 orders, which shall include—4 ‘‘(I) the reasons 
why the development of5 such an order is beneficial to the individual and6 the 
individual’s family and the reasons why7 such an order should be updated 
periodically as8 the health of the individual changes;9 ‘‘(II) the information 
needed for an indi10vidual or legal surrogate to make informed deci11sions 
regarding the completion of such an12 order; and13 ‘‘(III) the identification of 
resources that14 an individual may use to determine the require15ments of the 
State in which such individual re16sides so that the treatment wishes of that 
indi17vidual will be carried out if the individual is un...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>That section deals with doctors ordering the <EM>government program</EM> to 
provide end of life counseling -- at the <EM>patient's 
request</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598780 34499 74 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:26:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7598773" target=_blank>#67</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't read it that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you are reading it wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598796 34499 87 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7598788" target=_blank>#81</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if it doesn't give the govt control over end-of-life decisions, I do 
think it is better that the provision was removed form the bill. If Medicare is 
paying for such things, there is a real risk that it creates the appearance of a 
financial incentive to reduce end-of-life expenses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Medicare is already giving end of life care:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.urban.org/publications/1000442.html" 
target=_blank>www.urban.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598812 34499 102 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:33:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7598804" target=_blank>#95</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think is is that bothersome, but I do think it could be interpreted 
to be something that a doctor could tell you you had to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it cannot be interpreted that way, unless you're deliberately trying to 
misrepresent what it said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598827 34499 114 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:36:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7598817" target=_blank>#107</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the language was rock solid and not open to any other end, then why has it 
become and issue that couldn't be simply explained and then we go 
on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because people are distorting and misrepresenting it, and spreading 
falsehoods about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598833 34499 120 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:37:47am  
 
<P>And yes, many politicians pointed out over and over and over that the 
provisions in Section 1233 were completely voluntary, with no compulsion.</P> 
<P>Who cares? DEATH PANELS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598884 34499 163 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:51:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7598865" target=_blank>#147</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you have open ended questions that don't get answered, then you have 
people filling in the blanks. The fact that this provision is at that point is 
solely the fault of the Politicians - NOT the folks asking the 
questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But this question WAS answered, as soon as it was raised by Sarah "Death 
Panels" Palin. It was answered repeatedly -- and it didn't stop the smear from 
spreading on the right. Both Gingrich and Steele actually <EM>supported</EM> 
Palin in this.</P> 
<P>The GOP cultivated ignorance on this one, and "won" a political "victory" 
through lying and distortion. As Krauthammer wrote, the GOP deliberately debased 
the debate, not out of any concern for the people of America, but to score a 
crappy political win that doesn't help anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598907 34499 186 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 10:57:51am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7598897" target=_blank>#176</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "crappy political win" stopped a potentially horrific bill being passed 
without review or consent by anyone. You may not be happy with the methods used 
to get a temporary stay on this health bill, but I appreciate that we don't have 
a signed sealed and delivered bill that no one understands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so I guess you're conceding my point -- that the "questions" were 
answered right away, but it had no effect because of the campaign of lies.</P> 
<P>Now you're simply arguing that because it worked, I should be applauding the 
liars.</P> 
<P>And meanwhile, a section was removed from the health care bill that by all 
appearances would have provided a valuable service to people reaching the ends 
of their lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598953 34499 227 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 11:10:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7598916" target=_blank>#194</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You, and the press can try and make the Republicans and Sarah the villains, 
but REALITY is that many Democrats think they cannot support this 
bill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, me and the press, in bed together. Why, just this morning, I was 
discussing how best to demonize Sarah Palin, with Pinchy Sulzberger and Maureen 
Dowd, on a conference call with the editors of the LA Times and the Washington 
Post. We'll be coordinating our efforts from now on. Sarah's <EM>goin' 
down</EM>.</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07598969 34499 239 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 11:18:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7598961" target=_blank>#234</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know the Death Panels comment was NOT about end of life counseling. 
(because you can read)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? What I'm reading is a whole lot of people declaring victory on the 
issue because the end of life section was removed. If the "death panel" remark 
had nothing to do with it, why crow about winning?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599051 34499 314 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 11:41:17am  
 
<P>The web server had a little hiccup and restarted itself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07600183 34499 405 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 4:24:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7598965" target=_blank>#236</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, this provision of the bill, while it includes end of life counseling, 
also includes advice and information about things like living wills and health 
care proxies, things far too few people avail themselves of that have nothing 
whatsoever to do with "end of life." In fact, every adult should have 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Totally agree, Lynn. You read it the same way I did -- there's nothing 
threatening or unusual about that section. That's why I get frustrated when 
people continue to post things about it that I know are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07602170 34499 422 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 10:22:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7600400" target=_blank>#412</A> sixoh1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin even attempted to clear this up in a later Facebook post about this 
remarking that "end of life counseling" was NOT what she intended to 
attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you folks who are trying to make this excuse should let Charles 
Krauthammer know that he's wrong too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599467 34500 340 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 12:47:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7599451" target=_blank>#325</A> 
NotoriouslyConservative</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I'm of the opinion that you should bite me. And you don't get to pimp 
your stupid blog post attacking me, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599721 34501 11 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 1:50:50pm  
 
<P>If his story is true, I can't help thinking this wasn't the best use of 
government money -- paying a neo-Nazi to spread hatred over the airwaves and the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599741 34501 21 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 1:54:52pm  
 
<P>There's <A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2008/01/11/neo-nazi-
threatmaker-accused-of-working-for-fbi/" target=_blank>more evidence than just 
Turner's word</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Jan. 1, unidentified hackers electronically confronted Turner in the forum 
of his website for “The Hal Turner Show.” After a heated exchange, they told 
Turner that they had successfully hacked into his E-mails and found 
correspondence with an FBI agent who is apparently Turner’s handler. Then they 
posted an alleged July 7 E-mail to the agent in which Turner hands over a 
message from someone who sent in a death threat against Sen. Russ Feingold (D-
Wisc.). “Once again,” Turner writes to his handler, “my fierce rhetoric has 
served to flush out a possible crazy.” In what is allegedly a portion of another 
E-mail, Turner discusses the money he is paid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599744 34501 24 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 1:56:12pm  
 
<P>Of course, Turner could have staged the whole hacker stunt 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07599755 34501 31 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 1:58:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7599746" target=_blank>#26</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The prob is that it's anon and b-chan jacking with this, so who knows what's 
true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if it's true - just mentioning that this claim's been going 
around for a while, and there are people who say they have 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07600115 34503 12 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 4:03:55pm  
 
<P>Just added an Amazon widget if you want to hear what the rest of their album 
sounds like. I have it -- it's great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07600160 34503 48 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 4:16:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7600142" target=_blank>#31</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If one were to click through an Infolinks ad to Amazon, would you still get 
the Associates cut? Doesn't look like you would.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In that case I get paid through the Infolinks CPA system. Not sure which is 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07600452 34503 308 Charles Fri, Aug 21, 2009 6:24:53pm  
 
<P>Really now, folks. Have an adult beverage, it's Friday night.</P> 
<P>As we used to say growing up in HI, ain't no beeg ting, 
braddah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603336 34507 669 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 4:04:51pm  
 
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">669</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
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<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Aug 22, 
2009 4:04:51pm </EM></TD> 
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<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
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07603023 34508 9 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 2:00:30pm  
 
<P>Every new thread is a clean slate.</P> 
<P>(Or else I'll delete your comment.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07603035 34508 16 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 2:02:42pm  
 
<P>One again, we have a pissing match going on, and once again, people want to 
continue it from thread to thread.</P> 
<P>No matter how many times I point out that the vast majority of readers are 
very turned off by the pointless back and forth bickering, it keeps 
happening.</P> 
<P>Knock it off please, and chill out. Don't make me start blocking 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603075 34508 49 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 2:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7603028" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, Here's the <A href="http://recessrally.com/" target=_blank>Recess Rally 
Website</A>Check out the list of organizers. Here's the face book page for <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=44596143069" target=_blank>American 
Liberty Alliance</A>, headed by Paulian Eric Odom. Here's <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=395903&amp;op=1&amp;o=all&amp;view=a
ll&amp;subj=44596143069&amp;aid=-1&amp;oid=44596143069&amp;id=501274985" 
target=_blank>Photos from American Liberty Alliance</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Young Obamanian ape seen in Kenya</BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603381 34508 294 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 4:25:03pm  
 
<P>Just checking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603584 34508 451 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 5:33:37pm  
 
<P>Yeah, I'm messing around in the code. I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603606 34508 470 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 5:44:43pm  
 
<P>OK, comment posting in links is now fixed. Reload, 
grasshoppers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603651 34509 18 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 6:28:07pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603661 34509 28 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 6:30:46pm  
 
<P>The video above is now part of a YouTube playlist that lets you watch the 
whole concert if you are so inclined...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603729 34509 88 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 6:53:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7603715" target=_blank>#76</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What an amazing group of musicians. I hope Charles had a chance to play with 
some of them. If not, what an influence anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I played with several of the musicians on that stage -- sometimes publicly, 
sometimes not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07603942 34509 291 Charles Sat, Aug 22, 2009 8:51:10pm  
 
<P>Interesting who you find hanging out at stalker blogs these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605263 34510 901 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:57:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/7605152" target=_blank>#793</A> Lady E</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand. What's a sock puppet? I'm sorry if I'm offending you with 
my question about Macker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know damned well what a sock puppet is. You have the same IP as 'Macker,' 
don't you?</P> 
<P>And Macker knows damned well why his account was blocked, 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605334 34510 967 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 10:18:45am  
 
<P>Macker just sent a nasty email, to top it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605365 34510 997 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 10:30:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/976/7605343" target=_blank>#976</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did he do? I don't mean to pry, but no one here knows, and I for one 
would like to know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't reveal some things, because the trolls will change their 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605457 34511 26 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:03:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7605446" target=_blank>#17</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn Sanford - you need a (D) behind your name - then this would all be 
cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't seem to help Eliot Spitzer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605468 34511 36 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:06:04am  
 
 
 
<P>This "death book" garbage is giving me another huge headache.</P> 



<P>With all the valid criticisms you can make of nationalized health care, the 
best the GOP can do is ... lie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605483 34511 50 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:10:05am  
 
<P>The Republican Party is damaging itself enormously with these "death" scare 
tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605554 34511 119 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:31:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7605534" target=_blank>#100</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the "Veteran's Death Book" as their calling it. Read it yourself and 
make your own decision about it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www1.va.gov/pugetsound/docs/ylyc.pdf" target=_blank>Your 
Life, Your Choices.</A> - It's a pdf file. May load slowly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's what the right wing blogs are calling a "death book?"</P> 
<P>Wow. Just. Freaking. Wow.</P> 
<P>This tactic just reeks of desperation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605607 34511 168 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:48:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7605594" target=_blank>#158</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder how many stories the AP has run on John Edwards looming possible 
indictment on campaign finance fraud stemming from illegal payments to his 
"baby's mama", funneled through multimillionaire, fat-cat campaign contributors. 
Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to wonder. Just go and look it up at Google News if you're 
curious.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://news.google.com/news/search?pz=1&amp;ned=us&amp;hl=en&amp;q=%22john
+edwards%22" target=_blank>news.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>About 2,206 results. Lots of coverage of the finance fraud 
allegations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605617 34511 176 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 11:50:52am  
 
<P>Somebody's going around and signing me up for spam lists and junk mail lists 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605939 34511 300 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7605898" target=_blank>#299</A> 
keithtell</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605739 34512 1 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 12:39:50pm  
 



<P>We've had birthers for a while. Now we have deathers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605810 34512 61 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7605763" target=_blank>#19</A> 
directorblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, perhaps there is some unfounded paranoia about <I>Your Life Your 
Choices</I>, but it definitely has a bias against medical treatment.</P> 
<P>Compare that to the most widely distributed living will, which Towey 
authored. <I>Five Wishes</I> has received positive reviews from not only 
Consumer Reports but also an NCI-NIH study that praised its even-handed 
treatment of a difficult ethical situation.</P> 
<P>Unlike YLYC, Five Wishes advocates neither for nor against medical 
treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read the whole thing. If there's a bias against medical treatment, it 
didn't jump out at me. Examples?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605885 34512 132 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:21:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7605816" target=_blank>#67</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Page 21. Dialysis, Nursing home care, and even wheelchairs are only 
"acceptable" at best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think those things are all wonderful? Should there have been a choice 
for "No problem! Everything's cool!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605891 34512 137 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:22:31pm  
 
<P>Come on!</P> 
<P>"Difficult but acceptable" is the best you can say about all those 
options.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605926 34512 171 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:30:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7605912" target=_blank>#157</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. The issue is end of life planning, and whether or not this pamphlet is 
a sneaky attempt to cut costs by trying to influence people to ask their own 
medical care to be terminated, posing as a means to help people articulate and 
therefore achieve their own personal choices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The entire purpose of the document, stated over and over in very clear terms, 
is that people at the end of their lives need to be aware of these issues and 
take steps to deal with them, before it becomes too difficult for one reason or 
another.</P> 
<P>This seems like a strange way to sneak in encouragement for euthanasia -- by 
strongly urging people to learn and think for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605933 34512 178 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:32:52pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7605914" target=_blank>#159</A> LA 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly my point. I don't need a collection of questions of "How the 
Government is going to take away my freedoms". I need the defeat of any proposal 
that aim to do that. Once the children are no longer the majority in the House, 
then we can have a discussion of free market insurance reforms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, you want it defeated entirely. That's fine. At least you're honest 
about it, unlike Sarah Palin and Michael Steele and Fox News, who are promoting 
alarmism and lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605955 34512 199 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7605923" target=_blank>#168</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I'm getting around in a wheelchair with oxygen assist, like Ted, and 
loving life, participating here on LGF, and doing heaven knows what else that's 
fun and fulfilling, I'd at least like the option of checking off "I'm fine, 
thank you very much" if not "life is great and I'm thankful for the things that 
let me live it". Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, I think all of that is wonderful and I don't mean to denigrate anyone, 
but this document isn't some kind of quiz where you have to check off answers 
and get a grade -- it's just advice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07605961 34512 205 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 1:40:30pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper just melted down in the previous thread. Two years without a 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606066 34512 306 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 2:16:27pm  
 
<P>What's really behind this "death" hysteria -- most Republicans would prefer 
to see the whole health care bill go down in flames, but they have neither the 
votes nor the influence to make this happen in an above-board way. So instead, 
they're playing the dirtiest kind of populist politics, trying to scare enough 
people that there will be a populist revolt similar to what happened with that 
ill-fated immigration bill.</P> 
<P>It's a tactic that will probably backfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607089 34512 571 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:15:41pm  
 
<P>Unfreakingbelievable.</P> 
<P>Now, if you dare to disagree with the right wing talking point of the day, 
people will actually call you "inhuman."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607022 34513 94 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 8:21:30pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607131 34513 103 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:28:18pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7607122" target=_blank>#102</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to advocate lying and cheating for political gain, do it at your 
own blog. I'm tried of seeing this crap at mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606355 34514 8 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 4:21:08pm  
 
<P>Magazines and TV shows have very little relationship to any kind of science. 
There may have been MSM stories, but it's a myth that any significant number of 
reputable scientists believed we were entering an Ice Age.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606381 34514 18 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 4:27:21pm  
 
<P>Uh - I suggest watching the videos before bringing up long-debunked points 
that he deals with very thoroughly...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607100 34514 469 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:19:46pm  
 
<P>We've got a real tag team of ignorance going on in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607114 34514 474 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/7607106" target=_blank>#471</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The last video of the four you posted ends with a mention of the next two 
videos. We'd like to see them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there something stopping you from finding them yourself at 
YouTube?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607123 34514 477 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:25:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/7607065" target=_blank>#458</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another theory (which makes more sense to me) was that we have net increased 
co2 becasue of increased temperatures (not the other way around) resulting from 
increased solar activity and gradual warming of oceans over years.THe graphs 
demonstrate that C02 is a laging indicator to solar activity and warming and not 
a leading indicator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could not possibly write this nonsense if you had watched the very first 
video above.</P> 
<P>You haven't even watched the videos you're dismissing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07607182 34514 488 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 9:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/7607159" target=_blank>#484</A> danrudy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/7607123" target=_blank>#477</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>i have to get to sleep...</P> 



<P>However, I did watch most of them as I mentioned above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe you. You just asked an anti-AGW talking point question about 
the "carbon lag" effect, and a big part of the first video was specifically 
about that very issue. It was answered very convincingly, with evidence 
cited.</P> 
<P>I'm not surprised that you're dismissing the evidence without even looking at 
it, but it's interesting to see it so graphically confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07608284 34514 531 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 8:30:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7607521" target=_blank>#513</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, maybe they didn't unanimously agree there was going to be an Ice Age, 
but plenty of leading scientists certainly thought so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is: the anti-AGW talking point that there was previously a 
scientific consensus that the Earth was entering an Ice Age is simply not true. 
There may have been a few scientists who believed that, but the vast majority of 
scientists in the 60s and 70s were already accepting that the Earth's climate 
was warming, not cooling.</P> 
<P>The American Meteorological Society actually did a study of this, and showed 
conclusively that the Ice Age claim is simply a myth:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ams.allenpress.com/perlserv/?request=get-
abstract&amp;doi=10.1175%2F2008BAMS2370.1&amp;ct=1" 
target=_blank>ams.allenpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606776 34515 4 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 6:29:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7606760" target=_blank>#3</A> HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa..I'm a big Billy Cobham fan.. I think Billy is a top 5 drummer of all 
time</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gavin's in that class.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606801 34515 8 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 6:35:06pm  
 
<P>Apparently, I'm <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://c
aesartort.blogspot.com/2009/08/henry-hotspur-splendid-critique-
of.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>a liberal who saw the light 
after 9/11 when he transformed into a so-called “anti-jihadist” and installed 
himself as the Grand Inquisitor of conservatism</A>. Who knew?</P> 
<P>Oh, and also a homosexual propagandist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606881 34515 26 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 6:54:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/23/magazine/23FOB-medium-
t.html?partner=rss&amp;emc=rss&amp;pagewanted=all" target=_blank>The Feminist 
Hawks</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hawkish sites that have taken up feminism include Little Green Footballs, 
Jihad Watch and Horowitz’s FrontPage Magazine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What complete crap!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07606884 34515 28 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 6:55:07pm  
 
<P>In addition to being a homosexual propagandist, I've recently "taken up 
feminism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07606928 34515 53 Charles Sun, Aug 23, 2009 7:11:35pm  
 
<P>When the New York Times smears you as a sneaky ultra-rightie on the same day 
that a far right site smears you as a sneaky ultra-leftie, I believe that counts 
as a win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07608351 34517 612 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 8:46:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/7608207" target=_blank>#475</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly think Charles is only upset that LGF was placed within the same 
sentence as Jihad Watch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be ridiculous.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But nowhere in the article was LGF 'smeared' as a 'sneaky ultra-
rightie.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The intent of that paragraph is clear as glass: to imply that LGF is only 
latching onto the feminism issue to justify continuing the hawkish war on 
terror.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07608398 34517 659 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 8:59:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/7608363" target=_blank>#624</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the clear intention of the article? If so, it certainly is not clear 
as glass.</P> 
<P>Because I did not read it that way. That is one <STRONG>implication</STRONG> 
of the article, if you decide to interpret it in that 
direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you must be reading this article through an ideological filter, because 
it's not even hidden. The whole article is a put-down of the "feminist 
hawks."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07608907 34517 798 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 11:08:27am  
 
<P>Testing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07608570 34518 55 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 9:40:04am  
 
<P>Notice that the meeting took place at an Assemblies of God church -- the 
ultra-fundamentalist Pentecostal sect that does not believe in separation of 
church and state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07608592 34518 64 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 9:45:25am  
 
<P>At the Orlando tea party this weekend:</P> 
<P>1) an Alex Jones fan with an Obama joker sign raving about an international 
banker conspiracy: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/iamaaronmartin/3852744372/in/set-
72157622130056198/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>2) Obama as Hitler: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/iamaaronmartin/3851954893/in/set-
72157622130056198/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610186 34518 560 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 3:08:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/7609697" target=_blank>#555</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Charles is looking, I wonder if some lizards are having trouble logging 
in.In Noscript, I had to allow Googleapis or the login button stayed grayed 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, 'googleapis' is the Google content server, and to speed things up I've 
started loading the jQuery Javascript file from there. (It's a recommended 
practice, helps the pages load faster.)</P> 
<P>And that's a perfect example of why I wrote the other day that I wasn't too 
crazy about NoScript, by the way. It hides problems like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609046 34519 4 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 11:40:59am  
 
<P>This text message just came in over my iPhone:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breaking (2:32pm EDT): An internal CIA report says interrogators threatened 
to kill 9/11 suspect’s children.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609066 34519 16 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 11:44:07am  
 
<P>Ugh. Threatening to kill someone's children, if that's true, is something I 
can't support at all.</P> 
<P>Now I'm beginning to wonder if there's more waiting to come 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609148 34519 57 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 11:57:44am  
 
<P>Sorry, but I will never believe it's a good idea to authorize government 
agents to threaten anyone's children. Terrorist or not. It's simply wrong.</P> 
<P>Some of you people who support that are also the ones who criticize Obama for 
wanting to give the government too much power. Why would you trust that same 
government to have free agents with the authority to threaten 
children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609164 34519 68 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:00:59pm  
 
<P>This is the first time I've ever heard that terror suspects' children's lives 
were threatened, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07609172 34519 75 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7609159" target=_blank>#64</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but it's pretend. The interrogators were acting. When it comes to 
extracting information to save American lives, i don't care what you tell the 
guy. We are talking about life and death here and if you can put the fear of 
Allah into a guy by telling him something terrible will happen if he doesn't 
talk, why wouldn't you? I don't see any moral problem, as long as there is no 
actual intention to carry out said threat. Are we becoming a nation of 
crybabies? Oooh, let's not make the bad man think scary 
thoughts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. There's a whole lot you can do to interrogate even a hardened Al 
Qaeda terrorist without descending to the level of threatening the lives of 
children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609286 34519 154 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:23:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7609269" target=_blank>#141</A> 
skiflorida</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think our "host" can take care of himself. You all are so touchy. The point 
is I don't want a wee-wee man afraid to deal very roughly with the enemy trying 
to defend me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, I can. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609290 34519 157 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:24:17pm  
 
<P>If it's being a 'wee-wee man' to be against government agents threatening the 
lives of children, well, that's me then. Mr. Wee Wee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609377 34519 232 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:42:47pm  
 
<P>Look. I've been a supporter of harsh interrogation techniques in the 
aftermath of 9/11 throughout the history of this blog. Even waterboarding, 
although I do believe that one does fall into the category of torture.</P> 
<P>But threatening children? Nope. That's way too far for the government to be 
going.</P> 
<P>There's a huge difference between bombing a terrorist camp in Afghanistan and 
killing children because they were present, and threatening to kill the children 
of a man who's helpless in your custody.</P> 
<P>It's not necessary. It's debasing to the interrogators, and the country, to 
allow this. There are other ways that probably work better to get any 
information you think you'll get by threatening someone's children.</P> 
<P>And the CIA, last time I looked, does indeed have the power to carry out 
threats like this. A threat doesn't mean much unless it can be carried 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609422 34519 271 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:50:05pm  
 



<P>But on the larger issue of Holder's investigation, I think this is a rotten 
development, and isn't going to help either the country or the CIA. But it isn't 
like you couldn't see it coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609435 34519 282 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:51:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7609424" target=_blank>#273</A> Dahveed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a professor in college show a picture of Hitler holding two small 
children before he took power. He asked if you could go back in time and stop 
Hitler from taking power by killing him and the two children, would you? There 
were some that said no because the kids were innocent and they did nothing to 
deserve being killed. I took the position, as did several others, that if the 
two kids dying were the price of keeping millions alive, then it was a small 
price to pay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the problem with most 'ticking bomb' scenarios, by the way. They 
rarely exist in reality. You can't go back in time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609478 34519 319 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 12:56:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7609466" target=_blank>#309</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>: I was hanging back in the prior thread, clicking 
new comments--and the fact that there was a new thread up did not even appear 
(as it normally does) at the upper and lower right.</P> 
<P>There may be some little code breakdown there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I changed some code -- now that you've reloaded, it will 
work...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07609734 34520 112 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 1:40:36pm  
 
<P>I am getting absolutely bombarded with spam today, that's getting through my 
filters somehow. 732 spam emails so far today!</P> 
<P>Do the spammers have a new technique?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610244 34521 200 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 3:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7610233" target=_blank>#191</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.thedailybeast.com/video/item/glenn-becks-swine-flu-
conspiracy-theory/" target=_blank>Beck's Swine Flu Theory</A> 
(video)Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the video embedded:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://www.tdbimg.com/files/2009/04/27/vid-glenn-
becks-swine-flu-conspiracy-
theory_213404204423.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610311 34522 13 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 3:42:50pm  
 
<P>Bachmann has been touted as a possible prez candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610363 34522 52 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 3:54:33pm  
 
<P>Yes, Presidential candidate. She'll run with the Weird Nut Drooly Party:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=106941" 
target=_blank>www.wnd.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610422 34522 106 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 4:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7610385" target=_blank>#70</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you installed Snow Leopard yet? Or is it still a day or two 
before it's released from the cage? I'm a bit curious as to whether it's worth 
the upgrade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comes out Friday -- it's definitely worth $29, though. I know people who've 
installed developer versions and love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610864 34524 30 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 6:23:38pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck's marketable assets: pouting, complaining, and crying. And arguing 
with idiots. And Hitler.</P> 
<P>Resonatin' wit da base, yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610938 34524 82 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 6:57:08pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07611357 34524 154 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 9:50:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7611352" target=_blank>#153</A> LA 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610933 34525 4 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 6:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7610917" target=_blank>#1</A> Last Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, so, let's say I'm running 10.5 right now. Do I need to wipe off my hard 
drive and reinitialize it when I install 10.6? I seem to recall an earlier 
comment that suggested that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it. If so, I'll let you know when I get the upgrade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07610970 34525 12 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 7:08:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7610946" target=_blank>#6</A> Last Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Wiping my whole hard drive clean is a hassle that I'd be too lazy to 
face for a while.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did you hear that rumor, by the way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07611297 34525 282 Charles Mon, Aug 24, 2009 8:49:02pm  
 
<P>I'm always amazed at the kinds of underhanded crap people will pull.</P> 
<P>After spamming LGF's spinoff links with every single post he ever put on his 
blog, and presuming mightily on my hospitality, Carl from Jerusalem links to 
Gates of Vienna at his blog tonight -- and for some reason, skips posting that 
one here.</P> 
<P>Carl has never posted a single link that didn't go to his blog. And now he 
won't be using my site to promote himself any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07619995 34525 407 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 9:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7615376" target=_blank>#406</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carl did not start at LGF. For many years he was a contributor to Taranto's 
BotWT and had his own e-mail list.</P> 
<P>If Carl's behavior was wrong why didn't someone politely tell him to limit 
his links instead waiting until he's banned to knock him?</P> 
<P>Carl also happens to run one of the more important pro-Israel blogs around, I 
think that this banning diminishes LGF and its community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm absolutely not going to allow LGF to be used to promote anyone who links 
to Gates of Vienna, and I'm shocked that you would defend this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07624182 34525 409 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 9:49:47pm  
 
<P>I think it's sad that you don't understand the seriousness of choosing to 
link to sites like Gates of Vienna. That's your decision to make -- if you want 
to minimize it and believe it's just a petty personal squabble, it's your 
choice.</P> 
<P>But the bottom line is simple: I will not allow LGF to be used to promote 
that site, or any of the sites that are allied with it. That's my choice, and 
it's not going to change. I will have nothing to do with people who promote 
fascist creeps.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612306 34528 18 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 8:33:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7612299" target=_blank>#15</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/jeff-poor/2009/08/24/cnbcs-cramer-
glenn-beck-advertisers-i-think-they-all-come-back-end" target=_blank>CNBC's 
Cramer on Glenn Beck Advertisers: 'I Think They All Come Back in the 
End'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and as we all know, Jim Cramer's talent for making accurate predictions 
is legendary.</P> 
<P><SUB><CODE>cough</CODE></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07612325 34528 33 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 8:38:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7612312" target=_blank>#23</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<P>The Fox statement about moving the ads to other shows is actually quite old -
- they issued it last week.</P> 
<P>If anyone thinks that 36 advertisers dropping one specific show for a 
specific reason isn't bothering Fox News, you're dreaming. That's a lot of 
advertisers making a negative statement about Glenn Beck, and I guarantee the 
suits at Fox are hearing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612366 34528 71 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 8:49:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7612326" target=_blank>#34</A> cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long before the messiah sets his sites on LGF? Who will stand for you 
then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it certainly won't be Glenn Beck standing for LGF. He's already 
viciously attacked me on his TV show, by name.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a punk and a jackass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612401 34528 106 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 8:55:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7612392" target=_blank>#97</A> Noam 
Chumpski</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, just bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612418 34528 122 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:00:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7612370" target=_blank>#75</A> cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ad hominum attacks are benath you Charles, or at least they should 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is also a racist kook who promotes the John Birch Society, Ron 
Paul, End Times nonsense, creationism, and a host of other garbage ideas that 
are doing enormous damage to the conservative movement.</P> 
<P>In addition to being a punk and a jackass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612438 34528 142 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:03:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7612436" target=_blank>#140</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope we don't have another one of those "undead zombie troll" situations 
today. That was too creepy last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what caused that - won't happen again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612478 34528 182 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:11:17am  
 
<P>I see we have some stealth dingers going through the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07612484 34528 188 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:12:47am  
 
<P>We now have two fewer stealth dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612540 34528 243 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:23:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7612534" target=_blank>#237</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush is on a roll this morning calling Obama a fascist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612551 34528 254 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:25:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7612537" target=_blank>#240</A> 
midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the article posted at #131? You are quoted 
accurately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure did ...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33368_Little_Green_Footballs_at_th
e_Daily_Beast" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612614 34528 316 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:38:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7612585" target=_blank>#287</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rarely catch Beck, although that's due mainly to my schedule, rather than 
any active dislike of him but I have not seen anything that merits calling for 
his removal from the air.We have a government media mis-informational complex at 
work here in this country that overshadows anything Eisenhower warned us about 
in the '50's. FOX, imperfect as they may be, is one of the few outlets that 
stands athwart that complex. They deserve support, not calls for boycott and 
advertiser abandonment. They've got mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they don't deserve support. Glenn Beck is promoting really bad people and 
causes, including outright racist kook groups like the John Birch Society. If 
you support Glenn Beck, you're supporting rabid extremism and conspiracy 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612654 34528 355 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:50:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7612638" target=_blank>#340</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine, then don't support FOX. I'll keep my own counsel on who I do and do not 
support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would never try to take away your right to support extremism and conspiracy 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612673 34528 374 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:56:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7612671" target=_blank>#372</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't support extremism or conspiracy theories. That is your construct and 
you are misapplying it when you apply it to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you support Glenn Beck, you are supporting extremism and conspiracy 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612728 34528 427 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 10:06:43am  
 
<P>Some people seem to be assuming that I'm in favor of this boycott -- when I 
haven't written a single word approving of it.</P> 
<P>For the record, I'm not a fan of any boycotts from the left or the right. But 
Color of Change is exercising their First Amendment rights, just like Glenn Beck 
does. The advertisers who've pulled their ads made their own choices to do it, 
for their own reasons.</P> 
<P>But it speaks volumes that so many advertisers have dropped Beck, and they 
aren't doing it because they're afraid of Color of Change. They're doing it 
because Glenn Beck consistently goes way over the line of reason into hate 
speech, extremism, and plain kookiness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612873 34528 531 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 10:38:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7612864" target=_blank>#528</A> 
HippieforLife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Telling his sponsors not to sponsor his show is because they do not have a 
strong agrument. Their feelings are hurt. Boo hoo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't "tell" his sponsors not to advertise. They asked. The sponsors 
make their own decisions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613041 34528 540 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 11:22:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7613031" target=_blank>#539</A> 
anotherindyfilmguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree that they are exercising their 1st Amendment right as much as 
they are attempting to stifle unpopular speech and therefore violating that 
right for that person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Color for Change has absolutely no power to stifle anyone's speech. 
And even if they somehow convince Fox News to pull Glenn Beck's show off the 
air, they <EM>still</EM> would not have stifled anyone's speech. Glenn Beck 
could still go to any radio or TV show that would have him and yap away all he 
wants about the End Times.</P> 
<P>Advertisers who pull their ads are making their own decisions where to spend 
the money -- or not spend their money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07615135 34528 693 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 9:19:47pm  
 
<P>I don't believe the crap that's going on in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07619988 34528 719 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 9:39:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7619959" target=_blank>#717</A> reaganII</EM></P> 



<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07612911 34530 32 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 10:45:56am  
 
<P>There goes another Glenn Beck fan, dinging his way through the last Beck 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613017 34530 129 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 11:14:54am  
 
<P>There goes yet another Beck fan on a dinging spree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613025 34530 136 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 11:16:12am  
 
<P>And <EM>another</EM> Beck fan shows up to work the dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613055 34530 161 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 11:25:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7613037" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teI634Ugs-
U&amp;eurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffingtonpost.com%2F2009%2F08%2F24%2Fhannity-guest-
compares-ob_n_267804.html&amp;feature=player_embedded" target=_blank>Hannity 
Guest Compares Obama Policies To Nazism</A></P> 
<P>Death panels and Nazis...etc. etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing media are almost universally plunging into the Nazi theme with 
abandon. It's a Nazifest on Fox News these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613070 34530 175 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 11:30:57am  
 
<P>During the last campaign, Giuliani got the message pretty early on that he 
didn't have a chance. From then on he was just cutting his losses. He was in it, 
so he had to finish, but he never intended to really run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613349 34530 425 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 12:24:50pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul and "racialist" Lew Rockwell have a cozy chat.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/W9ZpnRFTDpo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07613732 34530 740 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 1:56:04pm  
 
<P>The latest version of Safari is still kind of buggy, and it has to be 
restarted occasionally. This isn't an LGF problem -- it's happened to me on lots 
of sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07614195 34531 364 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 3:55:09pm  
 
<P>Woohoo. Just got my copy of Logic Studio, and hooked up some gear to start 
messing around with music on my Mac again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614208 34531 376 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 4:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7614204" target=_blank>#373</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That brings up a question. Do you do anything with your music anymore? Jam 
with friends, play for your own pleasure or an occasional paying 
gig?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been a while since I've played publicly. When it isn't the main source 
of income, the motivation to lug all that crap around, do rehearsals, hang out 
at weird hours, etc. just isn't there.</P> 
<P>Now that the technology of computer music recording has advanced so much 
though, I'm just having fun with it and seeing what comes out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614221 34531 387 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 4:13:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7614214" target=_blank>#380</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just Glenn Beck who recommends Cleon Skousen:</P> 
<P>Sorry, it's the subscription-requiring <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052970203550604574361014098225036.
html" target=_blank>WSJ.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh! Rick Perry, Cleon Skousen fan. Fits, though -- he is one of the main 
backers of the lunatics who keep trying to jam creationism into the Texas school 
curriculum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614670 34532 17 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 6:49:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7614652" target=_blank>#9</A> NY Nana</EM></P> 
<P>We all make our choices. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614672 34532 19 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 6:51:08pm  
 
<P>Apparently, supporting fascism bothers some people less than 
others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614715 34532 41 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 7:05:54pm  
 
<P>Truth is -- I expected this particular meltdown a lot earlier. It's a relief 
to have it finally happen. People who support Meir Kahane and Kach are not 
welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07614733 34532 55 Charles Tue, Aug 25, 2009 7:12:31pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7614727" target=_blank>#50</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too me, that is cryptic. I remember when Meir Kahane was murdered I don't 
know who Kach is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to be cryptic. NY Nana posted several comments in support of 
Meir Kahane, as did 'ploome hineini.' And there is a lot more back story here 
that I don't really care to go into.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07616749 34534 2 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 8:53:56am  
 
<P>I wish I didn't have to say this, but any comments trashing Kennedy will be 
deleted, and anyone who persists despite this warning will lose their 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07616773 34534 16 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 8:57:04am  
 
<P>I'm not kidding.</P> 
<P>And if you try to post something sneaky to get around my warning, I'll just 
block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07616784 34534 23 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 8:58:57am  
 
<P>Apparently, some people don't bother to read my comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617066 34534 277 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 10:18:37am  
 
<P>I'm not going to sit and watch this thread all day. Anyone who bashes Ted 
Kennedy is going to lose their account. I don't have time for 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617423 34534 382 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 11:29:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7617416" target=_blank>#381</A> Mean Motor 
Scooter</EM></P> 
<P>And now I'm censoring your ass right off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07620043 34534 434 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 10:10:18pm  
 
<P>#433: Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617146 34535 5 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 10:42:27am  
 
<P>This is just pitiful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617490 34535 292 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 11:41:08am  
 
<P>Quite a few people just don't seem to care that Glenn Beck promotes 
conspiracy theories, the John Birch Society, End Times, creationism, and wackos 



like Ron Paul. Why is that? Are these supposed to be "conservative" 
principles?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617660 34535 447 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7617623" target=_blank>#413</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who else is covering this about <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gOgmwyfKuL8" target=_blank>Van Jones</A> 
and other Obama Czars Beck will be exposing all this week?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34250_Obamas_Pseudo-
Science_Czar" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617726 34535 507 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:18:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7617700" target=_blank>#482</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, my office is starting to smell like farts.</P> 
<P>And it isn't me.</P> 
<P>And there's no one else in my office.</P> 
<P>Do I have a Ghost Farter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about any farting ghosts, but I believe I've fixed that problem 
you were complaining about, where the buttons would jump around when you tried 
to click them. Are you still seeing that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617817 34535 596 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7617808" target=_blank>#588</A> 
Floppydusk</EM></P> 
<P>You could just start your own blog if you don't like the titles of my posts. 
Go ahead, it takes 5 minutes and it's free. Then I'll come over and complain to 
you about what you post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617828 34535 607 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:35:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7617825" target=_blank>#604</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does IE8 go all molasses on long threads like IE7 did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. It stinks on longer threads. Firefox or Safari are much better in 
Windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617846 34535 624 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:39:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/7617834" target=_blank>#612</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>This is completely inappropriate, to be digging into the private life of a 
family at the behest of a bunch of bigoted fanatics. Please don't post that crap 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07617849 34535 627 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:40:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/619/7617841" target=_blank>#619</A> Capoftex</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617864 34535 642 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7617856" target=_blank>#634</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok. <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2325037/posts" 
target=_blank>Batshit conspira-loon pimps violent revolution, Freepers line up 
to pay.</A>The subject here is a new column by conspiracy pimp Gerald Celente, 
who is sort of an Alex Jones without the mouth foam or the charm of a Bigfoot-
UFO background. The linked site, "Above Top Secret" is overtly anti-military, 
emphasizing allegedly top secret military plans and especially facilities as 
evidence for whatever it is Obama is getting the military to do to us; 
presumably a mass roundup of creationists, tea-baggers, tax rebels, and other 
right-thinking folk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief!</P> 
<P>It looks like the admins removed the text of the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617875 34535 653 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:44:54pm  
 
<P><A href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/08/22/fathima-rifqa-bary-
custody-case-becomes-anti-muslim-circus/" target=_blank>Fathima Rifqa Bary 
Custody Case Becomes Anti-Muslim Circus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07617931 34535 707 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 12:52:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/7617884" target=_blank>#662</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Basically IE6 went fail when LGF got whatever enhancements last week, if 
Charles did a detect and just rejected IE6 attempts to connect, he'd be doing 
people a favor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Works just fine over here in IE6 with Win XP Pro. Slow, but actually a bit 
faster than IE8 for some things.</P> 
<P>I do have to disable the pop-out daily archives calendar in IE. You might 
have tried to log on when that was still causing a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618055 34535 827 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:08:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/7617935" target=_blank>#710</A> 
jackfetch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would rather look for a concrete solution, than make mockery of those with 
poor ones, and I just don't see that happening here any more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where were you when we had a thread devoted to constructive questions on the 
health care legislation? I don't recall you submitting a question.</P> 
<P>The link to that document is right at the top of the page. Guess you missed 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07618063 34535 835 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:10:34pm  
 
<P>Ah ha! I think I know what's causing that hangup when posting or showing new 
comments.</P> 
<P>Bad code in the returned JSON string. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618074 34535 845 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:12:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/710/7617935" target=_blank>#710</A> 
jackfetch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would rather look for a concrete solution, than make mockery of those with 
poor ones, and I just don't see that happening here any more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where were you when we had a thread devoted to constructive questions on the 
health care legislation? I don't recall you submitting a question.</P> 
<P>The link to that document is right at the top of the page. Guess you missed 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618142 34535 912 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/7618046" target=_blank>#819</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...IIRC back when I served, our supply officer was not a nuke...his 
training had come via the supply corps (the old "pork chop" thingee). Do the 
supply officers today have to go through nuke school?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This seems to be the problem-causing comment. Let's see if replying to it 
also causes the problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618194 34535 962 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:33:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/942/7618173" target=_blank>#942</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no! You mean it's me causing all the problems? I do have an unresponsive 
script message when I hit new comments, or post. Have to refresh each time. I 
have plenty of security software on the system, so I hope it's not a virus. I'm 
sorry, Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, nothing you did. But the hangup was caused by your comment for some 
reason. What browser are you using and what OS?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618329 34536 8 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 1:57:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7618313" target=_blank>#2</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>Oh yeah! Completely forgot. Thanks for reminding me -- I'll go have a look at 
the shirts soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618474 34536 118 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 2:31:17pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure I fixed that sporadic bug that would cause a spinning wheel 
hang-up when you posted a comment or hit 'new comments'.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07618490 34536 132 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 2:33:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7618486" target=_blank>#129</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A sincere "thank you" for the constant improvements, 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that 'shifting icon' thing fixed too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618504 34536 146 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 2:35:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7618498" target=_blank>#140</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I remember that there used to be littlegreenfootballs T shirts for 
sale.I can't see them any more. Are they still for sale?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're working on some merchandising stuff, little by little. I'll let you 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618591 34536 229 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 2:56:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7618524" target=_blank>#165</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The links used to automatically open whenever I loaded the LGF front page. 
Now I have to click on "Show Top Rated Links" every time. Is that a bug or a 
feature?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha. You found a loose end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618671 34536 296 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 3:21:31pm  
 
<P>The top links will auto-open again now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618780 34536 399 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 3:41:20pm  
 
<P>I haven't had any more spinning wheel hang-ups since posting this. Anyone 
else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07618857 34537 5 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 3:58:42pm  
 
<P>Death Panel Advisors (embedded):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://videos0.ordienetworks.com/videos/e357e52d41/sd
.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07618880 34537 19 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 4:03:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7618868" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you use Safari, you can just open up the activity window, start the video 
playing and find the .FLV file that loads, then copy the URL and paste it in 
here. Works at a lot of video sites, but not all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07619188 34537 301 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 5:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7619174" target=_blank>#288</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably...apparently, CiJ had been blogpimping his blog a lot in the 
spinoffs, which Charles was getting fed up with. Then, CiJ decided to link GoV 
in the spinoffs the other day, which Charles could not abide, so CiJ got the 
stick. Apparently, CiJ and NYN have been friends other than around here, so NYN 
pretty much flounced because CiJ got the stick.</P> 
<P>/anyone correct me if I'm wrong..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carl linked to Gates of Vienna at his blog. He didn't post it here. That 
makes it worse, in my opinion, because he posted almost everything else he wrote 
at his blog.</P> 
<P>It makes me quite sick to think there are people like Carl and NY Nana who 
call themselves Zionists, but apparently think it's no big deal to pal around 
with people who actively promote the most crass kind of bigotry -- people who 
associate with outright fascists and talk openly about genocide. 
Nauseating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07619219 34537 331 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 5:57:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7619208" target=_blank>#321</A> Lynn B.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. I consider that to be a gross mischaracterization of Rabbi Kahane 
and of Kach, though indisputably they have/had followers that fit that 
description to a tee and the fact that they tended to attract such people 
reflects badly, to say the least, on their message.</P> 
<P>My point was ... good people do support bad people. And I don't know who 
appointed you judge of either but clearly I'm not the only one whose nerves your 
self-appointment on that score has been getting on lately.</P> 
<P>I will shut up on this subject now (hopefully, it isn't too late) and give 
myself a time out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bottom line on Rabbi Kahane and Kach is simple for me, as regards LGF: 
the State Department lists Kach as a terrorist organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07619322 34538 26 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 6:23:23pm  
 
<P>There seem to be a number of "conservatives" enraged at me because I wouldn't 
allow bashing of Ted Kennedy on the day of his death, and I would like to take 
this opportunity to release a statement on this matter:</P> 
<P>Bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07619643 34538 305 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 7:27:45pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck has gone completely insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07620047 34538 684 Charles Wed, Aug 26, 2009 10:11:47pm  
 
<P>They're still melting down in the Glenn Beck and Ted Kennedy 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07621356 34541 12 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 10:34:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7621349" target=_blank>#8</A> drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure why Goldberg is claiming that any of this is "new information." All 
of this was covered by the Washington Post back in 1999. Goldberg just knows 
that bashing CBS and 60 minutes as a former employee guarantees him an income 
from Fox News for the rest of his life. Snooze.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
srv/politics/campaigns/wh2000/stories/bush072899.htm" target=_blank>WaPo 
Story</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "new information" is not that Bush volunteered for Vietnam - it's that 
Mapes was aware of this while preparing her fraudulent report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07621429 34541 65 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 10:49:32am  
 
<P>Speaking of Bill O'Reilly, please note that he came out <EM>on Dan Rather's 
side</EM> during the scandal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07621525 34541 152 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 11:08:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7621449" target=_blank>#81</A> JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even that isn't new. I wrote this in 2005:</P> 
<P><I>According to page 71 of the report, Mapes was told that then-Lieutenant 
Bush had volunteered for active duty in Vietnam but did not have enough flight 
hours to qualify. Astonishingly, this is a piece of information which I have 
never seen anywhere in the media, which CBS apparently decided to sit on. (This 
information is reinforced on the top of page 140, as multiple sources backed it 
up -- some of whom imparted this information to Mapes as far back as 
1999.)</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed -- it's not really new, and it's not even all that shocking. Goldberg 
<EM>is</EM> overselling this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622198 34542 16 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:18:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7622187" target=_blank>#11</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/richardfernandez/2009/08/26/losing-the-
embed/" target=_blank>Losing the embed</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there you have it then. Didn't see that post from 
Richard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07622237 34542 43 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:33:07pm  
 
<P>Testing a new feature - sometimes a comment is deleted by mistake, or the 
deletion is reconsidered. I've always had the ability to restore comments, but 
now it will act the same as deleting comments in one way -- when you click the 
'new comments' button, any restored comments will automagically reappear in the 
thread just like deleted comments do.</P> 
<P>To test it, I'll delete and restore my next comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622240 34542 46 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:33:22pm  
 
<P>Now you see me, now you don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622243 34542 49 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7622239" target=_blank>#45</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good question. I just see "Will be out with U.S. forces for the foreseeable 
future", nothing about the USAF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He told me it was the USAF in his email to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622253 34542 58 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:36:46pm  
 
<P>See the deleted comment above (#46)?</P> 
<P>Next time you hit the 'new comments' button it will reappear, if everything's 
working right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622261 34542 65 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 1:41:09pm  
 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622368 34542 169 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 2:15:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7622355" target=_blank>#156</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you watch MSNBC, I contend that you will see the future, because they are 
laying the ground for a horrible event that will be... What they're laying the 
ground for, anything from the right some awful event -- and I fear this 
government, this administration, has so much framework already prepared that 
they will seize power overnight before anybody even gives it a second 
thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck was saying that the left/MSNBC and Obama would use any right-wing attack 
to justify taking away Beck's precious freedom and his rubber ducky. And yes, I 
agree there's a hint of "they just might stage it" in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622386 34542 186 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 2:18:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7622374" target=_blank>#175</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As already noted above, the quote appears to be about them taking advantage 
of some event "from the right", not about staging one.</P> 
<P>Nice try.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck has hinted quite a few times that certain mysterious forces might stage 
a "right wing" attack and blame it on people like him and Rush. It's really not 
out of character for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622410 34542 210 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 2:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7622403" target=_blank>#203</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as crazy and offensive as Beck is, his right to free speech is also our 
right. If they take it away from him, we all lose.</P> 
<P>(And I really hate defending anyone who hangs around 
Birchers.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, Glenn Beck's right to free speech is in no danger.</P> 
<P><SUB><CODE>cough</CODE></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622428 34542 227 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 2:27:49pm  
 
<P>It's a bit silly to try to parse the words of a lunatic.</P> 
<P>It may be overstating a little to say Beck said Obama's going to stage a 
terror attack.</P> 
<P>However, some of what Beck said in that quote could be interpreted that way, 
especially in context with his many earlier conspiratorial 
fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622853 34542 401 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 3:44:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7622816" target=_blank>#395</A> 
tatterdemalian</EM></P> 
<P>And another meltdown over Glenn Beck. Bye! Have fun storming the 
castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622809 34543 203 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 3:37:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7622641" target=_blank>#56</A> mot</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, your flouncy flounce off has been deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622867 34543 253 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 3:48:13pm  
 
<P>Meltdowns in several threads. It's a meltfest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622936 34543 314 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 4:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7622929" target=_blank>#308</A> 
tveitskog</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President not a racist? Attended a racist, hate whitey and Jews church for 
twenty years. Calling his grandmother a typical white person. I have a test, 
turn this around and put a white in this situation. I’m sure he would be called 
a racist. I know I would.</P> 
<P>[eye roll]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Barack Obama is a sekrit racist with a deep-seated hatred of white people, 
his life must be a living hell. He's around white people constantly, all day 
every day of the year. And for that matter, he has been for years.</P> 
<P>Shows you just how truly diabolical his racist hatred is. He manages to 
<EM>hide it so well</EM>.</P> 
<P><SUB><CODE>cough</CODE></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07622953 34543 329 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 4:11:46pm  
 
<P>I don't know if Barack Obama has a deep-seated hatred of white people. I 
don't see the evidence of it.</P> 
<P>But I do see a lot of people with a deep-seated need to believe he 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623168 34543 539 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 5:02:49pm  
 
<P>OK, that's one person who's getting a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623288 34543 657 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 5:36:37pm  
 
<P>I guess this is why I fix the bugs and make the comment system work better, 
so you guys can bicker faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623297 34543 666 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 5:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7623294" target=_blank>#663</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. I was here for that.I honestly don't know what the rule is.What th' 
hay, let him know about it and let him make the call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only rule is that if I see it happening in the Spy I'll put a stop to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623495 34543 798 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 6:34:32pm  
 
<P>It's a meltfest in here!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623674 34543 842 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 7:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/838/7623662" target=_blank>#838</A> 
airforcemom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You all need to get over your Beck hate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you're not holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07625951 34543 927 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:38:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/925/7625891" target=_blank>#925</A> 
NoPanacea</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Sorry, though - you don't get to leave a long, dramatic flounce-off 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07627138 34543 933 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 2:49:31pm  
 
<P>It's a flounce fest in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629387 34543 939 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 10:10:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/938/7629276" target=_blank>#938</A> scullymj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is more spot on than many want to believe but it's more comforting 
to stick you head in the sand. In the end, Beck has great ratings and 
advertisers are still capitalists. Coors did fine with years of boycotts and so 
will Beck. Oh and by the way, I do think BHO is a racist. A perfunctory read of 
his "ghost written" Dreams book will bear that out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, if you ignore the End Times stuff, the support for Ron Paul and the 
John Birch Society, the weird psycho weeping, and the sneaky little shout-outs 
to militias and far right kooks, he's just wonderful.</P> 
<P>Please quote the section of Obama's book that proves he's a racist. I doubt 
you've even read it. And the idea that it was "ghost written" shows exactly why 
you're a Glenn Beck fan -- because you'll swallow any conspiracy 
theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07634226 34543 961 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 9:34:42pm  
 
<P>The sleepers always show up at the end of dead threads to defend wackos like 
Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623463 34544 37 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 6:26:40pm  
 
<P>There's nothing more boring than announcing to the world that you're 
bored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623470 34544 41 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 6:28:37pm  
 
<P>It's a meltfest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623491 34544 56 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 6:33:07pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623507 34544 69 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 6:37:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7623501" target=_blank>#64</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, is that four meltdowns in the last thread so far, and one in this 
one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's something melty in the air tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07623657 34544 182 Charles Thu, Aug 27, 2009 7:24:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7623641" target=_blank>#173</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Part 3 has some interesting stuff...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah! The crazy!</P> 
<P>What the hell is going on, that someone like Ron Paul can be gaining 
popularity? Why doesn't anyone see anything wrong when he gives speeches to the 
John Birch Society?</P> 
<P>This is really getting disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625659 34547 36 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 9:52:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7625649" target=_blank>#32</A> gatorbait</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625685 34547 48 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 9:57:38am  
 
<P>Those of you who are trying to deny that Inhofe was talking about violent 
revolution should note that we've already had one reader who very definitely DID 
see it that way, and very much approved of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625716 34547 74 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:02:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7625699" target=_blank>#60</A> Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's the declaration of independence...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it was posted here to support having a revolution in the US. I know 
exactly where the quote came from, and that makes it worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625730 34547 83 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:03:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7625710" target=_blank>#71</A> haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does he feel that by putting the brakes on this POS bill, we put the brakes 
on whatever "revolution" may otherwise be coming?Do you take the Senator's tone 
as incitement or as warning?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Inhofe is one of the most extreme religious kooks in the Senate. I have no 
doubt at all that he was intending to incite, not to warn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625743 34547 93 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:05:35am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7625732" target=_blank>#85</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is quoting <A 
href="http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/declaration_transcript.html" 
target=_blank>The Declaration of Independence</A> unacceptable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Are you kidding? Do you really not understand the purpose behind 
posting that quote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625828 34547 165 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:17:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7625797" target=_blank>#138</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Diagnosing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter what Inhofe's intent was. When elected officials use this 
kind of extreme rhetoric, it's appalling and irresponsible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625833 34547 170 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:18:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7625802" target=_blank>#142</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really know what that poster's intentions were, but the assumption 
that it was a justification for revolution today seems likely. That aside, I am 
interested to know what are the unspoken guidelines for posting quotations from 
the Declaration of Independence, the US Constitution or any other formative 
document. It does strike me as a dangerous gray area to ban people on the basis 
of such a quote, even one taken out of context and misapplied. The vigorous 
debate he would get from other LGFers seems to me a better course. In all 
likelihood, he would have posted something else overtly bannable 
anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no guidelines for posting quotes from the Declaration of 
Independence. There don't need to be any guidelines.</P> 
<P>The concept is simple; why are you trying to complicate it? If you post a 
quote like that for the specific purpose of promoting the idea of revolution, 
you're going to lose your LGF account. I won't put up with that crap at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07625863 34547 200 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:23:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7625840" target=_blank>#177</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta disagree with you on this one. In the article, he tries to pull people 
back from that precipice, and indicates that he will of course continue to work 
in Washington to represent the interest of his constituents. These are not the 
hallmarks of a break with the system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it "pulling people back from the precipice" to announce that he isn't 
even going to read the bill? And then announce that the US is on the verge of a 
revolution?</P> 
<P>Sorry - you're trying to put a charitable interpretation on this story that 
it simply doesn't deserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626022 34547 352 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 10:50:00am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7625935" target=_blank>#268</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless Charles quashes this little test...</P> 
<P>If you think Inhofe is "inciting" or "calling for" revolution, DOWNDING this 
post.</P> 
<P>If you think Inhofe is "diagnosing" or "warning of" revolution, UPDING this 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you realize, though, that whatever the outcome of your little test, it 
will have no effect on my opinion about this.</P> 
<P>James Inhofe is a disgrace. He's an anti-science creationist with ties to the 
Dominionist movement. He's demonstrated who he is many times with extremist 
statements about many subjects, and he doesn't deserve the benefit of the doubt 
you're trying to give him by carefully parsing his statements. To put this 
charitable spin on what he said, you have to pretty much ignore his entire 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626124 34547 451 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:08:01am  
 
<P>Meet James Inhofe:</P> 
<P>After 9/11, Inhofe's position was pretty close to Pat Robertson's -- he 
thought the attacks were divine retribution against the US. He's compared 
climate scientists to Nazis. He thinks that US policy toward Israel should be 
based on the literal text of the Bible.</P> 
<P>And that's just scratching the surface. I'm not just spouting off when I call 
him a "religious fanatic" -- he's somewhat to the right of Jerry 
Falwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626157 34547 482 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:13:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/7626145" target=_blank>#471</A> earlwer</EM></P> 
<P>And now the Spencer-Geller crowd pops up its head. Lovely.</P> 
<P>Get off my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626223 34547 546 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:29:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7626194" target=_blank>#519</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haakon, I see not many people buy the "just diagnosing" 
diagnosis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also see a lot of the usual stealth dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626242 34547 565 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:34:22am  
 
<P>Haakondahl:</P> 
<P>Hah! That was a clever way to draw out the trolls!</P> 
<P>You had me going there for a minute. I thought you actually believed Inhofe 
was trying to talk America down from the brink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626912 34547 742 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 1:49:53pm  



 
<P>We're getting a rash of late thread melties in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07627052 34547 753 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 2:27:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7626999" target=_blank>#752</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<P>The founding fathers -- especially the more important ones such as Thomas 
Jefferson -- were mostly Deists. That's a historical fact. The Christians were 
in the minority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07628306 34547 765 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 9:41:51pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630810 34547 767 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 7:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/7630703" target=_blank>#766</A> 
justdanny</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry to see you join the Lunatic Brigade. Have fun storming the 
castle.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626312 34548 10 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:53:01am  
 
<P>"We could use griffins, but we don't use griffins, and that's what separates 
us from them."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626339 34548 31 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:58:36am  
 
<P>Michael Jackson's death officially ruled a homicide... developing ...</P> 
<P>(As if I care.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626344 34548 36 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 11:59:04am  
 
<P>He got some bad medicine from Dr. Feelgood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626492 34548 159 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 12:19:53pm  
 
<P>Note: I'm going to delete and restore a few of my own comments for testing 
purposes. Don't panic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626494 34548 161 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 12:20:03pm  
 
<P>Testing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07626537 34548 197 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 12:26:05pm  
 
<P>Have I mentioned lately how cool Safari's Javascript debugger 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07627714 34548 605 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 6:16:32pm  
 
<P>Wow, that's quite a dump of kooky anti-AGW sites. Includes one wacko who's 
also a creationist, and one that links to Alex Jones' prisonplanet.com.</P> 
<P>Not exactly helping your credibility as an expert in climate 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07627291 34549 231 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 3:13:36pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. Ten meltdowns already today. And two socks that belonged to NY Nana. 
She was using them to search through LGF's comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07627369 34549 304 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 3:35:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7627299" target=_blank>#237</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<P>No, she flounced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07627999 34550 280 Charles Fri, Aug 28, 2009 8:08:42pm  
 
<P>Full mental Beck.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cdn.dailykostv.com/video/fullmentalbeck_0828.f
lv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629404 34552 119 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 10:14:56am  
 
<P>Was there something unclear in my previous statements that I wouldn't 
tolerate bashing Ted Kennedy?</P> 
<P>If you want to indulge the crappiest side of yourself, go do it at another 
blog. There are lots of places that will have no problem letting you post any 
nasty comments you like. If you post them here, you're going to lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629406 34552 121 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 10:15:51am  
 
<P>That's my last warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629420 34552 134 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 10:21:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7629419" target=_blank>#133</A> Baelzar</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently, you thought I was joking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07629491 34552 199 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 10:49:53am  
 
<P>By the way, since people have posted it in the spinoff links several times 
already, I'm going to delete links to that ugly article by Mark Steyn. National 
Review, which started as a home for rational conservatism, has really taken a 
turn for the worse with that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629614 34553 102 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 11:27:20am  
 
<P>Since they're buttons that trigger an action, I thought they should look like 
buttons instead of links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629778 34553 265 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 12:32:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7629769" target=_blank>#256</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fever Swamp update:As posted in spin-off links, Daniweb debunks the latest 
viral paranoia:<A href="http://www.daniweb.com/blogs/entry4669.html" 
target=_blank>Eek! President Obama is Going to Seize the Internet!</A></P> 
<P>Over in the swamp, Freepers are having none of this lefty debunking stuff and 
react right on cue (<A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-
bloggers/2327555/posts?page=2#2" target=_blank>very first 
response</A>):</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if these people know that the president already has pretty broad 
powers over the internet in the case of a serious cyber emergency?</P> 
<P>I'm not touching this story. It's another overblown fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629950 34553 431 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 1:28:16pm  
 
<P><CODE>Typewriter font.</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629955 34553 436 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 1:30:20pm  
 
<P><CODE><STRONG>Bold typewriter font.</STRONG></CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629962 34553 443 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 1:31:59pm  
 
<P>You can get the typewriter font (Courier or whatever monospace font is 
installed in your browser) by surrounding the text with 
<CODE>&lt;code&gt;</CODE> tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07629978 34553 458 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 1:36:38pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE><CODE><SUB><SUB>Really small 
typewriter.</SUB></SUB></CODE></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630011 34553 489 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 1:49:16pm  
 



<P>I'm considering putting a limit on the number of spinoff links to one domain 
per day, to throttle down some of the blog pimping that happens in the spinoff 
links. I've been getting a few complaints about this lately from people who like 
the Linkviewer and the spinoff links, but are turned off when they see people 
basically using it as a place to repost their blog entries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630070 34553 547 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 2:12:23pm  
 
<P>Yeah. As I think about it there are a lot of wrinkles in the blog pimp 
stopper idea. Have to ponder it some more.</P> 
<P>Here's another idea -- a way to send a private message to another logged-in 
user. It would use an alert box, displaying the message and the username it came 
from. In your 'My Account' page, you'd have a check box to allow or refuse 
private messages, which would default to 'refuse'. So you'd have to specifically 
turn it on if you wanted to receive messages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630268 34554 100 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 3:15:19pm  
 
<P>Sleepers are still popping up at the end of the previous Beck threads to let 
me know I must be some kind of commie if I don't sing the praises of 
Glenn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630421 34554 244 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 4:18:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7630417" target=_blank>#241</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koskidz: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/8/29/774111/-Expos:-
The-Man-Behind-The-Defend-Glenn-Beck-Web-Site" target=_blank>The Man Behind The 
Defend Glenn Beck Web Site</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa doggies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630423 34554 246 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 4:19:37pm  
 
<P>"Gary Kreep?" Can that be for real?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630426 34554 249 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 4:21:44pm  
 
<P>Dingers who see nothing funny about Glenn Beck:</P> 
<P>pepin, sventopia</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630813 34554 620 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 7:16:28pm  
 
<P>The meltdowns just keep on comin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07630979 34554 674 Charles Sat, Aug 29, 2009 8:39:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/7630929" target=_blank>#672</A> Consevative 
Democrat</EM></P> 
<P>Take your Confederate general's icon and get off my website.</P> 



<P>These are the kind of people who admire Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07632512 34558 12 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 10:57:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7632480" target=_blank>#2</A> 
wahabicorridor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, Charles, not to get too personal, but are you doing 
okay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - I'm nowhere near the fire area, but the smoke is definitely in the 
air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07632514 34558 14 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 10:58:11am  
 
<P>No cycling for me today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07632932 34559 13 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 1:39:42pm  
 
<P>Today at American Thinker: an article by James Lewis comparing Barack Obama 
to the first head of the Soviet Union, Vladimir Lenin. I guess they've run 
through most of the other historical monsters; maybe Attila the Hun will be 
next?</P> 
<P>James Lewis is the same writer who defended the Belgian fascist party Vlaams 
Belang, and said I'd been "taken in" by <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27825_A_White_Power_Rat_in_the_Vla
ams_Belang_Youth_Magazine" target=_blank>covert leftist Belgian 
operatives</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07633740 34559 44 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 6:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7633714" target=_blank>#43</A> BXEKLT</EM></P> 
<P>So you thought you could dump your little hate message in a thread unrelated 
to Ted Kennedy, and I wouldn't notice?</P> 
<P>Doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07633143 34561 10 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 3:34:46pm  
 
<P>I thought I was going to die laughing when he made a big deal about the 
missing letter -- then went over and wrote a Y on the board.</P> 
<P>Bwahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07633568 34561 410 Charles Sun, Aug 30, 2009 6:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7633524" target=_blank>#367</A> 
san_marco</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sorry charles. you were bamboozled.</P> 
<P>he explained the missing c (czars) the next day. it was 
hysterical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>You bought the lamest possible excuse for this blatant screw-up.</P> 



<P>But <EM>I</EM> was bamboozled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635725 34564 86 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 9:57:44am  
 
<P>The sleazy stalker blogs are trying to push out a new smear about me today -- 
that I banned someone just for posting an excerpt from the Declaration of 
Independence.</P> 
<P>See, that's how evil I really am.</P> 
<P>Of course, the context for that comment was that it was advocating a violent 
revolution in the US, but there's no need to mention that little 
detail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635838 34564 197 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:17:37am  
 
<P>Again we're seeing the same depressing reaction when reputable conservatives 
criticize the GOP -- people call them RINOs and tell them to get out, who needs 
you anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635849 34564 208 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:19:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7635843" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think a lot of these pseudo-self-flaggelating pieces by "Republicans" are 
the product of the fact that some "politically involved" citizens see politics 
mainly as a spectator sport, and the Repubs just got schooled at the polls. 
People don't want to be seen as a "fan" of the losing team.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because nobody could honestly see anything wrong with the perfect, 
flawless Republican Party.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635887 34564 246 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:25:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7635863" target=_blank>#222</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morning Charles!! Just a quick technical question. When I open LGF, I'm 
logged off, and must log in. No prob. What I noticed though, is if I open LGF to 
the front page, log in, and then open a topic, all buttons are available.</P> 
<P>But, if I open a topic (let's say one that already has 50 comments) and then 
log in, the existing 50 comments are still grayed out, but any comments that 
appear after I log in are hot. Is that by design - or, sigh, is it once again my 
silly little system doin' it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's how it's supposed to work. The Javascript code code to go through a 
page and enable all those features on a long page full of comments takes way too 
long to run in Internet Explorer.</P> 
<P>That's why, when you log in, you see a message that says "some features may 
not be active until you reload."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635908 34564 266 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:29:43am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7635894" target=_blank>#253</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>You're completely ignoring the fact that people like Bartlett are not just 
leaving -- they're being driven out, quite deliberately.</P> 
<P>And when the top leaders of the party have signed on to the craziness -- both 
Steele and Gingrich backed up Sarah Palin's ludicrous "death panel" claim -- how 
can any sensible person justify continuing to be part of it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635940 34564 290 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:37:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7635919" target=_blank>#277</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can these people be "driven out" if they are members, and if they hold 
Party positions? Who is "driving them out" and how? Are they having their swords 
broken while the other party functionaries are drawn up in hollow 
square?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you think it has no effect when people like Bartlett -- and me for that 
matter -- are cursed and vilified and called RINOs and shunned by overwhelming 
numbers of partisan Republicans?</P> 
<P>Yes, the extreme wing of the GOP is very determinedly driving out anyone who 
smells like a moderate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636543 34564 316 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 12:51:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7636510" target=_blank>#315</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My opinion is that the Republican Party, as a whole, is far more centrist 
than at any time I can remember.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Talk about denial. That takes the cake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641039 34564 332 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 1:56:03pm  
 
<P>Bye now, whiners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635958 34565 18 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:40:46am  
 
<P><A href="http://seekingalpha.com/article/158778-auditing-the-fed-is-economic-
suicide" target=_blank>Auditing the Fed Is Economic Suicide</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635961 34565 21 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:41:32am  
 
<P>Ron Paul's campaign to audit the Fed is just the first step in a wider plan 
to abolish it entirely, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07635975 34565 31 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:43:31am  
 
<P><A href="http://seekingalpha.com/article/158778-auditing-the-fed-is-economic-
suicide" target=_blank>Auditing the Fed Is Economic Suicide</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07636004 34565 57 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:50:28am  
 
<P>The entire point of Ron Paul's bill is to go on a fishing expedition through 
the Fed's records, to find something -- anything -- that can be used to justify 
more extreme measures. And when politicians go fishing, they always catch 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636035 34565 84 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 10:56:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7635994" target=_blank>#47</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for this, I will read it. This is something I don't want to be 
against just because Paul is nuts. BTW, the same holds true for some of Beck's 
recent stories. He is nuts. The idea of an Oligarchy is nuts. Many of Obama's 
advisers and their ideas and connections? Also crazy and currently in 
power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a different take on it. Ron Paul does not get the benefit of the doubt 
from me. Anything he advocates should be treated with suspicion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636194 34565 239 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 11:31:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7636172" target=_blank>#218</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>Gary North is an especially bloodthirsty Christian Reconstructionist, who's 
in favor of the death penalty for adulterers, homosexuals, women who have 
abortions, and children who talk back to their parents. Not kidding.</P> 
<P>And he wants that death penalty carried out by stoning. Again, not 
kidding.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reason.com/news/show/30789.html" 
target=_blank>www.reason.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636258 34565 301 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 11:45:46am  
 
<P>By the way, there are quite a few Republican politicians who either belong to 
the Christian Reconstructionist movement outright, or have ties to it. One of 
them is James Inhofe, who was the subject of a post a few days ago.</P> 
<P>Another is Mike Huckabee. I'm not sure you can you can call this a "fringe" 
movement, because their political influence on the right wing is quite a bit 
greater than most people realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636302 34565 345 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 11:59:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7636275" target=_blank>#318</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware of any association between Sarah Palin and the Christian 
Reconstructionists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin was a long time attendee of an Assemblies of God church -- an extreme 
fundamentalist Pentecostal sect that is tied to the 
Dominionist/Reconstructionist movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07636323 34565 366 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 12:04:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7636316" target=_blank>#359</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've got their position papers page up, and I see some things I 
think are not terribly rational, but I'm not seeing links to the dominionist 
position at all.</P> 
<P><A href="http://ag.org/top/Beliefs/Position_Papers/index.cfm" 
target=_blank>Assemblies of God Position Papers</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've been cleaning up their websites for the past few years after the 
negative publicity about "Joel's Army" and the "Children of God" thing. You're 
not going to find outright statements of Dominionism there any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636560 34565 561 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 12:56:59pm  
 
<P>Looks like we still have at least one Paulian trying to evangelize for the 
kooky uncle at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636582 34565 574 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 1:02:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/7636574" target=_blank>#569</A> Phanatic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that me, Charles?</P> 
<P>Hardly. Paul's a jackass isolationist who'd have sold Zyklon B to the Nazis. 
But facts are facts, and the notion that the Fed will stop controlling inflation 
if we audit them's as asinine as anything the Troofers or the Creationists have 
to say.</P> 
<P>Oh well. I guess we all have our irrational yet deeply held beliefs which we 
don't subject to real analysis or debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Federal Reserve is already audited on a regular basis. This is a 
political fishing expedition intended to lay the ground for abolishing it 
entirely, and it's a purely horrible idea to let Washington get its fingers any 
more deeply into the Fed than they already are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07636832 34565 719 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 2:16:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/714/7636823" target=_blank>#714</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a lot of hate/race-based crap being flung around these days, and as 
far as I can tell it's all coming from the port side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just ridiculous. There's plenty of race-baiting going on FROM BOTH 
SIDES, no matter how much you want to blame it all on the heinous 
liberals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07638248 34565 845 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 8:45:57pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to reach the limit of how much Paulian propaganda I'll put up 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07637006 34567 5 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 3:05:37pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7637000" target=_blank>#1</A> TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And MSNBC had everyone believing that this moron was white, then continued 
talking about white racism towards blacks.</P> 
<P>They're both fucking jokes, for two completely different 
reasons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The group he's part of, 4409, openly espouses white 
supremacism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07637350 34567 305 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 4:29:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7637269" target=_blank>#225</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just watched that clip, but haven't read the posts yet. There were a lot of 
defenders of this perspective when the gun toter was first discussed here 
recently. Can we hear from them again, please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was pretty astounded (and NOT in a good way) at how many LGF commenters 
tried to defend Broughton and his group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07638245 34567 830 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 8:44:10pm  
 
<P>Wow. And now we have someone at LGF who applauds praying for death.</P> 
<P>That's your last comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639471 34567 840 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 8:54:29am  
 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07637861 34568 18 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 6:24:57pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's racist pal Lew Rockwell has launched another attack against LGF at 
his site. We're a "reich wing site," according to creepy old Lew.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=http://www.lew
rockwell.com/blog/lewrw/archives/34681.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.lewrockwell.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07638101 34568 214 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 7:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7638063" target=_blank>#178</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/US/08/31/pennsylvania.memorial/index.html" 
target=_blank>Federal government to buy land for Flight 93 
memorial</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. It's time to move past the insane conspiracy theories promoted by the 
likes of Alec Rawls.</P> 
<P>If I regret anything I've posted at LGF, it's the one or two posts that 
lended credibility to the idea that the Flight 93 memorial is a sekrit Muslim 
mosque. The way this idiotic story was promoted was one of the first signs that 



raving anti-Muslim kooks were taking over the so-called "anti-jihad" 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07638126 34568 239 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 7:49:56pm  
 
<P>And by the way ...</P> 
<P>If you try to promote the "United 93 sekrit mosque" conspiracy theory at LGF, 
I promise you that it's not going to go over well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07638313 34569 16 Charles Mon, Aug 31, 2009 9:41:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7638301" target=_blank>#8</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must be missing something. I have seen Union thugs, left wing nuts, and 
racists attack older white and black Americans at these meetings. If the shrill 
voice of a 65 year old is a bit too much for the politicians, particularly the 
Dems, then maybe they can get a law passed that only Obama supporters and GOP 
Deconstructionists be allowed to speak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I'm not getting is this: do you think you're going to make these people 
disappear by pretending they don't exist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639518 34569 369 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:07:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7638985" target=_blank>#354</A> Drider</EM></P> 
<P>"Final Solution?"</P> 
<P>Have you lost your freaking mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639697 34569 374 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:45:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7639683" target=_blank>#373</A> KGB</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639734 34569 375 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:53:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7639583" target=_blank>#371</A> Drider</EM></P> 
<P>So in other words, you're just fine with comparing a freaking HEALTH CARE 
bill with the Nazi Holocaust.</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639468 34570 781 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 8:52:06am  
 
<P>Lovely. First thing I see this morning -- mean-spirited comments about Ted 
Kennedy's children.</P> 
<P>Is there a reason why these comments are being posted, despite my numerous 
warnings?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639497 34570 809 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:02:00am  
 



<P>I'm really not interested in giving any more warnings about crappy, mean-
spirited comments. If you want to post that kind of garbage, and lower yourself 
into the muck, find another blog to do it at.</P> 
<P>Continue and you'll lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639663 34571 20 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:38:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7639657" target=_blank>#16</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, they're aware.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639682 34571 27 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:41:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7639668" target=_blank>#23</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jerome Corsi appears regularly on the antisemitic blog the Political 
Cesspool.</P> 
<P>Actually, I meant the radio show The Political Cesspool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Political Cesspool is not only anti-semitic -- they're open, unapologetic 
white supremacists. They're associated with David Duke, Stormfront, and a number 
of other neo-Nazi groups and people, and also with the racist creeps at 
VDARE.</P> 
<P>And Jerome Corsi, one of WND's "star" writers, has appeared at least twice on 
the radio show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639851 34571 145 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 10:16:03am  
 
<P>Since "Iron Fist" is now hanging out with stalkers, here's a little ironic 
comment he posted here in June of this year:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7307745" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few weeks ago I accidently typed in my screen name as "ironfist" (no 
spaces), and I couldn't log in (of course :-). But this gave me an Idea.</P> 
<P>So I did a lookup on that nick, and guess whar I found?</P> 
<P>ironfistThis user is blocked.--- ---Karma: 0Registered since: Dec 6, 2004 at 
1:42 pm</P> 
<P>No. of comments posted: 7No. of links posted: 0Recent comments</P> 
<P>The date is what is most interesting. This son of a bitch registered with my 
nic (not too cleverly disguised) in 2004.</P> 
<P>Nice. I'd like to see what was in those seven comments but the "Recent 
Comments" link gets me nothing. This kind of shit is one reason you don't have 
to worry about me defecting to one of the stalker blogs. First, if I'm going to 
stalk someone, I want to be the lead stalker if we are a team, or, better yet a 
lone stalker making mischief from a safe bunker far faraway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, he went over to the stalker blog the very day his account was 
blocked.</P> 
<P>And another little tidbit -- that 'ironfist' name that he claims was 
registered at LGF by a stalker? He was right, there is an 'ironfist' username 
here. And guess who registered it?</P> 
<P>That's right. "Iron Fist" himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639995 34571 226 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 10:42:21am  
 



<P>I'm really getting tired of "creative" misspellings of Barack Obama's 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07639984 34572 37 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 10:40:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7639976" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I would have thought it would be a leftist site but they're 
hardcore anti-American isolationists: <A href="http://randolphbourne.org/" 
target=_blank>Randolph Bourne Institute(publisher of 
Antiwar.com)</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Antiwar.com is Justin Raimondo's antisemitic hate site. It's connected to 
Takimag and the whole Eurofascist network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07640030 34572 74 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 10:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7640011" target=_blank>#59</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He'll be on TV forever...why? Because the left uses him as the "poster boy" 
of the right. MSNBC LOVES it when Pat spouts this stuff off. It only cements 
their conclusion that ALL Republicans are like that. They drag him out and say 
"See? See what they believe?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but there are also plenty of so-called "real" conservatives who have 
no hesitation about praising Pat Buchanan -- people like Joe Scarborough and 
Sean Hannity, for example. His articles are published at every major 
conservative website -- in addition to Stormfront and the neo-Nazi sites.</P> 
<P>You can't blame this one on a plot by MSNBC to make conservatives look bad. 
They're doing a fine job of it themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07640836 34572 842 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 1:18:09pm  
 
<P>Yes, RealClearPolitics did pull Buchanan's article. Good for them.</P> 
<P>Now what's wrong with all the other "conservative" websites that published 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641044 34573 37 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 1:56:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7641003" target=_blank>#19</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you tried Parallels yet? Another lizard reported it is 
slow.(Running Parallels 4, and it can get slow some times; I find if I suspend 
and restart it, performance is really bad; I have to start it fresh each 
time.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use VMWare Fusion, and it works fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641117 34573 73 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 2:11:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7641101" target=_blank>#64</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>LGF is getting a lot of traffic from a gun site called <A 
href="http://www.ar15.com/forums/topic.html?b=1&amp;f=5&amp;t=921216" 
target=_blank>AR 15</A></P> 
<P>Most of the gun owners agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ar15.com/forums/topic.html?b=1&amp;f=5&amp;t=921216" 
target=_blank>AR15.COM</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson can eat a dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They seem like a fun bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641161 34573 96 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 2:18:50pm  
 
<P>Confederate Yankee linked to the Gun Stunt post too, and several of his 
commenters proceeded to spew venom at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641294 34573 167 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 2:35:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7641181" target=_blank>#103</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck might be nuts but his program is the only place on TV where you 
can see a Van Jones clip.I haven't paid a whole lot of attention to this story 
but after watching his recent clips, I'm amazed that this man has anything to do 
with the Federal Government, and that the major media isn't at least asking the 
president about this radical. or maybe they know and approve of his radical 
racist statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck has completely distorted the truth about Van Jones. In Jones' 
youth he was indeed a communist. So what? He HAS disavowed any connection to 
communism now, and in fact is a committed capitalist. He's probably more to the 
left than most LGF readers, but he is absolutely not a radical commie 
infiltrator.</P> 
<P>The reason why the major media aren't asking about Van Jones is because Glenn 
Beck's claims about him are completely bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641344 34573 195 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 2:49:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7641329" target=_blank>#189</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, my mistake, I was thinking of the Rodney King riots.</P> 
<P>Still, I find this guy's background less than comforting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.examiner.com/x-5738-Political-Buzz-Examiner~y2009m8d31-
Video--Glenn-Beck-continues-his-Van-Jones-communist-distortion" 
target=_blank>Video: Glenn Beck continues his Van Jones communist 
distortion</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck never addresses Patterson's eyewitness account that <STRONG>Van Jones 
did not participate in the Rodney King riots as Beck claims</STRONG>. Beck also 
never mentions that Jones was never prosecuted after his two arrests and in fact 
successfully won a lawsuit against San Francisco based on the illegality of one 
arrest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641365 34573 209 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 2:57:52pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7641347" target=_blank>#197</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My brother says that macs are PC equivalent of a Range Rover. Strictly for 
Starbucks Yuppies! :-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since PCs are for inbred hillbillies, I guess it evens out.</P> 
<P>/you asked for it</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641384 34573 222 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:03:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7641368" target=_blank>#211</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<P>The entire point of that article is that Van Jones has RENOUNCED those views. 
Try actually reading it, instead of pulling quotes out of 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641401 34573 235 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:08:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7641393" target=_blank>#229</A> Loren42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at the compatibility list for your applications first. If you have doubt 
I would wait until the 3rd party software developers have a chance to update 
their applications. The latest version of Firefox crashes, too.</P> 
<P>Even the latest Apple's Mail program would crash on me when I tried to save 
documents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest version of Firefox is working fine for me, and I've had no trouble 
at all with Apple Mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641419 34573 252 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7641393" target=_blank>#229</A> Loren42</EM></P> 
<P>If you're having that many problems, you have something else going on. I 
seriously doubt that Snow Leopard itself is causing them.</P> 
<P>There are some incompatible applications, but if you're having constant 
crashes even with Firefox and Mail, you should look elsewhere for the cause of 
the problem. You may have a bad kext or preference pane, or you may have a 
version of the Unsanity software installed. Both of those things are known to 
cause big problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641430 34573 262 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:16:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7641413" target=_blank>#247</A> oh_dude</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, I've been in the enterprise hosting biz since it started. Been in 
hundreds of data centers and I don't ever recall seeing a MAC or OSX serving up 
web pages. Linux, Solaris or Windows. That's it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, sorry, that's just wrong. I know of several high-traffic websites that 
use Mac OS X Servers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641435 34573 266 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:18:04pm  
 



<P>In any case, I have absolutely no interest in arguing about computer 
platforms. If you like PCs, that's fine. Whatever floats your 
boat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641476 34574 6 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:31:17pm  
 
<P>They're having another bashing session at Free Republic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2329772/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641505 34574 25 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:38:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7641500" target=_blank>#21</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thread has been pulled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not because it was full of disgusting personal attacks, of course... because 
the so-called "moderators" at Free Republic have decided to shun LGF.</P> 
<P>The moderators are as bad as or worse than the most radical commenters 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641515 34574 34 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7641504" target=_blank>#24</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess we figured out exactly what was required to get Free Republic 
to be embarrassed and delete something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not embarrassed. They just don't want links to LGF at Free 
Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641522 34574 40 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:45:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7641521" target=_blank>#39</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link is to this thread, with comments. For now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641527 34574 45 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:46:11pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking Free Republic could use some more attention from me. There's a 
lot of stuff posted there that people really should know about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641547 34574 65 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 3:53:26pm  
 
<P>The point of that Free Republic thread was that I really sucked because in my 
post, I "conflated" sites like Townhall.com with Stormfront.</P> 
<P>You're damn right I did. It's a complete disgrace that sites like 
Townhall.com are in sync with neo-Nazis. If they don't want their name 



associated with Stormfront, they shouldn't publish articles by that hateful 
creep Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641713 34575 86 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 4:39:19pm  
 
<P>Someone is going around and spreading another ridiculous smear against 
me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://forum.darwincentral.org/viewtopic.php?f=48&amp;t=28186" 
target=_blank>forum.darwincentral.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>The same person posted in that Free Republic thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07641918 34576 6 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 5:28:03pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/xQ3Q0Z2d8Do&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642043 34576 76 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 5:51:08pm  
 
<P>Currently freaking out about Obama's address to school children, in which he 
plans to instill evil socialist values like working hard and staying in school: 
Stormfront and the DailyPaul.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=obama+school+a
ddress&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642065 34576 88 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 5:57:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7642050" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Malkin linked to the Daily Paul on her thread about it. The Paulians 
hate her with a passion but I guess she couldn't get away with crediting 
Stormfront for the story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been noticing that DailyPaul and Stormfront are amazingly in sync these 
days. The latest faux outrage stories invariably pop up on both sites at about 
the same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642100 34576 116 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:04:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7642081" target=_blank>#101</A> livefreeor 
die</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People, you should be offended by Bachman's use of the term "Blood Brothers". 
Is she saying that only <STRONG>men</STRONG> can slit their wrists to show their 
opposition to health care reform? I suppose that the barefoot and pregnant women 



are just supposed to sit around and clean up the mess 
afterwards./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michele Bachmann is a follower of the Christian patriarchy movement, which 
teaches that women must subjugate themselves to men in all things.</P> 
<P>So your comment is more on target than you thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642144 34576 158 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:12:35pm  
 
<P>Gah.</P> 
<P>Politics in America has begun to really, really stink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642190 34576 203 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:19:50pm  
 
<P>The Stinky Beaumont Rule: the longer an LGF thread gets, the more likely that 
someone will support an unsupportable statement, defend an indefensible 
position, or crap on the carpet and flounce off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642222 34576 234 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:24:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7642213" target=_blank>#226</A> Van 
Helsing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With 2010 campaign season approaching, I have a bad feeling that we're going 
to find out and it is not going to be pretty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prediction: the 2010 elections are going to be a massive rout for the GOP. 
Much worse than 2006.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642319 34576 329 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:43:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7642292" target=_blank>#302</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is rich... <A href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2009/09/caught-on-
tape-obama-hcan-organizer.html" target=_blank>An HCAN (Healthcare for America 
Now) organizer is caught on tape tutoring astro-turfers on how to properly shout 
down questions and to quell debate at the townhalls.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you expect otherwise? When the loony right is showing up in force 
to town hall meetings, carrying semi-automatic rifles and acting like complete 
morons, of course the pro-health care side is going to start organizing against 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642328 34576 338 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:45:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7642315" target=_blank>#325</A> Jim in 
Virginia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious.If you have someone like Pawlenty with whom you agree on, say, 
75% of the issues, against someone like, oh, Charley Rangel or Nancy Pelosi with 
whom you disagree on nearly everything, does Pawlenty's creationism deny him 
your vote?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes. Because support for creationism is just the tip of the iceberg. People 
who are willing to toss out science in favor of religious dogma should not be 
trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642361 34576 370 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 6:54:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7642351" target=_blank>#360</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if candidate A believes in 9 principles that you believe in and 1 that you 
do not, you would support the other side?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone believes in creationism, it's guaranteed that they will also 
believe in other atavistic positions. Creationism is a huge red flag for anyone 
who thinks politicians really should be rational actors and not religious 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642404 34576 409 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7642390" target=_blank>#397</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect many of these creationists politicians represent districts in the 
deep South where holding that view is the norm and expected. They may not even 
truly believe it, but to not espouse the view possibly would be political 
suicide. Analogy: Rev Wright &amp; Barack Obama - Just a 
thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have yet to encounter a politician who espouses creationism but "doesn't 
really believe it." It's hard for me to imagine the utter cynicism such a 
position would require. But if those kinds of cynical, pandering politicians do 
exist, it only reinforces my position -- I'm not going to vote for people like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642409 34576 414 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:04:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7642376" target=_blank>#384</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would that be the same for a scientist who believes in god? Is a scientist 
who believes in god not a rational actor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... we don't vote for scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642450 34576 454 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:12:11pm  
 
<P>OMG@!</P> 
<P>Why didn't anyone tell me that Obama has invited <EM>Muslims</EM> to his 
White House Ramadan banquet?</P> 
<P>We're doomed! It's the onset of sharia law!</P> 
<P>What?</P> 
<P>George W. Bush had Ramadan dinners too? And he invited CAIR?</P> 
<P>Well, why didn't you say so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642546 34576 548 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:26:30pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7642526" target=_blank>#528</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure I remember threads here where we talked about GWB and his 
Ramadan dinners with CAIR. And the sword dance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh! We're supposed to forget about that! Obama is uniquely 
evil!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642555 34576 557 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:27:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7642545" target=_blank>#547</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody else talking about how 0bama is going to be talking to all our 
schoolkids on TV next Tuesday? Gah!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he's going to indoctrinate them with Marxist principles like working 
hard and staying in school.</P> 
<P>We're doomed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642606 34576 607 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:39:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/7642590" target=_blank>#591</A> Ward 
Cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard that there are going to be teaching materials available for 
"extending the speech" with points like "How can we help the president?". No 
president has ever done this, and 0bama's numbers are going in the tank, so why 
not reach out to the kids?</P> 
<P>Victor Davis Hanson isn't crazy about the idea. He says it reminds him of 
Libya, or China. He also considers it Orwellian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree with VDH. I think it's a wonderful idea for the president of the 
US to attempt to inspire children to achieve academic excellence. What in the 
world could possibly be wrong with that?</P> 
<P>If Obama sneaks in a Marxist message, I'll scream louder than anyone. But 
it's not going to happen. This is just another faux outrage talking point from a 
politically bankrupt party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642664 34576 663 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 7:52:35pm  
 
<P>Time after time, the right wing has freaked out over their fantasies about 
what Obama is going to say in his next big speech. And time after time, they've 
been proven wrong as Obama takes it straight down the middle and says nothing 
extreme.</P> 
<P>You'd think they would learn not to cry wolf. But the Lucy-Charlie Brown-
Football principle is a harsh mistress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642728 34576 726 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 8:06:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/7642719" target=_blank>#718</A> 
SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Foolish IMO to cut the speech down before he's even had a chance to utter 
anything. I do not like this Presidents policies/vision not one but there are a 
bunch of kids out there who don't have the parents some of us are. I pay a lot 
of attention to what he brings home, make him go over some of his stuff with me, 
etc.Lots of kids don't have that. A little inspiration can make a few of them 
think and act, maybe even push themselves harder than they would.Who Knows ? 
Noone yet. Waiting to see what he says...</P> 
<P>I'm tryin' to be fair, as much as I dislike him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642882 34576 857 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 8:46:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/7642852" target=_blank>#829</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a Christian for the last 45+ years I've NEVER heard a pastor tell us to 
use up the earth so it will hasten its end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/7DJYZVMpLSg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642954 34576 902 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:07:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/892/7642940" target=_blank>#892</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.grist.org/article/scherer-christian/#correction" 
target=_blank>www.grist.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Do you ever factcheck moonbat quotes or do you just run with them if they 
strike your fancy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether James Watt said that particular quote or not, it's a plain fact that 
many religious fundamentalist politicians oppose environmental legislation 
purely on religious grounds, because in their view, God gave man dominion over 
the earth and whatever happens to the environment is according to God's 
plan.</P> 
<P>This isn't in dispute. It's really easy to find examples of GOP politicians 
who've made statements to this effect. Shimkus is the first one I thought of, 
because he's on video saying it, but Michele Bachmann and many other Republicans 
have made similar statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642959 34576 903 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:09:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/7642949" target=_blank>#898</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are your links to schools trashing science for creationism? There 
aren't any. Again, because the ACLU won't allow it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sedaliademocrat.com/news/0px-18740-span-font.html" 
target=_blank>www.sedaliademocrat.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That's just the most recent example. There are many, many 
others.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07642969 34576 908 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/904/7642960" target=_blank>#904</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is not in dispute is that Watt did not say it and it doesn't help the 
cause to peddle debunked quotes.</P> 
<P>Fake but accurate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'd say your attitude is more like: deny, deny, deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642985 34576 915 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:18:50pm  
 
<P>After everything I've posted at LGF about the non-stop efforts of creationist 
groups, enabled by GOP politicians, to force their doctrine into schools, it's 
pretty amazing that anyone would still try to deny that there's anything to be 
concerned about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07643015 34576 931 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:31:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/923/7643001" target=_blank>#923</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know there are conservative politicians here in Louisiana trying to get 
creationism inserted into school curricula, and at the expense of scientific 
evolution, and here in Louisiana, that means Dems as well as 
R's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Louisiana, they aren't just trying -- the creationists have 
<EM>succeeded</EM> in getting their agenda enacted into law, with help from 
Bobby Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647817 34576 1029 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:02:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1028/7646777" target=_blank>#1028</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Putting aside the fact that references the wrong action, it's fairly certain, 
judging from the context, that Ms. Bachman meant the reference to "slitting 
wrists" symbolically, not literally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa! You think so? Really? Wow, I never even considered that 
possiblilty.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07642979 34577 62 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7642957" target=_blank>#50</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what I've noticed about LGF? It's sometimes kind of like it's two 
sites instead of one. One site is for people who post comments in the thread and 
talk to each other, like I'm doing now. The other site is just for people to 
post spinoff links, often pimping their own blogs, and for other people who just 
log in and ding the spinoff links up or down.</P> 



<P>The "comments area" here has been exhibiting a strong community pressure 
toward calmness, rationality, and moderation, which I like. But the "spinoff 
links site" really tends to turn into a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/189434_RED_ALERT-
_White_House_plans_massive_spidering_operation_of_Facebook_Twitter_YouTube_etc._
looking_for_detractors" target=_blank>forum for extremist right-wing conspiracy 
theories,</A> especially late at night. It's really like a different place. I 
remember sometime in 2009, Ron Paul's website actually made it to the number-one 
rated spinoff link on LGF, for at least a few hours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've deleted that link. And by the way, I've noticed the same thing, and I'm 
going to start doing something about it. There seem to be quite a few nutjobs 
who are using LGF's links to promote their crazy garbage, and I am NOT happy 
about it.</P> 
<P>One reason why this happens is that people don't use the 'report' button -- 
the exclamation point icon -- to let me know when this kind of crap is going 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07643033 34577 86 Charles Tue, Sep 1, 2009 9:40:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7643004" target=_blank>#73</A> realwest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles!I had asked earlier this evening (Eastern Time!) if you are safe 
out there - on the Open Thread today there were a number of comments and you had 
a short video of the smoke burning like CLOUDS over the City.So - <STRONG>are 
you OK out there</STRONG>? - here on the East Coast the newscasters are saying 
things like "L.A. is Burning" and all and I'm just concerned for your 
welfare.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm fine -- no danger where I live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07644659 34579 122 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 9:25:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7644618" target=_blank>#90</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, it appears that a certain stalker site took down the altered Cox &amp; 
Forkum cartoon they had been posting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a surprise in the works for them too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645078 34579 239 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 11:10:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7645044" target=_blank>#235</A> shinkman</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! I'll make it easier for you to not be offended by blocking your 
account.</P> 
<P>And while I'm at it, I'll block your other two sock puppets 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645099 34581 58 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 11:17:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7645098" target=_blank>#57</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, anyone who challenges the mans' integrity is going to be 
accused of "hating Christians".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I just got accused of that in the Mark Sanford thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645444 34582 29 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:20:31pm  
 
<P>First down-dinger already! That was fast.</P> 
<P>Been getting hate mail all morning accusing me of being "anti-Christian," 
which is always a treat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645459 34582 40 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:22:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7645423" target=_blank>#20</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well...</P> 
<P>But seriously, until we actually hear or read the contents of what he says to 
the school, this question is moot.</P> 
<P>Let's wait and see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, you never know. He might just drop the mask and start ranting 
about re-education camps and radical egalitarianism.</P> 
<P>I think we just might be doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645472 34582 46 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7645462" target=_blank>#42</A> stickman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure President Obama will give the kids an inspiring talk. However, I 
can't help but think about what the general media would be saying now if this 
had been Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nytimes.com/1989/09/13/us/bush-urges-youngsters-
to-help-friends-on-drugs.html" 
target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645488 34582 56 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7645435" target=_blank>#26</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe Sarah Palin should talk to the kids about not dropping 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Sarah says: don't be a quitter!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645526 34582 83 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7645512" target=_blank>#75</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush DID do this, and the left did not explode. Charles provided a link to 
one such incident.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you realize that people don't want to hear that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645569 34582 115 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:36:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7645559" target=_blank>#106</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree..What is the matter with having the President of the United States 
speaking to our children and inspiring them to achieve higher 
goals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you get it? He's evil! Evil, I say! He has powers we can only dream of, 
to warp the impressionable minds of our youth!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645757 34582 278 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 12:58:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7645747" target=_blank>#268</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminds me of one of the most extraordinary encounters of my life, something 
I have mentioned here but not recently.</P> 
<P>I have never met very many big-time celebrities, but one I did meet was 
perhaps the biggest of all, the honest-to-God Winston Churchill himself. He came 
to our school at Lakenheath Air Base and spoke to my second grade class. This 
was in 1956, two years after he had left office for the final time. He shook my 
little hand and asked me what my dad did in the Air Force. Our teacher had told 
us he was the greatest man in the world and that we would be in detention until 
1970 or so if we misbehaved.</P> 
<P>I'm sure there were endless complaints about his presence 
there.///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cult of personality!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645856 34582 368 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:11:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7645842" target=_blank>#355</A> Kevlaur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with this little 'lecture' for some of the reasons mentioned 
here (What if Bush had done the same thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>Bush DID do this.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nytimes.com/1989/09/13/us/bush-urges-youngsters-
to-help-friends-on-drugs.html" 
target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645881 34582 388 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:14:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7645854" target=_blank>#366</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>These are very young children who will hear the speech. They've just heard 
the President talk. What in the world could be wrong with asking them how they 
can help the President?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645928 34582 429 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:20:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7645923" target=_blank>#424</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope the President's talk has a positive effect on the dropout 
rate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07645987 34582 488 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:29:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/7645969" target=_blank>#470</A> 
eschew_obfuscation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know it's a cynical question, but why would Obama be doing this?</P> 
<P>He's not known for his concern for children.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is completely untrue. He has made several speeches about the importance 
of education, and his speech to the NAACP in particular was extremely forceful 
and direct about it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's using the bully pulpit of the presidency to try to inspire children to 
achieve academically. I wholeheartedly approve of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646066 34582 566 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:40:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/7646043" target=_blank>#543</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have no idea what he's going to say, and there is no point speculating, 
defending it nor attacking it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, we do have a good idea what he's going to say, because he outlined 
it pretty clearly right here.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/rP-695ATg-c&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>"The importance of education, the importance of staying in school, how we 
want to improve our education system, and why it's so important for the 
country."</P> 
<P>Marxism! Alinsky!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646099 34582 598 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:46:05pm  
 
<P>I recommend watching this video where Obama reveals his diabolical plan. It's 
incredibly scary.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/rP-695ATg-c&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646122 34582 621 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:51:16pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07646151 34582 650 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 1:55:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/7646117" target=_blank>#616</A> bill 
shears</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gosh, has LGF gone NeoLib? The last few months I see more "innoculation" 
against righty-wackoism accusations on the site than just about anything else. 
There's nothing wacko about people being upset on this one. The president Big 
Brothering himself directly into classrooms is cause for concern...in the least. 
Shading it like a birther "freak-out" is not nearly accurate.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/billshears16" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, that's really classy! Diss LGF, rant crazily, and pimp your Facebook 
page all in one post!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646284 34582 781 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:19:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7646255" target=_blank>#752</A> Bill 
Shears</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unnecessary innoculation. Too obvious lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you please do me a big favor and bite me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646296 34582 793 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:21:20pm  
 
<P>Bill Shears is now wandering in the wilderness, searching in vain for Sgt. 
Pepper.</P> 
<P>And he's a Nirther, of course.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/705/7512680" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646391 34582 888 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:38:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/880/7646383" target=_blank>#880</A> LGoPs</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry. You do not get to leave your dramatic farewell 
message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646406 34582 903 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:41:05pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/7646400" target=_blank>#897</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh?</P> 
<P>What was the problem? He was polite and respectful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to allow those kinds of comments to remain on my 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646423 34582 920 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:44:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/910/7646413" target=_blank>#910</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do mean by "those kind of comments"? What is the rule 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I already stated the rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646440 34582 937 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:46:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/932/7646435" target=_blank>#932</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I guess I missed it. Could you state it again, please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to allow dramatic farewell comments to remain on my 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646455 34582 952 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 2:49:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/950/7646453" target=_blank>#950</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I don't get is the "dramatic" part. I didn't see any drama.</P> 
<P>Is any form of saying "I won't be posting here any more" allowed as a comment 
that will stand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646513 34582 1010 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 3:06:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/991/7646494" target=_blank>#991</A> 
SurferDoc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When good people leave, wise people pause and reflect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I've paused, and reflected, and decided that I absolutely stand by every 
single word I wrote in this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646573 34582 1054 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 3:21:12pm  
 
<P>Here come the real assholes now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647748 34582 1152 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:49:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1151/7647663" target=_blank>#1151</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is when public schools have no real competition, quality goes down 
and costs go up. Vouchers would force the public schools to up their game and 
become more efficient while giving parents and their children an opportunity for 
a real education. The teachers union knows this and that is why it opposes 
vouchers so vehemently. The democrats, who care more about re-election than 
providing their constituents with a quality education, dutifully toe the line. 
The people I know who work in the public schools all confess privately how 
fiscally inefficient the public schools are, which is no surprise given that 
they are government run. Privately operated charter schools have been able to 



run rings around the public schools with regard to raising test scores in less 
affluent areas at less cost. As far as I am concerned, it is unconscionable that 
Obama allows kids to languish in horrible public schools while sending his own 
kids to private schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But of course, since you're a creationist, you would be in favor of home 
schooling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647756 34582 1153 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:50:53pm  
 
<P>As usual, the nutjobs turn out when everyone has moved on to newer 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647914 34582 1167 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:22:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1166/7647909" target=_blank>#1166</A> srmoss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BHO's message to students: Despite all evidence to the contrary, the govt. 
has your best interests at heart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not surprised at all to see a creationist falling for this 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647928 34582 1170 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:27:51pm  
 
<P>We've now had two of LGF's remaining creationists weigh in on this issue -- 
and imagine my surprise that they're both on the side of the hyperventilating 
kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651088 34582 1246 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:03:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1245/7651020" target=_blank>#1245</A> 
guillermox</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07654021 34582 1257 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:55:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1255/7652230" target=_blank>#1255</A> 
SalsaNChips</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out the video shown to elementary school kids and decide for yourself 
if it is leftist propaganda or not:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ksl.com/?nid=148&amp;sid=7767148" 
target=_blank>www.ksl.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Particularly at 3:55 – “I pledge, to be a <STRONG>servant</STRONG> to our 
president…”.</P> 
<P>Ummm, ‘scuse me?</P> 
<P>I pledge, to tell Obama to take his indoctrination crap and shove 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Barack Obama had NOTHING to do with that video. 
It was produced by Ashton Freaking Kutcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07654023 34582 1258 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:58:21pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1256/7653938" target=_blank>#1256</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Considering Obama's track record, the kind of person he is, the kinds of 
things he professes, and the kind of people he associates with, you think there 
is no reason for people to be worried or upset?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. I think there is absolutely no reason to be upset that he's 
going to tell kids to work hard and stay in school.</P> 
<P>If he uses this opportunity to sneak in some commie indoctrination, then you 
can start yelling. Yelling now just makes you look like a blind ideologue, who 
hates everything about Barack Obama and refuses to be 
rational.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646665 34583 79 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 3:48:41pm  
 
<P>Allahpundit linked to my Freak-Out of the Day post -- and his commenters 
proceeded to viciously attack both me and him, some of them calling for AP to be 
thrown off Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646695 34583 107 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 3:58:23pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Does Mr. Johnson have children?  
<P>Cindy Munford on September 2, 2009 at 5:30 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Na. Homosexual couples can’t reproduce, fortunately.</P> 
<P>2Brave2Bscared on September 2, 2009 at 5:31 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646741 34583 149 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 4:11:44pm  
 
<P>Good grief. It's been one hate mail after another today. Seven so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07646992 34583 367 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 5:22:09pm  
 
<P>Here's a classic hate mail that just came in:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you sir, are an esotericist, literalist and fussbudget. Lighten up. Notall 
Christians are lurking around the corner to chop off your head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I have a new random quote for the upper right column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647036 34583 409 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 5:30:41pm  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Esotericism" 
target=_blank>Esotericism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647062 34583 434 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 5:36:51pm  
 



<P>I'm confused. How can I be both an esotericist and a literalist? They seem to 
be mutually exclusive.</P> 
<P>Oh well. That's better than the usual run of insults like "douchebag," 
"Hitler," "atheist," etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647228 34584 83 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 6:05:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7647206" target=_blank>#65</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, golly gee, I don't know whether to open this can of worms or not.<A 
href="http://campaignspot.nationalreview.com/post/?q=MmVkZTA1NTIzM2M5YWJjNDcxNTJ
iZmJiZTZjZDFjMjg=" target=_blank>It appears the lesson plan has been 
changed.</A></P> 
<P>"Write letters to themselves about what they can do to help the President", 
has been changed to:"Write letters to themselves about how they can achieve 
their short-term and long-term education goals".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, cool! So they clarified the point that got most people upset. Is this 
supposed to be a bad thing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647325 34584 176 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 6:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7647312" target=_blank>#163</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/09/02/video-glenn-beck-scrutinizes-
rockefeller-center-artwork-for-communist-propaganda/" target=_blank>Video: Glenn 
Beck scrutinizes Rockefeller Center artwork for communist propaganda</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! He's really beginning to lose it now. I have to wonder if the Fox suits 
are starting to have meetings about him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647803 34584 259 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:59:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7647799" target=_blank>#258</A> Neobuzz</EM></P> 
<P>And maybe you should bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647395 34585 6 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 6:34:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7647388" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really think this is where Beck is getting this stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. He's plugged in to the extremist right, and he's doing his best to 
mainstream their insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647476 34585 61 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 6:54:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7647468" target=_blank>#53</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Towards the end he says, "Those with eyes will not see. Those with ears will 
not hear."It's a quote from something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an End Times quote. Very common among that crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647533 34585 113 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:06:35pm  
 
<P>If anyone had told me last year at this time that we'd be seeing Fox News 
promoting Rockefeller/NWO conspiracies in September 2009, I would have laughed 
in their faces.</P> 
<P>And I would have been wrong.</P> 
<P>The GOP seems to have totally merged with the John Birch/Ron Paul 
lunatics.</P> 
<P>Say hello to Democratic presidencies for at least the next 20 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647579 34585 153 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7647540" target=_blank>#119</A> The 1SG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, did the sock puppet formally known as NYNana, hit the round file button 
or is he/she still lurking about in other forms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a reason why you tossed that little hand grenade into this 
discussion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647618 34585 190 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:25:12pm  
 
<P>If anyone's interested, LGF haters are congregating here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://host7.parachat.com/hosted/index.html?site=12118&amp;room=Lobby&amp;
width=600&amp;height=400" target=_blank>host7.parachat.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Discovered when they posted a link to the earlier "Freak-Out" article from 
their little hate room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647654 34585 223 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7647644" target=_blank>#214</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All it says is "username".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to give it a username to log in. If you do that, you'll find 
yourself in a nest of vipers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647682 34585 250 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:37:44pm  
 
<P>Here come the sleepers!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bogdon6(Logged in)Registered since: Jun 26, 2005 at 1:05 pmNo. of comments 
posted: 2No. of links posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647777 34585 340 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 7:54:15pm  
 



<P>We just had a serious attack of nutjobs in the "Freak-Out" thread. Three 
banned accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647828 34585 384 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:03:47pm  
 
<P>We've got a serious influx of trolls and sleepers tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647850 34585 403 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:07:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7647810" target=_blank>#371</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<P>Good lord. What a bunch of whiny, pathetic wankers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647865 34585 415 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:10:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7647854" target=_blank>#407</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was one of the first things I noticed when I starting looking into 
Beck's rantings. Doesn't really fit his thesis which is why he left that part 
out. He got all those talking points from somewhere. I suspect it's from the 
Birch Society or some affiliated group. He's not sitting around pondering 
symbolism in art himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's not a coincidence that so many of Beck's rants sound like they 
came straight out of the John Birch Society website. He's promoting their 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647938 34585 477 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:30:45pm  
 
<P>It's fascinating to watch the moronic convergences lining up -- in the 
"Freak-Out" thread, we've now had two of LGF's remaining creationists (who 
almost never post comments any more) weigh in on the side of the 
kooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647954 34585 492 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7647920" target=_blank>#463</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The poster also compared health reform to the Final 
Solution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We had someone comparing the health care bill to the "Final Solution" here at 
LGF just yesterday.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/354/7638985" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07647988 34585 522 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/7647981" target=_blank>#516</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they still worked up about fluoride in drinking water?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, the John Birch Society is still raving about 
fluoridation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07648035 34585 562 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 8:51:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7648009" target=_blank>#540</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason California is having these raging wild fires is because the 
environmentalists do not allow the Forest Service to clear-cut firebreaks, like 
was done in the past.</P> 
<P>I hope they're fucking happy now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am <EM>extremely</EM> skeptical that this report is accurate. 
Environmentalists are well aware of the need for firebreaks. Somebody is 
spinning this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07648099 34585 611 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 9:11:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/7648073" target=_blank>#589</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In general the environmentalists been averse to allowing any sort of logging 
in old forests. Nope, its much more noble and enlightened to let the fuel just 
build up on the ground in unmolested forest land so when a natural fire does 
happen it burns completely out of control. I'll take a guess that if those were 
Weyerhaueser managed lands they wouldn't be burning up right 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only the most extreme fringe enviromental groups advocate stuff like that. 
The vast majority of responsible environmentalists are very clear about the need 
for controlled burns in forest areas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07648104 34585 616 Charles Wed, Sep 2, 2009 9:13:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/7648093" target=_blank>#607</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Malkin on Obama's speech to public school students</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I just can't watch anymore of this nonsense but I'll post for others to 
watch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely pathetic alarmist garbage. More of the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649638 34586 1238 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:52:22am  
 
<P>By the way -- some people questioned whether I should have blocked LGoPs and 
deleted his farewell message.</P> 
<P>Well, he went straight over to the stalker site and began posting there, 
which surprises me not one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649662 34586 1261 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:55:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1256/7649657" target=_blank>#1256</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did he have to say?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He plans to try to get more people to "defect" to the hate 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649689 34586 1288 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:01:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1261/7649662" target=_blank>#1261</A> 
Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He plans to try to get more people to "defect" to the hate 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that, by the way, was the whole point of that "polite" farewell message I 
deleted. He named several people specifically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649764 34586 1352 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:16:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1334/7649739" target=_blank>#1334</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you please tell us why littleoldlady was banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she is posting comments at the stalker site. Doing that will 
absolutely get your LGF account blocked, immediately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649813 34587 42 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:22:26am  
 
<P>The latest hyperventilation -- Gateway Pundit is yelling that he found Van 
Jones' name on a list of people calling for 9/11 investigations on a Truther 
site. He says Jones "signed" the list.</P> 
<P>It apparently hasn't occurred to him that Truthers tend to lie, and that 
anyone can put any name at all on a web page -- and he appears to have no 
interest in confirming that it's really Van Jones before trumpeting it to the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649833 34587 61 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:25:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7649819" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I confused as to who bit whom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The anti-Obama demonstrator had his finger bitten off, after assaulting the 
pro-Obama demonstrator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649873 34587 100 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:30:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7649841" target=_blank>#69</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles' point is well taken, but considering what we have seen and heard 
this guy say on tape, the charge at least seems credible. But let's find 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not credible at all until it's confirmed.</P> 



<P>Curious that people who've been screaming about 9/11 Truthers being liars for 
<EM>years</EM> are suddenly willing to take something on a Truther site at face 
value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649904 34587 127 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:35:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7649889" target=_blank>#113</A> Lee 
Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the internet <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://www.911truth.org/article.php?story=200
41026093059633" target=_blank>archive</A>, Van Jones was a signatory from at 
least Jan 22, 2005. While it would be nice to confirm this through his own 
statements, I wouldn't be at all surprised to find out the allegation is true, 
as far as I know he was a relative unknown back then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. The only thing that shows is that his name is on that list. It does not 
prove at all that he "signed" it. And there are a LOT of names on that 
particular list, many of whom are not kooks. This story smells of distortion to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07649918 34587 141 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:37:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7649913" target=_blank>#136</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is more credible than not based on his statements that the government has 
poisoned minorities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not credible. It comes from a 9/11 Truth site. Good 
grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650010 34587 227 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:49:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7649993" target=_blank>#210</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is the first time I heard of this story, this possibility that he is 
a Truther, but I just spent 30 minutes searching for anything that would debunk 
this contention, and I can't find anything.</P> 
<P>I would say it's up to the people who suspect this story is a lie, that they 
need to show some proof of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything on a 9/11 Truth site is automatically suspect. It's up to the people 
making the accusation to prove it. Doubt is the only rational position when it 
comes to statements made by Truthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650017 34587 234 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:49:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7650000" target=_blank>#217</A> ibn abu 
revisited</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eyewitness accounts are that the bespectacled, elderly anti-health-care-
reform protester was attacked by the pro-reform protester, swung in self-
defense, and had his finger bitten off. Charles, your attempt to paint the 
elderly guy as the instigator is in error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not MY attempt. That is the article as it was published, based on 
eyewitness accounts.</P> 
<P>Good grief. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650022 34587 239 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7650000" target=_blank>#217</A> ibn abu 
revisited</EM></P> 
<P>You're blocked, and so are your other two sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650073 34587 286 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:00:54am  
 
<P>Eyewitness account: <A href="http://www.drumsnwhistles.com/2009/09/03/health-
care-vigil-in-thousand-oaks-provocation-to-violent-response/" 
target=_blank>Health Care Vigil in Thousand Oaks: Provocation to violent 
response</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were around 150 supporters of health care reform present on the 
northeast corner of Lynn Road and Hillcrest in Thousand Oaks. I was one of them. 
To get to that corner, we had to park in the Oaks Mall parking lot, walk to the 
light, cross a small thruway and then cross Hillcrest, which is a very large 
street.[photo here looking across to those opposed, posted in real time before 
the incident].</P> 
<P>In order to get from the parking lot to the vigil, we were required to walk 
through the group of people opposed to health care reform. As you can see in the 
photo, they were originally staged right before the crosswalk to the thruway, so 
there was no way to avoid walking through their group.</P> 
<P>The mood on our side of the street was passionate, happy, and dedicated. 
There were no violent words spoken. For the most part, we were supported loudly 
by passers-by, who honked their horns and waved their support. When someone 
passed by who disagreed, we actually had conversations with them while they 
waited for the light.</P> 
<P>To be clear here: There were no threats, no dark moods, and there was no mob. 
I repeat, there was no mob. We were peaceful people holding candles and 
signs.</P> 
<P>One petite woman was also handing out single payer flyers. She was passionate 
about it, but not rude, not mean, always smiled, and simply offered the flyer. 
At some point, she crossed back over (she may have run out of her flyer supply. 
I don’t know for sure. But she was not in any way confrontational.)</P> 
<P>All of a sudden, I saw a very tall man in an orange shirt (yes, he is in the 
photo I linked you to) confront her, verbally at first. Her back was to the 
thruway, and he was shooing her, approaching her, speaking to her in a very 
aggressive fashion (observation from body language only) and waving his arms in 
a shooing motion. With each step she took back, he took one forward, shooing her 
more. From where I was, it appeared as though he were telling her to get on her 
own side of the street, and backing it up with a very clear physical threat. 
Even from where I stood, it chilled me. I pointed it out to others and called 
out for anyone with a video camera to aim it over there. (I had a small Nikon 
cam with me that does video, but it would have been useless in that light.)</P> 
<P>Ultimately, she did cross the street and come back over to our side.</P> 
<P>Several minutes later, there was another altercation. My best recollection is 
that this man saw what happened to the woman and reacted to it. I cannot say 
with certainty where he was when he saw it — he may have arrived and was 
navigating his way through that group, or he may have crossed the street to 



defend her. He was confronted by the same man. I could tell from where I was 
that the man was belligerent, angry, and confrontational.</P> 
<P>The man in the orange shirt hit the pro-reform guy (I’m going to call him PR 
Guy just to keep the players straight). Hard. ( tweeted in real time) He punched 
him in the face, knocked him to the ground and into that thruway. As you can see 
from the photo, cars drive straight through that without stopping. The pro-
reform guy could have been run over. He got up, tried to get back up on the 
curb, but Orange Shirt guy was in his face. Finger in his face, PR Guy standing, 
steps up to the curb, and there’s a scuffle. Orange shirt seemed to have PR Guy 
in a hold, but again, I was across the street, so won’t state that as absolute 
fact. Next thing I see is PR Guy’s hat being tossed into the street, both 
yelling at one another, then Orange shirt walks away, PR Guy picks up hat and 
crosses to our side.</P> 
<P>When he gets to our side, he tells a story in one sentence: “He punched me 
hard, straight in the face, so I bit his finger 
off.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650110 34587 321 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:07:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7650102" target=_blank>#313</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<P>He never said that, and I'm deleting your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650121 34587 332 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:09:33am  
 
<P>A photo of the anti-Obama demonstrators. Looks like about six people. The 
tall guy in the orange shirt is apparently the one whose finger was eated.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://karoli.posterous.com/those-opposed" 
target=_blank>karoli.posterous.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650174 34587 380 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:20:41am  
 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>The "poison" allegation is another one that's being distorted beyond 
belief.</P> 
<P>This video is a short clip completely out of context (probably deliberately), 
but it's clear that Van Jones was saying the regulations were biased against 
black communities, resulting in more pollution being diverted into black 
communities. I have no idea if this is true or not, but it's pretty damned clear 
he wasn't saying "white people are poisoning black people."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/I83p1HiKLdI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650215 34587 417 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:27:49am  
 
<P>Someone is putting serious money into the John Birch Society. This is an 
expensively designed website for their upcoming speaking tour to promote their 
bizarre conspiracy theory that commies are behind Islamic terrorism:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.exposingterrorism.com/" 
target=_blank>www.exposingterrorism.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650227 34587 427 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:30:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7650216" target=_blank>#418</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times checked with the troofers themselves. They insist that 
all the signatures on their statement are legitimate and were separately 
verified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither the Washington Times nor the Truthers are reliable sources. The 
Washington Times has outright lied on several occasions for political 
purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650260 34587 457 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:34:58am  
 
<P>If Van Jones is really a sekrit commie, don't you think it's a little odd 
that he would write a book promoting "eco-capitalism?"</P> 
<P>I sure am glad nobody's digging up every stupid statement I made in my 
youth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650278 34587 474 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:38:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/7650272" target=_blank>#469</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little more information including the name of the man bitten:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.venturacountystar.com/news/2009/sep/03/healthcare-
reform-opponent-loses-part-of-finger/" 
target=_blank>www.venturacountystar.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story confirms that the anti-Obama demonstrator started the 
violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650314 34587 508 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:47:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7650307" target=_blank>#501</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The finger-biting incident occurred after a member of the group protesting 
healthcare reform — William Rice, 65, of Newbury Park — became involved in a 
<STRONG>heated discussion</STRONG> with a member of Code Pink, sheriff’s Capt. 
Ross Bonfiglio said.</P> 
<P>After the argument, Rice returned to where his own group was standing. 
<STRONG>A man from Moveon.org’s area then walked over to the opponents and 
verbally confronted Rice, allegedly calling him names and acting aggressively, 
Bonfiglio said."</STRONG></P> 
<P>Article said the aggression came from the Move On person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After the argument, Rice returned to where his own group was standing. A man 
from Moveon.org’s area then walked over to the opponents and verbally confronted 
Rice, allegedly calling him names and acting aggressively, Bonfiglio said.</P> 



<P>Rice later told investigators he felt threatened by the man and punched him 
in the nose, Bonfiglio said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The violence was started by the anti-Obama demonstrator. He said it very 
explicitly himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650319 34587 513 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:47:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7650308" target=_blank>#502</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same can be said of MANY mainstream news organizations, as documented 
here extensively.</P> 
<P>The Washington Times in fact has over the last two years really tried to 
clean up its act and stop being so hyperbolic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they haven't.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33388_Outright_Dishonesty_at_the_W
ashington_Times" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650348 34587 541 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:52:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7650341" target=_blank>#534</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Mr. Rice was the aggressor. They have their man./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He WAS the aggressor. He punched the other guy in the face, without being 
assaulted himself first.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why you're trying to deny this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650354 34587 547 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:53:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7650349" target=_blank>#542</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've waited a long time to post that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These threads always bring out the sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650364 34587 557 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:54:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7650355" target=_blank>#548</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it wasn't a punch. It was an open-handed shove the face. In hockey we 
call that a face-wash and nobody loses a digit. 99% of the time there isn't even 
a penalty called.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It WAS a punch. He said so himself!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rice later told investigators he felt threatened by the man and punched him 
in the nose, Bonfiglio said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650390 34587 581 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:58:28am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7650371" target=_blank>#563</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll say this again too, the MoveOn.org jerk started this entire thing by 
purposely walking across the street and inciting the entire episode.</P> 
<P>You should not bite someone's finger off, no matter what the deal is. It 
sounds like BOTH sides overreacted. But, this matter would have been moot if the 
MoveOn.org jerk just kept his distance. What did he think would happen if he 
starts up like that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you don't physically assault someone just because you're involved in a 
verbal altercation. I'm amazed that there are people who seem to think that was 
an appropriate reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650393 34587 584 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:59:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/7650391" target=_blank>#582</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's Mr. Rices whole fault./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He started the violence, no matter how much you're trying to confuse the 
issue. He said so himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650448 34587 637 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 11:07:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/7650433" target=_blank>#623</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Fighting words"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no "fighting words" excuse in California. If you throw the first 
punch, you are legally the aggressor. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650516 34587 705 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 11:18:26am  
 
<P>I want to clarify something -- I am NOT a fan of Van Jones. However, what 
Glenn Beck has been doing on his show is simply disgusting. He's taken all kinds 
of facts and statements out of context, and IGNORED anything that goes against 
his premise. He's promoting a false, insanely biased view of the guy.</P> 
<P>Van Jones is undoubtedly a leftist. But rather than deal with him on the 
issues, what the Beck crowd is doing is distorting and misrepresenting the 
truth, in what amounts to pure character assassination.</P> 
<P>I cannot support that kind of crap, and I never will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650556 34587 744 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 11:24:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/726/7650538" target=_blank>#726</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>There is no "fighting words" excuse in California. You're quoting Connecticut 
law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07650596 34587 782 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 11:31:19am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/7650537" target=_blank>#725</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turns out that California law has a basis for a "fighting words" defense -
</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://law.onecle.com/california/penal/415.html" 
target=_blank>law.onecle.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That regulation says that using offensive words in a public place may result 
in being arrested.</P> 
<P>It does NOT say that using offensive words in a public place is justification 
for being punched in the face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651415 34587 941 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/7651385" target=_blank>#940</A> Picayune</EM></P> 
<P>And he also said the health care bill was "just a diversion while the 
government grabs what's left of our freedoms."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651084 34589 9 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:01:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7651081" target=_blank>#8</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love the kook invasions to Beck postings after the rest of the lizards 
are up a few threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It happens every single time I post a thread about Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651102 34589 16 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:06:04pm  
 
<P>They're still melting down in the 'Freak-Out' thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651114 34589 24 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:10:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7651108" target=_blank>#19</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So organized politically motivated boycotts by advertisers are a good 
thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you mind telling me where you got the idea I was saying 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651126 34589 34 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7651111" target=_blank>#22</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without commenting on the merits or lack of them in the Beck show, this is an 
interesting display of bowing to pressure by the targeted 
corporations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Advertisers aren't "bowing to pressure" -- they're taking a principled stand 
against Beck's extremist statements. I'm not in favor of boycotts in general, 



but no company is going to pull their ads just because Color of Change 
"pressured" them.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck said something disgusting, and this is the consequence of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651134 34589 41 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7651131" target=_blank>#38</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On <STRONG>just</STRONG> that point, what makes me nervous is that "... 
pledged to ColorOfChange.org..." phrase.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well ... Color of Change is the group that's contacting the companies. I 
don't see why that's odd; they're responding to the group that contacted 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651151 34589 52 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:18:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7651141" target=_blank>#44</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's certainly their right, and if they feel that way, it's actually their 
responsibility. But do you really, truly, think they'd be taking this action 
without pressure from ColorOfChange?Really?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Color of Change is organizing the boycott. The letters I've seen are not 
"pressuring" anyone -- they simply relate the facts about what Beck said, and 
ask the company to drop their ads.</P> 
<P>If Beck hadn't made that stupid over the top statement (and hundreds of other 
statements as bad or worse), this wouldn't be happening. He fully deserves 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651175 34589 75 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:23:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7651163" target=_blank>#63</A> crimeshark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. He's a fool. But why are we celebrating a boycott intended to force 
someone off the air?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's celebrating? Please point out these celebrations that only you seem to 
be able to perceive.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When they come for the fools and dolts, should we fail to speak up because we 
are not fools and dolts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're expecting me to stand up and defend Glenn Beck against this 
boycott, I hope you aren't holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651179 34589 79 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:24:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7651162" target=_blank>#62</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An obscure lefty group like Color of Change couldn't "pressure" the average 
consumer products CEO into taking a piss after he'd downed a pitcher of free 
martinis.</P> 



<P>The advertisers are fleeing because they have seen for themselves that Beck 
is nuts, and they don't want to be associated with him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651190 34589 90 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:27:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7651184" target=_blank>#84</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should be noted that what are being boycotted are advertisers on Fox News, 
targeted towards the Glenn Beck program. Beck of course himself isn't directly 
paid by these companies. The question is whether Fox has really lost any 
revenues.</P> 
<P>Beck's personal money bags, so to speak, is seen on his website. There the 
major advertiser, like on most of the ClearChannel personalities' websites, is 
the very same gold bullion company behind so many of the fringe-
wingers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo. I've often wondered why so many of the fringe right wing sites have 
ads for gold. It's a weird and slightly creepy connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651204 34589 104 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:30:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7651185" target=_blank>#85</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last I looked we still live in the USA. Not the USSR. "Not 
Free"???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the most blatant out-of-context quotes I've ever 
seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651234 34589 132 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:35:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7651223" target=_blank>#121</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is saying otherwise. The boycott, in fact, is directly targeting Fox 
in an attempt to pressure them into removing Beck from the airwaves. No 
government involvement whatsoever.</P> 
<P>Frankly, I'd think the current Administration would be doing everything it 
can to keep Beck on the air. You can't buy advertising that makes the GOP look 
more ridiculous than what Beck puts on the air and stains the party with every 
time he appears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every major GOP politician has appeared on Glenn Beck's show, and Sarah Palin 
explicitly promotes him at her Facebook page. The GOP is way off the rails, and 
there's no better illustration of it than their embrace of Glenn Beck John Birch 
Society-inspired craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651259 34589 154 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:39:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7651247" target=_blank>#143</A> 
greygandalf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am just curious if this matters to a large degree at Fox. If he keeps 
bringing in the ratings. At some point I guess they would have to be down to 



very few advertisers. But how would we ever know when that is the case. Fox 
probably has thousands of companies interested in advertising.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When this many large well-known national companies say they won't advertise 
on a Fox News show, you'd better believe it gets the suits' 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651279 34589 172 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7651276" target=_blank>#170</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amen. I couldn't sit through an entire hour of Beck if I had to, but I would 
defend his right to have a show if the ratings support it. Just as I support 
that World's Worst Person Olbermann's right to have a show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no "right to have a show."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651314 34589 207 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:49:06pm  
 
<P>The guy whose finger was bitten off is now starting to sound like a complete 
loon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651360 34589 253 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 1:55:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7651349" target=_blank>#242</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did he seriously say that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did. He said the health care bill was "just a diversion while the 
government grabs what's left of our freedom."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651437 34589 327 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:06:06pm  
 
<P>Beck is calling Obama a radical revolutionary Marxist right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651476 34589 366 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7651465" target=_blank>#355</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and bloodthirsty chickenhawk . That was a theme.It's not that it's 
admirable for Beck to be going all nuts like that... it's just that where was 
the outrage last administration?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm incredibly weary of this "they did it too!" argument. Don't you realize 
how pointless and weak it is to say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651512 34589 401 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:19:32pm  
 
<P>I think we've had enough links to Gateway Pundit in this thread now. Please 
stop it.</P> 
<P>And again, I think it's really curious that the same people who have been 
calling 9/11 Truthers liars for years are now willing to accept something from a 



9/11 Truther site at face value, without checking or verifying 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651532 34589 421 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:24:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7651523" target=_blank>#412</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gateway Pundit's a Truther site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Gateway Pundit is an extreme right wing site. Lots and lots of Obama-
Hitler stuff being posted there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651540 34589 429 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:26:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7651535" target=_blank>#424</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Finger Eater called him an idiot. He punched him twice. Second punch 
went in the guy's mouth. Finger wuz eated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup. He admits he attacked the guy without any physical provocation.</P> 
<P>And he goes on to say that the Obama health care plan is "just a diversion 
while the government grabs what's left of our freedoms."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651550 34589 439 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/7651544" target=_blank>#433</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you suggesting somebody else put Van Jones name on that list? For what 
reason? There were many recognizable names on that list... are they all 
fake?It's certainly possible many of the names are fake, and that organization's 
credibility is zero. It's also possible for anybody to put someone else's name 
on a disreputable website for the very purpose of discrediting that person.</P> 
<P>Without objective verification, we just don't know one way or the other. As 
you point out, it's up to the accusers to verify the accusation with facts.</P> 
<P>Ask Van Jones if he signed it? If he did, he would probably be happy to say 
yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying that nothing posted on a 9/11 Truther site should be accepted at 
face value. But for some reason (I wonder why?) a lot of people are doing just 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651597 34589 484 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:34:02pm  
 
<P>I'm watching the Glenn Beck show today so I can recognize the latest talking 
points when people start bringing them up at LGF -- which they always 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651604 34589 491 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:34:50pm  
 
<P>He's demanding a response from the White House now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651608 34589 495 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:35:46pm  
 



<P>Sure enough! Now he's pulling out the 9/11 Truther thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651647 34589 531 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:43:09pm  
 
<P>There is no Fairness Doctrine, by the way, and there is never going to be a 
return of the Fairness Doctrine. This is a completely bogus talking point the 
GOP yanks out of their trick bag every time they need to scare people.</P> 
<P>I've been watching this stuff come up over and over and over for 
<EM>years</EM>, always brought up by the same people, and always a false alarm. 
It's pure fearmongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651664 34589 548 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7651612" target=_blank>#499</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I'm curious about something, if you care to answer. You mentioned 
that you thought Gateway was an extremist blog. Which conservative blogs do you 
find to be the sanest/most reasonable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, I've reached the point where there's almost no conservative 
blog I can stand to read any more. They've almost all gone off the deep end 
since Obama's election.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit is still usually pretty sane, but he's viciously attacked on a 
regular basis by his own readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651671 34589 555 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7651665" target=_blank>#549</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it was touted by some very high ranking Democrats during the campaign 
season last year. You can hardly blame the GOP for using a gift like 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another way of looking at it is that the GOP swallowed the 
bait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651687 34589 571 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:50:14pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is screaming now. Demanding that everyone "CALL THE WHITEHOUSE 
NOW!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651693 34589 577 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:51:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7651684" target=_blank>#568</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Contentions at Commentary is still excellent, IMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, that's another pretty good one that hasn't been completely infected 
with ODS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651701 34589 585 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:52:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7651692" target=_blank>#576</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He thinks he's Peter Finch in "Network"--without understanding what that film 
really said.</P> 
<P>What's he demanding the White House be called about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's plan to grab all our freedoms and eat everyone's pinkies, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651710 34589 594 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:55:11pm  
 
<P>He just said, "CALL THE WHITEHOUSE NOW!!! And be respectful ... wait, I don't 
know why I need to ask my audience to be respectful."</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651719 34589 603 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:56:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7651715" target=_blank>#599</A> restitutor 
orbis</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! That was an excellent flounce, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651729 34589 613 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 2:57:35pm  
 
<P>The flounce rate is accelerating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651773 34589 657 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:05:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7651743" target=_blank>#627</A> 
SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sltrib.com/news/ci_13249171" target=_blank>Parents upset 
over 'leftist propaganda' video</A></P> 
<P>I've taken the wait and see what he says to Obamas' speech next Tuesday.I can 
understand parents misgivings when I see shit like this, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That video is more than eight months old, it was not produced by the Obama 
administration, and it's pretty far from being anything like 
"radical."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651791 34589 675 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/7651782" target=_blank>#666</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the one?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It's a hoot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the video they're freaking out about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651801 34589 685 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:12:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7651794" target=_blank>#678</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<P>If you don't like what's posted at LGF, start your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651815 34589 699 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:15:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/7651809" target=_blank>#693</A> 
SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I pledge to be a servant to our President, and all mankind, because together 
we can, together we are, and together we will be the change that we seek"</P> 
<P>Nope, nothing creepy about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get anything creepy from that at all. It's just the typical pompous 
stupid celebrity BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651838 34589 720 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/7651826" target=_blank>#709</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van's a Troofer.</P> 
<P>That's <EM>past</EM> unsavory, IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His name is on a 9/11 Truther site.</P> 
<P>Why would you believe anything you find on a 9/11 Truther 
site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651848 34589 730 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:20:20pm  
 
<P>Interesting how people suddenly show up when the Glenn Beck show is finished, 
and start repeating his talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651865 34589 747 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:23:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/740/7651858" target=_blank>#740</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't see a Troofer site listed in the report.</P> 
<P>If that's the only source and it's baloney, I apologize. It's not explicitly 
mentioned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the only source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651885 34589 767 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:27:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/7651868" target=_blank>#750</A> 
QueenEsther</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google search also turns up reliable sources detailing that Van Jones is a 9-
11 truther...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only source for this is a page on a 9/11 Truther site. He may or may not 
have signed their document calling for an investigation, but why would you 
believe anything posted on a 9/11 Truther site?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>...has accused "whites" of poisoning migrant immigrants...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is false.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and is a self-avowed communist and ancharchist...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He <EM>was</EM> a self-avowed communist years ago. More recently, he's 
written a book advocating for job creation and "eco-capitalism," which doesn't 
seem very Marxist to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651902 34589 784 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:31:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/7651896" target=_blank>#778</A> 
SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not anything I don't expect from the Hollyweirds.</P> 
<P>I DO expect better judgement from educators, though, than to show this in 
school to elementary kids.</P> 
<P>And we wonder why parents are mistrusting ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? What was so horrible in it? I'm just not seeing it. Can you explain what 
I'm supposed to be outraged about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651992 34589 846 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/842/7651980" target=_blank>#842</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of creepy. Not in a 'the government is going to sign my kids up for 
Obama Youth' way, but in a 'damn, these people take this dude waaay too serious' 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're celebrities! They get paid big money to be pompous self-important 
morons masquerading as wonderful caring people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652121 34589 893 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 4:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/891/7652111" target=_blank>#891</A> Mad 
Mullah</EM></P> 
<P>That will be your last comment at my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652294 34589 940 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:16:13pm  
 
<P>I think it's interesting that an openly racist comment that got its poster 
banned is getting no down-dings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652400 34589 976 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:45:32pm  
 
<P>Nice. 'capt26thga' just dinged up a blatantly racist comment.</P> 
<P>Bye now, capt26thga!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652429 34589 982 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:52:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/970/7652373" target=_blank>#970</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 



<P>The section about the Truther claim was just added today. Imagine my 
surprise.</P> 
<P>It's simply not accurate to say that Jones "signed" that document, without 
something more than the fact that his name appears on a Truther website.</P> 
<P>He may have. Or he may not have. I'm certainly not going to take a Truther's 
word for it ... although a whole lot of other people don't seem to have any 
problem with that.</P> 
<P>I've been searching, and have found absolutely no other evidence that Jones 
is a Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652470 34589 997 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:11:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/996/7652463" target=_blank>#996</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is absolutely untrue. Most people on both sides of the debate know 
nothing more than what they've been told by others. They haven't seen any actual 
"evidence". That is faith.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen a LOT of evidence. I've been reading the scientific literature on 
climate change for the past year, because I wanted to be informed about it. I've 
read both skeptics and advocates.</P> 
<P>And I've concluded that the scientists are right. The Earth's climate is 
rapidly warming. There's almost no doubt about this among reputable 
scientists.</P> 
<P>The political issues are completely separate from the science. And there are 
a LOT of politicians on the right who are promoting absolute garbage and lies 
about the science. I've lost all respect for the GOP on this 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652473 34589 999 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:12:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/7652450" target=_blank>#993</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<P>Penn Jillette appears on Glenn Beck's show often.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652499 34589 1004 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1002/7652494" target=_blank>#1002</A> alwyr</EM></P> 
<P>And now the assholes start showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652505 34589 1009 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:21:54pm  
 
<P>Wow. Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652539 34589 1012 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1011/7652517" target=_blank>#1011</A> 
QueenEsther</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I heard and watched the clip on Beck's show yesterday. The clip 
shows Jones making that accusation in a speech before a live audience. Sad, but 
true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's false. I saw the full clip, not the short, out of context clip that Fox 
News has on their rapid rotation today, and Jones was saying that immigrant 
workers are often exposed to pesticide spraying. This, by the way, is true.</P> 
<P>You should not trust Glenn Beck; he's promoting very bad causes and people, 
and is a horrible influence on the right. But that's your 
decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07651982 34590 19 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 3:48:38pm  
 
<P>Now that there's a new post up, I expect the real crazies to start showing up 
in the Glenn Beck thread. It's how they roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652270 34591 78 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:11:08pm  
 
<P>Here come the Glenn Beck talking points, right on schedule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652312 34591 97 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:19:54pm  
 
<P>I've been searching and I have found absolutely no credible evidence that Van 
Jones is a Truther. I don't consider finding his name on a list of "signatories" 
on a freaking Truther site to be proof of anything.</P> 
<P>Truthers lie. Continually. Jones may not even know that his name is on that 
list.</P> 
<P>Until I see some real, credible evidence that he believes the 9/11 attacks 
were perpetrated by the US government, I'm not going to jump on Glenn Beck's 
latest bandwagon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652336 34591 109 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:26:17pm  
 
<P>It's a little depressing to see this many lizards swallowing Glenn Beck's 
hokum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652350 34591 121 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:28:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7652328" target=_blank>#105</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones 2008 Video clip just shown again on TV: (Fox Cable)</P> 
<P>"White polluters are steering poison" into "minority communities...</P> 
<P>WOW. Serious charge by the Green Jobs Czar in charge of environmental 
"justice"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just ridiculous. They're playing one sentence from that video 
completely out of context.</P> 
<P>What Van Jones was saying is that the regulations are biased in favor of 
white communities, and that white environmentalists are essentially diverting 
the pollution to minority neighborhoods.</P> 
<P>I strongly suspect there's an element of truth to this.</P> 
<P>He did NOT say that white people are poisoning minorities. That's Fox News 
BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652355 34591 123 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:29:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7652325" target=_blank>#102</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I bought a <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000UUBCNO/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>560 Roomba Vacuuming Robot</A> today. Very cool. I've been running 
it without a full charge just to watch it work. Very cool. It does seem to have 
a little bit of trouble finding its home when it need to recharge but that's not 
surprising since I have it only partially charged and I don't have the 
"lighthouses" set up yet. Still very cool. It picks up all kinds of stuff with 
no trouble, navigates around without getting stuck. Early review: 
Awesome!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great gadget. I don't regret buying mine at all. Very 
useful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652379 34591 138 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7652374" target=_blank>#134</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There has been a steady stream of politicians and activists who have claimed 
that pollution has been steered towards minority communities, particularly here 
in the NYC metro area. Environmental racism and environmental justice. They 
claim that waste transfer centers and bus depots were situated in poor areas - 
primarily where minorities lived, while the richer areas (which happen to be 
Caucasian majority) didn't have those issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read some of those reports, and there is credible evidence to back it 
up. It's not a stretch at all to imagine that wealthier communities have more 
influence and are able to keep the nasty pollution out of their own 
backyards.</P> 
<P>Yes, Van Jones is a leftist. But I don't think he's entirely wrong about 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652439 34591 177 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 5:56:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7652430" target=_blank>#175</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George Will is a weasel who hasn't spoken for conservatives in a long, long 
time. Although I question the Afghanistan strategy, I think we must fight it out 
now that we're committed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you also think that when Will was blatantly misrepresenting the claims of 
climate scientists?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32851_George_Will_Misrepresents_Cl
imate_Change_Study" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652462 34591 192 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:07:42pm  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin compares Obama aide Valerie Jarrett to a Mafia 
consigliere:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:



'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
09/03/fnc-20090903-beckmalkinjarrett.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Let's see. Is there any horrible group or monstrous historical figure that 
Obama hasn't yet been compared to?</P> 
<P>Obama's cabinet members are a bunch of serial-killing 
Visigoths!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652512 34591 224 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:23:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7652485" target=_blank>#208</A> 
quickjustice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>B/T/W. Charles, Allahpundit now is reporting that Van Jones is a 
Truther:[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/09/03/wonderful-green-
jobs-czar-van-jones-is-a-truther/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>] and that the 
Washington Examiner has confirmed it by calling the Truthers who compiled the 
list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why in the world would you believe anything Truthers say? It's not 
"confirming" anything to ask Truthers about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652519 34591 230 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:24:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7652476" target=_blank>#202</A> 
hopperandadropper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, George Will = right-wing pundits? I thought there was only one of 
him.</P> 
<P>BTW, Charles, I'm a bit surprised that you haven't noted that Obama appointee 
Van Jones is reported to be a 9/11 Truther. I haven't looked into the details 
yet, but I've seen the report in a number of places so I would be interested in 
your take on the topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you could try reading the <EM>numerous</EM> comments I've posted in 
this very thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652584 34592 2 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:38:23pm  
 
<P>If I have to choose between believing Van Jones or believing 9/11 Truthers, 
there's no contest.</P> 
<P>Truthers lie constantly. It boggles my mind that people are willing to accept 
their word for anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652593 34592 5 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:39:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7652589" target=_blank>#3</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, how did his name get on it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's extremely common for 9/11 Truthers, creationists, and anti-AGW groups to 
add prominent people's names to lists like this without their 
knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07652598 34592 9 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:40:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7652594" target=_blank>#6</A> Gmac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, and I have this swell bridge for sale btw...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're going to accept the word of a Truther website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652626 34592 23 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:45:45pm  
 
<P>Face palm.</P> 
<P>I never thought I'd see the day when lizards were ready to accept the word of 
a 9/11 Truther website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652641 34592 37 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:48:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7652635" target=_blank>#32</A> mfarmer1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but given the other crazy conspiracy crap he's spewed very recently, 
not to mention his other insane rantings, I don't why why you are so 
skeptical.</P> 
<P>Being a Truther would be mainstream for this guy. A step up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why am I so skeptical?</P> 
<P>Because they are TRUTHERS.</P> 
<P>Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652665 34592 59 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:50:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7652630" target=_blank>#27</A> alegrias</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>* * * *Charles Johnson is a SOMEBODY.</P> 
<P>Several years ago, Van Jones was an Oakland community organizer, Black 
National Panther, Free Murdering Mumia supporter with a prison record.</P> 
<P>Why would ANYONE have signed a NOBODY onto a Truther list?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because that's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652680 34592 73 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7652656" target=_blank>#52</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, zombie. I'm really parting company with you on this one. I'm not a fan 
of Van Jones, but if he says he's not a Truther and doesn't subscribe to their 
craziness, I will absolutely believe him before I believe the Truthers.</P> 
<P>Truthers lie. It's absolutely not a stretch to think they would put people on 
their stupid list under false pretenses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652687 34592 80 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 6:54:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7652677" target=_blank>#70</A> ted</EM></P> 
<P>Another lizard weighs in on the side of the Truthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07652794 34592 180 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:08:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7652774" target=_blank>#161</A> Jim in 
Virginia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we invoke the 24 hour rule? Van Jones says he doesn't know how his name 
got on the list. The truthers (and Beck, Fox, the Times, etc) will either find 
further evidence that he supported them , or Van Jones will issue a more 
detailed denial.In 2004, the 9-11 MIHOP / LIHOP (made it or let it happen) 
theory was very strong in monbat circles. Check DU back then. That doesn't prove 
Jones signed the petition, but it would not surprise me if he 
had.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been searching all day for confirmation that Jones is a Truther. If it 
was true, I was ready to join in the calls for him to resign.</P> 
<P>I turned up NOTHING. I found absolutely NO evidence that he's ever said 
anything to anyone that supports 9/11 Trutherism.</P> 
<P>The accusation is completely bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652815 34592 198 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:11:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7652806" target=_blank>#191</A> MAVCON</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles this guy gets a pass on everything else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a problem with reading comprehension?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652861 34592 243 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:17:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7652816" target=_blank>#199</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the things I like about the British court system is the honking-huge 
verdict a plaintiff can get when libel is committed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that same "wonderful" system allows Saudi billionaires to sue people who 
write books exposing their support for Islamic terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652890 34592 271 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7652854" target=_blank>#236</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what about <A 
href="http://base21.jinbo.net/new/show/show.php?p_cd=0&amp;p_dv=0&amp;p_docnbr=1
7775" target=_blank>this</A> document released by the Ella Baker Center when 
Jones was the head honcho there and giving quotes from Jones' group STORM, 
calling 9/11 a "bombing" with the statement</P> 
<P>"No matter who ultimately is to blame for these bombings..."</P> 
<P>...right below a quote from Jones.</P> 
<P>It certainly pouts his in the Truther-Zone -- flirting with Truthism.</P> 
<P>(And the was released nearly two months after 9/11, when it was well-known 
who did it - -at the very beginning of the truther movement.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That statement from STORM was released weeks after 9/11, when no one knew the 
full story. Lots of people were talking about the "bombing" of the World Trade 
Center then. That is not any kind of support for the contention that Van Jones 
is a Truther -- in fact, if that's all you can come up with, it reinforces my 
point that there is no evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07652927 34592 306 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7652891" target=_blank>#272</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, true. I don't like Van Jones or how he characterized this as coming from 
"white polluters", and I said that when I posted the links.</P> 
<P>But the fact is that the low-income black section of Baton Rouge suffered 
terribly. And no one cared. I thought it was terrible then, and those folks 
needed relief - and I'm glad to say the situation does not exist today. But it 
did happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. When Van Jones said that "white environmentalists" were 
tilting the regulations to keep the pollution out of their own backyards, and 
thereby funneling it into minority neighborhoods, he was NOT entirely wrong. 
There's a very substantial history of this happening, and not just in New 
Orleans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652942 34592 319 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7652931" target=_blank>#309</A> zombie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I</EM> didn't come up with that - -it was posted <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/335/7650124" target=_blank>by 
Kenneth on an earlier thread</A>. I was just reposting it to remind people.</P> 
<P>So far, I have made zero effort to look for verifiable evidence of Jones's 
Truther-intersected past. And I will not do so, because, a. I don't care; b. 
It's a mountain out of a molehill; and c. If I prove it, I will potentially 
expose myself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have made the effort.</P> 
<P>I've been searching all day. If the accusation was true, you'd see me calling 
for Jones' resignation right now.</P> 
<P>There is NO evidence of this on the web. None. Just his name on a 9/11 
Truthers' list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652968 34592 342 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:34:54pm  
 
<P>Again.</P> 
<P>There is absolutely NO evidence that Van Jones has ever publicly advocated 
Trutherism.</P> 
<P>None.</P> 
<P>I've searched. There is no evidence. You're free to believe otherwise, but if 
you can't back it up with a link that proves it, you're just talking out of your 
hat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07652988 34592 361 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7652980" target=_blank>#354</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>not to be a pain, but are you saying that if it is not on the web then it 
does not exist, and further that if you cannot find it on the web then it 
*surely* cannot exist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Feel free to ignore what I say. What do I know about searching the 
web?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653003 34592 376 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:40:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7652996" target=_blank>#369</A> pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>Go ahead. Show me the evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653007 34592 380 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7652996" target=_blank>#369</A> pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>And I noticed that you snuck in some support for the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653032 34592 404 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:46:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7653028" target=_blank>#400</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter if he signed that statement or not. What I am afraid of is 
what he believes in NOW. This is guy is consistently leftist and his vision of 
the world scares the crap out of me. Redistribution of wealth, anti-capitalist, 
statist, and a firm believe that only a benevolent government can deliver 
prosperity from above. I hope he fails at his job, just like I hope his boss 
does too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is lying to you. And you don't care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653057 34592 429 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:51:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/7653036" target=_blank>#408</A> Ringo the 
Gringo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So he's not a truther, he's just a former Communist who's recently converted 
to "Green-Capitalism".</P> 
<P>I feel much better about him now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not supporting Van Jones.</P> 
<P>I don't know how many times I have to post that.</P> 
<P>But there are LIES being circulated about him. Argue with his positions, 
denounce him for his radical leftist background, all of that is fair.</P> 
<P>But the non-stop lying makes me sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653077 34592 449 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 7:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7653065" target=_blank>#437</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you sock a guy in the face just because he calls you an idiot, then yeah, 
tough shit. Has nothing to do with Tyson.</P> 
<P>And as I said before, the puncher put his finger into the biter's mouth, 
while punching him. So yeah, tough shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. The guy admitted outright that he punched the pro-Obama guy TWICE, 
with no physical provocation. I have no sympathy at all for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07653106 34592 476 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:00:11pm  
 
<P>I'm getting some really extreme hate mail tonight. Apparently I'm a Hugo 
Chavez supporter now, which comes as quite a surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653121 34592 491 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:03:31pm  
 
<P>Twelve hate mails so far, all because I posted this article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653154 34592 522 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:08:34pm  
 
<P>Two email flounces so far.</P> 
<P>"Delete my account immediately! You've become leftist! Glenn Beck is a 
genius!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653174 34592 541 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:11:40pm  
 
<P>Most right-wing blogs are coming out tonight calling Bill Rice (missing pinky 
man) a hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653200 34592 566 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/7653187" target=_blank>#554</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I would suggest that you research the Ordinary Reasonable Man Standard. 
If a reasonable person felt at risk, that is assault.The mental state of the 
perp is not governing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no such standard in California law.</P> 
<P>It's just absolutely amazing to me that anyone could defend physical violence 
in response to a verbal altercation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653205 34592 570 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:16:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7653199" target=_blank>#565</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the Ordinary Reasonable Man Standard trump the CA legal code? I honestly 
don't know the answer to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't. There is no such standard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653212 34592 577 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:17:39pm  
 
<P>Correction: there is such a standard, but it has nothing whatsoever to do 
with this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653231 34592 596 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7653225" target=_blank>#590</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A very determined coward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you punch me in the face, I guarantee I will respond in a way you won't 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653253 34592 617 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/7653245" target=_blank>#609</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did watch the tape finally, and Bill the old dude pretty much said he 
landed the first shot/punched him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He admitted very clearly that he punched the guy TWICE, without any physical 
provocation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653274 34592 637 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7653241" target=_blank>#605</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharm, I see you downdinged this.Is it not interesting that zombie was 100% 
correct?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree. Zombie was not correct in this one. There is absolutely no 
evidence that Van Jones is a 9/11 Truther, apart from his name being listed on a 
Truther website.</P> 
<P>None.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653296 34592 659 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:29:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/7653289" target=_blank>#652</A> Alberta Oil 
Peon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, if you will recollect, there was practically <STRONG>zero</STRONG> in 
the way of backlash against actual Arab-Americans in the days following 9/11. 
Practically zero. I seem to remember some poor Sikh cab driver who was beaten to 
death by some yo-yo who thought he was a Muslim, but widespread attacks against 
Muslims simply never happened, despite the best efforts of Jones and his ilk to 
find evidence to the contrary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you will recollect, George W. Bush made exactly the same kind of 
statements after 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653310 34592 673 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:31:35pm  
 
<P>OK, I get it. Someone who's punched twice in the face by a nut who believes 
health care reform is a plot to take away our precious freedoms has no right to 
do anything in self defense.</P> 
<P>He's an animal. He should have just taken the punches and gone 
home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653326 34592 689 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:33:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/7653319" target=_blank>#682</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The puncher said he doesn't want to sue the biter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably smart on his part, because he would lose. He was the 
aggressor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653330 34592 693 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:34:16pm  
 
<P>Hate mail now up to 21.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653352 34592 715 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/701/7653338" target=_blank>#701</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me try this again. The guy had the much younger Move On guy in his face. 
He reasonably concluded that the guy had the 'ABILITY" to perform a battery 
&amp; defended himself.When the guy got in his face , that was the 
battery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was at a demonstration. People shout at demonstrations. This is absolutely 
no excuse for committing violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653374 34592 737 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:40:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/7653365" target=_blank>#728</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's worse? The fact that he has the power to stock the White House with 
anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was voted into office by a majority of the citizens of America. I know you 
don't like this, but it's a fact. And yes, that means he has the power to 
appoint cabinet members and other officials.</P> 
<P>Waaah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653390 34592 752 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/734/7653371" target=_blank>#734</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The victim of the attack is bad because he defended himself in an 
'animalistic' fashion against the repeated face-punching!</P> 
<P>I'm hearing this from <EM>conservatives</EM>?</P> 
<P>WOW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Go take a look at the right wing blogs. Most of them are 
calling the batterer a hero tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653421 34592 783 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:48:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/7653412" target=_blank>#774</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't buy the punching story for an instance. The logical conclusion of all 
the various stories was six to 10 anti-Obamacare protesters were doing a protest 
march with signs. Left wing loon runs across street and put face into the old 
guy's. Old guy feels his space is invaded and pushes the angry shouter with an 
open hand right in face. Angry man bites finger in mouth and drops to the ground 
with finger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He ADMITTED ON NATIONAL TELEVISION that he punched the guy twice.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653453 34592 815 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:53:43pm  
 
<P>31 hate mails so far over the pinky guy and Van Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653472 34592 834 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/7653462" target=_blank>#824</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yow. Is it approaching any kind of record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a record. People really want to hate, and if you try to talk them out 
of it, the hate gets turned on you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653491 34592 852 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 8:59:03pm  
 
<P>By the way, people who believe strongly in crazy ideas like 9/11 Trutherism 
or creationism have been documented to mislead people into signing their idiotic 
petitions. I don't know what really happened here, but it's entirely possible 
this petition was presented as an innocuous call for more investigations into 
the 9/11 attacks -- specifically to get people to sign on who would otherwise 
turn and run if they knew the true agenda.</P> 
<P>These kinds of groups pull this crap ALL the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653534 34592 894 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:06:35pm  
 
<P>Here's a classic in the hate mail genre:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are now a first class idiot, with a dismal following of emptyheaded 
asskissers.</P> 
<P>BTW, I also know the names of all your personal sock puppet accountsthat you 
post with.</P> 
<P>I will take great pride in exposing you for the fraud you 
are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're all my sock puppets! Bwahahaha! There's only one person here in 
reality!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653543 34592 903 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/7653537" target=_blank>#897</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why in the world would anyone be skeptical that Van Jones signed this 
petition? Given the guy's radical and crackpot views, it would surprise me if he 
was NOT a truther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another vote in favor of believing 9/11 Truthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653556 34592 916 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/905/7653545" target=_blank>#905</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. You type fast. Really, really fast. How did you post 1,000 times in a 
half-hour on that one press-conference thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just how eeevil I am. The true depths of my diabolical abilities would 
stun the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653575 34592 935 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:12:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/915/7653555" target=_blank>#915</A> Yankee 
Zionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I looked at the list of people who signed the document. I am shocked by some 
of the other signatures. These are some fairly prominent people. Michelle 
Shocked for instance. Michael Lerner for another. And Rosemary Radford Ruether. 
Boston City Councilor Chuck Turner -- all names I recognize from other contexts. 
Then there is David Ray Griffin, author of the book published by Westminster 
John Knox Press that asserted the 9/11 was a false flag 
operation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that doesn't make you question the circumstances? You'd rather believe 
the Truthers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653593 34592 953 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:15:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/936/7653576" target=_blank>#936</A> 
RightOnTheLeftCoast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, Zombie did allude to first-hand observations of Jones at Troofer 
events...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, zombie did not say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653603 34592 963 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/959/7653599" target=_blank>#959</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter, you're hitting homers. Spot on!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, homers -- except that zombie never said he saw Van Jones at Truther 
events.</P> 
<P>Oops. Foul ball down the left field line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653624 34592 983 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/975/7653615" target=_blank>#975</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you sound like an ignoramous. It is a legal principal.If you get close up 
into someone's face , taking away their space, they may reasonably feel in 
danger. That is assault &amp; you can toss insults all night &amp; nothing 
changes that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you there? Did you see what happened?</P> 
<P>What? No?</P> 
<P>Then how are you so certain about the sequence of events?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653633 34592 991 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:22:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/981/7653622" target=_blank>#981</A> USCMSNE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post 293</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. And if I said I saw Van Jones at George W. Bush rallies, cheering wildly, 
but I couldn't prove it because my life would be in danger, you'd believe that 
too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653654 34592 1012 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:26:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/997/7653639" target=_blank>#997</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alright the facts are in dispute. I wasn't there &amp; you weren't, but when 
peole say that the old guy had it coming they are making a factual 
judgement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Missing Pinky admitted on national television that he punched the guy in 
the face twice, with no physical provocation. I don't know why this is so hard 
for some people to grasp.</P> 
<P>He admitted that he assaulted the guy for no reason except that he was being 
shouted at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653662 34592 1020 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:27:37pm  
 
<P>Please. Don't post links to rense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653664 34592 1022 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/7653661" target=_blank>#1019</A> 
USCMSNE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times is lying again. He did NOT "apologize for signing the 
statement." Read what I posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653679 34592 1037 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:30:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1030/7653672" target=_blank>#1030</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL. You've tapped danced around my question. Are you saying none of the 
people who signed that petition signed that petition? Or was it just Van Jones 
(executive director, Ella Baker Center for Human Rights) who got 
unlucky?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying that Truthers lie. But apparently, you'd prefer to believe them in 
this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653688 34592 1046 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:31:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1032/7653674" target=_blank>#1032</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He signed it. Other reporters (including Jake Tapper) are telling the same 
story - that late Thursday night and in a statement released to the WH press 



pool, Jones admits to having signed it, but he claims he didn't know what he was 
signing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did NOT "apologize for signing the statement." This is what he said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jones also said in his statement that “In recent days some in the news media 
have reported on past statements I made before I joined the administration – 
some of which were made years ago. If I have offended anyone with statements I 
made in the past, I apologize.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times is lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653712 34592 1070 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:37:17pm  
 
<P>re: #1014 ...</P> 
<P>I'll be happy to delete your account, just like I did your previous two sock 
puppets, "Consanescerion," and "TheCork."</P> 
<P>Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653724 34592 1082 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:40:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1075/7653717" target=_blank>#1075</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. It was the classic non-apology apology. He never said he was sorry for 
doing it, only that he was sorry that doing it offended people. Its how all 
politicians and scoundrels apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. You're completely misunderstanding. The apology was for other 
statements.</P> 
<P>He did NOT apologize for signing the Truther document. This is what he said 
about it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a statement issued Thursday evening Jones said of “the petition that was 
circulated today, I do not agree with this statement and it certainly does not 
reflect my views now or ever.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653777 34592 1133 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:52:22pm  
 
<P>It's just amazing to me that so many lizards are putting credence in the 
words of 9/11 Truthers, even after Van Jones said unequivocally that the 
document with his name on it does not reflect his views.</P> 
<P>I searched all day to find evidence that Van Jones was a 9/11 Truther. If I 
had found that evidence I'd be screaming louder than any of you right now.</P> 
<P>The evidence doesn't exist. He's not a Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653787 34592 1143 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:55:17pm  
 
<P>Now up to 37 hate mails. I'm just deleting them when they come 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653797 34592 1153 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 9:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1147/7653791" target=_blank>#1147</A> Edge</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07653838 34592 1193 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:08:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1173/7653818" target=_blank>#1173</A> Yankee 
Zionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are two issues here.</P> 
<P>Is he a truther?</P> 
<P>Probably not.</P> 
<P>Did he sign the statement?</P> 
<P>I think, probably yeah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truthers are known to get people to sign their documents and appear at their 
events under false pretenses.</P> 
<P>They lie about what they do. If Van Jones says he didn't know what the 
document was really about if/when he signed it, I'll believe him LONG before 
I'll believe 9/11 Truthers.</P> 
<P>And his claim is backed up by the fact that there is absolutely no other 
evidence in any statements he has ever made on record that he believes in 
Trutherism.</P> 
<P>None.</P> 
<P>Zero. Zip. Nada. No evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653841 34592 1196 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:09:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1183/7653828" target=_blank>#1183</A> 
bartok1001</EM></P> 
<P>There's another vote in favor of accepting the word of 9/11 
Truthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653871 34592 1226 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1210/7653855" target=_blank>#1210</A> 
Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's say that Van Jones gets fired. What would that achieve? I just don't 
get this drive to just draw blood without a strategy to win the 
war.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a scorched earth policy. The only goal is to destroy the opponent, even 
if it destroys them at the same time.</P> 
<P>It's a pathetic strategy of losers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653891 34592 1246 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:22:46pm  
 
<P>Right wing blogs are universally accepting the word of 9/11 Truthers tonight 
over Van Jones' statement that he's not a Truther.</P> 
<P>Color me gobsmacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653896 34592 1251 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:23:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1248/7653893" target=_blank>#1248</A> Lee 
Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When I first checked the internet archive to see if Van Jones name had been 
on this list from the beginning I failed to notice that he was at position <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20050122034426/http://www.911truth.org/article.
php?story=20041026093059633" target=_blank>47</A> originally and at position <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20080306023916/http://www.911truth.org/article.
php?story=20041026093059633" target=_blank>46</A> in the current incarnation of 
the list. Comparing names, the missing name is Rachel Ehrenfeld, PhD author of 
<STRONG>Funding Evil; How Terrorism is Financed and How to Stop It</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Checking further I found this <A href="http://public-integrity.org/team.php" 
target=_blank>statement</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, what do you know.</P> 
<P>You mean Truthers lie?</P> 
<P>Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653907 34592 1262 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:26:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1252/7653897" target=_blank>#1252</A> 
Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>If you say you weren't supporting the BNP, I accept your word on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653912 34592 1267 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:27:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1252/7653897" target=_blank>#1252</A> 
Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, if you feel you need to post something at your blog about it, 
go right ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653923 34592 1278 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:30:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1271/7653916" target=_blank>#1271</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well, he said he didn't do it, and if he did, he didn't mean it, and if he 
meant it then, well he doesn't mean it now.</P> 
<P>Well that's all right then. I mean, a self professed communist could never 
LIE to us, now could he?</P> 
<P>Sorry, but I don't take his back peddling, I look at all of Obama's 
associates and there is definitely something rotten in the state of 
Denmark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. He said he NEVER believed in Trutherism. There's no need to distort his 
comments. If you'd prefer to take the word of 9/11 Truthers, go 
ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653927 34592 1282 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:31:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1272/7653917" target=_blank>#1272</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising, is it?</P> 
<P>Considering what goes on right-wing websites... from <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2331804/posts#comment" 
target=_blank>FR just a few minutes ago</A>:</P> 
<P>What was it Van Jones said about the suburbs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. Free Republic is now supporting the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653942 34592 1295 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:35:58pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2331804/posts" 
target=_blank>British National Party Forced To Admit Non-Whites</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To: SteelfishSo it's sort of clear, isn't it?Force will be used against the 
whiteys whenever they try to assert their nationality.</P> 
<P>Funny, don't see anybody doing that to Mugabe and Zimbabwe.</P> 
<P>12 posted on September 3, 2009 9:23:47 PM PDT by Regulator (Welcome to 
Zimbabwe! Now hand over your property)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653954 34592 1307 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:38:52pm  
 
<P>By the way, LGF's traffic is way up lately. For the past three weeks, we've 
been over 100,000 pageviews every single day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653972 34592 1325 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:42:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1318/7653965" target=_blank>#1318</A> Walk Not So 
Softly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Be that as it may; I have yet to see anyone else from the list complain that 
their name was signed or listed under false pretense. You have no proof of 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1248/7653893" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653977 34592 1330 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:43:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1318/7653965" target=_blank>#1318</A> Walk Not So 
Softly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Be that as it may; I have yet to see anyone else from the list complain that 
their name was signed or listed under false pretense. You have no proof of 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to thank me for providing proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653993 34592 1346 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:46:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1336/7653983" target=_blank>#1336</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting thread.</P> 
<P>I'm just a little surprised at one thing:</P> 
<P>Huh?</P> 
<P>"Weeks" after 9/11, were there any remotely SANE people who thought the WTC 
had been "bombed"?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really want to debate this, it's not hard to argue that the planes 
that struck the WTC towers were themselves huge bombs full of jet fuel.</P> 



<P>And yes, I still see people referring to the "bombing" of the WTC. It's 
imprecise, sure, but it's certainly not evidence that these people are 
Truthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07653997 34592 1350 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:48:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1337/7653984" target=_blank>#1337</A> 
Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we even know what Obama plans to say to the students? I would object on 
the basis that Obama needs to stop the speeches, stop the photo ops and start 
governing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we do. He's announced it, very clearly. I posted video yesterday. He's 
going to hypnotize the poor little tykes with commie principles like working 
hard, setting goals, and staying in school. We're doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07654012 34592 1365 Charles Thu, Sep 3, 2009 10:52:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1363/7654010" target=_blank>#1363</A> 
Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles. I don't want you to think that I am whoring for New Majority. 
I have recommended your site there as have others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem. It's a good site. I don't mind seeing them 
promoted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655470 34593 1224 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:34:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1213/7655455" target=_blank>#1213</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles does what he will; he owns this blog, his name is connected with it, 
and it is perfectly understandable that he would, therefore, be concerned with 
goings-on that affect his name.</P> 
<P>Everyone understands and recognizes that.</P> 
<P>The talebearers, however, do not hold that position, though it seems some of 
them might almost have convinced themselves that they do. And <EM>their</EM> 
actions do nothing but reduce this blog to the level of a stalker 
blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, I'm sorry -- but you don't have the authority to tell people not to 
post things here. I <EM>appreciate</EM> it when people let me know what's going 
on at sites like that, and I've said so before.</P> 
<P>Please note: buzzsawmonkey is not speaking for me. If you see something at 
another site that you think I should know about, don't hesitate to post a 
comment about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655477 34593 1227 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:36:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1181/7655416" target=_blank>#1181</A> 
Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Until I see real evidence, more than an unsubstantiated accusation, I don't 
believe it. Funny you give Van Jones the benefit of the doubt, even though he 



did not deny signing the Troofer petition, but you fail to extend that same 
courtesy to a fellow LGFer, one well known for her graciousness and 
integrity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it isn't true, there's nothing stopping her from contacting me about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655497 34593 1244 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:41:25am  
 
<P>And since I'm getting email demanding that I apologize, based on a link at 
rense freaking com, here's my statement on it:</P> 
<P>No. Once again, we see people so consumed by hatred and partisan blindness 
that they'll take the word of conspiracy websites.</P> 
<P>In any case, I'm never going to apologize for anything I've written on this 
subject. If credible information comes out that Van Jones was a real, honest to 
goodness Truther, then I'll be sure to report that. But I'm not apologizing.</P> 
<P>Rense.com is NOT a credible source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655504 34593 1249 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:42:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1242/7655495" target=_blank>#1242</A> 
scottishbuzzsaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was the proof that caused her to be accused?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not going to reveal how I learn that kind of stuff. If you think 
about it you'll see why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655512 34593 1255 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:44:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1251/7655507" target=_blank>#1251</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so, this Van Jones, is the Green Jobs Czar. He has $30B at his disposal and 
there is irrefutable truth he is a troofer.</P> 
<P>There was a general meltdown with <EM>some</EM> Lizards.</P> 
<P>Is that it in a nutshell?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there is no "irrefutable proof" of anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655524 34593 1262 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:47:48am  
 
<P>And by the way, if Van Jones is forced to step down over the issue, I'm not 
going to be unhappy. He's clearly much farther to the left than I am comfortable 
with in a presidential aide.</P> 
<P>But I remain disgusted that people would eagerly accept the word of Truthers 
and rense.com, without any other evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655653 34594 37 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:28:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7655636" target=_blank>#24</A> Rexatosis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is an old rule of thumb that one reads anything they are asked to sign 
in its entirety before they sign it. Doing so saves one much embarrassment later 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're missing the point. The document these people signed was NOT the 
document posted on the Truther websites. It had none of the conspiracy stuff and 
was a simple call for more investigations. Truthers added the other garbage 
AFTER they had their "signatories."</P> 
<P>And in the case of Rachel Ehrenfeld, it looks like they simply used her name 
without even getting her to sign anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655664 34594 46 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:30:43am  
 
<P>Please. Do not post links to rense.com.</P> 
<P>I thought this would have been clear from my post. I'm not going to allow 
links to a flat-out hate site like that. There is nothing credible about 
anything at rense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655678 34594 58 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:32:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7655670" target=_blank>#50</A> toadbelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what were they so concerned about investigating in the first place? I 
mean isn't the truffer nonsense implied in demand for an 
inquest?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was Congress also a bunch of Truthers when they investigated 9/11?</P> 
<P>Believing that there's more to be discovered is NOT the same as 9/11 
Trutherism. I can't believe I even need to say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655692 34594 71 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:34:31am  
 
<P><STRONG>Please stop posting links to conspiracy 
websites!</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655702 34594 80 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:36:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7655695" target=_blank>#74</A> toadbelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's what they were asking to investigate. Congress was 
charged with investigating the entire issue, the attack, our response, our lack 
of foresight- all of that and that is reasonable.Do we think Jeneanne Garoffolo 
and the other signatories was concerned about that or whether 911 was an inside 
job?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlike some, I'm not prepared to pretend that I know what people are 
thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655709 34594 87 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:37:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7655704" target=_blank>#82</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is mine in No. 60 considered such? It's not Rense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. ratical.com is as far out as they get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655716 34594 93 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:38:14am  



 
<P>I'm not going to send traffic to a site that promotes rense.com either. And 
Gateway Pundit is way way off the deep end these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655733 34594 106 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:41:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7655727" target=_blank>#101</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here sign on the bottom of this paper? What? Why? The top of the paper is 
blank. Trust us. We know what is best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. If you had bothered to read the post above, you would have learned that 
they signed a document with a very different statement on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655747 34594 119 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:43:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7655740" target=_blank>#112</A> ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And Gateway Pundit is way way off the deep end these days."</P> 
<P>Curious as to how so?</P> 
<P>Malkin and Allah seem to link him alot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know. Maybe the Hitler Youth pictures?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655759 34594 128 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:45:14am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7655739" target=_blank>#111</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to say it, because it is counter to what you have been saying about 
those simply asking for a Birth Certificate and college transcripts from the 
president.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You equate that with "birtherism" continually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is birtherism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655761 34594 130 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:45:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7655753" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same difference. People thought they signed one document only to have their 
signatures appear on another. IMHO that constitutes fraud on the part of the 
document handlers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. It was fraudulent. But that doesn't seem to have any effect on 
some people's desire to believe otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655768 34594 137 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:47:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7655763" target=_blank>#132</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: Van Jones,</P> 
<P>Walter found something interesting in the last thread. Apparently, Mr. Jones 
is a fellow of the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Noetic_Sciences" 
target=_blank>Institute of Noetic Sciences</A>. I took a look at their website, 
and he is there, along with two other people. Anyone know if he is associated 
with them or not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34250_Obamas_Pseudo-
Science_Czar" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655788 34594 155 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:50:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7655780" target=_blank>#148</A> 
calgrammy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Misled? Oh please. A Commie and a total whack job allowed access to the most 
powerful man in the USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many accounts do you have registered at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655804 34594 166 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:52:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7655796" target=_blank>#160</A> 
AuldTrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if he's forced out - and he is innocent of the alleged ideology - isn't 
Barry being a bit less than courageous? Or fickle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why you'd expect anything else from any 
politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655809 34594 169 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:53:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7655797" target=_blank>#161</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. This, and not the words of a lying 9/11 Troofer site should be the 
concerns we have over Van Jones. The fact he follows pseudoscientific ideas and 
is further left than I or many here care for should be our concerns. Not this 
bunch of lying 9/11 Troofers who listed him on their site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that I was blowing the whistle on Van Jones' whacked out beliefs 
long before this issue came up.</P> 
<P>There are plenty of real reasons to object to Van Jones. I seriously doubt 
that 9/11 Trutherism is one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655817 34594 177 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:55:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7655814" target=_blank>#174</A> 
cybermonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should be noted that Michael Lerner is not a "Rabbi" as in someone who has 
attended an accredited Rabbinical institution. Any certification he has no doubt 
came from a cereal box.He is basically a liar, a favorite of left wing causes 



and I don't believe him for a minute that he was lied to about the truther 
document.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about Rachel Ehrenfeld? Is she lying too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655823 34594 183 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:56:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7655816" target=_blank>#176</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just want to get this straight:</P> 
<P>Asking the president for additional information on his citizenship is kooky 
birtherism.</P> 
<P>Asking the government in 2004 (well after all the reports were in and it was 
obvious too all what happened) to "investigate 9/11 more" is not kooky 
trutherism.</P> 
<P>Am I on the right track?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to play your stupid gotcha game. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655875 34594 226 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:05:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7655857" target=_blank>#210</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I have a concern about one item that hasn't quite gotten discussion re: 
rense.com and the other conspiracy sites. If you're a troofer and you're 
espousing your views, where else would you be posting those thoughts? Where else 
would they be cataloged? We're left in a bind over not trusting conspiracy sites 
that claim Jones signed on to their letter because those sites routinely lie 
about items, and his admission that he didn't read something put before him from 
the group. That's a great set of choices.</P> 
<P>I think it's safe to say Jones ran in these circles - which also including 
the Troofers. Quite likely it was the fashionable thing to do - appear at anti-
war anti-Bush gatherings and the like, where the troofers also gathered. That 
several sources link him with troofer statements is interesting - a sidebar to 
the main act - the loony eco-leftist agenda he's pursuing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that if Van Jones were actually a Truther, there would be 
evidence of it somewhere other than conspiracy websites. He certainly had no 
problem spouting off about all kinds of other far left causes. I searched for 
hours yesterday to try to find credible evidence that he has ever supported 
Trutherism, and found nothing.</P> 
<P>But then, when I see stuff at rense.com, I automatically put it in the "kook" 
pile. Others don't seem to have that problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655894 34594 243 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:08:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7655889" target=_blank>#239</A> 
JammieWearingFool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a stunning development, Van Jones is also <A 
href="http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/1999/10/09/MN91787.DTL" 
target=_blank>a supporter of Mumia Abu Jamal</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I've been saying, there are plenty of valid reasons to criticize Van 
Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07655909 34594 257 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:13:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7655895" target=_blank>#244</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Weekly Standard" is talking about that as well:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.weeklystandard.com/weblogs/TWSFP/2009/09/van_jones_organized_91
1_truthe.asp" target=_blank>www.weeklystandard.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I was just wanting know if this has been confirmed</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of these stories are based on a page at the hate site rense.com. There's 
no independent confirmation of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655923 34594 270 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:16:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7655866" target=_blank>#217</A> omahadad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no doubt most of the "signatories" (if such an animal is possible with 
an online petition) agreed with the gist of the document without necessarily 
buying into the details.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Two of the people in the article above said they were deliberately 
misled, and signed a document that did not contain any Truther crap. The third 
person says she never signed anything at all.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There seems to be little doubt, however, that Van Jones at least felt 
complicity by the Bush administration in the attack was 
plausible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where do you get this conclusion? Find a source that confirms he believes 
this, that ISN'T a conspiracy hate site, and I'll agree with you. I tried, and 
found nothing. Maybe you'll have better luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655935 34594 281 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:20:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7655927" target=_blank>#274</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, dear Van was also part of the <EM>organizing committee</EM> of a Troofer 
rally in January 2002.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still waiting for proof of this claim that doesn't come from a conspiracy 
hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07655968 34594 310 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:30:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7655949" target=_blank>#293</A> 
efuseakay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.indybay.org/newsitems/2002/09/09/1467721.php" 
target=_blank>www.indybay.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the page in question:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.indybay.org/newsitems/2002/09/09/1467721.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.indybay.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Van Jones was part of a "peace" group at this demonstration. Not part of a 
Truther group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07655985 34594 325 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:34:55am  
 
<P>I think this issue has brought in more irrational hate mail than anything 
else I've posted. And a lot of it is much more abusive than anything I ever 
received from a leftist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656052 34594 391 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:56:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7656037" target=_blank>#376</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles may be exaggerating to make a point. I hear that can be a useful 
thing. But if not, wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not exaggerating. I've received more than 50 hate mails about this, full 
of insults and invective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656066 34594 402 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 11:58:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7656059" target=_blank>#396</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with you--but I don't think he even cared or thought about what he 
was signing. He obviously was looking at the website or the source that asked 
for his signature--that should say something more about the 
guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read my post! The truthers MISLED people into signing one document, then put 
their names on an entirely different document.</P> 
<P>Why is it so hard for people to grasp this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656081 34594 412 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:01:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7656077" target=_blank>#411</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do grasp what you're saying, I'm just not sure I agree with those who said 
they were misled. I think they would love to back off what they did. I think the 
truthers are nuts--and I think Jones and Zinn are kissing 
cousins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're calling Rachel Ehrenfeld a liar too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656095 34594 423 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:04:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7656094" target=_blank>#422</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't call people liars. I think people tend to speak what they believe 
most of the time--and see things through the prism of their own...well...values, 
for lack of a better word, here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you even know who Rachel Ehrenfeld is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656113 34594 435 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:08:54pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7656108" target=_blank>#432</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps it's safer to go after Jones for being a truther than going after him 
for supporting Mumia's release - which is a highly charged emotional issue for 
many African Americans around the globe who consider him to be a political 
prisoner rather than a cold-blooded murderer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the Mumia issue has the advantage of being TRUE.</P> 
<P>But if you don't care about that, knock yourself out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656129 34594 449 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:13:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7656115" target=_blank>#437</A> 
katemaclaren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do know who she is. She is prominent enough in her field to be of 
particular value to those 9-11 conspiracy theorists would just love to have her 
name on a petition. Zinn, too. However, I'm not sure this lot would even have 
known who Van Jones was in 2004.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do you think Ehrenfeld is also lying when she says her name was put on the 
document without her knowledge?</P> 
<P>And believe me -- on the left, Van Jones was MUCH better-known than Rachel 
Ehrenfeld.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656144 34594 460 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:16:12pm  
 
<P>And now even Ace of Spades is claiming that I'm "supporting" Van Jones, 
despite every statement I've made to the contrary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656203 34594 505 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:33:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7656198" target=_blank>#501</A> Waste93</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because some of the signatories say they were mislead that doesn't mean 
all of them were. So you need to look at other things to see if Jones is being 
'truthful' about what happened. It would not be the first time a politician or 
political appointee tried a CYA by claiming they were taken out of context or 
that a staffer went off message.</P> 
<P>Apparently there may be another document showing his name on another 
'truther' document from 2002. If it appears on two it may appear on more. Do 
some digging and find out. See if their name appears on more documents from the 
group or if they have close associations with it's members. Taking their word 
for it seems a bit lazy. Maybe I'm a skeptic, but it's generally safe to say 
that politicians and political appointees will lie to cover their back 
side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again and again people pop in to cite a page that appears on a conspiracy 
hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656212 34594 512 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:35:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7656198" target=_blank>#501</A> Waste93</EM></P> 
<P>Maybe you missed it. I've posted this several times now.</P> 



<P>I searched for hours yesterday to find something -- anything -- that would 
back up the claim that Van Jones is a Truther. I found absolutely nothing 
credible.</P> 
<P>The ONLY sources for this are hate sites and Truther sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656219 34594 516 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:37:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/7656190" target=_blank>#495</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This bothers me deeply. Obviously, I understand people less well than I 
thought. How can people go nuts over your position?</P> 
<P>Charles, could you indulge me a bit and summarize their objections (wild 
guess, they think you're in denial??). Please at least confirm that they're 
angry at your partial defense of Van Jones and not that you won't be unhappy if 
he's forced to step down.</P> 
<P>I need to rethink some things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hate mail is still pouring in, and now that Ace has outright lied about 
my position, they're starting to echo his stupid claim that this is a "Dan 
Rather moment."</P> 
<P>None of these people seem to care or even acknowledge that I've stated 
clearly I do NOT support Van Jones.</P> 
<P>They're just raging at me because I won't jump into the fever swamp with 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656287 34594 537 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7656264" target=_blank>#534</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<P>I'm stating a fact. I'm not implying anything. The hate mail I'm getting on 
this issue is radically more abusive than the mail I've received from upset 
lefties.</P> 
<P>No, I don't believe "conservatives are worse." There are thousands of 
examples on this blog of bad behavior from leftists.</P> 
<P>However, right now I see a whole lot of conservative blogs and commentators 
who have gone completely off the rails. I can't sign on to this crap. It makes 
me slightly ill to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656289 34594 538 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7655643" target=_blank>#29</A> Land Shark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole lotta signatories being misled. It's like an epidemic.</P> 
<P>Let's not forget Robert Spencer claims he was misled too when he signed up 
for that website that wanted the Greeks to re-assert control over land lost to 
the Turks and expel the current Muslim inhabitants.</P> 
<P>Moral of the stories: don't sign anything unless you're damn sure you know 
what it is you're signing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer signed on to that Facebook page when its agenda was spelled 
out very clearly, right there in front of him. Nobody tried to mislead 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656302 34594 544 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:01:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7656293" target=_blank>#540</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps this is easier to run with - it gets people riled up and in a 
frenzy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I "jump to the wrong conclusion?" You're saying very clearly that 
it's "easier" to run with this story, regardless of the fact that it comes from 
hate sites and Truther sites.</P> 
<P>If the truth isn't important to you, go ahead and run with it. I won't be 
joining you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656352 34594 553 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:16:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7656343" target=_blank>#548</A> twobru</EM></P> 
<P>Right here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson now backs into a new defense of Jones...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656362 34594 555 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/7656347" target=_blank>#550</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There seems to be an assumption that because we’re dealing with Truthers, 
simply dismissing what they say is fine, because it’s tainted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right. Whatever you find on a Truther website should be 
dismissed immediately.</P> 
<P>But the larger point is that three people have now gone on record saying they 
were misled by this group, and signed something that had no resemblance to the 
Truther document.</P> 
<P>THAT is why you should immediately dismiss stuff you find on Truther 
sites.</P> 
<P>And as for rense.com ... I don't know how any rational human being could cite 
that website in good faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656396 34594 560 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:27:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7656382" target=_blank>#557</A> rumcrook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>does This places Van Jones at a truther event on Sept 11 
2002?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It puts him at an anti-war event. He was not part of the Truther 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656443 34594 571 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7656405" target=_blank>#563</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My nest sentence is this:</P> 
<P>“<EM>But it’s important to look at the subject: is Van Jones’ signature a 
forgery, . . .</EM>”</P> 
<P>and finally this:</P> 
<P>“<EM>Proximity, motive and opportunity. Ok, I’ll listen. Make the case. In 
this case, it is Jones who needs to defend himself.</EM> ”</P> 



<P>The problem I stated is that Jones chose to associate re. his job, with 
Truthers.</P> 
<P>Dogs, fleas, . . . The stink is his.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please.</P> 
<P>Try reading the post at the top of this thread.</P> 
<P>There's pretty good evidence that Jones was misled into signing something 
that had no Trutherism in it.</P> 
<P>He was at an anti-war demonstration, with probably dozens of groups 
attending. One of those groups was a Truther group.</P> 
<P>But Van Jones WAS NOT PART OF THAT GROUP.</P> 
<P>I feel like I'm talking to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656457 34594 574 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/7656435" target=_blank>#570</A> twobru</EM></P> 
<P>No. I have not "defended" Jones on anything. I'm criticizing the people who 
are hyperventilating about nonsense they find on Truther sites and hate 
sites.</P> 
<P>I've said very clearly that I searched for hours to find statements by Jones 
that indicated he believed in Trutherism, and found absolutely nothing. If I'm 
defending something it isn't Van Jones -- it's the idea that accusations like 
this should be backed up with reliable sources. If you can't back it up, you 
don't go hunting for "evidence" at hate sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656482 34594 578 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:49:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7656467" target=_blank>#575</A> 
eric_odessit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I agree with your mistrust of the Truthers. However, judging from 
what he admits to (being a Communist) and judging from his saying that the white 
environmentalists push pollution into the black neighborhoods (something I heard 
myself on TV), I would not surprise if in his case the Truthers are telling the 
truth, and he is lying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, then go find some evidence for it. I tried for quite a while yesterday 
and came up with nothing. Maybe you'll have better luck than everyone 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656848 34594 615 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:19:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/7656819" target=_blank>#614</A> 
Going_gone</EM></P> 
<P>Perfect name, because you are indeed now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656853 34594 616 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:20:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7656740" target=_blank>#611</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jones seems to have been on a Truther committee, about 4 months after 9/11. 
Did he not know . . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please show me a source for this claim that doesn't come from hate site 
rense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07657402 34594 620 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:31:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/7656989" target=_blank>#618</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“<EM>Please show me a source for this claim that doesn't come from hate site 
rense.com.</EM>”</P> 
<P>I can’t. At present, this seems to be it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658559 34594 629 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:29:27pm  
 
<P>Good grief. This is getting plain stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656256 34596 10 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 12:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7656251" target=_blank>#8</A> MAV</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where in the world is Obama ??Drudge says Bidens in charge...WTF 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... Obama is on vacation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656334 34596 66 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:11:39pm  
 
<P>Jake Tapper linked to today's Van Jones post at ABC News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/controversial-obama-
administration-official-denies-being-part-of-911-truther-movement-apologizes-
for.html" target=_blank>blogs.abcnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656406 34596 121 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:31:23pm  
 
<P>This just arrived, along with a few more hate mails:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to admit this, Charles, but LGF is a great blog (and I have tothank 
Andrew Sullivan for linking to it awhile back). Damn your conservative eyes!</P> 
<P>As a liberal I should be spittin' crazy mad over it, but instead I find the 
intelligent and witty comments a very enjoyable read. Can't say I agree with 
everything, but hey, that's life. I'll get over it.</P> 
<P>By the way -- anyone who can toss up an old Brautigan poem is OK in my book. 
(And the music is welcome, too.) Keep up the good 
work!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656507 34596 202 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:55:44pm  
 
<P>The hate mail situation is getting stupid. I've received more than 100 
abusive emails so far about the Van Jones Truther issue.</P> 
<P>I'm starting to just IP block anyone who sends that kind of sick crap to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656523 34596 217 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 1:59:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7656516" target=_blank>#211</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These hate mails are coming from other sites' posters, though, right?Please 
say not lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far there have been 4 demands that I delete accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656591 34596 277 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 2:16:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>Wheee!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656622 34596 301 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 2:22:39pm  
 
<P>Finally the hate mail is beginning to slow down. I guess all those good 
conservatives who called me every profanity in the book are now celebrating the 
Labor Day weekend with their families.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656773 34596 433 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:01:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7656759" target=_blank>#419</A> turn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>whut huppened to yur kurma bait?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656889 34596 543 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7656868" target=_blank>#523</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the key word being "regenerate." it comes from pre-existing life, not 
inanimate material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know this ... how?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656901 34596 555 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/550/7656896" target=_blank>#550</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>from every scrap of evidence currently available in the natural world? but, 
if you have evidence to the contrary, please hop on the next flight to Oslo. 
Your Nobel awaits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every scrap of evidence? Wow. That's a lot of evidence. How about giving me 
one example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656912 34596 566 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:35:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/7656908" target=_blank>#562</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, you know full well that there is no scientific evidence that life 
can arise from inanimate material. if it were otherwise, i'm sure i would have 
read about it by now.</P> 
<P>now, i'm not saying it's impossible, just that it has never been 
documented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. If "every scrap of evidence in the whole world" backs up your claim 
that life can't arise from inorganic material, surely it must be easy to come up 
with one little example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656923 34596 577 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/7656908" target=_blank>#562</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you know full well that there is no scientific evidence that life 
can arise from inanimate material. if it were otherwise, i'm sure i would have 
read about it by now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33654_Exploring_Lifes_Origins" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656935 34596 588 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/7656927" target=_blank>#581</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>nah, i'm not going on a link quest tonight to satisfy your odd obsession with 
circular reasoning. you surely know that if there were evidence to the contrary 
it would be front-page news in every media outlet around the 
globe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said "every scrap of evidence in the world" backs up your claim, but you 
can't even think of one little piece of it?</P> 
<P>In other words, you were just talking out of your hat, and you can't back it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656947 34596 600 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:43:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7656922" target=_blank>#576</A> NoJoey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Even Charles signed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but what is your purpose in this? You know damned well I didn't 
sign that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656953 34596 606 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7656946" target=_blank>#599</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i don't wear hats. as i've said -- repeatedly -- there is no scientific 
evidence to the contrary. i have nothing to prove, or disprove, for that 
matter</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you're wrong.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33654_Exploring_Lifes_Origins" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>or try:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30557_More_Science_Labs-
_The_OOL_Question" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656976 34596 628 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:50:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/7656964" target=_blank>#616</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>those are quite interesting, but they prove nothing. the key phrases are 
"could have" and "it's plausible." those hardly qualify as empirical scientific 
data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So show me the evidence to back up your claim. If "every scrap of evidence in 
the world" is on your side, it's gotta be really easy to give me one example, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07656984 34596 636 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7656963" target=_blank>#615</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure enough...No Joey.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They think they're being clever when they pull stunts like that.</P> 
<P>I've had my name removed from that list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657002 34596 653 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 3:55:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7656987" target=_blank>#639</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the absence of any scientific data to prove otherwise is my evidence. simply 
assuming that something is possible without any demonstrable evidence to back it 
up is more akin to faith than science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I showed you two posts at LGF on the current state of scientific research 
into the origin of life.</P> 
<P>You claimed that "every scrap of evidence in the world" supported your view 
that it's impossible for life to arise from inorganic matter, and then couldn't 
come up with a single example. Now you're accusing me of operating on "faith," 
even though it's you who made a claim with absolutely no evidence behind 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657030 34596 680 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/7657015" target=_blank>#666</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you posted two articles filled with conjecture and supposition as relating 
the origin of life, not scientific evidence. if someone with a different opinion 



used those tactics, you'd be screaming "CREATIONIST" and demanding absolute 
proof.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not "conjecture" -- it's based on experimental evidence:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33654_Exploring_Lifes_Origins" 
target=_blank>Exploring Life's Origins</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new findings map out a series of simple, efficient chemical reactions 
that could have formed molecules of RNA, a close cousin of DNA, from the basic 
materials available more than 3.85 billion years ago, researchers report online 
May 13 in Nature.</P> 
<P>“This is a very impressive piece of work — a really excellent analysis,” 
comments chemist James Ferris of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, 
N.Y.</P> 
<P>The new research lends support to the idea that RNA-based life-forms were the 
first step toward the evolution of modern life. Called the RNA world hypothesis, 
the idea was first proposed some 40 years ago. But until now, scientists 
couldn’t figure out the chemical reactions that created the earliest RNA 
molecules.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do understand the difference between "conjecture" and "experimental 
evidence," don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657039 34596 689 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:03:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7657034" target=_blank>#684</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i understand that a strand of RNA is about as close to being a living entity 
as the earth is to being the entirety of the universe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're not even making any sense. RNA is one of the most basic building 
blocks of organic life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657050 34596 700 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:06:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7657048" target=_blank>#698</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RNA is one component of a living cell, there are literally thousands of 
others. remove any one of them, working in conjunction, and you don't have 
"life," you simply have yet another pile of inorganic material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? And you know this ... how?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657076 34596 725 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7657067" target=_blank>#717</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there's that darn "plausible" word again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The definition of "plausible:" seeming reasonable or 
probable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07657084 34596 733 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:14:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/723/7657073" target=_blank>#723</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i never said it was "impossible", just that it is not 
proven.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you didn't just say it was "not proven." You made a categorical 
denial:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you know full well that there is no scientific evidence that life 
can arise from inanimate material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I showed you that this is simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657104 34596 753 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:18:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/7657094" target=_blank>#743</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"seeming"</P> 
<P>according to the best scientific opinions available in the 16th century it 
was "plausible" that maggots self-generated from piles of rotting meat. the fact 
that it was "plausible" in the absence of scientific evidence didn't make it 
true, simply ... plausible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're going to reach back 500 years?</P> 
<P>Do you think it's plausible that science might have made a few advances since 
the 16th century?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657114 34596 763 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:20:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7657103" target=_blank>#752</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no, i have a belief system that allows me to entertain the notion that there 
might be super-intelligent forces outside the material universe of which we are, 
at present, unaware. and no, i don't have any proof ... just an open 
mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh. There it is. God did it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657122 34596 771 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/762/7657113" target=_blank>#762</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so, where's that lab-generated life that would absolutely prove this? charles 
likes examples.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you take the effort you're putting into these spurious and empty 
arguments, and use it to come up with one tiny little example that would prove 
your claim that "every scrap of evidence in the whole world" proves life can't 
arise from inorganic matter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657130 34596 779 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:23:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/7657120" target=_blank>#769</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>uhhh, yah. i think so. but, i don't think they quite have all the answers 
yet. or if so, they're keeping awfully quiet about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because science doesn't have all the answers, it doesn't mean it has NO 
answers.</P> 
<P>Come on now. If "every scrap of evidence" is on your side, there must be 
evidence just laying around right out in the open, for you to pick up and show 
us. So where is it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657140 34596 789 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/788/7657139" target=_blank>#788</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, give me proof that "God", or whomever, didn't do it. aren't you the one 
who always demands proof? how about a little from your end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now the demand to prove a negative. At least your real agenda is starting 
to show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657156 34596 804 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/793/7657145" target=_blank>#793</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i never said that. i said that there is no current scientific evidence that 
"can prove it." not disprove it. you're being disingenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you know full well that there is no scientific evidence that life 
can arise from inanimate material.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not true. I showed you that there is indeed scientific evidence that 
life can arise from inorganic material. More than a little evidence, in fact. If 
you cared to educate yourself, you could look into the current state of 
scientific research on this matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657160 34596 808 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:31:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/803/7657155" target=_blank>#803</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you're very paranoid, charles. i came in today to test my new internet 
connection, not to promote an agenda. you're the one who engaged in the 
"creationist" debate. i'm really quite an open-minded person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, you're the one who made a completely ignorant claim, then 
failed utterly to back it up. Then you ignored the evidence that was presented 
to you.</P> 
<P>But go ahead, keep congratulating yourself on your wonderfully open 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657172 34596 819 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:34:28pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/814/7657166" target=_blank>#814</A> 
TradeBait</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no no, my friend. you're very first post when i happened in was 
"creationist." i didn't broach the subject and had no intention of doing 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People asked why your karma was so negative; I answered.</P> 
<P>And now we're seeing why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657208 34596 855 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 4:42:53pm  
 
<P>By the way, it's absolutely typical of creationists to get upset when they're 
challenged and start spewing insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657359 34596 1004 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:18:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/991/7657346" target=_blank>#991</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another nice feature of the Roomba is my cats aren't terrified of it. They're 
a little wary but it doesn't bother them nearly as much as the regular 
vacuum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's weird, isn't it? I thought cats would be completely freaked out by the 
thing, but they seem to actually like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657416 34597 13 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:35:10pm  
 
<P>I much prefer Petrucci's solo albums -- there's some good stuff on the Dream 
Theater albums, but I just can't get past the ultra-mannered rock singer. When 
the singer starts yowling and exaggerating his vowels, I have to switch to some 
ambient music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657452 34597 40 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:45:31pm  
 
<P>The new They Might Be Giants album for kids is awesome, by the way. Check out 
the link at upper left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657480 34597 62 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:52:34pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer is now hanging out with the fundamentalist nutbags of the 
Christian Action Network. Their <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32799_Hannitys_Scaremonger_of_the_
Day" target=_blank>freakazoid homophobic</A> leader Martin Mawyer is 
interviewing BNP supporter Paul Ray ("lionheart") in Britain as part of their 
latest "I Hate Muslims, Why Don't You?" world tour.</P> 
<P>Spencer's getting more and more whacked out.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/09/04/english-defence-
league-interviewed-by-veteran-us-anti-gay-bigot/" 
target=_blank>barthsnotes.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657484 34597 66 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:53:22pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7657469" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They Might Be Giants - Science Is Real</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That video could be the LGF theme song.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657497 34597 79 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 5:59:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7657489" target=_blank>#71</A> SteveC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What IS this? Conservatives are falling like flies! It's like our own 
exclusive version of DA SWINE FLU!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer fell a long time ago.</P> 
<P>He's now associating with the BNP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657509 34597 91 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:05:14pm  
 
<P>There will be a post about Spencer's new pals tomorrow. He's going to freak 
out, of course. Maybe he'll threaten to sue me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657522 34597 103 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:10:32pm  
 
<P>I keep checking my mailbox for the notice from Robert Spencer's lawyer that 
I'm being sued for libel.</P> 
<P>Never seems to appear. Go figure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657588 34598 6 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:38:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7657579" target=_blank>#2</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose peopel are reacting to the hype rather than the topic. I presume 
Obama is simply going to tell the kids study hard, avoid drugs and bad behavior 
etc. But the educators themselves have thrown up expectations of bizarre 
Stalinest recruitment drive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please post a link to prove this assertion.</P> 
<P>Because from my standpoint this looks like one of the most ridiculous fake 
outrage stories I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657599 34598 11 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:40:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7657594" target=_blank>#10</A> zipity</EM></P> 
<P>We're doomed! He's going to hypnotize our children! The 
horror!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657629 34598 29 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7657627" target=_blank>#27</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>I know. I'm very very scared for the nation's children.</P> 



<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657633 34598 32 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:49:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7657631" target=_blank>#31</A> Filala</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the problem comes from the teachers guide that comes with the speech. 
Although it's be changed a bit, it still bothers me</P> 
<P>Taken from this article:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/26744.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>.Part of the issue is that the Department of Education offered teachers 
classroom activities to go along with the president’s address. An early version 
of the lesson plan suggested that students write letters to themselves saying 
“what they can do to help the president.” That wording was changed to suggest 
students write letters laying out how they can “achieve their short-term and 
long-term educational goals.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The HORROR!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657644 34598 39 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:52:08pm  
 
<P>This is probably the stupidest GOP position I've ever seen. Guaranteed to 
backfire, because Obama's speech will do nothing more than urge kids to stay in 
school and achieve their goals.</P> 
<P>Socialism! Communism! Hypnotism!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657649 34598 42 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7657646" target=_blank>#41</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The conservatives in this country need to get a grip.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657657 34598 47 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:54:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7657653" target=_blank>#45</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who produced this video, posted at Michelle Malkin?</P> 
<P>Link: [Link: <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/09/02/i-pledge-to-be-of-
service-to-barack-obama/" target=_blank>michellemalkin.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I see no credits, but the faces seem familiar. 3:02, 3:19 3:55 trouble me. 
Perhaps the video is only for adults.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>The video was produced by Ashton Kutcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657676 34598 61 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 6:59:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7657672" target=_blank>#58</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thought I read somewhere that they were tweaking the text of the speech due 
to criticisms? In the end, it probably won't have anything bad in 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, we really dodged a bullet, didn't we?</P> 
<P>/reeking</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657685 34598 69 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:02:47pm  
 
<P>Watching this issue develop has been like watching an acquaintance stop 
taking his anti-psychotic meds and lose it in public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657708 34598 86 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:10:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7657705" target=_blank>#83</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We could try putting Lithium in the drinking water.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to think that might be a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657719 34598 96 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7657709" target=_blank>#87</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an unnecessary fear and reacting more to their hatred of Obama than any 
rational fear. At the same time, saying that he is on some sort of "nut 
wagon".</P> 
<P>That doesn't sound like a guy who's nuts. There's plenty of actual crazies 
out there, no need to get crazy calling people crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you sign on to this insane nonsense, that's all I need to put you in the 
category of "nuts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657756 34598 126 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:24:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7657749" target=_blank>#119</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Nixon's WH issue any lesson plans with his speeches? Or GHW Bush? I asked 
avanti last thread, but he declined to answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my God! You mean -- they're giving them <EM>lesson plans</EM> too?!?</P> 
<P>We really are doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657773 34598 142 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7657768" target=_blank>#138</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'fraid so. Still, I don't think it's a bad idea at all. I wouldn't have cared 
if Bush did it, Obama, whoever. Kids these days need a big shot in the arm. If 
it comes from the POTUS, and it helps, more power to them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Traitor! RINO! Why do you hate America?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657786 34598 155 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:29:57pm  
 



<P>If it isn't clear enough yet, I have <EM>absolutely</EM> no respect for this 
craziness, and I intend to mock it like a red-headed stepchild.</P> 
<P>The GOP should be utterly ashamed. They're promoting a sick divisive view of 
America, and they have no compunctions about using children to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657815 34598 184 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:36:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7657811" target=_blank>#180</A> 
gulfloafer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look closely at the language of the "suggested" lesson plan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's COMMUNISM! Lock up your children!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657840 34598 208 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:43:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7657833" target=_blank>#201</A> kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will the Republicans get a chance to respond to O's comments as in the State 
of the Union or the weekly address. I think that would be 
appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Let's politicize it! GREAT idea!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657852 34598 220 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:45:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7657833" target=_blank>#201</A> kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will the Republicans get a chance to respond to O's comments as in the State 
of the Union or the weekly address. I think that would be 
appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know! Maybe the Republican spokesperson could come on and tell the kids why 
it's a horrible idea to stay in school, because school is just going to teach 
them commie values!</P> 
<P>Maybe they could teach the kids it's a horrible idea to set goals and excel 
academically, because the commies are just going to kick down their doors at 2am 
and haul them off to FEMA camps anyway!</P> 
<P>Yeah. Now there's a school address the GOP can get behind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657877 34598 244 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:52:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7657864" target=_blank>#232</A> Kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The response to O's presentation may represent conservative values in 
addition to what he has to say. Otherwise it's just a missed opportunity to talk 
to the kids.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, conservative values like staying in school and setting goals and 
achieving their dreams...</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657891 34598 257 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 7:55:26pm  
 



<P>Bobby Jindal walks out of his mansion's foyer, and says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know the Resident in Chief has just told you to stay in school and work 
hard, but the Republican Party would like you to know that it's not really 
necessary. Just read your Bible, kids, and don't bother listening to any of 
those evil secular scientists. They're just trying to trick you.</P> 
<P>If any of you are suffering from demonic possession, see me after school in 
Room 2B.</P> 
<P>I'm Bobby Jindal and I approve this message.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657928 34598 294 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:03:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7657911" target=_blank>#277</A> Kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is going to be a real hoot; can parents go to school with there kids to 
bite off fingers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Now you're talking! That would be great!</P> 
<P>Bobby Jindal ends his address by biting off Nancy Pelosi's pinky!</P> 
<P>Must-see TV!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657946 34598 312 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:07:43pm  
 
<P>The hate mail is starting up again, after all those good conservatives are 
finished dinner and ready to spew some more venom at me because I wouldn't join 
them in the fever swamp hot tub.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657963 34598 329 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7657958" target=_blank>#324</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>By whatever means necessary</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Now you're talking! Let's be just like the PLO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657973 34598 339 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:12:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7657958" target=_blank>#324</A> solicitr</EM></P> 
<P>But seriously, get the hell off my website, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657982 34598 347 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:13:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7657976" target=_blank>#342</A> BenZ's 
Bat</EM></P> 
<P>I know. How dare the Big Zero think that kids might be inspired by an address 
from the President of the United States? Who does he think he 
is??!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657988 34598 353 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7657979" target=_blank>#344</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, that was a screwed up comment. #324</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's where we're at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657991 34598 356 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:15:59pm  
 
<P>Five hate mails in the last 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07657994 34598 359 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:16:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7657990" target=_blank>#355</A> BenZ's 
Bat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I want my kids to be inspired by a "hero" I'll make sue they see a "hero." 
For example an astronaut, firefighter/police/ems, doctor, even a stockbroker. I 
don't want politicians talking at my kids. Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Wouldn't want them getting the impression that the President of the 
United States is anybody special, would we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658042 34598 406 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:25:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7658028" target=_blank>#393</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Exposure is. OVERexposure is not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Lock that creep in the Oval Office and tell him to get to work. He has 
no business trying to inspire schoolchildren. Who does he think he 
is??!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658056 34598 420 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7658047" target=_blank>#411</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The more Obama works, the worse we all are because of it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, forget what I said about getting to work! He should just resign 
immediately and turn this school address into an extended apology, ending in a 
complete breakdown in tears and sobbing incoherence.</P> 
<P>Now that would be a way to get the GOP on board! Why doesn't he do this 
instead? What's wrong with him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658064 34598 428 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7658061" target=_blank>#425</A> Born Again 
Republican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His timing is terrible. He has no sense for the mood of the public. I'm upset 
by it all. I hated Bush being treated with such disrespect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Terrible timing! How dare he think it's appropriate to address children 
on the first day of school! The monster!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658072 34598 436 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:33:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7658067" target=_blank>#431</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Today at the library I picked up <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1591027187/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Stephen Jay Gould and the Politics of Evolution</A>- but there 
aren't any customer reviews at Amazon. Have any of the science fans read this 
yet and if so, any thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution!?! What are you, a commie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658089 34598 453 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7658082" target=_blank>#446</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're quite animated this Friday night..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Commie!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658100 34598 464 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:38:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7658090" target=_blank>#454</A> varnish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I am out of here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea how much that hurts me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658128 34598 492 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:42:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/7658120" target=_blank>#484</A> 
nightlight</EM></P> 
<P>There you go! Let's sue the bastard! How dare he think he can talk to 
America's children??!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658136 34598 500 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/7658129" target=_blank>#493</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMO, his mistake is not so much in the timing, of the speech, but in the 
timing of the announcement of the speech. .Way too much lead time, way too much 
fanfare and ' Hey, I'm gonna talk to the school children of America ' So he 
wants to address the kids. Fine. Why all the hoo-hah? Why all the drumrolls? 
Just pick a time and a TelePrompter , give the nets a few days notice, and talk 
to them. We're all watching, Barack. No need to send out flyers and advance men 
to make sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did NOT announce anything. The GOP picked up a mention of it in a video 
interview with a kid (I posted it) and proceeded to do that fearmongering thing 
that they do so well.</P> 
<P>It's a scorched earth policy and they don't care who gets 
hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658153 34598 517 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:47:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/7658137" target=_blank>#501</A> 
nightlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't think there is anything wrong with a POTUS talking to 
students, I'm not against this at all. I'm just curious about why the former 
deputy assistant secretary for education would talk about the "mess" they got 
themselves into here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see how this goes.</P> 
<P>The GOP indulges in blatant fearmongering over a completely innocuous speech 
that will urge children to stay in school and work hard.</P> 
<P>Millions of people swallow the bait and start screaming that they're going to 
pull their kids out of school.</P> 
<P>Some Obama officials start getting cold feet because of the political 
heat.</P> 
<P>Victory! We won! They're BACKING DOWN!</P> 
<P>We saved America!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658168 34598 532 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/7658163" target=_blank>#527</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Resign and leave quietly...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! What's wrong with him? Doesn't he realize that he has no business 
trying to do anything at all? Resign already, monster! And stay away from my 
kids!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658185 34598 548 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 8:54:41pm  
 
<P>The past couple of days have set an all-time record for hate mail. It's 
streaming in tonight like a firehose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658254 34598 617 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:10:35pm  
 
<P>Man, the sheer childishness of these people is almost unbelievable.</P> 
<P>Look, daddy! I hate you, daddy! Love me, daddy! I hate you!</P> 
<P>A sad pathetic waste of human tissue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658297 34598 660 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/7658283" target=_blank>#646</A> capitalist 
piglet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi, DF. This is a tad hyperbolic, I think.</P> 
<P>People were concerned about the politicization of the classroom. That's 
"insane"? It's a "toxic level of Bad Craziness"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it certainly is. Obama's going to tell children to stay in school, work 
hard, and take responsibility.</P> 
<P>THE HORROR.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to me, it isn't. I don't want the president or his representatives in the 
classroom (pro-Obama teachers) pushing his leftist agenda on children (nor would 
I want a conservative president doing the equivalent).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, those horrible leftist principles like working hard and taking 
responsibility.</P> 
<P>WE'RE DOOMED!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking to them? No big deal. Soliciting their "help", through the post-
speech discussion materials? That crosses a line, in my opinion. I'm glad they 
backed off of that one. This White House needs to be smacked on the nose with a 
rolled up newspaper (to paraphrase buzz) when they overreach, and that's what 
happened.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare they issue commie lesson plans to these poor little tykes!</P> 
<P>THE MONSTERS!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll be more careful next time, I hope.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. VICTORY!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658308 34598 671 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/7658299" target=_blank>#662</A> Syrah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT for Safari users.</P> 
<P>Why would I want to save a web-page as a "web-archives" file instead of an 
HTML file?</P> 
<P>Is there an advantage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A web archive includes all the images. It's a better way to save it if you 
want a complete copy on your computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658325 34598 688 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/683/7658320" target=_blank>#683</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Y'know, Charles is going to feel real silly if Obama gives his speech and 
talks for 10 minutes about how nobody should be denied health care and the 
failure of the previous administration.</P> 
<P>/ what if it really is all about the hokey-pokey?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, all the people hyperventilating over this mind-bogglingly 
stupid fake outrage won't feel silly at all. They'll just move right on to the 
next idiotic fake outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658380 34598 743 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 9:40:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/7658362" target=_blank>#725</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dark_Falcon</P> 
<P>It was an easy catch, the intellectual midgets at the deuce were planning it 
on-line the other night, so all I had to do was sit here with my troll hunters 
scouting book and wait for a familiar nickname to show up.Then a quick check of 
the stalker blog confirmed my suspicion. I have been kicking Eric Odom's trolls 
a$$es for a couple years and it was my pleasure to finally get the opportunity 
to do it here.</P> 
<P>I would like to thank everyone for the warm welcome and the up 
dings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks for the heads-up on that creep. Don't hesitate to let me know whenever 
you see them pulling that kind of brain-damaged BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07658617 34598 967 Charles Fri, Sep 4, 2009 10:44:39pm  
 
<P>Folks, please don't forget to report any troll comments, by clicking the 
little exclamation point icon. It really helps if you report them instead of me 
having to go find them in the old threads -- because it's virtually guaranteed 
that there are going to be some more freaks posting overnight, hoping that their 
little turds will be missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659277 34598 1097 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 8:48:26am  
 
<P>#1096: Bye now! We'll miss you -- actually, not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659394 34600 29 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:44:46am  
 
<P>I'm getting the feeling Ace of Spades really wants me to link to him, since 
he's continuing the attacks today. He'll be waiting a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659421 34600 47 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:52:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7659415" target=_blank>#42</A> 
LouisianaLightning</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I did some quick searching and found Gateway Pudit has some credible info on 
this linking Jones to <B>The War Times</B>.</P> 
<P>Do you think that is bogus also?</P> 
<P><A href="http://gatewaypundit.blogspot.com/2009/09/busted-again-van-jones-
was-on-board-at.html" target=_blank>War Times article.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with this issue?</P> 
<P>Answer: nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659440 34600 64 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:57:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7659435" target=_blank>#59</A> Meatsss</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough links to a story that has nothing to do with 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659446 34600 70 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:58:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7659442" target=_blank>#66</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From a 'War Times' article of 2002:</P> 
<P>Doesn't sound like a Truther publication. Of course they use the word Truth 
in their slogan, maybe that's the attempted connection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a Truther publication. It's a far left antiwar publication. They've 
reached the point where they're just throwing anything against the wall to see 
if it sticks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07659461 34600 85 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:02:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7659453" target=_blank>#77</A> 
CommonDefense</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMO, the truther aspect is irrelevant. His self-proclamation of Communism, 
calls to wipe out the whole system to start over, wanting to redistribute wealth 
and the ability to call Republicans a$$holes in front of his adoring audience 
are enough to invalidate him as a servant of the public trust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, in that speech in which he called Republicans assholes, he also 
called himself an asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659482 34600 104 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:07:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7659439" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.meetup.com/WeAreChangeSanAntonio/photos/594047/8491440/" 
target=_blank>Glenn Beck @ San Antonio Tea Party @ the ALAMO</A> (9-11 truth 
pic)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, so Glenn Beck is a Truther??!</P> 
<P>I might as well make that claim -- it has exactly as much evidence behind it 
as the claim that Van Jones is a Truther. Actually, more 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659516 34600 136 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:16:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7659509" target=_blank>#129</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going with a third alternative. The first is that he is a 
Troofer...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So show me one single piece of evidence or one statement from Van Jones that 
proves it. Go ahead, I'll wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659540 34600 157 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:24:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7659535" target=_blank>#152</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,I didn't say he was a troofer. The lack of further evidence supports 
your point.</P> 
<P>What I'm saying he didn't look closely at what he signing because it appeared 
to be a slam on the Bush Administration. That doesn't make him a troofer...it 
makes him a man who despised the Bush Administration so much he mae a stupid 
move.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Truthers lied about the document to several of the signatories. And they 
put Rachel Ehrenfeld's name on it without even asking.</P> 
<P>Why are you taking their word that he signed a Truther 
document?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659547 34600 164 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:25:30am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7659532" target=_blank>#150</A> 
LouisianaLightning</EM></P> 
<P>Did you even read those articles? Are you aware that they're NOT Truther 
articles?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659568 34600 183 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:31:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7659562" target=_blank>#178</A> 
lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all well and good, but all of the facts we do know about Jones 
(excluding anything about 9/11) were not enough to get Obama to drop him.If VJ's 
(apparent) affiliation with Troofers keeps him from "shaping economic policy for 
the 21st century" then that's Obama's problem. The country will be better 
off.Barry should've known that the guy was a loon and that with a loon you get 
lots of baggage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Hooray for character assassination based on falsehoods! We need more of 
this.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659612 34600 224 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:42:21am  
 
<P>I'm about to put up one of the most sarcastic posts I've ever written. Cover 
me. I'm going in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659617 34600 229 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:43:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7659608" target=_blank>#220</A> 
LouisianaLightning</EM></P> 
<P>No they don't. They're talking about a cover-up of evidence that Bush was 
warned about the attacks. They're NOT saying that Bush staged the attacks 
themselves.</P> 
<P>Reading comprehension much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659806 34600 275 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:30:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7659788" target=_blank>#274</A> Victor Davis 
Manson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't post much but this whole topic disturbs me. You are not 
wrong very often but here you clearly are. Please take a step back and 
reconsider your assertions...Thank you</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead. Show me where I'm wrong. Find some proof that Van Jones is a 
Truther, and Truther sites and hate sites don't count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659841 34600 279 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:38:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7659832" target=_blank>#278</A> 
RightMinded</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't know if you all saw this or not. I posted it yesterday. Jones, who 
wrote this article, doesn't admit to being a troofer, but he does list some 
interesting "heroes &amp; she-roes". This was written right after Kerry lost the 
election in 2004.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/healing-resistance/1164" 
target=_blank>www.yesmagazine.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>In it, Van Jones claims the new heroes are Michael Moore, Code Pink, Moveon 
and a few others. He might not be a troofer, but IMO he doesn't have very good 
judegment either. The list is down a bit in the article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no doubt at all that Van Jones is a far leftist, and nobody has said 
otherwise -- especially not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659883 34600 282 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:47:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7659867" target=_blank>#281</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, without proof it's totally unreasonable. I can hardly believe I need to 
say this, but it doesn't become true just because you really really want it to 
be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659903 34600 286 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:51:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7659888" target=_blank>#283</A> Victor Davis 
Manson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have no interest at all to make you look bad. I truly care about 
LGF. I merely remember past posts on this site that criticized Rabbi Lerner as 
being a truther nutjob. I hardly think he is the best character witness for Van 
Jones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh. So you came over based on Ace's idiotic post, right?</P> 
<P>Do you think Rachel Ehrenfeld was also lying about being misled by the 
Truthers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660023 34600 299 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7660009" target=_blank>#298</A> Victor Davis 
Manson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Rachel Ehrenfeld never claimed that she was misled into signing the 
petition. She states that she never signed it at all. Zinn claims he was tricked 
into signing the truther petition, Van Jones claimed he too was tricked into 
signing it. These are educated, politically savvy men. I don't believe either 
was unable to read and understand the petition they signed. It is an old PR 
strategy to claim one did not do anything wrong but instead one was merely 
stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so now we know that you're willing to accept the word of 9/11 Truthers 
over almost everything else.</P> 
<P>Please see the final sentence in the post above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660027 34600 300 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:23:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7659944" target=_blank>#291</A> 
LouisianaLightning</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My reading comprehension is fine. My definition of Troofers is either:1. They 
believe Bush planned and performed the attacksor2. Bush knew when and where the 
attacks would take place and did nothing to stop it or actually wanted it to 
occur.</P> 
<P>I didn't realize you only consider the 1st definition to be the one of a 
troofer, so we are talking past one another. My apologies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is that your option 1 involves an outright conspiracy, whereas 
option 2 involves nothing more than incompetence.</P> 
<P>I've spent way more time looking at Truthers than I should have, and I have 
NEVER seen a Truther who believes your option 2.</P> 
<P>9/11 Trutherism is a conspiracy theory. Believing the Bush adminstration 
failed to act on intelligence is a left-wing view, but it's not a conspiracy 
view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660047 34600 303 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:32:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7659944" target=_blank>#291</A> 
LouisianaLightning</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. Bush knew when and where the attacks would take place and did nothing to 
stop it or actually wanted it to occur.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, the articles you linked to do NOT say that Bush knew when and 
where the attacks would take place. I really wish you stop just making things 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660072 34600 307 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:50:54pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7660051" target=_blank>#304</A> Victor Davis 
Manson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you are too smart to attack people on a personal level who disagree 
with you .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead. Prove to me that Van Jones is a Truther. Find one single 
statement from him in which he says the government plotted the 9/11 attacks.</P> 
<P>You won't be able to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660142 34600 310 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:17:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7660124" target=_blank>#309</A> Victor Davis 
Manson</EM></P> 
<P>Got it. You really really want to believe this, and the fact that there's no 
evidence at all isn't going to deter you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660303 34600 316 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 2:27:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7660298" target=_blank>#315</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun stewing in your hatred!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07674496 34600 323 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 8:26:11pm  



 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659700 34601 48 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:02:09am  
 
<P>Heh. I'm already getting hate mail about this post. They think it's 
serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659720 34601 64 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:07:53am  
 
<P>And now here they are!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659736 34601 76 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:11:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7659729" target=_blank>#70</A> 
Abdominal_Snowman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still trying to believe _any_ of your posts are serious these days, 
especially the post where you said the Republicans needed to be more inclusive 
and then banned five or six people in the discussion thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now there's one more!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659748 34601 86 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:14:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7659717" target=_blank>#61</A> redmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck cannot control who is coming to the rally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess Beck has no control over who appears on his show 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659789 34601 125 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:27:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7659767" target=_blank>#104</A> 
redmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You correct about his show but this OT is about tea party. Personally, I did 
not watch Beck show often(too early), but when I watch I could hear some 
important questions. Sometimes i could see him become pretty crazy, but in this 
case I am just switching to other channel. But paint him as monster, it 
overboard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*Facepalm.*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659950 34601 265 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:01:46pm  
 
<P>Please note: I ladled on the sarcasm pretty thick in this post, but there's a 
very serious point here too: Glenn Beck's connections to Truthers are far more 
extensive and direct than Van Jones'.</P> 
<P>It's not just Ron Paul. I didn't even bring up the fact that he frequently 
lets Judge Andrew Napolitano host his show, when Napolitano is a close friend of 
Truther Alex Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07659963 34601 277 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7659952" target=_blank>#267</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With Olbermann, you get the mean factor, which is a lot worse.With Beck, it's 
just fruitcake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally disagree. Glenn Beck is promoting really bad people and causes. 
He's connected to Ron Paul, and has promoted the John Birch Society on his show. 
His recent show about the Rockefeller Building was taken directly from far right 
New World Order propaganda.</P> 
<P>He's not just a fruitcake, unfortunately. He's a big part of the GOP's plunge 
into fever swamp craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07659988 34601 302 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:09:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7659979" target=_blank>#293</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles- going through and reading that <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28865_The_Six-
Word_Motto_Contest/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>Six Word Motto</A> Contest 
thread- there are really a lot of racist comments from jeppo. I don't know if 
you want to leave them as a testament to why he was banned (he has major down 
dings) or you want to clean up some of that fascist bastard's crap. I might 
report some of that stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never mind reporting - I'll just go nuke all his comments from orbit. 
Should've done it a while back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660013 34601 322 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:16:44pm  
 
<P>I was very disappointed to hear that Thomas Sowell has signed on to the 
"Obama's going to brainwash our children!" crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660067 34601 367 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/7660063" target=_blank>#363</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Steyn on <A href="http://www.ocregister.com/articles/president-obama-
saddam-2552741-time-one" target=_blank>school kids pledging allegiance to 
Obama</A></P> 
<P>Steyn gets it right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steyn gets it way wrong.</P> 
<P>Barack Obama had absolutely nothing to do with that video. It was produced by 
Ashton Kutcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660084 34601 383 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 12:55:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7660079" target=_blank>#378</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I disagree. Steyn does get it right; regardless of who produced the video or 
the lesson plans, it's all about the principle. It's about not pledging 
servitude to a president. it's about not bringing politics into grammar school 
classrooms, it's about not sending any kind of political message to students 
whether it's being green, flushing or not flushing toilets, or whatever.</P> 
<P>Grammar school is about learning the basics. If the prez wants to appear in a 
video JUST to encourage kids to do their best, then fine, I have no problem with 
that. But not accompanied by this stupid video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of who produced the video? So you're going to bash Obama for 
creating a cult of personality based on that video, even though it was produced 
by an empty-headed Hollywood celebrity, and featured appearances by dozens more 
empty-headed Hollywood celebrities? You're going to blame Obama for something he 
had NOTHING to do with?</P> 
<P>All righty then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660097 34601 395 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:00:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7660094" target=_blank>#392</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether or not the video in question came from the WH directly, does anyone 
really think that Rahmbo and Axelrod didn't know about and or approve it in 
advance? Given that they pride themselves on running such a tight media 
ship?<EM>Really</EM>??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, I forgot that Obama is almost omnipotent. Nothing ever happens 
without his knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660101 34601 399 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:03:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7660099" target=_blank>#397</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The upcoming Obama speech in fact falls under that rule so the district 
simply informed parents that they would not consider using the speech until 
after they had reviewed it PER DISTRICT POLICY...nice a neat 
solution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent. I always like to see neat solutions to problems that don't really 
exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660104 34601 401 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/7660100" target=_blank>#398</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bold text shows that then President Bush was injecting political goals 
into his speech. Note that America 2000 was a goal of the White House with a 
great deal of political maneuvering and standard congressional activity 
involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh! Nobody wants to hear that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660113 34601 409 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7660107" target=_blank>#404</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you saying the WH had NOTHING to do with the 
video?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of "it was produced by Ashton Kutcher" was not clear?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why on earth would it be shown in conjunction (either before or after) the 
One's address?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not being shown in conjunction with Obama's address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660123 34601 419 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:11:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7660122" target=_blank>#418</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about the upcoming speech. Is there anything in the lesson plan 
regarding a pledge to serve Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course there isn't. There's nothing sinister or evil in the lesson plan at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660144 34601 436 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:19:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7660129" target=_blank>#424</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's not. Only a fool would think it was in there.</P> 
<P>But, that the Secretary of the Dept of Ed should be so incompetent, careless, 
or swept up in things as to approve any kinda notes with even the slightest 
suggestion of a Dear Leader activity anywhere in them is troubling to say the 
least. That they edited the things shows that they reached a similar 
conclusion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, what it really shows is that the right wing is so desperately caught up 
in the fever swamp that they'll blow up anything into a huge fake outrage. 
There's nothing wrong with anything in the lesson plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660168 34601 459 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:30:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7660146" target=_blank>#438</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's where Steyn gets it right and says it so much better than I could:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any self-respecting schoolkid, enjoined by his principal to be a "servant" to 
the head of state, would reply, "Get lost, creep." And, if they still taught 
history in American schools, he'd add, "Oh, and by the way, that question was 
settled in 1776."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of this outrage because one principal showed a stupid 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660179 34601 470 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:32:04pm  
 
<P>This is the kind of love note I'm currently getting from good conservatives. 
Titled "Sharmuta, Killgore and Van Jones starring in "Charles Ass Rape 2.0":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace is really pounding your ass hard, Chuckie.</P> 



<P>It's like watching a vicious rape - and i feel pretty damn perverted toenjoy 
it.</P> 
<P>But i do enjoy it, Chuckles. If i know of any nutcase pseudo-bloggerwho 
deserves to be publically raped, it's you, Little Johnson.</P> 
<P>Just wanted to let you know how i feel :) Shalom from 
Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660180 34601 471 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:32:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7660176" target=_blank>#467</A> shanec99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles... children are impressionable, and <STRONG>more often than not they 
respect and believe people in positions of authority</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... you're kidding, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660192 34601 483 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:35:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/7660187" target=_blank>#478</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, what pathological monster wrote that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the worst, but there are lots more that are 
similar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660200 34601 490 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:37:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/7660196" target=_blank>#487</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn! I just got down-dinged by Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I doubt I need to tell you why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660221 34601 511 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 1:46:50pm  
 
<P>I'm disabling the contact form, because that psycho keeps using it to spew 
venom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660283 34601 569 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 2:13:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7660274" target=_blank>#560</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you tried Afrocity's site...very sane, stately, and 
intelligent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Afrocity hangs out with the stalkers, and is not welcome at this 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660310 34601 592 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 2:32:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7660304" target=_blank>#586</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As if right on cue Instapundit links to pics of <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/84673/" target=_blank>Today's Ohio Tea 
Party</A></P> 
<P>Founded, organized, sponsored by and featured speaker:<A 
href="http://www.cincinnatiteaparty.org/Events/905speakers.htm#RS" 
target=_blank>Jason Rink</A></P> 
<P>The people who are complaining are not opposed to Truthers. They are 
promoting events organized by Ttuthers and the featured speakers are Truthers. 
They have no right to bitch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. The founder of the group sponsoring the Tea Party is a Truther.</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660346 34601 628 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 2:40:59pm  
 
<P>Man. I think I'm going to have to post that about the Cincinnati Tea Party 
organizer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660397 34601 667 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/7660387" target=_blank>#664</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's those super secret truther mind-rays. They turn ordinary tax protesters 
into people who believe Bush took down the twin towers and bombed the 
pentagon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This mockery rings pretty hollow, coming right after irrefutable proof that 
the Cincinnati Tea Party is being run by a Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660960 34601 686 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 6:11:07pm  
 
<P>Smells like flounce in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661047 34601 694 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 6:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/7661041" target=_blank>#693</A> 
Perplexed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, all of those folks I mentioned have recently been panned over here at 
LGF and I'm curious as to who is reliable as a news/commentary source for 
conservatives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Listen to whoever you want to. Why are you asking me to make your choices for 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661177 34601 708 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 7:18:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/7661150" target=_blank>#702</A> Karl 
Rove</EM></P> 
<P>That was "Powderfinger," who flounced yesterday, using a sock puppet to try 
to get in a bonus flounce.</P> 
<P>Bye now ... again. Turkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662055 34601 711 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:34:29pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/7661642" target=_blank>#709</A> 
redwhiteandblue</EM></P> 
<P>You won't have to worry about using the sucky commenting system here any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660437 34602 44 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:17:07pm  
 
<P>There is so much bat-shit craziness at the Campaign for Liberty website it 
boggles the mind. Just take a look around through some of the blog posts and 
articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660439 34602 46 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7660422" target=_blank>#30</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So nobody should go to a Tea Party, right, without properly vetting the 
organizers and speakers? Is that the take-away? Who's hypocrisy are we talking 
about here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to "vet" anything. It's right in front of your 
face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660456 34602 62 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7660451" target=_blank>#57</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it right in front of the face of the hundreds and thousands of people 
attending and speaking out at Tea Parties?</P> 
<P>My issue is that you seem to be painting all Tea Party attendees as somehow 
tainted by the instances of undesirables organizing and speaking at isolated tea 
parties. Is this what you intend?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Cincinnati Tea Party is being organized and run by Truthers and Paulians. 
And the majority of Tea Party events are organized by the Campaign for Liberty -
- which is Ron Paul's organization. You can keep insisting it's just a few 
isolated cases if you like, but reality is against you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660477 34602 82 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7660466" target=_blank>#71</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So nobody should attend? I don't really care who creates a forum for people 
to protest against administration policies, as long as a forum exists.</P> 
<P>It still seems like you don't like *any* Tea Parties. How many have you 
attended? I have no first-hand knowledge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going anywhere near these events. Nobody cares one bit about keeping 
the Truthers and the Paulians and the neo-Nazis and the New World Order militia 
types out of them. I don't need to dive into a sewer to know it's not a good 
idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660508 34602 113 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 3:41:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7660502" target=_blank>#107</A> jaunte</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe that most attendees to the Tea Parties don't know who Ron 
Paul is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is on Fox News ALL the time. They know who he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660693 34602 296 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7660586" target=_blank>#189</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you defend Van Jones' presence at demonstrations which included 
truthers?By "defend" I mean that you defend him against the accusation that he 
is tainted by truther-ism, not that you support him generally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending Van Jones against anything. I'm defending the unfashionable 
idea that accusations like that should be based on credible sources.</P> 
<P>There's plenty to criticize Van Jones about. But there is absolutely no 
credible evidence that he believes the US government plotted the 9/11 
attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660700 34602 303 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:39:18pm  
 
<P>I see Ace is still ranting away.</P> 
<P>Sorry man - I'm not going to link to you no matter how many ugly names you 
call me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660709 34602 312 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:45:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7660708" target=_blank>#311</A> 
itellu3times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good heavens, if you look at <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lew_Rockwell" target=_blank>Lew Rockwell's 
entry in Wikipedia</A>, you'd think he was human.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's human, all right. A nasty paleocon racist human being who deserves to be 
shunned -- but is being increasingly mainstreamed by the GOP and Fox 
News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660714 34602 316 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:47:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7660712" target=_blank>#315</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cognitive dissonance is giving me wicked headache... far righty blogs, 
which have been sinking deeper &amp; deeper into Ron Paul/Alex Jones/ 
Troofer/Nirth-cert swamp, are freaking out about Van Jones because he signed a 
Troofer petition (under false pretenses) in 2004 (and last week apologized for 
it, denouncing the movement as sick)... meanwhile these fools are Tea Partying 
with unrepentant Troofers?</P> 
<P>Ouch!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's about the size of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660716 34602 318 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:49:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7660703" target=_blank>#306</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Griffin is a Bircher ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like turning over rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660721 34602 323 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 4:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7660717" target=_blank>#319</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't keep them all straight, but here's another peak behind the scenes. 
The <A href="http://www.reteaparty.com/" target=_blank>ReTea Party</A> is a 
grassroots effort supported by the Political Exploration and Awareness 
Committee, PAC, and that lead me <A 
href="http://www.judgenapolitano.com/blog/2009/april/li%3E%3Ca%20href%3D?page=5" 
target=_blank>here:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People don't want to believe it, but the entire Tea Party movement is 
absolutely lousy with these creeps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660746 34602 348 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:02:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7660742" target=_blank>#344</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe we should simple ignore the noise in the signal and post about what 
really is objectionable about Van Jones and ignore the idiocy?</P> 
<P>The racialism, the Marxist past, the Noetic nuttiness,... plenty of real meat 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I have, but nobody seemed interested in it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34250_Obamas_Pseudo-
Science_Czar" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660752 34602 354 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:04:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7660749" target=_blank>#351</A> 
redmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess this is beginning of new conspiracy theory</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, these are things known as "facts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660753 34602 355 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7660744" target=_blank>#346</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One here say "<A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/granitepics/3817924964/sizes/o/" 
target=_blank>Abort Obama (Care)</A>."</P> 
<P>Questionable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660758 34602 360 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:06:05pm  
 



<P>Here's a New World Order sign (the eye on the pyramid is an infamous NWO 
symbol):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/granitepics/3817924972/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660761 34602 363 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:06:57pm  
 
<P>A guy wearing a confederate flag t-shirt:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/granitepics/3817924982/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660768 34602 369 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7660767" target=_blank>#368</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It;s Lynyrd Skynyrd one, actually</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt the point of the shirt is to express his support for Lynyrd 
Skynyrd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660778 34602 379 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:12:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7660772" target=_blank>#373</A> Captain 
Jack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Van Jones says: "In recent days some in the news media have reported 
on past statements I made before I joined the administration – some of which 
were made years ago. If I have offended anyone with statements I made in the 
past, I apologize. As for the petition that was circulated today, I do not agree 
with this statement and it certainly does not reflect my views now or ever.</P> 
<P>My work at the Council on Environmental Quality is entirely focused on one 
goal: building clean energy incentives which create 21st century jobs that 
improve energy efficiency and use renewable resources."</P> 
<P>So of course everybody should just look the other way because he is a good 
man being persecuted by the illegitimate TEA party movement (because some of 
those organizing them happen to be "truthers"...so that makes the TEA party 
demonstrations illegitimate) and those evil repukes. Van Jones is beyond 
question and we really need to focus the scrutiny on Republican/Birther/Truthers 
because they just have so much government power right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a problem with reading comprehension?</P> 
<P>How many times do I have to write that I'm not a fan of Van Jones and that 
he's a far leftist who shouldn't be in that position?</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief. It never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660780 34602 381 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:12:55pm  
 
<P>It's sleeper time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660824 34602 424 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:28:16pm  
 



<P>I'm about to crack open a Duvel Belgian ale myself, to celebrate sending Ace 
of Spades into a ranting frenzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660840 34602 440 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:33:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7660834" target=_blank>#434</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither is there credible evidence that the vast majority of protesters at 
Tea Parties believe in these conspiracies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I never said there was. But when the major organizers are 
Paulians and Truthers, there would seem to be a little teeny tiny problem 
here.</P> 
<P>Go ahead and ignore it. You won't be the first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660845 34602 445 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:34:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7660834" target=_blank>#434</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Paulians are still present but they aren't the power behind the 
protests.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are dreaming, my friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660850 34602 450 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:35:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/7660848" target=_blank>#448</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need a gov't bail out for my beer budget. All I got is the cheap stuff.</P> 
<P>/Halp meh Obamawan-Kenobi, ur mai ownlee hopes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The worst beer I ever had was still pretty good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660886 34602 481 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7660874" target=_blank>#473</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you, Killgore Trout for opening many eyes to the background of the Tea 
Parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ditto.</P> 
<P>KT caught a tsunami of crap for trying to wake people up to what's happening 
with the tea parties, and he's still catching it. People <EM>really</EM> don't 
want to hear this -- and that's exactly why it's getting worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07660922 34602 498 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 5:58:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/7660914" target=_blank>#496</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think that the Tea Parties and the townhall protests are the harbinger 
of many changes to come in the 2010 elections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's a harbinger of the Republican Party being out of power for at 
least the next 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07661097 34602 525 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 6:51:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7661080" target=_blank>#524</A> find your violent 
jihadi on ebay!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm lost. Van Jones is a highly-placed official in the United States 
government. That is the reason for the outrage over his possible trooferism. It 
is not acceptable to have a top official in the Executive Branch who believes in 
trooferism. The fact that he signed that petition makes questions on this matter 
very relevant and justified.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so show me some proof that Van Jones really is a Truther. Go ahead. It 
must be easy, since you sound so totally convinced.</P> 
<P>Truther sites and rense.com don't count. Show me one single statement from 
Van Jones in which he says the US government plotted the 9/11 attacks. I'll 
wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661098 34602 526 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 6:51:24pm  
 
<P>(Actually, I won't wait. I already know the outcome.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663178 34602 540 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:41:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7662853" target=_blank>#539</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<P>For someone whose username is 'looking closely,' you're being incredibly 
obtuse.</P> 
<P>Let's see if I can spell this out, since the post apparently didn't do it 
well enough for you.</P> 
<P>The same people who are yelling about Van Jones being a Truther, and how 
horrible it is, are going to events organized by Truthers. And worse -- John 
Birchers and people who associate with racist groups and individuals.</P> 
<P>If you don't see anything hypocritical in that, it's because you don't want 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663651 34602 543 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:56:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7663636" target=_blank>#542</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, in all candor, the majority of people going to these Tea Party 
events aren't going there because they care about the opinions of the 
organizers. They are going because they are disgusted with the state of our 
country in general and angry at Obama in particular.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be true. However, it's simply a fact that the majority of tea party 
protests are now being organized and promoted by extreme right wing groups like 
the Campaign for Liberty -- Ron Paul's organization. The Ron Paul crowd is 
everywhere in these protests -- they organize, fund, and supply speakers. And 
when you start digging into the further connections, you find groups like the 
John Birch Society also deeply involved.</P> 
<P>I want nothing to do with tea parties. I know way too much about who's behind 
them, and I absolutely refuse to support people like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661746 34604 13 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:35:32pm  



 
<P>Anyone who's tempted to gloat at me over this, despite the fact that I've 
said very clearly Van Jones shouldn't have been in that position, don't waste 
your time. Take it somewhere else. Post that garbage here and it will be the 
last comment you post at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661759 34604 23 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7661751" target=_blank>#16</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Lizards!</P> 
<P>Charles, I keep trying to post a book to the Book Category, but I get a pop-
up saying the URL doesn't seem to be valid. I cut and paste it directly from 
Amazon several times and even reloaded both pages.</P> 
<P>Help!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Make sure there are no spaces at the beginning or end of the 
URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661772 34604 34 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:39:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7661769" target=_blank>#31</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! I just did and it still won't go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the URL?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661798 34604 56 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:42:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7661782" target=_blank>#43</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps I am the only one here, but I was nonplussed by the videos I watched 
of Van Jones. Certainly he did not appear to me to be the monster that Beck made 
him out to be.</P> 
<P>However, what I do know is that I don't like this whole movement... That by 
repeating allegations or partial truths loud enough one can remove someone from 
a job.</P> 
<P>Smacks of McCarthyism. A whole lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. This process was rotten to the core, and the cave-in is only going to 
encourage the Beck crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661877 34604 132 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 9:55:47pm  
 
<P>Go ahead and party, folks. I won't be joining you.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to miss Van Jones one bit. But the precedent this sets is a 
real nightmare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661928 34604 183 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:06:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7661922" target=_blank>#177</A> 
sven10077</EM></P> 
<P>Just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07661944 34604 199 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:10:08pm  
 
<P>This is going to backfire on the GOP. Big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661959 34604 214 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:13:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7661946" target=_blank>#201</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. If this guy was <STRONG>SO INNOCENT</STRONG> there is no way he should 
have resigned, or the president should have accepted his resignation. Doesn't 
Obama and Van Jones have the morals to stand up for the truth.</P> 
<P>If you were accused of something, and you knew beyond a shadow of a doubt 
that you were innocent, you were correct, you had the truth on your side, would 
you just sulk away and blame it on your accuser?</P> 
<P>I bet you would fight tooth and nail. Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way. Why in the world would anyone put up with this kind of crap for a 
comparatively low-paying government job?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07661989 34604 244 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:21:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7661981" target=_blank>#236</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>You know, I'm really in no mood to put with this crap from you, Walter. I 
suggest you rein it in or I'll do it for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662005 34604 260 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:24:40pm  
 
<P>And if you post links to sites that are attacking me, I'm going to delete 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662029 34604 282 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:29:25pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662080 34604 330 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:39:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7662074" target=_blank>#325</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey buddy, Pinochet was a cold blooded murderer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what? You're right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662096 34604 345 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:42:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7662085" target=_blank>#335</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just sad, really. That dude, Obama, just ain't up to the job. He 
caves so quickly to his critics, who will never like even if he could produce 
Skittle shitting unicorns for everyone, and while doing so he is most likely 



pissing off the constituents he tried to please with certain appointments in the 
first place.</P> 
<P>Gay elephant pr0n is more ready for prime time than he is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly suspect this wasn't Obama caving in, but Van Jones getting out, 
both to save Obama any further negative publicity, and because it just doesn't 
make sense to put up with the insanity. It was only going to get 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662113 34604 361 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:46:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7662103" target=_blank>#351</A> chapman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I can't support you in your defense against the charge that Van Jones is 
a "truther".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly tedious to have to keep pointing out over and over that I was 
NOT "defending Van Jones."</P> 
<P>I was defending the antiquated idea that accusations should be based on real, 
credible evidence. That accusation was NOT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662121 34604 369 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:48:17pm  
 
<P>Well, that's our first outright racist comment of the night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662132 34604 379 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:50:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7662118" target=_blank>#366</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the question is... who is next? Can anyone guess who Beck &amp; Co. will 
target for the next removal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck has already announced that he's going after Cass Sunstein 
next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662138 34604 385 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 10:52:31pm  
 
<P>Sigh. I'd better go check the dead threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662164 34604 411 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:00:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7662162" target=_blank>#409</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF? There seem to be a lot of sleepers coming out of the 
woodwork.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fully expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662212 34604 444 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7662193" target=_blank>#431</A> chapman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Don't parse words if you insist on doing so in a sloppy 
fashion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then don't post comments full of sloppy thinking.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I specifically references the issue of "trutherism" in my statement, go back 
and look. I'm not charging you with defending Van Jones per se, I'm saying that 
you are defending Van Jones against a specific accusation of being a 
truther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, you're simply wrong. I did not "defend Van Jones." I defended the 
concept of basing accusations on valid credible evidence. You're either unable 
or unwilling to grasp this very simple point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662257 34604 467 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7662094" target=_blank>#343</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this not what pretty much what happened to Sarah Palin? Hounded out of 
office by utterly relentless attacks and specific use of the very costly legal 
club via ridiculous accusations of "ethics violations"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Sarah Palin quit all on her own. She wasn't "hounded out of 
office."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662276 34604 475 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:41:33pm  
 
<P>One thing is guaranteed -- this little episode is definitely not going to 
improve the standing of the GOP or conservatives in the African American 
community. It had the distinct odor of a lynch mob about it.</P> 
<P>We're going to see some serious anger in response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662304 34604 493 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:52:43pm  
 
<P>A conservative mailing list I've been trying to get unsubscribed from (they 
won't seem to let me go) is now circulating photos of a black man with his pants 
around his ankles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662313 34604 500 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:57:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/7662294" target=_blank>#487</A> 
peppermintboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#127 "...Obama is a surrender monkey..."</P> 
<P>Maybe because I'm black i guess i could be over reacting and it is OK to call 
the president a monkey now?</P> 
<P>I'm NOT a fan of Obama. But i don't see any need to call him a monkey 
either.</P> 
<P>Thank you in advance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure there was no racist intent there. "Surrender monkey" is a 
generic term for someone who easily capitulates to pressure, not a racist 
slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662318 34604 504 Charles Sat, Sep 5, 2009 11:59:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7662316" target=_blank>#503</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF??Better make that ' a hate mongering list ' because that is just pretty 
awful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person who posted that email to the list is also a Nirther, and has 
posted lots of Obama=Hitler pictures as well. She's the main reason I've been 
trying to unsubscribe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662327 34604 512 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:05:08am  
 
<P>On the other hand, two people have lost their accounts in this thread for 
posting blatantly racist comments.</P> 
<P>There's a really strong undercurrent of racism going on in this issue if 
people feel so emboldened by the resignation that they'll post racist slurs at 
LGF, knowing full well it's going to get them banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663038 34604 604 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 8:43:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/7663022" target=_blank>#601</A> akalivas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clarification: You didn't associate Krauthammer, Hanson and Beckel with a 
lynch mob. But if a=b and b=c, then a=c</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats right. I didn't. And your "logic" is completely 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663041 34604 605 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 8:43:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7663034" target=_blank>#603</A> Mike from 
NY</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I care about results. If Barry unfortunately gets reelected, the country and 
our freedoms are lost. Get over Beck!! Every media success that helps prevent 
the full leftist takeover is to be supported. If Beck's considerable influence 
can help, I'll support what he DOES.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You go support Glenn Beck somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663131 34604 616 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:23:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/7663124" target=_blank>#614</A> 
williwonka</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, this seems to be the real problem.</P> 
<P>"Last, that this person was, and without vetting by Congress placed into a 
position of power shows a lack of regard for the system of checks and balances, 
and judgment."</P> 
<P>The taxpayers pay for these advisers and the creation of Czars appears to be 
a way around congressional oversight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that "czars" did not start with Barack Obama? Do you know this 
has been completely standard practice for presidents for 
decades?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07663388 34604 621 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:40:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/7663351" target=_blank>#620</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, "surrender monkey" really has nothing to do with black people; it 
refers to the French. I believe Jonah Goldberg coined (or at least popularized) 
the term <STRONG>"Cheese Eating Surrender Monkeys"</STRONG> in reference to 
French foreign policy years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... it came from The Simpsons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07662349 34605 73 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:17:39am  
 
<P>I see some referrals from Ace of Spades to the resignation thread; I just 
don't care any more to even read his bullshit. He's burned his last bridge with 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663009 34605 638 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 8:32:05am  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise to find a bunch of morons melting down 
overnight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663054 34605 672 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 8:49:50am  
 
<P>Two of the idiots who flounced last night had more than 10 sock puppets 
between them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663085 34605 702 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:02:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/696/7663079" target=_blank>#696</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace is attacking me on his mainpage now.Guess I shouldn't be 
surprised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not even worth noticing that pathetic weenie. Just stop reading 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663150 34605 751 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:28:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/746/7663141" target=_blank>#746</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>DIEGO</STRONG></P> 
<P>So tell us, who is on your list of APPROVED School Board Members?(now that 
we've eleiminated people of faiths, that list should be 
shorter!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't really want to get into this, but you are distorting Diego's words 
beyond recognition.</P> 
<P>There's nothing wrong with people of faith on school boards. There IS 
something wrong with creationists on school boards, because they 
<EM>invariably</EM> try to get their delusions forced on 
schoolchildren.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07663155 34605 755 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:30:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7663151" target=_blank>#752</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>STRAWMAN ,,</P> 
<P>A) show me where I (or anyone) stated they areB) doesn't answer the DIRECT 
question posed to you in 721</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- THIS is a straw man:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>now that we've eleiminated people of faiths...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because nobody ever said this. You're making it up and putting the words in 
people's mouths.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663238 34605 790 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:00:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/7663230" target=_blank>#787</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well...</P> 
<P>Palin is an admitted creationist, but it didn't seem to stop people here from 
supporting her last year. And that was to the #2 spot in our 
country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had two reasons for supporting the McCain-Palin ticket in the last 
election:</P> 
<P>1) Palin stated clearly that she did not want creationism taught in 
schools.</P> 
<P>2) The alternative to them was worse.</P> 
<P>I voted against Barack Obama, not for Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>And for what it's worth, at this point, with everything else that's come out, 
the only way I would ever vote for Sarah Palin again is if the alternative is 
<EM>radically</EM> worse. I've lost all respect for her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663195 34607 6 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:50:21am  
 
<P>They did use lies against him. He's right about that.</P> 
<P>There were plenty of genuine reasons to criticize him, but it was a smear and 
a distortion that really pulled him down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663226 34607 24 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 9:56:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7663217" target=_blank>#19</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones is a towering figure in the environmental movement? It must be all 
the scientific expertise and research he brings to the table, 
eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones is incredibly respected among environmentalists. I know you hate 
him, but that's just a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663253 34607 42 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:04:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7663241" target=_blank>#33</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And it looks as though this will be a gift that keeps on giving. The MSM are 
unanimously ignoring Jones' many documented shortcomings and are focusing all of 
their reporting on the Troofer issue, carefully laying blame for it directly on 
the Right. Given that the MSM is the enemy of the Right, why does anyone suppose 
they would do such a thing? Obviously, they're laying the groundwork to tar the 
next round of complaints from the Right, no matter how legitimate, as the 
emanations of a bunch of knuckle-dragging mouth breathers with one foot busily 
thumping a fundamentalist Bible and the other firmly planted in the John Birch 
camp.</P> 
<P>Nice going. This entire episode has made valid criticism of appointees that 
much harder in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's exactly why I said last night that this was going to backfire on 
the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663259 34607 47 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:07:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7663254" target=_blank>#43</A> Blackacre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So is the Goracle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no, he isn't. Among climate scientists, Gore is regarded as a 
distraction and kind of a buffoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663273 34607 60 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:12:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7663268" target=_blank>#55</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although it turned into a smear, at first the pointing out of VJ's signing 
onto that Troofer link was fair game, but when he retorted that it was a set up 
(and evidence is that it was) then he put the issue to rest, validated by the 
lack of further evidence in support that he was a Troofer. There's volumes of 
him saying all kinds of things but no other Troofer bilge.</P> 
<P>The smear was ignoring that, and ignoring the veracity of the link, and then 
beating it dead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Without any other evidence than posts at Truther sites and hate 
sites, it was not fair game at all. This accusation was bullshit, but nobody on 
the right cared, because they were riding that good ol' lynch mob 
rush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663293 34607 76 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:19:58am  
 
<P>Amazing. After everything I posted, people still want to believe the 
Truthers.</P> 
<P>Several of the people on that document have come forward and said they were 
misled into signing it. One of them, Rachel Ehrenfeld, had her name placed on 
the document completely without her knowledge.</P> 
<P>But you're still going to take the word of the Truthers, despite the fact 
that there is no statement anywhere from Van Jones supporting 
Trutherism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663302 34607 84 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:23:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7663295" target=_blank>#78</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Who will be Beck's next target? Beck is a hero in the right wing blogosphere. 
The GOP is in deep shit and doesn't even know it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're going after Cass Sunstein next. Beck sent out the word on Twitter 
feed to his followers to dig up every bit of dirt they could find on 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663305 34607 87 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:24:18am  
 
<P>Here's the hit list that's going around conservative mailing lists:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next: Jeff Jones. Mark Lloyd. Cass Sunstein. John 
Holdren.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663327 34607 107 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:29:39am  
 
<P>Good grief. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663335 34607 115 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:31:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7663330" target=_blank>#110</A> born 
conservative</EM></P> 
<P>And for that, you can just go support Glenn Beck somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663374 34607 150 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:37:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7663361" target=_blank>#138</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not sure why you're assuming that Jones even knew his name was listed on 
that website.</P> 
<P>I know you really really want to believe he's a Truther, but the simple plain 
fact is that there is NO evidence for this. If he were, he would have made 
statements about it.</P> 
<P>He didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663380 34607 156 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:38:32am  
 
<P>Anyone ever notice that Glenn Beck's most ardent admirers tend to be complete 
idiots?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663395 34607 170 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:42:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7663391" target=_blank>#166</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I'm interested in your opinion on this. By "smear and distortion" I 
think you mean the lie that Jones is a truther, right? Do you think that's what 
finally brought him down? My sense was that what killed Jones' future was all of 
the dirt that was being dug up about his radical past, much of it 
(unfortunately) most effectively publicized via Glenn Beck's hysterical ranting. 
I can't imagine the truther thing would have really stuck to Jones. It was very 
easy to refute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, absolutely it was the Truther smear that brought him down. All you need 
to do is read the reporting to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663404 34607 179 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:44:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7663396" target=_blank>#171</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Race is Van Jones's profession, his career, his only claim to fame, his meal 
ticket.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Look, I'm no fan of Van Jones, as I have to keep pointing out so 
that people won't assume otherwise. But the guy has achieved a lot in his life. 
You may not agree with his politics but it's pretty low to say that his race is 
his only claim to fame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663409 34607 183 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:45:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7663405" target=_blank>#180</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be incredibly unfortunate. The man had no business being anywhere 
near a presidentially appointed position, for a hundred reasons, and yet the 
thing that kept him away was a lie.</P> 
<P>Sort of like how Obama tried to ram a problematic health care bill through 
congress, which should have failed for a hundred reasons, but in the end it 
failed because of stupid lies about "death panels."</P> 
<P>This is such a sad period in American politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of these lies are piling up, and they're going to 
backfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663434 34607 207 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:51:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7663420" target=_blank>#194</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly have been Van Jones's achievements--besides being a graduate of 
an ivy league school? I haven't been following LGF to know what his claim to 
fame is supposed to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sponsored the Green Jobs Act which George W. Bush signed into law, for one 
thing.</P> 
<P>His awards include the Reebok International Human Rights Award, the World 
Economic Forum's Young Global Leader designation, the Ashoka Fellowship, and 
many more. He was listed in the Ebony Magazine "Power 150" list of most 
influential African Americans for 2009.</P> 
<P>There's a lot more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663443 34607 216 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 10:53:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7663419" target=_blank>#193</A> calcajun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an unfair characterization of what I'm saying--and you are making an 
incorrect assumption. I don't care--either then or now--if he was a truther. I 
had no dog in the hunt, so to speak. My general point was in regard to what 



people --public persons especially--need to do if and when they discover their 
name is linked with a group with who's position they disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you assuming that he even knew his name was listed on that Truther 
petition? Who hangs around Truther sites looking for their name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663466 34607 238 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:03:41am  
 
<P>Unreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663494 34607 264 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:12:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7663490" target=_blank>#260</A> SGTTED</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't speak well of the environmental movement does 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since George W. Bush signed Van Jones' Green Jobs Act into law, I guess 
we need to start ragging on him too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663513 34607 283 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:18:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7663485" target=_blank>#255</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The unmentioned assumption being cavalierly accepted here is that all 
credible evidence can be found on the internet, so if it's not on the internet, 
it's not credible evidence.</P> 
<P>I'd like to see what a little IRL California legwork could dig up from print 
and TV sources. But I don't expect it from the MSM. And I can't do it myself 
from Florida.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The media has much more than the Internet at their disposal. The LexisNexis 
database contains almost everything published in the country, going back for 
many years, and all kinds of other information besides.</P> 
<P>If there were ANY statements at all from Van Jones supporting Trutherism, 
someone would have found them by now.</P> 
<P>Absolutely nothing turned up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663531 34607 301 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:23:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7663517" target=_blank>#287</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have faith in The Beckness!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And see, that's the thing. Fox News has access to LexisNexis. I have no doubt 
that when this story was being prepared for Beck, they searched for Van Jones' 
statements on Trutherism, and found nothing -- yet, they ran with the story 
anyway, knowing the only sources for the allegation were Truther sites and hate 
sites like rense.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663538 34607 308 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:24:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7663535" target=_blank>#305</A> Lucius 
Septimius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Jeeez -- and I totally missed it. Bummer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't miss anything. Just the usual lame-brained insults.</P> 
<P>I expect it to be happening all day. The idiots are really in triumphal mode 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663544 34607 314 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:25:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7663537" target=_blank>#307</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only Jeff Jones I can find was a national officer of the SDS and was a 
founding member of the Weathermen.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Jones_(activist)" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Is he buds with Ayers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ye of little faith. Why don't people search LGF first for information like 
this?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31655_Ayers_Republished_His_Revolu
tionary_Manifesto_in_2006" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663566 34607 334 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:30:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7663561" target=_blank>#330</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anybody tried using the wayback machine to see whether some or all of 
this stuff reads the same in 2002 or 2004, or whether any or all of it was 
altered in the interim?</P> 
<P>Can any of it even be found at all in this way? And can stuff be subsequently 
altered in such a way that the alterations wouldn't show when wayback is 
used?</P> 
<P>Or is the contention not so much that they are lying now, but that they were 
also lying then? (this is my guess)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was one of the main points of this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34594_Truther_Document_Signatories
_Say_They_Were_Misled" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663605 34607 372 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 11:42:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7663591" target=_blank>#358</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Charges of racism in the Van Jones controversy" - CNN.</P> 
<P>That is, was it racism that drove him out? Van Jones racism should have been 
the issue, but since the conservos made the Trooferism the real issue (on hollow 
grounds) the prerogative on solid ground is lost.</P> 
<P>Thin to win.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw this one coming a mile away. And unfortunately, I believe there is an 
undercurrent of racism here. I had to block two accounts last night after they 
posted blatantly racist comments celebrating Van Jones' resignation.</P> 



<P>Many African Americans are probably going to see what happened as a sort of 
lynch mob, and they're not entirely wrong.</P> 
<P>The fallout from this is going to be ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663681 34607 445 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:03:49pm  
 
<P>There goes redmonkey through the thread, down-dinging all my 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663742 34607 506 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:23:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7663740" target=_blank>#504</A> 
redmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663755 34607 519 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:26:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/7663745" target=_blank>#509</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that say about environmentalists when they embrace a man who 
publicly and proudly proclaims that the "green jobs" movement as a ruse designed 
specifically to undermine and eventually overthrow the free market system that 
has built this country into what it is today?</P> 
<P>If Van Jones is well-respected in the environmental community, I say NO 
THANKS to the environmental community and the radical social and economic change 
which they overtly and covertly push for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that George W. Bush signed his Green Jobs Act into law? And are 
you aware that John McCain adviser Meg Whitman said she was "a huge fan of Van 
Jones?"</P> 
<P>I get it. You hate environmentalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663764 34607 527 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:29:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/7663745" target=_blank>#509</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that say about environmentalists when they embrace a man who 
publicly and proudly proclaims that the "green jobs" movement as a ruse designed 
specifically to undermine and eventually overthrow the free market system that 
has built this country into what it is today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This, by the way, is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663782 34607 545 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:36:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7663776" target=_blank>#539</A> 
JarHeadLifer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones, and his ilk, couldn't give a rat's ass about jobs - green or 
otherwise. He's solely focused on the destruction of the free market system, 
hoping that is the final coup d'état to the country he so obviously 
hates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not true. Van Jones HAS done a lot to create green jobs. You could try ... 
you know ... actually finding out the facts before you spout off about it?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, it's not might fault George Bush, John McCain and Meg Whitman are 
functional retards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohhhkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663789 34607 552 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:39:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7663784" target=_blank>#547</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>While I like the idea of this intiative, it's pretty disappointing to see 
Henke praising Robert Stacy McCain, who is associated with some really 
disgusting racist causes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663801 34607 564 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:44:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/7663796" target=_blank>#559</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I recognized the name but not familiar with R. McCain. Buckley supported 
some bad stuff himself so he was pretty imperfect too. I'm pleased to see the 
general spirit live on in some remote corner of the conservative 
sphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Stacy_McCain" 
target=_blank>Robert Stacy McCain - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain has been criticized by the Southern Poverty Law Center, who called him 
a member of the white supremacist hate group, League of the South and "has often 
inserted excerpts of material written by hate groups" into the Times. "In 
addition, McCain is the only national reporter to cover four conferences put on 
by American Renaissance. Until 2004, McCain had never mentioned its 
controversial nature." [30]</P> 
<P>In a comment posted on February 20 2009, McCain seemed to advocate the 
massacre of the Palestinian inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Swear to God, if they ever want a Gentile prime minister, my first order 
would be to deploy the IDF in a north-south line, facing east. My second order 
would be "forward march" and the order to halt would not be given until it was 
time for the troops to rinse their bayonets in the Jordan. After a brief rest 
halt, the order "about face" would be given, and the next halt would be at the 
Mediterranean coast.</P> 
<P>That's my "Middle East peace plan," and until it's carried out, there will be 
no peace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The League of the South and American Renaissance are openly white supremacist 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663812 34607 574 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:47:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7663809" target=_blank>#571</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see he's also writing for Taki's magazine too. Ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep. And he's a Pat Buchanan booster too. Exactly the wrong person to be any 
kind of spokesman for the right.</P> 
<P>But that's where we're at these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663818 34607 580 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:49:14pm  
 
<P>I linked to Henke's first post, but if that's the kind of person he thinks 
should be leading the charge against World Net Daily, count me out of his 
"movement."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663840 34607 601 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:54:20pm  
 
<P>If you post another link to the hate site rense.com you're going to lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663854 34607 614 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 12:59:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/7663848" target=_blank>#609</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sufficient to link Henke and the core of his meme to accepting the nutters / 
fringe like McCain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's talking about Republicans cleaning house while praising a blogger who's 
linked to openly white supremacist groups? Yeah, I'd say that's a 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663866 34607 626 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/7663862" target=_blank>#622</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody as vile as R. McCain should be treated with scorn from anyone 
looking to clean up the conservative side of the isle. Why would anyone 
"appreciate" him? Would you say the same thing about Pat 
Buchanan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also a big supporter of Pamela Geller, has viciously attacked me at his 
site for criticizing her, and tried to whitewash the neo-Nazi linked ProKoln 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663878 34607 638 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/630/7663870" target=_blank>#630</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd prefer Ann Coulter...</P> 
<P>A 6' blond is always a good choice...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is it you like about Ann Coulter? Is it her defense of the white 
supremacist Council of Conservative Citizens? Her support for people who murder 
abortion doctors? Or maybe it's the way she called John Edwards "a faggot" in 
her CPAC speech a couple years ago?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663884 34607 644 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:09:01pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7663882" target=_blank>#642</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I ask a question? When Van Jones signed that letter about the 9/11 
attacks, what did it say? I mean, not what the truthers later claimed that Jones 
endorsed. What did he actually knowingly sign?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We don't know. We do know that two of the people who signed it said it was 
very different from what appeared at the Truther website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663906 34607 666 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/7663881" target=_blank>#641</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A man cannot be taken seriously as an environmentalist if he says that global 
warming is a grave and gathering danger, but won't accept nuclear power, won't 
accept solar power if it means putting transmission lines through desert 
wilderness, or won't accept wind power because it spoils the view and kills some 
birds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I agree with you there. But I was simply pointing out that Van 
Jones is very well respected among environmentalists, because ... well, he is. 
It's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663917 34607 677 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:17:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7663913" target=_blank>#673</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That just subtantiates my belief that the Environmental Movement is where the 
communists and leftist fled to after the end of the Cold War...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, I cannot agree with that at all. There are many many good people 
involved in environmentalism, and many Republicans and conservatives 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07663930 34607 690 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:22:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/7663926" target=_blank>#686</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly...It's not just the left that wants clean air and water for future 
generations...I hope a hundred years from now Lake Michigan won't catch on fire 
cause somebody threw a match into it...When did caring for our world become a 
bad thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a cause that the GOP has almost totally abandoned to the left, and 
it's one big reason why the GOP is in such a shambles right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664003 34607 762 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 1:46:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/742/7663982" target=_blank>#742</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've asserted for a long time that belief in Rense/Alex Jones type conspiracy 
theories is much more widespread than many realize.</P> 
<P>Popular Mechanics found this out the hard way when they did their now famous 
de-bunking of trooferism in 2005. They eventually followed this up with an 
excellent piece on the <A 
href="http://www.popularmechanics.com/science/research/4199607.html" 
target=_blank>Conspiracy Industry</A>.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck, of course, is not a troofer but his style of thinking and 
presentation, his use of established conspiracy memes, and his references to 
established conspiracy kooks like the John Birch Society place him solidly 
within the conspiracy culture. This seems likely to be part of an overall 
strategy by Fox News to muscle in on a market that has been historically under-
exploited by big media. "Judge" Napolitano's effort to legitimize Alex Jones 
could be seen in the same context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Birchers and Illuminati/NWO types are making a huge comeback on the right 
wing, and yes -- a lot of it is due to Fox News and Glenn Beck especially.</P> 
<P>His show on the Rockefeller Building was probably the single craziest show 
that's ever been on a major network, by far. It was disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664059 34608 12 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:04:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7664055" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here comes the backlash...<A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/9/6/777880/-Send-Me-Everything-You-
Can-Find-About-Glenn-Beck" target=_blank>Send Me Everything You Can Find About 
Glenn Beck</A>by Keith Olbermann</P> 
<P>The right didn't really think this through. Despite all the claims that the 
MSM picks on them, the right has been getting a free pass for a lot of crazy 
stuff. They might regret starting this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just posting about that very thing. This is going to get really nasty 
really fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664130 34609 25 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:16:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7664123" target=_blank>#20</A> Blackacre</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, wow! Who posted that?</P> 
<P>Is there a point to that? I think it's pretty clear already that I don't have 
a lot of respect for Olbermann -- or do I have to post disclaimers on every 
freaking thing I write, just so people like you won't piss and moan about 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664213 34609 80 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:33:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7664206" target=_blank>#74</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well, I never understood what was so bad about the photo of John Kerry 
windsurfing either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kerry windsurfing wasn't so bad.</P> 
<P>This, on the other hand...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12954_I_Stopped_Laughing_Long_Enou
gh_to_Post..." target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07664243 34609 100 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:38:42pm  
 
<P>Here we go again -- someone is going around and signing my name to petitions 
and adding gross and disgusting comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664262 34609 116 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:42:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7664258" target=_blank>#112</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you find out about such things?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Petitionsonline sends an email confirmation. Whoever did it used my email 
address, so I got the confirmation notice.</P> 
<P>I forwarded it to their abuse department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664267 34609 120 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:43:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7664258" target=_blank>#112</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you find out about such things?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the third one in the past couple of days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664279 34609 131 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:45:37pm  
 
<P>The latest petition signed by the stalker:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.PetitionOnline.com/mod_perl/signed.cgi?emr1976&amp;1" 
target=_blank>www.PetitionOnline.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664291 34609 142 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:47:00pm  
 
<P>I had to turn off the contact form, by the way, because one of those cretins 
has been using it to send a series of incredibly vile messages to me about being 
"ass-raped."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664327 34609 172 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:53:43pm  
 
<P>The person sending the "ass-rape" emails to me is in Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664365 34609 205 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 2:59:40pm  
 
<P>Here's the last email the cretin sent before I disabled the contact form:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hahahahaha! You can't IP ban me, retard.</P> 
<P>I have a dynamic IP which can be changed in a press of a button, and iwill 
continue giving you undeserved traffic because it's just too funnyto see the 
back and forth on how Ace rapes your ugly hippie butt.</P> 



<P>Sit tight, girl - gonna grab me some popcorn 
now!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664420 34609 257 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 3:10:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7664416" target=_blank>#254</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Al Gore started the whole Willie Horton flap, a fact conveniently 
forgotten and revised by the media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, not really.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.slate.com/id/1003919/" 
target=_blank>www.slate.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664436 34609 272 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 3:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7664431" target=_blank>#268</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Respectfully, your source is Slate, fine... I am using Bill Bradley's 
opinion, from Jeff Jacoby's column.[Link: <A 
href="http://graphics.boston.com/news/politics/campaign2000/news/The_real_meanin
g_of_Willie_Horton+.shtml" 
target=_blank>graphics.boston.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Slate article makes it really clear that Gore may have mentioned Willie 
Horton first, but it was not part of an attempt to inject race into the 
campaign.</P> 
<P>That distinction belongs to the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664452 34609 288 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 3:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/7664446" target=_blank>#282</A> 
SasquatchOnSteroids</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes !I'm convinced !!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not be convinced by ThinkProgress, but it's absolutely true that Fox 
News is putting out a blizzard of misinformation about the health care 
bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664463 34609 299 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 3:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7664460" target=_blank>#296</A> 
FamHistoryGuy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FBI notification time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's in Israel. And in any case, calling the FBI for something like that is a 
complete waste of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664588 34609 420 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 3:49:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7664579" target=_blank>#413</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say Charles, it's been a tough week around here.How about a lounge 
thread?</P> 
<P>I feel like letting my hair down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll post a private lounge thread a bit later -- first I need to rattle some 
more cages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664828 34609 542 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 4:45:35pm  
 
<P>Bye now! I have no idea why you idiots feel the need to post your flounce-off 
comments. They're just going to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664657 34610 15 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 4:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7664643" target=_blank>#10</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, this is a wee bit more <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/article6823767.ece" 
target=_blank>complicated</A>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although Mohammed Naseem isn't exactly a hero, I can't say I blame him one 
bit for coming out against these bigoted cretins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664665 34610 17 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 4:07:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7664641" target=_blank>#9</A> Enkidu90046</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, the article itself has a photo of the EDL nut-jobs holding up an 
Israeli flag, which picture was no doubt used in the article to further paint 
Israel as being fascist and bigoted... wonderful...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a very deliberate strategy of these groups. They're trying to 
legitimize themselves with a phony pro-Israel stance.</P> 
<P>Although, with the image Israel has in Britain, it wouldn't be surprising if 
some of these freaks are doing that <EM>because</EM> they think Israel is a 
"fascist state," and they're attracted to it for that reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664794 34610 85 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 4:36:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7664737" target=_blank>#58</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure it's not already too late, looking at the demographics.That 
stuff always seems impossible, until it's done, and you are just left shaking 
your head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't believe the crap that's being floated out there about "demographics." 
Britain is not about to be taken over by the dreaded Muslim 
horde.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664819 34610 107 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 4:44:01pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Glenn Beck has released a gloating statement about Van Jones at 
his website, to which I won't link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07664964 34610 230 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 5:29:01pm  
 
<P>What a hoot it is to read the right wing blogs right now. I haven't found a 
single one who isn't screaming about Van Jones being a "Truther" -- despite the 
fact that there is NO CREDIBLE EVIDENCE for this accusation, and he's denied it 
himself.</P> 
<P>If there's one thing for sure about Truthers, it's that they do NOT deny 
they're Truthers. They're invariably proud of their little mental illness, and 
have no hesitation at all about announcing it to the world. Truthers are NOT 
stealthy.</P> 
<P>We're seeing exactly the same kind of lock-step talking-point sync with the 
right wing blogosphere as we saw with the left during the Bush administration. 
They simply DO NOT CARE whether the accusation is true or even credible. It's a 
hammer.</P> 
<P>Wingnut blog smash!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07664999 34610 264 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 5:42:11pm  
 
<P>From <A href="http://marccooper.com/the-manchurian-president/" 
target=_blank>Marc Cooper's blog</A>, an interesting comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson is going to be drummed out of the rightwing blogosphere. I 
wouldn’t even be surprised if he pulls an Andrew Sullivan within the next year 
or two and breaks openly with his old comrades.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it won't be like Andrew Sullivan, but it just might happen sooner than 
that.</P> 
<P>The right wing is plunging into the abyss. Glenn Beck, militias, Ron Paul, 
the John Birch Society, anti-abortion fanatics who approve of murder, 
creationism ... none of these things seem to offend any of the people I used to 
consider friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07665009 34610 273 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 5:45:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7664843" target=_blank>#127</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Good. Freaking. Grief.</P> 
<P>And people think I should be onboard with THAT?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07665034 34610 298 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 5:56:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7665028" target=_blank>#292</A> SteveC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That link is not like any train I have ever seen before. It is 
<EM>completely</EM> off the rails yet the engineer thinks everything is 
great!</P> 
<P>From the link: "In 1997, after Ellen Degeneres came out as a lesbian on her 
TV sitcom, Mawyer accused her of “DUMPING HER FILTHY LESBIAN LIFESTYLE RIGHT IN 
THE CENTER OF YOUR LIVING ROOM!! …"</P> 
<P>Dad had a rule, and he enforced it: You make a mess, you clean it up, pronto! 
Mr. Mawyer, clean up your mess!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer's new pals, the Christian Action Network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07665079 34610 342 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 6:12:25pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7665060" target=_blank>#324</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you may be missing the point. Goldbergs larger issue is NOT with the 
"nudity", per se, but rather</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://jewsribsinbearjaw.wordpress.com/2009/02/11/leonard-
nimoy-alias-dr-spock-insights-into-a-hollywood-jew/" 
target=_blank>jewsribsinbearjaw.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I think you need to take a closer look at that website, 
man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07665137 34610 394 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 6:25:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7665123" target=_blank>#384</A> koedo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what legitimate groups in England (or Europe) are opposing the 
Islamists?</P> 
<P>Just asking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. You're "just asking."</P> 
<P>And if your point is that we need to join up with bigots and fascists, I 
respectfully suggest that you bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07665784 34610 509 Charles Sun, Sep 6, 2009 8:47:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/7665438" target=_blank>#474</A> Hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to <A 
href="http://www.jcpa.org/JCPA/Templates/ShowPage.asp?DRIT=4&amp;DBID=1&amp;LNGI
D=1&amp;TMID=111&amp;FID=623&amp;PID=0&amp;IID=2200&amp;TTL=Muslim-
Jewish_Interactions_in_Great_Britain" target=_blank>this</A> article, Muslims 
make up about 3% of the population in the UK. However, they apparently commit a 
disproportionate number of the anti-semitic attacks there. Thus, the article 
states,</P> 
<P>If this information is correct, it seems like this is a problem that should 
be taken seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>3 percent!</STRONG></P> 
<P>Britain is DOOMED!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671652 34610 538 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:52:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/7670739" target=_blank>#537</A> dag 
nabbitt</EM></P> 
<P>That article is complete alarmist crap. But go ahead and hyperventilate all 
you like. You've been promoting this nonsense at LGF for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667285 34612 984 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:56:00am  
 
<P>Please.</P> 
<P>Tell me we're not having a paranoid freak-out about President Obama's address 
to schoolchildren.</P> 
<P>Someone, please tell me that's not happening at LGF too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07667298 34612 997 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:01:05am  
 
<P>Whew. Good. Glad to hear that.</P> 
<P>Because nearly every other right wing blog <EM>is</EM> having a paranoid 
freak-out today. Michelle Malkin is in outer space.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667319 34612 1016 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:07:19am  
 
<P>OMG!!!1one</P> 
<P>He mentioned Harry Potter!</P> 
<P>He's a SATANIST too!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667352 34612 1049 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:17:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1043/7667346" target=_blank>#1043</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is so much time being wasted at schools, that wasting another 30 
minutes is not going to matter one way or another.</P> 
<P>What bothers me is that the same speech is being given to all 12 grades.</P> 
<P>I work with kids, and there is a lot of difference between a 1st grader and a 
12th grader. If you plan to say something more than bland platitudes, then you 
will have to aim your speech at the specific age group. One size does not fit 
all.</P> 
<P>The idea of a common speech indicates to me that no one at the Whitehouse has 
really thought this through. It is just the gimmick of the day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, but don't you see the evil genius at work! Sure, it seems strange that 
he'd give the same speech to all grades -- because it IS strange. He's getting 
them all together so the commie power of his twisted evil rhetoric can 
infiltrate even MORE minds of young impressionable children.</P> 
<P>AMERICA IS DOOMED!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667360 34612 1057 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:18:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1046/7667349" target=_blank>#1046</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/09/07/obama-school-speech-
released/" target=_blank>Ed Morrissey</A>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facepalm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667380 34612 1076 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:22:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1067/7667370" target=_blank>#1067</A> Gus 
802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew it. Didn't think of that one: counting words.</P> 
<P>Psychos.</P> 
<P>By the way, his closing line is fine by me if you know what I 
mean.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, that commenter who had the brilliant idea of counting the 
words in Obama's speech -- a raving nutbag creationist who flipped out and was 



banned from LGF, and has been on a crusade to smear me at Hot Air ever 
since.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667395 34612 1090 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:24:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1080/7667384" target=_blank>#1080</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lot of Hot Air commenters talking about how this is a reworked speech and 
that the original must have been much much worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! They've saved America from Commiebama once again! Heros!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667441 34613 4 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:33:09am  
 
<P>I've made a horrifying discovery. If you remove every fifth word from Obama's 
speech, he's actually giving an EXACT DUPLICATE of Joseph Stalin's sekrit 1939 
speech. He's clever, all right, but he can't put one over on me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667470 34613 24 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:37:30am  
 
<P>Now I'm seeing the right wing blogs complaining because the media are 
covering Van Jones' resignation, and pointing out that the controversy was 
completely ginned up by the right wing blogosphere, talk radio, and Glenn 
Beck.</P> 
<P>Of course, it WAS completely ginned up by the right wing blogosphere, talk 
radio, and Glenn Beck. How dare the media point that out! 
Commies!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667478 34613 31 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:38:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7667476" target=_blank>#29</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, the TOTUS is angry today.</P> 
<P>and It's blaming Bush again for everything</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't look angry to me. I know, it's because I'm a 
commie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667494 34613 46 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:41:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7667484" target=_blank>#36</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's all lies. President Obama is the greatest enemy of communism of 
this or any generation!</P> 
<P>Wait! What? The White House is celebrating the <A 
href="http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2009-07/13/content_8422505.htm" 
target=_blank>60th Anniversary of the Communist Revolution in China</A>? 
Really?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667524 34613 75 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:48:02am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7667518" target=_blank>#69</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story was started by the Birch Society last week. Not 
kidding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here it is at LGF! Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667531 34613 82 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:49:08am  
 
<P>(Psst! Everyone who goes on television for any reason at all wears 
makeup.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667546 34613 97 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:51:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7667541" target=_blank>#92</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a new member here and was curious about something.How many comments does 
one have to post before they get a share of the big bucks George Soros paid to 
turn LGF into the mouthpiece of the Transnational Totalitarian Progressive 
Movement?///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you crazy! Pipe down, before Ace gets wise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667618 34613 169 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:07:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7667575" target=_blank>#126</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all of her education and intelligence, why did she need to join union to 
be successful ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who the hell do you think you are?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667628 34613 179 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:08:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7667594" target=_blank>#145</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=birch+society+china+flag&
amp;btnG=Google+Search&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;oq=birch+society+china+flag&amp;fp=
d9ca629f83f82f8a" target=_blank>birch society china flag</A></P> 
<P>Birch Society pushed that outrage on September 3rd. They were the first ones, 
this is where these stories are coming from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that from the John Birch Society, it went straight to Free 
Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667634 34613 185 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:10:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7667631" target=_blank>#182</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They were educated enough to push Eastern out of business. And put themselves 
in the unemployment line... Real intelligent...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you apologize right away for insulting people's mothers and calling 
everyone who belongs to a union stupid, your account is going to be history.</P> 
<P>Your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667645 34613 195 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:13:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7667640" target=_blank>#190</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apology given. End of subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not the end. You need to apologize to the ones you insulted, not 
just issue a sullen little remark like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667670 34613 218 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:20:29am  
 
<P>DrNaughty: I was NOT kidding. I don't make idle threats. This is the last 
warning I'm giving you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667689 34613 237 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7667687" target=_blank>#235</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had no idea there was a musicians union</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is -- and it's possibly the most powerless union in 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667724 34613 270 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:32:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7667719" target=_blank>#265</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was good reason to object to the lesson plans. That was kind of 
creepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no -- it wasn't creepy at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667731 34613 277 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:33:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7667707" target=_blank>#253</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question: When you are a musician on a recording are you just paid rate or 
does your agent work it out? Let's say you go on the road..Is that just rate 
also?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a studio, you're paid union scale. If you're in demand, you can ask for 
double or even triple scale and get it.</P> 
<P>On the road, you make your own deals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668310 34613 340 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 1:36:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7667921" target=_blank>#339</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the media had fulfilled their responsibility, there wouldn't be a need for 
talk show hosts to frame the issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Frame the issue" = "whip up the GOP base with loony conspiracy theories and 
ignorant, deceptive nonsense."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669089 34613 346 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:15:32pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667821 34614 41 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:51:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7667795" target=_blank>#24</A> Banner</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Duh, with all of the outcry he changed the speech. Really, he's not stupid, 
and while I doubt his speech would have been what the more extreme people think 
it was going to be, I'm sure if you got your hands on a draft from before the 
outcry, you would have thought parts of it improper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There you go -- he changed it! He <EM>removed</EM> the socialism! It's all so 
clear! Why didn't I see it?</P> 
<P>Three cheers to the right wing blogs for saving us from 
Obama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667871 34614 79 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 11:59:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7667848" target=_blank>#59</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the <A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/sep/02/wh-withdraws-
call-students-help-obama/" target=_blank>controversy</A> was over a previous 
draft of the speech:</P> 
<P>The speech was rewritten. Controversy over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're kidding, right? Do you realize that the article you posted doesn't 
back up your claim at all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667902 34614 103 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7667869" target=_blank>#77</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<P>Dude. I really hate to see you swallowing the bogus talking points like this. 
You're taking ONE sentence from the lesson plan so out of context it's just 
ridiculous.</P> 
<P>And that sentence was <EM>removed</EM> when people started yelling about it, 
not because they were guilty of anything, but to try to head off the fake 
outrage.</P> 
<P>It didn't work, of course, because fake outrage is its own reward.</P> 
<P>Please don't join the paranoid mob. Criticize Obama for real things, not for 
this empty, foolish nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667918 34614 117 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:08:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7667914" target=_blank>#113</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it does, the controversy was over the President asking our kids to 
help <EM>HIM</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you realize that you're citing something that was not in the 
speech?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667977 34614 174 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:22:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7667958" target=_blank>#155</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know this doesn't make me popular here, and I wholeheartedly agree with 
outing the backgrounds of many of the tea party organizers, but indicting all of 
us who stand in protest as somehow being in agreement with everything and with 
all of those who attend is really taking it too far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I did not ever "indict" all tea party protesters. Not once.</P> 
<P>The reality is that there are very serious problems with the organizers of 
the tea parties. They're almost all connected to Ron Paul, and if you start 
digging you very quickly find links to even worse groups like the John Birch 
Society.</P> 
<P>I realize that it doesn't make me popular to try to point this out, but who 
else is doing it? Nobody seems to care that they're supporting and empowering 
really bad people and groups. They just want to look the other way and pretend 
there's nothing wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07667993 34614 189 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:26:10pm  
 
<P>Fox News is pushing the sekrit indoctrination line HARD today.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck is going to reveal the horrible sekrit troof 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668018 34614 214 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:30:14pm  
 
<P>Prediction: Glenn Beck will echo Ed Morrissey's "count up the words ... it 
proves he's a narcissistic commie!" line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668041 34614 237 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:34:25pm  
 
<P>This is the promo that just ran on Fox News:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[A picture of Obama...]</P> 
<P>SUPERINTENDENT ... in chief?</P> 
<P>Obama calls on students to respond to his policies!</P> 
<P>Is the president pushing a hidden agenda onto America's youth?</P> 
<P>[Picture of helpless, innocent wide-eyed kids...]</P> 
<P>[Picture of Glenn Beck waving his hands around...]</P> 
<P>Glenn UNCOVERS THE TRUTH!</P> 
<P>Tuesday, "Indoctrinating Students" ... only on 
Beck!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668065 34614 261 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:38:05pm  



 
<P>It's a GREAT SPEECH, people. Read it!</P> 
<P>I applaud Obama for this. It's exactly what school children need to 
hear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668080 34614 276 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:42:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7668076" target=_blank>#272</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the recent update from Ed?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>56 iterations of “I”19 iterations of “school”10 iterations of “education”8 
iterations of “responsibility”7 iterations of “country”5 iterations each of 
“parents”, “teachers”3 iterations of “nation”</P> 
<P>In other words, Barack Obama referenced himself more than school, education, 
responsibility, country/nation, parents, and teachers combined. And to think 
that people accused Obama of self-promotion!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're still waiting for the <EM>astrologists</EM> to look at the speech over 
at Hot Air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. That's so insane I almost can't believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668092 34614 288 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:43:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7668075" target=_blank>#271</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My perception is that a previous post referred to those protesting Van Jones 
sketchy connection to Truthers were somehow hypocrites if they attended the 
Jason Rink promoted event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won’t be holding my breath waiting for the same bloggers who are screaming 
for Van Jones’ head to denounce the Cincinnati Tea Party — even though one of 
the main organizers is a self-admitted 9/11 Truther. But the hypocrisy is rather 
stunning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does that "indict" all tea party attendees? It specifically calls out the 
BLOGGERS who are promoting the Truther claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668146 34614 341 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 12:55:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7668137" target=_blank>#332</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My emphasis was on "to denounce the Cincinnati Tea Party", as if the 
attendees were somehow supporting Truthers by being there. That's how I read 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are supporting the Truthers by being there. You're empowering them and 
legitimizing them. Sorry, I know you don't want to hear it, but if you go to 
events sponsored by Truthers, Paulians, and John Birchers, you're helping their 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668258 34614 452 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 1:24:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7668252" target=_blank>#446</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, I don't. I'm asking if they gave any speeches about Trutherism at those 
rallies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you trust anything a Truther or a John Bircher had to say about 
<EM>anything?</EM></P> 
<P>It's kind of amazing to see people parsing every single word of Obama's 
speech to children to find hidden messages and commie indoctrination, while 
blithely listening to Truthers and Paulians rant about the government and 
saying, "You know, they have some very good points."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668333 34614 524 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 1:40:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/7668287" target=_blank>#481</A> Izzyboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eh? "Mommy what's AIDS?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, wouldn't want kids to learn about life-threatening diseases, would 
we?</P> 
<P>Might embarrass their parents. Shhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668345 34614 536 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 1:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/7668335" target=_blank>#526</A> 
dtman.com</EM></P> 
<P>Flounce away! It's a fine day for flouncing.</P> 
<P>Now I'll clean up the seven other sock puppets you 
registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668400 34614 590 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 1:54:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7668382" target=_blank>#572</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe I would trust them. I don't take anybody's word for anything 
these days at first glance... But I would have to know whether they are one or 
not. Unless a truther talks about being a truther, how would the audience know 
that everything else he says is suspect? Are they hiding the lunatic part or are 
they being overt about it? If they are hiding it, I'm not surprised people stay 
and listen. If they are overt about it, I'm very surprised people don't leave in 
droves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing hidden about the links to Ron Paul and the John 
Birch Society. All you have to do is visit a Tea Party organizers' site -- the 
links are all over the place, right out in the open.</P> 
<P>People just don't care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668424 34614 614 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:02:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7668420" target=_blank>#610</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly my point. People here have been arguing that such a standard should 
NOT apply to Van Jones, because he's not out making Truther speeches. So it 
shouldn't apply to Tea Party speakers, either, unless and until they make Tea 
Party speeches as objectionable.</P> 
<P>I won't apply a double standard. And I refuse to accept one.</P> 
<P>Enough of gotcha politics - from <I>both</I> sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry, that's just wrong. The accusation against Van Jones had no support, 
except from Truther sites and hate sites like rense.com.</P> 
<P>The Truthers, Birchers, and Ron Paul drones behind the tea parties are 
absolutely, unquestionably real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668428 34614 618 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/7668419" target=_blank>#609</A> 
StillAMarine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But what about the hoopla and paranoia that Obama's speaking to our 
children?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Did you read the speech? What 
"paranoia?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668438 34614 628 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:08:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/7668433" target=_blank>#623</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't doubt that they are real. But I wouldn't expect Tea Partiers to walk 
away in droves if the speeches they heard were not Truther, Bircher or Paulian. 
I <I>would</I> hope that they would walk away if such elements entered their 
remarks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen numerous videos of tea parties in which speakers made absolutely no 
secret of their support for Ron Paul. I just watched one in which a speaker was 
an outright anti-government militia member.</P> 
<P>The audience cheered. Nobody walked out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668451 34614 640 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:13:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7668445" target=_blank>#634</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That I have big problems with.</P> 
<P>But that is also not the premise I was proferring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you're saying that the attendees don't know about the connections. I'm 
saying that a lot of them certainly DO know, because speakers at the tea parties 
are making no attempt to hide it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668457 34614 646 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:15:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7668453" target=_blank>#642</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people are starting to get a little uncomfortable. I just stumbled 
across this guy...<A href="http://citizentom.com/2009/09/07/should-i-go-to-the-
tea-party-in-washington-dc/" target=_blank>SHOULD I GO TO THE TEA PARTY IN 
WASHINGTON DC?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Now the logo is a clenched fist.</P> 
<P>This is going downhill really fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07668516 34614 705 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:33:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/7668482" target=_blank>#671</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<P>As whacked as Rick Martinez (Rodan) is, he's almost sane next to 
"song_and_dance_man."</P> 
<P>Get a load of this comment he posted at LGF before he was kicked out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/2329322" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668519 34614 708 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:35:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/7668497" target=_blank>#686</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the R primary races in 2012, the Birchers will be pushing hard for Ron 
Paul and latching up to his campaign and it will be telling to see if RP makes 
any attempt at all to distance himself from them or their nutty conspiracies. I 
say he won't.</P> 
<P>But I notice the JBS website has been sanitized heavily in the last year or 
so. I wonder if there are screen captures from a couple years back. They used to 
have a page at their site that debunked the Reptillian conspiracy theory and 
claimed it as False. Most rational political organizations wouldn't see the need 
to clarify that for their members.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul regularly gives speeches to the John Birch Society. He hangs out 
with them all the time. It would be a little late at this point for him to try 
to distance himself from them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668543 34614 732 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:43:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/723/7668534" target=_blank>#723</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried to read it and got lost..There isn't enough Bud light in all of 
Indiana to understand that crap...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"song_and_dance_man" is talking about HIMSELF as "the child." He believes 
he's literally a prophet who knows how the world is going to end, because God 
spoke directly to him. Not kidding.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/2329322" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that he predicted some kind of disaster was going to hit LA in 2006. 
He actually emailed me several times with creepy, insane warnings that I needed 
to get out of town before the END.</P> 
<P>After he was banned he started emailing me creepy threats that I was being 
"watched."</P> 
<P>This is who the stalkers are hanging out with. The guy should be in a mental 
institution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668583 34614 772 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 2:54:19pm  
 
<P>By the way, the real name of "song_and_dance_man" is Jaime 
Gallegos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07668647 34614 836 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 3:08:09pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Someone please tell me I'm not really reading LGF commenters complaining that 
there are too many pictures of "minorities" in their kids' 
textbooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668682 34614 871 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 3:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/859/7668670" target=_blank>#859</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Afro-Leninism commin' to you on a silver platter!"<A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/video/#/video/politics/2009/09/04/spellman.tea.party.ex
press.cnn?iref=videosearch" target=_blank>Tea Party Express</A> (video)</P> 
<P>Lovely./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Now there are some real ideas worth listening to.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668690 34614 879 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 3:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/789/7668600" target=_blank>#789</A> Bubbaman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If people don't believe that almost everything involved in public education 
is loaded with a political agenda, then they haven't picked up a textbook 
lately. My kids' chemistry book is less a study of chemistry and more a 
political diatribe on polution and global warming. No wonder American kids are 
dumba$$es! To boot the text is laden with kumbaya graphics and photos of 
minorities on every other page. The only photo of an 80% majority person was 
that of some punk kid on a skateboard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After this comment, your account is hanging by a very slim thread. The only 
reason you still have it right now is because I haven't seen you post anything 
like this before.</P> 
<P>Care to explain yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669663 34614 1004 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:15:20pm  
 
<P>Flouncers to the left of me, flouncers to the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670172 34614 1011 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1008/7670003" target=_blank>#1008</A> 
gschwim</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper whose first comment in almost two years is to diss LGF. Man, 
is this getting tediously predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668808 34615 17 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 3:58:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7668802" target=_blank>#12</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is true, and Pete Sinclair also has some opinion and non fact in some of 
his vids. The point is that this one's factual.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I got a kick out of the comment "even some of our most distinguished 
journalists have been taken in" ... and he cuts to ... Steve Doocy. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668818 34615 25 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 4:00:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7668812" target=_blank>#20</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cap and tax obviously!//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, cap and tax is a watered down, neutered piece of legislation 
that doesn't go nearly far enough to have any effect on the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668829 34615 34 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 4:04:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7668822" target=_blank>#28</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cap and Tax is a shell game which doesn't address the problem, it makes it 
appear that people are doing something while punting it down the 
road.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668857 34615 57 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 4:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7668843" target=_blank>#46</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As soon as I heard Heartland institute in the video, my eyes 
rolled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Heartland Institute is one of the main sources of false information on 
climate change. As Sinclair notes in the video, they started as a shill group 
for the tobacco industry, making absurd and false claims about the dangers of 
smoking. Now that all of that stuff has been completely discredited, they've 
moved on to another big industry-friendly propaganda campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668867 34615 65 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 4:13:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7668860" target=_blank>#60</A> teh flowah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you have a big problem. You've made yourself a target of the left 
and right blogospheres. However will you sleep at night?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Soundly!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07668881 34615 79 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 4:17:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7668875" target=_blank>#73</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I know, hence the eye roll. Pretty much, anything Heartland panders to 
fear. There's a lot of crossover with that group to disco people, and other 
anti-science science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's a pseudo-science factory, churning out distorted garbage that looks 
sorta scientific to people who don't know any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07669119 34615 306 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7669048" target=_blank>#237</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Every time I click on someone's avatar when using Safari for Windows, it puts 
their website in as mine on the post form. My post #2 above has Bubbaman's 
website on my blue nic rather than the URL on my user profile. I noticed the 
same thing happened last night with some other posters as well.</P> 
<P>Is this a Safari bug or something specific to LGF? LGF is the only site I use 
Safari on, I just started playing around with it a couple days ago and I'm not 
sure if I like it enough to ditch Chrome completely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Safari for Windows, eh? I'll check it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669151 34615 338 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:28:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7669123" target=_blank>#310</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not happen every single time, but enough for me to have noticed and 
to be a problem when I click on a flouncer or a maniac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmpf. Can't get it to happen here. This is a strange intermittent bug that 
others have reported, but I've never been able to duplicate. If you find a way 
to make it happen reliably, please let me know. I'd love to find out what's 
causing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669160 34615 347 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:31:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7669109" target=_blank>#296</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ludwig: you claim to believe in G-d, and the Torah.</P> 
<P>G-d has said that he has fixed the Earth so that it will not falter.</P> 
<P>You claim otherwise, vis a vis "anthropogenic global warming." In other 
words, you claim that Man is stronger than G-d, and has set the Earth on a 
course which will cause disaster unless Man--not G-d--alters that course.</P> 
<P>So, which do you believe in? Man or G-d? If you believe in G-d, you believe 
that the self-correcting Earth will adjust to accommodate whatever crap Man has 
thrown at it. If you believe in Man, you believe that Man's pollutions trump the 
Word of G-d.</P> 
<P>I am not arguing with <EM>what</EM> you believe. I only want to know 
<EM>which one.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?</P> 
<P>I'm sitting with my jaw dropped. I can't believe you wrote 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669184 34615 369 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:34:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7669162" target=_blank>#349</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I suspect that you are just being argumentative, but that particular "quote" 
I have heard too many times on the preacher channels to let pass. It was a 
favorite of Jerry Falwell explaining why it didn't matter a damn, so to speak, 
what people did because God wouldn't let anything bad come of 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. Some fundamentalists take a slightly different view and say 
that even if climate change does end up in catastrophe, that's fine, because it 
will bring about the End Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669191 34615 376 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7669172" target=_blank>#359</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry to surprise you, Charles. What is it you find so 
shocking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you seriously mean to argue that we shouldn't be concerned about climate 
change because God won't let it happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669236 34615 421 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:42:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/7669217" target=_blank>#402</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: need some good grilled salmon seasoning ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're in my territory. The other night I broiled some salmon with a 
light marinade of olive oil, salt and pepper (marinate for 30 minutes or more), 
then topped with some fresh crushed garlic and a bit more salt. It was pretty 
awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669244 34615 429 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:44:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7669218" target=_blank>#403</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am merely trying to calibrate.</P> 
<P>I have seen Ludwig argue, most convincingly, as to the science of global 
warming.</P> 
<P>I have also seen him argue, most passionately, from a theological 
perspective.</P> 
<P>I am trying to reconcile the two, and seeking a template for doing 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not getting what it is you're trying to calibrate. Do you believe climate 
change is no problem because God won't let it happen ... 
yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669256 34615 441 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/7669250" target=_blank>#435</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you tried my, somewhat different, salmon approach in the cookbook?</P> 
<P>Come to think of it, has anyone?</P> 
<P>(BUY the book from Reine)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I keep meaning to try it, but haven't gotten to it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669264 34615 448 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7669246" target=_blank>#431</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try throwing in some Wasabi powder for some zing next time, you will either 
love it or hate it. (of course KT's going to tell you that you need fresh 
ground, not the powder)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I've done the wasabi thing too. I love wasabi. It's not my favorite 
thing on salmon, though, although it's nice for a change of 
pace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669320 34615 504 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 5:56:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/7669284" target=_blank>#468</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watched the whole clip. It was very well done and thought provoking. However 
why, after coming across as learned and reasonable does Peter Sinclair:A. Have 
to title this "Crock" of the week.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because this particular argument really <EM>is</EM> a crock of scheisse. It's 
false, and it was spun out of nothing by people who were deliberately distorting 
the data. That qualifies as a "crock" to me. He's been doing a series of these 
videos, dealing with distortions and falsehoods -- hence, Crock of the Week.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But of now where and after supporting the man, apropos of nothing Sinclair 
hints that Dr. Michael's has secret corporate sponsors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not secret at all -- you see their name right behind him in his speech. The 
Heartland Institute, shills for the tobacco industry and the energy 
industries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669367 34615 551 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:07:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/7669347" target=_blank>#531</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if Dr. Michael's clients are not secret, why does Sinclair comment that he 
has a "secret list of clients" thereby implying something is wrong. This is 
unnecessary to the debate. And while I cannot speak for the tobacco industry, I 
can for the energy industries and I believe that automatically thinking that 
everyone who does scientific work for the energy industry is a "shill", is 
unfair and not true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really want to know who's funding Dr. Patrick Michaels:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Patrick_Michaels" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I didn't say "everyone who does scientific work for the energy industry is a 
shill." I said that the Heartland Institute is a well-known shill for the 
tobacco industry and the energy industries, and they specialize in falsehoods 
and distortions. I completely stand by this statement. I've been reading about 
them for years, and their history of acting as shills for industries who want to 
avoid consequences for bad behavior is long and legendary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07669412 34615 596 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:17:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7669391" target=_blank>#575</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the very big problems with most "think tanks" is that they are for 
sale. In a perfect world we would hope that all people would be fair and speak 
the truth 100% of the time... but we don't live in a perfect world.</P> 
<P>Heritage is not the worst offender of the well known think tanks. Heartland 
takes that prize. However, both Heritage and Cato (Institute) have been active 
in dispensing <EM>partial</EM>-truths and obfuscations on this 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh. I'm trying to do several things at once and typed "Heritage" when I 
meant Heartland. Substitute "Heartland Institute" for "Heritage Foundation" in 
my comments above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669430 34615 614 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/7669413" target=_blank>#597</A> ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video does not pass even remotely minimun standards of a rigorous 
scientic study.It's a 10th grade science project.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I'm seeing from you is denial, denial, denial. You haven't made a single 
factual point to respond to the video, you're just dissing it without even 
trying to argue coherently.</P> 
<P>I think we get it. You're not going to hear anything that challenges your 
preconceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669448 34615 632 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:26:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/7669441" target=_blank>#625</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have actually found the Heritage Foundation (or at least their website) to 
be...yes very conservative, but not one of the frothing at the mouth type of 
think tanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote "Heritage Foundation" when I meant "Heartland 
Institute."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669457 34615 641 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/7669453" target=_blank>#637</A> slokat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - since people are talking bugs...</P> 
<P>To get new comments:a. I can click the button and wait forever for nothing to 
happenb. I can check the auto box and sometimes it refreshesc. or, I resort to 
reloading the whole page</P> 
<P>this only started happening with the last few days.</P> 
<P>I'm on current Firefox, (no upgrades during the time period in 
question).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turn off NoScript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669471 34615 654 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:31:28pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7669455" target=_blank>#639</A> 
crosspatch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<P>Tebenkof Glacier in Alaska has been receding fairly rapidly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are you getting your information on this? I'm asking because I've seen 
this cited very often on sites that circulate false anti-AGW talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669480 34615 663 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:32:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7669465" target=_blank>#648</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Said it before, and I'll repeat it, Laura is a class act.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man. How sad is it when Laura Bush has to try to talk the right wing down 
from the ledge?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669487 34615 670 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/7669484" target=_blank>#667</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However the link you provided from sourcewatch on Dr. Michaels mentions his 
affiliation with the Heritage foundation but does not mention (at least I 
couldn't find it) a link to the Heartland institute. Is there somewhere else I 
can look to find out if indeed he is connected up with 
Heartland?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... the video I posted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669501 34615 683 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/7669482" target=_blank>#665</A> 
right_on_target</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>+++Really? I didn't know that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're also "Rent a Chicken," aren't you?</P> 
<P>Man, I hate it when people try to get away with crap like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669513 34615 695 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:40:33pm  
 
<P>Not just "Rent a Chicken" but several other sock puppet accounts as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669523 34615 705 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/692/7669510" target=_blank>#692</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>"fuel for revolution?!!"</P> 
<P>This is now what Instapundit is peddling?</P> 
<P>Someone please pinch me. I'm having a nightmare.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07669532 34615 714 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:44:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/708/7669526" target=_blank>#708</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody ought to design a computer program that can detect sock 
puppets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669583 34615 764 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 6:55:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/7669562" target=_blank>#744</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Tebenkof paper conclusions, and probably why denialists are cherry 
picking data from conflicting papers on the Glacier:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. Yes, that's why they're trotting out that cherry-picked data. Over 
and over we see this kind of distortion -- they comb through the scientific 
literature looking for any little excuse they can portray as evidence that 
global warming isn't happening.</P> 
<P>I've really been trying to avoid the creationist analogies, but this is 
exactly the same dishonest tactic creationists use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669709 34615 844 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:26:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/839/7669695" target=_blank>#839</A> 
EndlessBob</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, you also seem to think Barack Obama was <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/28/7667799" target=_blank>plotting 
to poison the minds of America's schoolchildren</A>, so why in the world would 
your comments about the science of global warming be considered 
credible?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669802 34615 876 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:51:26pm  
 
<P>Again and again, the same tired BS.</P> 
<P>Yes, Virginia, there really <EM>are</EM> climate denialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669900 34615 891 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/890/7669883" target=_blank>#890</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...er if I can figure out how to do it, that is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the checkbox that says "Show email..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669903 34615 892 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:21:29pm  
 
<P>And clear the "Web site" line...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669908 34615 894 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:22:04pm  
 



<P>If you have something on the "Web site" line it overrides the email 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669927 34615 898 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:28:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/896/7669918" target=_blank>#896</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I must be having some kind of brainfart. I can't find the "show 
email" checkbox. Is it in the User Account page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right next to the "Email" line in the comment form...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670008 34615 908 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:53:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/903/7669942" target=_blank>#903</A> Zoomie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has global warming stopped 'sometime in the last decade'?</P> 
<P>What if three out five of the primary data sources show a negative linear 
trend for the last ten years? Answer: I should be very suspicious of absolutist 
claims...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.climate4you.com/GlobalTemperatures.htm#Recent%20land%20surface%
20temperature" target=_blank>See 5 primary data sources</A></P> 
<P>If you scroll half way down to the "Comparing global air temperature 
estimates" you can see summaries of the trend.</P> 
<P>The annual linear trend, last ten years, for UAH MSU, RSS MSU and Had CRUT3 
are negative. The last ten years annual linear trend for GISS and NCDC are 
positve.</P> 
<P>The annual linear trend for all five sources for the last five years is 
negative.</P> 
<P>This does not disprove AGW. Otherwise the IPCC would have already gone home. 
But it says they have a HELL of lot of explaining to do.</P> 
<P>And check out those "Central England air temperature since 1659". I do not 
see the hockey stick explosion in temps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not the least bit surprised to find <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/843/7132846" target=_blank>a 
creationist</A> who's also a climate change denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670085 34615 914 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:22:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/913/7670078" target=_blank>#913</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<P>Most of what you just posted is completely false.</P> 
<P>It absolutely has been proven beyond all doubt that CO2 is:</P> 
<P>1) a greenhouse gas (I can't believe you're going to dispute that!), and</P> 
<P>2) a cause of global warming.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why you folks think you can get away with stating outright 
falsehoods as if they were unquestioned facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670093 34615 916 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:28:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/913/7670078" target=_blank>#913</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<P>Reading over your post again -- this is a wonderful example of nearly every 
bogus anti-AGW talking point currently on the market. I think you left out the 
dreaded hockey stick, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07670119 34615 920 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:36:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/7670101" target=_blank>#917</A> Zoomie</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, you also think "intelligent design" creationism is a valid 
scientific theory -- so why in the world would anyone give any credence to your 
opinions about global warming?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670140 34615 927 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:45:41pm  
 
<P>Zoomie's comments promoting "intelligent design" creationism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=2009-05-03+-+2009-05-03&amp;searchString=%22user%3AZoomie%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670156 34615 932 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:52:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/929/7670145" target=_blank>#929</A> LifeTrek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a believer in the scientific method and attacking a persons employment 
as , "shills," is definitely intellectually dishonest and non scientific. It is 
nothing but a ploy to allow you to end the debate without having to do what I 
said earlier is hard, selling a computer model, proving it's validity, verifying 
the inputs, and convincing a skeptical public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Heartland Institute is absolutely a shill for the tobacco industry. They 
are infamous for circulating thoroughly discredited false claims about the 
dangers of smoking. And now they're circulating false claims about the dangers 
of climate change.</P> 
<P>They're shills. Confirmed, dyed in the wool shills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670207 34615 943 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/7670201" target=_blank>#941</A> Zoomie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, guilty as charged. God is there. He is not silent. He has spoken and 
we have access to that revelation. Like many of the founders I believe in the 
"Laws of nature" (science, logic, reason) and "nature's God" (Judeo Christian 
revelation).</P> 
<P>It must keep you busy labeling and profiling all your lizards.</P> 
<P>But you distract me from the topic here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Labeling? You just admitted it was true. You're a creationist.</P> 
<P>Your opinions on science are worthless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670210 34615 945 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:17:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/940/7670197" target=_blank>#940</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ignorance is a painful way to life, you can change that if you 
wish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the irony meter goes off the scale!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07670233 34615 955 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/7670221" target=_blank>#949</A> mt3_1234</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok, thanks for the link to the papersbut are these all supporting your main 
point of "I have read hundreds of peer reviewed papers that firmly argue against 
AGW"?which ones have that argument as their main thesis?</P> 
<P>in <A href="http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~wsoon/myownPapers-d/Aug27-
PIPGreview2003.pdf" target=_blank>this paper</A> here, which is listed in your 
link (called Global Warming, oddly enough), they don't deny the existence of 
global warming, but that "the anticipated global warming is also [likely] 
overestimated" (in conclusion section)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you feel like wasting your time, take a look through those papers. The 
majority of them do not argue against global warming at all.</P> 
<P>This is a very very common tactic of both global warming deniers and 
creationists -- they put together long lists of papers and scientists who they 
claim support their nonsense. And when you start investigating, you discover 
that the lists are full of papers that say the exact opposite of what they 
claim, and scientists who didn't sign on to the list at all and don't believe 
the anti-AGW garbage.</P> 
<P>Here's another of those lists put together by ... yes ... the Heartland 
Institute, packed with scientists who were outraged to find their names being 
used without permission:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/500-scientists-with-documented-
doubts-about-the-heartland-institute" 
target=_blank>www.desmogblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671938 34615 1029 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:51:03am  
 
<P>As for whether the term "denier" is an accurate label, all you need to do is 
read through this thread to see that it absolutely is. Several deniers have been 
posting comments in here, not discussing anything, just dismissing all the 
evidence and spouting dishonest talking points they picked up from denier 
websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672381 34615 1034 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1031/7672122" target=_blank>#1031</A> 
Brigman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video also says Patrick Michaels is a servant to a "secret list of 
corporate clients" Oooo, a secret list!!! WTF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll leave aside the other BS talking points you recited, and just point this 
out.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Patrick_Michaels" 
target=_blank>Patrick J. Michaels - SourceWatch</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michaels' firm does not disclose who its clients are, but leaked documents 
have revealed that several were power utilities which operate coal power 
stations. On a 2007 academic CV, Michaels disclosed that prior to creating his 
firm he had received funding from the Edison Electric Institute and the Western 
Fuels Association. He has also been a frequent speaker with leading coal and 
energy companies as well as coal and other industry lobby 
groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, well ... a secret list of corporate clients. What do you 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673324 34615 1044 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1040/7672980" target=_blank>#1040</A> 
LibertyvilleMike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lets take one of the most basic proofs provided by Gore - the historical plot 
of global temperature and CO2 levels. Cause necessarily precedes effect - 
temperature levels in his own plot rise and fall before CO2 levels. Why? One 
reasonable explanation is that CO2 comes out of solution in the world's oceans 
as the water temperature rises. I have seen no good explanation for that one 
fact - have you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you are seriously interested in this issue and not just repeating anti-AGW 
talking points, there's a very good explanation in this video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/52KLGqDSAjo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673422 34615 1046 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:13:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1045/7673392" target=_blank>#1045</A> 
EndlessBob</EM></P> 
<P>How did I know you'd just brush it off and dismiss it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673700 34615 1051 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:55:22pm  
 
<P>The video explanation for the "lag" is consistent with what I've read in many 
other sources -- this issue has been thoroughly covered in the scientific 
literature, because it's so often used as an anti-AGW talking point.</P> 
<P>Am I accepting the "authorities" word for it? You bet. This isn't my field of 
expertise, so if I see that nearly every reputable scientist agrees with a 
certain conclusion, I'm going to go with the scientists.</P> 
<P>Clarification: it's not my field of expertise, but I HAVE read a lot on the 
subject, starting about two years ago, because I wanted to become better 
informed about a vitally important issue.</P> 
<P>I started out as a pretty hardcore skeptic, ready to dismiss that climate 
change was even happening at all. But the more I read, and the more I checked 
and cross-checked sources, the more convinced I became that the climate change 
crisis is not only real, but a serious problem that needs to be addressed.</P> 
<P>And the more I saw through the numerous people on the anti-AGW side who are 
simply dishonest or deluded. There is an ENORMOUS amount of false information 
being pumped out by places like the Heartland Institute and politicians like 
James Inhofe and Michele Bachmann, and I've completely lost respect for most of 
the so-called "skeptical" arguments.</P> 
<P>In many ways the deniers act exactly like creationists, using quotes out of 
context, lying about having more support than they really do, and issuing an 
endless stream of scientific-sounding bullshit that's intended only to hoodwink 
and confuse gullible people.</P> 



<P>I know this makes me a bad "conservative," because I can't blindly follow 
along with this bogus agenda, and have actually researched the issues and come 
to my own conclusions. So be it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07675077 34615 1084 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:46:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1078/7674694" target=_blank>#1078</A> 
californiabrowser</EM></P> 
<P>Again with the lists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669655 34616 9 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:13:37pm  
 
<P>And look at what's happening here.</P> 
<P>We actually have people dissing the First Lady.</P> 
<P>At LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669732 34616 55 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7669713" target=_blank>#44</A> 
cowbellallen</EM></P> 
<P>Won't you please bite me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669735 34616 56 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:33:24pm  
 
<P>Sure enough. We actually do have people showing up who think Laura Bush is a 
RINO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669755 34616 69 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:41:55pm  
 
<P>Not to blow the LGF horn too much, but I'm kind of amazed at how much traffic 
we're getting over Labor Day weekend. We're already over 100,000 pageviews for 
the day -- on Labor Day.</P> 
<P>We've never had that much traffic over a major holiday weekend 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669773 34616 80 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:45:05pm  
 
<P>The jerks are showing up early in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669820 34616 114 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 7:56:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7669817" target=_blank>#112</A> 
efuseakay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She does have a point there, as well... but those lesson plans are no longer 
included... I just wonder what the original address was like... but I doubt we 
will ever see a "leaked" copy of what he reeeally wanted to say to the kids. 
;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- he MUST have been planning to brainwash our helpless children! All 
hail the right wing blogs for saving America!</P> 



<P>Whew. We really dodged a bullet there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669843 34616 130 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:02:39pm  
 
<P>I mean... THINK, people, think!</P> 
<P>If Obama can reach into the cortex of Laura Bush and twist even HER to his 
evil will, there's no stopping this monster!</P> 
<P>I was just kidding before, but now I see that America really is doomed. Who 
can stand before the mighty mesmerizing power of the Hussein-thing?</P> 
<P>Is there no one who can come forth to save us in these perilous 
times?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669891 34616 175 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:16:26pm  
 
<P>Florida Republican Marco Rubio calls for the GOP to get even more crazy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.theledger.com/article/20090902/NEWS/909025041/1410?Title=Marco-
Rubio-Criticizes-Governor" target=_blank>www.theledger.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Rubio is a creationist who is pushing to sneak it into Florida's schools.</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669898 34616 182 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:19:28pm  
 
<P>The 2012 GOP ticket:</P> 
<P><A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/09/03/looking-for-a-
leader-tea-partiers-issue-invite-to-palin-2/" target=_blank>Ron Paul and Sarah 
Palin!</A></P> 
<P>Yeah! Now it's getting weird enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669930 34616 204 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7669925" target=_blank>#201</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone has <A 
href="http://www.nbcphiladelphia.com/news/politics/Petraeus__Scarborough_eyed_fo
r__12-57235607.html" target=_blank>another suggestion</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe Scarborough? Is that a joke???</P> 
<P>Never mind, I know it isn't.</P> 
<P>Scarborough is a pal of Pat Buchanan's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669952 34616 220 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:35:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7669946" target=_blank>#216</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really hope that Sarah Palin keeps the Tea Parties at arm's length. If she 
gets mixed up with that crowd, she'll turn her political name to 
mud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin is going to get deeply involved in the tea parties. Guaranteed. It's 
already happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07669965 34616 232 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:40:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7669961" target=_blank>#229</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I've been meaning to ask this. What else besides the "death panel" 
terminology? Serious question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, maybe ... quitting her job right in the middle of her 
term?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669970 34616 237 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:42:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7669964" target=_blank>#231</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a commentator for MSNBC on Scarborough's morning show (which is good, 
and the only reason for MSNBC to exist, IMO). I kind of doubt they go out for 
beers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scarborough and Buchanan are close friends, and often appear together at 
events. I'm sure they DO go out for beers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669979 34616 245 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:44:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7669972" target=_blank>#238</A> 
brandon13</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's shown some support for Glenn Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just "some support" -- she urged her Facebook readers to watch the Glenn 
Beck show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669991 34616 257 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:48:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7669988" target=_blank>#254</A> pjh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, bicycling came up. As someone who hasn't been around here in awhile, are 
you still fighting those fascist headwinds, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. But I can't post about it any more at LGF, because I received some very 
specific threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07669994 34616 260 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7669993" target=_blank>#259</A> pjh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Very</EM> sorry to hear that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not as sorry as I was, I bet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670000 34616 265 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 8:50:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7669997" target=_blank>#263</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I actually grabbed a screen shot of one this afternoon. You know, from the 
insane asylum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Email it to me, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670040 34616 299 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:04:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7670023" target=_blank>#284</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Letterman's joke was in poor taste. It wasn't even remotely funny, even if 
he'd referred to the right daughter. I'm not in disagreement about that. It was 
plain stupid and tasteless.</P> 
<P>However, Palin ran with that to say that Letterman was advocating this 
baseball player to rape her underage daughter, when clearly that was not what he 
meant.</P> 
<P>It was 100% stupid, any way you cut it. He apologized, she said he was 
advocating rape of a minor. Yes, that's exaggerating. A lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exaggeration was completely deliberate. Palin doesn't care about 
credibility -- she's going for the red meat base, and that's why she flat-out 
lied about what Letterman said.</P> 
<P>If I ever had a shred of respect for her, it's completely gone 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670050 34616 309 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:06:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7670045" target=_blank>#304</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't find your email address Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>charles at littlegreen etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670071 34616 327 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7670060" target=_blank>#318</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I would have guessed.</P> 
<P>OK, sent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that lovely! They're threatening to commit violence. The cute little 
tykes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670074 34616 330 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:17:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7670073" target=_blank>#329</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there was one more but it was directed to Irish Rose.</P> 
<P>Hope that's useful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670088 34616 340 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:25:57pm  
 
<P>The hardcore anti-climate change propagandists are now showing up in the 
previous thread.</P> 



<P>Just had someone actually deny that CO2 is a greenhouse gas -- when there is 
absolutely no doubt whatsoever that it IS. The science behind that is completely 
solid and has been for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670109 34616 358 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:33:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7670104" target=_blank>#353</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I may quote from this article, which is currently number two on our top-
rated links list...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670113 34616 362 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7670107" target=_blank>#356</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you gotten the "Carbon has 6 electrons, 6 protons and 6 neutrons - 666!" 
'argument' forwarded yet? That is a humdinger - that anyone who believes in AGW 
is doing the work of SATAN.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I thought you were kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670125 34616 370 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:39:07pm  
 
<P>Now we have a creationist in the previous thread telling us that global 
warming is a hoax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670152 34616 385 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 9:50:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7670144" target=_blank>#381</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I plan on revisiting that thread... but not until the wee hours of the morn, 
as I figure by then most of the bellyache will be over and only the sleepers 
will come out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm always a little surprised to see someone actually claim that CO2 is not a 
greenhouse gas. It takes sheer ignorance to make that claim -- or else sheer 
cynicism and dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670184 34616 408 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:08:11pm  
 
<P>There isn't a single right wing blog that's linking to this Laura Bush 
interview. Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670222 34616 433 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:23:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7670220" target=_blank>#432</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I must have missed this earlier. There is another bogus "true" nirth 
certifikit floating around in the kookosphere?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are several, actually. There's a little closet industry in phony nirth 
certifikits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670241 34616 446 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:30:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7670236" target=_blank>#441</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Industry" seems like an apt word for it. This guy Lucas Smith swears in a 
signed affidavit that he flew to Kenya with a wallet full of cash, and then 
started handing out bribes in a hospital there, so that he could obtain the real 
birth certificate.</P> 
<P>If I were working in that hospital, I think I might have been tempted to type 
up a little something and sell it to Mr. Smith.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, now that's brilliant. Go to Kenya and start handing out bribes.</P> 
<P>Who would ever think there might be a problem with that approach?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670262 34616 464 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7670254" target=_blank>#457</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...even World Net Daily has debunked Lucas Smith's Kenyan birth 
certificate.</P> 
<P>Ouch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican National Committee is a major advertiser on the Weird Nut 
Drooly site. The crap you read there is being directly subsidized by the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07670274 34616 473 Charles Mon, Sep 7, 2009 10:47:34pm  
 
<P>Ooh, someone doesn't like me at <A href="http://marccooper.com/the-
manchurian-president/" target=_blank>Marc Cooper's site</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF has basically gone from dishonestly focusing on extreme nutbars on the 
left as if they are representative of most liberals to dishonestly focusing on 
focusing on extreme nutbars on the right to smear conservatives, using the usual 
rhetoric about “taints”, guilt by association and “not doing enough to distance 
yourself from them”. It’s tedious either way and attempts to substitute 
ritualised shunning as a substitute for debate.</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson is only a “centrist” in the sense that the people he is 
prepared to respectfully disagree with inhabit the region plus or minus 5% from 
the middle of the ideological spectrum. Everyone else is an “extremist” whose 
opinions are beyond the pale and should not be dignified with a response etc 
etc. How boring. This is why meaningful political debates no longer 
happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671208 34617 804 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 8:53:49am  
 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7670542" target=_blank>#204</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, PJM founder <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/rogerlsimon/2009/09/07/van-
jones-glenn-beck-trumps-the-nyt/" target=_blank>Roger L. Simon is praising Glenn 
Beck</A>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised. There's a reason why I don't work with PJ Media any more. It's 
gone hard right recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671235 34617 829 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 8:59:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/7670843" target=_blank>#464</A> 
VioletTiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Jeff Jones, the Weather Underground Jeff Jones, is a 
czar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he is not a "czar."</P> 
<P>Good grief. Are we going to bring the crazy into LGF now too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671247 34617 840 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:01:17am  
 
<P>Jeff Jones is NOT a czar of anything, and has no position in the Obama 
administration. There's a lot of unfounded hooey going around claiming all kinds 
of stuff about Jones.</P> 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671299 34618 30 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:10:09am  
 
<P>Oh my God. Did I just hear him say that the true future of America lies in 
the radicalization of the proletariat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671320 34618 47 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:12:00am  
 
<P>What! I thought I just heard him say that the control of the means of 
producing economic goods in a society should reside in the hands of those who 
invest their labor for production!</P> 
<P>I can't believe this!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671331 34618 58 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:13:05am  
 
<P>Good lord! "Private property must be abolished."</P> 
<P>This is so much worse than even Glenn Beck imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671352 34618 75 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:15:38am  
 
<P>"There is no excuse for not trying ... to overthrow the oppressive capitalist 
running dogs."</P> 
<P>I hope someone's recording this. Barack Obama's coming right out into the 
open.</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07671362 34618 85 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:16:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7671356" target=_blank>#79</A> obscured by 
clouds</EM></P> 
<P>Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671369 34618 92 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:17:11am  
 
<P>He just urged the kids to "read a book!"</P> 
<P>Right! Chairman Mao's little red book! Commie!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671384 34618 107 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:18:42am  
 
<P>Harry Potter! Oh nooo! The hand of Satan is among us!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671403 34618 125 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:21:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7671387" target=_blank>#109</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know which way this debate went this weekend, but I thought it was 
about the "helping our president" worksheet, etc, that was the problem, and not 
the content of the speech.</P> 
<P>But hey, whatever makes the crazies more crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The worksheet contained absolutely nothing offensive. It's a completely fake 
outrage.</P> 
<P>100% fake. Nothing valid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671414 34618 135 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:23:04am  
 
<P>15 minutes. And now America is certainly doomed. The repercussions are 
spreading across the country like a tsunami of commie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671432 34618 153 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:24:56am  
 
<P>They're interviewing a kid named Tommy -- he just said he learned that he has 
to commit his life to helping the Dear Leader change the essentially oppressive 
structures of capitalist domination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671469 34618 189 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:29:16am  
 
<P>Oh noes! A squadron of children with horrible empty eyes just marched past my 
house, chanting "Smash the facade of capitalism! Down with lackeys of Wall 
Street!"</P> 
<P>They're coming up to my door! They have a battering ram!</P> 
<P>If you don't hear from me again, just ... pray for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671480 34618 200 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:30:44am  
 



<P>Here comes Bill Kristol to try his best to make it just fine that the right 
freaked out over this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671486 34618 206 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:31:42am  
 
<P>This is the right wing talking point:</P> 
<P>Sure, we totally freaked out over this, for nothing. But it's still Obama's 
fault.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671535 34618 254 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:38:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7671500" target=_blank>#220</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a pretty good talk IMO with a very good message to American 
children.</P> 
<P>But I think a big (maybe the main) reason it turned out that way is because 
of the right-wing's criticism of the speech's original ludicrous 
text.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. What "original ludicrous text?" Where are you you 
getting this nonsense from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671560 34618 278 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:42:37am  
 
<P>OK, I'm typing this on a laptop, hidden among boxes in my attic while the 
demon commie children ransack my home looking for evidence of capitalism. I 
managed to get into the attic right at the last minute before they smashed down 
my door.</P> 
<P>I don't know how long it will be before they rip out the connections to my 
Airport Extreme, so if this message ends unexpectedly, tell the people of 
America that I've found the only way to save us! The key to our salvation lies 
in the secret underground bu</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671686 34618 398 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 9:57:02am  
 
<P>I managed to escape the attic by using a spoon to cut a hole in the wall, and 
I made my way to a nearby library, where I’m typing this update on one of their 
computers. For some reason, they’re still working, and no one seems to be 
interested in the librar...</P> 
<P>ATTENTION. ILLEGAL ACTIVITY DETECTED. SHUTTING DOWN NOW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671716 34618 426 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:02:43am  
 
<P>That's two melties already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671735 34618 444 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:07:38am  
 
<P>All kidding aside. I have to say that the freak-out over this speech was one 
of the single craziest episodes I've ever witnessed in American politics, and 
that's saying a LOT.</P> 



<P>It was an absolute disgrace. And not a single Republican will now take 
responsibility for the insane fear mongering they indulged in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671775 34618 483 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:18:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/7671772" target=_blank>#480</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be accurate if all Reps were white and Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this rate it won't be long before they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671820 34618 527 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:27:10am  
 
<P>Breaking news at Hot Air!</P> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/greenroom/archives/2009/09/07/is-obama-forming-a-
shadow-government/" target=_blank>Is Obama Forming a “Shadow 
Government?”</A></P> 
<P>Thank the stars that we have vigilant patriots keeping an eye on Obama's evil 
plots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671824 34618 531 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:28:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/7671818" target=_blank>#525</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I would not put it past our beloved Leader. But, turns out I was 
mistaken. No propaganda detected. Not much of anything detected with the entire 
speech, actually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance that might influence you to stop and take a deep breath the next 
time this happens, and not automatically assume that the President of the United 
States is evil and intends to harm children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671849 34618 553 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:33:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/7671842" target=_blank>#546</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have a problem with the amount of Czars that have been 
appointed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. I won't be jumping on any more of these idiotic fake outrage 
bandwagons, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671864 34618 568 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:35:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/7671841" target=_blank>#545</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one thing Obama has done right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's committed more troops to Afghanistan and he isn't wavering on Iraq.</P> 
<P>And the speech he gave today to schoolchildren was GREAT. I wish all 
presidents would do things like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671875 34618 579 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:37:49am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7671871" target=_blank>#575</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shadow government? I don't think it means what they think it means.</P> 
<P>Shadow government has a specific meaning - namely that it is the opposition 
government and usually occurs in parliamentary (funkadelics need not apply) 
systems. It could also apply to a skeleton government to operate if the organs 
of governance are wiped out (terrorists, nuclear/wmd attacks, incapacitated, 
etc.) It's kept up to date, but can take over so that the government can 
function even if key portions are destroyed - a separate situation, but one that 
is seriously underappreciated).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ignorance really is stunning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671881 34618 585 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:39:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7671874" target=_blank>#578</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone else detect an unhealthy profusion of first person pronouns in the 
speech?</P> 
<P>Funny, usually he's so modest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word "I" -- 46 occurrences.</P> 
<P>The word "you" -- more than 100 occurrences.</P> 
<P>Scary! Narcissism! How dare he think he's anything special!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671931 34618 633 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:48:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/630/7671928" target=_blank>#630</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it is either, but calling it a shadow government is 
purposefully misleading, though there is no other way to define it. The GOP has 
for whatever reason latched on to the term...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason is simple -- it sounds scary and inflames the lunatic base even 
further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671942 34618 643 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:51:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7671937" target=_blank>#639</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with you 100% about Afghanistan.On Iraq, the whole world can be 
thankful that he seems to have thrown his unwavering cut-and-run campaign 
slogans under the bus where they belong.</P> 
<P>And the speech to the kids, as amended by editing out the commie stuff and 
tossing it under the bus, was a very fine speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What crap. Do you realize how crazy it sounds when you say things like 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07671968 34618 669 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 10:57:57am  
 
<P>That little bit Ed Morrissey did about counting up the words (suggested to 
him by a raving nutbag creationist who was banned from LGF after being one of 
the most annoying people who ever posted here, and now is on a crusade to smear 
LGF) was probably the craziest thing he has ever written.</P> 



<P>I'm actually surprised, because I thought Morrissey had better sense than to 
indulge in what amounts to numerology. Batshit insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672062 34618 718 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:17:16am  
 
<P>I'm so incredibly weary of this "They did it too!" excuse. It's become 
pathetic beyond words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672124 34618 737 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:29:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/7672108" target=_blank>#731</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, aside from the bowing episode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way to completely miss the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672151 34618 747 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:34:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/7672108" target=_blank>#731</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, aside from the bowing episode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since some people seem to approve of your stupid comment, I'll explain this 
really slowly.</P> 
<P>People were ranting and raving that Obama bowed to the Saudi king.</P> 
<P>Yet, Bush also bowed to the Saudi king. And worse, he pandered to them 
throughout his presidency, just like every other president has done.</P> 
<P>This isn't making an "excuse" for Obama bowing -- it's pointing out that the 
outrage was phony.</P> 
<P>Now go ahead and tell me I'm wrong again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672241 34618 783 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:51:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/781/7672238" target=_blank>#781</A> 
Spartacus50</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and yet it wasn't compulsory that you had to attend his address. There is a 
major distinction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IT WAS NOT COMPULSORY.</P> 
<P>Schools had the option not to show it. Nobody made them show the speech.</P> 
<P>Stop repeating this falsehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672253 34618 789 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:53:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/773/7672224" target=_blank>#773</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>"Yet, Bush also bowed to the Saudi king."</I></P> 
<P>If my memory hasn't failed me, not only did President Bush bow, there are 
photos of him kissing and holding hands with the Saudi leader.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shhh! Nobody wants to hear that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672307 34618 809 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:06:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/803/7672289" target=_blank>#803</A> 
Spartacus50</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's mandatory attendance in Broward County Schools. I can't think how it can 
appear any less compulsory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Broward County required students to attend -- and you're going to blame 
Obama for it.</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672311 34618 811 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:07:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/7672308" target=_blank>#810</A> mt3_1234</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>me neitheri'm very familiar with leftwing talking points and jabs, yet never 
ever heard anyone use "neocon" as a racist insultnews to me</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Neocon" has definitely been used by some on the left as a synonym for "Jew." 
It's very common at places like Indymedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672390 34618 828 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:27:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/825/7672384" target=_blank>#825</A> 
Spartacus50</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure the vast majority of school districts nationwide had similar 
policies in place for this speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're simply wrong about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672396 34618 830 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:28:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/7672392" target=_blank>#829</A> 
weimdog02</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Broward Schools Superintendent James Notter wrote in a memo to principals 
Thursday that students will not be allowed to opt out of viewing Obama's 
address. The district has encouraged civics education through programs such as 
Kids Voting Broward and by watching presidential inaugural addresses, Notter 
wrote, so letting students skip Obama's speech "does not align with our 
practices and responsibility to provide a well-rounded, quality education for 
all students."</P> 
<P>"You don't get to go out into the hall," Notter said. "You're there and 
you're silent."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sun-sentinel.com/news/local/breakingnews/sfl-
schools-obama-speech-b090309,0,3672433.story" target=_blank>www.sun-
sentinel.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The horror!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672562 34618 845 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 1:16:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/844/7672546" target=_blank>#844</A> 
haavamaal</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07672168 34619 112 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:38:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7672125" target=_blank>#85</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More disconcerting, at least to me, than whether the Washington Times got 
Obama's law School wrong, is how the New York Times, a paper significantly more 
important the the Washington Times, keeps on not reporting the news:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Why did the press ignore the Van Jones scandal?</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/politics/Why-did-the-press-
ignore-the-Van-Jones-scandal_-8210602-57658222.html" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonexaminer.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Of course, the NYT has a history of not reporting news: Stalin, Castro, and 
the Holocaust all come to mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The press did NOT ignore the Van Jones scandal. It was all over the news. 
This complaint is complete nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672195 34619 129 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:41:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7672185" target=_blank>#122</A> jpkoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, strictly speaking, the President has an academic resume that most would 
drool over. However, the President graduated from Harvard Law almost 20 years 
ago. Since then, he pretty much has ticket punched his way to the White House. 
Yes, he can manage a political campaign. But so could President Clinton and Karl 
Rove. Other than campaigning and writing 2 autobiographies what else has he 
done?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, what a loser. Who does he think he is, the President or somethi...</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672231 34619 150 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:49:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7672218" target=_blank>#143</A> jpkoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, once the WH took notice, and yes, once Jones himself resigned.The 
question that is on everyone's mind is why didn't any of the major newspapers 
pick up on Jones et als before hand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it was being hyped by blogs like Gateway Pundit that are so far off 
the rails, no journalist with any sense would want to get close to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672277 34619 174 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 11:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7672242" target=_blank>#155</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's no excuse. Jones' outlandish statements and beliefs were easily 
discoverable through simple net searches; including video/audio, not just 
repeated rumors at WorldNet or something. To the extent the MSM did not follow 
up, they fell down on the job (or perhaps, sat down).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it was an "excuse." The furor over Van Jones started at Gateway 
Pundit when he dug around on a Truther site. Any journalist who went to check on 
this story would have seen that -- along with batshit insane (and often bigoted) 



posts about "Dear Leader Hussein," pictures of the Hitler Youth, and comments 
that read like the stuff mental patients write on toilet paper.</P> 
<P>Then it was picked up by Glenn "the Rockefeller Building has sekrit commie 
messages" Beck.</P> 
<P>The mainstream media absolutely do tilt left, but the Van Jones controversy 
isn't evidence of that. It's evidence of how freaking crazy the right wing has 
gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672345 34619 221 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:16:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7672330" target=_blank>#210</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually this thread is incredibly low-key considering my expectations when 
Wesley Pruden was the subject.</P> 
<P>200 posts and no Daughters of the Confederacy or South's gonna do it again 
comments. I'm actually kind of stunned considering the material out 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're absolutely right -- Pruden's connections to white supremacist groups 
are very well known (and he's not the only one at the Washington Times with 
those connections).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672459 34619 312 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:45:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7672444" target=_blank>#299</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa, did not know that. Evidently the <I>WaTimes</I>'s well-known dumping of 
editorialist Sam Francis some years back was purely for show. (The late Mr. 
Francis was particularly known for conspiracy-theorist obsessing about a vast 
Aztlan Movement* that was going to retake California and pretty much all of the 
American Southwest. But although it was ostensibly about immigration reform and 
better border control, at some point he went back to the <B>I'm not a white 
supremacist, I'm just a "race realist"</B> well once too often for the 
<I>WT</I>.)</P> 
<P>*Not to be confused with scattered Aztlan nuttiness, which is demonstrably 
real.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was a pretty infamous case. Another one is Robert Stacy McCain, who 
has connections to the white supremacist groups American Renaissance and the 
League of the South.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672461 34619 313 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7672452" target=_blank>#306</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck and Ron Paul discuss the impending New World Order...Ron Paul : 
They´re Planning New Monetary Structure!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he has some good ideas! We can't reject what he says out of hand!</P> 
<P>Hey, maybe there really IS a New World Order. Ever think of 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07672471 34619 323 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:50:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7672452" target=_blank>#306</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck and Ron Paul discuss the impending New World Order...Ron Paul : 
They´re Planning New Monetary Structure!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. This is pure John Birch Society propaganda.</P> 
<P>Nobody even seems to care that Glenn Beck is promoting these conspiracy 
theories from racist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672505 34619 354 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 12:58:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7672499" target=_blank>#348</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what thread you are babbling about, nor do I ever remember 
calling you "a commie scumbag and an asshole." Not my sort of language, for 
starters. Sounds to me as though you are playing with your set of chrome-plated 
shit-stirrers again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1155/7669037" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672526 34619 372 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 1:06:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7672511" target=_blank>#359</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you've seen <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=122" 
target=_blank>this one</A> before. If not, you might like to have it handy.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying that every WT article is by definition flawed or incorrect. 
They've published some good stuff before. But it always helps to know where 
someone's coming from ... right, left, and all points in 
between.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen that article. It's a real eye-opener about the Washington 
Times.</P> 
<P>I wish I'd known the information in that article sooner -- I never would have 
linked to the Washington Times for anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672542 34619 387 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 1:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7672530" target=_blank>#376</A> nordink</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just saw Charles' comment that the editorial writer here has well known 
connections to white supremacists. Suddenly I have less passion to defend his 
writing.</P> 
<P>Thanks for being polite to me -- I'm a fairly new commenter, and this was 
certainly my first 'argument' online. It was nice disagreeing with you. ;-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the article linked by Pianobuff above: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=123" 
target=_blank>SPLCenter.org: Defending Dixie</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pruden was elevated from managing editor to top dog of the Times in 1992. It 
was pivotal time for the paper. With the Cold War won and conservative politics 
in the ascendant, the paper needed a fresh sense of mission. When he sat down 
for a long interview with Southern Partisan not long after his promotion, Pruden 
left little doubt about where he would lead the paper.</P> 
<P>After singling out the Southern culture warrior, Sen. Jesse Helms, as a 
political hero, Pruden bragged about his great-grandmother shooting a Union 
cavalryman and boasted that the Times was the most "in-your-face" conservative 
newspaper in America. When Robert E. Lee's birthday rolls around every year, he 
said, "I make sure we have a story" — especially because the occasion "falls 
around Martin Luther King's birthday."</P> 
<P>Pruden started with the Times shortly after its founding. He was originally 
hired on a probationary basis, founding editor and publisher James Whelan told 
the Washington Business Journal, because Pruden had run into ethical problems as 
a reporter.</P> 
<P>According to Whelan, Pruden was fired in 1978 by the now-defunct National 
Observer, where he had worked for 14 years, under suspicion that he had 
"manufactured" quotes in his stories. (Pruden refused to comment on the reasons 
for his ouster, except to say it involved "a couple of stories I'd done.")</P> 
<P>Born and raised in Arkansas, Pruden has a deep-rooted affection for Dixie. 
His father, the Rev. Wesley Pruden Sr., was a leading spokesperson for Little 
Rock's racist Capital Citizens Council, which fought bitterly against school 
desegregation in the 1950s and 1960s. During the landmark confrontations at 
Little Rock High School in 1957, when President Dwight Eisenhower sent National 
Guard troops to protect nine black teenagers as they entered the white school, 
Pruden Sr. reportedly told the assembled mob: "That's what we've got to fight! 
n*****s, Communists, and cops!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672548 34619 392 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 1:10:52pm  
 
<P>Another quote from the SPLC article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1998, Pruden, whose newspaper is the only major daily in America that runs 
a weekly page about a war that ended 138 years ago, spoke to the United 
Daughters of the Confederacy at the Manassas Battlefield Park. He began by 
making the kind of promise most editors avoid at any cost: "I will never fail to 
respond to you when you call on me for help, because I believe in what you are 
doing to cherish and protect and preserve the heritage of our great Southern 
people."</P> 
<P>Concluding with a flourish, Pruden said "Southerners ... hold loyalty to two 
countries in our hearts." The second country is one "baptized 137 years ago on 
this very field in the blood of First Manassas, a country no longer at the mercy 
of the vicissitudes in the tangled affairs of men, a country that lives within 
us, a country that will endure for as long as men and women know love. ... God 
bless America, God bless the Confederate States of America, and God bless you 
all."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673573 34619 721 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:01:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/7673503" target=_blank>#700</A> Roger</EM></P> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. You expect me to send you copies of all your 
comments, as you're flouncing off?</P> 
<P>Make your own damned copies.</P> 
<P>Unfreakingbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07673607 34619 728 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:16:38pm  
 
<P>I reeeaallly don't want to take sides in this pissing match, although I have 
to say, buzz, that your comment about "Phucking for Phun" really was way way WAY 
over the line. That's why it was deleted.</P> 
<P>Now how about if we just knock it off?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673777 34619 735 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 6:13:41pm  
 
 
 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments that continue the pissing 
match.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672812 34620 88 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 1:55:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7672772" target=_blank>#68</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the message is "Don't worry about stupid things you do, just don't post 
them for the world to see."Not a challenge to better yourself by making good, 
and difficult, decisions in the first place.Thanks for the inspiring words there 
mr. president,</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! That was the message all right. How did I not see it?</P> 
<P>"Kids, go ahead and lie, cheat, steal ... just don't put it on Facebook!"</P> 
<P>Not only is he trying to grab their right to free speech, he's indoctrinating 
them to become dishonest little commie robots with no consciences.</P> 
<P>He's a MONSTER.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672845 34620 106 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7672842" target=_blank>#105</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I got flamed by Charles!Sweet.Based on just the snippet posted in the 
story, there is no challenge to make the hard choices that youth present, just 
to be wary of who you tell.I would hope for the president to give our kids a 
moral challenge.Again, based solely on the question posted. Didn't read the 
whole speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should read the speech first before spouting off, then. Ya 
think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672863 34620 119 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:05:05pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable. Obama gives a speech that is packed with inspirational messages 
about working hard, achieving dreams, and being responsible.</P> 
<P>And people read his advice to kids that they should be careful what they post 
on Facebook -- and think there's something sinister about it.</P> 
<P>The MONSTER!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672893 34620 143 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:08:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7672879" target=_blank>#130</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Is it inappropriate then to comment only on the small bit you have 
posted?Show me the bits where he issues moral and ethical challenges to make 
correct decisions, even if they might make you unpopular.Don't just flame me 
with sarcasm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it my responsibility to "show you" that stuff? I posted a link to the 
complete speech to kids. Would you like me to come over and read it to you too, 
while you take a bubble bath?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672981 34620 214 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:23:11pm  
 
<P>I'm really watching Obama Derangement Syndrome in full flower in this 
thread.</P> 
<P>Obama says, "be careful what you put on Facebook," and one person after 
another pops in to say he was sekritly telling them to just hide their evilness 
so they wouldn't be caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07672997 34620 229 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:26:48pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is going on an extended gloat about Van Jones now on his show. At 
least 10 minutes straight of gloating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673007 34620 238 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:27:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7673001" target=_blank>#232</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has a right to gloat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. He saved America! All hail the wonderful Glenn Beck!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673056 34620 275 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 2:35:32pm  
 
<P>But wait! The horror gets even more horrible!</P> 
<P>Here's the rest of what he sneakily told this student:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Number two, look, obviously, doing well in school is hugely important, 
especially if you don't come from some political family where they've got you 
all hooked up. If you're going to succeed it's because people are going to think 
that -- they have confidence that you can do the job. So really excelling in 
education is important.</P> 
<P>Number three, find something that you're passionate about and do that well. 
There are a lot of people who decide to go into politics just because they want 
to be important or they like the idea of having their name up in lights or what 
have you. The truth is, is that I think the people who are the best elected 
officials are the people who they found something they're good at; they get 
really -- whether it's they're a really good lawyer, they're a really good 
teacher, they're a good business person -- they've built a career and learned 
something about how to organize people and how to motivate people. And then they 
go into politics because they think that they can take those skills to do some 
more good -- as opposed to just wanting to get elected just for the sake of 
getting elected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The MONSTER!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07673213 34620 393 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:08:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7673168" target=_blank>#360</A> Lee 
Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See here: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34594_Truther_Document_Signatories
_Say_They_Were_Misled" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Are you proposing that the other "signatories" were lying when they said they 
were mislead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't care about any of that, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673233 34620 409 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:13:48pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Your long, tedious flounce-off message has been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673243 34620 418 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:16:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7673240" target=_blank>#415</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some one flounced over the President's speech?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Four so far today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673331 34620 483 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/7673308" target=_blank>#468</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to pick up dog meds earlier, I flipped on Czar Czar Beck and he seemed 
a bit flustered that the guy he was interviewing brought up Rathergate and the 
internet as the reason questionable people like Van Jones get outted when Czar 
Czar wanted it to be about talk radio</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. You noticed that too. He rushed Byron York off pretty quick when he 
brought up Dan Rather.</P> 
<P>He was worried York would mention LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673367 34620 506 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 3:59:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7673340" target=_blank>#490</A> 
Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to pop in and pop out since too much is going on today, but I want to 
comment on the presentation of the article. Of course Lizards think it's funny, 
but wouldn't someone coming here for the first time think it might be 
serious?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just added a humor spoiler above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673412 34620 526 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:09:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/7673386" target=_blank>#517</A> pjaicomo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This stuff is getting boring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not nearly as boring as your comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673731 34620 540 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 6:05:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7673716" target=_blank>#539</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoah. Did anybody notice what He was actually saying?</P> 
<P><EM>Cover your tracks, kids. Don't let anybody know who you really 
are!"</EM></P> 
<P>Well, it worked for him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Listen to yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673384 34621 8 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:03:17pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin is tripling down on her "death panel" boogieman scare story today 
at her Facebook page. She says she's been "vindicated." There really are death 
panels. And they're gonna get yer granny.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/notes.php?id=24718773587" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The deceptive fear mongering idiocy is really giving me a 
headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673405 34621 14 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:07:54pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/UAbAIpZG7II&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673415 34621 17 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7673357" target=_blank>#5</A> BignJames</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, I generally play 12 bar blues...and a "standard" formulation is 
4 bars I chord, 2 bars IV chord, 2 bars I chord,2 bars V chord,1 bar IV chord,1 
bar I chord...or some quick change or other turn around. Does a jazz tune have a 
"standard" formulation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. Jazz standards include all kinds of different arrangements -- 
it's a much more open form of music than traditional blues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673451 34621 34 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 4:22:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7673446" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WND found another authentic Obama nirth certifikit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost every story on their front page is a Nirther rant!</P> 
<P>Dozens of them. They're bringing the serious crazy now.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07673593 34621 121 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:12:01pm  
 
<P>I'm getting pretty jaded about flouncers, but "Roger's" flounce a few minutes 
ago takes the cake.</P> 
<P>He actually expected me to go through and delete all his comments, and send 
him copies of all of them. All while telling me how disappointed and sad he is 
about me.</P> 
<P>The sheer gall of these people never ceases to amaze me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673609 34621 133 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:18:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7673601" target=_blank>#126</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roger was an old timer too. Bummer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An old-time religious fanatic.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/457/7517493" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673617 34621 140 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:21:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7673605" target=_blank>#130</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Flickr now has video. Will it embed?Test...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/dfalcantara/3885680961/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I have to do a little coding to add new embed formats; I think 
I'll add Flickr to the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07673643 34621 163 Charles Tue, Sep 8, 2009 5:33:45pm  
 
<P>Welp, Flickr embedding ain't gonna work. They're pulling all kinds of tricks 
with their video playing code, and I don't see an easy way to plug it in to the 
LGF engine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07675951 34623 720 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:06:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/715/7675946" target=_blank>#715</A> Last 
Mohican</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That did it. The bat-shit crazy blogger in question is Doug Powers, who 
apparently showed up here just to pimp <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/190522_Kiddie_Recruitment_Push_-2-
_New_Girl_Scout_Patch_for_Service_to_Hope_and_Change" target=_blank>this idiotic 
blog post.</A></P> 
<P>22 comments, 502 links submitted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to block accounts of people who do nothing but pimp their own 
blogs. And with that insane post, this decision was easy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07676037 34624 31 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:34:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7676006" target=_blank>#9</A> 
MrSilverDragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I just see a politician being a politician in that clip.</P> 
<P>Not to say that she isn't a nirther, but I just see her saying what she wants 
a potential voter to hear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may or may not be true - but when she tells a Birther "I agree with you" 
-- she has become one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676051 34624 44 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:37:05am  
 
<P>How come people are willing to accept excuses for Schmidt that you would 
never take at face value from someone like, oh, say, Van Jones?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676333 34624 229 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:39:31am  
 
<P>You're beginning to really piss me off, Kenneth. If you want to flounce over 
this, just do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676351 34624 233 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:44:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7676347" target=_blank>#232</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would just like to see some fairness applied here. I tried to address this 
off-line in email to no avail. Do you see my point that innocent people should 
not be banned? I can't understand how you or anybody else here would be ok with 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't accept communications from intermediaries. If you read the post I 
left for you in the private thread you might see why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676357 34624 234 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:47:24am  
 
<P>And by the way, the angrier you get about this, the less likely it is that 
I'm going to do what you're demanding.</P> 
<P>I think it's kind of pathetic to see all of this drama going on, when if 
there was a mistake it could have been cleared up with a simple email from the 
person involved.</P> 
<P>Instead, you're ranting at me about doing something "unfair" and making 
demands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676387 34624 237 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:55:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7676374" target=_blank>#235</A> Kenneth</EM></P> 
<P>OK, when you start calling names, that's the end of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676402 34624 239 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:00:21am  
 
<P>Amazing. And he admitted that he was in contact with creeps from the stalker 
site too -- and that's supposed to convince me to comply with his demands.</P> 



<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676441 34624 242 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:12:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7676419" target=_blank>#241</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Last time I checked, you didn't have the authority to tell people to "shut 
up" at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681864 34624 254 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:21:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7680854" target=_blank>#253</A> 
moriarity</EM></P> 
<P>Right. "I'm not a Birther ... I just have ... QUESTIONS."</P> 
<P>(Cue ominous music.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676204 34625 3 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:07:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7676200" target=_blank>#1</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, does he also debunk <STRONG>pro</STRONG>-ObamaCare myths? Just 
curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such as?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676228 34625 14 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:12:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7676211" target=_blank>#6</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For instance, that the following is an economically rational argument:</P> 
<P>"Private health insurers need the government option to give them something to 
compete against, to keep them honest."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the guy spent his entire professional life dealing with insurance 
companies, and is one of the best informed people on the subject that I know of. 
If he thinks private health insurance firms have problems, he undoubtedly has 
good reasons for that opinion.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure why this opinion would count as a "myth."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676232 34625 16 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:13:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7676219" target=_blank>#9</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought this guy had some issues in the past not being board-certified and 
things like that... some pretty embarrassing stuff as I recall. Is this guy 
really legit, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was attacked by the people he exposed, who floated all kinds of false 
stories about his "conflicts of interest" and other bogus claims. He's very 
credible, and yes, very legitimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676239 34625 21 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:16:06am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7676234" target=_blank>#18</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insurance Reform Watch links to this article about cost-saving measures that 
can be taken immediately. If there are any doctors on the thread, I'm curious 
about your take on reducing some of the testing mentioned in the list 
below.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no doubt that many many tests are currently performed on patients 
with no rational reason for it -- except that malpractice insurance demands it. 
A whole lot of money and time is wasted on these unnecessary tests for no other 
reason than to make sure a doctor won't be sued for malpractice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676256 34625 32 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:20:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7676249" target=_blank>#26</A> 
saberry0530</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out <A href="http://www.canlyme.com/quackwatch.html" target=_blank>this 
site</A>! Provides a little more light on this man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely bogus. Do some more research before you link to one of the smear 
sites I was talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676277 34625 48 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:27:31am  
 
<P>Here we go again -- people seem to be assuming that I'm trying to promote 
national health insurance with posts like this.</P> 
<P>I'm not.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to promote being INFORMED about the issues.</P> 
<P>Yes, there are exaggerations being promoted by both sides in this debate. But 
once again, and to my dismay, it's the Republican side that is floating outright 
falsehoods like "death panels" and other complete crap.</P> 
<P>If you want to make credible arguments based on reality, you need to be 
informed. Listening to Sarah Palin's absurd distortions does NOT 
count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676290 34625 56 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:31:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7676287" target=_blank>#54</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are we doing on getting our questions about the proposals 
answered?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody seems to care about those questions. It's easier to scream about death 
panels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676310 34625 69 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:34:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7676300" target=_blank>#62</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jsx1I4iHOAx7-
hwB0M4hfnVvskmQD9AJTTP02" target=_blank>Captive Israeli soldier writes of 
'nightmare'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I hate to say it, but I'll be very surprised if Gilad Shalit is still 
alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676316 34625 74 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:35:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7676308" target=_blank>#68</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd also like to hear this. Great Britain and Canada 
perhaps?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all Canadians are unhappy with their health care system:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VQFX32Ed7ZQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676323 34625 81 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:36:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7676312" target=_blank>#71</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Israel should block access to all Palestinian prisoners, declaring them 
illegal combatants. And say that those conditions will remain for as long after 
Shalit is released as he was imprisoned.And if he is dead, there will be no 
prisoner trades, but the death penalty will be implemented for terrorism and 
planning terrorism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676348 34625 99 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:43:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7676339" target=_blank>#93</A> zigaretten</EM></P> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were defending the murder of abortion doctor 
George Tiller.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/119/7255956" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676371 34625 120 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:51:08am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7676349" target=_blank>#100</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>You know that suing for defamation has a very high bar for proof, of course. 
I'll bet the majority of defamation suits end in dismissals for that reason. If 
you look into the actual claims behind this, leaving aside the defamation issue, 
it's pretty clear that Barrett was right -- they did make false claims about 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676375 34625 123 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:51:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7676363" target=_blank>#112</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at the head lizard - I don't know what his insurance situation is, but 
like a lot of single-proprietor and mom and pop business' there's not a 
reasonable group plan he can get into from my understanding. If there were a 
plan offered by groups like BBB, or some blogger association it would open a new 
market demographic for insurance co., take care of some of the gap, and it's 
something that Republicans should support since small business owners tend to 
vote R.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I pay a huge amount for my insurance. It sucks, really. But you have to have 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676378 34625 126 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:52:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7676368" target=_blank>#117</A> 
zigaretten</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676416 34625 159 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:05:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7676408" target=_blank>#151</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When it comes to Healthcare the left has blinders on just like the right does 
on Abortion. Both sides assume they know what's right for other people on those 
issues, regardless of what other people might really want. So both sides go a 
step too far and try to limit choice.The fear of limited choices is why 
healthcare reform will probably fail. The fear of limited choices is why anti-
abortion measures usually fail as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very good point, T.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676433 34625 175 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:10:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7676334" target=_blank>#89</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>Did you really just advocate rounding up an entire population and putting 
them in "camps?" Which alternate reality version of LGF is that allowed at?</P> 
<P>Because it's not allowed at this one, and you know this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676461 34625 201 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:17:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7676454" target=_blank>#194</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tort reform.</P> 
<P>Tort reform.</P> 
<P>Tort reform.</P> 
<P>Tort reform.</P> 
<P>Why the hell is nobody addressing this issue??!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the insurance companies, the trial lawyer lobbies, and the 
politicians in their pockets won't let it happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676465 34625 204 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:18:37am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7676443" target=_blank>#184</A> 
valuepack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That health care is a human right.</P> 
<P>I hear it pronounced as fact all the time but the logic just doesn't stand 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's not part of the health care reform 
legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677327 34625 296 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:43:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7677304" target=_blank>#294</A> Dwayne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to disagree Charles, because I honestly respect your position on so 
many issues, but "death panels" was an outstanding piece of satire that was 
designed to ridicule a real aspect of any nationalized health insurance 
scheme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? "Satire?"</P> 
<P>And you think it's a really good idea that Sarah Palin cynically used her own 
Down Syndrome baby to promote this "satire?"</P> 
<P>Here's the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with 
Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama’s “death panel” so his 
bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their “level of 
productivity in society,” whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system 
is downright evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Satire" my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677348 34625 298 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:46:35pm  
 
<P>Wow, lots of Stephen Barrett bashers suddenly showing up here. And some of 
them are sleepers who've had LGF accounts for years with very few comments.</P> 
<P>Wonder why that is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677375 34625 301 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:53:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7677369" target=_blank>#300</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just dug around on his site to discover he favors a one payer system.That 
and his discussion of us joining the civilized world pushed me into "basher" 
territory. He is a kook.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he is not a kook. You're entitled to your opinion, but it's 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677529 34625 303 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7677512" target=_blank>#302</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Obama <A href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=TX-PAR-
BQJ99&amp;show_article=1" target=_blank>saying more people will die if we don't 
pass his bill.</A></P> 
<P>That's not fearmongering? I think it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680059 34625 317 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:18:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7677802" target=_blank>#310</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I Googled Stephen Barrett and found out he's been de-licensed, and has never 
been board-certified because he couldn't pass the exams.</P> 
<P>Here's an article by <A href="http://www.healthfreedomlaw.com/" 
target=_blank>attorney Negrete</A>:</P> 
<P>I'm smelling the scent of kook in the air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a bunch of crap promoted by Dr. Barrett's enemies. But you go ahead 
and swallow it if it makes you feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680184 34625 318 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:40:28pm  
 
<P>Sleepers coming out of the woodwork in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681833 34625 323 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:08:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7681293" target=_blank>#321</A> Dwayne</EM></P> 
<P>DEATH PANELS! We're DOOMED!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681838 34625 324 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:10:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7681682" target=_blank>#322</A> 
VitaminTom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose I'm one of these "sleepers" since I rarely comment in threads. I've 
been following LGF since I found a link to your blog shortly after 9/11. I've 
agreed with you on nearly every subject, including the exaggerated claims made 
by many on the right about the current healthcare bill. However, I am thoroughly 
disappointed with you trying to pass off what is clearly a single-payer advocacy 
site as an objective source of information on this issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out where I said this was an "objective source of 
information."</P> 
<P>Clearly Dr. Barrett is advocating for a particular viewpoint -- he believes 
reform is needed and he thinks single payer is the way to go. Are you so afraid 
to have your prejudices challenged?</P> 
<P>I tend to think it's a GOOD thing to read more than one viewpoint on an 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682668 34625 332 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:27:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7682364" target=_blank>#330</A> 
VitaminTom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So by your standards, Stormfront or NOI.org could be considered "excellent" 
sites "looking at the many myths and distortions" about racial 
issues?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts? Quackwatch is equivalent to <EM>Stormfront?</EM></P> 
<P>I see where you're coming from now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683187 34625 334 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:14:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7683135" target=_blank>#333</A> 
VitaminTom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In as much as it is just as biased toward one side of an issue, 
yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see what you mean. A website frequented by neo-Nazis that is filled with 
white supremacism, racial slurs, and calls for genocide and violence, is 
<EM>exactly</EM> like a website that tries to debunk myths about health care 
reform.</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684779 34625 338 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:59:27pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676495 34626 12 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:24:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7676474" target=_blank>#2</A> snapped shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure hope they're right... because it looks like <A 
href="http://www.businessinsider.com/henry-blodget-the-scariest-jobs-chart-ever-
2009-9" target=_blank>things have a long way to catch up</A> before we "really" 
recover...</P> 
<P>Unless "jobless" recovery is considered to be an acceptable goal this time 
around, that is. ;)</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Brian. What's up with that link to "Lionheart" at your website?</P> 
<P>Do you know that the guy is a flat-out bigot connected to the neo-Nazi 
British National Party? And that he called for me to be "executed like a Nazi 
collaborator?"</P> 
<P>Why are you linking to someone like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676532 34626 27 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:31:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7676510" target=_blank>#18</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<P>You don't have to "purge" anything. I'm just pointing out a few things.</P> 
<P>And uh ... Robert Spencer? Are you aware that he's been launching an almost 
unending series of vile personal attacks against me, for exposing his 
connections to fascist groups? That's OK with you?</P> 
<P>Again, don't "purge" anybody on my account. I'm just curious why you seem to 
think all of that stuff is no big deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676548 34626 36 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:35:54am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7676542" target=_blank>#33</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer is still an extremely authoritative source on Islamic texts, 
as far as I am concerned. I'm aware of the dispute you two have been having, but 
would like to refrain from picking sides if at all possible, seeing how greatly 
I respect both of you. :)</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the connections to fascist groups, the links to sites where people call 
for me to be murdered (and Lionheart isn't the only one), the disgusting 
personal attacks ("aging adolescent libelblogger" is one of the <EM>nicer</EM> 
things he's called me)... all of that's OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676573 34626 53 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:41:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7676562" target=_blank>#45</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>I</I> don't advocate that you be murdered, if that helps things any. And I 
certainly don't support anyone's comments towards the same.</P> 
<P>That being said, I'm taking a Chamberlainian approach to these blogwar kinds 
of things (other than Paul, who has certainly crossed well over the line on more 
occasions than I can count). No offense towards you nor any of the other parties 
is intended!</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think you should be able to promote your site at LGF, even though 
you're linking to people who absolutely hate my guts and frequently attack me 
publicly?</P> 
<P>And you really think this is just a "blogwar" that you can stay out 
of?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676589 34626 64 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:43:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7676576" target=_blank>#54</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh, duly noted.</P> 
<P>Hopefully wars of the blog kind aren't of the same scale as wars of the world 
variety.</P> 
<P>:)</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't something trivial, Brian, and I'm really not appreciating the 
attempt to paint it that way. Spencer is hooked up with some really bad people. 
That's not a joke to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676615 34626 85 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:47:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7676604" target=_blank>#76</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm commenting on a thread, not promoting my site. Am I not supposed 
to be interacting over here as a reader? :)</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P> 



<P>(I'll remove the link from my username if that's offensive, though you'll 
probably notice from ye olde logs that I haven't submitted anything to 
LinkViewer in months... There's more to life than self-promotion, after all! :) 
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- I'm not asking you to do anything you don't want to do. I just want 
to clarify what's going on here.</P> 
<P>I take this very seriously, and I'm not going to just sit back and say 
nothing when people paint it as a trivial issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676655 34626 114 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 11:54:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7676636" target=_blank>#100</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I've said to you previously, I respect the hell out of *both* of you, and 
will not be picking sides in your disagreement.</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Connections to fascist groups don't bother you? Links to bigoted hate sites 
like Brussels Journal don't bother you? Links to sites where they call for 
violence against me -- none of that bothers you?</P> 
<P>It's just a "disagreement?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676703 34626 156 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 12:08:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7676678" target=_blank>#134</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again: My continued linking of Paul after his implied threats against you was 
an oversight, not something I endorsed or accepted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no "implied" threat, Brian. He said outright that I should be 
executed. That's not an "implication," it's hate speech.</P> 
<P>And if you are still unconvinced that Robert Spencer is connected to some 
very bad people, it's because you're ignoring the evidence.</P> 
<P>It's attitudes like yours that allow these people to prosper and advance 
their agendas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676762 34626 211 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 12:27:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7676731" target=_blank>#182</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not evidence, that's poor Facebook for Mobile operation. Hardly worth 
burning down the house over, eh?</P> 
<P>Regards,Brian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really don't want to see it, do you?</P> 
<P>But thanks for reminding me to check for news on Spencer's latest excursion 
into extremism. There's a new post up now that you can ignore 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676798 34627 21 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 12:41:48pm  
 
<P>Well, I guess now we know which side you're picking, right, 
Brian?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07676946 34627 144 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7676917" target=_blank>#118</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were to say anything, it would be that I think LGF has not been 
following global jihad as it used to, and I think that is a flaw, because global 
jihad has NOT slowed or stopped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it has slowed. When was the last suicide bombing inside Israel? 
When was the last major Al Qaeda attack in a Western country? Where are the 
jihadis launching suicide attacks inside America?</P> 
<P>If I've distanced myself somewhat from covering the jihad, it's for two 
reasons:</P> 
<P>1) It really has become less of an issue. There are still Islamic extremists 
out there, and I'm sure they intend to do us harm, but they seem to be pretty 
well contained at the moment.</P> 
<P>2) A huge number of the so-called "jihad outrages" being promoted these days 
are outright phony stories promoted by bigots. I simply don't trust very much of 
the information coming from the so-called "anti-jihad" blogs, because they 
engage in lying and fear mongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676952 34627 150 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:12:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7676950" target=_blank>#148</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) It really has become less of an issue.</P> 
<P>In California.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to be an ass, or is it just natural for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676975 34627 170 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:18:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7676961" target=_blank>#157</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry - my comment just was poorly formatted - but you get what I was trying 
to say.</P> 
<P>The bottom line is that <STRONG>jihad has NOT slowed or stopped</STRONG>, and 
it is NOT being contained.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly disagree with this, and I gave you a few reasons why.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, the anti-jihad movement is not vetting who they are getting in bed 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why I simply don't believe anything they say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07676988 34627 182 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:21:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7676967" target=_blank>#162</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For attacks within the US, several were thwarted of late, including the Fort 
Dix Six most recently. Several jihadis were convicted in the UK IIRC for 
plotting to hijack/bomb multiple airliners last week.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Both of those cases are years old, though. You're actually reinforcing my 
point.</P> 
<P>And both of them have been covered extensively at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677095 34627 271 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7677058" target=_blank>#237</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be clear, I believe the following:</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer and Pam Gellar are not trustworthy enough sources to simply 
rely upon their word. But at the same time, their saying something does not 
render it untrue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if they say it, I won't be reading it, because I refuse to patronize 
bigoted hate sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677119 34627 293 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 1:51:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7677001" target=_blank>#191</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Did you move the contact link? I can't find it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's temporarily removed because a psychotic freak was using it to send me 
hate mail about being "ass-raped." Only way to stop it was to remove the 
form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677164 34627 328 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:08:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7677155" target=_blank>#321</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse the elipse, I didn't think anyone needed to read that again.</P> 
<P>Did you manage to get this person some official attention?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nobody who will do anything about this -- I've tried in the past. 
When neo-Nazi Bill White was emailing me threats and trying to find my home 
address and my family's home addresses, I contacted the FBI -- and was basically 
told to forget it. They wouldn't even take a report.</P> 
<P>And this psycho using the contact form is in Israel, which means it's even 
less likely that anyone will do anything about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677180 34627 343 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:15:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7677170" target=_blank>#334</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's quite shocking.</P> 
<P>Did they say why not (if you don't mind sharing)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was clever enough to mask the threats just enough that they weren't what 
the FBI considers actionable. Clearly, he knew the limits from past experience 
and went right up to them but not over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677193 34627 356 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:17:41pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7677188" target=_blank>#351</A> 
experiencedtraveller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shotgun for home defense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a friend named Mossberg who's quite good at such 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677221 34627 381 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:24:32pm  
 
<P>Brian signed off and sent me an email telling how much LGF has declined and 
what a shame it is.</P> 
<P>Which is pretty rich coming from a fascist enabler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677229 34627 389 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7677204" target=_blank>#367</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you haven't already done so, you should also take a "shotgun home defense" 
course. (I took one a few years back, need to do a refresher.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, did it. Very interesting and enlightening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677237 34627 397 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:26:03pm  
 
<P>You can email me at charles -at- littlegreen etc. (Fill in the 
blanks.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677299 34627 455 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7677285" target=_blank>#441</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spenser may have serious academic bona fides, but like many academics, he has 
lousy judgment.</P> 
<P>Instead of admitting he was in err, he is compounding his mistakes by denying 
any responsible culpability. Unfortunately, that has become a pattern.</P> 
<P>What a waste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: Spencer has NO "academic bona fides." His so-called Islam studies are 
all private work. He hasn't published a single academic paper or taught a single 
academic course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677372 34627 520 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7677358" target=_blank>#508</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But we are frankly being absurd if we believe that merely linking to 
Spencer's blog renders someone a fascist or fascist enabler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And who ever said that? This tactic is known as a "straw 
man."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07677386 34627 533 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 2:55:09pm  
 
<P>I'm getting really weary of the teleprompter jokes.</P> 
<P>All politicians use teleprompters. This is a really stupid way to smear 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677437 34627 583 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7677410" target=_blank>#556</A> 
Lincolntf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Mr. Prompter say "I'm in charge here."?Wee-Wee is fucked tonight.If he 
tells the truth ( that he wants to own 1/7th of the largest economy in world 
history) then he's screwed.If he lies or soft soaps, it'll be the umpteenth time 
we've seen it and nobody will believe a word he says.</P> 
<P>Buh-bye, Barry,... try not to take too many lives with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Knock it off. You may not like Barack Obama, but he is the President of the 
United States and even if you don't respect him, at least have some damned 
respect for the office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677443 34627 589 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:11:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7677425" target=_blank>#571</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is enough of something that major figures link to Robert Spencer, and even 
<STRONG>Bruce Bawer</STRONG> has publicly reviewed Spencer's latest book. Does 
that make Bawer a fascist enabler?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please read this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33593_Bruce_Bawer_on_the_Anti-
Jihad_Meltdown" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677449 34627 595 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:13:12pm  
 
<P>I've emailed some information to Throbert, by the way. There's more to this 
little incident than the people who are now criticizing me seem to 
realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677455 34627 601 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:14:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/7677439" target=_blank>#585</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check the previous thread. He was implying that Spencer's neo-fascist 
connections were no big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he absolutely is not just implying that -- he said it outright several 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677462 34627 608 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:15:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/7677456" target=_blank>#602</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<P>The review is years old.</P> 
<P>I've spoken to Bruce much more recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677474 34627 620 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7677465" target=_blank>#611</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The book has not even come out yet - Bruce specifically informed you his 
review is years old?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It hasn't come out? Then why does Amazon say "In Stock?"</P> 
<P>If you think Bruce Bawer is a supporter of Robert Spencer at this point, 
you're highly misinformed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677478 34627 624 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7677475" target=_blank>#621</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Please check your email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677486 34627 632 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:24:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/7677483" target=_blank>#629</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will not come out until <STRONG>September 21st</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Check the Amazon site again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1596981040/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It is impossible that Bawer's review is years old, given this book has not 
even come out yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think that books just appear with all their reviews in a day or 
two?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677494 34627 640 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:26:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/7677483" target=_blank>#629</A> Daria 
Emmons</EM></P> 
<P>But since you're going to focus on the "years old" comment, I was mistaken 
about that; I thought it was one of Spencer's other anti-Islam books. Your 
original link is broken.</P> 
<P>And frankly, I could not care less whether Bruce Bawer reviews Spencer's book 
or not. If he's changed his mind now and is back to supporting Spencer despite 
everything he knows, that's his problem, not mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677534 34627 675 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:43:43pm  
 
<P>OK, better put down any drinks before viewing this site:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.peopleofwalmart.com/" 
target=_blank>www.peopleofwalmart.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677542 34627 682 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/7677536" target=_blank>#677</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<P>Works here -- try this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.peopleofwalmart.com/" 
target=_blank>www.peopleofwalmart.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677547 34627 687 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:48:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://peopleofwalmart.com/?p=2931" 
target=_blank>Whoa.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677732 34627 726 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 4:38:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/708/7677627" target=_blank>#708</A> snapped 
shot</EM></P> 
<P>There's that flounce we knew was in the wings! Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677562 34628 3 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:53:42pm  
 
 
 
<P><A href="http://peopleofwalmart.com/?p=2731" target=_blank>Don't mess with 
granny.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677564 34628 5 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 3:54:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7677560" target=_blank>#2</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What time does the speech start?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Starts at 8 pm ET. In about an hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677752 34628 155 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 4:48:02pm  
 
<P>Wow, this GOP "family values" assemblyman in California is a real jaw-
dropper.</P> 
<P>Sat in front of an open mike (unknowingly) and blabbed away about the female 
lobbyists he's been screwing, with all kinds of graphic details about spanking 
and "leaking." Eeewww!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/3Idw-CzHwgc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Had a 100% rating as a good conservative. Oh, brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07677778 34628 179 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 4:54:50pm  
 
<P>A comment by "June" from the article about Robert Spencer at <A 
href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/09/09/guess-whos-not-coming-to-
dinner-the-english-defence-league/" target=_blank>Bartholomew’s Notes</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson is a stinky old hippy; just as shallow and as superficial as 
they come. For years he posted derogatory and defamatory screeds denouncing all 
Muslims without ever bothering to make a disctinction between the radicals and 
the moderates, and now we embrace him!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey! I may be an old hippie, but "stinky?" Actually I smell pretty good 
usually, except after a long bike ride. Mr. Beaumont, on the other hand...</P> 
<P>And by the way, this accusation that I EVER denounced "ALL" Muslims is 
nothing but a rotten lie. I dare anyone to find a single article I have ever 
written that does that.</P> 
<P>Another commenter says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person who comes here as “June” is JW’s “Hugh”.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which would not surprise me one bit. That's the kind of thing Spencer's crowd 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677809 34629 9 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:03:15pm  
 
 
 
<P>The thread spy is really good for these live threads, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677820 34629 18 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:04:53pm  
 
<P>Apparently he's going to really come out swinging tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677827 34629 24 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:05:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7677817" target=_blank>#16</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why can't we rate comments in the comment spy mode?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because with the moving comments it would be too easy to hit the wrong 
button.</P> 
<P>Click the comment number and rate it in the popup window 
instead...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677879 34629 69 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:11:33pm  
 
<P>Maybe he'll explain to us why he has no nirth certifikit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677889 34629 79 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:12:42pm  
 
<P>I know -- who does he think he is, the President or somethi...</P> 



<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677932 34629 121 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:16:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7677923" target=_blank>#112</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mrs. Obama looks nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare you say something like that! Don't you know we're supposed to hate 
everything about both of them???</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677952 34629 141 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7677945" target=_blank>#134</A> Dahveed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>700,000 jobs per month. Down to 300,000 jobs per month. So it's only half as 
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a pretty amazing improvement though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677970 34629 159 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:19:33pm  
 
<P>He's gonna go for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07677987 34629 175 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:20:51pm  
 
<P>Er, I know we're supposed to hate everything about him and everything he 
does, but the economy really is getting better. I'm not going to bash him for 
taking some credit. The buck stops at his desk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678022 34629 208 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:24:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7678012" target=_blank>#198</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<P>I think you're being sarcastic, but that is NOT cool, dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678048 34629 234 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:25:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7678034" target=_blank>#220</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Costs.Let's see if he mentions tort reform.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have some interesting links about tort reform sent to me by a reader 
today.</P> 
<P>Making a really good case that tort reform is NOT the answer some people 
think it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678068 34629 254 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:26:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7678057" target=_blank>#243</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not a dude. And I don't think Michelle is attractive or graceful. Just 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>OK, fine, but if you post a comment like that again it will be your last at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678082 34629 266 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:27:43pm  
 
<P>Nancy is very comfortable tonight. The blink rate is quite reasonable.</P> 
<P>Not even close to the rate she achieved during Bush speeches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678093 34629 277 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:28:20pm  
 
<P>Man, he's fired up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678124 34629 308 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:30:02pm  
 
<P>"If you are among the hundreds of millions of Americans who have insurance 
... nothing in this plan will require you to change what you 
have."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678197 34629 379 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7678182" target=_blank>#365</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>And you believe that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I say that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678206 34629 388 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:34:23pm  
 
<P>A shout out to McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678269 34629 451 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:38:02pm  
 
<P>Go ahead and hate me but he's RIGHT. There is a lot of sheer crap being 
circulated by the right wing, and the "death panel" thing is the 
worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678280 34629 462 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:38:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7678273" target=_blank>#455</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just called Sarah Palin a liar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is a liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678333 34629 515 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:41:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7678320" target=_blank>#502</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he's a bigger liar than she is, by a long margin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin's "death panel" claim was a disgusting piece of blatant fear 
mongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678537 34629 718 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:49:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/711/7678530" target=_blank>#711</A> huckfunn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't wait to see the poll dip tomorrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678560 34629 741 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:51:02pm  
 
<P>They're talking about assassinating Obama at the stalker site.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>6. Bill Jenkins on 9 September, 2009 at 3:26 pm reply“The tree of liberty 
must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants.” 
Thomas Jefferson.</P> 
<P>Chalk this clown as one of the tyrants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678595 34629 776 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:52:46pm  
 
<P>There you go, folks. Malpractice insurance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678681 34629 862 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 5:57:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/843/7678662" target=_blank>#843</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just warned anyone who disagrees with his health care plan with a veiled 
threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- he said if you spread distortions he'll call you out. Not just 
disagree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678737 34629 918 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:00:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/893/7678712" target=_blank>#893</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Your improvements on the site over the past several months have paid off. 
This thread and all the activity would have locked up earlier this year. Nice 
job, it's smoking fast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember the days when the server would have crashed in the first five 
minutes of the speech.</P> 
<P>It took a lot of time and money, but things are really working better 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678790 34630 4 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:03:02pm  
 
<P>It's about to finish. Trying to stay ahead of the ball here.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07678834 34630 28 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:05:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7678823" target=_blank>#21</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heard only a portion of the speech. Didn't sound horrible.</P> 
<P>/but then again I am not delusional enough to think politicians don't 
lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Didn't sound horrible?!?"</P> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678843 34630 34 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:05:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7678837" target=_blank>#30</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obama is a good speaker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678848 34630 39 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:06:02pm  
 
<P>RINO RINO RINO!</P> 
<P>Just getting it out of my system. Been hearing this a lot 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678908 34630 94 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:09:53pm  
 
<P>At least it isn't Bobby "The Exorcist" Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678925 34630 110 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:11:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7678917" target=_blank>#103</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, that kicked ass...</P> 
<P>I may well take some heat for this, but that kicked ass.</P> 
<P>Bottom line on anyone wanting to attack me as a lefty,</P> 
<P>I am taking a very very old fashioned view that you have a duty to help those 
in need and that telling a kid he has to suffer for the sake of profits is 
called evil.</P> 
<P>Our system is rife with flaws. The rhetoric against reform always sweeps 
those under the rug. I have doctor relatives who tell me dozens of insurance 
horror stories.</P> 
<P>Exactly what is wrong with holding those bastards accountable? They loose 
profits? You are fighting for their right to be parasites?</P> 
<P>What is wrong with opening up the market to make it more competitive? This is 
an up and up free market solution - and it does not cost tax dollars to do.</P> 
<P>What is wrong with offering affordable minimal coverage as an independent 
agency to those who still need it?</P> 
<P>Best of all, what is wrong with having actual medical professionals, rather 
than lawyers, corporations and politicians form a committee to cut out waste. 
The horror stories that my brother tells me from the VA are astonishing. 
Millions wasted that could be used to help people.</P> 



<P>The only people who stand to loose from this are certain fat cat insurance 
companies and well - fuck them. They are parasites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ULTRA-RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678941 34630 124 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:12:05pm  
 
<P>Just turned off Fox News.</P> 
<P>Not interested in their O'Reilly panel.</P> 
<P>I know. I'm a RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678957 34630 137 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:13:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7678945" target=_blank>#128</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought it was a great speech, and I like his plan. I think it could 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><SUB>Pssst. Don't tell anybody, but I thought it was a pretty good speech 
too. RINO.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07678988 34630 168 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:15:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7678985" target=_blank>#165</A> Mr 
Pancakes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm self employed and uninsured. I'm a conservative, and not a big fan of the 
"O".</P> 
<P>I liked his speech tonight... I hope he pulls it off.</P> 
<P>What does that make me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A ... rational person?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679002 34630 181 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:16:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7678997" target=_blank>#176</A> jorline</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Flip it to MSNBC and watch the Mathews and Olbermann circle 
jerk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No thanks. Not interested in that either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679022 34630 201 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:18:19pm  
 
<P>It was a really low class move to scream "LIAR!"</P> 
<P>And saying "They did it too!" is so tedious it makes my teeth 
hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679050 34630 228 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:20:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7679041" target=_blank>#219</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did they do it? I can't recall a Dem politician interrupting a Bush speech by 
screaming liar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think they ever did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679059 34630 237 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:21:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7679032" target=_blank>#210</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So only irrational people oppose ObamaCare? Really?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, man. You're better than that. You know that's not what I said or 
even implied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679107 34630 285 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7679088" target=_blank>#266</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I need it 'splained.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll get right on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679175 34630 353 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:30:20pm  
 
<P>Uh ... if you folks think that there aren't problems with insurance companies 
that put profits ahead of patient care, you're dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679199 34630 376 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:31:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7679190" target=_blank>#367</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, of course, it will be much better when the govt changes the concern 
about profits to a concern about controlling costs.</P> 
<P>Much much better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yes, of course -- I didn't say any of that, but don't let it stop you 
from putting words in my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679262 34630 439 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:36:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7679211" target=_blank>#388</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's as valid as your point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're an ass who tried to put words in my mouth. That's my 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679297 34630 474 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:38:43pm  
 
<P>Man, this place is like a nest of hornets tonight.</P> 
<P>What have I done? For the love of God, Montresor!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679366 34630 542 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:44:16pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I check on some technical issues...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07679369 34630 545 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:44:43pm  
 
<P>The hamsters are filing trouble tickets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679407 34630 582 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:48:21pm  
 
<P>Just had to kill a bunch of MySQL processes that were stacking up on the DB 
server for some reason.</P> 
<P>Another issue to investigate this weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679438 34630 613 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:52:25pm  
 
<P>I don't like to do this, but if you feel like chipping something in to keep 
LGF running, now might be a good time.</P> 
<P>(There's a Paypal link in the left column.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679474 34630 648 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 6:58:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7679451" target=_blank>#626</A> 
mikey_dallas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I agree with you, but you have to admit it was a low class move of 
Obama to call his critics liars, too. Also unprecedented in a Presidential 
address to a joint session of Congress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin lied about "death panels." I don't agree that it was "low class" 
to point that out. It was a cynical lie to scare the lunatic base.</P> 
<P>I know, I suck. But I completely agree with Obama that people like Palin are 
lying about what's in the health care reform legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679487 34630 660 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:00:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7679468" target=_blank>#642</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to hear it. Is there smoke pouring out of something 
important?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not yet -- I'm sitting here watching the processes rage and killing the ones 
that need killin', but you'd probably be surprised at how much work it takes to 
keep things running well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679540 34630 712 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:06:03pm  
 
<P>Thank for the donations, folks. Greatly appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679594 34630 766 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:11:32pm  
 
<P>Note: I noticed that the stalker blog is screaming that I revealed personal 
information I got from Paypal donations, and trying to get Paypal to cancel my 
account.</P> 



<P>This is a rotten lie, as with most of the garbage posted at that site. I have 
never revealed personal information from Paypal donations and I never will.</P> 
<P>Those obsessed morons seem to think that the only way I can track them down 
is by Paypal donations, but they are very mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679654 34630 824 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:20:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/791/7679620" target=_blank>#791</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AllahPundit: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/09/09/video-gop-
congressman-yells-liar-at-obama/" target=_blank>Video: GOP congressman yells 
“liar” at Obama</A></P> 
<P>There we have it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man. Even Allahpundit's going nuts now.</P> 
<P>Michelle and her husband are laughing up their sleeves over 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679656 34630 826 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:20:47pm  
 
<P>And I don't mean Michelle Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679728 34630 897 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:32:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/876/7679706" target=_blank>#876</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP supports tort reform.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I predict that if any real tort reform measures are ever brought up (and they 
won't be) the GOP will back away from that support faster than a roadrunner 
falling off a cliff.</P> 
<P>Their "support" for tort reform is nothing but a political tool. They're 
deeply in the pockets of the people who profit most from the current corrupt 
system, like all politicians are -- the insurance companies and the trial 
lawyers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679751 34630 920 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/909/7679740" target=_blank>#909</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republicans in the pockets of trial lawyers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a non-partisan kind of corruption.</P> 
<P>And in any case there are good reasons to think that tort reform won't solve 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679819 34630 986 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:43:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/943/7679774" target=_blank>#943</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, OT but Rep. Jean Schmidt issues a press release today:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.house.gov/apps/list/press/oh02_schmidt/septobamacitizenship.htm



l" target=_blank>Statement of Congresswoman Jean Schmidt on the issue of 
President Obama's Citizenship</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Politician caught on tape. Must spin. Spin spin spin.</P> 
<P>What a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679829 34630 996 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:45:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/984/7679817" target=_blank>#984</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<P>OK, if you want to believe the GOP doesn't profit from trial lawyers, that's 
your prerogative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679833 34630 1000 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/7679826" target=_blank>#993</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roger. Hey, remember that video "Birthers on the Hill?" Guess who was in 
that? Charles Boustany. He gave the rebuttal tonight. H said something about 
"looking into it" more or less.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683170 34630 1248 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1247/7683071" target=_blank>#1247</A> 
Spedvet</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to take your insults, fold them five ways, 
and insert them into a nether orifice.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679905 34631 10 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 7:56:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7679898" target=_blank>#7</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he's at 0:27</P> 
<P>:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- it's corrected now. Thanks for the tip, by the way. I thought he 
looked familiar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679967 34631 30 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:03:37pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7679932" target=_blank>#21</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible Boustany is/was a birther, but "I think there are questions" 
and "it's certainly being looked at" is somewhat ambiguous evidence of 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only response to that question is, "Yes I believe Barack Obama is a US 
citizen."</P> 
<P>If you say, "There are questions!!!" -- you're either a Birther yourself, or 
you are pandering to them for political gain.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure which of those two possibilities is more 
repugnant.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07679971 34631 33 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:04:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7679962" target=_blank>#29</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly have to say I'm surprised that you (Charles) are surprised at the 
intensity of opposition to Obama as well as the fact that false rumors gain 
traction in American politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did I say I was surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07679975 34631 34 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7679969" target=_blank>#31</A> Bacchus's 
daddy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They found a reasonable (R) by the end of the vid. Certainly not the only one 
out there, but the Beck-ification of the party has been tragic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but that "reasonable (R)" has now changed his mind and has signed on 
to the Birther bandwagon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680013 34631 51 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7680011" target=_blank>#49</A> Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and Charlie Sheen is a truthertoday he demanded a meeting with 0bama to 
discuss it</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,548400,00.html??test=faces" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not even remotely news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680033 34631 61 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:14:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7680024" target=_blank>#56</A> Drogheda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice who they're linking to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my goodness.</P> 
<P>Fox News and prisonplanet.com, together at last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680080 34631 85 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:21:20pm  
 
<P>And now we have a number of sleepers showing up to bash Dr. Stephen Barrett 
of Quackwatch in the thread about his new site, posting links to the bogus sites 
started by his quack enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680086 34631 89 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7680065" target=_blank>#77</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, did you see the LGF poster <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2009/09/obamas_long_form_shows_up.html
" target=_blank>link</A> earlier tonite from American Thinker where a brand new 
long form Nirth Certificate surfaced and they challenged you by name to 
investigate it. I'm sure you'll get right on that. / Oh did I mention the source 
of the nirth certificate was the formidable Whirled Nut Daily. 
jeesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, give me a freaking break.</P> 
<P>American Thinker is off my links for garbage like that. 
Morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680091 34631 92 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7680066" target=_blank>#78</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fraaack! This guy made a non-committal statement about the citizenship status 
of some guy he probably never met, let alone looked over his birth records. He's 
obviously a complete loony who should be disregarded when he talks about health 
care reform. Never mind that he's an honest-to-god heart surgeon. Didn't you 
hear what he said? <EM>I think there are questions, we'll have to see.</EM> Holy 
sheet! He's C-R-A-Z-Y! Everybody run, he's got a scalpel!</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. He's crazy. Either that or pandering like a dog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680102 34631 97 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:25:17pm  
 
<P>Amazing.</P> 
<P>Hey, his speech was great! Never mind that he's a Birther! Who 
cares?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680140 34631 121 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:30:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7680129" target=_blank>#113</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is - who cares! He's maybe a birther, maybe not - big deal. Not to 
me.Does one mistake, or one silly position, disqualify a man from service? Why 
don't we listen to <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAuPB54ObU8" 
target=_blank>his response.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, hey, no big deal that he signs on to a completely insane conspiracy 
theory! Let's listen to what he has to say!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680148 34631 126 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:31:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7680139" target=_blank>#120</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it worked in preview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Character entities have to end with a semi-colon ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680177 34631 147 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:38:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7680174" target=_blank>#145</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a birther, but he delivered the official GOP speech tonight about 
healthcare. Shouldn't we deal with his healthcare speech if only to give a 
semblance of even-handedness before swarming him like a pack of hyenas?Nah, who 
cares?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, hey! Who cares if he's a birther? Only idiots would think that affects 
his credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680186 34631 150 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:40:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7680179" target=_blank>#148</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question is... Is this the best face the Republican Party can 
muster?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680213 34631 172 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:46:52pm  
 
<P>Not only is Rep. Boustany a Birther -- he's one of the original co-sponsors 
of the dreaded death panel section of the health care bill!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thomas.loc.gov/home/gpoxmlc111/h1898_ih.xml" 
target=_blank>thomas.loc.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a two-fer!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680259 34631 211 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 8:57:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7680250" target=_blank>#204</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? Now the end-of-life portion isn't the death panel portion?</P> 
<P>Didn't realize they moved the goal posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The goal posts are infinitely moveable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681850 34631 264 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:15:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7680565" target=_blank>#250</A> 
laxmatt1984</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If LGF wants to be a place of discussion, then I think my previous comments 
should be welcomed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent thinking there.</P> 
<P>"If this place is supposed to be about honest discussion, you have to love 
all my comments. You're not allowed to disagree, or you're CENSORING me!"</P> 
<P>Short version: "Waaah!"</P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684774 34631 269 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:58:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7683447" target=_blank>#267</A> arf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"Birthers on the Hill"</P> 
<P>Dave Reichert at about 1:15. What did he say about Obama's citizenship 
status? All I hear is something about freedom of speech. "But my point is, 
though..." and he's cut off. Why is he included in "Birthers on the Hill"?</P> 
<P>Because of the "R" after his name.</P> 
<P>The video is a hatchet job. All of it. That's why the politicians correctly 
give noncommital answers and walk away. The people may. or may not, be birthers, 
but the video proves nothing. Zip. Zero Nada.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That takes the prize for our pathetic excuse of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680299 34632 19 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7680271" target=_blank>#3</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, first you have to do a post revealing your secret dossier on 
Regards, Brian -- he's waiting!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all these pressing issues, I'll have to start prioritizing my time. 
Sorry, Regards Brian is going to have to wait until I've thoroughly proven that 
Barack Obama is a sekrit Moslem Manchurian candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680364 34632 68 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7680332" target=_blank>#45</A> MightySkip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. The writer backs off at the end a bit saying he is 80% sure 
President Obama is a US Citizen. I actually like American Thinker, they have 
some good stuff on there. But I'm sure the entire site will be discarded as 
complete lunacy now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. This is not the first Nirther article they've published, and they also 
publish the ravings of shrieking harpy Pamela Geller.</P> 
<P>Discarded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680385 34632 84 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:25:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7680381" target=_blank>#80</A> 
coquimbojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't mean to slander anyone who doesn't need slandering, but isn't Corsi a 
Troofer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a frequent guest on the Alex Jones radio show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07680433 34632 121 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 9:38:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7680414" target=_blank>#104</A> tblot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a fan but we can find faults in every blog just getting kinda nasty out 
there</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, just little teensy faults like using a white supremacist 9/11 Truther 
for a source.</P> 
<P>Is that so wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07680526 34632 205 Charles Wed, Sep 9, 2009 10:06:01pm  
 
 
 
<P>Lots of right wing blogs calling Rep. Joe Wilson a "hero" tonight, for his 
outburst during Obama's speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681746 34632 381 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 8:42:00am  
 
<P>I love it -- now it's an "ad hominem attack" to point out that Jerome Corsi, 
source of this insanity, is connected to white supremacists!</P> 
<P>Yeah -- how low of me to point that out. I am so ashamed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681815 34632 383 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7681776" target=_blank>#382</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that the whole issue is tiresome, but do we have to resort to calling 
people shrieking harpies, nirthers, birthers, countless other negative names? 
Why not disagree in ordinary English? Flinging all these insulting words about 
cheapens our arguments against this nonsense imo.</P> 
<P>As someone above pointed out, there are PLENTY of issues to criticize O 
about. Let's stick to them and we shalll be very, very busy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, how about "bigoted lunatic" for Pamela Geller? Because you do realize 
that's what she is, right?</P> 
<P>As for "Nirthers," how would you suggest I respectfully refer to people who 
have lost all touch with reality?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681912 34632 387 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:38:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7681898" target=_blank>#386</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't mean to imply that you should respect them, rather that neutral 
language be used to describe them. (Sorry, but I am a language person.) Their 
beliefs should make it clear who they are. Or maybe just ignore them. They 
wouldn't appreciate that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should I use "neutral language" to describe people who are polluting the 
political discourse with insane conspiracy theories?</P> 
<P>Not gonna happen. And I'm not going to "ignore them," either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681867 34633 1086 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:23:11am  
 
<P>Hey, don't worry, folks. Glenn Beck is going to save us from ACORN. He's 
promising a BOMBSHELL REVELATION about them that will be as big as 
Watergate.</P> 
<P>Hooray for Glenn, saving America!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681880 34634 25 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:28:26am  
 
<P>The stalker blog creeps have shown up at American Thinker now, pimping their 
stupid hate blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07681934 34635 22 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:45:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7681923" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't Savage put up a front page post after the election hoping that someone 
would assassinate Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got a Google cache link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681965 34635 45 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:54:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7681958" target=_blank>#39</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<P>Thomas Friedman is a "tyrant?" Sorry, that excuse doesn't 
fly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681975 34635 54 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:57:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7681972" target=_blank>#51</A> affenkopf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what happened to your other stalker blog - the leftist one?</P> 
<P>Anything amusing/crazy from them lately?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people running that blog seem to have gone away. Maybe they're in 
jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07681981 34635 60 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 9:58:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7681976" target=_blank>#55</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friedman isn't a tyrant, but his adulation of the Chinese government should 
be more than a little troubling. In fact, it made me retch. I can't believe how 
far he's fallen since he left the fieldwork to others to concentrate on his op-
ed column. He's now busy shilling that we've got a whole lot to learn from the 
Chinese (sounds a wee bit like Obama's adulation of Chinese infrastructure - 
before the Sichuan quake showed the widespread failure of same, and don't get me 
started on the environmental disaster that is China on a daily basis). That 
doesn't even begin to touch on the blatant disregard for human rights and what 
they do to political prisoners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't paid any attention to Friedman for quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682002 34635 80 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:05:02am  
 
<P>This is the blog of one of the freaks who runs the stalker site, 
"avideditorla:"</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
videditor.wordpress.com/2008/12/03/will-someone-please-kill-obama-and-
lgf2/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Will someone please kill Obama? 
and LGF2 « Avid Editor’s Insights</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682015 34635 93 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:07:31am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7681991" target=_blank>#69</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just heart-sick over IronFist's post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you surprised? Wasn't it obvious what kind of person he 
was?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682032 34635 108 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:12:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7682018" target=_blank>#96</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF is someone downdinging critical comments of the 
stalkers?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682043 34635 119 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:13:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7682035" target=_blank>#111</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, et al.:</P> 
<P>What gets me is the level of personal hatred exhibited in that post. The 
image of someone causing a bicycle wreck and rejoicing at seeing someone's face 
strike the pavement. ... It turns my stomach. I figured he was sore with Charles 
for the banning but, that level of anger scares me. I've not visited over there 
in ages so I had no idea what was going on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Later in that thread he makes a very explicit threat to hunt me down where I 
live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682076 34635 150 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:20:27am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer links to that stalker site, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682087 34635 161 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:21:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7682073" target=_blank>#147</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, apparently they don't. These sick fuckers are also some of the ones 
spreading lies about Charles around the internet over on other blogs. Some of 
them have been very active over at Ace and Hot Air as well, poisoning those 
wells.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the level of obsession is amazing. Some of those people have literally 
dedicated their lives to spreading lies and smears about me on every website 
that will let them post a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682103 34635 176 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:25:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7682096" target=_blank>#169</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Okay, that's actually kinda weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not weird at all. It's Spencer's way of trying to stick it to me as much as 
possible. He's a petty, vindictive little man who, when criticized, resorts to 
bullying tactics, threats of legal action (that never materializes), and 
personal insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682117 34635 188 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:28:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7682105" target=_blank>#178</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FWIW - that "Regards, Brian" guy from yesterday, the guy that couldn't help 
but keep tagging those gd smileys to his posts, he galloped over the stalker 
site yesterday to tell his buddies all about it, like the kid that gets his ass 
beat at the playground, so he sucks up to the thugs to feel like he belongs.</P> 
<P>I knew anyone that relied on smileys that much was counterfeit as 
hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682166 34635 237 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:38:53am  
 
<P>"Daria Emmons," who was posting sneaky defenses of Robert Spencer yesterday, 
is hanging out today at another stalker site I won't link to, and is now 
banned.</P> 
<P>As is "Snowy Owl," another username who has been lurking at LGF and now hangs 
out with the stalkers. "Snowy Owl" recently registered a sock puppet in the name 
of "BobK," and that one is banned too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682182 34635 253 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:42:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7682178" target=_blank>#249</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/09/10/glenn-beck-strikes-
again_n_281986.html" target=_blank>Yosi Sergant, Obama Aide, Asked To Resign: 
Glenn Beck Strikes Again</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck really is becoming the modern day Joseph McCarthy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682213 34635 282 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:47:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7682200" target=_blank>#270</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, this is interesting, from their Open Thread last night. Apparently 
Robert Spencer has gotten an account at the Deuce as well. It's near the end of 
the thread, #245. Of course, Robert has to lie as usual. Can Robert even tell 
the truth from a lie anymore?</P> 
<P>So, Robert, are you suffering enough yet from being on the wrong side? 
Allying with fascists <EM>is</EM> the wrong side, dipstick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised to see Spencer there -- he thrives on hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682221 34635 290 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:52:38am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7682216" target=_blank>#285</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>Unfortunately Neiwert often goes way over the line, and accuses people like 
me of being racists and white supremacists (yes, specifically me -- he's posted 
several attacks on LGF) with no evidence whatsoever. He seems to think that 
anyone who criticizes radical Islam is automatically a bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682224 34635 293 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:53:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7682184" target=_blank>#255</A> Lee 
Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You might want to check this user out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/DonkeyRock" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I sent you more info via email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682300 34635 366 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:11:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7682281" target=_blank>#348</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer publishes a letter from someone named Paul Weston praising the 
English Defense League...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There he goes again.</P> 
<P>He screams that I'm a liar for pointing out he's associating with the English 
Defense League, implicitly admitting that they're a group of bigots and haters -
- otherwise, why get so upset when it's pointed out that he associates with 
them?</P> 
<P>And then, in a ridiculous self-refuting foot-shot, he posts a defense of the 
group. When it's clear to any rational person that this is a bigoted gang of 
violent thugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682446 34635 474 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:41:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7682428" target=_blank>#467</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is when it becomes a real word manifestation. A lot of their 
avatars try to look menacing and tough, that generally indicated a frightened 
teenage boy trying to look tough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people are not adolescents. They're adults, all of them. And I take 
their threats very seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682453 34635 479 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:42:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7682448" target=_blank>#476</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've done some work in relation to real-life stalkers, and I know they thrive 
on the kind of attention they're getting in this thread. The post and comments 



will fuel their rage for days, maybe weeks. If that's the point, to tweak their 
grubby little noses, then it's a job well done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the point is to publicize that they're issuing assassination threats 
against the President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682470 34635 489 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:45:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7682448" target=_blank>#476</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>Joe Bastardi is a TV weatherman, not a climate scientist. But he's saying 
what you want to hear, so you think he's an expert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682527 34635 514 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:59:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/7682487" target=_blank>#494</A> Hawaii69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All that guy ever talked about here was violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should have banned him a LONG time ago. He was responsible for the majority 
of the comments that people use to make LGF look bad -- violence, bigotry, and 
incredible nastiness directed at Muslims -- and I regret letting the fact that 
he was here for so long influence my judgment.</P> 
<P>It's a mistake I won't make again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682552 34635 521 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:05:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7682543" target=_blank>#519</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bastardi is a meteorologist, with a degree from Penn State Univeristy. TV 
weathermen do not need to have this degree, just a nice toupee and generally 
pleasing personalities. Bastardi has been a well-respected employee of 
Accuweather for 20-some years.</P> 
<P>Attack his facts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Meteorologist" is another word for "weatherman." He has no credentials at 
all as a climate scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682581 34635 528 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/519/7682543" target=_blank>#519</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attack his facts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What facts? I watched the video -- it was ridiculous -- and he's talking 
about a claim by Greenpeace that global warming is helping the California 
wildfires.</P> 
<P>He's completely full of crap about his claims that the climate is cooling for 
the last 10 years. This stupid talking point has been dealt with over and over 
and over in our threads on the topic.</P> 
<P>But go ahead and believe it, I know you want to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682779 34635 554 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:53:45pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7682697" target=_blank>#549</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>I won't discuss this with you, because you've shown repeatedly that you're 
not interested at all in the actual science -- you mock and deride people who 
try to provide you with actual scientific links to the data, and you link over 
and over to agenda-driven climate denial sites.</P> 
<P>Others may wish to continue debating you on this, but I don't see any 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682901 34635 558 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7682873" target=_blank>#557</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said, it's your blog, and clearly your mind is made up on this issue. 
I see no point in debating AGW here any further.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>My</EM> mind is made up? That's pretty rich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683839 34635 567 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7683525" target=_blank>#566</A> LC 
LaWedgie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading the lgf2.0 post, though, it's pretty clear that he's talking about 
Friedman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? Friedman is a "tyrant?" In what universe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686001 34635 576 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:10:52am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7685788" target=_blank>#575</A> LC 
LaWedgie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably a poor choice of quotes for the situation. I suppose you can fault 
him that. However, the thread was about Friedman, and the guy's avatar has 
nothing to do with it.I've heard lots of people called tyrants, and not all of 
them were in positions of political power. Sometimes the expression is used in 
the wrong context.That universe.<A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6cxNR9ML8k" target=_blank>Lighten up, 
Francis</A>, and go after problems that matter.You know how it goes:1.) The best 
laid plans of mice and men...2.) People often say things out of context.3.) You 
can't always make people tow your line no matter how "rational" your argument, 
because sometimes it is, sometimes it ain't, and sometimes it's perception.4.) 
The world really needs a good 10 cent cigar, especially Bill 
Clinton.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me -- I don't recall asking you for advice on what I should post at 
LGF. If you don't like the subject matter, it takes about five minutes to start 
your own blog.</P> 
<P>And I really don't appreciate it when you show up here defending people who 
call for me to be murdered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687120 34635 579 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:34:38pm  



 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling. I'll also block your sock puppet account 
while I'm at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682404 34636 16 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:33:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7682393" target=_blank>#13</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, where's the contact link. I can't find it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was temporarily turned off because a psycho was using it to send me hate 
mail about being "ass-raped."</P> 
<P>I've turned it back on -- we'll see how long it takes the psycho to 
notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682713 34636 209 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:35:37pm  
 
<P>Now, because I posted the link to Dr. Stephen Barrett's health care reform 
site, and pointed out in the comments that I think it's a good thing to read 
more than one viewpoint on a complex issue, there are people showing up in that 
thread comparing Barrett's site to <EM>Stormfront</EM>. I'm not 
kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682722 34636 217 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:37:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7682664" target=_blank>#167</A> ~Fianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, but CNN's got a poll up that show's a 14 point post speech bounce for 
Obama.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/09/10/cnn-poll-
double-digit-post-speech-jump-for-obama-plan/" 
target=_blank>politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Looks like he did his job last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh.</P> 
<P>People were predicting last night that his approval rating would plummet 
after the speech.</P> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682726 34636 220 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:38:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7682715" target=_blank>#211</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush doubled down on it during his show today, running with "he's considered 
a hero by millions" (paraphrase, not quote)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe Wilson is being called a "hero" all over the right wing blogs today. 
Behaving like a rude lunatic is now in fashion on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682739 34636 233 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7682735" target=_blank>#229</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rasmussen disagrees with that poll. The key is the sampling used &amp; I have 
heard that the CNN Poll was skewered with Democrats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Rasmussen always disagrees with everyone else, and is very tilted toward the 
right -- and is very often proven wrong. I've begun to seriously distrust their 
polls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682754 34636 247 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:46:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7682737" target=_blank>#231</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm... did you read the cited article? CNN seriously oversampled Democrats, 
as noted above by myself and others. It's not a reliable poll by any stretch; it 
is interesting to see that CNN notes more Democrats watched than 
GOPers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just looked at the full results, and the poll was drawn from a random 
sample. I think it's quite a stretch to imply that it was deliberately slanted 
toward Democrats, although you're correct that the percentage of people who 
identified themselves as Republicans was much lower.</P> 
<P>We'll be seeing more polls soon, I'm sure, and then we'll have a better basis 
for comparison. But this first one out isn't surprising at all to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682762 34636 255 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 12:49:39pm  
 
<P>By the way, I also doubt very seriously that Joe Wilson was simply acting 
spontaneously when he yelled at Obama. I think it was a deliberately planned 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682825 34636 314 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:06:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7682821" target=_blank>#310</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you look through <A 
href="http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?cycle=2010&amp;cid=N000
24809&amp;type=C" target=_blank>Joe Wilson's page at Opensecrets</A> you'll find 
some interesting contributions he has received:</P> 
<P>Number 1 <A 
href="http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?cycle=2008&amp;type=I&a
mp;cid=N00024809&amp;newMem=N" target=_blank>industry contributor</A> for 2007-
2008 was <EM>Health Professionals</EM> for $58,485.</P> 
<P>His top <A 
href="http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?cycle=2008&amp;type=I&a
mp;cid=N00024809&amp;newMem=N" target=_blank>contributor</A> for 2007-2008 was 
Nelson, Mullins for $13,700. Recent litigation for this firm includes: asbestos 
personal injury, product liability, and a class action lawsuit.</P> 
<P>For 2009-2010 his top <A 
href="http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?cycle=2010&amp;type=C&a
mp;cid=N00024809&amp;newMem=N" target=_blank>contributor</A> was the American 
Hospital Association for $7,000 and <A 
href="http://www.opensecrets.org/politicians/summary.php?cycle=2010&amp;type=C&a
mp;cid=N00024809&amp;newMem=N" target=_blank>top industry</A> is Health 
Professionals again for $19,000.</P> 
<P>We can see who his true heroes are: health professionals and hospital 
corporations. In the context of the speech that should shed some light to his 
motivation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine, if you will, my incredible surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07682937 34637 16 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:28:07pm  
 
<P>This news will be no impediment to those who want to hate Obama for 
everything he does, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682959 34637 29 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:31:05pm  
 
<P>Uh. I'll just point out that there was considerable angst over Obama's 
campaign promise to sit down with Iran without pre-conditions.</P> 
<P>He seems to have completely abandoned that foolish pledge, which really ought 
to be seen as very good news.</P> 
<P>Now back to our regularly scheduled 8-year hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682972 34637 37 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:32:37pm  
 
<P>Looks like Jawa Report is coming out full-on for Robert Spencer today. "Stop, 
Charles, just stop!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07682975 34637 39 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:33:12pm  
 
<P>(I don't think Rusty Shackleford has ever asked Robert Spencer to stop his 
evil, hateful comments about me, by the way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683006 34637 62 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:37:26pm  
 
<P>So far I haven't seen much of the fearful speculation about Obama's projected 
"disastrous" foreign policies come true. In fact, almost none of it has come 
true.</P> 
<P>We're still in Iraq, we've committed more troops to Afghanistan. Obama has 
fought against releasing more Abu Ghraib photos. He's fought to retain the 
wiretaps on suspected terrorists.</P> 
<P>That's just off the top of my head. If he had behaved differently on any of 
those issues, I'd be yelling like everyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683041 34637 93 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:43:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7683027" target=_blank>#80</A> baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He hasn't been so great for Israel, but I have most of the same complaints 
with Obama as I had for Bush to be honest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see much difference between Obama and Bush on Israel, actually. The 
Bush administration was constantly demanding that Israel stop settlements too. 
And the Bush administration was responsible for sending lots and lots of money 
to Fatah over his term as President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683044 34637 96 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:44:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7682934" target=_blank>#13</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<P>Is that true? Are you posting comments at the stalker site?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07683060 34637 112 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:48:27pm  
 
<P>Hey JohnH -- cat got your tongue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683070 34637 122 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:50:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7683054" target=_blank>#106</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does seem like he is perceived at least to be tougher on Israel, because 
the Palis have hardened their negotiating positions, insisting on a complete 
construction freeze including parts of East Jerusalem that most sane people 
expect to be part of Israel in a final agreement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I don't see any difference there. That's what the Palestinian leaders 
<EM>always</EM> do, over and over throughout the entire history of the peace 
process. They don't need any encouragement to miss 
opportunities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683097 34637 146 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:54:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7683090" target=_blank>#140</A> JohnH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. But typical of some. I never called anyone a smart ass. I just pointed 
out what I was called.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess that's a "yes."</P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun with the stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683121 34637 169 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 1:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7683110" target=_blank>#158</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/09/10/death-panels-mccarthy-review/" 
target=_blank>Despite Calling ‘Death Panels’ Illogical ‘Hysteria’ Last Month, 
National Review Promotes Them On New Cover</A></P> 
<P>Rulez 4 Radikals! Lie for the greater good!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh man. That's one of the most screwed-up cover illustrations I've ever seen. 
Could they possibly be any more blatant with the fear mongering?</P> 
<P>And please note that the featured author, Wesley J. Smith, is a creationist 
and a "senior fellow" at the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683199 34637 241 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:17:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7683164" target=_blank>#209</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The non-invitation seems to be a slap in the face for Ahmadinejad on a 
personal level, but unfortunately it is hardly a repudiation of Obama's campaign 
promise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, after all he DID invite Ahmadinejad to dinner at the White 
House to discuss allowing Iran to get nukes...</P> 



<P>Oh, wait. You mean he didn't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683206 34637 248 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:18:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7683078" target=_blank>#129</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe he just doesn't want to choose sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Choose sides?"</P> 
<P>What does this mean in the context of the stalker blog? Do you really think 
they have a "side?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683217 34637 259 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:19:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7683203" target=_blank>#245</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is quite unfortunate. Looks like more who mistake you for anti-
Christian. That's sometimes the missing piece when I don't understand a 
flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's astounding to me that they're taking that attitude, because they are 
essentially siding with extremist bigots who call themselves Christians -- and 
just ignoring the whole issue of their bizarre homophobic statements.</P> 
<P>It's anti-Christian to be against hanging out with people who call Hillary 
Clinton an evil lesbian who wants to pervert the youth of America? 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683222 34637 264 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7683215" target=_blank>#257</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but we've been begging for "talks" with the Iranians on the subject, and 
doing little else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As opposed to the Bush administration, who did so very much to stop Iran from 
getting nukes...</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683228 34637 270 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:22:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7683158" target=_blank>#203</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I cross referenced the comment you made here that you quoted at LGF2..JohnH 
is a sock puppet of someone else here isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect you're right. Those deranged morons do that all the 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683261 34637 303 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:29:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7683251" target=_blank>#293</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Stop? Is he talking about Spencer who's now in company with the deranged 
crazies at the stalker site? I've go a screen shot of his comment and this 
alleged "scholar" is keeping company with Rodan and Savage? After the things 
that the owner of the site posts there?</P> 
<P>Is there any logic to these people?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They just don't care about any of that. What's important to them is that 
Spencer hates Muslims, the English Defense League hates Muslims, and the 
Christian Action Network <EM>really</EM> hates Muslims.</P> 
<P>Hmm. I'm beginning to see a common theme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683271 34637 313 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 2:32:07pm  
 
<P>I see that Jawa Report is also hyping the Rifqa Bary insanity started by the 
shrieking harpy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683359 34637 399 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:00:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7683328" target=_blank>#368</A> Diamond 
Bullet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember: Obama ignored a democratic revolution in Iran <EM>as a matter of 
policy</EM> in order to maintain some sort of imaginary rapport with the lunatic 
he is now distancing himself from, yet immediately leapt into full Presidential 
action the moment a personal buddy of his was confronted by diversity-trained 
police in his tony Cambridge, MA suburb. Spartacus he ain't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think Bush would have done in his place? Something different?</P> 
<P>I seriously doubt it. There were protests in Iran during the Bush 
administration too, and lots of people called for him to take action to help -- 
and what did he do?</P> 
<P>I can sum it up in one word: nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683386 34637 424 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:07:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7683365" target=_blank>#405</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have had FOX news on in my office today while working on some personnel 
reviews. And I have listened in to Glenn Beck's show today. He has been his 
usual manic self, but today's show is an example of why he pisses me off so 
much.</P> 
<P>He spent the show skewering ACORN and showing a lot of hidden camera video of 
their encouragement of illegal activities. It was damning stuff and deserving of 
grudging respect. But because he is so freaking crazy and "out there" with so 
much of his other rhetoric, many people will not take this legitimate work 
seriously.</P> 
<P>It's maddening to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been sort of following this Outrage of the Day story, and something I'm 
not getting -- why are we supposed to assume that what's in that video is 
official ACORN policy, and not just bad behavior by the people in that room when 
the video was shot?</P> 
<P>Is there something that shows this is official policy? If so, I haven't seen 
it yet. It seems like an extreme stretch to make that 
connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07683395 34637 432 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7683391" target=_blank>#428</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how many times does ACORN have to screw up before it is known that it is the 
org. culture to be a criminal org.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, why worry about that pesky "evidence" thing? LYNCH 'EM!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683399 34637 436 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:13:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7683397" target=_blank>#434</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They seem to have an awful lot of bad behavior among their 
employees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either that, or a few cases are being blown up way out of proportion to 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683448 34637 483 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:25:45pm  
 
<P>Since people seem to be certain that lots of ACORN management people have 
been convicted of crimes, can anyone link to those convictions?</P> 
<P>I've searched. The only convictions I see are of very low level people, and 
in several cases the main organization was specifically exonerated of charges 
that they sanctioned the fraudulent behavior.</P> 
<P>Anyone have a link to show otherwise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683465 34637 500 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:31:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/7683459" target=_blank>#494</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2009/aug/18/deal-ex-acorn-
official-cops-voter-quota-scheme/" 
target=_blank>www.lasvegassun.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, there's one case of a management person convicted of two misdemeanor 
counts. Is there evidence that this was an official policy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683470 34637 504 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:32:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/7683458" target=_blank>#493</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. There is none. <A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5g5ZxJgjHzO_C-
1f0H0FHImQwjR2gD9AJTJ1G0" target=_blank>And ACORN itself has turned in tips to 
the FBI when it suspected that individual workers were making up 
registrations.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683476 34637 510 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:37:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7683474" target=_blank>#508</A> pat</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://biggovernment.com/author/publius/" 
target=_blank>biggovernment.com...</A>]</P> 
<P><STRONG>Rep King Calls For Investigation Of Acorn</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I could call for an investigation of Peter King, too, if I wanted 
to.</P> 
<P>This is evidence of nothing, except the usual political 
grandstanding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683481 34637 514 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:39:48pm  
 
<P>This fixation on ACORN isn't new, by the way. The same accusations were made 
during the 2004 election (by Karl Rove among others), and investigations into 
charges that ACORN engaged in systematic vote fraud were launched in several 
states.</P> 
<P>Not a single conviction resulted. ACORN was exonerated in every case.</P> 
<P>Again, I have to ask, where's the beef? I'm not supporting ACORN, but I'm 
seeing a whole lot of fake outrage again, drummed up by the usual 
suspects.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683491 34637 523 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:44:53pm  
 
<P>More information has come out about Robert Spencer's association with the 
extremist bigots of the Christian Action Network, and the aborted meeting with 
the English Defense League that he's now desperate to distance himself from: <A 
href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/09/10/the-edl-dine-alone/" 
target=_blank>The EDL Dines Alone</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recently posted a couple of blog entries (here and here) about what 
happened when members of the English Defence League showed up at a restaurant in 
London where Robert Spencer was preparing to dine with some British conservative 
“anti-Jihadi” types, in particular Adrian Morgan and Douglas Murray. Spencer was 
in town with a couple of members of the Virginia-based Christian Action Network; 
the day before, CAN director Michael Mawyer had conducted an interview with 
three balaclava-wearing EDL leaders, and his associate Jason Campbell (with whom 
Spencer had taken “strolls into a few mosques”) decided to invite them 
along.</P> 
<P>However, Spencer’s British contacts were not pleased to discover at the 
restaurant that they were about to share a table with the EDL, and, as Adrian 
Morgan delicately put it, “Tensions between some of the anti-jihadist factions 
who had all been kindly invited by Jason to a meal caused splitting of the 
groups and confusion”. Extrication was eased, though, because, according to 
Spencer, the restaurant management had asked the party to leave anyway just 
before the EDL showed up , on account of the subject matter of their 
conversation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683505 34637 537 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:52:11pm  
 
<P>This is part of Robert Spencer's latest rant against me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not go to England planning to meet with the EDL, I did not make such 
plans there, and I did not meet with them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Please note that I never accused Spencer of any of those things. It's another 
very typical Spencer misdirection -- he vehemently denies things no one accused 
him of.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>…I will not work with racists, fascists, neo-Nazis, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But raving anti-gay religious fanatics like the Christian Action Network -- 
no problem working with them!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683511 34637 543 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:53:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7683502" target=_blank>#534</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just stunning, Acorn is being defended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a reading comprehension problem? I said very specifically I 
wasn't supporting ACORN. I just don't believe in joining lynch mobs without any 
evidence that the organization has an official policy of encouraging vote 
fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683514 34637 546 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/7683507" target=_blank>#539</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just shows how much LGF has changed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need to flounce off, just do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683521 34637 553 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:55:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7683515" target=_blank>#547</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously -- if you're going to flounce, just get it over 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683527 34637 558 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 3:57:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7683526" target=_blank>#557</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No my reading comprehension is pretty good actually , thanks for asking.Why 
the insult, I was not specifically referring to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who defended ACORN, then? The only thing I've seen people posting is that the 
latest outrage seems to be another case of overblown hysteria. The people saying 
this are also very clearly stating that they aren't defending ACORN 
itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683543 34637 574 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7683537" target=_blank>#568</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 2 employees were just fired. That gives me great comfort. More likely off 
to the New Orleans office like so many other employees that were ...redeployed 
after dubious conduct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So even when ACORN does the right thing, turns in their own employees, and 
fires the people in that video, we're still supposed to hate 
them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683578 34637 607 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:12:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/596/7683565" target=_blank>#596</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>I've noticed a trend lately.</P> 
<P>Charles appears to be proactively weeding out non-PC commenters on his 
blog.</P> 
<P>Correct me if I'm wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need to flounce, just please do it. These lead-ups to the flounce get 
really tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683583 34637 612 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:14:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/7683549" target=_blank>#580</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well yeah, they are the opposition for me, so I'm not going to like them - 
but I'm not going to have a fit over it, or consider it article worthy or 
substantial either. I'd rather see conservatives focus on a direction than on 
Acorn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- I'm not defending or supporting ACORN.</P> 
<P>I'm just bone-tired of the fake outrages. They're coming one after 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683597 34637 626 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:19:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.factcheck.org/2009/06/acorn-and-the-census/" 
target=_blank>ACORN and the Census %P% FactCheck.org</A></P> 
<P>Looks like ACORN is involved with the census, but they are very far from the 
only group that will be helping with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683603 34637 632 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/7683593" target=_blank>#622</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But since you answered my comment, would you care to either acknowledge or 
deny that you are proactively ensuring that commenters on LGF are toeing the 
Politically-Correct (for LGF) line?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. Does that answer your question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683607 34637 635 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:23:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/7683593" target=_blank>#622</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, just how many accounts have you registered here, 
anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07683648 34637 675 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7683632" target=_blank>#660</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to top it off I am now reminded that voter registration fraud is no big 
deal and everybody does it.</P> 
<P>Will you forgive me if I point out that the smell is a bit rich to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to be reading a comment thread that exists only in your mind.</P> 
<P>Not a single person here has said that "voter fraud is no big 
deal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683666 34637 692 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:35:36pm  
 
<P>I don't know why, but my flouncy sense is tingling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683674 34637 700 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 4:36:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/691/7683665" target=_blank>#691</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I brought up this (OT) because I would simply like to feel free to disagree 
with some of your ideas without fear of being "flounced". Since this is your 
house you make the calls, man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- because as you can see, this thread is full of people who completely 
agree with me. And that's the only way I'll have it! Bwahahaha!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683821 34637 846 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:12:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/711/7683685" target=_blank>#711</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point of clarification.I said "voter registration fraud".You said "voter 
fraud", but omitted the word "registration".Iceweasel made a big deal of the 
distinction, saying that voter registration fraud is no big deal, just a bunch 
of lazy employees.Does that help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You caught me. I left out a word. That's just how tricksy I am, when I'm 
trying to get everyone to fall in line and march to my diabolical tune.</P> 
<P>Seriously, it doesn't help because you're still misrepresenting what 
iceweasel said. Blatantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683834 34637 859 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/797/7683772" target=_blank>#797</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that other site is seething now about the earlier post 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I can't imagine why.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07683844 34637 867 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/797/7683772" target=_blank>#797</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that other site is seething now about the earlier post here.</P> 
<P>I am amused that the two prevailing theories about me are that I am a beta 
male with a dominatrix wife and the other is that Ice and I should have a D/s 
relationship.</P> 
<P>:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you see them threatening to kill me again, please let me know right away. 
I'm not going to be ignoring that stuff any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683856 34637 879 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:26:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/874/7683851" target=_blank>#874</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're seething at Jawa over it too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they're about to get even more to seethe over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683864 34637 887 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:29:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/878/7683855" target=_blank>#878</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wilson's opponent raised 200K today. arggg</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Backfire!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683867 34637 890 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:30:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/884/7683861" target=_blank>#884</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>405k in a single day this report says:</P> 
<P>[Link:<A href="http://rawstory.com/blog/2009/09/opponent-of-you-lie-rep-
raises-50000-overnight/" target=_blank>rawstory.com...</A> ]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Double backfire!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683904 34637 918 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:45:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/7683880" target=_blank>#902</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boy, I hope one of MY opponents yells "you lie" to someone. Maybe then, 
people will shovel me an absurd amount of money.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Robert Spencer's been screaming that at me for months now, and so far I 
haven't gotten rich from it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683923 34638 10 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:52:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7683914" target=_blank>#7</A> Mike 
Nargizian</EM></P> 



<P>This is pretty early in the thread for an apologist to show 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683928 34638 15 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 5:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7683914" target=_blank>#7</A> Mike 
Nargizian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...writing off that entire group due to their non acceptance 
homosexuals...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?!</P> 
<P>Try reading the link I posted above. CAN isn't just "non-accepting of 
homosexuals," they're raving insane freaks.</P> 
<P>Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683977 34638 37 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7683956" target=_blank>#27</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While digging about last night I also discovered that RS has allowed his 
stuff to be republished at Taki's site. If you don't know who Taki is, I'll 
refer you to this article:[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:CUDvyHUl3FcJ:www.jewcy.com/daily_shvi
tz/takis_primo_stash+%22robert+spencer%22+taki&amp;cd=6&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&am
p;gl=us&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. There are several Robert Spencer articles at Takimag.</P> 
<P>Takimag is an openly racist and antisemitic site, with a host of noxious 
extremist writers.</P> 
<P>Here's one of Spencer's articles; it says it was published "with the 
permission of the author."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.takimag.com/site/article/the_galileo_myth/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.takimag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07683979 34638 38 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:13:48pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.takimag.com/blogs/Spencer&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>More 
Spencer articles at Takimag.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684017 34638 61 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:28:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7684004" target=_blank>#54</A> opnion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congressman Wilson just coming up with Hannity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe Wilson is DEEP in the pockets of the insurance companies and the medical 
profession lobbies. But no need to care about that. He's a HERO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684024 34638 66 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:31:23pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7684018" target=_blank>#62</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I hate to give these schmucks any credence or time, but at The Other 
Blog, #129 in the thread about your post here, some waste of air called 
hoodaticus throws out an indirect threat on your cats. Might wanna know.</P> 
<P>Hell, I don't know if you actually have cats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh, scary. They react to being exposed for threatening people by ... 
issuing more threats. Gotta love it. (Or maybe not.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684028 34638 70 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:32:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7684022" target=_blank>#64</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am going to be very annoyed if he has anything more to say about yesterday 
than, "I got carried away and acted inappropriately".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's whining about a "double standard" now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684041 34638 81 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:35:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7684030" target=_blank>#72</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bartholomew's Notes on Religion has a few words on the thread topic:</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer on the EDL and CAN</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep ... Spencer is promoting a book that says the Antichrist is a Muslim.</P> 
<P>I'm beyond being surprised at anything that comes out about Spencer. He's 
involved with really bad people, and really bad causes, and now he's posting 
comments at a site that openly threatens me with violence on a regular basis, 
and has even threatened the President of the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684053 34638 90 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:38:50pm  
 
<P>There are lots more comments at the stalker site that threaten Obama, by the 
way -- or that express wishes he would die by some unnamed agent. I only posted 
the most recent one. It's not hard at all to find threats of violence there, 
against anyone who they think is an enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684061 34638 96 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7684057" target=_blank>#93</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did apologize, and Obama accepted (after letting Rahm take the initial 
call), so why the hell is he going on TV to discuss it further?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because, in my opinion, the whole thing was orchestrated and planned. But it 
really backfired on them, and now the GOP is desperately trying to salvage 
something out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684073 34638 106 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:46:57pm  
 



<P>Hannity's going after Cass Sunstein now.</P> 
<P>We've entered an age when there isn't just one Joseph McCarthy -- there's a 
whole cable network full of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684082 34638 113 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7684065" target=_blank>#99</A> code red 
21</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am really curious as to why you think this was a planned 
event?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It stinks of being planned. The guy who shouted is on the take from insurance 
companies and medical profession advocacy groups. They looked at the current 
climate and thought they could score some political points by having one of 
their puppets heckle the President.</P> 
<P>There's very little happening in that room that hasn't been thoroughly 
planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684100 34638 129 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 6:54:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7684091" target=_blank>#120</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, seriously. That's what I think, because I know how politics works, and I 
know that there's very little a politician does that isn't carefully 
planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684148 34638 172 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:05:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7684130" target=_blank>#154</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I'll also posit that sometimes politicians lose control. Nixon's 1962 CA 
gubernatorial defeat-speech has always seemed to be something of a meltdown to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, they do lose control. They're human beings. And some of them get drunk 
on power and do incredibly stupid things. See: Mark Sanford.</P> 
<P>But most people have no idea how carefully scripted every action of a major 
politician is. There's big money at stake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684163 34638 186 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:09:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7684156" target=_blank>#179</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you do think President Obama planned the comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, in my opinion it was planned.</P> 
<P>The best laid plans often go astray.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684201 34638 224 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7684198" target=_blank>#221</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been wondering too. Why does he have Hot Air and Free Republic under the 
news listing. That should be in the center column with the other 
blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's all about the money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684210 34638 233 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:21:12pm  
 
<P>Powerline has announced that they delinked me tonight.</P> 
<P>Good riddance. They've been promoting Eurofascists, and are going completely 
insane like so much of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684228 34638 250 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:24:59pm  
 
<P>How will I live. I'm being drummed out of a right wing movement I never 
joined.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7684218" target=_blank>#240</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your traffic will increase with the numbers of people now wondering what 
you're up to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never posted a single article at LGF in order to increase my traffic. 
Every word I've posted here has been a word I believed in. I couldn't care less 
if <EM>every</EM> right wing blog delinks LGF, it won't change anything I 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684276 34638 297 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7684257" target=_blank>#278</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really think this is coordinated. Every kook in the right-wing blogosphere 
independently deciding that you are persona non grata within 2 days of each 
other, well after RS made his sick side known?</P> 
<P>Yeah right, dry that out and you can fertilize the lawn with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does have the feeling of a coordinated effort. I think the word has 
gone out.</P> 
<P>I'm a <EM>baaad</EM> conservative, and I must be punished.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684287 34638 308 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:34:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7684265" target=_blank>#286</A> Mike 
Nargizian</EM></P> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684328 34638 349 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:43:27pm  
 
<P>Expect a lot of flounces tonight.</P> 
<P>Powerline has delinked me, but added Gateway Pundit, where you can find an 
amazing amount of hate speech, pictures of the Hitler Youth, Birtherism, and 
open bigotry.</P> 
<P>Good luck with that approach, guys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684336 34638 356 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:45:22pm  
 



<P>What the hell is James Traficant doing on Fox News?</P> 
<P>Good lord. The world has gone nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684355 34638 374 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:50:24pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/7684350" target=_blank>#370</A> OMMAG</EM></P> 
<P>Flounce #2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684365 34638 384 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:51:58pm  
 
<P>I've preemptively flounced Mike N., because I just don't have the patience to 
wait for him to do it himself.</P> 
<P>That's #3.</P> 
<P>Expect more.</P> 
<P>Wheee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684371 34638 390 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:53:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7684367" target=_blank>#386</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Curiously, Gateway Pundit still lists LGF among its "Favorite American 
Blogs".</P> 
<P>Evidently not getting the memo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry, he'll fall in line. He's kind of ... slow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684383 34638 401 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 7:55:24pm  
 
<P>Greta Van Susteren devoted her entire hour-long show to promoting James 
Traficant tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684411 34638 428 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 8:00:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/7684403" target=_blank>#420</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you're still linked on Michelle Malkin's blogroll and at Hot Air, 
too!</P> 
<P>(So you've got that goin' for you. /Carl Spackler)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not for long. Watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684792 34638 786 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:07:16pm  
 
<P>Here's the probable reason for Powerline's delinking:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34212_A_Reply_to_Power_Lines_Paul_
Mirengoff_on_Geert_Wilders" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Never any response to my points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07684805 34638 798 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:12:22pm  
 
<P>Lots of LGF-haters at Hot Air tonight calling for them to delink LGF 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684808 34638 801 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:14:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/796/7684803" target=_blank>#796</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I just read his delinking post. He removed LGF and added Gateway Pundit? 
I started laughing when I read that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Pathetic, isn't it? They're hitching their wagon to a 
borderline illiterate bigot who thinks it's the height of wit to post pictures 
of Obama as Hitler.</P> 
<P>Good riddance. They're removed from my links too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684813 34638 806 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:14:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/802/7684809" target=_blank>#802</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>are we going to have a sept 11 thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684822 34638 815 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:17:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/7684817" target=_blank>#810</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<P>I think I've had enough of this. So long. You'll be happier at the stalker 
blog, I'm sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684827 34638 820 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/816/7684823" target=_blank>#816</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<P>He won't be answering you. I can only put up with so much 
whining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684848 34638 841 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:29:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/834/7684841" target=_blank>#834</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know Allahpundit has been a friend to you, so I hope that remains, but with 
these other blogs- screw them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect AP is under a lot of pressure, and not just from his screeching 
commenters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684859 34638 852 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:36:35pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/7684839" target=_blank>#832</A> Racer X</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*slides Charles a virtual beer*</P> 
<P>Hang in there Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm totally fine with all this, believe me. As I said earlier, if every right 
wing blog delinks me and calls me names, it will have absolutely no effect on 
what I do at LGF. I've never written a single word to get their approval, and I 
have no intention of starting now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684866 34638 859 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 10:42:03pm  
 
<P>By the way, LGF has already racked up more than a million page views for the 
month of September.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686121 34638 907 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:55:59am  
 
<P>And the flounces keep on coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684903 34639 4 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:02:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7684901" target=_blank>#2</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Greta's interview with Traficant was interesting. Don't know what it all 
means yet, but it was interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Traficant is one of the most corrupt, insane politicians ever to go to 
jail. If he is now going to be rehabilitated, it's a sign of how incredibly 
screwed up our politics is getting. He deserves nothing more than to be shunned 
by every decent person.</P> 
<P>I was appalled to see him get an entire hour to spew his 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684925 34639 20 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:16:55pm  
 
<P>We had three meltdowns in a row in the Stephen Barrett thread tonight.</P> 
<P>I was really surprised to find out that so many people hate Barrett with a 
passion. And if you say anything positive about him, they just freak out.</P> 
<P>Makes me think he must be doing something right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684932 34639 26 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:21:47pm  
 
<P>Oh man. Now I'm getting pitiful sad emails from yochanan, saying how much 
he's going to miss LGF.</P> 
<P>For f*ck's sake. OK, I'm going to restore his account, but if the whining 
starts up again that will be the last chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684940 34639 33 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:25:46pm  
 
<P>Creationist governor Tim Pawlenty is taking a dive off the deep end into Ron 
Paul territory. This is a guy who's being touted as a front runner for President 
in 2012.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/27023.html" 
target=_blank>Tim Pawlenty advocates state sovereignty</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07684944 34639 36 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:27:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7684942" target=_blank>#35</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps he can be more direct in his criticisms in the future, instead of the 
"I just don't know what to expect from you anymore. You've changed, man" 
crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I let him know very clearly that I'm not going to put up with any more of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684953 34639 45 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7684948" target=_blank>#40</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/27015.html" 
target=_blank>Whatever you do don't read this.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. The party of cranks. That says it.</P> 
<P>And it's going to get worse. We haven't even glimpsed the bottom 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684958 34639 50 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:36:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7684954" target=_blank>#46</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You take issue with someone thinking that the federal government is 
overreaching its bounds? Or you take issue with the way he suggests states 
rights be asserted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know anything about the history of the term "states 
rights?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684966 34639 57 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:39:41pm  
 
<P>Top GOP politicians are now using language and concepts from the pro-
segregation movement.</P> 
<P>It's getting harder and harder for me to avoid the conclusion that there's a 
very deep undercurrent of racism in all this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07684976 34639 67 Charles Thu, Sep 10, 2009 11:42:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7684973" target=_blank>#64</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That question could be interpreted several ways. The debate about how much 
power should reside in the federal government and how much should be denied the 
federal government predates the constitution. In so avoiding the term "state's 
rights", I'm asking if you take issue with the notion the federal government is 
overreaching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pawlenty and Perry are pandering to the racists and "sovereign citizen" kooks 
with this stuff. I have no doubt at all about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07685973 34639 638 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:58:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7685335" target=_blank>#419</A> BatGuano</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As regards bolivar, and those to come, I will allow anyone the dignity to say 
goodby as long as they state their case and make a dignified 
exit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Dignified exit," my ass. Are you nuts? What kind of dignified exit is it to 
spew insults, call everyone here "sycophants," and call me "childish?"</P> 
<P>If you'd like to flounce too, don't let me stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07685977 34639 639 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:00:40am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">639</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Sep 11, 
2009 9:00:40am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rate onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">0</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
07686049 34639 640 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:22:56am  
 
<P>I reconsidered this, after a note from a friend. However I'm still a little 
astonished that you would defend a post full of insults as 
"dignified."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686037 34640 470 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:19:49am  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail waiting in my Inbox this morning, which is always nice, but 
especially wonderful today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686066 34640 498 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:28:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7686060" target=_blank>#492</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Deucers were also very wound up last night spewing their own hate about 
it. Of course, the bigotry reared its head there earlier this morning as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Email me links to any threats, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686089 34640 521 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:36:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7686068" target=_blank>#500</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hatemail about what now? What did you do? Did I miss any 
blasphemy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of people gloating at me about Powerline removing their LGF link in 
favor of Gateway Pundit. And more people gloating about Jawa Report coming out 
supporting Robert Spencer. Stuff like that.</P> 
<P>Several people seem to be following every comment I post - I got two hate 
mails about my comment that I think there's an undercurrent of racism in Obama 
Derangement Syndrome. They really hated that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686094 34640 526 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:38:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7686090" target=_blank>#522</A> pat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Truther movement is rather mainstream Democrat it seems:</P> 
<P><STRONG>New York reveals demands for new 9/11 probe may go to vote as 
Americans mark eighth anniversary</STRONG></P> 
<P>Read more: [Link: <A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-
1212723/Eight-years-Americas-Muslims-fear-backlash-nation-grieves-3-000-lost-9-
11.html#ixzz0Qtp3zNIZ" 
target=_blank>www.dailymail.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is NOT a Truther group. [Link: <A href="http://nyccan.org/" 
target=_blank>nyccan.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686221 34640 577 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:24:40am  
 
<P>Heads-up to Philip: your comments are completely inappropriate, and if you 
continue your account will be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686296 34640 589 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:37:57am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7686292" target=_blank>#588</A> philip</EM></P> 
<P>I warned you, and I don't give idle warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686370 34640 599 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:50:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7686160" target=_blank>#564</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The official dissembling and excuse-making about the true causes and prior 
mistakes that gave rise to and allowed the terrorist attacks to happen, almost 
immediately ushered in the Bush-Cheney Administration’s egregious and lawless, 
post 9-11 “war on terror” agenda which bore no connection to the original causes 
and no connection to the goal of reducing terrorism and making the world 
safer.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://nyccan.org/Rowley_Doyle_Endorse_NYCCAN_Ballot_Referendum.php" 
target=_blank>nyccan.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that a "Truther" statement? There's nothing in there about the US 
government plotting the attacks - in fact, it specifically says they were 
"terrorist attacks."</P> 



<P>You may not like the statement (I don't either) but I don't see how that 
qualifies as Trutherism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686161 34641 26 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:12:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7686158" target=_blank>#24</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Along with the Powerline thing (which I didn't know because I've never really 
visited there), the guys at The Jawa Report came out of the closet on Robert 
Spencer's side of his eternal feud with Charles. (Well, eternal as far as Robert 
is concerned.) Slightly disappointing, but at the same time, TJR has always been 
a little off its rocker, and I think the record vis-a-vis Spencer vs. Charles is 
clear enough. I don't know why it is that people get so angry at what you do, 
Charles; all that goes on here is sanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. It's amazing that anyone could read Spencer's ranting 5000-word 
insult-laden posts full of lies and evasions, and actually tell <EM>me</EM> to 
stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686171 34641 34 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:15:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7686166" target=_blank>#30</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can add my blog. :)</P> 
<P>/shameless, I know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686177 34641 39 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:16:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7686169" target=_blank>#32</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd recommend that folks take a deep breath and see what information comes up 
before pre-judging what happened.</P> 
<P>There are some local bulletin boards that are suggesting that the main target 
was a businessman (gravel pit owner) that was killed first, followed by the 
activist at the school, as an afterthought. I know, sick.</P> 
<P>It's tragic, but I'd caution those ready to make accusations or pre-judge the 
events and motives to wait until more information comes out. (I'm not suggesting 
you are one of those people, either).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason why people are so eager to jump to conclusions is because they 
think it will somehow balance out the murder of Dr. George Tiller. I've already 
gotten a couple of hate mails from fanatics about this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686184 34641 45 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:17:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7686183" target=_blank>#44</A> 
TwinkietheKid</EM></P> 
<P>I've dealt with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686210 34641 68 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:22:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7686199" target=_blank>#59</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, but after I posted my comments here yesterday about what the FBI and 
Secret Service can and should be doing to investigate threats against Obama 
emanating from certain sites, you wouldn't believe who showed up at my site 
claiming that Charles was misrepresenting and lying about their actions...</P> 
<P>I told them what I thought of the situation - if they indeed banned the 
people making threats great. But the personal attacks have got to 
stop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That shows you how obsessed they are. They follow every word posted at LGF, 
and visit every site I link to, to spread smears about me.</P> 
<P>I think it's wonderful that I've given meaning to their empty, pathetic 
lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686233 34641 82 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:27:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7686206" target=_blank>#64</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles may not always bat 1000- I suspect he'd be the first to say that-
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WHAT?! How dare you! Get off my website.</P> 
<P>/kidding</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686274 34641 119 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:34:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7686252" target=_blank>#98</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a sock puppet?</P> 
<P>Two comments in two years, and you have this gem?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had a second account registered too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686284 34641 126 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:35:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7686277" target=_blank>#120</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With only two posts, you don't get to rely on people "picking up on" your 
sarcasm, which is why I don't believe you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe it either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686457 34641 199 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:10:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7686442" target=_blank>#195</A> Gabriel 
Hanna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of Republicans had a problem, not with the CONTENT of Obama's speech to 
school kids, or the FACT of Obama's speech to schoolkids, but the creepy lesson 
planning distributed by the Administration that went along with the speech. I do 
not think Charles represented the controversy fairly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was absolutely nothing wrong with that lesson plan. The entire 
controversy was ridiculous -- nothing more than a fake, drummed up 
outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07686461 34641 202 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:12:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7686458" target=_blank>#200</A> 
LoafingOaf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a longtime reader of both blogs (I rarely log in and comment here -- nice 
to see my name is still active :&gt;).</P> 
<P>Blogs like PowerLine are hyper-partisan (obviously). I still read the blog 
because those guys are pretty smart and good writers, they craft creative 
arguments, and a lot of what they post is worth reading. But I can never fully 
respect the blogs that are completely "in the tank" for a political party, and I 
get really tired of the way the political blogosphere is so dominated by two 
teams of such hyper-partisans.</P> 
<P>LGF is more independent-minded. There needs to be more prominent bloggers who 
don't feel they have to be "in the tank" for a political party or an ideological 
wing in order to survive as a blog. The right-wing attacks on LGF like to claim 
LGF has lost its way, lost its mind, etc. But I see it as being a more honest 
and consistant blog that has angered the partisans when they realized this blog 
is not a member of the cult. It treats kooks and frauds across the spectrum the 
same. It calls for honesty and fairness towards the current president as much as 
it did for the previous president. It goes after extremism and baseless 
conspiracy theories no matter what side it comes out of. It's not going to 
pretend there's nothing dishonest about those pushing Intelligent Design just 
because a lot of Intelligent Design pushers are in the GOP base. It sees what's 
wrong with a Glenn Beck just as it saw what's wrong with a Keith Olbermann. 
Etc., etc.</P> 
<P>LGF shouldn't feel too bad about those purging it. Consider it an Orwell 
moment, feel liberated, and be proud. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good comments, thank you. I don't feel bad about this in the slightest, and 
it isn't going to affect anything I do at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686740 34641 246 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:29:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7686727" target=_blank>#240</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<P>Since I don't know who these people are, I can't address their claims. 
However, you should be aware that people who are banned from LGF very often lie 
about the reason.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32797_Outing_a_Liar" 
target=_blank>For example</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686750 34641 250 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:33:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7686727" target=_blank>#240</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<P>And one more comment on this. I am going to do whatever I think I need to do 
to keep LGF's comments from descending into the kind of hate speech and madness 
you can see all over right wing blogs that allow comments. If people want to 
think that makes me a "tyrant," so be it.</P> 
<P>It's my name on this site, not a bunch of anonymous, unaccountable 
commenters. People do not have a "right" to post whatever they want 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07686764 34641 255 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7686727" target=_blank>#240</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<P>I'm deleting your post because I'm not going to send traffic to people who 
are smearing me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686775 34641 259 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:42:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7686772" target=_blank>#258</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree 100% with that. And while these guys claim their posts were not 
hateful, I'll concede that maybe they are all lying (btw, there were more 
complaints of banning than the few I linked to). <STRONG>But</STRONG> - I think 
we deserve to know this at least - is it true that you have you really banned 
anyone for simply downvoting a post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you don't "deserve" to know that, and it is none of your (or anyone's) 
business who gets banned or why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686821 34641 267 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:57:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7686819" target=_blank>#266</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<P>I will tell you that if you persist in this line of questioning, your account 
isn't going to last much longer. Then you can go post a comment at Powerline 
complaining about it too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686828 34641 271 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:00:09pm  
 
<P>And now you're trying to test to see whether you'll get banned for down-
rating me, aren't you?</P> 
<P>Keep trying. Eventually, you'll probably succeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686837 34641 274 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:03:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7686829" target=_blank>#272</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You alluded to this post yourself in your deleted comment:</P> 
<P>Do you still think there is a "stupid feud" going on? That it is Charles who 
is "tearing apart an online community"? I don't think this old post alone would 
get you banned (it obviously didn't at the time you made it) but if you stand by 
what you said, I can see why you might feel conflicted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- this is the guy who thought the issue of making alliances with 
fascist groups was "minuscule."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686840 34641 276 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:05:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7686836" target=_blank>#273</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Technical question: The up/down ratings don't refresh automatically. I had to 
reload the page to see what was happening. Is it possible to do that the same 
way the posts are appended and deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No can do -- it would take too much processing time on longer 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686929 34641 288 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:37:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7686923" target=_blank>#286</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<P>In other words, you came in here looking to provoke a reaction, got that 
reaction, and now you're going to feel vindicated.</P> 
<P>Whatever. This has been one of the more pathetic attempts at trolling I've 
seen in quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686968 34641 293 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:50:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7686966" target=_blank>#292</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Piece of work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686980 34641 294 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:53:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7686955" target=_blank>#290</A> kellino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an avid reader of both blogs (since Rathergate) I am not going to take 
sides here, but express some remorse that it has come to this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure I never said anyone needed to take sides. I can't (and don't 
want to) control what you read or what you think.</P> 
<P>But please note -- I didn't start this one.</P> 
<P>And I have no remorse over the way it's turned out, because as I stated 
above, if they're going to defend people like Wilders and the thugs of the 
Vlaams Belang, it's just as well that they don't link to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687105 34641 301 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:28:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7687098" target=_blank>#299</A> Original 
Kolya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being right is better than being wrong. But being able to explain why you are 
right would be better still.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, how many words would I have to write about this before you'd think I was 
taking an explicit philosophical stance?</P> 
<P>This post doesn't do it for you?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34212_A_Reply_to_Power_Lines_Paul_
Mirengoff_on_Geert_Wilders" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687128 34641 306 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:36:34pm  



 
<P>Here come the flouncers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687176 34641 311 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7687149" target=_blank>#307</A> John 
Rohan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But keep in mind that not everyone is a troll that needs to be 
eliminated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, good advice! I never thought of that.</P> 
<P>It must be a complete accident that I've somehow managed to accumulate almost 
8 million comments at LGF, despite being a cruel, paranoid tyrant.</P> 
<P>I'll have to really engage in some self-examination now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687597 34641 323 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:31:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7687548" target=_blank>#321</A> jdwht</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I’ve read Powerline and Footballs most days for the past five to six years. 
While Powerline has moved off too far to the right a few times, I think that 
Footballs has moved much further to the left. Footballs is not the same 
conservative strong hold that brought “Rathergate” to the American 
awareness.Even so, what is a shame is Footballs reaction. My friends of the 
center and right, our biggest failure is to support each other. We forget that 
the enemy is the Left who is truly trying to destroy our country. We tend to 
“eat our own” instead of the enemy. Why can’t we just ignore our differences and 
stand against a common enemy like the Left does?I don’t care how middle of the 
road you are, or how far out in right field you are. Right now if you are 
willing to put it on the line and try to save the nation I grew up in, and fight 
against the morphing of America into a socialist European state, then I will 
stand with you. After we save this great land, then we can argue about who is 
too far right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, that's the thing. I don't agree that the left is "the Enemy," trying to 
"destroy the country." In fact, that's crazy. Get a grip.</P> 
<P>And I have no intention at all of joining with any far right ideologues. 
Period. Not gonna happen, ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687627 34641 328 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:46:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/327/7687617" target=_blank>#327</A> kochsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can sympathize with his view - the "stimulus", GM takeover, Cap and Trade, 
Obamacare, doubling and tripling the national debt... Am I leaving anything out? 
We can hope that the country will not be "destroyed", yet it will certainly be 
irreversibly changed and diminished, in my opinion. Are you okay with all this? 
Do you think that the country will be better off, if Obama, Pelosi, and Reid get 
everything they want??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to go crazy, don't let me stop you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687930 34641 335 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:36:52pm  
 



<P>Hey, John Rohan -- do you plan to just hang out in this thread all day, 
looking for people who bash LGF that you can ding up?</P> 
<P>It's kinda pathetic behavior, you know. But whatever floats your 
boat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688006 34641 338 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:59:06pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689169 34641 350 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:01:07am  
 
<P>Again and again with the long, dramatic flounce-off comments that are only 
going to be deleted. It's a very weird phenomenon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690846 34641 355 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:14:33pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little hater. Flounce away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693263 34641 357 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:57:00pm  
 
<P>And the flounces just keep on coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696160 34641 361 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:05:57am  
 
<P>Another insult-spewing moron flounces away. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697522 34641 363 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:55:00pm  
 
<P>It's a flouncefest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697542 34641 365 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 4:00:56pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697840 34641 367 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 5:56:47pm  
 
<P>Again and again, the long dramatic flounce off comment. I know I'm supposed 
to read every word, and really savor the scorn and the insults, but the truth is 
that I read the opening sentence and then delete the whole rambling mess.</P> 
<P>The "flounce-off" comment is a very odd psychological quirk, and it seems to 
be very widespread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686355 34642 24 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:47:29am  
 
 
 
<P>Just got a hate mail titled "Krauthammer humiliates LGF."</P> 



<P>Because CK wrote an article in which he completely swallows the Truther 
allegation against Van Jones, which is unsupported by a single statement Jones 
has ever made. Sad to see Krauthammer falling in line with the talking points -- 
he's usually more rational than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686378 34642 40 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 10:52:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7686367" target=_blank>#33</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't feel bad, you are in good company. Krauthammer once dissed Reagan for 
being a "hollywood liberal" way back when...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't mention LGF in the article. That was just hate coming from my 
anonymous emailer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686440 34642 68 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:06:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7686426" target=_blank>#64</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking of saying that too. The flip side is that some say we never 
opened it far enough. I agreed with neither of those, however, and didn't want 
to belabor my point.</P> 
<P>I understand that Bush tried his own path before turning to sanctions. I 
interpret (just me) that Obama thought Bush 'did it wrong' and that he had 
better ideas to try. He tried them. They didn't work. Today's Iran is not the 
same Iran of 2000, or 2004, or 2008, or even May 2009. Policy and attitude 
toward it can never be unchanging and monolithic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After decades of experience with the mullahs of Iran, who are utterly 
duplicitous and reprehensible human beings without exception, there's really no 
excuse for believing a policy of "engagement" would have any positive effects at 
all.</P> 
<P>This was pure naivete. And anyone could see it wasn't going to work.</P> 
<P>I strongly suspect the entire reason for this misguided policy was solely to 
appeal to the far left, to get Obama elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686507 34642 115 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:23:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7686478" target=_blank>#92</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we might have to agree to disagree about that. I think the Obama 
administration was hoping the Iranian election was going to change the political 
landscape in Iran. and was holding out for that. If it had, then a policy of 
engagement might truly have a chance. It did not, and Iran's leadership 
confirmed its commitment to its current path. No chance of working with that, so 
the policy had to change.</P> 
<P>One thing the election and the protests, and their vicious quelling did 
reveal is that the country is not monolithic as its leadership. It's just not 
strong enough (yet?) to throw it off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that there are power struggles in Iran has no bearing on what I 
wrote. Of course there are power struggles in a totalitarian society. The 
mistake is believing that the side opposite the current rulers would 
automatically be more positive toward the United States. There's absolutely no 
reason to believe that.</P> 
<P>The mullahs have been playing a shell game with the West ever since the 
revolution, and the West just keeps picking the wrong shell.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07686531 34642 135 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:30:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7686525" target=_blank>#130</A> 
schlagerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't necessarily believe a truther. I just don't know what motive he 
would have to lie. Maybe he is lying just to make the Obama administration look 
bad. All I'm saying is the evidence is conflicting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, it isn't difficult to think of a reason why he'd lie. The Truthers 
were accused of misleading people into signing that petition. Of course he would 
lie to try to counter that accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686546 34642 148 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:35:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7686535" target=_blank>#139</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The red states are revolting...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/27023.html" 
target=_blank>Tim Pawlenty advocates state sovereignty</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tim Pawlenty and Rick Perry (both of whom are creationists) are going for the 
tea party / Ron Paul factions. And they're using loaded terms like "states 
rights" to appeal to the racists and bigots in the base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686549 34642 151 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:36:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7686544" target=_blank>#146</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen any evidence that Van Jones personally spoke out in support of 
Truther ideas or theories.</P> 
<P>But I also don't see any evidence Jones tried to get his name removed from 
the Truther petition even though it was posted on the internet for 5 years with 
the radical Truther agenda clearly spelled out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you also haven't seen any evidence that he even knew his name was posted 
on the internet. Who hangs around Truther sites searching for their 
name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686567 34642 169 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 11:40:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7686553" target=_blank>#155</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no evidence other than the say-so of a Troofer - someone who lies 
with every breath they take, someone who lies about everything, someone who lies 
incessantly, and does so in exactly the way demonstrated here - by manufacturing 
false petitions and lists of signatures by duping or simply by 
counterfeiting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is one thing Truthers NEVER lie about -- the fact that they believe in 
conspiracy theories. They're PROUD of this. They boast about it, and never miss 
an opportunity to rant.</P> 



<P>And that's another big reason why I don't believe Van Jones is really a 
Truther. If he were, he would have said something somewhere in the last eight 
years about it. But there's nothing.</P> 
<P>And ... he specifically said he never believed in Trutherism. In this case, 
I'll believe him even though he's a radical leftist -- long before I'll believe 
the Truthers who are trying to claim him as one of their own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686672 34642 243 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7686643" target=_blank>#223</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes really. What I wrote was not in support of Van Jones's politics, rather a 
condemnation of the way he was hounded out of office. That you read it so 
supports my point.</P> 
<P>While the lunatic Right celebrates this lynching, they have no awareness that 
this has hurt their cause. It would have been far better had Jones remained in 
office, at which point all of the legitimate concerns, advanced properly, would 
have weakened his agenda. But no, it was a blood sport and needed a quick 
resolution.</P> 
<P>And yes, I see a clear racial context, as do very many others. This has not 
helped your side, it has hurt and made Van Jones into a martyr.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anecdotal evidence alert:</P> 
<P>I've spoken with several African American friends about the Van Jones case. 
They weren't angry, exactly -- more a kind of weary amusement that their beliefs 
about "conservatives" and the Republican Party (that the party is systemically 
biased against African Americans) had been confirmed yet again. The words "lynch 
mob" were mentioned.</P> 
<P>Some of you may want to argue that they have no reason to feel that way, but 
the fact is that they DO -- and this episode further cemented their 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686682 34642 251 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:13:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7686667" target=_blank>#239</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would recommend avoiding the term "state's rights", it's just too 
tainted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're using those words specifically because they <EM>are</EM> tainted. 
Pawlenty and Perry know exactly what they're doing by calling up the old "states 
rights" issue -- they're appealing to the bigots among the base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686702 34642 265 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:17:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7686692" target=_blank>#259</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That rather assumes that Pawlenty and Perry think there are enough bigots to 
make a difference, doesn't it?</P> 
<P>Off-hand, how many here think that's the case?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it assumes that Pawlenty and Perry know the history of the term "states 
rights," and are using it very deliberately. As for whether there are enough 
bigots to make a difference -- who knows?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07686728 34642 285 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:26:02pm  
 
<P>Alabama Governor George Wallace is infamous for saying, "Segregation now! 
Segregation tomorrow! Segregation forever!"</P> 
<P>When he came under fire for this, he "clarified" his statement by saying, 
"States' rights now! States' rights tomorrow! States' rights 
forever!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686779 34642 316 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:44:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7686776" target=_blank>#314</A> y0kkles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, where is your post condemning the murder of a pro-life activist in 
Owosso, MI?</P> 
<P>You rightly spoke out against numerous times against the murder of pro-choice 
Dr. Tiller.</P> 
<P>Now that the coin has flipped, will you still speak out against nuts killing 
people who disagree with them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there's the attitude I described in another thread -- there are actually 
people who demand that I cover a story about which very little is known yet, 
because they think it somehow "balances out" the murder of Dr. George 
Tiller.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686795 34642 330 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:47:38pm  
 
<P>There's absolutely no evidence that the killings were related to the victim's 
anti-abortion activity: <A 
href="http://www.detnews.com/article/20090911/METRO/909110400/1409/METRO/With-
suspect-in-custody--police-seek-search-warrants-in-Owosso-shootings" 
target=_blank>With suspect in custody, police seek search warrants in Owosso 
shootings</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fuoss' brother-in-law, Glen Merkel, said the family believes Fuoss was found 
in his office with a fatal gunshot wound to the chest. Fouss' shooting may be 
connected to a financial debt owed by the suspect, who works for a local 
landscaping company.</P> 
<P>Merkel said Fouss has no ties to Pouillon or any anti-abortion group and that 
the shooter just "had a list (of people he wanted to kill) and decided to act on 
it."</P> 
<P>"We're very, very shocked over this," said Merkel, whose sister is married to 
Fuoss. "We can't get over it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686805 34642 340 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 12:50:01pm  
 
<P>The fact that I've received at least five emails so far about the killings in 
Owosso is very revealing. There seem to be some people with guilty consciences 
out there, looking for an excuse to make themselves feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686867 34642 381 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7686865" target=_blank>#379</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do your friends say about Obama's cynical and cowardly silence in the 
face of the lynch mob?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would my friends have anything to say about what is clearly your own axe 
to grind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686871 34642 384 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:21:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7686870" target=_blank>#383</A> 
right_wing2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know I'm coming in way late here, but how, today, could 'states rights' 
continue to be a 'loaded code word' for racism/bigotry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See for yourself:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22states+righ
ts%22+site:stormfront.org&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686880 34642 392 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/7686859" target=_blank>#374</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's some info about Missionaries to the Preborn, the group with which the 
murdered protestor was associated:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Missionaries_to_the_Preborn" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.mhrn.org/publications/fact%20sheets%20and%20adivsories/Missiona
ries.pdf" target=_blank>www.mhrn.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>/Yeah, riiight, shuuure...a real peacable bunch...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Ugly stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686882 34642 394 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:24:31pm  
 
<P>My flouncy sense is starting to tingle again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686910 34642 420 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:32:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7686906" target=_blank>#416</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were an African American and believed that Jones was being lynched, I 
would be PARTICULARLY DEVASTATED by Obama's refusal to defend his appointee from 
what they apparently believed to be a racial attack.On the other hand, if Obama 
was correct to let Jones swing, then maybe - just maybe - Jones was not lynched 
at all.Axe to grind my ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you think you can speak for African Americans?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686918 34642 427 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:34:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7686906" target=_blank>#416</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>You seem to be really pissed off that I related what my African American 
friends had to say about Van Jones. Why is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07686940 34642 445 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 1:42:02pm  
 
<P>It's also possible that the image that was published was cropped from a much 
wider shot, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687017 34642 509 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:04:00pm  
 
<P>My flouncy sense is really tingling again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687066 34642 552 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/531/7687041" target=_blank>#531</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not in the dictionary *yet* ... it means when a lizard voluntarily says 
something akin to "nuke my account here, I can't stand it anymore" due to their 
panties in a twist over Lizards applying truth and reality to both the left and 
the right.Charles didn't used to nuke accts on request, but now he's learned 
that people who make statements like that usually end up being nothing but 
petulant troublemakers full of irrationality anyway... so now he fulfills their 
request.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that says it.</P> 
<P>An interesting and slightly creepy side-note is that many people, when they 
find out they're banned, will then follow up with an email spewing hatred at 
me.</P> 
<P>Which gets them IP-blocked too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687077 34642 561 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:22:09pm  
 
<P>Hate mail count so far today: 21.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687092 34642 573 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 2:24:53pm  
 
<P>Yes, 21 is a lot. There have been days when I've gotten more, but this is 
unusual.</P> 
<P>The majority of them are either gloating over the Powerline thing, or ranting 
at me about Robert Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689204 34642 634 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:16:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/7689130" target=_blank>#631</A> y0kkles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the Detroit Free Press is reporting "Drake attacked Pouillon 
because he was “offended by the manner of Mr. Pouillon’s message,” said 
Shiawassee County Prosecutor Randy Colbry." So you are clearly wrong. He was 
attacked specifically for his beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's right -- he was offended by the signs Puillon displayed of aborted 
babies, bloody, disgusting images intended to shock. I'm not going to attack 
anyone, but those signs offend ME too.</P> 
<P>There is no evidence at all that there was an ideological motive here. He 
also killed a person he had a business dispute with. He had a hit list of people 
he planned to kill. He was an angry nutjob who snapped, not someone taking 
"revenge" for the murder of Dr. Tiller.</P> 
<P>I know you really really want to use this as some kind of "balance" for the 
murder of Dr. Tiller -- and that shows more about your guilty conscience than 
anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689220 34642 635 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:23:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/7689162" target=_blank>#633</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. Do you call giving into North Korea "abandoning naivete" --[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/us-shifts-policy-willing-
to-meet-1on1-with-north-korea.html" target=_blank>blogs.abcnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>...and these sanctions -- I'll believe it when I see it. This administration 
has not earned such trust.</P> 
<P>BTW -- that article has been removed from the JPost for some 
reason...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about North Korea? "Abandoning naivete" is clearly being 
applied to the Iranian situation here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689416 34642 638 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:49:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/7689377" target=_blank>#637</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it is now being reported that the administration is going to have 
unconditional talks with Iran, and is abandoning "artificial" deadlines. It has 
also extended a hand to North Korea.</P> 
<P>It looks like Obama is going to let Iran go nuclear, and focus instead on 
nonproliferation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's just Obama who's letting Iran go nuclear -- the Bush 
administration did nothing to stop it either.</P> 
<P>We'll see whether these unconditional talks ever take place. I doubt they 
will, because Iran will do something to make sure they don't. It's not in Iran's 
interest to ever actually hold these talks -- they're doing what they've done 
for decades and stringing the US along.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689424 34642 639 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:52:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/7689368" target=_blank>#636</A> y0kkles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he held signs of bloody, disgusting images. Notice the verb held. Dr. 
Tiller created such images. How can you be offended by a man holding those 
images, but not take offense to men who create such images?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great. So here we have someone who supports the disgusting tactics of the 
radical anti-choice movement. Lovely.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your statement that there was no ideological motive here is incorrect. Yes, 
he did kill two (almost three) people he had grudges with. One grudge was 
business oriented. The other grudge was ideological. The fact that one murder 



was unideological does not negate the fact that the other was 
ideological.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're assuming all of this without any evidence. But that's not surprising, 
because you really really REALLY want to see this as some kind of twisted 
vindication for the murder of Dr. Tiller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697967 34642 646 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:34:49pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687190 34643 58 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:01:51pm  
 
<P>A classic flounce email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(yadda yadda ... yadda yadda) ... I can not, in good faith, continue to 
participate in a website that is so openly hostile christians. Please remove me 
from your members list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then he doesn't tell me his username.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687224 34643 86 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:15:01pm  
 
<P>Ever notice that people like 'y0kkles' in the previous thread, who come 
screeching in demanding that I cover a story, never seem to manage to scrape up 
the guts to come back and apologize when their assumptions turn out to be 
wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687267 34643 124 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7687265" target=_blank>#122</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They might be tempted. Stop me, before I post again!</P> 
<P>Also, if they just left, Charles might think they had just taken up fly 
fishing or had a baby and had less time to post. He wouldn't know that they had 
left in a HUFF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very important to let Daddy know that you hate him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687283 34643 137 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:41:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7687277" target=_blank>#131</A> 
MisterCookie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just checked in on the powerline comments over there. What disgusting pieces 
of trash. I always thought Charles was a little to aggressive towards the 
religious right - but their actions now prove his point. Charles, you were right 
all along.</P> 
<P>On the off chance Kosh reads this- this is starting to feel a bit like that 
episode Severed Dreams, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't looked. Lots of vile things being said about me, I'm sure. Heard it 
before. Not interested.</P> 
<P>Of course, the fact that their comment thread has turned into a sewer really 
makes my point pretty well, I think.</P> 



<P>If anyone cares to notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687307 34643 160 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7687298" target=_blank>#152</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw this on Fox News:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2009/09/11/census-bureau-severs-
ties-acorn/" target=_blank>Census Bureau Severs Ties With 
ACORN</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politics as usual. And once again, this is going to encourage Glenn 
"McCarthy" Beck to get even more insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687322 34643 173 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 3:52:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7687314" target=_blank>#165</A> 
MisterCookie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But where will we get our outrage now?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, don't worry about that. There's always another fake outrage in the 
wings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687346 34643 193 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:02:49pm  
 
<P>The hate mail just keeps pouring in today. Apparently, I now hate America, 
because I didn't post a flag graphic today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687357 34643 202 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:08:08pm  
 
<P>They're coming in about one every ten minutes. The latest compares me to Dr. 
Strangelove's Gen. Ripper, says I ban anyone who disagrees, and predicts LGF is 
going to completely fail very soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687371 34643 215 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:14:52pm  
 
<P>I've never understood why so many people seem to think the purpose of a blog 
is to be a shill for a political party.</P> 
<P>That's not at all what I EVER wanted LGF to be. In the heat of a big 
election, yes, there will be a lot of pulling for the side you want to see win -
- but to automatically fall into lockstep with every little talking point? To 
refrain from criticizing people who are doing bad things because they're "on 
your side?"</P> 
<P>Nope. Not me.</P> 
<P>This is the reason why I've never attended CPAC or any of those other ultra-
partisan events -- I don't want to be tied to a political party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687386 34643 230 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:19:15pm  
 
<P>(And by the way, I've resisted a LOT of pressure to attend CPAC, from people 
whose names you'd probably recognize.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07687400 34643 243 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:22:27pm  
 
<P>'eschew_obfuscation' is now posting at the stalker blog. I blocked that 
account, along with the other 4 sock puppets he/she/it 
registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687407 34643 250 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:23:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7687405" target=_blank>#248</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably angry at Daddy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687458 34643 301 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:36:12pm  
 
<P>Wow, iTunes 9 is really cool. Some great new features, and a much nicer 
design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687465 34643 307 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7687459" target=_blank>#302</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/09/11/britain.mosque.protest/index.ht
ml" target=_blank>8 arrested at protest outside mosque in 
London</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember when Baron Bodissey posted something a few months ago about how they 
were planning more "direct" action?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687508 34643 346 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:56:21pm  
 
<P>The anti-abortion websites are really going nuts about this double murder in 
Michigan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687514 34643 352 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 4:57:55pm  
 
<P>I've gotten three emails already demanding that I cover the murder story -- 
they all seem to think this somehow excuses the murder of Dr. George 
Tiller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687528 34643 365 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:01:52pm  
 
 
 
<P>Things is, the guy in Michigan seems to have had a hit list of people he had 
a grudge against. There doesn't appear to have been an ideological motive for 
the murder of the anti-abortion activist -- he was just offended by the guy's 



signs. The other person he killed was someone he had a business dispute 
with.</P> 
<P>In other words, it's a murder and yeah, it's terrible. But it's a very 
different kind of murder from the killing of Dr. Tiller, which was an act of 
domestic terrorism specifically intended to strike fear into all abortion 
doctors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687530 34643 367 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:02:58pm  
 
<P>Looks like 'opnion' is now at the stalker blog too. Good 
riddance!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687546 34643 383 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:08:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7687543" target=_blank>#380</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I find protest sings offensive, it's generally because of ideology, not 
the color or the shape of the signs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The signs were pictures of aborted babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687557 34643 393 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:14:14pm  
 
<P>People are now posting spinoff links applauding that asshole Joe Wilson.</P> 
<P>Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687569 34643 404 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:18:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7687555" target=_blank>#391</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been reading over there. What's interesting, is that they complain that 
LGF is obsessed with THEM. Most of what they talk about, however, is how happy 
they are not to be at LGF, and what LGF is doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that -- they mimic my style of posting, including the photographs, 
and use a lot of the same catchphrases and terms.</P> 
<P>And the whole blog started out as a place where that brain damaged freak 
Rodan (Rick Martinez) would copy every single LGF post and repost it there, 
adding insults at the end. It was absolutely blatant copyright violation and 
plagiarism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687576 34643 411 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:20:38pm  
 
<P>Someone just emailed and asked why I haven't been posting anything about 
ACORN.</P> 
<P>Answer: because I really just don't care. If you want a dose of outrage, 
there are plenty of blogs where you can score. Some of them even include clean 
needles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687590 34643 425 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:25:36pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7687583" target=_blank>#418</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm with you on that one. I think most people saw ACORN as pretty corrupt 
anyway so this is nothing new to anyone who has done the slightest bit of 
homework. I'm glad the census dropped them but all the shrill caterwalling from 
the likes of Beck is getting tired.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that the Census Bureau did not drop them because of any wrongdoing -- 
they specifically dropped ACORN because of the political brouhaha drummed up by 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687618 34643 443 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:44:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7687615" target=_blank>#441</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sad to see them go? The reason I ask is your earlier characterization 
of ACORN as "one of the most virulent anti-capitalist far-left groups operating 
in the United States" and its ties to Obama suggests you don't hold them in very 
high regard, to put it mildly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, not sorry to see them go. I just can't work up the requisite 
outrage.</P> 
<P>And the quote you pulled is from right in the middle of a heated presidental 
election, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687621 34643 446 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7687619" target=_blank>#444</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see it as a sign of how unimportant and insignificant ACORN is. They aren't 
necessary or even needed for anything. They simply don't matter and it makes no 
difference. They have no influence over anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687629 34643 453 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:48:29pm  
 
<P>Just heard the sonic boom from the Shuttle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687665 34643 485 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 5:58:19pm  
 
<P>That flounce took a really long time. Bye now, idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687677 34643 495 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:02:40pm  
 
<P>Anyone want to diagnose the psychological problems that might lead someone to 
work so long on their dramatic flounce-off comment, even when they know it's 
only going to vanish into the bit bucket?</P> 
<P>It's a source of constant amusement, but I almost feel guilty for being 
amused, because it's so freaking deranged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07687690 34643 504 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:05:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/7687681" target=_blank>#498</A> 
Cheechako</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm innocent!! Starting with my last post every post is a double. Damm! I 
didn't do anything...I'm innocent!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's only in your browser. Sometimes Firefox gets wacky if you have the Auto 
checkbox on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687704 34643 514 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:10:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7687688" target=_blank>#502</A> Wendya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The credibility of any particular site has generally been of pretty great 
importance around here. Truther sites, far left wing sites and far right wing 
sites generally haven't been deemed credible. Has that changed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think Progress is a left wing site, true. But I've never seen them lie about 
facts that can be easily checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687738 34643 525 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:23:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/7687707" target=_blank>#516</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if one disagrees we should lose our accounts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to flounce too, don't keep us in suspense. Just do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687740 34643 526 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:24:08pm  
 
<P>Looks like we have another flouncer in the wings too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687752 34643 532 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:33:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7687748" target=_blank>#530</A> DailyCOS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So ACORN wasn't involved in the events that led to the housing crisis last 
year? I thought they demonstrated outside of banks crying racism and 
discrimination regarding loans? Banks succumbed to the pressure and gave loans 
to people that couldn't afford them. And what about the voter registration fraud 
in several states? Am I missing something</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you seriously believe that ACORN was a major cause of the mortgage market 
collapse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687764 34643 540 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:39:54pm  
 
<P>Mmkay. Let's just move on to the next far right talking point of the day!</P> 
<P>Wheee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687777 34643 546 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:46:55pm  



 
<P>The anti-choice crowd is desperate right now to paint the murders as 
"revenge" for the murder of Dr. Tiller, and they're not going to let little 
things like reality stand in the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687805 34643 560 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7687802" target=_blank>#557</A> DailyCOS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, abortion clinic attacks and murders usually are lead stories 
with all kinds of hysterical reporting. Pro-life demonstrator murder... not so 
much. Anybody have links on the investigation? Been a bit busy today to follow 
the late news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you don't know the facts, but you're still screaming about it being 
"revenge" for the murder of Dr. Tiller?</P> 
<P>You people really have no shame at all, do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687879 34643 592 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:24:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/7687874" target=_blank>#589</A> DailyCOS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another thing Charles, I wasn't screaming that it was "revenge". If an 
abortionist gets gunned down or a clinic bombed one assumes that it was done by 
a Pro-Life Anti-abortion activist. Would it be out of the realm of possibility 
that a Pro-Life demonstrator would be attacked by a Pro-abortion or to be 
politically correct "Pro-Choice" supporter? Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes, it's completely unheard of.</P> 
<P>Unlike religious fanatics who bomb clinics and murder doctors, which is 
unfortunately pretty common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688264 34643 609 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7688237" target=_blank>#608</A> DailyCOS</EM></P> 
<P>The Census Bureau dropped ACORN specifically because of the political fake 
outrage that's being drummed up by Glenn Beck. NOT because of any 
wrongdoing.</P> 
<P>It says this right in the article - try reading it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688267 34643 610 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:32:21pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"It is clear that ACORN's affiliation with the 2010 census promotion has 
caused sufficient concern in the general public, has indeed become a distraction 
from our mission, and may even become a discouragement to public cooperation, 
negatively impacting 2010 census efforts," Groves wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again, you're misrepresenting a news story. Imagine my 
surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687684 34644 5 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:04:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7687680" target=_blank>#4</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love this song.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole album is great. One of my all-time favorites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687724 34644 18 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 6:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7687714" target=_blank>#14</A> Dekar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone in LA feel the space shuttle land?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was the sonic boom as it entered the atmosphere. Shook the windows in my 
house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687865 34644 79 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7687856" target=_blank>#72</A> Radicchio ad 
Absurdum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2009/09/11/us/politics/AP-US-Census-
Acorn.html?_r=1&amp;scp=2&amp;sq=acorn&amp;st=cse" target=_blank>Census Bureau 
Severs Ties With ACORN in 2010 Count</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, we've only been discussing it most of the day.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>''It is clear that ACORN's affiliation with the 2010 census promotion has 
caused sufficient concern in the general public, has indeed become a distraction 
from our mission, and may even become a discouragement to public cooperation, 
negatively impacting 2010 census efforts,'' Groves wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Census Bureau dropped ACORN because of the political fake outrage over 
their participation in the census. Not because of any wrongdoing.</P> 
<P>In other words, the climate of demonization and fear cowed some diplomats 
into caving in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687873 34644 82 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:22:52pm  
 
<P>I see John Rohan is still hanging out in the Powerline thread, dinging down 
comments that support LGF and dinging up comments that trash me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687898 34644 97 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:29:23pm  
 
<P>The flounce rate is accelerating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687914 34644 111 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:33:38pm  
 
<P>An earlier flounceling came back with a sock puppet a few minutes ago and 
down-dinged the powerline thread.</P> 
<P>They're really worked up into a lather tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687984 34644 170 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:51:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7687982" target=_blank>#168</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In all fairness, some fine former LGFers didn't deserve the vilification they 
received here, either. goddessoftheclassroom to name but one.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you hang out with people who threaten my life on a regular basis you have 
no right at all to complain that people say mean things about 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687985 34644 171 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:52:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7687982" target=_blank>#168</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<P>Are you posting comments at the stalker blog, too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07687997 34644 181 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:56:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7687993" target=_blank>#177</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stalker blog is causing a serious rift.</P> 
<P>Can't we just totally ignore them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I'm finished ignoring them. I plan to expose them every chance I 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688001 34644 185 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 7:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7687994" target=_blank>#178</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lincolntf is over at the stalker blog. He reposted his flounce and is wearing 
the imprint of Charles' boot on his ass as a badge of honor. I wish I could say 
I'm surprised, but I'm not. (I wasn't here for the thread he flounced 
on)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good riddance. That person is a ranting fanatic and LGF is much better 
without him. Like all of the people at the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688010 34644 192 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:00:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7688009" target=_blank>#191</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you did ban Rain of Lead, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688016 34644 198 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:02:38pm  
 
<P>The latest hate mail from a good conservative (bringing the total to 29 for 
the day):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey douche nozzle, how come no post on the anti-abortion (pro life)activist 
that was shot and killed today in Michigan? Where is therighteous indignation 
that a innocent life was taken? What... oh Iknow... it probably wasn't a crazy 
right winger that did it this time.Perhaps it was one of your own that did it. 
Is that right? Am I close?</P> 



<P>And not a word from you about ACORN and their new problems?? What'swrong 
Charles cat got your tongue? The house of cards your preciousObama has built 
seems to be starting to crumble. Awe... that's too badno appointment for you, I 
bet you were counting on a job with maybe...hmm... let's see... I know the 
Department of Misinformation. You couldhave been the Propaganda Czar you could 
have been in charge of "iffyrhetoric." Oh well... maybe another time, maybe next 
time Americadecides to give another Marxist a chance. The people are starting 
towake up Charles... be careful they may be looking for people like you.Just 
through that in to make you a little more paranoid... if that ispossible.</P> 
<P>Seems more and more that people are catching on to your phony baloneyplastic 
banana game, seeing you for what you truly are, a failure,loser, and a liar, and 
not even that good of a liar.</P> 
<P>No regards,Bill</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IP blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688022 34644 202 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:04:53pm  
 
<P>I'm turning off the contact form now. It's been the source of a constant 
barrage of hate mail all day long.</P> 
<P>I may just turn it off for good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688033 34644 213 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:08:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, I NEVER received anywhere near this amount of abusive, obscene, 
and frankly psychotic mail from leftists when I was mocking them mercilessly for 
years.</P> 
<P>The insane hate coming from the right wing nuts who feel "betrayed" because I 
won't join them in the sewers is like nothing I've ever 
experienced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688053 34644 231 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7688049" target=_blank>#228</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He links to <EM>Gates of Vienna</EM> and <EM>The Brussels</EM> Journal at his 
blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just noticed that, and he's now banned. So he can go and whine somewhere 
about it, the sneaky, passive aggressive moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688060 34644 237 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:18:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7688057" target=_blank>#234</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has friends who write in Cyrillic, links to race faqs, spanish nieuw recht 
blogs etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Full-on fascist sympathizer. Pretending to be just "asking 
questions."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688082 34644 259 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 8:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7688076" target=_blank>#253</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you considered a web page with your hatemail? Or perhaps the last 20 or 
so?</P> 
<P>It would expose them for who they are. Amd if you believe that you can judge 
a man by his enemies, then it actually works to support you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exceptionally funny or weird hate mails are often made into posts here. 
Posting all of this crap would do nothing but make the haters feel funny in 
their pants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688174 34644 345 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:01:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7688164" target=_blank>#335</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you still have contacts in the Netherlands it might be good to 
see if we can get a translation of this:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I believe 'kaya41' is the same person as 'yelloman', who's 
exposed the Vlaams Belang many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688179 34644 349 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:02:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7688167" target=_blank>#338</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Schlongers are those obsessed with whether or not Obama's been 
circumsized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, these people <EM>really exist</EM>. I was just reading a thread at Free 
Republic yesterday, and trying to keep my jaw from dropping all the way to the 
floor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688190 34644 359 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7688183" target=_blank>#353</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would his being circumcised prove? I'm circumcised, and I'm a Christian. 
Even if the Schlongers were right, it would mean nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he isn't, it would prove that he's a sekrit Moslem Manchurian candidate. 
Or possibly the Antichrist. Or some other really bad thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688207 34644 375 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:08:13pm  
 
<P>LGF's page views so far this month: 1,224,874.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688239 34644 405 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:20:17pm  
 
<P>Here's a catchy little ditty titled "A Blind Man's Penis."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/7vFFewvHwEY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688252 34644 418 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:25:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7688249" target=_blank>#415</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Haven't you already gone through this? Is it necessary to post it 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688254 34644 420 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:26:43pm  
 
<P>DF: I'm going to delete that comment. It's not necessary. You don't owe those 
people anything at all, and they'll just use it against me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07688288 34644 449 Charles Fri, Sep 11, 2009 9:38:40pm  
 
<P>Obama Derangement Syndrome is just out of control.</P> 
<P>People keep posting over and over that the Census Bureau dropped ACORN 
because of ACORN's "criminal behavior."</P> 
<P>This is NOT TRUE.</P> 
<P>The Census Bureau stated VERY explicitly that they dropped ACORN because of 
the political fake outrage being drummed up by Beck and the GOP.</P> 
<P>NOT because of wrongdoing.</P> 
<P>When did everyone on the right just forget how to read?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689226 34645 603 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:27:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/7689223" target=_blank>#600</A> Middle-
Earth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, those are not good groups at all Sharmuta. But it was a legal demo of 15 
to 20 ppl and there is no way that it is ok for angry thugs ( Hizb ut-Tahrir ) 
to attack them just be course they don't like them. That only ends in chaos and 
i don't think that any of us want that.I am not defending them, but i am 
defending there right to demonstrate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they have a right to demonstrate. But it's a very deliberate tactic of 
these fascist groups to provoke this kind of violence, then scream about being 
victims. It gets them sympathy -- obviously. We're seeing it right 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689231 34645 608 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:33:00am  
 
<P>It's not going to be difficult at all for Huffington Post and the other left-
wing sites to get photos of extremists in Washington DC. The Paulians and 
Birchers are out in force for this one, and there are MANY speakers from 
extremist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689248 34645 624 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:41:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/7689242" target=_blank>#618</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.trafficland.com/city/WAS/camera/9087/index.html" 
target=_blank>DC Web cam</A></P> 
<P>Looks like a good sized crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does look pretty large, but not close to a million people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689262 34645 638 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:50:50am  
 
<P>Just noticed that the overnight flouncer accused me of not covering two 
stories that definitely were covered here -- the book about the Mohammed 
cartoons, and the protests in Iran. In the case of the Iranian protests, there 
were numerous articles at LGF -- lots of coverage.</P> 
<P>These people seem to have a filter in place -- as soon as they see an article 
about something they don't like (usually creationism, because they're usually 
creationists) they just stop reading and assume there's nothing else here. Then 
they attack me for not posting about the stuff they didn't see.</P> 
<P>The derangement is so completely out of control on the right these days, it's 
sad and disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689263 34645 639 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:51:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/7689261" target=_blank>#637</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just impressed that they have more than 1,000 people or so. I was 
predicting the Tea Parties were going to fizzle out but it looks like they're 
stronger than ever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Glenn Beck. Demagoguery pushed by a major cable network. Beck is a major 
sponsor of this event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689267 34645 643 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:54:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7689264" target=_blank>#640</A> yma o 
hyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a pretty sensible report of those street fights in Harrow, with actual 
numbers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/uk/crime/article6831609.ece" 
target=_blank>www.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>Draw your own conclusions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My conclusion is that the fascists got exactly what they wanted -- a violent 
reaction. I'm not excusing the violence of the counter-protesters. But if 
they're "anti-fascist," they should be smarter than to play right into the 
fascists' hands. (Obviously they aren't.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689268 34645 644 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/7689265" target=_blank>#641</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't he start the whole 912 project thats behind the rallies 
today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07689289 34645 665 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:02:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/7689270" target=_blank>#646</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, and the Ronulans. They have a national organization already in place 
from the last election cycle, and they're using it to rope together the best 
that Paul's Bizarro World coalition has to offer, from the Birchers through 
nirthers all the way to neo-Nazis. I won't visit the Stormfront site, but I'd 
bet a box of donuts they're flogging this event like crazy over there, and 
urging the membership to attend.</P> 
<P>It's a repeat of the anti-war demonstrations organized by International 
ANSWER, with a different group of fringers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. Stormfront has post after post about this tea party. They're really 
worked up about it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=
en&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=%22tea+party%22+site%3Astormfront.org&amp;aq
=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And they're also crowing about James Traficant's hour-long appearance on Fox 
News, with a post titled "Trafficant Names the Jew On National TV."</P> 
<P>Traficant is a featured speaker at the Ohio version of the tea party 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689322 34645 698 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:14:53am  
 
<P>The 912dc.org website contains a long list of links to extremist groups. More 
than one of them are now using communist symbology with implied violence -- 
clenched fists and "smashing" stuff.</P> 
<P>Check this one out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://b
ureaucrash.com/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>bureaucrash.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689323 34645 699 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:16:27am  
 
<P>Right on the front page of 912dc.org -- links to militia 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689330 34645 705 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:18:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/701/7689326" target=_blank>#701</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:D8baUjPo36wJ:www.jbs.org/jbs-
community/groups/viewgroup/216-
Birching%2Bthe%2B912%2BRally%2Bin%2BDC+%22Hijacking+the+Tea+Party+Express%22&amp
;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>Birching the 912 Rally in 
DC</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. But I guess we're not supposed to care about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07689336 34645 711 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:20:57am  
 
<P>The Birchers are also trying to get their leader on the Judge Napolitano show 
on Fox News:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.jbs.org/forum/view-postlist/forum-1-water-cooler/topic-27-get-john-f-mcmanus-
on-freedom-watch-with-judge-napolitano-vote&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.jbs.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>They'll probably succeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689338 34645 713 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:21:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/7689334" target=_blank>#709</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are they saying about Gingrich?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They hate Newt Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689360 34645 730 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:30:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/7689355" target=_blank>#729</A> 
irongrampa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When this is all over, I suspect the naysayers are going to be compelled to 
rethink the derision and criticism heaped on Tea Party 
participants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a chance.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As always, I remain unconcerned about any criticism of my 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's obvious that you don't care who you're supporting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689372 34646 14 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:35:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7689365" target=_blank>#9</A> Anthony (Los 
Angeles)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DC Police estimates are at 1.2 million, 450,000 metered at one intersection. 
Somehow, I doubt they're all Birchers, extremists, or fools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not all extremists, obviously. But they're blithely unconcerned about 
the extremists who are all over the place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689379 34646 18 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:36:46am  
 
<P>Can anyone tell me what the goal of this protest is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689386 34646 24 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:39:12am  
 
<P>The "blogger alliance" list on the 912dc.org website is packed full of 
militias, Nirthers, and extremists of all kinds. I don't have the stomach for 



it, but I'll bet it wouldn't be hard to find a few white supremacists in there 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689405 34646 43 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:46:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7689395" target=_blank>#33</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 9-12 project is designed to bring us all back to the place we were on 
September 12, 2001. The day after America was attacked, we were not obsessed 
with Red States, Blue States or political parties. We were united as Americans, 
standing together to protect the values and principles of the greatest nation 
ever created.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, there's no goal at all. It's an unfocused expression of 
general rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689439 34646 75 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:55:23am  
 
<P>Nobody can tell me what the goal of this protest is?</P> 
<P>Aren't protests supposed to have goals?</P> 
<P>It's no wonder the extremists like the Paulians, Birchers, and theocratic 
groups are glomming on to this. There's no clear goal, and no clear leadership 
that will keep out the nuts.</P> 
<P>On the contrary -- they're <EM>encouraging</EM> the nuts. The official 
website for this event has links to all kinds of extremist 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689447 34646 82 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7689435" target=_blank>#71</A> 
NukeAtomrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is someone's support of that goal tainted because Ron Paul, Lyndon LaRouche 
and John Birch activists show up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689464 34646 99 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:02:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7689448" target=_blank>#83</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>guilt by association?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody's hiding these connections. They're right there on the organizer's 
website.</P> 
<P>Yes, guilt by association. If you see all of this going on and do nothing 
about it except look the other way, you're allowing these groups to co-opt the 
"movement."</P> 
<P>I don't know why this is so hard for people to grasp. I suspect it's because 
they either: 1) just don't care, or 2) see nothing wrong with groups like the 
John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689480 34646 114 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:06:20am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7689471" target=_blank>#106</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not right to associate everyone at these protests with the nutters just 
because a small percentage of them are wacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <EM>organizers</EM> are whacked. The "leadership" of this "movement" 
consists largely of Ron Paul fanatics. But fine -- don't look at that.</P> 
<P>And that attitude is exactly why I want nothing to do with this disgraceful 
event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689523 34646 155 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:25:37am  
 
<P>Just turned on C-SPAN and in the first minute of watching I saw signs calling 
Obama a "Bolshevik."</P> 
<P>Other signs: "Impeach Obama the Liar."</P> 
<P>And dozens of signs with the Joe Wilson phrase "YOU LIE." Wilson's a 
hero.</P> 
<P>Another one: "the real terrorists are most of Congress and the 
Senate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689524 34646 156 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:25:56am  
 
<P>Just saw an Obama-Hitler sign too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689526 34646 158 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:26:43am  
 
<P>"End the Federal Reserve - We aren't slaves."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689527 34646 159 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:27:09am  
 
<P>"Homeland Security - Here I Am."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689530 34646 162 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:28:06am  
 
<P>More Obama Hitler signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689535 34646 167 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:29:04am  
 
<P>Now they're showing a woman with her eyes closed, praying fervently, with a 
sign that says "The Beck stops here."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689540 34646 172 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:29:35am  
 
<P>"I didn't vote for this Obamanation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689545 34646 177 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:29:56am  
 
<P>"Obama Lies, Grandpa Dies."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07689558 34646 189 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:31:40am  
 
<P>More Obama Hitler signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689560 34646 191 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:32:12am  
 
 
 
<P>Now there's a car salesman on stage, talking about how angry he 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689561 34646 192 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:32:29am  
 
<P>Obama stoled my bizniz!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689575 34646 206 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:34:07am  
 
<P>The car salesman just said Obama has stolen total control over all three 
branches of government.</P> 
<P>Oh no, nothing extreme about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689583 34646 213 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:35:38am  
 
<P>There are so many Obama-Hitler signs there it's not worth pointing out any 
more. They're everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689591 34646 221 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:36:37am  
 
<P>The car salesman is now advocating a revolution.</P> 
<P>I'll bet anything that he's a Bircher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689613 34646 243 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:42:28am  
 
<P>Just saw a John Birch Society sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689618 34646 248 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:42:42am  
 
<P>"Hitler gave good speeches too."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689621 34646 251 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:43:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7689614" target=_blank>#244</A> jcm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting nic, remembrance for the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_McVeigh" 
target=_blank>departed...</A> and a certain date; April 19?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what that was. Blocked as soon I saw the 
username.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07689668 34646 294 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:54:24am  
 
<P>There's a picture of Obama as Satan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689676 34646 302 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:56:05am  
 
<P>Jenny Beth Martin, who just introduced this idiot speaker, is a 
Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689692 34646 318 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:59:47am  
 
<P>Oh please no.</P> 
<P>Not conservative hip-hop.</P> 
<P>"Are they any right wing extremists in the house today?"</P> 
<P>BIG cheer from the crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689707 34646 333 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:04:11am  
 
<P>Good grief. These guys are pathetic.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7689705" target=_blank>#331</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nirth Certifikit rap!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Un-freaking-believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689723 34646 345 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:08:11am  
 
<P>Assholes incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689831 34646 390 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:34:09am  
 
<P>Good lord. The guy on Beck right now is completely nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690154 34646 406 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:12:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7690103" target=_blank>#404</A> KipAllen</EM></P> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were echoing the words of Malcolm X, supporting a 
Birther who called for a violent revolution.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/268/7473186" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I don't know why you'd be trying to laugh off the participation of the John 
Birch Society -- seems like you're right in line with their 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691037 34646 410 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:27:09pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07689710 34647 2 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:05:02am  
 
<P>They're not even trying to rap in time with their lame track. This is 
painful.</P> 
<P>And they're Birthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689730 34647 8 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:09:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7689724" target=_blank>#4</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about the person with the microphone at the rally saying 'we are against 
Obama and his policies but the Obama=Hitler signs are way over the top. Come on 
people lets elevate the debate and stop this silliness.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen. Nobody cares.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689744 34647 12 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:13:09am  
 
<P>About the National Center for Public Policy Research's Project 21:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=National_Center_for_Public_Poli
cy_Research" target=_blank>National Center for Public Policy Research</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NCPPR's projects include Project 21, a conservative African American 
organization that opposes affirmative action and the minimum wage and has issued 
news releases in support of genetically modified foods. Project 21 has been 
funded by R.J. Reynolds, and it has lobbied in support of tobacco industry 
interests, opposing FDA regulation of the industry, excise taxes and other 
government policies to reduce tobacco use.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689761 34647 23 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:17:44am  
 
<P>VodkaPundit is linking to white supremacist blogger Robert Stacy McCain at 
Pajamas Media.</P> 
<P>Someone just posted the link to my Bircher thread there, claiming I said 
everyone at the protest is a John Bircher.</P> 
<P>Hysteria everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689765 34647 25 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:18:33am  
 
<P>Matt Kibbe is a Naderite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689791 34647 38 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:24:56am  
 
<P>Here's Dominionist Jim DeMint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689796 34647 42 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:26:04am  
 
<P>Some tidbits about <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Jim_Demint" target=_blank>Jim 
DeMint</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>DeMint also stirred controversy during debates with Tenenbaum when he stated 
his belief that openly gay people should not be allowed to teach in public 
schools. [1] When questioned by reporters, DeMint also stated that single 
mothers who live with their boyfriends should similarly be excluded from being 
educators. He later apologized for making the remarks without specifically 
retracting their substantive claims, saying they were "distracting from the main 
issues of the debate." He also noted that these were opinions based on his 
personal values, not issues he would or could deal with as a member of Congress. 
He also favors banning all forms of abortion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689816 34647 51 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:30:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7689806" target=_blank>#46</A> allahTard</EM></P> 
<P>Take your bigoted username and get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689820 34647 55 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:31:28am  
 
<P>So far we've had four sleepers show up and post nasty 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689828 34647 60 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:33:30am  
 
<P>Yep. Glenn Beck is now interviewing a raving creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689838 34647 68 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:36:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7689833" target=_blank>#64</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, an insurance lobbyist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've now heard from shills for the tobacco industry, shills for the coal 
industry, and a shill for the insurance industries.</P> 
<P>Remember, though -- this is a grassroots event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689851 34647 78 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:41:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7689848" target=_blank>#75</A> Blastforth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that the very kind of ad hominem attack you have been decrying 
lately?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689859 34647 84 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:43:22am  
 
<P>"Bury Obamacare with Kennedy!"</P> 
<P>Classy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689870 34647 93 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:47:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7689869" target=_blank>#92</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Which one of the speakers said that? I missed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689874 34647 97 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:48:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7689872" target=_blank>#95</A> Blastforth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>calling someone a "shill" might be considered derogatory. Everyone has 
interests. We all have points of view. They should be repected. The measure, not 
the person is the subject of debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you're paid to represent special interests, you are a shill. This isn't 
difficult to understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689875 34647 98 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:49:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7689873" target=_blank>#96</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nuts. Would be interesting to see the other signs. I'm sure there's much more 
out there in that crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already seen dozens of Obama=Hitler signs, and at least one Obama=Satan 
sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689883 34647 103 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:50:16am  
 
<P>Here comes Paulian John Tate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689893 34647 113 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:53:21am  
 
<P>Conspiracies! The Federal Reserve is controlled by the secret New World 
Order.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689895 34647 115 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:53:45am  
 
<P>Another Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689905 34647 124 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:55:46am  
 
<P>Wow. This guy is a real freak. A stand-in for Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689914 34647 132 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:58:37am  
 
<P>So far there have been THREE Ron Paul fanatics who gave 
speeches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689925 34647 143 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:01:12pm  
 
<P>Amy Kramer is the Paulian who sent around a letter defending the doctor who 
circulated that insanely racist picture of Barack Obama with a bone through his 
nose.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07689930 34647 148 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:02:18pm  
 
<P>I haven't seen one sane, reputable speaker yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689935 34647 153 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:03:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7689933" target=_blank>#151</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not watching, what's the count on "Don't Tread on Me" 
flags?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have to be thousands of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689936 34647 154 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:04:02pm  
 
<P>A sign: "In God we trust, not Obama Hussein."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689943 34647 161 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:04:40pm  
 
<P>This is a real freak show. Even worse than I imagined it would be. The 
Paulians are completely in control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689962 34647 180 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:09:42pm  
 
<P>Another business lobbyist.</P> 
<P>Grass roots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689973 34647 190 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:13:30pm  
 
<P>If that crowd knew Yaron Brook is an atheist, they would turn on him in a 
heartbeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07689976 34647 193 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:13:55pm  
 
<P>Oh no. Please. My EARS! The PAIN!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690028 34647 245 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:27:18pm  
 
<P>That's the FIFTH sleeper so far today. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690035 34647 251 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:29:33pm  
 
<P>Another business lobbyist at the grass roots rally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690039 34647 254 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:31:16pm  
 
<P>Big cheers for Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07690043 34647 258 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:32:13pm  
 
<P>Darla Dawald. Another Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690045 34647 260 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:33:21pm  
 
<P>They just showed a wide shot of the crowd, and that's nowhere close to a 
million people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690051 34647 266 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:34:38pm  
 
<P>Ooh man. Dawald just gave the guy who tried to get her off the stage a dirty 
look that could have peeled paint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690053 34647 268 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:36:05pm  
 
<P>That's five speakers so far connected to Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690074 34647 286 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:42:42pm  
 
<P>This guy, William Greene, is connected to the Minuteman movement and Chris 
Simcox, who is a regular guest on the white supremacist radio show Political 
Cesspool.</P> 
<P>He's praising Joe Wilson for screaming, "You lie!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690092 34647 303 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7690086" target=_blank>#298</A> jmac1492</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a problem with the Minuteman Project? They've always struck me as 
being against <EM>illegal</EM> immigration, but not against immigrants (or 
people in their own countries, for that matter) in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A problem? If you don't think there's anything wrong with the founders of the 
group (both of them) appearing on white supremacist radio shows, I guess you 
might think there's no problem.</P> 
<P>If that seems a little off, you might conclude there is a 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690096 34647 307 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:49:46pm  
 
<P>WOW.</P> 
<P>Look who else has appeared on the Political Cesspool -- an openly racist show 
that often features David Duke ...</P> 
<P>Kathy Shaidle, of the fivefeetoffury blog.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.thepoliticalcesspool.org/guestlist.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.thepoliticalcesspool.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07690106 34647 316 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:53:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7690104" target=_blank>#314</A> JHW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Different Kathy Charles, the proprietor of smalldeadanimals is Kate 
McMillan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right - I just corrected it. She runs fivefeetoffury. And she hangs 
out with white supremacists. It's still a WOW. I had no idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690112 34647 322 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:54:34pm  
 
<P>John Derbyshire was on Political Cesspool too. Jaw now 
dropping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690114 34647 324 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:55:28pm  
 
<P>And Ted Nugent!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690124 34647 334 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 12:58:05pm  
 
<P>Folks, most of the speakers at this demonstration were connected to Ron 
Paul.</P> 
<P>I hope this is going to put an end to the denial that Ron Paul is deeply, 
deeply involved in these events.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690143 34647 352 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/7690135" target=_blank>#345</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the rally over with? C-span no longer streaming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690158 34647 365 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:14:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7690152" target=_blank>#360</A> Cato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>Charles,When Dr. Tiller was killed you were correctly and appropriately 
incensed. I hope to hear you say the same about the anti-abortionist killed. 
Although his murderer seemed to have many problems, the man's anti-abortion 
stance appears to be connected to the shooting and should similarly be 
reviled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this again. Over and over people are popping up to demand that I cover 
this story, trying to find some kind of bogus moral equivalence between this 
spree killer and the murder of Dr. Tiller.</P> 
<P>The facts are not known yet. But apparently this killer had a hit list of 
people he had grudges against. There is no evidence that he was driven by 
ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07690165 34647 372 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:16:02pm  
 
<P>The anti-choice crowd is desperate to make the Michigan killer equivalent to 
Scott Roeder. It's all over their websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690190 34647 396 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:27:04pm  
 
<P>The sign I mentioned earlier ("Bury Obamacare with Kennedy") is now the lead 
item at Huffington Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690195 34647 401 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7690194" target=_blank>#400</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some reason that sign really bugs me. It bugs me more than Obama as 
Hitler. It's almost like a celebration of someone's death.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690205 34647 411 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:33:49pm  
 
<P>Wow. The photos at HuffPo are mind-boggling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690213 34647 419 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:36:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7690209" target=_blank>#415</A> 
harpsicon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why would they do that? What "negative publicity", 
please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the Census Bureau's statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Over the last several months, through ongoing communication with our 
regional offices, it is clear that ACORN's affiliation with the 2010 Census 
promotion has caused sufficient concern in the general public, has indeed become 
a distraction from our mission, and may even become a discouragement to public 
cooperation, negatively impacting 2010 Census efforts," read a letter from 
Census Director Robert M. Groves to the president of ACORN.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690217 34647 423 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7690215" target=_blank>#421</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because Beck is going against ACORN, it doesn't make them a reputable 
outfit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try answering the points I DO make, instead of the ones you're imagining I 
made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690235 34647 439 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:51:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7690199" target=_blank>#405</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really want Charles to highlight the violent character of the murdered 
man's 'anti-abortion stance'? He was a member of Missionaries to the Preborn, a 
radical Christian Dominionist anti-abortion spinoff of Operation Rescue that was 
begun by members of the fringe US Taxpayers Party:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www2.ca.nizkor.org/ftp.cgi/orgs/american/california/bacorr/god-
guns-terror" target=_blank>www2.ca.nizkor.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.mhrn.org/publications/fact%20sheets%20and%20adivsories/Missiona
ries.pdf" target=_blank>www.mhrn.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>A spokesman for the group could not conceal his glee at Dr. Tiller's 
murder:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/CRIME/06/01/abortion.dan.holman/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I <EM>should</EM> do a post about this story. But I'm going to wait 
until I know more about the killer's motivations. I strongly suspect he's 
nothing more than a guy who snapped and started killing people who irritated 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691029 34647 456 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7690875" target=_blank>#455</A> 
fenrisdesigns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, remember that email I sent to my tea party at two in the afternoon 
about that LaRouche video? No response, but the video's magically vanished from 
their site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just hide the evidence and carry on. That's how they roll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691030 34647 457 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:26:00pm  
 
<P>And another whiner bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690257 34648 20 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:59:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7690252" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koskidz have more pics: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/9/12/781096/-DC-Tea-Party-Photos:-
Racism-and-Ignorance-" target=_blank>DC Tea Party Photos: Racism and 
Ignorance</A>I do agree with them that the "Go Back to Kenya" signs are 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely racist, without a doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690261 34648 24 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 1:59:59pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7690254" target=_blank>#17</A> kansas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name one anti Obama sentiment that is not called racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously going to try to argue that telling a black president to go 
back to Africa isn't a racist statement?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690271 34648 32 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:04:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7690252" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koskidz have more pics: <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/9/12/781096/-DC-Tea-Party-Photos:-
Racism-and-Ignorance-" target=_blank>DC Tea Party Photos: Racism and 
Ignorance</A>I do agree with them that the "Go Back to Kenya" signs are 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew this was going to be a bad one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690276 34648 36 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:05:49pm  
 
<P>There are already several photos circulating of people with signs that say 
"We came unarmed -- this time."</P> 
<P>A clear threat of violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690321 34648 77 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7690312" target=_blank>#69</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for pity's sake.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is estimating the DC turnout at <STRONG>two 
million.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Do I hear three?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way. Not even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690324 34648 79 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:18:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7690320" target=_blank>#76</A> Blastforth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The race card is played too often. Give it a rest already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I won't be giving it a rest. Decent people should be condemning it when 
racists say "go back to Africa."</P> 
<P>What's wrong with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690330 34648 84 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:19:59pm  
 
<P>Another jawdropper:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/prettymike/3912484661/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07690336 34648 88 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:21:26pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">88</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Sep 12, 
2009 2:21:26pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
07690345 34648 97 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:23:48pm  
 
<P>Another day, another racist comes out in the open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690351 34648 103 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:24:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7690348" target=_blank>#100</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Bad link...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690363 34648 115 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:26:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7690357" target=_blank>#109</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/prettymike/3912598609/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tin foil hat!</P> 
<P>Looks like a real one too, not a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690385 34648 137 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:31:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/prettymike/3912592961/" 
target=_blank>Obamacare is eugenics</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690438 34648 188 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:46:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7690429" target=_blank>#179</A> jcbunga</EM></P> 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690451 34648 201 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:51:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7690426" target=_blank>#177</A> 
Blastforth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You forgot Abraham Lincoln, who advocated making a new country for freed 
slaves in central america.</P> 
<P>Making stupid comments about Obama's supposed national origin (a British 
Colony at the time of his birth, just like where George Washington was born) is 
stupid but it is not necessarily racist. To call it that only delutes what real 
racism is.</P> 
<P>And, no, I'm not a birther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, right. Saying "go back to Africa" to a black man isn't racist at all, is 
it?</P> 
<P>How can you try to defend this? What the hell is wrong with 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690458 34648 208 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 2:54:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7690456" target=_blank>#206</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>er ...</P> 
<P>there doesn't look like a pause, or punctuation between "this time" and 
"unarmed".</P> 
<P>Color me skeptical, but I don't see that as an implied threat. I do see it as 
an attempt to flip a bird in the direction of those who (rightly) blasted them 
for coming to a rally with arms last time.</P> 
<P>Maybe I am just missing the comma, the hyphen, or whatever. I don't see 
it.</P> 
<P>Those bozos were handed their proverbial heads over their actions last time, 
and I think they are calling attention to themselves saying "hey we're unarmed 
this time", which means something very different than "hey we're unarmed, this 
time".</P> 
<P>The latter is a threat, the former isn't. I just don't see the latter up 
there. I do see the former.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful -- you're gonna pull a muscle making such an extreme 
reach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690483 34648 233 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:03:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7690475" target=_blank>#225</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice attempt over at Vodkapundit, mph. Looks like Mr. Green does not wish to 
open his eyes at this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice that people are still reading every word of every comment here at 
LGF, looking for anything they can use to smear me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690489 34648 239 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7690431" target=_blank>#181</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The paleocon freaks are getting bolder and bolder...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you post a comment at Vodkapundit's post? I didn't see it. Was it 
deleted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690491 34648 241 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:05:45pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7690488" target=_blank>#238</A> kafir</EM></P> 
<P>Someone posted a photo a little earlier of the same phrase on a different 
sign, that does include that comma you seem to think is so important.</P> 
<P>Can't find the picture right now. But you're trying to make excuses for 
something that's not excusable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690495 34648 245 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:08:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7690490" target=_blank>#240</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>OK, I didn't see that Stephen Green decided to call me out.</P> 
<P>Obviously, we have another person here who would rather look the other way 
and not see the racists and bigots he's associating with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690504 34648 254 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7690501" target=_blank>#251</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly he's being passive aggressive at this point. Right, after he Tweets 
the blog and says "sorry no link." He's trying to fan the flames of the lunatic 
to get more traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he's being a prick. Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690537 34648 285 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:23:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7690516" target=_blank>#266</A> JenBee</EM></P> 
<P>I didn't mean to block your account, sorry. Hit the wrong button; it's 
restored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690587 34648 307 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:51:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7690585" target=_blank>#306</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to inject a little balance, there are a bunch of DC pictures at Black 
and Right, and this shows a lot of signs that are not horribly racist. I just 
thought it should be shown that they are not ALL that way.</P> 
<P>One other difference he notes is that there's virtually no litter like after 
the last left-wing protest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are hundreds of these kinds of disgusting pictures already posted all 
over the web. I'm sure there were lots of non-offensive signs too, but it's kind 
of foolish to try to excuse this insanity by saying "well, not everybody was 
crazy." We know that not everybody was crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690618 34648 313 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 4:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7690600" target=_blank>#311</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree. Large scale demonstrations always attract fringe 
elements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>These were not fringe elements. At least half of the speakers at this event 
were Ron Paulians. And the extreme signs were 
<EM>everywhere</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690735 34648 327 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:16:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7690727" target=_blank>#325</A> 
placeholder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is hair-splitting BS. There is no way to disassociate the underlying 
racial undertone of urging an african american to go back to kenya...president 
or barber.</P> 
<P>It would be nice to live in the utopia where history didn't happen, but it 
did, and France and Kenya aren't the same thing. Your argument is the type of 
hypocrisy that completely undercuts legitimate issues this president has.</P> 
<P>-PH</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't agree more. I think it's completely appalling that anyone would 
try to make excuses for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690803 34648 335 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:53:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7690800" target=_blank>#334</A> 
leftover54</EM></P> 
<P>Another one who seems to think this "balances out" the murder of Dr. George 
Tiller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690854 34648 345 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:18:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7690843" target=_blank>#342</A> 
leftover54</EM></P> 
<P>Think maybe it might be a good idea to wait until you have more details 
before assuming this was an ideologically-motivated killing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690923 34648 358 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7690910" target=_blank>#355</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<P>Missed that the first time around, thanks for pointing it out. This seems to 
have been one of those deceptive trolls, planting comments intended to discredit 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690929 34648 360 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:43:22pm  
 
<P>And it apparently had four other sock puppets registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690953 34648 367 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:50:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7690944" target=_blank>#365</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be advisable to lock threads some set number of days 
in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Threads are closed after 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07690957 34648 368 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:51:25pm  
 
<P>And sure enough, someone showed up in the next thread asking why that comment 
hadn't been deleted yet. Registered on the same day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691062 34648 389 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7691060" target=_blank>#388</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<P>If you're getting tired of having an LGF account, let me know. You got a 
second chance. You won't get a third.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690548 34649 6 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:29:26pm  
 
<P>Have a look at the Google cache of American Renaissance.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:ihxA0LMhRA0J:www.amren.com/+american+
renaissance&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690565 34649 14 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7690562" target=_blank>#12</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to what you said in the other thread, my jaw dropped that your jaw dropped 
at John Derbyshire appearing at Political Cesspool. Is it any news to you that 
he is a sick bigot? I've known for years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't know that, because I never read Derbyshire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690573 34649 19 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:46:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7690562" target=_blank>#12</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps my argument of guilt by association is not what's called for. But it 
stands on equal footing with Stephen's exoneration-by-association. Yes, RS 
McCain hangs out with a mostly agnostic Jew, is it? But he also pals around with 
a fevered lunatic hater. There... they cancel off, do they? Or is RS McCain a 
<STRONG>really</STRONG> special kind of white supremacist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way too many connections here to give him a pass. Nobody in their right mind 
who was not a racist would hang around with groups like American Renaissance and 
League of the South, or people like Richard Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690578 34649 24 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:47:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7690575" target=_blank>#21</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long do you suspect before someone misreads "Richard" for "Robert" and 
goes off on a whacky tangent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just thinking the same thing!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07690584 34649 28 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 3:49:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7690577" target=_blank>#23</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...I find reports of CJ’s anti-religious rants a bit off-
putting...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that's beautiful. He hasn't actually READ any of these "anti-religious 
rants," of course ... because they don't exist. But that doesn't stop him from 
bashing me, because he's heard "reports" of them.</P> 
<P>And he just doesn't seem to care about opening his eyes to who he's 
defending.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690604 34649 42 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 4:02:04pm  
 
<P>And now Stephen Green is calling <EM>me</EM> a bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690624 34649 60 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 4:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7690620" target=_blank>#56</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're both with each other right now. Or where in the same hotel room. RSM 
just said this:</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, VodkaPundit did a telephone interview with Barbara [Espinosa] -- 
on my cell phone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that special.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690648 34649 82 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 4:20:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7690646" target=_blank>#80</A> Hengineer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks...seems like a backhanded way to do it, but it works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments are scrolling down automatically in Spy mode -- it would be too 
easy to hit the wrong button by mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690650 34649 84 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 4:21:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7690636" target=_blank>#71</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah! Here is the latest from Stephen Green of Vodkapundit responding to a 
poster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he's decided that I'm an "anti-religious bigot," based on ... nothing at 
all, except the ravings of the creeps who are smearing me in his 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690724 34649 145 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7690721" target=_blank>#142</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles writes, "And here: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=452" 
target=_blank>Rebels With a Cause</A>."</P> 
<P>The linked SPLC article does not provide a specific reference. Iirc the SPLC 
has been accused of leftist partisanship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Leftist bias or not, if you ever find something at the Southern Poverty Law 
Center that is not true, please let me know.</P> 
<P>I've been reading it for years, and I've found them to be very accurate and 
honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690730 34649 150 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7690723" target=_blank>#144</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So. I've been gone for ten days. Found my dream house on the Maine coast. 
Kept monastic silence for three whole days. Bought a new left-handed .308 cal. 
Savage hunter with scope for a song. Haven't had wireless the whole time.</P> 
<P>So, how many flounces did I miss?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite a few today, including one outright racist who talked about taking up a 
collection to send Maxine Waters and Cynthia McKinney "back to 
Africa."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690741 34649 159 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:26:19pm  
 
<P>Notice the similarity between Stephen Green's response to this issue and that 
idiot at American Thinker's response to the Jerome Corsi stuff I posted -- 
neither one of them cares at all that they're supporting people with links to 
white supremacist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690763 34649 176 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:36:21pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690766 34649 179 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:37:57pm  
 
<P>Anyone who could read what I posted above, and then decide it's <EM>me</EM> 
who's in the wrong here -- well, good riddance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690779 34649 191 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:42:45pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P> 
<P>Another Peter Sinclair video just came out.</P> 
<P>I'm about to be a very bad conservative again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690783 34649 194 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:44:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7690773" target=_blank>#185</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really love all these personal responsibility types who can't take 
responsibility for themselves enough to just not log in to LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's very important to them to let Daddy know how much they hate 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690799 34649 210 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 5:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7690790" target=_blank>#201</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes folks...this just in...Charles is not the father of anyone who posts 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't be so sure about that -- I was a touring musician for a lot of 
years.</P> 
<P>Ba-dum-bump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690943 34649 247 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7690851" target=_blank>#243</A> sunshine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, check out the 331 post next thread down. Wondering why this has been 
allowed to stay up so long?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because I didn't see it?</P> 
<P>Or maybe you think I'm watching every comment posted at LGF?</P> 
<P>Where have you been, by the way? There's a report button on comments like 
that, and it takes one click to let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691131 34649 250 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7691032" target=_blank>#249</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posted over there - I assume it will get past moderation -</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need any more evidence of how deranged those people are, just go look 
at what's being posted now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691374 34649 255 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:04:44pm  
 
<P>And another flouncer heard from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690849 34650 5 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:15:39pm  
 
<P>They're still flouncing in the Powerline thread, amazingly 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690886 34650 30 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:28:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7690871" target=_blank>#17</A> garycooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AGW is very false. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. But you go ahead and pick and choose which science you want to 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07690899 34650 40 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:32:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7690884" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'm getting a strong "fake" reading on that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690908 34650 48 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:36:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7690904" target=_blank>#44</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Screw "clever" -- I want blood, guts, fire and fury in my 
music.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, you do realize this album is for kids, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690947 34650 71 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 6:49:21pm  
 
<P>We have some really sneaky f*cks showing up now. Planting antisemitic 
comments buried in the middle of seemingly reasonable comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07690990 34650 98 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:07:09pm  
 
<P>An interesting little episode of attempted trickery just took place, 
folks.</P> 
<P>Someone came in and posted several reasonable-sounding comments, then posted 
another long comment that also sounded reasonable and sane -- except that buried 
in the middle of it was the line "those whiny Jews and their holocaust."</P> 
<P>Almost immediately following that, another account (registered on the same 
day) posted a comment in another thread asking why I hadn't deleted that comment 
yet.</P> 
<P>Keep your eyes open. There's funny business going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691001 34650 108 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:12:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7690996" target=_blank>#103</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh G-d, that is evil. Nothing quite like belittling history in order to smear 
you. Of course they want to post it and then cherry pick. Totally 
whacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I know why, too. There's a little LGF-hate talking point going around now 
that it's only a matter of time until I abandon Israel. They're planting 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691048 34650 143 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:33:25pm  
 
<P>These comments are currently posted at Pajamas Media, the site that I helped 
create:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>67. Sharmuta:</STRONG>Charles is smart, Charles is hung, and dog-gone 
it people like him.</P> 
<P>Sep 12, 2009 - 8:01 pm</P> 



<P><STRONG>68. Sharmuta:</STRONG>And those rumors and stories about Charles 
improper relationship with his mother is false.</P> 
<P>Lotsa men wear their mothers clothes, don’t they?</P> 
<P>Sep 12, 2009 - 8:06 pm</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no, this is obviously not Sharmuta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691384 34650 189 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:06:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7691368" target=_blank>#188</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>That's pathetic. But it's what you always do - belittle, mock, and boast 
about your ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691394 34650 191 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:08:33pm  
 
<P>There's our first flounce over a They Might Be Giants video! 
Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691102 34651 9 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 7:52:39pm  
 
<P>Man.</P> 
<P>Is it a full moon tonight?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691123 34651 29 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7691120" target=_blank>#26</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen concerts in Central Park that drew well over a million... the 
numbers game is a house game.</P> 
<P>I am estimating this crowd at right about the million mark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691140 34651 43 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:05:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7691138" target=_blank>#41</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is a video purporting to be from today's protest:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Now the youtube poster claims 1.5 to 2 million... yet if you watch the march 
as it leaves its origin and moves down the street, you can see that the end of 
the crowd and the beginning of the crowd are still in the shot.</P> 
<P>I very much doubt that is 1 million people. 100,000 maybe, or perhaps a bit 
more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my estimate too. Around 100,000, tops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691152 34651 55 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:07:32pm  
 
<P>Is there a reason why you folks are hung up comparing this to the Million Man 
March?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07691168 34651 70 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:11:27pm  
 
<P>And now I guess you're a RINO if you refuse to accept phony, inflated crowd 
estimates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691192 34651 94 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:16:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7691178" target=_blank>#80</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Kibbe's a real Naderite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He promoted Ralph Nader in the 2004 election. Is there some other criteria I 
should use for determining whether he's a Naderite?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691225 34651 124 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7691220" target=_blank>#119</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that he promotes a view that is the completely political opposite of 
Nader is a good criteria.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your point is that he was lying about supporting Ralph Nader, just like he 
lied about the crowd numbers?</P> 
<P>Sorry -- he supported Nader for the election. He's a Naderite, no matter what 
his dishonest reasons were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691248 34651 145 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:33:46pm  
 
<P>And now people are actually showing up trying to deny (again!) that the nuts 
were out in force today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691317 34652 20 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:51:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7691287" target=_blank>#1</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>are those images represenative?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This doesn't even scratch the surface.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691339 34652 38 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 8:59:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7691331" target=_blank>#31</A> Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>according tothe NYTimes article I readDick Armey was an organizer</P> 
<P>I don't recall him being a birther, VB supporter or even remotely Paulian</P> 
<P>surely in every crowd 1-2% are kookseven 20% is still not a majority51% 
is</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dick Armey is hooked up with the Queen Bee of the Birther movement, Orly 
Taitz. I suggest you start looking into this stuff before you spout 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07691346 34652 44 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:00:25pm  
 
<P>Amazing. And now people are still going to pretend this is just a little 
nothing we should ignore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691355 34652 52 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:01:42pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691363 34652 60 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7691358" target=_blank>#55</A> yochanan</EM></P> 
<P>You just blew your last chance. That will teach me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691403 34652 92 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:09:38pm  
 
<P>Just had a flounce in the They Might Be Giants thread! Amazing. Accused me of 
"religion bashing."</P> 
<P>What. The. Fuck!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691410 34652 99 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:11:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7691404" target=_blank>#93</A> Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would not have seen that from the NYTimes article. I'd think they would 
love to belittle the people there as "teabaggers" or whatever derogatory terms 
the media during the tea parties - I just did not see that tone from the 
Times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't care to look it up, then don't. But you have no authority to 
spout off, because you're ignorant on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691425 34652 113 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7691423" target=_blank>#111</A> 
Adrenalyn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the attendees (forget the speakers for a sec) are people afraid of the 
government and where they see America going - don't they deserve to be heard 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're being heard, loud and clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691431 34652 119 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:16:40pm  
 
<P>Whee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691440 34652 128 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:18:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7691434" target=_blank>#122</A> Mosse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Will that mean that everyone who is CURRENTLY active in this appeal is 
psychotic fringe? Of course not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. Just the organizers, that's all. No need to worry. Just roll over and 
go back to sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691464 34652 152 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:25:00pm  
 
<P>I just noticed that the Paulians and the anti-choice fanatics seem to be set 
up on the same steps, right next to each other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691479 34652 167 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7691477" target=_blank>#165</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I see on that monster thread at HA about today's T.P... that Charles has 
become the subject of the conversation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so glad I can lend some meaning to their empty, pathetic 
lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691490 34652 177 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:30:05pm  
 
<P>The kooks are REALLY worked up tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691501 34652 188 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:32:50pm  
 
<P>Perhaps I should open registration?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691521 34652 206 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7691503" target=_blank>#189</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He won't get anywhere near it, Tony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Judging from the way the GOP is falling in line with the Ron Paul agenda, I'd 
say there's a VERY good chance that he will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691556 34652 241 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:46:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7691538" target=_blank>#223</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is depressing:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Charles Darwin film 'too controversial for religious 
America'</STRONG></P> 
<P>A British film about Charles Darwin has failed to find a US distributor 
because his theory of evolution is too controversial for American audiences, 
according to its producer.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/6173399/Charles
-Darwin-film-too-controversial-for-religious-America.html" 
target=_blank>www.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That is just sad. This is how bad things are getting.</P> 
<P>It fits right in with the fact that someone read my post about the They Might 
Be Giants video promoting science, and accused me of <EM>bashing 
religion</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691563 34652 248 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7691559" target=_blank>#244</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way that will happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad you're so sure about that. I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691574 34652 259 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:51:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7691529" target=_blank>#214</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perfectly ordinary political speech.///[Link: <A 
href="http://twitpic.com/hgqmf" 
target=_blank>twitpic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, the Antichrist. Where else can you go when you've exhausted the 
Hitler-Mussolini-Stalin comparisons?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691594 34652 278 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7691584" target=_blank>#269</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, sent you some info a couple of minutes ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it, thanks. A long-distance flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691597 34652 281 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 9:57:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7691593" target=_blank>#277</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need to share. May I?</P> 
<P>Some guy over at VPundit just defended Stacy McCain because some of the most 
damning evidence against him was posted at New York Press. So the fact that 
something appeared in New York Press, one is to infer, means that it and its 
source are unreliable.</P> 
<P>Well Stacy McCain has been posted at New York Press. Something he touts at 
his website.</P> 
<P>Why think? Why google? Just get angry at the "Marxists" (you know - the non-
Paulians) and the "turncoats".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm appalled at what's become of the company I helped found.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691608 34652 292 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:01:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7691603" target=_blank>#287</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>and you simply just *know* they are being duped, so you must have the ability 
to read into the individual minds of about 1 to 2M people.</P> 
<P>Amazing.</P> 
<P>all these people are simply ron-paul/sean-hannity/glenn-beck drones, I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh -- the alternative is that they know full well that the organizers are 
Paulians and other extremist creeps, and agree with it.</P> 
<P>Is that better than being duped?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691620 34652 304 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:05:19pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7691614" target=_blank>#298</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there is another alternative: that *despite* some of the organizers being 
tainted, the issues are so big that people simply feel the need to vent, and 
please don't tell me that 1 to 2M "paulians" descended on Washington, DC today. 
That is what I am not buying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were nowhere near a million people there.</P> 
<P>But if you think it's a great idea to look the other way and give your 
support to these people, you're really in a weird place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691633 34652 317 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:09:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7691624" target=_blank>#308</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore,</P> 
<P>I know you took a lot of crap from many Lizards when you first started 
pointing out the lunatics involved in the Tea Party movement. I just wanted to 
say thanks to you for sticking to your guns and not backing down.</P> 
<P>Thanks!</P> 
<P>Racer X</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried to tell you he was right. You didn't want to hear it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691659 34652 342 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:14:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7691656" target=_blank>#339</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Washington Fire Department says 60-70,000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds about right from what I saw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691703 34652 368 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:28:30pm  
 
<P>Wow. There really was a guy with an AK-47 in Washington DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691731 34652 386 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:35:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7691715" target=_blank>#377</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. That was a report from a guy who was following the bus tour. The 
scene of the guy pushing the counter protesters by the bus was in Pennsylvania 
(I think). Those clips were from the tour to get to DC so the guy with the gun 
was probably from a state/city along the route that allows open carry. Probably 
not DC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I watched it again and it looks like you're right. That's from another 
city.</P> 
<P>Still pretty freaking disturbing. He's talking about civil war and packing a 
semi-automatic rifle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692417 34652 414 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:41:31am  
 
<P>So long, haters. Whatever you do, don't look at the extremists who run the 
tea parties. Reality must be kept at bay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693314 34652 421 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:09:02pm  
 
<P>Epic length flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694531 34652 428 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/7694478" target=_blank>#427</A> Eric 
Blair</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever you do, don't look at the extremists who run this presidency. 
Humankind cannot bear very much reality</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you must have been asleep for the hundreds of posts at LGF that did 
exactly that.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691692 34653 12 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:24:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7691681" target=_blank>#6</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>we're talking orders of magnitude in estimation error here...and some people 
have a vested interest in inflating the numbers, of course, while others would 
prefer to see them understated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington DC Fire Department has a vested interest in underestimating 
the numbers? Really?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691752 34653 41 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7691729" target=_blank>#26</A> Grimace</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's going on Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not much. Wassup with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691753 34653 42 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:40:12pm  
 
<P>Now we have people down-dinging this post!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07691757 34653 44 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:41:04pm  
 
<P>nnw59 just went on a dinging spree. Buh-bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691771 34653 54 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:46:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7691768" target=_blank>#52</A> lewy14</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Matt Welch <A href="http://reason.com/blog/show/136041.html" 
target=_blank>says</A> crowd was easily in the hundreds of 
thousands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I have to pick who to believe on the size of the crowd, I'll pick the DC 
Fire Department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691776 34653 59 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:46:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7691772" target=_blank>#55</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to be pretty thick to down ding an article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was running down the front page down-dinging every article as fast as he 
could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691790 34653 69 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:49:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7691781" target=_blank>#63</A> 
westbankmama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also think that Charles has cherry picked the signs that show the loonies, 
and I am confused as to why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not cherry-picked at all, sorry.</P> 
<P>There are hundreds, maybe thousands more similar pictures out there on sites 
all over the web that are just as bad or worse.</P> 
<P>But go ahead and believe there's no problem, and I'm just cherry-picking, if 
it makes you feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691794 34653 72 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:51:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7691788" target=_blank>#67</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is it with the "George Soros paid off LGF" prattle out 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh NOES! They're on to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691797 34653 75 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:52:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7691795" target=_blank>#73</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>careful, he's in a flouncy mood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, it seems to be you who's in a pre-flounce mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691812 34653 89 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 10:58:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7691807" target=_blank>#84</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are about 18 vids from the demonstration today here.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/profile?user=warrenroche&amp;view=videos" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This guy got through the whole crowd, and shows a lot of signs. See if you 
can avoid seeing some crazy by watching a few of them. The point is that you 
can't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's crazy all over the place in those videos. I was looking at some of 
them a little earlier.</P> 
<P>And some of the craziest people weren't in the crowd. They were on the stage, 
speaking into the microphones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691821 34653 98 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:01:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7691811" target=_blank>#88</A> 
westbankmama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, I know what it is like to be lumped with crazy, fringe 
groups like Kach, who show up at protests shouting nutty things at protests. The 
media take pictures of them, and ignore the majority of 
protestors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of the pictures I've posted were taken by attendees. None of them come 
from the media.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of your 60,000 protesters, how many do you think are Paulians? (Not being 
facetious here - genuinely curious)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How could I possibly know the answer to that?</P> 
<P>I do know, however, that at least five of the featured speakers were 
Paulians. Fact. And most of the organizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691825 34653 102 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:01:34pm  
 
<P>Man, the passive aggressive atmosphere is getting a little thick in 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691829 34653 106 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:03:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7691826" target=_blank>#103</A> lewy14</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Welch's estimate is within the range you came up with.</P> 
<P>Thanks - really - I was looking for some confirmation that Welch could be 
right. And I respect quantitative analysis - yours is the most informed comment 
I've seen on the crowd size.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're just going to dismiss the DC Fire Department's estimate out of 
hand? Even though this is one of the things they <EM>do</EM> at every DC 
protest, and they have an enormous amount of experience at estimating 
crowds?</P> 



<P>Oooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691846 34653 123 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:07:47pm  
 
<P>Uh, I'll just point out the many, many times that people were perfectly happy 
to accept the word of the DC Fire Department, when they contradicted the claims 
of International ANSWER. I posted quite a few of those cases right here at LGF, 
in fact.</P> 
<P>But suddenly, they're wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691856 34653 133 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:11:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7691852" target=_blank>#129</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Parks Department will issue their estimate in a day or two. They're 
usually pretty definitive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My own estimate from watching the C-SPAN feed was less than 100K. I'm pretty 
sure that's where it's going to end up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691857 34653 134 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:12:54pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.tribtoday.com/page/content.detail/id/527243.html?nav=5021" 
target=_blank>Traficant cheered at TEA Party</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691888 34653 152 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:19:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7691885" target=_blank>#150</A> 
freedomplow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you have the down ding thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this another pre-flounce comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691912 34653 167 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7691906" target=_blank>#164</A> 
freedomplow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Charles. I told you before that I stand by you and still do.</P> 
<P>Maybe I was getting a little late night snarky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, thanks for that. Maybe you missed my comment -- that person was going 
down the front page, dinging everything down as fast as possible. Clearly in a 
rage. When I see that going on, I'm going to put a stop to it -- that's NOT what 
the rating system is intended to be used for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691916 34653 168 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:30:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, 'kansas' is blocked. I went through and read all of his/her 
comments in that thread, and the stench of racism was overwhelming. I don't want 
that person around here any more.</P> 



<P>Expect to see him/her/it turn up shortly at the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691925 34653 175 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7691923" target=_blank>#173</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry about the downding, Charles. I was checking the rating and hit the 
wrong button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem - you can reverse it, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691946 34653 184 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7691937" target=_blank>#181</A> little 
blessing</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've made that mistake before. How is it corrected? Do I just push the 
opposite ding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, just push the other button. First click cancels out your rating. Second 
click reverses it. Try it and see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692403 34653 294 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:33:44am  
 
<P>Amazing. Now the DC Fire Department is in on the plot too.</P> 
<P>I had no idea Obama's tentacles were so long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692422 34653 296 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:43:36am  
 
<P>Waaah! I don't want to look! You can't make me look! Waaah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692436 34653 301 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:47:42am  
 
<P><EM>Waah! What happened to LGF! Waah! Why are you taking the word of the 
socialist DC Fire Department! You suck! Waah!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692493 34653 303 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7692490" target=_blank>#302</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was at a Phish concert once (I'm not a fan, just had a free ticket) -- and 
they said there were 75K-80K people there. This is what it looked like from the 
air:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://images.starpulse.com/Photos/Previews/Phish-pbi07.jpg" 
target=_blank>images.starpulse.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tech.mit.edu/V118/N34/phish.gif" 
target=_blank>tech.mit.edu...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://www.gadiel.com/phish/uploaded_images/went-783950.jpg" 
target=_blank>www.gadiel.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I remember that was a ton of people. I have no idea what the final number was 
in DC, but I'd like to see some proper aerial photos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That looks very close to the size of the DC crowd. There were several wide 
shots of the crowd during the C-SPAN broadcast yesterday.</P> 
<P>I'm not claiming any "expertise" but as a musician I played in front of some 
really large audiences. At the first Rock in Rio festival, there were over 
250,000 people -- and I could tell that the crowd yesterday was not even close 
to that size.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692575 34653 308 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:11:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7692553" target=_blank>#307</A> Captain 
Jack</EM></P> 
<P>The <EM>organizers</EM> are kooks. No less than five of the featured speakers 
yesterday were Ron Paul followers. Another featured speaker was Amy Kremer, the 
person who defended sending around a picture of Barack Obama with a bone through 
his nose.</P> 
<P>The kooks are running this "movement." Nobody seems to care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697442 34653 333 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:13:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7696644" target=_blank>#332</A> Robert 
Schwartz</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/how-big-was-the-crowd/" 
target=_blank>March on Washington: How Big Was the Crowd?Our attempt to 
calculate the true size of the 9/12 march.September 14, 2009 - by Charlie 
Martin</A>:</P> 
<P>Conclusion: probably well more than 850,000 in the crowd.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.transterrestrial.com/?p=21884" target=_blank>An 
Impression Of The Protest</A>:</P> 
<P>the evidence indicates this demonstration was at minimum still over two 
hundred thousand, and most likely three hundred thousand-plus, possibly as large 
as five hundred thousand. “Hundreds of thousands” is the non-misleading and 
defensible description.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close. All of these people pushing out these absurdly inflated 
numbers are going to look like fools when the Parks Department's official count 
is released.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07691941 34654 36 Charles Sat, Sep 12, 2009 11:37:00pm  
 
<P>I'm guessing there will be one or two posts full of hatred and flounce in the 
middle of the night. That's a favored tactic of the disappointed. That way their 
long dramatic comment gets to stay posted for a few hours while I sleep.</P> 
<P>Don't forget to use the report button if you see one of 
those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692461 34654 411 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:58:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7692295" target=_blank>#277</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is a racist scumbag. That's what people like him do -- 
they dissemble, smear, and lie. I have no interest in responding to him, any 
more than I'd respond to an attack by David Duke.</P> 



<P>I responded to Stephen Green because I thought he might take a look at the 
evidence and realize what a mistake he was making. Oh well, now I know that was 
a mistake too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692480 34654 429 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:08:57am  
 
<P>I'm looking through more photos at Flickr, and I absolutely don't believe 
what I'm seeing here.</P> 
<P>People accused me of "cherry-picking?"</P> 
<P>There are thousand of disgusting signs on display in these photos! I couldn't 
possibly post them all if I spent a year doing nothing else. Racism is rampant. 
Threats of violence. The "tree of liberty must be watered," over and over. 
Hitler imagery everywhere. Death panels, euthanasia, eugenics.</P> 
<P>It's mind-blowing. I knew things were bad, but I'm beginning to realize how 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692483 34654 432 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:11:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7692482" target=_blank>#431</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's worse is that there's nobody to cheer for in that situation. The 
AntiFa creeps are just as bad as the NeoNazis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're stupid too. By attacking the neo-Nazis, they're giving them 
exactly what they want - a chance to play victim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692518 34654 460 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:38:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7692510" target=_blank>#453</A> MacDuff</EM></P> 
<P>Are you aware that the <EM>organizers</EM> of this event are extremists 
themselves? Are you aware that no less than five of the featured speakers were 
Ron Paul followers?</P> 
<P>How do you think this movement is going to "cast aside" the Paulians and 
fanatics -- when they're <EM>running</EM> it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692522 34654 464 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:41:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7692519" target=_blank>#461</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Are you going to believe the commies at CNN?</P> 
<P>But seriously, you can tell that Jim Spellman is seriously creeped out after 
seeing these events all across the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692547 34655 10 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:54:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7692540" target=_blank>#5</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CBS tells its shrinking audience that it's an <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/09/12/politics/main5305732.shtml?tag=s
tack" target=_blank>"Angry Crowd."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're right - it was a very angry crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07692555 34655 17 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:56:38am  
 
<P>Jim Spellman traveled across the country to these events. He attended dozens 
of them. And you can tell he's pretty creeped out by what he saw.</P> 
<P>Of course, he's a commie. So we shouldn't trust him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692557 34655 19 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:58:55am  
 
<P>I notice nobody ever complained that I was "cherry-picking" when I posted 
photos from left wing protests. Nobody ever said this was just a tiny minority. 
Nobody said I was being unfair then.</P> 
<P>Now that it's the right wing oxe's turn to be gored, suddenly the complaints 
are flowing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692560 34655 22 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:00:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7692558" target=_blank>#20</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a conversation with a lefty on a similar topic on facebook the other day, 
I pointed out how vile the left was ant anti Bush rallies.A I shit you not. His 
reply was "Well, Bush deserved it".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to be an excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692584 34655 41 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:20:12am  
 
<P>One of the speakers yesterday, Amy Kremer, National Coordinator of the Tea 
Party "movement," is the person who saw nothing wrong with circulating a picture 
of Barack Obama as a witch doctor with a bone through his nose, and pledged to 
support the creep who did it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34278_Tea_Party_Leader_Backs_Racis
t_Doc" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692594 34655 51 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:24:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7692588" target=_blank>#45</A> joegelman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson seems to be spending almost all of his time looking for crazy 
people</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you seem to be spending all your time ignoring them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692605 34655 60 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:28:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7692601" target=_blank>#57</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to spend most of your time pimping your blog on Charles' 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07692610 34655 65 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:30:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7692606" target=_blank>#61</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this in the spin-offs?<A 
href="http://www.gabbr.com/news/2009/9/12788/Frank-Schaeffer:-Glenn-Beck-and-
The-9-12-Marchers:-Subversives-From-Within/" target=_blank>Frank Schaeffer: 
Glenn Beck and The 9/12 Marchers: Subversives From Within</A>Schaeffer has an 
axe to grind and I think he overstates the role of this new Christian 
Dominionist counterculture in the tea parties and protests, but his analysis of 
that subculture itself is excellent. This has been taking shape for 40 years and 
there are now millions of people out there who might as well have been raised on 
a different planet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He definitely has an axe to grind, true. But don't forget that he was on the 
inside of the Dominionist cult for many years; he may be exaggerating, or he may 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692613 34655 67 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:31:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7692608" target=_blank>#63</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you seem to spend a least some of your time bitching about other people's 
efforts to promote sanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the rest of his time using my website to pimp his blog, which he won't be 
doing any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692621 34655 72 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:34:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7692616" target=_blank>#69</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone pointed out the other day that 8 years of left wing lunacy, i.e code 
pink, bushitler, bush lied people died, and all that other insanity resulted in 
what we have now. The left in complete control of the presidency, house, and 
senate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That claim is complete crap. The Democrats only started winning when Howard 
Dean deliberately shoved the morons aside.</P> 
<P>People promoting this BS claim are simply trying to make excuses for behaving 
the same way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692652 34655 85 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 11:45:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7692606" target=_blank>#61</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this in the spin-offs?<A 
href="http://www.gabbr.com/news/2009/9/12788/Frank-Schaeffer:-Glenn-Beck-and-
The-9-12-Marchers:-Subversives-From-Within/" target=_blank>Frank Schaeffer: 
Glenn Beck and The 9/12 Marchers: Subversives From Within</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a very interesting article, and a lot of it rings true.</P> 
<P>Notice that the first comment posted there is from a religious 
fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07692846 34655 121 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:39:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7692678" target=_blank>#97</A> looking 
closely</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rebuttal:</P> 
<P>powerlineblog.com/archives/2009/09/024511.php</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Powerline is completely full of crap. There were many, many signs at the 
demonstration that used Nazi imagery.</P> 
<P>Probably hundreds, if not thousands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692717 34656 56 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:06:59pm  
 
<P>Racist flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692754 34656 86 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:16:42pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to delete that comment because this discussion wouldn't make 
much sense without having that for context, but please don't post that word 
here, even if it's ***'ed out. It's like a punch in the eye to decent 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692768 34656 97 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:23:00pm  
 
<P>Anyone think this sign is blatantly racist? I do.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3913468972/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692771 34656 100 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:23:52pm  
 
<P>Notice that behind the racist sign is someone with another one of those "We 
came unarmed this time" signs.</P> 
<P>It's a very clear threat of violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692788 34656 117 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:28:02pm  
 
<P>Maureen Dowd was in the chamber at Obama's speech, and is claiming that Joe 
Wilson shouted, "You lie, <EM>boy</EM>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692809 34656 137 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:31:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7692796" target=_blank>#125</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did she claim he actually said that, or it was as if he did? I thought it was 
"as if" which is overblown racism concern trolling. If she's alleging he 
actually said it, then it should be verifiable listening to a 
replay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- I read a distorted report at McClatchy that said she heard 
"boy." Her actual column says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Surrounded by middle-aged white guys — a sepia snapshot of the days when such 
pols ran Washington like their own men’s club — Joe Wilson yelled “You lie!” at 
a president who didn’t.</P> 
<P>But, fair or not, what I heard was an unspoken word in the air: You lie, 
boy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692818 34656 145 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:32:52pm  
 
<P>Look how McClatchy is reporting the Dowd column: <A 
href="http://www.mcclatchydc.com/homepage/story/75338.html" 
target=_blank>Defiant Rep. Wilson: I won't apologize again</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a column published Sunday, New York Times commentator Maureen Dowd said 
that what she heard Wilson shout in the House chamber was, "You lie, boy!"</P> 
<P>"Wilson clearly did not like being lectured and even rebuked by the brainy 
black president presiding over the majestic chamber," Dowd 
wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692824 34656 149 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:33:41pm  
 
<P>That's the last time I ever take anything at McClatchy at face value. What a 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692838 34656 162 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:36:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>Dowd went over the top, as usual, but Joe Wilson has a history of walking 
along the edge of racism. It's not completely out of line to suggest there might 
have been a hint of racism in his outburst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692860 34656 178 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:44:35pm  
 
<P>Powerline's claiming that Nazi imagery was not popular at the tea party 
demonstration. This is just a blatant falsehood.</P> 
<P>I've been looking at photos this morning and I've seen dozens of images of 
signs that use Nazi imagery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692876 34656 190 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:51:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7692871" target=_blank>#186</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/throwingbull/3916124533/" 
target=_blank>Another "We Came Unarmed (This Time) sign.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to see the person who was arguing that because there was no comma 
before the word "this," it meant they weren't really threatening. That sign is 
unequivocal. This little catchphrase is a very clear threat.</P> 
<P>This was another popular slogan at the demonstration. Lots of pictures of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692879 34656 193 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:51:53pm  



 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692885 34656 198 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:53:04pm  
 
<P>Don't quote those comments, please. They're going to be deleted, and then I 
have to delete your comment too. If you want to comment on idiots like that, use 
the 'Reply' button instead, which doesn't include a quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692891 34656 204 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 12:54:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7692888" target=_blank>#201</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or in this case the parenthesis.</P> 
<P>It's pretty simple and I can't see how people don't get it. They're saying 
"next time we come with guns."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously. It's just more of the same denial to try to argue this isn't a 
very clear threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692928 34656 237 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:11:19pm  
 
<P>By the way, please post links here of Nazi imagery at the protest. I've 
already found lots of them, but I intend to rub Powerline's stupid denial post 
(they're claiming Nazi imagery was not popular at the demo) in their faces, and 
as many as possible would be good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692937 34656 246 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7692932" target=_blank>#241</A> 
PSGInfinity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late in the game, Charles. If the signs haven't shown up by now, they likely 
didn't exist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have shown up. I have dozens of them open right now. But go ahead and 
continue denying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692946 34656 254 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:23:53pm  
 
<P>Obama as Satan:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3913474466/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692957 34656 265 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:27:46pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/24683614@N08/3912462351/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692962 34656 270 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:30:27pm  
 
<P>Obama's head on a stick:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/aquaamber/3913696177/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692968 34656 276 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:30:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7692961" target=_blank>#269</A> 
PSGInfinity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perspective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692971 34656 278 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:32:09pm  
 
<P>Calling for a coup:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3912704839/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692978 34656 285 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:33:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7692970" target=_blank>#277</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was truly stupid of Powerline to say that considering the history of this 
imagery showing up at tea parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nazi imagery was everywhere at this demonstration. Even in the C-SPAN feeds, 
you could see Obama-Hitler signs and swastikas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07692987 34656 293 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:35:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7692953" target=_blank>#261</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/isisdc/3915673414/sizes/l/" 
target=_blank>this guy</A> is a fan of some Nazi metal band. He's not calling 
Obama a Nazi but he might be one himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Pelosi is a Jezebel?"</P> 
<P>WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693004 34656 309 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:41:35pm  
 
<P>Obamacare = death.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3912676565/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3913463582/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693015 34656 320 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:44:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7693009" target=_blank>#314</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Another <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/marisseay/3912656655/" 
target=_blank>Nazi sign</A> (not sure if that's a re-run)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a rerun -- that was apparently a popular theme:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/marisseay/3912656655/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/30633840@N06/3916055197/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693030 34656 334 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 1:51:38pm  
 
<P>Another Confederate flag:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/derami/3913525814/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693052 34656 353 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7693047" target=_blank>#349</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good ones but the waffleimages ones won't link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just hit the Refresh button and they'll load. They're blocking outside 
referrals to stop hotlinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693082 34656 383 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:08:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7693064" target=_blank>#365</A> aboo-Hoo-
Hoo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>70k? <A href="http://www.stealthfusion.com/forum/fusion-research/4910-
amazing-photos-9-12-march-washington-vs-usa-today-national-mall-schematic.html" 
target=_blank>heh.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like about 70,000 to me. 100,000 tops. Nowhere near a million. Two 
million is laughable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693152 34656 452 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7693128" target=_blank>#428</A> 
NoWhereAlaska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.examiner.com/x-20909-Columbia-Independent-
Examiner~y2009m9d13-As-many-as-2-million-protestors-attend-912-Washington-DC-
Tea-Party-Rally" target=_blank>Here is a link attributed to the police at 1.2 
million.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those claims are false. ABC News has already issued a statement about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693785 34656 527 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:18:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/7693769" target=_blank>#525</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace is scum, IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Totally agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696149 34656 537 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:03:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/7696106" target=_blank>#536</A> the classical 
liberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that the poster is necessarily racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you insane?</P> 
<P>A picture of a black man with a bone through his freaking nose is <EM>not 
racist?</EM></P> 
<P>On which planet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701562 34656 542 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:11:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/7700571" target=_blank>#541</A> the classical 
liberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It’s repugnant in the same way as showing George Bush with horns or calling 
him BushHitler is repugnant. However you are missing my point, I am not 
questioning whether the poster is repugnant -- it is -- but whether or not it is 
racist. As stated earlier if the image of Obama with a bone in his nose is 
racist then a picture of Reagan in "caveman" garb should also be considered 
racist. Both evoke images of an irrational, backward state. If one is racist 
then both are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are full of crap, and you're trying to make excuses for something that is 
inexcusable. You're either dense, or you're deliberately trying to excuse 
racism.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693182 34657 14 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:37:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7693178" target=_blank>#11</A> Captain 
Jack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if 1,000 people had Obama/Hitler type signs at the DC protest (which 
there were not) I really don't see why it is significant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who are denying the existence of the signs seem to think it's 
significant, or why deny it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693195 34657 23 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:39:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7693185" target=_blank>#16</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's paltry and pathetic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall you ever complaining about similar posts when they were about 
left wing demonstrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693211 34657 37 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:44:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7693209" target=_blank>#35</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe you are misunderstanding my point, which is expanded on in ##16 
&amp; 31.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, got it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693237 34657 56 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:52:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7693229" target=_blank>#50</A> Captain 
Jack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what if a few nuts organized the event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the attitude that's letting these haters and kooks get away with 
co-opting the right wing. Good luck with that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who showed pictures of all the left wing wackos at the anti war or anti bush 
rallies? Who showed pictures of signs with International ANSWER 
support?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same blog you're reading right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693260 34657 74 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 2:56:25pm  
 
<P>And another flounce in the Powerline thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693293 34657 96 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:04:28pm  
 
<P>A novella-length flounce in the 'Scenes from a Tea Party Thread."</P> 
<P>Deleted in 30 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693344 34657 138 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:14:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7693335" target=_blank>#132</A> 
directorblue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it's impossible to know what the motivation of some of those signs 
really is.</P> 
<P>In prior protests, the SEIU was caught with Obama=Hitler signs:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://theblogprof.blogspot.com/2009/08/busted-obama-as-
hitler-poster-was.html" 
target=_blank>theblogprof.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I get it - they were <EM>planted</EM>.</P> 
<P>Snort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693348 34657 142 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:15:26pm  
 
<P>There must be a link somewhere. The flounce rate is accelerating, and now we 
have down-dingers going to work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693369 34657 157 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:21:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7693362" target=_blank>#152</A> Icculus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ratio of people not holding Hitler signs to those holding them in these 
images looks to average around 5:1, however that ratio is skewed by the close-up 
nature of these photos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Find me a photo of anyone denouncing someone with a Hitler sign. Just one. 
Surely if this was not acceptable, there must have been some incidents of people 
telling the Hitler-pimps to get lost, right?</P> 
<P>Find one example of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693394 34657 175 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:27:59pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is ranting away at me like a madman. Four posts 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693420 34657 198 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:38:05pm  
 
<P>Note:</P> 
<P>This is just a quick glimpse at SOME of the Nazi imagery. There's a lot 
more.</P> 
<P>But there was also an absolutely incredible amount of other hateful imagery 
on display. Dead babies. Birthers. Constant comparisons to Communist mass 
murderers. New World Order. Calls for a coup. Threats of violence ("We came 
unarmed ... this time"). Euthanasia. Eugenics. It goes on and on and 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693431 34657 209 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:40:05pm  
 
<P>An especially ugly one:</P> 
<P>"Stop him now before it's to [sic] late! It's not about Obamacare it's about 
power! When we smell the burning flesh from the ovens it will be to late for us 
all!"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42448313@N03/3913490592/in/set-
72157622224474669/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693452 34657 229 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:44:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7693447" target=_blank>#224</A> DeliLama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People have the <B>right</B> to compare Obama to Hitler. They have the right 
to silly beliefs and inappropriate ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said they didn't have that right?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Straw_man" target=_blank>Straw 
man.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693493 34657 267 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 3:54:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7693462" target=_blank>#237</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Apple's pushing an Iphone update right now that you might want to 
get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Got that one already - it's been out for a few days. iTunes 9 is a really 
great update. Lots of cool new stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693523 34657 292 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7693517" target=_blank>#286</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://picasaweb.google.com/lh/photo/KaC3OgYB82WYYe3suZYhLA?authkey=Gv1sRg
CNvm-K77ssGhdA&amp;feat=directlink" target=_blank>This was parked on the 
Mall.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the group responsible for that truck. Warning: extreme religious 
fanaticism.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://e
ngagingtheculture.com/home.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>engagingtheculture.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693564 34657 328 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:13:41pm  
 
<P>"Abort Obama, not the unborn."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42406957@N04/3912801437/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693572 34657 336 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:15:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7693568" target=_blank>#332</A> 
PSGInfinity</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the interpretation thing in action: I see a few signs cherry-picked 
from a very, very large crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's complete bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693582 34657 346 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:17:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7693578" target=_blank>#342</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/kim_orr/3914184262/in/pool-teaparties" 
target=_blank>Giant puppet!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the right wing equivalent of the Peace Duck!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693585 34657 349 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7693579" target=_blank>#343</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31809_McCain_Signs_Vandalized_with
_Hitler_Stencil" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31817_President_Barack_Obama" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>-85</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a point, or are you just trying to be a jerk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693592 34657 356 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 4:19:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7693579" target=_blank>#343</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31809_McCain_Signs_Vandalized_with
_Hitler_Stencil" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31817_President_Barack_Obama" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>-85</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting connection here. Are you associated with 'mama winger' who posts 
at the stalker site, by any chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693739 34657 493 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:01:34pm  
 
<P>Man, the passive aggressive stench is getting pretty thick in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693743 34657 497 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7693729" target=_blank>#485</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmuta, as I already said, if I was unclear, then I apologize. But just 
because my post was unclear, gives no right to Charles to try to link me with 
some creationist nutjob, a topic I haven't even touched since I 
registered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a reason for it. If you say you have no connection, then that's what 
you say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693760 34657 512 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:07:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7693750" target=_blank>#504</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand there's a reason for it - there's been plenty of nutjobs on this 
blog this recent ear. But I resent the implication that I might be one of them - 
publicly. If you have any reason for doubt, then feel free to check my previous 
posts or whatever, but I don't think its right to intimate the connection on 
this thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, go ahead and resent it. I've told you there was a reason, and I'm not 
just talking about a vague suspicion.</P> 
<P>You answered my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07693777 34657 527 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/7693770" target=_blank>#521</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I make one unclear comment - if there was an edit option on this blog, I 
would change it - and Charles suspects me of being some nutjob.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I already told you there was a reason for my question, and it had nothing 
to do with what you posted. If you want to keep complaining about it, it's your 
choice. But it wouldn't be a wise one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693831 34657 572 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:36:12pm  
 
<P>I won't argue this "Nazis were leftists" talking point any more. It's utterly 
false.</P> 
<P>But it's become an article of faith for a lot of far right wingers, and it's 
impossible to convince them otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693871 34657 592 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:46:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7693842" target=_blank>#578</A> nevets</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2002, LGF was instrumental in getting me to Israel with Sar-El, a 
volunteer program. It was the coverage of the bombing @ Mike's Place, in Tel 
Aviv on the beach, that did it for me. I have since gone to said bar, and it's 
become my second "home" when I go. I chose to volunteer on army bases throughout 
the country. Most of them are around the Tel Aviv area...makes sense since it's 
the most secure section of the country. It has nothing to do with "active" 
duty...mostly mundane tasks that free up others to pursue more important goals.I 
haven't visited LGF for a while...due to a feeling that the site had become a 
little to "right" for my tastes and beliefs.Well...I'm back. And I feel that 
Charles runs an amazing blog that rivals MSM...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you so much for those nice words! Please give the folks at Mike's Place 
my best wishes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694349 34657 640 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:02:09pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694518 34657 644 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:46:36pm  
 
<P>And now the sleepers awake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696681 34657 655 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 1:01:57pm  
 
<P>Another day, another dramatic epic-length flounce deleted. Bye 
now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693851 34658 8 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:42:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7693841" target=_blank>#5</A> medaura18586</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>My only correction is that Honduras was not involved in a military coup, as 
your last sentence seems to suggest you to believe. Deposing Zelaya was approved 
and ordered by the country's supreme sourt and executed by the attorney general. 
He was trying to extend his term limit in flagrant violation to the Honduran 
constitution.</P> 
<P>Idiots and dipshits in the U.S. may of course co-opt what happened in 
Honduras for their own ends.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. The military broke into the president's house, arrested him, and 
deported him, by force. That's the very definition of a military coup.</P> 
<P>Whether it was justified or not is a different issue. That was a 
coup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693855 34658 10 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:43:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7693847" target=_blank>#7</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite true. The "military coup" in Honduras was a fully legal and 
constitutional process. That would not be the case in this 
country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Honduras that may be the case. But when the military deposes an elected 
leader, I have no hesitation at all about calling it a "coup."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693858 34658 11 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:44:38pm  
 
<P>And whatever the case with Honduras, the people with the sign above are 
clearly calling for a coup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693918 34658 44 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 5:59:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7693900" target=_blank>#30</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_coup" 
target=_blank>Wikipedia</A> (delving into semantics here):</P> 
<P>...emphasis mine. The deposition was the very opposite of unconstitutional: 
it was ordered by the supreme court. To us that sounds like an awkward legal 
channel for authorizing the use of force, but it's merely the way the checks and 
balances are designed to work in Honduras. The action was not sudden either, as 
in, a sudden ad hoc response to Zelaya's conduct. It was following the 
procedural script.</P> 
<P>The use of force in and of itself does not render a deposition a 
coup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize that according to the Honduras constitution this was a legal 
action. That's not the issue for me. I'm speaking as an American who believes 
that the military should <EM>never</EM> have the power to depose an elected 
leader, no matter what.</P> 
<P>Honduras doesn't have the legal infrastructure in place to allow a peaceful 
transfer of power in the case of presidential misconduct -- I get that. Instead, 
they have a system that facilitates military coups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07693935 34658 56 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7693933" target=_blank>#54</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*whew* - those are pretty bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693958 34658 73 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:08:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7693956" target=_blank>#71</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are not lacking leadership, it's the base that's gone off the 
rails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of the leadership too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693962 34658 77 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:09:44pm  
 
<P>I think it might be time for a Peter Sinclair video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693977 34658 89 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:14:05pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. We have another raging down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07693989 34658 98 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:17:39pm  
 
<P>The LGF Spy has turned out to be one of the most useful tools in my 
arsenal.</P> 
<P>At least, the most useful tool I've revealed publicly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694000 34658 106 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:19:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7693990" target=_blank>#99</A> Kevlaur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you people asleep during the last 8 years? You can find stories quite 
easily showing the signs people were holding up during W's 
presidency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you asleep while I was posting thousands of articles about exactly 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694003 34658 109 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:20:34pm  
 
<P>Sleepers. Coming out. Of the woodwork. Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694090 34658 190 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:44:39pm  
 
<P>I'm about to resist the fascist Obama regime by broiling up some fresh 
salmon.</P> 
<P>Watch me. See if I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07694101 34658 201 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 6:47:08pm  
 
<P>This salmon is red to the bone. It's commie salmon. And now I'm gonna BROIL 
it!</P> 
<P>Bwa! Bwa ha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694212 34658 305 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:12:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7694208" target=_blank>#301</A> 
southtexas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Far too much emphasis on some minor negatives which are in themselves are 
subject to interpretation.</P> 
<P>Strikingly similar to the evening news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Death camp rhetoric = minor negative.</P> 
<P>Fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694250 34658 343 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:27:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7694239" target=_blank>#332</A> 
offsetview</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is loss of memory on all things bush. He was the root of all this chaos 
in the world and if not him the USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. There's a loss of memory.</P> 
<P>A loss of memory about how vile and disgusting it was when the left smeared 
Bush with Nazi imagery.</P> 
<P>It's gotten so bad that the right wing is behaving <EM>just like</EM> the 
left wing behaved.</P> 
<P>A loss of memory indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694303 34658 391 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:43:27pm  
 
<P>Flounce away!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694306 34658 394 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:45:27pm  
 
<P>Quite a few right wing bloggers are coming out to support white supremacist 
Robert Stacy McCain tonight, despite the indisputable evidence that he 
associates with racist groups.</P> 
<P>Cool. Lets me know exactly where I stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694316 34658 404 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7694309" target=_blank>#397</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any bloggers we should be aware of?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?client=safari&amp;oe=UTF-
8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;hl=en&amp;q=%22stacy+mccain%22&amp;scoring=d" 
target=_blank>blogsearch.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07694334 34658 421 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 7:53:18pm  
 
<P>A motherlode of tea party bad craziness:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/42406957@N04/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694383 34658 468 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:13:15pm  
 
<P>Yes, I did just go there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694579 34658 507 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:04:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7694545" target=_blank>#503</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A friend of mine pointed out a very disturbing thing. The left used all of 
these despicable tactics that we are decrying (rightfully) today, AND THEY WON. 
I can't help but think that some people are assuming that these despicable 
tactics are the path to victory, that if they are as bad to Obama as the wacko 
left was to Bush, they can defeat him.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but while I want to win, I don't want to win THAT 
WAY.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This talking point is complete bullshit. The Democrats only started winning 
when Howard Dean made a determined effort to push out the kooks, before the 2006 
elections. The extremists were a liability, not an asset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694801 34658 513 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:26:47pm  
 
<P>Ultra-lame flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695723 34658 521 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:18:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/7695657" target=_blank>#520</A> 
mulgamutt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"And last but not least, a couple of patriots advocating a military 
coup."</P> 
<P>Except that there was no military coup in Honduras. The ex-pres tried to 
change the rules for his own gain. Even his own congress, political party and 
military sided against his efforts, following the constitution of Honduras. The 
ex-pres is a Chavez-wannabe thug that should be out of a job; sadly, the US 
thinks he's the good guy in this situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what do you think they're advocating above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696931 34658 524 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 1:31:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7696557" target=_blank>#523</A> 
prof.young</EM></P> 
<P>And I recommend a course in beginning reading comprehension, Professor.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/44/7693918" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07698996 34658 527 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:16:16pm  
 
<P>Another epic flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707507 34658 529 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7707505" target=_blank>#528</A> BurtB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please explain how the military, following the orders of the Supreme court of 
Honduras, replacing the president of Honduras with a member of his political 
party, is a coup?</P> 
<P>I thought a coup was one side violently overthrowing the government to 
install their people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since in the United States the military doesn't have the power to 
depose a President by legal means, exactly what do you think the people in that 
photograph are advocating?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694397 34659 4 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:17:11pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6Lj42jQmuj4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694434 34659 26 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:28:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7694429" target=_blank>#21</A> brent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wtf are climate deniers? that just grates on my ears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're people who deny that the Earth's climate is warming, despite the 
overwhelming scientific evidence that it is, and that humans are 
responsible.</P> 
<P>You'll probably see some of them in this thread in a little 
while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694439 34659 29 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:29:00pm  
 
<P>Oops! I mean, you can already see one of them in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694443 34659 33 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:29:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7694399" target=_blank>#5</A> Mad Al-
Jaffee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never asked anything like this before on this blog, but Charles can you 
please post something about Norman Borlaug? I can send you some links about him 



if you want to. The guy revolutionized agriculture and saved a billion 
lives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll post a memorial thread tomorrow. Remind me if you don't see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694467 34659 51 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7694464" target=_blank>#49</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Show us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694552 34659 121 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 8:56:01pm  
 
<P>The sneaky down-dingers are winning on the 'No Nazi Imagery?' post, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>They've been filtering in all day and down-dinging that thread, because they 
don't want anyone to think it's important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694629 34659 185 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:22:48pm  
 
<P>OT: It's really bizarre how many right wing bloggers are stepping up to 
defend Robert Stacy McCain, even though his connections to white supremacist and 
racist groups are undeniable.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is receding away from me at the speed of light, 
and all I can say is good riddance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694703 34659 255 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:46:12pm  
 
<P>The story of McCain's departure from the Washington Times:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://g
eorgearchibald.typepad.com/george_archibald/2007/08/breakup-at-the-
.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>GEORGE ARCHIBALD: BREAKUP AT THE 
WASHINGTON TIMES?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FishbowlDC, an Internet Web site of MediaBistro, reported on August 22, 2007, 
a huge blow-up in the newsroom at The Washington Times involving bad-tempered 
white supremacist assisatant national editor Robert Stacy McCain and fellow 
editor Victor Morton, an orthodox Catholic – with McCain angrily resigning and 
slamming his way out of the building through side-doors where he always went 
every 20 minutes to smoke a cigarette.</P> 
<P>I have confirmed the details of FishbowlDC's account through several 
Washington Times newsroom sources who I trust and with whom I worked for many 
years. These sources witnessed the ugly blow-up.</P> 
<P>I know Stacy McCain, an ill-tempered racist who sat on the other side of my 
desk for many years and carried on loud telephone conversations almost every day 
full of racist and ultra-right comments, and often got into loud verbal fights 
with both reporters and editors in the newsroom.</P> 
<P>I also knew Victor Morton for many years, hard-working night editor whose 
editorial skills in juggling copy and myriad incoming stories at once on 
deadline were marvelous and unquestioned.</P> 



<P>In more than 21 years as a national news and investigative reporter at The 
Washington Times, Victor Morton was among the best and most capable editors I 
ever worked with on deadline –- which is crunch-time as stories are finally 
coming together and the paper is being made up decisions on page-placement, 
photos, graphics, and headlines.</P> 
<P>Stacy McCain, on the other hand, who has run the Page A2 Culture page for The 
Washington Times for many years under national editor Kenneth Hanner and 
Managing Editor Francis B. Coombs Jr., is a friend of neo-Nazis such as William 
A. White of Roanoke, Virginia, and had the favor of Coombs and his wife Marian 
Kester Coombs, who in her own right has a long-reported history of white-
supremacist writings.</P> 
<P>Fran Coombs and Stacy McCain for many years have ridden roughshod over 
newsroom colleagues of all ethnic and other backgrounds at The Washington Times 
with their explosive and vitrioloic racist white-supremacist tirades on a 
frequent basis.</P> 
<P>Coombs, the newspaper’s managing editor and presumptive heir-apparent to 
Wesley Pruden Jr. as editor-in-chief of The Washington Times has always 
supported McCain –- even when he wrote blog messages on the Internet that were 
patently racist, anti-black and anti-Jew.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694709 34659 260 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 9:48:03pm  
 
<P>McCain is a friend of Bill White!</P> 
<P>The neo-Nazi who emailed threats to me and tried to get my home address and 
the addresses of my family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696135 34659 338 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:59:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/7695838" target=_blank>#337</A> 
libertyvillemike</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I don't think Penn &amp; Teller are Truthers, Creationists, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Penn and Teller, but they're not climate scientists either.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and they are just as qualified as Al Gore to analyze the scientific arguments 
behind CAGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly -- they're not climate scientists, and Al Gore is not a climate 
scientist.</P> 
<P>Real climate scientists are in nearly unanimous agreement about the fact that 
the Earth is warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696800 34659 354 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 1:16:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7696792" target=_blank>#353</A> 
garycooper</EM></P> 
<P>Your comment doesn't become any less pathetic just because you make the whole 
thing bold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694758 34660 2 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7694757" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I recall Bill White is serving time. Correct?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's actually free on bond right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694763 34660 5 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:10:53pm  
 
<P>Correction -- still in jail, but the judge ruled he could be freed on bond. 
Prosecutors have appealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694769 34660 8 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7694765" target=_blank>#7</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would the Washington Times keep a guy like McCain around for so 
long?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694826 34660 55 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7694821" target=_blank>#50</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wanna bet this guy is tight with Buchannon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He definitely is. Often posts links to Buchanan's articles, and he writes for 
Buchanan's American Conservative magazine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694832 34660 60 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:39:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7694831" target=_blank>#59</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.93.132/search?q=cache:-_EIpR3-
VYAJ:www.freerepublic.com/tag/by:burkecalhoundabney/index%3Fbrevity%3Dbrief+Burk
eCalhounDabney&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>74.125.93.132...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks as if all of his articles at Freak Republic have been 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694844 34660 70 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:44:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7694837" target=_blank>#63</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were they? I didn't look and just posted the link. Was in the middle of 
searching other things. Are they recoverable through Internet 
Archive?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20010610000303/http://www.freerepublic.com/foru
m/a3b1c46ee5812.htm" target=_blank>California's "White Out" (my 
title)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694848 34660 74 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:46:17pm  
 



<P>In the list of McCain's articles at FR, there's a link to American 
Renaissance (a blatant hate site) and one to Bill White's neo-Nazi site 
Overthrow.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694850 34660 76 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:47:12pm  
 
<P>Here they are:</P> 
<P>Slavery Reparations DebateMay 24, 2001 7:07:16 AM PDT · by BurkeCalhounDabney 
· 3+ viewsAmerican Renaissance ^ %P% May 24, 2001</P> 
<P>Independent Challenges Maryland GOP on Gun Rights (my title)May 18, 2001 
10:11:49 AM PDT · by BurkeCalhounDabney · 7+ viewsOverthrow.com ^ %P% May 18, 
2001 %P% Bill White</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694852 34660 78 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:51:13pm  
 
<P>There are several links to the neo-Nazi site Overthrow.com in the list of 
articles posted by McCain. Here's another:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Communist Teachers Using Classroom Time To RecruitApril 8, 2001 3:56:37 PM 
PDT · by BurkeCalhounDabney · 13+ viewsLSN/Overthrow.com ^ %P% April 7, 2001 %P% 
LSN Staff</P> 
<P>Communist Teachers Using Classroom Time To Recruit As If You Needed A Reason 
To Be Against Public Schooling 4/7/01 3:50:23 PM LSN Staff New York, NY -- 
Members of the radical communist Progressive Labor Party who teach in New York's 
and Chicago's Public Schools have been using classroom time to recruit students 
into the organization and sell students Communist newspapers. Moises Bernal and 
Carol Caref, members of the PLP, were recently fired from their jobs at Chicago 
Vocational Career Academy after it was discovered they were using their position 
to take their classes on "field trips" to Communist rallies -- 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694854 34660 80 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:52:53pm  
 
<P>By the way -- absolutely no one could ever look at Overthrow.com and have ANY 
doubt at all that it was a neo-Nazi site.</P> 
<P>And the same goes for American Renaissance. The hate is right out in the 
open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694856 34660 82 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:55:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7694839" target=_blank>#65</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Googling "Bill White" + "Robert Stacy McCain"...</P> 
<P>LGF is now the first result.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that was fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07694859 34660 85 Charles Sun, Sep 13, 2009 10:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7694853" target=_blank>#79</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should I post the link? Dont want to send traffic to his personal site, but 
there could be some interesting stuff here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Go to Google and search for:</P> 
<P>cache:[site URL]</P> 
<P>That will give you a link to Google's cached copy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695793 34660 144 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:30:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7695600" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Thunderhart</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RS McCain's writings and friends are extreme and nutty and I hope he is 
indeed gone from the Washington Times, but Charles, the George Archibald link 
you posted is reporting from "August 22, 2007," NOT 2009.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... did you notice that the date is right there in the quote I posted? Not 
sure what your point is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698014 34660 152 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:47:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7697935" target=_blank>#150</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never heard of Larison, but I feel like I know him well enough 
already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you do know him. He's running in the same circles as Robert Stacy 
McCain.</P> 
<P>iceweasel: you need to inform yourself a little better about this guy. He's 
not someone you should support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708448 34660 159 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:55:23am  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun with the bigots.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695743 34662 12 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:21:29am  
 
<P>Note: I'm removing all links to Pajamas Media from LGF, after they decided to 
feature a white supremacist's article as their lead story today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695753 34662 20 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:22:37am  
 
<P>The down-dingers are working fast today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695765 34662 29 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:24:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7695756" target=_blank>#22</A> 
johnnygriswold</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Type "fist logo" in Google ... Are all of the logos that come up also lifted 
from the PLP logo?</P> 
<P>Make no mistake, I think Beck is an idiot, but this is a stretch in my 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not a stretch at all. Even the color is exactly the same. It's directly 
lifted from the PLP logo, with only very minor changes. It's 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695799 34662 59 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:31:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7695785" target=_blank>#47</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck logo.[Link: <A href="http://www.the912project.com/" 
target=_blank>www.the912project.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P> 
<P>Beck logo: [Link: <A href="http://912dc.org/" 
target=_blank>912dc.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695822 34662 82 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:37:08am  
 
<P>There's our first flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695840 34662 98 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:39:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7695827" target=_blank>#86</A> Conservative in 
Liberal Hands</EM></P> 
<P>I have not worked with PJ Media for two years.</P> 
<P>I was one of the founders. I'm not happy to see them featuring a white 
supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695882 34662 140 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:50:46am  
 
<P>Lots of screaming and denying over this one.</P> 
<P>Lets me know I hit a target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695901 34662 158 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:54:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7695897" target=_blank>#155</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<P>What exactly are those photos of people with clenched fists supposed to 
show?</P> 
<P>You do understand the difference between a photo of a person and a 
deliberately chosen graphic logo, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695925 34662 182 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:01:51am  
 
<P>The FAQ from the 912dc.org website explicitly says they're using leftist 
symbols, folks.</P> 
<P>But go ahead and keep denying it, if it makes you feel 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695958 34662 215 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:13:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7695953" target=_blank>#210</A> Elcid</EM></P> 



<P>I have no idea why you posted that, but you're not going to get a chance to 
post it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07695966 34662 223 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:14:53am  
 
<P>Amazing. The same people who scrutinized every logo used by Barack Obama for 
commie symbolism are now saying, "So what?"</P> 
<P>I shouldn't be surprised by this any more, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696003 34662 260 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:26:11am  
 
<P><A href="http://rawstory.com/08/news/2009/09/14/right-wing-blogger-war/" 
target=_blank>Conservative blogger written off after accusing colleagues of 
racism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696016 34662 273 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:30:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7696011" target=_blank>#268</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought they wrote you off a long time ago. I guess now it's official. Keep 
up the great work Charles, you are obviously having an effect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You left off a closing bracket from one of your HTML tags -- I fixed it but 
you'll have to reload to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696275 34662 490 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:31:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/7696216" target=_blank>#459</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is going to backfire, imo. Decent people will write off "conservative" 
bloggers who support racists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, did you subscribe to my Twitter feed with the name 
'LGFSharmie'?</P> 
<P>Just checking to make sure this isn't someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696326 34662 506 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:43:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7696311" target=_blank>#499</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for that. I also notice that PJ Media has done nothing to clean up 
the absolutely vile comments that were posted on the Stephen Green page I linked 
to, even though they've known about it since Saturday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696974 34662 539 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 1:39:26pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697267 34662 544 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 2:28:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7697179" target=_blank>#542</A> promdate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry I just don't agree with you on this one Charles. I am not a fan of 
glenn beck. I cringe when I hear him speak. I can even agree with some of what 
he has to say sometimes, but the way he delivers it is grating.I count on guys 
like you who have a more level head and temperament for solid opinion. But to 
say that the fists are lifted from communist imagery/logo is a pretty big leap. 
I saw you mention that its the exact same red.. but its not like the commy's 
have a lock on the color do they? In fact i think the general feel of the logo 
has the red/white/blue of the good ol USA.. no?I think you have a lot of 
opportunity to go after beck for many different reasons. This just makes you 
look petty. I know you don't like him.. but try to take the higher ground will 
ya?Still a fan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you missed the fact that they ADMIT OPENLY that they're lifting 
leftist symbols?</P> 
<P>It's easy to miss, staring you in the face like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697351 34662 546 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 2:48:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/7697276" target=_blank>#545</A> 
TheObjectivist</EM></P> 
<P>If you want to hang out with and lend your support to the kinds of psychos we 
see in the pictures I've posted, and the organizers who are connected to 
Birthers, Ron Paul fanatics, and the John Birch Society, knock yourself out.</P> 
<P>I won't be joining you. I want nothing to do with these events. They're a 
disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697436 34662 548 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:10:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7697410" target=_blank>#547</A> bryantay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's not even the same fists. The fist art is noticeably different on both. 
The fingers, thumb and wrists are very different and at different angles on 
both. you're really stretching on this one Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, never mind that they admit in their own FAQ that they're using leftist 
symbols. Let's just ignore reality!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697463 34662 550 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:22:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7697458" target=_blank>#549</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know they state in the FAQ that they are borrowing leftist symbology, I 
still agree with #547 that they are not "...taken from the logo of the 
Progressive Labor Party..."</P> 
<P>These fists could have been original drawings, or they could have been pulled 
from some other leftist image, but they are not similar enough to the PLP symbol 
to pass the "throbbing GIF" test.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are incredibly similar, and it's really really obvious, unless you just 
don't want to see it. The angles of the fingers, the style, the exact color 
match -- there's absolutely no doubt that they copied the communist 
logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697489 34662 553 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:34:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7697483" target=_blank>#552</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, they changed it a little bit - apparently just enough to fool some 
people into believing it isn't related.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697502 34662 556 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 3:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/7697501" target=_blank>#555</A> 
noshariaincanada</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I'm saying is that they are not the same image (i.e. your 
statement).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are misrepresenting what I wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... taken from the logo ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... doesn't mean they are the same image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699950 34662 561 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:00:06am  
 
<P>Even when it's right in front of them, and the organization openly says 
they're doing it, people still deny that this is an obvious cop from a communist 
symbol.</P> 
<P>Some truly excellent denial!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07696291 34663 36 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:33:36am  
 
<P>Just another attempt to destroy America by the commie Barack Obama.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697877 34667 26 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:08:35pm  
 
<P>Possibly the longest flounce-off comment in LGF history was just posted in 
the Powerline thread, where the flouncers are gathering like moths to a 
flame.</P> 
<P>It lasted less than two minutes. Must be very disappointing for the 
flouncer.</P> 
<P><SUB>Heh.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697893 34667 38 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:14:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7697886" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697900 34667 42 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:15:35pm  
 
<P>Open talk of revolution in that video.</P> 
<P>More signs that say, "Unarmed this time." Somebody's putting that slogan out 
there. Anyone know who?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07697910 34667 46 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:18:58pm  
 
<P>Look at all those "conservatives" wearing t-shirts with communist symbology. 
The irony is giving me a migraine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697931 34667 60 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:29:03pm  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>A Google search for <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22we+came+una
rmed+this+time%22&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>"We came unarmed this 
time."</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697949 34667 77 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:31:35pm  
 
<P>This is really disturbing stuff.</P> 
<P>"We came unarmed this time" is everywhere on the far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697954 34667 82 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:32:30pm  
 
<P>And these are the people who are buying weapons and ammunition at a record 
pace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697983 34667 107 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:38:13pm  
 
<P>They're attacking me at VDARE, which is totally unexpected.</P> 
<P><SUB>not really</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07697994 34667 117 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7697986" target=_blank>#109</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just received this email:</P> 
<P><EM>The real reason that we can't have the Ten Commandments posted in a 
courthouse is this:You cannot post 'Thou Shalt Not Steal,' 'Thou Shalt Not 
Commit Adultery,' and 'Thou Shall Not Lie' in a building full of lawyers, judges 
and politicians...It creates a hostile work environment.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to be a killjoy, but the reason you can't have the Ten Commandments 
posted in a courthouse is called the Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698004 34667 126 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:44:06pm  
 
<P>People are trying to post links at LGF promoting the absurd claim that there 
were several million people at the DC tea party.</P> 
<P>The right has become the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698025 34667 142 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:49:59pm  
 



<P>The stalker blog has posted all the comments from today's private thread, up 
to the point where I discovered that "avideditor" was lurking with a sock puppet 
account, on a website hosted in Lithuania.</P> 
<P>They're now forced to go to shady web hosts in Eastern Europe to do their 
dirty business. And that's a good thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698044 34667 160 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 6:56:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7698039" target=_blank>#155</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not..(just an idea ) on the private threads put up one more log in 
page?In order to post or read on the private threads you need to really be 
logged in with all the active IP's recorded in MYSQL?You know a lizard that 
hasn't posted in years logged in and monitored.. That old chestnut...It 
granulates the thread to only trusted lizards on private 
threads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need. The Overlord Tool already sees all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698110 34668 9 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:16:48pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698112 34668 11 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:17:42pm  
 
<P>Do not quote the flouncers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698123 34668 17 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7698117" target=_blank>#14</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I apologize, he got flounced after I quoted him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point of order: he was banned after he flounced. Flouncing is something the 
flouncer initiates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698128 34668 20 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:21:03pm  
 
<P>That one had four comments in four years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698138 34668 29 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:22:53pm  
 
<P>Flounce #2!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698145 34668 33 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:24:11pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.encyclopediadramatica.com/Flounce" target=_blank>The 
definition of flouncing.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07698160 34668 47 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:27:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7698156" target=_blank>#43</A> 
taxfreekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, these ones who went to D.C. did they make off with any of our tax 
money?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, yes ... I'd bet that a whole lot of these people are 
making good use of Medicare.</P> 
<P>Maybe that doesn't count?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698169 34668 54 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7698164" target=_blank>#50</A> 
schlagerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks Charles. Why do they feel the need to announce they're never posting 
here again? Why not just stop posting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They really need to let Daddy know how much they hate him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698212 34668 83 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7698206" target=_blank>#78</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nancy Pelosi is a Jezebel? What the HELL does that mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a teenager who was home-schooled by fanatics. That's the only kind of 
political rhetoric he knows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698242 34668 111 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:43:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7698240" target=_blank>#109</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Via <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/85170/" 
target=_blank>Instapundit</A>, here's where those Bury Obamacare With Kennedy 
signs came from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I had that days ago.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34648_Pro-
Life_or_Pro-Death" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698280 34668 148 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:48:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7698262" target=_blank>#130</A> gantww</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I vote for Charles. I don't know what he looks like and have never heard him 
speak, but he does seem to be pretty level-headed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to have to vote for somebody else, because I may be crazy, but 
I'm nowhere near crazy enough to want to get involved in 
politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07698316 34668 184 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:53:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7698300" target=_blank>#168</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right will be OK. This will pass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. We haven't even glimpsed how bad it's going to 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698318 34668 186 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:53:20pm  
 
<P>Flounce #3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698328 34668 196 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 7:54:22pm  
 
<P>They work so hard at the dramatic flounce-off comments.</P> 
<P>I almost feel guilty about instantly deleting them.</P> 
<P>OK, I'm over feeling guilty now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698372 34668 238 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:00:47pm  
 
<P>Pre-emptive block stops imminent flounce behind the scenes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698386 34668 252 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:03:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7698380" target=_blank>#246</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It always amazes me that the loudest crazies in the pro-life movement are 
mostly men. It is irritating too. Speaking as a woman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shouldn't amaze you -- it comes from a long tradition of misogyny and 
sexism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698414 34668 279 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:08:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7698401" target=_blank>#266</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't give a chit about the kids. They just hate the idea that women 
have control over their lives. IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They only care about children while they're in the womb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698437 34668 302 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:14:06pm  
 
<P>Side note: we're going to rack up well over 150,000 page views 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698444 34668 309 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:15:16pm  
 
<P>Excuse me, I guess I forgot my mandatory disclaimer: I'm not talking about 
all anti-choice people when I say "they only care about children when they're in 
the womb."</P> 



<P>But I am talking about a LOT of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698452 34668 317 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:17:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7698448" target=_blank>#313</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that a record or close to it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- during some of the major stories LGF broke, we had over 300,000 page 
views in a single day. But it's very high for an ordinary news 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698474 34668 339 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:21:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7698468" target=_blank>#333</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say for certain sure you're talking about all those who bomb clinics and 
murder doctors - and all those who fantasize about doing such 
things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- the kind of people who applaud murder. And there are a LOT of those. 
After the Dr. Tiller murder, I saw how many of them are out there.</P> 
<P>They are legion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698484 34668 349 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7698477" target=_blank>#342</A> 
MightySkip</EM></P> 
<P>I won't have anything to with these tea parties. They're a disgrace.</P> 
<P>You say you saw crazies there. What did you do about it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698499 34668 364 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:26:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7698492" target=_blank>#357</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How high a spike is that, relative to the norm?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two months ago, on July 14th, we had 70,680 page views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698525 34668 390 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:31:32pm  
 
<P>Yesterday we had someone making excuses for the tea parties, who was talking 
about how many wonderful sane people were there, and then he threw in the teensy 
little fact that at least a QUARTER of the signs were extremist Hitler-Stalin-
Satan-Death Camp signs.</P> 
<P>Hey, only a quarter of them! Is that so wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698546 34668 411 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:34:33pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7698524" target=_blank>#389</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately that is how government is funded.</P> 
<P>It is what government does with that money is the problem. We've had an 
expansive Federal Government ever since the Civil War, which, in essence was the 
main reason for the Southern States to go into rebellion in 1861 in the first 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? You didn't really just say that, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698549 34668 414 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:34:52pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698552 34668 417 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:35:05pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain? Is that you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698568 34668 432 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:37:08pm  
 
<P>We have another pre-flouncer going through the thread, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698591 34668 455 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:40:02pm  
 
<P>Prelude to a flounce...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698604 34668 468 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7698547" target=_blank>#412</A> 
DrNaughty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lincon was not about to push for anti-slavery legislation in Congress in 1861 
The south went into rebellion largely due to a perceived encroachment by the 
Federal Government on the 10th Amendment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nothing but complete revisionist crap. Why are you trying to float 
this garbage at my website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698620 34668 484 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 8:43:43pm  
 
<P>I'm not waiting for any more of that crap to be posted.</P> 
<P>I can't believe this. Apologists for slavery at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698727 34668 591 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:05:48pm  
 
<P>Here's what the kook wing of the wingnut blogs is saying about me 
tonight:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
mericanpowerblog.blogspot.com/2009/09/little-green-footballs-pummeled-



from.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>americanpowerblog.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698733 34668 595 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:06:33pm  
 
<P>Flounce #4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698738 34668 600 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:08:04pm  
 
<P>I notice that the stupid cretin who calls himself Ace says "it's not 
personal."</P> 
<P>Yes, Ace. Yes, it is very personal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698750 34668 612 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:10:35pm  
 
<P>Here's Dan Riehl, putting his reputation on the line to defend a white 
supremacist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/09/charles-johnsons-
deplorable-deception-knows-no-bounds.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.riehlworldview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698772 34668 634 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/7698752" target=_blank>#614</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zero comments!</P> 
<P>He'll have to wait until the stalkers read the link here while they're busy 
watching us and copying and pasting. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want them to see it and go post their sick drivel at these sites -- that's 
why I mention them. Let everybody see what kind of people they 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698796 34668 657 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/7698788" target=_blank>#649</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>spokesman for the National Park Service, Dan Bana, is quoted as 
saying "It is a record... We believe it is the largest event held in Washington, 
D.C., ever."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You idiot. Do you realize you're quoting what the Parks Dept. said about 
OBAMA'S INAUGURATION?</P> 
<P>I suspect you do know, and you're just posting that crap here to try to trick 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698801 34668 662 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:23:39pm  
 
<P>We've got another one going through the thread dinging up the 
extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07698824 34668 684 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:30:08pm  
 
<P>This is where that dishonest quote from the Parks Service is originating: 
American Thinker.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2009/09/912_demonstration_a_record_dc.
html" target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698840 34668 700 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:35:41pm  
 
<P>The racists at VDARE: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://b
log.vdare.com/archives/2009/09/14/little-green-footballs-attacks-the-other-
mccain/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>VDARE.com: Blog Articles » 
Little Green Footballs Attacks The Other McCain</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698845 34668 705 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7698838" target=_blank>#698</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your right. The quote was corrected later in the article. 
Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is NOT corrected later in the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698868 34668 728 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/722/7698862" target=_blank>#722</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone may want to correct the other blogs too.:)</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=We+believe+it+is+the+largest+event+held+in+
Washington%2C+D.C.%2C+ever.%22&amp;ie=utf-8&amp;oe=utf-
8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>Quote from wrong event..</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's beyond pathetic. They're all repeating a completely false 
quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698886 34668 746 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7698857" target=_blank>#717</A> Chuckc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This video is clearly propaganda featuring cherry-picked individuals from a 
massive turn out of protestors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is absolutely NOT "cherry-picked." I found <EM>thousands</EM> of photos of 
disgusting and extreme signs, all over the internet.</P> 
<P>Not everyone there was an extremist, that goes without saying. But an 
appallingly high number WERE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698894 34668 754 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 9:48:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/751/7698891" target=_blank>#751</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not one speaker called out the Paulsters, Bircheres, Nirthers, Etc. though 
they were clearly in evidence. I may empathise with your message, but I cannot 
endorse the messengers obviously in command of this event. You were 
had.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The speakers WERE the Paulians and Birthers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698958 34668 809 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:04:32pm  
 
<P>Go ahead, ask me if I saw that one coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07698968 34668 817 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:07:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/7698966" target=_blank>#815</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you see that one coming?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, yes. I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699129 34668 850 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/849/7699100" target=_blank>#849</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may be wrong, but it's my understanding that the vast majority of "partial 
birth abortions" are <B>non-elective -- i.e., there is a compelling medical 
reason to terminate the pregnancy, and it's simply not the case that the fetus 
is being killed for the mother's "convenience."</B></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right. Almost all (I'd say "all" but I don't know that for 
sure) "partial birth abortions" in this country are performed for compelling 
medical reasons.</P> 
<P>This idea that late term abortions are performed just because the mother felt 
a little cranky that day is nothing more than dishonest propaganda circulated by 
anti-choice groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699025 34669 39 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7698990" target=_blank>#15</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The continual jumping of the shark.</P> 
<P>And the latest article at American "Thinker" delves into toponymy or 
onomastics -- that is names. Hence an article entitled What's in a leftist's 
name?, by James Lewis:</P> 
<P>A literal meeting of religious politics, astrology, approaching numerology 
[Morrissey], and of course the demonization of names. The author here implies 
that the president's name was pre-planned for a pre-intended political 
purpose.</P> 
<P>Cue in the Twilight Zone music.</P> 
<P>(1) Anyone have an idea why he capitalized tomorrow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>James Lewis is the fool who accused me of being taken in by secret Belgian 
government psyops, because I refused to join forces with the Vlaams Belang. He's 
got more than a few screws loose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699034 34669 46 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7699029" target=_blank>#42</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Figured as much. His kookiness is self-evident.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's my post responding to his stupid article -- he ignored it, of 
course.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27825_A_White_Power_Rat_in_the_Vla
ams_Belang_Youth_Magazine" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699053 34669 61 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:39:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7699046" target=_blank>#56</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the stalker site has really outdone themselves with a new thread 
about you, disgusting. With that, I bid all the Lizards a good 
night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's old stuff. Twajie took the picture from this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/10583_Except_I_Never_Wear_Polka_Do
ts" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Not just a moron -- an unoriginal moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699064 34669 70 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:44:01pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699073 34669 78 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:45:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7699061" target=_blank>#68</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've announced their intention to have a "nightly" Charles post.It's 
really quite an example of the depth of damage to those folks.The obsession with 
LGF, well, words fail me.</P> 
<P>I'm not going back to that sewer to look.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and that's at the same time they rant like swivel-eyed loons about 
how insignificant I am. So insignificant that every single post turns into a 
hatefest about me.</P> 
<P>At least it's keeping them off the streets where they might hurt 
someone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699077 34669 82 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:46:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7699055" target=_blank>#62</A> zarsky99</EM></P> 



<P>Thanks for reminding me. I have a couple of good evolution posts ready to go 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699086 34669 91 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:52:53pm  
 
<P>I'm guessing 2 or 3 flounces tonight, between midnight and 6 
am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699090 34669 95 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 10:54:58pm  
 
<P>How pitifully sad when even Media Matters' Eric Boehlert makes sense. He's 
got some real easy targets.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/columns/200909140039" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699106 34669 110 Charles Mon, Sep 14, 2009 11:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7699105" target=_blank>#109</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>for some reason stalkerblog.com seems way more interested in sharmuta than 
Charles in most of the threads (I've only read like 3 though).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of damaged minds there with mommy issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700389 34669 213 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:58:33am  
 
<P>Flounce away, flounceling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699980 34670 740 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:15:40am  
 
<P>Classic. Even more right wing blogs are now coming out to defend Robert Stacy 
McCain. A blatantly hateful racist bigot.</P> 
<P>And then we have Jim Hoft at Gateway Pundit (whose comments section is an 
appalling sewer of hatred) actually denying that he posts Obama-Hitler pictures 
- when so far this month he's posted a picture of the Hitler Youth with Obama 
logos photoshopped over them no less than three times.</P> 
<P>The idiocy. It burns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07699984 34670 744 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:17:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/734/7699974" target=_blank>#734</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess Rasumussen is back to being a conservative hack 
again...//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did they stop at some point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700004 34670 764 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:24:36am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/7699969" target=_blank>#729</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I can't believe how bad this is getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700088 34671 13 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:53:16am  
 
<P>The amazing thing is that even when his own blatantly racist, bigoted remarks 
are brought up -- he doesn't say something like, "OK, maybe that was a little 
over the top, but we need to focus on the real issues... yadda yadda." You know, 
the kind of political spinning almost everyone knows how to do these days.</P> 
<P>Nope. He proudly stands by his "sekrit Moslem welfare thug" rant, and refuses 
to back down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700094 34671 16 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:54:01am  
 
<P>Calling a black President a "welfare thug" is pure, unvarnished racism, 
folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700120 34671 34 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:58:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7700113" target=_blank>#29</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be the no-shit Sherlock of the day.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, there are plenty who would ned the dots connected for them on 
this one, so I am perhaps more sad that you felt that you had to point it out 
<EM>from bitter experience</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guarantee there will be someone in here shortly trying to argue that it 
isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700209 34671 116 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:23:19am  
 
<P>Two flounces already!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700212 34671 119 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:23:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7700208" target=_blank>#115</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the count isTwo flounces!At least they were polite and not ranting 
screeds that took longer to write than to get deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - one was semi-polite, the other was a rant full of 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700225 34671 131 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:25:25am  
 
<P>Flounce #3!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700395 34671 297 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:00:22am  
 



<P>Another flounce in the 'Massive Fail' thread.</P> 
<P>(For bonus flounce points, include "Chucky" in your comment.)</P> 
<P>I always get a kick out of people who think calling me "Chucky" is going to 
inflict devastating psychological damage upon me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700407 34671 309 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:02:45am  
 
<P>And now we have an anti-vaxer in the Steve Novella thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700429 34671 331 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:09:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7700413" target=_blank>#315</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<P>They really seem to think America's about to be taken over.</P> 
<P>And they link to Lionheart, a BNP thug, and Gates of Vienna, where they 
rhapsodize about expelling and/or killing all Muslims in Western countries.</P> 
<P>Pure hate speech and raving paranoia. It's the dead end of the anti-jihad 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701063 34671 406 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7700868" target=_blank>#405</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My bad, his dual citizenship is as a Kenyan, so he is a Kenyan apostate. And 
socialist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?! Barack Obama does NOT have dual 
citizenship in Kenya!</P> 
<P>Why are you spreading this hateful garbage at my website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701090 34671 408 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:28:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7700868" target=_blank>#405</A> Rancher</EM></P> 
<P>I've thought about this a little bit, and that's the end of the line for you. 
If you want to promote your stupid "Obama's a sekrit Muslim" bullshit it will 
have to be somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700492 34672 13 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:22:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7700482" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still no official numbers from the Parks Service?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a feeling the Parks Service isn't even going to touch this one. It's 
been insanely politicized and they probably don't want to get into the middle of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700501 34672 17 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:23:31am  
 
<P>One of the crowd pictures going around the right wing blogs as "proof" that 
there were millions of people there, is a complete fraud. It's from 1997.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-
meter/article/2009/sep/14/tea-party-photo-shows-large-crowd-different-event/" 
target=_blank>www.politifact.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700512 34672 27 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:24:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7700506" target=_blank>#22</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<P>Yep. That's what I thought. They don't want to touch it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700518 34672 33 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:25:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7700509" target=_blank>#25</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't kno wif we'll ever know, and that's a pity. The Telegraph said almost 
2 million, but I don't know how they came up with that number. One thing is sure 
is that it's a lot more than 10's of thousands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Telegraph's number was a complete fraud.</P> 
<P>There were about 100,000 people there, probably fewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700643 34672 142 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:55:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7700635" target=_blank>#137</A> bofhell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone seen a citeable reference from DC FEMS (Fire / Emergency Medical 
Services) on their 60-70k estimate? I've not seen anything to formally back that 
number up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could always try looking at LGF's front page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34653_Tea_Party_Crowd_Estimate-
_60-70000_People" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700654 34672 151 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 11:59:37am  
 
<P>We reported here on several instances in which left wing demonstration 
organizers tried to pump up their numbers. It's a pretty common thing.</P> 
<P>However -- I never saw the kind of insanely inflated numbers that are going 
around the right wing blogosphere. A typical left wing exaggeration would be 
taking a crowd that was about 100,000 people and claiming 250,000.</P> 
<P>The right wingers have got them beaten by an order of magnitude. They're 
inflating the numbers by ten- or twenty-fold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700673 34672 170 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:05:13pm  
 
<P>Media Matters suddenly thinks I'm OK:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/200909150013" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700734 34672 228 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:18:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7700698" target=_blank>#195</A> bofhell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So are you saying you contacted DC FEMS Charles? (I regret my skepticism 
here, but I have seen that same unattributed stat several places and I want to 
ensure its reliability. I mean no disrespect.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, there's a link in the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700754 34672 247 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:24:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7700751" target=_blank>#245</A> bofhell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link is just going back to the discussion. I'm looking for a link to (for 
example) a press release from DC FEMS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700809 34672 299 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:32:58pm  
 
<P>Flounce #5!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700820 34672 310 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:34:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7700807" target=_blank>#297</A> Dainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait a minute. Why was the flag at half mast during the promise keepers 
rally? I know most of the nutroots are sayign this picture is fake, but lets see 
some evidence. This is LGF after all.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin has a time lapse version of the photograph saying it's taken 
on 9/12. If she is lying, then it should be easy to prove.</P> 
<P>I've been looking for the evidence that this is from an older rally, but all 
i can find is left wings sites saying so with no evidence. Where is the 
proof?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, it would help if you actually read the article at the link:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There’s another problem with the photograph: It doesn’t include the National 
Museum of the American Indian, a building located at the corner of Fourth Street 
and Independence Avenue that opened on Sept. 14, 2004. (Looking at the 
photograph, the building should be in the upper right hand corner of the 
National Mall, next to the Air and Space Museum.) That means the picture was 
taken before the museum opened exactly five years ago. So clearly the photo 
doesn’t show the “tea party” crowd from the Sept. 12 protest.</P> 
<P>Also worth noting are the cranes in front of the Smithsonian Museum of 
Natural History. According to Randall Kremer, the museum’s director of public 
affairs, “The last time cranes were in front was in the 1990s when the IMAX 
theater was being built.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700830 34672 319 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:35:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7700826" target=_blank>#315</A> 
MrSilverDragon</EM></P> 
<P>Reverse flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700837 34672 326 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:37:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7700833" target=_blank>#322</A> Dainn</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politifact is saying <A href="http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-
meter/article/2009/sep/14/tea-party-photo-shows-large-crowd-different-event/" 
target=_blank>Your text to link...</A>this picture is the one that was really a 
promise keeper rally. This is not the one Charles posted. Are we mixing up our 
stories?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't post any picture. What's in the post at the top of this thread is a 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700842 34672 331 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7700833" target=_blank>#322</A> Dainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politifact is saying <A href="http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-
meter/article/2009/sep/14/tea-party-photo-shows-large-crowd-different-event/" 
target=_blank>Your text to link...</A>this picture is the one that was really a 
promise keeper rally. This is not the one Charles posted. Are we mixing up our 
stories?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/17/7700501" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700860 34672 348 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:42:30pm  
 
<P>Notice that the new, improved, LGF-free Powerline is one of the right wing 
blogs that tried to promote the fraudulent photograph.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“I have no doubt that Washington Democrats are well aware of how many people 
turned out, even as their media outlets try to downplay the event,” said Power 
Line, a conservative blog that linked to the photograph from Say Anything, 
another conservative Web site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700928 34672 408 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:57:09pm  
 
<P>I'm going to delete posts that link to Pajamas Media. They feature the 
writings of a white supremacist, and I can't support that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700963 34672 429 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:02:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/7700956" target=_blank>#426</A> 
MilkOfMalfeasance</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I missed something. Charles have you dissasociated yourself with 
PJM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not worked with them for more than two years. And now I won't link to 
them either unless or until they rethink their disastrous policy of promoting an 
open racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701031 34672 452 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7701021" target=_blank>#447</A> Brigman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This makes me concerned, PJ is a place I go to a lot. Who are you referring 
to? Was there I post I missed about this. If so, I want to write to PJ and tell 
them I don't support it either, but I want to know who you are talking about. I 
noticed a link I posted was deleted just a few minutes ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, friend of neo-Nazis, writer for racist hate sites VDARE 
and Takimag, attendee of hate group American Renaissance conferences, and member 
of the white supremacist group League of the South.</P> 
<P>The featured writer on their front page yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701049 34672 457 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/7701030" target=_blank>#451</A> m12edit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, with the whole TEA party thing he's been quite one sided in my 
opinion and is quick to point out anything the nut cases involved do and 
extremely slow to show anything else related to it, if at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The nut cases are <EM>in charge</EM> of the tea parties. I won't have 
anything to do with these disgraceful events, no matter how many wonderful, sane 
people attend them. Those wonderful, sane people walked past thousands of 
hateful signs and did nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701302 34672 485 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:05:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/7701278" target=_blank>#483</A> dwill890</EM></P> 
<P>What's the matter? You're not getting enough of it from Glenn 
Beck?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701317 34672 488 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:08:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7701304" target=_blank>#486</A> 
NoWhereAlaska</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly I don't give flying frisbee how many people were 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you don't care? A few minutes ago you sure seemed to care a lot about 
promoting some ridiculously inflated numbers. What changed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701576 34672 507 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:15:53pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Off to clean up the sock puppets you registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701589 34672 510 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:18:58pm  
 
<P>That person was previously banned under the names 'Sheik Yaabooboo' and 
'One_Big_Ass_Mistake_Amerika'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704186 34672 538 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:41:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/7703255" target=_blank>#533</A> Brigman</EM></P> 



<P>I was one of the founders of the company, but I've had no official connection 
to them for more than two years. I appeared on a couple of their videos as an 
unpaid interview subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707373 34672 541 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:23:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7707371" target=_blank>#540</A> 
trublukev</EM></P> 
<P>No way. Not even close. But go ahead and keep promoting the 
lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708446 34672 544 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:54:33am  
 
<P>They always leave these comments at the end of dead threads. C'est la 
vie!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07700943 34673 7 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 12:59:02pm  
 
<P>He loves his kids so much that he showed up at a presidential rally with 
weapons, risking being arrested or worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701077 34673 94 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:26:15pm  
 
<P>How did I know someone would show up and actually try to defend this.</P> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701164 34673 169 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:41:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7701133" target=_blank>#140</A> middy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. I'm just saying that an idiot standing around trying to be noticed is 
not a likely assassin, nor an inspiration for one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How would you know who's a likely assassin and who isn't? Is there some kind 
of assassin training school they have to attend?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assassin 101: Don't stand around trying to be 
noticed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701202 34673 205 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:48:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7701184" target=_blank>#188</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Plenty of racist comments on that thread about the KKK. Hot Air commenters 
frequently refer to Michelle Obama as "The First Wookie". 
Bigots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Nobody seems to care about policing any of that stuff. They let open 
racism stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701253 34673 250 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:56:26pm  



 
<P>Wow, an angry creationist who supports bringing guns to a presidential 
rally!</P> 
<P>It's a two-fer!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701271 34673 263 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 1:58:35pm  
 
<P>That reminds me, I have a great evolution post I need to 
write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701282 34673 272 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:00:58pm  
 
<P>I see 'middy' liked that one too. Shocka!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701341 34673 322 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:12:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7701339" target=_blank>#321</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OoOoooh...the SPLC. That's almost as credible as Media 
Matters...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Southern Poverty Law Center is an extremely credible 
source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701382 34673 359 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:21:24pm  
 
<P>If you look into the history of the right wing's demonization of the Southern 
Poverty Law Center, it's pretty clear that smear campaign against them was 
launched because they were exposing the many connections of right wing 
politicians and pundits to racist and white supremacist groups.</P> 
<P>Connections that are real and factual and proven. Connections such as we see 
with Robert Stacy McCain and others who are now being held up as wonderful 
people by the right wing blogosphere.</P> 
<P>The hatred directed against the SPLC is a direct consequence of how effective 
they have been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701940 34673 431 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:16:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7701756" target=_blank>#425</A> TenRing</EM></P> 
<P>You sound like a responsible gun owner. I'm one too.</P> 
<P>So why would you defend this moron when he makes a point of parading around 
with firearms at a presidential rally?</P> 
<P>I've mentioned this before -- I took ROTC in high school, and the gun safety 
instructor was a crusty old retired Army guy. He would have taken fools like 
this aside and whipped them to within an inch of their lives.</P> 
<P>This kind of behavior is absolutely NOT the behavior of a responsible gun 
owner. It's the behavior of an attention-seeking idiot. And it does not deserve 
your defense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701979 34673 432 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:34:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7701756" target=_blank>#425</A> TenRing</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, never mind. I missed that you were flouncing the first time around. Bye 
now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701463 34674 17 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7701458" target=_blank>#14</A> Dainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It still boggles the mind that this guy gets air time anywhere but MSNBC.</P> 
<P>Pat is the brand mascot for "wacko conservative."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's on Fox News frequently too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701485 34674 35 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7701480" target=_blank>#31</A> latingent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan represents no one that I know, he isnt in a position of 
appointment and he is bat shit crazy. The only reason he is called a 
conservative is because MSNBC wants it to be so. That way they can parade him 
around as their Token Right Winger. This is obvious to all who see 
clearly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Maybe you should let Joe Scarborough, Sean Hannity, and Laura 
Ingraham know that Pat Buchanan is not a conservative. They seem to believe 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701493 34674 41 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 2:55:17pm  
 
<P>Now we have Ed Morrissey at Hot Air opining that the REAL problem is not the 
extremists at all -- it's the paranoid centrists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701531 34674 77 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:02:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7701518" target=_blank>#64</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's a replacement for William F. Buckley when you need him?</P> 
<P>The MSM is trotting out these loonies to completely discredit conservatives 
and Republicans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, sorry, that excuse doesn't wash.</P> 
<P>As Killgore mentioned above, Buchanan has also been a guest at CPAC, and his 
articles are published at almost EVERY major conservative website. You can't 
blame the MSM for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701605 34674 134 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:22:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7701595" target=_blank>#127</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Commenter at Hot Air plotting an LGF flounce...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another hero in his own mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07701614 34674 143 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:24:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7701595" target=_blank>#127</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>it could be the idiot who just flounced two threads back. He was banned twice 
before, and had two other sock puppets I discovered. Registered at least five 
accounts here.</P> 
<P>Or it could be another brain-damaged idiot. No shortage of them at Hot 
Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701625 34674 153 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:28:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7701619" target=_blank>#148</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buchanan's a troofer? [deleted] The guy is a piece of work and now he's 
pushing this too? Lovely. [deleted]</P> 
<P>And how's his pal Hannity going to deal with that seeing how Hannity is no 
fan of troofers. Or is he going to overlook this madness, just as he's 
overlooked everything else.</P> 
<P>A pox on the lot of them. [deleted]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone ignored the Holocaust denial -- I'm sure they'll have no trouble 
ignoring this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701679 34674 200 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:47:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7701655" target=_blank>#179</A> EricOF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Explain the racism of VDare in a way that refutes the racism in 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here come the VDARE supporters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701681 34674 202 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:49:16pm  
 
<P>Registered more than 5 years ago. Wants to ban Islam:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/3941698" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701685 34674 206 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:51:36pm  
 
<P>This is one of 'ErifOF's more recent comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/3941698" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of Europe is fast asleep. In this particular war, the true threat comes 
from WITHIN. Our enemy doesn't have strong armies or navies. They weaken us 
because we allow them to. Our own struggle with the recent attempted amnesty has 
clarified things for me as never before. The central issue is immigration. It is 
immigration policy that threatens us. It is immigration policy that has allowed 
the cancer in and given it opportunity to grow. It is through immigration policy 
that the West is committing suicide.</P> 
<P>There are choices to be made here and make no mistake that the Western 
tradition itself hangs in the balance. Those choices aren't pleasant. You can't 
save the West by refusing to take necessary action because innocents may be 



effected. This is a very modern idea, that so long as some innocent suffers, no 
course of action is justified. War is a blunt instrument. You can not fight wars 
without involving the innocent, no matter how hard you try. I'm afraid we are 
slowly approaching a point whereby we will have one decision only: allow the 
West to be destroyed, or massively expel all of Islam from Western lands. Yes, 
I'm talking about mass expulsion all across Western lands. Millions of people, 
many of them good people, must leave. All attempts at containment that 
differentiates between "good" Muslims and bad ones are destined to fail to 
produce an acceptable peace between the violent, aggressive strain of Islam and 
the nations they so covet. There is ONLY one way to end the cycle and that is to 
rid ourselves of ALL of them. Ban Islam and refuse entry to any with any 
connection to this vile sect. De-naturalize those already here and expel them 
forcibly. It's either that or watch the West die from within. This seems 
downright medieval to our modern "sophisticated" way of thought but when 
survival itself is at stake, the world invariably becomes a very medieval 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he's calling for mass murder.</P> 
<P>In case you're wondering why he's now banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701687 34674 208 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:53:11pm  
 
<P>Behold the readers of VDARE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701691 34674 212 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 3:55:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7701689" target=_blank>#210</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How'd he make two more years here after that??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't see that comment when he made it, or he wouldn't have been able to 
lay low for this long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702990 34674 293 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:26:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7702629" target=_blank>#289</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>This is complete crap. If you honestly believe that a mass expulsion of all 
Muslims could be accomplished without mass murder, you're either in a fantasy 
world, or you know how dishonest it is to pretend, but don't care.</P> 
<P>If you're going to argue for this kind of repulsive thing, you are at the 
wrong website and you won't be here long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701973 34675 195 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7701951" target=_blank>#174</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something doesn't add up here...<A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/09/15/report-nyc-terror-plot-wasis-on-
scale-of-911/" target=_blank>Report: NYC terror plot was/is on scale of 
9/11</A></P> 
<P>Something doesn't add up here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. There's something off about this story. I've been waiting until more 
solid information comes out to post something about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07701974 34675 196 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7701969" target=_blank>#191</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20090915/ap_on_go_ca_st_pe/us_patriot_act" 
target=_blank>Common Sense Streak</A> continues...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch as the same people who loudly supported the Patriot Act for years 
suddenly start to find things wrong with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07701998 34675 215 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:40:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7701978" target=_blank>#200</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And vice versa.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. The left wingers who supported Obama because they thought he 
was going to enact every little bit of their far left agenda are NOT happy with 
him at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702060 34675 231 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:52:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7702015" target=_blank>#222</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what I think is off about the story - the NYPD and FBI, which have 
usually worked quite well together on matters of security, appear to have 
botched this one in a weird way. The FBI wanted to catch these guys in the act, 
but the NYPD wanted to stop the plot even before they moved into concrete steps 
in furtherance of an attack. The Daily News says that the NYPD flooded the field 
in Queens passing around photos of one of the guys central to this thing, and an 
imam in Queens appears to have tipped the guy off that investigators were 
looking for him.</P> 
<P>That is quite unlike other similar terror investigations, including the 
synagogue bombing plot earlier this year and the JFK terror plot last year.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure what changed - although the claim that the size and scope were 
on 9/11 scale may have spooked the NYPD into acting sooner rather than even 
giving the terrorists opportunity to plot this one.</P> 
<P>Also, it appears that Congress was consulted because of the seriousness of 
the situation and FISA was duly informed and consulted in obtaining multiple 
warrants. Intel was gathered using FISA warrants domestically, a process that 
was amended because of perceived problems with the way Bush used the 
system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This sounds very plausible. In any case, I don't trust this story very much 
at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706016 34675 267 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:31:41pm  
 
<P>And the flouncers flounce away...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707199 34675 269 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:09:13pm  



 
<P>It's a flounce fest!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702002 34676 6 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7701997" target=_blank>#3</A> TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the people who loudly opposed the Patriot Act start to treat it like it's 
the best thing since sliced bread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not going to happen. The left wingers are very unhappy about Obama's failure 
to follow the left wing agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702008 34676 10 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:42:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7701999" target=_blank>#4</A> TheBad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know this is your site and all, but would you be at all interested in 
pointing out the massive hypocrisy of Obama on this point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You go right ahead. I don't feel like it right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702016 34676 14 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:43:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7702014" target=_blank>#13</A> Phanatic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And watch as people who opposed it for years are suddenly fine with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Not going to happen. I guess you haven't noticed that the left wing is 
NOT happy at all with these moves by the Obama administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702019 34676 16 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:44:49pm  
 
<P>You can almost feel the seething out there, can't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702040 34676 32 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:48:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7702038" target=_blank>#30</A> ted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Watch as the same people who loudly supported the Patriot Act for years 
suddenly start to find things wrong with it: "</P> 
<P>Quite possible, but I don't think as many as who didn't support who will now 
go beserk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong -- they're extremely unhappy about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702048 34676 39 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 5:49:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7702046" target=_blank>#37</A> LSD</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are after all, Americans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07702093 34676 74 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:00:08pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7702077" target=_blank>#59</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, I see Obama ramping up the war in Afghanistan, holding the line in 
Iraq, tightening the leash on the Iranians, and now maintaining the Patriot Act 
to better protect the homeland.</P> 
<P>So far so good Mr. President.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only major problems I have with Obama's foreign policy at this point are 
his positions on Israel. I think he's pushing Israel into an untenable position 
with his continued refusal to face the Iranian issue realistically.</P> 
<P>Israel's going to have to choose at some point whether to launch a pre-
emptive strike against Iran's nuclear facilities, and Obama's waffling on Iran 
may push them to do it sooner rather than later.</P> 
<P>Who knows? Maybe that's the plan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702105 34676 85 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:05:17pm  
 
<P>Heh. The lefty blogs really seem to like me now.</P> 
<P>Not sure whether to feel flattered or cynically disgusted. They've been 
attacking me like rabid chihuahuas for years -- but as soon as I start 
criticizing the right, I'm OK?</P> 
<P>Maybe instead of worrying about it, I'll just pop open a Chimay Grand Reserve 
and kick back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702110 34676 88 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:07:22pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this one.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/9/14/782104/-Charles-
Johnson-at-LGF-reveals-split-in-GOP-over-racism" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702123 34676 100 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:11:00pm  
 
<P>Another guy who's attacked me, at Washington Monthly:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/archives/individual/2009_09/019954.php" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonmonthly.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702127 34676 103 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:12:13pm  
 
<P>Even Oliver Willis:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.oliverwillis.com/2009/09/14/robert-stacy-mccains-
racist-affiliations/" target=_blank>www.oliverwillis.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702132 34676 108 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:13:31pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, white supremacist blogger Robert Stacy McCain (new darling of the 
right wing blogs) is attacking again. No linkies for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07702145 34676 120 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:16:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7702131" target=_blank>#107</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments to that post are particularly nauseating though. Still looks 
like the average KOSsaks have a masters degree in talking out their 
asses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, some of them haven't forgotten that I'm a foul monster.</P> 
<P>But there are actually some pretty sane comments too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702175 34676 147 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7702157" target=_blank>#131</A> LSD</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are still seething over "St. Pancake"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I never used that term myself, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702227 34676 196 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:36:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7702184" target=_blank>#155</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"obnoxious stuff from all kinds of extremists" now includes Drudge, Limbaugh 
and Malkin? There's a <EM>very</EM> serious problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. This story is being used as race bait.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is STILL listed as a contributor to VDARE, despite the fact 
that there's no doubt about their deceptive white nationalist agenda. What does 
that tell you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702247 34676 216 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:40:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7702241" target=_blank>#210</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've seen some pretty racist stuff from Limbaugh over the years too. Drudge 
has a relationship with Buchanan now. I think this is going to become a 
trend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge isn't the only one who runs Drudge Report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702260 34676 229 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7702251" target=_blank>#220</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I don't know anything about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Breitbart" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702265 34676 232 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:44:41pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7702254" target=_blank>#223</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're talking about visiting sewers like stormfront, and believing them when 
they say things...it's not healthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not "believing them when they say things."</P> 
<P>More like "noticing when their talking points are the same as those of major 
right wing pundits."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702280 34676 245 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:47:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7702273" target=_blank>#240</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And while I agree with most on this board that some in the Tea Party movement 
are quite despicable characters, I do not feel that the motives of all of the 
attendees at the tea parties are hatred-based.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen anyone make such a claim.</P> 
<P>I fully realize that not all tea party attendees are despicable racists.</P> 
<P>They're just associating with a LOT of people who are.</P> 
<P>Including the organizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702289 34676 253 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:49:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7702281" target=_blank>#246</A> Gabriel 
Hanna</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702320 34676 281 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:55:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7702302" target=_blank>#265</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles ... Didn't Robert Gibbs and some others paint the attendees with a 
pretty broad brush? I heard some disparaging remarks about town hall meeting 
attendees. They may not have specifically said ALL attendees had impure motives, 
but they implied it pretty strongly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have much sympathy for the 'broad brush' argument. If you don't want 
to be associated with extremists, don't associate with extremists.</P> 
<P>Seems pretty simple to me. But what do I know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702339 34676 299 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 6:59:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7702329" target=_blank>#290</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please let us remember that Obama is first and foremost a changeling, ready 
to do or say anything at anytime to anyone about anything in order to advance 
his own political popularity and personal power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or maybe he really doesn't hate America after all.</P> 
<P>I know that may be hard to wrap your mind around. But give it a 
try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07702368 34676 326 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:06:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7702350" target=_blank>#309</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't that seem a little too rude to you Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, to keep hating Obama even when he does the right thing?</P> 
<P>Yeah, it does seem a little too rude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702372 34676 330 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:07:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7702357" target=_blank>#316</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've not seen any of the ACORN hidden camera footage, but there is one thing 
that's been bugging me. They never stated how many ACORN offices they visited 
before finding ones with really stupid people working in them. If they went to 
50 and only busted 3-4 people it paints a different picture than if they only 
went to 3-4 and found wackiness at all of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702383 34676 341 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7702375" target=_blank>#333</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would he hate America? Look how well his country has treated him, from 
early childhood to the present.But re the ' ready to do or say anything to get 
elected ', and the chameleon-esque ease with which he changes and shifts 
positions , the way he has of shedding shady associates like they were a molting 
skin...those are hard to refute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he's the first politician to act that way?</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702387 34676 345 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/7702381" target=_blank>#339</A> 
Charpete67</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>watch as the same people who criticized the patriot act, now support 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. They are very upset, actually. But thank you for 
playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702435 34676 391 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7702425" target=_blank>#381</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite Concur. It's just <EM>scary</EM> than ACORN had this many rotten eggs. 
THat organization has shown repeated problems with personnel, and this is just 
the latest example.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I wonder what would happen if someone infiltrated a Washington Times 
editorial meeting and recorded it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702463 34676 419 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:25:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/7702452" target=_blank>#408</A> Desert 
Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be scary...but how many millions of government money to they take? 
And, are they up for billions more?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- they're only providing you with the information you're using to make 
judgments about ACORN. What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702475 34676 431 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7702473" target=_blank>#429</A> 
viciouscircledammit</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702488 34676 444 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:32:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/7702464" target=_blank>#420</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That might also prove dicey, but I doubt they'd be talking about how to cover 
up crimes. What these ACORN were doing was moral blindness of a truly appalling 
nature. The Washington Times has problems, but they don't facilitate 
crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest looking into the Moonie cult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702516 34676 469 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:42:18pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how much less hate mail I get when I turn off the contact form, 
and take away the haters' anonymity.</P> 
<P>If they want to send me hate messages, they have to use a real email account 
to do it. I know a lot of these people have my email address -- it isn't exactly 
difficult to find.</P> 
<P>And yet, not a single hate mail all day. You'd almost think there was 
cowardice involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702531 34676 483 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 7:45:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/7702523" target=_blank>#476</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>does anyone know what's up with realwest? I haven't seen him for a few days. 
is he OK?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He logged on today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704212 34676 730 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:55:35am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/720/7703777" target=_blank>#720</A> bunnymud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Watch as the same people who loudly supported the Patriot Act for years 
suddenly start to find things wrong with it.."</P> 
<P>And vice versa</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing how many people are repeating this -- when it's not even remotely 
true.</P> 
<P>The left wing is very upset with Obama for his failure to enact their 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706152 34676 750 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:17:08pm  
 
<P>I can't stop you from apologizing for racists, that's your business if you 
want to do that. But you're not welcome to do it at my site. Bye 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707231 34676 752 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:20:44pm  
 
<P>Buh-bye! Have fun storming the castle with your two sock 
puppets.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702694 34677 11 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 8:19:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7702685" target=_blank>#7</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did a FL based cult get a hold of this girl in OH?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702763 34677 45 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 8:33:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7702746" target=_blank>#36</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found their website.</P> 
<P>This "church" is really really strange (well, duh) and <EM>creepy</EM>.</P> 
<P>Even if a person did believe this girl was in danger from her family, this 
church is NOT a good place for this girl to be.</P> 
<P>I thought I might post their "values" from their website, but I think I 
won't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Global Revolution Church" is extremely creepy. They're End Times 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702826 34677 89 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 8:45:48pm  
 
<P>Here's Pamela ranting like a lunatic:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0U0MeWmTukw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702862 34677 119 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 8:55:23pm  
 
<P>There's no rush to get to the evolution posts. But I do have a good one lined 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702873 34677 128 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 8:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7702863" target=_blank>#120</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea about that, but I do wonder what the girl told them.</P> 
<P>I understand there is a predisposition to think that the church is wrong, but 
many well-intentioned people have been taken in by teen-aged hysteria. More 
investigation will show what is going on.</P> 
<P>You can easily be right, but let's all be as careful as we have been about 
the initial charges.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I waited quite a while before posting this. I've been following it all along, 
but I deliberately waited until the official investigation was complete. And 
just as I thought would happen, the insane rantings of Geller and Spencer have 
turned out to be completely unfounded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702889 34677 144 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:00:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7702876" target=_blank>#131</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a rush! I have to go to bed in less than an hour! I'm gonna miss 
<EM>all</EM> the fun!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It won't be tonight -- probably tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702917 34677 166 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:06:42pm  
 
<P>The really vile thing about this is the complete depersonalization of Bary's 
parents by the Spencer-Geller gang. There's absolutely nothing the parents could 
say or do that would convince the anti-Islam ravers that they're not going to 
hurt their daughter.</P> 
<P>Just for one second, put yourself in the place of a parent who's being 
accused of wanting to murder their own daughter -- unjustly. Imagine how much 
suffering is being inflicted on them by this ordeal and the sheer hatred of the 
anti-Islam nutbags, as they're dragged into the public spotlight and portrayed 
as inhuman murdering beasts, when they have done <EM>nothing</EM> to warrant it. 
It's just beyond disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702966 34677 211 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:22:09pm  
 
<P>Not interested in letting a troll hijack the thread. Nope. Not gonna let 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07702995 34677 235 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:27:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7702992" target=_blank>#233</A> avspatti</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Listen guys . . . the idea that this girl could be 'honor-killed' is not at 
all farfetched. Have we not read about this kind of thing happening before? 
Would you want to be the judge who sent her back only to learn she had been 
murdered by her own family? It's not worth the chance imo. She is nearly 18, I 
believe. Let her stay where she is until that birthday, and then, she will have 
more choices, more opportunities. Even if her parents do not do the evil deed, 
other relatives could in order to save the family 'honor'. Uncles, brothers, 
cousins, etc. Not at all unusual among some groups.</P> 
<P>It is not worth the chance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised that you'd be in favor of calling the parents murderers with no 
evidence at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703001 34677 240 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:29:57pm  
 
<P>I see we still have some anti-Islam bigots hanging around at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703099 34677 335 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 9:59:42pm  
 
<P>How long before the usual suspects start screaming that this post is proof 
that I'm "anti-Christian?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703142 34677 374 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:09:48pm  
 
<P>Here's another fanatic who's trying to capitalize on Rifqa Bary, Pastor Steve 
Hill. You won't believe this one.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/4CFMs632EKE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703151 34677 382 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:12:47pm  
 
<P>And another fanatic trying to hitch a ride on this bigoted bandwagon, Jamal 
Jivanjee, who posted this at Free Republic: <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/news/2326326/posts" target=_blank>PLEASE 
PRAY FOR MY INTERVIEW ON FOXNEWS TOMORROW MORNING (Friday August 28)</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Each time we met with her, I left a changed person. This young girl not only 
lived out the kingdom of God in word, but in deed! The Lord has used her to 
physically and spiritually heal people, and bring people into a relationship 
with God everywhere she has went. She has done this in places like high school, 
summer jobs, and more recently...jail cells. I do not say these things to brag 
about her, but to brag about the reality and power of Jesus in 
her!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703210 34677 435 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:24:56pm  
 



<P>There's our first asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07703265 34677 485 Charles Tue, Sep 15, 2009 10:43:12pm  
 
<P>Gates of Vienna is trumpeting the Powerline thing as a victory for them and 
for the Vlaams Belang, by the way. There's overwhelming support for racist creep 
Robert Stacy McCain, on the right wing blogs.</P> 
<P>I'm watching the entire right wing blogosphere melt down into a stinky puddle 
of fascist slime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706146 34677 648 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/7705960" target=_blank>#647</A> GeoffP</EM></P> 
<P>It's frankly un-American to convict this family of wanting to kill their own 
daughter on no more evidence than because they are Muslims. It's outright 
bigotry, in fact.</P> 
<P>CAIR was present at the interviews of the Bary family. I'm no fan of CAIR at 
all, as I think should be obvious. But saying they "supervised" the 
investigation is a ridiculous exaggeration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706175 34677 650 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:22:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/7706155" target=_blank>#649</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if we assume they lied about one thing, we can assume they lied about 
everything else. The question is, why are you assuming they're 
lying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you see? They denied it! That's <EM>proof</EM> they're lying! And the 
fact that the Florida Dept. of Law Enforcement found no evidence ... why, that's 
evidence that they're hiding something!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707247 34677 656 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:25:20pm  
 
<P>Maybe you didn't notice, but the site you linked to is now calling me ugly 
names and supporting the Spencer crowd. If you link to them again, it will be 
deleted again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707314 34677 658 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/7707309" target=_blank>#657</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I haven't noticed. It was pointed out to me in this thread that you and 
Jawa are on the outs, but you shouldn't assume that everyone knows all of the 
sites that are not allowed anymore. I don't know why you would assume bad 
intentions ("If you link to them again, it will be deleted again.") on the part 
of someone who's been coming to your site since 2001. You seem to be 
changing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't assume bad intentions. I'm just telling you that I'm not going to 
send traffic to a site that supports people like Spencer and 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07704128 34678 665 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:26:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7704088" target=_blank>#626</A> gregb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading the news this morning.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/sep/16/obama-wh-
collects-web-users-data/" target=_blank>www.washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>My first knee-jerk reaction? So *that's* why they renewed the Patriot act. :-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story is just the latest fear mongering nonsense. It's the outrage du 
jour.</P> 
<P>I may post something about it later. Don't believe the hype from the 
Washington Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704712 34679 74 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:50:53am  
 
<P>Come on, everybody, and do the Denial Twist!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/cwevHqIf2AU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704234 34680 16 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:59:24am  
 
<P>I see we still have people clinging to this falsehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705167 34680 378 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7705109" target=_blank>#377</A> Lee 
Coller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if anyone noticed this, but this link was posted in the spinoffs 
purporting to show that there were 2M people present based on the analysis of 
past events. It's complete nonsense of course, but currently has more updings 
than downdings (I have the sole downding).</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/191685_The_Real_Number_of_Protesters_
on_9-12" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh. What a bunch of laughable nonsense. They want me to post something 
about it too -- well, I just might. But it's not going to make them 
happy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707352 34680 388 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:15:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7707342" target=_blank>#387</A> 
IdeaLover</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah -- who cares if the organizers are connected to Birthers, Ron Paul, and 
the John Birch Society? What could go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07704784 34681 118 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:08:49am  
 
<P>18% of the self-identified conservatives believe Obama is the Antichrist. 
Another 17% aren't sure.</P> 
<P>That's <EM>more than a third</EM> of the conservatives who believe Obama 
either is or might be -- literally -- Satan.</P> 
<P>This is bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706378 34681 250 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:25:21pm  
 
<P>Again and again, the long dramatic post full of insults, deleted within 
minutes.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why they waste their time. I don't even read these things. As 
soon as I see where it's going it's gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707186 34681 252 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:05:33pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun battling the Antichrist!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704906 34682 11 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:30:18am  
 
<P>Seriously racist as well:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1981, Skousen published "The 5,000 Year Leap," the book for which, thanks 
to Beck, he is now best known. But it wasn't that Skousen book that made the 
biggest headline in the 1980s. Toward the end of Reagan's second term, Skousen 
became the center of a minor controversy when state legislators in California 
approved the official use of another of his books, the 1982 history text "The 
Making of America." Besides bursting with factual errors, Skousen's book 
characterized African-American children as "pickaninnies" and described American 
slave owners as the "worst victims" of the slavery system. Quoting the historian 
Fred Albert Shannon, "The Making of America" explained that "[slave] gangs in 
transit were usually a cheerful lot, though the presence of a number of the more 
vicious type sometimes made it necessary for them all to go in 
chains."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704933 34682 24 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:33:49am  
 
<P>The smell of flounce is in the air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07704951 34682 36 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:35:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7704936" target=_blank>#25</A> Alexander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, my...</P> 
<P><A href="http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/capitol-
view-lo-res.jpg" target=_blank>Take a look at this picture</A>. Man, that's sure 
a lotta racists!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, looks about 100,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07705008 34682 76 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:43:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7705001" target=_blank>#71</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Call me crazy, but weren't more than a few question being asked about ACORN 
as far back as the 2006 election, and those were actual criminal 
investigations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- and ACORN was actually exonerated in every case in 2006. (People never 
seem to mention this.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705106 34682 164 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:07:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7705090" target=_blank>#151</A> Earth56</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have not read this entire thread and I'm glad Charles exposes BS for what it 
is...BUT...</P> 
<P><STRONG>Why is ther no mention about ACORN ?</STRONG></P> 
<P>An organization that was or is one heartbeat from acquiring over 8 billion 
taxpayers dollars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the matter - you aren't already getting enough information about ACORN 
at every other right wing blog and every show on Fox News?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705113 34682 169 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:09:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7705103" target=_blank>#161</A> boxman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said, I am a bit disappointed at how you are going out of your way to 
point out the fringe elements of the Tea Party movement...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try to carry on despite your disappointment. But the plain fact is that 
I'm not going out of my way at all. Craziness is everywhere at the tea parties, 
and it takes almost no effort to find examples. The <EM>organizers</EM> are the 
craziest ones of all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705119 34682 174 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:10:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7705115" target=_blank>#170</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like someone else we all know and love is, instead, spreading racism 
"truth". No names, <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2009/09/15/carter_claims_there_is_r
acist_tone_against_obama.html" target=_blank>but initials are Jimmy 
Carter</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/wh-president-obama-
disagrees-with-former-president-carter-that-most-animosity-towards-obama-is-
raceb.html" target=_blank>WH: President Obama Disagrees with Former President 
Carter that Most Animosity Towards Obama is Race-Based</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705125 34682 180 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:12:08pm  
 
<P>This is the longest prelude to a flounce I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07705141 34682 194 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:14:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7705133" target=_blank>#186</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is good they disagree about this, but isn't it time they discredited the 
guy altogether? He's becoming a lot more divisive than helpful (Carter, that 
is).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall George W. Bush ever saying anything to discredit Carter, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705185 34682 233 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:20:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7705151" target=_blank>#204</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall Carter ever saying he was partial to the Bush Administration. 
No need to discredit someone who is constantly opposing you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people still have a sense of decorum about these things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705191 34682 239 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:23:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7705185" target=_blank>#233</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people still have a sense of decorum about these 
things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what I mean by that is that it's perfectly appropriate for someone like 
me to call Jimmy Carter America's worst ex-President.</P> 
<P>It's not appropriate for another President to do so, and Obama realizes this 
just like GW Bush did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705251 34682 296 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:38:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7705214" target=_blank>#260</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that Fox and Beck have gone into a cycle of rehashing the 
election, will Beck be their Rather? If he keeps following the kookspiracists 
leads you can almost bet on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to think it was just a matter of time before Beck said or did 
something so outrageous that no one would take him seriously any more except the 
kookiest of the kooks.</P> 
<P>Then he did that completely batshit crazy show about the Rockefeller Center, 
and -- nothing. Nobody on the right even blinked.</P> 
<P>Ideas that come straight out of the John Birch Society's paranoid craziness 
on a national cable network -- and nobody seems to care.</P> 
<P>I agree with the final sentence of my quote above -- the Republican base is 
headed into very very weird territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705269 34682 312 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:41:43pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7705263" target=_blank>#306</A> Buckeye 
Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7705240" target=_blank>#285</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah there is. I proved ColorofChange was wrong, I get dinged. I show 
evidence that 9/12 crowd was larger than 65k, I get dinged.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't prove any such thing, and your "evidence" was 
laughable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705360 34682 403 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 12:59:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7705354" target=_blank>#397</A> Buckeye 
Nation</EM></P> 
<P>I can only take so much whining. Some people refuse to be talked down from 
the ledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705450 34682 480 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 1:22:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7705413" target=_blank>#450</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After reading the article above, now watch this...Glenn Beck's facade starts 
cracking: How dare they compare me to McCarthy? I compare me to Murrow!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It all kinda makes sense now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What. A. Freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706406 34682 530 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:34:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7706337" target=_blank>#528</A> Cosmo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just as I do not judge Catholics against the yardstick of John Kerry, nor 
Baptists and Pentecostals based on Al Sharpton and Pat Robertson, I sincerely 
hope that, although both Skousen and Beck were/are LDS, that those who frequent 
this site do not judge the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints solely on 
their commentaries and opinions.</P> 
<P>Nothing I've seen here, including Charles's inherent fairness, would lead me 
to believe otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not - I don't judge all Mormons by Cleon Skousen, any more than I 
judge all Southerners by Robert Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705648 34683 89 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:08:41pm  
 
 
 
<P>Well, that's a new take on the flounce -- pretend to be 'concerned' about my 
mental health. Gotta love it. I think it was supposed to make me feel guilty 
about deleting it.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705710 34683 99 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:19:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7705655" target=_blank>#90</A> 
citizen_canuck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It night be crazy, except for that little section that states that to be 
considered a "Natural Born Citizen" a child must be born to parents who are both 
U.S.Citizens. Does that apply to Obama? Not as far as I can see, unless his 
father was a U.S. Citizen instead of a Kenyian (British) 
citizen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nonsense. Why are you promoting this garbage here?</P> 
<P>Barack Obama was born in the United States. That makes him a citizen. Look it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709068 34683 117 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 11:15:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7708848" target=_blank>#116</A> josephus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Birthers are such a waste of time. Why is a group that represents less than 
1% of the nations views even given a voice. They are pathetic and most people 
know it. The left are playing this one like a fiddle. Birthers = wackos = ROP's. 
A logical attack approach based on the Alinsky rulebook.</P> 
<P>Less than 1% of a group are being used to tar and feather a majority centre 
right Americans</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were Birthers everywhere at the tea party demonstration last 
weekend.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705579 34684 6 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 1:56:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7705573" target=_blank>#3</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a deletion right out of the box, this promises to be a fun 
thread</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was an attempted 'FIRST!'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705590 34684 14 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 1:58:06pm  
 
<P>If you keep doing that I'll just block your account. Your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705615 34684 34 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:02:13pm  
 
<P>If I have to delete one more of your comments, you're out of here.</P> 
<P>I do not give idle warnings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705656 34684 64 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:09:40pm  
 
<P>Please don't post links to Pajamas Media. They now promote white supremacists 
as featured writers, and I won't send any traffic to them if I can help 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705733 34684 126 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:22:28pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7705718" target=_blank>#112</A> Dayenu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, which ones are white supremacists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain. See my recent posts on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705743 34684 135 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:23:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7705718" target=_blank>#112</A> Dayenu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a deep respect for Bill Whittle and his essays.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I like Bill Whittle too - he's a friend, in fact. But I won't be 
associated with any website that promotes vile racists like RS 
McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705804 34684 195 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7705775" target=_blank>#166</A> Earth56</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the links.</P> 
<P>What I cannot understand is why anyone would think this is just another 
story. Its YOUR money</P> 
<P>For those that are trying to imply that they caught only a few then do the 
math and ask how many they have not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not very interested in this story either, sorry. I think it's a 
peripheral issue --red meat for the GOP base.</P> 
<P>Yes, they should be investigated after what we see on the tapes, but it's 
nowhere near as important as a lot of other issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705837 34684 226 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:39:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7705821" target=_blank>#211</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it gets ACORN away from any involvement with the Census, it'll be worth it 
for that only.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were dropped by the Census Bureau last week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705862 34684 250 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:45:58pm  
 
<P>Frankly, I think the conservative movement is shooting itself in the foot -- 
again -- with the obsessive focus on ACORN.</P> 
<P>ACORN works largely in minority communities, primarily African American 
communities. And while there may be corrupt employees, they have also done a lot 
of good for people. I know, go ahead, excommunicate me for saying it, but I just 
can't buy into this one-dimensional crap. They're not ALL evil, all the 
time.</P> 
<P>And this is going to further cement the impression that African Americans and 
other minorities already have, that the GOP and conservatives in general have 
racist motives.</P> 
<P>It's a foot-shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07705891 34684 278 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:51:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7705872" target=_blank>#259</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is that exactly? Honest question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you ask John McCain that question?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/oJ9wy2MI1NI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705917 34684 303 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 2:57:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/7705909" target=_blank>#295</A> 
Flyovercountry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I must disagree with you on this sir. This organization receives federal 
funding for the express purpose of getting their candidates elected to a 
multitude of positions at various levels. That alone should have raised major 
alarm bells a long time ago. While I will agree that they are not all evil, I 
must insist that there are systemic problems which need to be stopped 
immediately. The real story here is that it took this to cause the stir. I will 
concede that there is a likely disconnect between leadership and those working 
in the field, but the employment laws in all 50 states have provisions mandating 
that employers are responsible for the actions of employees, (duty to 
supervise.) With this happening a multitude of times and locations, Acorn 
deserves the scrutiny they are about to receive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree with that, but it wasn't my point. And I didn't say they 
shouldn't be investigated -- I said the obsessive demonization that's taking 
place is going to backfire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705925 34684 311 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:00:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7705919" target=_blank>#305</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I though you had something about how this issue is driving minorities out of 
the GOP right now. Good link, though. Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, <EM>something</EM> is certainly driving minorities out of the GOP.</P> 
<P>How many African Americans did you see at the tea party last weekend? I 
looked at hundreds of photos. I don't remember seeing even one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705940 34684 326 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7705936" target=_blank>#322</A> nikis-
knight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hardly obsessive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's extremely obsessive. Way beyond what the issue really 
warrants.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07705947 34684 333 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:05:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7705938" target=_blank>#324</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got an e-mail with photos, <A 
href="http://www.lookingattheleft.com/2009/09/conservative-woodstock-rocks-the-
capital/" target=_blank>from this website.</A></P> 
<P>Several feature minorities.</P> 
<P>/I am neither endorsing nor critiquing the website or photos</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those photos reinforce my point.</P> 
<P>Thousands and thousands of white faces.</P> 
<P>Three African Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705958 34684 344 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:09:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7705954" target=_blank>#340</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A shame they took more of a fence-sitting position. More people need to come 
out against this madness being promoted by the likes of RS McCain and 
Dymphna.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't even a fence-sitting position -- he came out and completely 
defended RS McCain, who is completely indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705971 34684 355 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:13:56pm  
 
<P>Here's a story about the obsessive focus the GOP is putting on the issue, 
with the news that <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/27208.html" target=_blank>ACORN 
is planning to sue the filmmakers, Andrew Breitbart, and Fox News</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although it ended up firing several of the employees caught up in the sting, 
ACORN also said it is planning to sue the two filmmakers, the website 
Breitbart.com, owner of an affiliated site where the undercover videos were 
posted, and Fox News, which has repeatedly aired the footage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The filmmakers may have broken the law themselves -- some of the states where 
they did their "stings" have laws against recording people without their 
knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07705987 34684 369 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:19:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7705934" target=_blank>#320</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Found this very interesting. Apparently the delinking of Powerline got 
noticed in many blogosphere circles. Charles gets some backhanded praise from 
the author of <A href="http://gatesofviennawatch.blogspot.com/2009/09/when-
friends-fall-out.html" target=_blank>this post</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggest you take a look at some of the other posts at that person's blog, 
however. He's pretty far out there himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07705999 34684 381 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:24:28pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how many people refuse to look at the simple, plain fact that 
Robert Stacy McCain is a racist who belongs to racist organizations, and 
associates with white supremacists and neo-Nazis.</P> 
<P>No -- he's a "nice guy." They've never had any problem with him. Charles 
Johnson must be EEEVIL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706024 34684 401 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/7706015" target=_blank>#394</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, Sal -- I'm not denying any problems. I'm saying I think they've been 
overblown, and that this is going to backfire on the GOP.</P> 
<P>They should be investigated. OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706040 34684 416 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:39:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7706037" target=_blank>#413</A> ted</EM></P> 
<P>If you're expecting me to jump aboard the Demonization Express and stop 
thinking for myself, I hope you aren't holding your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706053 34684 429 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/7706051" target=_blank>#427</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh, and I've been told I'm not so bad - for a guy from SC.</P> 
<P>I'm a little weary of hearing that all tea party attendees are a bunch of 
kooks. Clearly a small percentage were and are, but out of 70,000 people there 
had to be a majority who honestly had good intentions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <EM>organizers</EM> are the biggest kooks of all.</P> 
<P>Maybe you missed the video I posted yesterday in which the main spokesman for 
Tea Party Express was outed as a raving racist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706085 34684 456 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:54:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/7706069" target=_blank>#444</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if this will backfire on the GOP or not.</P> 
<P>What did backfire on the GOP however, was the immigration issue led by such 
wackos as Jim Gilchrist guest of The Political Cesspool and founder of the 
Minuteman Project.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan has also been a guest on (the openly white supremacist) 
Political Cesspool, and so has Bay Buchanan.</P> 
<P>Here's a list of some of their guests (Google cache link):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.thepoliticalcesspool.org/guestlist.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.thepoliticalcesspool.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706086 34684 457 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:55:02pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7706083" target=_blank>#454</A> Haole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you keep pinning this on the GOP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you keep misinterpreting what I'm writing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706096 34684 464 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 3:58:28pm  
 
<P>One of the politicians who has appeared on the white supremacist Political 
Cesspool show -- Rep. Charles Key (R-OK):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=Rep.+Charles+K
ey&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Endorsed Ron Paul, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706107 34684 472 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:01:48pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://c
harleskey.com/wp/%3Fpage_id=3&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Charles 
Key</A>: he's pro-life, pro-family, pro-gun, pro-constitution.</P> 
<P>And he hangs out with white supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706133 34684 498 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:10:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/7706118" target=_blank>#483</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP and Fox ( Hannity and O'Reilly) promoted the hell out of the 
Minuteman project. It came back and bit them since John McCain, a moderate on 
this issue, was hurt badly by lack of Hispanic votes.While ACORN probably 
doesn't have the same profile, nevertheless it could be seen as yet another 
attack on minority communities by the GOP.Same goes with these Tea Parties which 
are being seen by more and more as racist- whether justified or not. The more 
the GOP gets identified with these movements, the less they'll ever appeal to 
various minority communities. This is not to say the investigation isn't 
warranted since it obviously is. Nevertheless, the GOP needs to exercise some 
restraint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well said, that's exactly the point I've been trying to make here. 
Unfortunately, people keep reading things into my comments that I didn't say and 
didn't intend. Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706157 34684 517 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:18:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7706139" target=_blank>#502</A> 
coquimbojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you just promote clubbing baby seals and eating unicorn 
steaks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might have. You never know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706194 34684 550 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 4:26:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7706177" target=_blank>#534</A> 
coquimbojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Rush say that about the bone? I doubt it. I drive doing sales all day 
long and have for over a decade. I listen to him when I can, and he has never 
said anything like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Rush Limbaugh really did tell a black caller to "take the bone out of 
your nose and call me back."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.snopes.com/politics/quotes/limbaugh.asp" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706284 34684 636 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:02:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7706212" target=_blank>#567</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Did you read further down in the Snopes article to find that this was 
attributed anecdotally and has not been documented? It is a pretty loathsome 
quote if accurate and in context , but the paragraph below the one where snopes 
says ' True ' goes on to basically say that there is no proof that he said 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, that's not what it says at all. It says there's no record of the 
statement -- but that he expressed remorse when asked about it.</P> 
<P>However, that same article also mentions another racist comment he made in a 
Newsday interview: "Have you ever noticed how all composite pictures of wanted 
criminals resemble Jesse Jackson?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706297 34684 649 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:06:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7706237" target=_blank>#590</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see WND has jumped on the ACORN bandwagon. I guess the 'nirther business 
must be falling off...</P> 
<P>Speaking of WND, they have a new article up by 'nirther Unruh... but now he 
is on the hot topic of ... evolution!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=109887" 
target=_blank>'Origin of Species' edition debunks evolution</A></P> 
<P>[look at this out-of context ? quote from PZ Meyers]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ouch. That much idiocy in one article is painful.</P> 
<P>Notice who they're quoting in the article -- one of the craziest creationists 
on the planet, Ray Comfort, star of this classic video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/QGMuIyBK5P4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706324 34684 674 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:11:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7706288" target=_blank>#640</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did he not qualify that by saying; to white people?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he did not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706339 34684 688 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:14:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/645/7706293" target=_blank>#645</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wouldn't matter. Context is not really something considered when going after 
conservative pundits. You smoke 'em if you got'em.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no context. Naso Tang was being sarcastic. Rush Limbaugh really did 
say, "Have you ever noticed how all composite pictures of wanted criminals 
resemble Jesse Jackson?"</P> 
<P>I know you don't want to believe it, but it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706354 34684 702 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:18:29pm  
 
<P>Oh no -- there was no racism at the DC tea party.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3914469118/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706387 34684 732 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:27:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7706371" target=_blank>#717</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Flounce on aisle 12!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over, they compose these long dramatic posts full of insults. They 
really <EM>really</EM> want Daddy to know how much they hate him.</P> 
<P>I read the first sentence, see where it's headed, and delete it. Who has time 
for that kind of crap?</P> 
<P>It's a very weird psychological exercise they're engaged in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706400 34684 743 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/7706392" target=_blank>#736</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Charles wants to delete it, I will understand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going back retroactively and deleting all those links. No time.</P> 
<P>I'll just say that anyone who chooses to support Robert Stacy McCain is off 
my list, period. I don't feel sad about it, not one bit. I know I'm right. 
Anyone who's sticking up for that rotten creep should be ashamed -- they're 
supporting a blatant, disgusting racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706414 34684 756 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:40:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7706410" target=_blank>#752</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I didn't even know there <EM>was</EM> an aisle 12...</P> 
<P>Yet, I didn't miss much, I expect, as these flounces are rarely creatively 
written. Just boring prose with minimal sentences, or rambling tirades.</P> 



<P>I'm waiting for an e.e. cummings type of flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a pretty creative one earlier today, that expressed his 'concern' 
for my mental health. The ultimate passive aggressive flounce. "Maybe you need a 
vacation or something?"</P> 
<P>Delete button. Click. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706429 34684 770 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:44:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/7706422" target=_blank>#763</A> 
harpsicon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good Heavens... How many African-Americans are going to go out into the 
streets to demonstrate against Obama, which is pretty much what all that was 
about...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you believe that African Americans are automatically going to support 
Obama?</P> 
<P>Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706455 34684 794 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:49:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/786/7706446" target=_blank>#786</A> Truck 
Monkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are at least 90% certain to support the hack with the (D) after his 
name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why do you think that is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706460 34684 799 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/796/7706457" target=_blank>#796</A> Dar ul 
Harb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's a fair observation, isn't it, that Democrats get the majority of 
the African-American vote, and that the President's approval among African-
Americans is higher than than his general approval rate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you think Democrats get the majority of the African American 
vote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706463 34684 802 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:51:57pm  
 
<P>Democrats also get the majority of the Jewish vote. Why do you think that 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706479 34684 816 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 5:56:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/7706473" target=_blank>#810</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being Jewish I have my own theory on this one. What do you think is the 
reason?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the Republican Party is seen as the party of bigots and antisemites. 
When people like Pat Buchanan are welcomed and praised by the GOP at high 



profile events like CPAC, and Ann Coulter can defend the white supremacist 
Council of Conservative Citizens and say that Jews are "perfected Christians," 
and GOP politicians appear on white supremacist radio shows, I can't really 
blame them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706489 34684 826 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 6:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/7706487" target=_blank>#824</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you are largely correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just scratching the surface.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706542 34684 877 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 6:13:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/864/7706528" target=_blank>#864</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it used to be. Now it closely resembles a lot of right wing sites. The 
language is a little harsher and the agenda softened a bit but more or less the 
same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I could say you were wrong.</P> 
<P>But you're not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706553 34684 888 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 6:15:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/884/7706549" target=_blank>#884</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF has a search engine? Huh. How does that work??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's that thing at the top of the page that says "Search 
LGF..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706581 34684 914 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 6:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/7706568" target=_blank>#902</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>does it only search LGF or is it linked to another engine?, sorry to ask but 
I am not all that tech hip as you may have noticed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an LGF specific search engine that I coded myself, like most of the 
features at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706592 34684 925 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 6:23:32pm  
 
<P>People may not know that this entire site is based on custom code that I 
wrote myself. I don't use Wordpress or Moveable Type or any of the common blog 
software packages.</P> 
<P>No brag, just fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706835 34684 1033 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:21:39pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/7706718" target=_blank>#1019</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am confused... I thought YOU were Pajamas Media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I have not worked with Pajamas Media for more than two 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707253 34684 1047 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:27:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1046/7707250" target=_blank>#1046</A> 
danrudy</EM></P> 
<P>That's the last time you're going to defend racist comments at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707368 34684 1052 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1041/7707027" target=_blank>#1041</A> 
loggiedog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to PJ Media, you're still listed as a "Co Founder"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a co-founder. I can't change that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707377 34684 1055 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:25:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1041/7707027" target=_blank>#1041</A> 
loggiedog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to PJ Media, you're still listed as a "Co Founder"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However -- I have not worked with them for at least two years, and I take no 
responsibility for their recent turn toward the far right, or for featuring a 
white supremacist on their front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706773 34685 71 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:11:22pm  
 
<P>Fox News and Bill O'Reilly bring you ... the Crocoduck!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/LNTGmoTb8sw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706857 34685 148 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:28:48pm  
 
<P>I'd like to see Ray Comfort's theological explanation for the 
artichoke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706875 34685 166 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:34:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7706870" target=_blank>#161</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HA, roger that! Good Lord, the first time I had a whole one at dinner I was 
practically choking until 3 in the morning. <EM>They call it "choke" for a 
reason, people!</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, Satan was on the design committee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706903 34685 193 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:41:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7706880" target=_blank>#170</A> 
VioletTiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monkeys peel bananas from <A href="http://www.haruth.com/Banana.htm" 
target=_blank>the bottom.</A></P> 
<P>You won't get those yucky stringy things that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monkeys rock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706943 34685 230 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:48:37pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, frothing like a rabid white supremacist chihuahua:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.95.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://rs
mccain.blogspot.com/2009/09/andrew-jacksons-mother-advises-this.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>rsmccain.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706967 34685 253 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 7:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7706962" target=_blank>#248</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will it piss him off, if we go look from your link?Otherwise, not gonna 
look.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a Google cache link...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07706993 34685 276 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:05:55pm  
 
<P>There's a deleted comment at McCain's hate site -- I wonder what you have to 
do to be deleted over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707044 34685 322 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7707031" target=_blank>#309</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This ain't Spencer...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a God in heaven, and the man who spitefully chooses to pursue 
unrighteousness will ultimately destroy himself. Therefore, wise men observe the 
madness of King Charles and shake their heads sadly, knowing what the final 
outcome must be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's got a whole new brand of goofy going on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Featured writer at Pajamas Media!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707051 34685 329 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:21:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7707047" target=_blank>#325</A> 
newsread5</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707071 34685 346 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7707066" target=_blank>#342</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More wisdom from the other McCain..</P> 
<P>So then the Death penalty advocates should align with Muslims who want to 
enforce Sharia Law? Hey, they both want the death penalty enforced right? And 
you can't build a movement by the process of subtraction, right?</P> 
<P>What he is saying is that political goals supersede principles. That isn't 
conservatism. Not by a longshot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Featured at Pajamas Media!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707086 34685 361 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:35:35pm  
 
<P>At Pajamas Media right now, they're screaming about Jimmy Carter's charges of 
racism ...</P> 
<P>While at the same time, a white supremacist is prominently featured on the 
front page!</P> 
<P>Wheee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707090 34685 365 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:36:48pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/wh-president-obama-
disagrees-with-former-president-carter-that-most-animosity-towards-obama-is-
raceb.html" target=_blank>WH: President Obama Disagrees with Former President 
Carter that Most Animosity Towards Obama is Race-Based</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707146 34685 416 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 8:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7707131" target=_blank>#403</A> Seax</EM></P> 
<P>Creationist says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707172 34685 438 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:01:23pm  
 
<P>Creationist AND anti-vaxer. It's a two-fer!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/243/7700266" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707214 34685 476 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:14:50pm  
 
<P>Five flouncers in the last 10 minutes:</P> 



<P>A creationistA Glenn BeckbotSomeone who's fighting the antichristAn anti-
Muslim bigotA standard-issue asshole</P> 
<P>Whee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707224 34685 485 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:17:58pm  
 
<P>And the Antichrist guy was seriously creepy. I just reviewed his recent 
comments. Insane is too kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707230 34685 491 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:20:17pm  
 
<P>Make that six. Actually eight, because this one also had two sock puppets 
registered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707259 34685 515 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:30:11pm  
 
<P>And the ninth block of the night goes to a creep who tried to argue that 
"take that bone out of your nose" is not a racist comment.</P> 
<P>It's amazing the kind of stuff these people think they can post on my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707284 34685 538 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 9:39:53pm  
 
<P>Closing in on 150,000 page views for the day again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707357 34685 588 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/7707344" target=_blank>#582</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I <EM>really</EM> hate to be <EM>that</EM> guy, but since when is "Crooks and 
Liars" considered to be a reliable source? Is this true just because ACORN's 
press release said that was the case?</P> 
<P>Why are we supposed to take Crooks &amp; Liars, HuffPo, DailyKos... sites 
that we used to goof on and rightfully so, as being gospel truth 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story didn't come from Crooks and Liars, it came from Newshounds. Yep, 
they're lefties. But this looks completely credible to me.</P> 
<P>When I saw that video, the first thing I thought was that she was putting 
them on. Turns out I was right.</P> 
<P>This one is gonna leave a mark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707362 34686 20 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:20:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7707356" target=_blank>#16</A> stickman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to convince us that this is wrong? Of course! Please, all the 
kooks step away from the area. Enough already!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I don't want to look! You can't make me look! Waaah!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07707384 34686 35 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:28:39pm  
 
<P>I have one more post full of pictures that I'll put up tomorrow, focusing on 
the threats of violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707391 34686 40 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7707387" target=_blank>#36</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stalkers. Threats.No need to contact, here's the post.</P> 
<P>"113. Bob in Breckenridge on 16 September, 2009 at 10:06 pm reply I just got 
an email from someone whom shall remain anonymous.BUT, it said who that loser 
Gus802 from Nancy’s cesspool, who outed me last week, possibly was and where he 
lived. Even listed a phone number.And sounds extremely plausible.And naturally, 
he’s in the bluest of blue states, whose loser citizens include such reprobates 
as Leahy, Sanders, Dean, etc.,, not to mention Gus, but I won’t tell you which 
state.But rest assured, Gus will be getting an “enquiring minds want to know” 
phone call later today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That should be reported to their web host immediately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707394 34686 43 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:33:15pm  
 
<P>Here's the address of their web host's legal department: legal -at- 
bluehost.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707398 34686 47 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7707395" target=_blank>#44</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm WAY new to this kinda stuff.What should I do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Send them a link to the comment, and the text of it, and let them know this 
is a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707399 34686 48 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:34:44pm  
 
<P>Be polite, of course. But let them know you're concerned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707407 34686 56 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:37:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7707404" target=_blank>#53</A> ejp0805</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how "Somewhere in Kenya a village is missing its idiot" is 
racist. That's a takeoff on an anti-Bush bumper sticker. A little tasteless and 
disrespectful, sure, but hardly racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, no. It's not racist <EM>at all</EM> to suggest a black man should go back 
to Africa. Not one bit.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707409 34686 58 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:38:25pm  



 
<P>Here come the down-dingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707416 34686 65 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:40:22pm  
 
<P>Here come the excuse-makers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707419 34686 68 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7707414" target=_blank>#63</A> Arbalest</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, these posters are regrettable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. "Regrettable." Nothing to really be upset about. Just, you know, 
<EM>regrettable</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707421 34686 70 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:42:31pm  
 
<P>And of course, it's just a tiny minority.</P> 
<P>Except that it <EM>wasn't</EM>. These kinds of signs were 
everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707423 34686 72 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7707411" target=_blank>#60</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, do I need to use my full name when contacting these 
people?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's up to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707433 34686 82 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:45:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7707429" target=_blank>#78</A> ejp0805</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think people are throwing around the racism charge much too recklessly 
lately, on both sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Wouldn't want to <EM>recklessly</EM> assume that there's something 
racist about telling a black president he should go back to Africa. People are 
just so sensitive these days.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707445 34686 93 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 10:51:48pm  
 
<P>I notice nobody's making any excuses for that first sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707461 34686 108 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:00:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7707458" target=_blank>#105</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Um... Charles, your parsing algorithm cut out characters from my link! The 
link has six A's in a row... and your parsimonious space-hamster cut it back to 
three (thus making the link in error.)</P> 
<P>How do I embed a link that has long strings of the same 
character?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, right now you can't. But you could use tinyurl or one of those link 
shorteners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707463 34686 110 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:01:09pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this post by Dan Riehl, who came out strongly in support of 
racist Robert Stacy McCain: <A 
href="http://74.125.95.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://ww
w.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/09/a-912-experience-
dangerous-times.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Riehl World View: 
A 9/12 Experience: Dangerous Times</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Riding out of DC on the Metro, 9/12, there were some folks from South Dakota 
and also another Mid-West state I can't recall in the same Metro car. We were 
talking, nothing special, really - politics, of course.</P> 
<P>In the back were maybe ten or so black kids taking up that section of the 
car. There was no confrontation, just one or two of them talking loudly enough 
to make sure they'd be heard.</P> 
<P>Without resorting to the poor diction it was along the lines of, these are 
the people who think Obama is the anti-Christ. That McCain he wasn't chit. 
Obama's going to be president as long as he wants, so these people better get 
used to it, etc. It went on but not really to a level that was so loud, or so 
confrontational that it needed to be addressed.</P> 
<P>We just ignored them without much trouble at all.</P> 
<P>Yeah, they were technically thugs. But the reality was they were still 
wannabes really, pretty young, not that big, or many. And if the several adults 
there for 9/12 actually needed to do something about it, the kids wouldn't have 
lasted very long. Maybe if they were bigger, or more numerous, it might have 
been worse. Or it may not have happened at all. Who knows?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brave Dan Riehl! He's bragging that he could beat down some black kids, if 
they tried something -- of course, they didn't, but man, he would have shown 
them!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707472 34686 118 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7707471" target=_blank>#117</A> 
Enkidu90046</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That post you quote is just dripping with racist overtones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. It's pretty damned appalling. No wonder he decided to pimp Robert 
Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07707492 34686 138 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:24:50pm  
 
<P>Our now-banned idiot 'madawaskan' is an oldie here -- he's a friend of a real 
freak who went by the name of Mike C., and he's clearly been holding a grudge 
for a really long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07707499 34686 143 Charles Wed, Sep 16, 2009 11:27:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7707498" target=_blank>#142</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<P>That's their affectionate name for yours truly. Clever, don't you 
think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708460 34686 1049 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:00:05am  
 
<P>Looks this post hit a big fat nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708472 34686 1061 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/993/7708399" target=_blank>#993</A> rbruning</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do nationality (real or not) and religious references (look at photo #2 
and #3) by themselves have to do with racial intolerance unless one is assuming 
or extrapolating a racial attack? Look at a vanilla leftist rally and you don't 
have to squint or cherry pick to find intolerance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to be doing your best to deny what's right in front of your face. 
Again, the "cherry-picking" excuse, when you know damned well it isn't. I've 
posted dozens of photos like these, and finding more is like finding grains of 
sand on a beach. They were everywhere at the tea party.</P> 
<P>You can't deal with that fact so you're trying to deny it. Good luck with 
that approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708476 34686 1065 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:06:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/975/7708381" target=_blank>#975</A> 
scalleywag</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shocked and disgusted. I am just of the opinion that these people deserve no 
attention. None. Publishing photos of them and their vulgar little (often 
misspelled) signs doesn't shame them, they have no shame or they wouldn't be out 
there in the first place. I'm ashamed that people would do things like that in 
my country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Let's just ignore them -- that will work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708523 34686 1112 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:23:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1105/7708516" target=_blank>#1105</A> 
HAL2010</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely agree with Andrew Sullivan on this one, but somehow I doubt that 
someone in the RNC will call him out on it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2009/09/a-vile-
racebaiter.html" target=_blank>Link to a video of Rush 
speaking</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. That's absolutely blatant race baiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708525 34686 1114 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:25:04am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1110/7708521" target=_blank>#1110</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I figured it out a couple of days ago when I tried to post an URL with four 
O's in a row. After hacking the Kobayashi Maru test, this was easy. But as I 
said, I'm keeping the method to myself (unless Charles asks for it) because 
there was no doubt a reason for that filter in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a problem -- you just used character entities for the repeated 
characters. The repeated character filter is only intended for regular text - 
not links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708881 34686 1176 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:38:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1175/7708863" target=_blank>#1175</A> 
Reader2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1141/7708553" 
target=_blank>1141</A> wrenchwench</P> 
<P>I was at the DC March on Saturday and got information about it from the Tea 
Party Express and Freedom Works websites.</P> 
<P>Are these the organizers you refer to as kooks or do you mean some other 
groups?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the leader of the Tea Party Express:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/5fymdNxn82M&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709171 34686 1178 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 11:35:31am  
 
<P>If you're going to try to excuse the blatant racism of these signs, you can 
do it elsewhere. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708570 34687 8 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:39:00am  
 
<P>That's it? No long dramatic post? Blah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708621 34687 48 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:48:01am  
 
<P>The talking point going around the wingnut blogs today is that LGF is in 
serious decline because I'm a virulent anti-Christian. Of course, they can't 
actually link to anything at all that I've ever written that demonstrates this, 
but that isn't stopping them.</P> 
<P>I'm not anti-Christian at all, as people with minds of their own can easily 
see.</P> 
<P>Again, they're unable to separate being opposed to radical far-right 
religious agendas like creationism from being opposed to religion in general. 
Same old same old. This is how fundamentalists keep the masses in line - if you 
depart from the talking points even the tiniest bit, you're an apostate who 
deserves excommunication.</P> 



<P>And as for "declining" -- our traffic has been rising steadily for the past 
two months, which must be extremely irritating for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708627 34687 54 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:48:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7708616" target=_blank>#45</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a question:If I bought a domain name, how would I do it so that my 
name isn't traceable by the stalkers at the deuce.I don't mind them stalking me 
at a new blog but I am not comfortable having those psychopaths being able to 
find my name using a site like whois.net.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buy the domain at godaddy and choose their 'Domains By Proxy' option when 
you're checking out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708664 34687 85 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:55:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7708644" target=_blank>#67</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NOTE:</P> 
<P>I am a Christian, a Catholic, and I have never made a secret of that fact 
here at LGF, and of course, my Catholicism colors my viewpoint, which I have 
made known here at LGF on various topics, and although people have disagreed 
with me, CHARLES JOHNSON has never stepped in to promote any sort of anti-
Christian anything.</P> 
<P>To whoever thinks Charles Johnson and LGF are anti-Christian - you are simply 
wrong wrong wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, reine. On some level, I strongly suspect the people who are promoting 
this nonsense know that they're lying. But when it's time for a mau-mau attack, 
they'll use anything, no matter how dishonest.</P> 
<P>For example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
ightwingnews.com/2009/09/the-descent-of-little-green-footballs/&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>rightwingnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708672 34687 92 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:57:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7708663" target=_blank>#84</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/http%3A%2F%2Flittlegreenfootballs.com" 
target=_blank>web traffic.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's seems close to what my other stats report, but in general Alexa's a 
pretty unreliable indicator and shouldn't be considered definitive at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708688 34687 107 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:00:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7708677" target=_blank>#97</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<BLOCKQUOTE>Has he threatened to kill anyone yet?</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, don't worry - he will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708703 34687 122 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:02:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7708683" target=_blank>#102</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They guy seems to think that if one believes the evolutionary process is 
sound science, rather than "creationism", then one must be an atheist or 
agnostic, and a lefty?</P> 
<P>He is some kind of really confused. Or an idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is extremely common on the right wingnutosphere -- they conflate 
creationism with conservatism. It's a litmus test for them - if you don't 
swallow the creationist hooey, you're an atheist and a liberal. Two of the 
dirtiest words in their limited vocabulary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708800 34687 217 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:20:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7708792" target=_blank>#209</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>VDH</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=YzMwMDkzY2EwYTcwYjJmZGFmODhlZWNhO
GE5YjVjNmY=" target=_blank>Anatomy of the "Racist" Charge—or, How to Turn a 
Setback into a Disaster [Victor Davis Hanson]</A>Read the whole 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, VDH is just wrong to try to make excuses for the racism problem. It's 
not a "false charge." There is a very real issue here, and when people like VDH 
refuse to call it out, it only gets worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708819 34687 234 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:23:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7708809" target=_blank>#225</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it is not the majority of us.Honestly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say that it was. It doesn't have to be a majority to be a very 
serious problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708839 34687 252 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:28:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7708826" target=_blank>#240</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.I always thought it was a serious problem when my brother in law, a 
dyed in the wool Democrat, used racist language... and in front of his 
<EM>kids.</EM>It's not unique to any one group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not unique. However, it's erupting out of the right wing now like a 
really smelly volcano.</P> 
<P>That latest Rush Limbaugh recording posted earlier is a perfect example. It's 
absolutely pure racist hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07708859 34687 269 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:33:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7708842" target=_blank>#255</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think VDH sketched the reality of the situation very, very clearly.</P> 
<P>Of course there are racists, and they've been loud and noticeable. But there 
is nothing pervasive about it, not even on the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how you can make that claim at all, when people like Ron Paul and 
Pat Buchanan and Ann Coulter are everywhere on the right wing, and when the 
right wing blogosphere unites to support a flat-out white supremacist like 
Robert Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708866 34687 275 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:35:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7708856" target=_blank>#266</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't hear it and I'm sure I wouldn't defend it.But I feel as though you are 
insinuating that I agree with or am responsible for all that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I do that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708897 34687 304 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:43:43am  
 
<P>Blatant, ugly race baiting from Rush Limbaugh:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
09/15/limbaugh-20090915-america.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>His claims about the bus incident have already been proven false. There was 
no racial motivation behind it.</P> 
<P>But he's using it to whip up racial animus. It's nauseating.</P> 
<P>I expect some people to see nothing wrong with this, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708943 34687 323 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:55:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7708914" target=_blank>#318</A> drogheda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the Newsweek article to which you are referring?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/214989" target=_blank>Even Babies 
Discriminate</A></P> 
<P>I thought it was an interesting read. Especially the part about how children 
can not only learn from what their parents talk to them about but from what 
their parents <EM>don't</EM> talk about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. This article doesn't even remotely say that all children are born 
racists. It's a report on an interesting investigation into how children acquire 
prejudiced beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07708952 34687 325 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:56:53am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7708931" target=_blank>#321</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know which of his claims have been "proven false," how, or by 
whom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sherriff who investigated the incident said there did not appear to be a 
racial motivation behind it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would not surprise me if the bus incident was at least partially racially 
motivated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709370 34687 345 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/7709072" target=_blank>#337</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Got it. You're going to believe it was racially motivated, no matter 
what.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709248 34689 149 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:02:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7709211" target=_blank>#121</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/09/17/obama.witchdoctor.teaparty/index.ht
ml" target=_blank>Obama as witch doctor: Racist or 
satirical?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It just boggles my mind that people can try to argue that the witch doctor 
image isn't obvious, in your face racism.</P> 
<P>And this one is just as bad:</P> 
<P><A title=20090916TeaParty01.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090916TeaParty01.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090916TeaParty01.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709261 34689 162 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:05:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7709250" target=_blank>#151</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at what Michelle is wearing!! Totally inappropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709289 34689 187 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7709271" target=_blank>#170</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tossing around words like "treason" shouldn't be done lightly.</P> 
<P>Is ORLY using it incorrectly? Absolutely.</P> 
<P>But is using it against her using it correctly? If yes, then ORLY is using it 
correctly, too.</P> 



<P>The Constitution defines treason as "... [consisting] only in levying War 
against [the United States], or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid 
and Comfort. No Person shall be convicted of Treason unless on the Testimony of 
two Witnesses to the same overt Act, or on Confession in open Court."</P> 
<P>So, no.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the complaint against her, you'll discover that she is not only 
calling for an armed revolution, she's actually taken steps to try to make it 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709331 34689 227 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:24:16pm  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3913685381/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709345 34689 239 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:28:31pm  
 
<P>"My idea of gun control - use both hands."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/isisdc/3915673918/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709348 34689 242 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:29:53pm  
 
<P>"Revolution: Montana. Armed And Ready."</P> 
<P>"We Came Unarmed ... This time."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/isisdc/3914889353/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709351 34689 245 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:30:56pm  
 
<P>"Today I'm exercising my 1st Amendment : so tomorrow I won't have to exercise 
my 2nd amendment."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3913684055/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709354 34689 248 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:31:51pm  
 
<P>Kids pretending to shoot at Congress:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3913472709/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3914257404/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709359 34689 253 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:33:13pm  
 
<P>"What does God and Obama have in common? No birth certificate."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3914256390/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07709362 34689 256 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:34:11pm  
 
<P>"Evil government is a cancer killing our republic."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukulr/3913470847/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709388 34689 279 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:39:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7709379" target=_blank>#272</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of those (including the guy holding the sign) have an "LP" sticker on 
them. WTH is LP-dot-org?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Libertarian Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709424 34689 314 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 12:47:37pm  
 
<P>I'm still not sure what the hell is going on with the Denver terror cell 
business. The pieces of the story just aren't fitting together. I keep reading 
the stories, intending to post something, but I can't get past a distinct fishy 
smell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709591 34689 475 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:33:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/7709585" target=_blank>#469</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>I knew I should have been a scientist!</P> 
<P>Even when you're right, you can be wrong, and even when you're wrong, you can 
say you're right![Link: <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/scienceNews/idUSTRE58G2OL20090917?feedType=
RSS&amp;feedName=scienceNews&amp;rpc=22&amp;sp=true" 
target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>In brief, the artic ice this year didn't melt as much as last year, which 
didn;'t melt as much as the year before,, BUT ,, (and here's the kicker)<EM>"The 
long-term decline in summer extent is expected to continue in future years," the 
report said.</EM></P> 
<P>So ,, even though the trend is that it's not melting as much, the trend is 
that it melting more!!</P> 
<P>mmmkkkaaayyy!!//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that post is a great example of why you didn't become a 
scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709599 34689 483 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:36:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7709579" target=_blank>#463</A> 
ladycatnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6UrP1bq8vpc" target=_blank>Here's Jon 
Stewart on ACORN and the media</A> - he's got it right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now you like Jon Stewart?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07709622 34689 503 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:45:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7709620" target=_blank>#502</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't find this too amusing.</P> 
<P>Charles as Norman Bates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you bringing this crap here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709637 34689 515 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:52:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/7709633" target=_blank>#512</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stated earlier that there ARE those against Obama that are racists. There 
are those that are bigots. But to paint everyone thats against these policies 
that was is just wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who has ever done that? Give me one quote from anyone at all that says 
"everyone who's against Obama's policies is a racist."</P> 
<P>This is nothing but a straw man, used to deny and cover up a very serious 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709657 34689 524 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:58:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7709656" target=_blank>#523</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maxine Waters would like those that attended the Washington event "talked 
too"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I asked for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709632 34690 2 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:51:12pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is several orders of magnitude crazier than Keith 
Olbermann.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709655 34690 14 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:57:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7709644" target=_blank>#8</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think Olbermann has similar influence at this time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody ever went to a leftist demonstration with signs saying "We Love 
Keith," or "Olbermann for President."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709663 34690 19 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 1:59:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7709658" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Time went easy on him. The article really wasn't that 
tough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree. They soft-pedaled it quite a bit. For some reason the MSM is very 
reluctant to dig into the far right connections here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709672 34690 27 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:02:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7709665" target=_blank>#21</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.zazzle.com/olbermann_maddow_t_shirt-
235102864889437780" target=_blank>www.zazzle.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you dug up one t-shirt.</P> 
<P>I can show you hundreds of signs from the tea party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709678 34690 33 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:03:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7709676" target=_blank>#31</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if you're not a part of his target audience, you have to admit that he 
is a gifted entertainer. $23 million dollars last year and only $2 million was 
his Fox contract ... pretty impressive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he's very good at milking money out of gullible people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709690 34690 43 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:06:34pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709764 34690 112 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:32:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7709757" target=_blank>#106</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/22316" target=_blank>Socky 
Sockpuppet</A> himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, Glenn Greenwald is really a major creep. He has attacked me personally 
in a very dishonest way, taking quotes out of context and attributing ideas to 
me that I never espoused.</P> 
<P>I hate that I agree with him on anything. But I do agree that the ACORN story 
is being heavily exploited and pumped up way beyond what it really 
deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709813 34690 161 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:42:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7709800" target=_blank>#148</A> 
CinnamongirlUF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Havn't read all the comments, but Glen rocks...Olby sucks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, who cares if he's legitimizing the ideas of the John Birch Society? 
Yay, Glenn.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709816 34690 164 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:42:39pm  



 
<P>Beck fans incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709835 34690 181 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:47:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7709832" target=_blank>#178</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He supposedly asked his wife to sign divorce papers while she was in the 
hospital recovering from cancer surgery and still groggy from anesthesia. The 
left had a heyday with that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not "supposedly" -- he really did do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709838 34690 184 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:47:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7709828" target=_blank>#175</A> the 
historian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This nation is based upon freedom and liberty. Free speech is an integral 
part of that formula.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, nobody ever said anything about taking away Glenn Beck's 
precious free speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709860 34690 205 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:53:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7709846" target=_blank>#192</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet she fully supports him in his political efforts.What a 
peach.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. That would be his third wife who supports him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709869 34690 214 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 2:55:11pm  
 
<P>Here's the story of Newt's disgusting treatment of his first wife:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jackie Battley Gingrich supported him through graduate school and two 
unsuccessful congressional campaigns. She had undergone uterine cancer surgery 
during the successful 1978 campaign, which Gingrich referenced in speeches. 
Eighteen months later, they separated. While in the hospital recovering from 
another uterine operation, according to his friend Lee Howell, "Newt came up 
there with his yellow legal pad, and he had a list of things on how the divorce 
was going to be handled. He wanted her to sign it. She was still recovering from 
surgery, still sort of 'out of it,' and he comes in with a yellow sheet of 
paper, handwritten, and wants her to sign it." According to Howell, friends in 
her church had to raise money for her and her daughters. Later, Jackie went to 
court for adequate support, before they divorced. In his financial statement, 
Gingrich reported providing $400 per month, plus $40 in allowances for his 
daughters. Gingrich said he was unable to afford more. The same financial 
statement listed his expenditures for "food/dry cleaning etc. (one person)" as 
$400.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look up 'asshole' in the dictionary and you'll find a picture of Newt 
Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07709916 34690 261 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:08:32pm  
 
<P>Here's how James Dobson tells his flock to treat children: <A 
href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/James_Dobson" target=_blank>James Dobson - 
Wikiquote</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"[P]ain is a marvelous purifier. . . It is not necessary to beat the child 
into submission; a little bit of pain goes a long way for a young child. 
However, the spanking should be of sufficient magnitude to cause the child to 
cry genuinely."From Dare to Discipline, pages 6 and 7</P> 
<P>"Some strong-willed children absolutely demand to be spanked, and their 
wishes should be granted. . . [T]wo or three stinging strokes on the legs or 
buttocks with a switch are usually sufficient to emphasize the point, 'You must 
obey me.'"From The Strong-Willed Child, pp. 53-4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709932 34690 277 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:15:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7709925" target=_blank>#270</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Facepalm. I assume that guy has a large "flock."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Enormous.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As part of his role in the organization, he produces Focus on the Family, a 
daily radio program which according to the organization is broadcast in more 
than a dozen languages and on over 7,000 stations worldwide, and heard daily by 
more than 220 million people in 164 countries.[3][1] Focus on the Family is also 
carried by about sixty U.S. television stations daily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headquarters of Focus on the Family is so large it has its own zip 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709942 34690 286 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:17:34pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709946 34690 290 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:19:10pm  
 
<P>Notice he tried to make sure I'd read the whole flounce-off by starting with 
a compliment. Very creative!</P> 
<P>People who send me hate mail often use a similar tactic -- they put titles on 
their rants like 'Good work!'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709960 34690 303 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7709956" target=_blank>#300</A> shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Banning Glenn Beck is no different than people who burn books because they 
don't like the book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about "banning" Glenn Beck?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07709966 34690 309 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:28:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7709964" target=_blank>#307</A> shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>nobody here did. at least not you in case you thought that's what I was 
implying. I wasn't</P> 
<P>but there are plenty who would like to silence him and others on the 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He <EM>should</EM> be silenced, by people turning off his show and refusing 
to watch a person who's promoting some of the worst ideas possible. Stuff that 
comes right out of the John Birch Society handbook. That's no joke. He really is 
pushing this evil garbage back into the mainstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710025 34690 366 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 3:44:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/7710021" target=_blank>#362</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We used to have a regular feature called the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25424_The_Protocols_of_the_Daily_K
os" target=_blank>Protocols of the Daily Kos</A></P> 
<P>There was probably a couple dozen installments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to give them credit for not tolerating that kind of garbage any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710125 34690 463 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 4:34:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7710074" target=_blank>#415</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that PJM is still pushing the <EM>huge</EM>-crowd meme for the Beck 
rally on 912, in another article. Suppsedly by a computer scientist.</P> 
<P>Yet it is still flawed, seriously. They link to the USA Today article of 
<EM>a</EM> map the Park service used before to estimate crowds. 
<STRONG>But</STRONG> what the writer ignores is that there are different maps 
for different algorithms of the density of people. While the writer does briefly 
mention that density of people is important, he seems ignorant of the other map 
available (which was published by the WaPo.)</P> 
<P>He also links to the Metrorail ridership figures... and quotes a supposed 
Heritage Foundation analysis (ha!) that says the ridership shows that ridership 
was about 235,000 more than the previous <EM>weekend</EM>. Well, duh, how many 
days are there in a weekend? The actual number for 912 is here:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.wmata.com/rail/disruption_reports/viewPage_update.cfm?ReportID=
1563" target=_blank>www.wmata.com...</A>]Which shows that there were about... 
70,000 more riders than the previous year on that day.</P> 
<P>Finally, they link to a FreedomWorks photo that supposedly shows how big the 
audience was (and we've seen it before.) Yet, as pointed out here with that 
picture of the large speedway crowd, estimating crowds, especially using wide 
angle images at low angles, is notoriously bad.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: Second rate analyses are bred from second rate 
thinking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, that is so pathetic. PJ Media started out as a place that was going to 
fact check the mainstream media and promote blogs from both sides of the aisle. 
It's become an ultra-partisan promoter of outright lies.</P> 
<P>Not to mention the white supremacists, creationists (yes, they've published 
pieces by the Discovery Institute) and other far right nuts.</P> 



<P>I'm glad I got out when I did. I would be going crazy if I were still 
involved with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710139 34690 476 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 4:42:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7710074" target=_blank>#415</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, Charlie Martin was a <EM>speaker</EM> at the tea party. So he's 
pretty far from an impartial observer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710444 34690 514 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:43:51pm  
 
<P>Cool! Because I don't want to be associated with people like you either. Win-
win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710177 34691 13 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:04:53pm  
 
<P>Uh, I'm not saying this accounts for the whole crowd, obviously.</P> 
<P>But I seriously doubt the walk-ins amount to another million 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710184 34691 19 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:09:04pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. The right wing blogs are really tag teaming me out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710201 34691 31 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:14:54pm  
 
<P>I'm going to delete comments that consist of nothing but a complaint about 
the topic.</P> 
<P>And I wish I had a dollar for every time I've posted that 
notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710209 34691 38 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7710200" target=_blank>#30</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that Reihl Stoopid is now blaming LGF for all the hate mail he got for 
that piece, and speculating that Charles wrote all the hate mail 
himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got skillz!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710225 34691 54 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7710200" target=_blank>#30</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>Wow - you weren't kidding! That moron really does seem to think all of the 
hate mail might have come from me!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/09/my-apologies-to-some-



liberals.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.riehlworldview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief. I didn't post on the front page about his ugly little 
fantasy about beating up black kids, but I just might now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710243 34691 72 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:31:43pm  
 
 
 
<P>Apparently some people aren't getting enough coverage of the ACORN kerfuffle 
on Fox News.</P> 
<P>It's a test, I get it. If I don't post about it, that means it confirms their 
worst suspicions about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710245 34691 74 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7710244" target=_blank>#73</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're quoting total ridership for the entire day. You should probably divide 
the delta by two - one ride to the event, another to get back where they came 
from. That brings the delta against last year down to an additional 35k or 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710251 34691 80 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7710240" target=_blank>#69</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm not sure he deserves the attention for his fantasy about you--
frankly, I believe a lot of the moronsphere is piling on you in HOPES of a link 
from LGF right now-- but that crazed wingnut fantasy of his about the Metro does 
deserve mockery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. If I link to Riehl's paranoid fantasies about black kids and about 
me, it will be through Google's cache. Traffic -- denied!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710264 34691 93 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 5:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7710248" target=_blank>#77</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has delusions of grandeur no doubt. Seriously, show of hands... how many 
LGF commenters felt the need to send hate mail to Dan Riehl of all people after 
Charles posted something about him being a douchebag? I think we have a room 
full of full pockets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly weird to see these right wing bloggers acting 
<EM>exactly</EM> like the left wing bloggers acted for years.</P> 
<P>This was a very common paranoid fantasy on the left, that I was somehow 
mobilizing a vast army of flying monkeys to send hate mail at my command. Or 
maybe it was ... all ME! ME ME ME! Bwa hahaha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710303 34691 128 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:01:49pm  
 



<P>Would you be surprised to learn that 'Don't Tase Me Bro' is a sock puppet for 
JammieWearingFool?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710358 34691 161 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:19:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7710353" target=_blank>#159</A> Erik The 
Red</EM></P> 
<P>Ask him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710462 34691 171 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:48:42pm  
 
<P>I just <EM>know</EM> it had to be over a million people. I can <EM>feel</EM> 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710523 34691 176 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 7:10:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7710517" target=_blank>#175</A> 
MintJulie</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Don't be too disappointed that I also blocked your two sock 
puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710620 34691 183 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 7:39:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7710568" target=_blank>#180</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>You know as well as I that "numbers" in cases like this are ALWAYS inflated 
by Pro-Ponents. Let's just say this, a TON of people with "Day Jobs" showed up 
in DC on the 12th. For better, worse or whatever -that is what happened.They 
were NOT generally the kind of folks you could "rent" for a pack of smokes, a 
sandwich and a Beer or Soda if you get my general drift of experience.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Call on the clue phone -- it's not me who's pushing phony numbers out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712248 34691 200 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:16:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7712231" target=_blank>#199</A> 
jmcdanal1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any guess as to what percentage of the people at the rally might have ridden 
the "MetroRail"??? I know I wouldnt have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least eleventy million.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712274 34691 201 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:26:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7712231" target=_blank>#199</A> 
jmcdanal1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Indiana University is supposed to have done a study on the number of people 
(you might look into that since this site cares so much about 
it)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indiana University did not do any "studies." You're watching too much Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712661 34691 205 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:33:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7712627" target=_blank>#204</A> AngusMcP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any analysis of metro ridership also has to take into account the National 
Black Family reunion held Sep 12-13 that was expected to number about 200,000 
people. While many would have come from the large black population in DC, it 
also brings in tens of thousands from around the country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that, of course, would make the numbers even 
<EM>lower</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712914 34691 208 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:37:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7712833" target=_blank>#207</A> 
jmcdanal1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Si senor - Beck is on the DVR - as well as Oreilly, Olbermann, and Maddow... 
Truth is though, I end up deleting more of the shows out of all of them than I 
actually watch. I heard about the supposed study on Mike Gallaghers radio show 
this morning on the way to work - hence the use of the words "suppose to 
have".</P> 
<P>Thanks for the correctionI now know that there were eleventy million people 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no university study, no matter how many right talk show hosts repeat 
that falsehood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710341 34692 10 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:12:04pm  
 
<P>I also love his little gloat about how I'm not "throwing traffic." The idiot 
didn't even notice that my link was to Google's cache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710370 34692 28 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:21:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7710364" target=_blank>#25</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's a guy who thinks if he bashes LGF in a post, he'll pick up a few 
extra clicks. It's all the rage these days, ya know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then I spoil it by linking to Google's cache.</P> 
<P>Evil, I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710398 34692 52 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:29:22pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07710437 34692 85 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:39:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7710433" target=_blank>#82</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>Look out. They're coming to get you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710443 34692 88 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7710433" target=_blank>#82</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>And yes, I do remember what I wrote in that post. It was following an 
incident in which someone pantomimed firing a gun at me. After coming out of a 
mosque that was subsequently linked to the 9/11 hijackers.</P> 
<P>But don't let reality get in the way of your excuses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710449 34692 92 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:45:36pm  
 
<P>Gotta love it. "Black kids should automatically be suspect! What's wrong with 
you?!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710453 34692 96 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:46:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7710451" target=_blank>#94</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Gus802,You stink.Kindest Regards,Killgore/I write them all the 
time;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ssshhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710475 34692 116 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:51:43pm  
 
<P>By the way, I ride by that same mosque quite often nowadays, and so far I 
haven't seen any terrorists taking aim at me.</P> 
<P>Maybe I'm just such a neo-me that I'm missing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710496 34692 135 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 6:59:52pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710498 34692 137 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 7:00:35pm  
 
<P>The flouncers are coming fast and furious!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710505 34692 144 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 7:03:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7710499" target=_blank>#138</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To leap to the conclusion that these people are racist and looking to beat 
black kids, that's just not right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, never mind that he wrote those very words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And if the several adults there for 9/12 actually needed to do something 
about it, the kids wouldn’t have lasted very long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710627 34692 251 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 7:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7710561" target=_blank>#192</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't avoid the question, please.What if the group is 10 and they are talking 
loudly to you, telling you that <STRONG>"you better get used to it"</STRONG>?My 
there are a lot of very brave people here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, I'd go home, terrified, and immediately write a blog post about how I 
would have beaten those little creeps to within an inch of their lives, of 
course!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710675 34692 299 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7710668" target=_blank>#292</A> J.D.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=NTE4MDBlMWE1NGQyNzM1NDMxN2Y1YjkxZ
jYyYjYyY2I=" target=_blank>What the Doctors Think [Larry Kudlow]</A></P> 
<P>71% is a substantial number.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IBD polls are <A href="http://www.fivethirtyeight.com/2009/09/ibdtipp-
doctors-poll-is-not-trustworthy.html" target=_blank>not 
trustworthy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710682 34692 306 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:03:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7710676" target=_blank>#300</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did and I have decided that there is no evidence for that provocative a 
charge.</P> 
<P>May you never have the misfortune to be publicly accused of something like 
that over a blog post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. But it's just fine that Riehl spews insults at me and accuses me of 
fabricating comments on my own blog? Yeah, poor Dan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710733 34692 356 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:19:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7710719" target=_blank>#342</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All enjoyment at watching flounces aside, might there not be some advantage 
to having a "delete account" button?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They won't use it. The whole point is to let Daddy know how angry they are at 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710739 34692 362 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:20:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7710735" target=_blank>#358</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>You have got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07710750 34692 373 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7710744" target=_blank>#367</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is with this fascination for private emails with bloggers? Riehl can 
call Charles out, but Charles is supposed to respond privately? Why is this 
standard only mentioned when it benefits people being assholes to 
LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the answer to that is pretty obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710776 34692 398 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:30:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7710765" target=_blank>#388</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before I reply properly I just want to clarify something: When you are 
referring to being called out are you talking about a comment reply in the 
deleted comments or the subsequent post titled "My apologies to some 
liberals".</P> 
<P>I ask because the first I heard of any of this was this post, and I never saw 
the deleted comments, I want to be sure we are on the same 
page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You think maybe you should actually inform yourself about what's going on 
before mouthing off? Or is that too hard?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710816 34692 438 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:39:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7710801" target=_blank>#423</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, can you tell us how to do Cyrillic on LGF? I get probs with it too. 
Is it some kinda weird unicode thang?</P> 
<P>Even Sanskrit works here senza problema.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a filter that breaks long strings of characters by inserting spaces, 
in order to prevent a long string from rogering a thread in some silly browsers 
like IE.</P> 
<P>To avoid this, just put some spaces in your long strings of Unicode entities. 
Eventually I'll get around to changing that code so it's more Unicode-friendly, 
but it's not exactly a high priority at the moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710829 34692 451 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:42:11pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710864 34692 484 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/7710856" target=_blank>#477</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because contrary to what what some people at Rodan's place say, Charles does 
believe in free speech and allows people to challenge him in a non-insulting 
manner. Pingemi hasn't crossed the line so far, just earned a plethora of 
downdings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are limits, however, to how much I'll put up with from people who can't 
be bothered to inform themselves before telling me how they think I should 
act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710886 34692 506 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:53:41pm  
 
 
 
<P>And now here come the people complaining about what isn't posted 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710893 34692 513 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 8:54:52pm  
 
<P>Some people really have that passive aggressive thing down to an 
art.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711090 34692 576 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:44:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/7710935" target=_blank>#546</A> Dave 
Brown</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for that, Dave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712243 34692 594 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:13:24am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7711778" target=_blank>#587</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<P>I did NOT leave any comments there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712264 34692 595 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:24:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7711778" target=_blank>#587</A> Pingemi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking at what Dan said in the post. It is blog trash talk but it 
doesn't go near the level of calling someone a racist. If I google someone and 
see a name or blog associated with the word "ugly blog" that is unlikely to do 
anything in the real world. If you are associated with the word "racist" however 
that marks you and can ruin you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a tip on how to avoid that: don't post racist fantasies on the web 
about beating up black children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717666 34692 600 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 5:23:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7717086" target=_blank>#599</A> 
dodemployee</EM></P> 
<P>Just get off my website, please.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07710985 34693 43 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:17:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7710972" target=_blank>#31</A> pjaicomo</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not that those people don't deserved to be bashed, but its getting 
old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not nearly as old as these kinds of complaints are getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711009 34693 63 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:21:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7710998" target=_blank>#54</A> pjaicomo</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now, bub.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711035 34693 84 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:26:36pm  
 
<P>I can't believe how freaking crazy some people are getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711122 34694 8 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:53:04pm  
 
<P>This is why I will <EM>never</EM> support Bobby Jindal for anything. He's in 
the pocket of these people, and he's sacrificing the education of the children 
of Louisiana on their altar.</P> 
<P>Louisiana Family Forum Action is an affiliate of James Dobson's Focus on the 
Family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711138 34694 11 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 9:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7711134" target=_blank>#10</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earmark Watch:“$100,000 for Louisiana Family Forum, <STRONG>to develop a plan 
to promote better science education</STRONG>”Sponsor: Sen. Vitter (R-LA)[Link: 
<A href="http://www.earmarkwatch.org/earmark/42747/" 
target=_blank>www.earmarkwatch.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- Republican politicians pushing religious pseudo-science.</P> 
<P>I'm just about finished with the GOP for good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711161 34694 24 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:03:59pm  
 
<P>These people are learning how to sneak around and do these things mostly in 
secret, so that people like Barbara Forrest and the NCSE don't find out what 
they're planning until it's too late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711173 34694 31 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:08:13pm  
 
<P>The religious fanatics are also hard at work in Texas again -- corrupting the 
states' social studies program to promote a fundamentalist version of US history 
in which the founding fathers intended to make America a Christian nation ruled 
by "Biblical principles," whatever that means.</P> 
<P>One of the people on the panel deciding the social studies curriculum is the 
completely whacked out far right nutjob David Barton of Wallbuilders, a group 
that doesn't believe in the separation of church and state.</P> 
<P>They're on the move, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07711181 34694 35 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:10:20pm  
 
<P>The Texas Freedom Network liveblogged the BOE hearings today. This is bad 
stuff, possibly even worse than the fanatics' failed attempt to get creationism 
into the science curriculum.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tfnblog.wordpress.com/" 
target=_blank>tfnblog.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711197 34694 44 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:19:12pm  
 
<P>Texas Governor Rick Perry is another fan of paleo-right kook Cleon 
Skousen:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rickperry.org/media-articles/fiscal-conservatism-
and-soul-gop" target=_blank>www.rickperry.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Naturally, the governor is concerned about what is happening in Washington. 
When I ask him if Mr. Obama's policies would send this country down the same 
path as California, Mr. Perry lunges forward, "If you want to know what this 
guy's policies are doing, it's been written about before."</P> 
<P>"Read that book. Read this book," he says, gesturing toward the nearby table. 
I see something from Weight Watchers and a Harry Potter paperback—but the 
governor is referring to the "The Road to Serfdom" by Frederick Hayek and "The 
5000 Year Leap" by W. Cleon Skousen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711205 34694 51 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:21:18pm  
 
<P>By the way, in case you missed it, 'JammieWearingFool' showed up today using 
a sock puppet account to spew insults at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711223 34694 67 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7711216" target=_blank>#60</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was 'BlogPimpingFool' for quite a long time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of his links are now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711225 34694 69 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:29:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7711210" target=_blank>#54</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is "wookie" supposed to be some clever way of calling her a monkey without 
saying it directly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is, and there's nothing clever about it. It's blatant 
racism in your face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07711259 34694 95 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 10:44:42pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain hasn't stopped frothing yet. Post after post attacking 
me. He must have posted more than a dozen rants by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07711306 34694 140 Charles Thu, Sep 17, 2009 11:06:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7711295" target=_blank>#129</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dig the point, but... the approach? KT, WTF dude?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. Of course they're all claiming that I sent him over there. Ouch, my 
head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712252 34694 202 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:20:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7711755" target=_blank>#198</A> 
RoughRider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. It's been a while, but I know Dale and never would've pegged him as an 
"ignorant religious fanatic."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would you call someone who thinks children should be taught creationism 
in science classes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712520 34694 206 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:40:57am  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712225 34695 777 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:07:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/735/7712175" target=_blank>#735</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't always agree with Rick Moran, but he does seem to be one of the few 
right-wing bloggers left out there who is still capable of intellectual 
honesty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you might want to read this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
ightwingnuthouse.com/archives/2009/04/22/a-report-from-the-front/&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>rightwingnuthouse.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712462 34695 947 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:20:04am  
 
<P>I just took a look at that Hot Air thread, and they're still making comments 
about wookies. Some of the names are bloggers who run anti-Muslim blogs. The 
bigotry is completely out of control.</P> 
<P>I can't really applaud KT for doing this -- I wouldn't have done it, and 
didn't advise him to do it, by the way, to head off the inevitable accusations 
that I was behind this -- but his point is absolutely valid. They're accepting a 
disgusting amount of racism and extremism at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712523 34695 954 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:42:11am  
 
<P>You folks aren't really going to pretend that calling Michelle Obama a 
"wookie" isn't a racist slur, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07712528 34695 955 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:42:58am  
 
<P>Just be aware that anyone who does that at LGF will lose their account so 
fast it will make their head spin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712601 34695 966 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:07:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/963/7712593" target=_blank>#963</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're on pretty thin ice Sharm if you're going to defend Killgore Trout's 
actions. Charles' position is pretty clear with regard:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't speak for me.</P> 
<P>I said I didn't applaud KT for this, and didn't advise him to do it.</P> 
<P>At the same time, I'm finding it a little hard to condemn him for it either, 
because there's a very real, very serious problem highlighted by what he 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713115 34695 1000 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:35:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/996/7713004" target=_blank>#996</A> axiom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd expect this behavior from the juicebox mafia, but this is disgusting 
Charles.</P> 
<P>I can't believe you condone this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because I don't. Try reading the comments I've posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713749 34695 1010 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:21:00pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719696 34695 1048 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:02:56am  
 
<P>It's a wonderful day in the neighborhood...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712389 34696 7 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:05:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7712384" target=_blank>#4</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see if Barry Obama offers anything more support than he did last time, 
which was almost none.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George W. Bush offered exactly no support to Iranian protesters during his 
term, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712395 34696 11 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:06:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7712385" target=_blank>#5</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To put the "Not Gaza, Not Lebanon, my life for Iran!" into context, it's 
"Quds Day" in Iran, basically their Palestinian Solidarity day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right. I should mention that above. Will edit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712406 34696 18 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:08:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7712397" target=_blank>#13</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what does that change?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point, of course, is that Barack Obama is no better and no worse than 
George W. Bush in this regard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712442 34696 35 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:14:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7712432" target=_blank>#30</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really care if "they did it too". However, the President (any 
President) is in a tricky spot when it comes to responding to these types of 
demonstrations. Showing too much support for Iranian dissidents can doom them by 
making their internal struggle look like a struggle against foreign influence 
and legitimizing the regimes position as defenders of Iran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just trying to head off the inevitable bashing of Obama for not 
supporting the protesters, when it's a complex situation and many of the 
opposition groups themselves do NOT want the US to make grandiose statements of 
support -- and risk bringing down the wrath of the regime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712474 34696 60 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:24:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7712434" target=_blank>#31</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have noticed that the new comments button will occasionally show a much 
larger number of new comments than actually exist. It said (12), and when I just 
pushed it, one new comment appeared. I am running Firefox under 
Vista.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know about that bug, thanks. It's on the list of minor 
issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712481 34696 66 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:27:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7712478" target=_blank>#64</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>Right -- he did nothing to support the protesters, just as I 
said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712491 34696 74 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:32:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7712489" target=_blank>#72</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Endorsed = Nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I understand that you really want to hate Obama for everything he does or 
doesn't do. But his policy toward the protestors is absolutely no different than 
Bush's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712495 34696 77 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:34:53am  
 
<P>It does seem to be reaching a tipping point in Iran - the protests are larger 
and more vehement. But I'm not too confident that we're at the tipping point 
just yet. The regime still has the means to put down these 
protests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712510 34696 91 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:38:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7712498" target=_blank>#80</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not true Bush did not try to help protesters, but his efforts were 
counter-productive. And Obama is continuing the same policy, slightly 
modified:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's what I said -- Obama's policy toward the protesters is no 
different than Bush's. The policy of funding dissident groups is just a 
political front, in my opinion -- it has little to no real 
effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712537 34696 112 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:46:16am  
 
<P>Just had a "you're anti-Christian! I hate you Daddy!" flounce in the 
creationism thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712659 34696 205 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:31:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7712653" target=_blank>#201</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea where you and Killgore get that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From a long history of comments in which you refuse to acknowledge anything 
positive about Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712676 34696 221 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:37:43am  
 
<P>Over and over, I see people going through the front page posts or the 
comments or the links, and down-rating people who say moderate things, or up-
rating extreme comments. In many, if not most cases, the users who do this seem 
to be people who registered for no other reason than to try to promote extremism 
at LGF -- they never comment themselves, and never post links.</P> 
<P>I'm tired of this kind of namby-pamby subversion, so instead of simply 
banning those people when I see them, I've just finished writing the code to 
block ratings from people who either have posted no comments, or who haven't 
posted anything in the last two months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712710 34696 250 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7712708" target=_blank>#248</A> drogheda</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't use the dingers, haven't used them more than a handful of times all 
told, but is there anything in place to prevent dinging on threads/comments once 
they reach a certain age? Seems to me that if something hasn't been dinged 
within a few days of it's posting there's no point in letting folks go back and 
ding it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the rating buttons are disabled after 7 days, just like commenting is 
disabled after 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713639 34696 341 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7713069" target=_blank>#340</A> 
Fluffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the old palestinian smokescreen is starting to wear thin that is great 
news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. It's wonderful news to see this many people in an Islamic country 
rebelling against that propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712815 34697 22 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:12:59am  
 
<P>Rick Perry, like Glenn Beck, is a big fan of paleo-right racist crank <A 
href="http://dallasmorningviewsblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2009/09/rick-perrys-
rad.html" target=_blank>Cleon Skousen</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712883 34697 68 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:28:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7712869" target=_blank>#56</A> 
patrickafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Currently on front page: "Right"–26 times, "Left"–2 times</P> 
<P>The right wing is clearly the biggest menace to America at 
present.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Currently on the front page: "In" -more than 100 times, "out"-35 times.</P> 
<P>Clearly, "in" is a bigger problem than "out."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712920 34697 98 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:41:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7712916" target=_blank>#94</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hesitate to say this, because I don't believe in rewriting history or 
teaching creationism in school, but there is no separation of church and state. 
Regarding religion, article one states "Congress shall make no law respecting 
and establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." I'm not 
trying to distract from the issue, just trying to not rewrite our constitution 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is completely false. The Establishment Clause of the First Amendment has 
been tested in the Supreme Court many times, and it definitely DOES mandate the 
separation of church and state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712927 34697 105 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:43:15am  
 



<P>Saw that one coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712938 34697 116 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:46:07am  
 
<P>Again and again, the long flounce-off comment full of 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712962 34697 140 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:49:37am  
 
<P>The amazing thing is that I were to open registration, about 50% of the 
flouncers would immediately try to register with a new name, just so they can 
flounce again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07712968 34697 146 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 11:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7712941" target=_blank>#119</A> Ziggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I also think it's entirely appropriate to have the Ten Commandments in a 
court room.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Should they also allow the Bhagavad-Gita and the creation myths of 
the Navajo tribe in the courtroom? Where do you draw the line?</P> 
<P>Or is only Christianity supposed to be allowed in the 
courtroom?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713110 34697 275 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7713108" target=_blank>#273</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air posted this statement about an hour ago. Ed 
Morrissey:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's about freaking time.</P> 
<P>Everybody, go ahead and bash KT some more. They wouldn't have done this if he 
hadn't pushed the issue... hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713127 34697 289 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:36:39pm  
 
<P>Ed Morrissey is about to find out how much some people want to post racist 
comments at Hot Air. They're not going to be happy at all if he starts enforcing 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713151 34697 312 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:42:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7713135" target=_blank>#297</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Using the N-word, (spelled out in full, over &amp; over, as many as 5 times) 
to make a point, is pushing the issue hard. I understand./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think any action would have been taken without it?</P> 
<P>How bad does it have to get before people are willing to see that there's a 
serious problem?</P> 



<P>I looked at that thread before KT pulled his stunt, and it was just 
horrible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713171 34697 331 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:51:45pm  
 
<P>And again -- I don't expect this to be read by any of the haters, but I had 
nothing to do with what Killgore Trout posted at Hot Air. It wasn't my idea, I 
wasn't behind this, and if he'd asked me first I would have advised him not to 
do it.</P> 
<P>But the comments at Hot Air really are a racist sewer. Hundreds and hundreds 
of "jokes" about "the First Wookie" and the like. Constant whining about how the 
evil MSM is accusing them of racism ... mixed in with outright racist 
comments!</P> 
<P>Never mind the constant, sickening personal attacks on me. I don't expect 
them to anything about those. Last night I saw comments about my mother there. 
Nobody in a position to do anything about it gives a flying shit.</P> 
<P>I predict the racist comments aren't going to stop, and they're still not 
going to be deleted, but maybe I'll be wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713195 34697 355 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 12:58:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7713181" target=_blank>#341</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments section was terrible, but, unfortunately, it is Killgore's 
comments that are being noticed. Ace posted a rather disgusting, IMHO, screed 
about it, calling Charles an Obergruppenkommander. Some asshole also is using 
Charles's name in the comments section there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're trying anything to deflect attention away from the fact that racism 
is everywhere in the comments posted on their blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713840 34697 433 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:42:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7713814" target=_blank>#432</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upding to this for the implicit acknowledgment from a lefty that Hot Air was 
and can be again a place worth visiting even if you disagree with its 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of hateful comments about Michelle Obama, now they're allowing a 
flood of hateful sick comments about ... me!</P> 
<P>Much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714216 34697 435 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:23:20pm  
 
<P>Just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713224 34698 6 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:08:53pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07713231 34698 11 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:09:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7713226" target=_blank>#8</A> Guy_Montag</EM></P> 
<P>If you're going to flounce, just do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713285 34698 46 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7713268" target=_blank>#33</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let us not go to sleep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And equally important -- let's not be taken in by haters and fear 
mongers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713311 34698 65 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:23:55pm  
 
<P>Lots of hatred and vile comments being directed at me in that thread at Hot 
Air, by the way.</P> 
<P>And they've put LGF in their 'Left Channels' section now.</P> 
<P>Time to remove the link to Hot Air from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713339 34698 85 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:30:08pm  
 
<P>If you see three dots instead of your comment -- it's usually because you 
messed up an HTML tag. That's what the Preview button is for...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713365 34698 106 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:41:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7713361" target=_blank>#103</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's still much unexplained about this case. The New York connections, 
which resulted in raids in Queens; the early disclosure by various agencies.</P> 
<P>Glad to see that it's bearing fruit, but there are a lot of questions that 
remain unanswered at this point. I'll be watching, now that details are 
beginning to emerge, trying to figure out just what was going down 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. There's a lot about the way this case developed that doesn't smell 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713370 34698 110 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 1:43:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7713366" target=_blank>#107</A> Diamond 
Bullet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Hot Air said why they have LGF under "Left Channels"?</P> 
<P>And it doesn't seem consistent -- on the Green Room (?) page, LGF is under 
War on Terror.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a bad conservative. They're punishing me, and throwing some red meat to 
their hateful commenters at the same time.</P> 
<P>Basically, it's a F*ck You.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07713427 34698 157 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:06:36pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. Had a little server hiccup there.</P> 
<P>Should be OK now. I tried something intended to fix the occasionally wrong 
'new comments' number and it ... uh ... didn't work in an optimal fashion.</P> 
<P>(In other words, it sent the DB server into a coma.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713449 34698 175 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:13:47pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713459 34698 185 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:15:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7713445" target=_blank>#172</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: In regards the thing with Hot AirI'm sorry that it has soured the 
relationship between Charles and Hot Air. To be clear I am not an Employee of 
Charles or LGF! I simply comment here. Charles has no influence over what I post 
on other blogs and it shouldn't reflect on him in any way. Kudos to Hot Air for 
taking action against racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate the apology - but please note that this didn't 'sour' anything. 
It was a train wreck waiting to happen. They've been allowing vile, disgusting 
comments about me to be posted there for months and months. Stuff that would be 
deleted here within minutes. So I have no regrets at all about removing links to 
their site.</P> 
<P>I'll send traffic to people who don't allow hate speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713463 34698 189 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:17:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/7713457" target=_blank>#183</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you read the comments there? One guys is warning about "black ops." 
Another planted some nasty made up rumor about Charles. It's over the 
top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are some very sick people posting comments at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713576 34698 298 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:40:24pm  
 
<P>Had enough of the latest passive aggressive troll. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716686 34698 358 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:18:48am  
 
<P>Another Spencer fan rears its ugly head!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713581 34699 4 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:41:45pm  
 
<P>This really is an umitigated lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713629 34699 22 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:50:38pm  



 
<P>O'Reilly is a first-order scumbag. He did a LOT to create the atmosphere that 
got Dr. George Tiller murdered. In my opinion, that was 
unforgivable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713645 34699 29 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:54:37pm  
 
<P>I used to consider Allahpundit a friend, so I emailed him to let him know 
that I've removed all the links to Hot Air from LGF, and that I had nothing to 
do with KT's stunt last night.</P> 
<P>We'll see if they bother to let their moronic horde of readers know 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713659 34699 40 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 2:56:41pm  
 
<P>Got a snarky email from Ed Morrissey just to put the icing on the 
cake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713708 34699 85 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:12:02pm  
 
<P>Hey, Killgore -- did you know you're an employee of mine? That's the latest 
conspiracy theory the brain-damaged commenters at Hot Air are tossing out.</P> 
<P>Oh, and they found a seven-year old thread with some nasty comments on it, 
long before registration or any of the other tools we now have, and they're 
screaming about how racist LGF is because of it.</P> 
<P>I do thank them for pointing it out, because now I can delete those comments 
after seven years of not seeing them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713714 34699 91 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7713713" target=_blank>#90</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, boss. That's the rumor. Can I have a raise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure -- what's more than nothing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713723 34699 100 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:15:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7713700" target=_blank>#77</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do take satisfaction that so many Hot Air readers are pissed that I spoiled 
their fun and they aren't allow to make racial slurs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll see how long that lasts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713738 34699 114 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:19:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7713735" target=_blank>#112</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Cronkite opined on the CBS News that the war in Viet Nam was "mired in 
stalemate" after the Tet Offensive.</P> 
<P>It was complete editorial, and also completely untrue.</P> 
<P>That was a LONG time ago, in modern memory spans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- that <EM>was</EM> an editorial, and it was also clearly 
labeled as such.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713756 34699 131 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7713746" target=_blank>#122</A> 
Dreader1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but that was a rarity. As I've said, they make no effort now to divide 
hard news from commentary. All channels are guilty of this. If they do anything, 
they come up with cutesy names like, "Eye on America" (CBS).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter Cronkite's editorial piece about the Tet Offensive was clearly labeled 
as an editorial. Look it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713779 34699 151 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:25:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7713771" target=_blank>#144</A> 
reddragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox is the best news and opinion channel out there all the others are losers. 
Fair and balanced unlike the rest of the networks that pretend to be anything 
other than poor imitations of news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Who cares if they lie? Lying is cool!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713796 34699 168 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7713792" target=_blank>#164</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again - are there any news sources that DON't lie? This is an honest 
question. I come from a country that handpicks the news to "shape" and entire 
nation. They pick the news that supports their agenda - so while they might not 
lie, they don't tell the entire truth - and that is almost as dangerous as 
leaders like Chavez who restrict the freedom of the press.</P> 
<P>I can give LOTS of examples</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're talking about cases that are arguable. You may not like what they're 
telling you, but it's not an outright lie.</P> 
<P>THIS was an outright lie. And they knew it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713804 34699 176 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:30:06pm  
 
<P>Again with the "They do it too!" excuse.</P> 
<P>There are no words to express how weary I am of hearing this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713810 34699 180 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:31:41pm  
 
<P>We've got a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07713845 34699 213 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:43:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7713838" target=_blank>#207</A> 
doubter4444</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I'm assuming you saw this (from the comments):<EM>In brief, some 
nut from Little Green Turds came here and spammed the comment section with 
racist comments in the middle of the night.</EM></P> 
<P>Then he goes back to Little Green Turds and said that Hotair’s management, 
led by a Filipina, is racist his racist comments were not deleted until somebody 
woke up.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Charles Johnson (whose name by the way is found in the Megan’s Law 
website, make of that what you will)</STRONG> is the owner of Little Green Turds 
and promoted this tactic.</P> 
<P>No, I’m not kidding.</P> 
<P>Apologetic California on September 18, 2009 at 3:30 PM</P> 
<P>I don't know what happened, but this is really messed up. Claiming that your 
on the Megan's Law website?Fucking crazy, unless you helped build it or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- they're patting themselves on the back for getting rid of the racist 
comments about Michelle Obama, and turning right around and allowing that kind 
of stuff to be posted about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713851 34699 219 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:45:35pm  
 
<P>If you read that thread, the personal attacks and disgusting gay-bashing 
remarks are so out of control, it's impossible not to notice. Clearly, Ed and 
his partner Allahpundit have no problem with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713878 34699 245 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:52:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7713875" target=_blank>#242</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the name of the HA thread where Mr. Trout posted? And is it the same 
as the thread with the gay-bashing, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They deleted all the comments in question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713892 34699 259 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 3:57:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7713889" target=_blank>#256</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Curious, would Sith and Gungan be considered offensive?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. You know damned well why it's offensive to call a black person a 
"wookie." Don't play dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713917 34699 282 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:05:37pm  
 
<P>I guess LGF really is becoming insignificant. So insignificant that there are 
a thousand comments bashing me over there, and they're copying and pasting every 
comment I post here.</P> 
<P>Woe is me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07713929 34699 294 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7713925" target=_blank>#290</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that topic Charles; have you noticed increased or decreased traffic to 
LGF? From your vantage point, does it appear that LGF is getting more popular or 
less popular? I'm not asking to get snarky, but I'd like to know in this present 
climate of unadulterated craziness, is a sane blog like LGF getting more traffic 
then before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF traffic is way up, actually. It's been rising steadily for the past 
month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713931 34699 296 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7713926" target=_blank>#291</A> 
hokiepride</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air still has RSM on their rightward blog links and LGF on the left one, 
They still do not get it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- they're proudly linking to the blog of a white 
supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07713945 34699 308 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:13:09pm  
 
<P>Remember, though, that Michelle Malkin is also listed as a contributor to 
VDARE, the hate site that boasts Robert Stacy McCain and many other racist 
writers. This isn't happening randomly. I called out a white supremacist star, 
and this is the result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714000 34699 361 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:26:07pm  
 
<P>If you want some background information on VDARE, this is a good start: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=152" 
target=_blank>Keeping America White</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714132 34699 493 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 4:59:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7714131" target=_blank>#492</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Jamie Wearing Fool is bashing lgf over at hot air. That's always a 
bummer to see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He came in here yesterday with a sock puppet account, spewing 
insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714141 34699 501 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:02:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7714131" target=_blank>#492</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Jamie Wearing Fool is bashing lgf over at hot air. That's always a 
bummer to see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a person who I trusted with monitor privileges too. And let him 
relentlessly pimp his blog, using the Linkviewer tool.</P> 
<P>Just another asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714147 34699 507 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7714142" target=_blank>#502</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How depressing. What the hell happened to Ed? He used to be so rational. And 
normal.</P> 
<P>I noticed, in his acknowledgment of all that nasty comments at Hot Air, that 
he tried to deflect it partially by claiming imposters were posting things just 
to make Hot Air look bad - which dodges the whole issue of who's moderating the 
joint. I was dismayed to see that from Ed - at CQ he was always a stand-up guy, 
and was always quick to acknowledge his own shortcomings and publish retractions 
and apologies when appropriate. You know - like a professional would.</P> 
<P>Damn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And look what's going on in that thread now. It's an absolute hatefest.</P> 
<P>Morrissey knows that I had nothing to do with KT's stunt. But he's doing 
nothing to put a stop to the hundreds of comments that claim I orchestrated the 
whole thing. And neither is Allahpundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714192 34699 551 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:16:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/7714184" target=_blank>#543</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly is hot shit. Don't allow envy to distort 
perception.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly is a disgusting creep who stuck up for Dan Rather during Rathergate, 
and bears some responsibility for creating the atmosphere that resulted in the 
murder of Dr. George Tiller -- he repeated "Tiller the babykiller" dozens of 
times on his show, compared him to Nazis, said he was running a death factory, 
etc.</P> 
<P>He demonized the man to a degree that was completely despicable, then played 
dumb when people called him on it and claimed he'd never done it.</P> 
<P>O'Reilly is scum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714206 34699 565 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:21:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7714193" target=_blank>#552</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very disappointing.</P> 
<P>It's been my observation, Charles - when you have an issue with someone, you 
deal with it head on, directly, with that person, no beating around the bush, no 
hiding.</P> 
<P>Now, there are times when my personal point of view does not correspond to 
yours or to the general sentiments here.</P> 



<P>But trashing you behind your back, sneaking it into blogs other than one's 
own - it's just despicable behavior. Jaw-dropping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than that.</P> 
<P>JammieWearingFool snuck in yesterday with a sock puppet named "Don't Tase Me, 
Bro," and posted this comment full of insults:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7710297" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that he claimed he "hadn't been here in a while." He's a sneaky, 
dishonest creep. I put his name back on that comment so people won't be fooled 
into thinking it wasn't him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714230 34699 585 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:25:43pm  
 
<P>I put JammieWearingFool's name on that comment, because he tried to lie about 
it -- and people should know who it really was.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7710297" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714240 34699 595 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7714231" target=_blank>#586</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct me if I'm wrong. I recall O'Reilly interviewing you following 
Rathergate. It was later, much later that O'Reilly sided with Rather, and that 
was siding with him as a newsman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, O'Reilly did not interview me, and he came out in favor of Dan Rather 
shortly after the whole mess came out.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/13762_OReilly-
_Rather_was_Slimed" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714249 34699 604 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7714238" target=_blank>#593</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting comment at HA:</P> 
<P>No cached pages available to link. but it's there on the Ed post about their 
comment policy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're bullshitting. I've been watching the Master Spy and nothing like that 
is going on. Pumping themselves up with revenge fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714253 34699 608 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:31:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/7714251" target=_blank>#606</A> 
unrealizedviewpoint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! I've really been wrong IMO all these years. maybe it was the smoke he 
fauxtography he interviewed you on then. wasn't that later?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly has never interviewed me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07714268 34699 623 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:37:36pm  
 
<P>I was waffling about banning 'ted' even after those remarks because he's been 
here for a long time. Then I remembered Iron Fist.</P> 
<P>Not going to make that mistake again. Ted is out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714273 34699 628 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:40:34pm  
 
<P>Looks like Michelle Malkin also finally got around to removing LGF from her 
links.</P> 
<P>Cool.</P> 
<P>Anyone for a VDARE post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714282 34699 637 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:44:17pm  
 
<P>It's been a long time comin'It's goin' to be a long time gone.And it appears 
to be a long,appears to be a long,appears to be a longtime, yes, a long, long, 
long, long time before the dawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714314 34699 666 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:55:59pm  
 
<P>There's so much dirt on VDARE it's almost unbelievable. This is an out and 
out white nationalist hate site, and it also promotes 9/11 Truth conspiracy 
theories.</P> 
<P>And look who's one of their featured contributors:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://v
dare.com/malkin/index.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>vdare.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714320 34699 672 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 5:57:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/7714297" target=_blank>#650</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't be surprised to know that Iron Fist is currently defending VDARE 
over at Rodan's place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not surprised at all. A lot of people seem to have had the mistaken 
belief that I was one of them -- a white supremacist clever enough to hide my 
true beliefs with a mask of tolerance.</P> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07714898 34699 730 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 7:45:05pm  
 
<P>So long!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715106 34699 738 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:22:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/7715081" target=_blank>#736</A> Linda 
Mae</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07716683 34699 756 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:17:56am  
 
<P>Now you won't have to worry about coming here any more since you no longer 
have an account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716740 34699 758 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:41:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/7716728" target=_blank>#757</A> baba-
phooey</EM></P> 
<P>Ta ta!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721033 34699 771 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 4:50:53pm  
 
<P>Flounce fest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715273 34701 6 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:58:55pm  
 
<P>Click that big picture of a book that's in the big square 
box...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715277 34701 7 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 8:59:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7715270" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Max Blumenthal, eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P> 
<P>The book is great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715292 34701 10 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:04:49pm  
 
<P>The Blumenthal book lays out the connections between the Rushdoony cult, the 
Frances Schaeffer weirdos, Dobson, Falwell, etc. -- and their scary influence on 
the modern GOP.</P> 
<P>He did a really good job. It's disturbing to see it all laid out like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715318 34701 14 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:13:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7715306" target=_blank>#12</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh. Not seeing it. Just the standard Kindle sales page...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seeing the book covers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715325 34701 18 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:15:13pm  
 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7715270" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Max Blumenthal, eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why -- do you think someone might get upset that I'm recommending 
Blumenthal's book?</P> 
<P>I can't imagine why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715337 34701 24 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:18:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7715323" target=_blank>#16</A> 
Dreader1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Did you see the headline that Dan Brown's recent book on Kindle outsold the 
hardcover on Amazon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, good for Dan Brown. But I find those books unreadable. Obviously, it's 
just me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715340 34701 25 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7715335" target=_blank>#22</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A whole bunch of 'em, about halfway down the page, but they're listed as 
"some of our most popular titles". Are you reading "Horse 
Soldiers"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no .. you should be seeing book covers in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715359 34701 37 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7715355" target=_blank>#33</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, there it is. I had to disable a Firefox add-on.</P> 
<P>No problem now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, that's why I don't like Firefox add-ons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715384 34701 50 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:30:21pm  
 
<P>NoScript is responsible for at least 80% of the problem reports I get at LGF. 
It's a pain in the rear. It ends up blocking Javascript that it shouldn't block, 
and then people complain to me, and then I waste time searching for bugs that 
aren't my fault.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715395 34701 57 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:34:52pm  
 
<P>The problem with Max Blumenthal is the same problem with a lot of lefties -- 
they paint with insanely broad brushes sometimes, and they lump people (like me) 
in with the fanatics unjustly.</P> 



<P>But I'm used to that. They've been doing it to me for years. The lefties put 
me in with the fanatics, and the fanatics put me in with the 
lefties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715403 34701 61 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:36:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7715396" target=_blank>#58</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, next time I'll know. It's supposed to allow everything on LGF, but they 
just updated their code and it's maybe a bit wonky.</P> 
<P>I really only have it for visiting places like Oily Tights's hangout...</P> 
<P>Any idea about the Amazon widget and Facebook? It would be cool to share my 
reading with friends like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Facebook blocks that kind of stuff, but I really don't know - all you 
can do is try it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715407 34701 62 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:38:11pm  
 
<P>I think I've fixed that problem where the 'new comments' button would show 
the wrong number of waiting comments, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715423 34701 71 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:43:18pm  
 
<P>Not a good idea to test my patience right now. Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715446 34701 87 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:51:04pm  
 
<P>This not-yet-released book looks like a must-read:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1416594787/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence for Evolution: Richard 
Dawkins</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715450 34701 89 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:52:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7715443" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought it was just a gag, too. But Charles keeps better track of people's 
comments than I do. He may rememeber the guy as someone who trolled 
before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Checked previous comments -- apologist for the tea partiers.</P> 
<P>I'm really trying to resist using the term "teabaggers," but it's getting 
difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715452 34701 91 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:55:05pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3915395448/" 
target=_blank>Deliver us from EVIL!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07715456 34701 95 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:55:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7715451" target=_blank>#90</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I bookmark this (add to my Amazon favorites) from your link are you 
credited? If not how does one work around this since I have about 5 books ahead 
on my personal hit parade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it has my associate ID in the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715460 34701 99 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:56:51pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3914610741/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>Bury Obamacare with Kennedy -- under a pile of 
shit</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715462 34701 101 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:57:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7715458" target=_blank>#97</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, if you click one of the links from here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715466 34701 105 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:58:26pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3913967588/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>Shove your socialism up your Obama!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715471 34701 109 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 9:59:36pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3915395382/" 
target=_blank>The zoo has an African and the White House has a lyin' 
African!</A></P> 
<P>Oh no. No racism there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715481 34701 117 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:01:32pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3914096264/" 
target=_blank>Do I look like I want to serve in Obama's Nazi Youth Militia? 
Arrest our Communist, Racist, Facsist [sic], Lying, President Now for 
Treason!!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715490 34701 126 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:03:34pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3913968078/" 
target=_blank>Where is the long form birth certificate?</A></P> 
<P>Kids holding the signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715494 34701 130 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:04:29pm  



 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3913967534/" 
target=_blank>Barney Frank is an Immoral Sexual Deviant!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715498 34701 134 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:05:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/progressohio/3913967362/" 
target=_blank>Impeach the Muslim Marxist!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715500 34701 136 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:05:23pm  
 
<P>There I go, cherry-picking again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715505 34701 141 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:08:12pm  
 
<P>I think I'm going to have to do another long photo post again tomorrow. 
Clearly, I was just scratching the surface of the bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715511 34701 147 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:10:18pm  
 
<P>At Hot Air, where they're "cleaning up their comments:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a vet and as a man who went overseas i must sayI am so sick to death of 
these IDIOT leftist womenConstantly complaining about how america didnt give 
thema free abortion all paid for by the government..</P> 
<P>You know ladies you should realize that in ALL of themuslim lands the women 
there ARE KEPT BAREFOOT and PREGNANTand usually are married to some 80 year old 
man at age 12</P> 
<P>In the united states of america</P> 
<P>you arent forced to be pregnant each yearyou arent forced into marriage at 
age 12you arent forced into multiple marriages under pain of DEATHyou arent 
killed dif you try to voteyou arent killed if you try to speakyou arent killed 
if you try to DRIVEyou arent killed if you try to go to workyou arent killed if 
you try to walk without a relative</P> 
<P>so Mrs obama before you go bad mouthing your own countryI suggest you go to a 
muslim land and try seeing what theirwomens lives are like..</P> 
<P>and if you manage to get back here to the USA with your HEADstill attached 
you might jsut appreciate this nationjust a little bit more!!!</P> 
<P>UNLESS you are goig to capitulate and betray all western women just like 
HILLARY CLINTON, PELOZI and otherswho all talked bigBut as soon as they went to 
a muslim country</P> 
<P>they all started to wear burkas and told the sheikshow Friggin wonderful it 
was to see themNOT killing their muslim wives in front of the damned news 
cameras this visit..</P> 
<P>you liberal women and your stinking hypocrisy makes me sickyou complain about 
this nationbut when its time to take a real stand in the muslims landthen all of 
a sudden all of yougo running down to BURKAS R US to find a fashionable oneto 
cover your lying hpocritical liberal FAT ASS.</P> 
<P>veteranoutrage.com</P> 
<P>veteranoutrage on September 18, 2009 at 11:03 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07715516 34701 152 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:13:02pm  
 
<P>More non-hateful comments from Hot Air, where they're cleaning things up:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me be clear:</P> 
<P>Michelle Obama is NOT a chimera of body parts assembled from a menagerie of 
mutant crypto-zoological specimens from Lucifer’s bestiary.</P> 
<P>Nay, she is elfin in her daintiness and her magical charms waft in the wind 
like a delicious aroma from heaven; the pure ambrosia of Gods. We are truly 
blessed by her mere existence and our ears are charmed by the harmonizing music 
of her ever delightful utterance.</P> 
<P>Geochelone on September 18, 2009 at 10:21 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715521 34701 157 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:13:48pm  
 
<P>Hot Air, new home of the non-hateful commenter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Michelle Obama takes a crapDo odors foul the air?The ones that you and I 
expel,That rot our underwear?Or does it hint of frankincenseAnd other fragrance 
rare?I wonder.</P> 
<P>When Michelle Obama takes a crapDo angels on high praiseTheir frosty, 
feathered protegeFor adopting human ways?Or do they gag and flap their wingsTo 
clear away the haze?I wonder.</P> 
<P>csdeven on September 19, 2009 at 12:22 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715534 34701 168 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:19:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7715521" target=_blank>#157</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>'csdeven' was registered at LGF, by the way.</P> 
<P>Operative term: 'was.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715538 34701 172 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:21:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7715536" target=_blank>#170</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The air heads are revolting. Have fun moderating that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're really pissed that they have to stop posting racist 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715551 34701 184 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:24:57pm  
 
<P>Maybe it's time for a regular feature: "Hot Air's New, Improved, Non-Hateful 
Comments!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715558 34701 191 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:27:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7715555" target=_blank>#188</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Use this link but add the word in front of what's already typed in. Make sure 
there's a space between your entry and the first letter of "site."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-



US%3Aofficial&amp;hs=Uss&amp;q=site%3Ahotair.com&amp;cts=1253338228198&amp;aq=f&
amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you know! It's all over the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715568 34701 201 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:32:09pm  
 
<P>They're really pissed that they can't be racists any more:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upstater, you’re good at this new thought-crime thing. I’m very impressed. I 
never would have caught the goldfish slur - twisted racist that I am.</P> 
<P>Okay folks, I’m out of here. Good luck skirting the new Soviet rules (which 
only apply to certain people).</P> 
<P>progressoverpeace on September 19, 2009 at 12:44 
AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715572 34701 205 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:33:00pm  
 
<P>And they're trying to hide their slurs with misspellings:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ssuming you aren’t using a h0m0sexual slur, I will bid you goodnight.</P> 
<P>Upstater85 on September 19, 2009 at 12:45 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715578 34701 211 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:34:30pm  
 
<P>They're using the @ symbol to cover up the hateful remarks (and talking 
openly about it like morons, of course):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>holy cow, i thought you guys were goofing using the @ sign there — i tried 
the actual word and i don’t even SEE the “comment in moderation” thing anymore — 
i guess the proprietors are not foolin’ around anymore!!!</P> 
<P>Buckaroo on September 19, 2009 at 12:58 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715579 34701 212 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:35:06pm  
 
<P>Whine!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chuckles sends over his sock puppet and we all get punished….</P> 
<P>CJ’s “big punishment”?</P> 
<P>He was moved from the right margin to the left.</P> 
<P>sven10077 on September 19, 2009 at 12:59 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715580 34701 213 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:35:39pm  
 
<P>No racism left at Hot Air! All gone now!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ok, re-typed so as not to offend anyone’s delicate sensibilities [!!]</P> 
<P>point of order — cryptozoologists attest that when a mommy s@squatch and a 
daddy s@squatch love each other very much, they make a little s@squatch …/jus’ 
sayin’ …</P> 
<P>Buckaroo on September 19, 2009 at 1:00 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07715583 34701 216 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:37:32pm  
 
<P>I'm now controlling Hot Air! Bwa hahaha!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chalres Johnson and AP are the guys that helped take down Dan Rather after he 
tried to single handedly elect John Kerry. LGF was once the gold standard of 
mostly non-partisan truth dealing on the ‘net. It devolved into its current 
state because Charles Johnson forgot that Radical islam killes 3000 Americans 
one day.</P> 
<P>Charles’ lackey Kilgore Trout decided nothing would liven up HotAir like 
dropping twenty or so N-bombs….</P> 
<P>Ed as is his wont decided to go full blown five alarm Fargo nice and 
“reiterate the rules” so the end result is that a former friend of HA’s lackey 
came in shat on the rug and Ed’s puppies are getting their noses rubbed in 
it.</P> 
<P>Thus Charles Johnson now has some measure of editorial oversight into HA 
thanks to KT’s passive aggresive soiling of our board.</P> 
<P>sven10077 on September 19, 2009 at 1:25 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715589 34701 221 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:38:58pm  
 
<P>It's outstanding. They're spewing hatred at me in every single thread. And 
every thread is full of whining about the new "hate-free!" 
policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715594 34701 226 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:40:38pm  
 
<P>We still have someone carrying comments from the private threads over to the 
stalker blog, by the way. (As if I give a crap.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715605 34701 237 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:44:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7715596" target=_blank>#228</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are the current users in that thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just got one. 'Alpine lizard.' Also shows up at a stalker chat room. Had a 
second sock puppet registered too. Was hanging out in the private 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715612 34701 243 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:46:48pm  
 
<P>People currently reading this thread:</P> 
<P>ArchangelMichaelaustin_blueBloodnokCharlesCheechakocliffsterCyanSnowHawkDark_
FalconDesert DogDreader1962erraticsphinxFenway_NationFloral GiraffefreetokenGus 
802iceweaselJanglerNPLjaunteJimmahJurassic SlappassKillgore TroutKillian 
BundyKingKenrodKosh's ShadowMPHMr PancakesNJDhockeyfanNoam 
Sayin'outsidephillyportwineRealismRoxReginald 
Perrinreine.de.toutresearchokrevobobSharmutaSlumbering 
Behemothsngnsgttalon_262The Shadow DotrendsurferVinnieWalter L. Newtonwee 
fury</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07715643 34701 273 Charles Fri, Sep 18, 2009 10:56:05pm  



 
<P>This weekend I'm going to code up that "users in a thread" module into a 
clickable button in each thread, so people can know who's reading their 
comments. Especially in the private threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716564 34701 378 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:45:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7716403" target=_blank>#377</A> Anthony (Los 
Angeles)</EM></P> 
<P>You think that's wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716567 34701 379 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:46:52am  
 
<P>Look out! Wouldn't want to ever read anything except the approved 
books!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716610 34701 381 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:57:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7716586" target=_blank>#380</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anthony, who is Phineas Fahrquar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that was him. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716536 34702 761 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:32:31am  
 
<P>Didn't take Nostradamus to see that coming.</P> 
<P>Those morons have other sock puppets too, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716545 34702 770 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:40:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/7716388" target=_blank>#616</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's only <STRIKE>momcat</STRIKE> rain of lead. Weak troll. The dinger is all 
it has left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one had at least a dozen sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716555 34702 780 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:41:59am  
 
<P>It's all the deleted comments. Reload and it will be OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716578 34702 800 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:50:38am  
 
<P>'momcat' and sloggin420' were the same person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716587 34702 808 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:52:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/802/7716580" target=_blank>#802</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go to spy and click "show users"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the same as the new script -- the spy's list currently shows ALL 
logged in users. The new script will show who's currently reading each 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716599 34702 820 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:55:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/803/7716581" target=_blank>#803</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Knock me over with a feather! As soon as the one left, the other 
appeared.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were several other accounts registered by this brain-damaged fool, 
too.</P> 
<P>This was also the person who pulled a similar stunt a few days 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716620 34702 839 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:00:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/7716614" target=_blank>#833</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't understand why someone would be so obsessed with a website that they 
feel they must create a sockpuppet or join a stalker site. Really, please shoot 
me if my life resolves around stalking any website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just one sock puppet - at least 10.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716751 34703 99 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:45:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7716730" target=_blank>#81</A> Shug</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, are you still on good terms with Tammy Bruce?I liked those radio 
spots you used to do on her program but with all the shit going down lately, I 
was wondering if you and she are still cool, since I see she's been on O'Reilly 
lately and doesn't link you on her blog.</P> 
<P>what a shame so many people have chosen to screw you over, just because 
you've been critical of conservatives acting like a minority party. I guess the 
truth was OK when the truth was exposing democrat lunacy. Now that the truth is 
exposing republican lunacy, suddenly the truth makes you an asshole, huh?</P> 
<P>shame on them</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't spoken to Tammy in a while, but I'm pretty sure she thinks I'm a 
traitor too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716755 34703 103 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:47:29am  
 
<P>By the way, the 'Users' button in the thread spy now shows only the users who 
are currently reading that thread, instead of all logged in users.</P> 
<P>So if you want to see who's reading a particular thread, click the green 
magnifying glass at the bottom right of the article, then click the 'Users' 
button under the commenting form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07716821 34704 7 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 11:17:53am  
 
<P>You can see some of these people at the tea party in this video -- notice the 
kid with the sign that says "Pelosi is a Jezebel," and the fanatic screaming 
"Repent!"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/a3b_1252966753" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716834 34704 14 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 11:23:03am  
 
<P>Note that calling a woman a "Jezebel" is the most deadly insult a 
fundamentalist can issue.</P> 
<P>Jezebel was a biblical queen who turned Israel away from God and toward 
paganism, and the Old Testament God punished her by having her killed by her 
servants and her corpse eaten by dogs.</P> 
<P>That's what they're wishing on Nancy Pelosi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716899 34704 62 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 11:53:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7716880" target=_blank>#49</A> Kevlaur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Schaeffer sounds bitter; he is doing what most of you here abhor (or claim to 
abhor anyhow) - labeling a whole swath of people. I can't think of catchy '-er' 
name right now for what he is suffering from... sorry, I'm not very witty.I know 
many home schoolers and home schooled. I find nothing wrong with wanting to keep 
your children out of certain schools. However, we are told to be 'in the world 
and not of the world.' And, I have often wondered about their ability to fit 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might want to look into who Frank Schaeffer is, and how he was raised, 
before you dismiss him out of hand as just someone who's "bitter." He knew many 
of the leading figures in the far right evangelical movement -- his own father 
was one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716905 34704 66 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 11:55:15am  
 
<P>James Dobson -- one of the leading figures in the home-schooling movement. If 
you think this is just a tiny minority and nothing to worry about, here are some 
numbers for you:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Clayton "Jim" Dobson, Jr. (born April 21, 1936) has a PhD in child 
psychology,[1] and is an American evangelical Christian author and founder of 
Focus on the Family (FOTF), a nonprofit organization he founded in 1977 which he 
also chaired until 2003. Dobson has never drawn a salary from the organization, 
but has used it to promote his related books and publications, yielding him 
royalties for sales through other venues.[2] As part of his role in the 
organization, he produces Focus on the Family, a daily radio program which 
according to the organization is <STRONG>broadcast in more than a dozen 
languages and on over 7,000 stations worldwide, and heard daily by more than 220 
million people in 164 countries.[3][1] Focus on the Family is also carried by 



about sixty U.S. television stations daily.</STRONG>[3] He founded the Family 
Research Council in 1981. He is an evangelical Christian with conservative views 
on politics.[4] He has been referred to as "the nation's most influential 
evangelical leader" by Time, and Slate likens him as the successor to 
evangelical leaders Billy Graham, Jerry Falwell, and Pat 
Robertson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716955 34704 109 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:17:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7716927" target=_blank>#83</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has clearly supporting spanking your child, but from what I recall he had 
very clear guidelines as to when and how. Some people are not comfortable with 
any form of spanking, and that is their right. Schaeffer here uses the phrase 
"whipping", but that could be interpreted two different ways. I just think that 
some may see that term and not equate it with spanking but actual 
whips.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dobson advised spanking children with a "switch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07716969 34704 123 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:20:38pm  
 
<P>Here's Frank Schaeffer's autobiography: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0306817500/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Crazy for God: How I Grew Up as One of the Elect, Helped Found the 
Religious Right, and Lived to Take All (or Almost All) of It 
Back</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717002 34704 154 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:35:25pm  
 
<P>I'm not sure why it always seems to be necessary to say explicitly that "not 
all homeschoolers" are the Dobson-Falwell-Robertson types. Isn't that 
obvious?</P> 
<P>But a very large number of homeschoolers DO fit into this 
category.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717005 34704 157 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:36:25pm  
 
<P>Here's the Rachel Maddow interview with Schaeffer. I'm not a fan of Maddow, 
so don't even start. But what Schaeffer has to say is interesting.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/lPwGV1h4lW8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717017 34704 166 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7717016" target=_blank>#165</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not necessarily. The article infers that there are tens of thousands of 
adults who <EM>were</EM> raised this way who are apparently functioning quite 
well in society.</P> 
<P>Kids are amazingly resilient and adaptable. Adults often learn how to 
<EM>dissemble</EM> with an equal facility ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about the kids in this video?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/a3b_1252966753" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717035 34704 183 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:52:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7717029" target=_blank>#177</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stormfront Nazis thrilled that mainstream conservatives are warning of an 
impending race war...<A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2009/09/how_to_find_millions_of_racist.html
" target=_blank>How To Find Millions of Racists</A></P> 
<P>"Don't call us racists or welcome become racists!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yech.</P> 
<P>You can see echoes of this attitude at Hot Air right now -- they're heavily 
promoting the view that there's no real racism on the right at all, that it's 
all made up by the MSM. And in the comments threads for these articles, there 
are outright racist remarks, right next to the ones mocking the MSM for accusing 
them of racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717047 34704 195 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 12:59:29pm  
 
<P>In the new, improved "no hate left" Hot Air comments section for their latest 
article about Michelle Obama, they're comparing her belt (what Drudge 
ridiculously called a "bondage" belt) to a suicide bomb belt. Another comment 
says Michelle Obama reminds him of Patty Hearst.</P> 
<P>They're still seething over the new rules, and trying to find out how far 
they can push the limits with borderline racist remarks, and deliberately 
misspelled words to avoid being caught with a search.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717074 34704 222 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:11:21pm  
 
<P>A big reason why so many wingnuts are pissed off at me is because they 
assumed that since I was on the 'conservative' side on issues like foreign 
policy, I was also on board with the whole social conservative agenda, including 
all of the extreme forms like creationism and theocratic fundamentalism, the 
crypto-racism of people like Robert Stacy McCain, and the extreme anti-Islamism 
of Robert Spencer and the shrieking harpy Geller.</P> 
<P>They made a lot of assumptions about my beliefs that were completely wrong. 
Now they're raging at me because they think I "betrayed" them -- when I was 
never on that train to begin with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07717083 34704 231 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:14:36pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. "Monkey" joke made at the "Values Voters" summit meeting today...</P> 
<P>New post soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717379 34704 305 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:17:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7717371" target=_blank>#304</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no doubt that F. Schaeffer had a bone to pick with his parents and 
has chosen an immature way to do it. Read some of his other articles on other 
topics, and this comes across loud and clear. It is sad, 
really..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just complete nonsense. You haven't even read Schaeffer's book, 
obviously, or you would realize how incredibly wrong-headed your 
characterization is. You're trying to dismiss what he says because it's hitting 
a little too close to home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717113 34705 3 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:29:56pm  
 
<P>The Family Research Council is a far right Christian group affiliated with 
James Dobson that promotes creationism, theocratic goals, and the usual litany 
of extreme social conservative positions.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_Research_Council" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717118 34705 7 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:31:45pm  
 
<P>The most generous interpretation possible of this "joke" is that it was 
incredibly tone-deaf for a highly-placed politician.</P> 
<P>But I don't buy that. He was blowing that dog whistle and the crowd heard 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717125 34705 12 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:34:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7717123" target=_blank>#10</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tony Perkins also spoke at the Council of Conservative Citizens, according to 
his article at Wikipedia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. The CCC is an openly white supremacist group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717172 34705 39 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 1:48:02pm  
 
<P>If you folks don't believe that politicians like Blunt carefully calibrate 
these kinds of statements for their audience ... well, you're just dreaming.</P> 
<P>The guy who introduced him, Tony Perkins, gave a speech to the openly white 
supremacist Council of Conservative Citizens in 2001. And when Perkins worked 
for Senator Woody Jenkins, he purchased a phone-bank list from former KKK Grand 
Wizard David Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07717306 34705 151 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 2:41:09pm  
 
<P>Buh-bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717357 34705 193 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:08:22pm  
 
<P>Auf wiedersehen!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717367 34705 203 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7717360" target=_blank>#196</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What gives with all the people rushing to flounce or get 
whacked?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's happening is that the right wing blogosphere has turned on me like 
rabid ankle-biting chihuahuas. They're pumping up their readers with hatred 
against me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717369 34705 205 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:12:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7717368" target=_blank>#204</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went to the website for the Council of Conservative Citizens and ho boy 
Charles is spot on with the label he gave them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the group Ann Coulter said had "no obvious racism" on their website. 
Think she was telling the truth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717384 34705 217 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:18:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7717380" target=_blank>#214</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If she said that she didn't look very hard or not at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another possibility: she agrees with them and was running 
interference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717386 34705 219 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:19:37pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32787_Ann_Coulter_and_the_Council_
of_Conservative_Citizens" target=_blank>Ann Coulter and the Council of 
Conservative Citizens</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32788_Ann_Coulter_and_the_Council_
of_Conservative_Citizens_Part_Deux" target=_blank>Ann Coulter and the Council of 
Conservative Citizens, Part Deux</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717398 34705 230 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:23:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7717394" target=_blank>#227</A> borgcube</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either this was planned and calculated with racial overtones or it was 
completely innocent.</P> 
<P>It's hard to reconcile either possibility as the former is simply disgusting 
beyond belief and the latter is stupid beyond belief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it was planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717408 34705 240 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7717406" target=_blank>#238</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh she was definitely running interference. Its obvious from wading through 
that fever swamp of a website what their one and only goal is. The really sick 
part is how they drape themselves in their Religion to cloak the 
racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Council of Conservative Citizens is very connected with the Family 
Research Council.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717420 34705 251 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:29:58pm  
 
 
 
<P>One of the stalkers is planning a flounce, with an attack on LGF lizard 
'Bloodnok'.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>89. HadEnough on 19 September, 2009 at 5:48 am</P> 
<P>You know, at first I thought bloodnok was ok… but I noticed a pattern that 
leaned pretty heavily left. I am getting more and more ideas about how I will 
sign off. I think it will be a very worthy, last 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717438 34705 268 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:38:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7717436" target=_blank>#266</A> Peg K</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, we, the people, should have the ability to criticize 
whoever is president without automatically being tarred as racists for doing 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want to be accused of racism, the solution is simple: don't use 
racist code words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717443 34705 273 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 3:40:29pm  
 
<P>The SPLC's entry on <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?pid=210" 
target=_blank>Sam Francis</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An intellectual and key white nationalist thinker, Sam Francis has been 
referred to by analyst Leonard Zeskind as the "philosopher king" of the radical 
right — a title that seems well justified by the ubiquitous presence of his 
columns in racist forums and his influence over the general direction of right-
wing extremism.</P> 



<P>A prize-winning writer, Francis served in the late 1980s and early 1990s as 
an editor and columnist at the right-wing <STRONG>Washington Times</STRONG>, 
where he was well known as a leading paleoconservative (the term refers to an 
anti-federal, isolationist sector of the American right that typically opposes 
non-white immigration vigorously)</P> 
<P>The 1990s saw Francis radicalized to the point where he is today the chief 
editor for a leading white supremacist hate group, the <STRONG>Council of 
Conservative Citizens</STRONG> (CCC). That tie was initiated in 1993, when 
Francis published his first column in the CCC's tabloid, Citizens Informer, 
complaining that the media ignored whites murdered by blacks while police 
brutality victim Rodney King, characterized as a black criminal, was 
celebrated.</P> 
<P>The next year, Francis made his first appearance at a conference of American 
Renaissance, a magazine devoted to eugenics (the "science" of breeding better 
human beings) and allegedly race-based characteristics (such as IQ levels, 
sexual aggressiveness and propensity to criminality). In June 1994, Francis 
praised the CCC in a Times column for "planting seeds that may eventually bear 
greater fruit" than the Republican Party (the "Stupid Party," in Francis' 
phrase).</P> 
<P>Ultimately, Francis was fired from the Times in 1995 after conservative 
author Dinesh D'Souza quoted Francis' 1994 speech at the American Renaissance 
conference and described him as embodying the "new spirit of white bigotry." 
Since then, Francis has appeared at every biannual American Renaissance 
conference and written for the magazine.</P> 
<P>In 1999, Francis joined the CCC's Citizens Informer as co-editor with Chris 
Temple, an adherent of the anti-Semitic Christian Identity theology who has 
since left the job. In that post, he has stacked the publication with immigrant-
bashers and refocused the increasingly strident CCC on opposition to non-white 
immigration.</P> 
<P>In 2000, Francis helped his good friend Patrick Buchanan, the nation's best-
known paleoconservative and white nationalist, run for president on the Reform 
Party ticket and also helped to edit his recent book, Death of the West.</P> 
<P>Today, Francis, who markets his columns through the Creators Syndicate, also 
helps edit The Occidental Quarterly, a journal similar to American Renaissance 
that is bankrolled by William H. Regnery II, the reclusive far-right Chicago 
millionaire who is an heir to a publishing fortune.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717537 34705 367 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 4:18:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7717495" target=_blank>#325</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing about using the SPLC as a source is that they themselves have 
a decidedly left wing agenda which is sometimes less than honest... while they 
have done some good work, they literally see hate and racism around every single 
corner, and often where it does not exist. They launched a vicious campaign 
against Lou Dobbs, calling him a racist and xenophobe for his views on illegal 
immigration, and whether or not you like Dobbs, you should see the example of 
how the SPLC often operates...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I think it's Lou Dobbs who comes off terribly in that 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717557 34705 387 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 4:22:53pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7717549" target=_blank>#379</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not about who looks better... I just don't think they need to throw the 
racist label onto a talk show host simply because they don't agree with him. 
They led an active campaign to get him fired.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh?</P> 
<P>Mark Potok says very clearly in that clip that he does not think Lou Dobbs is 
a racist. Did you miss that part?</P> 
<P>However, some of the people he has on his show are indisputably 
racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717693 34705 518 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 5:38:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7717674" target=_blank>#499</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm willing to believe, for the moment, that the huge page of links to her 
article, her publicity photo and all the quotes from her found at the VDARE site 
are there without her knowledge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That page has been at the VDARE site for years. And she definitely knows 
about it.</P> 
<P>Take a look at these Google search results:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:-
GGtH4I94YoJ:michellemalkin.com/2004/09/26/steve-sailer-
vindicated/+brimelow+site:michellemalkin.com&amp;cd=3&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;
gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717696 34705 521 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 5:39:09pm  
 
<P>That's the post where she links to Steve Sailer and calls Brimelow her 
friend.</P> 
<P>There's a lot more:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=
en&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=brimelow+site%3Amichellemalkin.com&amp;aq=f&
amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717720 34705 540 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 5:57:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/7717718" target=_blank>#538</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't her husband Jesse Malkin? How does she reconcile being friends with 
someone like Brimelow while writing for the Jewish World Review and being 
married to Jesse Malkin?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd have to ask her that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717747 34706 2 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:09:04pm  
 
<P>You may notice that there's a new button at the bottom of the comment posting 
form -- "Show Users."</P> 
<P>Click it and a panel opens beneath the form, showing the registered users who 
are currently reading this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07717766 34706 11 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7717760" target=_blank>#7</A> Cathypop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do I feel that that man is talking down to me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I didn't get that feeling at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717773 34706 16 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:19:37pm  
 
<P>There's no better illustration of how completely lost the GOP is than the 
fact that <EM>Mike Huckabee</EM> was the big favorite at the Values Voters 
Summit meeting.</P> 
<P>The GOP is going all theocracy, all the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717779 34706 21 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:22:11pm  
 
<P>Bryan Fischer of the American Family Association (ever wonder why so many of 
these groups have the word "Family" in their names?) gave a speech at the Values 
Voters summit, and said the idea of church-state separation began with Adolf 
Hitler.</P> 
<P>Yes, really.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ASJOJREixbU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717784 34706 24 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:24:44pm  
 
<P>He's arguing that the First Amendment gives the government the right to 
establish Christianity as the national religion. Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717785 34706 25 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:26:02pm  
 
<P>The Hitler quote isn't in that clip, by the way. It's being reported at other 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717798 34706 35 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:31:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7717792" target=_blank>#30</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't Tony Perkins that real estate guy or am I thinking of someone 
else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Perkins_(politician)" 
target=_blank>Tony Perkins</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In 2001, Perkins addressed the Council of Conservative Citizens (successor 
organization to the anti-integration White Citizens Council), a known white 
nationalist organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717803 34706 40 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:32:13pm  
 
<P>Tony Perkins is closely associated with Louisiana exorcist Bobby 
Jindal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717816 34706 51 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:36:48pm  
 
<P>At Americans United for Separation of Church and State: <A 
href="http://blog.au.org/2009/09/18/strange-days-getting-psyched-for-the-values-
voter-summit/" target=_blank>Strange Days: Getting Psyched For The ‘Values Voter 
Summit’</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717838 34706 69 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:46:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7717821" target=_blank>#55</A> SteveC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Americans United for Separation of anything" just sounds 
wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.au.org/about/" target=_blank>About AU</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Americans United (AU) is a nonpartisan organization dedicated to preserving 
the constitutional principle of church-state separation as the only way to 
ensure religious freedom for all Americans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I have to pick sides between the fanatics who show up at the Values Voter 
Summit, and Americans United for Separation of Church and State -- I am 100% 
committed to the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717847 34706 77 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:48:59pm  
 
<P>In case it wasn't obvious yet -- the right wing has lost me completely, if 
they ever had me, which they didn't. There's a serious bad craziness on the 
right. I want no part of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717859 34706 88 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:55:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7717851" target=_blank>#80</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AU has a magazine "church and State." Take a look at this report on a 
religious lobbying group, The Family, and what they're giving some members of 
Congress:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I asked if anyone was wondering why they all use the word 
"Family."</P> 
<P>It sounds innocuous. It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717861 34706 90 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 6:56:44pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060560053/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Family: The Secret Fundamentalism at the Heart of American 
Power</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717877 34706 100 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7717874" target=_blank>#98</A> barb42</EM></P> 
<P>There's one now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717885 34706 106 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:03:42pm  
 
<P>There's another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717893 34706 112 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:06:41pm  
 
<P>The new 'Show Users' button is very interesting.</P> 
<P>Next I'll figure out how to code it to show who's about to melt down. Maybe 
shades of red.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717928 34706 144 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:15:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7717920" target=_blank>#137</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question, Charles: can anyone who's reading the thread use the 'show users' 
button, or is its use restricted to those Lizards who are signed into LGF at the 
time?</P> 
<P>I would substantially prefer the latter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07717959 34706 167 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:24:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7717950" target=_blank>#161</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't see that Show Users button unless you are logged in to LGF. Just in 
case it was still unanswered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tend to think of stuff like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718003 34706 207 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:38:32pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7717998" target=_blank>#202</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whig time!</P> 
<P>Time to <A href="http://www.modernwhig.org/" target=_blank>Whig 
out.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could never join a political party named after a toupee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07718011 34706 214 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:40:00pm  
 
<P>Hey, everyone -- Eugene McGovern is here. Straighten up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718035 34706 237 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:45:29pm  
 
<P>Most of the leading GOP politicians and pundits are appearing at the Values 
Voter Summit this weekend, by the way.</P> 
<P>The GOP is beholden to the religious right more than ever. They clearly 
believe this is their only route back to power -- to court fundamentalists who 
scorn the very concepts on which America was founded.</P> 
<P>For me, this was the straw on the camel's back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718067 34706 265 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:50:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7718061" target=_blank>#260</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I skimmed over Mitt Romney's speech, and didn't notice any of the social 
conservative-style stuff in there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that Romney even thinks he needs to be at this convention of 
fanatics speaks volumes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718092 34706 289 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 7:55:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/7718079" target=_blank>#276</A> 
onepistoffyid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the fact is that the founding fathers were all christians and the culture of 
America is a Christian culture</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718133 34706 330 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 8:03:14pm  
 
<P>The religious right talking point that America is a "Christian nation" has 
gained a lot of traction, even among people who really should know better. The 
founding fathers would be appalled to see this craziness so 
widespread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718194 34706 387 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 8:17:41pm  
 
<P>The Jefferson Bible is a pretty amazing document, and more than anything else 
it reveals how Jefferson really felt about institutionalized religion. He took a 
King James (I think) Bible, and literally cut out (with a razor) all the parts 
that contained supernatural stories ... leaving only the philosophical arguments 
and teachings of Jesus. Jefferson was a man totally committed to rationalism and 
realism, and he had no patience with fairy tales.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718217 34706 410 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 8:22:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7718204" target=_blank>#397</A> zarsky99</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>totally agree...but some element of values will invariably end up in laws. 
what if your values suggested the legal age of consent should be 12 years 
old?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if your "values" also include giving speeches to white supremacist 
groups?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Perkins_(politician)" 
target=_blank>Tony Perkins</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2001, Perkins addressed the Council of Conservative Citizens (successor 
organization to the anti-integration White Citizens Council), a known white 
nationalist organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718221 34706 413 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 8:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7718218" target=_blank>#411</A> zarsky99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>did you just suggest that those were my values?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading comprehension. It's a good thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718264 34706 456 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 8:34:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/7718253" target=_blank>#445</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Per <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/09/19/romney.huckaby/index.html" 
target=_blank>CNN</A>, pure pandering by Huckabee:</P> 
<P>Yes, these family values folks are really rational, aren't they? Anyone still 
question whether they have any influence on the GOP, given the list of attendees 
that are condoning and participating in this utter horseshit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718397 34707 39 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:05:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7718389" target=_blank>#33</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be fair. I know a couple people who went to DC and both said most of the 
signs were not like these. They said you had to go out of your way to seek them 
out. However, I wasn't there so I cannot confirm that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many hundreds of photos do I have to post before this talking point 
dies?</P> 
<P>There are LOTS more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718402 34707 42 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:06:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7718392" target=_blank>#35</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Zombie is the go-to guy for photos of San Francisco proggo-freaks. Is there a 
similar single source you're using for these pix, or are they harvested from all 
over? Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Most of them are from Flickr, where there are thousands just like 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718469 34707 84 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:20:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. There's an amazing amount of hatred for me all over the right wing 
blogs. Just Googled my name. Why they wanna do me like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718520 34707 125 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:31:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7718511" target=_blank>#116</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm feeling the hate pretty good myself. There's a lot of it to go 
around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace took a little slap at you today. They're all repeating the lie that I was 
behind your stunt at Hot Air -- and neither Allahpundit nor Ed Morrissey are 
saying anything to correct the record, even though I emailed them and told 
them.</P> 
<P>Backstabbers? We got 'em!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718596 34707 189 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 9:52:44pm  
 
<P>Hot Air may have changed their policy (or may have made an announcement to 
that effect anyway) but their comments are still overloaded with hate speech. 
Their commenters are now using deliberate misspellings of words like "S@squatch" 
and "W00kie" to try to avoid being caught by searches, and there are still 
comments being posted that aren't outright racist, but are extremely 
repulsive.</P> 
<P>For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Michelle Obama takes a crapDo odors foul the air?The ones that you and I 
expel,That rot our underwear?Or does it hint of frankincenseAnd other fragrance 
rare?I wonder.</P> 
<P>When Michelle Obama takes a crapDo angels on high praiseTheir frosty, 
feathered protegeFor adopting human ways?Or do they gag and flap their wingsTo 
clear away the haze?I wonder.</P> 
<P>csdeven on September 19, 2009 at 12:22 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody thought that was out of line. It's still there. (This person used to 
be a commenter at LGF.)</P> 
<P>It wouldn't have lasted five minutes here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718622 34707 212 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:00:34pm  
 
<P>Chris Simcox has been a frequent guest on the openly white supremacist radio 
show <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Political_Cesspool" 
target=_blank>The Political Cesspool</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718676 34707 261 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:17:11pm  
 
<P>Every thread at Hot Air is turning into a bashing session against me.</P> 
<P>And I mean <EM>every</EM> thread, no matter what the topic.</P> 



<P>The latest thread contains this lovely comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Among other personal attacks against LGF members, the troll alleged that 
Charles was gay. So by Charles own logic yesterday, that HotAir is racist as a 
result of a late night troll attack, (so I’ve heard second hand), then it only 
follows that Charles must therefor be gay, (since he didn’t delete the offending 
comments until the following morning!) Homosexuality wasn’t the only allegation, 
BTW.</P> 
<P>(True story)</P> 
<P>FloatingRock on September 19, 2009 at 11:55 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718687 34707 271 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:21:15pm  
 
<P>This guy is really chafing at Hot Air's new anti-racism rule:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate it when I get a post stuck in moderation in the middle of the night 
when likely nobody is around to approve it, so self censor it—and the second try 
also gets stuck in moderation.</P> 
<P>Thanks LGF! (You Pieces of S***!!!)</P> 
<P>I don’t blame HotAir for being careful, (although Charles is full of C***), 
but I hope this is short lived.</P> 
<P>FloatingRock on September 20, 2009 at 12:47 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718699 34707 283 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:24:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7718696" target=_blank>#280</A> elclynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw the speech before the Cabinet. It was more illustration then anything. 
He was speaking about the considerable cost of benefits for immigrants foisted 
by government on the Dutch populace. He was being sarcastic more then he was 
demanding a tax on hijab. One of the cabinet members stepped up and asked, same 
sarcasm, if he would tax hydrogen peroxide. He likened the Cabinet to a bunch of 
people riding around in a Mini Cooper always going left even when they saw a 
sign saying they would run into a swamp. Quite a few of the Cabinet members were 
laughing at the cleverness of his speech. Maybe you should fact check 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geert Wilders is a populist demagogue, trading on hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718734 34707 318 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:38:22pm  
 
<P>Just noticed for the first time, in Michelle Malkin's blogroll -- 
VDARE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718743 34707 326 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:40:32pm  
 
<P>Also in her blogroll - Steve Sailer.</P> 
<P>Both VDARE's founder Peter Brimelow and Steve Sailer have appeared on the 
white supremacist radio show Political Cesspool.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Political_Cesspool" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07718748 34707 330 Charles Sat, Sep 19, 2009 10:41:25pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7718746" target=_blank>#329</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please tell me that's not a flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719781 34707 755 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:39:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/754/7719750" target=_blank>#754</A> 
cgn38navy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. I don't see the rascism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you didn't see me accuse that comment of being "racist," either.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that was just a silly and longwinded way of asking "Does she think 
her shit doesn't stink?" Our political discourse is getting a little thinned 
skinned. Laura Bush and Hillary Clinton had to put up with much worse than that. 
So did Condoleeza Rice for that matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what was your reaction to it when Laura Bush was insulted? But now, it's 
"thin-skinned" to think it's over the top and wrong to post weird, ugly poems 
about Michelle Obama?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. Those same people holding the signs are the same people who work in police 
departments, hospitals, and firestations all around the country. They have a 
right to political speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I have a right to point out that they're behaving like raging 
nutjobs.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3. IMHO people who revel in the fall of preachers when they sin, or act on 
perverted or self destructive impulses, have little compassion or empathy. Love 
the sinner hate the sin. Everyone one is failible, except maybe for some LGF 
posters who seem to take delight the failure of someone who tried to make the 
world a better place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're talking about Ted Haggard -- oh yeah, that's a guy who tried to 
make the world a better place, by ranting against gay people while secretly 
getting a whole lot of that same action for himself. And getting rich from 
it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many comments that i've read here lateley assign a "kook" or "racist" 
motivation to people they disagree with. (Glenn Beck is a perfect example of 
this). That is not neccessarily the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is a Grade A prime kook, promoting ideas right out of the John 
Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719811 34707 757 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/7719629" target=_blank>#752</A> 
RetiredE9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How confident are we that all these signs are from the same 
demonstration?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no doubt about it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And if they were at the demonstration wouldn't the fact that most of them are 
handmade indicate that they represent a very, very small minority of the main 
sentiments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many hundreds of pictures would it take to convince you that it wasn't a 
tiny, tiny, teensy, eensy minority? I've seen more than enough (and posted 
dozens of the worst ones) to convince me that extremism and craziness was 
totally accepted at this event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721224 34707 770 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 5:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/7721196" target=_blank>#769</A> 
AuldTrafford</EM></P> 
<P>I'll tell you outright, because I'm not trying to hide anything and I never 
have.</P> 
<P>I am NOT on the side of people like that woman you see above. I strongly 
believe that women should have the ability to determine what happens with their 
own bodies. I am strongly pro-choice. I want abortion to remain legal in this 
country.</P> 
<P>Does that answer your question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722183 34707 774 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/773/7722178" target=_blank>#773</A> 
IdeaLover</EM></P> 
<P>It's now appropriate to call you "gone."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723172 34707 779 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:16:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/777/7722507" target=_blank>#777</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But since the "blood of babies" placard avoids calling for a total, 
uncompromising, nationwide ban on abortion, and <I>merely</I> suggests that God 
disapproves of the practice, the statement itself is pretty far from 
representing the radical side of the pro-life movement. QED, the sign isn't 
extremist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sign says she cannot "bless" her own country. That kind of sentiment is 
an extremist sentiment -- no less than when leftists carry signs saying things 
like "F--- the troops."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723177 34707 780 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:17:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/7722714" target=_blank>#778</A> 
AuldTrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How one intends to achieve his political ends - i.e., through violence as 
opposed to political persuasion - is another, separate matter. So, I understand 
classifying the abortion protester as an "extremist"; I do not understand 
finding her position threatening. Emphatic, yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a straw man. I never said the sign was "threatening" ... the only 
person applying that label to it is you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07719897 34709 61 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 10:42:28am  
 
<P>This is why some lefties are calling for a boycott of Rush Limbaugh -- pure, 
ugly race-baiting.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
09/15/limbaugh-20090915-america.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>I don't like boycotts. But this is very bad. And nobody on the right seems to 
care -- instead, they applaud this kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720623 34709 113 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7720616" target=_blank>#112</A> 
tsflanagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is wrong this time. The beating on that bus was motivated by racist 
animus, and Rush was using a little irony to point that out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're full of crap. The incident was investigated and it was NOT racially 
motivated. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721417 34709 114 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 6:01:05pm  
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<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Sep 20, 
2009 6:01:05pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
07719944 34710 3 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:10:54am  
 
<P>Uh huh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719950 34710 7 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:13:22am  
 
<P>Was it also "sarcasm" when Rush Limbaugh told a female African American 
caller, "Take that bone out of your nose and call me back"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719955 34710 11 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:14:26am  



 
<P>There's much more to this ugly rant than the "segregated buses" line. It's 
pure race baiting. If you don't see that, well, there you go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07719980 34710 34 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:24:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7719969" target=_blank>#23</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That isn't really what the Newsweek article says; Limbaugh is misrepresenting 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Claiming that the Newsweek article says "all white kids are born racist" is 
just more of the same racist ranting. It doesn't say anything like that.</P> 
<P>Here's the article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/214989" 
target=_blank>www.newsweek.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's a report on an investigation into how children pick up prejudiced 
ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720007 34710 61 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:34:05am  
 
<P>Don't focus on only the 'segregation' line. Listen to the whole thing.</P> 
<P>It's disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720021 34710 75 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:36:57am  
 
<P><A href="http://newsone.com/obama/top-10-racist-limbaugh-quotes/" 
target=_blank>Top 10 Rush Limbaugh Racist Quotes</A>.</P> 
<P>All out of context, and sarcasm. Right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720024 34710 78 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:37:26am  
 
<P>A classic:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know who deserves a posthumous Medal of Honor? James Earl Ray [the 
confessed assassin of Martin Luther King]. We miss you, James. 
Godspeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720025 34710 79 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:38:25am  
 
<P>Another classic:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean, let’s face it, we didn’t have slavery in this country for over 100 
years because it was a bad thing. Quite the opposite: slavery built the South. 
I’m not saying we should bring it back; I’m just saying it had its merits. For 
one thing, the streets were safer after dark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720046 34710 98 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:48:28am  
 
<P>Limbaugh quotes that are <EM>not</EM> disputed:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Have you ever noticed how all composite pictures of wanted criminals resemble 
Jesse Jackson?</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Take that bone out of your nose and call me back.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>The NAACP should have riot rehearsal. They should get a liquor store and 
practice robberies.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>Look, let me put it to you this way: the NFL all too often looks like a game 
between the Bloods and the Crips without any weapons. There, I said 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been at this game for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720064 34710 115 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 11:54:15am  
 
<P>If you want to disagree with my take, that's fine. But if you can't do it 
without being insulting, your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720112 34710 160 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:06:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7720104" target=_blank>#152</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Limbaugh is an entertainer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was nothing "entertaining" about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720244 34710 287 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/7720233" target=_blank>#276</A> 
honestjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both Rush Limbaugh and Ann Coulter rely on sarcasm to make their points, 
which is not smart because sarcasm does not work out of context and tone can be 
lost when verbal sarcasm is printed.</P> 
<P>They should understand this and adjust their rhetorical styles 
appropriately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point. How would they get anyone to apologize for them and 
defend them if they didn't have the "sarcasm" excuse to fall back 
on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720260 34710 303 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:38:30pm  
 
<P>Does anyone care to imagine what it might feel like to be African American 
and listen to this "sarcasm?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720297 34710 340 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/7720293" target=_blank>#336</A> guftafs</EM></P> 
<P>So it's your opinion that what you hear in that audio clip is "humor?"</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07720315 34710 357 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:56:54pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's some high quality humor there.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720322 34710 364 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 12:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7720310" target=_blank>#352</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was Afrocity, and we all know what happened there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she started hanging out at stalker blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720338 34710 380 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:08:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7720336" target=_blank>#378</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what he uses the Sarcasm for, to take the junk that the political left 
is spewing and throw it back in their faces.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does this fit into your attempted excuse-making?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720350 34710 392 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:15:05pm  
 
<P>People keep saying this was sarcasm -- but the only line in the whole rant 
that even remotely qualifies as sarcasm is the "segregated buses" line.</P> 
<P>The rest of it is 100% pure race baiting. Not humorous. Not 
sarcastic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720365 34710 407 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:20:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7720358" target=_blank>#400</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And all those self-proclaimed conservatives who <EM>also</EM> see Limbaugh as 
the avatar of the right, they're wrong too? Misguided? Not real 
conservatives?</P> 
<P>Somehow I don't think this is gonna fly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When the head of the RNC has to back down on his criticism of Rush Limbaugh 
and actually apologize to him, it's absolutely clear that Limbaugh has a 
tremendous influence on the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07720367 34710 409 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/7720366" target=_blank>#408</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush is talking about putting white students in buses with bars on the 
windows escorted by armed guards so they get what they deserves since they are 
all racists. Does anyone think that he is serious? This is vintage Rush 
illustrating absurdity by being absurd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely vintage race baiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720378 34710 420 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:25:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7720372" target=_blank>#414</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can he be racist? He's black.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think, since you were just excusing Rush Limbaugh because he has 
a black screener? Can blacks be racist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720393 34710 435 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:30:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/7720386" target=_blank>#428</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me for thinking you might actually want to discuss it 
honestly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720405 34710 447 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:34:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7720392" target=_blank>#434</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it also might have been intended as as political metaphor. 
Conservatives supposed to identify with the skinny white kid getting beat up by 
the mean black kid. It's ODS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- it's the classic race baiter's game. A bus full of "savages" beating 
up a poor white kid. And it gets tied to Obama -- how? With nothing at all, 
except by putting the words together. Never mind that the sheriff who 
investigated said it didn't appear racially motivated. Never mind that fights 
break out in high schools all the time.</P> 
<P>This is what race baiting is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720428 34710 470 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:40:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7720408" target=_blank>#450</A> 
im_gumby_damnit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush's message was clear: "In Obama's America, white children can be beaten 
on buses with impugnity."</P> 
<P>That's a joke? Really?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the excuse. It was "sarcasm." It was a "joke."</P> 
<P>It's the same excuse they use when Ann Coulter defends the murder of abortion 
doctors or says the Council of Conservative Citizens isn't a racist group.</P> 



<P>The all-purpose excuse. "Sure, it sounds like in your face race baiting, but 
you're just too dumb to get the ... <EM>sarcasm!</EM> Yeah, that's it. 
Sarcasm."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720440 34710 482 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 1:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/7720432" target=_blank>#474</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course that is what he is driving at. Why the urge to fan racial tensions? 
Again, that is the question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it plays well with his audience, obviously. That's why he does 
everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720478 34710 518 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:02:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7720462" target=_blank>#502</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's odd is that there is no real reaction to B.T. Rice, saying in that 
video, with no sarcasm involved, that the beating was the community's justified 
reaction to criticism of Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://www.nmatv.com/flvideo/3413.flv',autoload:true,
showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>B.T. Rice said nothing like that at all. He said all of the angry comments on 
blogs and the website of the TV station were fueled by anger at 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720481 34710 521 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:03:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7720473" target=_blank>#513</A> 
jesse_jacksoff</EM></P> 
<P>Classy username! Bye now -- I've also banned your other three accounts, which 
may come as a disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720531 34710 570 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7720527" target=_blank>#566</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not so sure that's right. When he's talking about "the Community" or "The 
Community at large" I don't think he's referring to website 
commenters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Watch the video! He's responding to a question about all 
the angry responses to the incident. He did NOT even remotely say that the 
incident was caused by anger against Obama. He condemned the incident itself 
very clearly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07720558 34710 597 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:33:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/7720544" target=_blank>#583</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've watched it a bunch of times. While it was cut with a discussion about 
the web site, he wasn't directly asked the question. I was tempted to watch it 
for a FIFTH time, but annoyingly, that video doesn't seem to stay cached, and 
has to reload every time. (And LGF is starting to slow down for me. Video 
playback is stuttering, and I've even getting ahead of the keyboard 
now.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a classic example of distorting the truth to exacerbate racial 
tension. The link you gave has the title "St. Louis NAACP Blames Bus Beating On 
Wilson, Obama Resentment" ... and it's a completely dishonest description of 
what's in the video. B.T. Rice absolutely did not say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720584 34710 622 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7720577" target=_blank>#615</A> Bill 
Jefferson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I noticed you linked to MediaMatters. They are why the phrase 
"consider the source" exists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And comments like that are why the phrase "shoot the messenger, ignore the 
message" exists.</P> 
<P>The audio clip is an unedited, undisputed clip from Rush Limbaugh's radio 
show. Why does it matter who turned on the recorder?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720611 34710 647 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 2:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7720602" target=_blank>#640</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With clips, it's often more important to know where they were turned on and 
off rather than who did the playing. As Bob Seger said ' What to leave in, what 
to leave out...'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's two minutes and six seconds long. It's uninterrupted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720664 34710 664 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 3:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7720662" target=_blank>#663</A> Dogness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, he is clearly being ironic. I expect better of you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try to carry on somehow, despite your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720674 34710 666 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 3:10:15pm  
 
<P>Adieu!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720725 34710 681 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 3:23:19pm  
 
<P>Ta ta!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07720758 34710 686 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 3:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7720739" target=_blank>#684</A> 
Enkidu90046</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay... I am in no one defending Rush... but to describe that as simple a 
fight on a school bus is willfully blinding yourself to what was most clearly a 
vicious race-based attack. Unless there is a video clip out there that I haven't 
seen... I sure as hell didn't see the victim of that attack being defended or 
protected by anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>AGAIN - this incident was investigated and there was NO racial motivation for 
it. None.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720763 34710 688 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 3:33:40pm  
 
<P>Auf wiedersehen!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720867 34710 714 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 4:05:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/7720865" target=_blank>#713</A> 
Enkidu90046</EM></P> 
<P>Got it. You don't care what the police say, or what the witnesses say, you're 
going to believe it was racially motivated anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720877 34710 718 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 4:09:30pm  
 
<P>That's the new talking point going around -- we need to get rid of the 
moderates because they're the real extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07720902 34710 724 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 4:16:25pm  
 
 
 
<P>Aloha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721039 34710 759 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 4:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/7720927" target=_blank>#729</A> 
Enkidu90046</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would either of the two downdingers to each of my posts stating that I think 
the underlying attack was most probably at least in part race-based care to 
point out where you think I am so off base in my statements so as to be 
downdinged? Just curious as to why you think it is so ridiculous of me to come 
to the conclusion I have so as warrant a down ding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you're ignoring facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721175 34710 817 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 5:16:31pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7721156" target=_blank>#805</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's the Carter thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't like what's posted here or what isn't posted here, there's 
nothing stopping you from starting your own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721186 34710 822 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 5:18:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/820/7721181" target=_blank>#820</A> mlog</EM></P> 
<P>What. The. Hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721689 34710 919 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 7:04:43pm  
 
<P>This thread is an object lesson in why Michael Steele backed down and 
apologized to Rush Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>But I'm not a politician, and I'm not going to back down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721822 34710 938 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 7:34:01pm  
 
<P>And the flounces just keep on comin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721852 34710 948 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 7:42:35pm  
 
<P>Flounce-o-rama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721903 34710 968 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 7:56:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/963/7721893" target=_blank>#963</A> jimrose</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off. Go promote your blog somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721939 34710 975 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 8:13:05pm  
 
<P>What the hell. Jaw, meet floor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721990 34710 989 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 8:32:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/986/7721981" target=_blank>#986</A> Peg K</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723017 34710 1022 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:21:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1019/7722957" target=_blank>#1019</A> 
rthakidn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The post misquotes Limbaugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not. The quote in the title of this post consists of his exact 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07723136 34710 1026 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:06:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1025/7723105" target=_blank>#1025</A> Norm 
Chumpsky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah it was poorly thought out and poorly done. 'El Rushbo' is certainly off 
his game in the year or so since I've listened to him but I think this Bircher-
like search under every bed for racists is getting to be a bit 
much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no need to go on a "Bircher-like search" (good try at a ridiculous 
spin there) when the racist comments are right in your face.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we are in the new America where a video of a bus-load of black kids 
cheering on the beating of a white kid can't be called evidence of 
racism...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because, for one thing that everyone seems to just want to ignore, the 
investigators said it was not a racially motivated attack. Go ahead and believe 
it anyway, though -- you clearly want to.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... but we can decide a guy is a sheet-wearing, cross-burned based on a lame 
attempt at satirical humor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Humor.</P> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny stuff there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723186 34710 1028 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:19:59am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723218 34710 1031 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:29:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1030/7723214" target=_blank>#1030</A> 
slee3598</EM></P> 
<P>My patience with this crap is now gone. Just piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723376 34710 1033 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:18:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1032/7723342" target=_blank>#1032</A> Norm 
Chumpsky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because it's not funny Charles, doesn't mean it's 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true. What makes it a race baiting remark is that it's a race baiting 
remark.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the investigators, I suppose the kids on that bus weren't beating him 
because he was white, maybe he was a geek or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Got it. You don't care what the investigators say, you're just going to 
assume that it was racially motivated anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723438 34710 1035 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:36:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1034/7723419" target=_blank>#1034</A> Norm 
Chumpsky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you don't care what Limbaugh says he meant, you only care what you heard. 
What's the difference?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That doesn't even make sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723476 34710 1037 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:44:26am  
 
<P>Disagreement is fine.</P> 
<P>Spew insults and your account will be history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723567 34710 1040 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:03:39am  
 
<P>This ...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is not satire, and it is not humorous. It is 100% pure race 
baiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723635 34710 1042 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:26:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1041/7723622" target=_blank>#1041</A> 
elclynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, just what constitutes an insult? I'm not being facetious just 
inquiring because I'm sort of new here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you see a lot of disagreement in this thread? Why yes! You do.</P> 
<P>Do you also see some deleted posts? Yes! Why? Because those posts contained 
insults and ranting.</P> 
<P>Common sense, indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723692 34710 1045 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:38:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1044/7723679" target=_blank>#1044</A> 
firepilot</EM></P> 
<P>There will be no retraction. The quote is disputed, but it has not been 
proven false. And there are plenty of other racist quotes that you seem to be 
just gliding right past that are NOT disputed.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07721859 34712 72 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 7:44:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7721856" target=_blank>#71</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally, Obama is calling for an investigation of ACORN, but declined to 
support the Congressional funding cutoff.I guess he hasn't been watching much TV 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He might have a few more important things to worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722021 34713 59 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 8:45:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7722009" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw this one earlier. He seemed to me to be a planted agitator sent in by 
the organizers to get the crowd fired up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, he looks like <A href="http://www.politicsdaily.com/2009/09/17/in-
maryland-obama-rallies-supporters-on-health-care/" target=_blank>a genuine 
counter-protester</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Edward Kimmel was almost hidden behind a large "Public Option Now!" sign. 
When he carried the sign through Saturday's Tea Party protest at the Capitol, he 
described the reactions he got as "screaming, spitting and people so mad they 
couldn't see straight." The reaction from the crowd on Thursday -- protesters 
were largely absent -- was the opposite, with many people stopping to tell 
Kimmel they agreed with him or to snap photos next to his sign.</P> 
<P>Asked if he would support a bill that didn't include a public option, Kimmel 
called such a provision essential "from both a moral and a budgetary 
standpoint." But, he added, if the president were to back a bill that did not 
include a public option, he would support it. "The president wants the same 
things as us," said Kimmel. "If, with all he knows, he says this is the best we 
can do, then -- well, first I may cry a little -- but I'll still support 
him."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722029 34713 65 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 8:48:54pm  
 
<P><SUB>(Psst. I used the 'M' word deliberately to see how long it would take 
for someone to start screaming about the Roy Blunt incident... Yes, I am that 
evil.)</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722035 34713 69 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 8:51:42pm  
 
<P>By the way, Rush Limbaugh fans piled on the up-dings to the first two 
comments in that thread. If anyone would like to counteract their crap and down-
ding those comments, I won't object.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722081 34713 105 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:08:19pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722087 34713 110 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7722062" target=_blank>#89</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right around 4:03 you can hear some goon saying "Hitler wanted a public 
option too."</P> 
<P>Godwin's law at work again.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=chKmupzS7j8" target=_blank>Here</A>'s 
a clearer version of the same guy going of on a rant during the same 
incident.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I think he says "Obama, Hitler, same thing." He also says "Obama's a Judas" 
but it's not very clear to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He says, "Obama's a Judas, a traitor to this country!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722121 34713 142 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:21:47pm  
 
<P>This was the flounce in the thread for the They Might Be Giants kids' 
video:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This bizarre plug for the fossilized remains of TMBG made me think of Norm 
MacDonald napalming Kenny G's Christmas album: "Happy birthday, Jesus! Hope you 
like crap!"</P> 
<P>Not to put too fine a point on it, Charles, but this blog entry is a mass of 
incandescent gas. They Might Be Giants used to be a group with the ability to 
make good music. Then they lost that ability. So now they make laughable agenda-
driven 'kid's music' crap extolling electric cars and dumping on religion:I like 
the storiesAbout angels, unicorns and elves</P> 
<P>Sure, Charles. You're just anti-creationist, not anti-Christian. And your 
sudden fanboy enthusiasm for a washed up 90's band reborn as dispensers of 
politically correct tripe has nothing to do with your recent bipolar political 
lurch to the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Humans can be very weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722131 34713 151 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:25:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7722130" target=_blank>#150</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe if the Muslims didn't have such a distinguished record of intolerance 
themselves, people would care less.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Muslims?" You mean, all of them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722166 34713 185 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:40:54pm  
 
<P>Spencer and Geller's latest project, in association with Frank Gaffney and 
the insane Christine Brim, "Stop Islamization of America," will be deliberately 
acting offensively at that Muslim prayer service. People are starting to really 
catch on their bigoted agenda:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ips.org/blog/jimlobe/?p=295" 
target=_blank>www.ips.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://spinwatch.org/-articles-by-category-mainmenu-8/317-
islamophobia/5318-the-neocons-the-bnp-and-the-islamophobia-network" 
target=_blank>spinwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722189 34713 204 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:49:06pm  



 
<P>Here come the flouncers again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722209 34713 222 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 9:55:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7722206" target=_blank>#219</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>What kind of game are you playing, Walter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07722272 34713 282 Charles Sun, Sep 20, 2009 10:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7722270" target=_blank>#280</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>In fact, this is a talking point you will find all over the anti-Islam sites 
like Robert Spencer's, and Gates of Vienna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723048 34714 616 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:32:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7722545" target=_blank>#133</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know but, I've been told that Avanti and IceWeasel want me to stop 
using it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh.</P> 
<P>I don't like that either. I'm pretty sure I've mentioned this before.</P> 
<P>Why is it necessary to use blatantly insulting terms for the President? Fine. 
Don't like Barack Obama. But at least have some respect for the office of the 
Presidency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723096 34714 662 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/7723069" target=_blank>#636</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have respect for the office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, then I'll ask you directly to stop referring to the president as a 
"fucking commie bastard." It's disrespectful in the extreme, and I don't like 
seeing it at my blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723104 34714 670 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:56:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/7723103" target=_blank>#669</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<P>Another outrage of the week. Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725097 34714 731 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:05:51pm  
 
<P>There's only so much of this kind of crap I'll put up with, and I just 
reached the limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07723391 34716 10 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:22:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7723372" target=_blank>#1</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone needs to disabuse the left of the notion that all conservatives go to 
bed nightly praying for dirty air and polluted water, with a side of dead polar 
bears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a little hard to do that when conservatives promote stupid ideas like 
deliberately wasting energy on Earth Day, for example. That was an absolute 
disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723434 34716 45 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:34:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7723417" target=_blank>#31</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's right up there with the Earth Firsters who jam spikes into 
hardwood forests to kill and/ or maim loggers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earth First: a very tiny fringe extremist group.</P> 
<P>The promoters of the Earth Day "counter-protest": top GOP politicians and 
pundits.</P> 
<P>There's no comparison here at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723452 34716 62 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:40:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7723447" target=_blank>#57</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay. Take it down a notch to substitute the promoters of Kyoto, which ' 
everyone' knows would have been a useless disaster. Top Democrats and 
pundits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. The Kyoto agreement was voted down by a broad coalition of Democrats 
and Republicans, including the Clinton White House -- who never even submitted 
the bill to the Senate for ratification.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723460 34716 68 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:41:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7723454" target=_blank>#64</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to be a jerk, I'd point out that God didn't follow the scientific method 
when creating everything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723510 34716 112 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:48:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7723473" target=_blank>#78</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The First Lady went shopping for some organic kale at the market in DC the 
other day. Fine.. (although what happened to that marvelous truck garden at the 
WH?). It took three limos, (to go a couple of blocks) all kinds of SS 
protection, an amazingly huge carbon footprint, and as she left, she went on and 
on about the wonders of potatoes for four dollars a pound and eggs that cost 
five times the supermarket price.There's some world-class hypocrisy for you. 
Even the WaPo was moved to comment.[Link: <A 



href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/09/17/AR2009091703679_pf.html" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's your point? She should have taken a bus?</P> 
<P>Come on. This is ridiculous. She's the First Lady of the United States, and 
she needs security. I seriously doubt that all of that was her idea. There are 
people whose job it is to make sure she's safe.</P> 
<P>Sheesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723517 34716 119 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:51:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7723508" target=_blank>#110</A> sir c</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, My extreme stance again the AGW concept is because I believe in 
protecting the environment. So long as we are spending all our time convincing 
folks that Co2 is the most important threat to the 
environment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never mind that it <EM>is</EM> the most important threat to the 
environment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723534 34716 136 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:56:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7723530" target=_blank>#132</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I was allowing my general dislike/disdain for her get in the way of 
what she was attempting to accomplish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of people seem to be having that problem lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723547 34716 149 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:58:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7723529" target=_blank>#131</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't a shopping trip. That was a planned event that included a speech 
by the First Lady. It was for the opening of FreshFarm Markets and it drew a 
crowd. So to say that this was a shopping trip is false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares? She's an elitist and we hates her!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723562 34716 164 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:02:16am  
 
<P>I just turned on the contact form for the first time in several days, and the 
first mail I got was ... a hate mail full of insults, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723587 34716 185 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:09:08am  
 
<P>Is this story about Michelle Obama being circulated on the hate-Obama blogs 
or something?</P> 
<P>Has anyone noticed yet that it wasn't just a trip to the market for some 
organic kale, but part of a planned event that included a speech?</P> 
<P>Or do you just not care?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07723595 34716 193 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:10:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7723590" target=_blank>#188</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<P>Looks like you're determined to promote this week's fake 
outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723601 34716 199 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:12:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7723598" target=_blank>#196</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its not even new. Its several weeks old</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it was a big nothing several weeks ago, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723608 34716 206 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:13:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7723586" target=_blank>#184</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding the outrage over Michelle's trip to the farmer' market.: This is 
exactly what conservatives should be doing. Imagine if instead of using all that 
money on organizing Tea Parties and marching around with stupid signs that 
energy and money went to establishing farmer's markets in urban areas. The 
cities would make money of taxes and permit fees, local American farmers would 
make money, it would attract people to the area who might spend money at other 
businesses, more income, more tax revenue to help the cities, and so on. It 
would be actually doing something constructive for the economy and providing a 
free market solution. No congressional votes of government interference 
required. John Galt would be proud!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a lot easier to rant about Michelle Obama, though, and it gives the base 
their latest outrage fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723615 34716 213 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:16:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7723610" target=_blank>#208</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is it fake?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. It's completely insignificant.</P> 
<P>2. It's red meat for the conservative base, who already think the NEA is an 
America-hating group of commies.</P> 
<P>3. It's a big yawn, trying to be a big story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723643 34716 239 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:28:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7723642" target=_blank>#238</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say that I really don't buy the man-made CO2 argument. I'll put my 
money on solar cycles any day, but...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07723661 34716 256 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:32:01am  
 
<P>Some people are playing sock puppet games in this thread. And their puppets 
are now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723670 34716 264 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:33:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7723663" target=_blank>#257</A> 
rightside</EM></P> 
<P>No problem. And I'll also block your other two accounts while I'm at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723682 34716 275 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:35:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7723675" target=_blank>#269</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Research Solar cycles and the effect of AGW cycles at the Universetoday web 
site..They show with scientific data that you are correct 
Charles...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The scientific data is very clear. Anyone who denies that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is a 
major contributing factor to global warming is either: 1) not interested in the 
real scientific evidence, or 2) repeating talking points from the very deniers I 
identified at the top of this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723743 34716 307 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:54:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7723722" target=_blank>#301</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Then please tell me how many Fahrenheit degrees of global temperature 
increase over, say, the last 100 years, have been proven to your satisfaction to 
be directly attributable to human carbon dioxide emissions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly is this question supposed to prove?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723821 34716 330 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:17:40pm  
 
<P>Again and again, the same long-debunked talking points. The anti-AGW side 
often reminds me of creationists with their relentless promotion of distortions, 
half-truths, and outright falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723834 34716 336 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7723825" target=_blank>#334</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand A)</P> 
<P>B) I travel all over the world and live among "fundies" - I have never heard 
a wiff of this view. I know it is out there, but it is waaay out there. This is 
by no means a common view of "fundies." It sound more like the leader of 
Iran!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Apparently, it's common enough to be the view of Rep. John Shimkus (R-
IL):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_7h08RDYA5E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723842 34716 337 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:23:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7723825" target=_blank>#334</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand A)</P> 
<P>B) I travel all over the world and live among "fundies" - I have never heard 
a wiff of this view. I know it is out there, but it is waaay out there. This is 
by no means a common view of "fundies." It sound more like the leader of 
Iran!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is also the view of Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK), one of the main promoters 
of climate change denial on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723850 34716 341 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:25:28pm  
 
<P>And it's also the view of Michele Bachmann (R-MN).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723870 34716 346 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:30:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7723863" target=_blank>#343</A> kiwiviv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad we agree - All I'm saying is that I hang out with a huge section of 
the Church (most of the main denominations) - these kinds of views are not held 
by those I hang with, and are in fact, hated by those I talk 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be, but the fact is that this view is common among fundamentalist 
politicians in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723917 34716 357 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:48:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7723906" target=_blank>#354</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't believe in AGW. I don't bother trying convince those who do 
believe it is true that it is not. What's the point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not something that requires "belief." There's a mountain of scientific 
evidence showing that humans are indeed a major cause of global warming; the 
facts and the research don't vanish because you refuse to believe in 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724047 34716 377 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 1:18:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7724001" target=_blank>#371</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just saying I'm wrong does not make me so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true -- it's the mountains of scientific evidence that prove you 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724201 34716 395 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 1:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7724182" target=_blank>#391</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree Charles the mountian of evidence doesnot prove me wrong. There is 
more evidence historically that shows I am correct. The Vostok core alone 
demonstrate temperature leads CO2. Or are the core readings 
wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again with the Vostok core. Just like clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724231 34716 399 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 2:03:50pm  
 
<P>A link about the relentlessly repeated -- and false! -- argument that the 
Vostok ice core samples disprove that CO<SUB>2</SUB> is a major cause of global 
warming:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2006/02/co2-lags-not-
leads.php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's a lot more discussion of this all over the web. But you have to 
<EM>want</EM> to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724567 34716 426 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7724529" target=_blank>#424</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I remember sending you an email months ago with several links. Did those help 
you out at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, definitely, thank you. I've also been doing a lot of 
reading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723709 34717 6 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:45:01am  
 
<P>Please note that it was the Bush administration that decided to drop the 
objection to the Saudis' WTO membership, based on their transparently false 
promise to stop supporting the Arab League boycott.</P> 
<P>I repeat: the Bush administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723728 34717 18 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:49:51am  
 
<P>That's right -- one of the Bush administration's last official acts was to do 
a big favor for the House of Saud, when nobody in their right mind could have 
possibly expected them to keep their promise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723737 34717 23 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:53:11am  
 



<P>I'm closing the comments on the Rush Limbaugh thread because it's getting 
very tedious to have to keep answering the same attempted excuses for Limbaugh's 
blatant race baiting over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723760 34717 40 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:59:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7723748" target=_blank>#31</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush the Saudi tuches lekker and Condi his oil whore, were willing tools of 
the Saudis.But what will the Obama administration do about it?I repeat: the 
Obama administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723764 34717 43 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 11:59:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7723757" target=_blank>#38</A> Pullus 
Iulius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That anyone ever believed the Saudis would not violate their promise on this 
is further confirmation that there are a great many stupid people 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not stupid. Paid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723778 34717 52 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:02:34pm  
 
<P>This is too funny. Someone just submitted a Blogad for Glenn Beck's 
ridiculous new book.</P> 
<P>Somebody trying to play a gotcha game, possibly. "Look what a hypocrite 
Chuckles is!"</P> 
<P>I think I'll take their money and let them rant about it. Should be amusing. 
And meanwhile I'll continue mocking Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723926 34717 150 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:51:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7723919" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RS McCain to a brief break from his LGF obsession today to smear Bush over 
something. So it goes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many ranting posts about me is he up to now? I think there were about 10 
of them last time I looked at his hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07723931 34717 155 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 12:52:16pm  
 
<P>The Political Cesspool blog is also ranting about me, by the way -- and 
they're very disappointed that RS McCain didn't come out and admit he was a 
white supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724130 34718 51 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 1:40:53pm  
 



<P>Flounce away, little flouncer.</P> 
<P>I'll also delete the other accounts you registered. No need to thank 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724164 34718 78 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 1:48:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7724124" target=_blank>#46</A> Sue62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharmutta: please note my previous comment...where are these extreme right 
wing websites...<STRONG>No, not Duke or the KKK for those you and others here 
talk about?</STRONG> I have been following Obama and I think we on the other 
side of him seem more willing to eat our own. Funny thing 
that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought you just said you hadn't been here for 18 months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724299 34718 179 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 2:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7724270" target=_blank>#156</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I see today that the other McCain is cozying up with Baron Bodisey from 
the Gates of Vienna and even reprinting his love letters from the Baron.</P> 
<P>Go right ahead RSM, and pimp for Vlaams Belang and pretend there are no ties 
to the neo-Nazis in Europe. Go do your research in Brussels and get back with us 
when you want to make your case. Fool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not a fool - he's a racist and a white supremacist and he's very 
consciously trying to promote European fascist groups in the right wing 
blogosphere.</P> 
<P>With the current climate, he may have some success.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729001 34718 314 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:22:32pm  
 
<P>Aloha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724384 34719 2 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 2:45:42pm  
 
<P>It's pretty amazing to me to watch the right wing blogosphere acting exactly 
like the left wing blogosphere acted -- except that the righties are trying to 
inflate the numbers by a factor of 30 or so. Not even the craziest left wingers 
went for that kind of Big Lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724428 34719 17 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 2:57:33pm  
 
<P>Why does it smell so flouncy in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724493 34719 51 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:23:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7724454" target=_blank>#31</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Could be wafting over from the link to Blair. Spiny Norman is doing a remote 
flounce over there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well. I see the open thread down-dinging legend Artki is also freaking out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724509 34719 65 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:30:02pm  
 
<P>See the update above -- the numbers may be even lower than we previously 
thought.</P> 
<P>The <A href="http://www.ncnw.org/events/reunion.htm" target=_blank>National 
Black Family Reunion</A> was also held September 12 and 13 in Washington DC, and 
was expected to draw about 200,000 people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724522 34719 77 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:35:42pm  
 
<P>Steve Benen at <A href="http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/" target=_blank>The 
Washington Monthly</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF and PowerLine's falling out speaks to a larger schism among conservatives 
-- those who are sane are being shunned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Cole at <A href="http://www.balloon-juice.com/?p=27123" 
target=_blank>Balloon Juice</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It Isn’t An Ideology, Charles</P> 
<P>It is a cult. Consider yourself lucky. You made it out 
alive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724555 34719 107 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:50:00pm  
 
<P>Well, eexcuuusee me for responding to an attack post by Tim Blair.</P> 
<P>Comments complaining about the topic are going to be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724558 34719 110 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 3:50:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7724554" target=_blank>#106</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>With that, you're getting a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724585 34719 132 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 4:01:52pm  
 
<P>Flounce-a-ganza!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724620 34719 165 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 4:12:00pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. Just got through reading some of those comments at Balloon Juice.</P> 
<P>If anyone can find a single post I've ever written that qualifies as blatant 
anti-Muslim bigotry, please let me know. I don't feel that way toward "all 
Muslims," and I never have, and if I wrote something that gave someone that 
impression I'd love to know what it was.</P> 
<P>I've criticized radicals, definitely. But I'm at a loss to understand where 
this other crap comes from.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07724735 34719 272 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7724731" target=_blank>#268</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AP is getting grouchy with Hot Air commenters tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. Very very cranky.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everyone here who screeched for McCain last year and now nods along 
soporifically to Beck’s garbage is an embarrassment.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit on September 21, 2009 at 7:41 PM</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>GO AHEAD AND DEFEND IT. Make his argument for him. If I’d posted something 
like this, you’d all be dumping in your pants. Good little cultists, you 
are.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit on September 21, 2009 at 7:45 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724744 34719 280 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:05:57pm  
 
<P>Wow. And now Hot Air is letting white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain post 
his vicious attacks against me in their "Green Room."</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724766 34719 302 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:11:35pm  
 
<P>Flounce-o-rama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724774 34719 310 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:13:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7724770" target=_blank>#306</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This flounce kinda hurts, since he'd been here so long. But his last post was 
a smear of Charles that richly deserved deletion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, doesn't hurt one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724792 34719 328 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:17:42pm  
 
<P>That was a cascading flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724834 34719 369 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7724707" target=_blank>#248</A> 
JanglerNPL</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I can explain, not that it's a very good explanation:</P> 
<P>I have a vague memory of visiting this site around election season 2004, 
reading through some comment sections, and being absolutely appalled. There's no 
way I could find the threads again, and I'm sure none of the offending comments 



came from you, but rational or not, that experience colored my perception of 
this place.</P> 
<P>Whatever it once was, it isn't now. I skimmed comments on the post about the 
Saudis, for instance, and I didn't find the slightest hint of bigotry, just 
justifiable outrage over corrupt leadership. I was a bit apprehensive upon 
initially registering, fearing I would have to bail myself if I saw something 
similar to what I saw in 2004 (hazy though my memory may be), but luckily my 
fears were not realized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize there used to be some real assholes posting comments here (*cough 
Iron Fist cough*), and without getting too deep into the excuses, here's the 
deal.</P> 
<P>LGF got really popular even before the Dan Rather thing, and back then I 
simply didn't have the tools to moderate comments. There were 3000 comments 
being posted every day, and there was just no way to read them all.</P> 
<P>I'm just one person. The job was out of control.</P> 
<P>I relied on the community to police itself, and while that worked to a 
certain extent, after a point it became really clear that it wasn't going to be 
enough -- because the fanatics and psychos are always the most driven people. 
And that means that if you don't step in and swat them, they'll take over every 
discussion and drive out everyone who's sane.</P> 
<P>I got sick and tired of being smeared with the ravings of people I wouldn't 
be associated with in real life.</P> 
<P>So, starting about two years ago, I made a determined effort to design and 
build the kinds of software tools that would let me get a handle on this 
problem. The LGF Spy, the Report buttons, lizardoid monitors, and several tools 
I won't describe because they're classified Top Sekrit.</P> 
<P>And things really started to turn around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724835 34719 370 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7724814" target=_blank>#350</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still can't find the comments over at hot air.Feeling a wee bit foggy 
tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're in the latest Glenn Beck thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724841 34719 376 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:31:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/7724840" target=_blank>#375</A> 
SlartyBartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://islamoncapitolhill.com/Home_Page.html" target=_blank>Islam on 
Capitol Hill?</A></P> 
<P>What do you make of this?</P> 
<P>Nice thought; please forgive my skepticism 'cause Allah sez:</P> 
<P>"Let not the believers Take for friends or helpers Unbelievers...Take not 
into your intimacy those outside your ranks: They will not fail to corrupt you. 
They only desire your ruin: Rank hatred has already appeared from their mouths: 
What their hearts conceal is far worse."</P> 
<P>Or,</P> 
<P>"O ye who believe! take not the Jews and the Christians for your friends and 
protectors: They are but friends and protectors to each other."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are you getting this from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07724852 34719 386 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:36:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7724851" target=_blank>#385</A> 
SlartyBartfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I got the nicey-nicey quotes from the page that I linked, and I pulled 
the Qu'ran quotes from the <A 
href="http://www.usc.edu/schools/college/crcc/engagement/resources/texts/muslim/
quran/" target=_blank>USC online Qu'ran,</A> 3rd Sura and (I think) the 5th.</P> 
<P>Use "friends" as the search string.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should wait and see if they start preaching jihad before judging 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724874 34719 405 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:44:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/7724868" target=_blank>#401</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wondering... does it seem that CAIR has been curiously quiet the past 
year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CAIR has been pushed out of the mainstream. Their agenda became clear in the 
Holy Land Foundation trial (they're an arm of the Muslim Brotherhood and Hamas) 
and most mainstream news organizations are staying away from them now.</P> 
<P>Couldn't have happened to a nicer radical Islamic front 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724886 34719 417 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7724875" target=_blank>#406</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been skimming the threads over at Hot Air tonight watching AP struggle 
with Glenn Beck/Paulian readers. I think it's safe to say the right has been 
pretty successfully Paulified with the help of Glenn Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's almost unbelievable to read those comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724910 34719 434 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 5:55:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7724893" target=_blank>#421</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4. She did not say that. What she said was hyperbole, but it was intended to 
say something else. She meant that government-run health care would inevitably 
require handing life-or-death decisions over to bureaucrats. Her way of saying 
it was foolish and inflammatory, but not un-American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P>Here's what she wrote at her Facebook page:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with 
Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama’s “death panel” so his 
bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their “level of 
productivity in society,” whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system 
is downright evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry. This is so wrong, on so many levels, I don't even know where to 
start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07724935 34719 457 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 6:05:58pm  
 
<P>Here's where I stand on Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to demonize her. As a person she may be wonderful, or she may 
not, but that's irrelevant.</P> 
<P>I supported her during the election, despite serious misgivings, because I 
believed the alternative was worse.</P> 
<P>But I will <EM>never</EM> support her again for high office.</P> 
<P>If it comes down to voting for Sarah Palin, or voting for Barack Obama, I'll 
vote for Barack Obama, unless something really drastic happens to change my mind 
before 2012.</P> 
<P>I have lost all respect for Sarah Palin as a politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725005 34719 519 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 6:29:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/7725001" target=_blank>#515</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tom DeLay is making a complete fool of himself on Dancing with the Stars. 
Jeesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tom Delay is a representative of everything that's gone horribly wrong in 
American politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725036 34719 547 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 6:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/7725032" target=_blank>#543</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little. Looks like I asked the wrong question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like you've been hanging around at stalker sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725062 34719 571 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 6:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/7725057" target=_blank>#566</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That freedomworks shot is still a low angle. Have they found an aerial 
yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they have, rest assured that you won't see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725364 34719 652 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:50:06pm  
 
<P>Flounce away!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725441 34719 656 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:02:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/7725402" target=_blank>#655</A> radford</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07726577 34719 662 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:29:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7726363" target=_blank>#660</A> Gunzip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>But at least they’re starting to revise the exaggerations 
downward.</I></P> 
<P><B>"Starting to"?</B> They did this weeks ago! It's old news that most 
estimates all fall in the low six figures.</P> 
<P>But at least you're starting to revise your underestimates 
upward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. I haven't changed my own estimate one bit. I quoted the DC Fire 
Department's unofficial estimate of 60-70,000, but if you had bothered to read 
any of my comments you would have seen that I've been saying from the beginning 
that I estimate the crowd at about 100,000 people.</P> 
<P>No change. The people who are changing are the ones (like you, for example) 
who tried to promote a blatant, ridiculous overestimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727473 34719 664 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:22:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7727379" target=_blank>#663</A> under the 
whip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles,</P> 
<P>Which figure for the estimated crowd number of the National Black Family 
Reunion is correct: the 200,000 you quote in this comment, or the 20,000 you 
cite in the your <EM>UPDATE at 9/21/09 3:28:01 pm</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one in the post above is correct. The comment contains a 
typo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727547 34719 666 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:43:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/7727534" target=_blank>#665</A> under the 
whip</EM></P> 
<P>Well, then maybe the 200,000 number is closer to the truth. 20,000 is what 
someone posted here (don't remember who), but if they say 500,000 people attend 
each year, I suspect they have good reason for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727744 34719 668 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 2:36:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/7727583" target=_blank>#667</A> under the 
whip</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>No, I do not agree. But keep on trying to play gotcha and inflate the numbers 
-- it's really a winning strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727756 34719 669 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 2:39:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/7727583" target=_blank>#667</A> under the 
whip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for your reply, Charles. Then I'm sure you would agree that with a 
BFRC crowd of around 200,000 in the Washington National Mall on the same day as 



the Tea party, it's fair to assume that the crowd was much larger than your 
initial "unscientific" estimate of 100,000?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The FreedomWorks tea party was held around the reflecting pool on the West 
Lawn of the Capitol, by the way. The National Black Family Reunion was the only 
group authorized to use the National Mall that weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727892 34719 671 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 3:12:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/7727877" target=_blank>#670</A> Gunzip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is false to say I have promoted any ridiculous 
overestimate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not false.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/209/7724266" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 70,000 figure is as ridiculous as the 2 million figure, yet you keep 
using it weeks after practically all reasonable observers settled on estimates 
around 300,000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what you wrote. It's a ridiculous overestimate, by a factor of 3.</P> 
<P>You also wrote this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, your reputation says you will delete this message and ban me for 
this perfectly reasonable post. I don't believe that; let's put it to the 
test.</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>I will watch this post carefully to see what happens.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazingly enough, you weren't banned, were you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727975 34719 674 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 3:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/7727962" target=_blank>#673</A> under the 
whip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The total crowd <EM>from all sources</EM> in the National Mall-Capitol area 
on that Saturday was <EM>at the very least</EM> 200,000 (that portion of the 
crowd who were attending the National Black Family Reunion) making Tim Lambert's 
analysis, and subsequent conclusions, of Metrorail's figures - which cannot 
distinguish between NBFR attendees and FreedomWorks Tea Party attendees - 
<EM>wrong</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tea party was not held on the National Mall. And you seem to be missing a 
rather important point -- if you're going to continue to claim that the crowd 
included the Black Family Reunion attendees, well ... that would mean that the 
attendance at the tea party was even lower than anyone has estimated so far.</P> 
<P>You sure that's where you want to go?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727980 34719 675 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 3:43:01pm  
 
<P>This is getting stupid.</P> 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725139 34720 30 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:13:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7725103" target=_blank>#9</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing changes the fact that abortion is killing a baby.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolute bullshit.</P> 
<P>The VAST majority of abortions performed in the United States are done when 
the so-called "baby" is nothing more than a few cells. Not even close to a 
"baby."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725148 34720 36 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:14:51pm  
 
<P>Fanatics incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725152 34720 39 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:16:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7725149" target=_blank>#37</A> jamgarr</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725179 34720 53 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:20:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7725173" target=_blank>#51</A> ASU86PE</EM></P> 
<P>Unreal. This comment will remain as an example of how batshit crazy the anti-
choice people really are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725200 34720 65 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7725160" target=_blank>#43</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's about controlling women's lives for Ms. Rose, it's not about the 
abortions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. It's about control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725279 34720 125 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:37:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7725268" target=_blank>#116</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lila Rose is also a liar for Jesus.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/blog/2009/05/26/citizen-
entrapment-lila-rose-and-21st-century-stealth-prolife-activism" 
target=_blank>www.rhrealitycheck.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, people who should know better continue to swallow this 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725370 34720 207 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:50:42pm  
 
<P>As usual, as soon as a new post goes up, the flouncers come out in the old 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725376 34720 213 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:51:29pm  
 



<P>And in this thread too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725384 34720 219 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:52:47pm  
 
<P>Do not quote the flouncers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725418 34720 251 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 7:58:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7725407" target=_blank>#240</A> Kragar (proud to 
be kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if Charles actually made an automated account deletion function how 
many flouncers would use it as opposed to going out in a snit 
fit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of them.</P> 
<P>The point isn't to go out quietly, or they'd just stop logging in.</P> 
<P>The point is to tell Daddy, "I hate you daddy!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725462 34720 293 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7725460" target=_blank>#291</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Didn't you try out the "Chronicle code" years back on the comments system? It 
is the feature where the person who has a deleted comment doesn't see the 
deletion. Maybe a feature for the flouncers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I could do that. But I guess I'm just not quite as evil as the 
mainstream media yet, because it just seems underhanded and wrong to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725479 34720 310 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7725474" target=_blank>#305</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That really was a disgusting statement from Lila Rose. In her mind I'm sure 
her sickly smile and gag-worthy angels comment in some way vindicate her as a 
'good person' even as she celebrates her desire to see women who choose to abort 
punished with public humiliation of the most extreme nature. This is a diseased, 
medieval mindset. What an obnoxious cretin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, more than a few people don't seem to understand 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725483 34720 314 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:10:24pm  
 
<P>Flounce away into the night!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725539 34720 368 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:20:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7725523" target=_blank>#352</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, some more wackiness from that Voter Values Summit:</P> 
<P>Gentlemen, take note: Apparently, looking at Playboy will make you 
homosexual. Who knew?</P> 
<P><A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/60172/sen-tom-coburns-r-okla-chief-
of-staff-all-pornography-is-homosexual-pornography" target=_blank>Sen. Tom 
Coburn’s (R-Okla.) Chief of Staff: ‘All Pornography Is Homosexual 
Pornography’</A></P> 
<P>Also, Gov Rick Perry, last seen at tea parties advocating secession, <A 
href="http://washingtonindependent.com/60158/rick-perry-you-cant-not-legislate-
morality" target=_blank>urging people to read W. Cleon Skousen.</A></P> 
<P>And though this isn't from the VVS, it's still funny:</P> 
<P><A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/58736/gingrich-group-awards-then-
revokes-entrepreneurship-award-for-porn-studio" target=_blank>Gingrich Group 
Awards, Then Revokes, Entrepeneurship Award to Porn Studio</A></P> 
<P>(apologies if these have already been mentioned)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. Freaking. Grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725548 34720 377 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:22:26pm  
 
<P>That one had a second account ready.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725603 34720 432 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:30:48pm  
 
<P><A href="http://bjkeefe.blogspot.com/2009/09/well-its-not-as-though-
powerline-had.html" target=_blank>Well, It's Not As Though Powerline Had Any 
Credibility To Worry About Losing</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725605 34720 434 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:31:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/7725602" target=_blank>#431</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>Whatever, man. I've given up trying to figure out where you're coming 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725651 34720 480 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:41:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7725611" target=_blank>#440</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of it starting to remind me of the Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson days. 
When they were at their height. A lot of that went dormant but it came back. 
Only now they don't have a single leader like Falwell and Robertson. Perhaps 
that is the dominion of Perkins and Dobson now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Value Voters Summit is an arm of the James Dobson fundamentalist 
political movement.</P> 
<P>And Tony Perkins, the main organizer, is connected to white supremacists.</P> 
<P>This is not a good organization, and it's not run by good 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725660 34720 489 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:44:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/7725652" target=_blank>#481</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>This is complete crap, Robert. If you think a fetus in its 8th week of 
development is a viable human embryo, you are hallucinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725683 34720 512 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 8:55:32pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7725679" target=_blank>#508</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having said THAT, I must likewise insist: <I>don't ever drag the conversation 
into the gutter by saying that an abortion before 12 weeks "kills a 
<B>baby</B></I>." (Let alone shit like "murdering unborn children.") It kills an 
organism that's biologically human, yes, but it's not yet a "baby."</P> 
<P>And in fairness to Charles, HIS misleading hyperbole ("nothing more than a 
few cells") was in response to misleading hyperbole from jamgarr. But as the 
blog owner, he's the one who's supposed to be setting a better example for 
Lizard behavior, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally stand by my statement that the vast majority of abortions in this 
country are performed long before there is anything more in the womb than a few 
cells. It's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725715 34720 544 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:04:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/7725700" target=_blank>#529</A> meeshlr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An embryo is never viable. Once it reaches viability, it becomes a fetus. 
This happens somewhere between 22 and 25 weeks depending on who you ask. So, up 
to at least five months, we're talking about a non-viable embryo. And even up to 
six months viability depends upon access to highly advanced healthcare and a lot 
of luck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why I get irritated when people try to distort the truth and call 
a very early term embryo a "viable fetus."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725732 34720 560 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:09:56pm  
 
<P>Flounce-a-torium!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725734 34720 562 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:11:26pm  
 
<P>That's 7 so far in this thread.</P> 
<P>It's a fanatic magnet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Make that eight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725755 34720 583 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:16:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/7725749" target=_blank>#577</A> meeshlr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disclaimer: I'm an anal-retentive scientist.</P> 
<P>I agree with your basic point but not the detail.</P> 
<P>By day five, the embryo already has at least 100 cells and the number 
increases exponentially.</P> 
<P>Half of abortions are performed by eight weeks (0.5") and 90% by 12 weeks 
(~1.5"). So, most abortions are performed when the embryo is no where near to 
being viable. Absolutely not viable by any stretch of the 
definition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- when I say "a few cells" I'm talking comparatively to the number of 
cells in a <EM>real</EM> viable fetus. I didn't mean to imply it was only about 
10 cells.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725795 34720 622 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:31:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7725785" target=_blank>#613</A> idioma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about miscarriage? Is that "god" killing a baby?</P> 
<P>Since when has our government been in the business of legislating 
morality?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since the James Dobsons and the Jerry Falwells seized on this as a wedge 
issue, and whipped up their followers with grotesque, misogynistic imagery.</P> 
<P>Abortion was the issue that tipped Francis Schaeffer over the edge and 
changed him from a fairly reasonable fanatic to a dangerous fanatic. And that 
craziness rapidly spread throughout the religious right, because the corrupt 
leaders realized they could use it to manipulate the gullible into doing almost 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725841 34720 668 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:49:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/7725828" target=_blank>#655</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's "only a few cells," why NOT use abortion as a convenient back-up plan 
for each and every "whoopsie!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely nobody's business but the pregnant woman's. It's simply not 
right to set yourself up as the arbiter of morality and decide why they made the 
choice to have an abortion. And this will probably get me labeled even more of a 
RINO than I already am, but even if you could possibly know for a fact that a 
woman was using abortion as a method of birth control -- I STILL say it's 
nobody's business but her own, and nobody has the right to step in and make a 
judgment on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725845 34720 672 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:50:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/7725844" target=_blank>#671</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Angry dinger at 12:00!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725850 34720 677 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 9:52:07pm  
 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/7725844" target=_blank>#671</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Angry dinger at 12:00!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can almost feel the rage right through the monitor when they start going 
down the front page dinging everything down as fast as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725886 34720 713 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:06:35pm  
 
<P>There will probably be some really spectacular overnight flounces after this 
thread.</P> 
<P>It's just astounding to me that any rational human being could possibly take 
the side of this Lila Rose and her weird medieval revenge fantasy. But there we 
have it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725895 34720 722 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:12:37pm  
 
<P>And the really disgusting development of the day -- Hot Air is allowing white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain to post his vicious attacks against me at their 
site, including a link to the stalker blog run by psychotics.</P> 
<P>If I gave a shit, I'd probably be angry. But I don't expect anything more 
from them at this point, so I'm just vaguely nauseated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07725940 34720 767 Charles Mon, Sep 21, 2009 10:36:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/7725936" target=_blank>#763</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it, if we have a working definition of human death, we don't have a 
definition of human life?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer to that is simple: it's not in the interest of the religious right 
to ever agree to that kind of definition, and they will fight like cornered 
animals to prevent it ever coming to pass. The abortion issue is their strongest 
hold over their "flocks," and they'll never give up the power that comes with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726552 34720 917 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:21:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/878/7726086" target=_blank>#878</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's simple:</P> 
<P>(1) I know that people can partially recover from severe brain damage, albeit 
sometimes with diminished capacities; and</P> 
<P>(2) That sometimes people have awakened from prolonged vegetative states, 
though again they sometimes have diminished capacities; and</P> 
<P>(3) Since I'm not a neurologist, I had no idea whether Terri Schiavo's MRIs 
were consistent or not with the possibility of her regaining consciousness to 
live as an awake adult with the mental capacity of a 1-year-old; and</P> 
<P>(4) Therefore, as a non-expert, I thought it best to <STRONG>err on the side 
of not establishing a legal precedent to slowly kill people in Schiavo's state 
via dehydration.</STRONG></P> 



<P>So, tell me -- based on what reasoning did you arrive at the "dead as a boot" 
diagnosis?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Nobody recovers from this:</P> 
<P><A title=File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: File:Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Nobody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726636 34720 920 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:46:06am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.slate.com/id/2090083/" target=_blank>The fanatic, 
fraudulent Mother Teresa</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mother Teresa was not a friend of the poor. She was a friend of poverty. She 
said that suffering was a gift from God. She spent her life opposing the only 
known cure for poverty, which is the empowerment of women and the emancipation 
of them from a livestock version of compulsory reproduction. And she was a 
friend to the worst of the rich, taking misappropriated money from the atrocious 
Duvalier family in Haiti (whose rule she praised in return) and from Charles 
Keating of the Lincoln Savings and Loan. Where did that money, and all the other 
donations, go? The primitive hospice in Calcutta was as run down when she died 
as it always had been—she preferred California clinics when she got sick 
herself—and her order always refused to publish any audit. But we have her own 
claim that she opened 500 convents in more than a hundred countries, all bearing 
the name of her own order. Excuse me, but this is modesty and humility?</P> 
<P>The rich world has a poor conscience, and many people liked to alleviate 
their own unease by sending money to a woman who seemed like an activist for 
"the poorest of the poor." People do not like to admit that they have been 
gulled or conned, so a vested interest in the myth was permitted to arise, and a 
lazy media never bothered to ask any follow-up questions. Many volunteers who 
went to Calcutta came back abruptly disillusioned by the stern ideology and 
poverty-loving practice of the "Missionaries of Charity," but they had no 
audience for their story. George Orwell's admonition in his essay on Gandhi—that 
saints should always be presumed guilty until proved innocent—was drowned in a 
Niagara of soft-hearted, soft-headed, and uninquiring propaganda.</P> 
<P>One of the curses of India, as of other poor countries, is the quack medicine 
man, who fleeces the sufferer by promises of miraculous healing. Sunday was a 
great day for these parasites, who saw their crummy methods endorsed by his 
holiness and given a more or less free ride in the international press. 
Forgotten were the elementary rules of logic, that extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary evidence and that what can be asserted without evidence can also 
be dismissed without evidence. More than that, we witnessed the elevation and 
consecration of extreme dogmatism, blinkered faith, and the cult of a mediocre 
human personality. Many more people are poor and sick because of the life of MT: 
Even more will be poor and sick if her example is followed. She was a fanatic, a 
fundamentalist, and a fraud, and a church that officially protects those who 
violate the innocent has given us another clear sign of where it truly stands on 
moral and ethical questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726665 34720 922 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:55:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/921/7726654" target=_blank>#921</A> 
norman1905</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, right -- it was "metaphorical."</P> 



<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I could insist, and this may sound a little strange, but if I could 
insist, as long as they are legal in our nation, abortions would be done in the 
public square. Until we were so sick and tired of seeing them that we would do 
away with the injustice altogether.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Metaphorical." Uh huh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726798 34720 926 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:31:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/923/7726732" target=_blank>#923</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christopher Hitchens as a source refuting Mother Teresa???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deal with the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726956 34720 928 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:16:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/927/7726948" target=_blank>#927</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<P>Obviously, you can't refute the facts brought up by Hitchens because they're 
all true -- so you resort to this kind of cheap character 
assassination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727038 34720 931 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:41:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/930/7726995" target=_blank>#930</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So much of it is hyperbole and opinion. Hitchens is the one guilty of cheap 
character assassination. The dead are so much easier to accuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and refute the facts, then. Are you saying that Mother Teresa 
<EM>didn't</EM> take money from the Duvalier family and Charles 
Keating?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727323 34720 934 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 12:35:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/933/7727274" target=_blank>#933</A> 
soccerdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, we know where you stand on the issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was your first clue?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Generally those who believe it is wrong to abort a baby are known as "Pro-
Life" not Anti-Choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, an embryo is not the same as a "baby." Speaking of loaded 
terminology.</P> 
<P>Second, the anti-choice crowd picked the name "pro-life" because it made them 
seem righteous -- just righteous enough to want to deprive women of the ability 
to choose what happens to their own bodies.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever your position, it only adds to the decency of the debate to use the 
proper terminology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not the "proper" terminology -- it's their politically chosen 
terminology, designed to cast the other side as "pro-death."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm sure you and many others here would flame me if I called those in 
oppostion to the pro-life position, a 'pro-death' activist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wouldn't be the first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727333 34720 935 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 12:38:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/933/7727274" target=_blank>#933</A> 
soccerdad</EM></P> 
<P>P.S. How many accounts have you registered at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727423 34720 938 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:07:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/937/7727362" target=_blank>#937</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But do you know where the money came from that you're getting from PayPal 
donations to your blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't appear that these "facts" have gone any further than Hitchens. Why 
is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mother_Teresa" target=_blank>Mother 
Teresa - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Additionally, the sources of some donations accepted have been criticized. 
Mother Teresa accepted donations from the autocratic and corrupt Duvalier family 
in Haiti, and openly praised them. She also accepted 1.4 million dollars from 
Charles Keating, involved in the fraud and corruption scheme known as the 
Keating Five scandal, and supported him before and after his arrest. The Deputy 
District Attorney for Los Angeles, Paul Turley, wrote to Mother Teresa asking 
her to return the donated money to the people Keating had stolen from, one of 
whom was "a poor carpenter". The donated money was not accounted for, and Turley 
did not receive a reply.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727471 34720 942 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:21:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/941/7727455" target=_blank>#941</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not Wikipedia! I was just going to write one more thing—that I actually think 
Hitchens has the makings of a great saint in the paths of St. Augustine. I'm 
sure Mother Teresa is praying for him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it. So you don't trust Wikipedia, either. They're all lying about Mother 
Teresa.</P> 
<P>Not much point in continuing, is there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730358 34720 950 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:33:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/949/7730020" target=_blank>#949</A> 
soccerdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argue semantics all you want. The generally accepted terms I've seen used 
thoughout the ages are Pro-Life and Pro-Choice. If someone uses some other term, 
I would generally take it to mean they are falling on one side or the other and 
are attempting to score "points".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And if someone uses the word "baby" to refer to an embryo, I would generally 
take it to mean that they're a fanatic on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726650 34722 30 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:49:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7726634" target=_blank>#15</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, as I posted above, from the article, it sounds like he changed his 
statement several days later...</P> 
<P>"The ACORN employee responded several days later and explained that the 
information he received was not true and he had been duped."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,553423,00.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not changing anything. Someone from the federal human smuggling task 
force contacted him for more information, and he told them he had learned the 
incident was a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726652 34722 32 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:50:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7726645" target=_blank>#25</A> in excess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course he did. NOT!!!He is more likely having his cousin cover-his-ass 
after the fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. So the police and the federal human smuggling task force are all in 
on the plot too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726998 34722 206 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:24:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7726987" target=_blank>#205</A> jpd158</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles obviously posted this in such a way to indicate that there was some 
sort of vindication for ACORN...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. This is what is known as "news."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727182 34722 217 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:34:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7727164" target=_blank>#215</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, he called his cousin, so thats why there are no records of the call being 
made to the police department!</P> 
<P>Everyone who believes this nonsense raise their hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you believe that both the police and the federal human smuggling task 
force are in on the plot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727193 34722 219 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:38:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7727189" target=_blank>#218</A> Joshua 
Cohen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More that the "But I told my cousin about it" is a cover-up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>His cousin is a police detective. Do you realize the penalties for a 
policeman who's caught covering up or lying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727225 34722 224 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:55:03am  
 
<P>Wow. So you folks really do think the police and the task force are 
lying.</P> 
<P>Mmmkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727285 34722 236 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 12:27:02pm  
 
<P>Yeah, so now the news media are in on the cover-up too!</P> 
<P>Here's another story. The press release about this came from <EM>the police 
department</EM>. So if you want to believe there's a cover-up, you have to 
believe that the National City police AND the federal task force AND the news 
media are all in on the conspiracy.</P> 
<P>At some point, maybe you should drop it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nbcchicago.com/news/politics/PoliceACORN-Employee-
Reported-Alleged-Smuggling.html" target=_blank>Police: ACORN Staffer Reported 
Smuggling</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But police said in a press release that Vera reported the incident to his 
cousin, a detective with the National City Police Department. Vera worked in 
ACORN's National City office. The detective contacted a federal task force that 
deals with human smuggling, and an officer from the task force asked for more 
details. By then, Vera realized that he had been the victim of a ruse, and 
relayed that to the officer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727404 34722 245 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:02:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7727389" target=_blank>#242</A> In 
Excess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, this is perfect...</P> 
<P>Charles, you want to trust the 'word' of a guy who:</P> 
<P>1. Went along with the 'operation' for as long as he did.2. Waited at least 
two days to 'talk' to his cousin.3. Asked how much for her services.4. OFFERED 
to help smuggle teenage girls into this country for prostitution.5. Blames much 
of the problem on his faulty english.</P> 
<P><EM>And you want some of us to drop it?</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, by all means, go ahead and keep ranting. I was just suggesting that at 
some point you <EM>might</EM> want to drop it, since the police have vouched for 
what the guy said, and a federal task force even got involved.</P> 
<P>But really -- go ahead and continue yelling that it's a cover-
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727411 34722 247 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:04:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7727405" target=_blank>#246</A> josephus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Contacting your cousin in law enforcement and calling the police are two 
different things. Contacting a cousin is not documented and cannot be 
proven.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><STRONG>The police department issued a press release confirming that they 
were contacted.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726863 34723 35 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:45:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7726857" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge is running another "New World Order" headline today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. He's coming right out and using that term now.</P> 
<P>"Obama to push for new economic world order."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726870 34723 41 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:47:49am  
 
<P>The Salon article on Skousen shows exactly why people like Glenn Beck and 
Rick Perry are promoting his book -- it's a handbook for theocracy: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/news/feature/2009/09/16/beck_skousen/" 
target=_blank>Meet the man who changed Glenn Beck's life</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Leap," first published in 1981, is a heavily illustrated and factually 
challenged attempt to explain American history through an unspoken lens of 
Mormon theology. As such, it is an early entry in the ongoing attempt by the 
religious right to rewrite history. Fundamentalists want to define the United 
States as a Christian nation rather than a secular republic, and recast the 
Founding Fathers as devout Christians guided by the Bible rather than deists 
inspired by French and English philosophers. "Leap" argues that the U.S. 
Constitution is a godly document above all else, based on natural law, and owes 
more to the Old and New Testaments than to the secular and radical spirit of the 
Enlightenment. It lists 28 fundamental beliefs -- based on the sayings and 
writings of Moses, Jesus, Cicero, John Locke, Montesquieu and Adam Smith -- that 
Skousen says have resulted in more God-directed progress than was achieved in 
the previous 5,000 years of every other civilization combined. The book reads 
exactly like what it was until Glenn Beck dragged it out of Mormon obscurity: a 
textbook full of aggressively selective quotations intended for conservative 
religious schools like Utah's George Wythe University, where it has been part of 
the core freshman curriculum for decades (and where Beck spoke at this year's 
annual fundraiser).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726891 34723 60 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:54:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7726882" target=_blank>#52</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>Well, there you go then. This was easy pickings for Drudge -- he's been 
hinting around about "new world order" for the last several weeks, and this was 
a great excuse to put those words right out there. I wonder if the Reuters 
headline writers knew what they were invoking with that one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726894 34723 63 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:55:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7726889" target=_blank>#58</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Watch at some point when Romney starts getting in the news again, Beck will 
say some really loony things, and it will come out that he's a Mormon, with the 
insinuation that all Mormons are loony, including Romney.And that ends any 
chance the Republicans have of getting their candidate elected in 2012.Have to 
stop the loonies now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Romney spoke at the Value Voters Summit too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07726918 34723 85 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:03:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7726906" target=_blank>#73</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw a video of that. He was for the most part secular and it sounded like a 
campaign speech. Typical wooden style and repeating a lot of points I've heard 
from him before. Given the environment he stated his feelings however briefly 
about being pro-life -- which is counter to his political record in 
Massachusetts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does it tell you when even someone like Mitt Romney goes and speaks to 
this group, led by a theocrat with ties to white supremacists?</P> 
<P>It's an indicator of how much power the religious far right holds in the 
Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727443 34724 120 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7727431" target=_blank>#109</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was reading up on the latest blogoshpere drama regarding LGF. It seems RS 
McCain is joining forces with Eurofascist supporting blogs. People like Buchanan 
would love this to translate into real world cooperation between the Republican 
party and ethnic nationalists in Europe. It's something to keep an eye 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RS McCain has been a Vlaams Belang supporter for a while now. He's trying to 
capitalize on this feeding frenzy to legitimize Eurofascist groups -- "See! 
Charles Johnson is eeevilll, and you can't trust what he says about the 
wonderful nice people of Vlaams Belang! They're great! Come on, invite them 
in!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727484 34724 146 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7727467" target=_blank>#136</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer was on a local talk radio show this morning and actually 
admitted to wanting to deport Muslims and stop Muslim immigration. His 
reasoning, there is no way to separate the peaceful Muslims from the radical 
ones.</P> 
<P>No joke. This was on the Mike Rosen show this morning, 2nd hour, 10:00-
11:00am mountain time, on KOA. Podcast may be on the website.</P> 
<P>He really said this. This is a far cry from his attitude a number of years 
ago when according to him, there was "peaceful" Muslims that we had to have on 
our side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Masks are falling all over the place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07727589 34724 232 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 1:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7727559" target=_blank>#208</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider Levin a nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727675 34724 316 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 2:17:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7727599" target=_blank>#242</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there any talk host that you don't consider a nut? What about Dennis 
Prager?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dennis Prager is at least not a ranting screamer like Levin. I like Dennis, 
but I have a serious disagreement with him on the creationism issue -- he 
promotes the Discovery Institute's nonsense, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07727900 34724 528 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 3:14:58pm  
 
<P>I almost can't believe it (except that nothing seems too crazy lately) but 
there are <EM>still</EM> a couple of diehards trying to promote absurd inflated 
tea party crowd estimates, in that last thread refuting Tim Blair.</P> 
<P>Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728085 34725 83 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 4:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7728052" target=_blank>#73</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its meaningless as to what the bills states about abortions: any restrictions 
would be immediately overturned by the courts re: Roe v. Wade as a necessary 
medical procedure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As they should be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728104 34726 60 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 4:47:03pm  
 
<P>Got a call from Joe scarborough's producer today, to possibly be on the 
Morning Joe show to talk about ... wait for it ... Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728114 34726 68 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 4:48:38pm  
 
<P>Probably because of this post at Media Matters:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/200909220025" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728120 34726 74 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 4:50:26pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/



09/22/msnbc-20090922-scarb_beck.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728126 34726 80 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 4:51:35pm  
 
<P>No links to Hot Air in the comments please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728171 34726 117 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:13:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7728167" target=_blank>#114</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I truly can't understand how anyone could be reading him and not realise 
he's completely unhinged.</EM> Agreed. He's even cozying up to Baron Bodissey. 
The enemy of my enemy is my friend!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is trying to take advantage of this right wing feeding 
frenzy and all the dupes who are standing up for him, and legitimize the 
Eurofascists and hatebloggers like Gates of Vienna. That's his agenda -- he's a 
writer for the European racist website Takimag. Connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728176 34726 122 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:15:24pm  
 
<P>The white supremacists at Political Cesspool are very disappointed that RS 
McCain didn't come out and say openly that all other races are inferior:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:_lRJMp45zkkJ:www.thepoliticalcesspool
.org/jamesedwards/2009/09/15/robert-stacy-mccain-weasels-
out/+robert+stacy+mccain+james+edwards&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&
amp;client=safari" target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>(Google cache link. Hate site. Beware.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728203 34726 147 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:23:44pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer says: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.jihadwatch.org/2009/09/stacy-mccain-is-a-genius.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-
8" target=_blank>Robert Stacy McCain is a genius</A>.</P> 
<P>I'm almost willing to agree -- because he's driven Spencer to the point where 
he's openly supporting a white supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728233 34726 174 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:40:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7728228" target=_blank>#170</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RSM posted at Free Republic with a sock puppet? What a 
genius.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He posted a lot at Free Republic and all of the articles have been deleted 
now. (Guess why?) But there are cached copies available.</P> 



<P>He posted links to outright neo-Nazi sites like Bill White's overthrow.com 
(now offline) and outright white supremacist sites like American 
Renaissance.</P> 
<P>Here's a page at Free Republic with links to his deleted posts, including one 
to overthrow.com:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/tag/by:burkecalhoundabney/index?more=456575" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728237 34726 178 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:41:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7728232" target=_blank>#173</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, He bemoaned that nobody was working on devising a plan to outlaw Islam 
fit within the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listened to it, and I think Spencer would be able to argue he was only 
talking about stopping Muslim immigration. He doesn't actually say he wants to 
deport them all, but it was very much in the context of the discussion.</P> 
<P>In other words, there's weasel room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728244 34726 184 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:44:30pm  
 
<P>If anyone's wondering why I removed all links to PJ Media, it's because they 
have also lost their freaking minds and are letting Robert Stacy McCain post 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728253 34726 192 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7728248" target=_blank>#188</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It certainly was weasel words since he was talking about immigration and then 
mentioned that you can't tell the moderates from the radicals.</P> 
<P>I was listening live, and it came across that way to me, that he was 
suggesting deportation.</P> 
<P>I didn't listen to the podcast.</P> 
<P>Does anyone have a time marker for his comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's about 33 minutes into the segment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728263 34726 202 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:52:59pm  
 
<P>There's another reason why RS McCain's charming posts are showing up at Hot 
Air, by the way:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alex-koppelman/michelle-malkins-white-
su_b_20873.html" target=_blank>Michelle Malkin's White Supremacist 
Ties</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728275 34726 213 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:56:22pm  
 
<P>Racist flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07728278 34726 216 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 5:57:07pm  
 
<P>With a sock puppet too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728291 34726 229 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 6:00:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7728290" target=_blank>#228</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seeing that is over on HuffPo, do we need to take this with a block of 
salt?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's all completely accurate.</P> 
<P>A small part of my research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728339 34726 275 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 6:22:52pm  
 
<P>Even Rick Moran is linking to Robert Stacy McCain tonight.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is rotting away into a stinky puddle of racism and 
white supremacism.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/bwYzyRfNFn0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728348 34726 280 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 6:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7728345" target=_blank>#278</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmph. And people started up stalker blogs after you disassociated yourself 
and this board from the GoV supporters. And now MM is linking up with 
vermin?</P> 
<P>Shocka!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MM has been linked up with these vermin for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728372 34726 299 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 6:42:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/7728368" target=_blank>#295</A> aboo-Hoo-
Hoo</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728388 34726 313 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 6:53:13pm  
 
<P>Ten minutes is long enough to wait for an answer. Buh-bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728404 34726 325 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:02:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7728396" target=_blank>#319</A> mj</EM></P> 
<P>That's right -- and the point, of course, is that even if Ray McGovern is a 
crazy 9/11 Truther moonbat (which he is), being hooked up with white 
supremacists just might be as bad or worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728488 34726 399 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:30:25pm  
 
<P>By the way, since Robert Stacy "Interracial couples are revolting" McCain is 
now quoting Carl in Jerusalem, here's something I wasn't going to post -- but 
since the gloves are off, what the hell.</P> 
<P>Carl of Israel Matzav was one of the supporters of Rabbi Meir Kahane, whose 
organization Kach is on the US State Department list of terrorist organizations. 
Others who supported Kahane are now gone from LGF, as they revealed themselves. 
I let Carl promote his blog here for a long long time before catching on to what 
he was doing -- and now of course, he's showing his gratitude by stabbing me in 
the back with comments to an outright white supremacist. I expected no 
less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728500 34726 408 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:33:29pm  
 
<P>We actually had a little clique of Kahanists here for several years, who were 
smart enough to hide it most of the time. And then the masks started 
falling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728510 34726 417 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7728503" target=_blank>#410</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ploome?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely. She was banned when she decided to come all the way out of the 
closet and declare Baruch Goldstein a "hero" -- the crazed fanatic who committed 
mass murder in a mosque in Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728518 34726 423 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:38:02pm  
 
<P>We seem to have another imminent flounce going on, by the way, in the 
previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728543 34726 438 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 7:45:37pm  
 
<P>Instapundit links to the white supremacist:</P> 
<P><A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/85605/" target=_blank>STACY 
MCCAIN: Can’t All Conservatives At Least Agree That Glenn Beck Is Not The 
Enemy?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734802 34726 603 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 1:39:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/7733766" target=_blank>#602</A> goose</EM></P> 
<P>Auf wiedereshen!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07728739 34727 15 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7728730" target=_blank>#8</A> Mad Al-
Jaffee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LGF group on Facebook seems to be turning into a "Charles is a fascist, 
abortion loving, power hungry, atheist pig!" group. At least by the most recent 
wall posts there. I'm going to have to drop that group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have nothing to do with that group - I didn't start it, and I don't belong 
to it. I don't recommend that any LGF reader join it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728783 34727 40 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:50:50pm  
 
<P>Here's <A href="http://www.pajamasmedia.com/instapundit-
archive/archives/020873.php" target=_blank>Instapundit</A> denouncing neo-
Confederates in 2005.</P> 
<P>Now he's praising them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728786 34727 42 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 8:51:53pm  
 
<P>And another asshole heard from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728909 34727 137 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:40:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7728906" target=_blank>#136</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who knows anything about Kilgore going on a racist rampage at HotAir, 
I'd be grateful if you elucidated on my blog. The comments are pouring in about 
it... And I don't know WTF they're all talking about.</P> 
<P>If you do, your comments may not appear until morning because I'm going to 
bed now and moderation will have to wait till morning.</P> 
<P>Thanks and goodnight, all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore got very pissed off one night at the open racism being posted in Hot 
Air's comments (calling Michelle Obama a "wookie," "sasquatch," etc. ad nauseam) 
and decided to see how far he could push it without being deleted. He posted a 
bunch of deliberately racist comments, to rub it in their faces.</P> 
<P>I had absolutely nothing to do with it, and if he'd asked me before he did it 
I would have advised him not to.</P> 
<P>I also emailed Allahpundit and told him this. He said nothing publicly and 
just let his readers continue believing it was my idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728922 34727 149 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:46:44pm  
 
<P>And by the way -- please note that Killgore Trout is NOT a racist, and his 
comments were deliberately over the line to make a point.</P> 
<P>The point was that the comments at Hot Air were absolutely FULL of open, 
unabashed racism ... and nobody was doing anything to stop it. Nobody was even 
<EM>disapproving</EM> of it.</P> 
<P>I don't approve of his method, but he had a point. A DAMNED good point. And 
it was only <EM>after</EM> he pushed the limit that Hot Air started to do 



anything at all to stop the rampaging bigotry of their 
commenters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728938 34727 161 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 9:56:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7728933" target=_blank>#158</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, looks like Allaphpundit and Ed Morrissey are allowing them to spread 
that false "Paypal" rumor in the comments over in the Green 
Room.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's fine, I don't care. They'll get nowhere with that BS, and they know 
it. It's a pure smear made up out of thin air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728954 34727 175 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:03:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7728941" target=_blank>#164</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<P>The raving psychos at the stalker blog have accused me of revealing their 
personal information based on old Paypal donations they made. It's 100% false. 
Any names I revealed -- for example "Rodan" is Rick Martinez and "savagenation" 
is Marc Thomas Donato -- were obtained through searching the internet and 
correlating information, and I can prove it. See this post for more: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33620_New_LGF-Related_Blog-
_Defending_the_Defensible" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're claiming falsely that I got it from Paypal in order to try to get 
Paypal to cancel my account for violating their terms of service, but it's not 
going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07728973 34727 192 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:11:57pm  
 
<P>One more note on the Paypal thing before I drop it:</P> 
<P>I have NEVER publicly revealed personal information I obtained through a 
Paypal donation, and I NEVER will. That's a promise.</P> 
<P>I take the privacy of LGF users very seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729039 34727 252 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:35:02pm  
 
<P>Check out the Internet Archive's copies of Overthrow.com, the neo-Nazi site 
Robert Stacy McCain posted links to at Free Republic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://overthrow.com" 
target=_blank ?>overthrow.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I wonder if Robert Stacy McCain is actually on this site somewhere.</P> 
<P>Warning: that is one of the most vile sites you'll ever come across. Possibly 
worse than Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729058 34727 270 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:41:53pm  
 
<P>Look who just showed up to down-ding this article: winston06.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729064 34727 276 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:43:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7729060" target=_blank>#272</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoever that dumbass on Kejda's blog is that trying to claim that Killgore is 
actually a real racist should be nominated for the <STRONG>Biggest Douche in the 
Universe</STRONG> award. Yes, I'll take it away from John Edward for this.</P> 
<P>Nice how he links to the LDNT <EM>from the next day</EM> to prove... 
something I guess, rather than the one <EM>while it was occuring</EM> where the 
motivation was being discussed and it is clear what KT was trying to do. I'm not 
defending the moby-ness of the whole thing, but to try to pretend that KT is an 
actual racist is like being bukkaked with stupid... yes you heard me fucktards, 
<EM>even 9-11 Troofers aren't that asinine and 
disingenuous</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Psst: you should post that comment over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729078 34727 290 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:50:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7729066" target=_blank>#278</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>won't work...they are like a brick wall</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point isn't to convince them. It's to have at least some refutations of 
the lies on record. Otherwise, they'll just flood her comments -- it's happening 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729087 34727 298 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 10:53:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/alex-koppelman/michelle-malkins-white-
su_b_20873.html" target=_blank>Michelle Malkin's White Supremacist 
Ties</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729106 34727 317 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7729102" target=_blank>#313</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes, in that article Bill White (who copied RSM's article from the WT) 
referred to RSM as his "friend". Now, RSM tried to distance himself from Bill 
White in a Sept 14th entry on his site. However, given that RSM's conclusion of 
that article was:</P> 
<P>Yup, RSM's conclusion is that someone (CJ) criticizing RSM is worse than the 
ranting of a nazi-sympathetic anti-semite (Bill White.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's really rich.</P> 
<P><EM>Of course</EM> Bill White never attacked Robert Stacy McCain. Why would 
he? They're on the same page.</P> 
<P>Bill White, by the way, as I wrote in my earlier post about McCain, actually 
sent me threatening emails and tried to find my home address and telephone 
number, and the addresses of my family, to place them on Overthrow.com and 
incite his followers to attack me and my family. And I don't mean 
verbally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729116 34727 327 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:07:22pm  
 



<P>In fact ...</P> 
<P>Here's one of those posts at Overthrow.com threatening me:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20080428081520/12.107.40.66/lsn/news.asp?articl
eID=10713" target=_blank>web.archive.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729140 34727 351 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:18:07pm  
 
<P>I've added Bill White's threatening post in an update above, along with 
McCain's admission that White is his friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729143 34727 354 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:19:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7729142" target=_blank>#353</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! Such nastiness. Did you catch this from the sidebar?I need a shower 
now.</P> 
<P>" Top articles from 2008"1. N*$$&amp;^ Candidate Comes Out Against The 
Constitution</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't kidding when I said it was really, really bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729153 34727 364 Charles Tue, Sep 22, 2009 11:25:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7729150" target=_blank>#361</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>That's right - Robert Spencer has a post up calling Robert Stacy McCain a 
"genius."</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer is heaping praise on an outright white supremacist.</P> 
<P>The mask is totally gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07729956 34727 420 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:01:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7729940" target=_blank>#419</A> Lawrence 
Schmerel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if Glenn Reynolds is correct. Is it impossible to build a successful 
movement by a process of subtraction? Does the purge approach to coalition 
politics always fail?</P> 
<P>I don't mean to suggest that I know the answer. I am just posing the 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less. If this so-called "movement" means that I 
have to throw my lot in with people like Robert Spencer, Pamela Geller, and 
Robert Stacy McCain, I'm not interested in being a part of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730390 34727 426 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:44:07am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7730331" target=_blank>#425</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 



<P>Lots of kooks and crypto-racists showing up in your comments, I see. Imagine 
my surprise!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730482 34727 427 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:03:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7730060" target=_blank>#422</A> Gunzip</EM></P> 
<P>It <EM>sounds</EM> like a good idea, but you're vastly underestimating how 
slippery some people can be. And the fact is that people like Robert Stacy 
McCain are not interested in having an honest argument based on facts and logic, 
because they know they'll be destroyed by their own words.</P> 
<P>There's really no way to code these kinds of factors into a piece of 
software. It's messy human stuff, and it doesn't easily fit (in fact, it doesn't 
fit at all) into IF...THEN...ELSE statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734673 34727 434 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 12:48:00pm  
 
<P>Of course, you could just stop coming here. But no, you need to make the big 
statement.</P> 
<P>Deleted. See ya.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730372 34730 101 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:38:44am  
 
<P>This obsession with counting words has become really popular on the right 
lately. Ed Morrissey was doing it with Obama's speech to schoolchildren.</P> 
<P>It's so incredibly stupid and illogical it gives me a headache. It proves 
NOTHING, and people who insist that it shows Obama's "narcissism" look like 
complete idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730421 34730 146 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:50:56am  
 
<P>This is how stupid word-counting is.</P> 
<P>In Obama's UN speech:</P> 
<P>"I" -- 41 occurrences</P> 
<P>"we" -- 125 occurrences</P> 
<P><EM>Obama's a megalomaniac collectivist commie!</EM> He thinks "we" is more 
important than "I"!</P> 
<P>Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730570 34730 281 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:24:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7730511" target=_blank>#227</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought Kejda's post was well done, and posted a comment to that effect, 
with a quote of a particular portion I liked.</P> 
<P>Someone replied using my real first name. Of course, anyone here who has 
submitted a cookbook item is going to have my name; and I don't care one way or 
the other. But it's interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sucks. It's a thuggish attempt to intimidate you -- and it's almost 
certainly one of the creeps from the stalker site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07730595 34730 305 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:30:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7730559" target=_blank>#270</A> Athos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlike the fringe left being able to tell the DNC that they were bought by 
the fringe - the fringe right will be utterly rejected by the center and center 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the DNC <EM>did</EM> reject the fringe left -- that's what led to these 
statements from groups like MoveOn.org that the Democratic Party "owed" them 
something. They were pushed out of the mainstream very deliberately, and I 
believe that's when things started to turn around for the Dems.</P> 
<P>As for the center right rejecting the kooks and racists -- I'd like to 
believe that will happen, but there's almost no sign of it right now. The Values 
Voter Summit is a perfect example -- it's run by an extreme right religious 
fanatic with ties to white supremacists like David Duke, yet this year their 
attendance was higher than ever.</P> 
<P>From my perspective, it looks like the kooks and fanatics are taking over the 
GOP completely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730610 34730 320 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:32:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7730605" target=_blank>#315</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, they put Truther Michael Moore in the seat of honor, etc.</P> 
<P>I don't recall seeing a purge anywhere similar to what you are trying do 
accomplish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you weren't paying attention. This is why the Democratic Party won so 
big in the 2006 election, and it was very large factor in Obama's election 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730617 34730 327 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:34:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7730611" target=_blank>#321</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"They all want to convert us" argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do. The far right evangelicals who support Israel believe that by doing 
so, they'll help bring about the End Times, and that will result in the 
disappearance of Judaism because Christ will return to Earth.</P> 
<P>This is a fact; you can easily find this kind of thinking on their websites 
and in their speeches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730630 34730 340 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:36:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7730621" target=_blank>#331</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they probably are or at least think they are! What say 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you mean Pat Robertson, not Pat Buchanan. Buchanan is pretty much a 
classic antisemite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730642 34730 352 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:38:21am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7730631" target=_blank>#341</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Democrats won big in 2006 and then in 2008 because they were riding a wave of 
GOP corruption scandals (Abramoff, Cunningham, DeLay, etc., culture of 
corruption), and the incessant braying of the left going after Bush's wartime 
policies. That galvanized the base, and the GOP responded poorly after 2006 to 
focus on key issues, and they let spending go out of control all while the 
Democrats were more disciplined in message.</P> 
<P>Now, it's the Democrats who have turned the swamp of corruption in DC into a 
swimming pool, and voters are going to be sending messages that the Democrats 
reckoning will be at hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was part of it. But Howard Dean also made a very determined, very 
specific effort to marginalize the more extreme elements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730696 34730 404 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 11:51:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/7730652" target=_blank>#362</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My impression is that the MoveOn and Kos elements grew in influence, they did 
not diminish.</P> 
<P>(And this is Howard "I hate the Republicans and everything they stand for" 
Dean we're talking about, after all. Total centrist, that 
guy...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Daily Kos definitely did grow in influence -- again, when they started 
cleaning house, getting rid of the antisemites and Truthers, etc. Moulitsas 
hired several bloggers who focused entirely on promoting Democrat candidates in 
primaries across the US, and they were very effective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730806 34730 508 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 12:21:57pm  
 
<P>Markos just linked to me on the front page of Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07730853 34730 551 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 12:31:54pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain on the Alan Colmes radio show (MP3 audio):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:40,type:'mp3',flashvars:{displaywidth:0,showeq:true,title:'Sta
cyMcCain.mp3'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/audio/StacyMcCain.mp3" 
target=_blank>MP3 Audio</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>You won't believe this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731059 34731 70 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 1:30:34pm  
 
<P>I notice that Baldilocks is now posting at Hot Air in support of Robert Stacy 
McCain, which is just -- <EM>incredibly</EM> weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731089 34731 97 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 1:43:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7731077" target=_blank>#87</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>That's exactly what I was referring to in my #82.</P> 
<P>I''m pretty sure the last comment attributed to CJ is BS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fake. I never posted anything like that.</P> 
<P>These people are disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731099 34731 101 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 1:45:23pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you're going to link to blogs like that, please go to Google 
and enter this:</P> 
<P>cache:[site URL]</P> 
<P>This will give you a link to Google's cache of the page, and prevent a link 
from LGF from sending them any traffic.</P> 
<P>I've replaced both of the links to that disgusting post with cache 
links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731708 34734 5 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 4:54:27pm  
 
<P>Kudos to President Obama for authorizing the walkout.</P> 
<P>Wow, there are a lot of empty seats there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731780 34735 4 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:05:17pm  
 
<P>The newest meme going around the wingnut blogs is that I've "attacked" 
Michelle Malkin -- based on a couple of comments I posted in the middle of long 
threads.</P> 
<P>I really haven't even started to get into that one yet. But the research is 
proceeding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731787 34735 6 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:06:12pm  
 
<P>CNN is asking whether Muammar Gadafi has lost his mind.</P> 
<P>They're just noticing now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731851 34735 18 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:26:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7731825" target=_blank>#11</A> Eric57</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh boy, someone on there is already starting with the Hitler 
comparisons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad they pointed out those comments, because it gave me a chance to 
delete them. Those comments were posted years before registration, and at a 
point when I simply could not read the thousands of comments being posted every 
day, and we had no tools for people to report them. They wouldn't have lasted 
five minutes nowadays, and now I've finally deleted them.</P> 
<P>Thanks, Wikipedia Hitlermongers, for helping me clean up these old, old 
comments.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, I don't post here often, if ever, but I just wanted to drop a line and 
say, "Keep up the good work Charles.". I may walk away from this website shaking 



my head sometimes (lately I have been shaking my head about the crazy that has 
infected the GOP) but it always gives me food for thought as opposed to the 
garbage spouted by the talking heads that seem to dominate politics 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you very much for the kind words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731855 34735 21 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:28:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7731852" target=_blank>#19</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is getting like Fatal Attraction out there. They are obsessed with boiling 
your rabbits, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're reading every word I post. Another word for this is "stalking."</P> 
<P>Hiya, stalkers! How ya doin' tonight?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731884 34735 38 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7731868" target=_blank>#27</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any news on the Scarborough gig?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trying to work out a time -- they're live on the east coast pretty danged 
early. It might be on his radio show instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731887 34735 40 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:43:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7731882" target=_blank>#36</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does "fag pure fag" mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wha?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731893 34735 46 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:46:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7731889" target=_blank>#42</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Says that at bottom of wiki page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see that -- link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731895 34735 47 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:47:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7731891" target=_blank>#44</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aww. They can't tape you and show it later? I think it would be good for the 
blog to have you on television.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggested webcam -- I have a high def webcam. But I think they may not be 
ready for that technically.</P> 
<P>It's only MSNBC. Can't expect too much. Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731905 34735 57 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:51:09pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7731897" target=_blank>#49</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you fiend. I just hit "hit the tip jar" while aiming for the 
comments number. So I hit the tip jar.</P> 
<P>You're going to be rich...rich, I tell you!</P> 
<P>And by the way, thanks for years of sanity amidst a world of hurl-worthy 
madness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for the support, and the donation. It's only going to get weirder 
from here on out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731911 34735 63 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:55:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7731900" target=_blank>#52</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>"Hi-Def" webcam? We of the 1.3 Mp salute you. Pray tell, Make and Model?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000RZQZM0/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Logitech Webcam Pro 9000</A>. Does 720p, and iChat will use it at 
that resolution. (Ignore the bad Mac OS review -- it works great with Snow 
Leopard.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731913 34735 65 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 5:56:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7731906" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air: <STRONG>Will the US join Canada in A’jad walkout?;</STRONG></P> 
<P>No update?? Sorry reality didn't match the agenda, sport.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's "all Obama-hatred, all the time." Who needs to update?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731926 34735 76 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7731923" target=_blank>#73</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope it works out so you can be on air, but the radio program would be 
great too. Regardless- good luck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suggested that they fly me to New York first class and put me up in the 
Waldorf, with a per diem of $500, but they didn't seem to want to go for 
that.</P> 
<P>(Not really, stalkers.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731929 34735 79 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:02:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7731927" target=_blank>#77</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It means wiki is infested with trolls (no surprise there). They'll eventually 
have to lock down the CJ and LGF entry to prevent the massive, continuous, 
compulsive editing that is going to continue, from trolls all across the 
political spectrum.</P> 



<P>That's not new. They've had to lock many wiki entries because of compulsive 
raids and defacement by trolls. Usually but not always political topics. tech 
topic too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've had to lock down the LGF page several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731937 34735 85 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:05:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7731934" target=_blank>#83</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually... why the hell not? I mean, if they want on the show. What the 
hell.</P> 
<P>(Hold out for the Four Seasons, though.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Want to be my manager?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731950 34735 95 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:10:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7731945" target=_blank>#92</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't hate me when I book you on Hollywood Squares, will 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hollywood Squares? Is that still on?</P> 
<P>As long as it's a one-off, with star billing and lots of dough, I might be 
cool with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731966 34735 110 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:17:24pm  
 
<P>Here we go again. Weird Nut Drooly's Jack Cashill (a creationist, by the way, 
but don't let that influence your opinion <SUB>cough</SUB>) is claiming he's 
found THE PROOF that Barack Obama's autobiography was ghost written by Bill 
Ayers.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.wnd.com/index.php%3Ffa=PAGE.view%26pageId=110781&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.wnd.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This could be the next wingnut movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731972 34735 116 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:18:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7731968" target=_blank>#112</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments are lovely...</P> 
<P>.....etc.Creeps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now don't you go getting any more big ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07731975 34735 119 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:20:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7731973" target=_blank>#117</A> 
Cheechako</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If I were asked to define Charles and LGF, I would say “Basically in the 
middle of the Road to Integrity, a road that sometimes takes a gentle curve to 
the right and sometimes a gentle curve to the left. This road avoids and does 
not have sharp, hard turns to either the right or left.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hardest turn I ever took toward the right was on September 11th, 2001. 
And if anyone expects me to apologize for that, they'll be waiting a really long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732735 34735 171 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7732400" target=_blank>#168</A> mshaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I resisted any change for a long time, Charles. Finally, after all the latest 
anti-Tea-Party stuff, I went ahead and modified your affiliation to "non-
aligned."</P> 
<P>I'm hoping it's a temporary thing, myself.</P> 
<P>-Mark Shaw (on WP)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732084 34736 57 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 6:54:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7732049" target=_blank>#29</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Victor Davis Hanson Takes the High RoadFrom PJ Media</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That made my day. I still won't link to PJ Media unless and until they 
renounce Robert Stacy McCain though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732101 34736 67 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:00:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7732095" target=_blank>#64</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, VDH hasn't gotten any nasty comments over there. No comments at all. 
People must be speechless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stunned silence ensued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732105 34736 69 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:02:05pm  
 
<P>Now that it's been posted here in our comments, the stalkers will be showing 
up at Victor's article soon.</P> 
<P>(Hi stalkers!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732117 34736 79 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:04:08pm  
 
<P><A href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/unleashed/2009/09/fox-news-glenn-
beck-frog-boiling-water.html" target=_blank>Did Glenn Beck throw a live frog 
into boiling water today?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732156 34737 6 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:16:56pm  
 
<P>This could be Beck's final meltdown.</P> 



<P>Even if it was faked, this is unbelievably ugly. I'm pretty astounded that 
Fox News let this air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732177 34737 19 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:20:10pm  
 
<P>Who is Fox News trying to appeal to with this?</P> 
<P>What kind of person thinks that was amusing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732231 34737 67 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:28:31pm  
 
<P>I can't help it. Maybe it proves I'm just a liberal commie.</P> 
<P>But there's a big difference between preparing an animal to eat (such as a 
lobster), and staging the killing of an animal on live television to make a 
political point.</P> 
<P>This is bad craziness. In spades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732274 34737 107 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 7:42:25pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck's show is on in the middle of the afternoon, when children can 
watch.</P> 
<P>That's all I'm going to say about this. It's so irresponsible it makes me 
nauseous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732359 34737 188 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:07:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7732350" target=_blank>#179</A> shifty</EM></P> 
<P>Aloha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732373 34737 201 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:11:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7732357" target=_blank>#186</A> NelsFree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right after the skit with the "frog", Glenn fishes out the fellow with a 
paper cup and hands the cup to John Bolton, former UN Ambassador. Glenn asks 
John to verify that IT WAS A RUBBER FROG. John says, 'yep'.Why does it seem that 
no one watched that part?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean people actually watch Glenn Beck's show?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732385 34737 213 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:13:43pm  
 
<P>But how amazingly wonderful is it that the former Secretary of State is 
reduced to playing a bit part in Glenn Beck's rubber animal stunt?</P> 
<P>It's still insanely irresponsible to air something like this at a time when 
children are watching. Rubber frog or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732425 34737 252 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7732413" target=_blank>#240</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm trying to figure out why Charles chose to send the stalkerblogs an 
engraved invitation reading, "Dear Friends, Please send a tsunami of mockery in 
my direction."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm trying to figure out how you could possibly argue that Terri Schiavo 
might have come back to life?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732429 34737 256 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:24:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7732423" target=_blank>#250</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm trying to figure out why you've been such an ass lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seconded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732479 34737 298 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7732471" target=_blank>#292</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are parents who actually let their kids watch Glenn 
Beck??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090919TeaParty04.jpg" 
target=_blank>As a matter of fact.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732486 34737 305 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 8:38:52pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732801 34738 28 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7732781" target=_blank>#27</A> 
maryatexitzero</EM></P> 
<P>That's an interesting note about Miniter.</P> 
<P>I don't know if you saw this post in the heat of the Vlaams Belang 
controversy:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27841_Miniter_Misrepresents_LGF_Vl
aams_Belang_Posts_(aka_Vlaams_Belang_Nazi_Links)" target=_blank>Miniter 
Misrepresents LGF Vlaams Belang Posts (aka Vlaams Belang Nazi 
Links)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739030 34738 63 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:23:16pm  
 
<P>Aloha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746188 34738 66 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:11:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7746163" target=_blank>#65</A> goethe 
girl</EM></P> 
<P>Defending white supremacism is an excellent way to get your account blocked. 
Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07732656 34739 69 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:22:34pm  
 
<P>I turned on the contact form again, and again the sick hate mail is pouring 
in. These people seem to think they're anonymous when they use that form instead 
of sending email with their own accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732671 34739 80 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:25:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7732660" target=_blank>#72</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you post a couple for laughs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of them are funny, unfortunately. Just blind hatred. Don't want to post 
them here.</P> 
<P>At least two seem to be from some of the people who are commenting at Kejda's 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732672 34739 81 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:26:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7732669" target=_blank>#78</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it give you IP addresses you can cross check with registration to find 
some sock puppets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always cross-check that, and not just with IPs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732731 34740 3 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:48:33pm  
 
<P>It doesn't sound much like a suicide, if it's true that the word 'Fed' was 
written on the body.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732753 34740 18 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7732741" target=_blank>#8</A> Kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way out of bounds linking this to Tea Parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how did I know someone like you would show up screaming, even though I 
could not have not been more careful with my wording?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732763 34740 28 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 9:59:22pm  
 
<P>There has been a LOT of incitement against the census lately. That doesn't 
prove anything. But it looks damned suspicious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732771 34740 35 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:01:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7732766" target=_blank>#31</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'd just far rather than he was killed by some jumpy pot grower than that he 
was killed by some jumpy ideologue. But there's a real craziness to it. A pot 
grower might have shot him and dumped the body, but hanging? 
Writing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point. The last thing a pot farmer or meth cooker would want is the 
attention that would bring to the area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732817 34740 74 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:13:48pm  
 
<P>The more I think about it, the more I doubt that this was a simple drug-
related killing. It's not their style at all. They would just take the body and 
bury it in some backwoods area where it would never be found, or sink it in a 
lake, or something similar. It makes no sense to stage what seems like a 
political statement, unless there was a political motive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732830 34740 85 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:17:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7732816" target=_blank>#73</A> AFSarge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From his mom:</P> 
<P>She said investigators have given her few details about her son's death — 
they told her the body was decomposed — and haven't yet released his body for 
burial. "I was told it would be better for him to be cremated," she said.</P> 
<P>If it's that far gone, way outta line to link it to the Sept 12 tea 
party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know how quickly a body decomposes out in the hot humid air of 
Kentucky?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.deathonline.net/decomposition/decomposition/time.htm" 
target=_blank>Decomposition: Time is variable</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In summer, a human body in an exposed location can be reduced to bones alone 
in just nine days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732850 34740 104 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:22:41pm  
 
 
 
<P>A video report:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://flash.video.worldnow.com/wkyt/WKYT_15092009172
71231446_6169510B.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732859 34740 113 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:25:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7732796" target=_blank>#55</A> badger1970</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the cause of death hanging? If so, that's a personal way to do it. 
Message sent, message received. But to blame Beck, Bachmann and the tea parties 



for this? What was that talk show that got into trouble for a guest that was 
murdered?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote "let's not jump to conclusions." I also wrote that the circumstances 
made it look "suspicious." How is that "blaming Beck, Bachmann, and the tea 
parties?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732870 34740 122 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7732864" target=_blank>#117</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's neither here nor there, because according to the AP story, 
<STRONG>the already-decomposed body was found on 12 
September</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point conceded. But if a body can be reduced to bones in 9 days, significant 
decomposition can take place in a very short time, especially in the Kentucky 
summer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732879 34740 131 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:33:51pm  
 
<P>Here's the Maddow report -- she interviews AP's Justice Department 
correspondent, who says that it's unlikely that the FBI and other federal 
agencies would still be involved at this point if they didn't suspect anti-
government motivations related to his census work:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://msnbcecn.vo.llnwd.net/e1/video/flash/n_maddow_
census_090923.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732919 34740 169 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:43:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7732915" target=_blank>#165</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah. Rachel Maddow said it was right-wingers, must be true. Next up on the 
Rachel Maddow Show: The Bailout. Was it awesome or <EM>incredibly 
awesome</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She did not say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07732926 34740 176 Charles Wed, Sep 23, 2009 10:44:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7732914" target=_blank>#164</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-lopez23-
2009sep23,0,5991275.column" target=_blank>Dark charges from Cardinal Mahony's 
inner circle</A></P> 
<P>A monsignor testifies he wrote a memo urging the cardinal to tell police 
about molestation by a priest. Perhaps, a paper trail exists.</P> 



<P>If you've got rosary beads handy, please say a prayer for the leader of the 
Archdiocese of Los Angeles. Last week was not a good one for Cardinal Roger 
Mahony, and there may be no letup in weeks to come if a certain monsignor 
continues to testify in a deposition being taken as part of a civil case against 
Mahony and the diocese.</P> 
<P>Msgr. Richard Loomis, former vicar of clergy for the archdiocese, said under 
oath that in the year 2000 he wrote a memo advocating that the archdiocese 
inform police about allegations of sexual abuse by a now-defrocked priest named 
Michael Baker. Mahony, Loomis testified, directed him not to report the 
allegations.</P> 
<P>That testimony grabbed the attention of those who have followed the years-
long molestation scandal, in which Mahony has fought like a tomcat to withhold 
documents sought by investigators and has had PR teams build him an image as a 
reformer.</P> 
<P>In all that time, no one from Mahony's inner circle had dared stand up and 
point a finger at the cardinal until Loomis did so last week. With the testimony 
by Loomis, there wasn't just a challenge to the archdiocesan leader, but a 
suggestion that a paper trail exists.</P> 
<P>Loomis testified that when he found out Baker was still performing baptisms 
despite allegations of abuse in the 1990s and orders to discontinue ministry, he 
sent a memo to Mahony recommending that they call the police. He testified that 
Mahony "wrote on the memo and initially his response was to proceed but then 
through the general counsel's office I was told . . . that we were going to 
wait," said Loomis.</P> 
<P>The monsignor also testified that Mahony ordered him not to inform parishes 
where Baker had worked of allegations against the priest.</P> 
<P>... As Luis noted, Mahony knew about Baker's behavior long before Loomis 
asked the cardinal to call the police. Baker told The Times in 2002 that he told 
Mahony of his "problem" in the 1980s. Mahony sent him to a treatment center in 
New Mexico and then allowed him to continue serving in a limited capacity as 
long as he stayed away from minors. But Baker's abuse of boys continued. Luis 
said he was abused by Baker many times over the course of several years.</P> 
<P>"I was 15, a young boy, an altar boy, and my whole family gave their trust 
to" Baker, Luis said. "We opened our doors to him and the person we thought was 
a sacred man, a good person, a good human being -- it turns out that all along 
he was a monster."</P> 
<P>John Manly, the attorney who represents Luis and took the Loomis deposition, 
said he will ask the court to order the archdiocese to produce the memo Loomis 
spoke of.</P> 
<P>"If Loomis is correct," Manly said, Mahony was "encouraging people not to 
call police and to intentionally cover it up. You wonder where law enforcement 
is on this."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a really disgusting story. I was reading it earlier. I'm going to 
post about it tomorrow, and no doubt I'll be called "anti-religion" 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734420 34740 459 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:44:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/7734401" target=_blank>#458</A> maynard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is ridiculous to assign blame to Beck for this unfortunate 
death.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737723 34740 465 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:57:43am  



 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734094 34743 27 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:38:55am  
 
<P>That was a very powerful speech, aimed straight at Iran and 
Ahmadinejad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734222 34744 14 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:57:13am  
 
<P>So Glenn Beck thinks President Obama has a deep-seated hatred for some kind 
of indeterminate thing that he can't or won't define. But he calls it "white 
culture."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734234 34744 21 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:59:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7734225" target=_blank>#16</A> Desert Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's playing "Gotcha"</P> 
<P>Glenn's playing "Squirm like a worm"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it was "gotcha" at all. He made the statement. It's perfectly 
fair to ask him what he meant by it. He could have explained himself, but he 
knew that no matter what he said it was going to look really bad.</P> 
<P>Because it WAS really bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734241 34744 24 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:00:52am  
 
<P>"White culture," of course, is a phrase that you'll find all over sites like 
Stormfront and VDARE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734294 34744 62 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:08:17am  
 
<P>See the update above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734342 34744 100 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:19:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7734336" target=_blank>#95</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, I'd hem and haw too if asked to define "white culture". I guess in the 
end I'd have to say that it was the starter you keep for making 
yogurt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't use the term, no one will ask you to define it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734352 34744 108 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:23:59am  
 
<P>This was just posted at a blog I won't link to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson: Fucking IdiotJust shut up, Johnson. You don't know what 
you're talking about, andyou never did.</P> 



<P>You're all done, man. Off to the showers with 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734369 34744 122 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:27:57am  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is attacking Victor Davis Hanson today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734377 34744 129 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:29:00am  
 
<P>I think it's very revealing that bloggers are contacting VDH trying to get 
him to sign on to the feeding frenzy. This is a concerted 
effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734394 34744 143 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:33:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7734387" target=_blank>#136</A> Haole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's that logo in top right corner?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh! Scary!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734429 34744 171 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:47:31am  
 
<P>Note that Glenn Beck wrote the foreword for the new edition of Cleon 
Skousen's "The 5,000 Year Leap," and heavily promotes the book on his show.</P> 
<P>Skousen also wrote a book called "The Making of America." <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/news/feature/2009/09/16/beck_skousen/index2.html" 
target=_blank>Some quotes from that book</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Toward the end of Reagan's second term, Skousen became the center of a minor 
controversy when state legislators in California approved the official use of 
another of his books, the 1982 history text "The Making of America." Besides 
bursting with factual errors, Skousen's book characterized African-American 
children as "pickaninnies" and described American slave owners as the "worst 
victims" of the slavery system. Quoting the historian Fred Albert Shannon, "The 
Making of America" explained that "[slave] gangs in transit were usually a 
cheerful lot, though the presence of a number of the more vicious type sometimes 
made it necessary for them all to go in chains."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734446 34744 182 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 11:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7734440" target=_blank>#178</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Note that the anti-Muslim blogger "Sheik Yer'Mami" was banned from LGF for 
repeatedly using that word to refer to Condoleezza Rice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734517 34744 248 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 12:10:57pm  
 
<P>Chavez is speaking at the UN.</P> 
<P>Praising Oliver Stone now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734532 34744 262 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 12:13:23pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7734518" target=_blank>#249</A> MrC_5150</EM></P> 
<P>If Simon and Schuster want to pay me to run an ad for Glenn Beck's book while 
I continue to criticize him, I'm happy to take their money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734643 34744 354 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 12:39:52pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.evancarmichael.com/Tools/Top-50-Political-Blogs-2009.htm" 
target=_blank>The Top 50 Political Blogs Of The Year</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738031 34744 491 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:09:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7737549" target=_blank>#490</A> 
mccainiac503</EM></P> 
<P>You are a complete moron if you're going to try to defend Cleon Skousen. Piss 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743592 34744 493 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 11:39:15am  
 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734887 34745 75 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 2:18:01pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck may be having his big meltdown this afternoon.</P> 
<P>He just gave a full-on Paulian rant about bailing out of Afghanistan and Iraq 
and bringing home all the troops ... right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734896 34745 84 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 2:21:16pm  
 
<P>Beck just attacked me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734908 34745 96 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 2:24:07pm  
 
<P>He put up an image from LGF -- showing that I didn't accuse him of actually 
killing a frog at all, but was very clear that it was doubtful.</P> 
<P>And yes, it was still a disgusting stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734916 34745 103 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 2:26:23pm  
 
<P>I guess I'm so insignificant that Glenn Beck has to attack me on his show. Oh 
woe is me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07734921 34745 108 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 2:27:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7734918" target=_blank>#105</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the same show he hoisted the white flag on Afghanistan and 
Iraq?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07735050 34746 81 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:12:42pm  
 
<P>That last one had a sock puppet registered too. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735062 34746 93 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7735058" target=_blank>#89</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish Charles would put that VHD post up in a pink box at the 
top.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea. Will do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735076 34746 107 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7735074" target=_blank>#105</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stalkers are claiming that Charles changed his original from post. Here's 
the google cache from last night. Take screen shots if you want...<A 
href="http://74.125.113.132/search?q=cache:aj_bA46T5BkJ:littlegreenfootballs.com
/+lgf&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>LGF 
cache</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735077 34746 108 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:25:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7735074" target=_blank>#105</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stalkers are claiming that Charles changed his original from post. Here's 
the google cache from last night. Take screen shots if you want...<A 
href="http://74.125.113.132/search?q=cache:aj_bA46T5BkJ:littlegreenfootballs.com
/+lgf&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>LGF 
cache</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can see it right there in the video of Beck's show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735089 34746 119 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:28:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7735081" target=_blank>#112</A> Mike in 
Boulder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you get rid of the Glenn Beck advert that keeps appearing on the upper 
right hand portion of your site? His photo makes me throw up in my mouth a 
little bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? They're paying me perfectly good money to run it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735107 34746 133 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:38:54pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7735101" target=_blank>#128</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure part of them do. Charles wouldn't want to Kermit a sin of 
omission.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not easy being Little Green Footballs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735123 34746 148 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:47:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7735117" target=_blank>#142</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7735098" 
target=_blank>Medaura's latest</A> should not languish on a semi-dead 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm about to do a post on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735126 34746 151 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:48:22pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Kejda, get a load of this one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/45TfEz" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735135 34746 159 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7735130" target=_blank>#154</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and so is The Truth About 9-11.Seriously, I doubt that is factual, and 
won't believe it without a credible (non-whackjob) media link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is absolutely credible and sourced, with names and dates. If you 
still want to refuse to believe it, that's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735144 34746 168 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 3:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7735142" target=_blank>#166</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't about whether or not Beck is a whackjob, which I don't doubt.This 
is something so heinous that the rest of the MSM would be slathering it all over 
the news right now, given his heightened profile.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true. It's well-documented.</P> 
<P>But go ahead and keep denying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735248 34746 269 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 4:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7735207" target=_blank>#229</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most offensive lie that dimwit is propagating about me is that I'm 26. 
These morons better hope I do my research on them with the same diligence they 
are doing theirs on mine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He sent this email to me yesterday before I IP-blocked him:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate the way you continually lie about Stacy McCain being a "white 
supremacist." You are worse than a liar, you are one sick fuck and youneed a 
good lawsuit for libel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735256 34746 277 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 4:54:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7735174" target=_blank>#198</A> 
Flyovercountry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You obviously don't have any children of your own, or you would not have made 
this comment. Let me help you out.</P> 
<P>1. It is impossible to watch your children constantly once they learn to 
walk.2. The concept of majic tricks is a tough one for really young children. 
After your well thought out explanation, they would only be more frightened of 
the man who can now magically kill frogs.3. Traumatize children are generally 
difficult to deal with. This was just sick.</P> 
<P>No, it does not replace, "Oligarhy," as my favorite Beck Meltdown moment, 
more because of its insidious nature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have children either, but I don't seem to be having any problem 
understanding this extremely simple point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735275 34746 296 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 5:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7735200" target=_blank>#222</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New Jersey. Seems it's a public school, either way I can't get too worked up 
about it.. Black history month. They're singing a song about racial equality and 
the first black President. I just can't get outraged by it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The outrages are coming fast and furious. A new one every day. Gotta keep 
those angry readers at a boil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735291 34746 312 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 5:06:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7735285" target=_blank>#306</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to admit that the whole "lightworker" thing was creepy. And it 
didn't come from the right - it was authentic other-worldly 
adoration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Lightworker" idiocy came from SF Chronicle moonbat Mark Morford -- one 
of the most whacked out fools currently writing for any newspaper. I don't think 
it ever really caught on outside of his weird little world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735304 34746 325 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 5:09:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7735300" target=_blank>#321</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just got off the Todd Tiahrt townhall call, he's running for senator from 
Kansas to replace Brownback. From the townhall I get that he's just another 
Brownback, a Socon in Fiscon clothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not surprised. The religious far right is tightening their grip on the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07735342 34746 362 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 5:23:35pm  
 
<P>Lost of hate mail coming in now from Glenn Beck fans.</P> 
<P>From the address "upyours@yahoo.com":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really Charles, no wonder you are losing readership. You have to be one of 
the more asinine imbeciles in the blog world!</P> 
<P>You claim everybody but you and yours are racists, haters, Nazis, 
extremists... you name it.</P> 
<P>Charles, stop projecting!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(Of course, LGF's readership has been rising steadily for the past two 
months, and we're current on track to have well over 2 million page views this 
month.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736385 34746 653 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:21:38pm  
 
<P>Adieu!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737850 34746 661 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:28:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7737650" target=_blank>#660</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <STRONG>Glen Beck:Frog Killer</STRONG> headline could have been a little 
different to match the body of the post.</P> 
<P>Since you stated that your objection was to the staging and not the actual 
killing of a frog the headline would have better as <STRONG>Glen Beck:'Frog 
Killer'</STRONG> or <STRONG>Glen Beck:Frog Killer?</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>In that way there would have been no way that anyone could have accused you 
stating that the killing of the frog was a fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I guess it's too much to expect anyone to actually read what I 
write.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736265 34748 3 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 8:56:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7736258" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name that accent. Italian?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds Russian or East European to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736295 34748 24 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:02:01pm  
 
<P>"But let's cot through the boolsheet..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736315 34748 38 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:05:38pm  
 
<P>She's Romanian. Here's her YouTube page.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/ZOMGitsCriss" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736389 34748 91 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:22:30pm  
 
<P>Just had another Beckmelt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736420 34748 117 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:29:10pm  
 
<P>OK, now this is weird.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cleonskousen.com/news" 
target=_blank>www.cleonskousen.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736427 34748 124 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:31:10pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7736423" target=_blank>#120</A> 
davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fan site, eh? Well, maybe he's using the same program that puts up 
advertisements for Beck's new book on the right side! Isn't there any way to fix 
that, by the way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fix what? Simon and Schuster are paying me perfectly good, green money for 
that ad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736485 34748 173 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:56:24pm  
 
<P>The film about Charles Darwin, "Creation," has been picked up by a US 
distributor:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.reuters.com/article/filmNews/idUSTRE58O0OG20090925" 
target=_blank>U.S. deal evolves for Darwin biopic Creation</A>.</P> 
<P>(That headline is Reuters' idea of humor, I think.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736492 34748 180 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 9:59:33pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately, that Darwin film is from Mel Gibson's production company, but 
it doesn't look like Mel got his filthy hands into it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736496 34748 184 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:00:57pm  
 
<P>Look out. They're pissed off again.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read this blog for at least 3 yrs. But, lately you have gone wacky. I 
won't be back. You need some professional help. You are obsessing on creationist 
and Glenn Beck. Think about taking Saturday and Sunday off and get a life 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736502 34748 189 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:03:32pm  
 



<P>Another one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you find one person on the right to defend you. Funny, a search for 
hanson shows you pretty much dropped VDH &amp; any links to his essays likea ton 
of bricks after BHO was elected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07736507 34748 194 Charles Thu, Sep 24, 2009 10:07:06pm  
 
<P>And another (this one is classic):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just discovered that my LGF account is blocked, even though I have not made 
any comments, dinged anything down, registered at any anti-LGFwebsites or done 
anything else that would get me banned. I live with earth2moonbat, and we share 
an IP address at the house, but blocking me is guilt by association, isn't it? 
I'm really disappointed in you, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's from "Amy." Her pal, Earth2moonbat, melted down earlier with an 
obscenity-laced post full of insults. Gee -- why would I ban her account too? I 
guess I'm just <EM>that</EM> evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737761 34748 319 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:07:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7737195" target=_blank>#314</A> gregb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@1:01 That's funny. The Constitution says inalienable rights that cannot be 
transferred to another nor surrendered except by the person possessing them. The 
founders believed these were given by God as so that no other man could take 
them away.</P> 
<P>Maybe she should read the Constitution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please cite the section of the US Constitution that uses the word "God" in 
relation to human rights.</P> 
<P>Hint: you won't be able to. The US Constitution does not mention God at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738351 34748 322 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 12:53:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7738277" target=_blank>#321</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>gregb doesn't claim the Constitution mentions god. He claims that the 
founders believed that Natural Rights were granted by god. This is true in the 
case of many, if not most of the Founders (even if "their Creator" (which is in 
the Declaration, not the Constitution) was merely a rhetorical flourish by 
Jefferson, and didn't mean what the religious would call THE Creator).</P> 
<P>The chick in the vid was wrong about the rights being granted by man when in 
fact they were granted by nature/existence (or by god if you are so inclined), 
though as I said, the rest rocked :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really believe your rights are granted by "nature," try spending a few 
weeks in an Amazonian rain forest, then come back and let me know how well your 
rights were respected by nature.</P> 
<P>Human beings grant "human rights." Human beings enforce "human rights." The 
concept is a human concept, and it has no analog whatsoever in nature.</P> 
<P>If you wish to believe your rights are granted to you by God, that's your 
choice -- but it's a belief, not a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07739580 34748 328 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 7:47:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7739570" target=_blank>#326</A> spudly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am an atheist, so I don't imagine my natural rights are granted by anyone—
positively enumerated rights are a different matter. Saying they are granted "by 
nature" is something that, say, Jefferson might have written. I would personally 
say I have them by virtue of existence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's not true at all. By virtue of existence, you have no rights at 
all.</P> 
<P>The only rights you have are those granted by other human beings. And there 
are many points in history at which human beings have gratuitously taken away 
those rights -- often causing the deaths of millions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737705 34750 817 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:53:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/809/7737696" target=_blank>#809</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Traced that comment back to a blog that is disgusting. Won't link it, but 
here is the first paragraph of a recent post:</P> 
<P>I don't know what is more dismaying - that people on the right who have 
turned on LGF don't know who they are embracing, or that they 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of them do know what they're supporting. There's no doubt about that. 
And the others are in a state of willful ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737747 34750 858 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:02:47am  
 
<P>I'm not going to debate the banning of people who hang out at sites where 
people trash me, and where they link to sites of people who trash me -- but not 
to LGF. That's sneaky behavior. I'm not going to wait for it to develop into 
something worse -- again. And it's more than a little irritating to read 
comments from people who seem to believe they know how to run LGF better than I 
do.</P> 
<P>If anyone's unhappy about this to the point where you need to make a big 
statement, save it. Your big statement will be deleted. Just stop coming to LGF 
instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738018 34750 972 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:05:46am  
 
<P>I'm closing comments on this thread now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737862 34751 20 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:30:31am  
 
<P>Note that it sounds like this guy was never actually in touch with any real 
Al Qaeda members. The whole thing was an FBI sting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737907 34751 53 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:39:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7737896" target=_blank>#45</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The cell phone detonator that didn't.. It reminds me of that famous picture 
from Iraq from the IED tech. <A 
href="http://picasaweb.google.com/jms1793/MorePictures#5385459801737128258" 
target=_blank>1 Call Missed.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or you could link to the source of that image:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/14925_01_Call_Missed" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737952 34751 88 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:50:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7737935" target=_blank>#73</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get how on earth a person could defend a terrorist. What would you 
say? Aside from pleading innocent by way of insanity, how exactly could you make 
a case against all the physical evidence attendant with a terrorist operation? 
Why would you even WANT to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, this is what criminal defense lawyers do. It's the basis of the 
American justice system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737958 34751 94 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 10:51:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7737902" target=_blank>#49</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These two events were scheduled to happen this week. Look what's happening in 
D.C. today.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.islamoncapitolhill.com/Home_Page.html" 
target=_blank>www.islamoncapitolhill.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hat tip to NJDhockeyfan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to touch this story. It's already been hijacked by the anti-
Muslim blogs. They can have it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741100 34751 136 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 12:29:10pm  
 
<P>So long. That was your last chance.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07737992 34752 13 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:00:20am  
 
<P>Well, Netanyahu's senior adviser may think I'm OK, but right wing bloggers 
really, <EM>really</EM> hate me. As much as they hate Pat Buchanan.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
ightwingnews.com/2009/09/right-of-center-bloggers-select-their-least-favorite-
people-on-the-right-2009-edition/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>rightwingnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738043 34752 49 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7738022" target=_blank>#31</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So the least disliked (i.e., most liked) are Pat Robertson (4), Mitt Romney 
(4), and Michael Smerconish (4).</P> 
<P>I don't think I'd worry about not being liked by these 
folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. Pat Robertson! Good freaking grief. The right wing blogosphere has 
gone completely off the rails, if they hate me as much as they hate Pat "Hitler 
wasn't so bad" Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738047 34752 53 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:12:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7738044" target=_blank>#50</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/so when is the Zionist paycheck coming through?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have it on good authority that the check is in the mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738085 34752 91 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:25:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7738082" target=_blank>#88</A> Oh no...Sand 
People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that not creepy or what.</P> 
<P>I mean...there have to be strings holding him up 
somewhere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see anything creepy there, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738105 34752 111 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 11:29:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7738095" target=_blank>#101</A> 
davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the "creepy" bit is how Obama's expression doesn't seem to change 
much at all from picture to picture, even though they obviously couldn't have 
been taken in the rapid-fire demonstrated. On the one hand, a guy in politics 
has probably learned to make a nice consistent smile to wow all his supporters 
with. On the other hand, I certainly couldn't reproduce a smile with that sort 
of accuracy even once.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just can't see anything odd or creepy about a politician with a practiced 
smile. Next we'll start getting creeped out because he shakes hands, or bows to 
the wrong people.</P> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738233 34752 230 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 12:15:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7738203" target=_blank>#201</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer infiltrated the gathering and Crazy Pam posted the pics. They 
showed up, did their thing and went home.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morons. I see that the shrieking harpy has also posted another in her endless 
series of LGF=Hitler videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738307 34752 300 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 12:40:13pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7738261" target=_blank>#257</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<P>Yeesh.</P> 
<P>And what if the Muslims at these gatherings DON'T call for jihad? From all 
accounts, this was a completely peaceful event.</P> 
<P>Last time I checked, the right to peaceably assemble was something that ALL 
Americans enjoyed, not just non-Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738311 34752 304 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 12:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7738309" target=_blank>#302</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have faith in science to find a solution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But apparently not enough faith to believe climate scientists when they tell 
you there's a serious problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738365 34752 356 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 1:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7738319" target=_blank>#312</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<P>I see that you down-dinged my post. Is that just a little retaliation thing, 
or do you actually disagree that US Muslims have the right to peaceably 
assemble?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738381 34752 372 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 1:08:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7738374" target=_blank>#365</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. So, the Muslims in the group "want to speak out against the 
jihad," but are afraid to do so--even though they know of others in their 
community who are of like mind, and even though they know of people outside 
their community who would be in sympathy with them, but whom they do not wish to 
ask for aid?</P> 
<P>While I would love to be sympathetic to the people you describe, what you are 
actually saying is that jihad is the message du jour in at least one domestic 
Muslim community, so much so that other members of that community dare not 
oppose them, nor even dare to approach others outside the community about 
it.</P> 
<P>Somebody has to grow a pair in that community--whether individually or 
collectively--and take action, if the term "moderate Muslim" is not to continue 
being a term of derisive mockery. Either that, or eventually much uglier 
consequence will descend upon the community from without.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it bother you at all that this characterization of what Muslims in the 
community think is coming from someone who clearly distrusts Muslims in general, 
and <EM>not</EM> from members of this (unspecified) community?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738416 34752 407 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 1:21:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7738392" target=_blank>#383</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there anyone who didn't see this coming?</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/blogs/2009/09/25/politics/politicalhotsheet/entry53
39718.shtml" target=_blank>Students' Obama Song Used For GOP Fundraising</A></P> 
<P>Obviously, I find the video ludicrous and disturbing but generalizing it into 
some kind of statement about the administration is pretty far around the bend 
itself. If we had caught the White House press office producing and distributing 
this to thousands, it would be a different story but that isn't what happened 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As usual, the GOP is racing to the bottom and trying to capitalize on the 
latest fake outrage, by whipping up the base into a frenzy over something that's 
not important in the least, to try to squeeze out some more 
money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738503 34753 26 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 1:50:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7738501" target=_blank>#24</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right Wing News emailed more than 260 right-of-center bloggers and asked them 
to send us a list of people they considered to be the least liked and respected 
people who were generally thought to be on the Right. Representatives from the 
following 52 blogs responded…</P> 
<P>Which also means 80% of those asked didn't give "Right wing news" the time of 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been sending these stupid things to me unsolicited for years, and I 
haven't participated in one. Maybe he'll stop emailing me now, which would be a 
positive outcome from this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738507 34753 28 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 1:51:16pm  
 
<P>Several of the bloggers in that list are Birthers, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738580 34753 86 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:08:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7738544" target=_blank>#55</A> Ken K</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O/T, but am I the only one to find it ironic that there is an ad for Glenn 
Beck's book in the sidebar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing ironic about the money Simon and Schuster is paying to run 
that ad. I have no problem taking their money while continuing to criticize the 
weeping frogkiller. (Yes, I know he didn't really kill a frog. The name just 
seems to fit him.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738591 34753 96 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:10:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7738584" target=_blank>#90</A> meeshlr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a previous thread, I think Charles said that he accepted that ad on 
purpose ... the person who submitted it was obviously trying to make some point 
and Charles gets both the money and the last laugh.</P> 
<P>Hey ... if I click on it, would the person have to pay more?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, that's a Blogad -- clicks don't affect the payment amount. They pay a 
flat fee for a certain amount of time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738689 34753 187 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:38:21pm  
 
<P>Just noticed a down-dinger on the latest evolution thread -- "paledry."</P> 
<P>Checked the Overlord Correlator Tool, and sure enough -- it was a sock puppet 
for 'lincolntf'. Blocked again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738692 34753 189 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:41:36pm  
 
<P>A psycho is using the contact form again -- a creep who uses the email 
address 'your_conscience@God.gov'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738700 34753 195 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7738695" target=_blank>#191</A> meeshlr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: When people click your Amazon links and make a purchase, do you get 
a list of items that were purchased?</P> 
<P>A read a comment on another blog which made it seem like they 
did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the Amazon account page does show which items were purchased through 
associate referrals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738708 34753 202 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:46:11pm  
 
<P>Just turned on Glenn Beck's show - right in time to hear one of his audience 
members praising Ron Paul. And now there's an anti-vaxer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738725 34753 219 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 2:50:50pm  
 
<P>Meltdown #1!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738786 34753 275 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 3:27:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7738776" target=_blank>#266</A> lurking 
faith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm. Well, the list has changed at least twice since it got the 
stick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just put in the code so that any blocked users will also be immediately 
removed from the tracking table.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738797 34753 285 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 3:34:21pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Racist palocon nutjob Lew Rockwell on Fox News with Judge Napolitano, 
advocating secession.</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://media2.foxnews.com/092209/092209_fw_rockwell_B
1200.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738804 34753 292 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 3:39:44pm  
 
<P>Rockwell and Napolitano are openly advocating treason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738809 34753 297 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 3:43:02pm  
 
<P>Look at the list of topics on Napolitano's show:</P> 
<P>RevolutionMartial LawAbolishing the Fed</P> 
<P>It's like a table of contents of wacko extreme right causes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/video/index.html?playerId=011008&amp;streamingForma
t=FLASH&amp;referralObject=9911819&amp;referralPlaylistId=f52a51671863b923159610
52a736ef0a187b26ce" target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738838 34753 325 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 4:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/7738830" target=_blank>#317</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, but anyone care to fill me in on who Magnificent Bubba is? S/he has been 
downdinging everything in sight on the Lounge thread... The nic reminds me of 
the insane Bubba Zee... could it be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a very angry, now-banned moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738850 34754 8 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 4:11:06pm  
 
<P>And today Glenn Beck had an audience full of Paulians and anti-vaccination 
home-schoolers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738872 34754 27 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 4:20:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7738862" target=_blank>#19</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty sure we fought a war to settle the secession issue. Maybe these two 
missed it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't miss it. They just think the wrong side won.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738943 34754 90 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 4:53:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7738888" target=_blank>#39</A> 
Russkilitlover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Late to all threads today so don't know extent of discussion but I don't see 
here the condemnation of the violence in Pittsburgh as opposed to the perceived 
"violence" at 9/12 DC or other Tea Party protests.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't already gotten enough condemnation from every other right wing 
blog?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738946 34754 93 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 4:55:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7738889" target=_blank>#40</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that why you call Lew Rockwell racist? Honest question--I don't really 
follow the fringes to know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the link in the post to see one example of Rockwell's racism. Or you 
could just go to his website and start reading some of the hateful crap. I won't 
link to it any more than I'd link to Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738960 34754 106 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7738955" target=_blank>#101</A> 
RightLogic</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739049 34754 117 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:27:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7739043" target=_blank>#116</A> 
fenrisdesigns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://reason.com/blog/show/136346.html" target=_blank>Reason.com's 
Nick Gillespie on Napolitano</A></P> 
<P>Now the cynic kicks in: I question Nick's assessment that the protests are 
part of a libertarian uprising, so much as an exercise in playing favorites 
party-wise. Note that the left-libertarians along the lines of Carol Moore and 
Bill Maher have settled down now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About half of the content at Reason is pure crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740775 34754 131 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:44:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7740661" target=_blank>#130</A> Kennyboy</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07738979 34755 15 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:09:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7738972" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google the name. Yikes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I wonder if that's the same person?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739032 34755 61 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:23:42pm  
 
<P>Three meltdowns in the last 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07739038 34755 67 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:24:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7739033" target=_blank>#62</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keep fighting the good and righteous fight Charles.</P> 
<P>Don't let these people get you down. Sometimes you have to put up with a ton 
of crap and then come out the other side smelling right as 
rain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, LH. I appreciate the support.</P> 
<P>I was forwarded an email from realwest, by the way, and he's raging and 
spewing obscenities at me too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739091 34755 113 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:37:43pm  
 
<P>It doesn't prove anything, but the email address this was sent from (it was 
not from the contact form, it was real email from a private account) is a 
derivative of the 'Susan Saxe' name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739124 34755 144 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 5:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7739104" target=_blank>#126</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am a big fan of Sowell. Unfortunately, he recently wrote <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=YmU0NGQ0ZTQzZTU4Zjk4MjdjZWMzYTM4Nzk2M
zQ0MGI=" target=_blank>this</A>, "When I see the worsening degeneracy in our 
politicians, our media, our educators, and our intelligentsia, I can’t help 
wondering if the day may yet come when the only thing that can save this country 
is a military coup."</P> 
<P>He also said it in a video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thomas Sowell has gone off the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740647 34755 236 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:27:46am  
 
<P>This hateful creep followed up by filing an abuse complaint with my web host, 
because I published her hate mail! Yes, really.</P> 
<P>It went nowhere, of course. And then she sent me several more hate 
mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739216 34756 20 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 6:11:28pm  
 
<P>Wow. I knew my ears were burning tonight for some reason. It's a 
hatefest!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22
charles%20johnson%22&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wb" 
target=_blank>blogsearch.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739222 34756 24 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 6:13:16pm  



 
<P>Sorted by date:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?client=safari&amp;oe=UTF-
8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;hl=en&amp;q=%22charles+johnson%22&amp;scoring=d" 
target=_blank>blogsearch.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're on to me. I'm a sekrit Moooslim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739239 34756 38 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 6:18:02pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, an astounding number of parents in California are refusing to get 
their kids vaccinated for H1N1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739301 34756 95 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 6:34:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7739275" target=_blank>#70</A> 
davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, now the top post in the time scale is one I posted defending you, 
Charles. Hope it helps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that!</P> 
<P>I'm actually glad that I built up my lizard-like exoskeleton when the left 
wingers were attacking me for years. It's serving me well now, as the right wing 
blogosphere turns on me like a pack of rabid wolverines, because I won't go 
crazy like they have.</P> 
<P>I never joined their club in the first place. Why would I care that they're 
tossing me out, when I was never a member?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739311 34756 103 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 6:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7739287" target=_blank>#82</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2009/09/24/fed-lawyer-audits-called-
for-by-ron-paul-could-hurt-monetary-policy/" target=_blank>Fed Lawyer: Audits 
Called for by Ron Paul Could Hurt Monetary Policy</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a horrible idea. The real reason behind this legislation: they want to 
abolish the Fed altogether, as a step toward reinstating the gold standard, a 
crazy atavistic idea that would destroy America's economy if we were ever dumb 
enough to let it happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739753 34757 130 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:47:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7739747" target=_blank>#129</A> 
missviolin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was he never married? Is it possible that he was gay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739459 34758 6 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 7:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7739443" target=_blank>#1</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why the Sweden tag, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Autofill. The tag is now "Denmark."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739496 34758 25 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 7:26:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7739487" target=_blank>#21</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, did you know that "in the recorded history of his family", there has 
never been a divorce, and no gay people?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Inhofe#LGBT_rights" 
target=_blank>It's true!</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Inhofe is a disgrace. That's far from the only insane thing he's 
said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739534 34758 48 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 7:33:56pm  
 
<P>Here's JammieWearingFool at the newly formed stalker blog:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JammieWearingFool said...Maybe I can put that other site back on my blogroll 
and direct the link here, just for laughs.</P> 
<P>SEPTEMBER 25, 2009 7:21 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This creep had two sock puppets registered at LGF, and hyped his blog at LGF 
for years.</P> 
<P>Just in case anyone had any doubt about the motivations of those 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739565 34758 68 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 7:43:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7739562" target=_blank>#67</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While I don't approve of what Inhofe is doing, "treason" is way too strong a 
word. That word refers to acting against one's country, not against the politics 
of the President. It would never have occurred to me to refer to, say, opponents 
of Bush's Social Security proposal as "traitors".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I agree. I wouldn't call this "treason." Just extremely crappy 
behavior.</P> 
<P>I'm just pointing out that very similar things were called "treason" in the 
Bush era.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739622 34758 113 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:02:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7739612" target=_blank>#103</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Studying the graphs" is not sufficient to understand the phenomenon.</P> 
<P>As is now my habit, I encourage any and every one who wants to get up to 
speed on the top to start with the <A href="http://www.aip.org/history/climate/" 
target=_blank>Discovery of Global Warming</A> website of the American Institute 
of Physics. It is the best primer on the subject I have found.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very good link. Unfortunately, I've learned that a lot of the people 
who most strongly deny that anthropogenic global warming is taking place, are 



also the same people who most strongly resist actually learning about the 
science behind it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739653 34758 140 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:14:41pm  
 
<P>I enabled the contact form yesterday, and so far I've received:</P> 
<P>21 hate mails</P> 
<P>4 support mails</P> 
<P>That ratio's not too bad. But I'm starting to lean toward disabling the 
contact form for good. Too many of the hate mails are psychotic. It's getting 
old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739679 34758 165 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:22:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7739672" target=_blank>#158</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a possibility. Not sure yet. Charles is reading his book, I might pick 
it up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blumenthal's book is very good. I recommend it, for anyone who wants to learn 
about how the religious far right took over the GOP.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1568583982/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Republican Gomorrah: Inside the Movement that Shattered the 
Party</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739738 34758 224 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:44:53pm  
 
<P>Just in, with the title, "You suck cock":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey dipshit. There is a political party for you and it is called the Democrat 
party.</P> 
<P>Stop trying to act like you are going to change the GOP. Nobody gives a fuck 
for liberals like yourself.</P> 
<P>Go suck your liberal boytoy's cock and STFU for once, please.</P> 
<P>In other words, FUCK YOU CHUCK.</P> 
<P>Get cancer and fucking die already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739771 34758 254 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 8:53:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7739766" target=_blank>#249</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O. M. G.</P> 
<P>That is absolutely disgusting.I just came back to the computer and that's the 
first thing I saw.Unbelievably disgusting.</P> 
<P>What sort of <EM>purpose</EM> could a <EM>rational adult</EM> be thinking of 
to send such a message?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a lot of similar ones.</P> 
<P>The ugly psychotic hatred that's coming from the right wing over the past few 
months is light years beyond the ugliest stuff I ever received from left 
wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07739800 34758 282 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:03:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7739783" target=_blank>#266</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing that interview did remind me to do is to research the Abramoff/Reed 
/ C street gang a bit more KT, so it was appreciated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read quite a bit on Rushdoony and Schaeffer, and Abramoff and his 
connections to top GOP politicians, and I've still been learning new things from 
the book. He did a very impressive job of researching the connections between 
all these people, with a special emphasis on the Dobson empire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739815 34758 296 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:07:17pm  
 
<P>Here comes another climate denier dinging his way through the 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739827 34758 308 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:10:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7739819" target=_blank>#300</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I noticed you downdinged those global cooling posts. I didn't post 
those because I believe them. I did it to show how silly the hysteria was back 
then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did, because the idea that there was ever a scientific consensus that 
the Earth was cooling is completely false. It's been proven false. I'm at the 
point of being quite impatient with people who bring up that talking point, as 
if it somehow refutes the current overwhelming scientific consensus that global 
warming is real. It doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739830 34758 311 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:12:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7739826" target=_blank>#307</A> 
Cheesehead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I accept and respect your down-dings on my recent posts. Thats what 
that function is there for. But, I want to ask you one simple question: if I 
choose to down-ding one of your comments, is that grounds for automatic 
dismissal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're trying to dare me to block your account, that's probably not a very 
good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07739853 34758 334 Charles Fri, Sep 25, 2009 9:22:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7739845" target=_blank>#326</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just think it could have been done better. Combat back then was groups of 
tightly packed men inches away from each other stabbing enemies in the balls and 
face. A smooth floored soundstage and backflips were just too much for 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I didn't like '300' much. Technically it was very impressive. But the story 
was silly, and the characters were completely one dimensional. It was an 
authoritarian wet dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740686 34758 544 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:58:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7740013" target=_blank>#485</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm feeling bad 'cause just 10 minutes ago I updonged Cheesehead a few times, 
thinking he was asking an innocent question. Ah well. Someday I'll figure out 
how to use this karma system properly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to rub it in, but maybe you should reconsider some of your 
criticisms of people being banned. You seem to be way too willing to give people 
the benefit of the doubt, and criticize me for doing what I need to do to keep 
LGF running.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740655 34759 547 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:37:09am  
 
<P>I do absolutely appreciate it when people stick up for LGF.</P> 
<P>I'm not crazy about comments bashing people once they flounce off, although 
to a certain extent a lot of them earn the abuse, by behaving like complete 
assholes.</P> 
<P>And by the way, the hateful person who sent that email about "the Jews don't 
want your sorry liberal ass ... fuck off and die" followed up by filing an abuse 
complaint with my web host.</P> 
<P>It went nowhere, of course. All they had to do was take one look at what she 
sent, and the fact that I did not publish her email address, and it was 
over.</P> 
<P>Then she sent me several more hate mails, including this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are completely insane asshole. Has it not occurred to you that the 
internet is a public place? What they've all said about you is true, it must be 
awful to be over the hill, stupid and crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740671 34759 562 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:44:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/7740668" target=_blank>#559</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's bashing to speak the truth about back stabbers, then please delete my 
327.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't consider that "bashing" anyone in particular.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740673 34759 564 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:46:56am  
 
<P>P.S. I was referring to comments that mention specific people by name.</P> 
<P>(And this is not a hard and fast rule, by the way. If there's information 
that needs to be shared I have no problem with it. Just saying, in general, if 
people flounce off and get blocked, it's better to just forget about them in 
public.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740759 34759 635 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:38:03am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7740714" target=_blank>#603</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been stopping by RSM's blog every other day or so just to watch the self 
immolation. He is consumed with hate and his posts are nothing more than 
hyperventilating rants void of reason or rational thought. Its a nonstop temper 
tantrum.</P> 
<P>Actually I kind of feel a bit sorry for his wife. 6 kids and a hubby whose 
having anger seizures day and night pounding the keyboard and muttering to 
himself. Aint no way he's much help.</P> 
<P>Such a loser. And all his RWNJ blog buddies cheering him on, pretending to 
ignore all the "BurkeDabneyCalhoun" racist posts he thought he could sneak past 
everyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty amazing to watch right wing bloggers lining up to support an 
obviously deranged person. Or, well, it <EM>would</EM> be amazing, if I could 
still be amazed by that kind of idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740768 34760 20 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:41:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7740756" target=_blank>#12</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>At this point, I'm absolutely convinced that the Birther insanity is being 
perpetuated by barely concealed racism. These are people who just can't stand 
the idea that a black man has been elected to the presidency, but they have a 
vague sense that it might not be OK to come right out and say that. So instead, 
the suppressed racism is oozing out in this kind of craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740834 34760 81 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 11:07:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7740800" target=_blank>#49</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding all these "child indoctrination" videos floating around these 
days...<A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/09/25/flashback-students-
sang-b_n_300372.html" target=_blank>Flashback: Students Sang Bush's Praises Too 
(And For Katrina Response!)</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740871 34760 113 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 11:21:49am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7740825" target=_blank>#73</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, puh-leeze. There's no comparison, and you know it.It's almost as if over-
enthusiastic NEA members are using school children as themedium for their 
personal political messages in the form of performance art.Their emphasis is on 
the man himself, not the presidency. That's what is so 
inappropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see a very obvious comparison. In fact, if I thought there was something 
horribly inappropriate about schoolchildren singing songs praising the 
President, I might think the Bush song about Katrina was even worse -- because 



it happened at the White House with the explicit approval of President Bush 
himself.</P> 
<P>But the fact is, I don't see anything wrong at all with either of these 
cases.</P> 
<P>What's wrong is the increasingly hysterical tendency of right wingers to 
freak out over completely insignificant issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07740929 34760 169 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 11:36:54am  
 
<P>The principal of the school where those children sang the song about Obama 
has been receiving death threats, by the way.</P> 
<P>Good work, Michelle Malkin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741041 34760 278 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 12:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7741035" target=_blank>#272</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to DU /take with grain of salt, but might be true / these guys are 
associated with Alan Keyes / Bloody Randall Terry</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wouldn't be surprising at all.</P> 
<P>And get ready for the next dim-witted conspiracy theory -- it's been bubbling 
away for a while but now Weird Nut Drooly creationist writer Jack Cashill is 
starting to push it hard: that Bill Ayers wrote Barack Obama's 
autobiography.</P> 
<P>Several right wing blogs are raving about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741046 34760 282 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 12:11:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7741026" target=_blank>#263</A> lurking 
faith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dang. I want to point something out to Charles that I'd really rather not 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Send email to my first name at my domain name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741050 34760 286 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 12:12:00pm  
 
<P>The contact form is currently disabled because I'm tired of people using it 
to send hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741308 34761 40 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 1:40:56pm  
 
<P>Little Boy Heroically Shoots, Mutilates Burglar:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/EDWo6m5hbG4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07741377 34761 99 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:03:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7741347" target=_blank>#73</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess so. I saw a thread full of people saying that pretending to boil a 
frog on network news was horribly inappropriate and monstrous. But a clip about 
a kid shooting a human over and over again, and then smearing the blood all over 
himself... that's funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, one is obviously humorous, and the other was using the staged 
killing of an animal to make a political point.</P> 
<P>One of these things is not like the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741445 34761 159 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:18:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7741440" target=_blank>#154</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever, man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, there's really a limit to how much of this I'll put up with. And 
you're getting pretty close to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741459 34761 170 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7741444" target=_blank>#158</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the clip from The Onion didn't have a political point to 
make?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure didn't see a political point there, but maybe you're seeing something 
I didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741474 34761 184 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:23:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7741472" target=_blank>#182</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy crap. Are people really giving The Onion a hard time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... they're giving <EM>me</EM> a hard time. I think I'm supposed to feel 
shame that I posted that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741490 34761 197 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:28:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7741485" target=_blank>#193</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The political point was:</P> 
<P>Gun Culture == Bad</P> 
<P>The Onion mocks all sides pretty equally, but this one pretty obviously has 
an anti-gun movement tinge to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're being over-sensitive. I didn't get an anti-gun message from it 
at all. It was a parody of a common news story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741506 34761 211 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 2:33:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7741499" target=_blank>#204</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To clarify my part in the discussion - I don't think any shame is in order, I 
actually do think the Onion video was funny. I was pointing out the disconnect 
with the outrage expressed the other night, which I stand by. In the end, nobody 
actually died so it doesn't matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean you were pointing out what you <EM>thought</EM> was a disconnect. I 
don't agree at all that this "disconnect" exists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741876 34761 261 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:23:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7741790" target=_blank>#253</A> Boris 
Badenov</EM></P> 
<P>OK, that is enough. You've been setting off alarm signals for quite a while, 
and that comment is the last one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744906 34761 275 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 7:48:07pm  
 
<P>Again, trying to post the flounce-off comment in an old thread. How drearily 
predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743465 34762 83 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:41:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7741723" target=_blank>#77</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, however, and please let's be fair... there is a difference between 
having to defend your home and hoping you don't have to shoot, and the sort of 
very real paranoid delusional out there that this is coming to lampoon.</P> 
<P>I don't think they were talking about you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so, either. I notice this with certain topics, though -- people 
are extremely ready to take offense.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741675 34763 42 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 3:56:08pm  
 
<P>If you've been following the story of the Los Angeles archdiocese, this is 
really just the tip of the iceberg. Mahony has been running a PR campaign for 
years, resisting releasing information, paying off accusers, etc. etc. etc.</P> 
<P>The facade is finally beginning to crack. When it really falls down, this is 
going to be nearly as bad as the situation in Ireland, where a <EM>majority</EM> 
of children in Catholic schools were molested or abused.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741719 34763 80 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 4:21:38pm  
 
<P>I don't know why I still bother even looking at Hot Air. 
<STRIKE>Chickenshitpundit</STRIKE> Allahpundit posted the Kirk Cameron "Origin 
of Species" video, and the comments are just overflowing with fanatical End 
Timers and creationists.</P> 
<P>Yech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07741725 34763 85 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 4:25:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7741720" target=_blank>#81</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't help look either. The Green Room put up an article against the pig 
flu vaccine earlier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's every bit as bad as Free Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741907 34763 249 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:30:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7741900" target=_blank>#242</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dinger at 12:00</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more. That was a sock puppet for another banned user.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741972 34763 310 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:48:07pm  
 
<P>I have an excellent new addition to the Overlord Correlator Tool for 
detecting sock puppets, by the way.</P> 
<P>Nothing to do with this topic, but I've just deployed it and already 
discovered three sock puppet accounts, two of which were creeps who hang out at 
the stalker blog.</P> 
<P>Now back to our regularly scheduled religious argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741979 34763 317 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:50:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7741976" target=_blank>#314</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that work with IPs? I'd hate to be considered a sock puppeteer if any of 
my coworkers discovered this site and tried to join up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IP addresses are so yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07741998 34763 331 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7741990" target=_blank>#324</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they trying to get someone to beg them to stay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they're trying to let Daddy know how much they hate him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742005 34763 338 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 5:57:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7742001" target=_blank>#334</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are doing MAC discoveries from the incoming core switch?Cool tool..you 
can't hide from MAC addresses...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sshhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07742046 34763 373 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:12:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7742039" target=_blank>#369</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>posting elsewhere is a different matter...the 'flounce' is a matter of 
pride</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's more a matter of deep-seated psychological problems.</P> 
<P>Their dramatic "goodbye cruel world" message will be deleted within minutes, 
and they know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742189 34763 413 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:57:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7742185" target=_blank>#412</A> Throbert 
McGee</EM></P> 
<P>I have yet to see a case where that was true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745258 34763 460 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:49:38pm  
 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742069 34764 10 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:19:13pm  
 
<P>Every time I hear that 40% of the US population doesn't believe in evolution, 
I am gobsmacked anew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742086 34764 19 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:24:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7742084" target=_blank>#18</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those of you who are reading it, is it accessible to someone like myself 
who doesn't have much science education past high school bio and 
chemistry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, definitely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742092 34764 24 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:27:43pm  
 
<P>Why does Dawkins have this reputation of being a "jerk?"</P> 
<P>I really haven't seen that in anything I've read by him, or any of the videos 
I've watched. Is it because he's an unabashed atheist? Does that equate to 
"jerk?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742113 34764 41 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7742100" target=_blank>#31</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched Dawkins being interviewed by Ben Stein in his documentary 
"Expelled". Frankly, Dawkins came across a bit foolish. Maybe it was the 
editing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It was definitely the editing. That movie was worse than any Michael Moore 
film.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742134 34764 59 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7742115" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Richard Dawkins on Religion as Child Abuse</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I think he goes a little far on this stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I agree. He made some important points about the indoctrination 
of children in that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742143 34764 67 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:41:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7742133" target=_blank>#58</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Muslim creationism is more troubling yet, as our domestic soi-disant voices 
of reason are much more reluctant to confront it. Denouncing Christian 
creationists is easy, safe, and fun. But when you believe that someone who is 
brown, foreign, and angry at America occupies the moral high ground by 
definition, you tend to pull your punches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not me. I don't pull punches on this issue. And there have been quite a few 
posts at LGF about Islamic creationism -- and its connections to creationists in 
the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742148 34764 72 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:42:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7742127" target=_blank>#53</A> mj</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I obviously disagree with him about that. But it's a politicial issue, 
not a scientific one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742164 34764 87 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 6:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7742150" target=_blank>#74</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you.</P> 
<P>Dawkins tends to equate religious belief with stupidity and/or cruelty, 
without exception. I am an atheist, but I want no part of that 
mindset.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you read Dawkins' book?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0618918248/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I have, and I can't agree with the way you're describing his views. He makes 
a compelling logical case against religion. You can disagree with it, of course, 
but it's not just a mindless expression of hatred for religious 
belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07742198 34764 116 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:02:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7742192" target=_blank>#110</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>Are you really going to argue that the 9/11 attacks were not solely motivated 
by religion?</P> 
<P>Sure, not every religion teaches this kind of violence today. But his point 
is an excellent one -- religion remains one of the only forces in the world that 
can drive people to perpetrate atrocities like 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742218 34764 135 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:08:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7742211" target=_blank>#129</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently Timothy McVeigh was not a Christian nor motivated by religion.</P> 
<P>And the Baader-Meinhof group, to name one example of throat-cutting murdering 
Marxists, were standard-issue atheists. As were Stalin and Pol Pot. So it seems 
to me that politics alone will suffice to produce massive attrocities on a scale 
that dwarfs 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politics is the other force that can drive people to perpetrate 
atrocities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742245 34764 161 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7742235" target=_blank>#151</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I don't know is how did evolution become a political 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evolution is a political issue because it threatens the power of established 
religions. The demonization of science is a deliberate tactic to hold onto that 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742268 34764 184 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:24:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7742263" target=_blank>#179</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see your argument if we had an official religion. But we don't. Maybe I 
don't understand what you mean by "holding on to power".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This kind of power: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Dobson" 
target=_blank>James Dobson</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As part of his role in the organization, he produces Focus on the Family, a 
daily radio program which according to the organization is broadcast in more 
than a dozen languages and on over 7,000 stations worldwide, and heard daily by 
more than 220 million people in 164 countries.[3][1] Focus on the Family is also 
carried by about sixty U.S. television stations daily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of power that translates into a huge amount of cash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742302 34764 216 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:36:16pm  
 



<P>Since people always bring up the idea that Dawkins is an "antisemite," I 
invite everyone to Google "Dawkins anti-semite" and see what he's actually 
written about these issues. You might be surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742322 34764 236 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:40:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7742313" target=_blank>#227</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am always taken aback when looking at the numbers regarding evolution in 
the United States. In fact, understanding of evolution has declined over the 
years:</P> 
<P>It is getting lower not higher. At this rate it will below that of Turkey 
within the next 100 years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly right. And a big reason why evolution denial is on the rise is 
because of the increasing influence of the religious far right in America.</P> 
<P>The Values Voters Summit this year had its highest attendance 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742348 34764 261 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:46:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7742317" target=_blank>#231</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<P>All I can tell you is that in this new book, Dawkins explicitly calls out 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad for his Holocaust denial. And I've found several statements 
on the web from Dawkins himself denouncing antisemitism.</P> 
<P>In any case, if he has a political beef with Israel, for whatever reason and 
despite the fact that he himself seems to be the very opposite of an antisemite, 
that has no effect on his scientific writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742358 34764 271 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:49:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7742356" target=_blank>#269</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I prefer <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/patcondell?blend=2&amp;ob=1" 
target=_blank>Pat Condell</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Condell is FAR more hostile toward religion than Richard 
Dawkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742387 34764 299 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 7:59:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7742379" target=_blank>#292</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, good, he's opposed to Holocaust denial.</P> 
<P>That's kind of a low bar, doncha think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not setting any bar -- just relating some evidence to refute the idea 
that Dawkins is an "antisemite." I don't see any evidence to support this 
claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742396 34764 308 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:03:08pm  
 



<P>Ayaan Hirsi Ali got hooked up with the Heritage Foundation, and I have a 
feeling she quickly ran up against their far-right views. Hirsi Ali is an 
unrepentant atheist. The Heritage Foundation promotes creationism. There's 
probably a lot of friction there, and it's probably the reason why we haven't 
heard from her in quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742446 34764 351 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:19:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7742398" target=_blank>#310</A> mj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is quoted as making an antisemitic comment. See the Guardian quote 
above.</P> 
<P>I'm glad Dawkins is against antisemitism. Perhaps he should clean up his 
website of antisemites:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://richarddawkins.net/articleComments,2104,Sam-Harris--
debate-with-Rabbi-David-Wolpe,American-Jewish-University,page8" 
target=_blank>richarddawkins.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of people to this day who call me a bigot and a Muslim-hater 
because of comments that were posted at LGF. It's no more legitimate to lay the 
"antisemite" label on Dawkins because of comments on his website than it is to 
lay the "Muslim hater" label on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742449 34764 354 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:20:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7742431" target=_blank>#338</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This always happens every time Dawkins or Hitchens is the subject of an 
article. Used to be worse actually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I expected it when I posted this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742458 34764 361 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:24:52pm  
 
<P>Here's Dawkins himself denouncing Catholic League president Bill Donohue for 
an antisemitic statement: <A href="http://richarddawkins.net/article,2860,Host-
Desecration-is-Old-Anti-Semitic-Nonsense,ButterfliesAndWheels-Wikipedia" 
target=_blank>'Host Desecration is Old Anti-Semitic Nonsense' by 
ButterfliesAndWheels, Wikipedia - RichardDawkins.net</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742473 34764 373 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:33:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7742461" target=_blank>#364</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or unless you believe <STRONG>his very own comments</STRONG> about frickking 
well boycotting Israel, and about a "Jewish lobby" that "monopolises American 
foreign policy".</P> 
<P>C'mon, folks, is this so hard?</P> 
<P>I'm rather stunned that I've having to explain this on LGF, of all 
places.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you care to actually read what he said, Dawkins' point was that he wished 
<EM>atheists had the same influence that America's 'Jewish lobby' has</EM>.</P> 
<P>I agree that his words were very poorly chosen. But I have not found any 
other evidence that Dawkins himself is antisemitic, besides this often-repeated, 



one-time statement, that appears to have been made spontaneously. There is no 
antisemitism in his writings. None. It's just not there. And the thing about 
real antisemites is that they cannot help revealing themselves.</P> 
<P>I really don't care to argue about this any more, except to note that there's 
a reason why this talking point has been so widely circulated, and it has a lot 
to do with Dawkins' criticisms of religion in general.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742478 34764 376 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/7742475" target=_blank>#374</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he apparently supported a boycott of Israeli academics, and 
subscribed or subscribes to the wag-the-dog theory of Jewish influence over 
American foreign policy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He withdrew his name from the boycott petition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742481 34764 379 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:38:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7742480" target=_blank>#378</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean his opinions outside his field have any more validity than 
Chomsky's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's exactly my point in this whole discussion. His political 
opinions have no relevance to his scientific expertise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742484 34764 382 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:38:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7742482" target=_blank>#380</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll make a general comment, using Gus's #341 as a backdrop, and say that I 
can't see any way to argue with the brilliance of what Dawkins writes. Like so 
many scientists, and so many analytical people in general for that matter, the 
confidence in his thought process causes him to say things which are, well, not 
very nice. It would be silly not read his work because of this, and it's equally 
silly of him to act in the arrogant way he acts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "arrogant way?" Again, I just don't see the arrogance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742489 34764 386 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:41:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7742486" target=_blank>#383</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said in my #365, in the footnotes of multiple of his book, he states 
that Christianity should be considered a form of delusion and that its 
practitioners treated for insanity. That pretty much sums it 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What book is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07742495 34764 390 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7742493" target=_blank>#389</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember it specifically put that way in Selfish Gene, and mentioned like 
that in at least one other book. I'd give you the page # but the book is packed 
away. It's in one of the probably-should-be-a-chapter-to-itself footnotes I'm 
sure you're familiar with ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have "The Selfish Gene" right here, and I just searched for the phrase 
"treated for insanity," and "delusion," and I didn't find anything like what you 
said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742499 34764 394 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7742497" target=_blank>#392</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My guess would be "<A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0618680004/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The God Delusion</A>" Though I have not read it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have "The God Delusion" too, and a search for "insanity" turns up several 
uses of the word, but nothing even remotely like "Christians should be treated 
for insanity."</P> 
<P>It's not there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742505 34764 398 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 8:58:11pm  
 
<P>Here's where I suspect this false quote originates: Dawkins is quoting Robert 
Pirsig, author of <EM>Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance</EM>, who 
wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When one person suffers from a delusion, it is called insanity. When many 
people suffer from a delusion, it is called 
Religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742511 34764 402 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:02:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/7742509" target=_blank>#401</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect that's where it started. I surfed a bit just now on[ Dawkins 
"treated for insanity"] and found nothing like a direct quote that states 
"Christians should be treated for insanity"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, he has never said anything like that. This is why I keep 
asking people for citations for their beliefs about Dawkins -- he's been 
subjected to a very determined campaign of misinformation by religious 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742513 34764 404 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:04:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7742512" target=_blank>#403</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope, that's not it. I'll have to look it up and send it to you. I read the 
book multiple times, and the footnote annoyed me. But like I said, highly 
intelligent people are like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not in the book. I just searched it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742520 34764 411 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:10:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7742518" target=_blank>#409</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did you search for? Which publication are you looking at? While I don't 
think that it would be difficult for anyone who reads him to imagine him saying 
something like this, your point about his scrutiny is taken. So I will have to 
be more specific than, "I know I saw it somewhere".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm looking at the Kindle version which is the most recent edition. I 
searched for "delusion," "insanity," "treatment," "treated," and several other 
variations on those words. There is nothing in this book even remotely 
suggesting that "Christians should be treated for insanity."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742522 34764 413 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:13:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7742519" target=_blank>#410</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Dawkins' political opinions are of no interest to me at all. I'm only 
bringing up the points about his supposed "antisemitism" because others are 
trying to use it to discredit his unquestioned expertise on the science of 
evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742533 34764 424 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:22:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7742527" target=_blank>#418</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the point that I've made multiple times. I find it hard to believe 
that anyone who has read what he says would take issue with the fact that he is 
hostile towards religion. This does not take away from the intelligence of what 
he says, but there's really no need for the tone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since you claimed that Dawkins said "Christians should be treated for 
insanity," I think the burden of proof is on you. I've read several of his 
books, and seen quite a few videos he's made, and I've never seen or read 
anything like that.</P> 
<P>You may think he's "hostile" to religion, but from my reading of his 
positions, he appears to have logical objections to religion, leading to a 
rejection of the concept. That's not "hostility" -- it's a reasoned 
conclusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742537 34764 428 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7742532" target=_blank>#423</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am talking to you and to other Lizards <EM>who already get it</EM> about 
the science. I am not ready to call Dawkins an anti-Semite. I honestly think his 



beef with Israel is that it is a Jewish state, in the same way he would hate a 
Christian Nation. I think hates all religion equally. However, he does have a 
fair following in the educated world because of his well deserved scientific 
acumen and he does say a lot of unnecessary stuff that gets listened to more 
because of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an excellent point. His negativity toward Israel is almost certainly 
based on his objection to the idea that ANY state should be a religious 
state.</P> 
<P>My view is that Israelis should be allowed to determine their own destiny, 
and if the majority believe they need a religious state, that is their choice -- 
not mine, and not anyone else's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742539 34764 430 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:26:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/7742536" target=_blank>#427</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:The video I embedded upthread is a new one from Qualia Soup on the 
subject of faith, worth watching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm watching it right now. If I post this, you realize that all hell will 
break out, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742547 34764 438 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:31:33pm  
 
<P>And now one of our usual climate deniers is going through the Inhofe thread 
and dinging down every comment that doesn't deny the existence of global 
warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742549 34764 440 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:32:18pm  
 
<P>... and dinging up every comment that does deny AGW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742553 34764 444 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:33:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7742550" target=_blank>#441</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dawkins' tone, that evolution disproves the existence of G-
d...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's not Dawkins' argument at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742560 34764 451 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/7742554" target=_blank>#445</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I already posted it over at my place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a really good video. I'm glad to see him back at work -- he really cuts 
through the BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742570 34764 460 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:44:25pm  
 



<P>OK. That's enough from 'Son of the Black Dog." When he starts dinging up 
comments from people who are just being asses (like "cheesehead', now posting at 
the stalker blog), and have nothing valid to say about the issue of climate 
change, he just lost his account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742576 34764 466 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:48:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7742567" target=_blank>#457</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The book is called:</P> 
<P><EM>The Greatest Show on Earth: The Evidence for Evolution</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't read anything about it but I doubt that it deal much with religion 
at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He specifically stays pretty much away from the topic in the new book. He 
explains very clearly in the foreword that he's already done a book about his 
views on religion, and the purpose of this book is to show why evolution is a 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742578 34764 468 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:51:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7742577" target=_blank>#467</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be picking it up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far I'm finding it much more readable than Jerry Coyne's book. Coyne's 
book is also very good, but a bit on the dry, technical side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742587 34764 476 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 9:58:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7742583" target=_blank>#473</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. I'll put that book on my purchase list. I'll still buy it in paper 
form, however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please do, and use my link! (I don't get an associate's cut from Kindle 
editions, unfortunately.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742591 34764 480 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/7742586" target=_blank>#475</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think a lot of atheists ARE arrogant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be so. But I'd submit that a whole helluva lot of religious people 
are also incredibly arrogant, and treat atheists as if they were the scum of the 
earth. I've had an unfortunate amount of first hand experience with this kind of 
arrogance, when I started posting about creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742626 34764 512 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:16:44pm  
 
<P>Apparently, I have jumped the shark. It must be true, because almost every 
right wing blogger says so:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22charles+joh
nson%22+%22jumped+the+shark%22&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742629 34764 514 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/7742628" target=_blank>#513</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - but those people are assholes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uncreative, cliche-riddled assholes, to be precise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742637 34764 522 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:20:02pm  
 
<P>I was kicked out of the "Conservative Blogads Network" today, too. Which 
hurts me -- not at all.</P> 
<P>There are almost no ads being bought through that network these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07742654 34764 538 Charles Sat, Sep 26, 2009 10:29:12pm  
 
<P>Just one more note about advertising -- I've been approached by three major 
web advertising firms about placing ads at LGF (firms that place ads on sites 
like the New York Times and the Washington Post), but haven't yet made a 
decision on which one I'll use.</P> 
<P>So the 'Conservative Blogads Network' is cordially invited to bite 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743398 34764 644 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:17:57am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/7743146" target=_blank>#643</A> 
FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<P>And what this shows is that, politically, Dawkins is right in line with 
mainstream European opinion. I'm not making excuses for it, but to accuse him of 
"antisemitism" based on this is a very slim reed indeed. Again, I've read a lot 
of his work, and I've never seen a trace of antisemitism in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743100 34766 115 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:36:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7743065" target=_blank>#85</A> JSHos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't understand what Obama has done at this point to warrant this 
type of hero-worship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I know. You'd almost think that being elected President was important 
or something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743096 34767 4 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:34:12am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7743094" target=_blank>#2</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Warning: if you got to the youtube page of the guy who posted that you end up 
with the nutty poster calling for impeachment. ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, inflated crowd estimates, Birtherism, impeachment, Ron Paul -- it's a 
one-stop crazy shop!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743169 34767 64 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:59:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7743144" target=_blank>#42</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A round up of the Obama song children from the Koskidz...<A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/9/27/786903/-NJ-school-principal-
gets-death-threats-Malkin-and-Fox-strike-again" target=_blank>NJ school 
principal gets death threats? Malkin and Fox strike again</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing reaction to that tape has been absolutely disgusting. Outing 
teachers, posting video of children without their parents' permission, and now 
the school's principal is getting death threats.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is at the forefront of it - she's even made a logo for 
"school indoctrination" with children's heads replaced with Obama logos. It's 
almost unbelievable how openly crazy she's gotten this year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743191 34767 84 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:11:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7743189" target=_blank>#82</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two things:</P> 
<P>1) I would not characterize the site in question as a "stalker site", a la 
"LGF2.0". It was started by former LGFers, but the administrators admonish 
posters to leave any grievances at the door.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they don't. And there's a lot of crossover between the stalker site and 
that one. Sorry -- but anyone who decides they're going to hang out at that site 
is going to lose their LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743208 34767 101 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:19:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7743199" target=_blank>#92</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, I've seen one moderately snarky comment from JammieWearingFool, which 
apparently prompted yet another site-wide admonition from the administrators to 
leave grievances at the door. I have not checked the site exhaustively, but I'm 
not aware of any other incidents. If you have other examples, I'd be 
interested.</P> 
<P>I can state with certainty that at the very least in the case of realwest, 
his intentions are not to "stalk"; very far from it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. They have to <EM>shut down comments</EM> overnight to prevent the 
threads from turning into bashing sessions. Many of the people posting there are 
also posting at the stalker blog. And their blogroll is full of sites that 
direct ugly vitriol at me on a daily basis. Curiously, they don't have a link to 
LGF. Trying to keep from noticing them in referrals, I assume.</P> 
<P>Am I supposed to just ignore all this, or forget about it?</P> 



<P>Nope. I've learned the hard way what this stuff always turns into. If you're 
going to be posting over there, you might as well let me know now. Because I'm 
not going to make exceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743225 34767 118 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:24:06am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7743221" target=_blank>#114</A> 
midwestgak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any transcript of such comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you think I keep transcripts of that crap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743228 34767 121 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:25:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7743223" target=_blank>#116</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps, but it was his decision to mingle with the people who do.It's not so 
much about content as it is about intent. He broke Charles' trust in a very 
severe way, and he shouldn't be surprised at the outcome.</P> 
<P>I absolutely understand why Charles did what he did. I went through something 
similar on a very large web community that I was administrating years ago. Some 
of my moderators broke my trust and started splitting their time between our 
site and a site where peope were stalking and abusing me on a regular basis, 
because they wanted to "hang out with their friends". They just didn't seem to 
understand that they were breaking a trust with me.</P> 
<P>It was necessary for them to be let go and in the end, my concerns about 
their associations were more than validated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People don't seem to want to understand this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743230 34767 123 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:26:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7743219" target=_blank>#112</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been checking the site precisely because I want to be sure it DOESN'T 
become a stalker site. Am I interested in participating in SOME other site whose 
focus is more like what LGFs was, say, a year ago? Yes, I am. Doesn't mean I'd 
abandon LGF; unless, of course, you ban me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you start posting at that site, you'll lose your LGF account. I don't know 
how much clearer I can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743235 34767 128 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:28:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7743233" target=_blank>#126</A> 
midwestgak</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished arguing with you about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743248 34767 141 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:34:08am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7743238" target=_blank>#131</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the same token, many of these people did cultivate relationships with 
others who regularly posted here and have subsequently been banned for various 
reasons. The tone and tenor here has changed. It's different, and that's 
Charles' choice. His blog - his rule. He doesn't want to take crap from people 
posting on his blog for his choices on what to post and why he's posting what 
he's posting. After all, anyone can start up their own blog.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to begin to understand why people have gone stalkerazi on 
Charles, but I can understand the motivation of people who considered some of 
them friends to go and comingle with them. It's hard to stop those kinds of 
associations and friendships.</P> 
<P>All I can hope for is that people who decide not to post here anymore to 
consider that they ought to think real hard on why they're posting - what 
they're posting and who they want to associate with. Do they really want to 
overlook the problems that Charles has repeatedly proffered?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really not difficult to understand this. If you had an acquaintance who 
decided he was going to start hanging out with people who trash you in ugly 
personal ways, and he told you he still wanted to be your friend too -- how 
would that make you feel? Are you supposed to just ignore the fact that his 
"friends" are people who hate your guts, and who will make every effort to 
poison their feelings?</P> 
<P>Nobody would put up with that in their daily lives, and I'm not going to put 
up with it on my own website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743252 34767 145 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:35:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7743251" target=_blank>#144</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I think the word "flounce" is getting rather abused lately. It used 
to refer to melodramatic farewell messages. Scottishbuzzsaw simply noted 
Charles' statement that posting at the new site would mean banning; admitted she 
started posting there; and politely thanked him. Nothing "flounce" about that, 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743273 34767 165 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:42:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7743199" target=_blank>#92</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, I've seen one moderately snarky comment from 
JammieWearingFool...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JWF, by the way, is a backstabbing snake who showed up last week with a sock 
puppet account and left a comment full of nasty insults, pretending to be 
someone else who had not visited the site for a long time. When I discovered 
this, I searched and found another sock puppet he had registered and blocked 
that one too.</P> 
<P>This is a person who was trusted enough to be given monitor privileges here 
at LGF, behaving just like any other stalker creep. That's who you'll be hanging 
out with at this new site -- so if none of that bothers you, go right 
ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07743337 34767 226 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:57:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7743332" target=_blank>#221</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for this great blog Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're welcome; thanks for your support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743346 34767 235 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:00:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7743323" target=_blank>#212</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really shouldn't have to explain yourself any further, Charles.You've 
already done it ad nauseum and if people don't get it by now, they're never 
going to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the comment left by "JammieWearingFool," with the name "Don't Tase Me 
Bro": [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7710297" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743374 34767 261 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:09:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7743357" target=_blank>#246</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What, if any, are the ones you feel do NOT have any... crazy right 
orientation? (Honest question here.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you find one, let me know. I don't know of any.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743379 34767 266 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:11:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7743360" target=_blank>#248</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty lousy behavior, indeed. FWIW, I've added my 
downding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And many of the posters at the site you were defending have done similar 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743429 34767 304 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:26:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7743420" target=_blank>#298</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If people feel the need to post at another blog that maintains an exclusive 
focus on foreign affairs in general and the Middle East in particular, I can 
recommend Michael J. Totten's blog. It doesn't have nearly the comment volume 
that this blog has, and you get several new threads a month rather than a day, 
but Michael is one of the most honest and informative bloggers out there - and 
he actually goes to the areas upon which he reports, and his reportage is 
original. His blog is eminently centrist, with knowledgeable commenters (and the 
occasional banned troll) from both left and right.</P> 
<P>I don't comment there much, but I read it religiously.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.michaeltotten.com/" 
target=_blank>www.michaeltotten.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Michael's blog is great. And he's a friend, who I wouldn't hesitate to 
recommend. However, if people are looking for a right wing viewpoint, they're 
not going to find much of it there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744455 34767 376 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:21:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7744355" target=_blank>#373</A> hbwriter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles--I get the foibles on the right - we all do - but why all the focus. 
DailyKos is now giving you props--you could just as easily be exposing more 
Acorn, Van Jones, NEA, etc -</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, because we're <EM>not getting enough</EM> of that from every other 
right wing blog.</P> 
<P>The Daily Outrage Circus will just have to carry on without me, I'm 
afraid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745386 34767 381 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:32:13pm  
 
<P>It's the flouncing hour!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743409 34768 6 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:22:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7743405" target=_blank>#5</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This just smells - who put out the "invasion" rumor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd also like to know who organized the visit. None of the news sources I've 
read have included this information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743560 34769 6 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 11:21:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7743551" target=_blank>#3</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Warning: KOS, but it seems there is a nice diary about LGF.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/9/27/786933/-Right-Wing-Blog-
takes-on-Glen-Beck,-Global-Warming-Deniers,-Birthers,-+-Creationists" 
target=_blank>Right Wing Blog takes on Glen Beck, Birthers, Creationists, + 
Global Warming Deniers</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw that a few minutes ago. You must be looking at the referrers page 
too.</P> 
<P>This kind of comment is really irritating, though:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't think LGF has transformed itself into a moderate blog. LGF remains 
staunchly hard right in its paranoid NeoCon world view, and LGF is very 
islamophobic making frequent attacks meant to demonize Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... because I absolutely reject the idea that I've ever tried to "demonize 
Islam." Anything I've ever posted on the subject has been factual, and I've made 
a real effort to also seek out and post examples of moderate Islam.</P> 
<P>On the Islamophobia subject: I used to believe the entire concept was a fake, 
meant to shut down critics. However, I've learned the hard way that whether you 
call it "Islamophobia" or "bigotry," there really are quite a few bloggers on 
the right who have a very bad case of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07743627 34770 8 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 11:58:48am  
 
<P>Two attempted sock puppets already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743646 34770 20 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:08:29pm  
 
<P>22 hatchlings, 3 sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743656 34770 27 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:13:01pm  
 
<P>25 hatchlings, 4 sock puppet attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743682 34770 48 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:26:23pm  
 
<P>35 hatchlings, 5 sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743715 34770 79 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:35:46pm  
 
<P>45 hatchlings, 7 sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743737 34770 101 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:46:39pm  
 
<P>The stalker site has noticed, of course.</P> 
<P>And ChenZhen has a hilarious post up, making fun of me for noticing that they 
watch every word I post in articles or comments -- and he includes screenshots 
of my comments! Way to prove you're not watching what I post, 
dimwit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743743 34770 107 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:48:50pm  
 
<P>The rate of sock puppet influx is increasing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743747 34770 111 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7743744" target=_blank>#108</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Word's gotten out. They're notifying each other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way! You really think they'd do that?</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743760 34770 123 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 12:55:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7743750" target=_blank>#114</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mekka lekka hi mekka heinie ho.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Tito jermaine latoya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743784 34770 146 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:04:29pm  
 
<P>OK, the sock puppets are really flooding in now, so I'm going to close 
registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743786 34770 148 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:04:59pm  
 
<P>13 sock puppet attempts. One of them tried five times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743814 34770 176 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:13:28pm  
 
<P>Here are the usernames of hatchlings that weren't sock puppets:</P> 
<P>Liberally 
ConservativeRochestermedavidsonarmylawjustinm1SiberianhorologicalfreudianskipThe
housetrembleszephirusHardhead_7kellygrrrlends with 
spacecenotaphiumsuchislifeWindUpBirdkeloydChucky 
ArlawBryQanjanelvirasharkmano2contrary1965joe90Artfulasternbebengalsfan726passin
gbyjan VTerasmusWill Robinsoninsert name 
hereprairiefireHerrDoktorJoventruthhurtsaztom112bluecheesegraysBonderstrangeletp
ublius67wittymonikerhanghojHench4thOneMonkeysUncleSpaceman_SpiffPilatesoulfaceMa
ry GarthSacha BlowTom ReaganBillSanDiegoSeissonnebyhalpRay in 
TXLateralis</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743842 34770 204 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:19:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7743814" target=_blank>#176</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>A couple of these are suspect, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743881 34770 238 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:34:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7743874" target=_blank>#232</A> Ray in 
TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should share this. I use to moderate a custom-written board on a sports 
site years ago. We had one particular troll who would constantly change IP 
addresses whenever he was exposed and banned.</P> 
<P>I eventually came up with a novel solution, and it worked for over 6 months 
before he caught on.</P> 
<P>For starters, I modified the code to allow banned users to keep posting. 
However, I also modified the code so that posts from banned users would not be 
displayed, except for the banned users themselves.</P> 
<P>So, in effect, the troll was censored from the non-banned users, but had no 
indication of that. He continued to post and probably got flustered that 
everyone was always ignoring him. Me and the other admin snickered a lot at his 
futile attempts to rile up the board.</P> 
<P>After about 6 months, he figured out what had happened and sent me a rage-
filled email. And he never posted again. I think he was beaten down after 
realizing that 6 months worth of trolling had been for naught.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>See: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28037_Sneaky_Comment_Trick_Proof_o
f_Concept" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743903 34770 259 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:43:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7743895" target=_blank>#251</A> Ray in 
TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess so. It was probably around 2001 when I did it. It was an old Perl-CGI 
board. Eventually, I moved to a phpBB board for the improved 
format.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, everything at LGF is designed and coded by yours truly. A lot of 
people think I'm using one of the common blog packages (Wordpress, Moveable 
Type, etc.) ... nope. It's all proprietary code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743942 34770 294 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 1:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7743929" target=_blank>#283</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From my latest dredging expedition: <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-bloggers/2349630/posts" 
target=_blank>Fever Swamp Links to Mad Dog, Attacks LGF</A> (lies too but that 
goes without saying).</P> 
<P>Maybe I should start calling this "The Dredge Report."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They hate! They really hate me!</P> 
<P>Aren't those Freepers cute? When they're not cheering on the murderers of 
abortion doctors, or calling for violent revolution, they're raving about 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743950 34770 301 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 2:01:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7743918" target=_blank>#272</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My favorite comment at that thread...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, do people realize that the "Little Green Footballs" that the site is 
named after refers to flicking snot gobs???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bwhahaha</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not even close to being true. The true story of the LGF name would 
short-circuit their calcified brains, and cause intense psychic pain. That's why 
I will never reveal it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743953 34770 304 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 2:02:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7743949" target=_blank>#300</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, it's true you used to be an Atari ST coder, right? I had a 1040ST when I 
was a kid, that machine was where I first got a taste for making digital 
art.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes. I was one of the owners of a company that marketed software for the 
ST/TT line of computers -- most of it written by myself in 680x0 assembly 
language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743960 34770 311 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 2:04:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7743955" target=_blank>#306</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a theory that it has to do with something that Charles made and sold 
way back when. I can understand him not wanting to discuss it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bzzt! Wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07743997 34770 348 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 2:13:55pm  
 
<P>Just got this referral from a site run by an admirer of Robert Stacy 
McCain:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://s
piritwaterblood.com/2009/09/things-that-are-racist/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>spiritwaterblood.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Warning. Extreme white supremacism. That's a Google cache link to avoid 
sending any real traffic to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744004 34770 355 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 2:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7744000" target=_blank>#351</A> Will 
Robinson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember when I bought my first ST. The TOS was not loaded, and we had to 
send off for the ROM chips to avoid disk loading the TOS every time.</P> 
<P>Anyone remember the "happy" drive fix to get around disk protection on the 
old Atari drives?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of my Atari drives had the Happy mods. They weren't just for getting 
around copy protection - they also vastly increased the speed of the 
drives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744122 34770 455 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 3:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7744103" target=_blank>#447</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BO and his crew are doing more damage to America than Ron Paul ever 
could</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't possibly disagree more with this assertion. If Ron Paul were ever 
to get in a position to actually implement his ideas (isolationism, the gold 
standard, etc.), the consequences -- not just for America, but for the whole 
world -- would be utterly disastrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744363 34770 472 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:50:57pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/7744291" target=_blank>#470</A> 
strangelet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...knowing your eclectic and uberl33t music tastes...here is <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKidIagDAJ0" target=_blank>the first EVAH 
alternative/rock/gamerverse fusion tune!</A>I Fight Dragons is gettin play on 
the local alternative and college stations.</P> 
<P>Will it be up for a VMA next year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, well. If it isn't "jinnderella."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744113 34771 11 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 3:07:34pm  
 
<P>One of the reasons I posted this video is contained in its conclusion -- 
because I've been on the receiving end of an enormous amount of hatred for my 
position against creationism. I've been told directly that I'm doomed to burn 
forever in hell more than once by people sent into a rage because they assumed I 
was a creationist like them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744115 34771 13 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 3:08:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7744111" target=_blank>#9</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of faith ... time to have some food and then start fasting for Yom 
Kippur. To my fellow Judeo-Lizards, all good wishes for an easy fast and a happy 
year. And to all other Lizards, especially the great Charles Johnson ... thanks 
for being great friends and great human beings!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for the nice words!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744149 34771 35 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 3:27:25pm  
 
<P>I've got a buck on comment #112.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744157 34771 43 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 3:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7744155" target=_blank>#41</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody's going to have to translate the Britishism about "shouting the 
odds" for me. Never heard that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It means to shut down an argument by yelling and screaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744303 34771 181 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:29:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7744250" target=_blank>#131</A> Major 
Bedhead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I almost feel afraid to ask this, but...</P> 
<P>What's going on here? The world is poised on the verge of confrontation with 
Iran over a secret nuclear facility; Iran is firing rockets; the new American 
President faces, to put it mildly, the rearrangement of much of his foreign 
policy.</P> 



<P>And <EM>this</EM> is what we're talking about? YouTube videos?</P> 
<P>Am I the only weirdo who finds that unusual?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're doomed! Doomed!!! Doomed, I say! Augh!</P> 
<P><EM>[Run around screaming...]</EM></P> 
<P>Doomed!!!</P> 
<P>Is that better?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744306 34771 184 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:30:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7744281" target=_blank>#162</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any clue why LGF is so popular in South Korea?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because South Koreans are cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744323 34771 200 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:36:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7744250" target=_blank>#131</A> Major 
Bedhead</EM></P> 
<P>Well, well. Isn't that interesting.</P> 
<P>Hi, Cognito!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744339 34771 215 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7744333" target=_blank>#209</A> Major 
Bedhead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need for that, as it's not what I asked about.</P> 
<P>We simply disagree on what deserves the conversation of the moment. And 
that's fine. Neither of us is under obligation. So it's all 
cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew that passive aggressive tone was darned familiar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744343 34771 219 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:41:47pm  
 
<P>Busted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744347 34771 223 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:43:44pm  
 
<P>Thank you for playing. Please collect your consolation prize at the Exit 
door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744349 34771 225 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:44:36pm  
 
<P>Never a dull moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744359 34771 233 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:49:19pm  
 
<P>We've got some old weirdos coming out of mothballs tonight. Another hatchling 
who just posted in the previous thread: "jinnderella" using the name 
"strangelet."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07744367 34771 240 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:53:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7744366" target=_blank>#239</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, big surprise! We still haven't had any flounce-offs or meltdowns on 
this thread!</P> 
<P>Only a single solitary banned troll detection/ejection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll probably get around to it at about 2 am California 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744373 34771 244 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 4:56:24pm  
 
<P>I'm trying to decide if I should ban strangelet/jinnderella.</P> 
<P>This is the <STRONG>18th</STRONG> account she's registered at LGF, and all 
the others were banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744405 34771 274 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:06:36pm  
 
<P>I think 18 accounts may be a record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744415 34771 284 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/7744407" target=_blank>#276</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are getting soft, but why not see where it leads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to ban her. Just had to. It might be different if she had just come 
clean right away with the first comment, but no.</P> 
<P>Here she is at Balloon Juice, by the way, complaining about being banned at 
LGF and forgetting to mention that she tried to register 17 freaking times:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.balloon-juice.com/?p=27494#comment-1381886" 
target=_blank>www.balloon-juice.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744425 34771 294 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:12:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7744416" target=_blank>#285</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a sneaking suspicion this one likes Glenn Beck. If it is who I think 
it is, she told me so, and if it is who I think it is, Charles should know she's 
posting at 2 with yet another made up name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes? Imagine my overweening surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744464 34771 329 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:22:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7744450" target=_blank>#316</A> 
suchislife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>One more question: I just copied "blockquote" before and after every quote, 
apparently that was wrong, what should I be doing? Or does it only work at the 
beginning of the comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.w3schools.com/TAGS/tag_blockquote.asp" 
target=_blank>www.w3schools.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744479 34771 344 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:25:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7744458" target=_blank>#323</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cats being ATTRACTED to vacuum cleaners?!</P> 
<P>And you're still gonna tell me you don't believe we're living in the End 
Times?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think a much more reliable indicator of the End Times is that both Cognito 
and "jinnderella" suddenly showed up today with sock puppets.</P> 
<P>We're <EM>doomed!!!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744498 34771 363 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7744476" target=_blank>#341</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I scrolled through the DKos comments about LGF again. My favorites are the 
ones like this...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I'll have to try to read LGF more to try to understand what a 
"rational" right would be. Apart from certain libertarian ideas, as far as I can 
tell the right is just a series of distractions to hide it's fundamental raison 
d'etre: empowering corporate and wealthy interests (which includes never-ending 
war). If you take away their obfuscations, what reason is left? If I can stomach 
it, I might read LGF a little more to find out...don't know if I can stomach it, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least some of them are curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My day just isn't complete unless I've empowered corporate interests and 
promulgated endless war. I live for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744526 34771 391 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:39:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7744507" target=_blank>#372</A> Liberally 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a couple issues with it, such as it making a strawman of intolerant 
and aggressive evangelists...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without getting into your other points, I can tell you from <EM>much</EM> 
personal experience that this is absolutely not a straw man argument. I've 
received dozens, possibly hundreds, of hate mails from pissed off 
fundamentalists because I've posted articles supporting evolution, and a very 
very common theme is that I'm doomed to burn forever in hell.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying you are like that. But there's a reason why this kind of 
irrational behavior is so common -- it's instilled in these people since birth, 
and when they're challenged on it, the only response they have is to threaten 
eternal damnation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07744543 34771 407 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:47:08pm  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin and James "Some children absolutely demand to be spanked" 
Dobson, together at last:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/when-you-see-malkin-tv-
you-can-thank-james-dobson" 
target=_blank>www.rightwingwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744558 34771 422 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 5:49:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/7744551" target=_blank>#415</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it is. Many things suddenly begin to make sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744601 34771 465 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 6:07:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7744578" target=_blank>#442</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It makes sense. MM was buddying up to Tancredo (both approve of the VDARE 
view of the universe), and Tancredo is part of the Colorado group of the 
RR.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dobson is a major kingpin of the religious far right political machine. It's 
fascinating that Michelle Malkin actually <EM>moved</EM> from the east coast to 
be closer to his headquarters, and raises many questions about the reasons for 
the move.</P> 
<P>The amount of money that Dobson can throw at his pet issues is almost 
unbelievable. He's very adept at fleecing the flock. And he apparently has a 
direct line into Fox News.</P> 
<P>His schtick is to pretend to be completely apolitical, while in truth he's a 
major manipulator behind the scenes. Many of the most public political front 
groups of the far right are connected to Dobson in one way or 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744841 34771 569 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 7:26:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7744823" target=_blank>#560</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I smell something here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the only one smelling something very wrong. I'm putting a stop to 
this one before it goes any further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745127 34771 616 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:55:35pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745418 34771 640 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:55:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7745417" target=_blank>#639</A> RadCap</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. The video didn't validate logic. It simply PRACTICED logic, assuming it 
to be self-evidently valid. Big difference.</P> 
<P>If you sincerely believe logic was actually validated in the video, provide a 
quote from it which proves this claim please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, one would have to use logic to do that, wouldn't one?</P> 
<P>And as we all know, logic stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746270 34771 730 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:35:41am  
 
<P>I nominate Radcap for this week's Relentless Tautology Prize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746499 34771 734 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:45:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/733/7746493" target=_blank>#733</A> RadCap</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So then apparently you believe logic does <STRONG>not</STRONG> require 
validation (that being my <EM>only</EM> point here). You apparently accept logic 
without validation - ie on the basis of faith. That is exactly what the 
religious nuts you rail against do as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The very fact that you are typing these relentlessly tautological arguments 
into a comment form on your computer, and they are instantly transmitted over a 
vast network of technological devices, validates logic far more than any 
pointless arguments ever could.</P> 
<P>I'm always amazed when people try to discredit the fundamental engines of 
science and modern society, even as they enjoy the fruits of those engines.</P> 
<P>But go ahead, keep arguing that logic needs to be "validated." It seems to be 
very important to you to make this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746560 34771 741 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 11:10:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/7746553" target=_blank>#738</A> RadCap</EM></P> 
<P>And with that insulting and stupid-to-the-bone comment, I bid you ... 
adieu!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747487 34771 751 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 2:59:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/7747459" target=_blank>#750</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While there is little or no science in faith, excess faith in our science can 
be just as dangerous to ourselves and our fellow humans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just a silly comment. No one needs to have "faith" in science -- by 
its very nature, science is based on evidence and the scientific method. "Faith" 
has nothing to do with it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science provides little if any in how or why to treat others 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this statement is untrue. In fact, scientists are making real progress in 
finding out the <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB125382470366238705.html" 
target=_blank>Origins of Human Empathy</A> -- and the often-repeated canard that 



morality and empathy are impossible without religion is simply untrue as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747993 34771 755 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:54:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/754/7747987" target=_blank>#754</A> 
alanohwhat</EM></P> 
<P>OK, you're nuts. Buh-bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744686 34772 33 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 6:44:51pm  
 
<P>Now that there's another post at the top of the home page, the real nuts are 
beginning to show up in the previous thread.</P> 
<P>Just like clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744706 34772 49 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 6:48:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7744691" target=_blank>#37</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They think they are doing God's work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So did Mohammed Atta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744722 34772 60 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 6:54:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7744718" target=_blank>#57</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Best name for a terrorist organization ever? Salafist Group for Preaching and 
Combat ! I think they changed their name, bummer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The American translation of that name is "The Army of God."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744737 34772 69 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 6:59:05pm  
 
<P>Off topic: I'm reminded again why I haven't put in some kind of threaded 
commenting system. I've been checking in occasionally to this Daily Kos thread 
about LGF to see what new comments have been posted, but it's nearly impossible 
to tell -- because the comments are threaded. New comments might show up 
anywhere in the list, and the only way to find them is to read the whole damned 
mess over and over.</P> 
<P>LGF's unthreaded comments have some disadvantages, but at least you know that 
if you go to the end of the thread you're seeing the most recent 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744773 34772 86 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 7:10:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7744760" target=_blank>#80</A> HarpJ</EM></P> 
<P>What in the hell was that?</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07744779 34772 89 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 7:11:31pm  
 
<P>There's another big flounce being planned at the stalker blog, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744931 34772 190 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 7:56:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/7744928" target=_blank>#188</A> Will 
Robinson</EM></P> 
<P>Have you registered other accounts at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744957 34772 213 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7744940" target=_blank>#198</A> Will 
Robinson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I would click, but it would always be closed...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with your email server? Did you miss the part about not using a 
throwaway email account?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07744985 34772 234 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:10:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7744973" target=_blank>#224</A> Will 
Robinson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use this one because I can access this email from work. I can't use home 
email at work, and we have interesting rules about releasing our work email 
addresses. I use this one also for when I travel, as I can't access home or work 
email when I'm on the road.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You can't use a Road Runner email address at work? But an obscure 
free email service is fine?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745016 34772 262 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7744995" target=_blank>#243</A> Will 
Robinson</EM></P> 
<P>I'll accept your explanation, but there are several things about your account 
that are setting off warning signals. I suggest you go to your 'My Account' page 
and update your email address to a real one, because I'm adding the server you 
used to the registration block list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745030 34772 275 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:23:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7745028" target=_blank>#273</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Road Runner has web mail for travelling; but you know 
that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do know that. That's one of the warning signals I'm talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07745055 34772 299 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:31:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7745047" target=_blank>#291</A> Ray in 
TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just from my very brief experience here I can tell that this blog must get 
bombarded with trolls. Everyone seems to be on constant alert for sock puppets. 
Now I understand why registration is usually closed...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745080 34772 321 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:38:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7745066" target=_blank>#308</A> Ray in 
TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like you skip Gandhi's "ignore you" and "laugh at you" phases and gone 
straight to "fight you". Which may not be that bad if it gets you to "win" that 
much more quickly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's much more going on than you're aware of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745084 34772 325 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 8:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7745073" target=_blank>#314</A> 
Salamantis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason that the letters were written is that the radical antiabortionists 
wish to define support for clinic bombings and doctor-murder as the one and only 
acceptable Christian position, and cannot bear when other people who self-
identify as Christians, particularly ministers, church congregations or 
religious denominations, take issue with them on this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. The word for this kind of tactic is "terrorism" -- they're 
letting the pastors of Tiller's church know that if they don't toe the line, 
they might be next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745254 34772 481 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 9:48:12pm  
 
<P>There's a huge, verbose, exceedingly boring attack on me at Wizbang tonight, 
sticking up for Robert Stacy McCain, of course.</P> 
<P>As the right wing blogosphere continues its meltdown into a reeking puddle of 
white supremacist slime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745324 34772 549 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7745315" target=_blank>#540</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi spacejesus. I noticed that you had expressed an interest in British 
culture recently. Introducing the Wombles:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Wombles are OK, but if you want a real bit o' the ol', you've got to suss 
out Mr. Blobby.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:



'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/h37KQu64RY4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745342 34772 566 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:16:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7745339" target=_blank>#563</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll ask.HOW do you know about that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought everybody knew (and loved!) Mr. Blobby!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745354 34772 578 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:18:42pm  
 
<P>Whatever you do, never get into the ring with Mr. Blobby.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/pvBJsKR0NhE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745383 34772 601 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:30:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/7745371" target=_blank>#592</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Flouncometer® is flashing away on the previous thread. Is there an 
inexhaustible supply of the class of 2004?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's getting very weird in that thread.</P> 
<P>I expect a flounce or two in the wee hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07745389 34772 605 Charles Sun, Sep 27, 2009 10:32:49pm  
 
<P>There's our first flounce of the evening, in an old thread, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746434 34773 724 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:22:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/7746389" target=_blank>#721</A> Bloodnok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's possible for people not to see the racism because, well intentioned 
though they may be, they don't want to admit it's there because it is a horrible 
thing. None of us want to see it, and especially coming from "our side". As KT 
said miles upthread -it may not even be that the intent is racist. It's just 
that it can be seen as racist and it's not what the GOP needs in exchange for a 
few cheap insults. I just happen to believe it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In every single LGF thread about racism, people have insisted that it doesn't 
really exist, and tried to rationalize it away. This even includes the most 
indisputable, obvious cases, such as that Photoshop of Obama as a witch doctor 



with a bone through his nose. I was astounded when people actually tried to 
argue that it was not a racist image -- and not just a few people.</P> 
<P>Denial is a very powerful force right now on the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746469 34773 733 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:34:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/727/7746445" target=_blank>#727</A> 
JamesTKirk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see people denying it exists; but merely arguing that it is overused 
to the point of crying wolf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen a LOT of people at LGF denying it exists, in every single article 
I've posted on the subject of racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746476 34773 734 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:36:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/719/7746367" target=_blank>#719</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it would very much depend on the comment, the science fiction 
creation chosen, and how the comparison is phrased.</P> 
<P>Personally? I'd love to be favorably compared to Jago, and Atevi 
Assassin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. You're not seriously trying to argue that those commenters intended 
their comparisons to be <EM>flattering</EM>, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746515 34773 739 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:51:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/7746484" target=_blank>#736</A> Wishbone</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, it's possible to overcompensate and declare things "racist" in order to 
exert control. That's not at all what I'm talking about. There is a very real, 
very serious, and very dangerous undercurrent of racism in the opposition to 
President Obama, and it's becoming more and more open on the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746318 34774 27 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:47:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7746282" target=_blank>#7</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And thanks, Charles, for including the "extremist" in there, because that is 
what these folks are. I can't identify with much of anything they're talking 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're extremists, yes, but this kind of madness is becoming ever more 
mainstream in the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746327 34774 32 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:50:47am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Dan "black kids fear me" Riehl is speculating that Bill Sparkman, 
the census worker found murdered in Kentucky, was a child predator.</P> 
<P>Not kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07746333 34774 37 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:51:39am  
 
<P>Behold the craziness in full bloom:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/09/was-census-worker-bill-
sparkman-a-child-predator.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.riehlworldview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746391 34774 78 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:07:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7746372" target=_blank>#60</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, why not? At this point, the one thing they're sure of is that nobody 
THEY know or like had anything to do with it. Why, if he were tied to an oak 
tree, that might just suggest an ACORN/Satanism nexus, with this poor man 
sacrificed in a desperate bid to maintain their power, or, alternately, watering 
the tree of Tyranny...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect Planned Parenthood had something to do with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07746420 34774 106 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:17:57am  
 
<P>Of course, the Birther contingent was <A 
href="http://www.tcdailyplanet.net/news/2009/09/02/religious-right-watch-
september-conference-promises-birthers-bachmann-infidels" 
target=_blank>represented</A> at the Take Back America conference, as well as 
the kooks who believe the Harry Potter novels promote Satanism.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharing the stage with Bachmann will be Janet Porter of the religious right 
group Faith2Action. Her latest fear is that the Obama administration will force 
H1N1 vaccinations on citizens, carting off those who refuse to internment camps. 
She’s made friends within the “birther” movement for her frequent articles 
calling for an investigation of President Obama because she doesn’t think he’s a 
citizen.</P> 
<P>“The media bought it. The voters bought it. And now some in Congress are 
resisting the idea of congressional hearings because they believe that Barack 
Obama’s ‘birth certificate’ has been posted online,” she wrote in WorldNetDaily, 
a rightwing news service. “What if an imposter from another country ran for the 
presidency and won? What if the media blocked any news of his birthplace and 
citizenship?”</P> 
<P>WorldNetDaily founder Joseph Farah is also a rightwing conspiracy theorist 
whose website encouraged readers to send letters to Obama on his birthday 
inquiring about his place of birth — all for the low price of $6.95. Farah is an 
organizer of the event as well.</P> 
<P>Mat Staver of the Liberty Counsel, also a conference organizer, made 
headlines when his group threatened to sue a school library for violating the 
separation of church and state for awarding children who finished Harry Potter 
novels with a “Hogwarts’ Certificate of Accomplishment.”</P> 
<P>“We believe that witchcraft is a religion and the certificate of witchcraft 
endorsed a particular religion in violation of the First Amendment establishment 
clause,” Staver said of the threatened lawsuit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747257 34776 229 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 2:06:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7747240" target=_blank>#228</A> hbwriter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles--rather than make the assumption that this is a "real" poll as 
opposed to phishy experiment or, more likely, planted by a DKos-style kid (a la 
the Denver vandalism a few weeks ago by a Dem operative at a Dem office), why 
not focus on a verifably pertinent issue like this? :"The military general 
credited with capturing Saddam Hussein and killing the leader of al Qaeda in 
Iraq, Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, says he has spoken with President Obama only once 
since taking command in Afghanistan."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, if you don't like what's posted or not posted at LGF, you could 
also start your own blog -- then you could get all the credit!</P> 
<P>But if you prefer to just whine at me, you could do that instead. But not for 
much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747458 34776 234 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 2:49:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7747454" target=_blank>#233</A> thefish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why the automatic assumption this lunatic is a Republican, or even a 
"right-winger"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made no such assumption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747516 34776 238 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 3:12:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/7747512" target=_blank>#237</A> 
scaramouche</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A reminder: the guy behind the Obama Joker poster was--go figure--a Chicago 
university student, a Democrat who supported Dennis Kucinich. [Link: <A 
href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/washington/2009/08/obama-joker-
artist.html" target=_blank>latimesblogs.latimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure Glen Beck and "right wing radio hosts" had nothing to do with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There you go then, that proves it! There's no incitement or extremism coming 
from right wing radio hosts at all.</P> 
<P>Glad we settled that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748004 34776 251 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:59:04pm  
 
<P>Thank you for the compliment! See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747909 34778 16 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:26:55pm  
 
<P>I'm just steaming over this. Steaming! How dare that man corrupt the minds of 
children and USE them for his disgusting purposes?!</P> 
<P>Come on! Get MAD!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747917 34778 23 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:28:50pm  
 
<P>This event at the White House took place almost two weeks ago, by the 
way.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/photogallery/Let_the_Games_Begin/" 
target=_blank>www.whitehouse.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>This red meat is a little ripe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07747979 34778 72 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:49:33pm  
 
<P>Enjoy the calm before the storm, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748002 34778 91 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 5:57:53pm  
 
<P>Stinky just had to eject a crazy British religious fanatic from the 
QualiaSoup thread.</P> 
<P>Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748014 34778 100 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:01:16pm  
 
<P>Wow, it took about 25 minutes for one of the psycho stalkers to notice that I 
turned on the contact form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748064 34778 146 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:19:10pm  
 
<P>Lots of "wookie" comments being posted at Malkin's site now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748072 34778 154 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:21:48pm  
 
<P>Notice how they're cuing each other to deliberately misspell "wookie":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 3:21 pm, 24Klady said:ThunderHawkkMeanshelle looks 
huge because she is – she has been hitting some serious groceries. Worse, you 
don’t wear big flowered sheets if ya got big hips too.</P> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 3:25 pm, TooMuchTime said:If the olympics come to 
Chicago, will obladah be in the bowling competition?Only if it’s the Special 
Olympics.</P> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 4:19 pm, spaceycakes said:Hangfire–I thought 
ribbed ones were for better traction in the mud…?</P> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 4:44 pm, Rogue Cheddar said:On September 28th, 
2009 at 4:19 pm, spaceycakes said:Hangfire–I thought ribbed ones were for better 
traction in the mud…?Gee, I had two of my posts deleted because I made reference 
to a big hairy creature from Star Wars, but you two roll right into the gutter 
and not a peep. It’s not fair! Waaahhh!</P> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 4:48 pm, Kingfish said:Rogue:Something tells me 
you weren’t talking Ewoks</P> 
<P>On September 28th, 2009 at 5:40 pm, spaceycakes said:<STRONG>Did you spell 
Wookiee correctly?</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748108 34778 187 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7748106" target=_blank>#185</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>KT- Malkin's personal friend and vdare founder, Peter Brimelow has said that 
the GOP is a party for "white people". I'm not surprised anymore her blog and 
hot air are attracting people who agree with this mentality.</P> 
<P>I would link to Brimelow saying this, but the site where I found it is 
currently down. However, he said this to Max Blumenthal- perhaps you can find a 
video?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the quote: <A 
href="http://www.onepeoplesproject.com/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=art
icle&amp;id=26:hate-has-its-conferences-what-was-seen-at-cpac-
2009&amp;catid=39:stupid-right-wingers" target=_blank>HATE HAS ITS CONFERENCES: 
WHAT WAS SEEN AT CPAC 2009</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peter Brimelow and his 24-year-old bride Lydia Sullivan-Brimelow, the two 
observing their first wedding anniversary on Tuesday, were there for the entire 
conference, leaving just a few hours before it ended. In an interview with 
writer Max Blumenthal, Brimelow, declaring that the Republican Party "is a White 
party" that loses because they do not try to mobilize their base, dismisses 
support for Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal, the East Indian-American who is seen as 
the frontrunner for the 2012 Republican Nomination for President. "There's a lot 
of white guilt in the Republican Party, so he will appeal to that," he said. "I 
actually don't know much about his political views. Does he have political 
views?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748117 34778 195 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/7748108" target=_blank>#187</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>This is one reason why I said NO when CPAC organizers pressured me to attend, 
by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748120 34778 198 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:35:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7748118" target=_blank>#196</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it was Howard Dean who classified the GOP as "'a white Christian 
party".</P> 
<P>So it was said, so it must to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I advise you to look up some facts about Peter Brimelow before equating him 
to Howard Dean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748131 34778 208 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:39:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7748128" target=_blank>#206</A> 
solomonpanting</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do believe I was equating their comments, not necessarily their 
characters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then say so, before you put yourself in the untenable position of defending 
Peter Brimelow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748145 34778 220 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:45:34pm  
 
<P>Flounce #1!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07748164 34778 236 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:52:13pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://v
dare.com/malkin/index.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>VDARE -- 
Michelle Malkin Articles</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748169 34778 241 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 6:53:32pm  
 
<P>About Peter Brimelow: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=152" 
target=_blank>SPLCenter.org: Keeping America White</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748192 34778 262 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7748180" target=_blank>#251</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then there's <A 
href="http://www.searchlightmagazine.com/index.php?link=template&amp;story=162" 
target=_blank>the company his brother keeps</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two clicks away from outright neo-Nazis. Isn't that lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748226 34778 296 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:16:58pm  
 
<P>Dan Riehl is <EM>still at it</EM>, maligning the murdered census worker:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/09/was-bill-sparkman-
actually-hanged.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Riehl World View: 
Was Bill Sparkman Actually Hanged?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748229 34778 299 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:17:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7748223" target=_blank>#293</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, downding me. It's just a fact, stated as a fact.</P> 
<P>There was no value judgement attached.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so what's up with up-dings then, on posts defending Peter 
Brimelow?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748252 34778 322 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:23:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7748231" target=_blank>#301</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The posts were comparing statements, not defending Peter Brimelow.</P> 
<P>It's my opinion you over-interpreted them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. So you believe comparing Howard Dean to Peter Brimelow is 
appropriate?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07748270 34778 340 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:27:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7748261" target=_blank>#331</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will give you a dollar to show me how that stated fact was automatically 
negative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keep the dollar and just answer a simple question -- do you believe it's bad 
for children to attend a bilingual school?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748280 34778 350 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:29:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/7748278" target=_blank>#348</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it's odd that it's the only choice in that neighborhood.</P> 
<P>It's not a district-wide thing.</P> 
<P>And I'm not an angry racist, or even angry now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, then what's the purpose of denying that you intended that as a negative 
statement?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748287 34778 357 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:31:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7748283" target=_blank>#353</A> 
OldLineTexan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it wasn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're perfectly fine then with your great-nephew attending a bilingual 
school?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748292 34778 362 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:32:26pm  
 
<P>Uh huh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748337 34778 407 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:50:41pm  
 
<P>I think we've just found another area where my personal views are not going 
to sync up with the right wing.</P> 
<P>I see absolutely nothing wrong with children learning to speak more than one 
language. And if that language is Spanish -- great! I wish I had learned Spanish 
as a child.</P> 
<P>I'm finding it difficult to understand why this seems to be a problem for so 
many people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748357 34778 427 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 7:56:34pm  
 
<P>By the way, has Rifqa Bary been murdered by her parents yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748388 34778 456 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 8:05:06pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7748376" target=_blank>#446</A> Pietr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been avoiding news, trying to catch up here, Charles. Did she get 
returned to her parents? You may remember, I'm a Texan, and the two teen muslim 
girls WERE killed by their father here, after CPS returned them 
home.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have any parents from any other religious or ethnic group ever murdered their 
own children? Or is it just Muslims who do that?</P> 
<P>Should we take all children of Muslims away from their parents, just to make 
sure they aren't victims?</P> 
<P>Bah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748398 34778 466 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 8:07:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7748355" target=_blank>#425</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not an either/or though is it? I don't see any reason why a good 
education in a second language should impair proficiency in 
English.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not an either/or proposition at all, of course. Children are knowledge 
sponges, unless something happens to turn them away from 
learning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748439 34778 506 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 8:18:44pm  
 
<P>Anthony Watts is trying to stage a big sting before the Copenhagen conference 
on climate change, and people are emailing me yelling, "The hockey stick is a 
fraud! Watts proves it! Quick! Get this out there before the Copenhagen 
conference!"</P> 
<P>Not at LGF, sorry. It's Anthony Watts who is a fraud, and I'm not going to be 
a patsy for these people any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748561 34779 14 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:01:03pm  
 
<P>Hot Air commenter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On another topic, did you see the video in Chicago of those neanderthols 
beating up that poor kid. Disgusting. The African American community wonders why 
everyone has a low opinion of them as a whole, asked and answered. I feel so bad 
for that poor honor student’s family who did their best to raise their kid right 
and neanderthols kill him. Send the suburbs the honor students from the hood so 
they have a fighting chance. Unfortunately the suburbs only get the neanderthols 
so the urban school’s numbers look better for contract negotiating time for the 
teachers union. Pathetic.</P> 
<P>jaimo on September 28, 2009 at 10:03 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748640 34779 76 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:30:14pm  
 
<P>Man, those stalkers really are watching LGF. It's amazing.</P> 
<P>I opened registration about a half hour ago without mentioning it -- six 
people registered, and <EM>two of them</EM> were sock puppets for banned 
users.</P> 



<P>Hiya stalkers! How ya doin' tonight?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748658 34779 93 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:41:24pm  
 
<P>The "neanderthol" is still there at Hot Air. Nobody even blinked at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748663 34779 98 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:43:33pm  
 
<P>Frank Gaffney is all the way into "North American Union" conspiracy land 
now:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/61143/frank-gaffney-the-
north-american-union-is-real-video" 
target=_blank>washingtonindependent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748672 34779 107 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:47:53pm  
 
<P>We're doomed! Trilateral working groups! North American Union! It's over, 
Johnny!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/cWOMQKjXPJQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748678 34779 113 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 9:49:49pm  
 
<P>That video is a hoot. Gaffney says, "This is NOT black helicopter stuff! 
Don't believe them when they tell you it's not true."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748701 34779 133 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:08:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7748698" target=_blank>#130</A> Pietr</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think I feel like waiting around for you to post your "goodbye cruel 
world" comment, so I'll make your decision easier and block your account right 
now. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748709 34779 141 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:12:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7748704" target=_blank>#136</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if there were folks spouting similar quackery about the formation of 
NATO, The United Nations, The Justice League, and so on...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- in the past this was limited to fringe nutjobs like the John 
Birch Society, though. Now it's completely mainstream right wing 
fare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07748715 34779 147 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7748708" target=_blank>#140</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sounded a tad hostile earlier, but I chose to ignore the tone.Wasn't quite 
sure...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He obviously didn't like my comment here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/456/7748388" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748717 34779 149 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:15:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7748716" target=_blank>#148</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure if this has been mentioned yet but the Drudge Report's front page 
really seems to be working...an angle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. He didn't.</P> 
<P>"Olympic Spirit???"</P> 
<P>That's really sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748718 34779 150 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:16:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7748713" target=_blank>#145</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any update on Scarborough, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never heard back from his producer. I suspect they shut down his idea of an 
honor roll of Beck critics. You could tell from that video I posted that Andrea 
Mitchell was not happy about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748720 34779 152 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:17:39pm  
 
<P>Since when are gang fights front page screaming headlines at Drudge 
Report?</P> 
<P>Man, this stuff is getting completely out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748726 34779 158 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:19:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7748721" target=_blank>#153</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After a day of headlines about Obama going to Copenhagen to lobby for the 
Olympics one can draw their own ugly, ugly, conclusions.</P> 
<P>It's totally naked race baiting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. There's no mask on it at all.</P> 
<P>Very disturbing. These people seem to be doing their best to provoke 
violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07748742 34779 174 Charles Mon, Sep 28, 2009 10:28:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7748734" target=_blank>#166</A> 
beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just wanted to say hi and thank you for allowing me to become a member of 
LGF. I look forward to making a positive contribution here. (btw, I'm Mark on 
kejda.net) It's late and I'm off to bed but will check back 
tomorrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Mark - welcome to our humble lizardoid cavern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749439 34780 603 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:42:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7749090" target=_blank>#262</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course he already lost any credibility with me when he said this in an 
interview;</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I (reporter) asked an obvious question: “As we speak of this shifting 
zeitgeist, how are we to determine who’s right? If we do not acknowledge some 
sort of external [standard], what is to prevent us from saying that the Muslim 
[extremists] aren’t right?”</P> 
<P>“Yes, absolutely fascinating.” His response was immediate. “What’s to prevent 
us from saying Hitler wasn’t right? I mean, that is a genuinely difficult 
question. But whatever [defines morality], it’s not the Bible. If it was, we’d 
be stoning people for breaking the Sabbath.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. Give me a break.</P> 
<P>Richard Dawkins was saying that our reasons for understanding that Hitler was 
not right are not derived from the Bible. He was NOT saying that Hitler was a 
wonderful person. This is nothing but quote-mining.</P> 
<P>This is the full context of the discussion:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“I’m actually rather interested in the shifting zeitgeist. If you travel 
anywhere in the Western world, you find a consensus of opinion which is 
recognizably different from what it was only a matter of a decade or two ago. 
You and I are both a part of that same zeitgeist, and [as to where] we get our 
moral outlook, one can almost use phrases like ‘it’s in the air.’”</P> 
<P>At this point, perhaps a word of explanation is necessary. Zeitgeist is a 
German word meaning “spirit of the age.” Dawkins here refers to the prevailing 
moral climate or mood of a given place or time. We may observe that what 
constitutes moral or ethical behavior differs from one culture to another; 
indeed, it may even differ within a given culture. This is not in dispute. The 
question, rather, is this: should moral standards be based on the societal 
zeitgeist or should they look beyond it to something else?</P> 
<P>I asked an obvious question: “As we speak of this shifting zeitgeist, how are 
we to determine who’s right? If we do not acknowledge some sort of external 
[standard], what is to prevent us from saying that the Muslim [extremists] 
aren’t right?”</P> 
<P>“Yes, absolutely fascinating.” His response was immediate. “What’s to prevent 
us from saying Hitler wasn’t right? I mean, that is a genuinely difficult 
question. But whatever [defines morality], it’s not the Bible. If it was, we’d 
be stoning people for breaking the Sabbath.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749442 34780 606 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:44:08am  
 



<P>There's a hell of a lot of effort being expended to demonize Richard Dawkins 
here. Why is that? And it's based on misleading, out of context 
quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749447 34780 610 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:46:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/7749377" target=_blank>#544</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dawkins appears to be conflating two distinct ideas, both of which appear in 
"The Greatest Show on Earth", but in different places. In that book, he compares 
the plight of science teachers who are trying to teach evolution with a 
hypothetical situation where a history teacher is required to "teach the 
controversy" about the holocaust, i.e. the alternative theory that it never 
happened. Later on, he mentions the distance analogy. <STRONG>I did not get the 
impression at all that he is saying that creationists are equal to holocaust 
deniers.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He isn't. This is nothing but an attempt at demonizing 
Dawkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749449 34780 612 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:48:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7749448" target=_blank>#611</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fully understood what Dawkins was trying to say and I wasn't demonizing him 
at all. I said in an earlier thread that his poor use of analogies was simply 
hyperbolic and it is going to take away from what he was trying to say. People 
will mine for quotes to either discredit someone or try to lend credence to what 
a person is trying to say.</P> 
<P>Demonizing what the guy said, not the guy in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not a poor analogy at all. His point was simple, unless you're 
determined to try to use it against him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749455 34780 618 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:50:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7749381" target=_blank>#548</A> Spenser (with an 
S)</EM></P> 
<P>You've posted that quote THREE times in this thread. How about admitting to 
the fact that it was taken out of context and doesn't say anything like what 
you're distorting it to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749461 34780 624 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:52:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7749458" target=_blank>#621</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I recall correctly, he is a Muslim. No reason to include that in one's 
bio, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he's a Muslim convert -- a Sufi, I believe. Interesting that he leaves 
it out of his little bio at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749464 34780 627 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:53:24am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/619/7749456" target=_blank>#619</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree, for the reasons stated upthread. Holocaust denial, IMO, has very 
little to do with someone's actual approach to evidence; it's all about hatred. 
I, for one, doubt that Ahmadeinejad (for instance) TRULY believes the Holocaust 
didn't happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously suggest that you try reading what Dawkins actually wrote on this 
topic instead of relying on someone's paraphrase of what they heard on the 
radio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749465 34780 628 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:53:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7749463" target=_blank>#626</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lol you're down-dinging me even though I am agreeing with you in 
principle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, because your points are ridiculous and untrue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749498 34780 661 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:04:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/7749472" target=_blank>#635</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe to you.</P> 
<P>So you advocate that anybody in the scientific community has the right to 
throw the holocaust around to prove their point?</P> 
<P>That's ridiculous and my points aren't untrue to everybody. If you look 
around I had a good deal of people who agreed with me. I don't really care about 
being down-dinged to be honest, but I'd prefer a civil debate as opposed to 
being called "ridiculous".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your characterization of Dawkins' point is just foolish. He was NOT "throwing 
the Holocaust around."</P> 
<P>In fact, in his new book, he shows an enormous amount of respect for the 
suffering caused by the Holocaust. This is what's pissing me off. It's not just 
out of context -- it's attempting to make him out to be something he is NOT, and 
demonize him for trivializing the Holocaust, when he does no such thing.</P> 
<P>Here's what Dawkins actually wrote in the introduction to his new book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/books/bo
ok_extracts/article6805656.ece" 
target=_blank>entertainment.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine you are a teacher of more recent history, and your lessons on 20th-
century Europe are boycotted, heckled or otherwise disrupted by well-organised, 
well-financed and politically muscular groups of Holocaust-deniers. Unlike my 
hypothetical Rome-deniers, Holocaustdeniers really exist. They are vocal, 
superficially plausible and adept at seeming learned. They are supported by the 
president of at least one currently powerful state, and they include at least 
one bishop of the Roman Catholic Church. Imagine that, as a teacher of European 
history, you are continually faced with belligerent demands to “teach the 
controversy”, and to give “equal time” to the “alternative theory” that the 
Holocaust never happened but was invented by a bunch of Zionist fabricators.</P> 



<P>Fashionably relativist intellectuals chime in to insist that there is no 
absolute truth: whether the Holocaust happened is a matter of personal belief; 
all points of view are equally valid and should be equally “respected”.</P> 
<P>The plight of many science teachers today is not less dire. When they attempt 
to expound the central and guiding principle of biology; when they honestly 
place the living world in its historical context — which means evolution; when 
they explore and explain the very nature of life itself, they are harried and 
stymied, hassled and bullied, even threatened with loss of their jobs. At the 
very least their time is wasted at every turn. They are likely to receive 
menacing letters from parents and have to endure the sarcastic smirks and close-
folded arms of brainwashed children. They are supplied with state-approved 
textbooks that have had the word “evolution” systematically expunged, or 
bowdlerized into “change over time”. Once, we were tempted to laugh this kind of 
thing off as a peculiarly American phenomenon. Teachers in Britain and Europe 
now face the same problems, partly because of American influence, but more 
significantly because of the growing Islamic presence in the classroom — abetted 
by the official commitment to “multiculturalism” and the terror of being thought 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749521 34780 684 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:13:26am  
 
<P>Oh, I see where this stuff is coming from. BabbaZee is in full on outraged-
creationist anti-Dawkins freak-out mode, posting pictures of him surrounded by 
swastikas.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749562 34780 706 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:27:47am  
 
<P>Public derangement at its very worst:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://babbazeesbrain.blogspot.com/2009/09/dick-dawkins-
before-he-dicks-you.html" 
target=_blank>babbazeesbrain.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749569 34780 708 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:29:38am  
 
<P>According to Babbazee, Richard Dawkins is "satanic," and saying anything 
positive about him is exactly like shilling for the fascist Vlaams Belang!</P> 
<P>Talk about going off the fanatical deep end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749634 34780 719 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:41:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/717/7749621" target=_blank>#717</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he has said he would like to see the Catholic church ruined. I'm not a 
Catholic, but I could understand how a devout Catholic might take 
umbrage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote, please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749712 34780 729 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:59:12am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/7749656" target=_blank>#721</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's his opinion, and he's welcome to it, but I could understand why 
Catholics might not like this statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This quote is in the context of the unbelievable scandal in Ireland, in which 
the <EM>majority</EM> of children in Catholic schools and institutions were 
either abused or molested by priests or nuns.</P> 
<P>I'm not quite ready to say I want the Catholic Church "ruined" because of 
this, but the scale of this monstrous abuse was truly horrific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749821 34780 732 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 10:31:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/7749753" target=_blank>#731</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think Dawkins has a "grudge" against religion. I think he has very 
exhaustively thought through his reasoning on this issue, and concluded that 
overall, religion has not been a good thing for humanity. A "grudge" would be an 
unreasoning resentment, and I don't see that at all in what Dawkins has written 
on the subject.</P> 
<P>Note that I'm not saying I agree with him on that conclusion. I haven't come 
to any firm conclusion on this myself.</P> 
<P>But after reading "The God Delusion," I just can't agree any more with those 
who say Dawkins has some kind of knee-jerk anti-religion bias. He's anti-
religion, yes -- but it's anything but a knee-jerk reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07749666 34781 105 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:46:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7749610" target=_blank>#55</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RCP is already teeing off on this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2009/09/29/sarkozys_contempt_for
_obama.html" target=_blank>www.realclearpolitics.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That article is completely nuts! Sarkozy mildly criticized Obama, and 
Jack Kelly is calling it "contempt?" Unbelievable.</P> 
<P>A little context on <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Kelley" 
target=_blank>Jack Kelley</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jack Kelley was a longtime USA Today reporter and nominee and finalist for 
the Pulitzer Prize in 2002.</P> 
<P>He is perhaps best known for his professional downfall in March 2004, when it 
came out that he had long been fabricating stories, going so far as to write up 
scripts so associates could pretend to be sources during an investigation of his 
actions by others at the newspaper.</P> 
<P>The newspaper conducted an extensive review of Kelley's stories, going so far 
as to send investigators, including reporter and former mid-level editor Mark 
Memmott, to Cuba, Israel, and Serbia to check his work and sift through stacks 
of hotel records to determine if Kelley was where he claimed to be filing 
stories from. Kelley resigned but denied the charges. The USA Today publisher, 
Craig Moon, issued a public apology on the front page of the newspaper. The 
scandal led to the resignations of two key staff members at the newspaper, top 
editor Karen Jurgensen and News section managing editor Hal Ritter in April 
2004.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a dishonest hack.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07750027 34783 2 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 11:32:16am  
 
<P>There was so much insanity at this conference, it's mind-blowing.</P> 
<P>Here are Frank Gaffney, Don Federer, and Walid Shoebat spreading "Obama's a 
sekrit Moslem!" conspiracy theories:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ocqBvAqjO4s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07750461 34785 86 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 1:02:30pm  
 
<P>Can anyone figure out what Dan Riehl is trying to say in his latest post?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Charles Johnson's Continuing Major Malfunction</STRONG></P> 
<P>I see Little Green Football's has Michelle Malkin as his "Outrage of the 
Day!" and he has taken up the practice of using an unflattering screen grab from 
the Left to picture her. He also manages to work up a post attacking me on 
down.</P> 
<P>I'm only pointing it out as he has so few readers anymore it's all too easy 
to miss. At least he'll get an extra year or two from that masturbatory fantasy 
of a webserver I picture him sleeping with these days.</P> 
<P>Come forth and multiply my little lizards, we must have new hatchlings, oh 
yes, oh wow!</P> 
<P>Seriously, from an adult, even in CA? I guess in hindsight, he always was a 
bit of a kook. Maybe Daddy took the toy soldiers away too early when Charlie was 
a little boy.</P> 
<P>zzz</P> 
<P>Watching someone's machine break can be a terrible thing, if it doesn't put 
you to sleep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe he was drunk?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07750561 34786 19 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 1:33:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7750555" target=_blank>#14</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google Ads is serving up a seriously crazy soup of anti-evolution 
links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists have a lot of money to promote their idiocy. It comes from 
fleecing the flock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07750629 34786 77 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 1:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7750608" target=_blank>#58</A> Creeping 
Eruption</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever here about the contest he ran for a definition of the term 
"Santorum?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you mean this one:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thestranger.com/seattle/SavageLove?oid=14422" 
target=_blank>www.thestranger.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>NSFW!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07750888 34786 309 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 3:00:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7750848" target=_blank>#271</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, you wish to privilege Darwinian selection not to include religious 
fantasy; the same biological mechanism that causes bad breath or our toe-nails 
to grow produces religious fantasy, and among the chance mutation of fantasy, 
which one results in reproduction and controlling the resources? Unless you're 
lying to yourself, on Darwinian terms, nature is selecting for creationists: 
they reproduce and control the resources, over and over again, throughout the 
world, from culture to culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of all the weird rationalizations I've seen creationists come up with, this 
just might be the weirdest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751072 34786 491 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 4:03:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7751022" target=_blank>#442</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charlie, not a creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751095 34786 510 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 4:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7751088" target=_blank>#504</A> kaziggy2</EM></P> 
<P>Quel idiot! Au revoir!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751109 34786 523 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 4:32:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/7751106" target=_blank>#520</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Back-to-the-Cretaceous movement is in full swing and have produced 
another slick commercial:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Ahh... were is LVQ when you need him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arrrggghhh! That's the climate change version of creationism. What the hell 
is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751178 34786 590 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 4:57:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/7751167" target=_blank>#579</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One philosophical connection between the creationists and the anti-AGW-
science crowd: <EM>Both</EM> refuse to accept that Homo sapiens is an animal 



that <STRONG>has evolved during the recent glaciated climate</STRONG> of the 
Pleistocene and Holocene!</P> 
<P>The creationists and the anti-AGW-science movements are philosophical 
brothers, which is one reason why so many of the same personalities are 
involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- there are a <EM>lot</EM> of similarities between the two 
crowds. Another is that they both like to try to snow people into buying their 
hooey, with reams of scientific-sounding jargon.</P> 
<P>And they both use quote mining as a tactic.</P> 
<P>And they both compile lists of "scientists" who they say are on their side, 
that are often packed with ringers, fakes, and people who never signed on to 
their lists.</P> 
<P>And they both like to make their opponents chase down endless citations for 
articles and papers that turn out to: 1) say the exact opposite of what they 
claim, or 2) don't even relate to the subject under discussion, or 3) are 
written by kooks.</P> 
<P>I could go on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751237 34787 5 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:20:48pm  
 
<P>Come on, you're not afraid of a little glucocorticoid receptor, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751258 34787 14 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:26:07pm  
 
<P>You may have noticed the new TM in our logo -- and yes, it's true. I now have 
a legal trademark on the name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751280 34787 30 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:31:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7751268" target=_blank>#22</A> Canadian 
Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Becks channels Skouen today</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's getting closer and closer to the edge of a serious 
breakdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751285 34787 34 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:32:08pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how Beck and his fellow travelers demonize atheists -- they're 
the new witches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751296 34787 44 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7751268" target=_blank>#22</A> Canadian 
Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Becks channels Skouen today</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air readers are trashing <STRIKE>Chickenshitpundit</STRIKE> Allahpundit 
like crazed weasels for posting that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07751304 34787 50 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:35:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7751297" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The end was really creepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just getting there. What a <EM>freak</EM>.</P> 
<P>The hero of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751314 34787 59 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:39:40pm  
 
<P>The full clip of Glenn Beck's daily rant is even worse than that -- he also 
indulges in some ugly race baiting:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/13V9T1HsQfg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751319 34787 63 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:41:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7751313" target=_blank>#58</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the tm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reload and you will, oh Internet Explorer diehard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751322 34787 66 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:41:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7751320" target=_blank>#64</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh, I can't watch the video of the Chicago beating. I've been avoiding it. 
It's just so sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the right wing is exploiting it for all they're worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751328 34787 72 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:42:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7751326" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that Beck is wrong about "in god we trust" not being on newer 
currency. It's still there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's on the side of the coins now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751373 34787 114 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 5:52:49pm  
 
 



 
<P>That segment from Glenn Beck's show was one of the most disturbing, insane 
things I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>Is this really where the right wing wants to go?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751422 34787 161 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:05:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7751418" target=_blank>#157</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could someone summarize the last half of the Beck rant, since the full video 
wall pulled of Youtube for "violations".</P> 
<P>And, is Beck doing clean-up via Youtube?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You're right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751468 34787 204 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:18:02pm  
 
<P>I'm still trying to get my mind around the fact that a supposedly reputable 
news organization is promoting the sheer insanity of that Glenn Beck clip.</P> 
<P>"Bad craziness" doesn't even come close to this. Fox News is trying to split 
this country right down the middle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751505 34787 234 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:26:05pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter says the Obama-Hitler signs are all the work of "sneaky 
liberals".</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6c41ZadIkwM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751513 34787 242 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:28:15pm  
 
<P>Can someone please tell me where I can go to resign from the "right wing" 
movement that I never joined?</P> 
<P>This craziness is WAY too much for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751534 34787 261 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7751527" target=_blank>#255</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's too late... either you bought the troofer koolaid and became part of the 
rational left after 9-11, or you went whacko right and decided that it was 
actually a terrorist attack on our soil by nineteen jihadis.You know what the 
song says... you got to serve somebody..///heavy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I supposed to understand this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07751538 34787 264 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7751529" target=_blank>#257</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do believe you have accomplished that goal spectacularly over the past 
month or so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751626 34787 343 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:56:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/7751623" target=_blank>#340</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he;s out and he's hitting the talk show circuit. He went on an anti-
Israel diatribe saying, among other things, that Congress is controlled by 
Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Fox News is heavily promoting Traficant. He was cheered at a tea party 
protest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751634 34787 351 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 6:57:51pm  
 
<P>Traficant must have had some serious money socked away. His cronies and 
fellow travelers are coming to his defense now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751737 34788 4 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:22:32pm  
 
<P>More details on Lynn Vincent's involvement in Palin's book: <A 
href="http://www3.signonsandiego.com/stories/2009/sep/29/sd-ghostwriter-mum-
sarah-palin-memoir/" target=_blank>S.D. ghostwriter mum on Sarah Palin 
memoir</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One San Diegan knows all the details of Sarah Palin's soon-to-be released 
memoir, but don't ask her about it. She can't tell.</P> 
<P>Lynn Vincent, Palin's ghostwriter, has signed a non-disclosure agreement. She 
has been hard at work on the book for the past few months with Palin, the former 
Alaska governor and John McCain's running mate.</P> 
<P>So quick did their writing progress that the publisher announced yesterday 
that the 400-page memoir's release date, originally scheduled for spring, has 
been moved up to Nov. 17, with an e-book version following on Dec. 26.</P> 
<P>After resigning as governor in late July, Palin spent most of August in San 
Diego working with Vincent on the book, “Going Rogue: An American Life.” Rumors 
swirled about Palin sightings at Vincent's condo complex in north San Diego 
County. Palin reportedly was joined here by her family and top aide, Meghan 
Stapleton. This month, Palin huddled with her editors in New 
York.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751746 34788 6 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:24:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7751726" target=_blank>#1</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are we to be sure the book was ghost-written?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the update. There's no doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07751773 34788 22 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:31:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7751760" target=_blank>#14</A> rollwave87</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin was accompanied to Hong Kong by Randy Scheunemann, 
<STRONG>John</STRONG> McCain's foreign policy advisor. Who I think we can be 
pretty sure isn't a white supremacist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with anything? I'm pretty sure I didn't say Randy 
Scheuenemann was a white supremacist.</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, however, who co-wrote a book with Palin's ghostwriter, 
is connected with numerous people and groups who openly espouse white 
supremacism.</P> 
<P>Maybe that doesn't bother you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751796 34788 38 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:37:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7751784" target=_blank>#29</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lynn Vincent blogs at worldmag, finding a few articles that fall into the 
"religious culture warrior" bucket like this one.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://online.worldmag.com/2009/04/24/how-walter-hoye-spent-
his-time-in-jail/" target=_blank>online.worldmag.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And an anti-abortion extremist. What a shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751813 34788 50 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:41:41pm  
 
<P>Lynn Vincent is also a creationist, of course: <A 
href="http://www.worldmag.com/articles/3565" target=_blank>WORLD Magazine %P% 
Science vs. science %P% Lynn Vincent %P% Feb 26, 00</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751870 34788 100 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:52:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7751853" target=_blank>#83</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's true that Bill Ayers might have ghost written Obama's book, Palin 
would have to dig deep to sink lower.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not true. Please don't keep spreading that stupid garbage at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751877 34788 107 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7751874" target=_blank>#104</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to seem like a loony bird but is there a way to find out who the real 
ghostwriter is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NO evidence whatsoever that Obama had a ghostwriter for his book. 
This is complete crap, originating at World Net Daily. And it's maddening to see 
people spreading it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07751886 34788 116 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 7:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7751878" target=_blank>#108</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no proof there was a ghostwriter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forget proof. There is no EVIDENCE at all. It's the concoction of Jack 
Cashill (Vince Foster was killed by Bill Clinton!) and World Net Daily. It's 
utter crap.</P> 
<P>I'm astounded that you would even give a second's credence to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751951 34788 179 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:11:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7751936" target=_blank>#165</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she was prematurely labeled the next Reagan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which she would be -- if Ronald Reagan were a quitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07751969 34788 197 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:14:35pm  
 
<P>If you're going out shopping for a ghostwriter, how hard is it to find 
reputable people without extremist views and associations?</P> 
<P>There are thousands of people who could have done this job. Sarah Palin 
picked one who is an extreme anti-abortion creationist, associated with an open 
white supremacist.</P> 
<P>Bad judgment doesn't even begin to describe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752159 34788 384 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7752124" target=_blank>#350</A> 
beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the people who buy her book will care if the ghostwriter is 
associated with white supremacy. It's pretty clear that they don't have a 
problem with this association.</P> 
<P>Charles, you amaze me with your knowledge on this subject AND to be able to 
back up what you say with (detailed)proof.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never post anything like this without having convincing proof to back it 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752209 34788 434 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 8:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7752182" target=_blank>#407</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Mania! Sarah Palin's Greatest Hits</P> 
<P>[Video]She's a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is one brutal video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752245 34788 470 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:06:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/463/7752238" target=_blank>#463</A> orbital</EM></P> 



<P>Ok, I'll make it clear for you. Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752264 34788 489 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/7752253" target=_blank>#478</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh. Well, hopefully Palin and Santorum (you have got to be kidding me...) 
will split the fundie vote so a sane person can win the GOP nomination.</P> 
<P>I had defended Palin up until this point, even though I said her resigning 
her Governor position would keep me from voting for her ever again, but using 
this kind of ghostwriter ...</P> 
<P>oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, <EM>all</EM> of the GOP presidential hopefuls are far right 
religious fanatics, except possibly Mitt Romney -- and he's pandering to 
them.</P> 
<P>The only people who aren't fanatics have been driven out and labeled heretics 
-- for example, Jon Huntsman Jr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752291 34788 515 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:16:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/7752282" target=_blank>#506</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.newsmax.com/index.html" target=_blank>Newsmax is going 
all Glenn Beck at the moment.</A></P> 
<P>Crazy. Now where do you look (besides here) for a quick peek at the news in 
some sort of approximately even way?</P> 
<P>Gotta conk out soon...</P> 
<P>will look tomorrow morning too, if anyone has a suggestion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when is Newsmax considered "even?" They're only slightly less crazy 
than Weird Nut Drooly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752300 34788 524 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/7752293" target=_blank>#517</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read somewhere that Santorum asked people to pray so that God would tell 
him whether to run for POTUS. Hopefully, God's answer will be 
"NO!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another name for people who think God is going to talk directly to them is 
"schizophrenic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752324 34788 548 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:22:14pm  
 
<P>Notice how quickly that NEA OUTRAGE! died away?</P> 
<P>The Crying Wolf Strategy is starting to backfire on the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752421 34788 643 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/7752403" target=_blank>#625</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here come the flouncing down dingers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there they go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752467 34788 689 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/679/7752457" target=_blank>#679</A> 
instantnemesis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what..."The Audicity of a Dope" and "Dreams of my Muslim Father" were 
<STRIKE>ghost</STRIKE>written by Bill Ayers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete garbage. Why are you you spewing that nonsense at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752470 34788 692 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:56:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/679/7752457" target=_blank>#679</A> 
instantnemesis</EM></P> 
<P>16 comments in three years. These topics always wake up the 
sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752486 34788 708 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 9:59:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/7752472" target=_blank>#694</A> 
instantnemesis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prove it wasn't</P> 
<P>Just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>^^^Sarah Palin's fan base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752548 34788 770 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 10:21:13pm  
 
<P>OK. This is really really creepy.</P> 
<P>Rifqa Bary, the 17-year old who's been accusing her parents of wanting to 
murder her, suddenly turns up on a conference call headed by Shirley Dobson, 
wife of Focus on the Family's James Dobson, and featuring Tony Perkins of the 
Family Research Council.</P> 
<P>And starts raving incoherently about "Jesus".</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/uRhCIxiY5OA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Florida authorities are investigating how she ended up on this call because 
she's supposed to be in protective custody: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/local/breakingnews/orl-bk-fathima-
rifqa-bary-call-092909,0,4569159.story" 
target=_blank>www.orlandosentinel.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752558 34788 780 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 10:24:13pm  
 



<P>Listen to the tape of Rifqa Bary until the point where she starts praying. 
You're not going to believe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752572 34788 793 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 10:31:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/785/7752564" target=_blank>#785</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very seriously, what do you think happened to her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't even try to guess. There is something very very wrong with those 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07752576 34788 797 Charles Tue, Sep 29, 2009 10:32:50pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.orlandosentinel.com/news/local/breakingnews/orl-
bk-fathima-rifqa-bary-call-092909,0,4569159.story" 
target=_blank>www.orlandosentinel.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Monday, DCF spokeswoman Carrie Hoeppner said the state agency "had no 
knowledge of this until it surfaced. Although she is 17, she remains in 
protective custody. Neither the Department nor do we believe her parents, gave 
permission for her participation in this call with strangers, which is of 
concern to us."</P> 
<P>"Right now, we are working to get more background on the video such as when 
it posted and who arranged it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753349 34788 912 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:32:44am  
 
<P>If you use LGF to promote the conspiracy theory that Bill Ayers wrote Obama's 
books you're going to lose your account. I've completely had it with this 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753361 34788 913 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:38:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/911/7753231" target=_blank>#911</A> AtadOFF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does anything in that article make her an extremist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you could start with the title: "Black Genocide." Or you could look at 
the fact that the second article I linked promotes radical creationist theocrats 
like Philip Johnson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753380 34788 916 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:46:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/909/7753163" target=_blank>#909</A> krm</EM></P> 
<P>Unbelievable. You're using a sock puppet account to post a comment that Lynn 
Vincent isn't an extremist -- and your previous account was blocked because you 
were actually defending the neo-Nazi British National Party.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4552154" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Bye again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07753512 34788 923 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:20:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/919/7753417" target=_blank>#919</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is the the one person who can most effectively return the Republican 
Party to the conservative values that have made the United States the greatest 
country in history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, conservative values like quitting in the middle of her elected term 
as governor?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753540 34788 928 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:31:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/926/7753529" target=_blank>#926</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/924/7753515" target=_blank>#924</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<P>She was acting in the best interest of the State of Alaska. A problem with 
the ethics law was that it allowed people to continually snipe at her for an 
unlimited number of silly objections, such as a picture of her holding an Alaska 
salmon on a personal vacation as evidence of her somehow being in cahoots with 
the fishing industry. The state was required to defend her from all of the 
attacks which have all been dismissed. The distraction took away from the time 
that she would have otherwise been using to govern. I respect her for acting in 
the best interest of her state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. It was "distracting," so she needed to quit.</P> 
<P>And what do you think would happen if she ever were to be elected 
President?</P> 
<P>The "sniping," as you call it, would make her experiences in Alaska look like 
a walk in the park.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753577 34788 932 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:39:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/931/7753571" target=_blank>#931</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was not an act of weakness that lead her to resign as governor. The 
opposition has chosen the loophole in the ethics law as a vehicle to destroy her 
by the death of a thousand cuts. She moved their cheese.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753452 34790 9 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:08:53am  
 
<P>The whole thing is horrible, but this line in particular is a jawdropper:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unthinkable? Then think up an alternative, non-violent solution to the Obama 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753493 34790 45 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:17:08am  
 
<P>He absolutely <EM>was</EM> advocating it. This paragraph leaves no doubt 
about it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unthinkable? Then think up an alternative, non-violent solution to the Obama 
problem. Just don’t shrug and say, “We can always worry about that 
later.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07753497 34790 47 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:17:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7753491" target=_blank>#43</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happens in between the time they saw fit to post that and the time they 
took it down?</P> 
<P>Is it: "D'oh"?</P> 
<P>Is it: "So-and-so is on the line, they say this is really not a good 
idea..."?</P> 
<P>Is it: "Gosh, I should have read that first."?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was: uh oh. Somebody caught us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753524 34790 68 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:25:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7753509" target=_blank>#58</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, does John L. Perry have the ability to self-publish on Newsmax, or did 
some editor actually approve this?</P> 
<P>I've got no love for Newsmax - but at least they pulled the article.</P> 
<P>They've got the nuttiest collection of bloggers over there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They also publish the shrieking harpy, Pamela Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753526 34790 70 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:27:01am  
 
<P>Case in point:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsmax.com/Pamela_Geller/" 
target=_blank>www.newsmax.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753534 34790 76 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:29:06am  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-1216983/JK-
Rowling-lost-Presidential-Award-George-Bush-believed-Harry-Potter-encouraged-
witchcraft.html" target=_blank>JK Rowling lost out on Presidential Award because 
George Bush believed Harry Potter encouraged witchcraft</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JK Rowling lost out on the U.S.'s highest civilian honour because members of 
the Bush administration objected to the author's perceived promotion of sorcery, 
a new book claims.</P> 
<P>Matt Latimer, a former speech writer for George W Bush, states in Speechless: 
Tales Of A White House Survivor that as a result her name was not included 
amongst those receiving the Presidential Medal of Freedom.</P> 
<P>The award acknowledges contributions to the U.S. national interest, world 
peace or cultural endeavours.</P> 
<P>But according to Mr Latimer's new book, plans for Ms Rowling to receive the 
Medal of Freedom were nipped in the bud by officials in the previous 
administration.</P> 
<P>In Speechless, Latimer writes that 'narrow thinking' led 'people in the White 
House to actually object to giving the author J K Rowling a presidential medal 
because the Harry Potter books encourage 
witchcraft'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07753566 34790 105 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:37:14am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at the end of yesterday's Sarah Palin thread, someone showed up to 
say he knows the ghostwriter personally, and she's not an extremist at all.</P> 
<P>This person was using a sock puppet account. His previous account was blocked 
because he was defending the neo-Nazi British National Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753615 34790 149 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:46:28am  
 
<P>At zombie's site, the creeps are showing up: <A 
href="http://www.zombietime.com/zomblog/?p=494" target=_blank>In Berkeley. . 
.the children’s clothing boutique features Che shirts for kids · zomblog</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zombie: When are you going to leave Little Green Footballs? Charles has went 
left now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753632 34790 165 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:49:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7753622" target=_blank>#155</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is also an email campaign to get Zombie to flounce, I rec'd one of 
their emails which I mentioned to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're apparently emailing everyone who has ever said anything positive 
about me. I'm glad I could provide their empty lives with a 
purpose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753635 34790 168 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:51:13am  
 
<P>Incoming!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753679 34790 212 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:01:36am  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#search?q=%23RejectedPalinTitles" 
target=_blank>Rejected Palin Titles</A>. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753700 34790 233 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:06:47am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Inspector Dan Riehl is still spewing out his sick fantasies about 
the murder of Bill Sparkman. I won't link until Google caches it. But now he 
says Sparkman was probably masturbating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753751 34790 283 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:21:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7753689" target=_blank>#222</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe a nice time for an open registration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's been open for a while now, but as usual nobody notices unless I announce 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753760 34790 292 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:25:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/7753751" target=_blank>#283</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>As soon as I posted this, banned user 'orfannykl' (who spammed our spinoff 
links relentlessly with links to his crappy blog) tried to register a sock 
puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753765 34790 297 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:28:07am  
 
<P>For the mirror image of that Fark thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2351706/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753769 34790 301 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:29:31am  
 
<P>A classic comment by a freeper:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling RSM a white supremacist is laughable.</P> 
<P>I’d say it is beneath Charles, but he’s gone bananas.</P> 
<P>18 posted on September 30, 2009 10:11:57 AM PDT by NeoCaveman (Jimmy Carter 
is America's hemorrhoid)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Robert Stacy McCain actually posted links to white supremacist 
sites -- <EM>at Free Republic</EM>.</P> 
<P>The stupid is very powerful within the Freepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753779 34790 311 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:35:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7753778" target=_blank>#310</A> Right mind 
left</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somewhat OT, I am usually a reader and only post occasionally - too slow to 
keep up with all the nuances here but try to stay up on what seems to be 
important...</P> 
<P>I have enjoyed reading the quick witted stuff and am disturbed by all the 
negative trends.</P> 
<P>Just clicked on Charles' mirror image to the Fark thread and a poster was 
asking why the beef on Palin but not Obama Ayers? Is it PC to ask 
why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the story is complete crap, that's why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753792 34790 324 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:39:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7753781" target=_blank>#313</A> Right mind 
left</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Obama wrote his own books?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The crack-brained idea that Bill Ayers wrote Obama's books is garbage. It 
comes from a creationist writer who tried to claim that the Clintons murdered 



Vince Foster, and it's being heavily promoted by the looniest far right website, 
World Net Daily.</P> 
<P>I get really tired of explaining this. But I'm going to say this again -- if 
you try to promote this idiocy at LGF, you'll lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753808 34790 339 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:51:52am  
 
<P>Another sock puppet just registered, to try to post a comment defending Lew 
Rockwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753810 34790 341 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:54:28am  
 
<P>Diana West, full-on shilling for the fascist Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://e
uropenews.dk/en/node/26579&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>europenews.dk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753824 34790 354 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:06:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7753819" target=_blank>#349</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief... it's <EM>Newsmax</EM>. Surely no one is expecting rational 
unbiased reporting there? It's the right wing equivalent of Crooksandliars or 
Whatreallyhappened (where, btw, you can find out that the state of MT is being 
taken over by ...wait for it... a private American police force! They reported 
it, it must be true!)///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really, so it's only the craziest extreme right wingers at Newsmax, eh?</P> 
<P>Guess who else is all over that Montana story?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/09/30/whats-happening-in-
hardin-montana/" target=_blank>michellemalkin.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755041 34790 405 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:10:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/7754849" target=_blank>#401</A> gantww</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I would hope that such questions are on the mind of military 
officers at all times. Cause the day they aren't, no matter who is in office, is 
the day that this country is over, even if Jesus himself is reading off of the 
White House teleprompter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a pile of utter crap.</P> 
<P>Military officers swear an oath to be loyal to the United States, and to the 
Commander in Chief.</P> 
<P>We are NOT EVEN CLOSE to a situation in which this oath could possibly be 
breached, and your suggestion that we are is just flat out disgusting.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753840 34791 11 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:08:56am  
 
<P>Google is down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07753849 34791 19 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:10:39am  
 
<P>'Miss Trixie' from the stalker site just tried to register a sock 
puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753850 34791 20 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:11:01am  
 
<P>Google's back now. Wasn't offline for very long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753867 34791 36 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:14:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7753864" target=_blank>#33</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can't you just IP ban them</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IP banning is fairly useless these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753882 34791 48 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:18:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7753868" target=_blank>#37</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the current atmosphere really all that different than the one that 
obtained during the Bush administration following the disputed election? The 
left bayed themselves into a frenzy, calling the President illegitimate and 
putting the word "President" in quotation marks. Perhaps many here are more 
sensitive to the current situation because it has pitted former friends and 
allies of the right and center-right against one another. Consider that Charles 
is finding himself the target of sites that used to gladly link and quote 
LGF.</P> 
<P>It always hurts more when your friends succumb to the latest political 
conspiracy theories, especially when they are disturbing as "Birtherism" and 
"Sekrit Muslim-ism".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think it's quite a bit worse now. And I spent years covering the 
excesses of the left. I've never seen anything like what's happening on the 
right wing these days, and it's not just a few people. Some of this craziness is 
coming directly from GOP politicians and their advisers.</P> 
<P>"Death panels" ring a bell? That didn't come from a fringe site like 
Alternet, it came from the GOP's candidate for vice president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753890 34791 55 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:20:44am  
 
<P>Sure enough -- as soon as a new topic goes up, someone pops in to the 
previous thread to defend Perry's article advocating a military 
coup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753937 34791 92 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:38:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7753918" target=_blank>#76</A> peterb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's odd about the recent round of extremism, to me, is that those 
promoting it don't seem to realize just how crazy it sounds. I don't care 
whether you're liberal or conservative, the minute you start talking about 



violent, armed insurrection in America as if it's <EM>a reasonable thing</EM>, 
you're a nutbar. And I think it's important for the moderates to be strident in 
pointing that out when it happens.</P> 
<P>Regrettably, the only theory I can come up with with why this particular 
round seems to have such wide acceptance is that the nutbarism is getting a 
synergistic boost from people who harbor some degree of racism, and thus are 
already primed to believe any crazy thing about Obama, no matter how patently 
ridiculous it may be. I hope I'm wrong, because if I'm right, that's really 
depressing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to find that quite a few people very strongly resist the idea 
that racism has anything to do with this craziness.</P> 
<P>But I agree with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07753942 34791 95 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:40:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7753933" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/09/30/michael-steele-calls-
thom_n_304402.html" target=_blank>Michael Steele Calls Thomas Friedman A "Nut 
Job" For His Concerns Over Psychotic Rhetoric</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why it's just going to get worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754008 34791 151 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:57:51am  
 
<P>Friedman wrote: "[Yitzhak's] political opponents winked at it all."</P> 
<P>And Michael Steele is actually reinforcing this point, by lashing out at 
Friedman instead of acknowledging the existence of the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754012 34791 155 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:58:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7754009" target=_blank>#152</A> Haole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone see Becks footage last night comparing the 912 march with the 
G20?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754017 34791 160 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 11:59:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7754007" target=_blank>#150</A> Lola</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could one important difference be the quasi-erotic charge BO's defenders have 
gotten--since he became a nominee--from the prospect of a BO 
assassination?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What. The. Hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754045 34791 188 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:05:51pm  
 
<P>Looks like some people <EM>really</EM> don't want to see the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07754051 34791 192 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7754048" target=_blank>#190</A> Lord 
Blankfiend</EM></P> 
<P>Then why did you just register a second account, even though the rules on the 
register page make it very clear that this will cause both your accounts to be 
blocked?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754064 34791 205 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:10:54pm  
 
<P>I didn't announce open registration, but so far we have 30 new users -- of 
which 9 were sock puppets.</P> 
<P>One person has tried to register three times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754102 34791 240 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:26:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7754098" target=_blank>#236</A> gremal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I especially do not like how Friedman thrusts everyone critical of Obama--or 
who is NOT critical of the right--in league with the Rabin murderer. That is a 
truly disgusting op/ed ploy and one which we ought to be criticizing in the 
strongest possible language. Instead, many of us are embracing it and that, to 
me, is totally screwball.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He absolutely did not do anything close to this. Here's what he wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Obama is now having his legitimacy attacked by a concerted campaign from 
the right fringe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed the word "fringe?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754112 34791 250 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:31:08pm  
 
<P>It's amazing -- every time criticism appears of the far right fringe, people 
pop up and say, "How dare you accuse <EM>everyone</EM> on the right of 
this??!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754230 34791 364 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 12:59:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7754184" target=_blank>#321</A> Splatt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awesome. I'm in. Got turned on to this site a few months ago while searching 
high and low for SOME conservative answer to the apeshitted-ness I see all 
around me on the far-right. Have been hooked ever since.</P> 
<P>I just have one question, though, and it's been eating at me for awhile now - 
doesn't it seem at odds with the present general direction of this site to be 
advertising Beck's book?</P> 
<P>I'm just saying...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no Glenn Beck ad running at LGF. There was, for one week, because 
they paid for it. Last time I checked, Simon and Schuster's money didn't have 
Glenn Beck cooties on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754513 34791 428 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 2:28:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/7754507" target=_blank>#426</A> dhg4</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I know all that -- in fact, I've criticized Friedman heavily for many of 
his past columns.</P> 
<P>His point in this article is right on the money, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754580 34791 431 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 3:00:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7754578" target=_blank>#430</A> gremal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I just need to suck it up and accept that you see it 
differently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754605 34791 433 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 3:24:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7754005" target=_blank>#148</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friedman is a hack. Also, I find it ironic that the same people who told that 
that Obama's association with racist, anti-semite Wright was just a 
"distraction" are now having a cow about the racists signs at tea 
parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's referring to me, I suggest you read the LGF archives and see what I 
wrote about Rev. Wright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754274 34792 21 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 1:16:03pm  
 
<P>The idea that McCain can excuse his blatantly racist comment by saying he 
"wasn't thinking" is ludicrous on its face.</P> 
<P>And in fact it's not even an excuse. If he writes things like that "without 
thinking," it's very likely that we're getting a glimpse of his true ugly inner 
self -- and when he thinks carefully about hiding the racism, it's nothing but a 
mask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754279 34792 25 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 1:18:20pm  
 
<P>And now Tim Blair is going on the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754383 34792 111 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 1:44:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7754364" target=_blank>#94</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What hope is there if the GOP becomes a white males only party?<A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/09/30/derbyshire-female-suffrage/" 
target=_blank>National Review’s John Derbyshire: Women Should Not Have The Right 
To Vote</A></P> 
<P>The stupid just won't stop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. He's not kidding -- he actually thinks women shouldn't be allowed to 
vote!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754520 34792 218 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 2:29:56pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7754514" target=_blank>#212</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Found a site Charles can relate to: <A 
href="http://emailsfromcrazypeople.com/" target=_blank>Emails from Crazy 
People</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm thinking of setting up a subdomain here to post hate mails, along with 
advertisements, so I can monetize the hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754870 34795 23 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 5:50:13pm  
 
<P>Several of the usual right wing blogs are linking to Tim's post and 
snickering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754873 34795 25 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 5:51:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7754843" target=_blank>#5</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>let the calls to remove you from his blogroll commence</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's already happening in the comments for his smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754879 34795 31 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 5:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7754875" target=_blank>#27</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe this is really about the climate change debate. You may be considered 
to be on the "wrong" side now by Blair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure that's part of it. And he probably didn't like my post refuting his 
attempt to pump up the tea party attendance numbers, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754885 34795 36 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 5:59:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7754877" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh-oh. Another Michelle Obama article over at Hot Air. Dare I take a 
look?/I'll behave, I promise</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, I sure am glad that's not LGF's comment section. Nothing but rage, 
insults, paranoia, and ranting.</P> 
<P>And yes, there are some comments that are on the edge of being racist. 
Shocka!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754892 34795 42 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:04:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7754889" target=_blank>#40</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some borderline stuff but at least it's not all out racist 
slurs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The night is young.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07754897 34795 45 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:07:10pm  
 
<P>Two Fark links in one day!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the servers never even hiccuped. All that hard work has paid 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754903 34795 50 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:11:22pm  
 
<P>We have more people now showing up in the Newsmax thread defending the idea 
of a military coup.</P> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754927 34795 71 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:25:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7754908" target=_blank>#55</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: savagenation over at 2.0 just put up this link to a Rush Limbaugh caller. 
The comments there are heavily in favor of the caller. That's a problem because 
the caller is off-the-wall nutty politically, and Rush doesn't come across any 
better. Here's the link, listen to it yourself:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://mfile.akamai.com/5020/wma/rushlimb.download.akamai.com/5020/clips/0
9/09/093009_8_susan.asx" target=_blank>Susan in Glendale</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I need hope from Rush! This is the life of my children!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754928 34795 72 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:26:20pm  
 
<P>I think that woman might be hopped up on something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754936 34795 79 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:30:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7754934" target=_blank>#77</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She might be a planted caller. Radio shows do this stuff all the time. They 
pay semi-professional callers who are skilled at one gimmick or another. Shock 
jocks used to do this all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point. That sounded pretty polished, in the genre of "Insane Radio 
Caller."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07754958 34795 100 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:39:59pm  
 
<P>The flounces are getting more creative lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755010 34795 149 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 6:59:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7754979" target=_blank>#119</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Palin blogs are going nuts over Charles' post on Lynn Vincent.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?hl=en&amp;um=1&amp;ei=qQbEStT3N4vy
MaC-4dsM&amp;oi=blogsearch_group&amp;ct=title&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;as_drrb=q&amp;as_qdr=d&amp;q=charles+johnson+palin+-
site:littlegreenfootballs.com" 
target=_blank>blogsearch.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are they saying such mean things about me?</P> 
<P>They're all just a bunch of meanies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755053 34795 188 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:15:46pm  
 
<P>Looks like Tim Blair is still cherry-picking through my 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755062 34795 196 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:19:55pm  
 
<P>Hey, Tim Blair! Yes, I've changed my mind about climate change -- and it 
happened after I actually <EM>educated</EM> myself on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755072 34795 206 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:23:03pm  
 
<P>Angry dinger shot down at 3:00.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755083 34795 217 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:29:38pm  
 
<P>Blair is just blatantly cherry-picking through the global warming posts! He's 
ignoring the posts that have updates directing people to more recent ones, and 
pulling out all the anti-AGW posts from years ago.</P> 
<P>What a scumbag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755101 34795 234 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:35:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7755093" target=_blank>#227</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stalkers nicjacking me on the Blair thread.Hello, Rodan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the parasites from the stalker blog always do that, whenever I post a 
link to some other blog. Without fail.</P> 
<P>It's their way of letting me know they really care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755112 34795 245 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:39:41pm  
 
<P>Here they come!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755114 34795 247 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 7:40:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7755106" target=_blank>#239</A> OrWhat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes Tim Blair a "right wing" blogger and not merely 
"conservative"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have you been for the last two and a half years?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755183 34795 312 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:02:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7755175" target=_blank>#305</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Why would you believe anything you see at their site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755250 34795 372 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:23:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7755249" target=_blank>#371</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Is there a reason for this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755259 34795 381 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:29:00pm  
 
<P>Expect 'ladycatnip' and 'Simple Voice' to show up at the stalker blog any 
minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755269 34795 390 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 8:32:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7755268" target=_blank>#389</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, I didn't say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755348 34795 463 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:11:42pm  
 
<P>We have another angry dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755354 34795 469 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:13:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7755352" target=_blank>#467</A> Dianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you ever regret having created that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. It's been extremely useful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755368 34795 483 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:17:25pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UPDATE II. And now I’m blocked:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Forbidden  
<P>You don’t have permission to access this server.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Damn right. He was using the LGF search function to cherry pick through my 
posts, for no reason except to post his smear jobs, and he can bite 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755378 34795 493 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:23:44pm  
 
<P>That freak "song_and_dance_man" has been using the search function too, in 
the last half hour. Now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755393 34795 507 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:29:59pm  
 
<P>And now we have people using my own spinoff links feature to post attacks on 
me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/193282" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755410 34795 522 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 9:37:35pm  
 
<P>The new tactic the morons are using because I turned off the contact form -- 
they send me a Paypal donation for $0.01, with a hate mail in the embedded 
message.</P> 
<P>Very creative.</P> 
<P>I then refund their $0.01 and block their IP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756342 34795 620 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:21:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/7755771" target=_blank>#614</A> Tman</EM></P> 
<P>You have got to be kidding. I suggest you go over to those blogs and ask them 
to stand up in solidarity with me, and see what kind of reaction you 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756511 34795 622 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:13:10am  
 
<P>Ta ta!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756724 34795 624 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 11:01:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/7756524" target=_blank>#623</A> hm</EM></P> 
<P>Take a guess.</P> 
<P>And what's up with the sock puppet, 'rednaxela'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756747 34795 626 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 11:06:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/7756736" target=_blank>#625</A> harald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They wouldn't. But would you stand beside them if they did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since they wouldn't, I guess I wouldn't either. But if they did, even though 
they wouldn't, would I? Or should I? Or ... <EM>could</EM> I?</P> 
<P>Things that make you go "hmmm."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07763847 34795 629 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 11:04:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/7759399" target=_blank>#628</A> Aussie 
Stinger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what's with the link to Tim Blair's cancer story ("visit to the 
infirmary") ?</P> 
<P>Just wondering, how does it relate to the post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take a guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765492 34795 631 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 9:14:40am  
 
<P>There's a limit to how much idiocy I'll put up with, and you just reached it. 
Auf wiedersehen!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755500 34796 16 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:09:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7755497" target=_blank>#15</A> akarra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand why she's even trying the lecture 
circuit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is actually very simple.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“She knew that if she waited until her term ended in 2010, these 
opportunities would be gone,” said a source. “She would have lost millions by 
staying in office.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755516 34796 28 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:14:08pm  
 
<P>Notice that this article is in the New York Post, not exactly a stronghold of 
filthy liberals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07755539 34796 44 Charles Wed, Sep 30, 2009 10:23:04pm  
 
<P>Hilarious parody of Stacy McCain's abysmal Hunter Thompson imitation:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lefarkins.blogspot.com/2009/09/thats-not-doctor-of-
journalism-this-is.html" 
target=_blank>lefarkins.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756278 34797 392 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:02:24am  
 
<P>Heh. 24 comment reports this morning.</P> 
<P>It's better than coffee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756300 34797 412 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:09:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7756279" target=_blank>#393</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Tim Pawlenty is prepping for 2012 Presidential run.</P> 



<P>From <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0909/27785.html" 
target=_blank>Politico</A>.</P> 
<P>So what's his problem? Is he a closet creationist undermining our schools? 
Another "not conservative enough" guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Pawlenty is a creationist. Not in the closet at all. An outright 
creationist, in the pocket of the Discovery Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756434 34798 25 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:49:01am  
 
<P>Tim Blair has completely lost it. Now he's actually claiming that I was a 
Birther once, because when the story <EM>first came out</EM>, I reported it here 
at LGF. And that's despite the fact that I later added a very clear disavowal to 
the post!</P> 
<P>What a scumbag he's turned out to be. Here's the post he cherry-picked: 
[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30278_Is_Obama_a_Citizen_of_the_US
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756451 34798 38 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:53:01am  
 
<P>Watch -- this is going to be the new tactic the freak show blogs will try to 
use to discredit me. They'll pick through my archives looking for posts that 
"prove" how much I've changed.</P> 
<P>Going by what's in the search log this morning, they're already at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756465 34798 52 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:56:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7756461" target=_blank>#48</A> omahadad</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756541 34798 106 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:24:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7756506" target=_blank>#92</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm German by origin, I don't do subtle. I do witty sometimes. and I always 
do honest.</P> 
<P>Sidenote: TFK just showed up over at The Deuce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756663 34799 21 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:50:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7756553" target=_blank>#16</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I followed the link above, and at the end of the composition, there is a link 
to the post at McCain's site that's being mocked, and I followed that, and in 
the comments is a poster who is registered at LGF, and is a major blog pimp in 
the Links.</P> 
<P>Small world, isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch. He won't be pimping anything at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07756729 34800 177 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 11:03:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7756680" target=_blank>#129</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<P>I'm trying to figure out if there's a point somewhere in 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07756741 34800 188 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 11:04:55am  
 
<P>Time to open up the Spy window again. The creeps are starting to come out in 
the Tim Blair thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757157 34800 316 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:26:16pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757306 34800 327 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 1:14:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7757301" target=_blank>#326</A> Beholden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't he entitled to his opinion? No matter how goofy it is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not! Toss him in jail right now! And put a muzzle on him! He must 
be silenced!</P> 
<P>But seriously, do you realize how ridiculous that question 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757604 34800 339 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 2:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7757590" target=_blank>#338</A> Beholden</EM></P> 
<P>And now of course, you're moving the goalposts from shouting that Beck has a 
right to his opinions (which no one ever disputed), to whining about the topics 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758488 34800 359 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 7:47:11pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun storming the castle with Glenn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757052 34801 181 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:02:59pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer fans now showing up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757138 34801 257 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:22:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7757118" target=_blank>#241</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here's the source of the Graham clips...<A 
href="http://firstdraftofhistory.theatlantic.com/analysis/graham_the_loyal_oppos
ition.php" target=_blank>Graham: The Loyal Opposition</A></P> 
<P>I wish they'd post the whole event. I'd really like to see 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for Graham. But the problems with the GOP go much, much deeper than 
Glenn Beck and the Birthers. And even if Beck were carted off to the rubber room 
tomorrow, and all the Birthers just shut up on their own, those systemic 
problems would remain.</P> 
<P>Beck and the Nirthers are just symptoms of the takeover of the GOP by far 
right religious fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757152 34801 269 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:25:19pm  
 
<P>Beck flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757167 34801 279 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:28:51pm  
 
<P>The Flounce-o-meter is reading "Imminent" in the Spencer thread 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757261 34801 355 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 12:57:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7757257" target=_blank>#351</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://ccinsider.comedycentral.com/2009/10/01/richard-dawkins-on-
the-colbert-report/" target=_blank>Richard Dawkins on The Colbert Report</A> 
(video)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How'd you know I was just fixin' to post that?</P> 
<P>Unfortunately Colbert doesn't let Dawkins say much. Still pretty funny 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757316 34802 2 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 1:16:44pm  
 
<P>The down-dingers are quick today!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757322 34802 5 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 1:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7757317" target=_blank>#3</A> Vergeltung</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sorry I missed your flounce at the end of July:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/230/7502528" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But that's OK, I've rectified that omission now. No need to thank 
me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757342 34802 15 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 1:24:07pm  
 
<P>I'll bet that the majority of people who hate Richard Dawkins with such a 
passion have never actually read even one of his books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07757555 34802 208 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 2:17:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7757374" target=_blank>#44</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a Unitarian atheist just to make sure I don't become a bitter atheist 
like Dawkins can be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the bitterness. I never have. And I don't understand where that 
impression comes from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757584 34802 236 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 2:23:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7757565" target=_blank>#217</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IN his books, it does not come out much. It really doesn't. It comes out a 
lot more in his public speaking engagements. I promise that I am not 
hallucinating about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've also watched quite a few videos of Dawkins' speaking appearances, and I 
still have never seen this "bitterness" that everyone says I'm supposed to 
see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757639 34802 280 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 2:38:39pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7757620" target=_blank>#265</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since Dawkins can no more prove his unphilosophical assertion that God 
positively does not exist than I can prove the opposite, why waste time on 
it?</P> 
<P>It makes him at least <EM>look</EM> like a bigot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I've learned that it's kind of pointless to argue about this topic, 
because you've decided Dawkins is a bigot -- solely because he's an atheist -- 
and I just don't agree. He arrives at his atheism not by blind bigotry or 
prejudice, but by exhaustive logic. And he can defend it by the same 
methods.</P> 
<P>Thats not bigotry. I know I can't ever convince you of that, but by the same 
token you'll never convince me of something that just isn't 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757656 34802 295 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 2:44:45pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair's stupid smear job must be getting linked all over the dumbosphere 
today, because he's never sent anywhere near this traffic to LGF before.</P> 
<P>Cool! At least some of those people will get to see my response, and realize 
what a dishonest scumbag he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757698 34802 334 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:00:41pm  
 



<P>Yes, the dumbosphere is indeed linking to Blair's post, screeching like 
monkeys and flinging dung.</P> 
<P>Now Ace of Scumbags is getting into the act -- he actually accuses me of 
adding a disclaimer to the very old post about Obama's birth certificate 
<EM>after</EM> Tim Blair pointed it out. These people are freaking 
insane!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757717 34802 350 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:09:54pm  
 
<P>The definition of "bigotry" is: "intolerance toward those who hold different 
opinions from oneself."</P> 
<P>Richard Dawkins has signed statements promoted by religious people, and he 
cites several religious scientists in his book. As far as I can tell, he has 
never shown "intolerance" toward any person -- although he definitely has strong 
opinions about atheism.</P> 
<P>I suspect that the complaint Dawkins is a bigot is really just a thin-skinned 
reaction to having one's own oxe goared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757724 34802 357 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:13:05pm  
 
<P>I've added links to my answer to Tim Blair's smear post to every one of the 
LGF articles he linked, to make sure people see my response. Because I know that 
neither Tim nor any of the morons linking to his post will have the decency to 
note that I replied.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757731 34802 363 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:15:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7757711" target=_blank>#346</A> 
Dreader1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you attempted to run for office and been denied? Have you been denied as 
a juror or witness because of being an atheist?</P> 
<P>I get tired of the whimpering of other atheists that they are picked upon - I 
claimed atheist as my 'Religious Preference' during my 20 years in the Army and 
wasn't discriminated against. I don't get upset when someone says, 'God bless 
you' after I sneeze - I even had a Christian apologize to me after she 
reflexively said it (she knew I was an atheist). I told her that anyone who 
would be upset by that was a jerk - she was at a minimum showing concern for a 
fellow human being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Atheists ARE picked on in this country. Just take a look at the Glenn Beck 
video I posted today, or read Ann Coulter or watch Bill O'Reilly, or just about 
any right wing pundit. The demonization is absolutely 
relentless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757736 34802 368 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:16:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7757727" target=_blank>#359</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not exactly.</P> 



<P>Dawkins seemingly has absolute certainty about his answer to a philosophical 
question that centuries of logical debate have shown to be unprovable either 
way. Fine. That does not make him a bigot.</P> 
<P>He proceeds to claim that anyone who does not accept his personal answer to 
said unprovable philosophical question is <EM>deluded</EM>. That, in my opinion, 
does make him a bigot, to the same extent that someone with the opposite answer 
to the unprovable philosophical question would be a bigot for thinking he had 
proved it to everyone else's satisfaction.</P> 
<P>Does he want to "jam it down everyone's throat"? That's probably going too 
far, but it doesn't matter. He thinks those who disagree with him are 
<EM>deluded,</EM> but he can no more prove that than can his opposite number in 
the theistic camp.</P> 
<P>I stated it more simply above, and you thought it sounded stupid. If you 
still think so after what I hope is a more careful exposition of my opinion, I 
can't help it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you read "The God Delusion?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757742 34802 374 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:20:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/7757738" target=_blank>#370</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I can't see how you could possibly claim that his point is that all 
religious people are "deluded." That's not even close to his real 
arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757772 34802 402 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:32:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7757756" target=_blank>#387</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From my own personal experience - you've heard me talk about My Moonbat 
Brother (MMB™) for years now, right? - atheists can be just as dogmatic and just 
as pompous and just as obnoxious as any pompadoured 
televangelist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All you're saying is that atheists are human beings with the same flaws and 
quirks as any other human being. Sure, I agree. But atheists are no more 
"arrogant" or "bitter" in general than any other group of human beings.</P> 
<P>There is, however, a very determined effort by the religious right to 
demonize all atheists with these terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757776 34802 406 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:32:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7757770" target=_blank>#400</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I attempted to make a point similar to this here several months ago. That 
his, or any other atheists absolute certainty about an unanswerable 
philosophical question (which is IMO beyond human cognitive abilities) was akin 
to <EM>faith</EM>. You'd have thought I insulted people's mothers with the 
downdings that received.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you're simply misstating Dawkins' views. He does not claim absolute 
certainty at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07757803 34802 433 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:40:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7757794" target=_blank>#424</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shivv seems unhappy with the topics at LGF these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another day, another angry dinger gets the boot. He even dinged down my ocean 
photos. That really hurts. (Not.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757816 34802 444 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7757809" target=_blank>#438</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blogger is a US company and site</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blogger is owned by Google, and they almost never do anything about abuse 
complaints.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757825 34802 452 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 3:45:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7757819" target=_blank>#446</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't abuse, it's trademark infringement now. They pretty much have to 
do something as long as you are willing to fill out the form and give legal 
name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, I can't talk about anything that might be under way right now, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757906 34802 527 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:12:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/7757877" target=_blank>#498</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to interactions, they are not reproducible. Prove to me that a purported 
miracle 3500 years ago didn't happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, now. I'm sure you realize that extraordinary claims require 
extraordinary proof. What evidence is there that the laws of physics and nature 
were different on Earth 3500 years ago? The strongest argument against believing 
in literal miracles is simply that in order to happen the way they're described 
in the Bible, the very laws of the universe would have to have been somehow 
mutable.</P> 
<P>Asking someone to prove that miracles <EM>didn't</EM> happen is a logical 
fallacy. Without proof that they <EM>did</EM> happen, the only reasonable 
position for anyone who values the scientific method is to accept that the 
stories are allegories, not descriptions of actual events.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757954 34802 573 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:29:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7757952" target=_blank>#571</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact to make the argument stronger, I'll posit it the other way. If you 
went to Newton and explained Quantum Mechanics to him, he would think you are 



mad. There was no reason in his day, based on all available evidence to believe 
such a thing. Did that mean QM wasn't happening then too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But again, you're promoting a logical fallacy. Whether Newton knew about 
quantum mechanics or not doesn't matter. The principles of quantum mechanics 
were no less valid in Newton's day simply because they hadn't been discovered 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757955 34802 574 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:29:32pm  
 
<P>Nirther dinger now at work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757959 34802 578 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:30:17pm  
 
<P>Another from the class of 2004.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757960 34802 579 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7757957" target=_blank>#576</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Further proof that Paulian Troofers are behind the "Anti vaxxer" Nurses</P> 
<P><STRONG>WARNING: Raging nutball extremist site</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4409 is the group that staged that stunt with semi-auto weapons in Phoenix at 
the Obama rally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07757970 34802 588 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 4:35:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7757968" target=_blank>#586</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Charles, have you been keeping an eye on the Acorn Kingsley memo story 
that is beginning to break?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Honestly, I just couldn't care less about the ACORN outrage of the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758187 34802 635 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7758185" target=_blank>#634</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who have been claiming that Dawkins absolutely affirms that there is 
no God are talking shite. I have read and seen him point out several times that 
he thinks that God's existence is highly improbable. He makes no claim to 
absolute knowledge on the matter- in fact by some people here's definitions he 
would count as an agnostic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely agree. I've been trying to point that out in several threads 
now. But the propaganda against Dawkins has obviously been 
effective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765015 34802 664 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:40:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/7765004" target=_blank>#663</A> widmanb</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"There is no purpose to life, but it's not an accident"</P> 
<P>An oxymoron is there ever was one. And I don't think Dawson actually believes 
this. He would agree that because life IS an accident (i.e. undesigned, 
resulting from the random movements of matter and energy), life has no purpose. 
I think the point he was trying to make is that evolution is an orderly process, 
even if the underlying mechanism (random mutation) is not. If you subscribe to 
Dawson's logic, which I don't, one must conclude that all of the Cosmos, all of 
life, including the process of evolution is ultimately purposeless, random and 
"accidental".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's only an "oxymoron" if you're determinedly ignorant about the grandeur of 
the process of natural selection. There's nothing "accidental" about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758029 34803 19 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:06:11pm  
 
<P>Just got hate mail from Richard L. Kent, Esq., the world's angriest 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758084 34803 63 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:30:46pm  
 
<P>Just added this update to my post replying to Tim Blair's smear job:</P> 
<P>Tim has now updated his post with some more “Then - Now” links that show a 
truly heinous thing about me: I have an open mind and am willing to change it 
when I see convincing evidence.</P> 
<P>Tim Blair seems to believe I was supposed to toe the right wing line on 
climate change forever. Now that I’ve invested the time and effort to educate 
myself on the issues and have changed my mind, I’m an unfaithful monkey who must 
be stoned.</P> 
<P>It's sad when brains become petrified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758098 34803 77 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7758092" target=_blank>#71</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just figured you were a little drunk./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I just opened a Duvel Belgian ale, so that might be true in a little 
while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758101 34803 80 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:39:14pm  
 
<P>Ana Marie Cox just tweeted my Michele Bachmann post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758110 34803 89 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:44:02pm  
 
<P>A nice post at Scienceblogs by Ed Brayton:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/dispatches/2009/10/obamas_brainwashing_kids_again.
php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07758120 34803 98 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:48:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7758113" target=_blank>#92</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ignorant crackpots. They're arguing against Graham for criticizing Beck who 
supports Ron Paul while arguing against Paul. It's like stupidity coming full 
circle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're lost in a sea of rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758142 34803 117 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:55:40pm  
 
<P>Another angry dinger gets the boot -- 'mzi1980'. This one had a previously 
banned sock puppet, like so many of them do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758147 34803 122 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 5:58:01pm  
 
<P>'mzi1980' actually reported one of my own comments to me!</P> 
<P>Gotta love that kind of invincible stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758172 34804 4 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7758167" target=_blank>#2</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the OT.</P> 
<P>Charles have you seen this? There's hope for the GOP.</P> 
<P><A href="http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/61145-graham-gop-
ers-must-call-birthers-crazy" target=_blank>Graham: Republicans must call 
birthers 'crazy'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you realize that Lindsey Graham is a RINO!!?</P> 
<P>And according to Hot Air commenters, a HOMO as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758178 34804 8 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:12:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7758176" target=_blank>#6</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Time for the RINOs to chase the nuts out of the party. I am ready. Are 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too late. The Republican Party has lost me, possibly for 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758247 34804 48 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:43:03pm  
 
<P>I keep thinking that the insane hatred coming at me from the right wing 
blogosphere has to die down at some point -- but it's actually getting 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758271 34804 66 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:47:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7758250" target=_blank>#50</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That should make La Raza happy, anyway...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Would you like to explain that comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758283 34804 76 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 6:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7758276" target=_blank>#70</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really, since it was a joke, which obviously wasn't a very good one. It 
was a pun, which I apologize if it offended anyone, ICE/ice/the whole 
undocumented thing.Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758334 34804 116 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 7:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7758330" target=_blank>#113</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me, or is this sea level stuff starting to sound a lot like the 
Armageddon end of days shit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758552 34805 108 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:04:04pm  
 
<P>Well, the creeps are at it again, leaving nasty comments at the end of old 
threads and using sock puppets to ding articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758577 34805 121 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:12:58pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, we just went over 150,000 page views for the day so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758613 34805 150 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:28:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://godsownparty.com/blog/2009/10/palin-whatever-who-the-hell-is-
lynn-vincent/" target=_blank>Palin? Whatever! Who the Hell is Lynn Vincent? %P% 
God's Own Party?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758679 34805 202 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:45:12pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">202</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Oct 1, 2009 
8:45:12pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">1</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 



 
 
07758688 34805 209 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:47:26pm  
 
<P>Thanks, I'm going to delete both these comments now, just to make sure 
there's no question about whether I followed the TOS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758721 34805 236 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 8:58:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7758716" target=_blank>#232</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I just went back to the same post at his site called "Killing Ground in 
Clay County: The Mystery on Hoskins Cemetery Road" and that part of his post is 
disappeared down the memory hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. He's hiding something, isn't he?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758753 34805 263 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:08:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7758747" target=_blank>#257</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No its still there.. Fact-checking myself.. I was wrong, its a couple threads 
down from the one I thought it was in.. <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
smccain.blogspot.com/2009/09/in-non-kentucky-news-today.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>here</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, that guy is so pathetic. He actually talked his gullible readers into 
giving him money to go to Kentucky. Then he found absolutely <EM>nothing</EM> of 
interest, and apparently spent most of his time trying to get into the pants of 
a 20-year old girl who turned out to be gay.</P> 
<P>What a pathetic loser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758766 34805 275 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:10:41pm  
 
<P>Very interesting article:</P> 
<P><A href="http://spinwatch.org/-articles-by-category-mainmenu-8/317-
islamophobia/5318-the-neocons-the-bnp-and-the-islamophobia-network" 
target=_blank>The Neocons, the BNP and the Islamophobia 
Network</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758784 34805 289 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:15:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7758779" target=_blank>#284</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is deployed by terrorist apologists.</P> 
<P>But still, sometimes it's very accurate. We need a new word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Bigots" works just fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758802 34805 307 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:19:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7758789" target=_blank>#294</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that reminds me. I was going to post this earlier...Geert Wilders warning 
to America</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/d76_1254444853" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there he goes. Advocating stripping basic human rights away from Muslims 
in the US. What a fascist scumbag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758818 34805 320 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7758798" target=_blank>#303</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hmmm, not sure why that video didn't embed properly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a small bug somewhere in the code that breaks the video embedding if 
there's a second link after it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758847 34805 346 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:36:25pm  
 
<P>Another classic creep tactic tonight, by a user (One_American) who was 
blocked earlier after an insult-filled flounce. He went into the search page and 
searched for one insult after another -- apparently thinking that it would just 
destroy me to see them in the search log.</P> 
<P>Some of these people are so freaking insane it's beyond 
belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758899 34805 388 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:54:40pm  
 
<P>My God.</P> 
<P>I just saw the video Rodan posted over there. It flat-out advocates 
genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758918 34805 404 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 9:59:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7758904" target=_blank>#392</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The demographics one? Or something else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something much worse than that. A Serbian video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758930 34805 413 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:03:03pm  
 
<P>Please don't post a link to that video.</P> 
<P>It's obscene.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07758943 34805 421 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7758938" target=_blank>#418</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It'd a variation of stuff I've seen before. It's definitely related to 
previous videos. Someone (bbc?) did a debunking of the numbers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the video I'm talking about.</P> 
<P>Rodan posted a Serbian video that celebrates mass murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07758965 34805 438 Charles Thu, Oct 1, 2009 10:12:03pm  
 
<P>OK -- I think that's enough reposting comments from that site. Let's please 
drop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760102 34808 79 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:07:40am  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin is celebrating the fact that the United States lost its 
Olympic bid today. Celebrating -- just because she wants Obama to fail, and 
she's gloating over every failure.</P> 
<P>This is where the rhetoric of "FAIL" leads -- they're openly celebrating when 
America loses, just because Barack Obama is President.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with the right wing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760125 34808 102 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:11:47am  
 
<P>Within minutes of turning on the contact form, I received two hate 
mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760142 34808 117 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:15:05am  
 
<P>The comments at Michelle Malkin's site are just unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760144 34808 119 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:15:56am  
 
<P>Check this one out:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On October 2nd, 2009 at 9:49 am, cicerokid said:</P> 
<P>She wants to make a personal sacrifice? Never a Mayan priest around when you 
need one…</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760149 34808 124 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:16:44am  
 
<P>And this reply:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On October 2nd, 2009 at 10:33 am, Kingfish said:On October 2nd, 2009 at 9:49 
am, cicerokid said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She wants to make a personal sacrifice? Never a Mayan priest around when you 
need one…</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That is assuming sasquatch has a heart to cut out in the first 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760154 34808 129 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:17:54am  
 
<P>Another:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On October 2nd, 2009 at 11:42 am, cicerokid said:</P> 
<P>Learn to samba, sasquatch!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760160 34808 135 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:19:09am  
 
<P>And an idiot from the stalker blog shows up:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On October 2nd, 2009 at 11:51 am, Ed Mahmoud abu al-Kahoul said:On October 
2nd, 2009 at 11:42 am, cicerokid said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Learn to samba, sasquatch!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keep that up and Kilgore Trout will show up dropping the “N” word to see if 
the mods or admins can delete it in 30 seconds or less. Failure to do so, of 
course, in LGF thinking, would make Mrs. Malkin’s blog a white supremacist hate 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760188 34808 161 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:27:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7760166" target=_blank>#141</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Except that this was not a rejection of Obama -- the bottom line is that the 
IOC didn't like Chicago's bid.</P> 
<P>I'm sure the spin is going to be that Obama failed, though. And this, by the 
way, completely puts the lie to the idea that people who say they want Obama to 
fail <EM>really</EM> mean they want his <EM>policies</EM> to fail.</P> 
<P>No, they want Obama to fail, and if that means America fails too, they're 
just fine with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760481 34809 10 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:07:46am  
 
<P>I guess the Republicans have given up the idea of winning any elections in 
Illinois next year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760611 34809 121 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:27:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7760575" target=_blank>#91</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this would have been a huge boost to the local economy, lots of new 
construction and infrastructure updates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody cares about that. Obama lost. Yay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760723 34809 212 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:44:45am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7760713" target=_blank>#204</A> Bonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, we here in Illinois prefer to think that *we* won, since we're the 
folks who would be paying for the Olympics. Sure, the machine would make out 
like bandits, but us taxpayers would have been the real losers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're pretty confident that you're speaking for everyone in Illinois, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760727 34809 215 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:45:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7760722" target=_blank>#211</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read yesterday this was the first time a sitting president lobbied for the 
Olympics. Not sure where, or for that matter if it is even 
accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not accurate at all.</P> 
<P><A href="http://georgewbush-
whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2008/01/20080107-3.html" 
target=_blank>President Bush Meets with Chicago 2016 Bid Committee and United 
States Olympic Committee Members</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760739 34809 224 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:48:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7760734" target=_blank>#219</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not exactly the same as lobbying the IOC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it. You really want to believe there's something especially evil and 
wrong about Obama lobbying for the Olympics.</P> 
<P>Don't let facts get in the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760785 34809 268 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:56:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7760752" target=_blank>#236</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Separate and distinct from lobbying the IOC in person. Meeting with the USOC 
and the Chicago effort is one thing; going before the IOC is another. I don't 
think Bush went before the IOC personally on behalf of Chicago for the 2016 
games, or for NYC on behalf of the NYC 2012 effort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they weren't meeting at that point. The fact is that every one of the 
leaders of the front runner countries went to Copenhagen to lobby for their 
countries. If Bush were President, I have absolutely no doubt he would have done 
the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760873 34809 350 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 12:11:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7760833" target=_blank>#314</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or as I often remind myself: The Empire State Building was constructed in 
thirteen months, start to finish, using early 1930s technology.</P> 
<P>Amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And the early 1930s legal system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760886 34809 363 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 12:14:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7760876" target=_blank>#353</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a practical matter it struck me as a very strange thing to do for 
President Obama to go to Copenhagen to pitch the city of Chicago, not his home 
town, and a city that exhibited a complete loathing for Obama when he ran for 
Congress. (For the historically challenged: Bobby Rush 75% vs. Barack Obama 25% 
Illinois 1st District contest).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. Why, you'd almost think Obama was trying to do something good for 
America, wouldn't you?</P> 
<P>Actually, I know you wouldn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761389 34809 550 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 2:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/7761301" target=_blank>#529</A> non obama 
mama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Medaura:</P> 
<P>Where are you getting this fallacious notion that host cities get money by 
hosting the Olympics.</P> 
<P>This is a proven misperception. The Olympics are a money drain. This is the 
bottom line. Host cities want the olympics in order to "show off" their city - 
and that's it. It's about pride and galmour, but not substance.</P> 
<P>Olympics = economic drain. That is the bottom line.</P> 
<P>Source: [Link: <A 
href="http://digitalcommons.bryant.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&amp;cont
ext=honors_history" 
target=_blank>digitalcommons.bryant.edu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A college student's term paper.</P> 
<P>Now there's an authoritative source.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761414 34809 553 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 2:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/7761396" target=_blank>#551</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As soon as I saw the screaming headline about the murder, I knew it was over 
for Chicago.</P> 
<P>And I had to wonder, how much of the responsibility for that belongs to the 
city and the culture it fosters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never realized that murders only happen in Chicago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761543 34809 574 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 3:03:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/7761518" target=_blank>#570</A> Pelkabo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am just wondering why you seem so shocked lately that there are as 
many crazies on the right as there are on the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And I don't know why you think I'm "shocked" at anything. I haven't even used 
that word.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's as if you've just woken up to that fact in the past few months. Both 
sides of the political spectrum are made up of human beings. Some are 
intelligent, many are stupid, and nearly all are hypocrites -- ready to condemn 
in others what they excuse in themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I never thought of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761747 34809 594 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 4:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7761739" target=_blank>#593</A> 
charlesincharge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Murders can and do happen anywhere in the USA. But Chicago happens to take 
the "Gold" in that particular event. And that ain't easy considering they have 
to compete with cities like DC etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no, Chicago is not even close to the worst US city for murders:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_cities_by_crime_rate" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761814 34809 602 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:25:15pm  
 
<P>Gladly! Au revoir.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07760992 34810 27 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 12:39:55pm  
 
<P>I lost all respect for Sarah Palin (and I didn't have much left at that point 
anyway) when she resigned in the middle of her elected term.</P> 
<P>You just don't do that.</P> 
<P>And then when she came up with the "death panel" thing, and used her own 
child to hype this fear-mongering bullshit, that lack of respect went deeply 
into the negative category.</P> 
<P>I'll never vote for Sarah Palin for anything, ever again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761026 34810 54 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 12:44:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7761013" target=_blank>#44</A> Haole</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever again???/ Do you live in Alaska?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you forget about that little Presidential election we just 
had?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761070 34810 85 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 12:51:47pm  
 
<P>The fact is that the <EM>only</EM> reason Sarah Palin was picked as McCain's 
running mate was to bring the religious right on board. She was amazingly 
unqualified for the job. But James Dobson and the other leaders of the religious 
right were vehemently opposed to McCain, and were actually calling on their 
flocks to NOT vote for him -- until McCain picked out Palin.</P> 



<P>Palin was everything the religious right wanted -- hardcore anti-gay and 
anti-abortion, a creationist, and a graduate of one of the most fanatical 
Pentecostal sects in America.</P> 
<P>That's why she was McCain's running mate. And it backfired on him 
spectacularly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761162 34810 148 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 1:05:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7761159" target=_blank>#145</A> Haole</EM></P> 
<P>Please don't promote this crappy smear job at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761200 34810 172 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 1:18:18pm  
 
<P>Michele Bachmann introduces Ron Paul: "He's an awesome man!"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/aJyYiH7g38s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761204 34810 175 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 1:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7761197" target=_blank>#170</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a stretch of a stretch to link him to Nambla and Ayers put out by 
religious right political operatives ("Just Regular Folks" is really Grover 
Norquist and Lori Roman, both tied to religious right, both lobbyists and 
political operatives)</P> 
<P>He was praising the guy for his work establishing Gay Rights movements and to 
stop violence against gays, and at the time of the speech in 1997 NAMBLA wasn't 
really widely known about. Unless they can show that Jennings definitely knew 
about both NAMBLA and Hay's ties to it, it's much ado about 
nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than a stretch, I'd say -- it's a deliberate smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763580 34810 377 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:05:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7763543" target=_blank>#369</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She would repeat the "Reagan effect" whereby she brings the middle to the 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Sarah Palin</EM> is going to bring the middle to the right? You've got to 
be joking. And comparing Sarah "Death Panels" Palin to Ronald Reagan? Good 
grief.</P> 
<P>Palin's entire appeal is to the far right. She was responsible for turning 
off the vast majority of centrists who might have been inclined to vote for 
McCain otherwise. This isn't even in question. She was brought into the McCain 
campaign for one reason only -- to appeal to the extreme religious right, and 
get people like James Dobson to drop their opposition to McCain.</P> 
<P>Palin is going to appeal to the middle? That's my first real laugh of the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07763620 34810 382 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:23:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7763606" target=_blank>#381</A> 
jackfetch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a huge Palin fan, but her resignation had nothing to do with running 
for president, and considering the circumstances in Alaska was a reasonable 
move. She decided that the amount of frivolous legal action being taken against 
her as governor was hampering the office's ability to function, and she was 
probably right.</P> 
<P>Notice, I'm not saying that this makes her an ideal candidate for president, 
and she'd make an even larger target for attacks pursuing national office, 
however I do think that the "quitter" label does her an 
injustice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If she didn't want to be called a "quitter," she shouldn't have quit in the 
middle of her elected term. It's sad to see people scraping the absolute bottom 
of the excuse barrel to try to defend it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761473 34811 57 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 2:43:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7761454" target=_blank>#49</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of the cheering was literal...<A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/10/02/weekly-standard-chicago/" 
target=_blank>Weekly Standard deletes reference to ‘Cheers’ in their office 
after Chicago lost Olympic bid.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weasels. They cheered about it, posted it openly on their blog, then got rid 
of the evidence when they realized it looked crappy.</P> 
<P>Weasels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761644 34811 172 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 3:43:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7761634" target=_blank>#163</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read his post on his "investigative" foray needed to defend southern honor. 
Looked like he was hitting on 2 gals - a restaurant worker and the editor of 
some local paper. He put up pics of both so when Charles posted that one was a 
lesbian. Didn't go back to see which it was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's unbelievably pathetic. Not only did he come back from Kentucky with 
absolutely NO news at all about the census worker, he apparently spent most of 
his time hitting on a 20-year old girl (with several posts about the tattoo she 
wouldn't show him, slobber, drool) who turned out to be a lesbian.</P> 
<P>The Bible quote is a perfect touch for that pathetic hypocritical racist 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761666 34811 193 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 3:54:31pm  
 
<P>Since I enabled the contact form a few hours ago I've received 6 hate mails. 
Here's the latest:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>amazing how fast you're blog has gone from a fair &amp; balanced look at the 
world, to a poor man's version of the daily kos. you have drifted into the world 
of delusional left loony tunes, and it's quite sad to watch. you are a sexist, 
racist, religious bigot, and one stupid mother fucker to boot. keep on 
hating!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, IP block for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761830 34812 6 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7761824" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were' getting some hits from some legal blog. We could always use some more 
legal lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite a few hits from that blog. It must be pretty popular (I hadn't heard of 
it before):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abovethelaw.com/" 
target=_blank>abovethelaw.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761835 34812 8 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:32:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7761828" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also some nice words from John Amato at Crooks and Liars...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Cook at Gawker, on the other, keeps the smear going with a backhanded 
compliment: <A href="http://gawker.com/5371146/sarah-palins-ghostwriter-pals-
around-with-racists-and-wackos" target=_blank>Sarah Palin's Ghostwriter Pals 
Around With Racists and Wackos - sarah palin - Gawker</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As Charles Johnson—whose ongoing reformation from Muslim-hating wacko to 
right-wing apostate continues to puzzle and delight 
us...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761844 34812 16 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:35:28pm  
 
<P>Link spammer 'orfannkyl' just tried to register yet another sock puppet.</P> 
<P>He must be watching obsessively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761851 34812 22 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:38:32pm  
 
<P>Another sock. 13 newbies, 2 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761853 34812 24 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:40:38pm  
 
<P>16 newbies, 4 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761858 34812 29 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:41:42pm  
 
<P>The sock puppets are really trying hard tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07761879 34812 44 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:53:21pm  
 
<P>24 newbies, 7 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761885 34812 49 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:55:07pm  
 
<P>They're really trying hard tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761888 34812 51 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:55:31pm  
 
<P>Welcome to all non-sock puppet hatchlings!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761896 34812 58 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:57:34pm  
 
<P>Man, have I got a great music video for a bit later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761902 34812 63 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:58:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7761897" target=_blank>#59</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh. I didn't realize Vdare's Peter Brimelow was on the front lines of the 
War on Christmas meme. From <A 
href="http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1868542,00.html" 
target=_blank>Time December 2008</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean Michelle Malkin's racist friend?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761904 34812 65 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 5:59:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7761903" target=_blank>#64</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No hints?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you like blues you'll love this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761915 34812 75 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:02:54pm  
 
<P><A href="http://richarddawkins.net/forum/viewtopic.php?f=17&amp;t=89891" 
target=_blank>RichardDawkins.net Forum View topic - 
Littlegreenfootballs</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761935 34812 93 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7761930" target=_blank>#89</A> traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<P>That is NOT cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761944 34812 102 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:11:26pm  
 
<P>Hmm.</P> 



<P>Someone just registered 'celticdragon'. Lots of warning flags on that name. 
To block or not to block, that is the question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761959 34812 113 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7761951" target=_blank>#107</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are the warning flags? Just curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Celtic Cross is a neo-Nazi symbol. Combine that with 'dragon' and it 
strongly suggests a British BNP type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761975 34812 128 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:19:24pm  
 
<P>I wonder if I started publishing the email addresses of the sock puppets if 
that might dissuade them from trying again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761985 34812 138 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:21:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7761971" target=_blank>#124</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're really not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, the Celtic cross has been appropriated by the neo-Nazi morons. 
It's all over their sites, and I don't mean just the simplified Odin's Cross 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07761997 34812 150 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7761984" target=_blank>#137</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly take issue with that. I wear a Celtic cross and if I'm a neo-Nazi 
then Pam Geller is my girlfriend.</P> 
<P>The Odin's cross has four equal ends extending beyond the circle. The Celtic 
has a long post at the bottom - you know, where the original crosses were stuck 
in the ground before the Romans nailed people to them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand being pissed off about it, but you should direct your anger at 
the neo-Nazis who use the symbol, not at me for pointing it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762002 34812 155 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:24:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7761996" target=_blank>#149</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<P>And if you continue down this road, you'll find yourself without an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762019 34812 172 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7762013" target=_blank>#166</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 



<P>Thanks for checking in and posting about it. I'm glad to know that the 
warning flags were mistaken this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762026 34812 179 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7762017" target=_blank>#170</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They use real email addresses???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have to use real email addresses, because it's necessary to click a link 
in an email to active the account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762030 34812 183 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7762022" target=_blank>#175</A> 
traderjoe9</EM></P> 
<P>I warned you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762063 34812 216 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:34:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7762058" target=_blank>#211</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shit, that was quick. Must be someone you already know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762076 34812 229 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:36:35pm  
 
<P>61 hatchlings, 16 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762093 34812 246 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:39:58pm  
 
<P>A classic attempted registration:</P> 
<P>Name: CharlesIsAHypocriteEmail: vaginaldischarge187 -at- popular free email 
service</P> 
<P>Oh yeah! Come right in!</P> 
<P>Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762098 34812 251 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:41:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7762094" target=_blank>#247</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not angry at you. I think you're exaggerating the extent to which the <A 
href="http://www.knightsedge.com/jewelry/celtic-cross-3740g.jpg" 
target=_blank>Celtic</A> <A 
href="http://www.britsattheirbest.com/images/albion_celtic_cross_420w.jpg" 
target=_blank>cross</A> <EM><A href="http://www.edupics.com/celtic-cross-
t11017.jpg" target=_blank>in</A> <A 
href="http://sacredmint.com/images/product/celtic_cross_lg.jpg" 
target=_blank>its</A> <A 



href="http://z.about.com/d/genealogy/1/0/z/5/tombstone_celtic_cross.jpg" 
target=_blank>usual</A> <A 
href="http://www.reggie.net/photos/scotland/iona/17890_iona_celtic_cross-
600.jpg" target=_blank>form</A></EM> has been co-opted by the neo-fascists. It's 
far to <A href="http://www.celtarts.com/kilklispeen2.JPG" target=_blank>Cathol-
icky</A> for them.</P> 
<P>A replica of the last image is what I wear. If any fascist ever tries to 
buddy up to me on that basis, he'll get a punch in the nose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not exaggerating, sorry. I could post links to sites that use the Celtic 
cross that would curl your teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762106 34812 259 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:42:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7762103" target=_blank>#256</A> Occasional 
Reader</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but there is the registration fee. I'll be sending you my account 
information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget the ... initiation.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762158 34812 306 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:52:45pm  
 
<P>Approaching 100 hatchlings, and the door is starting to 
close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762185 34812 332 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 6:58:24pm  
 
<P>The door has closed, with 80 hatchlings and 18 sock puppet 
attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762203 34812 350 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:01:08pm  
 
<P><STRONG>No. of hatchlings: 80</STRONG></P> 
<P>maplekarmaGrand RantsDante41ofanass854demzeethickslabAllluckyGeneral Winfield 
StuckElectricPottyBadCollieYui 
Ricdeauformer_secret_agentRatagnostalgiajaypro22BadgerBsteeler1000lwwillisBanfie
ldrebel yellRascal Onebnorton49mikhailtheplumberpinbackJDRhoadesLuca 
BrasiarbitraryNameUgly 
Johnsaik0max0rmaxwellplastlaughlokithelionAgainandagainpnw_piratewlewisiiiceltic
dragonsimoomFloridagirlATM314aussieguyBoyowebevintageWilliam of OrangeMr 
FuriousrobbiesamSaloAbraxasphyzzle4 of 8UdonLEDocDaveSledwhay912walkmanPT 
BarnumkrakentverrallYossarian (The Spittoon)sarabandeSentient 
PuddleClaydohThonBlue FinjoejoeEd in NJagentx73malmuttjanet 
StrangeohpleasenoAngiedanichiTachysjag1edalaskeanoFivepmlastmanstandingdiamonda2
uaagcobbMr.BootsToots McGeeitsbarneysfault</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of blocked socks: 18</STRONG></P> 
<P>Mr. Glutenchicago112233Margaritagent007mireleGlutineousSolozenmirelleDr 
SearsuckerbozoZclownCharlesIsAHypocriteMichOawgdooleythatchernowFalloutBlaze 
From richmondCenrandRJDTRUCKER</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762260 34812 405 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:13:44pm  



 
<P>It's a very bad idea to post your email address in a comment here unless you 
really like spam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762271 34812 416 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:15:54pm  
 
<P>If you want people to be able to email you, click the little checkbox that 
says "Show email" in the comment form. Then your username becomes a link to our 
bot-proof email script.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762303 34812 448 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:22:46pm  
 
<P>Correction: our <EM>relatively</EM> bot-proof email script.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7762293" target=_blank>#438</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, but Hindus need to find a new symbol. The swastika is never going to 
be a symbol of anything but the Third Reich, and I have absolutely no sympathy 
for attempts to "reclaim" it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762307 34812 452 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:23:26pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762323 34812 468 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:26:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/7762310" target=_blank>#455</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A very polite flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A very <STRIKE>polite</STRIKE> passive aggressive 
flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762431 34812 552 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:56:24pm  
 
<P>Hey, Cato the Elder, what's up with that?</P> 
<P>I understand that you don't like the fact the Celtic cross has been 
appropriated by neo-Nazis, but why would you go back and down-ding my comments 
for pointing it out?</P> 
<P>I'm not the enemy. The neo-Nazis who stole your beloved symbol are the enemy. 
Take it up with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762494 34812 579 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:14:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/7762488" target=_blank>#575</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Grand Rants" is the name of the blog that was being pimped by the now banned 
"Stoutcat."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're good at this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07762545 34812 595 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7762520" target=_blank>#588</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I'm goint to get Cafe Press to make me a T-shirt with a nice big 
Celtic cross on it and the words "I'm Catholic, not a racist Nazi - wanna make 
something of it?" Or something cleverer and more in-their-face when I think of 
it. The whole thing makes my blood boil.</P> 
<P>And Charles, I would like permission to change my avatar as outlined above. 
Please let me know if that would be OK.</P> 
<P>When bad people start to take over your symbols, fight back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't need my permission to do that, but you may be in for a world of 
crap from people who misinterpret your meaning. Because like it or not, the 
symbol has become associated with neo-Nazis both in the US and 
overseas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762577 34812 603 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:33:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/7762570" target=_blank>#602</A> Dante41</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, Charles. Before tonight, I just thought "Ireland" when I saw 
the Celtic Cross. Or maybe "Wiccan". "Neo-Nazi Scum" never crossed my 
mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you've been leading a sheltered life.</P> 
<P>Google it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762417 34813 14 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 7:52:27pm  
 
<P>We have an angry dinger at 3:00, going through the Palin 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762499 34813 56 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7762483" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some nice words from Larisa Alexandrovna...<A 
href="http://www.atlargely.com/atlargely/2009/10/earth-to-gluesniffers-obama-
loses-we-all-lose.html" target=_blank>Earth to glue-sniffers... Obama loses, we 
all lose!</A></P> 
<P>Listen. I have no problem criticizing the nuts no matter where they're from 
but where was the lefties respect over the past 8 years when they were the ones 
who were stupid, crass and hoping for America to fail?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bam.</P> 
<P>Where they were: searching through LGFs posts and comments for things to 
smear me with, just like the right wingers are doing now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762606 34813 129 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:40:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7762579" target=_blank>#111</A> little 
boomer</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People are cheered that the Obamamessiah's narcissism was dealt a blow.He 
should not have demeaned the office he holds by going to the Copenhagen to plead 
for anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762641 34813 156 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:50:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7762600" target=_blank>#124</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7762600" target=_blank>#124</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>bullshit...Limbaugh went to great lengths to clear up his position on the 
failure thing...if people don't see that, it's not his fault</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit indeed! Rush Limbaugh came out this very morning gloating about 
Obama's failure:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh called it "the worst day of his presidency," adding that Obama 
"has failed" and the entire episode was an illustration of Obama's "Mars-sized 
ego."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he "clarified" this even more by saying he wants Obama to fail at 
everything he does.</P> 
<P>You're defending something that's indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762657 34813 170 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:54:57pm  
 
<P>A more complete quote from Limbaugh today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The worst day of Obama's presidency, folks. The ego has landed. The world 
has rejected Obama," echoed Rush Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>"For those of you ... who are upset that I sound gleeful, I am. I don't deny 
it. I'm happy," Limbaugh said. "Anything that gets in the way of Barack Obama 
accomplishing his domestic agenda is fine with me."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762661 34813 174 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 8:55:55pm  
 
<P>That, my friends, is really sick. The "conservative movement" is in deep 
trouble when this is the attitude they gleefully trumpet to the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762676 34813 187 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:01:04pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/10/weekly-
standard-newsroom-erupts-into-cheers-at-news-of-olympics.php" 
target=_blank>tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762700 34813 205 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7762523" target=_blank>#71</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You must admit it was a little easier back then. You have done a commendable 
job of asking the more extreme factions here to get lost.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It didn't just get better on its own, and there was a reason why extremists 
had an easier time posting their crap at LGF back then: I didn't have the tools 
I have now.</P> 
<P>The advance of web technology, especially Ajax technology, has enabled me to 
moderate LGF in a way that simply was not possible a few years ago.</P> 
<P>When this site started getting popular and there were suddenly thousands of 
comments every day, it was completely out of control. I could not read all those 
comments, there was no easy way for people to report extremist crap, and the 
constant press of events and news stories made it impossible for one person to 
deal with it all.</P> 
<P>I now have software tools that are a quantum leap better than the primitive 
techniques available a few years ago, and that's a huge reason why the 
extremists are now being pushed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762716 34813 220 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:14:24pm  
 
<P>I actually feel almost sorry for Hot Air and Ace of Spades. They're at the 
point I was at about two years ago, with thousands of comments and no way to 
moderate them because their blog software is still in a primitive state.</P> 
<P>They don't have anyone with the skills to help them improve things, so they 
lash out at people who do. They're riding the tiger.</P> 
<P>Huffington Post does have similar tools -- and Arianna paid through the nose 
for them. But it's helped them get control and keep their site from becoming the 
sewer it was on the verge of being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762721 34813 222 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:15:38pm  
 
<P>And now we have the Obama haters showing up to celebrate the Olympics 
loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762743 34813 238 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:22:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7762735" target=_blank>#231</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't feel too sorry for them. They encourage the hate by launching 
attacks at you and hosting bigots. They're reaping what they've 
sown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said I <EM>almost</EM> feel sorry for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762748 34813 243 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:24:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7762710" target=_blank>#214</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is Ajax?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You asked for it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ajax_(programming)" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762759 34813 251 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:27:29pm  



 
<P>And I'm really noticing that some people are now using the spinoff links to 
post the extremist crap they can't get away with any more in LGF's 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762766 34813 258 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:28:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7762764" target=_blank>#256</A> Canadian 
Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohh ... ohhh those comments!! Those were leftist agitators.</P> 
<P>//Ann Coulter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not, some of them <EM>were</EM> leftist 
agitators.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762790 34813 276 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:36:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7762778" target=_blank>#266</A> Canadian 
Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you have proof or pretty strong suspicions, but that whole leftist 
agitator meme was why I took a break from coming here after the St. Louis mosque 
picture from Gateway Pundit controversy erupted. It's much better here 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolute proof that at least some extremist comments were posted here 
by leftists deliberately. All of them? Not by a long shot. But it definitely did 
happen.</P> 
<P>And I'll repeat what I say every time this subject comes up -- if you know of 
any comments that shouldn't be at LGF, report them to me. I simply don't have 
time to go through nearly eight million comments looking for them, but if 
someone lets me know about them, I'll delete them right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762811 34813 294 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7762805" target=_blank>#291</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of Rayra's comments come to mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what? You're right.</P> 
<P>I just invoked the nuclear option on all of Rayra's comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762812 34813 295 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:48:52pm  
 
<P>26,031 comments, now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762822 34813 302 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7762820" target=_blank>#301</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. He's the first person I confronted at Hot Air about Wookie comments. 
He's a douchebag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He's the reason why CAIR filed a complaint with the FBI about my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762832 34813 310 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 9:59:31pm  
 
<P>Do you feel a disturbance in the force?</P> 
<P>That's all of tfk's comments disappearing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762836 34813 314 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:03:01pm  
 
<P>31,848 comments by tfk, gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762843 34813 321 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:07:44pm  
 
 
 
<P>31,997 comments by 'American Infidel', nuked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762847 34813 325 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:09:51pm  
 
<P>Wow, I think the site is suddenly running faster.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762851 34813 329 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:11:12pm  
 
<P>Oh yes ... and then there was 'bigel'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762859 34813 335 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:14:25pm  
 
<P>5,728 comments by 'bigel', nuked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762863 34813 338 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:15:42pm  
 
<P>There's a real dimwit going at it now in the Olympics thread. Could be time 
to hit the block button on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762872 34813 346 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:19:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7762869" target=_blank>#344</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't say I agree with that. TFK mostly ranted but he sometimes had good 
points. Bigel I agree with deleting, and also AI, but not TFK. It's your blog 
and I'm not going to make an issue out of it, just my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. He's posting at the stalker blog. When you have 
your own blog, you can let people walk all over you if you like. I'm not 
interested in doing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07762880 34813 353 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:23:46pm  
 
<P>All of Rodan's and avideditor's comments are now gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762881 34813 354 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7762879" target=_blank>#352</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:Did you know that Martinez and the other stooges ran Odom's trolling 
operation against progressive blogs out of the Lizard Lounge up until spring 
2008?You could have knocked me over with a feather when they started 
braggingabout taking down LGF in June 2008.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't know that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762896 34813 369 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/7762889" target=_blank>#362</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=10440&amp;only=yes" 
target=_blank>What about when Americans were killed, mutilated and hung from a 
bridge?</A></P> 
<P>See also: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=26357_Kos_Kidz_Supporting_th
e_Troops&amp;only" target=_blank>Kos Kidz Supporting the Troops</A>Don't be an 
apologist for this crap. There's no excuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree totally. There's no excuse for the crap they posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762900 34813 373 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:30:52pm  
 
<P>I also deleted every comment by Rodan's 5 or 6 sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762904 34813 377 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7762891" target=_blank>#364</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I trust Charles will tell me when he's had enough. Besides- no one else comes 
to mind. Well... maybe fjordman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm leaving Fjordman's comments, because some of the big fights over Vlaams 
Belang won't make sense if they're deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762913 34813 386 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:35:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7762908" target=_blank>#381</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't a member when the first one was made, but I respect Markos's right 
as a vet to have a strong opinion about military contractors performing combat 
roles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Markos said about Americans who were burned alive and torn apart was one 
of the most disgusting, vile comments I've ever seen online. I'm amazed that you 



think it's right to defend it. To me, it was simply 
unforgivable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762919 34813 392 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:36:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7762918" target=_blank>#391</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just six? You should consider yourself lucky, it would be no exaggeration to 
state he has had a least one hundred at Think Progress just in the two years I 
was hunting trolls there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Luck has nothing to do with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762955 34813 427 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 10:52:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7762944" target=_blank>#416</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a whole the Daily Kos community has been very supportive of LGF and 
Charles lately and it might be time to let bygones be bygones.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't just a one-way street, you know. The people at Daily Kos still 
bash the hell out of me for stuff I never said, and opinions I never held.</P> 
<P>Well, I still have some very big problems with them too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762976 34813 448 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:03:17pm  
 
<P>Don't make the mistake of thinking that just because I'm completely fed up 
with the loonies on the right -- and I am -- that it means I'm suddenly OK with 
saying "screw them" about fellow Americans who are horribly murdered.</P> 
<P>I give Daily Kos some credit for cleaning up the craziness at their site. 
They have cleaned it up in large part. You don't see the ugly antisemitic 
diaries that used to be very common.</P> 
<P>I appreciate the sane people who I may not agree with on every political 
point, but who aren't deranged. And I'd like to see more dialog between the left 
and right, and less demonization.</P> 
<P>But I repeat -- this is a two-way street. Just because I don't want to join 
forces with the religious right and the paleocons and the fascists, doesn't mean 
I'm suddenly just fine with the ultra-leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762991 34813 463 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:08:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/7762967" target=_blank>#439</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I'm feeling funky...Jimmy Castor Bunch - Troglodyte</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>namaste, Y'all</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Bertha Butt. One of the Butt sisters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07762999 34813 470 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:14:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7762996" target=_blank>#467</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Expect this to be all over this next week.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guaranteed to be on the O'Reilly show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763004 34813 474 Charles Fri, Oct 2, 2009 11:17:45pm  
 
<P>Oooh. TexasForSarahPalin is very unhappy with me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://t
exas4palin.blogspot.com/2009/09/moonbat-obsessions.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-
8" target=_blank>texas4palin.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763645 34815 3 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:46:18am  
 
<P>Already a down-dinger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763664 34815 17 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:00:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7763654" target=_blank>#10</A> Airedale</EM></P> 
<P>I'm more interested in how you could down-ding this article, when you 
obviously haven't even read one word of the link to RealClimate. Seems like a 
complete knee-jerk reaction, without even trying to understand the arguments. 
You're just covering your ears and screaming, "La la la lalala! I can't hear 
you!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763685 34815 37 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:12:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7763680" target=_blank>#32</A> 
KernelPanic</EM></P> 
<P>The claims are <EM>false</EM>. There was no exposure of "bad science." But 
there certainly was fakery and dishonesty by the climate change "skeptics" led 
by Steven McIntyre.</P> 
<P>RealClimate demonstrates this beyond any doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763694 34815 45 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:15:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7763683" target=_blank>#35</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not the science that should be under debate, rather it's the policy and 
what to do next that should be. Republicans opposed to Cap and Trade who come to 
the debate denying reality are handicapping themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem for the Republicans, though, is that if they actually begin to 
deal with the facts and the scientific data, they'll be forced into the position 
that something <EM>does</EM> need to be done. And that's absolutely not what the 
corporate lobbyists want to see happen.</P> 
<P>Therefore, the only recourse is to keep pumping out blizzards of 
disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763728 34815 76 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:26:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7763703" target=_blank>#54</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Charles</P> 
<P>Why did you down ding my post? Are the fact wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, your attempt to smear RealClimate as an arm of the ACLU and Fenton 
Communications is wrong.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2004/12/about/" 
target=_blank>RealClimate: About</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The contributors to this site do so in a personal capacity during their spare 
time and their posts do not represent the views of the organizations for which 
they work, nor the agencies which fund them. The contributors are solely 
responsible for the content of the site and receive no remuneration for their 
contributions.</P> 
<P>RealClimate is not affiliated with any environmental organisations. Although 
our domain is being hosted by Environmental Media Services, and our initial 
press release was organised for us by Fenton Communications, neither 
organization was in any way involved in the initial planning for RealClimate, 
and have never had any editorial or other control over content. Neither Fenton 
nor EMS has ever paid any contributor to RealClimate.org any money for any 
purpose at any time. Neither do they pay us expenses, buy our lunch or contract 
us to do research. This information has always been made clear to anyone who 
asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763731 34815 79 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:27:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7763722" target=_blank>#72</A> Airedale</EM></P> 
<P>And with that batch of insults, I bid you ... adieu!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763809 34815 152 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 10:53:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7763774" target=_blank>#118</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>For Pete's sake. Did you even read what I posted?</P> 
<P>I'm sorry, but I've learned that you're engaged in a serious campaign of 
smearing and denial on this subject, and it's you who has no credibility at all 
on these issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763860 34815 200 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 11:12:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7763774" target=_blank>#118</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, let's take a closer look at one of the organizations you're 
citing to smear RealClimate with: ActivistCash.com, a production of <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Center_for_Consumer_Freedom" 
target=_blank>The Center for Consumer Freedom</A> -- a front group for tobacco, 
alcohol, and pesticide producers:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The forerunner to the CCF was the Guest Choice Network, which was organized 
in 1995 by Richard Berman, executive director of the public affairs firm Berman 
and Company, with $600,000 from the Philip Morris tobacco company,[2] "to unite 
the restaurant and hospitality industries in a campaign to defend their 
consumers and marketing programs against attacks from anti-smoking, anti-



drinking, anti-meat, etc. activists ..." According to Berman, the GCN mission 
was to encourage operators of "restaurants, hotels, casinos, bowling alleys, 
taverns, stadiums, and university hospitality educators" to "support [the] 
mentality of 'smokers rights' by encouraging responsibility to protect 'guest 
choice.'"[3] Philip Morris donated $2.95 million to GCN between 1995 and 
1998.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763881 34815 220 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 11:24:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7763875" target=_blank>#214</A> winnd54</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you believe that there is man caused global warming? If so, do 
you believe that we can reverse it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't <EM>believe</EM> there is man-made global warming. I 
<EM>accept</EM> the mountains of scientific evidence that global warming is 
real, and that humans are causing it -- because I've made a serious effort to 
educate myself by reading books and scientific literature on the subject. I no 
longer have any doubt that climate change is taking place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763896 34815 233 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 11:34:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7763891" target=_blank>#229</A> winnd54</EM></P> 
<P>How did I know the talking points were about to come out?</P> 
<P>Your questions and most of the other talking points that are 
<EM>endlessly</EM> brought up in these threads are answered here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2008/07/how_to_talk_to_a_sceptic.php
" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763908 34815 245 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 11:40:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7763901" target=_blank>#238</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dan Riehl's bizzaire smears against the murdered census worker 
continue...<STRONG>Bill "Fe Fe" Sparkman Remembered For His Curls</STRONG></P> 
<P>The commenters seem to think Fe fe is some sort of sexual 
reference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a sick human being Riehl is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763949 34815 283 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:04:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7763926" target=_blank>#263</A> RRFan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My opinion on global warming is the same as Freeman Dyson. And there is a 
name for settled science. It is called religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you appeal to the authority of a scientist, in the same post with a smear 
against science.</P> 
<P>A perfect example of the self-debunking comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763952 34815 286 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:05:57pm  
 



<P>I'm really skeptical about that "Ahmadinejad is Jewish" story. It doesn't 
smell right to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763975 34815 309 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7763956" target=_blank>#290</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love the petrified brain! That one kicks ass!</P> 
<P>Follow this link to the worst web-page ever designed: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.petrifiedhumanbrain.com/" 
target=_blank>www.petrifiedhumanbrain.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31686_Creation_Scientists_Display_
Fabulous_Find_-_Update-_The_Discovery_Institutes_Next_Scheme" target=_blank>LGF: 
Creation Scientists Display Fabulous Find - Update: The Discovery Institute's 
Next Scheme</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07763983 34815 317 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7763980" target=_blank>#314</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My favorite bit of science there: "Research is currently ongoing to determine 
the degree of inactive cellular activity."</P> 
<P>You noes, like inactive volcanic activity...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, don't laugh. Inactive activity is the most active kind of 
inactivity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764018 34815 352 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:31:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7764012" target=_blank>#346</A> RRFan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freeman Dyson Link...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but what does <EM>he</EM> know? He's obviously just blinded by the 
religion of science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764070 34815 403 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 12:49:59pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7764025" target=_blank>#359</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blinded by science?/Hi Charles..How is the weather out there..My Daughter has 
been bitching about the heat last week up in NorCal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weather's perfect right now in CA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764121 34815 425 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 1:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7764112" target=_blank>#424</A> 
Canadhimmis</EM></P> 



<P>That's ridiculous. The word "denial" is not exclusively owned by Holocaust 
deniers. It applies equally well to the people who dishonestly deny and 
obfuscate the science of climate change.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to be guilt-tripped into avoiding that term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764171 34815 445 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 1:41:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7764159" target=_blank>#442</A> 
Canadhimmis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, your use of the word is demonizing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's purely descriptive.</P> 
<P>denial %P%di'ni?l%P%nounthe action of declaring something to be untrue : 
<EM>she shook her head in denial.</EM>• the refusal of something requested or 
desired : <EM>the denial of insurance to people with certain medical 
conditions.</EM>• a statement that something is not true : <EM>official denials 
%P% his denial that he was having an affair.</EM>• Psychology failure to 
acknowledge an unacceptable truth or emotion or to admit it into consciousness, 
used as a defense mechanism : <EM>you're living in denial.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764356 34815 469 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 3:42:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/7764309" target=_blank>#465</A> 
jackflash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I <EM>am</EM> an economist and I can tell you, cenotaphium (if that's 
your real name)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad everyone's using their real names here. Right, 'jackflash?'</P> 
<P><SUB>ahem</SUB></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for this topic, Charles, the hockeystick "analysis" doesn't bother me as 
much as the underlying studies used to bolster that first IPCC report in the 
mid-1990s. I'm sure you're smart enough to understand regression analysis. Just 
look at those underlying studies - there's no diagnostic statistics, and when 
they do provide t-scores they're so small we're left with the conclusion that we 
just don't know what the effect of GHG is on temperatures. These things aren't 
so hard to find. Five 'em a look. If I cna find some time, I'll post the links. 
They'll curl your hair. JF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point of this totally escapes me. Are you saying that the first IPCC 
report is lacking in statistical analysis? Because I'm no expert in that field, 
but from everything I've read, this claim seems to be ... uh ... more than 
slightly exaggerated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764384 34815 470 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 3:54:42pm  
 
<P>It's hard to escape the conclusion that some of the people dinging down this 
post and dinging up all the anti-AGW comments are doing it simply because they 
have an ideological objection to the topic.</P> 
<P>The fact is that the RealClimate showed <EM>conclusively</EM> that this so-
called "massive lie" story was nothing but another bogus attempt to distort the 
scientific data, in order to serve a deceptive agenda.</P> 
<P>It's really pathetic that so many self-identified conservatives are in the 
business of denial and willful ignorance, and refuse to educate themselves on 
these issues in any real way.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07764407 34815 474 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7764397" target=_blank>#473</A> Dogness</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's funny because, to me, it sounds like you are describing the global 
warming supporters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as if to illustrate my point, we get the "I know you are, but what am I?" 
defense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764473 34815 481 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:48:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/7764415" target=_blank>#475</A> 
Canadhimmis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seem to have garnered some down dings for my earlier comments that strayed 
from the mainstream of the commentary. Among the those dinging down my comments 
was Charles. Even though I'm a longtime lizard, I find myself wondering whether 
there's actually in danger of being banned for disagreeing with Charles and a 
weblog that I usually agree with?Is just me or do I detect a shift in the winds? 
Charles does seem to have been picking on conservative viewpoint more often than 
leftist views as of recently. (not to say that he hasn't been correct in 
criticizing the loons such as the creationist, pro-life crazies and birthers 
etc)</P> 
<P>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I really need to point out that you aren't banned yet?</P> 
<P>But there is a really good way to get banned, and that's to whine and 
complain about what's posted at LGF, or to complain about being down-rated. I 
absolutely did ding your posts down, and not only that -- I explained to you 
very clearly why I did it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764484 34815 483 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:52:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/7764454" target=_blank>#478</A> lolohead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Longtime LGFer, mostly lurker, I will weigh in as a 
scientist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Which field of science is that?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hockey stick graph is a terrible bit of "science". Random numbers fed in 
for its proxy number create the same graph.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this is complete nonsense.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Historical data refutes a cold then warm now model.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lastly what percentage of green house c gases are manmade? maybe 1% if we 
give them heavy weighting factors. Sorry, if the earth is warming, which would 
be a good thing, it's not our fault and nothing we can do will change the 
climate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is even more ridiculous, because there are mountains of scientific 
data and evidence that show the Earth <EM>is</EM> warming, and that 
CO<SUB>2</SUB> produced by human beings is a major contributing factor.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What people should be concerned about is global cooling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764485 34815 484 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7764479" target=_blank>#482</A> 
Barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I came to this thread a bit late, so apologies if a bit OT. But, you 
said..</P> 
<P>"National Review is a big promoter of the Discovery Institute’s creationist 
fables in addition to being a leading proponent of AGW denial."</P> 
<P>Creationist fables ? Examples ?</P> 
<P>I read NR fairly regularly, and I don't see them as "anti-
science".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22discovery+i
nstitute%22+site:http://www.nationalreview.com/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764489 34815 485 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:55:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/7764458" target=_blank>#480</A> JWill</EM></P> 
<P>This post doesn't say one word about political solutions. Before we can even 
get to that point, we need to understand and accept the scientific evidence, and 
it's very clear from the comments posted at the end of this thread that this is 
a huge stumbling block for many people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764675 34815 490 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/7764667" target=_blank>#489</A> RRFan</EM></P> 
<P>Really. So you're a scientist who thinks science = religion.</P> 
<P>That's a new one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764778 34815 501 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:44:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7764776" target=_blank>#500</A> lolohead</EM></P> 
<P>I hope you'll forgive me if I note that this comment doesn't seem very 
scientific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765498 34815 543 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 9:25:36am  
 
<P>P.S. And just like creationists, climate change deniers will relentlessly 
continue churning out deceptive comments long past the point where it's obvious 
what they're doing, in a strange attempt to get the last word -- as if by doing 
so, they can somehow alter the nature of reality, and make global warming go 
away by having the final comment in a thread at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765688 34815 546 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 11:41:46am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/7765630" target=_blank>#545</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The inflammatory statements in non-scientific publications such as the 
telegraph and the National Review were unhelpful and Charles should not have 
focused on them. Brifa makes a spirited defense that his selection of the 12 
Yamal trees was not fraudulent or even biased -- after admitting that such 
charges did not originate with McIntyre. He ends his piece (as linked from 
RealClimate) with this near concession...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not even close to being a "concession." Very much to the contrary -- 
it's a completely devastating refutation of the claims made by McIntyre. The 
statement is here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/people/briffa/yamal2000/" 
target=_blank>www.cru.uea.ac.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765776 34815 550 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 12:46:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/7765712" target=_blank>#547</A> 
jackflash</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, Charles, I'm not trying to be the last commenter here; I'm just repeating 
what I've asked you and others before: please help me out here and point me to 
the <EM>empirical,</EM> not assumed, analysis that proves this 
connection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is another thing anti-AGW people and creationists have in common -- 
endless demands that others do their research for them. "Show me this, point me 
to that..."</P> 
<P>There is a mountain of evidence, all over the web and in many books on the 
subject. It's not hard to find. But of course, you have to <EM>want</EM> to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767384 34815 584 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:39:59am  
 
<P>I'll repeat myself, since it's incredibly obvious what's going on here:</P> 
<P>Just like creationists, climate change deniers will relentlessly continue 
churning out deceptive comments long past the point where it's obvious what 
they're doing, in a strange attempt to get the last word -- as if by doing so, 
they can somehow alter the nature of reality, and make global warming go away by 
having the final comment in a thread at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767411 34815 588 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:56:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7767397" target=_blank>#586</A> Alan the 
Brit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles seems to have abandoned objectivity and has lost his perspective on 
this topic, it would seem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To the contrary -- I've taken quite a bit of time and effort to educate 
myself on what real scientists have learned about global warming. This effort 
has resulted in a real change in my opinions on the issue.</P> 
<P>This is often the result when ignorance becomes knowledge -- it's difficult 
to hang onto beliefs that are clearly wrong, if you're at all interested in 
being intellectually honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07767514 34815 594 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:35:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7767491" target=_blank>#593</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's both rude and unpersuasive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And totally expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767637 34815 602 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 10:05:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/600/7767619" target=_blank>#600</A> Alan the 
Brit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even Kieth Briffa (the principal subject of this controversy) has responded 
to Steve McIntyre with a more balanced response than you have 
managed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My post isn't balanced, and it's not trying to be balanced, because I don't 
believe in being "balanced" about issues where one side is promoting fraud.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has taken years for McIntyre to be given access the datasets underlying 
the work of Briffa et al. Good science demands peer review and the fact that 
McIntyre had to fight for this data should be enough to raise concerns about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McIntyre is clearly grinding an axe, and I don't blame any climate scientist 
for mistrusting him, or resisting sharing data with him, when his only purpose -
- demonstrated repeatedly -- is to issue misleading, cherry-picked 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767920 34815 612 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 11:35:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7767851" target=_blank>#611</A> Alan the 
Brit</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://deepclimate.org/2009/10/04/climate-auditor-steve-mcintyre-
yamal/" target=_blank>Climate “auditor” Steve McIntyre: Yamal like “crack 
cocaine”</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768662 34815 622 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 3:44:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7768473" target=_blank>#621</A> Alan the 
Brit</EM></P> 
<P>That's a complete distortion of the article I posted, which contains copious 
evidence that McIntyre misrepresented Briffa -- in the extreme.</P> 
<P>This kind of absurd misreading is nothing less than what I expect from 
propagandists. Here's the article - I invite anyone following this thread to 
read it and see just how ridiculous Alan the Brit's claims are.</P> 
<P><A href="http://deepclimate.org/2009/10/04/climate-auditor-steve-mcintyre-
yamal/" target=_blank>Climate 'auditor' Steve McIntyre: Yamal like 'crack 
cocaine' « Deep Climate</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764146 34816 39 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 1:27:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7764135" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a weird story...<A href="http://www.mpacuk.org/story/021009/secret-
zionist-smear-group-%E2%80%98cheerleaders%E2%80%99-tries-intimidate-
bloggerheads.html" target=_blank>Secret Zionist Smear Group ‘Cheerleaders’ Tries 
To Intimidate Bloggerheads</A></P> 
<P>Normally I'd take this with a grain of salt but it looks like the story 
checks out: <A href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2009/10/02/more-on-the-
cheerleaders/" target=_blank>More on the Cheerleaders</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.hurryupharry.org/2009/09/30/fair-play/" 
target=_blank>More from Harry's Place</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another interesting wrinkle there is that Glen Jenvey, a major source for a 
lot of the information posted by Jawa Report, has converted to Islam and joined 
Al-Muhajiroun!</P> 
<P>Hmm. Kind of makes you wonder how much of the information he supplied to the 
"anti-jihadists" was bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764200 34816 78 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 1:58:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7764189" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go...Infidel Blogger Alliance: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://i
bloga.blogspot.com/2009/06/cheerleaders-offer-to-kill-online.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Cheerleaders Offer To "Kill Online Extremism In 
The UK Stone Dead"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er - that's a hate-LGF blog, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764493 34817 232 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 4:58:52pm  
 
<P>'Debutaunt' apologized to me for her behavior in that thread.</P> 
<P>But I do think it might be a good idea to also apologize to the people you 
were fighting with, that caused you to be banned, Debutaunt. Just to clear the 
air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764587 34818 57 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 5:38:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7764586" target=_blank>#56</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist nutcase RS MCCain...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. One update, comin' up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764623 34818 92 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 5:50:25pm  
 
<P>Update added above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764625 34818 94 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 5:51:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7764619" target=_blank>#89</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Welcome to the new and improved right wing blogosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That about says it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764637 34818 106 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 5:57:59pm  
 
<P>Hmm. Somebody with a lot of Twitter followers just tweeted the link to my 
Sarah Palin ghostwriter post. Lots of hits coming from Twitter. Anyone know who 
it was?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764654 34818 122 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:03:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7764648" target=_blank>#116</A> Dante41</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dunno. Have you accounted for it being posted to Fark?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764661 34818 129 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:06:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7764643" target=_blank>#111</A> Canadian 
Guy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hence <STRONG>no right wing nut job killed the census worker</STRONG>, who 
may or may not have been trying to registered people for a FEMA camp when Obama 
imposes his socialist order on Amerika!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bam. This is why Riehl and Stacy McCain are working so hard to throw dirt on 
Sparkman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764664 34818 132 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:08:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7764662" target=_blank>#130</A> Dante41</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, which Bill White? The mayor of Houston?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Bill White the neo-Nazi friend of Robert Stacy McCain:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22bill+white%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764673 34818 140 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:10:04pm  
 
<P>And now we have the inevitable "scientists" showing up in the earlier climate 
change thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764680 34818 146 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:13:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/7764668" target=_blank>#135</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lotta ReTweets from <A href="http://twitter.com/stranahan" target=_blank>this 
one</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's probably it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764696 34818 160 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:18:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7764692" target=_blank>#156</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>I thought it was funny, but it's a little too ... uh ... gross to post at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764707 34818 170 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:21:29pm  
 
<P>The Glenn Beck Vaporub story smells like a mentholated setup to me.</P> 
<P>He can easily say he was doing a photo shoot and they needed him to weep.</P> 
<P>And he may not even be lying. I suspect he really is able to get himself into 
such a psychotic fugue state that he's able to weep on the air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764722 34818 183 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:24:11pm  
 
<P>The weirdest thing about Glenn Beck weeping: he does that in front of a room 
full of hardened professionals. Producers. Camera operators. Grips. Gophers. 
They're probably all just standing there looking at him while he does it and 
trying to keep their faces straight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764748 34818 205 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:33:21pm  
 
<P>Google Analytics says LGF has had 1.7 million page views in the last 30 days. 
My own statistics setup has a slightly higher number, but that's probably 
because I haven't spent the time to block out all the web bots from the 
count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764752 34818 209 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:34:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7764750" target=_blank>#207</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many are unique?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over a million "visits."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764758 34818 215 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 6:36:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7764754" target=_blank>#211</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's a page view? I'm probably not the only ignorant one 
here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Page_view" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764819 34818 261 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 7:02:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7764788" target=_blank>#238</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just took a peek at <A 
href="http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/http%3A%2F%2Flittlegreenfootballs.com%2Fwebl
og" target=_blank>Alexa's stats for LGF</A>. Over the past 3 months there's been 
a 38% increase in reach and page views are up 11%.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always feel compelled to note that Alexa's stats are based on people who 
have installed the Alexa toolbar in their browsers. And the Alexa toolbar is 
considered "spyware" by many popular web security applications, so the number of 
people who've installed it is quite limited.</P> 
<P>Google Analytics is a much better measure of traffic, and it reports a pretty 
big increase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764829 34818 270 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 7:05:05pm  
 
<P>Occasional Reader is now at one of the stalker blogs, and is blocked.</P> 
<P>This one makes me a little sad. But I'll get over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07764831 34818 272 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 7:05:45pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765019 34818 403 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:42:51pm  
 
<P>Dan Riehl proves again that he's in the running for the creepiest, most ugly-
minded right wing blogger on the web, with a comment on his latest smear job 
(yes, he's <EM>still</EM> at it):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't get where the Left is getting the homophobe nonsense from. a) 
he may have been gay b) he liked to spend a great deal of time around children. 
That's atypical for all adult males. If he seemed stright, there'd be just as 
much reason to speculate as to his potential motivations.</P> 
<P>Given the circumstances of his death, I think there's at least some reason to 
speculate as to whether he got involved with someone who was a bit of a sicko. 
That someone may have also been gay, or perhaps bi-sexual, or omni-sexual, for 
all we know.</P> 
<P>Being bound and restrained as he was, to a tree, not hung, could very well 
have been part of some sex game gone very bad, as he fell in with the wrong 
person - IE some nut.</P> 
<P>That one investigator referenced the Carradine case caused me to wonder if 
there were signs of sexuial release from the autopsy. Yes, it could have been 
auto-erotic asphyxiation. But it could ahve been a kinky scene gone very bad 
after his satisfaction.</P> 
<P>While there are not enough facts to prove anything, there is reason for this 
speculation, whether the Left, or his son, like it, or not.</P> 
<P>No one is suggesting anything can be proven right now. But if they're looking 
for a suspect, they might try Lexington, said to be home base for a homosexual 
community in the region.</P> 
<P>More or less undergound communities do have a tendency to draw in some very 
bad people. Again, that's just a fact. Not a judgment on homosexuals over all. 
Deal with it, queenie!! ; )</P> 
<P>Posted by: Dan Riehl - Sunday, October 04, 2009 at 12:27 
AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07765001 34819 7 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:34:47pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">7</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Oct 3, 2009 
9:34:47pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">3</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
07765003 34819 9 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:36:44pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm deleting that post about Dan Riehl because I don't want to pollute 
this thread with it.</P> 
<P>I'll post it in the earlier thread instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765037 34819 27 Charles Sat, Oct 3, 2009 9:51:01pm  
 
<P>I'm trying to decide if I should post the new Pat Condell video. It's brutal, 
but very powerful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765523 34821 6 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 9:52:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7765521" target=_blank>#4</A> spinmore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you happen to see this message when you tried to post your comment?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Comments that only say FIRST! annoy the lizard army, and will be deleted. 
Ignore this warning and your account may be 
blocked.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765532 34821 12 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 10:03:29am  
 
<P>The Answers in Genesis dimwits simply dismiss the fossil evidence as just 
another case of glory hound scientists, seeking attention: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/2009/10/03/news-to-note-10032009" 
target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without having a live “Ardi” to observe, scientists will only ever be able to 
come to probabilistic conclusions about its characteristics. As far as we’re 
concerned, the evolutionary “threat” to creationists from Ardi is no more than 
that posed by Ida: viz., none.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07765537 34821 17 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 10:05:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7765531" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you translate <A href="http://twitpic.com/k2uu0" target=_blank>this 
sign?</A> It's from Spencer's speech in Germany. "Separation is 
right?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sign refers to this disgusting story: <A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601100&amp;sid=aKjE7i7K0q3I" 
target=_blank>Weber Says Sarrazin Comments ‘Damaged’ Bundesbank’s 
Reputation</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oct. 3 (Bloomberg) -- Bundesbank President Axel Weber said board member Thilo 
Sarrazin damaged the bank’s reputation with disparaging remarks about Berlin’s 
Turkish and Arab communities and “underclass” children.</P> 
<P>“Dr Sarrazin distanced himself from his comments and clearly this apology was 
necessary and appropriate,” Weber told reporters today in Istanbul, where he’s 
attending a Group of Seven meeting. Asked if Sarrazin should resign from the 
Bundesbank, Weber replied: “It’s not about people, it’s about institutions. The 
Bundesbank’s reputation has been damaged.”</P> 
<P>Pressure on Sarrazin to step down is mounting as Berlin police review his 
remarks to determine whether to open a formal criminal probe. His comments may 
amount to the offence of inciting the public, a hate crime under German law, 
Berlin police spokesman Michael Gassen said on Oct. 1.</P> 
<P>In an interview with Berlin-based journal “Lettre International” published 
last week, Sarrazin said: “40 percent of births in Berlin are underclass births” 
promoted by welfare payments, and “our educated population is getting dumber 
each generation.”</P> 
<P>Germany’s capital city of 3.4 million people has “a large number of Arabs and 
Turks” who “have no productive function except selling fruit and vegetables,” he 
said, adding the city should admit only “highly qualified” 
immigrants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765605 34821 85 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 10:36:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7765565" target=_blank>#45</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any details on Spencer's German activities?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer posted about it -- claimed there were no Nazis, nope, none at all, 
no, I repeat, no Nazis.</P> 
<P>And he even got in a slam at "stateside libelbloggers." I wonder who he meant 
by that?</P> 
<P>However, they may have kept their extremists well hidden for this event 
(after the last debacle with pro-Koln blew up in their faces), but the BPE is 
affiliated with Vlaams Belang. In 2007 their former leader Udo Ulfkotte was one 
of the organizers of the "Stop the Islamization of Europe" protest in Belgium, 
in which the VB participated: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Udo_Ulfkotte" target=_blank>Udo 
Ulfkotte</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ulkotte heads Pax Europa[5], a German right wing organization. Pax Europa and 
Ulfkotte were a driving force behind a protest in Brussels, Belgium on September 
11, 2007 titled "Stop the Islamization of Europe"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They're working hard these days at concealing all the 
connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765626 34821 106 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 10:58:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7765619" target=_blank>#99</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to wonder how many of the right-wing blogs that are ripping up on 
Charles are Creationist blogs? It just blows me away that it seems so incredibly 
entrenched in our society at this point. Was it really most of the Republican 
party? I mean, outside of evangelical circles, was it <EM>that</EM> much part of 
the mainstream?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A LOT of right wing bloggers are creationists. In fact, I'd be willing to bet 
it's the majority.</P> 
<P>In fact, a very large number of (former) LGF commenters were creationists as 
well. A few years ago, anyone who dared to defend the theory of evolution in LGF 
threads would be piled on, insulted, and abused by the creationist factions. 
There were a LOT of them.</P> 
<P>And yes, almost every top GOP politician is either a creationist, or pretends 
to be a creationist in order to avoid alienating the religious right. ALL of the 
top evangelists in America are creationists, without exception -- even the so-
called "progressive" evangelist, Rick Warren.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765640 34821 116 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 11:09:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7765633" target=_blank>#111</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been amazed, as well. Truly. I have to wonder if people just don't know 
what it is they are signing onto with the "creationist" stuff.</P> 
<P>In Louisiana, the 2008 regular session of the legislature passed, and the 
Governor signed, the <A 
href="http://www.legis.louisiana.gov/billdata/streamdocument.asp?did=503483" 
target=_blank>"Louisiana Science Education" bill.</A> Sounds nice. Except it 
provides that teachers may use supplemental materials to "critique" scientific 
theories.</P> 
<P>There are a number of sponsors on the bill; this may not be true everywhere, 
but I checked these folks out, and they are about half and half Rep and Dem. 
This thing went through with very little notice in the local 
media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason why that Louisiana bill received bi-partisan support is because it 
was very deceptively written, to conceal its creationist intent as much as 
possible. It's based on a model bill promoted by the Discovery Institute that 
use lots of positive-sounding buzzwords like "academic freedom." Who could be 
against that? And given that most legislators don't even read the bills on which 
they vote, it's pretty clear that a lot of them simply said, "Academic freedom? 
That sounds good," and voted yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765643 34821 119 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 11:10:49am  
 
<P>And the creationists in Louisiana are now starting to move to capitalize on 
their win, by making it difficult for parents and teachers to report and 
question the teaching of creationism in science classrooms. It's going to end up 
in court eventually.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07765709 34821 182 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 12:01:18pm  
 
<P>Interesting.</P> 
<P>The video of Frank Gaffney spreading "Obama's a sekrit Moslem!" conspiracy 
theories has been pulled down from YouTube for "terms of use violation." I was 
going to post it and discovered it was gone.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/2/7750027" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765716 34821 188 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 12:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/7765715" target=_blank>#187</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is "terms of use violation" <STRONG>most likely</STRONG> to mean in this 
case?(I don't know anything at all about YouTube's.)Is it likely to relate to 
copyright, et cetera, or to the subject itself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video was an amateur video shot at the Take Back America conference -- 
not a clip from any news show. I strongly suspect that one of the people in the 
video complained to YouTube and had it removed, but I can't know for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765720 34821 192 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 12:13:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7765700" target=_blank>#173</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of self hating people, what about <A 
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/iran/6256173/Mahmoud-
Ahmadinejad-revealed-to-have-Jewish-past.html" target=_blank>Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad</A>? If this is true, what next for Iran?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story does not smell right. I suspect that it's deliberate 
disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765729 34821 200 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 12:17:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7765719" target=_blank>#191</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i watched the pat condell clip on his web site ... if you decide to post it, 
heads may explode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes, the Pat Condell video. I think I'm going to have to post it, because 
I'm wavering over whether I should. That feeling of uncertainty is usually a 
good indicator that I should go ahead and do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07765912 34822 129 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 1:59:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7765785" target=_blank>#7</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Condell claims to hate Jews "less" than he hates other religions, but he 
is still incredibly naive to claim that if only the Jews will relinquish their 



claim to Jerusalem, peace will flutter down upon the Middle 
East.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you watch the video you linked, I don't see how you can describe his views 
like that. He doesn't say he "hates Jews" at all. In fact, he makes it clear 
that of the three major religions, he <EM>likes</EM> Judaism best. He never says 
anything at all about hating anyone -- he's criticizing the religions, not the 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766348 34824 27 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:23:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7766335" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Hot Air's green room they are praising RS McCain and embracing the racist 
label...<STRONG>Racist and Loving It</STRONG></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Just as the N-word has become an acceptable term (in some quarters) 
for Americans of African descent to call each other, and how some women (well, 
on a genetic level, at least) refer to one another as “b*tch”, so should we 
perhaps begin to affectionately call each other “racist.”</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are the same people to call Michelle Obama a Wookie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And neither Ed Morrissey nor Allahpundit seem to see anything wrong with that 
kind of insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766407 34824 68 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7766397" target=_blank>#61</A> Flyers1974</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think they quit because they wanted to do the right thing? Or did they 
quit because they knew loss at the hands of the voters was inevitable despite 
the (D.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They quit because they were caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766412 34824 72 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:43:55pm  
 
<P>OT: The new Porcupine Tree album is freaking fantastic.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002GZQY6Q/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Incident</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766425 34824 81 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:49:00pm  
 
<P>Wow, more than 3000 people online on a Sunday evening.</P> 
<P>LGF traffic is up by nearly 30% over the past couple of 
months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766434 34824 90 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:51:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7766432" target=_blank>#88</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aaagh another record I have to buy! Gavin Harrison is astonishing. I've been 
trying to play what he does from the new OSI record on my kit and it's giving me 
fits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gavin just plays his butt off on this record.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07766446 34824 99 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 5:55:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7766440" target=_blank>#94</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I might be one of the few liberals who does not like KO and poor Ed Schultz 
just gets too worked up for my taste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Schultz is a complete moron. He's the idiot attack dog of the left, who 
can always be counted on to provide outrage for the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766462 34824 113 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 6:02:31pm  
 
<P>I almost never look at stats, to be honest. But I checked several sources 
tonight and was pleasantly surprised.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7766455" target=_blank>#107</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps I missed this in an earlier post, but upon what do you base your 
belief that the ghost writer wasn't vetted? How do you know 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- I may be cutting her too much slack. I added the word 
"apparently" to that sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766468 34824 119 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 6:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7766466" target=_blank>#117</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm in a lot of pain tonight lizards, and feeling way too cranky to 
participate.</P> 
<P>Time for painkillers and bed... see ya on the morning DT.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to hear that, Rose. Get rest. Feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766488 34824 134 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 6:11:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7766483" target=_blank>#130</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, welcome to the newcomers pumping up the traffic and everything. But let 
them consider that, thanks to that unpopular president and the unpopular war(s), 
they haven't been killed by frothing jihadists in the last decade. Not even 
once. That's gotta count in the plus column, when all's said &amp; 
done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. And that unpopular president's most unpopular policies are being 
continued by the current unpopular president. Funny how that 
works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766493 34824 137 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 6:12:49pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7766486" target=_blank>#132</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Part of the problem in Afghanistan:</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/as_wasted_aid_to_pakistan" 
target=_blank>Billions in US Aid Never Reached Pakistan 
Army</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean ... there's <EM>corruption</EM> in Pakistan? Say it ain't 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766529 34824 163 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 6:36:09pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.ashokkarra.com/2009/10/a-quick-guide-to-right-wing-
extremism-on-the-web/" target=_blank>A Quick Guide to Right-Wing Extremism on 
the Web</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766571 34824 195 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 7:12:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7766570" target=_blank>#194</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RSM's response to this whole deal is weird:</P> 
<P>'Maddow is wrong, so wrong, but I'm not going to say how she's wrong because 
she get's paid to figure out what's right, but it's not worth my time to point 
out how wrong she is...'</P> 
<P>How much I hate being on the same side as Maddow on this, the facts are the 
facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the response of a guilty person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766581 34824 205 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 7:20:10pm  
 
<P>Tom Tancredo at VDARE:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://v
dare.com/misc/090928_tancredo.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>vdare.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766632 34824 247 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 7:50:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7766627" target=_blank>#243</A> Interested and 
concerned CDN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This ghost writer thing irks me. I consider myself a conservative and while I 
am hesitant to speak for other conservatives, any one of us could be in Palin's 
shoes on this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Speak for yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766657 34824 269 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 8:02:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7766630" target=_blank>#245</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>Allahpundit throws some meat to his masses:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservative elitists will be clutching their chests when I dare list these 
names together, but Milton Friedman (Free to Choose), Henry Hazlitt (Economics 
in One Lesson), Friedrich Hayek (Road to Serfdom), and Thomas Paine (Common 
Sense) have a lot in common with Limbaugh and Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's a burst out loud laughing comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766673 34824 283 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 8:09:57pm  
 
<P>By the way, from looking through the logs I can tell that there are people 
searching through the LGF archives for comments they can use to smear me 
with.</P> 
<P>They're not going to find posts by me that they can use, but I'm sure there 
are some nasty comments still hidden among the nearly 8 million that have been 
posted here that will serve their purpose -- comments I've never even seen.</P> 
<P>If you happen to be going through old posts and see something that should be 
deleted, please click the exclamation point icon and let me know about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766700 34824 306 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 8:22:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7766682" target=_blank>#290</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now <STRONG>that</STRONG> is mendacious libelblogging, to rifle through old 
comments and try to hang something on you.</P> 
<P>The last several months are extra spiffy though!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It used to be the loony left who did this. Now it's the loony right.</P> 
<P>Plus ca change, plus c'est la meme chose.</P> 
<P>(OMFG! Now he's speaking French!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766727 34824 328 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 8:36:05pm  
 
<P>A little while ago I posted this link in this thread:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ashokkarra.com/2009/10/a-quick-guide-to-right-wing-
extremism-on-the-web/" target=_blank>A Quick Guide to Right-Wing Extremism on 
the Web</A></P> 
<P>And sure enough, a stalker has already shown up at that blog and posted a 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766758 34824 356 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 8:53:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7766737" target=_blank>#335</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you haven't nuked IF, Pierre from Pink Flamingo bar and Grill (forget his 
nic here) I recommend it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I just checked that one, and all his comments are 
nuked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07766806 34824 395 Charles Sun, Oct 4, 2009 9:39:13pm  
 
<P>Very bad craziness in the lounge thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07767399 34824 411 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:48:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7767361" target=_blank>#410</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not bothered by what the ghost writer's views are, or what she has 
done for other clients, or who her other clients have been. This is a 
distraction somewhat akin to Jimmy Carter showing a picture of Ronald Reagan 
holding a chimpanzee in a promotional photo from "Bedtime for Bonzo." 99.999 % 
of the people who buy Governor Palin's book are only going to see Governor 
Palin's photo and name on the cover and will only associate the book and its 
contents with Governor Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course you're not bothered by this -- you believe Sarah Palin is <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/369/7763543" target=_blank>the 
reincarnation of Ronald Reagan</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767586 34824 414 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:50:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7767555" target=_blank>#413</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>Today, Virginia Dare seems to be vanishing from American education too. 
But she was a fixture for earlier generations. Even Franklin D. Roosevelt felt 
free to give a speech commemorating the 350th anniversary of her birth. At one 
point, I planned to pay homage by bestowing her name on the heroine of a 
projected fictional concluding chapter in Alien Nation, about the flight of the 
last white family in Los Angeles. It seemed . . . symmetrical.I was 
dissuaded.</I></P> 
<P>I have no words for this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty disgusting, isn't it.</P> 
<P>And this was one of the GOP candidates for president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768137 34824 417 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 12:55:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7768048" target=_blank>#416</A> A Reasonable 
Man</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767528 34826 25 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:38:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7767509" target=_blank>#8</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't matter who hands it to them on what... they'll continue to shoot 
themselves in the foot. The Dems are going to have to run this one all the way 
down the field for the general population to believe that the Republicans are 
suddenly the anti-patriots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I guess you must have missed the results of the last two major 
elections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767562 34826 54 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:45:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7767549" target=_blank>#43</A> tradewind</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your contention is that because Americans were dissatisfied with Bush and 
elected a Democrat, they see Republicans as anti-
patriots?mmmkay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, those are the words you're trying to put in my mouth. You seem to believe 
that the majority of Americans are not on the side of the Democrats -- but the 
results of the last two elections, as well as recent Gallup polls, show that 
they <EM>are</EM> increasingly abandoning the moribund, religiously dominated 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767600 34826 86 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:54:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7767593" target=_blank>#80</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe we should put politics aside for now and treat President Obama with 
the same respect that the left showed for President Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your choice if you want to dive into the sewer, but it's not going to be 
welcome at LGF. I suggest you register at Hot Air or Free Republic, if you 
really want to get as bad as you think the left was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07767980 34826 428 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 11:56:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7767972" target=_blank>#422</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>You may not like to see those people quoted, but the GOP and the right wing 
blogosphere deserve every bit of criticism they're receiving for their 
disgraceful reaction to the Olympic bid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768007 34826 440 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 12:02:55pm  
 
<P>I don't see the point in trying to deny that quite a few right wingers use 
the name "Hussein" as a pure and simple smear. Bloggers like Pamela Geller and 
Jim Hoft of Gateway Pundit regularly refer to Obama as "President Hussein."</P> 
<P>And I <EM>really</EM> don't see the point of emphasizing Obama's middle name 
if you're NOT trying to smear him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768082 34826 463 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 12:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/7768021" target=_blank>#449</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have The Return of the Blogpimpers in the links. "Dougells" seems to be 
son of the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/720/7675951" 
target=_blank>banned</A> Doug Powers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, those people are unbelievable. And another one too: 'maplekarma' was 
another sock puppet for 'orfannkyl'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768091 34826 467 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 12:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/7768024" target=_blank>#450</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>then following that to it's logical conclusion, it appears that any attempt 
by a political opponent to link the POTUS to the muslim culture that was 
formerly a part of his life is considered a smear. except when the President 
does it himself for the muslim audience. then it's OK. I would never use his 
middle name on any of my shows, but I also think there are legitimate times it 
COULD be used.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- there could be legitimate reasons to use Obama's middle name. 
Unfortunately, the vast majority of right wing blogs that do it are definitely 
NOT using 'Hussein' for any other purpose but to invoke the 'sekrit Moslem' 
smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769279 34826 487 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:34:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7769276" target=_blank>#486</A> 
prof.young</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/118528/GOP-Losses-Span-Nearly-
Demographic-Groups.aspx" target=_blank>GOP Losses Span Nearly All Demographic 
Groups</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768343 34829 37 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 1:54:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7768336" target=_blank>#31</A> mikalm</EM></P> 
<P>Yes. The reasons are in the lounge thread from last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768355 34829 47 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 1:58:02pm  
 
<P>Conservapedia is run by Andrew Schlafly, the son of hardcore social con anti-
feminist Phyllis Schlafly.</P> 
<P>The front page of Conservapedia right now is full of creationist 
topics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768367 34829 58 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:00:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7768356" target=_blank>#48</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When is the Atheist's Bible coming out? You know, the one that removes all 
references to God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's already been done: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jefferson_Bible" target=_blank>The Jefferson 
Bible</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768419 34829 103 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:14:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7768401" target=_blank>#90</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7743230" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768432 34829 112 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:17:43pm  
 
<P>Saw that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07768433 34829 113 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:18:08pm  
 
<P>Saw that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768435 34829 115 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:18:25pm  
 
<P>Saw it so well, I had to post it twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768444 34829 123 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7768439" target=_blank>#118</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another who apparently totally misses the point--gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm expecting a lot of people to take that deliberately ignorant 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768448 34829 127 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:21:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7768445" target=_blank>#124</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>This is not open for discussion. I've already gone over the reasons again and 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768472 34829 147 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:26:46pm  
 
<P>I wonder if the Conservative Bible Project plans to do anything about the 
Bible's universal support for slavery?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768487 34829 160 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 2:30:09pm  
 
<P>Hate mail count so far today: 4</P> 
<P>Support mail: 3</P> 
<P>The ratio seems to be improving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770266 34829 320 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:15:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7769706" target=_blank>#314</A> Ian 
MacGregor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bible certainly does not condemn the practice of slavery. It does condemn 
the mistreatment of slaves, instructs that runaway slaves should be given 
refuge, and while definitely against revolts by slaves, encourages them to 
become free if they can. I would not say it universally supports slavery.</P> 
<P>However, the abolitionist movement was a religious one. Men wondered how 
fellow men who were equal before God, could be slaves of other men. These 
Christian men persevered in their attempts to convince the British government 
that men who were equal before God cannot be slaves of other men. Once this was 
done, the Royal Navy stopped the slave trade at sea, and the Royal Marines 
raided slave markets.</P> 



<P>Would this have happened without the religious push? In the fullness of time, 
yes. During this period where there those using scripture to defend slavery? 
Yes. But thank God the abolitionist stance won out. You might have had economic 
reasons to end slavery, but the abolitionists gave a moral reason to end it 
based on scripture. It is difficult to assert the universal support of slavery 
by scripture given how it met its demise. Yes I know there are still places 
where slavery is practiced)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the institution of slavery was most strongly defended -- to the point of 
secession -- in the extremely religious Confederacy. The fact is that there is 
much more justification for slavery in the Bible than there is justification for 
abolition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770570 34829 324 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:01:18am  
 
<P>And then we have the verses that allow selling your <EM>own daughter</EM> as 
a sex slave:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a man sells his daughter as a slave, she will not be freed at the end of 
six years as the men are. If she does not please the man who bought her, he may 
allow her to be bought back again. But he is not allowed to sell her to 
foreigners, since he is the one who broke the contract with her. And if the 
slave girl's owner arranges for her to marry his son, he may no longer treat her 
as a slave girl, but he must treat her as his daughter. If he himself marries 
her and then takes another wife, he may not reduce her food or clothing or fail 
to sleep with her as his wife. If he fails in any of these three ways, she may 
leave as a free woman without making any payment. (Exodus 21:7-11 
NLT)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768645 34830 25 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 3:34:01pm  
 
<P>In related news, Gary Bauer says Barack Obama is <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1009/27901.html" target=_blank>a pro-
ghey blasphemer</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768646 34830 26 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 3:35:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7768639" target=_blank>#21</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Figures</P> 
<P>I always thought of Crist as the kind of Republican I could vote for and now 
the Republicans are trying to run him out of the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- the religious right is systematically tightening its hold 
over the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768669 34830 42 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 3:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7768660" target=_blank>#37</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read it, Charles, and I must respectfully disagree. Bauer is hostile 
to Obama's positions, true. But his point that Obama is deploying selected 



portions Scripture to defend policies that the Bible as a whole does not support 
is sound. The point can be argued, but it is not crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you "disagreeing" with? The article is exactly what I described. 
Bauer accuses Obama of being pro-gay, and of using God's name in vain. Hence 
"pro-ghey blasphemer."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768683 34830 52 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 3:57:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7768670" target=_blank>#43</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Karl Rove came out today in support of Florida’s former state House Speaker 
Marco Rubio, in his bid to upset Governor Charlie Crist.</P> 
<P>This makes it sound like the are both running for gubner. They are trying to 
take the Senate seat vacated by Mel Martinez. The seat was filled by Crist, I 
think with his former Chief of Staff. Just a seat warmer 
currently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, that could have been clearer. I edited the post to make it 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768694 34830 60 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 4:03:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7768690" target=_blank>#57</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does accuse Obama of being pro-gay, but he does not accuse Obama of taking 
the Lord's name in vain in that article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headline of the article is: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1009/27901.html" target=_blank>Does 
Obama use God's name in vain? - Gary Bauer - POLITICO.com</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768695 34830 61 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 4:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7768685" target=_blank>#54</A> 
cenotaphium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>"to protect academic freedom of teachers offering criticisms of Darwinian 
evolution is possible"</I></P> 
<P>The Discovery Institute (defenders of intelligent design/creationism) have 
been pushing the idea of "academic freedom" for a while now. The movie 
"Expelled" was pushing that agenda. Concurrently with "academic freedom" they 
are pushing for a "strengths and weaknesses" clause to be entered into 
education.</P> 
<P>Here's an article written about this tactic by Lauri Lebo, who also covered 
the Kitzmiller v. Dover trial: <A 
href="http://www.washingtonspectator.org/articles/20080601creationism.cfm" 
target=_blank>Using Academic Freedom to Keep God in the Science 
Classroom</A></P> 
<P>The cause of "academic freedom" was previously <A 
href="http://skepticblog.org/2009/03/23/academic-freedom-in-texas/" 
target=_blank>taken up in Texas</A>.In <A 
href="http://www2.tbo.com/content/2009/mar/28/na-anti-evolution-bill-still-a-
fruitless-exercise/news-politics/" target=_blank>Florida</A> they tried to push 
for a bill talking about "critical analysis" of evolution.</P> 



<P>Here's an account of a <A href="http://blog.au.org/2008/06/04/academic-
freedom-fraud-louisiana-bill-opens-door-to-creationism-in-the-classroom/" 
target=_blank>similar attempt in Louisiana</A>, and there are plenty more cases 
to find.</P> 
<P>A sarcastic version of this rethoric in defense of the <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2008/03/why_we_need_academic_freedomto.
php" target=_blank>academic freedom to question "Newtonism"</A> was posted on 
Pharyngula last year.</P> 
<P>It'd be one thing if select fringe groups or individual members of government 
tried to push things like this through, but once they get support from people 
with positions of real power in government, and these are in turn not 
immediately chastised for doing so, you're slowly but surely cementing the anti-
science ideal with the party.I can understand it as a political maneuver for 
votes. What I can't understand is the long-term game. Are they hoping the 
rational voters will be a minority? Are they hoping for a theocracy?Please 
enlighten me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32836_Lebo-
_Using_Academic_Freedom_to_Keep_God_in_the_Science_Classroom" target=_blank>LGF: 
Lebo: Using 'Academic Freedom' to Keep God in the Science 
Classroom</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768709 34830 73 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 4:07:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7768703" target=_blank>#68</A> 
cenotaphium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doh. I guess I should do some searching before posting old news. 
:/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that was a good post. I'm just pointing out that I've been hammering this 
very issue here for quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768714 34830 78 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 4:09:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7768700" target=_blank>#66</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Derbyshire is out, unless his recently expressed wish to roll back 
women's suffrage was a joke. It was hard to tell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was not the first time Derbyshire has advocated taking the right to vote 
away from women. I think he's serious about it, although he's also smart enough 
to realize it will never happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768719 34830 82 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 4:10:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7768712" target=_blank>#76</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Special rights for homosexuals and death sentences for the ill and elderly. 
Right, I've heard this before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, Bauer is also a creationist, who wants to teach it in science 
classes -- which pretty much goes without saying:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ontheissues.org/Celeb/Gary_Bauer_Education.htm" 
target=_blank>www.ontheissues.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07768882 34830 222 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:18:16pm  
 
<P>Newsbusters has a post up about Chris Matthews' show, on which he calls out 
the large number of Republicans who celebrated and cheered when America's 
Olympic bid was rejected.</P> 
<P>They don't even bother to refute anything. They just post the video and the 
transcript as if there's something outrageous about what Matthews said, as if it 
was perfectly normal for Rush Limbaugh to gloat over the loss.</P> 
<P>But Matthews was completely on target this time. The right wing's celebration 
of America losing was disgusting. A total disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768900 34830 237 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:28:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7768893" target=_blank>#230</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, that settles it. <EM>Slate</EM>, Maddow, and now Chris Matthews...that 
tingle in my leg is telling me that Republicans must hate 
America.///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you'd be happier if the articles were from World Nut Daily and 
Newsmax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768903 34830 240 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:28:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7768899" target=_blank>#236</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>"MATTHEWS: Well there they are clapping. In fact we missed a clapping 
scene there. Continued in that line, they seem to be enjoying the news that 
Obama, the President and Chicago and the United States had failed in its Olympic 
bid to Rio De Janeiro. Anyway a Weekly Standard blog, that's the right wing or 
<STRONG>neo-con</STRONG> Weekly Standard"</EM></P> 
<P>Any guess as to why Matthews refers to the Weekly Standard this 
way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they DID clap and cheer. They posted about it at their blog, then 
edited the post to remove the part about the cheers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768911 34830 248 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:31:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7768908" target=_blank>#245</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was asking why Matthews refers to The Weekly Standard as "Neo-
con?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's Bill Kristol's publication. "Neo-con" is a perfectly apt 
description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768923 34830 259 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:40:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7768919" target=_blank>#255</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue I have with Rove of course is not that he believes any of that. 
Nope, he is the cynical "mastermind" who sees an angle in manipulating it. In 
that sense he is even worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't know if Karl Rove is a fundamentalist, but there's no doubt 
whatsoever that he built up the Republican Party by forging alliances with the 
religious right. I suspect he must be a fundamentalist, because at this point 
he's putting money behind candidates like Rubio even though he's not in a 
leadership position with the GOP any more.</P> 
<P>Or maybe he is. He's ... Rove, after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768929 34830 265 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:43:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7768928" target=_blank>#264</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ironic considering a new poll of nations now shows <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/us_usa_status;_ylt=AhiE8Vehvo1k4WfbyVwZilrmWMcF
" target=_blank>the US is the most admired country globaly.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The talking point that it shows the rest of the world still hates America is 
how the right wing is trying to deflect attention away from their disgraceful 
celebrations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768939 34830 275 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:46:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7768932" target=_blank>#268</A> 
RealismRox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hitchens says Rove is an athiest. <A 
href="http://nymag.com/arts/books/features/31244/" target=_blank>Your text to 
link...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hadn't seen that before. Interesting. So he's a cynic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768956 34830 291 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 5:51:18pm  
 
<P>We're closing in on 100,000 page views for the day, with 6 hours still left 
before tomorrow rolls around.</P> 
<P>Not bad for a blog in "decline" that's becoming "irrelevant."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768988 34830 322 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:05:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7768976" target=_blank>#310</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the language that these "creationists" would like inserted into textbooks 
is pretty non-threatening, isn't it? I mean to say, the proposition to preface 
<EM>evolution</EM> with <EM>the theory of</EM> elicits disproportionate howlings 
of protest, does it not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not, because they want to go much further than that, as I suspect 
you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07768999 34830 332 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:08:41pm  
 
<P>We have a live one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07769014 34830 347 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:14:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7768996" target=_blank>#329</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. I'm a firm believer in science, and evolutionary biology is 
beautiful, and I despise right-wing manipulators..BUT there are some rather 
interesting arguments against evolution, which inevitably raise more interesting 
questions, such as "what, then, created mankind?" From all of which students 
might find enlightenment.</P> 
<P>A common but compelling example is that the chances of life orgainzing from 
non-life (i.e. molecules, etc..) are virtually zero even with 10^1000 years or 
so. Might be worth looking into...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm catching a distinct whiff of irreducible complexity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769018 34830 351 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:14:46pm  
 
<P>Mixed with the fragrance of "Teach the Controversy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769023 34830 356 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7769011" target=_blank>#344</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. But the idea of presenting the problems/open issues in the 
theory striles me as enriching, not reactionary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which problems are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769026 34830 359 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7769024" target=_blank>#357</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think evolution is flawed, I know it's partially inadequate, and no 
one would deny this. I think it's beautiful. But questions 
remain...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which questions are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769038 34830 370 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:21:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7769034" target=_blank>#366</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cue the eye-rolling: I have a book on the subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which book is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769055 34830 386 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:25:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7769041" target=_blank>#373</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A fair statement. I could dig up a reference but I'll just back away from 
that statistical claim for now, as I only mentioned it as an example of the 
types of arguements that can be made against evolution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which arguments are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769058 34830 389 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:26:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7769049" target=_blank>#380</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh let's see, I've got "Scientific Creationism" and "A Scientific Analysis of 
Genesis" that I flip through occasionally. Some passages are interesting, some 
are not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769069 34830 400 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:30:42pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7769062" target=_blank>#393</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Irreducible complexity, second law of thermodynamics, probabilities, the 
classic ones.</P> 
<P>Would it really be terrible to mention these, in this context, in 
curriculums? Maybe, but I'm not sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769073 34830 404 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:32:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7769049" target=_blank>#380</A> tom 
reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh let's see, I've got "Scientific Creationism" and "A Scientific Analysis of 
Genesis" that I flip through occasionally. Some passages are interesting, some 
are not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're a young earth creationist. Haven't seen one of those around here 
for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769076 34830 407 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:33:39pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0890510032/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Scientific Creationism</A> is a book by young earth creationist 
Henry Morris.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769099 34830 430 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7769091" target=_blank>#422</A> Tom 
Reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You may have mischaracterized me. I deny that accusation 100%. All I'm saying 
is that some questioning of the status quo (i.e. widely-held beliefs) can be 
healthy, and not unreasonable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just cited <EM>two</EM> young earth creationist books.</P> 
<P>Are you affiliated in some way with the Institute for Creation 
Research?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769120 34830 450 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:46:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7769099" target=_blank>#430</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just cited <EM>two</EM> young earth creationist books.</P> 
<P>Are you affiliated in some way with the Institute for Creation 
Research?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure got quiet in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769121 34830 451 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:46:42pm  
 
<P>And now we have another creationist up-dinging tom reagan's 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769133 34830 463 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/7769119" target=_blank>#449</A> Tom 
Reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't be less affiliated with it. My goodness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just asked because you happen to be located in the city where the Institute 
for Creation Research has their headquarters, and you're parroting their talking 
points.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been there and back. I've pondered both sides of the 
arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I doubt that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think one should be dissmissed outright as poison. What would 
stimulate students more? (1) Here's how it is, end of story, ignore anything 
else you hear. Or, (2) here's what makes a lot of sense scientifcally, but there 
are one or two things about it we can't really explain...let me mention 
those...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're citing books by <EM>young earth creationists</EM>, and you have the 
nerve to talk about what "makes a lot of sense scientifcally?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769154 34830 484 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:56:59pm  
 
<P>Two creationists in one thread. Bonus!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769162 34830 492 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 6:59:25pm  
 
<P>It's like the old days. Sniff. I'm getting nostalgic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07769180 34830 510 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:04:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7769169" target=_blank>#499</A> Tom 
Reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude I'm not a creationist. Geez. Just ask. Right-wing social 
politics/religion depresses me, more and more lately. Going to church is 
downright embarassing now and I've had to cut way back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a creationist! I love it! You guys kill me with this 
routine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769193 34830 523 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/514/7769184" target=_blank>#514</A> Tom 
Reagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've got bigger fish to fry. Unquestioned evolution is merely annoying - 
abortion doctor / census worker murderers, wild conspiracy theories (a la 
Limbaugh) and Obama-hecklers are offensive, unamerican, and desturctive to our 
way of life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice try!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769223 34830 551 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:16:49pm  
 
<P>I'm disappointed. These new creationists we're getting at LGF have nowhere 
near the stamina of a "Spar Kling" or Richard L. Kent, the world's angriest 
creationist. Who's indoctrinating these weak sisters, anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769245 34830 571 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:22:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/7769221" target=_blank>#549</A> walkman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure if that was directed to me, but from a spiritual perspective, I 
don't have a scientific alternative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, at least you're honest that you don't have a clue.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someday science proves we evolved from the soup, I'll accept it. It 
doesn't otherwise change anything for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which soup is that? Chicken noodle or beef barley?</P> 
<P>I love beef barley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769250 34830 576 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:23:51pm  
 
<P>Creationists in one thread, climate change deniers in another. We're rocking 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769307 34830 628 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 7:42:02pm  
 
<P>The hate mails are getting angrier as the night goes on. Just got one from an 
admirer in Minnesota who thinks I'm lying about the increase in LGF's traffic, 
and faking the numbers somehow.</P> 



<P>As if I have nothing better to do. It's really getting under their skin that 
despite all the smearing and the hatred, our traffic is rising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769368 34830 686 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:08:32pm  
 
<P>The flounce-o-meter is giving off readings again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770257 34830 746 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:12:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/7769880" target=_blank>#744</A> Lee 
Stafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Evolution is taught in schools, it should be taught in science, but ONLY 
as a theory with all its holes, contradictions, and 
misalighments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which "holes, contradictions, and misalignments" are those?</P> 
<P>And you <EM>do</EM> understand that the scientific meaning of "theory" is not 
the same as a "hunch" or a "guess," right? In science, a theory is a coherent 
explanation for a phenomenon, backed up by research and experimental data.</P> 
<P>Evolution itself is a <EM>fact</EM>, as much of a fact as 
gravity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769398 34831 2 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:28:10pm  
 
<P>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769403 34831 5 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:29:57pm  
 
<P>Why is the flounce-o-meter giving off such high readings?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769413 34831 12 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 8:33:00pm  
 
<P>This clip is actually from the anniversary edition of the DVD version of The 
Jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769466 34831 51 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:09:29pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/Sharoney/status/4606054090" 
target=_blank>Heh</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769477 34831 62 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7769474" target=_blank>#59</A> 
davinvalkri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yay, we're friends now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty sure I didn't say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769531 34831 110 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:44:55pm  



 
<P>'Tom Reagan' in the previous thread, by the way, was 
'taxfreekiller'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07769536 34831 115 Charles Mon, Oct 5, 2009 9:46:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7769533" target=_blank>#112</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn! He was lucid!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770108 34832 344 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:22:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/7770040" target=_blank>#278</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, it's pretty damn weird that there are by my count at least 3 posts 
here blaming me in some way for 'piling on' poor, poor tfk-- because I answered 
someone's question about him -- and yet no comments by those people condemning 
what he did and is doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>tfk should have been banned a long time ago, and the only reason he wasn't 
was because: 1) he seemed to be popular with other users (why, I don't know), 
and 2) several times when I was on the edge of banning him, people stepped in 
and made personal appeals to me to let him stay.</P> 
<P>I had to delete at least a dozen of his comments for using outright racist 
slurs. He would post non sequiturs in the middle of discussions that came off as 
deranged. And now he's posting at a stalker blog where they often talk about 
doing harm to me -- and he's sneaking back into LGF with sock puppet accounts 
deliberately to cause trouble, and then brag about his exploits at the stalker 
blog.</P> 
<P>It's utterly beyond me how anyone could come in here and tell me how much 
they "miss" tfk. He's where he belongs, with a blog full of twisted, hateful 
people. If that's the kind of "friend" you miss, maybe you should join them.</P> 
<P>Bah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770175 34833 13 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:47:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7770171" target=_blank>#11</A> JamesW</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever heard of the phrase, 'Thin end of the wedge,' Charles? Maybe 'Slippery 
slope' or something about a camel getting its nose in the tent... If this goes 
through, how much longer before it becomes 'Endorsing politicial candidates?' My 
guess, sometime next year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if some blogger is being paid to endorse a political candidate, I 
really don't see what's wrong with disclosing that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770185 34833 21 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:49:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7770162" target=_blank>#7</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that prompt report on how the rule would effect you, Charles. 
Question: What do you think of the rule?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't have a problem with it. I do think people have the right to know if a 
product endorsement is the result of an honest uncolored opinion, or if it's 
being paid for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770203 34833 30 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:57:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7770195" target=_blank>#26</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A 
href="http://www.ftc.gov/os/2009/10/091005endorsementguidesfnnotice.pdf" 
target=_blank>full text of the regs are here</A>, starting at page 55. 
Specifically, this is the key provision that has been amended to expand the 
treatment to bloggers:</P> 
<P>This is a rule ostensibly designed to improve consumer protection - 
preventing companies from setting up spoof blogs to hawk products, and to 
identify unscrupulous bloggers who might push items without revealing their 
connections to the products they tout.</P> 
<P>However, I think <A href="http://www.buzzmachine.com/2009/10/05/ftc-
regulates-our-speech/" target=_blank>Jeff Jarvis</A> is on to something. What 
are the limits, particularly when one uses blogads, adsense, or other revenue 
generating materials on the site - what kind of disclosure is necessary. I do 
book reviews on my site, but does that mean I have to disclose that I've 
obtained the book from the publisher or that I merely took the book out of the 
library to review or suggest to my readers?</P> 
<P>And what about the camera equipment I tout when I publish my photos? I have 
to add disclaimers to that to say that I never received any compensation from 
the camera makers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you could argue that ads such as those provided by Adsense are very 
clearly advertisements and not product endorsements. And ads by their very 
nature are paid for -- so this really doesn't come under the the new rules at 
all.</P> 
<P>The way they're written, the rules say that you need to disclose any 
relationship with the maker of a product when you review it. If you don't have a 
relationship, it doesn't say you need to provide a disclaimer to that 
effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770312 34833 101 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:32:38am  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. Now George Will has a column in which he's counting the 
words in Obama's Copenhagen speeches.</P> 
<P>Has the entire conservative movement lost its freaking (alleged) 
mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770318 34833 106 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:33:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7770311" target=_blank>#100</A> stormy</EM></P> 
<P>Well, excuse me for trying to promote LGF stories I think are 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770322 34833 110 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:34:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7770316" target=_blank>#105</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess; The right wing blogosphere is in a panic over Obama taking 
control of the blogs to silence dissent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, probably. I rarely even look at the right wing blogs any more -
- they've all gone nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770334 34833 119 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:37:25am  
 
<P>Attention. Farkalanche imminent. ETA: 55 minutes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fark.com/cgi/comments.pl?IDLink=4679422" 
target=_blank>www.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770392 34833 174 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:52:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7770378" target=_blank>#160</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeff Jarvis over at Buzzmachine <A 
href="http://www.buzzmachine.com/2009/10/05/ftc-regulates-our-speech/" 
target=_blank>isn't loving this new regulation</A>, at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's over-reacting. Radically over-reacting, in fact. He's reading 
all kinds of stuff into the guidelines that isn't there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770400 34833 180 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:54:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7770394" target=_blank>#176</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wills' point is the narcissism in the Presidenst and Michelles speeches 
before the IOC</P> 
<P>From the article (Wills) I saw</P> 
<P><EM>In the 41 sentences of her remarks, Michelle Obama used some form of the 
personal pronouns "I" or "me" 44 times. Her husband was, comparatively, a 
shrinking violet, using those pronouns only 26 times in 48 sentences. Still, 70 
times in 89 sentences was sufficient to convey the message that somehow their 
fascinating selves were what made, or should have made, Chicago's case 
compelling</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's sheer idiocy. This is the stupidest tactic yet to smear Obama and his 
wife. There really are no depths to which the right won't go for that purpose, 
even if it makes them look like complete buffoons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770406 34833 185 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:57:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7770402" target=_blank>#182</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lexicographic analysis has its place. This isn't it, 
however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What George Will is doing is not lexigraphic analysis. It's simple word 
counting and it proves absolutely nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770422 34833 201 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 10:01:46am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7770414" target=_blank>#193</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, Will could have removed the word-counting exercise without 
diminishing the point of the column by one whit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true -- it would have been a crappy column even without that 
section.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770455 34833 230 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 10:11:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7770452" target=_blank>#227</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the Farkalanche canceled? what happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>22 minutes and counting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770526 34833 295 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 10:40:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7770521" target=_blank>#290</A> walkman</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I cordially invite you to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772561 34833 338 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 10:26:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/7772120" target=_blank>#337</A> harry91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have now seen god and it is the</P> 
<P>Krups KM7000 Grind-and-Brew 10-Cup Coffeemaker, Black</P> 
<P>Do you get a kickback on that purchase Charles? If so when I'm bugging my 
wonderful wife should she go through that link? I was gonna go for my Doctor Who 
fix this Christmas but this seems so much more responsible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, click the link in my post and I get a small cut of the purchase 
price.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770580 34834 13 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:03:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7770571" target=_blank>#5</A> dentate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand your point, Charles, but it is still surprisingly poor style to 
use "I" and "me" that much unless the topic is explicitly autobiographical. I 
have to wonder about the speech writers (assuming the Obamas did not write these 
themselves). If there had been a chance of winning, it would have been better to 
use "YOU" and "THEY" to show what Chicago could *give*. Fine points of style may 
indeed not mean much, but this is equivalent to writing a letter in which every 
paragraph starts with "I." It just rubs people the wrong way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I come here today as a passionate supporter of the Olympic and Paralympic 
Games; as a strong believer in the movement they represent; and as a proud 
Chicagoan. But above all, I come as a faithful representative of the American 
people, and we look forward to welcoming the world to the shores of Lake 
Michigan and the heartland of our nation in 2016.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't rub me the wrong way at all. The only person who could possibly be 
offended by that kind of speech is a hardcore partisan, <EM>looking</EM> for 
offense.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07770601 34834 31 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:10:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7770581" target=_blank>#14</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's try this thought experiment:</P> 
<P>Assuming, hypothetically, that Obama <EM>were</EM> a narcicistic, America-
hating Marxist, <EM>what would he be doing differently</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he probably wouldn't say things like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I come here today as a passionate supporter of the Olympic and Paralympic 
Games; as a strong believer in the movement they represent; and as a proud 
Chicagoan. But above all, I come as a faithful representative of the American 
people, and we look forward to welcoming the world to the shores of Lake 
Michigan and the heartland of our nation in 2016.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To host athletes and visitors from every corner of the globe is a high honor 
and a great responsibility. And America is ready and eager to assume that sacred 
trust. We're a nation that has always opened its arms to the citizens of the 
world -- including my own father from the African continent -- people who have 
sought something better; who have dreamed of something bigger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or most of the rest of the Copenhagen speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770635 34834 58 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:21:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7770632" target=_blank>#56</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously now, ask yourself how many bloggers and pundits are suddenly using 
the words "arrogant" "arrogance" and "narcissist" "narcissism" the past week and 
a half. They don't all start cheeping in unison like this without a cue and 
direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. It's suddenly all over the place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770649 34834 71 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:25:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7770646" target=_blank>#68</A> Drogheda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles wasn't there some mention of word counting here a couple weeks 
ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, when Ed Morrissey did the same stupid thing at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770655 34834 77 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 11:26:23am  
 
<P>Are there actually people out there who think there have been Presidents who 
were NOT egotistical?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770812 34834 218 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 12:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7770809" target=_blank>#215</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thank you for being honest enough to admit that, and I understand.But tell 
me, are there ANY personal attacks on Pres. Obama which you do NOT interpret as 
being racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a pretty condescending remark, when TheQuis just posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to say that many or even most of the attacks are meant that way. I think 
the vast majority of them aren't...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07770946 34835 58 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 12:57:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7770910" target=_blank>#35</A> 
Takeshi6400</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is a campaign by a bunch of leftist race baiters being 
supported?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please show me where I "supported" anything.</P> 
<P>Reading comprehension is your friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771034 34835 125 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 1:19:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7771026" target=_blank>#120</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I note that Viagra isn't on the boycott list. I assume they advertise on Fox; 
I see their ads everywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean those ads where a bunch of amateur musicians sit around in a barn 
playing guitars and singing about their boners?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771093 34835 173 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 1:30:19pm  
 
<P>Cognitive dissonance alert!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/10/6/790246/-
Rewriting-the-liberal-Bible" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771839 34837 14 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 5:56:56pm  
 
<P>If there's one issue the GOP is on the wrong side of, more than any other, 
it's the science of climate change. The Republican Party is relentlessly pushing 
propaganda that won't just affect America's level of education (read: 
creationism), but has far-reaching effects on the entire planet.</P> 
<P>The reason I keep posting these threads is because we need to start 
understanding the science behind the warnings.</P> 
<P>Ignorance will exact a very high price from our children.</P> 
<P>And willful ignorance, as promoted by the GOP on this issue, will result in a 
horrible backlash when the truth becomes obvious, and the public realizes they 
were lied to, in order to keep the corporate lobbyist dollars rolling in to the 
pockets of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771856 34837 28 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:01:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7771838" target=_blank>#13</A> bryantms</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not necessarily saying this is the case, but this should be 
considered.</P> 
<P>Scientists may also say something so that they get more money for these 
research grants. Many scientists enjoy anything that predicts the "no-turning 
back" point.</P> 
<P>Always have to look at it both ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to realize that the most important pressure on any real scientist is 
not the need for grant money -- but the need to produce credible research that 
stands up to peer review.</P> 
<P>If a scientist produces bogus results that are attacked and debunked by the 
scientific community, that grant money will dry up instantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771908 34837 76 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:26:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7771889" target=_blank>#58</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evan DeLucia the principle author for the beetle/CO2 study...below is his 
grant history:</P> 
<P>1995 - 1998 - $496k from DOE1997 - 1998 - $147K from NASA2001 - 2004 - $150k 
from DOE2003 - 2006 - $585k from NSF2005 - 2007 - $150k from DOE</P> 
<P>This is probably top quartile grant money but certainly some do 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting figures! Does anyone really believe that Evan DeLucia is getting 
rich from grant money? That money is expected to produce results, and that means 
lots of expenses for assistants, experiments, research, and all kinds of 
incidentals.</P> 
<P>The reality is that most climate scientists are barely scraping by, trying to 
educate an American public that's constantly barraged with nonsense and 
disinformation from lobbyists and religious fanatics like James 
Inhofe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771921 34837 87 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7771906" target=_blank>#74</A> Thoughtful</EM></P> 
<P>Just like clockwork, the first denier shows up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771944 34837 103 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:37:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7771924" target=_blank>#90</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>$86,000 a year, even if that's an accurate estimate, is a pretty low income 
for one of America's top scientists. And I strongly suspect that his true income 
is lower than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771952 34837 109 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:40:13pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7771940" target=_blank>#99</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anyone who knows me on this site, is probably aware that I have been a 
skeptic regarding AGW. By skeptic, I do not mean that I take the latest fly-by-
night unscientific piece of garbage last employed by the screeching blogs du 
jour and use it as a fig leaf to cover my ignorance. But simply skeptic, as in, 
not having seen the data myself, not having known reputable and intelligible 
resources readily summarizing it, and not wanting to jump to conclusions before 
understanding the nub of the matter.</P> 
<P>LVQ here has provided me with websites to consult, but even their data seemed 
a bit too divergent and scattered all over the place for me to acquire a 
coherent big picture of the science involved. So I just purchased two lecture 
series from the Teaching Company -- the Earth's Changing Climate and Energy and 
Climate: Science for Citizens in the Age of Global Warming. Of the two, I 
started with the first because its title sounded less alarming and emotional. I 
am about a third of the way into it, and I recommend it most highly to everyone 
here. (you can all google it.) The science is presented objectively and from 
multiple perspectives (data from ice core samples, isotopes, tree rings, coral 
reefs, glaciers, hurricanes, etc.) and there is no escaping the overall arch of 
the conclusions. I am very shocked at just how real the problem seems even when 
discussed in non-hysterical terms and can't wait to reach the conclusion of the 
lecture series as things are finally starting to get very interesting in the 
science presented (feedback mechanisms, modeling, etc.) It will take me some 
time to digest what I am learning, but the revelations are overall disturbing. I 
strongly recommend the TTC series to anyone with a genuine interest in the 
topic, and who is too busy or skeptical to rely on information from random 
websites or particular studies. The professor is world class and he provides 
multiple sources. I further recommend the video over the audio as many graphs 
are involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to be at the same point I was at about a year ago, when I started 
seriously researching this issue. I've learned that it's not a fraud or a hoax, 
that there are serious reasons, backed by convincing scientific evidence, to be 
concerned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07771970 34837 126 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:46:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7771966" target=_blank>#122</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you know, I worked for the National Renewable Energy Lab for 13 years, the 
premier renewable research lab in the country. I actually know what salaries 
were made by climate scientist, but of course I can't make that info public.</P> 
<P>But I can refer you to an article that does discuss the general salaries of 
the scientist at the lab. When I was there, 1992 to 2005, we had an average of 
800-900 scientist in the research labs.</P> 
<P>I find that chart I linked to to be rather accurate, and these figures are 
not low balled.</P> 
<P>Here is one public example, I can assure you all the science positions were 
similar.</P> 
<P>Senior Scientist I - Materials/Chemistry Requirements: Ph.D. in chemistry, 
materials science with 5 years relevant R&amp;D experience.Salary range: $48,000 
to $126,000</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rockymountainnews.com/news/2008/Jan/02/energy-lab-
looking-at-bright-future/" 
target=_blank>www.rockymountainnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if that's accurate, it's at the low-medium range of what's needed to 
maintain a middle class lifestyle in modern America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07771992 34837 147 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7771983" target=_blank>#139</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the Darwin special on PBS tonight. At the start of the show there 
was a disclaimer "this show is not intended for immature audiences or adults who 
might be offended." Now WTF was that. The show covered the Darwin publishing 
years and was a Victorian piece if I ever saw it. Was that disclaimer intended 
for the religiously sensitive?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it probably was. A sad testimony to the religious right's influence in 
the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772001 34837 156 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 6:59:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7771998" target=_blank>#153</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Besides, Charles' comment and post was in regards to <STRONG>"The reality is 
that most climate scientists are barely scraping by..."</STRONG></P> 
<P>My link to the charts and averages salaries was for "climate scientists." as 
detailed by Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How much income do you think it takes to support a family, a mortgage, one or 
two cars, and several research assistants, Walter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772015 34837 168 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:04:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7772010" target=_blank>#164</A> Red 
Pencil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In your area do climate scientists (or any scientists) have to pay their 
research assistants out of their own salary? Wow, that's harsh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please tell me you're not posting with a sock puppet, Walter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772020 34837 171 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:05:57pm  
 
<P>Because Red Pencil's IP address is the same as yours, in case you don't 
understand why I'm asking that question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772022 34837 173 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7772010" target=_blank>#164</A> Red 
Pencil</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In your area do climate scientists (or any scientists) have to pay their 
research assistants out of their own salary? Wow, that's harsh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Research assistants ARE paid out of grant money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772032 34837 183 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:09:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7772021" target=_blank>#172</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No but they do have to pay them from grant money. So lets take the example of 
Evan DeLucia...if you look at the grants listed on-line he has pulled maybe 
$120/year in grants. Looking at his current website (<A 
href="http://www.life.illinois.edu/delucia/lab_group.htm" target=_blank>Evan 
DeLucia</A>) he has 3 post docs, five grad asses, and two undergrads. My guess 
is that he personally gets nothing from his grants after he pays stipends, and 
experimental costs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. The idea that scientists get rich off of grant money is beyond 
ridiculous. Every dollar of that money has to be accounted for, and very little 
of it goes toward extravagant lifestyles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772061 34837 211 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:18:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7771906" target=_blank>#74</A> Thoughtful</EM></P> 
<P>I won't reveal it, but your account shows connections to some groups that you 
might want to reveal yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772062 34837 212 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:18:43pm  
 
<P>In the interests of (ahem) full disclosure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772091 34837 239 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:31:34pm  
 
<P>Are those crickets I hear?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772102 34837 250 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:35:28pm  
 
<P>OT: can anyone tell me how to get in touch with someone at Facebook with the 
power to do something about the group that's using my trademark without 
permission?</P> 
<P>There's a page that's supposed to be for submitting complaints of this 
nature, but it does not work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772187 34837 303 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:03:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7772171" target=_blank>#298</A> 
Thoughtful</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Associations I might want to reveal??? American Association for the 
Advancement of Science? The American Red Cross where I teach Wilderness First 
Aid? Charles, you are getting paranoid. If you are going by I.P., that might be 
misleading. ATT uses pooled DHCP.</P> 
<P>Gee, I've sent articles for consideration to the Watts Up With That site, as 
well as LGF. I listened to Rush Limbaugh on occasion (for politics, not science) 
(but listen to NPR Morning Edition and All Things Considered daily). Michelle 
Malkin is on my blog list, but so is Daily Kos.</P> 
<P>I'm registered Republican, but thinking about going independent.</P> 
<P>What _are_ you driving at??? You've got my email. I'd be happy to "come 
clean" if I had a clue what you were referring to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You know very well what I'm talking about, and yes, I have your email 
address. Maybe you think you can divert attention by calling me "paranoid," but 
you'll be making a big mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772271 34837 351 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:39:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7772263" target=_blank>#346</A> vrwc007</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One more thing, a good argument can be made that the predictions of AGW 
violate the second law of thermodynamics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. You <EM>didn't</EM> go there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773300 34837 409 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:24:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/7773288" target=_blank>#408</A> captain america 
1776</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Sinclair is/was a "extensive" student of Al Gore himself and a 30 some 
year environmental activist makes me very suspicious about the information that 
he provides and the argument that he presents; that increased CO2 levels will 
spell disaster for the planets extensive eco-system. This latest video 
presentation is polished and very well done on a superficial level, but it is 
far from being authoritative, let alone convincing to this viewer and 
skeptic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you could educate yourself on the issue, and then you'd realize 
that everything in this video is completely accurate and verifiably 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773302 34837 410 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:25:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7773286" target=_blank>#407</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 
<P>What a complete pile of crap. The greenhouse effect has been well-known and 
wll-documented for MANY years. Why are you trying to push this deceptive 
nonsense at my website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773547 34837 416 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 10:37:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7773340" target=_blank>#412</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles --</P> 
<P>#407 MKELLY has some good points. The greenhouse effect is indeed 
questionable, and questionable on a scientific basis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is NOT! I don't believe you're trying to float this 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773564 34837 417 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 10:42:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/7773419" target=_blank>#414</A> 
MinisterO</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to me that denialists usually try to have the last word in global 
warming threads. It happens all over the internet. I've seen these laundry lists 



of debunked talking points show up days, weeks or months after the last thread 
activity. Why do you suppose they do that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do it in every LGF thread on climate change. They seem to think they can 
"win the argument" and alter the reality of climate change by posting the last 
comments at blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773578 34837 419 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 10:48:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7773573" target=_blank>#418</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it is something of a misnomer -- but the effect itself is well 
understood, and completely accepted by scientists. We even see it operating on 
other planets in the solar system, such as Venus -- where the high CO2 content 
of the atmosphere has raised the temperature way beyond what it would otherwise 
be, even with its relative closeness to the Sun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773750 34837 423 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 11:50:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7773700" target=_blank>#421</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<P>Your comment is so far off base, it's not even wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773755 34837 424 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 11:53:33am  
 
<P>Just in case anyone is tempted to believe the hooey posted by shmuli, the 
fact is that the greenhouse effect has been known to scientists since the early 
19th century. It was discovered by Joseph Fourier in 1824.</P> 
<P>This is how ridiculous the AGW deniers can get. They even deny things that 
have been uncontroversial scientific knowledge for almost 200 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773777 34837 427 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:02:06pm  
 
<P>Shmuli also appears to have doubts about the theory of evolution. Imagine my 
surprise:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1734/5467078" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/880/5571649" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773878 34837 435 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:34:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/7773802" target=_blank>#430</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need to cast me as a fool or someone who is ignorant, that is your 
choice, but it is not the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want to be thought of as "ignorant," you shouldn't post 
astoundingly ignorant comments like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding evolution, my position is clear - it is a great theory looking for 
good science to support it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07772168 34838 14 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 7:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7772166" target=_blank>#13</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may be right, but smart money says they didn't pay him zero 
dollars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Stein doesn't do anything without being paid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772195 34838 27 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 8:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7772189" target=_blank>#26</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's wrong with using prwire? My company uses them regularly. It's just a 
service. They charge a reasonable fee, and distribute press releases to the 
desired distribution lists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When was the last time you saw a scientist pay PRNewsWire to attack a 
critic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772328 34838 73 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:01:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7772324" target=_blank>#72</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Disco Institute is all up in arms over this snip they quoted from his 
book,</P> 
<P>If that quote is accurate, I don't think he needed to go there to make that 
point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. Don't you know by now that you can't trust quotes from the Discovery 
Institute?</P> 
<P>That quote is blatantly out of context, and deliberately so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772334 34838 74 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:04:20pm  
 
<P>The quote is pulled out of the introduction to Dawkins' book. Here's the rest 
of it with the full context of the point he was making:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://entertainment.timesonline.co.uk/tol/arts_and_entertainment/books/bo
ok_extracts/article6805656.ece" 
target=_blank>entertainment.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772388 34840 8 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:22:06pm  
 
<P>But now I'm wondering who could possibly be on the other end of Obama's 
Blackberry. Could it be ... David Hasselhof?</P> 
<P>Or maybe ... <EM>Satan?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07772411 34840 22 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:29:42pm  
 
<P>I added the video. There's a lot more craziness than just that 
excerpt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07772490 34840 79 Charles Tue, Oct 6, 2009 9:51:48pm  
 
<P>I changed the post to use an image linked to the video instead.</P> 
<P>I hate Brightcove. Their video serving stinks. There's no way to stop it from 
autoplaying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773512 34840 260 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 10:24:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7773382" target=_blank>#259</A> guftafs</EM></P> 
<P>I think you'll happier at some other blog, so I'm blocking your account. No 
need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773218 34841 513 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:58:09am  
 
<P>Well, that was a classic, drawn-out passive aggressive flounce.</P> 
<P>And of course, she showed up at 4 am, to make sure she got maximum coverage. 
What the hell is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773247 34841 541 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:06:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7773234" target=_blank>#528</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insomnia, psychological problems, LGF derangement syndrome, creeping fascism, 
all kinds of issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right - this was a Spencer-Geller fan from way back. Obviously waited 
a long time to pull this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773275 34841 568 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:15:33am  
 
<P>They're threatening my life again at the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773309 34841 597 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:26:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7773305" target=_blank>#593</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The initial comment set off enough alarm bells in all kinds of ways, but the 
Spencer/Geller fan girl connection made it definitive for me.</P> 
<P>They're getting more passive aggressive and going for the drawn out 'subtle' 
flounce. Timed for when Stinky isn't around, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're trying to convince others to leave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773311 34841 599 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:27:49am  
 
<P>Here's 'Earth2moonbat' (with the name 'snork') threatening my life:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ52D07E5E.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/stalkers/ZZ52D07E5E.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ52D07E5E.jpg</A></P> 
<P>And here's 'savage' (Marc Thomas Donato) and another creep threatening my 
life:</P> 



<P><A title=ZZ5C681330.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/stalkers/ZZ5C681330.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ5C681330.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773346 34841 627 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:39:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7773342" target=_blank>#626</A> Mad Al-
Jaffee</EM></P> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773350 34841 629 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:41:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7773327" target=_blank>#613</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that 'snork' was threatening San Fran crazies who might come after 
Zombie if Zombie was outed. That doesn't make his words any less bigoted or 
wrong, of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. You must be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773669 34843 10 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 11:27:45am  
 
<P><EM>Charles!? Now you're supporting Bill Ayers!!?1 I hate you! You're just 
like Daily Kos! Go ahead, I dare you to ban me!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773766 34843 89 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 11:58:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7773762" target=_blank>#85</A> Ray in TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Ayers is getting a laugh at the blogger's expense. He is obviously 
screwing with the blogger.</P> 
<P>It's so hypocritical -- they're making a big deal about whether Obama wrote 
his own book, yet none of them blink when sweetheart Sarah Palin admittedly 
hired a white supremacist to write hers!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction: Palin's ghostwriter co-wrote an earlier book with white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain. I haven't found any evidence that Lynn Vincent 
is a white supremacist, although she is certainly a far right religious 
ideologue and creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773785 34843 104 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7773769" target=_blank>#90</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The theory arose when there were comparisons drawn between the writing style 
of Obama shown in his first book vs his latest one. The only thing you can say 
with any certainty is that he experienced a quantum leap forward in literary 
style.I guess it could happen. I don' t see how any of the theorists can say who 
if anyone was responsible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The person who drew these "comparisons" is Jack Cashill, a creationist who 
previously tried to push a conspiracy theory that the Clintons murdered Vince 
Foster. Cashill's credibility is below zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07773789 34843 107 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:05:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7773782" target=_blank>#101</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see the <EM>Day by Day</EM> cartoon re McCain? It must be a hot 
topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You probably loved it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773799 34843 116 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:10:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7773790" target=_blank>#108</A> brent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#96 help..</P> 
<P>Michelle said that Barak was having trouble getting his book written, and he 
went to Bill Ayers for help. If that's conspiracy, it's being pushed within the 
family. Which would be smart, if the goal is subterfuge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That book is NOT an autobiography. It's an anti-Obama book by Christopher 
Andersen, and the story about Bill Ayers is unsourced and not 
credible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773850 34843 160 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:25:50pm  
 
<P>The story behind the "Vince Foster murder" conspiracy theory is actually 
quite interesting -- many of the same people involved in that craziness are now 
pumping out the craziness that feeds the right wing blogosphere, including 
Christopher Ruddy of Newsmax:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suicide_of_Vince_Foster" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773853 34843 163 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7773847" target=_blank>#157</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is a <A 
href="http://kgmb9.com/main/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=view&amp;id=21
425&amp;Itemid=108" target=_blank>4 minute long interview with Anderson</A> 
about the book and I never got the impression from that he was out to get 
anyone, and the Ayers story didn't even come up. Sure, controversy sells books, 
and I wouldn't take anything in that book as gospel truth, rather repeated 
hearsay but its not like Anderson is a RW ideologue on a mission to smear 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read the book. It's absolutely a hit piece, and even quotes Jack 
Cashill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773872 34843 182 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 12:32:11pm  
 
<P>Now people are posting spinoff links to "prove" that Obama's book was written 
by Ayers. Argh.</P> 
<P>I am NOT going to allow LGF to be used to spread this rancid garbage. If you 
post a link to a conspiracy site, I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07774000 34843 291 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:10:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7773955" target=_blank>#259</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O/T a bit..I swear this is not satire, nor Onion fodder: a selection of art 
chosen by the Obamas to hang in the WH. From the NYT...You can't make this stuff 
up.[Link: <A 
href="http://graphics8.nytimes.com/images/2009/10/07/arts/design/07borrow-
650.jpg" target=_blank>graphics8.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an interesting piece of art. Is that supposed to show something about 
Obama?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774080 34843 324 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:41:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7774018" target=_blank>#300</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shows they have very lousy taste in art.I wonder how much the artist got 
paid for that piece of shit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shrug. I like it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Ruscha" target=_blank>Edward 
Ruscha</A> is a famous, highly talented graphic artist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773977 34844 3 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:06:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7773969" target=_blank>#1</A> deacon</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, you can easily convert PDFs to use on the Kindle. Sometimes there are 
small problems with formatting, but it works quite well apart from 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07773980 34844 6 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7773976" target=_blank>#2</A> arethusa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got Kindle 1 (totally worth it, even with the higher initial price 18 
months ago)...has anyone tried both 1 and 2? If 2 is really an improvement, then 
I know what I want for my birthday...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the reviews I linked above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774019 34844 18 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:17:52pm  
 
<P>By the way, shrieking harpy Pamela Geller is now writing for Andrew 
Breitbart's Big Government site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774090 34844 61 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7774052" target=_blank>#34</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Amazing how many "crazy" conservatives are on the best sellers list... 
something must be wrong...</P> 
<P>BOOK RACE: MITCH ALBOM TOPS WEEK, SCANS 85,757 FOR 'FAITH'; BECK 'ARGUING 
WITH IDIOTS' TAKES PLACE WITH 80,252 [201,444 SINCE RELEASE]... KENNEDY 'TRUE' 
IN SHOW AT 39,380 [277,520]; SWAYZE 31,856; MACKENZIE PHILLIPS TOTAL 35,867; 
MICHELLE MALKIN 172,549 TOTAL... RON PAUL 'END FED' 30,916... MARK LEVIN 874,284 
TOTAL SCANNED... NYT'S NICHOLAS KRISTOF 18,044... TAYLOR BRANCH 'CLINTON TAPES' 
6,278... MADELEINE ALBRIGHT 'PINS' 4,801...</P> 
<P>(front page, Drudge).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mitch Albom - moderately crazyGlenn Beck -- completely batshit insaneMichelle 
Malkin -- associated with white supremacists like Peter Brimelow (calls him her 
"dear friend")Ron Paul -- Ron PaulMark Levin -- a far right, creationist, 
shrieking radio talk show maniac</P> 
<P>Yep, lots of crazies on that list. The fact that they're popular is a pretty 
good testament to the decline into craziness of the US right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774127 34844 89 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:53:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7774121" target=_blank>#84</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Levin is a creationist?His bio says he's Jewish. I didn't know there were 
Jewish krazy kreationists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Levin is a creationist. I turned on his show one day to hear him 
screaming at a caller who tried to argue that creationism shouldn't be taught in 
schools: "You don't get to decide! You and your liberal friends! We decide what 
our children learn!"</P> 
<P>Then he hung up. The guy who called in was completely polite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774135 34844 96 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 1:56:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7774132" target=_blank>#93</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there an easy way for me to see all the titles that would currently be 
available for download to the Kindle (or at least a way to check if a given name 
is available)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just search for the book at Amazon and if it has a Kindle edition it will say 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774145 34844 105 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 2:00:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7774139" target=_blank>#100</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh. Maybe he was just arguing that the left didn't have the right to dictate 
curriculum, instead of arguing for one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he was arguing for creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774200 34845 4 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 2:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7774182" target=_blank>#1</A> gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You recieved my email about this, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774302 34845 48 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 3:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7774287" target=_blank>#43</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<P>Oh sure, go ahead and laugh. People don't realize how much work it takes to 
post about 3000 comments every single day, 24 hours a day, pretending to be 
hundreds of different people.</P> 
<P>I don't get no respect. And neither do my 32,000 sock 
puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774343 34845 84 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 3:43:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7774338" target=_blank>#80</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Spencer "the scholar" that likes to hang around at stalker blogs.</P> 
<P>By the way, Gerard "I'm aware of internet traditions" Van Der Loony has taken 
to stalking Charles. He he posted a ridiculous blog yesterday "critiquing" 
Charles' photographs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's hilarious! Obviously, as a former gopher at Penthouse Magazine, 
Vanderloony has a highly refined artistic sensibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774425 34845 157 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 4:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7774391" target=_blank>#123</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Helen Keller was certainly a miraculously inspiring woman, and she was also a 
self-proclaimed Marxist and socialist. She campaigned and voted for Eugene Debs 
in every election, and wrote several essays on the subject.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/keller-
helen/works/1910s/12_11_03.htm" target=_blank>www.marxists.org...</A>]In a 
forward to a book of poems by Giovenetti, she wrote this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/USAkeller.htm" 
target=_blank>www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh. I know to you the word "socialist" connotes everything horrible in the 
world, but at the beginning of the last century, when Helen Keller declared 
herself a "socialist," the term did not have anywhere near the negative 
connotation it has today. There were a lot of highly respected intellectuals in 
America and the rest of the world who read Marx and agreed with his ideas.</P> 
<P>In other words, when people like Glenn Beck smear Helen Keller, they're doing 
it in an extremely dishonest and historically ignorant way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774430 34845 162 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 4:40:04pm  
 
<P>Just received this funny email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did you do the extremely unpleasant and completely full of 
itselfGerrard?</P> 
<P>Whatever it is/was please continue.</P> 



<P>It's fun watching this 'great mind' of the contemporary 
Conservativeblogosphere illustrate over and again that no slight is to small, 
noobservation too petty.</P> 
<P>Keep up the good work. Mr. American Digest is wetting himself and it'sgreat 
fun to read.</P> 
<P>Cheers!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774460 34845 191 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 4:52:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7774455" target=_blank>#186</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, er, I think you're reading this from the wrong angle. The 'great mind of 
the conservative blogosphere' is directed at Vanderloony, not at me.</P> 
<P>It's a supportive email, actually -- not a hate mail. (For a 
change.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774569 34845 291 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 6:02:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7774564" target=_blank>#286</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back somewhat on thread for a moment: I reject the appellation 
"Islamophobia". The jihadists have their reasons for making war without end on 
the West, and it isn't because we haven't been kissing their @sses smoochily 
enough over the decades. The enemy has his reasons. But, they are his reasons, 
not ours. And they do constitute a real threat to the West.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who criticize radical Islam don't deserve the label "Islamophobia," I 
agree.</P> 
<P>But there really are people who are insanely paranoid and full of hatred for 
Muslims, and those people ... well, I won't defend them against being labeled 
"Islamophobic," even though the term was invented to smear all critics of 
radical Islam. Some people DO deserve the label.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774628 34845 320 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 6:41:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7774614" target=_blank>#318</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just noticed that Jeppo showed up in the comment thread at the blog you 
linked Charles, with some slander.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's their latest tactic. Please contact Loonwatch and let them know that 
'jeppo' is a well-known Vlaams Belang supporter, banned from LGF years ago; 
there's a 'contact' link in their main menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777115 34845 330 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:45:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7777113" target=_blank>#329</A> 
MortenMadsen</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website. And take your four sock puppets with 
you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774971 34847 6 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:20:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7774954" target=_blank>#2</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In his last video, Sinclair used his own crockery to dispute crockery, while 
his videos are well done and it is important to debunk nonsense, this makes one 
very suspicious of their agenda and accuracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about?</P> 
<P>The last video I posted by Sinclair was a very well-researched and well-
supported explanation of the role of CO2 in global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774987 34847 9 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7774983" target=_blank>#8</A> G.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds to me just much propaganda as the coming from the other side. I 
haven't studied the issue much, but in this video Peter Sinclair calls the 
people on the other side "evil". Do you mean as in Osama Bin Laden 
evil?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even watch the video?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07774998 34847 14 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:29:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7774994" target=_blank>#13</A> G.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did. How would I know that he used "evil" to describe 
opponents?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would you call it when someone deliberately lies about facts in order to 
promote an agenda?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775018 34847 22 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:33:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7775009" target=_blank>#17</A> G.W.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not "evil". Hyperbole of this sort has two effects. It demonizes the other 
side, and trivializes the term "evil".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "hyperbole." The video absolutely PROVES that Hannity, Beck, Will, 
and Coren outright lied about Mojib Latif's speech. It's right there in front of 
you.</P> 
<P>I consider this evil behavior and I have no problem at all with calling it by 
that name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775027 34847 27 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:35:14pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775068 34847 45 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:48:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7775065" target=_blank>#43</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Downding. 8 years of Obama would be disastrous, 4 will be bad enough. Mitt 
Romney needs to run again, he could send BHO packing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Mitt Romney has absolutely no chance of winning the Presidency. The religious 
right will make damned sure of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775075 34847 51 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7775070" target=_blank>#47</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not part of the debate;</P> 
<P>The amount of money a scientist gets.What the ramifications of global warming 
are in regards to our discomfort.</P> 
<P>The effects and causes of GW are valid discusion topics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not seriously suggesting that scientists are getting rich by promoting 
climate change, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775094 34847 64 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:54:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7775084" target=_blank>#58</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same people disputing and distorting facts on global warming will see to 
it if we don't stop them.</P> 
<P>I've got no problem with calling lying and distorting facts for an agenda 
evil. If folks want to quibble about the degree of evil, that's fine, but lying 
= evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- the same groups of people are promoting AGW denial and 
creationism. It's all part of the same extreme right wing religious agenda, and 
Mitt Romney will never be acceptable to these groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775100 34847 69 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:56:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7775095" target=_blank>#65</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite the opposite.I take issue with those who think that this is a valid 
topic. Scientists should make a good salary. And I doubt they would sully their 
own reps by latching on to a fad.Salaries are a distraction/red herring/ bs 
talking point.Which is what I thought I said.</P> 
<P>Trying to use money to discredit the opposite viewpoint is an old trick. It 
is bogus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, I agree then. Thanks for clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775111 34847 78 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 8:58:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7775103" target=_blank>#72</A> Kosh's 
Shadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you mean he has no chance of winning the Republican nomination, or the 
Presidency, should some sanity magically appear in the party?It seems to me he 
has a good chance of winning the presidency, especially if the economy hasn't 
completely recovered, but little of getting the nomination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's Mitt Romney vs. Barack Obama, I'm voting for Obama unless something 
inconceivable happens in the meantime to change my mind. I've never trusted 
Romney, and I especially don't trust him after he appeared at the Values Voters 
Summit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07775145 34847 105 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:06:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7775135" target=_blank>#99</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Serious question, is there anyone on the right that a viable and sane 
candidate as we speak ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is, I haven't seen him or her. Every single one of the current front 
runners is in the pocket of the religious right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775157 34847 115 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:09:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7775153" target=_blank>#111</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's move down to the "B" list? Who do you like there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's on your B list?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775168 34847 124 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7775159" target=_blank>#117</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Early days yet. I think that a candidate will emerge and will ultimately be 
marginalized by the right wing and forced to run as an independent. That is 
where the serious conservative money will have to be spent if there is to be any 
hope of defeating Obama in the next election. This person may even emerge from 
the Blue Dogs and jump ship from the Democratic party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it. I see the GOP pushing ever harder for ideological purity, and 
driving out all moderates as the religious right gains total control. I don't 
see the Republican Party coming back into power for a long, long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775172 34847 128 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:12:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7775167" target=_blank>#123</A> Boyo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,the video brought up a point,agw denial is done out of malice or 
ignorance..whats your take?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Malice by the talking heads and politicians (for malice, read: money) and 
ignorance by the GOP base who blindly follow along with whatever the Becks and 
Hannitys say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775176 34847 131 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:13:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7775165" target=_blank>#121</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jon_Huntsman,_Jr." 
target=_blank>Jon Huntsman</A>. That's a place to start.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huntsman has been excommunicated by the religious right already. He doesn't 
stand a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775199 34847 152 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:18:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7775185" target=_blank>#140</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you're wrong, for all our sakes. I'm scheduled to attend a Republican 
event in Wheeling (North Suburb of Chicago) on the 18th. Any suggestions as to 
what I can do to test the waters or steer people in the right 
direction?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hard for me to give that kind of advice. I have to be honest -- the GOP 
has completely lost me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775220 34847 169 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 9:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7775213" target=_blank>#163</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that comment will go viral. /</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the truth. I'm already gone.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/JHk2em4ZNwA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07775383 34847 270 Charles Wed, Oct 7, 2009 10:27:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7775380" target=_blank>#268</A> 
Infidelica</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778450 34847 385 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:25:11pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with the relentless deniers showing up at the end of long-
dead threads, trying to get the last comment in, as if that will alter the 
reality of climate change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776038 34849 328 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:05:26am  
 
<P>Hmm.</P> 
<P>I see we still have a few creationists hanging around at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776111 34850 30 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:37:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7776103" target=_blank>#24</A> Colin 
Nelson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong KT. I do find it compelling. And inspirational and all that.</P> 
<P>My caustic thoughts were not aimed at her or her ancestors. My target is the 
Times and powerful role it has in shaping the thoughts of the elites and the 
sycophants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brussels Journal is in your list of favorite blogs? and Gates of Vienna?</P> 



<P>WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776142 34850 57 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:48:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7776132" target=_blank>#47</A> Colin 
Nelson</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you are cordially invited to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776150 34850 64 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:49:31am  
 
<P>The comments about this article at Fox Nation are absolutely appalling:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thefoxnation.com/first-lady-michelle-
obama/2009/10/07/nyt-michelle-obama-descended-white-slaveowner" 
target=_blank>www.thefoxnation.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Open racism everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776187 34850 98 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:01:43am  
 
<P>I just added some excerpts from that ugly thread at Fox Nation.</P> 
<P>It's just unbelievable. The right wing has completely lost all inhibitions 
about expressing their inner racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776221 34850 128 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:14:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7776210" target=_blank>#119</A> 
Martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will also be "interesting" to see if our buddy "the other McCain" gloms 
onto this story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's too busy demanding a retraction from the Charleston Gazette for 
(appropriately) calling him a white supremacist. He doesn't deny a single thing, 
again. Just spits and fumes and diverts.</P> 
<P>He <EM>can't</EM> deny any of his links to white supremacist groups. They're 
documented facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776309 34850 208 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:36:09am  
 
<P>Here's the editorial RS McCain is raving about:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wvgazette.com/Opinion/Editorials/200910070707" 
target=_blank>www.wvgazette.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776322 34850 220 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:38:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7776284" target=_blank>#185</A> 
WaveriderCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh... I just thought I'd update this anti-vax nonsense has now infected the 
Limbaugh show by actually giving these nitwit so called scientists a soundbite 
about H1N1 flu because of thimerosal. I seriously cannot believe how much 
scientific flat out fraud is attempted to be equated to real science. How can 



any of these people know truth if they don't even understand how the scientific 
process works?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising at all. Rush Limbaugh is pandering to the lowest, worst 
elements of his audience.</P> 
<P>And study after study has shown that there is absolutely no evidence 
thimerosal causes any health problems, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776338 34850 235 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:42:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7776335" target=_blank>#232</A> bulwrk</EM></P> 
<P>About as long as it took you to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776341 34850 238 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:43:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7776339" target=_blank>#236</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776384 34850 279 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:57:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7776379" target=_blank>#274</A> 
toadbelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The right wing seems to have lost all inhibitions about letting their inner 
racism come spewing out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not seriously trying to suggest those comments were posted by <EM>left 
wingers</EM>, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776393 34850 288 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 11:59:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7776392" target=_blank>#287</A> 
toadbelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no nor would I jump to the conclusion that it was right 
wingers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- because there are so many left wingers who hate Michelle 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776433 34850 328 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:10:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7776410" target=_blank>#305</A> 
toadbelly</EM></P> 
<P>Leaving aside your ridiculous attempt to excuse away the racism in those 
comments, why do you have an Iron Cross for your avatar?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776459 34850 354 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:18:01pm  
 
<P>Please. If anyone really believes those are all comments from lefty trolls, 
you're deluding yourselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07776503 34850 397 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:30:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7776477" target=_blank>#372</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lefties are not planting these comments. It's just stupid to make the claim. 
These comments are very common on right wing sites these days. They are 
tolerated by other commenters and admins. Nobody sees anything wrong with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. These kinds of comments are literally everywhere on right wing 
websites and blogs.</P> 
<P>And it isn't just the commenters. I have yet to see a single right wing 
blogger denounce Robert Stacy McCain, despite <EM>indisputable</EM> proof that 
he associates with neo-Nazis and white supremacist groups, and has made several 
disgustingly racist remarks <EM>on the record</EM>.</P> 
<P>Instead, they're all rushing to his defense ... and attacking me for exposing 
him.</P> 
<P>Racism is back in style on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776513 34850 406 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7776506" target=_blank>#400</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, sometimes. Sometimes it's shitty moderation, sometimes the siteowner 
has a policy about never deleting anything...I'm leery of using the cherry 
picked comment strategy to conclude anything about a blog, its owner, or a site 
in general. It's been used to smear people on both sides too often -- including 
LGF too, all the time.</P> 
<P>In the case of Fox, 1) it's not a blog, 2) they clearly have the money to 
hire moderators and do the policing, and 3) it's <EM>completely overrun</EM> 
with this shite. So they deserve the condemnation in my book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation even has a 'report' feature in their comments. That means that 
either: 1) nobody is reporting these comments, or 2) they are being reported but 
the moderators don't see anything wrong with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776549 34850 441 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:42:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/7776531" target=_blank>#423</A> deacon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just at ABC News, and they have some bad comments 
also.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close to the stuff at Fox Nation.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/michelle-obama-roots-ancestry-
traced-19th-century-slaves/comments?type=story&amp;id=8779699" 
target=_blank>abcnews.go.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776574 34850 464 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 12:49:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7776566" target=_blank>#457</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just went back to the site and they seem to have deleted some of the worst 
comments which I reported, of course there are now new ones which I have also 
reported.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Honkey in the woodpile" is still there, and so is the link to Lew Rockwell's 
racist hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776604 34850 493 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:01:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7776600" target=_blank>#490</A> Baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am proud to say that I don't even know what that means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/1495dT" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776618 34850 507 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:04:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/7776611" target=_blank>#500</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well- on a large site like that, it would be expected the administrators 
might need some help- that's what "report abuse" functions are for. So the 
problem isn't needing help in moderating, it's that the people reading aren't 
aware there is a problem or the moderators don't.</P> 
<P>Either way- it's a problem that stems from a lackadaisical view of hosting 
comments, imo. If they can't handle the responsibility to provide a forum with 
decency, why are they hosting a forum at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation is a pit of hatred. Their main site is full of incitement and 
distorted "news," intended to rile up the worst elements of the GOP base. These 
comments are encouraged by the site's administrators.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776637 34851 6 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:09:04pm  
 
<P>Five registrations -- and two sock puppet attempts already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776647 34851 15 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:11:21pm  
 
<P>13 newbies, 3 sock puppet attempts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776687 34851 43 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:18:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>25 newbies, 4 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776728 34851 78 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:26:54pm  
 
<P>35 newbies, 5 socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776757 34851 101 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:32:02pm  
 



<P>Hey, the Discovery Institute is following my Twitter feed. Keeping watch on 
the enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776782 34851 125 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:35:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7776772" target=_blank>#115</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whats your feed called Charles? I don't see twitter mentioned on the main 
page..or I'm blind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link's in the Tools/Info menu.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/Lizardoid" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776812 34851 148 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:41:16pm  
 
<P>Well, the sock puppet ratio is beginning to increase drastically 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776817 34851 153 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:42:10pm  
 
<P>It's amazing to me that some of these people who flounce off with posts full 
of insults would come back and try to register again.</P> 
<P>Someone needs to do a psychological study of this phenomenon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776823 34851 158 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 1:43:25pm  
 
<P>One creep from the stalker blog tried to register. (Again.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07776951 34851 262 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:07:19pm  
 
<P>Registration is now closed. Here are the registered usernames, minus the 17 
attempted sock puppets:</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of hatchlings: 69</STRONG></P> 
<P>Andrew 
LazarusDewaltTheGeneralVirtualSoundmdschomburgmewlondononeisnotprimeDHarleySherp
aDirkarobomaceDavethealchemistBrizerbravyatescmajortom22773klavierstuckeboredtec
hindenvercomradebillyboymeridanCopernianyshow1Reallynow?InnuendoannoCopernicende
micityVarek RaithweatherguesserStanley SeaZeroisanumbermikeyesSt. Louisville 
CardsI'm Probably Posting from Workbluefoxz4hosZackaronijustthefacts916Green 
MachinekreyaggmrmeangenesbarbarianDona 
QuixotejschiraldisocolofiausadorSlipperypeteTejana27BeanCurdtoddbfertvoltRickVau
ghne5indiaelinkacraigs111donnie77countrockulotspbaker90BradtacsHalcyonSvanderloo
nGCM29sofabedChaimYermiyahuMortenMadsenDegilmmartyk74dootz99rurality</P></DIV></
DIV> 
 
 
07776963 34851 270 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:10:16pm  
 
<P>'Coperni' is a typo for 'Copernic'. That person emailed to 
explain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07776989 34851 296 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:14:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7776964" target=_blank>#271</A> 
CaptObviousman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I joined quite a while ago, but I'm a lurker at heart. I pretty much 
only speak out to comment when something seems absurd and no one else is saying 
anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - for example, when you defended Michelle Malkin for gloating over the 
loss of the Olympic bid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777003 34851 310 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7776990" target=_blank>#297</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few things come to mind:</P> 
<P>1) I don't understand what is being caught by the sock puppet watch dogs on 
LGF. Can my wife register under her name from our shared machine? Not that she 
will, she would lose the opportunity to give me the hair eyeball and say "have 
you protected the interwebs sufficiently tonight?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a problem as long as you email me and explain the situation, so I 
don't assume it's a sock puppet attempt.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2) At least his guy claims the watch dog is not complete (which is hopefully 
give the benefit of doubt on registrations and limit the false positives to 
zero) and somewhat easy to elude, well then: what the heck that mean for the 10% 
of registrations (or so) that can't dance around this simple 
trap?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget -- those idiots lie as easily as they breathe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777013 34851 320 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:18:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/7777010" target=_blank>#317</A> 
CaptObviousman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My thoughts haven't changed; I still feel you were too 
harsh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll try to carry on despite your disapproval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777057 34851 364 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7777050" target=_blank>#357</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry it it's been posted already.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20091008/ap_on_go_pr_wh/us_us_afghanistan" 
target=_blank>WASHINGTON – President Barack Obama is prepared to accept some 
Taliban involvement in Afghanistan's political future and appears inclined to 
send only as many more U.S. troops as needed to keep al-Qaida at bay, a senior 
administration official said Thursday.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very frustrating story. But unfortunately, the Taliban are not 
something any military force will ever be able to defeat -- they're an outgrowth 



of a very deeply ingrained religion among Afghans. The only thing that will ever 
put an end to that kind of Dark Ages ideology is education and modernization. 
Can't be done with force.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777100 34851 402 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7777089" target=_blank>#392</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Social conservatives gone wild:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/10/08/oklahoma-abortion-law-
det_n_313779.html" target=_blank>Nanny state!</A>!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>This kind of ridiculous, intrusive, domineering garbage is why the GOP has 
lost me. It's disgusting. At a time when they should be working on helping the 
American economy, they're wasting time and lots of money promoting this kind of 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777107 34851 409 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:42:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7777093" target=_blank>#395</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Like A Fox Alert:</P> 
<P>How can someone who is this insane be this popular? Beck is more than twice 
as popular as his competition combined. And his loony radio show draws 
9,000,000+ listeners - also wildly successful.WTF is happening?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing has gone insane. That's what's happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777121 34851 421 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 2:48:57pm  
 
<P>One of the people who just registered ("MortonMadsen") has just been blocked, 
after immediately coming out as a fascist sympathizer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777152 34851 452 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:02:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/7777151" target=_blank>#451</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thinly sourced? The source was Robert Fisk at the Independent. Whether Fisk 
was right or wrong, wouldn't he be considered a major source? Maybe I'm 
wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong. Robert Fisk is a 9/11 Truther and has promoted many outright 
lies in his columns.</P> 
<P>It's pathetic to see the same right wingers who bashed Fisk relentlessly for 
years, now taking his word for this patently ridiculous story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777166 34851 466 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:09:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7777153" target=_blank>#453</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Before everyone goes off the deep end about the OK abortion reporting laws 
please keep in mind that many states already report by county, and that these 
stats are useful. We used some of them in many threads combating the agitprop of 
abortion terrorist supporter's bogus claims as to how many abortions Dr. Tiller 
had performed.</P> 
<P>Here's the <A href="http://www.kdheks.gov/hci/abortion_sum/98itop2.pdf" 
target=_blank>typical clinic reporting form</A>(this one from 1998,) and many of 
the "bulk stats by county" are available online.</P> 
<P>The telling point is how contemporaneous with the abortion does the stat need 
to be made public? Anyone know? If it's like next day, that's obviously wrong, 
once a quarter, once a year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This law appears to go quite a bit farther down the road of intrusion into 
personal lives:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sos.state.ok.us/documents/Legislation/52nd/2009/1R/HB/1595.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.sos.state.ok.us...</A>] (PDF)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777176 34851 476 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:18:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7777167" target=_blank>#467</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just as an aside Charles, I've said it before, but I don't really hang 
out at any other blogs, so some of these names and associations slide right past 
me. I've been satisfied with LGF for years, so I don't go trolling around, or 
whoring at other sites.</P> 
<P>So there are things I don't know, and when I ask, I am not trying to start 
something, I'm trying to learn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't directing the pathetic comment at you -- it's at Drudge Report and 
all the bloggers who are jumping on this story because it fits the new meme of 
wanting Obama to fail. If America fails, they're fine with that too as long as 
Obama goes down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777206 34852 6 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:39:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7777203" target=_blank>#5</A> SFGoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I believe "religiously motivated" should be "religiously-
motivated".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either way is considered correct. I avoid using hyphens unless they're 
clearly called for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777218 34852 12 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:45:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7777214" target=_blank>#10</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but looking over the above list, none of this violates HIPPA. I know 
HIPPA, at least the parts I need for developing software (I still have a off and 
on open project with Kaiser), and the information above would not, in general, 
allow anyone to actually identify the patient themselves. Now, if name or social 
or patient ID or stuff like that is included in this disclosure, that would be a 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Maybe not in big cities like Tulsa, but in small towns revealing this 
information could definitely be used to identify individual 
women.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777230 34852 23 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 3:54:53pm  
 
<P>This is one of the biggest issues that has led me to abandon the Republican 
Party, by the way. The obsession with dominating the lives and choices of women 
is repellent to me, and I can't ignore it any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777281 34852 69 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 4:17:36pm  
 
<P>Zombie called out at Daily Kos:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/10/8/790908/-(updated)-A-
racist-blogger-behind-some-of-the-attacks-on-Jennings" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777456 34852 237 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 5:22:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7777450" target=_blank>#231</A> In 
Excess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#203Your statement answers your own question.</P> 
<P><EM>'liberals wanted gov't subsidized pre-natal care, and conservatives 
opposed'</EM></P> 
<P>Conservatives want gov't OUT of their lives. Anyone should know that by 
now.</P> 
<P>You also assume all pro-lifers are conservatives and all conservatives are 
pro-lifers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anti-choice groups are <EM>overwhelmingly</EM> Republicans. And only 
Republican politicians push these kinds of draconian laws down people's 
throats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777463 34852 244 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 5:25:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7777439" target=_blank>#220</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering why this video was posted on stormfront today...Welfare 
Stampede in Detroit</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Rush Limbaugh is race-baiting again. He's getting much more open about 
it these days, with Obama in office, just like the rest of the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777474 34852 255 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 5:28:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7777467" target=_blank>#248</A> poteen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tying Limbaugh to stormfront because Detroit is the way it is.You're better 
than that KT.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's a totally fair comparison -- the neo-Nazis at Stormfront have very 
finely tuned antennae for race-baiting, and they recognized exactly what 
Limbaugh was doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777498 34852 278 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 5:38:07pm  
 
<P>This is classic -- I'm currently seeing at the top of the page my link titled 
"Sarah Palin's Book Ghostwritten by Associate of White Supremacist McCain" ... 
and right next to it in the right sidebar, a Google ad for Sarah Palin's book, 
from Newsmax!</P> 
<P>Heh. Double heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777601 34852 380 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:11:11pm  
 
<P>Has anyone been watching what's happening in New York, where Mayor Bloomberg 
set up a sting operation at gun shows?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nydailynews.com/opinions/2009/10/08/2009-10-
08_americas_lying_gun_nuts.html" target=_blank>www.nydailynews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's some pretty appalling stuff going down at gun shows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777608 34852 387 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7777604" target=_blank>#383</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Rush video clip came from the flouncer site. It seems ex-lizard Diana is 
leaving us for a more Glenn Beck/Michelle Malkin/Tea Party friendly site. She's 
been ill and I didn't want any of her friends here to worry about 
her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Dianna did an email flounce earlier today.</P> 
<P>Saw that one coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777615 34852 394 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:17:37pm  
 
<P>And now we have 'scrad' going through the Michelle Obama thread, dinging up 
all the Obama-hating comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777662 34853 8 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:37:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7777659" target=_blank>#7</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Parents who don't want their children vaccinated against childhood diseases 
should be forcefully ' re-edumacated '. Okay, pestered by CPS, anyway...Headline 
notwithstanding, the H1N1 vaccine controversy is not the same issue in most 
cases. Many people who are thoroughly pro-vaccination and pro-science have some 
questions that they don't feel have been adequately addressed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What questions are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777674 34853 14 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7777672" target=_blank>#13</A> tradewind</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why there are so many doctors who report that the testing is inadequate; why 
in some cases receiving a seasonal flu shot appears to actually increase the 
odds of contracting H1N1... why, despite evidence that this strain is no more 
virulent than seasonal flu and in many cases appears less so, there is so much 
emphasis on a single strain.Every year the regular seasonal flu vaccine includes 
at least one variant of the H1N1 ' type ' among the four or five strains 
selected... why there is so much emphasis on this one has not been adequately 
explained.Please don't think I have any ideas that there is anything nefarious 
going on.My point is that lumping these people who are concerned about this one 
vacccine in with the nutjob and dangerous anti-vaccination crowd is not 
valid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have any links to back up those assertions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777703 34853 34 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 6:52:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7777682" target=_blank>#18</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not on me. I'm sure you can find some, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, no, you don't have any links to back up your 
assertions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777740 34853 65 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:05:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7777736" target=_blank>#61</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, not handy. Yes. I didn't read about it on the 
internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could swear I saw you defending Glenn Beck's "teach the controversy" show 
about the H1N1 vaccine, in the thread right before this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777780 34853 95 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:18:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7777776" target=_blank>#92</A> Karridine</EM></P> 
<P>For THAT you convinced me to unblock your account?</P> 
<P>So long. That was your last chance to spew extremist garbage at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777865 34853 121 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:41:56pm  
 
<P>And here come the anti-vaxers, now that there's a more recent thread 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777905 34853 135 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:49:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7777900" target=_blank>#134</A> 
mickthemick</EM></P> 
<P>What's creepy is that people like you are playing games with the lives of 
your children -- and with the lives of other people's children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07777953 34853 153 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:00:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7777947" target=_blank>#151</A> 
mickthemick</EM></P> 
<P>Your account is history. There are plenty of wacko sites that will let you 
promote your dangerous madness.</P> 
<P>Not at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777998 34853 167 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:13:33pm  
 
<P>mickthemick went straight over to the stalker site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778146 34853 197 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:47:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7778137" target=_blank>#195</A> AaronP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>SteveC...not sure what all that means...I was just trying to share what I 
know from personal experience. Im not trying to carry water for anyone. Im just 
putting it out there for others to see...</P> 
<P>I don't even know what posting links has to do with anything...Sorry not to 
comment savvy, as you seem to be...And wtf is karma?I guess my lack of posts, 
links and karma reflects my time spent working not posting...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you spreading doubt about the H1N1 vaccine at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777825 34854 21 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:31:58pm  
 
<P>Hate mail of the day, just received from someone in Milwaukee:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't it cool when someone called you out for insinuating right wingerswere 
responsible for the facebook death threat and you responded that itwasn't true? 
I guess the idiots that follow you really can't read wellor use the scroll 
button to see what you wrote on the god damn post.</P> 
<P>OF COURSE you were blaming republicans!</P> 
<P>Look, fattie. I hope you fucking die soon. Too bad your fat ass doesn'tbike 
anymore so you can't find yourself under an 18 wheeler with yourfucking brains 
splattered all over the road.</P> 
<P>Fuck you, Charles Johnson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07777923 34854 89 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 7:53:16pm  
 
<P>The kooks are coming out of the woodwork in the anti-vax 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778012 34854 145 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:15:56pm  
 
<P>Anti-vaccination freak 'mickthemick' went straight over to the stalker site 
after spewing his crap here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778031 34854 159 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:19:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7778024" target=_blank>#154</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, that bizarre "teh painting wuz plagiarised!" faux-rage of the moment is 
already burning up the wingnut-sphere:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.memeorandum.com/091008/h2310" 
target=_blank>www.memeorandum.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Malkin, Althouse, Freak Republic, Gateway Pundit, Snapped Shot and 
climbing.</P> 
<P>It's like they're proud of being ignorant, and of failing to understand 
allusions-- or catch new ones. Too durn elitist I guess.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Dear Wingnuts, Chubby Checker is <EM>also</EM> known for doing a song 
called the Twist. Idiots, you are. Love, iceweasel.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unbelievable, epic stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778084 34854 202 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:30:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7778062" target=_blank>#184</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. And I think that story is only going to get more traction. I was certain 
there would be some faux-rage over the paintings, but I didn't know what.</P> 
<P>I thought it was going to be over a different artist-- <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Johnson_(artist)" 
target=_blank>William Johnson, specifically</A>- the 4 paintings of his they've 
chosen. This particular insanity is even dumber than I could have imagined 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this may call for another episode of the "Outrageous Outrage of the 
Day!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778141 34854 249 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:45:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7778130" target=_blank>#240</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a depth of idiocy in this whole artwork flare-up that surprises me 
(and on the whole I expect very little out of the ugly-o-sphere except <EM>teh 
ugly</EM>...)</P> 
<P>Namely, that a "copy" is fraudulent only if it is sold <STRONG>as</STRONG> 
the original.</P> 
<P>It is perfectly legitimate for you to go ahead and try to copy the Mona Lisa. 
However, it would be fraudulent to <EM>sell</EM> it as such.</P> 
<P>Given that so much of the ugly-o-sphere has abominable art taste (as if 
evidenced by most of their websites), I think art selection would be the last 
thing that anyone would think could be credible, coming from that part of our 
culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point of this latest insanity is to try to prove that the Obamas are 
"racists," because they chose a work of art by a black artist, instead of the 
original by a white artist.</P> 
<P>It's mind-bogglingly stupid and bigoted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778175 34854 272 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 8:55:28pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7778152" target=_blank>#257</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>He's trying to wind you up. I couldn't care less. If he really does have a 
sock puppet he'll reveal himself sooner or later, probably sooner. They're too 
stupid not to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778238 34854 325 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:11:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/7778183" target=_blank>#279</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zETuulCDaxQ&amp;fmt=18" 
target=_blank>Children singing health care song on CNN</A></P> 
<P>Creepy.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother. Don't start with another one of these ridiculous fake outrages. 
Aren't you starting to feel silly getting "creeped out" by stuff most of the 
world thinks is completely insignificant?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778253 34854 338 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:12:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7778246" target=_blank>#332</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I seem to be missing something... It seems from reviewing the thread that 
Obama bought a painting based on a Matise by another artist.</P> 
<P>The wingnuts are cranky why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one they placed in the White House is by a black artist. Yes, really. 
That's what it's about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778269 34854 352 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:15:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/7778264" target=_blank>#347</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I'm not sure who is outraged. I'm not. I just thought the video was 
creepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it "creepy?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778283 34854 366 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7778282" target=_blank>#365</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because lefties are using children to push a policy position. I didn't like 
that when the Tea Party crowd did it, and I don't like it when the left does 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "lefties?"</P> 
<P>Did it occur to you that these kids might have created this little dance 
routine by themselves?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778292 34854 374 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:20:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7778282" target=_blank>#365</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because lefties are using children to push a policy position. I didn't like 
that when the Tea Party crowd did it, and I don't like it when the left does 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Ron Clark Students" are very well known for creating their own routines. 
I hate to break this news to you. There's no shadowy "leftist" indoctrinating 
them.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778302 34854 384 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:23:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7778299" target=_blank>#381</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that was true, that wouldn't make it much better. If they came to those 
conclusions on their own, then its good that they were not indoctrinated, but 
they're still very wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's incredibly mean-spirited of you to put these kids down for expressing 
their creativity. I strongly suggest you get a grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778307 34854 388 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7778299" target=_blank>#381</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>I just searched Google Blogs and it's all over the crazy right blogs. Which 
one did you get it from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778317 34854 397 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:28:13pm  
 
<P>For example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/10/but-does-miley-
know.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778335 34854 413 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:34:12pm  
 
<P>I have to say, I'm getting really sick and tired of these crazy phony 
outrages about things that are <EM>totally innocent</EM>.</P> 
<P>You should be happy that these young children are proudly expressing their 
creativity in music and dance.</P> 
<P>Seriously. What the hell? How can you see something like that as 
"creepy?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07778381 34854 455 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 9:48:19pm  
 
<P>'shoeless' is a troll who last appeared at LGF in June of 2008, and succeeded 
in hijacking an entire thread.</P> 
<P>That's not going to happen again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07778457 34855 31 Charles Thu, Oct 8, 2009 10:27:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7778449" target=_blank>#24</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of noise... I see that down int he "Birth of a Climate Denial..." 
thread someone just posted a bunch of talking points from the anti-AGW ideologue 
Bryson... just more noise in the blather-sphere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing. They really seem to believe that if they can just get that last 
comment full of idiotic talking points posted in a dead thread, global warming 
will just go away all by itself, fleeing from the mighty power of their last 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780151 34855 175 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:52:37am  
 
<P>And there's another trait climate change deniers share with creationists -- 
they attempt to denigrate their opponents by accusing them of being 
"religious."</P> 
<P>Which is a very weird tactic, since it seems to acknowledge that there's 
something "less" about religion. But who expects logic from creationists -- or 
climate deniers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780202 34855 177 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:02:51am  
 
<P>People have been giving you links and showing you proof in every single 
thread on this topic in which you've been spewing your denialist propaganda, and 
I'm finished putting up with your foolishness. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780404 34855 179 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:49:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7780402" target=_blank>#178</A> jpkoch</EM></P> 
<P>No, there is not a "scandal" about the Yamal tree ring data. This is just 
more nonsense promoted by the propagandists.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://deepclimate.org/2009/10/04/climate-auditor-steve-
mcintyre-yamal/" target=_blank>deepclimate.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780765 34855 187 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:40:57pm  
 
<P>And here come the assholes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07779807 34857 50 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:47:34am  
 
<P>Even before 9/11 I was disenchanted with the Nobel Peace Prize:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/1035_take_it_back" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07779920 34857 158 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:07:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7779912" target=_blank>#151</A> NYC 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Words have meaning and actions have consequences. You can't just wave this 
award away as being irrelevant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure I can. It's irrelevant. See? I just did.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most people outside the US disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that matters ... why?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A little outrage sometimes is healthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then by all means, stroke out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07779983 34857 220 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:17:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7779977" target=_blank>#214</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>"The world's most revered honor?"</P> 
<P>Excuse me while I snortle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780008 34857 244 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:22:12am  
 
<P>The Nobel prizes for science and literature are still valid measures of 
achievement, by the way, and really mean something.</P> 
<P>The Nobel Peace Prize, not so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780023 34857 259 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:24:47am  
 
<P>By the way, I'm not going to let this thread turn into an Obama-bashing 
session.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780030 34857 266 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:25:51am  
 
<P>Obama was actually pretty graceful in his speech, and sounded surprised that 
he had won. He clearly knows just like everyone else that it's a political 
decision.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780049 34857 284 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:30:10am  
 
<P>I don't agree that Obama should decline the prize, by the way. There's no 
point in doing that -- it would achieve nothing but to cause an 
uproar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780060 34857 294 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:32:11am  
 
<P>I see the climate change denier 'jackflash' is running through the last 
environmental thread dinging up all the deniers' posts and dinging down all the 
rational ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780083 34857 317 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:34:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7780076" target=_blank>#310</A> 
elmerf9000</EM></P> 



<P>That's the last comment you'll post at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780165 34857 394 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:55:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7780162" target=_blank>#391</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never bought this. I understand disagreeing with is policies, but this 
"great apologizer" crap is just that - crap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's a right wing talking point, and it has very little relationship 
to reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780170 34857 399 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:56:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7779773" target=_blank>#20</A> 
victor_yugo</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780178 34857 407 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:58:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7780174" target=_blank>#403</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WAPO's Ruth Marcus on the award:</P> 
<P>"“Mom!” my 12-year-old yelled from the kitchen. “President Obama won the 
Nobel Peace Prize!”</P> 
<P>I told her she had to be mistaken.</P> 
<P>This is ridiculous -- embarrassing, even. I admire President Obama. I like 
President Obama. I voted for President Obama. But the peace prize? This is 
supposed to be for doing, not being -- and it’s no disrespect to the president 
to suggest he hasn’t done much yet. Certainly not enough to justify the peace 
prize. "</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Obama obviously agrees with this viewpoint, by the way. That's pretty 
much what he said in his acceptance speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780184 34857 413 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:59:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/7780177" target=_blank>#406</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't think he's "apologizes" for the last 8 years?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780218 34857 445 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:04:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7780188" target=_blank>#417</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps something like actually getting Iran to abandon its nuclear weapons 
program, or achieving a true solution to the Israeli-Palestinian discord. Those 
would be true contributions to world peace, not just giving a bunch of 
speeches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget: solving Fermat's last theorem, squaring the circle, and opening 
a wormhole into another galaxy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07780235 34857 462 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:06:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7779848" target=_blank>#89</A> Mad Al-
Jaffee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they think he's going to disarm Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And maybe they're flat wrong.</P> 
<P>Obama just renewed America's pledge to "look the other way" on Israel's 
nuclear weapons, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780237 34857 464 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:07:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7780227" target=_blank>#454</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fermat's Last Theorem was proven :P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but not by Obama! That's why he doesn't deserve any 
prizes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780252 34857 479 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:10:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7779838" target=_blank>#80</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is going to be a pyrrhic victory for Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how it can be a "pyrrhic victory," when he didn't seek the prize, 
didn't expect it, and clearly understood that it was given to him for political 
reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780263 34857 490 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:12:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/7780260" target=_blank>#487</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been proved, and the proof has been independently confirmed as 
sound.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but was it Obama who solved it? NO!</P> 
<P>Hah. I rest my case. (Whatever it is.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780297 34857 523 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:17:34am  
 
<P>'elmerf9000' followed up his ugly comment and banning with a hate mail, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780304 34857 530 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:18:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/7780300" target=_blank>#526</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharesies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah... just the usual insults and ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07780317 34857 543 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:20:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7780302" target=_blank>#528</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another disgrace for the Nobel committee...along with the Arafat 
award.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't comparable to awarding the Peace Prize to Arafat. That was a true 
outrage. This is just a political statement of how much the Euro-left hated 
George W. Bush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780355 34857 581 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:29:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7780341" target=_blank>#567</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck does the Birch Society boogie (again)...<A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,563161,00.html" target=_blank>H1N1: 
Who Do You Trust?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that was another disgusting show from Beck. He tried to make it seem as 
if he was ... you know ... <EM>teaching the controversy</EM>. When his real aim, 
as always, was to spread fear and stir up populist anger against the 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780412 34857 636 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:50:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/628/7780403" target=_blank>#628</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very much a reader of <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0465002056/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>A Conflict of Visions</A> and I recommend it to 
everyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to like Sowell as a rational conservative and he's written some very 
good things. But lately he's gone just as crazy as almost every other right wing 
pundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780472 34857 693 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:15:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/7780467" target=_blank>#689</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/gus3" target=_blank>This is the 
same person.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780608 34857 709 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:00:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/7780408" target=_blank>#632</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The outrage is not only on the part of the right wing blogosphere. Any 
thinking person should be outraged...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eh. I'm not outraged.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07781016 34857 735 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/733/7781011" target=_blank>#733</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading what I wrote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781237 34857 743 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:01:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/741/7781230" target=_blank>#741</A> Dave of 
Sweden</EM></P> 
<P>I said everything I have to say about it in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781251 34857 745 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:07:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/7781247" target=_blank>#744</A> Dave of 
Sweden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly, that was what I was afraid of.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, you're just trying to be a jerk. I have criticized Obama when I 
think he's wrong. Why the hell should I criticize him for winning a prize that 
he didn't seek and wasn't even aware he was going to win?</P> 
<P>Here's what I wrote, since you don't seem to be able to find it for 
yourself:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even though this is pretty clearly motivated by leftist European politics, I 
can’t summon up any outrage, because I’ve believed the Nobel Peace Prize to be 
irrelevant for many years. When the prize was awarded to master terrorist Yasser 
Arafat in 1994, any legitimacy it might have had as a measure of achievement was 
forever lost.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that sound like I'm cheering and applauding this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781273 34857 748 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:12:22pm  
 
<P>Saw that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780537 34858 52 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:39:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7780519" target=_blank>#37</A> scott in east 
bay</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780552 34858 66 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:43:37am  
 
<P>Just outed a creep from the stalker blog, who had three sock puppets: 
'Pulchritudinous Patriot.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780571 34858 84 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:47:58am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7780569" target=_blank>#82</A> bbuddha</EM></P> 
<P>Saw that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780572 34858 85 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:48:27am  
 
<P>And 'scott in east bay' was banned for using a racial slur, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780582 34858 95 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 11:50:07am  
 
<P>Man, Obama winning the Peace Prize has really riled up the 
wingnutosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780623 34858 132 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:05:07pm  
 
<P>That was my point in the previous article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have lousy behavior by politicians on both sides of the aisle, as 
Michael Steele misses an opportunity to be gracious, and a DNC official responds 
by saying the GOP is siding with terrorists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780628 34858 137 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7780624" target=_blank>#133</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7780615" target=_blank>#124</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>I'm a conservative Protestant and I'm still here. Charles hasn't banned me 
just because I believe in literal creation, at least, not yet.</P> 
<P>...Crap.. I shouldn't have said that, should I? Now I'm going to get the 
stick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get off my website!!1</P> 
<P>/kidding</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780634 34858 143 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7780630" target=_blank>#139</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<P>You need to work on that literal creationism thing, though.</P> 
<P>/kidding a bit less</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780641 34858 149 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:09:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7780638" target=_blank>#146</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think "You Lie" had a lot to do with this dip. That was a truly high-
profile bit of idiocy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tea parties aren't helping, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07780719 34858 210 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:29:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7780647" target=_blank>#155</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seem to recall you saying basically the same thing on any number of topics 
- speeches to schoolchildren, etc.</P> 
<P>"Obama doing ___ has really riled up the wingnutosphere".</P> 
<P><STRONG>Every time you say it, it becomes more and more obvious the 
wingnutosphere wants to get riled up about <EM>anything</EM> Obama.</STRONG></P> 
<P>So keep saying it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, anything at all is fodder for the outrage machine. Literally 
<EM>anything</EM>. Even the artwork they pick for the White House leads to 
stupid, crazy rants about "plagiarism" from Michelle Malkin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780743 34858 232 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:35:16pm  
 
<P>Shrieking harpy says: <A 
href="http://74.125.93.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://at
lasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/10/obamas-embarrassing-nobel-
prize.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Obama's Embarrassing Nobel 
Prize</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because nothing means anything anymore. Because good is evil and evil is 
good. Because we live in a morally bankrupt world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780751 34858 240 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7780741" target=_blank>#230</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20091009/ap_on_el_ho/us_republicans_shooting_ra
nge" target=_blank>Staying classay, again.</A></P> 
<P>Note the victimhood at the end of the article, it's just 
sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780776 34858 262 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/7780768" target=_blank>#254</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Word is the deadline was <EM>10 to 14 days</EM> after 0bama's 
innaguration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <STRONG>voting</STRONG> just happened during the last two 
weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780785 34858 271 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 12:45:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7780739" target=_blank>#228</A> Mike in 
Boulder</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe Wilson, redstate, Glenn Beck's "White Culture" it is getting hard to hide 
the racism behind a lot of the anti-Obama rhetoric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing is getting in touch with its inner racist. And it's not so 
"inner" any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780866 34858 337 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 1:14:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7780862" target=_blank>#335</A> Old Guy</EM></P> 
<P>I'll do you a favor and block your account so you don't have to put up with 
the stupid comments and ignorant sycophants. No need to thank 
me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780894 34859 30 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 1:24:30pm  
 
<P>I started to write a post about that moronic accusation by Michelle Malkin 
and a host of other morons that the Alma Thomas painting in the White House was 
"plagiarized," but the whole concept is so stupid it paralyzed my brain.</P> 
<P>I think I may need to bash my head into the wall a few times to unstick 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07780926 34859 55 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 1:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7780900" target=_blank>#36</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you read <A 
href="http://books.google.com/books?id=eb5222HXmzoC&amp;pg=PA43&amp;dq=alma+thom
as+watusi+matisse#v=onepage&amp;q=alma%20thomas%20watusi%20matisse&amp;f=false" 
target=_blank>this</A>? It might help.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I have that link open right now.</P> 
<P>The morons have actually LINKED to that art catalog -- without even grasping 
what it says! Alma Thomas's painting is a deliberate 'riff' on the Matisse 
painting, and it says that explicitly in the catalog -- and STILL they're 
accusing it of being a cheap copy.</P> 
<P>Artists do this all the time. Calling it plagiarism is so freaking ignorant 
these people should have their computers confiscated so they can't inflict that 
dimwitted nonsense on anyone else. ARGH.</P> 
<P>This one just takes the cake -- a triple layer stupid-food cake with idiot 
frosting and little chunks of dried moronfruit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781281 34859 120 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:14:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7781274" target=_blank>#119</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attempting to make something that is broke to work again without fixing it is 
to "Jerry-rig" it. I haven't heard people use that other term in a looong time. 
To actually use that word on a sign out front of the business means the owner 
knows it won't hurt business. Nice town there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the term is "jury-rig":</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jury_rig" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 



<P>And that link at Wikipedia also explains the origin of the racist version 
used by that Georgia creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781043 34860 42 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:11:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7781027" target=_blank>#29</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fairness to Malkin, I think her real point is that it is not a very good 
piece of art. She clearly acknowledges that the artist was reworking a Matisse. 
She is not claiming that the artist is trying to sneak one by the viewers. What 
she is saying is that to rework a cutout piece is not very imaginative and does 
not qualify as good art. Of course art is one of those things that is in the eye 
of the beholder. As a beholder of my own eye, I can't get too excited over 
either the original or the rework.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please! She quotes another blogger approvingly, who wrote: "Can anyone say 
plagiarism? American art? I don’t think so!"</P> 
<P>She didn't say any of the things you're attributing to her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781056 34860 55 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:13:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7781050" target=_blank>#49</A> NYC 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what the word "riff" or "re-imagining" is supposed to mean.It's 
an exact copy.</P> 
<P>Riff implies it is mocking, or humorous. Reimagining implies that its 
inspired by, like the new Star Trek movie compared to the old ones. It's not 
shot by shot reconstruction.</P> 
<P>Maybe it's just me and my slow work day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not an "exact copy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781068 34860 65 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:15:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, I know this probably makes me a librul of some kind, but I like 
both of these paintings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781095 34860 90 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:21:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7781070" target=_blank>#67</A> NYC 
Conservative</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your right. The boxes are different colors. Its very 
original.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. That's not the only difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781107 34860 101 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:23:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7781097" target=_blank>#92</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<P>Right -- she directly quoted "Art in America" and then STILL insinuated that 
it was plagiarized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07781112 34860 106 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:24:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7781104" target=_blank>#98</A> 
marksstudio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait a minute...that's not a riff...a riff is taking something to the next 
level, not spinning it. Gotta be careful with art because art is selecting and 
arranging, not turning.</P> 
<P>You certainly can't be encouraging that, ...right? That flies in the face of 
respect and originality.</P> 
<P>Say there is only one Blues tune; everything else is a riff on that...not a 
copy, or a sample posing as the real thing, but a bona fide movement ahead that 
can claim it's own standing and originality.</P> 
<P>This is not that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if I understand you correctly, you're agreeing that this "plagiarism?"</P> 
<P>Wow. Major fail there, dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781140 34860 130 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7781135" target=_blank>#125</A> 
marksstudio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean I disagree, so major fail?</P> 
<P>It's one way or the other?</P> 
<P>And that's it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think this is "plagiarism," yes, you are 100% wrong. Sorry, I know 
that might be difficult to accept. But it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781152 34860 142 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:33:18pm  
 
<P>Now that the Peace Prize thread is getting old, watch -- the real ranters 
will start coming out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781160 34860 150 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7781153" target=_blank>#143</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just noticed it was tagged <STRONG>Nontroversy.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Was that yours CJ? Very clever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I've seen that used in several places recently. It describes this crazy 
Outrage of the Day cycle that the right wing seems to be stuck 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781166 34860 155 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:35:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7781152" target=_blank>#142</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that the Peace Prize thread is getting old, watch -- the real ranters 
will start coming out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, did I ever call that one. Within minutes, there they go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781175 34860 164 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:39:26pm  



 
<P>By the way, I strongly suspect that the real reason for all this fake outrage 
is because the Obamas chose a painting by an African American artist -- instead 
of the "original" by a European white man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781182 34860 169 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:43:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7781179" target=_blank>#166</A> 
marksstudio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Simple artistic credo...Change several notes in a Keith Jarrett composition, 
claim it as your own with the caveat that you were cognizant of similarities but 
choose to still make prints, still show the work, as what, being the sincerest 
form of flattery?</P> 
<P>I've moved to a place where I didn't want to go on this...Anybody can own any 
piece of art they want, they can call it art, craft, functional, whatever. It, 
art, is subjective. There.</P> 
<P>But originality is a thing that can be named. Cited. Compared. Subjectively 
or otherwise. And owned or created by anyone. But being critiqued is out of the 
hands of the artist or owner.</P> 
<P>As we have seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a ridiculous comparison. Alma Thomas didn't try to claim Matisse's work 
as her own -- she was completely open about the fact that her painting was 
derived from the Matisse collage.</P> 
<P>You're deepening the fail. This is an extremely common thing in the world of 
painting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781200 34860 185 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:51:05pm  
 
<P>The definition:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>plagiarism %P%'plaj??riz?m%P%noun</P> 
<P>the practice of taking someone else's work or ideas and passing them off as 
one's own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not what Alma Thomas did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781208 34860 193 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:54:24pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7781199" target=_blank>#184</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Steely Dan did exactly that with Keith Jarrett's "Long As You Know 
You're Living Yours" when they wrote "Gaucho."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sort of, but not really. The opening section of Gaucho is similar -- but not 
identical -- to "Long as You Know You're Living Yours" but it quickly changes 
into something very different.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781219 34860 203 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:57:33pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7781212" target=_blank>#196</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whats your take on Satriani and Coldplay? I'm thinking it was unintentional 
buit I'm no musician. I am a fan of shred.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Coldplay stole Joe's song, pretty blatantly. Melody and 
chords.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781229 34860 212 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 2:59:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7781213" target=_blank>#197</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but Gaucho can still be viewed as an homage. Jarrett's name is on it, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely -- I agree it was inspired partially by Jarrett's 
song.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781287 34860 254 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7781279" target=_blank>#249</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's well beyond an "homage" or "copy", but nothing to rant about. 
Artists do steal from each other all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing was "stolen." This was a deliberate variation on Matisse's collage, 
and Thomas didn't try to hide it or claim Matisse's work as her own.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP continues to be the party of screaming and whining...unfortunately, 
Obama is the only politico out there who seems like a statesman in his 
demeanor.</P> 
<P>I want more Statesmen. (and Stateswomen!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781321 34860 279 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:29:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7781317" target=_blank>#277</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps if they were turned the same way, it would be even more obvious. 
Reminds me of some of Ward Churchill's 'creations'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>What</EM> would be even more obvious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781323 34860 281 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:31:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7781317" target=_blank>#277</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps if they were turned the same way, it would be even more obvious. 
Reminds me of some of Ward Churchill's 'creations'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way -- they ARE turned the same way. Both of them are right side 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781335 34860 291 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:34:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7781328" target=_blank>#285</A> 
trendsurfer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize this is dog whistle racism...</P> 
<P>We have a black President desecrating the walls of the White House with 
artwork from illegitimate "artists" that plagiarize real legit 
art.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure a lot of people will argue with you over that, but I agree.</P> 
<P>My earlier comment: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/164/7781175" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781338 34860 293 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 3:35:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7781334" target=_blank>#290</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>Please read the catalog I linked in my post. You'll see how wrong this is. I 
hope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781387 34860 337 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 4:08:58pm  
 
<P>"Posts that contain phone numbers, street addresses, email addresses or other 
personal information will also be deleted..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781594 34860 359 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 6:01:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7781553" target=_blank>#358</A> mje1</EM></P> 
<P>6 comments in two years. Excellent. Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781657 34860 362 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 6:13:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7781618" target=_blank>#360</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, it isn't a "traced copy," and it isn't plagiarism. You can read a 
detailed history of the work and it's derivation in the exhibition catalog 
linked in this thread's headliner. Or you could attempt to do more than glance 
at the pair for more than a microsecond after letting Michelle Malkin tell you 
what to see and think and simply note that fact that your claim is silly beyond 
belief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, come on! Reading is teh hard!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781935 34860 374 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:29:21pm  
 
<P>Yep, here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783363 34860 388 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 11:13:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7783183" target=_blank>#387</A> 
bruxellesblog</EM></P> 



<P>This is complete nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783662 34860 392 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 1:47:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7783506" target=_blank>#391</A> 
bruxellesblog</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, I don't think I want to argue about this with you at all, because 
the ignorance and stupidity of it is giving me a headache. But you go ahead and 
knock yourself out ranting about "plagiarism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784777 34860 408 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 9:24:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/7784485" target=_blank>#407</A> 
tjseagrove</EM></P> 
<P>The "art community" couldn't care less about wingnuts screaming "plagiarism." 
Trust me on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781401 34861 5 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 4:20:20pm  
 
<P>Just checked stats for the first time today -- almost 80,000 page views 
already!</P> 
<P>Sucks to be this irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781409 34861 12 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 4:24:19pm  
 
<P>ZOMG! I'm plagiarizing myself!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781416 34861 19 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 4:29:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7781414" target=_blank>#17</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Harry's Place - probably the most disturbing video you will ever see</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.hurryupharry.org/2009/10/09/bnp-wrongness/" 
target=_blank>www.hurryupharry.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes! Big head racists stripping! Aaah! <EM>[run around 
screaming]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781959 34863 17 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:33:04pm  
 
<P>How many pictures of Jesus did they flash on the screen while Dawkins was 
talking?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781990 34863 38 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:38:06pm  
 
<P>If anyone out there still had any doubts about whether Fox News is promoting 
the radical Christian right wing, this show will put those doubts to rest.</P> 
<P>Utterly pathetic, and stupid beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07781997 34863 43 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:39:47pm  



 
<P>O'Reilly couldn't even get the name "intelligent design" right -- he called 
it "creative design."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782006 34863 50 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:41:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7781995" target=_blank>#42</A> Basho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wtf is up with your avatar??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll second that. What the hell is that supposed to be? A Mexican flag on the 
White House and Obama wearing a sombrero?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782056 34863 87 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:53:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7782051" target=_blank>#82</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly was very confused. He started off by saying that he "believed" in 
evolution, but he thought that God was the driver of it all. Then he moved on to 
support the idea of including ID in the classroom. His arguments were 
exceedingly weak, and I'm particularly annoyed that there was virtually no 
discussion of the new book. Mr. Dawkins Atheist said that he'd been warned that 
O'Reilly would shout at him.</P> 
<P>All in all, a rather pointless discussion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not pointless at all. It was aimed at the Fox News audience, who will now be 
reinforced in their view that the ATHEISTS are FASCISTS who want to take over 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782065 34863 95 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7782052" target=_blank>#83</A> esch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually since this is satire of O SUPPORTERS, it's fair game in my 
book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did it occur to you that there might be Latin visitors to LGF? How do you 
think they'll feel when they see your avatar?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782076 34863 105 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:56:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7782073" target=_blank>#102</A> brennk2</EM></P> 
<P>So why not start your own blog? Then you can ignore things like this to your 
heart's content.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782083 34863 111 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 7:58:21pm  
 
<P>The nuts are showing up in several threads tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782093 34863 121 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7782081" target=_blank>#110</A> brennk2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Because there is much here that I enjoy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Well then, you should be aware that I'll post whatever I like at LGF, and 
you don't get to decide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782103 34863 131 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:02:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7782098" target=_blank>#126</A> brennk2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't fear O'Reilly. Maybe I should but most of this stuff is just for 
ratings. I doubt he even believes half of what he spouts. That's why I think it 
might be best to ignore at least some of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you start your own blog you can ignore whatever you like. If you keep 
trying to tell me what I should or shouldn't post, you won't have an account 
much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782107 34863 135 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7782101" target=_blank>#129</A> esch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as offending anyone goes, I'm not overly concerned. It appears to have 
been done by a Latino artist. I could dig up a reference and they could go ask 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so you don't care if you offend Latin visitors to my website. Care to 
tell me why I should let you continue to post here, then?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782132 34863 159 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:10:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7782120" target=_blank>#147</A> dmjboose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a quite tame interview. Dawkins was a much clearer speaker and 
oreilly made a fool of himself. I didn't notice him calling dawkins a "ATHEIST 
FASCIST" though. He did day that silencing opinions in a public school is 
fascism. This is probably my biggest problem with public schools. Matters of 
politics permeate the whole place rather than carting about what the kids think. 
If my kids were at a public school and they were taught about evolution (I would 
hope they were) I wouldn't mind if they discussed what all the talk about 
intelligent design was. After all I would like my kid to be educated, and if 
that requires learning about non-science in science class that's ok. I would 
pretty much demand that the teacher be able to explain why intelligent design 
isn't science or be labeled incompetent, but that's another matter 
altogether.</P> 
<P>/rant</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO. Creationism does not belong in science classrooms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782139 34863 166 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:11:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7782130" target=_blank>#157</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't thought a great deal about the consequences of this, have 
you?</P> 
<P>Unless of course you have been reading the primer on the subject from the 
Disco Institute?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm giving this one the benefit of the doubt for now ... but that sure 
sounded like a Discovery Institute talking point to me, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782181 34863 205 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:23:43pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is really spewing the hatred at me tonight.</P> 
<P>Sharmuta gets a nasty little cameo role in McCain's hate fantasy 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782204 34863 226 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:29:18pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't be surprised if Robert Stacy McCain has been in touch with his 
neo-Nazi friends about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782227 34863 247 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:34:25pm  
 
<P>Check out what Vlaams Belang supporter 'jeppo' (James Pillman) is up to at 
Loonwatch:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.loonwatch.com/2009/10/robert-spencer-teaming-up-
with-euro-supremacists-again/#comment-1626" 
target=_blank>www.loonwatch.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782260 34863 280 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 8:49:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7782250" target=_blank>#270</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but he writes better than he speaks. Too much of this "giving rope to 
the opponent". The problem is he seems to think the audience is able to 
understand what he means if he says it politely enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That segment was heavily edited. You can see the cuts in the clip I 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782320 34863 335 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:17:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7782290" target=_blank>#308</A> dmjboose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>please explain why you think a science teacher shouldn't be allowed to 
discuss the scientific merits of a particular theory? Especially when that view 
is regularly (especially by the discovery institute) stated as a scientific 
theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Intelligent design" is not a scientific theory. Full stop.</P> 
<P>Intelligent design is creationism dressed up in a cheap pseudo-scientific 
suit.</P> 
<P>And now you're citing the Discovery Institute. Imagine my 
surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782354 34863 369 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:27:32pm  
 
<P>This is what the extremists are now using my spinoff links feature for:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/194182" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It makes me want to shut it down entirely. There's a whole clique of people 
who do nothing but post this garbage - they never comment and never make an 
appearance in a regular thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782373 34863 388 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:33:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7782367" target=_blank>#382</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>er - I'm sure you also saw <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?link=194185_Obama_Wins_Nobel_Peace
_Prize-
_International_Socialists_Attempt_to_Prop_Op_Incompetent_Leader_with_PR_Stunt" 
target=_blank>the one following that</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw it. They're both gone and the people who posted them are blocked. 
Not only extremists, but illiterate extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782384 34863 399 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:36:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7782380" target=_blank>#395</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We could use the report button on suspicious links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really wish people would do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782413 34863 428 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 9:48:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7782409" target=_blank>#424</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about this editing stuff, but how can anyone like Dawkins agree 
to allow it? Was this clip the broadcast show or just some YouTube 
post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's how it was shown tonight on Fox. I watched it earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782479 34863 494 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:13:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7782458" target=_blank>#473</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dawkins uses terminology insulting to people with religious beliefs all the 
time. I think he was rather constrained more than usual this time, especially in 
the face of the obnoxious stupidity and fascism ad hominem from O'Reilly. I just 
think it's unfortunate that Dawkins is the face of atheism. It's great to have 
him on the side of defending evolution, but he shouldn't put himself up as a 
spokesperson. He's just not good at PR for his cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever noticed that people like Bill O'Reilly also use terminology 
that's <EM>deadly</EM> insulting to atheists like Richard Dawkins? Or do you 
think this only goes one way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782498 34863 513 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:22:55pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/7782491" target=_blank>#506</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope--it goes both ways. Does O'Reilly represent how one should behave? I 
don't think that's a great way to win the debate. It's a great way to get people 
who already agree with you to listen to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From what I've seen, the religious people who Dawkins debates indulge in much 
more hateful rhetoric toward atheists than Dawkins has ever used toward 
believers. It's very common for believers to say that atheists are responsible 
for communism, Nazism, and the complete degeneration of modern society. And then 
they often let the atheists know that they are doomed to burn forever in eternal 
torment.</P> 
<P>What has Dawkins ever said that could possibly compare to that? Nothing. It's 
not even remotely comparable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07782524 34863 538 Charles Fri, Oct 9, 2009 10:33:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/7782509" target=_blank>#523</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. But what is the point of debating if it's not to persuade your 
adversary. If the point is not to persuade, then all one's doing is venting. I 
think Dawkins was pretty self restrained when O'Reilly called him a fascist. Now 
that was insulting and obnoxious. Dawkins' non-answer was probably all he could 
think of doing. Maybe a better response could have focused on O'Reilly's over 
the top insult, and drawn the comparison to the common anti-atheist rhetoric you 
refer to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But again -- why is this deference only supposed to go one way? I always see 
people complaining about Dawkins' rudeness toward the poor believers -- but 
never complaining about the "burn in hell" comments, or the accusations of 
fascism, or the idea that atheism is destroying society, or any number of other 
extremely hateful and intolerant ideas that are constantly espoused by 
believers.</P> 
<P>Why is it that believers are supposed to have such tender feelings that 
atheists and agnostics have to walk on eggshells and avoid offending them, 
because they might lash out? If someone's faith is strong and certain, why are 
they so threatened when someone like Richard Dawkins challenges 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783873 34863 654 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 3:43:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/653/7783839" target=_blank>#653</A> kelley b</EM></P> 
<P>Heh! A "zoologist," eh? Who doesn't know the scientific meaning of the word 
"theory?"</P> 
<P>How'd you miss that one in Zoology 101?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784186 34863 669 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:33:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/7784002" target=_blank>#662</A> kelley b</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,BS Zoology, l969. I have taught Biology. How about you? One wonders 
if you Do understand the definition of a theory. In my lectures, one is taught 
the theory of evolution. One will also be exposed to the theory of Intelligent 
Design.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. What's up with the random capitalization?</P> 
<P>And doubling down on your misunderstanding of the word "theory?"</P> 



<P>That's just sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784241 34863 670 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:51:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/7784044" target=_blank>#664</A> 
petepistolas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem I have with Richard Dawkins is that he simply has no respect for 
people who believe both in science and religion. He actually breaks it down to 
rationalism vs. superstition. In "The God Delusion" Dawkins actually calls Pope 
John Paul II a hypocrite because the pope endorsed Darwinism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a lie. I've read the book.</P> 
<P>Please cite the passage where Dawkins wrote that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784385 34863 675 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:33:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/7784299" target=_blank>#671</A> 
petepistolas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please refrain from calling me a liar. I am currently reading the 
book myself. You can refer to the top of page 92, the chapter entitled "the God 
Hypothesis". Dawkings quotes Michael Ruse and states..."When John Paul II wrote 
a letter endorsing Darwinsim, Richard Dawkins response was that the pope was a 
hypocrite, that he could not be genuine about science and that Dawkins himself 
simply preferred an honest fundamentalist".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a quote from an article in Playboy magazine, and those are NOT 
Dawkins's words.</P> 
<P>Yes, <STRONG>lie</STRONG> is the right word for what you're trying to do 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784462 34863 677 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:57:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/7784425" target=_blank>#676</A> 
petepistolas</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you a not-so-fond adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783265 34865 37 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 10:41:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7783252" target=_blank>#25</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bureau’s efforts to fingerprint employees, which was required as part of 
a criminal background check, did not proceed smoothly, in part because of 
training issues. As a result, over 35,000 temporary census workers--over a fifth 
of the address canvassing workforce--were hired despite the fact that their 
fingerprints could not be processed and they were not fully screened for 
employment eligibility. The Bureau is refining instruction manuals and taking 
other steps to improve the fingerprinting process for future 
operations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a long way from saying that 35,000 temps were hired without being fully 
screened, to claiming that ALL of those people might be 
criminals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07783414 34865 172 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 11:30:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7783401" target=_blank>#162</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>He's an idiot, and he was embarrassed by his stupid post about "fraudulent" 
art, so he's lashing out at me, of course.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, his blog posts are being linked at Stormfront with great 
approval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783417 34865 175 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 11:34:14am  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain has posted a twisted defense of the Georgia bar owner 
with the racist sign (includes ad hominem attacks against me, of course):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
smccain.blogspot.com/2009/10/first-of-all-patrick-lanzo-isnt.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>rsmccain.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783421 34865 179 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 11:36:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7783416" target=_blank>#174</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I missed Charles' comments in this regard. Although plausible, I frankly 
think it's unlikely. The reason is simple: they were using Thomas' own 
exhibition catalog, which clearly states that she was riffing on Matisse's well-
known work when she composed <EM>Watusi</EM>, as "proof" of "plagiarism." It was 
painfully obvious that none of these doofuses bothered, or was able to read the 
words right in front of their eyes. The idea that they know anything at all 
about the provenance of any of the works strikes me as a real 
stretch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Malkin definitely realized that Alma Thomas was African American. This is 
from her post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today, a Free Republic poster notices another of the Obamas’ curious art 
choices: “Watusi (Hard Edge),” by Alma Thomas, who is described by the NYTimes 
as “a longtime Washington resident who is an African-American 
painter.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783488 34865 244 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 12:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7783471" target=_blank>#228</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree in the least. But Flyer seemed to hold conservatism and 
conservative<STRONG>s</STRONG> accountable for falling down on dealing with race 
issues, explained by the coming out of the woodwork racists today, vastly 
conservatives.</P> 
<P>Is conservatism to blame, or is it just outright ignorance and 
racism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How would you explain the fact that so many "conservative" blogs have lined 
up to take the side of Robert Stacy McCain, despite the documented proof that he 
writes for outright white supremacist websites and has neo-Nazis as 
friends?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07783626 34865 310 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 1:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7783580" target=_blank>#296</A> 
FreeRadical</EM></P> 
<P>After checking out some of your previous comments, you are cordially invited 
to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783639 34865 316 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 1:32:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7783627" target=_blank>#311</A> 
staplegun</EM></P> 
<P>You've had an account for a year and a half and that's your first 
comment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783766 34867 5 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 2:59:22pm  
 
<P>Well, that was quick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783774 34867 13 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 3:00:30pm  
 
<P>As ALWAYS, I will delete comments whining about the topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07783973 34867 195 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 5:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7783954" target=_blank>#177</A> random 
electron</EM></P> 
<P>Groovy! Your account is blocked.</P> 
<P>One comment in two years -- and that one is a flounce. It doesn't get much 
more pathetic than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784051 34867 265 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 5:35:31pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, we have a new feature...</P> 
<P>You can now embed MP3 audio in a comment. Just put the URL of the MP3 file on 
its own line, and it will automatically be converted into a player.</P> 
<P>Here's Ben Folds's new song, a tribute to Levi Johnston:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:40,type:'mp3',flashvars:{displaywidth:0,showeq:true,title:'lev
isblues.mp3.mp3'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://big.assets.huffingtonpost.com/levisblues.mp3.mp3" target=_blank>MP3 
Audio</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784074 34867 285 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 5:50:27pm  
 
<P>Heh. <STRIKE>Chickenshitpundit</STRIKE> Allahpundit has posted the Dawkins-
O'Reilly video, and Hot Air's comments are overflowing with religious fanatics 
and creationists. Comfy with that crowd, AP?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07784157 34868 6 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:26:06pm  
 
<P>The "don't ask, don't tell" policy was a horrible piece of governmentally 
sanctioned hypocrisy, and it can't end soon enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784195 34868 40 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:35:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7784184" target=_blank>#31</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I really mean it this time." Obama added. "Never mind that I've defended the 
policy in court, and that I've argued the ball is in Congress's 
court."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, whaddayaknow. There's a lot of politics involved in this issue. Who'd a 
thunk?</P> 
<P>Good for Obama for finally trying to cut the Gordian knot of 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784220 34868 62 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:45:38pm  
 
<P>Expect holy hell to be raised by:</P> 
<P>The Family Research CouncilAny other organization with the word "Family" in 
its nameFox NewsJames DobsonWallbuildersPat RobertsonMichele BachmannMike 
Huckabee80% of the right wing blogs</P> 
<P>etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784254 34868 95 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 6:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7784253" target=_blank>#94</A> BignJames</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah...serial killers run into that alot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What. The. Hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784273 34868 112 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7784253" target=_blank>#94</A> BignJames</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah...serial killers run into that alot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Equating gay people with serial killers.</P> 
<P>Yep. That's a guaranteed way to lose your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784323 34868 161 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:17:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7784319" target=_blank>#157</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Photoshopping wingnuts already working on it.<A 
href="http://209.197.7.107/e3m9u5m8/cds/s/15/media15/2009/Oct/10/LiveLeak-dot-
com-d7af05812587-
gayobama.jpg?epochTTL=1256091325&amp;Token=03c8bd79f0266513e437ad3cb1dac9b3&amp;
dopvhost=cdn-



hw.liveleak.com&amp;doppl=115a7c6b5b8b3e715bdb3e711ecb865f&amp;dopsig=f1301232a8
2a188c75bd5104264e21fa" target=_blank>Outrageous!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is going to take the ugly to a whole new level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784335 34868 171 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:20:17pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784397 34868 231 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7784373" target=_blank>#208</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Started by Clinton. But if you ask I bet 8 out of 10 Democrats would blame 
Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, the policy was started by Clinton -- because it was the only way to 
start breaking down the dam of bigotry and intolerance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784431 34868 263 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:50:11pm  
 
<P>James Dobson is working on his press release right now. Tony Perkins is 
angrily telling his interns to get on the phone and set up news conferences. Pat 
Robertson is writing his 700 Club sermon.</P> 
<P>This is going to be the most outrageous outrage ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784446 34868 277 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 7:53:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7784442" target=_blank>#273</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gays are men and women. I don't know if gays are better or worse at managing 
their sexuality than heterosexuals. It seems that a many heteros can't 
either.</P> 
<P>Nuclear subs sometimes stay under for months at a time, working 12 hour 
shifts. People get stressed and are in closer proximity than most other military 
positions: I don't see this as exactly they same as surface ships and aircraft 
carriers, thought maybe it is.</P> 
<P>The vast majority of military positions are probably less intense and 
sexuality can be managed a lot better by the people and the managers, thought 
nature, the good and bad, still happens. I question whether it's that important 
to have women/men on nuclear subs together, or in combat, etc. Does not mean 
that the other 95% of military roles and positions could be of mixed 
sex/sexuality, there seems to be little problem with that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If people can't keep their sexual impulses under control on a submarine, 
maybe they don't deserve to be trusted with that duty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784475 34868 304 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 8:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7784472" target=_blank>#301</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gays deserve better than more promises and platitudes - why doesn't Obama 
introduce the remedial legislation NOW?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I don't know... maybe it's .. politics? Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07784492 34868 320 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 8:05:18pm  
 
<P>The religious right is going to go absolutely insane over this. And the GOP 
is going to toe the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07784507 34868 335 Charles Sat, Oct 10, 2009 8:10:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7784500" target=_blank>#328</A> 
dugmartsch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's kind of strange isn't it since he made this exact same speech on 
his campaign trail? And theirs well aired video of his press secretary saying 
the exact same thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but they thought he didn't really mean it. And Obama's been waffling on 
the issue, which encouraged them to believe he wasn't really going to go 
there.</P> 
<P>But tonight, he went there, unequivocally. The evangelical phone lines are on 
fire tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785404 34868 674 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 10:12:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/7785347" target=_blank>#666</A> scrubjay</EM></P> 
<P>There are lots of blogs and websites that will let you spew homophobic 
bigotry like that. I suggest you try Free Republic, or maybe Hot Air, where they 
don't have any problem with comments like yours.</P> 
<P>Because you're not welcome to post any more hateful comments at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785453 34871 8 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 10:30:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7785438" target=_blank>#1</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm- I cannot get Ben Folds to play.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will play now - the URL had a bad character in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785454 34871 9 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 10:30:51am  
 
<P>(You need to reload the page, though.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785483 34871 30 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 10:45:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7785476" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam is now posting pictures of EDL members giving the Nazi 
salute...<STRONG>Anti-Islamisation Demonstrators Confronted by 
Fascists</STRONG></P> 
<P>Look at the guy on the left in the 6th pic down. No fascism there!/Another 
one here...<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktjgruyxrhk" 
target=_blank>EDL Nazi Salutes in Manchester</A></P> 



<P>BBC podcast showing more nazi salutes...EDL Manchester Protest, part 1</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's where the anti-jihad blogs have arrived. Open support for 
fascists and skinheads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785501 34871 47 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 10:53:21am  
 
<P>One thing that's pretty clear from all that's come out about Levi's 
relationship with Bristol Palin -- he was heavily pressured by the Palin 
campaign to go ahead and marry Bristol, even though he obviously didn't want to. 
And the only reason for that pressure was because Sarah Palin needed to look 
pure to the religious right, as part of John McCain's cynical little ploy to get 
their support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785603 34871 145 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 11:47:54am  
 
<P>It gets really old to have to keep telling the same people over and over to 
stop the sniping comments that don't contribute anything except ugliness to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785683 34872 30 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 12:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7785671" target=_blank>#21</A> mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did McCain just try to blame the drop in the polls on a stock market crash? 
Huh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's his excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785765 34872 94 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 12:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7785731" target=_blank>#65</A> FrogMarch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember that moment. There was a seismic shift in the force.It all went to 
hell after that. Certainly too, the Sarah luster wore off. She dared to mock 
<EM>the one</EM> and then her daughter became pregnant, and then we discovered, 
thanks to Sully, that Palin faked her own pregnancy. / and that Palin could see 
Russia from her house...</P> 
<P>I wonder, If McCain would have chosen someone else, would he have won?I doubt 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain picked Sarah Palin for one reason only -- religious right leaders like 
James Dobson and others were on the verge of telling their millions of followers 
not to vote for McCain, because of his moderate stance on abortion. Palin was 
brought on board to get Dobson to relax his opposition to McCain, and it 
worked.</P> 
<P>I lost respect for Sarah Palin after her disastrous interview with Katie 
Couric, and her anti-science statements such as the infamous "wasting money on 
studying fruit flies in Paris, France" comment. And then when she resigned as 
Alaska governor in the middle of her elected term, I lost whatever respect I had 
left. (Which wasn't much.)</P> 
<P>And then she chose a far right fanatic who collaborated with a white 
supremacist to ghostwrite her book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07785835 34872 153 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 1:07:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7785818" target=_blank>#137</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Extremism breeds extremism and I think the GOP's lurch to the right has 
pretty much mirrored the Dems lurch to the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't agree. In fact, I see the Democratic Party as going substantially more 
toward the center, especially in the policies Obama has instituted since his 
election. One of the big reasons Obama was elected at all is because his 
campaign was very much <EM>not</EM> a radical campaign -- he was actually very 
centrist. And he was helped enormously by the DNC's deliberate push to 
marginalize the extremists like ANSWER and Code Pink.</P> 
<P>I see the GOP moving much farther to the right than the Dems ever moved to 
the left, because there's a leadership vacuum in the GOP, and the extremists and 
religious right fanatics have moved in and seized control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785876 34872 192 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 1:27:15pm  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin quote of the day:</P> 
<P>"God save us from bipartisanship."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785918 34872 233 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 1:44:52pm  
 
<P>Here we go AGAIN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785923 34872 238 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 1:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7785851" target=_blank>#168</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed, but it could be stated that the CODE PINKS and MoveOns seized control 
of the Dems right after their loss in the 04 Pres election</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could state that, sure. But it's not correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785954 34872 268 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 2:05:28pm  
 
<P>Unless this sniping back and forth stops now, I'm going to start handing out 
timeouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07785955 34872 269 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 2:06:05pm  
 
<P>It's really rude to people who don't care about the personalities involved, 
to fill up LGF's comments with this kind of stuff.</P> 
<P>Knock it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786349 34872 296 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 5:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7786036" target=_blank>#290</A> 
Cheechako</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have to agree with you. I would like Sara to run for Don Young's house seat 
in 2012. (He has announced he plans to run for re-election on 2010) Then she 
could step up and run for Mark Begich's Senate seat in 2012. This would give her 
the experience she is lacking for races beyond 2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, she might start feeling the pressure again and quit, right in the 
middle of her term.</P> 
<P>Fool me once...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786012 34873 36 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 2:40:40pm  
 
<P>My ears are burning. The Farkers are talking about me again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fark.com/cgi/comments.pl?IDLink=4691993&amp;cpp=1" 
target=_blank>www.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792917 34873 155 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:26:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7792679" target=_blank>#154</A> rjm319</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have seen the video, and it's scary and inappropriate. The indoctrination 
and cult of personality is the issue. The other stuff about Michelle Malkin and 
whatever is all a smokescreen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooohh. Booga booga. Very scary.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786137 34874 38 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 3:35:24pm  
 
<P>(Stalker blog saw the open registration in about 2 minutes, BTW. Obsess 
much?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786145 34874 45 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 3:39:04pm  
 
<P>John Hiatt asks, "Is it bigger than a breadbox?"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/58hHVlZCfvM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786167 34874 67 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 3:53:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7786161" target=_blank>#61</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>He's at the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786180 34874 80 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 3:58:11pm  
 
<P>40 accounts registered, 5 of them sock puppets. Here are the names:</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of hatchlings: 35</STRONG></P> 
<P>DrifyfreesyAHWildeTimmehdean_kbrainiac-dumdumkestrellajgtheokCalitPepper 
Foxgraypixelmonademcesqandie333ace1571autonomicmentilsoupDecatur 



Debbuddy12lochnarOlddeegeefifth_of_novemberUncleMonkeygoannajr02518yellowbirdzor
alonevoiceJeff In Ohiojake122969Buddy 
BradleyRogueOneNineBerryshoshanshoponFenderBasswozzablog</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786190 34874 89 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 4:01:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7786186" target=_blank>#86</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>5/40 = 1/8 = 12.5%Much lower than other registration periods. Good to see. 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There could be more. No system for catching them is 100% 
foolproof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786494 34876 5 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 6:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7786491" target=_blank>#3</A> Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm all for conservative values, fiscal responsibility, smaller government 
and lower taxes but the last thing we need is any kind of religion getting into 
politics which I'm assuming is what Dr. Dobson would like. It blows me away that 
these people don't realize what a slippery slope a theocracy would 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guess what -- Dobson and his fellow travelers are already <EM>deeply</EM> 
into Republican politics. A case can be made that the main reason John McCain 
picked Sarah Palin was to appease James Dobson and his millions of followers -- 
because Dobson was going to tell them not to vote for McCain because of his 
moderate stance on abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786529 34876 34 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 6:43:14pm  
 
<P>Andrew Bolt takes the implicit racism of Michelle Malkin's hyperventilation 
over that Alma Thomas painting, and makes it completely explicit: <A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments
/artless_obamas/" target=_blank>Artless Obamas</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take the work by Alma Thomas, which turns out to be just a (black female) 
artist’s lightly disguised rendition of another (white male) painter’s 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Is this kind of thing more accepted in Australia?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786554 34876 57 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 6:58:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7786553" target=_blank>#56</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/goldilocks-right-settles-
candidate-after-fact" target=_blank>source</A></P> 
<P>It's precisely because we bother to pander to these people that they think 
they can bully the rest of the party into pushing their agenda. They are 
strangling the party from within. The next time they threaten to leave the 
party- <STRONG>don't stop them</STRONG>. Hold the door open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been saying for a long time that the reason Giuliani seemed so 
disinterested in pursuing his campaign was because he knew he didn't stand a 



chance of getting the nomination. The theocrats were aligned against him, and he 
knew it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786565 34876 67 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:01:46pm  
 
<P>The Michelle Malkin - James Dobson connection:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/when-you-see-malkin-tv-
you-can-thank-james-dobson" target=_blank>www.rightwingwatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:40,type:'mp3',flashvars:{displaywidth:0,showeq:true,title:'Mal
kin.mp3'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" href="http://media.pfaw.org/Malkin.mp3" 
target=_blank>MP3 Audio</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786589 34876 89 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:11:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7786584" target=_blank>#84</A> Linden 
Arden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was Dobson the one who said "The teaching of evolution in our schools is the 
greatest threat this country faces because it undermines Christianity"?</P> 
<P>This quote is paraphrased so I can't Google it.</P> 
<P>One of the theocrats said it anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've found a greater threat now.</P> 
<P>A black man in the White House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786621 34876 117 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:23:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7786576" target=_blank>#77</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Demogogues like Dobson are not interested in a theocracy or any other kind of 
real power; they are interested in a reliable market for their videos, books, 
nutritional supplements, and high-priced speeches. They have created this new 
counterculture largely for that purpose.</P> 
<P>As I have said here many times, they could not care less if the GOP never 
wins another election so long as it continues to provide the reliable market the 
Dobsons, Robertsons, and thousands of lesser charlatans seek. The sooner the 
Republican leadership realizes this and throws them overboard, the 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marketing is definitely a big part of it, but I think you're missing the 
point if you don't acknowledge that people like James Dobson and Pat Robertson 
<EM>really</EM> believe what they say. It's not just cynical capitalist 
exploitation - their audience buys the products and listens to the radio shows 
because they see that sincerity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786637 34876 132 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:28:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7786632" target=_blank>#127</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying that Leftists/Progressives are different?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm pretty sure I didn't write anything like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786678 34876 172 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:49:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7786666" target=_blank>#161</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reverend Wright was just a race baiting huckster working a corner in Chicago. 
James Dobson works the whole country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rev. Wright can't even come close to the reach of <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Dobson" target=_blank>James 
Dobson</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As part of his role in the organization, he produces Focus on the Family, a 
daily radio program which according to the organization is broadcast in more 
than a dozen languages and on over 7,000 stations worldwide, and heard daily by 
more than 220 million people in 164 countries.[3][1] Focus on the Family is also 
carried by about sixty U.S. television stations daily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>220 million people in 164 countries.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786692 34876 185 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 7:53:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7786688" target=_blank>#182</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many just here?US, not Canada, or Mexico?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sixty U.S. television stations daily. I can't find the numbers at the moment, 
but it's definitely in the tens of millions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786726 34876 219 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 8:07:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7786707" target=_blank>#200</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RS McCain busted supporting racist bar owner...<A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.politicalbyline.com/2009/10/10/georgia-oyster-bar-owner-not-telling-the-
truth-about-being-a-racist/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Georgia 
Oyster bar owner not telling the truth about being a racist</A></P> 
<P>Busted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new hero of the right wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07786763 34876 252 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 8:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7786752" target=_blank>#242</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just realized that's an unfriendly blog I linked to...</P> 
<P>Sorry about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But don't expect any of those people to wake up and see that their attacks 
against me were wrong, even after their new best friends are revealed to be ugly 
racist creeps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07786846 34876 325 Charles Sun, Oct 11, 2009 8:59:12pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22i+am+aware+
of+all+internet+traditions%22&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>'I am 
aware of all internet traditions'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787491 34879 12 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:03:54am  
 
<P>Notice as you read this appallingly long list of distortions and outright 
falsehoods, how many of them are intended to delegitimize historical African 
Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787522 34879 32 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:24:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7787515" target=_blank>#27</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Googling 'Andre Cailloux' brings up <EM>many</EM> references to him with that 
spelling, including this book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807125318/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787534 34879 35 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:30:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7787529" target=_blank>#34</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I see the difference, in my search and yours. I used "Andrew" instead of 
"Andre."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Andre' is the spelling used by Texas Freedom Network, and the historical 
references agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787648 34879 41 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 10:13:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7787623" target=_blank>#39</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where are the points delegitimizing the contributions of African 
Americans?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're right in front of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787587 34880 66 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:53:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7787560" target=_blank>#39</A> Irish Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to OT but OMG Charles, did you see the images that Geller posted on her 
blog yesterday? What a fucking outrage, is there anyone or anything that she 
will not exploit for the hit count?</P> 
<P>Someone over there needs to tell her that exploiting the dead like this is 
completely beyond the pale... posting closeups of murdered and mutilated victims 
to incite rage in her readers and increase her hit count = no freaking respect 
or decency whatsoever.</P> 



<P>Seriously people, don't go there if you have a tricky stomach.</P> 
<P>/hurl</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She also posted pictures of the British thugs called the English Defense 
League giving Nazi salutes. And praised them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787605 34880 83 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:58:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7787598" target=_blank>#76</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man it really galls me when people gathering with a legitimate gripe get 
infiltrated by the asshat brigades. It takes away from the legitimate 
gripe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no "legitimate gripe" there, and nothing was "infiltrated." The 
English Defense League is the <EM>organizer</EM> of these protests. And they're 
connected to the neo-Nazi British National Party. They're out and out 
thugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787611 34880 89 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 10:01:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7787609" target=_blank>#87</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Word, and that's precisely what I was alluding to. I am all for protesting 
against sharia law, but when you get the jackbooted thugs hopping on that 
bandwagon to further their own cause while believing that it will polish their 
image some...</P> 
<P>By "gathering" I was speaking in the general sense. Guess I should've 
mentioned that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not "hopping on the bandwagon." They ARE the 
bandwagon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787982 34880 187 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 11:57:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7787967" target=_blank>#186</A> st. louisville 
cards</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are asinine comments from ESPN. Isn't Rush's producer black? I know 
I've heard Walter E. Williams host the show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is that supposed to be an excuse for Rush Limbaugh's numerous race-
baiting comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788189 34880 197 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 1:05:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7788149" target=_blank>#196</A> Interested and 
concerned CDN</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not an excuse but it could be considered a defense that Rush isn't a 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it absolutely cannot be used that way. "I employ a black man, so I can't 
be a racist?" You've got to be kidding.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Rush was pretty close to the truth with Powell. Remember that McCain 
was just the sort of centrist that Powell professed to be and 
yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Limbaugh's comments about Powell were disgusting. It's unfortunate that you 
think they're defensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788238 34880 200 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 1:21:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7788224" target=_blank>#199</A> Interested and 
concerned CDN</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you can piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787727 34881 33 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 10:33:54am  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>Check out this Townhall blog for a real dose of wingnut craziness:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://PatmosIsle.blogtownhall.com/" 
target=_blank>PatmosIsle.blogtownhall.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787901 34881 188 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 11:29:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7787882" target=_blank>#169</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>I knew someone would try to make that point, but the salute in the photograph 
is definitely the Nazi salute, slightly modified in order to give them 
deniability. Why would you want to grant them the deniability they're going 
for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07787928 34881 211 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 11:36:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7787918" target=_blank>#202</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly believe that certain symbols represent Nazism. I didn't read 
anywhere they were trying to change those symbols. Personally, I would very 
upset if every outstretched arm was a nazi salute. They already ruined the 
swastika, why let them ruin everything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not every outstretched arm is a Nazi salute. But an outstretched arm by a 
member of the English Defense League -- yes, that's a Nazi 
salute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788163 34881 343 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:56:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7788159" target=_blank>#342</A> 
buzzsawmonkey</EM></P> 
<P>You just earned yourself a ticket out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788172 34881 345 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:59:46pm  
 
<P>For the record, I'm not going to reprint buzzsawmonkey's full comment, but he 
absolutely DID call iceweasel a 'bitch on wheels'. Apparently he thought he 
could deny it because it was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07788090 34883 15 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:36:00pm  
 
<P>I have to agree with her -- strongly -- about Fox News. Fox has become one of 
the worst examples of contemporary media in existence, with their promotion of 
creationism, fear-mongering and race-baiting, O'Reilly's disgusting "Tiller the 
baby-killer" remarks repeated over and over (right up until Dr. Tiller was 
murdered), and the bizarre John Birch Society-inspired craziness of Glenn 
Beck.</P> 
<P>They're not just promoting the GOP, they're promoting the fringe, wacko right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788109 34883 31 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:41:37pm  
 
<P>And let's not forget that Fox News is also heavily promoting Ron Paul. And 
Judge Napolitano is actually praising Alex Jones and the vile Lew Rockwell on 
his Fox News show.</P> 
<P>Fox has gone way off the rails and into the weeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788113 34883 34 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:42:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7788105" target=_blank>#27</A> harry91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I read an article today that pretty much said the same thing.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.salon.com/news/feature/2009/10/12/glenn_beck/" 
target=_blank>www.salon.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no need to copy and paste part of a comment -- just click the 'reply' 
or 'quote' button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788136 34883 52 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 12:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7788088" target=_blank>#13</A> 
dolphin_CAGE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look who's whining now. The Bush WH was getting flak from media for seven 
years straight, and it handled it like a gentleman handling a barking dog: 
letting them bark and proceeding on their own way.</P> 
<P>But oh no, the narcissist Obama Administration can't stand anyone falling out 
of line.</P> 
<P>Cry me a river, Anita.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The mainstream media's coverage of Bush may have been biased, but it was not 
even close to the kind of outright craziness Fox News is promoting these days. 
And it's not just the anti-Obama stuff -- they're reviving and bringing back 
discredited ideologies right out of the John Birch days, and outright nutjobs 
like Ron Paul and Lew Rockwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788179 34883 84 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 1:01:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7788176" target=_blank>#81</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no fan of Fox News, to be sure. That said, no other news outlet can claim 
the journalistic high ground. None.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, but Fox can definitely claim the journalistic <EM>low</EM> 
ground.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07788204 34883 105 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 1:11:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7788075" target=_blank>#4</A> Dakman</EM></P> 
<P>You haven't been commenting at LGF for three and a half years, and checking 
your past comments I see why. You're an anti-Muslim bigot who argued with me 
over your "right" to post slurs at LGF. You're out of here. And now I'm going to 
block the sock puppets you registered too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788220 34883 121 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 1:16:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7788198" target=_blank>#100</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh shit, buzzsaw is banned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One too many misogynistic comments. The last one was especially bad, and I 
won't repeat it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788388 34883 275 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:22:57pm  
 
<P>The down dingers are really going to work today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788398 34883 285 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:27:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/7788397" target=_blank>#284</A> 
FoolsMate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You shouldn't take it personally, it's not a big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You shouldn't assume I take it personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788427 34883 310 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:40:40pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about the topics will be deleted, as ALWAYS.</P> 
<P>Commenters who can't resist being insulting jerks will lose their 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788433 34883 315 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:43:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7788407" target=_blank>#294</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam retorts...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- now she's defending the English Defense League! Classic stupidity 
from the shrieker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788434 34883 316 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:43:19pm  
 
<P>(And she can't even get their name right.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788471 34883 351 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 2:57:55pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7788461" target=_blank>#342</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And when Bush was having trouble with investigative reporters from CBS, he 
simply employed Karl Rove to demolish Dan Rather's career in one of the most 
brilliantly evil disinformation campaigns in recent history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that you're at the website of one of the people who exposed 
those phony documents?</P> 
<P>I assure you, I've never spoken to Karl Rove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788490 34883 370 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:03:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7788473" target=_blank>#353</A> 
soxfan4life</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought you were Karl Rove.///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to be, but I took a shower and now I feel much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788493 34883 373 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:04:09pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788514 34883 392 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:09:43pm  
 
<P>There must be some very potent wacky dust in the air today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788536 34883 414 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:17:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7788533" target=_blank>#411</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's demeaning to the office of the Presidency to have a Presidential 
communications representative whining about a news network.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't hear any "whining." I think she made some very good points about Fox 
News' blatant bias. She didn't go far enough, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788589 34883 465 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:29:58pm  
 
<P>Starting now, registered users will not be able to rate comments, entries, or 
links unless they have posted at least 50 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788611 34883 487 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:32:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7788610" target=_blank>#486</A> 
Dreader1962</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't blame you for trying to get a handle on lurking downdingers, but I 
guess we have to be prepared for comment spamming now, so these obsessive types 
can do their rating dance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comment spamming really isn't a good idea at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07788665 34883 541 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 3:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/7788659" target=_blank>#535</A> Boyo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>super noob question here:</P> 
<P>I look everywhere for ways to add a nifty pic to my profile..cant find 
it..anyone help please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upper left sidebar in the "Logged In" box -- the "My Account" 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788755 34883 626 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 4:13:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/7788743" target=_blank>#614</A> Western 
Mind</EM></P> 
<P>You haven't commented for two and a half years. What woke you 
up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788765 34883 636 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 4:16:50pm  
 
<P>Ohhh. I get it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/3536047" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788863 34883 727 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 4:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/705/7788839" target=_blank>#705</A> Sco</EM></P> 
<P>Either that avatar goes or you do. It's your choice. I'm not going to let 
that one continue to be posted at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788874 34883 737 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 5:04:10pm  
 
<P>In fact, I'm not going to wait. I deleted 'Sco's offensive 
icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788938 34883 799 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 5:38:28pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy shrieks again!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/10/libel-blogger-charles-johnson-
nazi-nazi-nazi.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788940 34883 801 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 5:39:09pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/10/libel-blogger-charles-johnson-



nazi-nazi-nazi.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Libel blogger 
Charles Johnson: Nazi! Nazi! Nazi! - Atlas Shrugs</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The enemy plant is up to his stupid pet tricks: Pamela Geller Praises English 
Defense League, Posts Photo of Nazi Salutes You have to wonder how much they are 
paying him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07788943 34883 803 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 5:39:33pm  
 
<P>If you have to ask, Pam, you can't afford it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789004 34883 857 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 6:03:01pm  
 
<P>Buzzsawmonkey is now at the stalker site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790377 34883 1054 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:43:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1046/7790144" target=_blank>#1046</A> 
djranger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how thin the line has become between entertainment and news 
these days. How can you criticize Fox News as being a mouthpiece for the 
Republican party without also calling out MSNBC and Keith Olbermann for being a 
mouthpiece for the Democrats? This IS the problem. In order to buy into a 
political agenda, you must first blind yourself to objective reality - and I'm 
seeing plenty of this in the current administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Try reading what's been posted at LGF for the past 8 freaking 
years before having the gall to accuse me of "not calling out" Keith 
Olbermann.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28608_The_2007_Fiskie_and_Fallaci_
Winners!" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I don't expect an apology, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789066 34884 13 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 6:20:19pm  
 
<P>Buzzsawmonkey went directly to the stalker blog, by the way, and has a new 
name for me -- "Internet Manson."</P> 
<P>In case anyone still thought I was being too harsh by banning 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789077 34884 19 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 6:22:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7789071" target=_blank>#15</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's probably upset at the crack I made about her being down on her knees 
for the Euro fascists while accusing our president of creating Nazi youth. Maybe 
that's what the toddler's line is about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what that's supposed to mean. But then, I'm not 
drunk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07789088 34884 25 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 6:25:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7789073" target=_blank>#16</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles... why do you have so many self hating Jews like me avidly reading 
and posting here?</P> 
<P>I mean, I was just hanging out with Chomsky talking about how you do really 
good work keeping my people "in it's place."</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quiet! They're going to figure out <EM>where the money's coming 
from!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789155 34884 72 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 6:48:57pm  
 
<P>Here's the chat room where the stalkers are hanging out these days to plot 
their next stupidity, if anyone's interested:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://table9chat.com/" 
target=_blank>table9chat.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789202 34884 105 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 7:01:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7789186" target=_blank>#95</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must take a lot of negative energy to stay continually in reaction to a 
website at which you used to post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to wonder how much they're being paid by THEM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790270 34884 269 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7790052" target=_blank>#267</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. So Buzzsaw got the boot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was apparently intentional on his part. He's been hanging out at the 
stalker blog, having a good old time with people who wish for me to die, or 
threaten to kill me themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789456 34885 8 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 8:40:41pm  
 
<P>AtlanticWire picked up my post about the shrieking harpy:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theatlanticwire.com/ticker/index/" 
target=_blank>www.theatlanticwire.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789495 34885 41 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:04:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7789454" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a refreshing change of pace: Dawkins/leftist fail - Conservative 
win!<A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2009/10/the_2009_recipient_of_the_richar



d_dawkin.php" target=_blank>The 2009 recipient of the Richard Dawkins Award 
(a.k.a Bill Maher) "doesn't believe in" vaccines or "Western medicine"</A></P> 
<P>Bill Maher gets schooled on vaccines by Bill Frist</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, there were a lot of people on the pro-science side who were unhappy 
about Maher getting that award. Dawkins said he didn't even know about Maher's 
crazy antivax ideas, and I believe him -- I didn't know either until all this 
blew up.</P> 
<P>Here's a good recap of the controversy at Respectful Insolence:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/insolence/2009/10/my_last_entry_on_the_maher_issue
_probabl.php" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789505 34885 50 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7789500" target=_blank>#46</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things will turn around eventually. Conservatism isn't dead, it's just 
resting right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not so sure about that. I'm reading Sam Tanenhaus' book, and he makes a 
pretty devastating case that conservatism may indeed be very, very 
dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789507 34885 52 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:08:41pm  
 
<P>Here's the book -- I recommend it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400068843/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Death of Conservatism: Sam Tanenhaus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789515 34885 60 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7789513" target=_blank>#58</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agreed with Tanenhaus. That said, conservatism will not make a 
comeback until and unless it is willing to open up and be 
inclusive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you haven't read the book, how do you know you don't 
agree?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789523 34885 67 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:14:52pm  
 
<P>The sleepers are really coming out today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7789521" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789528 34885 72 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:16:53pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/bastard/2009/01/video_of_joe_arpaio_at_th



e_ita.php" target=_blank>Joe Arpaio Rubs Shoulders with Minuteman Chris Simcox, 
and Alleged Trespasser Anna Gaines</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789533 34885 77 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:19:29pm  
 
<P>The 50-comment rule is going to work very well. I didn't consider this, but 
it has the benefit of getting people to post comments and make their views 
known, instead of lurking and dinging without having to defend 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789552 34885 95 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:34:22pm  
 
<P>The Tanenhaus book is good because it's not just a leftist screed. He really 
understands the historical roots of conservatism, and makes a powerful argument 
that it may have reached the end of its viability as a political movement.</P> 
<P>Whether this is a <EM>good</EM> thing or not is another matter 
entirely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07789569 34885 110 Charles Mon, Oct 12, 2009 9:52:29pm  
 
<P>The Limbaugh fans keep popping in to the St. Louis Rams thread to down-ding 
any comments that criticize the Almighty Rush.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790384 34888 17 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:46:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7790367" target=_blank>#6</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, have you addressed the <A href="http://cei.org/news-
release/2009/10/05/govt-funded-research-unit-destroyed-original-climate-data" 
target=_blank>missing data...</A> yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I can't keep up with all the claims of climate change deniers -- there's 
a new phony outrage every week.</P> 
<P>This looks like another one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790390 34888 21 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:47:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7790382" target=_blank>#15</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly I could care less if gets 3 degress warmer or 3 degrees cooler. I 
played 36 holes yesterday in 42F. At that point it's just plain 
cold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that proves global warming is a hoax, all right.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790391 34888 22 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7790367" target=_blank>#6</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, have you addressed the <A href="http://cei.org/news-
release/2009/10/05/govt-funded-research-unit-destroyed-original-climate-data" 
target=_blank>missing data...</A> yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, have you addressed the facts in the post above?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790405 34888 35 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:56:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7790400" target=_blank>#31</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately the science has been so badly politicized it will be difficult 
to get from the real data to good policy. I fear the unintended consequences of 
government programs designed to save us from ourselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are mountains of perfectly good data. The problem is that way too many 
people swallow the bogus claims of people like Patrick Michaels, who <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2006/06/pat_michaels_fraud_pure_and_si.php
" target=_blank>gave fraudulent testimony to Congress</A> (for 
starters).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790413 34888 42 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:58:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7790403" target=_blank>#34</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is outrageous bullshit from start to finish. It is also what you 
would expect from anti-science hacks like the ones you linked 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Patrick Michaels is notorious for coming up with one bogus claim after 
another.</P> 
<P>More info on <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Patrick_Michaels" 
target=_blank>Patrick J. Michaels</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michaels is Editor of the World Climate Report, a blog published by New Hope 
Environmental Services, "an advocacy science consulting firm"[1] he founded and 
runs. In an affidavit in a Vermont court case, Michaels described the "mission" 
of the firm as being to "publicize findings on climate change and scientific and 
social perspectives that may not otherwise appear in the popular literature or 
media. This entails both response research and public commentary."[2] In effect, 
New Hope Environmental Services is a PR firm.</P> 
<P>Michaels' firm does not disclose who its clients are, but leaked documents 
have revealed that several were power utilities which operate coal power 
stations. On a 2007 academic CV, Michaels disclosed that prior to creating his 
firm he had received funding from the Edison Electric Institute and the Western 
Fuels Association. He has also been a frequent speaker with leading coal and 
energy companies as well as coal and other industry lobby 
groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790440 34888 64 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 10:08:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7790430" target=_blank>#54</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have been following this "dispute" here, and it seems pretty clear cut that 
those who do not believe in AGW were obfuscating the facts in their effort to 
make a point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another word for "obfuscating the facts in an effort to make a point" is 
"lying."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you have pointed out in the past, these tactics, used by both sides on 
occasion, make this issue difficult to analyze.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I've also pointed out, the vast majority of the bogus claims come from 
the anti-AGW side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790445 34888 69 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 10:12:16am  
 
<P>One of the main climate denial propaganda organizations, the Heartland 
Institute, is directly tied to the tobacco industry. And before they started 
trying to confuse the public about global warming, they did their best to 
confuse the public about the health risks of tobacco.</P> 
<P>These are not good people, and they do not have the best interests of the 
country (or the world) in mind. They're industry shills, and they're using 
deliberately deceptive tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790453 34888 76 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 10:17:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7790448" target=_blank>#72</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>I was just putting together a post about the "What Up?" blog. It's pretty 
pathetic.</P> 
<P>The GOP website also violates one of the cardinal rules of web design -- web 
pages should never make sound without the visitor's consent. The GOP site has a 
little Michael Steele who comes walking out and starts talking.</P> 
<P>Really really lame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790457 34888 80 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 10:19:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7790454" target=_blank>#77</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>More BS from the website that started flinging the BS in the first 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790689 34888 130 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 11:19:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7790617" target=_blank>#127</A> Tom on the 
Rez</EM></P> 
<P>Did you see the comments about Patrick Michaels above? It's been proven 
beyond all doubt that he is not a trustworthy person on the subject of global 
warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790662 34891 9 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 11:13:46am  
 
<P>Uh ... so now we're going to bash Obama for "backing down" on his promises to 
the Palestinians? Wowee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790698 34891 26 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 11:21:56am  



 
<P>Time after time, Obama has turned out to be not nearly as radical as I feared 
during the campaign. There are many examples -- this is just the latest 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790766 34892 10 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 11:37:42am  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy is full shriek mode today about the upcoming hearing for 
Rifqa Bary, calling on her deranged followers to harass Florida Gov. Charlie 
Crist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/10/requiem-for-rifqa-hearing-today-
decides-her-fate.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Get a load of her schlocky Photoshop too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790851 34892 63 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 11:55:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7790847" target=_blank>#59</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is smoke and mirrors. It is not a new authorization of troops. IMHO, 
this appears to be a leak to prepare for the decision to deny McChrystal's 
request. They're trying to soften the blow. No way he sends 40,000 more troops. 
It's just not in his nature, especially considering how pissed he is a 
McChrystal's public statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, nobody said it was a "new" authorization of troops. It's an unannounced 
addition of support troops. The excerpt I quoted says that very 
explicitly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790904 34892 95 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 12:05:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7790867" target=_blank>#71</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, why post this article? It has nothing to do with whether Obama is 
planning to "cut and run" now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, because I'm being paid to do this. By THEM.</P> 
<P>Shh. I'm trying to keep it a sekrit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790915 34892 105 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 12:07:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7790890" target=_blank>#85</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but this is a non-story. The reality hasn't changed. In my mind, this 
is designed to make people think that Obama is repsonding to McChrystal's 
request. A lot of people will read this and only come away with "he's sending 
more troops."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF accepts no responsibility for other people's lack of reading 
comprehension.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790923 34892 111 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 12:08:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7790913" target=_blank>#103</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely separate requests. The increase of 40,000 McChrystal is currently 
asking for has nothing to do with this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And neither my post nor the article I linked makes that claim. There's a 
whole lot of jumping to conclusions in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07790994 34892 155 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 12:25:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7790956" target=_blank>#138</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. Your orginial post states:</P> 
<P>"The rumors that President Obama would cut and run from Afghanistan appear to 
have been greatly exaggerated."</P> 
<P>I expected the article to support this contention. It does not. It refers to 
an authorization made 7 months ago. Not sure how this has a bearing on the White 
House's current thinking. No conclusion jumping here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the White House is authorizing 13,000 extra support personnel, that does 
indeed support the contention that there's no cutting and running under 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791009 34892 158 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 12:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7791006" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The White House is not authorizing 13,000 extra support troops--it authorized 
them 7 months ago. Big difference. From the article:</P> 
<P>"Obama announced in a March 27 speech that he was approving 21,000 troops, 
and a White House spokesman said that the president did not approve any other 
increases before or after."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know. That doesn't change anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791140 34895 36 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 1:03:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7791120" target=_blank>#26</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are the GOP faces all obese?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not obese, they're ... uh ... <EM>jolly!</EM> Yeah, that's 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791254 34895 105 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 1:30:34pm  
 
<P>Not a single word at Hot Air about the GOP's highly embarrassing website 
launch.</P> 
<P>"The Internet has been here for a while."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792453 34895 139 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:10:30pm  
 



<P>And I smell a wingnut! Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791309 34897 22 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 1:49:40pm  
 
<P>Not to worry, though; "it's not even really a website."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VwEdXze8wIw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791446 34897 135 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 2:28:55pm  
 
<P>There's a very loud silence in the right wing blogosphere about this 
ridiculously embarrassing site launch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791481 34897 166 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 2:42:02pm  
 
<P>It's pretty amazing. I just took a run around the most popular right wing 
blogs, and not a single one of them has mentioned the GOP's major fail.</P> 
<P>Lockstep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791550 34898 19 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:03:09pm  
 
<P>All that red on the site. Are we sure the GOP hasn't been infiltrated by 
commies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791580 34898 45 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:10:38pm  
 
<P>They didn't post the admin password to gop.com -- they posted the Gmail 
password and login.</P> 
<P>Which is bad enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791644 34898 99 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7791632" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just plain freaky...Lindsey Graham slams Ron Paul again and says Ron 
Paul Hijacked the Republican Party! 12OCT09</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>The audio is really bad but the guy asking the question is talking about 
minorities and public housing. Graham say some about not wanting the be the 
party of angry white men. The audience starts shouting about Ron 
Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gets even worse:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:



'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/dA1kMOnU56E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791652 34898 106 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:30:01pm  
 
<P>Hot Air commenter wants to shoot Olympia Snowe:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we shoot these idiots now or do we have to wait for them to totally screw 
us over first?</P> 
<P>Old Hippie Vet on October 13, 2009 at 1:28 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791657 34898 111 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:32:34pm  
 
<P>Also at Hot Air, they're posting Olympia Snowe's phone number, calling for 
civil war, and calling her a "leftist bitch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791666 34898 118 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:34:54pm  
 
<P>More charming comments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>Throw the leftist, Constitution-hating traitor out of the GOP 
caucus, already. It’s ridiculous to let her keep calling herself a Republican. 
She doesn’t even understand what the word “Republic” means. She is moronic scum.  
<P>progressoverpeace on October 13, 2009 at 1:25 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely! Strip her of her membership, and then search far and wide for a 
conservative to run as a Republican.</P> 
<P>I don’t want to suggest violence, but I think this nation is headed towards a 
civil war if things don’t stop. The American people can’t take a whole lot more 
of this.</P> 
<P>gary4205 on October 13, 2009 at 1:30 PM</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>The The GOP is DEAD. There’s nothing “pragmatic” about counting on a bunch of 
cowardly liars to stand up for American ideals.</P> 
<P>We need to burn the GOP to the ground!</P> 
<P>rcl on October 13, 2009 at 1:37 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791675 34898 126 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7791659" target=_blank>#113</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IC9uSnFFGvQ&amp;feature=player_embedded" 
target=_blank>Chris Matthews Jokes About Shooting Limbaugh</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First of all, he didn't say one word about "shooting" Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>Second, this isn't even close to a real call for violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791685 34898 135 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:40:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7791681" target=_blank>#131</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your right, he talked about someone pushing a CO2 cartridge into Rush's 
head... that would probably hurt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. You don't think he was serious, do you? He was talking about a scene 
from a James Bond movie, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791692 34898 142 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7791670" target=_blank>#121</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama guys made their website right but didn't hire enough moderators or 
moderate tightly enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you might have noticed quite a bit of criticism of them right here at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>Now that the shoe's on the other foot, suddenly you don't seem to like it as 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791694 34898 144 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:42:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7791689" target=_blank>#139</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, and he was laughing... a lot... satire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever. Go ahead and get outraged over that if you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791730 34898 177 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 3:56:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7791727" target=_blank>#174</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AllahPundit sez...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are quite a few posts at LGF about Iran, and about the New York terror 
plot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792191 34898 220 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:04:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7792186" target=_blank>#219</A> Jooly</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now. Have fun storming the castle!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792441 34898 222 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:08:03pm  
 
<P>THEY paid me more than you can imagine!</P> 
<P>Bye now. I took the liberty of blocking your sock puppet account too. No need 
to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792634 34898 226 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:11:46pm  
 
<P>The flouncefest continues.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07791897 34899 125 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 4:43:54pm  
 
<P>See the update above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791913 34899 139 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 4:47:45pm  
 
<P>Now posted in the comments at Hot Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, stop it with the “Charls Johnsn molested a child” rumors.</P> 
<P>We all know he only molests bicycles. It’s on the internet, so it must be 
true.</P> 
<P>Aristotle on October 13, 2009 at 7:28 PM</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>I think Charli Jhnsn was once arrested for child molestation.</P> 
<P>Anyone can confirm this?</P> 
<P>TimeTraveler on October 13, 2009 at 7:17 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791919 34899 143 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 4:48:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7791907" target=_blank>#133</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<P>Couldn't care less what that jackass says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791922 34899 145 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 4:48:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7791908" target=_blank>#134</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scoreboard44 is planning a flounce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pre-emptive block!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791955 34899 177 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 4:56:35pm  
 
<P>Hate mail now flowing in, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07791975 34899 195 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:02:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7791971" target=_blank>#191</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was also naive enough to think that Obama would significantly move to the 
center.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He absolutely has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792008 34899 228 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:11:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7791986" target=_blank>#206</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Unbelievable. Here is Redstate's great plan for handling Olympia Snowe, via 
<A href="http://www.balloon-juice.com/?p=28178" target=_blank>John Cole</A>:</P> 
<P>The moment I heard Snowe was going to vote for the bill, I began furiously 
refreshing Red State for the reaction. Finally, they deliver:</P> 
<P><STRONG>That is right, folks. To show unhappy they are, they are going to ask 
you to buy rock salt through their amazon store and mail it to Olympia Snowe. 
They don’t call them the Red State Strike Farce for nothing.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Seriously, how do I make a joke about this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, what could possibly go wrong with sending a large quantity of a white 
powdery substance to a politician?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792038 34899 258 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:17:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7792026" target=_blank>#246</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Methinks that one doesn't particularly care for HA's new policy (even though, 
for the most part, it's just gone from "everything out in the open" to "say it 
in code and hope mods/LGF doesn't catch on" [a major fail])...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tactic they use now: they deliberately misspell words so they won't be 
caught by filters or searches. You can see that in my post above, where the 
cretin deliberately misspelled "bitch" as "b1tch".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792056 34899 274 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:21:40pm  
 
<P>Too funny.</P> 
<P>Michael Steele's blog has changed its name from "What Up?" to "Change the 
Game."</P> 
<P>Yeah, that game has been <EM>changed</EM>, all right.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gop.com/index.php/chairman_steele/" 
target=_blank>www.gop.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792113 34899 330 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:37:33pm  
 
<P><STRIKE>Chickenshitpundit</STRIKE> Allahpundit says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven’t said anything about him before and hope not to again. I used to 
love his blog; it’s what inspired me to start blogging, so I get no joy from 
squabbling with him. But the sneering about “wingnut blogs” was too much. I eat 
plenty of crap for being an atheist and taking occasional swipes at creationism 
myself. I criticize Palin and Glenn Beck when a lot of other conservative 
bloggers don’t. Who is he to accuse me of being some talking-point machine?</P> 
<P>Allahpundit on October 13, 2009 at 6:55 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the "sneering" about wingnut blogs was too much for AP's delicate 
sensibilities -- this is the guy who sat there and watched as they put LGF under 
the Left Wing column at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>"Hypocrite" is too mild.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792120 34899 335 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:39:04pm  
 
<P>GeorgetownPress: I get the sarcasm, but please stop posting that. The whole 
point of doing that is to get Google to index my name along with the term "child 
molester."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07792129 34899 344 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:41:07pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is freaking out (yes, again) about the Rifqa Bary decision (she 
has to go back to Ohio), calling it a "slow motion execution, sharia style."</P> 
<P>What a raving freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792137 34899 352 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:43:33pm  
 
<P>If anyone thinks Allahpundit didn't know exactly what would happen in his 
comments when he posted that, there's a bridge in Brooklyn for sale, 
cheap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792155 34899 369 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:50:00pm  
 
<P>The last <A href="http://www.gop.com/index.php/learn/accomplishment/" 
target=_blank>notable accomplishment</A> listed at the GOP's new website 
happened in 2004.</P> 
<P>And it's "vouchers" for schoolchildren, so they can attend private religious 
schools and be taught creationism. Yay, GOP!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792164 34899 378 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 5:54:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7792158" target=_blank>#372</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That same article really points out how loving the parents really are. They 
moved to the US so Rifqa could get an eye operation, they live beyond their 
means in a neighborhood they can't afford so their children can experience the 
good life and be in a good school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. But Geller and Spencer are smearing them as potential murderers with 
absolutely no evidence, and despite lots of evidence to the contrary. This is 
what evil looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792384 34899 437 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:55:02pm  
 
<P>Buh bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792417 34899 441 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:02:43pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/7792355" target=_blank>#434</A> 
wiffersnapper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope Allahpundit DID end up banning those posters. What's the Humphrey 
quote? "The right to be heard does not automatically include the right to be 
taken seriously." Case in point, internet commenters. More precisely, these 
lunatic posters at the right wing blogs.</P> 
<P>But it goes without saying it applies to the kossacks as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't. They continued to post in that thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07792551 34899 443 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:41:24pm  
 
<P>It's a flounce-a-palooza in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793641 34899 450 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:01:37am  
 
<P>Buh bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793744 34899 453 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:45:25am  
 
<P>I'm sure you'll be much happier without that LGF account - no need to thank 
me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793977 34899 456 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:43:28am  
 
<P>So long! Have fun storming the castle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792227 34900 26 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7792221" target=_blank>#21</A> 
streetfighter</EM></P> 
<P>Buh bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792239 34900 36 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:17:12pm  
 
<P>There seems to be a campaign under way to harass me by sending donations 
through Paypal for $0.01, with an insulting message. I just refunded the 11th 
one of these.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792249 34900 42 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:19:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7792246" target=_blank>#39</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was thought up by ChenZhen a few weeks ago. He believes it costs you to 
take a donation for one cent because of paypal's term, or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792277 34900 61 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:25:52pm  
 
<P>And now the biggest political morons of all are getting interested:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailypaul.com/node/110769" 
target=_blank>www.dailypaul.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792320 34900 100 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:37:10pm  
 



<P>I think I'll make "Hot Air Comments of the Day" a regular feature at LGF. 
It's been very popular so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792339 34900 116 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:44:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7792328" target=_blank>#106</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://edition.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/01/15/frist.bush/index.html" 
target=_blank>Bush Saved 10 Million Lives</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that the GOP doesn't think that's important enough to list on 
their "accomplishments" page. Don't you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792349 34900 126 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7792339" target=_blank>#116</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that the GOP doesn't think that's important enough to list on 
their "accomplishments" page. Don't you think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But school vouchers to learn creationism and Biblical literalism -- that gets 
prominently featured!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792364 34900 139 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:50:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7792356" target=_blank>#131</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Bush' biggest failure was he failed to appropriately confront his 
detractors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, quite a few LGF commenters were bashing Obama yesterday for doing 
just that, and calling Anita Dunn a "whiner."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792369 34900 144 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:51:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7792361" target=_blank>#136</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no, confronting detractors is NOT the same as directly calling out 
private news companies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ... you meant those <EM>other</EM> detractors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792381 34900 155 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:53:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7792367" target=_blank>#142</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I'm not reading anything into the choice of the color red in the GOP 
website. We are all hardwired by our genes to react to stimuli, in this case 
color, and in particular the color red.</P> 
<P>The prominent use of such strong red on the webpage will, <EM>even if not 
consciously</EM> intended by the web designer (though I suspect it was a 
definite choice), elicit a response on the part of any viewer.</P> 



<P>So besides being tacky, the website will serve the purpose of being an 
<EM>emotional</EM> stimulant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's even remotely that thought-out. They told the designer 
that the GOP's color was RED, and that was all she wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792392 34900 162 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:56:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7792383" target=_blank>#156</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's proper for leading officials/heads of government to 
directly call out specific companies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm sure you would have said the same thing if Bush had denounced MSNBC -
- right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792402 34900 172 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:58:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7792396" target=_blank>#166</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>btw, Notice you have yet another new flouncer downstairs... the HA post 
certainly brought them out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two flouncers, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792405 34900 174 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 6:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7792403" target=_blank>#173</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just said I would have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792414 34900 182 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:01:04pm  
 
<P>If George W. Bush had called out his detractors in the mainstream media like 
Obama is doing, we would have seen the left wing acting EXACTLY like the right 
wing is acting now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792447 34900 213 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:09:02pm  
 
<P>The nuts are really coming out of the woodwork in the earlier 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792483 34900 247 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:19:53pm  
 
<P>The religious right is opposed to ALL forms of birth control, and that 
includes condoms. Any attempt at family planning is thwarting the will of God, 
in their eyes.</P> 
<P>They say this explicitly. It's a simple matter to find examples, from the 
patriarchal movement to James Dobson to the Family Research 
Council.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07792502 34900 265 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:25:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7792498" target=_blank>#261</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vasectomy: The gift that keeps on giving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't mind burning forever in eternal torment, that 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792509 34900 272 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:25:55pm  
 
<P>'johnnygriswold' is getting brave now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792519 34900 282 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 7:28:23pm  
 
<P>Wow, flouncers are flouncing all over the place tonight.</P> 
<P>Here's where Michael Steele got the idea for "Change the Game:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=dj+quik+change+the+game&amp;rls=com.microso
ft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-
8&amp;sourceid=ie7&amp;rlz=1I7GGIE_en" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792638 34900 393 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7792636" target=_blank>#391</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention Quiverfull!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. The Quiverfull movement is one of the most radical examples of 
this kind of fanaticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792689 34900 443 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:31:19pm  
 
<P>Seven hate mails so far tonight. Three of them used some variation of "you've 
really jumped the shark now, Chuckie! Hahahahahaha!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792732 34900 484 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:42:40pm  
 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>I don't have time to deal with another pissing match.</P> 
<P>Stop it now or I'll close the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792761 34900 512 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:50:17pm  
 
<P>If you folks need to do something, why don't you take some of this anger, go 
over to Hot Air, and defend LGF against the sheer rubbish that's going on over 
there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07792766 34900 516 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:51:16pm  
 
<P>Now the white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain is getting into the act at Hot 
Air too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792771 34900 521 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 8:52:47pm  
 
<P>Now that Allahpundit's no longer around to issue his weak tea admonitions, 
they're REALLY getting ugly at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792801 34901 12 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:00:56pm  
 
<P>I see we're even getting the assholes in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792848 34901 36 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:08:42pm  
 
<P>Out of the woodwork tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792868 34901 42 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:13:24pm  
 
<P>Because I dared to call out the creeps at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792923 34901 46 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7792880" target=_blank>#45</A> Cheeseland</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want the kids to keep taking piano lessons, is watching this going to 
inspire them or scare them away?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it is pretty scary if you have an appreciation for the mind-boggling 
technique. But it's also very inspiring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792937 34902 32 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:34:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7792934" target=_blank>#30</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<P>You're actually going to try to defend this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792942 34902 36 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:35:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7792936" target=_blank>#31</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not a creatonist, he is very clear in keeping his faith separate from 
his science.My point is he is a very level headed person to listen to. He 
doesn't beat the drums of populist anger and he talks about a lot more topics 
other than politics.You should listen to the happiness hour 
sometime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Dennis Prager <EM>is</EM> a creationist. One of the only times I heard 
him lose his cool was when he had ID shill Michael Behe on his show, and someone 
called in to challenge him on his creationist views.</P> 



<P>He's definitely a promoter of "intelligent design" 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792964 34902 52 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:39:31pm  
 
<P>Wow. Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792965 34902 53 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:40:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7792960" target=_blank>#48</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<P>Are you using a proxy IP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792978 34902 66 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:43:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7792974" target=_blank>#62</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh give me a break. David Axelrod met with Roger Ailes a couple of weeks ago. 
This recent round of paranoid hysterics is only due to one news interview of a 
White House press officer that voiced her opinions on Fox News. People thought 
Nixon was going to destroy the press. The left thought Reagan controlled the 
press and the media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just unbelievable. Anita Dunn criticizes Fox News and suddenly the right 
wing is screaming about the coming fascist death camps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07792989 34902 76 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:46:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7792984" target=_blank>#72</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminds me, what's the latest on the "fairness" doctrine?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest is that there is no fairness doctrine, and nobody is trying to 
bring back any fairness doctrine. But that isn't stopping the right wing pundits 
from fear mongering about it, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793003 34902 90 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7793001" target=_blank>#88</A> redshirt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm sure you will let us know if it rears it's ugly head 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793011 34902 98 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:50:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7793005" target=_blank>#92</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll restate the second paragraph more forcefully: violating Godwin's Law is 
bad PR (for non-leftys). Beck has a good point but picks the wrong 
illustration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, he does not have a good point at all. This is complete nonsense. It's the 
ranting of a crazy person. There is no attempt to "shut down" Fox News or 
"censor" Fox News.</P> 
<P>They were <EM>criticized!</EM> The <EM>horror!</EM> We're doomed! Aaah! 
<EM>[run around screaming]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793020 34902 107 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:54:32pm  
 
<P>When did "conservatives" turn into such whining crybabies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793028 34902 115 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:56:18pm  
 
<P>It's amazing. The big hero of conservatives is a guy who <EM>weeps</EM> on 
television.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793039 34902 126 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 9:59:37pm  
 
<P>Thomas Jefferson updated:</P> 
<P>"The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the phony tears 
of alcoholic TV personalities."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793067 34902 153 Charles Tue, Oct 13, 2009 10:07:27pm  
 
<P>If George W. Bush's communications director had come out and criticized MSNBC 
like Anita Dunn criticized Fox News, the same people who are screaming about 
suppression and censorship right now would have been cheering. This is pure 
hypocrisy, and nothing but crybaby victimhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793661 34902 369 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:14:06am  
 
<P>I see the Glenn Beck apologists have shown up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793673 34902 371 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:21:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/7793666" target=_blank>#370</A> 
brandon13</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Basically let Beck do whatever he wants without any sort of criticism.</P> 
<P>OK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, that's what they want.</P> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794082 34902 374 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:06:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7793909" target=_blank>#373</A> elclynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that at all. I also didn't say criticism of Beck is unfair. But, 
yes, Freedom of Speech is applicable to all. Even people we don't 
like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And criticism has absolutely nothing to do with anyone's "freedom of speech." 
Beck is free to say anything he wants, and I am free to criticize it any way I 
want to.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone, even Charles, who makes the assumption I am a fan of Beck is also 
yelling fire in a crowded theatre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just my impression, based on the fact that you always turn up in threads 
about Glenn Beck and defend him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794142 34902 376 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:26:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/7794138" target=_blank>#375</A> elclynn</EM></P> 
<P>Somehow, I'll try to carry on despite your disapproval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794161 34902 378 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:30:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7794156" target=_blank>#377</A> elclynn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not disapproval, just being honest with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let me be honest with you too -- you don't get to decide what I cover 
or don't cover at LGF, and I disagree with your attempt to shut down criticism 
of Glenn Beck. It's not going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794189 34902 380 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:37:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7794183" target=_blank>#379</A> elclynn</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you are cordially invited to piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793587 34903 289 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:38:25am  
 
<P>Looks like the former friends of LGF are really whipped up into a frenzy this 
morning. One of the top items at Memeorandum:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.memeorandum.com/091013/p158#a091013p158" 
target=_blank>www.memeorandum.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793600 34903 299 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:46:48am  
 
<P>Also, 'buzzsawmonkey' has admitted at the stalker blog that he planned his 
nasty little departure in advance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793607 34903 306 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:48:21am  
 
<P>All of the comments posted at LGF by buzzsawmonkey have been 
nuked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793609 34903 307 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:49:05am  
 
<P>And then we have this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://proxify.com/p/111110A1000100/687474703a2f2f61766964656469746f722e77



6f726470726573732e636f6d2f323030392f31302f31332f636a2d6f662d6c67662d69732d616e2d
616e74692d73656d6974652d6275742d69732d68652d612d7065646f7068696c652d746f6f2f" 
target=_blank>proxify.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793631 34903 326 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:57:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7793610" target=_blank>#308</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Limbaugh thread is three weeks old; wonder why it's being deplored 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they needed to counterattack after my post that pointed out how they 
ignored the gop.com launch. It's incredibly lame.</P> 
<P>And they're trying to get Rush Limbaugh to threaten to sue 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793658 34903 347 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:12:10am  
 
<P>I've sent a formal complaint to Wordpress.com.</P> 
<P>Also, Allahpundit has taken no action to remove the comments at Hot Air that 
falsely accuse me of being a child molester. So I have no choice but to complain 
to their web host, Rackspace, since this is a very clear violation of their 
Acceptable Use Policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793701 34903 382 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:34:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7793694" target=_blank>#377</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are gone now. Including his demand that they knock it off or face 
banning. Gee, I wonder why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they are not gone:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/10/13/michael-steele-
launches-new-blog-called-um-what-up/comment-page-1/#comment-2829852" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You're looking at a different page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793725 34903 388 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:40:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7793720" target=_blank>#387</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, Allah has a long way to go. He either needs to clean house or just 
leave Hot Air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not stupid. He knows comments like that should be deleted. He's leaving 
them up on purpose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793796 34903 398 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:00:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7793789" target=_blank>#395</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do they have a point, for once? Quotes that, if accurate, would be very 
damaging to a man's reputation, ought to be checked and double-
checked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they do not have a point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793710 34904 10 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:37:34am  
 
<P>Ron Paul kooks think Israel is funding LGF -- it's impossible for one person 
to run a site like this, they say.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailypaul.com/node/110769" 
target=_blank>www.dailypaul.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793719 34904 16 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:39:54am  
 
<P>Five hate mails already this morning. Looks like it's going to be a great 
day!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793748 34904 38 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:46:28am  
 
<P>Lots of haters showing up now in the 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' 
thread.</P> 
<P>Looks like that will be a popular new recurring feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793760 34904 48 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:49:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7793754" target=_blank>#42</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find that thread. I have trouble finding any of their "threads" if 
they aren't on the front page. The place is a mess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I meant the thread here at LGF. Two flounces already this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793987 34904 111 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:44:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7793959" target=_blank>#107</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that the RNC site was released prematurely. But I don't see anything 
untoward or oafish about this ad. It's simply the reality of how websites are 
actually operated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're kind of missing the point. I agree that modern web sites are designed 
so that non-web savvy people can operate them.</P> 
<P>But this comment in their ad for interns is simply humorous, because their 
website was so horribly designed and launched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793849 34905 46 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:09:03am  
 
<P>Well, it's time to disable the contact form again, after the eighth anonymous 
hate mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07793871 34905 61 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:13:12am  
 
<P>The Paulians ARE taking over the discussion forum at gop.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793915 34906 9 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:27:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7793901" target=_blank>#3</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... and a good opportunity to press him on his ridiculous support of "climate 
change" legislation is missed; tripped up by fringe assholes and Paulians.</P> 
<P>Thanks, guys!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing ridiculous about Graham's support of climate change 
legislation. If more Republicans would take their heads out of their nether 
regions on this subject, we might be able to get some legislation based on 
reality, that would do something to effectively address the problem. Instead, 
the vast majority of Republicans are putting out disinformation and anti-science 
propaganda, to please their paymasters in the Heartland Institute and other 
industry lobby groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793925 34906 14 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:29:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7793921" target=_blank>#11</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I the only one around here who hopes every member of senate/congress who 
voted for the stimulus package gets dumped?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, have you noticed that the economy is turning around?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793933 34906 18 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:32:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7793929" target=_blank>#15</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>You can't honestly believe it's due to this "stimulus." Really? Am I reading 
you correctly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stimulus package definitely played a part. But if you'd rather believe 
there's nothing good at all about Obama, I can see how you'd deny 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793936 34906 20 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:33:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7793934" target=_blank>#19</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Everycountry on planet earth with a functioning government enacted 
similar economic stimulus measures. You're living in a fantasy land if you think 
America is immune to economic reality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Obama Derangement Syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793947 34906 29 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:36:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7793946" target=_blank>#28</A> astronmr20</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if you'd rather believe there's nothing good at all about Obama, I can 
see how you'd deny that.</P> 
<P>Excuse me Charles, but where did I say that?</P> 
<P>I can deny that the stimulus bill played any part in this recovery by 
applying <STRONG>basic economic principles</STRONG>, and not by blind Obama 
hatred.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which "basic economic principles" are those?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07793998 34906 65 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:46:37am  
 
<P>It's a multi-flounce day! Just had another one in the 'Hot Air Comments' 
thread too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794050 34906 106 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 10:57:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7794042" target=_blank>#99</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Precisely, I don't like the idea of "Czars" or hand-picked officials. I'd 
prefer to have people elected either by the people or our congress. I'd imagine 
that it would be a logistical nightmare and probably a waste of money, but again 
- I am just uncomfortable with the idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that we've had presidential appointees in this country for many 
years? Do you think it's feasible for every single government official to be 
elected?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794091 34906 136 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:10:20am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>Last night on the Sean Hannity show... a full hour devoted to Jerome Corsi, 
the World Nut Daily fanatic who has appeared several times on the white 
supremacist radio show Political Cesspool, and is a prime promoter of the 
Birther insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794111 34906 154 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:18:54am  
 
<P>Look at this crap! I don't believe this. New World Order black helicopter 
craziness, right out in the open on Fox News.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/uNfkgcaMI1k&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794164 34907 14 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:30:56am  
 
<P>Someone is now vandalizing my Wikipedia page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794169 34907 17 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:32:17am  



 
<P>That was fast -- a Wikipedia editor has already reversed the 
vandalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794196 34907 36 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:39:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7794174" target=_blank>#20</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good. Looks like you may have a friend at Wiki.What was the gist of the 
vandalism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the history page -- the usual childish obscene and derogatory 
comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Charles_Foster_Johnson&amp;actio
n=history" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794212 34907 48 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:47:01am  
 
<P>Today I see that Hot Air commenters are going through LGF looking for posts 
where I defended LGF against cherry picking of our comments -- they're going on 
a hypocrisy hunt.</P> 
<P>What they don't realize is that comments advocating civil war or 
assassination, or calling people "child molesters," were NEVER tolerated at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>And now that I have vastly improved tools for monitoring comments, many of 
the offensive comments that didn't rise to that level are also now 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794215 34907 50 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:48:57am  
 
<P>Lots of activity in the search log from these creeps -- but that's cool, 
because every time they use the search page, they're being served 
advertisements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794221 34907 54 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:50:54am  
 
<P>A call to LGF readers -- please help me find the Hot Air comments for our 
next 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' thread. I'm looking specifically for racist, 
defamatory, or threatening comments.</P> 
<P>Post your findings in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794225 34907 58 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:51:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7794224" target=_blank>#57</A> ohpleaseno</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, is the coding from this page entirely proprietary? Did you do this 
all yourself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I wrote all the code that drives LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794231 34907 64 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:55:28am  



 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7794230" target=_blank>#63</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I just visited your Wiki entry for the first time and saw your middle name. 
Are you any relation to the famous American musician and composer that shares 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you mean Stephen Foster - no, no relation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794236 34907 68 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:56:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7794232" target=_blank>#65</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I’m not raggin’ on the chick. Apparently, this subconscious sense of 
inferiority to whites is gettin’ her down. It’s a mental illness, stupid. 
There’s therapy available for it.</P> 
<P>By the way, does she know that black Africans sold massive amounts of 
conquered enemy tribes into slavehood to the white Europeans or is she just 
selectively ignorant on that aspect of history? Just sayin’. The African slave 
trade was lucrative for blacks and whites alike.</P> 
<P>Name redacted</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link? Click the date next to the comment for the direct link to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794240 34907 72 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:57:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7794238" target=_blank>#70</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They still see upset by language standards:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! That one really wants to use the n-word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794245 34907 76 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:58:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7794243" target=_blank>#74</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't like being moderated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So people are posting the n-word there. Nice!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794247 34907 78 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 11:58:48am  
 
<P>Please post the links to these comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794292 34907 116 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 12:09:36pm  
 
<P>It's almost too easy to find this kind of stuff at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>I think I have enough for a 'Comments of the Day' post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794324 34907 140 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 12:24:07pm  



 
<P>Strange, isn't it, that the same people who rant and rave about how 
insignificant and irrelevant LGF is, are reading every post and every comment 
that goes up here, in real time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794380 34907 188 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 12:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7794376" target=_blank>#185</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get it. A Wookie is not the science fiction character I'd choose to 
compare the First Lady with. Then again I'm not planning on comparing the First 
Lady to a science fiction character.</P> 
<P>99% because I'm a gentleman and 1% because I know Michelle Obama could kick 
my butt sideways and back again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think about what a wookie looks like, it's not hard to figure out why 
they're calling Michelle Obama that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794401 34907 208 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 12:45:10pm  
 
<P>CoCo: sorry -- but I'm not going to stand by and just take the abuse from 
these creeps any more without fighting back. Why don't you spend a little energy 
going to their site and asking them to stop?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795417 34907 271 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:27:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/7795287" target=_blank>#270</A> 
LeftRightWrong</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corsi was also the primary guest last night on "Coast to Coast AM" radio 
show. He also believes that oil is not a fossil fuel, but created by chemical 
processes deep in the center of the earth and then oozes to the surface - in 
other words that the earth is the source of a limitless supply of 
petroleum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a stone-cold kook. Legitimized by Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794484 34908 29 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:04:44pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7794481" target=_blank>#26</A> spacejesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lots of hilarious southern slavery revisionism going on at 
stalkerblog.com</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone wants to know why those people were banned from LGF, thats a good 
thread to start with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794504 34908 42 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7794503" target=_blank>#41</A> Hening</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I miss all the outrage over the Huffpo site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently you did.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07794523 34908 56 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:16:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7794514" target=_blank>#50</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do understand that MM hosted a special website on immigration whose key 
writer was/is a favorite VDARE racist, and that MM herself is part of that 
bandwagon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that, Malkin has posted several times about open white supremacist 
Peter Brimelow, calling him a "friend."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794533 34908 65 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:20:07pm  
 
<P>There goes 'Hening' with his crusader avatar through the threads, posting one 
comment supporting extremism after another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794571 34908 102 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:30:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7794554" target=_blank>#86</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At yesterday's link to Powerline, I noticed they had held an experiment, in 
which comments were allowed. The experiment is over. Keeping the comments clean 
was too hard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either it was too hard, or they prefer not to know what kind of people are 
reading and agreeing with them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794646 34908 170 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:50:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7794635" target=_blank>#159</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Shiftless and Lazy" comment is still up. No condemnation from Ed or AP. 
Looks like they aren't going to moderate comments. It's open 
season!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way -- if someone had posted a comment here at LGF calling Allahpundit 
or Ed Morrissey a "child molester," it would have been deleted and the commenter 
blocked as soon as I became aware of it. And that's even though I believe both 
of those people are utter creeps.</P> 
<P>The fact that they have done neither, but are allowing vile defamatory 
comments like that to remain on their site completely confirms my opinion of 
their characters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794665 34908 188 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:56:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7794663" target=_blank>#186</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>I can't believe you're trying to make excuses for that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794674 34908 196 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 1:58:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7794668" target=_blank>#191</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to point this out to her--it may come as a shock--but Malkin isn't 
white, and I believe Mr. Malkin is Jewish. What the hell is she hanging out with 
these people for?</P> 
<P>(I don't approve of white people hanging out with white supremacists either, 
but at least there is only evil and dumbness, not total cognitive dissonance, 
involved there.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't ask me. But it's not the only example. Marcus Epstein is also a big 
booster of white supremacists, and he's half Jewish/half Korean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794777 34908 297 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:33:41pm  
 
<P>Just had a very interesting chat with Jon Avlon:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thedailybeast.com/blogs-and-stories/2009-10-
07/the-next-wingnut-attack/" target=_blank>www.thedailybeast.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Former adviser to Rudy Giuliani. He's writing a book; this was an interview 
for the book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794781 34908 301 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:35:11pm  
 
<P>People are noticing the incredible vitriol that's being directed at me, for 
not toeing the hard right line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794791 34908 310 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7794780" target=_blank>#300</A> 
ludwigvanquixote</EM></P> 
<P>The reason why some extreme comments were allowed at LGF in the early years 
was twofold:</P> 
<P>1) I believed the community would police itself, and it was better to err on 
the side of free speech. (Bzzt! Wrong.)</P> 
<P>2) I simply didn't have the tools to monitor comments very well. We were 
running on an underpowered web server, with blog software that was not up to the 
task. And when LGF started to become popular and there were thousands of 
comments a day, it was simply impossible to read them all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794814 34908 333 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:46:25pm  
 
<P>Walter - I'm sure eventually you'll learn to hit the Reply button instead of 
Quote for comments like those...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794819 34908 338 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:47:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7794816" target=_blank>#335</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>So what's stopping you from starting your own blog where you can post what 
you think is important, and get all the credit for it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794823 34908 342 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 2:48:48pm  



 
<P>Interesting that no one ever complained when I posted comments from 
Huffington Post or Daily Kos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794939 34908 386 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:23:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7794932" target=_blank>#384</A> Bonk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess. Just seems to a very focused anti- blog now, whereas before it used 
to be a lot more balanced. Just curious why it changed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, right. Used to be "more balanced."</P> 
<P>What you really mean is that you used to believe LGF agreed with your pet 
ideologies. Now that your own oxe is being gored, suddenly it's all one-
sided.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795352 34908 397 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:10:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7795326" target=_blank>#396</A> 
PaisleyCow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles blames them for the comments (which if IIRC, Charles has defended 
himself against the exact same thing in the past), then ridicules Allahpundit 
for threatening to ban someone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P> 
<P>Allahpundit threatened to ban someone who posted a comment <EM>accusing me of 
being a pedophile</EM> -- and then he didn't ban that person, and didn't even 
delete the comments. And there was more than one comment that echoed the "child 
molester" smear.</P> 
<P>How would you feel if someone falsely accused you by your real name (not 
"PaisleyCow") of committing a disgusting crime, and the person with the 
authority to delete that comment ... DIDN'T?</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795507 34908 402 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 6:01:42pm  
 
<P>Now you're just being willfully obtuse, making excuses for people who falsely 
accuse me of being a pedophile, and I've had enough. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797524 34908 411 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 12:19:48pm  
 
<P>It's a really bad idea to dare me to ban you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794859 34909 5 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:03:26pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.cbssports.com/mcc/blogs/entry/6264363/17690659" 
target=_blank>Limbaugh: good riddance - CBSSports.com</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a great day for those of us who see sports as a unifying not dividing 
medium.</P> 
<P>Oh, go ahead, Limbaugh lickers, post your comments about how people have made 
up quotes or taken them out of context or call everyone a racist. Fire away, you 
brave anonymous message board flamers. That's what you do.</P> 



<P>(This is said without malice and is my opinion: I believe almost any quote 
attributed to Limbaugh when it comes to race because he's said any number of 
ugly and hateful things. Just my opinion and belief.)</P> 
<P>Limbaugh represents everything that's wrong with how people relate to one 
another today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794907 34909 44 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:14:56pm  
 
<P>Happens every time -- now that there's a new post up, the bashers and whiners 
start posting in the previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794933 34909 65 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7794910" target=_blank>#47</A> meatsss</EM></P> 
<P>There's nothing false about this nasty little bit of race-baiting, still 
fresh off the radio:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794949 34909 78 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:27:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7794941" target=_blank>#71</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm... Where are the actual, you know, <A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=ZjY5NzliM2M0ZGJiZjdhNjUxMTcyNzcyN
zA2ZWE1NDI=" target=_blank>documented cases</A> of Limbaugh engaging in race 
baiting?</P> 
<P>See also <A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=MWY0MmZiMzQ2NGQ0ZTM0MGYzOGJmMDdkZ
jJkM2Y4NDc=" target=_blank>Andy McCarthy</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean <EM>these</EM> documented examples?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Rush_Limbaugh" target=_blank>Rush 
Limbaugh - Wikiquote</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Take that bone out of your nose and call me back.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Response to a black caller he was having a hard time understanding in the 
1970s when he worked under the name "Jeff Christie" on a top-40 music program in 
Pittsburgh, as quoted in Newsday (8 October 1990) where he expresses some 
remorse at having said it; also in The Way Things Aren't : Rush Limbaugh's Reign 
of Error (1995) by Steve Rendall, Jim Naureckas, and Jeff Cohen [ISBN 
156584260X] , "Limbaugh : A Color Man Who Has A Problem With Color?" by Jeff 
Cohen and Steve Rendall in FAIR and The Los Angeles Times (6 July 2000), and 
"Bone Voyage" at Snopes.com (4 September 2007)</P> 
<P><STRONG>The NAACP should have riot rehearsal. They should get a liquor store 
and practice robberies.</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in Flush Rush Quarterly (January 1993) and in "Limbaugh : A Color 
Man Who Has A Problem With Color?" by Jeff Cohen and Steve Rendall in FAIR and 
The Los Angeles Times (6 July 2000), and in "Off Sides" by Michael Tomasky in 
The American Prospect (16 July 2003)</P> 
<P><STRONG>They're 12 percent of the population. Who the hell 
cares?</STRONG></P> 



<P>Of African-Americans, as quoted in "Limbaugh Brings Baggage with his ESPN 
Blabber" by Derrick Z. Jackson inThe Boston Globe (16 July 2003), and 
"Colorblind football fans know Rush is wrong" by Richard Roeper in Chicago Sun-
Times (1 October 2003)</P> 
<P><STRONG>Have you ever noticed how all composite pictures of wanted criminals 
resemble Jesse Jackson?</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in "Limbaugh : A Color Man Who Has A Problem With Color?" by Jeff 
Cohen and Steve Rendall in FAIR and The Los Angeles Times (6 July 2000), and at 
"Bone Voyage" at Snopes.com (4 September 2007)</P> 
<P><STRONG>The media has been very desirous that a black quarterback do 
well.</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in "Dittohead Blues" in the LA Weekly (9 October 2003)</P> 
<P><STRONG>Look, let me put it to you this way: the NFL all too often looks like 
a game between the Bloods and the Crips without any weapons. There, I said 
it.</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in "Hey Rush, when it comes to sports ... shhh!" by Mike Freeman at 
CBS SportsLine (27 January 2007)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794963 34909 89 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:29:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7794958" target=_blank>#85</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, first comment.</P> 
<P>I predict a Rush flounce. If not this poster, some other long-
lurker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, registered almost a year ago and that's his first 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794967 34909 93 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:31:22pm  
 
<P>Flounce #1!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794968 34909 94 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:31:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7794966" target=_blank>#92</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe Scarborough devoted some time this morning on his show to those wiki 
quotes and why you can't trust them. Evidently he had personal 
experience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all sourced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794977 34909 102 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:35:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7794971" target=_blank>#96</A> drogheda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the day? Or just the thread? I haven't looked at other threads but surely 
the RP and Cori threads were flounce-worthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, just for this thread. There have been numerous flounces and haters today. 
And six hate mails at last count.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794981 34909 105 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:37:00pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7794979" target=_blank>#104</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bone quote looks bad, but that was a long time ago. The rest require a 
biased reading (if he really said them -- I would take anything Flush Rush says 
with a grain of salt. I wouldn't call them "documentation") to qualify as race 
baiting. The Crips and Bloods quip, for example, reads like a commentary on the 
NFL's well-known criminal problems. The Je$$e Jack$on remark is only race 
baiting if you also think that criticizing the Dear Leader in the White House is 
racism. C'mon -- Jack$on is just a buffoon whose face just happens to have that 
certain Post Office Wall look a lot of the time.</P> 
<P>I'm not seeing a pattern here, and I think that a lot of people who don't 
listen to his show regularly just don't get the jokes.</P> 
<P>NB: Rush isn't right all the time. I'm not a droid. But it's utterly shameful 
how members of the government like that fool in congress think they can go after 
individuals. It doesn't matter that Rush happens to be a high-profile 
individual. This is a dangerous precedent, and is the real story here. Not 
Rush's imagined race baiting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing imaginary about the race-baiting in this comment, made just a 
couple of weeks ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But go ahead and keep making excuses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07794992 34909 116 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:39:11pm  
 
<P>Flounce #2!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795019 34909 141 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:47:27pm  
 
<P>Out of the woodwork again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795023 34909 145 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:48:21pm  
 
<P>The sleepers awake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795033 34909 154 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:50:30pm  
 
<P>Flounce #3!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795039 34909 160 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7795028" target=_blank>#150</A> clgood</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, he has a black man working for him! That means he can't be a race-
baiter!</P> 
<P>Logic. It's not just for eggheads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795054 34909 175 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:54:57pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7795046" target=_blank>#167</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw geez. It's like a thunder storm of stupid just rolled in here. I do not 
envy your job Charles, but I certainly grateful you do it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This always happens whenever you post anything even mildly critical of St. 
Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795072 34909 190 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 3:58:26pm  
 
<P>And now the wingnut dingers are showing up.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/7795065" target=_blank>#185</A> Meatsss</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NFL didn't exclude him, did they? A bunch of lefty jerks put out false 
quotes and many (including here) blindly followed and repeated them.That's 
slander and libel. He has cause for legal action if he is dropped by the 
Cricketts group. He may not win, but he can give some so called journalists 
headaches for not vetting their stories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. People can pick and choose who they wish to be associated with, 
and you're dreaming if you think he has any grounds for "legal action."</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795220 34909 332 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 4:31:49pm  
 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795365 34909 464 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:12:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/7795361" target=_blank>#461</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck praising Bachmann...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>"How can I help you raise money?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the meeting of the "minds." A match made in wingnut 
land.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795393 34909 489 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:20:18pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #4!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795427 34909 521 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:31:05pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #5!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795434 34909 528 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7795430" target=_blank>#524</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why make a long ass flounce post when they know it'll be 
deleted??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a very weird psychological quirk. Someone should commission a study in 
behavioral anomalies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795450 34909 544 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:40:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/7795447" target=_blank>#541</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>That's a bogus Explorer Javascript error - means nothing, and has no effect 
on anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795453 34909 547 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:41:46pm  
 
<P>SpaceJesus was baiting the hell out of the stalker bloggers today. It's 
pretty hilarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795469 34909 561 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:47:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/7795452" target=_blank>#546</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>QUICK - TURN OFF YOUR COMPUTER AND PUT IT INTO A BATHTUB FULL OF WATER... 
IT'S READY TO BLOW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Better watch out with that kind of advice. I was West Coast Editor of a 
computer magazine back in the Pleistocene era, and one April Fool's Day they 
included a disk with a program that made the screen image turn upside down, then 
crack and fall down in pieces.</P> 
<P>About a hundred people ran that program, then promptly threw their computers 
in the trash, thinking they were no good any more. Then they wrote VERY angry 
letters to the magazine, leading to an abject apology and new computers for all 
the people who fell for it.</P> 
<P>I had nothing to do with the prank (thank Cthulhu), and it's one big reason 
why I don't have much love for April Fool's jokes to this day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795472 34909 564 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:48:41pm  
 
<P>Everyone with Internet Explorer please note: WALTER WAS ONLY KIDDING. I 
REPEAT, IT WAS A JOKE. A JOKE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795474 34909 566 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7795473" target=_blank>#565</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush fans showing up on the article Charles linked to earlier...<A 
href="http://www.cbssports.com/mcc/blogs/entry/6264363/17690659/3" 
target=_blank>Limbaugh: good riddance</A></P> 
<P>Well, there's your problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that cute? The stalkers do this every time. They show up at any site I 
link to that allows comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07795481 34909 572 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 5:52:08pm  
 
<P>New York Times Magazine is going to do a profile on me. Won't be for a few 
weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795516 34909 604 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 6:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7795515" target=_blank>#603</A> KipAllen</EM></P> 
<P>Not a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795530 34909 615 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 6:10:32pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #6!</P> 
<P>Come on everybodyDo the Limbaugh FlounceIt's not too strenuousYou just sit 
there and bounce</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795537 34909 618 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 6:11:55pm  
 
<P>It was a very good flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795625 34909 643 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 6:43:53pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #7!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795688 34909 649 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 7:02:07pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #8!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07795758 34909 653 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 7:14:55pm  
 
<P>It's hard to keep track - the idiocy is catching, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796008 34909 683 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:13:14pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #9!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796015 34909 685 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/7796010" target=_blank>#684</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>"We" are not doing anything. The team of investors who are making a bid for 
the St. Louis Rams have decided that Limbaugh's race-baiting is a liability, not 
an asset, and he's been kicked out because there's serious money at stake and 
they don't want their bid to be turned down because they're in league with a 
bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796055 34909 693 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:23:03pm  



 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #10!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796069 34909 697 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:25:32pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #11!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796092 34909 701 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:28:54pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #12!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796192 34909 719 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:44:46pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh flounce #13!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796202 34909 720 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 8:46:07pm  
 
<P>And if that wasn't a flounce, you can email me and let me know what it was, 
because I'm out of patience and it's not a good idea to play around without 
making it very clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796299 34909 734 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/733/7796289" target=_blank>#733</A> 
mulgamutt</EM></P> 
<P>What crap. You could read the thread and you'd find numerous citations to 
back up Rush Limbaugh's race-baiting comments. But no, you'd rather spout off in 
complete ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796306 34909 735 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:07:44pm  
 
<P>Your sock is also banned, and that makes Limbaugh flounce #14 and 
#15!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07796418 34909 743 Charles Wed, Oct 14, 2009 9:49:22pm  
 
<P>GNIDAthe#seCond did indeed email, and that wasn't a flounce. His account has 
been restored.</P> 
<P>So the adjusted flounce count is now: 14.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797125 34909 781 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:05:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/767/7796825" target=_blank>#767</A> 
akforty777</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, for you to say you'd believe the quotes, false or not, just because 
you think they sound like him goes against all the integrity I believe you 
have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading comprehension is apparently a lost art.</P> 



<P>I NEVER said anything like this. NEVER. I quoted an article in which someone 
else wrote those words.</P> 
<P>Un-freaking-believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797372 34909 783 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:40:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/782/7797371" target=_blank>#782</A> 
fsjeffrey</EM></P> 
<P>Try reading this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797511 34909 785 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 12:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/784/7797483" target=_blank>#784</A> 
fsjeffrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re:783 Charles</P> 
<P>I am referring specifically the the alleged quote that "slavery has its 
merits."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know. While ignoring the NUMEROUS other race-baiting quotes that are 
verified and sourced.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose that Limbaugh will have to sue them to find out the truth of the 
matter.</P> 
<P>If you have found such a file, please indicate exactly where it may be 
found.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think Rush Limbaugh is going to sue anyone over this, you're dreaming. 
The last thing he wants is to have his whole history of bigoted race-baiting 
remarks drawn out into the public eye and documented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797072 34912 277 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:39:11am  
 
<P>Reading through this thread, I can't help noticing that nobody seems to want 
to touch one of the main points of the article -- which is that when Robert 
Stacy McCain's undeniable associations with racist groups like League of the 
South and American Renaissance and outright neo-Nazis like Bill White were 
revealed, instead of shunning him and treating him like the creep he is, the 
right wing blogosphere united to <EM>support</EM> him -- and turned on me like a 
pack of rabid weasels.</P> 
<P>Instead there's a whole lot of stuff being posted about Bill Ayers, which 
really has nothing to do with this, and a lot of denial that there's even a 
problem on the right at all.</P> 
<P>If there's no problem, why has the right wing blogosphere universally decided 
to back McCain?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797101 34912 306 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:54:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7797086" target=_blank>#291</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a nobody, Ayers certainly has a number of very influential people who 
think rather highly of him.</P> 
<P>RSM getting "props" from a buncha mouth-breathing bloggers pales in 
comparison, and the very fact they need to rush to his defense shows his grip on 
the party is by no means secure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Look, Bill Ayers is a dick. Nobody denies that. But he has no real influence 
on anyone. Not even the left wing blogosphere supports him; I've read attacks on 
Ayers at left wing sites too. He's a fringe character. You can argue that he 
still has more influence than he should, and that might be so -- but his 
influence is VERY limited.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, the most popular right wing blogs are all linking to and 
supporting a white supremacist. I think that's much more damaging than Bill 
Ayers' remote connection to Barack Obama, which, frankly, turned out to be a 
losing strategy in the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797106 34912 310 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:57:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7797103" target=_blank>#308</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if we on the right were concerned by an Ayers on the Left, all the more 
should we be concerned about RSM et al in our own camp. If we can, quite 
rightly, scream bloody murder about his radicalism, we must all the more go ape-
shit crazy at the suggestion that a white supremacist is welcomed into our 
fold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet -- the right wing blogosphere is doing the exact 
opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797150 34912 349 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:20:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7797143" target=_blank>#342</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, have you ever considered debating RSM on the radio or other 
real-time media? I am sure that'd be a farging barn burner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no point in "debating" a white supremacist. They should be shunned, 
not "debated."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797170 34912 369 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:38:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/7797166" target=_blank>#365</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Asylum and Immigration Tribunal has ruled against the ban on Geert 
Wilders who is now free to travel to the UK and will visit London this coming 
week.</P> 
<P><A href="http://eureferendum.blogspot.com/2009/10/our-dilemma.html" 
target=_blank>Our dilemma</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geert Wilders is a fascist who wants to ban books and take away basic freedom 
of religion from Muslims. He gets no support from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797195 34912 384 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:46:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7797191" target=_blank>#383</A> anno</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
&amp;searchString=%22robert+stacy+mccain%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797209 34912 387 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:49:02am  



 
<P>Is it difficult to see the search function at LGF? I'm not being snarky, it's 
a serious question, because people never seem to realize that they can find 
answers to a lot of the questions they ask just by using the LGF search 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797247 34913 46 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:58:49am  
 
<P>Pretty much every thread at Hot Air is turning into an LGF-bashing session 
today. They really don't like having their extremism and bigotry 
exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797261 34913 58 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:05:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7797251" target=_blank>#50</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't think it is right for people to make up quotes, and distort 
quotes to label this guy a racist.</P> 
<P>He didn't say the slavery thing, he didn't say the hold up liquor store 
thing. The didn't compare Black players to Blood and Crips...</P> 
<P>He did say the McNabb thing, but it does not seem so incredibly bad that he 
should be slandered, liabled, and harassed like this.</P> 
<P>The guy hates Obama, sure. But he would hate any Democrat in that position. 
He hated Clinton with a passion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Verified quotes:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Rush_Limbaugh" target=_blank>Rush 
Limbaugh - Wikiquote</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Take that bone out of your nose and call me back.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Response to a black caller he was having a hard time understanding in the 
1970s when he worked under the name "Jeff Christie" on a top-40 music program in 
Pittsburgh, as quoted in Newsday (8 October 1990) where he expresses some 
remorse at having said it; also in The Way Things Aren't : Rush Limbaugh's Reign 
of Error (1995) by Steve Rendall, Jim Naureckas, and Jeff Cohen [ISBN 
156584260X] , and "Bone Voyage" at Snopes.com (4 September 2007)</P> 
<P><STRONG>The media has been very desirous that a black quarterback do 
well.</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in "Dittohead Blues" in the LA Weekly (9 October 2003)</P> 
<P><STRONG>Look, let me put it to you this way: the NFL all too often looks like 
a game between the Bloods and the Crips without any weapons. There, I said 
it.</STRONG></P> 
<P>As quoted in "Hey Rush, when it comes to sports ... shhh!" by Mike Freeman at 
CBS SportsLine (27 January 2007)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And his most recent blatant race-baiting comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's America: white kids getting beat up on school buses. You put your 
kids on a school bus, you expect safety, but in Obama's America, white kids now 
get beat up, with the black kids cheering, "Yeah! Right on! Right 
on!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but there are plenty of VERY REAL reasons to call Limbaugh a race-
baiting bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797281 34913 77 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:12:47am  
 



<P>More verified racist quotes, and some debunked: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.snopes.com/politics/quotes/limbaugh.asp" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that Rush Limbaugh has made numerous statements like this. 
"Race-baiting" is being generous. That "take the bone out of your nose" comment 
is pure unvarnished racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797294 34913 90 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:16:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7797286" target=_blank>#82</A> 
Mikey_Dallas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, since you were complaining the other day about how YOUR Wiki entry 
had been modified, why do you automatically assume that everything on someone 
else's Wiki page is 100% true and correct? I don't know if what you quoted is 
true or not, but isn't it a rush to judgment (no pun intended) to make that 
assumption?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. I wasn't complaining about that Wikipedia entry -- I was noting 
that vandals were at it. And by the way, their vandalism was REVERSED within 
minutes.</P> 
<P>So your point is completely without merit. The fact is that Wikipedia makes 
very determined efforts to make sure their entries are sourced and 
verified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797310 34913 106 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:19:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7797286" target=_blank>#82</A> 
Mikey_Dallas</EM></P> 
<P>And your new sock puppet is now blocked, just like your previous one was, 
when you called Nancy Pelosi a filthy name:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6706209" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I ever am in the same room as Nancy Pelosi, I am going to throw my shoe at 
her...what a c@nt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No wonder you like Rush Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797358 34913 151 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:36:23am  
 
<P>Mikey_Dallas, who sneaked back in with a sock puppet after being banned, sent 
this email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're bouncing me for disagreeing with you, plain and simple. It has nothing 
to do with what I said about Pelosi - there's been plenty worse said on your 
blog.</P> 
<P>That's fine - it's your website you can do what you want, but I think you're 
being petty to close my account over that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a great example of how these people think. They sneak back in after 
being banned for a hateful comment, get caught, and then scream that I'm banning 
them just because they "disagree" with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797388 34913 172 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:45:54am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7797358" target=_blank>#151</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mikey_Dallas, who sneaked back in with a sock puppet after being banned, sent 
this email:</P> 
<P>That's a great example of how these people think. They sneak back in after 
being banned for a hateful comment, get caught, and then scream that I'm banning 
them just because they "disagree" with me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And one more point -- the comment filters stop people from posting the c-word 
directly -- so he actually misspelled it to get around the filter, knowing that 
it wasn't allowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797404 34913 188 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 11:50:38am  
 
<P>Enabled the contact form, and received this within minutes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and let's keep it that way.Johnson,the little faggot asshole that 
likeslizards and King's X.CJ,go slap your mom for giving birth to 
you...ohwait...I'll see her tonight,I'll take care of it.If she happens to 
bedead it most have been when she heard your music.I also see a bunch ofnew 
names.I guess all of the good people left you after you sold 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797473 34913 257 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 12:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7797440" target=_blank>#224</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Airhead comment of the day...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That person was apparently registered here too. But not any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797548 34913 328 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 12:25:37pm  
 
<P>Two Limbaugh flounces in rapid succession!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797557 34913 335 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 12:28:00pm  
 
<P>Five hate mails so far today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797762 34913 534 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:06:51pm  
 
<P>Now up to seven hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797790 34913 562 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/7797783" target=_blank>#555</A> Dan 
Tanna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would my posting above receive a negative rating?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because it's about the 300th time those particular bogus apologies for 
Limbaugh's race baiting comments have been posted.</P> 



<P>The apologists are focusing on two remarks that are questionably sourced, and 
ignoring the MANY indisputable racist and race-baiting remarks by Limbaugh that 
are verified and sourced.</P> 
<P>It gets really tedious to have to keep reading the apologies over and over 
and over, while the genuine race-baiting remarks are completely 
ignored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797831 34913 598 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:29:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7797819" target=_blank>#590</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the hot airheads:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/10/15/limbaugh-tells-all-was-
george-soros-involved-in-the-rams-bid-too/comment-page-2/#comment-2837012" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely. The right wing seems to have lost all inhibitions about comparing 
themselves to Jews during the Holocaust, for any tiny little incident at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797888 34913 627 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:41:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7797855" target=_blank>#613</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of world where a campaign can be launched to say ' We think you're 
too mean to own a football team because you've said some things that are 
patently offensive'... <EM>and oh...just don't mess with our rosters full of 
convicted felons or animal abusers...</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His fellow investors didn't want to work with him. Deal with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797904 34913 634 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/7797902" target=_blank>#633</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>And again, the obsessive focus on a couple of quotes that were unverified, 
while ignoring the MANY race-baiting AND outright racist quotes are verified and 
sourced.</P> 
<P>Tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797939 34913 645 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:54:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/7797935" target=_blank>#644</A> maynard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You guys do realize the quotes that have been attributed to Limbaugh are made 
up, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And AGAIN with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798220 34913 666 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:08:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/665/7798209" target=_blank>#665</A> 757sean</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I also find it incredible that LGF is not seeing the parallels between what's 
going on here, and what went on with the Killian memos. Limbaugh's detractors 
_know_ he's a racist. These fake quotes (the most outrageous ones reported) 
prove what they already _knew_. Fake but accurate!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a ridiculous and silly comparison.</P> 
<P>AGAIN, someone shows up to point out that TWO quotes are unverified, as if 
that excuses away the MANY verified and sourced race-baiting and outright racist 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798227 34913 667 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:08:58pm  
 
<P>And AGAIN, we have a sleeper who registered more than three years ago, whose 
first comment is defending Rush Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799081 34913 680 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 6:47:29pm  
 
<P>Here we go AGAIN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799639 34913 683 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:50:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7799057" target=_blank>#678</A> TDG2112</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone noticed how 20 years ago Rush and company would nonstop attack the 
"culture of victim-hood," but now non-stop pretend to be victims? His entire 
show is how he and his fellow conservatives are nothing but helpless 
victims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the cult of victimhood is now a big part of the right wing. And their 
Fox News hero Glenn Beck is a guy who weeps on camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797864 34914 16 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:36:12pm  
 
<P>I wondered how long it would take the apologists to start showing up and 
saying "the left did it too!" or "he's just crazy!"</P> 
<P>Answer: about 10 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797885 34914 22 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:40:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7797874" target=_blank>#19</A> denmeister</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What color is he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's your first comment in more than two years. Where have you been, 
sleeping in a cave?</P> 
<P>And what does the guy's "color" have to do with anything at 
all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797896 34914 26 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:44:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7797889" target=_blank>#25</A> Gretchen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles you really do belive this is a result of right wing talk show 
hosts and not mental illness?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't know the answer to that and neither do you.</P> 
<P>But if you don't think the crazy rhetoric coming from the right wing -- not 
just talk show hosts, but blogs and tea party fanatics -- is having an effect on 
these kinds of people, you're living in a dream world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797900 34914 28 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7797889" target=_blank>#25</A> Gretchen</EM></P> 
<P>And I notice that you've shown up in every single thread about right wing 
threats to make exactly the same excuses.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?doSearch=search&amp;searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;search
Days=60&amp;searchString=%22user%3AGretchen%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797918 34914 36 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7797913" target=_blank>#33</A> FoolsMate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, but you, not Gretchen, are the one making claims 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What claims are those? Did you read the post, or some imaginary version of 
the post that exists only in your mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797929 34914 43 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7797924" target=_blank>#40</A> denmeister</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he's obviously a racist as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797934 34914 46 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:54:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7797924" target=_blank>#40</A> denmeister</EM></P> 
<P>Never mind. You're out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797961 34914 55 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 1:59:48pm  
 
<P>Looks like it's popular to trot out the "left did it too!" 
stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797963 34914 57 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7797959" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when did it become so controversial to condemn death threats to the 
President?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since January 20, 2009.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07798001 34914 74 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:10:46pm  
 
<P>I'll just point out that in every single case of a right wing extremist being 
caught after threatening or doing violence, the posts at LGF about them have 
been full of people denying that there's any connection at all to the extreme 
rhetoric being promoted by right wing blogs, talk show hosts, and even 
politicians.</P> 
<P>Every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798007 34914 77 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:13:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7798002" target=_blank>#75</A> lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not true they were actually motivated by the governments complete failure at 
Waco. Nice try though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Eric Rudolph was an extreme right wing anti-abortion fanatic and white 
supremacist, connected to the neo-Nazi Christian Identity 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798016 34914 83 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7798002" target=_blank>#75</A> lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<P>Timothy McVeigh was also an extreme right winger. I mean, come on. This isn't 
even controversial. But you're denying it. Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798030 34914 93 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:19:50pm  
 
<P>Wow. There are actually still people who will try to deny that Eric Rudolph 
and Timothy McVeigh were right wing extremists. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798138 34914 151 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:46:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7798130" target=_blank>#149</A> 
fsjeffrey</EM></P> 
<P>Got tired of defending Rush Limbaugh in the other threads?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798168 34914 167 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7798130" target=_blank>#149</A> 
fsjeffrey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 26 Charles</P> 
<P>Don't you think that the so-called "tea party fanatics" are mainly made up of 
people who are terrified by the direction that the president is taking our 
country. They're afraid of higher taxes and the out of control spending and a 
government that appears to want to take over virtually everything that our 
Founding Fathers thought they were giving to the people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think that at all. The tea parties are organized and run by 
outright extremists, many of whom are birthers and Ron Paul fanatics, and 
nutjobs of all kinds.</P> 



<P>Not every person who goes to a tea party demonstration is an extremist, 
obviously. But there are a LOT of nutjobs who show up at these events, and 
nobody is renouncing them.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try to be a little kinder to those who truly care about our 
country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I be "kinder" to Birthers, John Birchers, and Ron Paul 
followers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798245 34914 213 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:11:13pm  
 
<P>When Michael Steele criticized Rush Limbaugh, then backed down with an abject 
apology, I thought "WTF?"</P> 
<P>Now I know why. Even at LGF the pigheaded and relentless Limbaugh defenders 
have come out of the woodwork. And my hate mail for this subject is through the 
roof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798259 34914 220 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:14:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7798231" target=_blank>#204</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The balloon kid was found and is OK (CNN reports).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm getting very strong "publicity stunt" readings from this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798286 34914 234 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:19:53pm  
 
<P>How far up the chain of command does support for religious extremism go in 
the military? It's a good question. And I don't know the answer.</P> 
<P>But it wasn't very long ago that it went all the way to the top.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gq.com/news-politics/newsmakers/donald-rumsfeld-
pentagon-papers" target=_blank>www.gq.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798315 34914 250 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:25:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7798308" target=_blank>#245</A> 
lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry I have to raise the BS flag on this.</P> 
<P>they do not make documents like this "top secrete". It is made 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not "made up." These are verified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798362 34914 260 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:33:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7798357" target=_blank>#259</A> 
lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<P>I understand that you want to reflexively deny it. You can find the answer 
yourself if you're really interested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798673 34914 318 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 5:01:36pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7798630" target=_blank>#301</A> 
fsjeffrey</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off, won't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798723 34914 334 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 5:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7798619" target=_blank>#297</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is wrong with saying "Go kill 'em for Jesus, Moses, Mohammed or Baal" - 
so long as it serves to boost morale and fighting spirit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! "Get on out there and kill a few for Jesus!"</P> 
<P>Are you serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07797982 34915 33 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 2:05:30pm  
 
<P>Server hiccuped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798321 34916 5 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:26:33pm  
 
<P>I see that "Iron Fist" is threatening my life again at the stalker 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798344 34916 14 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:29:30pm  
 
<P>He's also threatening the life of White House Communications Director Anita 
Dunn.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ27C449A8.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ27C449A8.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ27C449A8.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798351 34916 16 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:31:11pm  
 
<P>Threat against me:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ7F874F71.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ7F874F71.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ7F874F71.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798409 34916 59 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:49:43pm  
 
<P>If anyone has any examples of ugly Hot Air comments (with links, please -- 
click the timestamp at lower right of the comment for the direct link), I'm 
starting to put together the 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798418 34916 67 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:52:34pm  
 
<P>Why does it suddenly smell like flounce in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07798450 34916 95 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 3:59:33pm  
 
<P>The people attacking Anita Dunn at Hot Air for comments she made years ago 
are the same ones defending Rush Limbaugh for his "take that bone out of your 
nose" comment -- because he made it years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798480 34916 118 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:07:16pm  
 
<P>This is even more hilarious: a headline at Fox News:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,566983,00.html" 
target=_blank>Limbaugh May Have Grounds for Libel Suit, Legal Analysts 
Say</A></P> 
<P>Their "legal analyst?" Lis Wein, Fox News talking head 
blonde.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798491 34916 128 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7798490" target=_blank>#127</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Serious question. Why'd he do that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Bible, God did that because humans challenged his authority 
by trying to build the Tower of Babel all the way to heaven.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798502 34916 138 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7798461" target=_blank>#105</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't quite get the Babel reference. Was it a multiethnic 
society?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.godsaidmansaid.com/printtopic.asp?ItemId=866" 
target=_blank>GODSAIDMANSAID.COM - Why Is The Black Man Black and White Man 
White?</A></P> 
<P>It's a very popular meme in the white supremacist Christian Identity 
crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798518 34916 148 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:17:27pm  
 
<P>This seems to be a racist website so I linked to the Google cache:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
easonradionetwork.com/%3Fp=497&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Letter 
to the White Race : Voice of Reason Broadcast Network</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>K-Sensor on January 1st, 2009 8:40 am</P> 
<P>More stories of division. God’s design since babel was to separate the 
people. No order will come from joining them together without the almighty’s 
declaration to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's where the "Babel" talk at Hot Air is coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07798547 34916 170 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:25:42pm  
 
<P>Beck started weeping again today, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798559 34916 181 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 4:28:35pm  
 
<P>Beck is getting crazier and crazier:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Zt_G6Lq9jWQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07798737 34917 25 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 5:16:02pm  
 
<P>That Mean Joe Greene commercial was from 1979 -- hardly the USA's golden 
era.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799072 34917 275 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 6:44:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7798988" target=_blank>#206</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Knock off the LGF-baiting, please. Ace has had chronic problems with people 
hijacking threads over there to complain about CJ. I’m not going to let it 
happen here.Allahpundit on October 15, 2009 at 9:08 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They hate me ... they <EM>really</EM> hate me!</P> 
<P>Thank you, thank you! It's an honor to be with you tonight.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799077 34917 280 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 6:46:20pm  
 
<P>It must be really irritating to Allahpundit for him to post about how 
irrelevant I've become, and then watch as every thread at Hot Air turns into an 
obsessive series of comments about ... li'l ol' me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799104 34917 303 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 6:53:01pm  
 
<P>Looks like the nutbags have finished dinner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799164 34917 353 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7799130" target=_blank>#325</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The little balloon kid just outed the family. It was a total 
hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what you're talking about. I'm watching CNN and there's nothing 
like that on the air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07799175 34917 363 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:08:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7799167" target=_blank>#355</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is trying to justify his earlier comment that the parents were "dirty 
hippies" when we all thought the child was in danger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, well, that was his last comment at LGF. Un-freaking-
believable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799181 34917 369 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:09:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7799179" target=_blank>#367</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He actually understood that some problems cannot be negotiated away, only 
fought. Obama shows no sign of understanding that. In fact, he's a member in 
good standing of the Blame America First crowd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you give me one quote where Obama has "blamed America 
first?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799218 34917 402 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:16:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7799203" target=_blank>#387</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still accepting <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/10/15/huffpo-rick-
sanchez-retract-phony-limbaugh-quotes/comment-page-1/#comment-2838959" 
target=_blank>Hot Airhead comments of the day nominations</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that thread is turning into another LGF-bashing session! Gotta love 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799224 34917 407 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:17:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/7799220" target=_blank>#404</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck is crying all the way to the bank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That seems to be the only thing important to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799279 34917 456 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:28:21pm  
 
<P>Man, things are really getting crazy out there tonight.</P> 
<P>I think I'll make it a little bit crazier, and put together that 'Hot Air 
Comments of the Day' post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799298 34917 475 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:31:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/7799288" target=_blank>#465</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Well, that's my point. I hear this talking point a LOT, and I really haven't 
seen anything he's said that actually backs it up. In fact, when I read his 



speeches, I see a lot of strong defenses of American values. I do NOT see him 
"blaming America first" for anything.</P> 
<P>Way too many people are reacting emotionally instead of paying attention to 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799802 34917 671 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:22:10pm  
 
<P>They really love guys who weep on camera, don't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799394 34918 6 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:50:07pm  
 
<P>Please see the disclaimer above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that contain phone numbers, street addresses, email addresses or other 
personal information will also be deleted, as will posts that consist only of a 
variation on the word, "First!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799428 34918 14 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:57:08pm  
 
<P>LGF reader simoom deserves special credit for excavating this batch of 
hateful crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799445 34918 20 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 7:59:21pm  
 
<P>I have a lot more that I didn't post in this one, including some neo-Nazi 
Christian Identity ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799463 34918 25 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7799446" target=_blank>#21</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I went over there, first time, and under "about", I find this site is run 
by Michelle Malkin? I thought she had her own web site. And she lets that racist 
shit get posted? She's not even white herself, I would think she would be a bit 
extra sensitive to that crap. And LGF is listed under "left" sites. WTF.</P> 
<P>See, I don't like this, that's why I don't browse around other blogs, that 
shit is a cesspool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's Michelle Malkin's "contributing author" page at white nationalist site 
VDARE.com:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.vdare.com/malkin/index.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.vdare.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799466 34918 26 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:02:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7799455" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, I was surprised that one didn't make the cut. It was offensive and 
educational.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than enough here already. I may make that one a post of its own, with 
background info on its white supremacist heritage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799495 34918 35 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:09:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7799491" target=_blank>#33</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quick question to Charles. I've been busy all day so I have missed most of 
the drama. How many flounce/sock/meltdowns have we had over Hot 
air/Beck/Rush?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stopped counting after 20.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799505 34918 40 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7799498" target=_blank>#37</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>It goes on and on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799512 34918 43 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:14:04pm  
 
<P>Stop posting that crap here. You're taking advantage of a few words from a 
six year old child to promote your completely unsupported opinion that it was a 
setup.</P> 
<P>If real proof comes out, that will be another story. But I'm not going to 
jump on that bandwagon and condemn this family without more than 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799520 34918 48 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:16:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7799518" target=_blank>#47</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck seems to have a hard-on for Anita Dunn now. What's her 
story?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She criticized Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799535 34918 52 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:20:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7799526" target=_blank>#49</A> brandon13</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the video posted? It does seem rather suspect after watching the 
video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree. There should be a much higher standard of proof required than 
a few words from a young child who's obviously upset, before we render judgment 
on this family -- when even the authorities who dealt with the incident are 
saying they have no evidence it was a "set-up."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799538 34918 54 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:22:13pm  
 



<P>Beck's attack on Anita Dunn is what anyone who speaks out against that 
freaking moron can expect -- they'll dig into your past and use anything they 
find to smear you in front of millions of people.</P> 
<P>I have no doubt they've been digging into my past too -- Beck has attacked me 
on his show twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799552 34918 63 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:27:19pm  
 
<P>Earlier today I was ready to believe that the balloon incident was a 
publicity stunt. But now I'm more than a little disgusted with the virtual lynch 
mob that's forming up to prosecute this family with nothing more than a few 
words from a traumatized, freaked out little boy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799556 34918 67 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:28:07pm  
 
<P>If some real evidence turns up that it was a stunt, fine. But this kind of 
stuff is pretty ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799609 34918 115 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:41:29pm  
 
<P>Idiot flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799645 34918 147 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:57:14pm  
 
<P>On a completely different subject -- Apple's new Logic Studio music 
composition program is incredibly incredible. I splurged and bought it a couple 
of weeks ago, and it's a fantastic tool. Might even interest me in composing 
music again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799648 34918 150 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 8:58:22pm  
 
<P>Are the Hot Air Morlocks ranting about this post yet, by the 
way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799653 34918 154 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:00:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7799647" target=_blank>#149</A> Irish 
Rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a composer? I didn't know.Very cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have three gold records and one platinum -- one of the gold records is for 
an album on which I co-wrote the title song, George Duke's "Reach for 
It."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799661 34918 161 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:03:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7799660" target=_blank>#160</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Until I see what that actually translates to, I will classify that on the 
same level as a strongly worded letter of condemnation from the 
UN.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799665 34918 165 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:04:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7799660" target=_blank>#160</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<P>Allahpundit never did delete those comments falsely accusing me of being a 
child molester. It seems they're OK with that kind of disgusting libelous 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799683 34918 180 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7799681" target=_blank>#178</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or do I stand corrected? Is this him?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's me with Stanley at Montreux Jazz Festival. The main thing I 
remember about that show was how jet-lagged I was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799700 34918 197 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:26:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7799698" target=_blank>#195</A> tster</EM></P> 
<P>Buh bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799714 34918 211 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 9:31:09pm  
 
<P>With all the Limbaugh flounces we may have set a record in the past two 
days.</P> 
<P>The majority of them were people who've never posted a comment before. An 
amazing number of first comment flounces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799808 34918 289 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:23:19pm  
 
<P>Quite a little flouncefest we have going on tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07799814 34918 292 Charles Thu, Oct 15, 2009 10:27:20pm  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail flowing in too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800839 34918 334 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 11:27:09am  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800555 34920 491 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:45:07am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/7800524" target=_blank>#462</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many debunked talking points can we fit into one flatulent piece of 
nonsense?</P> 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>1. The population is not shrinking that is false.2. The Glaciers in the 
arctic and in canada are shrinking creating two giant feedbacks. That is 
false.3. There was never a scientific consensus in the 70's of an impending ice 
age. That is false.4. There was no medieval warming period globally. That is 
false.</P> 
<P>Please do look at these links:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2008/07/how_to_talk_to_a_sceptic.php
#Stages%20of%20Denial" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guaranteed: he won't follow the links or read anything on the subject that 
doesn't come from a right wing propaganda source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800569 34921 10 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:47:22am  
 
<P>Notice the "game stats" at the bottom -- all militia names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800574 34921 13 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:48:13am  
 
<P>And the "patriot's blogroll," apparently something you need to add your site 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800709 34921 62 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:38:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7800701" target=_blank>#61</A> EllisGee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey--it's a GAME! As somebody said the the albino, lighten 
up!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you say the same thing when Hezbollah put out their game in which you can 
pretend to be a terrorist and kill Israeli civilians?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800668 34922 26 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:14:00am  
 
<P>Farkalanche incoming...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800720 34922 69 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:42:22am  
 
<P>Today at Robert Stacy McCain's hate site, he's attacking Meghan McCain's 
breasts.</P> 
<P>While running an ad for a sleazy Pamela Anderson porn video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800741 34922 89 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:49:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7800736" target=_blank>#84</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is he actually promoting the Pamela Anderson video, or is it just an ad that 
is appended to his site? Since there seems to be sort of equivalence between Ms. 
Anderson and Ms. McCain in the area in question, it would seem to be rather 
unsporting of Mr. McCain to attack one and promote the other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a Blogad. Those do not appear on the site unless they're approved by the 
site owner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800760 34923 6 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:55:03am  
 
<P>Note that Zazi never even got close to actually carrying out any 
attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800919 34925 3 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 11:50:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7800918" target=_blank>#2</A> martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck probably thinks McCain should be hounded out of office too. He's 
obviously a dangerous RINO!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention a commie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800949 34925 16 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 11:56:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7800942" target=_blank>#13</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Common quote, existed even before Mao. What were the ones Ms. Dunn used? If 
they were similar, it's much ado about nothing. If they were far more extensive, 
then that's different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But clearly, John McCain has read Chairman Mao. Isn't that alone enough to 
convict him of being a commie?</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800970 34925 25 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:00:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7800963" target=_blank>#23</A> arethusa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck should note that <A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/200910160010" 
target=_blank>Newt Gingrich has also quoted Mao</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh noes! Even Newt's a commie!</P> 
<P>We're doomed! Aaaahhh! <EM>[run around screaming]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07800986 34925 34 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:03:42pm  
 
<P>I knew it wouldn't be long before people dug up examples of Republicans 
quoting Chairman Mao too.</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that Chairman Mao was a pretty perceptive political 
thinker. You can deplore what he did in China and still realize that not 
everything he wrote was the sheer embodiment of evil.</P> 
<P>(I know, this is unthinkable to many on the right. But apparently not to Newt 
Gingrich.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07801006 34925 42 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:07:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7801001" target=_blank>#40</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>So what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801013 34925 47 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:08:33pm  
 
<P>It's just the latest nontroversy from Glenn Beck, and of course all the 
wingnut blogs immediately fall into lockstep with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801017 34925 49 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:09:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7801011" target=_blank>#46</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? Dude... how many tens of millions of deaths was that son of a bitch 
responsible for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading what I wrote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801028 34925 55 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:10:40pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7801022" target=_blank>#51</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks -- corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801036 34925 62 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:12:03pm  
 
<P>Nontroversy of the week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801044 34925 69 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:14:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7801042" target=_blank>#67</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She has a little more influence than Palin's ghost writer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And she's going to turn America commie. She must be 
stopped!!!1</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801063 34925 83 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:18:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7801057" target=_blank>#79</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well... ok, then... tell us, what does " Her favorite political philosophers" 
mean that is riling so many feathers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7801054" target=_blank>#76</A> louis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,You're not being fair here. It is one thing for McCain to quote Mao, 
it is quite another for Anita Dunn to say Mao is her favorite philosopher. Mao 
killed approximately 70 million of his own people. If Robert Spencer said his 
favorite philosopher was Adolf Hitler, you would be outraged, and rightly so. 
Mao shouldn't be the favorite anything of anyone in an American administration. 



Please read Charles Krauthammer today in the Washingotn Post and his brilliant 
article in the current Weekly Standard to get another perspective on this 
Administration. Thanks for letting me rant. We'll get to man made global warming 
another day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. We're doomed, clearly. The commies are in charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801066 34925 86 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:19:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7801057" target=_blank>#79</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well... ok, then... tell us, what does " Her favorite political philosophers" 
mean that is riling so many feathers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the new right-wing political correctness. You're not even allowed to 
quote from commies, ever. Or it proves you're trying to destroy 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801074 34925 92 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:21:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7801054" target=_blank>#76</A> louis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,You're not being fair here. It is one thing for McCain to quote Mao, 
it is quite another for Anita Dunn to say Mao is her favorite 
philosopher.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. She said he was ONE of her favorite political philosophers. The other 
was Mother Teresa. And clearly Mother Teresa must be a commie too, because Anita 
Dunn wants to destroy America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801104 34925 117 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:27:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7801092" target=_blank>#106</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You left out the portion I've bolded, which is the subject of the sentence; 
these are the examples she reaches for when trying to make the following 
particular point.</P> 
<P>I'm not seeing much of a problem with these quotes. They support the point 
she is trying to make. Personally, I would have reached for similar statements 
by any number of other politicians - Teddy Roosevelt leaps to mind as a treasure 
trove of such utterances - but at the end of the day, she's not saying anything 
like "Let Communism reign! All hail Mao Tse Tung and the glorious Communist 
revolution!" Far from it.</P> 
<P>What is it she's supposed to do in her present post, anyway? The history of 
selecting candidates for these positions is less than stellar so far. I'd guess 
that there's some actual examples of incompetence or inability to draw on, 
rather than resort to this Bircheresque appeal to a fear of communists beneath 
every bed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing offensive or communistic about the quote she used in her 
speech. In fact, if it weren't connected to Chairman Mao, nobody would have 
blinked an eye.</P> 
<P>Nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801123 34925 136 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:32:00pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7801105" target=_blank>#118</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>But Joe Stalin is not known for being a political philosopher, and you'd be 
hard pressed to find very many other statements he made that are quotable.</P> 
<P>Again, it's a point that people really don't seem to want to understand, but 
it's possible to read Chairman Mao and take away some perceptive points about 
politics, without admiring him as a person, or admiring what he did in 
China.</P> 
<P>Nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801127 34925 139 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:33:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7801121" target=_blank>#134</A> 
kutabeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quoting from someone is dramatically different than saying that person is a 
favorite political philosopher.</P> 
<P>It's not hard to understand.</P> 
<P>Why would any freedom-loving person have a communist (and not just any 
commie, but Mao himself) as a "favorite political philosopher"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, there can be only one answer -- Anita Dunn wants to destroy 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801139 34925 150 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:35:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7801135" target=_blank>#146</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<P>Because you're being willfully obtuse, and now becoming offensive to 
boot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801154 34925 163 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:38:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7801151" target=_blank>#160</A> Equable</EM></P> 
<P>That'll do it. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801167 34925 176 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7801160" target=_blank>#169</A> 
medaura18586</EM></P> 
<P>Is this really how you want to start judging politicians -- by their favorite 
philosophers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801181 34925 190 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:46:25pm  
 
<P>Watch: there are going to be more examples coming out of Republicans quoting 
Chairman Mao. Anyone seriously interested in global events and politics will 
have read Mao's writings, and I really hate to tell you this -- but it's not all 
sheer evil.</P> 
<P>What Mao did in China and the policies he enacted that resulted in mass 
murder -- that was evil. I agree on that. What he wrote about politics was often 
perceptive in the same way Machiavelli's writing was perceptive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07801214 34925 221 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 12:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7801188" target=_blank>#196</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This advances conservatism how?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't about "advancing" anything -- it's about destroying 
enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801228 34925 234 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:01:39pm  
 
<P>Anita Dunn <A href="http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/10/16/white-
house-vs-fox-chairman-mao/?hp" target=_blank>responds</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an e-mail message, Ms. Dunn said, “My source for the Mao quote was 
actually the late Lee Atwater, either in an article or bio I read after the 1988 
election. Now that I’ve revealed this I hope I don’t get Keith Olbermann angry 
with me. Let it be noted that I also quoted Mother Teresa, but no one is 
accusing me of being a saint!”</P> 
<P>The speech she gave was a high school commencement address. Ms. Dunn says 
that the line about Mao and Mother Teresa was intended to be ironic – neither 
are political philosophers – and that she used it simply to illustrate a larger 
point about the importance of challenging the conventional 
wisdom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801235 34925 241 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:03:29pm  
 
<P>Oops.</P> 
<P>Dunn's source for the quote was famous GOP tactician <STRONG>Lee 
Atwater</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Wow. The commie rot goes way back. Verily, we are doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801260 34925 264 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:09:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7801256" target=_blank>#260</A> MPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, of course it is. I can't think of many better proxies by which we can 
judge someone's character from afar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you'd better start applying that same standard to Lee Atwater, 
then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801269 34925 272 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:11:46pm  
 
<P>I have a very creepy feeling that I'm starting to understand why Joseph 
McCarthy was able to run amok and ruin so many careers for so long before he was 
stopped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801280 34925 283 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:13:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/7801272" target=_blank>#275</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon, this was sarcasm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it was intended to be ironic. Irony does not equal 
sarcasm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801287 34925 290 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:15:27pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Robert Stacy McCain posted this at Protein Wisdom:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comment by Robert Stacy McCain on 10/15 @ 10:48 pm #</P> 
<P>Let me put it this way, Barrett: If I ever went over to HuffPo or TrueSlant 
and started trolling the comments, people would question my sanity. It bespeaks 
a smallness and a frightening level of fanaticism. Stop sucking Charles 
Johnson’s cock and start thinking about your own reputation and career, as what 
you do under your own name, Barrett Brown, is not the same as your anonymous 
cocksucking at LGF.</P> 
<P>Thanks for my PW friends for letting me know about 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801322 34925 323 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:25:53pm  
 
<P>It's fascinating that the right wing blogs are shrieking like lunatics about 
Anita Dunn quoting Mao, but have absolutely nothing to say about Sean Hannity 
having a special feature on his show about Jerome Corsi -- a 9/11 Truther, a 
Birther, a guy who hangs around with white supremacists.</P> 
<P>All of that's fine with the wingnut blogs. But Anita Dunn quotes Mao -- she 
must be hounded out of office!</P> 
<P>"Pathetic" doesn't even begin to describe this state of 
affairs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801354 34925 354 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:36:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7801350" target=_blank>#350</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rarely chime in on the white supremicist threads because if it is 
discussing the supremicists themselves the idiocy is evident and there is 
nothing I can add.</P> 
<P>If it is about people like Hannity giving them a forum I have a similar 
feeling about Dunn's statement. It's not cool but that doesn't mean they are 
endorsing every nutjob idea of the people they are giving air time to.</P> 
<P>If they happen to interview someone, who hangs out with someone, who espuses 
crackpot ideas then it's a bit too far removed for me to think they are 
supporting the crackpot ideas.</P> 
<P>I just don't get terribly excited about guilt by association. That goes for 
anyone including Presdient Obama vis a vis a preacher or radical professor all 
the way to a talk show host vis a vis his guests.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that Sean Hannity absolutely WAS promoting Jerome Corsi's bizarre New 
World Order ideas. He practically canonized the guy on his show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801358 34925 358 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:37:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7801357" target=_blank>#357</A> William of 
Orange</EM></P> 
<P>Could not care less. I won't support anything Wilders does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07801364 34925 364 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:39:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7801361" target=_blank>#361</A> Bird Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right! The comparison between McCain and Dunn is exactly spot on! Anita Dunn 
was only <EM>joking</EM> when she said that Mao and Mother Teresa were the "the 
two people she turns to most." Sheesh. The video is pretty clear that she was 
referring to Mao favorably. McCain was actually the one trying to tell a 
joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You describe yourself as a "Reagan conservative" in your profile. Any comment 
on the fact the Mao quote used by Anita Dunn was taken from Reagan's chief 
strategist Lee Atwater?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801375 34925 374 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:44:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7801371" target=_blank>#371</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7801364" target=_blank>#364</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>How on Earth can a Mao quote be 'taken' from Atwater?</P> 
<P>For all we know Atwater said something like, "Mao was a mass murderer. Among 
the horrible things he said was...".</P> 
<P>I'd like to see what exactly Dunn claims Atwater said before attacking him 
and exonerating her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I get it -- she might be <EM>lying</EM>. Of course, why didn't I see it? 
That's what commies who want to destroy America <EM>would</EM> 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801387 34925 385 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7801377" target=_blank>#376</A> 
enoughalready</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would recommend The thought of Mao Tse-Tung for a good Mao 
primer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Commie! Why do you want to destroy America???!1</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801394 34925 392 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:52:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7801389" target=_blank>#387</A> Bird Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, I guessed I missed the part where she mentioned Atwater in her speech 
to those school kids. It's pretty obvious to me that she's trying to wriggle out 
of the hole she dug herself in to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But obviously, she can't put anything over on you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801409 34925 406 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 1:58:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7801395" target=_blank>#393</A> 
enoughalready</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will happily argue that if you fail to understand Mao you have missed a 
huge part of 20th century history, his writings have a lot of interesting things 



to say and failing to see that (and even worse, making it impossible to quote 
him in public for fear of being insta-commiebranded just goes totally against 
everything I believe in) is naive in my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree 100%.</P> 
<P>Actually thinking about issues has gone way out of style on the right. It's 
much easier to march in lockstep with populist goons like Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801416 34925 413 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 2:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/7801413" target=_blank>#410</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whose whackiness (beck's, that is) automatically de-legitimizes any larger 
point that may be made. Beck's a nut, and so there's nothing to worry 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801471 34925 464 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 2:17:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/7801464" target=_blank>#457</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fantasy of conserviative mobs being riled into violence by Glenn Beck is 
about as lame as the fantasy of George Soros controlling our elections by buying 
ad time on CNN through a puppet corporation.</P> 
<P>Black helecopters and tin foil hat stuff...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, it's not a "fantasy" at all. At the recent tea party in DC, 
signs glorifying Glenn Beck were everywhere.</P> 
<P>And then ... there's this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/10/democracy-corps-
republican-base-voters-living-in-another-world.php" 
target=_blank>tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801491 34925 479 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 2:26:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7801474" target=_blank>#467</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carville?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801538 34925 520 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 2:44:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7801536" target=_blank>#518</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That you distill such a long history of writing such as Sunstein has down to 
a few Beckian sound bites... is just, well, very Beck-like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A whole lot of what's gone on this thread is directly from Glenn Beck's 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801645 34925 548 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:40:33pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about the topics will be deleted. As always.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07801674 34925 553 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 4:25:27pm  
 
<P>And with that, I'd like to cordially invite you to piss right 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802183 34925 561 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 8:01:10pm  
 
<P>It's appalling that so many LGF readers are buying into this insanity. What's 
wrong with you people?</P> 
<P>Please. Get a grip. Open your eyes. Think for yourselves.</P> 
<P>You're being played, by very bad people for very bad 
purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801564 34926 15 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 2:56:32pm  
 
<P>Approaching 80,000 page views for the day. Not too bad for an irrelevant blog 
that all decent right-thinking wingnuts must curse and defame.</P> 
<P>For example, Robert Stacy McCain today at Protein Wisdom, commenting on my 
link to Barrett Brown's article about him:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comment by Robert Stacy McCain on 10/15 @ 10:48 pm #</P> 
<P>Let me put it this way, Barrett: If I ever went over to HuffPo or TrueSlant 
and started trolling the comments, people would question my sanity. It bespeaks 
a smallness and a frightening level of fanaticism. Stop sucking Charles 
Johnson’s cock and start thinking about your own reputation and career, as what 
you do under your own name, Barrett Brown, is not the same as your anonymous 
cocksucking at LGF.</P> 
<P>Thanks for my PW friends for letting me know about 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801587 34926 33 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:05:05pm  
 
<P>Time to start putting together the Hot Air Comments of the Day thread. I 
already have several good candidates, but as we all know it's a never-ending 
fountain of crazy over there, so if anyone has links to especially insane and/or 
offensive comments, post them here, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801593 34926 36 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:07:44pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, there are still some real assholes at Daily Kos:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/10/16/793932/-Bring-it-
on,-indeed!-Blog-Wars-erupt-on-the-right" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801599 34926 40 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7801593" target=_blank>#36</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>That guy actually sent me a link with a note: "hope you enjoy."</P> 
<P>Yeah, sure, who <EM>doesn't</EM> enjoy being described as "batshit crazy, a 
Howard Hughes-save and drink his own urine-type"?</P> 



<P>Some people seem to have no awareness at all of their own shitty 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801609 34926 47 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:16:02pm  
 
<P>(Watch: now that there's a newer thread, the real crazies will start posting 
in the Anita Dunn thread...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801625 34926 57 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:26:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7801615" target=_blank>#51</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>I got a kick out of this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wear your best patriotic outfits, bring American Flags, signs (but remember 
to keep it clean and stay on point with things like Health Care Reform, Taxes, 
etc. No references to Obama's Birth Certificate issue or comparisons to Hitler, 
as they are never media-friendly).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Never media-friendly?" That's their <EM>only</EM> objection to this stuff, 
that it might make them look bad to the media. Not a hint of disapproval of the 
actual craziness itself, just a cheap attempt to lay blame on the "media."</P> 
<P>That's exactly what's wrong with the tea party organizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801628 34926 60 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:27:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7801626" target=_blank>#58</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, the Freedom Coalition is a bunch of hard core Illuminati 
types.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801629 34926 61 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:28:49pm  
 
<P>All of that stuff comes straight out of the John Birch Society. I wouldn't be 
surprised to find lots of connections between Freedom Coalition and the 
Birchers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801633 34926 65 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 3:31:45pm  
 
<P>Sure enough -- the Freedom Coalition links page: Ron Paul, Lew Rockwell, John 
Birch Society, and a host of other crazies:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.freedomcoalition.com/links.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.freedomcoalition.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801680 34926 98 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 4:29:29pm  
 
<P>Nine hate mails so far today, including two from a psycho who likes to use 
proxy IPs to get around IP blocks. 25 hate mails in the last three days.</P> 
<P>All the hate mails come through the contact form, because they think they can 
be anonymous that way.</P> 
<P>Even at the height of LGF's anti-radical left and anti-radical Islam posts, I 
never got close to this much hate mail. And not even the worst leftist/Islamist 



hate mail compared to the sheer ugliness and hatred I'm getting from right 
wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801765 34926 176 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 5:21:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7801761" target=_blank>#172</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>That's a very old story, and it came to nothing. It turned out that Obama had 
nothing to do with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801770 34926 181 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 5:23:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7801768" target=_blank>#179</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't direct or coordinate any of it, but it happened all the 
same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So ... he didn't direct it or coordinate it, but you're going to blame him 
for it anyway. Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801776 34926 187 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 5:26:19pm  
 
<P>I wrote more than one post at LGF calling on George W. Bush to stand up and 
confront his critics. I still think it was a big mistake for him to let so many 
of the worst smears go unanswered. Barack Obama appears to have learned that 
political lesson.</P> 
<P>It's no longer a good idea to just try to ignore this stuff, in the Internet 
age when smears and falsehoods can propagate across the world at the speed of 
light. Bush made a bad decision to ignore the smears and hope they'd just go 
away, just like I was mistaken when I used to believe that I could allow total 
free speech in the comments at LGF and just count on the community to police 
itself. It doesn't work that way, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801791 34926 199 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 5:33:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7801785" target=_blank>#194</A> Univac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recall that Bush did not have a mandate, since only 51% voted for him. Why 
should Obama have a mandate with only a 52% vote. This seems pretty much a 50/50 
type event. He is not just the president of those who agree with him, he is the 
president of the entire USA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The electoral vote for Obama/Biden was a complete landslide over 
McCain/Palin:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/epolls/maps/obama_vs_mccain/" 
target=_blank>www.realclearpolitics.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Obama/Biden 365McCain/Palin 173</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801871 34926 276 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7801839" target=_blank>#244</A> Univac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You were quicker: I used:[Link: <A href="http://www.archives.gov/federal-
register/electoral-college/historical.html" 
target=_blank>www.archives.gov...</A>]2008: Electoral: 365 -173 Popular: 52.9% - 
45.5% (Obama/McCain)2004: Electoral: 286 - 251 Popular: 50.8% - 48.3% 
(Bush/Kerry)2000: Electoral: 271 -266 Popular: 47.9% - 48.4% (Bush/Gore)</P> 
<P>From a popular vote, Obama hardly has a mandate. He certainly has the lead 
amongst the electoral votes. However, when "they" take polls, are they polling 
the electoral regions, or the popular vote?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, Obama had a landslide in the electoral vote, the biggest 
margin for the past three elections at least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801876 34926 281 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:16:06pm  
 
<P>Also the biggest margin in the popular vote.</P> 
<P>Hey, but go ahead and keep denying that he won a mandate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801887 34926 291 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:23:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7801885" target=_blank>#290</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are you defining 'mandate?'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However it needs to be defined so that Obama doesn't have one, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801895 34926 299 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:28:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7801893" target=_blank>#297</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Good luck with that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801903 34926 307 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:29:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7801900" target=_blank>#304</A> Univac</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I <B>do not think</B> that Obama has a mandate!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801911 34926 315 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:33:26pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Michelle Malkin is launching another vicious attack on the RINOs -
- by whom she means Newt Gingrich and the entire Republican National Committee, 
because they're not sufficiently anti-choice for her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801912 34926 316 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:33:32pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/10/16/calling-them-out-nrcc-
rnc-gingrich-back-margaret-sanger-award-winner/" 
target=_blank>michellemalkin.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801920 34926 322 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:37:07pm  



 
<P>Wow. The comments for that Malkin post are unbelievably 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801927 34926 329 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:40:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7801921" target=_blank>#323</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>I'm starting to just tune out on the Nontroversy of the Day, sorry.</P> 
<P>There's only so much craziness I can be expected to pay attention 
to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07801960 34927 2 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 6:51:52pm  
 
<P>It's about Planned Parenthood. This is an anti-choice 
Nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802005 34927 32 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:03:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7801973" target=_blank>#7</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>Of course he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802018 34927 43 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:06:04pm  
 
<P>The comments at Michelle Malkin's site are absolutely insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802029 34927 53 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:09:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7802013" target=_blank>#38</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's RedState making it clear:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Do the RNC, NRCC, and Dede Scozzafava condone eugenics and 
sterilization of the poor and minorities?</STRONG></P> 
<P>Me, I completely believe these people are opposed to Planned Parenthood 
because they're deeply, deeply concerned about minorities and the poor. 
Yeah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They think this is how they can regain the trust of the African American 
community -- by ranting about "black genocide."</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin's ghostwriter used this tactic too. The cynicism is pretty 
astounding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802031 34927 55 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:10:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7802023" target=_blank>#48</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, i received an invitation via my email to visit a blog that had a 
bunch of former LGFers as members. I browsed it and didn't see any LGF hatred on 
it. Are any of the blogs formed by former Lizards <STRONG>not</STRONG> stalker-
type blogs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's up to you. If you'd rather hang out at that blog (yes, I know which one 
you're talking about) you'll lose your LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07802043 34927 66 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:14:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7802040" target=_blank>#63</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kinda like Derek Jeter asking of it'd be OK if he hung out in the Red 
Sox locker room and swapped cool stories. What would Steinbrenner's response 
be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm kind of amazed that people even need to ask these 
questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802054 34927 77 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:18:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7802048" target=_blank>#71</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good guess ... I guess some folks hide it better than others. It wasn't overt 
when I checked it out. I won't be flouncing here. LGF means too much to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that.</P> 
<P>It's very telling that they're actively trying to convince people to leave 
LGF and join their deceptive little site full of stalkers, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802063 34927 86 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:21:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7802059" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and they're probably using your safemail feature to do 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could be right. I will investigate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802092 34927 111 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7802084" target=_blank>#103</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This same shit is happening in Florida with them backing Rubio over Crist, 
and it's pretty certain that Rubio cannot win. It's part of the moderate putsch 
that CFG is conducting right now, and it's all the standard socons and fundies 
behind it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The religious right is making a determined effort to grab the reins of GOP 
power. And at this point, they're succeeding, with lots of help from the right 
wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802104 34927 121 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:36:20pm  
 
<P>Had a very interesting chat with <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34912" target=_blank>Barrett 
Brown</A> today about Robert Stacy McCain, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07802131 34927 148 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:44:27pm  
 
<P>The president of the John Birch Society rants about Newt Gingrich.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'6445068',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802143 34927 159 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:49:41pm  
 
<P>Please note that Michelle Malkin is right in line with the John Birch 
Society's position on Newt Gingrich.</P> 
<P>Coincidence? We don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802146 34927 162 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:50:24pm  
 
<P>And also note that I'm not a fan of Gingrich, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802153 34927 169 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:52:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7802146" target=_blank>#162</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And also note that I'm not a fan of Gingrich, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But for very different reasons than the John Birch Society's isolationist 
insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802167 34927 182 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 7:55:55pm  
 
<P>The John Birch Society is making a huge comeback, and their biggest promoters 
are: Fox News, Ron Paul, and Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802199 34927 213 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 8:09:59pm  
 
<P>Another ugly post at Hot Air by white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/greenroom/archives/2009/10/16/smear-re-
smear-lather-rinse-repeat-my-comment-at-a-liberal-blog/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802274 34928 36 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 8:57:08pm  
 
<P>Safari crashed on me just as I was finishing the 'Hot Air Comments of the 
Day' post, and I lost it. Arg. I'll have to recreate it 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802288 34928 50 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:00:45pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7802282" target=_blank>#44</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Safari crashed? And I thought Macs were stable.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Macs are very stable. Safari is somewhat less stable because it's pushing the 
envelope of browser speed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802307 34928 67 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:05:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7802285" target=_blank>#47</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Penn gets yelled at by one of his heroes for appearing on Glenn Beck</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Penn is a real idiot on this subject. He's trying to defend himself, but it's 
totally falling flat. He's lending his credibility to Glenn Beck. He should be 
ashamed.</P> 
<P>And it sounds like he may be starting to wake up to how he's being 
used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802313 34928 73 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:08:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. Penn is going through the same process I have. He says, "I always 
thought the answer to bad speech was more speech."</P> 
<P>That was exactly what I used to believe in the early days of LGF, before I 
got it pounded out of me by reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802359 34928 115 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7802341" target=_blank>#99</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Penn did a lot of rocking back and forth during the segment. Smothers hit a 
chord.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were also some very long silences.</P> 
<P>Tommy Smothers still knows how to rock, apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802384 34928 140 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:43:52pm  
 
<P>I've finally made it.</P> 
<P>I'm an "offender" in this Rush Limbaugh idolizing article at the far right 
Media Research Center:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mrc.org/splash/TellTheTruth.htm" 
target=_blank>www.mrc.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802398 34928 154 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:52:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/7802390" target=_blank>#146</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last I checked 2 of the top 10 were under dispute. Is that about 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's right -- two of the quotes are disputed, but not discredited. The 
other racist and/or race-baiting quotes are verified, including "Take that bone 
out of your nose and call me back."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802404 34928 160 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 9:58:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7802400" target=_blank>#156</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fucking lefties always have to overstate their case. There are easily two 
other real quotes they could have used. Bah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very few visits coming from that link, by the way. I've been noticing that 
the right wing websites really aren't driving much traffic any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802427 34928 183 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:32:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7802425" target=_blank>#181</A> Oh no...Sand 
People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any way we could get a 'wingnut' category in the 'spinoff' links? We have a 
moonbat, but nothing to show a 'wingnut' in all it's glory as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it is written, so shall it be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802429 34928 185 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7802426" target=_blank>#182</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm reading an <A 
href="http://creepingsharia.wordpress.com/2009/10/16/muslim-mafia-first-look-at-
undercover-infiltration-of-cair/" target=_blank>excerpt</A> from the book Muslim 
Mafia right now. It is fascinating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, if you want to take the word of two bigoted World Net Daily kooks.</P> 
<P>You might as well get your news from Pamela Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802435 34928 191 Charles Fri, Oct 16, 2009 10:41:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7802433" target=_blank>#189</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know that. I am still curious as to what is in the e-mails, faxes 
and internal memos they confiscated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paul Sperry is WorldNetDaily's Washington bureau chief.</P> 
<P>And he writes for Justin Raimondo's insane website antiwar.com.</P> 
<P>How much would it take to convince you that his book has no 
credibility?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802927 34930 106 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:06:23am  
 
<P>See the update above. All of the quotes listed are verified.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07802930 34930 109 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:07:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7802813" target=_blank>#1</A> Dan Tanna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When people like Krauthammer, Juan Williams, among others have spoken out 
about the Rush controversy, it makes you realize how biased and wrong these 
attacks on Rush are.</P> 
<P>You dont have to love or be a fan of Rush...However, it is sad that things 
have degenerated to the point that one can be blackballed just because one holds 
right of center views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not "biased" or "wrong" at all. Rush Limbaugh has made numerous outright 
racist and/or race-baiting comments on the record.</P> 
<P>I've listed some of the verified ones above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802940 34930 119 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:13:57am  
 
<P>It's like the Twilight Zone. Rush Limbaugh has convinced all these people 
that he never said anything racist, just by focusing on two quotes that were not 
properly sourced (but not shown to be false).</P> 
<P>I've just added SIX racist and/or race-baiting quotes above that are not 
disputed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802953 34930 132 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:21:24am  
 
<P>Note that the quotes Limbaugh disputes ARE sourced -- they're from a 2006 
book titled <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1560258756/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>101 People Who Are Really Screwing America</A>, by Jack 
Huberman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802956 34930 134 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:25:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7802821" target=_blank>#6</A> Dan Tanna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Krauthammer and Juan Williams say that Rush isnt a racist...that is all 
I need...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- so "Take that bone out of your nose and call me back" doesn't even 
register on your radar then. Got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802965 34930 143 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:29:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7802961" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you believe the disputed quotes are authentic and 
verifiable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I say that? I'm saying that there is a source for them. They weren't 
simply made up out of thin air.</P> 
<P>Why are you just ignoring the numerous verified quotes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07802973 34930 151 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:34:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7802971" target=_blank>#149</A> 
Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm addressing the quotes in the article that you chose to make the main 
topic of your post. There seems to be a lot of controversy surrounding the 
accuracy of those. It's fair game for discussion if I want to ask, isn't 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've answered your question. There is a source for those two quotes.</P> 
<P>Now I have a question for you: what do you think about the quotes that are 
verified?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802981 34930 159 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:36:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7802967" target=_blank>#145</A> jimbouie</EM></P> 
<P>In other words, you really don't care that your hero has made numerous racist 
comments on the record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07802985 34930 162 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:37:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7802979" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Update on the asshole Justice of the Peace in Louisiana who refused to 
marry and interracial couple. Bobby Jindal is leading the charge to get rid of 
the bum. Jindal remains a creationist shill, but at least he knows enough to run 
off racists when they show their ugly faces. The rest of the GOP should take a 
lesson.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,568060,00.html?test=latestnews" 
target=_blank>Politicians Call for Ouster of Official Who Refused to Marry 
Interracial Couple</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why he should get special credit for doing something that's dead 
obvious, and any politician in America would do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803015 34930 192 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 8:51:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/7803010" target=_blank>#187</A> Village Idiot's 
Apprentice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is what I am getting to.</P> 
<P>You are stating that in your opinion he is a racist.</P> 
<P>What is your definition of a racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My definition of a racist is someone who says to a black woman, "Take that 
bone out of your nose and call me back."</P> 
<P>Apparently that doesn't qualify for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803046 34930 223 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:04:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7803035" target=_blank>#212</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here's a response to this that really bugs me. The Wall Street Journal's <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704322004574475681181683914.
html" target=_blank>editorial</A> says,</P> 
<P>They are saying he's being picked on for being <EM>conservative</EM>. In this 
context, it sounds like they are equating being a conservative with being a 
racist, because the complaints about him are about race, not 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They ARE equating those kinds of race-baiting remarks with being a 
conservative. And it's not just the Wall Street Journal -- I've received 
numerous hate mails over this issue accusing me of being a "liberal" because I 
called out Limbaugh for his race-baiting. And in this very thread, one of the 
flouncers made the same comparison.</P> 
<P>They're attempting to excuse these comments as some kind of mild political 
incorrectness, and smear the critics as "liberals" who are too easily 
offended.</P> 
<P>It's completely insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803051 34930 228 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:05:51am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7803043" target=_blank>#220</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone informed 'Bo Snerdley' that he works side by side with a bigot 
&amp; racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's your position that because Limbaugh employs a black man, he can't be 
a racist?</P> 
<P>Do you also think the Louisiana justice of the peace who refused to marry an 
interracial couple can't be a racist, because he lets black people use his 
bathroom?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803074 34930 251 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:15:33am  
 
<P>Wow. I thought the excuse, "Some of my best friends are black" had been 
totally discredited and ridiculed into disrepute a <EM>long</EM> time ago.</P> 
<P>Apparently not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803089 34930 264 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:24:37am  
 
<P>White supremacist James Edwards defends Robert Stacy McCain -- sort of -- by 
comparing him with David Duke. Heh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=http://www.the
politicalcesspool.org/jamesedwards/2009/10/16/poor-rush-limbaugh/&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.thepoliticalcesspool.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>The Google cache link (warning: very sick racist asshole): [Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.thepoliticalcesspool.org/jamesedwards/2009/10/16/poor-rush-
limbaugh/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.thepoliticalcesspool.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803096 34930 271 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:27:55am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7803087" target=_blank>#262</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, the satirical song inspired by an <A 
href="http://www.latimes.com/news/opinion/commentary/la-oe-
ehrenstein19mar19,0,3391015.story" target=_blank>article with the same title</A> 
written by a leftie for the LA Times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "satirical song" by a white man who puts on a really disgusting ignorant-
sounding black accent. Played over and over and over by Rush Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>And you're going to argue that because the original phrase was coined by a 
leftist, for a completely different purpose (it refers to the Hollywood plot 
device of having a "magic negro" show up and rescue a white character) it's just 
fine for Rush Limbaugh to do this? Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803120 34930 295 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:42:18am  
 
<P>Al Sharpton is threatening to sue Rush Limbaugh over his WSJ article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nydailynews.com/ny_local/2009/10/17/2009-10-
17_rev_al_sharpton_threatens_to_sue_rush_limbaugh_over_wall_street_journal_oped.
html" target=_blank>www.nydailynews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803134 34930 309 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:51:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7803127" target=_blank>#302</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Hot Airheads are also freaking out about this one...Is Obama Poised to 
Cede US Sovereignty?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Crazy Pam, Stormfront and the Paulians are all on it too. According to the 
Paulians this guy is going to be on Glenn Beck's show on 
Monday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christopher Monckton is a fraud. He is NOT a "climate change expert." He was 
recently caught fabricating graphs with false and cherry-picked data to attempt 
to prove that IPCC predictions of CO2 increase were wrong. And that's far from 
the first time he's done something like this. The guy is not even a scientist, 
he's a politician and a former adviser to Margaret Thatcher.</P> 
<P>Complete, utter fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803284 34930 456 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 11:02:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7803263" target=_blank>#437</A> Rascal 
One</EM></P> 
<P>A quick check of the correlator tool shows that this is a sock puppet who's 
been banned previously under at least one name, possibly more than that.</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803295 34930 467 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 11:08:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/7803288" target=_blank>#460</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<P>Wow. That's one for the next 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803306 34930 478 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 11:19:45am  
 
<P>A few more <A href="http://www.fair.org/index.php?page=2549" 
target=_blank>Limbaugh quotes</A> compiled by FAIR:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1992, on his now-defunct TV show, Limbaugh expressed his ire when Spike 
Lee urged that black schoolchildren get off from school to see his film Malcolm 
X: "Spike, if you're going to do that, let's complete the education experience. 
You should tell them that they should loot the theater, and then blow it up on 
their way out."</P> 
<P>In a similar vein, here is Limbaugh's mocking take on the NAACP, a group with 
a 90-year commitment to nonviolence: "The NAACP should have riot rehearsal. They 
should get a liquor store and practice robberies."</P> 
<P>When Carol Moseley-Braun (D-IL) was in the U.S. Senate, the first black woman 
ever elected to that body, Limbaugh would play the "Movin' On Up" theme song 
from TV's Jeffersons when he mentioned her. Limbaugh sometimes still uses mock 
dialect -- substituting "ax" for "ask"-- when discussing black leaders.</P> 
<P>Such quotes and antics -- many compiled by Fairness &amp; Accuracy In 
Reporting (FAIR) for our 1995 book -- offer a whiff of Limbaugh's racial 
sensibility. So does his claim that racism in America "is fueled primarily by 
the rantings and ravings" of people like Jesse Jackson. Or his ugly reference 
two years ago to the father of Madonna's first child, a Latino, as "a gang 
member-type guy" -- an individual with no gang 
background.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803312 34930 484 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 11:25:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/7803308" target=_blank>#480</A> Splatt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a completely unrelated topic (but not really) I think I've found a new one 
that they're using for Obama over on Hot Air. This is from a post on the poll 
that shows Huckabee winning some poll.</P> 
<P>Too early, though if more people are already looking ahead to 2012 when Ogabe 
has been in office less than a year, that might be a good thing.</P> 
<P>Bishop on October 16, 2009 at 4:42 PM</P> 
<P>Ogabe. Get it? Like, Mugabe? African dictator? It's gotten to the point over 
there where almost any and every reference to him or his wife has a racist bent 
to it. Scary. No wonder they're so upset about this whole Limbaugh 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Ogabe" slur originally came from ... yes, Rush Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803339 34930 511 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 11:42:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7803331" target=_blank>#503</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am disappointed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I'll try to carry on despite your disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803375 34930 547 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 12:00:12pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/503/7803331" target=_blank>#503</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A quick check of Snopes shows the NAACP comment cannot be pinned down to a 
time and date. It is not verifiable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snopes, by the way, is wrong when they say that there's no source for the 
quote -- it is now sourced to FAIR. You may want to try to argue that it's 
false, but then you have to prove that FAIR is lying about it. Why would they do 
that, when there is no lack of other quotes they could use?</P> 
<P>And what about the Spike Lee quote or the others they cite? I notice -- AGAIN 
-- that the apologists like you simply glide right past those as if they don't 
exist, to scream about the few quotes that are questionable.</P> 
<P>And by "questionable," I mean exactly that. With Limbaugh's long long history 
of racist statements, I'm not willing to give him the benefit of the doubt and 
take his word for it when he says he didn't say those things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803427 34930 584 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 12:27:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/7803398" target=_blank>#568</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, c'mon, do you really think he said the James Earl Ray 
thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if he said it or not. He claims he didn't.</P> 
<P>This book claims he did:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://books.google.com/books?id=AwJs8HTT1pwC&amp;pg=PA232&amp;dq=jack+hub
erman+slavery+limbaugh&amp;ei=q5XYSrzsGZX0zASj0OiOBw#v=onepage&amp;q=&amp;f=fals
e" target=_blank>books.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803473 34930 594 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 12:37:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/7803460" target=_blank>#592</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that book claims he did--with no supporting documentation. Anyone can 
write a book. Huberman has written for The Nation and the Huffington Post, so I 
am sure he has no axe to grind. Oh yeah, he was also a driving force behind Bush 
Derangement Syndrome, writing the book, <EM>The Bush-Hater’s Handbook: An A-Z 
Guide To The Most Appalling Presidency Of The Past 100 Years.</EM> Great source 
for a quote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- on one side you have a writer for The Nation, on the other you have 
a race-baiting extremist with a long history of ugly commentary.</P> 
<P>As I wrote, I don't know which one to believe, but I'm certainly not going to 
just take Rush Limbaugh's word for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803524 34930 603 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 12:53:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/7803520" target=_blank>#601</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guilty until proven innocent? Rush can't prove he didn't say it, no one can. 
As long as you and others throw out quotes of dubious origin, Rush will be able 



to cry foul and say, "See, they are just making stuff up." Rush could probably 
sue Huberman for libel, though it is hard for public figures to win those kinds 
of cases. Using these quotes from Huberman to smear Rush only weakens your 
legitimate case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's complete bullshit, because I'm NOT using the quotes from Huberman. 
My post above makes it extremely clear that these quotes are 
DISPUTED.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803578 34930 609 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 1:12:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/7803553" target=_blank>#607</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you did use at least one quote from Huberman in a previous thread.</P> 
<P>"A classic: You know who deserves a posthumous Medal of Honor? James Earl Ray 
[the confessed assassin of Martin Luther King]."</P> 
<P>That is one of the main reasons that mrc.org called you out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the reason why mrc.org "called me out" is because they're one of a number 
of right wing organizations that are deceptively shilling for Rush Limbaugh. 
They ignored the post I put up and instead seized on a <EM>comment</EM> I made, 
linking to another website.</P> 
<P>The quotes are disputed and that's all there is to say about it. They may or 
may not be accurate. The fact that Limbaugh denies making them is not 
<EM>proof</EM> of anything, just as the fact that they're in Huberman's book 
isn't <EM>proof</EM> of anything. We have a "he said, he said" 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803847 34930 622 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 2:31:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/621/7803839" target=_blank>#621</A> Oh no...Sand 
People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really that hard for people to apologize when they are wrong? I don't 
understand the pride in so many people that causes them to throw out red 
herrings in order to cover up what they did. Some quotes were fabricated. Others 
were not. Rush is solely focusing on the fabricated.</P> 
<P>He was able to own up to his drug dependency, why not those stupid quotes? I 
am sure if he apologized people would move on...or maybe that's why he isn't 
going to apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction: we don't know that quotes were fabricated. We have only Rush 
Limbaugh's word for that. They may or may not be fabricated. It's not proven 
either way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803940 34930 629 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 3:59:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7803908" target=_blank>#627</A> poteen</EM></P> 
<P>So long now! It's been real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803489 34931 64 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 12:41:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7803462" target=_blank>#41</A> eprn1n2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have listened to Rush since he started. I am not racist and I can attest to 
the fact that he is not either. Calling him a "Race Baiter" is absolutely 
ignorant. I can guarantee that those who do do not do not listen to him. It is 
very easy to label a person a racist. A classic straw man argument. It reveals 
nothing but your own ignorance and bigoted intolerance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whereas, your previous comments reveal your own appalling ignorance:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7196196" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803675 34931 230 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 1:50:20pm  
 
<P>And now the right wingers are starting up a campaign to get Rick Sanchez 
fired from CNN for "smearing" St. Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803698 34932 8 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 1:54:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7803693" target=_blank>#6</A> HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with the blue hanky? Is his guitar gay?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It muffles the strings above the nut to prevent false harmonics from 
cluttering up the tone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803768 34932 22 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 2:08:44pm  
 
<P>I'm watching the 'Rush Limbaugh' search feed on Twitter, and man! The 
wingnuts are really full of rage.</P> 
<P>I know - what else is new.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803772 34932 23 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 2:09:37pm  
 
<P>Philip Glass MP3 album -- FREE at Amazon:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002QZ53OK/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803884 34932 45 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 3:06:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7803880" target=_blank>#42</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist Stalker McCain takes another jab at LGF today. Like the Koskidz, it 
looks like they're claiming that the racist comments on Hot Air are 
planted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! I love it. Yep, all planted. Every one of them.</P> 
<P>Speaking of that, I've been kind of running around today -- have there been 
some more comments posted there by our sekrit spies?</P> 
<P>I'll be putting together another 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' post in a 
little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803912 34932 65 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 3:33:45pm  
 



<P>Eight hate mails so far today, most from St. Limbaugh's disciples.</P> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll see how funny it is to parrot fabricated quotes when you'rewriting that 
big fat check for both of your dollars to Rush Limbaugh. Itlooks like your 
little lizard cult is crumbling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh's going to sue me! The terror I feel is 
indescribable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803927 34932 78 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 3:48:22pm  
 
<P>Frank Tipler at Pajamas Media? A creationist religious fanatic? How low will 
PJ Media go?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07803975 34932 121 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 4:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7803967" target=_blank>#113</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist and VDARE staple James Fulford is celebrating that PJM has dropped the 
"hate" clause from PJM's commenting guidelines (it's a new post this afternoon 
and no cache in google that I can find, so I won't link to it.)</P> 
<P>What can I say... but that PJM should now be proud of 
itself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that speaks volumes. Now they're inviting the hate in. I can't express 
how glad I am that I got away from that crew before it descended to this 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804069 34933 4 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:26:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7804065" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I loved this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nazis were also “health nuts.” Hitler banned smoking, and preached a “healthy 
lifestyle” to the extreme. Just like today’s bunch. Of course, in Germany, your 
body belonged to Hitler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How healthy do you think that guy is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804089 34933 20 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:32:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7804081" target=_blank>#13</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More like DU</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- it's almost exactly like Democratic Underground -- the John Birch 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804102 34933 32 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:37:45pm  
 
<P>Killgore: which thread was this comment in? I lost it last night when Safari 
crashed...</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People want to live with their own kind. Babel (multicultural) nations need 
Emperors to rule over them or else they divide or collapse into civil war.</P> 
<P>aengus on October 15, 2009 at 2:08 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is outright neo-Nazi white supremacist stuff, and I want to add it to 
the post, but I couldn't find the thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804113 34933 42 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:40:50pm  
 
<P>The sleepers awake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804135 34933 60 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:50:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7804126" target=_blank>#52</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, at one point I thought I'd lodge protest for Kilgore's bomb-dropping 
over at HA, but in light of all the posts that have been brought to light, 
there's not much cause to bitch about that.</P> 
<P>Damn, it's gotten ugly on the Right side of the fence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they'd rather get angry at Killgore Trout (and me, accusing me of staging 
the stunt, which I did not) than do anything real to clean up their website. Hot 
Air has become a cesspool reminiscent of the very worst of Free Republic, with 
occasional hints of Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804139 34933 64 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:52:27pm  
 
<P>Ah, found the 'Babel' comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804146 34933 71 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7804142" target=_blank>#67</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>? As in tower of?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this is the comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People want to live with their own kind. Babel (multicultural) nations need 
Emperors to rule over them or else they divide or collapse into civil war.</P> 
<P>aengus on October 15, 2009 at 2:08 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>("aengus" had an account at LGF too, now blocked.)</P> 
<P>This idea that the Tower of Babel was destroyed and the nations sundered 
apart is a very common theme among white supremacists of the Christian Identity 
stripe. They use it as justification for keeping the races apart, with 
"emperors" to rule over them -- because God wanted it that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804153 34933 78 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 5:58:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7804144" target=_blank>#69</A> 
oneisnotprime</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Personally I tend toward the approach of giving commenters enough rope to 
hang themselves, so when I see hateful comments that are allowed to remain 
posted, I don't consider it an endorsement by the site they're posted on, and 
therefore consider the comments as reflecting poorly on the commenter but not 
necessarily the hosting site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this is a hopelessly naive attitude to have toward blog comments. 
I've learned the hard way that these comments can and do affect the reputation 
of a website. You may say that YOU don't consider it an endorsement, but a lot 
of people do -- including the nutjobs who will quickly take over if you let 
them. By not exercising moderation over the crazies, you're giving them free 
reign -- and they'll take it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804160 34933 85 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 6:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7804145" target=_blank>#70</A> Noam 
Sayin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm disappointed for Ed and AP, and mostly for Michelle, who had to 
constantly combat that sort of hatred directed at herself only a few short years 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Malkin has been associating with outright white supremacists like 
Peter Brimelow for many years. She has her own "contributor" page at the racist 
website VDARE.</P> 
<P>Your sympathy is misplaced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804173 34933 98 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 6:06:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7804167" target=_blank>#92</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry if this is old news, but it appears LGF has it's own comic book.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
acedetective.blogspot.com/2009/10/chuck-johnson-race-detective-vol-
i.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Race 
Detective.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to post links to that kind of crap, please use the Google 
cache link to avoid sending them traffic and increasing their pagerank.</P> 
<P>Just go to Google and type:</P> 
<P>cache:[site URL]</P> 
<P>And you'll have the link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804175 34933 100 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 6:07:43pm  
 
<P>That's probably someone from the stalker blog, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804196 34933 120 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 6:16:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7804187" target=_blank>#112</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The concept was kinda funny but I quickly got bored reading it. They need to 
try harder at being funny. It's kinda like those lame Bunker parodies, the first 



one was kind of amusing but they made 3-4 more of them that just weren't even 
close to funny. I don't think I even watched the last few.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing creative about it -- there are many sites that let you put 
your own captions over comic strips. It's an old, tired web cliché, like those 
Hitler "Downfall" videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804222 34933 144 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 6:25:15pm  
 
<P>First meltdown of the evening. Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804355 34933 274 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 7:03:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7804340" target=_blank>#259</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note, though, that the article is concerned with how to deflect the growing 
appeal of white nationalism. FrontPageMag is David Horowitz's baby, and no one 
can truthfully accuse him of racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also note that the "racialists" like Brimelow and Sailer are very cunningly 
and very deliberately reversing the stereotypes, and doing everything they can 
to <EM>appear</EM> as if they're not white supremacists. It's a strategy to 
legitimize their views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804374 34933 293 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 7:07:54pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is planning to feature lunatic climate denier/fraud Christopher 
Monckton this coming week: <A href="http://twitter.com/glennBeck" 
target=_blank>Glenn Beck (glennbeck) on Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many emails on: [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/276pLF." 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>] I will reach out to L. Monckton and others for Mon. 
Radio/tv.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804403 34933 322 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 7:16:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7804392" target=_blank>#311</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah yes, the "Lord" who likes to portray himself as having something to do 
with Parliament, though he doesn't.</P> 
<P>If you ever highlight him (say his appearance on Beck), be sure to spotlight 
his history of idiocies wrt. AIDS. AGW-denialism isn't his first trip around the 
block.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also likes to pretend that he's an expert on climate science, when he has 
absolutely no credentials in the field. Monckton is a complete shameless 
fraud.</P> 
<P>Of course Glenn Beck and the right wing blogosphere love him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804524 34933 440 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 7:48:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7804488" target=_blank>#405</A> Alouette</EM></P> 



<P>The alternative to using a network like Pulse360 or Google Adsense is: 
getting LGF readers to start supporting the site directly through Paypal 
donations -- and Paypal donations aren't even coming close to covering our 
simple web hosting costs. Forget about paying for my living expenses or the time 
I spend writing posts or moderating the blog.</P> 
<P>I put up links for people to "subscribe" to LGF several months ago, at $10 a 
month, and so far I have a grand total of ... four subscriptions.</P> 
<P>I'd love to take off all the advertisements, believe me. But without more 
support from the users who read and comment at LGF, I have no choice but to use 
ad networks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804803 34933 714 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:18:59pm  
 
<P>Why has this thread turned into a screaming match?</P> 
<P>I believe I was just mentioning how much work it took to run LGF, and how 
little it's been paying to do it recently... and here we have another catfight, 
with people on both sides emailing me and telling me I need to step in.</P> 
<P>What does any of this have to do with the topic of the thread? I couldn't 
have asked for a better illustration of the kind of stuff I have to spend way 
too much time dealing with.</P> 
<P>Unless everyone involved in this latest pissing match chills out right now, 
I'm going to close comments on this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804844 34933 755 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:36:28pm  
 
<P>One more note: as unpleasant and angry as some of the exchanges have been in 
this thread, I'd much rather have this going on -- a heated discussion on issues 
that really matter -- than the delusional ranting and hateful raging that takes 
place in every thread at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>This isn't supposed to be a green light to start fighting again. I just need 
to say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804873 34933 782 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:49:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/7804870" target=_blank>#779</A> Splatt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's funny is that this thread has gone so off topic, you guys aren't even 
aware that the thread on Hot Air under the Impeach Obama thread has gone 
completely off topic, as well - their comments are now directly intended for you 
guys (kilgore, et al.)</P> 
<P>Killgore since you are trolling over here let me be the first to tell you 
that you are an unemployed loser who could not score in a Hong Kong 
whorehouse.</P> 
<P>Hilts on October 17, 2009 at 10:39 PM</P> 
<P>And there's many more like them. Funny stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're having imaginary conversations with the enemies in their 
minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07804882 34933 791 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 9:55:04pm  
 
<P>Looks like we're approaching the flouncing hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07804902 34933 811 Charles Sat, Oct 17, 2009 10:02:33pm  
 
<P>Interesting thing about people who post a nasty "goodbye cruel world" comment 
-- when I check the logs I see them come back and try to log into their account 
again and again. I've seen people try their accounts several times a day for 
weeks, after ranting off in a huff.</P> 
<P>In the immortal words of Michael Steele, "What Up?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805369 34933 975 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:06:28am  
 
<P>Note to all those who are (were) ranting and raving that I'm a hypocrite 
because I previously defended LGF against people who smeared us due to some 
comments posted here, especially that thread about CAIR: the comments that 
caused CAIR to attack were deleted <STRONG>as soon as I became aware of 
them</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>That's the difference -- extreme comments have always been deleted at LGF, if 
I am aware of them.</P> 
<P>At Hot Air, on the other hand, Ed Morrissey and Allahpundit are BOTH aware of 
comments posted at their blog falsely accusing me of being a <EM>pedophile</EM>, 
and have not deleted those comments. Nor have they blocked the people who posted 
those comments.</P> 
<P>Also at Hot Air, an outright white supremacist is being allowed to post 
entries in their Green Room section -- Robert Stacy McCain.</P> 
<P>I completely reject these attempts to equate LGF with the cesspool that Hot 
Air has become. They know what's going on in their comments, and they encourage 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805373 34934 298 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:11:15am  
 
<P>Speaking of racists, Robert Stacy McCain is ranting like a maniac about me 
again, and this time he's viciously attacking Barrett Brown too. He breaks out 
the BIG GUN of insane wingnuts -- Brown is <STRONG>GODLESS</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://r
smccain.blogspot.com/2009/10/how-is-charles-johnson-like-gnat.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>rsmccain.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805604 34934 342 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 11:59:13am  
 
<P>So long now!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805559 34935 21 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 11:39:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7805556" target=_blank>#20</A> harald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why has HotAir started linking to this asshole?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805615 34935 29 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:04:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7805611" target=_blank>#27</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Funny how he says he <B>quit</B> the newspaper business to pursue freelance 
blogging full time. Why is it that I'm having a hard time believing that? 
Hmmm...</P> 
<P>Typically of him he never even attempts to rebut a single thing said about 
his association with white supremacists, instead he starts calling people names 
and comparing his web traffic to LGF's, wtf? The man really isn't all that 
bright is he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain doesn't get anywhere close to the traffic LGF gets. According to 
Google Analytics, we're getting more than 1.5 million pageviews a 
month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805433 34936 9 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:44:24am  
 
<P>Reading through the comments on that original thread I posted is depressing. 
So many LGF readers who tried to argue this isn't a blatant, in your face racist 
image.</P> 
<P>The good thing is that a lot of those people are not here any more -- they're 
posting at blogs where they encourage and applaud racism, which is where they 
belong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805486 34936 53 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 11:11:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7805463" target=_blank>#30</A> armylaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's stipulate that McKalip is a racist (the picture certainly makes that an 
almost inescapable conclusion). There still is the question of whether, nasty 
opinions notwithstanding, he knows anything about the economics of health care 
policy. Glenn Beck puts him on, and you're supposed to see "Oooo! A 
neurosurgeon! He must know how to fix healthcare!"</P> 
<P>Life doesn't work that way, though. Just because he can fix brain and nerve 
problems doesn't mean he can handle the billing. That's why doctors hire lawyers 
and accountants to handle that stuff for them. So, frankly, I see no reason why 
Dr. McKalip's opinion carries any more weight than that of any other voter. He 
certainly has no special expertise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bigger question, though, is how this outright racist who's been the 
subject of national news stories was able to get on the Glenn Beck show in the 
first place. Did Glenn Beck's handlers pick him <EM>because</EM> of the racist 
image?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805490 34936 57 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 11:13:58am  
 
<P>Wow. We <EM>still</EM> have people around who can look at that image and make 
excuses for it, apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805586 34936 143 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 11:50:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7805581" target=_blank>#139</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mandy, thank you, and I hope I am. And I hope I never get so cynical and 
suspicious that my first response is to see evil in every possible happenstance 
and turn of phrase.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P> 



<P>How the hell can you call it "cynical" to see a picture of a black man with a 
<EM>bone through his nose</EM> as a blatantly racist image?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805608 34936 159 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:01:03pm  
 
<P>Assholes are showing up again trying to post insults in old 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805621 34936 169 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:06:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7805613" target=_blank>#163</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to throw something out here just for fun... but before I do I want 
to be very clear that I do believe that image is racist and was intended to be 
and that's why the guy thought it was so funny. It's revolting.</P> 
<P>But now, that said, why do we automatically see an image of a shaman, or 
proud African warrior in traditional dress to be a negative? Someone here 
mentioned it was to show him as "primitive". Aboriginal cultures are proud, fine 
societies that do a helluva lot less damage to the planet than those of us who 
are so "advanced". Aren't we showing a touch of racism ourselves by putting a 
automatically negative connotation (which I agree was the intent of the image) 
on that aspect?</P> 
<P>Just a thought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell?</P> 
<P>A picture of a witch doctor in itself is not a racist image. But when you 
photoshop Barack Obama's face on it, and make sure to include a freaking 
<EM>bone through his nose</EM>, it's not "racist" to point out that this is 
disgusting and vile.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805632 34936 179 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:10:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7805624" target=_blank>#171</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "artist" could possibly have made his point less offensively if he had 
portrayed Obama as <A 
href="http://img2.photographersdirect.com/img/16398/wm/pd730229.jpg" 
target=_blank>an old-timey patent medicine quack</A>, or some 
such.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you assume that the "artist" was trying to make any point worth 
listening to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805704 34936 248 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7805697" target=_blank>#241</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think you ever answered this direct question: do you believe this is 
a racist image?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805725 34936 269 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 12:48:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7805723" target=_blank>#267</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of us suspect he was picked by Beck because of the racist 
image.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I think. I don't believe in coincidences like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07805772 34936 316 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 1:11:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7805769" target=_blank>#313</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox will just offer documentedproof that Dr. McKallip has let black people 
use his bathroom at some point...</P> 
<P>The sad part is that the bone-in-the-nose imagery is not only racist and 
tasteless, it is overkill, a photoshop of Obama in most any other pose (a 
doctor's gown, etc) would've sufficed along with the hammer and sickle to get 
the point across without dragging it down to such an abysmal 
level</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're assuming that there really is a "deeper" point than racist ugliness. I 
don't make that assumption. I think the creator of this image (it wasn't 
McKalip, by the way) conveyed exactly the point he intended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806085 34937 202 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 3:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7806060" target=_blank>#178</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...3 comments in an Charles hijacks another thread...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It proves how irrelevant I've become.</P> 
<P>And yet Ed Morrissey and Allahpundit seem to have no awareness at all that 
their own website has been hijacked by thousands of raving nuts.</P> 
<P>They'd rather attack me, and label me as a "leftist" (or some of the other 
insults Morrissey has tossed at me in Hot Air's comments).</P> 
<P>And meanwhile, they're allowing a proven white supremacist to post entries in 
their Green Room.</P> 
<P>I don't think any lights are dawning over there -- Morrissey just had a close 
encounter with the people he's been encouraging, and it was very unpleasant. 
Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806102 34937 219 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 3:15:10pm  
 
<P>Mark Steyn has an op-ed out today defending Rush Limbaugh with the same 
dishonest tactics everyone else has been using -- he focuses on one disputed 
quote and ignores the MANY other documented racist and race-baiting quotes from 
Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>For example: "Here you have a black president trying to destroy a white 
policeman."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
07/24/limbaugh-20090724-destroy.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806114 34937 229 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 3:20:25pm  
 
<P>Here's a collection of racist quotes from Limbaugh -- all verified, cited, 
and attributed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://soupsoup.tumblr.com/post/216547069/my-racial-views-
you-mean-my-belief-in-a" 
target=_blank>soupsoup.tumblr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808523 34937 303 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:59:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7808144" target=_blank>#302</A> bgnad</EM></P> 
<P>You can promote the Oath Keepers at some other website, because you're not 
welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806217 34938 60 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 3:58:18pm  
 
<P>I knew this would happen -- after I posted the comment last night about the 
fact Paypal donations are not even coming close to paying my expenses, the 
stalker blog gleefully seized on this as evidence that I'm "hurting for 
money."</P> 
<P>Actually, no -- I'm not hurting for money. The ads are more than paying LGF's 
expenses at this point.</P> 
<P>However, if I were to charge by the hour for the work I do at LGF, let's just 
say -- I'm working pretty cheap.</P> 
<P>If more people would donate or subscribe through Paypal, I wouldn't have to 
inflict so many advertisements on you, gentle readers. And I would like very 
much to get rid of some of them, because they're not that wonderful from an 
aesthetic standpoint.</P> 
<P>(But sorry, stalkers -- your deranged fantasies about LGF going out of 
business are not going to come true.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806228 34938 71 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 4:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7806225" target=_blank>#68</A> nolimit</EM></P> 
<P>And like magic, up pops one of the stalkers -- 'unrealizedviewpoint' posting 
with a sock puppet account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806285 34938 103 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 4:23:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7806271" target=_blank>#96</A> salm141</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! I'm sure you'll get more enjoyment out of posting your sarcastic 
comments at some other blog. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806560 34938 124 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 5:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7806551" target=_blank>#123</A> 
tveitskog</EM></P> 



<P>So long, now. I'm sure you'll be happier at some other site, so I've taken 
the liberty of blocking your account. You're welcome!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806567 34938 127 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 5:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7806563" target=_blank>#125</A> guss</EM></P> 
<P>Registered just to flounce. How very sad for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806666 34938 136 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:08:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7806655" target=_blank>#132</A> corncat</EM></P> 
<P>Buh bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806681 34938 140 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:10:41pm  
 
<P>Server hiccup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806888 34938 148 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 7:12:31pm  
 
<P>Sneaky Limbaugh flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807470 34938 154 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:14:31pm  
 
<P>And we have yet another Limbaugh flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808462 34938 163 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:42:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7808373" target=_blank>#161</A> bobosamo</EM></P> 
<P>The two accounts you registered are now history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808466 34938 164 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:43:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7808038" target=_blank>#159</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad you went to the effort to put all of this in one place Charles. It's 
going to be much harder for his disciples to deny with such a compendium 
available. While many of these folks will defend him evne in light of all this 
evidence, the truly sad thing is, I suspect many of them have no real issues 
with the quotes in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't take credit for the whole list -- if you follow the first link in my 
post (before the blockquote) you'll see where it originally 
appeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808477 34938 165 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:45:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7808019" target=_blank>#157</A> KipAllen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question that all should be asking is are Limbaugh's statements 
true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Amazing.</P> 
<P>Which statements do you think are "true?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806255 34939 6 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 4:15:44pm  
 
<P>15 newbies and 3 socks already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806303 34939 31 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 4:29:06pm  
 
<P>I may start requiring people who register to post at least one comment 
immediately after registering to introduce themselves. If they don't post a 
comment within an hour, their account would be blocked.</P> 
<P>Haven't decided on this for sure yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806571 34939 273 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 5:45:43pm  
 
<P>Two flounces in the last 5 minutes in the previous thread. One of them a 
newbie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806603 34939 301 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 5:54:05pm  
 
<P>Registration has been reopened for the past 20 minutes, and we're now 
approaching the end of tonight's window of opportunity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806626 34939 323 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 5:59:18pm  
 
<P>A classic sock puppet attempt: 'charliefjohnson1'</P> 
<P>By a person who previously tried to register: 
'charliefjohnson'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806643 34939 338 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:02:18pm  
 
<P>Here are the usernames registered tonight, minus 10 sock puppets:</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of hatchlings: 48</STRONG></P> 
<P>Cowboysfanhow227thecommodoreAJAX52MattInNCwhatmeSoundboard 
FezLidaneWormwoodXopXproxyXBaelthelielsue_lizardgsimddcfThe 
YankeeWoodchuckbuberzionistOld GilCokezeroRarynspinnBizarro 
StormydavidindianLakerFanjcrawshawlemonslicePhageSymmetriadPalmer_EldritchRamzyC
iceronianamandrodeadletterboyBazerklySilentAlfaBetterLuckGa8dl9i1a9BabsiePyroRob
Sarg1086Virginia PlainCloggyhoward2751mprudowgent64East Bay 
Raypdc_lgf</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806684 34939 369 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:11:17pm  
 
<P>The Limbaugh flouncers are really getting started now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806698 34939 383 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:15:13pm  
 



<P>Have any of the wingnut blogs figured out how to blame President Obama for 
the balloon boy hoax yet?</P> 
<P>You know it's coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07806802 34939 441 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 6:45:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7806795" target=_blank>#438</A> 
suchislife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never saw this on any other blog and I think it's brilliant. I've never 
known an easier to use blog the lgf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of the code that drives the LGF blog was written by three people: me, 
myself, and I.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807166 34941 8 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 8:34:41pm  
 
<P>One of the resident propagandists really showed up fast for this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807180 34941 12 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 8:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7807158" target=_blank>#5</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>I'm just curious, because I see where you're posting from -- who do you work 
for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807248 34941 50 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 8:57:28pm  
 
<P><EM>&lt; ... crickets ... &gt;</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807251 34941 53 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 8:58:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7807250" target=_blank>#52</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/12/7807180" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807295 34941 95 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 9:11:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7807283" target=_blank>#83</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>Mmkay. I believe you have an ulterior motive for posting your anti-AGW 
propaganda here. But don't worry, I'm not going to out you.</P> 
<P>I'll let your continual propagandizing speak for itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807394 34941 192 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 9:47:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7807370" target=_blank>#168</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>Reload the Spy page, grasshopper. And all will be revealed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807404 34941 202 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 9:49:59pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7807383" target=_blank>#181</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late to this thread, but the Catlin survey was an utter joke, laughed at by 
even scientists.</P> 
<P>It was a publicity stunt with something like 43 data points from the entire 
expedition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807414 34941 212 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 9:53:48pm  
 
<P>It's really interesting to see the tactics of global warming deniers on 
display in this thread. They make assertions about these stories that are 
completely out of left field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807418 34941 216 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 9:54:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7807413" target=_blank>#211</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, 6000 data points... Unless I misread</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.catlinarcticsurvey.com/assets/downloads/CAS%20Science%20and%20E
xpedition%20Summary.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.catlinarcticsurvey.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't misread anything. You're right -- there are at least 6,000 data 
points.</P> 
<P>This is why we call them "deniers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807438 34941 235 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7807383" target=_blank>#181</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late to this thread, but the Catlin survey was an utter joke, laughed at by 
even scientists.</P> 
<P>It was a publicity stunt with something like 43 data points from the entire 
expedition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was an outright lie. I don't like liars. Your account is 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807443 34941 240 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:06:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7807383" target=_blank>#181</A> 
astronmr20</EM></P> 
<P>And so are your other two sock puppet accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807450 34941 247 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:07:56pm  
 
<P>Hate mail coming in tonight:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I read online the other night you are a registered sexoffender. 
Little boys or little girls?? Is this true douche nozzle?</P> 
<P>I'll bet your mother was so proud!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807456 34941 253 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:09:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7807448" target=_blank>#245</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long till he shows up at the village?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been there for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807459 34941 256 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:10:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7807453" target=_blank>#250</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can not believe that they would stoop that low. Well yes I can believe it, 
I am just simply appalled.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very typical of the kind of hate mail I've been getting from right 
wing crazies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807472 34941 267 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7807469" target=_blank>#265</A> Bob with one 
O</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It used to be the left wing crazies.Times change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hate mail I got from leftists and Islamists was never even close to the 
level of viciousness I'm seeing from the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808378 34941 321 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:11:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7808338" target=_blank>#320</A> cloud48</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First year ice indicates that Artic ice is INCREASING not the opposite. If 
the Artic ice were melting there would be very little, if any, first year ice. 
The conclusion suggested is illogical and indicates blind faith to pre-conceived 
notions regardless of the facts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is simply not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807509 34942 7 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:33:20pm  
 
<P>When I first saw this earlier today I couldn't believe it was real. But it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807513 34942 9 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:34:15pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/10/18/sarah-palin-
joins-linkedin/" 
target=_blank>politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07807523 34942 17 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:36:24pm  
 
<P>I wonder if this has anything to do with the fact that Palin's book is now 
for pre-sale at Amazon at a <EM>69% discount?</EM> <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0061939897/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Going Rogue: An American Life: Sarah Palin</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07807529 34942 22 Charles Sun, Oct 18, 2009 10:37:59pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>69% off on a book that was hyped as one of the year's hottest sellers. 
Something's very wrong in Palin-ville.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808337 34942 285 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 9:49:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7808306" target=_blank>#281</A> 
kutabeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>When are you going to update this posting...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, I don't know -- maybe when I wake up and look into the issue a little 
further? Sorry I can't post on your schedule while I'm sleeping; I'll try to 
work on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808370 34942 291 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:05:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7808340" target=_blank>#286</A> krypto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it a jaw dropper to find Sarah Palin now listed on 
Linkedin.com?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the resume is so embarrassingly thin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808315 34943 491 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 9:33:34am  
 
<P>Yeesh. Again with the pseudo-experts on climate change. Richard Lindzen is 
another industry shill who is well known in the scientific world as a denier of 
the first order.</P> 
<P>A search of ScienceBlogs brings up quite a few posts about Lindzen and his 
distortions:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=lin
dzen&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808325 34943 501 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 9:39:51am  
 
<P>The Science and Public Policy Institute is an organization dedicated to 
pumping out propaganda to confuse the public on climate change issues. One of 
its heads is Christopher Monckton, a complete fraud who was caught fabricating 
and cherry-picking data on several occasions, and is NOT a scientist at all.</P> 



<P>It's a little depressing to see these frauds and kooks promoted at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808514 34944 118 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 10:56:21am  
 
<P>We actually had someone show up at the end of the Oath Keepers thread to 
<EM>defend</EM> those nutjobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808600 34945 30 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 11:18:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7808568" target=_blank>#4</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill Frist <EM>really pwned</EM> Maher on this issue too, which Maher 
mentions in this video. You can see it here:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>/hat tip: Killgore</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How sad is it that Bill Frist pwns Bill Maher?</P> 
<P>Frist was one of the worst offenders in the Terri Schiavo nightmare idiocy -- 
promoting the claim that Schiavo would one day wake up and start chatting again. 
His role in that case was a prime example of an opportunistic politician 
exploiting an issue he had no business getting involved in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808606 34945 36 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 11:19:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7808581" target=_blank>#13</A> 
Martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's heartening, in a way, to see that while far right nuttery has eclipsed 
the far left variety, the latter remains as loud and intellectually impotent as 
ever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ant-vaccination craziness is neither right wing nor left wing. There are 
plenty of deluded fools who buy into this nonsense on both 
sides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808616 34945 43 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 11:21:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7808594" target=_blank>#24</A> Diamond 
Bullet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anti-vax is the left wing's answer to the anti-science strains in the 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's simply not true. This is not a "left wing" issue. There are plenty of 
right wingers who are just as crazy about vaccines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808649 34945 73 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 11:29:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7808620" target=_blank>#47</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the "Richard Dawkins Award" given out for? Bigoted, blind, dogmatic 
atheism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sorry, I can't let that one stand. Richard Dawkins is constantly smeared with 
this kind of stuff, and it's not true. I've read his books, and there is no 
evidence of bigotry, or dogmatism. He makes solid logical arguments for 
everything he writes.</P> 
<P>I get that you don't like Richard Dawkins. But it's not fair or accurate to 
accuse him of "bigotry."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808818 34946 56 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 12:18:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7808786" target=_blank>#54</A> 
ludwigvanquixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The vested political and financial interests that spew anti-science 
propaganda are hard enough to counter without stunts like this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what this group thought they were achieving with this stunt, 
except to make the media look bad, and create problems for anyone trying to 
promote the truth about climate change.</P> 
<P>It was a really dumb, self-defeating thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07808955 34948 51 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 12:46:52pm  
 
<P>Comments that whine about the topics I post or don't post will be deleted. As 
always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809035 34949 8 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 1:19:45pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809065 34949 29 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 1:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7809025" target=_blank>#2</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm on the fence. And occasionally confused about this.</P> 
<P>Richard Lindzen (who admittedly meant nothing to me until this morning) from 
MIT was written off as a kook on an earlier thread.</P> 
<P>What makes him a kook, and not Sinclair?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lindzen is not a kook, although many of his claims about global warming have 
been discredited. Christopher Monckton, however, definitely falls into the kook 
category.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809127 34949 83 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 2:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7809098" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lord Christopher Monckton on Glenn Beck Radio Oct. 19th, 2009 - Part 1</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no fraud too fraudulent for Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809135 34949 91 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 2:06:46pm  
 



<P>By the way, to revisit the previous thread for a second, 'astronmr20' emailed 
me and said he was not the person who posted at the stalker blog, and apologized 
for misstating the evidence of the Catlin Arctic Survey. I've restored his 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809144 34949 99 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 2:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7809133" target=_blank>#89</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<P>The answer to your points is: if you're really interested in understanding 
the science behind climate change, don't take anyone's word for it. Go out and 
find the sources, read the books, and make the effort to form your own 
opinions.</P> 
<P>That's what I did, starting more than a year ago, because I realized that 
this topic was becoming important, and I began to distrust the talking points 
circulated by the right wing. After quite a bit of reading and research, I came 
to the conclusion that my previous skepticism had been drastically mistaken, 
that there really is a dangerous problem that needs to be addressed, that the 
science is very sound and convincing, and that the Republican Party is 
deliberately trying to confuse people and cloud the issues for political 
reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809220 34950 18 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 3:08:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7809209" target=_blank>#8</A> kamaz</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! I'm blocking your account so you aren't tempted to post any more at 
a blog you clearly have nothing but contempt for. No need to thank 
me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809236 34950 30 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 3:14:01pm  
 
<P>I wasn't expecting a meltdown in this thread. Man, things are getting crazy 
out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809257 34950 47 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 3:22:56pm  
 
<P>That person followed up with an email accusing me of blocking his account 
just because he disagreed with me. Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809490 34951 9 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 5:56:24pm  
 
<P>There's more about to come out on this creep too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809515 34951 32 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 6:06:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7809506" target=_blank>#23</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm asking this because I am not that web savy but are we sure that 
RStacy2229 is actually RSM himself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. He signs his full name to many of these posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07809548 34951 62 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 6:24:24pm  
 
<P>Just received through the contact form, with the title "Dear Charles, how do 
I donate to your wonderful blog?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha! You really thought someone is going to give you actual money?</P> 
<P>No, Chuckie boy, I don't give money to obsessive, filthy, n*gger loving, pony 
tailed overgrown script kiddies.</P> 
<P>But Chuckles, you are entertaining in a way all messed up wackos are. So I 
may hit the tip jar and give you 0.02$ so you could get yourself a nice male, 
black crack whore for teh funs!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809558 34951 71 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 6:26:20pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about what I post or don't post will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07809780 34951 282 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 7:36:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7809724" target=_blank>#228</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Lincoln WAS in fact "guilty" of the acts complained of, and of 
hanging about 50 Native Americans in Minnesota more as an example to the 
Confederacy that he meant business. These acts were taken under the US 
Constitution in order to preserve the Union under the inherent Powers given to a 
Commander-In-Chief in wartime. The Constitution, as we have been told, does not 
represent a suicide pact. The Union prevailed - the rest - good, bad and 
indifferent is history. That is all.</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not really trying to defend the idea that Abraham Lincoln was a war 
criminal, are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811352 34952 205 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 12:00:33pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7811287" target=_blank>#204</A> nccanuck</EM></P> 
<P>You'll be happier at some other blog, I'm sure, where your idols aren't 
criticized, so I'm taking the liberty of blocking your account. No need to thank 
me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810059 34953 7 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 8:59:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7810055" target=_blank>#6</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We had a stalker attacking AGW last night. He calls himself 'dude' over on 
the stalker blog. Charles banned his 'astronr20' sockpuppet and two others he 
was using. The trolls will come out to attack these threads. Keep your eyes 
open, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, 'astronmr20' was not the stalker. He was just mistaken about his 
claims. I restored his account after an email exchange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810063 34953 10 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 9:00:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7810060" target=_blank>#8</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the abstract there, not the whole report. Am I missing 
something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A subscription to Science online...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810132 34953 55 Charles Mon, Oct 19, 2009 9:29:00pm  
 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813646 34953 300 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:26:12pm  
 
<P>Again and again, the same falsehoods and canards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810853 34954 449 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:43:45am  
 
<P>Looks like it's going to be one of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810856 34954 452 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:45:25am  
 
<P>This is what happens when you depart from the right wing orthodoxy, I 
guess.</P> 
<P>The hatred is an order of magnitude greater than anything I ever saw from the 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810863 34954 458 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:47:57am  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail overnight too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810909 34954 503 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:06:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7810873" target=_blank>#467</A> 
XopXproxyX</EM></P> 
<P>Are you associated with LGF watch?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810925 34954 517 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:21:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/7810917" target=_blank>#510</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're idiots. They are now willing to support LGF becuase we're picking on 
Hot Air for racist comments. Where was the support when we were picking on DKos 
for antisemitism?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm just waiting to see if "XopXproxyX" plans to answer my 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810944 34954 528 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:28:19am  
 
<P>Hot Air commenters are turning on Allahpundit, viciously.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/10/19/video-glenn-beck-goes-
off-on-anita-dunn-for-17-minutes/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Tap ... tap ... hmm, my sympathy meter seems to be broken. It's stuck on 
zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07810966 34955 13 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:34:52am  
 
<P>Not only are the commenters at Hot Air turning on Allahpundit -- this thread 
is full of neo-Confederates bashing Abraham Lincoln and calling the civil war 
"unnecessary."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/10/19/video-glenn-beck-goes-
off-on-anita-dunn-for-17-minutes/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Wow. Hot Air's comments are becoming almost indistinguishable from 
Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813637 34955 136 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:23:04pm  
 
<P>As usual, they show up at the end of dead threads to spout talking points. 
Any poll that makes the GOP look bad must automatically be considered suspect. 
Yadda yadda. Same old same old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811067 34956 11 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:05:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7811058" target=_blank>#5</A> UberNerd</EM></P> 
<P>That's the fourth time you've posted that link today. Are you trying to 
promote Geert Wilders here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811101 34956 37 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:14:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7811086" target=_blank>#25</A> UberNerd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holding out for my Hat Tip, Charles.</P> 
<P>I figured it was news worthy. I didn't want to get scooped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, well, since you apparently haven't paid attention to my previous posts 
about Wilders, here's a clue: Geert Wilders will get no publicity from me. He is 
promoting an ugly, un-American point of view, and if you want to see coverage of 
his latest publicity stunts, I suggest you send your tips to Pamela Geller or 
Robert Spencer, who are very comfortable with Wilders' fascist opinions.</P> 
<P>I don't appreciate seeing it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811132 34956 58 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:23:08am  
 
<P>A crack in the wall of stupidity:</P> 



<P><A href="http://strata-sphere.com/blog/index.php/archives/11063" 
target=_blank>The Strata-Sphere » I Stand With Charles Johnson, And In Total 
Opposition To Robert Stacy McCain</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811148 34956 73 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:28:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7811138" target=_blank>#63</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>It’s mind-boggling that a disgusting person like Pat Buchanan hasn’t been 
made a pariah by the right wing.</EM></P> 
<P>But, like lawhawk said upthread, he was.</P> 
<P>Of course NR isn't the whole right wing. But it is certainly a downhill slide 
from there to the august pages of WND.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but whatever stand Buckley took has long since been erased. Buchanan's 
articles are published at every major conservative news site, he has a permanent 
slot on MSNBC, and is a frequent guest on Fox News, where Sean Hannity refers to 
him as "the great Patrick J. Buchanan."</P> 
<P>He is definitely NOT any kind of pariah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811159 34956 81 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:36:43am  
 
<P>Unfortunately, AJ Strata is already considered a RINO traitor by a lot of 
wingnut blogs, so all that will happen is that they'll now turn their hatred 
toward him as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811188 34956 102 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:46:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7811164" target=_blank>#85</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>You cannot believe the Washington Times. I suggest you look into this further 
before freaking out. The Washington Times is known to lie and distort the facts 
in articles about issues like this one -- and there's a reason for it. This is 
the newspaper where Robert Stacy McCain worked for years, and where there are 
numerous connections to white supremacist ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811218 34956 115 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:59:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7811200" target=_blank>#108</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Have you considered that there might be good reasons to be concerned about 
black voters being disenfranchised in North Carolina?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811208 34957 14 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 10:56:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7811205" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if Hot Air is going to eventually dump him as a contributor. Today 
is the first time in a while that Malkin isn't linking to RSM in her buzzworthy 
section.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since that would require eating a nice lunch of crow, I don't expect 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07811228 34957 26 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 11:02:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7811209" target=_blank>#15</A> Honorary 
Yooper</EM></P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is definitely more popular than AP with the commenters at 
Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811231 34957 27 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 11:03:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7811226" target=_blank>#24</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will be interesting to see who ends up apologizing for wrongly excoriating 
Charles and LGF over the RSM brouhaha.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not holding my breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811416 34957 98 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 12:31:58pm  
 
<P>AJ: This is a really good step and I appreciate it enormously.</P> 
<P>But you really need to take a closer look at what some of the blogs in your 
blogroll are promoting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812301 34957 114 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:05:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7811866" target=_blank>#105</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/98/7811416" 
target=_blank>#98</A>,</P> 
<P>CJ, Yeah I know. I tend to wait to see if the fevers will pass. You may not 
know it but Malkin, Redstate and many others I don't even remember now are off 
the list. Rheil is on the edge at times. Hope springs eternal</P> 
<P>We shall see. I don't need or seek their concurrence. And I hope I can 
influence them to broaden their horizons a bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The worst one by far is Gates of Vienna -- who are now openly promoting 
European far right fascist groups on a daily basis. I was frankly a little 
surprised to see that link at your site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812348 34957 117 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7812327" target=_blank>#116</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CJ,</P> 
<P>Well I will take a look. Some of my readers felt you were being hard on 
GOV.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know very well this is the talking point going around. But they are openly 
promoting the Vlaams Belang and many other extremist fascist groups. This isn't 
even debatable. They are every bit as bigoted as Robert Stacy 
McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812383 34957 121 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:30:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7812369" target=_blank>#119</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CJ, I have been watching. And they also are on the cusp. I wonder if it is 
frustration or fear driving them (something I could accept for a short time) 
verses the down to the core racism of McCain. Making a mistake is not the same 
thing as hate.</P> 
<P>Have you thought of trying to build some bridges back to a select few, maybe 
Morrissey?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not me who needs to build bridges at this point, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812385 34957 122 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:32:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7812381" target=_blank>#120</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me for interjecting, but why is it Charles' job to rebuild these 
bridges?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get this a lot. People spew all kinds of hateful stuff at me, they let 
comments stand at Hot Air (for example) calling me a pedophile, they put the 
link to LGF under "Left Wingers," they let Robert Stacy McCain post vicious 
attacks in the Green Room -- but somehow it gets turned into my 
fault.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812480 34957 132 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7812453" target=_blank>#129</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CJ,</P> 
<P>Sorry, never meant to imply it was your fault!</P> 
<P>Just wondering about the value of salvage operations on a few worthy souls. 
It is DEFINITELY NOT your fault.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that. But honestly, I'm completely done with those people. Life's 
too short. I'm already gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812043 34958 146 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 3:34:02pm  
 
<P>As always -- comments that complain about what I do or do not post at LGF are 
going to be deleted. If you repost your link without the complaining, it won't 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812443 34958 181 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:46:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7812310" target=_blank>#177</A> ronnie</EM></P> 
<P>If you continue with this, I'm simply going to take away your account. It's 
your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813429 34958 190 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:05:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7813411" target=_blank>#189</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This shows that you really are just a troll, and one patterned after the 
creationist trolls.</P> 



<P>In nearly every AGW thread somebody, me or LVQ or Charles, etc., post links 
to sources that detail the history of the science or the current state of the 
science.</P> 
<P>For you to pretend that is not done means you are either (1) lazy, or (2) 
just a troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the amazing thing is that when I just checked "Tom on the rez" for sock 
puppets, I discovered that he was ... wait for it ... previously banned after a 
<EM>creationist</EM> meltdown, under the name 'neshobanakni'.</P> 
<P>So yes -- your intuition about this one was right on the money. Not only was 
he behaving like a creationist -- he IS a creationist. Now banned for the second 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813532 34958 194 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:35:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7813522" target=_blank>#192</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>File this one under "weird trivialities": "<STRONG>neshoban</STRONG>akni" has 
a Japanese feel to it (though the "kn" combination is not)... and indeed, 
<EM>neshouban</EM> (???? ??)is a Japanese word... it means essentially to "wet 
one's bed"!</P> 
<P>Well, I guess "Tom on the rez" really did wet his bed this 
time...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just a creationist - also a defender of the Vlaams Belang.</P> 
<P>Creationism freakout (combined with the same anti-AGW talking points he tried 
to float in this thread - and he even signed his new sock puppet name to 
it):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5506884" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Defending the fascist Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4450461" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4453709" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811519 34959 23 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 1:05:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7811502" target=_blank>#12</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who has read Revkin's writing on the subject of AGW knows that he the 
among the <EM>least</EM> "militant" of those writing on the subject, and indeed 
Revkin gets quite a bit of criticism from the AGW activists for being too kind 
to the deniers.</P> 
<P>But the ditto-heads wouldn't know that. They don't want to know it. The 
important thing to them is to get their morning 
<STRONG><EM>HATE</EM>?<EM>ON</EM>™</STRONG> serviced by 
Limbaugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly -- Revkin is no radical at all. And the article that prompted this 
ugly comment from Limbaugh was just simple common sense -- not some kind of 
crazy proposal to commit genocide to save the planet.</P> 
<P>Is Rush Limbaugh getting crazier, or was he always this bad? I've never been 
a fan, but lately he seems to be going way off the rails to a disturbing 
degree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07811556 34959 57 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 1:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7811539" target=_blank>#40</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush just demonstrated exactly the sort of response that anyone even hinting 
at the possibility of government population control can expect. It will be 
rabid, irrational, and completely sidetrack all other discussion.</P> 
<P>I have a hard time believing that Revkin thought it was a good idea to throw 
this idea into the public arena, but he does work for the NY 
Times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on!</P> 
<P>Read Revkin's piece. He does not suggest any kind of governmental population 
control at all. He mentions "baby-avoidance carbon credits" and "giving women a 
way to limit family size."</P> 
<P>These are <EM>voluntary</EM> suggestions, and he even makes it clear that he 
isn't seriously proposing it, just bringing it up for discussion.</P> 
<P>Good. Grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811655 34959 155 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 1:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7811618" target=_blank>#119</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am surprised that Revkin thought, even when couched in the language of 
"this is just a thought experiment and not an actual proposal," that this idea 
was a good one throw into the fray. Rush won't be the only one to react 
hysterically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get why this should be controversial at all. It seems like completely 
straightforward common sense to me. Why should anyone get upset if other people 
choose to use contraception, for whatever reason? And why should anyone get 
upset if voluntary incentives to use contraception are offered to 
people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811697 34959 196 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 1:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7811685" target=_blank>#184</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Voluntary contraception and education are the right answers, but as I said 
upthread this does get into sticky politics when it sounds like the west is 
imposing on the developing world where families still use offspring as an 
insurance against mortality rates or hold strong traditions and beliefs about 
fertility. The population issues are mitigated in the west by our affluence but 
it could be easily said "who are we to lecture other nations given our 
consumption per household, etc..." Yet taking population controls only to modern 
nations is prescibing the medicine where it is least needed in terms of real 
population growth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point. People in developed nations are the <EM>main</EM> 
producers of CO2, by a huge margin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811805 34959 275 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:21:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7811759" target=_blank>#251</A> ubernerd</EM></P> 



<P>That bogus argument sounds exactly like the leftist talking point that 
"fighting against terrorists only breeds more terrorists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811776 34960 9 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:14:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7811770" target=_blank>#6</A> arethusa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My favorite part, just past the handlebar mustache line:</P> 
<P>That McCain can't or won't give a point-by-point rebuttal and chooses instead 
to huff and puff is very telling to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I wrote a couple of days ago that RSM had posted at least 20 rants 
against me -- I was <EM>not</EM> kidding. He's written several thousands words 
at least.</P> 
<P>And never denied a single thing, in all of that stinky 
verbiage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811895 34960 84 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:43:43pm  
 
<P>Forget balloon boy, and Rush Limbaugh, even though these are often the same 
person.</P> 
<P>There's a much greater threat to the republic.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/oZi-9zovNsw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811913 34960 100 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:47:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7811911" target=_blank>#98</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<P>I'm still trying to finish Grand Theft Auto IV. I keep getting distracted by 
picking fights with innocent bystanders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811933 34960 114 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7811925" target=_blank>#108</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck is ranting about the Net neutrality bill today. Why he's against a law 
that gives everyone the same access to bandwidth is beyond me. He claims all the 
Commies are for it.</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Network_neutrality" 
target=_blank>Net.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those irrepressible Canadian scamps The Kids in the Hall had Glenn Beck's 
number even before he was Glenn Beck:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/83tnWFojtcY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811953 34960 132 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 2:59:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7811941" target=_blank>#122</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard that one, but haven't seen a photo as proof. If anyone has, I 
would appreciate a link. There were a lot of outright lies making the rounds at 
the time due to a couple of scurrilous bloggers in Alaska.</P> 
<P>Would it surprise me if it were true? No. AIP has been big in Alaska a long 
time, but most people consider it, and politics in general a joke. Most of the 
AIP sympathy comes from resource constraints and Federal land lock ups. The hero 
of the movement was Joe Vogler, but last I checked that movement was somewhat 
senescent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2008/09/14/us/politics/14palin_CA0.ready
.html" target=_blank>Here's the picture at the New York Times</A>.</P> 
<P><A href="http://bagnewsnotes.typepad.com/bagnews/2008/09/early-signs-of.html" 
target=_blank>Information on the newsletter</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811957 34960 135 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 3:02:07pm  
 
<P>The photo of Palin with the Bircher newsletter comes from this article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/14/us/politics/14palin.html?_r=1&amp;partne
r=rssuserland&amp;emc=rss&amp;pagewanted=all" 
target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811967 34960 144 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 3:05:59pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's really and truly true. Sarah Palin is apparently connected enough 
to the John Birch Society to be reading their newsletters.</P> 
<P>I missed this one during the presidential campaign. If I'd known about this, 
I probably would have endorsed Barack Obama and gotten the whole wingnut 
blogosphere pissed off at me even earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07811986 34960 162 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 3:12:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7811978" target=_blank>#154</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's identified as being a councilwoman in that photograph and she was one 
from 1992 until 1996.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that was a time when the John Birch Society had a MUCH lower profile than 
they do today (thanks to the good work of Glenn Beck and the tea partiers). So 
that wasn't exactly an item you'd find hanging around at the local 
library.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812047 34960 210 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 3:35:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7812045" target=_blank>#209</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The excuse sounds plausible but who knows? Makes you wonder if this isn't 
what gave her pause when Couric asked the "what do you read?" question 
however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't sound too plausible after reading Neiwert's piece on Palin's far-
right connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812309 34960 392 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:08:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/7812283" target=_blank>#382</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Rawmuse has flounced. Might be a good idea to block his account. It 
seems he didn't like me. Oh, well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Already done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812319 34960 396 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:11:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/7812259" target=_blank>#363</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what? Is there any evidence that the paper's news and editorial boards 
support his loathsome views? Or is it simply a case of guilt by 
association?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there's plenty of evidence that McCain was not the only extremist 
connected to the Washington Times.</P> 
<P>You could start here if you're really interested:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=526" 
target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's a lot more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812305 34961 4 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:06:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7812297" target=_blank>#2</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't deserve hate mail..He needs therapy for his inability to 
understand the concept of context.Anyone who seriously believed this was advice 
to off one's self has a real problem with the nuance thing, and I thought this 
was a quality highly prized in the world of journalism. Evidently 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And anyone who doesn't understand how absolutely repulsive it is to suggest 
that someone should commit suicide has a problem with simple 
decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812365 34961 42 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:26:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7812332" target=_blank>#18</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably can't, to your satisfaction. I do see the utter hypocrisy in 
someone decrying the fact, in their mind, that each additional human being is a 
carbon -spewing, planet-sucking blight on the universe, and then yelping when 
they are mocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What a complete crock. Revkin didn't say anything even close to that. Try 
reading Revkin's actual words instead of swallowing the garbage Rush Limbaugh is 
feeding you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812371 34961 46 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:28:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7812363" target=_blank>#41</A> Plato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon. If I want to see a birth certificate here or say I like Rush, I get 
shoes thrown at me.We are judged by the company we keep. Who do we 
like?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're a birther? That would explain the "I'm just asking innocent 
questions" approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812390 34961 60 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:33:32pm  
 
<P>Hey Ludwig -- I think you might have a worthy opponent in AJ Strata. He's 
posting in the thread about his stance against RSM right now, and he's a pretty 
hard core climate change denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812401 34961 70 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 5:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7812397" target=_blank>#66</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which thread again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34957_AJ_Strata_Takes_a_Stand_Agai
nst_Robert_Stacy_McCain/comments/#ctop" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812498 34961 149 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:00:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7812490" target=_blank>#143</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize this is an AGW crowd and a certain somebody among us doesn't like 
"Watts Up With This" but the aforementioned Blog is also defending Andrew Revkin 
right now. <A href="http://wattsupwiththat.com/" target=_blank>Rush is Off 
Base</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anthony Watts isn't evil -- just wrong most of the time. Any decent person 
sees that Rush Limbaugh stepped way over the line with that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812500 34961 151 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:01:14pm  
 
<P>The smell of flounce is in the air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812525 34961 168 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:04:20pm  
 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7812517" target=_blank>#162</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(Charles, are you watching?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812549 34961 189 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:09:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7812537" target=_blank>#178</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm...confused.</P> 
<P>Hehe, is it inappropriate to ask who the flouncemeters/flouncapults are 
squeaking for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask not for whom the flounce-a-pult squeaks. It squeaketh for 
thee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812558 34961 197 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:11:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7812546" target=_blank>#186</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would think most people would understand suggesting suicide is beyond the 
pale...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you would think that. But you would think wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812565 34961 204 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:12:33pm  
 
<P>Limbaugh apologists now showing up in the previous dead thread, of course. 
Trying to get that all-important last comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812578 34961 213 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:17:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7812574" target=_blank>#211</A> 
Ciceroniana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Limbaugh clearly spends much of his time being a hurricane-force windbag of 
flatulence. That being said, I find the tacit acceptance of Revkin's "thought 
experiment," government encouragement of population control via tax credits, to 
be disturbing and the idea itself repugnant</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812587 34961 219 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:19:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7812580" target=_blank>#214</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>And sometimes we'll (or at least, I'll) use this when the sarcasm is 
especially intense:</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07812601 34961 230 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7812593" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Ciceroniana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One-child policy...eugenics...it just seems to be a path not to be treaded 
lightly nor in haste. I find especially uncomfortable the idea of targeted 
control of populations in certain areas, Africa being mention in the 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Which part of Revkin's entirely uncontroversial comments even 
<EM>came close</EM> to advocating eugenics?</P> 
<P>Are you out of your mind? Is reading comprehension a lost 
art?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812606 34961 235 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:24:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7812604" target=_blank>#233</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sense dittoheads in the force.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes. The dittoheads are amongst us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812615 34961 242 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:25:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7812599" target=_blank>#229</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #213Charles,Because it is a Fascistic point of view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Registered on Mar 3, 2007 at 4:42 pm, and that's your fourth comment. Be 
proud!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812620 34961 246 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:26:40pm  
 
<P>Eugenics! Andrew Revkin is preaching eugenics in the New York Times!!!1</P> 
<P>We're doomed.</P> 
<P><EM>[run around screaming]</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812634 34961 254 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:29:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7812630" target=_blank>#253</A> 
Ciceroniana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really don't see how such a discussion or policy might shade that 
way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812643 34961 261 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7812635" target=_blank>#255</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Guess what...</P> 
<P>Around the ugly-o-sphere that is now being played.</P> 
<P>Won't link to them, but American Rennaisance tagged their Revkin piece under 
"eugenics".</P> 
<P>Geee... the Rush-bots are on the same page as AmerRenn... who could of 
guessed that one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise that the very same talking point shows up at LGF within a 
few minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812669 34961 276 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:35:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7812660" target=_blank>#271</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I must be missing something... what's with the !!111!!! stuff. Did I miss 
the memo from the Zionist CABAL on the new codes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what happens when a troll gets so worked up that he lets go of the 
shift key while still holding down the '1' key for an exclamation 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812679 34961 280 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:37:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7812667" target=_blank>#274</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,you cant respond to my comment? Only try to insult me and put me 
down.I think there is some room for debate. You used to be very good at 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll respond to your comment. If you think Andrew Revkin was espousing a 
"fascist" point of view, you are nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812731 34961 315 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:47:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7812730" target=_blank>#314</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,thanks for responding. What kind of a point of view do you think 
Revkin is espousing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading comprehension is your friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812744 34961 324 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:49:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7812732" target=_blank>#316</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll just say that Revkin's proposal does worry me a good 
bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Revkin's words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>This is purely a thought experiment, not a 
proposal.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07812750 34961 328 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:50:53pm  
 
<P>Wow. My multi-tasking abilities are really being tested 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812763 34961 338 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:54:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7812758" target=_blank>#334</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the sources of the Revkin=eugenicist meme appears to be coming from 
this right wing "news" article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/55667" 
target=_blank>www.cnsnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just read some of the comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CNSNews. Color me even more surprised than I was the last time CNSNews pushed 
a far right religious fanatic agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812784 34961 348 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 6:57:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7812778" target=_blank>#344</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fuck the UN. I, personally, am appalled when the solution to any problem 
comes out to be "fewer people".</P> 
<P>It's not a big step from condoms to forced abortions to gas 
chambers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812815 34961 371 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:03:54pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm still new to Twitter, but can someone tell me what this is supposed 
to mean?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it possible @Lizardoid paid off the umps just to mess with 
@allahpundit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/3Q37EM" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812829 34961 384 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/7812817" target=_blank>#373</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,What kind of answer is that? A non answer? No dialog?</P> 
<P>As you can see behind the scenes, I go to LGF every day because I have found 
this site to be very insightfull and I love your selection of music videos. 
Especially the accoustic guitar videos. I happen to be a musician myself. I like 
to think I have a open mind and do not trust things that I read or hear about 
without looking to other sources. I base my opinions on many diverse points of 
view.</P> 
<P>Why do you now refuse to accept other points of view?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Obviously, I cannot accept your point of view that Andrew Revkin is a fascist 
genocidal maniac because I am now evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812838 34961 391 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:09:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/7812830" target=_blank>#385</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's talking baseball...[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/andylevy" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]Something about the Yankees-Angels 
game.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. That's why I don't care. I was wondering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812874 34961 421 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:15:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7812854" target=_blank>#405</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also posted <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/188/7812825" 
target=_blank>this</A>.</P> 
<P>I understand you and LVQ are at war, but Strata doesn't have science on his 
side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Slight correction: he has just enough scientific knowledge to sound 
authoritative on climate change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812889 34961 435 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:17:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7812874" target=_blank>#421</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>P.S. I still appreciate his stance against Robert Stacy McCain, but that 
doesn't get him a free pass on pseudo-scientific climate change 
claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812898 34961 442 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:20:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/7812879" target=_blank>#426</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<P>You can't even keep your own rants straight:</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7812599" target=_blank>#229</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: #213Charles,Because it is a Fascistic point of 
view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812918 34961 461 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:25:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7812910" target=_blank>#454</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hahahahahaha damn man</P> 
<P>I've seen the light, everyone get off your computers, dive under the sheets 
with your betrothed and let's get to generating those babies! By the dozens! The 
answer to population growth? MOAR POPULATION!!! That'll show those hippies at 
the UN!</P> 



<P>///slashslashsar/sarc///SARKSARK</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you being sarcastic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812925 34961 468 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/7812922" target=_blank>#465</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, I'm sounding like beck again, so it's probably altogether 
untrue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True dat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812970 34961 508 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:35:29pm  
 
<P>It's getting wacky in here tonight!</P> 
<P>But it's still not weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812989 34961 524 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:37:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7812982" target=_blank>#518</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just bitter that nobody liked my tree music link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tree music!!? Where?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07812999 34961 533 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:38:50pm  
 
<P>Jerome Corsi is on to George Soros's evil plan! <A 
href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?pageId=113550" target=_blank>Is alternative 
reserve currency in the works?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813005 34961 537 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:40:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/7813001" target=_blank>#534</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Music From A Tree</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I wish I'd though of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I was so traumatized by your break-dancing kitty video that I can't 
bring myself to click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813049 34961 578 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:48:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/7813040" target=_blank>#569</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, of course not. "Ecologists" never blow up science labs or cut down power 
lines or do <EM>anything</EM> violent. They're <EM>good people,</EM> by 
definition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they don't. A truly tiny group of real extremists does things like that. 
Not "ecologists."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07813063 34961 591 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:50:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7813058" target=_blank>#586</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No true ecologist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, you are so far off base, I think I'm going to ignore your comments 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813080 34961 608 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:53:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/7812943" target=_blank>#484</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, by the way, what does flounce mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're soaking in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813084 34961 612 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:54:37pm  
 
<P>Timeout for Cato the Elder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813093 34961 619 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 7:56:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7813089" target=_blank>#615</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for that excellent summary of Fox News talking points. I hadn't 
seen any of that stuff before.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813114 34961 639 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:00:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7813043" target=_blank>#572</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I see that Townhall has added Pat Buchanan now back into the mix, with 
Buchanan's defense of the "Oath Keepers" essay dated today.</P> 
<P>Apparently racists are back in style at Townhall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racism never went out of style at Townhall. They just laid low until the heat 
died down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813124 34961 646 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:02:35pm  
 
<P>Just got a very nice email from SoCalJustice, if anyone remembers him. He's 
one long-time lizard who totally gets it, and is on my side. Made my day.</P> 
<P>Well, that and Barrett Brown's article made my day. And AJ Strata's article, 
that made my day too. All in all, not a bad day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813152 34961 672 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:07:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7813119" target=_blank>#642</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 



<P>Well, you just go on touting those talking points then -- it's a totally 
winning strategy! Why, pretty soon, if we keep up with that winning strategy, 
the GOP confidence level with the American public will go into negative numbers. 
And won't that be historic?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813172 34961 691 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:11:58pm  
 
<P>Heh. Little bug in the timeout code -- now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813227 34961 741 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:22:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/7813217" target=_blank>#732</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It appeared a while back that they dropped him, when Buchanan had one of his 
more obviously racist rants. That is why I was surprised they added him 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I say they were just laying low until the heat died down. Townhall 
knows which side their bread is buttered on. Just check out the comments for any 
Pat Buchanan article there and you'll see that he has overwhelming support from 
Townhall readers, even for his most disgusting articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813251 34961 763 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/757/7813244" target=_blank>#757</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Yeesh. And nobody ever cleans up that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813321 34961 830 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:40:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/809/7813298" target=_blank>#809</A> 
worknhard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: 495I suppose I'm a rube and a ploy who's lying to myself. 
Wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the shoe fits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813374 34961 873 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:50:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/870/7813370" target=_blank>#870</A> Nadnerb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never heard Medved say anything that shows a creationist view, but I'm 
interested to know what you do. I always thought he was fair and insightful, on 
the conservative side of things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Medved is a senior fellow at the creationist "think tank" called the 
Discovery Institute, and he's a hard core creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813388 34961 883 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 8:54:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/878/7813381" target=_blank>#878</A> Nadnerb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. I did not know that. When you say creationist, do you mean the Earth is 
6000 years old creationist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if he's a young earth creationist, but the difference between a 
young earth creationist and an "intelligent design" creationist is a matter of 
degree, not kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813442 34962 28 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:07:25pm  
 
<P>We just had an absolutely classic sock puppet outing at the end of this 
thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34958/comments/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813539 34962 64 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:39:52pm  
 
<P>A PERFECT illustration of a point I've made several times -- that climate 
change deniers have a lot in common with creationists. In a previous thread, 
"Tom on the rez" was spewing anti-AGW talking points like crazy. When I checked 
his account, it turned out he had been previously banned after having an abusive 
meltdown -- over creationism!</P> 
<P>And not only that, he was also a defender of the fascist Belgian party Vlaams 
Belang.</P> 
<P>Creationism freakout (combined with the same anti-AGW talking points he tried 
to float in that thread - and he even signed his new sock puppet name to 
it):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5506884" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Defending the fascist Vlaams Belang:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4450461" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4453709" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07813549 34962 71 Charles Tue, Oct 20, 2009 9:42:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7813543" target=_blank>#66</A> pdc_lgf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Michelle Malkin considered favorably in the LGF universe of 
discourse?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not by me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814346 34966 9 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:41:00am  
 
<P>Sock puppet, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814393 34966 32 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:53:36am  
 
<P>Lots of haters showed up in the comments for AJ Strata's post about Robert 
Stacy McCain. Apparently, I'm "filled with irrational hatred," I've "gone off 
the deep end," I've "jumped the shark," I'm "weapons-grade crazy," and I'm just 
as bad as RSM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07814424 34966 56 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:58:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7814402" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See #28. The first article I linked to was bogus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't trust "Digital Journal." It looks like a news site, but it's really 
unedited spew from anyone who signs up. Not credible at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814429 34966 61 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:59:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7814415" target=_blank>#50</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or maybe the kind of rights they want to deny us?[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.usatoday.com/oped/2009/10/column-just-say-no-to-blasphemy-
laws-.html" target=_blank>blogs.usatoday.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another bogus story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814443 34966 68 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 10:01:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7814399" target=_blank>#37</A> 
trendsurfer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/pharyngula/2009/10/dawkins_vs_hewitt.php" 
target=_blank>Dawkins vs. Hewitt</A></P> 
<P>Hewitt represents the Right perfectly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hugh Hewitt is an evangelist, and a pretty hardcore creationist, of course. 
He vascillates back and forth between pure creationism and "intelligent design" 
creationism in that interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814483 34966 90 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 10:14:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7814450" target=_blank>#72</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turley's op-ed is bogus? Sorry, but I have to disagree with you on that. The 
Administration is apparently willing to go along with a UN effort to allow 
blasphemy laws around the world; laws that would prohibit criticism of religious 
views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I looked into this story when people started emailing it to me. What's 
actually happening is that the Obama administration made some vaguely positive 
comments about "aligning" with Egypt on a <EM>vastly</EM> watered down version 
of the original OIC proposal. Nothing has been signed and no agreements have 
actually been made.</P> 
<P>Turley's article is long on anecdotes about "blasphemy," but contains almost 
no real information about the actual UN resolution under discussion, or what the 
Obama administration actually said about it. It's just more fear mongering for 
the right wing base, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814517 34966 108 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 10:27:08am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7814506" target=_blank>#99</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republican fail...<A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/10/21/vitter-
interracial/" target=_blank>Vitter dodges question about interracial marriage in 
Louisiana.</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. The only possible explanation for dodging a question like that is that 
Vitter doesn't want to alienate the racist part of his 
constituency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814630 34966 199 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:23:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7814605" target=_blank>#176</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given what we've found on Turley, do you still think he's pandering to the 
right wing base?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say "pandering," I said "fear mongering." And yes, I think this is 
for the right wing base, because it's definitely not an issue on the 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814642 34966 210 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:28:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7814618" target=_blank>#189</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rasmussen is not a valid pollster, Avanti told me so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't trust Rasmussen either. They often slant their polls outrageously -- 
they rely on write-in polls, and only get answers from Republicans for many of 
them. Their results are often completely opposite from other major polling 
groups, and their poll writeups are often obviously biased in favor of 
Republicans.</P> 
<P>And during the presidential election, they consistently pumped up the numbers 
for McCain and Palin way beyond the reality by these methods. They've been wrong 
much more often than right.</P> 
<P>It's not just avanti. I consider Rasmussen one of the more biased 
pollsters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814643 34966 211 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:29:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7814632" target=_blank>#201</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very clever, using a leftist to fear monger to the far 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't look like a "leftist" to me. He looks like a publicity 
hound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814656 34966 223 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:34:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7814654" target=_blank>#221</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have actually told FOX that they will not be sending any administration 
members for interviews.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>George W. Bush did exactly the same thing with the New York 
Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814664 34966 231 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:38:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7814657" target=_blank>#224</A> 
suchislife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck is shrill, but he is by no means the only person on Fox who routinely 
lies about Obama and demonizes him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, very true. Sean Hannity's show last week featuring Jerome Corsi's black 
helicopter conspiracy hallucinations, for example.</P> 
<P>The media was pretty badly biased against George W. Bush, there's no doubt 
about that. But what's going on at Fox News these days is unprecedented bad 
craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814686 34966 251 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:47:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7814675" target=_blank>#240</A> 
suchislife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to hijack the thread, but if you ever find the time, could you 
post some links that show an actual widespread media bias against Bush? Or 
should I search in the LGF archive? And by bias I mean lies or slander, or 
misleading attacks, or plenty of insults before he became universally dislikes 
(according to the polls) and the media followed the crowd. Or are you thinking 
about the final year of his Presidency?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Bias" isn't just slander or lies or insults. I've posted lots of examples of 
the bias against Bush. It was very real, although it rarely reached the level of 
outright lying.</P> 
<P>However, I do agree that what's happening in the right wing media these days 
goes far beyond the bias against Bush. Fox News often broadcasts completely 
false claims about Obama, and the right wing websites are even 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814698 34966 263 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:53:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/7814690" target=_blank>#255</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/research/200910190048?lid=1071011&amp;rid=36231335
" target=_blank>The Glenn Beck chart</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That really brings home just how extreme Glenn Beck really is.</P> 
<P>It makes me a little nauseous to see how far out the right wing has 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814703 34966 267 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 11:55:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7814693" target=_blank>#258</A> 
suchislife</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Would you also agree that there was an incredible bias in favor of Bush and 
his policies in the aftermath of 9/11?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I wouldn't call what happened after 9/11 "bias." I'd call it justified 
outrage and anger at America being attacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814764 34966 323 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 12:32:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7814752" target=_blank>#313</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to hijack this, but I have an apology to make. I let my anger at a 
sinde climate denier override the need to simply just state the science.</P> 
<P>I am now going to take a new tact of simply and thoroughly debunking the 
foolishness without snark. It turned a science debate into a popularity contest. 
In that sense both Walter and Bagua were correct.</P> 
<P>There really are a lot of very egregious lies posted on this site right now. 
They are not true. So please let me try a new tract.</P> 
<P>I spent the better part of an hour debunking one set of 
lies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for you. I think you'll find that you're much more persuasive if you 
keep the anger out of your comments, and direct it into making the best possible 
case.</P> 
<P>I'm on your side in the climate change debate, as I'm sure you realize. And I 
agree that there are some really appalling falsehoods being posted in that 
thread. But then, this happens in every climate thread. Way too many people have 
uncritically accepted the right wing's propaganda on this issue, without 
researching it for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814786 34967 9 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 12:44:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7814779" target=_blank>#5</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why on earth anyone would give time, coverage and/or attention to this kind 
of whackiness is beyond me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the movement has thousands of members, most of them veterans or 
current police officers, and they're armed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814798 34967 19 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 12:47:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7814792" target=_blank>#13</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to clarify I was speaking of the interview, not your post, of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still can't agree. This kind of stuff needs to be brought to light, not 
ignored. If you ignore this problem it will only get worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814875 34967 80 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 1:15:15pm  
 
<P>Oath Keeper flounce #1!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814882 34967 86 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 1:17:04pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7814878" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, the stalker site was praising Pat Buchanan and the Oath Keepers this 
morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising. It's a great demonstration of the reason those people are no 
longer welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07814886 34967 88 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 1:18:44pm  
 
<P>Quote not the flouncers, lest you get some on you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815109 34967 292 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 2:44:21pm  
 
<P>By the way, 'Strangelove', a commenter banned from LGF after a nasty 
meltdown, has posted a link to LGF at the Oath Keepers website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815113 34967 296 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 2:46:43pm  
 
<P>And a quick look at the Oath Keepers website shows that this is DEFINITELY an 
extremist group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815120 34967 302 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 2:49:01pm  
 
<P>For example, a representative comment from the site:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love my country so much. I see this socialist Muslim president trying to 
destroy what our founding fathers fought and died for. Every month I prepare 
myself to defend our constitution. I will be ready as millions of others to 
protect our constitution. GOD bless the USA.</P> 
<P>Comment by Patriot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a LOT of crazy ranting there about civil war and 
guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815125 34967 307 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 2:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7815102" target=_blank>#285</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I noticed that you have a new category, "Wingnuts," for the spinoff 
links. Does this mean that the "Moonbats" category is now exclusively for 
leftist whackos, and "Wingnuts" for right-wing whackos?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was the idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815231 34967 407 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 3:56:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7815223" target=_blank>#399</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Lizards, just checking-in before I go out.</P> 
<P>I thought Morton Dees was the founder of the Southern Poverty Law 
CenterNo?</P> 
<P>How are you-all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're half right -- Morris Dees was the founder, Mark Potok is their chief 
spokesman. I corrected that in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815397 34968 76 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 5:03:00pm  
 
<P>When it's difficult to tell the difference between the statements of the 
leader of the BNP and the statements of Rush Limbaugh ...</P> 
<P>Houston, we have a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815425 34968 99 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 5:25:58pm  
 
<P>The far right wing mob is pushing even harder to hang all the moderate RINOs 
from the nearest tree. They're really after New York Assemblywoman Dede 
Scozzafava today -- she's next on the lynch menu, mainly because of her support 
for gay marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815437 34968 109 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 5:34:36pm  
 
<P>If anyone remembers 'toadbelly', who I confronted a few days ago over his 
'crusader' avatar, he was blocked when he started posting anti-Muslim links -- 
and he sent me a completely deranged rant full of insults and obscenities 
through the contact form this morning.</P> 
<P>He was a Robert Spencer fan, trying to use LGF on the sly to get his bigoted 
message out. Really sick stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815478 34968 146 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 6:00:52pm  
 
<P>Richard L. Kent, Esq., the world's angriest creationist, has just emailed a 
hilarious rant.</P> 
<P>I may make it a 'We Got Mail' post -- but I haven't decided if that would 
make him "happy," in that bizarre sado-masochistic way that stalkers have. What 
a freak this guy is!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815481 34968 149 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 6:02:50pm  
 
<P>Hey jaunte -- feel like doing an illustration for "Richard L. Kent, Esq., the 
world's angriest creationist?"</P> 
<P>I'm picturing something like David Lynch's "The Angriest Dog in the World" 
...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.davidlynch.de/angry.html" 
target=_blank>www.davidlynch.de...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815500 34968 167 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 6:12:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7815495" target=_blank>#163</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>don't forget the "esq."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Esq." is vital.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07815592 34969 7 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 6:58:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7815583" target=_blank>#2</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No hat tip? I linked to this article in the original thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh .. thanks for linking to it, but believe it or not I can't possibly read 
every comment posted at LGF. Someone at Caltech actually emailed about this 
article earlier today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816007 34969 71 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7815984" target=_blank>#70</A> shane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/07/090714124956.htm" 
target=_blank>From the same page, a different story.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a different story at all. It has nothing to do with these new 
findings about CO2 levels. And in fact, it's an old story, that has since been 
debunked by newer evidence. Nice try, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816012 34969 72 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:51:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7815798" target=_blank>#67</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Dude," like I said he was coming off as a patronizing dillhole in his 
initial blog posting. Talking about how he was sure <I>he</I> could convince 
Charles that GW science was a croc, just given the chance. It devolved from 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't convince me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815644 34970 4 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:29:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7815643" target=_blank>#3</A> rollwave87</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, would you refuse to accept the $ if I bought Palin's book thru LGF's 
Amazon store?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not! What do you think I am, some kind of commie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815662 34970 13 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:34:47pm  
 
<P>Ain't capitalism wonderful?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815671 34970 17 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:38:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7815669" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like an easily won copyright suit to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope - different pictures, different title, different content. No copyright 
case there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07815701 34970 40 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7815680" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not up on copyright laws enough but they look close enough that it might 
be a problem. I'm sure the courts will settle the issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had more experience with copyright issues than I really wanted -- 
software, music, trademarks, etc. -- and I promise you: there's no copyright 
violation here. The standard for copyright violation is much higher than just 
having a book cover that looks similar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815709 34970 46 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7815705" target=_blank>#43</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Yep. Serial whiner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815718 34970 54 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:48:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7815691" target=_blank>#33</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IANAL either, but it does seem to be pushing the Lanham Act 
threshold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Good luck with that. The Lanham Act doesn't even come close to applying 
here.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lanham_Act" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815732 34970 66 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 7:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7815719" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>That reminds me. I'm taking submissions for the next 'Hot Air Comments of the 
Day' thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815772 34970 103 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:00:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7815764" target=_blank>#96</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its more than just similar covers. It has the same name, and its going to be 
released the same day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't have the same name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815776 34970 106 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:01:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7815769" target=_blank>#100</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Symbolically, it's the area between the unconscious (the ocean) and 
consciousness (land). The fine line between what isn't and what is. It 
corresponds to the preoccupations of Charles's psyche and his quest for reality 



(<EM>terra firma</EM>) among the ceaselessly shifting shapes spewed forth by the 
neighboring sea.</P> 
<P>Well, you wanted to know, didn't you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally. Someone understands my art.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815787 34970 116 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:03:21pm  
 
<P>I'm just going to note that anyone who's offended by my dislike for Sarah 
Palin is going to be in for some rough years ahead. I believe she's one of the 
worst examples of a right wing politician in many years, and if you think I'm 
harsh now, you ain't seen nothin' yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815792 34970 120 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7815788" target=_blank>#117</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah if you read the fine print, ha.</P> 
<P>Its a cheap low class stunt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no ... the big print.</P> 
<P>Palin's book: Going Rogue.</P> 
<P>The Nation's book: Going <EM>Rouge</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815808 34970 135 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:08:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7815804" target=_blank>#131</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if it's true by other names?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not even remotely true by any name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815814 34970 140 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7815807" target=_blank>#134</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the publisher would definitely need a pretty robust legal basis for a 
trademark claim on the subtitle of the book, and I seriously doubt one exists. 
Doesn't mean they won't try, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No publisher would try to sue over this. Any lawyer they approached would 
laugh at them. There is no chance of a lawsuit here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815834 34970 158 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7815825" target=_blank>#150</A> Danny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have more faith in the legal profession than I do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have faith in the legal profession's sense of self-preservation, and no 
decent lawyer would advise a client to sue when they're guaranteed to 
lose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07815850 34970 173 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:20:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7815845" target=_blank>#168</A> hc4bo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pure Marketing at it's best ...</P> 
<P>It is up to the respective players to decide who wants to waste the money 
litigating against each other IF they disagree on the cover ...</P> 
<P>As far as I am concerned, so long as the name Sarah Palin is NOT copyrighted 
and those sets of photographs she took earlier for her book are NOT legally her 
and hers alone to possess, I do NOT see any wrong doing here ...</P> 
<P>Just some shrewd Fox News type marketing ... !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything about the cover is different. Different photograph, different 
background, different title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816766 34970 377 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 9:56:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/7816755" target=_blank>#375</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>You agree that there are "death panels" (aaah! death panels! we're doomed!) 
coming to the United States? You're joking, right?</P> 
<P>What do you find appealing about a politician who quits her elected office in 
the middle of her term?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816034 34971 28 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 8:56:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7816022" target=_blank>#22</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Halloween is a pagan celebration designed to ensnare young innocent minds and 
bring them to Satan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You say that as if it's a bad thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816096 34971 56 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:13:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7816067" target=_blank>#41</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you know what people ought to be buying from Amazon? Victoria: Empire 
Under the Sun, Crusader Kings, Europa Universalis 3, and Hearts of Iron 
3.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0001ZWB9M/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Victoria: An Empire Under the Sun</A>, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001HC65BI/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Crusader Kings</A>, <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001EK7S82/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Europa Universalis III</A>, and <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00273Y7V6/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Hearts of Iron 3</A>?</P> 
<P>(It's true. I am without shame.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816106 34971 62 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:16:34pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00273Y7V6/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Hearts of Iron 3</A> looks pretty good.</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/I/C1JQv901ZES.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816155 34971 101 Charles Wed, Oct 21, 2009 9:29:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7816142" target=_blank>#89</A> PT Barnum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Is it just me, or does no one else's upding/downding refresh when the new 
comments refresh processes? I've also noticed it doesn't refresh if I log in 
after looking at a thread when I'm not logged in...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rating numbers don't refresh when you click 'new comments'. I tried it, and 
on longer threads refreshing the rating numbers brings Internet Explorer to its 
knees and deals it a death blow.</P> 
<P>Safari's the only browser that could handle it, and it was still really slow 
on threads with more than a couple hundred comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816859 34973 379 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:19:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/7816780" target=_blank>#378</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read recently, not sure where, that his approval ratings have fallen faster 
and further than any President since records were kept.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818082 34974 73 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:32:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7818077" target=_blank>#72</A> 
Pete_London</EM></P> 
<P>And you can piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816797 34975 8 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:05:12am  
 
<P>The GOP is afraid to take on these crazies, because it will alienate their 
ever-shrinking base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816844 34975 44 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:17:31am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7816824" target=_blank>#28</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>I saw that Wall street Journal editorial. More craziness. Their position is 
that a defeat for Scozzafava would teach the GOP that they need to lurch even 
farther to the right -- exactly the wrong lesson. So they write an editorial 
trying to make the defeat happen.</P> 



<P>Sam Tanenhaus was right -- we're witnessing the death of conservatism. It's 
being replaced by revanchism and far right populism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816868 34975 62 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:22:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7816860" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since this outrage is making the rounds today...<A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/10/22/malkin-off-the-record/" 
target=_blank>Malkin: The content of Obama’s off-the-record meeting with liberal 
journalists ‘ought to be disclosed.’</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's no longer just a single 'Outrageous Outrage of the Day' -- there are 
several of these nontroversies every day lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816905 34975 91 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7816860" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since this outrage is making the rounds today...<A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/10/22/malkin-off-the-record/" 
target=_blank>Malkin: The content of Obama’s off-the-record meeting with liberal 
journalists ‘ought to be disclosed.’</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if Michelle Malkin was doing that interview from James Dobson's TV 
studio?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/when-you-see-malkin-tv-
you-can-thank-james-dobson" 
target=_blank>www.rightwingwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816912 34975 96 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:33:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7816904" target=_blank>#90</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've ordered this book, and am reading it now. An eye opener</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1568583982/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Republican Gomorrah</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a very good book. Obviously has a leftist slant, but the mountain of 
facts is pretty hard to deny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816932 34975 114 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:37:36am  
 
<P>I've been watching the Twitter search for "Rush Limbaugh" for the past couple 
of days, and wow. There are some really crazy people out there, with a HUGE 
sense of victimhood -- and a completely insane level of idolization of 
Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07816993 34975 170 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:51:03am  
 
<P>Hate mail is really flowing in today. I have nine abusive emails already.</P> 
<P>Anyone who uses my contact form to send me a hate mail full of insults will 
find their IP blocked from accessing LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07817013 34975 189 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:55:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7816938" target=_blank>#120</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Fox is not a news site, and no other MSM bothered to look into the ACORN 
abomination, does that mean it's really not news?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider the ACORN scandal news. It's a very minor issue, that's been 
drummed up into a huge scandal for political purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817020 34975 195 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:56:54am  
 
<P>Ten hate mails now. The latest one comes from a BNP fan:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I not read carefully enough, because I didn't see your condemnation of 
the bad, crazy violence directed at BBC for interviewing 
someone?Hypocrite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817082 34975 248 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 11:10:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7817061" target=_blank>#231</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ludwig Von Beck,</P> 
<P>Stop bothering these good people with your rants. Go back to the nearly dead 
thread and show us a link to sat data showing warming for 30 years!</P> 
<P>Geez, how hard is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/globalwarming.html" 
target=_blank>Global Warming Frequently Asked Questions</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Recent analyses of temperature trends in the lower and mid- troposphere 
(between about 2,500 and 26,000 ft.) using both satellite and radiosonde 
(weather balloon) data show warming rates that are similar to those observed for 
surface air temperatures. These warming rates are consistent with their 
uncertainties and these analyses reconcile a discrepancy between warming rates 
noted on the IPCC Third Assessment Report (U.S. Climate Change Science Plan 
Synthesis and Assessment Report 1.1).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not hard to find more. You ARE misrepresenting the satellite 
data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817090 34975 254 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 11:11:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7817086" target=_blank>#251</A> dogggy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If i thought for a second that he was a racist I would not listen to him you 
will have to give specific examples if you are going to make a charge like 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34938_Rush_Limbaugh_in_His_Own_Wor
ds" target=_blank>Rush Limbaugh in His Own Words</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817221 34975 313 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 12:02:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7817172" target=_blank>#300</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>You are repeating climate change denier talking points that have been 
debunked for years. I don't know if you're deliberately misrepresenting the 
findings from satellite data or if you're honestly mistaken -- but you are 
simply <EM>wrong</EM>.</P> 
<P>Here are some more links. It's easy to find more, as I said.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.livescience.com/environment/050811_global_warming.html" 
target=_blank>Key Argument for Global Warming Critics Evaporates</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_temperature_measurements" 
target=_blank>Satellite temperature measurements</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.scidev.net/en/news/satellite-data-confirms-global-
warming.html" target=_blank>Satellite data confirms global 
warming</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817238 34975 319 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 12:06:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7817211" target=_blank>#308</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She never once said anyone had to follow her or her family's 
path.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not in so many words, but Palin <EM>does</EM> back a constitutional amendment 
to outlaw abortion, and another constitutional amendment to outlaw gay marriage, 
so there's very little doubt that given the power, she absolutely <EM>would</EM> 
try to make everyone follow her idea of "morality."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817717 34975 358 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 2:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7817450" target=_blank>#342</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not surprised that you didn't provide a link for that quote -- because it 
comes from co2science.org, an energy industry front group that specializes in 
climate change denial propaganda. Nothing on their website has any credibility 
at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817264 34976 93 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 12:17:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7817252" target=_blank>#83</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't stand RL.</P> 
<P>I also do not like the idea of carbon credit payments for not having kids, 
because it equates a person per se with money, and it more than faintly reminds 
me of buying and selling people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm amazed that anyone could make such an incredibly far-fetched connection 
between incentives to have smaller families -- and <EM>buying and selling 
people</EM>.</P> 
<P>You're comparing contraception to slavery. Are you sure you want to defend 
this position?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817269 34976 98 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 12:19:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7817265" target=_blank>#94</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Look, I never got Stern's humor, The Three Stooges and many others. But I do 
make a distinction between humor falling flat and someone (like the BNP or 
Robert S. McCain) who is being completely serious. Based on some of the threads 
here the writers of All in the Family would be deemed "racists, homophobes, 
etc".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was absolutely nothing even remotely humorous about Limbaugh's rant 
against Andrew Revkin. He compared environmentalists to suicide bombers, then 
told Revkin to go kill himself -- and he did it with a <EM>very</EM> angry tone 
of voice. Trying to paint this as "humor" is completely 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817688 34976 231 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 2:13:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7817508" target=_blank>#212</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't "get" what you are trying to achieve...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty obvious.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are diminishing yourself by doing this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I'll try to carry on despite your disapproval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817742 34976 246 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 2:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7817692" target=_blank>#232</A> Chekote</EM></P> 
<P>Buh bye now! I'm going to help you avoid seeing your idol criticized by 
blocking your account, and thereby remove your temptation to continue posting 
stupid comments at LGF. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818043 34977 222 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:15:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7817983" target=_blank>#214</A> 
alethalpunk</EM></P> 
<P>Registered almost a year and your first comment is that kind of 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818198 34977 227 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7818133" target=_blank>#223</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that I have made it past 50 posts and can rate again, I have a question 
to ask. Does it serve a any useful purpose to allow lizards who have somehow 
managed to make it past 50 comments with negative net karma rate? Just 
wondering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an interesting point. I will ponder it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819831 34977 267 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 11:43:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7819524" target=_blank>#262</A> 
alethalpunk</EM></P> 



<P>You've been spewing so much ignorant nonsense in this thread that I feel 
compelled to make a statement -- this person does not speak for me or for 
LGF.</P> 
<P>You should be embarrassed to spout off on a subject that you so clearly don't 
have a clue about -- but I know you aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819961 34977 272 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:34:28pm  
 
<P>Once again, we see that odd phenomenon in which climate change deniers do 
their best to get the last comment in an old thread, as if by posting propaganda 
as the final comment they'll somehow be able to change the reality.</P> 
<P>Or maybe they're just trying to fool the gullible. It's often hard to tell 
the difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817804 34978 123 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:00:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7817800" target=_blank>#120</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Semi off topic, but in terms of techie things...</P> 
<P>If anyone here is a gamer, I recommend Arkham Asylum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean this one? <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001E8VB6O/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Batman: Arkham Asylum</A>.</P> 
<P>Looks great. I may have to order it for my Playstation 3.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/I/D1wVUoCwyTS.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817818 34978 134 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7817810" target=_blank>#127</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/10/22/hate.crimes/index.html?eref=rss_top
stories" target=_blank>Hate Crimes Bill passes Senate</A>:</P> 
<P>Expecting froth, wrath, and wroth over this one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The religious right is already going completely insane about that story. 
Claiming it's going to allow the gubmint to criminalize religion among other 
absurdities.</P> 
<P>I guess we know what the next nontroversy will be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817821 34978 137 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7817817" target=_blank>#133</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles has a PS3...and games on it? Interesting...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You betcha. I got it for the Blu-ray capability too. Great for HD 
movies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817839 34978 148 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7817803" target=_blank>#122</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Teles and Mark Kleiman appear to agree that it may not be a sound idea 
to flush the Tea Partiers out of the GOP, at least until after the 2010 
election:[Link: <A 
href="http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/23238?in=06:12&amp;out=11:00#" 
target=_blank>bloggingheads.tv...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a great example of how the loons are holding the GOP hostage. 
Republican strategists are terrified of alienating them, because they have a 
probably accurate sense that the GOP base right now is heavily dominated by 
angry ranters and Limbaugh/Beck followers.</P> 
<P>This is a recipe for massive fail. If the GOP continues encouraging the 
nutjobs, eventually something really nasty is going to happen, and the fallout 
against the GOP will be tremendous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817861 34978 162 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:23:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/7817850" target=_blank>#154</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7817848" target=_blank>#153</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I recently spoke with the Repub state chairman here, and asked whether, if 
the Paul-bot gets the nomination in the 3rd congressional district, the party 
could withhold support. He said they <EM>could</EM>, but was not sure whether 
they <EM>would</EM>, citing possible Paulian disruption in other races as 
retaliation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Talk about holding the party hostage. That's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817877 34978 176 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:31:15pm  
 
<P>I'm still playing <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000HKP88C/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Grand Theft Auto IV</A>. This is one of the greatest video games 
ever produced, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07817897 34978 193 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 3:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7817848" target=_blank>#153</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instapundit put up a video at PJTV with Bil Whittle and the loony Dana 
Loesch. They seem to be imagining that they're going to blackmail the GOP into 
doing what they want. I don't see it working out very well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. I won't even watch that one. Dana Loesch is completely nuts. PJ Media is 
diving for the bottom.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07818332 34978 224 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7817939" target=_blank>#214</A> Egregious 
Philbin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is keeping me from buying now is that I want to be able to download 
books from the library. Is that possible for a limited period of time like a 
library loan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With the Barnes and Noble reader, you can walk into any B&amp;N store and 
read any of their e-books for free. A very cool feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818001 34979 61 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 4:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7817989" target=_blank>#50</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's his <A href="http://our.gop.com/Thomas/photos" target=_blank>whole 
collection</A>. Paul-bot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness. And he's been there since October 14th.</P> 
<P>Is anyone minding the store at the official GOP website?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818055 34980 16 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7818039" target=_blank>#3</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the problem with the "major bullshit ahead" pic, but I can see 
why the GOP wouldn't want it on their website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that it's the official website of the Republican 
Party!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818085 34980 41 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:33:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7818072" target=_blank>#31</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For all those who bring up William F. Buckley, Jr., as the paragon of what 
the GOP should be, may I remind you that he gave a vigorous defense of 
McCarthyism as "a movement around which men of good will and stern morality can 
close ranks".</P> 
<P>I don't know whether or not he ever repudiated that, as he did, to his 
credit, his views on segregation.</P> 
<P>All I'm sayin' is, he wasn't all that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buckley was also a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818099 34980 52 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:37:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7818091" target=_blank>#46</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If he was, as in anti-evolutionary, then he believed contrary to his own 
Catholic Church. And as far I know, he was a pretty devout 
Catholic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He definitely was. He took part in a famous debate between creationists and 
scientists -- on the side of the creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818117 34980 67 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:42:32pm  
 
<P>Look, the cute little stalkers have a video all about me, featuring the 
shrieking harpy in a cameo appearance!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwmMVcIdcB0" target=_blank>Little 
Green Footballs Sunglasses</A></P> 
<P>It's trying to ram home a point -- that I see racism where it doesn't 
exist.</P> 
<P>For example, in this stinking racist video also created by the same person, 
"TheLogicalPositivist:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Y8EBncjr644&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818140 34980 87 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:47:33pm  
 
<P>Please go to the YouTube page for that disgusting Michelle Obama video and 
down-rate it.</P> 
<P>While you're at it, you could also down-rate the one about me if you feel 
like it. What vile creeps these people are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818154 34980 98 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 5:52:43pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin and Michele Bachmann are apparently going to endorse third-party 
candidate Doug Hoffman in the New York congressional election.</P> 
<P>The GOP is melting down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818184 34980 126 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:08:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7818171" target=_blank>#113</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like they finally took those photos down at GOP dot 
com.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but the account is still open and there are still plenty of ugly 
photos that <EM>haven't</EM> been taken down.</P> 
<P>There's something really weird going on with that website. I'm starting to 
wonder if maybe Michael Steele's 12-year old nephew is in charge of it.</P> 
<P>(Disclaimer: that's a hypothetical. I don't know if Michael Steele has a 12-
year old nephew.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818227 34980 165 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:25:41pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7818218" target=_blank>#158</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apperently there's enough moderation for <A 
href="http://our.gop.com/forums/Topic4246991-3760-1.aspx" target=_blank>people 
to complain about it</A>.</P> 
<P>And the site is a PITA on a netbook with a 600x800 screen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of those complaints are from the Paulians who are trying to take over 
the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818319 34980 219 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7818300" target=_blank>#212</A> pdc_lgf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've come in at the end. The Catholic Church accepts evolution, I thought. 
What's the evidence that WFB was a Creationist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google it. He promoted "intelligent design" creationism at the NRO website, 
and took part in a televised debate, on the creationist side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818708 34980 233 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 9:13:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7818559" target=_blank>#231</A> 
fenrisdesigns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either way, it looks like you've made them take notice, Charles. I can't find 
any of the images that you've copied for your site. Hooray for 
publicity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are still dozens of this moron's photos posted at the site, many of 
them just as offensive as the three I posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819598 34980 240 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 10:10:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7818972" target=_blank>#236</A> eneri</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain in a kippa is NOT anti-Semitic; the other pictures are 
ridiculous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not antisemitic by itself.</P> 
<P>However, in the context in which it was posted by this Ron Paulian, it is 
absolutely an antisemitic statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818299 34981 15 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:57:53pm  
 
<P>Here's a completely insane rant from a caller to Rush Limbaugh's show, 
claiming that the FBI told her to listen to Glenn Beck. The crazy is getting out 
of control here, folks.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
10/22/fnc-20091022-beckcall.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818304 34981 16 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:59:08pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh fans on Twitter have swallowed this insanity whole, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818306 34981 17 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 6:59:39pm  
 
<P>A quote from Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HUGE STORY FBI tells citizen the watch Fox News, Glenn Beck and listen to 
Rush Limbaugh daily to get their NEWS!! HUGE!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818349 34981 44 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:15:56pm  
 
<P>Yep.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin has officially endorsed third party candidate Doug Hoffman in the 
NY congressional election, against the GOP candidate Dede Scozzafava.</P> 
<P>And it's almost certainly because of Scozzafava's pro-choice positions.</P> 
<P>We're through the looking glass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818427 34981 86 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7818411" target=_blank>#85</A> Pianobuff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, why would you suggest I flounced though I haven't. Is that what you 
would like?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you post comments at the stalker site or not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818439 34981 89 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:48:47pm  
 
<P>Never mind, it's clear that you did. And you are not welcome at my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818457 34981 90 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:54:52pm  
 
<P>It's pretty amazing that anyone would think they could hang out at that site 
and still be welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818408 34982 15 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:37:08pm  
 
<P>The major reason for this is Scozzafava's pro-choice position. In distant 
second place is her support for health care reform.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818412 34982 18 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:38:56pm  
 
<P>James Dobson's "Family Research Council" says: <A 
href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/frc-wed-rather-lose-seat-then-see-



liberal-republican-win" target=_blank>We'd Rather Lose The Seat Then See a 
Liberal Republican Win</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818415 34982 20 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:39:38pm  
 
<P>This is the religious right flexing its muscles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818460 34982 59 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:56:25pm  
 
<P>The ship is sinking.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/W9mhsW5aWJM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818466 34982 64 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 7:59:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7818465" target=_blank>#63</A> bombay311</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so will the country</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The country will be just fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818468 34982 65 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:00:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7818399" target=_blank>#8</A> bombay311</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dont know anything about any of these candidates, but, is it possible that 
she is backing the right one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818476 34982 71 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7818474" target=_blank>#69</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ms. Scozzafava also fails the ideological "purity" test of the foaming fringe 
radical extremists at... <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748704500604574483990102017038.
html" target=_blank>the WSJ, too.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Wall Street Journal was recently bought by Rupert 
Murdoch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818500 34982 95 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7818497" target=_blank>#92</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I let it go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818511 34982 106 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:12:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7818481" target=_blank>#76</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>H1N1 and the supply (or lack of supply) of vaccines will be Obama's 
Katrina.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way. You're dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818526 34982 120 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:15:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7818516" target=_blank>#110</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The WSJ article makes her sound like a raving, gay-loving, taxyhappy commie. 
Palin hates her. The WSJ hates her.</P> 
<P>In such case, Scozzafava has my blessing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repeating what I wrote earlier about the WSJ editorial:</P> 
<P>I saw that Wall street Journal editorial. More craziness. Their position is 
that a defeat for Scozzafava would teach the GOP that they need to lurch even 
farther to the right -- exactly the wrong lesson. So they write an editorial 
trying to make the defeat happen.</P> 
<P>Sam Tanenhaus was right -- we're witnessing the death of conservatism. It's 
being replaced by revanchism and far right populism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818535 34982 128 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:17:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7818532" target=_blank>#125</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting I didn't know that. I guess that explains a lot of the conspiracy 
theories and bullshit published in their Op-ed pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818538 34982 131 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:18:30pm  
 
<P>The Wall Street Journal's editorial pages lurched to the far right 
immediately after the paper was bought by Murdoch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818563 34982 153 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 8:26:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7818545" target=_blank>#136</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the years the WSJ has done a good job of keeping its editorial page and 
its news content separate. Unlike a certain "newspaper of record" we could bring 
up...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you believe that, there's a bridge in Brooklyn for sale cheap.</P> 
<P>I've definitely seen a BIG change in the WSJ's editorial direction since the 
Murdoch buy-out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07818718 34982 302 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 9:18:15pm  
 
<P>Remember -- Rush Limbaugh is <EM>just an entertainer!</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.zazzle.com/political_graphics/gifts?cg=196922755897050449" 
target=_blank>www.zazzle.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818758 34982 342 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 9:31:49pm  
 
<P>Infographic: <A 
href="http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/leftvright_world.html" 
target=_blank>Left vs. Right</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818837 34982 411 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7818835" target=_blank>#409</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LVQ - did you notice in the spin-offs someone posted a link to one of Idso's 
old papers?</P> 
<P>Nice try by "EE", yet FAIL.</P> 
<P>For those who aren't familiar with, Dr. Idso is one of a handful of people 
who in their early days did real science, who then went on an ideological witch 
hunt against the "alarmists". There are a handful of them:</P> 
<P>Dr. S. IdsoDr. Roy SpencerDr. LindzenDr. Pielke, Sr.Dr. GrayDr. Grayson</P> 
<P>I probably left off a few names. Anyway, these are, or perhaps I should say 
were, legitimate scientists who decided to follow their 
social/religious/political ideologies once they had become thoroughly 
established in their professions.</P> 
<P>Still, they are wrong.</P> 
<P>Note that these ought not to be confused with the outright charlatans, some 
of whom have Ph.Ds and some don't... Names such as Monckton, Plimer, Singer, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Roy Spencer is actually a creationist as well as a climate change denier 
-- and just this week he was invited to testify as an "expert" by the Utah State 
Legislature:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sltrib.com/news/ci_13610114" 
target=_blank>www.sltrib.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Argh. So much crazy going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818846 34982 420 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/7818844" target=_blank>#418</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RP is a stone cold racist.</P> 
<P>Yeah I know this is DKos. It's also well researched and factually 
correct.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2007/5/15/124912/740" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I covered Ron Paul extensively during the presidential campaign, and you're 
100% correct. He's not just a racist, he has extensive ties to all kinds of 
extremist groups, including the John Birch Society.</P> 



<P>Search LGF for "Ron Paul" and a lot of information will come 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818856 34982 429 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:28:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/7818853" target=_blank>#427</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And do you have any idea how many of us would flock rightward if these 
shenanigans ended?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not me. I'm finished with the Republican Party. Things would have to change 
so drastically for me to even consider voting Republican again, that I seriously 
doubt it will ever happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818870 34982 443 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/7818868" target=_blank>#441</A> pdc_lgf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will gladly accept any plausible explanation - such as yours. But how did 
the reins get put into those hands? Is it where the big contributions come 
from?</P> 
<P>Specifically, was Senator McCain "instructed" to pick Mrs Palin? Like the 
big-money guys got together and said "we'll fund your campaign, but only if you 
do A, B, and C?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, pretty much exactly like that. The Christian far right, led by people 
like James Dobson, made it very clear that they were going to oppose John McCain 
-- even after he won the nomination -- primarily because of his (sort-of) 
moderate stand on abortion. Sarah Palin was brought on board specifically to 
overcome the religious right's opposition, and it worked.</P> 
<P>And then McCain lost, in part because the centrists who were attracted to him 
because he wasn't a Mike Huckabee fanatic were so turned off by Sarah Palin and 
her extreme social conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07818873 34982 445 Charles Thu, Oct 22, 2009 10:47:10pm  
 
<P>The GOP will almost certainly run an extreme right wing religious candidate 
in 2012, unless something changes very drastically before then -- which I don't 
expect to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819940 34983 609 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7819931" target=_blank>#608</A> CoCo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't downding this and I'm surprised that it's still posted. Disgusting. 
Just ban me know because I don't belong here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's an exclamation point button next to each comment. If you pass over it 
you'll see a tooltip that says "Report." This button can be used to report 
comments you find offensive; that's why it exists.</P> 
<P>But I'll be happy to ban you instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819605 34985 5 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 10:13:23am  
 



<P>Just searched Twitter on 'Little Green Footballs' and ooh boy, the haters are 
hating away today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819687 34985 57 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 10:41:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7819676" target=_blank>#53</A> Morgoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief, from the comments to that Frum piece:</P> 
<P>The spirit of John Milton's Heavenly Muse is alive and well, it seems.</P> 
<P>Here in the UK the conservatives tried this ideological puritanism in 
response to the 1997 election and look where it got them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's becoming a very popular position on the American right wing to drive out 
anyone who doesn't toe the line of social conservatism. That's the real litmus 
test for these people -- not economic policy, not fiscal responsibility, not 
national defense, but whether or not you hate gay people sufficiently and 
whether or not you want to take away women's right to choose an abortion.</P> 
<P>Those two issues have become the overriding obsession of the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819946 34985 163 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:28:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7819914" target=_blank>#157</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beg to differ. If you go by the discourse on most major conservative blogs 
these days, he summed up the points pretty nicely. The one area where I differ 
from his list, is that most conservatives even on those blogs still bash the 
Republicans for out of control spending too (for example, Malkin's site bashed 
the Bush administration loud and long over the initial bailout, referring to it 
oh-so-intellectually as "crap sandwich").</P> 
<P>However, if you mention that you think some facets of AGW seem to be 
supported by science, you're labelled a "neo-intellectual" (as if intellectual 
is now an insult!), or just called the catch-all "liberal". Make any statement 
on alot of these sites opposing a pro-life view, and you're instantly labelled a 
"eugenicist" or outright compared to Himmler. THAT'S not encouraging dialogue, 
for sure. Same goes for any suggestion that stem cell research might prove 
valuable. Express any view in opposition to legislation against gays, or in 
support of legislation in their favor, and instantly commenters start implying 
that you're gay yourself. It's RIDICULOUS.</P> 
<P>It's impossible for me to believe that most of these folks aren't saying what 
they mean, and there are ALOT of them out there, and more and more lately, the 
conservative talking heads are catering to them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I think LVB summed up the current state of the right wing pretty 
well. All of his points can be easily confirmed just by following the news, or 
by checking almost any right wing blog.</P> 
<P>And those points are why the Republican Party has lost me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819988 34985 174 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:44:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7819975" target=_blank>#171</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The religious's right efforts to take control of the Repulican party is not a 
main stream conservative agenda. It is a fringe element with a loud voice 
perpetuated by the media trying to take over the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is totally wrong. The religious right is already in control of the 
Republican Party. The only reason why John McCain picked Sarah Palin instead of 
any number of much more qualified VP candidates, was because James Dobson and 
his millions of followers were prepared to stay home from the polls rather than 
vote for McCain. McCain made a purely political decision to appease the 
religious right -- and it worked. Dobson withdrew his opposition.</P> 
<P>And McCain still lost.</P> 
<P>That's how much power the religious right has in the GOP. It's the dominant 
force right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07819911 34987 51 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:16:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7819897" target=_blank>#44</A> 
AllanHateMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bootcamp drivers on Snow Leopard work just fine with Windows 7 in either 
32-bit or 64-bit flavors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what Apple says.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://support.apple.com/kb/HT3920" 
target=_blank>support.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820008 34987 100 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:48:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7820001" target=_blank>#98</A> SeaMonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Parallels is brilliant software.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have both Parallels and VMWare Fusion, and I have to say that I've found 
VMWare to be much more stable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820045 34988 51 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 12:59:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7820040" target=_blank>#47</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This sounds vaguely <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/445/7818873" 
target=_blank>familiar...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three of the four candidates listed in this poll are extreme fundamentalist 
Christians with hardcore social agendas.</P> 
<P>And then there's Mitt Romney, who will pander to almost 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820151 34989 14 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 1:45:23pm  
 
<P>The wingnut blogs were radically punk'd today by a report that originated at 
'jumpinginpools' (a moron who was banned from LGF for relentlessly pimping his 
blog, and registering sock puppet after sock puppet to upding his own posts), 
claiming to have "10 pages from Obama's college thesis" that proved Obama was a 
commie who wanted to trash the Constitution.</P> 
<P>It was completely false.</P> 
<P>People who fell for it included Rush Limbaugh, Michael Ledeen, Atlas Shrieks, 
American Thinker ... etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07820200 34989 44 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 2:01:54pm  
 
<P>Here's that 'jumpinginpools' creep, attacking me after he was banned for blog 
pimping, multiple sock puppets, and updinging his own links:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://j
umpinginpools.blogspot.com/2009/10/creationism-is-serious-
problem.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>jumpinginpools.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820270 34989 98 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 2:18:08pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh first fell for the "Obama's thesis" hoax, then recanted later 
on his show -- sort of. He actually said he doesn't care if the quotes were 
fake, because "I know Obama thinks it."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
10/23/limbaugh-20091023-thesis.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820276 34989 104 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 2:19:25pm  
 
<P>Hot Air flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820285 34989 113 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 2:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7820270" target=_blank>#98</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh first fell for the "Obama's thesis" hoax, then recanted later 
on his show -- sort of. He actually said he doesn't care if the quotes were 
fake, because "I know Obama thinks it."</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that mean it's OK to use fake racist quotes and attribute them to 
Limbaugh, because "I know he thinks it?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820291 34989 119 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 2:22:23pm  
 
<P>Wasn't Limbaugh screaming his head off about people doing exactly that to 
him, just a few days ago?</P> 
<P>The hypocrisy absolutely reeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820673 34989 248 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 5:19:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7820558" target=_blank>#245</A> Teh 
Flowah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To be absolutely accurate and fair, the "dirty jew" remark you bolded was not 
in fact his own feelings, but what he said the Left feels. And tbh, this site 
has expressed feelings somewhat similar in the anti-Israel bias it perceives in 
much of the MSM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Go ahead, find one post from me where I ever wrote anything like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825471 34989 257 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 9:40:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7821723" target=_blank>#253</A> Teh 
Flowah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you really challenging me to find examples of you criticizing the MSM for 
having a knee-jerk anti-Israel bias?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm challenging you to find any post where I accused the mainstream media 
of having an anti-Israel bias with words like "dirty Jew." I don't write like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820408 34990 3 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:03:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7820406" target=_blank>#1</A> Kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people wouldn't know satire if it came up and bit them on the 
ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This wasn't even satire -- it was pure crap. It shows how desperate the right 
wing is to believe anything bad about Barack Obama that they didn't dismiss this 
badly written pile of rubbish instantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820435 34990 21 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:12:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7820416" target=_blank>#10</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, Limbaugh tried to play it like that -- but then he went on to insist 
that he knows Obama thinks those things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820461 34990 40 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7820451" target=_blank>#34</A> 
KernelPanic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoah, have no idea as to how accurate this site is but this post is claiming 
that the disaster that is called "the new GOP.com" website cost 1.4 million 
dollars! Link is <A 
href="http://realtime.sunlightprojects.org/2009/10/23/entering-digital-age-an-
expensive-proposition-for-gop/" target=_blank>here</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa! They got seriously fleeced!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820463 34990 41 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:23:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7820446" target=_blank>#30</A> Eowyn2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>and every time he said it, he played the tape of Obama talking about the 
redistribution of wealth and repeatedly said "by today's journalistic standards 
blah blah blah" I firmly think it was a "fact checking works both ways, you 
jerks" I dont think he would have harped on it nearly as long if he weren't 
fresh from the 'Limbaugh said:" lies which effectively kept him from being an 
NFL franchise owner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were no "lies." Limbaugh has said dozens of blatantly racist and/or 
race-baiting quotes ON THE RECORD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820487 34990 62 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:38:25pm  
 
<P>I'm still in shock. $1.4 million bucks -- for <EM>that?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820492 34990 67 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:39:34pm  
 
<P>Here come St. Limbaugh's disciples!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820495 34990 70 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:41:07pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh - he's always joking! Why, he's a cut-up! A prankster! A laff-
a-minute comedian!</P> 
<P>Nothing funnier than telling people to kill themselves. Yep, that's a real 
knee-slapper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820503 34990 78 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:44:18pm  
 
<P>This episode proves that you can put just about anything on the Internet and 
right wing bloggers and Rush Limbaugh will believe it -- as long as it's 
negative toward Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820517 34990 92 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:48:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7820509" target=_blank>#84</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that site had been done well, and say we had a person full time at $52,000 
a year moderating, and we assume the same kind of traffic you get- How much 
should it cost? I was thinking under $100,000 but I'm no code 
guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>$200K tops. And that would be a pretty high fee for what I see on that 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820521 34990 95 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 3:51:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7820507" target=_blank>#82</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think I get your point. Would you care to be more 
explicit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820545 34990 116 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 4:03:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7820544" target=_blank>#115</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A million bucks for a hosting service? Damn - my $10 a month looks so paltry 
by comparison. That would keep my site going for over eight thousand years.</P> 
<P>I know the GOP has special concerns - high volume, security, gigantic attack 
target - but c'mon. You know what I would do? I would find out who put together 
Hannah Montana's website, and hire them - they have exactly the same set of 
concerns as the GOP, and I bet they'd work for a lot less.</P> 
<P>Hell - I'd take the contract myself, and only charge them 
$750,000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then, to make it even more ridiculous, on its LAUNCH DAY the site kept 
crashing and they couldn't keep it online. Pathetic doesn't even begin to 
describe this.</P> 
<P>I wonder if any of that $1.4 million came out of taxpayers' 
pockets?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820550 34990 121 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 4:06:58pm  
 
<P>These guys have been fleecing the GOP for years, and getting very rich:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=SMARTech_Corporation" 
target=_blank>SMARTech Corporation - SourceWatch</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2004In the 2004 election cycle (2003-2005), the Republican Party paid:</P> 
<P>SMARTECH CORPORATION $2,275,081 (153 expenditures) for internet services, 
computer consulting, email programming, website services, web hosting, email 
services, wireless services, internet consulting, domain registration, and 
network consulting.</P> 
<P>2006In the 2006 election cycle (2005-2006), the Republican Party paid:</P> 
<P>SmarTech Corp. $8,539 (2 expenditures) marked "Paid for by transfer from 
RNC"</P> 
<P>SMARTECH CORPORATION $3,320,066 (245 expenditures) for equipment, domain 
registration, web hosting, web services, email programming, data storage, 
internet connection, internet services, in-kind phone services, computer 
programming, database programming, license fees, video services, online video 
streaming, software purchase, training, office supplies, airfare, 
transportation, meals &amp; lodging, sales tax, etc.</P> 
<P>In the 2006 election cycle (2005-2006), the National Republican Congressional 
Committee paid:</P> 
<P>SMARTECH CORPORATION $2,228 (41 expenditures) for "Generic Web 
Hosting".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820651 34990 208 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 5:07:40pm  
 
<P>It's getting flouncerrific in here!</P> 
<P>Happens every time the patron saint of the wingnuts is 
criticized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820758 34991 16 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:00:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7820732" target=_blank>#5</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just browsing through the White House Flickr feed and saw a few photos 
I really liked:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4032618153/sizes/l/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>](Air Force One at dawn - great shadows and 
lighting)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4032563513/sizes/l/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>](A cool photo of the White House at night 
reflected on the Presidential Limo)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4035513827/sizes/l/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>](The Annie Leibovitz First Family portrait 
that was released yesterday)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That family portrait is great. Makes me proud to be an American 
citizen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820759 34991 17 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:02:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7820756" target=_blank>#14</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Annie was the one who did the McCain Shark thing wasn't she?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that was a different photographer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820767 34991 25 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:08:16pm  
 
<P>Some LGF haters tried to get a movement started today at Twitter for people 
to "unfollow" my Twitter feed.</P> 
<P>Looks like we picked up a couple dozen new followers today.</P> 
<P>Good work, haters!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820775 34991 30 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:14:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7820772" target=_blank>#28</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do they do these things to left-wing blogs or do they hate you 
more?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't really hate me. They love me, but they have ... issues. See, I've 
moved into their heads and taken up residence, and they're all mixed up.</P> 
<P>"I love you daddy! I hate you daddy! Love you! Hate you! Love hate! 
aaahh!"</P> 
<P>Meanwhile I have my feet up on their medulla oblongatas, doing the New York 
Times crossword puzzle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820784 34991 36 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:21:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7820781" target=_blank>#34</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I clicked on a link you posted to the stalker site yesterday and was 
amazed at how closely they follow this place. My skin crawled a 
lil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't my link. I don't post links to stalker sites. It gets them too worked 
up, and then I have to pinch their hippocampuses to pacify them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820785 34991 37 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 6:23:17pm  
 



<P>Hate mails received in the last two days from angry wingnuts (is there any 
other kind?): 33.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820898 34992 27 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7820889" target=_blank>#21</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you won't want to read this.</P> 
<P><A href="http://newledger.com/2009/04/obama-spent-an-amazing-84-million-on-
stimulus-website/" target=_blank>Obama Spent an Amazing $84 Million on Stimulus 
Website</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times has no credibility, and that story sounds like a 
complete crock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820903 34992 32 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:35:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7820900" target=_blank>#29</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Checking now. Looks like the 84 million wasn't for the website. It was for 
the entire <EM>Recovery Board.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds more reasonable. The story is crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820909 34992 36 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:37:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7820907" target=_blank>#34</A> baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is just amazing to me. I've worked with blue chip companies and they 
would blush at that kind of waste. I saw some beta web pages for major companies 
that were outstanding that did not cost near that amount. I don't work on the 
design side, by the way, but I'm shocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing because it's NOT TRUE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820919 34992 45 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:40:41pm  
 
<P>People!</P> 
<P>That Washington Times article contains absolutely no documentation that the 
Obama administration spent $84 million dollars on a website!</P> 
<P>Please. This is an excellent example of why you should NEVER trust the 
Washington Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820930 34992 56 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7820924" target=_blank>#50</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone tell if they are using heavily modded commercial forum software 
like IPB or vBullitin or if it's a custom job? Parts of it feel familiar but I 
can't really tell, particularly not without having registered and posted from it 
and stuff.</P> 
<P>If it is a custom job, <I>why</I>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It looks like a mish-mash of several open source packages to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820948 34992 74 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:55:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7820941" target=_blank>#67</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Even if this is true -- which I seriously doubt -- the website that's 
intended to manage the multi-trillion dollar stimulus program is a MUCH larger 
project that the GOP's website, with much more serious security issues and 
management issues, and probably a large staff of administrators. There is no 
comparison at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820958 34992 84 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 7:58:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7820951" target=_blank>#77</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>That's right -- a staff of 30 people and a gigantic project that involves 
potentially millions of people, and trillions of dollars.</P> 
<P>Why are you trying to promote this as being somehow equivalent to the GOP 
site?</P> 
<P>It's. Not. Even. Close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820970 34992 96 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:04:36pm  
 
<P>OK. I won't try to talk you people out of equating the Recovery.org site with 
the GOP.com site any more. Go ahead and freak out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820978 34992 104 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:07:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7820963" target=_blank>#89</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 84 million is for the "whole office."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't want to hear that, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820981 34992 107 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:08:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7820968" target=_blank>#94</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one from Ronin is probably that xenophobe bigot who got banned here. I 
won't mention their website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a user named "The Ronin Edge" here, and this weirdo is now 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07820993 34992 118 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7820986" target=_blank>#112</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing I have against the recovery.gov site is the url ends in 
.aspx.</P> 



<P>I don't like the idea of government being dependent on Microsoft 
technologies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd much rather have competent ASP programmers doing it than the clowns who 
programmed the GOP site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821004 34992 129 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7820998" target=_blank>#123</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was "Dr Bulldog and Ronin."</P> 
<P>Their latest post is titled "Commies Pass Amendment to Give ACORN Regulatory 
Authority Over Financial Institutions"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I reviewed this one's comments, and it's almost certainly the same person who 
posted at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821018 34992 142 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:20:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7821015" target=_blank>#139</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I remember when we had emailed about this pair of bigots in the past, it 
resulted in in that filter...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They've found a new home at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821026 34992 150 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:23:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7821023" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>By the way that loser from Oregon (who is unemployed) Killgore Trout 
from Little Green Footballs is trolling this website looking for “hateful” 
comments to post on a LGF thread. Here’s one for you Killgore – “You suck and I 
hope you get a serious STD”.Hilts on October 23, 2009 at 11:09 PM</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again, they're proving how irrelevant LGF is by watching every comment 
posted here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821063 34992 187 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:36:28pm  
 
<P>The brain-damaged freak at 'jumpinginpools' is really cranking up the crazy 
tonight.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://j
umpinginpools.blogspot.com/2009/10/lgf-site-for-losers-with-
mentally.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>jumpinginpools.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821083 34992 207 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:45:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7821081" target=_blank>#205</A> Gearhead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taking your word for it. Not giving the loon any click 
traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's a Google cache link -- I never use direct links to sites like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821106 34992 230 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:54:14pm  
 
<P>Heh. The 'jumpinginpools' moron is totally losing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821120 34992 244 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 8:58:05pm  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">244</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Fri, Oct 23, 
2009 8:58:05pm </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">2</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
07821126 34992 249 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:00:53pm  
 
<P>I deleted my post -- no point in giving this troglodyte any more 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821133 34992 255 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:05:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7821087" target=_blank>#211</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I know for certain that Hoffman is the Bircher preferred candidate for 
NY23 - RSM traveled there and is posting from his campaign 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that seals it.</P> 
<P>Hoffman doesn't have a chance to win, by the way. The Republican base has 
handed this congressional seat to the Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821150 34992 272 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:16:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7821137" target=_blank>#259</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>With this and KT's last one, I have more than enough for the next HACOTD 
thread. Hot Air is totally out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821172 34992 293 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:30:50pm  
 
<P>Tonight at Fox News: <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2009/10/23/shuler-reasons-moral-outrage/" 
target=_blank>10 Reasons for Moral Outrage</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><STRONG>6. Darwinism is taught as fact while Creationism is excluded from the 
American classroom.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821206 34992 326 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:44:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7821198" target=_blank>#318</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.capitallifechurch.com/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=vie
w&amp;id=15&amp;Itemid=20" target=_blank>"Rev. Bill Shuler is pastor at Capitol 
Life Church in Arlington, Virginia."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- one of America's main cable news networks is promoting 
creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821221 34992 341 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 9:49:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7821213" target=_blank>#333</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, almost all his points are part of a well-established, tiresome, 
fundie freakout. All the usual talking points are there. This isn't exactly 
unexpected, being as he's a pastor.</P> 
<P>I disagree strongly. Lately, they never STFU. Ever. For, like, even five 
minutes. And, hell, there's still the War on Christmas to defend this year.</P> 
<P>These people are inexhaustible. I don't think atheists have anywhere near the 
stamina or sustained paranoia of these people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. I forgot about the War on Christmas. The whining is going to be worse 
than ever this year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821305 34992 425 Charles Fri, Oct 23, 2009 10:22:26pm  
 
<P>Barrett Brown has a bad habit of baiting crazy people.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trueslant.com/barrettbrown/2009/10/24/in-which-i-try-
my-hand-at-cartooning-and-piss-off-this-fellow/" 
target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821729 34994 9 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 9:48:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7821728" target=_blank>#8</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm glad to see he's figured out that the ID movement is a bunch of 
charlatans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't just figure it out -- he wrote a whole book about it. (Which I 
recommend.)</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0978721306/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Flock of Dodos: Behind Modern Creationism, Intelligent Design and 
the Easter Bunny</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07821981 34994 202 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 1:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7821959" target=_blank>#201</A> Splatt</EM></P> 



<P>Thanks for posting that. It reminded me to check your account with the 
correlator tool, and hey .. whaddayaknow! You had three accounts registered here 
under three different names, all registered on the same day.</P> 
<P>Bye now. Go defend white supremacists somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822178 34994 214 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 3:45:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7822053" target=_blank>#208</A> 
KernelPanic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok I feel stupid here. I found the "original" cartoon but where the heck is a 
copy of the one that Barrett improved upon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=CJCartoonImproved.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/CJCartoonImproved.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: CJCartoonImproved.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822029 34996 18 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 1:27:38pm  
 
<P>Check this out - this is the freak at 'jumpinginpools', posting a diary at 
Daily Kos, pretending to be a liberal. Shhh. I don't think he realizes how 
obvious it is.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2009/10/24/796745/-Little-
Green-Footballs-Attacks-Autistic-Blogger" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822104 34996 59 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 2:11:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7822081" target=_blank>#39</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was on the page of the "GOP Spent More Than a Million Dollars to Launch a 
Disastrous Website" post, and a google ad in the right sidebar said "Websites 
for Republicans". I clicked on it, and it took me to the site of NetBoots.net, 
which looked an awful lot like the GOP.com site, but I could not find a 
connection with Smartech Corporation. NetBoots is owned by TerraEclipse, which 
has a client list made up of Paulians, plus FreedomWorks.org, which is the Dick 
Armey/Steve Forbes tea party site. I looked at NetBoots' twitter thingy, and 
found this article: <A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/JillianBandes/2009/07/20/will_budget_intern
et_organizing_save_the_gop?page=full&amp;comments=true" target=_blank>Will 
Budget Internet Organizing Save the GOP?</A></P> 
<P>Later Eric Odom is quoted. His sites all look like the Terra Eclipse sites 
too.</P> 
<P>In conclusion, I think the GOP.com website is a part of the Paulian campaign 
to take down or take over the GOP.</P> 
<P>Please pass the tinfoil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very interesting. This can probably be remedied. At LGF 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822128 34996 78 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 2:37:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7822121" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GOP poll: <A href="http://our.gop.com/forums/Topic4246039-3812-1.aspx" 
target=_blank>How many would like to kick Lindsey Graham out of the Republican 
Party for disrepecting Paul Paul.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only 23 votes total. The GOP sure is lucky they have that $1.4 million server 
farm to handle this deluge of traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822220 34997 32 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 4:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7822205" target=_blank>#18</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As amusing at that is, it's a huge problem. So many firmly religious 
Americans see an assault on their most fundamental beliefs from every corner. 
This, as you've experienced for yourself, makes them rather 
paranoid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, some of these folks just freak right out even at the mildest humor. 
They're on a hair trigger offense watch. We've had quite few LGFers flounce off 
over the creationism thing, which used to surprise me when it first started -- 
some of them immediately mutated into rabid Internet stalkers, like werewolves 
that never turn back into humans.</P> 
<P>I've had my own run-ins with the Disco Institute gang -- they've posted 
several attacks on me at their medievalist blog. I've also been attacked by 
Answers in Genesis, Ken Ham's storefront. So I've succeeded in making the right 
kind of enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822282 34997 85 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 5:52:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7822280" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...it's quiet in here tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too quiet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822299 34998 2 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 5:59:28pm  
 
<P>Yikes, wrong URL. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822302 34998 3 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 6:01:29pm  
 
<P>It's John Hiatt now if you reload.</P> 
<P>The other one was an hour-long UC video on global warming for which I'm 
trying to set aside an hour to watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07822398 34998 62 Charles Sat, Oct 24, 2009 6:48:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7822354" target=_blank>#31</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you going to favor us with a linky for that when you're done? Please, 
please, pretty please!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You might be the only one logged in tonight who's looking forward to an hour-
long global warming presentation from the University of California. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823381 35001 60 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 10:20:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7823328" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harry's place: <A href="http://www.hurryupharry.org/2009/10/25/arthur-kemp-
bnp-reichsminister-des-auswartigen/" target=_blank>Arthur Kemp: BNP 
Reichsminister des Auswärtigen</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harry's Place is getting some recognition in the UK press for their stand 
against both fascism and Islamic extremism. Good on them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823386 35001 65 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 10:24:33am  
 
<P>But what's up with that horrible intrusive ad that takes over the whole 
screen for about 10 seconds before you can even click the 'Skip' button, every 
time you go to their front page? Yikes.</P> 
<P>Hurry up, Harry, and either get rid of that, or use a cookie and only show it 
on the first visit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823388 35001 67 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 10:25:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7823382" target=_blank>#61</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile on this side of the pond: Hot Air hosts video of white supremacist 
blogger RS McCain palling around with Doug Hoffman's campaign 
staff.<STRONG>Video: Volunteers for Hoffman Explain the ‘Fight for the Heart and 
Soul of America’</STRONG> (green room)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they're still hanging with the neo-Confederate. Good luck with 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823532 35002 20 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 11:23:41am  
 
<P>From a political viewpoint he handled it just right. If he had made a big 
deal about turning it down it would have kept the issue alive for much longer 
and it probably would have gotten really crazy, because everything like this 
gets really crazy the longer it lives.</P> 
<P>By just accepting with a gracious, soothing speech he pretty much showed what 
it's worth. And what it's not worth, which is a big political 
brouhaha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823704 35002 141 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 12:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7823698" target=_blank>#136</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In contrast of the ridiculously expensive GOP website...<A 
href="http://buytaert.net/whitehouse-gov-using-drupal" 
target=_blank>Whitehouse.gov using Drupal</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very groovy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823851 35003 1 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 1:41:48pm  
 
<P>Doing some work on the blog code today. Checking out the Google Affiliate 
Network. You may have noticed ads from Barnes and Noble -- that's where they're 
coming from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07823860 35003 5 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 1:48:43pm  
 
<P>It's a really good short film, by the way. Very twisted in a good 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07824173 35004 21 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 5:44:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7824150" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice to see somebody with good right hand technique. No pinky on the 
soundboard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's got an unusual technique -- seems to use a pick along with his 
fingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07824900 35006 1 Charles Sun, Oct 25, 2009 11:41:21pm  
 
<P>Some evening music.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/w4f5z-tt4rY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825608 35007 86 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 10:48:46am  
 
<P>This shows a lot about the mentality of some of these people who will believe 
anything negative about Barack Obama, anything at all, no matter how absurd or 
how obviously, logically false.</P> 
<P>It should have been instantly clear to anyone with one look at the 
'jumpinginpools' website that it had zero credibility -- and the idea that it 
would have a world exclusive scoop (found nowhere else on the Internet) was just 
beyond ridiculous, into the realm of truly brain-numbing schtoopidity.</P> 
<P>Reminds me of Rathergate in that way. Should have been obvious, but they just 
needed to believe it so very badly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825613 35007 91 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 10:50:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7825609" target=_blank>#87</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, Michael Ledeen had the grace to apologize. Rush Limbaugh, on the other 
hand, tried (and failed) to spin it into an attack on the people criticizing him 
for his race-baiting commentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825639 35007 116 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 11:06:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7825622" target=_blank>#100</A> Ray in 
TX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fairness to the pundits that got punked, the satire tag was pretty 
inconspicuous. Only a regular blog reader would think to look through those 
tags, and only if they suspected satire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a deliberate tactic. When that blogger was spamming our Linkviewer, 
people complained a lot about his blog, because he would post this kind of crap 
and then put a little 'Satire' tag buried at the bottom of it. None of the stuff 
was even humorous so there was never an indication that it was "satire." I 
wouldn't even call it a deliberate "hoax" -- more of a lame cry for 
attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825644 35007 121 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 11:11:32am  
 
<P>Farkalanche incoming -- ETA: 37 minutes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fark.com/cgi/comments.pl?IDLink=4726811" 
target=_blank>www.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825646 35007 123 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 11:12:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7825641" target=_blank>#118</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Jumping in Pools guy showed up at DKos yesterday trying to stir up shit 
about how LGF picks on autistic kids:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2009/10/24/161038/87" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same thing at The Next Right:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thenextright.com/drorfannkyl/little-green-footballs-
attacks-autistic-blogger" target=_blank>thenextright.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825647 35007 124 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 11:13:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7825646" target=_blank>#123</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same thing at The Next Right:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thenextright.com/drorfannkyl/little-green-footballs-
attacks-autistic-blogger" 
target=_blank>thenextright.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks to Ray in TX over there, for posting the truth about this fool's smear 
campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825819 35008 130 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 12:35:51pm  



 
<P>I'm glad to see that Harry's Place took down that obnoxious full-screen 
advertisement they were running for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07825854 35008 160 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 12:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7825828" target=_blank>#139</A> Politically 
Understated Nuance</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, but if you registered at LGF to post apologies for the BNP, you're at 
the wrong blog. I'm sure you'll be happier elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07826592 35011 60 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 6:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7826584" target=_blank>#52</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're looking for any sort of information regarding creationist claims 
and how to refute them, Talk Origins has <A 
href="http://www.talkorigins.org/origins/faqs-mustread.html" target=_blank>a 
fantastic database of such things</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. Talkorigins is in the 'Resources' menu in our left 
appendage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07826700 35011 105 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 7:32:59pm  
 
<P>Added a few more advertisers in the affiliate network tonight, e.g. Circuit 
City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07827113 35014 2 Charles Mon, Oct 26, 2009 10:34:09pm  
 
<P>And from Keith's new solo piano record:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/w4f5z-tt4rY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07828777 35017 166 Charles Tue, Oct 27, 2009 3:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7828043" target=_blank>#104</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Yikes.</P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that even at their worst, LGF's pre-moderation comments were 
never like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07828335 35019 26 Charles Tue, Oct 27, 2009 12:40:26pm  
 
<P>Well, the guy the GOP seems to be lining up behind, Doug Hoffman, is a flat-
taxer, fanatically anti-abortion and fanatically anti-gay marriage.</P> 



<P>In other words, he's the religious right candidate, with a little Ron Paulian 
flavor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07829105 35021 4 Charles Tue, Oct 27, 2009 5:53:57pm  
 
<P>Thanks to simoom for posting these quotes in an earlier thread. I clicked 
through the links and verified that all of the comments were 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07829261 35021 126 Charles Tue, Oct 27, 2009 6:30:43pm  
 
<P>Huh? Wha?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07829283 35021 147 Charles Tue, Oct 27, 2009 6:34:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7829269" target=_blank>#134</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles "Terp" sounds familiar, just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotcha. 10-4. Copy that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07833948 35021 936 Charles Thu, Oct 29, 2009 2:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/935/7833904" target=_blank>#935</A> 
TheObjectivist</EM></P> 
<P>In that case I'm sure you'll be happier discussing those issues at blogs 
where they tolerate 'revolution' talk, since I don't allow it at my website. Bye 
now!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07830613 35023 18 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 10:27:49am  
 
<P>For some reason, I haven't been able to find any statements by Hoffman on 
creationism or "intelligent design." But from the people who've endorsed him, 
I'd be surprised if he isn't a creationist as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07830674 35023 71 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 10:55:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7830645" target=_blank>#46</A> Green 
Machine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we need to give him the benefit of the doubt as we have Obama. 
Considering some of the folks that Obama has associated with for 20 years or 
more. Ya think?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a politician is running for office, that's exactly the time that you 
<EM>don't</EM> give him "the benefit of the doubt."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07831506 35026 173 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 4:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7831453" target=_blank>#120</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 



<P>What the hell? Did you read the kind of comments you're linking to at my 
site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07831879 35027 17 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 6:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7831860" target=_blank>#6</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appears the Hoffman campaign and Club for Decay is going all Nixonian dirty 
tricks on Dede Scozzafava. How Christian of Doug.</P> 
<P>Links at the bottom of last thread</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how little info is available on Doug Hoffman. We do know he's 
not Dede Scozzafava, though!</P> 
<P>Scozzafava is the religious right's test case to see what they can get away 
with in the right wing's current tea party mass insanity mood. Hoffman is the 
ultimate stealth candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07831904 35027 31 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 6:57:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7831893" target=_blank>#24</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We do know what concerns the NY Conservative party the most, here's their 
traditional marriage rally last June</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I think that needs to be a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07832086 35028 56 Charles Wed, Oct 28, 2009 7:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7831993" target=_blank>#5</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the h/t but never needed in my case at least.</P> 
<P>Here's Chris Matthews trying to corner the Chairman of the NY Conservative 
party, this is hilarious</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Updated with this one too. Gracias.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07833251 35031 71 Charles Thu, Oct 29, 2009 9:44:48am  
 
<P>CNN video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ht.cdn.turner.com/cnn/big/crime/2009/10/29/can
diotti.raid.radical.group.cnn_640x360_dl.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07833343 35031 149 Charles Thu, Oct 29, 2009 10:27:27am  
 
<P>Video of the assault:</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://media2.myfoxdetroit.com/video/2009/10/29/photo
g_assault.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07834195 35034 147 Charles Thu, Oct 29, 2009 5:12:30pm  
 
<P>And now -- Tea Party, The Documentary Film. Not a joke.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/k2qil4Swcew&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07834290 35035 3 Charles Thu, Oct 29, 2009 6:09:58pm  
 
<P>"I, Flathead" is a song cycle about a guy, his car, his band, and some 
girl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07835398 35038 104 Charles Fri, Oct 30, 2009 11:48:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7835369" target=_blank>#75</A> lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way I look at it is Evolution is science Darwinism (the belief that all 
life evolved from simple matter to complex life by random events) is religion. 
Temperature change on earth is science, Global Warming (the belief it is man's 
fault, the world is going to end, and man is the one who can fix it) is 
religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So basically, you don't believe in very much of modern science at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07836200 35041 3 Charles Fri, Oct 30, 2009 5:51:02pm  
 
<P>Tommy's a monster. He's Al Dimeola with taste and humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07836209 35041 9 Charles Fri, Oct 30, 2009 6:03:15pm  
 
<P>Anyone notice the new cleaner look for the right sidebar?</P> 
<P>I'm still playing with ads and affiliate placement systems. The Blog now has 
an option to place 468x60 ads at intervals between the front page posts, and in 
the daily posts.</P> 
<P>Right now it's set to show an ad every 5 posts. If this is really annoying to 
you, speak now or forever hold your peace.</P> 
<P>I do have the ability to easily turn this feature on and off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07836233 35041 31 Charles Fri, Oct 30, 2009 6:18:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7836222" target=_blank>#21</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I don't understand what you mean by ad intervals in the <EM>daily 
posts</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The daily posts are the ones organized by day. There are two ways to get into 
them right now: 1) by clicking the 'daily archives' button that pops up a 
calendar to let you choose a day (e.g., that's what I use when I want to know 
what I posted last Tuesday), or 2) clicking the link at the top and bottom of 
the front page center column, that says 'Yesterday'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07837280 35045 18 Charles Sat, Oct 31, 2009 9:26:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7837271" target=_blank>#11</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Radical leftist GOP candidate Dede Scozzafava quits- Michelle 
Malkin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and she links to a white supremacist neo-Confederate to announce 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07837415 35045 150 Charles Sat, Oct 31, 2009 10:20:44am  
 
<P>The teacher's union was backing Scozzafava, but will probably switch to 
Owen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07837805 35046 214 Charles Sat, Oct 31, 2009 1:52:49pm  
 
<P>Insulting troll begone.</P> 
<P>But for the record: I'm pro-choice, and I don't believe gay marriage would 
destroy the foundations of modern society. Neither of these opinions is the 
result of a recent change. If you thought I felt differently, it's because you 
assumed it.</P> 
<P>I already know this makes me a left wing secular marauding bloody-handed 
saboteur, so don't bother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07838964 35051 2 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 10:08:33am  
 
<P>Aren't these two statements in conflict?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4. The family is sacred. My spouse and I are the ultimate authority, not the 
government.</P> 
<P>5. If you break the law you pay the penalty. Justice is blind and no one is 
above it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the government is not the ultimate authority, how can you say no one is 
above the law? Unless you're talking about some <EM>other</EM> kind of 
"justice."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839319 35052 6 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 1:32:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7839306" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kos and Sarah Palin are <A href="http://twitter.com/Lizardoid" 
target=_blank>following LGF on Twitter</A> Odd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's me following them, actually. I added some users kinda by mistake just 
playing around with TweetDeck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839338 35052 14 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 1:41:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7839324" target=_blank>#9</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm following you with my personal twitter account, but so far you seem to be 
using twitter simply to post your latest topic on LGF. We are using twitter in a 
similar way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't done much with it yet, really, except for posting the LGF 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839376 35052 38 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 2:20:47pm  
 
<P>Check out TweetDeck - makes it easier to follow conversations on Twitter.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tweetdeck.com/beta/" 
target=_blank>www.tweetdeck.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839580 35053 20 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 5:32:46pm  
 
<P>From the Blogs That Hate Me file: tonight's attack from the kooky right is 
that I hate America because I pointed out (thanks to simoom!) that NY-23 
candidate Doug Hoffman signed one of Glenn Beck's weird blood-brother pledge 
things, and one of the pledges is: "1. America is Good."</P> 
<P>That means I <EM>hate America</EM>. There's no other explanation. That's just 
how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839606 35053 32 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 5:42:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7839570" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Morrisey sez...Conference call with Hoffman campaign</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The American Conservative Union’s PAC arranged for a conference call with 
media and bloggers this evening to discuss the events of the last 48 hours. 
Among the participants — Matt Burns, a former spokesperson for Dede Scozzafava. 
Stacy McCain and Eric Odom, who first broke the news of Scozzafava’s withdrawal 
from the race yesterday, joined as “special guests” of the 
call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The neo-Confederate/nativist wing is getting frisky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07839643 35053 60 Charles Sun, Nov 1, 2009 6:06:25pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain just tweeted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Does Charles Johnson hate America?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That must be it. There's no other explanation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07840861 35056 62 Charles Mon, Nov 2, 2009 9:50:44am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain is deeply involved in Doug 
Hoffman's candidacy: [Link: <A 
href="http://washingtontimes.com/weblogs/watercooler/2009/nov/01/hoffman-
spokesman-concerned-acorn-funny-business-n/" 
target=_blank>washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07841067 35057 84 Charles Mon, Nov 2, 2009 11:34:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7841042" target=_blank>#60</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the rumors of Rudy endorsing Hoffman are true...<A 
href="http://washingtonindependent.com/66027/ny-23-rudy-giuliani-robocalls-and-
mayors-for-hoffman" target=_blank>NY-23: Rudy Giuliani Robocalls for 
Hoffman</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of amazing thing to me is that a neo-Confederate who's written 
articles for and posted links to white supremacist and neo-Nazi websites has 
managed to weasel into close proximity with this campaign, and nobody seems to 
notice or care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07841596 35059 6 Charles Mon, Nov 2, 2009 4:44:26pm  
 
<P>Just switched the video to a different performance of Blues Deluxe, also 
really good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842144 35060 248 Charles Mon, Nov 2, 2009 9:23:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7842136" target=_blank>#240</A> gaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. And it's all Glenn Beck's fault. So sue me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of suing, I will simply bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842588 35062 28 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 10:20:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7842585" target=_blank>#25</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Can't help noticing that Jonah Goldberg won't even touch the biggest elephant 
in his room: the dominance of the religious right and social conservatives. His 
article doesn't even mention their two primary motivations - abortion and same-
sex marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842591 35062 31 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 10:22:53am  
 
<P>OT: there's some kind of new spam that's getting through all my spam filters 
lately - Spam Assassin on the server and Spam Sieve on my Mac. I've been 
inundated with garbage email for the past couple of weeks, ending up in my Inbox 



instead of my Spam folder. Has anyone else seen this, and do you have any 
solutions for it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842637 35062 76 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 10:57:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7842629" target=_blank>#68</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally got back in. Something on the page is preventing IE6 from allowing 
LGF to load.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. Not again. Could be the retweet code. Will check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842648 35062 87 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 11:08:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7842639" target=_blank>#78</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah, works fine every where. I try to look at LGF with it, pages starts to 
load, then pops up the "Operation aborted" warning and goes to page failed to 
load, server may be down screen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was the retweet code, all right. Oddly, when I switched to the 
uncompressed (un-minified) version, it started working.</P> 
<P>Can you confirm that it's working for you now too, by reloading the page in 
IE6?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07842651 35062 90 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 11:09:33am  
 
<P>Uh, never mind. Now I'm getting the 'operation aborted' message again.</P> 
<P>I'll try some other things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07843235 35065 3 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 3:17:56pm  
 
<P>Full size of the album cover. Great shot.</P> 
<P><A title=51B3bKVglNL._SS500_.jpg href="http://ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/I/51B3bKVglNL._SS500_.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
51B3bKVglNL._SS500_.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07843250 35065 9 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 3:23:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7843245" target=_blank>#6</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES - I tried to buy a book for my Kindle in your Amazon Store. The book 
has a Kindle version, but I could only get to the hard-cover version in the "LGF 
Store". To get the Kindle version, I had to just to to Amazon, not through LGF. 
Shouldn't I be able to make purchases through your link for anything that Amazon 
has? Or just the things that are in the "LGF" store?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kindle books don't go through the associate program right now. When people 
buy Kindle books, there's no cut to the associate, e.g., me. I guess that's why 
they don't show up in the LGF associate store...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07843565 35066 16 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 6:00:46pm  
 
<P>Did anyone notice yet that the link hover color has gone green? It was blue-
green for many years, but is now a tangy lime-green.</P> 
<P>And the retweet button has moved to the upper right of the post area.</P> 
<P>And yes, I'm still playing with ad placement and frequency. Opinions 
welcome...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07843576 35066 22 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 6:03:29pm  
 
<P>Christie - Corzine still too close to call.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07843727 35066 144 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 6:40:45pm  
 
<P>Bloomberg won a third term as mayor of Gotham City...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07843913 35067 18 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 7:21:09pm  
 
<P>Owens is probably going to win NY-23...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07844350 35067 409 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 8:37:33pm  
 
<P>Hoffman has lost NY-23...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07844439 35068 6 Charles Tue, Nov 3, 2009 8:56:56pm  
 
<P>First time a Democrat has won NY-23 in over 100 years.</P> 
<P>Nice work, Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07845532 35070 12 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 9:36:44am  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh says: "If the party had gotten behind Hoffman from the 
beginning he would have won going away."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07845686 35070 159 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 10:25:22am  
 
<P>Even Jon Henke has given up his feeble protests against World Net Daily and 
his lukewarm criticism of the Glenn Beck crowd, and is now yelling about 
"dismantling the Republican Party." He says the "movement" is defined by 
opposition to big government - no mention at all of the very strong 
religious/culture war aspect of it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thenextright.com/jon-henke/what-did-ny-23-mean" 
target=_blank>thenextright.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07845704 35070 176 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 10:32:44am  
 
<P>The next chapter: Doug Hoffman will become the next hero of the tea 
partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07846209 35072 280 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 2:08:54pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P> 
<P>If your automatic updating functions stop working, reload the 
page...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07846296 35073 1 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 3:21:48pm  
 
<P>Stunned silence ensued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07846443 35074 33 Charles Wed, Nov 4, 2009 4:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7846425" target=_blank>#16</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'm getting a lot of use out your "retweet" button.Good 
addition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen the retweets - thanks!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847745 35076 20 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 9:42:46am  
 
<P>There's a good sign: "Kiss Mao Ass".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847749 35076 23 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 9:44:20am  
 
<P>And now comes radio screamer Mark Levin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847752 35076 26 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 9:45:14am  
 
<P>Levin got the biggest applause so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847780 35076 45 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 9:50:15am  
 
<P>They just panned acros the crowd -- no more than a few hundred people. Almost 
as many media weasels as tea partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847789 35076 54 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 9:52:09am  
 
<P>Boehner didn't get much applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847848 35076 109 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:01:50am  
 
<P>Tony Perkins now - David Duke's pal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847883 35076 144 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:07:16am  
 



<P>Just added a picture of a couple of signs, up above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847911 35076 170 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:11:40am  
 
<P>Why do all the speakers seem like the old guy down the street who yells at 
kids to get off his lawn?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847924 35076 182 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:14:30am  
 
<P>A quick statement from Roy 'Eliminate the Monkey Problem' 
Blunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847947 35076 204 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:18:04am  
 
<P>Rep. Paul Brown (R-Georgia):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fellow patriots! Go tell yer congressman you're not going to eat this rotten 
stinking fish that is ... [unintelligible] health care! We're going to put a 
stop sign in front of her steam roll o' socialism. Go to it 
patriots!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might have been drunk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847951 35076 208 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:18:58am  
 
 
 
<P>Naderite/Paulian Matt Kibbe now. Sheesh. These are the stars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07847952 35076 209 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:19:13am  
 
<P>Joe Wilson gets loud applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848009 35076 265 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:30:27am  
 
<P>Rep Mary Fallin (R-OK) "Let's send a signal - No you can't!" Now there's a 
slogan for the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848064 35076 317 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:41:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7848032" target=_blank>#287</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://yglesias.thinkprogress.org/archives/2009/11/scenes-from-a-
tea-party.php" target=_blank>Here's a couple charming pics from the 
protest.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848093 35076 346 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:45:10am  
 



<P>Man, I'd hate to have Mario Diaz Balart yelling at me to get out of his yard. 
Looked like he was going to pop a vein in his forehead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848118 35076 371 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:49:21am  
 
<P>As they cram each politician into shorter and shorter speeches, trying to get 
them all in front of the cameras before it's over, they're boiling it down to 
the essential issues -- populism, social conservatism, and nativism. No federal 
funding for abortions, no health care for illegal immigrants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848127 35076 380 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:51:44am  
 
<P>Rep. Roscoe Bartlett (R-MD) had the crowd chanting "NO NO NO NO... 
etc."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848132 35076 384 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:52:44am  
 
<P>Man, this is the parade of the fossils.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848149 35076 401 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:55:01am  
 
<P>DEATH PANELS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848156 35076 408 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:55:57am  
 
<P>Benediction by Pastor Broden from Dallas Texas: DEATH PANELS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848164 35076 416 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:56:54am  
 
<P>Wow, now that's some kinda benediction there.</P> 
<P>Yowza.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848169 35076 421 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 10:57:39am  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848187 35076 439 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 11:00:05am  
 
<P>That was a hell of a benediction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848195 35076 447 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 11:01:21am  
 
<P>Pastor Broden is a <A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/912ftw" 
target=_blank>9/12 Project radical pastor</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848217 35076 469 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 11:06:53am  
 



<P>Pastor Broden and Glenn Beck:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/2oMHCGWbkwA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848353 35077 21 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 11:49:11am  
 
<P>Idea: how about a retweet button for LGF comments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848367 35077 32 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 11:51:37am  
 
<P>Broden's been on the Beck show several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848489 35077 140 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 12:26:53pm  
 
<P>Ooh, just got my new Apple Magic Mouse. This thing is sweet. I may have to 
write a review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07848598 35078 37 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 12:47:55pm  
 
<P>Multiple shooters not confirmed right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07849035 35078 454 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 2:04:02pm  
 
<P>One shooter dead, two other soldiers in custody as 
"suspects."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07849090 35078 508 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 2:14:47pm  
 
<P>Latest news: 12 dead including the shooter, and 31 wounded, some of them 
seriously. The suspects were confirmed by Fort Hood media relations to be 
soldiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07849177 35078 595 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 2:31:05pm  
 
<P>Whatever the guy's name is -- and that could be an African American name, btw 
-- it's <EM>highly</EM> unlikely he could have become a major if he were any 
kind of radical Islamist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07849187 35078 604 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 2:32:27pm  
 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/WN/soldiers-killed-fort-hood-
shooting/story?id=9007938" target=_blank>Twelve Soldiers Killed in Fort Hood 
Shooting - ABC News</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The suspected gunman was identified by ABC News as <STRONG>Major Malik Nadal 
Hasan</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07849410 35079 137 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 3:02:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/WN/soldiers-killed-fort-hood-
shooting/story?id=9007938" target=_blank>Twelve Soldiers Killed in Fort Hood 
Shooting - ABC News</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The suspected gunman was identified by ABC News as Major Malik Nadal 
Hasan.</P> 
<P>Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson, R-Texas, told Fox News that military sources 
informed her that the gunman was about to be deployed to Iraq.</P> 
<P>The shooter was killed and two other suspects, who are also soldiers, have 
been apprehended, Lt. Gen. Robert W. Cone said.</P> 
<P>The general said there were "eyewitness accounts of more than one shooter," 
and the others were tracked to an adjacent 
facility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07850204 35079 917 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 5:19:24pm  
 
<P>What is it about a thread like this that attracts trolls?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07850495 35079 1152 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 6:21:37pm  
 
<P>We're back to the one-shooter scenario. The other suspects were apparently 
cleared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851752 35079 1346 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 9:41:17am  
 
<P>It is NOT confirmed that Hasan shouted "Allah akbar."</P> 
<P>I think it's pretty damned appalling how many people in this thread have pre-
judged this incident, and are using it to confirm their very obvious anti-Muslim 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851761 35079 1347 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 9:43:00am  
 
<P>Also -- it has NOT been confirmed that Hasan posted comments on the Internet 
about suicide bombings, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07850507 35080 61 Charles Thu, Nov 5, 2009 6:23:43pm  
 
<P>The shooter is alive - he probably acted alone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851770 35082 713 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 9:46:15am  
 
<P>Please note:</P> 
<P>It has NOT been confirmed that Hasan shouted "Allah akbar" during the 
shootings, and it has NOT been confirmed that he posted comments on the Internet 
about suicide bombings.</P> 



<P>These claims are not substantiated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851802 35082 736 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 9:57:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/726/7851786" target=_blank>#726</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>I know this has been reported. That doesn't change the FACT that it is NOT 
confirmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851868 35083 42 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 10:12:26am  
 
<P>At least two dead in Orlando -- shooter got away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07851915 35083 80 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 10:25:22am  
 
<P>Now we have people flouncing off in anger because I'm trying not to jump to 
conclusions in the Fort Hood case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07852066 35084 55 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 11:07:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7852030" target=_blank>#23</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is sure waking up the class of 2004 sleepers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and they're very cranky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07852136 35084 121 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 11:35:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/7852119" target=_blank>#106</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, one clue is that he shouted Allah Akhbar. Another is that he posted on 
a blog to the effect that if you could catch American soldiers unaware and kill 
100 of them for the loss of just one, that would be a 'strategic 
victory'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither of these claims is confirmed yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07853839 35084 305 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 9:48:07pm  
 
<P>And another asshole flounces off with his first comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07852528 35085 207 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 1:33:45pm  
 
<P>I'm really trying to ignore the wingnut blogs these days, but I noticed some 
links from bloggers who are making a big deal out of the fact that my headline 
said "Fort Hood Shooter Identified as a Major". Apparently they were expecting 
some other M word.</P> 
<P>I still think it's headline-worthy that he is a Major in the US Army, sorry. 
Even more so, now that info is coming out about the warning signs he was 
broadcasting.</P> 



<P>The fact that his name is <STRONG>Nidal Malik Hasan</STRONG> is right there 
in my post, and I usually expect my readers to be smart enough to figure out 
it's a Muslim name without bludgeoning them in the face with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07852609 35085 286 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 1:55:39pm  
 
<P>I see that we have some loveable scamps nominating LGF for "best liberal 
blog" in the silly "weblog awards."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07852711 35085 387 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 2:21:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7852652" target=_blank>#328</A> 
buzzdroid</EM></P> 
<P>One thing I can do at my own blog is tell people who insult me to piss off, 
which is what I'm telling you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07853463 35087 28 Charles Fri, Nov 6, 2009 6:27:26pm  
 
<P>I'm flabbergasted tonight to discover that the LGF web server has been 
running PHP 5, when I thought we were still using version 4. Apparently the new 
server was set up that way about a year ago, even though I thought we were 
staying at version 4.</P> 
<P>I'm like a kid in a candy shop. PHP 5! New functions! Native JSON support! 
Simple XML! Cleaner object oriented code. Ahem. OK, I'll calm 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07854415 35089 55 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 10:25:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7854405" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a longer version of the temper tantrum...Unruly Republicans Disrupt 
Health Care Debate</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07854422 35089 62 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 10:28:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7854412" target=_blank>#52</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh, what a mess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's about abortion, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07856070 35089 100 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 10:00:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7855145" target=_blank>#95</A> lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thursdays rally had appx. 100,000 people...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. That's ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07855115 35092 69 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 5:34:48pm  
 
<P>I had to go out for a bike ride this afternoon -- started watching the health 
care debates on C-SPAN, but it was robbing me of my will to live. Feels better 
after a couple hours in the outdoors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07855267 35093 10 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 6:53:35pm  
 
<P>There's going to be another war with Hezbollah within a year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07855288 35093 26 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 7:02:42pm  
 
<P>If you catch one shipment like this, it means that a LOT of other shipments 
weren't caught.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07855440 35094 28 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 8:07:13pm  
 
<P>The bill's going to pass... 216 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07855441 35094 29 Charles Sat, Nov 7, 2009 8:07:46pm  
 
<P>Yep, there it goes.</P> 
<P>It passed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07857684 35098 237 Charles Sun, Nov 8, 2009 3:15:40pm  
 
 
 
<P>If you were wondering what Ayaan Hirsi Ali's been up to lately, she just had 
a tulip named after her:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.floracultureinternational.com/index.php?option=com_content&amp;
view=article&amp;id=1434:tulip-named-after-activist-ayaan-hirsi-ali-
&amp;catid=54:events&amp;Itemid=311" 
target=_blank>www.floracultureinternational.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07857760 35099 22 Charles Sun, Nov 8, 2009 3:39:29pm  
 
<P>If you notice that one of the RSS feeds isn't displaying properly in the left 
column please let me know.</P> 
<P>My RSS parser, using native PHP 5 SimpleXML functions, now handles both RSS 
and ATOM feeds. But there may be some loose ends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07857787 35099 41 Charles Sun, Nov 8, 2009 3:47:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7857773" target=_blank>#32</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Lawhawk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hit the 'reload' button for Lawhawk and it will work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07857789 35099 42 Charles Sun, Nov 8, 2009 3:48:37pm  
 
<P>Shire is fixed now too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07857936 35099 162 Charles Sun, Nov 8, 2009 5:16:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7857888" target=_blank>#117</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, now that we are talking rss etc. have you considered putting Frum 
Forum in the sidebar? I know a lot of lizards are reading that in opposition to 
the wingnutosphere blogs nowadays.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.frumforum.com/" 
target=_blank>www.frumforum.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's now in the list. I also added True/Slant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07858974 35102 39 Charles Mon, Nov 9, 2009 9:54:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7858960" target=_blank>#26</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I try very hard to not be any more anti-Islam than I am anti any religion 
practiced in the extreme. However when a high ranking mullah here in the US says 
that the ONLY way a Muslim can serve in the US Army is if they are planning to 
attack US soldiers then I find myself having a hard time not profiling any 
Muslim serving in our armed forces.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07859378 35102 432 Charles Mon, Nov 9, 2009 11:52:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7859111" target=_blank>#172</A> larisa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think everyone should read the article carefully. It provides no supporting 
information and is vague beyond crazy.</P> 
<P>Yes, Anwar al Awlaki is a lunatic extremist. But there is no proof that the 
two communicated or even knew each other. I do think that religious extremism 
helped push an already unhinged man over the edge. But remember, the man was a 
Muslim his whole life and a career officer his whole adult life. The extremism 
seems to have come into play only in the last six months. So what set him off? I 
think it is far too easy to blame religious extremism as the motive. But in this 
case, it seems to be simply fuel for an already very hot and burning fire. My 
concern is why an American soldier lost it to this extent and killed his fellow 
soldiers. What set him off in the last 6 months?</P> 
<P>And yes, the military and the FBI would appear to have dropped the ball on 
this big time.</P> 
<P>But the article simply fails to provide the story. They have an allegation, 
but no story and no facts to support what they are claiming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally agree with the need to avoid generalizing. However, at this point, 
going by Hasan's own statements it's hard to deny that one motivation for the 
rampage was his belief that he was striking at an enemy of the ummah -- the US 
armed forces.</P> 



<P>In that at least, his motivation and rationale is the same as any jihadi's. 
His primary loyalty is to other Muslims, not to the US, and in his mind he was 
retaliating for the killing of Muslims. That's the logic behind his actions.</P> 
<P>But there's no confirmation that he ever got in touch with real-world terror 
groups.</P> 
<P>If you look at it tactically, the reality is there's no difference between 
what Hasan did and what any deranged mass killer does -- and that's why people 
like him are impossible to stop. Anyone who gets to that point of derangement is 
capable of doing the same thing, regardless of motivation.</P> 
<P>If it does turn out that Hasan was actually part of a militant Islamic plot, 
that would change things drastically. It would mean the problem is potentially 
much larger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07860329 35106 130 Charles Mon, Nov 9, 2009 7:53:14pm  
 
<P>Before everyone goes off half-cocked with the latest Pamela Geller rumor, it 
would be nice to know if there's another organization with the initials "SoA," 
don't you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07860333 35106 134 Charles Mon, Nov 9, 2009 7:55:34pm  
 
<P>The Acronym Finder has 88 definitions for <A 
href="http://www.acronymfinder.com/Military-and-Government/SOA.html" 
target=_blank>SOA</A> under Military and Government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07861210 35108 76 Charles Tue, Nov 10, 2009 10:30:52am  
 
<P>A lovely email through the contact form to start the day off right, from 
someone in Springfield, Missouri:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are a piece of garbage who clearly needs to have a heart attack due to 
your cholesterol-clogged arteries.</P> 
<P>You suck muslim cock as hard as your ex wife used to suck my cock when you 
were out on a gig.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07861238 35108 104 Charles Tue, Nov 10, 2009 10:39:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7861224" target=_blank>#90</A> Kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sort of like I felt when my account was blocked! At least the first 
sentence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Are you serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07861305 35108 168 Charles Tue, Nov 10, 2009 11:12:38am  
 
<P>Kilroy emailed and apologized for the comment - accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07866152 35126 10 Charles Thu, Nov 12, 2009 10:44:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7866148" target=_blank>#8</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>His parents were Jordanian, but it is possible that he had relatives in 
Pakistan. Could be innocent, but the alternative is quite disturbing in its own 
right. Hasan had a $90k a year job, and living in a $300 a month apartment. He 
had very low monthly costs, which means that he could put a significant portion 
of that salary to other needs.</P> 
<P>As they say, follow the money and see where it goes; if it leads to 
extremists and jihadis, I would not be surprised. His apparent pen pals appear 
to be the extremist types (like Awlaki). He was making a conscious decision to 
associate with the extremists, rather than moderate Muslims (or at least non 
controversial ones).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm beginning to think one reason for his rampage was because he believed the 
FBI was on to him and his time was running out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07869233 35137 8 Charles Fri, Nov 13, 2009 2:14:35pm  
 
<P>Absolutely, they both deserve credit for stopping Hasan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07870539 35139 453 Charles Sat, Nov 14, 2009 9:42:39am  
 
<P>Argh. Someone please tell me the right wing blogosphere isn't really freaking 
out again because Obama bowed to Japan's emperor Akihito.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07870608 35139 521 Charles Sat, Nov 14, 2009 9:58:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7870569" target=_blank>#482</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>During the last "Bow-gate" I searched for any statement about bowing in the 
various governmental protocol sites (the State Dept., etc.), and found nothing. 
I'm not sure where this idea that Obama is violating a "protocol" comes 
from.</P> 
<P>If you have a link to an official statement of protocol about presidential 
bowing to heads of state, please post it! I'd really like to know if it's 
true.</P> 
<P>Otherwise, I'm going to assume the idea that Obama is "violating protocol" is 
on the level of an urban legend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07871025 35142 1 Charles Sat, Nov 14, 2009 12:45:05pm  
 
<P>Stunned silence ensued.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07872754 35143 405 Charles Sun, Nov 15, 2009 9:32:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7872655" target=_blank>#400</A> 
DanIrving</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does any American have to be taught you don't bow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because most Americans aren't jingoistic, rude idiots? This is a 
perfect example of how badly the right wing has gone off the rails, when a 
simple gesture of respect to the traditional leader of a valued ally is cause 
for outraged ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07873465 35143 411 Charles Sun, Nov 15, 2009 2:44:07pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/7872671" target=_blank>#403</A> 
yoshicastmaster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what system are you playing batman on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PS3.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07873469 35148 4 Charles Sun, Nov 15, 2009 2:47:05pm  
 
<P>This track is incredible, for the way Jarrett uses the simplest of simple 
cadences and melodies but puts them together in moving, unpredictable ways. It's 
not jazz, really, except in the sense that it's improvised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07875928 35155 148 Charles Mon, Nov 16, 2009 3:45:44pm  
 
<P>Man, when you get used to working with two monitors it takes forever to get 
things workable with just one. What a mess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07876097 35156 39 Charles Mon, Nov 16, 2009 5:41:58pm  
 
<P>Man, this is a tough room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07876106 35156 46 Charles Mon, Nov 16, 2009 5:46:01pm  
 
<P>It's true that it's hard to top the comedy experience of Ray Comfort and Kirk 
Cameron's infamous banana video.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/2z-OLG0KyR4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07876148 35156 83 Charles Mon, Nov 16, 2009 6:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7876144" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't. He writes about the accusations against him about 2-3 times a 
month and never denies or admits that he's said the things he has. He must have 
written 1,000's of words on the topic without ever acknowledging it one way or 
the other. It's bizarre that he'd write so much about something that he clearly 
doesn't want to talk about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain's latest apology for his white supremacism was probably triggered by 
Max Blumenthal:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thedailybeast.com/blogs-and-stories/2009-11-
16/palins-literary-partners/full/" 
target=_blank>www.thedailybeast.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07877266 35159 4 Charles Tue, Nov 17, 2009 10:10:37am  



 
<P>Links are fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07877327 35159 35 Charles Tue, Nov 17, 2009 10:26:53am  
 
<P>From Alex Jones to Glenn Beck is not a very big step.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07877595 35160 28 Charles Tue, Nov 17, 2009 12:22:05pm  
 
<P>The article I linked points out that a "concession" is legally meaningless. 
If they did count up the votes and discover that Hoffman scored an upset, Owens 
would be outta there. It's unlikely though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07877682 35161 14 Charles Tue, Nov 17, 2009 12:43:58pm  
 
<P>Now you know how Robert Stacy McCain got a job at the Washington 
Times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07878458 35163 31 Charles Tue, Nov 17, 2009 4:45:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7878407" target=_blank>#2</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird. Suddenly the URL for my nic is missing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may need to log out and back in to get the URL back, or possibly just 
reload the page -- I changed something to fix a bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07879773 35166 31 Charles Wed, Nov 18, 2009 9:21:22am  
 
<P>Comments whining about thread topics will be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07879819 35166 77 Charles Wed, Nov 18, 2009 9:30:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7879778" target=_blank>#36</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see her as intentionally lying, I see her as someone who is well 
intentioned but believes her own BS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't agree. She says outright in the quote I posted that she knows the 
"death panels" claim is false, and we shouldn't "take it literally."</P> 
<P>But in her original statement she gave no indication that she wasn't speaking 
literally. This is what she wrote at Facebook:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with 
Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama’s “death panel” so his 
bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their “level of 
productivity in society,” whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system 
is downright evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only did she make a very specific claim, she used her own child to do it. 
I think she did knowingly, deliberately lie, in order to rile up the right wing 
base. And it worked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07880131 35167 163 Charles Wed, Nov 18, 2009 10:52:35am  
 
<P>Are you ready for a <A 
href="http://www.newsmax.com/insidecover/palin_beck_2012_ticket/2009/11/17/28756
8.html" target=_blank>Palin-Beck Ticket?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07883465 35173 2 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 9:18:31am  
 
<P>And Fox News did run misleading footage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07883561 35173 66 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 9:59:00am  
 
<P>I have a hard time believing this is a simple "mistake." At a large media 
organization like Fox News, they don't just have a bunch of video clips laying 
around. Their clips are organized, labeled, and dated. They HAVE to be. When 
there are many editors working with the same material, organization is 
absolutely crucial or you'll have complete chaos. I'm not familiar with Fox 
News's procedures, but it wouldn't surprise me at all if there's also a version 
control system in place, where clips and media files need to be explicitly 
checked out for use in a particular project.</P> 
<P>It's MUCH more likely that this was deliberate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07883838 35175 39 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 11:48:08am  
 
<P>I've switched Iran and Iraq occasionally while talking about the Middle East. 
However, I always catch myself and correct it. The verbal typo is 
understandable. The lack of correction even after saying it twice, less 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07884257 35176 47 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 1:45:26pm  
 
<P>"I'm not that ... <EM>strong</EM> a swimmer."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=4122944961711350389&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897235 35177 233 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 5:43:55pm  
 
<P>Testing something...</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07884712 35178 6 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 4:50:00pm  
 
<P>Er ... the book cover is obviously a painting, not intended to be a real 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888701 35178 217 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 9:58:56am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7888254" target=_blank>#216</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One wonders if Limbaugh had ever <EM>heard</EM> of Alex Jones before the 
story broke out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07884994 35180 29 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 6:45:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7884988" target=_blank>#25</A> citybilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the citybilly has hatched!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you were previously registered as 'loup-garou'. Here's your chance to 
make the case why your new account shouldn't be blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07885058 35180 92 Charles Thu, Nov 19, 2009 7:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7885043" target=_blank>#77</A> citybilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>awesome! thank you for letting me state my case. I have no idea why i got 
Blocked. I posted a few news stories but never any thing over the top.i tend to 
be right wing on geopolitics, i believe in evolution. not a truther not a 
beather . ron paul cracks me up. been reading LGF for years even after my 
account was blocked.</P> 
<P>anyway cheers!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, OK. We'll see where this goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886323 35181 604 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 8:59:06am  
 
<P>Yes, "fauna" is animal life. There's some fauna in there, but you have to 
look really close.</P> 
<P>And yes, those documents from the Hadley Center are probably 
faked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886407 35182 16 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 9:37:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7886406" target=_blank>#15</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you think that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because a whole lot of right wing bloggers and politicians DO know about 
McCain's white supremacist and neo-Confederate opinions, and none of them 
care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886689 35183 20 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:26:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7886648" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush is backing away from Alex Jones a little bit. He covering his tracks on 
the <A 



href="http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_111909/content/01125108.guest.
html" target=_blank>Global warming article</A></P> 
<P>The reference to Infowars in the transcript has been removed. The graphic on 
the right side has been altered to remove the infowars logo although the pic 
still links to Jone's site. Also the link to Infowars as source material at the 
bottom of the article has been removed and replaced with a link to News 
Busters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! He altered the transcript?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886701 35183 21 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:31:55am  
 
<P>Oh, I see - he didn't actually alter the transcript, just removed the link to 
Prison Planet. He screwed up and he's hiding it before anyone else picks up on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886727 35184 18 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:43:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7886718" target=_blank>#11</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.salon.com/news/feature/2009/11/19/cooling/index.html" 
target=_blank>Read the whole thing</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've dealt with this fallacy over and over and over in these 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886755 35184 33 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:50:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7886742" target=_blank>#28</A> 
indigosplinter</EM></P> 
<P>I completely disagree with your take. I've been reading through some of this 
stuff this morning, and I don't see any of this "groupthink" at all. In fact, 
there's a lot of disagreement in these emails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886764 35184 38 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:54:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7886759" target=_blank>#35</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is going to have to settle for awhile. It's too early to make too 
much or too little of this yet. It's not the scientific scandal of the century 
(although we're only 10 years in so maybe it is, I don't know) but it doesn't 
make these guys look like they were completely interested in pure science 
either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are private emails! Why is it surprising that the conversations are not 
all about "pure science?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886765 35184 39 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:54:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7886761" target=_blank>#36</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I anyone should be ashamed it's the people that hacked into the email 
account. It should be the people that will manipulate the correspondence to fit 
their own particular agenda. The way people talk in private is none of our 



business. I have no interest in knowing how Inhofe corresponds with Exxon in 
their email exchanges. This not only a crime but it is both immoral and highly 
unethical regardless of whose "side" we are on.</P> 
<P>Whoever is responsible better have a good lawyer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886782 35184 48 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 11:59:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7886771" target=_blank>#43</A> 
indigosplinter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These guys wanted to clean up the data so it looked familiar for a letter 
they were sending to lawmakers. That's not a good enough 
reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's your take on it and I don't agree at all. Using an accepted 
technique to correct data is NOT the same as "cleaning it up" to remove stuff 
they don't like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886787 35184 52 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7886783" target=_blank>#49</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do show an agenda in my opinion at quick glance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you mean an "agenda" to discuss global warming, that's pretty obviously 
the intent of the mailing list. If you mean an "agenda" to promote false claims, 
I could not possibly disagree more. I don't see this at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886829 35184 83 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:16:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7886814" target=_blank>#71</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post all the emails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you also call for that when Sarah Palin's Yahoo account was broken 
into?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886841 35184 94 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:18:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7886819" target=_blank>#75</A> saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, the "private" discussions about how to hide information from FOIA 
requests is very alarming, and since this in itself is evidence of at best a 
breach of the public trust and at worst criminal behavior (fraud) I believe the 
release of this information can be covered by various whistle blower 
protections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. It is flat-out illegal to break into a private email server 
and steal the data. Whistle-blowing statues (if there are such things in the UK) 
do not grant protection against illegal actions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886873 35184 117 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:27:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7886862" target=_blank>#109</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice try though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Nice try?" What is that supposed to mean? I'm not "trying" anything -- I'm 
pointing out the simple fact that whoever broke into the email server committed 
a serious crime, and when they're caught they will certainly be prosecuted for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886910 35184 153 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7886893" target=_blank>#136</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>..waits for proof that anything was "broken into".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8370282.stm" 
target=_blank>Hackers target leading climate research unit</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A university spokesman confirmed the email system had been hacked and that 
information was taken and published without permission.</P> 
<P>An investigation was underway and the police had been informed, he added.</P> 
<P>"We are aware that information from a server used for research information in 
one area of the university has been made available on public websites," the 
spokesman stated.</P> 
<P>"Because of the volume of this information we cannot currently confirm that 
all of this material is genuine.</P> 
<P>"This information has been obtained and published without our permission and 
we took immediate action to remove the server in question from operation.</P> 
<P>"We are undertaking a thorough internal investigation and we have involved 
the police in this enquiry."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886932 35184 172 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:37:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7886922" target=_blank>#164</A> 
hebrewtoyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, isn't that "spokesman" Phil Jones, who I quoted further up in the 
comments as asking Mann to delete emails?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really think he would falsely file police reports on a serious 
crime?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886941 35184 180 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:39:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7886940" target=_blank>#179</A> 
hebrewtoyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He very well might have committed a crime already, Charles, if the emails 
prove to be true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886950 35184 189 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:41:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7886916" target=_blank>#159</A> 
hebrewtoyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Phil Jones has now been documented to be a less than ethical player in all of 
this. I do think anything he says should be taken with a grain of 
salt...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The BBC's article does not identify the university 
"spokesman."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886959 35184 197 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7886953" target=_blank>#191</A> 
hebrewtoyou</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that information <A 
href="http://briefingroom.typepad.com/the_briefing_room/2009/11/hadleycru-says-
leaked-data-is-real.html" target=_blank>here</A>. I don't know ANYTHING about 
the source -- Investigate Magazine -- but that's what I saw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize that it would be a serious crime in itself to report a break-
in and theft, if it weren't true? Do you think the whole university is in on it, 
including the web security department? Because they would all be involved by 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07886986 35184 220 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 12:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7886981" target=_blank>#217</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And By Proof I mean IDS logs, ip accounting information, Netflow data, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>How would anyone except the university's IT department be able to show you 
that level of "proof?"</P> 
<P>There is a police investigation under way and an official statement from the 
university that their servers were broken into. Most people would consider that 
sufficient "proof."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887007 35184 239 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:14:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7887003" target=_blank>#235</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine, I'll concede this for the sake of argument, as long as you concede the 
fact that the conversations in the email regarding dodging deleting emails, 
putting pressure on editors and cherry picking are pretty shady if not criminal 
for what's supposed to be a scientific body working in the public 
interest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't agree and I'm not conceding any of that. I don't know the full 
context for the discussions about deleting emails, and I'm not going to jump to 
the conclusion that it was "shady," sorry. As for putting pressure on editors, 
welcome to the real world where people put pressure on other people. And I 
didn't see any evidence at all of "cherry picking."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887021 35184 250 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7887018" target=_blank>#247</A> m0rtaar</EM></P> 



<P>People who perpetrate these kinds of break-ins are caught more often than you 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887031 35184 260 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7887022" target=_blank>#251</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>How quickly they turn on her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887041 35184 270 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:27:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7887027" target=_blank>#256</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're willing to jump to the conclusion that this was a "illegal haz0r 
hack" while at the same time, you won't even bother reading the contents of the 
package, and will take Gavin's word on blind faith that everything is 
kosher?</P> 
<P>Did I get that right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you didn't get that right, either. I'm accepting the university's 
official statement that their server was broken into, not "jumping to a 
conclusion."</P> 
<P>The one jumping to conclusions is you, when you say I "won't even bother 
reading" the emails. I've been doing exactly that, as I already wrote in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887045 35184 274 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7887039" target=_blank>#268</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I already have them indexed in solr. Want an href?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you post a link to stolen material here, I'll delete it and block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887060 35184 288 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:40:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7887058" target=_blank>#286</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also the already mentioned problem that nothing in the contents of 
this information can be viewed as valid at this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- it's stolen, and a person who would steal is also a person 
who would alter and fake information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887072 35184 300 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 1:46:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7887063" target=_blank>#291</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absentmindedly, I posted the links to the ftp sites in the Overnight Fauna 
thread <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/416/7886130" 
target=_blank>in this comment</A>. Though they are not direct links to the zip 



files would you kindly delete that comment and this current comment if you feel 
it necessary. Por favor do not block my account. I'd appreciate 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- it's deleted. I don't want LGF to be used to circulate files that 
were obtained illegally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887154 35184 380 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 2:25:00pm  
 
<P>If this batch of emails and documents weren't illegally circulated, I'd be 
very tempted to post it at LGF, because an exhaustive reading would show people 
how utterly ridiculous it is to call this "the global warming scandal of the 
century."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888685 35184 464 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 9:43:06am  
 
<P>I see we have a rash of people showing up who think the best way to discuss 
this issue is to insult me. Those people will obviously be happier at some other 
blog that never challenges their prejudices, so I've blocked their 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07891183 35184 483 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 9:22:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/7890664" target=_blank>#475</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your attempt to make McIntyre the martyr in this situation is a sign that 
either you (1) haven't watched very closely what McIntyre has been up to, or (2) 
are practicing your Ken-Ham-routine. I suspect the later, given the carefully 
written nature of your post.</P> 
<P>In McIntyre's latest attack on Briffa, McIntyre led the world to believe that 
he didn't have access to data because Briffa was hiding it from him.</P> 
<P>The <STRONG>truth</STRONG>, as clearly stated by Briffa, is that the data was 
not owned by him! Therefore he couldn't give it out. Not that he should have, 
IMO, given McIntyre anything.</P> 
<P><EM>Then</EM> it came out that McIntyre had access to more data than he had 
led others to believe he had!</P> 
<P>This is just the latest chapter in the sad story of a hack, McIntyre, who has 
worked to derail others by being a pest. McIntyre's ignorance on the subject of 
climate change and associated analysis tools has been demonstrated several times 
in numerous articles that can be found all over the web.</P> 
<P>I <EM>applaud</EM> the people at CRU who have attempted to ignore and chase 
away the McIntyres of the world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent summary of the FACTS in the Briffa case, which are being distorted 
and misrepresented like crazy in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07892149 35184 485 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 5:35:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/7892088" target=_blank>#484</A> 
billbrent</EM></P> 
<P>Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893157 35184 488 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 9:31:54am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/7892433" target=_blank>#487</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>What's wrong is that there are dishonest hacks like Steven McIntyre who will 
cherry pick through such data and pull out deceptive bits to fool people like 
you. I don't blame these climatologists for being cautious -- they're being 
stalked by propagandists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887255 35185 47 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 3:14:19pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about the topics posted at LGF will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887568 35186 15 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 5:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7887566" target=_blank>#13</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, did we ever determine if the files and emails were damning / bogus / or a 
non-issue?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing at all "damning" in the emails. This story is going to vanish 
beneath the waves without a trace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07887665 35186 78 Charles Fri, Nov 20, 2009 6:05:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7887655" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What has Ed ever done in the blogosphere aside from post on LGF? He has 
really done anything aside from post here and complain bitterly after he was 
booted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's his claim to fame.</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain has a way of seeking out really crazy people. See: neo-
Nazi Bill White.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888673 35186 598 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 9:30:12am  
 
<P>It seems to be really important for the climate deniers to insist that this 
wasn't a "break-in," but a "mole."</P> 
<P>Despite the total lack of any evidence for this opinion, and despite the 
university's clear official statement.</P> 
<P>Is this supposed to make it OK that the documents were 
stolen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07891135 35186 606 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 8:56:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7890403" target=_blank>#605</A> Patton</EM></P> 
<P>You are completely deranged by your unthinking opposition to global warming, 
and this is nothing but fantasizing. None of what you're predicting is going to 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07892147 35186 608 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 5:34:16pm  



 
<P>Buh-bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888709 35187 449 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:04:42am  
 
<P>I've now read a large selection of the Hadley emails, and if anyone thinks 
this is going to be the scandal that sinks AGW, you've been reading too much 
Michelle Malkin.</P> 
<P>The VAST majority of these emails are just going back and forth about 
technical issues and various papers on climatology, or arranging meetings or 
conferences.</P> 
<P>The tiny number of emails that were cherry picked by climate deniers as 
"suspicious" are ludicrously insignificant. The one everyone's screaming about, 
in which Phil Jones asked someone to delete emails, has no context and there's 
no way of knowing what that was about. People are simply jumping to the 
conclusion that it was illicit behavior with ABSOLUTELY NO EVIDENCE.</P> 
<P>There's nothing "creepy" in these emails at all, and absolutely no evidence 
of fraud or cover-ups. The people who are trying to blow this up into a big 
scandal are doing it for purely political reasons, and they are LYING to 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888722 35187 462 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:09:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7888714" target=_blank>#454</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The metadata would also reveal any fakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not necessarily. You could take a genuine email and alter parts of it, and it 
would be impossible to tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888740 35187 479 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:16:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/470/7888731" target=_blank>#470</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct.</P> 
<P>Someone just upthread points to a NYT article stating that at least some of 
the emails have been confirmed to the Times by their authors, including the 
"trick" email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm doubtful that any of the emails were faked, myself, because if someone 
were going to fake evidence they would have planted something much more damning 
than the completely insignificant nonsense the right wing blogosphere is 
hyperventilating over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888742 35187 481 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:17:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/7888734" target=_blank>#473</A> Immolate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"ABSOLUTELY NO EVIDENCE"</P> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I don't know what you think it means, but I don't think it means what you 
think it means. The first step in rationale debate is avoiding irrationality, or 
the appearance of it. Plainly, there is evidence, or we wouldn't be 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is no evidence of fraud or cover-ups. None. If you want to believe the 
silly hype over these emails, that's your choice, but this is going 
nowhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888784 35187 521 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:33:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/7888769" target=_blank>#506</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. It's true that the data and conclusions will, ultimately, stand. 
But there will be an impact from this, based simply on the attitude prevalent in 
many of these exchanges. The authors do not come across well, and leave a 
lingering taste of bias that will cause many to look askance at their 
conclusions. It's a field already questioned by many, and even among supporters 
there are those whose support vacillates and who will see this as enough of an 
excuse for them to jump ship.</P> 
<P>Elliot Spitzer's philandering with prostitutes didn't impact his duties as 
AG. But he's collecting unemployment as a result of it.</P> 
<P>Appearances matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, again I have to disagree. I don't see what this idea that the 
scientists "don't come off well" is based on. I've read enough of the emails to 
get a sense of some of the personalities, and there are some prickly exchanges 
and even insults, especially toward people like Steven McIntyre. But so what? 
These were PRIVATE emails among people who all knew each other, and what I see 
in them is the same kind of human interaction I see at LGF.</P> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not buying the idea that the scientists "look bad" even if there's 
no evidence of wrongdoing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888802 35187 535 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:47:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7888787" target=_blank>#524</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that they're private emails, and were never meant for public 
consumption. That, in fact, is the root of the problem - they're being consumed 
by the public, and a large chunk of the public is not going to view them in a 
favorable light.</P> 
<P>In politics, this is deadly. Political decisions are fundamentally popularity 
contests, and if the public picks up the vibe that the authors are arrogant 
jerks, or miss the intended meaning of the word "trick," that does not bode well 
for one side.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin probably had very valid reasons for bailing out of her book 
signing and leaving hundreds of disappointed attendees behind with rising 
gorges. No matter how reasonable the explanation, however, many of those left 
out in the cold are going to form a bad attitude about all things Palin as a 
result.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you're probably right about that, but I'm still going to do my best to 
get people to think about it a little more realistically.</P> 
<P>It's clear to me after reading through a lot of the material that the only 
purpose for doing this was to create that "bad impression," because there are no 
"smoking guns" of any kind in these emails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888819 35187 541 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 10:53:20am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/7888796" target=_blank>#532</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The snippet that interests me most is this one:</P> 
<P>I'm sure others will disagree, but to me this shows a certain desperation to 
make the observed phenomena fit the preconceived scheme. What? A lack of warming 
at the moment? And we can't account for it with our computer models? 
Travesty!</P> 
<P>The idea that maybe something more is going on than the models are able to 
model seems to frighten him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... this is what scientists <EM>do</EM>.</P> 
<P>They argue back and forth, challenge each others' assumptions, play devil's 
advocate, take contrary positions, etc.</P> 
<P>The fact that you have people on this list who are arguing the skeptical 
position is actually proof that this isn't some cabal of groupthinking mad 
doctors.</P> 
<P>If you really look at these emails without political prejudices, they show an 
enormous amount of healthy debate within the climatology 
community.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888922 35188 95 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7888912" target=_blank>#85</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is a bit like saying Slayer fans are stronger than U2 fans. Palin has 
devoted diehards, but big negatives among moderates. Great for a media career or 
a TV show! Bad for becoming president.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just testing something ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888927 35188 100 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:10:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7888925" target=_blank>#98</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how she didn't know about those folks. They apparently were 
given wristbands, and only "x" number of wristbands were given out. SOMEBODY had 
to know there were folks left out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888945 35188 117 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:31:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7888943" target=_blank>#115</A> Curt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MY fist airline flight in 1962 was on a TWA Constellation. From Travis, to 
Hickam AFB. ON takeoff, one of the engines caught fire and we had to stay in a 
hotel for three days, then to Wake, then to Japan, then to Okinawa. Took a week, 
not the time it is now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just another test of the new 'Return after posting reply' 
feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888955 35188 127 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:39:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7888945" target=_blank>#117</A> Charles</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just another test of the new 'Return after posting reply' 
feature...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888956 35188 128 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:39:59pm  
 
<P>And a test of something else...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07888961 35188 133 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 12:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7888956" target=_blank>#128</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a test of something else...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889096 35189 74 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:10:53pm  
 
<P>Also, if you change your mind after clicking Reply or Quote, and clear the 
entire comment posting box, the 'Return after posting reply' button will also 
disappear.</P> 
<P>You'll have to reload the page to see that work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889118 35189 95 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7889103" target=_blank>#81</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to hit my delete button twice more after clearing the comment, for the 
box to disappear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably an IE thing. If you reload, I changed the code to clear it as 
soon as there are only two characters left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889120 35189 97 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:27:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7889119" target=_blank>#96</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm using Chrome, and it's still doing it.Not a problem, though.And all will 
be well, I'm sure, when I get my iMac for Christmas! yay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that could be a bug in Chrome, then, if it's reporting the length of 
the textarea incorrectly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889125 35189 100 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:30:00pm  
 
<P>I notice that Ace never posted an update to correct the record, which isn't 
surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889133 35189 108 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:34:23pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7889127" target=_blank>#102</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just FYI-Delete twice here on seamonkey too. But that could be an advantage 
as in leaving it default set that way for the next chosen post to reply 
to...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you reload the page, does it work properly now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889134 35189 109 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 1:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7889120" target=_blank>#97</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that could be a bug in Chrome, then, if it's reporting the length of 
the textarea incorrectly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889172 35189 141 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 2:02:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7889171" target=_blank>#140</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>No question that Fox News is successful. They get a lot of viewers. That's 
why it's important to criticize them when they go way off the rails, which they 
do with increasing frequency lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889181 35189 150 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 2:08:13pm  
 
<P>As usual, stalkers go to the sites I link, and post comments to smear me - 
like this one at RealClimate:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/?comments_popup=1853#comment-
142435" target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889238 35190 3 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 2:47:43pm  
 
<P>Wha?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that the bipartisan corruption in Washington that has brought us to 
this brink and it will not be defeated easily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His mind is going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889387 35190 142 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 3:36:36pm  
 
<P>Can we please not have a huge bickering match again? Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889435 35190 190 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 3:53:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7889424" target=_blank>#179</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new auto-return feature is confusing my brain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you turn it off, it stays off until you turn it back on...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07889613 35191 21 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 5:43:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7889607" target=_blank>#17</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<P>I know what you mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889616 35191 24 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 5:44:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7889613" target=_blank>#21</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Just a quick test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07889618 35191 26 Charles Sat, Nov 21, 2009 5:45:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7889616" target=_blank>#24</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Another test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07891584 35195 4 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 12:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7891581" target=_blank>#3</A> William of 
Orange</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we think it's funny or do we see a hidden xenofobe message here? Same 
counts for the last episode of South Park. Cartman suddenly discovers HE is the 
minority among others.<A href="http://www.southparkstudios.com/" 
target=_blank>South Park Studios official site.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the message is hidden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07891634 35195 23 Charles Sun, Nov 22, 2009 1:12:58pm  
 
<P>(... hoping I don't have to ask again to knock off the back and forth 
bickering ...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893148 35196 111 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 9:28:30am  
 
<P>And as usual with climate change threads, the deniers show up at the end to 
post insults to me, and one denialist talking point after another.</P> 
<P>The stolen emails are a big pile of nothing. There's no conspiracy, there's 
no cover-up, there's no faking information, there's NOTHING going on here. You 
people who are yelling your heads off about it are being used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893189 35198 279 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 9:43:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7893163" target=_blank>#253</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you just hate it when people pretend to like Jews?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a BIG difference between a relationship based on trust and respect, 
and a relationship based on patronization and ulterior motives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893286 35199 9 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 10:26:13am  
 



<P>Contrast with Sarah Palin, who <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35144_Palin_Proudly_Owns_Her_Creat
ionism" target=_blank>says in her book</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... she “didn’t believe in the theory that human beings — thinking, loving 
beings — originated from fish that sprouted legs and crawled out of the sea” or 
from “monkeys who eventually swung down from the 
trees.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893303 35199 21 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 10:34:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7893298" target=_blank>#17</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And itz a New York Thymes article and it haz teh evul Dr. Holdren!</P> 
<P>//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, Ben Stein said "science leads to killing people." John Holdren, 
science, killing people, eugenics, Big Bird ... it's just so damned obvious, 
people! Wake up before it's too late!</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893337 35199 48 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 10:45:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7893320" target=_blank>#34</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the usual <EM>illogical progression</EM>. You can't read anything about 
Darwin from the anti-science Luddite without seeing the word eugenics or Hitler 
tossed about. Seeing Dr. Holdren here is only a reminder of what to expect from 
the unhinged. Also seeing that <EM>Playstation</EM> is mentioned with a game 
title of, <EM>LittleBigPlanet</EM>. That should illicit quite a few "Inhofian" 
responses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LittleBigPlanet is a great game! One of my favorites on the PS3. But that's 
just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893392 35199 97 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 11:13:10am  
 
<P>Didn't take long for a stalker to show up and comment on the LGF calendar 
page.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/content/lulustudio-calendar/little-green-
footballs-2010-calendar/7909593" 
target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07893450 35199 149 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 11:56:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7893402" target=_blank>#107</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I counter-reviewed, and reported the other link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07894772 35200 435 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 8:23:42pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07895716 35200 487 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:09:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/7895649" target=_blank>#486</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it was bound to happen sometime. You can only support the Global 
Warming Industry on government money and bad science for just so long:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/jamesdelingpole/100017393/climategate-
the-final-nail-in-the-coffin-of-anthropogenic-global-warming/" 
target=_blank>blogs.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>Congress is already calling for investigations. You can be sure that this 
news will hurt the Global Warming Hysterics' cause. Of course Charles and the 
warming alarmists want to play down this development. The net upshot of this 
scandal is greater public awareness of the politicization of AGW "science".</P> 
<P>IMO, this scandal will result in (well deserved) and lasting damage to the 
scientific community. Pity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No... James Inhofe is calling for investigations, not "Congress." And Inhofe 
is one of the craziest theocratic nuts who denies global warming is occurring, 
so that's no surprise at all.</P> 
<P>Go ahead and continue freaking out over nothing, though -- it's a winning 
strategy!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895723 35200 488 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:11:48am  
 
<P>I see the deniers have been hard at work in this thread, dinging down anyone 
who tries to talk sense. Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895727 35200 489 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:13:43am  
 
<P>And freetoken is absolutely right, even if people don't want to hear it -- 
Ian Plimer is a kook with ZERO scientific credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895756 35200 493 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:33:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7895527" target=_blank>#485</A> kained</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I rarely post but recently i have been disappointed by the direction the blog 
has taken in relation to AGW.</P> 
<P>Charles you try to take a fair and balanced response to the political issues 
of the day but you seem to have lost your interrogative approach when talking 
about the AGW issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete nonsense. What has REALLY happened is that I made a 
determined effort to educate myself about this subject, by reading the 
scientific literature and as much other material I could find, starting over a 
year ago. I began this process as a climate skeptic, but I was simply FORCED by 
the overwhelming weight of scientific evidence to accept that global warming is 
really happening, and that humans are responsible for it.</P> 
<P>So, far from "losing my interrogative approach," the truth is exactly the 
opposite. I now accept the science of global warming precisely BECAUSE I value 
objectivity and factual accuracy.</P> 
<P>Sorry this doesn't align with your prejudices, but the idea that the 
scientific community is engaged in a massive conspiracy to defraud the entire 
world is so ludicrous I find it hard to believe anyone actually thinks it.</P> 



<P>But they do, obviously. Some of these people are posting in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895761 35200 495 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:37:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7895752" target=_blank>#492</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And "kook" ? If anyone was ever a kook, it is George Monbiot, a far-left 
polemicist. Who chickened out of a full debate with Plimer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, here you are -- telling us we should accept Monbiot's opinion on the 
CRU emails. Because it agrees with you.</P> 
<P>Your definition of "kook" seems to be very flexible. If they agree with you, 
they're righteous and upstanding. If they disagree, they're kooks.</P> 
<P>Plimer is a kook for many reasons, and several of them have already been 
explained in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895763 35200 496 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:38:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/7895758" target=_blank>#494</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>Isn't it a touch arrogant to claim that just because you have reached a 
conclusion - everyone else is wrong ? Are you omniscient or something 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try responding to the things I actually write, instead of the things that 
exist only in your own head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895771 35200 498 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/7895767" target=_blank>#497</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over there you are fortunate not to have to endure Monbiot on the airwaves - 
he started out as a kook long before the AGW debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So why are you taking his opinion at face value now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895776 35200 500 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:43:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/7895752" target=_blank>#492</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is one point of the whole argument - where is the DEBATE ? Virtually 
never in the MSM, here or in the US. Where is the chance to see senior 
scientists arguing their corner openly, in full DEBATE ?</P> 
<P>Or is the public just too ignorant to be trusted to watch such a debate 
seriously ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is just utterly ridiculous.</P> 
<P>There's nothing BUT debate about climate change, in every branch of the 
media. I don't know what planet you're living on, but here on Earth the debate 
over climate change is everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07895815 35200 505 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:58:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7895786" target=_blank>#502</A> 
joest1973</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's call a truce then. I want a reset on of the scientific 
data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's a reasonable solution. Let's just throw out all the scientific 
data on global warming and start over from scratch, because of some emails from 
a decade ago.</P> 
<P>/eye roll</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895821 35200 507 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:59:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/7895801" target=_blank>#504</A> last 
turnip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with Kained. This blog used to be more balanced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, it used to confirm your prejudices against global 
warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895839 35200 510 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:04:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/7895833" target=_blank>#509</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<P>No, they don't show any of those things, and asserting that they do doesn't 
make it true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895863 35200 513 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:12:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7895829" target=_blank>#508</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This blog is not telling anyone they have to accept a particular political 
solution to the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. I haven't taken positions in favor of any particular 
legislation, or any proposed solutions. My main concern is to present factual, 
scientific evidence, to try to get as many people as possible to see that this 
is NOT some huge mad science conspiracy.</P> 
<P>The climate denial industry -- and yes, there definitely IS a climate denial 
industry, well funded and very persistent -- uses dishonest and misleading 
tactics to confuse people. Most people don't have the time or the motivation to 
really research the issues for themselves, and a lot of this stuff requires some 
thought and attention to understand. It's much easier to listen to people like 
James Inhofe, Steve McIntyre, and James Watt, because they're telling you 
everything's fine, no need to worry, it's just some crazy scientists.</P> 
<P>It's not fine, and there is real need to worry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895877 35200 517 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:18:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/7895873" target=_blank>#516</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So you have constructed a convenient little sandbox here...you state your 
position, yet prevent skeptics from producing contrary 
evidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. I'm trying to suppress the discussion. (He said in comment #516, in 
the third discussion thread, with over 2000 comments total.)</P> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P> 
<P>And yes, if you post a link to the stolen data, I'll delete it and block your 
account. I'm not going to let LGF be used to circulate illegally obtained 
files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895906 35200 522 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:30:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7895882" target=_blank>#518</A> ovoid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The continued stonewalling on release of this data, to the point of 
conversations about deleting emails and thwarting FOI requests should be 
unsettling to anyone seeking truth on this issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And anyone seeking the truth should also be aware that the CRU has been 
absolutely deluged with FOI requests from the denial industry, so many that it 
has a serious impact on their ability to do their research. I can certainly 
understand how this might start to get people a little defensive.</P> 
<P>Furthermore, the reason why people like Steven McIntyre, Watt, Monckton, 
Plimer, etc. etc. are demanding access to this data is NOT in order to honestly 
analyze it -- they're on hunting expeditions to find bits they can pull out of 
context and make look as bad as possible. Again, it's not hard to understand how 
scientists might be resistant to sharing their data with people whose only 
purpose is to cherry pick.</P> 
<P>I happen to believe that for political purposes, it would be better for them 
to share it anyway and deal with the fallout, rather than resist and be painted 
as trying to hide something. But the tactics of the denial industry are 
extremely underhanded and anyone who's really interested in seeking the truth 
should be aware of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895910 35200 523 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:31:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/7895902" target=_blank>#521</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not say you were trying to suppress discussion. I simply pointed out 
that you are preventing anyone who is skeptical of your position from linking to 
the evidence (i.e. the actual emails) that supports their contrary 
view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those files are stolen. I don't know why this is difficult for you to grasp. 
There are plenty of websites without ethics where people can find links to the 
original files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895927 35200 526 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:37:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7895917" target=_blank>#524</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would wager that George Monbiot has spent far more time looking at the 
emails than anyone here. And Monbiot is fiercely critical of the behaviour of 
some of those scientists, thinks they have been behaving badly, deliberately 
misleading people - and he wants the CRU director to resign.</P> 



<P>The aspect of the leaks discussions that I have found most troubling was the 
refusal over many years to release the raw data on the tree rings - a key 
""plank" in the AGW case.</P> 
<P>"Nontroversy" my backside.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, I'm pretty sure that George Monbiot still believes in global 
warming. I would wager Monbiot has spent more time studying that issue than 
anyone here, and he's thoroughly convinced that global warming is happening.</P> 
<P>You'll take Monbiot's word as an expert when he argues your side, but you 
reject everything else he says out of hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895939 35200 528 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:41:03am  
 
<P>By the way, I've spent several hours now reading through the emails and 
looking through the files. And I disagree with Monbiot that anyone should 
resign. I don't see anything in here that even comes close to rising to that 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07895948 35200 530 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:43:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/7895936" target=_blank>#527</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Charles, I grasp that the files were stolen, but that's really not the 
point. Don't you grasp the conundrum that you present to skeptics here? That is, 
how to present evidence, in this case the emails, supporting a contrary 
view?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't. There are excerpts from the emails all over the web. And there 
are plenty of unethical websites that are circulating the files. If you want to 
read the originals, it isn't hard to find them. I have no obligation to post 
them here, and in fact, it would be unethical to do so. And I'm not going 
to.</P> 
<P>I condemned it when Sarah Palin's email account was hacked, and I wouldn't 
have posted those emails either.</P> 
<P>If you're trying to convince me to do something else, you are wasting your 
time, and starting to get on my nerves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896008 35200 534 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:59:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/7895999" target=_blank>#533</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"'The two MMs have been after the CRU station data for years. If they ever 
hear there is a Freedom of Information Act now in the U.K., I think I'll delete 
the file rather than send to anyone. . . . We also have a data protection act, 
which I will hide behind.""</P> 
<P>- One of Phil Jones Emails.</P> 
<P>Remember folks, Oliver North went to jail for the same 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Oliver North went to jail for ACTUALLY destroying evidence.</P> 
<P>Not just talking about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896072 35200 537 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 11:16:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/7896033" target=_blank>#535</A> CoRev</EM></P> 



<P>If you've been reading Monbiot for years, you also know that he's a political 
animal. He's calling for resignations because he's in political damage control 
mode -- the usual response to any kind of scandal.</P> 
<P>If you leave aside the political calculations, I have yet to read or be shown 
anything that is evidence of ACTUAL, REAL misconduct, and not just people 
ranting to each other on what they believe is a private email list.</P> 
<P>If Phil Jones, for example, really intended to violate the FOI laws, it 
wouldn't make much sense to announce this to a list with dozens of members, 
would it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896085 35200 539 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 11:20:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/7896082" target=_blank>#538</A> FigJam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is simple. They have something to hide and do not want anyone 
producing evidence contrary to their position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the reason is because they feel under siege by the denialists and their 
unceasing FOI requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896176 35200 545 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 11:41:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/7896159" target=_blank>#544</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Under siege by denialists " ?</P> 
<P>That sounds like hyperbole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the emails, they were dealing with dozens of FOI 
requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896273 35200 552 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:17:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/7896265" target=_blank>#551</A> 
Greengolem64</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a <EM>valid</EM> reason for EVER destroying scientific data rather 
than releasing it? (In the context of this discussion)</P> 
<P>Really...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody destroyed any data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896375 35200 566 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:58:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7896353" target=_blank>#565</A> 
MacGiolaPhadraig</EM></P> 
<P>How many accounts have you registered at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896421 35200 567 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:11:52pm  
 
<P>I'm just wondering because it looks like you have four accounts under 
different email addresses, and the terms on the registration page pretty clearly 
say not to do this. Any particular reason for it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07896477 35200 569 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:32:06pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to be responsible for sending Iowahawk any traffic, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896493 35200 571 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:34:38pm  
 
<P>Hmm. Hit and run post. Several accounts. Ignored direct question about 
it.</P> 
<P>See ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896512 35200 573 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:38:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7896494" target=_blank>#572</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>I downloaded them right after the story broke, from a link posted at LGF to 
one of the climate denial blogs, before the full story was known. And since I'm 
going to write about it, I felt that I needed to know what was in the files.</P> 
<P>Those links are still all over the web. If you feel you need to know what's 
in the files too, go ahead and download them. It's not hard to find a link.</P> 
<P>But I'm not going to let LGF be used to distribute stolen files. Period. If 
you don't like that, tough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896654 35200 581 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 2:07:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/7896553" target=_blank>#574</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, actually, CRU admitted that it had "lost" or "destroyed" data.</P> 
<P><EM>"the recent revelation by the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) that it has 
lost or destroyed all the original data used to construct historic global 
temperature records."</EM>[Link: <A 
href="http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fullcomment/archive/2009/08/18/ke
vin-libin-you-ll-just-have-to-take-our-word-on-the-global-warming-stuff.aspx" 
target=_blank>network.nationalpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That has nothing to do with this case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897406 35200 600 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 6:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/7897337" target=_blank>#598</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling someone sceptical of AGW a "sceptic" is accurate. Calling someone a 
"denier" OTOH, is a nasty bit of rhetoric meant to echo "holocaust denier" and 
says more about the accuser than the accused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not like the term, but the simple fact is that there are numerous 
people who absolutely deserve the "denier" label. It has nothing to do with 
Holocaust denial, it has to do with willful denial of scientific 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897440 35200 602 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 6:35:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/7897363" target=_blank>#599</A> 
pyrodoctor</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how most of you guys can bury your heads in the sand and ignore 
this scientific misconduct which constitutes the basis of much of the 
anthropogenic climate change theory out there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, we're ignoring it. In a thread with 600+ comments.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the scientific "consensus" truly existed then the scientists in that 
consensus shouldn't have to falsify data...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody "falsified" any data.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... and pressure peer reviewed journals to not publish results that contest 
that "consensus".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pressure was directed at papers that were not properly peer-reviewed, but 
were published anyway.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the data were unequivocal then the dishonesty wouldn't be 
necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "dishonesty?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientific misconduct is very serious business. Scientific misconduct on a 
topic that potentially will undermine the economies of the world is 
inexcusable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no "scientific misconduct."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before we move forward on any climate change policy changes there should be a 
detailed audit of all of these climate change universities and centers. This 
should be investigated in great detail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I'm sure you would love for that to happen. It won't.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the climate is changing. I'm not sure it is man that is causing 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you're ignorant of the scientific evidence that definitively shows human 
beings are the cause of rising CO2 levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897535 35200 604 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 7:07:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/7897492" target=_blank>#603</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a quick question to you, Charles although you're clearly entrenched in 
your views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, I've <EM>changed</EM> my views on global warming after 
making a serious effort to educate myself. Is that what you mean by 
"entrenched?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then...tell me...how may examples of FAILURE to predict by the model would it 
take before you DID accept the basis and premise of the model was wrong, needs 
to be reviewed and that precipitous actions by government need to be placed on 
hold?</P> 
<P>1, 5, 10 100?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>42.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897600 35200 610 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 7:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7897563" target=_blank>#608</A> CoRev</EM></P> 



<P>It's hilarious how you try to picture yourself as "researching all sides," 
when it could not be more clear that you're completely committed to denying the 
science of global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899000 35200 633 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 10:30:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/630/7898326" target=_blank>#630</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for you CoRev, you are simply a liar and a deceiver. You claim to "look" 
at all sides daily... but as the old saying goes, you look but do not see.</P> 
<P>You continually link to your website here for one reason only - to drive hits 
to your webpage which gets far far fewer hits than LGF. IMO the LGF webmaster 
has been way too kind to you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right, and I'm not feeling too kind this morning. The creep was using 
LGF to get traffic for his crummy denial website, and then he disses LGF.</P> 
<P>So long, CoRev. Go post about how you were banned for speaking truth to power 
now. You know you want to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899305 35200 636 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:22:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/7899225" target=_blank>#635</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I get it -- now you're willing to accept the word of George Monbiot, all 
of a sudden. That wouldn't have anything to do with the fact that he's saying 
what you want to hear, would it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899307 35200 637 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7899210" target=_blank>#634</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wattsupwiththat.com/2009/11/25/climategate-hide-the-
decline-codified/" target=_blank>wattsupwiththat.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Whilst no scientist myself and code is alien - the zillion comments by 
experienced people here suggests the data is tainted beyond any abiluty to be 
meaningful</P> 
<P>Surely you agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't agree. And stop calling me Shirley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899377 35200 639 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:44:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/7899331" target=_blank>#638</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, my mind is made up. I've read the emails, I've looked at the 
documents, and this is the biggest pile of nothing I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>I fully expect global warming deniers to try their best to turn this into a 
gigantic scandal, but it's not going to succeed, because anyone who reads this 
stuff without a huge screaming bias will realize how utterly inconsequential it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899434 35200 641 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 2:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7899422" target=_blank>#640</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 



<P>And who were these "international speakers" that King objected to? Are we 
supposed to just assume that's an unimportant little detail?</P> 
<P>It's amazing how much this kind of willful distortion resembles the tactics 
of creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899483 35200 644 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 2:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/7899439" target=_blank>#642</A> 
RedHouseBlueState</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to leave your long, dramatic goodbye cruel world message 
at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899493 35200 645 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 2:49:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/7899448" target=_blank>#643</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>In other words, you don't care who those other speakers were, do you?</P> 
<P>As usual, there's a lot more to this than the deniers want to admit. First, 
this conference was FIVE years ago. Second, Sir David King objected to the 
speakers because some of them were simply not qualified in the field of 
climatology, and others were flat out kooks, installed on the program by Russian 
climate deniers.</P> 
<P>This story is one-sided deceptive crap, like so much of the propaganda pushed 
out by the denial industry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900070 35200 651 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:56:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/7900059" target=_blank>#650</A> 
Smashmaster</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sure this will come as a great disappointment to you, but you don't get 
to post your "goodbye cruel world" message at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901167 35200 653 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:37:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/7900909" target=_blank>#652</A> hugh59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the people charged with collecting, organizing, and preserving the 
data have compromised their integrity. The credibility of the temperature record 
they have created is now subject to dispute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is not just the emails, now there are people reviewing the computer code 
used to evaluate the data. The comments in the code itself (assuming that this 
is genuine) indicate that the source data is of questionable integrity. The code 
appears to have been written to force output that is consistent with the 
theories of the researchers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not. People are taking COMMENTS from the source code out of 
context, and it's completely ridiculous.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, yes, we need to start from scratch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dream on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07894246 35201 98 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 5:36:46pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7894210" target=_blank>#65</A> rollwave87</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's ridiculous to lump Sarah Palin (John McCain's chosen successor as leader 
of the Party of Lincoln) in with ex-drug addict radio Djs...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not me lumping Sarah Palin in with Glenn Beck. It's Newsmax. Links are 
there for a reason.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's really kind of sad to see a blog that did, and does, such a good job of 
pointing out the banality of BDS and ODS become infected with such a 
transparent, and severe, case of PDS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's so sad, I'll bet you have a little tear in your eye right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07894274 35201 125 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 5:43:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7894265" target=_blank>#117</A> 
rollwave87</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>nope, not at all. as much respect as I might have for LGF, I'm 
<EM>pretty</EM> darn positive Gov. Palin will do just fine without it's 
support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool! So everybody's happy. I like it when we can go from sad to happy in 
just a few comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07894296 35201 146 Charles Mon, Nov 23, 2009 5:50:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7894196" target=_blank>#52</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About a week a week ago, RonPaul.com had a poll asking who his running mate 
should be in 2012. Here are the hilarious/disturbing results:</P> 
<P>Don't miss Kucinich, Grayson and McKinney in there :P.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YIKES.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896240 35205 22 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:01:38pm  
 
<P>I'm happy to know this wasn't a murder by an extreme right nutjob. I don't 
think it was unfair to discuss whether it was, though, since Sparkman apparently 
planted evidence specifically to create that impression.</P> 
<P>What an odd story. It's like an episode of CSI.</P> 
<P>Kudos to the police for seeing through the staging. I feel for Sparkman's 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896259 35205 33 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7896241" target=_blank>#23</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And speaking of threads downstairs, the latest Nontroversy Watch really has 
brought out a good many self proclaimed defenders of science, who just happen to 
know that James Inhofe has been right all along.</P> 
<P>Gahh... I'm going to the gym...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's a bit frustrating to have to keep making the same points over and 
over.</P> 



<P>There's a new report just out, by the way, from 26 leading climatologists, 
called the <A href="http://www.copenhagendiagnosis.com/" 
target=_blank>Copenhagen Diagnosis</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896279 35205 49 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:20:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7896275" target=_blank>#45</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a last minute thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's going to be a lot of questioning of the timing.</P> 
<P>The <A href="http://www.copenhagendiagnosis.com/executive_summary.html" 
target=_blank>Executive summary</A> is more than a little 
alarming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896328 35205 85 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 12:40:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7896304" target=_blank>#62</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I've seen those reports, and it's really weak to start picking through 
comments to source code and pulling them out of context. Comments can be 
fragmentary and even misleading to people other than the programmer who wrote 
them, and can even be wrong or out of date.</P> 
<P>Just to take one example, there are many occasions in which you DO want to 
ignore errors in a program and continue, instead of halting and displaying an 
error message. That in itself means absolutely nothing without the context.</P> 
<P>It's also not unusual, when dealing with huge datasets from all over the 
world, to have serious problems figuring out what's going on. The data may be in 
different formats, or from programs that you don't have, or it may have gaps or 
unlabeled fields, etc. etc. etc.</P> 
<P>What you're seeing in those comments is yet another attempt to make a 
mountain out of a molehill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896394 35205 140 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:05:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7896370" target=_blank>#118</A> mshaw</EM></P> 
<P>I don't have time for this crap. I suggest you find another website to post 
comments at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896398 35205 144 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:06:38pm  
 
<P>By the way, this is what I wrote when the story broke and I don't apologize 
for one word of it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There’s not enough information yet to say for sure what was behind this 
killing, so let’s not jump to conclusions. But the description of the 
circumstances and the timing (around the time of the Washington DC tea party) 
raises a strong suspicion that anti-government sentiment may have been the 
motivation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896471 35205 207 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 1:30:14pm  
 
<P>Lots of angry people out there, emailing me demanding that I apologize for 
something I never said.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07896761 35205 468 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 2:50:18pm  
 
<P>(Here come the assholes.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07898993 35205 528 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 10:28:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7898569" target=_blank>#524</A> 
thatemailname</EM></P> 
<P>You are cordially invited to bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899416 35205 530 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 2:07:18pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896884 35206 72 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 3:32:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7896877" target=_blank>#65</A> Cain</EM></P> 
<P>Have you read the report, or are your prejudices so brittle that they 
wouldn't be able to stand exposure to reality?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896893 35206 80 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 3:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7896889" target=_blank>#77</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird. It's like they're angry or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are angry, very angry. It shows in the comments, and the nasty emails I 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896921 35206 106 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 3:44:35pm  
 
<P>This is really waking up the sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896953 35206 136 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 3:55:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7896938" target=_blank>#121</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone here actually experienced any change in sea levels - or do we need 
to be in a satellite to notice it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://archives.pireport.org/archive/2007/November/11-30-ft.htm" 
target=_blank>Manus Island in Papua New Guinea</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07896994 35206 172 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 4:16:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7896907" target=_blank>#93</A> Cain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Admittedly, no I haven't finished it yet, working through it now. And no, I 
don't believe my prejudices are too brittle, I am open to the possibility I'm 
wrong. Are you? Are the people who wrote this report?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This report has nothing to do with the stolen CRU emails.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why else continue to shun all opposing viewpoints?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't. If you read through the stolen emails, there is a LOT of debate 
and opposing viewpoints. The "shunning" is directed at propagandists and 
deniers.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why fudge data?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody "fudged" any data.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why hide methods?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody hid any methods.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why demonize and ostracize science peers who don't agree with 
them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Examples, please?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are acts of desperation, not confident scientists able to defend their 
work on a topic that will eventually hit every one on this planet very close to 
home no matter which way things fall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The real act of desperation is stealing emails, picking through them to find 
the ones that can be cast as "damning," then releasing them right before the 
Copenhagen summit in a very clear attempt to delegitimize the summit itself. And 
even with all the cherry-picking, what they came up with is very, very weak 
stuff indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897173 35206 334 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 5:26:24pm  
 
<P>Here's my nightly request to please stop the bickering now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897484 35206 617 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 6:54:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/7897459" target=_blank>#594</A> 
pyrodoctor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on the scientific fraud in the climate change arena I wouldn't believe 
anything these jokers say until a detailed investigation into the fraud has 
uncovered who's data are reliable and who's aren't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has absolutely nothing to do with the CRU emails. And I suspect you'd 
feel exactly the same even if the CRU emails hadn't been stolen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897626 35206 710 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 8:02:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/708/7897615" target=_blank>#708</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except we didn't. As far as I know, the ozone layer problem and the ozone 
hole are still there. We've just moved on to bigger, scarier 
bogeymen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=mending-ozone-good-
for-global-warming" target=_blank>Mending Ozone Hole May Benefit Climate Change: 
Scientific American</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Decades of chemical pollution have damaged the ozone layer of the upper 
atmosphere that shields Earth from the harmful effects of the sun's ultraviolet 
rays, each summer eating a hole over the South Pole that expands to nearly the 
size of Antarctica. But since 1996, when an international treaty banned the 
culprit chemical refrigerants and propellants (known as CFCs, or 
chlorofluorocarbons), the size of the seasonal tear has been shrinking—and 
scientists predict it may stop forming by the end of this 
century.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897925 35206 733 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:00:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/732/7897847" target=_blank>#732</A> MurphyB</EM></P> 
<P>I suggest you hold your breath while waiting for your "fervent 
hope."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07898973 35206 742 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 10:21:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/7898889" target=_blank>#739</A> Sabba 
Hillel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://esr.ibiblio.org/?p=1447" target=_blank>Eric Raymond</A> 
actually found teh code used to generate the data being used to support "global 
warming". Unless the data used to support the Copehagen Diagnosis is reissued 
with the full (correct) analysis, I would say that this is a death blow to the 
political claims. This is what they meant by "fixing" the data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. That's completely ridiculous. You have no idea what that source 
code comment means, or what the table of coefficients means without context, and 
there is absolutely NO context in that tiny bit of code that's obviously from a 
much larger program.</P> 
<P>That's nothing but a pure out of context smear job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899299 35206 747 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:21:09pm  
 
<P>It's really not cool to go through and post the same comment in several 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897754 35207 149 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 8:54:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7897744" target=_blank>#140</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw it in the vein that Mr O' framed in--an opposition to "rampant 
secularism" in this country, and he cast Christians as a persecuted minority. 
Balderdash ! When Mr O' asked whether the Catholic church was right to withhold 
communion--the recent public decree that Patrick Kennedy, as a pro choice 
politician , would not be allowed communion--I couldn't help thinking how just a 
few decades ago, another politician with the same last name went to great pains 
to assure the country that public policy would not be dictated by the Pope.</P> 
<P>Seems like a step backwards if you ask me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Fox News is intent on creating a situation of violent civil unrest in the 
United States. "Irresponsible" doesn't even begin to describe what they're 
doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897773 35207 165 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:05:41pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7897765" target=_blank>#158</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. The declaration O'Reilly referenced does not advocate any form of 
violence, nor did Bill O'Reilly himself. Both advocated stating up for religious 
principles, not engaging in civil unrest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Manhattan Declaration advises far right Christians to engage in civil 
disobedience, to promote their social conservative agenda. This is absolutely 
advocating civil unrest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897823 35207 209 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:27:05pm  
 
<P>An open call for theocracy in the United States, by Joseph Farah at World Nut 
Daily: <A href="http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&amp;pageId=116837" 
target=_blank>Why sin cannot be condoned by state</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899275 35207 299 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7899267" target=_blank>#298</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<P>What are you talking about? What "silence?" There have been FOUR posts at LGF 
on that subject, with over 2,000 comments total.</P> 
<P>And my opinion on the CRU emails has been pretty well spelled out -- it's a 
big pile of nothing. I have a copy of this data, and it's being distorted beyond 
all recognition. There's no scandal there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899758 35207 302 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:02:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7899689" target=_blank>#301</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. <STRONG>Yamal</STRONG>. The integrity of the Briffa/Mann et all tree ring 
data has utterly disintegrated. There is no hockey stick. This has happened over 
the past 30 days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is simply not true. [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34888_Anti-
AGW_Propaganda_Shot_Down_Again" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. <STRONG>The hacked emails</STRONG>. The emails (so far) 'prove' nothing so 
far ... except that any reasonable skeptical inquirer would put the brakes on 
for 30 days, in the face of such obvious impeachment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read a large selection of the emails, and in my opinion (an opinion 
shared by most impartial observers) there's no scandal in them. There is no 



cover-up, there is no falsification of data, there is no conspiracy. Nothing. 
It's not there.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3.<STRONG>Lindzen's new 20-year satellite radiation data disproves the UN 
climate model</STRONG>. The heat isn't being trapped; the "greenhouse" 
theory...failed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, this is simply not true. You've been reading too many climate denial 
websites.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4. <STRONG>Monkton remains unchallenged on the merits</STRONG>. The (man-made 
warming denier) Lord Monkton presentation making the rounds, hasn't been 
addressed, nor rebutted, in any meaningful way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. Monckton? Seriously? Are you aware that he is not even a 
scientist? And that he's regarded as a kook by the vast majority of reputable 
scientists? This is the same Christopher Monckton who wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... there is only one way to stop AIDS. That is to screen the entire 
population regularly and to quarantine all carriers of the disease for life. 
Every member of the population should be blood-tested every month ... all those 
found to be infected with the virus, even if only as carriers, should be 
isolated compulsorily, immediately, and permanently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More here: [Link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/christopher-monckton" 
target=_blank>www.desmogblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Monckton has absolutely no credibility, and has been caught faking and 
cherry-picking data on more than one occasion.</P> 
<P>You really need to start reading the legitimate science on global warming, 
forget about Al Gore, and educate yourself about the real issues instead of 
believing the deceptive propaganda that's being circulated by the denial 
industry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897892 35208 9 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 9:51:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7897886" target=_blank>#4</A> MurphyB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From where do our laws now originate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the principles of the Enlightenment, and from our founding fathers who 
were wise enough to make the separation of church and state one of the core 
principles of the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897931 35208 32 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7897921" target=_blank>#25</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read through the entire article and saw nothing advocating violence 
towards anybody. So how is the now-kneejerk comparison between Christians and 
Muslims pertinent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How exactly do you think it would be possible to enforce Biblical laws 
against homosexuality without violence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897964 35208 57 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7897949" target=_blank>#44</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7897936" target=_blank>#35</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>I got from the article that the people of our civilization should not 
"condone" the behavior, which is different from "criminalizing" the behavior. 
Which is very different from stoning women to death.</P> 
<P>I don't agree with what he's saying, but I think it's stupid to compare it to 
stoning women to death.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely wrong. The title of the article is "Why sin cannot be condoned by 
state." In other words, he's calling for an outright ban on homosexuality, to be 
enforced by the state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07897986 35208 77 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:16:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7897971" target=_blank>#63</A> MurphyB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I never elicited so much response before.</P> 
<P>The founders believed our rights were endowed by God and that no man could 
take them away. Even slaves who had their rights trampled by man still retained 
the rights and dignity that were God-given. Man can refuse to honor those rights 
but they can never be taken by politician, racist, bigot, fanatic or 
atheist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where does the US Constitution mention God?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07898002 35208 93 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:21:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7898000" target=_blank>#91</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who knowing the judgment of God, that they which commit such things are 
worthy of death, not only do the same, but have pleasure in them that do 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. He's actually edging up to calling for the death penalty for 
homosexuals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07898054 35208 141 Charles Tue, Nov 24, 2009 10:42:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7898045" target=_blank>#133</A> MurphyB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"What's the difference between not honoring a right and taking it away to the 
slave or the woman?"</P> 
<P>It means that you can mistreat me, abuse me, do all sorts of horrible things 
to me but you cannot remove my rights from me. They were placed in me by God. 
You can dishonor my rights you cannot take them. I can justly fight back and 
defeat you if I possessed the power and strength.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure that was a great comfort to the many thousands of slaves who were 
beaten or tortured to death and buried in unmarked graves, by people who called 
themselves pious Christians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899401 35208 292 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:57:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7899349" target=_blank>#290</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Education? Perhaps, as Charles goes nutsy when religious people insist upon 
their children being taught in accordance with their religious 
principles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolute, unvarnished bullshit.</P> 
<P>I'm opposed to having creationism taught in science classes, and forced down 
the throats of everyone's children -- and that's what the people who are pushing 
this stuff want. They don't simply want THEIR children indoctrinated with anti-
science nonsense. They want EVERYONE'S children to be ignorant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899796 35208 301 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7899705" target=_blank>#299</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#292 CharlesWhenever you post items on these educational subjects, it seems 
to me that you just want to interfere in local and state issues. Unlike you, I 
think that people have a right to their own education, not to be dictated to 
from someone who neither votes or pays taxes in their district. You seem to 
think that just because I believe in local controls that I agree with their 
position, which is not the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no "right" to force religion into science classes where it does not 
belong, and in fact the US Constitution specifically prohibits it -- on the 
local or the federal level. There are decades of Supreme Court decisions behind 
this, and your argument that it's just a local matter is completely 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899811 35208 303 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:49:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7899807" target=_blank>#302</A> shmuli</EM></P> 
<P>Why am I not surprised that you're trying to make excuses for this appalling 
article?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900105 35208 308 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 8:02:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7900084" target=_blank>#307</A> MurphyB</EM></P> 
<P>I feel for you. It must be horribly painful to throw your pearls of wisdom in 
front of such swine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900341 35208 311 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 9:15:34pm  
 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899508 35211 23 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 2:55:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7899474" target=_blank>#20</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, but they are both still human beings being compared to apes. It's 
worse for Michelle because she's a volunteer. Nobody elected her. Compare this 
with Laura Bush as a monkey. That's a more fair comparison. I'd say that was 
pretty harsh too, white or not, no? Laura Bush as monkey is more acceptable than 
Michelle as monkey somehow? I don't think so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not more acceptable. Both kinds of pictures would be offensive.</P> 



<P>HOWEVER. There is definitely another whole dimension to portraying Michelle 
Obama as a monkey. It's pure, indisputable racism. Is that worse than portraying 
Laura Bush as a monkey (which I've never seen, by the way)?</P> 
<P>Yes, I think it is worse, because it brings racial hatred into the situation, 
whereas picturing Laura Bush as a monkey would be insulting but hardly 
racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901401 35211 38 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:22:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7900947" target=_blank>#35</A> Hengineer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what my first thought is?</P> 
<P>How many Bush = Monkey pictures are there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a gigantic difference between picturing Bush as a monkey and 
picturing a black woman as a monkey. And I don't see why I should even need to 
point that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899344 35212 22 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:35:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7899323" target=_blank>#13</A> rollwave87</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>haha, I cant believe Sarah said she'd consider this and that it sounded like 
a good idea.</P> 
<P><STRONG>oh, wait. she didn't. she said its a joke.</STRONG></P> 
<P>is there a way to set up my browser so that it just wont show me any of the 
posts on LGF with 'Sarah Palin' in the tag?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can easily make it so that you don't see anything posted at LGF if you 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899392 35212 53 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 1:51:55pm  
 
<P>Sorry, but I don't think you can dismiss this out of hand. The GOP is in 
serious disarray, and there are quite a few people on the far right who would 
love to see Glenn Beck run for office.</P> 
<P>More importantly, the idea that a politician who's being talked about as a 
Presidential contender wouldn't simply laugh this off -- and she didn't laugh it 
off, she left the door open -- is beyond disturbing. Glenn Beck touts far right 
conspiracy craziness right out of the John Birch Society, and consorts with 
extremists of all kinds.</P> 
<P>It's yet another indicator of how far off the rails the right wing has gone, 
that someone like this is even considered as a possible candidate for high 
office. It's appalling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899787 35212 124 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:20:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7899593" target=_blank>#114</A> 
barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:HarperCollins, publisher of Going Rogue, has announced that sales of 
the book totaled 750,000 copies so far.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20091125/FREE/911259991" 
target=_blank>www.crainsnewyork.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Your link says different: <A 
href="http://www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20091125/FREE/911259991" 
target=_blank>Sarah Palin's book sales top chart - Crain's New York 
Business</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Going Rogue, the memoir by the 2008 Republican vice presidential candidate, 
topped the list of Nielsen BookScan's best selling books for the week of Nov. 
16. But while its <STRONG>first-week sales figure of 469,000</STRONG> copies 
beat out the sales numbers for James Patterson and Stephen King, it couldn't 
topple the top dog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900038 35212 128 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:47:54pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900322 35212 141 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 9:09:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7900311" target=_blank>#140</A> 
rollwave87</EM></P> 
<P>It must be awful to be such a persecuted victim. How horrible that your idol 
is being criticized. Why, that's just like being a martyr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900343 35212 145 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 9:16:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7900339" target=_blank>#144</A> 
rollwave87</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now, dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899534 35213 52 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 3:12:02pm  
 
<P>The hate mail's really pouring in today, because I refuse to go ballistic 
over the CRU-gate nontroversy.</P> 
<P>Nine so far, including one that's close to a threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899554 35213 70 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 3:19:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7899546" target=_blank>#62</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the nontrovercy seems to be picking up steam tho...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. There's a lot of noise being made by the denialists, which was 
totally expected. The whole purpose of this stunt was to sabotage the Copenhagen 
meeting, so they're going to do everything they can to rant and scream about it 
for as long as possible.</P> 
<P>It's meaningless, and anyone who reads through the material without a huge 
axe to grind will see how unimportant and trivial it really is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899629 35213 134 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 3:55:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7899627" target=_blank>#132</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not defending BECK, because he should have kept his pie hole shut about this, 
but he adviced his nephew, not soldierS</P> 
<P>That stated, you can extrapolate from what he said that he would advise ANY 
soldier the same, but he was talking close to home (too close,, hence me saying 
he should have kept his yap shut about it because it should have stayed as a 
personal conversation he had with his nephew)</P> 
<P>Commence The Down Dings!!!/(last sentence)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. When he recites this story to millions of listeners, he's no longer 
simply "advising his nephew."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899764 35213 261 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:05:22pm  
 
<P>Some people really will try to defend anything Glenn Beck 
says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899785 35213 277 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:19:03pm  
 
<P>And the hate mail continues to pour in. Now up to 14.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899813 35213 298 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:51:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/7899809" target=_blank>#295</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.thrfeed.com/2009/11/abc-announces-oprah-obama-christmas-
special.html" target=_blank>ABC announces Oprah-Obama Christmas special</A></P> 
<P>There's fucking people who need jobs and Obama is going to play Santa along 
with Oprah... Is Ron Paul going to make a guest appearance as the Grinch?</P> 
<P>This is getting really sucky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly is wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899817 35213 302 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 5:54:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7899816" target=_blank>#301</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899864 35213 346 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 6:36:59pm  
 
<P>Are you wondering how depraved the right wing blogosphere can get?</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is now launching a campaign to blame me for "Kick A Jew 
Day" in Florida, and several wingnut bloggers are sucking up to him.</P> 
<P>I won't even try to explain their sick rationale for this. These people are 
in serious need of psychological help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899955 35213 428 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:24:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/7899918" target=_blank>#394</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 



<P>Another link to James Watt. You deniers are completely 
shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07899962 35213 435 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7899944" target=_blank>#417</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Willis Eschenbach at the Watt Up With that Link?</P> 
<P>Is he really a construction manager and <STRONG>amateur</STRONG> 
scientist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, he's an "amateur" scientist. And ... uh ... a "construction 
manager."</P> 
<P>But we're supposed to go "ooh! aah! a SCIENTIST says global warming is a 
hoax! that proves it!"</P> 
<P>It's beyond ridiculous at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900013 35213 485 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/7900007" target=_blank>#479</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can't replicate - you can't test. That is the essence of scientific 
research, the scientific method.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you can't cherry-pick, you can't smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900025 35213 497 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:45:11pm  
 
<P>The climate denial industry is in full court press mode today, because they 
sense that their BIG SCANDAL is turning into a BIG NOTHING.</P> 
<P>And here it is, Thanksgiving. The news cycle is not on their side and they 
know it, so they're pushing as hard as they can to trick as many gullible people 
as possible into thinking the CRU emails are a death blow to global warming, 
before the story sinks beneath the waves as it deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900075 35213 542 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 7:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/7900069" target=_blank>#537</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would imagine that BOTH sides are cherry-picking. That's the 
trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're imagining wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900159 35213 624 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 8:13:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/7900153" target=_blank>#618</A> 
mikhailtheplumber</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it just so happens that RP thinks that associating with racists is 
what's best for America.//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And so does Sarah Palin.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34788_Sarah_Palins_Book_Ghostwritt
en_by_Associate_of_White_Supremacist_McCain" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900196 35213 660 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 8:20:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7900184" target=_blank>#648</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wishful thinking ? It has not sunk beneath the waves over here. It was 
referred to on the main BBC news programme ("Today")Wednesday morning and on the 
BBC flagship TV news discussion prog, George Monbiot had another big piece at 
the Guardian, and there are stories elsewhere in the UK press including today 
(Thursday) morning. If anything, the press are only just latching on to the 
story. eg :</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/columnists/article-
1231024/STEPHEN-GLOVER-I-know-truth-climate-change-I-recognise-trickery-
slippery-excuses-I-them.html" target=_blank>www.dailymail.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>Plus there is no Thanksgiving over here to dampen the story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say, "Goodbye, scandal of the century." There's nothing there. It's 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900350 35213 795 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 9:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/789/7900344" target=_blank>#789</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That $16 million is a drop in the bucket compared to the combined 
expenditures of the Pro-AGW camp, not to mention the MSM, UN, EU, and a raft of 
NGOs and Tranzies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's astounding to me that you're trying to claim that the energy industry 
isn't funding global warming denial initiatives. You could not possibly be more 
wrong. There is huge money behind the denialists, and I have no idea why you're 
trying to pretend there isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07900367 35213 812 Charles Wed, Nov 25, 2009 9:24:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/7900360" target=_blank>#805</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With respect Charles, I am not saying the energy industry is not funding 
those initiatives. What I'm saying is that there funding is much smaller than 
the funding on the Pro-AGW side. Just putting a price tag on the constant cheer-
leading from the MSM is impossible, but of vastly greater value that the funding 
from big oil. Add to this the UN and EU and the scale is greatly tipped to the 
pro-AGW side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's simply ridiculous. You could not possibly be further off base. The 
energy industry is putting hundreds of millions of dollars into fighting against 
global warming. I've been following this closely and the money that's spent on 
scientific research is not even in the same ballpark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901307 35217 33 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 11:35:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7901301" target=_blank>#27</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was my above comment, I don't think he does. It's ambivalent--he's hard 
to understand at times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote is:</P> 
<P>The ADL "has as much to do, I believe, with the plight of the Jewish people" 
as NOW "has with the plight of women."</P> 
<P>You can read this as saying that the ADL has nothing to do with the plight of 
the Jewish people -- which is absurd and offensive.</P> 
<P>Or you can read it as saying that the ADL is contributing to the plight of 
the Jewish people (by focusing on politics and thereby causing antisemitism) -- 
which is even more absurd and offensive.</P> 
<P>There's no way to put a good spin on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901317 35217 43 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 11:43:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7901316" target=_blank>#42</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ADL is (ostensibly) an organization committed to ensuring fair and equal 
treatment for Jewish concerns in the American public square. Beck hasn't done 
anything to warrant their criticism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he absolutely has done a LOT to deserve their criticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901331 35217 57 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 11:56:59am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7901326" target=_blank>#52</A> 
BLBfootballs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMO that have been more responsible than first going on the attack against a 
guy who's personally done nothing anti-Jewish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly disagree more. Glenn Beck is legitimizing and promoting 
the ideologies of groups like the John Birch Society, and creeps like Ron Paul 
and Judge Andrew Napolitano -- who are classic antisemites. The fact that Beck 
touts himself as a great friend of the Jewish people rings very hollow when you 
look at the ideas and people he's promoting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901338 35217 64 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:04:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7901336" target=_blank>#62</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ADL Special Report entitled "Rage Grows in America: Anti-Government 
Conspiracies" is a partisan political document which has nothing to do with 
anti-Semitism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. It's a completely accurate report on the appalling rise of 
extremist ideologies in the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901348 35217 74 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:18:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7901347" target=_blank>#73</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, but since when did it become the job of the ADL to defend the Federal 
Government against even extreme political criticism?Their mandate, I thought, 
was combatting anit-Semitism and protection of minority rights.Beck has seized 
on this partisan venture and is trying to tar the whole organization with the 
same brush because of this one off-base report. Of course he is wrong, but on 
the other hand ADL jumped the shark on the current Special 
Report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you are simply wrong about the ADL's "mandate." Here's their own 
description of their mission: <A href="http://www.adl.org/about.asp?s=topmenu" 
target=_blank>About The Anti-Defamation League</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Anti-Defamation League was founded in 1913 "to stop the defamation of the 
Jewish people and <STRONG>to secure justice and fair treatment to all</STRONG>." 
Now the nation's premier civil rights/human relations agency, ADL <STRONG>fights 
anti-Semitism and all forms of bigotry</STRONG>, defends democratic ideals and 
protects civil rights for all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there is absolutely nothing "off base" about the report on extremism. 
It's all very well documented, and it's completely accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901363 35217 89 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7901358" target=_blank>#84</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ADL should stick to defending individuals, not governments. I see that as 
a dangerous transformation of their mandate which may soon boomerang against the 
victims of anti-Semitism and bigotry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report does NOT "defend" any government. Did you even read it? It's an 
exhaustive piece on the rise of extremists, militias, and racist demagogues, and 
the thing that ties them all together is a radical anti-government ideology.</P> 
<P>And again, everything in the report is completely accurate and extremely well 
documented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901367 35217 93 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:41:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7901365" target=_blank>#91</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Exactly what is untrue in those paragraphs? It's not "defending" the Obama 
administration to point out FACTS.</P> 
<P>Now I see why you're attacking the report -- because you don't want to admit 
that what it says is true, and that the reaction to the Obama government from 
the right wing has been loaded with extremism and outright 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901376 35217 102 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:55:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/7901374" target=_blank>#100</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no, no. Why would you need to ascribe a false agenda to me in order to 
debate my plainly stated objections? I have no quarrel with the facts in the 



report. My point is that the ADL should stay above the political fray and should 
concentrate on defending individuals against anti-Semitism and bigotry. For them 
to come rushing to the defense of the Administration in this fashion will, I 
fear, cheapen their valuable currency in the future - especially after the Dems 
eventually get democratically voted out of office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're continuing to insist that the report is defending Obama from 
"political criticism." This is just complete nonsense. It focuses on conspiracy 
theorists, militias, and extreme right wing groups, and Glenn Beck is included 
because he is a very visible representative of this garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901378 35217 104 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 12:56:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7901375" target=_blank>#101</A> Filala</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ADL is usually pretty slow in responding to Muslim anti-Semitism, 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. The ADL has hundreds of pages at their site on the subject 
of Arab and Islamic antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901381 35217 107 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7901379" target=_blank>#105</A> 
Liechtentrager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, no, they are not wrong about the facts. They are just presenting one side 
of the story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tobin does not have a point at all. It's a thin-skinned overreaction to say 
that the ADL report associates "all those who have opposed Obama’s policies in 
one way or another with the far Right."</P> 
<P>There is not a single sentence in the report that supports this accusation. 
It's overwhelmingly clear that the focus is on <EM>extremists</EM>, and it does 
NOT tar "all those who oppose Obama's policies."</P> 
<P>That argument has become incredibly tedious. Why are so many conservatives so 
ready to take offense when the extremists in their midst are 
criticized?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901386 35217 112 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:04:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7901383" target=_blank>#109</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/601/7898833" 
target=_blank>Will the ADL further address the "kick-a-Jew" 
day?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to Robert Stacy McCain, the one responsible for "Kick a Jew day" is 
... me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901390 35217 116 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:08:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7901389" target=_blank>#115</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what Glenn Beck believes (in his heart) about Israel, etc., I'm 
not a mind reader. But, it does seem that Glenn Beck believes that he's being 



painted as an antisemite, and that this is, Beck believes, an unfair, unfounded 
accusation...(he seems to be morally indignant at what he considers to be a 
false accusation...at least, that's how I interpret it...Now, of course, you'd 
have to ask the ADL's Abe Foxman, is this what is implied by the report? 
probably not..)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The report does NOT accuse Beck of being an antisemite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901392 35217 118 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:11:43pm  
 
<P>Since it's pretty clear that not many have actually read what the report says 
about Glenn Beck, here's the section in question: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/special_reports/rage-grows-in-America/mainstream-
media.asp" target=_blank>ADL Special Reports: Rage Grows in America: Anti-
Government Conspiracies - The Influence of the Mainstream Media</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most important mainstream media figure who has repeatedly helped to stoke 
the fires of anti-government anger is right-wing media host Glenn Beck, who has 
a TV show on FOX News and a popular syndicated radio show. While other 
conservative media hosts, such as Rush Limbaugh and Sean Hannity, routinely 
attack Obama and his administration, typically on partisan grounds, they have 
usually dismissed or refused to give a platform to the conspiracy theorists and 
anti-government extremists. This has not been the case with Glenn Beck. Beck and 
his guests have made a habit of demonizing President Obama and promoting 
conspiracy theories about his administration.</P> 
<P>On a number of his TV and radio programs, Beck has even gone so far as to 
make comparisons between Hitler and Obama and to promote the idea that the 
president is dangerous.</P> 
<P>* On an August 2009 radio program, after claiming that President Obama was 
lying about his health-care plan, Beck told his audience to read Hitler’s Mein 
Kampf. Beck said that Hitler told Germans what he was going to do but no one 
listened. Beck then urged his audience not to make the same mistake with Obama: 
“Please America…take this man for what he says.”</P> 
<P>* That same month, David Bellavia, a former army staff sergeant who wrote a 
book about his experiences as a soldier in Iraq, appeared as a guest on Beck’s 
TV show. Bellavia discussed the claim that President Obama was trying to create 
a “civilian national security force” and compared this to the efforts of Hitler 
and Saddam Hussein to create sinister military forces composed of political 
loyalists that answered only to them.</P> 
<P>* On a July 2009 TV show, Beck said that President Obama is a “dangerous” 
man.</P> 
<P>* In March 2009, as a guest on another FOX News show, Beck also promoted an 
anti-government conspiracy theory popular among right-wing extremists—that FEMA 
is building concentration camps to house “dissidents.” Beck declared that he 
could not debunk the theory. Before introducing the topic of FEMA camps on that 
show, Beck claimed that the United States was “headed towards socialism, 
totalitarianism beyond your wildest imagination.” Later, he also promoted the 
FEMA camps conspiracy theory on his own show. After much controversy, Beck later 
backed away from the FEMA camps theory. The FEMA episode, however, is a good 
example of Beck’s key role as a “fearmonger-in-chief,” using constant laments 
such as “I fear for my country” to create a sense of anxiety about and hostility 
towards the government in his audience.</P> 
<P>These kinds of claims from Beck create an intersection between the mainstream 
and the extreme. They play an important role in drawing people further out of 
the mainstream, making them more receptive to the more extreme notions and 
conspiracy theories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07901395 35217 121 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:15:27pm  
 
<P>And by the way, that section on Beck only scratches the surface of the 
extreme ideas and people he promotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901398 35217 124 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:17:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7901394" target=_blank>#120</A> 
Liechtentrager</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What it suggests is that fringe extremism is nourished and intensified by 
mainstream opposition to government policies. ADL's report is in significant 
part aimed not at the whacked-out fringe, but at the "angry" mainstream and tars 
them with the same brush. Or makes them out to be mutually reinforcing parts of 
the same anti-government movement. I disagree. That is all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not even close to being true. The section you quoted is -- again -- 
completely accurate, and the existence of Glenn Beck as a very popular 
MAINSTREAM media figure proves it. The ADL report doesn't say that the 
mainstream opposition is all extreme -- it says that ELEMENTS of this anti-
government extremism are present in the mainstream, and I don't see how you can 
deny that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901418 35217 141 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:35:38pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck has done more to discredit conservatives than any other single 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901423 35217 146 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7901405" target=_blank>#130</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Jill Greenberg used Vaporub to induce tears for a <EM>staged</EM> 
photo shoot. She is famous for her <A 
href="http://images.google.com/images?q=jill%20greenberg&amp;oe=utf-
8&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;client=firefox-a&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wi" target=_blank>staged, highly-retouched 
portraits of crying children</A>. Becks photo was retouched in the same way the 
infamous children's photos are. There is no evidence that he used vaporub to get 
tears flowing on Fox.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's even worse, because it implies that he really is that insane that 
he can cry on camera, with a room full of technicians and producers watching, at 
a moment's notice.</P> 
<P>That's the definition of a very unstable personality.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And 30 posts later, I'm still waiting for somebody to show me where Beck 
implied that the ADL is responsible for antisemitism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was answered 115 posts ago. [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/33/7901307" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901441 35217 164 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 1:57:03pm  



 
<P>Both NOW and the ADL, by the way, have very long distinguished records of 
doing good work on behalf of their constituents. And of course, both are targets 
for the right wing.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7901440" target=_blank>#163</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a psychosis, it's a talent that actors have. Shirley Temple was so 
excellent at crying on cue that Lionel Barrymore had a tantrum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except ... I don't think he's acting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901466 35217 180 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 3:24:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7901449" target=_blank>#171</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Blue Hats. One of my favorite Yellowjackets albums.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I think it might be their best record.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The accusation that Jews cause anti-semitism is an old anti-semitic 
canard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. And that's why I'm not ready to give Beck the benefit of the doubt. I 
think he was blowing the dog whistle again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902329 35217 200 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:15:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7902231" target=_blank>#199</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem I have with the ADL (CJC, etc.) is their selective outrages. 
Either be consistent (and then they'd have to go after Islamist websites along 
with the Fruitcake neo-nazi sites) or don't bother at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.adl.org/main_Arab_World/default.htm" target=_blank>Anti-
Semitism in the Arab/Muslim World</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902489 35217 206 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:47:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7902458" target=_blank>#205</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet the ADL worries as much about right-wing extremism in the US as about 
Iran. That disproportion is because it is reluctant to admit that liberals today 
are more anti-Jewish and anti-Israeli than conservatives. So it creates an 
equivalence among threats that are grossly disproportionate, such as Islamic 
anti-Semitism vs Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are FAR more articles at the ADL site about Islamic antisemitism and 
terrorism than there are about right wing extremism. There is absolutely no 
comparison.</P> 
<P>I don't see how you can claim the ADL is "creating an equivalence" between 
Islamic antisemitism and Glenn Beck. Where would I find this "equivalence?" 
Because I haven't seen it -- at all.</P> 
<P>It's pretty clear that the ADL has been put on the right wing's enemies list. 
And I think that's just pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07902516 35217 209 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:09:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7902507" target=_blank>#208</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the issue isn't number of articles, it's the entire political 
outlook of the major Jewish organisations. And that outlook is decidedly 
liberal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there's a reason for that. The reason has names -- names like Pat 
Buchanan, Ann Coulter, Glenn Beck, Lew Rockwell, etc. etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902518 35217 210 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:10:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7902507" target=_blank>#208</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By accusing Beck of anti-Semitism, you'll lose the confidence of politcally-
conservative Jews, not convince them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ADL did NOT accuse Glenn Beck of antisemitism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902549 35217 213 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:29:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7902533" target=_blank>#211</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt the ADL said anything about the Times' anti-
Semitism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty easy to find criticism of the New York Times at the ADL's 
website. I just did a Google search and came up with several articles in less 
than a minute.</P> 
<P>Rather than assuming that they never criticize the NY Times, I suggest you 
actually look at their site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902566 35217 215 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:41:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7902560" target=_blank>#214</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see nothing in Beck's comments saying the ADL creates anti-Semitism. I do 
see him justifiaby outraged at the LA Times comparing him to Coughlin.</P> 
<P>Coughlin was a rabid anti-Semite with millions of anti-Semitic fans. I 
disagree with Beck's politics, but he's no Coughlin. It borders on defamation to 
make that comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I strongly disagree. The comparison to Father Coughlin is right on 
target. Beck may not indulge in open antisemitism, but he DOES have guests on 
his show who do -- and he himself is promoting the ideology of the John Birch 
Society and a host of insane conspiracy theories. Father Coughlin was a populist 
ranter who played on people's worst fears and basest instincts, and so is Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902617 35217 218 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 12:07:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7902572" target=_blank>#216</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was referring to the specific Freeman issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Google search of the ADL site for "Charles Freeman:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22Charles+Fre
eman%22+site:adl.org&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>As you can see, there is a LOT of very pointed criticism of Freeman at the 
ADL site.</P> 
<P>Maybe it's time for you to admit you're making unjustified and false 
assumptions about what the ADL does and doesn't criticize.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you hate Beck so much you're missing the forest for the 
trees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not "hate" Glenn Beck. I think he's a populist demagogue who has been 
absolutely horrible for the conservative movement, and has been responsible for 
legitimizing racist and extremist ideas that should be shunned by decent 
people.</P> 
<P>That's not "hatred." It's rational criticism.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The major Jewish organisations are liberal...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't deny it. And one big reason for that is people like Beck, Coulter and 
Buchanan, and a long history of intolerant Republican politicians and Christian 
religious leaders. For another example, Billy Graham -- who was caught on the 
Nixon White House tapes talking about a "Jewish stranglehold" on the media.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coughlin was a rabid anti-Semite with millions of anti-Semitic fans. I 
disagree with Beck's politics, but he's no Coughlin. It borders on defamation to 
make that comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's a perfectly apt comparison. Again, Beck may not be an open 
antisemite, but he promotes people and ideas that are absolutely, deeply 
connected to antisemitism.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no expert on Jewish affairs. But people like Podhoretz and Glazov are. 
So, instead of debatng me, why don't you deal with the experts - get Podhoretz 
or Horowitz or Lapin to debate you about Beck and Coulter. THat would be quite 
an interesting debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the suggestion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902648 35217 220 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 12:20:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7902632" target=_blank>#219</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There IS a problem with Jewish organisations taking unwarranted leftist 
political stances, and youre closing your eyes to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've now agreed with you TWICE that many Jewish organizations lean left. How 
am I "closing my eyes to it?" Whether these are "unwarranted stances" is purely 
a matter of opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902685 35217 222 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 12:34:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7902663" target=_blank>#221</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've dodged the issue. The New York Times published a Protocols-like front-
page article which completely espoused Freeman's Jewish conspiracy theories, and 
the ADL didn't fuss. It should have, loudly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure they didn't write anything about that? How would you know? I've 
shown now that you've been wrong in several of your assumptions about what the 
ADL covers and doesn't cover.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What has Beck said that is racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could start with calling Barack Obama a "racist" with a "deep-seated 
hatred for white culture." Notice who else is fond of using the term "white 
culture:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22white+cultu
re%22+site:stormfront.org&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902694 35217 223 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 12:38:10pm  
 
<P>By the way, the ADL has an entire section devoted to Charles Freeman and his 
extreme views:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/main_Anti_Israel/Charles_W_Freeman_Own_Words.htm" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902713 35217 226 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 12:46:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7902710" target=_blank>#225</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to respond to issues not posed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're criticizing the ADL for <EM>not</EM> writing something, and 
ignoring everything they <EM>did</EM> write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902774 35217 229 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:20:07pm  
 
<P>And here is former New York City mayor Ed Koch, criticizing Prager for his 
statements about Ellison: [Link: <A href="http://www.forward.com/articles/9621/" 
target=_blank>www.forward.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I like Dennis Prager, and agree with him on some issues, but I think he was 
way off base to claim that a Congressman can only be sworn in using a Bible.</P> 
<P>And in fact, you may think it's wonderful that Ann Coulter defended him for 
that statement, but Prager himself <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/24130_CAIR_on_Hamas-
_I_Dont_Understand_the_Relevance" target=_blank>apologized for it</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prager said in an interview that he wrote the column about Ellison “in the 
heat of passion about losing the Judeo-Christian basis of American society.”</P> 
<P>“It was a rare example of my passion getting the better of my reason,” said 
Prager, who regrets any implication that Ellison should not have the legal right 
to swear on the Koran. Prager said he did not believe a “religious test” should 
be a requirement to hold office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07902791 35217 231 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:27:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7902778" target=_blank>#230</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's leftist staff, or advisers like Brzezinski...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zbigniew Brzezinski is not an adviser to the Obama administration.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said, it is an easy mistake to assume Obama hold's Wright's views. That 
assumption may be wrong, but it's not racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But talking about "white culture" IS a racist canard. Indisputably. Did you 
look at my link?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902835 35217 234 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:45:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7902804" target=_blank>#232</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<P>Ann Coulter is completely, utterly full of crap. The ADL has made NUMEROUS 
very strong statements against Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Again, all you have to do is 
search their website to see how dishonest Coulter is being.</P> 
<P>I guess that's too difficult for you to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902851 35217 235 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:53:32pm  
 
<P>And by the way, since we're talking about racism -- Ann Coulter is one of the 
prime examples of right wing "dog whistle" racism. In her latest book she 
actually claims that there's "no evidence of white supremacism" at the website 
of the Council of Conservative Citizens -- one of the main white supremacist 
groups in the United States.</P> 
<P>The people you're invoking to attempt to prove Glenn Beck isn't a racist 
aren't exactly helping your case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902870 35217 237 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:01:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7902834" target=_blank>#233</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<P>The ONLY people who talk about "white culture" are racists. This isn't even a 
"dog whistle" -- it's right out in the open, in your face racism. And when Beck 
was asked by Katie Couric to define what he meant by "white culture," he refused 
to explain it, in one of the most weasely performances I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>It is absolutely one of the prime racist canards, and I have no idea why you 
think you can argue otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902921 35217 239 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:28:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/7902918" target=_blank>#238</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/zbig-brzezinski-
obama-administration-should-tell-israel-us-will-attack-israeli-jets-if-they-try-
to-a.html" target=_blank>Brzezinski plays no role in the Obama 
administration</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brzezinski was never an official campaign adviser, but Republicans jumped on 
the endorsement to push the meme that Obama wouldn't be a friend to Israel, as 
Brzezinski's views of Israel attracted criticism from some quarters in the 
American Jewish community.</P> 
<P>“Brzezinski is not an adviser to the campaign,” former Ambassador Dennis 
Ross, then a senior adviser on Middle East affairs to the Obama campaign, said 
at the time. “There is a lot of disinformation that is being pushed, but he is 
not an adviser to the campaign. Brzezinski came out and supported Obama early 
because of the war in Iraq. A year or so ago they talked a couple of times. 
That’s the extent of it, and Sen. Obama has made it clear that on other Middle 
Eastern issues, Brzezinski is not who he looks to. They don’t have the same 
views.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902991 35217 242 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:59:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7902982" target=_blank>#241</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say he was an administration official. I said he was an 
adviser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zbigniew Brzezinski is not an Obama adviser. Period. You're 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902995 35217 243 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:01:57pm  
 
<P>I love your sources. World Nut Daily and American Thinker, home of Obama 
Birth Certificate crazies, creationists, and every right wing nutty theory under 
the sun.</P> 
<P>And you say you "lean left?" Really? How curious that you're reading World 
Net Daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904477 35217 246 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:37:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/7904237" target=_blank>#245</A> 
Jerusalemyte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing that gets me is that Glenn sounds so surprised. The ADL today is 
opposed to the JDL (Jewish Defense League) the Land of Israel Movement. and 
anything else PRO Israel or PRO Jewish. Look at it's name. It's only Anti not 
PRO and it's never never going to get away from its origins in secular 
liberalism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The JDL is an extremist organization that has been implicated in numerous 
acts of violence, and is linked to the terrorist Kahanist movement. JDL leader 
Irv Rubin was charged with attempting to blow up mosques in Los Angeles and 
murder politicians.</P> 
<P>It's not "pro-Israel" to support the JDL -- it's pro-extremist. I have 
absolutely no sympathy for the JDL, Kach, or the Kahanist movement.</P> 
<P>If you're a Kahanist yourself, you're not going to have a very long stay at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905466 35217 250 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:47:22pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7905203" target=_blank>#249</A> 
OrtegaGasset</EM></P> 
<P>Your summary is a ridiculous joke. Let's see if I can summarize your 
summary:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Charles is wrong.</P> 
<P>2. I am right.</P> 
<P>3. Glenn Beck is a genius.</P> 
<P>4. I am a left-leaning liberal. Any resemblance of my talking points to right 
wing talking points is purely coincidental.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That about right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901757 35219 18 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 8:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7901754" target=_blank>#15</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, from the emails divulged, there was an enormous effort to not comply 
with Freedom of Information requests for that data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901765 35219 25 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:07:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7901763" target=_blank>#23</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"From: Phil Jones, Feb 2, 2005</P> 
<P>"The two MMs [Canadian skeptics Steve McIntyre and Ross McKitrick] have been 
after the CRU station data for years. <STRONG>If they ever hear there is a 
Freedom of Information Act now in the UK, I think I'll delete the file rather 
than send to anyone.</STRONG>"[Link: <A 
href="http://www.financialpost.com/opinion/story.html?id=2258373" 
target=_blank>www.financialpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you support Global Warming theory, then you should support an outside 
investigation, because, hopefully, the charlatans, whoever they are, will be 
exposed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said there was an "enormous effort" to avoid FOIA requests. How does one 
email written in anger qualify as an "enormous effort?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901770 35219 29 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:10:10pm  
 
<P>And by the way -- NO DATA was actually destroyed. I'm sure Phil Jones regrets 
writing that email, now that it's being distorted like crazy, but the fact is 
that he was just mouthing off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901774 35219 32 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:19:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7901772" target=_blank>#31</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are also other references to coordinate a deletion of emails. There may 
( or may not) be more. At last count, per some media, there are now over 4000 
documents. I certainly have not read all.</P> 
<P><STRONG>- From: Phil Jones, May 29, 2008</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>"Can you delete any emails you may have had with Keith re AR4? Keith 
will do likewise. He's not in at the moment -minor family crisis. Can you also 



email Gene and get him to do the same? I don 't have his new email address. We 
will be getting Caspar to do likewise."</STRONG></P> 
<P>That all smacks of collusion to evade the law and I do wonder if in fact it 
crossed the line to illegality.In any event, all I am saying is that an outside 
investigation into ALL of this seems to be the only way to clear the 
air.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, that's TWO emails that you think are really really bad, even though the 
one about deleting emails is completely without context.</P> 
<P>Again -- where's the "enormous effort?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901784 35219 37 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:35:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7901782" target=_blank>#35</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>And I thought much more highly of you too, before learning that you're a 
hardcore climate change denier who's not above distorting and misrepresenting 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901790 35219 43 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:45:02pm  
 
<P>By the way, this New Zealand story has ABSOLUTELY NOTHING to do with the 
stolen CRU emails, and yet here come the deniers ranting about the stolen emails 
again -- ignoring the very clear evidence that the denial industry is 
deliberately lying about the science.</P> 
<P>It's telling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901794 35219 47 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:47:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7901791" target=_blank>#44</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably illegal.Though I understand that if it came from a "whistleblower" 
there may be some exception to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. It is DEFINITELY illegal to steal the contents of a private email 
server.</P> 
<P>And a "whistleblower" is not someone who breaks the law, it's an employee who 
goes public with damaging information.</P> 
<P>It's not a thief who steals data and releases it anonymously. And 
"whistleblower" laws are NOT a license to commit crimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901804 35219 57 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 9:54:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7901797" target=_blank>#50</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "whistleblower" would be protected under US laws if they had legitimate 
access to that data (ie. a CRU employee). Though the laws are 
convoluted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, this is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07901812 35219 65 Charles Thu, Nov 26, 2009 10:01:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7901807" target=_blank>#60</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found it rather insulting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm used to it. It's an extremely common tactic of climate deniers to start 
tossing insults -- another thing they have in common with 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902253 35219 241 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:40:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7902211" target=_blank>#240</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, charles, the determination of who is a protected whistleblower is 
usually left up to the courts to decide.The UK has one of the more liberal 
whistleblower protection laws ( [Link: <A 
href="http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts1998/ukpga_19980023_en_1" 
target=_blank>www.opsi.gov.uk...</A>] ).In the US under Sarbanes-Oxley the 
anonymous disclosure of data is protected ( [Link: <A 
href="http://www.dataprotection.ie/viewtxt.asp?DocID=303&amp;StartDate=1+January
+2009" target=_blank>www.dataprotection.ie...</A>] ) under "whistleblower" laws, 
as long as the data is not personal and related to the crime or deceit being 
reported.</P> 
<P>I have no idea who did it, neither do you. But what seems clear is that when 
I suggest that there be a comprehensive investigation into all of this, you and 
some others get quite defensive.If no wrong doing was done by Jones, et al, at 
CRU, then there is no need to fear such an investigation.As I said, let the 
chips fall where they may, and the charlatans be exposed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Defensive?" Not at all. My attitude is "dismissive." This story is so 
insignificant, the denial industry should be embarrassed as much as (or more 
than) the CRU scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902256 35219 243 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:42:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7902031" target=_blank>#222</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL!</P> 
<P>Denier? Nice emotional outburst there CJ.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not an emotional outburst. Just responding in kind to your insulting, 
condescending comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902265 35219 245 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:47:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7902037" target=_blank>#225</A> 
greengolem64</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the 'defacto' proof of where these e-mails 'came from' 
IS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one is arguing over whether the emails were stolen. They were stolen. I 
don't know WHO stole them any more than you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902274 35219 248 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:52:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7902270" target=_blank>#246</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That may be your opinion, but when a scientist urges other to delete emails, 
and says quite clearly they will delete information rather than divulge, in full 
recognition of the law requiring such disclosure, then it should be 
investigated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, here you are trying to make excuses for whoever STOLE the emails, 
which is a very clear illegal act, not even debatable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902307 35219 251 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:08:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7902285" target=_blank>#249</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm making no excuses.If any illegal act was done, let them be prosecuted.But 
I also say the same about Jones and any staff at CRU who may have violated the 
law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only people accusing anyone at CRU of "breaking the law" are the 
denialists. Phil Jones may end up resigning because of this, just for political 
reasons, but no scientist is going to be "prosecuted" for anything. That's just 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902449 35219 256 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:29:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/7902272" target=_blank>#247</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I close my eyes all this stuff seems sounds identical to someone asking 
"where are the intermediate fossils? Where is the data?", stated by a few, very 
few, mostly self declared, scientists.</P> 
<P>The usual deniers who can do nothing but deny. They produce no data, but only 
mine the work of others to find alleged items of fraud or error, then they 
publish but not for review by scientists (who are becoming the whipping posts of 
the age), but by the uneducated public and the conspiracy buffs of the MSM who 
think it is all a communist conspiracy by politicians.</P> 
<P>We have a few emails that can be interpreted either to be written by a 
fallible human (not the Pope of AGW), or taken out of context, and we have 
equipment readings of the past few years that are found to be wrong, but can be 
adjusted on a rational basis to correct for the earlier measurements, and this 
becomes a smoking gun!</P> 
<P>The Da Vinci Code has nothing on the scope of THIS 
conspiracy./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to believe that people who accused Republicans and the right wing of 
being "anti-science" were exaggerating for partisan reasons.</P> 
<P>I no longer believe this. It's incredibly clear that there's a sizeable 
element of conservatives who have no respect at all for science or scientists, 
and will gladly distort, lie, and spread confusion about scientific issues, 
often deliberately with full knowledge of what they're doing. The story at the 
top of this thread is an excellent example, but it's FAR from the only 
example.</P> 
<P>You're right -- there's a very marked similarity between the methods and 
tactics of creationists, and those of the climate denial industry. And that's 
not just a coincidence -- they're often the same people too. For example, 
climate denier Roy Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902512 35219 260 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:07:14am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7902462" target=_blank>#259</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So CJ - did you read my articles or blow them off in a fit of denying some 
math and science???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful, AJ. You're starting to sound a little emotional here. Overuse of 
punctuation is a giveaway.</P> 
<P>Which articles of yours was I supposed to read and be enlightened by? The one 
where you try to argue that the source code in that package of stolen data 
reveals something fundamental about global warming? I read it, and honestly, I 
think it was a little pathetic; "grasping at straws" is the phrase that occurs 
to me.</P> 
<P>What's in that package of stolen data is exactly what the thief wanted you to 
see, and nothing more. It was cherry-picked to find the stuff they thought was 
the most damaging, and presented to the denial community completely devoid of 
context -- just the way they like it.</P> 
<P>If you think that one program is the sum total of what happens at CRU, you're 
dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902526 35219 264 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:15:51am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902537 35219 265 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 11:20:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7902522" target=_blank>#263</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL! the thief put the data out I wanted to see! Really - and how do you know 
what I wanted to see?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm detecting emotion again. And now you're blatantly twisting my words.</P> 
<P>I'm pretty much finished discussing this with you. You're not debating 
honestly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902482 35221 71 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:42:04am  
 
<P>Ah, Christmas! The time of egg nog, presents, trees, and the religious right 
whining about an imaginary "war."</P> 
<P>'Tis the season to be a victim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902499 35221 86 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:52:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7902480" target=_blank>#69</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is nothing in those emails or documents that have anything to do with 
the AGW debate... There is nothing in those emails or documents that have 
anything to do with the AGW debate... There is nothing in those emails or 
documents that have anything to do with the AGW debate... There is nothing in 
those emails or documents that have anything to do with the AGW debate...</P> 
<P>Keep repeating that...</P> 
<P>That's all I have been told by the AGW proponents, over and over for the last 
week, it's as if the emails and documents were made up or something. They are 



ignoring the emails and documents the same way they ignored any data that may 
have skewed their notions.</P> 
<P>This is not science I am seeing here at all. But, that won't stop people from 
telling the world that they are right and everyone else is wrong.</P> 
<P>Just wait, you'll see it again and again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not ignoring anything. I've read many of the emails myself, and I've 
looked through the documents, including the source code everyone's screaming 
about, and there is absolutely no evidence of any hoaxes or frauds. None.</P> 
<P>This is a phony controversy. It was ginned up specifically to sabotage the 
Copenhagen meeting, and for no other reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902750 35222 16 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:00:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7902736" target=_blank>#5</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting that people who want to deride scientists looking at AGW and 
scientists studying evolutionary biology choose the shortcut of calling both 
fields "religion."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strange, isn't it?</P> 
<P>It's almost as if they believe that calling something a "religion" is an 
insult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902781 35222 36 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:23:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7902771" target=_blank>#30</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Putting number #3 on the same level scientifically with #1 and #2 is a 
fraudulent exaggeration at this point in time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No it isn't. There is an overwhelming amount of scientific evidence that 
human beings are responsible for the rise in CO2 levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902799 35222 52 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:30:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7902790" target=_blank>#45</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question wasn't the rise in CO2 levels, it was the Anthropogenic Global 
Warming part.</P> 
<P>To put AGW theory on the same level as Evolution or the causal link between 
nicotine and cancer is not correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. There is a mountain of evidence that humans are responsible for 
global warming. I know you don't want to admit this, but it's 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902842 35222 90 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:47:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7902829" target=_blank>#79</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. To equate your first paragraph with the later two is to debase 
them. AGW is simply not there yet, to say otherwise is 
propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, you are just wrong. The science behind AGW is absolutely solid, and 
overwhelmingly documented from multiple sources of data. AGW absolutely IS 
"there."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07902845 35222 93 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:50:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7902840" target=_blank>#88</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When we discuss this topic here, we generally only refer to the USA and 
Liberals (or secular progressives) as being guilty of lying for nefarious 
reasons about AGW (scientists are of course always liberals, since they 
understand evolution).</P> 
<P>However it is interesting that essentially every government on the planet has 
been suckered into believing this stuff, and even the biggest polluter, which is 
not known for its high ethical standards, China, has been fooled into agreeing 
it should clean up its act. Those Chinese are not known to be really dumb 
however, so this is puzzling. Perhaps it means that they are in on it? They want 
to destroy the USA by playing along?</P> 
<P>We are lost.//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The conspiracy goes very very deep. Thank goodness we have Christopher 
Monckton and Exxon-Mobil to show us the Troof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902862 35222 108 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 1:57:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7902847" target=_blank>#95</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>In the New Zealand case, the temperature data was adjusted for a very simple 
and very obvious reason -- the station was moved to a higher altitude, where 
temperature readings are naturally lower. There's nothing unusual or strange 
about that kind of adjustment -- in fact, if you don't do the adjustment the 
data will not be accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902878 35222 122 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:06:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7902869" target=_blank>#115</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not arguing, either for or against, any particular circumstance. Just 
pointing out that data filtering is common, and is also not always as 
straightforward as tossing out the outliers.</P> 
<P>Even when tossing outliers, statistical analysis is required to determine 
what, exactly, constitutes an outliers, and why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- data filtering and adjusting is very common, and there are 
always good reasons for it. On those rare occasions in which scientists have 
dishonestly cooked their data, they've been discovered and discredited -- by 
other scientists. There's a very strong incentive NOT to cook data, because it 
will ruin your career.</P> 
<P>Which is why the people screaming about "altered data" in the CRU case are so 
completely off base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902916 35222 160 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7902901" target=_blank>#145</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the issue with the CRU data was and has been that the raw data and 
the methods for adjusting it were not transparent. The code shows why they 



didn't want to do that - they are lousy software engineers with no source 
control and publishing their code would have been an embarrassing, even if the 
adjustments were all necessary and proper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you can't tell that they weren't using some kind of version control 
from the stolen files. Those files were assembled deliberately by the thief, to 
cherry-pick the most damaging stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902933 35222 174 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7902926" target=_blank>#167</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Headline news!</P> 
<P><EM>The Alex Jones Show – LIVE – November 27th With Lord MoncktonPrison 
Planet.com - ?37 minutes ago?</EM></P> 
<P>Seriously. That's some venue they're taking up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's the current climate denial hero of the right wing -- now hanging 
out with the most batshit crazy conspiracy theorist in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902943 35222 184 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7902936" target=_blank>#177</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's more akin to if you don't believe in <EM>their</EM> 
"religion", you're personally insulting them or something.</P> 
<P>BTW, the quote you used to show off the moron deniers in this post really 
goes to the point. I was reading some Hot Air comments the other day and they 
were the most vile and disgustingly offensive bullshit comments I've read in a 
very long time.</P> 
<P>They're just ranting with spittle flying out of their mouths, insulting you, 
Sharmuta, and anyone else here who doesn't "believe" in their particular point 
of view. It's absolutely horrid and repulsive to see. I hadn't been there in 
many months and that place (and Ace as well - I checked that out the other day) 
were just decrepit with oozing bile.</P> 
<P>I am just stunned that people who run those sites simply sit back and 
tolerate that kind of insulting insanity. It's horrific.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's flat-out repulsive. Even at the beginning of LGF, when I wasn't 
moderating comments because I (mistakenly) believed that the community would 
police itself, our comments never even approached the level of deranged raging 
insanity you see at right wing blogs nowadays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902948 35222 188 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:40:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7902946" target=_blank>#186</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Great Alex Jones." - Judge Napolitano</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The full quote from Napolitano is, "The one, the only, the great Alex 
Jones."</P> 
<P>That's Glenn Beck's frequent guest host talking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07902949 35222 189 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 2:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/7902947" target=_blank>#187</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I am well aware of that, it is however the key source of global temperature 
charts and tree ring data for the historical temperature construct.</P> 
<P>IF the CRU data turns out to have been falsified or exaggerated, it does not 
end the Theory of AGW. It would however be a major setback for certain key 
aspects of that theory and require the discarding of a great deal of work which 
relies on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank goodness that isn't going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903092 35222 249 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 4:06:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7903082" target=_blank>#248</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which, IMO, argues for transparency. This would all be a non-issue if places 
like CRU put up their numbers along with the data and methods used for 
processing them. It would also make the results something that others could 
replicate. There'd be nothing to steal. There'd be nothing to give any 
plausibility to cherry picked data if all of the data are available.</P> 
<P>With all that is at stake I don't see a justification for keeping sources and 
methods in this field secret. As for the potential that detractors would then 
use the information to make exaggerated claims about what was done and why, that 
has been an ongoing aspect of science for a very long time and scientists should 
have nothing to fear in the bargain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more to it than that. The data is not all from one place or even from 
one country, and many of the countries involved have laws about what can and 
can't be shared. Also, many of the agencies that collected the data have their 
own rules about it.</P> 
<P>I've said several times in these discussions that I understand WHY the 
scientists at CRU were resistant to sharing data with people like Steven 
McIntyre, whose only reason for asking for the data was so that they could 
cherry-pick through it for new out-of-context denialist talking points.</P> 
<P>It's understandable, but for political reasons it would be better to just go 
ahead, share the data, and deal with the inevitable deniers' distortions, rather 
than create the impression that they're trying to hide 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904331 35222 273 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:40:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7903395" target=_blank>#267</A> 
nmdesertrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is what this climate scientist is saying, including posting her 
statement on ClimateAudit: [Link: <A 
href="http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/11/27/a-climate-scientist-on-
climate-skeptics/" target=_blank>dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You cannot massage the data to meet your desired outcome, no more than you 
can refuse to believe your indications because they don't fit the casuality. 
(TMI: rising pressurizer level can mean that reactor fill is working, but it can 
also mean that there is a steam bubble in the core.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No data was "massaged" to make it meet a desired outcome. Applying 
corrections to data to account for external factors and anomalies is absolutely 
standard, scientifically valid practice. The people who are screaming about data 
corrections are only showing their ignorance of what it takes to handle very 
large datasets.</P> 



<P>Actually, some of these people are ignorant -- and others are deliberately 
distorting the meaning of data corrections to promote a denialist 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903003 35223 8 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:06:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7902997" target=_blank>#4</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His feet have many bullet holes already. One more won't matter to those that 
believe what he says.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/303/7899803" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903006 35223 11 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:08:29pm  
 
<P>Here's Monckton talking about AIDS:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>.. there is only one way to stop AIDS. That is to screen the entire 
population regularly and to quarantine all carriers of the disease for life. 
Every member of the population should be blood-tested every month ... all those 
found to be infected with the virus, even if only as carriers, should be 
isolated compulsorily, immediately, and permanently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hero of the climate skeptics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903022 35223 24 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:20:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7903019" target=_blank>#22</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the Disco Institute is really hyping up the CRU news over at 
Evolution News &amp; Views.</P> 
<P>Lots of <EM>corollary</EM> here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Proving once again that climate change deniers and creationists are very 
often the same people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903023 35223 25 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7903018" target=_blank>#21</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monckton is not a particularly influential voice amongst those that have 
scientific doubts about climate change. For my part, I read Climate Audit, 
Lucia's Blackboard, Dr. Roy Spencer's blog, and Roger Pielke Jr.'s blog. 
Actually all 4 of them believe that humanity is causing changes in our 
temperature. These are rational and heavily scientific blogs, and reveal 
significant problems in the "consensus" view, specifically with the accuracy of 
the climate models &amp; the legitimacy of climate reconstructions. There are 
multiple problems that have not been adequately explained in the literature. The 
recent data leak at CRU backs up years of work by Steve McIntyre (Climate Audit) 
on their studies. There has been a concerted effort to deny access to data for a 
long, long time; the emails simply put it in black and white. Charles I really 
wish you would not be so keen to pile on fringe elements of this debate, while 
ignoring the sane voices (not just referring to this post...). If you only read 
the comments section of Anthony Watts' page, the "articles" of Lord Monckton, 



and the ramblings of Alex Jones, you'll get the impression that the skeptics are 
a bunch of insane science-hating people. The reality is a bit different. It's 
like when people used to pull out anti-Muslim comments from LGF and then portray 
the entire site as a cesspool of racism. It's not accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that Dr. Roy Spencer is a creationist? Does that matter to you 
when judging his scientific credibility?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903027 35223 27 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:25:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7903018" target=_blank>#21</A> kf</EM></P> 
<P>Also ...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monckton is not a particularly influential voice amongst those that have 
scientific doubts about climate change. For my part, I read Climate 
Audit...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that Steve McIntyre frequently cites Monckton at Climate 
Audit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903031 35223 30 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7903028" target=_blank>#28</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an ad hominem argument, and a fallacy. His (probably religious) 
belief in God creating the world has no bearing on his ability to analyze the 
atmosphere and temperature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I know that would be your answer?</P> 
<P>So it's your position that Spencer's creationism has no bearing at all on his 
scientific credibility?</P> 
<P>I think most people would disagree with that kind of 
assessment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903036 35223 33 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:31:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7903033" target=_blank>#32</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No he doesn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=
en&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=monckton+site%3Aclimateaudit.org&amp;aq=f&am
p;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>Yes, he does.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903041 35223 35 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7903033" target=_blank>#32</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take issue with the word denier. It's used precisely to invoke images of 
the Holocaust.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. The word "denier" is a perfectly good English word that means 
someone "denies" the truth about something. It's not reserved exclusively for 
use with Holocaust deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903048 35223 42 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:38:34pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7903044" target=_blank>#38</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither of those is posted by Steve, and in fact if you will click the first 
link, you will see that "John A" states clearly that Steve does not agree with 
Mockton.</P> 
<P>I have no reason to lie you about this: Monckton is a fringe element and is 
of very, very little relevance in this debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean, "neither of those?" My link to Google shows 80 results from 
McIntyre's site for "Monckton." There are a lot of posts defending him and 
citing his "work" at Climate Audit. If McIntyre doesn't agree with Monckton and 
really believes he's a "fringe" character, maybe he shouldn't allow so much 
praise for him at his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903051 35223 45 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:40:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7903039" target=_blank>#34</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles its a fallacy...what else would be my answer?</P> 
<P>No I do not think it has any bearing on his scientific credibility. 
Additionally, it's pretty obvious to me that it is a religious decision, not a 
scientific one.</P> 
<P>To put it more simply...if Einstein put out the theory of relativity and then 
murdered someone, you could not say that the theory of relativity is bunk 
because it was produced by a murderer. The two are separate events. You cannot 
disprove the entirety Roy Spencer's work by saying that he is a creationist.</P> 
<P>Roy Spencer might end up being the key to the entire debate about climate 
models. The relationship between heightened levels of CO2 and atmospheric cloud 
cover is unknown, and SPECULATED by the climate models to have a positive 
correlation. Roy is working extensively on trying to figure out the exact 
relationship so that the climate models can be much more 
precise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous. Spencer is not only a creationist, he's written articles 
supporting the teaching of "intelligent design" creationism in public school 
science classes. The kindest way to refer to someone who believes that kind of 
stuff is "kook." I prefer "charlatan" myself.</P> 
<P>And to claim that a belief in creationism has no bearing on a person's 
scientific credibility is just ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903058 35223 51 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:46:24pm  
 
<P>Of course the BNP is jumping on the bandwagon -- that's what they do. They 
see that this has got the far right buzzing like angry bees, and they want some 
of that action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903070 35223 58 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:51:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7903064" target=_blank>#53</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roy Spencer thinks this is in error, and that the feedback is closer to 0 or 
even negative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roy Spencer also believes that the theory of evolution is in error.</P> 
<P>Not a single credible scientist agrees with Spencer's bizarre CO2 
theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07903080 35223 65 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 3:58:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7903074" target=_blank>#60</A> kf</EM></P> 
<P>As for Roger Pielke, here's a good sampling of his reputation in the 
scientific community; just pick any link and start reading:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=pie
lke&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903110 35223 92 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 4:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7903096" target=_blank>#79</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We know, as you have already stated, have made up your mind. But Charles- 
flexibility is the sign of a powerful intellect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then my intellect must be mighty indeed, because the fact is that I've 
CHANGED my opinion on global warming, after a determined effort to educate 
myself on the scientific issues involved. I used to be an unthinking skeptic 
like you, inflexible and dogmatic, believing the propaganda I was fed by 
deniers.</P> 
<P>But then I took the initiative to actually learn things, on my own, without 
being filtered through people with deceptive agendas.</P> 
<P>Flexibility really is a wonderful thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903163 35223 142 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 4:52:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7903124" target=_blank>#105</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>You've provided us with a beautiful example of the convergence of climate 
deniers and creationists! Thank you so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903172 35223 150 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 4:56:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7903171" target=_blank>#149</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I smell quote mines in here? Where are the deniers quote mines 
located?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. It's classic quote mining. We used to see this a lot at LGF from 
creationists, and now we're seeing it from the global warming 
deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903179 35223 156 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 4:59:21pm  
 
<P>Wow. I just took a quick drive to the store for some staples (i.e. beer) and 
turned on the radio to hear Tim Conway Jr. regurgitating every single right wing 
talking point about the CRU emails -- including the points that have been 
completely debunked, like the story about the BBC getting a copy a month ago 
(they didn't).</P> 



<P>This is what's stirring up the idiots -- there are talk show hosts and 
websites that could not possibly care less about telling the truth or fact 
checking anything. I couldn't believe what I was hearing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903186 35223 163 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:02:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7903169" target=_blank>#148</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;q=Dr+Raymond+V.+Damadian%2C+M.D.%2C+Pione
er+of+magnetic+resonance+imaging+%28MRI%29.+Damadian+was+passed+over+for+a+Nobel
+prize+%282003%29+for+the+discovery+and+development+of+MRI.+When+you+have+an+MRI
+scan+done%2C+all+you+evolutionists+can+thank+creationist+Damadian+for+his+pione
ering+research.&amp;fp=281c1ccb2828077e" target=_blank>Quote 
mining</A>/busted</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It came straight from a loony creationist website. You can't trust any 
of that, by the way. These people often include scientists on their silly lists 
that aren't creationists. And don't waste your time tracking down every person 
listed. That's what they want you to do -- it's the whole point of dumping a big 
turd like that, to get you to run all over the place checking it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903206 35223 179 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:15:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7903203" target=_blank>#177</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again I go, "Heh."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey! Just because someone is a cretin doesn't mean they can't also be a 
brilliant genius scientist!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903211 35223 184 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:17:59pm  
 
<P>Oh mama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903240 35223 210 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:32:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7903225" target=_blank>#196</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is Tim Conway Jr?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Son of the comedian Tim Conway who was on the Carol Burnett show for many 
years. But not funny at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903242 35223 212 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:33:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/7903230" target=_blank>#200</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Akin to refusing to validate some guys scientific achievements simply because 
he the head of the KKK and truly believes negros are inferior, geneticaly flawed 
and really just an animal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903270 35223 238 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:49:16pm  
 
<P>Apparently, they're on a rotating schedule tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903278 35223 245 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 5:52:43pm  
 
<P>The incredibly stupid CRU-gate story just got even stupider:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://spectator.org/blog/2009/11/24/climate-gate-
development-cei-f" target=_blank>spectator.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903325 35223 269 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:15:58pm  
 
<P>Here they come again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903382 35223 281 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:48:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7903349" target=_blank>#277</A> 
caliphibian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think evolution is the "intelligent design" of God.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that explains why you're making excuses for creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903581 35223 295 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:47:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7903559" target=_blank>#294</A> gareth</EM></P> 
<P>Right, because advocating lifetime concentration camps for sick people really 
doesn't play well, does it?</P> 
<P>Oh, but he said he was sorry! Well, all's forgiven then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903293 35224 3 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:03:01pm  
 
<P>The right wing is now suing NASA.</P> 
<P>And yet, it's still not weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903305 35224 11 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:07:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7903298" target=_blank>#6</A> Bobibutu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such a litigious society - to many people with too much time on their 
hands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed on the litigious society part, but please note that this is part of a 
very coordinated effort to sabotage the Copenhagen climate summit. There's big 
money behind this, and multinational corporations that are very scared of that 
summit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903307 35224 12 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:07:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7903303" target=_blank>#9</A> midow</EM></P> 
<P>Rotating schedule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903338 35224 30 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7903330" target=_blank>#25</A> Wind Rider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But. considering that you appear to have dug in your heels on this one - a 
very admirable trait, I may add, <I>when you are right</I>, please take a step 
back, and check that you're not taking on some of the attributes that you have 
so notably denounced in the behaviors of others. You're beginning to have the 
tenor of a zealot on this issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I took a step back and gave it some careful consideration.</P> 
<P>And there's no doubt in my mind that this is a completely bogus lawsuit, 
filed by people who are in the pocket of the energy industry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903344 35224 35 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:26:28pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903348 35224 37 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:28:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7903342" target=_blank>#33</A> midow</EM></P> 
<P>Where have you been since February 2008? This story just caught your interest 
after all that time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903362 35224 47 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7903360" target=_blank>#45</A> midow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That money comes out of the legal department budget; it's already obligated 
whether it goes to this case or some other. It's money spent in any 
case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to be amazingly knowledgeable about the details of this 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903366 35224 51 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:40:10pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_Enterprise_Institute" 
target=_blank>Competitive Enterprise Institute</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other documents in the LTDL show that CEI has received funding directly from 
various tobacco companies.[6],[7],[8] For example, the listing on the Philip 
Morris Glossary of Names: C gives the note "Received public policy grant from 
Philip Morris (1995); Pro-market public interest group dedicated to advancing 
the principles of free enterprise and limited government."</P> 
<P>ExxonMobil Corporation was a major donor to CEI, with over $2 million in 
contributions between 1998 and 2005. [9] In 2002 the company gave $405,000;[10] 
in 2004 it gave CEI $180,000 that was earmarked for "global climate change and 
global climate change outreach." [9] In 2006, the company announced that it had 
ended its funding for the group.[11]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07903378 35224 62 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:45:17pm  
 
<P>The CEI even had the nerve to put me on their mailing list today (without 
asking permission), which is how I learned about this ridiculous frivolous 
lawsuit.</P> 
<P>The denial industry is in full court press mode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903385 35224 67 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:49:06pm  
 
<P>Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903397 35224 75 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:55:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7903380" target=_blank>#63</A> midow</EM></P> 
<P>Are you associated with the CEI?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903401 35224 79 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 6:58:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7903398" target=_blank>#76</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the left would treat AGW seriously then I think more people would take it 
seriously.</P> 
<P>Carbon offset credits? Clunkers? Cap and Trade?</P> 
<P>Really? Those are your solutions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There may come a time when you'll look back on those measures and wish you 
hadn't been so negative toward them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903407 35224 84 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:00:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7903400" target=_blank>#78</A> midow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Not in any capacity. Only heard of it recently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So .. you were just kind of guessing when you wrote this?</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7903360" target=_blank>#45</A> midow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That money comes out of the legal department budget; it's already obligated 
whether it goes to this case or some other. It's money spent in any 
case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because that sure seems to indicate that you know something about the 
organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903428 35224 103 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:07:36pm  
 
<P>Looks like it's going to be one of those nights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903433 35224 107 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:09:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7903408" target=_blank>#85</A> Wind Rider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Engage your mind, instead of your heart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Occasionally, I have to tell myself to just let it go and not answer an 
insulting comment.</P> 
<P>This is one of those times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903438 35224 112 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7903413" target=_blank>#90</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fleeing Bulls, Blundering Butchers: An Odd Eid In Turkey. Bulls Put Half 
Dozen Butchers In Hospital.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for the bulls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903459 35224 127 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7903444" target=_blank>#116</A> Wind 
Rider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No sir, that was not an insult - that was a request.</P> 
<P>It's hard to see someone you've come to regard as a champion exhibit some of 
the same behaviors that you once cheered him to deride.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, I was a champion as long as I was saying what you wanted to 
hear. As soon as I challenged your prejudices, suddenly I was nuts and needed an 
intervention.</P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903462 35224 130 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:15:52pm  
 
<P>Yep. Looks like the word has gone out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903481 35224 148 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:22:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7903469" target=_blank>#137</A> Wind 
Rider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I do NOT see is the math. The math just does not fit. It flat out 
doesn't work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really?</P> 
<P>Which part of "the math" doesn't work, exactly? Please be specific and list 
the equations that don't work. You seem so sure about this, it shouldn't be 
difficult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903488 35224 155 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:24:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7903482" target=_blank>#149</A> Wind 
Rider</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, come on! I'm waiting to find out which part of "the math" doesn't work. 
Don't leave before you enlighten me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903493 35224 160 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:25:14pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7903489" target=_blank>#156</A> Wind 
Rider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Charles - it's a question of scale. That's all.</P> 
<P>I'll just leave with a reference to the futility of teaching a pig to sing, 
which I'm sure applies in the other direction as well. Good evening, 
gentlemen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on! Just one equation, that's all I'm asking for!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903507 35224 173 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:28:37pm  
 
<P>I'm bummed. Where's the math? I was so looking forward to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903547 35224 211 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:37:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7903534" target=_blank>#198</A> midow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: the math. I don't suppose it would be useful here to link to Eric 
Raymond's analysis of the CRU programs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it wouldn't.</P> 
<P>Raymond's "analysis" is ridiculous. He looked at one tiny programming module 
that applied corrections, then decided it was proof of wrongdoing with NO 
CONTEXT whatsoever, based on the COMMENTS that were in the source code.</P> 
<P>It's beyond ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903556 35224 220 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:38:42pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903562 35224 225 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:40:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7903552" target=_blank>#216</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.schmanck.de/0707.1161v4.pdf" 
target=_blank>http://www.schmanck.de/0707.1161v4.pdf</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fool who wrote that "paper" is actually denying that the greenhouse 
effect exists at all.</P> 
<P>Are you aware of how ridiculous that is? Do you realize that the greenhouse 
effect has been documented and proven science for decades?</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903566 35224 229 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:41:47pm  
 
<P>And now we have the combination creationist/climate deniers showing up, to 
argue that a belief in creationism should be perfectly acceptable in a 
scientist. Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903587 35224 247 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:50:16pm  
 
<P>Stop the climate change scientific fascist steam roller now!</P> 



<P>Do it for the bats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903593 35224 253 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:52:12pm  
 
<P>The bats need our help. Won't you look into your heart and give until it 
hurts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903602 35224 261 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/7903599" target=_blank>#258</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is your beer of choice, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything that isn't made from bats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903616 35224 274 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 7:59:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7903605" target=_blank>#264</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>I can't believe you actually expect that nonsense to be taken 
seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903623 35224 281 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:02:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7903622" target=_blank>#280</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not Labatt's Blue?</P> 
<P>Charles? Why do you hate Canada? Eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903630 35224 287 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:06:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7903613" target=_blank>#271</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>This is your blog - so you are entitled to post what you want with your own 
comments. Some disagree with you.</P> 
<P>1 At the start of this you said the CRU stuff was a hack, defintely not a 
leak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I did not say anything like that. I said the university had released a 
statement calling it a hack. They did.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you now accept that it looks more like a leak ? Which in English law would 
be difficult to be proven as a crime)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't. But thanks for confirming the reason why you deniers are so 
anxious to prove that it's a leak -- because it gets you off the hook for 
suborning illegal activity.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2 You have been asked MANY times to comment on the Harry-file stuff. Which 
suggests that the whole coding of the data is a mess, that there were all sorts 



of unexplained "fudges" of the basic data. Have you ever responded to this ? I 
THINK NOT .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try to keep up. I've responded to this stupid bogus point several times. It's 
in my comments. I don't feel like repeating myself AGAIN.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3 You predicted that the whole "Climategate" thing would be dead, press 
coverage was effectively finished. Do you agree you are wrong? Over here the 
story is on TV, radio, and the newspapers. And there is plenty of new stuff in 
the US press.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's dying the death. It's not going anywhere. Kaput. Finito. It's over, 
Johnnie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903634 35224 290 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:08:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7903632" target=_blank>#288</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>The word "denier" has a clear connotaion, a clear link to Holocaust denial. 
It is an offensive word, an insult, And you know that.</P> 
<P>I am very surprised that you sling it around at every turn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the word "denier" means "one who denies facts." There's no rule that says 
it can only be used to describe Holocaust deniers. But nice try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903643 35224 299 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7903635" target=_blank>#291</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if they are fools you can easily refute their maths, can you? I can't 
wait. I'm buzzing with anticipation.</P> 
<P>So, it’s early in the morning here (5:00 am), I’ll check it 
tomorrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you aren't holding your breath. I have much better things to do with 
my time than chase after this kind of idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903644 35224 300 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:14:38pm  
 
<P>This thread is really beginning to remind me of our old creationism threads. 
Good times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903653 35224 308 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:21:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7903651" target=_blank>#306</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you equate creation nutters with people who are sceptical about AGW 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Simple -- because they are often the same people. See: Roy Spencer, the 
Discovery Institute, everyone on Fox News, etc.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As does the word "denier" - which has a known connotion. It does not help the 
debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Now you're repeating yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903662 35224 317 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:25:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7903657" target=_blank>#312</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Not surprised at all. Sometimes it just takes one look to realize that 
something is completely batshit crazy. And a "paper" that argues there's no such 
thing as a greenhouse effect is one of those times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903669 35224 323 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7903666" target=_blank>#321</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet another one. That's three so far.</P> 
<P>Anyone speaking out for the G/T study besides Sean Hannity and American 
Thinker?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sheer ignorance is almost painful. The greenhouse effect has been 
completely uncontroversial, well-understood science for more than 100 years. 
There's absolutely no doubt that it's real. We even see it operating on other 
planets in our solar system; Venus is a perfect example of a runaway greenhouse 
effect leading to extremely high surface temperatures, because the atmosphere is 
so high in CO2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903683 35224 337 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:44:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7903679" target=_blank>#333</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>Other than here at your blog, I did not know what a creationist was. 
Certainly not among anyone I have ever known in my nearly-three-score-years-and-
ten.</P> 
<P>Which is why I think it is offensive - indeed cheap - of you to lump any 
sceptic on AGW in the same camp as the creationalist nutters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've already pointed out that creationists and climate deniers are often 
the very same people, and even gave you several examples. That's why I think 
it's stupid - indeed really really dumb - of you to keep arguing about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903689 35224 343 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:46:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7903688" target=_blank>#342</A> 
jpwhitmore</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out this comment from the spectator article</P> 
<P>Hilarious and yet scary</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's mass insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903698 35224 352 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:50:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/7903695" target=_blank>#349</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sure knocks out all the catch phrases. It still doesn't make sense to me 
why it's a conservative value to deny global warming or evolution. There's 
nothing really conservative about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it is a "conservative" value -- but it definitely is a right 
wing value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903701 35224 355 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:52:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7903697" target=_blank>#351</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. You're really onto something there. Have you let the scientists know all 
this stuff? I'm sure they'll stop using models as soon as they realize how 
futile it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903706 35224 360 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 8:54:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7903704" target=_blank>#358</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Models can work. I spend my life working with them.</P> 
<P>But you have to do it correctly. If you don't, then it is just another case 
of garbage in - garbage out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you're going to get in contact with NASA's scientists right away and 
let them know where they've gone wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903722 35224 376 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/7903721" target=_blank>#375</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not so sure of that. In 2007, the models showed decreasing polar ice in 
2008 and 2009. Instead, the minimum ice coverage increased.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not true.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35162_Greenland_Ice_Melting_Faster
_Than_Ever" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34941_The_Arctic_Ice_is_Getting_Yo
unger" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>In fact, recent ice cap measurements show that polar ice is melting even 
FASTER than predicted by the models.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903733 35224 387 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:20:33pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/7903727" target=_blank>#381</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Copenhagen ?</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/copenhagen-climate-change-
confe/6672875/Whos-to-blame-for-Climategate.html" 
target=_blank>www.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course you can expect the Telegraph and the Daily Fail to continue doing 
their best to hype this non-story as long as possible. The reason this data was 
stolen was specifically to sabotage the Copenhagen meeting, and the denial 
industry is going to work overtime to try to make that happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903744 35224 397 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:29:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7903737" target=_blank>#391</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand about the Daily Mail, but why would you say that about the 
Telegraph? I've always found it to be a good and reliable 
newspaper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Telegraph is a hardcore climate denial mouthpiece. Writer James 
Delingpole is one of the craziest anti-AGW journalists currently employed at a 
major newspaper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903746 35224 399 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/7903743" target=_blank>#396</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually the Daily Mail has been mostly Agnostic on the subject of AGW until 
just recently when they started to print a few sceptical items.The Telegraph, 
like most of the MSM and all main political parities has always been pro-
AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not true. The Telegraph is anti-AGW -- extremely so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903753 35224 406 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:36:01pm  
 
<P>By the way, it's not "models" that show the increasingly rapid loss of sea 
ice at both poles -- it's actual physical measurements, both from satellites and 
from ground-based scientific teams.</P> 
<P>This is a fact. The North Pole in particular is almost certainly going to 
become open ocean in the near future -- the amount of "old ice" has declined 
drastically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903758 35224 411 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:38:57pm  
 
<P>Photographic evidence of the loss of sea ice -- kept classified by the Bush 
administration and recently released by the Obama administration:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trueslant.com/jeffmcmahon/2009/07/26/declassified-
arctic-ice-photos/" target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>These pictures are really disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903775 35224 427 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7903771" target=_blank>#424</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Disturbing and shameful. That a president would have suppressed such 
information. Ironically if it wasn't released by the current administration it 
would have required a FOIA request.</P> 
<P>Classified climate and geological information. That's probably a 
first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. This is a REAL cover-up, and one big reason why the Bush 
administration has such a terrible reputation among scientists. This isn't the 
only time they covered up or classified evidence of global warming, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903783 35224 435 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 9:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/7903780" target=_blank>#432</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is one of my favorite web sites. And if you compare Jan1, 1979 to Jan 1, 
2009, they are nearly the same.</P> 
<P>Discussions of a viable northwest passage generally omit that the Arctic 
ocean re-freezes in the winter. The blogs of the yachts that try the northwest 
passage tell stories of barely making it before the winter ice starts growing in 
September.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you just ignoring the links that have been posted showing you that 
the ice caps have declined drastically, and continuing to push false 
claims?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903791 35224 443 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:01:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7903788" target=_blank>#440</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But we do have the overall ice pictures of the polar icecaps. Every year, the 
ice pulls away from the shoreline. In some years, it is earlier than in others. 
2007 was an early year. 2008 was a later year. There are web cams in Pt Barrow 
that show the ice on a daily basis. I do not see this as an anti-scientific bias 
on the part of Bush. They were always reluctant to release spy 
photographs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously trying to claim that the Barrow picture doesn't show an 
astounding loss of sea ice?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903796 35224 448 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:06:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/7903788" target=_blank>#440</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But we do have the overall ice pictures of the polar icecaps. Every year, the 
ice pulls away from the shoreline. In some years, it is earlier than in others. 
2007 was an early year. 2008 was a later year. There are web cams in Pt Barrow 
that show the ice on a daily basis. I do not see this as an anti-scientific bias 
on the part of Bush. They were always reluctant to release spy 
photographs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for your claim that the ice was back again in 2008 -- no, <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/jul/26/climate-change-obama-
administration" target=_blank>it was not</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The photographs demonstrate starkly how global warming is changing the 
Arctic. More than a million square kilometres of sea ice - a record loss - were 
missing in the summer of 2007 compared with the previous year.</P> 
<P>Nor has this loss shown any sign of recovery. Ice cover for 2008 was almost 
as bad as for 2007, and this year levels look equally sparse.</P> 
<P>"These are one-metre resolution images, which give you a big picture of the 
summertime Arctic," said Thorsten Markus of Nasa's Goddard Space Flight Centre. 
"This is the main reason why we are so thrilled about it. One-metre resolution 
is the dimension that's been missing."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07903803 35224 455 Charles Fri, Nov 27, 2009 10:11:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/7903801" target=_blank>#453</A> Chip 
Designer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not ignoring them. I draw different conclusions from the data. A lot of 
ice melted in the summer of 2007. And by Jan 1, 2008, it had grown back to 2007 
levels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is just absolutely NOT true.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not as convinced about the new ice vs the old ice arguments. The new ice 
is 6 feet thick. Subsequent years growth doesn't add that much more, since the 
ice acts as an insulator over the sea water.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, scientists around the world who have studied the collected 
measurements ARE convinced. We should ignore them and believe you ... why, 
exactly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904367 35224 547 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 11:06:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/7904353" target=_blank>#546</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Debate by downding ?No factual counter argument as to my refutation of the 
great Bush conspiracy to suppress those photos, even though they were already 
distributed to scientists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you're wrong, again. The photographs were classified and kept secret 
from the public -- that's a fact.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/topNews/idUSTRE56F6N220090716?feedType=RSS&
amp;feedName=topNews&amp;rpc=76" target=_blank>U.S. releases unclassified spy 
images of Arctic ice</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The images were derived from classified images made as part of the Medea 
program, which lets scientists request spy pictures from environmentally 
sensitive locations around the globe.</P> 
<P>Medea scientists asked for intelligence images of Arctic sea ice during the 
summer melting season, but these were considered unsuitable for public release. 
Images suitable for release were made, but were not made public until 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no way to spin this to make it not disgraceful, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904473 35224 550 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:32:03pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/7904450" target=_blank>#548</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Last week the US government released more than a thousand intelligence 
images of Arctic ice that have been used to help scientists study the impact of 
climate change. The images were taken by spy satellites, as part of the Medea 
program, which lets scientists request spy pictures from environmentally 
sensitive locations around the world. <STRONG>After they were taken, the Bush 
Administration released the photographs to the scientists</STRONG> but deemed 
them "unsuitable for public release."[Link: <A 
href="http://www.universetoday.com/2009/07/27/declassified-ice-loss-images/" 
target=_blank>www.universetoday.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/jeffmcmahon/2009/07/26/declassified-arctic-ice-
photos/" target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>One more time:</P> 
<P><STRONG>"After they were taken, the Bush Administration released the 
photographs to the scientists"</STRONG></P> 
<P>Sorry, I'm not buying the conspiracy theory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a stupid comment. There's no "conspiracy theory." The Bush 
administration kept the photos classified and did not release them to the 
public. This is something known as a "fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904489 35224 552 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:56:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/7904487" target=_blank>#551</A> docrambo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turning Global Warming into a religion is intellectually damning-whether 
you're conservative or liberal--tree hugger or tree cutter. The argument that 
"all", "the majority", "the preponderance" of scientists believe in Global 
Warming and its detrimental effects is not correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just flat-out false. It is absolutely true that the vast majority of 
climate scientists are convinced BY EVIDENCE that global warming is occurring 
and that human beings are responsible for it.</P> 
<P>The rest of your comment is the standard litany of ridiculous anti-science 
falsehoods that get dumped into every climate change thread at LGF, in 
transparent attempts to increase the noise level and fool the 
gullible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904504 35224 555 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:14:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/7904497" target=_blank>#554</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"cover-up" would imply a conspiracy to hide information.</P> 
<P>I don't see a "cover-up" when the photos were distributed to scientists prior 
to the release to the public.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, it was a cover-up. No conspiracy involved -- the Bush 
administration simply did the same thing they did with numerous other pieces of 
global warming evidence -- they kept it from the public.</P> 
<P>It does not matter whether the photos were released to scientists. They 
remained off limits to the public, and that was a deliberate choice by the Bush 
administration.</P> 
<P>I understand that you're trying to toss out the word "conspiracy theory" in 
order to mock this story and minimize it as much as possible.</P> 



<P>Meanwhile, you have no problem at all with a conspiracy to steal data from 
the University of East Anglia, cherry-pick through it, and release a 
deliberately biased selection in order to sabotage the Copenhagen summit. That 
was a REAL conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904508 35224 557 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:19:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7904507" target=_blank>#556</A> 
woodentop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "evidence" that humans are responsible comes from a smoke-filled room of 
AGW scientists who have a vested interested in concluding that, 
no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904516 35224 560 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:24:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/7904513" target=_blank>#559</A> docrambo</EM></P> 
<P>Your comment is so incredibly ignorant and misguided, it isn't even wrong. 
It's just weird.</P> 
<P>Why are you anxious to portray climate science as a "religion?" Obviously, 
you think there's something less valid about religion, or you wouldn't be using 
that comparison as a smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904531 35224 566 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:47:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7904526" target=_blank>#563</A> 
woodentop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I understand matters, the attribution of warming to human activity is an 
opinion of IPCC members, based on the absence of any other explanation and 
computer models which (on a circular basis) have the CO2 warming built 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, you don't understand matters at all. I'm probably wasting my time, 
because you've already demonstrated that you believe scientists are engaged in a 
conspiracy to defraud the public. But the FACTS are that there is a mountain of 
physical evidence, temperature measurements, sea ice measurements, etc., that 
has led the vast majority of climate scientists to accept that humans are 
causing global warming, by putting many gigatons of greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help me out here. I have a science degree (computing and physics) and I'm now 
a lawyer but I am failing to see the evidence for AGW. On the contrary, the 
indications are that this is a scam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a scam. If you want to educate yourself instead of simply accepting 
the propaganda of climate change deniers, here's a link at RealClimate to 
numerous sources of data; you could start there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/data-sources/" 
target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I suspect you're going to just dismiss it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904533 35224 568 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:49:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7904527" target=_blank>#564</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used "conspiracy theory" not only accurately, but also to try and wake some 
people up to the creeping zealotry that accompanies this topic.It blinds people 
to many things, and causes lapses in judgement.</P> 
<P>And that applies to both sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You used "conspiracy theory" in a very transparent attempt to excuse away the 
FACT that the Bush administration deliberately kept those photographs 
classified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904534 35224 569 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:50:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7904532" target=_blank>#567</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did the reply go into never never land?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unclosed blockquote tag. If you reload, I fixed it for you and the rest of 
your comment is now visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904547 35224 576 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 1:59:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7904539" target=_blank>#572</A> docrambo</EM></P> 
<P>Another litany of denialist talking points, with so many falsehoods and lies 
it isn't worth answering. Tedious.</P> 
<P>This is exactly the same way creationists argue -- they dump a load of 
nonsense talking points and lies, refuse to answer any replies, then accuse 
scientists of being "religious." It's amazing how similarly these two groups 
behave -- it must be their mutual loathing of science that causes 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904551 35224 578 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:04:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/7904550" target=_blank>#577</A> 
woodentop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, realclimate is run by proponents of AGW. I've been there before and 
it's an unsatisfying place, with a clear agenda. At least here one can read both 
sides of the debate and I thank you for that.</P> 
<P>As far as education goes, I'll stick with my old school knowledge of the 
physical world and a cynical eye on politicians who seem to be rather keen on 
the whole thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just as I predicted. You simply dismissed it all without even looking at it. 
No surprises here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904557 35224 582 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/7904555" target=_blank>#580</A> 
woodentop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have looked at it, as I indicated in my post, and have formed the 
appropriate conclusion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Really? You looked at the dozens of data sources listed on that page, and 
decided they were all bunk, in about ten minutes?</P> 
<P>Wow. Impressive. (I knew I was wasting my time.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904558 35224 583 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:15:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/7904541" target=_blank>#574</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sample distortion from Newsbusters:</P> 
<P><A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/kyle-drennen/2009/10/15/cbs-warns-
thinning-arctic-ice-may-speed-global-warming" 
target=_blank>Newsbusters</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's so much dishonesty and lying going on at the right wing blogs over 
this issue, it's simply disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904573 35224 592 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:35:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/7904570" target=_blank>#591</A> DocRambo</EM></P> 
<P>You're spewing pseudo-scientific gobbledygook. If you want to be respected, 
stop coming off as a kook. I'm not impressed with attempts to paint yourself as 
a victim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904633 35224 599 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:15:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7904577" target=_blank>#593</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I recommend you go speak with Eli Rabett, who knows a heck of a lot 
about Chemistry, who has a blog:[Link: <A href="http://rabett.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>rabett.blogspot.com...</A>]and will be able to answer your 
questions regarding chemistry and AGW.</P> 
<P>However, he is one professor who will not suffer fools, so you better bring 
your A game.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wasting your time with this one. He'll just dismiss anything you say 
out of hand. He's a true believer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904899 35224 603 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:01:59pm  
 
<P>If you post another message in all caps, I'll block your account. That's not 
acceptable at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904924 35224 605 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:14:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/7904909" target=_blank>#604</A> DocRambo</EM></P> 
<P>You're telling me to be objective -- after you dumped a load of ludicrous 
pseudo-scientific rubbish into this thread like a talking parrot? That's a 
hoot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905474 35224 611 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:55:52pm  
 



<P>I've had more than enough of DocRambo's crap, and he's not welcome to post 
this rubbish at LGF any more.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904345 35226 21 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:47:22am  
 
<P>If the priest mentioned in the article abused a child every two weeks for 25 
years, that's more than 650 children this rotten bastard 
molested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904468 35226 131 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:26:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7904446" target=_blank>#120</A> 
daddycrack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, it was the church's attempts to please people and retain their 
population that had them lower their standards and allow these monsters into the 
priesthood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sixty years ago, the Catholic Church was not trying to "please people" at 
all. If you're referring to Vatican 2, that took place in the 1960s -- at least 
20 years after the scope of this investigation began.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but you can't blame this on efforts to "please 
people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904471 35226 133 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:30:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7904465" target=_blank>#130</A> 
daddycrack</EM></P> 
<P>That's fine with me. If you're going to try to make excuses for the Catholic 
Church's role in this horrific scandal, and blame it on some imaginary attempt 
to "please people," I don't want you around anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904484 35226 138 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:42:17pm  
 
<P>I can hardly believe we had a flounce-off over this topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905489 35226 170 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:05:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7905167" target=_blank>#169</A> DocRambo</EM></P> 
<P>That's disgusting. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909368 35226 178 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:15:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7908318" target=_blank>#176</A> BIGDUKE 
6</EM></P> 
<P>I'm through letting bigots like you give my site a bad reputation. Go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904455 35227 4 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 12:08:46pm  
 
<P>Check out this awesome $500 Citizen watch for $200:</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000EQU0Y6/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Citizen Men's Eco-Drive Black Ion-Plated Skyhawk Watch</A></P> 
<P>This one is calling my name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904590 35228 12 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:47:19pm  
 
<P>By the way, none of what I wrote changes my opinion that CRU-gate is an 
absolutely <EM>phony</EM> scandal, deliberately trumped up to sabotage the 
Copenhagen climate summit meeting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904606 35228 26 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:55:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7904600" target=_blank>#21</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems many very well qualified people have a far stronger view than seems to 
be the opinion of this site. Grudgingly, it appears even Charles is coming 
around to a point that suggest more transparency might be in 
order.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. I'm not "coming around" to anything. I've been making these same 
points in every thread about this stupid "scandal."</P> 
<P>Links to Pajamas Media are not welcome at LGF. They feature the writing of a 
white supremacist, and I won't allow links to them any more than I'd allow links 
to Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904610 35228 29 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 2:57:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7904607" target=_blank>#27</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tipler is a creationist who has spent his recent years trying to undermine 
the entirety of moden science by attacking the concept of peer review.</P> 
<P>Tipler is not an honest skeptic. He is an ideologue on a 
crusade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a sign of how far PJ Media has gone off the rails, that they have 
creationists and white supremacists writing for them now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904659 35228 75 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:29:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7904656" target=_blank>#72</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>- opinion-There are too many uncharted variables in individual/regional tree 
growth for dendrochronology to be regarded as anything other than a minor 
indicator of climate change at this point in time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true at all. Dendrochronology is an established and proven 
technique that yields very accurate results, especially when correlated with 
other dating methods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904664 35228 80 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:32:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7904662" target=_blank>#78</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Then why did they throw it out when the results began to contradict other 
measurements of temperature change in recent decades?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did who "throw it out?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904667 35228 83 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7904663" target=_blank>#79</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When the people who advocate that we alter so many aspects of our day-to-day 
life so we can save the planet and minimize out 'carbon footprint' start making 
the sacrifices and steps that we're supposed to undergo in <EM>their own 
lives</EM>, then I'll take 'Global Warming' seriously...</P> 
<P>and I do not mean these fucking idiotic carbon offset schemes that make 
subprime lending look like a 3-story stack of gold bullion by comparison. That's 
just throwing money at the 'problem'...and knowing the left and 'progressives' 
like I do, they're very adept at throwing other people's money at the 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The issue of Al Gore wasting energy has absolutely no bearing on whether 
global warming is real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904685 35228 99 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:41:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7904675" target=_blank>#90</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I beg your pardon, but if the most vocal proponent of AGW can't (or won't) 
take any steps to minimize his footprints, why exactly should I take anything he 
claims seriously?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotcha. You don't like Al Gore, and so you're going to disregard all the 
scientific evidence for global warming. That makes sense. (Not.)</P> 
<P>And by the way: <A 
href="http://www.treehugger.com/files/2007/12/al_gore_gets_go.php" 
target=_blank>Al Gore Gets Gold On Tennessee Digs</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few treehuggers were chagrined that we would question Al Gore's worthiness 
as a Nobel prize winner, pointing out that the good that's he's done in raising 
the issue of global warming to the global public far outweighs any CO2 emissions 
from his personal travels, either by commercial or private jet. OK, point taken. 
In a CNN interview from Oslo, Gore noted: "The only way to solve this [climate] 
crisis is for individuals to make changes in their own lives."</P> 
<P>So it seemed fitting to applaud Gore's completed renovations on his Tennessee 
mansion - we talked about his plans here. What's new is that Gore has gotten 
LEED gold certification from the Green Building Council - the 10,000-square-foot 
home is one of only 14 in the U.S. to achieve this rating, and the only home in 
Tennessee that's gotten any certification at all, according to the Associated 
Press. (There is also a platinum standard) Solar panels, solar roof fans, a 
rainwater collection system, and geothermal heating were all installed at the 
house. All incandescent lights - including those on the Christmas tree! - were 
replaced with either compact fluorescents or light-emitting diodes. And 
according to AP, energy use at the home decreased 11 percent during Tennessee's 
sultriest months, when the area was also hit by a heat wave. Good going, Mr. 
Gore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07904692 35228 106 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7904691" target=_blank>#105</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Would you agree that the known facts on this issue reflect Badly on the man I 
voted for for US President in 2000 - former VP Gore, and the almost hidden facts 
reflect better on the man I voted for for US President in 2004, former President 
George W. Bush - stuff like driving a Pickup Truck fueled by Natural Gas and 
living in a "Human Sized" House" reflect to his Credit? Discussion?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's irrelevant to the scientific issues. And please read what I just posted 
about Gore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904698 35228 112 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7904697" target=_blank>#111</A> 
woodentop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The computer models aren't too great either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904702 35228 115 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:47:43pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904716 35228 129 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:52:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7904713" target=_blank>#126</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how does Al Gore get around these days?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who cares? It has nothing to do with the subject under 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904736 35228 149 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 3:58:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7904731" target=_blank>#144</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By most definitions- including his own- it's not very 'green'...and you're 
saying that's irrelevant?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's utterly irrelevant to the scientific issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904742 35228 155 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:00:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7904737" target=_blank>#150</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is NOT from the JBS. I don't know about Cato but, I first heard it here 
about two years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, that DID originate with the John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904758 35228 171 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7904753" target=_blank>#166</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The John Birch Society, whatever else it was/is, was right about 
communism.</P> 
<P>Their methods may have been all wrong, but their assessment was 
correct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't be serious. Do you realize how crazy the John Birch Society's 
commie obsession really is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904762 35228 175 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:06:19pm  
 
<P>For Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>The Birchers claimed that <EM>Eisenhower</EM> was a commie plant. Get a grip. 
There's nothing correct about their freakish conspiracy 
theories.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904769 35228 182 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:08:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7904766" target=_blank>#179</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Does that mean they were wrong about Stalin and Mao?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did anyone ever deny that Stalin and Mao were communists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904779 35228 192 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:12:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7904777" target=_blank>#190</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think about this next time your lobbying for nuclear power. The JBS still 
sees Mr. Oppenheimer as "a problem."</P> 
<P>Some lunatic rantings from the JBS:</P> 
<P>Oppenheimer considered himself "a fellow traveler." Had he been around today 
these crazies of today would have chastised him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck would have run him out of his job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904860 35228 273 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:46:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7904850" target=_blank>#263</A> yakabebe</EM></P> 
<P>Why don't you just bite me? Now all your comments are deleted, 
jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904874 35228 287 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:50:14pm  
 
<P>OK, that's two meltdowns so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07904892 35228 303 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 4:59:31pm  
 
<P>Yakkybozo followed up with an insulting email, of course.</P> 
<P>He should have been blocked after that "negro" comment he made 
yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904914 35228 316 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7904912" target=_blank>#314</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=YjAxYzA3NmI0N2Y1MDVhYzdmM2JkZGIyMjE5Z
WU2OTI=&amp;w=MA==" target=_blank>article.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here is Mark Steyn's version of the situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Steyn has no credibility at all on climate change. He's a determined 
denialist, and has dutifully promoted every bogus talking point of the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904931 35228 332 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7904923" target=_blank>#325</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P>This just in! Palin and Bachmann, together at last:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2009/11/25/palin-
bachmann-to-headline-tea-party-convention/" 
target=_blank>politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "First National Tea Party Convention." Wow. I think they should just 
rename it "Kookfest 2010." Much more accurate name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904936 35228 337 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7904934" target=_blank>#335</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There should be a law of the universe that prohibits that, sort of like the 
exclusion principal.</P> 
<P>Next time, when I get to create the universe, maybe it will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a real danger here that this event could trigger the Kookularity -- 
an until-now hypothetical event in which the universe turns inside out, starts 
drooling, and makes Jerry Lewis noises.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07904957 35228 357 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 5:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7904941" target=_blank>#342</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I'm still confused over a decision to sign up with a webhost company. The 
choices do seem endless.</P> 
<P>There are sites out there that claim to rank popular hosting companies:[Link: 
<A href="http://webhostingrating.com/" 
target=_blank>webhostingrating.com...</A>][Link: <A 



href="http://www.webhostingsearch.com/" 
target=_blank>www.webhostingsearch.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://webhostinggeeks.com/" 
target=_blank>webhostinggeeks.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://www.top10webhosting.com/" 
target=_blank>www.top10webhosting.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Though I have no clue whether I should trust them or if they are getting paid 
to represent these companies.</P> 
<P>So, anyone here use JustHost or Inmotion? They seem to be quite competitively 
priced. Or should I just go with the big names (GoDaddy, 
Yahoo)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know about those hosts, but I've been very happy with Hosting Matters 
for years. There's a link to them at the bottom of the page -- check them out 
too. Hosting plans start at $6 a month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905020 35228 404 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:00:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/7905011" target=_blank>#398</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hope is bullshit. Especially hoping for that. I stand by Steyn with at least 
that take. I wrote off Islam as well. It's broken beyond repair in my opinion, 
not that it was ever right from the get-go for that matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before you write off more than a billion people, you might want to read 
this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.memri.org/bin/latestnews.cgi?ID=SD267109" 
target=_blank>www.memri.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905114 35228 427 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:42:53pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/7905107" target=_blank>#426</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And quit writing that the data was hacked or stolen, we know by now it was 
assembled in a public file waiting for release pursuant to a Freedom of 
Information Act request, the sole reason no non-climate related email was mixed 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not going to "quit writing" that the data was stolen. It was 
stolen.</P> 
<P>There's a reason why people like you are trying to pretend it wasn't -- to 
soothe your consciences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905371 35228 443 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 8:48:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7905369" target=_blank>#442</A> dbledsoe</EM></P> 
<P>It's a really bad idea to dare me to ban you, after posting a comment full of 
insults. Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905433 35228 447 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/7905426" target=_blank>#446</A> 
nmdesertrat</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go visit [Link: <A href="http://chiefio.wordpress.com/gistemp/" 
target=_blank>chiefio.wordpress.com...</A>] . It's not light reading, but EM 
Smith is punching holes in GIStemp methodology big enough to drive a truck 
through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh. The overblown claims never stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905438 35228 449 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:34:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/7905434" target=_blank>#448</A> wkeller</EM></P> 
<P>And another asshole who thinks the way to debate global warming is to spew 
insults. Get lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905443 35228 451 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:36:24pm  
 
<P>It's a deluge tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905471 35228 453 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:51:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/7905465" target=_blank>#452</A> 
nmdesertrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're a coder. Go punch holes in his analyses. Don't just dismiss 
him out of hand. That's no different than a knee-jerk denial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The code in the stolen CRU data was cherry-picked. I have no idea why this is 
so hard for people to understand, but I suspect it's because they don't 
care.</P> 
<P>I HAVE looked at the code, and the idea that someone can take these OUT OF 
DATE, years-old, partial fragments of code and draw conclusions from them is 
completely ludicrous.</P> 
<P>As for the Chiefio blog, I'm sorry, but the agenda of that guy is just 
reeking off the page at me. He set out with a goal in mind and SURPRISE! he 
manages to post a blizzard of BS that confirms his goal. This isn't analysis -- 
it's hooey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905484 35228 454 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:03:45pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you read the comments to EM Smith's ridiculous post about 
GISTemp, you'll see that he's pretty well destroyed by several commenters, who 
point out the serious flaws in his "methodology" and assumptions.</P> 
<P>That blog post is nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905834 35228 462 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:14:34am  
 
<P>Go away, moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906680 35228 470 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/469/7906664" target=_blank>#469</A> JamesS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I can *understand* the CRU guys not wanting to share data with people who 
disagree with them...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not just people who "disagree" with them -- people who have been proven 
to use dishonest cherry-picking tactics to spread disinformation.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "scandal" here should be that a government-funded researcher appears to 
have been blatantly flouting the FOIA, deleting information rather than have it 
fall into "enemy" hands. Whatever his field, whatever the quality of research, 
breaking the law like that MUST have consequences.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this is completely wrong. Phil Jones did NOT destroy any data. In 
one email he said he would delete files rather than turn them over to the 
denialists, but he was just mouthing off. It did not actually 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909362 35228 473 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/7909267" target=_blank>#471</A> mxer208</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905085 35229 53 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:26:20pm  
 
<P>We have some sneaky climate 'skeptics' amongst us. Come on, "DocRambo" and 
"greatwizard" -- just come out and say what you feel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905101 35229 69 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:34:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7905096" target=_blank>#64</A> 
greatwizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said what I feel. I feel the issue was overblown by popular culture and 
like all stuff that gets published in mainstream news scientists are of course 
happy to come up with more and more apocalyptic stuff. It's a cycle of 
sorts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you believe that scientists are just going along with a fad? All the data, 
all the measurements, all the studies, they're all just trying to fit in?</P> 
<P>Is that really how you think science works?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905111 35229 78 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:40:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7905106" target=_blank>#74</A> 
greatwizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say that. I believe the measurements, I don't agree with some of the 
predictions, and some of the conclusions. But as I said, I didn't voice any 
strong opinions, I just don't think a comparison to the creationists is 
fair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of my comparison is unfair? I've seen all of those tactics right 
here at LGF -- I wasn't just making things up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905124 35229 87 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 6:52:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7905121" target=_blank>#84</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But isn't the scientific evidence that the earth is more than 6,000 years old 
just a tad older, stronger and well-established than the evidence that GW is 
mostly A?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't. There's a mountain of evidence supporting evolution, and 
there's a mountain of evidence supporting AGW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905139 35229 99 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7905135" target=_blank>#96</A> 
greatwizard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that so many morons think like this does concern me a 
bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As well it should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905169 35229 118 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:14:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7905163" target=_blank>#115</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect Charles, how can you say that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By typing the letters on my keyboard.</P> 
<P>The evidence for global warming is overwhelming. The evidence for evolution 
is overwhelming. Arguing about which one is <EM>more</EM> overwhelming is 
pointless.</P> 
<P>But it is absolutely true that the tactics of the creationists and the 
climate denialists are amazingly similar, which is what I wrote 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905180 35229 128 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:23:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7905174" target=_blank>#123</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<P>Legitimate scientific debate is not the problem. And in fact, if you read the 
CRU emails, you can see plenty of that debate going on within the climatology 
community.</P> 
<P>But there's a VERY sizeable contingent of the anti-AGW crowd that uses the 
same tactics as creationists, because they very often ARE creationists. See: 
James Inhofe, Michele Bachmann, etc.</P> 
<P>There's a significant amount of crossover between anti-science creationists 
and anti-science climate deniers, and I've pointed out numerous examples of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905181 35229 129 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:24:26pm  
 
<P>I'm now getting email from haters upset about my post about the Catholic 
Church's child abuse scandal. Apparently I'm a "bigot" for linking to that 
news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905189 35229 137 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:31:16pm  



 
<P>If this thread turns into an ill-mannered pissing match, I'm going to start 
blocking accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905215 35229 160 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:42:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7905201" target=_blank>#147</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite so. It's foolish for laymen to deny the science of global warming. And 
when they're also creationists, they have zero credibility on every topic. The 
experts will sort out the science. Politicians should focus on the 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've deliberately stayed out of the political policy debate on this issue so 
far, because there's so much disinformation and dishonesty coming from the right 
wing that I think the first priority should be getting people to see that this 
is a real issue, with mountains of real scientific evidence behind it. It's kind 
of pointless to talk about policy, when a large percentage of the American 
public has been tricked into believing nonsense; there's no way to reach 
agreement on policies with this much well-poisoning going on.</P> 
<P>And that, of course, is exactly the goal of the denialists -- to create so 
much noise that a policy consensus becomes impossible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905230 35229 174 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:50:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7905174" target=_blank>#123</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<P>Note that resident denialists at LGF are very pleased with your 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905234 35229 178 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 7:52:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7905232" target=_blank>#176</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<P>I know. It's always more attractive to believe the side that tells you 
there's no problem, everything's fine, no need to worry or make any sacrifices, 
just roll over and go back to sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905251 35229 193 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 8:00:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7905239" target=_blank>#182</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we don't agree. If there were a consensus that the solutions (nuclear 
power, etc.) should be left to free markets and private enterprise, rather than 
to Al Gore and the UN (yeah, I'm over-simplifying) then any one-worlder types 
promoting AGW would have the wind taken right out of them. And the right-wing 
science deniers wouldn't have anything to argue about.</P> 
<P>But there won't be such a consensus, so some of the free-enterprise types 
adopt kooky anti-science arguments. A sad situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem with leaving it up to the free market is that some of the biggest 
players in that market -- i.e. the energy industries -- are pumping many 
millions of dollars into an effort to convince the US public that they shouldn't 



believe the AGW science. And they're doing this to protect their bottom 
lines.</P> 
<P>It's very similar to what happened when the link between tobacco smoking and 
cancer became indisputable. The tobacco industry spent hundreds of millions of 
dollars on campaigns to trick people into disbelieving the scientific evidence, 
because it threatened their profits.</P> 
<P>And in fact, many of the groups who are now the most deceptive anti-AGW 
agents got their start as tobacco industry shills. This connection isn't a 
coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905270 35229 210 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 8:07:42pm  
 
<P>Culture of Denial: Evolution, Global Warming, and Big Tobacco.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/YsiWf-ctieA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905326 35229 265 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 8:24:29pm  
 
<P>If you'd like to know more about the big tobacco connection to global warming 
denial groups, I highly recommend this excellent book:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/019530067X/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Doubt is Their Product: How Industry's Assault on Science 
Threatens Your Health</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905366 35229 301 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 8:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7905342" target=_blank>#281</A> 
nmdesertrat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The part that was unfair was "...And they are very often the same people." 
Saying that time flies like an arrow and fruit flies like a banana does not 
imply that a banana flies like an arrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true. They are very often the same people. I realize you don't like 
hearing it, but the post at the top of this thread is FAR from the only 
example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905445 35230 50 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 9:37:11pm  
 
<P>Three blocked accounts in the last five minutes. We have a serious influx of 
angry right wing morons tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905500 35230 99 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:11:24pm  
 
<P>You know what? I think I've completely had it with people who call President 
Obama "Hussein."</P> 



<P>If you want to post that kind of obnoxious disrespectful garbage, do it 
somewhere else. If you do it here, I'm going to delete your comment, and if you 
continue I'll block your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905511 35230 110 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:17:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7905503" target=_blank>#102</A> schnapp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of interest, I came across a geologist who is anti-creationism and a 
climate sceptic. <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_Plimer" 
target=_blank>Ian Plimer</A>Thought that you might be 
interested.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ian Plimer is a dyed in the wool kook. Another one trying to claim that CO2 
doesn't cause global warming, and using faked and cherry-picked data to do 
it.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2009/04/the_science_is_missing_from_ia.php
" target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's much more on Plimer at ScienceBlogs. Just search on his name there. 
He has ZERO credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905533 35230 130 Charles Sat, Nov 28, 2009 10:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7905520" target=_blank>#118</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was shocked tonight, when viewing Lucianne, at the names the Obama was 
being called. I know Jonah and his books haven't been complimentary, but the 
names that I saw being used...Well, I was shocked.</P> 
<P>I've kinda gotten used to the perspective here.I like it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing websites have almost universally become sewers of hatred and 
extremism. It's depressing and tiring to try to read that 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905838 35231 258 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:19:37am  
 
<P>And here we go again with the "religion" accusation. Do you people who toss 
this silly canard around realize that you're making an implicit assumption that 
religion is somehow less valid than science, when you try to smear scientists 
with this nonsense?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905843 35231 263 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:33:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7905842" target=_blank>#262</A> 
Slim_Junior</EM></P> 
<P>You're missing the point. I'm sure the people who make that accusation 
wouldn't agree with what you just said -- and yet, there they are, using 
"religion" as an insult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905849 35231 269 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:37:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7905844" target=_blank>#264</A> jonik</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit I am skeptical about Global Warming. I think a lot of it has 
to do with my dislike for Al Gore. I see a leader who practices "do what I say 
and not I do". Now, we have this debacle with the scientific community. I know 
before this story broke, roughly half the of the country was doubtful about GW, 
now I think that number is going to go up 65-70 percent. I disagree with Charles 
when he says this is a non-story. I think most people will think the scientific 
community has lied to them for their own agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, because you don't like Al Gore (I'm not particularly fond of him either) 
you're going to just ignore the vast amount of scientific evidence on global 
warming? That makes sense. (Not.)</P> 
<P>And by the way, on the subject of Al Gore practicing what he preaches: <A 
href="http://www.treehugger.com/files/2007/12/al_gore_gets_go.php" 
target=_blank>Al Gore Gets Gold On Tennessee Digs</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few treehuggers were chagrined that we would question Al Gore's worthiness 
as a Nobel prize winner, pointing out that the good that's he's done in raising 
the issue of global warming to the global public far outweighs any CO2 emissions 
from his personal travels, either by commercial or private jet. OK, point taken. 
In a CNN interview from Oslo, Gore noted: "The only way to solve this [climate] 
crisis is for individuals to make changes in their own lives."</P> 
<P>So it seemed fitting to applaud Gore's completed renovations on his Tennessee 
mansion - we talked about his plans here. What's new is that Gore has gotten 
LEED gold certification from the Green Building Council - the 10,000-square-foot 
home is one of only 14 in the U.S. to achieve this rating, and the only home in 
Tennessee that's gotten any certification at all, according to the Associated 
Press. (There is also a platinum standard) Solar panels, solar roof fans, a 
rainwater collection system, and geothermal heating were all installed at the 
house. All incandescent lights - including those on the Christmas tree! - were 
replaced with either compact fluorescents or light-emitting diodes. And 
according to AP, energy use at the home decreased 11 percent during Tennessee's 
sultriest months, when the area was also hit by a heat wave. Good going, Mr. 
Gore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905862 35231 282 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:44:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7905848" target=_blank>#268</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0grld5Yg7DbYX?q=geneva" 
target=_blank>Stop Capitalism!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they really want to "stop capitalism," shouldn't their signs all be hand-
lettered, instead of being printed professionally by someone who obviously was 
paid for it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905866 35231 286 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:45:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7905857" target=_blank>#277</A> jonik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the vast amount of scientific evidence you mean by the same scientific 
community that has been shown to falsify data, professionally attack those that 
disagree, and only publish articles that agree with their theory. Because that's 
what the majority of people who are reading on the internet will conclude. 
That's the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Really. So you believe that all scientists are frauds who fake evidence, and 
they're just trying to trick you about this global warming thing?</P> 
<P>Ooohhhkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905887 35231 306 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:53:42am  
 
<P>Five hate mails full of insults and venom already today. The idiocy is really 
raging out there on the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905905 35231 322 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:00:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7905901" target=_blank>#318</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, not in this case. The raw data was destroyed, and the destruction 
has been acknowledged.</P> 
<P>At best, it's a major embarrassment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.eenews.net/public/Greenwire/2009/10/14/3" 
target=_blank>Climate: Scientists return fire at skeptics in 'destroyed data' 
dispute</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to CRU's Web site, "Data storage availability in the 1980s meant 
that we were not able to keep the multiple sources for some sites, only the 
station series after adjustment for homogeneity issues. We, therefore, do not 
hold the original raw data but only the value-added (i.e. quality controlled and 
homogenized) data."</P> 
<P>Phil Jones, director of the Climatic Research Unit, said that the vast 
majority of the station data was not altered at all, and the small amount that 
was changed was adjusted for consistency.</P> 
<P><STRONG>The research unit has deleted less than 5 percent of its original 
station data from its database because the stations had several discontinuities 
or were affected by urbanization trends</STRONG>, Jones said.</P> 
<P>"When you're looking at climate data, you don't want stations that are 
showing urban warming trends," Jones said, "so we've taken them out." Most of 
the stations for which data was removed are located in areas where there were 
already dense monitoring networks, he added. "We rarely removed a station in a 
data-sparse region of the world."</P> 
<P>Refuting CEI's claims of data-destruction, Jones said, "We haven't destroyed 
anything. <STRONG>The data is still there -- you can still get these stations 
from the [NOAA] National Climatic Data 
Center.</STRONG>"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905913 35231 329 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:07:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7905905" target=_blank>#322</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, here's some information on the group spreading the "destroyed 
data" claim: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competitive_Enterprise_Institute" 
target=_blank>Competitive Enterprise Institute</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CEI is a think tank funded by donations from individuals, foundations and 
corporations. CEI does not accept government funding. Past and present funders 
include the Scaife Foundations, Exxon Mobil, the Ford Motor Company Fund, 
Pfizer, and the Earhart Foundation[5][6]. ...</P> 



<P>CEI is also active in the legal aspects of antitrust and government 
regulation. As part of its "Control Abuse of Power" (CAP) project, CEI launched 
lawsuits challenging the constitutionality of the 1998 tobacco Master Settlement 
Agreement and the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), 
respectively.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, the connection to energy industries and big tobacco. Every single one 
of the main anti-AGW front groups is connected to either big energy or big 
tobacco, and often both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905915 35231 331 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:09:14am  
 
<P>And people think the <EM>scientists</EM> are in a conspiracy to defraud them 
... even as they uncritically accept every word of propaganda that comes from 
R.J. Reynolds and Exxon-Mobil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905931 35231 346 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:24:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/7905927" target=_blank>#342</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Bottom line: no data was destroyed. The original data is still 
available.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905973 35231 358 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:47:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7905902" target=_blank>#319</A> 
Slim_Junior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of how this is spun, the CRU scandal is huge, and cuts the legs 
out from under the entire AGW fraud. The evidence is clear, they were making 
shit up out of whole cloth, applying arbitrary multpliers to reduce data points 
they wanted reduced and increase the ones they wanted 
increased.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a pile of absolute nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07905982 35231 361 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 10:50:08am  
 
<P>And now, of course, because Stephen Hawking is concerned about global 
warming, we have people dissing him. People who aren't climate scientists are 
yelling that Hawking isn't a climate scientist -- and ignoring that he's one of 
the most brilliant physicists of our generation.</P> 
<P>Of course, he is a <EM>scientist</EM> -- so obviously he's in on the hoax 
along with the rest of those tricksy frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906497 35231 378 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:48:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/7906380" target=_blank>#376</A> Tiburon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://junkscience.com/Greenhouse/index.html" target=_blank>Somewhat 
pedantic, but what to do!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Junkscience.com is a front group for the energy industries, and started as a 
front group for the tobacco lobbies. Their credibility is below 
zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07906285 35232 272 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:36:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7906278" target=_blank>#268</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a purely practical level, I also don't see how this is supposed to solve 
anything. It strikes me that such a ban can only serve to make things worse by 
exacerbating tensions on both sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely going to make things worse, because this initiative comes 
directly from the European far right. It's going to embolden the bigots, and 
it's going to further alienate Muslims. There's nothing good about 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906217 35233 36 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:12:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7906187" target=_blank>#31</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh...and Charles:</P> 
<P>I'm wondering- what sacrifices do you reccommend the [bare minimum] 10.2% of 
people without jobs in this country make?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not recommending any sacrifices. That's not my area of expertise. I've 
explained SEVERAL times now that my main interest in this is not to recommend 
policy, but to present as much factual information on global warming as 
possible. With the current climate of denial, this seems like the most important 
first job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906229 35233 39 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:16:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7906140" target=_blank>#23</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now I do notice that Jones' denial of data destruction is dated October 2009 
while the Times says quite clearly that an "admission" was made subsequent to 
the leaked Emails.</P> 
<P>There's a serious discrepancy there between the two stories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice that the same quote from the CRU site is in BOTH articles?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906289 35233 54 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:38:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7906282" target=_blank>#50</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The CRU seemingly admits they don't have (some of) the raw data:</P> 
<P>According to CRU’s Web site, “Data storage availability in the 1980s meant 
that we were not able to keep the multiple sources for some sites, only the 
station series after adjustment for homogeneity issues. We, therefore, do not 
hold the original raw data but only the value-added (i.e. quality controlled and 
homogenized) data.”</P> 
<P>"Data storage availabilty?" Couldn't they have printed out the data? Seems 
pretty sloppy to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Refuting CEI’s claims of data-destruction, Jones said, “We haven’t destroyed 
anything. The data is still there — you can still get these stations from the 
[NOAA] National Climatic Data Center.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The data is not destroyed and it's not missing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906315 35233 62 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:45:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7906297" target=_blank>#55</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems contradictory.</P> 
<P>"We, therefore, do not hold the original raw data but only the value-added 
(i.e. quality controlled and homogenized) data.”</P> 
<P>"The data is still there — you can still get these stations from the [NOAA] 
National Climatic Data Center.”</P> 
<P>What data is still there? The raw data? The value-added (i.e. quality 
controlled and homogenized) data?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's really nothing confusing about this. The CRU retained their processed 
data, and the NOAA has the raw data. What's unclear about that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906329 35233 70 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:49:58pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, no one seems to care in the slightest that these false claims are 
being floated by industry front groups, who are using the same kind of "cloud of 
disinformation" techniques that the tobacco industry employed for decades to 
confuse people about the link between tobacco smoking and 
cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906332 35233 72 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 12:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/7906324" target=_blank>#68</A> Neo_</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile back at the White House we find out that</P> 
<P>... but in one of those “<STRONG>shades of Haliburton” moments</STRONG>, we 
find out that she was <A href="http://www.apx.com/news/pr-Carol-Browner-Joins-
APX-Board.asp" rel=nofollow target=_blank><STRONG><EM>a board 
member</EM></STRONG></A> of one of the <STRONG>leading carbon offset trading 
companies</STRONG>, <A href="http://www.apx.com/environmental/carbon-market-
infrastructure.asp" rel=nofollow 
target=_blank><STRONG>APX</STRONG></A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And were you also highly critical of Dick Cheney for his connections to 
Halliburton?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906355 35233 80 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:00:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7906343" target=_blank>#75</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a good read, perhaps applicable to this debate:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lhup.edu/~DSIMANEK/cargocul.htm" target=_blank>Cargo Cult 
Science by Richard Feynman</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolutely no doubt that if Richard Feynman were alive he would be on 
the side of the scientists trying to warn the world about global warming. 
Feynman was devoted to the truth, and he would never have fallen for the 
nonsense that's being promoted by groups like the CEI.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07906357 35233 81 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7906349" target=_blank>#78</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One story or the other is not true/accurate.All I'm pointing out is the 
inconsistency between the two stories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- the Times story is deliberately, obviously distorted. The so-
called "admission" had much more to it than they reported.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906377 35233 84 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:07:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7906367" target=_blank>#82</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<P>Maybe you should read the post at the top of this thread. Ya 
think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906384 35233 86 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:10:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7906379" target=_blank>#85</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, somewhat. Feynman would not have taken sides. He would have pursued 
the truth. Unfortunately, there is nonsense on both sides of this issue. Even 
Monbiot admits, "There appears to be evidence here of attempts to prevent 
scientific data from being released, and even to destroy material that was 
subject to a freedom of information request."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monbiot also made it very clear that NOTHING about this story changes the 
reality of global warming. The glaciers didn't stop melting because Phil Jones 
called Steve McIntyre an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906426 35233 97 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7906418" target=_blank>#94</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. He also made it clear that "Some of the data discussed in the emails 
should be re-analysed." He calls for Phil Jones' resignation. This is a serious 
blow to their credibility and Monbiot understands that they must change the 
insular culture of the IPCC in order to rehabilitate their 
reputation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So have you always been an admirer of George Monbiot? Or is that something 
new, because he's agreeing with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906436 35233 102 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:24:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7906414" target=_blank>#93</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freetoken -</P> 
<P>BUT... if you do not acknowledge the categorical "effort by interested 
parties" on the pro-global warming side, you can never advance beyond that 'A'. 
That is largely what this story is all about. That "effort by interested 
parties" does not have to be all about money. There is an imperative out there 
that is every bit as powerful as greed, and that is the statist narrative that 
gives a great many people (particularily who have abandoned religious faith) a 



meaning and purose to their lives. And all too often that purpose is to "fix the 
world" at the expense of a great many others who simply do not see the world as 
they do.</P> 
<P>This story is about people pushing that narrative, and running roughshod over 
honest and genuine (and self-critical!) science to do so. So that is a 
fundamental part of 'A', and as long as it is not acknowledged by the "warming" 
community, they will face major resistance to their plans for us all, and well 
they should.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And yet, just a few comments ago you were promoting an article in The 
Times that deliberately distorts the truth. I show this in my post beyond any 
doubt. No data was destroyed, and no data is missing.</P> 
<P>You seem to be really anxious to point fingers at the scientific community, 
while totally ignoring that there are dishonest groups like the CEI who are 
flat-out LYING about issues like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906444 35233 108 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7906432" target=_blank>#99</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Condell...Aggressive atheism[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/user/patcondell#p/a/u/0/yjO4duhMRZk" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I lost quite a bit of respect for Condell when he swallowed the BS about the 
Obama administration being in favor of the OIC's anti-blasphemy UN resolution, 
and took off on a rant about it. The story was completely false; the Obama 
administration is actually strongly opposed to that resolution.</P> 
<P>Condell's BS detector doesn't seem to be working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906447 35233 110 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:29:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7906445" target=_blank>#109</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should I quote something I disagree with in order to make my point? Of course 
I am going to quote Monbiot on a point where we agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now you'll take him at his word? Why not when he tells you that global 
warming is undeniably real?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906449 35233 112 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:29:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7906448" target=_blank>#111</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that the "wake up America" rant? I don't think I even made it all the way 
through that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906461 35233 118 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:34:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7906451" target=_blank>#114</A> Andrew X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I seem to remember a somewhat heroic movement (in their own minds, certainly) 
that held the concept of "question authority" almost as canon. Maybe that was 
just an ancient era.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you feel like it's necessary to apply that same "question 
authority" concept to the industry front groups promoting lies about global 
warming?</P> 
<P>Science, by the way, is not an "authority." It's a process that involves 
nothing BUT questioning authority, questioning assumptions, and fiercely 
debating hypotheses to get at the truth.</P> 
<P>You obviously feel differently, but I'm vastly more willing to accept the 
conclusions of scientists than I am to blindly accept propaganda from groups 
tied to the energy industries and far right partisans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906471 35233 125 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7906460" target=_blank>#117</A> Tiburon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, considering it appears many would really like to develop their own 
understanding of enhanced greenhouse, based on science, not innuendo, ad hominem 
attacks, 'appeal to authority', and on and on...why not go visit a very 
servicable Primer on atmospheric physics, high school math really, nothing 
controversial...and only then return to 'discuss on the merits'?y'see, even 
laymen can find this 'accessible' - "what we know".</P> 
<P><A href="http://junkscience.com/Greenhouse/index.html" target=_blank>"Dare 
Ya!"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what do you know. Yet another front group for the tobacco industry and 
the energy industries.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Junkscience.com" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906477 35233 128 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7906474" target=_blank>#127</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appreciate all the links you provided on this thread!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ditto.</P> 
<P>But of course, you realize that the climate deniers won't look at 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906485 35233 131 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:42:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7906458" target=_blank>#116</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So one can't agree with something a person says without agreeing with all a 
person says? Wow, that blows me away. This discussion is going nowhere 
fast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George Monbiot says that for political reasons Phil Jones should resign.</P> 
<P>George Monbiot also says that the stolen CRU data contains absolutely nothing 
to "refute" global warming.</P> 
<P>If you're going to accept Monbiot's opinion on the former, why are you so 
ready to dismiss what he says about the latter?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07906490 35233 134 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:45:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7906488" target=_blank>#133</A> Tiburon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Charles: - I don't really give a damn who Milloy is, nor his site. 
Perhaps you didn't catch my point. Do you have any cogent objections to his 
presentation of the state-of-art understandings of atmospheric physics? There's 
nothing particularly arcane here (I could link you to such, if I had much hope 
of proper debate here, rather than, forgive me for saying it, 'gossip and 
counter-gossip'), in what he's presented.If it is flawed in any meaningful way, 
not whether or not he 'has an agenda' (which of course he does!), than hold 
forth, please!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I loked at the link, and it's absolutely packed with misinformation. Which is 
exactly what I'd expect from a front group for the energy 
industries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906506 35233 145 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:53:02pm  
 
<P>And of course, Ed Morrissey at Hot Air is eagerly promoting the complete 
falsehood that the CRU destroyed data and it's now lost forever.</P> 
<P>No data was destroyed. No data is lost. The NOAA has all of the raw data that 
the CRU used.</P> 
<P>I'm so disgusted with the right wing blogosphere on this issue, there are no 
words for it. These are people who used to pride themselves on fact checking, 
and now they're marching in lock step to promote lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906518 35233 154 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 1:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7906509" target=_blank>#147</A> Tiburon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"packed with misinformation"ok...have a good day, sir - that really 
helped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're welcome, glad I could help. I suggest you find better sources for your 
education on climate change, instead of taking garbage from the mouths of 
liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906541 35233 173 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 2:08:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/7906530" target=_blank>#163</A> 
pyrodoctor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that the raw data they used are still intact. Somewhere. However, 
as a researcher myself, if I were to delete my raw data I would be hung from the 
highest yardarm that the Quality Assurance/Quality Control folks could find.</P> 
<P>Part of the whole thing about peer reviewed literature is that using the 
information in the papers, anyone with similar degrees of technical proficiency 
as the manuscript authors could end up with the same analytical results all the 
way down to the average temperatures and standard deviations etc. By dumping the 
raw data (even if they did not generate the raw data) they are making it 
difficult for later investigators reproducing their results. It is pretty 
suspicious to me and reeks of scientific dishonesty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The research unit has deleted less than 5 percent of its original station 
data from its database because the stations had several discontinuities or were 
affected by urbanization trends.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The raw data was not "dumped." The raw data still exists, and there's nothing 
to stop anyone from requesting the data from NOAA and running comparisons 
between that data and the CRU's processed data. Nothing is hidden, nothing was 
destroyed, and there's nothing dishonest about this in the 
slightest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906546 35233 176 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 2:11:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7906543" target=_blank>#174</A> Tiburon</EM></P> 
<P>I have much better things to do with my time than to chase after the claims 
of proven liars and hacks. If you want to take their word at face value, go 
right ahead. It's your choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906556 35233 183 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 2:16:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7906553" target=_blank>#180</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't third world countries have a right to (more or less) follow the same 
path to first-worldism as we did? If you say they don't, then be prepared to 
pay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why one of the proposals on the table at the Copenhagen summit will be 
to establish an international fund to help developing nations defray the cost of 
complying with standards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906560 35233 186 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 2:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7906555" target=_blank>#182</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A friend of mine bought a personal computer system in the early 1980's, which 
included a 10MB hard drive. IIRC, the drive alone cost him over $10,000. I 
logged on to it once, using my $250 300baud Hayes modem. Printers weren't $39 
back then. My EPSON MX80 set me back $650 (1981). Ink was cheaper then, 
however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- in the 1980s 10MB hard drives were state of the art. 
Climatology datasets are enormous, and take up very large amounts of storage 
space. Jones' explanation for why they could not archive the original NOAA data 
makes perfect sense -- especially when you realize that all they had was a COPY 
of the data, and the NOAA retained the original.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906606 35233 221 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 2:46:59pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7906599" target=_blank>#214</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of what I see comes from people like Glenn Beck, Ben Stein and other 
talking heads. I can believe that any industry will try to avoid changes 



detrimental to them in the short term, but no energy industry is likely to see 
their existence threatened in the lifetime of their management, and the energy 
industry is highly science and technology loaded when it comes to recognizing 
the evidence available. That they will side, as industries, with the likes of 
Beck or Stein is hard for me to believe.</P> 
<P>What industry groups can one identify as deliberately behind AGW 
disinformation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all energy companies are engaged in fostering denialism. But one name 
that comes up over and over and over in the funding for these groups is Exxon-
Mobil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906769 35233 262 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 4:35:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7906696" target=_blank>#256</A> 
marksstudio</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, that was funny.</P> 
<P>Of course, in the time it took you to write that snarky post about how you 
don't have time to learn about the facts of global warming, you could have been 
reading a book about it and/or checking out one of the numerous websites with 
facts about the scientific evidence. And then you might not have embarrassed 
yourself by posting such a ridiculous canard as the long-debunked "volcanoes 
emit more CO2 than humans" bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906806 35233 266 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 4:49:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7906801" target=_blank>#265</A> 
marksstudio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not embarrassed by any means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think you would be, actually. That would take some actual knowledge 
of the subject instead of kneejerk reactionary denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907006 35233 279 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:30:33pm  
 
<P>A couple of quick hits from shills.</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907424 35233 287 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:50:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7907227" target=_blank>#285</A> wally 
cleaver</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No data was destroyed eh. From the TimesOnLine -</P> 
<P>SCIENTISTS at the University of East Anglia (UEA) have admitted throwing away 
much of the raw temperature data on which their predictions of global warming 
are based.</P> 
<P>It means that other academics are not able to check basic calculations said 
to show a long-term rise in temperature over the past 150 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try reading what I posted. For Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907434 35233 288 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:55:01pm  



 
<P>The sleepers awake. Again.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wally cleaverRegistered since: Jan 3, 2008 at 11:16 amNo. of comments posted: 
1No. of links posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907484 35233 290 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:18:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/7907339" target=_blank>#286</A> Joe in 
Australia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By discarding the original data they have squandered their effort in 
gathering the disparate sources.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did not "discard the original data." The original data is still 
available to anyone who requests it from the NOAA, and there's nothing to 
prevent anyone with the proper skills from comparing that data to the CRU's 
adjusted results.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their efforts to conceal data gathered at public expense are shocking and 
were perhaps illegal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were NO efforts to "conceal data." There is ONE email in which Phil 
Jones says he would delete files before turning them over to deniers for them to 
cherry-pick, but NO DATA WAS DELETED as a result. Phil Jones was just mouthing 
off on a private email list. He did not take any actions that were illegal.</P> 
<P>It's incredibly frustrating to have to keep repeating this over and over and 
over. I'm starting to get even more sympathy for what the CRU scientists go 
through, dealing with a constant stream of distortions and 
falsehoods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908537 35233 296 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:02:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7908271" target=_blank>#294</A> avspatti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scientists throwing away raw data - any raw data- goes against everything 
scientific research is supposed to stand for. There is no way to spin this to 
look like an honest procedure. By throwing away their data, these scientists 
have made it impossible for other researchers to check and verify their work. 
Science is not supposed to be about taking research on faith; it is about 
repeatable, verifiable findings. These people deserve all the ridicule and 
skepticism they are receiving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NO DATA WAS THROWN AWAY.</P> 
<P>All of the original data is still available from the NOAA. Is there some kind 
of epidemic of poor reading comprehension going around?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908675 35233 300 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:09:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/7908655" target=_blank>#298</A> Wondering 
Aloud</EM></P> 
<P>This is complete crap.</P> 
<P>There are dozens of sources for raw data on the web. Nobody is "hiding" 
anything, and no raw data was destroyed.</P> 
<P>If you want to go ahead and try to debunk the science of global warming by 
analyzing the raw data, go right ahead. Nobody is stopping you.</P> 
<P>Here you go; start here:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/data-sources/" 
target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Is that enough raw data for you, or are you still going to try to claim that 
it's being hidden by the evil scientists?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909157 35233 305 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:05:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7909142" target=_blank>#304</A> Wondering 
Aloud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>There is none of the raw data in questions available at Real Climate. 
Absolutely none. Why on Earth would you link to that? I am a scientist, method 
is one of my main strengths and I have followed what they have had to say for 
years.</P> 
<P>Your saying it is crap doesn't make it so. The CRU and Briffa data are not 
available and were not available for readers or reviewers of the original 
papers, much less on Real Climate; which was complicit in the entire scandal. 
Your claim otherwise is as you say "crap" why in the world would you tell such a 
ridiculous and easy to check untruth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did not even look at the link! There are dozens of sources listed for raw 
data there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914009 35233 308 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:16:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7911938" target=_blank>#307</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Frankly your position on this is baffling. Santer et. al. have admitted to 
destroying/losing/not finding data. Phil Jones, in response to a FOIA request, 
also admitted to destroying data to "save space". You'll note that his story now 
changes in light of the public release of the CRU's code and email. The only 
reason to do this is to engage in damage control and deception.</P> 
<P>References in the newly released code also highlight areas where data was 
lost, far beyond what Phil Jone's is willing to admit under FOIA 
requirements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely, completely, 100% false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906630 35234 4 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:05:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7906620" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buy <A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002NEGTTW/littlegreenfo-
20" target=_blank>this camera</A> for my studio and I'll shoot your web images 
free for the life of the camera...</P> 
<P>Okay just kidding but wow what a camera...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The EOS 7D is a killer camera. I've been lusting after it for months. But 
that price tag is daunting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906643 35234 10 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:13:19pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7906640" target=_blank>#7</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd rather have <A 
href="http://www.badgergraphic.com/store/cart.php?m=product_detail&amp;p=19" 
target=_blank>one of these</A>, but I'm old-school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the SpeedGraphic. I used to use one of those in my high school photo 
club. They are capable of taking excellent pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906674 35234 33 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7906661" target=_blank>#23</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, c'mon Charles. LGF is worth, what? 1.5 million dollars?</P> 
<P>Go on. Git yerself a fancy camera...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a couple of really good cameras, including a Nikon D90 with several 
good lenses and filters.</P> 
<P>But I'm a bit of a gadget addict. There's always something better.</P> 
<P>Check out this video demo of the EOS 7D to see the kinds of stuff it can 
do:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'7187609',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906686 35234 42 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:45:39pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7906645" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's old school, and then there's old school taken to a whole different 
level. Medium format Hasselblad with full digital 39mp. Of course, the price is 
a wee bit <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000Z0JZ74/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>steep</A>.</P> 
<P>That's a money no object camera.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one review for that $33,000 Hasselblad is hilarious:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I purchased this camera in lieu of paying rent on my apartment for 4 years, 
and believe me when I say it was worth it. I used the box that it came in as a 
hat and some other boxes for a home. It's uncomfortable but the pictures I've 
taken of my new home are so sharp that you can see the fleas on the brick I use 
for a pillow. I can also take high detail pictures of my children (who I am no 
longer able to see due to court order resulting from gross negligence) from an 
acceptable distance. Highly recommended!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906692 35234 46 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:49:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7906687" target=_blank>#43</A> armylaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>For an entry level DSLR, what do you recommend? I was looking somewhat 
seriously at a Nikon D5000.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't used the D5000, but I really like my <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001ENOZY4/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Nikon D90</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906693 35234 47 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 3:51:17pm  
 
<P>I think the D5000 and the D90 are very similar in terms of features, but the 
D90 has more of a traditional SLR-type body, with some weight and solidity to 
it. The D5000 seems to be lighter and less "professional" in build quality. The 
software is the same, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906832 35234 167 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 4:57:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7906624" target=_blank>#3</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazon doesn't have what I want for Christmas- an LGF 
calendar!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of the LGF calendar, stalkers are posting hateful comments at that 
Lulu page, as usual, and downrating the calendar.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-
2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's not enough for these people to bash me on their blogs -- they have to go 
to every site I link, and every place they can find, to smear me. They've also 
done it at the LGF Kindle page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906865 35234 196 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:11:24pm  
 
<P>If any LGF readers would like to go to the Lulu page and counteract those 
obnoxious, spiteful reviews and downratings with positive reviews, I'd 
appreciate it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-
2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906870 35234 200 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:13:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7906866" target=_blank>#197</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Lulu page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-
2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906874 35234 204 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7906868" target=_blank>#198</A> Cathypop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goodnight Lizards. I will be buying a LGF Calendar tomorrow morning. And I 
hope it pisses off a but-load of idiots!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Cathy. Post a good review while you're at it, if you really want to 
piss them off.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07906879 35234 208 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7906877" target=_blank>#206</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Looks like something Savage and his crew would 
do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It probably is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906891 35234 217 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:20:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7906885" target=_blank>#212</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted this a week or so ago, and in case you didn't see it, your 
photography (for me) is somewhat reminiscent of Syl Labrot. Large, colorful 
spaces mostly devoid of people. He is a big hero of mine, mostly for his 
process, but his book Pleasure Beach is a real treasure if you can find a 
copy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! I'll definitely check out Syl Labrot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906892 35234 218 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7906889" target=_blank>#215</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. There are words of more than two syllables in those reviews, and no 
vodka-induced typos or signs of obvious mental illness.</P> 
<P>This was done by a ghostwriter, or perhaps Stacy himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or it could be Gerard "I am aware of all Internet traditions" Vanderleun 
himself. He's turned into quite a stalker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906896 35234 221 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:25:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7906895" target=_blank>#220</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know there's a little animosity between Charles and the Harry's Place gang, 
but there shouldn't be. The views are surprisingly similar when it comes to 
certain subjects.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there isn't actually. I've linked to Harry's Place several times 
recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906898 35234 223 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:25:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7906897" target=_blank>#222</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gave it 5 stars and reported the stupid, hateful comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906902 35234 226 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:28:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7906900" target=_blank>#224</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like a mental illness...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it isn't "like" a mental illness. It IS full blown mental 
illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906911 35234 232 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:38:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7906907" target=_blank>#229</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another language misuse tragedy.</P> 
<P>Noone is safe from Cato.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying that <A href="http://www.peternoone.com/" target=_blank>Peter 
Noone</A>, lead singer of Herman's Hermits, is safe from Cato?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906937 35234 250 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 5:56:05pm  
 
<P>Fantastic deals on <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fs%3Fie%3DUTF8%26node%3D706814011%26ref_%3Damb%255Flink%255F85985
111%255F4%26field-hidden-keywords%3Dbf09sasale%26pct-off%3D50-
%26brand%3DVictorinox%26emi%3DATVPDKIKX0DER&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-
20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" target=_blank>Swiss Army 
Knives</A>.</P> 
<P>Just got one for myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906969 35234 275 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:15:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/7906965" target=_blank>#272</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF was that dude smoking? Is that what "The Family" really wants to do, 
recriminalize homosexuality as a capital crime?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it really is what they want to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906974 35235 6 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7906970" target=_blank>#2</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider Rush a "conservative." His program used to be entertaining 
back in the day, but he completely trashed his own career after the Oxycontin 
caper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he didn't. He's making more money now fleecing the right wing than 
he ever has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07906996 35235 18 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7906988" target=_blank>#14</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>BTW are you still good buds with Dennis Prager? Is Dennis a 
creationist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Dennis is a creationist. And I haven't heard from him in quite a while, 
which may or may not be connected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907012 35235 26 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:33:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7907005" target=_blank>#22</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I was just about to post that story. Huckabee's in big 
trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908550 35235 58 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:07:52am  
 
<P>Sorry, folks, but you are wrong. I've heard Dennis Prager interviewing the 
shill for ID, Michael Behe, on his show, and he was absolutely on Behe's side -- 
he even got angry and started yelling at a caller who tried to point out that ID 
is creationism in a cheap suit.</P> 
<P>Please note: I don't say these things just off the top of my head. I would 
not have said Dennis Prager is a creationist unless I knew it to be true.</P> 
<P>And yes, if you believe in "intelligent design," you're a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908556 35235 59 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:10:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7908186" target=_blank>#56</A> keloyd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We do ourselves a disservice when we are sloppy or exaggerate about someone 
even like Rush. If we object when the HuffPo, creationists, or Keith Olbermann 
is sloppy, then we should hold ourselves to as high a standard.</P> 
<P>Rush NEVER stated that environmentalists should kill 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm continually amazed at the kinds of things people will try to spin.</P> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh absolutely did suggest that environmentalist Andrew Revkin 
should kill himself, and if you think that kind of thing is a joke, you're nuts. 
Here's the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The environmentalist wackos are the same way. This guy from The New York 
Times, if he really thinks that humanity is destroying the planet, humanity is 
destroying the climate, that human beings in their natural existence are going 
to cause the extinction of life on Earth — Andrew Revkin. Mr. Revkin, why don’t 
you just go kill yourself and help the planet by dying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indisputably, he told Revkin to kill himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908785 35235 61 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:38:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7908716" target=_blank>#60</A> iceman1960</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty obvious to me that Rush was making fun of the liberal concept 
that man is to blame for the coming extinction of man so why not do what is 
needed to do and kill yourself since you're are man and you are the 
problem.Maybe Rush needed a sarc tag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, it's just hilarious to tell people to go kill themselves in an angry 
tone of voice. Now that's humor!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07908866 35235 63 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 12:13:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7908861" target=_blank>#62</A> iceman1960</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles I respectfully disagree.I heard the whole episode. He didn't 
sound angry to me. He sounded like he was poking fun at the notion that if the 
final conclusion is that we are killing ourselves why not go ahead and get it 
over with.That's all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. He was absolutely raging about this, and even compared 
environmentalists to jihadis. There was nothing funny about this at all. Here's 
the recording.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org/static/video/2009/
10/20/limbaugh-20091020-kill.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908931 35235 65 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 12:53:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7908884" target=_blank>#64</A> iceman1960</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So he likes pulling the chains of radical environmentallists. I tend to think 
groups like ELF setting buildings and car lots on fire for the sake of their 
philosophies are a lot like jihadists trying to force their beliefs on 
others.They are trying to force a system of belief on us almost like religious 
zealots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P> 
<P>Andrew Revkin is about as far from a "radical environmentalist" as it's 
possible to get. And while I agree that the ELF uses terrorist tactics, the fact 
is that they are an absolutely TINY way-out-on-the-fringe group, with no support 
whatsoever from mainstream environmentalists. And Limbaugh was NOT talking about 
the ELF, he was talking about mainstream environmentalists.</P> 
<P>I notice you've moved the goalposts now. Previously, it was "Rush was 
kidding! It's a joke!" Now it's "He's pulling their chains!"</P> 
<P>It was not a joke, it was hate speech. If you tell someone in real life to go 
kill themselves, you're likely to get a punch in the nose. Limbaugh does this on 
his radio show all the time, and the excuse that he's "joking" is beyond 
ludicrous at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909050 35235 67 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:32:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7909001" target=_blank>#66</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>On the Obama thesis:</STRONG> Charles, weren't you initially <A 
href="http://ace.mu.nu/archives/293599.php" target=_blank>fooled by fake Rush 
quotes</A>? And didn't it take you longer than an hour to 
backtrack?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And isn't it you who continues to blatantly ignore the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34938_Rush_Limbaugh_in_His_Own_Wor
ds" target=_blank>dozens of verified, sourced racist statements</A> made by Rush 
Limbaugh? Telling a black caller to "take that bone out of your nose?"</P> 
<P>All that's fine with you, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909062 35235 68 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:35:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7909001" target=_blank>#66</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>On the birth certificate:</STRONG> Does <A 
href="http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_102308/content/01125106.guest.
html" target=_blank>this</A> (October 23, 2008 broadcast) sound like pandering 
to birthers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does <EM>this</EM> sound like pandering to Birthers to you? (I'm guessing 
you'll try to make excuses for this one too.)</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Barack Obama has yet to have to prove that he’s a citizen. All he has to do 
is show a birth certificate. He has yet to have to prove he’s a citizen. I have 
to show them 14 different ways where the hell I am every day of the year for 
three years.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909613 35235 72 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7909534" target=_blank>#71</A> Alan K. 
Henderson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're getting all your material from MediaMatters?!?!?!? Do you 
<EM>ever</EM> fact-check them against Rush's own transcripts to check against 
selective journalism and to separate MM'sw editorializing from 
fact?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a RECORDING of Rush Limbaugh's radio show. Are you going to try to claim 
they faked it? Good freaking grief.</P> 
<P>And no, I don't get "all" my material from Media Matters. What crap. This is 
really getting stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907048 35236 15 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:49:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7907032" target=_blank>#5</A> Gang of One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would sooner think that a fundamentalist would keep this guy behind bars no 
matter how much "religion" he got.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please look up the story of James Dobson and Ted Bundy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907064 35236 26 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 6:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7907050" target=_blank>#17</A> SeaMonkey</EM></P> 
<P>Just piss off. I'm finished putting up with people like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907114 35236 66 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:09:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7907104" target=_blank>#59</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee apparently thought that the Clemmons didn't receive effective 
counsel, <A href="http://courts.state.ar.us/opinions/1998b/981008/cr98-296.html" 
target=_blank>despite the Arkansas S.Ct. ruling that he did.</A> That would be 
the only reason, but it ignores Clemmons background and multiple crimes 
involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was the "official" reason, anyway. We're going to find out the real 
reason this week, I have no doubt.</P> 
<P>Huckabee has screwed the pooch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907117 35236 69 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:10:52pm  
 
<P>Just imagine the conversations going on among Huckabee and his advisers 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907120 35236 72 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:11:57pm  
 
<P>They know they have just this one night to get their story together, before 
the media feeding frenzy tomorrow.</P> 
<P>Oh, to be a fly on the wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907133 35236 84 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7907126" target=_blank>#78</A> kobra_55</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it just me or could Sarah Palin have made it through this completely 
unscathed if she had done this as governor? Unfortunately for Huckabee he 
doesn't have her sort of...whatever it is she has.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No politician could make it through something like this unscathed. It's a 
career-destroyer.</P> 
<P>According to some polls, Huckabee was the GOP front-runner for the 2012 
elections.</P> 
<P>Operative word: "was."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907170 35236 116 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:30:02pm  
 
<P>Wow. If you read the whole article I linked above, it's blindingly obvious 
that this guy was a loose cannon and was going to kill someone. And he was 
obsessed with religion in a very unhealthy way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907203 35236 148 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7907185" target=_blank>#130</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, it's sad to see political glee over a tragic murder of police 
officers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P> 
<P>Who exactly is "gleeful" about the murder of those police 
officers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07907228 35236 171 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:52:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7907211" target=_blank>#156</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said "political" glee.It's been all about *the end of Huckabee*.</P> 
<P>I'd place more blame on those who granted bail for a guy arrested for child 
rape who had a long, long, violent criminal history.Huckabee can take his share 
of the blame. But he's sure not the only person he should shoulder it.Provided 
this guy is actually charged and convicted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And for my part, I think it's beyond appalling that you're trying to make 
excuses for Mike Huckabee's role in this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907244 35236 187 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 7:54:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7907241" target=_blank>#184</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You bet - plenty to go around. But that doesn't mitigate the fact that the 
guy was in jail and let out by a bible-thumping, supposedly tough-on-crime 
conservative.</P> 
<P>It's going to be great watching Malkin, Rush, Hannity and Beck spin 
this...</P> 
<P>I'm getting popcorn!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're already seeing the early spinning develop right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907338 35236 281 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:15:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/7907308" target=_blank>#251</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen any indication that Huckabee gave a religious reason for 
letting the guy go - what I saw indicated it had something to do with the guy's 
age. Apparently Huckabee ignored all the info about the guy's behavior. But I 
haven't seen anything indicating there was a reason connected to religion. I'm 
trying to figure out why that's being discussed here by some as if it was the 
case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I asked the question because if you read the article above, it's clear that 
Clemmons was obsessed with religion, and used it to manipulate people. And 
there's a long history of convicts using religion to trick their way out of 
prison.</P> 
<P>Apparently the prosecutors were strongly opposed to Huckabee's granting 
clemency. Why did he ignore their objections?</P> 
<P>And Huckabee is a hardcore fundamentalist, who wants to amend the US 
Constitution to make it more in line with "Biblical principles."</P> 
<P>There are serious reasons to ask that question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907347 35236 289 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:18:13pm  
 
<P>No links to the Ace of Spades hell hole, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907381 35236 323 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:33:48pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7907366" target=_blank>#308</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I'm not so sure. If you have time, read the very long and involved 
explanation of how Huckabee finagled the release of Wayne Dumond, who later went 
on to rape and murder a woman after his release. (Scroll to almost the end for 
the good part).[Link: <A 
href="http://www.arktimes.com/Articles/ArticleViewer.aspx?ArticleID=154e1aad-
fd18-4efd-8d80-b5dab8559419" 
target=_blank>www.arktimes.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had not heard about this case before, but once again we see a connection 
with fundamentalist religion: <A 
href="http://www.arktimes.com/Articles/ArticleViewer.aspx?ArticleID=154e1aad-
fd18-4efd-8d80-b5dab8559419" target=_blank>Dumond case revisited</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an effort to stem the political fallout, Huckabee and his staff agreed to 
meet for the first time with Dumond’s victim, Ashley Stevens, her family, and 
Fletcher Long, the prosecuting attorney who sent Dumond to prison. In 
interviews, both Walter “Stevie” Stevens, Ashley’s father, and Long both said 
they came away frustrated that Huckabee knew so few specifics about the 
case.</P> 
<P>“He [Huckabee] kept insisting that there was DNA evidence that has since 
exonerated Dumond, when that very much wasn’t the case,” recalled Long. “No 
matter that that wasn’t true … we couldn’t seem to say or do anything to 
disabuse him of that notion.”</P> 
<P>In fact, there had never been any DNA testing in the Ashley Stevens case.</P> 
<P>The state official who advised Huckabee on the Dumond case confirmed that the 
governor knew very little about Ashley Stevens’ case:</P> 
<P>“I don’t believe that he had access to, or read, the law enforcement records 
or parole commission’s files — even by then,” the official said. “He already 
seemed to have made up his mind, and his knowledge of the case appeared to be 
limited to a large degree as to what people had told him, what Jay Cole had told 
him, and what he had read in the New York Post.”</P> 
<P><STRONG>Jay Cole, like Huckabee, is a Baptist minister, pastor for the 
Mission Fellowship Bible Church in Fayetteville and a close friend of the 
governor and his wife. On the ultra-conservative radio program he hosts, Cole 
has championed the cause of Wayne Dumond for more than a decade.</STRONG></P> 
<P>Cole has repeatedly claimed that Dumond’s various travails are the result of 
Ashley Stevens’ distant relationship to Bill Clinton.</P> 
<P>The governor was also apparently relying on information he got from Steve 
Dunleavy, first as a correspondent for the tabloid television show “A Current 
Affair” and later as a columnist for the New York Post.</P> 
<P>Much of what Dunleavy has written about the Dumond saga has been either 
unverified or is demonstrably untrue. Dunleavy has all but accused Ashley 
Stevens of having fabricated her rape, derisively referring to her in one column 
as a “so-called victim,” and brusquely asserting in another, “That rape never 
happened.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907389 35236 330 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:36:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7907385" target=_blank>#326</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. He's actually going to try to pretend it has nothing to do with 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907429 35236 368 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:52:31pm  



 
<P>Meanwhile, as usual, as soon as the post on global warming moves down from 
the top of the page, we get an influx of deniers spewing the usual talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907441 35236 379 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 8:57:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/7907432" target=_blank>#371</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Huck is a fundamentalist is without question, but that would seem to 
argue <EM>against</EM> the idea of pardoning or commuting sentences of 
criminals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, please look up the case of James Dobson and Ted Bundy. There's a 
pretty long history of Christian fundamentalists who forgive the most heinous 
crimes as soon as the criminal says what they want to hear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907456 35236 392 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7907443" target=_blank>#380</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Very similar to my change of heart about global warming. I used to be a 
denier too, until I made a serious effort to actually educate myself and stop 
swallowing the propaganda of the denial industry uncritically.</P> 
<P>That's going to have to be a post tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907526 35236 460 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:28:00pm  
 
<P>About those minarets in Switzerland -- these are the blatantly fear-mongering 
posters that were all over Switzerland in the run-up to the vote:</P> 
<P><A title=DSC00284.JPG 
href="http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_K1YdEXYjdto/SxLioBYqEgI/AAAzA/u0VQKJA8aso/s1600/
DSC00284.JPG" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
DSC00284.JPG</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907532 35236 466 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:29:35pm  
 
<P>Here's that Swiss poster again (seems to have disappeared from that first 
source):</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ086E3D1E.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ086E3D1E.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ086E3D1E.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07907552 35236 486 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/7907541" target=_blank>#475</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it was an architectural design issue. Right.</P> 
<P>Shades of pro-Koln, Vlaams Belang, BNP, and other far-right European parties. 
Only in this case it's the ultra nationalist Swiss People's 
Party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. This was an initiative by the European far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07907565 35236 499 Charles Sun, Nov 29, 2009 9:35:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/7907550" target=_blank>#484</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last spring I was in Paris during the political elections and <A 
href="http://www.crowded.fr/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/dieudonne_europeenne.png" 
target=_blank>this was the poster</A> of a deeply anti-semitic comedian running. 
Stunning it was even allowed to be posted outside all the schools in Paris (they 
are the polling stations).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That rotten creep Dieudonne has been the subject of several LGF 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908972 35236 918 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:06:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/917/7908944" target=_blank>#917</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(though without the spaces - I added them so it wouldn't get 
truncated)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, right. One of these days I'll revisit that regular expression to make it 
ignore character runs inside HTML tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908532 35237 527 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:00:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/7908523" target=_blank>#518</A> spinmore</EM></P> 
<P>Would you please bite me? And then piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908534 35237 529 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:01:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7908529" target=_blank>#524</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. This may be another bogus story, but it still looks bad. And with a 
major AGW summit upcoming, looks are more important than facts, because 
politicians deal mainly with appearances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It IS a bogus story. I don't believe you're even questioning that after the 
post I put up yesterday.</P> 
<P>NO DATA IS MISSING.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908566 35237 558 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:14:03am  
 
<P>I wondered where all the hate mail was coming from this morning -- more than 
a dozen raging, insulting emails -- and now I know. It's from a link at racist 
paleocon Lew Rockwell's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908567 35237 559 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:15:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/7908560" target=_blank>#552</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush is in full rant over this, chanting over and over that "There is no 
AGW!", compariing it to the Tobacco industrie's suppression of studies, saying 



the CRU needs to be taken to court, and ending with a defense of the Tobacco 
industry. Then he cut to ads, where in the KC area we got a Cigar Box ad, and an 
ad for an end of times Kookspiracist book complete with NWO, "The Obama 
Deception".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Obama Deception" is the Alex Jones movie. There's no longer much 
difference at all between Alex Jones and Rush Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908574 35237 566 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:20:56am  
 
<P>I'm beginning to realize exactly how the scientists at CRU feel, having to 
constantly refute the same bogus talking points over and over and over and over 
and ...</P> 
<P>Even though I've shown that no data was destroyed by the CRU, and that the 
original data is still available from the NOAA, denier after denier keeps 
popping up saying, "They DESTROYED THE DATA! What are they hiding?!? Evil 
scientists! Burn them!"</P> 
<P>It's beyond frustrating. It's into the realm of mass hysteria and 
delusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908588 35237 580 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:29:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7908579" target=_blank>#571</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<P>No data was destroyed. All of the original data is available from the 
NOAA.</P> 
<P>He said for the thousandth time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908593 35237 585 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:32:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/7908585" target=_blank>#577</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The raw data is still there at the stations surveyed, just not at the CRU. 
Anyone who is truly interested can reconstitute it from the original data at the 
stations. If the denialists really had a smoking gun here don't you think they 
would take some time to create that competing study rather than hysterically 
scream hoax and foul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a key point. The data is available from the NOAA. Why are the anti-
AGW people just yelling about data being destroyed (it WASN'T) instead of 
getting in there and correlating the NOAA's raw data with the CRU's adjusted 
data, and proving to the world that there's a hoax?</P> 
<P>The answer is simple -- because they know it's no hoax, and they know that if 
they did correlate the data they would find NOTHING wrong. So instead, they yell 
and scream and lie about "destroyed data" in order to poison the well and trick 
the gullible. It's disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908595 35237 587 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:33:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/7908591" target=_blank>#583</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Available to whom?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NOAA is very open to sharing data. Go ahead, ask them for it if you don't 
believe me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07908606 35237 596 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:39:43am  
 
<P>The Goddard Institute for Space Studies has made their source code available 
here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/sources/" 
target=_blank>data.giss.nasa.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>And there are numerous sources for source code from other agencies. Nobody is 
hiding anything.</P> 
<P>This bogus, dishonest talking point that climate scientists are "hiding" 
something is so stupid it's giving me a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908633 35237 619 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:57:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/617/7908630" target=_blank>#617</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the Limbaugh sound bite from today that I referenced above</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/200911300014" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's already up at Media matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also compared environmentalists and climate scientists to terrorists 
today.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/200911300015" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908685 35237 631 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:10:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/630/7908680" target=_blank>#630</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the underlying raw data is available from a credible source with full 
provenance intact, then there should be no issue. No one can really argue 
that.</P> 
<P>BUT, that certainly has not been established yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it has been established. The NOAA has all of the raw data used by the 
CRU. That's a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908771 35237 640 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:33:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/7908744" target=_blank>#638</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<P>The raw data WAS retained, by the NOAA. The CRU deleted less than 5% of their 
raw data, simply because they did not have a way to store it in the 1980s.</P> 
<P>I really don't understand why this seems so difficult to grasp.</P> 
<P>No data was destroyed. None. The raw data still exists and there is nothing 
to stop anyone from getting it and doing their own correlations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908888 35237 652 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 12:27:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7908868" target=_blank>#648</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 



<P>The 5% of the raw data that the CRU discarded happened 30 years ago. Are you 
seriously suggesting that the scientists tried to hide their data -- even though 
it was still available from the NOAA -- because they were able to see into the 
future and predict that there would be a hardcore denial industry in 
2009?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908892 35237 654 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 12:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7908868" target=_blank>#648</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The irony of the anti-scientific-method, pro-treaty-now arguments being 
advanced on this otherwise excellent pro-science, anti-foofah blog, is not lost 
on me. I hope it is just the politics of the moment, and not some sign that 
modern science has irreparably jumped into intellectual corruption that seems to 
have infested so much of the rest of the world.</P> 
<P>Winemaker out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think it's really sad to see someone who previously valued fact-
checking and accuracy repeating long-debunked talking points ad nauseam, and 
insisting that data was hidden or destroyed despite having the reality pointed 
out over and over to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909166 35237 662 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:07:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/7909094" target=_blank>#660</A> 
winemaker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh come on. I don't have 1000 hours to become a global warming 
expert.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But somehow you seem to find the time to read the ravings of kooks like 
Christopher Monckton and other climate change deniers, and repeat their talking 
points.</P> 
<P>Have you even made an effort to educate yourself on the subject? It looks 
like all of your information comes from right wing denial sites.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/301/7899689" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here's a site where you can learn about just how much dishonest and 
misleading disinformation you've been fed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/" 
target=_blank>www.skepticalscience.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908697 35238 48 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:13:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7908690" target=_blank>#42</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember, the Willie Horton ads were deemed racist, so I'm sure the left 
won't bring this up if he runs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Willie Horton ads weren't simply "deemed" racist, they deliberately, 
openly appealed to racism. Lee Atwater didn't even try to deny 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908704 35238 54 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:14:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7908700" target=_blank>#50</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lee Atwater? The Mao guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Atwater was the one behind the Willie Horton ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908724 35238 71 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:19:51am  
 
<P>Wow. Are people actually going to try to deny that the Willie Horton ads were 
a deliberate appeal to racist sentiment?</P> 
<P>I think you'd better start reading the history of that ad campaign. It's not 
even debatable. It was deliberately designed to play on racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908734 35238 80 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:22:29am  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908780 35238 122 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:35:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7908765" target=_blank>#109</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch <A href="http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/atwater/" 
target=_blank>Boogie Man: The Lee Atwater Story.</A></P> 
<P>They readily admit that it was racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I said above. It's not even debatable. The ads were 
designed specifically to appeal to racist sentiments. They never even denied 
this, and they were urged not to run them by many people for that 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908800 35238 138 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 11:47:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7908791" target=_blank>#130</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Clemmons is still on the loose - as lawhawk noted above - this can't end 
well for anyone. I'm still not clear on the motive behind the original act. Is 
there any information as to why he clearly walked into the place and executed 
four policemen? Unless I missed something in the stories, it wasn't as though he 
walked in, was recognized by one or more of the officers and a gunfight erupted. 
As far as I know, he just walked in and killed them. I really wonder why he did 
that. Does anyone know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you read the article about Clemmons I linked yesterday, it's clear that 
the guy is dangerously unstable, and has a very unhealthy obsession with 
religion. In other words, he's nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908873 35239 26 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 12:16:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7908863" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/11/30/birther-ad-monkeys/" 
target=_blank>Washington Times Runs Anti-Obama Birther Ad Featuring Racial 
Undertones</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Washington Times has pretty much dropped their mask. With Pruden's latest 
"blood impulse" editorial and this, the racism has bubbled up to the surface for 
all to see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07908976 35240 13 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:07:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7908962" target=_blank>#3</A> KernelPanic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will take less than 10 comments for someone to post "... I don't see the 
racism!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You nailed that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909006 35240 36 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:18:00pm  
 
<P>I'm no longer surprised that people try to make excuses for this kind of 
deliberate, obvious race-baiting garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909010 35240 40 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:19:07pm  
 
<P>In my opinion, the Birther movement itself is, at its core, an expression of 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909021 35240 49 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:21:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7909018" target=_blank>#47</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the pictures of Bush looking like a monkey were racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't be obtuse.</P> 
<P>There's a vast difference between that and using monkey images to smear a 
black man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909034 35240 62 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:25:51pm  
 
<P>With all of the controversies that have popped up about using monkey images 
to smear the Obamas, there's absolutely NO WAY this is just a harmless 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909070 35240 91 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:38:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7909046" target=_blank>#71</A> In Excess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was it racist when Bush was called a 'chimp'? Or are people here, again, only 
looking a skin color?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you being deliberately obtuse, or are you nuts? Are you seriously trying 
to pretend there's no history of racism in associating black people with 
monkeys?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07909078 35240 99 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 1:40:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7909075" target=_blank>#96</A> baldeagle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The birth certificate is not the only verification/audit trail of this 
persons life that is not known.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909173 35240 179 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:10:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7909154" target=_blank>#164</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the deniers are posting honestly when they sneak in to dead 
threads to make their arguments. I don't think that at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so either. They're trying to get the last word, and dump a 
whole bunch of misleading garbage at the end of a dead thread, because of a 
weird belief that it validates their delusions.</P> 
<P>Maybe they believe they can make the glaciers stop melting by getting the 
last word in an LGF climate thread; I don't know.</P> 
<P>It's a very odd phenomenon, and it happens in every single climate 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909205 35240 211 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:18:20pm  
 
<P>Now ask me if I knew in advance that lots of people would pop up with 
literalist arguments to claim there's no racism about using monkeys to smear a 
black President.</P> 
<P>A: Yep, I sure did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909215 35240 221 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:21:56pm  
 
<P>The other weird thing about the climate threads is how many of the most 
hardcore deniers claim to be "scientists."</P> 
<P>And again, the similarity with the creationist threads is absolutely 
striking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909249 35240 254 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:27:44pm  
 
<P>Whoa Nellie.</P> 
<P>If you want to see the motherlode of sheer insanity and science-hating bad 
craziness, just check out Twitter for #climategate.</P> 
<P>It's pretty mind-boggling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909253 35240 258 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:29:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7909244" target=_blank>#249</A> In 
Excess</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a slam dunk!</P> 
<P>But instead of charging “dog whistle” racism and walking away, why don't you 
explain the racist connection that is lost on some of us since the three monkeys 



in the ad represent Congress, the Courts and the Media - not 
Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I waste my time trying to explain that to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909271 35240 274 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:34:10pm  
 
<P>Here's a "conservative" on Twitter who's using that picture of Obama as a 
witch doctor with a bone through his nose as his personal image:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/obamascare/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909276 35240 279 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:35:52pm  
 
<P>If you follow the #tcot group on Twitter ("Top Conservatives On Twitter"), 
I'd estimate that about 10% of the tweets contain open racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909288 35240 291 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:39:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/7909282" target=_blank>#285</A> In 
Excess</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough from you. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909327 35240 330 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 2:53:10pm  
 
<P>On the #tcot thread at Twitter, I've watched today as at least a thousand 
people have repeated the absolutely FALSE claim that the CRU destroyed data. 
It's like watching people shooting themselves up with dirty needles full of 
dishonesty.</P> 
<P>Really bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909340 35240 341 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:01:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/7909335" target=_blank>#336</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did they do with the data. I keep hearing the same thing. I have been 
trying to find a link to a statement by them or something, but all I can find is 
articles in the typical anti-AGW papers.</P> 
<P>DO you have something, or an quick answer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The CRU discarded about 5% of the raw data from ONE NOAA dataset after 
correlating and adjusting the data. This happened almost 30 years ago in the 
1980s when a 10MB hard drive was (very expensive) state of the art, and they 
didn't have the means to archive the data.</P> 
<P>Nothing was "destroyed." The NOAA still has the raw data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909353 35240 354 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:09:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/7909344" target=_blank>#345</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Got it.</P> 



<P>So that original raw dataset that NOAA has is still available from NOAA if 
requested (or paid for, or whatever, I don't know how that 
works)?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. I don't know if they charge a fee for it, but probably 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909563 35240 375 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:35:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/7909518" target=_blank>#372</A> 
CDRSalamander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ummm, dude. Those are three apes, not monkeys.</P> 
<P>In any event - twoofers are stupid - as the add is.</P> 
<P>Thing is - you are trying to hard to say that the classic "Hear no evil, 
speak no evil, hear no evil" Chimps (which predate the President by, forever) 
are in some way racist.</P> 
<P>That is just trying too hard - and hurts your credibility.</P> 
<P>Stupid add? Sure. Stupid paper for running it? Sure.</P> 
<P>Racist? No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hurts my credibility? If it hurts my credibility in the bigot community, I'm 
just fine with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909674 35240 380 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:10:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7909656" target=_blank>#377</A> 
oneisnotprime</EM></P> 
<P>More deliberate obtuseness.</P> 
<P>Are you really going to try to pretend you don't understand the difference 
between the Bush-chimp pictures and comparing a black man to a 
monkey?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909778 35240 390 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:54:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7909775" target=_blank>#389</A> Dag 
Nabbitt</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909787 35240 392 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:57:02pm  
 
<P>We're seeing exactly how racists flourish and survive in modern America in 
this thread -- by keeping their racism ambiguous enough that lots of people will 
make excuses for it and look the other way.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911877 35240 403 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:55:25am  
 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912612 35240 405 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 4:14:51pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun making excuses for racism.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07909382 35241 12 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:21:25pm  
 
<P>The fact is that it's a deliberate strategy to continue focusing on and 
casting doubt on the science of global warming, because this is MUCH easier than 
debating policies.</P> 
<P>This tactic was employed by the tobacco industry to great effect for decades 
-- it's the "cloud of confusion" technique. Raise doubts about the science and 
count on the fact that most people don't have the time or the expertise to check 
the claims for themselves. And it plays into the latent anti-science bias of 
many "conservative" Americans as well.</P> 
<P>Many of the same front groups that used to make excuses for the tobacco 
industry are now using this tactic to confuse the issue of global warming. It's 
not a coincidence.</P> 
<P>The tactic proved so successful that it's become completely internalized by 
large segments of the right wing, and they can recite the talking points like 
parrots at the drop of a hat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909384 35241 14 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7909375" target=_blank>#8</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox news needs that link. Not 10 minutes ago, they announced that there has 
been no evidence of warming in the last eleven years. Are they that stupid, or 
are they willfully misleading their viewers ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909391 35241 21 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:25:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7909386" target=_blank>#16</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/article6936328.ece" 
target=_blank>Link. Climate change data dumped - Times Online.</A></P> 
<P>FWIW</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, man! I dealt with this FALSE story yesterday in detail.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35233_Did_Climate_Scientists_Destr
oy_Data_A-_No." target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909393 35241 23 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:26:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7909389" target=_blank>#19</A> dogg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If global warming or change is man made there should be no fear to share all 
data and have an open debate.Charles are you honestly pro global something or 
getting a kick back?Please try to have an open mind on the 
subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apologize for this ugly accusation or you're going to lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909403 35241 33 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:30:21pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7909398" target=_blank>#28</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know the NAME of the raw dataset that CRU had originally used. All I 
can find is mention of the dataset as "raw" but I don't know enough about the 
different datasets at NOAA to know which one is the same one from the 1980's 
that CRU used?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the name of the dataset is posted on the web. You can write to 
the NOAA and ask them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909410 35241 40 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:33:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7909396" target=_blank>#26</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, who is Patrick J. Michaels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another dishonest "skeptic" in the pocket of the energy industries: <A 
href="http://sourcewatch.org/index.php/Patrick_J._Michaels" 
target=_blank>Patrick J. Michaels</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michaels' firm does not disclose who its clients are, but leaked documents 
have revealed that several were power utilities which operate coal power 
stations. On a 2007 academic CV, Michaels disclosed that prior to creating his 
firm he had received funding from the Edison Electric Institute and the Western 
Fuels Association. He has also been a frequent speaker with leading coal and 
energy companies as well as coal and other industry lobby 
groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909427 35241 55 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 3:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/7909424" target=_blank>#52</A> dogg</EM></P> 
<P>I'm still waiting for a real apology from you for accusing me of taking 
kickbacks. Your account is hanging by a thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909529 35241 150 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:24:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7909450" target=_blank>#75</A> cgn38navy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7909425" target=_blank>#53</A> The 
Mongoose</EM></P> 
<P>If someone is offering money for stating something on a blog, I'd just like 
to throw my hat in the ring. What would they like me to say and how much? Maybe 
I can get a bigger fireplace for my cave? But that would lead to more CO2 
emissions. Kind of self defeating isn't it?</P> 
<P>Seriously, as a non expert who does understand just enough to realize how big 
this thing is, this guy nails my skepticism on the head. I don't trust the 
studies since there is so much money tied up in it. I also don't trust people 
who believe they know what's best for everyone, and that people who want to wait 
for further proof before taking extreme measures are "cavemen" or "knuckle 
draggers". You left out a big one, mongoose, the ozone hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Yet you'll gladly accept the word of groups who are funded to the tune 
of millions of dollars by energy industries trying to protect their profits. And 
you don't see a bit of a disconnect there?</P> 



<P>The idea that scientists are getting "rich" by promoting global warming is so 
ludicrous it doesn't even deserve an answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909547 35241 166 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:30:36pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the ozone hole is actually a very good example of how humans 
CAN make a difference against environmental damage. Since CFCs were phased out 
(with exactly the same kinds of denialist propaganda campaigns we see now in the 
global warming field), the ozone hole over the Antarctic has stopped getting 
bigger and actually started to repair itself.</P> 
<P>And yet, the climate deniers continue to hold this up as an example of 
"fraud," because they know there are millions of people who were hoodwinked by 
the propaganda and will never believe otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909553 35241 172 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:31:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/7909539" target=_blank>#159</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kind of like priests, when you come to think of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nothing but pure anti-science bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909587 35241 202 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:40:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7909577" target=_blank>#193</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>You are completely irrational on this subject, and you've proven it multiple 
times. There's no point in discussing it with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909588 35241 203 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:42:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7909581" target=_blank>#197</A> claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Sandia Labs just came up with a way to sequester CO2 from coal plants 
and use solar power to create Hydrogen fuel. Commercialization is 10 years out, 
but I thought that was pretty darn cool. I have no doubt human ingenuity can get 
us out of this without us having to act like chicken littles and screwing our 
own pooch prematurely. (Izzat enough cliches'?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, human ingenuity CAN get us out of danger. But we have a serious 
problem; there are people who are pumping millions of dollars into a deceptive 
effort to make sure that DOES NOT happen. And we have a "conservative" movement 
that has completely accepted the propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909591 35241 206 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7909590" target=_blank>#205</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Yet another straw man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909633 35241 247 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 4:59:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7909614" target=_blank>#228</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not good.</P> 
<P>The questions that need to be asked here, which the author of your link 
raises as well, are:</P> 
<P>- Is the CRU able to reproduce it's own past results?</P> 
<P>- Is enough information and data available for anyone to reproduce CRU's 
results?</P> 
<P>They are reasonable, fundamental questions that stand at the very core of 
scientific inquiry. And no, it isn't "attacking the scientists" to raise such 
questions. In fact, it's a necessary step to proving them correct.</P> 
<P>It would be much, much easier, and there would be much, much less 
controversy, if in answer to the question "Where is your original data?" the 
answer had been "Right here. Feel free to download it." As I've stated before - 
to howls of derision - preservation of original data is standard in scientific 
research, for a number of reasons. Under some circumstances, it is a hard 
requirement; in other cases, it is just common sense. It's one of the simplest 
measures available to guard against accusations of fraud, screw ups and 
sloppiness in research protocols, and it's surprising, to say the least, to hear 
that it hasn't been followed in this case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But again -- that <EM>small percentage</EM> of raw data was discarded by the 
CRU nearly 30 years ago. And it was a COPY of the NOAA data. In the 1980s 
storage capacity was severely limited and very expensive. Why should they retain 
all raw data, when it exists and is archived already at the NOAA?</P> 
<P>No data was destroyed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909647 35241 261 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:03:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7909638" target=_blank>#252</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, but reading through that blog, it looks like a very hardcore denial 
blog. And I'm extremely suspicious of its claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909662 35241 273 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:06:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/7909653" target=_blank>#266</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but looking at some of the narratives about the data that I have been 
reading this afternoon, it appears that the RELATIONS from certain data records 
to the actual STATIONS that collected the data is not possible to reconstruct. 
And that is a sticking point for anyone that wants to reconstruct the 
science.</P> 
<P>And the actual percentage of discarded data was 2 percent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two percent?</P> 
<P><EM>Two percent?</EM></P> 
<P>This whole thing is over two percent of the raw data, discarded over 30 years 
ago, in just one dataset out of many hundreds of datasets collected by 
scientists around the world.</P> 
<P>Are you starting to see how completely, utterly insignificant and overblown 
this story is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909696 35241 302 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:16:19pm  



 
<P>This is a partial list of data sources used by the CRU and other climate 
scientists:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/data-sources/" 
target=_blank>RealClimate: Data Sources</A></P> 
<P>TWO PERCENT of one dataset was discarded 30 years ago because they didn't 
have the storage capacity, and they knew the original data was still being 
archived by the NOAA.</P> 
<P>This is such a tiny, <EM>tiny</EM> fraction of the mountain of evidence that 
it's almost funny to see it being used to claim "global warming is a hoax!"</P> 
<P>It would be funny if it weren't so pathetic and sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909707 35241 310 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:21:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7909703" target=_blank>#308</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>You know, your link to that ludicrous German study claiming that CO2 was not 
a greenhouse gas was thoroughly refuted -- destroyed, in fact -- in the previous 
thread where you posted it. But you never even acknowledged any of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909720 35241 322 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/7909717" target=_blank>#319</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean for being a bastard oil company guy (and an Aussie)...this guy <A 
href="http://blogs.shell.com/climatechange/" target=_blank>Shell's Climate 
Advisor</A> has a very cogent and precise explanation of the Copenhagen 
conference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shell Oil seems to be one of the more responsible energy companies. Unlike 
Exxon-Mobil, they don't seem to be funding denialist efforts, and actually 
accept the scientific evidence for AGW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909723 35241 324 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:30:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7909722" target=_blank>#323</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam is flipping out...<STRONG>Atlas Urges Jews Worldwide to Support 
SIOE, Ignore Dhimmi "Jewish Councils"</STRONG></P> 
<P>Read the whole thing. She's really in a froth over this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. She aligns herself with fascists and Nazis, and heaps venom on 
Jews who try to be sensible.</P> 
<P>That woman is completely insane. She should be in a 
sanitarium.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909756 35241 354 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:42:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7909742" target=_blank>#341</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 



<P>Isn't that story on the "lost data" that the Torygraph reported 3 months 
old?</P> 
<P>IIRC Hadley/UEA announced that 3 months ago. But they decided to report it a 
couple of days ago.</P> 
<P>Anyone reading the emails and seeing that there was a campaign to shape 
perceptions needs to understand that there is a campaign to shape perceptions 
from the other side.</P> 
<P>I'd like to see the whole thing depolarized but I know that will never 
happen. Too much at stake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's an old story that was recycled to cash in on the CRU business. And 
sure enough, the right wing blogs started salivating over it like Pavlovian 
dogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909757 35241 355 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:43:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7909747" target=_blank>#346</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interview ended with Bill O saying that more people should be a stand up guy 
like Huckabee.</P> 
<P>Fox covering its own ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What else did you expect? Huckabee has a show on Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909789 35242 17 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 5:58:03pm  
 
<P>I think the shrieking harpy was blitzed when she wrote that post. It has even 
more misspellings and typos than usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909800 35242 23 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 6:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7909776" target=_blank>#11</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I'd be cautious about that website. He's grinding an axe too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909824 35242 39 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 6:14:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7909806" target=_blank>#28</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the reasoning behind it is that some C18 members showed up at the 
SIOE protests.</P> 
<P>Charles, feel free to delete that link if you wish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I deleted it. It was linking a lot of disparate organizations without 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909829 35242 43 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 6:16:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7909828" target=_blank>#42</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jews weren't hated for their religion. They were hated for their very 
being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's exactly why the shrieking harpy hates Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07909834 35242 47 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 6:17:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7909830" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's their webpage with rules for the protesters...<A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:JrVmpj6XiC8J:sioe.wordpress.com/2009/
10/07/harrow-stop-mosque-buiding-demo-13th-
december/+Harrow+stop+mosque+building+demo+13th+December&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;
ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>Harrow stop mosque building demo 13th 
December</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. These people aren't even trying to hide it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07909996 35243 44 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:14:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7909979" target=_blank>#32</A> hanoch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you look at the Nancy Pelosis, Michael Moores, Al Frankens, Cindy 
Sheehans, Jimmy Carters and Al Sharptons of the world and you conclude that the 
left side of the political spectrum is where sanity and moderation exists? I 
can't understand this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you're a creationist, I wouldn't expect you to agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910002 35243 47 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:15:28pm  
 
<P>The haters are already tweeting about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910051 35243 89 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:25:15pm  
 
 
 
<P>I just retweeted this with a #tcot tag.</P> 
<P>In your face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910078 35243 114 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:32:10pm  
 
<P>123 retweets already for this. Expect fireworks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910127 35243 160 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:44:25pm  
 
<P>This post has been brewing inside my head for a long time.</P> 
<P>I wrote it in about 3 minutes. And I mean every single word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910147 35243 179 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:49:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7910140" target=_blank>#173</A> kaymad</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910167 35243 195 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 7:52:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7910160" target=_blank>#190</A> 
Slim_Junior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously, Charles, no offense, but I'd like to explore the 
question...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't always get what you want.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910264 35243 284 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:05:03pm  
 
<P>More than 1500 retweets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910273 35243 293 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:06:02pm  
 
<P>Ben Smith linked at Politico: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/1109/A_defection_on_the_right.html?
showall" target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910300 35243 320 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:10:37pm  
 
<P>SF author William Gibson just tweeted this. Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910304 35243 324 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:11:26pm  
 
<P>William Gibson: [Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/GreatDismal/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910335 35243 354 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:15:31pm  
 
<P>Good lord. More than 2200 retweets. Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910431 35243 448 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:31:53pm  
 
<P>I'm very tempted to open registration, just to see if things will finally get 
weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910461 35243 478 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:35:12pm  
 
<P>Linked at Boing Boing: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.boingboing.net/2009/11/30/change-alright-at.html" 
target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910605 35243 617 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 8:58:15pm  
 
<P>The comments at Twitter from right-wingers about this post are completely 
confirming everything I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910730 35243 740 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 9:25:13pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/726/7910716" target=_blank>#726</A> 
nightdragon83</EM></P> 
<P>I'll make it easier to resist the temptation to read LGF by blocking your 
account. No need to thank me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910785 35243 794 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 9:38:17pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910809 35243 818 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 9:45:05pm  
 
<P>The haters have totally swarmed Ben Smith's post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/1109/A_defection_on_the_right.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910821 35243 830 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 9:48:34pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/823/7910814" target=_blank>#823</A> 
carey94tt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed...it's a dirty feeling to see this much hate. Reminds me of 
something...radical Islam?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an object example of exactly what I was writing about in this 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910876 35243 884 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:11:45pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910916 35243 923 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:23:31pm  
 
<P>If your browser is slowing waaay down in this thread, I strongly advise 
ditching Internet Explorer and using Safari or Firefox instead.</P> 
<P>IE is horrible with large web pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910931 35243 938 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:27:55pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07910952 35243 958 Charles Mon, Nov 30, 2009 10:32:14pm  
 
<P>William Gibson's tweet about this post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF: Feels like some rare astronomical event, something we hear about but 
don't bother hoping to see: somebody changing their 
mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07911759 35243 1368 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:51:10am  
 
<P>18 flounces so far. Did I miss anyone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911768 35243 1372 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:58:13am  
 
<P>Quite a load of hateful comments here.</P> 
<P>An object example of exactly what this post is about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911827 35243 1399 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:31:09am  
 
<P>Megaflounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911871 35243 1410 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:50:53am  
 
<P>Why do these people think I'm going to let their hateful rants and goodbye 
cruel world comments remain posted at my site?</P> 
<P>They spend so much time writing them. You can almost see the venom dripping 
from their words.</P> 
<P>And then the post is deleted within minutes and they're blocked.</P> 
<P>Over and over they do this. Like flies battering themselves against a 
window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911894 35243 1421 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:03:29am  
 
<P>Actually there is a cached page. Even though Google doesn't put a "Cached" 
link in the search results, if you type in 'cache:[page URL]' you'll often get 
the Google cached result.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915638 35243 1472 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:34:36pm  
 
<P>Yet another long goodbye, that ends up deleted within minutes. I have no idea 
why these people think I'm going to let their hate-filled goodbye cruel world 
comments stay posted at LGF.</P> 
<P>And this one was a Birther too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915716 35243 1477 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:05:03pm  
 
<P>And another one. This is a form of mental illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916983 35243 1480 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:37:29pm  
 
<P>And another one. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911945 35245 22 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:37:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7911935" target=_blank>#14</A> exelwood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Had you had your current opinion of the right wing in '04 would you have 
pursued Rathergate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Fraud is fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07911978 35245 48 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:59:09am  
 
<P>I've temporarily disabled some of the auto-updating features, like the 'new 
comments' count and some of the other stuff, to take some of the load off the 
web server. Seems to be helping a bit, but things are going to be a bit flaky 
with this much incoming traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912046 35245 109 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 11:42:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7912037" target=_blank>#101</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not bitter and I'm not angry. Just finished with the hatred, fed up with 
the anger, and not interested in being associated with it any more.</P> 
<P>And the idea that James Inhofe -- a Dominionist fanatic -- is a "reasonable" 
person? Well, I couldn't possibly disagree more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912064 35245 124 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 12:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7912057" target=_blank>#118</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the statistics:</P> 
<P>Now Online: 4,588Logged in: 112</P> 
<P>I wonder what would happen if registration were to open?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going down now -- we were close to 7000 people online at one point.</P> 
<P>I'm going to reenable the auto-updating features now...</P> 
<P>And I'm going to open registration soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912095 35245 149 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 12:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7912088" target=_blank>#142</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Going back to the end of the big big "why I parted ways" thread and there's 
like three dozen deletions! Did the crazies spill their walnuts all over the 
blog or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They sure did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912282 35245 284 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 1:58:34pm  
 
<P>Saw that one coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912515 35245 290 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/7912304" target=_blank>#289</A> 
martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love your list Charles - it's short and to the point - and devastating.</P> 



<P>My only question is about point #9:</P> 
<P><EM>Anti-Islamic bigotry that goes far beyond simply criticizing radical 
Islam, into support for fascism, violence, and genocide (see: Pamela Geller, 
Robert Spencer, etc.)</EM></P> 
<P>Do you consider that your views about Islam have moderated somewhat from 
several years ago? The reason I ask is that you had a lot more tolerance for 
some pretty radically anti-Islamic statements, including by yourself (I remember 
that the first time I ever looked in on LGF it was to a story where you asserted 
that the Hajj included elements of human sacrifice close to what the Aztecs 
practiced) than you do now on this blog.</P> 
<P>And if you consider your views to have moderated, is there any event that 
caused this, or was it a gradual thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have NEVER advocated violence, genocide, or expulsion of Muslims, and in 
fact I've banned dozens of people for doing that.</P> 
<P>And I still believe that the Hajj stampedes -- which happened year after 
year, killing hundreds and even thousands of people each year, with no attempt 
to prevent them until very recently when they began to get news coverage -- had 
a resemblance to religious sacrifice. The Saudis have finally been embarrassed 
into taking preventive measures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912809 35245 299 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 5:29:10pm  
 
<P>Thank you so much for your thoughtful comments. Now you can piss 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912491 35246 77 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:27:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7912348" target=_blank>#64</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<P>Good lord, what a load of garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912595 35246 96 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 4:06:38pm  
 
<P>These comments are proving my point better than I could. One long-debunked 
denialist talking point after another.</P> 
<P>The right wing has completely internalized the climate denial BS -- to the 
point where just about any self-labeled "conservative" can recite a rote list of 
nonsense at the drop of a hat. It's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913503 35246 154 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 7:53:27pm  
 
<P>This kind of ignorant nonsense is what climate scientists have to deal with 
day in and day out. I don't know how they do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913546 35246 157 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:02:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7913532" target=_blank>#156</A> Blotto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No...but I do have a degree in applied mathematics from MIT and am one of 
LA's most prominent session guitarists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am impress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07913864 35246 174 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:28:44pm  
 
<P>I had to block Blotto's account, because every time he posted I could feel a 
few more brain cells dying. I don't have any more to spare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913985 35246 176 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:07:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7913918" target=_blank>#175</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<P>Arguments are one thing. Stupidity is another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915453 35246 180 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7914073" target=_blank>#178</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oh, I readily confess my ignorance. I am not a climatologists as everybody 
else seems to be. I for one thought Blotto made several valid-sounding points 
and it made the discussion more interesting for somebody at my level of 
intellect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to eat up deceptive, ridiculous denialist talking points about 
global warming, there are plenty of websites where you can find them. And 
there's plenty of honest debate on this subject going on at LGF. But there's a 
point beyond which I'm not going to let denialists just keep dumping bullshit on 
my site, and "Blotto" passed that point several comments back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912326 35247 14 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 2:23:35pm  
 
<P>David Frum wants me to come back:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.frumforum.com/come-back-charles-johnson" 
target=_blank>www.frumforum.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912329 35247 16 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 2:24:49pm  
 
<P>And the comments for Frum's post are full of hatred, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912364 35247 44 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 2:47:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7912341" target=_blank>#26</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Please note that the CRU's analysis of the data is just one of MANY analyses 
of MANY datasets. The idea that the entire theory of global warming is disproved 
because the CRU discarded 5% of the raw data used for this one analysis is so 
completely ludicrous it boggles the mind that people are actually trying to 
claim that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912374 35247 53 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 2:49:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7912371" target=_blank>#50</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 



<P>Prove it. Show one example in which climate scientists have lied or cheated. 
I'll wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912419 35247 96 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 2:59:35pm  
 
<P>The haters are back again at the LGF Calendar page at Lulu.com.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-
2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912428 35247 103 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:02:17pm  
 
<P>Again I'll ask anyone who feels like it to go over to Lulu.com and counteract 
those disgusting comments by posting your own. I reported them as inappropriate 
but the more people who do it the better.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-
2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>www.lulu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912447 35247 120 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7912413" target=_blank>#90</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the investigations of the CRU will be illuminating. There is no 
"smoking gun" as yet, but many hints that something is being hidden. The emails 
show that the CRU was, in some cases at least, trying to avoid releasing 
information requested under the Freedom of Information Act. They also show that 
emails on certain subjects were asked to be deleted. That's not fishy to you? It 
doesn't prove anything, but it is absolutely suspicious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mmkay. So you can't come up with even one example to back up your allegation. 
You do realize that I've posted at least a dozen examples of the anti-AGW side 
lying and distorting evidence -- including the claim that the CRU "destroyed 
data?"</P> 
<P>From my point of view, and I follow this closely, all of the lying is coming 
from one side only -- the "skeptics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912456 35247 127 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:14:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7912453" target=_blank>#125</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are some comments in the programming code released along with the 
emails:</P> 
<P>. FOIAdocumentsosborn-tree6mannoldprogmaps12.proFOIA documentsosborn-
tree6mannoldprogmaps15.proFOIAdocu mentsosborn-tree6mannoldprogmaps24.pro ; 
Plots 24 yearly maps of calibrated (PCR-infilled or not) MXD reconstructions; of 
growing season temperatures. Uses “corrected” MXD - but shouldn’t usually; plot 
past 1960 because these will be artificially adjusted to look closer to; the 
real temperatures.</P> 
<P>or this</P> 
<P>•FOIAdocumentsosborn-tree6briffa_sep98_d.pr 
o;mknormal,yyy,timey,refperiod=[1881,1940];; Apply a VERY ARTIFICAL correction 
for decline!!;yrloc=[1400,findgen(19)*5.+1904]valadj=[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,-0.1,-
0.25,-0.3,0.,-0.1,0.3 ,0.8,1.2,1.7,2.5,2.6,2.6,$2.6,2.6,2.6]*0.75 ; fudge 



factor(…);; APPLY ARTIFICIAL 
CORRECTION;yearlyadj=interpol(valadj,yrloc,x)densall=densall+yearlyadj</P> 
<P>"Fudge factor?" "Artificial Correction?" Doesn't sound very scientific to me 
and, yes, it does suggest fraud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it does not. You have no idea what those comments mean - they're taken 
completely out of context, from one tiny module of a much larger program. This 
is yet another bogus accusation based on fantasies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912458 35247 129 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:15:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7912446" target=_blank>#119</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I hid 5% of the relevant data?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thereby disproving everything you've ever written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912474 35247 143 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:21:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7912461" target=_blank>#132</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<P>It looks like some comments may have been deleted over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912481 35247 148 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:23:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7912475" target=_blank>#144</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is just false.</P> 
<P>First, for you to use the term "the AGW theory" is fallacious. It is much 
akin to the ID crowd when they use the term "Darwinist" - it is a made up phrase 
to use as a catch-all for something you don't understand.</P> 
<P>The "CORE" of theories in climatology is modern physics, classical physics 
(especially thermodynamics), and all the applied physical sciences (atmospheric 
physics, oceanography, etc.)</P> 
<P>Furthermore, to continually harp on Briffa leads me to believe that you are 
an acolyte of McIntyre, in which case you are being led so far astray it is no 
wonder you got the first point ("CORE") so wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You beat me to it. You're right - it's completely false, like almost all the 
talking points JohninLondon keeps dumping into these threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912523 35247 181 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:39:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7912497" target=_blank>#161</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geert Wilders on the Glenn Beck Show</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wilders and Beck, together at last. The populist demagogue from Holland meets 
the populist demagogue from Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912536 35247 188 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 3:46:20pm  
 



<P>By the way, the people who are bashing me at Frum Forum were banned from LGF 
for being assholes.</P> 
<P>As usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912614 35247 244 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 4:15:58pm  
 
<P>Ah, coding reminiscences.</P> 
<P>I wrote several very large utility applications for the Atari ST/TT in pure 
680x0 assembly language, back in the day. One of them replaced all of the OS's 
graphics routines with highly optimized machine code (unroll those loops, baby) 
and resulted in massive speedups for screen updates. Another was a complete 
development shell that used undocumented hooks in TOS (the Atari OS) to replace 
the built-in desktop. Good times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912620 35247 249 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 4:19:58pm  
 
<P>The amount of hatred being directed at me on Twitter from "conservatives" is 
just awesome. Keep it up, folks!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913060 35248 52 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 6:10:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7913052" target=_blank>#51</A> 
fenrisdesigns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where does the "truther" tag come from?</P> 
<P>Wait, don't answer that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The geniuses are trying to put it out there that LGF started as a Truther 
site. I've seen this creepy little smear at several sites today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915440 35248 68 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:21:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7915189" target=_blank>#67</A> 
MountainDad</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off, moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912792 35249 19 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 5:26:59pm  
 
<P>There aren't any surprises -- all of this was pretty much known in advance. 
34,000 more soldiers are headed to Afghanistan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07912854 35249 68 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 5:35:25pm  
 
<P>The #tcot list at Twitter is full of comments like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what's with The Obama pronouncing it "tah-lee-bahn"? Bootlicking our enemy or 
is he trying to show how intellectual he is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, proper pronunciation is evidence of how evil Obama is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913114 35250 35 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 6:37:47pm  
 



<P>The web server hamsters collapsed from exhaustion for a few minutes there. 
Stinky gave them mouth-to-mouth, and believe me, he was NOT happy about doing 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913584 35251 13 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:10:01pm  
 
<P>Someone please tell me that Pajamas Media didn't really publish a batshit 
crazy article by "Lord" Christopher Monckton today. Please.</P> 
<P>I'm beginning to wish I'd never lent my name to that company.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913672 35251 51 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7913602" target=_blank>#20</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>any particularly funny, memorable or insane quotes from the hate mail 
heap?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. Just insults, drool, and misspellings. If there was anything 
memorable I'd have posted it.</P> 
<P>Stuff like this for the most part:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just read the post by Charles (chuckie) Johnson on his site and I have to say 
it came as no surprise. After being booted off the site and run-ins with his 
cadre of fans that worships the ground on which he deficates, I came to the 
realization that he wasn't what he seemed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bla bla, yadda yadda. It goes on like that for another thousand words, but 
who reads that kind of crap? Not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913703 35251 70 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:35:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/7913694" target=_blank>#64</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.frumforum.com/come-back-charles-johnson" 
target=_blank>Frum's plea was weak</A> and gave me little reason to reconsider 
my own personal views. I have spent a considerable amount of time effort and 
anguish debating and trying to convince wingnuts that they're headed in the 
wrong direction. I'd have better luck convincing salmon swimming upstream not to 
spawn. They <EM>have</EM> to do this and logic and debate aren't even part of 
the equation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate David Frum's concern, and I thought about his plea for me to 
come back to the right. For about two minutes.</P> 
<P>But once you're run out of town on a rail, it's not really an attractive idea 
to go back to that town. Frum is dreaming if he thinks anyone is going to pull 
the right wing back from the ledge. They're determined to jump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913718 35251 81 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 8:39:14pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, this is the kind of stuff that's getting posted on Twitter under 
'LGF':</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chuckie At LGF Goes Ape-Poopy Cwazy (J O S H U A P U N D I 
T)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07913796 35252 5 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:07:20pm  
 
<P>So you guys know better than the senior NATO commander? Groovy. When are you 
going to be taking over his job?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913821 35252 23 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:17:38pm  
 
<P>Gee, you know, I seem to remember a whole lot of people yelling and screaming 
that Obama was ignoring McChrystal's advice, and Obama was going to cut and run, 
and Obama was going to hand over Afghanistan to the Taliban, etc.</P> 
<P>Suddenly, when McChrystal doesn't seem at all unhappy with Obama's decision, 
he's wrong?</P> 
<P>Really? And you don't think there's a teensy weensy disconnect 
there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913873 35252 68 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:31:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7913871" target=_blank>#66</A> averagecdn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can slaughter a bunch of backward country bumpkins till the cows come 
home, but what's being done about the root of this radicalized islam that 
motivates these actions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what do you think should be done?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913883 35252 78 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:35:23pm  
 
<P>Looks like 'averagecdn' did a dump-and-run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913896 35252 91 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:38:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7913889" target=_blank>#84</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Education is the answer, IMHO. Educate everyone. Let them be clever, 
creative, and know their own circumstances/environments and come up with the 
kind of solutions, that can ONLY come from knowing your own environment. 
Educate, educate, educate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I don't think that's what averagecdn had in mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07913903 35252 98 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 9:39:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/7913886" target=_blank>#81</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>withdraw from the ME...take down Pakistans nuclear capability covertly or 
otherwise...seal the borders and wait for it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Withdraw from the Middle East?</P> 
<P>Do you realize that's exactly what Al Qaeda wants us to do?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914033 35252 213 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:30:57pm  
 



<P>Yeah, that's it. He <EM>had</EM> to say this. He didn't really mean it. He 
really hates Obama!</P> 
<P>Sure, that's it. He was pressured into it. Gotta be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914035 35253 9 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:33:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7914034" target=_blank>#8</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>forever?...AGW has taken a hit...now what?, disclaiming deniers is not good 
enough and this thing is exploding</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. It isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914041 35253 12 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:37:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7914040" target=_blank>#11</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's an issue that's certainly picking up steam...what strategy will resolve 
this rift so we can move forward?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. It's dying. In a week or less it will be completely out of the 
news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914056 35253 21 Charles Tue, Dec 1, 2009 10:57:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7914054" target=_blank>#20</A> Bob with one 
O</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Black eye for the greens.</P> 
<P>In an age where the mere appearance of malfeasance presumes guilt, someone 
just sank your battleship.</P> 
<P>Apologies for mxing metaphors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't even read the post, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914546 35253 130 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 8:54:19am  
 
<P>Wow. Quite a deluge of denial in here this morning.</P> 
<P>Really sucks when your talking points are shown to be false, doesn't it?</P> 
<P>Of course, they just ignore the debunking by Tim Lambert and move on like it 
never happened. As I predicted in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914555 35253 131 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:02:26am  
 
<P>And by the way, if you spew insults at me, your account is going to be 
blocked and all your denying comments deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914594 35253 136 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:24:52am  
 
<P>About Richard Lindzen:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=lin
dzen&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Lindzen's credibility in the scientific community: below 
zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914619 35253 145 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:34:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7914612" target=_blank>#143</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>No, I was not warning you. That was directed at another of the deniers who 
decided he was going to insult me and then dump a whole bunch of crap into this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914979 35253 166 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:10:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7914939" target=_blank>#161</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>If you read some of the stuff about Lindzen at ScienceBlogs, it's pretty 
clear that he uses the same kinds of distortions and deceptions as every other 
anti-AGW talking head. He's probably the most credentialed scientist who's 
trying to cast doubt on global warming, but his tactics are extremely 
shady.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914981 35253 167 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:12:39am  
 
<P>For more on Lindzen's connections to Exxon-Mobil (yes, again):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php/Richard_S._Lindzen" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Also notice that he's a tobacco apologist too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915156 35253 176 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:02:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7915014" target=_blank>#171</A> Scannit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry all, their research DOES NOT stand up to scrutiny. These e-mails 
indicate that they are fabricating data, deleting data and conspiring in 
refusing to respond to FOI requests.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just complete unadulterated bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915159 35253 177 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:03:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7914993" target=_blank>#169</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>The Heartland Institute connection, for one. Look up their 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915188 35253 180 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:10:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7915036" target=_blank>#174</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't accept this funding charge against Lindzen, so what if he received 
$10,000 a decade ago as consulting fees? Prof. Jones group received millions, 
that does not mean he is corrupt. What matters is the accuracy of their 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And if you read the numerous posts at ScienceBlogs to which I linked, you'll 
see that there are <EM>plenty</EM> of reasons to doubt the accuracy of Lindzen's 
claims too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915801 35253 186 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:34:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7915544" target=_blank>#184</A> Scannit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones in question in this controversy don't seem to release their raw data 
and the modeling programs. Thats all Hush-Hush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/data-sources/" 
target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917530 35253 190 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 9:41:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7917178" target=_blank>#189</A> Sabba 
Hillel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I had not seen the comments. What I have seen is the actual code as 
analyzed by Eric Raymond. That code actually forced the data ito a specific 
shape.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It did NOT. If you had bothered to read my post about this, you would have 
learned that the code in question was NOT EVEN USED in the final resulting 
graph.</P> 
<P>Amazing. They'll even spout the talking points in a thread that debunks 
them!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915431 35255 55 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7915424" target=_blank>#54</A> The 
Termlimator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So we just sit here with our pud in our hand...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speak for yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914700 35256 30 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:58:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7914675" target=_blank>#12</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Incoming from Media Matters:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/200912020010?utm_source=feedburner&amp;utm_me
dium=feed&amp;utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MediaMattersForAmerica-
CountyFair+%28Media+Matters+for+America+-+County+Fair%29" target=_blank>UPDATED: 
Former right-wing blogger details the reasons for his political 
divorce</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those quotes are just a tiny selection of the insane venom being sprayed all 
over the right wing blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914782 35256 100 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:12:40am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7914760" target=_blank>#79</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the right wing blogs, I haven't seen one positive post yet; I think that 
was the point of the article.</P> 
<P>I've gotten quite a few supportive emails from conservatives who agree with 
my position, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914789 35256 106 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:14:01am  
 
<P>40 so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914821 35256 135 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:19:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7914812" target=_blank>#126</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First new embryonic stem cell lines approved.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&amp;sid=akV2re4ixfwc&amp;p
os=9" target=_blank>www.bloomberg.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Religious right freak-out in 5 ... 4 ... 3 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914827 35256 140 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:21:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7914814" target=_blank>#128</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<P>Well, yeah, there's that one. But he's been brainwashed by my evil mind-
control beams.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914851 35256 161 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:28:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7914838" target=_blank>#149</A> That's Grand Lord 
On High Monckton to you</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Egland, people with titles get the luxury of having long names.</P> 
<P>What do you expect me to go by? "Chris?" How ordinary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about "Moncky"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914869 35256 179 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:33:12am  
 
<P>Three attempted sock puppets already. And <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/58/7914738" target=_blank>one</A> 
that I'm letting through for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914880 35256 188 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:37:22am  
 
<P>77...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914892 35256 200 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:42:11am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/7914884" target=_blank>#192</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know I have hawked this guy before but I really like David Hone's approach 
to climate. (<A href="http://blogs.shell.com/climatechange/2009/11/just-what-is-
in-a-political-agreement/#comments" target=_blank>David Hone</A>) He is the 
Global Advisor to Royal Dutch Shell for climate change. In his most recent 
thread in a comment someone asked him to acknowledge "climategate" and this is 
what he wrote:</P> 
<P>It about sums it up for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a great post. He sees what's going on very clearly -- the CRU theft 
was a criminal attempt to sabotage the Copenhagen climate summit, and the entire 
right wing blogosphere is complicit in the crime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914903 35256 208 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:46:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/7914898" target=_blank>#204</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I'm about to do a mass nuking of all of that creep's 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914921 35256 222 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:53:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7914916" target=_blank>#218</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>No, not Oliver. One of the haters who now hangs at stalker sites and talks a 
lot about murdering people with his collection of weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914934 35256 234 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:56:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7914929" target=_blank>#229</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>You can probably guess from the description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914961 35256 255 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:04:23am  
 
<P>109 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07914987 35256 275 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:16:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7914985" target=_blank>#273</A> 
DeathPiggie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After about a year of getting on LGF and seeing the door opens/door closes, I 
was finally quick enough to register! Now, I expect to be brought in on Charles' 
plan for world wide JEWvernment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915003 35256 288 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:19:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7914985" target=_blank>#273</A> 
DeathPiggie</EM></P> 



<P>If that was supposed to be some kind of joke, you have about two minutes to 
explain it before your account goes away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915024 35256 306 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:25:29am  
 
<P>We're about to close here, because the percentage of sock puppets is 
increasing drastically. The word must have gone out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915047 35256 326 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:32:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7915009" target=_blank>#294</A> 
DeathPiggie</EM></P> 
<P>I guess I'm not going to get an answer, am I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915052 35256 329 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:34:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7914985" target=_blank>#273</A> 
DeathPiggie</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915081 35256 357 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:40:23am  
 
<P>Here's the list of registered usernames, minus the 16 sock puppet 
attempts:</P> 
<P>No. of hatchlings: 126</P> 
<P>torrentprimeRod Scruggsdicken's_ghostdarthstarbluewaterSteveMcGS.D.That's 
Grand Lord On High Monckton to yousteelerjoeBlueheronHancock the 
SuperbcameronpDerekM4Deucebubba zanettimorrisabPip's 
Squeaka_little_interesteddheiserearthtonedProdSlashSoapManblestogarhighwayOlsoni
stFunky_GibbonJTBKSCDestroVidioticjesusisreallimewashGellymutecypherhippiepodfir
edmyassMajor Tompolitical lunaticConn. 
LawyerNorthWhalegvmtspookmarxtoneall4oneRickyteeFairNYCpharmmajorjwr10xJustJayha
bereetTajmariBeanycaptainigorgreenerthangoregiantslorjasonrothmeh99moleboyZathra
sdrag0nStacyinLakelandcctalum04Pacific moderateQuakerOrtsNorvegicusGiles29George 
Chiencasey1CISORGnsbmudsharkjimbalesTXLogicdr. 
lubaBunnyThiefparentheticalIdealist101Soap_ManDianeNYSVoter in 
Illinoisscythideblueravenelizajaneballtbmyfriendwatsongrim 
traveleropinionator9UnknownVariablegordonmcdowellPapaNellyDMHILLMAN1650biffboltJ
effM70DeeMarieahhunterCoverStorypublicityStuntedchriscroninmjm1374Hugh 
GradyBristolMStuartpabloniusMohamed.ObjornsvensonGeorgia girlScot 
DCaradocNewsprismrichard12mutagenBrettBignoranceisfatalcamanintxdel7ralph_jacobs
Winny SpencerjonschrRainstormHamish 
JonesHalfpennyjhymesbaPennymilitantagnosticJayDee56duskglowvaldiviaMedianSDE925<
/P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915121 35256 396 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 11:52:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/7915093" target=_blank>#368</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little suspicious of 'jesusisreal'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not the only one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07915152 35256 426 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:01:18pm  
 
<P>Iron Fist's 26,000 comments are now nuked. Maybe now people will stop using 
his deranged ravings to smear me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915567 35256 510 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:09:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/7915547" target=_blank>#509</A> ED 209</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure that's a good idea? I mean, kinda of a revision of history isn't 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's taking out the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915260 35257 25 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:36:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7915254" target=_blank>#19</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The disagreement was over ethical and moral quandaries about how to obtain 
those embryonic lines. The fact is that Bush also happened to be the first to 
provide federal funding for embryonic stem cell research. He expanded that 
policy in 2007. Obama repealed Bush's policies, but in effect expanded on Bush's 
precedent.</P> 
<P>These are the first lines to get approval from the NIH.</P> 
<P>But, and here's the big but, researchers <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/03/science/03stem.html?_r=1&amp;hp" 
target=_blank>have already moved on given that scientists have figured out that 
they make turn adult stem cells behave like embryonic stem cells</A>, avoiding 
the ethical and moral quandaries in the first place.</P> 
<P>The limited stem cell lines may have inhibited research in ESCR initially, 
but scientists not only managed to work around the problem, but found a way to 
avoid the moral and ethical issues at the same time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/03/science/03stem.html?_r=2&amp;hp" 
target=_blank>However</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These induced embryonic cells are highly similar to the real thing but may 
not be exactly the same. One reason is that the mature cell may perceive the 
forced walk-back to embryonic state as unauthorized and switch on its anticancer 
defenses.</P> 
<P>Because the reprogrammed cells and those derived from leftover human embryos 
may not be identical, researchers need to work with both kinds, Dr. Collins 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915293 35257 53 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:43:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7915273" target=_blank>#35</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush's reasoning was he didn't want a situation where people in need of money 
use themselves as embryo farms. Get pregnant, sell the embryo, 
repeat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think this argument was absurd and completely imaginary. That would 
simply never happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07915317 35257 75 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:50:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7915306" target=_blank>#66</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>I agree that both lines of research should be pursued. But from what I've 
read, embryonic stem cells are still much more promising than reverted stem 
cells.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915335 35257 93 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 12:54:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7915325" target=_blank>#83</A> obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first Bush policy has this part:</P> 
<P>Which is an effective ban on new lines.</P> 
<P>The second one doesn't reverse that, but amplifies it with some rather 
strange language about protecting embryos as 'living members of the human 
species'.</P> 
<P>Taken together, they form a very obstructionist policy. I'm glad we're past 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I totally agree. The Bush administration did everything they could to 
obstruct this research, and they did it in a way that gave them deniability. But 
the line about "living members" is a dead giveaway about their true 
motivations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915387 35257 143 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:07:56pm  
 
<P>Just read a few of "Dennis the Peasant's" posts about me, and wow, is that 
guy ever obsessed and bitter. He's actually just making things up out of thin 
air to smear me with, and claiming to "know" me, when I spent all of about 2 
hours in his actual presence. What a freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915409 35257 163 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:12:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7915406" target=_blank>#160</A> tank816</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The opposition to <I>embryonic</I> stem-cell research was never about 
science. It was about <I>ethics</I>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was about <EM>religion</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915467 35257 212 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:29:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7915460" target=_blank>#206</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one objection: it assigns legal ownership to a human 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it assigns legal ownership to an embryo. A <EM>dead</EM> embryo. There's 
no "life" involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915478 35257 222 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 1:33:35pm  
 



<P>We're still getting nasty meltdown comments posted in the dead threads, by 
the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916207 35257 320 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:27:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7916014" target=_blank>#316</A> macirish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insisting that scientists obtain stem cells without destroying an embryo is 
not unreasonable. Now that they've crossed that line - what will be their next 
demand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, those evil tricksy scientists. Gotta watch 'em. They're up to no 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916213 35257 321 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:29:57pm  
 
<P>This is obviously another issue in which the right wing has completely 
accepted all kinds of ridiculous bogus talking points, without bothering to find 
out the facts.</P> 
<P>Embryos used for stem cell research are primarily taken from excess 
fertilized eggs in fertility clinics. No "babies" are killed, and no embryos are 
destroyed for this purpose.</P> 
<P>(I know I'm wasting my time pointing this out.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917576 35257 353 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:17:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7917563" target=_blank>#352</A> st. louisville 
cards</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please reference my posts 331 and 335, the Bush anti-science line is simply a 
myth.He was anti-stem embryonic stem cell research and from what I can tell he 
believed in global warming, but it was not a priority. Science and Science 
research funding doubled under Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone is tempted to believe that the Bush administration was really "pro-
science," I highly recommend reading this book:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0465046762/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Republican War on Science</A></P> 
<P>It's a real eye-opener, and all of Chris Mooney's claims and accusations are 
thoroughly documented. After you finish this book, you won't be able to honestly 
continue arguing that "the Bush anti-science line is simply a myth."</P> 
<P>It's not a myth, it's absolutely true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918476 35257 358 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 3:33:19pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915555 35258 6 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:04:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7915548" target=_blank>#3</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait...I thought oil companies were teH Big Bad...you know- the 'oil' in 'Big 
Oil'.</P> 



<P>Or is 'Big Oil' sooo 2004 now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know where you got the idea that <EM>all</EM> energy companies are 
funding denial front groups. Some definitely are, especially Exxon-Mobil.</P> 
<P>But Shell Oil has always been much more rational about it, and I haven't seen 
evidence that they support anti-AGW groups like other energy companies 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915572 35258 14 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:11:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7915566" target=_blank>#11</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not saying this is a bad point but it's not entirely fair. My personal 
emails and my business emails are worlds apart in style, grammar, context, etc. 
If someone were to break into my business email I feel quite confident that it's 
all squeaky clean; at most, a small contextual explanation might be needed. My 
personal emails, not as squeaky clean. And when I had a State of Utah issued 
email address, it was even squeakier clean than my business 
email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is completely fair. The CRU emails were deliberately cherry-picked by 
the criminal who stole them, out of many many thousands of emails, to find the 
ones that would give the worst impression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915615 35258 42 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7915593" target=_blank>#26</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT OT OTMy <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-
footballs-2010-calendar/6028333" target=_blank>LGF calendar</A> arrived today.If 
you haven't ordered yours yet, I recommend you go ahead and order it - quality 
is very nice and the photos, of course, are wonderful!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great to know it turned out well in printing! I haven't received my own copy 
yet...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915625 35258 52 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:31:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7915603" target=_blank>#32</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I hate those security passwords on email accounts. It would 
probably be pretty easy, as long as you knew my full name, to find out where I 
went to high school and what my mother's maiden name is. Then, just like that, 
you change my password, look through my hundreds of sent and received emails and 
pick a handful that make me look like a fool.</P> 
<P>(Which is why I always give nonsense answers to those 
questions.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always advise people (if they ask) NOT to use real information for the 
answers to those security questions. The only important thing is that you give 
the answer you programmed in -- it doesn't have to be real info. It's much safer 
to use answers that don't relate to your real life at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915642 35258 66 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:36:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7915629" target=_blank>#56</A> AtadOFF</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't go wishy washy on Shell. They have more than one stain in their 
armour.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/secret-
papers-show-how-shell-targeted-nigeria-oil-protests-1704812.html" 
target=_blank>www.independent.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>But I will agree that they show greater interest in alt energy then most 
energy companies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not wishy-washy - I know Shell has issues like the one in that article, but 
my point was that I haven't seen evidence that they fund climate change denial 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915646 35258 70 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:37:56pm  
 
<P>Just had a Birther flounce in the "Why I Parted Ways" thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915651 35258 74 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7915648" target=_blank>#72</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Denial</STRONG> is an intentionally loaded phrase meant to somehow to 
compare skepticism to Holocaust Denial.</P> 
<P>Feel free to use it (obviously), but it bothers quite a few people who don't 
like having their rhetoric hijacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not. The word denier is a perfectly good English word that means 
someone who denies something. It is not reserved for use to describe Holocaust 
deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915655 35258 77 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:41:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7915653" target=_blank>#75</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is. And is intentional.</P> 
<P>Let's not get selectively literal.</P> 
<P>I'm not telling you how to express yourself.</P> 
<P>I'm telling you how I and others feel about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not intentionally used to invoke Holocaust denial. That's 
ridiculous.</P> 
<P>It's used because it's the best word to describe people who simply don't care 
about evidence or facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915661 35258 82 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:44:26pm  
 
<P>If you want to see a perfect example of climate change denial, that sludge-
witted show that Glenn Beck just broadcast is it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915695 35258 110 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 2:55:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7915681" target=_blank>#98</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To be clear: Copenhagen was doomed when India and China gave the finger to 
the West, saying that the West had caused the AGW problem and so we could call 
them after we had at least 5 years of reductions under our belts and only then 
would they think about doing something so long as we paid for 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.vanityfair.com/online/politics/2009/11/climate-
breakthrough-obama-and-china-commit-to-change.html" target=_blank>Climate 
Breakthrough: Obama and China Commit to Change</A>.</P> 
<P>Of course, if you get all your information from right wing blogs, you could 
easily miss this enormous breakthrough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915730 35258 142 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:08:35pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to allow links to PJ Media here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915737 35258 148 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:11:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7915721" target=_blank>#133</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not following. People deny the existence of HIV?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not the existence of HIV -- they deny that HIV is connected to AIDS. One of 
the main proponents of this dangerous idiocy is Phillip Johnson, the so-called 
"father" of intelligent design creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915741 35258 152 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:12:46pm  
 
<P>Here's an article about it at the Skeptic's Dictionary:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.skepdic.com/aidsdenial.html" 
target=_blank>www.skepdic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915744 35258 155 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:13:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7915739" target=_blank>#150</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I know they have been hitting the loco weed pretty hard, but no links? 
heh!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When they started publishing articles by white supremacists like Robert Stacy 
McCain, I decided I would no more allow links to them than I would allow links 
to Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915788 35258 195 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:29:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/7915782" target=_blank>#189</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Destruction of the raw data upon which trillion dollar policy decisions are 
being based is a scandal. It is not a "conspiracy" but is an enormously stupid 
crime against free inquiry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, the same completely false talking points.</P> 



<P>NO DATA WAS DESTROYED.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915796 35258 202 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7915792" target=_blank>#198</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sean Hannity was 'against' email hacking before he was 'for' it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.examiner.com/examiner/x-10722-Austin-Science-
Policy-Examiner~y2009m11d30-Shameless-Sean-Hannity-rides-again" 
target=_blank>www.examiner.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hypocrisy just reeks. I've been pointing out since the beginning of this 
overblown phony scandal that the same people eagerly distributing the stolen CRU 
emails were freaking out and screaming like banshees when Sarah Palin's email 
was stolen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915815 35258 219 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:39:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7915803" target=_blank>#207</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am no friend of any church (or any mythical thinking) but nope, he is 
saying the the use of condoms increases sexual activities in a society which in 
turn could increase the chances of getting STD's. You are making a 
leap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is absolutely no evidence that using condoms "aggravates" the risk of 
getting AIDS (which is what the Pope said), and vast amounts of evidence that it 
protects against AIDS.</P> 
<P>And if you investigate a little further, you'll see that many other Catholic 
officials have said explicitly that condoms make the AIDS problem 
<EM>worse</EM>.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, this was an absolutely appalling thing for Pope Benedict to 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915826 35258 230 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7915820" target=_blank>#224</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>It's true that simply giving people condoms isn't the solution -- but that's 
not what the Pope said. He said it makes the problem <EM>worse</EM>.</P> 
<P>This is part of the Church's blanket opposition to all forms of birth 
control, and really has nothing at all to do with AIDS. It's reprehensible, in 
my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915832 35258 236 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:44:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7915828" target=_blank>#232</A> 
junodavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is my issue with the CRU. I have no problem with peer-review, but when 
the process is rigged, as it appears to have been here, it puts into question 
the validity of the argument. If these guys had no problem with defending their 
work and conclusions, why did they have to rig the system to exclude 
decent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No process was "rigged," and no data was destroyed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915834 35258 237 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:45:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/7915830" target=_blank>#234</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GOES-10 has been deactivated.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2009/20091202_goes.html" 
target=_blank>NOAA Deactivates GOES-10 after 12 Years of Tracking 
Storms</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>What are those evil scientists trying to hide 
now???!!1</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915842 35258 245 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:47:34pm  
 
<P>After Glenn Beck's dishonest show today about the phony scandal, we're bound 
to have lots of people showing up repeating his false claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915854 35258 256 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7915846" target=_blank>#249</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>With all due respect, the CRU announced themselves that the raw data was 
destroyed. Period.</P> 
<P>It was an error, as they have admitted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915865 35258 265 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:51:56pm  
 
<P>I've had two posts at LGF dealing with this lie that "data was destroyed." 
There's no excuse for continuing to repeat this falsehood.</P> 
<P>Educate yourself, please, instead of just parroting talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915876 35258 275 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/7915869" target=_blank>#269</A> fert</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, are you gonna take Frum's advice and take up the right wing's 
burden?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think David Frum should join me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07915886 35258 285 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:56:42pm  
 
<P>Seriously, Frum is dreaming if he thinks there's any way for someone like me 
to make a difference in the Republican Party.</P> 
<P>They're on the ledge and determined to jump. All you can do at this point is 
get out of the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07915898 35258 297 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 3:59:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/7915892" target=_blank>#291</A> 
lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree with the excuse. I am currently an expert witness on a 
civil case and they are using the emails from the parties as part of the 
evidence including my own over a period of three years. There is some truth that 
you could cherry pick a few email to twist things a bit, but even so they do 
paint a pretty good light of what happened, when, and why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't see a vast difference between <EM>stealing</EM> emails from a 
private server and deliberately selecting the ones that create the worst 
impression, and emails used in a court case to determine facts?</P> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916012 35258 408 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:38:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/7915936" target=_blank>#333</A> 
junodavid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the long delay.By "rigged", my understanding is they threatened to 
boycot journals/have their editors fired that published articles critical to 
climate change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is not true. The part about threatening to boycott journals (they 
never actually did it, by the way) was not simply because the journals published 
"articles critical to climate change."</P> 
<P>It's because the articles in question were NOT properly reviewed, and were 
full of the usual deceptive talking points. The CRU scientists were pissed off 
about this, and I would have been too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916027 35258 421 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:41:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7916016" target=_blank>#411</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arguing with idiots...Jesse Ventura Walks Off The Opie &amp; Anthony Show</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>(NSFW language) <EM>Here's</EM> how you handle lunatics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If more people treated raving morons like Ventura that way, we wouldn't have 
to put up with so much of their crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916057 35258 450 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:49:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/7916048" target=_blank>#442</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The emails, although looking incriminating, are not the most important part 
of the leak/hack.</P> 
<P>The Harry's File stuff is far more important. It shows beyond peradventure 
that the programming at CRU was crap. End of. Period. Full stop.</P> 
<P>And if the programming was crap, the CRU's conclusions derived from such 
programming were untrustworthy. And anyone who says that the CRU's work is not a 
main driver of the whole AGW theory is telling porkies !</P> 
<P>The "Nontroversy" ain't going away any time soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So you're just going to ignore my post yesterday showing that your claims are 
complete bullshit.</P> 
<P>I'm not surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916070 35258 460 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:51:06pm  
 
<P>Excellent examples of denial going on right here in this thread, by the way. 
They stick to the talking points relentlessly, and just keep repeating 
falsehoods long after they're debunked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916115 35258 487 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:58:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/7916106" target=_blank>#482</A> 
Pacificlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just keep thinking that science and scientists should be better than what 
is reflected in those e-mails. Before extreme measures are taken, let's be sure 
about the science that is being used to support those changes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are sure about it. There are mountains of scientific evidence. Please. 
Stop getting all your information about this from people who are lying to 
you.</P> 
<P>And I don't know where you got the idea that scientists aren't human beings 
like everyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916134 35258 498 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/490/7916118" target=_blank>#490</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>I have never yet seen a substantive comment from you on the appalling mess 
the CRU programming was in. As shown in the Harry's File stuff, page after page 
after page of it.</P> 
<P>If the programming - the HANDLING of the raw data - is suspect, so are the 
published CRU results tht relied on that programming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a programmer? What are your qualifications to judge whether the code 
is an "appalling mess" or not?</P> 
<P>You're just parroting claims you've read at denier sites. And there's no 
point in discussing this with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916182 35258 507 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:19:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/7916150" target=_blank>#502</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect that Charles might make an exception if someone were to produce a 
clear, indisputable example of deliberate abuse, or even of a substantive error 
leading to demonstrably false results, so long as it was properly documented. It 
would probably be a good idea to ask permission first, of 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have the package of data; I got it the first day the story broke.</P> 
<P>I've looked through a lot of it -- not all, but a lot. There is absolutely no 
evidence in there of any wrongdoing. None.</P> 



<P>The criminal who stole this stuff deliberately picked out the worst things he 
could find -- and there's nothing there, except scientists acting like emotional 
human beings.</P> 
<P>The reason I'm so completely sure this is a phony scandal is because I looked 
into it myself, in depth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916893 35258 571 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:33:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7916830" target=_blank>#567</A> 
revGDright</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These "scientists" manipulated the data, but that's ok, everybody 
does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody "manipulated" any data.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But their high-fiving the death of a skeptic and openly supressing contrary 
views is devastating to their case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody suppressed contrary views.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they deleted files after an FOI request had been received in this country 
they'd be doing a perp walk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody deleted any files.</P> 
<P>All of this is deceptive propaganda. And it just keeps being repeated 
relentlessly, despite being debunked over and over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916975 35258 574 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 10:31:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/573/7916963" target=_blank>#573</A> amosz2</EM></P> 
<P>Right, gotcha. You're fine with stealing private emails and publishing them 
anonymously.</P> 
<P>And I assume you felt the same way when Sarah Palin's email account was 
broken into and her emails published on the web?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917526 35258 584 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 9:37:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7917117" target=_blank>#578</A> mph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shell stands to make billions from Cap-and-Trade (they are publicly 
supporting it), as the legislation will induce a shift from domestically mined 
coal to foreign-imported oil as the primary source of energy in this country 
(Oil produces less CO2 per BTU than coal, but is more expensive). Cap-and-trade 
makes us more dependent on foreign oil and companies like Shell. When something 
smells funny, follow the money...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All that means is that they're smart enough to know they can make a profit by 
NOT denying the science of global warming. Whereas, many of the other energy 
companies are in 'circle the wagons' mode, trying to protect their existing 
profits by funding denial groups and throwing a massive amount of noise and 
confusion into the debate.</P> 
<P>Good for Shell. I hope they do profit from their alternative energy 
programs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917642 35258 586 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:48:32am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/7917180" target=_blank>#580</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<P>This has to be the most ridiculous of all the climate change denial talking 
points -- that using the word "denial" is supposed to invoke Holocaust 
denial.</P> 
<P>Do you folks who insist on taking offense at this realize how petty and 
foolish it looks to people who understand that "denial" is a word like any other 
word, and has no exclusive connection to the Holocaust?</P> 
<P>Never mind. I know I'm wasting my time trying to point it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917789 35258 588 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 11:42:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/587/7917759" target=_blank>#587</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>No, it was NOT a "whistleblower." This article blows holes in that attempted 
rationalization for criminal behavior:</P> 
<P><A href="http://trueslant.com/level/2009/11/29/climategate-addressing-the-
not-a-hacker-meme/" target=_blank>ClimateGate: Addressing the ‘not a hacker’ 
meme</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918374 35258 592 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 2:40:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7917969" target=_blank>#590</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we agree that there was an attempt to delete "Information" that falls 
under FOI?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No information was deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920396 35258 597 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:05:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/7918518" target=_blank>#594</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is not like you to spin the answer, and avoid a direct question.</P> 
<P>Boiled down, even you can't deny that an attempt took place to knowingly 
delete protected information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not denying anything. I'm telling you that no data was deleted. And no 
one knows whether any FOIA-requested emails were deleted. The emails in that 
package of data were deliberately cherry-picked to present an incriminating 
appearance, and you're willing to accept the cherry-picking as being a truthful 
representation because it plays into your own prejudices against accepting the 
scientific evidence for global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920400 35258 598 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:07:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/7919211" target=_blank>#595</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is no "talking point".</P> 
<P>This is reporting from the Times of London where the East Anglia CRU 
explicitly stated that they destroyed the raw data. They stated it was to free 
up storage space.</P> 
<P>They stated that processed and "homogenized" data was kept.</P> 
<P>Here is the link: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/article6936328.ece" 
target=_blank>www.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That article in the Times was FALSE. I've already posted about this. It was 
untrue. I'm not going to go through this again - read my posts about it. There 
are two already.</P> 
<P>A perfect example of relentlessly repeating false talking points, after 
they've been debunked.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916081 35259 8 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 4:52:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7916062" target=_blank>#2</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That being said - why does it have to be after prayer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because Huckabee's whole campaign is about the religious far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916145 35259 37 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:09:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7916128" target=_blank>#26</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Along with the response?Wow.Is he saying Huckabee was not quite truthful when 
his response passed the buck to, gee, everyone but himself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He basically called Huckabee a weasel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916199 35259 78 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 5:22:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7916158" target=_blank>#48</A> Major Tom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How could anyone predict that nine years, after the fact, this guy would 
freak out and commit murder?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because if you read the stories about Clemmons, it could not possibly be more 
obvious that he was dangerously deranged and obsessed with religion in a very 
unhealthy way. And the prosecutors in the case strongly objected to granting 
clemency. Huckabee did it despite their objections, and despite the clear 
evidence that Clemmons was very dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916278 35259 142 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 6:02:57pm  
 
<P>For you folks trying to argue that Huckabee doesn't deserve the blame for 
this -- it's a little late for that, because Huckabee has already semi-accepted 
the responsibility, while still trying to deny there was anything wrong about 
his decision:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee said Tuesday he takes "full responsibility" for the clemency 
decision.</P> 
<P>"I acted on the facts presented to me in 2000, the former GOP presidential 
hopeful said in a statement. "If I could have possibly known what Clemmons would 
do nine years later, I obviously would have made a different decision. But if 
the same file was presented to me today, I would have likely made the same 
decision."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916292 35259 155 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 6:06:20pm  
 



<P>Huckabee's response to the prosecutors who begged him to reconsider:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ631796AA.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ631796AA.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ631796AA.jpg</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Robert,</P> 
<P>The governor read you [sic] letter and laughed out loud.</P> 
<P>He wanted me to respond to you. I wish you success as you cut down on your 
caffeine consumption.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freaking UNbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916323 35259 186 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 6:14:32pm  
 
<P>Well, I just did a phone interview with the "Young Turks" radio show on 
Sirius XM and learned again why I'm neither a lefty nor a righty -- the far left 
is every bit as dogmatic and crazy as the far right. What a 
dick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916350 35259 211 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 6:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7916333" target=_blank>#195</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those of us without Sirius XM - will we get to hear it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. I thought this moron wanted to discuss my post about right wing 
derangement - instead we ended up arguing about the Iraq War, as he recited 
every standard left wing talking point.</P> 
<P>Was that Cenk Uygur? I don't know, they didn't even tell me the guy's name. 
I'll just refer to him as Dick from now on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916440 35259 287 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 6:52:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/7916400" target=_blank>#257</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The NYT managed to find this stuff <EM>now</EM>? Where were they in the 2008 
primaries when Huckabee's clemency issues were first brought up? It would have 
killed his campaign then, but they didn't think it important to dig deeper.</P> 
<P>And the PAC coordinator bails now, even though the Wayne Dumond issue made it 
all too obvious that Huckabee's judgment was flawed. Better late than never I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's bailing now because he stuck his finger into the political wind and saw 
that it was blowing Huckabee into the political ditch.</P> 
<P>He didn't bail before this because Huckabee was at the top of a lot of GOP 
polls.</P> 
<P>But, you know, he prayed about it. Uh huh. Right. What he really did was 
calculate the political odds, and God told him Huckabee was in big trouble over 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916477 35259 314 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:03:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7916465" target=_blank>#307</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the interview could be summarized as Cenk Uygur saying, "I'm much 
more left wing than you are, ner ner ner ner ner."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When he said "we killed hundreds of thousands of Iraqis," I realized I was 
dealing with a true believer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916511 35259 343 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:11:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/7916480" target=_blank>#317</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding the Young Turks interview: I was never the biggest fan of the Iraq 
war but once we were in it I wanted to win (unlike the left who wanted 
desperately to lose). The only way the invasion of Iran helped Iran is that it 
brought a little more stability to the region and Iran no longer had to worry 
about invasion from Iraq. If Saddan was still in power today you can bet your 
ass he'd be working furiously to beat Iran to a nuclear bomb. If he could beat 
them to a bomb I think there's a good chance he'd try to conquer Iran before the 
Iranians decided to nuke Baghdad. Like it or not we did bring a lot of stability 
to the region.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It always amazes me when people like Uygur try to argue that Sadam Hussein 
was no threat. This is the dictator who got within months of having a working 
nuclear reactor online, generating enriched uranium.</P> 
<P>Did we find WMDs in Iraq? Obviously, the answer is no. Was Saddam Hussein a 
brutal murderer who would continue to be a threat to the Middle East and the 
world? Obviously, the answer is yes.</P> 
<P>The world is better off without Saddam in it, despite the messy consequences 
of our invasion of Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916565 35259 385 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/7916556" target=_blank>#379</A> carlitos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't comment here much, but I like your site and I think that you 
strive for accuracy. I see that you are reading the comments now.</P> 
<P>Are you comfortable with your insinuation that the letter referenced 
(governor laughed out loud, etc.) refers to the Clemmons case?</P> 
<P><A href="http://documents.nytimes.com/01huckabee?src=tp#p=28" 
target=_blank>Here is the letter written regarding clemency in general</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://documents.nytimes.com/01huckabee?src=tp#p=29" 
target=_blank>Here is the governor's response.</A></P> 
<P>Neither document mentions Clemmons. You may want to clarify your 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I "insinuate" that the letter refers to the Clemmons 
case?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916573 35259 391 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:26:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/7916557" target=_blank>#380</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. Also I think it was stupid of him to bring up the Norks. N. Korea 
already has the bomb. It makes some sort of invasion or military action very 
risky. Once Saddam or Iran get the bomb then it's too late. You can't unring a 



bell. Once they get the bomb there's not much that can be done about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of those standard left wing talking points.</P> 
<P>"If we're going to invade Iraq, why didn't we invade ... [insert country 
name] ... first?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916608 35259 418 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:39:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7916574" target=_blank>#392</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree that he is not missed but I think there is, perhaps, a 
critical misread of the modern middle eastern history. I submit that Saddam was 
our best friend in the region prior to 1991.</P> 
<P>1) Saddam was a secularist. He viewed himself as a modern day Salladin. He 
crushed Islamic extremists in his own country with brutality. In fact, he is the 
only leader in the region who completely controlled Islamic extremists in his 
own country. The leaders we support don't crush extremists, they buy them off by 
paying for madrassas in Pakistan.</P> 
<P>2) Saddam was a valuable check against Iran. Saddam loathed everything the 
Iranians stand for and fought an eight year war against them. While war is bad 
and his tactics were horrible. From a cold, hard strategic perspective, we were 
on the same side re: Iran.</P> 
<P>3) Saddam had no historical grievance with Israel and only began supporting 
Palestinian causes after he was beaten in 1991 as a way to tick off the west. He 
shared no ideological kinship with Hamas or Hezbollah.</P> 
<P>4) Every leader in that region is despicable and supports draconian and 
reprehensible policies. Bar none. Since we had to back one of them, why not 
Saddam?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if you think that status quo could be maintained forever (Saddam keeping 
the Islamists under control with mass murder and torture), I submit that you're 
not being realistic. People will eventually rise up against that kind of 
domination, and we saw exactly that happen in Iran in the 70s. The clock was 
ticking.</P> 
<P>The idea that we could count on him to continue being our "check" against the 
Islamists, and not to pursue his own goals of regional domination, strikes me as 
completely naive. Eventually, this confrontation would have happened anyway even 
if we hadn't invaded Iraq -- and if Saddam had died first and passed control of 
the country to his insane sons, all bets were off.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saddam had no historical grievance with Israel and only began supporting 
Palestinian causes after he was beaten in 1991 as a way to tick off the west. He 
shared no ideological kinship with Hamas or Hezbollah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not "ideological kinship," but he WAS funding Hamas and Hezbollah and 
supporting them in their terror war against Israel -- this is indisputable.</P> 
<P>Saddam was a very bad actor in the Middle East, and if we hadn't dealt with 
him in 2004, we would have had to deal with him later -- or with his 
sons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916651 35259 457 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 7:52:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/7916638" target=_blank>#445</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>I think there's little doubt that Saddam Hussein would have reconstituted his 
nuclear program as soon as he thought international attention had died down. But 
I no longer believe he really had any existing WMDs at the time of the Iraq 



invasion. We would have found much more evidence if that were the case -- that's 
the kind of thing that really can't be kept hidden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916678 35259 479 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 8:00:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7916663" target=_blank>#467</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall any specific connection between Project Babylon &amp; 
Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Israel didn't destroy the Osirak reactor in 1988 because they thought it was 
a threat to Iran -- Saddam was clearly aiming to obtain the first "Arab bomb." 
In fact, he said that outright.</P> 
<P>And the purpose for an Arab bomb was very very clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916723 35259 520 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 8:14:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/7916688" target=_blank>#487</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Israel's operation to destroy the Osirak reactor was in 1981, not 
1988.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right - sorry for the typo.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was at the outset of the Iran-Iraq war, but the threat posed to Israel was 
all too clear from all the rhetoric coming from Saddam Hussein and pretty much 
all the other Arabs - death to Israel was the common theme. A nuclear Iraq - 
with missile tech or the capability to pass the weapon on to terrorist was an 
existential threat Israel had to deal with before the reactor went live.</P> 
<P>And they did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was absolutely an existential threat to Israel, and that was clear to 
everyone at the time, even to the countries who helped Iraq build the reactor 
(hello, France). An "Arab bomb" had only one purpose at that 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916794 35260 18 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 8:46:00pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.loonwatch.com/2009/12/the-blog-wars-robert-spencer-goes-
postal-on-charles-johnson/" target=_blank>Blog Wars: Robert Spencer Goes Postal 
on Charles Johnson</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07916936 35261 39 Charles Wed, Dec 2, 2009 9:55:53pm  
 
<P>The serious point to this satire is that every single GOP politician 
constantly invokes the name of Ronald Reagan, over and over and over.</P> 
<P>The Onion took it to its absurd conclusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920756 35263 139 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7920728" target=_blank>#138</A> 
patrioticduo</EM></P> 
<P>What a load. Nobody "faked" anything. And no, this isn't even remotely 
similar to Rathergate.</P> 



<P>The irrationality of climate change deniers is awesome to 
behold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917634 35264 7 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:45:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7917629" target=_blank>#3</A> Blueheron</EM></P> 
<P>There's plenty to criticize about the GOP over the past years, true. However, 
the really bizarre stuff started to pile up rapidly after our first black 
president was elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917653 35264 18 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:51:54am  
 
 
 
<P>And yes, I'm saying that I believe latent racism is behind a lot of the 
craziness. Sometimes not so latent ... and sometimes right out in the open, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34267_Disgusting_Racist_of_the_Day
" target=_blank>staring you in the face</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917895 35264 174 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 12:20:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/7917867" target=_blank>#168</A> anamika</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I liked Ron Chusid's take at the Liberal Values blog the best:</P> 
<P><A href="http://liberalvaluesblog.com/?p=11331" target=_blank>Charles 
Johnson’s Reasons For Leaving the Right</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Chusid's post is pretty good, but he could not possibly be more wrong 
about Robert Stacy McCain. I have no idea why people continue to defend McCain, 
after all of the documented information that's come out, proving beyond any 
doubt that he's a white supremacist and a vile racist creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07917962 35265 97 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 12:41:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7917958" target=_blank>#94</A> 
KernelPanic</EM></P> 
<P>True. One member of the Family who's been in the news recently: Mark 
Sanford.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918004 35265 128 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 12:52:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7917973" target=_blank>#105</A> 
lrsshadow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The statement in this post by Charles "...Uganda to institute the death 
penalty for homosexuals:..." Is a Lie if you want to be intellectual honest it 
should say "Uganda to institute the death penalty for homosexual rape." Come on 
Charles I expect more from you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I don't really expect anything more from you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918027 35265 139 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 1:00:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7917998" target=_blank>#124</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See that number "3" right next to "Aggravated homosexuality?" That indicates 
it is part 3 of the bill. It's 18 part altogether. The text of the bill can be 
found here in PDF form:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&amp;source=web&amp;ct=res&amp;cd=1&amp;ved=
0CAcQFjAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.monitor.co.ug%2Fartman%2Fpublish%2Fpdfs%2FAHB
2009.pdf&amp;ei=DiQYS9SeKNWYlAfB883cAg&amp;usg=AFQjCNFFg6PhFXkeTSWTIrN3IOwgkdb22
Q" target=_blank>Anti Homosexuality Bill I 2009 THE ANTI HOMOSEXUALITY BILL, 
2009</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://74.125.93.132/search?q=cache:zQ_rVsNo-
osJ:www.monitor.co.ug/artman/publish/pdfs/AHB2009.pdf+A+person+commits+the+offen
se+of+aggravated+homosexuality+where+the&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=u
s" target=_blank>HTML version (poor quality)</A></P> 
<P>I believe you owe Charles an apology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(I'm not holding my breath.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918227 35266 28 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 2:01:48pm  
 
<P>Someone just sent me this tweet:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LEAVE THE PARTY! YOU ARE A RINO! WE DON'T WANT YOU!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's his Twitter page: [Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/thepartyofno/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Reading through his/her other tweets ("And for that matter, Islam should be 
banned too"), I thought it might be a troll faking right wing craziness. I mean, 
come on. People can't really be that astoundingly hateful and dense, can 
they?</P> 
<P>Yep, they sure can. Here's its website: [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/8pDnoR" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918305 35266 96 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 2:22:57pm  
 
<P>Yikes. That tweet from the "concerned Christian" was just the first of five 
crazy 140-character rants.</P> 
<P>I just blocked it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918330 35266 116 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 2:30:23pm  
 
<P>OK, I think I need to stop looking at the #tcot feed on Twitter, but I can't 
pull my eyes away. It's like a never-ending train wreck of raging stupid: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/OBAMA_CZAR/" target=_blank>CZAR (OBAMA_CZAR) on 
Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#Climategate is the biggest story of the millennium. It will trump WMD's 
&amp; 9/11 in terms of cost, death toll &amp; erosion of 
liberty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918358 35266 140 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 2:36:29pm  
 
<P>And now the Washington Times is pushing a ridiculous story that even NASA is 
hiding the truth: <A 



href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2009/dec/03/researcher-says-nasa-
hiding-climate-data/" target=_blank>Researcher: NASA hiding climate data - 
Washington Times</A></P> 
<P>That "researcher" is Chris Horner of the CEI, one of the most rabid deniers 
in the business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918485 35267 2 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 3:37:30pm  
 
<P>I'm running a few quick tests, and it seems to be very noticeably 
faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918497 35267 6 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 3:46:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7918493" target=_blank>#5</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh sure, if you want to turn over even more control of your life to Google 
The Borg. //</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Google DNS FAQ page:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Privacy</STRONG></P> 
<P>What information does Google log when I use the Google Public DNS 
service?</P> 
<P>Google Public DNS complies with Google's main privacy policy, which you can 
view at our Privacy Center. With Google Public DNS, we collect IP address (only 
temporarily) and ISP and location information (in permanent logs) for the 
purpose of making our service faster, better and more secure. Specifically, we 
use this data to conduct debugging, to analyze abuse phenomena and to improve 
our prefetching feature. After 24 hours, we erase any IP information. For more 
information, read the Google Public DNS privacy page.</P> 
<P>Is any of the information collected stored with my Google account?</P> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>Does Google share the information it collects from the Google Public DNS 
service with anyone else?</P> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>Is information about my queries to Google Public DNS shared with other Google 
properties, such as Search, Gmail, ads networks, etc.?</P> 
<P>No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918615 35267 68 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 4:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7918605" target=_blank>#60</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Sgt K. But it looks like he's not blocked yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is now. What an asshole.</P> 
<P>I'm amazed at the tactics these people use. There's something seriously wrong 
with their mental health.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918665 35267 112 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 5:09:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7918644" target=_blank>#94</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Come on, man. Don't post stuff like this here, kidding or not. It's not cool, 
and it creates problems for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07918819 35267 185 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 5:55:56pm  
 
<P>I guess mileage will vary with Google DNS, but here at Lizard HQ I'm really 
happy with the speed improvement. It's noticeably faster than both my ISP's DNS 
and OpenDNS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924057 35267 200 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 7:22:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7923131" target=_blank>#199</A> 
Jerusalemyte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google must be getting something out of this. Maybe finding out even more 
about you and everybody else? No, they would never do that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>You may want to read my comment before assuming there's a Google conspiracy 
at work:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6/7918497" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918755 35268 18 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 5:41:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7918733" target=_blank>#7</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's said he's a leader of anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35235_The_Most_Influential_Conserv
ative" target=_blank>The Most Influential Conservative</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918829 35268 84 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 5:59:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7918788" target=_blank>#45</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent comment. Couldn't agree more. This is how populist demagoguery 
works -- with perfunctory denials added so when people call him on it he can 
say, "But look, I said I'm NOT comparing him to Stalin and Mao!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918887 35268 133 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 6:17:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7918873" target=_blank>#120</A> JustJay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, sorry!</P> 
<P>Can someone point me to a Read Me file on this site? I think I just managed 
to love (fav) myself. I'm trying to see what all the icons, and such, mean.</P> 
<P>TIA for any assistance!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That readme file is still unwritten, I'm afraid. Here's a post with a short 
explanation of the 'heart' button:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29353_About_Those_Little_Red_Heart
s" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And when you click a red heart and it turns green, you can click it again to 
go directly to your 'My Favorites' page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07918905 35268 151 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 6:24:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7918897" target=_blank>#143</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, there's a huge turd in aisle #239 of the "Reactions to a Manifesto" 
thread...was duly reported.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, but I think you need to read it again with your 'sarcasm' glasses 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918929 35268 174 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 6:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7918888" target=_blank>#134</A> nordink</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I was wondering your thoughts on Dennis Prager? His style is very 
different from Rush's, obviously. I first found you -- years ago -- through 
Prager. Do you ever communicate with him? I believe you guys had a mutual 
respect. His views do seem to be in great conflict with yours (on 'climate 
change,' for instance.) I think it'd be interesting for you two guys -- both 
smart, both eschewing histrionics -- to have a wide-ranging 
discussion...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Dennis a lot. He's a very sharp guy. But he has some pretty big blind 
spots - especially about issues that deal with science. Not just global warming, 
either - he also buys into the "intelligent design" creationism BS.</P> 
<P>In a way, he's emblematic of the worst problems of the right wing -- the 
distrust of science, and the willingness to throw out rational inquiry in favor 
of comfortable ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07918937 35268 182 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 6:38:31pm  
 
<P>For the newbies, when people talk about a 'sarcasm tag' they mean putting a 
slash at the end of your sarcastic post, like this:</P> 
<P>/</P> 
<P>I don't know exactly how this became an LGF convention, but there you have 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919028 35268 272 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 7:04:48pm  
 
<P>The big talking point tonight on the right wing is that Al Gore "abruptly 
canceled" his speech at the Copenhagen climate summit.</P> 
<P>The desperation is palpable.</P> 
<P>They're all ranting about how he's fleeing a sinking ship, like a rat. 
Climategate! Hah ... we KNEW it!</P> 
<P>Al Gore cancels a speech, so that means 30 years of scientific evidence is 
invalid.</P> 
<P>Anyone still wondering why I made such a public break with the right 
wing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919058 35268 300 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 7:14:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/7919044" target=_blank>#287</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 



<P>Absolutely bizarre. And there's nobody on the right wing -- nobody! -- even 
trying to get serious and think past the talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919128 35268 365 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 7:29:38pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just learned that there's a deliberate effort going on to post 
links in the Linkviewer and spinoff links, specifically to stick a thumb in my 
eye, by people who hate me.</P> 
<P>Which is always nice to know, because I'm going to start blocking anyone who 
seems to be doing that.</P> 
<P>It's the kind of tactic used by people who are mentally ill, extremely 
vindictive, and soon to be banned from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919216 35268 447 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 8:02:10pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller at a rally in Columbus Ohio, ostensibly for 
Rifqa Bary, at which many of the demonstrators were wearing T-shirts labeled: 
"ISLAM IS OF THE DEVIL."</P> 
<P>Seriously batshit insane. These are the people Spencer chooses to hang out 
with.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.plunderbund.com/2009/11/16/more-photos-from-pam-
gellers-anti-islam-rally-in-columbus/" 
target=_blank>www.plunderbund.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919222 35268 452 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 8:04:26pm  
 
<P>Those "Islam is of the devil" signs come from this insane fundamentalist 
church:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/8ZqPzE" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919424 35269 130 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 9:18:35pm  
 
<P>By the way, Sarah Palin came out today as a Birther.</P> 
<P>Yep. Or at least, if she herself isn't a Birther, she's just fine with people 
who are.</P> 
<P>The crazy is getting worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919448 35269 154 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 9:25:39pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/1209/Palin_Obama_birth_certificate_
a_fair_question.html?showall" target=_blank>Palin: Obama birth certificate 'a 
fair question'</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920411 35269 203 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:14:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7920247" target=_blank>#202</A> 
OneMonkeysUncle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm a little late to the party, so I hadn't really read anything by this 
Pamela Geller person before...</P> 
<P>Is it just ME, or is she just out right, no holds barred, fake tits and 
capped teeth to the wind NUTS? If I believed there actually was a god, I'd be 
IMPLORING him right now to explain how in the name of all that is holy he'd 
let... THAT... happen. Geller's not just Palin-kooky, Cheney-spooky, or Bush-
ooky; that woman is fucking INSANE.</P> 
<P>Or... is this just not news to longer term denizens of this 
forum?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're quite right. And no, it really isn't news to LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=geller" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919571 35270 83 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 9:59:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7919564" target=_blank>#76</A> Marsoupial</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off, moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919583 35270 95 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:02:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7919578" target=_blank>#90</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's happening that they're upset about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there are ... <EM>Muslims</EM> in this country!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919595 35270 107 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7919589" target=_blank>#101</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously. She just said in this interview that bringing up Obama's birth 
certificate would be fair game because some folks brought up Trig's birth 
certificate during the campaign. She essentially dragged her child into the 
conversation again when she could have simply left him out of 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And instead of taking this golden opportunity to say, "Please, can't we focus 
on issues instead of nonsense like this birth certificate thing?" ... she 
pandered to the Birthers.</P> 
<P>You'll never see a better demonstration of political cynicism mixed with 
blinding stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919611 35270 123 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:13:08pm  
 
<P>There's no doubt at all in my mind that she's going to be running for the 
presidency in 2012, unless she does something so incredibly dumb that even the 
GOP has to disavow her.</P> 
<P>And it's nearly impossible to imagine something <EM>that</EM> 
dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919647 35270 158 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:24:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7919642" target=_blank>#153</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah already did do something stupid enough to cost her the 2012 
election.</P> 
<P>She quit Alaska.</P> 
<P>Sarah "Quitter" Palin 2012! doesn't sound so good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right has already completely forgotten that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07919683 35270 193 Charles Thu, Dec 3, 2009 10:33:29pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7919670" target=_blank>#180</A> political 
lunatic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unbalanced?! She was going to get a lot of press for being a wingnut no 
matter what. This isn't because of "liberal" media, it's because Palin brought a 
lot of this on herself and it was obvious that McCain picked a crazy VP 
candidate within 2 weeks. (although he wanted Lieberman...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain picked Palin for one reason and only one reason -- to placate the 
religious right. James Dobson was going to tell his millions of acolytes not to 
vote for McCain because of his moderate (read: not completely crazy) stance on 
abortion. Palin is a hardcore fundamentalist raised as a Pentecostal; she served 
the purpose. Dobson gave McCain his endorsement.</P> 
<P>And they lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920415 35271 591 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:16:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/7920408" target=_blank>#585</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it. Any criticism or mockery of Smurfette will be deleted immediately. 
We'll see how long this stays up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Nasty abusive comments are going to be deleted, and you already know 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920466 35272 6 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:42:41am  
 
<P>Been getting a lot of requests through email to open 
registration...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920483 35272 16 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:46:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7920464" target=_blank>#5</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to stifle a laugh when I read the comments on that link. People really 
hate Charles so much that they stoop to making fun of his 
photography?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. How sick is that? The obsession has taken over their lives.</P> 
<P>But this is absolutely standard practice for the people who stalk me around 
the web - they go to any website that I link, and if it allows comments, they 
post nasty smears and insults.</P> 



<P>Often they will also use my name, and post weird, disgusting comments 
pretending to be me. Someone did that at David Hone's Shell Oil blog a couple of 
days ago when I linked to it.</P> 
<P>It must be a really scary dark place inside those peoples' 
heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920511 35272 39 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:54:57am  
 
<P>21 newbies so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920574 35272 96 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:09:26am  
 
<P>40...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920652 35272 123 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:40:03am  
 
<P>About Josh Trevino:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33504_The_Beam_in_Joshua_Trevinos_
Eye" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920797 35272 132 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:21:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7920787" target=_blank>#131</A> Dan_L</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello Charles and LGF community, new member here. After reading your post on 
leaving the right, I'm interested in what qualities attract you to the 
politicians you do promote, and what degree of failings you put up with.</P> 
<P>For instance, I see a lot of John Kasich banners around here. Kasich is part 
of the anti-science craziness, supports religious right fanatics, and took part 
in the Glenn Beck tea party rallies. I'd count that as two and a half of your 
ten points against the modern right. What about Kasich do you support? To what 
degree do these failings affect your opinion of him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't select those ads. They're automatically placed by Google 
Adsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920805 35272 134 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:22:09pm  
 
<P>And I do NOT support Kasich. Not even remotely. But if he wants to pay me to 
run his ads, I have no objection to that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920820 35272 137 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7920815" target=_blank>#136</A> Mr Burns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you request not to have them? What if they put up Vlaams Belang 
ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but why? It's a political advertisement. People are free to make up 
their own minds about it.</P> 



<P>It's a long way from being comparable to an ad for the Vlaams Belang, and 
yes, I would immediately block any ads like that. But Google doesn't have 
fascist advertisers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920830 35272 138 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7920815" target=_blank>#136</A> Mr Burns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you request not to have them? What if they put up Vlaams Belang 
ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you previously registered at LGF, by the way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920852 35272 139 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:33:18pm  
 
<P>Never mind answering. You were previously registered as '~BfromTX', and you 
just posted a comment supporting Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller. I don't need 
any more proof that you're a sock puppet.</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920874 35272 141 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:39:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/7920871" target=_blank>#140</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A <EM>sockpuppet</EM> is a 2nd (or 3rd, 4th etc) identiity on a website, 
often used for unethical purposes.</P> 
<P>A <EM>flounce</EM> is a posted comment which says, more or less, <EM>I'm 
outta here, please ban me,</EM> and usually accompanied by insults and/or 
criticisms. Such comments are routinely deleted. Don't know how the term 
originated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Mr Burns" knows exactly what a "sock puppet" is. He <EM>was</EM> a sock 
puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920878 35272 142 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:41:02pm  
 
<P>And please notice the kinds of disingenuous tactics these people use:</P> 
<P>"I'm new here! Can anyone tell me what 'sock puppet' means?"</P> 
<P>What crap. This is a form of mental illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920596 35273 10 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:14:47am  
 
<P>We have someone "asking questions" right now in the previous Palin 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920641 35273 38 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:33:58am  
 
<P>Welp, the sock puppets are showing up in droves now, trying to register like 
obsessed morons, so it's getting close to time to close 
registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07920664 35273 54 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:44:52am  
 
<P>The way the right wing and the Republican Party are going, I don't think even 
Huckabee's clemency for a cop killer will deny him the nomination. The crazy is 
way too strong. They're just going to ignore all of that, and Sarah Palin's 
outrageous Birther remarks, and we're definitely going to see Huckabee and Palin 
running in 2012.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920715 35273 104 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:59:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7920701" target=_blank>#90</A> Kewalo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am one of the new posters that just registered. I'm delighted you opened 
registration so I had a chance to join you. Thank you. I'll try and add to the 
general intelligence I've been seeing here. It is really a breath of fresh air 
and I'm really looking forward to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does your username refer to Kewalo Basin in Honolulu?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920717 35273 106 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 11:59:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7920716" target=_blank>#105</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Together?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A real possibility. It would be the religious far right dream 
ticket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920781 35273 161 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:17:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7920778" target=_blank>#158</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/metropolitan/6750042.html" 
target=_blank>Houston braces for icy night after record early snowfall</A></P> 
<P>"The Earliest in Houston's History.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess that completely disproves global warming.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920785 35273 164 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:18:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7920758" target=_blank>#141</A> Kewalo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL I used to live on Kewalo St. I lived in HI for 30 yrs and now Seattle 
area. And yes! I miss HI. You are the first person that has heard of it and 
asked about it. Good on ya!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Grew up in Hawaii myself...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920790 35273 167 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:19:31pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jmzyLxO65ZrLQbQuENr64ino



7OAAD9CCM3FO3" target=_blank>Sarah Palin's fans push for 2012 presidential 
run</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920864 35273 229 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 12:37:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/7920855" target=_blank>#220</A> Bob 
Levin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait a second. Are we really criticizing a politician for pandering to the 
crowd? Isn't that the whole job description in a nutshell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not business as usual for politicians to pander to insane conspiracy 
theories, and yes, I'm criticizing her for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921264 35273 304 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 3:07:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7921107" target=_blank>#292</A> Arthur 
McGowan</EM></P> 
<P>Nirthers are not welcome to spew their nonsense at LGF. There are plenty of 
conspiracy sites that will be happy to let you post comments - I suggest you go 
there instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922142 35273 310 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:28:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7921791" target=_blank>#308</A> 
doubter4444</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And KateMaclaren, why in the world would you up ding this? I have seen your 
posts, and I know you are rabidly anti Obama, but this? Really?Et tu, Kate?Are 
you now or have you ever been, a nirther?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh.</P> 
<P>I'm so completely finished putting up with Birthers. And anyone who updings a 
Birther comment is welcome to follow them down the hole into Crazytown, because 
they are not welcome at my site. That was the last straw for 
katemaclaren.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07920986 35274 51 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 1:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7920979" target=_blank>#44</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, the Discovery Institute has been posting every day about 
ClimateGate, claiming that they too have been the victims of a conspiracy. Quite 
amusing, actually.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Climate change deniers and creationists have a LOT in common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921517 35274 418 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 4:52:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/7921513" target=_blank>#417</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering the same thing. Anyone know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try actually clicking the link and reading it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07921673 35274 423 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:44:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7921522" target=_blank>#419</A> island</EM></P> 
<P>Again with this nonsense. It never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921683 35274 425 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:48:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/7921612" target=_blank>#421</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you realize that this sort of blatant shoveling is going to bite 
opponents in the ass, hard, when it turns out that the code is entirely correct 
and produces reasonable results.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. This foolishness is almost beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921684 35274 426 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:48:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7921674" target=_blank>#424</A> island</EM></P> 
<P>Please read this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35253_The_Comment_That_Killed_Glob
al_Warming_(Not)" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921758 35274 435 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/7921740" target=_blank>#433</A> island</EM></P> 
<P>OK. Well, I've been programming for more than 20 years, and I've read and 
written a LOT of source code, in several different languages, and the idea that 
you can detect fraud from the <EM>comments</EM> in <EM>one</EM> tiny module of a 
very large program is so mind-bogglingly ludicrous that it gives me a 
headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921760 35274 436 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7921713" target=_blank>#429</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem I have with this sort of bilge is that there's simply no way at 
all to deduce what an entire program does from a small fragment of 
code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's deliberate dishonesty, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921987 35274 442 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 7:39:29pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/7921787" target=_blank>#438</A> 
charlie.the.ad.man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sad day for science. The myopic focus on man ignores logic AND the sun, 
oceans, etc. . . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I'm convinced. I'm throwing out all the scientific evidence after 
reading your incredibly eloquent comment.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922061 35274 444 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/7922053" target=_blank>#443</A> 
grahamski</EM></P> 
<P>Right, it's those evil money-grubbing, power-hungry, leftist commie 
scientists again, trying to trick us.</P> 
<P>Listen to yourself. Stand back and read your own comment. You don't feel 
embarrassed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922078 35274 445 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:10:24pm  
 
<P>The sleepers awake. Again. Happens in every climate change 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922298 35274 448 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:28:38pm  
 
<P>And another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922941 35274 457 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 11:12:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/7922566" target=_blank>#454</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>And of course, right after you post that, someone shows up with yet another 
link to yet another lying post at Newsbusters claiming that the code disproves 
all the evidence for global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927133 35274 465 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/7925113" target=_blank>#464</A> Ron 
Bacardi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice Strawman, Charles, but I don't think the article said anything about the 
code disproving all of global warming. Only that the code was poorly written and 
that basing potentially billions of dollars on data produced by this code could 
be dangerous. I've gone from believing in global warming, to not believing, to 
being a skeptic of both sides. But now you've announced and called out the 
"deniers," it appears you've closed your mind off to anymore debate. I'm 
disappointed, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I'll try to find the strength to carry on despite your 
disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921766 35275 116 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:17:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/7921652" target=_blank>#113</A> ingenu</EM></P> 



<P>That's your first comment in almost two years. Where have you 
been?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921514 35276 22 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 4:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7921501" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice. The stuff about PJM and Glenn Reynolds might raise a few eyebrows out 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, well, I've said much worse here. When PJ Media responded to the 
original flare-up of the RS McCain issue by posting an article by that creep 
<EM>featured</EM> on the front page -- after I had emailed them about it -- and 
refused to remove some of the evil comments that were actually accusing me of 
having sex with my own mother, I took that as the internet equivalent of a 
middle finger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921528 35276 29 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 4:56:39pm  
 
<P>I just took a run through some of the right wing blogs, and the posts about 
the CRU non-scandal are almost unbelievable. Bizarre irrational rants, dripping 
with venom and insults, Al Gore, Al Gore, Al Gore, etc.</P> 
<P>Completely nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921608 35276 100 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:23:12pm  
 
<P>Another example of the bizarre thinking that's all over the right, from a 
tweet that just got posted a little while ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is LGF now funded by Soros too? ... LGF now promoting 'the story of stuff'. 
Anti capitalism extreme left propaganda,and calls himself a 
centrist</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Story of Stuff" is extreme left propaganda? Good grief, what kind of 
scary universe do these people live in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921617 35276 108 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:25:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7921606" target=_blank>#98</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The coming horde of the home schooled will be the next wave.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The religious right's home-schooling movement is actually very scary stuff. 
They're creating a whole separate class of people who have loyalty only to their 
fundamentalist view of the Bible, and are incredibly ignorant and indoctrinated 
with anti-science mindrot.</P> 
<P>You're right, this is bad craziness and it's going to get a lot 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921644 35276 133 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:35:22pm  
 
<P>OK, I think I deserve a Chimay Grand Reserve ale after this week.</P> 



<P>Gotta admit, I was actually a bit surprised at all the attention that post 
got. I didn't really say anything in it that I haven't been posting at LGF for 
quite a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921651 35276 140 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 5:38:05pm  
 
<P>Good thing George Soros is funneling all that sweet sweet leftist moolah into 
my wallet, so I can afford an occasional Chimay ale.</P> 
<P>Thanks, George! Skoal!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921726 35276 202 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:02:27pm  
 
<P>If this thread turns into another personalized pissing match I'm going to 
start handing out timeouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921775 35276 244 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:21:47pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy's latest post:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/12/lgf-goes-projihad-chucko-aligns-
with-hezbos-and-cair.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>LGF Goes Pro-
Jihad: Chucko Aligns with Hezbos and CAIR - Atlas Shrugs</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921795 35276 259 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:29:23pm  
 
<P>Meant what I said about the pissing matches.</P> 
<P>Not a good idea to continue down this road.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921818 35276 282 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:36:54pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy is a one-woman confirmation of everything I wrote in my 
"Why I Parted Ways with the Right" post. She's completely off her rocker, full 
of rancid, ugly hatred, promotes anti-scientific woo-woo idiocy, and is a 
vindictive, evil-minded, ignorant, back-biting creep who should be shunned by 
any decent person -- but she's a popular blogger on the right.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921864 35276 325 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 6:53:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7921838" target=_blank>#300</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>I was invited to that event a few years ago, and had the sense to refuse.</P> 
<P>Geller, Spencer, and Bostom. The three most hate-filled, dishonest people in 
the anti-Muslim blogosphere. Promoted as experts, and battening like ticks on 
the misery of the Rifqa Bary case.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://a41.video2.blip.tv/5460002683285/Pamelageller-
RifqaBaryPanelRobertSpencerPamelaGellerDrAndrewBsotomA859.flv',autoload:true,sho



wdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921946 35276 404 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 7:17:30pm  
 
<P>Do you folks who continue to insist that global warming is a "religion" 
realize that you're implicitly admitting that there's something "inferior" about 
religion?</P> 
<P>Just askin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07921972 35276 429 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 7:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/7921956" target=_blank>#413</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You think? I haven't put it that way, but i've read those posts from the 
angle that for the most part, your religion relies at least partially on faith. 
Whereas AGW should not rely on faith, but on hard data.</P> 
<P>So in that sense, i read it as implicitly admitting that religion requires 
faith. Not sure that equates to inferior, unless i miss your 
point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the idea that the mountains of scientific evidence in favor of global 
warming is equivalent to "faith" is so bizarre that I keep coming back to this: 
comparing the science of global warming to "faith" is implicitly admitting that 
"faith" is somehow "less" than "science."</P> 
<P>It's telling that this very same talking point is an extremely common tactic 
of creationists -- "Darwinism" is a "religion." If I had a dollar for every time 
someone posted that in LGF's creationism threads I'd be living in Al Gore's 
house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926552 35276 587 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:33:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/7925659" target=_blank>#586</A> midow</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Texas we say the only thing in the center of the road is drunk drivers and 
dead armadillos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you have convinced me to cleave to the far right with your folksy Texas 
homily.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922154 35277 53 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:32:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7922147" target=_blank>#48</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creepy, isn't it? He is a useful idiot. It's the same reason O'Reilly has 
Medea Benjamin of Code Pink and other like her on all the time. They make the 
left look foolish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, please note that Sean Hannity has Pat Buchanan on his show often, and 
introduces him as "The great Patrick J. Buchanan."</P> 
<P>Sorry, foisting this off on the "left" is a ridiculous attempt at 
rationalization. The right owns people like Pat Buchanan. William F. Buckley 



tried to exorcise the Buchanans and the Sobrans. And clearly, he 
failed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922171 35277 68 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7922163" target=_blank>#60</A> jasona</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but I expect to see Pat on a show like Hannity or Beck. My gripe with 
MSNBC is that they're giving a platform to him when they could bring on more 
moderate conservatives. People who might actually make a Liberal like myself 
stop and think for a moment. When I see Pat with Matthews, Maddow, Shuster, 
etc., I can't help but dismiss him out of hand.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan is absolutely representative of the mainstream right wing in 
2009.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922185 35277 81 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:42:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7922180" target=_blank>#76</A> lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope to God you are wrong about that. The far right, yes, but mainstream 
right? Can't go there with you, at least not yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat Buchanan's disgusting articles are published at EVERY right-wing news 
site. World Net Daily, Townhall, Human Events, Newsmax, Fox News, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>He's as mainstream as it gets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922201 35277 95 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:46:24pm  
 
<P>I was going to post something about shrieking harpy Pamela Geller's latest 
inept smear job, and then I realized that there are many more important targets 
than an illiterate alcoholic hate-mongering moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922222 35277 110 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 8:56:21pm  
 
<P>Regardless of what you think about Andrew Sullivan's slightly crazy theories 
about Sarah and Trig Palin, I think we can all agree that Dan Riehl is one of 
the most vile, bigoted Neanderthal throwbacks currently blogging on the right. 
And that's saying plenty. Here's what he wrote about Sullivan today.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2009/12/sullivan-
stfu.html" target=_blank>www.riehlworldview.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get a sex change, or at least start wearing Red outfits and high heels around 
the house playing Sarah dress-up for yourself and whatever gutter trash you can 
round up at the local adult book store. You look like an aging queen on her 
knees at some gloryhole waiting for a miraculous birth certificate to be slipped 
in from the next stall so you can engage your latest perversion until you climax 
all over yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922241 35277 129 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:03:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7922238" target=_blank>#126</A> 
carefulnow</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just curious - is that Single Muslim ad new?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. The ads are automatically placed by Google Adsense.</P> 
<P>Why do you ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922248 35277 134 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:05:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7922242" target=_blank>#130</A> 
lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish he were so easy to dismiss, but he still maintains a veneer of 
respectability among too many on the right. I am so sick of seeing him on TV. I 
mean, the man wrote an entire book making excuse for Hitler! HITLER, for crying 
out loud! How does he still have a career?!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a "veneer" of respectability. His articles are published at EVERY 
conservative news site, and he's a frequent guest on both Fox and MSNBC. And you 
can find numerous right wing bloggers who praise him and link to his 
articles.</P> 
<P>Pat Buchanan could not possibly be any more mainstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922273 35277 154 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:14:04pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are beginning to show up now at the USC Annenberg page with my 
interview, with the same old smears.</P> 
<P>They do it every single time I link to a site that allows 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922277 35277 158 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:17:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7922254" target=_blank>#138</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At a time when it's so easy to demonstrate more class and appear less crazy 
than the wingnuts Sullivan still can't quite mange to make it back to reality. 
His obsession with Paliin's handicapped child is demented and perverse. There's 
absolutely no excuse for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- Sullivan's got some kind of weird obsession about that, and he 
can't seem to drop it. He doesn't seem to understand that he should just back 
off and apologize for it, and knock it off. It makes him look like a bit of a 
kook.</P> 
<P>Riehl, on the other hand, is a flat-out racist, homophobic 
bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922287 35277 167 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7922285" target=_blank>#165</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't be that easy on Sully. He's no different than a birther, really. 
If you can't shuck an obsession, what does it say about your ability to comment 
on other issues with any hope of being taken seriously? It's 
blogocide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't think saying he has a "weird obsession" is being all that easy on 
him...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922289 35277 169 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:23:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7922286" target=_blank>#166</A> 
Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The less said about him, the better. Charles should come up with a catchy 
epithet for him, though. I always get a chuckle when I see "shrieking harpy" in 
reference to Gellar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=shrieking+harpy&amp
;aq=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>Shrieking harpy.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922294 35277 174 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:26:17pm  
 
<P>James Inhofe, by the way, is a member of The Family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922321 35277 198 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7922319" target=_blank>#196</A> Cokezero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are those people in the pic with Buchanan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See this LGF post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33286_Le_Pen_Calls_Nazi_Gas_Chambe
rs_A_Detail_of_WWII" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922325 35277 202 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:40:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7922321" target=_blank>#198</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See this LGF post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33286_Le_Pen_Calls_Nazi_Gas_Chambe
rs_A_Detail_of_WWII" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32417_Pat_Buchanan_Accuses_Israel_
of_Blitzkrieg" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922330 35277 206 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:42:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7922319" target=_blank>#196</A> Cokezero</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who are those people in the pic with Buchanan?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Filip DeWinter and Frank Vanhecke, top officials of the Belgian fascist party 
Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07922343 35277 212 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 9:51:49pm  
 
<P>Just got this book:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming</A></P> 
<P>And I can already highly recommend it even though I'm only about a quarter of 
the way into it.</P> 
<P>If you want to know why I talk about a "climate change denial industry," it's 
all in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922364 35277 231 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:02:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7922361" target=_blank>#228</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, but let's not fail to note Michelle Bernard's point that there's crazies 
"on the right and on the left." This birther controversy is quite ridiculous, 
but it's child's play compared to some of the left-wing conspiracy theories I 
heard about when Bush was in office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't think of a single lefty conspiracy theory -- and there were some -- 
that even came close to being as widespread and widely believed as the Birther 
insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922370 35277 237 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:05:42pm  
 
<P>Birtherism is promoted by top GOP politicians, like Sarah Palin, Dick Armey, 
James Inhofe, and many others.</P> 
<P>I don't think you can find a lefty conspiracy theory that was promoted by 
that many Democrat politicians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922387 35277 252 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:14:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7922384" target=_blank>#249</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.independent.co.uk/opinion/leading-articles/leading-
article-an-unwelcome-distraction-1834657.html" target=_blank><EM>The 
Independent</EM> agrees with opinion that ClimateGate is an unwelcome 
distraction from Copenhagen</A><EM>The timing of the dispute, of course, is, to 
put it mildly, unfortunate, coinciding as it does with final preparations for 
the Copenhagen Summit.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's much more than a "distraction." It was very obviously and very 
deliberately concocted to sabotage the Copenhagen summit. And I'm not the only 
one who believes that.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/copenhagen/article694188
0.ece" target=_blank>Climate e-mail hackers ‘aimed to maximise harm to 
Copenhagen summit’ - Times Online</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922399 35277 262 Charles Fri, Dec 4, 2009 10:18:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7922393" target=_blank>#256</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I noticed you used the term democrat instead of democratic in your 
post. It may be an oversight, but it honestly ticks me off when I see that term. 
Do you use that terminology? As a disaffected Republican I'd love to come up 
with a cute nick name for the GOP, since they're hijacking, but if the party 
uses a term, I think it's respectful to use the term officially sanctioned. The 
Democratic Party may not be the most democratic, but neither is the Republican 
Party very republican. I apologize if I'm being overly persnickety, but I'm a 
stickler for terms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't even thinking about that. You're right, it's often used derogatorily 
by right-wingers, but I didn't intend to invoke that. I just meant it in the 
sense of, "He/she is a Democrat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922693 35277 356 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:40:56am  
 
<P>Oh, for pete's sake. This is the kind of silly triviality the right focuses 
on? Chris Matthews uses some poorly chosen words, and then apologizes for it, 
and that gets compared to <EM>Birthers</EM>?</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922707 35277 358 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:51:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/7922696" target=_blank>#357</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mathews suffered a Freudian slip.He "apologized", sort of, only because he 
realized the public relations disaster of the comment.It's not trivial to notice 
how much the moonbat left hates the military that secures their freedom of 
speech.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that Chris Matthews doesn't "hate the military." But go ahead 
and believe that if it's important to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922733 35278 219 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:05:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7922667" target=_blank>#157</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>James Hansen of NASA's Goddard Institute</STRONG></P> 
<P><EM>"[Global warming] is analogous to the issue of slavery faced by Abraham 
Lincoln or the issue of Nazism faced by Winston Churchill ... On those kind of 
issues you cannot compromise. You can't say, let's reduce slavery, let's find a 
compromise and reduce it 50 percent or reduce it 40 percent."</EM></P> 
<P>Glad to see all of the over the top rhetoric isn't limited to the deniers. 
Plenty of CRAZY to spread around!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's anything crazy about those comparisons -- there 
<EM>is</EM> a serious threat to mankind from global warming. I know there are 
lots of people here who want to believe there's nothing to worry about, but it 
couldn't be more serious.</P> 
<P>The comparison is valid because Hansen is talking about huge problems that 
required huge solutions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922742 35278 228 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:12:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7922740" target=_blank>#226</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's okay for one side to invoke slavery and Nazism but abhorrent for the 
other side when they invoke it in relation to a gov't takeover of financial 
institutions, private business and health care?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's right. The former comparison is valid, the latter is 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922770 35278 256 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:20:27am  
 
<P>The stalkers are all over the USC page with my interview, of course, as 
usual, ranting and screaming about how I ban people for nothing. One of the 
creeps even posted the comment that got him banned -- and it's full of insults. 
But he tries to portray it as completely innocuous!</P> 
<P>Feel the love.</P> 
<P>If anyone wants to go over there and post a comment to lend some counterpoint 
to that serenade of insanity, I'd appreciate it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.uscannenberg.org/neontommy/2009/12/charles-
johnson-holding-down-t.html" 
target=_blank>blogs.uscannenberg.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922950 35279 5 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 11:15:49am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer is following shrieking harpy Pamela Geller today and claiming 
that I am "aligned with Hezbollah" now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07922965 35279 17 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 11:22:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7922957" target=_blank>#11</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you once quoted someone who is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Elizabeth May is absolutely NOT "aligned with Hezbollah," and she is NOT a 
"Hezbollah supporter." These are simply lies.</P> 
<P>Here's her statement about the rally in question at the Canadian Jewish 
Political Affairs Committee, which was crashed by Hezbollah supporters who were 
<EM>asked to leave</EM> by the organizers.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cjpac.ca/statements/read/28/575" 
target=_blank>www.cjpac.ca...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923054 35279 103 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 11:56:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7923050" target=_blank>#99</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, make a damn argument then, instead of just laying assertions 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't hold your breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923341 35279 204 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 1:25:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/7923210" target=_blank>#171</A> 
impostinat0r</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I would definitely vote for Palin. But then I would vote for most 
Republicans. Democrats have proven time and time against that they can not be 
trusted with National Security issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Like World War II, for example. Good thing we had a Republican in 
office or we'd all be speaking Japanese right now.</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923588 35279 234 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7923561" target=_blank>#229</A> 
impostinat0r</EM></P> 
<P>That's all I'm going to put up with from you. Get off my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923629 35279 237 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:31:29pm  
 
<P>And as usual, the "good Christian" moron followed up by sending an obscenity-
laced hate mail, and got the IP block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923903 35279 245 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:45:53pm  
 
<P>Goodbye cruel world!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923102 35280 11 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 12:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7923094" target=_blank>#8</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Though I was heartened to see that the marshalls took some action in 
demanding that terroism promoters and anti-Semites should go home.”</P> 
<P>The government stepped in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the rally organizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923106 35280 14 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 12:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7923103" target=_blank>#12</A> SteveMcG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out of curiosity, did Charles ever call people who thought the Iraq war was a 
bad idea the knids of names he is being called now? I know that on comment 
boards lots of believers used to do the same to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing stopping you from searching LGF and finding out for yourself, 
is there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923127 35280 26 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 12:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7923117" target=_blank>#20</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess Pam and Robert got a little upset at being called out for attending 
the "Islam is the devil" rally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07923224 35280 86 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 12:52:20pm  
 
<P>Without agreeing with Andrew Sullivan's weird obsession about Trig Palin, he 
is right about one thing: Palin lied about providing proof that Trig is her 
biological son. She didn't.</P> 
<P>I don't think she has to provide that proof, but it doesn't change the fact 
that when she said she did, it was a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923259 35280 108 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 1:03:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7923252" target=_blank>#105</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my opinion RS is a political operative for a foreign religious lobby 
composed of Melkites, Eastern Orhodox European Catholics, Armenian and Serbian 
lobbies, SSPX types, and the Far Right in Europe. It's very obvious that his key 
issues all revolve around neo fascist fringe right politics, East Europe and 
Turkey, and have little to do with US interests. He's out to sway opinion in the 
US for religious and geopolitical reasons, and it's clear that he's worked for 
strange groups in Serbia in the past (and he probably still is). Now that Paul 
Weyrich is dead you would think that the religious right in the US would be a 
little less willing to follow the lead of foreign religious organizations and 
political groups, but I think the RR isn't willing to listen to the truth about 
Spencer because he's saying a few things they agree with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://www.kejda.net/2009/02/23/robert-spencers-
connections-the-srjda-trifkovic-file/" 
target=_blank>www.kejda.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923269 35280 116 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 1:06:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7923262" target=_blank>#110</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>link no worky</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Kejda's site is down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923282 35280 124 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 1:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7923279" target=_blank>#123</A> 
floppydusk</EM></P> 
<P>Go away, idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923922 35280 298 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:59:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7923854" target=_blank>#292</A> jayzee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thus was Elizabeth Mays response to the challenge to condemn Hezballah as a 
terrorist group. Typical moral equivalency BS in my opinion and quite 
shameful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree with the moral equivalence of that statement too. But my point 
stands -- she is not a Hezbollah supporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924490 35280 302 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:57:30pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/7924379" target=_blank>#301</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the problem with <EM>all</EM> guilt-by-association arguments. You use 
Elizabeth May's comments on Climate Change, an issue completely unrelated to the 
Arab-Israeli Conflict, and now you have to dig through her history to prove 
she's not an Israel-hater.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It took about 30 seconds to find these links. I didn't have to dig at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925367 35280 306 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 11:24:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/7925279" target=_blank>#304</A> joelr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a side matter, fwiw (a lot to me; little or nothing to others, I'd 
expect), the ongoing feud between LGF and other folks saddens me 
tremendously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I'm sure it really makes you sad. By the way, have you ever said 
anything like that to Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller, who are absolutely 
deranged in their obsession with me? I respond to ONE of Spencer's posts (out of 
dozens) and suddenly I'm engaged in an "ongoing feud?"</P> 
<P>The hypocrisy is glaring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928165 35280 309 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:13:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/7927993" target=_blank>#308</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is <A href="http://rjjago.wordpress.com/2008/09/23/video-of-elizabeth-
mays-peace-rally/" target=_blank>a video of Elizabeth May</A> addressing the 
pro-Hezbollah rally in Toronto in 2006. This was during the War with Lebanon. 
Elizabeth May called Israel an apartheid state, called Israel "racist", an 
"occupier" and called for "an end to Zionism." The "jews" who supported this are 
not, repeat, not, "mainstream Jews". Later, there was also a "delegation" which 
went to Cairo, Egypt to cosy up to Hamas and Hezbollah, and further the demands 
for the destruction of the State of Israel.</P> 
<P>Here also are the pictures of the Hezbollah flags, along with the pictures in 
support of <A href="http://rjjago.wordpress.com/2008/09/22/found-on-flickr-
elizabeth-may-speaking-at-an-anti-israel-rally/" 
target=_blank>Nasrallah.</A></P> 
<P>Just, be aware of who and what you're supporting. And, once again, this was a 
pro-Hezbollah rally. Unless of course we're now all to engage in PC and claim, 
"Hezbollah Means Peace!" lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly where did Elizabeth May make the statements you're attributing to 
her? I watched these video clips and I didn't hear her saying anything like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928169 35280 310 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:14:23am  
 
<P>Note this from the post you linked to:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately the video cuts off before she begins speaking – still you can 
get an idea of what came before her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So why are you trying to claim that she said these things?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07928474 35280 317 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:16:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7928377" target=_blank>#315</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, thanks for claryifing this. I didn't know that the Hizb-Allah-people were 
not "invited".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try reading my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928478 35280 318 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:16:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7928366" target=_blank>#314</A> rjjago</EM></P> 
<P>Try reading my post. She did come out with a statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928486 35280 319 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:19:13am  
 
<P>The idea that I'm "supporting" Elizabeth May is a rotten lie. I made it very 
clear that she's a leftist, and I don't agree with a lot of her political 
positions.</P> 
<P>I quoted her statements about the CRU emails, and this has led to an extended 
smear attempt. Disgusting. You people should be ashamed of 
yourselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928496 35280 320 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:21:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7928403" target=_blank>#316</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another article: titled: <A 
href="http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/columnists/story.html?id=8086428c-
5f5d-48ab-ac39-a4162a324afa" target=_blank>Suicide Terrorism Isn't 
Progressive.</A>.(it's an opinion piece.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you even reading these links you're putting up? That article 
<EM>praises</EM> Elizabeth May for not allowing extremists into the Green 
Party.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.canada.com/ottawacitizen/columnists/story.html?id=8086428c-
5f5d-48ab-ac39-a4162a324afa" target=_blank>Suicide terrorism isn't 'progressive' 
politics</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... when Green party leader Elizabeth May learned that Kevin Potvin, 
nominated for the Greens in Vancouver, had written disquieting things about 
9/11, she investigated, then ditched him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928526 35280 322 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:30:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7928514" target=_blank>#321</A> 
Jadespring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On environmental issues she's sound and pretty solid, that is her field and 
what she's been doing for years. Imo should just stick to that because on many 
other issues she's an example of the Peter Principle in action.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Exactly. The only reason her attendance at this rally has even been raised is 
in order to smear me, because I quoted her opinion about the stolen CRU 
emails.</P> 
<P>I'm not required to do extensive background checks on everyone I quote about 
environmental issues. And I'm not going to be intimidated by these kinds of 
thuggish tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928564 35280 326 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:45:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/7928548" target=_blank>#324</A> J.S.</EM></P> 
<P>Before you just move on to other subjects, don't you think you should 
acknowledge that you were blatantly wrong when you claimed that Elizabeth May 
had made all kinds of extremist statements in those videos you linked?</P> 
<P>She's NOT EVEN IN THE VIDEOS. Why did you say she made those 
statements?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923429 35281 17 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 1:56:45pm  
 
<P>My favorite line:</P> 
<P>"And now he's dead."</P> 
<P>"Oh my God!"</P> 
<P>"Well, I assume he is."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923536 35281 57 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 2:58:13pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart calls for climate scientist James Hansen to be killed. 
Really.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/status/6173170765" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Capital punishment for Dr James Hansen. Climategate is high 
treason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923579 35282 19 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:13:21pm  
 
<P>Also note that James Hansen has absolutely nothing to do with 
Climategate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923634 35282 62 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:34:11pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile at Hot Air, they're cheering moronic climate change denier Marc 
Morano for his appearance on the BBC with Prof. Andrew Watson, at the end of 
which Watson is heard to call Morano an "asshole." Which he absolutely IS. A 
gigantic, flaming baboon's asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923639 35282 67 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:35:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7923638" target=_blank>#66</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't Matt Drudge and Andy Breitbart partners or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923643 35282 71 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:38:21pm  
 
<P>Some background on Marc Morano, who's been one of the biggest flaming asshole 
climate change deniers for years: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Marc_Morano" 
target=_blank>www.sourcewatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923649 35282 76 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 3:39:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7923648" target=_blank>#75</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>tried for high crimes?...I get the gist...splitting hairs because niether did 
Breitbart for that matter</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did. "Capital punishment" means execution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923749 35283 2 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 4:33:37pm  
 
<P>When the shoe fits. And it definitely fits Marc Morano.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923763 35283 13 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 4:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7923755" target=_blank>#6</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x9azxz_marc-morano-on-alex-jones-
tv-global_news" target=_blank>Marc Morano on Alex Jones TV</A></P> 
<P>Marc Morano - Alex Jones</P> 
<P>Christopher Monckton - Alex Jones</P> 
<P>I see a pattern here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's the hero of the Hot Airheads -- a guy who appears on conspiracy 
radio shows and flat-out lies about the dangers of climate 
change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923767 35283 16 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 4:46:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7923761" target=_blank>#12</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, maybe if we all stopped friggin' yelling at each other and calling 
each other names, we'd be able to devote our time to actually solving this 
problem. The climate is changing and humans are playing a part. This isn't 
rocket science and it's about time we starting coming up with contructive ways 
to solve the problem.</P> 
<P>For far too long, scientists have coward in fear of these windbags. They need 
to quit running from these folks, put the science out there and in language that 
everyone can understand, explain the issue. I wish we could get passed the name 
calling and solve the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The science is out in the public. Anyone who really cares to find out the 
truth can do so easily. There are books, websites, films, all kinds of 
information. Nobody has ever hidden ANYTHING.</P> 



<P>The huge problem is that there is a very well-funded and very persistent 
effort underway by people like Morano and Inhofe to confuse and obfuscate the 
issues -- and they've been very successful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923774 35283 20 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 4:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7923773" target=_blank>#19</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to think that I was having such a lovely day...now ruined by Marc 
Morano's stupid laugh rumbling around in my short-term memory! (Listening to 
Andrew Watson's charming accent doesn't quite make up for it, although his 
insults were totally warranted.)</P> 
<P>Seriously, what motivates the guy? Is it money doled out by the top-polluting 
industries? A need to engage in partisan hackery that inflates his ego? A self-
inflected &amp; misguided way of attracting attention unto his fame-lusting 
self?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's big money in the climate denial business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923790 35283 31 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 4:56:55pm  
 
<P>I'm amazed that anyone could watch that clip and think that <EM>Watson</EM> 
is the one who comes off badly. Morano was gibbering like a lunatic, for Pete's 
sake!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923814 35283 53 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:04:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7923804" target=_blank>#44</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also very big money in the bogus "Cap and Trade" business, as you 
have amply demonstrated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the people who stand to make the most money from "cap and trade" are -- 
the energy companies. Funny how that works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923817 35283 56 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:06:51pm  
 
<P>I just watched this again. The fact that the media treats Marc Morano as some 
kind of valid "skeptic" is almost criminal. The guy is a freaking 
nutjob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923841 35283 79 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:16:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7923823" target=_blank>#62</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you please summarize the importance of the emails in question? Big oil 
companies and the UAE (United Arab Emirates, correct?), certainly have 
<EM>millions</EM> of emails back and forth each year. If you're saying that 
they're colluding in anti-AGW propaganda, it certainly sounds plausible 
considering the money involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is absolutely no doubt that the big energy companies are funding anti-
AGW propaganda.</P> 
<P>I've just started reading this book, and I strongly recommend it to anyone 
who wants to learn just how bad this situation is, and how much utter garbage is 
being fed to the public disguised as "skepticism."</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global 
Warming</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923848 35283 85 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:20:41pm  
 
<P>He asked me not to post it, and of course I won't, but Breitbart just sent me 
a very long, ranting, angry email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923882 35283 115 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:34:23pm  
 
<P>As I read <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up</A>, I'm discovering that I've been way too 
lenient on Shell Oil too, when I said they didn't seem to be funding denialist 
front groups.</P> 
<P>Shell seems to be playing both sides; they have people like David Hone who 
are telling it pretty much straight, but they're also involved in some pretty 
shady stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923899 35283 128 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 5:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7923881" target=_blank>#114</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interlude: how to end a short story or novella. Brought to you by James 
Joyce, courtesy of Cato.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Dead." Beautiful writing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07923929 35283 153 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 6:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7923925" target=_blank>#149</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://climateprogress.org/2009/12/05/climategatewatergate-redux-
break-ins-reported-at-another-top-climate-research-center/" target=_blank>Break-
ins Reported at Another Top Climate Research Center</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here we go. Thugs and criminals were greatly encouraged by the success of 
the Climategate thief. And the entire right wing blogosphere is guilty of 
participating in this glorification of criminal behavior.</P> 
<P>A great example of why I don't want anything to do with this appalling, 
stupid mindset.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924099 35283 315 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 7:44:07pm  
 



<P>It's kind of fascinating to watch Pajamas Media completely ignore my post 
about parting ways with the right. They're doing their best to pretend it isn't 
happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924109 35283 325 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 7:53:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/7924104" target=_blank>#320</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like myself have a hard time taking the Algores of the world serious 
when they are telling us to trade in our SUVs and cut down on heating our homes 
when they live in lavish houses, jet around the world in private jets, and ride 
in limos everywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22248699/" 
target=_blank>Gore gets green kudos for home renovation</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Al Gore, who was criticized for high electric bills at his 
Tennessee mansion, has completed a host of improvements to make the home more 
energy efficient, and a building-industry group has praised the house as one of 
the nation's most environmentally friendly.</P> 
<P>The former vice president has installed solar panels, a rainwater-collection 
system and geothermal heating. He also replaced all incandescent lights with 
compact fluorescent or light-emitting diode bulbs.</P> 
<P>"Short of tearing it down and staring anew, I don't know how it could have 
been rated any higher," said Kim Shinn of the U.S. Green Building Council, which 
gave the house its second-highest rating for sustainable design.</P> 
<P>Gore's improvements cut the home's summer electrical consumption by 11 
percent compared with a year ago, according to utility records reviewed by The 
Associated Press. Most Nashville homes used 20 percent to 30 percent more 
electricity during the same period because of a record heat wave.</P> 
<P>Shinn said Gore's renovations are impressive because his home, which is more 
than 80 years old, had to meet the same rigorous standards as new 
construction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924132 35283 348 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:09:26pm  
 
<P>You know, I used to doubt that there really were climate change denialists. 
But then I started posting about the scientific evidence, and lo, the denialists 
began to appear. Hordes of them. Posting one comment after another full of 
talking points, false claims, diversions, and complete BS.</P> 
<P>I don't doubt it any more. Thanks to all the climate change denialists who 
post at LGF -- you've really helped opened my eyes to the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924146 35283 360 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7924135" target=_blank>#351</A> little 
boomer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if the earth is warming or not, but calling somebody an asshole 
on TV doesn't strengthen one's argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But acting like an asshole does?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924317 35283 406 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:08:35pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/7924284" target=_blank>#405</A> st. louisville 
cards</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've only done a little reading on global warming. I trust what scientist are 
saying and don't doubt humans are causing or adding to global warming. I have 
some doubts about the doom and gloom scenarios that are put out there, 
however.Al Gore is one of the main reasons for my doubts. If we are at a doom 
and gloom tipping point as Gore says, they why does he live in a 10,000sq ft 
house with just 2 people? Isn't this the kind of needless waste that is causing 
environmental damage?Does he have to fly to universities all over the us and 
world to give his speeches? Shouldn't he just video conference?I think Gore 
hurts the global warming cause more than he helps it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posting this for the fifth time: <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22248699/" target=_blank>Gore gets green kudos 
for home renovation</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Al Gore, who was criticized for high electric bills at his 
Tennessee mansion, has completed a host of improvements to make the home more 
energy efficient, and a building-industry group has praised the house as one of 
the nation's most environmentally friendly.</P> 
<P>The former vice president has installed solar panels, a rainwater-collection 
system and geothermal heating. He also replaced all incandescent lights with 
compact fluorescent or light-emitting diode bulbs.</P> 
<P>"Short of tearing it down and staring anew, I don't know how it could have 
been rated any higher," said Kim Shinn of the U.S. Green Building Council, which 
gave the house its second-highest rating for sustainable design.</P> 
<P>Gore's improvements cut the home's summer electrical consumption by 11 
percent compared with a year ago, according to utility records reviewed by The 
Associated Press. Most Nashville homes used 20 percent to 30 percent more 
electricity during the same period because of a record heat wave.</P> 
<P>Shinn said Gore's renovations are impressive because his home, which is more 
than 80 years old, had to meet the same rigorous standards as new 
construction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925363 35283 431 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 11:14:26am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7925189" target=_blank>#429</A> viojam</EM></P> 
<P>Amazing. Their talking points are completely debunked, over and over, and 
they just pop right back up and repeat them all again as if nothing happened, 
like robot lemmings programmed to jump off a cliff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926566 35283 436 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:40:23pm  
 
<P>How pathetic.</P> 
<P>They always try to post that crap in a thread that's scrolled down off the 
top of the page. It's a mental illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924205 35284 18 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:33:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7924192" target=_blank>#8</A> little 
boomer</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether the climate is warming or cooling, to be on the safe side, let's have 
President Pelosi seize control of the economy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924231 35284 40 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:38:46pm  
 
<P>I sent an email of support to Prof. Andrew Watson, by the way, just to let 
him know that not everyone in America is as deranged as Marc 
Morano.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924261 35284 70 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 8:49:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7924247" target=_blank>#56</A> papajoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always good to conserve energy. but not at the expense of the people. 
This planet is not in danger because of humans. It has more to fear from 
astrological impacts than humans.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924295 35284 102 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:01:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7924280" target=_blank>#88</A> papajoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#78species come and go. This has been the way for eons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been two years since you last showed up at LGF. Where have you 
been?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924303 35284 110 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:02:53pm  
 
<P>These threads are like alarm clocks to the sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924314 35284 121 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7924308" target=_blank>#115</A> EE</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924355 35284 155 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7924333" target=_blank>#137</A> all4one</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really think we can conceive of just how poorly history will treat 
the deniers. A hundred years from now, people will have witnessed the wanton 
destruction caused by warming, seen entire species and ecosystems annihilated. 
They will view the deniers with more contempt that we can imagine, probably with 
similar contempt that we feel for the Nazis. The deniers are going to succeed at 
slowing down or stopping the global efforts we would need to avert the disaster 
that will happen. And it will be well known that the deniers knew or should have 
known the accepted science of the time, but they were just too assholish to care 
about the genocide they caused. I'm serious, I don't think they will be viewed 
fondly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm sure you'll catch a lot of crap for this comment, but I agree. The more I 
learn about this subject, the more appalling it is to see the tactics of the 
denial industry.</P> 
<P>They're deliberately leading humanity over the cliff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924394 35284 188 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 9:36:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/7924375" target=_blank>#173</A> papajoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#137huh? What makes you think that humans can control any of this climate 
change. When animals would poop bigger than your house and pass more gas than 
the gas company. They found petrified wood in Antarctica.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! Keep going. I couldn't have asked for a better illustration of what I 
was writing about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07924508 35284 295 Charles Sat, Dec 5, 2009 10:02:36pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925295 35284 589 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:34:34am  
 
<P>And the climate change deniers respond to my post by spewing hatred -- some 
of it outwardly homophobic, for what reason, it's impossible to understand.</P> 
<P>And a barrage of anonymous hate mail too calling me a "friend of Hezbollah," 
"Dan Rather," and lots of obscenities and insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925316 35284 595 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:46:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/7925298" target=_blank>#590</A> exelwood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It'll be great when they release all the source code for the models, that'll 
end all this foolishness. Open code is always a good thing. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is already a huge amount of source code available to the public. 
Releasing more won't change a thing. The deniers will simply move on the next 
phony controversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925331 35284 598 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:52:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/7925123" target=_blank>#508</A> Ron 
Bacardi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the more "holier than thou" comments I've heard from Charles. You 
usually don't do this :-/</P> 
<P>I've gone from believing in global warming, to not believing, to being a 
skeptic of both sides. But now that you've announced and called out the 
"deniers," it appears you've closed your mind off to anymore debate, regardless 
of the credentials of some of the so-called "deniers."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You call it "closed your mind." I call it "convinced by overwhelming 
scientific evidence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925429 35284 614 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:07:07pm  



 
<P>And again with the "religion" accusation, with no apparent awareness that by 
trying to smear the science of global warming by accusing it of being a 
"religion," you're implicitly admitting that, to you, "religion" is a lesser 
thing than science.</P> 
<P>These are the people I wrote this post about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925435 35284 615 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:09:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/7925426" target=_blank>#613</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, since you're also a creationist, I expect nothing else:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5506144" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925476 35284 619 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:23:32pm  
 
<P>And a belligerent, angry creationist at that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925511 35284 628 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:38:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/626/7925504" target=_blank>#626</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a friend of mine that loved to use $50 words. I used to tell him that 
communication is the art of expressing meaning from one object to another. When 
you use $50 words you show everyone how smart you are, but you are not 
communicating as effectively as you can.</P> 
<P>Having said that, I will again state that there is no conclusive evidence 
that man is causing global warming. Further, there is no evidence that anything 
that man does will stop it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you also think that human beings were poofed into existence by 
God, and that the theory of evolution is another hoax by those evil scientists, 
trying to trick you.</P> 
<P>You're entitled to hold these opinions, but they're completely 
worthless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925521 35284 633 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:42:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/7925520" target=_blank>#632</A> 
tsflanagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Atheism is not an argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to mean something? Are you a creationist too, by any 
chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925527 35284 637 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:45:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7925522" target=_blank>#634</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 



<P>You're not seriously trying to claim that scientists trying to alert the 
world to the dangers of global warming are advocating <EM>genocide</EM>, are 
you?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925554 35284 646 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:57:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/7925531" target=_blank>#640</A> 
tsflanagan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles. No, I am a Roman Catholic (AMS Manhattan Beach) who believes that 
evolution is largely true but cannot explain all origins. Maybe someday. That 
said, does belief in God imply belief in "Creationism" in your 
view?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly where have I ever said anything like that? Go ahead, show me that 
quote.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you a bigot? You did not used to be. By the way I don't think you are, 
but it's getting close. I've been following you for nearly a 
decade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I'm a bigot. Because I don't believe in creationism. That makes 
sense.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Talked to Prager lately?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I haven't. Why do you ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925569 35284 654 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:04:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/651/7925565" target=_blank>#651</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am seriously saying that some extreme environmentalists (I don't really 
care whether they are scientists or not) are and that it is gaining popularity. 
I've had more than one conversations on this topic with several friends who are 
quite warming up to the idea.</P> 
<P>If a portion of the idea (that abstaining from having children is a good 
deed) in connection with an article describing genocide as the proper means of 
combating AGW gets 55% support of the readership in the biggest daily of 
Finland, I'd say genocide is now on the table as a polite topic to discuss over 
tea and biscuits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead, show me one serious scientist who's advocating genocide to stop 
global warming.</P> 
<P>This is a ludicrous, stupid, and completely false accusation, and you should 
be ashamed of yourself for trying to float it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925583 35284 657 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:08:50pm  
 
<P>Anyone who's trying to seriously argue the science with 'michael78244' is 
wasting their time. Please note: he's a creationist. Arguing science with a 
creationist is like asking a goldfish for stock market tips.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925603 35284 664 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:16:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/662/7925595" target=_blank>#662</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not very nice Charles. Your statement makes me believe you are 
prejudiced against me and intolerant of any views other than your own simply 
because I am a so-called "creationist". That is not true is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just like clockwork, the accusation of "intolerance." Is there a script 
somewhere that you creationists follow?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925621 35284 668 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:22:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/7925613" target=_blank>#666</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, Charles, what am I supposed to think? You said "Arguing science with a 
creationist is like asking a goldfish for stock market tips". You have labelled 
me and dismissed me because of that label. What do you call someone who does 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925655 35284 679 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:36:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/7925629" target=_blank>#672</A> KSK</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would actually prefer that we don't call people, who disagree with the 
current AGW theories, "deniers". For me that's a sign of intolerance and an 
unwillingness to have an open democratic debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm calling <EM>deniers</EM> "deniers." And there are plenty of deniers on 
display right here in this thread.</P> 
<P>If someone disagrees with the science of AGW, it's up to them to show the 
evidence for the disagreement. Instead, the anti-AGW crowd concentrates on 
attacking the science, spreading confusion, and doing public relations.</P> 
<P>Show me the research that disproves AGW. It's very telling that there 
<EM>isn't any</EM>. Shouldn't the "skeptics" be doing their own research, if 
their "skepticism" is based on reality?</P> 
<P>There are mountains of scientific evidence for global warming, and an 
overhwelming scientific consensus that it's real and humans are causing it.</P> 
<P>On the "skeptic" side, there are mountains of deceptive public relations 
campaigns and liars like Marc Morano and James Inhofe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925656 35284 680 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:36:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/7925652" target=_blank>#678</A> 
brianstien</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925660 35284 681 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:38:59pm  
 
<P>Anyone who dumps one of the current smears going around the idiot blogs is 
going to lose their account. If you think I don't see what you're doing, you're 
badly mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07925668 35284 686 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/7925661" target=_blank>#682</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have I "whined"? Dismissing others by calling them names doesn't 
convince anyone and YOU got called on it. I have been nothing but civil and calm 
during this discussion and I have been labelled a "whiner" and a "creationist" 
and an "ass". I have responded with evidence to the contrary and your "silly 
tactic" is how you have chosen to respond to me. I think you are 
projecting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You <EM>are</EM> a creationist. Own it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925683 35284 687 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:50:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/683/7925662" target=_blank>#683</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, what a load of misdirection that paragraph is, so acid rain just stopped 
all on it's own? No steps were taken to reduce acid and sulpher emissions? No, 
of course not, the scientists were just wrong about the whole thing!/</P> 
<P>Try telling the whole story, the same thing was happening here and led to the 
"Clean Air Act" which pretty much stopped it cold.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty amazing to see these people try to float these weird talking 
points and false claims, even as they feign outrage about being called 
"deniers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925706 35284 697 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/695/7925701" target=_blank>#695</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find it hard to believe that any thinking person who knows anything at all 
about the subject would even try to use acid rain as an argument. If anything it 
shows the opposite of the point they are trying to make. Man was causeing acid 
rain and man stopped it without destroying our economies or technological 
society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone up above even tried to claim that the deterioration of the ozone hole 
was another "hoax," apparently in complete ignorance that this is another case 
in which human action (the banning of CFCs) did indeed result in improving a 
very dangerous situation. It's a scientific/political success story, and it's 
being painted as a "hoax."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925725 35284 703 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:02:40pm  
 
<P>]<EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7925711" target=_blank>#698</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know I never claimed to be a "creationist".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not only a creationist, you also don't believe in the separation of 
church and state:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/5504828" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I disagree with the notion of man made global warming, <STRONG>which has no 
scientific evidence</STRONG>, and I am called names and labelled 
<STRONG>ignorant</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're also apparently utterly impervious to irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925735 35284 708 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:08:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/7925734" target=_blank>#707</A> 
michael78244</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I think we came from monkeys? I see no evidence of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925743 35284 711 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/709/7925737" target=_blank>#709</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh? What's the ding for? Do you advocate simply ignoring, in which case 
there's not much point in having him here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops, it was an accident. I reversed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925749 35284 714 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:15:09pm  
 
<P>We have a trifecta! A creationist, a global warming denier, AND a theocrat, 
all rolled into one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925772 35284 720 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:23:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/716/7925754" target=_blank>#716</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it's a parody.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a graphic demonstration of <A 
href="http://rationalwiki.com/wiki/Poe's_Law" target=_blank>Poe's 
Law</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925781 35284 723 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:26:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/7925757" target=_blank>#718</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a direct lie. 97.5% of all publishing climatologists agree with the 
theory of AGW.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/global-warming-scientific-
consensus.htm" target=_blank>Is there a consensus?</A></P> 
<P>Why lie? Can't you make your case without lying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is the person who got all huffy about the term 
"denier."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925808 35284 730 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:35:15pm  
 



<P>Scientists currently express their degree of certainty about AGW in the 90%+ 
range. In other words, they are 90%+ certain that if nothing is done to stave 
off the effects of AGW, there will be serious consequences for the planet, and 
disastrous consequences for human beings.</P> 
<P>Suppose a car mechanic told you there was a 90%+ chance that your brakes were 
going to fail, and cause you to get into a serious accident on the freeway. 
Would you say, "Well, that's a 10% chance that I'll be fine, so hand me the car 
keys and let's just keep driving?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925975 35284 753 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:19:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/748/7925941" target=_blank>#748</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent. This is why I would like to see a discussion on the solutions up 
front so that I would know what I am buying. Right now there's very little 
public discussion about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of all the ridiculous things you've posted in this thread, that has to be the 
most ridiculous.</P> 
<P>There is nothing BUT discussion going on about solutions. It's all over the 
news, and in magazines, and on the web.</P> 
<P>The idea that we need MORE discussion is nothing but yet another absurd 
denialist talking point. The intent is to make sure that "discussion" is ALL 
that ever happens, and no solutions are ever put into effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930673 35284 774 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 9:36:53pm  
 
 
 
<P>Why are so many climate change deniers also complete 
assholes?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925297 35285 475 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:36:36am  
 
<P>Lots of venomous hate mail and several flounce-offs this morning -- some of 
it outwardly homophobic. For what reason, it's impossible to understand.</P> 
<P>12 anonymous hate mails calling me a "friend of Hezbollah," "Dan Rather," and 
lots of obscenities and insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925301 35285 478 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:39:32am  
 
<P>Oh, I see where all of this is coming from. There's a link at Marc Morano's 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925303 35285 480 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:41:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/7925300" target=_blank>#477</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam has a new post up this morning: <STRONG>Johnson Aligns with 
Antisemites, 911 Troofers, Hezballah Supporters and Convicted 
Pedophiles</STRONG></P> 



<P>Her writing is so incoherent I can't figure out WTF she's talking 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of funny, it's so deranged. The woman is completely out of her 
gourd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925312 35285 486 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:44:16am  
 
<P>There's a fair amount of traffic coming from Morano's denial site too. That's 
sad. It shows how successful his dishonest tactics have been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925339 35285 507 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 10:56:04am  
 
<P>I see that Geller is quoting another racist blogger to support her latest 
incoherent smear. See: [Link: <A 
href="http://warrenkinsella.com/index.php?entry=entry080310-230224" 
target=_blank>warrenkinsella.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925351 35285 518 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 11:03:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7925343" target=_blank>#511</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's quoting SHaidle, I presume, not Kinsella?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Kathy Shaidle, who's on record with dozens and dozens of ugly, openly 
racist comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925357 35285 523 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 11:09:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/7925355" target=_blank>#521</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps this quote from George Will sums up the main thrust of skeptical 
thought:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More long-debunked, completely bogus talking points. George Will has zero 
credibility on this issue, and is promoting nonsense -- nonsense that you're 
swallowing without any critical thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925418 35285 538 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:01:20pm  
 
<P>George Will has been completely discredited on the subject of global warming, 
and there have been several posts at LGF about this. He's repeating denialist 
talking points, and he's simply wrong.</P> 
<P>But since he's saying what you want to hear, you'll ignore all 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925824 35285 543 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:39:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7925756" target=_blank>#542</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<P>There are many more examples of George Will's complete ignorance on the 
subject of global warming.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is it the position that making an error condemns the author to being 
perpetually "completely discredited"? That commentator can no longer raise 
concerns of questions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George Will never apologized or corrected that error, as a matter of 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925383 35286 4 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 11:40:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7925381" target=_blank>#3</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And so it comes full-circle. She's a racist, per Mr. 
Tanenhaus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, per her own father.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925439 35286 50 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:10:55pm  
 
<P>One of our long-missing creationists just popped up in the "Thank You" 
thread, and imagine my surprise to find that he's also a global warming 
denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925452 35286 62 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7925449" target=_blank>#59</A> 
holeinone#7@pebble</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the eyes of some native Hawaiians, Palin would in some situations be 
called a "howlie". This is like calling a white person a "cracker". Howlies are 
sometimes assaulted for being white and non Hawaiian. If Tanenhaus wants to find 
racism he needs to look at the congressional black caucus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I grew up in Hawaii, and this is complete bullshit. You don't even know how 
to spell the word. It's "haole,' and it simply means "white." It's not 
inherently derogatory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925471 35286 78 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:21:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7925468" target=_blank>#76</A> barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And being uncomfortable in an unfamiliar environment at age 18 makes her a 
racist for life ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said that?</P> 
<P>The smell of straw men is getting overpowering in this 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925481 35286 87 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:26:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7925480" target=_blank>#86</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her father pointed to the fact she was uncomfortable in the presence of so 
many Asians and Pacific Islanders. he did not accuse her of racism. Tanenhaus 
was clever enough not to do so directly, but simply pointed this out and then 
led into a broader discussion of the racism he finds at the root of some of the 
appeal of populism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And he's right. There's undeniably a large element of racism in current 
populist politics as practiced by people like Palin, Glenn Beck, Rush Limbaugh, 
and countless other right wing demagogues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925547 35286 129 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 12:54:59pm  
 
<P>And now I'm being accused of being a "bigot" in the 'Thank You' thread, just 
like clockwork, for pointing out that a raving AGW denier is a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925665 35286 204 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 1:42:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7925585" target=_blank>#152</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see Charles has been conversing with <A 
href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart" target=_blank>andrewbreitbart</A> on 
twitter this morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I notice that Breitbart says he was a "friend" of mine -- after he sent a 
long, ranting email full of insults, because I posted his public Twitter 
comment.</P> 
<P>That's not exactly how I picture "friends" acting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926066 35286 385 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:58:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/7926047" target=_blank>#384</A> Plato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't buy the racist argument about Palin because of this experience...and 
I just finished her book and I like her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're a Birther too.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/41/7812363" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927027 35286 403 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:16:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/7926684" target=_blank>#400</A> macirish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The original quote and most of the comment here remind me of the middle-ages 
debate on how many angels could fit on the head of a pin.</P> 
<P>Glad to see Sarah Palin has so many people quaking in their 
boots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "quaking" you think you see is actually laughter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925865 35287 15 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 2:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7925855" target=_blank>#10</A> Soul 
Discretion</EM></P> 
<P>And you're a lying sock puppet who sneaked back in after being previously 
banned. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925896 35287 26 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:00:48pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7925887" target=_blank>#22</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sneaking into a site just to write one pissy comment that will be immediately 
deleted seems like a tremendous waste of time. But that's just 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they do it constantly, and some of them do it over and over and over. 
Some of these obsessed freaks have registered more than 20 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925958 35287 54 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7925933" target=_blank>#42</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're quoting the Times Online. Have you noticed that all of the sources 
being quoted against the IPCC are the Telegraph, the Times Online, et al? Why do 
you suppose that is?</P> 
<P>Do you think you might want to research that story a bit more, in case the 
Times Online isn't being totally forthcoming and unbiased?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Times has already published at least one completely false article about 
this -- the one about the CRU destroying data, that turned out to be a blatant 
distortion of the truth. No data was destroyed by the CRU.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't be surprised at all to find out that the article about "reviewing 
160 years of climate data" is another gross distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07925995 35287 80 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:27:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7925983" target=_blank>#72</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.efdgroup.eu/index.php?page=mypage&amp;op=openPage&amp;id=13&amp
;title=National-delegations" target=_blank>National delegations</A> to EFD:</P> 
<P>Group organizing meeting with:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Professor Roger A. Pielke Sr., Colorado 
Universitet.</STRONG>Professor Ole Humlum, Oslo Universitet.Pofessor Henrik 
Svensmark, DTU.Lektor Bjarne Andresen, Københavns Universitet.Seniorforsker Jens 
Olaf Pepke Pedersen, DTU.<STRONG>Lord Moncton, tidligere rådgiver for Margeret 
Thatcher.</STRONG><STRONG>Professor Fred Singer, Virginia 
Universitet.</STRONG><STRONG>Professor Roger A. Pielke Sr., Colorado 
Universitet.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a who's who of European far right parties, jumping on the anti-AGW 
bandwagon with the craziest and most dishonest of the denial industry 
shills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926166 35287 121 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 4:17:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7926156" target=_blank>#120</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you have posted that same link dozens of times.</P> 
<P>And as to your straw man, I also insist that AGW is real, what is suspect at 
this point is the historical temperature reconstruction work done at 
CRU.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true. Not a single reputable scientist is disputing their 
historical temperature work.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07926202 35287 127 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 4:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7926200" target=_blank>#126</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why is the MET Office re-examining the data upon which it is 
based?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926338 35287 136 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 5:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7926223" target=_blank>#129</A> nomra</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because if a scientist <EM>does</EM> dispute it, they are no longer 
<STRONG>reputable</STRONG>.That's circular reasoning Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. "Circular reasoning" is the nonsense you've been dumping into every 
climate change thread like a right wing parrot.</P> 
<P>Not a single reputable scientist disputes the historical temperature data -- 
that's a fact. The people who are arguing about it are either 1) not scientists 
at all, or 2) not climatologists, or 3) dishonest shills for energy 
industries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926048 35288 10 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 3:52:48pm  
 
<P>Among other interesting findings, more than 50 percent of Americans wrongly 
attributed the quote, “From each according to his ability, to each according to 
his needs” to George Washington, Thomas Paine, or President Barack Obama, when 
it is in fact a quote from Karl Marx, author of “The Communist 
Manifesto.”</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926106 35288 57 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 4:07:51pm  
 
<P>I contacted the Center to let them know that their quiz has a few bugs in 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926117 35288 65 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 4:10:28pm  
 
<P>The results in their report are not from the online quiz, by the way, but 
from a much more complete written test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927164 35288 387 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7927145" target=_blank>#386</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the test is broken -- it claims it asked me questions (on the answer sheet) 
that it did not ask me (and marked me wrong). It also asked me who the slave ... 
armistead question twice, never asked me "where is the liberty bell".</P> 
<P>I might have missed the Hale quote if they had suggested "patrick henry" -- 
not sure why I conflate those two.</P> 



<P>i missed Yorktown, shouldn't have. I missed Armistead, shouldn't 
have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there are some bugs in the online quiz - I emailed them and let them 
know they need to fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926431 35289 5 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 5:54:58pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=climategate+si
te:foxnews.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>climategate 
site:foxnews.com - Google Search</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926436 35289 7 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 5:56:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7926427" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm also a little disturbed by the knee jerk reaction supporting the Navy 
Seals who are being brought up on charges. We really don't have many facts yet. 
Would Lindy England have gotten the same support if Obama was 
President?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that I'm staying away from the story. Why? Because I no longer have a 
single atom of trust in the right wing's phony scandals, and I'm quite certain 
there's much more to that story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926472 35289 26 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7926464" target=_blank>#20</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you think that? Fox News are the bad guys, we can just use the 
figures in anyway that serves the purpose...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just a fact -- Fox News is relentlessly pimping this story, on every 
show they air. Far more than any other news outlet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926506 35289 48 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:18:09pm  
 
<P>Yep, that's right. It's a big nothing. The fact that right wing news sources 
are doing their best to convince people that it's really something important 
doesn't change its essential nature. It's a phony scandal.</P> 
<P>The silliness will run its course, and enter the lexicon of the climate 
change deniers, who will simply ignore all the debunking and endlessly repeat 
the lies. And it won't be the first time.</P> 
<P>If you're letting yourself be fooled by the nonsense, shame on you. I've been 
posting a lot of information showing you how incredibly dishonest and 
underhanded the tactics of these people are, and you have only yourself to blame 
if you accept their word anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926523 35289 59 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:23:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7926515" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll forget about it in the next week or two. There are rumblings of a new 
ACORN scandal. Maybe Michelle will wear an ugly dress or Obama will order a 
pizza with the wrong toppings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, whatever happened with those "plagiarized" paintings?</P> 
<P>Or the school indoctrination? Did Obama just stop brainwashing 
children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926537 35289 70 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7926534" target=_blank>#67</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happened to that crazy woman that found William Ayers at the airport and 
they went on and on about how he was the ghost writer for 
Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I'm thinking of doing a post about the endless flood of phony right wing 
scandals. I have a list already, but if you remember a particular nontroversy, 
please post it here and I'll hat tip ya when I write the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926554 35289 85 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 6:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7926549" target=_blank>#82</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Visited dieing grandmother for political purposes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were actually some right wing blogs who claimed Obama killed his 
grandmother. I think the shrieking harpy might have been one of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926738 35289 258 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:18:38pm  
 
<P>Wow. This is worse than I could ever have imagined.</P> 
<P>I'm about to put up a post dedicated to the endless flood of phony scandals. 
Please hang on to your gates and repost them in the comments for the new post 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926776 35289 295 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:27:30pm  
 
<P>New post dedicated to this craziness is now up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926807 35290 18 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:32:32pm  
 
<P>Obama-Bill Ayers ghostwriter-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926811 35290 21 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:33:28pm  
 
<P>Wordcount-gate was a classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926819 35290 27 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:34:22pm  



 
<P>Michelle Obama shopping-trip-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926836 35290 43 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:37:02pm  
 
<P>Plagiarized painting-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926842 35290 48 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:37:36pm  
 
<P>Death panel-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926844 35290 49 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:38:09pm  
 
<P>John Holdren genocide-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926932 35290 130 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:54:21pm  
 
<P>Inappropriate queen-touching gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926938 35290 136 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:55:15pm  
 
<P>Bow-gate -- recycled twice!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926945 35290 142 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 7:57:02pm  
 
<P>Bill Ayers visited White House-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926976 35290 171 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:05:50pm  
 
<P>Obama is the illegitimate son of Malcolm X-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07926996 35290 190 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:10:17pm  
 
<P>Flounce-gate!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927007 35290 201 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:12:45pm  
 
<P>George W. Bush was much, MUCH closer to the Saudis than Barack Obama, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927039 35290 230 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:17:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7927018" target=_blank>#212</A> rurality</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't counted, but it truly seems that there IS a daily non-
troversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are two or three every week.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07927050 35290 241 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:19:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/7927040" target=_blank>#231</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Euthanasia Czargate enhanced by Zombie</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Euthanasia-gate was so vapid, even Fox News just did a few stories, then 
dropped it like a hot potato.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927088 35290 279 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:26:09pm  
 
<P>Unlike most of these phony scandals, Obama actually did ride a bike with a 
flat tire.</P> 
<P>Impeach him!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927154 35291 8 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 8:51:20pm  
 
<P>Come on, it's funny when the crowd boos the Republican kittens!</P> 
<P>I laughed, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927212 35292 13 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 9:17:14pm  
 
<P>What's up with Defenseman, by the way? The blog has been made 
"private."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927218 35292 17 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 9:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7927213" target=_blank>#14</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No doubt, but one lesson learned will be to eliminate proprietary data sets 
and coding from Climate Science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no "proprietary data sets." All of the data used by the CRU is 
available from the original sources. All you have to do is ask for it.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why you continue trying to float these false claims. You seem 
pretty rational in most other ways, but on the subject of global warming you're 
no different from a hardcore denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927222 35292 21 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 9:20:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7927219" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like I said yesterday: Forget Climategate, this getting to be much more 
like Watergate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you mean it's like Watergate in the sense that it's going to backfire and 
bring down the people who perpetrated these crimes, I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07927237 35292 28 Charles Sun, Dec 6, 2009 9:26:21pm  
 



<P>Russia has a long history of playing both ends against the middle. The fact 
that they publicly endorse the science of AGW is not evidence that they weren't 
behind an effort to sabotage Copenhagen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928080 35292 211 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 9:46:01am  
 
<P>Another moron bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928085 35292 212 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 9:49:18am  
 
<P>We seem to have quite a few people who are heavily invested in the idea that 
this was a "whistleblower" and not a criminal.</P> 
<P>"Whistleblowers" don't usually cherry-pick through 13 years of emails and 
post them anonymously on the Internet.</P> 
<P>It's a curious rationalization, and it seems obvious that the purpose is to 
attempt to whitewash what happened so they can dismiss the fact that this was a 
crime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928407 35292 215 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:02:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7928180" target=_blank>#214</A> bunnymud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought this issue was supposed to be dead by now???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is dead. It's being kept alive on artificial life support by climate 
change deniers, desperately hoping they can hoodwink some more 
peope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928900 35293 609 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 1:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/608/7928787" target=_blank>#608</A> 
ulmsey123</EM></P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928127 35294 21 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:01:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7928114" target=_blank>#11</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the thing: The Tea Party movement was primarily advertised to the 
American people as grassroots fiscal conservatism and responsibility. A lot of 
Americans don't know what kind of nutjobs are really running the tea parties, 
even despite the coverage they've been getting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's exactly my point. The wackos have taken over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928130 35294 24 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:02:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7928123" target=_blank>#18</A> mwalke5</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While there are certainly fringe elements present at tea parties (of which I 
have attended several and noticed the wackos), most of the people present are 
strict fiscal conservatives. Social conservatism should play little to no role 



to the tea partiers. To echo some of the statements above, this poll is 
reflective of the public's response to TARP, cap and trade, and health care 
reform (aka government ownership of the health care industry).</P> 
<P>Charles, I don't understand why you think a fiscal conservative movement is 
such a bad thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't understand a very simple fact -- the tea parties are RUN by the 
nutjobs. There are very bad people at the top of this so-called 
"movement."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928136 35294 30 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:04:51am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7928123" target=_blank>#18</A> mwalke5</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't understand why you think a fiscal conservative movement is 
such a bad thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, that's not only insulting, it's a complete straw man. Being 
opposed to the Ron Paulians, racists, and far right extremists who run the tea 
parties says absolutely nothing about my views on fiscal 
conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928147 35294 41 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:07:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7928138" target=_blank>#32</A> mwalke5</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I don't think its fair to generalize the "tea party movement" as a 
unified movement. They are set up independently, typically by normal people, in 
each city where they are present. It is not some conspiratorial dark 
organization. It is not even an organization at all. Yes, the crazies like Glenn 
Beck and Palin (sorry I don't like them either) like to score popularity points 
by drumming up support for the tea partiers, but they are NOT the ones who 
organize the vast majority of the tea party rallies.</P> 
<P>Generalizations are always dangerous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many links at LGF that disprove your statements. The majority of 
the organizers of tea parties are extremists of one flavor or another. You don't 
want to acknowledge it, and that's not surprising -- it happens every time this 
fact is pointed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928196 35294 86 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:21:14am  
 
<P>Now we've got someone making more false claims about Elizabeth May -- easily 
disproved again -- in the Spencer thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928223 35294 113 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:27:07am  
 
<P>It's kind of amazing that some people seem to think I just wrote this off the 
top of my head, with no evidence at all that extremists are in charge of the 
national tea party movement, just because I hate fiscal conservatism.</P> 
<P>Have you folks been reading anything I've posted about these 
demonstrations?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07928278 35294 168 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:38:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7928267" target=_blank>#157</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You logged out really quickly after posting that. Whose sock are you?</P> 
<P>Luap Nor really brings them out. Tea parties=Luap Nor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the last time he'll do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928287 35294 177 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:40:16am  
 
<P>Please don't quote troll comments. Use the 'Reply' button instead. If you 
quote a troll comment, your comment will be deleted too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928370 35294 256 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:55:25am  
 
<P>I was not kidding at all, by the way. The upsurge of tea parties is a big 
reason why I'm gone from the right and from the GOP. I'm finished with being 
associated with this kind of atavistic craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928433 35294 315 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:07:20am  
 
<P>Wow, Ed Morrissey is out of his freaking mind. Just read his post about this, 
and his prescription for the future of the GOP is for them to "represent the Tea 
Party brand."</P> 
<P>Hey, everybody! Let's all jump over the cliff! Those aren't rocks at the 
bottom, they're soft pillows of fiscal responsibility! Come on, it won't 
hurt!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928449 35294 331 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 11:10:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/7928434" target=_blank>#316</A> 
right_wing2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But were they a majority? Even a sizable minority?</P> 
<P>A friend of mine was at the 9/12 DC tea party, and said that at least 
personally, he didn't see any signs that'd be 'racist'. I know, he didn't see 
every sign out there, but I don't think it could have been this massive, all-
racist rally if you could avoid signs like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this again.</P> 
<P>I posted dozens and dozens of pictures of incredibly hateful signs, including 
many that were flat-out racist, from the Washington DC tea party. There were at 
least FOUR long posts about this. And still people are going to try to deny 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929209 35294 501 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 2:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/7929162" target=_blank>#499</A> IanMc</EM></P> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>And you're one of the people who saw nothing racist about a picture of Barack 
Obama with a bone through his nose.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7478771" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Not surprising that you're a tea party fan. And yet another demonstration of 
the truth of what I wrote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932862 35294 506 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:07:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/7932832" target=_blank>#505</A> 
BigBadPaul</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, no. You're not cool at all.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928655 35295 47 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:13:52pm  
 
<P>The smell of tu quoque is getting very thick in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928707 35295 93 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:25:26pm  
 
<P>I was as concerned about Obama's association with Rev. Wright as anyone 
during the election.</P> 
<P>But the fact is that Obama has not shown any signs at all that he's actually 
a follower of Rev. Wright's craziness, and in fact he utterly renounced Wright, 
very publicly and very sincerely.</P> 
<P>Obama's policies toward Israel seem no different than the past 4 or 5 
administrations' policies. He talks about Israel ceasing the settlements, just 
like George Bush did, and then takes no real action to stop it. He has 
maintained the US policy of looking the other way on Israel's nuclear weapons. 
And he has continued US military supplies to Israel.</P> 
<P>It's long past time to drop the Rev. Wright association as any kind of valid 
criticism of Obama. He's not aligned with Wright, any more than I'm "aligned 
with Hezbollah" as Pammy Geller and Robert Spencer are 
screaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928728 35295 113 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7928716" target=_blank>#101</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The charge of his alignment with Wright carries a bit more weight than the 
accusation you're alignmed with Hezbollah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think there's some validity to the charge that Obama is "aligned with 
Wright," then name one issue on which Obama takes a position similar to 
Wright's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928746 35295 130 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:36:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7928737" target=_blank>#121</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has he enacted any Jeremiah Wright inspired policies? No, so far as I can 
tell, he has not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so you admit that it's an empty accusation at this point.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Palin proposed firing Jews from the Department of Labor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Obama denounced Wright very publicly. I hope you aren't holding your breath 
waiting for Palin to denounce Malek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928792 35295 171 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:51:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7928775" target=_blank>#157</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Something really, really stinks about that commercial. I'd love to know who's 
behind it -- I suspect it comes from an extremist organization, like Paulians or 
Birchers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928804 35295 181 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 12:56:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7928796" target=_blank>#175</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the web page for that video:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://iwantyourmoney.net/commercial/" 
target=_blank>iwantyourmoney.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>His Twitter account:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/iwym" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a Bircher, but definitely a wacko. Links frequently to this Twitter 
account: <A href="http://twitter.com/ResistTyranny" target=_blank>Resist 
Tyranny</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929131 35295 241 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 2:24:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7928983" target=_blank>#230</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he is definitely the most anti-Israel-president since Jimmy Carter. His 
foreign advisors are people like Zbigniew Brzezinski, Samantha Power (who want 
the USA to lead a ground invasion of Israel) or the Hamas-friend Robert 
Malley.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neither Brzezinski nor Malley are Obama advisers.</P> 
<P>And before you repeat that story about Samantha Power, maybe you should read 
this: <A href="http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/957778.html" 
target=_blank>Obama's top adviser says does not believe in imposing a peace 
settlement</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929220 35295 244 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 2:56:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/7929178" target=_blank>#243</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems that Malley isn't Obama's advisor <STRONG><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/us_and_americas/us_elections/a
rticle3897414.ece#cid=OTC-RSS&amp;attr=2015164" target=_blank>anymore 
(!)</A></STRONG>. What about <A href="http://www.nysun.com/foreign/obama-
adviser-leads-delegation-to-damascus/71123/" target=_blank>the israel-hater 
Brzezinski</A>? You have any sources for your claim that he isn't an advisor for 
Obama <STRONG>anymore</STRONG>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2009/09/zbig-brzezinski-
obama-administration-should-tell-israel-us-will-attack-israeli-jets-if-they-try-
to-a.html" target=_blank>Brzezinski plays no role in the Obama 
administration</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929328 35295 248 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 3:40:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7929280" target=_blank>#246</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about Obama equalizing the Shoa with the situation of the 
Palestinanians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a complete distortion of what he said in the Cairo speech. We went 
over and over this at the time. It's false. He did not do that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about cutting the aids for Iranian opposition groups?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that many Iranian opposition groups are IN FAVOR of this move? 
When they take funds from the US, they're putting a big target on their backs, 
and giving the regime an excuse to crack down on them as "US Spies."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about his appeasement to the Mullahs, waiting for their nuclear 
bomb?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but exactly what did George W. Bush do about the Iranians?</P> 
<P>Obama's stance toward Iran has hardened considerably in recent months, and 
I've seen his advisers (real ones, not the phony ones you dug up) discussing the 
possibility of military action. This drama is not finished playing 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931667 35295 280 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 9:58:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7929857" target=_blank>#273</A> Stuart 
Leviton</EM></P> 
<P>None of that changes the fact that as Nixon's consigliere, he colluded in an 
effort to purge Jews from the Nixon administration. Does that prove 
antisemitism? Maybe not, but I agree with Hitchens that it should have put an 
end to any kind of political career. Yet, here he is, advising Sarah 
Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931681 35295 281 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 10:02:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7929427" target=_blank>#259</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Charles is wrong, but thanks for coming up with this and mentioning the 
National Iranian American Council as one of the organizations that are glad 
about Obama cutting the aid for opposition-groups. That's consequent, since the 
NIAC is one of the groups that seeks good relations between the USA and the 
little more "moderate" Mullahregime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you're the one who was wrong, about Brzezinski, Malley, and 
Samantha Power. Neither Malley nor Brzezinski are Obama advisers -- you claimed 
they were. And Samantha Power clarified her statements about Israel in an 
interview with Haaretz -- which you conveniently glided right past.</P> 
<P>You popped off with a bunch of claims that I showed to be false. And then you 
just moved the goalposts.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07928848 35296 14 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 1:07:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7928833" target=_blank>#6</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe at least some of us here had come to the conclusion that ACORN 
suffered serious management problems rather than organization-wide approval of 
illegal activities.</P> 
<P>However - if ACORN commissioned the study, how can it be called independent? 
Serious question, I'm not trying to be an ass . . .</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Independent" was the wrong word for it -- I corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928866 35296 29 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 1:10:32pm  
 
<P>This is another area where I have to seriously part ways with the right wing. 
The obsessive demonization of ACORN is way, way beyond what the facts warrant. 
ACORN has been made into an all-purpose right-wing boogeyman. While they may 
have problems, they've also done a lot of good for people in minority 
neighborhoods.</P> 
<P>Commence screaming now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07928889 35296 47 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 1:14:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7928886" target=_blank>#45</A> Curt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Words, just words...However, it is an amazing human condition that "internal 
reviews" tend to show no one did nothing really wrong...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was not an "internal" review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929107 35297 16 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 2:16:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7929098" target=_blank>#10</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It <EM>mus</EM>t be interesting to get this much attention. Every major news 
outlet is running with it now, and as for the blogs...I thought it was just a 
one-week story, at most.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that a bunch of screaming ignorant fools continue to do their best 
to hype this story doesn't change the fact that it's a phony scandal. Instead of 
posting these dumb little zingers, why don't you try to learn something about 
the issue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929238 35297 85 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 3:00:20pm  
 
<P>I'm going to delete links to American Thinker. It's a conspiracy/hate site 
that publishes the work of bigots and white supremacists, and I'm not going to 
send any traffic there if I can help it.</P> 
<P>Not surprising at all to find that they're also climate change deniers. It 
all goes together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929251 35297 97 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 3:05:43pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7929249" target=_blank>#95</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiger Woods ... your thoughts?</P> 
<P>I have covered sports professionally since 1978 and I have never seen a story 
quite like this one. We have seen stories about serial adulterers before, but 
never anyone of the stature of Tiger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tiger is a cheetah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929330 35297 169 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 3:43:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7929327" target=_blank>#167</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<P>Of course it reflects your views -- you're a hardcore, completely irrational 
denier of climate change, who ignores all evidence shown to you and just 
continues parroting false and misleading talking points endlessly. And I'm 
beginning to reach the limits of my patience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929434 35298 8 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 4:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7929396" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Kudos to Patterico for acknowledging RSM is a racist 
scumbag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that. But it's still pretty weak if you ask me.</P> 
<P>And notice that none of these people will link to my posts about McCain, even 
though they're much more thoroughly documented and packed with evidence and 
links -- even as they start to go, "Hmm. What's that smell?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929463 35298 18 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 4:48:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7929458" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed but it's still a sign that people are starting to notice how vile some 
of their associates are. It's something they're going to have to deal with 
eventually. I imagine there are a lot more people out there who are not willing 
to speak up yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, McCain responded by spewing some more hatred at me, and 
posting a long, nearly incoherent rant about Patterico that doesn't deny a 
single point Patterico raised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929474 35299 4 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 4:52:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7929470" target=_blank>#3</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<P>You wouldn't happen to be planning a flounce-off, would you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929505 35299 21 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:02:28pm  
 



<P>By the way, it's not "the mainstream media" who were complaining of Bush 
administration suppression of scientific evidence -- it's a large group of 
scientists.</P> 
<P>I know it's not very fashionable with some people to say so, but the Bush 
administration record on science is absolutely horrible. If you doubt this, 
please read this book, which has numerous well-documented examples of this 
suppression:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0465046762/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Republican War on Science</A>.</P> 
<P>It was a real eye-opener for me. I knew some of this stuff, but I was a bit 
shocked to find out how deep the Bush administration's antipathy for scientific 
research really was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929529 35299 40 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7929513" target=_blank>#28</A> IanMc</EM></P> 
<P>You should have been banned when you defended circulating a picture of Barack 
Obama with a bone through his nose. Why am I not surprised to find that you're 
also an irrational, ignorant climate change denier?</P> 
<P>And after that ridiculous spew, now you are banned. Get off my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929577 35299 77 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:24:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7929547" target=_blank>#53</A> rurality</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know people prefer to lump all issues with Bush as BDS, it's easier to be 
dismissive and it makes ODS seem more of the same, less insane. However, 
articles like those you sighted, Bush's 'absolutely horrible" record on science, 
are why I don't think a lot of Bush criticism is not 
derangement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was plenty of deranged commentary about Bush from the left while he was 
president - that's a fact.</P> 
<P>But the criticism from scientists whose research was suppressed, shelved, 
ignored, and classified without good reason -- that's not derangement. It's 
true. The Bush administration worked very hard to obstruct scientific research, 
and in many cases it was done to either: 1) pander to special interests such as 
energy groups, or 2) pander to the religious right, as in their obstructionist 
regulations on stem cell research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929587 35299 87 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:25:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7929554" target=_blank>#58</A> mwalke5</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For anyone who cares about accountability from our government, it is 
absolutely terrifying that the EPA will be able to do via fiat what Congress was 
unable to do democratically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not terrified. And I care about accountability in government. This ruling 
was long overdue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929606 35299 105 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:28:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7929582" target=_blank>#82</A> Thor-Zone</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really...you guys think there is absolutely no doubt that global warming is 
caused by man? Sort of closed minded isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Convinced by overwhelming evidence" is not the same thing as "close-
minded."</P> 
<P>"Close-minded" is refusing to educate yourself about the serious issue of 
global warming, while repeating talking points supplied by dishonest people and 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929640 35299 137 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:35:21pm  
 
<P>All of the talking points commonly raised by "skeptics" (a label I'm finding 
increasingly laughable) are addressed here: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/illconsidered/2008/07/how_to_talk_to_a_sceptic.php
" target=_blank>How to Talk to a Climate Sceptic</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929674 35299 169 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:43:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7929629" target=_blank>#126</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious if there's any statistical correlation between anthropogenic 
climate-change deniers, and folks who are still "skeptical" about evolution.</P> 
<P>A few quick Google searches show that the US population believes in both far 
less compared to the rest of the world. Eyeballing it, it seems to be roughly 
the same ratio, but I'd be interested to see if it really is mostly all the same 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's very little doubt that almost all creationists are also climate 
change deniers. See the Discovery Institute's latest articles for proof of this. 
They're getting all giggly over the Climategate nontroversy because they think 
it destroys all of modern science, which is exactly what they want to see 
happen.</P> 
<P>It's very telling to note that one of the main deniers in the business, Dr. 
Roy Spencer, IS a creationist. And the denial industry uses many of the same 
tactics as creationists.</P> 
<P>I'd like to see a survey of this correlation, because I strongly suspect that 
the majority of right wing climate change deniers are also 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929696 35299 191 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7929684" target=_blank>#179</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>I applaud Bush for his Africa AIDS programs.</P> 
<P>That doesn't change the fact that his administration was the most anti-
science presidency we've ever had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929727 35299 219 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:53:22pm  
 
<P>Nixon was a RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929746 35299 238 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 5:58:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7929731" target=_blank>#223</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it doesn't change the fact that many in his administration tried to 
convert it to an abstinence program instead of a "use a condom" 
program.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very true -- and it was another manifestation of the anti-science 
religious right's influence on the Bush administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07929754 35299 246 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 6:00:19pm  
 
<P>On the Internet, everyone is a rocket scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930147 35299 375 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 7:43:12pm  
 
<P>Saw that one coming. Buh bye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930048 35300 162 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 7:15:01pm  
 
<P>Funny how no one ever asks why those ads for Sarah Palin's book are showing 
up at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930388 35301 9 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 8:31:47pm  
 
<P>There's a pretty determined effort going on in the right wing blogosphere to 
discredit me because I used to be a "skeptic" on this subject.</P> 
<P>I hope they continue with this effort, because what they're really achieving 
is to show that people can change their minds when confronted with overwhelming 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930442 35301 25 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 8:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7930438" target=_blank>#23</A> Arizona 
Angler</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07930719 35301 169 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 9:50:14pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/12/acorn_report_finds_no_il
legal_conduct.php?utm_source=feedburner&amp;utm_medium=feed&amp;utm_campaign=Fee
d%3A+TPMmuckraker+%28TPMmuckraker%29" target=_blank>Those ACORN sting videos 
were heavily edited</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The videos that have been released appear to have been edited, in some cases 
substantially, including the insertion of a substitute voiceover for significant 
portions of Mr. O'Keefe's and Ms. Giles's comments, which makes it difficult to 
determine the questions to which ACORN employees are responding. A comparison of 
the publicly available transcripts to the released videos confirms that large 
portions of the original video have been omitted from the released 
versions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07930798 35303 17 Charles Mon, Dec 7, 2009 10:11:50pm  
 
<P>The very last thing the Saudis want is for the western world to get serious 
about alternate sources of energy.</P> 
<P>And climate change deniers are playing right into their 
hands.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931622 35303 277 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 9:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7931562" target=_blank>#252</A> 
mad_scientist</EM></P> 
<P>Not a single one of your "experts" is a climatologist.</P> 
<P>Freeman Dyson, by the way, has acknowledged the reality of AGW. This is what 
he wrote in the New York Review of Books:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a result of the burning of coal and oil, the driving of cars, and other 
human activities, the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is increasing at a rate 
of about half a percent per year... the physical effects of carbon dioxide are 
seen in changes of rainfall, cloudiness, wind strength, and temperature, which 
are customarily lumped together in the misleading phrase "global 
warming."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/kiminori-itoh" 
target=_blank>Kiminori Itoh</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Background</P> 
<P>Dr. Kiminori Itoh recieved his PhD in industrial chemistry from University of 
Tokyo in 1978. Presently, he is a faculty member of the Engineering Department 
at the Yokohama National University.</P> 
<P>Itoh and Climate Change</P> 
<P>Dr. Kiminori Itoh declares himself as a "physical chemist familiar with 
evironmental sciences, and not particularly specialized in climate science." 
According to Google Scholar and Yokohama National University, Dr. Itoh has not 
published any work in the area of climate change in peer-reviewed science 
journals. Itoh recently co-authored a Japanese language book titled, Lies and 
Traps in the Global Warming Affairs.</P> 
<P>Itoh and Inhofe's list of 650</P> 
<P>It appears, Dr. Itoh's statement in the 2008 U.S. Senate Minority Report 
outlining the 650 global warming dissenters within the scientific community, was 
not exactly his. The statement is an amalgomation of the title of the preface 
("The Worst Scientific Scandal In History") to his book and a statement given by 
Dr. Syun-Ichi Akasofu ("When people know what the truth is, they will feel 
deceived by science and scientists").</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931628 35303 279 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 9:40:59am  
 
<P>This is one of the tactics climate deniers share with creationists - they 
love to post lists packed with ringers, frauds, and people who have no expertise 
in the field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931707 35303 291 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 10:10:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/7931562" target=_blank>#252</A> 
mad_scientist</EM></P> 



<P>As for Bjorn Lomborg, anyone tempted to believe he's an "expert" should read 
through the material on this website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/" target=_blank>Lomborg Errors</A></P> 
<P>His books are amazingly full of errors and misleading statements. He's not a 
climate scientist -- in fact, the only academic training he has is in political 
science and game theory, and he's published a grand total of exactly ONE 
scientific paper -- on game theory, not climatology.</P> 
<P>More on Lomborg's background and climate change denial claims:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/lomborgstory.htm" target=_blank>The 
Lomborg Story</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931723 35304 531 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 10:14:03am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/7931714" target=_blank>#524</A> 
badger1970</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It appears that India and China are "developing countries" that should be 
entitled the revenue generated by sin taxes of developed nations such as the 
USA, whereas the USA would have to put up half the dough.</P> 
<P>Heaven forbid the we actually kept the world sane since WWII and now we get 
punished for a good deed. Last I heard India and China were holding out for 
triple the amount offered.</P> 
<P>I didn't know Michael Crabtree's agent was involved. /</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess your solution to the problem is to say, "Until every country in 
the world cleans up their act, we don't need to do anything."</P> 
<P>A remarkably childish way to approach a very serious issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931915 35304 624 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 10:54:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7931861" target=_blank>#605</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the context of CRU Climate Science it means fellow conspirators who fudge 
data, erase emails, have journal editors removed to facilitate their fraud, and 
engage in organized propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just keep repeating these claims, no matter how many times they are shown 
to be false. Why?</P> 
<P>No data was "fudged." All of the results from the CRU have been duplicated by 
numerous other sources, using the same data and other completely different 
datasets. Is <EM>everyone</EM> fudging their data?</P> 
<P>As for the journal editor in question, here's the truth about this situation, 
which is nothing like what you're trying to portray it as:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no effort to “blackball journals.” There WAS a sad realization that 
one journal, in particular, had ceased to exercise the appropriate level of 
scientific rigour. It was publishing papers that could not have passed peer 
review anywhere else. The CRU emails did no object to the publication of the 
paper because the scientists disliked the authors or their conclusions, but 
because obvious and large mistakes had been made. “<STRONG>Shoddy work</STRONG>” 
was an apt description.</P> 
<P>The journal, Energy and Environment, was discussed on a number of emails, 
especially after it published a terrible paper by Baliunas and Soon. The group 
of scientists, whose emails make up most of what was stolen, decided to put a 
serious peer-reviewed effort into debunking that article. The Energy and 



Environment Journal is not a top journal. It is not included in Journal Citation 
Reports which covers the top 6,000 journals. The name of the editor rang a bell. 
Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen, who is mentioned by the scientists concerned about 
the sloppiness of the work, was the source of a key footnote in Lomborg’s 
Skeptical Environmentalist. Lomborg claimed that negotiations to arrest climate 
change were driven “not, as you may have thought, [by] the prospect of 
possibleglobal warming” but by windmill manufacturers, climate researchers and 
other “institutionalized interests.” His source? Solely her name. No published 
article. Nothing. Just Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07931781 35305 14 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 10:27:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7931773" target=_blank>#9</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>better late than never, and she even uses the word 'terrorist'...I'd say they 
might have snapped out of it...and we have the FBI on our side too, the best 
there is</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nothing new. They didn't "snap out" of anything. The DHS has been 
keeping an eye on Islamic extremism the whole time, and I posted numerous links 
showing this during the fake outrage over the DHS right wing extremism 
report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932024 35305 140 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:11:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7931952" target=_blank>#90</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a line that we need to observe in oursociety though, namely that 
when Islam (or any other religion) does become political in the sense of 
advocating or supporting acts of violence, that it loses its right to be 
practiced freely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely NOT. If you continue to promote this anti-American crap at my site 
you're going to lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932114 35305 188 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:28:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7932076" target=_blank>#170</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Religion and politics. One poor formulation and it dogs you the rest of the 
thread an even gets Charles threatening you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not threatening. I'm telling you that if you continue promoting the idea 
that Islam should be banned or that people's freedom to practice the religion of 
their choice should be curtailed, you're going to lose your account.</P> 
<P>Not a threat. A warning, and a promise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932652 35305 257 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 1:59:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7932432" target=_blank>#241</A> 
BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I was going to mention a seventh, but I couldn't narrow down the 
details. It was September of eight years ago, on the East Coast. Anyone help a 
lepus-bandit out?</P> 



<P>And the context was "religiously-motivated violent crimes." In that context, 
I'd be <I>fascinated</I> to hear of some non-Islamic examples. Preferably in 
this century.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence" 
target=_blank>Anti-abortion violence</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Murders</P> 
<P>In the U.S., violence directed toward abortion providers has killed at least 
eight people, including four doctors, two clinic employees, a security guard, 
and a clinic escort.[5]</P> 
<P>March 10, 1993: Dr. David Gunn of Pensacola, Florida was fatally shot during 
a protest. He had been the subject of wanted-style posters distributed by 
Operation Rescue in the summer of 1992. Michael F. Griffin was found guilty of 
Dr. Gunn's murder and was sentenced to life in prison.</P> 
<P>July 29, 1994: Dr. John Britton and James Barrett, a clinic escort, were both 
shot to death outside of another facility in Pensacola. Rev. Paul Jennings Hill 
was charged with the killings. Hill received a death sentence and was executed 
September 3, 2003.</P> 
<P>December 30, 1994: Two receptionists, Shannon Lowney and Lee Ann Nichols, 
were killed in two clinic attacks in Brookline, Massachusetts. John Salvi, who 
prior to his arrest was distributing pamphlets from Human Life International,[6] 
was arrested and confessed to the killings. He died in prison and guards found 
his body under his bed with a plastic garbage bag tied around his head. Salvi 
had also confessed to a non-lethal attack in Norfolk, Virginia days before the 
Brookline killings.</P> 
<P>January 29, 1998: Robert Sanderson, an off-duty police officer who worked as 
a security guard at an abortion clinic in Birmingham, Alabama, was killed when 
his workplace was bombed. Eric Robert Rudolph, who was also responsible for the 
1996 Centennial Olympic Park bombing, was charged with the crime and received 
two life sentences as a result.</P> 
<P>October 23, 1998: Dr. Barnett Slepian was shot to death at his home in 
Amherst, New York. His was the last in a series of similar shootings against 
providers in Canada and northern New York state which were all likely committed 
by James Kopp. Kopp was convicted of Dr. Slepian's murder after finally being 
apprehended in France in 2001.</P> 
<P>May 31, 2009: Dr. George Tiller was shot and killed as he served as an usher 
at his church in Wichita, Kansas.[7]</P> 
<P>Another doctor, George Patterson, was shot and killed in Mobile, Alabama on 
August 21, 1993, but it is uncertain whether his death was the direct result of 
his profession or rather a robbery.[8] [9]</P> 
<P>[edit]Attempted murder, assault, and threats</P> 
<P>According to statistics gathered by the National Abortion Federation (NAF), 
an organization of abortion providers, since 1977 in the United States and 
Canada, there have been 17 attempted murders, 383 death threats, 153 incidents 
of assault or battery, and 3 kidnappings committed against abortion 
providers.[10] The attempted murders were:[5][11][12]</P> 
<P>August 19, 1993: Dr. George Tiller was shot outside of an abortion facility 
in Wichita, Kansas. Shelley Shannon was charged with the crime and received an 
11-year prison sentence (20 years were later added for arson and acid attacks on 
clinics).</P> 
<P>July 29, 1994: June Barret was shot in the same attack which claimed the 
lives of James Barrett, her husband, and Dr. John Britton.</P> 
<P>December 30, 1994: Five individuals were wounded in the same-day shootings 
which killed Shannon Lowney and Lee Ann Nichols.</P> 
<P>October 28, 1997: Dr. David Gandell of Rochester, New York was injured by 
flying glass when a shot was fired through the window of his home.[13]</P> 



<P>January 29, 1998: Emily Lyons, a nurse, was severely injured, and lost an 
eye, in the bombing which also killed Robert Sanderson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cont'd...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932654 35305 258 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 1:59:34pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anti-abortion_violence" 
target=_blank>Anti-abortion violence</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anthrax threats</P> 
<P>The first letters claiming to contain anthrax were mailed to U.S. clinics in 
October 1998, a few days after the Slepian shooting, and since then, there have 
been a total of 655 such bioterror threats made against abortion providers. None 
of the "anthrax" in these cases was real.[11][14]</P> 
<P>November 2001: After the genuine 2001 anthrax attacks, Clayton Waagner mailed 
hoax letters containing a white powder to 554 clinics. Waagner was convicted of 
51 charges relating to the anthrax scare on December 3, 2003.</P> 
<P>[edit]Arson, bombing, and property crime</P> 
<P>According to NAF, since 1977 in the United States and Canada, property crimes 
committed against abortion providers have included 41 bombings, 173 arsons, 91 
attempted bombings or arsons, 619 bomb threats, 1630 incidents of trespassing, 
1264 incidents of vandalism, and 100 attacks with butyric acid ("stink 
bombs").[10] The first clinic arson occurred in Oregon in March 1976 and the 
first bombing occurred in February 1978 in Ohio.[15] More recent incidents have 
included:[5]</P> 
<P>December 25, 1984: An abortion clinic and two physicians' offices in 
Pensacola, Florida were bombed in the early morning of Christmas Day by a 
quartet of young people (Matt Goldsby, Jimmy Simmons, Kathy Simmons, Kaye 
Wiggins) who later called the bombings "a gift to Jesus on his 
birthday."[16][17][18]</P> 
<P>October 1999: Martin Uphoff set fire to a Planned Parenthood clinic in Sioux 
Falls, South Dakota, causing US$100 worth of damage. He was later sentenced to 
60 months in prison.[19]</P> 
<P>May 28, 2000: An arson at a clinic in Concord, New Hampshire on resulted in 
damage estimated at US$20,000. The case remains unsolved.[20]</P> 
<P>September 30, 2000: A Catholic priest drove his car into the Northern 
Illinois Health Clinic after learning that the FDA had approved the drug RU-486. 
He pulled out an ax before being shot at by a security guard.[21]</P> 
<P>June 11, 2001: An unsolved bombing at a clinic in Tacoma, Washington 
destroyed a wall, resulting in US$6000 in damages.[19]</P> 
<P>July 4, 2005: A clinic Palm Beach, Florida was the target of an arson. The 
case remains open.[19]</P> 
<P>December 12, 2005: Patricia Hughes and Jeremy Dunahoe threw a Molotov 
cocktail at a clinic in Shreveport, Louisiana. The device missed the building 
and no damage was caused. In August 2006, Hughes was sentenced to six years in 
prison, and Dunahoe to one year. Hughes claimed the bomb was a “memorial lamp” 
for an abortion she had had there.[22]</P> 
<P>September 13, 2006 David McMenemy of Rochester Hills, Michigan crashed his 
car into the Edgerton Women's Care Center in Davenport, Iowa. He then doused the 
lobby in gasoline and then started a fire. McMenemy committed these acts in the 
belief that the center was performing abortions, however Edgerton is not an 
abortion clinc.[23]</P> 
<P>April 25, 2007: A package left at a women's health clinic in Austin, Texas 
contained an explosive device capable of inflicting serious injury or death. A 
bomb squad detonated the device after evacuating the building. Paul Ross Evans 



(who had a criminal record for armed robbery and theft) was found guilty of the 
crime.[24]</P> 
<P>May 9, 2007: An unidentified person deliberately set fire to a Planned 
Parenthood clinic in Virginia Beach, Virginia.[25]</P> 
<P>December 6, 2007: Chad Altman and Sergio Baca were arrested for the arson of 
Dr. Curtis Boyd's clinic in Albuquerque. Altman’s girlfriend had scheduled an 
appointment for an abortion at the clinic.[26]</P> 
<P>January 22, 2009 Matthew L. Derosia, 32, who was reported to have had a 
history of mental illness [27] rammed a SUV into the front entrance of a Planned 
Parenthood clinic in St. Paul, Minnesota.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7932032" target=_blank>#2</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I find interesting is how many law and order, personal privacy types 
seem to find nothing wrong with the case of felony computer hacking that led to 
this whole incident in the first place. Very telling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. And they're often the same ones who screamed their heads off when 
Sarah Palin's email was broken into.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932094 35306 16 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:25:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7932086" target=_blank>#14</A> Lightspeed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"But suppose you were about to take a flight, and a mechanic told you that 
there was a 95%+ chance that the airplane would crash. Would you just get on the 
plane anyway?"</P> 
<P>Poor analogy. Flip it:</P> 
<P>"But suppose you were about to take a flight, and a mechanic told you that 
there was a 95%+ chance that the airplane <STRONG>won't crash</STRONG>. Would 
you just get on the plane anyway?"</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That makes no sense at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932130 35306 35 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:30:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7932103" target=_blank>#20</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>in 100 years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932170 35306 49 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:35:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7932134" target=_blank>#36</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When is the crash?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what you mean by "the crash."</P> 
<P>If you're asking when the tipping point occurs when it will be too late to 
reverse the effects of AGW, there are different projections based on different 
scenarios. Some scientists believe the tipping point could come as early as the 
next decade.</P> 



<P>It's not possible to be absolutely certain about it. But it is possible to be 
more than 90% certain that unless we start to deal with the issue we're going to 
be in big trouble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932181 35306 55 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:37:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7932162" target=_blank>#46</A> Gordon 
Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, I am a skeptic on AGW. I believe that humans have an impact 
on the environment. I believe that we must develop alternative energy sources to 
survive in the long run. I believe that energy conservation makes sense. 
However, I don't see any reliable evidence or studies that prove warming trends 
are caused by CO2 emissions, and even if they do, what the measurable effects 
are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. If you "don't see any reliable evidence" it's because you're 
getting all your information from climate change deniers. There is a mountain of 
scientific evidence. It's not hard to find.</P> 
<P>You could start here if you're really interested in learning about the 
subject:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.aip.org/history/climate/" 
target=_blank>www.aip.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932191 35306 57 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:40:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7932180" target=_blank>#54</A> badger1970</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So will the proposed reductions of CO2 and time tables being 
<STRIKE>proposed</STRIKE> negotiated in Copenhagen make any 
difference?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, probably not much of a difference. But the important thing is to make a 
start at realistically discussing the issue. It's not going to be solved with 
one conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932224 35306 78 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 11:51:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7932204" target=_blank>#62</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They'll subsidize your flood insurance, but not your mortgage.</P> 
<P>And if the ocean levels increase as projected, the number of people who 
require flood insurance will skyrocket, and should force the elimination of 
development in those areas - namely pretty much the entire Eastern Seaboard and 
all coastal development. Large parts of NYC would be underwater under these 
scenarios, and so would all of its infrastructure. The subways would be 
submerged. <A 
href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/03/090315155112.htm" 
target=_blank>A hurricane surge would be catastrophic</A>.</P> 
<P>And there are <A 
href="http://open.salon.com/blog/teramis/2009/11/04/new_york_under_water" 
target=_blank>scientists claiming that no matter what is accomplished at 
Copenhagen, the sea levels will rise sufficiently to inundate coastal 
regions</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are even worse scenarios. The massive social disruptions caused by 
flooding of low-lying areas, huge numbers of poor refugees, and destruction of 



shipping and ports could lead to major wars between the large powers, even 
nuclear wars.</P> 
<P>Check out military analyst Gwynne Dyer's <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/1921372222/?tag=googhydr-
20&amp;hvadid=3217110501&amp;ref=pd_sl_91745cs51m_e" target=_blank>Climate 
Wars</A>, for example.</P> 
<P>If you really start to look into this issue, it can get more than a little 
depressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Funny how so many of the most irrational deniers seem to have numerous 
friends who are climate scientists. If they're not PhD scientists 
themselves.</P> 
<P>On the Internet everyone is a rocket scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932317 35306 161 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:09:34pm  
 
<P>Here's that picture -- they're blocking outside referrals, but you can get 
around it by using a link shortener:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/8cMX8y" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932324 35306 167 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7932318" target=_blank>#162</A> Gordon 
Marock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carbon doesn't kill planets, people kill planets. If we outlaw carbon, only 
outlaws will have carbon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty hard to give you the benefit of the doubt when you say you 
"haven't seen any evidence," when your only response to people trying to engage 
you in a discussion is snarky comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932330 35306 172 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:12:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7932320" target=_blank>#164</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still get "bandwidth thief"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Works for me -- but you can also get around it by copying and pasting the 
link into your browser's address bar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932357 35306 196 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:21:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7932342" target=_blank>#181</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole analogy sucks. We aren't on a twelve hour flight or a 30 second 
jump. We are talking about bad things happening in many years. I'm not arguing 
that they aren't going to happen, just figure out an analogy that makes more 
sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't like the analogy because you're a climate change "skeptic."</P> 



<P>The point is that if a mechanic told you there was a 95% certainty that your 
plane was going to crash, you'd be crazy to ignore the warning and just get on 
the plane.</P> 
<P>Climate scientists around the world say there is 95%+ certainty that humans 
are causing global warming. It's crazy to ignore the warning and focus on the 5% 
doubt as an excuse to do nothing.</P> 
<P>It's really not hard to see the point of the analogy, unless you're 
determined to misinterpret it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932364 35306 201 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:23:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7932345" target=_blank>#184</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey all, fantastic article about the benefits of rail for the environment.<A 
href="http://www.newamerica.net/publications/articles/2009/back_tracks_9914" 
target=_blank>don't know if Charles already posted it.</A></P> 
<P>If so, my apologies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good article. Makes some excellent points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932390 35306 224 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:29:37pm  
 
<P>Wow, the hate mail I'm getting over this subject is just incredibly 
deranged.</P> 
<P>Someone just told me I should learn myself sumpin' and go read Chuck Norris's 
latest article on Copenhagen at World Net Daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932405 35306 238 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 12:32:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7932392" target=_blank>#226</A> nordink</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The material Dennis Prager references bolsters the opposite point of view. He 
mentions Bjorn Lomborg frequently, who does seem credible to 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About Bjorn Lomborg -- anyone tempted to believe he's a credible "expert" 
should read through the material on this website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/" target=_blank>Lomborg Errors</A></P> 
<P>His books are amazingly full of errors and misleading statements. He's not a 
climate scientist -- in fact, the only academic training he has is in political 
science and game theory, and he's published a grand total of exactly ONE 
scientific paper -- on game theory, not climatology.</P> 
<P>More on Lomborg's background and climate change denial claims:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/lomborgstory.htm" target=_blank>The 
Lomborg Story</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7932422" target=_blank>#253</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and I think we should come up with a better analogy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like I struck a nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935265 35306 417 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 12:08:45pm  
 
<P>As usual, a flood of denialist talking points, links to creationists (!), and 
general ignorant BS, at the end of the thread. They do it every 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P>They never stop.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932708 35307 133 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 2:19:26pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/7932663" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Time to update our list of conspiracies. Today Michelle Malkin and others are 
claiming that Obama is teaching children the sexual technique of "fisting" 
(don't google if you don't know what it is). They're calling it "Fistgate"./Not 
kidding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's another pile of crap dug up by Jim Hoft. The idea is that because 
Obama's Education czar Kevin Jennings was a founder of GLSEN, that means he's 
personally responsible for every book they recommend.</P> 
<P>I followed one of their links to the GLSEN site, and these books all have a 
very clear disclaimer:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All BookLink items are reviewed by GLSEN staff for quality and 
appropriateness of content. However, some titles for adolescent readers contain 
mature themes. We recommend that adults selecting books for youth review content 
for suitability. The editorial and customer reviews listed at Amazon.com often 
provide information on mature content.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The homophobia of the right wing -- reeking atcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
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<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/7932765" target=_blank>#183</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fisting is not a uniquely homosexual act. Also.</P> 
<P>I'm just going to read some more on this. Like I said, these folks have lied 
and exaggerated and cry-y-yed too many times for me to believe them without a 
lot of research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm past that point. I don't even want to chase after the bullshit any more, 
because I know it's going to turn out to be bullshit. The credibility of the 
right wing blogosphere is completely in the toilet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932901 35307 281 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:25:13pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/7932867" target=_blank>#263</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Your link is nine years old. And it comes from a site that is currently 
promoting creationism on their front page.</P> 
<P>Bzzzt! Credibility - zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934802 35307 301 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:00:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7934619" target=_blank>#300</A> Dr.Crazy</EM></P> 
<P>Your post will lower the IQ of everyone who makes the mistake of reading it. 
The amount of idiocy in this one comment would power a small city for two weeks, 
if we had figured out how to use idiocy as an alternate energy 
source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935241 35307 304 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:57:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7934953" target=_blank>#303</A> AZDave</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And pray tell, which data sets were used? Cooked a la CRU or real untainted 
data?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try actually reading the post.</P> 
<P>And nobody "cooked" any data. The only thing you achieve by parroting that 
nonsense is to demonstrate your own ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932845 35308 2 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:02:28pm  
 
<P>Something wrong with that one -- reload and try again. I replaced it with the 
Youtube version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932851 35308 4 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:04:53pm  
 
<P>"Operation Weezy F. Baby!"</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932923 35309 22 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:33:48pm  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh's race-baiting again, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932931 35309 30 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:35:14pm  
 
<P>And Sean Hannity is now a Birther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07932944 35309 42 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:38:11pm  
 
 
 
<P>It's just unreal to see this going on. The entire right wing punditry has 
lost their minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07933013 35310 2 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 3:58:55pm  
 
<P>When I want to know about the "black frame of mind," the first person I think 
of asking is Rush Limbaugh.</P> 
<P>How long before someone tosses out the "he was only joking" 
excuse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933032 35310 14 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 4:03:43pm  
 
<P>Just got an "I'll pray for you" email, which is always fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933054 35310 26 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 4:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/7933050" target=_blank>#25</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Talk about missing the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933204 35310 146 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 4:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7933128" target=_blank>#88</A> irving</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sort of, but not entirely, OT:</P> 
<P>Behold! Exhibit D!</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin has an editorial on "Climategate". <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/12/08/AR2009120803402_pf.html" target=_blank>Read it 
and weep for our children.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my goodness.</P> 
<P>The stupid, it burns!</P> 
<P><A title=thestupiditburns.jpg 
href="http://www.plognark.com/Art/Sketches/Blogsketches/2008/thestupiditburns.jp
g" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: thestupiditburns.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933206 35310 148 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 4:56:48pm  
 
<P>Palin recycles every single false claim about the CRU emails. How completely 
nauseating.</P> 
<P>Man, did this country ever dodge a bullet when she wasn't elected. I hereby 
fall on my knees and beg forgiveness for voting for her. I will rub ashes in my 
hair, and wear sackcloth for the rest of my days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933236 35310 172 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 5:08:02pm  
 
<P>Palin actually says that the CRU scientists represent the "radical 
environmental movement!"</P> 
<P>Argh. This is a one-woman stupid factory. She doesn't know the difference 
between "weather" and "climate" and uses the terms 
interchangeably.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933331 35310 247 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 5:36:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7933312" target=_blank>#229</A> mdr20854</EM></P> 
<P>And now we've heard from the moron contingent! I cordially invite you to piss 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934941 35310 356 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:47:38am  
 
<P>The usual Rush Limbaugh apologetics. Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934942 35310 357 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:47:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7934878" target=_blank>#355</A> 
steelerjoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is hard to understand an out-of-context audio clip. Media Matters does 
this all of the time.</P> 
<P>Using anything from media matters as source material is as bad as using World 
Net Daily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, did you think I didn't notice that you sneaked back in after 
being banned?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933599 35311 143 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 7:26:08pm  
 
<P>By the way, here's my comment on 10/25/2008, when Palin made her infamous 
"fruit fly" comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/6102499" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933667 35311 209 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 7:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7933660" target=_blank>#202</A> Logician</EM></P> 
<P>That's got to be one of the most pathetically, transparently false excuses 
I've seen yet.</P> 
<P>As if Sarah Palin would know the difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07933995 35311 526 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 9:10:58pm  
 
<P>That's enough. TheMatrix31 is getting a timeout, and it might turn into a 
permanent ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934003 35311 534 Charles Tue, Dec 8, 2009 9:15:18pm  
 
<P>It's WAY past time to drop the Rev. Wright nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935235 35311 649 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:54:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/7935210" target=_blank>#648</A> SlothB77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>then why can't Hadley CRU or NASA Goddard fulfill any FOIA requests? There is 
no data. There never was any data. They just made it all up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you insane?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07935865 35311 658 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 3:37:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/7935840" target=_blank>#657</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finally went and read what she wrote on her facebook site. Based on what 
she wrote as response to Gore it looks like she too would probably be part of 
the 97,5% consensus on climate change, which somebody posted yesterday or the 
other day as proof of consensus on AGW. Now that this consensus is established, 
perhaps we all can be less angry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, she did not say anything like that. She reiterated her idiotic denial 
talking points.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.facebook.com/notes/sarah-palin/the-washington-post-op-ed-
and-response-to-climate-change-and-gravity/193694168434" target=_blank>Sarah 
Palin: The Washington Post Op-ed and Response to Climate Change and Gravity %P% 
Facebook</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The response to my op-ed by global warming alarmists has been interesting. 
Former Vice President Al Gore has called me a “denier” and informs us that 
climate change is “a principle in physics. It’s like gravity. It exists.”</P> 
<P>Perhaps he’s right. Climate change is like gravity – a naturally occurring 
phenomenon that existed long before, and will exist long after, any governmental 
attempts to affect it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936271 35311 662 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:29:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/7936080" target=_blank>#661</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is probably my poor reading comprehension skills...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934845 35312 706 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:16:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7934836" target=_blank>#698</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things are starting to make sense...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.alternet.org/story/144455/meet_the_billionaire_brothers_funding
_the_right-wing_hate_machine?page=entire" target=_blank>Meet the Billionaire 
Brothers Funding the Right-Wing War on Obama</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934877 35313 21 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:28:34am  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>If you think things are bad at Free Republic and Hot Air (which they are), 
check out the comments at Breitbart.com on the news article about the proposed 
death penalty for homosexuals in Uganda.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D9CF98H82&amp;show_article=1" 
target=_blank>www.breitbart.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh? Like mutilating infant boys in Western culture by cutting them is any 
more different?</P> 
<P>I think they are TRYING to stave off HIV/AIDS (and the 30+ other homosexual 
diseases that are deadly... typhus, hepetitas and a host of other "lick butt" 
diseases.. see your nearest medical book). I wonder how the homos would feel if 
this actually worked!!!</P> 
<P>THEN WE NEED TO START IT HERE IN THE USA!</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Wouldn't it be a kick if it worked?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are hundreds of evil, stupid, and hate-filled comments like this. It's 
beyond nauseating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934879 35313 22 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:29:03am  
 
<P>The link: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.com/article.php?id=D9CF98H82&amp;show_article=1" 
target=_blank>www.breitbart.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934955 35314 20 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:51:26am  
 
<P>At Hot Air, in a health care thread, they're calling for revolution, and for 
Obama to be killed. Again.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/12/08/breaking-senate-
defeats-nelsons-anti-abortion-obamacare-amendment/comment-page-2/#comments" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn’t care less what the Obamunist’s view is, I intend to put the rope 
around his neck when Obamunist hangs and I DARE for him or his lackeys to send 
anyone after me. I guarantee our military will support me in this, why?, because 
I work with these good folk every day.</P> 
<P>nelsonknows on December 8, 2009 at 7:34 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's time for another 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934973 35314 34 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:55:33am  
 
<P>Call out to LGF readers: please link to any extremist Hot Air comments 
(they're everywhere -- it's become an outright hate site), and I'll hat tip you 
when I write the post if I use them.</P> 
<P>The permalink to comments is the blue timestamp at bottom right, following 
the commenter's name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934978 35314 39 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:58:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7934974" target=_blank>#35</A> 
AlfredENeuman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the same gold ad's can be found at CNBC, MSNBC, and CNN along with Cavuto 
and all of the rest of show's on Fox.</P> 
<P>Manufactured outrage. Nothing to see here, move along.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wrong.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck's promotion of gold presents a potential problem for Fox News, which 
strictly prohibits on-air personalities from making paid product endorsements. 
When contacted by Daily Finance for a comment on the matter, Fox News senior 
vice-president for development Joel Cheatwood said the network "makes an 
exception for its commentators who are also radio hosts," adding that they knew 
upfront that hiring Beck came with the understanding that he was also a radio 
host and that they "had to be accepting of certain elements of that." 
Nevertheless, a Fox spokeswoman said that the company is addressing the matter 
with Beck's agent, George Hiltzik.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07934984 35314 44 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:58:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7934980" target=_blank>#41</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interestingly, Ace had a post yesterday that he's going to break out the long 
ignored ban hammer for racist, misogynstic, and other odious comments. Should 
have been done years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He'll have to start by banning himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935102 35314 157 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7935061" target=_blank>#117</A> Deseeded</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's something weird. Why not allow them? It truly makes it a lot easier to 
understand who everyone needs to deposit to the dirty laundry area of history. 
No one finds it if everything is washed and bleached prior.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think that's a great idea, go ahead and start your own blog and let 
racists and bigots spew all over it. It's not going to be allowed at my 
site.</P> 
<P>There are plenty of places where people can puke out all kinds of hatred on 
the web. Try Stormfront if you think it's so important to allow that kind of 
"free speech."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935116 35314 171 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:26:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/7935109" target=_blank>#164</A> 
AlfredENeuman</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935138 35314 193 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:30:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7935122" target=_blank>#177</A> Deseeded</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, CJ, I'm obviously no vitriol spewing hate monger. However I do believe 
that "free speech", as it's quoted is prevalent in lots of upset and angry other 
places.</P> 
<P>It's truly up to the people who read and reply to make the real stance. If 
one bans everyone, one bans every opposition and thus negates the entire 
"other", perse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. It's simple human decency to shun people who are racists and 
bigots, and hate speech is not going to be allowed at LGF.</P> 



<P>That's not "truly up to the people who read and reply." It's up to me, and 
it's not going to happen here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935231 35314 282 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 11:52:26am  
 
<P>Please don't link to hate sites like Ace of Spades.</P> 
<P>Here's the Google cached version of the page, so you don't send that vile 
crowd of throwbacks any traffic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
ce.mu.nu/archives/275438.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>ace.mu.nu...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935247 35314 295 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 12:02:18pm  
 
<P>Yeccchhh.</P> 
<P>Every time I ask for Hot Air comments, I get more than I can even use. That 
site really has turned into a pestilent sewer of hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935251 35314 298 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 12:03:55pm  
 
<P>And now we have someone in the Sarah Palin thread who thinks that ALL of the 
data and evidence of global warming was simply "made up."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935503 35315 42 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 1:52:51pm  
 
<P>I knew someone would try to say it was just as bad on the left when Bush was 
president.</P> 
<P>No. It wasn't. I followed all of the worst stuff the left said about Bush, 
and yes, there was plenty of hatred directed at him.</P> 
<P>But what's going on with the right wing is WAY beyond the worst of the left, 
and it's not on the fringes. It's the mainstream right wing doing 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935575 35315 110 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 2:17:24pm  
 
<P>OT: I'm going to be interviewed on the Alan Colmes radio show this Friday at 
7:30 pm Pacific.</P> 
<P>That ought to make a few more heads explode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935594 35315 128 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 2:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7935592" target=_blank>#126</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he still affiliated with Fox? I wonder how much he's going to tolerate 
unkind words about his former (current?) employer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's Fox radio. We'll see if the subject of Fox News' extremism comes 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07935602 35315 136 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 2:24:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7935598" target=_blank>#132</A> amrafel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure most of the vile comments are legit, but IIRC, Mr. Johnson once 
wrote about "agent provocateurs" pretending to be what they're not, in order to 
discredit the site owner. (That might not be the expression Mr. Johnson used, 
but it's the right sentiment.) I wish someone could estimate the percentage. 
This does not excuse the site owner from keeping the vile comments on the site, 
however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, give me a break.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935609 35315 143 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 2:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7935603" target=_blank>#137</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keep on your toes. I'm suspicious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Colmes has linked to LGF several times recently.</P> 
<P>But I'm always wary when I do interviews. Too many times, they want to stage 
an ambush of one kind or another. I can understand why some people have a 'no 
interviews' policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935754 35315 284 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 3:00:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/7935699" target=_blank>#232</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Questions for Charles - If the owner of a website claims there isn't enough 
time in the day to monitor, aren't there programs that automatically block or 
delete comments with certain words, etc.? If the owner says "anything goes," 
isn't this against Internet protocol - aside of course from common sense and 
decency. In other words, I can't believe there is any excuse whatsoever not to 
clean up one's website. Any insight on how easy or hard it is? 
Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing that's quite simple for anyone using blog software: set up some 
kind of notification system, so that people can report hateful comments. Hot Air 
hasn't done this, of course.</P> 
<P>But in their case, they really don't need a notification system. All they 
have to do is read through any thread of comments. This stuff isn't a tiny 
minority hidden among a whole lot of reasonable comments -- it's all over the 
place, in every thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935799 35315 327 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 3:18:34pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://t
elchaination.blogspot.com/2009/12/thoughts-on-now-awful-man-running-
site.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Tel-Chai Nation: Thoughts on 
a now awful man running a site called 'LGF'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935923 35315 449 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 3:51:19pm  
 



<P>Young environmentalists crash a climate change denier's conference in 
Copenhagen, and Lord High Denier Christopher Monckton goes ballistic, calling 
them "Hitler youth:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ZZw8yF5alkM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07935928 35315 454 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 3:52:15pm  
 
<P>Comments that complain about what's posted or not posted at LGF are going to 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936287 35315 659 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:35:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/514/7936011" target=_blank>#514</A> 
ArdentCapitalist</EM></P> 
<P>I was waiting to see if you would back down. Instead you're digging in. Bye 
now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936644 35315 681 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 8:05:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/7936624" target=_blank>#680</A> MMM-MMM-
MMM</EM></P> 
<P>And another asshole pops up, and gets banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936021 35316 23 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 4:18:31pm  
 
<P>I don't think this is the best tactic to use, but on the other hand, the fact 
is that this is not a legitimate group of "skeptics." It's a front group for all 
kinds of bad people, including the tobacco industry, and Monckton's presence 
shows you how crazy they are.</P> 
<P>See: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/big-money-behind-americans-
prosperity" target=_blank>The Big Money behind Americans for 
Prosperity</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936078 35316 41 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 4:30:44pm  
 
<P>Again, I recommend that everyone read <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming</A>, to 
really understand who's behind this group of deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936191 35316 89 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7936170" target=_blank>#78</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Can I ask a simple question:</P> 
<P>Is it wrong to make money on oil futures, natural gas stocks, utility 
companies, junior gold companies and drilling services 
companies?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It's wrong to use that money to spread confusion and disinformation about 
a very serious issue in order to protect profits, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936199 35316 94 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7936159" target=_blank>#72</A> billbrent</EM></P> 
<P>You don't have to be "predisposed to believe the worst" to be horrified by 
the deliberate campaigns of disinformation and dishonesty thoroughly documented 
in that book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936207 35316 96 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:10:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7936171" target=_blank>#79</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was hardly a deliberate statement and would be way too harsh if it were 
part of say official statement. As something said in the heat of the moment it 
is quite understandable, given the tactics employed were reminiscent of Hitler 
Youth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only someone who has no idea what the Hitler Youth were, what they stood for, 
and what kind of tactics they used, could ever make such a ludicrous 
comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936212 35316 99 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:12:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7936158" target=_blank>#71</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good comparison! Debating a difficult scientifical problem among scientists 
is like Stalin's or Mao's reign.</P> 
<P>By the way, I also think that the public should debate over the design of 
nuclear-plants and don't leave this for those arrogant wise men called 
scientists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could you possibly be any more bigoted toward science?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936224 35316 104 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:15:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7936129" target=_blank>#55</A> billbrent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the basis for them being labeled "bad people?" Or do you have 
evidence of some crime the Koch Family Foundations or Koch Industries has 
committed? Or is simply being in the energy, pipelines, refining, fertilizer, 
products, and chemical technology businesses prima facie evidence of criminal 
activity. . . or simply "badness"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Americans_for_Prosperity" 
target=_blank>Americans for Prosperity - SourceWatch</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AFP advocates pro-tobacco industry positions on issues like cigarette taxes 
and clean indoor air laws. The name "Americans for Prosperity" will sound 



familiar to tobacco prevention policy advocates, as Americans for Prosperity 
worked around the U.S. in recent years to defeat both smokefree workplace laws 
and cigarette excise tax increases.</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity opposed a proposed Texas smoking ban in 2005. 
According to the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, “A proposed statewide smoking ban 
appears all but dead, supporters acknowledged Monday as they waged a frantic 
battle to bring the bill up for a vote in the Senate. ‘I think the bill is 
dead,’ said Peggy Venable, Texas director of Americans for Prosperity, which 
opposed the legislation, arguing that it is an intrusion on private-property 
rights." The strategy of portraying smoking as a "property right" can be traced 
to Philip Morris which, in the mid-1990s, introduced bills in state legislatures 
nominally to protect property rights as a means of fighting smoking bans. 
Venable called the smoke-free measure a "reckless expansion of government" that 
"set a dangerous precedent." Although Venable did not testify against the bill 
directly on behalf of the tobacco industry, the Houston Chronicle reported in 
2007 that Americans for Prosperity had, in fact, been underwritten by tobacco 
companies in other states.[10][11]</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity opposes smoking bans by using slippery-slope 
arguments ("Where will it stop?") and erroneous arguments that smoking 
restrictions are economically damaging.[12][13]</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity (AFP) also opposed an Illinois state tax on 
cigarettes in 2008, claiming it would eliminate jobs.[14]</P> 
<P>AFP opposed a clean indoor air law in Washington, D.C. in 2006.[15]</P> 
<P>AFP opposed a clean indoor air law in Kansas City, portraying the issue as 
one of personal liberty and economics rather than public 
health.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936229 35316 108 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:16:35pm  
 
<P>Oddly enough, some of the same people who are getting upset about this 
demonstration were defending the tea partiers when they disrupted health care 
town hall meetings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936245 35316 120 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7936084" target=_blank>#42</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This book is recommended not only by Amazon, but also by well-known climate-
scientist <EM>Leonardo DiCaprio</EM>. Hmmm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please. They used a quote from DiCaprio as a blurb to advertise the book. 
It's ridiculous to get upset about that and dismiss the whole thing because of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936257 35316 129 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:22:58pm  
 
<P>And another point to consider: when tea partiers disrupted health care town 
hall meetings, they were acting like buffoons at <EM>legitimate</EM> meetings 
intended to generate honest discussions about the health care reform 
legislation.</P> 
<P>This demonstration disrupted a meeting of wackos and industry shills who are 
spreading disinformation in order to fool gullible people.</P> 
<P>It's not quite the same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07936269 35316 137 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:27:40pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7936263" target=_blank>#133</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all your opinion really. Most of the people advocating the public 
option were spreading lies that it would save Americans money, when the CBO's 
own estimates showed it would bend the cost curve up. There's dishonesty where 
you want to look.</P> 
<P>This guy we've never heard of doing his talking points in an empty room is no 
different than those same politicians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not just my opinion, these are facts. Christopher Monckton is a 
conspiracy nutjob. Americans for Prosperity is a dishonest shill for the tobacco 
industries and the energy industries, and they spread lies and confusion.</P> 
<P>Facts. They're your friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936292 35316 152 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:38:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7936281" target=_blank>#144</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh the horror and now I feel compelled to find out what he has to say. And 
all because of those Mao? youths.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not surprised. Go right ahead and get your information on climate change 
from Christopher Monckton -- it's pretty clear you'll swallow any kind of 
nonsense the denial industry feeds you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936297 35316 157 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:39:38pm  
 
<P>Here we go again with the denial talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936303 35316 163 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:41:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/7936301" target=_blank>#161</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll happily read your links as well and swallow anything I see there as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? When do you plan to start?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936342 35316 193 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 5:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7936325" target=_blank>#179</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. They're terminally misguided, sure. But at this point, the sheer 
jaw-dropping departure from reality necessary to hold their present beliefs 
pretty much excludes the possibility of them changing their minds. You can't 
change the mind of someone who rejects science by using... more science.</P> 
<P>Crashing their event is just childish. It's no different from the crazies 
that tried to crash the town hall meetings in August.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not defending this, and I don't think these are the right tactics to use, 
but I disagree strongly that this is just like the town hall meeting 
disruptions.</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity and Christopher Monckton are not honest players in 
this game. Their only purpose in Copenhagen is to spread lies and confusion. 
While I don't agree with these kinds of tactics, I have a lot of sympathy for 
the incredible frustration they feel over seeing liars and industry shills and 
conspiracy-promoting wackos like Monckton spouting nonsense -- the only purpose 
of which is to confuse and mislead people about an important 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936355 35316 202 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 6:03:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7936353" target=_blank>#201</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... and almost being fucking <STRONG>ROOTKITTED</STRONG> by Sony in the 
process! ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Imogen Heap album?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936362 35316 209 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 6:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7936356" target=_blank>#203</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that the only one? I thought there about 5 albums that did 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it was the most high profile example.</P> 
<P>I was always surprised that the artists whose albums Sony tried to use to 
hack into people's systems didn't sue the crap out of Sony for damaging their 
careers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936377 35316 221 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 6:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7936366" target=_blank>#213</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity is the classic "astroturf" group, pretending to be 
grassroots while actually promoting the interests of Exxon-Mobil and R. J. 
Reynolds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936387 35316 229 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 6:14:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7936382" target=_blank>#224</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morality Index Score:</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity - Founder with $30,000,000 in fines; $376,000,000 in 
civil judgements; 2 dead teenagers.</P> 
<P>Young Environmentalists - 1 Press Conference Disruption; Monckton's nose hair 
view.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent point!</P> 
<P>Not to mention the incredible volume of disinformation they've pumped into 
the debate over important issues that affect billions of people, and generations 
to come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07936446 35316 285 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 6:43:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7936426" target=_blank>#265</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>It's really, really disturbing to see how much influence the John Birch 
Society has regained on the right, after being pretty much pushed out of the 
rational conservative movement. And this is another huge reason why I refuse to 
be associated with the right wing any more, and made such a public break.</P> 
<P>The right, and the Republican Party, has become a grey-haired atavistic 
movement of racists, bigots and religious fanatics who've learned to conceal 
their sick hatreds and manipulate the masses, with public relations campaigns 
that cynically play on uneducated people's fears.</P> 
<P>Does that mean I'm a Democrat? No, not really. They have their problems too. 
But I'm not going to be voting for any Republican, until I see a sincere effort 
to push these Birchers and racists out of the party.</P> 
<P>I'm not holding my breath for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936514 35316 352 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 7:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/7936490" target=_blank>#328</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I couldn't make it. Almost half way through and I had to tap 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the most disgusting smears the right has come up with yet.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is now living near James Dobson's incredibly large compound, 
and that video was probably fed directly from Dobson's media center, like all of 
her recent appearances. The bizarre "fisting" accusations are coming straight 
from the bigoted religious right, and Malkin is their well paid puppet.</P> 
<P>She tried to soak PJ Media for as much money as she could get, but now she's 
found a richer sugar daddy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936541 35316 378 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 7:23:44pm  
 
<P>And now, get a load of this smear:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
izbangblog.com/content/2009/12/09/weird-but-true-little-green-footballs-attacks-
autistic-blogger.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>wizbangblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's almost unbelievable how deranged the right wing has 
gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936577 35316 414 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 7:39:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/7936553" target=_blank>#390</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Errr if they did post a picture of an autistic person how can you know that 
from looking at a picture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know very well it isn't true. It's deliberate 
dishonesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07936594 35316 431 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 7:45:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7936585" target=_blank>#422</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This latest attack on an Obama czar is a vicious assault on Kevin Jennings' 
integrity and on Pres. Obama's judgement in approving the appointment. It seems 
to be based on 8 or 9 year old allegations of homosexual proselytization of 
public school students which, if true, would call Jennings' fitness to be a 
school safety czar into question.</P> 
<P>It will be interesting to see whether Obama comes to the defence of his czar 
or whether, as with Van Jones, Jennings is allowed or encouraged to resign for 
the good of the Obama team and joins Jones under the bus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why am I not surprised that you've completely swallowed this deceptive smear? 
Is there a point at which you might start to realize that you're being 
had?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936743 35316 577 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 8:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7936738" target=_blank>#572</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>And I think I've made it pretty clear that I don't agree with these 
tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936750 35316 584 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 8:43:40pm  
 
<P>However ... having said that I don't agree with the tactics of the 
demonstrators, I have MUCH more contempt for the people they were demonstrating 
against.</P> 
<P>Americans for Prosperity is deliberately lying to the public, and misleading 
the gullible into believing there is no threat from global warming, and this is 
criminally irresponsible in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936820 35317 10 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 9:11:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7936816" target=_blank>#9</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I’m guessing … not.</EM>I'm guessing "not" either</P> 
<P>It is 100% normal for people to highlight things that butress their side of a 
debate and ignore, twist, obfuscate, deny and outright lie about the opposing 
'facts'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, it's not "normal" for everyone to do that. It's "normal" for 
liars to do that. Believe it or not, there are people in the world who aren't 
liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936861 35317 41 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 9:33:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7936854" target=_blank>#37</A> trojans</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936871 35317 50 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 9:36:08pm  
 



<P>Every time one of these idiots pops up and posts a comment like that, I'm 
more certain than ever that I want nothing to do with the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936887 35317 64 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 9:51:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7936883" target=_blank>#60</A> 
holeinone#7@pebble</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just read an interesting article at American Thinker regarding the 
manipulation of computer programming codes to get the results desired to prove 
AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just read a pile of bullshit, you mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937669 35317 115 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:48:31am  
 
<P>And another idiot bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937683 35317 116 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:52:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7937084" target=_blank>#111</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "hind-casting" and is done regularly.</P> 
<P>Indeed, the third generation large "coupled" global climate models hind-cast 
the changes in the 20th century fairly well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always a hoot when someone posts a comment saying, "You know, I just 
haven't seen the kind of evidence that will convince me. For example, why don't 
the scientists do [insert pet talking point]?"</P> 
<P>And then we discover that not only do the scientists do that, they've been 
doing it for many years, quite routinely.</P> 
<P>What this shows: a whole lot of people are simply repeating nonsense they've 
heard from denial websites or books or Fox News, without making the slightest 
effort to find out the truth for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938036 35317 118 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 11:08:54am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7937776" target=_blank>#117</A> 
billbrent</EM></P> 
<P>I know you'd like to think this proves that global warming is a hoax, but 
it's incredibly obvious that Monbiot's statements about the CRU emails and data 
are purely for political purposes -- not because there's anything in them that 
demonstrates any kind of fraud or cover-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07936910 35318 7 Charles Wed, Dec 9, 2009 10:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7936902" target=_blank>#4</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Small steps Charles, it's a long journey to get the right back on 
course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not trying to get the right back on course. I'm gone. They're going off 
the cliff without me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937765 35320 7 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:18:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7937758" target=_blank>#3</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He hasn't changed. This is how he's always been. He's always been a 
centrist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>During the campaign, however, he made a lot of statements that pandered 
politically to the far left -- that's why they feel so betrayed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937854 35320 86 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:40:00am  
 
<P>That's one meltdown already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937862 35320 94 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:41:24am  
 
<P>That one had a sock puppet registered too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937891 35320 122 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:46:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7937885" target=_blank>#117</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea... but I don't know how that is a reference to Obama, that's all. People 
up thread was saying the word Wookie was a clue to the racist remark. I could 
see the "bafoon" word being a racist reference, I'm just missing something about 
Wookie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Star Wars films, a wookie is an ape-like creature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937926 35320 157 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:51:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7937910" target=_blank>#141</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I don't think I had ever seen it referenced to Obama, that's all. I don't 
hang around other blogs so I'm not as informed about all these different "games" 
that people play. And even when certain topics come up here, in regards to what 
people are saying at other blogs, I generally ignore the conversation.</P> 
<P>Thanks for the info.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all over the right wing blogs and especially Hot Air. They think it's a 
clever way to puke out their inner racism, while stopping just short of making 
an "ape" comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07937973 35320 204 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 10:59:11am  
 
<P>Wow, Michelle Malkin's post on this really is incoherent. And she concludes 
it with a video by an utter moron, titled "I Gots a Peace Prize".</P> 
<P>She's not even trying to make sense any more -- just spewing 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07937979 35320 210 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 11:00:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7937976" target=_blank>#207</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is the owner of Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938052 35320 255 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 11:11:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7938019" target=_blank>#241</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Well, Malkin recently moved to Colorado, right near the Dobson compound, and 
now uses their television facilities to appear on Fox News. That might be a 
clue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939193 35320 351 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 6:15:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/7938918" target=_blank>#350</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually rethought my stupid post. This was a great speech by Obama. He 
took on a toughness in front of European elites that we're not accustomed to 
hearing from him. Very well done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly -- and he defended using military force, as he accepted the Nobel 
Peace Prize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938085 35321 42 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 11:20:02am  
 
<P>The latest creepy little smear being circulated by friends of Andrew 
Breitbart on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@andrewbreitbart RE: @lizardoid. Following/Follow Ratio = 2% Sup with That? 
Self-involved?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're saying that because I have a lot more Twitter followers than people 
I'm following myself, that means I'm "self-involved."</P> 
<P>Really really reaching for the smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938183 35322 3 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 11:54:41am  
 
<P>And now we have someone in the Obama speech thread denying that "Michelle 
Wookiebama" is a racist slur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938196 35322 11 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 12:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7938193" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got a crazy idea for the GOP, something they havent tried for a while. 
How about instead of just trying to undermine and digging in your heels, you 
come up with an actual constructive counter proposal and argue for it on its own 
merits?</P> 
<P>I won't be holding my breath waiting for that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939534 35322 55 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7939516" target=_blank>#54</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>No, the politics were not different. I still disapprove of Nancy Pelosi's 
visit to Syria, just like I disapprove of Inhofe's subversive "counter-
delegation," and for the same reasons.</P> 
<P>There's hypocrisy here, but you'll have to look in a mirror to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938359 35323 104 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:06:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7938355" target=_blank>#101</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I see UncommonDescent is still squawking about "climategate"... and they 
have a dig at Al Gore's comment about gravity too...</P> 
<P>Birds of a feather deny together.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They edited a comment someone posted today, to take out a link to LGF. I saw 
the referral from their Wordpress back-end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938362 35323 107 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7938358" target=_blank>#103</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CERN, deniers and haters of science.[Link: <A 
href="http://cdsweb.cern.ch/record/1181073/" 
target=_blank>cdsweb.cern.ch...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938371 35323 115 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:09:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7938370" target=_blank>#114</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just pointing out that just because I might be a skeptic doesn't mean I'm 
in denial, or hate science, or believe the earth is flat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice that the link you posted has absolutely nothing to do with 
AGW?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938381 35323 122 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:14:27pm  
 
<P>Sorry - I got the wrong page somehow -- yes, Jasper Kirkby is a well-known 
denier of AGW. I'm not going to chase down the debunking of these people any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938395 35323 133 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:19:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7938390" target=_blank>#128</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm sorry, I cannot give Palin a break. Here's the quote of her approval of 
Pres. Obama's speech:</P> 
<P>"I liked what he said," Palin told us in a phone interview. "I talked too in 
my book about the fallen nature of man and why war is necessary at 
times."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. "The fallen nature of man."</P> 
<P>Religious fanatic much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938405 35323 141 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:22:38pm  
 
<P>Well, I couldn't resist looking up Jasper Kirkby. Sigh. Why do I bother? I 
know what I'm going to find.</P> 
<P>Some links on the thoroughly debunked denialist talking point that cosmic 
rays cause global warming:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/03/cosmoclimatology-
tired-old-arguments-in-new-clothes/" 
target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/10/cosmic-
rays-don’t-die-so-easily/" target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2009/10/why-
the-continued-interest/comment-page-2/" 
target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938500 35323 226 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 1:48:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7938463" target=_blank>#193</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not realize that this basic idea behind all Judeo-Christian theology 
now automatically makes one a religious fanatic.</P> 
<P>Of course, we see evidence all around us every day that man's nature is 
improving even faster than his mobile phone technology.</P> 
<P>Nope, man's nature will not be any kind of impediment to perfecting the world 
and running the climate like a giant turbine in a nuclear 
plant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, there's very little doubt that Sarah Palin <EM>is</EM> a religious 
fanatic. She attended a Pentecostal church, which is about as hardcore 
fundamentalist as it's possible to get in the US. And her statements about 
evolution speak for themselves.</P> 
<P>When a politician who was almost elected vice president of the US talks about 
"the fallen nature of man" as a reason why wars occur, I find that not just 
absurd, but actually more than a little disturbing. Wars happen for economic 
reasons or for reasons of national pride, or for many other reasons that have 
nothing at all to do with the Bible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939502 35323 354 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:42:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7939339" target=_blank>#353</A> EE</EM></P> 
<P>What's eroding "the public's confidence in science" is a very determined and 
very well-funded PR campaign by the Republican Party and the energy industries, 
to sow confusion and doubt by spreading disinformation and lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07939740 35323 357 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:12:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/7939633" target=_blank>#355</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<P>I did not leave out any words. Those are exact quotes from her Facebook post, 
copied and pasted verbatim. Who are you trying to fool?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939838 35323 359 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/7939813" target=_blank>#358</A> 
kittysaidwoof</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you say "then denies that humans are causing global warming" she says "not 
primary". She doesn't actually say what you say she does. What she says clearly 
indicates she thinks humans are contributing and it even fits humans are a 
significant contributor, which is the consensus the poll Real Climate links to 
talks about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you continue lying about what I posted I'm going to block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939848 35323 360 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:47:01pm  
 
<P>In fact, I'm not going to wait for you to lie any more. So long. Go find 
another website to do your little denial song and dance, you're not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07938600 35324 9 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 2:19:32pm  
 
<P>If have a few brain cells you don't mind losing (due to exposure to hazardous 
quantities of stupid), check out this page at Conservapedia, in which Andy 
Schlafly denies the existence of black holes -- because they're not mentioned in 
the Bible: <A href="http://www.conservapedia.com/Talk:Black_hole" 
target=_blank>Talk:Black hole - Conservapedia</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939021 35325 22 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 5:19:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7939012" target=_blank>#15</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "War on Christmas" got it's start with White Supremacist Peter Brimelow 
of Vdare fame:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1868542,00.html" 
target=_blank>A Brief History of The War on Christmas</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not know that. One update, comin' up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939078 35325 71 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 5:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/7939063" target=_blank>#56</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just want to make a point Sharmuta...</P> 
<P>I know you're just making conversation and I also know Fox News has been 
furiously pandering to the whacko religious right of late. OK farther back than 
of late.</P> 



<P>But I just want to point out that O'Reilly's position comes from his 
Catholicism and his knee-jerk opposition to the anti-Christian left (remember 
many will apologize for the ROP).</P> 
<P>In fact except for this annual foray into hyperbolic Christian defensiveness 
and despite his overbearing personality O'Reilly, being a product of the 
mainstream media is somewhat saner than a few others over there on Fox and I'm 
sure you can imagine those to whom I'm referring.</P> 
<P>And of course being an athiest I don't really have a dog in this fight except 
I can't stand when lefties act like Christian fundies are anywhere near as 
dangerous and virulent as violent Islamists which intend the demise of Western 
culture.</P> 
<P>Anyway if you intended no link then no harm/foul. I just felt it needed 
saying in the interest of fairness.</P> 
<P>Still updinging your post as it was interesting information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill O'Reilly did more than any other media figure to contribute to the 
demonization of Dr. George Tiller that resulted in his murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939141 35325 133 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 6:02:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/7939129" target=_blank>#121</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of racist scumbags; RS McCain posted another 1,000 word tome on his 
"natural revulsion" to race mixing today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Starting with an attack on me, of course. I'm now living inside Robert Stacy 
McCain's head.</P> 
<P>It doesn't smell too good in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939229 35325 218 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 6:22:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7939201" target=_blank>#191</A> bosforus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully someday he'll be naturalized and he can just b.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't C what all the fuss is about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939357 35325 338 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 6:47:19pm  
 
<P>It's really sad to see Juliette Ochieng (baldilocks) being used by white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain to promote his rancid agenda.</P> 
<P>Oh well. So it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939397 35325 375 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:01:22pm  
 
<P>The worst ear-worm is "Rudolph, the red-nosed..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939469 35326 10 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:32:48pm  
 
<P>It's utterly pathetic that the right wing position on climate change is 
identical to the Saudi Arabian position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939504 35326 25 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:43:51pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7939498" target=_blank>#23</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, BTW, good news on the religiocon front--<A 
href="http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1946921,00.html?xid=rss-
topstories" target=_blank>Rick Warren has condemned the Uganda 
bill.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had to. He got caught.</P> 
<P>I'm not impressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939512 35326 31 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:47:24pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939522 35326 39 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:49:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7939509" target=_blank>#28</A> EE</EM></P> 
<P>Does it bother you at all to find yourself on the same side as Saudi 
Arabia?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939540 35326 48 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 7:54:54pm  
 
<P>I don't know why I even bother asking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939589 35326 86 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 8:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7939572" target=_blank>#70</A> EE</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I am NOT on the same side as Saudi Arabia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the shoe fits. You're promoting exactly the same denialist garbage that 
Saudi Arabia is.</P> 
<P>You may SAY that you have different motives for it, but the outcome is the 
same. Denial, obfuscation, and a lack of action on one of the most important 
issues humanity faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939603 35326 100 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 8:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7939595" target=_blank>#92</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is clean coal exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Clean coal" is another fraudulent scheme perpetrated by the coal industry, 
to trick people into doing nothing. The idea is that coal can be used to 
generate power without emitting CO2, by using a technique known as "carbon 
sequestration" that captures the CO2 and stores it instead of emitting it into 
the atmosphere.</P> 
<P>The problem is -- the technology to actually do this does not exist, and 
won't exist for many years, if ever. But the coal industry spends millions of 
dollars on commercials about "clean coal" anyway, pretending that it's a real 
technology that they're using now.</P> 



<P>It's another trick to get the public to think they're taking 
action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939634 35326 127 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 8:33:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7939623" target=_blank>#118</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On subject of option #1, here is a brief excerpt of her appearance with Laura 
Ingraham. They are discussing whether she would debate Al Gore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin is absolutely terrified at the idea of debating Al Gore on global 
warming. He would destroy her, and she knows it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939651 35326 143 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 8:43:14pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.grist.org/article/roberts2/" target=_blank>Al Gore on 
nuclear power</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Let's turn briefly to some proposed solutions. Nuclear power is making a 
big resurgence now, rebranded as a solution to climate change. What do you 
think?</EM></P> 
<P>I doubt nuclear power will play a much larger role than it does now.</P> 
<P><EM>Won't, or shouldn't?</EM></P> 
<P>Won't. There are serious problems that have to be solved, and they are not 
limited to the long-term waste-storage issue and the vulnerability-to-terrorist-
attack issue. Let's assume for the sake of argument that both of those problems 
can be solved.</P> 
<P>We still have other issues. For eight years in the White House, every 
weapons-proliferation problem we dealt with was connected to a civilian reactor 
program. And if we ever got to the point where we wanted to use nuclear reactors 
to back out a lot of coal -- which is the real issue: coal -- then we'd have to 
put them in so many places we'd run that proliferation risk right off the 
reasonability scale. And we'd run short of uranium, unless they went to a 
breeder cycle or something like it, which would increase the risk of weapons-
grade material being available.</P> 
<P>When energy prices go up, the difficulty of projecting demand also goes up -- 
uncertainty goes up. So utility executives naturally want to place their bets 
for future generating capacity on smaller increments that are available more 
quickly, to give themselves flexibility. Nuclear reactors are the biggest 
increments, that cost the most money, and take the most time to build.</P> 
<P>In any case, if they can design a new generation [of reactors] that's 
manifestly safer, more flexible, etc., it may play some role, but I don't think 
it will play a big role.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939765 35326 252 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/7939730" target=_blank>#219</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two of my favorite RW talk show hosts are leaving my reservation. There's 
none left untarnished.</P> 
<P>Dennis Miller had Steven Meyer of Disco Institute on again, this time 
live.</P> 
<P>Prager was going off on Gore and AGW today in a real bad 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I really thought Dennis Miller was smarter than to fall for the "intelligent 
design" creationism scam. But he isn't.</P> 
<P>And Dennis Prager is also solidly in the anti-science camp.</P> 
<P>Yep, it's disappointing. But it's better to know the truth about where people 
stand, and now you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939806 35326 293 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:30:15pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the shrieking harpy Pamela Geller is pimping Bosnian war criminals 
again, in a freakishly insane post about Bill Clinton and the Oklahoma City 
bombing.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/12/clintons-coverup-1995-oklahoma-
city-bombing-an-alqaeda-plot-involving-several-iraqis.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939825 35326 309 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:35:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/7939819" target=_blank>#303</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles</P> 
<P>Does this mean we can now link to hacked CRU emails and documents if we want 
to discuss this issue, since the topic of this thread are those emails and other 
documents?</P> 
<P>Just looking for a ruling from the Lizard King.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, please do not link to the stolen documents. If people want to find them, 
it's not hard. But I'm not going to let LGF be used to spread illegally obtained 
material.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939830 35326 314 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:37:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/7939828" target=_blank>#312</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to, you can listen on lineGoogle it, so I don't link, OK?KRLA870 
dot comDennis Praeger is 9-12 Ca time.Hugh Hewitt is 3-6pm.Michael Medved is in 
between.How's THAT for a vision?LOL!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And all three of them are creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07939857 35326 339 Charles Thu, Dec 10, 2009 9:50:18pm  
 
<P>'kittysaidwoof' is outta here, by the way. I can only take so much dishonesty 
and passive aggressive BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07940875 35326 521 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 9:51:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/7940058" target=_blank>#485</A> 
saik0max0r</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent parody of a determinedly ignorant climate change denier!</P> 



<P>What? You weren't kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07940919 35326 523 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:05:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/7940894" target=_blank>#522</A> Jimbouie</EM></P> 
<P>You're just copying and pasting from Wikipedia.</P> 
<P>As a matter of real fact, minus all the spinnning by climate change deniers, 
the "hockey stick" graph produced by Michael Mann has NOT been "debunked" at 
all. In fact, it's been vindicated in two separate independent reviews.</P> 
<P>And it's been confirmed by very similar "hockey stick" graphs produced from 
other data sources.</P> 
<P>This is another denialist talking point, and as usual, once you start looking 
into it you find that they're simply not telling the truth.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/review-michael-manns-
exoneration" target=_blank>www.desmogblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943615 35326 530 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 10:52:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7943371" target=_blank>#528</A> hlazar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no question that climategate showed that the data was massaged. I 
really think it will take a century or two to sort this out and doing anything 
major now is meaningless</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. Why are you people still circulating this 
lie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945953 35326 533 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 10:52:58am  
 
<P>And with that batch of insults, you are cordially invited to piss 
off.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941021 35329 53 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:33:40am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, idiotblogger Jim Hoft is relentlessly pushing the false claims 
about Obama's education czar Kevin Jennings, like a homophobic parrot on 
meth.</P> 
<P>They're trying to get Jennings fired with an ugly smear campaign. "The 
sodomites are out to steal your children!!!1"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941059 35329 89 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:43:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/7941047" target=_blank>#77</A> ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlikely considering Gore is to chickenshit to debate anyone on this. Why 
should he anyway? The science is settled, right? No one debates gravity.</P> 
<P>Still, I could imagine him doing this. If you are going to debate one person, 
make it someone who has no expertiese in the field.</P> 
<P>Call me when Gore agrees to debate someone who knows the issues. Hell, I'd 
settle for Gore v. Inhofe.</P> 
<P>How about that Al?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't really just say that you consider <EM>James Inhofe</EM> to be an 
expert on global warming, did you?</P> 



<P>Oh, I get it. You're kidding. Nobody could seriously believe that. Heh. Had 
me going there for a minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941062 35329 92 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:44:01am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://web.archive.org/web/20000125065813/http://www.mids.org/mn/904/vcerf
.html" target=_blank>Vint Cerf on Al Gore's statement</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vint Cerf responded to MSNBC's questions about the Net's origins with this e-
mail:</P> 
<P>VP Gore was the first or surely among the first of the members of Congress to 
become a strong supporter of advanced networking while he served as Senator. As 
far back as 1986, he was holding hearings on this subject (supercomputing, fiber 
networks...) and asking about their promise and what could be done to realize 
them. Bob Kahn, with whom I worked to develop the Internet design in 1973, 
participated in several hearings held by then-Senator Gore and I recall that Bob 
introduced the term ``information infrastructure'' in one hearing in 1986. It 
was clear that as a Senator and now as Vice President, Gore has made it a point 
to be as well-informed as possible on technology and issues that surround 
it.</P> 
<P>As Senator, VP Gore was highly supportive of the research community's efforts 
to explore new networking capabilities and to extend access to supercomputers by 
way of NSFNET and its successors, the High Performance Computing and 
Communication program (which included the National Research and Education 
Network initiative), and as Vice President, he has been very responsive to 
recommendations made, for example, by the President's Information Technology 
Advisory Committee that endorsed additional research funding for next generation 
fundamental research in software and related topics. If you look at the last 30-
35 years of network development, you'll find many people who have made major 
contributions without which the Internet would not be the vibrant, growing and 
exciting thing it is today. The creation of a new information infrastructure 
requires the willing efforts of thousands if not millions of participants and 
we've seen leadership from many quarters, all of it needed, to move the Internet 
towards increased availability and utility around the world.</P> 
<P>While it is not accurate to say that VP Gore invented Internet, he has played 
a powerful role in policy terms that has supported its continued growth and 
application, for which we should be thankful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941073 35329 102 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:47:11am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vint_Cerf" target=_blank>Vint 
Cerf</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vinton Gray "Vint" Cerf[1] is an American computer scientist who is the 
"person most often called 'the father of the Internet'."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact is that Al Gore has been really unfairly smeared by the right wing 
on this subject. He DID play a large role in the beginning of the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941091 35329 119 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:50:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7941082" target=_blank>#111</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is round 2 on Kevin Jennings. The accusations and smears of NAMBLA 
didn't work the first time, so now they go with fisting? Pretty low down stuff 
going on. Bleach please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just disgusting. This kind of crap is one of the big reasons I refuse to 
be associated with the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941131 35329 157 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:59:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7941119" target=_blank>#147</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...is a gross, self-aggrandizing overstatement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- it's unheard of for a politician to be self-aggrandizing.</P> 
<P>I agree, he overstated it. But it's also an extreme overstatement (false, in 
fact) to say he claimed he "invented" the Internet.</P> 
<P>And as I've pointed out, he really does have the right to claim that he 
played a key role in the beginning of the Internet, and even Vint Cerf 
acknowledges that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941161 35329 187 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:07:41am  
 
<P>What Palin actually said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're our next door neighbors, and you can actually see Russia from land 
here in Alaska.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was how she responded to a question from Charles Gibson about "what 
insight" the state of Alaska's proximity to Russia gave her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941172 35329 198 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:09:25am  
 
<P>Also note that Palin was saying something VERY different about global warming 
during the campaign:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/WLnn4FMyW_w&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941179 35329 205 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:10:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7941168" target=_blank>#194</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all she said? Or was the first line of a longer 
answer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It got even stupider from there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941203 35329 228 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:15:43am  
 



<P>An idiot used the LGF contact form to write this love note a few minutes 
ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you put your money where your mouth is. You believe the earthis 
melting and CO2 is causing it. So get your little green tree huggingass to stop 
using any product that uses any energy. Start by shuttingyour stupid little 
website down and all your electronics. Also keep yourbreathing to a minimal, and 
I mean minimal. You don't want to kill anyof those cute and cuddly polar 
bears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941212 35329 237 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:18:10am  
 
<P>That hate mail is a great example of the sheer derangement of the right wing. 
These are people who have little minds, clouded by hatred and willful ignorance, 
and anyone who dares to challenge their ignorance becomes a target for the 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941224 35329 249 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:20:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7941216" target=_blank>#241</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Al Gore known for debating the opposition about climate issues?A debate 
between the two of them would be fun TV for us but would we learn 
anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's no real point to it. But it would be lots of fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941231 35329 256 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:22:38am  
 
<P>This is what Sarah Palin wrote about "death panels," and please note the 
extremely cynical use of her child to do it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with 
Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama’s “death panel” so his 
bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their “level of 
productivity in society,” whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system 
is downright evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, that's not just holding up her baby for a photo op. That's a creepy 
attempt to say that the Obama administration would try to kill babies like 
Trig.</P> 
<P>She's absolutely willing to use her children to advance her populist 
demagoguery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941253 35329 277 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:27:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7941237" target=_blank>#262</A> Bobibutu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://beldar.blogs.com/beldarblog/2008/09/on-a-clear-
day.html" target=_blank>beldar.blogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>On a clear day, you can indeed see Russia from Alaska</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True or not, what in the world can that possibly have to do with Palin's 
foreign policy experience?</P> 



<P>The reason why Tina Fey was able to make that a devastating example of 
stupidity is because it IS an embarrassing example of stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941278 35329 301 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:33:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7941264" target=_blank>#288</A> ferris</EM></P> 
<P>What does being "pro-science" have to do with a debate between Al Gore and 
Sarah Palin? The only person in that debate who knows anything at all about 
science is Gore, and he's prone to make mistakes too.</P> 
<P>If you think the way to get to an understanding of global warming is to 
listen to Sarah Palin about it, you're living in a fantasy world.</P> 
<P>If this debate happens, it will be amusing, but not 
illuminating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941292 35329 314 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:36:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/7941287" target=_blank>#309</A> Bobibutu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely nothing. As the author of the site also points out ...</P> 
<P>"I'm not saying that these photos and maps, by themselves, are any proof that 
Sarah Palin is ready to be a heartbeat from the presidency. I am saying that 
these photos and maps, by themselves, are indeed proof that she and others were 
telling the literal truth when they described Russia as sharing a border with, 
and being visible from, Alaska."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, she was telling the literal truth -- in response to a question about 
her foreign policy experience. And she revealed her utter lack of foreign policy 
experience with that "literally true" statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941298 35329 320 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:38:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/7941296" target=_blank>#318</A> ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, except for the fact <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/77/7941047" target=_blank>I said 
Palin has no expertiese in this field</A> which is why it's ridiculous to even 
talk about it.</P> 
<P>My point is, Gore should debate someone who does have expertiese in the 
field.</P> 
<P>I took your "No, there's no real point to it" comment to mean he shouldn't 
bother debating anyone. Am I wrong about that or were you just refering to 
Palin?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try reading my comment.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/249/7941224" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941308 35329 330 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:41:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7941299" target=_blank>#321</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops I'm really misclicking all over the place today. I better stop and have 
some lunch. =)</P> 
<P>Again, to recap: Ferris, I agree on the basic level about the flat earth 
debate. I don't agree that you can use it (or the comment about Darwin) to 



easily contest accepted scientific theory unless you have an incredibly enormous 
set of new evidence that nobody has hitherto yet heard of. =)</P> 
<P>I was just commenting on the whole "they thought the earth was flat" comment. 
=)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When people thought the earth was flat, humanity hadn't even begun to 
understand the value of the scientific method. The amount of actual scientific 
knowledge at that time was easily expressed in a big round number: zero.</P> 
<P>Comparing that situation with the current understanding of global warming is 
completely ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941334 35329 356 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 11:48:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/7941315" target=_blank>#337</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So your contention is that <STRONG>98%</STRONG> of Gore's dialogue in 
<STRONG>An Inconvenient Truth</STRONG> is factual?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941469 35329 489 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:19:35pm  
 
<P>Gore's environmental adviser responded to the false claims about 
"Inconvenient Truth" here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blog.washingtonpost.com/fact-
checker/2007/10/an_inconvenient_truth_team_gor_1.html" 
target=_blank>blog.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm almost ashamed to say that I believed a lot of the right wing noise about 
Gore's film at one time. Now I know that almost all of the criticisms of the 
film were dishonest and/or distorted misrepresentations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941495 35329 514 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:26:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blog.washingtonpost.com/fact-
checker/2007/10/an_inconvenient_truth_team_gor_1.html" target=_blank>Note this 
point</A> about the UK lawsuit trying to force schools not to show Gore's 
film:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The judge himself never used the term "errors." That was an allegation made 
by the plaintiff--whose motives are quite suspect. Stewart Dimmock, who brought 
this case, appears to have been funded by the very same fossil fuel interests 
who have sought to undermine the scientific consensus behind global warming in 
the past. The Observer has reported that he was funded by mining interests as 
well as the Scientific Alliance, an industry-backed non-profit with links to 
other groups in the U.S. like the U.S. based George C. Marshall Institute which 
has received funding from Exxon. This was also reported in the U.S. Our 
experience is that when the vested interests do not like the message, they tend 
to use diversionary tactics to create uncertainty or to fund individuals and 
groups to shoot the messenger. In this instance, it appears they are trying to 
do both. According to these reports, Mr. Dimmock will still not fully reveal who 
funded the case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very important for people to realize. Many of the most public anti-
AGW figures are being funded specifically to hoodwink the public and spread 
confusion about this issue for one simple reason -- to protect the short term 
profits of the energy industries.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07941499 35329 518 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:26:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/7941491" target=_blank>#510</A> Gordon 
Marock</EM></P> 
<P>Stop spamming this thread with that link or I'll block your account. Four 
times is more than enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941516 35329 535 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:29:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/7941496" target=_blank>#515</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it doesn't inevitibly follow that that interaction is the cause of 
climate change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941528 35329 547 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:32:49pm  
 
<P>It's a bit amazing to me that people just don't seem to want to get the 
simple point that the majority of public AGW "skeptics" are funded by energy 
industries.</P> 
<P>Speaking for myself, if I find out that someone is promoting a particular 
agenda in a deceptive way because they're being paid by big multinational 
corporations, that tends to make me lose all respect for that agenda.</P> 
<P>Why are so many people willing to be led by the nose by special interest 
groups?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941550 35329 569 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:36:46pm  
 
<P>I'm turning off the contact form now, because there's a hate-filled obsessed 
freak using it to send one angry message after another -- about creationism and 
global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941553 35329 572 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:37:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7941545" target=_blank>#564</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<P>Oh yeah, that's a good defense: "So what?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941575 35329 594 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:42:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/7941559" target=_blank>#578</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because that goes both ways on almost every issue.</P> 
<P>There are environmental lobbies just like energy lobbies.</P> 
<P>There's a lot of grant money, etc at stake for people involved in global 
warming studies, credits, taxes, (Gore has made a motherload of it), just like 
there is a lot of money at stake for the energy co's.</P> 
<P>Each side uses that argument against the other with the same 
frequency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it's not the same. One side has an overwhelming amount of scientific 
evidence. The other side has an overwhelming amount of money from special 
interest groups, and an overwhelming amount of bullshit.</P> 
<P>This isn't a legitimate "debate." It's a deliberate campaign of 
disinformation. The groups who are doing it have been at it for a long time, and 
many of them got their start doing the same thing for the tobacco industry -- 
tricking the public into disbelieving the evidence that tobacco smoking causes 
cancer LONG after the scientific evidence was clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941597 35329 616 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:49:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/7941582" target=_blank>#601</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Precisely correct. The anti-AGW side has <I>never</I> offered factual 
evidence or study that contradicts the factual record.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they never will. They're not interested in doing any actual research -- 
they're interested in nit-picking tiny details and pulling out of context and 
smearing.</P> 
<P>This is another thing the anti-AGW groups and creationists have in common: 
neither of them actually do any original research. Instead they parasitically 
prey on the real research and use any tiny discrepancy they find to attempt to 
discredit all of the real science.</P> 
<P>And they're not subject to any oversight or transparency. Whereas, climate 
scientists are subject to the (at times) very harsh criticism of their peers. If 
a scientist makes a mistake in a piece of published research, it's almost 
certainly going to be discovered, because other scientists will advance their 
careers by pointing it out. There are <EM>consequences</EM> in the scientific 
community for making mistakes or deliberately faking data.</P> 
<P>In the anti-AGW community, there are never any consequences. They just move 
on to the next false claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941604 35329 623 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 12:51:07pm  
 
<P>Comments that consist of link dumps to denial sites are going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941676 35329 692 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:09:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/639/7941620" target=_blank>#639</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am having trouble reconciling this comment with the meme that anti-AWG 
scientists are funded by energy concerns and therefore automatically tainted. 
Regardless of where one gets funding, if one publishes in a credible peer 
reviewed journal the research should stand on its own merits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Name an anti-AGW article that was published in a peer-reviewed journal.</P> 
<P>There are thousands and thousands of pro-AGW articles in scientific 
journals.</P> 
<P>Again, the situation is not even remotely equivalent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941681 35329 697 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:11:21pm  
 



<P>Comments complaining about what is posted or not posted at LGF are going to 
be deleted.</P> 
<P>AS ALWAYS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941686 35329 702 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:12:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/7941682" target=_blank>#698</A> 
LemonJoose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because Sarah Palin is an idiot doesn't mean Al Gore is right about 
global warming.</P> 
<P>I'd like to se a debate between Al Gore and this guy:</P> 
<P>Bjorn Lomborg discusses global warming (Part 1 of 4):</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About Bjorn Lomborg -- anyone tempted to believe he's a credible "expert" 
should read through the material on this website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/" target=_blank>Lomborg Errors</A></P> 
<P>His books are amazingly full of errors and misleading statements. He's not a 
climate scientist -- in fact, the only academic training he has is in political 
science and game theory, and he's published a grand total of exactly ONE 
scientific paper -- on game theory, not climatology.</P> 
<P>More on Lomborg's background and climate change denial claims:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/lomborgstory.htm" target=_blank>The 
Lomborg Story</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941690 35329 706 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:13:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/7941684" target=_blank>#700</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that one of the points of Climate-gate? That there was pressure NOT to 
allow peer review of a skeptical papers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there was not. I've posted several articles debunking this false claim -- 
didn't you read any of them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941693 35329 709 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/705/7941689" target=_blank>#705</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you consider Climate Research a peer reviewed journal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_Research_(journal)" 
target=_blank>Climate Research (journal)</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2003, an article partly funded by the American Petroleum Institute was 
published in the journal after being accepted by editor Chris de Freitas. The 
article reviewed previous papers and concluded that "the 20th century is 
probably not the warmest nor a uniquely extreme climatic period of the last 
millennium". In reaction half of the journal's editorial board, including chief 
editor Hans von Storch, resigned in protest of deficiences in the peer-review 
processes in use at the journal. Von Storch later stated that climate change 
sceptics "had identified Climate Research as a journal where some editors were 
not as rigorous in the review process as is otherwise 
common".</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07941704 35329 717 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:19:03pm  
 
<P>Just when I thought I was out, they pull me back in.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/UPw-3e_pzqU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941732 35329 743 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/7941726" target=_blank>#738</A> Ovoid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care what Palin or some Saudi leader says; their stance on a science 
issue is immaterial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, you'll accept the word of dishonest people paid by the energy 
industries without question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941759 35329 770 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:40:07pm  
 
<P>Why do I think Sarah Palin uses her special needs child as a political 
prop?</P> 
<P>And I do think that. For me, it's not about the photo ops. It's about 
disgusting statements like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The America I know and love is not one in which my parents or my baby with 
Down Syndrome will have to stand in front of Obama’s “death panel” so his 
bureaucrats can decide, based on a subjective judgment of their “level of 
productivity in society,” whether they are worthy of health care. Such a system 
is downright evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't see how anyone can claim that this statement is not a cynical, fear-
mongering ploy, and she used her own child to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941773 35329 784 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 1:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/7941763" target=_blank>#774</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In short - funding, and the sources thereof, can be a taint, but we need to 
be mindful of the size of the brush that we paint with here...it doesn't cover 
well when it's too broad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the contrary -- it's not possible to paint the energy industry's 
involvement in anti-AGW propaganda with "too broad a brush." They are behind 
almost ALL of it. Time after time after time, when I investigate the background 
of an anti-AGW "skeptic," I find connections to the energy industries.</P> 
<P>I recommend you read <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming</A>. Once you 
finish that book, you'll realize how deep this connection goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07941964 35329 876 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 2:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/866/7941911" target=_blank>#866</A> Ovoid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you stopped beating your straw-man? This response goes farther to make 
my point than I could have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942103 35329 888 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 4:04:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/886/7942051" target=_blank>#886</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I really don't, dude. I understand you don't like Ludwig. I don't 
care.</P> 
<P>You can say that science is settled. There's nothing wrong with doing so.</P> 
<P>Do you think that the science of CO2 causing warming in atmosphere is somehow 
not settled?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. CO2 is a greenhouse gas, and it does retain heat in the earth's 
atmosphere. The role of CO2 in the "greenhouse effect" has been well understood 
for over 100 years. That's as "settled" as anything gets in 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942326 35329 894 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 6:00:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/893/7942275" target=_blank>#893</A> 
Roadkiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little late to the party here, as usual, but I work all day and don't 
have a change to comment until the evening.</P> 
<P>Anyway, my thought is that if Al Gore should debate anyone, it ought be Lord 
Monckton, who has been calling out the Goracle for years.</P> 
<P>Unlike Gore and Monckton, Palin has not studied this issue with intensity and 
interest for the past 10 years. It would indeed be intersting if after ducking a 
debate with the knowledgeable Monckton for so many years, Al Gore and/or his 
supporters think he could/should beat up on the not-so-knowledgeable girl 
instead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Lord" High Denier Monckton is a flat-out, raving kook, who appears on the 
Alex Jones conspiracy radio show. Here's what he wrote about AIDS in 1987:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... there is only one way to stop AIDS. That is to screen the entire 
population regularly and to quarantine all carriers of the disease for life. 
Every member of the population should be blood-tested every month ... all those 
found to be infected with the virus, even if only as carriers, should be 
isolated compulsorily, immediately, and permanently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only a kook, a raving bigot. And a fraud as well. He's not a scientist, 
and he's been caught more than once lying and misrepresenting data to make his 
absurd, ludicrous claims about global warming.</P> 
<P>You couldn't have picked a worse example of a climate change denier if you 
tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942338 35329 896 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 6:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/892/7942232" target=_blank>#892</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see my post, just above. This is starting to piss me 
off.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, man, I just do not agree with you on this. It's called "settled 
science" not because there's 100% certainty, but because the evidence is so 
overwhelming, and the consensus so broad that it's considered "settled" -- as 
far as anything ever is settled in science.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean there's no possibility at all that evidence might still be 
discovered that causes scientists to rethink the issues and revise their 
conclusions. It means that the evidence is so great it's extremely unlikely that 
this will ever happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07941845 35330 11 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 2:03:51pm  
 
<P>Check out this zoomable view of the heart of the Milky Way. Click the full-
screen button and prepare to be blown away by the sheer vastness of just one 
galaxy.</P> 
<P>And there are trillions of similar galaxies in the known universe.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.eso.org/public/outreach/press-rel/pr-2009/phot-
49b-09_zoom.html" target=_blank>www.eso.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942052 35330 174 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 3:19:40pm  
 
<P>I'm mixing it up with Oliver Willis on Twitter. He's calling me a racist and 
bigot and trying to smear me to an LA Times writer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942055 35330 177 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 3:21:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/7942053" target=_blank>#175</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a twitter page Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/Lizardoid" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942213 35332 69 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 5:08:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7942196" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>PJ Media is just fine with these kinds of comments now. It's part of their 
new policy of welcoming racists and bigots at the site, even as 
writers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942226 35332 81 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 5:14:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7942219" target=_blank>#74</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Brietbart have any influence with PJM? All the PJM blogs are promoting 
his new venture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Breitbart was in on the early discussions when PJ Media was starting up. I 
don't know what his connection is now -- I don't talk to those 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942282 35332 131 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 5:35:05pm  
 
<P>The latest smear going around the stalker blogs is that I'm trying to 
"rewrite history" by deleting comments by some of the worst offenders, like 
"Iron Fist".</P> 
<P>It's a great example of the way these people think -- they bash me for years 
about having those comments at my site, and then, when I decide to take out the 
trash and delete them, they bash me for that.</P> 
<P>It must be painful for them to have me constantly living inside their 
heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942302 35332 149 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 5:46:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7942296" target=_blank>#144</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So that makes it 2 years that this has been swimming inside Nodrog's head? 
That's rather amazing to think about. Looking further I can see that his 
derangement began in 2003 so that's 6 years now that Nodrog has been afflicted 
with this psychosis.</P> 
<P>And he's just one example.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty amazing. He's still fixated on me.</P> 
<P>Hey Gordon! I know you're reading this. Get help, man. Talk to someone about 
this. You have a very serious problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942316 35332 161 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 5:52:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/7942303" target=_blank>#150</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about Gordon, but the morons at LGF Watch are bitching- after 
holding up Iron Fist as a problem for years on end, they turn around and bad 
mouth Charles when he finally removes those comments? Bunch of effing assholes, 
if you ask me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I've been removing Iron Fist's worst comments for years. But 
recently, I decided not to wait for people to pick through nearly 8 million 
comments and use the ones I missed to smear me, and deleted all of them with the 
Nuke Tool.</P> 
<P>There's nothing hidden about it - I announced it when I did it, and I am not 
at all embarrassed about doing it.</P> 
<P>And yep -- the LGF Watch people are obsessed, hateful, cowardly assholes who 
hide behind a Blogspot account, and lack the guts to take personal 
responsibility for their smears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942354 35332 193 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 6:25:08pm  
 
<P>Just heard from Alan, by the way - his show is syndicated by Fox, but it's 
not just on Fox stations. So check around for the local station that carries it 
-- it may not be Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07942362 35332 201 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 6:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7942358" target=_blank>#197</A> Egregious 
Philbin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quick note, Jim Robinson of FR is going more insane</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2405876/posts" 
target=_blank>Free Republic is a fringe right-wing Christian fundamentalist 
site</A></P> 
<P>FR went on another purge of evolutionists today.</P> 
<P>Bunch of tail-less apes over there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Confirming to me once again that I want nothing at all to do with people 
like that. They're completely batshit insane, ignorant, and proud of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942367 35332 205 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 6:34:39pm  
 
<P>You can listen to the Alan Colmes show over the web at this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/radio/alancolmes/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943391 35332 244 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:55:57am  
 
<P>And 'Barbarian at the Gate' was another sock puppet for this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943400 35332 245 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7943032" target=_blank>#236</A> 
affenkopf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the upload!</P> 
<P>Good interview, except the 'I have Muslim friends' line. I always cringe when 
someone uses that line or a variant of it.</P> 
<P>It's not that Charles used it but that so many people who are clearly bigots 
use it."The incredible racist think I just said cant be racist. I have black 
friends!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Alan interrupted me, but I was going to expand on that. I have Muslim 
friends who I've known for years, some of whom I ride bicycles with, and we 
remained friends during and after the 9/11 attacks. It's not something I would 
normally bring up, but when people accuse me of being "anti-Muslim" I think it's 
relevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942403 35333 21 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:11:50pm  
 
<P>What Cats Are Really Thinking</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/pxNg7ZP6E5E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07943427 35333 74 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:08:02am  
 
<P>I've completely had it with people who pop in to spew insults and nonsense, 
and then go on to post one deceptive talking point after another. And they 
always claim to be scientists.</P> 
<P>Honest discussion is fine. Deceptive people who aren't even civil -- buh 
bye!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942441 35334 9 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:31:07pm  
 
<P>Now holding on the line...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942450 35334 16 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:34:03pm  
 
<P>Here we go...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942497 35334 49 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:43:17pm  
 
<P>Yowza!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942515 35334 64 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:44:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7942511" target=_blank>#61</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get ready for stalkers to call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942571 35334 108 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:53:17pm  
 
<P>Thanks, Jimmy! I was worried that some crazy shrieker would get 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942583 35334 119 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:54:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7942561" target=_blank>#101</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever get a chance to play with Santana?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not in his band, but I've jammed with him several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942615 35334 147 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 7:57:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/7942602" target=_blank>#137</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't... believe... you called yourself a Liberal on the air. I feel like 
the little neighbor kid at the end of "The Incredibles". That... was... 
AMAZING!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I meant it. I've always thought of myself as a liberal in the classic sense. 
In fact, that's one of my main objections to radical Islam -- it's a profoundly 
anti-liberal ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942641 35334 172 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:03:45pm  
 
<P>OK, now it's beer time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942651 35334 182 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:05:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7942620" target=_blank>#151</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked the stalker blog and it's no surprise that they were trying to call 
in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another fail for them. Must get old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942669 35334 199 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:07:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7942654" target=_blank>#184</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoops now I have a quandary as per accidental socket puppies. Here is the 
thing-I share my access with a couple neighbors. I happend to talk them into 
listening. Now what happens if they catch an open registration moment? They will 
be on my wifi hub, looking like sock puppets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a problem. Thanks for letting me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942747 35334 274 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:34:39pm  
 
<P>2,357 comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/29682_Steins_Expelled_Exposed" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942748 35334 275 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:35:10pm  
 
<P>That Ben Stein thread will kill some browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942749 35334 276 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 8:37:01pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are having a major tantrum. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943435 35334 301 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:11:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/7943286" target=_blank>#300</A> 
Crashnburn</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07942791 35335 24 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 9:06:10pm  
 
<P>Well, I just listened to it, and while I still hate the sound of my own 
voice, I think it was one of the better radio interviews I've done, if I say so 
myself.</P> 
<P>John Mayer does Tom Petty -- this one is really great.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/20Ov0cDPZy8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942920 35335 152 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:24:58pm  
 
<P>If you're tempted to buy into the ridiculous homophobic "fistgate" smears 
currently all over the right wing blogs, trying to take down Obama education 
czar Kevin Jennings (and I know that, unfortunately, we do have some in the 
lizard army who have been fooled into believing it), please read this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/200912100059" target=_blank>Anti-
gay 'hate group' MassResistance is source for right-wing media attacks on 
Jennings</A>.</P> 
<P>Yes, it's Media Matters. But they are RIGHT in this case. These are the 
people that are now being promoted by Jim Hoft and Michelle Malkin and the rest 
of the right wing blogosphere -- out and out bigots and haters from the Dark 
Ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07942943 35335 175 Charles Fri, Dec 11, 2009 10:37:32pm  
 
<P>I've added three excellent blogs to our RSS feeds in the left sidebar, for 
reliable information about climate change and climate science and the denial 
industry that constantly pumps confusion into the debate:</P> 
<P><A href="http://deepclimate.org/" target=_blank>Deep Climate</A><A 
href="http://www.realclimate.org/" target=_blank>RealClimate</A><A 
href="http://www.desmogblog.com/" target=_blank>DeSmogBlog %P% Clearing the PR 
Pollution that Clouds Climate Science</A></P> 
<P>Deep Climate has a post today about one of the right wing's denial heros, 
Steven McIntyre, catching him red-handed using a quote mining tactic right out 
of the creationist playbook:</P> 
<P><A href="http://deepclimate.org/2009/12/11/mcintyre-provides-fodder-for-
skeptics/" target=_blank>McIntyre provides fodder for skeptics « Deep 
Climate</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943433 35336 384 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:10:33am  
 
<P>The troll who posted in the Alan Colmes thread last night had the nerve to 
come right back in with a sock puppet, and pretend to be a normal person.</P> 
<P>I wonder if these people ever have any discomfort when they do things like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943883 35337 207 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:31:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7943818" target=_blank>#205</A> 
Canadhimmis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steele appears to be incorrect re the etymology of the name Greenland (as 
Charles has pointed to). Nonetheless, Steele is correct about Greenland being 
much warmer during the early settlement period in the years 1000 to 1300, or 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how he could be "correct" about that, when he didn't say 
anything at all about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944011 35337 211 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:36:51pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944189 35337 218 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:44:40pm  
 
<P>The "hockey stick" graph was not only NOT "discredited," it was vindicated by 
two separate independent reviews:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2006/06/national-academies-
synthesis-report/" target=_blank>www.realclimate.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>And not only that, similar graphs generated from unrelated sources of data 
also demonstrate the infamous hockey stick shape.</P> 
<P>Your link dump to denial sites is pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944646 35337 230 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 5:31:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7944511" target=_blank>#226</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eli Rabett:<STRONG>A formal reply to Gerlich and 
Tscheuschner</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's easy to find out that the Gerlich and Tscheuschner is not just wrong, 
it's ludicrously, stupidly wrong.</P> 
<P>Citing the second law of thermodynamics is such an elementary mistake, it 
almost boggles the mind. The Earth is NOT a closed system! When people try to 
pull this kind of crap, it's a dead giveaway that they're lying to you.</P> 
<P>Very reminiscent of creationists, who also love to cite the second law, and 
are also stupidly wrong.</P> 
<P>It's just pathetic that people are trying to promote this absolute nonsense 
at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943667 35338 10 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:17:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7943655" target=_blank>#4</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From MassResistance's own website:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.massresistance.org/docs/gen/09c/StLouis_conference/index.html" 
target=_blank>MassResistance's Brian Camenker speaks at national "How to take 
back America" Conference in St. Louis</A></P> 
<P>A huge success -- with Congressmen and others from around the country:</P> 
<P>r.</P> 
<P>Includes pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That conference was a cesspool of conspiracy theories and hate speech. I had 
a couple of posts about it here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
&amp;searchString=%22how+to+take+back+america%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943705 35338 30 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:30:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7943680" target=_blank>#14</A> Red Sock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What has this to do with "the right"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious? Are you going to actually try to pretend that this kind of 
stuff isn't <EM>everywhere</EM> on the right wing?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the entire right homophobic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just a majority.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of leaving the right, you are perhaps better of changing the 
right...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At some point, you have to stop ramming your head into a wall. And I reached 
that point a while ago. I don't think anyone can "change the right." They're on 
the ledge, determined to jump, and anyone who tries to talk them down is 
vilified and smeared.</P> 
<P>Nope. I'm gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943727 35338 49 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:38:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7943722" target=_blank>#44</A> 
HolmWrecker</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for sharing.</P> 
<P>You're not welcome at my website. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943731 35338 53 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:39:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7943710" target=_blank>#34</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn Charles..You did a great smackdown on Willis yesterday on your Tweeter 
page.. I'll bet that bastard never calls you prejudice again...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, don't worry -- he will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943740 35338 62 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:40:39am  
 
<P>I deleted the comment -- but I'm restoring it now. People should see that 
kind of rancid garbage for what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943787 35338 106 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 11:56:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7943776" target=_blank>#95</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I went to Right Wing Watch to look if they had <A 
href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/category/groups/massresistance" 
target=_blank>more on MassResistance</A>, and found <A 
href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/2008-large-cohort-attacks-romney-
gay-marriage" target=_blank>they attacked Mitt Romney</A>. Unfortunately the 
links are broken in that post, any MA Lizards know more?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The late Dean Barnett wrote about Camenker and his hate group and their 
attack on Mitt Romney here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://townhall.com/blog/g/5e9e3e05-8b01-4f10-b52c-
690d6ac29bea" target=_blank>townhall.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943808 35338 124 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:04:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/7943797" target=_blank>#116</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone should (so I will) point out that many Republicans handle the issue 
with considerable grace. There's Regan's son, Cheney's daughter, and Newt's 
sister -- those are obvious examples. Who kept slyly bringing them up? Was it 
the right, or the dems?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, there are some Republicans who aren't anti-gay.</P> 
<P>But I think you'll find it difficult to come up with many more examples than 
the ones you listed. And I could easily name a dozen who are anti-gay for every 
one of those examples.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943866 35338 180 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:25:43pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, I'm pretty amazed that some people are trying to deny that 
the right wing really owns homophobia in the current political climate. This 
"fistgate" garbage is just the latest example, but it's a damned good 
example.</P> 
<P>And the very few Republicans who've stood up and refused to follow the crowd 
on this issue have been viciously attacked for it.</P> 
<P>The Log Cabin Republicans are the definition of a fringe group. Almost no 
Republican politicians support them, and the ones that do are the same ones who 
are vilified as RINOs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943877 35338 191 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:29:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7943837" target=_blank>#152</A> Stuart 
Leviton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, risking getting banned - though my intent is to understand - one issue is 
freedom of religious belief encountering that we are in a democracy where we 
have "secure Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity."</P> 
<P>Granted, the earlier writer presented many other issues as well, and truly 
tragic ones at that. If I get banned, I just want to say "I love you all" and be 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why you think you'd be banned for that 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943889 35338 201 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:33:57pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7943881" target=_blank>#195</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speakers at their last national convention included Christy Todd Whitman, 
Megan McCain and Steve Schmidt, a McCain Campaign Senior Adviser amongst 
others</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And those are exactly the people being vilified as RINOs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943901 35338 211 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:39:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7943897" target=_blank>#208</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the likes of Stacy Mccain, as per Sharms 198.</P> 
<P>I do not deny that there is homophobia on the fringe of those calling 
themselves republican. But they do not hold the patent to it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's not the fringe at all. That's simply false. It's as mainstream as 
it gets. That conference on "How To Take Back America," which featured blatantly 
homophobic bigots from Mass Resistance, was attended by most of the top GOP 
politicians.</P> 
<P>All of the current GOP front-runners for presidential nominations in 2012 are 
anti-gay. All of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943912 35338 222 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/7943908" target=_blank>#218</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anti-gay, or just anti-gay marriage? Because Obama is also opposed to gay 
marriage (I think). Anyway, they're not really the same issue, although in many 
cases the marriage issue can just be a code word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama has flip-flopped on the issue several times.</P> 
<P>I look at who the top GOP politicians are aligned with, and which causes they 
support, not just their carefully sanitized statements about gay marriage. When 
<EM>all</EM> of the top GOP politicians attend events like "How to Take Back 
America," and the "Values Voters Summit," that speaks volumes -- because the 
agenda of the groups who sponsor those events is not just anti-gay marriage, 
it's homophobic, and often outwardly so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943926 35338 235 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:57:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7943918" target=_blank>#228</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<P>Good points. And it's another big reason why anti-gay sentiment is owned by 
the GOP, a political party that's composed largely of aging white men and is 
hemorrhaging support from younger voters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943931 35338 239 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 12:59:57pm  
 
<P>And check out this latest smear from the loons of the right wing 
blogosphere:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJbfB-
ilx9I&amp;feature=player_embedded" target=_blank>Charles Johnson/Little Green 
Footballs Calendar Infomercial</A></P> 
<P>Whenever you think they can't get any more petty and vindictive, they 
surprise you and get even deeper into the sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07943947 35338 251 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:07:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7943945" target=_blank>#249</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are just jealous. Let them keep it up it is advertising for you paid for 
by them. The jerks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may post their video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07943934 35339 3 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:01:08pm  
 
<P>The Onion has been on fire lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944026 35340 35 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:39:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7944021" target=_blank>#30</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Derangement Syndrome?</P> 
<P>Nice how they had to throw in a dig at Andrews homosexuality, 
too...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have people who don't see the hatefulness in it. Oh well. I have a 
feeling they'd see it differently if they were the target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944036 35340 43 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:42:12pm  
 
<P>The people who produce these kinds of "humorous" videos are also posting 
nasty comments at Lulu.com, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944039 35340 46 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 1:43:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7944007" target=_blank>#18</A> Cathypop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have better things to do than watch crap like that. So I ordered Charles 
calendar. Can't wait to hang it up in the kitchen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you, Cathy. I think you'll like it -- the printed product came out very 
nicely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944078 35340 69 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:01:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7944072" target=_blank>#67</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole 'Andrew's Custard Surprise' was a loaded term if there ever was 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944118 35340 74 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7944116" target=_blank>#73</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lulu sent me an email offer of 20% off anything on the site. Would that cut 
into your share, Charles, or only their own?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't know -- but go ahead and use it! My philosophy: never turn 
down a good deal on something you want or need.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944197 35340 89 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:49:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7944190" target=_blank>#87</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well thanks for keeping the blog just as you do. I am as Sharm said "baffled" 
by the whole blog war phenom.</P> 
<P>Obviously you have the option to ignore this stuff, respond elsewhere and or 
respond here and link as today. How difficult is that to decide? What tips the 
balance to linking and responding here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not something I really think too much about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944212 35340 91 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:57:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7944205" target=_blank>#90</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since this post was put up the blogosphere has gone all aTwitter about the 
calendar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the pinheads are all guffawing at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944234 35340 96 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 3:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/7944231" target=_blank>#95</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who the heck is Andrew anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Sullivan. It's that good ol' homophobia popping up 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944114 35341 29 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 2:16:47pm  
 
<P>True, it's been a while since a Lizard Lounge post -- I'll put one up in a 
little bit...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944227 35341 96 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 3:01:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7944195" target=_blank>#73</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Minarets are a political symbol, not religious. They started during the 
Turkish Umaayad Caliphate as a way to symbolize conquest and let the local 
population know who was in control.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're spending too much time at Jihad Watch. I used to buy this nonsense 
too, before I learned that it was a myth spread by bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944263 35341 119 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 3:14:17pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/7944245" target=_blank>#110</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>Whatever, man. If you want to believe that minarets are political symbols of 
conquest, and the Swiss were right to ban them, go ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945870 35341 196 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:53:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7945858" target=_blank>#194</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, It's Simple. The only reason some people love the ban is that it's 
utterly a bigoted "f you" to a religious minority they don't like . Nothing 
more, nothing less.</P> 
<P>"Secularism", please. It's about tribalism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. That's the bottom line here -- it's simple bigotry. And it plays 
right into the hands of Eurofascist parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946171 35341 210 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 12:49:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7946039" target=_blank>#206</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am secular and an atheist. You are not. You are just an ordinary Islam-
apologist like Richard Dawkins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. If you think Richard Dawkins is an "apologist for Islam," you must never 
have read anything he's written on the subject. That's so ridiculous it hardly 
warrants a reply.</P> 
<P>And Geert Wilders is a populist bigot, who advocates measures that are 
repugnant to anyone who values democracy and freedom -- banning books, 
criminalizing religion, and taking away freedoms from people.</P> 
<P>If that's your "hero," you can have him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946182 35341 214 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 12:56:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7946178" target=_blank>#212</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>"Islam is one of the great evils in the world." - Richard Dawkins</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, that's an apologist for Islam, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946299 35341 222 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 1:53:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/7946188" target=_blank>#216</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For Dawkins, there is no substantial difference between an ultra-orthodox Jew 
following Shabbat, an evangelical Christian believing in this end-time stuff or 
Mohammed Atta.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, the only thing you reveal with comments like this is your complete 
ignorance of Dawkins's actual statements. You very obviously have not read 
anything he's written except quotes on websites that hate him.</P> 
<P>Dawkins absolutely sees a big difference between Islam, Judaism, and 
Christianity. And he even says this in the video posted above -- did you even 
watch it?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07954118 35341 232 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 10:45:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7951064" target=_blank>#226</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice that you at least tried to counter my argument (though you failed), 
instead of just repeating phrases about Dawkins on Islam like others did.</P> 
<P>Of course, Richard Dawkins is an apologist for Islam because he sees no 
difference between the religions (but at least notices that in the civilized 
world religion is being secularized, and only this is for him the difference to 
the barbarism of the islamic world), he also negates anti-semitism (the 
palestinian terror is just some "religious conflict" for him) and uses anti-
semitic structural elements himself, e.g. when he writes that the "invasion of 
the Holy Land was morally not different from Hitler's invasion into Poland", 
that Josuas attack on Jericho was an "ethnic cleansing" and that Josua used 
ruthless violence "against the people that were already living in this 
<EM>Lebensraum</EM> [sic!]". Thus, for Richard Dawkins, the Jews are the 
original inventors of the national-socialist blood and soil policy.</P> 
<P>If this is your hero, Charles, you can have him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What complete crap you're spouting. You don't have a single clue about 
Dawkins' opinions on this subject, and you're repeating falsehoods that you 
picked up at some right wing site. I'm done with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944827 35343 6 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 6:24:27pm  
 
<P>The promo video for his book:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ecx.images-
amazon.com/images/I/E1P7ae9J9iS.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944846 35343 10 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 6:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7944803" target=_blank>#1</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen this before, and I'm relatively certain it was here at LGF, though 
not as a post. It's a good argument.</P> 
<P>Now, if someone could tell me what "immediate action" involves, and maybe 
send me a list of ten things to do immediately that don't involve money I don't 
have, I'd be grateful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The best thing you could do is to stop denying the reality of global warming, 
and stop making fun of people who don't deny it.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944857 35343 15 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 6:33:54pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7944855" target=_blank>#14</A> EE</EM></P> 
<P>Not this again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944875 35343 26 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 6:38:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7944862" target=_blank>#19</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never denied the reality of global warming. Show me one post where I 
did so.</P> 
<P>I doubt the efficacy of any schemes to control the climate that I've yet 
heard of, and I mock the hubris of people who think they can change the course 
of human history in the aggregate by holding conferences.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're a smart guy. You know that you've been mocking people who accept the 
science of global warming ever since I started posting about the subject. Please 
do not blow smoke up my ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07944917 35343 46 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 6:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7944898" target=_blank>#36</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not. Show me a post where I specifically mock the 
science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, man. I was sincere when I said you're a smart guy. You obviously 
are. So why are you trying to deny that you've been mocking people who accept 
the scientific evidence? You know it's true.</P> 
<P>We could use someone with your critical thinking skills on the right side of 
this issue, if you'd only get over this huge blind spot.</P> 
<P>It doesn't hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945048 35343 144 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:29:18pm  
 
<P>Deniers really hate this video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945060 35343 156 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:31:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7945016" target=_blank>#117</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Ok, well, if you feel it's time to give up and give in to pessimism, that's 
your choice. I'm not going to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945065 35343 161 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:33:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7945051" target=_blank>#147</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Getting love mail over it, or looking at the comments on 
youtube?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No hate mail, because I disabled the contact form -- so they'd have to use 
their own email addresses to send the hate mail. And they're too cowardly to do 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07945077 35343 172 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:35:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7945069" target=_blank>#165</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, and at risk of getting myself some grief, is it really customary to 
upding Every one of Charles' posts no matter how small?</P> 
<P>(not in reference to the latest post, I've been wondering this for a 
while...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and if you don't, I'll ban your ass.</P> 
<P>(Do I need to add a sarc tag?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945095 35343 190 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:38:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7945075" target=_blank>#170</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who says pessimism is "giving up"? An existentialist would take grave issue 
with that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said what I have to say. I'd rather you were on the right side, trying to 
find a solution, than nihilistically snarking away at those who are. But we all 
make our choices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945133 35343 226 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 7:50:36pm  
 
<P>By the way, there's a whole series of follow-up videos to this one, dealing 
with the exact denialist claims currently being posted in this thread. And I 
can't help suspecting that those posting the denialist claims know 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945200 35343 291 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/7945171" target=_blank>#264</A> zelnaga</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Global warming deniers likely believe that the probability (and that's 
assuming you can convince them that it's possible) of global warming destroying 
life as we know it is next to nothing and that the probability of economic 
depression is very likely. They're no more going to be convinced by this video 
than a scientist at CERN would be convinced by the above black hole 
argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a significant number of people who won't be convinced by ANY 
evidence. They'll continue denying the reality of global warming even as the 
water rises around their feet and the port of Los Angeles is shut down.</P> 
<P>I'm not posting these articles and videos for them. They're beyond reason. 
I'm posting them for the people who are honestly confused about the issue, 
because of the enormous amount of bullshit that's being spread by the Republican 
Party and their well paid climate denial industry shills. These are the people 
who aren't lost yet, and haven't closed their minds and retreated into 
impenetrable, comfortable ignorance.</P> 
<P>Watch the video I posted above, especially the ending. That's why I'm posting 
on the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07945222 35343 311 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:17:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/7945208" target=_blank>#299</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are a couple of inexpensive things that save energy:- Home energy audit; 
find out where the leaks are and plug them.- Buy more local food, shop farmer's 
markets, grow some fruit and greens at</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most local energy companies will do a home audit for free. I had one done 
recently on my house, learned quite a bit from the analysis, and made some 
changes to reduce my energy consumption.</P> 
<P>This is a good thing to do, but much larger measures are going to be 
necessary to make a real impact, the kinds of measures only governments can put 
in place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945243 35343 332 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/7945240" target=_blank>#329</A> KSK</EM></P> 
<P>I'm beginning to get very tired of your relentless nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945253 35343 342 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:28:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7945249" target=_blank>#338</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also says if you don't like it that simple then put some other costs vs 
risks columns in -- did you have sudden wax buildup during that 
section?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one has been posting a non-stop stream of denialist talking points, 
including trying to claim that CO2 is not a greenhouse gas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945295 35343 381 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7945283" target=_blank>#369</A> kf</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, Roy Spencer IS a creationist -- not "supposedly." And if you prefer to 
get your scientific "knowledge" from creationists, your opinions will be treated 
with exactly the respect they deserve, i.e., none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945315 35343 401 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:46:14pm  
 
<P>They're threatening me again at the stalker blog, by the way.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ21839D36.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ21839D36.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ21839D36.jpg</A></P> 
<P><A title=ZZ250B50D4.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ250B50D4.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ250B50D4.jpg</A></P> 
<P><A title=ZZ626CBABF.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ626CBABF.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ626CBABF.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945324 35343 410 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:49:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/7945313" target=_blank>#399</A> 
gerard150</EM></P> 
<P>First comment in two years. Have you been sleeping under a tree 
somewhere?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945339 35343 425 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 8:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/7945333" target=_blank>#419</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be blunt, I think Charles is becoming a bit close-minded as well. There's 
merit to the points that I raise above Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hilarious. Someone who gets their global warming talking points from a 
creationist accusing me of being "close-minded."</P> 
<P>Gotta love that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945357 35343 443 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:00:43pm  
 
<P>KSK is out of here. I just checked out the bullshit it's been posting in a 
previous thread, and I'm not going to let LGF be used to spread this crap any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945376 35343 462 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/7945373" target=_blank>#459</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha! Just looked at Twitter for LGF. The poor fools have gone over the edge. 
I've never seen so many low lifes and adults acting like 
children.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really pathetic. But I'm glad I was able to give meaning and a sense of 
purpose to so many empty lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945386 35343 472 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:15:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/7945370" target=_blank>#456</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7945325" target=_blank>#411</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>Beyond just satellite measurements, we also have rough ground measurements of 
sea level changes going back decades. There has not been an acceleration. 
Further, the current changes in sea level are not out of the ordinary. In terms 
of natural changes, sea levels have increased dramatically since the last ice 
age and will continue to increase (slowly) until our next one.</P> 
<P>As far as your second paragraph, a time frame is needed. I would suggest this 
study to you: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.colorado.edu/news/r/c3cb8187d1bf611c77bbf951ffc3e96a.html" 
target=_blank>www.colorado.edu...</A>] which explains that incredibly high 
predictions for sea level changes are physically imposssibl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is more nonsense. Anyone who wants to find out the truth about current 
and projected sea level rises can start here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=
en&amp;num=20&amp;newwindow=1&amp;q=sea+level+rise&amp;aq=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=g10" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07945394 35343 480 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:18:23pm  
 
<P>The latest research on sea level rise: <A 
href="http://www.scientificblogging.com/news_articles/sea_level_rise_quickening_
along_us_atlantic_coast" target=_blank>Sea Level Rise Quickening Along US 
Atlantic Coast</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An international team of environmental scientists says that sea-level rise 
along the Atlantic Coast of the United States in the 20th century was 2 
millimeters faster than at any point in the last 4,000 years.</P> 
<P>Sea-level rise prior to the 20th century is generally attributed to coastal 
subsidence. This occurs as land is lost to subsidence as the earth continues to 
rise in response to the removal of the huge weight of ice sheets during the last 
glacial period.</P> 
<P>Using sediment cores from the U.S. Atlantic coast, researchers found 
significant spatial variations in land movement, with the mid-Atlantic 
coastlines of New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland subsiding twice as much as areas 
to the north and south. Coastal subsidence enhances sea-level rise, which leads 
to shoreline erosion and loss of wetlands and threatens coastal populations.</P> 
<P>The Researchers corrected relative sea-level data from tide gauges using the 
coastal-subsidence values. Results clearly show that the 20th-century rate of 
sea-level rise is 2 millimeters higher than the background rate of the past 
4,000 years. Furthermore, the magnitude of the sea-level rise increases in a 
southerly direction from Maine to South Carolina. This is the first demonstrated 
evidence of this phenomenon from observational data alone. The team believes 
this may be related to the melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet and ocean thermal 
expansion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945399 35343 485 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/7945392" target=_blank>#478</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are suggesting people do Google searches instead of reading peer-reviewed 
literature from working scientists?</P> 
<P>Are you joking around with me...?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, you're recommending that people get their science from 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945417 35343 503 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:33:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/7945411" target=_blank>#497</A> kf</EM></P> 
<P>Uh huh. First creationist Roy Spencer, now <A 
href="http://deepclimate.org/2009/12/11/mcintyre-provides-fodder-for-skeptics/" 
target=_blank>quote miner</A> Steve McIntyre. Pretty 
predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945455 35343 540 Charles Sat, Dec 12, 2009 9:49:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/530/7945445" target=_blank>#530</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He amended that post within 24 hours...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. After he got caught red-handed.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...additionally, he is right on point that the parties in question deleted 
the end part of the graph for inclusion in certain studies. They hid the late 
20th century decline in the reconstruction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Sure they did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945843 35343 619 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:19:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7945823" target=_blank>#610</A> der_ich</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now! Have fun contributing your brilliant insights to some other 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945844 35343 620 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:21:23am  
 
<P>As usual, deniers swarm the thread after it moves down the page. It's 
becoming as predictable as clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07945872 35343 624 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:56:52am  
 
 
 
<P>Case in point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946019 35343 628 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 11:23:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7945971" target=_blank>#627</A> 
ludwigvanquixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that flaw is?</P> 
<P>Really, what is the flaw?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably not a good idea to hold your breath while waiting to find 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946198 35343 635 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 1:08:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/7946176" target=_blank>#634</A> jayzee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Down ding away, but this is not a logical argument. He may be right, but 
logical? Not really. Please see <A 
href="http://www.nizkor.org/features/fallacies/" target=_blank>this link</A> for 
more info on fallacies. The two that stand out are burden of proof and appeal to 
fear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who would compare this presentation to a "chain letter" has pretty 
much removed himself from consideration as an honest critic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946260 35347 2 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 1:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7946256" target=_blank>#1</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The short answer is always God. However, the long answer is what we need in 
this case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thing is, that's not just the "short answer" for Barton. It's the 
<EM>only</EM> answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946320 35347 38 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 2:02:50pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946336 35347 53 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 2:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7946329" target=_blank>#47</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watched a bit of Christian programing on the tube at a relatives house 
recently. A couple of guys that I don't recognize were discussing Copenhagen and 
AGW. For them, the whole thing boiled down to AGW being yet another atheist plot 
to kill God.</P> 
<P>Left me wondering just how many people out there are buying what those two 
were selling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A LOT of people are buying it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946452 35347 162 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 2:51:11pm  
 
<P>Climate deniers on Twitter are sending around this video -- and they actually 
believe Monckton comes off well.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/wuj_tlRRQdQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946521 35347 228 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 3:16:17pm  
 
<P>Do we have any regular expression experts reading this thread?</P> 
<P>I've got a regex <EM>almost</EM> working, but not quite, and these little 
babies are fiendishly difficult to debug.</P> 
<P>Here's the deal: for quite some time I've been using a regular expression to 
prevent long "runs" of characters in comments, so we don't have comments that 
have, say 50 exclamation points that end up breaking the page and causing it to 
expand. Even if they don't break the page, multiple runs of characters are 
pretty annoying visually.</P> 
<P>Here's the PHP regex that does this:</P> 
<P>$s = preg_replace('/( ?\D)\1{3,}/', '$1$1$1', $s);</P> 
<P>This searches for multiple consecutive characters in a string, and if there 
are more than 3, it replaces them with only 3 of the repeating characters.</P> 
<P>It works well -- but, there's a problem. It acts globally on the text -- 
which means that if you have an HTML link that contains a URL with repeating 
characters, the URL is broken when the multiple consecutive characters are 
replaced by only 3, and the link, she's a no work.</P> 



<P>So what I need to do is have the regex ignore any repeating characters that 
are inside an HTML tag. This is where I'm getting stuck.</P> 
<P>So far, I have this, which <EM>almost</EM> works. But "almost" doesn't cut 
it:</P> 
<P>$s = preg_replace('/(?!(?:[^&lt;]+&gt;))( ?\D)\1{3,}/', '$1$1$1', $s);</P> 
<P>This is using "negative look-ahead" to see if the character run is inside 
angled brackets, and ignores it if so. But it only works in some cases, not all. 
Can anyone suggest a better way to code this?</P> 
<P>(If you post a comment with a suggested regex, replace the angled brackets 
with &amp;lt; and &amp;gt; -- otherwise they'll be stripped out. Also, use 
double backslashes where you want a single backslash to appear.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946539 35347 246 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 3:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7946532" target=_blank>#239</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm an asp/vbscript programmer, not php, but can't you do the look ahead for 
the brackets in something like an if/then statement (or whatever the equiv would 
be for php) and then do the reg expression on conditions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but that would be more complex, and I'd rather do it with a single 
regex. I know it's possible, but I'm just missing something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946545 35347 252 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 3:26:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7946542" target=_blank>#249</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>Could you post some failure cases? Looks okay to me at first 
glance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's a little hard to post failure cases, because they'll be shortened 
by the current code.</P> 
<P>I'll see if I can use entities, hang on while I dig up the 
table...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946567 35347 273 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 3:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7946553" target=_blank>#259</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or posting a link with more than 3 of the same characters. Like so;</P> 
<P><A href="http://i125.photobucket.com/albums/p49/Varek_Raith/waaambulance-
23284.jpg" target=_blank>Test</A></P> 
<P>See what happens?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the problem I'm trying to fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946605 35347 309 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 3:57:22pm  
 
<P>Well, that's interesting. All my test cases work when I try them on this 
regex tester page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.regextester.com/" 
target=_blank>www.regextester.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>So the regex itself seems to be OK. It must be something else. Needs further 
cogitation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946809 35347 378 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 5:54:39pm  
 
<P>Thanks! I'll check that one out...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946856 35347 379 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 6:18:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/7946794" target=_blank>#377</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Still no joy in Mudville. It works fine for all the character runs, but it's 
also getting the ones inside the A tags.</P> 
<P>This is the page I'm using to test -- it uses PHP, so it's closest to the 
final product I need:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mytechnologycenter.com/tech/regex-tester-php.php" 
target=_blank>www.mytechnologycenter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07946903 35347 382 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 6:38:28pm  
 
<P>That should be OK -- I use that negated class in lots of regexes, usually 
like this:</P> 
<P>[^"]*</P> 
<P>That should ignore everything that isn't a quotation mark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947101 35347 388 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:39:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/7947047" target=_blank>#387</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, this seems to work on the PHP site:</P> 
<P>( ?D)1{3,}(?![^"]*?" target="_blank"&gt;)</P> 
<P>I guess variable length look aheads work, just not look behinds.That * should 
maybe be a + since there should always be at least some character before the 
closing quote, but it will work either way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to take out the backslashes before the spaces, but yeah, it seems to 
work. Good work! I'll give this a try in the real world soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947127 35347 390 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:48:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/7947121" target=_blank>#389</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool, I'm glad it finally worked :).</P> 
<P>Out of curiosity, what language are you coding this all in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PHP. And there do seem to be some quirks in PHP's regex look-behind 
implementation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947172 35347 393 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:02:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7947131" target=_blank>#391</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, this is the post I came across that mentioned the issue with variable 
length negative lookbehinds under PHP PCRE:[Link: <A 



href="http://regexadvice.com/forums/thread/41957.aspx" 
target=_blank>regexadvice.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The advice they gave to the person with the problem was to use a bunch of 
fixed length alternations, but it didn't immediately occur to me how that would 
help here, so I went with the negative lookahead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I don't see a way to do this with fixed length alternations -- it needs 
to match any URL that might be in an A tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947410 35347 394 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:34:46pm  
 
<P>Testing the new regex:</P> 
<P><A title=waaaambulance-23284.jpg 
href="http://i125.photobucket.com/albums/p49/Varek_Raith/waaambulance-23284.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: waaambulance-23284.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947412 35347 395 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:36:30pm  
 
<P>And another test:</P> 
<P>Yeeeaaahhh!!!</P> 
<P><A title=waaaambulance-23284.jpg 
href="http://i125.photobucket.com/albums/p49/Varek_Raith/waaambulance-23284.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: waaambulance-23284.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947421 35347 396 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:41:40pm  
 
<P>And another test:</P> 
<P>Yeeeaaahhh!!!</P> 
<P><A title=waaaambulance-23284.jpg 
href="http://i125.photobucket.com/albums/p49/Varek_Raith/waaambulance-23284.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: waaambulance-23284.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948425 35347 401 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:28:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7947529" target=_blank>#397</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool :).</P> 
<P>I had one last thought about that regex. It occurred to me that the way it 
works might not be that ideal performance-wise. I mean where every time it 
matches the repeating characters it then has to keep searching until it finds a 
quote or the end of the text being checked. One idea I had was to maybe do an 
alternation between matching a space (since AFAIK url's shouldn't ever have 
unescaped spaces in them?) and the negative lookahead for the end of the href. 
Something along the lines of this:</P> 
<P>( ?D)1{3,}(?: %P%(?![^"]*?" target="_blank"&gt;))</P> 
<P>^ I escaped the spaces with backslashes again.</P> 
<P>I don't know for sure if the first part of the alternation would short 
circuit the negative lookahead (it makes intuitive sense, but who knows :P), or 
even if it does it would necessarily perform better. Just some thoughts if that 
previous regex causes you any performance problems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, unfortunately the alternation doesn't work.</P> 
<P>I haven't done any profiling, but there doesn't seem to be any visible 
performance problem; I checked it on some large comments pages, and there wasn't 
any real difference in speed.</P> 



<P>Thanks for your help on this -- turns out my original regex was actually 
fine, it's PHP that was the problem.</P> 
<P>The individual comment pages and the Spy are now fixed to use the 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947029 35350 4 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:16:39pm  
 
<P>First comment is a <EM>tu quoque</EM>. Gotta love that.</P> 
<P>Tu quoque has become the standard response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947055 35350 16 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:25:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7947048" target=_blank>#12</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I almost can't believe I'm reading this. AIDS epidemic is killing Africans to 
the tune of 50% of the population in some places. US ships AIDS treatment to 
millions in Africa. US is bad. Typical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should try to look at the whole picture -- yes, the Bush administration 
contributed billions of dollars to African countries for AIDS medication.</P> 
<P>But they tied this money to a prohibition on birth control, with an ill-
advised "abstinence" program that came straight from the religious far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947080 35350 33 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:31:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/7947070" target=_blank>#26</A> kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to this report, 7.4% of PEPFAR's budget was spent on abstinence 
programs.</P> 
<P>They used the ABC method, which is "Abstain, Be Faithful, correct and 
consistent use of Condoms."</P> 
<P>PEPFAR provided 2.2 billion condoms.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.pepfar.gov/press/fifth_annual_report/113720.htm" 
target=_blank>www.pepfar.gov...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note: the accurate quote from that page is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>U.S. Government has supplied more than 2.2 billion condoms worldwide from 
2004 to 2008.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947087 35350 38 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:32:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7947072" target=_blank>#28</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush's plan seemed to come from misguided compassion. The aids program was 
worthy of praise, but the banning of contraceptive information was based on his 
personal faith, and not logic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just his personal faith -- the influence of the religious far right, 
which was everywhere in the Bush administration, and also had a very big 
negative effect on scientific research.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947119 35350 66 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 7:44:42pm  
 



<P>The real point: yes, it was not an entirely bad thing that the Bush 
administration funded AIDS programs in Africa. However, by letting these 
programs be tied to religious right ideology and misguided "abstinence" programs 
that had absolutely no chance of working in the real world, they made a huge 
mistake that may end up making Africa's problems much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947182 35350 120 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:06:02pm  
 
<P>I don't see why it should be controversial at all to provide Africans with 
the best possible means of birth control. This is a complete no-brainer, unless 
you're grinding an ideological religious axe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947240 35350 175 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:28:15pm  
 
<P>It's not America's responsibility to provide anything to anyone. But the fact 
is that the Bush administration DID provide this funding for anti-AIDS 
medication, but they also <EM>specifically tied it to anti-birth control 
programs</EM>. It's not just that they didn't provide the birth control -- they 
made it harder for birth control programs to be implemented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947246 35350 181 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:31:16pm  
 
<P>And the Bush administration tied anti-AIDS funding to abstinence programs 
(and NOT birth control of any kind) for one reason only -- to placate the 
religious right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947255 35350 189 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:35:29pm  
 
<P>This is the key section of the article I quoted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush’s mammoth global anti-AIDS initiative, the President’s Emergency Plan 
for AIDS Relief, poured billions of dollars into Africa <STRONG>but prohibited 
groups from spending any of it on family planning services or counseling 
programs, whose budgets flat-lined.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947262 35350 196 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7947256" target=_blank>#190</A> Ulairi</EM></P> 
<P>Are you kidding? Please read it again, because you're either misunderstanding 
or deliberately distorting it.</P> 
<P>The Bush administration:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>prohibited groups from spending any of it on family planning services 
or counseling programs, whose budgets flat-lined</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point isn't that the Bush administration funded abstinence programs -- 
they specifically prohibited using the money for ANYTHING ELSE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947272 35350 206 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:42:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7947256" target=_blank>#190</A> Ulairi</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So, could it be your anti-religous bent is clouding your judgement a little 
bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this comment is simply bullshit. I do not have an "anti-religious bent." 
I have a reasoned opposition to far right religious ideologies that are causing 
great harm in this country and in others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947283 35350 217 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:47:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/7947280" target=_blank>#214</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We don't suck, it was just an unreasonable restriction given the 
circumstances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It <EM>was</EM> an unreasonable restriction -- because it wasn't based on any 
kind of rational policy. It was based on religious ideology, ignoring the 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947293 35350 226 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:51:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/7947283" target=_blank>#217</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It <EM>was</EM> an unreasonable restriction -- because it wasn't based on any 
kind of rational policy. It was based on religious ideology, ignoring the 
reality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now we're beginning to see the consequences of this unreasonable policy. 
The US may have done some good at fighting the African AIDS epidemic -- but at 
the cost of contributing to and encouraging a baby boom that these countries 
simply can't support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947305 35350 238 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 8:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7947302" target=_blank>#235</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We gave Africa money to spend on AIDS treatments. The money was for that and 
that alone. Not birth control, and not for highways for that matter. For AIDS 
treatments. I may not agree with the narrow distribution, but there is 
absolutely no room for anyone to complain about what the US did to save 
lives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're completely missing the point. The money was given ON THE CONDITION 
that it not be used for any kind of family planning or birth control, even 
though it's quite obvious that these issues are all inter-related.</P> 
<P>Why is this so hard to grasp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947316 35350 248 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/7947308" target=_blank>#241</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Lancet:</P> 
<P>.[Link: <A href="http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/2857039" 
target=_blank>www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've actually been following this issue for some time, although I haven't 
posted on it before tonight. The "abstinence only" policy has been criticized by 



many people, and by many organizations that actually work in 
Africa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947324 35350 256 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:02:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7947311" target=_blank>#244</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Bush lied, African babies were born.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they'll die by the millions in poverty and misery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947344 35350 276 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:08:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7947335" target=_blank>#267</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that Africa has a serious population problem, but I'm not convinced 
that it is America's unique responsibility to provide a supply of condoms to 
combat it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, you're ducking the point. It's not simply that we didn't provide 
birth control methods -- the Bush administration specifically obstructed birth 
control programs in Africa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947348 35350 280 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:09:51pm  
 
<P>Wow. I guess there are a lot of people who just don't want to see what was 
really going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947378 35350 310 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 9:21:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/7947370" target=_blank>#302</A> Bob 
Levin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I understand your point, but the history of Africa is filled with 
interventions by outside nations that always ended up hurting a great deal of 
people. If Bush wasn't so influenced by the religious right then he could have 
allowed the aid to flow more freely and save many lives. That's the issue, yes? 
If the issue is defined as only that, that's one way of looking at it. However, 
you can also look at what it is going to take to truly stop the tragedy of death 
and disease on that continent--because everyone wants to help to a point, it 
seems. And the consequences of not stopping at a certain point usually end in 
great misfortune.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, there are plenty of problems in Africa, and no one program is going to 
solve all of them. But I'm going to keep repeating this until it sinks in: the 
tying of anti-AIDS funding to "abstinence only" programs was an unrealistic, 
destructive policy that was put in place for ONLY one reason -- to placate the 
religious right in America. The people behind this crazy policy could not have 
cared less about what would truly help the African people -- their sole focus 
was on a strange kind of religious "purity" that elevates dogma over people's 
lives.</P> 
<P>That's why this policy was put in place. There's no rational reason for it 
otherwise, and plenty of rational reasons NOT to have it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947463 35350 392 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 10:07:33pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/7947445" target=_blank>#374</A> 
Cobdenite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ironically, Bush did exactly what Christopher Hitchens and Stephen Fry 
criticized the Catholic Church of doing in Africa. That is, using charity to 
undermine contraception.</P> 
<P>The question here isn't "did they care or did they not care", but rather, 
"what does religious charity care about?" And the answer is it cares more about 
your soul than it does about your body or physical existence. Material aid is a 
means to save your soul and promote conversion. It's rather irrelevant to a 
Christian whether a million more Africans are going to die of AIDS because of 
anti-contraception policies, as long as their deaths are not marred by a 
cardinal sin like murder (abortion/prevention of contraception). Prioritizing 
the soul destroys the body. Contraception is effective, but to someone 
practicing religious charity, it makes a sinful life - and therefore one really 
not worth living.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with your basic points, but you should note that not all Christians 
believe or act this way. This is primarily an attitude you find on the 
fundamentalist religious far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947471 35350 400 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 10:14:13pm  
 
<P>The comments at Breitbart.tv for this video featuring Lord High Denier 
Christopher Monckton talking to a Greenpeace activist are just stunning:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.breitbart.tv/lord-monckton-debates-greenpeace-
activist-on-streets-of-copenhagen/" target=_blank>www.breitbart.tv...</A>]</P> 
<P>These people seem to think that Monckton came off well in this video! What?! 
Almost everything Monckton says is a flat-out lie!</P> 
<P>They're living in a completely different universe from the real 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07947512 35350 440 Charles Sun, Dec 13, 2009 10:34:01pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are accusing me of racism for posting this article, in one of the 
most twisted distortions that brain-damaged moron Rodan has come up with 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948294 35350 585 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:50:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/7947818" target=_blank>#563</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This really gets under my skin.</P> 
<P>I work for a respected, highly regarded, NFP that did research into 
abstinence programs to determine their effectiveness at influencing behaviour, 
and the results showed that these programs have no effect on behavior 
whatsoever.</P> 
<P>The Bush administration knew about these findings but ignored them, instead 
choosing to throw over a hundred million dollars into domestic abstinence 
programs.</P> 
<P>Abstinence programs are big business for the religious right. These 
organizations that pass out flyers in public schools rely on government money, 
yet conservative politicians have no problem with it.</P> 



<P>And before anyone on here accuses the company I work for of being just 
another "liberal" NFP, the Bush administration supported findings we came up 
with that linked healthy, married families to academic and social 
welfare.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't agree more. The "abstinence" programs are nothing but a sop to the 
religious right. They do NOT work. The people pushing them are more concerned 
with an imaginary moral issue than they are with people's real 
lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948309 35350 586 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:53:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/7947932" target=_blank>#572</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So "Bush" is responsible for the population growth in Africa?</P> 
<P>7% of PEPFAR funds were designated for these "abstinence" programs. They also 
distributed billions of condoms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, since it's been pointed out several times already in this thread 
but you're still bringing it up:</P> 
<P>1) those "billions" of condoms were distributed <EM>worldwide</EM>, not just 
in Africa, and that number is over the course of several years.</P> 
<P>2) the point is NOT that "only" 7% of the funds were designated for 
abstinence programs. The funds were tied to a restriction on OTHER forms of 
birth control, including family planning. So the fact that only 7% went to 
abstinence programs is completely irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948475 35350 597 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:44:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/7948408" target=_blank>#588</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If educating people that avoiding sex with multiple people is useless, then 
what education would be useful? Telling people to use condoms? That's fine, too, 
but just as prone to failure for various reasons: many refuse to use them, many 
can't use them properly, and even if they did, condoms are not a cure-
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point, again. Of course no single solution is a cure-all. 
The thing that I find unconscionable and wrong is that in this case, the anti-
AIDS funds were specifically tied to <EM>blanket restrictions</EM> on family 
planning and birth control options.</P> 
<P>It's not simply that the Bush administration wanted to provide options -- 
they <EM>didn't</EM>. They wanted to close off avenues that would almost 
certainly have been very helpful in preventing a population boom that these 
countries cannot support, and that will inevitably lead to death and 
misery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948734 35350 604 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 12:27:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/7948688" target=_blank>#602</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let's deal with the facts.</P> 
<P>Bush's plan DID include condom distribution, as well as sex education IN 
ADDITION to abstinence education. Let's not take the word of some "news" writer 



with an ax to grind. I see this meme all over the web now, so let's step back 
and verify the accusation before jumping the gun and getting all upset.</P> 
<P>This is from the BBC, 2003:</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/2708089.stm" target=_blank>Bush 
Aids plan to include condoms</A></P> 
<P>This, despite the fact that such inclusion "may upset the president's 
supporters in two political power-bases, correspondents say."</P> 
<P>So, this is one instance where Bush did in fact do something IN SPITE of his 
religious supporters. Let's give him credit where it's due.</P> 
<P>The claim that he cut off such funding is a lie. Often repeated, but a lie, 
nonetheless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your link is from 2003, and it's way out of date. Please note that even the 
Government Accountability Office harshly criticized the Bush administration's 
emphasis on "abstinence" programs and restrictions on family planning and birth 
control -- <EM>during</EM> the Bush administration's time in office:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2006/04/04/AR2006040401628.html" target=_blank>GAO 
Criticizes Bush's AIDS Plan</A></P> 
<P>It's not a "lie" at all. It's something we call a "fact."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948791 35350 606 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 12:49:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/7948783" target=_blank>#605</A> Korla 
Pundit</EM></P> 
<P>From your own link:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Abstinence among those who had ever been sexually active is not a 
significant factor in reducing exposure to HIV infection over the time periods 
covered by the DHS data</STRONG>. Those adolescents and young adults who have 
had sexual intercourse are increasingly unmarried (and are more likely than 
older adults to be exposed to multiple sexual partners), somewhat countering the 
impact of reduction in risk from later onset of sexual intercourse. The 
proportion of sexually experienced people who were sexually active at the time 
of the survey hardly changed for women, except those aged 15-17, and actually 
increased among men, potentially increasing their risk for HIV 
infection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949391 35350 617 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:44:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/7949286" target=_blank>#615</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like it did a lot of good, despite it's shortcomings. Congress had to 
OK these packages; were any objections raised by anyone there at the time? Would 
any package have passed, even today, if it contained funding for birth 
control?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I repeat: the problem is not that the package did not contain funding 
for family planning and birth control. It's that the program specifically tied 
the funding to RESTRICTIONS on family planning and birth control. Recipients of 
this aid were required to keep burdensome records and prove that they spent none 
of the money on anything but abstinence programs.</P> 
<P>I really have no idea why so many people can't seem to understand 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07948330 35352 45 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:58:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7948318" target=_blank>#34</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Lieberman represents the State of Connecticut, which is home to many of the 
nation's insurance company headquarters. Hartford is home to Travelers, Aetna, 
The Hartford, The Phoenix Companies, Inc. and Hartford Steam Boiler based in the 
city. CIGNA is also located in CT. He's doing what he must to protect his 
state's major cash cow and employer. It would be <A 
href="http://www.courant.com/about/custom/mhc/mhc-market-
employers,0,2222966.htmlstory" target=_blank>foolish of him to attack one of the 
state's biggest employers</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the insurance industries are a huge constituent of Lieberman's. That's 
my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948370 35352 77 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:10:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7948366" target=_blank>#73</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice little smear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Since when are facts "smears?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948378 35352 85 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:14:10am  
 
<P>Wasn't Lieberman part of the group that drafted these provisions in the first 
place, that he's now objecting to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948389 35352 95 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:17:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7948385" target=_blank>#92</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. His primary objection seems to be the proposal to lower the age 
of Medicare coverage to 50, which he claims will drive the cost of the Medicare 
program far too high. Are you saying he was the source of the proposal to lower 
the eligibility age?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought he was, but I can't seem to find a source to confirm 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948443 35352 138 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:34:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7948402" target=_blank>#108</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here: <A href="http://motherjones.com/politics/2009/12/joe-liebermans-
medicare-dodge" target=_blank>Joe Lieberman's Medicare Dodge</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a recent column for the Hartford Courant, Lieberman cited the rising costs 
of Medicare to justify his opposition to expanding the government's role in 
health care. But in 2000, when he was Al Gore's running mate, Lieberman 
campaigned on a platform of offering everyone 55 and older an option to "buy-in" 
to Medicare. That proposal—which was a central part of the Gore-Lieberman 



campaign's health care plan—essentially would have created a robust public 
option for people aged 55 to 65.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what I thought I remembered reading.</P> 
<P>It's hard to see this as anything other than a sleazy move. I don't know if 
the stories that he's consumed with anger over the Ned LaMont situation are 
true, but it does seem like this is more than simply a reasoned change of 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948459 35352 153 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:38:51am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7948451" target=_blank>#145</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would Lamont be a bigger factor than campaign 
contributions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it necessarily is -- nobody knows what Lieberman's motivation 
really is. But it seems clear that he's been jerking people around on this issue 
an awful lot, for whatever reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948508 35352 195 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:58:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7948493" target=_blank>#182</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't find it anywhere online, but I did happen to have the Newsweek in 
question laying around (Nov, 23rd 2009). Here are a couple excerpts from Alter's 
column:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the Alter column:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/222762/page/2" target=_blank>Alter: 
Lieberman, Health Care, and Hurt Feelings</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948553 35352 236 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 11:10:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7948545" target=_blank>#228</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bush got kicked around last night for not including certain aspects of aid in 
what was delivered to Africa. Fine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not true. He got "kicked around" for specifically 
<EM>blocking</EM> birth control and family planning funding in Africa. That's 
way different than "not including" it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948633 35353 10 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 11:49:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7948620" target=_blank>#3</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Going to go out on a limb here and say they're probably going to blame it all 
on the US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948653 35353 28 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 11:55:10am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7948646" target=_blank>#21</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoops, I was wrong downstairs... the US delegation is indeed holding a 
presser right now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have the link to live feeds?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948797 35354 5 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 12:52:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7948794" target=_blank>#3</A> soccerdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trust is not a word that should come into the scientific lexicon. Results, 
repeatability, exact. those are the words. When scientists and politicians ask 
for 'trust', the game is afoot Watson! This science ain't 
'settled'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948809 35354 12 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 12:57:46pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7948804" target=_blank>#10</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never understood the cherry picked part, it seems irrvelevent to me... 
illegally obtained, that part I get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not irrelevant at all - in fact, it's vital to understand that the small 
selection of 13 years' worth of CRU emails that were released by the thieves 
were deliberately chosen to find the ones that would create the worst possible 
impression, and to obscure the context of the discussions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948816 35354 17 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:00:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7948794" target=_blank>#3</A> soccerdad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trust is not a word that should come into the scientific lexicon. Results, 
repeatability, exact. those are the words. When scientists and politicians ask 
for 'trust', the game is afoot Watson! This science ain't 
'settled'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, you really should read the article before weighing in with an 
opinion. It shows very clearly that many of the so-called "skeptics" are 
<EM>lying</EM> to you, deliberately. And yes, this should demonstrate to any 
reasonable person which side of the debate is really worthy of being 
trusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948837 35354 33 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:06:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7948824" target=_blank>#24</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We don't know that yet. It's just as possible the CRU had those e-mails set 
aside as part of their FOI responsibilities. Until someone tells us the 
investigations is completed any statements as to how these emails got out are a 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's not true. We DO know that. It's been confirmed from multiple sources 
that these emails were stolen, and no, they were not "set aside" for FOIA 
requests. Where do you come up with this stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948844 35354 39 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:08:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7948822" target=_blank>#22</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, cherry picking could be used to prove all sorts of stuff, real or 
imagined? Is that what you are trying to say?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thieves who did this didn't need to "prove" anything. It was sufficient 
to create an impression that something was being hidden, and then they could 
just step back and let the right wing blogs and politicians run with it -- which 
they did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948850 35354 44 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:09:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7948842" target=_blank>#37</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not denying they were "stolen". My contention is that we do not know that 
someone went through the CRU server picking and choosing what to 
take.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we do. There are less than 3,000 emails in the archive, and they cover a 
span of 13 years. It's obvious that whoever stole them picked through them and 
decided which ones they would use for their smear job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948855 35354 47 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7948849" target=_blank>#43</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More likely, they stole entire archive files and then went thru them at their 
leisure once they had them on their own system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Apparently the break-in happened more than a month before they were 
released, which is plenty of time to cherry-pick out the ones that looked the 
worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948861 35354 53 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:16:48pm  
 
<P>I guess nobody really seems to care much about the article at the top of this 
thread? You know, the one that shows indisputable evidence that many of the 
"skeptics" are outright liars?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948877 35354 67 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:25:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7948872" target=_blank>#63</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you lost me somewhere unless you are trying to make my point for me. 
I think these emails were cherry picked, only I think they were picked by 
someone on the inside. My belief isn't based on any evidence, just a gut feeling 
based on how these emails were presented.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why is it so important for you to try to spread the idea that this was an 
"insider?"</P> 
<P>Are you aware that the University of East Anglia has issued a statement that 
says unequivocally that the theft was a criminal breach of their computer 
systems? Do you think they're lying about that too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948886 35354 75 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 1:30:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7948884" target=_blank>#74</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no problem with the article, there is a lot of skeptics that are 
outright lying. I have a problem with the sloppy data processing procedures that 
went on at CRU. And I am not denying AGW or the science, that's not my interest 
in the case of this stolen material. My problem is simply with bad programming, 
the improper coding techniques used, internally dependent variables in the code, 
data reading routines (reading data from flat files) that did no integrity 
checking of the data being read and so on.</P> 
<P>Does this change the over all science of AGW, I don't think so. But I would 
think twice about letting some of the IT people at CRU touch my data.</P> 
<P>Talk about peer-review, the code and modeling software at CRU would never 
pass a peer-review at any place I ever worked, not in my opinion.</P> 
<P>Yes, I've seen the fortran and IDL code, and the data sets, I know what I am 
talking about when it comes to the code itself. Like I say, very 
sloppy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sloppy code != non-working code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949932 35354 199 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 8:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7949667" target=_blank>#196</A> balljar</EM></P> 
<P>A year and a half since your last comment. Where have you been -- sleeping 
under a tree somewhere?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948958 35355 12 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 2:14:38pm  
 
<P>Here's another disgusting smear:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
izbangblog.com/content/2009/12/09/weird-but-true-little-green-footballs-attacks-
autistic-blogger.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Weird but True: 
Little Green Footballs Attacks Autistic Blogger (Wizbang)</A></P> 
<P>And please note that the person who wrote this IS the owner of 
"jumpinginpools," even though he doesn't mention that tiny fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948964 35355 14 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 2:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7948956" target=_blank>#11</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So would you still recommend State of Fear, because I found it very 
compelling, and a pretty good yarn (although not his greatest like you said). 
Was Crichton a denier? Was his research crappy? I ask not to be snarky, but 
because I'm truly curious how you squared these two when I noticed that Crichton 
sited the hell out of that book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I haven't gone back to the book, but now that I'm much more educated on the 
subject, I have a pretty good idea what I'll find. No, I don't recommend 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948975 35355 20 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 2:18:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7948972" target=_blank>#19</A> Copernic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Slightly off topic.While I've always been more apt to follow the 
scientific consensus and have been a science advocate for some time, I 
completely understand the journey you've been on. I've experienced it myself 
over the last 4-5 years on all sorts of other subjects, coming to realize that 
I've been swindled by far right propagandists in the past.</P> 
<P>I am curious as to whether you've reflected as far back as the Clinton years 
(or further back) and wonder if your perception of events was equally flawed, 
being influenced by conservative misinformation or do you see this as a recent 
phenomenon?</P> 
<P>Thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't even close to being a "right winger" during the Clinton years. I 
voted for Bill Clinton twice, and for Al Gore in 2000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948978 35355 23 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 2:18:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7948976" target=_blank>#21</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying this person actually is Jumping in Pools, so he was 
extremely skeptical of the charges that he himself was making?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07948987 35355 29 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 2:22:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7948976" target=_blank>#21</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying this person actually is Jumping in Pools, so he was 
extremely skeptical of the charges that he himself was making?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction: it's apparently the brother of the jumpinginpools blogger.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/jumpinginpools" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949066 35355 63 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 3:00:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/7949055" target=_blank>#59</A> andres</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the slight OT (still related by smear, and by Charles' "Left the 
Right" evidence): <A 
href="http://wonkroom.thinkprogress.org/2009/12/14/illegals-in-my-yard/" 
target=_blank>Talk Radio Network Producers Say ‘Feliz Navidad’ With ‘Illegals In 
My Yard’</A> . (Compare to <A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihW56Xa3XGQ" 
target=_blank>one of the most famous renditions</A>.)</P> 
<P>I usually get a hearty laugh out of parodies and <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speedy_Gonzales" 
target=_blank>characterizations</A>, but this crosses the line. This thing 
turned my stomach.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wonderful. And then they act surprised when Latino voters abandon the GOP in 
droves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949219 35355 190 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 4:18:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7949178" target=_blank>#156</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It appears that someone got to this scientist. Too bad.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1235395/SPECIAL-
INVESTIGATION-Climate-change-emails-row-deepens--Russians-admit-DID-send-
them.html" target=_blank>Others, however, were less optimistic. Roger Pielke, 
Professor of Environmental Studies at the University of Colorado, could in no 
sense be described as a climate change sceptic, let alone a ‘denier’. ‘Human-
caused climate change is real, and I’m a strong advocate for action,’ he said. 
‘But I’m also a strong advocate for integrity in science.’ Pielke’s verdict on 
the scandal is damning. ‘These emails open up the possibility that big 
scientific questions we’ve regarded as settled may need another look.</A></P> 
<P>Can't let this guy get out of Boulder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see:<A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/global_warming/roger_pielke_jr/" 
target=_blank>Roger Pielke, Jr.</A><A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/roger-
pielke-sr-attacks-messenger-injures-self" target=_blank>Roger Pielke Sr. Attacks 
Messenger, Injures Self</A></P> 
<P>And lots more at <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=pie
lke&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" target=_blank>ScienceBlogs</A>.</P> 
<P>Pielke's credibility on global warming is a big round zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949355 35355 306 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:34:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/7949338" target=_blank>#296</A> island</EM></P> 
<P>Take your insults and piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951017 35355 324 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:12:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7950916" target=_blank>#323</A> 
AllanHateMe</EM></P> 
<P>Take your insults with you and piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949368 35356 13 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:36:53pm  
 
<P>Sorry, just not seeing the humor in a Birther joke on the home page of a 
state GOP party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949401 35356 42 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:47:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7949386" target=_blank>#28</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all Birthers are racist. But the birther controversy itself was spawned 
from racism. There's a valid discrepancy there, but the whole thing is so stupid 
it's a Pyrrhic victory to insist on the distinction.</P> 



<P>The only reason someone has thought to question this President's record of 
birth is because he doesn't look like any other President.</P> 
<P>By comparison, McCain actually <I>wasn't</I> born in the United States, (he 
was born on a US base in Panama), but none of the birthers have questioned his 
candidacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that there's a very strong undercurrent of racism in the Birther 
"movement." I've seen it over and over and over. Sometimes it comes right up to 
the surface -- at tea parties some of the Birthers carried signs saying "Go back 
to Kenya."</P> 
<P>As usual, people want to look the other way and deny this, but there is 
absolutely a very large component of racism to this disgusting 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949423 35356 62 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:52:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7949407" target=_blank>#48</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I agree too. As I said above. There is a large element of racism in the 
Birther movement, may have even started because of that racism, but not all 
Birthers care about his color at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure nobody is saying that ALL Birthers are 
racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949434 35356 72 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7949403" target=_blank>#44</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Playing the race card over every little perceived slight, could very well 
diminish the race card.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And refusing to admit it when the racism is right in your face could very 
well diminish your own soul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949449 35356 87 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 5:59:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7949445" target=_blank>#83</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will happily, however, say that all Birthers are either willfully stupid, 
or just stupid. Or so partisan that they have lost any sense of what is 
appropriate in U.S. politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. They're all stupid. And a fair number of them are also racists, 
who are so horrified at the idea of a black president that they're sublimating 
it in this idiotic fantasy that lets them believe he's "other."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949453 35356 91 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:00:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7949447" target=_blank>#85</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, who was the last conservative Republican politician to wholeheartedly 
denounce this crazy conspiracy theory?</P> 
<P>Just askin' questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That would be ... nobody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949463 35356 101 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:02:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7949460" target=_blank>#98</A> Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. Michael Medved does all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question was:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...who was the last conservative Republican politician to wholeheartedly 
denounce this crazy conspiracy theory?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949476 35356 113 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:04:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7949458" target=_blank>#96</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure how to respond to that Charles. I honestly looked at this 
cartoon and laughed. I do not view it as racist. Ridiculous perhaps, but not 
racist. Didn't you just state that not all birthers are racists?</P> 
<P>I am neither a birther, nor a racist (I'm pretty sure I'm not. Is there a 
test or something? Was this it? Did I fail?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The discussion about racism is not specifically about this picture, but about 
the Birther "movement" in general. And I get really weary of the constant 
denials that there's anything racist going on in any part of the GOP. Every time 
the subject comes up, people want to minimize and deny it.</P> 
<P>The thread about the Obama witch doctor picture was a perfect example. I was 
simply horrified at how many LGF readers were trying to claim that there's 
nothing racist about a picture of Obama with a freaking bone through his 
nose.</P> 
<P>This is a serious problem, and turning the other way and denying it exists is 
just not cutting it for me any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949553 35356 188 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/7949541" target=_blank>#176</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/09/15/carter.obama/index.html" 
target=_blank>Carter again cites racism as factor in Obama's 
treatment</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's one of the few times in recent memory when I happen to agree 100% 
with Jimmy Carter: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/09/15/carter.obama/index.html" 
target=_blank>Carter again cites racism as factor in Obama's treatment</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"When a radical fringe element of demonstrators and others begin to attack 
the president of the United States as an animal or as a reincarnation of Adolf 
Hitler or when they wave signs in the air that said we should have buried Obama 
with Kennedy, those kinds of things are beyond the bounds," the Democrat who 
served from 1977-1981 told students at Emory University.</P> 
<P>"I think people who are guilty of that kind of personal attack against Obama 
have been influenced to a major degree by a belief that he should not be 
president because he happens to be African American.</P> 



<P>"It's a racist attitude, and my hope is and my expectation is that in the 
future both Democratic leaders and Republican leaders will take the initiative 
in condemning that kind of unprecedented attack on the president of the United 
States," Carter said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every word of that is on the money. And he is not saying that ALL opposition 
is racist. You really should try reading what he actually said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949558 35356 193 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:27:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7949547" target=_blank>#182</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carter's comments came a day after he said racial politics played a role in 
South Carolina Rep. Joe Wilson's outburst during Obama's speech to Congress last 
week and in some of the opposition the president has faced since taking 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rep. Joe Wilson is a member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, and fought 
to keep the Dixie flag flying in South Carolina.</P> 
<P>Bad example, if you're trying to argue against the idea that there's racism 
in the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949567 35356 202 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:28:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/7949556" target=_blank>#191</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I think an overwhelming portion of the intensely demonstrated animosity 
toward President Barack Obama is based on the fact that he is a black man, that 
he's African-American," Carter told "NBC Nightly News."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949584 35356 219 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:31:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7949574" target=_blank>#209</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did I say there isn't any racism in the GOP. There is a ton of it. I am 
saying that not all opposition to Obama is racist. Yet I can keep finding 
examples on policy issue after policy issue where someone will be claiming 
opposition is because of racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You brought up Joe Wilson, not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949600 35356 235 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:33:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7949576" target=_blank>#211</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a Daughters of Confederate Veterans, and can you join if you're 
opposed to the Confederacy? I haven't found any Confederate ancestors yet, but 
if I did, that would be even funnier than me joining the DAR.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, of course not. Back then in the good ol' days, women knew their 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07949602 35356 237 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:34:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7949598" target=_blank>#233</A> 
CyanSnowHawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, that would be Michael Steele, a fairly well known Republican, in 
July of this year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"An unnecessary distraction" isn't exactly the most ringing condemnation I've 
ever heard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949620 35356 254 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:37:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7949612" target=_blank>#246</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point being, there is a lot of comparing opposition of Obama's POLICIES as 
racism. Yes, there are a lot of racist in the GOP, but not everyone who opposes 
Obama's policies are racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure nobody is saying that everybody who opposes Obama's policies 
is a racist. And neither was Jimmy Carter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949626 35356 260 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/7949622" target=_blank>#256</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949634 35356 268 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:41:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7949625" target=_blank>#259</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Huckabee:</P> 
<P>"[Some of my opponents] do not want to change the Constitution, but I believe 
it's a lot easier to change the constitution than it would be to change the word 
of the living God, and that's what we need to do is to amend the Constitution so 
it's in God's standards rather than try to change God's standards," Huckabee 
said, referring to the need for a constitutional human life amendment and an 
amendment defining marriage as between a man and a woman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee is a smiling theocrat. His "aw shucks" routine masks a person who is 
completely committed to subverting the US Constitution and the intent of the 
founding fathers to keep a bright line of separation between church and 
state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949653 35356 287 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:45:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/7949648" target=_blank>#282</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what's scary about him. I find myself nodding along with what he says 
and wanting to like the guy despite the fact that his words make my blood 
curdle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When theocracy comes to America, it will be wearing a big grin and a howdy-
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949708 35356 341 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 6:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7949674" target=_blank>#307</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just thinking again:</P> 
<P>When was the last time a conservative GOP politician denounced the theocratic 
and dominionist tinges within the party? The "American is a Christian nation" 
crowd?</P> 
<P>More questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're too busy attending the "Values Voters Summit," hosted by Tony 
Perkins, who associates with David Duke and the League of the South.</P> 
<P>And the answer to your question is: never. The GOP has been completely taken 
over by the theocratic, Pentecostal religious right. All of the top GOP 
politicians pander to them, including Mitt Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949848 35356 471 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 7:47:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7949781" target=_blank>#411</A> 
Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I recall correctly McCain was the Republican nominee which he is far from 
a theocrat. If they are taking over they are not doing a very good 
job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently you don't recall the reason why John McCain picked Sarah Palin as 
his running mate: to mollify the religious right, particularly James Dobson, who 
was about to command his millions of followers not to vote for McCain. Palin was 
a sop to the religious right by McCain, and it worked -- Dobson gave McCain his 
endorsement after he chose Palin.</P> 
<P>And then he lost anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949935 35356 512 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 8:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7949934" target=_blank>#511</A> 
Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that is one of the factors he picked Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the <EM>only</EM> reason why he picked Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07949984 35357 88 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 8:31:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7949979" target=_blank>#84</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never read Ayn Rand, and I keep getting the impression I don't want 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ayn Rand is excellent reading if you need help overcoming 
insomnia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950071 35358 28 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 8:58:44pm  



 
<P>If Glenn Beck and the right wing blogosphere had been around in World War II, 
we never would have developed the atomic bomb -- because they would have hounded 
the Truman administration to fire Robert Oppenheimer, director of the Manhattan 
Project, for his far left communist associations.</P> 
<P>Just a thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950081 35358 36 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:00:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7950077" target=_blank>#33</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roosevelt Administration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, both Roosevelt and Truman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950103 35358 52 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:07:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/7950100" target=_blank>#49</A> Bobibutu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they had found out about it - maybe. The project was super secret. And 
Truman had the huevos, I think, to tell 'em to stuff it if they 
had.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way. Nothing can stand before the awesome power of Jim 
Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950137 35358 72 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:20:39pm  
 
<P>PJ Media has charged full on into climate change denial country. They now 
have creationists, white supremacists, and climate change deniers writing for 
them, including the craziest of them all, Lord High Denier Monckton.</P> 
<P>And they're circulating the stolen emails too, enabling criminal behavior. 
What a sad degeneration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950141 35358 75 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7950138" target=_blank>#73</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just a reminder.</P> 
<P>Taxdayteaparty dot com is an Eric Odom website.</P> 
<P>Ron Paul, III Percenters, Oath Keepers, and other reactionary 
twits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and Eric Odom is behind at least some of the LGF 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950195 35358 119 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:41:06pm  
 
<P>Anyone know if there's a way to connect a Playstation 3 to an Apple Cinema 
Display?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950210 35358 134 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 9:49:52pm  
 



<P>Oh well. Looks like I'm out of luck connecting the PS3 to the Apple Cinema, 
unless I want to spend about $500 on various pieces of kludgy gear that wouldn't 
even allow true 1080p output.</P> 
<P>Guess I'll just have to keep schlepping over to the HDTV when I want to play 
Arkham Asylum or GTA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950236 35358 158 Charles Mon, Dec 14, 2009 10:21:32pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy is getting noticed: <A 
href="http://conwebwatch.tripod.com/stories/2009/geller.html" 
target=_blank>Pamela Geller's Pretty Hate Machine</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950666 35359 352 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:13:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7950520" target=_blank>#224</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try and post this near the top, but the ice core data is destroying the 
AGW theory:</P> 
<P><A href="http://strata-sphere.com/blog/index.php/archives/11767" 
target=_blank>here</A> and <A href="http://strata-
sphere.com/blog/index.php/archives/11896" target=_blank>here</A> and here. This 
is hard data based on chemistry (physical processes, not biological). It shows 
how the AGW theory is wrong. It shows equivalent warming in the MWP (something 
even CRU scientist Keith Briffa states many times in the CRU emails regarding 
his tree ring proxies). It shows the amount of disinformation being spread.</P> 
<P>Charles, you felt you were misled to and used when you were skeptical. Let me 
ask you something, now with more hard data (and hopefully the ability to think 
past your ego on being possibly wrong twice), <A href="http://strata-
sphere.com/blog/index.php/archives/11885" target=_blank>who is it really who is 
being paid by big corporations in this debate</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, you really have some stones to come in here and tell me I should "think 
past my ego being wrong" (whatever that means), even as you tout a ridiculous, 
long-debunked pseudo-scientific theory and tell me it brilliantly proves every 
scientist in the world is wrong, except you, because you posted it on your 
blog.</P> 
<P>I'm sure you won't even bother to look at it, but this video shows how wrong 
you are:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/hWJeqgG3Tl8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Once again, XKCD hit it on the head. [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35351_XKCD-_The_Revolutionary" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950679 35359 365 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:18:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/7950520" target=_blank>#224</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>And once again, of course, we have the connections to industry front group 
the Heartland Institute: <A 



href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Bob_Carter" target=_blank>Bob 
Carter - SourceWatch</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carter was a speaker at the International Conference on Climate Change 
(2009), organized by the Heartland Institute think tank. [1] Carter is also 
listed as a speaker for the Heartland Institute's June 2009 Third International 
Conference on Climate Change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carter also says the IPCC has discovered absolutely no evidence at all. And 
that peer review thing scientists seem to love? It's just overrated.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In March 2007 the Sydney Morning Herald reported that "Professor Carter told 
the Herald yesterday [March 14th 2007] the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change had uncovered no evidence the warming of the planet was caused by human 
activity. He said the role of peer review in scientific literature was 
overstressed, and whether or not a scientist had been funded by the fossil fuel 
industry was irrelevant to the validity of research. 'I don't think it is the 
point whether or not you are paid by the coal or petroleum industry,' said 
Professor Carter. 'I will address the evidence.'"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great "expert" you've found, AJ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950690 35359 373 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:21:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/7950683" target=_blank>#369</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/70989/mark-meckler-revs-up-the-die-
in-crowd#more-70989" target=_blank>Mark Meckler Revs Up the ‘Die-In’ 
Crowd</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like at least a million people there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950763 35359 389 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:52:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/7950727" target=_blank>#386</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you are going to further this swill ya oughta at least get paid for it 
since you are selling off your reputation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that about says it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950738 35360 31 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:45:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7950722" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We earned another mention from neoconfederate blogger RSM again this 
morning...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They tithe the mint and cumin of racial self-righteousness, and when they 
make a proselyte, he is "twofold more the child of hell." (Sharmuta and Killgore 
Trout come to mind here.) They react with predictable fury toward anyone who 
calls them out for their pharisaical fraudulence, as the ugly reality of their 
dishonest hypocrisy contradicts the virtuous reputation they 
covet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what he's talking about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And people call this verbose idiot a "good writer."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950745 35360 38 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:48:24am  
 
<P>That must be about the fiftieth slam McCain has posted at his blog.</P> 
<P>Looks like I've moved into another head. Let's see -- where should I hang my 
<A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/calendar/little-green-footballs-2010-
calendar/6028333" target=_blank>LGF Calendar</A>? On his frontal lobe, or off 
the left temporal lobe?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950757 35360 50 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:50:18am  
 
<P>Farkalanche incoming. ETA -- ~30 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950777 35360 69 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:56:48am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Robert Stacy McCain's neo-Nazi pal Bill White (the guy who McCain 
got published in the Washington Times), is in big trouble in Virginia, as people 
testify about his stalking and threats:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/12/11/columnist-describes-
barrage-of-threats-from-nazi-leader/" target=_blank>Columnist Describes Barrage 
of Threats from Nazi Leader</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950797 35361 3 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:04:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7950793" target=_blank>#1</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose for some on the far right, being a nazi is ok... That really should 
tell you everything you need to know about the wingnuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just the far right -- McCain is defended by almost the entire right wing 
blogosphere, and publishes his tripe at Hot Air and Pajamas 
Media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950849 35361 48 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:25:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/7950840" target=_blank>#39</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oooh, there's a link on the sidebar for a live feed to the Tea Party circus 
too. I'll switch over after the plane takes off</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. First thing that came up when I started watching that live video: an 
ugly racist sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950883 35361 82 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:34:19am  
 
<P>They're calling the rally a "Code Red" rally.</P> 
<P>Irony meter off the charts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950893 35361 92 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:37:29am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7950889" target=_blank>#88</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was just looking them up.</P> 
<P>That's the same speaker from American's for Prosperity at Copenhagen with 
Monckton, the youth protest, etc.</P> 
<P>They should be honest and change the name from Code Red to Astroturfers for 
the Health Insurance Industry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Americans for Properity is the all-purpose industry astroturf group -- 
climate deniers, tobacco apologists, shills for Big Pharm. They cover the 
waterfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950896 35361 95 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:39:51am  
 
<P>"We cannot allow the pen to be mightier than the sword."</P> 
<P>What! He's actually calling for revolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950905 35361 104 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:44:09am  
 
<P>Who was that politician who said "we cannot allow the pen to be mightier than 
the sword?"</P> 
<P>Somebody from New Jersey -- I didn't catch the name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950908 35361 106 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:45:06am  
 
<P>Dick Armey wearing a cowboy hat. Oh good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950914 35361 112 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:47:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7950909" target=_blank>#107</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could have been worse, could have been wearing chaps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know he isn't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950917 35361 114 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:49:14am  
 
<P>Link to CNN's live video:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=stream1" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950920 35361 117 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:49:50am  
 
<P>Bachmann Overdrive!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950923 35361 120 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:50:10am  
 
<P>"The charge of the light brigade!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07950927 35361 123 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:50:55am  
 
<P>"No means no! What part of no don't you understand?"</P> 
<P>Party of No!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950935 35361 130 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:51:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7950931" target=_blank>#127</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do realize the Light Brigade all ended up dying horribly 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course Bachmann doesn't know that. She knows the phrase, that's about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950949 35361 143 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 10:55:53am  
 
<P>C-SPAN 3 also has a live feed here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cspan.org/Watch/C-SPAN3.aspx" 
target=_blank>cspan.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950973 35362 2 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:03:08am  
 
<P>Giant puppet!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950975 35362 4 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:03:18am  
 
<P>Obama Hitler sign!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07950992 35362 18 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:06:45am  
 
<P>Booing FDR!?</P> 
<P>Wow. This is seriously crazy shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951031 35362 52 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:16:22am  
 
<P>A comment from one of the lovely people who frequent <A 
href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/12/15/code-red-rally-in-d-c-today/comment-
page-1/#comment-857044" rel=nofollow target=_blank>Michelle Malkin's 
site</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On December 15th, 2009 at 10:10 am, Ronbo said:</P> 
<P>Looking at Obamacare from a Radical Republican point of view, I hope it 
passes because it will make the collapse of the American economy inevitable. 
This would lead to massive unemployment, hunger, disease and anarchy. The upside 
is that it would radicalize the middle class to rise in a bloody Second American 
Revolution, which would conclude with the execution, imprisonment, or exile of 
most Leftists in the country. The division of this country into two hostile 
camps will not end as a result of compromise and elections, but only by “Iron 
and Blood.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07951036 35362 57 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:17:40am  
 
<P>He's calling the Senators "terrorists."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951042 35362 63 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:18:13am  
 
<P>The return of Bachmann!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951053 35362 73 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:19:36am  
 
<P>War on Christmas!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951057 35362 77 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:19:52am  
 
<P>Oh, this is going to be painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951095 35362 113 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:28:35am  
 
<P>Someone screamed: "It's treason!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951107 35362 125 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:30:44am  
 
<P>She's calling for revolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951127 35362 145 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:33:25am  
 
<P>Now they're going to go try to get into Senate offices and 
"die."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951131 35362 149 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:34:15am  
 
<P>An Obama-Hitler-Stalin-Che sign!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951134 35362 152 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:34:50am  
 
<P>That preacher is screaming again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951141 35362 159 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:35:52am  
 
<P>Why I left the right. Live on TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951146 35362 164 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:36:34am  
 
<P>There's a Dixie flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07951160 35362 178 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:38:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7951154" target=_blank>#172</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh wow. A black guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the only African-American in the entire crowd -- and he's 
completely nuts. Screaming, "Save America first! Evangelize the 
world!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951168 35362 186 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:40:40am  
 
<P>Another Dixie flag. This one has the "tree of liberty" on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951206 35362 224 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 11:47:27am  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure I saw one of those Obama witch doctor signs, but C-Span's 
camera panned past it too fast to be sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951301 35363 14 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7951296" target=_blank>#10</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first rule of designing a public interface to an application is to assume 
the worst about any user data. Failure to do so leads to stuff like 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't believe they're paying a design firm to do this kind of incredibly 
crappy, insecure, amateurish work.</P> 
<P>And they've paid over a million bucks for this garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951309 35363 17 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:26:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7951297" target=_blank>#11</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone try LGF? The banners don't appear :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's because I have code to stop other websites from putting LGF inside a 
frame.</P> 
<P>And that's another example of amateurish bad form. It's considered very rude 
to frame somebody's site like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951330 35363 30 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:35:42pm  
 
<P>OT: I've been invited to appear on Bloggingheads.tv.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951335 35363 35 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7951333" target=_blank>#33</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Against who?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07951383 35363 79 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:48:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/7951358" target=_blank>#55</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that, and I was actually going to post how the hackers of the 
"Climategate" e-mails were called the culprits while in this instance the GOP is 
at fault, but I understand the difference bewteen illegally gaining entry and 
walking through anj open door.</P> 
<P>Still, calling them "pranksters" is a tad light, imho</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pranksters were using the GOP website exactly as it was designed to be 
used. Nobody broke in, nobody did anything illegal, and yes, the GOP is 100% to 
blame for this backfiring in their faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951389 35363 84 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 12:49:24pm  
 
<P>OK -- the bloggingheads people say they're thinking of pairing me with Conn 
Carroll. I'm not very familiar with him; I'll have to do some deep research into 
his past Communist associations. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951498 35364 26 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 1:42:22pm  
 
<P>Eugene Robinson's column is a must-read, to see how dishonest Palin's latest 
statements on climate change really are:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/12/14/AR2009121402712.html?hpid=opinionsbox1" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951606 35364 114 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 2:35:01pm  
 
<P>Guess what? Maslowski DID predict that all the Arctic ice could melt by the 
next decade: <A href="http://www.earthsky.org/interviewpost/earth/ice-free-
arctic-summers-within-a-decade" target=_blank>Wieslaw Maslowski's research 
suggests ice-free summers in Arctic by next decade</A>. He's on record in 
several places making this statement.</P> 
<P>Looks like Al Gore wasn't wrong after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951623 35364 129 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 2:38:11pm  
 
<P>This is an interview with Maslowski from February of this year: <A 
href="http://www.earthsky.org/interviewpost/earth/ice-free-arctic-summers-
within-a-decade" target=_blank>Wieslaw Maslowski's research suggests ice-free 
summers in Arctic by next decade %P% EarthSky</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wieslaw Maslowski: We’re suggesting that sometime between 2010 and 2016, we 
might melt all this multi-year ice cover during summer in the Arctic.</P> 
<P>Other estimates have predicted we won’t see ice-free summers for decades yet. 
But Maslowski said that these estimates don’t account for the loss of ice 
thickness.</P> 
<P>Wieslaw Maslowski: This total volume loss, which is mostly controlled by the 
ice thickness loss, has been basically twice as fast as the surface loss 
observed by satellites.</P> 



<P>Maslowski said the Arctic ice loss is a continually accelerating cycle that’s 
being amplified by global warming. When the Arctic sun shines on open water, 
rather than reflective ice, the ocean absorbs and stores more of the sun’s heat. 
Warmer ocean temperatures melt the ice from below, while warmer air temperatures 
melt it from above.</P> 
<P>Wieslaw Maslowski: It’s basically a positive feedback loop, which is saying 
one change leads to even further changes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952114 35364 385 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 4:57:22pm  
 
<P>If this pointless back and forth bickering doesn't stop right now, I'll start 
handing out timeouts.</P> 
<P>What a complete turn-off this is for people who want to read comments to 
learn something and get people's viewpoints.</P> 
<P>It gets really old to have to keep saying this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952158 35364 393 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:17:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/7952143" target=_blank>#392</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent post. I completely agree.</P> 
<P>It simply doesn't matter whether the CRU code is sloppy. I've been writing 
code for 30+ years myself, and I've seen a lot of absolutely hideous spaghetti 
code that works beautifully. Sloppiness and poor commenting may be an 
undesirable thing for many reasons, but it does NOT necessarily say anything 
about whether the code will do what it's supposed to do.</P> 
<P>And the fact that the results generated from the CRU code are duplicated by 
so many other completely independent sources really should have put this issue 
to bed a <EM>long</EM> time ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951668 35365 15 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 2:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7951655" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Warning: The following clip contains more that 100% of the USDA's recommended 
dose of stupid...<A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2009/12/15/tea-bag-bunning/" 
target=_blank>Kentucky Tea Partiers Tell Sen. Bunning’s Staff Of Their Concerns 
About Fascism, Muslims, And Taxes</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why I left the right, special video version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951763 35365 36 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 3:14:07pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/7951752" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a charming video of Obama in chains being whipped...Tea Party Protests 
on Capitol Hill</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No racism there at all. Nope. Lalalalalala I can't hear you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07955681 35365 80 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 9:36:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/7955622" target=_blank>#79</A> revgdright</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07951844 35366 14 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 3:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7951835" target=_blank>#10</A> BEAM</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes. Your last comment was two years ago. Have you been 
asleep under a tree somewhere?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952020 35366 105 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 4:31:30pm  
 
<P>Here's a love note that just came in, with the return address 
'urine@urineonlgf.toronto.ca' and the title 'Fuck you from Canada':</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you maggot communist. Get a life. I bet Cali sunshine has fried your 
commie brain. What a disgrace. Oh by the way, if you're going to put this up as 
a hate mail please do so. I am from Toronto, Canada writing. You fucking hippie 
asshole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why I left the right, email version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952069 35366 136 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 4:44:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7952054" target=_blank>#125</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not cool to just label everything hate-filled right wing even if the D-bag 
calls you a commie. How about just this guy is a douche-bag. Probably doesn't 
even know what he believes and couldn't coherently express any kind of viewpoint 
other than insults against people he doesn't like, but hey throw him on our side 
and make him an honorary "right-winger" which is starting to mean very little 
anymore as a political position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, right. Because it might have been a left-winger?</P> 
<P>Come on, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952086 35366 147 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 4:47:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7952081" target=_blank>#144</A> jayzee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, but there are a lot of reasons the government keeps stuff secret. 
If we're going to say it was a personal agenda by GW we should have proof 
first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/apr2008/2008-04-24-10.asp" 
target=_blank>www.ens-newswire.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952106 35366 160 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 4:52:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7952103" target=_blank>#158</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, good grief. That's one of the most strained rationalizations I've read 
recently, and I've read a lot of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07952124 35366 173 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:00:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/7952115" target=_blank>#166</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still of the belief that the conservative movement is worth saving. It 
seems around here that since right-wingers have become idiots, that you can 
throw the baby (conservatism as an idea) out with the bathwater. I'm still a 
conservative in the mold of Burke or Buckley, but without the calling people 
names for being gay if they piss me off. Sorry if you see it as poor 
rationalization, but it seems like a lot of people around here are using any 
reason no matter how little to just dump on the right, and I see no difference 
being made between ideological conservatism and the idiots who hijacked the 
party. Does anyone even acknowledge a difference. Most of these people don't 
reach these conclusions because of their strong grounding in conservative 
principles but because of some warped hybrid of "the family" style religion and 
some ingrained isms that form some ugly right-wing thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that, my friend, is why I parted ways with the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952129 35366 175 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:02:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7952123" target=_blank>#172</A> 
Cheechako</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.gi.alaska.edu/snowice/sea-lake-ice/Brw09/forecast/" 
target=_blank>Barrow Sea Ice Break-up in the News</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, it's not sufficient evidence in itself. But there's a huge amount 
of corroborating evidence.</P> 
<P>Seizing on one sentence out of context is pretty 
disingenuous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952137 35366 182 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7952134" target=_blank>#179</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that mean? My reasoning is why? The idiots who hijacked the party 
is why? Are you saying there is no difference between conservatism as an 
ideology and the right-wing as it exists today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how to make this any clearer than I already 
have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952164 35366 206 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:18:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7952154" target=_blank>#198</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that's my only beef with the bill! That and the fact that socialized 
medicine is a failure in so many countries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, it isn't. The fact is that government health care really does work quite 
well in many countries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952166 35366 208 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:19:39pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/7952155" target=_blank>#199</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've stopped considering myself a conservative and I've stopped calling 
myself a conservative. I don't agree with the people who now own the word, and 
suspect it will be as bad to be correctly called a conservative in a few years 
as it has been to be called a liberal the past two decades.The conservative 
movement has committed suicide by parting ways with truth, and the reality of 
national politics. I can't trust people who label themselves "true 
conservatives" anymore because I care about the long term 
future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well said. GMTA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952210 35366 249 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:33:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7952201" target=_blank>#240</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked to see if Dan Riehl fantasized about beating up black kids on the 
subway again at today's Tea Party. He makes no mention of it but he does declare 
that America is doomed because only whites are patriots...</P> 
<P><STRONG>The End Of America As We've Known It</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why I left the right: Dan Riehl, racist, homophobic, belligerent, full of 
hate and dumb as a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952222 35366 261 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:37:47pm  
 
<P>Looks like people don't want to believe that government-run health care 
really can work.</P> 
<P>This is another area where the national debate has been pretty well poisoned 
by special interests.</P> 
<P>Here's a video featuring Canadian citizens talking about their health care 
system:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/VQFX32Ed7ZQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952227 35366 266 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:39:03pm  
 
<P>You might also want to take a look at the graph on this page:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.fivethirtyeight.com/2009/12/why-progressives-are-batshit-
crazy-to.html" target=_blank>FiveThirtyEight: Politics Done Right: Why 
Progressives Are Batshit Crazy to Oppose the Senate Bill</A></P> 
<P>Here's the graph:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ270A004A.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ270A004A.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ270A004A.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952263 35366 302 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 5:51:36pm  



 
<P>OT: Watch for the New York Times Magazine profile on little ol' me to appear 
in about two weeks, right after Christmas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07953035 35366 530 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 9:57:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/7952883" target=_blank>#528</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<P>Obviously, the US Geological Survey is in on the Great Hoax as well.</P> 
<P>This conspiracy goes deeper than I ever imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952642 35367 149 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 7:51:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/7952619" target=_blank>#127</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Mayer hearts Ron Paul</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bottom line for me: I couldn't possibly care less about any musician's 
politics. I don't listen to music to get my political opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952713 35368 15 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 8:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7952680" target=_blank>#2</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if the math is right, that graph just makes me oppose the bill even 
more. I've got no desire to see massive government subsidies poured into health 
care. It strike me as recipe for permanent government growth and eventual fiscal 
collapse. It also sounds the death knell for limited 
government.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I just think this is hopelessly overblown rhetoric that bears very 
little resemblance to reality. You're ignoring the very large potential benefits 
of removing the incredibly burdensome cost of health insurance from small 
businesses, and the effect on the economy of freeing up a huge amount of money 
that's currently tied up in the tangled mess of the current system.</P> 
<P>It's not going to destroy America. That's just ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07952728 35368 29 Charles Tue, Dec 15, 2009 8:27:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7952719" target=_blank>#21</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ultimately, Reagan was right, ice. Medicare tied millions to the government 
and saddled the Federal Government with a financial burden that may bankrupt it. 
Taking on more obligations right now is foolish, unless the ultimate objective 
is really the extension of government power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Reagan was not right about Medicare -- he was actually completely wrong. 
Medicare has been a huge success, and it's pretty easy to find evidence of 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954004 35369 694 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 9:50:18am  
 



<P>Man, I hate passive aggressive flounces even more than openly nasty 
ones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954087 35369 774 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 10:33:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/7954033" target=_blank>#721</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is interesting: Check out the pic of the drawing <A 
href="http://www.examiner.com/x-21818-Virginia-Beach-Conservative-
Examiner~y2009m12d16-Second-grader-suspended-for-drawing-crucifix" 
target=_blank>here</A>Now compare with <A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=+Public+school+lunacy+of+
the+day&amp;btnG=Google+Search&amp;fp=6613db1c62f26167" target=_blank>Malkin's 
post</A> . She (or someone else) photoshopped out the student's name on the 
cross.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the reason for that is on this page:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.tauntongazette.com/news/x1903566059/Taunton-second-
grader-suspended-over-drawing-of-Jesus" target=_blank>Taunton second-grader 
suspended over drawing of Jesus - Taunton, MA - The Taunton Gazette</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His name was removed from the drawing based on the family's wish to protect 
the boy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it raises the question of how the unaltered picture got 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954092 35369 778 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 10:36:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/776/7954089" target=_blank>#776</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course the other side of the story is with so many sue happy parents 
teachers may be encouraged to overreact rather than get in trouble for not doing 
enough.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.examiner.com/x-27580-St-Louis-Conservative-
Examiner~y2009m12d16-Second-grader-suspended-for-drawing-of-crucifix" 
target=_blank>Your text to link...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was not suspended. That part of the story is false.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.boston.com/news/local/massachusetts/articles/2009/12/16/taunton
_officials_dispute_reports_on_jesus_sketch/" target=_blank>Taunton officials 
dispute reports on Jesus sketch - The Boston Globe</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“The report is totally inaccurate,’’ Julie Hackett, superintendent of the 
Taunton public schools, said in an interview in her office yesterday. “The 
inaccuracies in the original media story have resulted in a great deal of 
criticism and scrutiny of the system that is unwarranted.’’</P> 
<P>Dino F. Ciliberti, editor of the Gazette, did not return calls yesterday.</P> 
<P>Hackett said the student, age 9, was never suspended and that neither he nor 
other students at the Maxham Elementary School were asked by the teacher to 
sketch something that reminded them of Christmas or any religious holiday, as 
the Gazette and other media reported and the father suggested, although his 
story changed as he explained it.</P> 
<P>She said it was unclear whether the boy, who put his name above a stick 
figure portrait of Christ on the cross, had drawn the picture in school, which 
his teacher discovered Dec. 2.</P> 



<P>“Religion had nothing to do with this at all, 100 percent nothing to do with 
it,’’ Hackett said, adding that Taunton is known as “The Christmas 
City.’’</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954652 35369 796 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:05:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7953626" target=_blank>#356</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JamesTKirk, a former Lizard. Quite brilliant and missed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was also an apologist for racism.</P> 
<P>You may miss him. I don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954128 35370 23 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 10:49:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7954108" target=_blank>#12</A> Right Handed 
Neutrino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say, it takes some nerves on Palin's part to repeatedly brag about 
a job that she quit before she was halfway through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quit? No way! She was forced out by all those people who were saying mean 
things about her.</P> 
<P>Uh ... I mean, she decided she could be more effective outside the governor's 
office, and really bring about the change Alaska needs.</P> 
<P>Hmm. No, that one doesn't work too well, either.</P> 
<P>Speaking tour? Money? Yep, that works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954178 35370 68 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:06:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7954159" target=_blank>#51</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I learn that the John Birch Society is going to co-sponsor next years 
Conservative Political Action Conference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What!? Link please. This needs to be posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954185 35370 74 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:07:58am  
 
<P>Never mind, I found it.</P> 
<P>I'd say it's unbelievable. But sadly, it's all too believable.</P> 
<P>This is freaking outrageous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954195 35370 83 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:09:59am  
 
<P>I knew there was some reason my gut told me to never accept the invitations 
to CPAC. They really wanted to get me there at one point -- even offered me 
special placement if I attended.</P> 
<P>The John Birch Society. Now we're really through the looking 
glass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954198 35370 86 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:11:09am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7954192" target=_blank>#80</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to post the last comment from Firefox. Today Safari has been stuck when 
pressing the LGF buttons (such as "post this comment"), or even reloading LGF 
Spy.</P> 
<P>Any ideas why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's working for me in Safari -- you might need to use the 'reset Safari' 
feature. Don't clear all your cookies though, that can be a PITA to restore them 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954424 35370 157 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/7954357" target=_blank>#145</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No I don't. For example, if there was a technological fix which allowed us to 
cool down the globe, would it really matter whether the fix worked by reducing 
the amount of GHG emissions, or by perhaps poking a few more holes in the ozone 
layer? I don't see the necessary connection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Did you really just write that it might be a good idea to poke holes in the 
ozone layer?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954293 35371 37 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:37:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7954272" target=_blank>#17</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it at least embarass them a little if Republicans picketed the 
event?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody will boycott this event. Right wing blogs will completely ignore the 
story. This is the modern conservative movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954299 35371 43 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:39:28am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
mericansfortruth.com/news/liberty-counsel-may-lead-pullout-of-cpac-if-
homosexual-group-goproud-remains-as-co-sponsor.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>Liberty Counsel May Lead Pullout of CPAC if Homosexual Group 
GOProud Remains as Co-Sponsor</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954315 35371 59 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:44:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7954307" target=_blank>#51</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is very, very, bad.Would they also allow the Nazi Party to 
cosponsor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's only one short step away from that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07954317 35371 61 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:44:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7954301" target=_blank>#45</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow that americansfortruth.com site is ... disturbing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. This is the really ugly anti-gay side of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954328 35371 71 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:47:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7954324" target=_blank>#67</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Charles! I can't believe I clicked that link. You owe me a bottle of my 
blood pressure medicine! (Not really.) And the writer of the diatribe on that 
site actually complains that "religious conservatives" have been "getting the 
shaft from CPAC"...while demanding that CPAC shaft GOProud or Liberty Counsel 
will take its toys and go home.</P> 
<P>Absolutely mind-boggling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just added a content warning to the update above, and the link now goes to 
Google's cache. That's a hate site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954351 35371 91 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 11:57:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7954343" target=_blank>#83</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you pull my spin-off link on the last thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please take a look at the person whose video you posted:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/rageunderground" 
target=_blank>rageunderground's Channel</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954360 35371 99 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7954356" target=_blank>#96</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF?</P> 
<P>Sorry about that. I'll be sure to check next time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It really should tell you something about your inclination to believe the 
climate deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954383 35371 119 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:06:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7954368" target=_blank>#107</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I miss something...does this mean we are equivocating climate deniers 
with homophobic hate sites? I mean stupid is one thing but visceral hate is 
entirely different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you missed something -- Ben Hur posted a link to a video making a bunch 
of stupid, nonsensical claims about the CRU emails, and the video was produced 
by a raving nutjob.</P> 
<P>Hence my comment that it ought to show him something about where he's getting 
his information on climate change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07954412 35371 142 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:13:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7954370" target=_blank>#109</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another <A href="http://cbs4.com/national/crist.rubio.senate.2.1373219.html" 
target=_blank>Rhino</A> is going down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, isn't that wonderful.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, Marc Rubio is a creationist who wants to force the teaching of his 
anti-science nonsense into public schools.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34830_Karl_Rove_Endorses_Creationi
st_Florida_Candidate_Rubio" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954431 35371 157 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:17:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7954419" target=_blank>#148</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This morning while at the dentist office I read a essay in last weeks time 
magazine by Bjorn Lomborg. Anyone know much about this guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About Bjorn Lomborg -- anyone tempted to believe he's a credible "expert" 
should read through the material on this website:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/" target=_blank>Lomborg Errors</A></P> 
<P>His books are amazingly full of errors and misleading statements. He's not a 
climate scientist -- in fact, the only academic training he has is in political 
science and game theory, and he's published a grand total of exactly ONE 
scientific paper -- on game theory, not climatology.</P> 
<P>More on Lomborg's background and climate change denial claims:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.lomborg-errors.dk/lomborgstory.htm" target=_blank>The 
Lomborg Story</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954443 35371 167 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:24:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/7954437" target=_blank>#162</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NOTE: the Palestinian rep is speaking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just pathetic.</P> 
<P>Turning a conference on climate change into a diatribe against Israel. Anyone 
could have seen this coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954446 35371 170 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:25:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7954441" target=_blank>#165</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Again, please go read the links I posted. His "work" is so full of well 
documented errors and deliberate misstatements, he should not be considered an 
expert by anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954458 35371 181 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:28:48pm  



 
<P>I'm very skeptical about "Iranian nuclear trigger" story in the London Times, 
by the way. Not because I have any doubt that Iran's working toward nuclear 
weapons, but because the Times has been caught several times promoting fake 
Iranian documents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954467 35371 190 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7954454" target=_blank>#178</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am reading your links Charles. I hope you read mine.</P> 
<P>It appears that he got a fair and thought interview on NPR this 
week.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I see that someone is deliberately promoting false claims, and writing 
books full of errors, I'm honestly not going to give much more time to that 
person.</P> 
<P>Lomborg is one of the people I used to listen to when I was much less 
informed about climate change. Now I know that he's a kind of "soft" denier -- 
but no less of a denier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954507 35371 227 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 12:59:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7954505" target=_blank>#226</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marc Rubio is a businessman? More like a self styled lobbyist after receiving 
his JD. He's an attorney. People throw out that businessman title too easily 
these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rubio is a far right tea party candidate. If he succeeds in driving out 
Charlie Crist, it's going to be one more step on the GOP's path to complete 
irrelevance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954527 35371 243 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/236/7954518" target=_blank>#236</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, no, he isn't respected in the climatology community at all. He's not even 
a climate scientist.</P> 
<P>Try this link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/bjorn-lomborg" 
target=_blank>Bjorn Lomborg</A>.</P> 
<P>If you want to believe he's a reputable expert on climate change, I can't 
stop you. But he isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954531 35371 247 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:08:49pm  
 
<P>More here: <A href="http://www.ucsusa.org/ssi/resources/the-skeptical.html" 
target=_blank>The Skeptical Environmentalist %P% Union of Concerned 
Scientists</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lomborg’s book is seriously flawed and fails to meet basic standards of 
credible scientific analysis. The authors note how Lomborg consistently misuses, 
misrepresents or misinterprets data to greatly underestimate rates of species 
extinction, ignore evidence that billions of people lack access to clean water 



and sanitation, and minimize the extent and impacts of global warming due to the 
burning of fossil fuels and other human-caused emissions of heat-trapping gases. 
Time and again, these experts find that Lomborg’s assertions and analyses are 
marred by flawed logic, inappropriate use of statistics and hidden value 
judgments. He uncritically and selectively cites literature—often not peer-
reviewed— that supports his assertions, while ignoring or misinterpreting 
scientific evidence that does not. His consistently flawed use of scientific 
data is, in Peter Gleick’s words “unexpected and disturbing in a 
statistician.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954545 35371 256 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:14:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/7954535" target=_blank>#250</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Kåre Fog is a biologist. You consider him to be a reputable apologist for 
climate change? If you do, then it's the blind denying the blind I guess. Like I 
said, Lomborg has a lot of support among his peers in Denmark, that can't be 
denied.</P> 
<P>I'm still looking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His debunking of Lomborg's work is very well documented. This isn't 
"apology," it's pointing out serious errors, the same ones that have been noted 
by other sources including the Union of Concerned Scientists.</P> 
<P>As I said, go ahead and believe Lomborg is an "expert," if that's what you 
want to believe. I've linked to several places that show he isn't even remotely 
credible, and that he distorts and cherry-picks data. If you'd rather ignore 
those sources, it's your call. I won't be following you on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954561 35371 263 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:21:59pm  
 
<P>Also note Sarah Palin’s apparent connection to the John Birch Society: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/imagepages/2008/09/14/us/politics/14palin_CA0.ready
.html" target=_blank>The magazine on her desk in this photo is the official 
publication of the JBS</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954583 35371 274 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:38:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7954582" target=_blank>#273</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, for them 36 hours...</P> 
<P>Ain't going to happen.</P> 
<P>The PM of Denmark (who is presiding over all of this) is supposed to have 
"consultations" all night on how to go forward with the text. Many nations are 
objecting to this because it means they will not know if the President of the 
conference will call them for consultation.</P> 
<P>I just don't see how they can get a treaty out of this by Friday. Heck, at 
this speed a press release will be a challenge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't expecting a treaty, to be honest, so I'm not surprised. I would be 
surprised if they actually did manage to hammer out an 
agreement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954755 35371 289 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:42:07pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/7954615" target=_blank>#281</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The revitalization on the Republican party has begun", he said ironically, 
noting the topic of the thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and as he promotes a creationist candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956403 35371 297 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 9:56:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/7954595" target=_blank>#277</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice the date on the photo? Just a few days before the Couric 
interview.Maybe this is why Palin dodged Couric's question about which magazines 
she reads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er ... no. The photo was taken years ago, when she was a member of the 
Wasilla City Council. It was released during the campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954607 35373 5 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:52:49pm  
 
<P>Here's one clean stove: the 'Ecocina'.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bioenergylists.org/en/stoveteamecocinadec07" 
target=_blank>www.bioenergylists.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954613 35373 11 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:53:45pm  
 
<P>Video of the Ecocina stove:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/STt1I8gRkp0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954631 35373 23 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 1:59:17pm  
 
<P>That's our first clean stove flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956396 35373 140 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 9:53:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7955999" target=_blank>#138</A> Robert 
O.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to bust your bubbles, Charles. It's not going to cost $15 billion - 
Clinton just promised $100 billion a year - money America doesn't have right now 
with a $1 trillion deficit. What are they going to do? Borrow another $100B a 
year from China to pay China, and then pay interest on that 
amount?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love this. You didn't even read the post before spewing your denialist 
nonsense.</P> 



<P>Utterly shameless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956663 35373 142 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:30:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7956593" target=_blank>#141</A> Robert 
O.</EM></P> 
<P>You started your comment with an insult ("bust your bubble") and then showed 
that if you <EM>did</EM> read the post, you didn't understand it at all.</P> 
<P>How about admitting that you were wrong, first, before you go on the 
attack?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954688 35374 3 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:18:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7954685" target=_blank>#2</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>I've been meaning to ask: is there a link that i can use to buy a kindle for 
my wife where you get a referral? Also mp3 players - non apple / open / solid 
state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right up above -- in the middle of the list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954691 35374 5 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:20:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7954685" target=_blank>#2</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>I've been meaning to ask: is there a link that i can use to buy a kindle for 
my wife where you get a referral? Also mp3 players - non apple / open / solid 
state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, if you click the button in the left sidebar that says "Shop at Amazon 
as an LGF Associate," anything you buy in that session qualifies for the 
referral.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954705 35374 9 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7954698" target=_blank>#8</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I buy other stuff in the same session do you get cred, or should I come 
out to lgf to hit the appropriate link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, anything you buy in that session will qualify -- no need to come back to 
LGF and click again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954712 35374 11 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:26:08pm  
 
<P>Although -- I think the referral fee is larger if you click a direct link to 
a product and buy it, instead of browsing to another page during that 
session.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07954733 35374 17 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7954715" target=_blank>#13</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles please feel free to edit my link and add the proper referral 
information. I posted before I noticed the top links had the appropriate 
arguments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check the link -- I'm way ahead of you. Got a regex that changes Amazon links 
to include the referral ID.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954734 35374 18 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 2:35:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7954713" target=_blank>#12</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since this is the subject and it helps LGF I'd like to post a link to the 
Universal Remote we just bought with some anniversary money.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002RL875A/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>amazon.com - Logitech Harmony One Advanced Universal 
Remote</A></P> 
<P>Yes it's expensive but worth it imo. I normally avoid universal remotes 
because they never work right. Normally they'll replace two of the four remotes 
which is better but not ideal.</P> 
<P>This remote successfully replaced the remote for our new Vizio TV, our Series 
2 Tivo, our Sony MiniDVD system and a VCR that's at least 20 years old. 
Additionally it has it's own charging base so no batteries to replace. It also 
has a motion detector so the backlighting and video screen are lit as soon as 
you pick it up.</P> 
<P>Happy Holidays!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way -- I have one of these remotes, and it's absolutely fantastic. I 
tried several other universal remotes, and this one was by far the best. Worth 
the money, in my opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954787 35374 38 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:00:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/7954786" target=_blank>#37</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohhh I want a Kindle. Then I go to the link &amp; see the bigger Kindle for 
459.00...what to do, what to do...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go for the bigger one, definitely. I would have gotten that if I didn't 
already own the smaller version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954799 35374 49 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7954796" target=_blank>#46</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Amazon ever back down on that .25$ fee for turning text files and such 
into kindle files? I really want to get one but I won't put up with that on 
moral grounds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The new Kindle OS has a native PDF reader, so you can just transfer PDF files 
over and read them on the Kindle. No translation necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954816 35374 63 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:20:53pm  



 
<P>Alex Pareene at Gawker is thrilled that the John Birch Society is sponsoring 
CPAC: <A href="http://gawker.com/5428175/the-60s-are-back-birchers-sponsor-
conservative-conference" target=_blank>The '60s Are Back! Birchers Sponsor 
Conservative Conference - Conservatives</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954821 35374 66 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:23:06pm  
 
<P>There's a lot of support at Hot Air for purging all gay people out of the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954832 35374 76 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:33:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7954829" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They also seem completely unbothered by the Birch Society at 
CPAC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, not a single word of disapproval, except from 'Andy in Agoura Hils' who 
was banned for spewing hate speech at LGF, but apparently draws the line at the 
John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954840 35375 5 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:35:11pm  
 
<P>Please note, at the top of the thread:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that contain phone numbers, street addresses, email addresses or other 
personal information will also be deleted, as will posts that consist only of a 
variation on the word, "First!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954842 35375 6 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:35:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7954839" target=_blank>#4</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kid drew a picture of HIMSELF on a cross.</P> 
<P>Psychiatric intervention was definitely called for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, she didn't mention that little detail either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954854 35375 16 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:41:22pm  
 
<P>A representative comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On <A href="http://michellemalkin.com/2009/12/15/public-school-lunacy-of-the-
day/comment-page-1/#comment-857048" target=_blank>December 15th, 2009 at 10:12 
am</A>, b-cat said:</P> 
<P>Satan is running the school system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954855 35375 17 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:42:11pm  
 
<P>And they're yelling for the teacher to be hunted down and exposed:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>On December 15th, 2009 at 10:43 am, RedDog said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ordered to undergo a mental evaluation for…</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ordered by whom? That person should be publicly exposed (along with the 
apparatchik school teacher who informed on the child) then reprimanded. The 
reprimand should become part of her “permanent 
record”.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954881 35375 41 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 3:54:15pm  
 
<P>Watch - this is definitely going to be on O'Reilly's show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954986 35375 139 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:36:55pm  
 
<P>Just received from 'princerudolph@hushmail.com', with the title 'hey 
idiot':</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the story was already on O'Reilly. If you're going to lie and smear, at least 
get your shit together.</P> 
<P>BTW, you should put up a sign on your site..."Will blog for food" cause this 
place is starting look like shit with all the ad's and hits on your tip jar.</P> 
<P>Merry Christmas jackass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Feel the love!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954988 35375 141 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:37:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7954985" target=_blank>#138</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far, the only fact I see concerning this story is that there are two 
different stories being told revolving around a drawing.Both sides could have a 
reason for being untruthful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, right, because the school principal is going to lie about something 
that's very easily checked.</P> 
<P>That makes a ton of sense.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07954998 35375 151 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/7954995" target=_blank>#148</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you don't think that schools practice a little CYA after a mistake 
that could cost a lawsuit?Like I said, both sides could have motivation to 
lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it's gotta be a conspiracy. After all, the schools are ruled by 
Satan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955006 35375 159 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:42:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7954999" target=_blank>#152</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well at least he answered the Bill O'Reilly question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was kind of a no-brainer. "Persecuted Christian" stories are 
O'Reilly's bread and butter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955013 35375 166 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:45:42pm  
 
<P>Look -- if the kid was actually suspended from school, there would be a 
record of this. And he absolutely DID put his own name on the cross in his 
drawing.</P> 
<P>Trying to argue that the school principal is "lying" is just beyond 
ludicrous.</P> 
<P>The fact is that the only reason why teachers recommend psychological 
counseling for situations like this is to PREVENT lawsuits. Saying they're 
afraid of a lawsuit because they followed their own guidelines is 
absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955035 35375 186 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:51:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/7955028" target=_blank>#179</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's now locked in with Dobson's people, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/dobson-malkin-and-merging-
right-wing-movement" target=_blank>Dobson, Malkin, and the Merging of the Right 
Wing Movement</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955066 35375 214 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 4:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7955060" target=_blank>#209</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm an atheist, buy I'll still say 'Merry Christmas' if one says it to me 
first...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me too, but I don't think I've ever said, "Merry Christmas 
jackass."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955079 35375 225 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:04:42pm  
 
<P>Malkin has cited Peter Brimelow, founder of white nationalist site VDARE, 
with great approval at her website several times, even calling him "<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=brimelow+site:
michellemalkin.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>the Capo di Tutti 
Capi himself, Peter Brimelow</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955091 35375 236 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:10:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7955081" target=_blank>#227</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles may have a real good reason to keep informed, but I'm talking about 
the average joe who visits stalker sites because they get some real thrill 
listening to the bullshit and then running back and telling their friends. It's 
childish. This is the fucking internet, electronic fun, not a physical 
battlefield.</P> 
<P>It's just my opinion, but I don't see any need for the average user to even 
care about a stalker blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted before that I appreciate it when people let me know about 
especially hateful and/or threatening things that are posted at stalker blogs. 
So I'd appreciate if you would also note that this isn't your blog, and I don't 
agree with what you posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955097 35375 242 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:13:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7955084" target=_blank>#230</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just too much crazy to keep track of. Each bogus outrage is more 
outrageous than the next. What I find interesting is you can tell that Beck is 
aware that the story's not true but he fits it in with a larger pattern that he 
sees from the Obama White House.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I now assume that every time a wingnut blog posts a story about an outrage, 
it's false.</P> 
<P>They've driven their credibility down into the sewer, with one phony story 
after another that they never correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955107 35375 251 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:18:15pm  
 
<P>So I took a quick drive to the supermarket, turned on the radio, and there's 
my old pal Roger Simon from Pajamas Media on the John and Ken show, spouting 
climate denial nonsense just like Monckton.</P> 
<P>Which is more than a little odd, because when we started PJ Media, we talked 
often about the need to educate people about global warming issues, and 
environmental consciousness. We discussed having a regular feature or a section 
of the site that would deal with that, in fact.</P> 
<P>He's done a complete 180.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955132 35375 276 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/7955118" target=_blank>#262</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are always more fun when translated into LOL:</P> 
<P><EM>Y HALO THAR TEH STORY WUZ ALREADY ON OREILLY. IF URE GOIN 2 LIE AN SMEAR, 
AT LEAST GIT UR SHIT TOGETHR.</EM></P> 
<P>BTW, U SHUD PUT UP SIGN ON UR SIET..."WILL BLOG 4 FUD" CAUSE DIS PLACE IZ 
STARTIN LOOK LIEK SHIT WIF ALL TEH ADZ AN HITS ON UR TIP JAR.</P> 
<P>MERRY CEILINGCATMAS JACKAS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha!</P> 
<P>I think that's how I'll post hate mail threads from now on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955141 35375 285 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:28:39pm  
 



<P>I turned on O'Reilly and he's about to do a segment on yet another 
nontroversy -- the Planned Parenthood "sting" video produced by anti-choice 
"activist" <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34720_Anti-
Abortion_Activist-_Abortions_Should_Be_Done_in_the_Public_Square" 
target=_blank>Lila Rose</A> and her whacked out anti-abortion 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955148 35375 292 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 5:30:49pm  
 
<P>Oh, there's Tonya Reiman! I love her body language analysis segments!</P> 
<P>Not.</P> 
<P>I see that Fox's babe coaches have talked her into doing a complete makeover, 
including the patented Fox News bright red hooker lipstick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955211 35375 355 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 6:01:24pm  
 
<P>Yep, there goes O'Reilly on his radical anti-abortion kick again, inciting 
hatred against Planned Parenthood based on the "sting" video produced by Lila 
Rose, who <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34720_Anti-
Abortion_Activist-_Abortions_Should_Be_Done_in_the_Public_Square" 
target=_blank>wants to see abortions performed in the "public square."</A></P> 
<P>In the "sting" video, you can see a PP doctor telling Lila Rose's actor that 
it's safer to have an abortion at a very early stage than to carry a baby to 
term.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately for these nutjobs, that is a well-documented fact. And there's 
nothing at all strange or unethical about a doctor telling this to a patient who 
came in specifically asking for information about having an abortion. He told 
her the truth!</P> 
<P>The right wing is completely insane about this issue, and they'll lie and 
distort without a second thought. And Bill O'Reilly is one of the worst 
offenders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955231 35375 375 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 6:18:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/7955223" target=_blank>#367</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Distortions are inexcusable, but i was surprised the Doctor said what he 
said. His answer was fine, and factual, but a better answer would have been 
'this procedure is every bit as safe as you would be if you were to carry the 
baby to term'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's simply not true. Having an abortion at an early stage is MUCH safer 
than carrying a baby to term.</P> 
<P>And I'm not advocating abortion by saying that -- it's a documented medical 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955264 35375 407 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 6:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7955248" target=_blank>#391</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In 2005, there were 7 deaths among 800,000-ish reported abortions (not all 
states reported, so the ratio isn't perfect). During the same year, i believe 
that there were 12 deaths per 100,000 births.</P> 
<P>But they aren't counted the same. Any death within a year after the delivery 
that can be said to have been aggravated by the pregnancy is considered a 
pregnancy-related death, but not so for an abortion related death.</P> 
<P>Both rates, therefore, are infinitesimally low once you control for 
preexisting conditions.</P> 
<P>Want the CDC and other links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Death isn't the only risk. Abortion at a very early stage is MUCH safer than 
carrying a baby to term. This is something we call a "fact." And that's why the 
doctor in that video said what he said. He was giving the actor the best medical 
information possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955280 35375 423 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 6:47:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/7955255" target=_blank>#398</A> 
myfriendwatson</EM></P> 
<P>Well, you finally said something stupid enough to get me to use the 
Correlation Tool on your ass, and lo and behold -- you're a previously banned 
sock puppet with two previous banned sock puppets.</P> 
<P>Banned again. Too bad, so sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955345 35375 488 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/7955248" target=_blank>#391</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 2005, there were 7 deaths among 800,000-ish reported abortions (not all 
states reported, so the ratio isn't perfect). During the same year, i believe 
that there were 12 deaths per 100,000 births.</P> 
<P>But they aren't counted the same. Any death within a year after the delivery 
that can be said to have been aggravated by the pregnancy is considered a 
pregnancy-related death, but not so for an abortion related death.</P> 
<P>Both rates, therefore, are infinitesimally low once you control for 
preexisting conditions.</P> 
<P>Want the CDC and other links?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think you'll like what the CDC really has to say about this issue, 
because the actual statistics demonstrate conclusively that carrying a baby to 
term is indisputably more dangerous than having an abortion at a very early 
stage of pregnancy.</P> 
<P>You've been getting too much of your information from fundamentalist anti-
abortion sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955385 35375 528 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:17:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/7955368" target=_blank>#511</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on, there's no need to say that. I've never been to one. I've been back 
and forth between two sites - the CDC and a colorado state government 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get irritated when people try to tell me things I know for a fact are not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07955393 35375 535 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:20:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/526/7955383" target=_blank>#526</A> 
iheartbolton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>exactly - she's not real</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've really had enough of this troll. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955428 35375 568 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7955418" target=_blank>#558</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Please don't post that bigoted Christian Action Network crap at LGF.</P> 
<P>Good grief. How many times are people going to fall for this 
stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955438 35375 578 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/7955417" target=_blank>#557</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the work in the world doesn't change the fact that i wasn't trolling for 
information on any website other than the CDC and cdphe.state.co.gov. I can have 
a ton of respect for what Charles does and still stand up for myself. go look 
for a doormat somewhere else - i didn't do what he said i did and i'm not shy 
about standing up about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you're finished standing up for yourself, let me know. Meanwhile, your 
claim that having an abortion at an early stage of pregnancy is just as 
dangerous as carrying a baby to term is still completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955457 35375 597 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:41:39pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blogsearch.google.com/blogsearch?client=safari&amp;oe=UTF-
8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;hl=en&amp;q=cpac+birch&amp;as_drrb=q&amp;as_qdr=t" 
target=_blank>Not a single right wing blog</A> is covering the story that the 
John Birch Society is a cosponsor of CPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955469 35375 609 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:46:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/7955455" target=_blank>#595</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/7955444" target=_blank>#584</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I still see this abortion thing as mothers triage. The law gives her the 
right to terminate that human life with certain limits. I can not bring myself 
to conclude that is anything but a human being in there. Arguing about the 
"start of human life" seems a rationalization to me. Emergency responders have 
the same right as a necessity in an emergency with the terribly wounded. Self 
defense can include lethal outcomes. Women have this right for the unborn. Our 
society decided so. Okay. I'm fine with that. Dealing with the literal humanity 
of the decisions explains the stress resulting among first responders at a 



disaster that requires triage and anyone who takes a life. No less so for the 
woman involved.</P> 
<P>My comfort level with abortion happens to be <EM>directly proportionate</EM> 
to the necessity of the abortion. A woman whose health is at significantly 
greater than normal risk, a rape or incest victim has my unequivocal support. At 
the other end of the scale a woman having an abortion to help her career makes 
me want to weep for the lost life. How I would like my tax money used goes right 
with this comfort level.</P> 
<P>Lets not lie to ourselves. Calm understanding of two facts-It's a human being 
in there and yes, a woman has the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why do you think it's your business to render judgment over the decisions 
a woman makes about her own body?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955484 35375 624 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 7:51:50pm  
 
<P>At the "Grace-Centered Christian Forums," they're responding to my post about 
"Why I Parted Ways with the Right" by saying I must be a homosexual: <A 
href="http://www.gracecentered.com/christian_forums/politics/conservative-
blogger-charles-johnson-parts-ways-with-the-right/" target=_blank>Conservative 
blogger Charles Johnson parts ways with the right</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955532 35375 672 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 8:13:02pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of retiring the Anti-idiotarian award this year, because I just 
don't see very many people who qualify any more.</P> 
<P>I may start a new annual award: The Craziest Person of the Year.</P> 
<P>I don't think we'll run out of candidates for that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955652 35375 788 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 9:10:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/771/7955634" target=_blank>#771</A> 
citybilly</EM></P> 
<P>You were banned previously under the name 'loup-garou' for melting down over 
Robert Spencer. Now you're back spreading climate change denial propaganda.</P> 
<P>Bye again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956444 35375 821 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 10:16:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/817/7955884" target=_blank>#817</A> DaChew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are pictures of what the boy drew on the web.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.tauntongazette.com/news/x1903566059/Taunton-second-grader-
suspended-over-drawing-of-Jesus?view=pop" 
target=_blank>www.tauntongazette.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.tauntongazette.com/news/x967376871/Mayor-critical-
of-Taunton-school-s-response-to-boy-s-drawing-of-crucifix?view=pop" 
target=_blank>www.tauntongazette.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I don't see a name written anywhere on it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P> 
<P>You could try reading what's written <EM>right underneath the pictures you 
linked</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07956613 35375 824 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:11:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/822/7956574" target=_blank>#822</A> coachbob</EM></P> 
<P>Deliberately misunderstand much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956641 35375 826 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/825/7956618" target=_blank>#825</A> coachbob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The post could be taken either way. He could have just said you are being 
banned for being a sock puppet, but he must have thrown in the part about 
expressing a contrary opinion for a reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, you're deliberately misunderstanding, all right.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, I ask if he is banned for disagreeing and immediately get 5 down 
dings. I don't remember that happening to people before the much self publicized 
"split with the right wing."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must be terrible to be such a helpless victim. Here's a martyr 
cookie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962687 35375 828 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 7:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/827/7958556" target=_blank>#827</A> DaChew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I don't recall that caption reading that way and the page has been 
edited since I posted it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, sure it has.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07955683 35376 7 Charles Wed, Dec 16, 2009 9:39:06pm  
 
<P>How come nobody told me we had an insult-spewing asshole in the "Inglorious 
Basterds" thread tonight who needed to be banned?</P> 
<P>Man, things are getting so freaking insane lately. People flouncing in a 
clean stove thread, and insulting me for recommending a movie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956441 35376 187 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 10:14:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/7956428" target=_blank>#186</A> Jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but while methane released from permafrost might or might not be 
important, what does that have to do with Jones "going to town" on scientific 
papers critiquing his Siberia data, especially considering later revelations of 
cherry-picking? Perhaps you've wandered away from the topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is so silly it makes my head hurt.</P> 
<P>Do you even understand what the process of "peer review" is?</P> 
<P>And there were NO "revelations of cherry-picking." None. This is a distortion 
of the facts, and it's been conclusively shown over and over and over.</P> 
<P>Seriously -- is there a point at which you'll stop repeating propaganda fed 
to you by ignorant and/or deceptive sources?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956675 35376 191 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:35:56am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/7956668" target=_blank>#190</A> Jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a good example of Jones's and Mann's understanding of "peer review" 
when Climate Research published a paper skepitcal of their conclusions, Jones 
demanded that the journal "rid itself of this troublesome editor", and Mann 
advised that "we have to stop considering Climate Research as a legitimate peer-
reviewed journal. Perhaps we should encourage our colleagues in the climate 
research community to no longer submit to, or cite papers."</P> 
<P>This show me that they've been perfectly willing to use the peer review 
process to censor their critics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What absolute crap! You didn't even watch the video I posted, did you?</P> 
<P>Hint: it shows that your claims are not only false, they're pure propaganda 
with no relation whatsoever to reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956731 35376 196 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:58:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/7956728" target=_blank>#195</A> Jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope...I hadn't. Just did, though, and you guys are right and I was wrong. It 
wasn't an example of the peer review process being corrupted. Apologies for not 
watching the vid first.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. OK. If you're sincere about that, you might want to start reexamining 
your sources of information about global warming - because they're lying to 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956962 35376 200 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 1:33:42pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957003 35376 203 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 1:58:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/7956989" target=_blank>#202</A> Jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's the case, why did Briffa stonewall McIntyre re: Yamal? It seems B's 
data and methodology weren't made available to M until B published in a journal 
(Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society) that required it, and even 
then it took a year to happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is NOT TRUE. Again.</P> 
<P>So I guess you're going to just continue accepting at face value the words of 
the same people who lied to you about the Climate Research article.</P> 
<P>Oh well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956494 35378 7 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 10:24:08am  
 
<P>I especially love the line "First they came for the rich and I did not speak 
up because I am not rich."</P> 
<P>Ingraham <EM>is</EM> rich by most people's standards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956541 35378 34 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 10:38:56am  
 
<P>Just got an email "standing up" for the John Birch Society.</P> 



<P>"Then they came for the Birchers, and I did not speak up because I'm not a 
racist conspiracy-mongering lunatic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956649 35379 37 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:25:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7956638" target=_blank>#32</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was just standard Hugo. Indeed, as I wrote while it was happening, it was 
somewhat mild for him. He did get a solid applause when he was finished, but it 
was not the standing ovation as you claim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't even <EM>him</EM> making that claim. He copied and pasted his 
whole comment from here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theaustralian.com.au/politics/penny-wong-jeered-
hugo-chavez-cheered/story-e6frgczf-1225811179614" 
target=_blank>www.theaustralian.com.au...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956669 35379 46 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:34:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7956661" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1209/30729.html" 
target=_blank>Rick Perry: Al Gore has 'gone to hell'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The craziness is getting worse and worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956680 35379 52 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 11:37:06am  
 
<P>We have at least two imminent flounces going on in other threads. Maybe 
three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07956766 35379 92 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 12:11:19pm  
 
<P>Obama is actually really sticking to his guns at this meeting. Again, I can't 
help being impressed. He's not giving away the store, and he's insisting that 
nations like China do their part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957164 35379 125 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:06:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/7957161" target=_blank>#124</A> danS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, there must be a misunderstanding. I wasn't trying to convince you 
of anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there is a misunderstanding, all right -- if you think that after 69 
posts about global warming in the past 60 days, this one post represents my 
"argument."</P> 
<P>But of course, you know it doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957216 35379 127 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:29:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/7957209" target=_blank>#126</A> The 
Mongoose</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respectfully disagree with the end of Charles' post.</P> 
<P>It seems terribly unfair to lump all AGW skeptics in with scum like Griffin 
and Islamic fundamentalists. Hugo Chavez and Robert Mugabe don't represent AGW's 
promoters, and should not be said to do so, as many right-wing sites are doing 
today.</P> 
<P>It seems an unflattering tactic, no matter which side is using 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I didn't actually do that, but if it makes you feel better to 
destroy a straw man, have at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957297 35379 129 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:56:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/7957230" target=_blank>#128</A> The 
Mongoose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand your point. I did not mean to create a straw man. I read your 
last line as indicating that highly disreputable people (Griffin, IsloFundies) 
are on board with AGW skepticism/denial and that this tarnishes that 
cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the "cause" of climate change denial could possibly be any more 
tarnished than it already is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957357 35379 132 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 4:32:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7957312" target=_blank>#130</A> danS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find any of that sort nowadays and that's a shame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you must not want to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957611 35379 134 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 6:11:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7957592" target=_blank>#133</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, I remember a post here a few years back comparing Al Gore to Osama 
bin Laden because they both believed in AGW. That's the only part of this 
discourse I don't like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're probably referring to this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/24136_Osama_Agrees_with_Al_Gore" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I was an uninformed idiot on the subject of AGW then, and I explained why I 
changed my mind here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35246_A_Climate_Skeptics_Conversio
n" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hint: facts and knowledge are persuasive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957000 35380 195 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 1:56:09pm  
 



<P>GOP religious fanatics, led by Michele Bachmann, James Dobson, and the 
completely insane Lou Engle, in last night's "prayercast" from Washington 
DC:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/5AZAWKfbmvE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957009 35380 203 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 2:01:22pm  
 
<P>Another video from the "prayercast:"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/DxVPOO3p7nc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957018 35380 212 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 2:04:18pm  
 
<P>Rep. Todd Akin (R-Ga.) in a taped message to the prayercast, says we should 
run our whole society according to the laws of the Bible:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/9snpD5nT_ac&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957030 35380 224 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 2:07:23pm  
 
<P>More from the GOP "prayercast" - Pastor Jim Garlow says that health care 
reform violates all of the Ten Commandments:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/BBAACm1lsEU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957186 35381 97 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:16:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7957175" target=_blank>#86</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com/2009/12/chuck-norris-mary-
might-have-aborted-jesus-christ-under-obamacareherodcare.php?ref=fpb" 



target=_blank>Chuck Norris: Mary Might Have Aborted Jesus Christ Under 
ObamaCare/'Herodcare'</A></P> 
<P>*sigh*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's just incredibly embarrassing.</P> 
<P>Does Norris even realize that abortion has been around for as long as 
recorded history? If Mary had wanted an abortion, she could have had one even in 
the year zero AD.</P> 
<P>It's just amazing how crazy and irrational the right wing has 
gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957211 35381 121 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7957208" target=_blank>#119</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the Internet isn't the real world, and I'd have to swing a cat pretty 
hard to hit anyone at all who professes some of the bilge seen here in real 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... the people in the videos above are some of the top GOP politicians in 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957290 35381 195 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 3:54:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7957273" target=_blank>#178</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Off topic, but way to freakin' cool not to share. "New Earth" found at 1200 
meters beneath the sea:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.cbc.ca/technology/story/2009/12/17/tech-geology-
underwater-volcano.html" target=_blank>Underwater Volcano eruption</A></P> 
<P>And no, this isn't the reason for Global warming...it's just 
beautiful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it looks pretty, but that video comes from the NOAA, and you realize 
they're the ones who fake all the global warming data, right?</P> 
<P>This footage was obviously shot in an LA film studio. Or maybe it's all 
computerized. No way it could be real -- the NOAA is a bunch of dishonest 
hoaxsters.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957402 35381 285 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 4:56:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/7957391" target=_blank>#280</A> 
Swampthing</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now - take care!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957412 35382 19 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 4:58:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7957399" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhhh...this is a bad thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, wouldn't want any harlots to escape being stoned to death, would 
we?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07957435 35382 38 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:07:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7957425" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For an extra dose of stupid you can check out the comments...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Draconian population reduction measures are very important to the globalist 
elites (Bilderbergs, Trilateralists, and CFR).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That crap comes straight from the John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957449 35382 50 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:10:22pm  
 
<P>Speaking of the John Birch Society, not a single one of the right wing blogs 
even blinked at the news that they're going to be a CPAC 
sponsor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957470 35382 70 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:14:47pm  
 
<P>At Hot Air, they're venting their rage at a commenter who mentioned that the 
John Birch Society is sponsoring CPAC.</P> 
<P>And blaming it on little ol' me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he in fact arrived in that thread on cue from charles johnson at lgf (link), 
voicing an <STRONG>unfounded</STRONG> rage over the <STRONG>trivia</STRONG> that 
the john birch society has rented booth space at the upcoming cpac convention. 
andy in agora hills is convinced that the jbs is “racist” and “antisemitic” 
based on <STRONG>no evidence whatsoever</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957475 35382 74 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:16:01pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Hot Air, I'm now taking submissions for the next 'Hot Air 
Comments of the Day'.</P> 
<P>A quick look over there revealed the usual hate speech running 
rampant...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957496 35382 95 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:21:45pm  
 
<P>We're heading for 150,000 pageviews for the day. It's sad that LGF has become 
so irrelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957521 35382 117 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:31:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/7957514" target=_blank>#111</A> Oh no...Sand 
People!</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never quite caught the gist of that, why would the (in their minds) 
'thinkers' want to ruin the good household labor pool.</P> 



<P>But hey! Global warming has been cured at least, [Link: <A 
href="http://www.steorn.com" 
target=_blank>www.steorn.com...</A>]/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steorn is a scam site.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ergosphere.blogspot.com/2006/09/scamwatch-steorn.html" 
target=_blank>ergosphere.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957530 35382 126 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:37:21pm  
 
<P>Ugh.</P> 
<P>Now I have Rand Simberg, who I thought was smarter than this, emailing me a 
link to James Randi's embarrassing "skeptical" article on global warming.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.randi.org/site/index.php/swift-blog/805-agw-
revisited.html" target=_blank>www.randi.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I was hoping I wouldn't have to post about this, but now it looks like I 
will. Randi cites the incredibly deceptive "Petition Project" in his article, 
another one of those bogus lists packed with frauds and ringers and people who 
never even signed up for it.</P> 
<P>I really hate to see James Randi of all people falling for this 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957543 35382 138 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/7957534" target=_blank>#129</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that the "Oregon" one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It used to be the 'Oregon Petition'. Different name, same 
stench.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957576 35382 169 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 5:54:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/7957558" target=_blank>#151</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, the GOP is scheduled to follow immediately the official US delegation 
press conference. I wonder if the GOP will use the opportunity to try and deep 
six what the official delegation is trying to accomplish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you post that link to the live feed again, in case people are interested 
to see how deep the GOP is going to dig their hole?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957700 35382 287 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 6:44:09pm  
 
<P>Anyone who can listen to all the Copenhagen speeches without going completely 
insane with boredom deserves a medal.</P> 
<P>The UN could use a few Hollywood producers among the bureaucrat drones who 
organize these events. This is lethal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957748 35382 333 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 7:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7957738" target=_blank>#323</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ignore most of it.</P> 
<P>However, sometimes someone says something important. E.g., the Russian who 
just spoke, ended with an emphatic emphasis on keeping free trade. It's pretty 
clear that they fear any cap on CO2 production would lead to taxing or 
restricting international trade in hydrocarbons, of which Russian exports are 
large.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bizarre story of the day: all the right wing bloggers who scream about 
AGW being a socialist plot to take over the world, suddenly linking with 
approval to a story about Russia's IEA because it says the IPCC faked all of 
their data.</P> 
<P>Russia.</P> 
<P>You couldn't make up irony this rich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957772 35382 357 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 7:12:00pm  
 
<P>And now -- let's have a big hand for Kurdistan's minister of Environment and 
Forestry!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957781 35382 365 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 7:14:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/7957740" target=_blank>#325</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For a rarity, I'm going to accept her explanation and give her the benefit of 
the doubt. She's on vacation, and might well want to stay under the 
radar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe her at all on this.</P> 
<P>It's a minor issue, but to claim that this wasn't deliberate doesn't pass the 
smell test. I think she can probably afford a new baseball cap after quitting 
the governor's job to make millions on a speaking tour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957902 35382 486 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 8:04:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/7957883" target=_blank>#467</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She does indeed appear to have been frugal with her own funds.There is no 
reason to doubt her explanation, especially if you believe she is a bit short on 
brains.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there is abundant reason to doubt her explanation, because she's already 
demonstrated many times over that she's a liar who doesn't hesitate to pander to 
the lowest common denominator of the GOP base. And that's exactly what she did 
here.</P> 
<P>Again, it's a minor issue. But if you think the best way for her to remain 
unnoticed is to show up on a beach in Hawaii wearing a baseball cap with John 
McCain's name blatantly, obviously crossed out with magic marker, you're being 
exceedingly gullible.</P> 
<P>She wanted this to be seen, and it was. And now she's playing dumb about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07957932 35383 2 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 8:18:59pm  
 



<P>YouTube is choking right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958034 35383 81 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 8:44:45pm  
 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>Yet another idiot is using the contact form to send one hate mail after 
another. Four so far today, each one more ignorant and slobbery than the 
last.</P> 
<P>Again I'm amazed at how much more hateful and stupid the emails from right 
wingers are than anything I ever received from an Islamist or a left winger. I'm 
talking several orders of magnitude worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958042 35383 88 Charles Thu, Dec 17, 2009 8:47:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7958039" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any of them worthy of posting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. Just the same old insults and stupidity. Nothing even funny about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958740 35383 391 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:40:01am  
 
<P>Comments complaining about what is posted or not posted at LGF will be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>As always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958780 35383 397 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 10:09:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/7958768" target=_blank>#395</A> 
mvanvleck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My deleted comment commended C's criticism of those who disbelieve the theory 
of evolution and sought insight toward his criticism of those who subscribe to 
theories other than AGW. That is all. It wasn't meant to be a complaint...only 
an observation. I had hoped to be enlightened, and instead was deleted. Just 
trying to learn the ins and outs of blog ettiquette.Mat</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you did complain, and you seem to have forgotten that you also included 
a few insults, as well. If you continue complaining instead of reading the links 
people are giving you, I'll just block your account. I don't have time for this 
kind of nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958820 35383 399 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 10:23:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/7958704" target=_blank>#388</A> 
largolarry</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As one who opposed the new ice age consensus in the 1970's and promoted that 
a solar activity driven warming cycle would happen, I disagree with you primary 
assumptions. The sun is now in a less active cycle and the earth will be tending 
to be cooler for the next 30 years or so. <B>Be careful lizards do not like the 
cold and may be frozen to death</B></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There was no "ice age consensus." You didn't even watch the video, did 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958844 35383 400 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 10:38:06am  
 
<P>The anti-AGW people in this thread are demonstrating a very depressing trait 
common to that side of the debate -- even with a video that totally debunks the 
claim that a majority of scientists believed an ice age was coming in the 1970s, 
they just continue insisting that there really WAS a "consensus."</P> 
<P>It's hard to avoid the conclusion that they simply don't want to let facts 
intrude on their deeply held, deeply wrong biases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959654 35383 402 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 4:08:00pm  
 
<P>On the Internet, everyone is a climate scientist.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958736 35384 373 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:38:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/7958730" target=_blank>#370</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an absolute disgrace that they're even allow to attend much less be 
given the podium.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I expect Alex Jones to be added to the speaker's list any 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958743 35384 378 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:42:33am  
 
<P>Several really nasty hate mails came in this morning, all from a raving moron 
in Salt Lake City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958748 35384 381 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:50:48am  
 
<P>Actually, Ron Paul was there last year too. CPAC has been a home for bigots 
like Ron Paul, Ann Coulter and Pat Buchanan for years, and that's why I never 
accepted the invitations to attend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958804 35385 40 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 10:17:28am  
 
<P>I think the Spy mode works better for most mobile phones because the HTML 
page is much smaller. (Not the "Master Spy," the thread spy -- the green 
magnifying glass at bottom right of each post.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959283 35387 88 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 1:43:20pm  
 
<P>Links to Iowahawk are not welcome at LGF. He delinked LGF, and I'm not going 
to send any traffic to his site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959533 35387 96 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:20:12pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7959292" target=_blank>#90</A> billbrent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be possible for you to comment on his methodology and conclusions 
without linking to the site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a statistician, nor would I ever want to be, but you may want to note 
that he ends up confirming the "hockey stick" graph. Probably not the result the 
deniers want to see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959928 35387 98 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7959911" target=_blank>#97</A> billbrent</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for taking a look. I'm not a statistician either. Far from it. Since 
you said, a couple of weeks ago, that when you get interested in a subject you 
get kind-of "obsessive" about it, and since you're obviously a good coder, I 
thought you might be able to address Iowahawk's concerns about "principal 
component sausage making" in the hockey stick methodology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I've spent enough time on this. The point seems to be that they 
<EM>could</EM> have tampered with the data, which is true, of course -- just 
like I <EM>could</EM> edit your post to make you look like a global warming 
advocate.</P> 
<P>But I didn't.</P> 
<P>And climatologists don't fake their data.</P> 
<P>The idea that climatologists would deliberately fake or "massage" data is 
just ridiculous, if you know how the peer review process works.</P> 
<P>Other scientists subject the work to very stringent analysis, and they will 
advance their careers by finding problems -- and if someone's work is found 
deficient for some reason, their career will decline.</P> 
<P>There's a VERY strong incentive for scientists and climatologists to do the 
best work possible because if they don't, their careers will suck, nobody will 
publish their work, and they won't get grants or tenure.</P> 
<P>Iowahawk understands statistics, but he doesn't have a clue about the 
scientific method or peer review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960182 35387 100 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 7:35:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7960158" target=_blank>#99</A> 
Pacificlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reasonable people will not look to Penn and Teller, James Randi or Al Gore 
for enlightenment on climate change. I do think, however, there are reputable, 
well recognized scientists who disagree with Professor Mann, et al that are 
worth reading. Patrick Michaels (he is the person that Phil Jones was "tempted 
to beat the crap out of") has an interesting opinion piece in today's WSJ that 
is worth reading.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/patrick-michaels" target=_blank>Patrick 
Michaels</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Michaels and the fossil fuel industry</STRONG></P> 
<P>According to a January 2007 report (pdf) by the Union of Concerned Scientists 
called Smoke, Mirrors and Hot Air: how Exxonmobil uses big tobacco to 
manufacture uncertainty on climate science, Michaels is connected to no less 
than 11 think tanks and associations that have received money from oil-giant 
ExxonMobil to sow doubt about the realities of human-induced global warming. 



These include the George C Marshall Institute, the Cato Institute, the Heritage 
Foundation and the Heartland Institute.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Michaels and the Cato Institute</STRONG></P> 
<P>Michaels is particulary active with the Cato Institute, where he holds the 
title of "Senior Fellow." The Cato Institute is a Washington DC-based "think 
tank" that has received funding in the past from ExxonMobil, as well well-known 
energy industry-money backed charitable foundations like the Charles G Koch 
Foundation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958959 35388 18 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:43:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7958952" target=_blank>#15</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one noticed the first time around, either?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The source for that quote is the same investigator who lied about the 
statute. I don't see any reason to take that statement at face 
value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958964 35388 22 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:45:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7958961" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.wpcva.com/articles/2009/12/17/altavista/news/news11.txt" 
target=_blank>Sheriff's office investigates baby's death</A></P> 
<P>If charges are not filed that means the death was accidental. There is no 
loophole that allows a mother to shoot or stab her baby after it's born. They 
are accusing a woman who is probably innocent of murdering her child. The fact 
that they are lying about the existing laws means they're also probably lying 
about the murder as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the whole thing smells like a lie. The only source for the story is this 
"investigator," and I'd be willing to bet that this guy is connected to the 
anti-abortion movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958968 35388 25 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:47:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7958966" target=_blank>#23</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>I just want to know where KT read that someone involved on any level thinks 
it was "most likely" accidental because I'd rather not think that he was trying 
to insinuate that "mainstream right wing" is exploiting the accidental and 
tragic death of a newborn for political gain.</P> 
<P>As far as I can see, Morrisey didn't write the multiple reports Im seeing 
from the local media he's getting his info from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It takes about 5 seconds to Google the Virginia statute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07958983 35388 35 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:53:24am  
 
<P>It wasn't just Ed Morrissey who completely failed to fact check this story -- 
it's all over the religious right and anti-abortion websites today. The only 
source for any of these stories is the "investigator" Tracy Emerson. Not a 
single one has bothered to look up the actual statute.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07958995 35388 44 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:57:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/7958989" target=_blank>#40</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the section of the Virginia code also has parts D, E &amp; F 
(google Virginia Criminal Code - not hard to find - maybe more than 5 seconds, 
but not much). And Part F says:</P> 
<P>Now, you will look at that and say - well, that's where a physician has 
caused the death. But statutory interpretation is a slippery job, and the rule 
tends to be that you interpret statutes so as not to impose criminal liability. 
Here the argument would be: there are two ways to read the statute: the way you 
are reading it, and "performance of any act ... in violation of this section 
<STRONG>OR</STRONG> performance of a procedure by a physician in violation of 
this section."</P> 
<P>In this case, you can follow the link and listen to a frustrated deputy 
sheriff who obviously wants to prosecute, and reference to a similar, earlier 
case. Also discussion about legislators who refuse to touch the statute for fear 
of alienating abortion activists.</P> 
<P>So - all you Virginia lawyers commenting here: fine. But apparently there are 
some others also pretty familiar with Virginia law that don't think it is as 
clear as you do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you think it's OK to just put a big "OR" in there even though it's 
not in the statute?</P> 
<P>All righty then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959003 35388 52 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 11:59:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7958997" target=_blank>#46</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently everyone does down there!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the only source for the claim is Tracy Emerson. That's not 
"everyone."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959063 35388 97 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:13:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/7959043" target=_blank>#83</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indemnification is a civil law concept - this is criminal law. But I get the 
drift of your thinking ... It's a good <EM>argument.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you're not exactly unbiased on this subject, are you?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7720851" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959078 35388 108 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:18:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7959074" target=_blank>#105</A> 
auldtrafford</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm not; I have an opinion. Most people have an opinion on this issue. I 
know you do - and I respect it. Disagree, but I respect it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What "issue" is that?</P> 
<P>This story is nothing but deceptive red meat for the anti-abortion crowd -- 
and it has <EM>nothing</EM> to do with abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959084 35388 112 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:21:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7959066" target=_blank>#99</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really that difficult to, you know, just leave? I mean, the doors may 
not be labeled, but if you keep pushing on them over and over again and they 
still don't open, try pulling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would never do! It's very important to the flouncer to let Daddy know 
how much they hate him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959102 35388 128 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:26:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7959093" target=_blank>#119</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, in my possibly incorrect understanding, the main issue is - did she, or 
did she not - smother the infant? If she did, Virginia law says she smothered an 
infant who was defined as "alive", and the fact that the investigator is 
incorrect on the law is irrelevant. She should be charged.</P> 
<P>Am I missing something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that she wasn't charged strongly suggests that the entire story is 
bogus, and that there was no evidence she "smothered the baby."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959201 35388 208 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:54:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/7959173" target=_blank>#182</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A victory for fact checking!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love that. Instead of owning up and admitting the story is false, they 
spew some more hatred at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959203 35388 210 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 12:55:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7959200" target=_blank>#207</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.wset.com/news/stories/1209/687405.html" 
target=_blank>Wait, is WSET perpetuating falsehoods about this case?</A> I 
expect it from gibbering hyper-right-wing blogs, I didn't expect it from an ABC 
affiliate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy Tracy Emerson has been making the rounds of the news media. And none 
of them can be bothered to actually look up the statute, 
apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959517 35388 329 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/7959377" target=_blank>#294</A> ckb</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But still, that lends credence to Emerson. What the politicians say is 
irrelevant, but here you have a County Attorney saying there is a need to act 
regardless of the finding in this particular case. They seem to be saying if it 
is found the baby was deliberately killed, we need to change the law cause we 
cant prosecute.</P> 
<P>Has anyone from the state or County AG office come out and said that Emerson 
was wrong? Has anyone come out and said that if the baby was deliberately killed 
there will be charges?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The statute is posted right above. There's no doubt about this. Anyone who 
says they "can't prosecute" is simply ignoring the actual law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959538 35388 331 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:23:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/7959525" target=_blank>#330</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bare wording of the statute is only one part of the fact pattern. In 
order to know what, if anything, has been done with the statute, how it has (or 
has not) been applied -- in other words, WHAT it means -- one has to know 
whether prosecutors have used it and HOW, and how prosecutorial interpretation 
has fared in court.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "bare wording" of the statute is the law on the books, and it says 
extremely clearly: the idea that a mother can kill a baby without legal 
consequences as long as it's attached by an umbilical is just as ludicrous and 
false as it appears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959561 35388 336 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/7959556" target=_blank>#334</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the statute and understand what it says. But the process of the law is 
not simply statutes. Fortunately. Because prosecutors, judges, and juries have 
the latitude to bring mercy to the proceedings and not wrongly punish people who 
make mistakes or who act under extreme pressure in ways that the bare wording of 
a statute defines as criminal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize that -- but the point is that the claims promoted by Hot Air and Ed 
Morrissey and every anti-abortion website on the Internet are 100% 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959583 35388 340 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:38:12pm  
 
<P>Updated with those comments.</P> 
<P>Man. And nobody is deleting that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959620 35388 342 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:48:08pm  
 
<P>No update from Morrissey, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959646 35388 344 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:59:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7959639" target=_blank>#343</A> nonic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Either way, attached or not, the statute defines the killing of a “born alive 
human infant” as infanticide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, that's exactly the point of this post. There's a completely false 
claim being promoted that the statute says a mother can kill her newborn baby as 
long as it's still connected by an umbilical cord.</P> 
<P>It's simply not true. It seems like a ridiculous claim because it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959752 35388 347 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 4:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7959697" target=_blank>#346</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK let's get to the root of this. First, the code section cited by Charles 
doesn't appear to apply to actions of a mother at all. First, a latter section 
states "The mother may not be prosecuted for any criminal offense based on the 
performance of any act or procedure by a physician in violation of this 
section." Also, the very first section defines the crime as any person who 
"performs" partial birth infanticide. In other words, the statute is clearly 
meant to address partial birth abortions performed by others, not the actions of 
the mother who begins to have birth naturally. The statute, in my mind, is 
completely irrelevant. One would have to look at other Virginia laws - and their 
interpretation - to see under what circumstances a mother could be charged for 
these actions. The story cited by Morrissey notes simply, "Investigators say 
because the mother and baby were still connected by the umbilical cord and 
placenta, state law does not consider the baby to be a separate life." The 
investigators may or may not be right but a quick reference to 18.2-71.1 (C) 
doesn't mean Morrissey was wrong or that he didn't fact check.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. That's flat wrong. The first line of the statute is:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any person who knowingly performs partial birth infanticide and thereby kills 
a human infant is guilty of a Class 4 felony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Any person.</STRONG> That would include the mother, obviously. And 
Morrissey specifically cited this statute.</P> 
<P>Bzzt. Try again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961429 35388 355 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 10:31:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/7961396" target=_blank>#354</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<P>No, you don't have to accept any of those hypothetical situations. You could 
also postulate -- as many have in this thread -- that the woman wasn't charged 
because there is no evidence she did anything wrong, and that people with biased 
agendas are deliberately lying about this "loophole" that doesn't 
exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961454 35388 357 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 10:47:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7961444" target=_blank>#356</A> So What</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might enjoy this read regarding Tammy Skinner a mother who shot her baby 
on the day of the baby's scheduled birth day..</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ethicsscoreboard.com/list/skinner.html" 
target=_blank>www.ethicsscoreboard.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>C. Phillips Ferguson the D.A. of the City of Suffolk who tried the case tied 
to proscute this POS called a mother for murder but under Va. law at that time 
could not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The baby in the case we're discussing was NOT "self-aborted," so it's not at 
all the same thing. This baby was newborn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961456 35388 358 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 10:50:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/7961444" target=_blank>#356</A> So What</EM></P> 
<P>And -- she didn't "shoot her baby." She shot herself in the abdomen. The baby 
was not born, so it was a "fetus." You're bringing up an entirely different 
situation governed by an entirely different statute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961544 35388 360 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:39:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7961470" target=_blank>#359</A> So What</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, excuse me for offering in a different perspective, it was posted as 
a topic that does tie into the general discussion.It offers in a view of how the 
law in Va. differs. That was all, its all in the wording and how it applies 
based on that fact alone</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You brought up a different law, and a case that bears no relation to the one 
under discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961761 35388 362 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:40:11pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961817 35388 363 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:58:51pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how deranged this issue makes people.</P> 
<P>Polite disagreement results in a long, insulting tirade and 
flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959465 35389 112 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 2:50:30pm  
 
<P>Just finished a photo shoot for the NY Times profile...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959479 35389 125 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 2:55:43pm  
 
<P>Oooh. With a $60,000 Hasselblad. Drool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959591 35390 5 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 3:41:04pm  
 
<P>I'm very glad to see this. I'll be sleeping a little easier with this asshole 
in jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959674 35390 55 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 4:16:39pm  
 



<P>Barrett Brown has a standing offer open for Robert Stacy McCain, but so far 
McCain seems reluctant to acknowledge it: <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/barrettbrown/2009/12/18/my-offer-to-r-s-mccain-
regarding-his-inclusion-in-my-upcoming-book/" target=_blank>My Offer to R.S. 
McCain Regarding His Inclusion in My Upcoming Book</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959740 35390 117 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 4:46:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7959688" target=_blank>#67</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is kind of a disgrace that the FBI protected him from prosecution for so 
long because he was their informant on the militias and W.S. groups. When he was 
known as an informant and of no further use to them they gave him up in a 
heartbeat. They need to exercise a bit more careful about the people they choose 
to make deals with. Perhaps they also need to rethink shielding them from 
prosecution for offenses involving or threatening violence that are committed 
while working as an informant?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- that wasn't Bill White. You're thinking of Hal Turner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959770 35390 144 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 5:02:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7959768" target=_blank>#142</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<P>Well, Barrett has linked to LGF several times in his other posts -- and I'm 
going to be in his book too. So cut him a break, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959800 35390 174 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 5:18:16pm  
 
<P>The latest completely absurd claim being promoted by climate deniers at 
Pajamas Media -- there's no clean data on climate change anywhere. None. It's 
ALL been faked.</P> 
<P>All of it.</P> 
<P>These people are so deranged about this issue it completely boggles the 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959811 35390 185 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 5:23:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/7959807" target=_blank>#181</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...it makes me sick that PJM has fallen to such depths.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not half as sick as it makes me, I'll bet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959850 35390 224 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 5:39:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7959847" target=_blank>#221</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air decided to put its bogus baby killing story in their top stories 
section. Commenters are bashing Charles now. Apparently Bill O'Rielly covered 
the story last night too. It couldn't possibly be true, could it? There's no MSM 
fact checking on the claim and everybody's sticking to their story. Something's 



not right. The woman, if innocent, has one hell of a lawsuit. It would be a slam 
dunk case. She's be very wealthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's definitely not true. The Virginia statute could not be 
clearer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959859 35390 233 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 5:42:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/7959847" target=_blank>#221</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air decided to put its bogus baby killing story in their top stories 
section. Commenters are bashing Charles now. Apparently Bill O'Rielly covered 
the story last night too. It couldn't possibly be true, could it? There's no MSM 
fact checking on the claim and everybody's sticking to their story. Something's 
not right. The woman, if innocent, has one hell of a lawsuit. It would be a slam 
dunk case. She's be very wealthy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I love those comments! They're calling my post "venomous," and meanwhile 
ignoring the comments right there in front of them threatening to hunt down the 
mother and kill her, and wishing for her to be raped by an AIDS 
patient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959940 35391 11 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:23:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7959937" target=_blank>#9</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mandy has a whole folder on this guy...too bad she's not here...if he's being 
attacked it's for a reason</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A folder entirely derived from right wing sources. Sorry, I don't agree with 
her at all about this, and I'm not going to play the smear game with Mark 
Lloyd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959951 35391 18 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:27:11pm  
 
<P>Expanding on that point -- I'm sick to death of the McCarthyesque BS being 
promoted by the right wing to drive out Obama appointees. It sucks. If we'd had 
people like Glenn Beck around in WWII, we never would have developed the atomic 
bomb -- because Robert Oppenheimer was an outright communist sympathizer.</P> 
<P>The country is not served by these kinds of smear campaigns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959955 35391 22 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:29:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7959947" target=_blank>#16</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Praise for Chavez</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_082609/content/01125116.guest.
html" target=_blank>www.rushlimbaugh.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh is always an excellent source for McCarthyesque 
smears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959963 35391 30 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:31:36pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7959952" target=_blank>#19</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/176/7945702" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A 36-second excerpt from a video. Yeah, let's run him out of 
office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959968 35391 35 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:33:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7959957" target=_blank>#24</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The world might well have been a good deal better had we not built the bomb. 
It served only a very debatable use in ending WWII, and has been a nightmare 
ever since.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you realize that Nazi Germany was also working hard on an atomic bomb?</P> 
<P>Sure, we should have run Robert Oppenheimer out of the Manhattan Project! 
Imagine how wonderful the world would have been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07959982 35391 47 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7959978" target=_blank>#44</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The German project never got beyond talk, in large part because their 
calculations were off. <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Powers" 
target=_blank>Heisenberg's War</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If America hadn't developed the atomic bomb, someone else would have. Maybe 
not Germany, but it's impossible to keep this genie in the bottle.</P> 
<P>Do you really believe the world would have been better off if America hadn't 
been the one to do it?</P> 
<P>Think. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960024 35391 87 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:50:11pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Mark Lloyd said outright that he's not interested in reinstituting 
the Fairness Doctrine, and he's not a supporter of Hugo Chavez. 
Hello?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960059 35391 121 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 6:58:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7960042" target=_blank>#105</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would not like to see a "Fairness Doctrine" implemented.</P> 
<P>But is there any indication there is a move to do so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there isn't. This is another right wing fear-mongering boogeyman, with no 
relation to the real world.People like Rush Limbaugh and Glenn Beck are using 
this nonsense to fleece their gullible flocks, and line their pockets.</P> 
<P>At least Joe McCarthy actually believed the hateful crap he espoused. The 
people promoting these smear jobs are in it only for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07960115 35391 174 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 7:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/7960090" target=_blank>#149</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another Hot Air commenter justifies killing the mother whose baby died in 
Virginia...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting. And none of these comments are being deleted. In fact, nobody 
even disapproves.</P> 
<P>Instead, they spew hatred at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960211 35391 268 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 7:47:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/7960204" target=_blank>#261</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try this as a place to start:<A href="http://www.city-
journal.org/html/16_1_rush_oreilly.html" target=_blank>The Plot to Shush Rush 
and O’Reilly</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article was posted at City Journal <STRONG>three years ago</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>And yet, Rush Limbaugh and Bill O'Reilly are still unsilenced.</P> 
<P>If there really is a "plot," the conspirators aren't doing a very good 
job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960413 35392 26 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 8:48:19pm  
 
<P>Ed Morrissey can't even bring himself to say my name, which is just 
pathetic:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update II: A critic says that the report from WSLS is false, and that the law 
does cover this situation. But that critic doesn’t live in Virginia, and doesn’t 
explain how WSLS, the law enforcement agency, the state legislator, and the 
attorney general all got it wrong, too. After all, if the law covered the 
situation, the legislator wouldn’t have needed to introduce legislation to fix 
it and the AG, the county’s attorney, and the sheriff wouldn’t have endorsed it. 
At any rate, the facts to which I linked were reported by WSLS and confirmed by 
all of the above, all of whom are better sources than the critic in 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960430 35392 35 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 8:55:03pm  
 
<P>And Morrissey is deliberately misrepresenting the Virginia statute, linking 
to another page entirely that is NOT the statute in question!</P> 
<P>I almost can't believe how dishonest that creep is being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960457 35392 44 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:03:02pm  
 
<P>This is the page Morrissey is linking to -- and it blatantly misrepresents 
the actual wording of the statute: <A 
href="http://law.justia.com/virginia/codes/toc1802000/18.2-32.2.html" 
target=_blank>Virginia Code § 18.2-32.2 - Killing a fetus; penalty - Virginia 
Virginia Code § 18.2-32.2 - Killing a fetus; penalty - Virginia Code :: 
Justia</A></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A. Any person who unlawfully, willfully, deliberately, maliciously and with 
premeditation kills the fetus of another is guilty of a Class 2 felony.</P> 
<P>B. Any person who unlawfully, willfully, deliberately and maliciously kills 
the fetus of another is guilty of a felony punishable by confinement in a state 
correctional facility for not less than five nor more than 40 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that this page refers to a "fetus!"</P> 
<P>If the baby was newborn -- it's <EM>not</EM> a fetus. "Fetus" is only used to 
refer to an early stage of development.</P> 
<P>These people are so nuts, it's beyond belief.</P> 
<P>From the actual Virginia government website: <A 
href="http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+32.1-249" 
target=_blank>LIS - Code of Virginia - 32.1-249 - Definitions</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. "Fetal death" means death prior to the complete expulsion or extraction 
from its mother of a product of human conception, regardless of the duration of 
pregnancy; death is indicated by the fact that after such expulsion or 
extraction the fetus does not breathe or show any other evidence of life such as 
beating of the heart, pulsation of the umbilical cord, or definite movement of 
voluntary muscles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost too crazy for words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960469 35392 48 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7960467" target=_blank>#46</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is he that thick? That's for a fetus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not thick. He's deliberately lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960496 35392 60 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:12:10pm  
 
<P>And of course, right on cue, someone emails telling me I need to "correct" my 
post.</P> 
<P>Not. A. Freaking. Chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960512 35392 65 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:16:21pm  
 
<P>The "fetus" statute very obviously does NOT apply to the case in question. 
The baby was <EM>newborn</EM>, it was not a fetus.</P> 
<P>And also, note this wording:</P> 
<P><A href="http://law.justia.com/virginia/codes/toc1802000/18.2-32.2.html" 
target=_blank>Virginia Code § 18.2-32.2 - Killing a fetus; penalty - Virginia 
Virginia Code § 18.2-32.2 - Killing a fetus; penalty - Virginia Code :: 
Justia</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A. Any person who unlawfully, willfully, deliberately, maliciously and with 
premeditation <STRONG>kills the fetus of another</STRONG> is guilty of a Class 2 
felony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This mother is being accused of killing <EM>her own newborn baby</EM> -- NOT 
"the fetus of another."</P> 
<P>The stupid. It burns. This is why I won't have anything to do with the right 
wing any more. They're liars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07960597 35392 104 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:40:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7960585" target=_blank>#98</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>It's obvious that the statute I posted is the one that applies in this case. 
This was NOT a fetus -- and this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any person who unlawfully, willfully, deliberately, maliciously and with 
premeditation <STRONG>kills the fetus of another</STRONG>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is very clearly not the case. The mother is accused of killing her own 
newborn baby. So it's not just wrong -- it's doubly wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960623 35392 116 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 9:48:10pm  
 
<P>I updated my post. Ed Morrissey is a dishonest coward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07960668 35392 132 Charles Fri, Dec 18, 2009 10:01:17pm  
 
<P>Owl City (Vimeo's version isn't restricted and plays here):</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'7620741',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byli
ne:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961477 35393 612 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:08:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/7961476" target=_blank>#611</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I missing something, or has all the "settled science" brought to the table 
at Copenhagen suddenly run up against truth?</P> 
<P>This thing is sounding like a train wreck.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/dec/18/obama-
speech-copenhagen" target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>(And this is El-Guardian, and it's front page, not some "denier" editorial 
like Monbiot)</P> 
<P>LOL.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, yes, you're missing something -- for example, the post I put up yesterday 
linking to this article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961483 35394 3 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:10:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7961479" target=_blank>#1</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tim Jones, a spokesman for the World Development Movement to Obama...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2009/dec/18/obama-speech-
copenhagen" target=_blank>The president said he came to act, but showed little 
evidence of doing so. He showed no awareness of the inequality and injustice of 
climate change.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35386_Obamas_Copenhagen_Speech" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961487 35394 6 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:11:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7961485" target=_blank>#4</A> aristopheles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't this speak rather worse of the reporter than of 
Inhofe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. Inhofe <EM>is</EM> ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961497 35394 15 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:17:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7961494" target=_blank>#12</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>About as helpful as Obama's trip to Copenhagen. Ha!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, Obama reached a tentative agreement yesterday, which is 
more than most people expected from this summit. The US and China agreed to a 
method for checking emissions limits. That's not a small thing.</P> 
<P>There's a lot more to be done, but it's a start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961505 35394 22 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:20:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7961495" target=_blank>#13</A> 
aristopheles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, look, that's a little sweeping. Let's say somebody ridiculous is in 
court. Perhaps the judge, as a human, might want to refrain from calling this 
ridiculous person ridiculous, because it's the jury's job to decide this 
proposition. Similarly, reporters are kind of in the business of letting us - 
the jury - decide what is and is not ridiculous. If Inhofe is ridiculous, merely 
reporting his conduct ought to allow a reasonable person to reach that 
conclusion. The reporter is not the story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you understand that this was a comment from a reporter directly to Inhofe, 
not an article he/she wrote?</P> 
<P>If more people would call out poseurs and fanatics like Inhofe instead of 
treating them as if they deserved respect on issues about which they're 
completely insane, the world would be a better place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961509 35394 25 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:22:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7961502" target=_blank>#20</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what was reached. Watered-down political agreement to save a little 
face back home, on the part of all the attendees. Settled Science certainly 
doesn't mean poop to these people who have been whining over the Settled Science 
for so long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get that you're sarcastically mocking the scientific evidence for global 
warming. But all you're doing is revealing your own ignorance.</P> 



<P>The science <EM>is</EM> settled as much as any science can be. It's not 100% 
certain, because scientists don't deal in 100% certainties. But mocking the term 
"settled science" is pretty silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961519 35394 34 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:27:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/7961514" target=_blank>#30</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My comment was about the attendees, my comment was about the governments and 
the lack of THIER real belief in the scientific evidence. That was where my 
sarcasm was aimed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty simplistic to say that because politics played a big part in 
these discussions, that means these people don't accept the scientific evidence 
for AGW.</P> 
<P>Not only simplistic -- false. The countries who attended this meeting 
obviously DO accept the scientific evidence or they wouldn't have been 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961524 35394 39 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:29:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7961521" target=_blank>#36</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then they would have done something about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did do something about it. I just pointed out what was achieved, and it 
wasn't a small thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961528 35394 42 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:31:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/7961515" target=_blank>#31</A> 
aristopheles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other day, you had a hard time over the "arsehole" exchange on 
television. Substantively, the conduct you objected to by the skeptic was the 
same as the conduct of the reporter whose behavior you approve of 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a "hard time" over that? I don't know what you were reading, but it 
wasn't what I wrote. I approved of Prof. Andrew Watson calling Marc Morano an 
"arsehole," because he IS an arsehole. And I approve of anyone calling James 
Inhofe "ridiculous," because he IS ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961529 35394 43 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:31:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7961526" target=_blank>#41</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evidently the West didn't agree... this was a major fail. I expected to 
actually see some solid gains made, all I saw was politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were solid gains made. It was not a "major fail."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961534 35394 47 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:33:43am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7961532" target=_blank>#45</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand you position, we don't agree. I hope to see more in the 
future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're simply wrong. When the US and China reach an agreement about methods 
to monitor emissions, that's not a "major fail," it's an 
accomplishment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961561 35394 69 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 11:49:26am  
 
<P>I see Patterico is not getting it about Robert Stacy McCain, bending over 
backward to make excuses for his racist statements and ignoring his connections 
to neo-Nazis and white supremacists.</P> 
<P>He's wasting his time, of course, since McCain wrote on his blog: "Fuck you, 
sir!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961569 35394 77 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 12:00:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7961567" target=_blank>#75</A> 
aristopheles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got to run, and I can see that those of you replying aren't moving on 
this point, but let me leave you with this: Charles posted this as a "score one 
for the good guys" kind of article. It's not. It makes the good guys look like 
jerks. Which write-up do you think does Inhofe more harm?</P> 
<P><EM>He went to Copenhagen and the media shouted insults.</EM></P> 
<P>or</P> 
<P><EM>He went to Copenhagen and the media asked him questions he couldn't 
answer.</EM></P> 
<P>It may be music to the ears around here. But it's preaching to the 
choir.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961572 35394 79 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 12:02:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/7961568" target=_blank>#76</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your concern trolling isn't fooling me. He did NOT shout insults. He simply 
said what needed to be said when faced with overwhelming 
idiocy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Aristopheles" has been misrepresenting everything about this incident, 
starting with the stupid claim that I "posted this as a 'score one for the good 
guys' kind of article." The post simply reports what happened. And nobody 
"heckled" or "shouted." That's all just complete fantasy.</P> 
<P>This is a person who is not interested in facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961585 35394 90 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 12:17:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/7961580" target=_blank>#85</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those who are claiming that nothing was accomplished in Copenhagen...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=EXCLUSIVE+%E2%80%93+Briti
sh+Peer%3A+Copenhagen+Summit+Has+Established+A+World+Government+&amp;btnG=Google
+Search&amp;fp=6613db1c62f26167" target=_blank>EXCLUSIVE – British Peer: 
Copenhagen Summit Has Established A World Government</A> (via google)</P> 
<P>Video here...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/o3Gf5F09kG8&amp;border=1&amp;color1=0x2b405b&amp;
color2=0x6b8ab6&amp;hl=en_GB&amp;feature=player_embedded&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Pajamas Media publishes articles by this raving kook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961635 35394 140 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 12:49:26pm  
 
<P>Michelle Malkin's commenters are calling for Sen. Ben Nelson to be 
murdered.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On December 19th, 2009 at 12:09 pm, southdakotaboy said:</P> 
<P>What needs to be done is the people of Nebraska need to meet Nelson at his 
home in Nebraska at Christmas time. They need to bring rocks, torches, and 
signs. They then need to tell him that if he votes to break the next fillabuster 
for any reason he won’t have a home to come back to and that if he does come 
back they will use the rope to decorate a tree with him.</P> 
<P>We need to get blunt with these traitors. They need to be put if free of 
their lives to remind them that they work for us or we reserve not only the 
right to vote them out but the right to kill them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961657 35395 6 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 12:59:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7961651" target=_blank>#2</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The koslings are calling Lieberman and Nelson <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/comments/2009/12/19/11514/955/95#c95" 
target=_blank>nazi collaborators</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nasty. But calling for someone to be lynched is a different level of 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961666 35395 14 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:03:46pm  
 
<P>Also - it's interesting to note that other Kos commenters are calling out 
that Nazi comparison as being over the top.</P> 
<P>Nobody even blinked an eye at Malkin's site about someone saying "we reserve 
not only the right to vote them out but the right to kill them."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961673 35395 19 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:06:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7961667" target=_blank>#15</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then again, every time someone utters ' drop dead', the person addressed 
doesn't exactly have a prima facie case against the speaker for making death 
threats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, excuse me, but don't you think "we have the right to kill them" is just a 
teensy bit more extreme than saying "drop dead?"</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MM should delete that stuff from her site as it appears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, she never does. Why do you think that is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961706 35395 52 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7961695" target=_blank>#41</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think kos has improved a lot, and in no small part to LGF keeping their 
feet on the fire. It's sad to see the right wing blogs now need this same 
service.</P> 
<P>However- I don't think the far-left has improved <EM>that</EM> much, and the 
smears at kos show that there are moonbats still lurking around. Just because 
most of teh crazy is on the right these days doesn't mean there is no crazy on 
the left anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true that there's plenty of over the top language at Daily Kos.</P> 
<P>But I don't recall ever seeing the kind of open calls for violence and murder 
that we're seeing on almost every right wing blog these days. And the kind of 
hate mail I've been getting from right wingers is also way WAY more extreme than 
anything I received from left wingers -- including threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961713 35395 59 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7961702" target=_blank>#48</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-webmasters have some great tools available to scan text for certain 
phrases and words, right? It's not <EM>that</EM> difficult to filter or scan for 
threats is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not difficult to find these comments. They're everywhere at Malkin 
and Hot Air. There's no excuse for letting this go on. They're not deleting the 
comments or banning these people because they either <EM>agree</EM>, or because 
they're deliberately pandering to this craziness.</P> 
<P>Even after I've pointed out the comments calling for violence, very publicly 
here at LGF, they do nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961747 35395 91 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7961725" target=_blank>#71</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to equate them. But there is no other blog that I can think of 
where non-kookspiracy criticisms of the left could be aired along side 
criticisms of the right.</P> 
<P>I've been reading right-wing hate rants against you for nearly three years 
now, and I know well which has been more ugly. I'm not trying to defend it in 
any way. Doesn't excuse the people who hate you on the other side just because 
they're more polite about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you're not defending it. I'm just trying to make a point that I think 
is important -- the reason why I'm focusing more on the hate speech from right 
wing blogs is because it's a LOT worse than anything I ever saw from Daily Kos. 
Open calls for revolution and violence and murder, applause for the murder of 
Dr. Tiller, etc. etc. And not just a little bit of this, either -- it's 
everywhere on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07961768 35395 110 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:43:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/7961759" target=_blank>#102</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles... Were you ever friends with <A href="http://www.balloon-juice.com/" 
target=_blank>John Cole</A> when you guys were at PJM? Do you follow him at all, 
and if so, do you think you're kind of on the same path as him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never met John, but we've exchanged a few emails 
recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961780 35395 121 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:49:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7961777" target=_blank>#118</A> Girth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably the biggest thing that disgusts me about the right wing right now is 
their attitude about science and education. Until the GOP fixes that, I won't be 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. That's one of the biggest issues for me too. And so much of that 
atavistic crap goes back to one thing -- the takeover of the GOP by the 
religious right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961789 35395 129 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:51:02pm  
 
<P>For example -- Sarah Palin's Twitter feed: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA" target=_blank>Sarah Palin 
(SarahPalinUSA) on Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Copenhgen=arrogance of man2think we can change nature's ways.MUST b good 
stewards of God's earth,but arrogant&amp;naive2say man overpwers 
nature</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961792 35395 132 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 1:51:30pm  
 
<P>Palin is really coming out of the closet as the religious fanatic she's 
always been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961827 35395 164 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 2:00:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7961814" target=_blank>#152</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh lawdy...She must think if she and the fundies just pray everything will be 
just peachy keen...The right has pushed science off the cliff...then jumped off 
afterwards</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the real root of Palin's climate change denial -- she's completely 
bought into the far religious right concept that mankind can't do anything to 
affect the earth's climate, and that it would be wrong to even try because it 
would be against God's will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07961997 35395 326 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 2:54:04pm  



 
<P>More from Sarah Palin: <A href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA" 
target=_blank>Sarah Palin (SarahPalinUSA) on Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earth saw clmate chnge4 ions;will cont 2 c chnges.R duty2responsbly devlop 
resorces4humankind/not pollute&amp;destroy;but cant alter naturl 
chng</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Ions."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962110 35395 390 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 3:39:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7962066" target=_blank>#383</A> oaktree</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen that with most on-line communities of one sort or another. Things 
seem to sink to a certain least common denominator level of behavior that 
essentially is determined by the level of civility and decorum that the 
moderators and administrators are willing to put in the work to enforce.</P> 
<P>Blogs, forums, MUDs, etc. Anarchy essentially doesn't work unless you 
<B>want</B> to interact in an environment that is totally dog-eat-dog and enjoys 
wallowing in insult, invective, and irrationality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reason for this is that the most obsessed and crazy people are also the 
most relentless. They'll continue spewing hatred and insanity endlessly, and 
they'll drive out anyone sane, if moderators don't take charge and put a stop to 
it.</P> 
<P>It's not possible to have a decent discussion forum on the web without strong 
moderation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962219 35395 417 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 4:28:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/7962190" target=_blank>#409</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air commenter calls for hangings:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/12/19/breaking-nelson-will-
vote-for-cloture/comment-page-4/#comment-3063427" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that Ed Morrissey is citing "Patriot Room" -- a Birther 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962268 35395 425 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 4:49:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/7962261" target=_blank>#424</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again. Lots and lots of "revolution" talk in that thread 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962297 35395 430 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 5:00:40pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable.</P> 
<P>OK, time for the next 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962329 35395 436 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 5:13:04pm  
 
<P>Oh. My. God.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07962081 35396 20 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 3:30:43pm  
 
<P>It's all over the right wing blogs now that "Lord" Monckton was assaulted by 
police in Copenhagen.</P> 
<P>Source for the claim? Alex Jones. Nobody on the right even blinks at Alex 
Jones any more. They've accepted this freak as one of their own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962085 35396 23 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 3:33:08pm  
 
<P>Palin's view that mankind can't affect God's handiwork is exactly the same 
rationalization used by James Inhofe, Joe Barton, and several other Republican 
climate deniers.</P> 
<P>It's not at all about the science for these people -- their objections are 
based on religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962228 35396 134 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 4:31:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/7962205" target=_blank>#115</A> danS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and as somebody mentioned, the fact that she believes climate has changed 
for "ions" kinda contradicts that she's a radical literalist/creationist, 
no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heads up to the irony-challenged. The comment you're quoting was 
<EM>sarcastic</EM>.</P> 
<P>And there's absolutely no doubt that Palin is a creationist. Who do you think 
you're kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962242 35396 144 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 4:38:21pm  
 
<P>I've been noticing several of the chuckleheads who post regularly to #tcot at 
Twitter are now using the openly racist image of Obama as a witch doctor with a 
bone through his nose as their personal picture:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/obamascare/" target=_blank>Obama Scare 
(obamascare) on Twitter</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962246 35396 148 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 4:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/7962238" target=_blank>#141</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>but she hasn't gone all the way to YEC, or has she?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35144_Palin_Proudly_Owns_Her_Creat
ionism" target=_blank>She didn't come from no monkey, or no fish that sprouted 
legs</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962328 35396 215 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 5:12:10pm  
 
<P>New 'Hot Air Comments of the Day' post coming up soon.</P> 



<P>You won't believe the stuff simoom dug up. Makes those comments at Malkin's 
site look tame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962350 35396 234 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 5:23:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/7962345" target=_blank>#229</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please indicate which Hot Air author's articles the comments come from. If I 
suddenly decide to care a little bit, I might direct some email in their 
direction. Hot Air may have dropped the ball when it comes to moderation, but 
contributing authors also have a voice there, and perhaps they can be shamed 
into using it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all from Ed Morrissey's post about Sen. Ben Nelson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962649 35396 301 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 7:14:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/7962499" target=_blank>#290</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another tweet from Gingrich yesterday:</P> 
<P>So he's also endorsing a creationist as "one of our brightest governors".</P> 
<P>**sigh**</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich is just as much of an opportunistic clown as any other GOP 
politician. People shouldn't look to him to be the savior of the Republican 
Party -- he's shown his character very clearly in the way he treated his 
wives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962409 35397 22 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 5:35:57pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
hyimnotademocrat.blogspot.com/2009/04/time-to-confront-pro-choice-
christians.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Blue Collar Philosophy: 
Time To Confront Pro-Choice Christians Who Are Disobeying 
Jesus</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962494 35397 85 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 6:03:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7962472" target=_blank>#65</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So where IS Sal???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He decided that he hates LGF now, because he's a global warming denier. And 
so it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962538 35397 124 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 6:16:21pm  
 
<P>You won't believe the 'Hot Air Comments' thread I'm working on. Simoom 
deserves major kudos for wading through the muck over there. It's jaw-
dropping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07962605 35397 183 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 6:49:24pm  
 
<P>Ok, that really sucks.</P> 
<P>Safari just went into a vapor lock while I was working on that post, and I 
had to force quit. An hour's work down the drain.</P> 
<P>And so it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962630 35397 208 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 7:01:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7962625" target=_blank>#203</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is at least the second time I recall something like that happening, 
should you put a "save draft" autosave function that does a save every few 
minutes on your list of feature ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, I know.</P> 
<P>I usually copy the whole post to the paste buffer every minute or so, but I 
was on a roll and didn't think of it this time.</P> 
<P>That'll teach me. I'm going to have dinner before I start building this 
monster again, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07962882 35398 59 Charles Sat, Dec 19, 2009 8:50:08pm  
 
<P>Allahpundit laughs it off:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/allahpundit/status/6850836167" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963464 35399 179 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 10:08:30am  
 
<P>Here's what happens if you criticize the relentless hate speech at Hot 
Air:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Charles Johnson still bothering small children, IYKWIMAITYD?</P> 
<P>Blake on December 20, 2009 at <A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/12/19/breaking-nelson-will-vote-for-
cloture/comment-page-12/#comment-3065287" rel=nofollow target=_blank>12:13 
AM</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963503 35399 218 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 10:31:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7963495" target=_blank>#210</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allah Pundit continues his Twitter deflection and strawman arguments about 
yesterday's <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35398_Hot_Air_Comments_of_the_Day" 
target=_blank>Hot Air Comments of the Day</A>:</P> 
<P>He really seems to be missing the point.</P> 
<P>I mean he's basically admitted he's read at least some of your post. It's 
kind of hard for him to make an argument for unrepresentative comment mining 
when once the extremist comments have been brought to his attention, he (yet 
again) proves he's OK with them by failing to do any kind of moderation (even on 
the worst of the worst).</P> 
<P>Come on AP, if you really want to salvage some credibility on this, stop 
whining and delete some of that garbage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>LGF gets 3000+ comments a day too, but somehow I seem to be able to keep the 
wishes for death, destruction, hellfire and revolution out of them -- and post 
articles too. And eat, and sleep, and even ride my bike. It takes some work but 
it's not impossible at all.</P> 
<P>Of course, you have to want to keep that stuff off your blog, and clearly the 
policy at Hot Air is to pander to these freaks and haters.</P> 
<P>As for the idea that I have "something personal" against Michelle Malkin, 
it's ridiculous. What I have is a distaste for a right wing blogosphere that's 
turned into a fever swamp of hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963507 35399 222 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 10:32:49am  
 
<P>And of course -- none of the comments I pointed out are deleted, not even the 
ones calling for a lynch mob to murder Ben Nelson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963530 35400 5 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 10:52:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7963529" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://politifact.com/truth-o-meter/article/2009/dec/18/lie-year-
runners-up/" target=_blank>And the runners-up ...</A>Second place...</P> 
<P>That one was initiated by ex-lizard zombie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that was where I began to really part ways with zombie. I found that 
incredibly distasteful and wrong-headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963549 35400 21 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 11:03:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7963546" target=_blank>#19</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So someone phrasing a line in a proposed bill as a "death panel' to try to 
scare (literally) support against the bill is worse that promising the bill will 
get a full public airing AND not be signed for almost a week 
after?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963551 35400 23 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 11:04:31am  
 
<P>Anyone can get a copy of the proposed bill and read it. Nobody's hiding 
anything from you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963675 35400 146 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 11:50:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7963637" target=_blank>#109</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Palin 'lied" about death panels, but I have no proof that she didn't 
beleive there would be, SO ,,, was she intentionally trying to decieve? By your 
own standard, if she BELEIVES there would be death panels, then no 
lie!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes I just can't believe the rationalizations people come up with to 
make excuses for Sarah Palin.</P> 



<P>She absolutely knew she was not telling the truth. The statement is utterly 
absurd on its face, and no sane person could possibly have believed the US 
government was going to set up "death panels."</P> 
<P>It was pure fear-mongering BS, pandering to the most extreme element of the 
right wing base -- and Palin used her own child to do it, in one of the most 
blatantly cynical political maneuvers I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965485 35400 187 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 11:47:22am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7964638" target=_blank>#184</A> 
ChicagoJohn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now read the section above, and tell me if you think it was reported 
accurately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the Politifact description of Palin's statement was completely accurate. 
She said her parents or her "baby with Down Syndrome" would have to stand in 
front of a death panel to determine whether they deserved health care.</P> 
<P>100% accurate.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963787 35402 41 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 1:34:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7963782" target=_blank>#36</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>$10 a month spread across every household in America is a huge amount of 
money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963968 35402 111 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 4:27:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7963922" target=_blank>#108</A> mioilman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The advent of petroleum as an energy source has coincided with the doubling 
of the average humans life span.The climate-gate e-mails clearly demonstrate the 
"SCIENTISTS?" to have been practicing subterfuge to promote their 
cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. What is it like to live in a world where every 
scientist is in on a gigantic plot to hoodwink the entire human race? What color 
is the sky there?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Global warming is a hoax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964069 35402 120 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 5:10:57pm  
 
<P>We have us a talking point parrot here. In four posts he's managed to 
regurgitate at least a dozen of the long-debunked climate denial hot 
buttons.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964481 35402 211 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 9:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/7964471" target=_blank>#210</A> ddgoose</EM></P> 



<P>Nice try at sneaking back in with a new name. Bye again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965247 35402 216 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 9:59:09am  
 
<P>Another talking point parrot appears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963873 35403 2 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 3:04:34pm  
 
<P>That's Chris Thile, one of the world's best mandolin players.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07963888 35403 13 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 3:38:44pm  
 
<P>Chris Thile plays J. S. Bach's E Major Prelude:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/hSZ40V0teGM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964076 35404 7 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 5:13:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7964071" target=_blank>#4</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>isn't this assclown also a member of some group that advocates 
secession?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the League of the South. Look them up -- they're about one step away 
from the KKK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964133 35404 36 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 5:34:46pm  
 
<P>Apparently Malkin was embarrassed enough by my post to delete that comment 
about "we have the right to kill our elected officials."</P> 
<P>The other comments about lynching remain posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964291 35404 132 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 6:26:27pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is still welcomed at Hot Air -- he has a post in their 
"Green Room" tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964297 35404 136 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 6:28:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7964293" target=_blank>#134</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the rate Hot Air is going they'll be featuring David Duke 
next.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Duke is missing a big opportunity -- the right wing blogs are eager to 
hear his message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07964384 35404 206 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 8:00:51pm  
 
<P>The web server got tired for a couple of minutes there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964410 35404 231 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 8:27:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7964408" target=_blank>#230</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not too exciting, but a few hours ago Sen. Coburn, on the floor of the 
Senate, seemed to ask the American people to join him in an imprecatory 
prayer:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, this Christmas season, Republicans are praying for their political 
opponents to die. Or at least, get very sick.</P> 
<P>Merry GOP Christmas!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964429 35404 249 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 8:36:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/7964414" target=_blank>#235</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to see blog wars, you should hear about the asshole who is taking 
what Charles posted about the National Geographic vid "What Henry Hudson saw in 
1609" and uses it to call Charles a racist. He's an ally of Rodan, so I don't 
want to directly link. How do I do a Google cache again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34538_Video-
_What_Henry_Hudson_Saw" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And only sheer desperation could make a person find racism in 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07964535 35404 348 Charles Sun, Dec 20, 2009 9:59:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/7964525" target=_blank>#338</A> 
beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the Patterico piece days ago and just read Barrett Brown’s piece.I 
think that McCain knows he doesn't have to explain anything and won't be 
challenged from anyone on the right. I also believe that they are very aware he 
is a white supremacist. They just do not care. That is where the far right is 
currently...in bed with the monsters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- they know and they don't care.</P> 
<P>For another example, try to find a single right wing blogger who has 
expressed even mild disapproval about the John Birch Society being a sponsor of 
CPAC. You won't. They don't care about that either.</P> 
<P>That's why I had to make a public break. I don't want anything to do with any 
of these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965238 35406 15 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 9:56:58am  
 
<P>The title itself is openly antisemitic: "For Palestinians, Every Day Is 
Kristallnacht."</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07965255 35406 25 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7965250" target=_blank>#21</A> Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what do you think? A mistake or something more sinister?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.vdare.com/malkin/index.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.vdare.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965290 35406 58 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:15:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/7965282" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allahpundit sez...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I’ve mentioned this before but it’s an opportunity to remind you 
again: Anytime you see something amiss on the site, whether it’s a busted link 
or an offensive comment or a mis-sized thumbnail, you must e-mail us at tips -
at- hotair.com to let us know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet he leaves all the racist comments and calls to violence posted, I wonder 
what they consider an offensive comment over there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That must be why he left all those comments posted calling for Ben Nelson to 
be lynched -- I posted them here at LGF instead of emailing him at tips-at-
hotair.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965305 35406 70 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:21:56am  
 
<P>Also still posted at Hot Air: a comment accusing me of being a pedophile. And 
this isn't the first one.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/12/19/breaking-nelson-will-
vote-for-cloture/comment-page-12/#comment-3065287" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965309 35406 74 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:22:52am  
 
<P>Malkin has frequently praised white nationalist Peter Brimelow, founder of 
VDARE, at her site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=brimelow+site:
michellemalkin.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965315 35406 80 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:26:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7965298" target=_blank>#65</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps someone who cares more than I do could check, but a (very) quick 
glance showed links to a bunch of her regular columns produced for her own site. 
I didn't see anything authored specifically for VDARE. I could easily be wrong - 



I've got better things to do with my time than wallow in that cesspit - but it 
wouldn't be a bad idea to be sure she's writing specifically for them before 
accusing her of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peter Brimelow, the racist creep who founded VDARE, is a close friend of 
Malkin.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=brimelow+site:
michellemalkin.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965351 35406 115 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:42:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7965345" target=_blank>#109</A> 
OneMonkeysUncle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, Charles, it's anti-Israeli and anti-Zionist. It's 
<EM>not</EM> anti-Semitic, unless the conventional wisdom here is that Israel 
and the Jewish faith are one and indivisible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it absolutely IS antisemitic to compare the situation of the 
Palestinians to Kristallnacht, and accuse Israel of committing "genocide." 
Revoltingly so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965352 35406 116 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:43:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7965345" target=_blank>#109</A> 
OneMonkeysUncle</EM></P> 
<P>And before you defend Paul Craig Roberts against charges that he's a blatant 
antisemite -- I suggest you try looking up some of his other 
articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965358 35406 122 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:44:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/7965354" target=_blank>#118</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, I don't see that link there. Maybe someone hacked her site and put it 
there, and she found it and took it down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have got to be joking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965367 35406 131 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:47:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/7965345" target=_blank>#109</A> 
OneMonkeysUncle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Branding any and all opposition to Israel's political and social policies as 
"anti-Semitic" is not helpful; it enflames an already burning pyre of human 
stupidity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This comment is way off base. I'm NOT branding "any and all opposition to 
Israel's policies" as antisemitic. I'm calling this article antisemitic because 
IT IS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965390 35406 154 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 10:55:37am  



 
<P>Shrieking harpy Pamela Geller calls European Jews who refuse to make 
alliances with fascist groups "traitors" and "cowards," and tells them to "shut 
up."</P> 
<P>At American Thinker.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.americanthinker.com/2009/12/jews_who_wont_support_their_al.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965504 35407 12 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 12:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7965489" target=_blank>#7</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you Charles for the Amazon suggestions. The other day I went to the 
Amazon website by way of your link. I was not looking for anything specific. I 
found a Nikon Coolpix L20 for less than I expected. I bought that camera and a 
SanDisk 4GB memory card. Both are to arrive on or about December 24th. Although 
a bit late for Hanukkah it will be a very nice gift for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're welcome - thank you for buying it through the associate link!</P> 
<P>That Coolpix L20 is a great little pocket camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965648 35408 55 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 1:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7965644" target=_blank>#51</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the bottom of the article section of the post is a link labeled "Spinoff 
Links" Drop it down, and it will allow you to insert the url and title of piece 
and select a category for it as well as put in a slug. "Related" would be the 
proper category in this case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just posted the curmudgeonly link there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965662 35408 67 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 1:28:32pm  
 
<P>The hate mails are already coming in after this post:</P> 
<P>Subject: "What happened to you?"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously.I can only assume heavy drug use?LGF used to be an interesting 
place. Now it's pathetic. And pitiable.Whatever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Subject: "why i left lgf part I, there is no part II"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-You have completely lost it.Please explain to me how Darwin’s theory 
disproves the existence of God, or any intelligence in the cosmos other than the 
homo sapien.Or can you tell me how the cosmos just magically appeared one day? 
In the beginning there was nothing, then one day a big bang and the whole cosmos 
just evolved.For an obviously intelligent person, you are completely blinded by 
your belief system, all the time ridiculing anyone who doesn’t agree with 
you.It’s your blog, do what you want with it, but I won’t be visiting 
anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, drat. Lost another creationist reader.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965854 35408 232 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 3:00:49pm  



 
<P>Another love note just in:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the fag out of LGF continues(maybe it should be LGB).What do you expect 
from a nerd from Cal who listens to Bruce Hornsby.Nice state you got there 
assmunch.Keep telling yourself the deathg panels don't exist.Go kiss a Gila 
monster.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07965889 35408 265 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 3:26:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7965877" target=_blank>#253</A> limewash</EM></P> 
<P>I changed your link to a Google cache link, because I don't want to send 
traffic there.</P> 
<P>It's just sickening to see how this craziness has taken over so many right 
wing blogs, to the point where they're openly wishing for people to die. You 
don't have to be a fan of Robert Byrd (I'm not) to think that's way WAY over the 
line of decency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966010 35409 4 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:03:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7966006" target=_blank>#2</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, Charles. People have called you a "Bruce Hornsby listener".</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. This one is in their faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966011 35409 5 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:04:52pm  
 
<P>I see Dan "I'll Beat Me Some Black Kids" Riehl is taking another inept shot 
at me. Complete with the devastating nickname that never fails to win an 
argument, "Chuckles."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966023 35409 12 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:11:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7966020" target=_blank>#9</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yDjugxLRpvo" target=_blank>Charles... 
Ever heard this?</A></P> 
<P>I live a hundred miles from the town he writes about here. Fantastic 
song.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.sing365.com/music/lyric.nsf/The-Road-Not-Taken-lyrics-
Bruce-Hornsby/0CBE3B9DDEE72DF748256A9A002C175D" target=_blank>Lyrics... "The 
Road Not Taken"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love that song. One of Bruce's best.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yDjugxLRpvo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07966034 35409 21 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:16:59pm  
 
<P>This line kills me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're so small they couldn't hurt youJust like they said about Napoleon 
too</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966073 35409 53 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:53:12pm  
 
<P>Isn't that lovely?</P> 
<P>Is it time for a "World Net Daily Comments of the Day" feature too?</P> 
<P>The problem is that this stuff is absolutely everywhere on the right wing 
websites. Extremism and racism is right out in the open. There may be too much 
of it to even start covering it all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966075 35409 55 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 5:54:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7966071" target=_blank>#51</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't seem to be a problem for Moveon.org...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never seen anything at MoveOn.org that even comes close to the deranged 
hatred at WND. No comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966089 35409 68 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 6:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7966082" target=_blank>#62</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you're right...I don't...what good does it do to care?...and post this 
stuff?...that horse left the barn a long time ago and it's not even news 
anymore</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. I think it's very <EM>big</EM> news that the right wing has 
become so completely insane. The media hasn't even really started to cover this 
stuff yet. There's a whole subculture of blogs and websites that are encouraging 
and fomenting violence and hatred, on a scale that has never been seen 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966092 35409 71 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 6:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7966090" target=_blank>#69</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Relax. No need to 'even start '. Anyone who puts a post up like those 
selected is a moron who deserves no attention, of course it's not good to leave 
them up on a blog, and yeah, both parties support nutjobs.It's not worth even a 
point rise in your b/p.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you're going to be disappointed, then, because I have no plans to 
simply ignore this evil garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966100 35409 79 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 6:11:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7966094" target=_blank>#73</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They probably don't want to look that closely, because if they do, they'll 
eventually have to** look at both sides of the idiot scale, and we know they 
don't want to do that.** i.e., be dragged kicking and screaming by the bastards 
at Fox.///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- there's simply no comparison. The hatred coming from the right wing 
has no equivalent on the left. I know you don't want to believe it, and you're 
doing your best to make comparisons that don't exist, but I covered the left 
when they were at their worst and I never saw the kind of disgusting, racist, 
violence-advocating comments that have been pouring out of the right wing sites 
this year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966193 35409 161 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 7:15:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/7966160" target=_blank>#131</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those who missed it when I posted it in the previous thread:<A 
href="http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2009/12/east-coast-blizzard-from-
space?npu=1&amp;mbid=yhp" target=_blank>The blizzard as it appeared from outer 
space.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These kinds of extreme weather fluctuations are going to get worse. Much 
worse.</P> 
<P>We're just beginning to see what mankind's addiction to carbon-based fuels is 
doing to the atmosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966199 35409 166 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 7:22:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/7966192" target=_blank>#160</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of paganism... and Avatar..., I see that Ross Douthat has some 
heartburn over the movie and the nature of Hollywood's attraction to 
pantheism:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/21/opinion/21douthat1.html" 
target=_blank>Heaven and Nature</A></P> 
<P>Douthat is Catholic, and perhaps is feeling a bit self-pressured in that role 
to confront the obvious messages of Avatar. Nevertheless, I think that Douthat 
probably also feels uncomfortable with the fundamentalism of so much of the 
"right".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone should sit Ross Douthat down and explain to him that Avatar is a 
<EM>movie</EM>. It's not a revealed truth from a prophet. It's the outward 
manifestation of a very big business, and its purpose is to make money for its 
investors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966219 35409 185 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 7:40:18pm  
 
<P>If Avatar really does have a "pantheistic" message, or an anti-war message, 
it's because it was focus-grouped and audience-tested and polled to within an 
inch of its release, for <EM>years</EM>, and that was the message that polled 
the best with the most people.</P> 
<P>If there's an ounce of James Cameron's ideology remaining after that process, 
it's because he made enough money with his previous movies that he had more 



leeway than most directors. And he probably had to fight tooth and nail the 
whole way.</P> 
<P>It's not an ideology thing, it's a money thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966271 35409 236 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 8:02:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7966263" target=_blank>#228</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World's Highest Glacier Is Set to Melt Into History</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just one glacier that's disappearing. There are many others. And the 
right wing just continues to deny that it's happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966282 35409 247 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 8:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7966263" target=_blank>#228</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World's Highest Glacier Is Set to Melt Into History</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1998 scientists predicted Chacaltaya glacier would be completely gone by 
2015.</P> 
<P>But it's going to be completely melted by next year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07966333 35409 297 Charles Mon, Dec 21, 2009 8:20:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7966283" target=_blank>#248</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet the other blogs are laughing about how AGW "has been exposed as a 
fraud." Much rib tickling humor from the intellectually impaired that actually 
think Palin has the issue down pat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've pretty much resigned myself to it -- the only thing that's going to wake 
up the deniers is a major catastrophe. But the really disturbing part is that by 
the time that happens, it's going to be far too late for humans to do anything 
to reverse it.</P> 
<P>Future generations aren't going to look kindly on the deniers who spread 
confusion and doubt in our time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967285 35410 131 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:43:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/7967264" target=_blank>#130</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<P>OK, now explain the quote you just copied and pasted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967372 35410 134 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:31:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7967316" target=_blank>#132</A> huggy77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cutting and pasting can be a bit much but basically the temperature data 
for that region has been trending down, yet the rate of melting has 
increased.</P> 



<P>The author is basically stating that he the melt is not being caused by 
raising of temperature but by a decrease in precipitation cause by a decrease in 
low level cloud cover... He references NASA/GISS statistics which show a 
decrease in cloud cover for that region.</P> 
<P>Interesting article...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article is complete bunk. I'm not surprised that it was dug up to try to 
refute this post -- but it's not even a "minority" opinion.</P> 
<P>It's extremely easy to find sources documenting the effects of global warming 
on the world's glaciers. Here's one.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.global-greenhouse-warming.com/Chacaltaya-glacier-in-
Bolivia.html" target=_blank>Chacaltaya Glacier in Bolivia</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The recent quickening of glacial melt in the Andes matches the greater 
intensity and frequency of El Niño events for the same period of time. Andean 
glaciers are particularly sensitive to climatic fluctuations owing to the 
position of most of them in the tropics, the ambient air temperature and the 
specific mechanisms by which they function. This in contrast with the glaciers 
in the Alps which have a long period of accumulation in winter. The glaciers in 
the tropics are subject to a higher rate of melting in the lower half of the 
glacier. This makes the snow and ice mass of tropical glaciers sensitive to the 
slightest sudden variation in climate.</P> 
<P>The glacier shrinkage observed during the 1991-2001 period indicates a clear 
acceleration glacial melt. The Chacaltaya Glacier in Bolivia is not alone, and 
research indicates that glaciers are increasingly receding throughout the Andes. 
Jaime Argollo Bautista, director of the Institute of Geological Investigation at 
the University of San Andrés, in La Paz said that “Chacaltaya's melting has been 
especially quick, with more than 80 percent of the glacier being lost in 20 
years.” In February of 2007, Jaime said he would give the glacier three more 
years and it would all be gone.</P> 
<P>Around the world glaciers are retreating , and a number of other them, such 
as the, Himalayan Gangotri glacier, Athabasca, glacier in the Canadian Rockies, 
and Davos in the Swiss Alps are melting quickly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967771 35410 137 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 12:27:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/7967732" target=_blank>#136</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<P>Your link refutes your own point, sorry. From the conclusion section:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This leads to the conclusion that the sharp succession of ENSO warm events 
since the late 1970s could have played an important role in the process of ice 
wasting in the central Andes, <STRONG>together with global 
warming</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967809 35410 140 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 12:37:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7967797" target=_blank>#138</A> huggy77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very nice analysis ckb!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure -- except that it's wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968546 35410 152 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:03:55pm  
 



<P>This one was a sock puppet who was banned a few days ago for spewing the same 
garbage. Just re-registered and started spewing again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968765 35410 155 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:07:14pm  
 
<P>You're the fifth person who showed up today to promote that article.</P> 
<P>Please get busy debunking the thousands of peer reviewed articles that show 
CO2 is the primary driver of climate change. Then I'll pay attention to this 
latest bogus paper, promoted by Anthony Watts. (Yes, I know where you got it 
from.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967239 35412 556 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:13:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7966868" target=_blank>#201</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wanted a clarification. Did McIntyre find some problems or not?That's what 
I asked Ausador. Never got an answer, from anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steven Mcintyre found <EM>one</EM> very small problem in some US records from 
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) dataset. The GISS corrected the 
error with a few days. The problem McIntyre uncovered made no difference to the 
overall data, but of course climate change deniers tried to use it to discredit 
<EM>everything</EM>. It's what they do.</P> 
<P>However, McIntyre has also been caught numerous times distorting and 
misrepresenting the work of climatologists, and he has numerous ties to the 
energy industries. Oddly enough.</P> 
<P>And no, the "hockey stick" graph was NOT discredited by McIntyre. This is 
another case in which the deniers are lying to you. In the real world, two 
independent reviews of the data that led to the hockey stick graph has 
absolutely vindicated it, and it's since been corroborated and duplicated using 
completely different data sources.</P> 
<P>If you search LGF for McIntyre's name you'll find several posts about his 
dishonest tactics. And I've now linked several times to this ScienceBlogs 
search:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=mci
ntyre&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You know, all of this stuff is pretty easy to find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967243 35412 560 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:14:53am  
 
<P>Tag got eaten there. Here's the comment again.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7966868" target=_blank>#201</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wanted a clarification. Did McIntyre find some problems or not?That's what 
I asked Ausador. Never got an answer, from anyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steven Mcintyre found <EM>one</EM> very small problem in some US records from 
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) dataset. The GISS corrected the 
error within a few days. The problem McIntyre uncovered made no difference to 
the overall data, but of course climate change deniers tried to use it to 
discredit <EM>everything</EM>. It's what they do.</P> 



<P>However, McIntyre has also been caught numerous times distorting and 
misrepresenting the work of climatologists, and he has numerous ties to the 
energy industries. Oddly enough.</P> 
<P>And no, the "hockey stick" graph was NOT discredited by McIntyre. This is 
another case in which the deniers are lying to you. In the real world, two 
independent reviews of the data that led to the hockey stick graph has 
absolutely vindicated it, and it's since been corroborated and duplicated using 
completely different data sources.</P> 
<P>If you search LGF for McIntyre's name you'll find several posts about his 
dishonest tactics. And I've now linked several times to this ScienceBlogs 
search:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=mci
ntyre&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You know, all of this stuff is pretty easy to find.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967251 35412 568 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:20:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/7967247" target=_blank>#564</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you give a link/source/whatever for the above, so I can use it to equally 
annoy the "other side."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why there's a search function at LGF.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22hockey+stick%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967254 35412 571 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:21:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7967250" target=_blank>#567</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But anyway, it seems that you have backed up an earlier answer to my 
question. McIntyre was responsible for correcting some AGW related data. That's 
all I asked.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And McIntyre has also been responsible for numerous falsehoods and 
distortions. You don't get to use one thing without acknowledging the other, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967274 35412 590 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:36:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/576/7967259" target=_blank>#576</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say this much. It seems like I need to find out a LOT more about McIntyre 
and his positions. It's apparent to me now that he rattles a lot of 
cages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If by "rattling cages" you mean lying and distorting and misquoting and 
misrepresenting, that's true. I hope you'll also take into account that this 
"cage rattler" is not a climatologist, he's an economist.</P> 



<P>And if you start citing him as any kind of "expert" on these subjects, you're 
going to run into very serious resistance -- from me. He's not an expert, he's a 
charlatan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967283 35412 599 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:42:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/593/7967277" target=_blank>#593</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ones talking about the front page of Politico?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1209/30896.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>1 down, 100 more to go. Although, I'd have voted for him based on his 
stimulus vote alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hooray! Another old white man joins the GOP. Just what they 
need.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967292 35412 607 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:50:25am  
 
<P>There's some extremely nasty stuff being posted about me today on the wingnut 
blogs, after my Tim Pawlenty post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967299 35412 614 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:58:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/7967295" target=_blank>#610</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of the commenters are supportive of the JBS and praising them for being 
ahead of the curve on the UN, global government and socialism. 
Heh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are. And that article isn't really condemning the Birch 
Society -- it's saying it was a bad political move to have them cosponsor CPAC. 
It's similar to the PLO's condemnations of terrorism because it "hurts the 
cause" -- not because there's anything inherently wrong with it.</P> 
<P>And it's written by Ryan Mauro of the Christian Action Network -- a 
completely insane far right group that's been the subject of several LGF 
posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967302 35412 617 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:59:43am  
 
<P>The John Birch Society is a perfect representative for the modern 
conservative movement: paranoid, angry, creationist, and 
delusional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967353 35413 14 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:23:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7967337" target=_blank>#2</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huckabee has always annoyed me. Regardless, Nelson wasn't the only one to 
took a bribe for their vote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Senators are supposed to work for their constituents. Since when is it a 
"bribe" to accept a deal that will benefit constituents?</P> 



<P>Never mind -- I know the answer. It's a "bribe" because the right wing needs 
to smear Nelson any way they can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967359 35413 19 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:25:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7967349" target=_blank>#11</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/1525198/Senior-Democrat-branded-a-
Judas-in-row-set-to-split-the-party-over-Iraq.html" target=_blank>Senior 
Democrat branded a Judas in row set to split the party over Iraq</A></P> 
<P>It's political rhetoric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is -- debased, ugly political rhetoric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967373 35413 29 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:32:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/7967369" target=_blank>#27</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a bribe when they change their vote <STRONG>after they're 
offered money.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean "after they're offered money" <STRONG>for their 
constituents</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967378 35413 32 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:34:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7967362" target=_blank>#21</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So too is porkbarrel spending (or member items as they're called in NY). 
Everyone loves when their politician brings home the bacon, but hates that 
others get some (or more). In this case, Nelson got a huge break and one that 
will cost a minimum of $100 million for the first 10 years of the bill. NYers 
are griping because they didn't get a deal like that.</P> 
<P>Pretty soon, everyone is asking for the same deal, and it turns out that it's 
no deal, precisely because we can't afford that (not that we can afford the 
current proposal either).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed -- he was offered a deal for his constituents, and he took it. He 
would have been crazy not to. Calling it a "bribe" is just BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967402 35413 44 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 10:46:00am  
 
<P>Deals like this are made in Washington DC every single day. It's what 
politicians are <EM>elected to do</EM>. If you're going to start labeling this 
process as "taking bribes," you're doing nothing but demonizing people because 
they did something you disapprove of.</P> 
<P>This is the kind of crap that goes on at Hot Air and Michelle Malkin's blog. 
I would hope we can try to keep things a little more sane here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967586 35413 217 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 11:37:16am  
 
<P>Redstate blogger is angry at Patterico for his lukewarm criticism of white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain. This attitude is everywhere on the right wing -
- the idea that you should never criticize anyone on "your side," even if 
they're despicable racists.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.redstate.com/streiff/2009/12/22/every-brother-
courageous/" target=_blank>www.redstate.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07967600 35413 230 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 11:39:37am  
 
<P>I'm really not in a mood to accept insults from jerks today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968039 35415 38 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 1:58:11pm  
 
<P>Feel the love...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cach
e%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fsaberpoint.blogspot.com%2F2009%2F12%2Fis-charles-johnson-of-
lgf-transvestite.html&amp;btnG=Search" target=_blank>Is Charles Johnson (of LGF) 
a Transvestite Cross-Dresser?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968099 35415 94 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 2:22:55pm  
 
<P>Here they come again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968120 35415 114 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 2:34:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7968109" target=_blank>#104</A> harrisam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I accept the theory that there is global warming happening currently why 
must I also accept that human beings contribute to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "scientific evidence," and there is a mountain of it. Assuming 
you're actually asking an honest question, and are really interested in learning 
about the subject, here's a website that is a very good introduction to this 
evidence:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.aip.org/history/climate/" target=_blank>The Discovery of 
Global Warming - A History</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968506 35415 313 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7968502" target=_blank>#311</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is plenty of legitimate argument about it being the primary 
driver.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there isn't. This is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968523 35415 320 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:52:12pm  
 
<P>LGF's Law of Climate Change Discussions:</P> 
<P>"Every thread about climate change will eventually turn into an Al Gore 
bashing session."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968535 35415 325 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:57:42pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/7968524" target=_blank>#321</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well then you would have to account for Elsevier publishing Qing-Bin Lu paper 
this week stating that an entirely different mechanism was responsible for 
warming and that it is now stopping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually -- you need to account for the <EM>thousands</EM> of peer 
reviewed scientific articles stating that CO2 is the main driver of global 
warming, and that it's getting worse very quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968540 35415 327 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:59:59pm  
 
<P>Just like clockwork -- as soon as the latest denial claim pops up at Anthony 
Watts's denial site, people come in and post it here as if it's the 
<EM>definitive proof that AGW is a hoax!</EM></P> 
<P>It's tedious and predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968544 35415 330 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:02:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/7968539" target=_blank>#326</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But doesn't this show that there is a debate going on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's always debate going on and I didn't say there wasn't. I was 
responding to the claim that there is "plenty of legitimate argument" that CO2 
is the primary driver of climate change. There isn't. There's "some" debate 
about this, but very little of it is legitimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968556 35415 337 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:09:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/7968549" target=_blank>#332</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Prediction: this paper is going to be checked and found to be bogus.</P> 
<P>I do love how you just brush off all of the previous scientific research, 
though, as soon as Anthony Watts posts to his blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968564 35415 343 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:10:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7968553" target=_blank>#335</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suppose this boils down to how many peer reviewed papers it takes to have 
"plenty" of legitimate argument. I'll concede that this isn't defined well 
enough to resolve.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What <EM>is</EM> defined extremely well is the overwhelming amount of 
scientific evidence that CO2 is responsible for climate change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968570 35415 348 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7968562" target=_blank>#341</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Physics Report is in no way the most prestigious physics journal. It is a 
review of letters.</P> 
<P>Nature is the pre-eminent science journal. Physics Review A is the most 
prestigious physics-only journal. Various other journals are more pre-eminent in 
sub-disciplines.</P> 
<P>Where do you get the idea that Physics Report is the most prestigious 
journal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, come on! It <EM>has</EM> to be the most prestigious physics journal -- it 
published an article <EM>proving that global warming is a hoax!</EM></P> 
<P>Don'tcha see?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968579 35415 354 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:15:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/7968577" target=_blank>#352</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhuh.. If this is a legitimate paper then what you will find is that whatever 
blog you read a cherry picked quote in was well cherry picking. How about you 
give an actual link to the paper in question so that we can read it. Also, 
Elisiver is not a journal. They publish books, so be careful about claiming peer 
review.</P> 
<P>Please link the paper. I would like to debunk this right 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the paper:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&amp;_udi=B6TVP-
4XVC4M5-
1&amp;_user=10&amp;_rdoc=1&amp;_fmt=&amp;_orig=search&amp;_sort=d&amp;_docanchor
=&amp;view=c&amp;_acct=C000050221&amp;_version=1&amp;_urlVersion=0&amp;_userid=1
0&amp;md5=f16d0fd89651f3da2143b7aa4c85445c" 
target=_blank>www.sciencedirect.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968608 35415 360 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:21:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/359/7968604" target=_blank>#359</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&amp;_udi=B6TVP-
4XVC4M5-
1&amp;_user=10&amp;_rdoc=1&amp;_fmt=&amp;_orig=search&amp;_sort=d&amp;_docanchor
=&amp;view=c&amp;_acct=C000050221&amp;_version=1&amp;_urlVersion=0&amp;_userid=1
0&amp;md5=f16d0fd89651f3da2143b7aa4c85445c" 
target=_blank>www.sciencedirect.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>debunk away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be waiting for you to debunk the thousands of peer reviewed papers 
showing that CO2 is the primary driver of climate change, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968623 35415 362 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:24:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/7968614" target=_blank>#361</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>somebody had better be reaaallly patient...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say I'd be holding my breath for it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968641 35415 369 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/7968624" target=_blank>#363</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's look at that abstract:</P> 
<P>What happened was the standard, deniers saw the word cosmic ray, and assumed 
the paper debunked AGW without reading it trick.</P> 
<P>What garbage.</P> 
<P>This is a paper about the ozone hole. It does have an impact on warming 
believe it or don't but it is not a primary driver at all.</P> 
<P>I know the idea of actually reading a paper before making claims about it is 
anathema to the denier sphere, but you all could actually try it. It would save 
me time and you embarrassment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- it's the same old same old. The reason why at least four people have 
now dumped this nonsense all over LGF is right here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
attsupwiththat.com/2009/12/22/study-shows-cfcs-cosmic-rays-major-culprits-for-
global-warming/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>wattsupwiththat.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anthony Watts is doing his usual denial dance. It's the bogus claim of the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968687 35415 374 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:41:18pm  
 
<P>The reason why the climate deniers are seizing on this paper is spelled out 
in the University of Waterloo press release: <A 
href="http://insciences.org/article.php?article_id=8012" target=_blank>Study 
shows CFCs, cosmic rays major culprits for global warming</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"My findings do not agree with the climate models that conventionally thought 
that greenhouse gases, mainly CO2, are the major culprits for the global warming 
seen in the late 20th century," Lu said. "Instead, the observed data show that 
CFCs conspiring with cosmic rays most likely caused both the Antarctic ozone 
hole and global warming. These findings are totally unexpected and striking, as 
I was focused on studying the mechanism for the formation of the ozone hole, 
rather than global warming."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968704 35415 376 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:47:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/7968696" target=_blank>#375</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ten years ago, this seemed to fit. But we've had little if any warming over 
the last decade and now the recent temp rise doesn't seem quite so dramatic. If 
things don't pick up in the next decade (given a surely big rise in CO2) the 
lack of correlation between CO2 and global temp will be 
significant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just when I think you're trying to be reasonable, you parrot a climate change 
denial talking point.</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/global-warming-stopped-in-1998.htm" 
target=_blank>Did global warming stop in 1998?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968798 35415 385 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:15:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/7968779" target=_blank>#383</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>Your agenda is starting to show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968883 35415 392 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:39:49pm  
 
<P>Qing-Bin Lu has been trying to promote this nonsense since 2001: <A 
href="http://focus.aps.org/story/v8/st8" target=_blank>Ozone Layer Burned by 
Cosmic Rays %P% Physical Review Focus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968912 35415 395 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/7968890" target=_blank>#393</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The interest of that is that he's freakin' lying when he says (don't have the 
exact quote)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. The agenda is clear. And now you know why Anthony Watts is promoting 
this so heavily.</P> 
<P>It's another bogus recycled claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968951 35415 401 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:55:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/7968933" target=_blank>#397</A> mioilman</EM></P> 
<P>"Science tyrants!"</P> 
<P>Wow. I think we have a winner. Don Pardo, what does he get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968983 35415 410 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:02:45pm  
 
<P>I can't stop laughing.</P> 
<P>"Science tyrants!"</P> 
<P>Help! I'm being oppressed by the eeevil science tyrants!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968999 35415 416 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/7968984" target=_blank>#411</A> mioilman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I want to watch socialist propaganda, I'll turn on the television, which 
by the way is the only place this "crisis" exists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out. The science tyrants are gonna jump out of the TV and grab 
ya!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969036 35415 421 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/7969019" target=_blank>#420</A> mioilman</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There going to melt, or not melt, (ice age, warming, climate change ugh) 
irregardless of how much misery our leaders press down upon our furrowed 
brows.</P> 
<P>Hah, hah, hah. Merry Christmas to all and to all a good 
night!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because there science tyrants! There pressing misery on are 
brows!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969051 35415 424 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:24:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/7969041" target=_blank>#422</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alright, I'm not going to get into the ozone thing. There is another side to 
this but it'll just turn into a stuipid argument anyway.</P> 
<P>Note though, we also took bold action and banned DDT, four years after the US 
Bald Eagle population minimum. This led to a staggering increase in malaria 
cases worldwide. DDT is back in use again in some parts of Africa and malaria 
has diminished greatly there. This was a huge tragedy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooohkay. So you're also a DDT apologist. Why am I not 
surprised?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969074 35415 427 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:30:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/7969060" target=_blank>#425</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall a DDT thread here. Given that the WHO has "unbanned" it, I 
didn't think this was an extreme position.</P> 
<P>Do we have some disagreement on this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have got to be kidding. Yes, DDT is very good at killing mosquitoes that 
carry malaria. And it's also very good at persisting in the environment and 
killing all kinds of other creatures.</P> 
<P>And it's also very good at training insects to become resistant to 
pesticides.</P> 
<P>But hey! Let's use DDT as an example of the evil agenda of the science 
tyrants too!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969096 35415 430 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/7969093" target=_blank>#429</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles can I please please please be the official LGF science tyrant? 
Please!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to wait because I can't think right now. My brow is furrowed from 
the pressing of the science tyrants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969159 35415 441 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:52:56pm  
 
<P>Wow. I thought I'd seen everything. Then someone pops up and says banning DDT 
was "a huge mistake."</P> 



<P>My brow is becoming even more furrowed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969250 35415 450 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 8:25:19pm  
 
<P>It's astounding to me that there are actually people who would apologize for 
the massive overuse of DDT that led to near extinction for many species of 
birds, helped usher in a new era of pesticide-resistant insects, and caused 
birth defects in human beings and poisoning of countless ground water 
systems.</P> 
<P>Banning DDT was not "a huge mistake," it was vitally necessary to stop a 
runaway environmental catastrophe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968302 35416 48 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 3:52:41pm  
 
<P>Cool! I've been nominated as "<A 
href="http://twitter.com/WGRyan/status/6945978173" target=_blank>most loathsome 
douchebag in the blogosphere</A>!"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson of Little Green Footballs has to be the most loathsome 
douchebag in the blogosphere. And a bore to boot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Loathsome, yet boring, yet they just can't seem to stop 
reading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968459 35416 147 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:33:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/7968370" target=_blank>#88</A> AFBG</EM></P> 
<P>This chucklehead was banned a few days ago under the name 'SherpaDirka' for 
doing the same thing.</P> 
<P>Bye again! Take care now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968481 35416 165 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 4:39:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/7968440" target=_blank>#134</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a prank call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, maybe not. It's a perfect demonstration of <A 
href="http://rationalwiki.com/wiki/Poe's_Law" target=_blank>Poe's 
Law</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968551 35416 201 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:06:39pm  
 
<P>It looks like the bill is going to pass, and Palin is playing the only card 
she has -- blind, dumb fear -- to try to whip up the base at the last 
minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968700 35416 306 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:45:44pm  
 
<P>Thomas Sowell: anti-science climate change denier.</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=ZTk4ZmVjYzUyMGMwMTJlOGM0ZTY5OWJiOGJmM
mQyN2E=" target=_blank>The ‘Science’ Mantra</A></P> 
<P>How pathetic. I used to have a lot of respect for Sowell -- it's all gone 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968708 35416 313 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:49:00pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968716 35416 321 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 5:50:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/7968705" target=_blank>#310</A> bricko</EM></P> 
<P><EM>Death panels! Aaahhh! We're doomed!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968772 35416 368 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:09:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/7968763" target=_blank>#360</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, it should have read as follows:</P> 
<P>Still, it should<STRONG>n't</STRONG> be the reason for turning on Sowell 
entirely. He may simply be blinded by denier smog.</P> 
<P>PIMF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just another reason why I left the right. Even the people who seemed 
sane are losing their minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968849 35416 439 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:28:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/7968828" target=_blank>#420</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<P>And now we have our creepy right wing post of the evening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07968860 35416 449 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 6:32:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/7968857" target=_blank>#447</A> borgcube</EM></P> 
<P>If anyone wants to know why I made a very public break with the right wing, 
I'll just point them to your comment.</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969040 35416 594 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:20:43pm  
 
<P>Science tyrants are pressing misery on are brows!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969059 35416 610 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:26:06pm  
 
<P>It's pretty cold here on the west coast. I blame Al Gore and his Science 
Tyrants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969120 35416 663 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:43:51pm  



 
<P>My brow is furrowed from the pressing of the science tyrants. I think I need 
a public option.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969217 35416 734 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 8:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/7969205" target=_blank>#728</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's so partisan and nasty that the prospect of voting for her as speaker 
helped drive a Dem from Alabama to switch to the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And here's what the GOP used to say about their shiny new convert:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/PgoaTqWMZ-E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/rVC3OIdcYLs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Parker Griffith is already being rejected by the all-new tea party GOP. They 
hate his guts at Redstate and Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970618 35416 788 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:25:23pm  
 
<P>Death panels! Ahhh! Ahhh! We're doomed!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969174 35417 5 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 7:56:58pm  
 
<P>This is an incredibly sarcastic song. It's about partying but the melody is 
reminiscent of the Volga Boatmen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969230 35417 13 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 8:17:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7969214" target=_blank>#9</A> von</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's SO much better live! Thanks for the post. What are your thoughts about 
the rest of the album? I was a little disappointed...but maybe live they would 
all be better!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really like this album. Every time I listen to it I hear new 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969236 35417 16 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 8:19:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7969232" target=_blank>#14</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Have you had a chance to see them play?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - never saw them play live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969416 35418 53 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:42:47pm  
 
<P>Maddow is promising an in-depth exposé of the JBS tomorrow night, after they 
sent her an angry email saying she was "lying" about them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07969426 35418 63 Charles Tue, Dec 22, 2009 9:46:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/7969425" target=_blank>#62</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with that, but that is in the hands of the people. It is up to us to 
ensure the loons do not get elected, but somehow they do. Last spring, the more 
viable candidate for President from the left was trounced by a smooth talker who 
was being pushed by the lunatic fringe of the Democrat party, the lunatic fringe 
on the right pushed for Ron Paul...</P> 
<P>When it comes down to it, the right votes with some thought, the left, not so 
much.</P> 
<P>Now, that being said, where are the fiscal conservative, socially intelligent 
politicians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you think Barack Obama represented the "lunatic fringe" of the Democratic 
Party, you're living in a fantasy world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970023 35418 346 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:03:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7969970" target=_blank>#341</A> huggy77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Levin is a genius on the subject of Constitutional Law - his voice might 
be high pitched but genius springs from those pipes... Alot of libs don't like 
him because his arguments are based on fact and not emotion...</P> 
<P>In regards to the Birch Society, the GDP needs to stop this crap... Get rid 
of the birthers, build a platform around reducing the size of government, 
lowering taxes and free market solutions... Put more power in the hands of the 
states and let them decide about the social issues...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, "genius." A creationist who screams at the top of his lungs when 
someone calls in to set him straight about "intelligent design," then hangs up 
on him. A guy who calls health care reform "Hitleresque," and says Sarah Palin 
was "absolutely right" about her idiotic "death panel" remark. Who speaks at tea 
parties and praises lunatic Michele Bachmann, and compares Al Gore to Jim 
Jones.</P> 
<P>Some "genius" you have there. Excuse me if I'm not quite as enthusiastic as 
you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970029 35418 348 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:06:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/7969829" target=_blank>#335</A> irving</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CPAC is going to be a strange show, no matter how you slice it. I suspect 
it'll be terrific fodder for Democratic political ads for all of 2010. It would 
be an immense surprise, but if Pawlenty or Jindal took the opportunity to march 
into the lion's den and flat out denounce the crazy it would be fantastic. This 



one's right up there is Santa Claus giving me a pony, but 
still...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would they do that? Pawlenty and Jindal are just as crazy as the craziest 
tea partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970301 35420 77 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 10:40:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/7970277" target=_blank>#60</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, then you accept that your rights that are enumerated in the 
Constitution come from some person and not from our Creator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please tell me which part of the US Constitution says human rights come from 
God. In fact, please tell me where God is even <EM>mentioned</EM> in the US 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970324 35420 92 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 10:48:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7970294" target=_blank>#73</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Gov Pawlenty and evangelicals-where he stands on hotbutton 
issues.</STRONG><A href="http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/blog/2008/08/04/gov-
pawlenty-and-evangelicals-where-he-stands-hotbutton-issues" 
target=_blank>http://www.rhrealitycheck.org/blog/2008/08/04/gov- pawlenty-and-
evangelicals-where-he-stands-hotbutto n-issues</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading that article, it's striking how much farther to the right Pawlenty 
has gone in recent years. On every social and scientific issue, he's now toeing 
the religious right line.</P> 
<P>This is an excellent demonstration of the religious right's death grip on the 
GOP. Even someone who seems to start out as a moderate is forced to get 
increasingly more extreme, in order to stay in office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970327 35420 95 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 10:49:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/7970325" target=_blank>#93</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh defines or shapes your ideology?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35235_The_Most_Influential_Conserv
ative" target=_blank>Rush Limbaugh: The Most Influential Conservative in 
America</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970356 35420 123 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 11:03:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/7970350" target=_blank>#117</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only break with the RR I see here is his stance on AGW back in 2007; I 
wonder where he would stand today if pinned to the mat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already backing away from that, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970427 35420 193 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 11:37:47am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7970412" target=_blank>#178</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link?<EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7970390" target=_blank>#156</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.theweek.com/article/index/104484/Obamas_drag_queen_ornament" 
target=_blank>And a Drag Queen as well.</A></P> 
<P>This page has links to some other blogs ranting about this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This foolishness never stops. There are 800 ornaments on that tree, and they 
were sent in by local community groups.</P> 
<P>And the Mao picture is an Andy Warhol print.</P> 
<P>This kind of ridiculous crap is turning the right wing into a 
laughingstock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973048 35420 307 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 11:18:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/7972482" target=_blank>#306</A> hlazar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationism is the link between the science of Evolution and the religious 
belief in a Creator Divinity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it really isn't. Creationism as it currently exists in America is a flat 
rejection of science, not a link to it. And that includes "intelligent design" 
creationism -- there's no science in it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd much prefer believers who accept science and find a rational connection 
between real science and their actual beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there are many scientists who have no trouble doing that. Politicians, on 
the other hand, are in the business of pandering to the most people in order to 
be elected, and that's why Pawlenty espouses ID -- he thinks it's a "moderate" 
version of creationism that will fool enough people on both sides of the aisle 
to get him the votes he needs.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaching creationism in philosophy classes for seniors is not wrong. it just 
doesn't belong in biology classes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's taught as part of a course on frauds and pseudo-science, no problem. 
If it's treated as a legitimate scientific theory, no way.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970559 35421 27 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:13:19pm  
 
<P>Hundreds of community groups donated these ornaments -- you can't tell from 
that tiny image, but I suggest it's quite possible the Warhol Mao ornament was 
donated by a Chinese community group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970574 35421 38 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:16:40pm  
 
<P>I think we should ban all pictures or mentions of Mao from America. It's the 
only way to stop the commie takeover of our precious bodily 
fluids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970637 35421 94 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:28:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7970537" target=_blank>#11</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4206533768/sizes/o/" 
target=_blank>Look who's on the ornament near Michelle's 
shoulder.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could it be ... Satan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970646 35421 103 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:32:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7970633" target=_blank>#90</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another nut:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I just blocked that moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970693 35421 150 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:45:55pm  
 
<P>Hot Airheads are calling for a Christmas ornament revolution:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am waaay past tired of this Il Duce wannabe pissing on EVERYTHING 
American.</P> 
<P>FUCK Obama.</P> 
<P>At the moment I do NOT have a President.</P> 
<P>2010 we need to take back the country through the ballot box…otherwise in 
2011 we just need to take back the country.</P> 
<P>Justrand on December 22, 2009 at 10:37 PM</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>They knew. Now we know. And there is the rub because we can’t seem to do 
anything about it.</P> 
<P>But I have hope that because they seem wired to keep doing this crap that 
they will very soon do something that is impeachable, that not even the Dems can 
ignore. And the Dems are pretty upset with them right now- ripe ground.</P> 
<P>Keep pushing Obama. I hope to see you in an orange jumpsuit and leggings by 
Christmas 2010.</P> 
<P>journeyintothewhirlwind on December 22, 2009 at 10:58 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Hot Air thread for this is gloriously deranged. "Hitler was a 
Darwinist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970702 35421 159 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 12:49:00pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.artic.edu/artaccess/AA_Modern/pages/MOD_9.shtml" 
target=_blank>About Warhol's Mao portraits</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mao is one of a series of silkscreened portraits of the Chinese Communist 
leader Mao Zedong (1893-1976) that Warhol produced in 1973. Nearly 15 feet tall, 
this towering image mirrors representations that were displayed throughout China 
during and after the Cultural Revolution (1966-76). Warhol was undoubtedly drawn 
to this subject because of the media’s attention to the opening of diplomatic 
relations with the People's Republic of China in the early 1970s. His irreverent 
attitude toward China’s totalitarian propaganda is apparent on the surface of 
the painting. Flamboyant brushstrokes compete with the photographic image, 
forming color splashes on Mao’s clothing. Red rouge and blue eye shadow resemble 
graffiti. These details can be interpreted as commentary on the resemblance of 
Communist propaganda to capitalist advertising 
media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07970795 35421 250 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:27:13pm  
 
<P>Another possibility -- since these were ornaments from previous 
administrations that the Obamas sent out to schoolchildren to decorate, wouldn't 
it be ironic if this was from the Nixon administration -- and the purpose of 
putting a picture of Mao on it was to commemorate Nixon's diplomatic outreach to 
China?</P> 
<P>Nah, couldn't be. It must be an attempt to "rehabilitate" Mao Tse-Tung.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970814 35421 269 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:32:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7970805" target=_blank>#260</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nixon went in 1972; Warhol's image was made in 1973, and probably wasn't 
immediately available for use on an ornament.</P> 
<P>Still, it's at least as likely as the idea that a Chinese community group 
here in the states sent it, eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And much more likely than the ridiculous idea that this is somehow 
"rehabilitating" Mao.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970820 35421 275 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:33:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/7970812" target=_blank>#267</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I wonder is what are the other images on the ornament? The Warhol Mao is 
part of a larger collage. Perhaps taken as a whole, as the artist of the 
ornament may have intended, would tell the story of its intent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful, that's how you get into trouble -- that "context" thing is 
dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970830 35421 285 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:34:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7970805" target=_blank>#260</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nixon went in 1972; Warhol's image was made in 1973, and probably wasn't 
immediately available for use on an ornament.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One more note -- apparently you missed the point. These ornaments were from 
previous administrations, and schoolchildren redecorated them with their own 
creations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970837 35421 292 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:36:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/7970827" target=_blank>#282</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's sheer thoughtlessness, nothing nefarious, I think we all agree. It's the 
thoughtlessness that some of us are deploring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it wasn't thoughtless at all. Maybe it was honoring Nixon's visit to 
China.</P> 



<P>I don't know, but I think that's a lot more likely, given the circumstances, 
than the silly idea that this is some kind of commie message on the White House 
Christmas tree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970847 35421 302 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:38:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/7970838" target=_blank>#293</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahh! I misread the "from the Nixon administration" bit as referring to 
chronology, instead of sorta historiography.</P> 
<P>What school child doesn't think of Nixon around the 
holidays?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you know, if someone gives you a Christmas ornament that's from the 
Nixon administration, and tells you to redecorate it because its going on the 
White House Christmas tree, the subject might come up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970875 35421 329 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:45:09pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/7970869" target=_blank>#323</A> Zeke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obamao just loves stuff like this. Get the left and right at each others 
throat, create chaos, confusion...never let a good crisis go to waste 
eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you use the term "Obamao" again on my website you're going to lose your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970882 35421 336 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:46:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7970877" target=_blank>#331</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of intent, because I don't think there was any secret message 
intended, would you agree that it is a least inappropriate that a portrait of 
Mao should be on the White House Christmas Tree?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't necessarily agree. If it is indeed an ornament from the Nixon 
administration, it's appropriate. Or do you also think all the pictures of Nixon 
shaking hands with Mao should be removed from any government offices they might 
be in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970890 35421 344 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 1:48:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/7970887" target=_blank>#341</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P> 
<P>That's comparing apples and oranges.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? What's the difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970940 35421 393 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:03:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/7970892" target=_blank>#346</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I missed the part about destroying historic artifacts, I thought they were 
plain, store bought bulbs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the stories I read about this said they were ornaments from previous 
administrations -- I don't remember which website this was at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970945 35421 398 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:04:28pm  
 
<P>And I don't think plain Christmas ornament bulbs really qualify as 
"historical artifacts."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970953 35421 406 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:07:38pm  
 
<P>Here it is: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-
first-lady-holiday-press-preview" target=_blank>Remarks by The First Lady at 
Holiday Press Preview %P% The White House</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MRS. OBAMA: Hello. Good afternoon. Welcome to the White House and Happy 
Holidays! Thanks to all of you for joining us here today as we preview how we 
will mark the holidays here at the White House.</P> 
<P>Now, like many years past, we've actually been planning this day, and the 
holiday season, since the summer. And our starting point was a very simple idea: 
that we include as many people, in as many places, in as many ways as we 
can.</P> 
<P>So we decided to do something just a little different. We took about 800 
ornaments left over from previous administrations, we sent them to 60 local 
community groups throughout the country, and asked them to decorate them to pay 
tribute to a favorite local landmark and then send them back to us for display 
here at the White House.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970965 35421 418 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:14:52pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7970963" target=_blank>#416</A> Tats66</EM></P> 
<P>Comments complaining about what is posted or not posted at LGF will be 
deleted.</P> 
<P>As always. I've posted this notice at least 200 times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07970969 35421 422 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:16:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/7970967" target=_blank>#420</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<P>It's not the Obamas who politicized this issue. It's the right wing blogs. 
Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971019 35421 472 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 2:40:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7970798" target=_blank>#253</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw on <A href="http://74.125.47.132/search?hl=en&amp;client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-
US%3Aofficial&amp;q=cache%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fehvogel.blogspot.com%2F2009%2F12%2Flgf-



dropped-from-rushs-blogosphere.html&amp;aq=f&amp;oq=&amp;aqi=" 
target=_blank>Twitter</A> that Rush L has recently dropped LGF from his list of 
sites consulted for show prep. He doesn't move very quickly, I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- it's the best Christmas present I've ever gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971453 35422 140 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 5:50:44pm  
 
<P>This is how crazy the right wing blogosphere has gotten -- they're actually 
defending the John Birch Society now.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
mericanpowerblog.blogspot.com/2009/12/cpac-and-john-birch-
society.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>americanpowerblog.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This moron actually says that if <EM>I'm</EM> criticizing them, they must be 
worth another look. That's how evil I am.</P> 
<P>That sound you hear is William F. Buckley Jr. furiously spinning in his 
grave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971517 35422 202 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 6:03:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/7971494" target=_blank>#180</A> bunnymud</EM></P> 
<P>Right, because everyone should get their news about climate change from a 
site that thinks Barack Obama was born in Kenya.</P> 
<P>Pathetic doesn't even begin to describe it.</P> 
<P>Have you registered at LGF previously under a different name, by the 
way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971566 35422 244 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 6:17:56pm  
 
<P>Still waiting for 'bunnymud' to answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971633 35422 259 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 6:41:16pm  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise. To ban or not to ban, that is the 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973096 35422 271 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 11:48:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/7973075" target=_blank>#268</A> bunnymud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm sorry that I posted a link that went against your tightly structured 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you posted a link to a whacked out extremist website that promotes 
Birtherism, creationism, conspiracy theories, and climate change denial. Which 
isn't surprising, because you're just parroting the nonsense they feed you, 
without any real understanding of the issues. Then you complain about 
"censorship," because I don't allow links to World Net Daily. How pathetic.</P> 
<P>And of course, then you post a link to James Inhofe's website -- another 
whacked out far right climate change denier. Have you ever read anything from a 



reputable source, or do you get all your information from crazy people? Never 
mind, I already know the answer to that.</P> 
<P>I know I'm wasting my time with you, but maybe someone else will find this 
link valuable:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.aip.org/history/climate/" target=_blank>The Discovery of 
Global Warming</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973139 35422 272 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 12:26:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/Was-there-a-Medieval-Warm-
Period.html" target=_blank>Was there a Medieval Warm Period?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Medieval Warm Period found warm conditions over a large part of the North 
Atlantic, Southern Greenland, the Eurasian Arctic, and parts of North America. 
In these regions, temperature appears to be warmer than the 1961–1990 baseline. 
In some areas, temperatures even even as warm as today. However, certain 
regions, such as central Eurasia, northwestern North America, and the tropical 
Pacific are substantially cooler.</P> 
<P>So the Medieval Warm Period was not a global phenomen. Warmer conditions were 
concentrated in certain regions. Some regions were even colder than during the 
Little Ice Age. For this reason, the paper's authors refer to the Medieval Warm 
Period as the more technical sounding 'Medieval Climate Anomaly' (the MCA in 
Figure 1). Personally, I don't see the term becoming ubiquitious.</P> 
<P>There is also an examination of temperature patterns during the Little Ice 
Age. There is pronounced cooling over the Northern Hemisphere continents. 
However, some regions such as parts of the Middle East, central North Atlantic, 
isolated parts of the United States and tropical Eurasia displaying warmth 
comparable to present day.</P> 
<P>What does this all mean? To claim the Medieval Warm Period was warmer than 
today is to narrowly focus on a few regions that showed unusual warmth. However, 
when we look at the broader picture, we see that the Medieval Warm Period was a 
regional phenomenon with other regions showing strong cooling. Globally, 
temperatures during the Medieval Period were less than 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07971660 35423 82 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 6:49:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/7971646" target=_blank>#69</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I heard the plot was soldiers/mercenaries working to murder the native 
people for a private corporation trying to plunder the natural resources of the 
planet Pandora...I knew wingnuts were going to hate this movie. 
:D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must be a really miserable feeling to have to filter everything through a 
right wing lens. You have to hate so much of modern society. No wonder they're 
so angry all the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972046 35424 109 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 8:19:44pm  
 
<P>Antisemitic paleocon wacko Justin Raimondo has given me the 'Charles Johnson 
Turncoat Award'. I didn't know the sleazy creep was still reading LGF.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://o



riginal.antiwar.com/justin/2009/12/22/the-awards/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>original.antiwar.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Judging from the very low number of hits from his link, antiwar.com isn't 
doing too well these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972085 35424 148 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 8:31:22pm  
 
<P>Raimondo used to post comments at LGF in the early days, before I blocked his 
ass:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/16/7963" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972114 35424 173 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 8:41:47pm  
 
<P>Would anyone be offended if I did an end-of-year LGF fundraising drive, and 
asked for Paypal donations?</P> 
<P>(The amount of time I spend running LGF is way out of proportion to the 
amount of income it generates. The bills are getting paid, but not much more 
than that.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972122 35424 181 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 8:46:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/7972118" target=_blank>#177</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll kick in as soon as I"m sure every check my fiancee has written is 
covered.</P> 
<P>Be prepared for the howls of the wingnuts declaring that you're going broke, 
of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let 'em howl. It's what they do, and I honestly couldn't care 
less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972188 35424 243 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:28:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/7972094" target=_blank>#156</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Merry Christmas to you, and there will be a gift for you in you tip jar once 
I get paid tomorrow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Merry Christmas to you too -- and to all LGF readers. I appreciate anything 
you can contribute -- it will help me keep this site going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972190 35424 245 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:29:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/7972175" target=_blank>#230</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:You should have a "subscribe to LGF on Kindle" button prominently 
featured somewhere as well as run a fundraiser. I mean when was the last time 
you took a vacation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vacation? I'll have to look up that word -- I'm not familiar with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07972194 35424 249 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:31:09pm  
 
<P>Sigh. I see the creeps have been swarming the comments at the LGF Calendar 
page again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07972220 35424 274 Charles Wed, Dec 23, 2009 9:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/7972205" target=_blank>#260</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I know you hate the idea, since I've put it out there before, but 
you've got material here for ten or more books.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've started working on that too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974681 35429 118 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:53:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/7973679" target=_blank>#114</A> amrafel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"(Andrew Breitbart shows up in the comments for this post, and invokes Hitler 
in his first six words.)"</P> 
<P>Considering how many millions of people Mao killed, the Hitler comparison 
doesn't exactly work. But it is the opposite type of "not working" from all the 
other Hitler comparisons that don't work. All in all, however, if there was ever 
a case of where it was OK to invoke Godwin's Law, this is probably the 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pssst -- it's an Andy Warhol print. It's not really Mao Zedong on the tree. 
It's a picture of Mao that deliberately mocks him.</P> 
<P>No, the Hitler comparison isn't even remotely appropriate in this 
case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973711 35431 7 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 5:36:10pm  
 
<P>There's another story making the wingnut outrage rounds, about an Obama 
executive order that extended diplomatic privileges to Interpol. They're 
freaking out over a fantasy that this will let Interpol arrest US citizens on US 
soil.</P> 
<P>I haven't even started looking into it yet, but my BS detector is 
redlining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973717 35431 9 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 5:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7973714" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Story originated with Alex Jones and the Paulians about a week ago. I 
don't even bother looking into this stuff anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing. Wingnut blogs are getting their outrage fixes these days 
directly from raving loons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973726 35431 11 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 5:41:00pm  
 



<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5joOonhMDZ53NMUsqIYYIItN
BN9XQ" target=_blank>Pope tackled by crazy woman</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973782 35431 33 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 5:51:00pm  
 
<P>Sure enough -- Ed Morrissey is pimping the bogus Interpol story, and Hot Air 
commenters are calling for violent revolution again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973829 35431 55 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:00:52pm  
 
<P>Oh, good grief. The ignorance of Morrissey's post is giving me a 
headache.</P> 
<P>He writes:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does mean, though, that Interpol officers would have diplomatic immunity 
for any lawbreaking conducted in the US at a time when Interpol nations (like 
Italy) have attempted to try American intelligence agents for their work in the 
war on terror, a rather interesting double standard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's <EM>no such thing</EM> as an "Interpol officer." UN members such as 
the US, Canada, etc., supply law enforcement officers to Interpol -- Interpol 
does not HAVE its own force of "officers." And the officers supplied by member 
states to Interpol have no transnational authority to arrest people.</P> 
<P>This came from Alex Jones, then was picked up by Andrew McCarthy at National 
Review (who also promoted the Birther craziness) and every right wing blogger is 
now hyperventilating over it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973859 35431 78 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7973851" target=_blank>#72</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Love you guys. Had my beer. Going to stop while I am not sounding more 
stupid.</P> 
<P>Charles? Here's to you.</P> 
<P>Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cheers! I'm about to pop the cork on a Duvel ale myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973874 35431 93 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:12:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/7973867" target=_blank>#86</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw that. Looks like he's pimping some quasi libertarian group in another 
article, Sam Adam Alliance. It's a Tea Party and Beckist type groups run by John 
Tsarpalas. Same connections with American Liberty Alliance, Odom, and other 
similar groups. Astroturfers. The big money behind this is <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_G._Koch" target=_blank>Charles G. 
Koch.</A> (Sam Adams Alliance internship through the Charles G. Koch Summer 
Fellow Program) And yes, he is the brother of David Koch and they're both the 
sons of John Birch Society Founder Fred C. Koch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh.</P> 
<P>Anyone still wondering why I want nothing to do with those people? They've 
totally lost their shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07973881 35431 99 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:14:24pm  
 
<P>These connections to wackos and Birchers are going to bite the GOP in the 
ass, big time. I'm seeing all these people predicting big wins for the 
Republican Party next November -- I think they're going to have huge losses. 
We're about to see a Democratic majority in government for the next 20 years, 
and at this point that will be a good thing, because the GOP has gone 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973903 35431 120 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:22:03pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I continue getting emails like this, with the title: 'Abbas 
murdered 7 Jews today' ...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember when you cared? It wasn't that long ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just one problem. "Seven Jews" were not murdered today. There was a drive-by 
shooting in the West Bank that killed one person, and that's horrible enough. 
But the murdered man was the father of 7.</P> 
<P>So the hater who emailed didn't even understand what the article he was 
reading actually said -- he just couldn't wait to express his hatred for me.</P> 
<P>And not a single right wing blog even notices or cares that Michelle Malkin 
is linking to openly antisemitic articles at a white nationalist 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973940 35431 152 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:34:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/7973916" target=_blank>#132</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little skeptical this report means much. I took a look at it and it 
looks like nothing more than a summary of current actions and requests by 
lawmakers. Most of it looks like LEXIS-NEXIS results. It's interesting that 
Congress asked CRS to report on whether the clandestine taping violated laws, 
while they did not ask if the actions on the tape violated 
laws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because the tapes do not show anyone violating any laws. What they 
show are people talking -- not <EM>doing</EM> anything illegal.</P> 
<P>But taping people without their knowledge or consent is definitely illegal in 
several states.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973957 35431 164 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:40:57pm  
 
<P>It always struck me as massively ironic that the right wing, who 
traditionally champion privacy rights, would be just fine with violating the 
anti-taping laws designed to protect the privacy of US citizens.</P> 
<P>I hope the ACORN sting video makers get the book thrown at them. What they 
did should be despicable to any true conservative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07973985 35431 189 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 6:49:34pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7973967" target=_blank>#174</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Privacy in the private sphere is not the same as in the public and/or 
professional, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. You do not have the right to go into anyone's office and tape them 
without their consent. This has been established for a long time. And that's why 
the Congressional Research Service says the sting videographers probably broke 
state laws.</P> 
<P>Not a single reputable news service would do something like the ACORN sting 
videos, because they've already been through this and been burned. That's why 
the laws exist.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is now repeating the mistakes of the news media. 
Irony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974015 35431 219 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 7:02:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7974009" target=_blank>#213</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. That's really ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974037 35431 240 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 7:09:18pm  
 
<P>Joe Bonamassa in Israel:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6XEzhWLa0FY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974416 35431 426 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 10:04:11pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have a Merry Christmas somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974680 35431 432 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:50:20am  
 
<P>Even on Christmas Day they flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975464 35431 439 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:47:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/7975455" target=_blank>#437</A> WTF!</EM></P> 
<P>Merry Christmas!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974214 35432 16 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 8:03:41pm  
 



<P>People have been emailing about the anti-idiotarian award, but I still 
haven't decided if I'll replace the Fiskie with a new award or just drop 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974221 35432 19 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 8:08:06pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/7974219" target=_blank>#18</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could there be a contest for the most outrageous Nontroversy of the year?</P> 
<P>Don't know what you could name such a thing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm.</P> 
<P>"The Outrageous Outrage of the Year," perhaps?</P> 
<P>There are a LOT of candidates for that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974274 35432 58 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 8:48:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7974258" target=_blank>#43</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was envisioning Beck and Palin going head to head, running neck and neck 
for Idiotarian of the year. I thought for sure Beck would be the solid run-away 
winner this year, but Palin's put in an incredible late year rally that is 
impressive, you betcha. She might just be dumber than Beck!</P> 
<P>Seems sad we might not have such a battle at LGF this year... 
:(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It still might happen. I haven't decided on anything yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974281 35432 65 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 8:51:21pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Even on Christmas Eve, I'm getting vicious hate mail.</P> 
<P>Just received from a creep in Brooklyn (who was <EM>not</EM> banned for 
"criticizing Sarah Palin," but for spewing hatred and insults in a now-deleted 
comment):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare you still keep never forget and your slideshows available on your 
sidebar. remove them. You have become a disgrace to the memory of my family and 
friends killed on 9-11. you banned me for criticizing Sarah Palin and yet you 
slam her and her absurd views I questioned from day one. Your site has become a 
literal oxymoron. Fitting for the moron you have become. How much longer before 
you are a shill for Hamas and Hezbollah? BTW where is the jihadist catching the 
football? sold out to sell Obama ad space. You f..ing coward. You will get what 
is coming to you, you really have become a shameless money whore. More money= 
less integrity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happy holidays!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974319 35432 99 Charles Thu, Dec 24, 2009 9:12:49pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are chatting here, if anyone's interested:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://table9chat.com/" 
target=_blank>table9chat.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This link just showed up in our referrers.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07974731 35434 40 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 11:57:43am  
 
<P>Crazy Pamela says <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/12/obamas-tree-festooned-with-
evil.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Obama's tree is festooned 
with evil</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not help but smile to myself when I got a gander at Obama's vile 
"Christmas" ornaments, defiled with images of history's most evil men, like the 
murderer of untold millions and cultural executioner Mao Tse Tung.</P> 
<P>And it was hard not to laugh when Michelle explained the decadent ornaments 
away. She and O were unaware of the images, as the ornaments were decorated and 
sent to them from her various groups (clearly those of a seditious and 
conspiratorial nature). Do you notice how there were no accidents or mistakes 
like an image of <STRONG>Ronald Reagan</STRONG> festooned to the tree? How about 
George Washington, or General George Patton or any of the really exceptional 
human beings who walked among us that were not of the red variety, but of the 
red, white and blue schema?</P> 
<P>No. Evil hung from the Obama tree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But look who's on the ornament right next to Michelle Obama in this 
picture:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/whitehouse/4206533768" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ142C4750.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ142C4750.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ142C4750.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974961 35435 101 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 3:06:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7974948" target=_blank>#97</A> dmelroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is their any good news for rational thinking conservatives 
anywhere?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think you'll like my answer: no, there isn't any good news for 
rational conservatives, if by "conservative" you mean the Republican Party. The 
religious right has completely taken over the GOP, bringing with them a host of 
backward ideas about women's rights, gay rights, science, and just about every 
other issue.</P> 
<P>I don't see any way the GOP is going to turn things around, and the tea party 
movement is even worse -- led by fanatics and extremists of all stripes.</P> 
<P>I wasn't kidding when I said I don't want anything to do with the paranoia 
and mass insanity that dominates the right wing.</P> 
<P>The Democrats have their own problems, but nothing like the craziness on the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07974971 35435 108 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 3:18:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/7974969" target=_blank>#107</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. I mentioned this up thread, and I went to watch a movie, and I looked 
at it again and had to comment again. I hope Pam or some of her hawks is reading 



this, because really... hey Pam, this is dishonest and juvenile... no matter 
what you think about the Mao ornament, it's ONE, not multiple evil images. The 
bold and blatant lying is amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shouldn't be amazing at all -- she lies continually, about everything. The 
woman is consumed with hatred and bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975378 35438 10 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:16:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7975368" target=_blank>#7</A> Ice-9</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Red" onions, Charles? I swear it's like you're trying to provoke the Hot Air 
crazies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops, sorry! I meant to say communist onions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975395 35438 17 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:22:22pm  
 
<P>So, who won the War on Christmas this year?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975412 35438 29 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:25:51pm  
 
<P>I see why Barack Obama likes this arugula stuff -- it's mighty tasty!</P> 
<P>And I can feel myself becoming more of an elitist with every delicious 
bite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975424 35438 36 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7975419" target=_blank>#33</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chairman Mao</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't he still dead?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975433 35438 39 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:32:35pm  
 
<P>I'm seeing a Google ad for diabetic test strips -- is that supposed to be 
some kind of hint?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975469 35438 56 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 7:48:18pm  
 
<P>The classic Christmas Day flounce:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35431_Congressional_Report-
_ACORN_Broke_No_Laws/comments/#cc7975455" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975574 35438 136 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 8:25:51pm  
 
<P>This Christmas we seem to have a lot of people in very bad moods.</P> 
<P>Just received from an admirer in New Hampshire, with the subject line, "you 
zukaornaments":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Merry Christmas Darling and good bye. &amp;You used to have news. Now you 
have rehashed along the lines of a theirry mason. I've taken you (all your 
"liards too) off my homepage. I can get straighter new w/ opinion pieces from 
from the rock out back. Good luck Charles. May your next year find you with a 
new following of sheep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975582 35438 143 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 8:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/7975577" target=_blank>#139</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>I just don't understand why I cannot find a story about Bethlehem 
here tonight.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should try all caps next. Maybe all caps, bold 
text?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975604 35438 165 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 8:34:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/7975586" target=_blank>#147</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ZOSYrsgMJI" target=_blank>Farewell, 
Lizards.</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's supposed to be a flounce, just say the word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975716 35438 272 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 9:46:08pm  
 
<P>I see that Powerline is linking to a completely stupid and bogus list of 
talking points for global warming deniers, compiled by <A 
href="http://www.desmogblog.com/lee-c-gerhard" target=_blank>Lee 
Gerhard</A>.</P> 
<P>Expect all of these to be parroted in the next LGF climate change 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975738 35438 294 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:06:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/7975736" target=_blank>#292</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The UN is too big. Way too big. The organizations that best advance human 
needs are those where people look at each other in the eyes. Small, community-
level groups of people that care for one another and have to face those people 
as a consequence of their actions, good or bad. Come to think of it, are there 
any of those groups left?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you're kind of describing ACORN. But I doubt that's what you meant to 
ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975749 35438 305 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:17:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/7975741" target=_blank>#297</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ACORN does indeed operate at the grass-roots level. Unfortunately, it does so 
with a view towards pushing a far-left agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure about that? Is it possible that you've gotten all your 
information about ACORN from people who are deliberately distorting the facts 
and picturing them as something they're not?</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.editorandpublisher.com/eandp/columns/shoptalk_display.jsp?vnu_c
ontent_id=1004047850" target=_blank>Have the Media 'Falsely Framed' 
ACORN?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975760 35438 316 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:26:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/7975758" target=_blank>#314</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and even though an iPhone is the only solid Internet available to me for 
the next 10 days, I find myself gladly suffering in order to post until then! 
Goodness Charles, please tell me that an iPhone LGF app is in the works, it 
would make life so much easier...pretty please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone can put me in touch with an iPhone developer, I'll check into 
it.</P> 
<P>In the meantime, you'll find it easier to post comments if you use the 
individual thread Spy, which is accessible with the green magnifying glass at 
bottom right of each article. (Not the 'Master Spy,' which shows all comments 
being posted in all threads.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07975762 35438 318 Charles Fri, Dec 25, 2009 10:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/7975759" target=_blank>#315</A> bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds nice, but how? Also, many of these areas have a growing population. 
The world is at 6.8 billion now and headed for 9 billion. Much of the population 
growth is in the undeveloped countries. Buzzwords wont feed and transport a 
population of that size. How do we stop them from cutting their trees, burning 
their fuel and using their resources?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why one of the things that keeps coming up at climate conferences is 
some kind of international fund that would defray some of the cost for 
developing nations. Right wingers love to picture this as a 'handout' to poor 
nations, but as you can see from this discussion there's a very good reason to 
consider it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07976280 35439 436 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 10:17:22am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/7976256" target=_blank>#412</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching the CNN coverage of the attempted attack yesterday and they haven't 
said the word "muslim" once.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, they're saying "Al Qaeda" over and over. Do you think 
there are people who don't realize that Al Qaeda is a radical Islamic 
group?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07976400 35440 8 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 11:26:21am  
 
<P>The more I read about this incident, the less I believe that it was really an 
Al Qaeda attack. It seems too poorly planned. And this wasn't even a bomb -- it 
was an incendiary device, which would have much less chance of actually 
destroying the plane.</P> 
<P>I think this guy is BSing when he says he was sent by Al 
Qaeda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07976634 35440 214 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 1:30:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/7976609" target=_blank>#196</A> Bobibutu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>General Pershing used bullets dipped in pig fat and buried the dead in 
pigskins. That worked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is probably a bogus story.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.snopes.com/rumors/pershing.asp" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07976556 35441 6 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 12:45:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7976544" target=_blank>#4</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yes, I added the littlegreenfo-20 cookie to the url</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you don't need to do that manually -- I have code in the commenting 
module that automagically changes Amazon URLs to include the LGF 
ID.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07976642 35441 25 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 1:32:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7976630" target=_blank>#19</A> bunnymud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such words from the enlightened...so crass</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_cooling" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>and so on...and so on...and so on</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you even read your own links?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_cooling" target=_blank>Global 
cooling - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Global cooling was a conjecture during the 1970s of imminent cooling of the 
Earth's surface and atmosphere along with a posited commencement of glaciation. 
<STRONG>This hypothesis never had significant scientific support</STRONG>, but 
gained temporary popular attention due to a combination of press reports that 
<STRONG>did not accurately reflect the scientific understanding of ice age 
cycles</STRONG>, and a slight downward trend of temperatures from the 1940s to 
the early 1970s. <STRONG>Mainstream scientific opinion is that the Earth has not 
durably cooled, but undergone global warming throughout the 20th 
century</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. That's what happens when you try to parrot talking points without 
understanding them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07976662 35441 39 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 1:40:50pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07976801 35441 158 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 2:29:24pm  
 
<P>OK, that's enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977105 35442 241 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 4:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/7977089" target=_blank>#225</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just in case anyone was still in doubt that the right wing fixation with 
ACORN is racially motivated...<A 
href="http://www.thefoxnation.com/acorn/2009/12/23/conyers-report-acorn-didnt-
break-law-filmmakers-may-have" target=_blank>Conyers Report: ACORN Didn't Break 
Law But Filmmakers May Have</A></P> 
<P>...read the comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This kind of stuff is everywhere on right wing sites that allow comments.</P> 
<P>Check this one out:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Will Go On</STRONG></P> 
<P>These a holes are asking for a race war.They will lose and set back this 
country to the same status as Africa.More blacks are kil led by blacks then 
whites ever could.How stupid can they be!!!???</P> 
<P>Saturday, December 26, 2009 at 05:10 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977233 35443 31 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 6:03:29pm  
 
<P>David Frum writes a column pointing out that the Senate health care reform 
plan is indeed constitutional (which it is), and gets treated to a barrage of 
hatred at Hot Air:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/headlines/?p=64899" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977246 35443 42 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 6:16:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/7977242" target=_blank>#38</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never thought I'd say this, but Frum isn't an idiot. He knows that most of 
the rhetoric from the elected Republicans is just partisan grandstanding with 
Palinesque rhetoric (or Beckish, if you prefer). The fact that he's getting 
pilloried by Michele Malkin and her band of freaks isn't surprising. It'll be 
interesting to see how he progresses after this response.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Frum's brand of conservatism doesn't have a chance. The right is way 
too far gone to want to listen to a relative "moderate" like Frum -- they're in 
love with extremism, and anyone who tries to talk them down from the ledge will 
be vilified and shunned.</P> 
<P>That's just how it is. Anyone with more than two brain cells is a pariah in 
the modern GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07977256 35443 51 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 6:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/7977251" target=_blank>#46</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think Snowe and Collins are going to be forced out of the party, or 
are they safe due to their huge support in their state? I don't think that 
either could be challenged successfully in a primary, but that's not the only 
way to force someone out of the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The far right of the GOP (which is pretty much the <EM>whole</EM> GOP) has 
their sights aimed at Snowe and Collins. Yeah, I think they're going to be 
forced out, just like Dede Scozzafava. The pack smells blood, and they're not 
going to stop until they destroy any remaining moderate Republicans.</P> 
<P>There aren't many, so it won't take long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977263 35443 57 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 6:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7977259" target=_blank>#53</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can a right Republican win those seats, if they force Snowe and Collins out 
in the primary? Or is this another one of those ny-23 deals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's doubtful that a tea party candidate can win in Maine, but that's not 
even an issue for those people. It's all about purging, not winning. They've got 
to drive out the unfaithful monkeys, even if it means losing an election.</P> 
<P>NY-23 was just the beginning of this process -- it's going to get a lot 
uglier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977292 35443 84 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 7:01:29pm  
 
<P>The tobacco and energy industry astroturf group Americans for Prosperity is 
pulling out all the stops, spending big bucks on Google ads to defeat health 
care reform. I'm blocking their URLs as I find them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977302 35443 94 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 7:10:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/7977298" target=_blank>#90</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rather ignorant bunch they have there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are the kinds of people who have been blocked from LGF, and who are now 
screaming about "censorship" and claiming they were banned just for 
"disagreeing" with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977313 35443 104 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 7:19:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/7977309" target=_blank>#101</A> h8tank</EM></P> 
<P>Another idiot surfaces, and bites the dust.</P> 
<P>Censorship!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07977353 35444 9 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 7:47:01pm  
 
<P>I can't even begin to imagine the thought process that would lead someone to 
think this is OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07977444 35444 73 Charles Sat, Dec 26, 2009 8:23:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7977431" target=_blank>#63</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<P>If anyone ever posted a video like this in a comment at LGF, they'd be banned 
and their comment deleted as soon as possible.</P> 
<P>There is no way to defend something like this. Especially right after someone 
tried to use a similar bomb to commit mass murder.</P> 
<P>It's not just irresponsible. It's insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978188 35444 474 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 10:04:08am  
 
<P>Two more idiots bite the dust. And four hate mails so far.</P> 
<P>People really don't like having it pointed out that Ed Morrissey was 
incredibly irresponsible to post that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978223 35444 482 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 10:19:34am  
 
<P>Now up to 7 hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978330 35446 68 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 11:03:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7978323" target=_blank>#61</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of reports on twitter that access to the internet in Iran is being shut 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which twitter feed are you looking at?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978350 35446 87 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 11:10:38am  
 
<P>Lots of photos here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tehranlive.org/" 
target=_blank>tehranlive.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978523 35450 3 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 12:35:26pm  
 
<P>Unconfirmed reports on Twitter from Iran say that protesters are attacking 
the state television station IRIB, and Baseej are shooting into the crowd from 
the top of the building, with many casualties.</P> 
<P>There are also reports of clashes between protesters, police, and Baseej at 
Farabi hospital in Tehran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978539 35451 7 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:01:19pm  
 
<P>Not a word at Hot Air about these protests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978574 35451 38 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:21:40pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/7978569" target=_blank>#33</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been supporting the protesters on the down low since the overthrow of 
the Shah. Hows that worked out for those people so far !?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think we should just invade now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978580 35451 44 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:22:53pm  
 
<P>I've seen quite a few Iranians on Twitter responding to calls for the US to 
do something, by saying they <EM>do not want</EM> the US to take any direct 
action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978602 35451 66 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:31:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7978578" target=_blank>#42</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing blogs drop the ball again. No mention of Iran at PJM, Hot Air, 
Michelle Malkin. Once brief mention from Instapundit only to mention that Obama 
is playing golf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're more interested in bashing Obama for not responding to the 
demonstrations, even though he has.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978652 35451 114 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/7978641" target=_blank>#103</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>We aren't going to be of much help in what's going on right now</EM></P> 
<P>Then why even bother with a "statement from the White 
House"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, you're simply consumed with hatred for Barack Obama -- nothing he 
does is praiseworthy to you. You'll complain no matter what 
happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978654 35451 116 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:46:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/7978650" target=_blank>#112</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they're still busy trying to spin the Flight 253 incident into 
"Obama's fault." If Obama speaks about Iran they won't notice. When they finally 
notice they'll spin it into something else to complain about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's already happening right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978678 35451 140 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 1:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7978660" target=_blank>#122</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you're incorrect. I have praised him on any number of occasions,, INCLUDING 
his original speech about these very same protests some 6 months 
ago</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really?</P> 
<P>Here's the thread. I'm having a hard time finding any "praise" from you.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33939_Video-
_Obamas_Statement_on_Iran_Election_Violence/comments/#ctop" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Lots of comments like this one, though:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/29/7313428" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fence sitting is really an Art</P> 
<P>and Obama is the Michaelangelo of fence sitters</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't really like it when people try to blow smoke up my 
ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978696 35451 158 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 2:18:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7978690" target=_blank>#152</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam covers the Iranian uprising...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, these are the same people -- Muslims -- who that hate-filled 
moron wants to deport en masse from America, and spends every waking moment 
demonizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978709 35451 171 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 2:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/7978708" target=_blank>#170</A> Drogheda</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did she grace us with "nirth" or was that someone else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was Crazy Pam. She spelled it that way in a <EM>headline</EM>, then left 
it like that for more than a day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978721 35451 179 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 2:30:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7978707" target=_blank>#169</A> miclaine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes you get the snap crackle and pop. They got me the ION TTUSB10. It 
separates the tracks on the albums and will do cassettes too. So it is good 
enough for me. It is great to hear stuff that you cannot get on CD, plus great 
to hear that vinyl sound again!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's that turntable at Amazon: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000PZQPP4/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Ion Audio TTUSB 10 Vinyl Recording USB Turntable with Audacity 
Software, Dust Cover and Analog Stereo Input</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978734 35452 16 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 2:37:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/7978730" target=_blank>#12</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another video making the rounds now of protesters pulling a Basiji 
theocrat out of a van and beating him down, apparently in the process of 
rescuing several activists who had just been arrested. If it's true that they're 
also in the process of seizing state broadcasting facilities, as has been 
reported today, this could be the big one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes -- I posted that video earlier in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35446_New_Protests_in_Iran" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978978 35454 11 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 4:45:01pm  
 
<P>That Nigerian taken into custody today was ... just airsick.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/28/us/politics/w28talk.html" 
target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978988 35454 15 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 4:48:49pm  
 
<P>Ed Morrissey thinks it might be a trick:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2009/12/27/disturbance-on-todays-
amsterdam-detroit-flight-on-northwest/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07978995 35454 20 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 4:50:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7978963" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air is determined to ignore the Iran story. AllahPundit just posted a 
week old clip of Max Baucus drunk.Breaking News!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Malkin is completely ignoring it too. And so is Ace of Spades. And 
so is PJ Media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07979178 35454 170 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 5:46:45pm  
 
<P>Napolitano's comment about "the system worked" was pretty clumsy.</P> 
<P>However, she wasn't saying "the system worked" because the passengers tackled 
the terrorist. She was saying the system worked because the system-wide response 
following the incident worked well.</P> 
<P>Here's the video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/dudHzY5Qigw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Sorry, can't join in the outrage on this one either. She definitely worded it 
badly, but calling for her to resign over this? That's 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07979200 35454 192 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 5:52:24pm  
 
<P>Ten hate mails so far today, most of them coming from people who followed a 
link at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07979209 35454 199 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 5:54:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7979201" target=_blank>#193</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea...if she had just left out the phrase on the how the passengers responded 
she would have been fine. The rest of the statement clearly is about the 
response after the incident. However my guess is the bilious raving about her 
comment will be enormous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It already is. The right wing blogs who've been ignoring the Iranian protests 
all day are screaming their wingnut heads off over this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07979245 35454 235 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 6:05:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/7979221" target=_blank>#211</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Bonham, but I am a huge Neil Peart fan. Also, the drummer for Journey 
(Steve Smith?) did one of the best solos I have ever seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of drummers -- as a musician I was blessed to have worked with many 
of the best drummers who've ever lived. A partial list:</P> 
<P>Steve GaddSimon PhillipsLeon 'Ndugu' ChanclerJeff PorcaroRicky LawsonAlex 
AcunaBilly Cobham</P> 
<P>And lots more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07979299 35455 16 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 6:31:10pm  
 
<P>Wow. The comments at Hot Air about Janet Napolitano are amazingly deranged 
and misogynistic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07979310 35455 20 Charles Sun, Dec 27, 2009 6:34:02pm  
 
<P>From Hot Air's Napolitano thread:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ENOUGH OF THE LIBATARD “P.C.” KRAP, IF IT WALKS LIKE A DUCK, PRAYS LIKE A 
DUCK AND SEWS EXPLOSIVES INTO ITS UNDERWEAR THEN IT MUST BE A TERRORIST.. FORGET 
THE DON’T FLY LIST, BAN ALL OF THE MOOOSLUMS FROM AMAERICA..JUST LOOK IN AT THE 
NEWS TO SEE WHAT THEY HAVE DONE TO EUROPE…</P> 
<P>AMERICAN VETERAN on December 27, 2009 at 4:05 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981299 35456 37 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:54:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7981046" target=_blank>#36</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't want to dish out the several hundred for a Kindle until you know 
you'll actually like reading books in electronic format, the iPhone Kindle app 
is completely free.</P> 
<P>I don't recommend testing out ebooks for the first time on a computer. 
Sitting at your desk is not how most people prefer to read, and pretty much 
kills the effect of getting to carry the books around with you anyway.</P> 
<P>Personally, I loved the iPhone Kindle app enough to completely forgo the 
actual Kindle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have the iPhone Kindle app too, but I vastly prefer reading on the Kindle; 
the backlit display of the iPhone is tiring on the eyes compared to the Kindle's 
e-ink display, and it's much smaller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980815 35461 59 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 12:24:06pm  
 
<P>Geller's post about the Evil Christmas Tree is duplicated today at wacko site 
Newsmax.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980856 35461 97 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 12:36:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/7980837" target=_blank>#78</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was it actually Napalitano who revised her statement? The radio report I 
heard just said Homeland Security said the system failed, they didn't mention 
that it was a statement from Napalitano.</P> 
<P>I did hear the whole interview from yesterday with Couric. Couric gave 
Napalitano every chance in hell to "revise" her statement yesterday, Napalitano 
just went full steam ahead.</P> 
<P>Embarrassing in my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>Napolitano said, quote, "once this incident occurred, everything happened 
that should have." She was very obviously NOT saying that the system worked 
because the passengers tackled the terrorist.</P> 
<P>It was clumsily worded, and immediately seized on by right wing bloggers (of 
course), and today she clarified it. Yes, clarified it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980862 35461 102 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 12:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7980857" target=_blank>#98</A> Cathypop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O.T. My LGF calendar just arrived. Beautiful! Well done 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you, Cathy! I was impressed with the quality myself -- Lulu.com does a 
good job.</P> 
<P>May it serve you well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980866 35461 106 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 12:39:26pm  
 
<P>In the comments at TMZ, several wingnuts have posted that they're glad JFK 
was assassinated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980961 35462 6 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:01:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7980954" target=_blank>#1</A> SteveMcG</EM></P> 
<P>I disagree - I don't think there's any obvious sign that it wasn't 
genuine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07980984 35462 19 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:08:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/7980977" target=_blank>#16</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just looked at a real picture of Iranian "police" and their uniforms are 
nothing like these. Big difference from what I can see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty easy to go back now and find indications that it wasn't genuine -
- hindsight is 20/20.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981282 35462 54 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:50:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7981074" target=_blank>#53</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To the best of my knowledge, XTRABallots didn't say where the pic was from; 
there was no caption. It was sort of implied that is was from Iran, since his 
account info indicated Tehran as his location.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if you look at his other pictures, they're all Iranian. It was pretty 
obviously intended to be taken as a photo from Iran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981039 35463 3 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:33:44pm  
 
<P>I think it's pretty clear she was trying to calm people's fears. 
Unfortunately, the way she phrased it let the right wing blogosphere and GOP 
politicians use her remarks to achieve the exact opposite -- to stoke fears, 
which is what they're all about these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981042 35463 6 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:34:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7981040" target=_blank>#4</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I can't get upset over this when some of the same rightwing blogs are 
posting videos detailing how to make and conceal effective bomb 
detonators.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. And I continue to get hate mail for pointing that out, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981045 35463 8 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:35:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/7981043" target=_blank>#7</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The system failed miserably leading up to this incident.</P> 
<P>The only reason there is not a team of FAA investigators cleaning up airplane 
debris on a farm somewhere is because the device itself failed to properly blow 
a hole in the plane.</P> 
<P>For Napolitano to exclaim the system worked is akin to "mission 
accomplished". Should she be fired? No.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- she said the system worked after the incident, and it 
did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981070 35463 31 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:45:13pm  
 



<P>By the way, last June a majority of Republicans in the House <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/1209/GOP_blame_at_TSA.html" 
target=_blank>voted against a bill that would have installed bomb detection 
systems at airports</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republicans have cast votes against the key TSA funding measure that the 2010 
appropriations bill for the Department of Homeland Security contained, which 
included funding for the TSA, including for explosives detection systems and 
other aviation security measures. In the June 24 vote in the House, leading 
Republicans including John Boehner, Pete Hoekstra, Mike Pence and Paul Ryan 
voted against the bill, amid a procedural dispute over the appropriations 
process, a Democrat points out. A full 108 Republicans voted against the 
conference version, including Boehner, Hoekstra, Pence, Michelle Bachmann, 
Marsha Blackburn, Darrell Issa and Joe Wilson.</P> 
<P>The conference bill included more than $4 billion for "screening operations," 
including $1.1 billion in funding for explosives detection systems, with $778 
million for buying and installing the systems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981103 35463 62 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:54:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/7981071" target=_blank>#32</A> Mournie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly there were missed signs and opportunities to pull this guy off the 
flight. His own father reported his fear that his son was 'radicalized'. In the 
wake of those things Napolitano isn't reassuring with her happy talk and then a 
recant. The day could have very well turned out much differently if it wasn't 
for the luck of a failed explosive and a Dutch passenger. I'd say its a wake up 
call and should be addressed as such.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His father reported him because he thought his son might become dangerous -- 
not because he had any evidence of a specific plot. The son's name went on a 
very long list of potential suspects, and there was nothing to indicate he was 
any more likely to be involved in an imminent plot than any of the other people 
on the list.</P> 
<P>It's just not possible to investigate every single person who's reported as a 
potential danger, obviously. I don't think it's right -- or productive -- to 
blame DHS for "missing" Abdulmutallab.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981113 35463 72 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:56:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7981108" target=_blank>#67</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's 500,000 people on the TIDE list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my point. Every day the US gets reports about potentially dangerous 
people. It's not realistic at all to think they can investigate every single 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981115 35463 74 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:56:56pm  
 
<P>And now I'm getting hate mail about this post, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981117 35463 76 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 1:58:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7981114" target=_blank>#73</A> ryannon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the real issue in most people's minds is that if the system had 
<EM>worked,</EM> there never would have been an 'incident'.</P> 
<P>All the rest is endless semantics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. It's very important to have a system in place for handling the 
aftermath of a terrorist incident. Almost as important as having bomb detection 
systems in airports -- which the GOP voted against.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981123 35463 82 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7981116" target=_blank>#75</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Giant African Rats that sniff out mines:[Link: <A 
href="http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/02/0210_040210_minerats.html" 
target=_blank>news.nationalgeographic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine the response from Michelle Malkin if the TSA deployed giant rats in 
airports. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981136 35463 95 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:03:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/7981125" target=_blank>#84</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They voted against the bill based on a precedural issue with appropriations 
not because they are against security in airports.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever the reason, the bill was defeated because GOP representatives voted 
it down. This seems like a much more serious charge than a few clumsy words from 
Janet Napolitano.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981191 35463 146 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:24:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/7981186" target=_blank>#142</A> 
Williamnr</EM></P> 
<P>Happy New Year!</P> 
<P>I'll leave your post there, because it's so well written.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981536 35463 202 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7981488" target=_blank>#198</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No matter how you cut this, Napolitano's statement was dumb. She deserves the 
scrutiny she's getting for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I said exactly that. It was worded very badly. But it's being 
distorted and taken out of context to look even worse.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Equally, or more, worrying was Obama's statement today about "an isolated 
extremist".This was not an "isolated" extremist. This was a plot involving many 
people and the organization responsible for 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know this ... how?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981575 35463 206 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:26:14pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/7981488" target=_blank>#198</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Equally, or more, worrying was Obama's statement today about "an isolated 
extremist".This was not an "isolated" extremist. This was a plot involving many 
people and the organization responsible for 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, this is another distortion. He said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This incident, like several that have preceded it, demonstrates that an alert 
and courageous citizenry are far more resilient than an isolated 
extremist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy was alone on that plane. He was an isolated extremist.</P> 
<P>And Obama said the US would not rest until all those involved were brought to 
justice. Your criticism is very ill-founded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981220 35464 19 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/7981215" target=_blank>#17</A> SteveMcG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember the national guardsmen at the airports carrying weapons. You could 
walk right up to them and say hi. A bad guy could simply have walked up, decked 
him and ran away with a loaded weapon. That's why I'm so sure they were only 
there for show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was worse than that. Those weapons the National Guard were carrying in 
airports after 9/11 <EM>were not loaded</EM>. It was totally for 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981251 35464 44 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 2:44:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7981238" target=_blank>#34</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See my posts downstairs: in that case, we start using bears. A bear's sense 
of smell, I'm told, is something like 100 times more sensitive than a 
bloodhound's. They can allegedly tell the difference between factory sealed 
cans, one filled with food and the other with sand, by smell alone.</P> 
<P>Plus, they're intimidating as hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would really make flying a lot more fun, if you had to run a gauntlet of 
giant rats and grizzly bears before boarding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981505 35465 92 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:03:22pm  
 
<P>Andy Martin is far from the only wingnut who's gleefully gone all the way 
into the gutter.</P> 
<P>Jim Hoft continues to get his sick smears directly from a homophobic hate 
group, and post them at Andrew Beitbart's Big Government: <A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/2009/12/28/fistgate-xii-obamas-safe-schools-
czars-glsen-conferences-included-dld-tips-and-needle-instructions-for-teens/" 
target=_blank>Fistgate XII: Obama’s Safe Schools Czar’s GLSEN Conferences 
Included D*ld* Tips and Needle Instructions For Teens</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981515 35465 102 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:07:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7981500" target=_blank>#87</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: From the Catch 'Em Being Good File...the Shriekstress is doing some good 
coverage/linkage of the Iran uprising at the moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing new there. All the photos and videos are from 
yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981526 35465 112 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:10:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/7981500" target=_blank>#87</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: From the Catch 'Em Being Good File...the Shriekstress is doing some good 
coverage/linkage of the Iran uprising at the moment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's just absolutely pure hypocrisy for that moron to try to picture 
herself as some kind of friend of the Iranian people, when on the very same page 
she posts this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are devout Muslims. There are no moderates. There are no extremists. 
Only Muslims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of those brave Iranians are Muslims. Geller wants to deport all Muslims 
from the US, and frequently rants about how they're ALL evil. If that's where 
you're getting your news about Iran, you need to find a better 
source.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981529 35465 115 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:10:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/7981517" target=_blank>#104</A> 
pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you're here, so hopefully you'll be on long enough for me to ask 
you. Would you consider joining us in the Libertarian party? You'd do a great 
service in strengthening our cause against the radical right and 
left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981621 35466 15 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 4:40:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7981614" target=_blank>#10</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My only wish is that he's wearing swim trunks and flip 
flops.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know he wasn't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981727 35466 98 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7981692" target=_blank>#67</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have many words about this, but I will keep them as thoughts.</P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/northwest-flight-253-al-qaeda-leaders-
terror-plot/story?id=9434065" target=_blank>Two al Qaeda Leaders Behind 
Northwest Flight 253 Terror Plot Were Released by U.S.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep. And if that's true, it was during the Bush 
administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981783 35467 13 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:23:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7981772" target=_blank>#5</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is clear: Close Gitmo, ship them all to Illinois.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least if we try them, they might not end up in Saudi Arabia taking "art 
therapy" before being released.</P> 
<P>Seriously -- this story is beyond disgusting. I knew Bush was too close to 
the Saudis, but this really brings it home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981814 35467 32 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7981797" target=_blank>#23</A> SteveMcG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it wass a matter of Bush being close to the Saudis. I think 
that with the program of torture and abuse and the unreliable results, they 
couldn't tell the good guys from the bad guys. At some point, they really didn't 
know who they were holding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. If you don't believe GW Bush was deep in the Saudis' pockets, you 
weren't paying attention. This is just the latest confirmation of something 
that's been dismayingly clear for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981851 35467 61 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:41:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/7981835" target=_blank>#48</A> 
CommonCents</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you don't believe that every President since FDR is in deep with the 
Saudis, you aren't paying attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since I've said exactly that on numerous occasions, I feel fairly 
confident that I've been paying attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981868 35467 76 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/7981862" target=_blank>#71</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was Bush not pressured to release or transfer Gitmo detainees by the MSM, 
Democrats, the EU, the UN, etc. etc.? Surely Bush was greatfull to the Saudis 
for taking whatever prisons they did. It is the Saudis who have betrayed America 
by releasing these terrorists, not Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about you, but I expect an elected President of the United 
States to <EM>resist</EM> pressure to do something he knows is not right.</P> 
<P>I'm no more willing to accept that as an excuse than I am to excuse Sarah 
Palin for quitting because she was being "pressured."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981878 35467 86 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/7981874" target=_blank>#82</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is but a single report...that Gitmo released prisoners were behind this. 
Shouldn't we call a 24 hr rule on this before we go all Bush Derangement on 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks pretty solid to me. ABC News is not likely to run something like 
this unless they're sure of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981898 35467 105 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7981889" target=_blank>#97</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, just watched the video. They have one terrorist there that killed 12 
civilians in Iraq. He's free and claims that he was tricked into driving the 
truck bomb and that he is now cured.</P> 
<P>The premise of the video: curing terrorists.</P> 
<P>I need a stiff drink.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember posting that video two years ago, and thinking: "this is going to 
come back on us, big time."</P> 
<P>Looks like it just did. Luckily, it didn't result in mass murder -- but that 
wasn't for lack of trying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981915 35467 121 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 5:59:54pm  
 
<P>I'm now in favor of trying the Gitmo detainees in civilian court, throwing 
the book at them, and locking them up after they've been given due process, and 
convicted, and no one can complain any more.</P> 
<P>And if they aren't convicted, it's because we didn't have enough evidence to 
convict them.</P> 
<P>I have a <STRONG>lot</STRONG> more faith in the American criminal justice 
system than I do in Saudi Arabia's "art therapy" program.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981940 35467 144 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 6:05:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/7981928" target=_blank>#133</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a nice experiment but they should have been put in secret black sites 
where they could be held indefinitely without public scrutiny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Internet age, I don't think it's really possible to have "secret black 
sites" any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07981976 35467 176 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 6:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7981948" target=_blank>#152</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will probably mean most if not all should/will go free under our 
system.You can start with Miranda rights, the failure of a right to a speedy 
trial, the handling and chain of custody of evidence, etc.Because US Soldiers 
and Marines are not schooled in the proper arrest procedures of those caught on 
the battlefield.If these prisoners are going to be held to US standards of 
criminal justice it's unlikely they can be convicted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you missed the part where we're <EM>already</EM> releasing these 
people without any kind of trial.</P> 



<P>I repeat -- put them on trial. At least then we can say we didn't just hand 
them over to the Saudis' "art therapy" program.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982020 35467 219 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 6:26:21pm  
 
<P>The Moussaoui trial turned into a circus, true, but don't forget that he's 
now in jail for the rest of his life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982025 35467 224 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 6:28:35pm  
 
<P>The Moussaoui trial is actually an argument <EM>in favor</EM> of putting 
Gitmo detainees on trial in the criminal justice system.</P> 
<P>The system worked. He's never getting out of prison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982036 35467 235 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 6:32:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/7982027" target=_blank>#226</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hear your arguments and thought they should have been tried in military 
tribunals long ago. I'll repeat that the R's blew it on that, and now it's just 
too damned late. I'd like to get the bastards tried and sentenced some 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- if they'd been tried in military court shortly after they were 
detained, this wouldn't even be an issue. It would be over and done with.</P> 
<P>But they weren't, and now we have to deal with the fallout -- and the fallout 
now includes an attempted mass murder attack on an airplane.</P> 
<P>Try them. Get it over with. The longer this goes on, the more pain it will 
cause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982172 35467 369 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 7:10:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7982146" target=_blank>#343</A> Edward 
Halper</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We could not hand them a better recruiting tool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Al Qaeda "recruiting tools" are completely irrelevant. They're going to use 
whatever they're given. If we put them on trial, they'll use that - and if we 
don't, they'll use that just as easily.</P> 
<P>It's pointless to worry about whether we're encouraging Al Qaeda.</P> 
<P>It's not pointless to worry about what it does to the US to hold people 
indefinitely without trial. This craziness has to end at some point, and we've 
already missed the point where we could have held quick military trials -- long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988240 35467 628 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 10:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/7986232" target=_blank>#627</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly, after serving on several juries, I do not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. So you see no difference between a Saudi "art therapy program" and 
the American criminal justice system?</P> 



<P>That's just sad.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982515 35468 103 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 9:16:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/7982469" target=_blank>#61</A> Lone 
Ranger</EM></P> 
<P>Exactly one year after your last comment.</P> 
<P>Where have you been, asleep under a tree?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982542 35468 125 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 9:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7982533" target=_blank>#119</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OMG, someone linked to Conservapedia in the spinoff links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the last time. I'm really sick of people who think they can use my own 
software to stick their thumbs in my eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982580 35468 162 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 10:11:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/7982576" target=_blank>#158</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>I'm just crushed. How will I go on? Oh woe is me.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982586 35468 167 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 10:21:54pm  
 
<P>The latest idiocy going around the right wing blogs is that Obama said the 
NW253 terrorist was "an isolated extremist." They're trying to trick people into 
thinking Obama was saying he acted alone.</P> 
<P>And they just completely forget to mention that in the very same speech he 
also said the US would hunt down all of those who helped plot the attack and 
bring them to justice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07982589 35468 169 Charles Mon, Dec 28, 2009 10:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7982586" target=_blank>#167</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest idiocy going around the right wing blogs is that Obama said the 
NW253 terrorist was "an isolated extremist." They're trying to trick people into 
thinking Obama was saying he acted alone.</P> 
<P>And they just completely forget to mention that in the very same speech he 
also said the US would hunt down all of those who helped plot the attack and 
bring them to justice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, 'captdiggs' tried to plant this deceptive crap right here at LGF in 
an earlier thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/198/7981488" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983053 35468 189 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:48:59am  
 



<P>As usual, a swarm of deniers dumps long-debunked talking points and a few 
insults at the end of a climate change thread. They do this every 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983929 35468 194 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 2:08:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/7983759" target=_blank>#193</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 
<P>Do you think it isn't obvious that you're copying and pasting talking points 
from notorious climate denial websites?</P> 
<P>This quote comes from co2science.org, a front group for Exxon-Mobil:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.co2science.org/articles/V8/N23/C3.php&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.co2science.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989310 35468 199 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 2:45:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7989090" target=_blank>#197</A> 
Dr_Applebreath</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read that China has been building new coal-burning plants at the rate of 
about one new power plant every ten days for the last decade, so naturally 
there's a lot more CO2 in the atmosphere. But the teabagging deniers point out 
that temperatures haven't risen since 1998. Why is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because this long-debunked denier's talking point is simply not true.</P> 
<P>I have a feeling you really aren't interested in the answer, but here's a 
video you might want to watch:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/QwnrpwctIh4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989599 35468 202 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 4:54:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/7989572" target=_blank>#201</A> Elle 
Plater</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could also be the time difference. Here in Australia - where it is already 
2010 for almost half a day - we are awake when you are asleep. Could it be that 
more skeptics are not in the US?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, all of the people who dumped the usual talking points into this thread 
are in the US.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Btw what MKELLY wrote hadn't been debunked so why was in instinctively 
downdinged? Because it didn't fit in with the medieval warm period 
debunking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he's doing nothing but copying and pasting, and is a very well known 
climate change denier around here. He does this in every thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990789 35468 204 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 10:51:51am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/7989772" target=_blank>#203</A> 
Dr_Applebreath</EM></P> 
<P>No surprise here, as you respond by moving the goal posts and dumping more 
false talking points.</P> 
<P>The truth about Trenberth's quoted email is pretty easy to find, but of 
course you have to want to see it instead of accepting the garbage being fed to 
you by deniers: <A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/Kevin-Trenberth-
travesty-cant-account-for-the-lack-of-warming.htm" target=_blank>Trenberth can't 
account for the lack of warming</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So to summarise, Trenberth's email says this:</P> 
<P><EM>"The fact is that we can't account for the lack of warming at the moment 
and it is a travesty that we can't."</EM></P> 
<P>After reviewing the discussion in Trenberth 2009, it's apparent that what he 
meant was this:</P> 
<P><EM>"Global warming is still happening - our planet is still accumulating 
heat. But our observation systems aren't able to comprehensively keep track of 
where all the energy is going. Consequently, we can't definitively explain why 
surface temperatures have gone down in the last few years. That's a 
travesty!"</EM></P> 
<P>Skeptics use Trenberth's email to characterise climate scientists as 
secretive and deceptive. However, when one takes the trouble to acquaint oneself 
with the science, the opposite becomes apparent. Trenberth outlines his views in 
a clear, open manner, frankly articulating his frustrations at the limitations 
of observation systems. Trenberth's opinions didn't need to be illegally stolen 
and leaked onto the internet. They were already publicly available in the peer 
reviewed literature - and much less open to misinterpretation than a quote-mined 
email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991471 35468 206 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 4:38:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7991326" target=_blank>#205</A> AtadOFF</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm,</P> 
<P>I see your Mann and raise you the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for 
Astrophysics.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.udel.edu/PR/UDaily/2003/legates041003.html" 
target=_blank>www.udel.edu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this again.</P> 
<P>The Soon and Baliunas study has been debunked over and over in these threads. 
Yet the deniers just keep showing up and posting it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993779 35468 209 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:02:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7993091" target=_blank>#207</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm way late on this, and I'm not sure anyone is ever going to read this so 
I'll keep it as brief as possible. There are numerous factual errors and 
misrepresentations in this piece. The video implies that the MWP did not 
actually exist. This is not the case. The video implies that Mann's hockey stick 
was statistically correct. That is also false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not true. The hockey stick graph has been confirmed and reinforced by 
several independent studies. See: <A 



href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/broken-hockey-stick.htm" target=_blank>Is 
the hockey stick broken?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally, what is left out of this video is the major flaw in these tree ring 
reconstructions: the divergence problem. If you'll notice, on nearly all of 
those graphs is a red line at the end. That is not tree ring data. That is 
observational temperature data. Why is it on the end of just about every graph? 
Because the signal from tree rings start decreasing around the middle of the 
20th century and the tree ring signal and the actual temperature begin a 
statistically significant divergence. "Hide the decline" was about the 
divergence problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For actual scientific information about the divergence problem, instead of 
propaganda from deniers, see: <A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/Tree-
ring-proxies-divergence-problem.htm" target=_blank>Tree-ring proxies and the 
divergence problem</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993780 35468 210 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7993105" target=_blank>#208</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, one more point. Mr. Sinclair describes Mann's proxy data as more than 
just tree-ring data. This is true but misleading. When you remove the tree ring 
component, there is no hockey stick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is also false: <A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/Hockey-stick-
without-tree-rings.html" target=_blank>Can you make a hockey stick without tree 
rings?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993781 35468 211 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:04:43pm  
 
<P>Once again, we see that weird phenomenon where climate change deniers try to 
get the last word in a long-dead thread, apparently believing that by doing so 
they'll be able to change reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995152 35468 213 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:51:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7994748" target=_blank>#212</A> kf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I'm not trying to get the last word nor am I a "denier." I simply 
visited LGF, and saw this, and felt compelled to respond. I've been straight 
with you before and been met with resistance, so I'll again just respond 
frankly. You seem to just google what I write and paste whatever google turns up 
to "debunk" it without trying to understand what I'm saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm posting these links because it isn't worth the time to debunk your 
talking points -- they've already been thoroughly debunked over and over. But of 
course, that doesn't stop you from posting them again.</P> 
<P>As for whether you're a "denier," I'm finding it hard to accept your 
statement at face value, since you've previously admitted that you get all your 
information on climate change from denier websites, and even creationists.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/21/7903018" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983068 35469 83 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:58:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/7982951" target=_blank>#53</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that he didn't mean that the terrorist acted alone.So what the heck 
DID he mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you stop trying to find something evil in it, his statement is 
amazingly clear: the terrorist was "isolated" on the plane, as in, he was the 
only terrorist on the plane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983543 35469 95 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:19:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/7983459" target=_blank>#94</A> 
LittleBenny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh...</P> 
<P>President Obama screwed up with his statement, plain and simple. Maybe it's a 
Freud-ian slip of the tongue, but methinks that one should not use words like 
"isolated" and "extremist" when speaking of a terrorist (or his/her plot). Just 
not a good idea anymore...there is nothing isolated about Islamic terrorism.</P> 
<P>Barry Rubin had a really good read on that statement over at [Link: <A 
href="http://rubinreports.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>rubinreports.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He only "screwed up" if you deliberately ignore everything else he said, to 
focus on those two words. It's incredibly obvious that Obama is well aware that 
Abdulmutallab was not acting alone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983549 35469 96 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:20:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7983399" target=_blank>#91</A> huggy77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But treating terrorism as crime and terrorists as criminals worked so well in 
the past... oh wait.. it did not..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh wait -- it did. See: the first World Trade Center Bombing, Zacarias 
Moussaoui, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07987027 35469 100 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 4:03:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7986871" target=_blank>#99</A> judeoscope</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Obama's Homeland Security Secretary <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/28/us/politics/28homeland.html" 
target=_blank>also opines</A> that there was no evidence of a wider plot. So 
could it be that Obama's statement means exactly what critics are blasting him 
for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there really something difficult to understand about this statement?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"...we will not rest until we find all who were involved and hold them 
accountable.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying that Obama believes the NW 253 terrorist acted alone is flat out 
<EM>wrong</EM>, and it's nothing but pure Obama Derangement 
Syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983537 35472 220 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:16:55pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/7983500" target=_blank>#184</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because MSNBC doesn't know what a real conservative is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not limited to MSNBC, unfortunately. Buchanan also appears frequently on 
Fox News, and Sean Hannity has introduced him as "the great Patrick J. 
Buchanan." And Buchanan's columns are published at every right wing news site -- 
Townhall, Human Events, World Net Daily -- all of them.</P> 
<P>William F. Buckley would be appalled to see Buchanan still so influential on 
the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983566 35472 246 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/7983545" target=_blank>#227</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Kilgore, am having iPhone coordination problems and didn't mean to flag 
your post 56. Sorry about that, will bemore careful in the 
future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can reverse a mistaken ding -- just click the other button. Clicking once 
undoes your rating, clicking the other button twice switches from plus to minus 
or vice versa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983575 35472 254 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:26:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/7983469" target=_blank>#153</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really think MSNBC could do a better job of finding a paid conservative 
pundit. It is almost as if MSNBC wants to deliberatly embarass conservatives 
with this worthless piece of dreck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what's Townhall's excuse? What's Sean Hannity's excuse? What's Human 
Events's excuse?</P> 
<P>Sorry, this doesn't work. Buchanan is very well accepted on the right wing, 
and it's not enough to just say that MSNBC uses him to discredit the right.</P> 
<P>I think that probably is one motivation for MSNBC, by the way -- but it can 
only work because Buchanan has plenty of support from other right wing 
sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983612 35472 290 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:37:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/7983595" target=_blank>#273</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a rock-hard right-winger, I fully agree. The man is an idiot with and only 
idiots would follow him anywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buchanan at Human Events: <A 
href="http://www.humanevents.com/search.php?author_name=Patrick+J.+Buchanan" 
target=_blank>Patrick J. Buchanan: Conservative Articles - HUMAN EVENTS</A></P> 
<P>His most recent article has more than a hundred comments, and they're ALL 
supportive.</P> 
<P><A href="http://townhall.com/columnists/PatBuchanan/" target=_blank>Pat 
Buchanan at Townhall.com</A>. Again, thousands and thousands of comments, all 



supportive. And his articles are rated very highly with their rating 
system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983642 35472 320 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:46:36pm  
 
<P>Just did my recording for Bloggingheads.tv, arguing with Conn Carroll of the 
Heritage Foundation -- he ended up saying I was "pro-death, pro-euthanasia, and 
pro-suicide," because I believe women should have the legal right to choose 
abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983652 35472 330 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/7983633" target=_blank>#311</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So there are 300 million people here and I'm sure he has a small following. 
However, I don't think he could get elected dog catcher in Lizard Lick, UT. 
Sure, there are those who agree with him, but Keith Olbermann also has an 
audience. Buchanan represents true, well-meaning conservatives about as much as 
miniature golf relates to the PGA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, keep repeating that, even as Sean Hannity praises him on Fox News and 
every conservative website carries his columns.</P> 
<P>It's wrong to dismiss this as unimportant. It says something very disturbing 
about the modern right wing that a person like Buchanan, once marginalized and 
pushed out of the mainstream, has become a voice for many right 
wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983668 35472 345 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:52:16pm  
 
<P>It's not a coincidence that along with the rehabilitation of Pat Buchanan, 
we're also seeing a resurgence of the John Birch Society and the universal 
acceptance of despicable people like Robert Stacy McCain in the right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983680 35472 356 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:55:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/7983667" target=_blank>#344</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Statements like Holder's ought to scare the shit out of people; they do for 
me. What he's saying is that the government has the power to lock people up 
indefinitely, without giving a reason, even if a court of law reviews the 
evidence and finds the person not guilty.</P> 
<P>People used to whine about the Bush Administration's "Star Chambers" and 
"secret courts," and those were purely delusional. Here, we have the nation's 
top justice official making the most chilling statement imaginable when it comes 
to curtailing personal freedoms, and I'm hearing very little 
opposition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- it was a very creepy thing to say. But in the real world, it's 
extremely unlikely that this will happen. Holder was really just mouthing off, 
trying to avert political fallout from the decision to try Gitmo inmates in the 
criminal justice system. He was throwing a sop to the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07983684 35472 360 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 12:56:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/351/7983675" target=_blank>#351</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did your NY Times article ever come out? If so is there a 
link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not yet. I'll post it when it does, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983770 35472 444 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 1:14:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/7983740" target=_blank>#416</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the Birchers were dead and buried. No such chance 
eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not when they're cosponsors of CPAC, the largest Republican convention of the 
year.</P> 
<P>And not when people like Ron Paul are promoting them and giving keynote 
speeches at the JBS annual meeting.</P> 
<P>And not when Glenn Beck openly promotes a book by W. Cleon Skousen, one of 
the original inspirations of the JBS, and when Beck interviews a JBS leader and 
says, "I have to tell you, when I was growing up, the John Birch Society, I 
thought they were a bunch of nuts, however, you guys are starting to make more 
and more sense to me."</P> 
<P>When PJ Media published a lukewarm criticism of the JBS at CPAC (by Ryan 
Mauro, who is himself a member of an extremist group, the Christian Action 
Network), there were hundreds of comments <EM>supporting and embracing</EM> the 
John Birch Society.</P> 
<P>The Birchers are back, big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983798 35472 472 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 1:22:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/7983790" target=_blank>#464</A> cosmo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I put "rights" in "quotes" because the "right" being "suspended" here in this 
thread is the apparent Constitutional "right" to aloe vera for your 
genitals.</P> 
<P>I'm afraid I don't see a "right" being violated here, thus the "quotes" were 
used--my way of lodging my protest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look -- the guy has third degree burns. This is a serious injury, and we're 
not just talking about some aloe vera lotion. Withholding pain medication from 
someone with third degree burns to try to get them to talk -- when they're 
ALREADY talking -- is nothing but torture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984321 35472 559 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:09:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/7984074" target=_blank>#558</A> coachbob</EM></P> 
<P>A climate denier who's also a fan of Pat Buchanan. Imagine my 
shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984577 35472 562 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:29:08pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/7984466" target=_blank>#560</A> rcm</EM></P> 
<P>You'll have to find another blog to post your torture fantasies at, because 
after that revolting comment you're not welcome at LGF.</P> 
<P>Just disgusting. I'll leave your comment there as an example of why people 
get banned from LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985954 35472 566 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 6:38:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/7985751" target=_blank>#565</A> coachbob</EM></P> 
<P>So long now! Take care, and have fun with the non-sycophants 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07987013 35472 568 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 3:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/7986411" target=_blank>#567</A> Xenobyte</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website. You suck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983852 35473 4 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 1:41:39pm  
 
<P>The bottom line is that we have to cut out the feel-good crap that dominates 
current security measures, and start deploying technology that will actually 
work. Full body scan technology is one very good idea that's being resisted for 
no good reason.</P> 
<P>At present we don't have a real passenger security strategy. We have a 
passenger annoyance strategy that's turned air travel into an ordeal without 
making anyone safer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983869 35473 9 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 1:45:47pm  
 
<P>Jim DeMint is a Dominionist, and a perfect symbol of everything that's wrong 
with the GOP today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983888 35473 21 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 1:55:03pm  
 
<P>This is the kind of sick crap that's all over the right wing blogosphere:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://t
ranssylvaniaphoenix.blogspot.com/2009/12/charles-johnson-hits-bottom-
digs.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>transsylvaniaphoenix.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The blogger who posted this is a blatant liar who tried to deny he posted a 
comment at LGF advocating mass deportations -- I outed him as a liar, and he 
just continued lying.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32797_Outing_a_Liar" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07983996 35473 111 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 2:31:37pm  
 
<P>People seem to think that the El Al security system is based on a simple kind 
of racial profiling, and that couldn't be farther from the truth. All passengers 



are interviewed before boarding, and asked a lengthy series of questions 
designed to make a potential terrorist nervous. I know -- I've been to Israel 
and I've gone through this process myself.</P> 
<P>Israel and El Al are only able to use the systems they use because it's a 
very small airline, with only about two dozen airplanes in the fleet. And the 
number of passengers who pass through Israeli security is vastly less than the 
United States has to deal with.</P> 
<P>The techniques used by El Al are not transferrable to the US; there's a 
massive difference in scale, and it's not possible to do in-depth interviews 
with every passenger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984098 35474 5 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 3:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7984092" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been a while since we've seen an afternoon open thread. Glad to see them 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, did you know that up there in Oregon, you have laws that allow 
euthanasia?</P> 
<P>That's what Conn Carroll told me today when we did our Bloggingheads 
recording.</P> 
<P>I wasn't informed about this particular right wing talking point, but I did 
some research today to get up to speed, and it looks like it's another 
ridiculous false claim.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.oregon.gov/DHS/ph/pas/faqs.shtml" target=_blank>FAQs 
about Death with Dignity</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984105 35474 11 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 3:22:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7984095" target=_blank>#3</A> Izzyboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Hitchens supporting profiling in the article 3 posts back? Because I 
agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One way to find out is to actually read the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984182 35474 81 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 4:05:56pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.theatlanticwire.com/features/view/feature/Charles-
Johnson-on-Security-and-Saudi-Art-Therapy-528" target=_blank>Charles Johnson on 
Security and Saudi 'Art Therapy' %P% The Atlantic Wire</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984206 35474 104 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 4:22:53pm  
 
<P>Radio screamer Mike Gallagher says we should have separate lines for anyone 
with the name Ahmed, Abdul, or Mohammed.</P> 
<P>Rep. Peter King says "100% of Islamic terrorists are Muslims."</P> 
<P>Oh, my aching head.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/-lgxYiJKsXg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984481 35475 194 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:58:26pm  
 
<P>Come on, please. Knock off the bickering. It's a real turn-off for people 
trying to read the comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984497 35475 204 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:04:10pm  
 
<P>Please do not link to that website -- it's an anti-Muslim hate site, and 
they're connected to all kinds of bad people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984502 35475 209 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:06:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7984498" target=_blank>#205</A> Gavriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"created equal" means there is a "right" to gay marriage? I don't see that in 
the federal constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see any reference to "straight" marriage in the US Constitution, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984514 35475 217 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:09:29pm  
 
<P>Oh brother. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984517 35475 220 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:10:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7984512" target=_blank>#215</A> Gavriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There certainly is a historical and religious backing for it. The founders 
quoted God as the source of man's rights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many times is the word "God" found in the US 
Constitution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984548 35475 243 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:17:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/7984527" target=_blank>#228</A> Gavriel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights" - 
Declaration of Independence</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not what I asked you. The Declaration of Independence is not the US 
Constitution, and the Constitution contains language specifically setting up a 
wall of separation (in Thomas Jefferson's words) between church and 
state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984323 35476 4 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:10:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7984320" target=_blank>#3</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, the only group unable to see the dishonesty of the DI is the DI 
itself and their flock.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their flock includes almost every top GOP politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984351 35476 10 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7984329" target=_blank>#5</A> CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am wondering how one does a documentary on a fairy tale in the first 
place?Would this be like doing a documentary on Narnia?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The movie is an extended exercise in quote mining, crappy animation, and 
creationist talking points about the so-called "Cambrian Explosion." Here's the 
trailer, which starts with an infamously out-of-context quote from Stephen Jay 
Gould that creationists love to repeat even though it's been demonstrated over 
and over to be highly misleading, and not at all representative of Gould's true 
opinion:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/7-1nXb5uH8Q&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>More on this bogus "documentary" here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/laelaps/2009/09/this_seems_fishy_to_me.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984372 35476 14 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:28:34pm  
 
<P>The filmmaker, Illustra Media, is a front company for the Discovery 
Institute, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984423 35476 32 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:41:15pm  
 
<P>Knock off the bickering, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984441 35476 38 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:45:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/7984430" target=_blank>#35</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.americanfreedomalliance.org/AboutUs-Mission.aspx" 
target=_blank>American Freedom Alliance</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic. But we're supposed to believe this is a "non-partisan" 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984455 35476 42 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 5:49:04pm  
 
<P>American Freedom Alliance issues press releases through <A 
href="http://www.christiannewswire.com/news/1000212274.html" 
target=_blank>Christian Newswire</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07984511 35476 57 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:08:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/7984486" target=_blank>#51</A> Sharmuta</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.americanfreedomalliance.org/News.aspx" target=_blank>News 
&amp; Articles</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's an extreme religious right group, trying to picture itself as "non-
partisan."</P> 
<P>And it's not surprising at all to find groups like this tied to the Discovery 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984660 35476 83 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 6:52:30pm  
 
<P>In the previous thread we have yet another theocrat arguing that the founding 
fathers of the US intended the US to be a "Christian nation."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984816 35476 132 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 7:30:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/7984781" target=_blank>#122</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use Firefox but not everybody else does, so I have to make my template work 
in IE for those poor fools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You need to start reading about the differences in IE 5 and 6's handling of 
the CSS 'box model' -- those are the most common problems with IE.</P> 
<P>There are plenty of websites that can help diagnose any problems you run into 
-- Google is your friend here.</P> 
<P>I highly recommend this site -- it lists pretty much all of the bugs in IE 
and suggests solutions: <A href="http://www.positioniseverything.net/" 
target=_blank>/* Position Is Everything */ — Modern browser bugs explained in 
detail!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07984820 35476 134 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 7:33:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7984743" target=_blank>#105</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On twitter, allahpundit is looking for a quote of the day.</P> 
<P>Charles, you should say something quotable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote of the day has to be Peter King's idiotic statement that's the 
subject of the previous thread -- but that wouldn't fit the Hot Air party line 
too well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988236 35476 242 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 10:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7985605" target=_blank>#233</A> 
stiruptheblog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you just use the term "evil"? hmmm</P> 
<P>I find this discussion all so ironic. Both science and religion require 
faith; one is physical, the other spiritual (or other than physical). Enjoy your 



faith and share it, don't squabble. It always comes to personal cheap shots 
here. Destroys credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a stupid comment. Science is based on <EM>evidence</EM>, not faith. 
There is absolutely no "faith" involved in the scientific theory of evolution. 
It's backed up by a mountain of hard physical evidence. Science does not operate 
on "faith."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why this forum has such a hard-on for this topic is beyond 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems LGF is intent on "disproving" creationism rather than simply sharing 
its belief in evolution. They are not mutually exclusive. They may both be right 
or both be wrong. By the way, you can always change the 
channel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another stupid comment. No, they can't "both be right," and only one of them 
is wrong -- creationism.</P> 
<P>You appear to have absolutely no understanding of the scientific method, and 
pathetically, you seek to degrade something you don't 
understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988845 35476 245 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 10:46:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/7988340" target=_blank>#244</A> 
StirUpTheBlog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... and some would rather use the word "stupid" a million times rather than 
expand a dialogue. Any intellects on this page? Holy hell!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, despite your self-vaunted "intellect," you can't count 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989714 35476 248 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 7:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7989186" target=_blank>#246</A> 
stiruptheblog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice retort Charlie, real snappy. I'll consider that comment your best. 
Moving on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because comparing science to religion never gets old, does it?</P> 
<P>And you guys who do this (you aren't the first and you won't be the last) 
never seem to realize you're implicitly acknowledging there's something less 
valid about religious faith, when you attempt to denigrate the scientific method 
by likening it to religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985165 35477 63 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:10:39pm  
 
<P>This was another one of the class of 2004, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985200 35477 92 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:22:14pm  
 
<P>I understand the impulse to deny that this comment represents the right wing 
in any way.</P> 



<P>But unfortunately, it's really, really easy to find similar comments at most 
right wing blogs these days.</P> 
<P>I wish it was true that this guy is speaking only for himself. But it 
isn't.</P> 
<P>When Dr. George Tiller was murdered, comments like this -- and some even 
worse -- were everywhere on the right wing blogs and news sites. I saw thousands 
of people expressing fantasies that Tiller was being raped by demons in Hell, 
for example.</P> 
<P>And I saw almost nobody expressing even mild disapproval.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985257 35477 145 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:41:07pm  
 
<P>I had a feeling this might lure some more wackos out of 
hiding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985261 35477 149 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/7985250" target=_blank>#138</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how many people hit the report button with the downding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985271 35477 159 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 9:45:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/7985264" target=_blank>#152</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still more shining examples of why you had to institute registration in 2004. 
Go class of 2004! (Not that there aren't other wingnuts form other 
classes...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A large percentage of the class of 2004 is now posting comments like that at 
stalker blogs, and obsessively hating me. Which is always fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985320 35477 207 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 10:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/7985306" target=_blank>#194</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup, that was my point. I did not have to <EM>search</EM> for those quotes, I 
just opened a thread and started to copy and paste.</P> 
<P>Charles is quite correct - the right wing blogs are full of that crap.</P> 
<P>That the threads that talk about impeaching, or even hanging, President Obama 
and torturing the Nigerian suspect are also full of racist comments is not a 
coincidence.</P> 
<P>Repeat - not a coincidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was actually a subject that came up in my Bloggingheads session with 
Conn Carroll. He categorically denied that there was any racist element to the 
Obama hatred we see everywhere on the right wing, and I argued strongly that 
there was a sizable element of racism behind much of it -- especially the more 
extreme manifestations like Birtherism.</P> 



<P>Then he tried to say I was calling all criticism of Obama racism, which of 
course I wasn't. It was a depressingly familiar kind of 
obscurantism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985324 35477 211 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 10:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/7985319" target=_blank>#206</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um... no, not all. In this thread we've had one flounce over this 
already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've also received two hate mails about this post already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985350 35477 237 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 10:15:11pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm going to be starting to write for True/Slant, in addition to 
LGF. I'll be posting many of the same articles over there, but I'll also be 
writing pieces just for them.</P> 
<P>LGF will remain my prime focus, but I'm looking forward to expanding the old 
horizons a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985361 35477 248 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 10:19:53pm  
 
<P>Let's just say, I haven't stopped believing in capitalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07985368 35477 255 Charles Tue, Dec 29, 2009 10:22:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/253/7985366" target=_blank>#253</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's wonderful news, Charles! Aside from PJM, have you ever had a writing 
gig outside of LGF before?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure -- I was west coast editor for a computer magazine back in a previous 
life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988220 35477 570 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 10:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/7985953" target=_blank>#556</A> 
yoshicastmaster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's one weird post. but why are you banning him? he got downvoted into 
oblivion and keeping him around lets others disagree with him by expressing some 
sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I'm not going to let lunatics drag my website down into the 
gutter.</P> 
<P>If you start a blog, then you can decide to let people like that post 
comments at your blog. It's not going to happen here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988834 35477 572 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 10:39:11am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/7988425" target=_blank>#571</A> steroid</EM></P> 
<P>Again, I repeat: start your own blog. I'm not going to let people spew 
nauseating torture fantasies at LGF, and allowing this kind of sick garbage 
would NOT make LGF "a better blog."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07986235 35479 63 Charles Wed, Dec 30, 2009 8:47:40am  
 
<P>I'm experiencing our wonderful new airport security at first hand today -- 
now standing in line at LAX, typing this on my iPhone.</P> 
<P>Six hate mails already this morning-- some of these idiots are amazingly 
persistent. I'm not sure what they think they're accomplishing with these 
emails. I just delete them unread ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988832 35481 564 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 10:36:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/7988779" target=_blank>#512</A> exelwood</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No increase in atmospheric CO2 in 160 years? What fresh hell is this!?!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/091230184221.htm" 
target=_blank>www.sciencedaily.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, it isn't really "new," and second, the researcher says his claim does 
NOT support climate deniers: <A 
href="http://jonesthenews.wordpress.com/2009/11/10/bristol-research-does-not-
support-climate-change-denial/" target=_blank>Bristol research does not support 
climate change denial</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988866 35481 594 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 11:08:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/570/7988839" target=_blank>#570</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles look at my #557</P> 
<P>That is an actual graph of his results from the study, how that is in any way 
being interpreted as "no rise in CO2 levels" is simple stupidity. It seems the 
deniers are just flat out making stuff up again...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a perfect example of the tactics of climate deniers, actually. They're 
counting on the fact that most people won't be able to understand the math 
behind this research, and will think that because the "airborne fraction" hasn't 
increased, it means that CO2 hasn't increased. They're deliberately promoting 
confusion by cynically playing on mathematical ignorance.</P> 
<P>And note that many other studies disagree with this conclusion, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07988899 35482 5 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 11:30:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7988897" target=_blank>#3</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How was your trip, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989592 35483 535 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 4:49:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/7989573" target=_blank>#516</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - once the rule went into effect, it affected everyone.Poster "blueherron" 
registered before the rule, was able to ding before the rule, then could not 
ding after the rule until he/she had 50 posts, iirc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took out that restriction a few days ago -- forgot to mention 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989735 35485 1 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 7:40:47pm  
 
<P>(They screwed up the first link in that paragraph... I don't know where it 
was supposed to go.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989744 35485 10 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 7:49:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7989736" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anne Coulter with the CCC, Michelle Malkin writing for VDARE, NeoNazis 
recruiting at Tea Parties, Racist slurs all over Fox News and Hot Air comments, 
RS McCain repulsed by interracial relationships. It's been an eye opening 
year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget the entire right wing blogosphere uniting to support white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain -- including Pajamas Media, the site I helped 
found.</P> 
<P>Eye-opening indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989763 35485 28 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 8:01:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7989750" target=_blank>#15</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we having Fiskies this year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, I've kind of lost my enthusiasm for the Fiskie awards.</P> 
<P>The whole idea of an 'end of the year' award has become kind of a giant 
meaningless cliche.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989811 35485 75 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 8:21:31pm  
 
<P>Another Republican caught with his pants down.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/t73M2Lysv18&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989827 35485 91 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 8:28:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7989816" target=_blank>#80</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In more ways than one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Ensign is a big booster of "traditional family values" and "traditional 
marriage," who turned around and had an affair with the wife of a campaign 
staffer -- then helped that staffer get a job as a lobbyist.</P> 
<P>The corruption and hypocrisy boggles the mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989892 35486 4 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 8:57:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7989887" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.digital-photo.com.au/gallery/d/12952-
2/Shoeshine_homeless_and_woman_client_MG_6348-27.jpg" target=_blank>The 
original?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the original, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989951 35486 55 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:13:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/7989938" target=_blank>#43</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>William Teach over at Right Wing news doesn't think it's racist. Don't know 
if you seen that yet but the idiot has something stupid to say about you once 
again.</P> 
<P>William Teach is an asshole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like that are why I made a public break with the so-called right 
wing.</P> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing they would admit is racist. It doesn't matter how 
disgusting the image, or how obviously bigoted, they'll still defend it.</P> 
<P>And the reason for that: because they're ugly little stunted-soul racists 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989975 35486 79 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/7989939" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty clear white supremacist imagery. Think about how many times 
you've seen Obama referred to as "boy" (and in the boy king) or arrogant (aka 
"uppity"). Latent racism has boiled up to the surface.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention stuff like this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/account/profile_image/obamascare?hreflang=en" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And people even tried to defend that image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07989986 35486 88 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:26:53pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you follow the #tcot feed on Twitter, you'll see dozens of 
racist comments every single day.</P> 
<P>The GOP base is <EM>very</EM> comfortable with letting their racism hang out 
these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07990016 35486 118 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7990003" target=_blank>#105</A> Padre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is racist how??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990025 35486 127 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/7990018" target=_blank>#120</A> Padre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is political cartooning in the classic sense. Racist? 
Nope.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're going to be much more comfortable at some other website, so I'm doing 
you a favor by blocking your account. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990045 35486 146 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 9:44:18pm  
 
<P><A href="http://tfninsider.org/2009/12/30/the-year-in-quotes-targeting-gay-
people/" target=_blank>The Year in Quotes: Targeting Gay 
People</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990610 35486 241 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 9:10:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/7990445" target=_blank>#233</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To tout that disgusting image as being representative of the "GOP base" could 
be itself construed as an example of brazenly playing the race 
card.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This picture has been around since 2008, and it shows up exclusively on right 
wing mailing lists and websites. It's ridiculous to try to deny that this is an 
example of right wing racism -- the message of a black man shining Sarah Palin's 
shoes could not possibly be more obvious.</P> 
<P>And it doesn't matter if the woman in this case is registered Democrat or 
not. This is not something a supporter of Barack Obama would send to 
anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990615 35486 243 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 9:13:05am  
 
<P>And of course, people show up to post comments insulting me for pointing it 
out. This has become standard practice on the right -- defend the most 
disgusting examples of bigotry and racism, and viciously attack those who point 
it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990616 35486 244 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 9:14:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/7990613" target=_blank>#242</A> 
comradebillyboy</EM></P> 
<P>Do you think you're fooling anybody with this hooey?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07990668 35486 249 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 9:41:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/7990649" target=_blank>#248</A> 
comradebillyboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes I agree the image is racist. The bulk of my comments did focus on my 
disappointment with Obama's style of leadership and not on the racist nature of 
the image.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're just going to look right past the racism and call it a "spot on 
depiction?"</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990127 35487 19 Charles Thu, Dec 31, 2009 10:10:07pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pix/a_car_fulla_dollies.jpg" 
target=_blank>Car fulla dollies.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990715 35488 8 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 10:06:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/7990706" target=_blank>#2</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh--and another lizard on the previous thread said that this is the same 
hospital where Obama was born. There are some concerns that Rush will be 
spending time in the archives in the middle of the night.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's not the hospital where Obama was born. Limbaugh is in Queens 
Hospital; there was an erroneous report by Birthers that Obama was born there, 
which they used to spread nonsense about his records being "missing." But Obama 
was actually born at Kapiolani Hospital near the University of 
Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991224 35488 67 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 2:19:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7991207" target=_blank>#66</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't listened to Limbaugh's broadcast in years, so I don't know if he 
bashed Ted Kennedy while he was suffering from his last 
illness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then maybe you should look it up before defending him. Really, it isn't hard 
to find this stuff. Try Google:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=limbaugh+kenne
dy&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Limbaugh bashed Kennedy during his illness, then continued the mean-spirited 
ugly remarks after Kennedy's death.</P> 
<P>He had absolutely no decency about Kennedy at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995798 35488 81 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7994486" target=_blank>#80</A> 
rtheyserius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>&gt; I’m not a fan of Rush Limbaugh, as most people know by now.&gt; But a 
couple of days ago he was rushed to the hospital with&gt; chest pains, and I 
wish him a speedy recovery.&gt; Perhaps Mr. Limbaugh can use this opportunity to 
reflect on his&gt; many boorish and ugly comments about people like Ted 
Kennedy.</P> 
<P>I AM a fan of Rush Limbaugh. Sorry you don't agree, Charles.</P> 
<P>Maybe reflecting on Ted Kennedy's many boorish and ugly comments about anyone 
who didn't agree with his political agenda might be more effective than 
criticizing Rush just after a visit to the hospital.</P> 
<P>I must say, I don't get you, Charles, in some areas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I'll explain. Rush Limbaugh made a serious of disgusting, classless 
comments about Ted Kennedy's illness. He predicted Kennedy would die before the 
health care bill was passed and said they should call it the "Ted Kennedy 
Memorial health care bill." And that's far from the only vile comment he made 
while Kennedy was sick and dying.</P> 
<P>Does that help you "get" my point a little better?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990807 35489 36 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:04:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7990793" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's tons of this stuff. Sigh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have direct links to those comments? I'll update the post with them, 
just to make it clear what kind of people Big Government is pandering to.</P> 
<P>(Their comment system is awful. I really hate those threaded systems that 
hide all replies.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990820 35489 48 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:17:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7990816" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think they have a system for direct links to comments. Check out 
Breitbart's comment about half way down the page. It's bolded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked and the time stamp is a direct link... for example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jackal · <A href="http://biggovernment.com/2009/12/30/white-house-visitors-
log-acorn-ceo-bertha-lewis-in-obama-residence-week-before-sting-videos-
launched/#IDComment49710167" target=_blank>1 day ago</A></P> 
<P>Damn, is that a woman or a pissed off silverback, I can't tell. I never liked 
National Geographic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. I can't believe some of the ugly reeking garbage being posted 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990823 35489 51 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:19:45am  
 
<P>I notice they deleted a comment from a left winger -- so they're reading this 
stuff, and leaving the openly racist comments posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990847 35489 72 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:36:43am  
 



<P>White supremacist Robert Stacy McCain is defending the Obama shoeshine 
picture today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990854 35489 77 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:41:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/7990851" target=_blank>#75</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Defending how? Does he think it's real?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's just mocking the people who think it's despicable. Same thing he 
always does -- he denigrates people who are concerned about racism, to divert 
attention away from the racism itself.</P> 
<P>And someone is using my name in the comments at his hate blog, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990856 35489 78 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 11:42:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/7990848" target=_blank>#73</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Astroturfing, as it's called, is another reason to be suspect of the 
connection between Internet forums and reality. Even here, where Charles is 
quite vigilant about vigorously eliminating sockpuppets, the occasional one 
still slips through. And this sort of vigilance is the exception on most 
blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But somehow, they seem to find comments by "liberals" and delete them. For 
example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Iamnoone · <A href="http://biggovernment.com/2009/12/30/white-house-visitors-
log-acorn-ceo-bertha-lewis-in-obama-residence-week-before-sting-videos-
launched/#IDComment49707877" target=_blank>1 day ago</A></P> 
<P><EM>This comment has been deleted by the 
administrator.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07990914 35489 125 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 12:23:14pm  
 
<P>Check out this bizarre attempted gotcha moment by hateblogger Donald Douglas 
-- he posts a screenshot of a comment I made (not a post, a comment) as if he 
thinks I'm going to delete it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cach
e%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Frightwingnews.com%2F2009%2F12%2Fcharles-johnson-at-little-
green-footballs-abdulmutallab-bs-ing-al-qaeda-ties%2F&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>The comment was posted before the NW 253 terrorist's Al Qaeda ties were 
confirmed, and I commented that at that point, it didn't seem like an Al Qaeda 
attack.</P> 
<P>Douglas seems to think I should post a "retraction." I hope he's holding his 
breath waiting for that.</P> 
<P>Pamela "Shrieking Harpy" Geller also posted the screenshot, with a picture of 
me as the Joker, and wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is paying this clown?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993381 35489 254 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 12:30:07pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/7992730" target=_blank>#249</A> grinchy</EM></P> 
<P>This is such a pile of crap, you should be ashamed of yourself.</P> 
<P>Yes, it HAS been confirmed that this was not the CEO of ACORN. You could try 
actually clicking the link in my post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cityfile.com/profiles/bertha-lewis" 
target=_blank>cityfile.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And it has also been confirmed by an administration official, as reported by 
Ben Smith at Politico:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/1209/Wrong_Bertha_Lewis.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991117 35491 16 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 1:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/7991111" target=_blank>#11</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, at least he took them down. In an earlier thread, the criticism was 
made that such comments are all too frequently left untouched, so I guess this 
is an improvement over that sort of neglect, if nothing else.</P> 
<P>Better would have been had they not appeared in the first place. Which 
shouldn't even have to be mentioned, but such mention is apparently necessary 
for some readers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He took them down <EM>after he got caught</EM>.</P> 
<P>And because he's running for office.</P> 
<P>There's really not much to praise about the fact that he deleted his 
comments, when it's pretty clear his motivation was not because he understood 
they were wrong, but because he wanted to hide them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991158 35491 41 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 1:45:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7991150" target=_blank>#36</A> Escaped 
Hillbilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit my ignorance. Can someone inform me. I don't tweet or 
twitter...don't think I'm going to start. Does a tweet post mean it comes from 
the person who is on the account? Or can it come from another 
person?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These tweets came from Mike Parry -- they were posted with his account. The 
only way they would come from someone else is if Parry had let someone else use 
his Twitter account, which is highly unlikely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991191 35491 71 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 2:01:13pm  
 
<P>Idiotblogger Gateway Pundit (Jim Hoft) is giddy with praise for the Bulgarian 
media, because they picked up on his disgusting smears of Obama's education 
minister Kevin Jennings:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://g
atewaypundit.firstthings.com/2010/01/the-state-run-media-wont-touch-it-but-
russian-media-is-all-over-jennings-fistgate-scandal/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>gatewaypundit.firstthings.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hoft thinks the American media are deliberately ignoring the story, to cover 
for President Obama. It apparently doesn't even enter his consciousness that the 



reason US media are ignoring him is because his source for everything he's been 
posting is a vicious anti-gay hate group, Mass Resistance, with absolutely no 
credibility.</P> 
<P>So instead he praises the "courageous" Bulgarian media.</P> 
<P>I almost can't believe how creepy and weird the right wing blogosphere is 
getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991238 35491 112 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 2:24:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/7991234" target=_blank>#108</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>OK, I was wavering on whether to post about this, but that settles 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991358 35492 38 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 3:19:37pm  
 
<P>And today we have bloggers all over the right-o-sphere enthusiastically 
advocating torture for the NW 253 terrorist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991392 35492 68 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 3:34:39pm  
 
<P>This is a representative of the kind of stuff posted by right wingers at 
Twitter on the #tcot feed: [Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/kimcliftrn/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Some of her tweets:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Muslim in Chief hussein may soon meet his match, we can only pray #tcot</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Obama your committing Treason against America, Adhering to our Enemies,giving 
them Aid and Comfort #tcot Stop Interpol Executive Order</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>The terrorism I am experiencing is coming from the WH.//Muslim in Chief, 
Terrorist in Chief same radical</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Creeping Sharia – 2009 in Review [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/4GTSd9//" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>] it will come down 2 kill or be killed under Sharia 
Law</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>If Obama has not ordered the waterboarding of the crotch bomber he is not 
serious about keeping the american people safe.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>That Muslim bomber needs skin grafts to his scrotum lets put pig grafts on 
for him #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It goes on and on like this, spewing hatred all day long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991590 35492 254 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 5:50:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/7991555" target=_blank>#223</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not matter one whit if the right purges the idiots, the wacky 
conspiracy nuts or who ever, because until at least 2012, the only party that 



makes any difference, the only party that can make progress is the left. They 
have the majority all around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Strongly. It does matter, greatly, that the right wing has been 
taken over by extremists, racists, and nutjobs of all stripes. This country 
needs to have two functioning parties to operate correctly -- and one of them is 
completely out to lunch, with no sign of returning to sanity soon.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, there is no reason for you to even care about the idiots on the right. It 
is a meaningless diversion being used to try to take the focus off of the fact 
that the left can't get jack shit accomplished and you have a party that is 
eating their own.</P> 
<P>There is some real craziness coming from the right. It can't effect your 
majority. Own it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're ignoring the amazing obscurantism of the Republican Party here. 
Sure, the Democrats seem to be unable to muster the will to get their 
legislation passed, but at least part of the blame for this has to fall on the 
Party of No -- the GOP -- who are doing everything possible to obstruct and 
prevent the Democrats from getting things done.</P> 
<P>This is the way politics has come to be played in this country, and frankly, 
it sucks. And neither party has a monopoly on that suckiness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991609 35492 271 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 5:59:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/7991603" target=_blank>#265</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The threats cannot stop a majority... period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being the majority does not mean the Democrats have carte blanche to do 
anything they want. There are many political tactics that can be used, and ARE 
being used, to obstruct the Democrats from making progress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991655 35492 310 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 6:19:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/7991612" target=_blank>#274</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Procedural objections that require a lengthy process before being superceded. 
Filibusters. Technicalities of all kinds. The list goes on. There are many 
political tactics that can be used to obstruct progress on legislation, even for 
a party that doesn't hold a majority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991667 35492 317 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 6:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/7991661" target=_blank>#313</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>The way this health care bill has shaken out, it's going to be nothing but a 
giant windfall for the insurance industry. It will require everyone to have 
health insurance whether they need it or not, and the politicians who are owned 
by the insurance industries have managed to completely eliminate the single 
payer option that would have provided a <EM>true</EM> alternative that might 
have made a real difference.</P> 
<P>Once again, the huge corporations are the ones who will benefit the most at 
the end of the day, and the American public will get screwed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07991682 35492 330 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 6:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/7991673" target=_blank>#322</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update.</P> 
<P>Anti-Israel and anti-American blogger (see <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=bg&amp;u=http://www.iva
nstamenov.com/%3Fp%3D455&amp;ei=6Y8-
S8iIHpCLnQe_lpzEBQ&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=3&amp;ved=
0CBEQ7gEwAg&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3D%25D0%2598%25D0%25B7%25D1%2580%25D0%25B0%25D0
%25B5%25D0%25BB%2Bsite:ivanstamenov.com%26imgtbs%3Ds%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dfirefo
x-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official" target=_blank>here</A>, <A 
href="http://www.ivanstamenov.com/?p=123" target=_blank>here</A>, and <A 
href="http://www.ivanstamenov.com/?p=190" target=_blank>here</A>) Ivan Stamenov 
blogs about his new friendship with Jim Hoft/Gateway Pundit.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=bg&amp;u=http://www.iva
nstamenov.com/%3Fp%3D836&amp;ei=DLA-
S_z8K4jVngeYvLTnBg&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=1&amp;ved=
0CAgQ7gEwAA&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhttp://www.ivanstamenov.com/%253Fp%253D836%26
hl%3Den%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-US:official%26hs%3DXIu" 
target=_blank>www.ivanstamenov.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jim Hoft likes to portray himself as a friend of Israel. And now he's allied 
with one of the most disgusting antisemites in Europe. All because he hates 
homosexuals so much, it blinded him to the vile nature of his new friends.</P> 
<P>Good work, Jim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991728 35492 364 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:05:00pm  
 
<P>The wingnut blogosphere is getting all stirred up about my post on the Obama 
shoeshine picture tonight -- because the woman who forwarded it is apparently 
registered as a Democrat, and that exonerates the right wing of any 
responsibility.</P> 
<P>Yes, really. That's how they think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991730 35492 366 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:05:52pm  
 
<P>And now they're putting my face on the shoeshine boy and circulating that 
picture. Gotta love it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991733 35492 367 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:06:09pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitpic.com/watsq" 
target=_blank>twitpic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991737 35492 370 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:06:49pm  
 
<P>It's awful to be so insignificant that these morons spend New Year's Day 
doing things like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07991757 35492 379 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:14:29pm  
 
<P>The caption is a hoot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this racist, Charles Johnson?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, no. I'm white. So the racist connotation isn't really there, is it?</P> 
<P>It's just stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991763 35492 381 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:16:52pm  
 
<P>They're awfully touchy about the racism issue, aren't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991823 35494 21 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:51:05pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Patterico is actually trying to argue that the original picture of 
Obama shining Palin's shoes has nothing to do with the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991827 35494 25 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 7:54:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7991826" target=_blank>#24</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Nil carborundum illegitimi</EM>, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just laugh. The people who do this kind of stuff are utter 
morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991855 35494 51 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 8:01:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7991845" target=_blank>#41</A> lucky dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it would certainly be thought provoking! Wouldn't' it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991881 35494 75 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 8:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7991871" target=_blank>#67</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting we have folks coming in here talking about non-issues, 
"nontroversies" if you will.</P> 
<P>There were a couple here the other night.</P> 
<P>Now you.</P> 
<P>Can you defend that image?</P> 
<P>It's vile, and intended to be demeaning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He knows that. He's deliberately trying to confuse the issue.</P> 
<P>I've seen his type many times at LGF before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07991961 35494 150 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 8:37:43pm  
 
<P>Apparently, they're working in shifts tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07992039 35494 227 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 9:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/7992027" target=_blank>#215</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point. There's a very specific, very real history of black 
men being forced into menial labor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he isn't missing the point at all. He's deliberately confusing the issue. 
And I'm beginning to get tired of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992298 35494 484 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 10:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/7992288" target=_blank>#474</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A sleeping troll awakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As usual. These posts really flush them out of the shrubbery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992317 35494 503 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 10:20:48pm  
 
<P>I see that Instapundit is working up his nerve to start taking shots at me 
now, doing it obliquely through Patterico.</P> 
<P>Interesting that none of these people have a word to say about Big 
Government's major fail, or about Jim Hoft's praise for an antisemitic 
conspiracy website. But they're right there to play gotcha with a racist image, 
even though there's no doubt at all that it originated from the right wing.</P> 
<P>This is why I can't stand the right wing blogosphere. They're a bunch of 
liars and backbiters, with no integrity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992340 35494 526 Charles Fri, Jan 1, 2010 10:29:08pm  
 
<P>I expect at least one or two more trolls to pop up overnight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993182 35496 175 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 11:09:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/7993142" target=_blank>#172</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out Andrew Sullivan's response - he posted all the cartoons:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/01/the-attack-
on-kurt-westergaard.html" 
target=_blank>andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So did I:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Jyllands-
Posten-Cartoons/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992957 35497 1 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:11:39am  
 



<P>And Jim Hoft has replied to my post about his links to an antisemitic, anti-
America Bulgarian conspiracy site by accusing me of supporting child 
porn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992977 35497 7 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:18:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7992973" target=_blank>#4</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The White House says that the Jeremiah Wright and the Bill Ayers who visited 
were not ' the ' Jeremiah Wright/Bill Ayers.I guess we just take them at their 
word. It's always good.///But what are the freaking odds??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously suggesting that the White House is lying about 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992979 35497 8 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:18:36am  
 
<P>The whole right wing blogosphere is flinging feces at me this morning, which 
is always fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992994 35497 18 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:24:42am  
 
<P>By the way, yes, I did block Patterico's account. And I'd do it again in a 
New York minute.</P> 
<P>So today he's whining about it at his blog (with a screenshot as "proof" for 
some reason) and accusing me of saying that racism is an "exclusively right 
wing" phenomenon -- an opinion I do not hold, and which I have never written. 
Not once.</P> 
<P>The wingnut blogosphere is just pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07992999 35497 21 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:25:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7992990" target=_blank>#15</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I missing something here?</P> 
<P>Let's say that the Bertha Lewis who visited the White House among thousands 
of other people was indeed the ACORN Bertha Lewis.</P> 
<P>I'm no fan of ACORN, nor of ACORN's Bertha Lewis.</P> 
<P>But why would Bertha Lewis' visit be outrage-worthy? Maybe she had a meeting 
with the President? Don't lots of people meet with the 
President?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's definitely not the same person, and that has been confirmed by the White 
House to Ben Smith of Politico.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993009 35497 26 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:27:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/7992998" target=_blank>#20</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that.That's why I said "Let's say that . . .".</P> 
<P>In other words, let's pretend that ACORN's Bertha Lewis visited the White 
House. Why would that be outrage-worthy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I see your point -- and I agree. But you have to understand that to these 
obsessed weirdos, the mere fact that someone from ACORN visited the White House 
would be cause for outrageous outrage. They've turned ACORN into a fearsome 
boogeyman, 100% evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993016 35497 30 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:28:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/7993006" target=_blank>#24</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation... is that Fox News? if so, they will certainly have to correct 
the Bertha Lewis thing soon or later. Give them at least as much time as it took 
the President to respond to the last terrorist incident... six days would be 
about right.///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you referring to <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/12/29/bush-
waited-nine-days-to_n_406307.html" target=_blank>George W. Bush's delay in 
responding to the shoe bomber</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993062 35497 53 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:40:52am  
 
<P>This is Jim Hoft's post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatewaypundit.firstthings.com/2010/01/a-new-low-
charles-johnson-now-supporting-child-porn-in-classrooms-fisting-kits-at-school-
functions/" target=_blank>gatewaypundit.firstthings.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And it's a textbook case of libel. Please email the editors at First Things 
and let them know that this completely beyond the pale. Here's their 
address:</P> 
<P>ft -at- firstthings.com</P> 
<P>If they don't take action to remove this post, I'm seriously considering 
consulting my lawyer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993088 35497 74 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:55:13am  
 
<P>Everyone knows about the accusations against ACORN.</P> 
<P>They're irrelevant to this topic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993098 35497 83 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 10:02:06am  
 
<P>The accusations against ACORN are irrelevant to this topic.</P> 
<P>But don't let me stop you from rehashing them over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993122 35497 106 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 10:20:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/7993115" target=_blank>#99</A> 
subsailor68</EM></P> 
<P>It's already been confirmed that the Bertha E. Lewis who visited the White 
House is not the ACORN CEO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993166 35498 11 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 11:02:48am  
 
<P>Of course, other wingnut bloggers are now cheering for Jim Hoft. That's good 
- the more people who link to his libelous post the better.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07993170 35498 14 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 11:04:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/7993162" target=_blank>#8</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for that. I appreciate the support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993198 35498 40 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 11:13:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7993194" target=_blank>#36</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<P>I've contacted a lawyer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993202 35498 44 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 11:15:16am  
 
<P>The person who just lost his account also posted this recently:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/974/6802911" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993361 35498 196 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 12:23:35pm  
 
<P>Of course, I go out for a quick bike ride, and here come the 
morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993391 35498 225 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 12:36:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/7993378" target=_blank>#213</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should have known better - I just looked at the "fisting kit". A lesbian 
friend told me all about dental dams many years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that the source for these "fisting kits" absolutely should not be 
trusted. This stuff comes from Mass Resistance, and I was not kidding when I 
said they are a hate group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993424 35498 255 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 12:48:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/7993388" target=_blank>#222</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well said. Legit news orgs will follow-up and report on stories first broken 
by bloggers. But only if the "evidence" meets the same standards the org 
operates under for the stories they break on their own.</P> 
<P>Most media outlets pay attention to bloggers to see if they found anything 
good (I have a friend in the biz.) I'm sure most or all are well-aware of the 
Jennings stuff. There is a reason it has been met with deafening silence. (And 
no, it is not because they want to "protect" the guy. Breaking a big story for 
most reporters or editos is more important to their career than protecting 
anyone.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. There's a very good reason why the only sites that have picked 
up on Jim Hoft's sick smears are extreme right wing bloggers and an antisemitic 
Bulgarian conspiracy site -- because it's complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07993469 35498 299 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 1:09:49pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/status/7293691451" 
target=_blank>Andrew Breitbart:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson of LGF smears GatewayPundit Jim Hoft. Chaz, theres massive 
difference between being gay &amp; promoting pedophelia. 
@lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Jim Hoft says I "support child porn" -- and <EM>I'm</EM> smearing 
<EM>him?</EM></P> 
<P>These people are unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993484 35498 314 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 1:17:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/7993475" target=_blank>#305</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You did call him homophobic--but truth is a defense to slander. Like my 
previous post showing a comment still there and long lived on his site, the 
pages at least tolerate anti-gay sentiments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoft's posts just reek with homophobia, and his source for these absurd 
claims is one of the most vile anti-gay groups in America.</P> 
<P>He is homophobic. And the comments he attracts for his posts are just 
disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993508 35498 338 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 1:33:05pm  
 
<P>Patterico is now inviting people banned from LGF to "tell their stories" at 
his site.</P> 
<P>At least it keeps him off the street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994238 35498 365 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 8:42:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/7994235" target=_blank>#364</A> Blue Collar 
Todd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are the facts in dispute?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since when is it "homophobic" to not want children exposed to 
homosexuality?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh noes! Teh gheys are after the children! Lock them up before it's too 
late!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994355 35498 367 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:42:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/7994350" target=_blank>#366</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Right. I should have known.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993545 35499 25 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 1:45:03pm  
 



<P>In February 2006, Irish President Mary McAleese visited Saudi Arabia and 
condemned the publication of the Danish Mohammed cartoons, saying, "Muslims have 
every right to feel angry."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/19199_Western_Weakness_Watch" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993560 35499 38 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 1:53:43pm  
 
<P>Patterico's post about being banned -- yep, I banned his ass, and I'd do it 
again in a heartbeat -- has attracted a lovely barrage of nasty comments and 
hatred directed at me, including people using my name to post ugly comments.</P> 
<P>I'm beginning to get the feeling that some right wingers don't like me very 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993589 35499 64 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 2:02:56pm  
 
<P>Looks like Patterico is making it a personal crusade to smear me now. He'll 
have to take a number and get in line, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993640 35499 112 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 2:22:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/7993590" target=_blank>#65</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone's worried about the origination, it's very plain in the thread of 
your original article where it came from, and the guy who's original photo got 
shopped is linked. That there were smear merchants using it during election 2008 
is also very clear. Patterico saying it coulda been a Puma job doesn't answer 
the reason why it's still making the rounds in right wing mail lists today, well 
past the election.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's beyond belief that these people are actually trying to claim that the 
racist shoe shine image didn't come from the right wing. They're not fooling 
anyone, not even themselves.</P> 
<P>The right wing has gotten very good at lying to itself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993703 35499 166 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 2:57:29pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
mericanpowerblog.blogspot.com/2010/01/vice-tightens-around-charles-
johnson.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>American Power: The Vice 
Tightens Around Charles Johnson!</A></P> 
<P>Oooh, scary. A "vice" is tightening around me.</P> 
<P>Good lord, what idiots. Every day they prove over and over that I was right 
to make a public break with them and their crazy obsessions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993759 35499 222 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 3:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/7993749" target=_blank>#212</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=120344047" 
target=_blank>New Animation: "Learn To Speak Tea Bag"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Fiore is great. Thanks for reminding me to check his YouTube channel -- 
new post now up with one of his videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993807 35500 37 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:26:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/7993803" target=_blank>#34</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fiore is funny. Can't help but wonder if his depiction of Obama in <EM>New 
Year's redux</EM> would be panned as racist if found on a right-wing 
cartoonists' site, though.[Link: <A href="http://www.markfiore.com/" 
target=_blank>www.markfiore.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since there's nothing racist about it, probably not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993840 35500 68 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:43:22pm  
 
<P>Look out, I'm feeling that "vice" tightening around me again.</P> 
<P>Dan "I'll beat me some black kids" Riehl posts with his customary eloquence: 
<A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.riehlworldview.com/carnivorous_conservative/2010/01/noted-lizard-fister-
chuckles-johnson-defends-kevin-jennings.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>Noted Lizard Fister Chuckles Johnson Defends Kevin 
Jennings</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could your child be next?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993843 35500 71 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:45:40pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogosphere thinks it's just HI-larious to falsely accuse 
someone of supporting child porn. Guffaw!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993846 35500 74 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 4:47:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/7993842" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh, I'm really creeped out by their fantasies of extreme sexual practices 
with children. They are really in a froth over this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're losing their shit, all right. And note that this all started when I 
pointed out that Jim Hoft linked to a completely insane conspiracy website -- 
something which NONE of these freaks have even acknowledged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993871 35500 98 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 5:01:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/7993864" target=_blank>#91</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That must have been "264Tom". I can't find in that thread where you 
specifically called <STRONG>him</STRONG> a moron. Also - there were several 



responses to him that were not of the "dig" sort. Odd that he would not 
ackowledge that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His comments were full of insults and gross references to "fisting, golden 
showers, etc."</P> 
<P>Yep, I banned him all right, and I'd do it again without 
hesitation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993874 35500 100 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 5:04:54pm  
 
<P>It's absolutely typical for these creeps to show up at other sites and paint 
themselves as poor persecuted victims, who were just politely asking questions 
when I brought down the fascist ban hammer on their innocent heads.</P> 
<P>The word for this is "bullshit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993893 35500 114 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 5:21:22pm  
 
<P>Me vs. Conn Carroll on Bloggingheads.tv:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/24971" 
target=_blank>bloggingheads.tv...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993915 35500 134 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 5:40:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/7993902" target=_blank>#123</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you do much with MIDI on the Atari, or did you do the music stuff on a 
Mac like most musicians?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I had the Hybrid Arts software -- in fact I did some programming work 
for Hybrid Arts. And my company, Codehead Technologies, marketed a MIDI program 
called MIDIMax, that let people define MIDI macros for setting up their 
instruments, and could be used as a sort of simple sequencer.</P> 
<P>But the Atari MIDI software never reached the same level of sophistication as 
the Apple stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993941 35500 152 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 6:14:49pm  
 
 
 
<P>Conn Carroll gets increasingly upset during the video. I didn't see him 
during the recording -- it's very interesting to see him get so agitated when 
the issues start to get closer to his biases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993948 35500 159 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 6:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/7993946" target=_blank>#157</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's exactly where I am now. Who is Conn Carroll and why is he so 
invested in pretending that Buchanan isn't mainstream???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He works at the Heritage Foundation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993956 35500 167 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 6:29:26pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/7993954" target=_blank>#165</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatives want no part of Buchanan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If conservatives "want no part of Buchanan," explain why his columns are 
published at every single conservative website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993969 35500 178 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 6:36:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/7993959" target=_blank>#169</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The same reason he's a main contributor to MSNBC. He's a "name", he has a 
history, and he's a rabble rouser/ crumudgeon now</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're saying that Human Events, Townhall.com, World Net Daily, etc, etc, 
are all publishing Buchanan's columns because they're suffering from nostalgia 
for the good ol' days?</P> 
<P>And the thousands of commenters who support Buchanan at those sites -- 
they're all in the grip of nostalgia too?</P> 
<P>And the right wing bloggers like Robert Stacy McCain who frequently post 
links to Buchanan's columns -- all nostalgic for the good ol' 
days?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07993990 35500 199 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 6:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/7993988" target=_blank>#197</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a very good interview. You touched on many subjects. Amazing how 
this guy relegates the SPLC as a (paraphrasing) a "hate business". Then it seems 
like his only real concern is euthanasia in Oregon? Come on!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that he diverted the issue entirely away from the fact that "Mass 
Resistance" is an anti-gay hate group, by moving the goal posts to talk about 
the SPLC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994029 35501 17 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:13:29pm  
 
<P>The right launches vicious attacks against the SPLC because they've exposed 
so much of the nasty underbelly of the right wing, and they continue to do a 
terrific job at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994050 35501 24 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:21:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/7994046" target=_blank>#22</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stalkers have found this thread and they are in a full hate 
orgy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what else is new?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994096 35501 50 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:37:05pm  
 



<P>Ivan Stamenov strikes back, and posts another illustration by antisemite 
David Dees:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ivanstamenov.com%
2F%3Fp%3D845&amp;sl=bg&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This guy is so insane it boggles the mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994122 35501 67 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/7994111" target=_blank>#58</A> Vambo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>aha!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.americanpatrol.com/SPLC/ChurchofMorrisDees001100.html" 
target=_blank>www.americanpatrol.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://www.harpers.org/archive/2007/03/sb-this-week-in-1172847076" 
target=_blank>www.harpers.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>hmmm. Not good. But not totally damning either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the SPLC profits by suing hate groups, good for them. It lets them have 
more resources to take down more of these racist freaks, and I don't see 
anything wrong with that at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994130 35501 70 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:52:17pm  
 
<P>It's pitifully ironic to see the right wing trying to use the SPLC's 
profitability against them. Aren't conservatives supposed to be in favor of 
capitalism, the American Dream, etc.? Yet they attack the SPLC for <EM>making 
too much money?</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me while I snicker.</P> 
<P>Now I see where Conn Carroll was going with that line of "argument," and it's 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994147 35501 86 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 7:58:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/7994141" target=_blank>#80</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"How many conservatives do you know?"/What an idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. That question nearly made me laugh out loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994160 35501 99 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 8:04:09pm  
 
<P>Instapundit is now trying to deny that the Obama shoeshine picture is 
racist.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/90928/" 
target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994196 35501 133 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 8:17:54pm  
 
<P>Commenters at Bloggingheads are not very positive towards Conn 
Carroll.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07994241 35501 176 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 8:44:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/7994239" target=_blank>#174</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, could you see his face when you were talking?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we were talking on the phone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994287 35501 222 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:07:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/7994270" target=_blank>#205</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - since Conn mentioned Malkin, I wish you would have brought up her 
relationship to VDARE, to see if he would have defended her. It would have been 
telling to see how he would have handled it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were quite a few points I would have liked to bring up, but that's how 
it goes -- it's impossible to talk about everything.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you going to do this again? If so, may I suggest a change in lighting... 
there are two problems with having a bright screen in front of you: the color is 
too cool, and lighting a human face from so close and slightly below the face 
flattens the facial structure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good points, and I'll keep that in mind if I do another recording for 
Bloggingheads. There seems to be quite a bit of interest in the comments at BHTV 
for more recordings, so we'll see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994310 35501 245 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:18:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/7994304" target=_blank>#239</A> Girth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's up with the downding Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unintentional -- I must have clicked accidentally. I reversed 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994313 35501 248 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:19:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/7994305" target=_blank>#240</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing to think about - how about <EM>you</EM> being the interlocutor?</P> 
<P>For instance, it might be interesting to see you grill John McWhorter for his 
fondness of Behe and ID. Another idea would be for you to dialog with your 
friend at True/Slant about how the RR and the right-wing are covering up for 
people like RSM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good ideas! I'll mention them to my Bloggingheads contact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994361 35501 293 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 9:45:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/7994354" target=_blank>#288</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he clearly said that, but even more so he worked to downplay that 
creationism has any real impact in the important (to him) matters of the 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen this ploy used over and over here at LGF -- and it's 
<EM>always</EM> the creationists who use it. It's a very transparent attempt at 
misdirection.</P> 
<P>And the fact that the Heritage Foundation is an enthusiastic promoter of 
creationism gives the lie to Carroll's attempt to minimize the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07994425 35501 356 Charles Sat, Jan 2, 2010 10:20:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/7994422" target=_blank>#353</A> carlitos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, Senator Robert Byrd? My wife and I heard him say the N Word on live 
TV.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, if you've been reading every day for 6 years, then how did you miss this 
post?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/23879_A_Klan_President" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Or this one?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/14921_Byrd_Backpedals" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You were saying something about Robert Byrd?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995021 35503 28 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 9:49:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7995012" target=_blank>#19</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the first time I have actually seen this picture, &amp; I am almost 
afraid to ask but what was the alleged subject of it's original 
use?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It popped up during the presidential election, at Free Republic, Team Sarah, 
and other right wing sites. And it is still being circulated on right wing 
mailing lists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995028 35503 35 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 9:52:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/7995016" target=_blank>#23</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Democrat who works in CDOT (Colorado Department of Transportation) sent it 
around using her government e-mail address.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- to be precise, the CDOT worker forwarded an email she received from 
someone else.</P> 
<P>And the picture was in use at right wing sites long before 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995033 35503 40 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 9:54:42am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/7995029" target=_blank>#36</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, whatever Glenn you tool.I was a maid once, I'm white, so I guess that 
means that if someone made a picture of Michelle Obama in a maid uniform 
cleaning Palin's floors on her hands and knees would not be racist too.</P> 
<P>I'm really getting sick of adults who grew up in the last 20 or 30 years 
being surprised that something is considered racist that even my 17 year old can 
look and go "wow, that's pretty offensive".</P> 
<P>What next, will they tell us that it's ok to call the President a "Porch 
Monkey" because monkeys are funny and they never heard of a black person being 
compared to a monkey and "why would a monkey sit on a porch?" ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They already do that. And another common response is, "What about those Bush-
chimp pictures? Were those racist too?"</P> 
<P>I'm convinced that people who use these kinds of arguments are very well 
aware that they're being dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995037 35503 44 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 9:56:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7995034" target=_blank>#41</A> Sully33</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the bigger crime is that it wasn't funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not supposed to be funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995047 35503 54 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:01:25am  
 
<P>The original photo is here:</P> 
<P><A title=Shoeshine_homeless_and_woman_client_MG_6348-27.jpg 
href="http://www.digital-photo.com.au/gallery/d/12952-
2/Shoeshine_homeless_and_woman_client_MG_6348-27.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: Shoeshine_homeless_and_woman_client_MG_6348-27.jpg</A></P> 
<P>(You'll have to paste that URL into your browser's address line to see the 
image, because they have hotlink prevention code.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995056 35503 63 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:06:21am  
 
<P>The original image:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ29B97CBA.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ29B97CBA.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ29B97CBA.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995318 35503 173 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:58:37am  
 
<P>Man, the nuts are coming out of the woodwork today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997076 35503 210 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 10:25:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/7997071" target=_blank>#209</A> 
protestshooter</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not the least bit ashamed of opposing racism.</P> 



<P>And you're going to be much happier at some other website, so I'll block your 
account. No need to say thank you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998049 35503 211 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:58:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/7996936" target=_blank>#208</A> bj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I be dudette. Your "downding" means a lot to me as do the others.</P> 
<P>Be my guest, delete away. All that means is that one can't voice an honest 
observation on certain matters here. Sad, truly sad.</P> 
<P>sarc/on</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you've been allowed to express your "honest observations" 26 
times so far in this thread. But don't let me stop you from feeling victimized 
because people are criticizing your "honest observations."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995111 35504 8 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:32:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/7995108" target=_blank>#6</A> Spare O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Considering that ACORN is such a wonderful, honest, apolitical public service 
organization, why would Obama want to avoid meeting with their CEO like the 
plague?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995160 35504 29 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:53:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/7995093" target=_blank>#1</A> Glen 
Davidson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other news, the sun came up this morning.</P> 
<P>Glen Davidson[Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/mxaa3p" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please stop spamming my website with that link, or I'll block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995167 35504 34 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 10:55:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7995159" target=_blank>#28</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart’s tweet:</P> 
<P>Is there really a chance that there is a special "Bertha Lewis" that no one 
seems to know, and is not at all in the public eye (and deserves a private 
special tour of the WH, and access to the residence)?</P> 
<P>Or...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pathetic. So you think the administration is just lying and those 
people really did visit the White House, eh?</P> 
<P>Good grief. This is why the right wing is so bereft of ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995185 35504 47 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:01:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7995175" target=_blank>#41</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, since Congress has passed a law forbidding federal funding of ACORN, 
Obama will be extra careful to avoid them like the plague they 
are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong -- ACORN's federal funding was restored by court order: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1209/30504.html" target=_blank>Judge 
restores ACORN funding</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995233 35504 66 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:15:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7995209" target=_blank>#57</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I am saying is that although no retraction at Andrew Breitbart’s Big 
Government blog, he does admit he might be wrong. However, until the shadow 
Bertha Lewis is clearly explained there might be another 
explanation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There IS NO "shadow Bertha Lewis." This is a completely different person with 
a different name.</P> 
<P>Concocting absurd conspiracy theories when you're proven wrong is no way to 
go through life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995244 35504 68 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:21:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/7995238" target=_blank>#67</A> Glen 
Davidson</EM></P> 
<P>This is the last warning. Clearly, you realize how to turn your name into a 
link to your website -- that's what the feature is for. If you continue to post 
a second link to your site in every comment you post, this is spamming, and it's 
not acceptable here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995285 35504 77 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:36:59am  
 
<P>What a surprise. I try to be nice and give him a warning instead of just 
blocking him, and he spews insults at me.</P> 
<P>So long, moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995280 35505 43 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 11:34:55am  
 
<P>It's pretty amazing to see what's going on in the right wing blogosphere 
about Jim Hoft's post calling me a "supporter of child porn."</P> 
<P>Not a single right wing blogger sees anything the least bit wrong with that. 
Instead, they're all gibbering and flinging feces at me. All of them.</P> 
<P>And not a single right wing blogger sees anything wrong with Hoft's links to 
bigoted anti-gay sites, or to Bulgarian antisemitic conspiracy websites.</P> 
<P>Does anyone still wonder why I won't be associated with these creeps and 
idiots any more?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995360 35505 103 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 12:13:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/7995355" target=_blank>#98</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are also witnesses that saw Abdulmutallab and another unidentified 
person talk to a gate agent in Amsterdam about how Abdulmutallab didn't have a 
passport.</P> 
<P>It is not being talked about, but there are people from the flight who think 
Abdulmutallab ultimately was permitted to board the plane without a 
passport.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- Abdulmutallab did have a valid passport.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/12/30/world/main6037474.shtml" 
target=_blank>www.cbsnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995397 35505 134 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 12:24:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/7995380" target=_blank>#119</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Dutch. I am not sure, but are we not allowed to talk about 
ANY possibility of cover-ups at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a picture that claims to be of Abdulmutallab's passport -- looks 
genuine, but I can't vouch for the authenticity of the site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.saharareporters.com/index.php?option=com_content&amp;view=artic
le&amp;id=4688:2009-12-31-21-44-48&amp;catid=1:latest-news&amp;Itemid=18" 
target=_blank>www.saharareporters.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If the Dutch intelligence service says he had a valid passport, then I 
believe them. What possible motive would they have to lie about something that 
could easily be proven false?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995418 35505 152 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 12:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/7995408" target=_blank>#144</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You ask the question... not so easy to prove false. They could be covering 
for a huge mistake on their part. They could claim that just because he lands 
without a passport doesn't mean he didn't have one when he left.</P> 
<P>Kurt and Lori Haskell witnessed something. There is video of Kurt talking 
about what he witnessed. I saw the video of him saying this. Somehow this has 
been swept under the rug... I think there is more to this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no --it hasn't been "swept under the rug" at all. It's been debunked. 
There's a difference.</P> 
<P>Again, here's the link I posted. Notice that the article specifically 
mentions Kurt Haskell's claim. Strange way to sweep something under a rug, 
wouldn't you say? <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2009/12/30/world/main6037474.shtml" 
target=_blank>Abdulmutallab Had Passport, Dutch Say - CBS News</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(CBS/AP) The suspected terrorist who tried to blow up Northwest Flight 253 
Christmas day did present a passport to authorities in Amsterdam before boarding 
the Detroit-bound plane, Holland's counter-terrorism agency said Wednesday.</P> 
<P>Abdulmutallab arrived in Amsterdam on Friday from Lagos, Nigeria. After a 
layover of less than three hours, he passed through a security check at the gate 
in Amsterdam, including a hand baggage scan and a metal detector, officials 
said.</P> 
<P>Abdulmutallab was carrying a valid Nigerian passport and had a valid U.S. 
visa, the Dutch said. His name did not appear on any Dutch list of terror 
suspects.</P> 



<P>The confirmation on Umar Farouq Abdulmutallab's passport comes after a fellow 
passenger claimed to have seen a possible accomplice help the 23-year-old 
Nigerian board the flight.</P> 
<P>Kurt Haskell, a Michigan resident returning home from a safari in Uganda with 
his wife, told the Detroit Free Press that he noticed Abdulmutallab "because of 
who he was traveling with" - a wealthy looking Indian man in his 50s.</P> 
<P>Haskell, who was playing cards near the ticket counter at Schipol Airport, 
said the Indian man told ticket agents that Abdulmutallab "needs to board the 
plane, but he doesn't have a passport. ... He's from Sudan. We do this all the 
time."</P> 
<P>But the Dutch counter-terrorism unit's investigation into Abdulmutallab's 
passport pokes holes in the theory that the alleged bomber had help evading 
security.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995438 35505 170 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 12:46:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/7995434" target=_blank>#167</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While you are here, a question. On the day of the incident, I swear I read 
something at MSNBC or ABC stating that Holland does not allow air marshals on 
planes out of the country, or something to that effect.</P> 
<P>I know I saw it, but I can't find anything now, and I can't find any 
references to air marshall and Holland.</P> 
<P>Did you see anything like that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't recall that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995614 35505 253 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 2:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/7995563" target=_blank>#246</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here is what I remember from leaving Amsterdam on my way back to Canada 
(Toronto). My passport was checked at check in by an employee of the airline. I 
also used it as picture ID when I got on the plane.</P> 
<P>Now in some airports there are US Customs agents in the foreign airport, and 
you actually go through US customs in the other country, just before you get to 
the gate. However Amsterdam isn't like that.</P> 
<P>Why would an airline let someone on without showing the passport? A bribe 
maybe? An excuse ("I have a visa, I just lost my passport... please let me on 
the plane...) but there are witnesses to something...</P> 
<P>Also the father did give the passport number to the CIA the month before. 
Maybe this guy was worried about a 'hit' on his passport 
number?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you still repeating this, after it's been shown to be 
false?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995526 35506 12 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 1:26:18pm  
 
<P>The Big Lebowski is one of the greatest films ever made, in my humble 
opinion. Very few films reach this level of sublime unhingedness.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/yvbssyAtVEg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995599 35506 67 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 1:58:36pm  
 
<P>Well, it took them about a day, but the stalkers are now showing up in the 
comments at Bloggingheads.tv.</P> 
<P>Just posted there:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson is a libelous scumbag and a pedophile. Why do I call him a 
pedophile? Because he supports safe schools czar Kevin Jennings who believes we 
should teach "fisting" in our class rooms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995609 35506 75 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 2:06:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/7995608" target=_blank>#74</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More <A href="http://bloggingheads.tv/forum/search.php?searchid=1045557" 
target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>He's posted 9 times thus far after registering today. You might want to 
contact their admin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995647 35506 111 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 2:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/7995633" target=_blank>#97</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am on the edge of my chair awaiting a link to where it was you said you 
promote the teaching of "fisting".</P> 
<P>I simply recall <EM>no such statement</EM> being made, ever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't, of course. And neither did Kevin Jennings, despite the lies being 
circulated about him by Jim Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995805 35506 258 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:21:00pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are trying to swarm the Bloggingheads comments page today, of 
course, ranting away like psychos on crack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995845 35506 297 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:38:31pm  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds updated his post defending the shoeshine boy picture, and said 
I "slagged" him. With no response to the points I made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995872 35506 324 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/7995818" target=_blank>#271</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I see that a birther showed up too.</P> 



<P>Given the number of comments generated, perhaps that will be a sign to BH 
management that it would be worth having you back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked around the site, and its pretty rare for one of their videos to get 
this many comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995876 35506 328 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:50:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/7995855" target=_blank>#307</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE>"Boy, bend over backwards to avoid accusing a Democrat of racism and 
what do you get? Slagged by Charles Johnson."</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he may even be underestimating <EM>his</EM> audience, if he thinks 
they'll honestly buy that excuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- it's a pretty pathetic attempt to duck the fact that he defended 
something that's indefensible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995888 35506 340 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:54:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/7995879" target=_blank>#331</A> irish 
rose</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just finished watching the interview Charles, I've been away since 
Thursday. You did an excellent job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Rose!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995894 35506 346 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 4:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/7995891" target=_blank>#343</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that topic check your email if you haven't lately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch. Will update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995952 35507 11 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 5:25:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7995940" target=_blank>#4</A> Stanley Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are inviting their readers to caption the photo. A hot air comment 
section of the day, prepared just for us lucky bastards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the racist comments have already started to flow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07995959 35507 14 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 5:28:34pm  
 
<P>For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama thinks to himself…”You’re just lucky to be here,Joe. You could be out 
there running for reelection this year like the rest of my biaatches….”</P> 
<P>ted c on January 3, 2010 at 7:11 PM</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Shine your own f#@cking shoes, Joe.</P> 
<P>John Eric on January 3, 2010 at 7:58 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



07996239 35507 127 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 7:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/7996226" target=_blank>#125</A> Green 
Machine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can say is, if it was up to me, that pic would never have been 
published. It does nothing for the image of the President. They should be more 
selective in providing images that show him in the proper light.</P> 
<P>As stated, the photo by itself is a non event. I just feel his team is not 
providing him the top tier expertise required.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please.</P> 
<P>There are hundreds of pictures of Barack Obama published every single day. 
This picture is just another in a very long series of photos, and it reveals no 
more and no less than any one of the others. The silliness of assigning some 
kind of special significance to this photo is the exact reason why I posted 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996243 35507 131 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 7:13:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/7996137" target=_blank>#96</A> Green 
Machine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bad choice in photo selection if you ask me. My take, he has a look of 
disdain towards Biden. Or, he is high on drugs. Take your pick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I just saw this post from you, and you're not welcome to continue with 
this sick crap at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996036 35508 6 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 5:57:24pm  
 
<P>He didn't mention the client's demand to let his twelve-year old son work on 
a few pages, because he's "really good at that PHP stuff."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996038 35508 8 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 5:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/7996031" target=_blank>#4</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>speaking of well designed websites...looks like LGF might hit 8 million 
comments this week!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we're on track to hit 8,000,000 comments in 3-5 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996043 35508 10 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 5:59:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7996039" target=_blank>#9</A> ulmsey123</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the best of intentions. But it all got lost in the woods. It's so easy to 
lose one's focus, isn't it Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no. I'm as focused as I've ever been. How about 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996055 35508 18 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7996050" target=_blank>#13</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question...when someone badly misbehaves and is banned and has their comments 
deleted, does that make the overall comment number go down?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- the comment count you see under 'Statistics' includes deleted 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996090 35508 41 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:14:35pm  
 
<P>And don't even get me started on what it's like to be a session musician.</P> 
<P>"Can you make that solo a little more like Electro-Boy?"</P> 
<P>"I need to feel more purple from you on that rhythm part."</P> 
<P>"I measured the tape, and your third note is about 3/100 of an inch late. 
Let's do another take."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996094 35508 44 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/7996091" target=_blank>#42</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hah, is there anything you <EM>Haven't</EM> done?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I've never been in the Foreign Legion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996163 35509 6 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:38:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/7996151" target=_blank>#3</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>antidote!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The cynical ones among us might point out that George Harrison blatantly 
ripped off "He's So Fine" by the Chiffons for that song, and pretty much got 
away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996194 35509 18 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:49:36pm  
 
<P>Randy Newman grew up in Louisiana, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996203 35509 22 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 6:52:38pm  
 
<P>George Harrison's uncredited remake of "He's So Fine" was one of the most 
blatant rip-offs that ever took place in the music industry. It was very nearly 
note-for-note.</P> 
<P>I often wondered how he managed to look himself in the mirror after that 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07996300 35510 15 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 7:51:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/7996295" target=_blank>#10</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure enough. On the front page of the website:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Pameal</STRONG> Geller!</P> 
<P>Help. I've started laughing and I can't stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07996483 35510 172 Charles Sun, Jan 3, 2010 9:19:11pm  
 
<P>Now you too can <A 
href="http://analyzeglennreynoldsbodylanguage.posterous.com/" 
target=_blank>Analyze Glenn Reynolds' Body Language!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997009 35511 312 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 9:44:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/7996956" target=_blank>#259</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's right about our Nigerian homie in custody...that guy deserves my 
civil liberties less than just about anyone on the planet. We should be treating 
him differently than a common criminal. I'm not saying we should torture him, 
but I hate that folks of this ilk get all of the same protections that I do. 
He's not a criminal - he's a terrorist. Kristol is right. It's not the same 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was arrested in US territory, and that means he gets full US civil rights 
like any other foreign national arrested in the US. You can't abrogate the US 
Constitution just because you think he deserves harsher 
punishment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997331 35513 144 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 1:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/7997330" target=_blank>#143</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many more people must die in shootings like this before we start 
addressing this problem seriously? We must use <STRONG>profiling</STRONG> to 
give us the best chance of stopping attacks like this. White, gun-owning males 
aged 25-45 should be <STRONG>strip searched</STRONG> before they are allowed to 
go near a courthouse. How many of these attacks must occur before we stop 
handcuffing ourselves with political correctness?</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You forgot the waterboarding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997390 35514 13 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:06:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/7997386" target=_blank>#9</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough. So you're saying every single person at every Tea Party, and 
anyone who criticizes Obama, they're all racists. You hate them all, right? Were 
you there?</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, who sent those pictures to you? Leftists?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997417 35514 38 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/7997406" target=_blank>#28</A> woodpussy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Despicable on so many levels. But it must noted that at any event like this, 
no matter the occasion, you can always find those nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the <EM>organizer</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997452 35514 72 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:22:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/7997426" target=_blank>#47</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF just got trashed on the Glenn Beck Show</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again? That's the third time. What did he say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997457 35514 77 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:24:30pm  
 
<P>I've decided we are going to have an Idiotarian of the Year award, by the 
way.</P> 
<P>No need to have a poll, though. There's really only one candidate 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997496 35514 112 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:35:56pm  
 
<P>I turned on the Beck show as he was ranting about Van Jones being a 
"communist" again -- and completely ignoring the fact that Van Jones 
<EM>renounced</EM> his early statement about being a communist and a black 
national.</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck -- freakazoid liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997503 35514 119 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 2:37:22pm  
 
<P>Look out -- Beck has the dreaded blackboard out again, with a picture of Karl 
Marx on it!</P> 
<P>What a freakazoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997708 35514 308 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 3:49:21pm  
 
<P>I've been out, but I see one (or more) of the monitor lizards has been 
cleaning up references to the N word.</P> 
<P>This thread wasn't intended to open up the doors to start throwing that word 
around, so let's please use restraint where that racial slur is concerned, and 
then comments won't have to be deleted.</P> 
<P>(And yes, this sign is a RACIST sign. Please don't try to tell me it isn't. 
I'm amazed at the kinds of things people will try to excuse.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997726 35514 325 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 4:01:17pm  
 
<P>OK ... now I understand why I just had to block some moron for posting a list 
of bizarre questions in several threads. Jim Hoft is ranting again.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cach
e%3Ahttp%3A%2F%2Fgatewaypundit.firstthings.com%2F2010%2F01%2Fa-challenge-to-
charles-johnson-stand-up-for-the-children-to-denounce-child-porn-books-in-



schools-fisting-kits-at-school-functions%2F&amp;btnG=Search" 
target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P> 
<P>I have no intention of responding to his stupid list of questions, but I have 
contacted my lawyer about his outrageous libel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998934 35514 537 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:10:56am  
 
<P>Wow, that's pretty sad. You're so unwilling to believe that anyone at the tea 
parties could do something like this that you're concocting conspiracy 
theories.</P> 
<P>You could click the link to Dave Weigel and find out that there's absolutely 
no doubt the photo is genuine.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998938 35514 538 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:12:18am  
 
<P>That's three people so far in this thread who really, really want to believe 
the photo is a fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998940 35514 539 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:13:20am  
 
<P>Are all of these photos fakes too?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34686_No_Racism_at_the_Tea_Party" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998946 35514 541 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:24:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/7998945" target=_blank>#540</A> Reggie 
Dunlop</EM></P> 
<P>No, it is not a possibility.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998999 35514 544 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:20:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/7998989" target=_blank>#542</A> Reggie 
Dunlop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, you're telling me there is no way a white sign could be 
photoshopped to say something different than what the author intended? 
Absolutely no way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm saying this sign was not Photoshopped. It's been confirmed. It's 
real.</P> 
<P>And please stop trying to put absurd words in my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999016 35514 546 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:28:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/545/7999009" target=_blank>#545</A> Reggie 
Dunlop</EM></P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07999059 35514 549 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:47:15am  
 
<P>Saw that one coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997940 35515 16 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 5:57:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/7997937" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to admit I'm getting a little disheartened lately. There's no end in 
sight. The GOP seems like they're going to be stuck like this permanently. Could 
American conservatism really be at its end?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what Sam Tanenhaus thinks, and I'm inclined to agree.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34706_Sam_Tanenhaus-
_The_Death_of_Conservatism" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997948 35515 22 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:03:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/7997946" target=_blank>#21</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really should add that to my reading list but it doesn't look like it's 
going to lift my spirits much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found it kind of liberating, actually. It's a really good book. Tanenhaus 
is a very smart guy who knows a lot about the subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997950 35515 24 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:04:36pm  
 
<P>This is the book we're talking about, by the way -- I highly recommend 
it:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1400068843/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Death of Conservatism: Sam Tanenhaus</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07997984 35515 51 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:27:20pm  
 
<P>Right wing blogs are actually trying to defend the teabagger's racist sign 
tonight!</P> 
<P>Just when you think they can't get any stupider.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998001 35515 68 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:31:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/7997987" target=_blank>#54</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what would anyone say that could make that sign 
acceptable?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The talking point is that he was calling <EM>himself</EM> the N word ... so 
that makes it all OK!</P> 
<P>The craziness is turned up to eleven now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
07998003 35515 70 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/7997990" target=_blank>#57</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stupid goes up to 11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, we're on the same Spinal Tap vibe, dude. Cut that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998006 35515 72 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 6:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/7997999" target=_blank>#66</A> wozzablog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i haven't gotten around to them yet - but John Dean's "Conservatives Without 
Concience" is meant to be a good study into the current strand of authoritarian 
conservatism and it's roots.</P> 
<P>Frank Schaeffer's "Crazy For God" gives an inside track on the founding of 
the Religious RIght and its subsequent powergrabs as tod by the son of one of 
it's founders.</P> 
<P>I'd be interested to hear if anyone here has read either... i'll get around 
to them soon, but would like thoughts before i head in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have Schaeffer's 'Crazy for God', and I've been trying to get past all the 
anecdotes about growing up in a fanatic religious household in Switzerland, but 
I keep falling asleep.</P> 
<P>Then I wake up and start reading a John Connolly novel 
instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998411 35516 167 Charles Mon, Jan 4, 2010 9:10:02pm  
 
<P>Barack Obama denounced Rev. Jeremiah Wright in very strong terms.</P> 
<P>That was the end of it. This talking point is dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07998991 35518 23 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:06:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/7998981" target=_blank>#15</A> SteveC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should she be? To quote President Andrew Shepherd (<EM>The American 
President</EM>) "This is a serious time for serious people."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you're going to claim the GOP "screwed up," there aren't too many 
better examples of that than John McCain picking Sarah Palin as his running 
mate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999032 35518 59 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:36:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/7999017" target=_blank>#45</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There actually were some alternative Republic health care reform proposals 
floating around earlier this autumn. It didn't fit the "GOP is the Party of No" 
meme, so it didn't get widely reported in the msm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean the one that had no numbers in it, for example?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999063 35518 87 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 10:51:08am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/7999047" target=_blank>#72</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Boehner posted the complete text of the GOP health care bill, with 
numbers. It's still <A href="http://rules-
republicans.house.gov/Media/PDF/RepublicanAlternative3962_9.pdf" 
target=_blank>up on their site.</A> This was the combination of all GOP 
amendment proposals and their ability to give 100% of their own ideas in bill 
form.</P> 
<P>Problem was? It was scored as being something like $300B <I>more 
expensive</I> than even a Democrat public option bill, did nothing to stop pre-
existing conditions or other problems, and would not have covered any additional 
Americans.</P> 
<P>They had their shot to present their ideas, and they were 
<I>atrocious.</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know -- I was being slightly snarky.</P> 
<P>But the GOP really did trot out an "alternate budget" without numbers at one 
point.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33213_The_Budget_with_No_Numbers" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999270 35519 123 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:07:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/7999252" target=_blank>#105</A> 
Mikko_Sandt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that affirmative action quote racist? It's merely cricitism of the 
kind of positive racism advocated by many on the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go again. Is there anything you folks won't try to 
defend?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999358 35519 172 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:37:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/7999322" target=_blank>#155</A> 
Mikko_Sandt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider the Brussels Journal "supremacist". If I did, it wouldn't be 
on my blogroll. I don't agree, or have to agree with everything that's written 
there (it represents conservatism, which I detest).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really.</P> 
<P>Are you aware that Brussels Journal is closely connected to the Belgian 
fascist party Vlaams Belang? Or do you have no problem with them 
either?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999411 35519 191 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:54:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/7999384" target=_blank>#178</A> 
Mikko_Sandt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your definition of "closely connected" being what exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, when the wife of the owner Paul Belien is a parliamentary member of 
Vlaams Belang, that would seem to be a pretty close connection, don't you 
think?</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the blog, in your opinion, promote racism or racist policies advocated 
by Vlaams Belang?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. And worse. They've also posted articles praising the British 
National Party, the French National Front, and other neo-Nazi groups. The site 
is a freaking cesspool.</P> 
<P>And I'm disgusted that you're actually going to try to defend them at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999609 35519 210 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 2:38:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/7999599" target=_blank>#207</A> 
Mikko_Sandt</EM></P> 
<P>I long ago passed the point where I would tolerate crap like this being 
spread at LGF. Go away, you're not welcome to post comments at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999331 35520 23 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/7999281" target=_blank>#5</A> vxbush</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And would be extremely open to fraud. They don't want folks to spam the 
servers, which would results in gazillions of votes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no way to safeguard against fraud in an Internet poll.</P> 
<P>That's why this award has been meaningless since the start. It isn't 
measuring anything except who can muster the cleverest spammers.</P> 
<P>And when the 'Best Science Blog' award goes to climate change denier Anthony 
Watts, that shows you how much of a joke these awards really 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999338 35520 27 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:29:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/7999313" target=_blank>#13</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Here's an ethics question. <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/asiapcf/01/05/pakistan.taliban.children/inde
x.html" target=_blank>Would an airstrike against a facility such as the one 
indicated in this story be justified</A>, even if many of those killed turn out 
to be kids under 18 when the purpose of said facility is to indoctrinate and 
brainwash those kids to be suicide bombers and terrorists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you'll find some right wingers who would see nothing wrong with it. 
But I'd say absolutely not.</P> 
<P>Leaving aside the immorality of deliberately killing children, it would be 
incredibly stupid from a public relations standpoint too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999367 35520 46 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 12:39:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/7999361" target=_blank>#41</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Terrorist would never attack school children. Say in Beslan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last time I checked, the United States wasn't a nation of 
terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
07999675 35521 39 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 3:03:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/7999646" target=_blank>#19</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I see it there is a regularly scheduled school session where creationism 
is perfectly appropriate. In fact required reading.</P> 
<P>It's called Sunday School.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get your point, but to be pedantic I would argue it has no business being 
taught in Sunday School either -- because it's a false world view that can only 
lead to ignorance. It's <EM>wrong</EM> to teach children things that are known 
to be false, and there's absolutely no doubt that Biblical literalist 
creationism is complete nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999850 35522 8 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 4:08:44pm  
 
<P>The New York Times profile is scheduled for publication later this 
month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
07999957 35522 76 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/7999943" target=_blank>#63</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will it be in the New York Times or the NYT Magazine?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it's scheduled for the Magazine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000001 35522 119 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/7999974" target=_blank>#92</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BDS is alive and well...</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck-01-05-10-B</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>At 2:45 Beck labels Bush as a progressive agent of the Cloward Piven 
conspiracy to destroy the country.</P> 
<P>It's all over with, folks. The Republicans can't recover like this. They are 
rotting from the inside. Game over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's getting even crazier! How is that possible?</P> 
<P>And he's sounding angrier and angrier. Is it getting close to meltdown time 
for Glenn?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000014 35522 132 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:27:17pm  
 
<P>"Now, I suppose there are people that ... mainly are funded by George Soros 
... that will get on their blogs and say this is nothing but conspiratorial 
nonsense."</P> 
<P>No, really? Why, who would ever think that?</P> 
<P>What a freaking lunatic!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08000018 35522 136 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:28:10pm  
 
<P>The sinister Cloward and Piven! Tied to ACORN! The connections! It's blowing 
my mind!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000023 35522 141 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:30:01pm  
 
<P>My God! Cloward and Piven met Bill Clinton!</P> 
<P>We're DOOMED!</P> 
<P>[run around screaming...]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000028 35522 146 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:31:35pm  
 
<P>Oh no! The dreaded blackboard! Ahhh! Ahhh!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000031 35522 149 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:35:11pm  
 
<P>Cloward and Piven! Cloward and Piven! They're coming for us! No, they've 
already got us! We're doomed!</P> 
<P>The only solution is the 9/12 project and Glenn Beck's Christmas sweater! Buy 
now before it's too late and Cloward and Piven get you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000035 35522 152 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:36:35pm  
 
<P>SEIU! SDS! ACORN! Cloward and Piven! Woodrow Wilson! Bill Ayers! George 
Soros! Bill Clinton!</P> 
<P>Don'tcha see the connections!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000065 35522 179 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:46:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8000059" target=_blank>#174</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Becks "research" is actually Birch Society historical revisionism. He's not 
coming up with these ideas on his own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. This stuff is all rancid garbage that's been circulating 
for decades among far right conspiracy groups like the Birchers. He's 
mainstreaming some of the very worst craziness in American society, and the 
right is lapping it up like fine wine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000077 35522 191 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 5:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8000068" target=_blank>#182</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-
US%3Aofficial&amp;hs=OAg&amp;q=%22Glenn+Beck%22+site%3Ajbs.org&amp;aq=f&amp;oq=&
amp;aqi=" target=_blank>"Glenn Beck" site:jbs.org</A> search.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Birchers love Beck. He's their ticket to something they think resembles 
respectability, after being shunned by sane people for 50 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08000145 35523 7 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 6:12:12pm  
 
<P>What the right has achieved with this crazy war against ACORN -- a lot of 
misery for the poor people that ACORN helps.</P> 
<P>The organization has its problems, yes. But the relentless demonization does 
bear a resemblance to the tactics of Joe McCarthy.</P> 
<P>And if you're wondering why the poor and the disenfranchised (yes, they 
really do exist) have such antipathy toward the Republican Party, here's your 
answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000246 35523 68 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 6:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8000236" target=_blank>#59</A> WindHorse</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no... I didn't. Sorry about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should reconsider the kinds of websites that you think reinforce 
your views.</P> 
<P>That really WAS a white supremacist site. If you post something like that 
again, it will be the last time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000306 35523 121 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 6:57:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8000297" target=_blank>#113</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Just because it's on a computer monitor doesn't mean that it's true.</P> 
<P>Just googled Acorn Voter Registration Fraud. There's a page on PJ Media from 
October, purporting to be a bullet-pointed list of misdeeds. And there's a page 
on Truthout, trumpeting a House Judiciary Committee report, which they say 
clears ACORN of any wrong-doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't trust PJ Media. And it gives me no joy to type those 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000421 35523 235 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 7:24:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8000410" target=_blank>#224</A> 
bigred1961</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It amuses me to see how good ol' Joe McCarthy is still the ultimate boogie 
man to the left. Why? Because he was right. The State Department HAD been 
infiltrated by Communists. McCarty used inflammatory rhetoric and played fast 
and loose with many of the facts, but history has proved he was right. So to me 
accusing someone of McCarthyism is tantamount to admitting that they are 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000463 35523 277 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 7:36:20pm  
 
<P>History shows that Joseph McCarthy was the model for demagogues like Glenn 
Beck and Pat Buchanan. He destroyed the lives of many good Americans. He 
achieved nothing of value, and died in disgrace.</P> 



<P>McCarthy's legacy is absolutely shameful.</P> 
<P>It's pretty sad that LGF commenters have swallowed the propaganda of the far 
right, to the point where they would post comments saying that "McCarthy was 
right."</P> 
<P>He was one of the worst politicians this country has ever 
produced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000601 35523 414 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 8:38:17pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart is STILL twittering incoherently that Bertha Lewis visited 
the White House, and everyone else is lying. The guy is completely 
obsessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000639 35523 450 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 8:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/8000592" target=_blank>#405</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=entries&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
2008-01-01+-+2008-09-23&amp;searchString=ACORN" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And for what it's worth, I now wish I'd never swallowed that nonsense without 
investigating it for myself. It was crap then, and it's crap now. I learned that 
lesson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000758 35524 49 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8000756" target=_blank>#47</A> stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have hard time believing this had more to do with the theory of evolution 
than with fundamental fiscal policy differences between Crist and his supporters 
and fiscal conservatives. I've yet to see a poll amongst conservative voters say 
that creationism and not the economy is the number one issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said it was the number one issue?</P> 
<P>Straw man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000790 35524 73 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8000783" target=_blank>#67</A> stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well seeing as how in your post you mention only the "right wing 
<EM>creationist</EM> wing of the Republican party" and no other issue to 
identify the "right wing", I just assumed you were implying it was the most 
important.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marc Rubio is a creationist. I didn't say anything about "most important" -- 
that comes from nowhere but your own mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000794 35524 76 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:24:11pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/republicans-democrats-differ-
creationism.aspx" target=_blank>60% of Republicans say humans were created in 
their present form by God 10,000 years ago</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08000818 35524 91 Charles Tue, Jan 5, 2010 9:30:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8000807" target=_blank>#84</A> stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<P>Cool. So just ignore the fact that he's a creationist, because Charlie Crist 
isn't far enough to the right for you.</P> 
<P>I no longer care that the GOP is plunging over a cliff. I'm just laughing at 
it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08001558 35526 69 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 11:18:58am  
 
<P>Very slow news day today -- and I've got other stuff going on. I'll post an 
open thread in a little while...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002213 35526 95 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:03:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8001956" target=_blank>#94</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess they both see, "OMG, he's playing the Race Card against me!" as a 
particularly effective strawman argument given their audience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this kind of tactic plays well with their race-obsessed audience, who 
rant about being labeled "racists" at the same time as they defend or ignore 
openly racist comments.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08001596 35527 16 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 11:53:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8001592" target=_blank>#13</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Must have been some kind of glitch in the data stream. No problems 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08001859 35528 49 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 2:32:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8001829" target=_blank>#27</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Well, it seems to be related to the new Kontera ad code I just installed.</P> 
<P>I removed the code for now until I figure out what's happening. It should be 
back to normal now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002136 35529 4 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 4:31:04pm  
 
<P>We're headed for 8 million comments, by the way, sometime tonight or 
tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002188 35529 52 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 4:55:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8002178" target=_blank>#42</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still getting that message when I try to log onto the front page. I've 
reset the monitor, I've done a cold start to my computer and I've deleted my 
cookies/Internet history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- but I tested with IE 6 and Windows XP, and can't duplicate the 
problem. It must be something on your end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002190 35529 54 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 4:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8002175" target=_blank>#39</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has rotating possibilities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it is written, so shall it be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002204 35529 67 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:01:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8002200" target=_blank>#63</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should I do the DNS flushing thingy that Gus recommended on the last 
thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It couldn't hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002217 35529 78 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8002212" target=_blank>#74</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what he told me to do:StartRunCMDC:&gt;ipconfig/flushdns</P> 
<P>That is, go to your command prompt and type in 
Start&gt;inconfig/flushdns.</P> 
<P>***Now, where do I find my command prompt thingy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the Start menu at lower right -- the option RUN.</P> 
<P>Type in CMD and then a window will open with a DOS command prompt where you 
can type that command.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002234 35529 95 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:11:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8002222" target=_blank>#83</A> Olsonist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FWIW [Link: <A href="http://74.86.198.236/" 
target=_blank>74.86.198.236...</A>] duplicates Mandy's problem on Firefox on 
OSX.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what happens if you access LGF with the IP address of our server. 
It's intentional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002253 35529 113 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:20:54pm  
 



<P>Ryan Mauro has a response to my earlier post, but I'm finished arguing with 
that moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002255 35529 115 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:22:58pm  
 
<P>And by the way, linked at the blog Mauro posts at: W. Cleon Skousen's "The 
Five Thousand Year Leap," the proto-Bircher book promoted by Glenn Beck.</P> 
<P>It's painfully ironic that Mauro is trying to say he wasn't defending the 
JBS, even as he posts at a blog that promotes one of their main founding works 
of conspiracy craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002257 35529 117 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:25:56pm  
 
<P>Mauro hasn't removed the comment threatening me and asking for my address so 
they can "pay me a visit", either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002268 35529 128 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:33:46pm  
 
<P>Here's the link to Sullivan's post.</P> 
<P>It's so disgusting I almost can't believe it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/01/a-
bleg.html#more" 
target=_blank>andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002283 35529 143 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:40:10pm  
 
<P>I was seriously considering responding to his latest stupid rant, but I've 
already given Mauro more attention than he deserves.</P> 
<P>Since he posted his response at the Horowitz 'Newsreal' blog, we've received 
a grand total of seven (7) hits from it. Not worth the effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002286 35529 146 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:40:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8002280" target=_blank>#140</A> 
RealismRox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Molotov sounds like a lunatic, not sure why Sullivan finds this "refreshing" 
though, as if all conservatives secretly wish for this. Is this guy somebody 
important? Rick Warren denounced this Ugandan law when asked about it. I've 
never met a Christian who advocates death for homosexuals in my life, can't say 
the same about Muslims I've known though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very easy to find comments at Free Republic, Hot Air, etc., that 
absolutely do think Uganda has the right idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002291 35529 150 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 5:45:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8002280" target=_blank>#140</A> 
RealismRox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Molotov sounds like a lunatic, not sure why Sullivan finds this "refreshing" 
though, as if all conservatives secretly wish for this. Is this guy somebody 
important? Rick Warren denounced this Ugandan law when asked about it. I've 
never met a Christian who advocates death for homosexuals in my life, can't say 
the same about Muslims I've known though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Rick Warren did his best to dodge answering questions about the 
Ugandan law for weeks. He didn't simply "denounce" it right away -- he denounced 
it only when the issue got too hot for him to dodge any more.</P> 
<P>And the reason why he dodged it: because there IS a lot of support for the 
Ugandan law on the Christian right. I know you don't want to believe this, but 
I've seen far too many comments that come right out and call for the death 
penalty for gays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004012 35529 213 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 8:58:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8003894" target=_blank>#212</A> huggy77</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was also on THE GREAT ONES's radio show, Mark Levin, and talked about how 
inspired he was by Liberty and Tyranny, (the great ones new book). That books is 
not for everyone though, i loved it. If your smart enough where you don't need 
the govt to run your life and appreciate the constitution you will find it an 
excellent read... Levin worked for Reagan under Ed Meese.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The great one" is a creationist who screams at the top of his lungs when 
someone calls in to set him straight about "intelligent design," then hangs up 
on him. It's a guy who calls health care reform "Hitleresque," and says Sarah 
Palin was "absolutely right" about her idiotic "death panel" remark. Who speaks 
at tea parties and praises lunatic Michele Bachmann, and compares Al Gore to Jim 
Jones.</P> 
<P>Calling someone like this "great" is absurd.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002366 35530 28 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 6:36:32pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8002364" target=_blank>#26</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=firefox-
a&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-
US%3Aofficial&amp;q=%22scott+lively%22+site%3Awnd.com&amp;btnG=Search&amp;aq=f&a
mp;oq=&amp;aqi=" target=_blank>Google search - "scott lively" site:wnd.com - 
World Net Daily + Scott Lively</A></P> 
<P>As I indicated earlier, Molotov Mitchell is a regular at World Net Daily. Now 
we find that World Net Daily is a frequent promoter of Scott Lively.</P> 
<P>Between February 4th and 6th of this year, World Net Daily editor in chief, 
<A href="http://www.nationalteapartyconvention.com/joseph-farah.aspx" 
target=_blank>Jospeh Farah, will be speaking at the first National Tea Party 
Convention.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is anyone still wondering why I seem to be so negative toward the 
teabaggers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002833 35531 81 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 8:34:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8002828" target=_blank>#76</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Was that our first SF Flounce?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely not the first flounce related to Carl Sagan. He's a real target 
for these nutjobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002902 35531 145 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 8:47:20pm  
 
<P>Now that I think about it, that flounce could have been caused by the PZ 
Myers hat tip, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002912 35531 155 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 8:50:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, I did a lengthy interview with the Los Angeles Times today -- 
looks like there may be profiles on little ol' me coming out in the Times's of 
both coasts soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08002916 35531 159 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 8:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8002907" target=_blank>#150</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm away from my worksite; did you receive my message?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes! I absolutely love it. You're a genius. Check your email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003053 35531 293 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:24:32pm  
 
<P>Look out. Eight million is approaching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003064 35531 304 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:26:22pm  
 
<P>Whoa, here it comes now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003096 35531 336 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:28:21pm  
 
<P>I don't believe it.</P> 
<P>Looks like the person who posted comment #8,000,000 was ... 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003110 35531 350 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:29:08pm  
 
<P>I didn't mean to do that! Sorry to hog the glory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003119 35531 359 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:29:50pm  
 
<P>I'm double-checking right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003129 35531 369 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:31:02pm  
 
<P>Yep.</P> 
<P>It was this one, all right:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/304/8003064" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003155 35531 395 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:36:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/8003145" target=_blank>#385</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because, I can...How come the comment loads as "8,003,064" if it's 
8,000,000?Does one count include deleteys?Just curious.</P> 
<P>You WON THE TOASTER!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the numbers are not strictly contiguous. There are some gaps, due to 
various technical reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003997 35531 508 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 8:52:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/8003633" target=_blank>#497</A> Zathras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>In fairness, there have been ludicrous statements about this against Harry 
Potter from more than just fundamentalist Christians. <A 
href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1080525/Atheist-Richard-Dawkins-
warns-Harry-Potter-negative-effect-children.html" target=_blank>Here</A> is 
Richard Dawkins saying that HP has a negative effect on children because it 
promotes magical thinking and not scientific thinking. Just another type of 
fundamentalist I suppose...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That story is typical Daily Fail crap. Dawkins doesn't even mention the Harry 
Potter books -- they put those words in his mouth. He was talking about the 
dangers of raising children to believe in myths and fairytales, not Harry Potter 
specifically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004001 35531 509 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 8:53:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/8003744" target=_blank>#504</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>No, he was not saying "imagination is dangerous," that's ridiculous. And if 
you'd ever read anything Dawkins has written, you'd know he does not believe any 
such thing.</P> 
<P>He was talking about the danger of teaching children to <EM>believe</EM> 
myths. In other words, teaching myths as <EM>fact</EM>.</P> 
<P>This really isn't a difficult concept to grasp, unless you're determined to 
distort it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003194 35532 8 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:46:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8003188" target=_blank>#4</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure some of your 'fans' will turn this into some cynical take on 
you.</P> 
<P>But then again, fuck em! Good job Charles!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now ask me if I give a flying shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08003228 35532 25 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:52:18pm  
 
<P>And a flounce! It's the icing on the cake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08003239 35532 31 Charles Wed, Jan 6, 2010 9:54:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8003209" target=_blank>#14</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you give a flying shit?/:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why ... no. I don't!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004014 35533 553 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:01:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/8004011" target=_blank>#551</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Reid was captured there was a question as to the presidents authority to 
hold people so he was handed over to civilian authorities. The legislative 
branches then made sure the presidents authority to classify people as enemy 
combatants was spelled out and as far as I can tell it's been upheld in the 
courts. That's why Jose Padilla (an american citizen picked up on american soil) 
was able to be held in a military facility for years without a 
trial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're conveniently forgetting that Padilla was ultimately moved to a 
civilian court, tried, convicted, and sentenced to 17 years in prison.</P> 
<P>After being held for years on "dirty bomb" charges that appear to have been 
completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004021 35533 559 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:11:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/556/8004018" target=_blank>#556</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Religion of peace...<A 
href="http://www.miamiherald.com/416/story/1413726.html?storylink=omni_popular" 
target=_blank>Man threatening to `kill all the Jews' taken off Miami flight, 
arrested</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I saw that -- but this time it sounds like it was just an angry guy who 
snapped, not any kind of actual terrorist. I was on a flight once with a guy who 
did something similar -- but this guy started screaming about black people. 
(Using the N word.) I never did find out what set the guy off, if 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004696 35537 2 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 1:47:33pm  
 
<P>Are they counting his words yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004702 35537 3 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 1:48:10pm  
 
<P>"Ultimately, the buck stops with me ... it is my responsibility."</P> 
<P>Narcissist!</P> 
<P>/hot air</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08004710 35537 6 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 1:50:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8004706" target=_blank>#5</A> nightlight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does LGF still actually talk about what the president said, or do they just 
talk about what right wing blogs are saying?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go ahead and talk -- nobody's stopping you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004744 35537 25 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 1:55:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8004731" target=_blank>#18</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Always with the questions...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's supposed to make me feel guilty or something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004749 35537 29 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 1:58:00pm  
 
<P>I was struck by the fact that Obama took personal responsibility for the 
intelligence failures that led to the Christmas Day attack. I like that in a 
President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004763 35537 36 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:00:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8004747" target=_blank>#28</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Treu, but will this president identify the enemy as militant Islamofascism, 
or will he dance around it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you watched the speech, but he certainly did. He didn't use 
the word "Islamofascism," though, so if that's your criteria, you'll probably be 
disappointed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004791 35537 59 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:07:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8004784" target=_blank>#53</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A certain sufferer of ODS that I know says that someone must be fired/asked 
to resign for the intelligence failures or Obama will lose all credibility 
(which he never had in the eyes of the ODS sufferers, but 
whatever.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bush administration, of course, never fired or penalized anyone in the US 
intelligence system after 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004824 35537 90 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:15:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8004797" target=_blank>#65</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Uh, no, it's not. While Operation Rescue is despicable, they are nothing like 
Al Qaeda, Hizballah, Hamas, et. al.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Operation Rescue is like Al Qaeda, Hamas, etc. in many ways. 
They're all inspired by extremist interpretations of religion. They're all 
willing to use violence to achieve their aims, and have a <EM>history</EM> of 
using violence. And they're all irrational people dominated by hatred and 
intolerance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004871 35537 129 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:25:10pm  
 
<P>To give the Bush administration their due, I think they did make serious 
progress at undermining and in some cases destroying militant Islamic networks 
around the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004883 35537 140 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:27:28pm  
 
<P>Fox News cut away from the press conference with intelligence officials to 
show Glenn Beck ranting away again about communism.</P> 
<P>Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004929 35537 184 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:37:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8004919" target=_blank>#174</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not that hard to rig up some suicide belts, or even a truck bomb and 
plow it into a restaurant. Even easier to acquire some automatic weapons and 
shoot up a pizza parlor.If they wanted to, they could.</P> 
<P>Comparison of religious right wing groups to Al Qaeda and Hamas used to be 
something that was soundly ridiculed here ( ala Rosie O'Donnell's idiotic 
remarks).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Operation Rescue is not just a "religious right wing" group. They're a group 
of extremist fanatics with a history of encouraging and inspiring violent acts, 
and there are people working for them right now who have been convicted of 
bombing plots and have spent time in prison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08004975 35537 222 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 2:52:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/8004949" target=_blank>#202</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the bar you set, nearly every muslim organization in America qualifies, as 
nearly all have had members arrested for acts of violence and/or plots of 
violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Every Muslim organization in America?"</P> 
<P>Paint with a broad brush much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005019 35538 9 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:19:01pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Have fun somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08005022 35538 11 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:21:39pm  
 
<P>And another troglodyte from the class of 2004 bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005039 35538 18 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:29:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8005030" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a load of shit. Glenn Reynolds updated his post and is now demanding an 
apology. At the time We put up a thread here Instapundit's post said...</P> 
<P>Charles can't be held responsible for updates Glenn added probably a day or 
two later. Looking at the series of updates it seems he was catching as lot of 
flack from various sources and decided to backpeddle. What a 
douche.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I agree. Load of shit. But again, this is typical behavior on the right 
wing blogosphere these days.</P> 
<P>I updated my post too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005044 35538 21 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8005030" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles can't be held responsible for updates Glenn added probably a day or 
two later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people seem to think I do nothing but follow their blogs.</P> 
<P>I almost never read Instapundit. So I'm not going to know about any "updates" 
he posts unless someone informs me about them. Patterico can bite 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005047 35538 23 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:32:03pm  
 
<P>Notice also that Glenn Reynolds didn't even link to my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005059 35538 31 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:34:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8005053" target=_blank>#27</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Patterico sez...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That update has been up since at least January 4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It took Glenn Reynolds 4 days to decide the picture was racist. 
Lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, since I don't read Instapundit -- because I'm not interested in 
any blog that links often to white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain -- the first 
I heard about any "updates" was when Patterico began his latest stupid 
freakout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005069 35538 41 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 3:37:22pm  
 



<P>It's amazing how posts like Reynolds' and Patterico's bring out the nutjobs, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005219 35538 181 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 4:35:05pm  
 
<P>At Patterico:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. But do we know Charles Johnson saw Reynolds’s update?</P> 
<P>Yes, we do. I e-mailed him about it early yesterday morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pathetic. Here's the truth -- when Patterico started attacking me at 
his blog, I set up a rule that automatically files anything from him directly 
into the trash.</P> 
<P>So -- no, I didn't see Reynolds's update until he Twittered about it at 3:21 
this afternoon, and Carl in Jerusalem, who leeched off of LGF for years by 
posting every single blog entry he ever wrote here, followed within minutes.</P> 
<P>The whole right wing blogosphere is playing gotcha with me these days. And a 
<EM>lame</EM> kind of gotcha game it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005354 35539 7 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 5:31:16pm  
 
<P>Since Patterico put up a big post today claiming that I "failed to correct a 
false statement about Glenn Reynolds" (even though I didn't even know about the 
Instapundit update that Patterico is linking to), I wonder how long I should 
wait before pointing out that I updated my post about Reynolds as soon as I 
learned about his update?</P> 
<P>And I learned about his update because he Twittered "Charles Johnson owes me 
a correction" to the universe, without bothering to contact me about it 
first.</P> 
<P>This kind of crap is really irritating. These people are playing gotcha and 
smearing me all over the web without even bothering to follow 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005383 35539 17 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 5:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8005373" target=_blank>#13</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay finally got it to work, nice video but I have a question, if stop sign 
guy seems to be depressed by his job because he can't dance whenever he wants 
to, why exactly is he so upset and so put out when he gets fired?</P> 
<P>I mean I obviously there are plenty of us who have jobs we hate but want to 
keep because of the pay, but light guy evidently getting paid for his work or 
need food, so why is he so put out about not suddenly having red lights intrude 
on him every so often?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. He wasn't just fired. He was picked up by a crane, tossed into a 
garbage truck, and dumped into a landfill. Just for making people happy.</P> 
<P>I'd be pissed too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005416 35539 28 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 5:54:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8005391" target=_blank>#20</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well he now has an update quoting your update.</P> 
<P>He is playing to the crowd on the spin while trying to split the difference 
on the facts. Pretty cheap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, not my latest update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005438 35539 38 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 6:01:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8005429" target=_blank>#33</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reynolds says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said that I thought the pic was racist, but was trying to be fair to the 
Democrat who sent it around when someone (Tom Maguire, hardly some white 
supremacist) suggested things might be otherwise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still maintain that the italicized part is a bs attempt to hang blame on a 
Democrat while ignoring the bad behavior on the other side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the sleaze factor is very noticeable. And Reynolds never acknowledges 
that the picture originated at right wing sites, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005442 35539 40 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 6:02:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8005436" target=_blank>#37</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, being registered to vote as a Dem does not make one a left-wing Dem. The 
person may very well be a DINO (DEM in name only).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. I was registered as a Democrat when I voted for George W. Bush 
in 2004. Party registration tells you very little about a person's actual 
opinions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005489 35540 15 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 6:31:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8005480" target=_blank>#9</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can disagree with his position, but the man is at least trying to research 
the books. Can't really argue with that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have got to be kidding.</P> 
<P>Don McLeroy is one of the most hardcore creationists I've ever seen. He's not 
trying to "research" anything -- he's looking for anything he can use to promote 
the creationist agenda, no matter how distorted or dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005540 35540 52 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 6:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8005533" target=_blank>#46</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<P>Would you mind if I feature your Palin posts on the front page? You're so 
good at channeling the Sarah-thing that it's a little scary. But also insanely 
funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005705 35541 74 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 7:46:07pm  
 
<P>Some people apparently don't understand what satire is for.</P> 
<P>Nonetheless, the satire will continue until morale improves.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08005714 35541 83 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 7:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8005711" target=_blank>#80</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK</P> 
<P>It is funny, I thought it was funny.</P> 
<P>I just think people will say "look at LGF it publishes untrue stuff," cause 
there are a lot of people who won't see it as funny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what else is new?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005823 35541 183 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:04:24pm  
 
<P>Can anyone tell what Glenn Reynolds is trying to say in his latest 
update?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/91288/" 
target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UPDATE: Charles now updates, several days late, and says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reynolds updated his post again to say he does think the picture is racist, 
despite the appearance that he was excusing it (and I wasn’t the only one to 
think so). According to Glenn Reynolds, he was reacting against “cheap and bogus 
charges of racism.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that isn’t what I said at all. I said that I thought the pic was 
racist, but was trying to be fair to the Democrat who sent it around when 
someone (Tom Maguire, hardly some white supremacist) suggested things might be 
otherwise. The “cheap and bogus charges of racism” bit is above. This is just as 
misleading as his original characterization of my post. In the past, I’ve relied 
on Charles’ assessments of other blogs and bloggers, and it’s now clear that was 
a mistake on my part.</P> 
<P>Charles, I wish you well, but . . . well, I don’t really have much else I 
want to say right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I can get from this is that he's pissed off at me for calling him out on 
a very lame attempt to make excuses for a racist picture. He did write the very 
words he says he didn't write, and then says he did write. But it's "misleading" 
somehow? WTF? He's not making any sense.</P> 
<P>But since I haven't relied on Glenn Reynolds for much of anything in quite a 
while, I can't say the feeling is mutual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005829 35541 189 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:09:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8005826" target=_blank>#186</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>" The “cheap and bogus charges of racism” bit is above. This is just as 
misleading as his original characterization of my post. In the past, I’ve relied 
on Charles’ assessments of other blogs and bloggers, and it’s now clear that was 
a mistake on my part."</P> 
<P>I think he's dissing your opinions &amp; judgement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that I got. But the rest of his post is completely 
incoherent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08005856 35541 215 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8005843" target=_blank>#203</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As am I. Carries the "WEIRD" tag instead of the "HUMOR" tag. A post worthy of 
the Daily Kos circa 2006.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must be very uncomfortable to go through life handicapped by an inability 
to understand humor. I feel for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005874 35541 231 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/8005868" target=_blank>#225</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that he's using that very post to propagate the dishonest "That 
Democrat who sent it around" meme is silly as hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember also that Reynolds frequently links to white supremacist Robert 
Stacy McCain, and has even linked to extremists calling for revolution recently, 
and to outright neo-confederate nutjobs.</P> 
<P>There's a reason why he's trying to deflect attention away from the racism of 
that image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005883 35541 240 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8005849" target=_blank>#208</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It a common excuse we've seen from supporters of the BNP and VB; They pretend 
to not understand what fascism is because the allegation has been made too many 
times previously. The Right has been furiously trying to deprive racism of 
meaning so they can engage in it at will and feel impervious. We've seen this 
before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- this attitude is everywhere on the right wing blogs. They complain 
that they're being labeled as racists unjustly, even as they make excuses for 
blatantly racist images like the shoe shine picture, or the picture of Obama 
with a bone through his nose.</P> 
<P>There are now right wingers posting to the #tcot stream on Twitter who use 
both of those racist images as their personal avatars, and they have thousands 
of followers. I've never seen a single person complain about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005891 35541 248 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:44:29pm  
 
<P>For example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/jDamn/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005904 35541 261 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:54:13pm  
 
<P>This guy has more than 1200 followers on Twitter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/account/profile_image/obamascare?hreflang=en" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08005908 35541 265 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 9:58:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, notice that, again, Glenn Reynolds doesn't post a link to LGF. He 
attacks me by name, but doesn't even have the decency to link to the post he's 
attacking.</P> 
<P>What a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08005910 35541 267 Charles Thu, Jan 7, 2010 10:00:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/8005909" target=_blank>#266</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I often wonder how they can possibly maintain a near constant state of 
negative energy. Not just this example but most of them. Reading TCOT is like, I 
can't think of what to compare it to. It's just a constant stream of 
ragging.</P> 
<P>BTW, just noticed that some them are angry at Sarah Palin because she took a 
jab at CPAC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're angry at Sarah Palin -- she bailed on CPAC because she's in a 
personal spat with the organizers, but she's going to speak at another 
conference because she's getting paid a lot of money for it.</P> 
<P>None of them are the least bit concerned about having the John Birch Society 
at CPAC, however.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006401 35541 326 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 9:14:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8005944" target=_blank>#300</A> Archon</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, there's a difference between writing an original piece of satire, 
and doing a line by line knockoff of someone else's original writing.</P> 
<P>You did the latter, in an especially unimaginative fashion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006539 35543 98 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:21:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8006509" target=_blank>#69</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>Tim Blair of the Daily Telegraph is an idiot.</P> 
<P>Full stop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I see he's attacking again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006548 35543 106 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:25:33am  
 
<P>By the way, there's also an article today in the Danish weekly <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weekendavisen" 
target=_blank>Weekendavisen</A>, on my split with the so-called "anti-jihad" 
bloggers, focusing on one of the Danish extremists those people now associate 
with, Lars Hedegaard.</P> 
<P>I don't think the article is available online, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006558 35543 116 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:30:16am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8006553" target=_blank>#111</A> 
SasyMomaCat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is their approach? (are they applauding your rational and reasoned 
stance or having a conniption that you dare call things as they 
are?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think the article is very positive toward Lars Hedegaard, but it's in 
Danish so I haven't read it yet! I have a PDF copy that I'm going to try to 
translate with Google's tools in a little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006612 35543 151 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:50:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8006561" target=_blank>#119</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this it?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.180grader.dk/Politik/kendt-islamkritiker-undsiger-lars-
hedegaard-han-er-ekstremist" target=_blank>Kendt islamkritiker undsiger Lars 
Hedegaard: Han er ekstremist ...</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=da&amp;u=http://www.180
grader.dk/Politik/kendt-islamkritiker-undsiger-lars-hedegaard-han-er-
ekstremist&amp;ei=r3lHS_qVEIrmM8KK5JAJ&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&a
mp;resnum=1&amp;ved=0CAkQ7gEwAA&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3D%2522Charles%2BJohnson%25
22%2Bweekendavisen%26hl%3Den%26tbo%3D1%26tbs%3Dqdr:d" 
target=_blank>Translation</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a quote from the article -- the full article's quite a bit longer, and 
mentions some of the other US bloggers who are associating with Hedegaard. 
(Including the shrieking harpy.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007524 35543 172 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 4:17:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/8006832" target=_blank>#166</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>I'm of two minds about this praise the media has for your statement about the 
right.</P> 
<P>ON the one hand, I'm happy for any positive coverage that you get, and agree 
with everything you wrote.</P> 
<P>ON the other hand, I also wonder if the media's newfound attention is an 
attempt at self-justification. The fact is that you were one of their most 
consistent, and effective, critics during the Bush years. You consistently 
called bullshit on some of their most egregious coverage, especially during the 
Israel - Hezbollah war. The New York Times bloggers used to lump you in with the 
most hateful right wingers, and the left would frequently call you a Nazi.</P> 
<P>It will be interesting to see what happens when the next war in the middle 
east breaks out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When? Not if? Yeah, I guess it is "when." Hezbollah's been building up arms 
again for quite a while. But things have been relatively quiet 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007531 35543 173 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 4:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8007280" target=_blank>#170</A> Bob 
Levin</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. To me that seems like some serious software. Maybe Charles could sell a 
batch or two to Homeland Security. I'm serious.</P> 
<P>And aren't threats like the one mentioned against some law, 
somewhere?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That comment remains posted at Ryan Mauro's blog at David Horowitz's 
site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsrealblog.com/2010/01/06/darnit-charles-
johnson-catches-me-being-a-racist-whatever-shall-i-
do/?utm_source=co2hog#IDComment51103077" 
target=_blank>www.newsrealblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006631 35544 35 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:54:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8006621" target=_blank>#25</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't terrorism. The FBI said it had nothing to do with terrorism. It 
was just, uh, airline counter rage. Yeah.</P> 
<P>/nothing to see here, move along</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, they did end up classifying it as a terrorist incident, several 
months afterward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006708 35544 108 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 11:18:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8006694" target=_blank>#94</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I just said again, Obama appointed a man to "Green Jobs Czar" who was 
apart of an organization that believed Bush had a role in 9/11.</P> 
<P>I'd hardly call that position as "obscure".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is false. Van Jones stated unequivocally that he is not a 9/11 Truther, 
and he was never part of any Truther organization. His name appeared on a list 
of people calling for a more thorough investigation into the 9/11 attacks -- not 
a Truther petition. This list was subsequently posted at a 9/11 Truther site, 
and several of the other people whose names appeared said they had never even 
signed the original petition in the first place.</P> 
<P>You've been drinking the Koolaid. This story was distorted beyond recognition 
by the right wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08006893 35545 6 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 12:20:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8006886" target=_blank>#2</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and they didn't lose by THAT much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The final total of electoral votes: 365 Obama, 173 McCain.</P> 
<P>That's a landslide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007478 35546 5 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 4:06:06pm  
 
<P>You know, a lot of right wing bloggers seem to think I've gone nuts -- maybe 
it's the video card fan?</P> 
<P>Guess I'll have to see if I start really admiring Sarah Palin 
again...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08007571 35546 52 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 4:30:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8007522" target=_blank>#25</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In case any conservative Catholic lizardoids are here at the moment, it's the 
one year anniversary of the passing of Fr. Richard John Neuhaus. An appreciation 
is <A href="http://www.firstthings.com/blogs/firstthoughts/2010/01/08/honoring-
father-neuhaus/" target=_blank>here.</A></P> 
<P>(And don't let the First Things address put you off. For some inexplicable 
reason they host Gateway Pundit, but he's on his own discrete 
perch.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's apparently OK with the editors at First Things for one of their bloggers 
to accuse someone of "supporting child porn" with absolutely no 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007724 35546 170 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 5:22:01pm  
 
<P>I'm now taking suggestions for a title for my new page at <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/" target=_blank>True/Slant</A>. I'm thinking of 
"LGF2". Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007786 35547 2 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 5:36:32pm  
 
<P>It's politically smart for her to shun the JBS, that's for 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007831 35547 27 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 5:47:11pm  
 
<P>Looks like Tim Blair's latest snide post is getting linked everywhere -- it's 
funny, though, because his punchline -- the post about Dick Cheney from 2001 -- 
was actually not even posted by me.</P> 
<P>My brother Michael posted a few things in the early days, and that was his 
writing.</P> 
<P>He also turned up his nose at Summer's Palin parody. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009183 35547 146 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 10:04:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/8008781" target=_blank>#143</A> 
Hector1980</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'And I can’t help being dismayed that all four of the GOP politicians 
mentioned in Cillizza’s post are creationists: Jindal, Huckabee, Pawlenty, and 
Palin.'</P> 
<P>And I wonder who of those really believe it and who just do it to pander to 
the base.</P> 
<P>Jindal is Catholic, right? We usually don't believe in that Creationist crap 
(we believe in different crap)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jindal is not just a believer in creationism, he's also been involved in at 
least one exorcism. And he has the distinction of being one of the only 
governors who has actually managed to get legislation passed that will be used 



to promote creationism in Louisiana schools -- the so-called "academic freedom" 
bill (based on a document authored by the Discovery Institute) that became law 
in 2008.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007925 35548 8 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:17:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8007924" target=_blank>#7</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Sometimes assholes are OK, too.</P> 
<P>Wait, that didn't sound right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007964 35548 19 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:25:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8007956" target=_blank>#16</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Blair's effort to demonstrate that LGF is newly 'error-prone', he 
continues (by Ace proxy) the tactic of ignoring Limbaugh's actual racist quotes, 
and instead focuses on reports of disputed statements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very important for Tim and fellow travelers to convince themselves that 
nothing I say matters, I make all kinds of mistakes, I'm terrible at what I do, 
I wear funny shirts, whatever.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, they apparently read every comment at LGF.</P> 
<P>What's wrong with this picture?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08007991 35548 31 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:32:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8007989" target=_blank>#29</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of random curiosity- I'm 25 years old. Am I one of the youngest 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You whippersnappers get off my lawn!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008007 35548 39 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:34:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8008001" target=_blank>#37</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"In the early days of LGF, da braddah wrote a few posts; that’s one of 
his."</P> 
<P>And it only got four replies. Not a very thought provoking post was 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Four replies was a highly popular post back then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008012 35548 42 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:35:59pm  
 
<P>And please note that da braddah was also on to Osama bin Laden at an early 
stage - long before 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008033 35548 58 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:40:38pm  
 



<P>I'm thinking of making Friday the Smear Day. The day I respond to the most 
outrageous smear posted by someone like Tim Blair. Probably won't run out of 
material for a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008054 35548 72 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:44:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8008039" target=_blank>#61</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could call it 'Funny Shirt Day.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It already kinda is, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008114 35548 122 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 6:59:18pm  
 
<P>I'm considering banning anyone who advocates moving to Southern 
California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08008588 35548 567 Charles Fri, Jan 8, 2010 10:10:16pm  
 
<P>The fascist sympathizers at Gates of Vienna are trying to seize the moment 
and convince the right wing blogosphere that since I'm obviously deranged, now's 
the time for all good wingnut bloggers to embrace the neo-fascists of Europe -- 
especially Vlaams Belang.</P> 
<P>Gotta love it. The way things are going on the wingnut blogs, this ploy might 
even work. It's a small step from white supremacist blogger Robert Stacy McCain 
to the real European fascist movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009144 35548 713 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 9:41:05am  
 
<P>It's a long-standing policy that posts complaining about what is posted or 
not posted at LGF will be deleted.</P> 
<P>If you think an article needs to be seen, I created the spinoff links feature 
specifically so that you could post it and add your commentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009165 35548 714 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 9:54:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/712/8009131" target=_blank>#712</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one of the posts that was really the start of it all, notice the swarm 
of apologists, accommodators, and outright racists that flocked to defend 
allying with the Eurofascists.[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27592_Organizing_to_Resist_the_Isl
amization_of_Europe/comments/#ctop" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that thread was a real eye-opener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009395 35551 31 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 11:41:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8009390" target=_blank>#27</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The HuffPo has some absolute nut job idiots. Just reading the comments there 
is enough to make me vomit, as many ultra left wingers claim that Charles 
deserves threats for his past postings, being a conservative, supporting McCain, 
etc.</P> 
<P>I give to you this gem:</P> 
<P>"I have very little sympathy for this man. He helped create a monster that 
has gotten out of control and now comes home to roost"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't remember asking for this idiot's sympathy, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009410 35551 44 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 11:47:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8009385" target=_blank>#24</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And blog owners should have a legal duty not only to remove such comments 
immediately and to ban the perpetrator, but also to report such threats to the 
police.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree on the first two points, but I can tell you from experience that the 
police don't really care much about the third point, unless the threat is 
<EM>very</EM> specific and direct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009422 35551 52 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 11:53:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8009357" target=_blank>#12</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... another called the gated community you moved to a "whites-only neocon 
enclave."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! Actually couldn't be further from the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009588 35553 18 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 2:21:30pm  
 
<P>I think what this shows, more than Reid's racism, is his casual contempt for 
voters -- even Democratic voters -- since he's assuming that Obama's ability to 
"speak white" is going to influence them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08009887 35554 96 Charles Sat, Jan 9, 2010 4:38:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8009863" target=_blank>#77</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,If a new unconfirmed registrants email has not been received after a 
couple days, what might be wrong? Just a question from my Ladydragon... who of 
course would (if approved) be the same IP as I am.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a link at the upper left of the page, when you are not logged in, 
that says 'Re-send Confirmation'. Make sure you have any spam filters turned off 
- that's the most common cause of problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08011700 35560 1 Charles Sun, Jan 10, 2010 1:24:11pm  
 
<P>I guess everyone is overcome by the smoke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08011765 35560 3 Charles Sun, Jan 10, 2010 1:40:59pm  
 
<P>Echo <SUB>Echo</SUB> <SUB><SUB>echo...</SUB></SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08011768 35560 4 Charles Sun, Jan 10, 2010 1:41:16pm  
 
<P>You'd think there was some kind of NFL playoff game going on or 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08011955 35561 22 Charles Sun, Jan 10, 2010 3:30:48pm  
 
<P>Øyvind Strømmen has written an interesting rebuttal of the claims going 
around right wing blogs supporting Hedegaard; here's the Google translation to 
English from Norwegian: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.teknofaun.net%2F%
3Fp%3D222&amp;sl=no&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=&amp;ie=UTF-8" target=_blank>"No fascists 
to see" - comment on a Danish blog war</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08013306 35563 59 Charles Mon, Jan 11, 2010 11:01:18am  
 
<P>This means that we could possibly see a presidential election in which two of 
the GOP candidates had shows on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08015458 35570 13 Charles Tue, Jan 12, 2010 9:36:23am  
 
<P>With tiny pocket video cameras all over the place, if they're trying to keep 
control of the message they're lost in a fantasy world. Whatever is said at the 
conference will be on the Internet within minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08015475 35570 30 Charles Tue, Jan 12, 2010 9:43:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8015463" target=_blank>#18</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Palin's case, she seems more concerned about being confronted with 
unanticipated questions or otherwise unscripted settings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, they're trying to keep her out of situations where someone 
knowledgeable might talk to her. Only tea party organizers get face 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08016765 35575 481 Charles Tue, Jan 12, 2010 5:27:56pm  
 
<P>Just what in the heck is going on here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08016793 35575 508 Charles Tue, Jan 12, 2010 5:34:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/8016786" target=_blank>#502</A> tajsagay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hi charles niice 2 meet u</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi there. What kind of name is "tajsagay?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08018489 35579 2 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 12:03:38pm  
 
<P>She's developing a sort of Shatner-esque random hesitation speech 
pattern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08018824 35580 14 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 1:36:24pm  
 
<P>Good ol' Google Adsense -- serves up an ad for "The Satanic 
Superstore!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08019786 35581 309 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 5:20:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/8019780" target=_blank>#304</A> 
YoungLibertarian92</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand. But I thought Charles took extra precautions to stop 
trolls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you previously registered here with another name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08019794 35581 317 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 5:22:28pm  
 
<P>Mmkay. Just askin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08019809 35581 330 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 5:25:31pm  
 
<P>Some people are trying to spread a rumor on Twitter that LGF's Google 
pagerank has suddenly had a drastic drop from 7 to 4.</P> 
<P>Not true. LGF's pagerank is currently 7.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08019857 35581 374 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 5:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/8019848" target=_blank>#366</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>I'll second that recommendation -- I often find interesting items at <A 
href="http://www.aldaily.com/" target=_blank>Arts and Letters 
Daily</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08020023 35582 6 Charles Wed, Jan 13, 2010 6:42:01pm  
 
<P>I give Jon Stewart a lot of credit for even doing this. It's the bleeding 
edge of American politics - where do you draw the line between interrogation and 
torture?</P> 
<P>Very tough issue. John Yoo walked the minefield pretty well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024229 35589 658 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:04:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/8024173" target=_blank>#602</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Danny Glover echoing Pat Robertson?<A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/timblair/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/pact_with_gaia/" target=_blank>Actor Danny Glover believes that the 
Haitian earthquake was caused by climate change and global 
warming:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tim Blair shows once again that he's a liar. Danny Glover is a leftist kook, 
but he absolutely did not say that global warming caused the Haitian 
earthquake.</P> 
<P>This is complete crap. I just listened to the recording and Blair is flat out 
lying about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024231 35589 660 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:05:17am  
 
<P>Here's the recording of Danny Glover's statement.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/a2ft5JkNWJA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024250 35589 679 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:15:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/8024239" target=_blank>#668</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"All the region is imperiled by global warming and climate change..." Do we 
have a full transcript? Sounds to me like he's saying that what happened in 
Haiti could happen anywhere in the region, which is true, but then goes on to 
talk about Copenhagen and global warming, which have nothing to do with 
quakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glover's point is confused, like his mind, but he's saying that Caribbean 
nations are in danger from many natural forces, including global warming. At no 
point does he ever say that global warming caused the earthquake. That's pure 
distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024293 35589 697 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:33:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/8024274" target=_blank>#693</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listened to the entire video before posting. What do you think Glover was 
saying the earthquake is a "response" to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said when people got together in Copenhagen, the response is what you see 
in Haiti right now. An international aid effort. You have to really stretch to 
try to see that as saying the earthquake was a response to Copenhagen.</P> 
<P>Glover's a kook, but he's not <EM>that</EM> crazy.</P> 
<P>Blair's post is dishonest, and he knows it -- he's on a global warming denial 
crusade and he'll do and say anything in that effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024300 35590 31 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:37:06am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8024283" target=_blank>#19</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Danny Glover has now entered his own asinine comment on the tragedy, using it 
as a pedestal for his own political beliefs.</P> 
<P>I knew the left couldn't let the right have all of the fun:</P> 
<P>“When we see what we did at the climate summit in Copenhagen, this is the 
response, this is what happens, you know what I’m sayin’?”</P> 
<P>This of course is the same man who thinks Chavez is just 
grande.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh.</P> 
<P>I'm no fan of Danny Glover. He's a leftist kook. But I listened to this 
recording and he was clearly saying that the international relief effort in 
Haiti was the kind of response that came out of Copenhagen. NOT the 
earthquake.</P> 
<P>Good grief. This is obviously going to be the next 
nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024307 35590 38 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:40:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8024303" target=_blank>#34</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea, I stand corrected as seen above. I heard it on the radio and it was 
framed in a very edited context.</P> 
<P>However, I still think it's a braindead comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which radio show?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024321 35590 51 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:44:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8024312" target=_blank>#43</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Limbaugh continues to make himself impossible to satirize.What a horrible 
jerk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what Limbaugh actually said to the woman who questioned him about his 
remarks:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RUSH: No, no, no, no, no. I’m not implying that. … What I’m illustrating here 
is that you’re a blockhead. What I’m illustrating here is that you’re a closed-
minded bigot who is ill-informed. … And if you had listened to this program for 
a modicum of time you would know it. But instead you’re a blockhead. Your mind 
is totally closed. <STRONG>You have tampons in your ears</STRONG>. Nothing is 
getting through other than the biased crap that you 
read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024332 35590 61 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:47:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8024320" target=_blank>#50</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure I'd want to make the comparison to Copenhagen, given that there 
was no actual agreement on what to do; it was a non-binding agreement, which 
means everyone will continue doing business as they have, and pay lip service to 
reducing carbon emissions.</P> 



<P>The real heavy lifting on the disaster relief for Haiti will come from the US 
military, which has the means to do so because the same equipment that can send 
aircraft against military targets can also carry dozens of helicopters and bring 
a mobile landing platform to bear pretty much anywhere around the world within 
hours. Yet, it's the US military, which Glover has often castigated, that will 
be on the front lines in providing that aid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, don't get me wrong -- I'm not defending what Glover said. He's a far 
leftist who likes to visit Cuba, and hangs out with Hugo Chavez. Of course he 
thinks an international effort is wonderful -- it's his world view.</P> 
<P>But he did not say that global warming caused the Haitian earthquake. This is 
completely false -- and the usual blogs are already running with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024361 35590 90 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 10:56:03am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8024342" target=_blank>#71</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listened to the broadcast. Glover was rambling a bit when he got to 
Copenhagen, but I think he was saying that the overall situation in Haiti was 
caused by global warming and that because nothing happened in Copenhagen to stop 
global warming, this is the result (he used the word "response"). Anyway, it was 
difficult to hear him at times, but that's my take.</P> 
<P>The site I used was <A href="http://www.linktv.org/about/blog/post/355/danny-
glover-on-haiti-and-climate-change-we-have-to-act-now" target=_blank>Danny 
Glover and Marie St. Cyr on Haiti</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how you can justify that Glover said the overall situation in 
Haiti was caused by global warming. He didn't say that at all. Here's the exact 
quote in question:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The threat of what happened to Haiti is the threat that could happen anywhere 
in the Caribbean, to these island nations. You know, they're all in peril 
because of global warming, they're all in peril because of climate 
change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said that the Caribbean island nations are in peril due to global warming, 
which is actually true. These nations will be among the first to register the 
effects of rising sea levels.</P> 
<P>He did not say that global warming caused the earthquake. He pointed out that 
global warming could also cause disasters in the area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024395 35590 122 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 11:07:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8024382" target=_blank>#110</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went back and listened to the broadcast again. Here's what I heard:</P> 
<P>Glover starting at 1:48</P> 
<P>"And I hope we seize this particular moment, because the threat of what 
happened to Haiti is a threat that could happen anywhere in the Caribbean to 
these island nations, you know, they're all in peril because of global warming, 
all in peril because of climate change and all this, and we need 
to...(unclear)...when we read what we did at the climate summit in Copenhagen, 



this is the response, this is what happens, you know what I'm saying, but we 
have to act now."</P> 
<P>I'm confused by the second part where he says "this is the response, this is 
what happens." What is he talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's kind of rambling, but after the long ramble about a "new kind of 
internationalism" I think it's clear he was saying that this kind of 
internationalism led to the relief effort -- the "response" in Haiti. I don't 
see any way to reasonably interpret it to mean that Glover thought the 
earthquake was the "response."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024408 35590 135 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 11:11:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8024397" target=_blank>#124</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<P>True - he's attempting to politicize it in a clumsy way.</P> 
<P>On the other hand it's not false that island nations will the first to feel 
the effects of rising sea levels. And that's where the comparison to Pat 
Robertson's ugly remarks break down, because Robertson said Haiti signed a 
Satanic pact. That's another level of crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024647 35591 94 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 12:56:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8024595" target=_blank>#49</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haiti is a mountainous island nation. Haiti will be very little affected by 
rising sea levels. As to the rest of global warming, that's probably low on the 
list of Haiti's troubles. I'm no AGW denier, but Bangladesh, Pacific atoll 
nations, and so on are far more at risk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that there are probably areas more at risk from rising sea levels 
than Haiti, but just because Haiti is mountainous doesn't mean it's immune 
either. The lifefblood of any island nation is its seaports, and if sea levels 
rise enough to shut down the big ports -- big trouble would 
ensue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024653 35591 100 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 12:58:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8024648" target=_blank>#95</A> John 
Neverbend</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still am inclined to interpret his statements to mean just that, but my 
point is that the Wingnuts are wrong to fault him in the way that they have for 
that statement, if indeed he meant it (and I accept there is some doubt). I 
would simply argue that it's not the most obvious explanation, although it's not 
wrong to believe, on the basis of current scientific understanding, that 
increased earthquake activity could result from global warming. It's almost 
certainly wrong in this particular case. However, it's far far away from what 
Pat Robertson said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right before the quoted section, he's talking about international relief 
efforts and the ships that are on their way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024727 35591 173 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 1:32:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8024708" target=_blank>#154</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge and the Telegraph go past even that far-fetched bit of creative 
interpretation and assert that Glover is claiming the earthquake as <A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/timblair/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/pact_with_gaia/" target=_blank>Gaia's revenge</A> for the failure of 
the Copenhagen conference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the Tim Blair blog post I linked above. Blair isn't above distorting 
the truth to promote his anti-AGW crusade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08024938 35591 383 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 2:39:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/8024756" target=_blank>#202</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the tip! I didn't know the <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/charlesjohnson/" target=_blank>Annex</A> was 
open!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea, I'm just getting started with it -- they've had a few software glitches 
recently, and I'm still getting used to their Wordpress interface. I'll have a 
post about it, probably over the weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08025182 35591 494 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 4:18:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8025163" target=_blank>#493</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<P>Go ahead and attack for what he actually said, no problem. It's a different 
thing to stretch and distort his words to attack him dishonestly, for things he 
didn't say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08025208 35591 496 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 4:32:10pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if Danny Glover comes out and says, "Yeah I absolutely meant 
that global warming caused the earthquake," I'll be the first to publicly say I 
got it wrong. I don't think I'm going to have to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08025328 35593 17 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 6:04:24pm  
 
<P>If Erickson is freaked out about the hate mail he gets, imagine, if you will, 
what's in my Inbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08025342 35593 25 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 6:08:56pm  
 
<P>Here's one from a Geert Wilders fan somewhere in Germany, enraged that a 
Dutch court is going ahead with a 'hate crimes' case against Wilders:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From: Slimylizard@reptilevermin.comSubject: Little Green Hypocrite</P> 
<P>Not a word about the latest attempt to put Geert Wilders in jail? Suddenly 
the self-righteous crusader against the fascist darkness falls silent? Fucking 
hypocrite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08025747 35594 14 Charles Fri, Jan 15, 2010 8:21:52pm  
 
<P>Looks like somebody named Adam Baldwin took a shot at me today on Twitter -- 
I admit I had to Google his name to find out that he's an actor who now blogs at 
Breitbart's site. Starred on "Firefly," is now a tea party kinda guy. Doesn't 
like me, but he'll have to get in line for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08026911 35597 80 Charles Sat, Jan 16, 2010 12:57:18pm  
 
<P>Note: I'm going to be traveling this afternoon, so if you don't see new posts 
for a few hours, that's why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08028760 35602 130 Charles Sun, Jan 17, 2010 1:45:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8028650" target=_blank>#21</A> elle 
Plater</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well how about this which is now front page of The Australian today. <A 
href="http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/united-nations-blunder-on-glaciers-
exposed/story-e6frg6n6-1225820614171" target=_blank>United Nations' blunder on 
glaciers exposed</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about it?</P> 
<P>I don't believe the story, first of all, until it's confirmed by a source 
that doesn't have a history of promoting denialist claims.</P> 
<P>Second, even if it's true and the warning was in error, it has no effect 
whatsoever on the massive amounts of other information on global warming that is 
not in any doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08028762 35602 132 Charles Sun, Jan 17, 2010 1:47:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/8028758" target=_blank>#128</A> 5string</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Must say, it sounds like he said "hell" to me - net "peril".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. He said "in peril." You can hear it clearly on the video 
here:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/a2ft5JkNWJA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08028965 35602 334 Charles Sun, Jan 17, 2010 3:28:56pm  
 
<P>I'm going to predict that, as with every other silly story that's supposed to 
"debunk" global warming, when the full story of this glacier warning business 
comes out, we're going to discover that someone in this deniers' chain of 
information (Roger Pielke has ZERO credibility, by the way) did not tell the 
full truth.</P> 
<P>I've seen this scenario play out over and over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08031683 35602 746 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 2:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/744/8030549" target=_blank>#744</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't see how you can deny this one, Charles, whether you believe in 
AGW or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Simple. Because it's WRONG.</P> 
<P>Go ahead and attack Danny Glover for the many stupid things he DOES say. But 
it's simple dishonesty to make up things he DIDN'T say and attack him for 
that.</P> 
<P>I'm not a fan of Danny Glover, I'm a fan of the TRUTH. And Glover did not say 
that global warming caused the Haitian earthquake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031949 35602 749 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 4:45:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/748/8031762" target=_blank>#748</A> '</EM></P> 
<P>No, he absolutely did not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031959 35602 750 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 4:47:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/747/8031691" target=_blank>#747</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so what do you think he meant by the statement I quoted 
above?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already answered that. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Danny Glover’s a pretty hardcore Hollywood leftist; hangs out with Hugo 
Chavez, visits Cuba, talks a lot about American misdeeds in Central America. 
(And there have been a few.) He’s trying to politicize the Haitian disaster, 
clumsily, by saying that all the Caribbean island nations are in danger from 
global warming (in addition to earthquakes), and that “a new kind of 
internationalism” is needed to address it. He rambles for a while about this, 
then finishes by saying that the international meeting in Copenhagen led to the 
“response” — the international relief effort.</P> 
<P>This is all very muddled and stream of consciousness, but you’d have to 
really stretch to say he meant the earthquake was the response to Copenhagen. He 
never says anything remotely resembling what’s already going around numerous 
right wing blogs — that global warming caused the Haitian 
earthquake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033075 35602 754 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:52:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/753/8032866" target=_blank>#753</A> '</EM></P> 
<P>This is stupid. I'm not getting into a yes-he-did, no-he-didn't fight with 
you.</P> 
<P>You're just wrong. He said "in peril" and it's perfectly clear in the 
recording.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031608 35605 600 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 2:01:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/8031361" target=_blank>#599</A> 
MadJadBad</EM></P> 
<P>Not this one again. This particular denier's talking point has been debunked 
at LGF over and over and over, yet people still show up and post it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031610 35605 601 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 2:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/8031354" target=_blank>#598</A> MKelly</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. So you're actually going to try to argue that human-caused CO2 is not a 
problem. Amazing.</P> 
<P>Which denial website did you get this false information from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032025 35605 606 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 5:13:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/8031857" target=_blank>#604</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Since this silliness is showing up in this thread now, too, here's what I 
posted in the next thread up.</P> 
<P>Here's a little perspective on the flawed prediction that the Himalayan 
glaciers would melt by 2035. This prediction is quoted exactly <EM>once</EM> in 
an IPCC report -- and not in any of the technical summaries, which are more 
widely read, but only in <EM>one sentence</EM> on page 493 of Chapter 10 of <A 
href="http://www1.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg2/ar4-wg2-chapter10.pdf" 
target=_blank>this very lengthy report on the impacts of climate change</A> 
(PDF).</P> 
<P>So yes, it's a breakdown in the scientific vetting process for these kinds of 
claims, but on the other hand it's being VASTLY exaggerated and blown up into a 
huge issue, far beyond what is warranted.</P> 
<P>But that's what climate deniers do, so it's not surprising.</P> 
<P>I strongly recommend that people take a look through the document I linked 
above, for a graphic demonstration of how totally insignificant this issue 
really is, compared to the mountains of scientific evidence about which there is 
no doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031349 35606 513 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 12:00:01pm  
 
<P>By the way -- here's a little perspective on the flawed prediction that the 
Himalayan glaciers would melt by 2035. This prediction is quoted exactly 
<EM>once</EM> in an IPCC report -- and not in any of the technical summaries, 
which are more widely read, but only on page 493 of Chapter 10 of <A 
href="http://www1.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg2/ar4-wg2-chapter10.pdf" 
target=_blank>this very lengthy report on the impacts of climate change</A> 
(PDF).</P> 
<P>So yes, it's a breakdown in the scientific vetting process for these kinds of 
claims, but on the other hand it's being VASTLY exaggerated and blown up into a 
huge issue, far beyond what is warranted.</P> 
<P>But that's what climate deniers do, so it's not surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031629 35606 786 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 2:20:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/8031360" target=_blank>#523</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if this is a <STRONG>huge</STRONG> issue. If it is discovered 
that vetting on this Chapter went astray, then it's a mistake, plain and simple. 
If it is discovered that that sort of mistake is repeated many times over in 
other IPCC publications, articles, debates and it's science, then the problem 
may just be <STRONG>huge</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>But ignoring it is not an option in my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly recommend reading the document I linked, to see just how tiny a 
part of the chapter the Himalayan glacier prediction is. And I mean 
<EM>tiny</EM>.</P> 
<P>This is why I'm pointing out this particular issue is being wildly, insanely 
exaggerated. It's not only not a huge issue, it's almost completely 
insignificant. It will be addressed, as it should be, but it tells you nothing 
about the general processes used by climatologists, and nothing about the 
validity of any other information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08031633 35606 790 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 2:23:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/8031617" target=_blank>#774</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes... like this "consensus," which doesn't seem to exist... "Leading 
glaciologists say the report has caused confusion and "a catalogue of errors in 
Himalayan glaciology".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8387737.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>But, if we keep saying the word over and over consensus, consensus, 
consensus, consensus... maybe it will become true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Walter, now you're going overboard.</P> 
<P>You may not want to acknowledge it, but the fact is that there is an 
absolutely overwhelming scientific consensus on the reality and causes of global 
warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032099 35607 32 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 5:47:05pm  
 
<P>OK, I changed the post to "right wing" instead of far right, but there is 
very little doubt that his surge against Coakley is fueled by far right tea 
party populism.</P> 
<P>But calling him a "moderate" is not correct either. He opposes stem cell 
research, wants a constitutional amendment to prevent same sex marriage, and in 
most other issues has a record of right wing ideological stances. His abortion 
position is a bit of an anomaly, and will probably change if he's 
elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032736 35607 662 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 8:24:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8032130" target=_blank>#62</A> 
YoungLibertarian92</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. He seems like a social moderate. He says he won't fight Roe or 
Massachusetts' same-sex marriage law. He's for civil unions but he thinks 
marriage is for one man and one woman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is absolutely NOT a "social moderate." That's absurd. Anyone who wants to 
amend the US constitution in order to prevent gay people from marrying, or who 



opposes stem cell research, is not any kind of "social moderate." These are far 
right social conservative positions, not "moderate" positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032771 35607 697 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 8:32:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/680/8032754" target=_blank>#680</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott Brown is a "right wing tea party candidate"? Are you kidding 
me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No politician who thinks we should change the Constitution of the United 
States to prevent gay people from marrying deserves the label of 
"moderate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032800 35607 726 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 8:38:16pm  
 
<P>Scott Brown is NOT "pro-choice."</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/01/15/scott-brown-engaged-in-
cu_n_425385.html" target=_blank>Scott Brown Engaged In Culture Wars As Mass 
Pol</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But on many social issues he staked out strongly conservative positions. His 
stance on abortion may provide the most compelling evidence. <STRONG>Once a 
stated supported of Roe v. Wade, he adopted a pro-life record later in his 
career.</STRONG></P> 
<P>"We're behind him," said John Rowe, chairman of Citizens for Life's federal 
political action committee. "The pro-life vote is very important at this point. 
It can make a big difference... We always welcome people coming over to our 
side."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he did NOT vote in favor of stem cell research:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The state senator has also voted against stem cell research funding, 
according to the Blue Mass Group, despite hailing from a state with massive 
biotech industry potential.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of the propaganda about Brown being a "moderate" is actually not 
true.</P> 
<P>Now that I have a few minutes to get on the web I've been looking into his 
background some more, and I'm seriously considering restoring the description 
"far right."</P> 
<P>Brown is absolutely not a moderate in any meaningful way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032836 35607 762 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 8:45:58pm  
 
<P>Please knock off the squabbling. I've said this over and over, but when these 
endless back and forth sessions get started, they're a complete turn-off to 
anyone reading these comments.</P> 
<P>Don't make me start handing out time-outs. Just take a step back and a deep 
breath and knock it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032893 35607 818 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 8:58:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/8032873" target=_blank>#798</A> 
barflytom</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bloody hell. I doubt that it ever occured to the framers of the constitution 
that gay people would someday want to marry <EM>each other</EM>.As usual, I've 
moseyed into this thread after leaving the bar, and don't have time to read 
through 700+ comments to see if I'm labouring someone else's point here, but, 
well, bloody hell !It seems that a fairly mainstream GOP candidate is going to 
take a seat previously held without difficulty for a few centuries by a drunken, 
philandering democrat. Doesn't that say more about the present popularity of the 
Obama / Pelosi "regime" (to use a lefty expression) than about the tea partying 
/ tea bagging peasants revolt ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of things the founding fathers didn't foresee. They didn't 
have microwave ovens, for example. Maybe we should have a constitutional 
amendment banning those too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032898 35607 823 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:00:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/815/8032890" target=_blank>#815</A> Kiernan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, I realize you live in California, but if you don't know what the "H" 
you are talking about, maybe, as head lizard, your headline could be a little 
less biased? Especially since it is completely wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you haven't been paying attention as the tea party groups and 
social conservative groups have glommed onto Scott Brown en 
masse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08032956 35607 881 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:13:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/853/8032928" target=_blank>#853</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Martha Coakley has said there are no terrorists left in 
Afghanistan...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are her exact words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the goal was and the mission in Afghanistan was to go in because we 
believed that the Taliban was giving harbor to terrorists. We supported that. I 
supported that. They’re gone. They’re not there anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, she said AL QAEDA was not in Afghanistan any more. And that seems 
to be true; they've moved their base of operations to other countries, 
especially Pakistan.</P> 
<P>Once again, we're seeing people regurgitate the talking points they've picked 
up from loon bloggers like Gateway Pundit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033016 35607 941 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:29:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/914/8032989" target=_blank>#914</A> 
CapeCoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the debate live. She said the terrorists were gone from 
Afghanistan. She looked and sounded like a complete fool. She never uttered the 
words Al Quada...she said <A 
href="http://http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vXEXkUHN-w0" 
target=_blank>Taliban</A> is gone from Afghanistan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I just quoted her exact words. She did not say the Taliban is gone from 
Afghanistan. She said the Taliban were harboring terrorists, and now they're 
gone.</P> 
<P>I can't believe how popular this kind of distortion is becoming on the right. 
It's disturbing and dishonest to twist someone's words so 
obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033029 35607 954 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:35:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/951/8033026" target=_blank>#951</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<P>And a majority of Americans once believed black people were less human than 
whites. There's a reason why we don't have majority rule in this 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033033 35607 958 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 9:37:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/947/8033022" target=_blank>#947</A> Kiernan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just resent people that don't live here telling me about an election that I 
already know all about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching television or reading any newspaper in the country must be sheer 
misery for you then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033090 35607 1013 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 10:02:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1010/8033087" target=_blank>#1010</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bigot!</P> 
<P>Sodomite!</P> 
<P>Bigot!</P> 
<P>Sodomite!*** *** *** ***Angels and ministers of grace protect us...</P> 
<P>P.J. O'Rourke wrote that the policy differences between Protestants and 
Catholics in Northern Ireland are too trivial to kill each other over unless you 
want to anyway and if you're Irish you do.</P> 
<P>I have to shovel out my car tomorrow before I vote. Good 
night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the difference here is that someone who calls gay people "sodomites" 
completely <EM>deserves</EM> the label "bigot."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08033223 35607 1144 Charles Mon, Jan 18, 2010 11:21:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1067/8033144" target=_blank>#1067</A> SFGoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both Hillbuzz and aconservativelesbian support Brown over Coakley, and in the 
formers' case, they claim to be a couple of/few gay moderate Dems and Hillary 
supporters. Maybe they are actually right wing trolls Yet Charles has the guy as 
a right wing nut. I don't get it. Read something that he's anti-partial birth 
but pro-choice. Could be wrong, but by definition if you are pro-choice, you 
can't be a right wing nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scott Brown is not pro-choice. He used to be pro-choice but has switched his 
position to get the pro-life groups on his side. I posted the quote on this 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08035279 35611 437 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 5:00:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8035170" target=_blank>#329</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I miss Buzzsawmonkeys humor - too bad some of the classic posters couldn't 
see themselves fitting into LGF anymore. I am an infrequent poster but I have 
some empathy (ifnot agreement) for a wide swath of the political spectrum.</P> 
<P>Anti-idolitarianism does not mean replacing right wing idolitarianism with 
left wing idolitarianism. Some people just don't see their own 
biases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Buzzsawmonkey" was a back-stabbing creep. If you really miss his "humor," 
it's pretty easy to find where he's hanging out these days -- with the crowd 
that thinks it's the height of wit to call me "Chucky," and threaten me with 
physical violence on a regular basis.</P> 
<P>Not my idea of "humor."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08035473 35611 628 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 5:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/610/8035455" target=_blank>#610</A> 
YoungLibertarian92</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to debate you. I'm here to talk about the election and to rip 
on the teabaggers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, you are really setting off the troll warning signs.</P> 
<P>Have you registered at LGF previously?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08035490 35611 645 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 5:42:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/8035482" target=_blank>#637</A> 
YoungLibertarian92</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I haven't. DF said there was some kind of test where you could verify 
that I wasn't I troll. I have 173 Karma, I'm trying to just talk to people about 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you use the name "mdr20854" by any chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08035579 35611 732 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 5:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/8035546" target=_blank>#700</A> 
YoungLibertarian92</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm ready to face the troll test. I may have some differing opinions on 
economics but that is no reason to ban someone.</P> 
<P>I'm pro-science, I'm socially liberal, and I just want a place to talk about 
politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe you. Your account information shows that you are indeed the 
same person as the blocked "mdr20854". I'm tired of letting you take advantage 
of my site, and then lie to my face when asked a direct question.</P> 
<P>Bye again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08037024 35611 1093 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 9:41:47pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1092/8036738" target=_blank>#1092</A> 
predator_intelligence</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not supporting the idiot in the photo.</P> 
<P>I am however wondering about the term far right Washington Times.There is no 
doubt they take the position of the right. However if that is the 
standard...then I assume you also refer to the NY Times as the far left NY 
Times?</P> 
<P>Like I said...while in many cases I agree with the Washington Times at the 
same time I will also agree their bias no doubt resides to the right. I think an 
impartial observer would have to agree that the NY Times time and time again 
does the same to the left.</P> 
<P>If you spot bias one way...fine. Just make sure you use the same labels to 
the other side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not accurate to call the New York Times "far left." They lean left, 
but "far left" applies to sites like Alternet and Indymedia -- not the New York 
Times.</P> 
<P>As for the Washington Times -- yes, "far right" is exactly what they are. If 
you're really interested to know why I label them this way, start here: <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/intel/intelreport/article.jsp?aid=57" 
target=_blank>Defending Dixie</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08037037 35611 1094 Charles Tue, Jan 19, 2010 9:46:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1073/8035933" target=_blank>#1073</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why choose a term with obscene connotations? <A 
href="http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=teabagger" 
target=_blank>one online dictionary's definition of teabagger</A>This is the 
first link that comes up when I type "teabagger" into the address window of 
Yahoo and ask it to complete the URL. Don't click the link if you don't want to 
know exactly why the term has an offensive meaning.</P> 
<P>Granting that Robertson really is a fellow who deserves to be spoken of in 
obscenities, still, the rank and file are another matter. They do not deserve 
this kind of language.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The term "teabag" originated with <A 
href="http://nrd.nationalreview.com/article/?q=Mjk1YmRjNzIxNmUwMTI0ZWYxZWU4OWU2M
zFiOWJmNDE" target=_blank>the tea party protesters themselves</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first big day for this movement was Tax Day, April 15. And organizers had 
a gimmick. They asked people to send a tea bag to the Oval Office. One of the 
exhortations was “Tea Bag the Fools in D.C.” A protester was spotted with a sign 
saying, “Tea Bag the Liberal Dems Before They Tea Bag You.” So, conservatives 
started it: started with this terminology. But others ran with it and ran with 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039391 35616 170 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8039347" target=_blank>#132</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They certainly fund raised for his campaign.Perhaps they are disappointed 
now, but they would still support him over anyone to his right.But that misses 



the point. A candidate can't be responsible for those who decide to cast their 
votes his or her way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm sure you were standing up for that principle when Barack Obama was 
demonized over his associations with Bill Ayers and Rev. Wright too. Actually, 
I'm sure you weren't.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not wait to get to know this senator before the 
demonization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, now it's "demonization" to point out that his victory party was full of 
people waving "Second American Revolution" flags?</P> 
<P>No, it's not "demonization." It's pointing out a fact. You can scream 
"demonization" all you like, but it's a transparent attempt to divert attention 
away from something you think is damaging to Brown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039418 35616 195 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:25:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8039405" target=_blank>#182</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Smacks more of butthurt, to borrow a phrase.</P> 
<P>Would you like the election results to be annuled, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell are you talking about?</P> 
<P>Try engaging what I said in the real world, instead of this ridiculous straw 
man BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039426 35616 203 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:25:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8039414" target=_blank>#191</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Charles if you can show some equivalent to Obama's attendance at a 
racist "church" for 20 years ( of course he didn't hear a word of that //) 
within Brown's history...I'm all ears.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obama absolutely renounced Rev. Wright in strong, clear terms. I 
guess that wasn't enough for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039441 35616 218 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8039435" target=_blank>#212</A> 
BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I draw a distinction between "people who have chosen to support me over my 
opponent and show up at an event open to the public" and "people I have chosen 
to associate with both in my public and private lives for years and years." To 
me, the former is part and parcel of the political process. The latter is 
tremendously revealing about the character of the person in 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Obama's denunciation of Rev. Wright didn't reveal anything to 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039458 35616 235 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:33:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8039444" target=_blank>#221</A> 
Fenway_Nation</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK- real world fact is that Scott Brown lost because he won over enough 
independent voters in the bluest state of the union who- as it turned out were 
getting tired of governmental overreach, got sick of the state Dem party 
thinking they'd vote for whoever was trotted out as long as they had a (D) next 
to their name and some of the same costly policies draining the Commonwealth's 
treasury being flirted with on the federal level.</P> 
<P>Any conversation that the tea party movement just waltzed into a very loyal 
dem stronghold and engaged in some sooper-seekrit nefarious conspiracy doesn't 
really fall into the 'real world' category.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, since you just keep setting up these dumb straw men, I don't see any 
point to discussing this with you. Just proceed with your hate-Obama 
session.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039471 35616 248 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:36:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/8039461" target=_blank>#238</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's an overstatement from what I've seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely NOT an overstatement at all. Check out the updates above. The 
victory party was FULL of these flags.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also begs the question of where the few flags visible came 
from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see dozens of these flags in the pictures I linked. Not a "few" at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039478 35616 255 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:37:54pm  
 
<P>Yep, this post definitely hit a raw nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039491 35616 267 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 3:40:57pm  
 
<P>I don't think I've ever posted a single article about the influence of the 
tea partiers that didn't immediately provoke dozens of comments telling me I was 
exaggerating, mistaken, hallucinating, crazy, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, the tea party goons have gotten more and more influential in the 
GOP, and this process is continuing now in Massachusetts.</P> 
<P>And the same people who've minimized and pooh-poohed every LGF post on the 
matter are still at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039713 35616 487 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 4:37:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8039661" target=_blank>#436</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<P>Sure enough, here they come to tell me I'm crazy and hallucinating, when I 
point out the FACT that this victory party was full of people waving flags 
advocating a second American revolution.</P> 
<P>Talk about an elephant in the room that nobody wants to look 
at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08039744 35616 517 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 4:46:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8039719" target=_blank>#493</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think Progress has video...Second Revolution Flags Distributed At Brown 
Victory Party</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>But I guess nobody is bothered by it. Oh, well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, they're putting their hands over their ears and going "LA LA LA I CAN'T 
HEAR YOU."</P> 
<P>Happens every single time the subject comes up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08039945 35616 718 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 5:45:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/8039900" target=_blank>#673</A> 
Barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd have been more impressed if he'd renounced Wright a decade or two 
earlier, rather than halfway through his presidential campaign.</P> 
<P>You should to be playing defense for an NFL team this weekend if you're 
prepared to make a goal line stand for Obama on that one !</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obama made a VERY strong statement denouncing Rev. Wright. As far 
as I was concerned, he ended the issue with that statement.</P> 
<P>Of course, if you're a hyper-partisan Obama-hater, I can see why you wouldn't 
want to let go of it, ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08040247 35616 848 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 7:10:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/846/8040203" target=_blank>#846</A> 
Barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, yes, I could have finished off a beer in the time I spent writing 
that.</P> 
<P>More to the point though, Republicans do seem to have to be vastly more 
careful to disassociate themselves from people they were never really associated 
with in the first place. I think there really is a mismatch in the number of 
Dems with a cast of colourful characters in their past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Republicans don't associate with tea partiers?</P> 
<P>In which world is this? Because in this world, top Republican politicians 
like Sarah Palin, Michele Bachmann, and many others are going to be giving 
speeches at the National Tea Party Convention next month.</P> 
<P>It's absurd to claim there's some kind of bias against Republicans here. Even 
the head of the RNC, Michael Steele, is now openly pandering to the teabag 
crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08040267 35617 192 Charles Wed, Jan 20, 2010 7:15:41pm  
 
<P>An example of the kind of email I'm getting from supporters of Scott Brown 
today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who told you that tea party supporters weren't supporting Brown?Strawman 
much?</P> 



<P>And speaking of teabagging, what do you like? You like a bear withhairy 
testicles, a new fish with barely a hair on them? Dipped inanything before you 
suck? Do you like to lick or suck first? Straightto the shaft after that or are 
you a rim job type of guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08042043 35620 328 Charles Thu, Jan 21, 2010 11:40:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/8042024" target=_blank>#313</A> imploder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure Charles would allow some dissent on the subject.</P> 
<P>Try [Link: <A href="http://www.whatsupwiththat.com" 
target=_blank>www.whatsupwiththat.com...</A>] and [Link: <A 
href="http://www.icecap.us" target=_blank>www.icecap.us...</A>]</P> 
<P>I've been to realclimate many times. I'm not convinced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, I allow dissent. But the sites you're linking to are among the worst on 
the web for legitimate information. Those are both hardcore climate change 
denial sites, responsible for spreading an enormous amount of disinformation and 
energy industry propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08042111 35620 389 Charles Thu, Jan 21, 2010 11:57:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/8042070" target=_blank>#353</A> imploder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've read lots of problems with realclimate, as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such as?</P> 
<P>In my experience, <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/" 
target=_blank>RealClimate</A> is one of the best sites for solid scientific 
information about global warming. If you're a fan of Anthony Watts and the 
ludicrous icecap.us, I can see why you wouldn't like RealClimate, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08042255 35620 522 Charles Thu, Jan 21, 2010 12:51:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/8042226" target=_blank>#495</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was one incorrect assumption, not many, in even a semi-perfect world you 
could stop from making wild generalizations based upon simple 
observations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you're aware that I think your characterizations of Phil Jones and 
Michael Mann are ludicrously off base and flat wrong. On many subjects you're 
quite rational -- but on global warming you are not.</P> 
<P>The CRU email "scandal" was the biggest phony bunch of nothing that the 
denial industry has perpetrated to date. Nobody was "discredited." This is pure 
propaganda and disinformation intended to mislead gullible 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08045857 35628 48 Charles Fri, Jan 22, 2010 7:24:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8045834" target=_blank>#31</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems that more time was spent trying to find detractors than to find 
supporters out there. Pulling the derogatory quotes from the various threads by 
posters, and then not mentioning that many of them were banned for pushing those 



kinds of comments (like the genocidal crap). It was quite superficial over how 
the VB stuff went down, and how and why you implored Spencer and Geller and the 
rest to shy away from the Eurofascists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that both Thanos's and Sharmuta's comments were left on the cutting 
room floor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08046164 35628 185 Charles Fri, Jan 22, 2010 8:58:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8046161" target=_blank>#183</A> 
Pete(Detroit)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record - over the past many years I've disagreed w/ Charles on 
several occasions, some implicitly, some explicitly, but we've always been civil 
(well, *I* have - he typically ignores me, but I suppose that counts as "civil") 
and I've never been banned.Well, not yet, anyway..((-'pb</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare you! Get off my blog.</P> 
<P>/I kid</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08046304 35628 215 Charles Fri, Jan 22, 2010 10:00:14pm  
 
<P>Interestingly, we've only received a little more than 100 hits from the NYT 
article so far. Links from places like Fark.com produce 100 hits in the first 
minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08046810 35628 232 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 9:22:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8046392" target=_blank>#223</A> moradali</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't posted for years, but just read the NYT article - but I wonder what 
CJ has to say about the article saying he posted names and pictures of his 
critics?</P> 
<P>This is a serious charge. How come CJ did not respond to 
this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted names and pictures of my <EM>stalkers</EM>, not my "critics." These 
are people who have posted comments threatening my life.</P> 
<P>The two people whose names and pictures I posted (from information publicly 
available on the Internet that they posted <EM>themselves</EM>) were banned from 
LGF for posting threats of violence and support for mass murderers. Calling them 
"critics" is an absurd distortion of what they do.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And "usually I don't censor if I disagree with the post"? And what sort of 
answer is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of answer I did not give. I do not "censor" anyone.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I going to be banned now? Please clarify.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like to be?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also - I am a Muslim apostate. Am I allowed to criticize Islam and Mohammed 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because no one has ever criticized Islam at LGF.</P> 
<P>What a pile of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08046811 35628 233 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 9:23:49am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/8046463" target=_blank>#226</A> 
Jetpilot1101</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the article:</P> 
<P>I know this is a very late post but is there ayway to verify this statement? 
Obviously, Charles can verify the number of users and the use of "monitor 
lizards", but it seems to me that the assertion that only "two dozen" posters 
dominate each thread is a bit of a stretch.</P> 
<P>Charles, can you respond to this and enlighten us on the average number of 
posters per thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot more than two dozen people who post comments regularly. It's 
more like several hundred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08046864 35628 236 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 9:55:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8046842" target=_blank>#235</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Don't know what happened to the photos. Maybe that's why the NYT is in 
financial trouble -- they schedule expensive photo shoots and then don't use the 
results.</P> 
<P>It's pretty surreal for a writer in the New York Times to be treating anti-
Muslim Birther nutjobs like Pamela Geller as if their opinions are credible. 
Geller and the other freaks Dee quoted in his article are the kind of people the 
Times would normally assign to the "wacko far right bigot" 
category.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047012 35628 243 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 11:21:04am  
 
<P>Of course, this brings out the idiots, like moths to a flame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047098 35631 746 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 12:12:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/8047025" target=_blank>#675</A> 
RickAdams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://rickadams.org/lgfbanners.gif" target=_blank>LGF 
nostalgia</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure what point you're trying to make there. If you're hinting around 
that LGF's ads were somehow "better" in the past, you should be aware that both 
of the advertisements in your graphic were served by Google 
Adsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047341 35632 171 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 3:13:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8047331" target=_blank>#161</A> ethics</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Althouse chimed in: [Link: <A 
href="http://althouse.blogspot.com/2010/01/this-week-that-terrible-week-
for.html" target=_blank>althouse.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A very ignorant post from someone who knows nothing about it. I make no 
apologies for wanting to distance myself from European fascist groups -- and 
there is no doubt that they wanted to get me on their side at one point.</P> 



<P>Althouse is clueless, yet her mouth still runs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047370 35632 200 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 3:27:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8047344" target=_blank>#174</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guts of the article are about "the culture of damnation by link". The 
"guilt by association" fallacy has been invoked by most of those who were 
"delinked" as a defense against the charges of hanging out with neofascists. It 
was invoked falsely. What Dee missed, and what many who criticize LGF miss, is 
that when you attend somebody's conference or link to their blog, you are 
lending them credibility. You do not acquire taint from the link. Rather, you 
reveal what you think is worthy, by linking or attending. A number of people 
revealed themselves by hanging out with neofascists. They further revealed 
themselves through their attempts at self defense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of bizarre how Jonathan Dee ended up with a piece that semi-defends 
some of the craziest right wing blogs on the web, and their associations with 
extremist European groups.</P> 
<P>His description of the anti-jihad conference at which Filip DeWinter appeared 
is cartoonish, and the idea that I started "attacking" other bloggers after it 
is exactly opposite of the truth.</P> 
<P>The post that started the ball rolling is here: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27592_Organizing_to_Resist_the_Isl
amization_of_Europe" target=_blank>Organizing to Resist the Islamization of 
Europe</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A coalition of Europeans and Americans is organizing to <A 
href="http://www.gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2007/10/european-organizations-
gather-in.html" target=_blank>resist Islamization</A>.</P> 
<P><STRONG>UPDATE</STRONG> at 10/19/07 2:06:09 pm:</P> 
<P>It’s important to note that not all the people who are hitching a ride on the 
anti-Islamization movement are doing it for honorable reasons. There are serious 
issues around the participation of Filip Dewinter (of the ultra-nationalist 
Vlaams Belang party, successor to Vlaams Blok). And LGF reader “Dave of Sweden” 
points out another problematic member:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, the Swedish representative Ekeroth is a member of a pretty 
vile party called Sverigedemokraterna (Sweden democrats), which was originally 
an openly racist organization. Recently they’ve tried to put up a different 
facade, but I’m not convinced.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>UPDATE</STRONG> at 10/19/07 4:04:49 pm:</P> 
<P>Some readers are taking issue with “Dave of Sweden’s” characterization of 
Sverigedemokraterna. In the interest of fairness, here’s their website so 
readers can investigate their current policies for themselves: <A 
href="http://www.sverigedemokraterna.net/int_text.php?action=fullnews&amp;id=225
" target=_blank>Sverigedemokraterna</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Vlaams Belang was not the only extremist group represented at this 
conference.</P> 
<P>After posting this, I was immediately viciously attacked by Pamela Geller, 
who called me a tool of CAIR among other insults.</P> 
<P>I followed up with this post: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27653_When_Friends_Attack" 
target=_blank>When Friends Attack</A>.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a disappointment. Pamela: I hope you’ll take a step back and turn down 
the rhetoric, and see that the points I raised in this post are not 
unreasonable—because they’re going to keep coming up, whether from me or others. 
If you start attacking friends and ignoring the issue, the issue’s not going to 
go away. But the friends will.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading that again, it sure doesn't sound much like an "attack" to me. The 
attacks were all from Geller and later Spencer. Geller called for me to be 
"publicly flogged" once, and that was one of the nicer things the shrieker 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047412 35632 242 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 3:40:19pm  
 
<P>It must be the flouncing hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049119 35632 306 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 9:51:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8048701" target=_blank>#300</A> 
checkmate110</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you need to stop all the infighting. The Times is a fellow traveler 
after all, and the piece was spot on accurate IMHO. The paper has to write an 
honest article now and then to be able to claim "objectivity",with however much 
of a straight face it can muster. Charles drew the short straw this time, 
unfortunately.That LGF has become easy pickens' for the right is patently 
obvious and thus it became an easy target.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You think it was "spot on accurate" even though I showed beyond any 
doubt that it was badly mistaken on two key points?</P> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049120 35632 307 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 9:51:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/8048564" target=_blank>#299</A> 
enigma3535</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is conceivable that a relatively small subset of those that post here 
dominate the posting count ... if one where to say that 24 posters do this is 
not necessarily wrong. There is probably a SQL query that could prove or 
disprove this supposition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I did exactly that in the post above. The "supposition" is 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049121 35632 308 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 9:52:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/8047964" target=_blank>#297</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another thing, I think the first big conflict that exposed the rift between 
Charles and the Socons was the Terri Schiavo ordeal. That was pretty ugly 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was one of the early turning points. The religious right's reaction 
to the Terri Schiavo case was absolutely appalling to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08049457 35632 311 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 1:17:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/8049370" target=_blank>#310</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>me thinks the question about how many people typically post in a thread 
should be answered by a query similar to this:</P> 
<P>select threadid, count(distinct authorid) from comments WHERE created &gt;= 
DATE_SUB(NOW(), INTERVAL 30 DAY) group by threadid</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that would be another way to break down the data even 
further.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08047790 35633 322 Charles Sat, Jan 23, 2010 5:56:41pm  
 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049125 35636 319 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 10:02:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8049124" target=_blank>#318</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like it was a flounce fest last night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three flouncers -- not a record by any means. One of the threads criticizing 
Rush Limbaugh had more than 30 flounces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049310 35637 39 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:16:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8049285" target=_blank>#22</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that we have seen how much of the information in this report is NOT peer-
reviewed (see foot notes of this report) or based on conversations, preliminary 
studies, popular magazines and so on, a honest question would be how much of 
this research will be in question in the future?</P> 
<P>When I find a major flaw in some software I wrote, I usually step back to 
examine whether my procedures and techniques could have produced similar errors 
in other parts of my work.</P> 
<P>It's possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The IPCC has built a very rigorous system for checking the data published in 
their Assessment Reports -- teams of experts check the reports line by line. I 
posted an article that described this process once. You shouldn't get the 
impression that this particular error implies there are a lot more errors 
lurking, or that the IPCC process for vetting claims is not thorough.</P> 
<P>What this error shows is that no system involving human beings can be 
flawless. It's impossible, and it's unrealistic to expect. Mistakes can and will 
always creep in despite the best efforts to keep them out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049338 35637 60 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:31:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8049321" target=_blank>#45</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You state "I recommend at least glancing through the other 1000 pages of the 
full report to see how much information and research is not in question."</P> 
<P>Correct, not in question now. But you cannot be sure that anything in this 
AR4 report will not be in question in the future, either because of increased 
scrutiny or simply advancing science, what may reveal new aspects of this whole 
field on inquiry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made a mistake in my post -- the full AR4 document is actually more than 
3000 pages long.</P> 
<P>And I didn't say that absolutely everything in there is perfect, either. I 
said there's a massive amount of evidence and research in those documents that 
is not in question. Yes, they may find more errors, that's a given. But not a 
<EM>lot</EM> more errors, and certainly not enough to invalidate the other 3000 
pages of the report.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049345 35637 67 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:34:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8049336" target=_blank>#58</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The IPCC has frequently claimed that its procedures and processes are 
flawless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's completely untrue. The IPCC made no such claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049348 35637 70 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8049344" target=_blank>#66</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Point of clarify. The Cambridge document say it's 976 pages long. Is there 
more in the original document not available to the general public, or is the 
Cambridge version simply a annotated version?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are several documents in the full AR4 report. Here's the index page for 
the IPCC reports: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_and_data_reports.htm
" target=_blank>www.ipcc.ch...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049357 35637 79 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8049326" target=_blank>#48</A> RandomUK</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. I am half expecting to be banned for this. If you believe a few hundred 
people at Patterico's it might be enough, or my defence of this view might be. 
However you claim not to ban people simply for disagreeing. I am curious to find 
out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does it feel to carry a chip around on your shoulder like that? 
Comfy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049379 35637 99 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:48:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8049366" target=_blank>#87</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have NO problem questioning the IPCC's processes, vetting or science... and 
it appears neither do they...</P> 
<P>They are being honest about this mistake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are. Believe it or not, they're scientists who want to get it 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049403 35637 123 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 12:59:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8049391" target=_blank>#111</A> RandomUK</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No chip. This site is not important enough to me to warrant the merest crumb 
of potato. This is a comment forum, a discussion, not a thing to blow out of 
proportion. See above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It must be just me, but when someone comes blustering in, yelling "are you 
going to ban me now like they said you would at this site where everybody hates 
you!" -- I tend to interpret that as a "chip on the shoulder" moment.</P> 
<P>Maybe the saying has a different meaning in the UK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049878 35637 349 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:01:33pm  
 
<P>Other blogs may allow linking to stolen material, but not this one.</P> 
<P>Anyone who's really interested in the illegally obtained CRU documents can 
easily find them somewhere else. Not at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050037 35637 373 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:56:00pm  
 
<P>Got a real deniers' tag team going here, don't we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050040 35637 374 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:56:50pm  
 
<P>Oh well - means the post hit a nerve, so that's cool I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050060 35637 385 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 4:03:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/8050041" target=_blank>#375</A> RandomUK</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you actually have anything relevant to say, Charles, or is it ad hominem 
fallacy all the way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are those my only two choices, or could I have pie instead?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050081 35637 399 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 4:11:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/8050076" target=_blank>#396</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does Charles do it???</P> 
<P>Just that awesome, I guess! :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the pie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050544 35637 490 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 6:31:32pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/8050535" target=_blank>#489</A> Myshkin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>errr... guys, they cited World Wildlife Fund papers numerous times in the 
IPCC AR4. Last I looked, that's a political organization. That would be like an 
Intelligent Design paper citing the bible or Ben Stein. I don't think a real 
scientist would do that once, let alone several times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is the only WWF claim that's been questioned. If you have something 
showing other mistaken claims, please post links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051811 35637 503 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 9:31:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/8051743" target=_blank>#502</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>James Delingpole is a clown, and anything he writes needs to be fact-checked 
thoroughly before I'll even look at it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051815 35637 504 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 9:33:07am  
 
<P>As usual, the thread ends with a flood of denial comments.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, you can't change the reality of global warming by getting the 
last word in a comment thread at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051824 35637 506 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 9:35:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/8051816" target=_blank>#505</A> MKelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rongbuk Glacier is at roughly 5200 meters (17060 ft). No list of East Rongbuk 
found. It is at roughly 28 degrees north lat. Comparable to Corpus Christi, TX. 
Given the elevation the temperture at the latitude is near 0 degrees F. Not 
melting because of global warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is utter nonsense. I notice you don't give any links for these 
ridiculous claims -- because they're false, and you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049646 35638 72 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:07:40pm  
 
<P>60 hatchlings registered so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049749 35638 144 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:34:44pm  
 
<P>Corpus_Callosum is "YoungLibertarian92" back again for the third time, now 
blocked again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049753 35638 146 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:35:30pm  
 
<P>This one also tried to register another name today, 
"Extremely_Moderate".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049760 35638 152 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:37:14pm  
 
<P>Now that the socks are swarming, registration is closing...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08049833 35638 212 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/8049822" target=_blank>#202</A> Syrius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I will admit, I was banned from Newsbusters for poking at Noel Sheppard for 
his Global Warming Denial rants. I'm persona non grata over there for pushing 
his buttons. I have read the rules and look forward to being part of the fold 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What! You mean other blogs ban people too? I thought I was the only one who 
did that.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049840 35638 217 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 2:55:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8049804" target=_blank>#186</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Charles- got a list of the nics?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, yes, I do.</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of hatchlings: 78</STRONG></P> 
<P>itsmeirwinbmonkberrymoonGood MorningcamelhairaarcourtCicero 
(M.T.)Debrahartomlea4destincrcd1724FjordguyandydpyezdiunvalatsmaestroWillardVoll
ygerald guarinoChasedavrosloopylarryROY WOOLFLarry 
ThelenRayscbrancheKentbarberjazzmwilburn38listgoddessyuvalneriauneasyedRandomAct
sOfReasonrnorthro14ViewFromHeredavesoarHavenHolly AnnChris 
Fiorentinoapazrjonjorge_salazarnightflybobkeywestAZ-
LawDocgo_usaaintgotitCowboyJayDodgerFan1988tim24QabalskwiselfjoeypellmarkhausBax
ter 
AdamsbillroseliusHanTranArmorCannonGenghislrobbinsReedold_bulldoglpeepsblueorego
nMike HaasIrate Nategarzoomaceffa2000Civil 
SamclatheyCorsair3600SmileycreekKevinMulhallMichaelJamesSyriusharlequinadeearthl
ing1949ahorstinNed NettervilleHatNation</P> 
<P><STRONG>No. of blocked socks: 5</STRONG></P> 
<P>Extremely_ModerateCorpus_Callosumsecond_strikethird_strikeroosevelts_ghost</P
></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049910 35638 273 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:07:44pm  
 
<P>Really nice post from ... Alan Colmes: <A 
href="http://www.alan.com/2010/01/24/little-green-footballs-charles-johnson-and-
the-right-wing-flame-war/" target=_blank>Little Green Footballs’ Charles Johnson 
And The Right-Wing Flame War « Alan Colmes' Liberaland</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049942 35638 298 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:17:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/8049926" target=_blank>#284</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-</P> 
<P>I enjoyed reading the article today in the NYTMag. I thought it was fairly 
evenhanded, the errors you mentioned yesterday notwithstanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I wrote, it could have been worse.</P> 



<P>It's pretty easy to find wingnut bloggers all over the web making it 
<EM>seem</EM> worse, anyway. ('Johnson Revealed As Paranoid Control Freak', 
etc.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08049948 35638 304 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 3:22:50pm  
 
<P>A typical Twitter tweet today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Little Green Footballs lesson: how a once smart blogger became a rabid 
paranoid attack dog...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny - when I go back and read the posts about the various subjects that 
have been contentious around here, the really rabid attacks always seem to be 
coming from the other side. I don't recall ever writing that any of those folks 
should be "flogged in public," for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050525 35640 5 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 6:22:50pm  
 
<P>I played guitar on a Peter Allen record, believe it or else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08050537 35640 7 Charles Sun, Jan 24, 2010 6:26:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8050530" target=_blank>#6</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it still available?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the record: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001EVNVPU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Not the Boy Next Door</A>. Some excellent LA session musicians 
played on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051876 35642 759 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 10:03:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/8051853" target=_blank>#736</A> skwiself</EM></P> 
<P>This person is a sock puppet for the banned user "ChaosBF". I was letting 
him/her have another chance, but not after this comment. Another sock vanishes 
in the dryer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051904 35642 785 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 10:17:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/8051855" target=_blank>#738</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As to "AGW theory being toast" that is the authors analogy, not mine. I 
certainly believe the IPCC AR4 is now thoroughly discredited, as I have stated 
before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's completely absurd. Once again, you're going way overboard because of 
your own ideological biases.</P> 
<P>There are three thousand pages in Assessment Report 4. One paragraph has been 
shown to be in error. The idea that this discredits the vast amount of research 
and evidence that is not in question is just ludicrous. Get a 
grip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08051944 35642 806 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 10:38:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/788/8051911" target=_blank>#788</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The article I posted shows additional errors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't -- it shows sources that may or may not be questionable. No 
more "errors" have been identified yet.</P> 
<P>And you continue to ignore the fact that there are 3000 pages of research and 
evidence in AR4. Claiming that all this evidence should now be tossed out is 
beyond silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08051949 35642 807 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 10:41:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/8051920" target=_blank>#795</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other point is the centrality of the "one paragraph".</P> 
<P>It's impact was huge on India and parts of Asia, it was hotly disputed, held 
up by the IPCC with opponents dismissed as "Voodoo scientists" and used to gain 
millions of dollars of grants for Pachauri's company.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The simple fact is that whether the 2035 prediction is accurate or not, the 
Himalayan glaciers are still receding rapidly, and global warming is responsible 
for it. The threat is real, and one mistaken prediction doesn't change 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08052494 35646 4 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 2:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8052482" target=_blank>#2</A> Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never been to the site. I just looked and saw all the articles with "be 
the first to comment" (are they allowed to say "first" there?) Where are the 
comments? Were they all anti-LGF and then deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were 4 or 5 from the lgf2 kennels -- the ones who go to every site I 
link, and post comments full of insults calling me "Chucky." That's why I turned 
on moderation, so all comments have to be approved before 
posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08052504 35646 5 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 2:08:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8052486" target=_blank>#3</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, cat wrangler! I had my suspicions...</P> 
<P>And Barrett Brown's <A href="http://trueslant.com/barrettbrown/2010/01/23/in-
which-i-get-advice-from-various-conservatives/" target=_blank>latest</A> is a 
hoot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(I'd better not post a link to that, though, or Jonathan Dee will think I'm 
linking to stories about myself too much. And I probably would 
be.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08052513 35646 8 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 2:11:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8052507" target=_blank>#6</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congratulations on the new outlet! Hope it doesn't siphon off any 
blogliciousness from LGF, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I set up an XMLRPC auto-posting system to the T/S Wordpress blog from LGF, so 
whenever I post something here it's automatically cross-posted to T/S -- unless 
I choose not to, with open threads for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08052570 35646 21 Charles Mon, Jan 25, 2010 2:36:52pm  
 
<P>True/Slant's a pretty groovy site. They have lots of other interesting 
writers too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054510 35649 673 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 9:21:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/8054263" target=_blank>#431</A> woodsman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who has been reading the blog for a long time (and is honest about it) 
knows that there is a profound difference. The small answer is that Charles 
appears to be "courting" the left now whereas before I didn't notice him 
courting anyone... he courted his ideas whichever way they took him. I don't 
think he does that anymore. The It's not only in the topics of threads but in 
the wording. Sometimes it's subtle, but sometimes, as with his piece "Why I 
Parted Ways With The Right," it's not. This would be hard for anyone who's only 
been reading for a few months to observe. To you long-time lizards I ask, am I 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete bullshit.</P> 
<P>You want to believe that there's a "profound difference" because you ASSUMED 
I was on board with all the religious right social conservative nonsense. Now 
that you've discovered that I was NOT on board with the Ann Coulter/Pat 
Buchanan/tea party crowd, you're accusing me of ulterior motives, of course. 
It's tedious, predictable, and venal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054540 35649 702 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 9:39:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/691/8054529" target=_blank>#691</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is kind of my point. It was painted with such a negative brush, but in 
the end, if your are a Republican, it seems to have had, is having, a positive 
impact. That is if elections are your barameter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you define "positive impact" solely by whether it helps Republicans gain 
power, then yes, tea parties have a "positive impact."</P> 
<P>If you look at the broader issue of whether the influence of tea partiers is 
actually GOOD for the GOP, though, the impact is all negative. They greatly 
encourage the fringe, they drive away moderates, and they force the party as a 
whole much farther to the extreme edges.</P> 
<P>And that's why I want nothing to do with them. If you're not bothered by the 
fact that tea parties are organized by kooks, and attract lots of kooks, I can 
see why you'd argue they're a positive phenomenon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054557 35649 718 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 9:52:39am  
 



<P>By the way, the comments for Prager's article at Townhall perfectly 
demonstrate my point about the raging hate speech on the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054562 35649 723 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 9:54:37am  
 
<P>A classic comment for Prager's article, combining racism with whining 
victimhood:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>VikingLocation: AZReply # 84Date: Jan 26, 2010 - 9:29 AM EST</P> 
<P>Thanks Dennis, anothergreat article. The Left, in my opinion, is far more 
intolerant and "hateful" than the Right. Look at how W was portrayed for 8 years 
- and they complain how we criticize <STRONG>The Kenyan</STRONG> for his 
policies and incompetence? Hypocrites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054698 35650 14 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 11:10:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8054685" target=_blank>#4</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, Prager's point is refuted by a knuckle-dragging comment? Unless he posted 
it, or approved in any way of its content, I don't imagine it does any more harm 
to his point than my presence here does to yours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is refuted by that, and by the thousands upon thousands of similar 
comments you can find all over the right wing websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054707 35650 21 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 11:13:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8054686" target=_blank>#5</A> slterry40</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Kenyan" is your great example of hate speech? Um...his dad is Kenyan, so 
he is half Kenyan. My mom is from Spain, I'm not insulted when my friends call 
me a Spaniard. You are going to have to do better than that to prove your 
point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barack Obama is not a Kenyan. He was born in the United States. And this 
label is very obviously a race-baiting insult, not even remotely similar to an 
affectionate nickname given to you by your friends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054715 35650 27 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 11:14:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8054706" target=_blank>#20</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You see Prager doing anything like that? In the example above, I certainly 
don't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall ever accusing Dennis Prager of making those kinds of 
remarks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08054749 35650 52 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 11:24:17am  
 
<P>By the way, there's plenty of other nasty stuff in the comments at Townhall. 
People suggest I might be a child molester, that I'm being paid off by commies, 
that Barack Obama is a commie traitor, that I've chosen a "sinful" lifestyle, 
etc. etc.</P> 



<P>The one comment I picked out because I'm pressed for time is far from the 
only extreme one.</P> 
<P>I'd also note that one of the other contributors to Townhall.com is ... Pat 
Buchanan.</P> 
<P>Anyway, more detailed answer later with lots of links, when I have more 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059092 35650 762 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 10:10:34am  
 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to post comments at LGF telling me how much LGF sucks. 
There are plenty of websites where you can do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08056359 35652 46 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 5:36:08pm  
 
<P>By the way, Dennis Prager's producer Allen Estrin emailed to reiterate 
Dennis's offer to come on his show, but I want to respond in kind -- in writing 
-- first, so we'll see how that goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08056380 35652 62 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 5:39:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8056377" target=_blank>#59</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prager's article was such dull and generic denial of <EM>everything</EM> that 
I didn't really see it as an interesting starting point for 
debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole lotta straw men goin' on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08056643 35652 296 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 6:40:16pm  
 
<P>I'm trying out a change that was suggested by some people a while back -- any 
comments that I post can't be rated. The idea is so that other people's posts 
can end up featured more in the top ten lists, or when you're scanning down the 
thread for the higher numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08057075 35653 3 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 8:02:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8057018" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice to see some good solid right hand technique.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Towner's technique is very correct, that's for sure. He also plays a mean 12-
string, and is a very good pianist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08057397 35653 24 Charles Tue, Jan 26, 2010 9:03:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8057347" target=_blank>#20</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you turn off the ability to ding you up or 
down?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, I added some code today to disable rating my comments, after some people 
suggested it might be a good way to promote other LGF 
commenters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059127 35654 23 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 10:23:58am  
 
<P>When leading GOP politicians aren’t concerned about political damage from 
associating with extreme groups and ideas like this, it’s more evidence that the 
fringe really has become the base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059162 35654 55 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 10:36:51am  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>The president of the John Birch Society is one of the "top political 
commentators" in a discussion about Obama's state of the union speech tonight, 
at The Hill: <A href="http://thehill.com/blogs/congress-blog/the-
administration/78255-the-big-question-what-should-obama-not-say-during-tonights-
speech" target=_blank>The Big Question: What should Obama NOT say in tonight's 
speech? - The Hill's Congress Blog</A>.</P> 
<P>Things are beginning to get weird enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063093 35654 278 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 9:02:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/8062645" target=_blank>#276</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your statement here belies all of your deflection and "nothing to see here" 
rhetoric re: the Birchers. I find your motives suspect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As do I.</P> 
<P>It's absolutely insane to suggest that the best way to deal with groups like 
the Birchers is to just let them attach themselves to the GOP, or to say we 
should just "ignore" them. That's not going to happen at LGF, and I find it very 
suspicious when people try to float this kind of nonsense here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059213 35655 4 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 10:54:33am  
 
<P>Direct challenge to the Kindle -- iBooks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059218 35655 7 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 10:55:11am  
 
<P>Apple's getting into the e-book market.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059353 35655 85 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 11:21:02am  
 
<P>Whoa, pricing starts at $499. A lot lower than I expected!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059375 35655 98 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 11:25:26am  
 
<P>Wifi model:16GB - $49932GB - $59964GB - $699</P> 
<P>Wifi + 3G:16GB - $62932GB - $72964GB - $829</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08059401 35655 114 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 11:30:33am  
 
<P>It has a dock with a full-size keyboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059416 35655 124 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 11:32:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8059409" target=_blank>#119</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the dock an add on purchase, or comes with it for the 
$499?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Add-on, I think. No price mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059702 35655 309 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 1:56:10pm  
 
<P>I'm working on a reply to Dennis Prager's "open letter," probably putting 
more time into it than it's worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08059816 35656 54 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 3:22:48pm  
 
<P>The conclusion of my response is now posted above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060100 35656 330 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 5:24:24pm  
 
<P>We'll have live embedded video of the State of the Union speech coming up at 
6 pm Pacific, courtesy of Hulu.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060138 35656 368 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 5:34:28pm  
 
<P>Yes, I hear the wingnut blogs are all getting ready to count the "I" words in 
Obama's speech.</P> 
<P>Oh well. Keeps 'em off the street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063138 35656 513 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 9:23:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/8063010" target=_blank>#507</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<P>Definition of a "straw man argument:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A straw man argument is an informal fallacy based on misrepresentation of an 
opponent's position.[1] To "attack a straw man" is to create the illusion of 
having refuted a proposition by substituting a superficially similar proposition 
(the "straw man"), and refuting it, without ever having actually refuted the 
original position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a perfect description of what Prager does throughout his article. He 
claims that I said ALL Republicans exhibit the beliefs I mentioned, when it's 
very clear -- obvious, in fact -- that I said no such thing. It's a classic 
straw man argument.</P> 
<P>And no -- I didn't write these things "vaguely." I wrote them to avoid making 
exactly the kinds of blanket accusations Prager accused me of. If I had 



<EM>meant</EM> to say that ALL Republicans believe these things, I would have 
written that.</P> 
<P>It's not difficult to understand this. Saying that these attitudes and 
problems <EM>exist</EM> in the right wing is absolutely NOT the same as saying 
that these attitudes and problems are universal.</P> 
<P>They are prevalent enough to be a big problem for me, but only an idiot would 
claim that every single person on the right is part of the 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063220 35656 516 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 9:50:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/8063215" target=_blank>#515</A> el_raton</EM></P> 
<P>On the contrary - if you actually read what I wrote above, you'll find lots 
of very specific examples. And I posted hundreds of even more specific examples 
throughout 2009.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063392 35656 519 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 10:52:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/8063297" target=_blank>#518</A> el_raton</EM></P> 
<P>Uh ... so your point is that by being specific, I'm building a straw man 
argument? I don't think you understand the meaning of the term.</P> 
<P>My post about "parting ways" with the right was about setting boundaries, and 
saying I don't support these things. It gave specific reasons for drawing these 
lines, and now in this lengthy response to Dennis Prager I've given even more 
specific reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063729 35656 521 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 12:36:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/8063533" target=_blank>#520</A> el_raton</EM></P> 
<P>That's one of the most tortuous attempts to distort the meaning of a "straw 
man argument" that I've seen. Congrats on tying yourself into an elegant logical 
pretzel.</P> 
<P>Not much point in continuing here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060191 35657 3 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 5:42:47pm  
 
<P>By the way, Frank is back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060281 35657 49 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 5:55:54pm  
 
<P><SUB>Psst. Don't tell anybody, but registration is 
open.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060350 35658 25 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 6:02:57pm  
 
<P>Looks like Hulu's partnered with Fox on this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060364 35658 35 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 6:03:53pm  
 
<P>I'm watching and recording on C-SPAN with EyeTV, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08060389 35658 57 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 6:06:20pm  
 
<P>This is a historic moment. The first SOTU by an African-American 
president.</P> 
<P>And now it starts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08060411 35658 76 Charles Wed, Jan 27, 2010 6:08:36pm  
 
<P>He's noticeably more gray-haired already. The Presidential 
Effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063695 35662 114 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 12:26:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8063644" target=_blank>#72</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts upstage Chris Mathews for blatant racism...<A 
href="http://tinyurl.com/yjrnu7m" target=_blank>The Lesson of an Affirmative 
Action President</A> (via Crazy Pam)</P> 
<P>By James Lewis</P> 
<P>It doesn't get much more blatant that this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Lewis is the American Thinker blogger who wrote that I had been taken 
in by sekrit double agents trying to make the Vlaams Belang look bad:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.americanthinker.com/2007/11/political_black_ops_in_belgium.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08063855 35663 27 Charles Thu, Jan 28, 2010 1:17:50pm  
 
<P>I just changed the code so that if you have a smaller screen display, the ad 
will drop down to beneath the top bar so it doesn't obscure the 
logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08066609 35669 52 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 10:27:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8066594" target=_blank>#41</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comment from the local stations live blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.kwch.com/global/story.asp?s=11900719" 
target=_blank>www.kwch.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. The comments at that local station are horrific.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mediaman</P> 
<P>At least Tiller won't be able to kill anymore babies! Thank you Mr. 
Roeder</P> 
<P>Today, 10:04:22 AM PST</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08066623 35669 65 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 10:39:38am  
 



<P>Lots of support for Roeder at Free Republic too.</P> 
<P>Notice that some of the remaining semi-sane inmates try to start the thread 
by disapproving of Roeder and agreeing with the verdict, before the kooks take 
over and it turns into another "Yay murder!" thread.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2440165/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08066724 35669 161 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 11:15:40am  
 
<P>Wow, Fox News is even worse than the Wichita local blog.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://liveshots.blogs.foxnews.com/2010/01/29/dr-tiller-
murder-trial/?test=latestnews" 
target=_blank>liveshots.blogs.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>BP</STRONG></P> 
<P>God Bless Scott Roeder. He had the courage to act against the real murderer 
of thousands while a handful of righteous cowards pass judgment on him and the 
most of us stay silent. All who support killing babies will be damned in the 
end. All who do nothing to protect the lives of the little ones will also be 
damned. As long as America allows the killing of babies, it will be damned as 
reflected by the horrible presidency of Bush and the more horrible presidency of 
Obama. Nothing will go right for America until we stop the killing of our 
children.</P> 
<P>January 29, 2010 at 1:08 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08066849 35670 46 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 12:13:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8066816" target=_blank>#25</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The response from the republican was:</P> 
<P>"That'd be fine, Mr. President". Not, You're lying. The sound of the C-Span 
video is much clearer. Scroll ahead to the 1:20 mark to catch more of the 
exchange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right. Not sure he said "that'd be fine," but it wasn't 
"you're lying."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067071 35671 46 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 1:32:09pm  
 
<P>Since I've been experimenting with making my own comments unrateable (+/- 
buttons are disabled), what's the general opinion on it? Like it or 
don't?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067100 35671 71 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 1:38:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8067080" target=_blank>#54</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Been thinking about that part in the article where it mentioned how yours 
tended to be the most highly rated everyday?</P> 
<P>I've got no strong opinions either way at the moment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was mentioned in the NYT piece but it has come up before as a suggestion. 
The idea is to let other people be featured more in those lists. Maybe I'll try 



enabling the ratings but keeping myself out of the list, as some 
suggested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067752 35674 101 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 5:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8067703" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, What an afternoon I've had. I just got back from talking to a real 
estate agent about selling my house. She seemed very optimistic about price and 
making a quick sale. When I got home I learned that all my financial concerns 
are gone. For the time being I have access to more liquid cash than I have ever 
had my entire life! Wow. Too good to be true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds great! Congratulations!</P> 
<P>Can I have a loan?</P> 
<P><SUB>/kidding! I kid!</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067793 35674 139 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 5:38:36pm  
 
<P>By the way, anyone know anything about comic book collecting? I recently 
learned that my mom preserved my brother's and my entire comic book collection 
from the 1960s, including many first editions of popular Marvel comics (X-Men, 
Fantastic Four, Spiderman, Avengers, Daredevil, I had 'em all), Creepy, Eerie, 
Cracked, MAD Magazine, Richie Rich, Archie, etc. They're all in really good 
shape, probably not mint condition because they weren't in airtight bags and the 
paper has yellowed, but definitely excellent condition. They've been in a sealed 
wooden crate for decades.</P> 
<P>There are probably more than 500 comics total. I haven't cataloged them yet, 
but if anyone has experience in this let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067857 35674 197 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 5:54:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8067844" target=_blank>#186</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks - I saved your comment to my Favorites, for when I have a better idea 
of what's in the collection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08067884 35674 224 Charles Fri, Jan 29, 2010 6:02:20pm  
 
<P>Apparently I've reached the coveted right wing plateau of being equated with 
both Al Gore and Osama bin Laden -- Robert Stacy McCain's latest post says, 
"Charles Johnson, Al Gore and Osama bin Laden Agree on Climate 
Change!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08069318 35676 4 Charles Sat, Jan 30, 2010 11:45:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8069312" target=_blank>#3</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given that carbon dioxide constitutes about 1/3000 of the atmosphere, how 
does the adjustment of this trace part have such a big effect in a system with 
many other hugely bigger factors?</P> 



<P>I have wondered about the science behind that particular conclusion - big 
effect from a trace part - for a while now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good article on this at Skeptical Science: <A 
href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/Are-humans-too-insignificant-to-affect-
global-climate.html" target=_blank>Are humans too insignificant to affect global 
climate?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08069453 35676 109 Charles Sat, Jan 30, 2010 12:46:44pm  
 
<P><A href="http://sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Heartland_Institute" 
target=_blank>About the Heartland Institute</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08069890 35679 42 Charles Sat, Jan 30, 2010 3:10:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8069885" target=_blank>#40</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could wait until the iPad (*cough*) gets on the market and play with it, 
to see if you like it. One thing that I would appreciate is that the books 
application (that reads ebooks, as will be purchased via iBooks or some other 
source) can <STRONG>change the book font.</STRONG> As in making it bigger... 
which my poor eyes would certainly appreciate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe you can make the text larger or smaller by using pinch gestures on 
the touchscreen, similar to the iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08075697 35680 27 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 1:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8075285" target=_blank>#26</A> 2oldstroke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone that doesn't believe in evolution should be tarred and feathered, 
placed in the stocks, burned at the stake, dropped in a pool of water with 
weights to see if they float, burned at the stake again, talked mean to, 
etc.</P> 
<P>What an enlightening video for the proof of evolution. Those salamanders are 
just ready to become a different species and the finches on the Galapagos 
Islands are almost there, except darn those little birds,they can still 
interbreed. I guess the proof for evolution is that with enough time natural 
selection always works--thank God, er I mean praise Darwin!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a shock. A climate change denier who's also a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078584 35680 29 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 9:34:05am  
 
<P>And of course, the response is insults. Bye now! Have fun at some other blog 
where they'll cater to your Dark Ages garbage.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08075741 35681 1654 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 1:25:44pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08072729 35683 783 Charles Sun, Jan 31, 2010 11:28:04am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/779/8072724" target=_blank>#779</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went through updinging calls for calm. That thread got toxic, and its a 
shame to see any of that carry forward.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not happy about what happened in that thread. And as I go through and 
read the reactions to what Ludwig posted, in order, and the responses he got, I 
do NOT think he's the one to blame for it.</P> 
<P>Several people really have it in for him, and they attack instantly whenever 
he posts anything, even if it's informative and inoffensive.</P> 
<P>And you know who you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08073974 35687 55 Charles Sun, Jan 31, 2010 6:33:09pm  
 
<P>Look out. Pamela Geller has a world-wide "exclusive" tonight, on Obama's 
shocking Nazi-like indoctrination of our helpless schoolchildren!</P> 
<P>It's an outrageous outrage to top all previous outrageous 
outrages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08074111 35687 189 Charles Sun, Jan 31, 2010 7:04:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8074103" target=_blank>#182</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just go to her site and use the Find button for "Obama." Or "school". A 
guest-blogger at David Horowitz's place is chiming in, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who still trusts Geller as a source for <EM>anything</EM> after <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://a
tlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2008/07/atlas-tech-expe.html&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>this</A> needs to have their own head 
checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08074294 35687 368 Charles Sun, Jan 31, 2010 8:17:57pm  
 
<P>If this thread turns into another flame war, I'm going to start handing out 
time-outs. I really don't appreciate this crap, and I'm getting awfully tired of 
having to say it over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076001 35692 109 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 2:42:02pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blogs.ajc.com/gold-dome-live/2010/02/01/senate-bill-to-
protect-young-prostitutes-gains-momentum/" target=_blank>Senate bill to protect 
young prostitutes gains momentum</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bill introduced by Sen. Renee Unterman (R-Buford), would steer girls 
under the age of 16 into diversionary programs instead of arresting them as 
prostitutes.</P> 
<P>“This bill makes sure people are aware that young girls are victims,” 
Unterman said. “A 12-year-old laying on her back don’t know what sex is.”</P> 
<P>Unterman – who has championed the rights of young girls – said the bill has 
been around for at least two years. She said she revisited it because a plan is 
now in place to rehabilitate the young prostitutes. The age of consent in 
Georgia is 16.</P> 



<P>Unterman said her bill would help create a system of care for the girls while 
educating the public and those who come in contact with the young girls. It 
would impact girls getting pimped out on the streets, as well as girls working 
in massage parlors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is probably a section of the bill missing from what's 
online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076133 35693 9 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 3:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8076116" target=_blank>#1</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those bastards!</P> 
<P>Better these children should starve and die in Haiti, than folk with 
heterodox world views be allowed to save their lives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were taking children away from their parents. You don't see that as a 
problem?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076612 35694 22 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:14:45pm  
 
<P>The poll was conducted by Research 2000, and if you Google them you'll find 
that they have a very good reputation for nonpartisan polling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077478 35694 124 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:55:55pm  
 
<P>I expected that when I mentioned this poll had been commissioned by Daily 
Kos, there would be an insult-spewing meltdown or two. I'm surprised it took 
this long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076732 35695 15 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:43:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8076721" target=_blank>#12</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, no, you can be assured, every person to the right of Pelosi is to be 
smeared with this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It might help if anyone on the right actually protested having the John Birch 
Society and the Oathkeepers at CPAC.</P> 
<P>After a couple of half-hearted "wait a minutes" from people like Jonah 
Goldberg, the whole right wing seems to have just accepted the JBS into the 
fold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076752 35695 25 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8076741" target=_blank>#18</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'll go at it again.</P> 
<P>What sort of protest would be satisfactory to you? What sort of disavowal of 
these folk would work?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very simple. The John Birch Society should have been shunned 
immediately. Not allowed to be a cosponsor. Same with the Oathkeepers militia 
group.</P> 
<P>But they weren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08076761 35695 33 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8076748" target=_blank>#22</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this mean you are not a invited blogger ?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not this year, that's for sure. They tried very hard to get me to attend 
previous CPACs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076767 35695 39 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8076760" target=_blank>#32</A> Mich-again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin skipped out on CPAC because the JBS was going to be there. At least 
thats what Chris Cillizza said in this Washington Post blog entry. <A 
href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/thefix/morning-fix/1-2-3-house-
republicans.html?wprss=thefix" target=_blank>Sarah Palin and the first 2012 
Republican proving ground</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but Palin herself never said anything like that. That claim was 
attributed to "people who know Palin's thinking."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076775 35695 44 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:51:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8076764" target=_blank>#36</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should the fact that CPAC chose not to be a reflection on the party as a 
whole?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that many top GOP politicians are speaking at 
CPAC?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076816 35695 73 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 5:58:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8076777" target=_blank>#46</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, i don't recall them currently holding any seats in the Party 
leadership, or, indeed, at the national level. Perhaps there's no way to chuck 
them out definitively, but for pete's sake, they're not in the driver's 
seat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what I would do if I learned a group like the John Birch Society was 
involved with an event I was scheduled to speak at: I would immediately cancel 
my appearance, and issue a public statement about it, condemning the organizers 
for letting such a hate group be part of the convention.</P> 
<P>That won't happen with today's GOP, though, because they're openly and 
actively courting these extremist groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076843 35695 89 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:02:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8076835" target=_blank>#85</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you suppose they're courting them? Is it that so many people are 
radicalized, or was the American Right always a host to these types, and now 
they've got the upper hand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I dont know "why." I just know what's happening in the real world, and the 
GOP has now become a party that welcomes extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076858 35695 98 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:07:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8076847" target=_blank>#91</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JBS are many, many things, but they never struck me as a "hate group". 
Perhaps you know something I don't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When a group claims that Dwight Eisenhower was a secret communist trying to 
pervert American values, I tend to consider them a "hate group."</P> 
<P>That's just one of MANY examples of their bizarre ideology, by the way. The 
rehabilitation of the John Birch Society is utterly appalling, and yes, they're 
a hate group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076867 35695 103 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:09:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8076852" target=_blank>#95</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if it's a bad idea, let them go ahead and run with it. They'll lose 
spectacularly, and that'll be the Republican party's McGovern moment.</P> 
<P>As for welcoming extremists - well, every party puts up with nonsense within 
its own electorate that are shocking offenses and threats to the common weal 
when the other guy does it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right ... just roll over and go back to sleep! Nothing to worry 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076899 35695 129 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:17:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8076890" target=_blank>#123</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say that trying to bring them under control is a damned sight harder when 
you're calling them a bunch of names and saying they're the death of everything 
good and decent and wholesome to a bunch of people who maybe aren't as well-
informed as they ought to be.</P> 
<P>Only way to bring them under control is to get their followers to see you're 
no threat, and then co-opt and assume their leadership.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you disagree with William F. Buckley, then, who made it very clear 
that the best place for the John Birch Society was as far away from the GOP as 
possible. You think they should be embraced and "controlled."</P> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076907 35695 137 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:19:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8076903" target=_blank>#133</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yep, you read my mind perfectly.</P> 
<P>Try that with someone else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean you didn't write that the JBS should be controlled? Gee, I thought I 
read a comment from you saying exactly that. Is someone impersonating 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08076919 35695 147 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:22:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8076911" target=_blank>#141</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now wait just one damned minute.</P> 
<P>BHO has call banks in Gaza supporting his campaign - it's a nontroversy</P> 
<P>He's got appointees and advisors and friends and such who shoot their mouths 
off all over the place with a bunch of dangerous, deluded and nonsensical noise 
- and it's a nontroversy.</P> 
<P>We've got a president surrounded by folk who are radicals (and who revel in 
it, until called on it) and yet, no cause for concern.</P> 
<P>But the JBS at the CPAC? Well, that's the end of the world, ain't 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not for you, evidently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076941 35695 166 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:26:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/8076925" target=_blank>#152</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Chief, quite a bit here lately.</P> 
<P>Booga! Booga!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, everybody! Pay no attention to those John Birchers at the tea parties, 
on Glenn Beck's show, at CPAC, on Sarah Palin's desk...</P> 
<P>It's just somebody trying to scare you!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076954 35695 177 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8076950" target=_blank>#174</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have been hanging around the edges of the GOP for 50 years. What has 
been the effect on the GOP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're seeing it right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076976 35695 197 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:31:50pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/8076957" target=_blank>#180</A> 
BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also a group of gay Republicans at CPAC... does that mean the GOP is 
now endorsing the gay agenda?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What exactly is "the gay agenda?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08076995 35695 212 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:34:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8076984" target=_blank>#203</A> 
BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, where does the chain end? The JBS and anyone who breaks bread with them, 
and anyone who breaks bread with them, and anyone who breaks bread with 
THEM...</P> 



<P>Sooner or later, we're gonna all have to agree to shun Kevin 
Bacon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, come on! What's so wrong about the John Birch Society? Just try it 
once. What could be the harm?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077030 35695 241 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:40:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8077007" target=_blank>#223</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.publiceye.org/tooclose/jbs.html" target=_blank>Public 
Eye</A>:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- the JBS's credentials as a hate group are long 
established.</P> 
<P>But tonight we actually have people at LGF telling us we shouldn't be 
concerned, they're not so bad, let them in just this once.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077051 35695 258 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:42:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8077042" target=_blank>#251</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is sad. Why don't people listen to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're getting tired of having an LGF account, just let me 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077105 35695 305 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 6:50:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8077063" target=_blank>#268</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, JBS is the bogeyman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try one more time before giving up.</P> 
<P>The John Birch Society should not be allowed into GOP-related events. Not 
only is this incredibly stupid from a political standpoint, it's just plain 
WRONG from a moral standpoint to associate with hate groups like this.</P> 
<P>The JBS should have been turned down when they applied to be a cosponsor of 
CPAC.</P> 
<P>They're not a "bogeyman," they're a hate group, and there are good reasons 
why they have been marginalized and pushed out to the fringes by William F. 
Buckley and other sane conservatives.</P> 
<P>And there are very bad reasons why they're coming back into the mainstream in 
a big way.</P> 
<P>I don't really care if anyone in the GOP listens to my opinion on this. I've 
already given up on them. And the John Birch Society is both a symbolic and a 
literal reason why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077225 35695 409 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:15:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/8077182" target=_blank>#372</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we have any GOP politicians in the House or Senate, or Mayor or Governors 
who are members of the JBS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>For one, I don't know if Ron Paul is a member, but he gave the keynote speech 
at the John Birch Society's 50th anniversary meeting. And Ron Paul's son just 
got Sarah Palin's endorsement for the Senate.</P> 
<P>Also, he's not a politician, but he has a huge influence on the right wing -- 
Glenn Beck promotes Bircher ideology regularly on his show.</P> 
<P>I've been posting articles for months showing the resurgence of the John 
Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077235 35695 418 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:17:24pm  
 
<P>After everything I've posted about the JBS, it's kind of amazing to me that 
we're even having this discussion about whether they're a bad 
influence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077252 35695 432 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:20:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/8077244" target=_blank>#426</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you have, I simply wanted to know if anyone knows of any major GOP 
politicians that are actual members. I was trying to find some and I 
couldn't.</P> 
<P>For me, the jury is still out on how much influence the JBS society is going 
to have in the next two election cycles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No GOP politician is going to advertise their membership in the 
JBS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077290 35695 463 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:27:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/8077279" target=_blank>#452</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you suggesting that any are members?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul is probably a member, but I don't know for sure. He's been involved 
with them for decades.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077304 35695 476 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:29:18pm  
 
<P>If you want to know one BIG reason why the JBS is coming back, it's because 
there's serious money behind this group: <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Koch_Family_Foundations" 
target=_blank>Koch Family Foundations</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08077331 35695 501 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 7:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/8077325" target=_blank>#495</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they as rich as George Soros and his various foundations that fund 
Progressive causes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Koch brothers are two of the richest men in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08077595 35696 13 Charles Mon, Feb 1, 2010 8:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8077572" target=_blank>#4</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So apparently <A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/nphotos/slideshow/photo//100128/480/b07861589f354ce6
98c3bf88b741d692/" target=_blank>the President bowed to the Mayor of Tampa</A> 
last week.</P> 
<P>I think I'd like to meet him now, just to see if, well, you 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just thinking, "Hey, we haven't had a silly Bowgate incident lately, 
have we?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078729 35697 554 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:29:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/8078716" target=_blank>#544</A> 
generalsparky</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obdicut is Charles' cheerleader or bouncer. I haven't quite figured out 
which. Maybe both?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not called for at all. If you don't like it when someone defends what 
I post, what the hell are you doing at my blog?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078744 35697 566 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:33:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/8078737" target=_blank>#560</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let's take the case of KGT, who used the shared surname of David Koch 
and his father, one f the original birchers, to discredit CVATO altogether as a 
Bircher faction.</P> 
<P>See, the tendency to see Birchers everywhere and at work everywhere is a 
prime example of a fixation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the tendency to make light of the increasing influence of John Birchers 
in the GOP is just plain stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078760 35697 579 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:37:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/8078754" target=_blank>#575</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clarify this for me, then:</P> 
<P>Are we to run around in circles in a blind panic at the thought of the 
JBS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What utter nonsense. It's extremely clear that you have an agenda to mock and 
make light of this subject. Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078764 35697 582 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:38:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/8078747" target=_blank>#568</A> 
generalsparky</EM></P> 
<P>You screwed up and left off a tag, but I saw what you posted, and you can 
just piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08078791 35697 596 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:42:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/8078762" target=_blank>#581</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>because I'm a Seekrit bircher, maybe?</P> 
<P>Or because I think the whole thing is a leftish version of ACORN-
panic?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, wait a minute. Aren't you one of the people who continually freaks out 
about ACORN?</P> 
<P>Why, yes, you are. I found 44 comments from you in the last 6 months talking 
about how "dangerous" ACORN is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078801 35697 599 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:44:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/8078790" target=_blank>#595</A> 
Blueheron</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles could you direct me to a good article on the John Birch Society and 
their new found influence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've posted dozens of articles about them. The search function is a good 
thing to learn to use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078830 35697 614 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:51:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/8078803" target=_blank>#601</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, yes I am. Isn't it absurd, though, when you get down to it?</P> 
<P>All this time, I was worried about a group mobbed up with the POTUS, when I 
really should have cowered before the power of the mighty JBS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, it's obvious that you're arguing dishonestly. I have no more 
time for this nonsense.</P> 
<P>I'm going to keep pointing out the growing influence of the John Birch 
Society on the GOP and the right wing in general. If that makes you angry, I'll 
consider it a win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078853 35698 56 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 10:55:43am  
 
<P>One flounce already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078931 35698 128 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 11:14:52am  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh came out today as a creationist, by the way. And he also 
revealed his reason for refusing to believe in AGW -- because God exists. Yep, 
really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08078934 35698 131 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 11:15:32am  
 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments that try to start up another round of 
personal squabbling and feuding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08079258 35698 408 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 12:17:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/400/8079236" target=_blank>#400</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The poll is purely unbelievable.It's an advocacy poll done for KOS and using 
phone results which are notoriously unreliable. Research2000 is used by 
democratic advocacy groups like Blue Mass and KOS because they give the results 
that those groups like.It gave Coakley the lead in Mass until the day before the 
election and then said the election was tied at 48% each. It was the least 
accurate of all the polling organizations. In the 2008 election Research 2000 
came in 7th in accuracy ( Rassmussen was #1) [Link: <A 
href="http://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&amp;q=cache:ggGLy2IYzB0J:www.fordham.edu
/images/academics/graduate_schools/gsas/elections_and_campaign_/poll%2520accurac
y%2520in%2520the%25202008%2520presidential%2520election.pdf+research+2000+accura
cy&amp;hl=en&amp;gl=us&amp;pid=bl&amp;srcid=ADGEEShMet56tJ8w68DIUlwHMKM5w5DpxXgM
o08F035rr59GJ0T1fvQctzH0fxC5-LttPi2yyrFmDKzwBdaDDQ0-
iv8kLNTTAL4EJ2jFHS7s_UA1QImXQ1Ad7b7NPiVKKc3zJ_6cxbPL&amp;sig=AHIEtbS2CqAAF25Nt9J
GJwwSCG63-wpscg" target=_blank>docs.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If it gives comfort to those here who think all republicans are completely 
off their rockers, well, that was the purpose of KOS sponsoring this 
poll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- Research 2000 came in seventh in that assessment of poll 
accuracy.</P> 
<P>But you forgot to mention that there were 23 polling firms listed.</P> 
<P>Another way to portray their standing would be to say, "they're in the top 
third of all polling organizations when it comes to accuracy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079442 35698 472 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 1:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/8079434" target=_blank>#471</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lest we forget. KOS, the sponsor of this poll, is also the same blog that 
used to celebrate the deaths of Americans in Iraq.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/10440_Daily_Kos_Gloats_Over_Falluj
ah" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't forgotten, and I still think that was an incredibly crappy thing 
for Moulitsas to say, but what does that have to do with this 
discussion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079266 35699 51 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 12:20:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8079262" target=_blank>#48</A> Elle 
Plater</EM></P> 
<P>Al Gore is not a creationist. This is false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079299 35699 69 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 12:28:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8079284" target=_blank>#60</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. The other day Charles was too modest to accept dings. Now he 
does?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>General consensus seemed to be that the best way to handle it was to allow 
dinging my comments, but not have them show up in the Top 10 
listing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079378 35699 120 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 12:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8079344" target=_blank>#94</A> CarryOn</EM></P> 
<P>What utter crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079489 35699 172 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 1:25:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8079479" target=_blank>#171</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo. Who gives a rip what Limbaugh thinks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A whole lot of conservatives take his every word as gospel truth.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35235_The_Most_Influential_Conserv
ative" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079586 35699 176 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 1:51:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8079537" target=_blank>#174</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Rush's ratings are THAT high anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rush_Limbaugh" target=_blank>14.25 
million listeners a week as of March 2009</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079591 35701 10 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 1:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8079585" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also Republican candidate for Texas Governor on Alex Jones today...Debra 
Medina on Alex Jones Tv {Sunday Edition} 2/2: It's About Property Rights &amp; 
Home Ownership!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>She was also running a banner ad on Stormfront a few days 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really! Is that ad still there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079613 35701 17 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 1:58:37pm  
 
<P>The white supremacist who runs the blog at the League of the South website 
just sent me an email, applauding the fact that so many Republicans are in favor 
of secession.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting! You just never know where good news will come from.</P> 
<P>I've included that story in my latest posting:</P> 
<P>[no linkies]</P> 
<P>Keep up the good work!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Robert Stacy McCain's people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079969 35701 240 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 3:48:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8079599" target=_blank>#13</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The serious nasties have no shame anymore now that the R's are desperate. I 
might not be able to hold out until post election to drop the -R behind my name. 
It's getting just too insane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I began to break ranks with the right wing noisemakers, I've been 
receiving between 5 and 10 hate mails <EM>every single day</EM>.</P> 
<P>This one just came in, number four for today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone had told me a few years ago that the chubby dissembler would like 
smoking cock more than writing about jihad in 2010, I probably wouldn't have 
believed them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That one is from a coward who never uses his real email address, and uses 
proxy IPs. He sends several like this every week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08079975 35701 244 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 3:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8079962" target=_blank>#235</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a conspiracy! Government coverup! Ayeee!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Patriotroom is a Birther blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08080610 35702 273 Charles Tue, Feb 2, 2010 6:17:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8080589" target=_blank>#252</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain is running against a Tea Partier now... and after having lost to the 
Rove-machinate right wing in 2000, and having lost in 2008 because, he is told, 
he was not "conservative" enough, John McCain has finally realized what it will 
take to carry that (R) label after one's name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he has a wife and daughter who are very publicly supporting gay marriage. 
No wonder he's cranky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08082424 35702 792 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 10:07:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/784/8082053" target=_blank>#784</A> CarryOn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are actually very tame compared to what is spewed at Democratic 
Underground or the Daily Kos and the likes.</P> 
<P>There are hateful people everywhere. Everybody gets hate mail. Crying and 
complaining about it is weak. I hate it when O'Reilly complains about it. I hate 
it when people cry about it.It happens to everyone who has an opinion and voices 
it, be it on the right or the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly what part of my post was "crying" about the hate mail I 
get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08082772 35706 78 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 12:31:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8082733" target=_blank>#43</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: Climategate emails: <A href="http://live.psu.edu/story/44327" 
target=_blank>Penn State is advancing an investigation into whether Michael Mann 
violated certain academic standards</A>:</P> 
<P>The profession has to do a better job of policing itself and not opening 
itself up to claims of coverups and other malfeasance, which allow peoples' 
attention to move away from the fact that emissions are increasing and that they 
can have negative consequences.</P> 
<P>Then again, the media and those quoted in stories can't jump on the global 
warming bandwagon at every turn either - such as <A 
href="http://www.cbc.ca/canada/british-columbia/story/2010/01/28/bc-olympics-
climate-change.html" target=_blank>claiming that because there's insufficient 
snow in Vancouver it's a sign of global warming</A>. That's not any different 
than a report noting that parts of the NE US have seen several times their 
average snowfall thus far this season and saying that it's just weather. Would 
help to be consistent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, you missed something here. The initial investigation actually 
<EM>cleared</EM> Michael Mann of any misconduct.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn18474-us-climategate-
scientist-all-but-cleared-of-misconduct.html" target=_blank>US 'climategate' 
scientist all but cleared of misconduct - environment - 03 February 2010 - New 
Scientist</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The internal enquiry has found that Mann did not "participate in, directly or 
indirectly, any actions with an intent to suppress or to falsify data". For the 
full report, click here (pdf).</P> 
<P>Nor did he "delete, conceal or otherwise destroy emails, information and/or 
data" relating to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's 2007 report. 
One email that has received much media attention was sent to Mann by Phil Jones, 
then director of the UEA's Climatic Research Centre, on 29 May 2008. It asked 
Mann to delete some emails regarding the 2007 IPCC report.</P> 
<P>In the months since the email leak, Mann has repeatedly said that he did not 
heed to Jones' request. Penn State's enquiry confirmed this.</P> 
<P>The report is not clear about whether Mann's behaviour has harmed the public 
trust in science. It cites Penn State's official ethical standards, which says 
faculty have an obligation to boost maintain high ethical standards in order to 
foster public trust in science. It then goes on to discuss the fall-out from the 
email leak which, it says, may have polarised the public into two camps: one 
which believes the leak undermines climate science and another which does 
not.</P> 
<P>"After careful consideration of all the evidence and relevant materials, the 
inquiry committee could not make a definitive finding whether there exists any 
evidence to substantiate that Dr. Mann did engage in, or participate in, 
directly or indirectly, any actions that deviated from accepted practices within 
the academic community," reads the report. This final point will now be at the 
centre of a further investigation.</P> 
<P>"This is very much the vindication I expected since I am confident I have 
done nothing wrong," Mann told New Scientist. "I fully support the additional 
inquiry which may be the best way to remove any lingering 
doubts."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08082775 35706 81 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 12:31:35pm  
 



<P><A href="http://www.research.psu.edu/orp/Findings_Mann_Inquiry.pdf" 
target=_blank>Here's the full report.</A> (PDF)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08082950 35707 63 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 1:28:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8082935" target=_blank>#49</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dowsing" target=_blank>Dowsing.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32860_Video-
_James_Randi_vs._Dowsing/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>The thread the flounce 
occurred, comment #147.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dowsing flounce was a classic LGF moment. He posted "go ahead and ban me 
if you want..."</P> 
<P>He's probably now one of those people who claims he was banned simply for 
disagreeing with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08084928 35707 393 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 9:24:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/8084675" target=_blank>#388</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 
<P>You obviously do not have the slightest clue what any of that means, but hey! 
It <EM>sounds</EM> so incriminating, doesn't it? Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08093865 35707 403 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 10:08:03am  
 
<P>And yet <EM>another</EM> sleeper wakes up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08083171 35708 24 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 2:49:57pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://salon.com/news/james_okeefe/index.html?story=/news/feature/2010/02/
03/james_okeefe_white_nationalists" target=_blank>James O'Keefe's race 
problem</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08083243 35708 54 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 3:16:36pm  
 
<P>Lotta people complained that longer threads were getting very sluggish -- 
clicking, typing, etc.</P> 
<P>I tracked this down to the latest version of jQuery, which I installed a few 
days ago. I've reverted back to v1.3.2 while I try to see if it's my problem or 
theirs.</P> 
<P>It could be that as jQuery matures it's adjusting its optimizations for 
average-sized web pages, and as a consequence doesn't handle larger pages like 
long LGF threads as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08083245 35708 56 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 3:17:06pm  
 
<P>Anyway, if you reload the page you'll be back to the older version of jQuery 
and everything will be speedy again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08083253 35708 61 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 3:20:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8083249" target=_blank>#59</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for update. Yes, in Safari the new version did seem sluggish.</P> 
<P>Did you also change the column widths recently?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I didn't change any column widths. Which columns look different to you, 
and which OS - Mac or Win?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08083353 35709 20 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 3:56:13pm  
 
<P>Now THAT's a Farkalanche.</P> 
<P>Whole lotta people hitting the site as they get off work and check <A 
href="http://www.fark.com/cgi/comments.pl?IDLink=4995790" 
target=_blank>Fark.com</A>, looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085187 35709 415 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 11:25:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/414/8085173" target=_blank>#414</A> grinchy</EM></P> 
<P>It wasn't me who attended a conference with American Renaissance. I hope you 
aren't holding your breath waiting for me to apologize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085887 35709 418 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 2:54:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/8085848" target=_blank>#416</A> CarryOn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then there is the truth:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bigjournalism.com/sright/2010/02/03/james-okeefe-vs-
max-blumenthal-how-the-left-distorts-invents-and-lies/" 
target=_blank>bigjournalism.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean he didn't attend a meeting of white nationalists, including American 
Renaissance?</P> 
<P>Oh wait. He did.</P> 
<P>You mean he isn't a friend of Marcus Epstein?</P> 
<P>Oh wait. He is.</P> 
<P>His defense against the charge that he attended a white nationalist-sponsored 
event featuring Jared Taylor is that Taylor also appeared on Phil Donahue? 
That's a complete non sequitur. Donahue had Taylor on his show precisely because 
he's a well-known proponent of white nationalism, and this has nothing to do 
with O'Keefe attending an event featuring Jared Taylor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085891 35709 420 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 2:55:20pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085905 35709 421 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 3:07:21pm  
 
<P>O'Keefe's attempt to explain away his association with Marcus Epstein by 
saying that Epstein is half Korean and half Jewish, and therefore can't possibly 
be a white nationalist, is ludicrous.</P> 
<P>Epstein frequently writes blatantly racist pieces for the white nationalist 
site VDARE.com, attends racist conferences, and hangs out with many of the 



leading lights of the so-called "academic" racists, like Jared Taylor, Pat 
Buchanan, the Robert Taft Club, etc.</P> 
<P>Only an extremely naive person would buy the line that he can't be a racist 
because he's part Korean or part Jewish. And only someone who's trying to sleaze 
around the truth would try to use it as an excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085991 35709 434 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 3:58:58pm  
 
<P>Another small point about Marcus Epstein, who O'Keefe says can't possibly be 
a racist because he's part Korean: he was recently sentenced after pleading 
guilty in a racially motivated assault on a black woman, during which he struck 
her and screamed the 'N' word at her.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33785_Pat_Buchanans_Executive_Dire
ctor_to_Be_Sentenced_for_Violent_Hate_Crime" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085997 35709 436 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 4:06:09pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/8085960" target=_blank>#424</A> CarryOn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, just ignore what he says. Run around pretending he's a white 
supremacist.And you are actually being serious?!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone's close associates are white supremacists, it's reasonable to ask 
why. And if the answer is, "well they can't be because they're part Jewish," 
that sets off my BS detector.</P> 
<P>Possibly yours is calibrated differently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087503 35709 473 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:33:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/8087390" target=_blank>#471</A> grinchy</EM></P> 
<P>Have fun storming the castle, somewhere else. Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08084214 35711 165 Charles Wed, Feb 3, 2010 8:43:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/" target=_blank>Breitbart's 
raging at me on Twitter</A>, which comes as no surprise.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh cute. Charles Johnson - Mr. Little Green Fact Checker himself- is 
spreading the lies! [Link: <A href="http://tinyurl.com/y9fupz7" 
target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>] @lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08085950 35716 6 Charles Thu, Feb 4, 2010 3:25:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8085931" target=_blank>#1</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's that thing covering the hole in his guitar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As 6° said -- it's a sort of rubber plug that covers the soundhole and helps 
avoid feedback. It comes with the <A 



href="http://www.maton.com.au/accessories/ap-pickup-system.html" 
target=_blank>Maton Guitars AP Pickup System</A>, which is what Tommy uses, I 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091085 35717 391 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 3:29:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/8090378" target=_blank>#390</A> 
Greengolem64</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, you mean the tea party groups don't show up with little tea bags 
themselves? They don't have t-shirts with tea bag logos, they don't have 
costumes made of tea bags, they didn't start using the term "teabaggers" to 
refer to themselves?</P> 
<P>Because I thought all of those things were true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087538 35718 593 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:40:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/8087386" target=_blank>#446</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I have a different idea. I've noticed during the last week, with all 
these revelations of bullshit going on with the CRU and the IPCC, revelations by 
Fred Pearce, far from a AGW denier, that the normal players on LGF who would 
usually be screaming and trying to deflect the topic, they have become very 
quiet. Interesting, makes me wonder.</P> 
<P>I haven't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm noticing that a lot of people are swallowing this propaganda campaign 
whole, including you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087547 35718 602 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:42:15am  
 
<P>If the squabbling doesn't stop immediately, I'm going to start handing out 
time-outs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087555 35718 610 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:43:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/8087529" target=_blank>#584</A> YaYa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I am new here better stay out of AGW debates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever had an account at LGF with another name?</P> 
<P>Why are you using a proxy IP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087571 35718 625 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:48:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/8087549" target=_blank>#604</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fred Pearce is a AGW denier? You mean there have been no problems over at the 
IPCC and the CRU? You mean all this stuff in the Guardian is a propaganda 
campaign? What's Fred Pearce's link to the propaganda campaign?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every single one of these trumped up scandals has been exaggerated way beyond 
its significance by the AGW denial industry. If you can show one organization 
created by human beings that does NOT have problems, I'll eat my words. But 



using any one of these silly incidents to prove a bigger problem with the theory 
of global warming is ridiculous, and it should be below you if you care about 
the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087601 35718 654 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:56:26am  
 
<P>Hey, 'YaYa' -- care to answer my questions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087622 35718 675 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 10:03:14am  
 
<P>Yaya seems to have lost the gift of speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087661 35718 714 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 10:14:53am  
 
<P>This is your last chance to answer my questions, "YaYa."</P> 
<P>I think you're a sock puppet, and unless you give me a good reason to 
reconsider that, you're out of here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08087740 35719 27 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 10:40:25am  
 
<P>Breitbart's site "Big Journalism" is amazing right now. It's the biggest 
tantrum I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088009 35720 38 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 12:06:34pm  
 
<P>Theocrat judge Roy Moore is now speaking at TeaBagCon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088172 35720 141 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 12:55:32pm  
 
<P>Breitbart and Blumenthal are slugging away at each other on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088192 35720 159 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 1:01:36pm  
 
<P>Breitbart just tweeted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson to source of OKeefe smear: 'put up goods... [or] retract 
claim because [you] cant prove it'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of a sudden I'm not the "Little Green Smear Artist" any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088525 35721 161 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 2:58:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8088482" target=_blank>#120</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is NOTHING on those sites to say that:A. O'Keefe was an organizerB. 
O'Keefe was at a table handing out racist literatureC. The event was a White 
Nationalist event.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This was NOT some kind of harmless debate like you might see on Phil Donahue. 
The event was highly controversial and was nearly canceled, until black 
conservative Kevin Martin was invited as cover. Other "establishment 
conservatives" had agreed to attend but backed out when they discovered Jared 
Taylor was the featured speaker.</P> 
<P>And there's a very good reason for that controversy, because Taylor's views 
are repugnant.</P> 
<P>All of this is straight from the horse's mouth at American Renaissance, 
Taylor's site.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://74.125.47.132/search?q=cache:Xpg5JD7MxgwJ:www.amren.com/mtnews/arch
ives/2006/09/race_and_conser.php+http://www.amren.com/mtnews/archives/2006/09/ra
ce_and_conser.php&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>American Renaissance News: Race And Conservatism Debated At The 
Robert A. Taft Club (No Thanks To The Leadership Institute)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088532 35721 168 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 3:00:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/8088529" target=_blank>#165</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't look now Charles, but there's an alpaca breathing down your 
neck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will be no retractions from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088567 35721 201 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 3:10:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, the actual organizer for the event was the Robert A. Taft Club, a 
well-known umbrella group for a number of far right causes, including Jared 
Taylor and his "academic" racism scam. Their history is very long and very 
dicey.</P> 
<P>Given the fact that the Taft Club was the organizer, and Marcus Epstein was 
apparently in charge of booking speakers, I honestly don't see why it's a 
stretch to call this a "white nationalist conference." Certainly some of the 
people who organized it were involved with white nationalist 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088577 35721 211 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 3:13:03pm  
 
<P>It's also very clear from reading the American Renaissance article that they 
were deeply involved in the organization of this event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088597 35721 231 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 3:18:38pm  
 
<P>Notice that American Renaissance can barely hide their contempt for Kevin 
Martin:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kevin Martin was the next to speak. He opened by lamenting how difficult it 
is to be a Republican in the black community. He blamed most of the problems 
that blacks face on the fact that “self-appointed leaders” like Al Sharpton and 
Jesse Jackson have conditioned blacks to believe in a culture of victimization 
that prevents them from ever taking responsibility for their own problems.</P> 



<P><STRONG>Nevertheless, Martin seemed to blame the media for most of the 
negative stereotypes about blacks</STRONG>. His speech was also full of the 
usual banalities, such as “we’re all members of one race: the human race,” etc. 
Nevertheless, Martin should be praised for rejecting the culture of victimhood 
that he described.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their differences with Martin stem from the fact that they consider him to be 
<EM>genetically inferior</EM> to a white man. That's why they sneer at his 
comment that the media are to blame for negative stereotypes -- because to them, 
it's Martin HIMSELF who is to blame, because that's how black people are.</P> 
<P>It's a profoundly sick world view. This is why decent people shun the Jared 
Taylor crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088690 35721 318 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 3:44:11pm  
 
<P>But seriously -- why were people so quick to back away from calling this a 
"white nationalist" event? Simply because a black conservative was invited? 
That's pretty pathetic criteria for determining the accuracy of that 
statement.</P> 
<P>If Marcus Epstein was in charge of inviting speakers, and it was organized by 
VDARE, American Renaissance, and the Taft Club, why the hell shouldn't this be 
called a "white nationalist" event? Do they have to be wearing Nazi 
uniforms?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08089069 35721 574 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 5:14:40pm  
 
<P>Stop the squabbling now, or I'll be giving timeouts. I'm getting REALLY tired 
of asking this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091205 35721 626 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 4:11:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/624/8091187" target=_blank>#624</A> Zaggs</EM></P> 
<P>And you kiss your mother with that mouth? Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08088874 35722 19 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 4:29:25pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy's getting into it now too! Party!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08089808 35722 484 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 8:11:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/8089801" target=_blank>#483</A> spud</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...saying I "called" the event a white nationalist conference is not 
true.</P> 
<P>Do they need to be wearing SS uniforms before we call it a "white 
nationalist" event?</P> 
<P>huh... ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Earlier I was reporting what One People's Project said about 
it. But now that I know more about this event from other sources, I have no 
problem at all with calling it a "white nationalist" conference myself.</P> 
<P>It was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08089924 35722 486 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:11:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/8089872" target=_blank>#485</A> spud</EM></P> 
<P>And I'm not sure what to say other than, "Buh bye!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090443 35722 492 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 9:46:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/8090114" target=_blank>#488</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just don't think O'Keefe took that much time to decide and research what 
was going on across the street. He looked at the title... others were going, and 
he went. I suppose, based on the reports that he would have figured out what it 
was after he got there, but by then it was too late.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't know you were a mind-reader. And even more impressive, a mind-reader 
who can read minds in the past.</P> 
<P>Perhaps you missed the part about the controversial nature of the event, and 
the fact that the Southern Poverty Law Center was already protesting before it 
took place. The event was almost canceled, because it was <EM>obviously a white 
nationalist event</EM>.</P> 
<P>And maybe you also missed the fact that O'Keefe was well acquainted with 
Marcus Epstein long before this event took place.</P> 
<P>Better watch out, spinning like that - you'll get dizzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090857 35722 494 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 1:00:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8090716" target=_blank>#493</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the only reason we think O'Keefe knew Marcus is because of what Isis 
tells us. Unless this Isis can come up with more, I am dismissing everything 
they said. I think they are playing a prank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marcus Epstein has personally acknowledged that he knows James O'Keefe.</P> 
<P>Come on, this is getting a little ridiculous. If you're going to be an 
apologist, you should at least first check to make sure your facts are 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090870 35722 495 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 1:09:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8090716" target=_blank>#493</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>About the Robert A. Taft Club, you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now maybe we know these guys are also all "White Supremists". I don't know. I 
did a short search and couldn't come up with anything solid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marcus Epstein was <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2007/10/08/extremist-group-announces-speech-
by-congressman/" target=_blank>the head of the Robert A. Taft 
Club</A>.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08089447 35723 3 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 6:44:19pm  
 
<P>This is just astounding to me. The inmates are in charge of the 
asylum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08089685 35723 207 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 7:37:37pm  
 
<P>Dave Weigel is at the TeaBagCon, and just tweeted that Farah received a 
standing ovation for his Birther speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08089940 35723 457 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:21:17pm  
 
<P>All you people who keep insisting that the Birthers are a "tiny minority" of 
tea partiers -- please note.</P> 
<P>Tonight's keynote speech at the first Tea Party Convention was an outright, 
raving, batshit nuts Birther speech by one of the craziest right wingers in 
America, and he got a standing ovation for it.</P> 
<P>Please don't use that excuse any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08089941 35723 458 Charles Fri, Feb 5, 2010 9:21:49pm  
 
<P>The video of this crazy speech:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/SXdFXWegr-4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090416 35724 283 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 9:34:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8090231" target=_blank>#103</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this is one of the articles I linked to Thursday and Friday, in the 
Guardian, the original article, written by Guardian's reporter Fred Pearce. Fred 
Pearce is an environment writer and author of "The Last Generation: How nature 
will take her revenge for climate change."</P> 
<P>This is one of the article that Charles suggested was "below you if you care 
about the truth."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous, Walter. Please don't put words in my mouth. I said using 
any one of these trumped up incidents to try to show global warming is a "hoax" 
is below you -- not that specific article. And you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090475 35725 11 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 10:09:23am  
 
<P>The wingnut monkeys are retweeting Pamela Geller's latest incoherent rant at 
Big Government about me like crazy this morning. I see it dozens of times in 
Tweetdeck.</P> 
<P>Maybe it's time to answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090542 35725 78 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 10:36:33am  
 
<P>I notice Pamela quotes Mark Steyn, who actually passed Pamela a private email 
from me to him, urging him not to associate with her.</P> 



<P>Yep, I wrote to Mark Steyn warning him about Geller, years ago, because we 
had exchanged emails before and he seemed like a reasonable person. Another 
mistake I won't make again!</P> 
<P>Telling this kook Geller about a private email I wrote is the kind of 
classless behavior I now expect from right wing pundits.</P> 
<P>But please note -- Steyn claims:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson wrote both to me and my publishers urging us to disinvite you 
as a ‘dangerous’ and ‘crazy’ person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wrote to Steyn. I did NOT write to his "publishers." This is a lie. So in 
addition to being a classless unethical jerk who reveals private emails, Steyn 
is also a liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090590 35725 125 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 10:53:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8090572" target=_blank>#107</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to HA, it appears that the "...Tea Party organizations will hold a 
presser later today to condemn Birtherism and distance themselves from it"</P> 
<P>That would be a positive development...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>After</EM> the keynote speaker goes full-on Birther, with cheers and a 
standing ovation from the crowd?</P> 
<P>Seems a little late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090592 35725 127 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 10:54:35am  
 
<P>I'll betcha Sarah Palin had something to do with this press conference. 
Probably gave the organizers an ultimatum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090629 35726 3 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 11:13:07am  
 
<P>Is that Roseanne Barr?</P> 
<P>/I kid</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090689 35726 56 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 11:34:30am  
 
<P>The organizers of this convention are going to lose their 
shirts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091198 35726 127 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 4:10:04pm  
 
<P>Flounce away, little flounceling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08090809 35727 57 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 12:37:19pm  
 
<P>Farah has openly <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35208_World_Net_Daily_Publisher_Ca
lls_for_Theocracy" target=_blank>advocated for theocracy</A> 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08090918 35727 157 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 1:38:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8090887" target=_blank>#127</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are there any XML gurus present?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really a guru, but I know a bit. What's the question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091032 35727 262 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 2:58:48pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8091027" target=_blank>#257</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does a fair bit of it in this thread</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35633_Read_of_the_Day-
_Glenn_Beck_Hitlerfest/comments/#ctop" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I would have more but the way LGF is set up you can't actually search for 
each comment someone has posted in a thread simply by doing a "Control F" and 
their name, you only see the posts in which people reply to what they've 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can get around this by searching for the person's name immediately 
followed by two spaces. You can't see them, but there are two spaces following 
each user name on the top line of a comment, specifically to allow 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08095245 35727 578 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 6:45:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8090933" target=_blank>#168</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been parsing a particular type of XML document for some time, without 
trouble, using Xerces-C++. We got a failure the other day, because every tag in 
the document suddenly has a namspace attached to it, which we've never seen 
before. The namespace is the same on every tag, and appears to be machine 
generated. There is a single tag at the top of the document (I don't recall the 
name of it) containing a huge list of namespace definitions of the form 
'xmlns:foo="urn:gdyn:ims:bar"'; 'foo' is the namespace found in the document 
tags, although there are many other namespaces listed.</P> 
<P>I'm assuming that somewhere, there is a document that states one of two 
things: the namespace we're supposed to be interested in, or the urn we're 
supposed to be interested in. Is this correct? It seems impossible to me to 
attach such metainformation to the document itself, so we need some external 
source for the mapping between namespaces/urns and things we actually care 
about.</P> 
<P>Also, since we've never seen namespaces before this, how do we set up our 
code to parse both types of document, ones with namespaces defined and ones 
without? It seems as though the only solution is to look for the namespace 
setting, and vary the function call based on it's presence or absence, using 
either getElementsByTagName() or getElementsByTagNameNS() as appropriate. Is 
this also correct, or is there a way to tell the latter to use the "default" 
(non-explicit) namespace, maybe by using an empty string?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>My first thought is that somebody's development code got pushed out as 
production code by accident, because nobody uses 'foo' as a variable name in 
production code. That namespace spec looks pretty useless without some kind of 
way to access the file.</P> 
<P>I'd get in touch with whoever's supplying the XML file and ask, 
"WTF?"</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091428 35729 3 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:49:10pm  
 
<P>Oh well, C-SPAN was smarter than I was. Worked in preview mode, but no 
embedded video here. Will replace with a link to their page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091443 35729 14 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:52:03pm  
 
<P>There's a Birther now asking a question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091463 35729 31 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:54:58pm  
 
<P>C-SPAN must have some kind of sneaky way to cut off access as soon as they 
see it's coming from outside their network. The embedded feed worked during 
preview, so it must have triggered some kind of autoblock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091474 35729 42 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:57:10pm  
 
<P>I'm curious to see if Sarah Palin mentions the Birther controversy. Her staff 
of highly skilled political Svengalis were probably hotly debating it all 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091480 35729 48 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:58:35pm  
 
<P>Any nominations for the word/phrase to use in the Sarah Palin Drinking 
Game?</P> 
<P>Maybe when she winks?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091482 35729 50 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:58:55pm  
 
<P>The Sarah Palin Winkin' Drinkin' Game?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091485 35729 53 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 5:59:32pm  
 
<P>Somebody should count the number of times she says "I" or 
"my".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091497 35729 64 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:00:36pm  
 
<P>Live -- Andrew Breitbart! With an alpaca on his back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091506 35729 73 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:01:15pm  



 
<P>The C-SPAN web video is about 5-10 seconds ahead of cable TV in 
LA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091528 35729 95 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8091505" target=_blank>#72</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's that.</P> 
<P>Just went to C-SPAN itself and clicked on the Grifter speech. Up pops a 
screen saying "This program is not available to view or purchase."</P> 
<P>Unless someone can tell me how to watch it, I'm going to say it's closed to 
anyone without Teabagger ID.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just go to the link I posted above and click the 'Watch' link in the 'Live 
Streams' panel on the right, under the Flash heading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091560 35729 125 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:06:14pm  
 
<P>She's not even going to mention the Birthers, I betcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091566 35729 130 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:06:49pm  
 
<P>"America is ready for another revolution!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091577 35729 141 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:07:27pm  
 
<P>Shout out to Scott Brown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091581 35729 145 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:07:49pm  
 
<P>"He was just a guy. With a truck."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091597 35729 158 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:09:15pm  
 
<P>You're looking at a $100,000 speech, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091640 35729 200 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:13:50pm  
 
<P>This is pure pablum.</P> 
<P>A hundred grand buys a speech that's bland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091648 35729 207 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:15:08pm  
 
<P>"National security, that's one place where, hey! Ya gotta call it like it 
is!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091659 35729 218 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:16:41pm  



 
<P>Hittin' those wingnut hot buttons hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091686 35729 244 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:18:42pm  
 
<P>"We need a commander in chief, not some egghead perfesser!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091735 35729 292 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:22:48pm  
 
<P>Is she going to get to 30 minutes? Does a hundred grand buy at least a half 
hour of platitudes and red meat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091761 35729 317 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:25:27pm  
 
<P>So far, she's hit the Abdulmutallab talking point, now the stimulus talking 
point ... will she triple down on Death Panels?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091774 35729 330 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:26:45pm  
 
<P>That audience looks like they could use some Ensure nutritional 
drink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091796 35729 352 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:28:38pm  
 
<P>She's repeating every recent right wing talking point, debunked or 
not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091804 35729 360 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:29:10pm  
 
<P>The audience is yawning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091814 35729 370 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:30:32pm  
 
<P>Come on! Death Panels! Say it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091824 35729 379 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:31:56pm  
 
<P>You have to admit, she still looks very perky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091845 35729 399 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:34:22pm  
 
<P>Mom and pops! Who wouldn't clap for mom and pops?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091858 35729 410 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:36:18pm  
 
<P>Some of the audience shots are really weird.</P> 
<P>People staring into space with angry expressions.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08091872 35729 424 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:37:54pm  
 
<P>All right! She passed the 30-minute mark.</P> 
<P>Will it be 45 minutes? Or will she go for an hour? Does she have enough 
talking points in her quiver?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091885 35729 437 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:39:40pm  
 
<P>The crowd is on its feet. Oh, my aching feet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091891 35729 443 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:40:20pm  
 
<P>I'm sensing the approach of the 45-minute $100K conclusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091908 35729 459 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:42:07pm  
 
<P>She's losing the script a little here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091927 35729 478 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:43:38pm  
 
<P>She's avoided the Birther issue entirely, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091939 35729 490 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:44:28pm  
 
<P>The end is approaching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091955 35729 506 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:45:53pm  
 
 
 
<P>45 Minutes!</P> 
<P>Did I call it or what? To the minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08091968 35729 519 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:46:47pm  
 
<P>That's about $2,222.00 a minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08092028 35729 578 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:53:09pm  
 
<P>15-minute Q&amp;A. Worth it for the hundred K.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08092096 35729 645 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 6:59:35pm  
 
<P>How long will the Q&amp;A go?</P> 
<P>15 minutes? Or will the Q&amp;A be as long as the main 
speech?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08092114 35729 663 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 7:00:45pm  
 
<P>Yep, last question. $100K bought an hour of Sarah's time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08092153 35729 701 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 7:03:48pm  
 
<P>"Controversy!" What controversy?</P> 
<P>"This isn't about money ... I will live and die for the people of 
America."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08092164 35729 712 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 7:04:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/8092152" target=_blank>#700</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. Notice she gave them exactly an hour. No more, no less. She's 
punching the time clock. More time would have cost them more 
money.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fulfilling the contract.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08092575 35729 1100 Charles Sat, Feb 6, 2010 8:17:44pm  
 
<P>Not. Cool. At. All.</P> 
<P>It would be a really bad idea to continue in this direction. You can take the 
deletions as a warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08093894 35730 469 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 10:24:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/8093511" target=_blank>#452</A> 
ulmsey123</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do the "Tea Party" people want?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, besides Barack Obama's original long-form birth certificate?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, maybe young people ar not so active right now because of 
school. Yeeesh. No brainer there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a "no brainer," all right, when you spout off about something that's 
easily disproven. The fact is that young people are abandoning the right in 
massive numbers, and there's plenty of documentation to support this.</P> 
<P>For just one example: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/118285/Democrats-Best-Among-Generation-Baby-
Boomers.aspx" target=_blank>www.gallup.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08093956 35732 45 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 10:59:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8093921" target=_blank>#14</A> 
erraticsphinx</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my god, no joke, National Review is ACTUALLY using the "elite" angle.</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://corner.nationalreview.com/post/?q=ODU3YzkwMGYxZGY1NGQ2OTZiZWZhMWIzO
TNkZTU1ZWE=&amp;utm_source=twitterfeed&amp;utm_medium=twitter" 
target=_blank>Sad.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what "spin" means: act as if you don't even know that it makes you 
look stupid, and just hammer that ol' talking point one more 
time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094195 35732 144 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 11:53:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8094058" target=_blank>#117</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link me to a video, where he is doing a one on one, unrehearsed interview, 
back and forth questions and answers where he comes off smooth and confident and 
in control of the subject?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0pqzNJYzh7I&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094013 35733 5 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 11:16:50am  
 
<P>Remember though -- Pat Buchanan has no influence on the right wing! And 
neither does Rush Limbaugh!</P> 
<P>We just have the former GOP vice presidential candidate talking about running 
for President, quoting Pat Buchanan and backing off a criticism of Rush 
Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094042 35733 19 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 11:22:06am  
 
<P>Notice that she uses the patented "Rush Limbaugh satire" 
defense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094567 35733 467 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 1:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/8094551" target=_blank>#452</A> PT 
Barnum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fair enough...I will occasionally go over the top...and don't have a problem 
if Charles or anyone else says so...learning process I guess.</P> 
<P>Thanks for setting me straight all...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wanted to say -- thanks for not freaking out, not posting a rant full of 
obscenities, not getting banned, then not dedicating the rest of your life to 
smearing me all over the Internet.</P> 
<P>It's a nice difference from the usual sort of thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094953 35733 632 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 4:20:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/631/8094938" target=_blank>#631</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, is it possible Palin is mis-attributing Pipe's recent Iran article 
to Buchanan? A quick search of Buchanan's recent writings seems to show him 
opposed to war with Iran, and even against sanctions.</P> 
<P>Not that Daniel Pipes would be much of an improvement. Pipes was one of the 
folks obsessed with documenting Obama's childhood contacts / connections with 
Muslims in an attempt to cast him as some sort of Islamic Manchurian 
Candidate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the article she's talking about:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://t
ownhall.com/columnists/PatBuchanan/2010/02/05/will_obama_play_the_war_card&amp;i
e=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>townhall.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094971 35733 634 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 4:34:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/633/8094958" target=_blank>#633</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Now we know the answer to that Katie Couric question about what she reads -- 
Pat Buchanan's columns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094723 35734 7 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 2:17:17pm  
 
<P>In the comments for the Times Online article, someone links to comments by 
Anthony Watts and Steven McIntyre that support Phil Jones' claim that the CRU 
was deliberately targeted for harassment by multiple FOIA 
requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099059 35734 230 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 9:03:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/8098569" target=_blank>#229</A> Synesius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee...it's understandable that Jones et al would be stressed by contemplating 
the work involved in fulfilling all those requests, but why not just post the 
raw data online and provide a link to fellow researchers, like most real 
scientists do?</P> 
<P>Oh. i forgot. They threw it away. That might explain it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even read any of the articles I have posted on this subject? Or are 
you just repeating talking points you've picked up from the denial industry?</P> 
<P>NO DATA was "thrown away." This is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094940 35735 3 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 4:14:10pm  
 
<P>Is there some kind of tennis match going on or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08094981 35735 19 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 4:39:30pm  
 
<P>Just realized that we now know the answer to that famous question Katie 
Couric asked Sarah Palin, about what she reads: she reads Pat Buchanan's 
columns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08095723 35735 220 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 9:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/8095607" target=_blank>#219</A> infidel 
Alan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listened to about two and a half minutes of Metheny's clip and got bored. 
Jazz is so 1950s San Francisco beatnik "cool" and sooo 
pretentious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing more boring than people who announce to the world how bored 
they are.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08095284 35736 93 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 6:58:31pm  
 
<P>Why is Andrew Breitbart sending me this weird message on Twitter?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boycott Breitbart, the 'courseloader'! @lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I supposed to know what that means?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08095292 35736 101 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 7:01:26pm  
 
<P>A major factor in New Orleans' win tonight -- Bobby Jindal held an exorcism 
in the locker room right before the game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08095308 35736 117 Charles Sun, Feb 7, 2010 7:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8095297" target=_blank>#106</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's <A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/status/8787962108" 
target=_blank>Breitbart's</A> version of of the Nirth 
certifikit...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah. Curious that he seems to think I'm aware of the internal monologue that 
led to this strained metaphor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096329 35739 491 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 9:43:31am  
 
<P>Sigh. I see we had another outbreak of personal ill feeling up above.</P> 
<P>I don't have the time or the temperament to be a psychologist. And I'm not 
going to step in and ban people just because other people have personal issues 
with them.</P> 
<P>I'm very uncomfortable about taking sides in personal disputes among readers; 
I don't have the time to get informed about all the details of the issues that 
led to the latest battle, so I can't take sides even if I wanted to. I 
especially don't like seeing this happen between readers who all contribute 
valuable things to LGF in their own ways. I'd really prefer it if all of you who 
are involved in this feud could take a breath or two, take a step back, and cool 
things out, if you care about making the discourse at LGF the best on the web -- 
which is what I care about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096346 35739 505 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 9:54:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/8096340" target=_blank>#500</A> Buck</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NOTE: It does not disproves anthropogenic global warming, or proves mankind’s 
influence on climate is a scientific hoax. But it illustrates the absurdity of 
the claim the debate is over, the science is settled and we must all immediately 
take a vow of poverty to “save the planet.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not do any of those things. What it shows is that there is a very 
determined effort to find and use small errors -- the kind of errors that happen 
in EVERY human endeavor -- to trick people into thinking there are larger 
problems with the science of global warming.</P> 
<P>It's <EM>exactly</EM> the same tactic used by creationists, as I've 
documented over and over. It's dishonest, and deliberately manipulative of the 
naive and ignorant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096469 35740 58 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 10:59:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8096454" target=_blank>#43</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<P>I get the point of that site, and I understand it's not seriously promoting 
that claim about Glenn Beck. But I can't agree with tactics like that, so please 
-- let's not link to it. The whole point of linking to it is to get it picked up 
in Google searches, and I don't want to help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096487 35740 76 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 11:10:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8096474" target=_blank>#63</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Charles</P> 
<P>Sorry, I got this part wrong in my summation of the clip:</P> 
<P>So what she said, that I incorrectly summarized, was the most used SS# of the 
39, was issued in 1977 to someone <EM>born</EM> 120 years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh, I heard it the wrong way too when I listened - thanks for noting that, I 
corrected the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096586 35742 1 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 11:48:56am  
 
<P>I trust everyone who comments here knows that any disrespectful comments will 
be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08096665 35742 40 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 12:15:44pm  
 
<P><A href="http://biggovernment.com/publius/2010/02/08/congressman-john-murtha-
dead-at-77/" target=_blank>Commenters are celebrating at Breitbart's Big 
Government</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08097574 35743 535 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 6:02:05pm  
 
<P>Meghan McCain flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08097510 35744 65 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 5:32:58pm  
 
<P>Man, I am so hooked on the <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw



ww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fentity%2FJohn-
Connolly%2FB000APOEIY%3Fie%3DUTF8%26ref_%3Dsr%255Fntt%255Fsrch%255Flnk%255F1%26q
id%3D1265678995%26sr%3D1-1&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-
20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" target=_blank>John 
Connolly</A> "Charlie Parker" novels. The Kindle made it easy to buy them in 
order, and I've worked through the whole series until I'm about half done with 
"Black Angel." Great writing and unusual story lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08097525 35744 79 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 5:38:47pm  
 
<P>I just an "I'll pray for you" mail, which is always a special moment. Or it 
was, the first 100 times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08097576 35744 117 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 6:02:26pm  
 
<P>Just had a Meghan McCain flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08097602 35745 7 Charles Mon, Feb 8, 2010 6:18:58pm  
 
<P>The Taylor connection has been known <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Taylor_(Liberia)" target=_blank>since 
1999</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taylor and Pat Robertson</P> 
<P>According to a 2 June 1999, article in The Virginian-Pilot,[35] Taylor had 
extensive business dealings with American televangelist Pat Robertson. According 
to the article, Taylor gave Robertson (who also had business dealings with 
dictator Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire) the rights to mine for diamonds in Liberia's 
mineral-rich countryside. According to two Operation Blessing pilots who 
reported this incident to the Commonwealth of Virginia for investigation in 
1994, Robertson used his Operation Blessing planes to haul diamond-mining 
equipment to Robertson's mines in Liberia, despite the fact that Robertson was 
telling his 700 Club viewers that the planes were sending relief supplies to the 
victims of the genocide in Rwanda. The subsequent investigation by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia concluded that Robertson diverted his ministry's 
donations to the Liberian diamond-mining operation, but Attorney General of 
Virginia Mark Earley blocked any potential prosecution against Robertson, as the 
relief supplies were also sent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099102 35746 380 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 9:28:42am  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy was on the Joy Behar show last night, and told Ron Reagan 
that his father would have loved Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>The wingnuts are all exuding smug over this. They think Geller came off well, 
amazingly, instead of as a ranting, self-absorbed parrot.</P> 
<P>Do the people who treat Pamela Geller as if she has authority to speak about 
<EM>anything</EM> realize that this woman is a full-on, raving Birther? Or that 
she tried to claim Barack Obama is the love child of Malcolm X? Or that she 
openly praises fascist groups like the EDL?</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099246 35747 18 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 10:22:59am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8099223" target=_blank>#4</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teabaggers are like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The term "teabaggers" was started by the tea partiers 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099250 35747 21 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 10:24:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8099236" target=_blank>#10</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Haj <EM>was</EM> influential on Hitler.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Compared to everything else that was an influence on Hitler, the Mufti of 
Jerusalem's influence was tiny. And claiming that Hitler got the idea for the 
Holocaust from him is total fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099262 35747 32 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 10:28:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8099254" target=_blank>#24</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah.</P> 
<P>I guess that changes things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Certainly gives it context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099266 35747 36 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 10:29:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8099256" target=_blank>#26</A> Quilly 
Mammoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The title of the article is "The Mufti of Jerusalem: Architect of the 
Holocaust". There's no doubt that Hitler enjoyed having his ideas regurgitated 
back to him. But the Mufti wasn't even on the radar screen when the first camps 
were set up.</P> 
<P>Unless I'm missing something...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a ludicrous fantasy, of course. It's obviously motivated by Geller's 
bigotry against Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099293 35747 55 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 10:44:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8099280" target=_blank>#47</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>The idea that German antisemitism was imported from the Islamic world simply 
ignores the long, long history of antisemitism in Europe and the Germanic region 
in particular. Europe didn't need to "import" antisemitism from anywhere, it was 
part of the social fabric for MANY centuries.</P> 
<P>Please don't start this here. It's beyond silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08099333 35747 89 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 11:05:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8099289" target=_blank>#52</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not a big fan of Ron Reagan. But I'd never say that shit to 
him</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller has a history of crossing the borders of decency. That's not even the 
worst case. Pushing her crazy self into the Rifqa Bary custody case is worse, 
and so was her plan to put a headstone on a Muslim girl's grave <EM>against the 
family's wishes</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102127 35747 540 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 9:34:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/8102035" target=_blank>#539</A> jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since it was 3 shrieking harpies against one, I can see where Geller thought 
she did all right. She wasn't nearly as nasty as Ronnie Reagan 
was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. Telling the son of Ronald Reagan he didn't even 
know his own father isn't nasty?</P> 
<P>I'm not surprised that you'd be a fan of Geller, being a hard core climate 
change denier. These things tend to go together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102657 35747 542 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/8102648" target=_blank>#541</A> jimbouie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm hard core?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty easy to check out your past comments on the subject and verify 
that.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a fan of Geller? Who knew?</P> 
<P>Ronnie Reagan's constant demeaning, snarky comments while Geller was trying 
to speak deserved what they brought. And no matter whose side you favor, the 
pile-on was pretty bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooohkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08100430 35749 300 Charles Tue, Feb 9, 2010 6:14:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/8100368" target=_blank>#239</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, Drudge has linked to an Alex Jones article all day and not a single 
right wing blog has complained. Welcome to the mainstream of right wing 
politics, Alex!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart often posts the articles at Drudge. I wonder if that one's 
his?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102466 35753 21 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 11:21:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8102463" target=_blank>#19</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently the same jet stream is affecting Mongolia, Tibet, Britain, etc. 
There is always an explanation for colder weather, whereas warmer weather is 
always Global Warming.</P> 



<P>Time magazine is not a science journal, I believe they were the one's hyping 
the Global Cooling fantasy in the 70's, with even less supporting 
research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then follow the link to Jeff Masters' blog, which is the source for the 
article, if you want a more scientific explanation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102631 35753 104 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:08:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8102619" target=_blank>#99</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One would certainly be reasonable in noting that it was the same Time 
magazine hyping <A 
href="http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,944914,00.html" 
target=_blank>a new Ice Age</A> on even less basis. This disqualifies Time 
magazine as a serious source of scientific news, and it most certainly is not a 
peer reviewed journal, or even a non-peer reviewed journal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it doesn't. It shows that they printed something that was mistaken. That 
does not mean that everything they printed from then on was crap.</P> 
<P>The article I posted cites a website run by a meteorologist who thoroughly 
backs up the points made by TIME with scientiic evidence. It's accurate 
information about a subject that's often distorted, including here at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102640 35753 107 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8102637" target=_blank>#105</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The science has already demonstrated that the massive amount of CO2 pumped 
into atmosphere by humanity is by far the most probably cause of AGW, to more 
than a 90% degree of certainty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102665 35753 119 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8102651" target=_blank>#111</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, the IPCC AR4 also claimed 90% certainty on several matters 
that have been proven false and based upon advocacy groups, not peer reviewed 
science. Thus one must suspect their other claims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nonsense - another exaggeration in a long line of exaggerations. I 
know you'd like to promote the idea that the tiny problems found thus far 
completely invalidate the IPCC's work, but that's beyond silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102686 35753 129 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8102680" target=_blank>#126</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well we disagree on this I suppose, but the list of serious errors now 
includes the Himalayan Glaciers, the Amazon, and Africa. All false data based 
upon non-peer reviewed science, all given with erroneous confidence levels. 
Numerous people, including strong advocates of Global Warming like the BBC and 
the Guardian are now demanding apologies and calling for Dr. Pachauri's 
resignation and a shake up of the IPCC to reform it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And the list of absolutely confirmed and exhaustively researched evidence in 
the IPCC's AR4 documents amounts to more than 3,000 pages, with many thousands 
of citations for scientific papers and studies.</P> 
<P>You're promoting nonsense to suggest that the minuscule number of problems 
found are cause for significant doubt, in comparison to the vast amount of valid 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102692 35753 131 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:26:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8102680" target=_blank>#126</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Numerous people, including strong advocates of Global Warming like the BBC 
and the Guardian are now demanding apologies and calling for Dr. Pachauri's 
resignation and a shake up of the IPCC to reform it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't you just write this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, the mass media is not the most reliable reporter of anything, 
especially science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But all of a sudden, because they agree with you on the IPCC, you cite them 
as authorities. Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102754 35753 145 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8102716" target=_blank>#135</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I respectfully disagree; I am referring to major errors that appear in the 
far shorter and influential synthesis report under the direct responsibility of 
the IPCC Chair Dr RK Pachauri. They apply to the most alarming predictions 
dealing with crucial regions that have become "poster issues" to-wit, the 
Amazon, the Himalayan Glaciers and Africa. All false, all based upon advocacy 
reports, not peer reviewed science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, you're promoting ideas that are not true.</P> 
<P>The Himalayan glaciers ARE in danger. The Amazon rain forest IS in danger. 
And there are many, many climate change issues in Africa.</P> 
<P>The fact that a very few statements in the report about these areas have been 
shown to be in error has absolutely no effect on the mountains of data that show 
the very real problems they face from AGW.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102798 35753 151 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 12:50:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8102788" target=_blank>#147</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you are misinformed. The Himalayan Glacier prediction has been 
proven false and the IPCC has already retracted it and apologised for it. There 
is no other data, all we can say for certain at this point is that we do not yet 
understand the Himalayan Glaciers and need more research. The part about the 
Amazon and Africa have also been recently proven false, I expect those sections 
will be withdrawn as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, not true. Only one prediction about the Himalayan glaciers was shown 
to be incorrectly cited -- that they might disappear by 2035. The rest of the 
evidence about the retreat of the Himalayan glaciers is absolutely solid, and 
there's a LOT of it.</P> 



<P>The same is true about the Amazon and Africa. In both cases, you're taking 
one tiny piece of data that's been shown to be in error, and trying to say this 
proves the whole thing wrong -- and it does not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102833 35753 155 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 1:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8102830" target=_blank>#154</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So yes, not only not peer reviewed, but misquoted from the original sources. 
What remains is not at all alarming for those regions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now you are posting complete falsehoods. This is simply not true at all. 
There is a vast amount of evidence that all of these areas are in serious danger 
from man-made climate change. It's nothing but sheer ignorance to claim 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102853 35753 158 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 1:06:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8102849" target=_blank>#157</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well... IT COULD BE TRUE... it just hasn't been studied properly 
yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it definitely has been studied properly, for many years by many 
thousands of people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102947 35753 180 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 1:27:11pm  
 
 
 
<P>The number I've seen is that humans produce about 26 billion metric tons of 
CO2 each year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08102980 35753 187 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 1:32:55pm  
 
<P>A quick fact from Wikipedia: human activities such as the combustion of 
fossil fuels and deforestation have caused the atmospheric concentration of 
carbon dioxide to increase by about 35% since the beginning of the age of 
industrialization.</P> 
<P>35% is a huge increase when you're talking about the entire atmosphere of the 
planet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08104310 35753 278 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 7:07:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8104081" target=_blank>#268</A> 
mvanvleck</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08103300 35755 205 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 2:50:19pm  
 
<P>Today's unbridled paranoia from Pamela Geller: <A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/pgeller/2010/02/10/the-u-s-government-willfully-



blind-to-the-jihad/" target=_blank>the US government is totally controlled by 
the Muslim Brotherhood</A>. Good grief.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you know in the FBI’s Counter-Terrorism Manual, the word jihad is not to 
be found? Not once.</P> 
<P>This is no accident. This is happening because for decades the Muslim 
Brotherhood (i.e., the Muslim American Society, the Council on American-Islamic 
Relations, the Islamic Society of North America, the Islamic Circle of North 
America, etc.), has infiltrated every agency and institution at the highest 
levels, and they control what is said and how it can be said.</P> 
<P>Islam has achieved absolute intellectual dominance. The Muslim Brotherhood 
groups in the United States control the narrative. They control information and 
how it is processed at senior levels of the CIA, the FBI, the Pentagon, and the 
various branches of the military.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08104066 35757 280 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 6:02:12pm  
 
<P>Hey, the shrieking harpy made it all the way onto Keith Olbermann's show 
tonight. She was in contention for the worst person award for her mind-bendingly 
horrific appearance on the Joy Behar show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08104499 35758 213 Charles Wed, Feb 10, 2010 8:14:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8104470" target=_blank>#187</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frontpage is gone I think. MS made something else. Dreamweaver had the result 
after purchase of my hiring a web guy to update the work web site. I loved 
frontpage in the early days. WYSIWYG is the way for most of us mere mortals to 
work a web page. Not in raw code. That is a full time thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BBEdit rules.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105536 35759 493 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 8:46:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/8105310" target=_blank>#272</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The four articles in questions above were written by one of the most vocal 
climate change advocates in Britain, Fred Pearce of the Guardian... hell, he 
certainly wasn't trying to say climate change is a hoax.</P> 
<P>But he was questioning the process, procedures and policies of a number of 
people and organizations... the same way Kevin Trenberth does in the AP/MSMBC 
article I linked to above.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I stand by every word I wrote in my post to you, Walter. I have no 
absolutely no interest in playing back-and-forth games about this, but anyone 
who wants to go back and read the exchange in context will see that I had good 
reasons for writing that.</P> 
<P>There has been a constant effort here by some people to smear the entire work 
of the IPCC and climatologists in general with the trumped up, ridiculously 
exaggerated CRU "scandal," and I will continue to point this out when I see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105610 35759 564 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 9:07:49am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/8105552" target=_blank>#507</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And am I one of those "some people?" I have never tried to smear the entire 
work of the IPCC, I have linked to and pointed out material that questions the 
way some of these scientist have accomplished their work.</P> 
<P>Kevin Trenberth was one of those scientist at the core of the "exaggerated 
CRU "scandal" and he himself has now come out and VERIFIED what many have been 
saying, including myself.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/35334428/ns/us_news-environment/" 
target=_blank>"A lot of stuff in there was just not very good," said Kevin 
Trenberth, head of climate analysis at the National Center for Atmospheric 
Research and a lead author of the first report. "A chronic problem is that on 
the whole area of impacts, getting into the realm of social science, it is a 
softer science. The facts are not as good."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm wondering how many times you think you need to post that link?</P> 
<P>Yes, Trenberth says the IPCC needs to improve their work on social impacts of 
climate change. So what? This is obviously true, and no one has ever denied 
that. I don't know why you're trumpeting this minor news as if it was some giant 
revelation.</P> 
<P>The point I'm going to continue to make is that NONE of the so-called 
"scandals" -- which, by the way, are being trumped up by people with denialist 
agendas -- even come close to refuting or disproving the vast amount of evidence 
that is not in question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105696 35759 633 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 9:27:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/8105662" target=_blank>#607</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, Walter has never made any claim that the various foibles of 
the IPCC or the CRU constitute any sort of evidence disproving AGW.</P> 
<P>But both organizations need to overhaul their processes. Which appear to suck 
on a number of levels. And that suckiness aids critics by providing them with 
bushels of low-hanging fruit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not possible for an organization run by human beings to be perfect. 
There are always going to be mistakes. And the climatology community has very 
clearly admitted as such, and clearly said they need to improve these areas.</P> 
<P>But what's really going on here is that these "critics" are scouring through 
every sentence written by climatologists, looking for anything at all that they 
can spin, distort, or exaggerate into a huge scandal. It wouldn't matter whether 
the IPCC reports were 99.99999% perfect, these people would still find fodder 
for their scandal-making -- it's what the denial community does.</P> 
<P>And yes, there IS a denial community, well-funded and politically powerful. 
They use dishonest tactics to do their work, smear excellent scientists, and 
harass people like the CRU scientists with constant frivolous demands for data 
through FOIA requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105797 35759 702 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 9:55:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/664/8105741" target=_blank>#664</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And Walter's point - and mine - has been that the CRU and IPCC seem to be 
blissfully ignorant of any such activities, and continue to pursue loosely 
organized policies and allow unprofessional conduct that actively feeds 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree. From what I see in the scientific community, nobody denies 
errors and problems. When they are discovered or pointed out, the response is 
ALWAYS to immediately address any genuine problems. Always.</P> 
<P>But scientists are human beings too, and when they are constantly harassed by 
the deniers, and see their work being distorted and misrepresented, it's not 
hard to understand why this could lead to some ill feelings.</P> 
<P>There is a massive amount of distortion and dishonesty coming from the denial 
community, and I've documented quite a bit of it in these threads about climate 
change, but somehow they never seem to be held to the same standards of 
responsibility.</P> 
<P>They get a pass, and even after being shown to be liars and exaggerators, the 
next time they start screaming about a phony scandal people fall right in line 
and repeat their accusations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105820 35759 709 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:00:27am  
 
<P>P.S. I disagree with you about the code. This was not intended to be 
production code for general use, it was in-house code developed on the fly to 
address immediate problems. I have also worked in the programming biz for many 
years, and there's a huge difference between code intended for public release 
and code used by scientists to get a job done. The people who create these ad 
hoc programs are not trained in corporate style code documentation, and you 
can't apply those kinds of standards to them.</P> 
<P>It's called quick and dirty programming, and the Internet (and much of the 
software you use every single day) was built on it. It says nothing at all about 
the accuracy or the efficacy of the code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105841 35759 716 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:08:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/8105832" target=_blank>#713</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say it does... and many others have said it does. I've got the code... it 
has inaccuracies and inefficiencies in it.</P> 
<P>And I'm not sure what you mean by "on the fly." Much of the code was the code 
that was used for the actual modeling that ended up in reports and papers.</P> 
<P>Since you didn't want any of the hacked email or code or other documents 
posted here, it's a little hard to simply have statements made that neither of 
us can back up at this point.</P> 
<P>But I know what I am looking at... do you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Walter, I do know what I'm looking at. You're posting comments here at 
LGF using software I wrote.</P> 
<P>And I challenge you to quote one section of any part of the code that shows 
an actual inaccuracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105858 35759 719 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:14:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/718/8105855" target=_blank>#718</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If you are actually giving me permission to post hacked CRU code, then I will 
address some functions and procedures that are problematic.</P> 
<P>I will do this over the weekend, when I have three days off.</P> 
<P>But first, I would like to have a comment from you giving me permission to 
post hacked code, hacked comments and other text related to the Fortran and IDL 
code.</P> 
<P>Waiting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said, post "one" section of code that shows an inaccuracy. Not post the 
whole thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105878 35759 723 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:21:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/722/8105873" target=_blank>#722</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Charles, any one section of code may have calls to other procedures or 
functions that may or may not reflect on what is happening with any set of 
data.</P> 
<P>I have in mind a section of code that takes input from a flat file and parses 
it... badly... with no checks for invalid data coming in, no "scrubbing," 
nothing to prevent invalid records from being created. But that procedure calls 
other functions.</P> 
<P>You just made your challenge almost impossible. As a programmer, you know 
that much code is dependent on many other "parts" of the code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, then go ahead and post whatever you think makes your case. I seriously 
doubt that you're going to be able to show an "inaccuracy," which is what you 
claimed. And quibbling over quick and dirty methods used to parse a flat file is 
not the same thing as demonstrating that the code produced inaccurate 
results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105909 35759 731 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:33:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/724/8105890" target=_blank>#724</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We shall see, won't we... as I said above, I will do this over the weekend, 
on a appropriate thread (an open one I suspect) and we can talk about it.</P> 
<P>Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And for your part, you have to prove that a section of code actually produced 
inaccurate or mistaken results. Not simply that it <EM>could</EM> have done 
so.</P> 
<P>Because that's what you claimed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105670 35760 8 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 9:21:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8105653" target=_blank>#5</A> Petero1818</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I think its hard to say whether or not it was intentional. I would guess 
no, simply because it was too easy to catch and makes him seem like an idiot. 
However he later twittered that he was actually thinking of Padilla when he said 
that, and he continued, that it is wrong for any president to treat a terrorist 
as a criminal. Huff Post actually then referred to a 2005 interview he gave to 
Fox News where he seemed supportive of Bush's decision in that regard. So take 



your pick, deceitful moron, or partisan hack with little regard for truth. We 
report, you decide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was his excuse -- he was thinking of Padilla. Except that Padilla 
wasn't arrested on an airplane.</P> 
<P>Anyway, if this is true, it actually makes his case even <EM>weaker</EM>, 
because Padilla was eventually tried and pleaded guilty in a civilian court and 
is now serving a long prison sentence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105726 35760 21 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 9:36:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8105718" target=_blank>#19</A> Ben Hur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was arrested at the Chicago AIRPORT after he got off an AIRPLANE.</P> 
<P>I know that changes everything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, he wasn't trying to blow up the plane. Yes, that's a tiny difference, I 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105857 35760 88 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:13:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8105825" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wingnuts are feigning outrage about this. She was on Alex Jones last week 
talking about 9-11 truth, the New World Order and secession. She even ran a 
banner ad on stormfront for a few days. She's a nut and it should be a new 
revelation. Beck being outraged is ridiculous. His conspiracies are no less 
crazy than hers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, Glenn Beck is heavily promoting David Barton and Wallbuilders, one 
of the most extreme theocratic groups currently operating in the US.</P> 
<P>In the 1990s, David Barton gave speeches to groups linked to the neo-Nazi 
Christian Identity movement, as I've documented here several times. That's who 
Glenn Beck is promoting -- a fanatic with ties to white 
supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08105940 35760 150 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 10:41:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8105917" target=_blank>#131</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt she had any chance of winning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She was running a distant third. She had no chance at all of 
winning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08106042 35761 15 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 11:10:17am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.medinafortexas.com/getPost?p=272" target=_blank>Debra 
Medina says she isn't a Truther</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was asked a question on the Glenn Beck show today regarding my thoughts on 
the so-called 9/11 truth movement. I have never been involved with the 9/11 
truth movement, and there is no doubt in my mind that Muslim terrorists flew 
planes into those buildings on 9/11. I have not seen any evidence nor have I 
ever believed that our government was involved or directed those individuals in 



any way. No one can deny that the events on 9/11 were a tragedy for all 
Americans and especially those families who lost loved ones.</P> 
<P>The question surprised me because it's not relevant to this race or the 
issues facing Texans. This campaign has always been about private property 
rights and state sovereignty. It is focused on the issues facing Texans. It is 
not a vehicle for the 9-11 truth movement or any other 
group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08106189 35761 136 Charles Thu, Feb 11, 2010 11:50:10am  
 
<P>Here’s another article on Barton and his theocratic front group, the National 
Council On Bible Curriculum In Public Schools: <A 
href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/3/31/121621/990/" 
target=_blank>Historical Revisionism in the NCBCPS 
Curriculum</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08109173 35767 70 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 10:47:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8109158" target=_blank>#55</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Taking the religion completley out of it, are you for or against a bill that 
prohibits implantation of devices in your body without your knowledge? This 
could very well be a grey area in the law, like some of the early cases of 
stealth video surveilance where the perpetrators could not be prosecuted.</P> 
<P>The technology absolutely exists and is in use for pets. VeriChip / Positivie 
ID has approval from the FDA to market their implant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but why stop there? I think we also need legislation to stop the 
Rosicrucians from beaming thought control rays into our heads and making us 
dance the Macarena against our will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08109830 35769 10 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 1:24:52pm  
 
<P>I think I've seen some of these photos before. I wonder if they were leaked 
previously?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08109878 35769 24 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 1:41:06pm  
 
<P>Here's another Associated Press video with more info on the photos:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://latimes.vid.trb.com/central_content/video/2010
/2/11/0211DV_NINE_ELEVEN_PHOTOS_20100211T110819/0211dv_nine_eleven_photos_x030a.
flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08109952 35769 49 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 2:00:01pm  
 
<P>When you understand the construction of the Twin Towers, it's not hard to see 
how they could collapse straight down.</P> 



<P>To simplify it a bit, the WTC towers were huge stacks of giant, enormously 
heavy concrete slabs, held up and apart by steel support girders. When the 
burning jet fuel reached a hot enough temperature to weaken the steel beams, the 
slabs began pancaking downwards, releasing an enormous amount of kinetic energy, 
pulverizing everything between them, and blowing the resulting dust out of the 
sides in the process.</P> 
<P>Some of the last people who escaped just as the buildings were collapsing 
reported hearing the accelerating crashes as the slabs were coming 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08110216 35771 24 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 3:39:46pm  
 
<P>The shooter was a faculty member denied tenure...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08110576 35772 11 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 6:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8110574" target=_blank>#10</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So this afternoon things were slow at work and I watched a bunch of Charles 
Videos playing music...You know..Here is my take.. I don't see Charles as a Jazz 
Guitarist...I see him as a fusion guitarist...He reminds me of a John Scofield 
style of player...I was just blown away...Charles isn't a jazz player per 
say..If I was a producer I'd lock him and Chick Corea in a house for a week and 
only send in food upon request..Nice Charles..Nice...I was really impressed with 
the snap timing with Clarke on Bass.. How often did you practice? 
Jeez!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a time when I practiced an insane amount. 12 hours a day or more 
for several years. Practiced all day, then went and played in bars until 2 
am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08110704 35773 20 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 7:03:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8110687" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds suspiciously like Imams who claim counter-terrorism laws are a plot 
against Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does, doesn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111086 35773 394 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 8:27:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/8111079" target=_blank>#387</A> Mosh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/13/world/asia/13afghan.html?hp" 
target=_blank>Oh God!</A> The New York Slimes is slandering our troops again! 
Look at the photo!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111160 35773 467 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 8:46:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/8111115" target=_blank>#423</A> Mosh</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry. I should have said "the New York Times is making our soldiers look 
like murderous thugs".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever had an account at LGF under a different name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111170 35773 477 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 8:48:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/8111152" target=_blank>#459</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is that propaganda? Tyler Hicks was the embedded photographer and more 
than likely this photo would have to be cleared by command. The <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2010/02/12/world/asia/0212AFGHAN_9.html" 
target=_blank>specific caption</A> reads:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Company K, accompanied by an Afghan army platoon, set down in three landing 
zones to gain a foothold in territory long under insurgent control. Here, an 
Afghan villager, who was not detained, was confronted at the first compound that 
the Marines seized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's not propaganda and there's nothing wrong with that photo. It 
was taken by a photographer embedded with the US military. It's a factual 
portrayal of an event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111182 35773 489 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 8:53:09pm  
 
<P>Uh huh.</P> 
<P>It was 'YoungLibertarian92' back again, for the fourth time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111228 35773 534 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 9:07:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/511/8111204" target=_blank>#511</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a portrayal of an innocent civilian, who has obviously been forced to 
take off his shoes and who is obviously being terrorized at gunpoint and under 
blinding lights, by the US army.The inclusion of the phrase "who was not 
detained" doesn't quite defuse the prejudicial impact of the photo, IMHO.Factual 
or not, it is still propoganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tyler Hicks is embedded with the US military. Why do you think CENTCOM 
approved the release of the photo?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08111230 35773 536 Charles Fri, Feb 12, 2010 9:07:44pm  
 
<P>Amazing how people just jump at the troll bait.</P> 
<P>That's why trolls do it, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112202 35774 658 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 9:51:22am  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds managed to write a puff piece about the Tea Party Convention 
without even mentioning Joseph Farah's Birther speech or Tom Tancredo's racist 
call to bring back literacy tests.</P> 
<P>It's "elephant in the room" syndrome taken to an insane extreme.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703382904575059293624940362.
html" target=_blank>online.wsj.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112255 35775 21 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 10:22:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8112252" target=_blank>#19</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After months of denial Tea Parties suddenly have an interest in cleaning 
house...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;q=Vigilance%3A+I%E2%80%99m+Banning+Birfer
s%2C+Truthers%2C+and+Groups+Affiliated+Therewith&amp;fp=5ed9b4276eb8e734" 
target=_blank>Vigilance: I’m Banning Birfers, Truthers, and Groups Affiliated 
Therewith</A></P> 
<P>Of course this is only because of the continued bad press about conspiracy 
theorists and and extremism. How about going after the Birch Society and Glenn 
Beck?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of commenters at RedState are very unhappy about Erickson's 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112467 35776 35 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 11:35:41am  
 
<P>Since it was being discussed in the previous thread -- at 1:37 a black woman 
walks past in the background.</P> 
<P>Everyone else in the entire 11-minute video is white.</P> 
<P>One of the people interviewed even says the media claims there's no diversity 
in the tea parties, then says, "There isn't! But it's not like anyone's being 
held back from bein' here."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112751 35776 236 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 1:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/8112711" target=_blank>#197</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My comment on the faulty computer programs and datasets used at the Climate 
Research Unit at East Anglia University is almost ready.</P> 
<P>It shows examples of programmatic and data construct problems under four 
different headings. General comments, The CRU TS 3.0 data set, real time RUN 
dialogs and some actual functions that can be examined.</P> 
<P>It will run over 3 or 4 comments, since it is at 14 thousand words so 
far.</P> 
<P>I will probably be posting it on Monday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember though -- you're supposed to show that <STRONG>actual inaccurate 
results</STRONG> were produced, not simply point out coding 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112756 35776 241 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 1:19:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/8112741" target=_blank>#226</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Who the hell programs global Warming data sets in Fortran?Fortran is old 
school...I would demand the numbers get plugged into an Matrix array in 
C++..WTF? I must be missing something here bro..Sorry</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of these kinds of research programs are developed by scientists whose 
main focus is not programming at all, but they learned Fortran years ago in grad 
school and still use it because they can get results fairly quickly.</P> 
<P>I know researchers who still use Fortran because it works, and they don't see 
any reason to spend the time learning a more modern language when they have 
other more important things to work on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112763 35776 248 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 1:22:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8112758" target=_blank>#243</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, I am not sure where you got this idea... "And quibbling over quick and 
dirty methods used to parse a flat file."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It refers to a point you made in your own post, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/722/8105873" target=_blank>right 
here</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112788 35776 272 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 1:32:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8112780" target=_blank>#264</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>We'll see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112829 35776 313 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 1:45:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/8112799" target=_blank>#283</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still want to know where I said "<STRONG>quick and dirty</STRONG> methods 
used to parse a flat file"</P> 
<P>You said I said it. A statement like that makes it sound like I am talking 
about some inconsequential piece of code. It deflect and minimizes my actual 
statement. I never said that, you claimed I did. You said you were quoting 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Walter -- I did not say I was quoting you. This is exactly what I 
wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It refers to a point you made in your own post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which it does. You made a statement about parsing a flat file and not 
properly checking data, which I summarized as "quick and dirty" coding. At no 
time did I say it was a "quote."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112912 35776 396 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 2:28:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/8112858" target=_blank>#342</A> 
oldegeezr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was COBOL not FORTRAN that caused the year 2000, kerfuffle…correct…?</P> 



<P>Whatever happened to all those “punch cards”…if they’d all been recycled back 
in the fifties, we wouldn’t have to cut any more trees today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I learned a bit of Fortran years ago, it still had vestiges of its punch 
card origins -- commands had to be preceded by six spaces, because that's how 
the cards were punched. I think there are compiler options in more modern 
versions that let you turn off this odd requirement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08112987 35777 29 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 4:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8112979" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's kinda odd that Fox news is reporting this "outrage" relying 
mostly on anonymous sources. I don't think it's going to be that bad for him 
unless somebody uncovers some other racist agenda from him. He is a Ron Paul 
supporter so it's a possibility.</P> 
<P>He also does standup comedy and hangs out with comedians a lot so I suspect 
that he's used to speaking in a less PC tone, as comedians tend to do. It's also 
a possibility that this is a manufactured incident designed to generate 
publicity for himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was drunk during the Playboy interview too -- malt whisky. Hittin' the 
hard stuff. He has "not ready for massive success" syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08113471 35779 17 Charles Sat, Feb 13, 2010 7:07:44pm  
 
<P>I came out as a straight man long ago. I have nothing to 
hide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114584 35781 4 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:47:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8114582" target=_blank>#3</A> Slim_Junior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's over. The AGW fraud seemed unstoppable a few short years ago. I doubt if 
it will ever gain serious traction again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you even bother to read the post before spouting your 
idiocy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114586 35781 6 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:48:46am  
 
<P>The deniers are frisky today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114598 35781 13 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:55:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8114590" target=_blank>#9</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a major fail by the Daily Mail. Headlines are evil. The BBC article 
is enough to show that Dr. Phil Jones is suddenly "moderating" on some of the 
points that he has addressed in the past.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8511670.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, he is not. This denier's talking point has been addressed over and over 
and over at LGF, and still people come in distorting it and making claims about 
it that are not true.</P> 
<P>I've concluded that this claim that there has been no warming for the past 
ten years is exactly like a creationist claim. People simply aren't interested 
in learning the truth about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114600 35781 15 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:56:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8114599" target=_blank>#14</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although the content of the interview has already been discussed extensively, 
downstairs, this is the first I've seen of the headline. It's been ignored in 
favor of more substantive criticism, here at least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phil Jones says absolutely nothing new in the interview. These are all points 
that have been well known for a very long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114608 35781 21 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:58:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8114607" target=_blank>#20</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm content to let Dr. Jones speak for himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So am I.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114613 35781 25 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:59:39am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain makes the connection between 
creationism and AGW denial even more obvious, with a blatantly anti-science post 
at his hate blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://theothermccain.com/2010/02/12/evolution-anthropogenic-
global-warming-and-other-non-falsifiable-theories/" 
target=_blank>theothermccain.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114618 35781 30 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:02:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8114614" target=_blank>#26</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Let's take him at his own words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this interview, Phil Jones is simply repeating the exact same caveats that 
climate scientists ALWAYS state, when they talk about warming trends and the 
"medieval warm period." There is nothing new in this interview -- the hype by 
the denial industry is utterly dishonest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114627 35781 39 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:04:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8114605" target=_blank>#19</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a different front -</P> 
<P>The Catholic journal "First Things" rips into intelligent design with "<A 
href="http://www.firstthings.com/onthesquare/2010/02/the-end-of-intelligent-
design" target=_blank>The End of Intelligent Design?</A>"</P> 



<P>The point? ID claims bolster atheism.</P> 
<P>Brilliant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And First Things has several creationist bloggers currently writing for them 
who are going to be very pissed off at that article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114640 35781 52 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:10:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8114621" target=_blank>#33</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to address a point, my essay is not about disproving climate change, it 
is about faulty process, procedure and policy that is related to the programming 
and data handling at CRU.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you've promised that you're going to show that actual inaccurate results 
were produced, not simply that the "process, procedure, and policy" were 
deficient.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114661 35781 72 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:18:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8114648" target=_blank>#60</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm only interested in your claim that the code produced actual inaccurate 
results, and the offer I made to you was contingent on you being able to prove 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114673 35781 83 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:24:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8114668" target=_blank>#78</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will... and to show that there has been inaccuracies in the code and data 
there is no way to eliminate a discussion on the bad procedures that lead to 
those mistakes.</P> 
<P>Are you changing your mind?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I've been extremely clear about this from the start. The deal is that you 
are going to PROVE that inaccurate data was actually produced, not simply that 
the processes were flawed, or that inaccurate data COULD have been produced. 
I've stated this over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114680 35781 90 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:26:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8114677" target=_blank>#87</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>It sounds like you're beginning to back away from your claim that you're 
going to prove an actual case of inaccurate data.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114686 35781 95 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:28:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8114678" target=_blank>#88</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except these...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/31363631/ns/us_news-environment/" 
target=_blank>Argentine glacier advances despite warming</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.dailytech.com/Glaciers+in+Norway+Growing+Again/article13540.htm
" target=_blank>Glaciers in Norway Growing Again</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/columnists/christopherbooker/3563714/St
ubborn-glaciers-fail-to-retreat-awkward-polar-bears-continue-to-multiply.html" 
target=_blank>Stubborn glaciers fail to retreat, awkward polar bears continue to 
multiply</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://news.discovery.com/earth/himalayas-glaciers-shrink.html" 
target=_blank>Himalayan Glaciers Seem to Be Growing</A></P> 
<P>There are many more stories like these. I fail to see reasons for the 
alarmism about melting glaciers. There are plenty of them 
growing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This tedious propaganda really gets old.</P> 
<P>Here are some scientific facts about the earth's glaciers:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/An-overview-of-glacier-trends.html" 
target=_blank>An overview of glacier trends</A>.</P> 
<P>The bottom line is very simple, and no amount of propaganda will change it -- 
glaciers ARE melting at a rapid pace, and global warming is responsible for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114690 35781 99 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:30:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8114682" target=_blank>#91</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Walter, I'm increasingly convinced, based on your blustering about it, that 
you don't have the goods -- and you're not going to be able to prove that ACTUAL 
false results were produced. We'll see, but I seriously doubt you're going to 
prove what you said you would prove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114691 35781 100 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:32:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8114684" target=_blank>#93</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice the typos and the capitalization of science as if though it was an 
ideology. According to Robert S. McCain, Lenin, Stalin, Hitler, Mao, Pol Pot, et 
al, promoted their ideologies based on science therefore science must be feared. 
Ergo, he is calling them men of science thus they also "shared a contempt for 
religion and traditional morality" which he equates with their "murderous" 
history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain is a complete idiot, and he proved it with that incredibly stupid 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114702 35781 111 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:36:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8114697" target=_blank>#106</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And all I am asking you is... are you changing your mind? The way you are 
tacking on this, as soon as I post the monograph, you can claim that it doesn't 
meet your "peer review" and simply delete it.</P> 
<P>I would rather have the Lizard community look it over and see if my points 
are addressed. If they are not, then I am the one who is going to look 
stupid.</P> 
<P>But, it's your blog, if you don't want me to post it, I won't, if you want to 
delete it as soon as I post it, you will.</P> 
<P>I'm the only one who has anything to loose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way you're tacking on this, I see someone laying the groundwork for 
backing away from his exaggerated claims, and setting it up so that you can be a 
victim when you fail to prove what you promised you were going to 
prove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114734 35781 141 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 10:50:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8114708" target=_blank>#117</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>You have to prove that ACTUAL inaccurate data was produced in the real world. 
Not simply that it could have been, with a certain combination of code and data. 
That's what I told you at the very beginning. That was the deal. Show proof of 
actual inaccurate data produced by the CRU code.</P> 
<P>I've already read several of your very long comments about this, and in none 
of those comments have you ever demonstrated that inaccurate data was produced. 
Your criticisms have been about sloppy coding procedures, poor commenting, 
etc.</P> 
<P>If you don't prove it after such a large amount of blustering, it's your 
credibility that will suffer. And I'm not going to be taken in by several 
thousand words about the bad procedures and processes.</P> 
<P>Money where your mouth is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114800 35781 207 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 11:12:14am  
 
<P>Comments that consist of nothing but personal bickering will be deleted. I'm 
not going to let another thread turn into crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08114811 35781 217 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 11:17:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8114792" target=_blank>#199</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, since Charles didn't want any references to this material in any way, in 
an actual post or in a link, I was only able to make vague general references to 
what I saw as problematic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, just so everyone is clear about this -- "problematic" is not going 
to cut it. You have to show that the code produced actual inaccurate data in the 
real world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116878 35781 324 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:09:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/8116868" target=_blank>#323</A> kyros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Professor Phil Jone said..."This trend (0.12C per decade) is positive, but 
not significant at the 95% significance level.</P> 
<P>NOT SIGNIFICANT...which means the trend is worthless...means nothing...has no 
merit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which part of "<STRONG>not significant at the 95% level</STRONG>" didn't you 
understand?</P> 
<P>It's pathetic to say that because he won't claim 95% certainty, it means "the 
trend is worthless." This is the definition of "determined ignorance" -- you 
seize on two words he used to be as careful in a scientific sense as possible, 
and try to use them to smear his whole statement. Ludicrous, wrong, and 
stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116904 35781 326 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:29:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/8116901" target=_blank>#325</A> kyros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sc</P> 
<P>Scientifically speaking...if a trend is not statistically significant at 95% 
certainty then it's worthless to the researcher.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete nonsense. You don't have a clue what you're talking about.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There has been no man made global warming in the past 15 year or 150 years or 
ever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Not just clueless, determinedly clueless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116914 35781 328 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:35:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/327/8116912" target=_blank>#327</A> kyros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hypothesis of global warming caused by human activity is false. There is 
no statistically significant evident to state otherwise. Who is the determinedly 
clueless one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's almost funny. Polly want a cracker?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116941 35781 331 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:49:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8116922" target=_blank>#329</A> kyros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see there is no point in discussing this issue with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Discussing" doesn't mean parroting silly denier talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118527 35781 335 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:22:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/8117827" target=_blank>#334</A> rjpv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>95% confidence is the benchmark by which all scientific questions are 
judged.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A totally bogus claim delivered with impressive pseudo-authority. 
Congrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115101 35782 200 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 2:19:42pm  



 
<P>I just finished doing a two-part interview with Richard Metzger for his show 
<A href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/" target=_blank>Dangerous Minds</A>.</P> 
<P>It will be posted at his site either this Monday or the following 
Monday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115131 35782 229 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 2:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8115123" target=_blank>#221</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>I'm not sure why you're asking for that. Is there a reason that you're 
framing the question in such an odd way</EM></P> 
<P>I read what you wroteYou stated that the GOP attacks science. FineNOW ,,, THE 
worst thing they could do (imho) is block legislation that would benefit the USA 
in particular and perhaps the world in general</P> 
<P>SO ,, I asked if there was any such leg. that they had 
blocked/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many many examples. One off the top of my head -- the Bush 
administration's blocking federal funds for stem cell research, one of the most 
promising areas of medical science, with possible huge benefits for all 
mankind.</P> 
<P>And the efforts of the GOP went far beyond simply making it illegal for the 
government to fund the research -- Chris Mooney's book documents the campaign of 
disinformation, propaganda, and obstructionism very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115143 35782 241 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 2:39:31pm  
 
<P>Republicans also fought the scientific research on the dangers of tobacco 
every step of the way, tooth and nail, and fought against every piece of 
tobacco-related legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115156 35782 254 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 2:47:03pm  
 
<P>I see that PJM Media is running a Climategate hysteria piece by the guy who 
runs the ridiculous icecap.us now.</P> 
<P>It's really sad to see PJM turn into such a shill for every far right cause, 
even promoting outright deniers with no credibility at all.</P> 
<P>So it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115193 35782 288 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 3:03:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8115161" target=_blank>#257</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you talking about the "Climategate: What Did Phil Jones Actually Admit? 
Was He Correct? by Joseph D'Aleo" article?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. D'Aleo is a member of the notorious anti-AGW mill called the Science and 
Public Policy Institute, which is connected to Lord High Kook Christopher 
Monckton. His website is pure anti-AGW propaganda, and a Google search will turn 
up numerous examples in which articles posted at the site have been caught 
cooking, misrepresenting, and even making up data.</P> 
<P>Whenever someone makes these kinds of claims about climate change, I highly 
recommend searching ScienceBlogs for their name. You will almost always find 



very specific, documented examples of their total lack of credibility. Joseph 
D'Aleo is no exception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115213 35782 308 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 3:14:13pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just read the BBC interview with Phil Jones a second time, and 
he really should have known better than to try to speak carefully to a 
journalist and hope his words would be accurately reported.</P> 
<P>There was absolutely nothing "shocking" about the interview, and no 
"admissions" of anything at all. If you follow climate change science, 
everything he said was common knowledge and not controversial at all. He tried 
to phrase his description of the scientific issues as carefully as possible -- 
and as a result, the denial industry is having a field day twisting his 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115268 35782 358 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 3:37:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/8115253" target=_blank>#345</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find that quote from Jones anywhere... except Newsbusters... a place 
I never look at... the only reason I found the quote was it came up at PJM... 
and the only reason I was at PJM was because Charles mentioned some article.</P> 
<P>I emailed Ed Driscoll and asked for an explanation of tho the providence of 
that quote.</P> 
<P>I don't like it when either side play dishonestly about this science. It's 
too important to fuck around with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't put that section in quotes, and for good reason. It's a 
completely dishonest and distorted summary of Phil Jones's 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115283 35782 370 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 3:46:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/8115279" target=_blank>#367</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wurzelbacher said, “McCain was trying to use me. I happened to be the face of 
middle Americans. It was a ploy."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115309 35782 393 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 3:54:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8114864" target=_blank>#1</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, here I am thinking (danger!) while watching all the news feeds scroll by, 
on the topic of "climate change"... and seeing all the angst being generated and 
reflected back - generated especially in what we would term the "right wing" 
blog-o-sphere and the Murdoch empire outlets, and then reflected back, by the 
masses (of very confused) readers of such sources, <EM>into</EM> the more 
mainstream science/news online sites' comments sections...</P> 
<P>... and wondering what is really going on.</P> 
<P>It has seemed to me (for a while now) that a great deal of this anti-AGW 
science denialism is serving as a proxy for some other angst, and that the 



attack on AGW science and scientists is merely a <EM>safe</EM> venue in which to 
vent.</P> 
<P>Any ideas?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot of unfocused anger on the right wing these days. But in the 
case of climate change, it's the old anti-government, anti-internationalist 
streak flaring up again. Climate change hits the hot buttons because any real 
solutions are going to require international cooperation on a scale we haven't 
seen before, and possibly even compromises to some extent on national 
sovereignty -- and both of those issues are anathema to the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115321 35782 405 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 4:02:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8115273" target=_blank>#362</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, we do agree on some things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never thought we didn't!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see that... I was just trying to clarify that with anyone in this 
thread who though otherwise. That's why I never use Newsbusters for any 
information in any sort of way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just Newsbusters. Almost all the right wing blogs play this kind of 
distortion game these days. This is why my default position on any stories or 
quotes originating from the rightie blogosphere is that it's probably BS until 
proven otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115331 35782 414 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 4:11:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/406/8115323" target=_blank>#406</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So far all that has been proposed are an assortment of schemes to move the 
industrial base and energy consumption from the developed nations to the 
undeveloped ones. If not being crazy about giving up American Sovereignty to the 
UN, the organization who couldn't even impose economic sanctions on Saddam 
Hussein without getting their grubby fingers on the cash pile. If that makes me 
some kind of a nut, so be it. All Americans should be extremely suspicious of 
any UN plan to rewrite the world's economic system, whatever the alleged goals. 
Its nuts to trust them to not F* up anything they get involved 
with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't disagree with your opinion of the UN in general, but the science 
section of the organization is on a somewhat different level than the guys who 
wear blue helmets and watch as people slaughter each other.</P> 
<P>The problem we have is that there doesn't seem to be any other organization 
in the position to facilitate any real international solutions. I'd like to wish 
we could start over and form a new organization with the same kind of scope, but 
I think that's probably not doable either.</P> 
<P>I'm not particularly optimistic that humanity will find a way to address the 
problem before something truly disastrous happens and we're forced into it. But 
I haven't completely given up hope, and I'll continue doing what I can to spread 
factual information, even if it's just rearranging the deck chairs on the 
Titanic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08115971 35784 578 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 8:54:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/8115968" target=_blank>#575</A> 
charlesincharge</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that he now concedes the possibility of a non anthropomorphic global 
warming in the recent past (on this time scale) , means the truth is about to 
trickle out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it means you don't have a clue about what he really said or what it 
meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08115977 35784 584 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 8:58:19pm  
 
<P>One thing I really find hard to understand -- why so many people are willing 
to parrot the denial industry's claims, without having a single clue about the 
real issues.</P> 
<P>They just KNOW those tricksy scientists are lying to them.</P> 
<P>Tricksy. Evil. Scientists. We'd be so much better off without them and their 
lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116899 35784 630 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:23:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/8116323" target=_blank>#629</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The whole thing seems rather breathless, at best. At worst, we have downright 
troubling statements like</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“It was a sophisticated and expensive operation. In terms of the expense, 
there is the American lobby system, which is a very likely source of finance. 
Right now, the American lobbyists are a very likely source of finance for this, 
so the finger must point to them," he said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er...you speculatively raise the possibility that some nebulous American 
lobbying group was involved, without putting forward anything to support that 
claim, then quickly leap to the position that "the finger <EM>must</EM> point to 
them." Why, exactly? You didn't even bother to make any case at all that they 
were even involved, other than imagining it, but somehow that is enough to go 
into a finger-pointing Pod Person shriek?</P> 
<P>Ugh. When is this guy going to start passing out torches and 
pitchforks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those aren't the words of Mitchell Anderson. He's quoting Sir David King's 
speculation, not stating this as a fact. And the evidence does support the 
speculation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116902 35784 631 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:25:27am  
 
<P>And the article at IT-Networks has a further note on Sir King's 
statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sequence of events led Sir David King, the government’s former chief 
scientist, to say that it must have been “carried out by a team of skilled 
professionals, either on behalf of a foreign government or at the behest of 
anti-climate change lobbyists in the United States”. But he quickly backed away 
from that statement, admitting he had no inside information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So I do not agree that this article is biased. They reported the facts 
accurately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116908 35784 633 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:30:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/632/8116905" target=_blank>#632</A> kyros</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hacked or leaked the climategate emails and documents still show how 
'scientists' sought to quite criticism and to fix data to make it look like 
there is more warming than there really is.</P> 
<P>A real scientist would welcome questions and criticisms.</P> 
<P>You are focusing on the wrong issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're not focusing on anything real at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116913 35784 634 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:34:31am  
 
<P>Cute! And then you down-ding my comments pointing out facts. Obviously, facts 
cause you to break out in hives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116934 35784 636 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:47:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/8116925" target=_blank>#635</A> 
MadJadBad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not a very good investigative report. It's mainly a bunch of 
speculation. The writer doesn't seem to even know what OS the UEA servers are 
running. Unless the UEA admins are incompetents, the hacker would have needed to 
gain root access to access archived emails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you really want to hang on to the delusion that this was done by a 
"whistle blower," even if you have to ignore very clear facts to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116967 35784 639 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 11:00:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/638/8116957" target=_blank>#638</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMO using the term "contrived scandal" to describe climategate shows some 
bias.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an absolutely accurate description. This whole ridiculous nonsensical 
"scandal" is a trumped up mess of nothing, deliberately concocted by the denial 
industry to discredit the Copenhagen climate summit. It's a completely bogus 
distraction that tells us nothing at all about the state of climate 
science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117007 35784 641 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 11:17:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/640/8116990" target=_blank>#640</A> idioma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the CRU emails actually help the case of AGW as a valid science. With 
all of the emails that were leaked there really wasn't anything close to a 
"smoking gun". The best they could find was someone using the word "trick" - 
even though it is common among engineers, scientists, mathematicians, and the 



like. There was no conspiracy unleashed by these emails. No evidence of a huge 
cover up. Just a couple of points where scientists talk about problems with the 
data, proof that they don't blindly believe, but instead challenge their own 
conclusions for due diligence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, of course, but that's certainly not the spin from the denial noise 
machine. They jumped on this story like a pack of wolves and they've been 
howling about it non-stop for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117015 35784 643 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 11:20:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/8117008" target=_blank>#642</A> 
MadJadBad</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not hanging on to any delusions. I have no pre-conceived ideas or 
theories about this breach. I read the article to learn more about it but was a 
bit disappointed that an article on a blog named IT-Networks had very few 
technical details. It mostly speculates about the identity and motives of the 
hacker. It contains no information about how the hacker actually gained access. 
It mentions previous security problems due to misconfigured servers, but I doubt 
this breach was due to that because archived emails would have default file 
restrictions to prevent that, unless changed by admins.</P> 
<P>The comment about "government-class skills" made me lol. Thinking about it, 
the author probably meant government sponsored blackhats.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The investigation is still ongoing, so I doubt there are many more details 
available to the public beyond what they published. There's still a lot of new 
information in this article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117118 35784 645 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 11:56:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/8117114" target=_blank>#644</A> 
Slim_Junior</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116004 35785 10 Charles Sun, Feb 14, 2010 9:11:13pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8116001" target=_blank>#9</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He went to Israel to report for...I want to say Pajamas Media, but I'm not 
sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was PJ Media. After I left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116924 35786 546 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:43:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8116816" target=_blank>#453</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wingnuts are still trying to blame Obama for the University shooting last 
week. Good luck with that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just more of the same pathetic political schoolyard games from the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08116929 35786 550 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 10:45:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/8116887" target=_blank>#521</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still not seeing it, dude. I went to Riehl's site and all he had was one post 
saying "Amy Bishop Reportedly 'Obsessed' With Obama". No conclusions drawn, not 
making any big deal about it. What am I missing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I sure am seeing it. I just went to Riehl's sad little blog and 
discovered several posts attempting to blame the UA-Huntsville shooting on 
Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08116977 35786 590 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 11:07:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/585/8116972" target=_blank>#585</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what if she happens to have been a moonbat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her motive had absolutely nothing to do with her political 
views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117232 35787 113 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 12:43:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8117189" target=_blank>#70</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed a Freetoken downding on an article linked from the Times Online - 
Climate change being the gist of it.</P> 
<P>Perhaps one should read the material before doing a knee-jerk response, 
thinking that's the best way to stifle what appears to be against your 
beliefs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's interesting to me is that ignorant deniers are now refraining from 
participating in discussion threads about climate change, where their 
nonsensical talking points are exposed, and instead post links to distorted 
propaganda like that Times article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117357 35787 237 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 1:25:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8117265" target=_blank>#146</A> ps2</EM></P> 
<P>Wow! An actual theocrat, in the wild. We don't get many of those around here 
any more. Must be a drought over at Free Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117454 35788 14 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 2:01:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8117451" target=_blank>#12</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Typo? Or built in self-referencing, irony inducing error?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a stiky 'c' key.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117484 35788 35 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 2:08:58pm  



 
<P>Three thousand pages, and every "skeptic" on Earth hard at work going through 
the documents with a fine-toothed comb to find more, and so far ... ONE genuine 
mistake has been discovered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117505 35788 54 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 2:17:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8117497" target=_blank>#46</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, as I read the Real Science article, a skeptic didn't find the 
error: an IPCC contributor did.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're correct ... and I noted this point in an addition to my post 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118521 35788 460 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:20:19pm  
 
<P>We have a little denier tag team going on in here, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119624 35788 470 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 8:52:24am  
 
<P>As usual, the deniers start spouting nonsense at the end of a thread, 
apparently believing that getting the last word at LGF will magically make the 
effects of CO2 vanish.</P> 
<P>And of course, we also get the outright assholes who spew insults and get 
banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119656 35788 472 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 9:05:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/8119629" target=_blank>#471</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<P>The answer is "no" -- the deniers never accept any accountability for the 
falsehoods circulated by their spokespeople, like Christy, Monckton, Watts, etc. 
They just quietly drop the false claims and move on to the next manufactured 
outrage, as if they were never proven wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119804 35788 475 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 9:58:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/8119762" target=_blank>#474</A> trebob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me pointing out that Gavin Schmidt was disingenuous in his spinning of the 
glacier debacle (which is the part of subject of the article) doesn't mean I 
said a thing about the IPCC, AR3, AR4 or the existance of UFOs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have not "pointed out" any such thing. You're trying your best to smear 
Gavin Schmidt (who you refer to as "that Schmidt guy") with false claims that he 
was "disingenuous" about the Himalayan glacier prediction.</P> 
<P>Again, this is what he wrote, and it's absolutely factual. You're spinning it 
to try to make him look bad, and it's pathetically obvious.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Himalayan glaciers: In a regional chapter on Asia in Volume 2, written by 
authors from the region, it was erroneously stated that 80% of Himalayan glacier 
area would very likely be gone by 2035. This is of course not the proper IPCC 
projection of future glacier decline, which is found in Volume 1 of the report. 
There we find a 45-page, perfectly valid chapter on glaciers, snow and ice 



(Chapter 4), with the authors including leading glacier experts (such as our 
colleague Georg Kaser from Austria, who first discovered the Himalaya error in 
the WG2 report). There are also several pages on future glacier decline in 
Chapter 10 (“Global Climate Projections”), where the proper projections are used 
e.g. to estimate future sea level rise. So the problem here is not that the 
IPCC’s glacier experts made an incorrect prediction. The problem is that a WG2 
chapter, instead of relying on the proper IPCC projections from their WG1 
colleagues, cited an unreliable outside source in one place. Fixing this error 
involves deleting two sentences on page 493 of the WG2 
report.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119811 35788 476 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 10:00:23am  
 
<P>It's always massively ironic that people with fake names like "trebob" 
present themselves as experts and smear people like Gavin Schmidt, one of the 
world's most respected climatologists.</P> 
<P>Let's see -- do I believe "trebob" or do I believe the guy who works at 
NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, and makes all his claims on the 
record using his real name?</P> 
<P>Answer: the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117959 35789 61 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:11:01pm  
 
<P>Uh, OK.</P> 
<P>Walter, what you've demonstrated is that there were inaccuracies in the 
program output -- that were found and fixed by the programmer.</P> 
<P>This is hardly what you promised, and not what I specifically spelled out 
either. All programs have errors, and they get fixed as the program is developed 
further. There's absolutely nothing unusual or remarkable about that.</P> 
<P>You were going to show that inaccurate data used in the real world had been 
produced by the code. Not that it once produced inaccurate data before it was 
fixed.</P> 
<P>You didn't do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08117971 35789 72 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:16:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8117945" target=_blank>#52</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(Part 5)</P> 
<P>3) Run dialogs</P> 
<P>Ian “Harry” Harris did a very good job of documenting his different “runs” of 
the programs, clipping and pasting the “run time dialog” into his 
“harry_read_me.txt.” document. Run time dialog is the text, messages and input 
prompts that appear on the screen when you run the program. You can see below 
that the original programmers of the CRU program suite had a “lively” style of 
informative messages to the end user. Here is a message you get when running an 
“update” program to merge temperature reporting stations.</P> 
<P>Do you know what this program produced? Bad records, an incomplete dataset. 
Records with station identifiers missing, stations duplicated, no checks for 
missing data. And if the program had data it didn’t know what to do with, it 
turned the data into a new station, even if it didn’t really know what that data 
was in reference to.</P> 



<P>Remember, these are the legacy programs that CRU used to generate data. These 
were live programs, live data. Ian “Harry” Harris was trying to fix and modify 
these programs, because many of them produced invalid data.</P> 
<P>(end part 5)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one I'll address, because an option to generate a "quick and dirty" 
merge is just that -- an OPTION. And there could be many reasons to have that 
option -- it might be faster when a scientist just wants to check a particular 
bit of data and doesn't care about a permanent database record, for example. 
There are MANY ways to interpret that, but assuming that it means incorrect data 
was generated is not reasonable, especially when the warning you mention 
explicitly tells the program's user what is going to happen.</P> 
<P>As far as I can tell, you've completely struck out here, 
Walter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118004 35789 104 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:27:29pm  
 
<P>Another point -- bugs get fixed because they get noticed.</P> 
<P>Bugs that <EM>don't</EM> get noticed can live on in code for a long time, 
before the particular combination of events that triggers a problem result, and 
gets them noticed.</P> 
<P>The fact that bugs existed in the code is absolutely NOT proof that any 
inaccurate data was produced or used in any situation. These bugs may not have 
caused any ill effects -- because if they had, the chances are that the 
scientists who used the program would have noticed, and then the bug would have 
been fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118059 35789 153 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/8118039" target=_blank>#134</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Not this one again.</P> 
<P>The comment that says, "; Apply a VERY ARTIFICAL correction for decline!!" 
has already been thoroughly debunked by Tim Lambert:</P> 
<P><A href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2009/12/quote_mining_code.php" 
target=_blank>Quote mining code</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118070 35789 162 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:43:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8118052" target=_blank>#147</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes... and Ian Harris did a good job of finding and fixing errors he found in 
the programs and the data. He found these errors during the period of 2006-
2009.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, the programs that were producing these errors were live legacy 
programs, use by CRU to do Time Sliced temperature graphs and grids and reports 
since the 1990's.</P> 
<P>He found the problems AFTER THE FACT... starting in 2006.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're trying to use the programmer's own record of fixing bugs to show that 
... there were bugs. And they were fixed.</P> 
<P>Hold the presses!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118086 35789 177 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:47:34pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8118073" target=_blank>#164</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After the programs had been generating data since the late 1990's. I've said 
that a number of times now, and yet you seem to dismiss it out of 
hand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter, believe me -- if you had shown a serious problem with the code that 
unarguably produced bad data, and if you had showed that this data was used in 
the real world and misled people as a result, I was totally ready to feature 
your piece on the front page.</P> 
<P>But you didn't do that, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118123 35789 212 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:54:23pm  
 
<P>Is this the part where the stalker blog thinks I'm supposed to ban 
Walter?</P> 
<P>Get off my blog, Walter!</P> 
<P>/I kid</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118152 35789 237 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 5:59:57pm  
 
<P>By the way, Walter, even though I don't think you proved your case, I want to 
thank you for putting that together and following through. I did learn some 
things by reading it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118536 35789 608 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:23:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/8118523" target=_blank>#597</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Before Ian came along, the CRU was spitting out bad data in some form or 
another.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have not shown this to be true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118555 35789 627 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:28:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/625/8118553" target=_blank>#625</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a programmer, this is very clear to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a programmer, it's clear to me that Harris was unhappy with the data he 
had to work with.</P> 
<P>Nothing more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118612 35789 682 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/8118606" target=_blank>#676</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes I can, because there are 314 pages of notes which highlight the problems 
of the live production programs. If you are not interested in the notes, then 
you don't have to read it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not a single bit of it proves your contention that actual inaccurate data 
was produced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08118683 35789 753 Charles Mon, Feb 15, 2010 7:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/696/8118626" target=_blank>#696</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course I disagree, but thanks for letting me publish the essay. And East 
Anglia is concerned enough to open an investigation...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.smh.com.au/environment/inquiry-to-clear-the-air-over-
climate-units-research-20100212-nxml.html" target=_blank>Sir Muir said the 
results of his inquiry would be published but warned that it would not ''audit 
the [unit's] scientific conclusions", only the scientists' behaviour and how 
they followed data procedures.</A></P> 
<P>This is good in my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't proven that incorrect data was produced. That's a simple fact. I 
respect your effort, and the fact that you followed through and posted it, but 
you didn't do what you said you would do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119630 35789 1274 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 8:53:58am  
 
<P>Not this again.</P> 
<P>I'm going to delete all of these comments now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119665 35790 443 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 9:12:01am  
 
<P>Whee! Ten hate mails overnight. Wingnut rage is reaching a fever pitch out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119716 35790 492 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 9:26:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/8119669" target=_blank>#447</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been meaning to ask: do you get many 'support' emails? I'd think that 
more people get fired up to write hate-mail than they do support-mail, and of 
course a lot of your supporters are just members here, but I'd be interested if 
you get kind mails from those who aren't members, as well as hate.</P> 
<P>You should.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do get supportive emails too -- usually right after posting hate mail. 
The supportive emails are much fewer than the hate mail, of course, but I always 
appreciate them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119788 35791 6 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 9:51:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8119775" target=_blank>#2</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup, the far right has become as nuts as the far left. The only difference I 
can see is that there are going to be many exposes on the tea party while there 



were few of Move on, Code Pink and others.Not talking about here, LGF was great 
in exposing the far left craziness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The far right is worse than the worst of the left. Much worse.</P> 
<P>You may not agree with Code Pink's ideology or tactics, but they're not 
building stockpiles of weapons and preaching revolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119825 35791 26 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 10:08:53am  
 
<P>On the left, there's absolutely no comparable group to the Oath Keepers or 
the John Birch Society. And no media outlets ever pushed or promoted the left's 
crazier fringes the way people like Glenn Beck and Rush Limbaugh are promoting 
the extreme right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119836 35791 35 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 10:13:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8119830" target=_blank>#30</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes they did, Air America was started with that cause in mind. Left wing 
pundits pushed the anti-war marches and most media outlets gave positive press 
to those events, even the ones (exposed here) that were run by socialists and 
communists.</P> 
<P>As for extreme left groups being violent? I don't wander into those areas, 
much like I couldn't tell you what idiot birchers think. I really don't want to 
look, but can we at least agree that there are extremists on both 
sides?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there are extremists on both sides, but the far right's extremists are 
more dangerous because they're heavily armed and they're openly talking about 
violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119841 35791 40 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 10:15:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8119839" target=_blank>#38</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do not think the election of a <STRIKE>Democrat</STRIKE> black man as 
president is a prominent part of what's fueling many of the Tea 
Partiers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed that for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08119843 35791 42 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 10:16:22am  
 
<P>Note this section of the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rachel Dolezal, curator of the Human Rights Education Institute in Coeur 
d’Alene, has also watched the Tea Party movement with trepidation. Though raised 
in a conservative family, Ms. Dolezal, who is multiracial, said she could not 
imagine showing her face at a Tea Party event. To her, what stands out are the 
all-white crowds, the crude depictions of Mr. Obama as an African witch doctor 
and the signs labeling him a terrorist. “It would make me nervous to be there 
unless I went with a big group,” she said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08120396 35793 61 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 1:05:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8120391" target=_blank>#57</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo, but they appeared under his name iirc</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28537_Ron_Pauls_Personal_Details_i
n_Racist_Newsletter" target=_blank>Ron Paul's Personal Details in Racist 
Newsletter</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08121079 35795 9 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 5:24:30pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are always signing me up for mailing lists, but there's somebody out 
there right now who's more persistent and annoying than anyone else yet. I seem 
to suddenly be signed up to about a thousand mailing lists for all kinds of crap 
-- any mailing list that doesn't require a confirmation.</P> 
<P>What a weird thing to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08121107 35795 22 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 5:34:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8121097" target=_blank>#17</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi folks.Any blues fans here who are familiar with the current work of an 
aging axeman named Walter Trout? I'd like to know if he is well known and 
whether he can still deliver the goods before I lay down some serious coin for 
tickets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter Trout is great! Kind of proto-Stevie Ray Vaughn blues guitar. I have a 
couple of his records.</P> 
<P>Here's one at iTunes Store to hear samples -- the iTunes Store has a new 
feature that opens a browser window to hear samples, you don't need iTunes 
installed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-
bin/stat?id=05NfdasDy7Y&amp;offerid=78941&amp;type=3&amp;subid=0&amp;tmpid=1826&
amp;RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fphobos.apple.com%252FWebObjects%252FMZStore.woa%
252Fwa%252FviewAlbum%253Fi%253D193578314%2526id%253D193578286%2526s%253D143441%2
526partnerId%253D30" target=_blank>click.linksynergy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08121135 35795 38 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 5:47:45pm  
 
<P>I'm currently downloading the first two seasons of "Lost," because Richard 
Metzger talked me into giving it a try. It was compared to "The Sopranos" in 
terms of quality; but we'll just see about that, won't we?</P> 
<P>When Lost first came out I watched an episode, but didn't get into it. Maybe 
watching in sequence will change the experience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08121211 35795 88 Charles Tue, Feb 16, 2010 6:18:40pm  
 
<P>I didn't watch "The Sopranos" when it was originally broadcast - I downloaded 
the whole thing and watched it in sequence over several weeks. (Took a 
while.)</P> 
<P>It was definitely one of the greatest story lines ever put on film, great 
characters, unexpected developments, and more than a few moments that made you 
sit up go ... whoa.</P> 
<P>Lost has a long way to go to reach that kind of plateau.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08122526 35797 481 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 9:14:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8122107" target=_blank>#71</A> stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<P>And that's why you promote ignorant nonsense about global warming, because 
you get all your (false) information from right wing sites like American 
Thinker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122528 35797 483 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 9:15:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/8122522" target=_blank>#477</A> 
BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If waterboarding as practiced by our forces -- the invocation of the 
sensation of drowning without incurring actual physical harm or introducing 
water into the respiratory system -- is torture, then we need a new term for 
some other techniques:</P> 
<P>--Amputations</P> 
<P>--Flaying</P> 
<P>--Impaling</P> 
<P>--Feeding into an industrial shredder</P> 
<P>--Burning</P> 
<P>--Maiming</P> 
<P>--Breaking of bones</P> 
<P>--Electrocution</P> 
<P>--Evisceration</P> 
<P>etc.</P> 
<P>I'd like to propose "super-duper torture."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our own government classifies waterboarding as torture, when it's done to our 
troops. But you seem comfortable with this kind of extreme 
hypocrisy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122560 35797 513 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 9:27:46am  
 
<P>The United States has even prosecuted people who used waterboarding as <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waterboarding" target=_blank>war 
criminals</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The United States Supreme Court in Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, said that the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights "does not of its own force impose 
obligations as a matter of international law."[172] However, the United States 
has a historical record of regarding water torture as a war crime, and has 
prosecuted as war criminals individuals for the use of such practices in the 
past.</P> 
<P>In 1947, the United States prosecuted a Japanese civilian who had served in 
World War II as an interpreter for the Japanese military, Yukio Asano, for 
"Violation of the Laws and Customs of War," asserting that he "did unlawfully 
take and convert to his own use Red Cross packages and supplies intended for" 
prisoners, but, far worse, that he also "did willfully and unlawfully mistreat 
and torture" prisoners of war. Asano received a sentence of 15 years of hard 
labor.[110] The charges against Asano included "beating using hands, fists, 
club; kicking; water torture; burning using cigarettes; strapping on a stretcher 
head downward."[173] The specifications in the charges with regard to "water 
torture" consisted of "pouring water up [the] nostrils" of one prisoner, 



"forcing water into [the] mouths and noses" of two other prisoners, and "forcing 
water into [the] nose" of a fourth prisoner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122601 35797 546 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 9:54:38am  
 
<P>In the SERE training, operatives are exposed to waterboarding because it's a 
form of torture they might encounter.</P> 
<P>Look -- things like sleep deprivation and loud music, I would never classify 
as torture. But waterboarding is absolutely, definitely a form of torture.</P> 
<P>Is it possible that there might be some extreme ticking-bomb cases in which 
it's justifiable to use this kind of torture to extract information? Yes, I 
think that's possible -- for example, right after 9/11 when no one knew if there 
was another huge attack on the way.</P> 
<P>But let's not lie about it, and delude ourselves. If we use torture to gain 
information in a time of extreme danger, let's be honest and admit we used 
torture, not try to weasel out of it by redefining the terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122641 35798 25 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 10:11:44am  
 
<P>There's a definite resemblance to Fred Flintstone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122826 35799 12 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 11:47:44am  
 
<P>P.S. Tony Perkins of the Family Research Council gave a speech to the openly 
white supremacist Council of Conservative Citizens in 2001. And when Perkins 
worked for Senator Woody Jenkins, he purchased a phone-bank list from former KKK 
Grand Wizard David Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122863 35799 47 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 12:06:20pm  
 
<P>None of these leading lights of conservative intellectualism noticed that 
'selfevident' isn't a word?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08122918 35799 99 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 12:41:46pm  
 
<P>I just received a press release that "Accuracy in Media" (hah!), one of the 
signers of the Mt. Vernon statement in the person of Brent Bozell, is giving 
their Reed Irvine Accuracy in Media Award at CPAC to -- Andrew Breitbart and 
denial industry shill Marc Morano. Good grief.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“This country is indebted to Andrew Breitbart and Marc Morano for uncovering 
two of the most under-reported stories of 2009: corruption at ACORN and the 
ClimateGate scandal. I am thrilled to recognize Andrew Breitbart’s 
groundbreaking investigation into rampant corruption at the Association of 
Community Organizations for Reform Now, and Marc Morano’s excellent reporting on 
the ClimateGate scandal that exposed the politicized science behind claims that 
the science is settled on global warming,” said Don Irvine, chairman of Accuracy 
in Media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08123502 35800 145 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 3:59:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/8123459" target=_blank>#134</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The BBC had the "hacked" material from CRU, emails, documents, program code 
and Harris' programmers notes for almost 2 months before it became public.</P> 
<P>Why did it become public. Because the BBC sat on the story and who ever 
hacked the material decided to get the stuff released by going for a full public 
route.</P> 
<P>Why would the BBC sit on the story? No one has proof of why, but it could 
certainly be suspect. I would think that would send up in the least a read 
flag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is simply not true. The BBC did NOT have the hacked emails. I posted 
about this last November: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35218_The_BBC_Did_Not_Receive_Stol
en_CRU_Emails" target=_blank>The BBC Did Not Receive Stolen CRU 
Emails</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08123509 35800 146 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 4:02:22pm  
 
<P>Notice where the FALSE report originated that the BBC had copies of the 
hacked emails months before they were released:</P> 
<P>The Daily Mail.</P> 
<P>Anyone starting to see a pattern emerge?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125452 35800 170 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 8:53:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8124046" target=_blank>#164</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also I'm not complaining about the downdings, I'm pointing out that it is 
amusing that there is nothing backing them up. Only you can express yourself 
with words in this "debate" yet you are just offering vague suppositions.</P> 
<P>Alternatively what I posted is factual and can be supported, it doesn't 
require belief, just honest research.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you have posted is the usual irrational nonsense you always post about 
climate change. You are a hardcore denier, and it's incredibly obvious to 
everyone here who doesn't share your denial what you're doing.</P> 
<P>And now you've gone all the way to the bottom, using the exact same arguments 
used by creationists and accusing people who accept the scientific evidence for 
climate change of being "religious." It's pathetic, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08123897 35802 196 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 5:35:48pm  
 
<P>There's a gigantic murder of crows buzzing my neighborhood. Thousands of 
croaking corvids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08123932 35802 229 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 5:43:42pm  
 
<P>Wow. This is one of the biggest crow conventions I've ever seen. They're 
putting out some serious decibels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08124051 35803 3 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 6:16:17pm  
 



<P>Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08124075 35803 9 Charles Wed, Feb 17, 2010 6:20:22pm  
 
<P>The John Birch Society's booth at CPAC:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ2B8F8565.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ2B8F8565.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ2B8F8565.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125540 35806 4 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 9:17:35am  
 
<P>CPAC is now being broadcast on C-SPAN. Tea party kook Dana Loesch is 
currently speaking, telling people to harass liberals everywhere -- at work, in 
restaurants, etc. She's telling people they should bring Gadsden flags to 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125545 35806 5 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 9:18:02am  
 
<P>There's an audience shot -- every single face is white.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125640 35806 47 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 9:51:22am  
 
<P>And Dick Cheney takes the stage to wild applause and hard rock 
music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125652 35807 1 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 9:57:00am  
 
<P>Good lord, that music is horrible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125668 35807 13 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:01:35am  
 
<P>Excuse me?</P> 
<P>Robert Bluey was "one of the first to expose the Rathergate memos?"</P> 
<P>In which world was that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125705 35807 36 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:13:35am  
 
<P>Birther J. D. Hayworth is giving a speech at 6 pm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125715 35807 44 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:18:46am  
 
<P>When did it become a rule that blogs have to be mouthpieces for one political 
party or the other?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125732 35807 59 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:22:55am  
 
<P>No problems here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08125742 35807 68 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:24:26am  
 
<P>Which browser? It could be an interaction with the Ustream 
video...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125754 35807 80 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:27:16am  
 
<P>Ah ha. IE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125765 35807 91 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:29:12am  
 
<P>It's probably a clash with the Ustream video, if you're not seeing it on 
other pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125827 35807 147 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:45:38am  
 
<P>Mitt Romney just took the stage.</P> 
<P>The only non-creationist GOP politician at CPAC. (Maybe.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125833 35807 152 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:47:50am  
 
<P>Every politician who appears at this event is being tarred by participating 
in a conference co-sponsored by the John Birch Society -- and even when this was 
revealed, not a single one of them canceled or even made a statement to distance 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125834 35807 153 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:48:19am  
 
<P>And I intend to continually remind LGF readers of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125840 35807 159 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:49:36am  
 
<P>Currently the top video featured at the Birch website: Alex Jones.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.jbs.org/news-center/birchtube/712-
Alex%2BJones%2Bexposes%2BGoogle%2Bban%2Bon%2Bhate%2Bmerchants%3Fuserid=6939&amp;
ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.jbs.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125845 35807 164 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:50:55am  
 
<P>From poking around the Birch Society website, it's very clear that they are 
receiving major funding from somewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125867 35807 186 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:56:20am  
 
<P>Did Romney just say "indefagitable?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08125875 35807 194 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:58:32am  
 
<P>Yep, he said "indefagitable."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08125880 35807 199 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 10:59:28am  
 
<P><A href="http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/02/18/cpac-speaker-bashes-
obama-in-racial-tones/" target=_blank>CPAC Speaker Bashes Obama, in Racial 
Tones</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08126135 35807 451 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 12:26:27pm  
 
<P>That's Janice Shaw Crouse from the Beverly LaHaye Institute -- Beverly LaHaye 
is the wife of Tim LaHaye who wrote the "Left Behind" End Times books and made a 
huge fortune.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08126496 35809 85 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 2:18:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8126480" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>World Nut Daily (not The Onion): <A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=Is+this+incredible+thing+
in+heavens+a+sign+from+God%3F&amp;btnG=Google+Search&amp;fp=6454a474d0727a99" 
target=_blank>Is this incredible thing in heavens a sign from 
God?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be the end of the world, I guess. Repent.</P> 
<P>Here's the big NASA image of the weird object:</P> 
<P><A title=421559main_hs-2010-07-a-print-full.jpg 
href="http://www.nasa.gov/images/content/421559main_hs-2010-07-a-print-full.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 421559main_hs-2010-07-a-print-
full.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08127991 35812 19 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 8:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8127963" target=_blank>#18</A> Moe Jerome and 
Larry</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes. These threads are like alarm clocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08127596 35814 26 Charles Thu, Feb 18, 2010 7:05:03pm  
 
<P>Racism erupts at Free Republic on the news of the military coup in Niger:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-
news/2454302/posts?page=16#16" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08129582 35814 979 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 9:51:41am  
 
<P>I wondered how long it would take for people to show up defending this ugly 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08129642 35816 10 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 10:08:22am  
 
<P>Loony Michele Bachmann is now speaking, as if to prove Edwards' points. Video 
next thread up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08129744 35816 23 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 10:33:26am  
 
<P>Sure enough, here come the people insinuating that Edwards is a RINO, and 
Republicans <EM>should</EM> go even farther to the right.</P> 
<P>Like clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08129845 35816 37 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 11:02:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8129832" target=_blank>#34</A> Bon 
Hagar09</EM></P> 
<P>Have you previously registered at LGF under a different name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130200 35816 134 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 1:20:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8130159" target=_blank>#127</A> Bon 
Hagar09</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read number 50, and Charles even asked me at 37 and I HONESTLY replied at 
#40.</P> 
<P>At least I'm honest to admit it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the only reason you're still posting comments, but if you have nothing 
to say except complaints and insults you could still end up banned 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08129746 35817 74 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 10:34:05am  
 
<P>"Let's hear it for states' rights."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08129752 35817 77 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 10:35:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8129748" target=_blank>#75</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Obama makes the Exiled Tibetan spiritual leader Dalai Lama leave through 
the back door of the White House, past the garbage...</P> 
<P>If GWB had done something like this...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gettyimages.co.nz/detail/96834730/AFP" 
target=_blank>www.gettyimages.co.nz...</A>]</P> 
<P>You have to see this picture... worth a thousand words for 
sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Outrageous outrage!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130014 35817 256 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 11:56:57am  
 
<P>These people are freaking nuts.</P> 



<P>I just finished another bloggingheads video, with Conn Carroll again, and I 
pressed him pretty hard on the issue of the John Birch Society. He's at CPAC 
now, and came up with the expected rationalizations -- there are many more 
organizations attending, the JBS isn't promoting anything too extreme, etc.</P> 
<P>Every conference attendee receives a package with swag, and there are several 
DVDs included from the John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130132 35817 344 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 12:53:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/8130099" target=_blank>#319</A> Girth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shep Smith just asked Carl Cameron about the JBS at CPAC.</P> 
<P>Cameron blew it off...there's lots of organizations there and he hasn't seen 
their booth or anyone wearing a JBS pin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That seems to be the talking point they've settled on. Conn Carroll said the 
same thing to me in the video I just recorded.</P> 
<P>I did get Carroll to cop to the fact that JBS DVDs are included in the 
package given to all attendees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130299 35818 115 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:02:17pm  
 
<P>Ryan Sorba of California Young Americans for Freedom just condemned CPAC for 
allow GOPride to attend!</P> 
<P>The crowd is hooting at him. Some real hostility here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130320 35818 134 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:09:05pm  
 
<P>I'm going to post the video in a few minutes. That was an interesting 
moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130363 35818 175 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:21:02pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130388 35819 3 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:25:14pm  
 
<P>They're bringing him on with Queen's "We Will Rock You."</P> 
<P>Unreal. Standing ovation. Hero's welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130391 35819 6 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:25:49pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul, of course, is one of the main promoters of Birch Society 
ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130421 35819 25 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:31:02pm  
 
<P>Cheers for "End the Fed."</P> 
<P>Now they're chanting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08130423 35819 26 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:31:44pm  
 
<P>Wow, the way that chanting ended was spooky! Like it was cut off with a 
switch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130470 35819 60 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:39:03pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's anti-war message, cheered at CPAC. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130564 35819 139 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 2:54:48pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter is speaking now but it isn't being broadcast...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130574 35820 2 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 3:01:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8130573" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Video's not uploaded yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Working here. Might take a couple of minutes to propagate across the YouTube 
network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130578 35820 5 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 3:03:05pm  
 
<P>Notice that his "enemies" in the crowd start hooting as soon as he stands up. 
They must have known what he was going to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130587 35820 10 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 3:04:55pm  
 
<P>It's not the whole crowd booing. There's a particular segment that obviously 
has history with him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08130628 35820 49 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 3:29:41pm  
 
<P>This is a sign of a growing schism in the ranks -- the libertarian members of 
the new hard-edged conservatism are more inclined to be tolerant on the "social" 
issues like homosexuality, while the religious right contingent has an antipathy 
for gay rights that has reached a fever pitch recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08131095 35823 5 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 7:24:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8131089" target=_blank>#1</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, is everyone comfortable with the EPA rule making power?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a lot more comfortable with the EPA's rulings than I am with people who 
hack into private servers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08131100 35823 8 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 7:26:02pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8131097" target=_blank>#7</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only the Virginia Attorney General, Peabody Energy has filed a petition 
as well.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org/images/stories/papers/reprint/no_legal_o
ption.pdf" target=_blank>Docket No. EPA-HQ=OAR-2009-0171</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peabody Energy.</P> 
<P>Imagine my shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08131114 35823 16 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 7:31:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8131111" target=_blank>#14</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see, a coal energy company.</P> 
<P>"We are the largest private sector Coal Company"</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.peabodyenergy.com/" target=_blank>Peabody Energy</A></P> 
<P>They certainly have standing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee. Why would a coal company be against climate change legislation?</P> 
<P>That's a head scratcher, all right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08131183 35823 73 Charles Fri, Feb 19, 2010 7:52:16pm  
 
<P>I'm also a lot more comfortable with the EPA's regulations, which are backed 
up with solid scientific research, than I am with the deceptive tactics of the 
Heartland Institute and the other denial front groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132034 35823 444 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 8:58:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/8131639" target=_blank>#440</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Natural" means nothing; lots of honest pollutants (e.g., wood smoke) are 
natural.</P> 
<P>I think the EPA is off the rails on this one. They have thrown the dictionary 
away and made up a new definition of pollutant. If they don't have to conform to 
the dictionary, they can ban handguns as pollutants too. It is not the EPA's job 
to rule on global warming. The lack of logic in what they did is 
stunning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's silly, and it's not even true. The EPA did not classify CO2 as a 
"pollutant" -- they ruled that greenhouse gases are a threat to public 
health.</P> 
<P>They ARE. The amount of denial you have to sustain to try to pretend 
otherwise is prodigious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132039 35823 445 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 8:59:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/8131598" target=_blank>#433</A> phil06</EM></P> 
<P>Yet another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132089 35825 18 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:21:01am  



 
<P>The right wing has gone completely goofy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132092 35825 21 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:21:25am  
 
<P>The audience just booed "the middle."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132097 35825 26 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:22:34am  
 
<P>A little gay bashing for the crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132122 35825 51 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:31:20am  
 
<P>Coming up at 3:30 ET ...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>3:30<STRONG>Saving Freedom from the Hoax of Global Warming</STRONG></P> 
<P><EM>Marriott Ballroom</EM></P> 
<P>Chris Horner, author of The Politically Incorrect Guide to Global WarmingAnn 
McElhinney, Not Evil Just Wrong: The True Cost of Global Warming HysteriaSteve 
Milloy, JunkScience.comMyron Ebell, Competitive Enterprise Institute</P> 
<P>Moderator: Dan Gainor, Business and Media Institute</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every person on this panel is an energy industry mouthpiece - and Steve 
Milloy is a proven liar, many times over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132144 35825 73 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:39:30am  
 
<P>"Strap dirty bombs to themselves?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132151 35825 80 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 9:42:23am  
 
<P>Happening right now in another room:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Saving Freedom and Due Process from Oppressive Justice 
Department</STRONG><EM>Maryland Ballroom</EM></P> 
<P>Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli (VA)Scott Bullock, Institute for 
Justice<STRONG>Gary Kreep</STRONG>, United States Justice FoundationModerator: 
Andrew Langer, Institute for Liberty</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Kreep is a whacked out religious fanatic who produced a Birther TV 
commercial, featured at LGF: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34760_Nirthers_on_Television" 
target=_blank>Nirthers on Television</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132197 35826 17 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 10:03:12am  
 
<P>Also coming up at 2:00 ET:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>You’ve Been Lied To: Why Real Conservatives are Against the War on 
Terror</STRONG><EM>Delaware Ballroom</EM></P> 
<P>Sponsored by Campaign for Liberty (60 minutes)</P> 
<P>Speakers: Retired U.S. Air Force Lt. Karen Kwiatkowski and Jacob Hornberger, 
President of FFF</P> 



<P>Open to All CPAC Attendees</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132239 35826 58 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 10:16:31am  
 
<P>Paulians are everywhere at CPAC. Quite a few of these panels and speeches are 
sponsored by the Campaign for Liberty.</P> 
<P>Ron Paul's twisted ideas about history and economy have become mainstream 
Republican fare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132272 35826 87 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 10:37:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8132267" target=_blank>#83</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<P>You had a bad HTML tag in your comment -- I fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132397 35827 23 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 11:50:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8132393" target=_blank>#19</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Members of the John Birch Society, a small whacky paleo-conservative faction 
famous in the 50's for their anti-communist agitating and such, more noted 
recently for conspiracism in politics. Very much a fringe 
group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A fringe group that co-sponsored CPAC and included several DVDs in the 
conference package that every attendee gets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132398 35827 24 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 11:51:00am  
 
<P>More:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ernie1241.googlepages.com/jbs-1" 
target=_blank>ernie1241.googlepages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132400 35827 26 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 11:52:17am  
 
<P>The John Birch Society is much less on the fringe these days. Their ideology 
is being promoted by Glenn Beck and Ron Paul to millions of 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132450 35827 75 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 12:19:23pm  
 
<P>Flounce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132467 35827 92 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 12:28:52pm  
 
<P>Coming up next is the global warming deniers' panel led by Steven Milloy, 
former tobacco industry shill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132480 35828 2 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 12:35:33pm  
 



<P>I can already tell it's going to be hard to keep from throwing something at 
my monitor for this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132486 35828 6 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 12:40:00pm  
 
<P>A little background information on Steven Milloy: [Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/2004/02/milloy.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Also see: <A 
href="http://www.exxonsecrets.org/html/personfactsheet.php?id=881" 
target=_blank>ExxonSecrets Factsheet: Steven Milloy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132501 35828 18 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 12:54:14pm  
 
<P>An interesting point posted by a commenter at True/Slant:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ironically, Mitt Romney’s dad had this to say about the Birch Society when he 
was Governor of Michigan:</P> 
<P>“I think the party’s future depends upon repudiating the John Birch Society 
as an organization and avoiding any possibility of the society developing 
influence within the Party. I think this is because from experience, I have 
found that the John Birch Society as an organization uses methods of 
infiltration and subversion and tactics that we associate with other secret 
organizations like the Communists. And while there are members of the society 
that I am sure are not themselves responsible for such conduct, this conduct on 
the part of the organization makes it essential, as far as I’m concerned, that 
the Republican Party repudiate the John Birch Society as an organization.”</P> 
<P>Cited in Chapman v. Romney, Docket #1810, Michigan Court of Appeals, 2/14/67 
[6 Mich App 36 (1967); 148N.W. 2d 230]. Chapman, a member of the JBS, sued Gov. 
Romney for slander. The Court found in favor of Governor 
Romney.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132544 35828 56 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:14:30pm  
 
<P>Whoa, this girl is calling them out for being anti-science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132554 35828 66 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:16:28pm  
 
<P>Climategate. Hockey stick.</P> 
<P>Michael Mann "passed it off as science" - it's been completely debunked.</P> 
<P>No, actually, it hasn't. In fact, the infamous hockey stick graph has been 
vindicated and corroborated by multiple sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132559 35828 71 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:18:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8132556" target=_blank>#68</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're gonna have to ban young people next year. Nothin' but 
trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at the audience, they must have already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08132560 35828 72 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:18:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8132558" target=_blank>#70</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did the monitor survive, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually turned it off. I knew what it was going to be in the first 10 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132576 35829 13 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:30:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8132565" target=_blank>#3</A> Spare O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would have hoped that the reason for keeping out the Birchers is their 
bigoted views, not their sneaky Commie tactics. What a load of 
bullcrap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>George Romney was talking about <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entryism" target=_blank>Entryism</A>, and 
you're seeing the results of it right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132582 35829 19 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:36:27pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart faces off with the One People's Project writer Daryle 
Jenkins, who exposed James O'Keefe's attendance at an event with white 
nationalist Jared Taylor:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Zull96I1f-s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132599 35829 36 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 1:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8132586" target=_blank>#23</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Leftover from last thread: think the Birchers are bad? Check this out, and 
please note this is just one website and is at this point unconfirmed</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://yafwatch.blogspot.com/2010/02/nick-griffin-speech-
canceled-at-msu.html" 
target=_blank>yafwatch.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The claim that Griffin was going to speak at CPAC seems to originate at 
American Renaissance: [Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://w
ww.amren.com/mtnews/archives/2010/02/nick_griffin_ev.php&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>www.amren.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I doubt he would be offered a speaker's slot in the actual event, but he 
might have been hosted at one of the numerous sideshows, like the Geller and 
Spencer hate parade is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132664 35829 94 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 2:39:32pm  



 
<P>Apparently, the CPAC straw poll was won by ... Ron Paul!</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134693 35829 128 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 8:26:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8132920" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finished watching Romney's speech and I'm glad he had the forum to make it 
and the exposure that comes from it. After all, I'm not a CPAC attending Ron 
Paulian and I was still able to hear his words.</P> 
<P>So in answer to the question of what Mitt's dad might have felt to have his 
son lend the Romney name to that convention, I think he would have wanted it. He 
wasn't there praising the John Birch Society. It's a stinking shame that the JBS 
was there, but we do mix it up with people we don't agree with. Even here at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>It was worth it to get the speech out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really?</P> 
<P>So even though Mitt Romney's father said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think <STRONG>the party’s future depends upon repudiating the John Birch 
Society</STRONG> as an organization and <STRONG>avoiding any possibility of the 
society developing influence within the Party</STRONG>. ... this conduct on the 
part of the organization makes it <STRONG>essential</STRONG>, as far as I’m 
concerned, that <STRONG>the Republican Party repudiate the John Birch 
Society</STRONG> as an organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... you still think he would have had no problem with his son lending the 
Romney name to an event that legitimizes them?</P> 
<P>That's an impressive act of rationalization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132713 35831 6 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:01:15pm  
 
<P>Wild applause!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132715 35831 8 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:02:05pm  
 
<P>"I hate Woodrow Wilson with everything in me."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132719 35831 11 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:03:23pm  
 
<P>Is he going to weep?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132722 35831 14 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:04:04pm  
 
<P>Guh. Not another teleprompter joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132724 35831 15 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:04:22pm  
 
<P>Was that a weeping moment? It was hard to tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08132725 35831 16 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:05:02pm  
 
<P>He just likened America to a hungover drunk vomiting into a 
toilet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132731 35831 21 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:05:34pm  
 
<P>Not the blackboard. Please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132738 35831 28 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:06:34pm  
 
<P>They love that chalkboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132741 35831 31 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:06:54pm  
 
<P>"I don't want stuff in my eyes! Stop stabbing me in the 
eyes!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132744 35831 34 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:07:30pm  
 
<P>COMMUNISTS!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132747 35831 37 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:08:24pm  
 
<P>Wow. Sarah Palin only got 7% in the straw poll. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132749 35831 39 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:08:42pm  
 
<P>COMMUNIST!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132756 35831 45 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:09:47pm  
 
<P>Communist! Twice!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132781 35831 70 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:13:57pm  
 
<P>What a doofus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132783 35831 72 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:14:30pm  
 
<P>He's got that dry drunk thing goin' on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132791 35831 80 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:15:23pm  



 
<P>He's doing the Kermit voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132796 35831 85 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:16:25pm  
 
<P>What the hell is this doofus talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132810 35831 99 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:18:19pm  
 
<P>"America is not a clown show," said the raving freakazoid nut 
sandwich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132852 35831 141 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:23:28pm  
 
<P>He reminds me of Hitler.</P> 
<P>I think I just Godwin'ed myself right out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132877 35831 166 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:26:46pm  
 
<P>He grew up in a bakery. That's why he looks like the Pillsbury dough 
boy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132908 35831 197 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:30:46pm  
 
<P>Kermit voice!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132912 35831 201 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:31:35pm  
 
<P>He's like a Nirvana song.</P> 
<P>Quiet verse. Sudden screaming chorus. Repeat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132940 35831 227 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:34:54pm  
 
<P>I think I'm losing brain cells listening to this pap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132955 35831 242 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:36:53pm  
 
<P>He boasts about not using a teleprompter, but ... kermit! ... he's reading 
the whole speech from notes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132959 35831 246 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:37:11pm  
 
<P>Wow, there was a shouting Kermit. That's rare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08132972 35831 259 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:38:28pm  
 



<P>Have you noticed that Kermit is the evil voice for Glenn? He takes a sweet 
little green frog and demonizes it.</P> 
<P>That explains why he was able to brutally murder a tiny frog on camera. He 
hates frogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133003 35831 290 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:42:22pm  
 
<P>This speech is John Birch Ideology Lite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133008 35831 295 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:42:36pm  
 
 
 
<P>New World Order time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133031 35831 318 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:45:22pm  
 
<P>God kills Glenn Beck's enemies. We're doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133105 35831 391 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:54:35pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133124 35831 410 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:56:48pm  
 
<P>I'll bet this speech is a big hit with the right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133127 35831 413 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:57:09pm  
 
<P>"This is a pretty good bottom."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133130 35831 416 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:57:38pm  
 
<P>There's the vomiting analogy again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133145 35831 431 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 3:58:29pm  
 
<P>What a freaking phony. Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133168 35831 454 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 4:00:30pm  
 
<P>They're going to encase the chalkboard in plexiglass and worship it for years 
to come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133185 35831 471 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 4:03:01pm  
 



<P>Gahh. That music is highly obnoxious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133194 35831 480 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 4:05:07pm  
 
<P>Just Twittered on #tcot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>blackboard will be in the Smithsonian one day</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They aren't kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133590 35832 1 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 6:31:01pm  
 
<P>And meanwhile, another video of Andrew Breitbart flipping out:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_AagTFmsT6c&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133614 35832 11 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 6:43:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8133604" target=_blank>#5</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clear something up for me, because I keep reading differing opinions on this, 
and I can't seem to get a hold of it... the MWP, was there one or 
not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/medieval-warm-period.htm" 
target=_blank>While the Medieval Warm Period saw unusually warm temperatures in 
some regions, globally the planet was cooler than current 
conditions.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133638 35832 33 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 7:06:46pm  
 
<P>Instead of relying on what the BBC journalist wrote about the interview -- 
what you're citing is NOT a direct quote from Jones -- why not go <A 
href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8511670.stm" 
target=_blank>straight to the source</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>G - There is a debate over whether the Medieval Warm Period (MWP) was 
global or not. If it were to be conclusively shown that it was a global 
phenomenon, would you accept that this would undermine the premise that mean 
surface atmospheric temperatures during the latter part of the 20th Century were 
unprecedented?</EM></P> 
<P>There is much debate over whether the Medieval Warm Period was global in 
extent or not. The MWP is most clearly expressed in parts of North America, the 
North Atlantic and Europe and parts of Asia. For it to be global in extent the 
MWP would need to be seen clearly in more records from the tropical regions and 
the Southern Hemisphere. There are very few palaeoclimatic records for these 
latter two regions.</P> 
<P>Of course, if the MWP was shown to be global in extent and as warm or warmer 
than today (based on an equivalent coverage over the NH and SH) then obviously 



the late-20th century warmth would not be unprecedented. On the other hand, if 
the MWP was global, but was less warm that today, then current warmth would be 
unprecedented.</P> 
<P>We know from the instrumental temperature record that the two hemispheres do 
not always follow one another. We cannot, therefore, make the assumption that 
temperatures in the global average will be similar to those in the northern 
hemisphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08133644 35832 39 Charles Sat, Feb 20, 2010 7:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8133641" target=_blank>#36</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, so sorry, I quoted the BBC. Does it bother you a bit that we have at 
least two versions of the same story from the same source, the BBC. Certainly 
makes me wonder why one article states one thing and the other states 
another.</P> 
<P>And the article I linked to certainly didn't sound like some "summary" or 
condensation of the material, the statement was succinct and clear.</P> 
<P>So, which article do I believe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one that has Phil Jones's own words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134774 35834 11 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 9:14:59am  
 
<P>Apologists for the John Birch Society are already showing up in the comments 
at Bloggingheads.tv:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bloggingheads.tv/diavlogs/26187" 
target=_blank>bloggingheads.tv...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134794 35834 25 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 9:29:34am  
 
<P>This is hilarious -- I just checked Twitter and there's currently a little 
outrageous outrage circulating among some of the wingnuts and stalkers, because 
I commented during Glenn Beck's CPAC speech:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He reminds me of Hitler.</P> 
<P>I think I just Godwin'ed myself right out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone ever told these people about something known as a "sense of 
humor?"</P> 
<P>They're actually trying to promote the idea that I was seriously comparing 
Glenn Beck to Adolf Hitler! Some people really are too stupid to use the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134805 35834 35 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 9:35:44am  
 
<P>There's an eruption of support for Ron Paul at Stormfront after his CPAC 
straw poll win. One of the Nazis linked to LGF; it showed up in the 
referrers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134815 35834 45 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 9:40:24am  
 



<P>In case anyone thinks neo-Nazis are LGF supporters, here's what one of the 
troglodytes posted at Stormfront:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PolymathForum MemberJoin Date: Jan 2005Posts: 3,966</P> 
<P>Re: Ron Paul Wins CPAC Poll</P> 
<P>There is a Jewish Supremacist hate site called "Little Green Footballs" and 
this kind of thing drives them crazy, because they PRETEND to be conservatives 
and when a real conservative and all-American man like Dr. Ron Paul wins so many 
conservative polls, they go crazy with whining.</P> 
<P>Thesw LGF Jews are the most unpatriotic Israeli-first traitors the United 
States sees in the blogosphere. They are vile and disgusting rats. "Charles 
Johnson" is the shabbat goy that fronts this obvious Zionist hate site, and even 
if this "Charles Johnson" moron claims to be Christian, he could care less about 
Christianity in the Holy Land, which is getting wiped out by Zionists, and it 
fared far better under the Arabs before the Khazar (Ashkenazi) fakes came to the 
Middle East.___"At the height of segregation and apartheid under Hendrik 
Verwoerd, South Africa was almost as peaceful as Switzerland but she was 
immoral. Today we are the apotheosis of racial morality and political 
correctness, yet as violent as the Congo or Liberia." -- Dan Roodt</P> 
<P>Before there can be "anti"-Semitism, there must be 
Semitism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134847 35834 74 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 9:49:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8134836" target=_blank>#65</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles said that Newt is a creationist. I wasn't aware of that. I know Newt 
does his share of pandering, but I didn't know he went that 
far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich tries to have it both ways -- he says different things to different 
audiences. He supported Bobby Jindal and his "academic freedom" bill, so I'm 
going to put him in the creationist column. Actions speak 
louder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134880 35834 105 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 10:00:49am  
 
<P>Carl in Jerusalem is now tweeting the "Charles Johnson called Glenn Beck 
Hitler" outrageous outrage. And Pat Dollard.</P> 
<P>Whee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08134942 35834 164 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 11:20:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8134939" target=_blank>#161</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>White Nationalist Conference in DC was not canceled...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;q=American+Renaissance+Live+Right+Now+Rep
orted+Live+From+Washington%2C+DC+Today+Feb.+19%2C+2010&amp;fp=6454a474d0727a99" 
target=_blank>American Renaissance Live Right Now Reported Live From Washington, 
DC Today Feb. 19, 2010</A>(via google)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, the American Renaissance crowd is hooking up with the BNP. Been doing it 
for years actually -- they're just getting more open about it now because the 
atmosphere on the right is more welcoming of their ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08135708 35834 196 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 6:37:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8135553" target=_blank>#195</A> Blue Fin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn you're a ringer for Don Henley Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except I sing better.</P> 
<P>/I wish</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08135146 35836 2 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 1:44:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8135133" target=_blank>#1</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahh... the European view of America...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That robber looks pretty French to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08135170 35836 9 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 2:02:30pm  
 
<P>By the way, I think it's just outrageously outrageous that certain unnamed 
bloggers are saying I seriously compared Glenn Beck to Adolf Hitler, and getting 
outraged all over themselves.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ50EC10D6.jpg" 
target=_blank>I would never do such a thing</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08135824 35837 27 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 7:04:44pm  
 
<P>If you find yourself on the same side as Stormfront on any issue, it's time 
to check yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08135921 35837 110 Charles Sun, Feb 21, 2010 7:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8135918" target=_blank>#107</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Stormfront comes to power, I hope they'll recognize that I registered 
here only to meet girls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How's that working out for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08137098 35839 104 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 11:04:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8137089" target=_blank>#95</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>Both of you have gone way over the line. Don't expect me to take 
sides.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08137107 35839 113 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 11:06:33am  
 
<P>I'm deleting these comments. Please don't bring this bickering bullshit into 
another thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08137113 35839 119 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 11:07:59am  
 
<P>And if it continues, the timeout button takes one click to 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08137237 35839 237 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 11:52:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/8137228" target=_blank>#228</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just want you to know that I'm not laughing with you Walter, I'm laughing 
at you.</P> 
<P>/or maybe I have that backwards</P> 
<P>If you want to consider humor, merriment and laughter always cruel, feel free 
to do so. There's not joke out there in which someone or something is not made 
fun of, with the sole exception of Puns, and even that's debatable. I refuse to 
stop, so stop with the attempt at buzzkill. Many creationists are funny to the 
point of laughter. If you don't laugh you have to cry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how anyone could possibly watch something like the Ray Comfort 
Intelligent Banana video without laughing. It's just freaking hilarious, in the 
way that only something not intended to be funny can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08139933 35840 90 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 8:39:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8139573" target=_blank>#89</A> eachus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The real problem is that the original hockey stick graph was a lie. Not only 
that, it was an obvious and bald-faced lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is simply not even close to being true.</P> 
<P>In reality, the hockey stick graph has not only been vindicated by more than 
one independent investigation, it's been corroborated by other 
sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08137394 35841 2 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 1:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8137393" target=_blank>#1</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fan fret from the angled fret bars?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. It's a beautiful guitar - here's a full size pic:</P> 
<P><A title=fan_full.jpg 
href="http://www.beneteauguitars.com/guitr_pics/fan_fret/fan_full.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: fan_full.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08137411 35841 8 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 1:20:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8137400" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's to correct tuning/intonation. There's a mathematical basis for the 
desing but I'm not sure how well they work in general practice. I've never 
actually played one before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's supposed to give much better intonation, especially for wide non-
standard tunings. He's got the bottom string tuned down to a B 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08137426 35841 10 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 1:27:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8137417" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would think it would be ok for open tunings but for standard tuning it 
looks like it would be a mess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of players like them - I haven't played one, but they say you barely 
notice the difference in the frets. Supposed to be slightly more naturally 
placed for the fingers, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08138567 35843 64 Charles Mon, Feb 22, 2010 7:16:14pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/02/22/AR2010022204270.html?nav=rss_opinion/columns" 
target=_blank>Scott Brown was actually the first Senator to vote for the 
bill</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As soon as the vote was called, he strode quickly into the well and 
interrupted the clerk as he read the roll.</P> 
<P>"Yes," Brown said quietly, and then, having become Reid's first vote, he 
rushed out of the room before Republican colleagues arrived. He stepped into the 
hallway, then waited for reporters to assemble around him.</P> 
<P>"I'm not from around here," he said. "I'm from 
Massachusetts."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08140817 35846 205 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 2:09:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8140798" target=_blank>#204</A> m0rtaar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you think that's a bit disingenuous Charles? I'm surprised they kept 
LGF on their blogrolls as long as they did, after the orchestrated attack using 
their comments to paint Hot Air as a hotbed of bigotry/racism/antipathy towards 
Muslims/hatred against liberals/etc. ad nauseum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Orchestrated attack?" Is that somehow worse than an "improvised attack?" 
What does that even mean, anyway?</P> 
<P>If you're trying to insinuate, once again, that I was somehow connected to or 
responsible for the infamous Killgore Trout comment strafing run, I've said over 
and over that I had absolutely nothing to do with that, and that if I'd known he 
was going to do it, I would have asked him not to. But having said that, the 
point behind his little escapade has been proven time and again -- there were 
and are frequent openly racist comments posted there, and they did nothing to 
discourage them.</P> 
<P>I make no apologies for pointing out that the Hot Air comments sections have 
some of the most extreme comments on any right wing site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143083 35846 212 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 12:19:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/8143020" target=_blank>#210</A> m0rtaar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, this is the first time I've made a comment on this. I'm assuming 
that you mean others have commented about Killgore Trout's 'strafing run'. :-
)</P> 
<P>And I agree with you, he shouldn't have done this. I also agree with you that 
Hot Air should be more draconian in enforcing their <EM>terms of use</EM>.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to make the point that Hot Air probably bumped LGF over the 
"comments war", not over the fact that you left the 'right wing 
reservation'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're being really obtuse if you don't see that Hot Air has tacked 
<EM>really</EM> far to the right since the presidential election, and 
deliberately panders to the extremist elements. They only started to enforce 
their own rules after KT made that stink.</P> 
<P>How exactly does it make sense to put LGF under "Left Channels" because I 
criticized their extreme comments?</P> 
<P>And that's far from the only problem with Hot Air -- they also feature 
articles by a white supremacist, Robert Stacy McCain. But that's par for the 
course in the right wing blogosphere these days.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08140371 35847 13 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 11:02:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8140363" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I cracked up when she picked her teeth with the gun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08140375 35847 15 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 11:04:48am  
 
<P>Stormfront Nazis are having fits about LGF today. 66 hits from their website 
so far today.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JEB StuartForum MemberJoin Date: Nov 2008Posts: 189</P> 
<P><STRONG>Re: "Little Green Footballs" - The Warmongering Israel-Firster 
Website Complains About Our Often Support Of Ron Pau</STRONG></P> 
<P>That chickenhawk who runs Little Green Footballs should be dropped in front 
of a squad of Basij militia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08140538 35848 5 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 12:15:52pm  
 
<P>A lot of people don't seem to realize that one of the people most responsible 
for promoting the John Birch Society back into the mainstream is the other big 
star at CPAC, Ron Paul. Paul has been associated with the JBS for many years, 
and even gave the main speech at their 50th anniversary convention.</P> 
<P>And Ron Paul also has a regular segment on the Alex Jones conspiracy 
freakshow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08141331 35850 37 Charles Tue, Feb 23, 2010 6:45:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8141326" target=_blank>#32</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Much younger than the normal crowd at CPAC. Some of those kids look like 
they're still in high school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ron Paul cult is pretty good at hoodwinking gullible young 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08142789 35851 749 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 10:52:06am  
 
<P>A couple of comments:</P> 
<P>Once again I see the squabbling taking over threads. How incredibly 
tedious.</P> 
<P>These things keep going and going because everybody involved wants to get the 
last word. So the insults just fly back and forth.</P> 
<P>Maybe when you get into this kind of thing, you're thinking that people 
reading it will see your latest crushing insult and declare you the winner once 
and for all? Well, if you think this, you're sadly mistaken. In reality, people 
who aren't involved (and just want to read the comments) see this bickering crap 
and think everyone involved is an idiot.</P> 
<P>Maybe you think I'm going to step in and ban your enemies. But think again. 
I'm not going to take sides. I see bad behavior on everyone's part in these 
pissing matches.</P> 
<P>Maybe you think I should just see that you're the one who's right, and I 
should side with you as a result. But do you really think I read this stuff? 
There are more than 3000 comments posted here on a daily basis. I couldn't read 
all of them even if I wanted to. I don't know the details of your personal 
fights with other posters, and it's completely unfair to ME to expect me to step 
in like Solomon and resolve your problems for you.</P> 
<P>And there's simply no way I'm going to waste my time by going back and 
reading all of these pointless, nasty exchanges to try to figure out who's right 
and who's wrong. It's not going to happen. I'd rather have a root canal.</P> 
<P>So again, I respectfully request that someone here act like a freaking grown-
up and just back off when this stuff happens, and stop feeding these pissing 
matches. If it keeps going out of control, I will take action, because it's a 
big pain in the ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08142828 35852 96 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 11:03:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8142810" target=_blank>#80</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Banrey Frank is hilarious at the end of that clip. People are openly 
laughing.LOL!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Ron Paul's letting his kook flag fly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143085 35853 90 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 12:20:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8143057" target=_blank>#74</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh Oh everyone, Drudge is reporting that the new missile defense logo reveals 
that Obama's a sekkrit muslim! Whats happened over at drudge?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is so dumb that every time I start reading about it my eyes glaze 
over and I get sleepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143135 35853 128 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 12:46:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8143129" target=_blank>#123</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The logo story appears to have started over at Weasle zippers, migrated to 
the Moonie Times, and from there to big gov't.</P> 
<P>I knew WZ was lying scum after the Ronbo incident.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gaffney thinks it's a sign of the Obama administration's submission to sharia 
law. Seriously. He actually wrote this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143266 35854 7 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 2:26:03pm  
 
<P>Kevin Martin, the black conservative invited as cover to that 2006 event by 
Marcus Epstein, has a post at Big Journalism:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bigjournalism.com/kmartin/2010/02/24/on-the-record-
exposing-the-source-of-blumenthals-smear/" 
target=_blank>bigjournalism.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>His main point of contention seems to be that he was invited weeks before the 
event, not at the last minute as the article at "One People's Project" 
claimed.</P> 
<P>Includes a mind-warping picture of Epstein, white nationalist Jared Taylor, 
Martin, and John Derbyshire, with their arms around each other.</P> 
<P>It's a little amazing that these folks seem to think it's completely unheard 
of for people like Taylor and American Renaissance to hang around with people 
like Kevin Martin just so they can say, "Look, we're not racists! This guy is 
black!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143347 35854 60 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 3:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8143339" target=_blank>#52</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://img17.imageshack.us/img17/5642/drudgecrazy.jpg" 
target=_blank>Screenshot</A></P> 
<P>Looks like the kooks also freaked about the new missile defense agency 
logo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is industrial strength idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143361 35854 74 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 3:10:47pm  
 
<P>The thing about the event that James O'Keefe attended is this -- it 
<EM>was</EM> a white nationalist event. It was organized by Marcus Epstein, 
well-known for writing articles for white nationalist websites, a guy convicted 
of a racially motivated attack on a black woman. It featured one of the most 
notorious "racialist" white supremacists, Jared Taylor.</P> 
<P>When the organizer is a white nationalist, and the main draw for the event is 
a white nationalist, why exactly is it incorrect to say that James O'Keefe 
attended a white nationalist event?</P> 
<P>He did. And there have been other stunts O'Keefe's been involved in that are 
questionable to say the least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143653 35854 313 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 5:04:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8143371" target=_blank>#84</A> BunnyThief</EM></P> 
<P>Are you "Jay Tea" from Wizbang?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143656 35854 316 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 5:06:47pm  



 
<P>Apparently Jay Tea likes to troll other blogs:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wizbangblue.com/2009/07/02/gop-class-of-94-the-family-
values-hypocrites.php#comment-923653" 
target=_blank>wizbangblue.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143534 35855 2 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 4:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8143527" target=_blank>#1</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you get the Iphone app? I'm trying to talk him into porting it to the 
crackberry as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I have that app -- it would be nice if it showed his blog posts too, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145227 35855 84 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 10:41:10am  
 
<P>Here come the deniers again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143704 35856 13 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 5:49:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8143701" target=_blank>#10</A> LotharBot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. IMO Charles should rephrase the post title to make it clear McCain is 
ridiculing Birthers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way. That's part of the fun. Is he or isn't he? Only by reading the first 
sentence can you know the answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08143706 35856 15 Charles Wed, Feb 24, 2010 5:50:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8143703" target=_blank>#12</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great move by John McCain. Note, this is a preview of the fall campaigns.</P> 
<P>In other news, J.D. Hayworth got an <A 
href="http://blogs.phoenixnewtimes.com/valleyfever/2010/02/jd_hayworth_counters_
mitt_romn.php" target=_blank>endorsement</A> ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, is that really a picture of Hayworth? That guy is 
enormous!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08144906 35858 9 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:11:13am  
 
<P>The #tcot feed on Twitter is just brimming with hostile comments and rants 
about communism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08144937 35858 29 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:28:42am  
 
<P>McCain: "This process was produced with unsavory deal-making ... I say that 
with respect..."</P> 
<P>Why, sure! What's disrespectful about calling something 
"unsavory?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08144953 35858 45 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:33:19am  
 
<P>Wow. John McCain really came off as a bitter loser there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08144975 35858 66 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:39:38am  
 
<P>OT: In Eurofascist news, the Belgian Vlaams Belang party tried to deny they 
had any connection to the neo-Nazi British National Party for years.</P> 
<P>Well, they just stopped hiding it. A VB-sponsored event in Ghent yesterday 
featured Frank Vanhecke of the Vlaams Belang, Nick Griffin of the BNP, Bruno 
Gollnisch of the National Front, and Andreas Molzer of the Austrian FPO. A who's 
who of Nazis, fascists, and Holocaust deniers.</P> 
<P><A href="http://lancasteruaf.blogspot.com/2010/02/nick-griffins-foreign-
fascist-festival.html" target=_blank>Lancaster Unity: Nick Griffin's foreign 
fascist festival</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145001 35858 92 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:47:43am  
 
<P>Back to this summit -- notice how every single Republican politician is doing 
nothing constructive here, and not actually debating any real issues. They just 
keep hammering the talking points. Do they think it's not 
obvious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145004 35858 94 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:49:03am  
 
<P>The kind of crap that's being posted at #tcot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See how Obama looks one way while talking and points a different way. That's 
someone who's trying 2 distract.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145026 35858 116 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 9:55:21am  
 
<P>The comments at #tcot are really amazing. It's like they're watching a summit 
in an alternate dimension, where the GOP pols are coming off as heroes.</P> 
<P>And just in the last two minutes I've seen two Birther comments 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145067 35858 157 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 10:05:15am  
 
<P>When they resume at 1:45, I'll be posting a live video stream from the White 
House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145081 35858 171 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 10:08:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8145074" target=_blank>#164</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is "tcot" supposed to stand for? (I can make up my 
own...)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Top Conservatives On Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145230 35859 5 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 10:42:53am  
 
<P>By the way, one of the top links at Drudge Report right now goes to ... the 
John Birch Society website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145288 35860 1 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 11:05:12am  
 
<P>Had a small problem with the video code when I first posted. It's fixed now 
if you reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08145574 35860 188 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 12:08:50pm  
 
<P>Paul Ryan did indeed say he didn't trust the CBO's projections. Then he tried 
to weasel out of it by saying he questioned "the reality of it."</P> 
<P>Total weasel word maneuver.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08146909 35863 10 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 6:18:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8146894" target=_blank>#3</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, does this have any affect on you?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.examiner.com/x-27745-SF-Headlines-Examiner~y2010m2d19-
Amazoncom-tax-California-residents-may-soon-have-to-pay-sales-taxes-for-online-
purchases-video" target=_blank>Amazon.com tax: California residents may soon 
have to pay sales taxes for most online purchases</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not directly. But it's an incredibly bone-headed idea. Which is standard for 
the California state government.</P> 
<P>Hey, let's make California even <EM>less</EM> friendly to 
businesses!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08146967 35863 48 Charles Thu, Feb 25, 2010 6:38:20pm  
 
<P>If you believe the spin on Fox News, by way of Frank Luntz, the Republicans 
like, totally won the health care summit!</P> 
<P>I watched it. The Republicans didn't win. On balance, the GOP pols looked 
like obstructionist buffoons. The Democrats weren't a whole lot better, but this 
was definitely not the victory the reality-deprived right wing is 
claiming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148259 35865 25 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 9:24:13am  
 
<P>Jay Tea from Wizbang just sent me a long ranting diatribe, after I exposed 
him as trolling LGF under the name 'BunnyThief'. This guy is a flat out kook. I 
read the first sentence and filed it in the abuse folder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148357 35865 118 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 9:54:17am  
 



<P>By the way, here's a 2004 post at Wizbang by Jay Tea talking about doing 
exactly the same kind of trolling he was doing here under the name 
"bunnythief".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wizbangblog.com/content/2004/05/05/swimming-in-
the.php" target=_blank>wizbangblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>He's a psycho and a serial troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148364 35865 125 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 9:55:43am  
 
<P>In other troll news, I opened registration for a short time without 
mentioning it last night, and within minutes "YoungLibertarian92" tried to 
register for the 6th time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148623 35866 12 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 11:38:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8148613" target=_blank>#3</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 'spin' link above isn't working for me, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you reload, it works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148848 35866 224 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 1:33:38pm  
 
<P>Just for fun, today I figured out how to watermark videos before uploading to 
YouTube. The first one is now posted above:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/XQ5U9PNzfuw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>I used Fireworks CS4 to create the watermark image, then Quicktime 7 Pro to 
paste it into the video. Then I adjusted some video properties to make the 
watermark transparent, exported it to MOV format, and there you have it.</P> 
<P>(Quicktime 10, the version that comes with Snow Leopard, doesn't have the 
editing features of QT 7 Pro. QT Player 7 is included on the Snow Leopard DVD 
under Extras or something like that, so Apple obviously realized there was still 
a use for it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08148960 35867 21 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 2:15:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8148929" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote of the day? The day ain't over yet. Here's some competition...<A 
href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/02/26/gop-rep-blacks-worse-
off_n_478744.html" target=_blank>GOP Rep: Blacks Worse Off Now Than Under 
Slavery (VIDEO)</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a standard religious right anti-abortion talking point. It's concern 
trolling on a grand scale -- Lynn Vincent, Palin's ghostwriter, had a piece that 
called it "black genocide."</P> 



<P>It's an especially gross and offensive talking point, but they don't seem to 
realize that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149269 35868 189 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/8149257" target=_blank>#177</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are 100 percent correct. I did not find any coding error or data 
errors... Ian Harris did, enough to fill 314 pages of narrative between 2006 and 
Dec. 2009... I was just the messenger. His "report" was enough to instigate an 
inquiry by the Royal Society, which will look into the way the CRU handled it's 
data processing, which will be complete in the spring, which was enough to 
instigate an inquiry by the British MET, which will be a 3 year study that will 
actually look at the validity of the data ITSELF and which was enough to make 
even the most pro-AGW popular media writers to consider the problems.</P> 
<P>Yes you called it... and so did Ian Harris.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The deal was that you were going to show that inaccurate data has been 
produced and used in the real world.</P> 
<P>What you showed was a record of comments by a programmer, documenting finding 
and fixing bugs, and his frustration at dealing with datasets that were in many 
different formats and had other problems.</P> 
<P>In other words, the same kind of comments you might find in almost any non-
trivial piece of software. Bugs were found. Bugs were fixed. This is news?</P> 
<P>You didn't show what you claimed you would, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149278 35868 197 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:19:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8149264" target=_blank>#184</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the comments about corrupt databases, imaginary stations, fudge factors, 
untraceable data was very confidence building. The MET Office was so impressed, 
they plan to take three years to re-examine 160 years of temperature data.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/article6945445.ece" 
target=_blank>The new analysis of the data will take three years, meaning that 
the Met Office will not be able to state with absolute confidence the extent of 
the warming trend until the end of 2012</A></P> 
<P>It would appear the MET Office is also a 'concern troll' and secret 
Denier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they're just acting like all bureaucrats have acted since the beginning 
of recorded history, and covering their asses by spending public money for 
something that isn't really needed, except for public relations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149290 35868 209 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:26:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/8149282" target=_blank>#201</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is nothing to see there, why has <A 
href="http://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2010/02/metoffice_proposal_0224
10.pdf" target=_blank>The MET Office announce a Proposal for a new international 
analysis of land surface air temperature data?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Means absolutely nothing. They're doing it to completely answer the 
International Denier's Chorus, not because they think there's a problem with the 
data. Read your own link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149292 35868 211 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:28:20pm  
 
<P>The MET Office is wasting their time and the public's money, of course, 
because nothing will ever stop the deniers from doing what they 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149293 35868 212 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:29:20pm  
 
<P>They're wasting the public's money twice over -- not only will the deniers 
keep on denying, this three-year review is completely unnecessary in the first 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149297 35868 216 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:31:33pm  
 
<P>I'm still trying to decide if it's worth the effort to write something 
mocking the Frank Gaffney Missile Defense Logo Sharia 
Conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149316 35868 234 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/8149315" target=_blank>#233</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry... was having supper...</P> 
<P>I don't agree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't expect you to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149326 35868 244 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:46:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/8149323" target=_blank>#241</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you know this is an absolute fact how? The MET office, who has relied on 
the CRU for much of it's climate change data, who in the past one of the goto 
places for AGW discussions, now suddenly they are wasting the public money.</P> 
<P>It appears that they are not trying to stop anyone from doing anything. More 
to the point, they want to make sure that the facts and figures are correct.</P> 
<P>They are going to spend three years examining surface temperature readings 
and this is a problem for you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the article. The MET says they do not have any reason to suspect 
problems with the temperature data. It's a PR move, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149328 35868 246 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:47:25pm  
 
<P>And from the viewpoint of the MET Office it's a PR move that makes perfect 
sense. They're trying to do an exhaustive review in the hopes that it will lay 
the debate to rest.</P> 



<P>But it won't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149340 35868 257 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:49:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8149334" target=_blank>#252</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're correct, the government is trying to put pressure on the MET 
Office...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/article6945445.ece" 
target=_blank>The Government is attempting to stop the Met Office from carrying 
out the re-examination, arguing that it would be seized upon by climate change 
sceptics.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're right, it will. No matter what conclusions it 
reaches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149347 35868 264 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:51:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/8149329" target=_blank>#247</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm shocked that the MET office has been one of the many go to sources 
for pro-AGW information, and suddenly, they decide to examine 169 years of 
surface temperature data and reading, now suddenly, I'm hearing that it's 
political, a waste of money and not needed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're hearing that from me because you didn't bother to read it in the 
article. The MET Office explicitly says they don't expect to find any problems 
in the data, and that they're doing the review for what amounts to PR 
reasons.</P> 
<P>It's right there. Someone even quoted that section right 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149356 35868 273 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 5:55:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/8149353" target=_blank>#270</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yet the MET Office scientists decide that a complete re-do of the temperature 
data sets is required, and they are the politicians? I 
disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not "a complete re-do." A review of the existing data. Please ... try a 
little harder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149461 35868 370 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 6:38:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/8149456" target=_blank>#365</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good answer.</P> 
<P>Although on the "it's being done is simply PR" I don't agree. If you read the 
MET overview of what and why it is going to do this review, it is much more than 
just proving or disproving something for the public relations of it all.</P> 



<P>There is intent to standardize how scientific agencies collect surface 
temperature data, who they refine it, share it, process it, all sorts of 
positive steps to better the science of climate change.</P> 
<P>It is far from just a review of the 160 years worth of temperature data. If 
you read the press release, you will see the complexity of what they want to 
accomplish.</P> 
<P>Anyone interested in good science can only wish the MET the best in this 
endeavor... it's a very good step forward.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/projects/pdf/022410_metproposal.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, very complex. And all for public relations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149621 35868 437 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 7:17:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8149608" target=_blank>#436</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>Congrats on relentlessly sticking to the talking points despite being shown 
that you're distorting the MET's statements. Marks for 
persistence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149666 35868 443 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 7:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/8149633" target=_blank>#439</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you! But in what way am I "distorting the MET's statements"? I am 
quoting from them verbatim.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're doing your best to insinuate that this review is happening because the 
data is suspect. You're wrong. The data is not suspect, and the MET Office makes 
it very clear in the article you're trying to distort:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Met Office stresses that it does not foresee that the new analyses will 
reveal any "substantial changes" from the basic conclusion in the last IPCC 
report, published in 2007, that the recent warming of the earth's climate is 
"unequivocal." Rather, it explains in its proposal document: "This effort will 
ensure that the datasets are completely robust and that all methods are 
transparent."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149699 35868 446 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 7:31:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8149685" target=_blank>#444</A> bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well we disagree then. But I have yet to hear anyone else assert that the MET 
Office is doing this massive, ground up re-do because they believe the data is 
not suspect. That is illogical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And somehow you just keep ignoring the obvious -- that the review is 
happening because of the overblown scandal, for public relations reasons. Go 
ahead and keep trying to spin it -- I think most people can see what you're 
doing, despite the MET's own statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149759 35868 452 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 7:44:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/8149733" target=_blank>#450</A> bagua</EM></P> 
<P>The science is fine right now, and has already gone through exhaustive review 
and analysis. The MET's analysis is going to improve nothing -- it will simply 



give the denial industry more excuses to complain, no matter what it 
concludes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08149781 35868 455 Charles Fri, Feb 26, 2010 7:48:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/8149773" target=_blank>#454</A> bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the MET Office, which receives hundreds of millions in public money for 
research, to conduct a major scientific study for purely political reasons, 
would be a massive scandal.</P> 
<P>The problem with AGW these days is not the science at all, it is the 
politicisation of science, the secrecy and the need to label sceptics as 
'deniers' and fiercely guard data and research as though it were some trade 
secret.</P> 
<P>The CRU is getting universally criticised for this, including by very pro-AGW 
sources such as the Guardian's Fred Pearce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The MET Office explicitly said they do not expect to find anything wrong with 
the data. They're not doing this because there are problems. They're doing it 
because people like you are doing your best to mislead gullible people, and they 
need to fight back against this campaign of dishonesty in the public relations 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08150760 35872 1 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 11:14:48am  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08150842 35872 34 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 11:38:22am  
 
<P>I'll have it fixed in a minute so posting a comment doesn't kick you out to a 
page with only the Twitter feed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08150853 35872 37 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 11:42:02am  
 
<P>OK, it should be fixed now. No need to reload the page this 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08150893 35872 55 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 11:51:13am  
 
<P>KHON2 in Hawaii has a live video stream here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.khon2.com/mediacenter/local.aspx?videoId=3299&amp;navCatId=4" 
target=_blank>www.khon2.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08150949 35872 105 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:12:57pm  
 
<P>I'm checking out the <A href="http://www.ustream.tv/channel/hitsunami" 
target=_blank>live Ustream feed</A>, but the quality is really bad.</P> 
<P>The <A 
href="http://www.khon2.com/mediacenter/local.aspx?videoId=3299&amp;navCatId=4" 
target=_blank>direct link to KHON2</A> is much better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08151034 35872 189 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:45:21pm  
 
<P>There's a guy paddling out on a surfboard at "Popular's" -- a surfing site I 
know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151036 35872 191 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:45:55pm  
 
<P>I'm about to post the Ustream feed and I'll move the Twitter feed to that 
thread as well...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151043 35872 198 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:48:14pm  
 
<P>New thread now up with video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151050 35873 2 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:49:30pm  
 
<P>15 minutes away from Hilo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151054 35873 4 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:52:13pm  
 
<P>Webcam with a live view of Waikoloa:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.earthcam.com/swf/cam_player/enlarge_image.php?type=live&amp;pat
h=http://images.earthcam.com/ecnetwork/hiltontcmp1.jpg&amp;portrait=false&amp;ro
tate=false&amp;name=Waikoloa&amp;width=704&amp;height=480&amp;img_width=320&amp;
img_height=240" target=_blank>images.earthcam.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151072 35873 18 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 12:59:50pm  
 
<P>I just added the webcam from Waikoloa to the post above -- seems to be 
updating at 3-second intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151093 35873 39 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:11:01pm  
 
<P>I hope it ends up being nothing much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151104 35873 50 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:13:23pm  
 
<P>The alert could last more than 6 hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151110 35873 56 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:15:22pm  
 
<P>I don't know if the water is really receding. Could be just rumor. No 
confirmation on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151117 35873 63 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:18:12pm  
 



<P>Now more than 10 minutes after ETA. Nothing happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151123 35873 69 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:19:30pm  
 
<P>They're seeing some activity at a local beach -- some receding and 
discoloration in the water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151125 35873 71 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:20:00pm  
 
<P>Yep, there's an idiot out there in the water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151136 35873 82 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:22:15pm  
 
<P>Water receding is now confirmed on the Big Island...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151138 35873 84 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:23:25pm  
 
<P>There's more than one knucklehead out there in the water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151143 35873 89 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:25:06pm  
 
<P>There's a bug on the lens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151148 35873 94 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:27:37pm  
 
<P>A "river of mud" pouring into Wailua... water rising...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151153 35873 99 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:28:31pm  
 
<P>That's from CNN ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151175 35873 121 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:41:27pm  
 
<P>Chile was pretty well prepared. A decent economy and a competent government, 
and a long history of earthquakes, so the major buildings were well-built.</P> 
<P>I loaded up Google Earth and scrolled down to Chile and if you have the 
feature enabled, you can see that they've had a LOT of earthquakes in that 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151186 35873 132 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:46:06pm  
 
<P>Yes, you can definitely see the water moving around in that CBS feed 
now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151213 35873 159 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 1:55:28pm  
 
<P>Anyone asked Pat Robertson for his take yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08151270 35873 216 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:15:17pm  
 
<P>Receding waters in Waikiki and Kewalo Basin too...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151278 35873 224 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:19:21pm  
 
<P>Wow, Hilo Bay is <EM>really</EM> rushing out this time. Could be a bigger 
surge coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151283 35873 229 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:21:51pm  
 
<P>No real activity visible on the Waikoloa webcam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151295 35873 241 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:28:03pm  
 
<P>I love these Hawaiian newscasters. Heh.</P> 
<P>They show a fish out of water, and he goes, "Yeah, da popaa -- da rock 
cod."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151301 35873 247 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:30:06pm  
 
<P>There goes the water again... much stronger this time ... reaching the top of 
that bridge... this ain't ovah yet ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151304 35873 250 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:31:58pm  
 
<P>Wow. CNN's showing a reef that was exposed being inundated really 
quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151311 35873 257 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:35:05pm  
 
<P>They have an oceanographer now saying it may not turn out to be a major 
problem for Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151316 35873 262 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 2:40:32pm  
 
<P>A surge of about 2 feet at Santa Monica Beach in LA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151370 35873 316 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 3:05:58pm  
 
<P>"And if you should see dis, don't go out dere reef-picking, li' 
dat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151378 35873 324 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 3:10:16pm  
 



<P>Those surfers are crazy for another reason -- all the backwash coming out of 
the city sewage system from the surging water.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151498 35874 33 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 5:43:16pm  
 
<P>That Waikoloa webcam is going to have a great view of a Hawaiian sunset 
tonight. Looks like it's pointed directly at the sun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151517 35874 52 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 5:52:31pm  
 
<P>Testing an Earthcam embedded in a comment:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:375,type:'swf',params:{allowscriptaccess: 'always', bgcolor: 
'#FFF', quality: 'high', align: 'middle' }}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.earthcam.com/swf/dotcom_live_viewer_stretch.swf?http://images.e
arthcam.com/ecnetwork/hiltontcmp1.jpg,50,1000,0,704,480" target=_blank>Earthcam 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151530 35874 65 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 5:58:02pm  
 
<P>Oh no, please, no. I just turned on my EyeTV and there's Mike Huckabee's Fox 
News band playing "What's Going On" by Marvin Gaye. Kill me, 
please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08151693 35874 226 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 7:17:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8151650" target=_blank>#183</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Your link goes to Holocaust denier David Irving's website...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08152098 35874 629 Charles Sat, Feb 27, 2010 9:57:32pm  
 
<P>At the website of Tea Party Patriots, a post that was deleted but still 
lingers in the Google cache: <A 
href="http://74.125.93.132/search?q=cache:xsGDSAkkUsAJ:www.teapartypatriots.org/
BlogPostView.aspx%3Fid%3D3e95a680-38ab-4ea3-933b-
6aeacd055a0d+http://www.teapartypatriots.org/BlogPostView.aspx%3Fid%3D3e95a680-
38ab-4ea3-933b-6aeacd055a0d&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>God bless Joe Stack an american hero</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>God bless Joe Stack an american heroCurrent Events by summit02</P> 
<P>Thank you Joe for your heroism in the fight aganist the evil elites. that are 
destroying america .</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08152918 35876 18 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 9:50:07am  
 
<P>Is this sudden eruption of love for Al Gore a result of his piece in the New 
York Times today?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08152948 35876 47 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 10:10:48am  
 
<P>I read Gore's op-ed last night. I'm going to post an entry about it in a few 
minutes.</P> 
<P>I agree with almost everything he writes. But people who hate Gore are going 
to reject it out of hand. He's a very polarizing figure, partly because of his 
rather extreme attacks on George W. Bush during the Bush presidency. That makes 
him not a very good spokesman for climate change, which is unfortunate because 
he really does know the issues quite well and can argue effectively.</P> 
<P>I had to check the comments on Twitter's conservative feed '#tcot' just to 
see how bad the Gore Derangement Syndrome is, and it's bad all 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08152951 35876 50 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 10:13:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8152950" target=_blank>#49</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<P>Such as the red-faced yelling speech in which he accused Bush of betraying 
the country. Over the top, no matter which side does it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153025 35877 17 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 10:48:09am  
 
<P>A typical tweet about this article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"When do Congressional hearings start into Al Gore's criminal fraud and the 
man-made #GlobalWarming lie?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153211 35877 190 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:05:32pm  
 
<P>I voted for Gore in 2000, then developed a slight case of Gore Derangement 
Syndrome when I was still hoodwinked by the denial industry, before I dug into 
the real science behind global warming.</P> 
<P>It <EM>is</EM> possible to overcome GDS, but you have to want to recover, and 
even then it's still a day-by-day, oped-by-oped process.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153218 35877 196 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:06:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8153212" target=_blank>#191</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clean coal (imo) is a scam perpetrated by (surprise) the coal industry and 
their beholden politicians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- "clean coal" at this point is a concept that's very far from being 
executed in the real world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153229 35877 207 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:08:50pm  
 
<P>Clean coal, as a developing technology, does show promise. It's not totally a 
scam. But the problem is that a lot of the basic technological breakthroughs 
necessary to effectively sequester carbon emissions just aren't there 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08153283 35877 261 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:24:47pm  
 
<P>The energy industries do distort the issue of clean coal, though, with ads 
and PR campaigns implying the technology is ready to use. It's very far from 
that point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153340 35877 317 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:45:51pm  
 
<P>Gotta be honest - I've never understood the criticism of Gore's house. Or the 
criticism of him using private jets, etc.</P> 
<P>He's actually spent a huge amount of money turning his house into something 
of a showcase for energy conservation technologies, but nobody gives him any 
credit for that. In any case, it's his money, and I don't begrudge him anything 
he spends it on. I don't get the hypocrisy charge; just because he has lots of 
dough, that means he's a hypocrite for talking about AGW policies? Nope, I don't 
get that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153345 35877 320 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:47:34pm  
 
<P>Nobody ever criticized Sen. James Inhofe for wasting an enormous amount of 
energy and generating lots of CO2 to fly from Washington to Copenhagen, just to 
show up at one poorly attended anti-AGW propaganda event, then fly right 
back.</P> 
<P>You want to talk about waste and hypocrisy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153349 35877 324 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 12:51:01pm  
 
<P>And that's not even counting the CO2 and hot air Inhofe emitted while he was 
in Copenhagen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08154475 35877 380 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 10:14:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8154435" target=_blank>#379</A> 
karmasherabwangchuk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>anybody ever read physics for future presidents? It has a section on AGW. I 
found it to be good. the author is not very political and gives a good rundown 
of the physics involved w/ the problem and possible solutions. incidentally he 
was on the review panel that found M mann's hockey stick to be 
incorrect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michael Mann's hockey stick graph was NOT "found to be incorrect." On the 
contrary, Mann's work has been exonerated by two independent reviews, and the 
hockey stick graph has been duplicated using completely different data 
sources.</P> 
<P>The claim that Mann's graph was shown to be false is complete 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155285 35877 390 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 8:59:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/8155017" target=_blank>#389</A> MKELLY</EM></P> 



<P>You are lying. Again.</P> 
<P>These are the facts about the hockey stick graph: <A 
href="http://www.desmogblog.com/review-michael-manns-exoneration" 
target=_blank>A Review of Michael Mann's Exoneration</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the endless - and senseless - assault on Michael Mann and his famous 
hockey stick graph, it is generally overlooked that the graph has withstood all 
of the criticism and, still today, stands as a perfectly accurate picture of 
climate over the past millennia.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Most convincingly, its results have been replicated by other methods, 
using other proxies on more than a dozen occasions</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>As well, however, Mann's conclusions were vindicated in two independent 
reviews, <STRONG>the second of which, by Edward Wegman, was particularly hostile 
in it conception, but ultimately 
exculpatory</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155501 35877 392 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 10:20:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/8155450" target=_blank>#391</A> MKelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I quote from two reports on Mann's work which both say the same thing and 
I am lying? So Wegman lied to congress and the NAS (National Academy of Science) 
also lies?</P> 
<P>So what is wrong with the cited material?</P> 
<P>Both say the same thing that Mann was wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're lying about what the reports say.</P> 
<P>The conclusion of the North report states very clearly:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“The basic conclusion of Mann et al. (1998, 1999) was that the late 20th 
century warmth in the Northern Hemisphere was unprecedented during at least the 
last 1,000 years. This conclusion has subsequently been supported by an array of 
evidence that includes the additional large-scale surface temperature 
reconstructions and documentation of the spatial coherence of recent warming 
described above (Cook et al. 2004, Moberg et al. 2005, Rutherford et al. 2005, 
D'Arrigo et al. 2006, Osborn and Briffa 2006, Wahl and Ammann in press), and 
also the pronounced changes in a variety of local proxy indicators described in 
previous chapters (e.g., Thompson et al. in press). Based on the analyses 
presented in the original papers by Mann et al. and this newer supporting 
evidence, the committee finds it plausible that the Northern Hemisphere was 
warmer during the last few decades of the 20th century than during any 
comparable period over the preceding millennium.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, they do not say "Mann was wrong." They say the EXACT 
OPPOSITE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08157555 35877 395 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 8:44:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/8157459" target=_blank>#394</A> Lance o 
Lot</EM></P> 
<P>Yet another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153390 35878 3 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 1:27:34pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>While almost no two sources are in agreement as to just how much tail Kennedy 
snagged, historian John Richard Stephens says that "Kennedy confided with 
friends that he could only be satisfied with three women a day." It's amazing 
that, with all this boning, Kennedy didn't lose focus and make any colossal 
screw-ups while in office, and-...What? Bay of what? Moving 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153510 35878 112 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 2:38:56pm  
 
<P>The wind's howling at Waikoloa Bay:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:375,type:'swf',params:{allowscriptaccess: 'always', bgcolor: 
'#FFF', quality: 'high', align: 'middle' }}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.earthcam.com/swf/dotcom_live_viewer_stretch.swf?http://images.e
arthcam.com/ecnetwork/hiltontcmp1.jpg,50,1000,0,704,480" target=_blank>Earthcam 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153584 35878 185 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 3:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8153514" target=_blank>#116</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dogs are back!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The angriest dogs in the world. They are so angry they cannot move. They 
cannot eat, they cannot sleep. Bound so tightly with tension and anger, they 
approach the state of rigor mortis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08153593 35878 194 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 3:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/8153588" target=_blank>#189</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/112/8153510" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08154380 35880 412 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 8:52:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/8154345" target=_blank>#377</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles are you there. I got an email from the stalker blog, the one that 
illegally published my whole Harris essay with out my permission. Do you know 
who Bunk Strutts is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for forwarding it.</P> 
<P>That creep was banned from LGF after posting the anti-semitic USS Liberty 
conspiracy theory in this thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28462_Is_LGF_Skewed/comments/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The name he used here was 'Bunk.'</P> 
<P>These are the kind of evil-minded psychos who hang out at the stalker 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08154390 35880 422 Charles Sun, Feb 28, 2010 8:58:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/8154385" target=_blank>#417</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that you linked me to that thread, I certainly remember him and that 
thread.</P> 
<P>I'm tempted to put his email to me and my replies right here, tonight... 
yes?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem with me. Post away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155347 35880 661 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:28:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/660/8155334" target=_blank>#660</A> alkmyst</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P> 
<P>The new logo was commissioned during the Bush administration. You might want 
to consider that when you're indulging in fantasies about fascist 
symbolism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155367 35881 710 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:31:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/8155350" target=_blank>#694</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything remotely critical of AGW must be concealed apparently as "shameful" 
by the fanatics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're getting increasingly ridiculous with your denial 
schtick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155369 35881 712 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:32:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/702/8155359" target=_blank>#702</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I obviously feel he exploited it. Given that he's lied many times about 
AGW, and been called out on it any number of times on LGF, and the incredibly 
incendiary language he's using, it's very obvious to me he's just exploiting the 
tragedy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. It's pretty low.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155387 35881 730 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:37:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/8155378" target=_blank>#721</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is a denial schtick to note that some people are driven insane by all the 
hype around AGW? It is just a news item.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the way you're portraying it is disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155431 35881 774 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:53:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/8155423" target=_blank>#766</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/760/8155417" target=_blank>#760</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry guys, I just saw a link to an article.</P> 
<P>I didn't see that Bagua editorialized.</P> 
<P>Trying to be objective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? What was this?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people who say that global warming alarmism is a serious mental problem 
or a social pathology that should be treated on par with violent pedophilia or 
the Islamic terrorism got a new powerful argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an absurd and disgusting statement, and it comes straight out of 
Bagua's totally irrational climate change denialism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155438 35881 781 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 9:56:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/8155435" target=_blank>#778</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>And now, just like clockwork, the claims of being persecuted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08158287 35881 903 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 10:02:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/902/8157387" target=_blank>#902</A> bagua</EM></P> 
<P>You not only posted it here without identifying it as a quote, you proceeded 
to defend that statement and make it clear that you agreed with it. You may not 
have written the words, but you made them your own.</P> 
<P>I'm not retracting anything.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155568 35882 64 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 10:44:30am  
 
<P>It may sound like hyperbole to say that climate change may lead to the deaths 
of billions of people, but there are many reputable scientists whose research 
has led them to the conclusion that this is one possible worst-case scenario. 
Nobody can say for certain, of course. Science doesn't deal in certainties.</P> 
<P>But the effects of sea level rise alone could have massive, catastrophic 
social consequences wordwide. To look at just one aspect of that, consider what 
would happen if the sea level rose enough to inundate a large percentage of the 
world's seaports.</P> 
<P>Modern seaports are huge, complicated systems. You don't simply relocate them 
up the river a little bit. If they become unusable, the effects are global.</P> 
<P>What would be the result if a large number of the world's seaports became 
unusable, and international trade more or less stopped? It's not hard to 
envision situations including global wars and food/energy riots.</P> 
<P>And this is just one angle. These scenarios have been pretty well 
extrapolated by scientists, using different values for the variables, to try to 
predict a range of situations. Many of those situations are scary indeed, and 
they're not just idle fantasies -- they're supported with research and hard 
data.</P> 
<P>There are books about this. Here's one that goes into detail about one of the 
very worst possible scenarios: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807085774/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>With Speed and Violence: Why Scientists Fear Tipping Points in 
Climate Change</A>. (The Kindle version is only $2 right now!)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155604 35882 93 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 10:57:27am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8155595" target=_blank>#85</A> barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mulberry_harbour" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Granted that you might not replace a port with the capacity of, say, 
Rotterdam very easily, the catastrophe scenario seems to assume the effects 
would be absolutely dire, and also happen too quickly for any adaptation to take 
place.</P> 
<P>Further question addressed to Mr LVQ, are the "billions die" predictions 
based on there being a "tipping point" ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er ... a "Mulberry Harbor" is a hell of a long way from being comparable to 
the Port of Long Beach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155614 35882 101 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 11:02:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8155607" target=_blank>#96</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See Charles #64. Billions dying is at the extreme edge of worst-case 
scenarios. Treat it like certainty at your own risk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not really true. I said it's not a certainty, but this is not a 
far-fetched extreme case, either. Ludwig is right; there are many reasons to be 
<EM>very</EM> concerned about the results of climate change, and that's why I 
continue posting about it even though there are obviously people who'd prefer I 
didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155620 35882 106 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 11:04:18am  
 
<P>By the way, here are some statistics about the Port of Long Beach:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.polb.com/about/facts.asp" 
target=_blank>www.polb.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155641 35882 123 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 11:09:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8155634" target=_blank>#117</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. You said "this is one possible worst-case scenario" (direct quote).</P> 
<P>"one possible worst-case scenario" is english for "so extreme that i can't 
even call it THE worst-case scenario"</P> 
<P>Maybe it's not what you meant to say. But it's what you said. Just 
sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I don't need to answer this because you already know what I mean to 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08155731 35882 187 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 11:39:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8155726" target=_blank>#185</A> 
barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that, interesting. One of the two Mulberry harbors handled 4 
million tonnes of cargo (vs about 80 million in a year for Long Beach , and 



about 400 million for Rotterdam). That was 65 years ago though, and they were 
being shot at too...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the numbers don't change the fact that there's just no comparison at all. 
Come on, you can't seriously suggest that ports like Rotterdam and Long Beach 
could somehow be replaced with "Mulberry harbors."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08157504 35887 452 Charles Mon, Mar 1, 2010 8:25:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8157496" target=_blank>#444</A> 
Marching_Man</EM></P> 
<P>YoungLibertarian92, back again.</P> 
<P>Just go away. What the hell is wrong with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08158263 35889 29 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 9:42:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8158237" target=_blank>#10</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh dear lord... speaking of the hatemongers... sorry to go ot... but I just 
had <A href="http://lawhawk.blogspot.com/2010/03/retrial-of-hal-turner-gets-
underway.html#jsid-1267550435-591" target=_blank>Tom Metzger post on my blog</A> 
about Hal Turner being retried. A whois search confirmed that the location 
matches his last known residence in Indiana. Gaah...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nazis really suck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08158816 35891 291 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 2:34:28pm  
 
<P>Wanna talk about bullies -- growing up in Hawaii, in the public schools they 
had something called "Kill Haole Day," the last day of school. At the end of the 
day, the locals would line up on one side of the school yard and wait for 
"haoles" (white kids) to come out, then pounce on them and kick the living crap 
out of them. It was a mob composed entirely of bullies.</P> 
<P>I avoided this festive occasion twice, by ducking out of the last class 30 
minutes before the end. But I had a friend who actually ended up in the hospital 
one year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08158825 35891 300 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 2:36:54pm  
 
<P>Wikipedia actually has an entry for <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kill_Haole_Day" target=_blank>Kill Haole 
Day</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159106 35892 127 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 3:51:06pm  
 
<P>The final scene of Glenn Beck's Comedy Hour today:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ4DDEB03C.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ4DDEB03C.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ4DDEB03C.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159126 35892 147 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 3:57:23pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8159069" target=_blank>#92</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Well, of course they are. That's what bureaucrats do. Not a single one of 
these investigations is happening because they actually expect to find serious 
problems, and they've explicitly said so. It's a massive ass-covering project, 
in the aftermath of the Climategate phony scandal.</P> 
<P>I predict these investigations are going to end up totally exonerating the 
data collected and analyzed by the CRU. It's an easy prediction to make, because 
correlations of the CRU data with similar data from other independent sources 
have already confirmed that there are no large problems -- the results are 
amazingly similar, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159131 35892 151 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 3:58:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8159128" target=_blank>#149</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And no, it's not politics, it's not PR. The Institute of Physics and the 
Royal Society of Chemistry have nothing to gain from asking these 
questions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is, and yes they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159136 35892 156 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 4:00:52pm  
 
<P>See: <A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2009/12/are-the-
cru-data-suspect-an-objective-assessment/" target=_blank>Are the CRU data 
“suspect”? An objective assessment.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159148 35892 168 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 4:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8159137" target=_blank>#157</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>In any large political organization, the bureaucrats in charge invariably 
respond to these kinds of controversies by launching investigations and studies 
and commissions, etc. They do it to cover their asses, so their careers aren't 
tainted by appearing to be in support of a politically hot subject.</P> 
<P>Come on, Walter. You know how politics works. Don't pretend to be dumb.</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that nobody expects to find major problems with the CRU's 
data. They've said so. You don't want to face that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159154 35892 174 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 4:05:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8159152" target=_blank>#172</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't accept Realclimate as an objective voice in this debate as they are 
deeply entangled in the whole Climategate kerfuffle, with their authors 
appearing in so many of the emails. It is like the fox guarding the 
henhouse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK, because I can't accept you as an objective voice 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159270 35892 287 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 4:46:54pm  



 
<P>Another independent review that confirmed the integrity of the CRU's data: <A 
href="http://www.gilestro.tk/2009/lots-of-smoke-hardly-any-gun-do-
climatologists-falsify-data/" target=_blank>Lots of smoke, hardly any gun. Do 
climatologists falsify data?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159337 35892 353 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 5:08:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/8159314" target=_blank>#331</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly doubt that any errors will be found that amount to anything other 
than the most trivial corrections, if that much. What will be removed, at least 
by the MET effort, is the lingering odor of doubt and uncertainty that the CRU's 
less than exemplary record keeping has caused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I've been saying. No one expects to find problems with 
the data. The motivation for these reviews is purely political, not because 
there is any evidence that the data is inaccurate or suspect in any 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159453 35893 49 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 5:38:36pm  
 
<P>Why does Glenn Beck hate Henry VIII?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08159549 35893 137 Charles Tue, Mar 2, 2010 5:55:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8159535" target=_blank>#125</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going out on a limb and assert that Vlad the Impaler did indeed like 
pie.</P> 
<P>It looks like there is a traditional Romanian pie called <A 
href="http://www.romanianmonasteries.org/romania/romanian-food" 
target=_blank>“Poale-n brâu” pies</A>, made with cheeses as a filling. Several 
references on the net. They sound pretty tasty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pie is the universal language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08161078 35895 640 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 9:06:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8160629" target=_blank>#193</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>You know, I'm beginning to get very unhappy about the links you're posting. A 
couple of days ago you posted a link to a Holocaust denial website run by David 
Irving, and now you're linking to a LaRouche website. Has it occurred to you 
that you might want to check your sources before posting them 
here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08161131 35895 693 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 9:22:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/8161106" target=_blank>#668</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ludwig, you are the one who often wraps himself in the cloak of the expert, 
and derides others for their lack of professional qualifications. That is why I 
asked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we please put a stop to the accusations that LVQ is not really a 
scientist? I'll vouch for his credentials. I know his real name and where he 
works and he is NOT LYING.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08161896 35896 420 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 12:27:57pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is getting weirder and weirder: <A 
href="http://www.melissaclouthier.com/2010/03/03/crazytown-watch-charles-
johnson-conflates-some-fringe-group-with-rick-
perry/?utm_source=feedburner&amp;utm_medium=feed&amp;utm_campaign=Feed%3A+meliss
aclouthier%2FPTzm+%28Melissa+Clouthier%29" target=_blank>Crazytown Watch: 
Charles Johnson Conflates Some Fringe Group With Rick Perry</A>.</P> 
<P>Once again, I'm "crazy" because I find these groups disturbing. But not just 
"crazy" -- also sneaky and evil because I'm "conflating" Repent Amarillo with 
Rick Perry. Because I hate small government, or something.</P> 
<P>Yep, that's how her argument goes. Now why would I mention Rick Perry in a 
post about Texas? It's a head-scratcher, all right. Must have been 
nefarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08161979 35896 502 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 12:44:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8161970" target=_blank>#493</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>True -- but the tenth amendment has become shorthand for the secessionist 
ravers. Perry has actually done both -- talked about the tenth amendment to 
nullify federal decisions and also hinted at Texas seceding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08162113 35897 6 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 1:14:54pm  
 
<P>Just mentioning Rick Perry in the same post with Repent Amarillo apparently 
equates to conflating them. I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08163142 35897 189 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 4:52:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8162953" target=_blank>#185</A> Plato</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know much about those texas guys but before we compare them to those 
other extremist groups shouldn't we compare if they conduct honor killings or 
behead people?</P> 
<P>We give the benefit of the doubt to those guys who emailed silly things that 
others use to discredit man made global warming. They were just guys horsing 
around.</P> 
<P>Maybe these Texas people are just good ole boys playing with 
photoshop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason groups like this are not committing violence is because it's 
against the law in this country. If they didn't have laws to restrain them, I 
have absolutely no doubt they would be just as capable of atrocities as the 
Taliban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08163447 35900 17 Charles Wed, Mar 3, 2010 6:18:07pm  



 
<P>Comments complaining about the topics posted at LGF will be deleted. As 
always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164810 35901 643 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:14:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/8164794" target=_blank>#627</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>And again, you're posting ridiculous claims made by people with axes to 
grind. I know you'd really really like to see the CRU's data and programs proven 
to be hoaxes. But they are not hoaxes. The data produced by the CRU has been 
corroborated by other completely independent sources, no matter how much you 
kick and scream and misrepresent the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164815 35901 648 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:17:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/8164751" target=_blank>#586</A> Unakite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter,</P> 
<P>I know you did a little analysis of the CRU code a while 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter's "analysis" consisted of picking out some comments and trying to 
claim that they showed problems in the code -- which they did. Problems that 
were FIXED. Walter showed absolutely nothing unusual or out place or even wrong 
-- he showed that the programmer debugged his code. There's no news in that. 
That's what programming is.</P> 
<P>This forlorn hope that someone is going to find big problems in the CRU code 
is nothing but grasping at straws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164845 35901 678 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:25:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/8164817" target=_blank>#650</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>dude. i think the CRU affair was horrible for the reputation of AGW. but i 
read almost 40 pages of the transcripts last night (in between attempts to be 
gentle with Idioma) and it seems excessively clear that the output, however 
miraculously, is solid...for the last time.</P> 
<P>read the whole proceeding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing "miraculous" or surprising about the fact that the data is 
solid. It always was solid. It was already checked, verified, and corroborated 
with other sources, because that's what scientists do.</P> 
<P>But of course, the silly dishonest claims of the denial industry won't 
stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164854 35901 687 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:27:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/681/8164848" target=_blank>#681</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>And when do you plan on acknowledging that the hearings completely exonerated 
the CRU's work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164870 35901 703 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:31:01am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/697/8164864" target=_blank>#697</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have read the whole proceeding and watched it on video. We are discussing 
its implications now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Then how did you miss the most important part -- the conclusion, 
where the CRU's data was completely vindicated?</P> 
<P>Maybe you were taking a trip to the bathroom while that was going 
on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164893 35901 726 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:36:21am  
 
<P>And imagine my surprise to find Anthony Watts hyping the very report that's 
been brought in here.</P> 
<P>It's amusing to watch the denial community just fall right into lock-step 
with the talking points provided by Watts and his dishonest 
cronies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164908 35901 741 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:41:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/735/8164902" target=_blank>#735</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Gee -- you mean these hearings were for political purposes only?</P> 
<P>I seem to remember you arguing vehemently against this only 
yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164916 35901 749 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:45:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/8164756" target=_blank>#590</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cato--you gave me a hook to repost something from a dead overnight 
thread:</P> 
<P>re: #620 irish rose</P> 
<P>Hello Irish--I rarely catch you here. I just got up to read the overnights, 
and want to piggyback on your stalker comment. Some LGFer's who are concerned 
about stalkers of various sorts are a little too laid back. Most of us have 
posted enough personal details to make identification fairly easy. Just posting 
our birthdays removes a very large part of our "Security Through Obscurity". A 
determined stalker with any brains can cross-correlate a few dozen statements 
and get to within public-record reach of most identities. Our lizard ethic 
discouraging friendly ID questions should be reinforced. I'm not pushing 
paranoia, but our free expression is potentially threatened. (Just noted this 
thread is about dead. I'm posting now for later forwarding.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, like several people have done recently, Irish Rose sent me a 
very insulting email and delinked LGF at her blog, because I wouldn't ban her 
personal enemies for her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164938 35901 771 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:52:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/8164919" target=_blank>#752</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I call it what I have always called it, a problem with process, procedure and 
policy, which is what the Parliament was investigating.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another word for this is "politics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164956 35901 789 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:56:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/775/8164942" target=_blank>#775</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are talking nonsense, the data has not been vindicated, that is 
impossible as they have yet to release everything required. The actual 
"vindication" will take over three years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What crap. The data is being reviewed for political purposes. PERIOD. End of 
story.</P> 
<P>Even the agencies charged with reviewing the data have explicitly said they 
don't expect to find any problems, and have no reason to suspect any problems 
exist.</P> 
<P>This is a political move, nothing more, and it's going to end up with a 
complete exoneration of the CRU's data. But it's a waste of time, because hard 
core deniers like you will just ignore it, as always, and move on to the next 
talking point in your quest to fool the gullible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08164959 35901 792 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:58:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/8164950" target=_blank>#783</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, redefining it is an easy way to turn the point around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is, of course, exactly what you're trying to do, by claiming that a 
political inquiry is somehow "not political."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165008 35901 841 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 10:15:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/829/8164996" target=_blank>#829</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is correspondence not verification, and no, it does not "match 
closely".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does. Your statement is false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165055 35901 878 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 10:23:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/862/8165032" target=_blank>#862</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be such a hostile sycophant Obdicut, it is not attractive. I've said 
nothing that is a "lie". You are simply engaging in slander.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is correspondence not verification, and no, it does not "match 
closely"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the truth is that the data DOES match closely.</P> 
<P>Are you lying or are just ill-informed? Because those are the two 
possibilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08165090 35901 904 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 10:30:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/889/8165068" target=_blank>#889</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Define "match closely". I see three graphs that correspond but are not 
identical. 1 or 2 tenths of a degree is significant in this 
discussion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, thanks. Find someone else to play semantics with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165198 35901 969 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 10:59:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/910/8165096" target=_blank>#910</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see, another uninformed critic. LOL.</P> 
<P>Anyone sensibly informed knows that the Parliamentary Inquiry is not about 
whether "AGW exists" or not.</P> 
<P>What is amusing is that no single aspect of AGW can be discussed here without 
these resorts to faith based statements on AGW. It is always about whether one 
"believes in AGW" or is a "denier". This is evidence that what we are discussing 
is a matter of faith, and not science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amusing that you're pulling this nonsense again, right after I wrote a 
whole post about this tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165311 35901 1018 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:33:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1009/8165298" target=_blank>#1009</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your schoolyard game is curious, coming from a man who claims to be a 
published "scientist", yet here you are on the internet playing little games and 
calling people names. Is that being a 'winner'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know LVQ's real name, and where he works, and he IS a published 
scientist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165256 35902 50 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:14:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8165239" target=_blank>#47</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>What "conspiracy theory?" This is purely factual. Creationist groups are 
capitalizing on the anti-AGW hysteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165300 35902 54 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:28:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8165292" target=_blank>#52</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you alleged that the two groups have "joined forces" that meant 
conspiracy to me. Maybe the relationship between the groups was unintentionally 
mischaracterized?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They joined forces long ago. In fact, one of the main promoters of anti-AGW 
propaganda, Dr. Roy Spencer, is also a creationist. There's no conspiracy, 
because nobody's trying to hide this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08165494 35902 61 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 12:22:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8165484" target=_blank>#59</A> 
karmasherabwangchuk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>where have you gotten this info? I am sure if this info is widely available 
some sympathetic news org lik ethe NYT will do some investigative reporting. 
till then i remain on the fence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35784_New_Info_from_CRU_Hacking_In
vestigation" target=_blank>New Info from CRU Hacking Investigation</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forensic data analysis reveals that the hacker was in a time zone somewhere 
in the eastern US or Canada. Rather than a single breach of security, the hacker 
was also able to access confidential CRU on four different occasions over a six-
week period.</P> 
<P>The IT-NETWORKS analysis also points out that only a small portion of the 
emails stolen was actually released. The hacker took the trouble of sifting out 
all the routine messages about holidays and fire alarms and possibly much 
more.</P> 
<P>What was removed remains unknown but clearly the hacker was trying to 
discredit legitimate scientists and presumably discarded whatever would not help 
the contrived scandal of “climategate”.</P> 
<P>The hacker also focused specifically on four scientists who had long been the 
targets of US based climate deniers because their peer-reviewed scientific 
papers had been used to back the IPCC’s reports on global warming.</P> 
<P>Out of dozens of researchers at the CRU, 95% of the 1,073 emails released 
were sent or received by Phil Jones, the head of the CRU; Professor Keith 
Briffa, who studied tree rings; Tim Osborn, who worked on climate modeling for 
modern and archaeological data; and Mike Hulme, director of the Tyndall Centre 
for Climate Change Research.</P> 
<P>After the final batch of emails was stolen on the eve of the COP 15 
conference, the hacker then broke into the Real Climate site, disabled access 
from the real administrators, and tried to post a fake story that climate change 
was all a myth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165521 35902 64 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 12:32:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8165517" target=_blank>#63</A> mkelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You leave off one other possibility. Someone who denies CO2 caused AGW 
because the premise is false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only fools or liars deny that CO2 is a greenhouse gas. This fact has been 
known for more than 100 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165646 35902 79 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 1:07:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8165637" target=_blank>#78</A> 
karmasherabwangchuk</EM></P> 
<P>And meanwhile, you just ignore everything else in that quote, including the 
part that specifically answers the original question you asked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165745 35902 83 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 1:30:57pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8165684" target=_blank>#81</A> 
karmasherabwangchuk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>when people are willing to overreach that much It puts everything they say in 
doubt. admittedly I am unable to perform my own forensic data analysis on short 
notice. in these things one has to make informed guesses. there is no choice. 
given that this blogger is in the AGW game and included a giant speculation as 
though it were a fact I remain dubious. i could be wrong but nevertheless I 
remain dubious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because you know those tricksy scientists -- they just lie all the 
time. Better not ever trust 'em. They're sneaky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165327 35903 75 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:38:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8165289" target=_blank>#61</A> windsword</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These stories always rub me the wrong way. The way I see it, once you include 
pundits, religious figures, activists, politicians, whatever, there must be tens 
of thousands of outspoken "anti-gay rights" people (which I assume includes 
being against gay marriage). How many get outed every year? Two? At the most? 
But I'll be damned if it hasn't become almost a talking point by many supporters 
of gay rights.</P> 
<P>Not to mention the (incorrect) assumption that one can't be gay AND against 
gay marriage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That gets our "Most Confused Attempt to Spin" award for the 
day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165339 35903 82 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:40:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8165324" target=_blank>#73</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone on an earlier thread pointed out that this isn't a "gay bar." Gays go 
there; apparently, so do lots of other people.</P> 
<P>So what we know is that this guy left the bar with another guy. There's 
nothing in the article that leads to a conclusion that either or both of them 
are gay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sacwiki.org/Faces" target=_blank>Faces - Sacramento 
Wiki</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Billed as "<STRONG>Sacramento's Premier Gay Nightclub</STRONG>" Faces 
certainly is the largest and most established gay venue in Sacramento. Faces 
features numerous bars and dance floors that attract different segments of 
Sacramento's gay community. A new expansion of Faces was recently completed, 
expanding the club to two floors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165377 35903 112 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:50:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8165372" target=_blank>#108</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That isn't what an earlier poster, who lives in the neighborhood, says. And 
it doesn't alter my point, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The club bills itself as "Sacramento's Premier Gay Nightclub." I don't know 
what more they have to do to qualify as a gay bar.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08165381 35903 115 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 11:51:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8165367" target=_blank>#103</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that he just left Faces - Sacramento is new to me. Yeah, I suppose the 24 
hour rule applies but until then here's their Myspace page:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.myspace.com/facessac" target=_blank>Faces Nightclub</A> 
(Probably NSFW because of the background image.)</P> 
<P>Regular web page: <A href="http://www.faces.net/promos/" target=_blank>Faces 
Sacramento</A></P> 
<P>Looks like someone else posted the web page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's a gay bar. The MySpace page leaves, uh, very little 
doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08165659 35903 165 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 1:11:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8165405" target=_blank>#132</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll happily concede the point, if you think it's important. It doesn't 
change the point of my original post in any way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, since you're questioning my description of Faces as a "gay bar" in the 
title of the post, yes, I thought I should point out that the description is 
completely accurate, and that the club advertises itself as a gay nightclub.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8165617" target=_blank>#160</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not possible. Faces is, apparently, a gay bar. Straight people 
couldn't have danced there.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's rather unlikely that a married "family values" GOP politician with 
four kids would be hanging out at a place like that for completely innocent 
reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166065 35906 94 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 3:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8166045" target=_blank>#76</A> 
justdontlikematall</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166160 35907 15 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 3:31:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8166143" target=_blank>#5</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The top link isn't working for me, by the way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the Financial Times is beginning to seriously try to stop people 
from linking to their articles. Which, if you think about it, is probably the 
stupidest thing in the world to do if your business is based on web 
advertising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166197 35907 31 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 3:44:37pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8166190" target=_blank>#28</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I was able to connect. Lizardlach by chance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You were able to connect because I changed the link to the one freetoken 
posted.</P> 
<P>The Financial Times pay wall is one of the most aggressive I've seen 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166495 35907 292 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 5:18:36pm  
 
<P>Here's some more information about the very scary methane releases in the 
Arctic Ocean: <A href="http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17625-as-arctic-
ocean-warms-megatonnes-of-methane-bubble-up.html" target=_blank>As Arctic Ocean 
warms, megatonnes of methane bubble up</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been predicted for years, and now it's happening. Deep in the Arctic 
Ocean, water warmed by climate change is forcing the release of methane from 
beneath the sea floor.</P> 
<P>Over 250 plumes of gas have been discovered bubbling up from the sea floor to 
the west of the Svalbard archipelago, which lies north of Norway. The bubbles 
are mostly methane, which is a greenhouse gas much more powerful than carbon 
dioxide.</P> 
<P>The methane is probably coming from reserves of methane hydrate beneath the 
sea bed. These hydrates, also known as clathrates, are water ice with methane 
molecules embedded in them.</P> 
<P>The methane plumes were discovered by an expedition aboard the research ship 
James Clark Ross, led by Graham Westbrook of the University of Birmingham and 
Tim Minshull of the National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, both in the 
UK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166624 35907 419 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 5:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/8166590" target=_blank>#385</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not debating that one but it's hard to ignore that only one side of an 
arguing party seems to catch flack on a regular basis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166865 35907 599 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 6:56:24pm  
 
<P>My last nerve is now being hammered upon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08167166 35907 732 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 8:19:49pm  
 
<P>If I have to waste my time deleting any more comments in this thread, I'm 
going to make sure it doesn't happen any more by blocking 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166767 35908 17 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 6:33:26pm  
 



<P>Big headline at Pamela Geller's Hate Hole today:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LABOUR CHAIR APOLOGISES OVER TRUTHFUL, FACTUAL COMMENTS ON FACEBOOK ... 
"ISLAMIC FUNDEMENTALISM" IS NOW A RACIST TERM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an example of stupidity, the shrieking harpy is beyond 
parody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166781 35908 23 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 6:36:47pm  
 
<P>Looking at Geller's front page posts, here are the number of comments she's 
getting for her insane ravings:</P> 
<P>300212031</P> 
<P>Etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08166894 35908 71 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 7:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8166864" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that thread the other day. I found it interesting that the EDL 
contacted them personally as some sort of outreach. The EDL webite is running a 
banner for Jihad Watch and Crazy Pam is making live broadcasts from EDL riots. 
Everybody's pretty open about it now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they've pretty much given up trying to hide it. They're supporting 
fascists, and they don't care who sees it.</P> 
<P>It's beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08167386 35909 22 Charles Thu, Mar 4, 2010 9:54:43pm  
 
<P>If this is the same guy, his profile fits the tea partiers like a 
glove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168363 35909 210 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:39:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8168359" target=_blank>#208</A> 
BlackFedora</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its not left or right. Its just fuckin' wrong and insane. For the record... 
this Pentagon guy is beyond Tea Partier I think... he's in Alex Jones/Jeff 
Rense/Webster Tarpley territory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And those viewpoints are everywhere at tea parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168367 35909 212 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:40:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8167816" target=_blank>#193</A> Mike 
DeGuzman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I was wondering based on Bedell's background why Charles said "If this is 
the same guy, his profile fits the tea partiers like a glove."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08168369 35909 213 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:41:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8168006" target=_blank>#196</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That appears to be the new trend--Stack had similar characteristics. They 
seem to be free-form crazy people without strong central 
ideologies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's a perfect description of the tea parties too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168374 35909 214 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:43:36am  
 
<P>And of course, the right wing blogosphere is in full-throated denial 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168381 35909 215 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:46:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/8167770" target=_blank>#189</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And being "anti-government" doesn't make anyone automatically a 
"teabagger".</P> 
<P>But the fact is that the 9/11 "truth" moonbats are predominantly from the 
left.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/politics/current_events/bus
h_administration/22_believe_bush_knew_about_9_11_attacks_in_advance" 
target=_blank>www.rasmussenreports.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That poll is completely ridiculous, and it certainly does NOT show that "most 
Truthers are on the left." The question is whether the Bush administration "knew 
about the 9/11 attacks in advance." That's a sloppy question that can be 
interpreted in many different ways, and using this to back up your claim is 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168388 35909 217 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:47:51am  
 
<P>By the way, the John Birch Society also promotes 9/11 Trutherism. Are they 
"left wing?"</P> 
<P>And of course, they've been welcomed back into the right wing with open 
arms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168478 35911 6 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 10:22:38am  
 
<P>In the case of Joe Stack, the IRS plane bomber, the connection to the right 
is less clear. From his manifesto, Stack comes across as anti-government but not 
easily classifiable as either right or left.</P> 
<P>Bedell's recorded statements, however, could easily have come from any tea 
party demonstration over the past year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168490 35911 13 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 10:27:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8168480" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's linking to zombie's dishonest article at PJM claiming that since he 
hated Bush and was a truther then he must be a lefty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is plenty of Bush-hatred at tea party demonstrations.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8168477" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've been pointing out the dangers of associating with these people for a 
while here on LGF and received nothing but hate and scorn from conservative 
blogs. These conspiracy theories are dangerous because it attracts people who 
are politically extreme and mentally unstable. This isn't simply limited to 9-11 
truth. Conspiracy theories about secret progressive plots to destroy the 
country, poison the water supply, establish a tyrannical dictatorship, 
indoctrinate children, etc are just as bad. The Thruthers are only the tip of 
the iceberg.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. Instead of confronting the kooks and expelling them from the 
mainstream, the right wing blogs have either welcomed them, or done their best 
to ignore, deflect, and divert attention away from them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168531 35911 45 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 10:46:10am  
 
<P>The SPLC, of course, is relentlessly demonized by the right wing.</P> 
<P>Wonder why that is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168570 35911 77 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:04:37am  
 
<P>Wow. Patterico isn't even going along with the "not political" line on 
Bedell. He's actually trying to promote the bizarre fantasy that Bedell was a 
<EM>left winger</EM>.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogs are really losing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168575 35911 82 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:05:45am  
 
<P>Hot Air commenters immediately started theorizing that the shooter was a 
Muslim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168578 35911 84 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:06:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8168572" target=_blank>#79</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you say that in the early years after 9/11, Trutherism was welcomed on 
the modern left wing with open arms?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168594 35911 98 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:09:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8168571" target=_blank>#78</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It appears that Dem craziness has an expiration date.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And taking another look at that Rasmussen poll question, I see that I was 
taken in. I apologize for promoting it as a valid poll. It was crap. The 
question was whether the Bush administration knew about the 9/11 attacks in 



advance, and that's a deliberately sloppy way to phrase it, designed to get a 
large number of positive responses. But the question can very obviously be 
interpreted in many ways -- and lots of those ways do not include 
Trutherism.</P> 
<P>The Bush administration DID receive many warnings that Al Qaeda was about to 
attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168600 35911 103 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:11:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8168590" target=_blank>#94</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was left wing libertarian which puts him to the right of liberals and the 
left of conservatives,</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's complete nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168610 35911 113 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:15:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8168605" target=_blank>#108</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding John Patrick Bedell. Here's some quotes of his I found over at 
TPM:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Communist and socialist governments that abolished or disregarded private 
property...created poverty, repression and murder on a truly enormous 
scale...Even in the United States, however, there has been a continual erosion 
of protection of private property justified by the belief that government is an 
efficient instrument for the positive direction of society.</P> 
<P>Governments lack the profit and loss incentives that individuals and private 
organizations must use...</P> 
<P>When governments are able to confiscate the resources of their citizens to 
fund schemes that need only be justified by lies and deception enormous 
disasters can result.</P> 
<P>When the government can control how private property is used...and especially 
when the government controls the monetary system that is used to exchange 
private property, the government has the mechanisms and the motivation to 
control individuals to the smallest detail.</P> 
<P>Government control of the schools that shape minds is pervasive in today's 
world...The imperative to defend the freedom of conscience must lead us to 
eliminate the role of the government in education and leave parents and 
communities free to raise their children as they see fit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link <A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/03/pentagon_shooter_praised
_private_property_rights_d.php?ref=fpa" target=_blank>here</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that completely settles the question. Bedell was absolutely a radical 
right winger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168618 35911 120 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:18:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8168609" target=_blank>#112</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, facts can be surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08168630 35911 131 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:21:15am  
 
<P>Please note -- saying that the Bush administration received warnings that Al 
Qaeda was planning an attack is NOT the same as saying they "allowed the attack 
to happen," or that they planned the attack themselves.</P> 
<P>Truthers believe either one of those two things. People who are aware of 
facts know that the 9/11 attacks were telegraphed by Al Qaeda LONG in advance of 
September 11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168658 35911 158 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:33:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8168654" target=_blank>#154</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK...all of the truther diaries (that had to be deleted) on DKos and Obamas 
own site were being posted by the right?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/Daily+Kos,+9/11/and/1/25/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, somewhere along there, you missed the fact that Daily Kos 
rejected and banned the Truthers, in no uncertain terms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168671 35911 168 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:36:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8168657" target=_blank>#157</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there one single shred of evidence that Pres. Bush actually knew in 
advance that there were multiple airline hijackings planned by terrorists for 9-
11?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that was not the question asked. The questions was "whether George W. 
Bush knew about the 9/11 terrorist attacks in advance."</P> 
<P>And if you don't see how that can easily be interpreted in ways that have 
nothing to do with Trutherism, then yep -- you're being taken 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168673 35911 170 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:37:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8168672" target=_blank>#169</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. There are varying stripes of libertarians just like there are 
varying types of Dems/Repubs. This guy was obviously of the libertarian mindset 
but his anti-military views put him squarely on the left side of our 
aisle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Utter nonsense. Did you completely miss Gus 802's comment above? Bedell was 
absolutely on the right wing side, politically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168692 35911 189 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 11:44:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8168685" target=_blank>#182</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The crazy guys are ALWAYS aligned with your enemies.</P> 



<P>That's because the crazy guys are the enemies of everybody; if more folk'd 
recognize that fact, we might be able to get past these pointless pissing 
matches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not "pointless" at all to note that the extremism is getting worse and 
worse on the right wing. Bedell is just the latest example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168777 35911 270 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8168759" target=_blank>#252</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The anti-military types are all on the left side of the aisle in terms of 
libertarians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not even close to being true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168789 35911 281 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:10:17pm  
 
<P>It shouldn't surprise anyone that people like Bedell are popping up and 
committing violent acts -- Fox News has been legitimizing this strain of 
craziness all year, with frequent appearances by Judge Napolitano, Ron Paul, and 
other extremist libertarians. Napolitano has even had some of the real wackos on 
his Fox News show, people like Alex Jones and Lew Rockwell.</P> 
<P>This is not happening in a vacuum. There's been a determined campaign to 
legitimize these extreme points of view, and it's starting to bear noxious 
fruit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168813 35911 303 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:17:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/8168807" target=_blank>#297</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can disagree all you like, but it's simply not true that only left wing 
libertarians are anti-military.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168859 35911 345 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:29:25pm  
 
<P>Here's Bedell's <A href="http://www.amazon.com/Karen-
Bedell/wishlist/2NH4IWKZR6061/ref=cm_pdp_wish_all_itms" target=_blank>wish 
list</A> at Amazon.</P> 
<P>Lots of conspiracy books, and lots of books about right wing causes and 
people.</P> 
<P>Not a single book that could be classified as "left wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168887 35911 372 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/8168882" target=_blank>#367</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mafia, CIA &amp; BushThe Bush Crime Family ExposedFamily of Secrets: The Bush 
DynastySpider's Web: The Secret History of how the White House Illegally Armed 
Iraq</P> 
<P>The Trial of Henry Kissinger</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously going to pretend you don't know that there is plenty of 
Bush-hatred on the extreme right?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08168901 35911 383 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:37:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/8168891" target=_blank>#375</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not at all. Just picking out some titles.</P> 
<P>The Kissinger thing's a bit of a shock, but you see Hitch 
everywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing "left wing" about the books you picked out, 
sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168911 35911 392 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8168896" target=_blank>#379</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then again, they don't really qualify as "right wing" either. Instead, most 
seem to fall into the "conspiracy loon" category. I mean, there's even a book on 
UFO's mixed in with the other Truther and (wierdly) economics 
books.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see quite a few books in there that definitely do qualify as "right wing." 
Books on Averell Harriman, and Barry Goldwater, for example. John Wayne. Edward 
Lansdale. All right wing figures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168927 35911 406 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:42:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/8168917" target=_blank>#397</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Goldwater's a rightwinger? I'd sorta pegged him as a rightist conservative, 
and recall that at least one well-respected former President said Goldwater's 
what got him into politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Now you're going to argue that even Barry Goldwater wasn't "right 
wing?"</P> 
<P>OK, I think I'm done discussing this with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168955 35911 432 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:49:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/8168943" target=_blank>#420</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but as an example, the book on Goldwater is titled "Glorious Disaster", 
so it may not be a PRO Goldwater book (again, I don't claim to know for sure, 
having not read it).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's definitely a pro-Goldwater book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0465045731/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168964 35911 440 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:52:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/8168941" target=_blank>#418</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Alex Jones is one of your barometers of the GOP and the Right? You might want 
to ask him about that, 'cause he thinks himself "beyond the left-right paradigm" 
altogether.</P> 
<P>The Birchers? I thought their ascent began after the election of Obama, by 
tapping intot he latent racism of the right. Who knew their power went back so 
far?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So where have you been when I've been posting dozens of entries over the past 
year about the increasing acceptance of Alex Jones on the right? Just skipped 
over all of those posts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08168980 35911 452 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 12:56:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/8168967" target=_blank>#442</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to be needlessly argumentative, Charles, but a couple months back, if 
you'd looked at my Amazon wish list as a good indicator of who I am, you'd have 
thought me a crazed liberal sci-fi fan. Well, the sci-fi fan part is true.</P> 
<P>If you looked now, you wouldn't think I had any interest in politics at all, 
only sci-fi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wish list is just one more piece of evidence that this guy was absolutely 
not a "left winger." It's not conclusive in itself, but given his other 
statements on the record, it's clear that he was an extreme right wing anti-
government libertarian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169011 35911 473 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/8169000" target=_blank>#465</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd totally agree that he wasn't a left winger. . .but based on his being 
registered democrat, combined with his Bush hatred (although I know that's 
shared by many on the right too), I just can't get as far as categorizing him as 
extreme right wing. He seems to me to have been an extremely conflicted 
individual, with some aspects of BOTH extremes, which probably had something to 
do with his going off the deep end.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have yet to see any evidence at all that Bedell had any views that could be 
characterized as "left wing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169013 35911 475 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:03:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/8169009" target=_blank>#472</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, but, evidently, he's now lumped in with them. And to think we elected 
a president who ADMITTED to being inspired by that dangerous 
radical!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just absurd to claim that Barry Goldwater was not a right winger. 
Seriously. Who do you think you're snowing with this crap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169020 35911 480 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:04:55pm  
 
<P>I’m currently registered as a Republican. But the chance of me actually 
voting for a Republican again is virtually nil at this point, unless something 
changes drastically in the GOP. Being registered with a political party tells 
you nothing about a person’s actual beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08169040 35911 496 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/8169027" target=_blank>#486</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Big "Journalism" has an article <A 
href="http://bigjournalism.com/bshapiro/2010/03/05/dont-believe-the-msm-john-
patrick-bedell-the-pentagon-shooter-was-no-right-
winger/?utm_source=twitterfeed&amp;utm_medium=twitter&amp;utm_campaign=Feed%3A+B
igJournalism+%28Big+Journalism%29" target=_blank>claiming he's a lefty</A>, of 
course, which only convinces me of the opposite. <A 
href="http://washingtonindependent.com/78543/john-bedell-and-ludwig-von-mises" 
target=_blank>Weigel,</A> on the other hand, says the guy had a "mises.com" 
email address, which would indicate Paulianism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was a follower of Ludwig von Mises, libertarian economist who is a 
favorite of the extreme right wing, and the Paulians. This guy fits the Ron 
Paul-tea party profile to the letter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169048 35911 504 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:09:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/8169044" target=_blank>#500</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be true, but it is not typical. Generally speaking, you take folks' 
registrations at their words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- especially when you're desperate to pretend that a violent criminal 
doesn't have anything to do with the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169060 35911 515 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:13:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/8169051" target=_blank>#507</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trutherism, anti-military, a registered Democrat, and Legalization of 
Marijuana.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not a single one of these qualifies as exclusively "left wing." His party 
registration is completely irrelevant. His own statements and views are on the 
record, and they're very clear. He's an extreme right wing 
libertarian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169070 35911 524 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:16:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/8169053" target=_blank>#509</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm don't consider myself right-wing, so I don't see any reason I'd be 
desperate to pretend he didn't have anything to do with them.</P> 
<P>It just seems that folks on both sides of this argument are desperate to 
prove SOMETHING, to the point that they may be sacrificing a bit of objectivity. 
No offense intended, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look -- I listened to the audio recordings this guy put online, and read his 
post at Wikipedia before it was deleted. I'm not sacrificing any objectivity -- 
it's flat obvious that if you're going to describe his political views, they are 
right wing, not left wing.</P> 



<P>I see quite a few people in this thread, though, who are sacrificing their 
objectivity and making really strained and empty arguments to claim he was a 
left winger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169074 35911 527 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:17:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/8169071" target=_blank>#525</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's <EM>completely</EM> irrelevant?</P> 
<P>Then why bother registering?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's a requirement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169103 35911 551 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:24:57pm  
 
<P>I shouldn't be surprised at the denial, I guess. It comes up every single 
time one of these incidents happens.</P> 
<P>And that's one reason why the climate of violence and extremism on the right 
is getting worse. Right wingers lie to themselves, and pretend it's not 
happening, or pretend they can court these extremists without any 
consequences.</P> 
<P>There are going to be more incidents like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169112 35911 559 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:26:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/8169098" target=_blank>#546</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't claim to have heard those things, so if they were central in forming 
that opinion, I'll have to bow to your having more insight into his mind-set 
than I have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a summary of what's on the audio recordings he posted:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/03/pentagon_shooter_praised
_private_property_rights_d.php" 
target=_blank>tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Absolutely, 100% extreme right wing libertarian ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169128 35911 574 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:29:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/8169118" target=_blank>#565</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to register as a member of a political party in California? 
That's...disturbing.</P> 
<P>I have to register in order to vote, but I've never been asked my party 
affiliation when doing so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can choose "unaffiliated" as your party, but if you do, you get a ballot 
that consists only of unaffiliated candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169155 35911 596 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:35:37pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/8169138" target=_blank>#583</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh - are we talking about general elections here, or only 
primaries?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Primaries. But the point is that in order to vote in California in any 
meaningful way, you either MUST declare a party affiliation, or jump through 
hoops and make special requests to vote for one party or the other.</P> 
<P>The rules are complicated, naturally. Here's a page at the California 
Secretary of State website that explains:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_decline.htm" 
target=_blank>www.sos.ca.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169163 35911 601 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:38:05pm  
 
<P>Given that Bedell had a serious case of right wing Bush Derangement Syndrome, 
it's not surprising at all that he registered as a Democrat in 
California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169166 35911 604 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:38:54pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I posted numerous pictures from the tea party in Washington 
DC that showed demonstrators with anti-Bush signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169171 35911 608 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:40:24pm  
 
<P>If you link to that dishonest creep's website, your comment will be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169189 35911 621 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/609/8169172" target=_blank>#609</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not Arab states. The Palestinians. Disarm, cease the violence, whatever you 
wish to call it. The response I have received from several different posters is 
all the same. The Palestinians stop the violence and peace 
happens.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, this hypothesis is a little difficult to test, because the 
Palestinians have never stopped the violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169198 35911 628 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/8169191" target=_blank>#623</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was directed at me. I;d found a cache of leftist (or perhaps they were 
nascent tea partiers?) signs threatening direct physical violence against the 
previous admin and members thereof. As it turns out, I had forgotten that the 
proprietor of that site (whose photos I found through google image search) is 
persona non grata.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The proprietor of that site sneaked into LGF with a sock puppet account to 
monitor what was being said about him in a private thread, after he allowed 



stalkers to post thousands of deranged comments about me at his 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169201 35911 631 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 1:47:58pm  
 
<P>And one more note -- Zombie's sock puppet account was used extensively to 
give himself praise at LGF, by posing as someone else. When I say "dishonest 
creep," I have very good reasons for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169247 35911 673 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:00:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/8169228" target=_blank>#657</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on now, that's a bit much. Israel forces their hand by making it clear 
that they are deadly serious about land for peace. That the checkpoints in Gaza 
and the West Bank will be removed, <STRONG>all</STRONG> settlement activity will 
cease, and official borders be drawn for the creation of a contiguous 
Palestinian state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The naivete is breathtaking.</P> 
<P>You admit yourself that the Palestinians have not ever stopped committing 
violence, and have no intention of doing so. But you think the solution for this 
is for Israel to remove all the checkpoints in an area controlled by Hamas?</P> 
<P>What do you think will happen if Israel does this? The Palestinians will be 
so grateful that they'll lay down their arms?</P> 
<P>You say you're trying to argue from a realist viewpoint, but this idea is 
blatantly unrealistic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08171865 35911 834 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:15:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/828/8169584" target=_blank>#828</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>So what? This is a complete non sequitur. It has nothing to do with the case 
of John Patrick Bedell, who was very obviously a <EM>right wing</EM> 9/11 
Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169362 35913 5 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8169353" target=_blank>#3</A> Jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: Are you sure that's the case?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are the rules:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sos.ca.gov/elections/elections_decline.htm" 
target=_blank>www.sos.ca.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169391 35913 11 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:35:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8169380" target=_blank>#9</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Malkin and HotAir only want to talk about the box Bedell checked when 
registered only shows the fear they have of actually publishing what Bedell 
wrote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's a pathetic dodge, and it's not the first time they've tried to use it, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169419 35913 20 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:44:53pm  
 
<P>If you gave a speech at a tea party rally consisting of nothing but the 
quotes from Bedell you see above, it would be a guaranteed standing 
ovation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169423 35913 22 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:46:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8169421" target=_blank>#21</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are we supposed to take his writing seriously when he's been 
institutionalized 4 times? Are we supposed to ignore all the crazy crap and just 
focus on the portions of his life when he seemed lucid? I said this at 5:00am 
this morning, it's a mistake to try to classify crazy.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=124371005&amp;ft=1&am
p;f=1001&amp;utm_source=twitterfeed&amp;utm_medium=twitter" 
target=_blank>www.npr.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting, isn't it, that you can't easily distinguish between tea party 
ideology and the ravings of a mentally ill person?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169437 35913 35 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:50:34pm  
 
<P>Of course he was mentally ill. But that is the WHOLE POINT. The rise of this 
kind of dangerous rhetoric and extremism on the right wing is feeding the 
fantasies of people like Bedell, and inciting them to violence.</P> 
<P>It doesn't excuse the right wing to say the guy was crazy. Sure, he was 
crazy. But the craziness was fed by the extremism that is everywhere in the 
modern right wing.</P> 
<P>Encouraging and allowing this craziness has consequences -- one of them is 
named John Patrick Bedell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169444 35913 41 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 2:52:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8169430" target=_blank>#28</A> grim 
traveler</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't he a pothead too? All wee-wee'd up about anti-pot laws? How does that 
fit to the profile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It totally fits the profile. Ron Paul is in favor of legalizing 
marijuana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169510 35913 100 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8169501" target=_blank>#91</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was institutionalized 4 times. What made him pull the trigger, his 
politics or his mental condition?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08169524 35913 114 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8169522" target=_blank>#112</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which led, and which followed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Impossible to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169533 35913 123 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:22:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8169497" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pointless to deny his political leanings. This is going to continue to 
happen until conservatives clean house. You can claim it doesn't matter all you 
want but reality isn't going to change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- it's going to keep happening. There's absolutely no willingness on 
the right to rein in the crazies or tone down the rhetoric. It's going to keep 
getting worse until something really bad happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169578 35913 168 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:36:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8169570" target=_blank>#160</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't noticed any links to Alex Jones, but wouldn't know one if I saw 
it.Drudge links to Sowell, Paglia et al, to his credit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35861_Drudge_Report_Links_to_John_
Birch_Society" target=_blank>Drudge Report Links to John Birch 
Society</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169583 35913 173 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8169570" target=_blank>#160</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't noticed any links to Alex Jones, but wouldn't know one if I saw 
it.Drudge links to Sowell, Paglia et al, to his credit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Drudge has a permanent link to the Alex Jones site 
Infowars.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169634 35913 222 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 3:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8169629" target=_blank>#217</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the idea of un-elected and unappointed senile old farts with fifty caliber 
machine guns on trucks...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like a party!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08169652 35913 240 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 4:00:25pm  
 
<P>My main point for writing this post, by the way, is to refute the garbage 
that's being circulated on right wing blogs, who are almost universally trying 
to claim that Bedell was a left winger.</P> 
<P>He was very obviously a right wing libertarian in every respect, and it 
pisses me off when these people deliberately lie and distort to try to cover up 
this kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169665 35913 252 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 4:04:18pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul, by the way, greatly emboldened by his straw poll win at CPAC (and 
the numerous panels and speeches sponsored by his kook followers), is gearing up 
for another big showing at the upcoming Southern Republican Leadership 
Conference.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/78562/ron-paul-snaps-up-800-
tickets-for-southern-republican-leadership-conference" 
target=_blank>washingtonindependent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08169680 35913 266 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 4:06:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/8169674" target=_blank>#261</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and that sort of garbage pisses me off exactly as much as those making 
similar claims on the opposite end of the spectrum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is that calling him a "right wing libertarian" is 100% 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08170395 35913 653 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 6:49:35pm  
 
<P>Here come the talking point bots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08170646 35913 654 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 7:38:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/8170106" target=_blank>#644</A> Ebetty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, to say no prominent Republicans or conservatives spoke out against 
CPAC including the John Birch Society is an absolute lie. Mark Levin, Rich Lowry 
and others spoke out. A collection of their quotes can be found <A 
href="http://diplomatdc.wordpress.com/2010/02/24/conservatives-leaders-react-
the-john-birch-society-at-cpac-by-gregory-hilton/" 
target=_blank>HERE</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, four whole conservatives willing to go on the record denouncing the John 
Birch Society. Pretty soon we'll have a tidal wave.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08171209 35913 656 Charles Fri, Mar 5, 2010 9:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/8170954" target=_blank>#655</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I agree that real mental illness makes everything else 
irrelevant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. The fact that Bedell was mentally ill makes his crime even 
more relevant to this discussion. His insane fantasies were fed and stoked by 
the constant stream of extremism pouring out of the right wing these days, and 
his own statements show this to be true.</P> 
<P>This is exactly the kind of consequence I've been predicting for the past 
year. The hatred and conspiracy theories that have become common fare on the 
right are inspiring violence in mentally unstable people. And it's going to get 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08171854 35913 664 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:10:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/663/8171823" target=_blank>#663</A> gizmo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but Beck's not my cup of tea and I have no idea who is "Alex". Sorry 
if I don't fit your preconceived notions. But Charles and this site didn't 
disappoint when I decided to pop in and see how this was playing here. I knew 
there'd be lots of political hay-making. It's a shame really, that people think 
that the tea party are of utmost concern about our country when I find things 
like the CBO's just released assessment of out federal finances are a whole lot 
bigger threat to our future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What bullshit. The political haymaking is ALL on the other side here. The 
instantaneous reaction from the right wing blogosphere was to deny deny deny 
that Bedell had anything to do with the extremism they advocate. This post is a 
needed counter-balance to the ridiculous lies and distortions they're pumping 
out.</P> 
<P>Bedell was a classic right wing nutjob. He fit every part of that term, and 
the right doesn't get to just say, "Hey, he was a Democrat, so he's a left 
winger!"</P> 
<P>Are you also going to the dozens of websites that promoted this FALSE view 
and telling them how disappointed you are that they're making hay of this 
crime?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172116 35913 667 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 11:04:00am  
 
<P>And another sleeper awakes, to parrot the same talking points that have 
already been debunked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172133 35913 668 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 11:12:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/8172112" target=_blank>#666</A> jimmy01</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Pentagon shooter is linked to several gay rights groups along with PETA, 
NPR, various drug legalization orgs, Greenpeace and Al Franken.</P> 
<P>Hmm. So when was the last time you ran into a “right wing extremist” who was 
a big fan of Al Franken?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This, by the way, is nothing but a flat out lie.</P> 
<P>A wingnut blogger went through Bedell's friend list on Facebook and found 
that some of his friends had also befriended those groups. In other words, 
Bedell was not "linked" to any of those groups or people.</P> 
<P>It's another pathetic, transparently fraudulent attempt to spin him as a left 
winger, despite his own statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08172712 35913 674 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:52:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/670/8172453" target=_blank>#670</A> 
RazorMan1988</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you enlighten me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172154 35916 148 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 11:20:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8172114" target=_blank>#111</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you all seen this Repent Armarillo crap?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35896_The_Texas_Taliban" 
target=_blank>The Texas Taliban</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172174 35916 167 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 11:32:31am  
 
<P>I'm laughing almost too hard to type.</P> 
<P>The wingnut blogs are all crowing that Jon Stewart "complimented" Sarah 
Palin's stand-up comedy routine on the Tonight Show. Dan "I'll Beat Me Some 
Black Kids" Riehl, Newsbusters, and several others.</P> 
<P>They're completely impervious to sarcasm. It's freaking 
hilarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172179 35916 172 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 11:35:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8172177" target=_blank>#170</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you had a day job, I would go so far as to suggest you quit 
it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They think that's a compliment!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172480 35918 17 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 2:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8172463" target=_blank>#8</A> badger1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No doubt it seems like a good idea to attack the people rather than address 
the argument...I don't think so.</P> 
<P>I don't believe that university and government climate scientists are 
producing their research because of their financial interest in research grants, 
and the same principle applies to the private sector.</P> 
<P>IOP made serious points that should be addressed seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should actually read the article before trying to make excuses.</P> 
<P>The IOP has already walked back the accusations made by Peter Gill: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/mar/02/institute-of-physics-
emails-inquiry-submission" target=_blank>Institute of Physics forced to clarify 
submission to climate emails inquiry</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In a statement issued today the institute said its written submission to the 
committee "has been interpreted by some individuals to imply that it does not 
support the scientific evidence that the rising concentration of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere is contributing to global warming."</P> 
<P>It says: "That is not the case. The institute's position on climate change is 
clear: the basic science is well enough understood to be sure that our climate 
is changing, and that we need to take action now to mitigate that change."</P> 
<P>The institute said its critical comments were focused on the scientific 
process, and "should not be interpreted to mean that the institute believes that 
the science itself is flawed."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172523 35918 39 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 2:42:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8172499" target=_blank>#24</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>In one case you have funding being provided to scientific organizations, in 
order to do scientific research. (And I guarantee you that no individual 
scientist is getting rich.)</P> 
<P>In the other case you have energy industries providing millions of dollars 
for no purpose except to subvert the scientific research, because they have a 
vested interest in keeping people ignorant and ill-informed about this 
subject.</P> 
<P>One of these things is not like the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172555 35918 57 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 2:52:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8172537" target=_blank>#47</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Follow the money. Dr Rajendra Pachauri's has certainly personally benefitted 
from funding. The BBC pension fund has certainly benefited from supporting the 
science. Those are facts.</P> 
<P>Just because you can find "poor" scientist doesn't mean all scientist are 
poor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, for some reason you don't seem at all interested in "following the 
money" when it comes to the energy industries. Yeah, let's go after those 
tricksy scientists! They're the ones who are obviously 
profiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172563 35918 63 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 2:56:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8172556" target=_blank>#58</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile we now have this to compound the real science as well</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/geoffreylean/100028633/methane-from-
fozen-seabeds-could-accelerate-global-warming-new-research-suggests/" 
target=_blank>blogs.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The possibility of a major release of methane from melting clathrate stores 
is really, really scary. If this happens, the results would be absolutely 
catastrophic -- and not in a hundred years, but virtually right away.</P> 
<P>And there are signs that it's beginning already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08172568 35918 66 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 2:59:04pm  
 
<P>Anyone who's tempted to buy the idea that the energy industry is completely 
blameless, please read:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1553654854/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Climate Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming</A>.</P> 
<P>Documented evidence of a determined effort by the energy industries to 
confuse the public about the science of global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172578 35918 74 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:03:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8172574" target=_blank>#70</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>That's wonderful. Good for them.</P> 
<P>What does that have to with the fact that the energy industries also fund 
dozens of anti-AGW groups? You can't erase that simply by saying, "Look! They're 
funding renewable energy research!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172581 35918 76 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:04:09pm  
 
<P>All corporate research is not tainted. And, of course, I've never said 
anything like that.</P> 
<P>But denying that the energy industries spend millions of dollars on anti-AGW 
propaganda is simply disingenuous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172602 35918 92 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:14:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8172595" target=_blank>#86</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing. But we are not talking about anti-AGW groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we are. That's the entire point of this post.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone read the memo from the IOP to Parliament?</P> 
<P>Here.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200910/cmselect/cmsctech/memo/c
limatedata/uc3902.htm" 
target=_blank>www.publications.parliament.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The IOP has already been forced to recant their submission. Guess you missed 
that part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172608 35918 95 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:17:05pm  
 
<P>And note this little tidbit of information about the IOP report: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2010/mar/02/institute-of-physics-
emails-inquiry-submission" target=_blank>Institute of Physics forced to clarify 
submission to climate emails inquiry</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Guardian has been unable to find a member of the board that supports the 
submission. Two of the scientists listed as members said they had declined to 
comment on a draft submission prepared by the institute, because they were not 



climate experts and had not read the UEA emails. Others would not comment or did 
not respond to enquiries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172628 35918 108 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:25:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8172616" target=_blank>#101</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that doesn't make the IOP and AGW denier group.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out where I said the IOP is an AGW denier group.</P> 
<P>Guess what? I didn't.</P> 
<P>However, there's very little doubt that their submission to Parliament was 
hijacked by someone with a dishonest agenda.</P> 
<P>More here: <A href="http://scienceblogs.com/stoat/2010/03/the_iop_fiasco.php" 
target=_blank>The IOP fiasco</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172639 35918 115 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:29:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8172637" target=_blank>#114</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The why this statement... "...energy industries also fund dozens of anti-AGW 
groups?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you deny this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172665 35918 138 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:35:43pm  
 
<P>Here's an article at the Belfast Telegraph that is absolutely pure AGW 
denial. Every single dishonest talking point is in here: <A 
href="http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/opinion/letters/sammyrsquos-right-man-
is-not-responsible-for-global-warming-14184375.html" target=_blank>Sammy’s 
right, man is not responsible for global warming</A>.</P> 
<P>The author of the article: Terry Jackson BSc Msc MPhil (founder of the Energy 
Group, <STRONG>Institute of Physics</STRONG>, London).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172699 35918 171 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:47:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8172690" target=_blank>#162</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I agree, mentioning the IOP AGW denial in the same breath is a straw 
man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's ridiculous, Walter. You're distorting what I wrote, shamelessly.</P> 
<P>You posted an attempt to deflect the blame away from energy industries. I 
responded that it's very nice that Bechtel is funding renewable energy, but that 
it has nothing to do with the fact that the energy industries are funding anti-
AGW propaganda.</P> 
<P>At no time did I say or imply that the Institute of Physics is one of those 
groups. This is the very definition of a straw man argument -- you're 
attributing statements to me that I did not make. And that 
sucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08172717 35918 188 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8172711" target=_blank>#183</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me add, though, that the real cutting-edge of carbon sequestration 
technology is being developed by these coal companies. They see what's going to 
have to happen if they're going to stay in business, and they're all trying to 
be the first to market with a proven and profitable technology.</P> 
<P>Question is, though, whether the PRC - world's largest producer and heavy, 
heavy, user, of coal - will play along.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, they're researching carbon sequestration, that's true.</P> 
<P>And the coal industry is spending millions of dollars to fund anti-AGW front 
groups. That is also true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08172729 35918 200 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 3:59:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8172725" target=_blank>#196</A> Uninformed 
Opinion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would also like to say that carbon sequestration is great in theory, but 
its still a logistical hassle. At least as much of a hassle as coordinating 
clean energy projects.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Carbon sequestration is many years away from being a reality. Of course, that 
doesn't stop the coal industry from mounting PR campaigns that try to trick 
people into thinking it's already here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174328 35918 531 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:49:29am  
 
<P>Wow. I have to say, these AGW deniers sure do their best to make it seem like 
they're authorities on the subject, even as they spew complete pseudo-scientific 
gibberish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173295 35919 238 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 7:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/8173275" target=_blank>#218</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When being a homosexual was hidden and forbidden, the church was convenient 
cover. I know people like this who took shelter there.</P> 
<P>Over time a culture developed. Insulative at first, and then fraternal as the 
numbers grew.</P> 
<P>None of it intentional. All of it inevitable. <STRONG>Since no one would call 
it out.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good point.</P> 
<P>And this is also why the Republican Party is dissolving into chaos -- because 
nobody in a position of authority will stand up and denounce the 
lunatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173300 35919 243 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 7:44:59pm  
 
<P>Not OK to post comments calling for people to be murdered.</P> 
<P>Not even pedophile priests.</P> 



<P>I hope I'm not going to have to delete any more comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173632 35920 161 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:17:24pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8173593" target=_blank>#123</A> 
PowerFlip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...more racist monkey pics?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://maaadddog.files.wordpress.com/2009/02/bush-
monkey1.jpg" 
target=_blank>maaadddog.files.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How utterly pathetic.</P> 
<P>As if you don't understand the difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173644 35920 173 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/8173637" target=_blank>#166</A> 
PowerFlip</EM></P> 
<P>I'm completely sick of people like you making excuses for this crap. Just go 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173665 35920 194 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:25:46pm  
 
<P>I've learned to my great dismay that there is absolutely nothing disgusting 
and vile enough that there won't be people who make excuses for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173680 35920 209 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:29:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/8173668" target=_blank>#197</A> eclectic 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't get it. It wasn't racial with Bush - comparing him with a chimp was 
a dig at the man's intelligence. Yes, it was mean and in poor taste. It was not, 
however, intended as racial insult.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people DO get it. And yes, they understand this is a blatant case of 
racism.</P> 
<P>They think they can get away with these diversions, and trick you into 
believing there's nothing wrong. They think you're stupid.</P> 
<P>I've completely had it with this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08173745 35920 273 Charles Sat, Mar 6, 2010 9:49:03pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is already gearing up to deny deny deny that this 
has anything to do with them, and point fingers at the left.</P> 
<P>The usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174331 35922 4 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:50:23am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8174327" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does McCain not know that a lot of Paulians were against 
Iraq?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He knows. He's just lying.</P> 
<P>All of the bloggers pushing this BS know very well that it's BS. But that 
doesn't stop them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174353 35922 13 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:57:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8174344" target=_blank>#9</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His entire 'proof' consists of McCain being against the Iraq war and smoking 
pot. Those are two stances incredibly consistent with a lot of Paulians.</P> 
<P>I can't see who this argument would convince, other than the ignorant and the 
willfully ignorant.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it seems to have convinced the entire right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174358 35922 16 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:59:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8174351" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Big journalism is running a piece this morning about how the evil government 
deserves these attacks and <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/438/8174310" target=_blank>shouldn't 
be viewed as a victim.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That article is completely batshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174367 35922 21 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:02:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8174354" target=_blank>#14</A> Spockista</EM></P> 
<P>I've already posted reams of information about McCain's white supremacist 
connections -- click the links in the post above.</P> 
<P>He's written articles for American Renaissance, using a pseudonym based on 
the name of a pro-slavery Confederate general. And he is a close friend of neo-
Nazi Bill White, even getting White's articles published by the Washington 
Times.</P> 
<P>And that's just the start of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174378 35922 28 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:05:50am  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds is also pushing the "revolution time!" meme today. Get a load 
of this pile of crap he posted at the Examiner:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columns/Sunday_Reflections/Conse
nt-of-the-governed---and-the-lack-thereof-86628027.html" target=_blank>Glenn 
Harlan Reynolds: Consent of the governed - and the lack thereof %P% Washington 
Examiner</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174390 35922 34 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:12:28am  



 
<P>Jaw dropper time again.</P> 
<P>This is how World Nut Daily is pushing their print magazine:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://superstore.wnd.com/store/subdept.asp?SUBDEPARTMENT_ID=272" 
target=_blank>superstore.wnd.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That's right -- they're openly advertising for Obama's assassination. Here's 
the picture:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ20F5A95E.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ20F5A95E.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ20F5A95E.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174402 35922 43 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:16:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8174396" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was my initial reaction too but after a second look I think it's 
supposed to be a tomato and not an open head wound. Might be more evident in a 
higher res pic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're right -- here's a bigger version:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://superstore.wnd.com/store/item.asp?ITEM_ID=3600" 
target=_blank>superstore.wnd.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Still highly offensive, but I withdraw the "advertising assassination" 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174440 35923 13 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:30:06am  
 
<P>Beat Drudge Report with this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174456 35923 27 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:36:16am  
 
<P>This could mean that we're getting close to Osama bin Laden -- if he's 
actually alive, which I still think is doubtful.</P> 
<P>Wouldn't it be something if Barack Obama managed to do what George Bush 
couldn't do in 8 years -- catch bin Laden?</P> 
<P>If that happens, the spinning from the right might knock the Earth off its 
axis. Massive cognitive dissonance will ensue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174465 35923 35 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:40:39am  
 
<P>Note that Gadahn has already been indicted for treason, in 
2006.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174469 35923 38 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:41:57am  
 
<P>The AP story has now been posted:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100307/ap_on_re_as/as_pakistan_al_qaida_arres
t" target=_blank>Officers: Pakistan arrests American-born al-
Qaida</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08174503 35923 71 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:55:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8174493" target=_blank>#62</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you mean <STRONG>Leftist</STRONG> Adam Gadahn? After all, he is pro-
Islam.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! That's funny, but I won't be surprised at all if the wingnuts start 
spouting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174511 35923 79 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 10:57:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8174498" target=_blank>#66</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama admin does deserve credit for this capture. All the more puzzling to me 
why he doesn't get on with reversing Holder's mistaken decision to move the KSM 
and other trials form military to civilian courts. As in, Obama will send in the 
drones to blow up the islamofascists in Af/Pak (hooray!), but if we capture non-
citizen terrorists they get a civilian trial over here.</P> 
<P>It's a mixed message.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>America has been trying -- and convicting -- Islamic terrorists in civilian 
courts for many years.</P> 
<P>There's no mixed message. If we catch them, they go down, one way or another. 
That's the message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174522 35923 90 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:02:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8174515" target=_blank>#83</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The stories I've seen sort of hint that he was captured some time ago. This 
is pretty typical - you don't want the other side to know you've got one of 
theirs until you've pumped him for all the intelligence you can get, because 
they'll change their plans and scatter the moment they know or suspect. It 
wouldn't surprise me to learn that he's been held for quite some time, and 
whatever actionable intelligence he might have had has already been 
exploited.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the AP story says he was arrested "in recent days." They've had him for 
a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174533 35923 101 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:06:42am  
 
<P>I've been watching the #tcot feed to see what Twitter "conservatives" have to 
say about this.</P> 
<P>The silence is deafening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174540 35923 108 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:08:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8174539" target=_blank>#107</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<P>If he's convicted of treason, it carries the death penalty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174546 35923 114 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:10:48am  



 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/edmorrissey/" target=_blank>EdMorrissey 
tweets</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like we really did capture Adam Gadahn this time</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"We?" Suddenly it's "we," after spewing hatred at Obama for more than a 
year?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174549 35923 117 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:12:44am  
 
<P>Yep, the Obama Derangement Syndrome is starting to surface already on 
Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully, Eric Holder isn't on a plane to Pakistan to read him his 
rights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174590 35923 158 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:24:38am  
 
<P>Man. The #tcot feed is like a glimpse into the mind of an ignorant, 
illiterate insane person.</P> 
<P>Just posted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you believe in #evolution you have more faith than any #Christian &amp; 
less common sence than a rock!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to close that window before it lowers my IQ any more. I can't afford 
to lose too many more brain cells.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174604 35923 172 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 11:30:21am  
 
<P>Couldn't resist rattling the #tcot cage. I just posted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Adam Gadahn caught! Come on, conservatives. You can say it. It won't hurt 
(well, maybe a little) -- "Thank You, President Obama." #tcot 
#LGF</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174712 35923 279 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 12:00:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/8174698" target=_blank>#266</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air commenter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does seem that the Pakistanis are doing a better job of rounding up the 
terrorists hiding in their country.My take is that after the election of Obama, 
knowing that he is weak, they knew that they couldn’t count on the support and 
help they need from him.</P> 
<P>Since the terrorists have designs on taking over the Pakistani government and 
so get control of their nukes, they are smart enough to see that they can’t 
trust Obama to have their backs.</P> 
<P>Jvette on March 7, 2010 at 2:45 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a good one! I'll bet that becomes the talking point. Watch as every 
right wing blogger starts parroting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08174783 35923 350 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 12:16:07pm  
 
<P>By the way, Fox News and the right wing kookosphere have been gradually 
bringing Alex Jones into the mainstream for the past year -- and last night Fox 
News finally stopped tiptoeing around and put Jones on Geraldo's mindless 
show.</P> 
<P>He complained that people "demonize" 9/11 Truthers, which is one of the most 
hilarious things I've ever heard. They're <EM>self</EM>-
demonizing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174811 35923 378 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 12:20:51pm  
 
<P>The implications of the Adam Gadahn arrest are starting to sink in at 
#tcot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MSM gearing up for love-fest...We better thicken our skin if Bin Laden is 
captured/killed on Obamas watch</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174971 35924 29 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 1:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8174958" target=_blank>#16</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I saw the wrong clip but it looked to me like the nut job was being 
laughed at...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nonsense. Geraldo says "this is making the 9/11 Truther movement look like 
even more a part of the lunatic fringe ... but is that fair?"</P> 
<P>That's not "laughing" at him at all. It's implying that he might not be 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174982 35924 37 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 1:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8174975" target=_blank>#32</A> Areozol</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ladies and Gentlemen, today the Rubicon had been crossed by Fox 
News.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's up with using a proxy IP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174983 35924 38 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 1:27:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8174975" target=_blank>#32</A> Areozol</EM></P> 
<P>Ah, never mind. I see it's not a proxy after all. Carry on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08174989 35924 43 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 1:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8174987" target=_blank>#41</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nooo, not at the begining, at the end, I swear they were laughing at 
Jones...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They laughed because Jones blatantly pimped his website.</P> 
<P>Which, of course, was the entire point of this show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08176537 35924 92 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 8:25:19am  
 
<P>And an Alex Jones meltdown. Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177681 35924 94 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 1:00:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8177640" target=_blank>#93</A> 
sledgehammer300</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So exactly WHERE did the right wing come from? NO ONE mentioned that Bedell 
was right wing except LGF... If you read his posts, he was a Democrat 
(registered)... Please issue a correction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll tell you what -- you go ahead and hold your breath while you wait for me 
to "issue a correction."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175008 35925 1 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 1:57:50pm  
 
<P>The first comment at Richard's site compares me to David Duke, Don Black, and 
Ernst Zundel. What? Not Hitler?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175050 35925 21 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 3:00:32pm  
 
<P><A href="http://vimeo.com/9815195" target=_blank>Here's part 
2.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175085 35925 53 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 3:30:21pm  
 
<P>A motherlode of creationist ignorance and anti-science bad craziness at Free 
Republic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-chat/2465713/posts" 
target=_blank>www.freerepublic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175113 35925 80 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 3:45:21pm  
 
 
 
<P>I don't think there's any way to stop homeschoolers from teaching creationism 
to their children, although I definitely do believe it's a mild form of child 
abuse to teach children fairy tales and tell them it's reality. Some kids will 
eventually come out of it and learn to think for themselves, but many won't.</P> 
<P>And I think the vast majority of homeschoolers <EM>are</EM> using the books 
provided by Bob Jones University -- which are 100% pure ignorant young earth 
creationist.</P> 
<P>But if you check out the Free Republic thread I posted -- <EM>these</EM> are 
the people who are homeschooling their kids. And that is scary, because they're 
not just teaching creationism -- they're indoctrinating children into a general 
world view that's deeply wrong and destructive.</P> 
<P>An argument can be made that it's bad for the country when we instill anti-
science views in kids. But I still wouldn't agree with trying to stop them 
through legislation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08175122 35925 89 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 3:50:28pm  
 
<P>Yep -- the first stalker just showed up at Metzger's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175132 35925 99 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 3:55:30pm  
 
<P>If that's the same "Biff" over there who used that name at LGF, he was banned 
for comparing Barack Obama to Hitler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175141 35925 108 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 4:00:30pm  
 
<P>The "Biff" at LGF also advocated nuking Mecca.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175144 35925 111 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 4:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8175140" target=_blank>#107</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say that "teaching children fairy tales as truth is close to child 
abuse" comes a bit close to knocking the American ideal of freedom of religion, 
IMHO.</P> 
<P>I realize this statement is made in regard to known scientific fact, but 
still.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I made it very clear that I wouldn't try to stop those parents from teaching 
lies to their children. But creationism has nothing to do with freedom of 
religion -- it's a Dark Ages, atavistic, anti-science mindset that is very 
damaging to a child's intellectual development.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175153 35925 120 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 4:05:46pm  
 
<P>And by the way, children who are homeschooled in fundamentalist religions are 
often the very same people who grow up to be "culture warriors" -- and work to 
force their views onto other people's children. In fact, if you read the 
comments at Free Republic on any thread dealing with homeschooling, that's 
precisely the intent of many of these parents. They're indoctrinating their kids 
to be religious warriors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175170 35925 137 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 4:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8175165" target=_blank>#132</A> 
Spockista</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, I was under the impression you parted ways with the right 
because of the Ron Paultards, which really did bring out the ugly of the 
conservative movement back in 08.</P> 
<P>Interesting that the creationist religionists were the first spark for 
you.</P> 
<P>Understandable!</P> 
<P>I am glad for your epiphany, you have been a good force behind exposing some 
really bad racist extremism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, we didn't discuss it in this interview, but even before the 
creationism issue got hot at LGF, I was appalled and disgusted by the religious 
right's behavior in the Terri Schiavo case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175418 35925 380 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 5:34:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/8175394" target=_blank>#356</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. The latest comment from "Pat" at that Dangerous Minds post combines a 
homophobic insult with an implied death threat.</P> 
<P>Wait, I just refreshed it and it looks like they took it down. That was some 
quick moderation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I warned Richard that this was going to happen as soon as I posted the 
link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175539 35927 6 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:20:06pm  
 
<P>Freaks and haters show up at Richard Metzger's site almost immediately, doing 
what they do.</P> 
<P>Here's a comment that was deleted by Richard's admin:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pattpblogeditor@gmail.comLocation: Up yer ass</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P>Charles Johnson is a fag.</P> 
<P>That is all.</P> 
<P>My glock calls his name... :coolgrin:</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175544 35927 9 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:22:33pm  
 
<P>If you Google that email address, you'll find out who may have posted the 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175547 35927 10 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:23:36pm  
 
<P>He's been hanging around at LGF all day, by the way. I checked the access log 
for his IP address, which is now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175550 35927 11 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:24:24pm  
 
<P>Another hater just posted at Dangerous Minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175557 35927 16 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:27:30pm  
 
<P>The creep now spewing at Richard Metzger's site is a creationist, whose 
account was NOT blocked. Until now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175581 35927 32 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:37:26pm  
 
<P>I highly recommend T-Bone Burnett's album <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001662F9Q?SubscriptionId=03AKJ1J6S



0FY8K0WRER2&amp;tag=littlegreenfo-
20&amp;linkCode=xm2&amp;camp=2025&amp;creative=165953&amp;creativeASIN=B001662F9
Q/littlegreenfo-20" target=_blank>Tooth of Crime</A>, by the way. One of the 
most interesting recordings I've heard in years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175613 35927 57 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:55:18pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8175605" target=_blank>#49</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, who is "cornelius"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, a random Internet idiot.</P> 
<P>Richard Metzger emailed to say that he got a big traffic boost from my link -
- approx. 10,000 visitors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175616 35927 60 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 6:56:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8175611" target=_blank>#55</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you need to buy a new one - Mac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Definitely. Once you go Mac, you'll never go back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175643 35927 87 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 7:08:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8175630" target=_blank>#74</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If only I could use any of the software I rely on every day on a 
Mac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything you see at LGF was created on Macintosh computers. Starting with a 
tangerine iMac, graduating to a G3 PowerMac, and now being perpetrated on a quad 
core Intel Mac Pro.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175698 35927 139 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 7:41:36pm  
 
<P>The iPad has some hurdles to overcome before it's really a competitor for the 
Kindle in the eBook market. You can read Kindle eBooks on the Kindle, the 
iPhone, a PC, etc, and soon on a Mac too.</P> 
<P>Books you buy for the iPad can be read on .. the iPad. Unless Apple has 
something else up its sleeves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175753 35927 194 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 8:02:53pm  
 
<P>The best movie I saw this year was definitely Inglorious 
Basterds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175817 35927 258 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 8:32:31pm  
 
<P>Isn't that special? Climate change denial fanatic Tim Blair has decided it's 
time to take another shot at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08175821 35927 262 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 8:33:20pm  
 
<P>Man, am I glad I'm not associated with people like Blair any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175891 35928 7 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 8:55:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8175855" target=_blank>#1</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like Blair just refuse to investigate the actual material. Reading 
Bedell's entries and listening to his audio one can only come to one conclusion 
- Bedell was a hard-core Mises-type Fundamentalist Libertarian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no! He smoked pot! That means he's a lefty, don't you realize 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175897 35928 8 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 8:58:24pm  
 
<P>And amazingly, white supremacist Robert Stacy McCain has posted 
<EM>another</EM> loony rant about me tonight.</P> 
<P>It must really suck for these people to have me living inside their 
heads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175934 35928 19 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:11:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8175931" target=_blank>#17</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's it like in there, Charles? The fug must be awful, I would 
think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Smells a little like rotten pineapple. But you get used to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08175983 35928 34 Charles Sun, Mar 7, 2010 9:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8175976" target=_blank>#30</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I've adjusted my party affiliation when I've moved to areas heavily 
dominated by one party in order to better participate in the primary system, 
since that's where the real choice ends up being made. So depending where I live 
I've been a Democrat, a Republican, or an Independent. Party affiliation is a 
very small part of understanding a person's political philosophy, unless they 
belong to a party that's outright extremist. Then it makes sense to use that as 
a template for judging their political views. But since the GOP and the Dems 
have historically been big tent parties, you can have all kinds of ideas and 
still be either one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, rational people know all that stuff. But Blair and McCain aren't 
talking to rational people -- they're in the business of providing easy excuses 
for people who don't want to think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176668 35931 3 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:22:03am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8176661" target=_blank>#2</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this is true, and it's something I've been aware of for some time.</P> 
<P>Nonetheless, ads slow down page loads, choke the Internet as a whole, and 
don't do me, personally, any good when I'm visiting other sites. They're also, 
to be blunt, annoying. So my AdBlocker settings are going to remain 
intact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, thanks! Appreciate the support.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176764 35931 45 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:41:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8176750" target=_blank>#39</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Hosting Matters just announced over the weekend that they are 
removing pretty much all resources charges from their accounts. You pay a flat 
fee, and that's it; no additional charge for bandwidth. And their packages are 
very reasonable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FYI, LGF uses two dedicated servers. And no, it's not cheap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176786 35931 58 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:44:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8176767" target=_blank>#48</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christ, 2? I need to remember how to look up traffic trends, 'cuz that's 
wild.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One dedicated web server, and one server for the DB. Before we switched to 
this system, we were having constant outages due to traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176846 35931 84 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:55:01am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8176831" target=_blank>#79</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, just some questions about the article and LGF. The article is 
talking about "pop up ads" yes/no, or are they talking about blocking all kinds 
of ads?</P> 
<P>And, does LGF use pop up ads?</P> 
<P>I see the ads that come in with the page, never any pop ups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I never use popups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176931 35931 118 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:17:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8176897" target=_blank>#103</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that...here, all this time, i've randomly clicked through on them in 
my own little attempt to keep CJ's revenue stream going.</P> 
<P>Now all i have to do is keep making sure they're not blocked??</P> 
<P>Sweet...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Clicking on ads does generate more revenue than just viewing them, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08176950 35931 125 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:24:28am  
 
<P>I have to say, I think it's pretty damned crass, in a thread that's 
specifically about how blocking ads hurts me personally, to pop in and start 
saying it's just too bad, you don't care, and advocate that other people use ad 
blockers.</P> 
<P>I'm disappointed in some people in this thread. But it definitely does 
clarify a few things; it lets me know how much value you put on LGF.</P> 
<P>And I appreciate those who are helping support the site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177005 35931 149 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:36:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8176995" target=_blank>#144</A> euphgeek</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just disabled AdBlock for this site. I may start doing it for other sites 
whose ads are not too intrusive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I do have a policy against intrusive ads, and will block any Adsense 
ad that goes over the line by making noise or popping up a window, 
etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177027 35931 164 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:42:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/8177015" target=_blank>#156</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you except debit card donations? I don't want to pay interest on a credit 
card...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure you can do that through Paypal...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177052 35931 177 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:48:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8177043" target=_blank>#171</A> 
ryanositis</EM></P> 
<P>I'd like to cordially invite you to piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177094 35931 195 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:55:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8177088" target=_blank>#192</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does one get blocked on a thread about advertising 
revenue?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By being a first class jerk. He waited three years to post that as his first 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177144 35931 220 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 11:04:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8177135" target=_blank>#212</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles:</P> 
<P>If I click through to Amazon through a link here, but then go on to buy a 
different product than the one I clicked through to, do you still get any credit 
for my purchase?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's still credited to my associate account, but I believe at a lower 
rate than a direct link and purchase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177324 35931 231 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 11:36:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/8177309" target=_blank>#229</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, TFK brags about all the socks he has in his pocket, even a few posing as 
a leftie. Interesting guy there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. They're not just obsessed stalkers -- they're <EM>proud</EM> obsessed 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180312 35931 247 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 9:42:33am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/8177646" target=_blank>#240</A> 
LotharBot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a great response, via ycombinator:[Link: <A 
href="http://techdirt.com/articles/20100306/1649198451.shtml" 
target=_blank>techdirt.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's a good point. However, please note -- I'm not blaming anyone. 
I'm simply bringing this up for people to think about, because it's a simple 
fact that ad blockers do cut into the revenue I need to keep this site running. 
Obviously, there are many people who don't care about that, and will continue 
using blockers. (It's a bit crass to come into a thread like this one and boast 
about it, though.)</P> 
<P>That's their choice.</P> 
<P>But maybe some people will realize that they can actively do something to 
help LGF, just by letting their browsers load my advertisements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181105 35931 250 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 1:54:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8180706" target=_blank>#249</A> Lanzman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not done to hurt you, Charles, it's done to prevent unscrupulous and 
untrustworthy advertisers from damaging my computers. They stop using the slimy 
advertising tactics, I stop blocking them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You won't see those kinds of sleazy ads here. I hate them just as much as you 
do.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177354 35933 11 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 11:40:53am  
 
<P>There's another stalker now ranting away at Dangerous Minds 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08177389 35933 26 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 11:48:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8177373" target=_blank>#18</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You gonna verbally lay the smack down on him or is he not worth your 
time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pointless to engage with people like that. Actually, worse than 
pointless -- it encourages them.</P> 
<P>Although this guy doesn't need encouragement -- he's one of the creeps who 
follows me all over the Internet and posts the same crap at any site that 
mentions me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177528 35933 92 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 12:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8177518" target=_blank>#88</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess, in general, my question would be - what really is gained in the end 
from adding that line to deny access in the web server file? Maybe I am 
underestimating what effect it will actually have?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It had exactly the effect I was looking for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177719 35933 108 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 1:06:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8177596" target=_blank>#104</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope - you must be thinking of something else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- it was that one. Here's the post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35842_Video-
_World_Net_Daily_Columnist_Supports_Uganda_Death_Penalty_for_Gays" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177517 35934 4 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 12:26:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8177515" target=_blank>#2</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kind of makes one wonder what the missus said to him the past week or 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turns out he's divorced. I wonder why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08177753 35934 194 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 1:14:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8177746" target=_blank>#187</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, the more I think about Massa going on Glen Beck the more convinced I am 
that his claims are bogus. Even a reputable liberal leaning news outlet or 
journalist would love to have an exclusive on these claims if they were true. It 
would be Watergate-like, earth shattering, history making stuff it it was true. 
I suspect that it's not only bogus but I think Fox News is making it up for him. 
I doubt Massa is coming up with this stuff on his own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What claims is he making?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08178055 35935 63 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:20:20pm  
 
<P>Lots of crazies now showing up at Richard Metzger's site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178075 35935 81 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:24:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8178066" target=_blank>#73</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's assume that half of the homeschooled are the anti-science 
type...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to assume anything. The actual facts are much worse than you 
assume:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Federal statistics from 2007 show 83 percent of home-schooling parents want 
to give their children “religious or moral 
instruction.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178084 35935 90 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8178079" target=_blank>#85</A> tronman</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178099 35935 104 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:30:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8178086" target=_blank>#92</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a perfect swarm of Teh Crazy!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And one of them smells a lot like one of the leaders of the stalker 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178136 35935 139 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:42:11pm  
 
<P>Professor Jerry Coyne is quoted in this article: "I feel fairly strongly 
about this. These books are promulgating lies to kids."</P> 
<P>When Coyne posted to his blog about the subject, it prompted a deluge of 
vitriol and abuse from Christian homeschoolers, including this gem: <A 
href="http://whyevolutionistrue.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/the-home-schoolers-
respond/" target=_blank>The home-schoolers respond « Why Evolution Is 
True</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Jerry Coyne fuck you. You evolution faggot. Darwinism and evolution are 
the biggest pile of shit lies ever made on the face of GODS green earth. People 
in the 1800’s thought Darwin was a dumb ass fucking lunatic. Home school books 
are lying to children? On no you son of a bitch you and all these liberal piece 
of shit scum bag evolutionists are lying to children and every public school in 
the world. . . So go fuck your self or an ape and evolve some grotesque ape kids 
you loser fuck. I beat the shit out of people like you, you cock smoking douche 
nozzle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08178138 35935 141 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:42:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8178135" target=_blank>#138</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could I see a link to that stat? My first reaction is that moral instruction 
properly begins and belongs at home. I would not ask job that of my secular 
school system. But the study you cite may be using the term differently.</P> 
<P>I would actually hope religious lessons are welcome at home. In addition to 
the usual Reading, writing, and math. If we mean religion <EM>instead</EM> of 
reading or writing or math, well there lies a problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link is right there in the post. It's a quote from the Associated Press 
article.</P> 
<P>I don't see any reason to assume it isn't true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178142 35935 143 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:43:52pm  
 
<P>I've gotten dozens of hate mails just like the one Coyne posted, by the way. 
This is not unusual at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178187 35935 186 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 2:54:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8178182" target=_blank>#181</A> eker</EM></P> 
<P>And yet another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178256 35935 251 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 3:14:15pm  
 
<P>The evolution/creationism debate is "so far removed from the real issues" 
that it's an explicit part of the GOP platform in at least a dozen states.</P> 
<P>Don't they realize how unimportant this is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178380 35936 41 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 3:57:14pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Glenn Beck actually called Geert Wilders a "far right fascist" on his 
show today.</P> 
<P>The shrieking harpy is stroking out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178398 35936 57 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 4:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8178390" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm, that doesn't sound like him. I wonder what's up with 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of crazy Pamela's readers has the scoop:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't you heard Pam? Glenn has taken the blood money and changed sides on 
us. He now works for the Elites as their newest little bitch. He is spreading 
all types of lies these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh noes! They got to Glenn Beck! We're doomed!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08178416 35936 73 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 4:08:38pm  
 
<P>I've been searching for the video of Beck's statement on Wilders. As soon as 
I find it I'll post it. Can't wait for this one.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile Powerline's Paul Mirengoff is promoting Geert Wilders's latest 
anti-Muslim rant. Which isn't surprising -- Mirengoff is Powerline's resident 
Eurofascist liaison. He also promotes the Vlaams Belang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178427 35936 83 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 4:12:56pm  
 
<P>The wackos are really flooding Richard Metzger's site now:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178458 35936 112 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 4:20:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8178434" target=_blank>#88</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is from today and at his Fox News page <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,588504,00.html" 
target=_blank>here</A>. He called him far-right. Otherwise I see no reference to 
fascist. I think the Shreiking Harpy might have been hearing 
voices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From that page, Beck said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In France, polls have Nicolas Sarkozy (center right) at new lows — down to a 
36 percent approval; meanwhile, Dominique de Villepin (far right) is at 57 
percent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idiot is confusing Dominique de Villepin with Jean-Marie Le 
Pen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178479 35936 132 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 4:24:19pm  
 
<P>Here's the video - he doesn't call Wilders a fascist. But he says "the right 
is fascism in Europe," which is pretty close.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/KhbWEI1mLpA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>The wingnut blogs are totally freaking out over this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178690 35936 275 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 5:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/8178678" target=_blank>#270</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>D'oh. Mixed posts.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/middle_east/article7039011.ece
" target=_blank>Son of Hamas founder spied for Israel to stop bombers</A></P> 
<P>Another hypocrite...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what this is supposed to mean, but that story was covered at 
LGF last week:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35852_Shocka-
_Hamas_Founders_Son_Spied_for_Israel" target=_blank>Shocka: Hamas Founder's Son 
Spied for Israel</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179104 35936 302 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 7:39:27pm  
 
<P>I don't know why, but I'm smelling something funny in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179219 35936 310 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 8:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8179158" target=_blank>#305</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think my point is a valid one - that you can't call people 
hypocrites for things they did as children, at their parents' direction. I don't 
know why that smells "funny."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The hypocrisy is in the fact that she herself acknowledges that her family 
benefited from public health care, yet she is now one of the chief purveyors of 
fear-mongering BS about public health care.</P> 
<P>Thought it was obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179223 35936 311 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 8:22:09pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8179139" target=_blank>#303</A> 
oldegeezr</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179271 35936 319 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 8:55:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/8179266" target=_blank>#317</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious what your definition of "hypocrite" is...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hypocrite %P%'hip??krit%P%nouna person who indulges in 
hypocrisy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179323 35936 327 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:22:29pm  
 
<P>Palin personally benefited from Canadian health care when she was a child, 
but now is one of America's most extreme fear-mongering opponents of creating a 
system that would benefit <EM>other</EM> people's children.</P> 
<P>It's really not that difficult to understand if you stop spinning like 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08180324 35936 343 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 9:48:59am  
 
<P>This must be the talking point everyone has settled on.</P> 
<P>"Our beloved Sarah is NOT a hypocrite! How dare you!"</P> 
<P>It's predictable and pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180329 35936 344 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 9:50:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/8179561" target=_blank>#335</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As noted, hypocrisy demands simultaneity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Gee, I must have missed that rule when I learned what "hypocrisy" 
means.</P> 
<P>How about the fact that she's simultaneously acknowledging that she benefited 
from public health care, but at the same time wants to stop other children from 
receiving the same benefits? Not "simultaneous" enough for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178685 35937 40 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 5:29:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8178660" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a curious development. Beck has had Geert on his show a few times and 
always seemed to praise him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- which makes this statement very weird. I wouldn't be surprised if he 
retracts it on his next show, because you can bet that the anti-Muslim 
blogosphere is burning up his email Inbox with angry comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178725 35937 65 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 5:41:41pm  
 
<P>Hey, Killgore: somebody just posted at Richard Metzger's site that I "sent 
you to another blog to post racist comments so I could use them to smear that 
blog later."</P> 
<P>Good grief. They're really swarming over there now.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178727 35937 67 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 5:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8178711" target=_blank>#56</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT -</P> 
<P>Nice little mini-genocide going on in Nigeria, courtesy of the ROP:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/africa/article7054630.ece" 
target=_blank>www.timesonline.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The fact is that Muslims and Christians have been killing each other in 
Nigeria for years now. Neither side is blameless; they both perpetrate horrific 
massacres.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178796 35937 127 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:06:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8178783" target=_blank>#114</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, can you ask LuLu to do something about the review comments on the 
LGF calender? They are obviously ex LGF posters with axes to 
grind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did email them about it. No reply.</P> 
<P>This happens absolutely anywhere that I link to, if the site allows comments. 
The level of obsession is pretty damned amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178863 35937 189 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:26:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8178814" target=_blank>#144</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, anybody who has a Lulu account, or has bought the LGF cookbook, can log 
in and post a review of the calender. I just did. Sorry, Charles, I promise I'll 
get something through the LGF Amazon store. I can't be parted from my French 
Country Diary calender.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you - I appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178886 35937 211 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:31:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8178836" target=_blank>#164</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be good to hit here and do a review if you have the time[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000U8RC12/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>All lizards with Amazon accts really need to rank down the flouncer and 
Spencer fan reviews and rate up the two good reviews</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, that's another place where the stalkers have appeared.</P> 
<P>An interesting thing about what they do, which, if it were me, would make it 
hard to look myself in the mirror, is that they focus especially on things that 
can actually cause harm to me in the physical world -- not the Internet world in 
which they lost a free account at LGF.</P> 
<P>Jaron Lanier's new book, which I just started reading, has some fascinating 
insights into this kind of dysfunctional response to the anonymity of the 
web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178955 35937 278 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:51:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/8178920" target=_blank>#244</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Congratulations, Walter!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179118 35937 371 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 7:44:37pm  



 
<P>Sharia law is not a real issue in the US, and it's never going to be. You're 
not going to wake up tomorrow and suddenly hear the adhan at 5 am right outside 
your freaking window. Give me a break. Get real. Get a grip. Have some faith in 
your own heritage.</P> 
<P>Not. Gonna. Happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179140 35937 382 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 7:52:32pm  
 
<P>Did I mention that sharia law is not gonna happen in the US?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179203 35937 400 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 8:16:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/8179160" target=_blank>#388</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is happening now <EM>de facto</EM> in many Muslim neighborhoods in EU 
cities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody denies that Europe has problems resulting from the large number of 
immigrants from the Middle East and Africa. But the people who are telling you 
that Europe is about to become Eurabia are full of crapola.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180314 35937 412 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 9:44:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/8180304" target=_blank>#411</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<P>Well, it took a while for them to show up, but here come the raving anti-
Muslim ideologues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180399 35937 416 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:14:53am  
 
<P>Please, don't let me stop you. Keep spewing. Let everyone see how irrational 
you are on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180467 35937 421 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:35:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/8180427" target=_blank>#418</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, to proof how irrational I am on this subject, lets dig out some LGF-posts 
from 2009, about a planned anti-Muslim-conference in Cologne, organized by small 
local fascist group pro-Köln, who announced Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller as 
speakers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33475_Classic_Misdirection_from_Sp
encer_and_Geller" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33500_Pro_Koln-
_The_Wrap-Up" target=_blank>www.littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You are right Charles - I am totally irrational on the subject, hate all 
Muslims, want to destroy all mosques.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I give you credit for calling out the fascists. I don't give you any credit 
for supporting Geert Wilders, whose agenda is deeply illiberal and repressive. 



The only real difference between Wilders and the Vlaams Belang is that he's 
slightly more clever about concealing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178970 35938 4 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:56:17pm  
 
<P>For once, a YouTube comment actually provides useful 
information...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08178986 35938 7 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 6:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8178978" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I liked it on the first listen. Bluegrass is ok but not terribly appealing to 
me. Bella Fleck did a nice job but he was moslty doing Fusion Jazz with 
Bluegrass instrumentation. This takes it to a new level, It's something 
interesting on its own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bela Fleck's African album is great. Highly recommend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08179288 35938 180 Charles Mon, Mar 8, 2010 9:06:17pm  
 
<P>Robert Lewis Dabney Stacy McCain is freaking out about Glenn Beck calling 
Geert Wilders "far right" tonight.</P> 
<P>It's the Glenn Beck show that was heard around the 
bigotsphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180351 35939 169 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:00:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8180341" target=_blank>#167</A> 
FullRoller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed... I'm still trying to figure out why these two women want their child 
to be schooled in an environment where they most certainly be taught that 
homosexual relationships are evil?</P> 
<P>Or, as I expect are they simply looking for a confrontation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, that's rich.</P> 
<P>So the parents are to blame?</P> 
<P>Unbelievable how you people will go to any lengths to rationalize 
homophobia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180366 35939 173 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:06:33am  
 
<P>By the way, I went to Catholic schools, and was NEVER taught that homosexual 
relationships were "evil." That's complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180387 35939 180 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:11:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8180371" target=_blank>#175</A> 
FullRoller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Never said that, you are using your imagination again. I simply wonder why 
they would do that, and cannot find a single logical reason. Why would you want 
to put your impressionable child in that kind of atmosphere? Experience has 
shown that those who do that are quite often "looking for a 
conflict"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not surprising to find you defending this. You're a creationist and a 
climate change denier, who's defended Fox News, Glenn Beck, and Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>It's all part of the package.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180392 35939 183 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:12:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/8180381" target=_blank>#178</A> Super-
ego</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I am.</P> 
<P>So, if it turns out that the mothers are members of a homosexual activists 
group who just met two weeks ago to discuss their next political move and it 
turns out that move was to test a churches stance on same-sex parents. And 
coincidentally they were looking at sending their child to a Catholic school and 
they were willing to put that child through that because they felt so strongly 
about their cause.</P> 
<P>Far fetched, but it would be relevant.</P> 
<P>I'm sure it's not the case, but parents put their kids through lots of crap 
to make a point. Selfishness does that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Talk about a freaking deranged fantasy.</P> 
<P>How far are you going to take this effort to blame the parents because they 
want the best education for their child?</P> 
<P>The homophobia just reeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180500 35939 206 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:47:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/8180452" target=_blank>#197</A> Super-
ego</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's irrelevant. The parents still put their child in the middle of a 
political debate. Doesn't seem worth it to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. The parents just wanted to send their child to school. The 
"political debate" (a strange name for an eruption of homophobic hatred) 
happened when the school refused to admit the child.</P> 
<P>And please note that this child has ALREADY been going to the school. The 
nonsense started when the school barred the child from being 
readmitted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180343 35940 753 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 9:57:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/8180337" target=_blank>#750</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They both come of looking pretty crazy but I'm struck by how nasty the debate 
gets. They both think the other is an idiot and they're both 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens when your entire ideology is based on crazy hatred. 
These people aren't making decisions based on anything rational -- they're 



seizing on whatever comes up to make the "other side" look bad, and in the 
process beclowning themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180539 35941 35 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 10:59:02am  
 
<P>The psychos and stalkers are <EM>still</EM> ranting away at Richard Metzger's 
site.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>It's amazing how obsessed these people are! It might almost be flattering 
that they care about me so much, if it wasn't so creepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180570 35941 57 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 11:06:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8180522" target=_blank>#27</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, the soap opera continues...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yFBHC8y89fk" target=_blank>Glenn Beck 
apologizes to Michelle Malkin</A></P> 
<P>Video (audio)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, man. That is hilarious. Imagine the conversations going on behind the 
scenes. Eric Massa couldn't have done a better job of stirring up the right wing 
hornet's nest if he tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180822 35943 34 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 12:42:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8180815" target=_blank>#27</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pure diabolical genius of Massa's defection takes my breath away. Had 
these charges emerged just a few days, the wingnut-o-sphere would be demanding 
his arrest and prompt crucifixion as a lib homosexual elitist hypocrite 
polluting our bodily essences, if not the second coming of Ted Kennedy.</P> 
<P>As it is they are defending him as the victim of a typically nefarious Dem-
lib plot.<A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2467376/posts" 
target=_blank>Freepers scoff at Massa groping charges.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow! That shows how much they hate Barack Obama. Normally, they'd be 
screaming and pointing fingers at the left. But if they have to choose between a 
staff-groping wacked out Democrat and a black President, the choice is 
easy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180834 35943 43 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 12:46:10pm  
 
<P>Beck has no choice but to go nuclear on Massa, if he even shows 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180848 35943 54 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 12:48:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8180842" target=_blank>#48</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ahh, clever rogues they are - they conceal the very racism that is their draw 
by cunningly putting a black man at the head of the party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds pretty accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180859 35943 65 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 12:50:22pm  
 
<P>If nothing else, Eric Massa is a reminder that neither party has a monopoly 
on teh crazee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180898 35943 101 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 1:01:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8180877" target=_blank>#82</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sounds pretty broad-brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You said it, not me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08180932 35943 132 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 1:11:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8180912" target=_blank>#114</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have a problem with anyone calling most of the freepers, or the 
wingnut fringers, or even some of the leaders and segments of the party Racist, 
it's pretty obvious that the wingnutosphere is sucking RSM's cock for 
instance.</P> 
<P>But it's really obnoxious and offensive to diss the whole party as racist -- 
indeed it demonstrates a deep seated hatred for a group and it is the very 
behaviour of stereotyping people and groups that it's supposedly 
against.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely agree with you. The whole Republican Party is not racist.</P> 
<P>However, saying that they have a black man as head of the RNC doesn't excuse 
the significant pockets of racism that do exist; that's my only point in this 
particular discussion.</P> 
<P>I get really weary of this tactic. It's used over and over. The event James 
O'Keefe attended can't be a white nationalist event because they also had a 
black speaker. The Pentagon shooter can't be a right wing libertarian because he 
was registered Democrat. Rush Limbaugh can't possibly be race-baiting because 
his producer is black. Etc. Etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181134 35944 6 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:00:32pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Neil Cavuto is pimping the appearance tonight of -- totally insane 
conspiracy nutjob Jesse Ventura.</P> 
<P>Gotta love Fox News. Or maybe not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181142 35944 9 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:02:12pm  
 
<P>Will he muss Beck's hair?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181154 35944 14 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:03:21pm  
 
<P>Whoa. We're undergoing a BoingBoingalanche.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08181176 35944 21 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:08:29pm  
 
<P>Beck is freaking hilarious. Check out the look he's giving 
Massa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181181 35944 25 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:09:23pm  
 
<P>Beck's first question: "Do you believe in God?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181200 35944 36 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:12:46pm  
 
<P>He's playing the salty sea dog card -- "everybody who's been in the Navy 
knows this!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181212 35944 45 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:16:42pm  
 
<P>Yikes. Huge traffic surge from Boing Boing and Gawker at the same time. 
Server's staggering a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181227 35944 60 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:28:12pm  
 
<P>I think the hamsters are getting back on their feet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181240 35944 73 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:31:32pm  
 
<P>This idiot Massa doesn't even come close to deserving a full hour-long 
interview.</P> 
<P>This is ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181241 35944 74 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:31:57pm  
 
<P>Dumb and dumber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181262 35944 92 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:35:06pm  
 
<P>I'm really hoping to see this interview turn into a tickle-fight 
demonstration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181279 35944 108 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:36:44pm  
 
<P>Who's gonna cry first?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181303 35944 129 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:40:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8181261" target=_blank>#91</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ok Glen, enough Massa Baiting... cut to the chase and do what you are going 
to do...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just shamelessly stole your pun and tweeted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181322 35944 144 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:43:42pm  
 
<P>Well, it's commercial time.</P> 
<P>Tickle fight!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181356 35944 170 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:46:43pm  
 
<P>Massa's pet name for Rahm Emmanuel: "Towel Rack."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181393 35944 200 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:52:24pm  
 
<P>First tickling, then whipping. This is one kinky interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181410 35944 215 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:55:01pm  
 
<P>Beck says, "America, I think I've wasted your time."</P> 
<P>BWA!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181419 35944 223 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 2:56:43pm  
 
<P>The most entertaining hour of TV I've ever seen. And by "entertaining," I 
mean "pathetic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181440 35944 242 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 3:01:45pm  
 
<P>I have my next video idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181603 35945 20 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 3:50:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, I now have confirmed that the zero posting at Richard Metzger's 
site with the name "Daedalus" is Rodan from the stalker blog, aka Rick 
Martinez.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181663 35945 63 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 4:04:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8181627" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the wingnuts have moved on to the next outrageous outrage: Obama's 
outlawing fishing!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The basstard!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08181921 35945 307 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:12:29pm  
 
<P>Just checked out the Olbermann show - he's off, but Lawrence O'Donnell is 
<EM>really</EM> rubbing it in about Glenn Beck's incredibly momentous interview 
that was going to change the course of American history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181926 35945 312 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:13:47pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck's credibility took a giant hit today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181931 35945 317 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:15:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/8181930" target=_blank>#316</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck <EM>had</EM> credibility?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What was left of it. Which was pretty much only on the right. And even the 
wingnuts are in WTF mode over that one. Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181947 35945 333 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/8181937" target=_blank>#323</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That man has serious issues. Of course for saying that he'll call me 
Pink_Flamingo again. Oh, well. That's the price of telling the truth, I 
guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are also at least two other serial nutjobs posting in that thread. One 
of them sends continual emails with easily identifiable proxy IPs that go 
directly into the trash with a little Applescript. He's been doing it every day 
for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181950 35945 336 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:22:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/8181949" target=_blank>#335</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aww, man. Ted...I love ya man but WTF??</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://content.usatoday.com/communities/greenhouse/post/2010/03/rocker-
ted-nugent-tells-students-global-warming-is-a-fraud-watch-glenn-beck/1" 
target=_blank>Ted Nugent tells students: 'Global warming is a fraud. Watch Glenn 
Beck'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate to break this to you, but Ted Nugent has also appeared on the white 
supremacist radio show Political Cesspool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181957 35945 343 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/8181954" target=_blank>#340</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No shit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I shit you not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08181962 35945 348 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:26:29pm  
 
<P>Here's the Political Cesspool guest list with Nugent's name on it next to 
people like David Duke. (Google cache.)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://74.125.155.132/search?q=cache:i0cvRqEGdzIJ:www.thepoliticalcesspool
.org/guestlist.php+political+cesspool+nugent&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;
gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>74.125.155.132...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182015 35945 401 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:39:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/8181991" target=_blank>#377</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Late to the party - what's the deal with Massa? He is a Dem who resigned 
under a cloud of ethics violations? And now Glenn Beck <STRIKE>is</STRIKE> 
<STRONG>was</STRONG> his best buddy?</P> 
<P>Or did I miss something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182043 35946 1 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:50:46pm  
 
<P>This one made me laugh out loud, which is rare. Scared the neighbor's 
Pekingese.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182047 35946 4 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 5:52:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8182044" target=_blank>#2</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charlie Brooker did it first: How to report the news</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's kind of a similar riff. There are some classic gags in here 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182112 35946 41 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 6:25:57pm  
 
<P>I'd wager that Eric Massa's comments about the prevalence of tickle-fight 
pile-ons in the US Navy probably aren't going over too well with USN veterans 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182132 35946 60 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 6:36:50pm  
 
<P>There's going to be a big backlash from Navy vets. It's already brewing on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182304 35946 217 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 7:35:24pm  
 



<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/4d12HJN_m3s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08182383 35946 296 Charles Tue, Mar 9, 2010 8:00:39pm  
 
<P>At <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" target=_blank>Dangerous Minds</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hank says:</P> 
<P>It is really too bad Charles doesn’t stay to actually talk to people. He used 
to do that but now he’s allergic to people who disagree with him.</P> 
<P>How long now until Kilgore signs on to call someone a 
n*****?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183531 35947 836 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:32:06am  
 
<P>Please note: I have never liked using the name "Saint Pancake" for Rachel 
Corrie, and I'm going to delete any comments that use it. It's unnecessarily 
mean-spirited; you can criticize her sympathy for terrorist groups without 
diving into the gutter like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183547 35947 852 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:38:23am  
 
<P>And sure enough -- someone read that comment and rushed over to Richard 
Metzger's site to use it to smear me. While I was asleep.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183558 35947 863 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:44:28am  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone is wondering why I post less about radical Islam and 
related subjects these days, this is one big reason among others.</P> 
<P>Far too many people seemed to take those posts as permission to express 
outright bigotry, or make comments that can and are used against me, and I 
decided I'm not going to be responsible for encouraging this kind of thing any 
more, even inadvertently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183581 35947 886 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:52:06am  
 
<P>I agree that radical Islam is still a threat and I do intend to continue 
covering stories about it.</P> 
<P>I would argue, however, that the threat is greatly diminished from what it 
was before 9/11/2001.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08183609 35947 914 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 10:02:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/8183593" target=_blank>#898</A> 
ludwigvanquixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Asking as a point of classification, how do you classify Iran's nuclear 
threat? This isn't meant to be a challenge to you at all, it is a genuine 
question of, do you classify that more as a regional and nationalistic thing or 
more as an Islamist thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Iran's desire for nuclear weapons is an explicitly Islamist 
thing; it's about power. If they succeed in their nuclear program, they put 
themselves on the same level as other nuclear-armed states.</P> 
<P>It's made worse by the fact that Iran is an Islamic totalitarian state, but I 
don't think that's the <EM>reason</EM> for the nuke program. Their reason is the 
same as any other country that develops nuclear weapons -- to have the ultimate 
weapon as a game-changer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183625 35947 930 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 10:08:11am  
 
<P>And speaking of successes against radical Islam, see the next post 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183729 35948 74 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 10:38:54am  
 
<P>The stalkers are pretty much taking over Richard Metzger's thread. If any LGF 
readers would care to post something to counter this barrage of ugliness, I'd be 
very appreciative.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183764 35949 3 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 10:55:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8183760" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's hope the comments aren't just another backwash of 
stalkerluv.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I posted it here, you can absolutely count on the stalkers showing up 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183818 35949 30 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 11:21:55am  
 
<P>An interesting sidenote about the stalkers posting at Richard Metzger's 
site.</P> 
<P>There was a certain LGF user who is now banned after a really nasty freak-
out, who also liked to use the unusual word "myrmidon." He posted quite a few 
comments containing this word.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7581900" target=_blank>Here's 
one.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08183911 35949 70 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 11:56:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8183902" target=_blank>#66</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a syndicated Radio Talk Show host that has uses that term regularly. 
Perhaps the ex-Lizard is/was a listener</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolutely no doubt about who that is. And he's also been sending 
obscene harassing emails for months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183914 35949 73 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 11:57:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8183913" target=_blank>#72</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Radio Host ,, or the ex-Lizard???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the person who posted the comment I linked above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183934 35949 88 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 12:13:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8183926" target=_blank>#82</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"American" is a nationality, not a race. Are these people fucked in the head 
or what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idiots who plan to write "American" in the slot for their racial heritage 
are only defeating themselves. The figures compiled by the census are used to 
determine what kinds of government programs will be funded, and for whom.</P> 
<P>The vast majority of these idiots are white right wingers. So by refusing to 
fill out the census form correctly, they're ensuring that they will be further 
marginalized.</P> 
<P>Brilliant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183939 35949 93 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 12:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8183935" target=_blank>#89</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An article on Jerry Falwell's Liberty University biology students' yearly 
fieldtrip to the Natural History Museum:[Link: <A 
href="http://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/a/-/world/6917742/at-evolution-exhibit-
us-creationists-are-unswayed/" 
target=_blank>au.news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Products of evangelical homeschooling, carrying on the proud traditions of 
their parents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183958 35949 110 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 12:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8183953" target=_blank>#105</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of them likely came from private religious schools, too. I still believe 
that the average output of a Liberty University is far more damaging than the 
average output of a religious-tinged homeschooling experience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Liberty University is huge booster of homeschooling. They offer homeschooling 
courses themselves that teach creationism.</P> 



<P>I haven't found any actual figures, but it's a pretty safe bet that a very 
large percentage of people who end up at Liberty U were 
homeschooled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08183963 35949 115 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 12:28:25pm  
 
<P>And now look who shows up at Richard Metzger's site -- one of the freaks 
who's been stalking me for years. Losing his LGF account was a defining moment 
in this psycho's life.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184060 35950 5 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 1:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8184056" target=_blank>#4</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesse Walker at Reason has a good piece up with a somewhat counter-
viewpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- Walker is trying to deny that Bedell's twisted anti-government 
ideology comes straight out of extreme right libertarianism. And why would he do 
that at a libertarian website? Hmm. It's a head-scratcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184106 35950 35 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 1:26:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8184072" target=_blank>#12</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see your point but that isn't quite what he said, his take is it's a 
mistake to try to label "lone-wolf" nuts as being anything other than they are, 
nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I strongly disagree. The reason why we're seeing so many of these 
incidents lately is directly attributable to the increasing craziness of the 
rhetoric coming out of the far right.</P> 
<P>Sure, Bedell was probably nuts. But that's exactly the point. The hate speech 
and deranged conspiracy theories that are all over the right wing and Ron Paul 
libertarian sites are dangerous, precisely because they tweak the crazies like 
Bedell and inspire them to violent crimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184148 35950 62 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 1:34:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8184141" target=_blank>#56</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly, but people from all over the spectrum are jumping on this as an 
opportunity to demonize the political parties they don't like. And again, I 
think that Charles is falling into this trap by implying that such radicalism as 
exhibited by Bedell is common among all libertarians, much like he's done with 
Ron Paul in the past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said no such thing. Please don't put words in my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184493 35951 58 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:30:11pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8184474" target=_blank>#54</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>"Democrat" does not automatically equal "left wing," and The Family is quite 
bipartisan -- as long as the members are into the religious fanatic 
agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184502 35951 63 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8184466" target=_blank>#50</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree on both counts. To my eyes and ears, <EM>The Family</EM> has become a 
convenient boogey man whose bona fides are thin, at best. And if they are, 
indeed, some uber-powerful group of invisible overlords who wield powers beyond 
our ken, well, we're never going to find out about them anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlike you, apparently, I've actually read Jeff Sharlett's book, and before 
reflexively dismissing this as a "boogey man" you might want to actually learn 
something about them. This group is highly influential in Washington DC.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060560053/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Family: The Secret Fundamentalism at the Heart of American 
Power</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184510 35951 69 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:36:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8184507" target=_blank>#66</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ted Kennedy was into the "religious fanatic agenda?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ted Kennedy was not a member of The Family. If you would drop the defensive 
attitude, you'd realize that the fact that even Ted Kennedy attended prayer 
meetings run by the group is a perfect illustration of how much power they wield 
in Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184528 35951 80 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:41:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8184521" target=_blank>#75</A> SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And unfortunately, in my view, Jeff Sharlett seems to be the sole source of 
information about them. As noted, it strikes me as odd that a group so old and 
influential has apparently completely escaped everyone's notice all these 
decades, and I'd be a lot more comfortable with what he has to say if there were 
an independent source of confirmation. I'm not "reflexively dismissing" 
anything, but I do have a long-standing aversion to sole-source material like 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you haven't even glanced at the book, yet feel perfectly comfortable 
dismissing it out of hand? Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184545 35951 88 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:45:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8184537" target=_blank>#84</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't read it, but how did he source his info in the book? Because if he 
did a good job backing up his info (and it's not just hearsay, first-hand 



accounts and opinion with nothing else), he isn't a "single source." He's just 
the first person to effectively compile the information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharlett actually <EM>joined</EM> the group and lived at the C Street 
townhouse for some time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184551 35951 91 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:47:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8184525" target=_blank>#78</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That FriedLizard guy is kind of weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to note that while I thought that LGF was over the top in the past 
in the way it approached radical Islam, I was able to refrain from creating a 
stalker blog about it, and to not obsess about it years later. I'm glad that you 
changed your moderation style-- that's pretty much my whole feelings on the 
subject.</P> 
<P>I'm not sure why he can't let go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Parental issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184560 35951 98 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 3:48:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8184546" target=_blank>#89</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the Jeff Sharlett article in Harpers, and it has the same feel about 
it that all the Mason and Illuminati stuff has.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That comparison is utterly laughable.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the book is anything like the article, I wouldn't be interested in the 
book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Then you shouldn't expect your opinions about it to hold much 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184633 35951 138 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 4:09:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/8184626" target=_blank>#134</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your departure from what has actually been said here is stunning.</P> 
<P>Off to computerland for a while. Again, if anyone comes up with that 
independent source I've been asking for, I'm still very 
interested.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And meanwhile, you just continue to completely ignore the video that Thanos 
posted, with the words of the group's leader.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184639 35951 142 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 4:10:58pm  
 
<P>I know it's hard to believe, but I can actually tell the difference between a 
book about the Illuminati, and Jeff Sharlet's very credible, well-researched and 
sourced book on an important subject.</P> 
<P>Probably much better than people who haven't even read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08184641 35951 143 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 4:12:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8184634" target=_blank>#139</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. I just pointed out a source, you shot it down. I pointed to Doug 
Coe's own speeches and you shot it down. You are just here to cast doubt, 
because you'd rather not see what's in front of you fricken 
eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a lot of that going around lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184658 35951 146 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 4:19:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8184643" target=_blank>#144</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Obviously, we can't trust you. You might have faked that document.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184671 35951 152 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 4:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8184670" target=_blank>#151</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw it. Lots of inexplicable editing cuts in there. Reminiscent of the 
ACORN video that was recently debated here, where such omissions were also 
called into question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. That video's faked too.</P> 
<P>Wow. The conspiracy to trick you into thinking there's a conspiracy goes 
deeper than I imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184795 35951 175 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:07:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8184762" target=_blank>#174</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>Something tells me you're wasting your time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184806 35952 245 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:13:49pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/unambig/status/10298554087" target=_blank>Dear 
Lord and Jesus, Charles Johnson is linking to frikkin Rachel Maddow now. RACHEL 
MADDOW PEOPLE!</A></P> 
<P>Ahhh! Ahhh! RACHEL FREAKING MADDOW! [run around screaming]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184821 35952 259 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:19:41pm  
 
<P>RACHEL FRIKKIN MADDOW PEOPLE!!!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184847 35952 285 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:28:24pm  
 
<P>So I guess reconciliation is back on now, which means...</P> 
<P>MADDOW! RACHEL FRIKKIN MADDOW PEOPLE!!!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08184855 35952 292 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:31:25pm  
 
<P>The circle is complete. Now showing up at Richard Metzger's site, the most 
obsessed stalker of them all, "Gordon."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right/" target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>RACHEL! FRIKKIN! MADDOW! PEOPLE!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184880 35952 317 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:44:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/307/8184870" target=_blank>#307</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A quick skim of the wingnut blogs shows nobody is correcting or updating 
their posts on the bogus fishing ban story from yesterday. Is there any wonder 
the right wing blogs have lost all credibility? Even the stupidest easily 
debunked conspiracies still stand. Nobody cares.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's unbelievably pathetic. The right wing blogosphere is a complete 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184891 35952 328 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/8184877" target=_blank>#314</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, what is it like living in these people's heads? What kind of beer do 
they have in their head fridge?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always bring my own beer when I'm hanging out in Robert Stacy McCain's 
head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184928 35952 364 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 5:58:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/8184922" target=_blank>#358</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of modernity and realism, or the lack thereof, Ron Paul sent out a 
PR today about yet another "money bomb" for his son.</P> 
<P>It is now looking to be quite possible that Rand Paul will win the GOP 
nomination for Senator. And, if this is indeed a counter-swing (against the 
majority) year, then Rand very well might become Senator.</P> 
<P>Two Luaps in DC at the same time...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, Rand Paul is probably going to win the nomination.</P> 
<P>GOP. Off the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184957 35952 393 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/8184950" target=_blank>#386</A> cronus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: This ought to be interesting:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh boy. Here come the creationist talking points.</P> 
<P>GOP. Off the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08184967 35952 403 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:06:53pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm going to turn on the Sean Hannity show for the first time in more 
than 6 months, to see how Malkin and Hannity try to justify creationism to the 
Fox News masses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184975 35952 411 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:08:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/8184961" target=_blank>#397</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet it will be more about rewriting history than 
creationism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's going to be more of the "our founding fathers were Christian 
fundamentalists, so you should be too!" BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08184998 35952 434 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:12:19pm  
 
<P>By the way, totally off topic, but <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001JKTC9A/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Uncharted 2</A> is one of the greatest video games I've ever 
played. If you're a gamer at all, you need this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185012 35952 448 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/8185005" target=_blank>#441</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>TFN, liveblogging the Texas SBOE brain trust:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why the subject is suddenly showing up on Fox News. The religious 
right is mobilizing the idiots.</P> 
<P>Michelle Malkin will probably be broadcasting from James Dobson's studios, as 
she usually does. The Fox News-Dobson connection should tell you 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185084 35953 6 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:36:57pm  
 
<P>Uh oh, the fanatics are watching me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@michellemalkin Michelle, you just got a Charles Johnson attack: [Link: <A 
href="http://j.mp/ayHPyS" target=_blank>j.mp...</A>] /via 
@Lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185110 35953 14 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:44:10pm  
 
<P>Most of the founding fathers would have been appalled at what these 
fundamentalist groups are doing, in a country that they specifically designed to 
be free of the religious craziness they fled Europe to avoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185119 35953 18 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 6:46:49pm  
 



<P>Interesting. Looks like Michelle may have been bumped by a "panel discussion" 
talking about how wonderful the tea parties are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185199 35953 70 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 7:10:00pm  
 
<P>I tuned into Fox at 6:30 Pacific -- was she on before that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185263 35953 126 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 7:25:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8185236" target=_blank>#100</A> Chaplain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both sides are trying to <A href="http://www.sullivan-county.com/news/ffnc/" 
target=_blank>re-write</A> history. Fox news is just the latest of a long line 
of both secular and Christian arm-chair historians.</P> 
<P>I grew up in, horror of horrors, a Fundamentalist Christian school and was 
taught about how "Christian" the founding fathers were. I grew up and learned 
some critical thinking skills later in life and I now know these men weren't the 
fundamentalist Christians my text books made them out to be but they weren't 
dyed in the wool secularists either (well maybe Ben Franklin, who loved the 
ladies, and Thomas Jefferson, who also loved the ladies were secularists). I 
don't know what any of these men believed in their heart of hearts, no one can 
know that except them. These great men died a long time ago and what they did or 
didn't believe is between them and whatever God they did or did not believe in 
and should have no relevance on the battles (metaphorically speaking of course) 
that are being fought for this nation's identity.</P> 
<P>Oh, and for what it is worth, I would be weary cheering on the likes of Rev. 
Eric Williams. For a man that spends a lot of time decrying the role of 
"Christian" organizations in American politics, he is never far from a political 
controversy. That does not excuse the actions of the <A 
href="http://www.ucc.org/news/in-defense-of-church-state.html" 
target=_blank>ADF</A> or "the family". If they violate the IRS rules (Section 
501(c)(3)) then their tax-exempt status should be revoked. "Them's the 
rules!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know one thing about the founding fathers beyond a shadow of a doubt: 
they understood the very real dangers of a state based on religion, and 
deliberately designed the Constitution of the United States to avoid the 
nightmare they had so recently escaped.</P> 
<P>And now the American religious right is working to undo it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185330 35953 187 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 7:45:14pm  
 
<P>Never mind all the theocracy.</P> 
<P>RACHEL FRIKKIN MADDOW PEOPLE!!!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185340 35953 196 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 7:47:29pm  
 
<P>Looks like Malkin's main point, which she didn't get to actually discuss on 
Hannity's show (more's the pity), was that she really hates <A 
href="http://michellemalkin.com/2007/11/28/fuzzy-math-a-nationwide-epidemic/" 
target=_blank>fuzzy math</A>.</P> 
<P>Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08185413 35954 35 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 8:10:28pm  
 
<P>By the way, today Mitt Romney got crossed off my very short list of 
potentially reasonable GOP politicians.</P> 
<P>I'm completely finished with the Republican Party. Please don't call me a 
conservative any more -- the term has been hopelessly fouled by the religious 
right, and not a single GOP politician has the guts to stand up and say no to 
these throwbacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185430 35954 50 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 8:17:07pm  
 
<P>It's not that Romney did anything special today -- he praised Glenn Beck on 
some show, but that's the least offensive thing he's done recently. He's been 
appearing at every extreme religious right conference and shamelessly pandering 
to the groups that would like to see him burned at the stake for being a Mormon. 
He's a dyed in the wool phony.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185445 35954 63 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 8:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8185434" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing it's Tea Party pandering: <A 
href="http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Politics/The-Vote/2010/0309/Mitt-Romney-Tea-
Party-movement-is-great-as-long-as-they-vote-Republican" target=_blank>Mitt 
Romney: Tea Party movement is great as long as they vote Republican</A>Nobody's 
willing to advance a realistic and practical conservative version of the 
Republican party. Appeasing the Tea Party nuts is a dead end. Even if you get 
them to vote Republican they're going to be really pissed when elected officials 
have to deal with the real world. There's no way to win with them on 
board.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A perfect case in point.</P> 
<P>Romney did an interview with Newsmax - the so-called media site that 
published an article calling for a military coup in the US, and has columnists 
like Pamela Geller and other conspiracy theorizing insane people.</P> 
<P>There don't seem to be any consequences at all for this kind of crap in 
American politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185479 35954 93 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 8:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8185456" target=_blank>#73</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was it <A href="http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Politics/The-
Vote/2010/0309/Mitt-Romney-Tea-Party-movement-is-great-as-long-as-they-vote-
Republican" target=_blank>this?</A> Or <A 
href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/03/10/mitt-romneys-abortion-
sta_n_493808.html" target=_blank>this?</A> What's the deal-
breaker?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those were both among the final straws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185588 35954 199 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:20:04pm  
 



<P>Tweets from the wackosphere:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought @Lizardoid would cozy up to kos but it was @EricBoehlert. If you 
are going to sink, go right to the bottom. Doesn't get any 
lower.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185593 35954 204 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:20:50pm  
 
<P>I thought RACHEL FRIKKIN MADDOW! was the lowest I could go.</P> 
<P>But now I find that there are depths still unplumbed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185605 35954 216 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:28:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/8185599" target=_blank>#210</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just got through watching Nightline tonight, where they had a story on the 
American evangelicals' influences on the anti-homosexuality laws in Uganda, 
including the new legislation that punishes homosexuals by death.Included was in 
interview with Scott Lively, author of "The Pink Swastika", which claims that 
the Nazi movement in Germany was a homosexual movement.</P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Nightline/anti-homosexuality-bill-uganda-
global-uproar/story?id=10045436" target=_blank>Anti-Homosexual Bill In Uganda 
Causes Global Uproar</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that is really bad. Instead of backing off after the publicity, US 
evangelicals are actually redoubling their efforts to support the murder of gay 
people in Uganda.</P> 
<P>Bad craziness goes worldwide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08185639 35954 249 Charles Wed, Mar 10, 2010 9:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/8185628" target=_blank>#239</A> Chaplain</EM></P> 
<P>What's up with the link to a Robert Stacy McCain article, 
dude?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08186495 35956 44 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 10:01:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8186492" target=_blank>#42</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously. I'd like to note they're lying about me and claiming I made the 
comment about Rachel Corrine. They're the ones claiming to be showing the truth, 
and they're lying about me, casually, as a way to discredit my defense of 
Charles.</P> 
<P>It's beyond pathetic, and straight into crazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I strongly suspect that the creep posting as "Fried Lizard" is one of the 
deranged freaks who runs "LGF Watch."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187522 35957 85 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 3:58:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8187475" target=_blank>#84</A> FullRoller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Still waiting for the inevitable... "It's because of global warming, 
y'know..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... said the creationist.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08186917 35959 30 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 12:20:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8186896" target=_blank>#16</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The second video doesn't really contradict the first. I would've liked to 
have heard the rest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, what?</P> 
<P>I guess this is why politicians do this kind of stuff -- because there's 
always somebody who will co-sign on it, even when the hypocrisy is right in 
their faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08186947 35959 53 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 12:33:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8186927" target=_blank>#36</A> eclectic 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mitt 1994: "I believe that abortion should be safe and legal in this 
country."</P> 
<P>This is pro-choice terminology. N.O.W. uses this very phrase on signs at 
demonstrations.</P> 
<P>Mitt 2010: "I never really called myself pro-choice."</P> 
<P>If you don't see a contradiction, why not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even more evident with this quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sustain and support that law and the right of a woman to make that 
choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, he didn't actually say the words "pro-choice." He said he 
"supports the right of a woman to make that choice," which is obviously 
<EM>completely</EM> different.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08186994 35959 100 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 12:44:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8186982" target=_blank>#88</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, over on PJTV, Instaputz is pushing the meme that "the global 
warming <EM>coverup</EM> spreads to NASA".</P> 
<P>Eeeshh...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, there they go again, those evil tricksy scientismists. They're all in it 
together.</P> 
<P>It's just pathetic that PJ Media has turned into a forum for the craziest 
right wing BS. That's not what it started out to be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187000 35959 106 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 12:45:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8186983" target=_blank>#89</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed that sometimes when you make a statement here that doesn't 
resonate, the reaction you get - rather than a direct response - is one where 



respondent turns to the others with a knowing smile and says "oh, look, a stupid 
guy in our midst", or a sock puppet, or a troll, or some other thing.</P> 
<P>Passive aggressive. Not nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like a martyr cookie with that whine?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187024 35959 128 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 12:56:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8187019" target=_blank>#124</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The first comment on the Big Journalism article: Wired Magazine, Conde Nast 
Scoop Breitbart, the ‘Bigs’ — HUD next O’Keefe Video Sting 
Target</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting how Breitbart and O'Keefe seem to focus on the organizations that 
most benefit minorities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187373 35961 4 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 2:56:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8187368" target=_blank>#1</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to know what movie the mole people are from. I should know 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oddly enough, it was titled "The Mole People." Starring John Agar.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TjoZybJoatw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187420 35961 23 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 3:10:47pm  
 
<P>Boing Boing linked to the Dangerous Minds interview, and guess what happened 
in their thread? Yep. More stalkers.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/03/09/charles-johnson-of-
l.html" target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187674 35961 226 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 5:16:24pm  
 
<P>Twitter can be kind of creepy in a way; if you search for your name, it's a 
bit like being a fly on the wall, listening to people who hate you as they 
chatter back and forth.</P> 
<P>This was just tweeted by "JammieWearingFool," a backstabbing asshole who 
registered a sock puppet account here in order to post nasty comments full of 
insults -- after I had trusted him to be an LGF monitor, and let him get away 
with pimping his blog non-stop at LGF for years.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If a GOP aide was caught working for al Qaeda, Charles Johnson's ponytail 
would stand up straight. Funny how he's silent today...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then it was promptly retweeted by Melissa Clouthier, because it's just so 
much fun to bash me, I guess.</P> 



<P>What are they talking about? This story, about an American in Yemen who is 
apparently hooked up with Al Qaeda: <A 
href="http://www.nj.com/news/index.ssf/2010/03/buena_man_is_accused_of_al-
qae.html" target=_blank>Buena man is accused of al Qaeda-related terrorist 
attack in Yemen %P% - NJ.com</A>.</P> 
<P>Was he actually a "Democratic aide?" This is where the story gets really, 
really stupid.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Campaign finance records show Mobley received $75 as an election day worker 
for Gov. Jon Corzine's campaign in 2005.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So this guy worked ONE DAY for Corzine's campaign, probably distributing 
flyers or something, and made $75 whole dollars, and now all of a sudden he's 
being described by these crackheads as being connected to the Democratic 
Party.</P> 
<P>The stupidity gives me a headache sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187706 35961 258 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 5:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/8187698" target=_blank>#250</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>JWF also has a thread on his blog refuting the Rush "Massa" quote from 
yesterday. I didn't take him seriously enough to look into it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't actually "refute" anything. He just whines that the media is 
getting info from Media Matters. Doesn't dispute the racist comment. It's 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187760 35961 312 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 5:50:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8187467" target=_blank>#52</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles..Excellent posts on that thread you made...I have always said you are 
a man of Principle and will voice your beliefs and stand for what you you feel 
is right...That is what I call courage..Kudo's/Man that one post was almost like 
going into the Al Pacino speech in <EM>the Scent of a Woman</EM>To some 
readers..That left a mark...With class</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, Hoops. I usually don't post comments at other sites, but in this case 
I decided to start fighting back a little bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187779 35961 331 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 6:04:16pm  
 
<P>Richard Metzger emailed to tell me how amazed he is about the hordes of 
stalkers who showed up in his LGF interview threads.</P> 
<P>And he also told me that they've had two pretty serious hacking attacks there 
in the past three days. Related? Who knows. Most of these stalkers are pathetic 
losers who couldn't hack their way out of a paper bag, but there might be one or 
two who have some rudimentary script kiddie skillz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187783 35961 335 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 6:06:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/8187782" target=_blank>#334</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh. Sorry you have to deal with that kind of bull shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thrive on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187847 35961 398 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 6:45:42pm  
 
<P>These xkcd remixes might deserve a post. I'm laughin' over 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187925 35962 1 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:16:59pm  
 
<P>"CaptainAmerica" is the misogynistic lunatic who used the name 
"buzzsawmonkey" at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187943 35962 10 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8187936" target=_blank>#6</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did you figure that out?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be telling, wouldn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187948 35962 13 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8187940" target=_blank>#8</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure dedicating a whole thread to flattering their egos will make them go 
away.</P> 
<P>(sorry, couldn't stop myself)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, ignoring them doesn't seem to be working, does it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187988 35962 49 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:39:10pm  
 
<P>Just for the record: when I used the term "oil tick," it was absolutely 
intended to refer to the Saudi ruling family.</P> 
<P>Definitely NOT Arabs in general.</P> 
<P>This is another lie these creeps love to spread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08187993 35962 54 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:43:30pm  
 
<P>And if anyone needs proof, here's the record of LGF posts that contained the 
term "oil ticks":</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchString=%22oil+ticks%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188018 35962 77 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8188014" target=_blank>#73</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"whosaidthat" on the BBC page also reads very much like psychotic ex-lizard 
bs monkey. He also popped up on Metzger's site and has been sending Charles 
obscene emails for months.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/70/8183911" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/30/8183818" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"whosaidthat" and "CaptainAmerica" are probably the same 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188023 35962 82 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:54:03pm  
 
<P>And he's using the name "CaptainAmerica" because I used it as an example in 
the Dangerous Minds interview.</P> 
<P>Obsession.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188030 35962 88 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 7:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8188022" target=_blank>#81</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for the invitation, by the way -- wish I could make it, but this 
weekend I have other plans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188036 35962 94 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 8:00:46pm  
 
<P>The weird thing is that they seem to have no awareness at all that normal 
people read their crazy rants, with names like "CaptainAmerica," and think 
they're completely insane. Which they are.</P> 
<P>I give interviews about the craziness on the right, and right wing crazies 
show up raving and foaming like lunatics.</P> 
<P>Way to prove my point, stalkers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188103 35962 158 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 8:26:58pm  
 
<P>And a flounce.</P> 
<P>Sorry, you don't get to leave your goodbye cruel world comment at my 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188106 35962 161 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 8:27:59pm  
 
<P>They work so hard at their flounce posts, only to be deleted within minutes. 
Too bad, so sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08188121 35962 176 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 8:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8188115" target=_blank>#170</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention it was b.s. He's here right now reading his 
reviews.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, he isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08188287 35962 339 Charles Thu, Mar 11, 2010 9:35:29pm  
 
<P>It's horrible and disgusting what's going on in Texas this 
week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189019 35964 146 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 9:54:15am  
 
<P><A href="http://conservativeamericannews.com/free-republic/god-bless-texas-
and-the-texas-board-of-education-2" target=_blank>God Bless Texas and the Texas 
Board of Education!! %P% Conservative American News</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189044 35964 171 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 10:00:08am  
 
<P>It's getting even worse. See the next post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189224 35964 220 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 10:45:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/8189186" target=_blank>#219</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You gotta see this thread at the ever-irrational Free Republic. It's posted 
by their glorious founder, Jim Robinson: <A 
href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2469621/posts" 
target=_blank><STRONG>God Bless Texas and the Texas Board of 
Education!!</STRONG></A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprising, but appalling nonetheless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191241 35964 232 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 10:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8191213" target=_blank>#231</A> cosmo</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website, you fanatic moron. And I'll get rid of your sock puppets 
too while I'm at it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189124 35965 39 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 10:17:22am  
 
<P>Stalkers now taking over the BBC thread about my interview -- the exact same 
raving freaks who showed up at Dangerous Minds, including "buzzsawmonkey" 
(posting as "CaptainAmerica"):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/blogworld/2010/03/charles_johnson_to_be_publish
e.html" target=_blank>www.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189204 35965 112 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 10:39:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8189196" target=_blank>#104</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"bweep" appears to be an anti-Semitic whacko.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was banned from LGF for spewing that same crap -- almost THREE YEARS 
ago.</P> 
<P>And he's still stalking me around the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08189383 35966 56 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 11:26:54am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the stalkers are <EM>still</EM> at it in the second Dangerous 
Minds thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right_part_ii/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Check out the sick comment from "Marla." Some of these people are so twisted 
it's almost beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189409 35966 69 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 11:32:56am  
 
<P>And they're still ranting at Boing Boing too: <A 
href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/03/09/charles-johnson-of-l.html" 
target=_blank>Charles Johnson of Little Green Footballs: The Metzger interview - 
Boing Boing</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sillyputty • #17 • 09:22 on Fri, Mar.12 • Reply</P> 
<P>fascinating to see the lefty mind at work. it says i stand on the side of 
science and progress and tolerance but what this really means at lgf is that i 
am biased towards atheism and darwinism and will not allow others to oppose me. 
the stench of authoritarianism is strong and you can see it especially 
concerning creationism and global warming.</P> 
<P>in the metzger interview you can see this when they discuss how evil right 
wingers want to impose their backward and evil plans on us not realizing that 
everyone doing policy in the public square is doing this. but i guess nodding 
your head in agreement with each other is enought thought at 
lgf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This freak was banned from LGF after a review of its comments showed that it 
was a raving anti-Muslim bigot. Imagine my shock to find out that it's also a 
creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189460 35966 94 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 11:46:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8189445" target=_blank>#84</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of</P> 
<P>is Metzger's Firesign Theater interview a good listen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I really enjoyed that one. But I'm a diehard Firesign 
fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189587 35966 187 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 12:12:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8189559" target=_blank>#161</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't tell me you have a deranged stalking ex-wife. Or maybe she/he 
just fantasizes about being your wife.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's complete fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08189610 35966 208 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 12:17:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8189508" target=_blank>#124</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What on earth accounts for this powerful resurgence of religious extremism in 
America? I suspect it is in part a reaction which is being caused by some very 
deep-seated psychological needs which are going unfulfilled in our modern 
secular society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree with this at all.</P> 
<P>The reason why the religious fanatics are all lathered up is because they're 
losing power over the lives of other people, and they're becoming increasingly 
desperate to regain that power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189759 35967 5 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 12:55:05pm  
 
<P>"You never think that a 20-foot python is gonna bring your family anything 
but joy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189764 35967 7 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 12:55:26pm  
 
<P>Hah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08189769 35967 9 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 12:56:00pm  
 
<P>Some of the people posting comments at Dangerous Minds could use a therapy 
snake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190146 35969 2 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 2:50:41pm  
 
<P>This is for you, Walter.</P> 
<P>Please note that I said over and over that it was a mistake to make 
assumptions about this code. Now you have egg on your face, because the code was 
NEVER USED to produce actual temperature reconstructions -- it was for purposes 
of calibration.</P> 
<P>This is what happens when you fall for the bullshit. Whoever assembled this 
collection of emails and code carefully designed it to trick gullible people, 
and you fell for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190169 35969 10 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 3:00:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8190161" target=_blank>#8</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, man. Your credibility on this is shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190171 35969 12 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 3:02:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8190164" target=_blank>#9</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happy happy Friday!</P> 



<P>Interesting... how some people will purposely lie through omission etc. None 
of us are pure, all of us have done this at times either knowingly, or as 
coached by our built in biases. But those people who do for hire -- well now 
those are like the scum sucking bottom feeders of US politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This entire false scandal was based on stolen documents, deliberately 
selected to trick people. It worked.</P> 
<P>And yes, it was almost certainly done by people in the pay of the energy 
industries, trying to sabotage the Copenhagen summit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190184 35969 21 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 3:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8190182" target=_blank>#20</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not intending to get personal, but as you live in a gated community you face 
strict CC&amp;R's. Could you and your neighbors install solar, cisterns etc if 
you got the city permits?</P> 
<P>I'd Love to hear from anyone in a gated residential zone on 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know - I haven't looked into that yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190252 35969 77 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 3:49:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8190226" target=_blank>#55</A> Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<P>Am I irritated by Walter's baseless claims about the computer code? Yes, I 
certainly am.</P> 
<P>Am I irritated that he claimed over and over he was going to prove the code 
led to false data being used in the real world, utterly failed to do that, then 
wouldn't retract the claim? Yes, I certainly am.</P> 
<P>If/when Ian Harris ever surfaces and talks about the code he wrote, I have 
absolutely no doubt that there will be even more egg on Walter's face.</P> 
<P>Just to be perfectly clear why I wrote what I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190253 35969 78 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 3:51:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8190246" target=_blank>#72</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, the hand wringing and aspersion contests over AGW can be put in context 
when we integrate what else is happening in American society and politics:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/03/12/AR2010031203433.html?" target=_blank>Paul, once 
the outsider, gains GOP support in Ky.</A></P> 
<P>Well, Rand Paul <EM>is</EM> an oddball and an extremist.</P> 
<P>That he is now leading the polls is a sad and scary thing.</P> 
<P>That the establishment wants to coalesce around the leader in popularity is 
not surprising, but that now means the establishment is embracing oddball and 
extremist views.</P> 
<P>People want what other people have or want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's Rand Paul's new video ad, in which he compares himself to Abraham 
Lincoln and Ronald Reagan.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/FqX43ry5Bqk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190333 35969 147 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 4:27:24pm  
 
<P>About Clinton's statement on the settlements -- it's just not even news that 
the US is publicly against Israeli settlement building. As Killgore pointed out, 
this little song and dance has been running for decades.</P> 
<P>The only thing even slightly newsworthy about it is that Clinton was actually 
right -- Netanyahu made the announcement at a time that can only be seen as a 
deliberate insult. Which isn't very smart on his part.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190426 35969 233 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 5:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8190420" target=_blank>#227</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heads up for Racer X - some fucktard or other is using your name on dangerous 
minds:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right_part_ii/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they're still spewing like complete lunatics over there.</P> 
<P>I hope they don't stop. Couldn't ask for a better demonstration of how 
completely insane the stalkers are, and they don't even seem to realize 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190445 35969 250 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 5:33:23pm  
 
<P>Wow, the things you learn by looking at #tcot on Twitter.</P> 
<P>Did you know there's a whole genre of YouTube videos dedicated to showing 
dogs who hate President Obama?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5BT7ZreAEg&amp;feature=related" 
target=_blank>Dog hates Obama</A></P> 
<P>Check out the related videos.</P> 
<P>Apparently, this kind of thing is highly amusing to 
conservatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190448 35969 253 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 5:35:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8190446" target=_blank>#251</A> BartB</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone spell "Cold Fusion"?It's hard to look at a piece of code and say 
what the whole program will do. However, comma, there appear to be serious 
problems with the raw data.GIGO still applies, and the data appear suspect.Are 
the entire programs public? When the IEEE plans a new standard, the proposals 
are public for a couple of years and are picked to death.At the end of that 
time, with thousands of qualified people making their comments, the product is 
pretty reliable.That does not seem to be the situation regarding 
AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Complete unmitigated bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08190457 35969 262 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 5:39:35pm  
 
<P>Hah. Looks like the creationist troll at Boing Boing got disemvoweled.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/03/09/charles-johnson-of-
l.html#comment-734301" target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190499 35969 304 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 5:56:20pm  
 
<P>I'm tempted to start disemvoweling instead of deleting here. And then if a 
troll shows that he/she is especially nasty, instead of banning put them on 
auto-disemvowel.</P> 
<P>It might be pretty hilarious.</P> 
<P>The actual code to do it is trivial:</P> 
<P>preg_replace('/[a%P%e%P%i%P%o%P%u]/is', '', $thecomment);</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190520 35969 325 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/8190508" target=_blank>#313</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. You should know that you and Charles are the target of 
buzzsawmonkey's latest round of invective over at the Stalker blog. It's a yet 
another BSM song parody that charmingly refers to iceweasel as "rabid". The full 
explanation for why he's doing this seems to be that iceweasel lives in his 
head.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"buzzsawmonkey" is one of the crackheads who's posting at every site I link 
to. He's also the one using LGF readers' names at Dangerous Minds.</P> 
<P>And he's been sending me really messed-up emails full of weird homophobic 
insults, over and over, every day for months -- emails that get automatically 
filed in the trash unread, like everything that comes through the contact form 
with a proxy IP.</P> 
<P>He needs psychological help, but he's too insane to know it. I feel sorry for 
anyone who has to be around him in real life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190525 35969 330 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:08:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8190524" target=_blank>#329</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the same person that use to post here under that 
name?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190540 35969 345 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:18:14pm  
 
<P>Jaron Lanier's new book really is great. He makes a very compelling argument 
that the design of the Internet was influenced in the beginning by leftist 
libertarians, making it inevitable that the web would be used for stalking, 
trolling, and other dysfunctional pursuits.</P> 
<P>I think he's right. The inherent anonymity of the stateless Internet has 
enabled all kinds of really bad stuff, from credit card fraud to sexual 
predators to people like "buzzsawmonkey."</P> 



<P>I'm about half finished with the book, and I highly recommend it. Here's the 
Amazon link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0307269647/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>You Are Not a Gadget: A Manifesto</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190544 35969 349 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:22:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/8190533" target=_blank>#338</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck blames World War II on progressive oppression of Japan (Not 
kidding)<A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201003120029" target=_blank>Beck: 
Pearl Harbor bombed "because Woodrow Wilson told England, 'You need to align 
yourself with us and not Japan' "</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Glenn Beck Meltdown is proceeding nicely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190546 35969 351 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:23:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/8190528" target=_blank>#333</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Dangerous Minds" would seem to describe the man. He is clearly clever but he 
wastes that cleverness blogstalking Charles and venting 
misogyny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not clever. He's mentally ill. Mental illness often presents itself as 
cleverness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190662 35969 434 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 7:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/8190621" target=_blank>#418</A> BartB</EM></P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Crazy enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190622 35970 9 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 6:58:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8190612" target=_blank>#5</A> shaner5000</EM></P> 
<P>And yet another sleeper awakes. Almost two years since its last 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190704 35970 73 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 7:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8190690" target=_blank>#60</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>I was kinda sorta hoping that you would rethink the wisdom of your offensive 
avatar yourself.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190748 35970 114 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 7:34:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8190729" target=_blank>#95</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you wanted me to change it, why didn't you tell me earlier? You have my e-
addy.</P> 
<P>I have had this avatar for years.</P> 
<P>Why is it suddenly bad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I really do trust people to think for themselves, unless it becomes 
clear that they can't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190762 35970 128 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 7:37:17pm  
 
<P>Please note:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/blogworld/2010/03/charles_johnson_to_be_publish
e.html#P93455177" target=_blank>www.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190836 35970 200 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 7:56:13pm  
 
<P>I have no problem with blasphemy. Blaspheme all you want.</P> 
<P>I'm just saying: when the world is watching everything that happens here, you 
might want to choose your battles more carefully. And you might want to consider 
that it isn't only <EM>your</EM> reputation at stake, and that it's <EM>my</EM> 
real name that's out there on the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190869 35970 233 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 8:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/8190849" target=_blank>#213</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I need to advertise that? It is what it is. <A 
href="http://www.catholica.com.au/peregrinus1/images/PissChrist_278x360.jpg" 
target=_blank>Piss Christ</A>, the <A href="http://www.dbskeptic.com/wp-
content/uploads/2008/01/mohammed-cartoon.jpg" target=_blank>Dutch cartoon</A>s, 
it's all the same to me. Which gets more death threats is the only difference I 
see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I have a special interest here, because I'm the one who gets the death 
threats, not the person who's using a pseudonym.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08190879 35970 243 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 8:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8190871" target=_blank>#235</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. In the end it's your blog and you can do what you want. People have 
flounced over my blasphemous avatars in the past. There are a lot of 
considerations with context, bias, perception, etc. However, I'm a 
fundamentalist when it comes to blasphemy. Bill Donahue and Bin Laden 
<EM>need</EM> to be offended, ridiculed and mocked until they learn to live in a 
world where they don't have ultimate power to kill those who won't submit to 
their rule. I think it's a pretty important issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely agree. But there's a significant difference between mocking Bin 
Laden and/or radical Islam, and pissing on an entire religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08190945 35970 309 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 8:21:07pm  
 
<P>Oh hai stalkers!</P> 
<P>I hope you're getting a lot of good new material from this thread! I'll be 
anxiously awaiting the first post taking advantage of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191129 35971 15 Charles Fri, Mar 12, 2010 9:19:00pm  
 
<P>Crazies still showing up at Dangerous Minds, like moths to a flame.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right_part_ii/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191843 35972 436 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:32:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/8191809" target=_blank>#403</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://ow.ly/1irMs" target=_blank>‘They Just Want This Over’</A></P> 
<P>WTF???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe a single word of what Stupak says in that 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191859 35972 452 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:38:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/8191854" target=_blank>#447</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope it's not true. That's one helluva fucked-up 
statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No politician would say that. Stupak is a religious fanatic member of The 
Family, and he's simply lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191928 35972 521 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:55:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8191419" target=_blank>#15</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just noticed that Irish Rose has gone full mental stalker tonight on 
Charles and LGF over on her grief hole of a blog. As expected.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty sad. She's actually whining about having her account blocked -- 
after the kinds of things she's been posting about me? What planet do these 
people live on, where they can say the most vicious things, send hate mail, 
accuse me publicly of all kinds of nastiness -- and then expect me to leave 
their accounts open?</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08191936 35972 529 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:58:37am  
 
<P>So far today I've received three hate mails about Hillary Clinton's statement 
on Israeli settlement building.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08191951 35972 544 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 10:02:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/538/8191945" target=_blank>#538</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why did they send you hate mail? Hillary made the statements, not 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Moment of truth, bitch. Now we'll see just how far left you have sunk. Israel 
makes unilateral concessions, the Palestinians respond by murdering Jews, and 
your hero Obama identifies Israel as being the impediment to peace. Live down to 
expectations, just ignore it, and focus on the diabolical Creationists. So, were 
you always a fraud, or has there been some severe head trauma that corrupted 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08192034 35973 2 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 10:44:37am  
 
<P>I can't see anything wrong with what Hillary Clinton said. She's right. It 
was a deliberate insult.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08192418 35973 365 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 1:33:33pm  
 
<P>Four comments in two years. We'll miss you dreadfully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08192553 35974 29 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 2:04:24pm  
 
<P>This post is especially foul, but it's by no means unusual in the right wing 
blogosphere these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193502 35976 9 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 6:25:32pm  
 
<P>Notice that Alex Knepper met Richard Spencer because they were both at an 
event promoting far right Dutch populist Geert Wilders, the guy who wants to 
make Islam illegal.</P> 
<P>When people like Richard Spencer are on the same side with you, some people 
might take that as a wake-up call.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193546 35976 29 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 6:35:29pm  
 
<P>By the way, just so no one misunderstands -- I've been out riding my bike and 
didn't see any of the discussion in the previous thread before posting this. 
Erik Kain emailed about his post at True/Slant, and that was what prompted me to 
write it. It's not a finger pointing at you (although I do get weary of the 
reflexive excuse-making sometimes).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193555 35976 34 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 6:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8193534" target=_blank>#21</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I guess we're watching different shows. I've seen Glen Beck, I find him a 
kind of odd right wing entertainer. But I haven't detected racism in Glen Beck. 
Enlighten me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck is racist to his core.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34744_Glenn_Beck_Refuses_to_Define
_White_Culture" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193576 35976 46 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 6:42:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8193556" target=_blank>#35</A> butterick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm assuming the tree in the background of the page is Yggdrasil - the tree 
from Norse myth that represents, in racist circles, the white / European family 
tree. Dog whistle web design at its finest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch. That's exactly what it is.</P> 
<P>The "racialists" think it's clever to insert these little racist shout-outs, 
knowing that most people won't get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193651 35976 93 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 6:59:01pm  
 
<P>Conservatism does not equal racism. OK? We know that.</P> 
<P>But the racists are coming back, big time, and there don't seem to be any 
conservatives like William F. Buckley around to call them out.</P> 
<P>Unless the conservative movement starts cleaning these freaks out, there's 
going to be a day when conservatism DOES equal racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193665 35976 104 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 7:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8193655" target=_blank>#95</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're calling them out, quite nicley, I think!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And look how the right wing is reacting to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193710 35976 142 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 7:11:15pm  
 
<P>What I'd like to know is: where's the money coming from?</P> 
<P>"Alternative Right" took some fairly serious money to set up. That's not a 
cheapo site. Somebody got paid a lot of dough for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193794 35976 220 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 7:29:58pm  
 
<P>I am not a Republican. And I am not a conservative.</P> 
<P>I used to protest against being labeled "right wing" or "conservative," but I 
stopped doing it for two reasons: 1) the media and other bloggers were going to 
do it anyway, no matter how much I protested, and 2) after 9/11, the "neo-
conservative" movement didn't seem like such a bad thing to be associated 
with.</P> 
<P>But since the election of Barack Obama, the bad old racism has come raging 
back into the mainstream, big time. Not all conservatives are racists, but the 
ones who aren't racists are standing by and letting the kooks take over.</P> 



<P>Count me OUT of this. I doubt I'll ever vote for a Republican candidate 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193834 35976 259 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 7:39:27pm  
 
<P>And if you want to see how bad the craziness is getting on the right, check 
out the #texastextbookfact feed on Twitter.</P> 
<P>It's mind-blowing. These people live in a parallel universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193852 35976 277 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 7:44:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/8193848" target=_blank>#273</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sense some mocking going on...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of mockery now -- it started as a right wing thread, but it's been taken 
over by sane people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08193979 35976 402 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 8:21:48pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is attacking me again tonight, for the 500th time, and 
pretending to be the heir to Hunter S. Thompson.</P> 
<P>Thompson would have kicked that white supremacist turd to the 
curb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08194120 35976 542 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:10:14pm  
 
<P>Defending Dan Riehl:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tabithahale.com/?p=2549" 
target=_blank>tabithahale.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Describes herself as a "Christian," but sees nothing wrong with Riehl's 
hateful rant.</P> 
<P>Linked to by Robert Stacy McCain, a white supremacist.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is so far off the rails, it's 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08194148 35976 570 Charles Sat, Mar 13, 2010 9:18:09pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm going to be traveling again for 3 or 4 days, starting 
tomorrow. So posting is going to be a bit light.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196326 35979 317 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 11:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/8196281" target=_blank>#316</A> Ilan 
toren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A cold winter in Europe is <STRONG>not a disproof</STRONG> of global warming 
and a warm winter in Canada is <STRONG>not a proof</STRONG> of global 
warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing this is far from the only evidence that global warming is 
occurring, isn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08199392 35979 327 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 10:26:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/8197355" target=_blank>#326</A> ilan 
toren</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing? Evidence is evidence. You can use it for polemics or actually try 
to internalize what it means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I meant: good thing if you care about facts and evidence, because there's a 
whole heckuva lot of it that supports the science of AGW.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196282 35981 7 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 10:02:50pm  
 
<P>Everyone still fighting downstairs?</P> 
<P>I'm on the road, visiting family, so things might be a bit slow for a few 
days.</P> 
<P>Had a stroke of luck when I rented a car for the drive -- they were very 
busy, then they messed up my reservation and made me wait for a long time, so 
they actually upgraded me to the last car they had in the lot, at the price of a 
mid-sized car -- a Mercedes C300. Woot. Makes a long drive <EM>much</EM> more 
fun.</P> 
<P>There's no owner's manual with it, though, and I've been going nuts trying to 
figure out how to get my iPod to work. It has an actual iPod docking cable, and 
I know there's supposed to be a "COMAND" mode that lets me do it, but I can't 
seem to find the magic keys to pop up that menu.</P> 
<P>Oh well. I'll probably just call a Benz dealer tomorrow and 
ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196289 35981 13 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 10:17:50pm  
 
<P>Dan Riehl had a response, I see. He calls me "Chuckie" a dozen times, because 
it's an incredibly crushing insult, then says he didn't even notice the traffic 
from LGF, which proves how insignificant I am.</P> 
<P>He didn't see any traffic because I used a link to Google's cache.</P> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>This is why we call him "Dim Bulb Dan."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196300 35981 24 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 10:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8196297" target=_blank>#21</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you tried this?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.insideline.com/roadtests/2008/05/2008-mercedes-
benz-c300-diy-ipod-operators-manual.html" 
target=_blank>blogs.insideline.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, actually, I did see that page. But I can't find a menu that looks 
anything like Step 2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196307 35981 30 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 10:48:55pm  
 
<P>Hey, did everyone hear that they proved global warming to be a hoax?</P> 
<P>I have about half a dozen emails today that say this, so it must be true.</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08196314 35981 37 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 10:56:45pm  
 
<P>This just in from Sarah Palin, via OpenBeak, 4 minutes ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I facebooked"With a Stiff Spine America Must Stand Against Obamacare"&amp; 
ask u to read it &amp; act decisively for commonsense healthcare 
reform</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196323 35981 45 Charles Sun, Mar 14, 2010 11:03:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8196312" target=_blank>#35</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but I did get a sketical arguement regarding AGW, mostly relating to 
carbon dioxide being heavier than Oxygen or Nitrogen. I know that argument is in 
error, though and the party advancing it was just trying to clarify the science 
in question. I'll ask Ludwig for a good way to explain it the next time he's 
around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, see, the thing is, among the world's scientists there's very little 
doubt about the role CO2 is playing in the warming of the earth's atmosphere, or 
about the fact that humans are generating CO2 in absolutely unprecedented 
amounts and have been for many decades.</P> 
<P>Those are two of the most important basic facts that scientists know about 
AGW. These facts are so well-known and well-supported by evidence that you 
really should assume that anyone trying to tell you otherwise is not being 
honest with you. Or with themselves. Or both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196785 35982 387 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 8:37:13am  
 
<P>I'm sorry, but I think the idea that Obama is "distancing" the US from Israel 
just doesn't hold water. I've been watching his stance toward Israel carefully, 
but as far as I can see there is nothing going on except the usual diplomatic 
BS. As far as actual policies, the Obama administration has done nothing 
differently than the past four administrations.</P> 
<P>Don't let all this posturing over settlements fool you. Look at what's 
actually happening. Every US administration complains about settlements, because 
it's a way for the US to appear "fair" without actually doing 
anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08196951 35983 47 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 10:10:34am  
 
<P>The newest stalker technique is to show that I'm just imagining they're 
stalkers -- by flooding every comment thread at every site I link to, with 
nasty, weird, homophobic insults, threats, outrageous lies, and now at Richard 
Metzger's site, an impersonator.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.dangerousminds.net/index.php/site/comments/charles_johnson_why_
i_parted_ways_with_the_right_part_ii/" 
target=_blank>www.dangerousminds.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08197059 35984 32 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 10:46:29am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8197050" target=_blank>#25</A> Firmworm</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Do these people really think the only reason humans don’t “marry” animals 
is because it’s against the law?</EM></P> 
<P>Yes</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.news.com.au/world/james-tait-kenny-thomason-
arrested-for-sex-with-farm-animals/story-e6frfkyi-1225788775562" 
target=_blank>www.news.com.au...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The law didn't seem to stop him, did it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08202244 35984 300 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2010 9:05:15pm  
 
<P>Should have known someone would show up and actually defend this moronic 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08199336 35988 40 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 9:27:15pm  
 
<P>You will be feared! Start kicking butt now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08199345 35988 47 Charles Mon, Mar 15, 2010 9:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8199343" target=_blank>#45</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<P>Could not possibly care less. This war will have to happen without 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08199938 35991 14 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2010 10:51:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8199927" target=_blank>#6</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have I heard that before...</P> 
<P>Oh wait...</P> 
<P>Speaker Pelosi in <A href="http://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/speeches?id=0031" 
target=_blank>2007</A>.</P> 
<P>VP Biden last <A 
href="http://www.ajcatlanta.org/site/apps/nlnet/content2.aspx?c=lwLZKjN3LxH&amp;
b=3412683&amp;ct=8067339" target=_blank>week</A>.</P> 
<P>Gen. Jim Jones in <A href="http://www.taylormarsh.com/2009/10/27/reporting-
from-j-street-packed-house/" target=_blank>2009</A>.</P> 
<P>President <A href="http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/US-
Israel/presquote.html" target=_blank>Ronald Reagan</A> in 1982.</P> 
<P>President Bush in <A href="http://www.cbc.ca/world/story/2008/05/15/bush-
speech.html" target=_blank>2008</A>.</P> 
<P>In other words, this is standard diplomatic language to try and salvage a bad 
situation where the US disagrees with how Israel is proceeding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and this is why I refused to get all worked up about this latest 
confrontation. It's just another step in a dance that's been going on for a long 
long time. Sound and fury, signifying nothing much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08202333 35994 9 Charles Tue, Mar 16, 2010 10:03:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8202329" target=_blank>#6</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 



<P>Typo - fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08203336 35997 118 Charles Wed, Mar 17, 2010 11:49:02am  
 
 
 
<P>I hope the Obama administration captures Bin Laden alive, just so I can savor 
the exploding wingnut heads. Imagine the furious spinning and conspiracy 
theories that would ensue. It would be highly amusing, if you enjoy that kind of 
humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08205478 36001 21 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2010 9:53:25am  
 
<P>I wouldn't believe her claims about how many times they've contacted her. The 
harpy lies like a rug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08207540 36003 134 Charles Thu, Mar 18, 2010 9:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8207491" target=_blank>#85</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing we can do about it.It's a setback in the war against radical Islam 
when leaders of our mainstream religious institutions are disgraced. Probably 
will make it easier for the bastards to get more converts, too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So where are you going with that? Are you trying to say it would be better to 
ignore or downplay this stuff?</P> 
<P>Because it's exactly that kind of attitude that has let these priests get 
away with warping countless children's lives, for centuries.</P> 
<P>You don't ignore this and you don't say it might encourage "the enemy." If 
you do, you don't have anything that's really worth defending against that 
enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08211252 36011 7 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2010 11:08:55am  
 
<P>We have nearly a thousand comics here. Spider-Man, Fantastic Four, Avengers, 
Daredevil, Incredible Hulk, Thor, Silver Surfer, Captain America, Archie, 
Jughead, Richie Rich, Creepy, Eerie, all kinds of annuals and special editions. 
Been carefully putting them all in plastic sleeves with backing 
boards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08211294 36011 41 Charles Sat, Mar 20, 2010 11:42:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8211276" target=_blank>#25</A> MJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're going to keep those comics, make sure that the plastic and the 
cardboard is up to current archival standards. Otherwise, the acid contained 
within the cardboard and the plastic will cause the comics to deteriorate.Here's 
some sources of archival supplies:[Link: <A href="http://www.gaylord.com/" 
target=_blank>www.gaylord.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://www.lightimpressionsdirect.com/" 
target=_blank>www.lightimpressionsdirect.com...</A>][Link: <A 



href="http://www.talas-nyc.com/" target=_blank>www.talas-
nyc.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, we got the special acid-free bags and boards from a comic book 
store.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08213671 36015 6 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2010 10:20:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8213666" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I think it was Gus 802.</P> 
<P>Notice also the image of Obama with a Hitler mustache emerging from the 
donkey's ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08220581 36016 608 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2010 9:29:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/8220498" target=_blank>#607</A> treeMack</EM></P> 
<P>You have posted three comments in 2.5 years: a Birther comment, a creationist 
comment and now this disgusting spew.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08214966 36017 44 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2010 5:25:55pm  
 
<P>Comments whining about what is posted at LGF are going to be 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08216632 36018 900 Charles Sun, Mar 21, 2010 10:29:13pm  
 
<P>Fred Barnes, January 20, 2010: <A 
href="http://www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/health-care-bill-dead" 
target=_blank>ObamaCare is dead with not the slightest prospect of 
resurrection.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08218432 36021 429 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2010 3:16:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/8218336" target=_blank>#338</A> 
sarabande</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. Invictus is "the poem that inspired Mandela during his 27 years in jail 
for fighting apartheid."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsweek.com/id/226323" 
target=_blank>www.newsweek.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nelson Mandela wasn't posting a comment in a Michelle Malkin thread with 
dozens of other comments calling for civil war, joining militias, buying guns 
and ammo, etc.</P> 
<P>Just a slight difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08219075 36021 1043 Charles Mon, Mar 22, 2010 6:29:49pm  
 
<P>None of the people complaining about pointing out extreme comments at 
Malkin's site ever seemed to have a problem with similar posts pointing out 
extreme comments at, say, Daily Kos.</P> 



<P>Depends whose ox is being gored, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08224175 36021 1056 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 11:01:11am  
 
<P>Right. Let's just forget the context -- that it was posted in a thread with 
dozens of other comments calling for civil war, joining militias, buying guns 
and ammo, etc.</P> 
<P>It's much easier to dismiss if you pretend the comment was posted in a 
complete vacuum, all by itself.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08220637 36025 28 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2010 9:39:53am  
 
<P>This is the fourth or fifth poll I've posted here that shows similar 
results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08223987 36025 1363 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 9:37:18am  
 
<P>Again -- this is far from the first poll showing very significant support for 
this kind of craziness in the GOP base. And every time I post about one of these 
polls, the same people start spinning and rationalizing it away like crazy.</P> 
<P>Is there a point at which you might start to realize there's a serious 
problem, instead of trying to deny it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08223141 36028 12 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2010 10:01:55pm  
 
<P>When I moved from New York to Hawaii, the family threw out a lot of comics 
that, if I had them now, would have let me retire years ago in luxury.</P> 
<P>FF #1, Spidey #1, Avengers #1, I had them all. Only X-Men #1 survived the 
move. Most of the Lizard Collection starts in 1965 -- which is still right in 
the heart of the Silver Era of Marvel.</P> 
<P>We have some pretty good DC comics from that time too. Green Lantern, Action 
Comics, Superboy, etc. And some obscure stuff, like Gold Key's "Magnus, Robot 
Fighter," and "Dr. Solar, Man of the Atom."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08223152 36028 16 Charles Tue, Mar 23, 2010 10:06:42pm  
 
<P>You know, I kind of liked Biden for that. It <EM>is</EM> a big fuckin' 
deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08224139 36030 94 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:47:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8224137" target=_blank>#93</A> 
charles_martel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there are dozens of sites reporting that Obama blocked the bunker-
busters...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?q=shipment+of+bunker+busters+to+israel+blocke
d&amp;ie=utf-8&amp;oe=utf-8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-
US:official&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sources for that report are HIGHLY questionable: Debka and World 
Tribune.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08224886 36030 302 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 3:06:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8224748" target=_blank>#291</A> Original 
Kolya</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for the British response, it is not correct to say that David Miliband 
directly accused Israel of carrying out the killing. Actually he studiously 
avoided saying just that. All he did was accuse Mossad of cloning the passports. 
When challenged in Parliament to draw the natural inference that Mossad also 
carried out the killing, he declined, saying that the Dubai authorities are 
investigating the matter and he didn't want to preempt that 
investigation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what Miliband said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Miliband, the foreign secretary, laid out the case against Israel in 
parliament, saying a police investigation found "compelling reasons" to believe 
Israel was responsible for the copying of British passports, which were used by 
the killers of a Hamas leader, Mahmoud al-Mabhouh. He said the documents "were 
copied from genuine British passports when handed over for inspection to 
individuals linked to Israel, either in Israel or in other countries".</P> 
<P>The name of the official was not published. British officials said the 
diplomat had been asked to leave because of their position at the embassy and 
was not being accused of direct involvement in the falsification of British 
passports. The Guardian understands the official is a senior Mossad agent.</P> 
<P>Tonight the Foreign Office warned British travellers to try to avoid 
entrusting their passports to Israeli officials.</P> 
<P>British sources said there was evidence that the 12 British victims of stolen 
identity had had their passports temporarily taken away either by Israeli 
immigration officers or other officials. Clones of those passports were 
subsequently used by some of the large team sent to kill Mabhouh.</P> 
<P>"They found no link to any other country," Miliband said. Without mentioning 
the Mossad by name, he added that "the government judges it is highly likely 
that the forgeries were made by a state intelligence service".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's about as direct an accusation as any politician will ever 
make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08226286 36033 267 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:30:15pm  
 
<P>Bye now, Dingleberry!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08226305 36033 285 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:35:45pm  
 
<P>The coffin stunt, by the way, was the work of Jim Hoft, the borderline 
illiterate moron who calls himself Gateway Pundit and blogs for First 
Things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08226308 36033 288 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:36:44pm  
 
<P>Here's Hoft's post about it. He claims the media lied about it -- but he 
doesn't deny he did it. He just thinks it should be OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08226309 36033 289 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:36:53pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatewaypundit.firstthings.com/2010/03/sorry-
lamestream-media-the-coffin-on-carnahans-lawn-was-for-a-prayer-vigel-not-for-
threats/" target=_blank>gatewaypundit.firstthings.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08226321 36033 301 Charles Wed, Mar 24, 2010 10:40:50pm  
 
<P>Hoft actually seems to believe there's nothing wrong with showing up outside 
the private home of an elected official, carrying a coffin. Despite the recent 
rash of threats and violence. Nothing wrong at all. Why's everyone lying about 
him?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227303 36034 815 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 9:45:50am  
 
<P>Sure enough, here come the people defending this threatening stunt.</P> 
<P>Wonderful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227322 36034 834 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 9:52:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/821/8227309" target=_blank>#821</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only shots fired have been against republicans. The worst so far on the 
opposite side is a damaged grill and exuberant praying. Can we now go on to 
explain how the dems are fanning the flames of violence and all the whack-o's 
are coming out of the woodwork in support of their HC plan?</P> 
<P>Turn-about is fair play, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, one way to handle it would be to act like right wingers have been 
acting.</P> 
<P>It's a tea partier trying to divert attention.</P> 
<P>It's not so bad. Only one shot at an empty office.</P> 
<P>This is really terrible. BUT we should understand why people can get this 
angry. Because they're really really angry out there, and it's understandable 
that some of them are going to act on it.</P> 
<P>How do we know Cantor didn't shoot up his own office?</P> 
<P>Et cetera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227360 36034 872 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 10:10:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/867/8227355" target=_blank>#867</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without knowing for sure I'd bet Charles gets just as many nasty emails and 
threats for writing a Blog and he's not even a public figure. I don't know why 
our reps think they're somehow different than everyone else and deserve to be 
shown nothing but love even if people strongly disagree with their 
votes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Actual death threats like the ones Rep. Slaughter received are very rare. 
I get plenty of hate mail but very few real threats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227400 36035 3 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 10:31:19am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8227396" target=_blank>#2</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<P>The story's changing. Now it happened "over the weekend."</P> 
<P>The time has been moving backward -- the first Fox News report said it 
happened last night. TPM said Monday. Now it's "over the weekend."</P> 
<P>Something doesn't smell right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227404 36035 6 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 10:32:36am  
 
<P>I'm trying to avoid being unduly skeptical about this report, but something 
is not adding up. Why are we only hearing about this now, in a statement by 
Cantor blaming Democrats for encouraging violence? What's with the ever-changing 
timeline?</P> 
<P>And Cantor's point about receiving antisemitic threats is a non sequitur. No 
member of Congress is inciting antisemites with extreme 
rhetoric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227415 36035 14 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 10:36:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8227406" target=_blank>#8</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Late late update: The Associated Press is calling this a "possible 
gunshot" and describes the office as that of a political consultant for Cantor, 
not his campaign office.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>But Cantor's spokesman, Brad Dayspring, tells TPMDC that it was indeed 
his campaign office.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>Late late late update: From the local paper: "Cantor, in an interview 
with the Richmond Times-Dispatch, said he doesn't know whether the shot was 
random or aimed at the building."</EM></P> 
<P>This is really confusing for something that happened three days 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Now it wasn't even Cantor's office, and it might have been a 
"random" shot.</P> 
<P>Red flags all over the field.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08227615 36035 211 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 11:29:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8227492" target=_blank>#89</A> Silvergirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe he is saying that he knows what it's like to have threats against 
his person, and gives the example of threats because he's Jewish. Therefore he 
would be the last person to want to incite threats--to encourage hostility as a 
way of protest. He's not talking about antisemites, just using his personal 
experience as a target.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But here's what he said:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I've received threats since I assumed elected office, not only because of my 
positions, but because i am Jewish," Cantor said. "I've never blamed anyone in 
this body for that. Period."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should he blame anyone in Congress for antisemitic threats? No Congress 
members are encouraging antisemites.</P> 
<P>It's a complete non sequitur - it has nothing at all to do with the current 
situation, in which GOP politicians are pandering to and egging on the violent 
rhetoric.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08227624 36035 220 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 11:31:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8227596" target=_blank>#192</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's late to the party. Where was he when LGF was warning against this stuff 
last year? They allowed racist slurs until I made a stink about it. Violent 
rhetoric and revolution talk have been standard fare on Hot Air and every other 
right wing site for a long time. Site like Hot Air whip the wingnuts into a 
frenzy with dishonest information and conspiracy theories and then complain the 
readers are violent lunatics?He's just covering his ass and I doubt he's had a 
serious change of heart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At LGF I posted quotes from dozens of Hot Air comments advocating violence 
and revolution, and as far as I know none of them were ever 
deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228122 36037 6 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 1:36:50pm  
 
<P>I knew the story smelled fishy.</P> 
<P>Cantor is shameless. He had to have to known this when he claimed the bullet 
was fired into the window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228137 36037 17 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 1:40:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8228128" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I'm guessing the bullet was probably fired into the air about a half mile 
away? Maybe a mile?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. It was a random incident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228143 36037 20 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 1:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8228134" target=_blank>#15</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was most likely another attempt to instill violence from some radical 
loon. I think Cantor jumped to conclusions; he wasn't targeted specifically, but 
this most likely a threat against the House of Reps in general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P> 
<P>The bullet was fired into the air. There's no way anyone can attribute this 
to a political statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228233 36037 101 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:01:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8228225" target=_blank>#93</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, a bullet comes through a window at his office, yet the story is 
"completely false"?To my mind, "completely false" would mean no bullet entered 
his offices.If this had been a democrat, would it be "completely 
false"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He said the bullet was fired through his window, very clearly implying that 
he was targeted on purpose.</P> 
<P>That was completely false. It's not hard to get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228278 36037 143 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:09:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8228264" target=_blank>#131</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said: "Rep. Eric Cantor, the No. 2 Republican in the House of 
Representatives, said Thursday that a bullet had been fired through a window at 
his campaign office "[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2010/POLITICS/03/25/congress.threats/?hpt=T1" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]How is that "false"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>The bullet was fired into the air.</P> 
<P>Seriously -- are you honestly having trouble seeing why it's false to claim 
the bullet was fired through his window deliberately?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228291 36037 155 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8228285" target=_blank>#149</A> 
Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Cantor made the statements did he have knowledge of the police 
findings?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter whether he knew this already, although I strongly suspect 
he did.</P> 
<P>The claim was completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228303 36037 166 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:12:54pm  
 
<P>The bullet was apparently found less than a foot from the window, the window 
was not broken. It would have been pretty obvious that it was not fired directly 
into the window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228312 36037 174 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:14:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8228309" target=_blank>#171</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really believe that?</P> 
<P>He's a manipulative liar whether or not he knew it may not have been 
deliberate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not write anything like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228324 36037 186 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:16:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8228320" target=_blank>#182</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"although I strongly suspect he did."</P> 



<P>But you don't know, and you don't know the outcome of the investigation.Yet, 
because he's a republican he's automatically a liar.Reminds me of the strong 
suspicions that the tea party was behind the suicide of the census worker in 
Kentucky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please point out the post or comment in which I said Cantor was a "liar."</P> 
<P>Hint: you can't. The straw men flying around in here are getting very 
tiresome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228331 36037 193 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:18:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8228329" target=_blank>#191</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's implied in "completely false".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever. It's pointless to argue with you about it. Believe what you 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228345 36037 206 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8228332" target=_blank>#194</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No but I am calling him a liar and we all know he did lie on many levels.</P> 
<P>Charles is being diplomatic. I am not sure why. However, I feel no need to be 
so merciful when the facts are so very clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not being diplomatic, actually. I strongly suspect Cantor knew the truth 
about this, that it was completely random, when he shamelessly used it to try to 
excuse and divert attention from the threats and violence directed at 
Democrats.</P> 
<P>I don't know for sure that he lied, but I do know that it was a pretty shabby 
political snowjob even if he didn't know the bullet had been fired into the air 
at random.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08228348 36037 208 Charles Thu, Mar 25, 2010 2:22:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/8228344" target=_blank>#205</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update: Coffin was not place on lawn...</P> 
<P>"Rep. Russ Carnahan (D-Mo.) had a coffin placed “near his home,” a spokesman 
said Wednesday evening. "</P> 
<P>"-Editor’s Note: This story has been updated to reflect that the coffin was 
placed in front of Carnahan’s house and not on his lawn."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0310/34982.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's another completely meaningless detail that changes the story not 
one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08230883 36037 1095 Charles Fri, Mar 26, 2010 8:48:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1094/8230658" target=_blank>#1094</A> 
Mournie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>and if it was Pelosi's office you can be sure she'd be out there with the 
same thing. No office should be targeted period... regardless of how it 
happened.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No office was targeted, PERIOD.</P> 
<P>Apparently we have a few people posting comments in here who actually think 
it's possible to predict where a bullet fired into the air is going to 
land.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08230988 36038 894 Charles Fri, Mar 26, 2010 9:22:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/8229584" target=_blank>#354</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<P>If you ever leave another message like this at LGF, your account will be 
history. This is going to be the only warning you get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08234823 36038 896 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 5:11:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/895/8231027" target=_blank>#895</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I'm assuming someone hasn't pointed this out already - that this copy of 
Frankenstein is not the original 1945 edition. It's a later edition from the 
late 60's or early 70's.</P> 
<P>Classics were reprinted in different editions for 40 years and there are 
dozens of printings of some, many with different covers or different art.</P> 
<P>I'm sure this is a lated edition because of the $0.15 cover price. The 1945 
edition would have had a $0.10 cover price. The cover paper stock and size of 
the book were different in 1945 as well.</P> 
<P>The way to tell what edition you have is to find the re-order page. It can be 
on the back cover or in the book. This lists all the books CI was selling when 
this was printed, and the edition is usually referred to as the latest edition 
available. You'll probably find that this was sold when CI 142 (or in that area) 
was the latest available. This is all explained in detail on the Overstreet 
guide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah! Thank you for the info. I was wondering about that, but couldn't find 
that info in the Overstreet guide. (It's not the best-organized 
book...)</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08233339 36042 763 Charles Fri, Mar 26, 2010 11:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/762/8233279" target=_blank>#762</A> 
missykrissy</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, really? Because from here it looks like you're assuming that Rep. Lewis, 
a genuine hero of the civil rights movement, is guilty of LYING. Based on 
nothing except the word of Andrew Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08233860 36042 765 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 10:02:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/764/8233475" target=_blank>#764</A> 
stayfrosty</EM></P> 
<P>The idiocy makes my head hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08235954 36042 770 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 9:50:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/769/8235532" target=_blank>#769</A> 
nopeace4traitors</EM></P> 
<P>I'm doing you a favor and blocking your account, because you're going to be 
much happier at some other site where your kind of racist excuse-making is 
accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08233949 36044 516 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 10:53:59am  
 
<P>Fox is pushing the meme that there's no encouragement of violence coming from 
the right wing. Pushing it <EM>hard</EM>.</P> 
<P>This is an unvarnished lie, and they know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08235212 36045 652 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 8:29:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/8235197" target=_blank>#650</A> Bob Tail</EM></P> 
<P>Flushing out the idiots. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08234558 36046 3 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 2:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8234541" target=_blank>#2</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like my calendar!</P> 
<P>By the way, I'm <EM>almost</EM> accustomed to the lack of horizontal lines on 
it now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, no horizontal lines in the calendar part, dividing the 
days?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08234575 36046 7 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 2:51:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8234570" target=_blank>#5</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Or dividing the weeks, more like. Is mine defective? Was it supposed to 
have horizontal lines?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh - I just checked it again and that's how it's supposed to be. That's the 
design of the 'modern' template.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08234824 36046 164 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 5:13:28pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.time.com/time/covers/0,16641,20100405,00.html" 
target=_blank>Breitbart: The Right's New Loudmouth</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08234825 36046 165 Charles Sat, Mar 27, 2010 5:15:16pm  
 
<P>I'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate Andrew Breitbart on being 
called a right wing loudmouth on the cover of TIME.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08236563 36047 253 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 2:53:59pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8236115" target=_blank>#251</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a very nice looking copy for the apparent grade. It doesn't look like 
it lays perfectly flat - if it was my copy it would find itself under big stack 
of heavy books for about a week or three. But that may be a trick of the 
camera.</P> 
<P>It looks like a 5.0-6.0 to me, which puts its value at $150-$200 according to 
GP Analysis. Because it is a major key book in an affordable price range, it 
probably doesn't NEED to go to CGC. Its value is not solely a product of its 
condition in this price range - any decently presenting copy of this book will 
run you $100. And they are very liquid - the surfer is still 
popular.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting! So you'd say it's better not to get this one graded? If it does 
grade above 6.0, the value goes up considerably, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08236062 36049 6 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 10:46:57am  
 
<P>Does anyone recognize the red flag being carried at the Washington anti-
health care demonstration in <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f7wYt9jee2U" target=_blank>this video</A> 
of the Rep. Emanuel spitting incident?</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ0773CB70.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ0773CB70.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ0773CB70.jpg</A></P> 
<P>I'm fairly sure this is a neo-Nazi flag, but haven't found the exact logo 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08236065 36049 9 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 10:48:37am  
 
<P>It looks very similar to the "triskele" symbol:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/Triskele.asp" 
target=_blank>www.adl.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08236080 36049 22 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 10:56:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8236073" target=_blank>#15</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The debate seems to be if it is, in fact, the Tennessee state flag:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wwp.greenwichmeantime.com/time-
zone/usa/tennessee/images/state-flag-tennessee.jpg" 
target=_blank>wwp.greenwichmeantime.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. That's possible. It appears to have the vertical blue stripe on the 
right edge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08236117 36049 55 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 11:21:27am  
 
<P>A very common tactic of neo-fascist groups is to take the swastika and 
"rotate" it, extend the arms, or slant the "spokes," to disguise its swastika 
origins.</P> 
<P>Christopher Hitchens was attacked in Beirut because he defaced the sign of a 
Lebanese fascist group that used one of these disguised swastikas.</P> 
<P>But this particular one is most likely just a Tennessee flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08236705 36049 124 Charles Sun, Mar 28, 2010 4:16:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8236616" target=_blank>#123</A> bricko</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry but this Dale Robertson character is NOT a speaker for the Tea Party. 
He is a tea party of 1 down in Houston. This picture is up on many sites with 
MANY other things "printed" on it...via photoshop. He is drug out by CNN etc as 
a spokesman for this very sign. They bring him on to make the tea party look bad 
per their usual way. Find someone that is a fool to represent the thing they 
dont like at CNN as a rep for this thing.</P> 
<P>He has been asked not to continue his nonsense but ...you know the drill with 
the net.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then whoever is actually in charge of that group needs to let the Washington 
Times know that. This is only one of at least half a dozen articles they've 
published about leaders of the tea party movement, referring to Robertson as the 
founder of teaparty.org.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08238431 36055 724 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 9:39:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/8238017" target=_blank>#312</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do have a personal partisan political agenda... and it's far from 
undisclosed. I read your "manifesto" at the link you provided. You cloak your 
purpose with a lot of technobabble, but giving the material a full and honest 
reading, any of the lofty goals actually belays a narcissistic mentality, a 
savior complex who will "reduce the negative influence of incompetent yet 
nonetheless well-regarded pundits..."</P> 
<P>While you praise the internet's "wholesome effect on information flow," you 
really belay the fact that you are not happy with the open nature of the medium 
and more interested in the control you can have over the information by 
"address(ing) certain critical issues as determined by a <STRONG>collective 
array</STRONG> of the most erudite and dependable bloggers in existence."</P> 
<P>More like a collective designed to control what you and your hive consider 
valid or not valid information.</P> 
<P>My opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell.</P> 
<P>I have no idea where you're pulling this paranoid nonsense from, but it 
certainly has nothing to do with Barrett Brown's project. You've decided on the 
basis of no evidence whatsoever that the project is about "controlling" 
information -- that's utter nonsense. Why in the world would you assume 
something like this about a project I'm involved in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08238433 36055 726 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 9:40:03am  
 
<P>And people updinged that post?</P> 
<P>WTF!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08238788 36056 57 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 11:12:29am  
 
<P>And of course, I'm already seeing the comments from conservatives all over 
Twitter gleefully pouncing on the story of the guy who threatened Eric Cantor, 
because he was an Obama donor.</P> 



<P>They're going to try to put a political spin on it, of course, after all the 
recent stories of right wing threats and extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08238811 36056 75 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 11:16:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8238792" target=_blank>#60</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It shouldn't be hard. Putting a political spin on that one, I mean.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy was completely nuts; I watched a couple of the depressing crazy 
videos he posted at Google Video. Like the guy who crashed his airplane into the 
federal building, there was nothing politically driven about his threats; it's 
probably more because Cantor is Jewish than anything else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08238824 36056 85 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 11:18:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8238807" target=_blank>#71</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pam Geller claims the dude is Muslim. Anyone else said that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After watching a couple of the videos, he seems like a crazy person who 
fixated on Islam, not a real Muslim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08240043 36059 33 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 5:50:17pm  
 
<P>What's that? Somebody complained about something?</P> 
<P>Take a ticket and get in line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08240344 36060 75 Charles Mon, Mar 29, 2010 7:31:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8240328" target=_blank>#62</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, this may be totally geeky or maybe it's a girl thing, but do you 
have any Archie's in there? Or maybe the Green Hornet? I loved the Green Hornet. 
My brother had a cardboard "lair" with a working elevator on a 
pulley.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have hundreds of Archie comics. Also hundreds of Richie Rich.</P> 
<P>No Green Hornet, but several issues of Green Lantern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241373 36061 44 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:29:56am  
 
<P>There seems to be a consensus in the Republican Party that the only way they 
can retain enough political clout to contend with Democrats is to pander to the 
extremists in the tea party movement and other far right groups, by slyly 
wording statements in order to avoid unequivocally denouncing them.</P> 
<P>GOP politicians seem to believe that if they really cut off the extremist 
fringe, they'd lose a large portion of their base.</P> 
<P>They could be right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08241410 36061 81 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:39:53am  
 
<P>And sorry, but no, I also don't agree that the Pentagon shooter's ideology 
wasn't right wing. John Patrick Bedell's beliefs came straight out of the far 
right libertarian movement, and although pretty crazy, they were far more 
coherent than Leboon's beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241423 36061 93 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:43:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8241396" target=_blank>#67</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I caught a ration of crap with the pentagon shooter, I'm glad to see so 
many converts to my argument. Welcome aboard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't count me among the "converts." Calling this guy an apolitical loon has 
absolutely nothing to do with the Pentagon shooter, who was an extreme right 
wing libertarian anarchist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241437 36061 106 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:47:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8241432" target=_blank>#101</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any information ever come out regarding his affiliation with the Cato 
Institute?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think anything came of that. He apparently used an email address 
with the Cato domain name, but I never saw any follow-up on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241441 36061 110 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:48:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8241434" target=_blank>#103</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8241435" target=_blank>#104</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>I do not agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241445 36061 114 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:49:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8241440" target=_blank>#109</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tautologies are tautologies.</P> 
<P>If David Duke is crazy, does that mean he's not a right-wing, white 
supremacist fascist? Your argument is empty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241476 36061 145 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 11:58:53am  
 
<P>It's silly to just say "crazy is crazy." You can't classify human beings so 
easily.</P> 
<P>History is full of examples of people we'd call crazy, who were very 
obsessive about a political ideology. Politics and insanity are not mutually 
exclusive -- in fact, one often drives the other. It's not a simple either/or 
situation -- nuts or not nuts. It's more of a continuum of crazy, with some 



people far out on the fringes where the ideologies are all tangled up, and 
others closer to the more recognizable right/left classification.</P> 
<P>The guy who crashed his airplane into the federal building was not easily 
identifiable by ideology, and seemed more driven by personal anger and 
bitterness. The Pentagon shooter had a pretty clearly defined right wing 
libertarian anarchist position.</P> 
<P>You can't throw these two people into the same "crazy" bag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241497 36061 166 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 12:05:01pm  
 
<P>And by the way, on the continuum of crazy, Leboon is dangling off the edge by 
his fingernails. In some of the videos he looks heavily self-medicated 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241549 36061 211 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 12:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8241463" target=_blank>#132</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>My best recollection on one of your posts on this subject says that there was 
no reason to think that the bullet attack on Cantor's office was targetting it. 
Indeed, it appeared true as even the police report thought it was a stray 
bullet.</P> 
<P>With this man's direct video statement (that "your office has received my 
bullets" or somehing to that effect) there is now reason to believe Cantor was 
targeted. I'm assuming the video with the statement was posted after the the 
attack was made (might be worth checking). I'm also assuming Cantor was aware of 
the video when he was talking about the bullet in his office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The police statement said the bullet had been fired into the air and struck 
the windowsill on the way down.</P> 
<P>A more likely explanation, assuming that the police statement was accurate 
(and I'm sure they tried to make it as accurate as possible, it was a high 
profile story), is that Leboon decided to take credit for the incident after 
seeing the news reports, and that he actually had nothing to do with it at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08242658 36061 292 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 5:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8242555" target=_blank>#291</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But but but...I thought the allegations that Cantor's office was hit were 
"completely false"!!!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/03/richmond-
police-statement-on-cantor-office-vandalism.php" 
target=_blank>tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you even bother reading your own links? This is the police statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Richmond Police detective was assigned to the case. A preliminary 
investigation shows that <STRONG>a bullet was fired into the air and struck the 
window in a downward direction</STRONG>, landing on the floor about a foot from 
the window.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08242675 36061 293 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 5:47:55pm  
 
<P>And for the record, this is what I wrote about it:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now we learn, from the official police statement, that Republican Rep. 
Eric Cantor’s claim that his Richmond office was targeted by someone who fired a 
bullet through the window turns out to be completely false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His office was not targeted, and no bullet was fired through his office 
window.</P> 
<P>It wasn't even Cantor's office window sill that was damaged -- it was another 
office in the same building.</P> 
<P>It was a random bullet fired into the air that damaged a window in a building 
in which Rep. Cantor had an office.</P> 
<P>I stand by every word I wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241676 36062 91 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 12:51:20pm  
 
<P>Well, here come the sock puppets, as always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241735 36062 141 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 1:04:20pm  
 
<P>Seven sock puppet attempts already. 31 hatchlings.</P> 
<P>I may let the socks go for a while, just to give the lizard army some 
sport.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08241938 36062 324 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 1:50:30pm  
 
<P>More than 60 hatchlings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08242126 36062 499 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 2:44:04pm  
 
<P>The door has slammed shut, brutally and without warning.</P> 
<P>Here's the list of 99 hatchlings, minus a few blocked socks.</P> 
<P>ArceuthobiumpsycoborgMicrobrusocialrepublicanTuru The 
TerribleDSheniseMountain 
Beartoken_287justaminutecookEmnstrSgtMacUkobserverDreggasNojaytajinerehellointer
netspiderbucketsoflawriterSlightly Drooling Love Child of BeckOld 
DragondequeuedWallEyeThe Great RalphCarleeCorkBruce 
SharpObserverArtRenegade51neil 
wilsonKainTheGreatGatorAtLawllevequeLiet_KynesBrent FavreHieronymus 
BoschmlgblgshadesmangymuttSpewedOutGloria 
TeasdalebleehayesSandlappertomvKilroy01tfrodochbartleCoachrichardHaigCougiancons
tantine8870MattHockmichaelghRobocopNixonBBGBBGsteve_davisowlsbitetoom0nkeyb0yCra
shGordonDamnDirtyApeshingouki666ksteubinHeaven's Thunder 
Hammerdaddiokng3CPOShirrushCarrieCDookiestain 
LaFlairMaryAnneBrownpecosbillShared HumanityYukon 
DiggerGarage_Band_MomsamuraishaketnguitaristSigma_xthe_alternativeMarkAMsearch4t
ruthRobin27kmcsheapragmatic idealistmullensmdgnrvilleTransfromnationBennie 
SabesrumrunnerUNCDaveVirtualSoundNWluther70djceltsrbottomsMr. 
SharkmanAngel13The_AssimilatorBracmeshNautilusWiesmandasunrisinWatchthiefJustWon
derful</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08243359 36064 795 Charles Tue, Mar 30, 2010 8:51:39pm  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds links to this dishonest post today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.weaselzippers.net/blog/2010/03/charles-johnson-
fairly-sure-the-tennesee-state-flag-is-neonazi-logo.html" 
target=_blank>www.weaselzippers.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that he took a screenshot of a comment I posted -- and ignored the 
comments that followed minutes later in the same thread, in which I clearly said 
the flag was a Tennessee flag.</P> 
<P>These people are so crazy it boggles the mind -- and they're liars 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08244299 36065 116 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2010 9:22:43am  
 
<P>Well, this post has flushed out three losers so far.</P> 
<P>I see that all of the usual suspects are linking to Weasel Zippers at 
Memeorandum.</P> 
<P>I don't know how those lying sacks of shit look themselves in the 
mirror.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08244393 36065 118 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2010 9:44:20am  
 
<P>Reynolds updates with another stupid comment: <A 
href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/96769/" target=_blank>UPDATE: I see 
that Charles d…</A></P> 
<P>Still no link to LGF, which I must admit is a clever tactic — if you’re 
trying to spread lies and don’t want people to see for themselves that you’re a 
liar.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see that Charles did eventually figure out that it was a Tennessee flag, 
not some sort of “neo-Nazi” emblem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“Eventually,” in this case being defined as about <STRONG>10 minutes 
later</STRONG>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, you know, seeing neo-Nazis behind every bush deserves a bit of mockery. 
The Tea Party movement is not a neo-Nazi front, however much some might wish to 
make it so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Is there any special reason why it might be reasonable to consider the 
possibility of a neo-Nazi flag at this particular rally? (The claim that I said 
“the Tea Party movement is a neo-Nazi front” is a ludicrous straw man argument, 
as I’m sure law professor Reynolds is well aware.)</P> 
<P>Oh, that’s right — this just happened to be the demonstration at which tea 
partiers yelled the “N” word at Representatives Lewis and Emanuel, and spit at 
Rep. Emanuel. I guess Glenn Reynolds “forgot” that little bit of 
context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08250112 36065 126 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 11:32:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8249041" target=_blank>#125</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like it could be the B&amp;H Triskele to me as well, it's very 
clearly and absolutely not the Tennessee state flag as that lying pusbag WZ is 
claiming. TN state colors are red, white, blue, not red, white, and black like 
the Nazis. The tea party flag does not have a blue edge like the TN flag does, 



it does not have a blue circle as the TN flag does, it does not have three white 
stars as the the TN flag does. You have to make shit up to come to conclusions 
like WZ, of course he had no trouble making up a death certificate for a blogger 
who disappeared awhile back either. Ask the Weasel about his friend "Ronbo" 
sometime...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I downloaded the FLV file so I could go through it frame by frame 
with Quicktime, and yes, it does have the vertical blue stripe - it's clearly 
visible in a couple of frames.</P> 
<P>The video is low quality, and the flag is far away from the camera. Because 
it's so pixellated and hard to make out, the negative space between the stars 
creates the illusion that resembles the <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/Triskele.asp" target=_blank>triskele 
symbol</A> (a modified swastika).</P> 
<P>There's nothing wrong with asking whether it might be a neo-Nazi flag, 
because in the low-quality video it does bear a resemblance to that symbol, and 
the background red color is very close to a standard <A 
href="http://www.adl.org/hate_symbols/default_graphics.asp" target=_blank>neo-
Nazi flag color</A>. (Not to mention that this is the rally at which the 'N' 
word was yelled at black representatives.)</P> 
<P>But the blue stripe settles it - it's the TN flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08250183 36065 127 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 12:02:31pm  
 
<P>Here's the frame in which you can see the vertical blue stripe of the TN 
flag:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ0773CB70.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ0773CB70.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ0773CB70.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08244885 36068 12 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2010 12:21:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8244872" target=_blank>#6</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is the West Coast off limits to exploration?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the people who live on the West Coast are pretty solidly against it, 
and well-organized politically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08244901 36068 19 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2010 12:26:19pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.usnews.com/articles/news/national/2008/06/18/schwarzenegger-
still-opposes-offshore-drilling.html" target=_blank>Schwarzenegger Still Opposes 
Offshore Drilling</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08245531 36071 156 Charles Wed, Mar 31, 2010 4:18:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8245281" target=_blank>#11</A> ckb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unlike many of the other marvel titles from this period, ASM is in high 
enough demand that CGC graded book in the VF 8.0 area are worth grading, with 
prices in the $250-$300 range. Your copy looks like it could be better than 
that.</P> 



<P>Anyone lucky enough to have NM 9.4 or better copies of ASM under issue 50 
have thousand dollar books each. The 9.4 grade is very unforgiving though, as 
you may expect, given those prices.</P> 
<P>Good luck!</P> 
<P>What are your plans for them? Have you figured out how you are going to sell 
them? Slabbed books are similar to commodities, since they have been 
independently assessed for condition by experts, it takes a lot of the guesswork 
out of buying. A number of sites have sprung up that act as middlemen in the 
transaction for a 10% (or so) fee. ComicLink and ComicConnect come to mind. eBay 
is a viable venue for slabbed books as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're going to get some of the rarer ones graded and see what we have, then 
decide the best way to sell them. There are close to a thousand comic books in 
the whole collection, with lots of Marvel books in excellent 
shape.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08247542 36076 43 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 2:04:09pm  
 
<P>Heh. I just fired up Tweetdeck to check out Twitter for the first time all 
week, and the wingnut blahgs are all acting like a high school clique, flinging 
poo at me for that stupid dishonest post by "Weasel Zippers." They're really 
living on another planet these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08247552 36076 48 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 2:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8247544" target=_blank>#45</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the Zippers site named in honor of our very own 
Iceferret?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's actually one of our rotating sayings, has been since the beginning. 
"Weasel Zippers" took his name from LGF. It's kind of a classic "I hate you 
Daddy!" reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08247709 36077 12 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 3:03:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8247706" target=_blank>#10</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Um, where are all the Mad Magazines?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have about 20-30 Mad Magazines. Didn't get photos of them yet, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08247727 36077 23 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 3:08:33pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately Mad Magazine had that infamous "tri-fold" picture on the back 
cover that turned into another picture when you folded it, so a lot of these 
have heavily creased back covers, which damages their value as collectibles.</P> 
<P>I don't like scanning valuable comics because you have to close the cover on 
the book, which could damage it. And if you leave them in the plastic cases the 
reflection is too noticeable from the bright scanner bulb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08247796 36077 84 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 3:40:10pm  



 
<P>I have a really tragic comic book photo I'll post - Spider-Man #38, with no 
cover. It's enough to make a strong man weep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08248004 36077 282 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:07:41pm  
 
<P>Testing an embedded showbox image:</P> 
<P><A title=Amazing-Spider-Man-038.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Amazing-Spider-Man-
038.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: Amazing-Spider-Man-
038.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08248014 36077 292 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:10:13pm  
 
<P>Reload the page and it will work.</P> 
<P>All you have to do is put the URL of an image file (JPEG, GIF, or PNG) on a 
separate line, and it will automatically be converted to a Shadowboxed popup 
image.</P> 
<P><A title=Amazing-Spider-Man-034.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/Amazing-Spider-
Man-034.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: Amazing-Spider-Man-
034.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08248040 36077 316 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:22:25pm  
 
<P>A Daylife image - does it work?</P> 
<P><A title=610x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/08Zs7jy6K3ath/610x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 610x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08248068 36077 344 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:28:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/8248057" target=_blank>#333</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...the pic didn't embed correctly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your link was to a web page - you have to link directly to the image file. 
You can get that address by right clicking the picture... for example:</P> 
<P><A title=610x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/03zM1fY3mQ5QJ/610x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 610x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08248094 36077 369 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:37:10pm  
 
<P>You can put your own title on a Shadowbox link by adding:</P> 
<P>rel="shadowbox"</P> 
<P>...inside the &lt;a&gt; tag. Like this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.innocentenglish.com/cute-pictures/wp/wp-
content/uploads/2008/05/cute-cat-hiding.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Very 
cute kitteh.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08248104 36077 379 Charles Thu, Apr 1, 2010 5:41:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/8248095" target=_blank>#370</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do think the x to close the pic should be on the upper right. Seems more 
intuitive that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can also close just by clicking anywhere outside the picture, or by 
typing Esc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08249697 36079 65 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 9:05:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8249541" target=_blank>#64</A> 
PaxAmericana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could have been worse. He could have quoted Invictus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean he could have quoted "Invictus," the last words of Timothy McVeigh, 
in a Michelle Malkin comment thread full of support for armed revolution and 
militias, like the comment I pointed out a few days ago?</P> 
<P>It's pretty pathetic how people insist on ignoring the context for these 
kinds of things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08249786 36082 13 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 9:33:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8249783" target=_blank>#11</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, whats the call on how long it will take for a stalker to hit the comments 
section?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that I posted the link, the Estimated Stalker Arrival is in about 15 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08249885 36084 4 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 10:31:33am  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>The comments at Fox News for their story on Scott Roeder's sentencing are 
freaking unbelievable.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/us/2010/04/02/abortion-doctors-killer-
uses-sentencing-forum/" target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08249907 36084 24 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 10:42:57am  
 
<P>I notice that Erickson is especially concerned with the government finding 
out how often he flushes his toilet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08250036 36085 47 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 11:09:40am  
 
<P>No street addresses or email addresses, please...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08251028 36088 10 Charles Fri, Apr 2, 2010 6:21:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8251024" target=_blank>#8</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ANY collectible is worth WAY more if it is intact with all pieces and parts. 
The value goes down considerably with the loss of any part.</P> 
<P>I have a victorian side-table with a marble top - one of the legs has been 
repaired, and unfortunately, the repair also required that the piece be 
refinished. It has good value, but it's worth MUCH less than the same piece with 
no repairs and the original finish would be.</P> 
<P>Still - this collection is pretty darned cool.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. Thankfully, the Lizard Collection has 40 other Spider-Man 
comics in very good to excellent condition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08252027 36090 19 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2010 10:58:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8252011" target=_blank>#6</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, for what's its worth(not much) one of the Hutaree is a registered 
Dem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Showing once again that party registration is not a reliable indicator of a 
person's politics, because there is nothing "left wing" about 
Hutaree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08252173 36091 5 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2010 1:17:53pm  
 
<P>Found this open source regular expression code for several different 
languages, to detect mobile browsers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://detectmobilebrowser.com/" 
target=_blank>detectmobilebrowser.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08252855 36092 17 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2010 6:36:24pm  
 
<P>If you have an iPhone, there's a great comic book reader app that lets you 
buy Marvel titles. Has lots of free comics too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/comics/id303491945?mt=8" 
target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08252862 36092 22 Charles Sat, Apr 3, 2010 6:49:28pm  
 
<P>High res pic of the cover:</P> 
<P><A title=X-Men-035-Large.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/X-Men-035-
Large.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: X-Men-035-
Large.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08254388 36097 392 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2010 3:21:36pm  
 
<P>And today I see Glenn Reynolds pimping an interview with white supremacist 
Robert Stacy McCain, at the 'jumpinginpools' website -- which is run by a 
complete psycho who registered numerous sock puppets at LGF to pimp his blog and 
up-ding his own posts, and engaged in a bizarre smear campaign at numerous 
sites, pretending to be different people. He's mentally ill.</P> 



<P>Right wing blogs are completely off their gourds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08254901 36099 19 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2010 7:00:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8254893" target=_blank>#13</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was well before my time here. Still, I find it really telling how 
willing the public fringe is to go so angry, so vile, and insulting. We see this 
at blogs, &amp; ordinary news sites with a comment feature etc. Either real time 
moderation will get real people assigned with the costs that entails, or many 
sites should simply not allow comments. Sites as obvious as CNN down to your 
friendly area political blogger.Frankly I almost never read the comments 
anywhere else. Certainly no where they are un moderated. I'm just not willing to 
sort out the garbage on my own.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way to prevent the crazies from taking over is to exercise strong 
moderation.</P> 
<P>And if you do that, you'd better be prepared to be vilified and smeared all 
over the Internet, because the crazies are obsessively 
vindictive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08254986 36099 101 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2010 7:21:43pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't be so quick to dismiss what Reginald Perrin said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08255301 36100 20 Charles Sun, Apr 4, 2010 8:36:21pm  
 
<P>The wingnut blogs are shrieking again, about my post on Teabonics.</P> 
<P>They think I posted an "obviously photoshopped picture." But they couldn't 
seem to figure out how to click the link I posted and see the dozens of other 
photos in the set.</P> 
<P>The idiocy just keeps on going.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.redstate.com/neokong/2010/04/04/charles-johnson-
posts-an-obvious-photoshop-to-try-and-smear-tea-partiers/" 
target=_blank>www.redstate.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256305 36102 303 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 1:37:39pm  
 
<P>Jawa Report is one of the blogs that slanders me relentlessly. I'm not going 
to let LGF be used to send them traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256687 36103 277 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:32:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/8256675" target=_blank>#272</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1) Agreed, but is not the sea ice extent one of the most widely touted 
parameters when it suits one's agenda?2) OK, so let's put some scientists to 
work to figure out how to blow a few more holes in the ozone over both poles.3. 
Agree, but in geological terms "short term" is a lot longer than 30 years or 
even 300 years.</P> 



<P>I love the way folks on both sides of the issue are too invested in their 
respective agendas to tolerate even the POSSIBILITY of some hopeful 
signs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are completely misrepresenting the data on the NSIDC page. It says very 
clearly that Arctic sea ice is still very much below normal levels.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In February, Arctic sea ice extent continued to track below the average, and 
near the levels observed for February 2007. Ice extent was unusually low in the 
Atlantic sector of the Arctic, and above normal in the Bering Sea. Meanwhile, 
Antarctic sea ice reached its summer minimum, near the average for 1979 to 
2000.</P> 
<P>Arctic sea ice extent averaged for February 2010 was 14.58 million square 
kilometers (5.63 million square miles). This was 1.06 million square kilometers 
(409,000 square miles) below the 1979 to 2000 average for February, but 220,000 
square kilometers (85,000 square miles) above the record low for the month, 
which occurred in February 2005.</P> 
<P>Ice extent was above normal in the Bering Sea, but remained below normal over 
much of the Atlantic sector of the Arctic, including the Barents Sea, part of 
the East Greenland Sea, and in the Davis Strait.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256705 36103 284 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/8256698" target=_blank>#281</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. I said March, not February.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. You're going to claim that because sea ice extent 
is slightly greater in March, that difference in <EM>one month</EM> is enough to 
claim there's nothing unusual going on?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256711 36103 285 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:40:49pm  
 
<P>Once again, we see how a denialist newspaper -- the Telegraph -- is spreading 
nonsense about global warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256731 36103 289 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:48:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/8256724" target=_blank>#286</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note I was asking about the story, and not making any accusations. I 
did and do question the strange lack of video or audio of the 
incident.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went to the Post Office this morning, and there's no video or audio of 
that, either. Is that "strange?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256738 36103 291 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/8256727" target=_blank>#287</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>On your first and third points, I do not disagree with your statements. My 
point was that even short-term positive trends are good news because they are 
some evidence that the forecast trends are not linear, and it is alway possible 
that the short term trend will continue.</P> 
<P>As to your second point about the ozone layer, I was joking, but quite 
honestly if I thought that making a few holes in the ozone layer would reverse 
the polar ice losses, I would be willing to tolerate an increased risk of skin 
cancer if it meant a serious slowdown or even a reversal in GW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A slight increase in sea ice extent in <EM>one month</EM> is completely 
meaningless, in light of several decades' worth of evidence that show a 
catastrophic long term trend of decreasing sea ice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256745 36103 294 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 3:55:36pm  
 
<P>It is simplistic and incorrect to claim that Antarctica is gaining ice. 
Skeptical Science has a good post on the true situation: <A 
href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/antarctica-gaining-ice.htm" 
target=_blank>Is Antarctica losing or gaining ice?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08256841 36106 4 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 4:35:26pm  
 
<P>Note that Wikileaks is claiming that they had to break the military 
encryption of this video -- which seems very odd to me. Military encryption is 
exceedingly tough to break; if Wikileaks has a way to do it, they're ahead of 
most governments in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257034 36106 161 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 5:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8256990" target=_blank>#121</A> 
jantjepietje</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I am not wrong. Military-grade encryption is acknowledged by all experts 
to be the strongest form of encryption in use today.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They used simple passwords like 'progress' and other easily bruteforced 
stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless you know more about this incident than has been revealed publicly, 
you're just speculating. Sure, a weak passphrase will render the strongest 
encryption worthless, but you're just imagining that's the case 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257060 36106 184 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 5:54:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8257050" target=_blank>#175</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They didn't encrypt the video back in 2007 that I'm aware of, not even for 
drone feeds (see recent controversy over the Taliban in Pakistan watching our 
drone feeds, etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be, but the head of Wikileaks stated that they had to "break 
military encryption" on this video -- that's why I'm discussing it.</P> 



<P>It seems like an odd thing to say. If the file really was encrypted by 
military standards, I seriously doubt that Wikileaks would have been able to 
break it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257170 36106 291 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 6:24:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8256991" target=_blank>#122</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Hot Air poster thinks the video is a Hollywood produced fake./</P> 
<P>"This may be pure conjecture but that video is a fake; it’s a façade and 
there a few glaring discrepancies with the video from which you can ascertain 
this. Firstly, the camera wasn’t using the FLIR system that the U.S. military 
utilizes for it’s thermal imagery (this is an example of what an Apache 
gunship’s thermal FLIR system would look like. Secondly, based the audio from 
the template, the “soldiers” from this fake video sound like they’re in an 
sterile environment… i.e. not in a warzone, either in the helo or on the ground. 
Moreover, in this video, the pilots refer to the insurgents weapons as 
“automatic weapons,” attesting to how prevalent the Kalashnikov is and how may 
different variants there are. Not simply “AK 47s,” which is indicative of 
colloquial langue. Furthermore, they portray the “soldiers” as sophomoric 
automatons, who are trigger happy. Conversely, the authentic videos suggest 
otherwise; it’s antithetical to the one from wikileaks as the pilots are 
judicious when discerning targets. So the question is what are the aims of the 
people who posted it: are they simply releasing disinformation or is this a 
viral video? I’ll assert that this is unambiguously a viral video because this 
has all the hallmarks of some bullshit Hollywood production. The soldiers sound 
scripted, the Bradley Fighting vehicles look inauthentic (they look like some 
Hollywood prop tank), and the soldiers approach the area of operations 
complacently without setting up a perimeter or taking any other tactical 
maneuvers. My conclusions is that his is simply and unequivocally a viral video 
for some bullshit antiwar movie based on this event (why the hell is there a 
site dedicated to this wikileaks video?). This is the standard m.o. for a viral 
campaign."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The US military has acknowledged that the video is genuine.</P> 
<P>That Hot Air comment is a perfect example of why you should never trust what 
some random Internet military-wannabe moron posts at Hot Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257191 36106 311 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 6:28:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8257179" target=_blank>#300</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Video shows U.S. firing on civilians in Iraq' on MSNBC.</P> 
<P>No question in the land of Chris "Tingles" Matthews, Rachel Maddow and Keith 
Olbermann.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's actually an accurate description. This video does show the US military 
firing on civilians, including children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257226 36106 345 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 6:36:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/8257219" target=_blank>#338</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>With all due respect, I do not think for a minute they knew they were firing 
on children. You can spot them in a video as presented here of course, but that 
is not real world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say they knew they were firing on civilians, and the headline 
doesn't say that either. But it is factually accurate to say that the video 
shows the US firing on civilians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257277 36106 396 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 6:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/8257262" target=_blank>#381</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about they watch falling man, and then the beheading. Of Daniel Pearl. Oh 
and I still really object to the oxymoron title. There is no Collateral Murder. 
That is purified, concentrated anti American propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen several beheading videos. They really suck.</P> 
<P>And I still think the shooting of the rescue van in this video is 
disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257601 36106 718 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 7:32:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/696/8257579" target=_blank>#696</A> Hawk With 
Claws</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I recognize your screen name from the comments section on Hot Air. 
Are you a poster there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? You registered two days ago, and reine has been a valued LGF 
commenter for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257622 36106 739 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 7:36:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/8257614" target=_blank>#731</A> Hawk With 
Claws</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to be disrespectful. I think I have seen that name on some 
other website. I meant no disrespect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were you previously registered at LGF as 'nnw59'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08257970 36108 5 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 8:46:11pm  
 
<P>"Hawk With Claws" is "YoungLibertarian92" back again.</P> 
<P>And now banned again.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why this freak is continuing to do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08258171 36109 32 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 10:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8258170" target=_blank>#31</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.digitaljournal.com/article/290100" target=_blank>Figures 
show Arctic ice dramatically increased during winter</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another deceptive article from the denial industry.</P> 



<P>This is a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08258174 36109 35 Charles Mon, Apr 5, 2010 10:05:24pm  
 
<P>A note to people who spread these lies about global warming: there will come 
a day, and it won't be too far in the future, when you will greatly regret 
helping to deceive people about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08258966 36109 288 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:22:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/8258782" target=_blank>#283</A> nc gray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think ol Rush got his point across given the responses here... Rush spends 
precious little time on birther issues... However, what he did is no different 
than Charles rushing to show a Christian is three ways removed from a white 
supremacist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08258969 36109 289 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:24:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/8258934" target=_blank>#285</A> 
jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>De facto head of the GOP? Did I miss something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently so.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35235_The_Most_Influential_Conserv
ative" target=_blank>The Most Influential Conservative</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259282 36109 295 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 11:48:04am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259583 36109 297 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 1:09:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/8259401" target=_blank>#296</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me, I ignore the race hustlers, the birthers, the truthers, the 
birchers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. Except when you're accusing Michelle Obama of being a Birther.</P> 
<P>The person who posted the video Limbaugh cited is, of course, a completely 
insane hard-core Birther.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/user/syc1959" target=_blank>syc1959's 
Channel</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262297 36109 301 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:35:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8261861" target=_blank>#300</A> 
haakondahl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Shill, I updinged you not for your take on Rush (I haven't listened to him in 
years), but because I agree with you that The First Lady said something really 
stupid or really strange, and I find it creepy how nobody thinks that it is 
noteworthy.</P> 
<P>This was a very long post. Now it's not. I'd be wasting my 
breath.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. She made an off the cuff comment in an obscure speech, about Barack 
Obama's ancestral country. This stupid fake outrage could not be more 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08258980 36110 524 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:31:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/8258833" target=_blank>#382</A> The Sanity 
Inspector</EM></P> 
<P>Since you are posting at Protein Wisdom -- a site that viciously attacks me 
on a regular basis -- you're not welcome at LGF.</P> 
<P>I'm no longer surprised by this kind of two-faced behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259060 36111 14 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:11:10am  
 
<P>Pamela "Shrieking Harpy" Geller manages to combine ignorance, a complete lack 
of class, and blatant racism in one illiterate sentence: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2010/04/nobamas-nuclear-
posture-poser-review-no-nukes-even-in-if-hit-with-chemicalbio-weapons-gd-help-
us.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>NObama's 'Nuclear Posture Poser 
Review': No Nukes, Even in Self Defense or if Hit with Chemical/Bio weapons ... 
G-d Help Us - Atlas Shrugs</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama says to our enemies, bring it on, we won't fight ya -- leaving us bare 
naked vulnerable like a virgin slipped a Rohypnol on her first date with a 
Chicagoland gangsta.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259208 36111 135 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 11:08:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8259202" target=_blank>#129</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<P>If you continue with this baiting crap, I'm simply going to block your 
account. I'm sick and tired of it, and I'm not going to let you hijack any more 
threads with this bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259214 36111 140 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 11:10:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/8259210" target=_blank>#136</A> 
gegenkritik</EM></P> 
<P>You asked for it, you got it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08259222 36111 148 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 11:12:50am  
 
<P>Now will come the inevitable hate mail, which will be filed immediately in 
the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08259553 36112 13 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 12:59:37pm  
 
<P>This story is a perfect example of how the base of the GOP has swung to the 
extreme right. McCain knows this, and like any career politician he's trying to 
pander to the current political climate for votes, by tossing his reputation as 
a moderate into the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260179 36114 95 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 3:45:13pm  
 
 
 
<P>Another person who belongs to the Sons of Confederate Veterans: white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260223 36114 139 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 3:53:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8260181" target=_blank>#97</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You might also add that there were a number of confederate soldiers who 
<EM>were</EM> black.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is simply not true.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theatlantic.com/culture/archive/2009/07/the-myth-
of-black-confederate-soldiers/21370/" 
target=_blank>www.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260285 36114 199 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 4:06:31pm  
 
<P>The reason why this ridiculous canard that "black soldiers fought in the 
Confederate Army" <EM>always</EM> comes up when this subject is raised: because 
it's supposed to undercut the very obvious truth that the Civil War was about 
slavery, from start to finish.</P> 
<P>There were NO black soldiers fighting on the side of the Confederacy. This 
claim is FALSE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260370 36114 283 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 4:20:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/8260367" target=_blank>#280</A> Sigma_x</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are there really people still left on earth who tries to argue that the Civil 
War was about anything OTHER than slavery?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, lots of them. And many of them are right wing bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260378 36114 291 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 4:22:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/8260371" target=_blank>#284</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep...I was going to post to Charles about that...the Civil War (like just 
about every fucking war in the planet's history) was about economics as much as 
anything else...but ending slavery was a nice benefit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wars are complex events with many causes. But without slavery, there would 
have been no Civil War.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260399 36114 312 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 4:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8260392" target=_blank>#305</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea :( They also say really bad things about Lincoln.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this year's CPAC, there was a panel discussion sponsored by the Ron Paul 
Campaign for Liberty, calling Abraham Lincoln a "war criminal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260980 36115 101 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 6:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8260837" target=_blank>#26</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My vote goes to Rep. Hank Johnson who thinks that stationing 8000 marines on 
Guam will make it tip over and capsize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rep. Hank Johnson is gravely ill with hepatitis C. But don't let that stop 
you from mocking him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08260999 36115 117 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:02:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8260993" target=_blank>#112</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not gravely ill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he most certainly is. <A href="http://www.ajc.com/news/u-s-rep-hank-
230506.html" target=_blank>U.S. Rep. Hank Johnson battling hepatitis C</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WASHINGTON -- For months, speculation has swirled in both Atlanta and 
Washington about U.S. Rep. Hank Johnson's health.</P> 
<P>The Lithonia Democrat's already-thin frame has shed 30 pounds in the past 
year. His speech is slower than ever, and he regularly gets lost in thought in 
the middle of a discussion. He is easily fatigued and often impatient and 
irritable.</P> 
<P>Monday, he revealed why.</P> 
<P>In an exclusive interview with the AJC, Johnson disclosed he has been 
battling hepatitis C, an incurable, blood-borne liver disease, for more than a 
decade.</P> 
<P>He was officially declared free of the virus in January, but it has ravaged 
his liver, resulted in thyroid problems and other health issues, including 
depression, for which he's also being treated. To keep the disease in remission, 
Johnson is going through an experimental treatment that he said has been the 
worst part so far.</P> 
<P>"I am weaker than I ever have been," Johnson, 55, said in his Capitol Hill 
office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261011 36115 128 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8261007" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>In your quote, he is saying that the worst part has been the current drug 
therapy that he's undergoing. That is not end-stage liver disease. Trust me. He 
can speak for himself. No one with end-stage liver disease is debating the finer 
points of infrastructure on Guam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say he had "end stage liver disease." I said he is gravely ill. And 
that is absolutely true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261025 36115 137 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:09:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8261018" target=_blank>#132</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not. Gravely ill due to liver disease = nonfunctional. Trust me, 
before you lessen the gravity of what it really looks like to be gravely ill due 
to liver disease.</P> 
<P>Don't minimize how horribly this disease can end by overdramatizing the side 
effects of medication.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And don't try to blow smoke up my ass. He's been fighting hepatitis C for 
more than a decade and has lost 30 pounds in the past year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261038 36115 149 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:14:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8261035" target=_blank>#146</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I lost an uncle to this. Charles can own this blog but he's obviously not a 
doctor, and in this case, has no fucking idea what he's talking about. The sky 
is blue no matter what color someone else says it is, and when one is gravely 
ill from this disease, they are in a wholly different state than Hank 
Johnson's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why you're being such an asshole. The guy has hepatitis C, and 
is seriously, gravely ill from it.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261045 36115 155 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:18:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8261044" target=_blank>#154</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll log off. My uncle was gravely ill from hepC...before he died. I know 
what gravely ill from this disease looks like. I know all too well.</P> 
<P>Good night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, what that taught you is to be a complete jerk about other people 
who have the disease.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261066 36115 174 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:27:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/8261057" target=_blank>#166</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Food borne? Hmm...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you misread something. The quote says "blood borne."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08261073 36115 181 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 7:29:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/8261072" target=_blank>#180</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>moral of the story, if you choose to do drugs bring your own 
gear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to insinuate that Rep. Johnson is a drug 
addict?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261202 36116 32 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:19:21pm  
 
<P>"Stop the race mixing march of the Antichrist."</P> 
<P>The only difference between this slogan and the religious right's current 
slogans is that they've learned not to use the term "race 
mixing."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261236 36116 47 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:28:41pm  
 
<P>I've posted dozens and dozens of photos of Tea Party signs that are every bit 
as disgusting as the signs you see above.</P> 
<P>But hey. Let's just forget about all that. Right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261250 36116 59 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:32:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8261240" target=_blank>#50</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Said another way, I don't know that a convincing case could be made, on the 
data, that <EM>everybody</EM> at <EM>every</EM> Tea Party event is batshit 
insane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why nobody has made such a case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261278 36116 83 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8261268" target=_blank>#74</A> Boondock St. 
Bender</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure even most of them aren't,probably decent people who got caugght up 
in the hype.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF?</P> 
<P>Decent people who got caught up in the hype, then decided to demonstrate with 
signs about "race mixing?"</P> 
<P>Apparently, we have different ideas about what constitutes "decent 
people."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261287 36116 91 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:39:35pm  
 
<P>Well, it didn't take long for people to show up claiming that these are 
"Democrats."</P> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08261313 36116 116 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:46:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8261305" target=_blank>#108</A> Boondock St. 
Bender</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no,no...not the jack-asses with the signs,the folks who show up and mill 
around at these things.(hopefully they see the signs,and distance themselves 
from the whole mess)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a single person at the tea parties has EVER denounced the racist and/or 
ugly paranoid signs that are in abundance at these events. And not a single GOP 
politician has denounced them, either.</P> 
<P>Instead, they deny the signs exist. Or make excuses for them. Or claim that 
they were "planted" by leftists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261342 36116 143 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8261339" target=_blank>#140</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey look man, it matters to me, so it does matter. K?</P> 
<P>All I've asked is a simple question --- has anyone made a numerical 
comparison of the batshit insane signs vs, the number of harmless lower 
taxes/smaller government signs. And it looks like the simple answer is 
"no".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and do it yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261349 36116 150 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:53:34pm  
 
<P>Apparently, having a historical mirror held up to the tea party movement is 
really difficult for some people to take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261372 36116 173 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 8:58:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8261350" target=_blank>#151</A> 
BruceKelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_F._Buckley,_Jr." 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>William F. Buckley would be rejected by the current right wing as a 
RINO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261392 36116 193 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:03:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/8261376" target=_blank>#177</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<P>Racism is absolutely everywhere in the tea party movement.</P> 
<P>Birthers. Ron Paul. The John Birch Society.</P> 
<P>These are the <EM>organizers</EM>.</P> 
<P>So yes, I am indeed comparing the tea parties of today with what you see 
above.</P> 
<P>They come from the same atavistic darkness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08261405 36116 206 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:06:28pm  
 
<P>Tea party organizers circulated a photo of Barack Obama as a witch doctor 
with a bone through his nose.</P> 
<P>These are the <EM>organizers</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261413 36116 214 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:08:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/8261412" target=_blank>#213</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hold on. Lets stop the partisan bullshit one second. Just look at the shot 
and ponder how far we have come as a culture, warts and all. We have a black 
President, a woman SecState, and a real fight on over gay rights in the military 
and marriage. Call out the fringe, show the racists up, and then take some joy 
from how far we have come. Use that energy to sideline the fringe and we have 
real progress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should be telling the GOP to "sideline the fringe." Because they're 
doing the exact opposite, and encouraging this insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261417 36116 218 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:09:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8261414" target=_blank>#215</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I appreciate your honesty in saying that.</P> 
<P>I didn't doubt that's what you were getting at but it seems a couple of 
people thought it was about trying to get organizers to distance themselves from 
(what I, as a non tea party goer consider to be) the fringe 
elements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The organizers will never distance themselves from the fringe. They 
<EM>are</EM> the fringe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261431 36116 232 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/8261427" target=_blank>#228</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whit all due respect Sir you just posted a picture of 1950 racists and, well 
do you see where I am going?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't. Why don't you spell it out for me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261479 36116 280 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:23:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/8261455" target=_blank>#256</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well I think that both photos were presented with the intent to cause an 
emotional reaction... I don't think that the witch doctor photo accurately 
represents Obama, do you really feel that this 60 year old photo represents what 
is going on today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this photo is a mirror image of what is going on today.</P> 



<P>If you took out the words "race mixing" from those signs, you could easily 
find exact duplicates in tea party signs from this year. And yes, even the 
"Antichrist" garbage is widespread on the far right.</P> 
<P>I've posted dozens of pictures of these signs, and posted many entries about 
the connections of the organizers to racist groups. Apparently you missed all of 
those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261489 36116 290 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:25:44pm  
 
<P>Flushing them out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261495 36116 296 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:26:58pm  
 
<P>Apparently this picture really struck a nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261504 36116 305 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:27:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8261490" target=_blank>#291</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were young and black, and good-looking, and if I had no scruples at all, 
I might think that now would be a great time to market myself as a young rising 
political star in the fringe Right.</P> 
<P>I'm amazed no one has thought of it yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... Michael Steele?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261532 36116 333 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:33:47pm  
 
<P>It's amazing to me that every single time I post something like this, we have 
to start all over again from square one, as if the last year and a half never 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261581 36116 382 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:45:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/8261569" target=_blank>#370</A> ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's something kinda funny...some folks here say that tea party organizers 
never disassociate themselves from the kooks.</P> 
<P>Why on this very blog, just a few days ago (<A 
href="http://http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36049_What_Racism_at_the_Te
a_Parties/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>March 28th</A>), Charles ran a photo of 
that idiot holding the "Nigra" sign.</P> 
<P>In the comments Charles defended referring to this idiot as a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/124/8236705" target=_blank>leader of 
the tea party</A>...</P> 
<P>That was posted...on January 6th, 2010. And yet two months later you are 
still holding that guy up as the poster child for the tea party groups and 
chastising them for not disassociating themselves from him.</P> 
<P>Sorry, whose decency is called into question by this again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but you are full of crap. It's not me who's holding up this guy as 
a tea party leader -- it's the Washington Times, one of the main promoters of 
the tea parties.</P> 



<P>Maybe you should write to the Washington Times and complain about 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261597 36116 398 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:50:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/8261587" target=_blank>#388</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you have no responsibility for the promulgation of inaccurate 
information?</P> 
<P>I'm not saying you have to fact check every msm story you link to but are you 
really saying you have no obligation to correct the record when it's pointed out 
something you played up is inaccurate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm saying you should learn to read. In my post, I made it extremely clear 
that Robertson was described by the Washington Times as a leader of the tea 
parties.</P> 
<P>They've done this at least three times now. And yet, people like you want to 
blame me for pointing it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261617 36116 418 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 9:57:25pm  
 
<P>I'll repeat what I wrote on <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35611_Tea_Party_Leader-
_The_GOP_Never_Calls_Me_Back" target=_blank>January 19th</A> for the benefit of 
"Ferris," since he can't be bothered to read it for himself:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The last time I posted a link to a Washington Times article about Robertson, 
I got several insult-laced emails outraged that I described him as a “tea party 
leader,” saying that he had nothing to do with the Houston tea party groups, and 
demanding that I post a correction. And now here he is again in the far right 
Washington Times, touted as one of the main leaders of the teabaggers, and 
boasting that his group has 7 million members.</P> 
<P>Don’t bother emailing again, folks; if you can’t control your own message, to 
the point where the Washington Times is promoting this idiot as your leader, I’m 
not going to accept any of the blame for it.</P> 
<P>This kind of thing is why the tea party “movement” is such a bad 
joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261631 36116 432 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/8261618" target=_blank>#419</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling some of the leadership racist is not a stretch. Pointing out that 
there is very little "outrage" from Tea Party members about the racists that 
show up at the meetings is not a stretch. Explaining that there is a perception 
of racism as a foundation of the Tea Party is not a stretch.</P> 
<P>Calling every single member of the Tea Party a racist is a stretch. Who's 
done that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MOST of the leadership is either racist or deranged. I have yet to find a 
single tea party organization that isn't led by a Ron Paul group, a John Bircher 
group, or an astroturf group funded by far right nutjobs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261634 36116 435 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:02:23pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/424/8261623" target=_blank>#424</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<P>Dated April 1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261639 36116 440 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:02:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/8261632" target=_blank>#433</A> Ferris</EM></P> 
<P>Just piss off. I'm tired of talking to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261669 36116 470 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8261652" target=_blank>#453</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if i said this once, i said it 100 times. the GOP needs a modern day W.F. 
Buckley to clean the filth out. Who will step up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not going to happen. Anyone who dares to criticize the current direction 
of the GOP will find themselves attacked, smeared, and vilified from all 
directions. There is no conservative who's immune from this.</P> 
<P>The GOP is determined to jump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261673 36116 474 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:15:59pm  
 
<P>Judging from the referral page, it looks like the illiterate religious 
fanatic at Gateway Pundit is going to be the first to attack this 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261677 36116 478 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:17:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/475/8261674" target=_blank>#475</A> chineena</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Charles, you’ve stooped to a new low.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you no longer have an LGF account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261678 36116 479 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:18:39pm  
 
<P>Yep, flushing them out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261688 36116 489 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:22:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/8261682" target=_blank>#483</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two posts in 3 years, I'm sure we'll all shed a tear for 
him/her...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, "chineena" was defending an absolutely revolting video 
by Operation Rescue, encouraging people to kill abortion 
doctors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08261707 36116 508 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:32:50pm  
 
<P>Looks like the first attack comes from one of the dumbest wingnut bloggers, 
Internet tough guy Dan Riehl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261708 36116 509 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:33:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/506/8261705" target=_blank>#506</A> shill</EM></P> 
<P>When last seen at LGF, you were defending Rush Limbaugh and calling Michelle 
Obama a Birther.</P> 
<P>Of course you'd be defending the tea parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261721 36116 522 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:48:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/520/8261719" target=_blank>#520</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I didn't say she's a birther.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're just lying outright. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/292/8259209" target=_blank>Here's 
your comment</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So there's that defense... she made a birther claim, though. Anyone saying 
Obama's home country is Kenya is a birther idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261732 36116 533 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 10:55:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/8261724" target=_blank>#525</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The speaker at the convention (Farah?) was condemned by other speakers at the 
convention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's bullshit. Joseph Farah got a <EM>standing ovation</EM> for his insane 
speech. A very few people at that tea party convention spoke out against Farah, 
but only when it was obvious that his speech was incredibly damaging, and they 
needed to put up a front of disapproval.</P> 
<P>They hired this guy as the speaker knowing full well that he was going to say 
exactly what he said. Nobody could possibly have been surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08261742 36116 543 Charles Tue, Apr 6, 2010 11:00:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/537/8261736" target=_blank>#537</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Join us on April 15th, and be a Tea Partier, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd rather shove red hot knitting needles into my eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262288 36116 609 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:31:09am  
 
<P>Amazing. I post a picture with no commentary except a title, and dozens of 
people pop out of the woodwork screaming that I'm calling <EM>them</EM> 
racists.</P> 
<P>Why are you so anxious to feel persecuted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08262293 36116 610 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:32:47am  
 
<P>By the way, the people in the photo above almost certainly belong to the John 
Birch Society -- those slogans are straight out of Bircher territory.</P> 
<P>Where do we find the John Birch Society today? At CPAC, and organizing tea 
party protests.</P> 
<P>Of course, that's all a coincidence to the wingnuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262330 36116 619 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:47:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/8262311" target=_blank>#613</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that Senator Byrd, the former leader of the Democrat party, in the 
middle holding the flag?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just like clockwork. Robert Byrd again. Oooh, the boogeyman! Look out for 
Robert Byrd!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262333 36116 620 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:48:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/611/8262303" target=_blank>#611</A> Brent 
Favre</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appologies, i just need to stop watching the local news so much.The caption 
of Tea Party, circa 1950 to me seemed like it was saying that the tea party of 
today was just like those idiots in the picture. I should know better than to 
assume as the old saying goes. Sorry, thought you were condeming all of them 
with the racist tag because of a few nutbags.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Condemning "all of them?" No, I'm quite sure that every single tea party 
protester is not a racist.</P> 
<P>Just a lot of them. And most of the organizers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262367 36116 624 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:01:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/623/8262360" target=_blank>#623</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is relevant. Race bigotry crossed party lines in the 1950's.</P> 
<P>And todays tea party movement has nothing to do with race. Attempting to 
connect todays movement with a 1950's anti race mixing movement is 
disingenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. No racism at the tea parties at all. Nope. Just not there.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36049_What_Racism_at_the_Tea_Parti
es" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34686_No_Racism_at_the_Tea_Party" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>All these photos must be fakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262368 36116 625 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:03:16am  
 



<P>And let's not forget this lovely image, circulated by a tea party organizer, 
that appeared at several of these protests:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34267_Disgusting_Racist_of_the_Day
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>What racism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262460 36116 633 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:39:05am  
 
<P>Here come the excuse makers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262578 36116 637 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:20:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/636/8262553" target=_blank>#636</A> 
kutabeach</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And why would anyone use such a broad brush to paint the entire tea party 
movement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the tea party "movement" is a deeply divisive and destructive force 
in American politics, and many if not most of its leaders are outright 
extremists, Ron Paul activists, John Birch Society members, etc.</P> 
<P>If you expect positive coverage of this atavistic and ugly movement, I 
suggest you go hang out at Free Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262654 36116 642 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:39:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/641/8262643" target=_blank>#641</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can decide for yourself, happily, if you attend the April 15th party, and 
I challenge each and every single one of you folks to attend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you attend a tea party, you are supporting extremists and racists, the 
John Birch Society, the Ron Paul Campaign for Liberty, and an assortment of far 
right astroturfing groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262807 36116 663 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:11:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/659/8262794" target=_blank>#659</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to help the birchers or the racists. Honestly, that's the 
truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262832 36116 668 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:18:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/8262828" target=_blank>#666</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually -- you're determinedly denying it, despite the evidence that's 
right in front of you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262845 36116 672 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:22:07pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/8262837" target=_blank>#669</A> Shill</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I really need to go, and I don't want to spam the threads. But I'll 
return and try to address as many of you as I can.</P> 
<P>Can we at least agree that a hypothetical movement based on reducing the 
spending of our government is a worthy endeavor, if we can stipulate this 
hypothetical movement is not defined by racists and other bad 
folks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I won't stipulate any such thing. The leaders of this "movement" are 
racists and extremists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262873 36116 678 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:29:59pm  
 
<P>"Brent Favre" is a previously banned sock puppet, who was thrown out for 
spewing insults all over LGF.</P> 
<P>Now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263890 36116 687 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:52:16pm  
 
<P>Here come the nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262313 36117 489 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:41:44am  
 
<P>Wow, the wingnuts are really spewing rage and insults at me this morning.</P> 
<P>Seven hate mails so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262324 36117 496 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:45:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/8262180" target=_blank>#365</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that mean there is a quota of racism that must be met?</P> 
<P>Why does "they do it too" have any appeal as a response? It's just 
stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pathetic, isn't it? They do it every single time, as if all the other 
examples that came before never even happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262358 36117 525 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 9:57:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/8262349" target=_blank>#517</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were there no black soldiers in Virginia during the war? Are you sure about 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were NO black soldiers fighting for the Confederacy in the Civil 
War.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262394 36118 6 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:22:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8262389" target=_blank>#1</A> Alouette</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just about to post this on the previous thread:</P> 
<P>There was a unit from Louisiana called the <A 
href="http://www2.netdoor.com/~jgh/" target=_blank>"Native Guards"</A> composed 
of "Free Men of Color" who volunteered for the Confederacy. <EM>Their services 
were rejected</EM>, and they became a Union regiment. However, their black 
officers were all replaced by white men.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/morris.html" 
target=_blank>One of them was Jewish</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know about them. This story reinforces my point. Not only were there 
no black soldiers fighting on the side of the Confederacy, the very few who 
wanted to were <EM>rejected</EM> by the South.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262416 36118 23 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:29:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8262397" target=_blank>#9</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Right, they were "recruited" at the very end of the war when the South was 
losing badly and they were desperate. They never fought.</P> 
<P>And by the way, "recruitment" means something a little different when the 
people being recruited are... you know ... slaves?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262446 36118 51 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:35:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8262397" target=_blank>#9</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, why didn't you quote this section from that page?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Confederate officer, who rode upon this situation as it was transpiring, 
recalled: "Several engineer officers were superintending the construction of a 
line of rude breastworks...Ten or twelve negroes were engaged in the task of 
pulling down a rail fence; as many more occupied in carrying the rails, one at a 
time, and several were busy throwing up the dirt...The [Blacks] thus employed 
all wore good gray uniforms and I was informed that they belonged to the only 
company of colored troops in the Confederate service, having been enlisted by 
Major Turner in Richmond. Their muskets were stacked, and it was evident that 
they regarded their present employment in no very favorable 
light."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These weren't soldiers. They were still slaves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262505 36118 109 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 10:50:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8262497" target=_blank>#101</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, but Charles, weren't you planning on doing something so that you didn't 
show up on the top 10 comments? I only ask because I managed to get a +15 
comment yesterday but it never made the top 10 comments and at the moment you're 
occupying 6 of the top 10 slots...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops, had a version conflict and resolved it by merging a source file that 
didn't have that code in it. It's fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263298 36118 189 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 2:44:20pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/8263237" target=_blank>#188</A> 
subliminator</EM></P> 
<P>You haven't shown that they were "fighting" at all. They were slaves. They 
had no choice about where they were sent, or why. The point is not whether the 
Union Army called these people prisoners of war -- it's whether the Confederate 
Army called them SOLDIERS. And they did NOT.</P> 
<P>You also didn't link to anything to prove your assertions.</P> 
<P>Even if this is true, which I'm not going to just take at the word of an 
anonymous blog commenter, you have cited FOUR WHOLE BLACK SOLDIERS.</P> 
<P>Wow. Impressive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263329 36118 191 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 2:50:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8263316" target=_blank>#190</A> 
subliminator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not trying to comment. Just pointing out the Union treated them as POWs. 
Those are, usually, soldiers. Not slaves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were soldiers if they were enlisted in the Confederate Army, and you 
will be completely unable to prove this supposition, because it's simply not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263409 36118 192 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 3:05:33pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Fisher" target=_blank>Here's what 
black people were actually doing at Fort Fisher during the Civil War.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over time, more than a thousand individuals including Confederate soldiers 
and slaves, had toiled at the location. The efforts had drawn more than 500 
black slaves from nearby plantations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263763 36118 195 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:10:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8263704" target=_blank>#194</A> DaveC13</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262591 36119 12 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:23:41am  
 
<P>Wow, the wingnut monkeys are really flinging their poo at me on Twitter 
today. Just fired up Tweedeck and they're losing their shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262615 36119 31 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:29:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8262603" target=_blank>#23</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still wondering why mixing races was Communist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is pure John Birch Society propaganda. Notice that there's a sign in 
there that says "Stop the race mixing march of the Antichrist." This is also 
from the JBS.</P> 
<P>Where's the John Birch Society today? Organizing tea parties, and sponsoring 
the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08262625 36119 39 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:32:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8262621" target=_blank>#37</A> 
Raisin_Bran</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not necessarily, there were still amounts of free blacks volunteering in the 
Confederate Army.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is FALSE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262635 36119 49 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:34:36am  
 
<P>Now up to 14 hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262708 36119 108 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:49:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8262693" target=_blank>#97</A> tidledam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And meanwhile, apparently in the same train of thought:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.jpost.com/LandedPages/PrintArticle.aspx?id=172576" 
target=_blank>To read the whole story</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many accounts have you registered at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262733 36119 131 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 11:53:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8262708" target=_blank>#108</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many accounts have you registered at LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never mind, I already know. This is your fourth account. You registered two 
during the last open registration. You were blocked for posting an ugly 
insulting comment last month, and you just came right back and registered two 
accounts.</P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262773 36119 165 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:00:05pm  
 
<P>Professor Emeritus of American History Truman R. Clark: <A 
href="http://www.bluffton.edu/~bergerd/essays/trclark.htm" target=_blank>History 
gives lie to myth of black Confederate soldiers</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A racist fabrication has sprung up in the last decade: that the Confederacy 
had "thousands" of African- American slaves "fighting" in its armies during the 
Civil War.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, even some African-American men today have gotten conned into 
Putting on Confederate uniforms to play "re-enactors" in an army that fought to 
ensure that their ancestors would remain slaves.</P> 
<P>There are two underlying points of this claim: first, to say that slavery 
wasn't so bad, because after all, the slaves themselves fought to preserve the 
slave South; and second, that the Confederacy wasn't really fighting for 
slavery. Both these notions may make some of our contemporaries feel good, but 
neither is historically accurate.</P> 
<P>When one speaks of "soldiers" and "fighting" in a war, one is not talking 
about slaves who were taken from their masters and forced to work on military 



roads and other military construction projects; nor is one talking about slaves 
who were taken along by their masters to continue the duties of a personal valet 
that they performed back on the plantation. Of course, there were thousands of 
African-Americans forced into these situations, but they were hardly "soldiers 
fighting."</P> 
<P>Another logical point against this wacky modern idea of a racially integrated 
Confederate army has to do with the prisoner of war issue during the Civil War. 
Through 1862, there was an effective exchange system of POWs between the two 
sides. This entirely broke down in 1863, however, because the Confederacy 
refused to see black Union soldiers as soldiers - they would not be exchanged, 
but instead were made slaves (or, as in the 1864 Fort Pillow incident, simply 
murdered after their surrender). At that, the United States refused to exchange 
any Southern POWs and the prisoner of war camps on both sides grew immensely in 
numbers and misery the rest of the war.</P> 
<P>If the Confederacy had black soldiers in its armies, why didn't it see black 
men as soldiers?</P> 
<P>By the way, all the Confederate soldiers captured by Union troops were white 
men. If there were "thousands" of black soldiers in the Confederate armies, why 
were none of them among the approximately 215,000 soldiers captured by the U. S. 
forces?</P> 
<P>If there were thousands of African-American men fighting in the Confederate 
armies, they apparently cleverly did so without Robert E. Lee, Jefferson Davis, 
the members of the Confederate congress or any of the white soldiers of the 
Confederacy knowing about it. (I can just imagine some former Confederate 
soldier, told in 1892 that hundreds of the men in his army unit during the Civil 
War were black, snapping his fingers and saying, "I knew there was something 
different about those guys!")</P> 
<P>The South was running short of soldiers as the war dragged on, however, and 
some people began to suggest that it would be better to use slaves to fight than 
to lose. As late as three weeks before the Civil War came to an end, the members 
of the Confederate congress (and Lee and Davis) were hotly debating the question 
of whether to start using slaves in the Southern armies.</P> 
<P>If, as some folks in the 1990s claim, there were already "thousands" of black 
troops in the Confederate armies, why were the leaders of the Confederacy still 
debating about whether or not they should start bringing them 
in?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08262824 36119 206 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 12:16:31pm  
 
<P>17 hate mails so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263025 36120 35 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 1:20:56pm  
 
<P>I just checked my post at True/Slant on Bob McDonnell, and sure enough -- 
there's someone over there too claiming that black soldiers fought for the 
Confederate Army.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263106 36120 107 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 1:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8263086" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Morrisey gets the award for being the first major right wing blogger to 
discuss Confederate Appreciation Month.</P> 



<P>Readers are divided pretty equally on the issue. Lots of support for "White 
Culture" in the comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and half of Hot Air readers see nothing wrong it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263109 36120 109 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 1:51:51pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Some of those Hot Air comments are 
unfreakingbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263198 36120 197 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 2:23:41pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ09935713.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>No racism at the tea parties?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263236 36120 235 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 2:32:43pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ751C7B24.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Classic Teabonics sign.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263355 36121 46 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 2:56:40pm  
 
<P>And now we have yet another person trying to claim there were black soldiers 
fighting for the Confederacy.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36118/comments/#cc8263237" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263492 36122 18 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 3:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8263477" target=_blank>#12</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He graduated from Pat Robertson U (literally) there really is not much else 
to say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did. And he's a theocrat who does not believe in the separation of 
church and state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263512 36122 34 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 3:33:57pm  
 
<P>In that statement bashing Obama, Ahmadinejad sounds almost indistinguishable 
from Pamela Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263628 36122 118 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 4:14:23pm  
 
<P>Here's Georgia Governor Sonny Perdue's Confederate History Month 
proclamation:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://gov.georgia.gov/vgn/images/portal/cit_1210/60/46/133301207Confedera
te%20History%20Month%202009.pdf" target=_blank>gov.georgia.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>No mention of slavery. Lots of praise for the Confederacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08263867 36124 6 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:46:19pm  
 
<P>Ace of Spades is yapping like a freaked out chihuahua on right wing 
crack.</P> 
<P>Check out his current top post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263875 36124 9 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:47:46pm  
 
<P>All the little wingnuts are happily retweeting Ace's homophobic post, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263884 36124 15 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:50:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8263872" target=_blank>#8</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please delete that Charles. Totally bad taste.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think it was so bad, actually. But if you really want me to delete 
it I will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263888 36124 17 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:51:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8263882" target=_blank>#13</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, with this post we now have more daily show Videos for 2010 then 
we do for all the other years of LGF or at least according to 
tags...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but on the other hand Comedy Central hasn't been providing embeddable 
videos for that long, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263896 36124 22 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:56:30pm  
 
<P>Jon Stewart isn't always brilliant; his bit about the Hiroshima/Nagasaki 
bombings being "war crimes" was fatuous and historically illiterate.</P> 
<P>But that kind of misstep is pretty rare for him. He's usually an equal 
opportunity gadfly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263900 36124 25 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 5:57:43pm  
 
<P>The nuts are really showing up in the "Tea Party, Circa 1950s" thread 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263907 36124 30 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:01:01pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8263901" target=_blank>#26</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is it true, Charles?You only permit your "most trusted cultists" to 
post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263940 36124 57 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:12:24pm  
 
<P>That 1950s tea party post really struck a nerve. We may set a record for hate 
mails today -- it's up to 27 now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263952 36124 67 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:14:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8263942" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I see that I get a mention too. Nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're mentioned in several of these hate mails too. I don't think the 
wingnuts like you, man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263964 36124 79 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8263957" target=_blank>#72</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance that we could have a peek at some of that crazy talk? You know, 
just the amazingly stupid and unintentionally funny bits, nothing too hateful or 
evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would, but it's pretty clear that these waterheads are reading every single 
comment posted at LGF, and posting their nasty little homophobic fantasies would 
just encourage them. "Oooh! He noticed me! I'm important!"</P> 
<P>One of them is almost certainly the misogynistic head case who used to post 
here with the name "buzzsawmonkey."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263971 36124 86 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:21:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8263967" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha. It's nice to have most of my hatemail sent to someone else. You should be 
so lucky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could forward it to you if you like...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08263997 36124 112 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:26:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8263987" target=_blank>#102</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and now he's been outed as really not a White Sox fan...hahaha!...couldn't 
name one player past or present when he was interviewed the other night in 
DC...pathetic</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't name one player for the White Sox either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08263999 36124 114 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 6:26:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8263994" target=_blank>#109</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnut blogger. He's a few cards short of a full deck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>51, to be precise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264148 36126 11 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:23:03pm  
 
<P>Radical Islamic groups are really trying hard to pull off an attack in the 
era of Obama. They know it would create serious political divisions in the 
US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264196 36126 40 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:32:44pm  
 
<P>Hang on -- it could be just a passenger acting like an asshole.</P> 
<P>He's probably wishing he hadn't wised off to the air marshalls now.</P> 
<P>Apparently it was a Qatari diplomat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264227 36126 62 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:38:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8264222" target=_blank>#57</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hopefully that's the case.</P> 
<P>However, if that does turn out to be true, the wingnuts aren't going to 
believe it-- it will turn into Obama covering up for the guy.</P> 
<P>I'll bet anyone $20 that if it wasn't an actual incident and was a diplomat, 
that Obama is accused of covering up for a real attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna take that bet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264233 36126 66 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:40:28pm  
 
<P>The officials know what happened already, I'm sure.</P> 
<P>It's looking more and more like an arrogant Qatari diplomat with a huge chip 
on his shoulder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264254 36126 79 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:45:17pm  
 
<P>The suspect has been named: Mohammed Al Modadi, a third or fourth ranking 
diplomat in the Qatari embassy in Washington.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264276 36126 97 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 7:50:06pm  
 
<P>A shout out to LGF from Irshad Manji:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.irshadmanji.com/im-proudly-pc-post-wing-centrist" 
target=_blank>www.irshadmanji.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264356 36127 6 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 8:09:51pm  
 



<P>Wingnut monkeys on Twitter are in a fine frenzy tonight, spewing insults at 
me like raging 3-year olds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264384 36127 16 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 8:15:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8264377" target=_blank>#13</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am technically challenged. Went to twitter, searched Charles and lgf didn't 
find squat! WTF! I work with technology, obviously operating it is beyond 
me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Search for "Charles Johnson" and the monkeys will pop right 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08264475 36127 93 Charles Wed, Apr 7, 2010 8:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8264465" target=_blank>#83</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>what can you contribute?...you seem sorta clueless</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am beginning to get extremely irritated by this kind of thing. You continue 
doing it at your peril.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265505 36129 209 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:17:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8265429" target=_blank>#133</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi folks. A few nights ago, I got unduly worked up about an issue (the issue 
is unimportant) and acted uncivilly, poorly, and immaturely. I make no excuses 
or justifications for my behavior. I was an ass, and it pains me that i 
detracted from, rather than enhanced, the atmosphere of this blog.</P> 
<P>I have already sent a private apology to Charles, but I also wish to make a 
public apology to him and to the rest of you. I'm sorry that I behaved poorly, 
I'm sorry that i acted emotionally, and I'm sorry for any tangential negative 
effect that I may have had on the mood of Charles and other members that night. 
There was no excuse for my petulance, and I offer none. I simply apologize, 
without reservation or condition.</P> 
<P>I appreciate all of your friendship, and I will endeavor not to diminish it 
through immature behavior in the future.</P> 
<P>Aceofwhat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - apology accepted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265509 36129 213 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:19:17am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8265479" target=_blank>#183</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd substitute the word "myth" with "story". Calling religious beliefs 
"myths" is needlessly insulting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Myth is the correct word.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>myth %P%mi?%P%noun</P> 



<P>1 a traditional story, esp. one concerning the early history of a people or 
explaining some natural or social phenomenon, and typically involving 
supernatural beings or events.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265512 36129 215 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:20:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8265483" target=_blank>#187</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2010/04/us_refuses_visas_to_all_israel
.html" target=_blank>US Refuses Visas to all Israeli Nuclear 
Scientists</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>American Thinker has zero credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265515 36129 218 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:21:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8265514" target=_blank>#217</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about its source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its source is even worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265517 36129 220 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:22:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/8265513" target=_blank>#216</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I heartily disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you disagree with in that definition? That's exactly what the 
Biblical story of creation is -- a myth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265519 36129 222 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:23:26am  
 
<P>Here's American Thinker's "source" for this ludicrous story:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://joshuapundit.blogspot.com/2009/09/tossing-little-green-footballs-
out-of.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>joshuapundit.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265526 36129 229 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:26:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8265521" target=_blank>#224</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To me, the word "myth" implies a lie, a made-up bunch of hooey.</P> 
<P>But, I won't argue this with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted the definition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265530 36129 233 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:28:24am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8265521" target=_blank>#224</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To me, the word "myth" implies a lie, a made-up bunch of hooey.</P> 
<P>But, I won't argue this with you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you don't think the Biblical story of creation is "made-up hooey?"</P> 
<P>I wouldn't put it that way myself, but "myth" is the right word. It's not a 
fact, it's not reality, it's a story based on supernatural events that did not 
really happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265534 36129 237 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:29:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8265529" target=_blank>#232</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=iw&amp;tl=en&amp;u=http
%3A%2F%2Fwww.nrg.co.il%2Fonline%2F1%2FART2%2F090%2F174.html%3Fhp%3D0%26loc%3D101
%26tmp%3D9022%23after_maavaron" target=_blank>original Ma'ariv story</A> via the 
Google translator. It's a mess, but the gist claims that the US has somehow 
altered the visa policy to deny Israelis who worked at Dimona from coming to the 
US.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zero credibility. I will be exceedingly surprised if there is any truth at 
all to this.</P> 
<P>It's red meat for the slavering hordes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265543 36129 246 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:34:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8265520" target=_blank>#223</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there any way to track it down?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've stopped trying to track down these "outrageous outrage of the day" 
stories. It's a complete waste of time.</P> 
<P>They <EM>always</EM> turn out to be either distorted or completely 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265551 36129 254 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:38:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/8265542" target=_blank>#245</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally I think all references to creationism could have been left out of 
a biology book since creationism has exactly zero to do with 
biology.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The irony is that the sentence in question was probably added to this 
textbook in an attempt to appease creationists.</P> 
<P>See what that gets you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265564 36129 267 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:48:47am  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>Reddit is driving some serious traffic these days.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08265733 36133 41 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 11:04:19am  
 
<P>One of my anonymous hate mail stalkers just blew his own cover with his 
latest rant.</P> 
<P>This may have to be a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266012 36135 16 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 12:50:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8265999" target=_blank>#5</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, just mentioned in the last thread that some joker tried to tag me as 
an anti-semite and thereby make you look bad by association; the deal was that I 
was interviewed by Antiwar radio about the Wikileaks thing, Justin Raimondo runs 
Antiwar and is supposed to be an anti-Semite according to this guy - who didn't 
realize that Raimondo publicly attacked me for being a shill for Israel and for 
associating with you, which is to say I don't really seem to be high up on 
Raimondo's list of ideological allies. Wrote <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/barrettbrown/2010/04/08/breaking-i-am-a-jew-hater/" 
target=_blank>a post about it at True/Slant</A>, there's some other amusing 
stuff as well, particularly regarding R.S. McCain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're working overtime to find a way to accuse me of having become an 
antisemite -- which is insanely ludicrous. It's part of the ongoing smear 
campaign.</P> 
<P>But Raimondo may very well deserve that designation, after his numerous posts 
trying to claim that Israel knew about the 9/11 attacks in advance, and his 
feverish fantasy that I would be indicted in the AIPAC spying scandal. I'm not a 
fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266029 36135 25 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 12:55:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8265999" target=_blank>#5</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<P>And I just realized that the person who tried to link me with Raimondo is 
none other than "Render," who used to be an LGF commenter, now another 
disgruntled loon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266409 36135 139 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 3:29:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8266293" target=_blank>#124</A> 
cgn38navy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is still seeing racism behind every tree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that comment you can just piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266144 36136 22 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 1:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8266136" target=_blank>#18</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am no longer able to be disappointed by former lizards who got banned, so I 
can't say I'm surprised by the one who smeared Barrett. And I believe the first 
commenter at the link, who apparently <EM>just</EM> registered at True/Slant so 
he could continue to stalk Charles, is the gag-worthy Gagdad Bob, another has-
been scaly one who either turned into a creep or showed his creepiness after 
banning. And I mean make-your-skin-crawl kind of creep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he obviously registered after reading this LGF post.</P> 
<P>Obsession is an ugly thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266159 36136 29 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 1:43:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8266155" target=_blank>#26</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Mr. Beaumont also work with you over at True/Slant?The stalkers that you 
get are really scary people!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, Stinky's doing double duty over there.</P> 
<P>The creeps tried to flood my TS blog with the usual garbage, but Stinky's on 
the case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266194 36136 61 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:16:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8266183" target=_blank>#50</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy puts "creationists" in scare quotes. I hate it when people do that, 
take terms that aren't under dispute in quotes as if... I mean, I don't even 
know what the underlying intent is there. It's fucking bizarre and dishonest, 
whatever it is. I was debating with this pro-Putin contributor at True/Slant who 
kept putting "protests" in quotes when anyone protested Putin. Also, 
"opposition." I have no problem talking to anyone of any ideology, but I can't 
stand cheap little tricks like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. And he compares me to "that Russell Crowe" character from "A Beautiful 
Mind," apparently failing to understand that this character was based on a Nobel 
Prize-winning mathematician, John Nash, who was renowned for his math genius and 
his ability to solve problems no one else could.</P> 
<P>What this fool took away from the movie was that the character was nuts, and 
missed the fact that Nash suffered from schizophrenia, as many true geniuses 
have. Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266205 36136 71 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:29:16pm  
 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>I turned on Glenn Beck's Comedy Hour just to see what he's raving about 
today, and sure enough, here he is again with the freaking blackboards, covered 
with pictures of the founding fathers.</P> 
<P>And he's interviewing psychotic religious right freak David Barton of 
Wallbuilders, an open theocrat and creationist who was behind the disgusting 
historical revisionism recently enacted by the Texas School Board.</P> 
<P>Two of the worst people in America, brought to you by Fox 
News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08266230 36136 92 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:40:51pm  
 
<P>David Barton is also infamous for speaking at two events sponsored by the 
Christian Identity neo-Nazi group, then claiming he didn't know they were 
Nazis.</P> 
<P>This is one despicable individual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266240 36136 102 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:43:50pm  
 
<P>And we now have someone impersonating Cato the Elder on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266246 36136 107 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:45:55pm  
 
<P>Here's what this latest creep is doing:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/cato_elder_lgf/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266254 36136 115 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8266247" target=_blank>#108</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's about the lowest of the low. Trying to put words in the other person's 
mouth is a clear sign you've got no case, so you're just going to 
lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably Rodan, aka Rick Martinez. This is his style.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266276 36136 136 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 2:52:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8266266" target=_blank>#127</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean that's not Cato's Twitter page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266400 36137 36 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 3:26:46pm  
 
<P>Wow. Reddit is driving serious traffic to LGF today. More than 5000 people 
currently online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266430 36137 53 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 3:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8266422" target=_blank>#48</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well the good news is if 5000 new people are seeing this post that Glenn Beck 
is hosting a Neo-Nazi symp, then the story should go far.</P> 
<P>But I tend to doubt that there is a tipping point for Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot more than 5000 people will see it -- that's just the number currently 
online. We're already over 80,000 page views for the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08266534 36137 134 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 4:05:23pm  
 
<P>Pat Buchanan is spewing his neo-Confederate garbage right now on the Chris 
Matthews show.</P> 
<P>Why is this guy still on TV?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266736 36137 329 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 5:10:31pm  
 
<P>The Southern Republican Leadership Conference is starting tonight -- which 
means there will be a lot of bad craziness to report soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266784 36137 376 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 5:27:36pm  
 
<P>Right now on Fox News, Laura Ingraham is promoting that lunatic who wants to 
prosecute teachers who teach sex ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266863 36138 18 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 5:46:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8266851" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to go OT, but Wrath of G-d over at the Stalker Blog just approvingly 
posted a video of Meir Kahane. He clearly thinks that that would-be ethnic 
cleanser was to be admired. Utterly sick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one reason why that hateful SOB got kicked out of LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266949 36138 86 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:05:19pm  
 
<P>Conservative humor:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#search?q=%23youmightbealiberal" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Not. A. Single. Funny. Tweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266953 36138 90 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:06:12pm  
 
<P>Here's a real knee-slapper:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>dulcimerjames #youmightbealiberal If you think the Tax Paying working 
Americans owe your worthless ass a living, free education, dope 
money.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HURR HURR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08266983 36138 120 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:12:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8266969" target=_blank>#106</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember that show on Fox that was supposed to be the right's answer to the 
Daily Show? It was freakin awful. It was just mean and rude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They spent a lot of money promoting that show. They even sent me a DVD with 
the first four-five (?) episodes, that I never watched.</P> 
<P>Come to think of it, four or five episodes were all that ever existed.</P> 
<P>And "Red Eye" is even worse. A bunch of smirking self-satisfied wingnuts 
laughing at their own jokes. Pitiful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267071 36139 19 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:32:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8267056" target=_blank>#11</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter whether further studies are done or not, or whether those 
calling for them are denialists or real scientists.</P> 
<P>If these new findings are true, and it starts a positive feedback loop as 
stated, humanity will have no more to say or do about it than we currently do 
about the periodicity of comets.</P> 
<P>I for one am not going to let it spoil my reading, eating, drinking, sleeping 
or farting for whatever time I have left in this world.</P> 
<P>Which has pretty much been my attitude to things I can't change all 
along.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I can't agree with this approach. Somehow I've ended up with a 
megaphone, and I'm going to continue screaming through it.</P> 
<P>The human race is in big trouble, and I'm not going down without a 
fight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267105 36139 49 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:41:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8267090" target=_blank>#34</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, perhaps, at least until Sarah Palin announces that she is pregnant 
again, then no one (including the news networks) will pay it any attention at 
all.</P> 
<P>/the truth hurts ehh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is a major methane outgassing incident, nobody is going to give a 
shit about Sarah Palin any more.</P> 
<P>I wasn't kidding with the 'Apocalypse' part of this title. I really hope this 
turns out to be a false alarm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267141 36139 82 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 6:52:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8267128" target=_blank>#70</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace, the GOP is far more anti-science than the Democrats right now. It is not 
something I'm going to stop saying, because, unfortunately, it's not going to 
stop being true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a fan of either party, but this is absolutely true.</P> 
<P>The GOP has interpreted "conservatism" as "denialism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267225 36139 165 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 7:15:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8267211" target=_blank>#151</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Semi-OT: I looked into solar cells last week. They still aren't close to 
being economically viable and the companies that install them are these cheap 
crappy companies that barely have a functional website. Let's hope Obama's 
socialist tyrannical rampage results in some useful and affordable solar energy 
for the average Joe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Solar energy is promising, but it's many years away from being a feasible 
replacement for fossil fuels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267265 36139 204 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 7:23:27pm  
 
<P>This post has enraged the wingnuts on Twitter, which greatly surprises me. 
Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267311 36139 250 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 7:34:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8267292" target=_blank>#231</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that is the point. At the pressures in the deep sea the clathrates are 
stable. However, on the coast of Siberia some of the continental shelf waters 
are very very shallow. So not only are the waters warming faster, the pressure 
is lower.</P> 
<P>Furthermore, in land, especially in western Siberia, there is a huge load of 
permafrost covered land that is <EM>almost</EM> at sea level. The land is 
warming too... and as it does the organic material preserved becomes food for 
all the methagenic bacteria.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've known about this threat for at least 20 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267368 36139 306 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 7:51:17pm  
 
<P>If anyone's interested in what the wingnuts are spewing on Twitter, click 
this link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#search?q=%22charles%20johnson%22%20OR%20%22little%20gr
een%20footballs%22%20OR%20%22LGF%22%20OR%20%22%23LGF%22%20OR%20%22lizardoid%22" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If I actually gave a shit about what these people say, it might harsh my 
mellow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267388 36139 326 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 7:58:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8267380" target=_blank>#318</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question for you real blog experts-How can I search for an entry that I made 
but including only those where I said "methane" ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this:</P> 
<P>+"user:Rightwingconspirator" +methane</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267397 36139 335 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:01:36pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/327/8267389" target=_blank>#327</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Methane degrades. half life just 10-20 years in the 
atmosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if a huge amount is released in a short time, those 10-20 years would 
turn into hell on Earth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267442 36140 6 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:16:48pm  
 
<P>I have to differ with President Obama.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin is not much of an expert on <EM>anything</EM>, except maybe 
shooting defenseless animals with high caliber weapons.</P> 
<P>She's an empty-headed, platitude-spouting, religious fanatic, determinedly 
ignorant, anti-science dim bulb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267528 36140 75 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:35:27pm  
 
<P>Palin is very probably going to be the GOP nominee in 2012.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267574 36140 117 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8267570" target=_blank>#113</A> compound 
idaho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how smart is Obama really, on or off the teleprompter. Honestly now. 
Honestly?</P> 
<P>I know we have an effort going; republican=stupid, democrat=smart. Its been 
going on since at least Carter, probably before that. That is why billions are 
spent on advertising. It works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least he can pronounce the word "nuclear."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267587 36140 130 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:46:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8267580" target=_blank>#123</A> 
CarleeCork</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand why a legitimate reporter would ask the President of the 
United States to respond to what a Sarah Palin type has to say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she's going to be the GOP nominee in 2012.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267620 36140 161 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:52:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8267602" target=_blank>#145</A> 
CarleeCork</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you really believe that? For real? No disrespect 
intended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, absolutely I do. Mike Huckabee is her biggest rival, and she aces him on 
the religious fanatic front. Plus she wears red power suits and says "You 
betcha!"</P> 



<P>Mitt Romney doesn't have a chance with the evangelicals. Just not going to 
happen.</P> 
<P>Palin drew 10,000 wingnuts to that rally in Minnesota, and they drooled over 
her every word.</P> 
<P>And she's almost certainly going to win the straw poll at the Southern 
Republican Leadership Conference.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin is the "future" of the GOP. By which I mean "the past," which is 
where the GOP lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267628 36140 168 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 8:54:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8267622" target=_blank>#163</A> Escaped 
Hillbilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the word nuclear was actually pronounced nuc-u-lar during the 
inception of the US nuclear program. There were two camps and eventually, nu-
cle-ar won out. But it was really just preference. It is likely he grew up (in 
Texas I can almost guarantee it) hearing it said that way. Did he understand its 
meaning and use it properly? Then why the constant harping on it? My mom still 
says she warshes her clothes in the zinc after all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How in the world do you get "nucular" out of "nuclear?" Good grief.</P> 
<P>I cringed every time I heard W mispronounce this easily pronounceable 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267692 36140 232 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:06:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8267663" target=_blank>#203</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Chris Bowers over at Open Left makes a similar case:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.openleft.com/diary/18180/is-there-anyway-that-
sarah-palin-isnt-the-republican-nominee-in-2012" 
target=_blank>www.openleft.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Never thought I'd say it, but I agree with Chris Bowers. Palin's going 
to be the nominee, unless something huge happens before 2012.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267713 36140 253 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/8267705" target=_blank>#245</A> Escaped 
Hillbilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that isn't clever because they are saying two different things. We 
should strive for a world that is perfect. But it isn't and we should, right 
now, not get rid of our defenses against the very real threats posed by others 
who aren't quite as high minded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're not getting rid of our nuclear defenses. We're just reducing our 
nuclear arms to the point where we can destroy the world 100 times, instead of 
1000 times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267716 36140 256 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:11:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8267711" target=_blank>#251</A> 
pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do you think that there's a strong chance for a third party candidate in 
2012, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267757 36140 295 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:22:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8267753" target=_blank>#291</A> Earwig</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267765 36140 303 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:24:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/8267758" target=_blank>#296</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Latin "nuculus"(sp?) is the base for nuclear. My science teacher said 
that early on, both words were used, then one pronunciation became more 
prevalent. He said all the fuss about the pronunciation was a lot of wind. This 
was in about 1970.</P> 
<P>I was going to link to him to show how he was all famous and worked for NASA, 
but I can't find him anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not true.</P> 
<P>The word "nuclear" comes from the word "nucleus," and it has never been 
pronounced "nuculus" by anyone except people who are ignorant and lazy about 
language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267793 36140 331 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:29:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/8267779" target=_blank>#317</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But she still has no convincing answer as to why she quit her term as Gov. 
Shouldn't that be a dealbreaker for GOP primary voters, even if the teabag right 
still swoons over her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It won't be. The wingnut right has either completely forgotten about that, or 
found a way to rationalize it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267804 36140 342 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:30:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/8267788" target=_blank>#326</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is cute and peppy, and gosh-darn patriotic really going to pull her through 
any form of primary debate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think it will. The right wing doesn't care about things like expertise 
and knowledge. The qualities you listed are far more important to the GOP 
base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267830 36140 366 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:38:03pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogs are already slobbering about the "methane apocalypse" 
post.</P> 
<P>They've found out how to prevent disaster from a major methane outgassing 
event. All they have to do is call me "Chuckles." Problem 
solved!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08267868 36140 403 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:49:45pm  
 
<P>Wingnut blogs:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chuckles Johnson thinks cow farts are going to destroy the world! What a 
moran!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267884 36140 418 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 9:52:40pm  
 
<P>I'm not kidding. That's what's going around the wingnut blogosphere right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267973 36140 499 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/8267966" target=_blank>#492</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He he... now we have people posting Ann Coulter links in the spin-offs... Ann 
Coulter - the trifecta along with Palin and Bachmann!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the latest tactic of the disgruntled. They post links to far right 
garbage like Ann Coulter, using the tools I provided.</P> 
<P>I'm sure they think they're really putting one over on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267980 36140 504 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:35:42pm  
 
<P>Please use the report button on links like that. I'm going to just start 
deleting that crap as soon as it's posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267986 36140 509 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:36:47pm  
 
<P>And I may also block some of these accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08267993 36140 516 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:38:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/8267987" target=_blank>#510</A> 
tnguitarist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you <STRONG>really</STRONG> think Palin has a chance in '12? I think that 
when it comes down to it, those guys still have issues with putting a female in 
a position of power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A chance of actually being elected, you mean? Probably not, but I'm not going 
to bet on it.</P> 
<P>A chance of getting the GOP nomination? Definitely. More than a chance. I'd 
say she has a pretty good lock on it right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268014 36141 3 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:48:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8268008" target=_blank>#1</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Someone tell me what the "dog whistle" thing is about on LGF?</P> 
<P>/not up to speed on dictionary editions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dog-whistle_politics" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268023 36141 7 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:50:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8268021" target=_blank>#6</A> tnguitarist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No athletes, please. Only fat, old guys are allowed in that 
house!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only fat, old, <EM>white</EM> guys, you mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268030 36141 12 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8268024" target=_blank>#8</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't want to hear about how this one's being taken out of 
context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. You will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268031 36141 13 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 10:54:18pm  
 
<P>Dan "Black Kids Fear Me" Riehl has decided he's going to play the dozens with 
me on Twitter tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268048 36141 24 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 11:03:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8268039" target=_blank>#20</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure that Newt himself is racist. I haven't seen anything to show 
that. But I can say that anyone of color who hears that kind of lingo hears 
exactly that. So, in effect, two different groups "get" the language, the racist 
base, and those who are the recipients of that racism. The middle group, not 
knowing that this is dog whistle lingo, will not understand the importance of 
what this kind of rhetoric does to public discourse. I'm not entirely sure of 
what to make of this. But in light of the context of the group he was speaking 
to, it almost certainly isn't good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New Gingrich may not be a racist himself. I don't know. But he's an expert at 
saying what a crowd wants to hear, and this is the Southern Republican 
Leadership Conference. I think you can probably fill in the 
blanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268056 36141 30 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 11:13:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8268053" target=_blank>#27</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice this at the end of the article?</P> 
<P>America vs. secularism? Maybe my memory's hazy, but I don't remember the Newt 
of the 90's talking like this. I remember him getting divorced, though, which 
would probably be illegal if not for secularism, but I digress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's talking to an audience of fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08268063 36141 37 Charles Thu, Apr 8, 2010 11:20:30pm  
 
<P>Jon Stewart just reamed Gingrich and Hannity for flat out lying about the 
nuclear treaty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268687 36141 642 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:38:16am  
 
<P>As usual, the same people who deny or make excuses for every single incident 
of right wing racism are right back at it again, denying and making excuses for 
Newt Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268691 36141 646 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:40:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/8268536" target=_blank>#492</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nrg.co.il/online/1/ART2/090/174.html?hp=0&amp;loc=101&amp;tmp=9
022#after_maavaron" target=_blank>Have you seen the story in NRG/Maariv about 
the US refusal to give visas to Israeli nuclear scientists?</A></P> 
<P>The only translation I've found is from pajamas media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a single Israeli news outlet has confirmed that story. It's not even 
mentioned in Haaretz or Jerusalem Post. It's a fake, concocted to get right 
wingers (both US and Israeli) worked up about Barack Obama. Once 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268695 36141 650 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:42:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/8268692" target=_blank>#647</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, I have to remember to preview:<A 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=11f_1270819984" target=_blank>Dad Wants 
Textbook Banned for Being Accurate</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Fox News openly pimping for creationism. Isn't that 
lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268696 36141 651 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:43:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/8268693" target=_blank>#648</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NRG/Maariv is a right-wing site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maariv is a tabloid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268702 36141 656 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:44:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/652/8268697" target=_blank>#652</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maariv" 
target=_blank>Wiki.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fake story, Mandy. If it were real, both Haaretz and the JPost would 
be covering it too.</P> 
<P>Why do you keep falling for this stuff?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268716 36141 670 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:51:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/8268700" target=_blank>#654</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>that's fine, but again, that's not the point being made by Charles, he's 
claiming racism as a motive...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. I'm saying that Newt Gingrich was playing to the audience and telling 
them what they wanted to hear, and doing it in a way that gives him deniability. 
That's what the term "dog whistle" means.</P> 
<P>I actually doubt that Gingrich himself is a racist. But he's certainly 
demonstrated many times over that he won't hesitate to stoop to the lowest 
common denominator to get some applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268723 36141 677 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:54:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/8268521" target=_blank>#477</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like somebody found the unedited Wikileaks video...WIKI DECEPTION: Iraq 
"Collateral Murder" Video Rebuttal: Scenes WikiLeaks Edited Out!!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to know who posted that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268741 36141 695 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:02:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/8268728" target=_blank>#682</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh-oh. You don't suspect that one of being edited as well, do 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not necessarily, but I'm wary of videos posted by anonymous people who use 
names like "StopCyberTerror."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268748 36141 702 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:06:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/679/8268725" target=_blank>#679</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, agree to disagree then because being only a couple days removed from the 
NCAA Championship where the entire halftime show was dedicated to Obama beating 
Clark Kellogg at horse and talking about Obama, it seems there is a very 
innocuous, non-racist theme to this comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly why this kind of thing is known as a "dog whistle." Because 
they can say exactly what you just said, and pretend innocence.</P> 
<P>Sorry, but I absolutely do not believe this was an innocent 
remark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268799 36142 3 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:27:26am  



 
<P>I just got an AP news alert on my iPhone that is extremely bad news for Pope 
Benedict:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1985 letter shows future Pope resisted defrocking pedophile priest, citing 
effect on Church.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268851 36143 8 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:47:34am  
 
<P>Palin is blithering right now on Fakes News.</P> 
<P>She just said "nucular."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268856 36143 12 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:48:58am  
 
<P>Palin: "My favorite -- Don't Retreat, Reload!"</P> 
<P>Crowd goes nuts.</P> 
<P>Palin then says, "Oh that's not a call for violence! Oh no no no!"</P> 
<P>Crowd is silent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268865 36143 21 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:51:58am  
 
<P>"What's wrong with being the Party of No?"</P> 
<P>"We're the party of Hell No!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268874 36143 27 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:55:56am  
 
<P>"Nucular" again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268880 36143 32 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:57:10am  
 
<P>Good lord. What a freaking moron she is. I'm astounded anew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268883 36143 35 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 10:58:08am  
 
<P>Drill, drill, drill! Yeah, drill! Who cares about the 
environment?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268898 36143 48 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:00:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8268890" target=_blank>#41</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Caribou Barbie is a trained media droid (tv weather-babe) and she is normally 
fairly distinct in her pronunciation. She has to be using such pronunciations as 
"nucular" and "eye-ran" to appeal to the base. Tells you something about her 
base.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. They're talking down to the base. She knows how to pronounce it 
correctly. Ignorance is a badge of honor with these people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08268914 36143 63 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:06:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8268911" target=_blank>#61</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peter Wehner warning the Republicans.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.commentarymagazine.com/blogs/index.php/wehner/274096" 
target=_blank>Beware of This, Republicans</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's <EM>way</EM> too late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268962 36144 20 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:26:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8268959" target=_blank>#18</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox is back to Megyn Kelly and Ben the Creo-liar Stein now. The latter is 
talking about the economy. Is there no limit to his talent?/</P> 
<P>I'm actually waiting to hear if Megyn and the rest of the Fox mob switch from 
"new-clear" to "nukular" when discussing strategic issues. Btw, I suppose that 
persisting "new-clear" will now mark me as a librul if not gay here in West 
Texas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News hosts always use "nucular." It became very popular for right wingers 
to pronounce it incorrectly in the Bush era.</P> 
<P>I think Bush honestly couldn't pronounce it correctly. But people like Palin 
are deliberately pronouncing it wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08268969 36144 26 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:31:15am  
 
<P>Fox News just ran this graphic:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ1760C561.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ1760C561.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ1760C561.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269007 36145 11 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:39:50am  
 
<P>Maybe they were talking about Palin's email? Her "IMAP 
ConnecTion?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269033 36145 28 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:45:52am  
 
<P>Please don't link to those creeps. It makes them feel 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269045 36145 36 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 11:48:59am  
 
<P>I'm honestly wondering how the hell someone who's in charge of graphics that 
will be seen by millions of people can misspell a dead simple word like 
"impact."</P> 
<P>Two syllables. Six letters. This is beyond pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269088 36145 72 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 12:09:45pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8269081" target=_blank>#67</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On crackpot <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/David+Barton" 
target=_blank>David Barton</A> on the Glenn Beck show:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/be-afraid" target=_blank>Be 
Afraid</A>Submitted by Kyle on April 9, 2010 - 10:00am</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That show was one of the most appalling things I've ever seen on 
television.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269155 36145 138 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 12:38:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8269135" target=_blank>#118</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If only POTUS could smack down Ahmadinejad as neatly as he did Sarah Palin 
when the subject of nukes comes up.Guess you have to pick your targets 
carefully...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, for example, if Obama had specifically called out Iran as being one 
of the nations NOT covered by his nuclear policy changes?</P> 
<P>That kind of smack-down?</P> 
<P>Yeah, that would have been nice... oh wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269160 36145 143 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 12:43:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8269158" target=_blank>#141</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's just carrying on a tradition started by Jimmy Carter, Cato. Also,The 
Merriam-Webster dictionary entry lists both pronunciations, and notes that the -
ky?-l?r pronunciation is "in widespread use among educated speakers including 
scientists, lawyers, professors, congressmen, United States cabinet members, and 
at least two United States presidents and one vice president".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. This is what my copy of Merriam Webster says about the ignorant 
"nucular" pronunciation:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>USAGE A variant pronunciation, %P%'n(y)ooky?l?r%P%, has been used by many, 
but is widely regarded as unacceptable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269169 36145 152 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 12:46:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8269165" target=_blank>#148</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I meant that since Sarah Palin has nothing to do with our nuclear policy, 
a really intelligent use of his bully pulpit would not include demonstrating his 
' smackdown ' smarts with an unelected woman.I would much prefer his rapier 
rhetoric be directed at Iran followed by action to urge the UN's enacting some 
sanctions. Shouldn't be hard to do, really, now that he has restored respect for 
America among the nations of the world...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead of directing his "rapier rhetoric" against Iran, he explicitly 
<EM>threatened</EM> them with a nuclear attack if they dare to act against 
America.</P> 
<P>Guess that wasn't good enough for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08269293 36146 32 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 1:18:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8269285" target=_blank>#27</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, the "Israeli nuclear tech denied a U.S. visa" story that appeared 
in Maariv Hebrew edition and was picked up by some wingnut bloggers <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0410/White_House_denies_Israeli_vis
a_story.html?showall" target=_blank>has been debunked</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine, if you will, my intense surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269302 36146 36 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 1:20:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8269285" target=_blank>#27</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, the "Israeli nuclear tech denied a U.S. visa" story that appeared 
in Maariv Hebrew edition and was picked up by some wingnut bloggers <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0410/White_House_denies_Israeli_vis
a_story.html?showall" target=_blank>has been debunked</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This shows that the only rational response to these constant outrageous 
outrages of the day is to immediately assume they're false.</P> 
<P>I simply won't waste any more time even investigating this 
nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269318 36146 43 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 1:24:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8269314" target=_blank>#42</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's multiplying...<A 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0dVJ3tDeF1d82/610x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 610x.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. Why, dear God, why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269440 36146 96 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 1:51:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8269377" target=_blank>#70</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>This is the new tactic of the disgruntled. They post links to outrageously 
stupid right wing crap, using the tools I provided.</P> 
<P>Notice that they never participate in discussions. They're just trying to 
pick up traffic, and put a thumb in my eye at the same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08269451 36146 100 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 1:53:32pm  
 
<P>It's a really good idea to preview any image links you post.</P> 
<P>A lot of sites have code to prevent "hotlinking" images. And sometimes 
they'll substitute something really nasty, like the dreaded goatse.</P> 
<P>Preview is your friend, and everybody else's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270127 36148 5 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 6:07:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8270115" target=_blank>#1</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You used to work for Pyjamas media?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't just work for them. I was a co-founder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270219 36148 73 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 6:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8270209" target=_blank>#63</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very poor taste?Yes.</P> 
<P>Incites hatred against the Pope and the Catholic Faith?Perhaps the Church 
needs to review its own actions to see where that's coming from.</P> 
<P>Just my .02</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, it gives me no joy at all to report on these Catholic Church 
pederasty stories. But this ugliness needs to come out into the open, because 
it's incredibly clear that the conspiracy of silence has contributed to 
uncountable numbers of children being damaged for life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270237 36148 91 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 6:51:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8270234" target=_blank>#88</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/04/how-
long-has-this-been-going-on-ctd.html" target=_blank>THIS CHART</A></P> 
<P>I first saw on Andrew Sullivan' blog (it's on many others) has really stuck 
in my mind. It shows the huge decrease of reporting of incidents over the past 
few years. The reports have gone down so swiftly it really makes you think 
coverup/silence.</P> 
<P>Check out the chart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been going on for centuries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270372 36148 216 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 7:36:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8270370" target=_blank>#214</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is satire, and this is not it.Pretty good example of filth and 
sacrilege, though.Just as is the desecration of children by a few pedophiles 
within a profession, and the sheltering of them by a hierarchy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No child was ever raped by a picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271431 36148 480 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 10:05:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/8271011" target=_blank>#478</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Building in Jerusalem was never before considered a 
"settlement".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is NOT true. The Bush administration had many clashes with Ehud Olmert 
over the settlements in East Jerusalem, and yes -- they called them 
"settlements."</P> 
<P>You really should have that raging case of Obama Derangement Syndrome looked 
at.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272025 36148 482 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 1:43:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/8271700" target=_blank>#481</A> nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I've noticed that you don't post nearly as much about the Arab war 
against Israel any more.</P> 
<P>I haven't seen the "And Again" following terror attacks or reporting about 
Iran's continuing nuclear program and the US apparent disinterest in doing 
anything about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You haven't seen the "And Again" posts because it's been years since 
Palestinian terrorists have managed to pull off a suicide bombing in Israel, for 
which I am very thankful. There was a time right after 9/11 when they were doing 
it seemingly every week. The security barrier has apparently been more effective 
than anyone dared hope.</P> 
<P>I actually hope I never have to write another one of those posts.</P> 
<P>When there's actual news to report from Iran, it's reported here. For 
example, the recent protests had a lot of coverage at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272128 36148 484 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:30:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/8272110" target=_blank>#483</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>I don't "hate" the right. The current state of the right wing is deranged; 
you don't hate deranged people, you just want to be far away from them.</P> 
<P>Yes, during the election I had plenty of serious misgivings about Barack 
Obama based on his associations. I've been pleasantly surprised to find that as 
President he's been far more centrist than I thought he would be.</P> 
<P>As for "bowing and scraping to the Arab world," Obama doesn't even come close 
to the Bush family.</P> 
<P>And I can't agree that he harbors any antipathy for Israel or Jews. There's a 
lot of propaganda being pushed out by right wing sources to make people think 
the relationship is worse than it really is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270598 36149 31 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 8:36:50pm  
 
<P>Acceptance of evolution in developed countries. The US is second-to-last. 
Only Turkey is worse.</P> 
<P>Absolutely horrible.</P> 
<P><A title=20091015EvolutionByCountry.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20091015EvolutionByCountry
.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20091015EvolutionByCountry.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270710 36150 26 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:12:08pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul is suggesting that Obama should appoint Andrew Napolitano to the 
Supreme Court.</P> 



<P>Yes, the guy who called Alex Jones, "The one, the only, the GREAT Alex 
Jones."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270741 36150 49 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:22:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8270733" target=_blank>#43</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another Hate Church in the News</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2010/04/09/gay-bashing-church-
could-lose-tax-exemption/" target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the church supported by Robert Spencer and Pamela Geller.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35269_Robert_Spencer_and_Pamela_Ge
llers_Rally-_Islam_Is_of_the_Devil" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270769 36150 72 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:31:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8270760" target=_blank>#65</A> little 
boomer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the new data published by NASA, 1998 is no longer the hottest 
year ever. 1934 is.Top 10 GISS U.S. Temperature deviation (deg C) in New Order 
8/7/2007Year Old New1934 1.23 1.251998 1.24 1.231921 1.12 1.152006 1.23 1.131931 
1.08 1.081999 0.94 0.931953 0.91 0.901990 0.88 0.871938 0.85 0.861939 0.84 
0.85</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you coming straight over from a denier blog and posting that crap 
here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270773 36150 76 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:33:49pm  
 
<P>These idiots never stop with this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270779 36150 81 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8270775" target=_blank>#78</A> Escaped 
Hillbilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was going to ask him what exactly he thought that <EM>meant</EM>, but you 
guys always beat me to it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has no idea what it means. He saw it at Anthony Watts' anti-science blog 
and jumped right over here and posted it. We're supposed to go, "Wow! I guess it 
IS a hoax!"</P> 
<P>This, in a thread about Glacier National Park declining from 150 glaciers to 
25.</P> 
<P>Sheer idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08270789 36150 90 Charles Fri, Apr 9, 2010 9:42:55pm  
 
<P>Bad news in W. Va. -- the 4 missing miners have just been found 
dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08272253 36150 138 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 3:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8272233" target=_blank>#137</A> lifeobs</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271390 36151 550 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 9:49:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/8271305" target=_blank>#466</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, <B>A</B> parent in the whole state? frightening.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you missed the part about the support this parent is getting from 
creationist groups all over Tennessee? Or maybe you missed the part where even 
Fox News is promoting his creationist craziness?</P> 
<P>There's a lot more than "one parent" involved in this backward nonsense, and 
it's ridiculous to try to shrug it off like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271553 36152 2 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 10:47:52am  
 
<P>Creationist religious fanatic homophobe Rick Santorum is now speaking. It's 
on C-SPAN.</P> 
<P>"Please don't ever question my intent to do what's right for those little 
babies."</P> 
<P>By which he means blastocysts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271559 36152 6 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 10:49:45am  
 
<P>Santorum just took a question from a woman who says she's filled with rage 
over having to "press 1 for English."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271563 36152 9 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 10:51:20am  
 
<P>If there's anyone who's even more repulsive than Palin, it's Rick Santorum. 
This guy should have been run out of Washington years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271571 36152 15 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 10:53:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8271564" target=_blank>#10</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would really love to see anyone who expresses anger over that, or touts 
English as the national language, be given the citizenship test. Not to actually 
kick them out of the country, given that that would be all kinds of 
unconstitutional, but to maybe, just maybe show them that immigrants actually 
are better citizens than they are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ones who rant about how much they want Americans to speak only English 
are the same people who proudly mispronounce "nuclear" as 
"nucular."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271601 36152 25 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 11:08:05am  
 



<P>Every single politician speaking at the SRLC is a creationist.</P> 
<P>All of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271608 36152 31 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 11:10:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8271607" target=_blank>#30</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw part of the speakers list on a link someone put up. They're all 
creationists? Gaaah.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08271637 36152 53 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 11:22:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8271631" target=_blank>#48</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One small quibble, a blastocyst <EM>is</EM> a human being in the strictest 
sense of the term, in other words it has human chromosomes and exists. What it 
is not (yet) is a <EM>person</EM>, it has no sentience. I can whip up a ven 
diagram for anybody who needs one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A blastocyst is a potential human being, nobody denies that. But one thing it 
is <EM>not</EM> is a "baby."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272065 36152 468 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:01:40pm  
 
<P>Every time I see Michael Steele speak from now on, I'm going to be seeing the 
Grover puppet from the Daily Show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272068 36152 471 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:03:52pm  
 
<P>Man, watching Steele is painful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272109 36152 501 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:22:21pm  
 
<P>Yes. Please do not post links to hate sites, even just to download a PDF.</P> 
<P>Resist.com is an especially bad one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272140 36153 22 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:35:38pm  
 
<P>Hate mail from the Netherlands:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your disdain (hatred) for young Conservative Christian women precedes you Mr. 
Johnson.</P> 
<P>Scared eh ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Yep, I quiver with terror at the sight of Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272155 36153 30 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 2:41:34pm  
 
<P>Any word on the SRLC straw poll yet?</P> 
<P>Ron Paul will win, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08272226 36153 53 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 3:02:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8272181" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://tpmlivewire.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/04/its-breitbart-at-
srlc-blogger-accuses-media-of-fabricating-racist-health-care-
attacks.php?ref=fpa" target=_blank>t's Breitbart: At SRLC, Blogger Accuses Media 
Of Fabricating Racist Health Care Attacks (VIDEO)</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he's accusing Rep. John Lewis of <EM>lying</EM>.</P> 
<P>And he says they asked for it anyway, by walking through the tea 
partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272246 36153 59 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 3:11:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8272237" target=_blank>#56</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. that video is serious...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Paulians booing Pence for mentioning Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP is seriously whacked out right now.</P> 
<P>They're booing their own speakers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272341 36153 114 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 3:53:43pm  
 
<P>The word "token" is not a racist slur.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>adjectivedone for the sake of appearances or as a symbolic gesture : cases 
like these often bring just token fines from the courts.</P> 
<P>• [ attrib. ] (of a person) chosen by way of tokenism as a representative of 
a particular minority or underrepresented group : <EM>she took offense at being 
called the token woman on the force</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272360 36153 127 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 3:59:35pm  
 
<P>As a matter of fact, what the term "token black" actually points out is the 
opposite -- the racism of whoever selected a person simply because of his/her 
race, in order to appear as if they're tolerant and inclusive.</P> 
<P>It's not difficult to imagine the Republican Party doing 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272371 36153 132 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 4:02:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8272356" target=_blank>#123</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The term "token black" refers to someone who is not deserving of a position, 
yet was given that position based on race.</P> 
<P>It is a racist term.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The "not deserving of a position" is your assumption -- that's not part of 
the definition, and I don't think of that when I hear some described as a 
"token" representative. They can be fully qualified and still be a "token," a 
front person picked to project an image of equality that isn't 
honest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272478 36154 14 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 4:37:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8272381" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503544_162-20002208-503544.html" 
target=_blank>Mitt Romney Wins GOP Presidential Straw Poll</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, the Paulians are slipping! They used to be the champions of poll 
spamming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272647 36157 32 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:20:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8272642" target=_blank>#27</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is awkward...</P> 
<P>Confederate Flag Bearer at Tea Party</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I'm guessing the black guy was not a Tea Partier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With tea bags hanging from his ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272654 36157 37 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:24:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8272651" target=_blank>#36</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, it gets better as it goes along. Lincoln was a thief! I'm still 
watching.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which tea party was this, do you know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272657 36157 40 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:26:05pm  
 
<P>He's a Truther too. Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272658 36157 41 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:26:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8272655" target=_blank>#38</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I apologize for pushing this, but I am begging you to make those videos in 
#23 into a thread. I honestly believe that if people *see* what is going on and 
hear scientists saying <EM>hundreds of millions and billions</EM> of deaths, it 
will make a real difference.</P> 
<P>Please, I am begging you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check them out, don't worry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08272697 36158 12 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:44:36pm  
 
<P>Anyone recognize the building in the background?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272701 36158 16 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:45:13pm  
 
<P>It's not the Georgia state capitol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272735 36158 46 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 6:57:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8272718" target=_blank>#31</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Baton Rouge</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LMmx-znVZc" 
target=_blank>Confederate Flag at Tea Party</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's it, Google maestro.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272747 36158 56 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 7:03:08pm  
 
<P>Anybody see an organizer come up to this guy and tell him to beat it? No? 
Didn't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272778 36158 86 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 7:13:33pm  
 
<P>A closeup of the sign:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ23809842.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ23809842.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ23809842.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272801 36158 108 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 7:21:53pm  
 
<P>Am I allowed to use “teabagger” to describe this guy when he hangs them from 
his ears?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08272821 36158 128 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 7:25:39pm  
 
<P>It's a lot easier to say "Teabaggers" than "Those Who Hang Tea Bags From 
Their Ears."</P> 
<P>I'm just lookin' for a little economy of typing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08273425 36160 7 Charles Sat, Apr 10, 2010 9:56:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8273413" target=_blank>#5</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you think Amazon might be intentionally killing the Kindle to 
cash in on the iPad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By releasing these free apps? Well, Amazon's money isn't really coming from 
sales of the Kindle reader -- the long term profit comes from book sales.</P> 



<P>I still find the Kindle the most comfortable for reading, though. When I'm 
reading a novel I don't really care about color or flashy page turning 
animations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08274196 36161 5 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2010 10:32:36am  
 
<P>Speaking of smears, Tim Blair's at it again. I saw referrals starting 
yesterday - he posted a one line slap at me about the Gingrich dog whistle post, 
but today it looks like he's greatly expanded it with a cherry-picking romp 
through the LGF archives.</P> 
<P>Classic sleaze.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08274219 36161 10 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2010 10:42:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8274213" target=_blank>#8</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The breitbart thing is like the time CBS or someone else was sending burqa 
clad people to Nascar races to see if they could get a racist / religious 
bigotry rise out of the crowd. The lie there was the burqa on a non muslim CBS 
reporter, the Lies in the O'keefe - Breitbart baiting video are more numerous 
and egregious.</P> 
<P>I hate even mentioning the Nascar incident btw because whiny andy will now 
use it in his litany of "See!?! See!?! They do it too!" whenever he gets 
questioned on his yellow tabloid techniques.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it was similar to that burqa stunt, true. But as sleazy as 
<EM>that</EM> was, at least CBS didn't selectively edit the videos to make the 
subjects look worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08274382 36162 26 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2010 12:07:29pm  
 
<P>At True/Slant my post about Ron Paul at SRLC has drawn Justin Raimondo out of 
his cave, and another wacky Ron Paulian who posted a long comment three 
times.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trueslant.com/charlesjohnson/2010/04/10/video-the-ron-
paul-wedge/" target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08274620 36164 2 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2010 2:09:29pm  
 
<P>Sorry, but I just don't believe that no one knew his history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08274695 36164 69 Charles Sun, Apr 11, 2010 2:45:07pm  
 
<P>One of the logos of the White Citizens' Councils:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ3CAF13FD.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3CAF13FD.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ3CAF13FD.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276124 36168 482 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 9:19:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/8276091" target=_blank>#449</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>UNFUCKINGBELIEVABLE!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it IS "unfuckingbelievable." Literally.</P> 
<P>Sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276130 36168 488 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 9:21:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/8276115" target=_blank>#473</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>And yet another false story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276223 36169 9 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 10:01:34am  
 
<P>Interesting that this topic triggers Google ads from 
Goldline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276232 36169 15 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 10:03:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8276220" target=_blank>#7</A> HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the link work for you guys? It's timing out for me...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very slow, lots of traffic. Worked for me but it took a while.</P> 
<P>Here's Google's cache: it came right up for me.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://wnymedia.net/paladino/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>wnymedia.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276640 36170 225 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 12:14:34pm  
 
<P>Here's the list of registered names, minus 4 identified socks:</P> 
<P>jesseo1YeomanFarmerPylon12Nick 
SchroederMikeTheModerateDemocratheywillBurritowhereswebbTheGuyCanadian 
POVmikec6666azizhpRomantic Hereticatwood6Fozzie 
BearCapmasterSecularZonemanticoreDrBooboodayTXG1112drefromalaskaJayDawgTheBirthd
ayPrincesswhyBotherAntonSiriusJan 
SmiddytedmpaulcowtownRTodiossariansetebos19Ulyssesgummitchmph63frizzlefryEddieCt
eambrudkostekOFR GunnyisthmusseanMyrionKimberlycartbgnysublimatebailey 
budblackbearDevinMcCurdyabaldessSoliusKardzboxelectrotekTrubbsUnsympatheticRenai
ssance_ManmcwafflestixAelfricSteveB4Morque</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276618 36171 4 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 12:02:41pm  
 
<P>I don't think it's a direct tie -- the most they're saying right now is that 
Kissinger blocked the sending of a cable that would have told South American 
leaders (dictators, most of them) not to support Operation Condor.</P> 
<P>In the days before the Letelier bombing, that might have been enough to get 
the plan called off. And it might not. No way to know for sure.</P> 
<P>But this cable does make the case for Kissinger's involvement with Condor 
that much stronger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08276664 36171 18 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 12:24:58pm  
 
<P>South American politics were dirty in the extreme in those days, but in this 
case we ended up giving covert support to an operation that probably resulted in 
an attack on US soil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276694 36171 46 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 12:37:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8276672" target=_blank>#24</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My reading of this is that the cancelled note was intended only for Uruguay 
and not for Chile, which we now know was directly responsible for the Letelier 
hit. The situation in Uruguay at the time is highly relevant.President <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_Mar%C3%ADa_Bordaberry" 
target=_blank>Juan Bordaberry</A>, who had been installed in a military coup in 
1973, had been removed in June, 3 months before the Kissinger action. It was 
Bordaberry who had created a notorious torture regime in Uruguay. He was 
replaced by the elderly and much more moderate <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alberto_Demicheli" target=_blank>Alberto 
Demicheli</A>, who favored a partial restoration of civil rights. Demicheli, in 
turn, was replaced by Aparicio Méndez in early September. It was Mendez who 
supervised the return to democracy, with a Constitutional referendum in 1980. 
This resulted in the defeat of the military regime's program and a return to 
democracy.In light of these events, and the changes taking place at the time, it 
is likely that Kissinger decided the warning was not necessary for Uruguay, 
which had already taken steps to moderate its policies.</P> 
<P>As a postscript, Bordaberry was arrested on November 17th 2006 and charged 
with involvement in the assasinations of two exiled legilators, <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zelmar_Michelini" target=_blank>Zelmar 
Michelini</A>and <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C3%A9ctor_Guti%C3%A9rrez_Ruiz" 
target=_blank>Héctor Gutiérrez</A> and in Argentina in May, 1976. He was 
convicted and sentenced to 30 years. He is now 81 years old and is in poor 
health.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an interesting take on it, possibly with some merit. On the other 
hand, there's little doubt that all these dictators, semi-dictators, and 
possibly reforming semi-dictators were in constant contact, and an official US 
cable to one would be assumed to immediately leak to the others -- so a warning 
to Uruguay not to support Condor would be a warning to all of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08276890 36171 205 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 1:48:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8276700" target=_blank>#52</A> shiplord 
kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We really need to find out if warnings were sent directly to Argentina and 
Chile, which were very much the senior partners in Condor.I'll go back to 
digging.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come to think of it, a warning to Uruguay makes sense from a diplomatic angle 
too, because if they warned the real strong-arm guys directly they'd act like 
dictators, get all puffed up and bluster, and it would get nowhere. If the 
warning came from someone they knew was already playing ball with the US, it 



might make them ask, "what's going on here?" instead of provoking the ego 
response.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08277984 36176 26 Charles Mon, Apr 12, 2010 7:48:23pm  
 
<P>Upcoming: I'm working on a bookmarklet to make it easier for registered users 
to post links, and the 'Related Links' stuff is being redesigned, with the 
Linkviewer being retitled 'Little Green Linkage'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08279240 36179 263 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 11:11:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8278969" target=_blank>#16</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It aint proof that it didn't happen,,, and a bunch of people (who were not 
there) saying it did does not prove it happen.</P> 
<P>Does anyone have Reps. John Lewis on the record saying it happened? Not 
someone else saying he said it did, but the actual people saying it happened to 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could try reading the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lewis declined to discuss the issue with The Associated Press. Asked whether 
the epithet was used, his spokeswoman said: "Yes. Congressman Lewis did hear the 
N-word yelled from the crowd."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08279260 36179 283 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 11:19:12am  
 
<P>Breitbart's yelling at me on Twitter.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/status/12116032335" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart/status/12116667060" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08280264 36180 2 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 3:50:35pm  
 
<P>Been at the DMV. Got the DMV Blues. Oh mama, stuck inside the DMV waitin' 
room killin' floor 4-hour blues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08280283 36180 12 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 3:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8280277" target=_blank>#7</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, that means your license expired. Happy birthday!</P> 
<P>/NM licenses don't expire on one's birthday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactamente. I woke up and suddenly realized that I'd forgotten to get an 
appointment in advance to renew it, so I had to go in, get a number, and wait 
almost 4 hours. Yikes. Nice way to spend a birthday.</P> 
<P>If I'd let it expire though, they make you take the written test and all 
that, and I didn't want to go through that, so I read the New York Times and 
CNET news on my iPhone while I waited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08280289 36180 16 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 3:59:31pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8280278" target=_blank>#8</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why god invented AAA. Also, they have this reservation system at the 
DMV these days...but you opted for the full DMV experience, sitting next to 
interesting people on hard plastic chairs for four hours...lucky 
you!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't go to AAA for this one. Had to take the eye test, get a picture 
taken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08280485 36181 8 Charles Tue, Apr 13, 2010 5:53:11pm  
 
<P>Colbert really did make him squirm a bit here. Almost thought he dropped his 
character for a few moments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284566 36188 6 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 9:36:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8284561" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fresh Birthers at today's Tea Party in DC: <A href="http://yfrog.com/j7helfj" 
target=_blank>Here</A>, <A href="http://yfrog.com/2pk2ij" target=_blank>here</A> 
and <A href="http://yfrog.com/3bk1gj" target=_blank>here</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Go back to Kenya" is flat-out racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284569 36188 8 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 9:38:32am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8284565" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.c-span.org/Watch/C-SPAN.aspx" target=_blank>Live Tea 
Party speech railing against the Department of Education</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea Party Express is the GOP astroturf group. Some of the Paulian kooks are 
angry at them for muscling in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284580 36188 17 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 9:44:58am  
 
<P><A href="http://img532.yfrog.com/img532/9396/dx1e.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Teabonics!</A> (And a genuine tin foil hat.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284584 36188 21 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 9:47:28am  
 
<P><A href="http://img210.yfrog.com/img210/6573/x7f.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>A bit defensive about racism?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284590 36188 27 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 9:49:23am  
 
<P><A href="http://img689.yfrog.com/img689/7209/8pmc.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Now can I call them "teabaggers?"</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08284656 36189 11 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:16:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8284654" target=_blank>#10</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone else just LGF just die on them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the Apache server crashed, as it does occasionally. Restarted and it's 
fine now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284674 36189 23 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:26:26am  
 
<P><A href="http://img690.yfrog.com/img690/1473/uql.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>A classic sign for the ages.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284676 36189 25 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:27:42am  
 
<P><A href="http://img690.yfrog.com/img690/1226/63z.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Body language.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284678 36189 27 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:29:18am  
 
<P>The teabaggers now have their <A 
href="http://img690.yfrog.com/img690/1473/uql.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>own version</A> of the infamous "<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20070127MoonbatsDC02.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Just Poop</A>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284744 36189 75 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:52:39am  
 
<P>If anyone thought the crazy signs wouldn't turn up at this tea party, think 
again.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/search/?q=%22tea+party%22&amp;d=taken-
20100415-&amp;ss=0&amp;ct=0&amp;mt=all&amp;adv=1&amp;eui=14350553%40N04" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284748 36189 79 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:53:57am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">79</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Thu, Apr 15, 
2010 10:53:57am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">1</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 



 
 
08284763 36189 92 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 10:55:31am  
 
<P>Try that again:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ5C70D700.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Possibly the best tea party sign 
ever.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284789 36189 117 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 11:01:51am  
 
<P><A href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4022/4523923904_3ca911eec1_o.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Another TEABAGGER sign! It's a 
trend.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08284797 36189 125 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 11:04:00am  
 
<P>Oh, I see -- that was the front of the same TEABAGGER sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08285216 36190 10 Charles Thu, Apr 15, 2010 1:54:31pm  
 
<P>Gosh darn it, why can't we legalize the Constition anyway! We have the right 
to a safe, legal Constition, darn it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08290499 36199 288 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2010 1:20:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8290377" target=_blank>#181</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word "Teabonics" is play on the word "Ebonics".I find that rather 
interesting, and arguably racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please. Give me a break.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08291857 36202 19 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2010 10:32:40pm  
 
<P>By the way, the LinkViewer has been getting a quiet make-over, and has been 
renamed as "LGF Linkage." And I'll soon be releasing a bookmarklet that will 
make posting links dead easy -- you just go to the site, click/drag to select 
some text, then click the bookmarklet, and the posting window pops up with your 
selected text as the description, the page URL as the address, and the page 
title as your link title.</P> 
<P>Check out the new look for LGF Linkage. (It's changing minute by minute.)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-linkviewer.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08291859 36202 20 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2010 10:33:46pm  
 
<P>The bookmarklet will also let you preview your link to see what it will look 
like when posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08291872 36202 29 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2010 10:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8291861" target=_blank>#22</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you used the new CS5 version of Dreamweaver yet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used Dreamweaver for some projects years ago, in the days when tables were 
the best way to design HTML pages, but I do all my coding with BBEdit now.</P> 
<P>DW was great for building complicated nested tables. The code it produced was 
like a vision of HTML Hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08291892 36202 42 Charles Sat, Apr 17, 2010 11:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8291875" target=_blank>#30</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. I can't stand the Adobe products myself, but given all the hype about 
CS5 I am wondering if it might be worth purchasing one of their 
packages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my own experience, there's no substitute for a solid understanding of the 
core technologies -- HTML, PHP/Ruby/Perl/whatever server-side scripting 
language, Javascript, and SQL. All of this takes an investment of time and 
effort, obviously. But once you have a good basic foundation, a text editor with 
context-aware features is the best tool. (For me, anyway.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08292298 36203 398 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2010 9:19:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/8292276" target=_blank>#376</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always the same thing... follow the money...</P> 
<P>"Al Gore, the self-styled squeakiest-clean and deepest-green politician in 
American history, has some explaining to do this weekend. His environmental 
organisation has taken money to raise awareness about the need for clean water 
from a controversial chemicals company involved in the aftermath of one of the 
world's worst pollution disasters."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/gore-takes-
cash-for-water-campaign-from-chemical-firm-1947723.html" 
target=_blank>www.independent.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a ridiculous story. Gore takes money from Dow Chemical for a campaign to 
raise awareness about clean water, and that's an outrageous outrage?</P> 
<P>This one is really, really reaching for something to get upset 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08293609 36205 346 Charles Sun, Apr 18, 2010 6:12:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/8293570" target=_blank>#308</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thats what it really used to be; its shifted some since then 
&gt;&gt;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not true. LGF was never an "anti-Muslim" blog. The focus of what I wrote at 
LGF was on criticizing radical Islam, <EM>never</EM> all Muslims.</P> 
<P>We had some commenters who were anti-Muslim, that's definitely true, but they 
are gone -- and this was on purpose, because I reached a point where I simply 
didn't want to be associated with their point of view at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08294108 36205 600 Charles Mon, Apr 19, 2010 12:38:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/599/8294103" target=_blank>#599</A> jim_beam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McIntyre says the terms of reference limited the Oxburgh report to almost 
exclusively uncontentious articles, while the articles he had criticized were <A 
href="http://climateaudit.org/2010/04/15/a-fair-sample/" 
target=_blank>ignored</A>. Sounds to me like the Oxburgh report can't be worth a 
whole lot if it never even investigated the more serious statistical concerns 
raised by McIntyre... Just sayin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course Steve McIntyre says that. He's one of the most determined climate 
change deniers on the Internet, and one of the most deceptive and hysterical 
bloggers about Climategate. He's been screaming about this ridiculous non-
scandal since the day it broke, and he's not going to give up just because the 
CRU scientists are being completely vindicated -- he's got a job to do, and it's 
called denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08297767 36211 27 Charles Tue, Apr 20, 2010 10:36:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8297737" target=_blank>#8</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. So this piece really resonated with you, huh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08297806 36211 55 Charles Tue, Apr 20, 2010 10:51:24am  
 
<P>Comment from a Nazi:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is it, this is why I came to Stormfront.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08299391 36216 277 Charles Tue, Apr 20, 2010 8:04:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8299382" target=_blank>#268</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything we need to know about a particular monkey in question can be found 
in this post of his:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/707/7925734" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't come from no monkey!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08300440 36216 769 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 9:27:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/764/8300268" target=_blank>#764</A> Lanzman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of throwing fuel on the fire, I'd like to point out that the 
comment Charles posted that everyone is making fun of is essentially correct: 
there is no "wall of separation" between church and state written in to the 
Constitution. The text of the first amendment simply says that Congress cannot 
decree an "official" church/religion for the United States (like the Church of 
England was for Britain) or prevent people from worshipping as they see fit. 
That's all. The "wall of separation" was construed from other writings by 
Jefferson and others and has become pretty much the official stance of the 



government thru common agreement and force of tradition, but it's not actually 
present in the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nonsense. The words "wall of separation" are not in the Constitution, 
of course, but nobody said they were. The Establishment Clause of the First 
Amendment is very clear that creating a wall of separation was paramount in the 
founders' intentions. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That clause is perfectly clear on its own (except to fundamentalists trying 
to confuse the issue), and to reinforce it, a series of ironclad Supreme Court 
decisions have verified and supported the "wall of separation" 
interpretation.</P> 
<P>Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, and others also made it very clear through 
their other writings that a wall of separation really was their 
intent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08301403 36218 131 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 3:52:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8301308" target=_blank>#129</A> 
tommylotto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the requirement is "natural born" citizenship (as that term was 
meant when inserted into Article II of the Constitution), but let's not quibble 
about technicalities. Hey did you see the story about George Washington owing a 
New York library a <A href="http://www.csmonitor.com/Books/chapter-and-
verse/2010/0419/How-George-Washington-racked-up-a-300-000-fine-for-overdue-
library-books" target=_blank>$300,000 fine for failing to return a copy of de 
Vatel's Law of Nations</A>? Anyway, if Obama has done everything necessary to 
prove he is eligible, why again are you oppose to this bill? Surely an 
opportunity to prove those birthers wrong once and for all cannot be your 
objection, is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're just "asking questions," right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08301408 36218 133 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 3:54:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8301308" target=_blank>#129</A> 
tommylotto</EM></P> 
<P>Been "asking" these "questions" for quite a while at LGF, haven't you?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/658/6731267" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08302077 36218 138 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 8:02:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8301794" target=_blank>#137</A> 
tommylotto</EM></P> 
<P>Seek professional help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08302276 36218 140 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 9:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8302144" target=_blank>#139</A> 
Pacificlady</EM></P> 



<P>There is no secrecy. His certification of live birth was released and 
verified by the state of Hawaii.</P> 
<P>Twice.</P> 
<P>Please. Just stop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08300570 36219 20 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 10:30:55am  
 
<P>Get a load of this statement by Feinstein, though:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"There's only one thing that's going to solve it, and that's a two-state 
solution."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>There are reasons to support two states, but does Feinstein actually believe 
that Hezbollah and Syria would just pack up the Scud missiles and put them in 
storage if the Palestinians had a state?</P> 
<P>Good grief. That's the kind of reality-denial that keeps this conflict going. 
It's not about "two states," and it never has been.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08300589 36219 36 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 10:36:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8300588" target=_blank>#35</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think she means Palestine and Lebanon... two states</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Feinstein is actually a very solid supporter of Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08301910 36221 22 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 6:45:25pm  
 
<P>The shiny new redesigned LGF Linkage page, with extra-fancy posting 
bookmarklet you can install in your browser to make it obscenely easy to post 
links from other sites:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-linkage.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Formal announcement coming soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08301946 36221 45 Charles Wed, Apr 21, 2010 6:56:08pm  
 
<P>And Floral Giraffe is first to use the bookmarklet!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08303478 36225 164 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2010 11:56:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8303323" target=_blank>#22</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yo, Charles et al-</P> 
<P>E-mailed you about this a bit earlier but figure you're swamped as usual; 
Donald Douglas has neglected to make a correction regarding his recent attack on 
me for allegedly not having addressed the presence of the RPG in the Wikileaks 
video when I in fact had done so two days prior, as I explained to him when he 
e-mailed me to taunt me. He promised to post a correction of his own after I 
reiterated my correction a second time in another article; after I did so, he 
neglected to post his own correction. Here's my first ZOMG VLOG:</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nice. You do realize the hand-rolled cigarette will make them crazy, right? 
Heh.</P> 
<P>Donald Douglas is a complete buffoon; he deserves to be verbally smacked 
around. Notice I wrote "verbally," because that's the newest wingnut blogger 
technique -- to yell and scream that someone is "threatening" them when a phrase 
like that is used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306114 36225 787 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 9:34:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/778/8305552" target=_blank>#778</A> May31st</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website, you idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306152 36225 788 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 9:47:25am  
 
<P>Ugh. Birthers.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08304271 36226 242 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2010 3:38:19pm  
 
<P>Here's the Ayaan Hirsi Ali interview:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://ht.cdn.turner.com/cnn/big/bestoftv/2010/04/21/
ac.south.park.islam.warning.cnn_640x360_dl.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" 
onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308070 36226 515 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 8:59:50pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308654 36226 518 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 8:24:23am  
 
 
 
<P>And another bigot suddenly shows up. Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308907 36226 519 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 11:10:07am  
 
<P>This is why I'm increasingly reluctant to post about radical Islam. There are 
far too many on the right wing these days who can't make the distinction between 
fanatical Islamists and every other Muslim, and will launch into rants at the 
drop of a hat about how evil Islam itself is, etc. etc., ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>I won't put up with this crap at LGF. It drives off and intimidates decent 
people who want to discuss the issues without having extremists yell at 
them.</P> 
<P>If you really feel the need to hang out with people who believe all Muslims 
are evil terrorists bent on destroying Western society, there are plenty of so-



called "anti-jihad" and/or right wing blogs that have no problem with 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08304359 36227 8 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2010 4:01:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8304353" target=_blank>#7</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good photo, I like the way the mountains fade in a series into the background 
and how there's a hit of chromatism in the clouds.</P> 
<P>{I like it but some photographers would use a yellow filter to force blue 
sky...}</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I did play with adjusting the color levels in iPhoto to bring out 
the blue, but ended up liking the unadjusted version better. Has more of a 
washed out desert feeling, and looks more like the reality did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08304394 36227 21 Charles Thu, Apr 22, 2010 4:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8304380" target=_blank>#18</A> Dante41</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Silliness aside, you took that picture, Charles? I never knew you were into 
photography.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the "Photograph" tag under the post and you'll get a list of links to 
other photos I've taken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306456 36230 57 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 12:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8306441" target=_blank>#45</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, what does CAIR think of this?</P> 
<P>"Ibrahim Hooper, a spokesman for the Council on American-Islamic Relations, 
characterized Revolution Muslim as a loosely-organized group with such 
outrageous beliefs he <STRONG>believes it may be a "setup" to smear 
Islam</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>"They say wild and irresponsible things periodically," Hooper told 
FoxNews.com. "<STRONG>There's a strong suspicion that they're merely a setup to 
make Muslims and Islam look bad. They say such wild and crazy things that you 
have to wonder</STRONG>.""</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/us/2010/04/23/road-radicalism-man-
south-park-threats/" target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Oh yeah...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reminds me of the wingnuts who think every hateful or racist tea party sign 
is a librul plant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306796 36231 26 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 2:26:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8306787" target=_blank>#21</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The search calendar in the Linkage window is a bit buggy at the moment. No 
months or years other than the current one appear for me. Earlier, ads were 
covering the search box after a search, but that's not happening 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hmm ... do you see the two calendars when you click in that field? Above the 
left calendar there should be popup menus that let you select other months and 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306821 36231 39 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 2:37:46pm  
 
<P>That calendar problem is now fixed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306849 36231 45 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 2:54:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8306837" target=_blank>#42</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course the issues with a scientific link library are the following:</P> 
<P>1. It should be something all lizards should be able to add too.</P> 
<P>2. As a result, for everything that I or one of the other science types here 
posts from NAS, NASA, NOAA, Princeton etc...there will be three posts from Fox 
"Volksministerium für das Wohl des Volkes" News and other "Cosanginuity" 
Monckton types that their posters believe count as science.</P> 
<P>3. Charles probably has enough to do without having to become a journal 
editor who would then be fumed at by the crazies for suppressing their 
"science."</P> 
<P>SO OK I get that!</P> 
<P><STRONG>Charles,</STRONG> is there some way that I or any lizard can have our 
own link file that we control? Something like Ludwig's links that I would put 
the AGW stuff into and then other lizards can decide if they are any good or not 
on their own, but I can at least promise to only put valid science links 
into?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I created a way for people to publicly share items from their Favorites 
lists that would probably do what you're asking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306858 36231 53 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 3:00:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8306853" target=_blank>#48</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sites we just don't link to period.(Charles, please fix if I get any of these 
guesses wrong)</P> 
<P>If you absolutely must then use the google cache link and file it under 
either "wingnuts" or "moonbats".</P> 
<P>Note: stalker sites will not be named, and even the cache link to those 
usually gets deleted from my observations)</P> 
<P>Atlas shrugs/GoV/Brussels Journal/Jihad Watch axis (and I really mean AXIS) 
sites. If you are in doubt, check the blogroll of the site you are linking from 
... you will find the same blogbling and sites listed among most of those.</P> 
<P>Big(dot) anything from Breitbart. Since Breitbart.com is still in sidebar, I 
assume straight news links from there are still ok.</P> 
<P>Stormfront and other hate sites like Stormfront. There's a spectrum out there 
from the hardcore to the lightweight (Hit and Run and Hot Air end up at the 
Lightweight end, while Stormfront and Rense etc. are at the heavyweight racist 
end with Lew Rockwell, VDARE Takimag, Chronicles etc in between.)</P> 
<P>Hard core Islamist and radical Jihadi sites, the list of terror groups here 
is way to long to name them all, but they are all easy to recognize.</P> 
<P>Sex and porn sites -- on softcore use the rule: if you can't watch it at work 
then don't link it here without NSFW forewarning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's a pretty accurate list. You didn't mention Weird Nut Drooly -- I keep 
going back and forth on whether to disallow them, because they're so whacked out 
they're occasionally highly amusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306868 36231 58 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 3:04:42pm  
 
<P>And remember that little exclamation point icon if you see something that 
doesn't belong! It turns yellow when you hover over it, signifying CAUTION! 
WARNING! Bzzzt! Report it!</P> 
<P>Seriously, when you report comments or links they're forwarded not just to me 
but to all the monitor lizards.</P> 
<P>On a similar subject, I'm probably going to start auto-hiding comments whose 
rating goes below -10 within a certain time window. There will still be a way 
for you to click and read it if you want to, so it won't actually be deleted. 
But a lot of trollish comments live on long past their expiration date and 
provoke responses, because they're still visible. Auto-hiding might help that 
situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306904 36231 84 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 3:32:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8306879" target=_blank>#66</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see on the Linkage page there is no "Most-Clicked" nor "Most-Commented" nor 
"Top Links Overall" viewing option. I may or may not miss those, but are they 
staying in the "Show top rated linkage" device? Then I can't miss 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can do the same thing by sorting by clicks, comments, or ratings, then 
set the date range to "Today" or whatever range you want.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08306976 36231 150 Charles Fri, Apr 23, 2010 4:01:29pm  
 
<P>Important note about using the bookmarklet!</P> 
<P>Sometimes when selecting text on a web page, you may also inadvertently be 
selecting text you don't want to include, such as advertising, picture captions, 
sidebars, etc. Always look through the "Description" field when using the 
bookmarklet to make sure it contains only what you want, and edit if 
necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308656 36233 393 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 8:29:30am  
 
<P>Some people have asked why I don't post as much about radical Islam 
lately.</P> 
<P>The answer is simple -- because the right wing blogosphere has gotten 
completely insane on this subject, just as they have with every other subject, 
and when I post anything at all dealing with Islam the bigots invariably come 
crawling out from under their rocks. The first South Park thread from Thursday 
is a perfect example. The end of the thread turned into a display of open 
bigotry, with two people losing accounts.</P> 
<P>There are far too many people on the right who have let criticism of radical 
Islam become hatred of all Muslims, and I'm not going to encourage them if I can 
help it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08308766 36234 73 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 10:01:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8308760" target=_blank>#67</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lol, I love the use of "anti-choice".</P> 
<P>I guess I'll start calling all abortion proponents "anti-
life".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean you don't already?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308777 36234 84 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 10:05:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8308769" target=_blank>#76</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No...truthfully I find the use of "anti" on both sides of the debate as just 
a way to demonize the counter opinion.</P> 
<P>Just my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The essential fact about social conservatives who are opposed to abortion in 
all circumstances is that they are trying to take away freedom of choice from 
pregnant women.</P> 
<P>I'm going to continue using this term to describe social conservatives such 
as the Oklahoma lawmakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08308805 36234 109 Charles Sat, Apr 24, 2010 10:21:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8308801" target=_blank>#107</A> 
mashiach123</EM></P> 
<P>You could try reading either the linked article or the 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310260 36237 389 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 9:57:02am  
 
<P>All the crazy right wing blogs are ranting about some signs carried by anti-
Palin protesters in Eugene. These signs are supposed to excuse all of the 
racist, extreme, violent signs at tea parties.</P> 
<P>The most extreme sign they managed to find is "Hope She Chokes," which is 
crass but hardly "violent." Saying you hope someone "chokes" is light years from 
carrying a sign that says, "We came unarmed ... THIS time," or any of the other 
openly threatening signs we see at every tea party.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is absolutely obsessed with <EM>tu quoque</EM> 
arguments these days. It's beyond pathetic, and very very 
childish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310269 36237 398 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 10:02:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8309871" target=_blank>#23</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha ha! I tried! I went to post a link in the new LGF linkage. Went through 
the process. Wrote up my little blurb. Nyet. The link had already been posted. 



That's what happens when you are away from the inter-news all 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! Thanks for letting me know about this -- I changed the code so that the 
'already posted' warning will show up as soon as you open the posting form, so 
you don't waste time writing a post about it only to be refused.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310272 36237 400 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 10:03:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/8310258" target=_blank>#387</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Trafficant is an antisemite and white supremacist, and is an utterly 
despicable human being in every way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310297 36238 5 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 10:24:44am  
 
<P>He resigned at the age of 73. Excuse me if I'm not too impressed.</P> 
<P>And although he's not admitting it, it's virtually certain that he abused 
other kids too. Pedophiles don't just abuse one child. They leave a trail of 
damaged lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310447 36239 33 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 11:55:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8310430" target=_blank>#16</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anybody have any other suggestions for AZ?</P> 
<P>What should the state do? I'm seeing criticisms and no suggestions.</P> 
<P>Criticisms are easy to make.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I don't claim to have a solution for Arizona. But I can still see that 
these new laws are insane. They seem extremely un-American to me. When an honest 
citizen can be stopped and forced to show his birth certificate -- and 
preemptively placed in handcuffs until it shows up! -- then Houston, we have a 
problem. The right wing idiots who pushed these new laws are turning Arizona 
into a de facto totalitarian state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310647 36239 232 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 12:48:19pm  
 
<P>It's true -- this isn't AZ's new immigration law. I stand corrected, and I 
edited the post to reflect this. But it's still indicative of what to expect 
when AZ's laws take effect -- only it will be worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310667 36239 252 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 12:53:26pm  
 
<P>And by the way, even if this really is official ICE policy, something still 
doesn't seem right about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310686 36239 271 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 12:59:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/8310656" target=_blank>#241</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So theoretically, it can be stopped?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I suspect it will eventually be struck down in court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310831 36239 415 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 1:58:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/8310799" target=_blank>#384</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi, lizards. This is going to be a drive-by post as I'm in the middle of a 
couple of big projects and can't hang around to participate right now, much as 
I'd like to.</P> 
<P>I hate the idea of national ID cards as it smacks of totalitarianism. FYI, 
that's a purely gut-level reaction coming from someone who tends to chafe at 
most forms of authority.</P> 
<P>On a more rational note, an article entitled <A 
href="http://www.schneier.com/essay-034.html" target=_blank><EM>A National ID 
Card Wouldn't Make Us Safer</EM></A>, written back in 2004 by security expert 
Bruce Schneier, sealed it for me. The focus of the article is safety (from 
terrorism), however he makes many excellent points about how such a card could 
and <EM>would</EM> be abused.</P> 
<P>I've read Mr. Schneier's books on security and IMO they should be considered 
required reading for anyone with half a brain.</P> 
<P>I'm outta here. Hope everyone enjoys what's left of the 
weekend.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I second the recommendation. That's a very well-argued piece on the 
undesirability of national ID cards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08310908 36240 3 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 2:25:01pm  
 
<P>LGF Linkage now uses a cookie to remember your settings between visits -- it 
saves the category, sort and other display options, but not date ranges or 
search filters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311050 36241 2 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 4:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8311047" target=_blank>#1</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many of these comics do you have? I might threaten to pull my Archie's 
collection out of the attic by the end of the year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost 600 Marvel comics...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311071 36241 15 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 4:30:13pm  
 
<P>This photo was taken with my Nikon D90 -- some of the earlier ones were with 
a Canon G10. For this kind of shot the D90 is clearly far superior. It has 
better focus and no fish-eye distortion of the rectangular shape of the 
book.</P> 
<P>To take a bunch of photos with the D90, I set up a table with a tripod sort 
of leaning over it, then mounted the D90 on the tripod facing straight down. I 
adjusted the zoom lens to have the comic book nicely filling the whole view.</P> 
<P>Then I set up another table nearby with my laptop computer, and used the 
Nikon Camera Control program to tether the camera to the computer. That way I 
could trigger the shutter remotely and just swap the comic books out from under 
the camera really quickly, and the photos were directly uploaded to the computer 



immediately. I managed to do a lot of these comics in a short time like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311075 36241 18 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 4:34:25pm  
 
<P>For comparison, the same cover photographed with the Canon G10 - notice the 
pronounced fish-eye distortion:</P> 
<P><A title=IMG_0315.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/IMG_0315.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: IMG_0315.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311077 36241 20 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 4:37:28pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8311076" target=_blank>#19</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have to send pictures in for the service to decide what they're going 
to grade? How important to the sale price, is having the comic graded?It's a 
nice collection.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to decide what to send in. They'll give you advice if you call them, 
they're pretty helpful.</P> 
<P>For the more valuable comic books, having them graded can result in a much 
higher selling price, especially if they grade highly. The CGC rating is pretty 
well-trusted by collectors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311080 36241 22 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 4:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8311064" target=_blank>#9</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I worked for Marvel for 8 years... I could make contacts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you want to mention it to someone you know I'd like to know their 
reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311181 36241 111 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 5:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8311099" target=_blank>#36</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any major contributions to the Collection outside Marvel, Charles? I mean, 
Marvel was always the coolest, but there <EM>were</EM> 
others...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this, you mean?</P> 
<P><A title=WorldsFinest-171.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/WorldsFinest-
171.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: WorldsFinest-
171.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08311275 36241 202 Charles Sun, Apr 25, 2010 6:21:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8311197" target=_blank>#126</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you store those? Do you keep them in acid-free boxes or some type of 
album?.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're individually stored in acid-free plastic bags with acid-free backing 
boards, the kind made for storing "Silver Age" comics. The whole collection is 
stored in several long boxes we got at a comic book store.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08312124 36242 276 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2010 8:47:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/8312069" target=_blank>#222</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's National Security Advisor Tells Joke Depicting Jews as Greedy 
Merchants...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.breitbart.tv/obamas-national-security-advisor-
tells-joke-depicting-jews-as-greedy-merchants" 
target=_blank>www.breitbart.tv...</A>]</P> 
<P>{sigh}</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake. That's ridiculous. You have to really work at it to be 
offended by that.</P> 
<P>And the person who posted that, "Yid with Lid," is a friend of Pamela 
Geller's who posted several really vicious attacks against me. Not surprised to 
see him pushing yet another fake outrage story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08312220 36242 371 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2010 9:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8311826" target=_blank>#4</A> PaxAmericana</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How come the hippie and the terrorist were removed from the LGF 
logo?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The answer is simple - because I decided I didn't like the way it looked. Too 
cluttered.</P> 
<P>Of course, you realize that this is one of the stalker talking points, don't 
you? It's supposed to be <EM>very very</EM> meaningful that I removed those 
graphics. Highly symbolic of ... <EM>something</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08312948 36245 38 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2010 2:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8312918" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pajamas Media: <STRONG>Southern Poverty Law Center’s ‘Enemies List’ a 
Fantasy</STRONG></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Southern Poverty Law Center's new list of scary "Patriots" connects 
people as various as Alex Jones, Ron Paul, and Glenn Beck into a vast 
conspiracy. Robert Stacy "the Other" McCain tries — and fails — to make sense of 
it all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fail indeed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, now why in the world would Robert Stacy McCain have an interest in 
delegitimizing the Southern Poverty Law Center? Could it possibly be related to 
the fact that the SPLC has exposed McCain as a white supremacist in numerous 
articles?</P> 



<P>It's pretty sickening to see Pajamas Media publishing the work of this vile 
creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08313598 36246 253 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2010 6:23:38pm  
 
<P>Tancredo now says he was misquoted. And he just <EM>loves</EM> Arizona's new 
law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08314192 36247 191 Charles Mon, Apr 26, 2010 8:12:28pm  
 
<P>Judging from our referrers page, Tim Blair is at it again, searching through 
LGF's archives to try to prove that I've changed my mind about Barack Obama -- 
an earth-shattering revelation that I've never denied for a single second.</P> 
<P>Exercising judgment and changing one's mind is apparently the worst crime you 
can commit, to ideologues and cretins like Blair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08315336 36249 6 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 9:54:32am  
 
<P>Wow. Tim Blair really went wild yesterday, digging up every single LGF post 
during the election in which I wrote something negative about Barack Obama. He 
must have spent hours on it.</P> 
<P>All to "reveal" something that isn't hidden at all. I was very opposed to 
Obama during the election, yep, that's right.</P> 
<P>And I've learned since then that most of the crap being circulated about 
Obama was just that -- crap. He has not turned out to be a radical leftist at 
all, despite the continued screaming from the right.</P> 
<P>If I had it to do over, I'd vote for Obama without hesitation. I'm very 
thankful that McCain and Palin aren't in office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316133 36250 547 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 2:43:35pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair struggles to understand how a human being can change an opinion, 
comes up blank:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Johnson hasn’t changed his mind about Obama; he’s changed his mind about his 
own coverage of Obama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is supposed to be very bad, I think. And Timmy calls me "son," which I 
believe indicates he's getting a bit hot under the right wing dog collar he 
wears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316431 36250 829 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 4:29:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/802/8316404" target=_blank>#802</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting... Roger A. Pielke, Jr's. father is engage in climate studies 
too!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Walter. Pielke Sr. is a meteorologist, not a climatologist. And Pielke 
Jr. is not a scientist at all, his Ph.D. is in political science.</P> 
<P>And both Sr. and Jr. have similar reputations among climate scientists -- 
very bad reputations. They're deniers, Walter, not reputable climate 
scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08316437 36250 835 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 4:30:49pm  
 
<P>Start reading here to see how scientists regard the Pielkes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/cse?cx=017254414699180528062%3Auyrcvn__yd0&amp;q=pie
lke&amp;sa.x=0&amp;sa.y=0&amp;sa=search" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316446 36250 844 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 4:34:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/839/8316441" target=_blank>#839</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see them as deniers... I see them as having a different view of the 
same problem. My first look at them today (never even heard of them until 
Freetoken mentioned the link), they are not in lock step with ever scientist in 
the climate change community, but they have both contributed to the body of 
climate change work, including the IPCC reports.</P> 
<P>Difference in scientific opinions does not make one a 
denier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, that's your first look at them.</P> 
<P>I've been following the issues surrounding both of the Pielkes for several 
years, and I have no hesitation at all calling them climate change deniers. It's 
what they do, with a slightly slicker facade than people like Monckton and 
Inhofe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316453 36250 851 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 4:35:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/846/8316448" target=_blank>#846</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently we must expand the term "denier" to also apply to those who are 
not sceptics, and do not deny Climate Change, just if anything they say is ever 
a little controversial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need to expand anything. They fit the current definition just 
fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316464 36250 862 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 4:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/860/8316462" target=_blank>#860</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are saying that Roger A. Pielke, sr. and Roger A. Pielke, Jr. are both 
AGW deniers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there an echo in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08317331 36250 1044 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 8:10:13pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08316929 36253 18 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 7:01:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8316917" target=_blank>#15</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive me for being obtuse, but i read the article at the link and didn't 
see anything about smoking - but clearly you all know what Charles intended to 
mean through the link. Would someone remedy my ignorance here?</P> 
<P>thanks-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article promotes joining The Advancement of Sound Science Coalition 
(TASSC), one of the most notorious tobacco industry front 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08317535 36255 86 Charles Tue, Apr 27, 2010 9:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8317452" target=_blank>#10</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's in the <A 
href="http://cosmiclog.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2010/04/27/2280442.aspx?GT1=43001" 
target=_blank>science section of MSNBC</A> as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you honestly not see the rather huge, glaring difference between these two 
articles?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318170 36255 288 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 9:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/8317986" target=_blank>#284</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How dare those evil Fox News people repost a story about the Ark. No other 
legitimate news organization would ever repost a story about an evangelical 
expedition with marginal unsubstantiated evidence about the Ark.</P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/story?id=2133311&amp;page=1" 
target=_blank>ABC 2006: Has Noah's Ark Been Found?</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/GMA/story?id=1727536" target=_blank>ABC 2006: 
Satellite May Have Found Noah's Ark</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/4838007/" target=_blank>MSNBC 2006: 
Explorers plan quest in search of Noah's Ark</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11747932/" target=_blank>MSNBC 2004: 
Satellite sleuth closes in on Noah’s Ark mystery</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of those articles are skeptical. Only Fox News publishes this as straight 
science news, without a single trace of skepticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318088 36256 339 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 8:28:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/8317955" target=_blank>#211</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>The Tea Partiers do not incite violence; they are salt-of-the-earth 
middle Americans who are desperately worried about the misguided policies and 
wrongheaded vision being promoted by President Obama and his congressional 
allies. Contrast them with the younger, less educated, lower income, angry, 
racially motivated mob that turned out in Phoenix. The Tequila Party and 
gangsters like them represent the core and the pride of the liberal base. 
<STRONG>If an angry, shouting mob throwing bottles at police is the face of 
contemporary liberalism, it's no wonder Americans are turning against them in 
droves.</STRONG></EM></P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://m.washingtontimes.com/news/2010/apr/28/angry-hateful-
violent-extremist-liberals/" target=_blank>m.washingtontimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>whoops!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, what a shocker. The Washington Times hyping and making excuses for tea 
parties. Never seen that before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318533 36257 182 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 11:34:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8318501" target=_blank>#162</A> reidr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I started casually reading his blog a few months ago. He doesn't toe the 
right wing talking points, which is refreshing. I tend to skip a lot of his 
foreign policy posts (which is most of them), but the ones I've read sound 
reasonable to me. He's also called out the right wing for their idiocy when 
needed. He's anti-Romney and anti-Palin. Compared to most conservative bloggers, 
he strikes me as very sane. Aside from the recommended blog list, what's not to 
like? Maybe he's nutty on social issues, but I haven't read many such 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bottom line for me: anyone who links to VDARE in their blogroll has something 
seriously wrong with them. This isn't a small thing; VDARE is a white 
supremacist site, and they've also published Holocaust deniers and 
antisemites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08323335 36257 228 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 8:38:38am  
 
<P>Just piss off, you whining baby.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08322065 36258 148 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2010 5:47:04pm  
 
<P>We have a Birther in the wild, asking questions! I thought they had all 
migrated to warmer climes by now.</P> 
<P>Lovely plumage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318691 36259 18 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 12:38:09pm  
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318708 36259 30 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 12:42:09pm  
 
<P>Echo ... echo ... echo ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318714 36259 35 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 12:42:50pm  
 
<P>Had a database hangup there. Not sure why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318745 36259 62 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 1:01:54pm  
 
<P>Ah ha. Found out why the DB server had that little hangup -- it's actually 
related to a feature in the new Linkage page.</P> 



<P>The Linkviewer had an option to sort by number of comments per link, and I 
kept that feature in the new Linkage page. But the MySQL query that was nice and 
fast when we had fewer posted links in the database does not scale up very well 
at all; with almost 200,000 links, it's dog slow because it does a full table 
scan. I hadn't noticed this before because the feature wasn't as easy to find in 
the previous Linkviewer and not many people used it.</P> 
<P>For now, I removed the option to sort by number of comments, until I see if 
it's possible to put together a query that's more efficient. You can still use 
the "Most-commented links" feature in the "Show top-rated linkage" area at the 
top of the main LGF pages, because it limits the time interval to a maximum of 7 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318763 36259 80 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 1:09:18pm  
 
<P>The query that was hanging up:</P> 
<P>SELECT * FROM linkage ORDER BY (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM comments WHERE 
comments.linkid = linkage.id) DESC, linkage.id DESC LIMIT 0, 25</P> 
<P>The subquery can probably be replaced with a join, but ordering by number of 
posted comments for the full linkage table is still going to be problematic. 
Limiting the time interval is probably the only way to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318787 36259 104 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 1:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8318772" target=_blank>#89</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The database now has some errors too, might be contributing to the 
error...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/124/8318677" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a DB error, actually, it's another problem with the sorting code. 
I'll check it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08318804 36259 121 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 1:29:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8318791" target=_blank>#108</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've always gotten multiple days' comments in one list if the title of the 
thread is the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's where the problem lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08320734 36260 155 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2010 8:44:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8320692" target=_blank>#154</A> tweav</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So she is dumb for following McCain's managers advice and not her own 
instincts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's just one reason why she's dumb. There are many 
others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08319619 36263 7 Charles Wed, Apr 28, 2010 6:59:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8319613" target=_blank>#4</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like he's fighting Hercules in this comic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's Thor vs. Hercules. Herc first showed up in "Journey Into Mystery" 
#124, which we also have in the LC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08320857 36265 5 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2010 9:37:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8320840" target=_blank>#1</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the link:</P> 
<P>Why? Indeed, is there really much of a "center" still around in the GOP, at 
least among the activists and donors?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That line about the "center right" is puzzling. How in the world do you build 
a "center right" by pimping for an extreme right wing tool like 
Rubio?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08321130 36266 125 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2010 10:57:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8321101" target=_blank>#99</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News isn't alone in the pimping of the story. So does <A 
href="http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1985830,00.html" 
target=_blank>Time Magazine</A>. It takes six paragraphs (out of a 9 paragraph 
story) to note that there are skeptics to the claims.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.google.com/news/more?pz=1&amp;cf=all&amp;cf=all&amp;ncl=dG1r9L
W6EWYbR9MhJWd4yXuOpcGjM" target=_blank>MSNBC</A> was quick to point out that 
this was likely the latest in a series of Ark frauds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News is alone in the absurdly credulous attitude they're taking to the 
story, though. It's quite obvious they're pandering to their fundamentalist 
audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08321131 36266 126 Charles Thu, Apr 29, 2010 10:58:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8321123" target=_blank>#118</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/04/29/opinion/29kobach.html" 
target=_blank>Kobach gets a NYT op-ed.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's been sent out on a PR offensive. He was also on the radio in LA 
yesterday. Not a single journalist so far has asked him about his connections to 
FAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08323574 36272 43 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 10:02:51am  
 
<P>I heard a Louisiana oyster farmer being interviewed on NPR yesterday -- he 
broke down in tears at one point. This is going to devastate the fishing 
industry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08324369 36274 39 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 2:23:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8324352" target=_blank>#27</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The title of today's summary email from Rush: Obama's Katrina.</P> 
<P>He also links to American Thinker and the Washington times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the meme suddenly being pushed by all the wingers. Obama's 
Katrina.</P> 
<P>Ironically, these are the same people who vehemently denied Bush even 
<EM>had</EM> a "Katrina." Listen to them and you'll get the impression nothing 
much went wrong then.</P> 
<P>So in a way, they're calling their own outrageous outrage of the day a 
meaningless nontroversy. Excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08324898 36275 7 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 5:31:15pm  
 
<P>Also ... each lizard’s username (at the bottom left of each link) is now a 
clickable link that sets the “Name” filter to that name, to make it even easier 
to see all the links posted by a particular person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08324910 36275 11 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 5:36:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8324903" target=_blank>#10</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it matter that the word "linkage" in your header is on top of the 
advertisement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's how it's supposed to go if the window isn't too wide. Looks better 
than having it jump to the next line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08324939 36275 25 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 5:52:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8324911" target=_blank>#12</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very cool feature Charles, I saw the two that you embedded earlier. It still 
would be nice to get a tweet or retweet button for the links as 
well...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Twitter support coming soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08324963 36275 43 Charles Fri, Apr 30, 2010 5:59:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8324953" target=_blank>#35</A> 
rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that youtube and vimeo only? If video was on a blog to link would that 
work?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only YouTube and Vimeo right now. Others will be added.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08326477 36277 13 Charles Sat, May 1, 2010 12:41:07pm  
 
<P>Another change: to speed up the display of the Linkage home page, it now 
limits the default time frame to links posted within the last 30 days. This 
should help quite a bit with performance.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08326654 36278 5 Charles Sat, May 1, 2010 2:29:22pm  
 
<P>Full speech here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.freep.com/apps/pbcs.dll/artikkel?Avis=C4&amp;Dato=20100501&amp;
Kategori=NEWS15&amp;Lopenr=100501010&amp;Ref=AR&amp;template=fullarticle" 
target=_blank>www.freep.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08326845 36279 3 Charles Sat, May 1, 2010 3:44:57pm  
 
<P>I'm stoked because I finally managed to solve a long-running performance 
problem with the display of the Linkage page, and the individual link pages with 
comments.</P> 
<P>The problem turned out to be that MySQL's query optimizing code was picking 
the wrong index -- even though I'd created one especially intended to solve the 
problem. This is the first time I've seen the MySQL optimizer be so stubborn and 
wrong-headed.</P> 
<P>I had to pull out the "USE INDEX" clause to force it to use the compound 
index I created. Once I did that, some things that were really slow (sometimes 
even causing the server to bog down) suddenly started working really swiftly 
again.</P> 
<P>Using the EXPLAIN clause, I can see a huge difference in some simple lookups. 
Queries that took several seconds are now measured in tenths of a second. 
Woot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08326849 36279 5 Charles Sat, May 1, 2010 3:46:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8326847" target=_blank>#4</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exquisite. Curious, is there a reason/meaning for the 
bandanna?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It muffles the strings above the nut, makes the sound cleaner. Also looks 
cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08326902 36279 19 Charles Sat, May 1, 2010 4:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8326881" target=_blank>#13</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WOW! Just wow...Charles...That isn't standard tuning is it? Isn't that low E 
tuned to a D or something?Guess I better pull out the guitar and check...Damn he 
is good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't check but I think it's tuned to a low C, or possibly 
B.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08329903 36285 25 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 7:18:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8329895" target=_blank>#17</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't tell Duncan Hunter, he'll probably want to put alligators in 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There once was a time when Duncan Hunter seemed like one of the sane 
Republicans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08329906 36285 28 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 7:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8329905" target=_blank>#27</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right up until he got elected. Since then, its been all down 
hill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny how that works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08329923 36285 45 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 7:25:45pm  
 
<P>May 2007: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25709_A_Guest_Post_By_Duncan_Hunte
r" target=_blank>A Guest Post By Duncan Hunter</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08329931 36285 53 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 7:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8329927" target=_blank>#49</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Different Duncan Hunter. That was senior, Duncan Hunter Junior is the current 
Congressman, ran in his father's same district.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I know. Just some background info.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08329962 36285 81 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 7:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8329958" target=_blank>#77</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn. There's some serious bigotry in the posts on that thread. Starting out 
with #11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fjordman. Nuff said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08330130 36285 247 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 8:42:38pm  
 
<P>Tomorrow I'll know how the CGC graded the Lizard Collection's copy of X-Men 
#1.</P> 
<P>It took them about a month to get it appraised and sent back. They said "two 
business weeks."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08330163 36285 279 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 8:54:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/8330156" target=_blank>#272</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you going to share that info. with the Lizards?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You betcha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08330211 36286 9 Charles Sun, May 2, 2010 9:22:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8330209" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>If it's in good condition, this issue can fetch close to a 
grand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08332141 36290 62 Charles Mon, May 3, 2010 4:27:34pm  
 
<P>Try reloading the page if you're having trouble - seems to work fine in 
Safari and Firefox here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08332187 36290 95 Charles Mon, May 3, 2010 4:45:26pm  
 
<P>I see what's causing the problems. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08332212 36290 114 Charles Mon, May 3, 2010 4:56:09pm  
 
<P>There we go!</P> 
<P>I had some debugging code left over that was mucking up the works.</P> 
<P>Reload the Linkage page and editing will now be smoov.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08332219 36290 120 Charles Mon, May 3, 2010 4:57:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8332216" target=_blank>#117</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IT WORKED!</P> 
<P>But there was no preview, which I guess is now redundant...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - no need for the preview, because it's so easy to just edit it again 
if necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08333959 36291 693 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 8:55:59am  
 
<P>Another stupid, tedious 2AM flounce comment, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08333985 36291 718 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 9:15:07am  
 
<P>By the way, that crackhead who posted as "John_in_AZ" had 5 or 6 other 
accounts registered here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08333996 36291 729 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 9:18:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/8333992" target=_blank>#725</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another one.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2010/05/03/democrat_rep_nadler_spec



ulates_right-wing_behind_ny_car_bomb_attempt.html" target=_blank>Democrat Rep. 
Nadler Speculates "Right-Wing" Behind NY Car Bomb Attempt</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... he said "whether it was an Islamic group or a right wing group, it 
doesn't matter."</P> 
<P>But don't let me get in the way of the outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334013 36291 746 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 9:23:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/734/8334001" target=_blank>#734</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the way he slid it in there that is irritating. What if he'd said, 
"whether it was an Islamic group or some angry illegal immigrant, doesn't 
matter"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That headline is clearly slanted to get exactly this kind of faux outrage 
going. In fact, that kind of headline borders on being a lie, because it totally 
misrepresents the intent of Nadler's statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334117 36292 14 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 9:58:43am  
 
<P>John McCain was almost as bad. He said we should just kind of stretch out the 
pre-Miranda interrogations as long as possible.</P> 
<P>But then, McCain's running for his life as a non-maverick these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334123 36292 17 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 10:00:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8334113" target=_blank>#11</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<P>Right, I caught the typo a minute ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334152 36292 35 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 10:15:30am  
 
<P>If this plot really did come from Al Qaeda or the Taliban, their capacity to 
launch effective terror attacks has obviously degraded enormously.</P> 
<P>Imagine the lameness of putting your life on the line to commit a murderous 
attack in the heart of New York City, but failing to make sure the bomb will 
actually go off.</P> 
<P>If it had blown up, it would have been very bad, of course. But if the 
descriptions of the device are accurate, it was a pile of junk, highly unlikely 
to explode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334159 36292 42 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 10:18:50am  
 
<P>Two arrests made in Pakistan in connection with the bombing 
attempt...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08337642 36292 238 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 11:36:59am  
 
<P>You have the right to say you don't give a shit about this guy's rights.</P> 



<P>And if I were in Times Square that night I probably wouldn't care all that 
much either. In fact, if I saw someone doing this, and got my hands on him, the 
last thing he'd have to worry about would be whether he was Mirandized.</P> 
<P>But when it comes to elected officials, they should have more freaking sense 
than to imply it's OK to violate the rights of US citizens. Members of the House 
of Representatives are not private citizens; they're the people who are supposed 
to guard and defend the rights we have as Americans, and it stinks when they 
pander to the lowest common denominator like this. Peter King has a 
responsibility not to use this kind of incendiary rhetoric, in my opinion. 
Davesax, not so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334501 36294 11 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 11:51:11am  
 
<P>I don't really see a problem with releasing this graphic -- this cat was out 
of the bag long ago on the Internet. People who want to make bombs can find much 
better information on it than a DOJ graphic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334659 36294 102 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 12:19:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8334603" target=_blank>#63</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To play devil's advocate:DHS failed because they didn't prevent the attack 
from being launched. Only quick thinking witnesses, the NYPD and FDNY putting 
out the fires and the failure of a properly designed explosive/device prevented 
a far more serious situation. Homeland security didn't prevent Shahzad from 
entering the country from Pakistan, nor did it stop him from assembling the 
weapon or delivering it to Times Square.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see how you can call these things "failures," because the reality is 
that no human being will ever be able to stop attacks like this from being 
launched. Sometimes the authorities get lucky and learn about the plots before 
they're launched, but they're not omnipotent; it's a big world, and it's simply 
impossible to catch every plotter.</P> 
<P>I call it a success because they caught the guy before he managed to escape. 
That seems like a big win to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334673 36294 109 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 12:23:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8334668" target=_blank>#107</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that subset returning from short visits to Pakistan are something we 
could watch better. I'm not calling it a failure, but overall we got lucky 
again. I think there does need to be at least a "lessons learned" review or 
investigation here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed - and I'm sure they'll be doing that. Every attempted terror attack is 
also an opportunity to improve security techniques.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08334760 36294 153 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 12:43:33pm  
 
<P>Interesting. News just came out that Shahzad was NOT on the plane -- he was 
arrested before he ever boarded the flight. So he wasn't actually very close to 
escaping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08334803 36294 177 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 12:55:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8334800" target=_blank>#175</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Emirates 202 carrying Times Square Bomb Suspect is recalled to gate at JFK 
moments before takeoff. Audio from liveatc.net.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. He wasn't on the plane. Latest news is that they called the plane back 
to search for more evidence, interview other people, etc.</P> 
<P>Apparently they searched every bag on that plane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335204 36295 165 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 2:43:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8335023" target=_blank>#26</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wowsers, more from the link</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gets even better. This rabid opponent of adoption by gay couples recently 
adopted a 16-year old boy.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's a good thing Rekers isn't gay himself. Lucien tells us that Rekers 
frequently takes in foster children and that four years ago he adopted a 16-
year-old boy. We found the boy, who is now Lucien's age, on Facebook. He 
declined to be interviewed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335366 36296 1 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 3:30:14pm  
 
<P>Yay. I just found a way to significantly speed up the paging code on several 
LGF pages. How come nobody ever told me about the SQL_CALC_FOUND_ROWS directive? 
Using it in the queries for the Linkage page and the search pages has cut the 
back-end processing time in half.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335388 36296 7 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 3:38:07pm  
 
<P>There have been more refinements in LGF Linkage too -- there's now a login 
panel.</P> 
<P>And I set up some special URLs for accessing Linkage. You can get to any 
lizard's Linkage page by using a URL like this:</P> 
<P>littlegreenfootballs.com/linkage/Charles</P> 
<P>If the username has spaces, replace them with + signs like this:</P> 
<P>littlegreenfootballs.com/linkage/Kragar+(Proud+to+ be+Kafir)</P> 
<P>The live links to try it out:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/linkage/Charles" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>][Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/linkage/Kragar+(Proud+to+be+Kafir)" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This means that every LGF user's Linkage blog has its own URL with their name 
in it. Snazzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335394 36296 9 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 3:40:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8335392" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hey, I'm an example!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a very good one. What's up with the blank page over there in the Linkage 
thingy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335402 36296 12 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 3:42:26pm  
 
<P>By the way, web geeks -- notice how on Kragar's blank page, the footer stays 
nicely at the bottom of the window, even though there's no content pushing it 
down there. That's harder than it seems; I finally figured out a nifty little 
CSS trick to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08335414 36296 14 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 3:46:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8335411" target=_blank>#13</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I posted one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upding!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08336087 36297 43 Charles Tue, May 4, 2010 7:20:49pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ0BC189F0.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Can we call them "teabaggers" now?</A></P> 
<P>(Taken at the April 15, 2010 demonstration in DC.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08337021 36298 458 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:56:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/8336973" target=_blank>#412</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/world/hillary-clinton-ups-ante-
by-revealing-size-of-nuclear-arsenal/story-e6frg6so-1225862259467" 
target=_blank>US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton announced the 
declassification of one of the Pentagon's most closely guarded secrets yesterday 
at the opening of an international meeting on global disarmament. It shows that 
the US stockpile consists of 5113 nuclear warheads and "several thousand" more 
retired warheads that await dismantling. The Pentagon said the arsenal had been 
reduced by 84 per cent from a high of 31,225 warheads in 1967.</A></P> 
<P>What's next? We're gonna' give up our launch codes?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you explain why you think this is a bad thing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08337137 36299 62 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 8:51:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8337114" target=_blank>#41</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, The neo-nazi connections to this law looks really, really 
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how many right wingers are simply ignoring all that stuff, or 
dismissing it out of hand. There are honest-to-God, real, genuine neo-Nazis and 
white supremacists involved in the authoring of this law.</P> 



<P>Conservatives don't seem to care. Or maybe they're pleased by it. In the 
absence of any kind of outrage, I think it might be the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338392 36302 23 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:43:13pm  
 
<P>I've been tossing something around all day - the Linkage feature is now just 
one small step away from being a diary system similar to the one at Daily Kos, 
but much cooler.</P> 
<P>I think I'll make the link itself optional. It's weird that by eliminating 
the necessity for the original focus of the whole feature, it frees it up to be 
an open-ended blog/diary/whatever system.</P> 
<P>All the other tools you need to post a diary entry are already there -- you 
can embed links (soon images too) and videos, and edit your posts when 
needed.</P> 
<P>In fact, I may eliminate the "Link URL" field in the bookmarklet entirely, 
and just put the link into the description field, followed by any selected text 
as a blockquote.</P> 
<P>The LGF Diaries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338405 36302 36 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8338398" target=_blank>#29</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting idea. I'd try it to see if it works.</P> 
<P>One thing I would like to request: the option to do automatic updates on the 
"linkage" page, so I don't have to constantly reload the page to get the latest 
entries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Automatic updates get a little tricky because of sorting issues -- if you're 
sorting "up" or you're not on the first page, for example. Been thinking about 
it, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338408 36302 39 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:47:47pm  
 
<P>Hmm. "The Football Diaries." I like the sound of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338411 36302 42 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:48:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8338406" target=_blank>#37</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dig the idea but I've always hated the Dkos terminology of calling them 
diaries. We can come up with a better name for the feature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Open to any suggestions at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338442 36302 71 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:55:28pm  
 
<P>By the way, I see from the logs that another numbskull from the stalker blog 
tried to register twice today, but the ACT (Automagic Correlator Tool) caught it 
both times and denied access.</P> 
<P>This is another one who has at least 5 previous usernames.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08338459 36302 88 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 5:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8338444" target=_blank>#73</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree that there are not enough commenters in the links. I've tried at times, 
and so have a few others, but generally most people don't do 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, here's your chance to make your posts so provocative that people can't 
help commenting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338467 36302 96 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 6:00:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8338456" target=_blank>#85</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One essential difference is that the focus here is on one link. It's a 
different dynamic than what Kos has, where a diary can be completely linkless 
and just an opinion piece or have more links than Drudge's 
frontpage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I'm going to make the link field go away, and let the entire post 
be contained in what's now called the "Description" field, with links, etc. in 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338470 36302 99 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 6:01:22pm  
 
<P>Lizard Logs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338528 36302 156 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 6:16:13pm  
 
<P>Every lizard needs a log.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338530 36302 158 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 6:16:29pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8338527" target=_blank>#155</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles: Does the Lizard comic collection happen to include any "Kamandi: 
Last Boy on Earth" ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, don't have that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338575 36302 201 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 6:27:23pm  
 
<P>All right! The Lizard Collection's copy of X-Men #1 came back from the CGC 
and it got a rating of 2.5, almost exactly what I predicted. The cover was 
pretty beat up, and even had a couple of small pieces missing. But the CGC also 
annotated it as "WHITE pages," which is pretty rare for early Silver Age 
comics.</P> 
<P>Still valuable, even with that relatively low rating, because there aren't 
many copies in better condition and the white pages add to it considerably.</P> 
<P>Here's a quick photo:</P> 



<P><A title=IMG_2184.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/IMG_2184.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: IMG_2184.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338718 36303 45 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:02:22pm  
 
<P>Just remember.</P> 
<P>The duck is watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338743 36303 65 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:06:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8338736" target=_blank>#60</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was bitten by a duck at a Zoo once. Was trying to feed it. I cried. I was 
around 7 years old. Fucker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ducks are tenacious adversaries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338798 36303 115 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:18:09pm  
 
<P>Take a look at the duck in this photo. This is no coddled Pennsylvania 
highlands duck. This is a hardened Los Angeles duck.</P> 
<P>Probably knows some gang signs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338835 36303 152 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:28:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8338832" target=_blank>#149</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's duckist./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338888 36303 201 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:38:20pm  
 
<P>Look into the fixed red eye of the duck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08338900 36303 213 Charles Wed, May 5, 2010 7:40:10pm  
 
<P>This duck means business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340098 36305 3 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:14:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8340095" target=_blank>#2</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If would be, if it was, but it isn't, yet, so what's the issue. Did some 
Hispanics wear a Mexican flag on July 4th to school? Who goes to school on July 
4th? The make believe outrage and both side, especially the make believe outrage 
about something that hasn't happend... is outrageous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'd respond, but I have no idea what point you're trying to 
make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340116 36305 20 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:19:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8340110" target=_blank>#14</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Especially the outrage at those Hispanics wearing the Mexican flag to school 
on July 4th... oh wait... that didn't happen... did it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you really incapable of understanding the concept of a thought 
experiment, Walter?</P> 
<P>Did you honestly think I suggested that event happened? You're normally 
pedantic, but this time you're taking it to an absurd extreme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340122 36305 24 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:21:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8340121" target=_blank>#23</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thought by association?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I get it - you're just being a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340143 36305 45 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:26:19am  
 
<P>School officials have a responsibility to keep the kids under their care 
safe.</P> 
<P>This really is not a difficult concept. The students wearing the flag 
intended to provoke Mexican students. School officials acted to prevent this, 
before it got out of hand. End of story. Put the outrage away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340165 36305 65 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:30:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8340157" target=_blank>#57</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just reread the article and missed the part where the students said they 
wore the flag to provoke Mexican students.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So you think it was completely innocent?</P> 
<P>Ohhkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340176 36305 76 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:32:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8340109" target=_blank>#13</A> rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd be curious to know if any of the hispanic students told the 
administration they were upset by kids wearing US flags. My bet is not. The 
administration just wanted to bend over backwards to ensure no one was insulted. 
Typical school administrator hyperventilation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To many Mexican-American students at Live Oak, this was a big deal. They say 
they were offended by the five boys and others for wearing American colors on a 
Mexican holiday.</P> 
<P>"I think they should apologize cause it is a Mexican Heritage Day," Annicia 
Nunez, a Live Oak High student, said. "We don't deserve to be get disrespected 
like that. We wouldn't do that on Fourth of July."</P> 
<P>As for an apology, the boys and their families say, 'fat 
chance.'</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340180 36305 79 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:34:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8340171" target=_blank>#71</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be true, but the District's School Board didn't agree with the 
principal's decision as per the linked article:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that, but it doesn't change anything about the incident. It does point 
out what a rotten job it is to be a high school principal, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340191 36305 90 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:36:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8340185" target=_blank>#84</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>General consensus...</P> 
<P>The American Flag wins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My own consensus: Walter's being a monumental jerk today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340216 36305 115 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:41:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8340199" target=_blank>#98</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing that there's more to this story than what we see in the paper, 
regardless I still consider the principle wrong. I have zero problem with 
Mexican Americans celebrating their heritage on Cinco de Mayo (more Americans 
celebrate that holiday than Mexicans do anyway...) but trying to supress freedom 
of expression is almost always wrong (except in that "fire in a theater" 
circumstance etc,)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, students' rights to freedom of expression are already 
limited in a school situation. Dress codes are perfectly legal, for example. And 
the officials made it very clear to these kids that they were free to wear these 
clothes any other day. I'm just not seeing a freedom of expression issue.</P> 
<P>If this situation had resulted in a fight, and injured kids, the school 
administrators would have been on the hook for not acting to stop it when they 
saw it coming. They acted, and it was the responsible thing to 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340256 36305 155 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:47:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8340241" target=_blank>#140</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If we are trying to reduce tensions between the races in America, then 
telling people they can't wear an American flag shirt is not the way to do it. 
It's pretty easy to see that that's going to have the opposite effect. Increase 
resentment, increase tension.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you're trying to provoke tensions between races in America, one way to 
do it is to show up with in-your-face American flag clothing on Cinco de 
Mayo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340284 36305 183 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:52:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8340255" target=_blank>#154</A> Vambo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think people are forgetting the fact that teenagers are 
idiots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The real idiots here are the parents who put these kids up to this little 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340319 36305 218 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:57:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8340307" target=_blank>#206</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a link for that? Are we missing some info? I'm willing to change my 
mind on this if we know it was parent's sending messages through 
children...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The parents are all over the right wing talk shows today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340332 36305 231 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 11:00:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8340325" target=_blank>#224</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahhh .. missed that part, you are probably correct then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact, two of the parents went on Laura Ingraham's show this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340404 36305 303 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 11:16:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/8340386" target=_blank>#285</A> andres</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While we are entertaining thoughts, entertain mine for a while:</P> 
<P>What would have happened if 4 students wore the USA flag in a Latino-majority 
school on May 5th, say, 6 years back?</P> 
<P>My guess is that it would have gone unnoticed.</P> 
<P>Remember, while we love to think schools are in their own little world, 
untainted by the "big world out there", it's false. There is enough incendiary 
comments in the political environment, that it's rather easy to escalate.</P> 
<P>The school principal was "wrong" on asking the students to reverse their 
shirts because it was showing their flag (which they should be proud off), but 
he was "right" on asking them to reverse them because the political environment 
from which this steams wants to create that confrontation, and then have the 
excuse of saying, "Did you see what does dirty Mexicans* did to our kids?" and 
<A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machete_(film)" target=_blank>escalating 
it further</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>We'll be seeing more incidents like this, deliberately intended to provoke 
racial tensions and then exploit the resulting fallout for xenophobic red 
meat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340483 36305 382 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 11:37:30am  
 
<P>On the Obama flag pin issue -- I criticized Obama during the campaign over 
this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27365_Barack_Obama_Wont_Wear_a_Fla
g_Pin" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I really don't care very much whether politicians wear flag pins or not; it's 
not an issue for me at all. What I criticized were Obama's own statements on why 
he didn't wear the pin, which I thought were politically tone deaf and intended 
to appeal to the left wing. (Like a lot of Obama's campaign rhetoric.)</P> 
<P>See, I can still criticize Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340500 36305 399 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 11:41:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/8340491" target=_blank>#390</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed.But I can't recall the last time anyone was sent home from school for 
wearing a US flag emblem on St. Pat's day or Columbus day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but there's no real tradition of harassing Irish people in that way, 
either. If a kid showed up on St. Pat's wearing a flag and acting belligerent 
about it, people would look at him and go, "Huh?"</P> 
<P>The intent in this case was pretty clear, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340534 36305 433 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 11:49:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/8340524" target=_blank>#423</A> Civil 
Sam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may find it distasteful, but that does not lessen the importance to the 
person wearing it. People typically like to display symbols they find meaningful 
or important. You see this with everyone from Christians (the cross), peaceniks 
(the peace sign), and so on an so forth.United States Marines emblazon the 
Eagle, Globe, and Anchor on most everything they can.</P> 
<P>I would challenge you to tell one that they have somehow lessened the 
importance of that symbol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the context of a high school environment, the students do not have an 
absolute right to freedom of expression. That's just how it is.</P> 
<P>If this were a public Cinco de Mayo event and adult protesters showed up 
decked out in flag gear, nobody could or should tell them to stop as long as 
they weren't provoking violence.</P> 
<P>But this happened in a high school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341344 36305 571 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:36:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/569/8341272" target=_blank>#569</A> Athens 
Runaway</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you can just piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08341362 36305 572 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:41:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/8341208" target=_blank>#567</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fortunately the principals in my area have exhibited good sense when it comes 
to this stuff.</P> 
<P>They'd tell the American flag-wearing kids "the shirts can stay. Don't push 
it or else."</P> 
<P>They'd tell the Mexican kids "If you don't like American flag shirts, don't 
wear one. Get over it. And don't push it or else."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt this. This sounds like a total red meat fantasy to me. No 
principal of a public school in this country ever acts that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342127 36305 629 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 9:29:51pm  
 
<P>Pathetic. And sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342137 36305 633 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 9:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/627/8342112" target=_blank>#627</A> 
Greengolem64</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... this is the ONLY blog I post to. Disappointing to see some if its 
degredations though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you won't have to worry about posting at such a "degraded" blog any 
more, since I've removed your posting privileges. No need to thank 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342164 36305 635 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 9:51:53pm  
 
<P>Yeah, that's the way to show you aren't a jerk, by using your wife's account 
to post a final jab. Which is now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342181 36305 636 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 9:58:38pm  
 
<P>I see we had some stealth dingers going through the thread 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342213 36305 645 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/8342210" target=_blank>#644</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really think the Vice Principal of a school cannot make a judgement call 
about how his students are behaving?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the situation were exactly opposite, and Mexican students were asked to 
remove Mexican flag clothing on a US holiday to avoid provoking white Anglo 
students, these same people would be <EM>applauding and 
cheering</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08342255 36305 650 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:34:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/649/8342244" target=_blank>#649</A> Rishonah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I am a middle-aged Jewish mother who generally votes for Democrats 
(although not always) and whose daughter is getting married on August 1. I am 
also an American patriot and I have no patience whatsoever with those who live 
here, accepting the myriad gifts of this nation, without being loyal to the 
United States.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did you see any indication that the Hispanic students who complained 
about these yahoos and their flag clothes were not "loyal to the United 
States?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342865 36305 710 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:20:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/705/8342617" target=_blank>#705</A> Peter 
Ness</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off. And fuck yourself while you're at it, asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342868 36305 711 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:21:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/704/8342531" target=_blank>#704</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well that's fine Charles, you can seriously doubt it all you want, but you're 
wrong. I've got two teenagers, and my wife and I stay involved in the PTSA and 
such. Out of the five school principals my kids have had thus far, four of them 
have exhibited sufficient backbone in other race-sensitive situations (like 
every year when the headscarf-wearing Muslim kids complained about kids wearing 
the American flag on September 11, or the time two black high schoolers dragged 
a white bus driver off his bus and beat the shit out of him) to warrant my 
prediction.</P> 
<P>I've lived it, right here in good old Nashville. Red meat fantasy, my arse. 
You are flat out wrong about the principals in my little corner of the world. 
Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342896 36305 714 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:30:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/8342889" target=_blank>#713</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. I've read the article and the follow up article. [Link: <A 
href="http://tinyurl.com/2726ato" target=_blank>tinyurl.com...</A>] The only 
ones I see who are acting in a divisive manner are the Hispanic students of the 
school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because you're being willfully blind to the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342901 36305 716 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:31:20am  
 
<P>This thread really woke up the bigoted sleepers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08342933 36305 722 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:40:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/720/8342924" target=_blank>#720</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It actually woke up the liberal apologists first when you posted it with the 
political slant that you put into your comments. And for the record this 
'bigoted sleeper' (way to go with the slander there against people who disagree 
with you) is Hispanic, my brother is a noted Hispanic artist with whom I 
frequently disagree on issues of race and race based politics. I rather think 
that social order and ethnic pride are not on opposite sides of the issue but 
again, the melting pot doesn't mean giving up your culture but it does mean 
giving up putting that first and above your citizenship as an 
American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't call <EM>you</EM> a bigoted sleeper specifically, but if you want to 
apply the label to yourself, go ahead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343010 36305 727 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 9:12:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/698/8342517" target=_blank>#698</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This thread is freakin' amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a disgrace, if you ask me. I will point out that many of the people who 
suddenly popped up to defend using the American flag as a bullying tool are 
people who haven't commented here for a <EM>long</EM> time. That's why I 
referred to "sleepers" above.</P> 
<P>I'm kind of amazed they still remember their passwords.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343574 36305 734 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 1:46:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/726/8343003" target=_blank>#726</A> Civil 
Sam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>I wouldn't.</P> 
<P>You seem to be really set on making people who disagree with you out to be 
<EM>bad</EM> people as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You read a thread in which I've been accused of "self-loathing of my country" 
among other pretty serious insults, and what you get from that is that 
<EM>I'm</EM> trying to make my opponents out to be bad people?</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343681 36305 738 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 3:03:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/735/8343579" target=_blank>#735</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<P>Was that a flounce? I'll be happy to block your account if that's what you're 
asking me to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343683 36305 739 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 3:04:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/8343612" target=_blank>#736</A> Civil 
Sam</EM></P> 



<P>Actually, I couldn't care less why you made that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343729 36305 746 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 3:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/8343712" target=_blank>#743</A> 
schlagerman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes Charles. Because anyone who disagrees with you <EM>must</EM> be bigoted. 
Give me a break.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not anyone. Just some people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343760 36305 751 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 3:50:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/8343749" target=_blank>#750</A> changomo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they were - then I agree with Charles - they deserve to be suspended for 
being idiots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're agreeing with a point I never made. They weren't suspended, and I 
never said they should be.</P> 
<P>I said the school authorities were justified in asking them to remove the 
clothes or go home, because they were trying to maintain order in the school. 
And that's all that happened. Nobody was suspended.</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343991 36305 783 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 5:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/8343855" target=_blank>#774</A> gadlaw</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345296 36305 821 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:46:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/819/8345216" target=_blank>#819</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<P>That fact has been discussed already extensively throughout the thread. And 
as I posted in the other thread:</P> 
<P>Why does that matter? Is that supposed to be an automatic exoneration of 
them? Because they have Mexican heritage, they can't possibly be suspected of 
baiting other Mexicans?</P> 
<P>Sorry, real life doesn't work that way.</P> 
<P>I see this excuse pulled out over and over, and to be honest, it makes me 
tired.</P> 
<P>A conference featuring a white nationalist can't possibly be a racist event, 
because they also had a black speaker. The tea parties can't possibly have any 
racists, because there are a few black people in the audience. The GOP can't 
possibly have any ties to racism, because they have a black chairman. And now, 
we can't possibly suspect these kids of behaving provocatively toward Mexicans, 
because they had Mexican heritage.</P> 
<P>I can go on a long time listing more examples. This is a bogus argument. 
Black people can and do sometimes ally themselves with white nationalists. And 
Mexican heritage is not an automatic excuse card for behaving badly toward 
Mexican students. People are more complicated than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08348450 36305 841 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 8:10:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/838/8347564" target=_blank>#838</A> 
Graybeard</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In his initial post, Charles seemed to think that 'never wear American flag 
images on Cinco de Mayo' is something we should all have learned in 
kindergarten. He implied that violating this prohibition is sufficient proof 
that the students intended to 'create conflict and bad 
feelings'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is an utterly ridiculous, deliberately distorted misstatement of what I 
wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340623 36306 55 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 12:10:19pm  
 
<P>CNN is showing live video of the riots in Athens...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340677 36306 99 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 12:21:53pm  
 
<P>This is big trouble for Europe.</P> 
<P>The only EU country that really has the capital to do anything to bail out 
Greece is Germany, and the German people aren't feeling very generous toward 
Greece.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08340920 36306 321 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 1:44:23pm  
 
<P>Hmm. I was just about to file a support ticket because the servers were 
getting really sluggish -- and it opened up right before I hit the submit 
button. Weird.</P> 
<P>Some kind of clog in the tubes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341299 36307 168 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 4:55:01pm  
 
<P>Linkage is now turning into the LGF Diaries.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341343 36307 209 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:35:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8341325" target=_blank>#191</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sigh...because wearing the American flag is quite obviously racist and 
offensive to someone? If it is then they need to go someplace where they won't 
have to see it so often I guess.</P> 
<P>WTF? when do we get to call something too PC? Wouldn't the people reacting 
badly to this "provocation" also bear some responsibility, or is it just the 
evil "flag wearers" fault?</P> 
<P>"I was offended by what he did so I busted him up" is not an excuse under the 
law, lots of people seem to think it is but you have no right to not be offended 
by others actions. Sorry but it is a free country, so far 
anyway...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're the principal of a school, it's your responsibility to try to make 
sure that it doesn't get to that point.</P> 



<P>I don't know why I'm wasting my time trying to explain this any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341348 36307 213 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:38:01pm  
 
<P>Wow. We got quite a few flag wavers suddenly waking up from slumber in that 
thread, didn't we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341352 36307 217 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:38:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8341350" target=_blank>#215</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seem my link at #37. Other students were wearing American flags too and the 
school didn't bother them. The students that were sent home were yelling and 
taunting other students at lunch. That's why they were sent home. They were 
being disruptive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They just don't want to see it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341370 36307 233 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8341358" target=_blank>#223</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If some other students have a problem with American flag gear, then 
<EM>they</EM> should be the ones sent home. I maintain the vice-principal acted 
in error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The school is 40% Hispanic! You think they should have sent 40% of the 
students home because this small group of yahoos was acting up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341376 36307 239 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:44:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8341369" target=_blank>#232</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. The kids were deliberately trying to get a reaction.2. To the best of my 
knowledge, no student who was offended did anything except say "I don't like 
your behavior". No one was 'busted up'.3. I think the vp made a miscall, not out 
of POLITICAL CORRECTNESS, but out of an attempt to keep order in the school.4. 
The district told him off.5. The parents made it onto the Laura Ingraham show in 
less than 24 hours.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry, this is bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's absolutely pure unmitigated bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341389 36307 248 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:47:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/8341381" target=_blank>#242</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. A better approach would have been to tell the yahoos to cool it. Telling 
them to turn American flag shirt inside out seems over the top and disrespectful 
to the flag to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's far more disrespectful in my view to use the flag as a kind of 
ideological cattle prod, to deliberately harass the Spanish kids on their 
holiday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341405 36307 262 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:51:19pm  
 
<P>I see where all these sleepers are coming from. Someone posted a link to LGF 
in Michelle Malkin's thread about this story. The comments for that thread are 
completely nauseating, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341437 36307 292 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 5:58:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/8341409" target=_blank>#266</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMHO-Principles <STRIKE>have</STRIKE> need wide discretion to avoid 
disruptions, distractions and real trouble. Sending kids in provocative clothing 
home is fine with me. I just do not see trying to treat a shirt as a flag. It's 
just a shirt with a pattern. The flags in the classrooms or on the pole out 
front are the items that deserve respect.</P> 
<P>Advocate politics can wait for college.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kids were apparently given a choice -- they could continue wearing the 
shirts and bandanas in school and be suspended, they could turn the shirts 
inside out and take off the bandanas and stay in school, or they could go home. 
They chose to go home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341518 36308 12 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:24:45pm  
 
<P><SUB>Psst. Don't tell anybody, but registration's been open for almost two 
weeks now.</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341525 36308 15 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8341523" target=_blank>#14</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Opened what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341530 36308 19 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:27:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8341527" target=_blank>#17</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems that the biggest error the anti-evolutionist buy into is the "humans 
evolved from monkeys" flaw. If it was explained that we didn't directly evolve 
from them, but instead share a common ancestor with the other primates, maybe 
reason would sink in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341555 36308 35 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:33:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8341535" target=_blank>#24</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What would you suggest, then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, I'm leaning toward relentless mockery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341641 36308 99 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:51:23pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/211958_Self-
Referential_Announcement_Post" target=_blank>Free form blogs for every 
lizard.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341667 36308 118 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 6:57:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8341645" target=_blank>#102</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you decided on a name for the feature? Are we going with 
diaries?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't made the final decision, but "LGF Diaries" is nice and concise, and a 
pretty good description of the feature. Daily Kos doesn't have a trademark on 
the word "diary."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341792 36309 36 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 7:31:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8341763" target=_blank>#18</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today Cong. Markey's committee met on "Foundation For Climate Science". The 
sole GOP witness was the Lord High Denier.</P> 
<P>Here is the CSPAN link. I've not yet watched the video... but I doubt I'll be 
surprised:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/id/223761" 
target=_blank>www.c-spanvideo.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been trying to ignore this ridiculous mess, but I may have to post about 
it. Best example yet of the GOP's disconnection from reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08341855 36310 8 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 7:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8341846" target=_blank>#2</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool. A moonbat Democrat for a change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - actually, Rep. Markey called the hearings to restore public confidence 
in climate science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342170 36310 282 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 9:55:18pm  
 
<P>Meltdowns now going on in the Cinco de Mayo thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342204 36310 311 Charles Thu, May 6, 2010 10:07:22pm  
 
<P>If you remember "John_in_AZ," he just tried to register 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08342858 36310 877 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:18:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/856/8342835" target=_blank>#856</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some pictures in the NYT of the old Burlington Coat Factory building turned 
mosque:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/12/08/nyregion/MOSQUE_SS_index.html" 
target=_blank>A five-story building at 45 Park Place, two blocks north of the 
World Trade Center site, now houses a Muslim prayer space. Burlington Coat 
Factory operated a store there until Sept. 11, 2001, but it had been vacant 
since then, until a group of Muslims bought it in July.</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/12/08/nyregion/MOSQUE_SS_2.html" 
target=_blank>Every Friday afternoon, with the rumblings of construction at 
ground zero as a backdrop, hundreds of Muslims crowd inside, facing Mecca in 
prayer and listening to their imam read in Arabic from the Koran.</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/12/08/nyregion/MOSQUE_SS_3.html" 
target=_blank>A presence so close to the World Trade Center, "where a piece of 
the wreckage fell, sends the opposite statement to what happened on 9/11," said 
Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf, 61, the cleric leading the project. He is a longtime 
critic of radical Islamists.</A></P> 
<P>(...a longtime critic of radical Islamists? Ha!)</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/12/08/nyregion/MOSQUE_SS_5.html" 
target=_blank>A log sheet for the testing of the emergency alarm system shows a 
sign-in signature for 9/11, but no sign-out, testimony of the building's sudden 
evacuation.</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2009/12/08/nyregion/MOSQUE_SS_6.html" 
target=_blank>Parts of a landing gear from one of the planes that hit the World 
Trade Center on 9/11 broke through the roof and two floors. The Burlington Coat 
Factory had not yet opened, and employees were having breakfast in the basement. 
No one there was injured.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake.</P> 
<P>I saw this story starting to be hyped like crazy yesterday by the usual 
suspects, and now here it is at LGF. Imagine my surprise. It's another silly 
outrageous outrage, distorted beyond all recognition by people who are bigoted 
against all Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342885 36310 899 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:27:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/881/8342862" target=_blank>#881</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Really? So now if someone calls people to try to understand the motivations 
of terrorists, that makes THEM terrorists too?</P> 
<P>Good grief. I can hardly believe this garbage is still showing up at LGF. It 
comes straight out of the Pamela Geller fever swamp, and people still swallow it 
without blinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342893 36310 905 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:29:05am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/898/8342884" target=_blank>#898</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The location is not designated a mosque, but rather an overflow prayer space 
for another mosque, Al Farah at 245 West Broadway in TriBeCa."</P> 
<P>So it is <EM>not</EM> a mosque, just a place to pray.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. It's being distorted on purpose to appeal to bigots. The headline on 
the Linkage page someone posted yesterday: "MASSIVE MOSQUE CONSTRUCTION TO 
OVERSHADOW GROUND ZERO!!1!1"</P> 
<P>That's complete bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342927 36310 928 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:38:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/912/8342905" target=_blank>#912</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess that makes me a member of the fever swamp, for daring to question 
<EM>this guy's</EM> motivations.</P> 
<P>"Understanding" can mean a lot of things, including "empathy".</P> 
<P>Pamz and friends aside, I still believe we <EM>are</EM> at <EM>war</EM> with 
Radical Islam, and will be far beyond our lifetimes.</P> 
<P>Feel free to lump me in with the swamp-dwellers now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please cite a link for this quote that has you so upset. I'm willing to bet 
it's being taken out of context or otherwise distorted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342964 36310 961 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:48:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/930/8342929" target=_blank>#930</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/03/21/1079789939987.html" 
target=_blank>West must act to end jihad: Imam</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, just as I thought. There's a hell of a long way from those statements 
to "supporting jihad."</P> 
<P>This Imam is promoting his religion. I don't particularly like those 
statements, and I think he's drawing false equivalences, but it does NOT make 
him some kind of secret jihadi. If you look into his other positions he's about 
as moderate an Imam as I've ever seen; he wants democracy in the Islamic world, 
and has condemned violence unequivocally.</P> 
<P>Some days it feels like the last several years never even happened around 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342981 36310 978 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 8:56:06am  
 
<P>Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf is a Muslim. He's going to promote Islam. That's his 
job.</P> 
<P>But I can easily quote several statements by Pat Robertson or Jerry Falwell 
that are far, far more extreme than anything said by Imam Feisal. And nobody 
ever seems to get outraged at their plans to build churches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08342991 36310 987 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 9:00:51am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/981/8342985" target=_blank>#981</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I read about Christians killing innocent civilians on a daily basis in 
the name of Jesus I will begin to get concerned about those 
churches.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crusades" target=_blank>this</A>, 
you mean?</P> 
<P>Or maybe <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33810_Bad_Craziness_Watch-
_Right_Wing_Reaction_to_the_Tiller_Murder" 
target=_blank>this</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343018 36310 1011 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 9:15:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1003/8343009" target=_blank>#1003</A> 
Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have a question about the new Linkage page.</P> 
<P>If you post something in Linkage, does it also show up in spinoffs?</P> 
<P>If you post something in spinoffs, does it also show up in Linkage?</P> 
<P>Is Linkage going to replace spinoffs, are spinoffs going to be integrated 
into Linkage, or will they remain separate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now, all the links show up in both places. I'm thinking of separating 
it, though, because Linkage is actually developing into a blogging system for 
registered users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343021 36310 1014 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 9:17:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1009/8343016" target=_blank>#1009</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>Tariq Ramadan does the same thing. Bob and weave. He used to get excoriated 
for it here.</P> 
<P>Are we now supposed to take <EM>his</EM> words at face value, 
too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we will still criticize his words, just like I criticized Imam Feisal's 
words. My focus on calling out this story is simply to point out that the 
outrage over building a mosque anywhere near Ground Zero is silly, and it's 
being distorted and exploited by the same old bigotbloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343035 36310 1026 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 9:23:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1020/8343029" target=_blank>#1020</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect Charles, I hope you don't consider us bigots for not 
trusting this Imam and not supporting the Ground Zero mosque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "bigotbloggers" I'm referring to the shrieking harpy, Robert Spencer, 
Gates of Vienna, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343099 36311 5 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 10:12:47am  



 
<P>Astoundingly, Lieberman has succeeded in going farther right than John 
Boehner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343155 36311 59 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 10:30:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8343140" target=_blank>#45</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oppenheimer stripped of his citizenship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the political climate in the 1940s had been like it is today, Robert 
Oppenheimer would never have been chosen to lead the Manhattan 
Project.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343175 36311 79 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 10:34:30am  
 
<P>This is nothing but grandstanding by Joe Lieberman. There's no need for this 
bill. He's just trying to make some political capital by exploiting the Times 
Square bomber, who is a naturalized citizen. Cheap political 
gamesmanship.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343193 36311 96 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 10:38:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8343184" target=_blank>#88</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oppie was being watched by the OSS and US Army quite closely, but they missed 
several others who were actually passing along secrets to the Soviets and who 
harbored Communist sympathies.</P> 
<P>Your larger point stands, and if imposed on 1940s America, the Manhattan 
Project would have been in serious danger because quite a few scientists were 
sympathetic to Communists or were involved in Communist 
activities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- in the 40s, large segments of America's intellectual/academic 
community were sympathetic to Marxism at least, if not outright communists. Yet 
somehow, they still managed to do some pretty amazing things for their 
country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343228 36311 131 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 10:46:18am  
 
<P>I got accused of hating America today in the Cinco de Mayo thread. Maybe I 
should have my citizenship revoked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343435 36311 251 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:24:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/8343426" target=_blank>#247</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>You and Berkeley Barron have the same IP address. Any idea why that 
is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343443 36311 255 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:27:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8343439" target=_blank>#252</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Are you using an Internet connection at some office or school by any 
chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343450 36311 261 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:29:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/8343444" target=_blank>#256</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Currently, yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, "Berkeley Barron" is using the same network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343466 36311 274 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:33:34pm  
 
<P>I blocked the account. I'd suggest you contact the IT department if there is 
one, or whoever is in charge of the network.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343472 36311 278 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:35:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/8343467" target=_blank>#275</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Well, you don't have to do anything - it's up to you if you want to try to 
get to the bottom of it. I'd be a little concerned if I were you, and I'd want 
to know who pulled this stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343473 36311 279 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 12:36:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/8343471" target=_blank>#277</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. What should I tell him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just let him know what happened. If the system is set up correctly, he should 
be able to track who this was from the logs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343571 36311 314 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 1:43:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/8343536" target=_blank>#302</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi, everyone. All is well. Berkeley Barron, a coworker, confessed over lunch. 
Apparently, having observed me ranting to another coworker about the AZ law 
after reading a previous thread, he decided to see if he could 'wind me up'.</P> 
<P>When I explained that we've had stalker trouble in the past, he 
apologized.</P> 
<P>I have until the first week in June to get him back.</P> 
<P>Shouldn't happen again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good, I'm glad to hear it was relatively harmless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343591 36313 140 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 2:08:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8343554" target=_blank>#113</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so sorry to bring this to LGF though. Charles has enough trouble with 
weirdos, without my coworkers deciding to get in on the act.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never a dull moment in these parts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343602 36313 149 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 2:14:06pm  
 
<P>Just put up an ad for the LGF Cookbook 2 in the left sidebar with Jaunte's 
cover illustration -- a must-have for any member of LGF who enjoys eating, and 
reading. Not necessarily in that order.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08343658 36314 9 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 2:43:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8343646" target=_blank>#3</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhh, I thought that you kind of liked his stuff and that you were 
collaborators on a few recent projects. Now he is Persona-non-grata too or 
something?</P> 
<P>Damn your picky Charles... :p</P> 
<P>/after all no one is actually perfect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't tell me I need to start using sarc tags on my posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08344133 36314 405 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 6:05:12pm  
 
<P>Are they still ranting away at me in the Cinco de Mayo thread because I don't 
support using the American flag as a bullying tool?</P> 
<P>What a clusterfark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08344408 36315 34 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 7:31:04pm  
 
<P>If you haven't heard Imogen Heap's version of "Hide and Seek" you really 
should. It's an amazing piece of music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08344411 36315 36 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 7:32:22pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/UYIAfiVGluk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08344479 36316 5 Charles Fri, May 7, 2010 7:46:59pm  
 
<P>A trilogy of mutton we can't afford.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345191 36317 292 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 9:40:18am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/8345172" target=_blank>#274</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CJ was talking about separating the linkage from the spinoff links, and as of 
this moment it appears he has.</P> 
<P>So, using the bookmarklet won't auto-import to the spinoffs anymore, nor does 
it automatically prompt for url. It's still a work in progress-- as KT said, it 
looks like he wants Linkage to function for us like diaries on dKos, openleft, 
FDL, some of the other sites like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm turning Linkage into a more free form blogging/diary system. In that 
model, it doesn't make sense to tie the post to just one link, or to stop people 
from posting the same link more than once.</P> 
<P>So instead, the bookmarklet will now work more like a blogging form -- when 
you click the bookmarklet, the URL of the page is inserted into the "Text" field 
as an HTML link, followed by whatever text you selected on the page.</P> 
<P>Both types of links are still showing up in both the spinoff links and the 
Linkage page, for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345198 36317 299 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 9:44:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/8345193" target=_blank>#294</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, but what's also happening is that if you use the bookmarklet to post a 
link, it shows up on your Linkage Page: linkage/reinedetout, but <EM>not</EM> 
automatically in the spinoffs.</P> 
<P>Go check it out:</P> 
<P>Here's my Linkage Page: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/linkage/iceweasel" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I posted three links using the bookmarklet, and those all show up on my 
linkage page, but the only one also showing up in spinoffs is the one I posted 
in spinoffs the 'old fashioned' way. (the mcclatchley article)</P> 
<P>Just a headsup so people know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do show up, in the "Top-Rated Linkage" area at the top of the main 
page.</P> 
<P>But since the link wasn't posted underneath a particular LGF article, it 
doesn't show up there because it isn't linked to an article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345230 36317 329 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:12:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/8345203" target=_blank>#304</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, thanks! I get it now. This is very cool!</P> 
<P>Question: are there plans to promote toprated links in a sidebar the way some 
other platforms will have 'recommended diaries'? (dKos et. al?)It could go under 
top rated commented, maybe 5 or so. The reason I ask is that as people use it 
for a blogging platform, unless one checks specific users' linkage pages, you 
don't necessarily see their links unless you were online and using spy when they 
posted. (or checking toprated links).</P> 
<P>It might encourage the use of the Linkage as a blogging platform by 
increasing exposure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, I am planning to do something like that; still deciding where to put 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345237 36317 336 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:14:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/8345229" target=_blank>#328</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A FYI re-post -- just put at the end of the dead thread about the Morgan 
Hill, CA, high school.</P> 
<P>Scott Herhold, a columnist for the San Jose Mercury News<A 
href="http://www.mercurynews.com/business/ci_15041196" target=_blank>"Herhold: 
Morgan Hill school wrong in flag shirt flap"</A></P> 
<P>For the record, Herhold hates the Tea Parties with a passion.</P> 
<P>Herhold makes some damned good points -- one of which is little-known -- 
<STRONG><EM>that two of the boys who were wearing those shirts/bandanas are of 
Mexican ancestry</EM>.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does that matter? Is that supposed to be an automatic exoneration of 
them? Because they have Mexican heritage, they can't possibly be suspected of 
baiting other Mexicans?</P> 
<P>Sorry, real life doesn't work that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345252 36317 350 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:21:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/8345245" target=_blank>#343</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Herhold seems to think it matters a great deal.</P> 
<P>/just sayin'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I don't. I see this excuse pulled out over and over, and to be honest, it 
makes me tired.</P> 
<P>A conference featuring a white nationalist can't possibly be a racist event, 
because they also had a black speaker. The tea parties can't possibly have any 
racists, because there are a few black people in the audience. The GOP can't 
possibly have any ties to racism, because they have a black chairman.</P> 
<P>I can go on a long time listing more examples. This is a bogus argument. 
Black people can and do sometimes ally themselves with white nationalists. And 
Mexican heritage is not an automatic excuse card for behaving badly toward 
Mexican students.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345267 36317 362 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:32:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/8345258" target=_blank>#354</A> pre-Boomer Marine 
brat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laundry calls (unless Hoops wants to come down early and get it done for 
me.)</P> 
<P>Later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to bite your ear off, but this issue is becoming a real pet 
peeve of mine.</P> 
<P>When you see a black person speaking at a white nationalist conference, the 
response shouldn't be to think, "Hey, there's a black guy there! Maybe that 
white power guy really isn't so bad after all!"</P> 



<P>The proper response is more like, "What the hell is wrong with that black 
guy, hanging out with his own worst enemy?"</P> 
<P>For some reason, many people seem to fall for this transparent dodge 
incredibly easily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345276 36317 371 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 10:37:26am  
 
<P>I see that the two-faced backstabber Jammie Wearing Fool posted my comment 
telling a jerk to f-ck himself yesterday, but conveniently forgot to quote the 
comment it was responding to -- in which the jerk told me I hated America.</P> 
<P>This is what the right wing blogs are all about these days. They just 
shamelessly lie and distort reality, in a weird little echo chamber of hatred 
and delusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345672 36320 13 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 3:05:28pm  
 
<P>Yeah, we were tossing around "Lizard Logs" and similar names, but it's better 
to refrain from the cutesy names -- they don't age well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345702 36320 33 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 3:28:56pm  
 
<P>Another idea I was tossing around for the name: LGF Pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345726 36320 51 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 3:48:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8345719" target=_blank>#45</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I posted the links the same as I have in the past, but Wrenchwench, 
says they don't go to the original source. What did I do wrong?I don't see a way 
to edit the linkage...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing you deleted the link from the 'Text' field somehow. When you 
first open the bookmarklet that field is filled in with the link, formatted as 
an HTML tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345731 36320 55 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 3:51:02pm  
 
<P>Now I'm liking LGF Pages. It's nice and simple, and you can say, "Here's my 
LGF Page!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345733 36320 57 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 3:52:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8345728" target=_blank>#53</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks good.</P> 
<P>When I post them with the bookmarklet (which is the only way I've done it 
since it's been available) the link is automagically there at the top of the 
text, as seen in Bobibutu's that comes between your second and third links. They 
don't all look like that, so there are other ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You can still post links as spinoff links for each LGF article, or through 
the "top-rated linkage" form, and if you post that way the URL is still 
required.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345748 36320 69 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 4:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8345741" target=_blank>#63</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question. Can I just type an opinion? A sorta article W/O a 
link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's your page, do what you wanna do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345767 36320 87 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 4:21:29pm  
 
<P>I added a section to the instructions, noting that the URL field no longer 
appears in the bookmarklet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345770 36320 90 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 4:26:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8345768" target=_blank>#88</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take this back. It seems the title will lead you to the LGF page no matter 
what.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if you post with the bookmarklet, the title becomes a link to the LGF 
page where people can comment on it.</P> 
<P>If you post through the form in the "top-rated linkage" section at the top of 
the main page, though, the URL is a direct link to the article.</P> 
<P>If these are going to be more like blog posts, with comments, etc., the link 
should go to the page where people can comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345776 36320 96 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 4:30:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8345774" target=_blank>#94</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FYIWhen I right click the Linkage box in the right column, I can not get the 
window that lets me open a link in another tab. Firefox 3.5.9</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's because it uses Javascript to open the page. Just create a 
bookmark for the page and access it through that instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345838 36320 158 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 5:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8345718" target=_blank>#44</A> 
Renaissance_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will the limit stay at 2048 characters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm actually going to expand that limit considerably. Maybe up to 16K or 
so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345957 36320 275 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:19:09pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/8345948" target=_blank>#266</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, with lgf starting a diary system for lizards we should probably brush up 
on fair use and copyright rules.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to second that motion. I was thinking about exactly that issue 
earlier, especially if I expand the limit of how much text these pages can 
contain. Some people will be tempted to post entire articles from other sources, 
which is a no-no. A no-no-no, in fact.</P> 
<P>And it would also be a good thing to remember that sources appreciate it when 
you cite them by name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345975 36320 293 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:31:58pm  
 
<P>I'm currently transcoding my whole library of Coen Bros. films on DVD to MP4 
files, with the awesome Mac DVD encoding tool Handbrake.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://handbrake.fr/" 
target=_blank>handbrake.fr...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345978 36320 296 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/8345976" target=_blank>#294</A> wee fury</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just posted a link. I feel brave.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't hurt a bit, did it?</P> 
<P><SUB>heh</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345985 36320 303 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:36:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/8345981" target=_blank>#299</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be pedantic, Handbrake isn't strictly a Mac app.</P> 
<P><A href="http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/open_source.png" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: open_source.png</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True dat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345994 36320 312 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:38:31pm  
 
<P>I still think "Blood Simple" is one of their best. The plot just takes some 
completely off the wall turns.</P> 
<P>Followed by The Big Lebowski, which is one of the most sublime pieces of 
absurdity ever filmed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08345997 36320 314 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:40:06pm  
 
<P>Barton Fink is up there in the Coen pantheon too.</P> 
<P>Just finished encoding that one, in fact. Fargo's next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346008 36320 324 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 6:46:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8346001" target=_blank>#318</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the "LGF Diaries" page not going to incorporate entries/links put into the 
"spin-offs"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now the spinoff links still show up in "LGF Pages." I'm planning on 
keeping them together, but there may come a time when they need to be 
separated.</P> 
<P>(I've pretty much decided to use "LGF Pages," by the way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346040 36320 354 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 7:02:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/8346029" target=_blank>#344</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that, but don't use me as an example. I'm aware of the rights of 
the newspapers I copy from, and I try not to rip anyone off, but I sometimes 
copy a bit more than I should. I'm not as careful as I used to be, or ought to 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a very difficult issue, because the lines are not fully drawn. I try to 
keep quotes as short as possible, while still providing the necessary context to 
illustrate whatever point I'm trying to make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346189 36320 501 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 7:46:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/8346179" target=_blank>#491</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=Brendan_Steinhauser" 
target=_blank>Brendan Steinhauser</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. The bigots are taking over the GOP even more than they already have.</P> 
<P>There's an ill wind blowing in this country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346209 36320 521 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 7:51:37pm  
 
<P>What's that smell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346243 36320 555 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 8:03:52pm  
 
<P>Smells like a loki.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08346351 36321 7 Charles Sat, May 8, 2010 8:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8346320" target=_blank>#1</A> 
boondocksaint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have a beast of a collection. You planning on keeping them or selling 
them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're getting some of the key books graded by the CGC, and we'll decide what 
to do after we get a reliable idea of what it's all worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08347181 36322 6 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 9:58:35am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8347175" target=_blank>#3</A> webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess it would be something to crow over if it had been a real primary, but 
since the voters did not get to vote on the candidate it really seems like a 
hollow win.But yeah, there is nothing good about moderates getting kicked out of 
either party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bob Bennett is pretty far from being a "moderate." "Far right" might be an 
exaggeration, but not by much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08347192 36322 15 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 10:06:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8347191" target=_blank>#14</A> Logician</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Might it not merely indicate that how <I>conservative</I> he is matters less 
to supporters of the tea party movement than whether he believes in low taxes, 
low spending, and low government involvement in the economy generally?</P> 
<P>If so, wouldn't this be a good thing? Since those are among the more rational 
aspects of conservatism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a good thing, because these "rational aspects" are riding in on 
the back of a populist movement based on demagoguery, paranoia, conspiracy 
theories, and racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08347811 36322 595 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 2:39:09pm  
 
<P>Looks like we have a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08347821 36322 601 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 2:43:25pm  
 
<P>Kind of appropriate he pops up in a tea party-related thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08348688 36322 767 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 9:07:46pm  
 
<P>This is getting repetitious and very tedious now. The troll has been 
bounced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08348388 36324 16 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 7:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8348385" target=_blank>#15</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question to Charles, how 'freeform' are we allowed to go with content? I know 
that the threads tend to cover just about every aspect of the human 
experience... is it expected that Pages will too? If I find a neat programing 
article or something else related to my field is that a cool thing to post? 
Properly tagged of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty much anything goes. Programming articles are very 
welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08348455 36325 17 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 8:11:34pm  
 



<P>Meanwhile, we still have flag fetishists showing up in the Cinco de Mayo 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08348673 36325 180 Charles Sun, May 9, 2010 9:02:31pm  
 
<P>Turtle ride!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/TyXrSJpQ_tk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08349813 36326 849 Charles Mon, May 10, 2010 10:19:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/8349793" target=_blank>#833</A> Sigma_x</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You people seriously need to try and find some friends in the real 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you need to take a step back and reconsider your policy of filling up 
every thread with personal pissing matches, because it's beginning to get very 
irritating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08349711 36327 44 Charles Mon, May 10, 2010 10:03:46am  
 
<P>The wingnuts are starting to seriously rant and shriek about Elena Kagan 
today, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08350214 36328 182 Charles Mon, May 10, 2010 11:56:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8350200" target=_blank>#169</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Come on, man. You know there's a policy about that kind of talk. Cut it 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08353304 36328 1230 Charles Tue, May 11, 2010 11:50:17am  
 
<P>Smells like Paulian in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08351012 36329 58 Charles Mon, May 10, 2010 3:13:50pm  
 
<P>Hey, I just got hate mail from a Paulian. Been a while since that 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08352764 36332 423 Charles Tue, May 11, 2010 9:01:50am  
 
<P>I continue to be amused at the wingnut bloggers who are pulling out all the 
stops to smear me, every chance they get. They read every word I post, articles 
and comments.</P> 



<P>Today the chuckleheads are all shrieking that I "quoted a genocide 
supporter." This "genocide supporter" is George Bernard Shaw, renowned Nobel 
Prize winning playwright. Author of Pygmalion. Apparently we're supposed to hate 
George Bernard Shaw now because he had some incorrect political opinions, and 
quoting him makes me a supporter of genocide.</P> 
<P>Sigh. Freaking morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08354616 36337 303 Charles Tue, May 11, 2010 6:13:22pm  
 
<P>This story gets even more absurd and disturbing.</P> 
<P>The group that's funding the "True Republican PAC?"</P> 
<P>The <A 
href="http://www.montgomeryadvertiser.com/article/20100420/NEWS02/4200327/AEA-
may-be-helping-PAC-fund-ads-attacking-Byrne" target=_blank>Alabama Education 
Association</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08356885 36342 79 Charles Wed, May 12, 2010 2:14:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8356785" target=_blank>#13</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blaming the firefighters is a nice try...who will BP blame next? Dennis 
Kucinich for wanting Single-Payer health care?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point didn't come from BP - the one suggesting that focusing on putting 
out the fire was a bad idea is Mike Miller, of an independent company, Safety 
Boss, that puts out oil well fires and plugs blowouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08358322 36344 336 Charles Thu, May 13, 2010 8:39:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8358111" target=_blank>#132</A> J.Diamon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hello, thought I'd introduce myself. I just registered. Thought I'd see what 
all the fuss is about. My nic is J.Diamon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Liar.</P> 
<P>You're Sigma_x, and you're banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08358323 36344 337 Charles Thu, May 13, 2010 8:40:24am  
 
<P>Another creep from the stalker blog tried to register last night 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08358328 36344 342 Charles Thu, May 13, 2010 8:43:01am  
 
<P>"Sigma_x" wasn't this idiot's first name at LGF either. He's actually 
registered at least 3 times now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08361732 36352 3 Charles Fri, May 14, 2010 9:40:08am  
 
<P>Not just a shoe - a commie shoe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08362807 36353 667 Charles Fri, May 14, 2010 4:03:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/8362571" target=_blank>#435</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was talking about the Buchanan article, he did not say "too 
many."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't put quotes around "too many" either, did I?</P> 
<P>Is there a point to this ridiculous nitpicking?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08362850 36353 707 Charles Fri, May 14, 2010 4:31:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/682/8362823" target=_blank>#682</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said it was an error, and he's at work now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may want to check out comment 502, in which he LOLed at you. He was being 
his usual passive aggressive self, which lately is taking the form of these 
little digs at me.</P> 
<P>And it's getting on my last nerve. Criticism and argument are fine. Pedantic 
gibes that have no real point are just annoying, and if there's one thing that 
irritates me more than outright trolls, it's passive aggressive 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08362932 36354 26 Charles Fri, May 14, 2010 5:05:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8362930" target=_blank>#25</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kol Ha lizardim -</P> 
<P>AND - Ms. Kagan wished for the victory of Socialism, back then, at her 
age.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is NOT true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08362973 36354 63 Charles Fri, May 14, 2010 5:23:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8362953" target=_blank>#44</A> Dr. Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Believe we will respectfully disagree on this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can go ahead and disagree, but you are simply wrong. I've read most of 
the thesis. There is not ONE SINGLE LINE in there in which she "wishes for the 
victory of socialism." This is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08364416 36357 14 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 10:24:56am  
 
<P>Right wing humor, posted today on Twitter and retweeted at least four times 
so far:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@EricCWhite: @chuck_dizzle if evolution is real, why does Charles Johnson 
still have a blog?</P> 
<P>...</P> 
<P>He devolved. Thus proving the theory. RT @EricCWhite: @chuck_dizzle if 
evolution is real, why does Charles Johnson still have a blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hurr hurr hurr!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08364833 36357 408 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 12:53:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/8364763" target=_blank>#339</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must be joking. This "Christian" militia is first of all not in any real 
sense Christian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they very much were an explicitly Christian militia. Right on the 
homepage of the Hutaree militia was the slogan, "Preparing for the End Times 
battles to keep the testimony of Jesus Christ alive." And the logo on their flag 
was a cross.</P> 
<P>Sorry, this IS a Christian group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365296 36359 51 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:13:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8365276" target=_blank>#32</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It really makes me wonder about the stuff Charles <EM>doesn't</EM> show 
us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I receive a constant stream of homophobic insults from the right wing. It's 
actually quite rare for a right wing hate mail NOT to include those kinds of 
insults. The obsession is truly remarkable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365331 36359 85 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:36:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8365304" target=_blank>#59</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I assume everyone caught the Eric Holder video in front of the House 
Committee last week, wherein Eric could not acknowledge that radical islam may 
have been one of the causes for the Times Square and other recent 
attacks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw the video, and this spin on it is ridiculous.</P> 
<P>Holder absolutely did acknowledge that radical Islam is one motivation for 
terrorism. Lamar Smith was trying for a gotcha moment, and obsessively kept 
asking him to use those two words.</P> 
<P>Making a big deal out of this is silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365334 36359 88 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8365327" target=_blank>#81</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not defending Holder in this case, are you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm defending him, yes -- definitely. This is another stupid fake 
outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365339 36359 93 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8365332" target=_blank>#86</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you.</P> 



<P>Holder, after viewing that, I have to say that you are a disgusting mealy-
mouthed PC putz, and your insistence that people who follow the mainstream jihad 
teachings of the Koran are "misunderstanders of Islam" is a 
lie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this different from every other statement about Islam from every other 
US politician, including George W. Bush?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365350 36359 104 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:41:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8365342" target=_blank>#96</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Umm, more transparently bullshitty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was resisting Lamar Smith's attempt to put him into a bullshit gotcha 
situation. And they still tried to make it into a gotcha moment, of course.</P> 
<P>That's the beauty of this kind of bullshit. No matter how the subject 
responds, you can still use it to advance the outrageous 
outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365361 36359 115 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:43:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8365355" target=_blank>#109</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I needed to see more of what went on than is shown in that clip, but I 
can't figure what the purpose of that line of questioning was supposed to 
be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no purpose. Smith knew Holder was going to balk at that line, so he 
worked it as hard as he could.</P> 
<P>Political red meat cynicism at its finest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365362 36359 116 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8365359" target=_blank>#113</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would be <EM>wrong</EM> with saying, "Certainly, radical Islam would 
seem to play a role in many such cases"?</P> 
<P>Too painful for the Muslim World to hear?</P> 
<P>Fuck them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He DID say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365372 36359 126 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:46:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8365368" target=_blank>#122</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some interview. If Holder didn't give the correct answer in 10 words or less, 
he cut him off. Why didn't he let him speak?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he really wasn't interested in the answer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365374 36359 128 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:46:43pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8365369" target=_blank>#123</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He actually did acknowledge it, and was interrupted while doing it, so that 
it would look like he didn't. That's what I saw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365377 36359 131 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8365375" target=_blank>#129</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought he did say it at the very end.</P> 
<P>Again, the line of questioning seemed odd to me; it didn't seem to be going 
anywhere, and I can't figure out what the purpose was supposed to be - other 
than just to harangue Holder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really -- the purpose was solely to throw the wingnut blogs and Fox News some 
red meat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365383 36359 137 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:50:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8365360" target=_blank>#114</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on Charles. Of course the Congressman was grandstanding, but Holder 
walked right into in. All he had to do was acknowledge the obvious: that radical 
islam may have been one of the causes of these various attacks. He had so much 
difficulty bringing himself to say there is a problem with radical islam. He is 
our Attorney General after all--we deserve better, IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He DID say that radical Islam was one reason for terrorism. Really. He did. 
You could try actually watching the video and listening, instead of believing 
the stupid Fox News spin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365403 36359 157 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 5:57:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8365392" target=_blank>#146</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he did, but Smith had to pull it out of him at the end. Why couldn't 
Holder acknowledged the obvious from the start. He sounds so... 
PC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- Smith was obsessively going for a gotcha moment, and even interrupted 
Holder as he was in the middle of acknowledging that radical Islam is one reason 
for terrorism.</P> 
<P>This is why people like Lamar Smith do this kind of manipulative bullshit -- 
because it obviously works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365441 36359 194 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8365431" target=_blank>#185</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't like PC bullshit either.</P> 



<P>But I know, whether we like it or not, or whether it's right or not - when in 
a public hearing, especially one that is being filmed, ALL the politicians will 
play to <EM>their</EM> audience. And the ones who are asking the questions are 
the ones in control at a meeting.</P> 
<P>Those questions weren't really for Holder. Those questions were designed to 
make some sort of political point, with a particular audience.</P> 
<P>Holder's answers were also careful, and as the responder, he HAD to be 
careful.</P> 
<P>I've been on the receiving end of questioning like that from board members 
and/or legislators, and it is no fun whatso-fuckin'-ever. They don't really want 
to know what it is you have to say. All they are interested in is scoring their 
own political points. These sorts of hearings and that sort of questioning are a 
waste in a lot of ways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Exactly</EM> right. This was a show, not a real question. Lamar Smith 
could not possibly have cared less about Holder's opinion on the matter -- all 
he wanted was that red meat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365447 36359 200 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/8365445" target=_blank>#198</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And all Holder had to do was say "certainly, you're right" and move on.</P> 
<P>It would be the truth, and the painful charade would have been 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you believe that would have stopped Lamar from continuing to pursue this, 
you're being really, really naive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365468 36359 221 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:27:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8365459" target=_blank>#212</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I?</P> 
<P>What do you suppose the big trap was that was being laid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of repeating myself, I'll repeat myself.</P> 
<P>Lamar Smith knew Holder would resist his simplistic red meat buzzwords, so he 
hammered them over and over to give Fixed News and the wingnut blogs something 
to hyperventilate over. Which they promptly did, all week.</P> 
<P>This isn't brain surgery. It's cynical American politics as 
usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365500 36359 252 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:44:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8365499" target=_blank>#251</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see Holder in any way defending radical islam, as you wrote, he is 
just too PC to identify it as one of the causes of the attacks. Americans expect 
more from their Attorney General and, I would guess, there are many in the White 
House who would like Holder to quit. He has become Exhibit A for the Republican 
case that Obama is soft on Radical Islamic Terrorism, despite the fact that the 
Obama administration has continued the war in Iraq and actually ramped up the 
war in Af/Pak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He DID identify it as one of the causes of the attacks.</P> 



<P>Good grief. Watch the freaking video!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365509 36359 260 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:47:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8365503" target=_blank>#255</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you are arguing that there is no basis whatsoever for any criticism on 
anyone's part, but it's still a terrible thing and there it is. Got 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's pretty much what's happening. The people who are freaking out 
over this know very well that Smith was just going for a gotcha moment, but they 
don't care because they think it gave them a political advantage. It's a 
pointless wingnut charade, signifying nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08365517 36359 268 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 6:52:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/8365511" target=_blank>#262</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are certainly people out there who think in simplex terms, They want 
all conclusions on terror to be easy. There's a whole religious and nationalist 
lobby out there that likes to drive that perception too.</P> 
<P>The simplex thinkers want the only factor to be one religion. That way they 
can buttress their fear and bigotry, rather than deal with so many complex 
factors of fucked updedness about the Middle East and Asian subcontinent. That 
way they can make 1.5 billion people the "other" have have their fricken holy 
war.</P> 
<P>It's never that simplex, it's not just Islam. It's monarchies that stretch 
back to times before Islam existed, it's tribal nationalism and xenophobia, it's 
masses of backwards uneducated medieval level serfs (land reform in the ME and 
Subcontinent badddly needed everywhere.) It's rulers who think the way to keep 
themselves strong is to fuck up their neighbors every chance they get, and put 
subversive groups inside their neighbor's realms to ensure that they can.It's 
poverty, it's energy paucity, it's ignorance, it's disease, it's despair, it's 
all of the above and it's real humans who are caught in that grinder of complex 
factors, and most of them just want to survive it as long as they 
can.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, hey, that's a lot of twenty dollar words, but what about radical 
Islam?</P> 
<P>/need I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366210 36361 15 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:22:38pm  
 
<P>They don't say what condition the woman had, but one possibility is an 
ectopic pregnancy, where the baby begins to grow outside the womb. The baby 
cannot possibly survive in this kind of condition, and if no abortion takes 
place the woman will almost certainly die in agony.</P> 
<P>I don't know if this was the case here, but from the description it sounds 
likely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366224 36361 26 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8366214" target=_blank>#17</A> JasonA</EM></P> 



<P>You're right, I missed that part, after reading the paragraph that said they 
couldn't reveal details of the case. (Which they proceeded to do.)</P> 
<P>Well, pulmonary hypertension is another really good reason to authorize an 
abortion. The Church's position is that the hospital should not have tried to 
save her, which is absolutely morally bankrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366252 36361 47 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:38:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8366248" target=_blank>#44</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sent you a donation, a couple of days ago.I do enjoy your website.Hope 
everyone reading "hits the tip jar"!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you very much, I appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366281 36361 74 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:52:26pm  
 
<P>Pamela "Shrieking Harpy" Geller is whining and ranting about the US Trademark 
Office tonight, calling them "dhimmis" because they wouldn't approve a trademark 
for her and Robert Spencer's bigoted anti-Muslim group, SIOA (Stop the 
Islamization of America).</P> 
<P>Right, America's about to become an Islamic country <EM>any freaking 
second</EM>. It <EM>must be stopped</EM>.</P> 
<P>The Trademark Office won't issue trademarks for names that are deliberately 
insulting to ethnic or religious groups, but Geller and Spencer are so deranged 
that they don't even think they <EM>are</EM> being insulting.</P> 
<P>That's what happens when you dedicate your life to obsessed hatred. People 
treat you like an obsessed hater, and you don't get trademarks for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366285 36361 78 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:53:30pm  
 
<P>And by the way, in case you haven't noticed, LGF now has a registered 
trademark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08366296 36361 89 Charles Sat, May 15, 2010 11:57:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8366291" target=_blank>#84</A> Kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>They changed their name as soon as they learned that I'd filed for a 
trademark. Which was immediately after I posted about it here, because they 
obsessively read every word of every comment I post.</P> 
<P>Oh hai stalkers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08367188 36364 128 Charles Sun, May 16, 2010 5:26:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8367127" target=_blank>#68</A> agutts6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The republican party is just as anti-homosexual as Saudi 
Arabia?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, absolutely, that's what I wrote, and I don't consider it an exaggeration 
at all. If the social conservatives who control the GOP weren't being held in 
check by the Constitution and the presence of a large liberal segment in US 
society, I have no doubt at all that we'd see similarly repressive measures put 
in place against homosexuals, right here in America.</P> 
<P>The difference lies in the ability, not the philosophy. They don't have the 
ability. But you don't have to look very hard to find highly placed Republicans 
whose philosophy regarding women and gays is indistinguishable from that of the 
Wahhabis.</P> 
<P>And yes, there are some very visible conservatives in America who ARE in 
favor of executing gays. See: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35842_Video-
_World_Net_Daily_Columnist_Supports_Uganda_Death_Penalty_for_Gays" 
target=_blank>Video: World Net Daily Columnist Supports Uganda Death Penalty for 
Gays</A>. Then check out our other posts about the involvement of US 
evangelicals in Uganda's attempt to make homosexuality a capital crime.</P> 
<P>And if you want to see how the real red meat base feels about it, just have a 
look through the comments for any thread about Uganda at Free 
Republic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08367280 36364 219 Charles Sun, May 16, 2010 6:00:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8367223" target=_blank>#162</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not that I agree with Gingrich but trying to link him to Saudi money is less 
than tenuous.The Saudi bought shares on the open market from other shareholders. 
That does not mean that money finances News Corp nor does it mean that News Corp 
accepts Saudi money. It is certainly far from accepting direct cash donations as 
Universities do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any thoughts on how "tenuous" it is to try to link Elena Kagan to Saudi 
money, when she was dean of Harvard's law school and had no connection at all to 
the business side of the college?</P> 
<P>It's a lot more tenuous than pointing out that some of Newt Gingrich's money 
IS coming directly from Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08367700 36364 580 Charles Sun, May 16, 2010 8:35:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/8367346" target=_blank>#284</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I already said I did not agree with Gingrich.But you are absolutely wrong in 
claiming that "some of Newt Gingrich's money IS coming directly from Saudi 
Arabia"</P> 
<P>When someone buys shares of a company in the market after the IPO they are 
paying some other shareholder, not the company. Virtually none of that Saudi's 
money went to News Corp or Newt Gingrich.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich is being paid by Fox News. Fox News is partly owned by Saudi prince 
Alwaleed bin Talal. Therefore, some of the money paid to Newt Gingrich is coming 
from Saudi Arabia. It's a fact, no matter how desperately you try to spin it 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08367627 36365 3 Charles Sun, May 16, 2010 8:05:30pm  
 



<P>This may very well put BP completely out of business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08370575 36370 6 Charles Mon, May 17, 2010 10:42:13pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, my former associate Roger Simon is attending a "climate 
conference" sponsored by the right wing think tank the Heartland Institute, the 
group that was originally formed to cover up the harmful effects of tobacco, 
featuring the quack climate science denier Christopher Monckton. It's 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08370613 36370 40 Charles Mon, May 17, 2010 11:41:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8370610" target=_blank>#37</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the comments on the original USA Today piece; they're hilarious. You've 
got commenters claiming that the warm temperature data must be erroneous because 
it was so cold where they live. Others don't see a problem because 1.24 degrees 
isn't really that much. (which is true if you're cooking a steak, but not true 
in a fragile ecosystem)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't worry. We'll see some of the same types of comments here before very 
long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08373643 36370 591 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 8:56:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/590/8371807" target=_blank>#590</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you published for your peer review, or are you just testing the karma 
waters at LGF for now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying you'd trust the NOAA and NASA more than an anonymous blog 
commenter?</P> 
<P>RINO!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08371179 36371 13 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 10:20:44am  
 
<P>Autofill got me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08371240 36372 9 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 10:39:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8371234" target=_blank>#5</A> sagehen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video's already been pulled down.</P> 
<P>That was quick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He (or his staff) must have deleted the video only minutes ago. I just 
finished watching it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08371619 36373 25 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 12:58:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8371613" target=_blank>#23</A> 
_remembertonyc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>by the way ... rand paul is an opthamologist. a job that was also formerly 
held by syrian president bashir assad. presumably those two share similar views 
of Israel. The only difference? paul is not chinless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but he is pantless.</P> 
<P><A title=Picture%2030-thumb-430x275-19573.png 
href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/right-now/assets_c/2010/05/Picture%2030-
thumb-430x275-19573.png" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: Picture%2030-thumb-
430x275-19573.png</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372066 36373 297 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 2:55:40pm  
 
<P>Yikes.</P> 
<P>I just turned on Glenn Beck's show, and he's gone full-tilt 
theocrat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372071 36373 301 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 2:57:11pm  
 
<P>And right on cue, Gordon Liddy hawking gold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372094 36373 319 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 3:08:23pm  
 
<P>Mark Souder has deleted all of his videos from YouTube.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372206 36374 75 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 4:12:40pm  
 
<P>Yep, the Paulians and Stormfront are going to be partying tonight. Rand Paul 
is slaughtering Trey Grayson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372347 36374 170 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 5:33:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8372288" target=_blank>#155</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What? There is a connection between Stormfront and Rand 
Paul?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22rand+paul%2
2+site:stormfront.org&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372308 36375 7 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 5:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8372305" target=_blank>#5</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing that will slow this down if for him to get his ass kicked, bad 
in the general.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372331 36375 28 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 5:25:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8372315" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He links to an article on the white supremacist site VDARE written by <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samuel_T._Francis" target=_blank>Samuel T. 
Francis</A>.How fucked up is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. Dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372340 36375 34 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 5:31:23pm  
 
<P>The meme is already spreading that Rand Paul is somehow more moderate and 
huggable than his cranky old dad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372405 36375 95 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 5:53:38pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://www.stormfront.org/forum/t624677/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>The RAND Paul Money Bomb! Help Elect Rand Paul to U.S. Senate - 
Stormfront</A></P> 
<P>Hmm. How much of Ron Paul's campaign money came from Stormfront readers?</P> 
<P>His dad had a similar issue, by the way.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28338_Ron_Paul-
_No_Problem_with_Donations_from_Neo-Nazis" target=_blank>Ron Paul: No Problem 
with Donations from Neo-Nazis</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08372491 36376 31 Charles Tue, May 18, 2010 6:25:44pm  
 
<P>I don't know, maybe it's just me.</P> 
<P>But if I found neo-Nazis enthusiastically supporting me, I'd have to do some 
serious soul-searching.</P> 
<P>I'm proud that the kind of people who read Stormfront hate my guts and 
occasionally even threaten my life. Wouldn't have it any other 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08373555 36376 216 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 8:28:47am  
 
<P>Smells like Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08373813 36376 219 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 10:23:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/8373794" target=_blank>#218</A> 
dauntlessone</EM></P> 
<P>Ron Paul's connections to extremists go FAR beyond simply taking money from 
neo-Nazis, and refusing to return it when he learned where it came from.</P> 
<P>Start with his long-time connection to the John Birch Society. And then check 
out the racist newsletters he published with white supremacist Lew Rockwell. And 
then look into his frequent appearances on the Alex Jones show.</P> 
<P>Somehow I suspect you're not really interested in these things, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08373666 36378 414 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 9:08:28am  
 
<P>In his column for National Review, Victor Davis Hanson talks about the "lies 
and academic fraud" revealed by Climategate, thus completing his transformation 
from thoughtful writer to right wing shill, and destroying the last vestiges of 
my respect for him.</P> 
<P>There were no lies and no academic fraud revealed by the stolen CRU emails. 
This is simply a flat out lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08374500 36382 23 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 2:23:53pm  
 
<P>It really is time for Flash to go away, at least as a format for playing 
video over the web. It's way too resource-intensive.</P> 
<P>HTML5 video is very noticeably better quality; you can check it out at 
YouTube if you're using Chrome, Safari, or Firefox:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.youtube.com/html5" 
target=_blank>www.youtube.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08374507 36382 28 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 2:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8374491" target=_blank>#15</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question: Can you access all the features at LGF if you disable java script 
in Safari ( but not java) ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not all the features work without Javascript. I try to have features 
degrade gracefully wherever I can, but it isn't always possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08374553 36382 70 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 2:41:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8374542" target=_blank>#61</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Not all YouTube videos work in HTML5 mode. Here's one that does:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lsF83rHKFc" target=_blank>YouTube - 
Can Monkeys Talk? - Robert Seyfarth, RDF TV</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08374920 36383 4 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 4:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8374913" target=_blank>#2</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do ya have any of the trippy Ditko 'Strange Tales?'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have about 30 issues of Strange Tales.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08374922 36383 5 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 4:26:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8374912" target=_blank>#1</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait...your super power is that you're dead?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty hard to kill a dead guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375117 36384 42 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 5:40:18pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8375112" target=_blank>#37</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Birch Society has a post up congratulating him. Ending with these 
paragraphs</P> 
<P>not going to link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a victory for the John Birch Society's ideology, no doubt about that. 
Rand Paul is going to be on the Rachel Maddow show in a few 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375158 36385 14 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 5:50:59pm  
 
<P>Excuse my French, but I cannot fucking believe we're actually seeing the 
return of the goddamned John Birch Society. This is seriously bad 
craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375267 36385 96 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:09:52pm  
 
<P>Whoa.</P> 
<P>He wouldn't even answer the question of whether he'd allow a "Blacks Not 
Served Here" sign.</P> 
<P>"What about freedom of speech?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375337 36385 166 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:19:13pm  
 
 
 
<P>WEASEL ALERT!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375348 36385 177 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:20:49pm  
 
<P>He's pissed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375359 36385 187 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:21:56pm  
 
<P>Good for Rachel Maddow. I was a little worried she would be easy on 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375521 36385 347 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/8375507" target=_blank>#334</A> 
pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help! Charles ran a political ad 2008 IIRC, where there's this lake, a dude 
goes out, throws a big rock in the lake and walks off. Was that a Luap Nor 
ad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was Mike Gravel, the dada candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375527 36385 353 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 6:45:17pm  



 
<P>A masterful framing of the issues.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0rZdAB4V_j8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08375703 36386 14 Charles Wed, May 19, 2010 7:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8375684" target=_blank>#9</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Way to miss the point of the Civil Rights act you fucking moron. The local 
government solution was part of the whole fucking problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't think he missed that point at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08376861 36387 120 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 10:01:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8376843" target=_blank>#102</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rand is trying to spin out of this...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody accused him of wanting to repeal the Civil Rights Act, of course. 
Classic sleazy politician dodge ball.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08376899 36387 158 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 10:13:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8376889" target=_blank>#148</A> 
rwdflynavy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading is fundamental.</P> 
<P>I'm talking about someone breaking into my house to steal my stuff or 
threaten my family.</P> 
<P>On a related note, I do actually own the golden gate bridge, but am willing 
to part with it...cheap.//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Rand Paul is talking about something much less clear-cut. He said that 
private businesses should have the right to hang up "No Blacks Allowed" signs, 
and should not be required to accommodate disabled people.</P> 
<P>This has nothing to do with people stealing your property.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08376905 36387 163 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 10:16:47am  
 
<P>I think it's extremely telling that Rand Paul stepped right into a 
controversy about race and bigotry, the day after he won the 
primary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08376972 36388 4 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 10:39:47am  
 
<P>I'm sure his handlers read him the riot act after that.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08377015 36388 26 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 10:48:42am  
 
<P>White supremacist blogger Robert Stacy McCain is defending Rand Paul, 
naturally. He says Rachel Maddow is an "intellectual terrorist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377115 36388 116 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 11:20:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8377105" target=_blank>#107</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah. Here it is. Been waiting for the official victim card to be played.</P> 
<P>From the NY Times, <A 
href="http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/05/20/pauls-views-on-civil-rights-
cause-a-stir/?hp" target=_blank>Paul’s Views on Civil Rights Cause a 
Stir</A></P> 
<P>Yep, it's not Rand Pauls doing. It's all the "liberal establishments" fault. 
When in doubt, blame the media.</P> 
<P>How Nixonian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how he's desperately trying to reframe the whole thing as "my 
opponents say I want to repeal the Civil Rights Act." As far as I know, NO ONE 
has accused him of taking that position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377195 36388 190 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 11:50:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8377156" target=_blank>#153</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His Democratic opponent did. It's in the beginning of <A 
href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/3096434/#37241047" target=_blank>this 
clip.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha. So that's why Rand Paul is hammering the talking point so hard. That 
was a stupid over-reach; it gave Paul a chance to divert the discussion into a 
peripheral issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377206 36388 198 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 11:52:44am  
 
<P>By the way, whether Rand Paul actually supports repealing the Civil Rights 
Act or not, the fact is that this absolutely IS supported by many far right 
libertarians and many far right conservatives. This is not a new 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377224 36388 216 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 12:00:23pm  
 
<P>This is the video in which Rand Paul supposedly says he would repeal the 
Civil Rights Act. I'm watching now...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid72584309001?bclid=72527732
001&amp;bctid=78606340001" 
target=_blank>link.brightcove.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377245 36388 235 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 12:11:17pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/8377237" target=_blank>#228</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's St. Petersburg in Russia -- not the Florida 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377256 36388 246 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 12:14:11pm  
 
<P>OK, the section of the interview in which Paul talks about the Civil Rights 
Act starts at about one hour in.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://link.brightcove.com/services/player/bcpid72584309001?bclid=72527732
001&amp;bctid=78606340001" target=_blank>link.brightcove.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And if that's the interview Conway references, Paul does not say he wants to 
repeal the Civil Rights Act. He does the same waffle dance he did with NPR and 
Rachel Maddow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377368 36389 37 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 1:00:43pm  
 
<P>Talk about strange bedfellows. Robert Stacy McCain and Oliver Willis are 
having a fine old time together bashing me on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08377385 36389 54 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 1:14:48pm  
 
<P>Please note - the reality is that wanting to repeal the Civil Rights Act is a 
pretty standard position for libertarians. This didn't just come up out of 
nowhere. I've heard this kind of talk from the libertarian camp for many 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08378436 36392 256 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 5:13:07pm  
 
<P>Wow, Rand Paul is all over the news.</P> 
<P>Black leaders all over the place pissed off at him.</P> 
<P>He may have succeeded in nuking his own career within one day after winning 
the primary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08378662 36393 27 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 6:06:31pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow's got the tuning fork out. Look out.</P> 
<P>I would have used a dog whistle myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08378706 36393 57 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 6:20:20pm  
 
<P>Rand Paul is going to be singing soprano after this show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08378738 36393 87 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 6:29:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8378723" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Remember all those lizards who flounced because LGF wasn't "conservative" 
enough for them by exposing the racists and nuts involved in the Tea 
Parties?Yeah, good times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Ron Paul connections go right back to the Vlaams Belang blogbattles, 
through the paleo-right Robert A. Taft Club, a home for many of these far right 
freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08378834 36393 182 Charles Thu, May 20, 2010 6:56:16pm  
 
<P>Drudge's headlines about the DNA breakthrough:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DR. GOD: Scientists create 'artificial life'...'Frankenstein'...'Synthia' 
sparks moral dilemma...Environmentalists worry about escaped life 
forms...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All in bright red.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380366 36395 71 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 10:20:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8380337" target=_blank>#46</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/postpartisan/2010/05/palin_dobson_must_re
pudiate_ra.html" target=_blank>Palin, Dobson must repudiate Rand Paul or accept 
his extremism</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If any of those people (Palin, Dobson, DeMint) renounce Rand Paul, I will be 
exceedingly surprised.</P> 
<P>Not gonna happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380488 36395 190 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 10:58:38am  
 
<P>The morons at Reason.com are mounting a spirited defense of Rand Paul 
today.</P> 
<P>You couldn't ask for a better demonstration of why libertarianism is a fringe 
political ideology and will always be so. These people are absolutists, and any 
form of political absolutism is profoundly anti-human. That's why Rand Paul can 
say what he said about the BP disaster -- because he has no empathy at all for 
the millions of people whose lives will be affected by it. It's the same reason 
why he is an anti-abortion fanatic, despite his lip service to libertarianism -- 
because he has no empathy for human beings. His ideology rules his world view, 
and human beings play a very small part in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380521 36395 222 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 11:09:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8380331" target=_blank>#40</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did I just get a pop-up window off of LGF? Did a gorram pop-up window just 
fly up on my screen despite my pop-up blocker?</P> 
<P>I turned off AdBlock because you asked me to, Charles, but if I start getting 
pop-ups here, it's going back on.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If you saw a popup window, it was not intentional. Unfortunately, sometimes 
advertisers get sneaky and slip in popup windows or audio, every few thousand 
page loads.</P> 
<P>If you post the URL of the popup window I'll make sure that advertiser is 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380979 36398 67 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 12:38:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8380977" target=_blank>#65</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so is the Jerry Kane from the Millstone Diaries blog the wrong right wing 
Jerry Kane?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not the same guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380993 36398 81 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 12:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8380990" target=_blank>#78</A> smijer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was it this <A href="http://www.americanthinker.com/jerry_a_kane/" 
target=_blank>Jerry (A.) Kane?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Could be!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08380998 36398 86 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 12:49:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8380995" target=_blank>#83</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<P>She's a female Joad Cressbeckler!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381150 36398 223 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 1:38:26pm  
 
<P>News going around Twitter that Rand Paul is now trying to cancel a Sunday 
appearance on Meet The Press that he committed to doing on Wednesday.</P> 
<P>They're in full tilt damage control mode. Get that guy away from the 
journalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381182 36399 11 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 1:46:16pm  
 
<P>The first big Tea Party candidate's victory really is turning into an epic 
meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381199 36399 20 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 1:49:33pm  
 
<P>From the Top Conservatives On Twitter list:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/WSE123/status/14451630596" target=_blank>#Obama 
would have been shot as a traitor 200 years ago. #tcot</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381251 36399 63 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 1:58:09pm  
 
<P>Apparently, only two other guests have ever bailed out of MTP at the last 
minute: Louis Farrakhan and Saudi Prince Bandar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08381261 36399 73 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 2:01:04pm  
 
<P>Rand's reason: he's "exhausted."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381299 36399 110 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 2:12:55pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/RussertXM_NBC/status/14452565201" 
target=_blank>Luke Russert</A> tweets:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Dr. Paul, if you can't answer tough questions how are you going to be 
able to make tough decisions as a U.S. Senator? -
TJR</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381703 36400 28 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 4:47:07pm  
 
<P>Working on allowing you to upload images to embed in your pages, 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381716 36400 36 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 4:51:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8381711" target=_blank>#32</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a way to search comments posted on links?</P> 
<P>I don't remember why I need that...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somewhere along the way, that feature got kind of buggy. I'll look into it 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381728 36400 43 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 4:55:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8381724" target=_blank>#42</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"An editor"? So there's more than one?</P> 
<P>Are you hiring, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I'm planning to give the monitors the ability to mark pages as 
'featured'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381739 36400 49 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 4:59:45pm  
 
<P>Note that the username in the Featured Pages section is a link that goes to 
that user's pages.</P> 
<P>Your personal URL for all your pages is:</P> 
<P>http:// littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/username</P> 
<P>(Remove the space after the second slash.)</P> 
<P>If your username has spaces, replace them with + signs in the 
URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381970 36400 239 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:12:39pm  
 



<P>Monitor lizards now have the brand new and bruising power to feature posts in 
LGF pages.</P> 
<P>Use it wisely, my lizards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08381986 36400 254 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/8381969" target=_blank>#238</A> 
Renaissance_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually have a concern about the LGF Pages.</P> 
<P>I notice that the text we write in them is peppered with Infolinks. For a 
paragraph or two they're not such a big deal, though I personally hate them. But 
if any of us were to write a long piece, an essay of any kind, it'd quickly 
degenerate into an unreadable mess full of green text.</P> 
<P>Is there a way around this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Infolinks help pay for the servers and bandwidth that let the LGF Pages 
exist. So basically, no. But there's a limit of 12 Infolinks per page, so a long 
essay wouldn't really turn into a huge mess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382006 36400 273 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:24:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/8381996" target=_blank>#263</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This just gets better and better. It's all so new.</P> 
<P>Couple questions. How do you feel about conversations moving to a Lizards 
page and away from the main topic, open or not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say, go for it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When we comment in or upding a persons page, does that show up in master 
spy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, comments for pages show up in the spy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382013 36400 280 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/8382007" target=_blank>#274</A> Nick 
Morgan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi, KT (may I call you KT?). Didn't know that. Thanks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a point to this question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382017 36400 284 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:28:46pm  
 
<P>Got a little reading on the trollometer here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382032 36400 299 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 6:33:11pm  
 
<P>Not gonna wait for the inevitable crazy post.</P> 
<P>Nick Morgan, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382170 36400 429 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 7:14:25pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/8382166" target=_blank>#425</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/37285047/ns/technology_and_science-
science/?" target=_blank>Church warns cell scientists not to play God</A></P> 
<P>So, if I understand this correctly, the RC church accepts evolution, but 
maintains research into abiogenesis will be fruitless?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Only God can create life?"</P> 
<P>Well, that's demonstrably no longer true. Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08382225 36400 482 Charles Fri, May 21, 2010 7:27:50pm  
 
<P>Oh no. Don't tell me we're developing a day-night dichotomy at LGF.</P> 
<P>I hate those.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383451 36402 654 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 9:40:24am  
 
<P>Looks like we had another one of those brain-damaged sickos who thinks he 
achieves something by showing up in the middle of the night and posting hate-
spew.</P> 
<P>This is a very odd Internet-based phenomenon. The psychologist who comes up 
with an explanation for this bizarre behavior will win the Nobel 
Prize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383452 36402 655 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 9:42:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/645/8383441" target=_blank>#645</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I gave up on Steyn a long time ago. He has a sever case of ODS and will 
bristle and seethe over every outrage he imagines. I just don't bother to read 
that crap anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also a good friend of Pamela Geller, and has revealed a private email I 
wrote to him about Geller years ago, when I still thought he was rational.</P> 
<P>Anyone who defends Pamela Geller is clearly aligned with the kind of bigotry 
and hate speech she constantly spouts. Mark Steyn is one of the "conservatives" 
who gives anti-Muslim bigotry a veneer of intellectual 
respectability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383566 36403 86 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 11:04:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8383554" target=_blank>#74</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Rand Paul is not a racist, he is at least <A 
href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/ezra-
klein/2010/05/rand_paul_may_not_be_a_racist.html" target=_blank>an ideological 
extremist.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dave Weigel keeps insisting that "Rand Paul is absolutely not a racist."</P> 
<P>How the hell does he know this?</P> 
<P>I haven't called Rand Paul a racist, because I can't read his mind. But 
neither can Dave Weigel.</P> 



<P>It's obvious that Weigel's own libertarianism is biasing what he writes about 
Rand Paul, which is pretty unprofessional for someone writing for the Washington 
Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383574 36403 94 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 11:06:37am  
 
<P>And one of Weigel's "Daily Reads" is ... Lew Rockwell?</P> 
<P>WTF. I knew about RS McCain, which might be defensible from the point of view 
of keeping an eye on his wingnut BS, but Lew Freaking Rockwell?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383636 36403 152 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 11:27:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8383611" target=_blank>#131</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think those are 'recommended reads', but what he reads daily to work 
the right wing beat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just extremely jarring to see a link to that site at the Washington 
Post. It's a pretty unrestrained neo-Confederate hate site, and linking to it 
isn't much different than linking to Stormfront. And it's undoubtedly boosting 
Rockwell's traffic considerably.</P> 
<P>It's really poor judgment to link to sites like that, unless you make it 
extremely clear what kind of site it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08384691 36403 169 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 7:39:37pm  
 
<P><A title=not_this_shit_again.jpg href="http://right-
thoughts.us/images/uploads/not_this_shit_again.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: not_this_shit_again.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08385827 36403 177 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 11:51:58am  
 
<P>Since when did empathy become a bad thing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08383738 36405 4 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 12:27:38pm  
 
<P>The poll is overwhelmingly tilted toward NO because PZ Myers linked to it. 
Before his link, it was 60% in favor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386668 36405 842 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 6:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/841/8386579" target=_blank>#841</A> 
Roadkiller</EM></P> 
<P>I was wondering how long it would take for the apologists to show up.</P> 
<P>If you want to put deceptive tags on a post about this subject, start your 
own blog.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08384593 36406 8 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 6:12:14pm  
 



<P>Got a more polished look to the featured Pages section now. Been working on 
the plumbing behind the scenes too.</P> 
<P>Coming next: image support. With that, Pages becomes a complete blogging 
system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08384604 36406 16 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 6:16:14pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Check out this Hot Air post and following comments.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2010/05/22/the-feral-vanguard/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08384720 36406 120 Charles Sat, May 22, 2010 7:48:39pm  
 
<P>Wow. Orlando vs. Boston. Total humiliation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08385741 36408 9 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 11:12:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8385734" target=_blank>#6</A> pingjockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This showed up in Saturdays paper. I'm just starting to look into these 
folks. I don't know if they are for real about teaching the US/WA state 
constituition and the Declaration or if it's a sneaky way to work in a socon 
curriculum.[Link: <A href="http://www.wethepeopleofwa.org/" 
target=_blank>www.wethepeopleofwa.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're theocrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08385768 36408 23 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 11:24:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8385764" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congratulations on an excellent example of what the LGF pages should be. Nice 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. I was just going to give freetoken a pat on the back too. Great 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08385834 36408 73 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 11:54:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8385819" target=_blank>#63</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:Sheesh.</P> 
<P>Check out the caption on the picture:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/05/21/AR2010052101670_2.html?hpid=topnews" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF?!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08385840 36408 77 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 11:55:48am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8385832" target=_blank>#71</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, please. Here's the definition of "throwback:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>a person or thing having the characteristics of a former time : a lot of his 
work is a throwback to the fifties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trying to imply that my use of the term is somehow tied to "eugenics" is 
ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386565 36410 133 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 5:32:08pm  
 
<P>I don't usually watch sports, but this year I'm into the NBA playoffs. This 
game should be great.</P> 
<P>The Orlando Magic's collapse against the Celtics was legendary. Could be 
another Lakers-Celtics final.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386570 36410 138 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 5:35:55pm  
 
<P>The Suns are a much more formidable opponent for the Lakers, though.</P> 
<P>I have a hard time rooting for one team over the other - they're both 
great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386611 36410 176 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 5:53:14pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386614 36410 179 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 5:53:57pm  
 
<P>Awesome. Both teams on fire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386624 36410 189 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 5:58:05pm  
 
<P>Robots.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'11889973',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byl
ine:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08386713 36412 19 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 6:40:14pm  
 
<P>Quoting Dan Savage:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now for all you moderate Christians offended by this sort of thing—by Owens' 
sermon, by my posting about it—if you want to tell anyone that Owens doesn't 
speak for all Christians, go tell Owens. I'm sick of hearing it, frankly, and 
Owens needs to hear it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08387199 36414 30 Charles Sun, May 23, 2010 10:09:17pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/213689_Rand_Paul-
_We_Wouldnt_Need_Laws_If_Everyone_Were_Christian" target=_blank>Rand Paul: We 
Wouldn't Need Laws If Everyone Were Christian</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08387886 36414 669 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 11:07:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8387313" target=_blank>#132</A> 
Belisarius</EM></P> 
<P>This lying creep is "Nick Morgan" back again. Now blocked 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08387888 36415 17 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 11:08:33am  
 
<P>The troll "Nick Morgan" came back again last night, pretending to be brand 
new.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?doSearch=search&amp;searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;search
Days=30&amp;searchString=%22user%3ABelisarius%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388064 36416 105 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 12:22:25pm  
 
<P>It's kind of amazing to see someone like Rand Paul becoming the new face of 
the GOP -- it ties together many of the crazy fringe ideas that have caused me 
to make serious political reassessments over the past few years.</P> 
<P>There's even a connection to the Eurofascist movement. Rand Paul and his 
father are involved in the Robert A. Taft Club, a paleo-right wing group that 
has hosted Filip DeWinter of the Belgian Vlaams Belang party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08390135 36416 574 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 10:26:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/8389608" target=_blank>#571</A> 
dauntlessone</EM></P> 
<P>So long, Paulian.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388893 36417 349 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:21:13pm  
 
<P>Psst. Don't tell anybody, but you can now upload images for your LGF 
pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388917 36417 370 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:29:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8388911" target=_blank>#364</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any size limits?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>200K size limit. JPG, GIF, or PNG format.</P> 
<P>The dimensions are also limited to 500px width, 600px height, but that 
happens automagically, you don't need to worry about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08388925 36417 378 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/8388919" target=_blank>#372</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not see an add photo thing in the form, do we highlight a photo like the 
text and use the bookmarklet?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not quite that automatic. You need to have the image file on your 
computer, then click the 'Upload Image' button at the bottom of the bookmarklet 
page and select the file to upload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388933 36417 385 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:36:04pm  
 
<P>For security purposes, uploaded jpeg images are passed through the jhead 
Linux utility to remove any possible oddities in their headers. GIF and PNG 
images have similar checks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388966 36417 410 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:54:55pm  
 
<P>Come on, Sarah Palin! Go on the Rachel Maddow show. I'd pay money to see it. 
Pay per view. Bucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08388978 36417 422 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 6:58:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/8388968" target=_blank>#412</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, despite the hysterical title this is a good Koskid Diary...<A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/storyonly/2010/5/24/869320/-SCANDAL!-Rand-Paul-
MUST-return-Neo-Nazi-funds-NOW-and-DENOUNCE-Stormfront.org" 
target=_blank>SCANDAL! Rand Paul MUST return Neo-Nazi funds NOW and DENOUNCE 
Stormfront.org</A></P> 
<P>Rand Paul on support from the Nazi Party</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Yet they are still raising money for him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rand Paul's not a white nationalist.</P> 
<P>He just has a little of their stank on him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08389001 36417 444 Charles Mon, May 24, 2010 7:08:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/8388995" target=_blank>#438</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>have to run but either someone's promoting old spinoffs from last month to 
"Featured," or there's some whacky glitch. Several links of mine from April and 
one of IW's are now in featured, they aren't really topical 
anymore...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still tweaking stuff...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08390236 36420 41 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 11:24:08am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8390232" target=_blank>#37</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for those blockheaded libertarians I wonder how they would respond if I 
asked them, "so you think it's OK for a diner to put up a sign that says <EM>No 
Jews</EM>?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They would say, "Yes, it's absolutely OK."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08390271 36420 73 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 11:40:30am  
 
<P>Remember that this isn't a poll of the general public -- it's GOP primary 
voters. And the discussion about the Civil Rights Act has been all over the news 
for the past week.</P> 
<P>I think it's pretty likely that they DO know what the CRA is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08390632 36420 425 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 1:22:45pm  
 
<P>Watch out. Piss me off and I'll post the cover of <EM>Your Hytone 
Comix</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08390655 36420 447 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 1:26:15pm  
 
<P>Hey, that's Robert Crumb. This is fine art we're talking about 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391191 36422 4 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 3:47:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8391183" target=_blank>#3</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Question if I may:</P> 
<P>Once I've loaded an image onto the LGF server on my page, is there a way to 
then use that image in the normal comments section so that it pops up like a 
jpg?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this, you mean?</P> 
<P><A title=4581515175_0763849555.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/bagua/2010/05/25/4581515175_076
3849555.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
4581515175_0763849555.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Just copy and paste the image's address. You can get it by editing your post 
-- the pencil icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391231 36422 17 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 4:02:31pm  
 
<P>I am preventing hotlinking to uploaded images, by the way, so you won't be 
able to link to them on other websites. Gotta do this to keep bandwidth 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391271 36422 22 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 4:20:35pm  
 
<P>I may start allowing images in comments too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08391432 36422 85 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 5:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8391417" target=_blank>#81</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, here it is. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/213928_Haku_the_medical_service_dog" 
target=_blank>My first LGF page</A>.</P> 
<P>That's Haku.</P> 
<P>For some reason, downsizing the pic from 1.6 M to under 200k compressed the 
image laterally, at least when viewing the image on the LGF page. He's a bit 
longer than that.</P> 
<P>But oh, how cool is this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent. I fixed the size for you.</P> 
<P>Did you edit the width and height? It should have been set to the correct 
size automatically...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391443 36422 88 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 5:22:30pm  
 
<P>Hey, I just noticed LGF got linked by both Fark and Reddit today, while I was 
working on this post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391461 36422 93 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 5:27:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8391441" target=_blank>#87</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This brings up a point-For those who are not familiar with editing images-
Google has Picasa an excellent consumer friendly program-FREE! You can do 
everything a lab would do to an image and more-Easy to use. Size images for the 
page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, Picasa is great for quick edits like scaling to fit a blog post. I 
second the recommendation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391462 36422 94 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 5:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8391453" target=_blank>#91</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very cool. What story did they link to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Civil Rights Act poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391519 36422 126 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 5:49:23pm  
 
<P>Mmkay, decided not to allow images in comments.</P> 
<P>We have shadowboxed images already -- that's good enough. This way you have 
to click the link, so you only see the image when you want to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391583 36422 181 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:25:51pm  
 
<P>There are a lot of security issues with tools like LGF Pages. I've been 
considering how to do this for quite a long time, and finally it started to take 



shape, with all the safeguards that have proven successful through the years in 
LGF comments.</P> 
<P>LGF Pages is basically a subset of the tools I use to post front page 
articles, with the security enhancements and auto-formatting methods from our 
comments system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391612 36422 206 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:43:39pm  
 
<P>Awesome basketball game. Lakers and Suns trading killer 
plays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391615 36422 209 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:44:30pm  
 
<P>Oh come on!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391617 36422 210 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:45:35pm  
 
<P>Good grief! Incredible run by the Suns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391632 36422 223 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:52:47pm  
 
<P>I don't believe this run of 3-point shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391635 36422 226 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:53:32pm  
 
<P>Wow. Just wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08391646 36422 236 Charles Tue, May 25, 2010 6:56:30pm  
 
<P>We have some truly astounding basketball goin' on tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393283 36425 133 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 11:21:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8393263" target=_blank>#113</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, if Ground Zero is "hallowed", shouldn't we be building 
<EM>nothing at all</EM> there except maybe a park and a memorial, instead of 
giant commercial buildings that look like they'll never get built 
anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those buildings might end up having Muslims in them, too. Probably better not 
to build there at all.</P> 
<P>/dripping sarcasm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393293 36425 143 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 11:24:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8393288" target=_blank>#138</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The proposal includes a new glassed in facade. <A 
href="http://maps.google.com/maps?f=q&amp;source=s_q&amp;hl=en&amp;geocode=&amp;
q=10014&amp;sll=37.0625,-
95.677068&amp;sspn=32.610437,56.513672&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;hq=&amp;hnear=New+York,+1
0014&amp;ll=40.713322,-
74.00941&amp;spn=0.003806,0.006899&amp;t=h&amp;z=17&amp;layer=c&amp;cbll=40.7136
65,-74.010113&amp;panoid=4wQzerpnqOwRZT9ooGWWaw&amp;cbp=12,42.99,,0,-25.23" 
target=_blank>This is how the building currently looks</A>. The taller of the 
two former Burlington coat factory storefronts is the one at issue (the one on 
the right).</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8393244" target=_blank>#94</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM>The building was hit by debris from the aircraft after they crashed 
into the towers. Part of the landing gear from one of the planes was found 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which building - the coat factory or the one next to it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393296 36425 146 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 11:24:26am  
 
<P>Oh, I get it. Perspective is weird when it first comes up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393499 36425 237 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 12:40:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/8393458" target=_blank>#230</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The shreiking harpy is appealing for "muslims of conscience" to join her 
crusade against the mosque.</P> 
<P>Shriek's definition of "muslim of conscience" is apparently one who thinks 
that all manifestations of Islam are an evil insult to all things decent.</P> 
<P>Which also happens to be her definition of a jew or christian of conscience, 
of course.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's always ironic when she does that, because she's pretending to be the 
champion of the same people she would round up and put in camps if she 
could.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08394260 36425 313 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 6:22:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/8394239" target=_blank>#312</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>700 years is a long time to hold a grudge.</P> 
<P>Are you really afraid that this community center project, with its swimming 
pool and restaurants, is going to overwhelm American culture?</P> 
<P>I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08394676 36425 319 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 9:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/8394381" target=_blank>#317</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's not just a "community center" and you know it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do? I "know it?"</P> 
<P>Paranoia strikes deep.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"The U.S. and the West must acknowledge the harm they have done to Muslims 
before terrorism can end."[Link: <A 
href="http://www.smh.com.au/articles/2004/03/21/1079789939987.html" 
target=_blank>www.smh.com.au...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That proves it. It's a sekrit jihad stronghold, right in Manhattan, 
masquerading as a place with a swimming pool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08395481 36427 425 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 9:58:09am  
 
<P>Yet another brain-damaged psycho pops up. It must suck to have such a 
pathetic life that you have nothing better to do than stalk blogs and be an 
asshole.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393956 36428 23 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 3:21:34pm  
 
<P>The 'top kill' is happening right now on that live feed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393962 36428 28 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 3:23:04pm  
 
<P>There's a lot of crap gushing out right now. I hope that's not as bad as it 
looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393966 36428 32 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 3:24:03pm  
 
<P>Because it looks like it sprung several new leaks. Unless we're looking at a 
different section than we saw earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08393975 36428 38 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 3:29:39pm  
 
<P>Tech lust item of the day:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003MVYTBU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Elgato EyeTV HD DVR for HD cable and satellite 
TV</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08394324 36430 23 Charles Wed, May 26, 2010 7:05:49pm  
 
<P>The crazy siren has been blowing for Ron Paul for a long, long time. He's 
getting more attention now because of his son, but he still seems to have some 
kind of special pass from the media for his own craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08395539 36431 693 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 10:15:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/8395521" target=_blank>#675</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Yeah right. You really think Charles is going to say he doesn't like that 
term and doesn't want to see it---if he didn't mean exactly that?</EM></P> 
<P>She had both the avatar and the initials for a long time. I'm sure Charles 
may have not been thrilled, but it didn't become an issue until a group, 
including you, made an issue of it day after day</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No group of anybody will ever convince me to do anything I don't want to do. 
It's pretty foolish to blame someone else for actions I take.</P> 
<P>For the record, I wasn't aware of the meaning of that little acronym until 
someone pointed it out. I expressed disapproval of it not because someone 
pointed it out, but because it's a disrespectful way to refer to the President 
of the US. That's the issue. Not who told me about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08395577 36431 731 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 10:25:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/707/8395553" target=_blank>#707</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Accepted. And the Avatar? She had that for as long as I can recall and it was 
clear what it meant</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you think my answer will be any different for that?</P> 
<P>Have I ever expressed approval of that kind of image at LGF? As a matter of 
fact, no, I have not. When everybody was raving about how we needed to protest 
against radical Islam by putting Korans in toilets, I took a stand AGAINST 
that.</P> 
<P>I've been consistent about this for years -- criticize radical Islam and 
militant Islamists all you like. But I'm not going to co-sign when you cross the 
line into dumping on all Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08395610 36431 764 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 10:35:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/746/8395592" target=_blank>#746</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I 1st started posting here some of my most vicious arguments were 
against those that lumped all Muslims into one convenient meme. I can't remeber 
who the poster was right now, but after telling that person that on that 
particular night my (then) 12 year old son was staying at his friends house 
whose family are praticing Muslims and we have their child and them over often, 
that poster told me that "secretly, that family would want to kill mine" in a 
hearbeat I I was MORE pissed than I can ever recall</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, then you do understand my objection to the avatar in 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396038 36434 3 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 12:51:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8396032" target=_blank>#2</A> bluecheese</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this what's causing quicktime to keep activating when I load 
LGF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's the live BP oil leak video a few posts down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396066 36434 7 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 12:59:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8396046" target=_blank>#5</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just tried that with a Hulu clip and got this:</P> 
<P><EM>You must be logged in to access this script.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. Debug code left in. Try again, should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08396091 36434 14 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:10:22pm  
 
<P>Looks like Rightwingconspirator managed to find a bug right away. What code 
did you paste in, RWC?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396164 36434 37 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:29:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8396147" target=_blank>#34</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles here is a question I posted way late to the last Technical Note 
thread and I'm still curious so I'll throw it up again...</P> 
<P>Question regarding text formatting. If I look at one of your posts, say this 
one as an example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36423_Rand_Paul_Getting_a_Makeover
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You've got that cool, dark background and border around your quoted text. Are 
we able to produce the same effect using a tag of some sort. Not asking for you 
to do extra work, just asking if it's there already.</P> 
<P>Thanks for all you gear head grinding man, it looks 
fantastic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What you're asking for is a way to change the stylesheet, and alter the way 
your Pages look -- and right now, no, you can't do that. That's one area where 
LGF Pages isn't quite like having your own hosted blog -- you don't have the 
same control over the appearance. I've been thinking of ways to add this kind of 
functionality, but nothing has materialized yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396245 36434 58 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:44:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8396236" target=_blank>#54</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm back up and running, what did I do wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what you pasted in to the 'Embed code' prompt...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396271 36434 67 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:50:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8396254" target=_blank>#61</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I right clicked the video &amp; selected "Copy embed html" and pasted it into 
my page. Then all kinds of things went wrong, all fixed with a reboot. I'm a bit 
reluctant to try that again so this is the address the video is on at 
youtube</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>I'll try again after posting this comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just tried it - it worked. Go edit your Page and add the video that way. 
(The Embed Video' button is also in the editing popup.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396275 36434 69 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:51:29pm  
 
<P>You won't be able to paste embed code into an LGF comment. It's stripped out 
for security reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08396291 36434 72 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 1:56:02pm  
 
<P>RWC: you're not pasting in the embed code correctly for some reason. Maybe 
you're clipping off part of it or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396393 36434 80 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 2:42:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8396367" target=_blank>#79</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup, the code got cut short by something, I know not what.Got it now 
though!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/214171_LGF_Pages_-
_FromYouTube_-_Palladium_for_Jewelry_a_video_by_RWC" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396480 36434 82 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 3:10:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8396473" target=_blank>#81</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, the video has some specific details not allowed in regular posts. Email, 
etc. Like my work info. I am fine with that as we promote the video to promote 
the company. Besides I'm not hiding behind my nic just using it.</P> 
<P>If you feel the rule should/does apply to videos, feel free to delete it. It 
looks great though. Heh, me and my 7d are going to get busy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're your details and you want to post them, I have no problem. You 
have the power to edit and remove them too.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396359 36435 16 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 2:29:41pm  
 
<P>Fischer also implied that he supports the execution/murder of people who 
fornicate:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/FqnsIcfw2Zc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Then he complained that the "left wing blogosphere" was distorting his 
words:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/CKKfrV6REsY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08396503 36436 6 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 3:20:36pm  
 
<P>He is the Dogman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396931 36436 303 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 5:48:52pm  
 
<P>The world of politics will have to do without my penetrating insights while 
the Lakers-Suns game is on. This is one hell of a series.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396964 36436 335 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 6:02:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/8396920" target=_blank>#292</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was one of the best bands I ever played with! Didn't know that video was 
out there, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08396978 36436 349 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 6:07:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/8396976" target=_blank>#347</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that you on the guitar, Charles? Because it does look like you and its 
sounds great.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, that was me playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08397145 36437 11 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 7:10:46pm  
 
<P>Lakers with a 10 point lead. Whoa. Suns choking?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08397390 36437 198 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 8:16:03pm  
 
<P>Suns kind of coming back after their first half collapse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08397524 36437 294 Charles Thu, May 27, 2010 8:40:34pm  
 
<P>Three seconds left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08398887 36439 93 Charles Fri, May 28, 2010 12:50:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Oh brother.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08407687 36441 394 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 10:09:19pm  
 
<P>So you're linking to Pamela Geller's crazy bullshit now, huh? That's really 
sad, man.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08399781 36443 37 Charles Fri, May 28, 2010 6:18:49pm  
 
<P>I'll probably get email from outraged tea party people saying Dale Robertson 
doesn't represent them.</P> 
<P>So why is Robertson one of the Teabag Go-To guys for the Washington Times? 
Maybe you should complain to whoever's promoting Robertson as your spokesman. 
Because I frankly don't give a damn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406013 36445 165 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:15:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8405279" target=_blank>#164</A> 
Manfish97</EM></P> 
<P>It's already gone away, sorry. Another nontroversy bites the dust. Must be 
disappointing to have it happen again and again and again.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401391 36446 42 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 1:30:13pm  
 
<P>Remember that the right wing went completely bonkers over Van Jones signing 
one petition years ago -- that wasn't even presented to him as a Truther 
petition -- and he actually got drummed out of his job as a result.</P> 
<P>Pat Buchanan publishes OUTRIGHT 9/11 Truther articles on his official website 
-- not years ago, today -- and not a single peep of outrage from the 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406001 36446 78 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:13:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8405850" target=_blank>#77</A> globalrage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm certainly not much of a fan of Pat Buchanan, but I'd like to point out 
that:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to point out that the page you're citing includes a copyright notice 
at the bottom:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Copyright © 2010 Patrick J. Buchanan - All Rights Reserved</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe Buchanan should work a little harder to distance himself from this 
website if he really doesn't support it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401836 36448 4 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 5:35:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8401834" target=_blank>#3</A> cliffster</EM></P> 
<P>Because it is awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401859 36448 19 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 5:43:01pm  
 
 
 
<P>Whoa. Trading threes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401893 36448 42 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 5:52:59pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8401873" target=_blank>#27</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone have any ideas why the spin-off links and the "top rated links" no 
longer work for me? I've reloaded the page several times, and I've even 
restarted Safari, to no avail.</P> 
<P>Neither list comes up, though the triangle does flip down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. My bad. Been tweaking and didn't notice something got broken there. 
It's fixed now if you reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401906 36448 49 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 5:56:16pm  
 
<P>Notice that there is now a "share" button in LGF Pages -- quick sharing to 
almost any social website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401919 36448 55 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:02:31pm  
 
<P>Artest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401930 36448 61 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:09:03pm  
 
<P>Great handoff by Nash!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401932 36448 62 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:10:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8401929" target=_blank>#60</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I think there are some bugs happening right now. Can't click "show 
top rated links" or the "pages" button.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just do a page reload -- I've been tweaking things, but everything should 
work if you reload.</P> 
<P>When in doubt, reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401933 36448 63 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:11:04pm  
 
<P>Kobe's patented jumper is still top notch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401943 36448 73 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:19:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8401937" target=_blank>#67</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, you Hoosier! I appreciate the support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401948 36448 78 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:23:32pm  
 
<P>Neo-Nazis show up at the Phoenix rally against SB1070:</P> 
<P><A title=IMG_1206-copy.jpg href="http://marccooper.com/wp-
content/uploads/2010/05/IMG_1206-copy.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
IMG_1206-copy.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08401955 36448 84 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:26:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8401948" target=_blank>#78</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Neo-Nazis show up at the Phoenix rally for SB1070:</P> 
<P><A href="http://marccooper.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/IMG_1206-copy.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: IMG_1206-copy.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice the "tree of life" rune on his t-shirt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401969 36448 97 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:32:35pm  
 
<P>Lakers are pulling ahead, but they were pretty far ahead in the first half of 
the last game too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08401970 36448 98 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 6:33:24pm  
 
<P>Artest keeps hitting threes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402120 36448 235 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:29:32pm  
 
<P>Lakers by 16!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402122 36448 237 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:30:08pm  
 
<P>18!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402141 36448 255 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:35:45pm  
 
<P>Wow! Kobe Bryant!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402166 36448 280 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:42:54pm  
 
<P>Hollywood flop!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402194 36448 308 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:50:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8402189" target=_blank>#303</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<P>You have something blocking Javascript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402216 36448 330 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 7:55:47pm  
 
<P>Amazing how this game is turning around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402271 36448 385 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:15:47pm  
 
<P>Time running out for the Suns.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08402274 36448 388 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:16:00pm  
 
<P>Oh, man!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402305 36448 417 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:24:04pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/8402299" target=_blank>#411</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<P>Turn off NoScript. That program is a real pain in the butt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402309 36448 421 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:24:46pm  
 
<P>That's it. 6 points, 8 seconds, no way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402311 36448 423 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:25:55pm  
 
<P>Done. It's Lakers vs. Celtics again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402344 36448 453 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:43:58pm  
 
<P>The comments for this Ustream feed are unfreakingbelievable.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ustream.tv/channel/bulletpeople" target=_blank>Bigots run 
amok</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402349 36448 458 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:45:16pm  
 
<P>I just fixed the embedded video parser for Ustream videos, by the way. They 
were doing something slightly non-standard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08402364 36448 472 Charles Sat, May 29, 2010 8:50:44pm  
 
<P>I really can't believe the stream of poison that's being posted on that 
Ustream channel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403047 36449 482 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 10:25:56am  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is shrieking again today -- she says Obama went to Chicago not 
to be with family and friends over Memorial Day, but to meet with Louis 
Farrakhan.</P> 
<P>Yes, that's what she claimed.</P> 
<P>It's false, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403048 36449 483 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 10:26:25am  
 
<P>The media is covering it up too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08403051 36449 486 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 10:28:59am  
 
<P>Geller now has the nerve to put copyright notices on her hate posts.</P> 
<P>This is a woman who has absolutely no respect for anyone else's copyrights. 
She steals dozens of photos at a time from the media, or other sources. She 
steals pictures that are posted at my site and defaces them. She posts entire 
articles from other sites.</P> 
<P>She's a perfect symbol of the modern right wing. Full of hate, reeking with 
hypocrisy, and flat dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403099 36450 10 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 11:05:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8403097" target=_blank>#8</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This stuff is all good fun, of course. It's not as if anyone seriously 
believes there's any connection between the two men, Ms. Gellar's claims 
notwithstanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must not have seen the comments being posted at any right wing website. 
There are a LOT of people who seriously believe this stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403125 36450 31 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 11:18:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8403115" target=_blank>#23</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BHO's absence from Arlington tomorrow is bad enough. No need to make up wild 
lies about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ronald Reagan spent Memorial Day at his ranch in 1987. Guess he hated America 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403142 36450 48 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 11:21:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8403136" target=_blank>#42</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snopes weighs in on the Presidents at Arlington on Memorial Day issue:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.snopes.com/politics/obama/memorialday.asp" 
target=_blank>www.snopes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>George H.W. Bush apparently NEVER went there for Memorial Day. Millions were 
OUTRAGED. Or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic.</P> 
<P>But let's be outraged at Barack Obama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403238 36450 144 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 11:57:54am  
 
<P>I swear, I'm having a very difficult time keeping up with the Outrageous 
Outrages lately. They're popping out so fast, I'm starting to get worried that 
the OO Generator is going to overheat and blow up, contaminating a 10-square 
mile area with long-lived Outragium and necessitating a massive government 
clean-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08403745 36452 17 Charles Sun, May 30, 2010 2:37:35pm  



 
<P>And speaking of code, how come nobody ever told me about this great site, 
where they're implementing almost the entire PHP function library in 
Javascript?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://phpjs.org/pages/home" 
target=_blank>phpjs.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is some very useful code!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405481 36454 479 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 8:58:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8405469" target=_blank>#467</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, calling for the elimination of a political/terrorist entity is not in 
itself wrong, and if by elimination we mean that some of its supporters get 72 
Raisins® in the process, maybe we might shed a tear. HOT AIR has its asshats, 
but KOS's misfits are ignorant, stupid and evil in the face of evidence that 
refutes their lies./Again, just my USD $ 00.02</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are just as many ignorant, stupid, and evil people at Hot Air as Daily 
Kos.</P> 
<P>More, if you ask me. Daily Kos made an effort to throw out the haters. Hot 
Air welcomes them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405495 36454 493 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 9:01:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/491/8405493" target=_blank>#491</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Until very, very recently, I've not seen pro-Hamas and pro-Hizb'allah shit 
here.</P> 
<P>bbiab for real</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a difference between debating the issues and being "pro-Hamas." I 
haven't seen these "pro-Hamas" comments. Where are they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405535 36454 533 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 9:24:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/8405529" target=_blank>#527</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pro-Hamas comments are here this morning. (I define "pro-Hamas" comments 
as those who are making excuses for the blockade runners.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have a pretty loose definition of "pro-Hamas."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405538 36454 536 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 9:24:44am  
 
<P>And I still haven't seen a "pro-Hamas" comment. I've seen people questioning 
Israel's actions, which is pretty damned far from being "pro-
Hamas."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405630 36455 37 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 9:46:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8405625" target=_blank>#33</A> Racer X</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many of the dead were IDF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No soldiers were killed - seven were injured.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405725 36455 110 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 10:05:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8405707" target=_blank>#93</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your failure to take the "right side" puts you on the wrong side. Israel's 
taking of the flotilla in international waters and the killing of several 
activists is sure to be condemned by the international community. Those here 
defending its actions will do so to the end. Those questioning the need to take 
military action on boats whose publicly stated mission was one of aid to Gaza 
will be accused of supporting terror.</P> 
<P>This is an emotional, and not a rational, debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I would say that it's not rational at all to expect Israel to allow 
uninspected shipments into Gaza. Period. Have you forgotten how many ships full 
of weapons have been intercepted by Israel in the past?</P> 
<P>All those guns, bullets, and explosives come in from somewhere. Israel is 
acting completely rationally to insist on controlling the ships that get into 
Gaza. Gaza is controlled by a terrorist group that openly calls for the 
destruction of Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405771 36455 156 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 10:15:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8405762" target=_blank>#147</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed, but this flotilla wasn't trying to sneak in by the dark of night 
loaded with weapons, and they clearly communicated that fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you seriously suggesting that Israel should just take their word for 
it?</P> 
<P>I repeat: Gaza is controlled by a terrorist group sworn to destroy Israel. 
Why is this simple fact difficult to grasp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405826 36455 211 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 10:29:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/8405812" target=_blank>#197</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dropping commandos in by helicopter in a pre-dawn raid isn't the same as 
sending a handful of non-military inspectors aboard in daylight. Granted, the 
flotilla was on a PR stunt, but inspecting them and letting them through 
wouldn't have meant a lifting of the blockade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The activists ignored numerous warnings. They were told very explicitly that 
they would be boarded.</P> 
<P>They weren't surprised by this at all. It's <EM>obviously</EM> what they 
wanted. They were ready with their weapons as soon as the boarding 
started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08405874 36455 256 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 10:41:35am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8405740" target=_blank>#125</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No shit your commandos are going to get physically attacked when they 
paratroop onto the deck of a ship in international waters in the middle of the 
night. What did they fucking expect?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but this has the situation completely backwards.</P> 
<P>If you're on a mission to break a blockade and you have been repeatedly 
warned that it's not going to be allowed, you've refused an inspection, and 
you've ignored warnings that your ships will be boarded, what you should do is 
let the soldiers board, allow them to inspect the cargo, and shut the hell up 
while it happens.</P> 
<P>Not attack them.</P> 
<P>By this kind of logic, if you're speeding and get stopped by a traffic cop, 
you have the right to punch him out and he should expect nothing else. Sorry, 
reality doesn't work like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406073 36455 450 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:25:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/8406052" target=_blank>#429</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of idiots to provoke a confrontation with that 
arsenal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pro slingshots with glass marbles are serious weapons. No match for military 
stuff, of course, but you can easily kill someone with a slingshot like that, at 
least cause serious injury.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406097 36455 474 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:33:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8406090" target=_blank>#467</A> 
cenotaphium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The IRA used them. Uncertain to what effect. I've used top line ones myself 
&amp; I wouldn't say you could kill someone outright, but certainly blind them, 
give them a concussion or helluva nasty wound. And, of course, it fires quicker 
than you might think, so cumulatively a very nasty weapon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It depends on where you hit someone. Slingshots have definitely killed 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406129 36455 506 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:41:30am  
 
<P>Check out Andrew Breitbart today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/statuses/15089277780" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406134 36455 511 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 11:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/8406127" target=_blank>#504</A> Hieronymus 
Bosch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe this is the wrong forum to even suggest this sort of thing, but 
shouldn't Israel's acts be viewed in the context of the fact that the attack 



against the aid ships occurred in context of enforcing an unspeakably brutal and 
blockade against Gaza (a sort of "collective punishment" against Gaza's 
civilians for voting Hamas into power)? Even if within a certain limited prism 
we could make a coherent argument that the IDF's attack of the aid boats was 
"justified," did these acts not occur to enforce a larger brutal agenda of the 
Israeli extreme right-wing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you do understand that Hamas is in power in Gaza, right? You know, that 
group that's sworn to destroy Israel, and shows absolutely no sign of moderating 
their position? Suicide bombers ring a bell?</P> 
<P>Israel completely withdrew from Gaza, and handed over control to the 
Palestinians, who promptly voted in a terrorist government that exists in an 
open state of war against Israel.</P> 
<P>The blockade is necessary and legal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406249 36455 625 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 12:20:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/8406201" target=_blank>#577</A> Hieronymus 
Bosch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My intention isn't exactly to "take sides" in a tangly conflict. But hasn't 
the entire last decade involved a push by the United States for "democracy"? Is 
the principle in fact "free elections are good, but if people vote in ways we 
dislike, we will blockade them and starve their innocent women and children to 
death"? Why not just impose military dictatorships over all the areas in the 
world in which the civilian populations hold views we dislike?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I completely agree. Elections <EM>are</EM> a good thing. One thing they're 
especially good at is making situations clear. When the Palestinians of Gaza 
voted to elect a government openly dedicated to murder and yes, genocide, they 
clarified the position enormously.</P> 
<P>Elections also have consequences. Gazans have a perfect right to elect 
whoever they choose, but the consequence of electing a terrorist government that 
openly conducts war against Israel is that Israel will act to defend itself.</P> 
<P>As any nation would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406259 36455 635 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 12:22:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/8406201" target=_blank>#577</A> Hieronymus 
Bosch</EM></P> 
<P>And by the way, no "innocent women and children" are "starving to death" in 
Gaza. That's complete nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406423 36455 798 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 1:04:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/736/8406361" target=_blank>#736</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/137610" 
target=_blank>This one.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama administration has made it extremely clear that they are opposed to 
the OIC's efforts to criminalize criticism of Islam -- Hillary Clinton gave a 
speech about it recently and made it clear that the US stands for free speech 
and not for blasphemy laws.</P> 
<P>In that context, it makes more sense for the US to join the United Nations 
Alliance of Civilizations in order to have more influence in fighting against 



the nations who are trying to restrict speech in the name of 
religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406468 36455 843 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 1:17:26pm  
 
<P>Wow, Breitbart's going nuts on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406525 36455 900 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 1:31:07pm  
 
<P>I never realized I was "antiCreativeDesign." In fact, I'm very much in favor 
of creative design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406955 36455 1014 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 4:19:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/812/8406437" target=_blank>#812</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>You know, there's a little more to that story than you quoted.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Commenting on Pakistan’s efforts to block the sites containing material 
offensive to the Muslim faith, Mr Crowley noted that this was a difficult issue 
for the Pakistani government.</P> 
<P>“Pakistan is wrestling to this issue. We respect any actions that need to be 
taken under Pakistani law to protect their citizens from offensive speech,” said 
the US State Department official while rejecting a suggestion from a journalist 
to condemn Islamabad’s actions.</P> 
<P>“At the same time, Pakistan has to make sure that in taking any particular 
action, that you’re not restricting speech to the millions and millions of 
people who are connected to the internet and have a universal right to the free 
flow of information,” he added.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, it actually sounds like he's trying to be as reasonable as possible 
under the circumstances. Whaddaya know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406962 36455 1017 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 4:21:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1015/8406957" target=_blank>#1015</A> 
godofbiscuits</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08407049 36455 1024 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 5:14:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1022/8407021" target=_blank>#1022</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, those "slingshots" on the flotilla are known as "wrist rockets" 
everywhere I've lived.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they're not AK47s but they're not toys, either. They're real 
weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08406968 36456 313 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 4:24:47pm  
 
<P>Just banned a raving antisemite in the previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08406983 36456 326 Charles Mon, May 31, 2010 4:31:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/8406976" target=_blank>#320</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was that the Hieronymus Bosch guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Worse than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408308 36458 455 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:09:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/8408265" target=_blank>#412</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of DKos, there's a <A 
href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/6/1/871923/-Rachel-Corrie-is-on-the-
Brink-of-Gaza" target=_blank>Rachel Corrie love fest</A> going on over 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reality is that there seem to be plenty of people even at Daily Kos who 
are not jumping on the anti-Israel bandwagon. Some of them are, but I've been 
slightly surprised to see how much support Israel is getting even 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408315 36458 462 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:12:44am  
 
<P>By the way, I've mentioned before that I'm going to be deleting any "pancake" 
jokes about Rachel Corrie. It's crass, I don't like it, and I don't want that 
image associated with LGF. I'm disappointed that I had to delete several 
comments this morning.</P> 
<P>I'm serious about this. If it continues, I will block 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408343 36459 6 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:24:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8408338" target=_blank>#5</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said. I'm criticizing the perceived <EM>attitude</EM>, not the fact that 
they DID (thankfully) actually support Israel in this case.</P> 
<P>It is sad that we can't count on it as certainly as we might have in the 
past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you can count on it. This idea that the Obama administration is somehow 
more anti-Israel than previous administrations is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408350 36459 10 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:27:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8408348" target=_blank>#9</A> Spare O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The jury's out on that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408358 36459 16 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:29:56am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8408354" target=_blank>#13</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Ultimately, as the statement was negotiated over night, the US 
succeeded in making it more neutral where other nations wanted it to criticize 
and condemn Israel.</STRONG></P> 
<P>NEUTRAL?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, because he should have just alienated everyone in the entire world, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408368 36459 25 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:33:54am  
 
<P>Were you people who are so quick to scream that Obama isn't supporting Israel 
enough for you also critical when George W. Bush did <EM>exactly</EM> the same 
sorts of things?</P> 
<P>How many UNSC anti-Israel resolutions did the Bush administration fight to 
make more neutral, without staging a grandstand play? Answer: ALL of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408387 36459 42 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:39:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8408378" target=_blank>#33</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe so, but the Bush administration's UN Ambassador John Bolton was a 
fierce defender of Israel and even was able to get the "Zionism is Racism" 
resolution overturned at the UN. As Joe Biden might say, for some of us that was 
a "big f'ing deal."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what is John Bolton up to these days?</P> 
<P>Writing an introduction for Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer's upcoming book. 
Sorry, John Bolton has gone completely off the deep end. He's an 
embarrassment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408398 36459 53 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:42:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8408378" target=_blank>#33</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe so, but the Bush administration's UN Ambassador John Bolton was a 
fierce defender of Israel and even was able to get the "Zionism is Racism" 
resolution overturned at the UN. As Joe Biden might say, for some of us that was 
a "big f'ing deal."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>P.S. About the "Zionism is Racism" resolution -- the Obama administration has 
also been strongly opposed to a repeat of the Durban conference, and has made it 
clear that the US does not support that kind of garbage. Another area in which 
the Obama administration has continued long-running US policies in regard to the 
Middle East.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408434 36459 89 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 10:04:53am  
 
<P>Admitted felon James O'Keefe is back at it again, with another "undercover" 
video this time targeting the census.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08408453 36459 106 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 10:19:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8408444" target=_blank>#98</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I take it as a given that any large government-run project is going to have a 
certain amount of fraud and waste. And it definitely should be investigated if 
there's reason to suspect census workers of fraud.</P> 
<P>But what James O'Keefe does is not "investigation" -- it's propaganda, and 
he's demonstrated beyond a doubt that he'll edit, lie, and distort to spread his 
propaganda. He's an ideologue, not a journalist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408527 36459 179 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 10:44:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8408504" target=_blank>#157</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again. I'll repeat what I wrote yesterday:</P> 
<P>The Obama administration has made it extremely clear that they are opposed to 
the OIC's efforts to criminalize criticism of Islam -- Hillary Clinton gave a 
speech about it recently and made it clear that the US stands for free speech 
and not for blasphemy laws.</P> 
<P>In that context, it makes more sense for the US to join the United Nations 
Alliance of Civilizations in order to have more influence in fighting against 
the nations who are trying to restrict speech in the name of 
religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08408537 36459 186 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 10:47:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8408533" target=_blank>#184</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of too late, though isn't it? Aren't there multiple laws on the 
books in several countries in Europe against ' blaspheming ' 
religions?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with the UN?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412053 36459 362 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 10:58:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/8411454" target=_blank>#360</A> 
Helvetico</EM></P> 
<P>Just go away. I'm so sick of you morons with your Israeli Lobby 
fantasies.</P> 
<P>All of the Jew-hating bastards who've been posting comments today are in 
Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409074 36461 354 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 1:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/8409054" target=_blank>#335</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Code Pink and CAIR advocating for the destruction of Israel.Notice anything 
missing from the map <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/020v7BL3kTbHP?q=gaza" 
target=_blank>here</A> ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. Edward Peck. The old State Department antisemite crawls out from under 
his rock.</P> 
<P>The flotilla incident has really worked the Jew-haters up into a 
frenzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409312 36461 585 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:10:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/8409194" target=_blank>#472</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/020v7BL3kTbHP/610x.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Those guys holding that poster look like Rabbis to 
me.</A> I honestly don't think they're calling for the destruction of their 
homeland...rather, I suspect they're calling for an end of the 
occupation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. OK, you apparently don't know who the Neturei Karta are, or you wouldn't 
be fooled by their Hasidic garb.</P> 
<P>This is one of the most extreme sects in Judaism, so extreme that calling 
them the equivalent of the Westboro Baptist Church is not far off. They're not 
"rabbis" -- they're insane people. They have attended and supported Holocaust 
denial events in Iran, and they openly support terrorist groups such as 
Hamas.</P> 
<P>They show up all the time at events like this specifically to FOOL people 
like you who don't know what they're really all about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409322 36461 595 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:12:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/8409315" target=_blank>#588</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most anti-semites criticize Israeli policy. Most people who criticize Israeli 
policy are NOT anti-semites. The same way that most racists are Republicans but 
most Republicans are NOT racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- criticizing Israeli policy is not necessarily antisemitic. But 
Edward Peck is a renowned antisemite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409371 36461 643 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:23:44pm  
 
<P>By the way, the more information that comes out about the flotilla incident, 
the more it looks like the people behind this operation made some very bad 
decisions. If they knew in advance that the activists planned to resist, why the 
hell did they send soldiers in armed only with paintballs?</P> 
<P>I do believe Israel has the legal right to maintain the blockade, but whoever 
planned this operation seriously fucked it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409414 36461 684 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:33:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/8409398" target=_blank>#668</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but I also am asking you, what would you have done differently?</P> 
<P>Should they have gone in blazing?</P> 



<P>Should they have not done that at all and risked casualties or kills from a 
crippling shot to the aft of the ship?</P> 
<P>Should they have just sank the ship after shots across the bow were 
ignored?</P> 
<P>I am seriously asking your opinion. I think the Israelis were put in a 
lose/lose situation. I really don't see any win for them in 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I absolutely don't think they should have gone in with guns blazing.</P> 
<P>But when the protesters saw that the soldiers were armed only with 
paintballs, that almost certainly encouraged them to attack even harder. If they 
had Uzis pointed at them, they might not have been quite as ready to jump with 
those iron bars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409472 36461 742 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:47:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/725/8409455" target=_blank>#725</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they would have started fighting no matter what. This was the angry 
militant boat.</P> 
<P>In fact, I think they were hoping that the IDF had guns ready, so the fist 
thing that happened was a live fire response. Martyrs make for good copy.</P> 
<P>The IDF seriously risked the lives of its own men to avoid that. It went to 
hell anyway.</P> 
<P>My take on that is, don't bother with such things. Announce clearly before 
the flotilla sets off that if they cross a certain line, they will be sunk. Then 
sink one of the ships when they cross it. There is no way that Israel will be 
given a fair shake. It does not matter what they do, and I don't want to see the 
lives of soldiers risked unnecessarily.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe some of them might have jumped anyway, but people tend to have second 
thoughts when looking down the barrel of an automatic weapon, fanatics or not. I 
think the paintballs were a huge tactical mistake; they left the soldiers 
relatively defenseless, and encouraged the mob to attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08409487 36461 757 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 2:53:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/8409480" target=_blank>#750</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meet them at sea with boats, not helicopters. Or as Charles said, if I had to 
drop in on the boat I would have been armed. Or let them land in Gaza and give 
them a symbolic win and good PR for yourself. Only problem with that is it would 
be bad internal politics because the dick measuring contest would feel like it 
was lost for a day or two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Letting them land in Gaza is not an option at all. If Israel did that, the 
blockade would be over, and the floodgates would open. It's not something you 
can just kinda do one time for some good PR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410052 36462 232 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 5:36:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/8409997" target=_blank>#177</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ifamericansknew.org/stats/children.html" 
target=_blank>www.ifamericansknew.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Dude.</P> 
<P>If you're getting your information about the Middle East from Alison Weir's 
raving anti-Israel website, no wonder you seem so confused about basic 
issues.</P> 
<P>Seriously. You need to check that source. This is not information -- it's 
propaganda. Stunningly biased propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410117 36462 296 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 5:52:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/8410106" target=_blank>#286</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You act like its an easy question. No, I don't have the million dollar 
answer. But I sure as fuck know what <STRONG>not to do.</STRONG> Don't shell 
urban populations with white phosphorus. Don't launch commando raids on ships 
full of crazy activists. Don't continue allowing right-wing settlers to define 
your governments agenda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How come you never include "don't send suicide bombers into cafes and 
schoolbuses" or "don't fire rockets at random into civilian areas" in your list 
of things that should be done?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410201 36462 380 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 6:08:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/8410157" target=_blank>#336</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, for one because it's a given. But aside from this, because I believe 
that the solution to this clusterfuck has to stem from Israel. They are the ones 
holding all of the cards. Israel is in charge, and they have to be proactive 
about resolving the situation because it's their nation at stake here. And the 
present situation of quasi-apartheid, whatever you want to call it, is 
unsustainable.</P> 
<P>Because if Israel keeps control of the contested areas, the international 
push is going to be to allow naturalization of the Palestinian/arab populations 
into Israel. Thus jeopardizing Israel's fundamentally Jewish nature. So finding 
out a way to cut the Palestinians loose without giving them rights as Israeli 
citizens should be pretty high on the priorities list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize that Hamas is sworn to destroy Israel, right? Hell, even the 
Associated Press is including that in their articles these days.</P> 
<P>It's beyond me how you can say that only Israel has the power to end the 
conflict, when Hamas/Fatah and the majority of Palestinians (in poll after poll) 
have completely rejected any compromise whatsoever, and continue attempting 
terrorist attacks on a daily basis.</P> 
<P>THAT is the intransigent part of this conflict. That and the support from 
cynical Arab regimes who use the Palestinians as a stalking horse.</P> 
<P>One side of this conflict has repeatedly attempted to compromise and find 
solutions, over and over again. That side would be Israel.</P> 
<P>Another side of this conflict has repeatedly rejected all solutions, and 
returned to committing random terrorist violence, over and over again. That side 
would be the Palestinians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410207 36462 386 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 6:09:58pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/8410197" target=_blank>#376</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and he was a FUCKING ASSHOLE. Stop lumping in an entire population of 
people with one misguided leader. I sure as fuck wouldn't like anyone I meet to 
equate anything George Bush did with how I feel. Everyone on this board treats 
"Palestinians" like some monolithic entity that feels and acts the same way 
about everything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you seem to treat Israel as a monolithic entity, with the power to 
magically end the conflict even though terrorist groups are in control of Gaza, 
sworn to wipe out Israel. How does that work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410281 36462 460 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 6:26:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/8410226" target=_blank>#405</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, if anything is going to change, the onus is on the Israelis to make a 
move.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh.</P> 
<P>How many times have we been here before?</P> 
<P>And what happens when Israel makes <EM>another</EM> concession, and it's 
rejected by the Palestinians?</P> 
<P>Exactly what would be enough? Apparently, handing over control of the Gaza 
Strip wasn't enough. The Gaza Strip actually has gorgeous beaches -- it could be 
a fantastic tourist destination. Gaza could be prospering beyond the wildest 
dreams of the people who live there now.</P> 
<P>But they'd have to actually put some effort into building that prosperous 
society in order for that to happen. There are plenty of people and groups who 
would support that, if they ever saw any sign of it.</P> 
<P>Don't hold your breath.</P> 
<P>Hamas could not care less about the Palestinian people. The surrounding Arab 
states could not care less about the Palestinian people. You could make a pretty 
good case, in fact, that the only people who actually give a shit about the 
Palestinians are the Israelis. Check out how much humanitarian and other aid is 
given to the Palestinian people by Israel.</P> 
<P>I'm sure there are Palestinian people who are utterly sick of the violence 
and want it to stop. But they are not the majority, and they are not in 
charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411755 36462 1086 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:13:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1011/8411355" target=_blank>#1011</A> 
imokyrok</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website, you asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411759 36462 1087 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:17:55am  
 
<P>The line between criticizing Israel and antisemitism has apparently grown 
vanishingly thin in Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410780 36463 18 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 8:41:24pm  



 
<P>Tonight's hate mail, from someone using AOL, titled "Uganda:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you were planning on visiting Uganda, I promise not to them about 
your lifestyle. I'm sure you enjoy being open in San Fransico and being able to 
visit those bath houses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08410881 36463 70 Charles Tue, Jun 1, 2010 9:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8410847" target=_blank>#45</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>The director of the film actually sent me a tweet today to thank me for 
linking the video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411741 36463 815 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:05:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/758/8411652" target=_blank>#758</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>I am NOT amused by this comment.</P> 
<P>Was there something unclear about the warning I posted yesterday?</P> 
<P>Maybe you thought I was kidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411743 36463 816 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:06:34am  
 
<P>Your account is hanging by a thread right now. I'm disgusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411751 36463 823 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:10:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/820/8411747" target=_blank>#820</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honest to gosh, Charles, I thought I was doing a good thing by repeating your 
warning about those comments.</P> 
<P>I deeply and sincerely apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Do you think I'm an idiot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08411753 36463 825 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 9:12:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/824/8411752" target=_blank>#824</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't. I even reported one of those comments 
yesterday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm not happy about that comment, and I'm pretty sure you know why. I'm 
serious about this, and this is the very last warning I'm going to 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412322 36465 126 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 12:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8412302" target=_blank>#107</A> kreyagg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I see people trying to ward off an unwarranted attack in international waters 
with improvised weapons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. You might want to inform yourself on international law before 
spouting this kind of nonsense. Specifically, paragraphs 67 and 68 of the San 
Remo Manual on International Law Applicable to Armed Conflicts at Sea. 
Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>67. Merchant vessels flying the flag of neutral States may not be attacked 
unless they:</P> 
<P>(a) are believed on reasonable grounds to be carrying contraband or breaching 
a blockade, and after prior warning they intentionally and clearly refuse to 
stop, or intentionally and clearly resist visit, search or capture;(b) engage in 
belligerent acts on behalf of the enemy;(c) act as auxiliaries to the enemy s 
armed forces;(d) are incorporated into or assist the enemy s intelligence 
system;(e) sail under convoy of enemy warships or military aircraft; or(f) 
otherwise make an effective contribution to the enemy s military action, e.g., 
by carrying military materials, and it is not feasible for the attacking forces 
to first place passengers and crew in a place of safety. Unless circumstances do 
not permit, they are to be given a warning, so that they can re-route, off-load, 
or take other precautions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The flotilla refused all offers to dock and inspect the cargo. They were 
deliberately attempting to break a completely legal blockade of the Gaza Harbor, 
which is controlled by a terrorist organization Hamas.</P> 
<P>This was not an "unwarranted attack," it was a completely legal boarding 
operation. The passengers had no legal right to attack the IDF soldiers.</P> 
<P>The whole thing was staged by Turkish Islamists to get exactly this kind of 
reaction. You're being played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412512 36465 253 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 1:14:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8412464" target=_blank>#235</A> kreyagg</EM></P> 
<P>I have a feeling this is futile, because you're just regurgitating talking 
points, but...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I have seen so far are IDF edited videos. If they just wanted to inspect 
the cargo why did they need to send armed people at night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The flotilla was warned numerous times that if they continued trying to break 
the blockade they would be boarded. Israel even offered to let them dock in 
Israel, and have their cargo offloaded, inspected, and brought to Gaza if it was 
OK. In fact, that's what Israel is doing with the cargo NOW.</P> 
<P>The flotilla organizers deliberately rejected these offers, and ignored all 
warnings.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am very annoyed at the reflexive support for Israel when they do these 
kinds of things. They did not need to use deadly force to board those 
ships.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Israel did NOT use deadly force. The truth is exactly the opposite -- the 
soldiers were armed only with paintballs, and the protesters met the boarding 
party with weapons and deadly force.</P> 
<P>IDF soldiers used live ammunition only after the situation was completely out 
of control.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They shouldn't have stopped those ships. The proper place to inspect that 
cargo would have been at the docks when it's being off loaded for the people in 
Gaza.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oh yeah, brilliant. Just let them break the blockade! And then go and inspect 
the cargo in Gaza!</P> 
<P>You can't be serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412554 36465 272 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 1:27:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8412548" target=_blank>#268</A> Jack 
Fate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, I get the message. Israel = truth and righteousness, no matter the 
actions or methods. Any criticism, implied or otherwise, need not be 
spoken.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What crap. When you post stuff like that, what you really reveal is your own 
irrational hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412938 36465 339 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 3:36:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/8412929" target=_blank>#338</A> Hieronymus 
Bosch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Preparing their weapons to attack... well, what should anyone expect, since 
these despicable "aid workers" were actually <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/world/2010/05/30/reports-israeli-ships-attack-aid-
flotilla-dead/" target=_blank>secretly in league with Al-
Qaeda</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even with the video right in front of your eyes, you're still blinded by 
irrational hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412935 36466 382 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 3:35:10pm  
 
<P>We were just seriously inundated with web robots originating in China. I had 
to block an entire IP range to get the site to respond again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412945 36466 391 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 3:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/8412943" target=_blank>#389</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<P>I agree with almost every word of that. Yes, this was a deliberately staged 
debacle, but the Israelis also made some seriously bad decisions in planning 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412972 36466 417 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 3:47:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/8412943" target=_blank>#389</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harry's Place on the Israeli commando raid:</P> 
<P>full article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hurryupharry.org/2010/06/01/the-commando-raid-some-
next-day-thoughts/" target=_blank>hurryupharry.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>However ...</EM></P> 
<P>I definitely do not agree that it would have been a good idea to let these 
ships break the blockade, and I'm surprised they're even suggesting that. 
Especially after the way the passengers had already been behaving -- refusing 



direct orders, turning down offers to dock in Israel, etc. If Israel had let 
these ships just sail into Gaza, they might as well completely call off the 
blockade -- because at that point the protesters would have been successful in 
breaking it.</P> 
<P>That's a precedent Israel cannot allow to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08412987 36466 432 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 3:52:10pm  
 
<P>Also by the way -- I think Israel's making another mistake right now by 
trying to link the Islamists on the ship to Al Qaeda, unless they can absolutely 
prove it.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying I disbelieve the claims -- but even as someone who considers 
it a possibility, I think it would look really bad to make that kind of 
accusation without solid evidence. I hope they show that evidence and don't 
leave it the way it stands -- as just an accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413012 36466 453 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 4:03:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8412967" target=_blank>#413</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. I think Israel needs to be a lot smarter in future in handling 
situations like this. Clumsy and predictable responses will only invite more 
such debacles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly believe one of the biggest planning mistakes was sending soldiers 
into a situation they apparently <EM>knew</EM> might turn violent, armed only 
with paintball guns. That must have been a real encouragement to the brave 
jihadi warriors, because this type always gets bolder when faced with an enemy 
that's obviously weaker. And if you're using paintballs in a confined space 
against people with metal clubs and K-Bar knives, you're going to get your ass 
kicked.</P> 
<P>Big mistake. Better weaponry might have forestalled the violence. The brave 
warriors tend to back down in the face of superior firepower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413225 36467 24 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 5:23:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8413218" target=_blank>#18</A> cmaher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THANK YOU for posting this. It is appalling that so many people don't want to 
understand the facts. It does not help when the silence from our President is 
deafening.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Joe Biden just made a pretty excellent statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413233 36467 32 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 5:25:43pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0610/Biden_solidifies_defense_of_Is
rael_Whats_the_big_deal_here.html" target=_blank>Biden solidifies defense of 
Israel: 'What's the big deal here?'</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I think Israel has an absolute right to deal with its security interest. I 
put all this back on two things: one, Hamas, and, two, Israel's need to be more 
generous relative to the Palestinian people who are in trouble in Gaza," Biden 



said, according to a transcript of the interview, in which he went on to discuss 
Hamas's control of Gaza:</P> 
<P>"[The Israelis have] said, 'Here you go. You're in the Mediterranean. This 
ship — if you divert slightly north you can unload it and we'll get the stuff 
into Gaza.' So what's the big deal here? What's the big deal of insisting it go 
straight to Gaza? Well, it's legitimate for Israel to say, 'I don't know what's 
on that ship. These guys are dropping eight — 3,000 rockets on my people,'" 
Biden said.</P> 
<P>Biden continued:</P> 
<P>Now, the one thing we have to do is not forget the plight of these 
Palestinians there, not Hamas, the — they're in bad shape. So we have put as 
much pressure and as much cajoling on Israel as we can to allow them to get 
building materials in, glass —</P> 
<P>ROSE: That's what they're trying to bring in, building materials.</P> 
<P>BIDEN: Yes, we know that, but they could have easily brought it in here and 
we'd get it through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK?</P> 
<P>Can we <EM>please</EM> stop circulating this false idea that the Obama 
administration is anti-Israel?</P> 
<P>Pretty please? Cherry on top?</P> 
<P>Because it is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413316 36467 106 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 5:55:06pm  
 
<P>Turkey's not going to send their Navy to accompany blockade busters.</P> 
<P>That was never going to happen. It was Erdogan's populist bullshit, playing 
on Islamist anti-Israel sentiment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413334 36467 123 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:01:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8413326" target=_blank>#116</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I know. I thought maybe asking nicely might work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413357 36467 143 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8413353" target=_blank>#140</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeez. What does that say about the average citizen of Turkey? They elected 
that goofball.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turkey is the only developed nation with a lower acceptance of evolutionary 
science than the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413370 36467 156 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:09:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8413359" target=_blank>#145</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn you Charles. I finish my rant about the left wing and how they are 
alienating Israel, only to come here and see you beat me to the punch. Oh well, 
here's the link to my post...</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/214848_The_Left_Wings_Bad_Craziness" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great post, just featured it.</P> 
<P>This episode reminds me again that I do not want to hang with the extremes of 
either party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413446 36467 230 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8413423" target=_blank>#208</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Are things in the Gulf so desperate <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/03/us/03nuke.html?hp" target=_blank>that 
there are calls to use a nuclear weapon to seal the leaking 
wellhead</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things are very bad, but that is simply nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413498 36467 279 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/8413488" target=_blank>#269</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[doing the Happy Dance]</P> 
<P>That's very good news. Perhaps the only positive of this crisis is that it 
way cause the worst of the crazies to be read out of the right. This would be a 
seriously positive development.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I could agree, but the right has already swallowed too many camels to 
make me think they'll notice that gnat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413524 36467 304 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 6:55:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/8413518" target=_blank>#298</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, they can come in with their cargo of humanitarian aid. Just dock in 
Israel first and let them inspect the cargo. Simple.</P> 
<P>But watch. They're going to use the flotilla incident as an excuse to claim 
that they're too afraid of the evil Israelis to do something reasonable like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413574 36467 353 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 7:06:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/8413550" target=_blank>#330</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not but I'm sure the IDF will do it for them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something tells me the Israelis made a very thorough search of the 
passengers' belongings, paying special attention to smartphones and other 
devices that can record video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413587 36467 365 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 7:08:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/8413580" target=_blank>#358</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you have a glass door (or even just a regular door) where one can be on 
one side and the other on the other side, they may need to get accustomed to 
each other again, and that's how I've heard it can be done - keep them separated 
but near each other (they can bat at each other's paws under the door)</P> 
<P>I have some issues with a cat that adopted us getting along with our other 
cats; I sure wish I knew more about cat psychology, so I could figure out why 
they sometimes fight each other, and why they sometimes ignore each other, and 
what all the body language means.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cats are pure id. There's really not much psychology going on.</P> 
<P>That's why we like them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413948 36468 248 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 8:16:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/8413944" target=_blank>#244</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's ratcheted up tremendously over the few months, which coincides with 
Obama's diplomatic break with Israel over Jerusalem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no diplomatic break with Israel, over Jerusalem or anything 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413955 36468 255 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 8:17:28pm  
 
<P>I swear, it's like some people are just learning about politics and diplomacy 
for the first time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08413978 36468 278 Charles Wed, Jun 2, 2010 8:21:24pm  
 
<P>Politicians who carefully phrase public statements to offend the smallest 
number of people... wow! Who ever heard of that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08415046 36470 40 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 9:27:52am  
 
 
 
<P>By the way, anti-Israel leftists have been swarming the comments for my posts 
at TrueSlant. If anyone feels like engaging the latest anti-Israel talking 
points, there are plenty of people spewing them over there.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trueslant.com/charlesjohnson/" 
target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08415114 36471 25 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 10:05:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8415106" target=_blank>#17</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/worldnews/article-1283268/Turkish-
navy-convoy-following-Gaza-flotilla-raid.html?ito=feeds-newsxml" 
target=_blank>Turkish navy 'to back next convoy' following Gaza flotilla 
raid</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not gonna happen. Erdogan is just blustering.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08415185 36471 91 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 10:39:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8415174" target=_blank>#82</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT - (but this is old news. In Colorado, we far right scary conservatives 
have been outraged about this for months)...</P> 
<P>White House says it contacted candidate about jobs</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.denverpost.com/ci_15218093" 
target=_blank>www.denverpost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yawn.</P> 
<P>Second yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08415284 36471 133 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 11:19:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8415247" target=_blank>#124</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was very well received here, so keeping track becomes worthwhile.When we, 
&amp; especially our kind host give a statement like that the benefit I really 
notice when we get lied to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- but I still don't see any of this as anything more than the 
absolutely standard diplomatic song and dance routine that follows every one of 
these staged international incidents.</P> 
<P>Sound and fury, signifying nothing. And Netanyahu's fiercest critics over 
this incident, by the way, are actually in Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08415227 36472 18 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 10:55:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8415218" target=_blank>#11</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks, just caught that brain fart myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418034 36475 10 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 11:55:46pm  
 
<P>Whatever it was I was doing ended up taking all day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418050 36475 17 Charles Thu, Jun 3, 2010 11:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8418046" target=_blank>#16</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bad craziness two threads back, by the way. Liberty conspiracy 
nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean the guy I blocked?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418822 36476 8 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 9:06:25am  
 
<P>The raving pro-Palestinian faction is now trying to get me kicked off of 
Trueslant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08418866 36476 38 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 9:29:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8418858" target=_blank>#33</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is responsible for the "called out" comments over there? The author?</P> 
<P>I find it bothersome that I have to click a few times to get all the comments 
to show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the Trueslant comment system is kind of clumsy to use. I'm totally 
spoiled by the software I wrote for LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418867 36476 39 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 9:30:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8418858" target=_blank>#33</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is responsible for the "called out" comments over there? The author?</P> 
<P>I find it bothersome that I have to click a few times to get all the comments 
to show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and comments get "called out" by the blog author.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418893 36477 10 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 9:52:14am  
 
<P>I'm waiting for the SC GOP to call for this guy's resignation. But not 
holding my breath.</P> 
<P>This is deliberate, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418914 36477 24 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 10:02:02am  
 
<P>I hope everyone notices that he's also throwing in a shout-out to the Pamela 
Geller "Obama's a Sekrit Moslem" nutbags.</P> 
<P>This was completely deliberate, right down to the insincere 
apology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08418944 36477 47 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 10:18:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8418939" target=_blank>#44</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were Americans joining in with the Flotilla.</P> 
<P>I agree, it seems pretty ridiculous (the way it was cut and edited, etc.) 
which is why I say only those who trust IDF Spokespeople will buy it.</P> 
<P>I don't know why they even bothered with something like 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they release a full recording of that, I'll post it here -- but as it 
stands, this one's pretty clumsy.</P> 
<P>Not saying I don't believe it -- I have no trouble believing it. But the IDF 
people really should know better than to release something so obviously 
edited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08420704 36479 655 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 5:10:54pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/8420694" target=_blank>#650</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<P>You cannot possibly be this naive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08420756 36479 669 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 5:18:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/8420732" target=_blank>#661</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I know is that the entire point of the blockade was to "strangle" Hamas, 
and run them from power. And in reality it has strengthened Hamas by all 
objective measures. Not to mention failed to prevent further rocket attacks. So 
why the hell is Israel still maintaining the blockade?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? The blockade has strengthened Hamas ... how? You mean, strengthened 
them even more since the Palestinians of Gaza voted for them overwhelmingly? How 
does that work?</P> 
<P>And haven't you been constantly complaining that Gaza has been virtually 
destroyed, the people are destitute, they have nothing, etc.?</P> 
<P>If all that's true, how the hell does this equate to "Hamas is 
strengthened?"</P> 
<P>You're arguing out of both sides of your mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08420776 36479 674 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 5:23:12pm  
 
<P>The same irrational arguments are coming up over and over at TrueSlant, by 
the way. As much as I'm appalled at where the right wing has gone, this is an 
area where the left is apparently every bit as irrational and beyond reason as 
Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08420819 36479 685 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 5:32:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/676/8420784" target=_blank>#676</A> 
drcordell</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not that hard to understand. Hamas was elected in questionable elections 
(pushed for by the eminently wise GW Bush I might add). The result was hardly a 
landslide for Hamas. The elections were bitterly contested.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now you're just saying things that simply are not true. 78% of Palestinians 
turned out for the election and Hamas gained 76 seats in the 132-seat 
legislature.</P> 
<P>That, my friend, is a landslide by anyone's standards.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, as a result of the blockade and the resulting flotilla clusterfuck, 
Hamas' popularity has risen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Their popularity has risen from almost unanimous to completely 
unanimous? Wow. Impressive.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have been massively strengthened economically by their ability to sell 
smuggled goods at inflated prices.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, that's not what they say.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their ability to smuggle weapons has not been curtailed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, this is absolutely not even remotely true. You're just making stuff 
up.</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yes, despite all of this much of Gaza remains a bombed-out shithole. I'm 
not sure why Hamas can't be strengthened while Gazan infrastructure remains 
completely bombed-out. Terrorists don't need infrastructure. In fact, Hamas 
prefers that Gaza remain bombed out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. And why would that be? So that people like you will be fooled into 
giving them moral support and sympathy they don't deserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08421891 36481 413 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 10:16:42pm  
 
<P>Check out Tim Blair, being a major asshole. Again.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/timblair/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/bad_lizards" target=_blank>blogs.news.com.au...</A>]</P> 
<P>He fails to mention that the kind of comments I wrote about have ALWAYS been 
posted at LGF, every single time one of these phony anti-Israel outrages 
happens.</P> 
<P>Tim Blair is a freaking moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08421929 36481 449 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 10:25:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8421508" target=_blank>#56</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cover your eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. That's not the solution. I'm really on the brink of just banning 
anyone who makes one of those ugly "St. Pancake" jokes.</P> 
<P>I'm sick and tired of having my name smeared for this, when I have always 
made it clear I don't approve of it and don't participate in it.</P> 
<P>Rachel Corrie was a sad, deluded, naive person who bought a line of bullshit 
from the ISM and other far leftists, and got herself killed for it. And the 
effort to make her into a sort of Western "martyr" didn't pan out. It's 
extremely bad form to continue making fun of her death, years and years 
later.</P> 
<P>Just don't do it, and I won't have to ban anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08421957 36481 477 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 10:40:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/8421946" target=_blank>#466</A> 
PaxAmericana</EM></P> 
<P>We can start with "PaxAmericana."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422084 36482 69 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 11:29:03pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair thinks people have only started leaving anti-Israel comments at LGF 
since my new "leftish conversion." He says these are my "new friends."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.news.com.au/dailytelegraph/timblair/index.php/dailytelegraph/
comments/bad_lizards/" target=_blank>blogs.news.com.au...</A>]</P> 
<P>Blair, you ignorant slut. People have been leaving anti-Israel comments at 
LGF for many years. It happens every time there's a phony international incident 
like this. The more excitable anti-Israel people get all stirred up and start 
posting comments anywhere they can.</P> 



<P>Some of them are leftists, but by no means all. See: Ron Paul and Pat 
Buchanan. And those would be <EM>your</EM> old friends, Timmy boy.</P> 
<P>It's been happening since the blog started, and it never stopped. And when 
they do post their strange little rationales for violence against Israel, they 
get their asses kicked here.</P> 
<P>Nothing new about any of this, Blair, you freaking brain-dead right wing 
moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422098 36482 82 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 11:37:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8422095" target=_blank>#79</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've probably already have this in mind, but that should make a great front 
page post here, with some links to Paul's and Pat's anti-Israel 
buffoonery.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh - you've noticed that I sometimes try out first drafts as comments, 
eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422131 36483 2 Charles Fri, Jun 4, 2010 11:58:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8422130" target=_blank>#1</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Tim Blair thinks..."</P> 
<P>I believe you give him too much credit, sir.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was being sarcastic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422199 36483 49 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 12:29:57am  
 
<P>The Rachel Corrie is a much smaller ship. And there are only 11 leftists 
aboard, who said they're not going to resist if they're boarded. No shahids in 
this bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422203 36483 52 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 12:31:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8422200" target=_blank>#50</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it is another PR incident, but this one's very unlikely to turn 
violent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422581 36483 411 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 9:01:54am  
 
<P>Ignorant slut Tim Blair replies, and says I'm "agitated."</P> 
<P>Actually, there's nothing agitated in this post. Blair's just a right wing 
clown doing tricks for his Murdoch owned paper, and I couldn't be less 
"agitated" at his continuing smear attempts -- the correct word is 
"scornful."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422909 36483 490 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 12:54:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/8422869" target=_blank>#489</A> Sacred 
Plants</EM></P> 
<P>Your sacred plants seem to be affecting your reasoning abilities. Might want 
to lay off for a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08424175 36483 502 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:13:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/498/8423983" target=_blank>#498</A> Sancho</EM></P> 
<P>And with that comment, you are cordially invited to go piss on somebody 
else's carpet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422673 36484 16 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:20:42am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.komonews.com/news/local/95676229.html" target=_blank>The 
absolute definition of a "useful idiot."</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He believes the nine lives lost were not in vain; the world has heard their 
story.</P> 
<P>"They died as martyrs, and I think that is really the case," he 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422702 36484 43 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:37:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8422689" target=_blank>#32</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is hilarious: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=White+House+linked+to+flo
tilla+organizers&amp;btnG=Google+Search&amp;fp=da2ac4c6969b9bc1" 
target=_blank>White House linked to flotilla organizers</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unbelievably pathetic.</P> 
<P>And there's a Republican respresentative who's already outraged about it and 
sending a letter to President Obama demanding answers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.congress.org/congressorg/bio/userletter/?letter_id=5311022246&a
mp;content_dir=congressorg" 
target=_blank>www.congress.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422703 36484 44 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:38:42am  
 
<P>What's the matter with Kansas anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422706 36484 47 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:40:12am  
 
<P>If a freaking asteroid hit the Earth, these people would spend their final 
days trying to find Obama's sekrit connection to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422716 36484 55 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 10:48:27am  
 
<P>The comments for Tim Blair's stupid smear attempt are pretty funny -- none of 
them get the "ignorant slut" reference, and they're all getting fake outraged 



that I would use such an outrageously outrageous term to refer to their brain-
dead hero.</P> 
<P>Lots of whining about my "incredible vitriol" mixed right in with blasts of 
hatred directed at me. It's classic right wing cognitive 
dissonance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08422801 36484 137 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 11:54:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8422797" target=_blank>#133</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you support a foreign military over our Navy, I know what to make of you 
as well.</P> 
<P>Traitorous fuck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're trying to get your ass banned from LGF, you've made a good 
start.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08423395 36485 51 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 5:04:02pm  
 
<P>Hilariously hypocritical moment of the day -- in the same post in which Tim 
Blair says antisemites are my "new friends," he's now demanding that I apologize 
for saying Ron Paul and Pat Buchanan are his OLD friends. Very old friends. Very 
very old. Friends.</P> 
<P>The ideological differences between Ron Paul, Pat Buchanan, and Tim Blair can 
be measured with a very small ruler. On all important issues (except possibly 
Israel), Blair and these goons are completely in sync.</P> 
<P>For example, I guarantee that if you asked each of these people a question 
about climate change, you would not be able to tell the differences between 
their answers -- except Blair's answer would probably contain some kind of lame 
"joke."</P> 
<P>Oh hai Timmy! Since you're reading every word I post, I'll also answer your 
demand for an apology: bite me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08423413 36485 62 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 5:07:56pm  
 
<P>And of course, the stalkers have showed up to pimp their lame ass 
"blog."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08423475 36485 100 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 5:28:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8423469" target=_blank>#96</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it's me, but I'm starting to see double, triple - even quadruple 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Turn off auto comment updating... there's some kind of elusive bug that 
occasionally causes that. If you reload, you'll see that there really aren't any 
doubled comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08423488 36485 103 Charles Sat, Jun 5, 2010 5:34:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8423451" target=_blank>#85</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well - the idea, you see, is that we SELL the books and use the proceeds to 
help support LGF and Soldier's Angels.</P> 
<P>I don't know how to do an online paid version.I could probably figure out how 
to do a Kindle version, but you'd lose the artwork, which is really, worth the 
price all by itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have several Kindle books that contain illustrations and photos -- there's 
got to be a way to include them. If you have the Kindle app on an iPhone or 
PC/Mac computer, the illustrations even show up in color.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08424805 36488 54 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 9:38:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8424799" target=_blank>#48</A> CDRealist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno. From an editor's point of view, you want to crop to the subject, 
which is the guy, a smidgen below his knee and above his elbow. The guy's face 
stands out more in the second photo. The rest is bland, but he is dynamic. It's 
a better picture for a newspaper.</P> 
<P>And the photo editor may not even have known it was a knife. When I first saw 
it, I thought it was a gun barrel hanging down. When I saw the comments, I 
looked again, and yes, it's a knife. In general, convenience or stupidity are 
more likely reasons for error than bad faith, even in a press 
agency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no way you could be editing such a photo for publication 
and <EM>miss</EM> the knife. It's simply not possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08424822 36488 71 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 9:43:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8424808" target=_blank>#57</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>The images seem broken to me on your <A 
href="http://trueslant.com/charlesjohnson/2010/06/06/did-reuters-crop-a-photo-
to-remove-a-peace-activists-weapon/" target=_blank>True/Slant</A> article. s it 
just me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed now.</P> 
<P>And notice that someone popped up immediately to accuse me of being in the 
pay of AIPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08424862 36488 110 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 9:58:06am  
 
<P>This one really struck a nerve at TrueSlant. They're spinning furiously over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425070 36488 313 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 11:37:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/8425066" target=_blank>#309</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've had 7 visits from Reuters this morning. Methinks they've 
noticed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. And they're all going straight to this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08425072 36488 315 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 11:38:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/8425066" target=_blank>#309</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We've had 7 visits from Reuters this morning. Methinks they've 
noticed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seven visits from three different user agents, one of them a Blackberry. The 
brass has been alerted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425128 36488 370 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 12:11:11pm  
 
<P>It's a mistake to assume anything about the way he's holding the knife. This 
is a frozen split second of time -- he could have been shifting the knife to a 
different grip as the picture was taken. You can't assume that he was just 
standing there holding the knife like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425703 36489 70 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 4:08:47pm  
 
<P>Melissa Clouthier has been dissing me all over her blog and Twitter.</P> 
<P>She just retweeted the original cropping post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425705 36489 72 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 4:11:13pm  
 
<P>Heh. This is going to be very difficult for the wingnuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425728 36489 93 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 4:21:15pm  
 
<P>See the update. There definitely is another injured soldier in the cropped 
out area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08425777 36489 140 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 4:39:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8425755" target=_blank>#120</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great catch, Charles. It makes it even clearer that al-Reuters is full of 
shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, Bloodnok pointed out the hand originally - which gave me the idea 
to boost the exposure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08426126 36489 441 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 7:18:40pm  
 
<P>Two more hits just came in from Reuters Canary Wharf offices, from a 
different user agent.</P> 
<P>Something tells me they're trying to figure out how to handle this. "Will it 
blow over?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08426465 36489 755 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 8:59:04pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/691/8426400" target=_blank>#691</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what's the best way for Lizards to help make this go viral?Post it all 
over the place?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another thing you can do is use the "Share" button to post it at as many 
sites as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08426719 36490 14 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 10:16:50pm  
 
<P>The anti-Israel leftists are lining up their talking points on the Reuters 
photos now -- they're claiming the knife in the first photo is an Israeli 
commando knife, which is supposed to prove ... something, I'm not sure what.</P> 
<P>But the Israeli commando knife has a very pronounced hilt.</P> 
<P><A title=Sheffield-SH71690-Israeli-Commando-Knife-Leather.jpg 
href="http://www.onejerusalem.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/09/Sheffield-SH71690-
Israeli-Commando-Knife-Leather.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
Sheffield-SH71690-Israeli-Commando-Knife-Leather.j pg</A></P> 
<P>And the knife in that first photo has no hilt at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08426781 36490 63 Charles Sun, Jun 6, 2010 11:58:25pm  
 
<P>Five more hits from Reuters Canary Wharf offices just came in. That's 14 
today.</P> 
<P>They're trying to figure out what to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08426785 36490 67 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 12:00:57am  
 
<P>Someone tweeted this to me a little while ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nor is it unusual for photo cropping to dramatize the human element over 
peripheral *objects*.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, those knives and that blood -- those are just meaningless "objects." 
Reuters really cares about the people more than the objects.</P> 
<P>Good grief. I can't believe the strained and absurd rationalizations the 
anti-Israel crowd is dredging up to make excuses for these cropped 
photos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427054 36490 326 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:29:52am  
 
<P>We got knocked offline by a giant surge from geenstijl.nl. That site drives a 
LOT of traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427060 36490 332 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:34:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8427057" target=_blank>#329</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ReutersToday: 49Yesterday: 9</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. They have a problem and they know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08427065 36490 337 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:36:06am  
 
<P>Now up to 56 hits today from the Reuters Canary Wharf office in 
London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427076 36490 348 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:42:09am  
 
<P>And sure enough, the wingnut blogs are all ignoring the story.</P> 
<P>They'd rather miss the chance to help put pressure on Reuters, in one of the 
most egregious examples yet of photo trickery, than send any traffic to 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427083 36490 355 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:47:13am  
 
<P>Now up to 61 hits from Reuters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427091 36490 363 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 7:49:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/8427084" target=_blank>#356</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A href="http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE65005R20100607" 
target=_blank>latest Reuters story</A> with photo montage about the raid this 
morning includes one of the uncropped versions of the photos in question. See 
photo number 9.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they're quietly releasing uncropped photos now without acknowledging the 
alterations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427111 36490 383 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 8:02:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/8427104" target=_blank>#376</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing this one is cropped too...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0bnw81g745cnd" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unbelievable. The guy's obviously holding a broken bottle, but Reuters 
cropped off the jagged end.</P> 
<P>There's something really rotten going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427174 36491 44 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 9:02:03am  
 
<P>Folks - you need to share and retweet these posts if you want them to get 
noticed. For some reason people aren't using those features very much, but it's 
extremely easy to do and it would help enormously if more people did 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427223 36492 1 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 9:38:22am  
 
<P>The Apache server crashed for a couple of minutes. Traffic's very 
high.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08427265 36493 10 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 9:56:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8427262" target=_blank>#8</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any comments from our pro Israel right wing blogs yet ? I noticed Lawhawk has 
it on his blog, without attribution, but any others ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. They're experiencing severe cognitive dissonance right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427319 36493 62 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 10:10:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8427295" target=_blank>#38</A> 
israellycool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, I posted it with attribution to you Charles immediately 
after I read your posts</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, and I appreciate it. You haven't participated in the virtual lynch 
mob against me, either, for which I thank you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427805 36493 188 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 1:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8427789" target=_blank>#187</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As for authorities, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights <A 
href="http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-3899265,00.html" 
target=_blank>Navi Pillay</A> called the blockade illegal only two days ago, and 
this opinion is shared by all the mainstream human rights organisations (as far 
as I know), for example, <A href="http://www.amnesty.org/en/news-and-
updates/suffocating-gaza-israeli-blockades-effects-palestinians-2010-06-01" 
target=_blank>Amnesty International</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But apparently not shared by ... Reuters. Hardly a pro-Israel front 
group.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE65133D20100602" 
target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429434 36493 199 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 10:57:12pm  
 
<P>Gee, Chris H. sure vanished right away when I posted the link to the Reuters 
analysis, showing that Israel's blockade is legal and they have the right to 
board ships in international waters.</P> 
<P>Funny how that always seems to happen.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08427576 36494 162 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 11:45:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8427414" target=_blank>#30</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of in-kind donations: I learned a new technique for quieting 
squeally disc brakes. A Dutch touring cyclist taught me, and then I charged him 



$10 to do it to his bicycle. ( Actually, I charged him $10 to bump all the other 
repairs I had and do his immediately.)</P> 
<P>Get some of what he called "copper-based grease". What I had that turned out 
to be the same thing is <A href="http://www.finishlineusa.com/products/ti-
prep.htm" target=_blank>Finish Line Ti-Prep</A>. Take the brake pads out of the 
caliper, look for the contact points where the piston touches the back of the 
brake pad (it was shiny on the one I did), and put some ti-prep there. This 
damps the vibration and stops the squealing. Don't get it on the other side, or 
you will need new pads. Reassemble and ride.</P> 
<P>Are you still riding that Schwinn? If this doesn't work. I'll pursue that 
"Disc Brake Silencer" spray, which is now available on this 
continent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hearted! Thanks. I will check that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429428 36496 1380 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 10:46:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1372/8429418" target=_blank>#1372</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously now. Has Charles been kidnapped by Reuters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just had a crazy day, lots going on. I'm back now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429429 36496 1381 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 10:48:11pm  
 
<P>How pathetic is it that Allahpundit covers the Reuters story without even 
mentioning LGF?</P> 
<P>What a giant flaming asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429431 36496 1383 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 10:49:49pm  
 
<P>If you needed any more evidence that the right wing blogosphere has become a 
pitiful bunch of partisan, unprofessional shills grinding personal axes instead 
of pursuing facts, you couldn't ask for a better example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429435 36496 1386 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 11:04:01pm  
 
<P>Am I imagining things, or did LGF break a story about Reuters cropping 
photographs yesterday? Didn't Killgore Trout find the first photo and tip me 
off? Wasn't LGF the first to publish this? And haven't we been credited by both 
Haaretz and the Jerusalem Post?</P> 
<P>What? We did?</P> 
<P>Then can someone explain how you can have the colossal fucking gall to write 
about this story and give all the credit to other people? What kind of value 
system makes Allahpundit think that's a moral way to behave?</P> 
<P>This is probably the single most rotten thing these creeps have done yet, in 
a long list. It's vindictive, immoral, and unprofessional. And yes, I'm pissed 
off. This is theft of intellectual property.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429449 36496 1399 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 11:19:36pm  
 
<P>I just posted this at TrueSlant in a comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Now that Reuters has admitted they made a mistake cropping the pictures, I 
wonder if any of you who’ve been spinning like crazy trying to make excuses and 
say there was nothing wrong, the cropping was perfectly normal, everybody does 
it, will now apologize for being such clueless pigheaded buffoons?</P> 
<P>Doubtful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429473 36497 6 Charles Mon, Jun 7, 2010 11:55:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8429468" target=_blank>#1</A> 
holterbarbour</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I *had* seen it on elderofziyon.blogspot.com at least several hours 
before it was on LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He acknowledges in his post that Killgore Trout was first to post about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429489 36497 18 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 12:06:57am  
 
<P>By the way, please be aware that if Allahpundit ever broke a story like this, 
I would suck it up and give credit where it's deserved. I've done it before with 
people who I otherwise despise, and I'll do it again.</P> 
<P>That's the professional way to behave. Allahpundit is acting like a fucking 
baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429512 36497 34 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 12:22:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8429506" target=_blank>#28</A> mr.JA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's odd and unfair. The most popular Dutch weblog GeenStijl also reported 
the story, with full acknowledgement of LGFs work:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.geenstijl.nl/mt/archieven/2010/06/lgf_ontmaskert_croppende_reut
e.html#comments" target=_blank>www.geenstijl.nl...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyway, I'm glad they got uncovered, as Israel needs all the support it needs 
right now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>geenstijl.nl drives a lot of traffic. More than 26,000 visits from their link 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08429977 36497 110 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 10:19:23am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8429752" target=_blank>#83</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was no compelling reason for him to post the Tweets but he did since it 
bolsters his <EM>victim status</EM> -- even though he was wrong. He knew all 
along that this Reuters story was attributable to Charles and 
Killgore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he very obviously knew, and now he's trying to play it like it was a 
mistake, and get some martyr cookies while he's at it by bashing me some 
more.</P> 
<P>What an asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08429979 36497 111 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 10:21:00am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, apparently I'm a dangerous Svengali, able to brainwash people with 
my devastating charm.</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/IMAO_/status/15708894377" target=_blank>Twitter / 
Frank J. Fleming: @allahpundit What makes Ch ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What makes Charles Johnson so dangerous is his ability to charm people to his 
side.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430918 36497 128 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:58:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8430900" target=_blank>#127</A> Proud 
Kaffir</EM></P> 
<P>There have been dozens of links to other sites covering this posted 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430926 36497 129 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:07:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8430794" target=_blank>#125</A> Lerxt</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry for the strong language -- but this is something that's very much worth 
getting angry about. On Sunday morning I read through every comment posted here 
on the subject and all the Pages, and it was clear that the first to notice the 
photo was Killgore Trout. Not anyone else. (If that's not true, KT, let me know, 
but that's what I understood.)</P> 
<P>It is NOT COOL to grab a story that LGF breaks and attribute it to other 
people, apparently out of malice. And if I seemed pissed off, that's because I 
was. I'm not going to stand by and let that happen if I can help it.</P> 
<P>And Killgore Trout, of course, has his own history with Hot Air, which 
probably contributed to the situation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430933 36497 130 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:11:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8430862" target=_blank>#126</A> harald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Allah sort of apologized with the update. Seems 
sincere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read what he posted, but I missed the part where he "apologized." Where was 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436206 36497 133 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:48:03pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Take care.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430468 36499 268 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8430358" target=_blank>#183</A> Zendette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, Charles, I love your blog, and your policies here, so just consider this 
feedback, not a demand for access, but I was wondering why your policies limit 
me from rating spinoff links? True, I have very few posts, but I used to post 
here back in the early 2000's under a different username and I'd really like to 



be able to rate a link, especially since I posted about it 
elsewhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can now rate links without having posted 50 comments. Just removed that 
restriction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430607 36499 281 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:51:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/8430464" target=_blank>#267</A> SoSo</EM></P> 
<P>This was another one of "taxfreekiller's" sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430503 36500 35 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8430491" target=_blank>#29</A> golgoth</EM></P> 
<P>I would say that Leon Wieseltier's analysis of the situation has much more 
validity than yours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430506 36500 38 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:17:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8430491" target=_blank>#29</A> golgoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is not to troll, but to get an honest opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, it's almost comical to start off a blatantly trolling post 
with a statement like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430518 36500 47 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8430512" target=_blank>#43</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<P>golgoth (nice name) seems to think that appealing to the authority of Leon 
Wieseltier is going to make everyone suddenly realize that Israel is a murderous 
genocidal apartheid state.</P> 
<P>Did I miss any adjectives?</P> 
<P>Abe Greenwald hits the nail on the head; Wieseltier is so focused on symbols 
that he's lost sight of the realities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430524 36500 53 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8430514" target=_blank>#45</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yeh fine, this is The Official Israeli Line on the international legality of 
its blockade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>So you believe Reuters is parroting the "Official Israeli Line?"</P> 
<P>Ohhkay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430549 36500 73 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 1:27:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8430541" target=_blank>#67</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit bullshit bullshit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just heard bullshit detectors going off all over LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08430666 36500 178 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 2:12:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8430634" target=_blank>#147</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I asked about them also in #28.</P> 
<P>DEBKA's been said to be right about 75% of the time. They site a lot of their 
own sources anonymously, and are a husband-wife former intelligence pair. 
Because they do things mostly anonymously, it's not good to cite them 
alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would put their accuracy much lower than 75%. They sometimes get the big 
details correct, but their stories are always sensationalized in some 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430711 36500 220 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 2:32:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8430681" target=_blank>#192</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely off topic, but worthy of mention:</P> 
<P>I've been extremely busy lately and haven't been following the news all that 
much, but it has just now come to my attention that <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Martin_Gardner" target=_blank>Martin 
Gardner</A> passed away on May 22. I am deeply saddened. Mr. Gardner's long-
running <EM>Mathematical Games</EM> column in <EM>Scientific American</EM>, and 
his many other writings, are without doubt the single factor most responsible 
for having wound up in the sciences and pursuing mathematics myself.</P> 
<P>He led a very long, very productive life, and will be sorely 
missed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that was sad. He certainly had a great life, though. He will indeed be 
missed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430778 36501 20 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 2:56:24pm  
 
<P>By the way -- those of you who posted comments at TrueSlant to argue against 
the anti-Israel crowd are now being called "bootlickers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430816 36501 55 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:16:06pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I install Safari 5...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430858 36501 94 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:29:39pm  
 
<P>I could not bring myself to vote for the GOP in this primary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430871 36501 106 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:32:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8430866" target=_blank>#101</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You voted for Orly, didn't you? It's okay...just between you and me and the 
internets (which nobody really pays attention to, anyway)...</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't hate the GOP quite <EM>that</EM> much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430876 36501 110 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:34:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8430872" target=_blank>#107</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you vote on Prop 14? (open primaries)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, because I don't see that as a real solution to the problem 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430883 36501 117 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:36:44pm  
 
<P>I'd rather see the ability to switch party affiliation more easily. If I 
think the Democrats are running a better ticket I'm going to want to support 
that ticket and not be forced to choose from among a docket of clowns, and the 
same applies to any possible future Republican ticket I might support.</P> 
<P>(Far, far in the future, it looks like.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430887 36501 121 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:39:19pm  
 
<P>I'm basically the partisan politician's worst nightmare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430891 36501 125 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:44:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8430888" target=_blank>#122</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem I have with 14 is that <EM>only</EM> the top two vote getters 
from the primary end up on the general ballot. That could wind up meaning that 
you only get to pick from two dems or two reps in the general. Not a good 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed! That would suck too.</P> 
<P>The thing is, political parties expect a kind of loyalty that they absolutely 
do not deserve. The social infrastructure of the partisan political system is 
beginning to break down, in my opinion; the old labor-left-Dem and Southern-
right-Repub affiliations are getting increasingly tenuous. As they should. It 
was long overdue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430897 36501 131 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 3:47:25pm  
 
<P>Short term populist movements can easily tilt elections, though, so it's a 
delicate balance - and I understand why the current CA system is in place even 
though it stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430981 36502 13 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:30:39pm  
 



<P>Yep. Looks like somebody was going through the whole history of the death 
threats from a Reuters employee, the Lebanon fauxtography scam, and a bunch of 
other posts I wrote regarding Reuters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430982 36502 14 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:30:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8430975" target=_blank>#8</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll wager they're scouring this site like mad men looking for 
<EM>anything</EM> they can use to cast LGF or Charles in a negative 
light.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're probably right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430991 36502 19 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8430984" target=_blank>#15</A> Capecoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gooe evening everyone!Fox has this front page with credit to 
LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No linkies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08430996 36502 23 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8430993" target=_blank>#21</A> Capecoddah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry Charles, I am link Challenged.. I will get it..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I mean Fox didn't link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431014 36502 38 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8431010" target=_blank>#34</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, at least they didn't credit Hot Air... :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, like Laura Ingraham does in her book?</P> 
<P>She credited Hot Air with the Lebanon fauxtography story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431065 36502 75 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 4:55:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8431038" target=_blank>#58</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, this you should be pissed about:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://video.foxnews.com/v/4231390/media-outlets-anti-israel-
bias?playlist_id=86857" target=_blank>video.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>A 4 1/2 minute segment about the pictures and they can't spare the two 
seconds it would take to say "Little Green Footballs."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good gods.</P> 
<P>They've got to be kidding with that advertisement. The most intrusive 
advertisement ever. Bar none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431496 36502 113 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:26:16pm  



 
<P>Actually, yes ... four years ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/20760_A_Death_Threat_from_Reuters_
(Bumped)" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431099 36503 11 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 5:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8431090" target=_blank>#6</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted a link earlier today of Foxnation giving Charles redit and someone 
else posted a link to Fox's main page in which he is given 
credt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But no link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431115 36503 18 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 5:15:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8431106" target=_blank>#14</A> 
jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure I'd want my name associated with Fox, but regardless of that, 
what they did was dishonest.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there is that, but traffic is traffic, and credit is credit. All of the 
networks do this crap all the time, and not just from political blogs. Tech 
blogs regularly get their stories lifted without attribution 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431145 36503 38 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 5:24:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8431117" target=_blank>#19</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the popular blog Little- GreenFootballs.com, which initially took note of 
the missing knife, the blog’s founder, Charles Johnson, posted the story along 
with exhibits of both sets of pictures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look what they did, though. They deliberately fucked up the URL, so that you 
couldn't even copy and paste it and get here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431318 36503 202 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:13:37pm  
 
<P>Safari 5 totally rocks, by the way.</P> 
<P>Very noticeably faster on LGF and other sites that make heavy use of 
Javascript, because the Javascript engine's speed has been increased by 
30%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431353 36503 221 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:32:04pm  
 
<P>Serious blocking going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431343 36504 5 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:29:04pm  
 



<P>Run, do not walk, to the Apple website and download Safari 5. It's awesome. 
The best browser for reading LGF by far.</P> 
<P>Chrome is fast, but Safari has a great, mature set of 
features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431361 36504 13 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:34:34pm  
 
<P>San Antonio has a long history too, but there's something special that 
happens between the Lakers and the Celtics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431368 36504 18 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:36:07pm  
 
<P>Wallace gave him a nice shot to the head there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431369 36504 19 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:36:33pm  
 
<P>Looked deliberate in the replay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431375 36504 24 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:38:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8431373" target=_blank>#23</A> 
im_gumby_damnit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so tired of IE hanging up on me, I'll try anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE stinks. Always has, always will. It's being abandoned, but it's going to 
take a long time to die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431386 36504 34 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:41:38pm  
 
<P>Wallace missing a lot tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431387 36504 35 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:42:10pm  
 
<P>Awesome Kobe drive there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431391 36504 39 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:42:56pm  
 
<P>Whoa, Lakers by 12.</P> 
<P>Are they going to humiliate Boston in the first game back 
home?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431392 36504 40 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:43:09pm  
 
<P>14.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431397 36504 44 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:44:16pm  
 



<P>Can anyone recommend a cat pic for an 'O Hai Reuters!' p-
shop?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431405 36504 51 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:47:49pm  
 
<P>I'm rooting for the Lakers because I'm from Hawaii.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431414 36504 60 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 6:51:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8431409" target=_blank>#55</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hai Reuters!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailyhaha.com/_pics/baby_middle_finger.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: baby_middle_finger.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now now. You know how sensitive journalists are. That was 
mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431484 36504 129 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:20:25pm  
 
<P>What happened to Ray Allen? He set a record for 3-pointers in the last game, 
and he's sucking tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431534 36504 176 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:42:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8431532" target=_blank>#174</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pages are becoming and increasingly useful tool. I think it's going to 
become a very useful feature. We still have a few wingnuts posting garbage but 
overall it's pretty good stuff so far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, you already showed how useful it could be, by posting the cropped 
Reuters photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431538 36504 180 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:44:24pm  
 
<P>Ray Allen can't hit fecal matter tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431543 36504 185 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:47:28pm  
 
<P>Am I overreacting when I think the right wing blogosphere is vindictive 
enough to try to deny credit to LGF for the Reuters story?</P> 
<P><A href="http://yidwithlid.blogspot.com/2010/06/reuters-brings-fauxtography-
to-gaza.html?showComment=1275964548213#c6350647749686171639" target=_blank>YID 
With LID: Reuters Brings Fauxtography to the Gaza Flotilla</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Natty said...</P> 
<P>Could you avoid linking Charles Johnson in the future? Surely someone else 
could figure that out. The only time his website is reliable is when it is pro-
Israeli. Almost every other story linked is completely absurd.</P> 
<P>6/07/2010 10:35:00 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08431557 36504 199 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:53:10pm  
 
<P>Cenk Uygur can kiss my tuchis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431568 36504 209 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 7:56:21pm  
 
<P>Gus 802 posted a live scoreboard, using the LGF Pages video embedding 
feature:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/215530_Lakers-Celtics-
_Live_Score_fro" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431613 36504 247 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:12:44pm  
 
<P>Timeout, baby, timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431591 36505 1 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:05:59pm  
 
<P>The embedded video feature is so cool, I incorporated it into the main LGF 
Blog software, and used it to create this post. First time a feature has 
migrated in that direction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431617 36505 7 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:18:33pm  
 
<P>Back to a three point difference. It's hand to hand combat in 
Boston.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431620 36505 9 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:19:30pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah. One point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431621 36505 10 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:20:05pm  
 
<P>Odom nails it for two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431624 36505 12 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:20:49pm  
 
<P>Missed layup called as foul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431625 36505 13 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:22:01pm  
 
<P>Rondo can't hit coproliths tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431639 36505 27 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:27:23pm  
 
<P>Big baby in the paint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08431644 36505 32 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:28:41pm  
 
<P>5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431650 36505 38 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:30:27pm  
 
<P>Ray Allen cannot hit the threes tonight. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431671 36505 58 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:36:31pm  
 
<P>89 seconds left. Lakers by 4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431682 36505 68 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:41:59pm  
 
<P>Replays showed that was definitely tipped out by Odom.</P> 
<P>NBA giving the needle to MLB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431692 36505 78 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:44:12pm  
 
<P>This is going to be a big finish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431696 36505 82 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:45:21pm  
 
<P>Again with the replays. In your face, MLB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431721 36505 106 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:52:04pm  
 
<P>Celtics. Humiliated at home. That's gotta hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431745 36505 130 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:56:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8431739" target=_blank>#124</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Humiliated.. game comes down to the wire and they're humiliated. Case in 
point for why I can't stand the Lakers ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abject humiliation. Bended knee. Ashes and sackcloth. I almost feel sorry for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431751 36505 136 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 8:58:48pm  
 
<P>By the way, Orly Taitz may win her GOP nomination tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08431794 36505 179 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 9:14:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8431789" target=_blank>#174</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://elections.cbslocal.com/cbs/kcbs/20100608/race15.shtml" 
target=_blank>Carly FIORINA 361,044 55%Tom CAMPBELL 169,545 26%Chuck DEVORE 
109,125 17%</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised. It's the tea party era -- pandering anti-science throwbacks 
like Fiorina will take the lead in the GOP for several years to 
come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432189 36507 1 Charles Tue, Jun 8, 2010 10:49:10pm  
 
<P>Biden to wear adult braces after pool hall fracas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432744 36508 31 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 10:40:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8432735" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I have an interview in a few minutes with a reporter from The Daily 
Beast.</P> 
<P>The mainstream media are pretty much ignoring the photo cropping story. It's 
bizarre. There's a lot more interest overseas than in the US.</P> 
<P>One factor is that the right wing blogs did everything they could to avoid 
crediting LGF for the story, and watered down their coverage as a result. Good 
work, idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432749 36508 34 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 10:42:24am  
 
<P>Robert Mackey at the New York Times Lede blog posted a comment yesterday 
saying he was going to do a post about the photo cropping, but it never 
appeared. He's busily promoting the activists as peaceful victims who actually 
treated the IDF soldiers' wounds after beating the shit out of 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432783 36508 63 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 10:54:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8432768" target=_blank>#49</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>funny how a little band of bloodthirsty, super idealistic Jihadis may well 
bring the ME to a shooting war, destructive beyond anyone's wildest 
expectations...how it all turns on the thinnest dime...I have to put my money on 
Hamas as things stand at the moment</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it ever came to a no holds barred shooting war, Hamas would last about an 
hour, max.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432914 36508 190 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 11:40:33am  
 
<P>Does anyone remember that Al Jazeera video from the Mavi Marmara? Someone 
sent me a translation of the recorded voices, but now I can't seem to find the 
video to check it out with the translation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432929 36508 205 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 11:44:39am  
 



<P>I'm really getting into it with another TrueSlant anti-Israel leftist. 
Another contributor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08432979 36509 4 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 12:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8432977" target=_blank>#3</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief!Can't retweet, Twitter is over capacity?How does that 
happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Twitter's been having a lot of problems for the past few 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433031 36509 39 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 12:34:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8433027" target=_blank>#36</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The picture was taken before the ship even left harbour, and it was claimed 
that the picture was taken after the raid. That is a "manipulation" of the photo 
for ones own purposes, even if the photo itself wasn't physically 
doctored</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's quite a reach.</P> 
<P>Frankly, it's a lot more plausible that this was a mistake than the photo 
cropping, but in either case, without more information it's impossible to say 
for sure.</P> 
<P>Calling it "photo manipulation" is simply false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433036 36509 43 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 12:36:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8433027" target=_blank>#36</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The picture was taken before the ship even left harbour, and it was claimed 
that the picture was taken after the raid. That is a "manipulation" of the photo 
for ones own purposes, even if the photo itself wasn't physically 
doctored</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, it was "taken before the ship even left harbour" ... and that's supposed 
to make us forget that it shows one of the "peace activists" with a BIG HONKING 
DAGGER in a threatening pose?</P> 
<P>Talk about missing the forest for the trees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433053 36509 57 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 12:44:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8433043" target=_blank>#48</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again... yes, this is what the IDF <EM>says</EM> happened. This is the 
official story. But it is not automatically the case that what the IDF 
<EM>says</EM> is always going to be the complete <EM>truth</EM>. I'm not sure 
why the distinction is so hard to understand</P> 
<P>What is being alleged is that the audio of the Auschwitz comment is 
<EM>fake</EM>, that it was never said and was edited in afterwards. The "full" 



video appeared only after the clip initially released, which doesn't include the 
Auschwitz comment. I would have thought the IDF would have been keen to showcase 
this remark as soon as they found it, rather than publish it afterwards while 
the story died down. That smells fishy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We discussed the first audio recording here, and for the record, I agree that 
the IDF made a mistake by releasing the edited version, and I said so at the 
time.</P> 
<P>However, they've now released the full continuous recording and the issue is 
over. "Go back to Auschwitz" was said by someone in the flotilla, but they had 
zero radio discipline (unsurprisingly) so it's impossible to know who it was. 
Huwaida Arraf is NOT a credible source; she is an open activist for Palestinian 
causes and has been caught lying and distorting facts many times.</P> 
<P>I'll bet you haven't even listened to the full recording. Have 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433063 36509 66 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 12:46:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8433055" target=_blank>#59</A> Christopher 
H</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Its a semantic distinction, call it "manipulating the description" rather 
than the photo, whatever</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. It's clear as day that the reason it's being described as 
"photo manipulation" is to draw a false equivalence to the cropping incident -- 
which really IS photo manipulation.</P> 
<P>Don't play dumb. I see what you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433168 36509 148 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 1:41:28pm  
 
<P>This Reuters story is getting a lot of foreign media/blog coverage, though. 
Today we're getting thousands of hits from this Russian site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.lenta.ru/articles/2010/06/09/knifesout/" 
target=_blank>www.lenta.ru...</A>]</P> 
<P>Anyone know anything about the site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433197 36509 172 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 1:56:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/8433181" target=_blank>#159</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the account of the photographer who took the pictures...</P> 
<P><A href="http://thelede.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/06/09/turkish-doctor-
describes-treating-israeli-commandos-during-raid/?hp" 
target=_blank>Update:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the doctor says completely backs up the IDF version of the story. The 
first troops were immediately attacked, overwhelmed, and taken belowdecks. At 
that point the IDF started using live ammunition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433200 36509 175 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 1:57:49pm  
 
<P>By the way, that doctor may have taken one of the cropped photos, the earlier 
one. But I don't think he took the second one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08433223 36509 197 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 2:05:22pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8433213" target=_blank>#187</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check the report again. the Doctor and the photographer are two different 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, right. The eyewitness account is from a Turkish journalist. But these are 
different photos, not the ones that were cropped -- here are the ones taken by 
Sefic Dinc:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.internethaber.com/israilden-kacirilan-fotograflar-
foto-galerisi-7784-p1.htm" 
target=_blank>www.internethaber.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433233 36509 205 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 2:07:26pm  
 
<P>From an earlier post at The Lede, it looks like the photographer of the 
pictures that were cropped was Adem Ozkose of Gercek Hayet Magazine. First time 
I've seen that credit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433363 36509 326 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 2:39:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/8433350" target=_blank>#313</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Been interesting to watch the ol' Al-J over the last decade or so. In my mind 
they've matured <EM>substantially</EM> as a news source (especially their 
English-language section), but people often still think of them as what they 
were in 2001.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about that, but for me the defining moment for Al Jazeera, when 
they let their mask drop completely, was this birthday party for a child-killing 
terrorist:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32867_Al_Jazeera-
_The_Network_That_Praises_Child_Killers" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I wrote then that this disgusting, evil show should prevent the network from 
ever being picked up by US cable providers, and I still believe 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433439 36509 395 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 3:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8433422" target=_blank>#379</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of the antipathy towards them in the US is just knee jerk, although 
some is a genuine educated dislike for the editorial bias Al Jazeera make no 
effort to hide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing "knee jerk" about it for me. Al Jazeera is well known 
throughout the Arab world as a front group for the Muslim Brotherhood.</P> 
<P>Watch this video, from July 19, 2008, when Al Jazeera broadcast a hero's 
birthday party for released terrorist Samir Kuntar -- who kidnapped an Israeli 



family, shot a little girl's father in front of her eyes, then bashed the little 
girl's brains out with his rifle stock.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/SIkrQGz5ats&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433581 36509 533 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 3:44:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/8433476" target=_blank>#431</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hadn't seen that before, bizarre and pathological.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed it is. Maybe you see why it's my opinion that Al Jazeera should be 
shunned by US networks.</P> 
<P>And that's far from the only example of this kind of thing on Al Jazeera; 
just one of the worst.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433889 36511 176 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 6:09:12pm  
 
<P>The donations to the Palestinians have been going on for decades. It's kind 
of silly to blame it on Barack Obama. If there's any policy he inherited, and 
has very little power to change even if he wanted to, it's this 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433909 36511 194 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 6:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8433898" target=_blank>#185</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why do you say that?...BO cannot defy past policy, even as events create a 
new paradigm?...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The donations have been going on for a long time. There's an entrenched 
bureaucratic mechanism behind it that will require lots of political wrangling 
to change.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying I don't think he should cut off this aid; actually I think the 
aid should never have been started in the first place. But all presidents have 
to deal with political realities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08433925 36511 210 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 6:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8433914" target=_blank>#199</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My objection is that he responded to a terrorist attack by increasing the 
amount of aid. It's a very bad message to send and it is only going to increase 
attacks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, don't get me wrong... I don't like it one bit, either, and I'd prefer to 
see Obama come out and say, "That's it. Not one more penny until you make the 
following changes..."</P> 



<P>But he can't do that any more than GW could, and for the same reason: Saudi 
Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08434167 36511 450 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 7:34:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/8434157" target=_blank>#440</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a related topic, put into the Pages a link to the latest BP Statistical 
Review of World Energy, for 2010, for those who want lots of info on the status 
of world energy supplies and consumption.</P> 
<P>OPEC never did try another stunt for several reasons, not the least of which 
that the individual countries don't follow the rules. It's an nearly impotent 
"cartel". In that the cartel can keep any individual nation from dumping too 
much oil on the market when prices are falling, thus making sure prices don't 
fall too low, <EM>might</EM> be something they are doing, but I'm not even 
convinced of that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All true, but I don't think anyone really wants to test what would happen 
with another OPEC boycott.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08434499 36511 781 Charles Wed, Jun 9, 2010 9:26:36pm  
 
<P>White supremacist Robert Stacy McCain is all worked up again: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/rsmccain/" target=_blank>Robert Stacy McCain (rsmccain) 
on Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@SissyWillis A vicious dishonest scumbag, is what he is.</P> 
<P>about 2 hours ago via web in reply to SissyWillis</P> 
<P>@SissyWillis Charles Johnson was trying to DESTROY Pamela Geller. She 
survived, but horrible damage was done</P> 
<P>about 2 hours ago via web in reply to SissyWillis</P> 
<P>@SissyWillis What Charles Johnson did to Pamela Geller was just SO WRONG, and 
now he wants to pretend it never happened.</P> 
<P>about 2 hours ago via web in reply to SissyWillis</P> 
<P>@lr3031 @SissyWillis Charles Johnson is not to be trusted. He smeared good 
people (Pamela Geller, Robert Spencer) and NEVER apologized.</P> 
<P>about 2 hours ago via web in reply to lr3031</P> 
<P>@SissyWillis @DaTechGuyblog Be Ye Not Deceived!</P> 
<P>about 2 hours ago via web in reply to 
SissyWillis</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435398 36512 568 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 9:23:36am  
 
<P>Here we go again with right wing bloggers "breaking" a story that appeared 
first at LGF.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://elderofziyon.blogspot.com/2010/06/did-reuters-do-it-
again.html" target=_blank>elderofziyon.blogspot.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36491_Did_Reuters_Crop_Out_a_Broke
n_Bottle" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is getting really infuriating. And he has the nerve to post it in LGF 
Pages too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08435401 36512 571 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 9:25:22am  
 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/215652_Did_Reuters_do_it_again" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435406 36512 576 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 9:26:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/572/8435402" target=_blank>#572</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mornin' Charles...this is the internet. Of course people are going to 
copy/paste from other blogs. It's the nature of the beast. Be flattered by the 
imitation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing flattering about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435432 36512 602 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 9:37:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/601/8435431" target=_blank>#601</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no need to pass legislation written by White Supremacists. It's not 
about a shared opinion, they wrote the law. It may be popular but it's still a 
very bad law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wingers just don't care that the law was written by white supremacists. 
That fact has been out for quite a while, and the amount of outrage it provoked 
from the right was ... zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435543 36513 49 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 10:22:35am  
 
<P>I'm sorry, but it's crazy to talk about banning a garment that people CHOOSE 
to wear. You are quite literally advocating taking away a very basic right.</P> 
<P>I am no fan of the burqa myself and I agree that it's a symbol of repression. 
But the way to deal with it is to use your right of free speech to criticize 
it.</P> 
<P>Not to ban it. That's un-American to the core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435596 36513 100 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 10:35:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8435567" target=_blank>#73</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Problem is, rather than allow these women to remove the Burqa before entering 
a bank or airport, the more likely result would be these women feeling 
stigmatized and simply never enter either of these places.</P> 
<P>It's a real dilemma.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't think it's a dilemma at all. Banks have a right to deny 
entrance to people wearing a disguise for obvious reasons.</P> 
<P>These women are choosing to wear the burqa, and they can also choose not to 
wear it.</P> 
<P>The path through this is to allow everyone freedom of choice. Choose to wear 
a burqa 24/7, the consequence is that you can't go into a bank or other business 
that has reason to fear being robbed.</P> 



<P>These are the kinds of pressures that will gradually cause this repressive 
symbol to go away. Banning it will only harden attitudes, and make the situation 
much worse for everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435629 36513 132 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 10:43:03am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8435608" target=_blank>#112</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a new kerfuffle in NYC. A Staten Island convent has apparently been 
<A 
href="http://www.silive.com/eastshore/index.ssf/2010/06/proposed_midland_beach_m
osque.html" target=_blank>sold to a Muslim group that wants to convert it to a 
mosque</A>. The usual craziness ensues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Muslim American Society is the well known US front group of the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and I find this proposed mosque a LOT more troubling than the one 
in Manhattan.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, Spencer and the bigot brigade have already jumped all over it, 
which will probably end up causing it to be approved just because Spencer and 
Geller are so loathsome that people won't look at the MAS as 
closely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441384 36513 385 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 10:46:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/8438950" target=_blank>#384</A> right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Dutch, and the Germans for that matter, long ago banned Mein Kampf as 
well as public displays, or private ownership, of NAZI (national socialists) 
paraphernalia, so there is ample precedent to ban other known violence-
encouraging books and images from demonstrably intolerant and bigoted 
groups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Dutch can do whatever they want to do as a country. But people who 
promote this crap here are un-American to the core.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08435905 36514 51 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 11:44:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8435874" target=_blank>#30</A> 
MagnaniomousCoward</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally different content though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was reformatted but all of the original craziness seems to still be 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436053 36514 190 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:12:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8436044" target=_blank>#181</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I meant you cannot see him at a publicly-owned venue, as 
Scientologists are forbidden from using public halls and auditoriums. He can 
appear at a private one, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I know from personal experience that Chick Corea is a recruiter for 
Scientology. He tried to recruit me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436112 36514 247 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:25:54pm  
 
<P>Crackhead wingnut bloggers now mocking me for wanting LGF to be credited with 
breaking the Reuters story. (Fully expected.)</P> 
<P>If it were them, of course, the whining would be heard all the way to 
Pluto.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436151 36514 285 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:33:45pm  
 
<P>Oxymoron of the day: "right wing blogosphere ethics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436158 36514 291 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:34:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/8436155" target=_blank>#288</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean like this guy?</P> 
<P><A href="http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/967130743/mecropped.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: mecropped.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Was checking Twitter. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's the guy who posted a homophobic smear and death threat against 
me at Richard Metzger's site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436162 36514 295 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:35:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/8436155" target=_blank>#288</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean like this guy?</P> 
<P><A href="http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/967130743/mecropped.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: mecropped.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Was checking Twitter. ;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ace of Spades is now doing his two-minute hate too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436210 36514 339 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:48:55pm  
 
<P>Just had the first moron post a comment after following the Ace of Spades 
link. They'll be flooding in now, and I'm going to leave registration 
open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436216 36514 345 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:49:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/337/8436208" target=_blank>#337</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wait until the wing nut wurlitzer gets going and somebody spreads the 
rumor (Robert Stacey McCain, I would bet...followed by Michelle Malkin and Pam 
Gellar) that Charles is not only gay but a child molester.</P> 



<P>They always make sure to conflate the two themes since they think gay people 
are degenerate molesting inhuman monsters, and they have utterly no shame or 
principles.</P> 
<P>In a more civilized time, you could call out people who did this and demand 
satsifaction with sword or pistol. Pity that we gave that up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They already did that. Hot Air commenters posted the child molester smear, 
and Allahpundit and Ed Morrissey allowed it to remain posted for several days 
before eventually deleting it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436233 36514 362 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 12:52:44pm  
 
<P>Hmm. Maybe I should add new registrations to the LGF Master 
Spy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438455 36514 645 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 9:19:41am  
 
<P>How did a Bircher get in here?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436582 36515 63 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 3:10:49pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you're using the LGF Spy, you should now reload the page to 
get the latest version. The Master Spy now includes new user registrations in 
the events that are displayed. They show up as soon as the name is registered -- 
before the account is activated with the followup email link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436591 36515 72 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 3:14:10pm  
 
<P>Heh. That's me, testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436939 36515 402 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:39:19pm  
 
<P>I'll be posting another basketball thread right before the game starts. This 
is the best playoff series I've seen in a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436959 36515 421 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:44:44pm  
 
<P>This tweet from right wing moron Donald Douglas is hilarious:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Charles Johnson trying to get back in good w/ jihad bloggers? [Link: <A 
href="http://bit.ly/bDpKyI" target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>] @RSMcCain @Vermontagne 
#bloggers #Jihad #TCOT #News</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He seems to have deleted it now. Oooh. Scary Charles. Booga 
booga.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08436966 36515 428 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:45:27pm  
 
<P>They're seriously confused that I would still do what I've always 
done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08437004 36515 466 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:54:09pm  
 
<P>Anita Baker, baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437010 36515 472 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:56:10pm  
 
<P>Thread coming up in 3 minutes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437014 36515 476 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:56:46pm  
 
<P>They're really hatin' me on Twitter tonight.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@lizardoid Fuck you, Chuck, you whiny bitch [Link: <A 
href="http://ow.ly/1WZB7" target=_blank>ow.ly...</A>] 
@AmPowerBlog</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437022 36515 484 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 5:58:33pm  
 
<P>Funny thing is, I have gotten just as much abuse (if not more) from the more 
lefty of the leftists. Makes me think I've got it about right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437055 36516 9 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:06:20pm  
 
<P>Tomorrow I'm getting this awesome new version of the EyeTV hardware, with 
1080i HD recording. Cannot wait.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003MVYTBU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437059 36516 10 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:07:52pm  
 
<P>Kobe!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437067 36516 13 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:09:49pm  
 
<P>Stalker talking point of the night:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid You know what's real classy, d-bag? Trying to take credit for 
others' finds, then accusing others of the same.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437072 36516 16 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:11:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8437069" target=_blank>#15</A> alexknyc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My hypocrisy meter just exploded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437084 36516 20 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:15:18pm  
 



<P>Ray Allen is missing a lot. Missed two 3-pointers so far and several field 
goals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437086 36516 22 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:15:46pm  
 
<P>Rondo missing his 3s too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437127 36516 32 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:25:11pm  
 
<P>Scorecard is now posted above, but you'll have to reload to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437135 36516 34 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:27:21pm  
 
<P>What happened to Ray Allen? A record for 3-pointers, now can't hit nothin'? 
What's up with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437207 36516 72 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:41:30pm  
 
<P>Ooh. Celtics are missing a lot of important shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437213 36516 75 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:42:21pm  
 
<P>And Lakers are missing easy defenses. This is why it's a great 
game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437218 36516 77 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:43:40pm  
 
<P>Stage dive!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437256 36516 101 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8437245" target=_blank>#92</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/215753_Peace_Activists_Publish_Video_
" target=_blank>Peace Activists Publish Video of taking Israelis 
Hostage</A>Charles, can you download a copy of this in case it disappears?/sorry 
to interrupt the ball bouncing competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vimeo has some very tricky code that prevents easy 
downloading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437267 36516 108 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 6:57:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8437245" target=_blank>#92</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/215753_Peace_Activists_Publish_Video_
" target=_blank>Peace Activists Publish Video of taking Israelis 
Hostage</A>Charles, can you download a copy of this in case it disappears?/sorry 
to interrupt the ball bouncing competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This video appears to have been taken by the second stringers -- the ones who 
weren't crazy enough to jump out and attack the soldiers, but stayed on the next 
deck down with their cameras to exploit the propaganda moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437284 36516 119 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 7:03:11pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm downloading it. 493MB.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437309 36516 139 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 7:11:52pm  
 
<P>If you register at Vimeo you can download videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437468 36516 277 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 8:09:37pm  
 
<P>Wow, that was an intense few minutes of b-ball.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437583 36516 374 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 8:37:04pm  
 
<P>Bryant nails all three...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437595 36516 385 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 8:38:02pm  
 
<P>Not over yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08437700 36517 38 Charles Thu, Jun 10, 2010 9:01:11pm  
 
<P>The current right wing political machine is absolutely lousy with links to 
racists and white supremacists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438524 36518 605 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 9:58:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/8438480" target=_blank>#562</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Troubling...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://weeklystandard.com/blogs/sources-obama-administration-
support-anti-israel-resolution-un-next-week" 
target=_blank>weeklystandard.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It may be troubling, but it's also extremely suspect. I do not believe any of 
these anti-Obama stories that originate from right wing sources any more, unless 
and until they're confirmed by other sources.</P> 
<P>They've been caught lying, exaggerating, and distorting way too many 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08438555 36519 4 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 10:17:04am  
 
<P>I just got an incredible tip about the Turkish journalist who took the 
cropped photos. Working on a post now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438559 36519 8 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 10:18:58am  
 
<P>The stalkers are now claiming that James Edwards of the Political Cesspool is 
not a white supremacist. Unbelievable. He's right out in the open about it. His 
radio show regularly features David Duke. But they're going to deny it 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438634 36519 60 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 10:53:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8438603" target=_blank>#48</A> Rieux</EM></P> 
<P>It's not surprising that he would then attempt to make excuses for the 
demonstrators. But the incident speaks for itself. Loudly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438639 36519 61 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 10:54:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8438629" target=_blank>#58</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Would it be too much to ask for some, you know, <EM>evidence</EM> that the 
imam is actually a "financier" of the flotilla? Because I smell exaggeration all 
over this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438883 36519 110 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:54:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8438864" target=_blank>#109</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think a whole lot of Geller, but I don't think Spencer would 
fabricate a letter. Not to say that I think Geller might.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I have no doubt that Spencer would do anything to promote his bigoted 
causes. He may not have fabricated this letter, but he does not deserve the 
trust you apparently have in him, and anything he writes should be considered 
suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438934 36519 115 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:14:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8438925" target=_blank>#113</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure I haven't claimed that all those protesting the mosque are 
bigots, but there's no doubt whatsoever that a substantial number <EM>are</EM>. 
And the ones who are not bigoted are providing cover for the ones who 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438947 36519 117 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:19:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8438943" target=_blank>#116</A> dsch_tw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Additional information about the incident plus Nassralla's letter at 
yahoo.com news site.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/usnw/20100610/pl_usnw/DC19563" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Isn't it possible that MSM, which abhors Geller, is pulling a "Reuters" and 
cropping out inconvenient info from the reports?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a press release, not a news article, and it comes from Robert Spencer 
and Pamela Geller themselves. They paid for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438964 36519 122 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:25:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8438949" target=_blank>#118</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<P>If there's an "unbigoted case" to be made for banning Muslims from building a 
mosque in Manhattan, I haven't heard it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439017 36519 129 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:45:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8439002" target=_blank>#125</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I understand it, the opposition is not to the building of a mosque 
anywhere in Manhattan, just to the building of one next to Ground 
Zero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the reason for that is?</P> 
<P>Are the Muslims behind the Cordoba Center going to be plotting terrorism 
there, in your opinion?</P> 
<P>If you have no evidence that this is the case, how in the world can you 
justify depriving them of their rights to freedom of religion, guaranteed by the 
Constitution to all US citizens? As far as I know, there's no special exception 
in the First Amendment for Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439553 36519 154 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 4:07:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8439541" target=_blank>#151</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... it appears we may have the chance to hear from Nasralla 
directly...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean "we?" I have no interest in listening to Spencer. And 
whether Mr. Nasralla now tries to minimize the incident has no bearing on my 
post. It happened. That's bad enough. Quibbling over "how bad was it" is 
pointless and exactly the kind of thing Spencer <EM>always</EM> 
does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439597 36519 156 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 4:17:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8439588" target=_blank>#155</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It matters to me whether it was nasty bigotry or the kind of bad behavior 
that sadly sometimes happens when people at a demonstration feel that they've 
been provocatively infiltrated by folks from the "other side".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you mean. Those sneaky Arabs and militant Muslims might 
infiltrate at any time. Provocatively. Sadly, you've got to keep an eye out for 
them.</P> 
<P>This is different from bigotry ... how, again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08439777 36519 165 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 4:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/8439623" target=_blank>#158</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for being so literal - I do that sometimes. :-) It seems to me that 
people at demonstrations are sometimes sensitive to people who counter-
demonstrate and disagree with them, and if those people attempt to mix with 
them, it is felt to be provocative. That doesn't excuse bad behavior, of course, 
but the resentment needn't necessarily be bigotry - it can be just about being 
on the other side of the issue. And, as I've made clear, I don't think that 
opposition to the mosque being constructed at that location is necessarily based 
on anti-Muslim bigotry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And again, the <EM>reason</EM> why the crowd got "sensitive" was based solely 
on these two men's <EM>appearance</EM>.</P> 
<P>Explain again how this is different from racism; I'm still not getting 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439926 36519 173 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 5:41:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8439906" target=_blank>#172</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We just don't know at this point, as far as I can see, and I'm willing to 
give Nassralla as much credibility as the columnist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not. He's obviously biased. He flew across the country to take part in 
this demonstration.</P> 
<P>The journalist has quite a bit more credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439969 36519 178 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 5:50:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8439944" target=_blank>#174</A> rieux</EM></P> 
<P>You keep saying that not everyone at the demonstration was a bigot. I agree. 
I hate generalizations.</P> 
<P>But then you proceed to make outrageous generalizations about an entire 
diverse group of people, and associate all Muslims with what happened on 9/11. 
You've done it over and over. It's your core reasoning for supporting the anti-
Cordoba crowd: you see the entire religion of Islam as an enemy. That's why 
you're OK with taking away one of the most basic constitutional rights from them 
- the right to worship as they see fit.</P> 
<P>The simple fact is that the state of New York isn't going to deny this 
building a license just because it's owned by Muslims and includes a mosque. 
This is still America, and we don't do things that way here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438676 36520 46 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 11:05:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8438664" target=_blank>#36</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Heh.<A 
href="http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/2010/06/awww_poor_tpaw.php?ref=f
pblg" target=_blank>Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty (R) concedes to Jon Stewart that 
he doesn't have what it takes to be elected President: "I don't have a billion 
dollars. I don't have novelty. I don't have a big schtick."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody needs to ask Pawlenty about his creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08438688 36520 53 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 11:15:30am  
 
<P>This guy is dirty as hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438803 36520 143 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:11:48pm  
 
<P>Major updates above with the pictures and articles posted by several of you -
- thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438809 36520 148 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/8438796" target=_blank>#136</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles can comment, but I don't think LGF was the first to get the first 
lead on this guy, but he's elaborated on the story. BTW, I'm just speculating, 
but I think a lot of blogs are now chasing the story thanks to 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Undhimmi" is the person who tipped me off, so he actually did get it first. 
(He didn't mention his blog in his emails.) I'm pretty sure I posted my article 
first, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438816 36520 155 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:20:22pm  
 
<P>Hmm. And I see why he didn't mention his blog now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438841 36520 176 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:34:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8438839" target=_blank>#174</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, in fairness, I think facts are facts, even if they come from a source 
we may have differences with. We can surely discuss the things we agree with, 
while critical of the sites motivation.Hell, if Rand Paul found a way to stop 
the oil leak, I'd give him a ataboy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I added a link to his blog as soon as I realized he had one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438842 36520 177 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 12:34:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8438824" target=_blank>#163</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Links to Brussels Journal and several other extreme anti-Muslim 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08438913 36520 243 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:07:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/8438912" target=_blank>#242</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As suggested by Charles, the Weekly Standard story should be fact 
checked:</P> 



<P>"The White House is sharply denying a claim by Weekly Standard editor Bill 
Kristol that "the administration intends to support an effort next week at the 
United Nations to set up an independent commission, under UN auspices, to 
investigate Israel's behavior in the Gaza flotilla incident."</P> 
<P>The White House has suggested in the past that it supported international 
participation in an Israeli investigation, but a shift to the kind of 
international inquiry supported by many of Israel's critics would be a dramatic 
one, and a White House official brushed off Kristol's flotation."</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0610/White_House_denies_Kristol_flo
tilla_investigation_claim.html" target=_blank>Bill Kristol.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise. Another outrageous outrage that turns out to be 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439033 36521 24 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:50:22pm  
 
<P>I wonder if Kristol was punked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439049 36521 38 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 1:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8439040" target=_blank>#29</A> Joo-LiZ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bring it up because she doesn't buy the Administration denial of Kristol's 
"scoop"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if the Obama administration was planning to suddenly support a UN 
investigation, it would be pretty stupid for them to come out with such a strong 
statement supporting an Israeli-led investigation beforehand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439731 36523 5 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 4:45:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8439723" target=_blank>#2</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about just gimmie the truth?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/8vgDpI8kU98&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08439790 36523 29 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 4:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8439771" target=_blank>#18</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was kinda thinking the same thing. Photos are both subjective, as seen 
through the eye of the photographer in framing, and objective, as a record of a 
moment in time. I'm trying to define "questionable" and its 
application.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the definition of questionable isn't exactly fixed. However, in cases 
like the Adem Ozkose photos I don't think there's much doubt that his background 
is an important part of the context. There may be some gray areas, but there are 
also a lot of cases where the lines seem pretty clear to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08441834 36523 603 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 2:41:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/8441468" target=_blank>#602</A> Romantic 
Heretic</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Define 'questionable sources' if you would please.</P> 
<P>I regard 'journalists linked to Islamic extremism' as questionable as those 
coming from the IDF and the Likudnicks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit.</P> 
<P>Click the link. The "journalist" who took these pictures is a hardcore 
Islamist advocate who promotes jihad causes all over the world. He talks openly 
about his support for Hamas, Islamic Jihad, and the Taliban.</P> 
<P>I'm amazed you would even try to deny it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08440166 36524 10 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 6:42:15pm  
 
<P>I'm waiting for UPS to deliver my <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003MVYTBU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>EyeTV HD</A>. The HD cable box is set up and functioning. If I 
connect it to the old EyeTV 200 with S-Video it works fine; I can even see the 
HD channels that way, but not in HD of course.</P> 
<P>Yep, I'm an early adopter of this one. HDTV on a 30-inch monitor. Bring 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08440473 36524 156 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 8:14:53pm  
 
<P>EyeTV HD rocks. With just a little bit of monkeying around, I now have all my 
HD channels being displayed on my Apple monitor, recordable, time-shiftable, 
etc.</P> 
<P>Excellent video. Only complaint -- I wish the EyeTV HD box had an optical 
audio input for surround sound. But the HD video signal is beautiful on my 30" 
monitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08440495 36524 171 Charles Fri, Jun 11, 2010 8:20:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8440481" target=_blank>#162</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you plug that in to a regular HD set... say, a 50-
incher?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can export videos to Apple TV and watch them on my 47" 
HDTV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441210 36525 449 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 8:22:36am  
 
<P>The asshole right wing bloggers, led by Ace of Spades, are now lying outright 
about me, saying I have a reputation for stealing other people's work without 
attribution. This is completely false, of course, but that's how ugly and evil-
minded these people are.</P> 
<P>In fact, Ace of Spades once emailed me to tell me that he would steal stories 
from "Sweetness and Light" and deliberately not attribute them, because he 



didn't like the guy who ran the blog. I don't like that guy either, he's a real 
putz, but I do not steal his stories.</P> 
<P>In short Ace of Spades is not just a liar, he's a rank hypocrite, accusing me 
of things he boasted about doing himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441229 36525 468 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 8:34:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/8441225" target=_blank>#464</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if you have that email...post it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do have the email, and I think I will post it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441276 36526 13 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 9:14:53am  
 
<P>And one more point -- this asshole also claims that I tried to hog all the 
glory for the Dan Rather incident, and that is also absolutely 100% false. I 
went out of my way to share the credit with everyone else who helped move the 
story, over and over and over. There are many posts on the subject in which I 
credit Buckhead at FR for originally noticing the problems, and Powerline for 
being the place where I learned about it. I've done this repeatedly throughout 
the years, and I have never claimed all the credit for myself.</P> 
<P>Ace of Spades is just flat out lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441280 36526 15 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 9:21:38am  
 
<P>He also says that I used PayPal donation information to out the people at the 
stalker blog -- and this is another outright lie. I have never done this, and I 
never will do this.</P> 
<P>All information that I used to identify these creepy obsessed individuals 
came from publicly available sources on the Internet, or from people who had the 
decency to inform me about them. Period. Any information you share with LGF 
through PayPal is absolutely kept private.</P> 
<P>They're spreading this lie, of course, in an attempt to damage my income from 
donations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441283 36526 18 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 9:29:11am  
 
<P>My very first post about the Dan Rather documents gives full credit to 
Buckhead at Free Republic and Powerline:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/12524_Bush_Guard_Documents-
_Forgeries" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441285 36526 20 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 9:31:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8441282" target=_blank>#17</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and creeps who steal material without attribution are also 
rare.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not so rare in the right wing blogosphere. Quite a few of them ran the 
Reuters cropping story without crediting LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441321 36526 53 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 10:09:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8441316" target=_blank>#48</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do you know that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The WhiteHouse specifically said they favor an "Israeli-led" investigation. 
The claim that they're going to call for an international investigation led by 
the UN is completely false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441331 36526 63 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 10:20:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8441330" target=_blank>#62</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<P>CPAC Blogger of the Year 2008.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441351 36526 83 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 10:29:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8441341" target=_blank>#73</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And silence over the naming of the PA public square after a 
terrorist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall GW Bush ever condemning Palestinians naming streets after 
terrorists either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441391 36526 122 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 10:49:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8441380" target=_blank>#112</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything like this?</P> 
<P><A href="http://palwatch.org/main.aspx?fi=157&amp;doc_id=1802" 
target=_blank>Although world pressure forced the Palestinian Authority to cancel 
the official ceremonies to name a square after the terrorist Dalal Mughrabi last 
week, several senior Fatah officials participated in a "popular inauguration" 
organized by Fatah's youth movement. According to the PA, the square is now 
named after Mughrabi and an official ceremony, including placing a monument, 
will take place at a later date. Thursday's "popular inauguration" was on the 
32nd anniversary of "the Coastal Road Massacre" of 1978, in which 37 were 
murdered in a bus hijacking.</A>SNIP</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you know.</P> 
<P>Your link shows that the Obama administration IS pressuring the Palestinian 
authorities to end the incitement.</P> 
<P>But that doesn't fit the anti-Obama narrative, I realize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441784 36527 5 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 2:17:05pm  
 
<P>By the way, PayPal is apparently canceling Pamela Geller's account. Reason: 
they're classifying her site as a hate site. Which it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08441851 36527 58 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 2:49:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8441829" target=_blank>#40</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<P>I've got nothing more to say to that lying sack of shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441858 36527 65 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 2:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8441854" target=_blank>#61</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now she can hate Paypal as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, she is -- she's urging her readers to deluge them with email, and calling 
them "pathetic Paypal pussies."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441875 36527 81 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 2:58:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8441860" target=_blank>#67</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, good luck to her trying to hurt Paypal. Not gonna 
happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's actually kind of funny. PayPal says she's promoting hatred, 
shuts down her account, and says she can have it reinstated by showing her 
site's in compliance with their TOS, and what's Geller's first reaction? Incite 
hatred against PayPal!</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, that's gonna work.</P> 
<P>She's reliably nuts, in all circumstances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441920 36527 124 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 3:11:29pm  
 
<P>It wasn't necessarily the shrieking harpy's posts about Muslims that got her 
account blocked -- it could well have been her recent posts supporting that 
murdered white supremacist leader in South Africa, by the way. Eugene 
Terreblanche, that's his name -- a freaking neo-Nazi, and right out in the open 
about it, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441925 36527 129 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 3:12:43pm  
 
<P>Geller says "Stop Islamization of America" and "Freedom Defense" also had 
their PayPal accounts shut down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08441940 36527 144 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 3:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8441938" target=_blank>#142</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess. The <EM>wingnut microcephalics</EM> are trying to blame 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm expecting it any minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442117 36528 100 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 4:56:25pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8442105" target=_blank>#88</A> KDS1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://arran.files.wordpress.com/2009/12/pamela_gellar11.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: pamela_gellar11.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She posted that picture to gloat when she won the Wizbang blogger awards. Not 
because she likes LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442147 36528 127 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 5:11:13pm  
 
<P>This new <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003MVYTBU/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>EyeTV HD</A> is one helluva cool gadget, by the way. I'm having 
way too much fun with it.</P> 
<P>Just recorded Blue Velvet in HD, and can't wait for the Lakers-Celtics game 
tomorrow.</P> 
<P>Installation was totally simple and it works flawlessly. I'm watching CNN 
right now in full screen HD on my second Apple 30" monitor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442191 36528 170 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 5:25:36pm  
 
<P><A href="http://titirangistoryteller.files.wordpress.com/2009/10/blue-
velvet.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Mommy.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442196 36528 175 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 5:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8442193" target=_blank>#172</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that Dennis Hopper?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of his most memorable roles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442241 36528 219 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 5:42:19pm  
 
<P>I may write a review of the EyeTV HD. It's the first Mac HD cable-satellite 
DVR that really works well and is reasonably priced. It includes an "IR blaster" 
- a cable with a little infrared light that changes channels on the box. Works 
perfectly with my Time Warner Motorola HD box.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442281 36528 259 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 5:58:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8442249" target=_blank>#227</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love my IR blaster , but sometimes it has a mind of its own and refuses to 
blast. Pop one of the AAA's out and back in, and it works again. Very 
strange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The EyeTV HD's IR blaster plugs into a jack on the unit, then the unit plugs 
into a powered USB port on the computer and gets all its power from that. No 
batteries or AC adaptors/cables.</P> 
<P>Inputs: component video with L/R audio, or S-video with L/R audio. My only 
complaint is a relatively minor one; it doesn't support optical audio input for 



surround sound. Most HD cable boxes have an optical audio 
output.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442293 36528 271 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 6:03:57pm  
 
<P>I will totally give Bobby Jindal credit for doing his best to handle the BP 
spill, while retaining the right to be very unhappy about his support for the 
stealth creationist bill that's lurking under the radar for now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08442315 36528 292 Charles Sat, Jun 12, 2010 6:13:03pm  
 
<P>Joe Bonamassa now live in HD on Palladia. That's what I'm talkin' 
'bout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443309 36528 666 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 9:30:54am  
 
<P>The wingnut blogs are in a fine frenzy over this today. It's hilarious; 
they're all acting as if PayPal has no reason at all to classify Geller's sites 
as "promoting hate."</P> 
<P>When it's flat out obvious that she does.</P> 
<P>And they're all passing around that hypocritical, dishonest Ace of Spades 
post as if it's a work of genius, and high-fiving each other that Ace really 
"smacked" me that time.</P> 
<P>It's like reading the rantings of evil-minded children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444540 36528 668 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:03:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/667/8443931" target=_blank>#667</A> boxhead</EM></P> 
<P>I answered you in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36528_PayPal_Shuts_Down_Pamela_Gel
ler/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>this thread</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443376 36529 597 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 10:01:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/8443365" target=_blank>#586</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts are agitated this morning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very agitated. They're all falling in line to support the shrieking harpy, 
and spewing hatred at PayPal. Apparently PayPal is part of the global jihad.</P> 
<P>Yes, they're serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443396 36529 617 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 10:06:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8442746" target=_blank>#49</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pam's site being called a 'hate site" has brought out some reasonable, and 
well thought out comments by other blogs/</P> 
<P>"This is a fucking outrage. You’ve probably heard this already but, I can’t 
let this pass. Bowing to pressure from CAIR–the unindicted co-conspirator in 
Hamas funding–PayPal has pegged Pam Geller’s Atlas Shrugs as a “Hate Site” and 



will close her account. These same Dhimmi fuckwads have not demanded any such 
action from the Jihad-spouting sites that use the service. (H/T Classic Liberal 
and Stacy McCain)</P> 
<P>If you use PayPal you might want to send them a (polite) email enumerating 
the errors of their ways, and canceling your account. If, like me, you are doing 
this on the cheap and don’t expect remuneration, send them a note (emails 
available at Pam’s and Stacy’s) telling them to get fucked with the flaming 
phallus of fail soaked in strychnine for all eternity."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's one of the classier comments. These people are feeling a touch of 
panic, because they know they're every bit as hateful and deranged as Geller, 
and they're afraid they're going to be next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443404 36529 625 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 10:08:39am  
 
<P>Among the Geller-supporting comments on wingnut blogs, there's also a serious 
deluge of hatred directed at little old me again. I'm seeing dozens of Twitter 
posts attacking me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443425 36529 646 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 10:17:02am  
 
<P>Even Richard Fernandez at PJ Media is falling in to support Pamela Geller -- 
a person who deserves NOBODY'S support.</P> 
<P>I swear, some days I think the right wing has become possessed by really 
really stupid demons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443590 36530 18 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 11:18:43am  
 
<P>Heh. The wingnuts actually think they're going to hurt PayPal's business by 
canceling their own accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443594 36530 20 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 11:19:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8443587" target=_blank>#17</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey sorry for going OT, but I just saw that the guy from NJ they busted at 
the airport attempting to go overseas for jihad training was the very same guy 
with the infamous " Kill All Juice" sign... anybody know if this is 
true?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's true -- these were the dumbest jihadis in the 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443605 36530 28 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 11:25:06am  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds shouts: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/instapundit/101125/" 
target=_blank>PAM GELLER MAY SUE PAYPAL FOR CALLING HER BLOG A "HATE 
SITE."</A></P> 
<P>For a lawyer, Reynolds can be amazingly stupid about legal matters. Geller 
has absolutely no grounds to sue PayPal. It would be laughed out of any 
courtroom, and Reynolds knows it. No lawyer would even take such an obvious 
losing case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08443619 36530 37 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 11:31:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8443608" target=_blank>#30</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but we said the same thing about Orly Taitz and the birther BS 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because Taitz is a lawyer herself, and she brings her own cases. And 
she's paying for it big time -- she's been fined large amounts of money and is 
facing possible censure from the CA bar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443709 36530 122 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 12:29:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8443698" target=_blank>#111</A> steroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I shall mark PayPal down a point myself for their decision. Not because I 
agree with Geller's opinions, but because I don't believe the company should 
discriminate on the basis of hate-opinion. It is not relevant to their 
business.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's absurd. It absolutely is relevant to a company's business. Why do you 
think they <EM>have</EM> an acceptable use policy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443719 36530 132 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 12:35:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/8443717" target=_blank>#130</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Savage Nation is having violent fantasies again. Some people just can't let 
go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Threatening to kill me again? Or kill someone else this time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443723 36530 136 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 12:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/8443717" target=_blank>#130</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Savage Nation is having violent fantasies again. Some people just can't let 
go.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Savagenation," of course, is <A 
href="http://www.peekyou.com/marc_donato/5399667" target=_blank>Marc Thomas 
Donato</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443837 36530 250 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 1:32:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8443821" target=_blank>#234</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand your point. What's Geller been elected to? And I'm not 
saying Pay Pal should be forced to do business with her or anyone else.</P> 
<P>My point, if it wasn't clear enough, is:</P> 
<P>A) There are plenty of <A href="http://www.truthout.org/support/donate.php" 
target=_blank>leftist sites</A> that use Pay Pal.</P> 



<P>B) IMHO, there doesnt appear to be similar focus on the left's insanity. I 
don't recall seeing Zombie's (just one example) hitshows 
recently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and complain to PayPal about those sites. That's your right. 
Clearly someone (not me) complained to PayPal about Geller's site, and it was 
probably more than one person. There are LOTS of ways that she violates their 
terms, not just her anti-Muslim hate speech.</P> 
<P>Because they're enforcing their acceptable use policy in one case does not 
mean they are now retroactively required to go boot out some equivalent leftist 
or pro-Islamic site. That's a pretty silly argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443844 36530 256 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 1:34:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8443841" target=_blank>#254</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>So go ahead and file a complaint with PayPal about them, if you think it's 
appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443870 36530 282 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 1:47:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/8443866" target=_blank>#278</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you are all OK with this paypal thing because you don't like Geller and true 
she is despicable, but if their politic was different and they rejected a site 
you approved of well I think the song would be different... just my 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I'm OK with the PayPal thing because Pamela Geller's sites DO promote 
hatred and bigotry and very bad people.</P> 
<P>PayPal's judgment that she's running a hate site is absolutely 
correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443874 36530 286 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 1:49:12pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/8443869" target=_blank>#281</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bull. They rejected Jesus' General, too. Anyone whining?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, there's your equivalent leftist site!</P> 
<P>That neatly disposes of the tu quoque argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443949 36530 360 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 2:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/8443932" target=_blank>#343</A> boxhead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wondering if there was any truth to the claims on PG's site that say 
PayPal has Islamists as customers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll repeat what I've been saying to everyone who brings this up: so 
what?</P> 
<P>Clearly, PayPal received complaints (probably a lot of complaints) about the 
content on Pamela Geller's sites. I was not one of the people who complained, 
but I will say that I agree with the PayPal ruling that Geller "promotes hate." 



That's the issue, not whether some other site on the very large PayPal network 
also promotes hate.</P> 
<P>If you find a site that promotes hate, Islamist or otherwise, you're free to 
file a complaint with PayPal about it. That's what I'd recommend doing, because 
that's almost certainly the reason why they took action against Geller.</P> 
<P>Also, as others have already pointed out, PayPal recently did the same thing 
with "Jesus' General," a very left wing site that mocked Christianity and the 
right wing in general. So the idea that this is some kind of Islamist conspiracy 
is just way way beyond ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443966 36530 377 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 2:34:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/8443944" target=_blank>#355</A> Steroid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hardly kosher to say that the radical right is permitted to exist 
unmolested so long as it doesn't achieve success in terms of influence. Isn't 
the point of an open political society that whatever ideas pass muster in the 
arena get to hold sway?</P> 
<P>I actually find it easier to understand the position of an Olbermann or a 
Sheehan, both of whom I disagree with politically, than the "anti-idiotarian," 
"compromise-moderate," or "pro-sanity" position that seems de rigeur here. After 
all, if you're going to dismiss people as insane, shouldn't you expect that 
they're only going to do the same to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. And then there are people who are objectively deranged. Like Pamela 
Geller. I dismiss her as insane because she's insane. All any sensible person 
has to do to confirm this is read what she writes.</P> 
<P>And by the way, I've spent time in her physical presence, more time than I 
wanted to. She's even more grating and unpleasant in person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08443993 36530 403 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 2:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/8443979" target=_blank>#389</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge links to him now all the time. It's disgraceful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Drudge has had a permanent link to infowars.com for quite a long time.</P> 
<P>It's undoubtedly been responsible for driving an enormous amount of traffic 
to Alex Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444073 36530 481 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 3:13:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/8444054" target=_blank>#462</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her only valid point is that PayPal should ensure that all hate sites are 
equally excluded.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree that this is a valid point. PayPal has no responsibility to now 
go out and exclude a whole bunch of sites that Pamela Geller considers hate 
sites.</P> 
<P>If you think a site violates PayPal's acceptable use policy, go file a 
complaint with PayPal. Just because they enforce their policy in one case does 
not mean they have the responsibility to go out looking for more 
cases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08444076 36530 484 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 3:14:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/8444056" target=_blank>#464</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything you said is just as weirdly conspiratorial as the conspiracy 
theories you claim are being embraced by the right. It's weird that you don't 
see the irony in embracing a conspiracy about people embracing conspiracies, but 
there it is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely not. KT's comment was completely on the mark, and there's nothing 
"conspiratorial" about it. The connections he's talking about are documented 
facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444094 36530 502 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 3:21:02pm  
 
<P>OT: I finally figured out how to play 5.1 surround sound from DVDs I've 
imported into iTunes via Handbrake.</P> 
<P>Here's the method: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.macworld.com/article/150554/2010/04/itunes_surround.html" 
target=_blank>www.macworld.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>It works. Lord of the Rings has much more awesome sauce with 5.1 
sound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444111 36530 519 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 3:27:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/512/8444104" target=_blank>#512</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you have for your 5.1 speaker setup?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the computer I have a Logitech 5.1 system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445819 36530 751 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 10:25:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/750/8445169" target=_blank>#750</A> shai_au</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not in much doubt about Geller's site as one that promotes hate, but I'm 
not seeing that so much on PayPal's Acceptable Use Policy page. It seems to be 
more to do with using PayPal transactions to sell things, and not so much its 
usage as a medium for donations.</P> 
<P>It says you can't use it for activities that "relate to sales of items that 
promote hate" etc. - but what is the item being sold here? Is Geller's 
commentary the thing that is being "sold"? Or some sort of merchandise on her 
site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She was using a PayPal donation button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449705 36530 753 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 3:35:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/752/8448952" target=_blank>#752</A> joelr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FWIW, PayPal geeked. Whether it was because of pressure, or because, upon 
further reflection, they decided that they'd made a bad decision, I dunno. 
Probably both.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope, they didn't. They told Geller to remove their logos and donation forms, 
and she has done that. From my point of view, she's the one who 
"caved."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444224 36531 2 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 4:30:04pm  
 
<P>Yeah, it's a very common type of Motorola set-top box. Used all over the 
US.</P> 
<P>It turned out to be the third Motorola choice in the IR Blaster setup 
screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444239 36531 4 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 4:35:56pm  
 
<P>This Motorola box has all kinds of inputs and outputs that come with no 
explanation. What are you supposed to do with those two FireWire 400 ports? 
What's on the USB lines? And what's up with that mini-CD drive on the right 
front? It also has video and USB inputs on the front for some reason...</P> 
<P>It's like a vision of expandability gone a little wacky, because I don't 
think there are actually devices that can use any of these 
ports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444279 36531 11 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 4:55:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8444274" target=_blank>#10</A> Virginia 
Plain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is another way to rip videos to be put on youtube, 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, er, it, uh, could be used for that, I suppose...</P> 
<P>HD Boston Pops doing the Star-Spangled Banner now. Final approach to tip-
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444315 36531 16 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:12:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8444285" target=_blank>#14</A> 
MagnaniomousCoward</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, on my MacBook Pro, I spent some time calibrating the colour and gamma 
values. Under the old setting, I thought compression artifacts were too visible 
in low-quality videos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can play with video settings of the EyeTV HD in the preferences pane -- 
the default looks pretty great though, and I haven't messed with any of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444371 36531 22 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:31:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8444362" target=_blank>#21</A> Jerk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That <A 
href="http://www.elgato.com/elgato/na/mainmenu/products/software/EyeTV-
app.en.html" target=_blank>iPhone app</A> on their website looks great. 
Streaming 3G will definitely be the future in this stuff.</P> 



<P>I have heard that some people just pay the extra per month to have an 
additional set top box only for use with their Slingbox, which is actually not a 
bad idea at all. It wouldn't disturb the main TV.</P> 
<P>Also, I agree that TiVO continues to be a joke. As soon as I first saw that 
there was an app by Roxio just to <EM>convert</EM> your recordings, I knew it 
was something to stay away from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had mixed results with the iPhone Live TV app with my iPhone 3G. I 
suspect it needs a 3GS or better to work well -- the 3G's 802.11g wireless 
struggles to keep up.</P> 
<P>I haven't configured my router to allow 3G access yet -- I'll experiment with 
it one of these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446175 36531 30 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 12:03:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8444794" target=_blank>#27</A> OIFVet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those of us who have decided that $70 for channels we don't watch is just 
not useful, the over-the-air HD in most cities (I live ~60 miles from the 
digital stations in Denver, CO) suffices for network television.</P> 
<P>The remainder is made up through hulu, or individual channel's streaming over 
the Internet.</P> 
<P>The nice point of alternative solutions is that you can record the content, 
and watch it ANYWHERE, restriction free, in the original quality (which any of 
the pay-tv-providers reduces greatly (I used to work for one, I've seen first-
hand what they do)). Sling gets close, and is a cool product, but you still 
suffer the downgrade in quality (even for "HD" channels, they really aren't true 
HD).</P> 
<P>The average consumer won't care, and will be happy to shell out the $70 for 
the package and the $5 or $10 for the HD and the $5 for the "rental" of the set 
top box. I am not the average consumer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a broadcast HD receiver for my Mac too -- the Miglia TV/Mini HD. But I 
moved last year and there's no reception in my new location, even with an 
antenna that I was using previously in my old place. I might be able to get it 
again if I installed an outdoor antenna, but at that point the expense and 
hassle isn't really worth it.</P> 
<P>Channel selection was very limited with over the air HD too. But when it 
worked it was great.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444306 36532 4 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:08:42pm  
 
<P>Ooh, Celtics jump ahead by 4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444309 36532 5 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:09:36pm  
 
<P>Rondo takes it to 6.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444319 36532 11 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:13:08pm  
 
<P>Great move by Kobe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444323 36532 12 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:14:03pm  
 



<P>Lotta shooting, not much scoring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444338 36532 16 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8444328" target=_blank>#14</A> OldnGrumpy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like Charles has a basketball jones.</P> 
<P>No I won't post the video,some people think its racist ,even though Cheech 
and Chong are about as far from racist as anyone can get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew some of the musicians who played on that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444347 36532 18 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:20:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8444342" target=_blank>#17</A> OldnGrumpy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cheech and Chong-VocalsCarol King-Background VocalsGeorge Harrison-Rythm and 
Lead? GuitarKlaus Voorman-BassJim Keltner-DrumsBilly Preston-Background Vocals 
and Keyboards</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Played several sessions with Jim Keltner -- there were also some background 
singers on the track that I knew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444352 36532 20 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:22:46pm  
 
<P>As usual, not much getting settled in the first quarter.</P> 
<P>Wouldn't be surprised to see this one go all the way down to the wire 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444390 36532 38 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:42:16pm  
 
<P>Great pass from Big Baby!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444411 36532 56 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:58:19pm  
 
<P>They're going to be neck and neck at half time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444415 36532 59 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 5:59:28pm  
 
<P>Wow, did Gasol tip that one in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444421 36532 65 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 6:04:08pm  
 
<P>Gasol is ice cold tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444448 36532 91 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 6:16:31pm  
 
<P>Not to brag or anything, but I've been lucky enough to work with a lot of the 
world's best drummers. Partial list: Billy Cobham, Vinnie Colaiuta, Harvey 
Mason, Jim Keltner, Leon Ndugu Chancler, Michael Baker, Steve Gadd, Ricky 
Lawson, Jeff Porcaro, and many other percussion monsters.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08444458 36532 101 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 6:21:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8444455" target=_blank>#98</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<P>Billy Cobham played drums on "Life is Just a Game," on Stanley Clarke's 
"School Days" album.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444529 36532 170 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 6:58:15pm  
 
<P>This fourth quarter is going to be intense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444547 36532 187 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:07:41pm  
 
<P>This is pretty funny:</P> 
<P><A href="http://loonpond.blogspot.com/2010/06/tim-blair-little-green-
footballs-and.html" target=_blank>loon pond: Tim Blair, little green footballs, 
and maintaining a purity of line ...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444571 36532 210 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:20:16pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>Did Pamela Geller really link to my post about her PayPal craziness like 
this?</P> 
<P>Yes, she really did.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ081E49C1.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ081E49C1.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ081E49C1.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444611 36532 250 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:33:15pm  
 
<P>Lakers can still come back, but they'll need luck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444617 36532 256 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:34:46pm  
 
<P>Three free throws, yeah. That's the kind of luck I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444621 36532 260 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:35:43pm  
 
<P>Nails them all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444631 36532 270 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:38:42pm  
 
<P>Did that ball hit the rim?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444644 36532 283 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:41:20pm  
 
<P>Lakers could still pull it out.</P> 
<P>Artest fouled.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08444654 36532 293 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:42:41pm  
 
<P>Critical misses by Artest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444678 36532 316 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:47:16pm  
 
<P>Pretty much over now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08444687 36532 325 Charles Sun, Jun 13, 2010 7:49:58pm  
 
<P>Totally over now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445629 36533 735 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 8:57:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/8445541" target=_blank>#648</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Youtube has pinned the View counter at 328 for some unknown reason...</P> 
<P>Any guesses why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please find out how YouTube works. There's no liberal conspiracy here. 
YouTube caches the view counters, and sometimes doesn't update for hours. It's 
not unusual at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445641 36533 747 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:04:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/743/8445637" target=_blank>#743</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have my doubts based on these things: The raw video has a higher hit count 
than the popular one... the oldest comment mentioning the pinned counter are 
over three hours old.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, the most popular page has them at #4 already. That seems 
to be updating in a timely manner.</P> 
<P>Maybe Google should hire you, because you're a hell of a lot better at 
writing code that updates on the fly. And that's not a facetious 
comment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're just being silly. This is the kind of paranoid speculation that makes 
the right look bad.</P> 
<P>YouTube's video counters are cached. There's no conspiracy. 
Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445646 36533 752 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:07:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/740/8445634" target=_blank>#740</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>I haven't watched the video yet, but I have very serious doubts about it 
already because it comes from Andrew Breitbart, who has shown himself to be a 
psycho who distorts the truth. If he said the sky was blue I would have to 
double-check it.</P> 
<P>He does not deserve the automatic credit he gets from the right. Any story he 
pushes should be considered very suspect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08445662 36533 768 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:13:59am  
 
<P>By the way, I keep getting emails through the contact form from people I've 
never heard from before, telling me I should link to a bogus video from 2009, 
and claiming it shows heavy weapons being taken off the Gaza flotilla ships.</P> 
<P>I strongly suspect this is a deliberate effort to get me to link to a bogus 
story that can then be used to discredit my posts about the Reuters 
pictures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445669 36533 775 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:15:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/755/8445649" target=_blank>#755</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's my take on the videos. At 0:12 of this video...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>That camera is very close to the congressman's face. The kids were being 
annoying, not asking serious questions and were probably being fairly agressive 
trying to imitate ambush journalism. My guess is the camera was just a few 
inches from the congressman's face and he felt threatened. Also the kids seem 
very concerned with their privacy. They won't identify themselves to the 
congressman and they even go to the effort to blur out their faces in the video. 
They might just be stupid kids but they also seem very interested in hiding 
their identity for some unknown reason.</P> 
<P>That being said, the congressman should have either walked past or done the 
interview but to stay and have a confrontation was probably not the best 
decision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's another huge outrage that turns out to be pretty much nothing. The 
congressman probably overreacted, but those kids were being very aggressive and 
asking stalkerish questions like "Do you support the Obama Agenda?" What the 
hell is that supposed to mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445672 36533 778 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:16:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/774/8445668" target=_blank>#774</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here, I have to disagree with you Charles. Yes, the source is suspect, and he 
has a agenda that encourages distortion, but just because we know that, does not 
mean the broken watch is not right twice a day.Some on right won't look at facts 
presented from you, and dismiss it out of hand, but we should not do the same 
from sources we are not fond of.If the video is accurate, the Congressman 
screwed up, and I see no reason why the source of the story changes 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say you should dismiss it out of hand, I said you should be very 
suspicious about videos coming from Breitbart. And you should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445701 36533 806 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:31:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/787/8445681" target=_blank>#787</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/776/8445670" target=_blank>#776</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 



<P>My guess is that the congressman tried to stop to answer their questions but 
the kids got too excited and were holding the camera too close to his face and 
they refused to go through the formality of identifying themselves. They screwed 
up the interview but the congressman should have just walked 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he should have just walked away. Instead, he gave Breitbart exactly what 
he was looking for. Not smart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445705 36533 810 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:32:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/805/8445700" target=_blank>#805</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wingnuts are revolting...<A 
href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/06/alabama-tea-partier-defends-
gather-your-armies-tv-ad-video.php?ref=fpa" target=_blank>Alabama Tea Partier 
Defends 'Gather Your Armies' TV Ad (VIDEO)</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. What a psychotic advertisement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445715 36533 819 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 9:41:18am  
 
<P>I just watched the Breitbart version of the video, and it's radically edited. 
There's no doubt the congressman behaved poorly, but that video is biased 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445790 36533 841 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 10:09:24am  
 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/06/dem-rep-apologizes-for-
video-of-him-roughing-up-college-student.php" target=_blank>Dem Rep Apologizes 
For Video Of Him Roughing Up College Student</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Washington, DC, Jun 14 - U.S. Rep. Bob Etheridge (D-Lillington) released the 
following statement on the viral video which appeared on the internet today:</P> 
<P>"I have seen the video posted on several blogs. I deeply and profoundly 
regret my reaction and I apologize to all involved. Throughout my many years of 
service to the people of North Carolina, I have always tried to treat people 
from all viewpoints with respect. No matter how intrusive and partisan our 
politics can become, this does not justify a poor response. I have and I will 
always work to promote a civil public discourse."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08445830 36533 847 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 10:29:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/845/8445816" target=_blank>#845</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I'm talking about. Douchebag VH leaves puddle of wingnutty piss 
all over the overnight, drives off good people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He won't be doing that any more.</P> 
<P>Any time I have to delete dozens of abusive insulting comments by someone, 
I'm just going to block their account. I don't need to wake up to a bunch of 
stupid busywork to clean up other people's messes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08445793 36534 55 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 10:10:19am  
 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/06/dem-rep-apologizes-for-
video-of-him-roughing-up-college-student.php" target=_blank>Dem Rep Apologizes 
For Video Of Him Roughing Up College Student</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Washington, DC, Jun 14 - U.S. Rep. Bob Etheridge (D-Lillington) released the 
following statement on the viral video which appeared on the internet today:</P> 
<P>"I have seen the video posted on several blogs. I deeply and profoundly 
regret my reaction and I apologize to all involved. Throughout my many years of 
service to the people of North Carolina, I have always tried to treat people 
from all viewpoints with respect. No matter how intrusive and partisan our 
politics can become, this does not justify a poor response. I have and I will 
always work to promote a civil public discourse."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Compare and contrast with Rick Barber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448583 36534 481 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:04:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/8448540" target=_blank>#480</A> truthin</EM></P> 
<P>Your brand of hatred and bigotry is not welcome at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446233 36535 15 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 12:23:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8446224" target=_blank>#12</A> OldnGrumpy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still not adding Gaza to my vacation-spot list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the saddest parts of this whole miserable story is that Gaza really 
could be a premium tourist destination -- the beaches are exceptional.</P> 
<P>If not for Hamas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446502 36536 9 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 1:36:36pm  
 
<P>Politicians should start carrying Flip video recorders to make their own 
videos, so these little shits can't stay anonymous. That's not journalism, it's 
stalking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446519 36536 16 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 1:40:24pm  
 
<P>I don't see anything insulting about <A 
href="http://content.usatoday.com/communities/greenhouse/post/2010/06/obama-
gulf-oil-spill-echoes-911/1" target=_blank>Obama's comments</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obama says the Gulf oil disaster "echoes 9/11" because it will 
change the nation's psyche for years to come, according to an interview with 
POLITICO, a news outlet.</P> 
<P>"In the same way that our view of our vulnerabilities and our foreign policy 
was shaped profoundly by 9/11," the president said Friday in the Oval Office 
interview. "I think this disaster is going to shape how we think about the 
environment and energy for many years to come."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446640 36536 115 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 2:16:00pm  



 
<P>Nobody filed any complaints against Etheridge for assault. That fact speaks 
volumes about the motivation of these "students."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08446908 36536 380 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 3:31:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/8446901" target=_blank>#373</A> dsch_tw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Elected officials should not be getting into fights with someone questioning 
them. The term "Obama agenda" might have sounded provocative, for some reason, 
but so what? You think there are mitigating circumstances for a Democratic 
Congressman to punch out a US citizen in the street? If it was a Republican, 
you'd be calling him an unhinged wingnut. Sorry, doesn't pass the smell test. If 
Etheridge was suspicious that it was some kind of a setup, he just should have 
said, "I'm outta here" and kept his hands to himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. Was there something unclear about my post? I don't support what he 
did one bit, and I said so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447350 36536 465 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 5:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/8447337" target=_blank>#464</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assault, Assault and Battery, and Assault with Intent to Commit Bodily Harm. 
And thats just the available criminal charges, civil suit will be on the way 
too. What an arrogant ass, obviously used to getting his way physically in 
private, here's betting there will be others coming forward who were assaulted 
without benefit of cameras being on.</P> 
<P>Forget about higher office, I doubt he will last the year after this. Another 
scalp.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they would have to actually file charges for that to happen. But they 
haven't. Wonder why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447953 36536 470 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 8:39:04pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/8447826" target=_blank>#468</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he didn't. But this is the stupid talking point for the day, so they all 
need to parrot it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448590 36536 474 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:07:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/8448452" target=_blank>#473</A> Mauser</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to correct my point in the earlier thread.</P> 
<P>Now the counter is stuck in the 1.5 million views range... :-
)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe next time you won't just dismiss what I say about these 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08446969 36537 17 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 3:46:23pm  
 
<P>I just got served a Goldline ad by Google Adsense. Talk about your context 
recognition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447417 36538 25 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 5:45:53pm  
 
<P>When last seen at LGF, Oklahoma Republicans were trying to pass a law that 
would force women who have abortions to undergo an invasive ultrasound 
procedure: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36234_Oklahoma_Gov._Vetoes_GOP_Ant
i-Choice_Bill_Requiring_Unnecessary_Invasive_Procedure" target=_blank>Oklahoma 
Gov. Vetoes GOP Anti-Choice Bill Requiring Unnecessary Invasive 
Procedure</A>.</P> 
<P>So they obviously know a misogynistic, repressive legal system when they see 
one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447574 36538 143 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 6:29:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8447564" target=_blank>#133</A> sandbox</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447642 36538 209 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 7:04:23pm  
 
<P>It's hard for me to express how weary I am of people who think the solution 
to every problem is to deport 'em all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447684 36538 251 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 7:18:33pm  
 
<P>Sharia's gonna jump out of the bushes and gitcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447689 36538 256 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 7:19:37pm  
 
<P>I seem to have much more faith in the American system of guaranteed freedoms 
than a lot of right wingers do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447698 36538 265 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 7:22:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/8447693" target=_blank>#260</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably because you have more faith in the current administration that they 
will uphold those guaranteed freedoms.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I forgot about the evil Obama. You're right. Excuse me while I install some 
more locks on the door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08447706 36538 273 Charles Mon, Jun 14, 2010 7:23:43pm  
 
<P>It's not easy being constantly doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08448571 36538 707 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 9:59:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/8448567" target=_blank>#706</A> truthin</EM></P> 
<P>And if you think sharia law is ever going to be accepted in America, you're 
hallucinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448577 36538 708 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:02:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/703/8448313" target=_blank>#703</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Texas already has Sharia law. It's accomplished using existing arbitration 
laws. This is the way that Sharia was introduced into New Jersey, Minnesota, 
etc.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.2ndcoa.courts.state.tx.us/opinions/HTMLopinion.asp?OpinionID=14
601" target=_blank>Court endorsed Sharia judgement in Texas</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Texas does NOT have "sharia law." That court ruling doesn't say anything 
like what you pictured it as saying. The cases in question had written 
arbitration agreements which were ruled binding under <EM>existing Texas 
law</EM>. This has nothing to do with "sharia." It has to do with the legality 
of written arbitration agreements.</P> 
<P>Good grief. Paranoia strikes deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448587 36538 709 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:06:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/706/8448567" target=_blank>#706</A> truthin</EM></P> 
<P>Why is it that people who register usernames with the word "truth" in them 
are almost invariably giant flaming assholes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449118 36538 714 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/712/8449064" target=_blank>#712</A> 
ExCamelJockey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's not split hairs here. I provided the link for a reason. My statements 
were factual. You can "picture" it however you like.</P> 
<P>The panel of arbitrators in this case would have decided this issue 
"according to the Islamic rules of law by Texas Islamic Court". It's in the 
attached link.</P> 
<P>So you have Sharia law, deciding a legal dispute, in Texas, and the outcome 
is legally binding. That sounds like Sharia law in Texas to me.</P> 
<P>PS Make sure you have twice as many females as males to give testimony to 
that arbitration panel just so to keep the outcome honest (Koran 
2:282).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only reason the written arbitration agreement was accepted was because it 
did not violate any of Texas' or the federal government's laws. This is not the 
camel's nose in the tent. The more extreme aspects of sharia law are never going 
to be tolerated in the United States, and I suggest you ought to have a little 
more faith in our democratic government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08449120 36538 715 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/8449106" target=_blank>#713</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<P>There are already laws against all of those things. There's no need for any 
further legislation based on a foolish fear-driven anti-Islam 
premise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449159 36538 718 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:06:34pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449253 36538 724 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/8449235" target=_blank>#721</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<P>Look out. I think there's a Muslim under your bed right now trying to impose 
sharia law on your dust bunnies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449359 36538 731 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 2:11:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/729/8449335" target=_blank>#729</A> n2stox</EM></P> 
<P>Because I'm not in a panic that sharia law is going to take over and we're 
going to see beheadings at the local shopping mall, that means I'm just like 
Daily Kos?</P> 
<P>Whatever. See ya.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448530 36539 370 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 9:35:52am  
 
<P>By the way, antisemitism is really becoming fashionable on the right again. 
Since the Gaza flotilla I've been seeing a steady stream of hateful comments 
about Israel and Jews on Twitter's "Top Conservatives on Twitter" list 
(#tcot).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448652 36540 27 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:31:31am  
 
<P>I just got yet another email trying to get me to link to a bogus video from 
2009, claiming that it shows heavy weapons on the Gaza flotilla.</P> 
<P>This is really starting to look like a deliberate disinformation 
campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448664 36540 36 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:33:24am  
 
<P>Also, I really don't think I could have been any clearer that I do not 
support Bob Etheridge's physical confrontation with the phony interviewer, but 
I'm STILL getting hate mail over the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448671 36540 41 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:35:16am  
 
<P>#tcot morons are now advocating repealing the 14th amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08448673 36540 43 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:35:59am  
 
<P>I need to close that #tcot window. The steady stream of deranged hateful 
comments is beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448680 36540 50 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:37:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8448676" target=_blank>#46</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not, they may truly believe it's not fake. I've seen it discussed as a 
fact on some blogs, ignoring all the evidence to the contray.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The video's not really a fake, it's just from a completely different 
smuggling incident in 2009.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448701 36540 67 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8448697" target=_blank>#65</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repealing the entire 14th Amendment is overkill. How about seeing if a few 
updates to Section 1 could be ratified:</P> 
<P>Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject 
to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State 
wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge 
the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any 
State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of 
law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the 
laws.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. You go ahead and try to get those clauses removed. Let me know how much 
luck you have.</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448704 36540 70 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:48:46am  
 
<P>Well, Rand Paul opened the door, and it's now apparently OK for conservatives 
to start talking about revoking citizenship rights for children born in the 
US.</P> 
<P>*facepalm*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448714 36540 80 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 10:51:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8448709" target=_blank>#75</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure it's bogus? I thought it was real.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean "bogus" in the sense that it doesn't show the Gaza flotilla. It's a 
completely different smuggling incident more than a year ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448756 36540 120 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:07:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8448748" target=_blank>#112</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh boy, get ready for the media rollercoaster folks. Drudge and Star magazine 
are reporting info that Gore had an affair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch the global warming deniers freak out over this one. They'll be unable 
to resist trying to tie it to the climate change issue, which will lead to some 
incredibly comical craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448762 36540 126 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:10:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8448742" target=_blank>#106</A> kreyagg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does everyone seem to look at the Immigrants as the problem with illegal 
immigration? Why don't the suggested solutions ever include really (cripplingly) 
punishing the businesses that hire them?</P> 
<P>Why not auction off all of the assets of a company found guilty of illegally 
hiring non-documented individuals?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, one reason is because such measures would probably destroy the 
economies of several states.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448788 36540 151 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:16:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8448774" target=_blank>#137</A> kreyagg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's ok to profit and support our economy allowing the exploitation of the 
brown people?Heaven forbid American citizens have to pick cabbage and work in 
restaurants, think of all the labor laws that would have to be 
enforced!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, of course, I didn't say that. Just pointing out a reality that has to 
be dealt with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449153 36540 209 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:05:01pm  
 
<P>It's because spaces are inserted into long runs of characters, to prevent 
having the page get really wide in some browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448845 36541 19 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:29:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8448818" target=_blank>#6</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Michael McDonald is freaking awesome in that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448903 36541 69 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:45:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8448884" target=_blank>#51</A> casey1</EM></P> 
<P>How many accounts did you register anyway?</P> 
<P>Oh, that's right -- you can't answer now. Never mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448909 36541 74 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:46:48am  
 
<P>I had a feeling this topic would bring out a few more 
lurkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08448941 36541 97 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 11:57:05am  
 
<P>The wingnuts are all retweeting the message that "Debbie Schlussel has gone 
'Charles Johnson'".</P> 
<P>Which I seriously doubt, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08448987 36541 133 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:12:03pm  
 
<P>The bickering stops now, or I'll begin giving timeouts.</P> 
<P>I'm tired of this crap. If you can't refrain from diving into the gutter and 
making arguments personal, you'd better take a break and let your temper cool 
down, because I'm reaching the limit of how much of this I'll put up 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449203 36541 148 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8449146" target=_blank>#147</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P><EM>...rimshot...</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449016 36542 23 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:23:52pm  
 
<P>I think I'm going to add some disemvoweling code for offensive 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449033 36542 40 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:31:36pm  
 
<P>I was curious about Beck's book, so I went to Amazon and started reading the 
first pages.</P> 
<P>Could definitely be a contender in the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bulwer%E2%80%93Lytton_Fiction_Contest" 
target=_blank>Bulwer-Lytton fiction contest</A>.</P> 
<P>Seriously, his writing is painfully awful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449039 36542 46 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:34:02pm  
 
 
 
<P>"Eli Churchill had enough time left to begin a quiet prayer but not enough to 
end it. His final appeal was interrupted by a silenced gunshot, and a .357 semi-
jacketed hollow point was the last thing to go through his mind."</P> 
<P>What a hoot!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449054 36542 59 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:37:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8449052" target=_blank>#57</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have I been using too many swears? Sorry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nah, I don't care about swearing. This would be for the comments from sock 
puppets, sleepers, and tweakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449065 36542 69 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:39:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8449062" target=_blank>#67</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Atlas Pffed."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Atlas Queefed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449123 36542 120 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 12:56:40pm  
 
<P>And now we have sleepers showing up in the Oklahoma thread who are terrified 
that sharia law is coming to the US and has to be banned before it's too 
late.</P> 
<P>Argh. One of those days, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449168 36542 154 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8449164" target=_blank>#150</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where does Beck's idiotic "14th amendment was just supposed to be for the 
kids of freed slaves" argument stem from? It sounds a little too clever for him 
to think up on his own.</P> 
<P>Anyone know?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a very common argument among white supremacists and neo-
Confederates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449206 36543 15 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 1:25:34pm  
 
<P>In fairness, I note that the audio clip ends rather abruptly, and it's 
possible she said something more after "take Harry Reid out."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449402 36544 24 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 2:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8449392" target=_blank>#20</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phil is one of my hero's..Just the other day he posted a picture of his 
buddy's skydiver teams in a circle flying towards the Earth.. In the Background 
in the distance was the Shuttle breaking through the clouds carrying the Hubble 
into Space...Phil worked for 10 years on the Hubble...The Man is a freaking 
genius..And a good man</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shiplord Kirel posted the link in his LGF Page:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/215824_Diving_into_and_out_of_the_sky
" target=_blank>LGF Pages - Diving into and out of the sky (Shuttle Discovery 
with Skydivers, 1990)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449408 36544 28 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 2:20:37pm  
 



<P>Oops, I see that SK linked to Phil's post. Never mind!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449714 36544 208 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 3:38:26pm  
 
<P>By the way, Pamela Geller was claiming that "Paypal caved" yesterday -- but 
if you check out her site, you'll notice that she no longer has Paypal logos or 
donation forms. That's what Paypal told her she had to do, as a person who 
"promotes hate."</P> 
<P>She now has a different pay service on her site.</P> 
<P>In reality, it's Geller who "caved." She's cleverly trying to paint it as a 
win, but it's another creepy little dodge from the shrieking harpy. If she had 
actually "won" anything, she'd be triumphantly putting the Paypal logos 
back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449806 36544 299 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 3:57:52pm  
 
<P>Lakers-Celtics coming up at 6. Obama address on BP spill at 
5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449828 36544 320 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:02:17pm  
 
<P>Oh, and the Disemvoweler is now ready to wreak terrible havoc, if need 
be.</P> 
<P>I'll test it with a mock stalker's flounce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449844 36544 336 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:04:20pm  
 
<P>Y flthy lftst hm! knw y wr nthng bt trnsntnl prgrssv trnz hm qr gy fggt! 
Fnlly, y shwd yr tr drwnst clrs, y hm fggt. Hw d y lk lckng Kllgr Trt's blls, gy 
fgt! !!1lvn</P> 
<P>'ll pry fr y t cm t yr snss bfr y brn n trnl trmnt, gy hm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449849 36544 341 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:04:53pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449860 36544 352 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:07:51pm  
 
<P>Sorry, I was forced to disemvowel you, Walter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449870 36544 362 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:09:39pm  
 
<P>I deleted and brought those comments back, so you'd see the horror of their 
disemvowelment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449878 36544 370 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:10:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8449872" target=_blank>#364</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What on earth is going on here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing a new troll-mocking tool. Disemvowelment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449902 36544 393 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:15:02pm  
 
<P>The Javascript code to do it is pretty simple. Using jQuery:</P> 
<P>$(textarea).val(thetext.replace(/[a|e|i|o|u]/gi, ”));</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449908 36544 399 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:17:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/8449907" target=_blank>#398</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a keeper, thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also have to strip out the HTML tags first, I should mention. Javascript code 
for that:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://phpjs.org/functions/strip_tags:535" 
target=_blank>phpjs.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08449925 36544 415 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 4:22:30pm  
 
<P>The disemvoweling function in Javascript, triggered by a click event:</P> 
<P>function Disemvowel() {&nbsp;&nbsp;var textarea = $('textarea#comment'), 
thetext = strip_tags($(textarea).val());&nbsp;&nbsp;$(textarea).val( 
thetext.replace(/[a|e|i|o|u]/ig, ”) );&nbsp;&nbsp;return false;}</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454774 36544 519 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 11:09:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/518/8452976" target=_blank>#518</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>Absolutely, 100% false. The Constitution is derived from Enlightenment 
values, not religious ones, and your attempt at historical revisionism is 
pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450035 36545 11 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:04:51pm  
 
<P>Embedded video now added above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450122 36545 96 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:16:53pm  
 
<P>Uh, it's a little difficult to claim that George W. Bush was in any way 
forward-looking when it came to energy policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450134 36545 108 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:18:16pm  
 
<P>Is that a picture of Mao Tse-Tong behind him?!!??</P> 
<P>Oh no, wait. That's the presidential seal. Looked all commie-like for a 
second.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08450140 36545 114 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:19:34pm  
 
<P>If that was supposed to be a rallying cry for alternative energy development, 
though, it was good but not especially memorable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450155 36545 129 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:21:47pm  
 
<P>Now comes Robert Gibbs and the lightning round.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450162 36545 136 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:22:33pm  
 
<P>Olbermann's bagging on Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450172 36545 146 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:23:51pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is bagging too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450176 36545 150 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:24:23pm  
 
<P>Obama's getting it from all directions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450208 36545 182 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:30:41pm  
 
<P>OK, I can't wait for Robert Gibbs to get off the pot any more. There's a game 
starting soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450250 36545 223 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:37:56pm  
 
<P>Gibbs is going to have the lowest audience ever for a White House Q&amp;A, 
against the Lakers-Celtics game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450262 36545 235 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:40:20pm  
 
<P>Lakers have to win 2 to take the championship.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450270 36545 243 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:41:45pm  
 
<P>If Boston wins, it's over for the Lakers. It's do or die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450317 36545 290 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:51:34pm  
 
<P>Mac OS 10.6.4 update released...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.versiontracker.com/dyn/moreinfo/macosx/29147" 
target=_blank>www.versiontracker.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450332 36545 304 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:53:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/8450330" target=_blank>#302</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What channel is the game on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ABC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450339 36545 311 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 5:54:43pm  
 
<P>Christina Aguilera singing the anthem.</P> 
<P>Thread coming up in 5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450392 36546 5 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:03:14pm  
 
<P>I will make no attempt to hide that I am blatantly biased in favor of the 
Lakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450413 36546 17 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:06:58pm  
 
<P>Kobe Bryant is looking at his legacy in this series. If he has any hope of 
equaling Michael Jordan's record, he's got to win two more 
championships.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450472 36546 44 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:16:35pm  
 
<P>The audio feed from ABC's commentators has an annoying short echo effect on 
it. Sounds like they're in Charles Barkley's bathroom. What up wit 
dat?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450486 36546 52 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:19:17pm  
 
<P>First quarter's meaningless unless the Lakers grab a really big lead.</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8450483" target=_blank>#50</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be your audio settings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Other channels are fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450554 36546 82 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:37:45pm  
 
<P>Lakers are taking that major lead I was just talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450561 36546 84 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:38:36pm  
 
<P>Odom field goal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450563 36546 85 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:38:55pm  
 
<P>Ray Allen wild shot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450566 36546 87 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:39:06pm  



 
<P>Lakers by 12.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450577 36546 94 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:41:33pm  
 
<P>Wallace losing his cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450580 36546 96 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:42:03pm  
 
<P>Lakers by 13.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450582 36546 97 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:42:16pm  
 
<P>Lakers by 14.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450588 36546 101 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:43:25pm  
 
<P>There's hamburger all over the court!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450646 36546 135 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:55:37pm  
 
<P>Whoa. 20 points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450647 36546 136 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 6:56:19pm  
 
<P>Lakers are on fire tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450670 36546 146 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:01:26pm  
 
<P>Lakers are dominating - 22!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450690 36546 157 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:06:02pm  
 
<P>Allen cannot hit tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450704 36546 169 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:09:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8450696" target=_blank>#163</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he has 13 pts ... he is the only celtic that is hitting</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that tells you why they're behind by 20.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450714 36546 174 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:11:07pm  
 
<P>20 points at the half. Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08450805 36546 216 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:32:40pm  
 
<P>Perkins is out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450848 36546 236 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:41:29pm  
 
<P>Whoa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450852 36546 239 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:42:25pm  
 
<P>Celtics keep missing inside shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450876 36546 254 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:46:39pm  
 
<P>Wow! That was ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450878 36546 256 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:47:31pm  
 
<P>What a play.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450905 36546 268 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:52:39pm  
 
<P>Augh! Time Warner Cable suddenly went down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450914 36546 276 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:54:34pm  
 
<P>Time Warner, why hast thou forsaken me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450930 36546 289 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:57:19pm  
 
<P>Time Warner phone service is out too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450940 36546 297 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 7:59:06pm  
 
<P>Wow. Time Warner cable in LA is having serious problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450946 36546 302 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:00:51pm  
 
<P>Welp, looks like I might miss the rest of the game, along with a lot of 
people in LA.</P> 
<P>I'm getting the message: "due to high call volume, your call cannot be 
completed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450954 36546 309 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:02:13pm  
 
<P>Just came back.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08450959 36546 313 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:03:23pm  
 
<P>What's the score?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450963 36546 317 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:03:58pm  
 
<P>Whoa - 76-51.</P> 
<P>This is turning into a rout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08450978 36546 329 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:08:04pm  
 
<P>Unreal. 78-51.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451022 36546 353 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:16:55pm  
 
<P>Celtics missing layup after easy layup. Pitiful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451053 36546 372 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:26:18pm  
 
<P>Hoo. 25 up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451054 36546 373 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:26:33pm  
 
<P>And Ray Allen ... misses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451065 36546 381 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:30:04pm  
 
<P>This is so over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451084 36546 393 Charles Tue, Jun 15, 2010 8:38:59pm  
 
<P>Lakers SMASH!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451733 36547 429 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 8:54:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/8451684" target=_blank>#382</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/uk/British-soldiers-
heckled-by-Muslim-war-protesters/articleshow/6054579.cms" target=_blank>A group 
of Muslim protesters heckled British soldiers and brandished placards opposing 
the war in Afghanistan during a homecoming parade for troops in east 
London.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and the counter-demonstration featured Pamela Geller's friends, the 
skinheads and thugs of the English Defense League, who love it when Islamic 
extremists do this stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08451735 36547 431 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 8:55:26am  
 
<P>By the way, the reason I created the LGF Pages feature was for people to post 
links there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451759 36547 455 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 9:08:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8451757" target=_blank>#453</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>I posted that article yesterday in LGF Pages. (Ahem.)</P> 
<P>And the "pork parties" are a tactic of French fascists, by the way, before 
you applaud them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451766 36547 462 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 9:12:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/8451763" target=_blank>#459</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No matter who is sponsoring those parties, I've been to some of the more 
ethnically mixed neighborhoods out side of the Paris periphery, and that kind of 
gathering would certainly be nothing more than trying to cause a riot... they 
should be stopped for that... stupid assed people...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but it DOES matter who's sponsoring these parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451828 36548 41 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 9:40:58am  
 
<P>The latest troll technique seems to be to go to older threads and leave stink 
bombs at the end, hoping to get the last word. If you see me leaving the last 
comment on a bunch of threads, this is why. I've blocked two of these jerks 
already today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451830 36548 42 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 9:42:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8451825" target=_blank>#38</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I agree -- the cost is almost certainly going to be well over 
$100B.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451872 36548 71 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 10:02:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8451871" target=_blank>#70</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dropping a trollish comment on an old (and mostly dead) thread doesn't seem 
like that big a deal to me. I don't go back more than a few threads, and usually 
only to see if someone might have responded to me and I missed 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's kind of a big deal when the comment calls for machine gunning 
people crossing the border illegally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451884 36548 81 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 10:10:51am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8451877" target=_blank>#75</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was a questionable one at True/Slant, but I thought you were 
moderating-before-posting the comments over there, so I didn't report it. Same 
article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not moderating TrueSlant comments, so feel free to report anything that I 
should see over there.</P> 
<P>My anti-Israel buddy Justin St. Giles Payne is carrying his grudge into the 
EyeTV review thread -- and that complete raving asshole Mark Adomanis is going 
to other TrueSlant blogs and posting outrageous smears against me.</P> 
<P>SSDD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451889 36548 85 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 10:12:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8451883" target=_blank>#80</A> 
fiveonefive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BP changed their name from British Petroleum 10 years ago. I think it's very 
bad taste to purposely use the old name.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did not know that. Since you informed me so courteously, I've edited the 
post to use the approved name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451910 36548 104 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 10:20:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8451905" target=_blank>#99</A> 
Fiveonefive</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's not the name of the company. And calling it by the ten year old 
incorrect name "British Petroleum" is kind of nationalistic and general bad 
taste IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. I just told you I was not aware the name had been changed. But go 
ahead and continue being dreadfully offended if you like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08451955 36548 144 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 10:29:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/8451945" target=_blank>#134</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So using the full name that the acronym still ostensibly stands for 
is an anti-British thing? Thats a huge stretch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Age of the Easily Offended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452083 36548 271 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 11:02:36am  
 
<P>Ugh. Installed the latest Flash player from Adobe that's supposed to fix some 
security problems, and it's giving me nothing but problems.</P> 
<P>Now I'm going to have to reinstall the older version. Thanks again, 
Adobe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452128 36548 316 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 11:18:17am  
 



<P>I just realized there's a company named American Standard that makes ... 
toilets. I find that incredibly offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452244 36549 38 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 12:33:38pm  
 
<P>Wow, installing that latest Flash player really hosed my system. I tried to 
restart and it hung up; now it's even hanging up starting in Safe Boot mode.</P> 
<P>What have you done, Adobe? What have you done?</P> 
<P>I have a bootable backup that's updated nightly, of course, so I can restore 
from that if I have to. But what a pain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452264 36549 57 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 12:54:00pm  
 
<P>Started up from the backup drive, and now I'm running Disk 
Warrior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452274 36549 64 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 12:56:47pm  
 
<P>If you have a Mac the one hard drive utility you really should have a copy of 
is DiskWarrior. Fixes things nothing else can fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452277 36549 67 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 12:58:01pm  
 
<P>We'll see if it can fix whatever Adobe's latest Flash player upgrade did to 
my file system. Safe Boot runs the Unix fsck utility, so whatever happened was 
beyond that one's ability to fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452282 36549 72 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 1:00:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8452278" target=_blank>#68</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<P>I had no major problems with the Safari 5 upgrade - been running it for 
several days. This happened when I installed the latest Flash 
Player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452311 36549 96 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 1:18:48pm  
 
<P>DiskWarrior comes through again. I rebuilt the directory and replaced it with 
DW, restarted, and everything seems to be working again. Even the newest Flash 
Player works.</P> 
<P>I don't know for sure that installing Flash Player was the problem -- but my 
system got very flaky immediately after installing Flash Player. Bugs in the 
installer, maybe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452358 36550 2 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 1:53:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8452351" target=_blank>#1</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have problems with my hard drive. Oh, wait...I use a 
PC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That must be one helluva special PC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452378 36550 7 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 1:58:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8452351" target=_blank>#1</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have problems with my hard drive. Oh, wait...I use a 
PC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just knocked on Murphy's door and left a flaming bag of 
dogshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452395 36550 19 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 2:05:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8452359" target=_blank>#3</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this better than going back with Time Machine? You should have been 
able to undo a safari/Flash update with that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The disk wouldn't start up at all, and DiskWarrior found lots of problems in 
the file system. Something (probably the Flash installer) laid waste to the 
directory structure. Can't fix that with Time Machine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452413 36550 31 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 2:13:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8452412" target=_blank>#30</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really doubt that a Flash install corrupted your filesystem! You may have a 
disk drive that's starting to go flaky. Check to see if there's a SMART 
diagnostic program you can run to check the health of the disk.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, the disk's fine. I have a SMART reporter installed - no 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452506 36550 112 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 2:50:12pm  
 
<P>I take back what I said about the new Flash Player working fine. I was 
getting some really psychedelic screen displays in Safari. The screen was all 
jumbled up like a jigsaw puzzle. Whee! I just ran the Flash uninstaller, and 
reinstalled the previous version.</P> 
<P>I wish I didn't still have to use Flash player. This is one of the suckiest 
pieces of software in wide distribution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452539 36550 144 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 3:03:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8452519" target=_blank>#124</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MEMRI requires a Flash upgrade to run their videos. So I've stopped watching 
MEMRI videos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did something that totally broke their video player on Macs quite a 
while ago, and they still haven't fixed it. It's one reason I don't post their 
videos any more; I can't watch them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08452545 36550 150 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 3:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8452540" target=_blank>#145</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of tech things, when I'm using the bookmarklet window to post a 
story and I use the "ctrl-V" to paste, it pastes just fine, but it also pops up 
the prompt for the video embed code. Not a big deal, I just close 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can easily fix that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453118 36550 239 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 6:13:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/8452960" target=_blank>#238</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's Safari. All kidding aside, I'm a Mac user and have no problems 
with the latest Flash in Firefox and/or Chrome</P> 
<P>I don't trust Steve Jobs to make Flash work well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he shouldn't. Flash really stinks on the Mac OS platform. The Flash 
player is the biggest processor hog I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452617 36551 9 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 3:34:07pm  
 
<P>Just got a pretty funny hate mail about the Bob Etheridge incident. Doesn't 
matter how many times I explicitly say what Etheridge did was inexcusable, they 
still freak out like street corner crazies.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laughingly you call it a mere kerfuffle , Dude you have lost sight of 
everything , the rule of Law the constitution , our civil rights , and yes also 
our Freedom of speech.</P> 
<P>The interviewers in spe simply appeared in a punlic place with a camera and 
asked neanderthal man Etheridge whether he supported our failed Presidents 
agenda ...and thats when that ticking time bomb called leftist hate kicked in , 
and of course you sucked it all up like the fish you really are , Kerfuffle my 
arse , you are the biggest dope on the net Charles, you must have switched from 
using common sense to using California sensemilia, you are stuck on stupid here 
with this one . and so is your idiotic website</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's telling me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452750 36551 110 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 4:22:34pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews's special "The Rise of the New Right" is on 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452754 36551 114 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 4:22:54pm  
 
<P>Wingnuts started getting upset about this show last week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452862 36551 219 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 4:54:12pm  
 
<P>Matthews is playing tapes of Father Coughlin and comparing him to Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08452867 36551 224 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 4:55:56pm  
 
<P>Now Alex Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452869 36551 226 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 4:57:32pm  
 
<P>He showed the clip of Alex Jones claiming that the New World Order is 
planning to murder at least 80% of the world's population.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452904 36551 261 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:08:36pm  
 
<P>HD movies recorded so far with my EyeTV HD: Blue Velvet, The Dark Knight, and 
Watchmen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452908 36551 264 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:09:04pm  
 
<P>The Dark Knight looks ridiculously great in 1080i.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452944 36551 299 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:20:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/8452926" target=_blank>#282</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I feel better now. I was guilted in to reopening my Paypal account. 
Paypal must be the most hacked site on the web. I spend over 40 minutes going 
through the hoops of updating my old defunct email and my long forgotten 
password. Oof.</P> 
<P>Charles thought likely I was a tight so and so but I was just dreading what I 
knew would be a hassle. Freakin Paypal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Domo arigato. And to everyone who has donated since my shameless 
bleg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452953 36551 308 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:22:32pm  
 
<P>I'm not about to let a thread that starts with me writing about moderating 
the site turn into a bickerfest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08452999 36551 349 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:40:18pm  
 
<P>By the way, I helped someone set up a PayPal account recently, and the 
process is much more straightforward than it used to be in the Mesozoic 
Era.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453006 36552 5 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:42:24pm  
 
<P>Newt Gingrich seems to be going all the way religious right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08453012 36552 8 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:44:22pm  
 
<P>Gingrich is a very canny politician. If he's decided to dive head-first into 
the fundamentalist pool, it's because he thinks this is the only future left for 
conservatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453019 36552 15 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:46:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8453016" target=_blank>#12</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually kind of expected better of him. Oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453026 36552 19 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:47:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8453021" target=_blank>#16</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't sound like a Dominionist to me. Nothing he said implied subversion 
of the Constitution. That, of course, is based solely on that one 
clip.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Seven Mountains" comes straight out of Dominionism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453028 36552 21 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 5:49:33pm  
 
<P>(Link's in my post, click and start reading.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453095 36552 84 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 6:05:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8453075" target=_blank>#65</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he is very canny and I agree - he has decided that the future of the 
"rightist" movement in this country will have more success pushing the religious 
line than the anti-religious beliefs of some of the original Libertarian 
Fundamentalists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich is deliberately positioning himself as a traditional atavistic 
conservative, to counter the new libertarian contingent.</P> 
<P>They're all squabbling over the bones of a dying movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08453138 36552 124 Charles Wed, Jun 16, 2010 6:17:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8453115" target=_blank>#103</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we ever see anything remotely like "sharia law" in America, truly? it's 
going to be these Christian Dominionist creepshows who put it in 
play.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one front in their religious war:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/216328_Louisiana_To_Require_Ultrasoun
ds_Before_Abortions" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08454444 36554 11 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 9:04:12am  
 
<P>Sarah Palin just tweeted that the Obama administration is deliberately 
destroying jobs in order to pass cap and trade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458089 36555 66 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 10:50:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8456959" target=_blank>#65</A> grim 
traveler</EM></P> 
<P>This is the new tactic, apparently -- drop stink bombs at the end of dead 
threads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459955 36555 69 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:22:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8459873" target=_blank>#68</A> afkabl2</EM></P> 
<P>And of course, you're a Palin fan too.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454537 36556 12 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 9:33:51am  
 
<P>Lots of support for Joe Barton on the #tcot Twitter feed. Conservatives are 
lining up to back this brilliant strategy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454559 36556 26 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 9:40:59am  
 
<P>The (slightly) smarter right wing idiots are trying to brush off Barton's 
statement, while the masses are all giving Barton high fives.</P> 
<P>Dishonest tool Joshua Trevino:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The online left believes that Rep. Barton of Texas is as significant, 
powerful as the President. I want to live in that 
world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460002 36556 72 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:50:25am  
 
<P>Amazing. Even after Barton himself has apologized for his absurdly offensive 
"apology" to BP, wingnuts still show up defending him.</P> 
<P>The guy apologized. He admitted he was wrong, which for a guy like Joe Barton 
must have taken a massive effort.</P> 
<P>And still they think he was right.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454643 36557 48 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 10:12:01am  
 
<P>The really disturbing thing isn't that Barton made that statement, by the way 
-- it's that he doesn't seem to think he's going to suffer any negative 
political consequences from it. And so far, that calculation seems to be 
correct; the reactions I'm seeing from conservatives on blogs and Twitter are 
overwhelmingly in favor of what Barton said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08454653 36557 58 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 10:19:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8454650" target=_blank>#55</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. <A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0610/38674.html" 
target=_blank>Some GOPers are pissed at Barton</A>.</P> 
<P>It's on Boehner to sort this out, but the Gulf Coast reps can't be happy with 
that crap, regardless of what side of the aisle they're on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The leaders may realize what a political disaster this statement is, but from 
what I'm seeing, the right wing base is solidly behind Barton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454729 36557 128 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 10:59:00am  
 
<P>We've got an idiot posting links to Alex Jones stories in LGF 
Pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459952 36557 221 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:21:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/8459862" target=_blank>#218</A> afkabl2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>one fact needs to be repeated. barton did not defend BP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. Do you think people don't see through your 
spinning?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454844 36558 27 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 11:37:20am  
 
<P>Allahpundit is having a little lesson in how crazy the GOP base has gotten. 
And it's partly his fault, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454847 36558 29 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 11:38:32am  
 
<P>There's hamburger all over Allahpundit's Twitter page. [Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/allahpundit/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454852 36558 32 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 11:40:48am  
 
<P>How long before the wingnuts start gibbering that "Allahpundit has gone 
'Charles Johnson' on us?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454862 36558 40 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 11:52:52am  
 
<P>If you noticed things get really slow for a couple of minutes, I just caught 
a web bot using up major resources, loading everything it could as fast as 
possible. IP traces to Romania, now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08457809 36558 156 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 9:26:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8455226" target=_blank>#151</A> 
JohninLondon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want the last word. I just think that a lot of the comments here are 
far more juvenile than in years past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And one reason you think that is because you continue getting your ass handed 
to you when you try to spread your ludicrous global warming denial BS here.</P> 
<P>So, since you never win in the real world, you're reduced to throwing insults 
at your opponents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459946 36558 159 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:20:04am  
 
<P>Here they are again, at the end of dead threads trying to get the last 
idiotic word.</P> 
<P>This has become one of the dumbest right wing talking points I've ever seen, 
and that's saying plenty.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454942 36559 7 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 12:26:24pm  
 
<P>Hayward is starting to look a bit like a dog that's been beaten too 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08454972 36560 3 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 12:43:08pm  
 
<P>These shouting, posturing, interrupting politicians may actually be able to 
achieve the impossible, and make Hayward a sympathetic figure.</P> 
<P>Or maybe not. But just ranting at the CEO for several hours doesn't seem very 
productive to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455031 36560 31 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 1:13:03pm  
 
<P>Hayward's doing an impressive job of not looking at his 
watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455118 36561 45 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 1:40:28pm  
 
<P>New DNC video. Ouch.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/sydlY3No7TY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455420 36562 119 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 3:06:01pm  
 
<P>In addition to the Featured Pages section, we now have Recent Pages -- shows 
the 10 most recent pages that are not featured.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455569 36562 258 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 3:38:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/8455538" target=_blank>#233</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>I'm going to leave your account open, but yes, you were blocked because the 
correlator discovered your other accounts. There are good reasons for this. And 
unfortunately, it isn't possible for me to respond to every complaint from a 
user who is blocked. Most of the time it's best not to respond, in fact.</P> 
<P>So I'll leave your account open for now, since you don't seem to be nuts 
(like a lot of the people who register multiple accounts are).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455590 36562 278 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 3:44:09pm  
 
<P>Nope, abortion is a fair topic, and I'm not in the middle on it. I'm strongly 
pro-choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455669 36563 1 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 4:02:40pm  
 
<P>The Onion is an equal opportunity offender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455797 36563 57 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 4:35:05pm  
 
<P>Game 7 Lakers-Celtics at 6 ET.</P> 
<P>The Final Showdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455804 36563 61 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 4:36:25pm  
 
<P>It's on ABC, but for some reason my online TV Guide isn't showing it 
listed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455821 36563 70 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 4:38:43pm  
 
<P>Sorry, I meant 6 Pacific. Trying to find the listing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455987 36563 153 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 5:36:27pm  
 
<P>We're approaching 8.5 million comments, by the way. Hard to imagine that big 
of a number.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08455988 36563 154 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 5:37:30pm  
 
<P>The b-ball thread will be posted automatically at 5:58:30 
Pacific.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456030 36563 184 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 5:47:59pm  
 
<P>This is why it's irritating when people use LGF Pages to post far right 
global warming denial propaganda:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/comments/2010/6/17/121633/680/46#c46" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>I wouldn't particularly care what anyone at Daily Kos thinks of LGF, but in 
this case it's completely unjustified. That Page does not represent my views at 
all, and it's frankly a bit embarrassing that it showed up here at all.</P> 
<P>I'd like to encourage folks to click the plus/minus buttons to rate the Pages 
and spinoff links more -- it would really help to sort the better stuff out from 
this kind of denialist nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456067 36563 204 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 5:56:34pm  
 
<P>Rubs hands in glee. This is going to be a good game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456096 36564 8 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:03:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8456093" target=_blank>#7</A> MichaelJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No Perkins, no win for the Celtics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without Perkins it's going to be pretty tough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456119 36564 26 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:07:33pm  
 
<P>Tip off -- Lakers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456123 36564 30 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:08:39pm  
 
<P>Perkins has sad puppy dog eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456124 36564 31 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:08:55pm  
 
<P>Whoa!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456126 36564 33 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:10:13pm  
 
<P>Gasol. Oh yeah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456131 36564 36 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:11:59pm  
 
<P>Gasol misses both. Boston takes the lead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456132 36564 37 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:12:14pm  
 
<P>Bynum nails layup. Lakers by 1.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456136 36564 40 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:12:36pm  
 
<P>Wallace misses a big 3, Rondo reaches. Foul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456137 36564 41 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:13:10pm  



 
<P>Getting physical out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456143 36564 47 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:14:14pm  
 
<P>Uh oh, Rondo's getting hot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456164 36564 63 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:21:47pm  
 
<P>It's looking more like an even contest tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456172 36564 71 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:23:17pm  
 
<P>Kobe to the line. Probably worth 2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456186 36564 85 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:26:29pm  
 
<P>Game looks great on my EyeTV HD. ABC fixed whatever the audio problem was 
last time -- sort of a metallic short echo effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456192 36564 91 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:27:41pm  
 
<P>I have one 30" monitor showing this page and Tweetdeck, and one showing the 
game in full screen HD mode. Media immersion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456196 36564 95 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:28:33pm  
 
<P>Nice shot from Pierce!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456197 36564 96 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:29:08pm  
 
<P>Boston getting the big inside plays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456228 36564 126 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:35:48pm  
 
<P>First quarter doesn't mean much. Lakers need to start hitting their shots 
more, though, and defending better. They're letting the Celtics get inside too 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456239 36564 136 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:37:41pm  
 
<P>Kobe. Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456244 36564 141 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:39:31pm  
 
<P>Why does everyone look so serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08456246 36564 143 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:39:51pm  
 
<P>Rondo misses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456249 36564 146 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:40:07pm  
 
<P>Artest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456253 36564 150 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:40:42pm  
 
<P>Lakers just cut the Celtics lead by more than half.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456267 36564 161 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:45:15pm  
 
<P>Four point difference. Could melt away in a few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456270 36564 164 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:45:45pm  
 
<P>Inside Gasolage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456273 36564 167 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:46:08pm  
 
<P>Artest! Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456279 36564 173 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:46:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. As I was saying, a few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456281 36564 175 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:47:47pm  
 
 
 
<P>Artest again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456288 36564 182 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:48:55pm  
 
<P>This is some wild-ass ball here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456301 36564 194 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 6:51:28pm  
 
<P>This is why pro sports athletes get paid more than anyone except 
teachers.</P> 
<P><SUB>ahem</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456366 36564 256 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:08:41pm  
 



<P>Second half is going to be berserk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456442 36564 331 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:33:23pm  
 
<P>Foul before shot!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456457 36564 346 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:36:25pm  
 
<P>Rondo is winning the game for the Celtics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456463 36564 352 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:37:10pm  
 
<P>Perkins? Did Boston have a guy named Perkins?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456481 36564 370 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:40:41pm  
 
<P>Ouch. Kobe's stats show that he's struggling tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456497 36564 386 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:42:49pm  
 
<P>It's almost the complete mirror image of the last game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456504 36564 392 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:44:01pm  
 
<P>It's far from over, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456519 36564 406 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:47:31pm  
 
<P>Lakers starting to move.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456552 36564 439 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:56:19pm  
 
<P>All hell is breaking loose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456555 36564 442 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:56:39pm  
 
<P>Big Baby loses it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456563 36564 450 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 7:58:27pm  
 
<P>Here we go. Lead cut to 4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456571 36564 458 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:00:48pm  
 
<P>Bad play by Boston! 24-sec violation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08456596 36564 482 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:06:20pm  
 
<P>Very low scoring game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456617 36564 502 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:10:15pm  
 
<P>Gasol rebounds again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456622 36564 507 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:11:05pm  
 
<P>Timeout. Whew, this is intense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456668 36564 551 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:18:18pm  
 
<P>And a foul!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456674 36564 557 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:18:38pm  
 
<P>Tied!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456690 36564 573 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:22:07pm  
 
<P>Gasol clutches at the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456694 36564 577 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:22:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/575/8456692" target=_blank>#575</A> MichaelJ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>chokes</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>panics</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456702 36564 585 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:23:34pm  
 
<P>Tie game again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456729 36564 612 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:28:06pm  
 
<P>Lakers lead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456732 36564 615 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:29:03pm  
 
<P>BIG shot from Bryant!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456765 36564 648 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:34:27pm  
 
<P>Lakers are running away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08456771 36564 654 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:34:44pm  
 
<P>15 rebounds for Kobe!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456778 36564 660 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:35:42pm  
 
<P>Bryant fouled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456783 36564 665 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:37:01pm  
 
<P>Unbelievably low scoring game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456787 36564 669 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:37:34pm  
 
<P>Five on Garnett!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456795 36564 677 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:38:46pm  
 
<P>Two free throws!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456810 36564 692 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:41:30pm  
 
<P>Laker ball!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456813 36564 695 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:41:52pm  
 
<P>GASOL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456837 36564 719 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:45:39pm  
 
<P>Wallace nails a big 3, then Artest nails one! Wow!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456843 36564 725 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:45:56pm  
 
<P>Rondo hits another 3!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456849 36564 731 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:46:30pm  
 
<P>Bryant gets two free throws!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456862 36564 744 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:47:39pm  
 
<P>1 ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08456864 36564 746 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:47:56pm  
 
 
 
<P>2!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456867 36564 749 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:48:21pm  
 
<P>Lakers are gonna pull it out of the fire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456889 36564 771 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:51:14pm  
 
<P>Rondo definitely touched it last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456902 36564 784 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:52:51pm  
 
<P>Vujacic nails em both! 4 point game!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456915 36564 797 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:53:59pm  
 
<P>The jello is congealing, and the eggs are frozen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456922 36564 804 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:54:40pm  
 
<P>LAKERS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456930 36564 812 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:55:09pm  
 
<P>One helluva game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456941 36564 823 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 8:56:52pm  
 
<P>Gasol was a real hero tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08456996 36564 877 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 9:09:50pm  
 
<P>Kobe gives props to the Spaniard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08457099 36564 977 Charles Thu, Jun 17, 2010 9:42:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/971/8457093" target=_blank>#971</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently you're unable to take a hint, so you're getting a 
timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458012 36567 26 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 10:34:12am  
 



 
 
<P>Breaking: wingnut Paulian kook posts Birther link, gets banned from LGF.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/216520_Barack_H._Obama_Was_Born_In_Ke
nya_The_REAL_Birth_Certificate_AT_LAST" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458066 36567 39 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 10:47:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8458030" target=_blank>#32</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so will you take down the post, or does it remain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm leaving it up, but I changed the link to go to Google instead of his 
crappy conspiracy website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458193 36568 6 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 11:29:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8458175" target=_blank>#1</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: One of the most insane bullshit laws to ever be considered:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.escapistmagazine.com/news/view/101440-U-S-Government-Proposes-
Internet-Kill-Switch" 
target=_blank>www.escapistmagazine.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arrrgh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458211 36568 17 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 11:39:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8458208" target=_blank>#14</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that "Arrrgh" in response to the proposal, or my bringing it up 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's garbage. It comes from Alex Jones.</P> 
<P>I guess it's fitting that the first comment in a thread about the 
mainstreaming of Alex Jones is a story that he originated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458225 36568 29 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 11:43:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8458207" target=_blank>#13</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The actual bill is <A href="http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/z?c111:S.3480:" target=_blank>here</A>.</P> 
<P>The problem - one of many - is that this would elevate things like a virus or 
malware to national cyber emergency status because they could conceivably shut 
down computer systems or cause other problems in disrupting internet activities. 
It looks like it is far too expansive for the potential issues, but at the same 
time finally gets some attention on a critical infrastructure that should have 
some kind of contingency plan in place for a coordinated or distributed attack 
against national assets attached or on the Internet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My objection to the stories making the rounds is not that the bill doesn't 
deserve criticism -- it probably does. (But there's no doubt that it's an 
attempt to address a very real and very serious national security 
vulnerability.)</P> 



<P>My objection is to the hysterical spin being promoted by wingnut blogs and 
the Alex Jones crew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458274 36568 65 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 12:04:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8458272" target=_blank>#63</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to find a way to sandbox everything adobe on the systems here. The 
acrobat reader has been the vector of more than one attempted intrusion here. 
It's just garbage, from a security standpoint.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never use Reader. It's big, slow, and not secure. Apple's Preview 
rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458440 36570 8 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 1:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8458439" target=_blank>#7</A> OldnGrumpy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But did she inhale?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, here's the quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin has admitted to smoking when it was legal for personal use in Alaska, 
saying she "can't...say that I never inhaled."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458473 36570 25 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 1:19:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8458459" target=_blank>#17</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I may just go OT here for just a second:</P> 
<P>Charles, I am really enjoying the pages feature, both being able to use it 
myself, and reading the pages others have put up.</P> 
<P>I like the featured pages.I like the most recent list.</P> 
<P>This is one super feature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, reine! (I'd like to see more people taking advantage of 
it.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458555 36570 100 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 1:42:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8458543" target=_blank>#89</A> bloodstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not saying that this means I agree with her on anything else (because I 
probably don't), but on this issue I fail to see why this is a bad 
thing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because I'm not saying it's a bad thing. I'm saying it's a 
<EM>weird</EM> thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458847 36571 4 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 3:19:34pm  
 



<P>But he is the Trickster. The God of Trickiness. He has tricks no other being 
has. He'll trick your ass no matter how many times he's done it before. You 
can't stop him. He is Loki.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08458863 36571 12 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 3:31:22pm  
 
<P>Buscema said he considered this issue "the high point of his Marvel 
work."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459062 36572 6 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 5:52:53pm  
 
<P>Bubbling up.</P> 
<P>Like sewer gas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459070 36572 11 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 5:55:50pm  
 
<P>She might be an infiltrator. You never know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459242 36573 93 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 6:57:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8459229" target=_blank>#80</A> 
ratherdashing</EM></P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459263 36573 113 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 7:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8459259" target=_blank>#110</A> 
ratherdashing</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459271 36573 121 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 7:09:06pm  
 
<P>Not gonna wait for the flounce, sorry. Seen this script too many 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459278 36573 128 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 7:12:10pm  
 
<P>The "shotgun" tag worked beautifully.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459320 36573 161 Charles Fri, Jun 18, 2010 7:44:05pm  
 
<P>This just in: chix nix tix pix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459962 36575 48 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:24:36am  
 
 
 



<P>More right wing stink bombs dropped at the ends of dead threads last night, I 
see.</P> 
<P>Defending Joe Barton even after he himself apologized. This isn't just 
stupidity, it's determined, willful stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459979 36575 65 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:36:43am  
 
<P>Also -- what browser was he using for those screenshots - IE5?</P> 
<P>I haven't seen such a crappy rendering of the LGF page in a long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08459990 36575 75 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:44:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8459988" target=_blank>#73</A> kahn_mann</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me, but you seem to be in a state of anguish. I'll call the 
waahmbulance for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460007 36575 90 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 10:55:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8460005" target=_blank>#88</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>uhhh...excuse me...you'll hardly find a more fair host on the topic of 
religion.</P> 
<P>wtf are you talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably an offended creationist. Global warming denial often goes hand in 
hand with creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460021 36575 104 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 11:08:25am  
 
<P>Here's the thing -- as someone who was a debater in high school and college, 
one of the most annoying arguments anyone can possibly make is "you think you're 
the only one who's right."</P> 
<P>Of course if I express an opinion I think I'm right. Why else would I say 
it?</P> 
<P>Don't come back with this pitifully weak non-argument. Make your own 
argument. That's how you earn respect. Not by whining.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460026 36575 109 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 11:12:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8460017" target=_blank>#100</A> 
RayGunIsDead</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But didn't Jesus, aka God, create the universe?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What if I said no?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460066 36575 147 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 11:38:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8460060" target=_blank>#141</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>True, but I wanted to give the CNN link so it would just get labeled an 
"Outrageous Outrage". This seems to me to be partially a bad choice of words, 
but also someone who is hostile to guns. Forgiveness should be forthcoming; 
Instead the GOP should pound her as a gun-grabber. It'll fire the faithful up 
while putting pressure on moderate Dems to vote against her. She'll still be 
confirmed but it'll hurt the Dems rather than help them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's necessarily "hostile to gun owners" to believe the NRA is 
a bad actor. As an organization, they support a host of extreme right wing 
causes.</P> 
<P>You can believe in the 2nd amendment without being an NRA 
member.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461538 36575 320 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 8:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/8461054" target=_blank>#319</A> Udon</EM></P> 
<P>See, the point is that a lot of what Ruechel said is flat wrong. You're 
entitled to your own opinions, but you don't get your own facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460200 36576 10 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 12:31:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8460193" target=_blank>#7</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mais oui.</P> 
<P>Significantly, this kind of focus on pork-eating as some sort of cultural 
loyalty test has deep, deep roots in Europe. The Inquisition used to pick people 
up on charges of using olive oil in dishes, because that was a Jewish 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. This is a disgusting tactic that has long been used by European 
antisemites. They just switched it over to the Muslims, and useful idiots like 
Geller fall right in line to support it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460245 36576 37 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 12:57:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8460240" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember the Pork Stew stories from a few years ago. What we didn't 
understand at the time was the tradition of using it as a was to exclude Jews. 
This sausage party is the same thing done by the same bigots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's old-style European racial/ethnic nastiness. Deliberate mean-spirited 
provocation. That's what Pamela Geller is working hard to bring to 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460248 36576 39 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 12:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8460240" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, in a 2007 post about another French pork party, I did note that 
it was probably targeted at Jews as well as Muslims:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/23899_Breaking-
_Pork_Soup_Racist_Again_in_France" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08460250 36576 41 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 1:01:42pm  
 
<P>And my point from that post still holds, too -- the French don't cancel these 
events because the events are antisemitic. They cancel them because they don't 
want riots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460272 36576 57 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 1:26:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8460268" target=_blank>#55</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Fixed now -- also fixed the link to Action Francaise. The European characters 
in the links were messing them up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460292 36576 64 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 1:43:00pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/FloydandMaryBethBrown/2010/06/18/could_the_
obama_administration_be_blocking_gulf_clean-up_efforts_intentionally" 
target=_blank>WTF?!</A></P> 
<P>They're serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08460335 36576 102 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 2:03:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8460333" target=_blank>#100</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you have to be fairly out of touch to simply write a review of 
Geller's book and not know who she is.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't accept that from any left-wing writer who claimed to just not KNOW 
enough about the person who wrote a crazy book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Caroline Glick is well aware of the controversies around Pamela Geller. Trust 
me on this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461057 36576 738 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 5:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/734/8461051" target=_blank>#734</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, go ahead and take the side of Holocaust deniers and fascists. It's your 
choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462057 36576 771 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 8:35:55am  
 
<P>Flushed out another Muslim hater.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461141 36578 12 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 6:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8461126" target=_blank>#4</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went to check those 96 comments but the first few were so demented that I 
had to stop reading before my brain exploded. I was expecting that the only 96 



right-wing idiots in the country would be saying, "well shucks, those Canadians 
might have a point!" Instead it's (this is just from the first reply) "Their 
blood (the 11 BP employees) cries out for JUSTICE as the NAKED EMPEROR sits in 
his Counting House - with their blood upon his hands."Whew.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Way, way out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461161 36578 25 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 6:09:41pm  
 
<P>And if you want to see some more really bad craziness from the GOP base, 
Allahpundit made one of his periodic weak attempts to talk his audience down 
from the ledge (while keeping them pissed off at the same time), posting a clip 
in which Charles Krauthammer says Barton was stupid.</P> 
<P>Problem: Hot Air readers don't think Barton was stupid. At all. It's 
Krauthammer who's stupid in Allahpundit's personal hell.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2010/06/17/krauthammer-bartons-
apology-was-the-most-politically-stupid-statement-of-the-year/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461393 36578 238 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 7:17:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8461382" target=_blank>#227</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi!I am going through and making sure our photography all has the photography 
tag, so my links should show all we have so far in Pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what the tag feature is for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461469 36578 314 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 7:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/8461451" target=_blank>#296</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air: <STRONG>Of course it’s a shakedown</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the consensus of the base at all major right wing sites. Even 
after Joe Barton repudiated his own words, the righty blogs continue defending 
the 'shakedown' craziness.</P> 
<P>Monsters. Monsters from the id.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461487 36578 332 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 7:50:17pm  
 
<P>Forbidden Planet it was. The famous line from Doc Ostrow after he fries his 
brain and figures out what's going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08461569 36578 413 Charles Sat, Jun 19, 2010 8:18:15pm  
 
<P>The fascist-sympathizing <A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/pgeller/2010/06/19/the-jihad-flotillas-melding-
propaganda-with-violence/" target=_blank>Shrieking Harpy</A> is in fine form 
tonight, spewing out mangled metaphors like an out of control, not-so-pretty 
hate machine.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The jihad flotilla. It melds propaganda together with violence, usually 
conducted separately, to wage war. The “aid ship” is the face of this century’s 
warship, <STRONG>like lipstick on a pig</STRONG>.</P> 
<P>Of course, all of this is possible because the world media is aligned with 
the terror force. So when the jihadists, with the help of their leftist whores, 
paint up their weapon-filled warships like $2 homicidal trollops and call them 
“aid ships,” the media laps it up <STRONG>like a dog returning to its 
vomit</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462288 36578 694 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 12:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/8462279" target=_blank>#693</A> afkabl2</EM></P> 
<P>And then demand that the universe give you a brain. You stand an equal chance 
of getting that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462308 36578 696 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 12:46:54pm  
 
<P>And with that, and your stupid endorsement of conspiracy theories and call to 
impeach the President, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462081 36579 218 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 8:46:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8462070" target=_blank>#207</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amusing how the GOP smacked down Barton. But, that won't prevent many from 
saying that he is representative of the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is representative of the GOP.</P> 
<P>All you have to do is take a look around the right wing news sites and blogs. 
Barton is a hero to the Republican base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462089 36579 226 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 8:48:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/8462083" target=_blank>#220</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, the PTB smacked him down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, because they're politicians and they know the statement was disastrous. 
But I repeat, Barton is a hero to the base. The leadership is playing a PR game 
that the base doesn't care about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462099 36579 236 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 8:51:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8462094" target=_blank>#231</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm in the base and he's no hero to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all well and good, but you are in the tiny minority then.</P> 
<P>The chorus of support for Barton is almost universal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462108 36579 245 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 8:55:26am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/8462102" target=_blank>#239</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, someone on the BBC (I didn't catch who) made the point that, 
although BP is certainly easy to hate on, the US remains a nation of laws, and 
extraction of monetary punishment is levied through the courts, not through 
threat of government reprisal. They went on to point out that if Cheney had 
attempted to bludgeon an organization through threat of government power, or had 
attempted to extract money from them through such a mechanism, the stink would 
have descended on him like Oprah on a ham.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, as comforting as the escrow account may be to some, there's no 
cash in it; it's funded through BP's ability to borrow, and through BP's stock 
price. If BP collapses economically, the escrow account vanishes in a puff of 
fictional wealth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're ignoring the fact that BP wasn't forced into this. They chose to 
participate in the $20B escrow program voluntarily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462120 36579 257 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:01:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8462117" target=_blank>#254</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The commentator's point was that they agreed voluntarily at the point of a 
gun, in response to the government's request that came with a strongly implied 
"or else."</P> 
<P>And I'm not ignoring anything; I'm relaying what I heard. I thought I was 
clear about that, but perhaps not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But according to BP, that is not true at all. They made it very clear that 
they are choosing to participate in the escrow program voluntarily, because they 
think it's the right thing to do.</P> 
<P>Whether that's just PR-speak or not is beside the point. You can't get upset 
that BP was "pressured" into something when they aren't complaining about it 
themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462124 36579 261 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:03:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/8462121" target=_blank>#258</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rudy on the spill...</P> 
<P><EM>"I know exactly what I would have done. The first thing I would have done 
is to bring in outside experts who knew as much or more about this than BP 
because I wouldn't trust just BP to run it for me. <STRONG>I wouldn't want my 
fate, the fate of my people, the fate of the southern part of this country 
in</STRONG> <STRONG>the hands of BP.</STRONG> I would have gone and I'd have 
called up the people you're talking about, the people I talked about the other 
night. Are there people that are better than BP, I would have asked. The answer 
is "yes." Are there people that are far better than BP? Yes. Is BP good at this? 
No. Then give me the people that are the best. After all, I'm the President of 
the United States or the Mayor of New York City. You can get anything you want. 
Give me the people that are the best. I want them here-- <STRONG>He hasn't 
called any of these people. Not a single one. Go ask them. He has not talked to 
them, he doesn't like them, he doesn't trust them. He's gone to academics 
because that's what he trusts."</STRONG></EM></P> 



<P>true?...I guess it will all come out someday</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2010/06/17/giuliani_if_this_was_bus
h_he_would_have_been_impeached_by_now.html" 
target=_blank>www.realclearpolitics.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rudy is completely off the rails here. He's playing to the ignorant base. 
It's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462135 36579 270 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:11:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/8462125" target=_blank>#262</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not getting upset about anything.</P> 
<P>Was this BP's idea, then? The report I heard stated that the escrow fund was 
the Administration's idea.</P> 
<P>Or has BBC Radio news gone over to the dark side? I've been busy lately, so I 
might have missed it. ;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does it matter whose idea it was? BP said they're participating 
willingly. That's the end of it; all the speculation about them being "forced" 
or "pressured" into it is just that: speculation. It's another talking point 
from the Obama Derangement crew.</P> 
<P>They'll defend Joe Barton even after he apologizes, and they'll say BP was 
"pressured" into the escrow fund even after BP explicitly said they 
weren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462141 36579 275 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:16:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/8462139" target=_blank>#273</A> 
OldnGrumpy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dunno,you get called into the POTUS' office and he "suggests" you set up a 
$20 billion escrow account.</P> 
<P>Are you going to say no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I repeat: BP explicitly said they <EM>wanted</EM> to participate in this 
program, and they rejected Joe Barton's "apology."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462166 36579 290 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:38:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/8462157" target=_blank>#288</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>I don't deny at all that Obama demanded it. But the fact is that BP has very 
explicitly said they are participating willingly. I think it's silly to complain 
about BP being "pressured" (as the Brits are doing, in a weird convergence with 
the US right wing), when BP themselves are doing no such thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462176 36580 16 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 9:47:49am  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While conducting follow-ups in an upscale Seattle neighborhood, Grover Ellis 
said he came across a woman who considered him an agent of Obama, not the U.S. 
government.</P> 



<P>"The idea of the census just enraged her," said Ellis, 64, stressing that the 
overwhelming majority of people he met were welcoming and responsive. "The way 
she saw the census, she was required to help Obama. And she wasn't going to do 
anything to help out Obama."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing, in a nutshell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462196 36580 35 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 10:04:04am  
 
<P>I just fired up Tweetdeck to check Twitter, and the #tcot feed is a real jaw-
dropper today. I'm seeing climate change denial, calls to impeach Obama, calls 
to shoot illegal immigrants, calls for armed insurrection. It goes on and on and 
on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462236 36581 22 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 10:36:18am  
 
<P>Here's the Israeli company Yissum's website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.yissum.co.il/index.php" 
target=_blank>www.yissum.co.il...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462413 36581 159 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 1:59:44pm  
 
<P>Meh. I read the description of the panel members, and while some of you are 
making valid criticisms, I'm going to wait until I see them in action before 
jumping to conclusions.</P> 
<P>I also read a few wingnut blog posts about them, and it's pretty clear that 
what's really bothering a lot of those people is the fact that some of the 
members are strong environmentalists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462384 36582 5 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 1:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8462383" target=_blank>#4</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still trying to puzzle out what exactly pissed them off there (ICP that 
is)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What doesn't piss off the Insane Clown Posse?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462463 36583 5 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 2:32:40pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0510/36691.html" 
target=_blank>Rick Perry: Oil spill may be 'act of God'</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462480 36583 17 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 2:39:04pm  
 
<P>So basically, Sarah Palin is begging God to help clean up the mess that Rick 
Perry thinks God created.</P> 
<P>Pretzel theology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462507 36583 41 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 2:47:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8462481" target=_blank>#18</A> allegro</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gov. Perry's stance isn't really surprising when you read the <A 
href="http://static.texastribune.org/media/documents/FINAL_2010_STATE_REPUBLICAN
_PARTY_PLATFORM.pdf" target=_blank>Texas Republican Platform</A>. A few choice 
pieces:</P> 
<P>There is so much more. It's all in there. Didn't miss a nutbar 
beat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican Party of Texas is almost comical, except that they're deadly 
serious about all this crap and pushing hard to make it into 
law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462578 36583 108 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 3:05:08pm  
 
<P>And that calls for a timeout, possibly evolving into a ban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462713 36583 240 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 3:47:52pm  
 
<P>Hmf. The timeout feature doesn't seem to be working properly. Time to debug 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462756 36583 283 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:00:51pm  
 
<P>Why, you asshole! I'm giving you a 24-hour timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462761 36583 288 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:01:18pm  
 
<P>Ok, let's see if that asshole is having his timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462769 36583 296 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:02:43pm  
 
<P>Yep, Stinky is unable to post. He's really pissed off about it too, that 
asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462774 36583 301 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:03:13pm  
 
<P>OK, now I'll remove the timeout like the wonderful person I 
am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462797 36583 323 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:11:33pm  
 
<P>The bug with the timeout feature was related to the persistent login cookie. 
It should be fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462848 36583 374 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:27:29pm  
 
<P>Elections are so volatile these days, I wouldn't trust any poll or pundit's 
prediction this far away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08462864 36583 390 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:32:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8462845" target=_blank>#371</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A funny thread at Hot Air: <STRONG>Chris Matthews’ ‘The Rise of The New 
Right’: Deceptions and Delusions</STRONG></P> 
<P>They don't really address anything they found factually inaccurate. It's more 
just a general rejection of the general premise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's an extended whine. Lots of badly over-written insults and pretend 
outrage, and no factual refutation of anything in the Matthews show, except 
stupid minor points. (They always find some minor side issue to focus on, and 
pretend it's a devastating argument. "Hey, Father Coughlin was a 
lefty!")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462868 36583 394 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:34:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8462845" target=_blank>#371</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A funny thread at Hot Air: <STRONG>Chris Matthews’ ‘The Rise of The New 
Right’: Deceptions and Delusions</STRONG></P> 
<P>They don't really address anything they found factually inaccurate. It's more 
just a general rejection of the general premise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, psycho "doriangrey" at Hot Air is accusing you of being a master 
troll who's planting racist comments all over the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08462935 36583 460 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 4:49:40pm  
 
<P>We may be getting a demonstration of the Disemvoweler soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463008 36584 2 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 5:10:41pm  
 
<P>"Father Coughlin was a lefty! That proves Matthews is a commie 
dupe!!!one"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463035 36584 8 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 5:16:14pm  
 
<P>MSNBC has some very nice tools for embedding video. Kudos to them for making 
this whole show available online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463085 36584 34 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 5:56:19pm  
 
 
 
<P>In the new Internet Age, even Father Coughlin will have 
fanboyz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463101 36584 50 Charles Sun, Jun 20, 2010 6:09:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8463095" target=_blank>#44</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Embed tools?I see a right click makes it easy to get the embed code. Unlike 
youtube. But what other tools are helpful?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you click the link in my post, the MSNBC page for the show has more 
embedding tools. One nice feature - you can mark a section of a clip that you're 
interested in, and embed the marked section instead of the whole 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463699 36584 414 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 9:20:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8463563" target=_blank>#413</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Alex Jones is an absolutely loathsome human being. And he's becoming very 
influential on the right wing. For example, Drudge Report now has a 
<EM>permanent</EM> link to Jones's site infowars.com.</P> 
<P>And at least 50% of the silly outrageous outrages that pour out of the right 
wing originate with Alex Jones or one of his cronies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463690 36586 5 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 9:16:51am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the GOP base is unanimously declaring that Joe Barton was 
right.</P> 
<P>The leaders of the GOP are trying to bail out the Crazy Ocean with a 
teaspoon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08463904 36587 62 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 10:18:41am  
 
<P>Gotta love it. No matter how politically disastrous a far right position may 
be, there will always be lots of wingnuts to loudly defend it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08464024 36589 3 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 11:00:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8464015" target=_blank>#1</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does it get cropped when I embiggen it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because it's a detail showing the section fouled by oil. There's a link to 
the full image too, but be warned that it's very large.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08464315 36590 16 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 12:50:02pm  
 
<P>Note that this video is posted by the Reid campaign. They couldn't have asked 
for a better GOP candidate to run against.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08464487 36591 7 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 1:44:30pm  
 
<P>The iPhone OS4 update was released today too.</P> 
<P>Installing it now, but with a great sadness, because my iPhone 3G is already 
outdated and can't multitask or use an external keyboard. They're forcing me to 
upgrade to an iPhone 4, the bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08464856 36591 284 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 4:24:32pm  
 
<P>Check out the Israel-disliker at TrueSlant, who thinks I made up that story 
about the potato battery:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trueslant.com/charlesjohnson/2010/06/20/power-to-the-
potato/#post_comments" target=_blank>trueslant.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08464864 36591 290 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 4:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/8464828" target=_blank>#259</A> jmalco</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>thght ftr rdng ths y wr vry nfr t th sprr Nk thn sw tht mzn ws yr "prtnr" fr 
frr rvw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sock puppet says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465054 36592 16 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 6:29:28pm  
 
<P>So Pajamas Media is now featuring someone from the stalker blog as an expert 
on global warming? Is that about right?</P> 
<P>Hmm. I remember quite a few discussions in the early days of PJ Media about 
making sure to properly vet the participants in the blog network.</P> 
<P>Apparently, they've now reached the point where they'll feature an outright 
stalker creep, who posts at a blog that features Serbian genocide videos, is run 
by psychotics who often threaten violence and boast about doing violence, and 
that got its start by blatantly ripping off hundreds of entire posts from LGF 
(no, I'm not kidding -- go browse their archives), and by ripping off LGF's very 
domain name.</P> 
<P>I'm unsurprised, but disgusted nonetheless. I may have to do a post about 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465056 36592 18 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 6:34:14pm  
 
<P>I gotta tell you - some days it feels like the whole fucking world has gone 
nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465089 36593 9 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 7:06:38pm  
 
<P>I always knew Goofy was evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465092 36593 12 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 7:09:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8465090" target=_blank>#10</A> Amory 
Blaine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rest of the story <A href="http://all-thats-
interesting.tumblr.com/post/706923431/mickey-mouse-becomes-a-speed-dealer" 
target=_blank>here</A>. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why I linked to it in my post, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465105 36593 23 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 7:19:03pm  



 
<P>What the hell is Goofy?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/PA-mYIDJ2Hw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465118 36593 35 Charles Mon, Jun 21, 2010 7:32:34pm  
 
<P>Clearly, we need new legislation to allow police to demand to see the reality 
documentation for any cartoon character caught in compromising 
circumstances.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465978 36594 431 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 9:29:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/8465967" target=_blank>#420</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>this is the sort of thing that could be so easily avoidable...what do you 
think about the POTUS shredding the Constitution by neglecting his 
duty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. It's Obama's fault that neo-Nazis are involved in anti-immigration 
groups. Why didn't I see it before?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465980 36594 433 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 9:30:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/8465976" target=_blank>#429</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>liberals have no regard for the Constitution...just a fucking piece of 
meaningless paper...shred baby shred</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that nasty comment, you're on the edge of a timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465982 36594 435 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 9:30:45am  
 
<P>Mornings seem to be the time when the hard core right wingers try to drive 
out the more liberal people from LGF, by making insulting, degrading 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465992 36594 445 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 9:36:42am  
 
<P>And that last comment is to let those of you who are engaged in this little 
game know that I see what you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08465994 36594 447 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 9:38:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/8465993" target=_blank>#446</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Whereas several hours earlier, it can be the other way around.</P> 
<P>* ducks and covers *</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the equivalence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466113 36596 3 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 10:44:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8466112" target=_blank>#2</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466121 36596 8 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 10:47:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8466112" target=_blank>#2</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<P>I understand that you don't want to accept it, but the social conservatives 
have a death grip on the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466129 36596 14 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 10:50:35am  
 
<P>The Texas GOP platform is a little farther out than most, but there are many 
other states with GOP platforms just as bad. Teaching creationism is in almost 
all of them, and many support varying degrees of criminalizing homosexuality and 
abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466135 36596 18 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 10:52:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8466132" target=_blank>#17</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're saying that virtually all Republican voters are socially 
conservative?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean virtually the entire party structure. If I meant to say "all GOP 
voters" I would have said that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466138 36596 21 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 10:54:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8466136" target=_blank>#19</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody needs to re-read John 8:7.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you realize that Engle can quote numerous passages from the Bible to 
support his hatred of gay people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466225 36596 100 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 11:26:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8466203" target=_blank>#78</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Claiming that this loon is somehow representative of the Republican party, if 
that was what was intended, really is nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I already told you very clearly that this was not my intent. 
But don't let that stop you from being offended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08466227 36596 102 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 11:27:43am  
 
<P>There are plenty of links in the post if anyone wants to see how influential 
Lou Engle is, and you can also just Google his name.</P> 
<P>Reflexive denial is no way to go through life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466229 36596 104 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 11:28:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8466193" target=_blank>#69</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tarring me and my fellow Chirstians with this bull crap spouted by some 
fringe lunatic is smearing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you need to have someone call you a waahmbulance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466233 36596 108 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 11:30:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8466152" target=_blank>#32</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't apparent from this statement:</P> 
<P>How much social conservatism did you see in Chris Christie's (NJ's Governor) 
platform?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exception that proves the rule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466234 36596 109 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 11:31:23am  
 
<P>It's kind of amazing, after everything that's gone on in the past year, that 
we actually have people here trying to argue that the GOP isn't dominated by 
social conservatives.</P> 
<P>Wake up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466423 36597 10 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 1:14:01pm  
 
<P>Locker is having problems accessing LGF with Firefox, but I can't duplicate 
them; Firefox works fine for me, both Mac and Windows. It's pretty clear from 
his description that Javascript is being disabled somehow, but he says NoScript 
(the usual culprit) isn't at fault. Can anyone suggest something else for him to 
check?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466514 36597 71 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 1:53:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8466507" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>That must have been you again, in disguise, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468479 36597 248 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:57:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/8468350" target=_blank>#247</A> mr. 
hammer</EM></P> 
<P>Right. You never know. The Texas Tribune might have faked it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08466705 36598 36 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 2:45:58pm  
 
<P>Grimacing crazy uncle, coming up next on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08466779 36598 104 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 3:04:01pm  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone needs a very large external hard drive for backups, 
video, etc., here's a great deal on the <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002QEBMCI/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Western Digital WD Elements 2 TB USB 2.0 Drive</A>, for $133.99 
with free shipping. For a 2TB WD drive and powered USB enclosure, that's real 
cheap. I'm going to use one for a Time Machine backup, because my 1TB backup 
drive has gotten too small since I started converting DVDs to movie 
files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467368 36599 8 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 5:30:07pm  
 
<P>By the way, I created a new category for LGF Pages today - "Great Deals." For 
tips on good deals from wherever you find them. First page in that category is 
my link to the Amazon sale on the 2TB WD drive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467383 36599 13 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 5:34:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8467370" target=_blank>#9</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I should link to the HDMI/DVI converter cable that I just bought for $4 
shipped...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would make a good page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467430 36599 41 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 5:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8467407" target=_blank>#28</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I refuse to be intimidated by the <STRONG>Giant Space 
Brain</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The giant space brain sees all and knows all. The giant space brain cannot be 
resisted. Accept the giant space brain as your personal savior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467443 36599 49 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 5:50:07pm  
 
<P>Jon Voight wrote a really whacked out open letter to President Obama today, 
published on the zombie website of the Washington Times.</P> 
<P>If only Jon Voight would accept the giant space brain. He would then know 
peace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467508 36599 94 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 6:12:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8467475" target=_blank>#72</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>McCarthy was right...his delivery sucked tho</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCarthy was not right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08467589 36599 159 Charles Tue, Jun 22, 2010 7:00:18pm  
 
<P>When Jon Voight writes a barely coherent rant against Obama, and publishes it 
at the Moonie-owned, white-supremacist-linked Washington Times, this is not 
really the kind of support Israel needs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468429 36601 244 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:27:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8468237" target=_blank>#57</A> 
right_wing2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now, there IS extortion against BP.</P> 
<P>It's not that they shouldn't pay for the massive amount of damage caused by 
their well. It's that penalties need to come from the <EM>court system</EM>, not 
from on high from Barack Obama. For someone who lectured on the Constitution, 
Obama apparently doesn't have much of a clue as to things like 'separation of 
powers'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, he's completely clueless, especially compared to geniuses like 
you.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also: Why as the Obama administration refused to waive the 'Jones Act' 
('Merchant Marine Act of 1920')?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who do you think you're kidding? If Obama did waive the Jones Act, you'd be 
screaming about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468486 36601 297 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:01:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/8468476" target=_blank>#288</A> 
kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone who is on drugs has a much less likely chance of getting or holding a 
job.</P> 
<P>Unemployment payments are contingent on an applicant seriously looking for a 
job. Is someone on drugs seriously looking for a job, since most employers 
immediately disqualify someone on drugs?</P> 
<P>I don't think we should cut off their benefits immediately, but require them 
to clean up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, talk about an absolute loser of a right wing position. It's amazing to 
me how crazy you people are getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468494 36601 305 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:04:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8468492" target=_blank>#303</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, Barack Obama does have one advantage over Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>He isn't an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468527 36601 338 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:22:55am  
 



<P>Ideas like drug testing the unemployed are why I'm finished with the 
Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468601 36602 6 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:13:14am  
 
<P>What you're seeing here is the influence of Big Oil on the GOP. Barton is one 
of their biggest boosters in the House, and there's no way they're going to let 
the GOP get rid of him. There's absolutely no accountability. Barton lied about 
apologizing for his statements, and is openly gloating now.</P> 
<P>The whole rotten system is corrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468658 36603 27 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:30:24am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the wingnut blogs are turning on Michael Yon now. I almost can't 
believe what I just read at Blackfive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468677 36603 45 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:37:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8468671" target=_blank>#39</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McChrystal can't show a little fucking tact and its Yon's and the media's 
fault? WTF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go read what Uncle Jimbo at Blackfive did. It's so fucking insane I almost 
think I dreamed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468687 36603 53 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:39:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8468682" target=_blank>#50</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Liddy clip?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- he wrote an email to Michael Yon, using the name of his "best friend" -
- who is DEAD. And now he's using it to smear Yon's credibility, because he 
didn't realize the email was a fake.</P> 
<P>These people are completely out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468707 36603 72 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:49:26am  
 
<P>Right wingers on Twitter are overwhelmingly taking McChrystal's 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468711 36603 76 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:50:28am  
 
<P>Typical Twitter posts from wingnuts:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama the LIAR. He didn't fire #McChrystal because of national security. He 
WAS angry. His press secretary admitted that yesterday.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Obama's ego more important than making wise decision for America. Typical .. 
we've seen it over &amp; over. WAKE UP AMERICA!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08468733 36603 98 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:56:52am  
 
<P>Another Twitter comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Poor BHO got his feeling hurt becuz of McChrystal's remarks. Prez get thicker 
skin. U r looking like a wimp to the rest of the 
world</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468739 36603 104 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 10:59:01am  
 
<P>Watching a conspiracy theory be born:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Obama just tie Petraeus up through the 2012 
cycle?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468746 36603 111 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 11:00:36am  
 
<P>I'll bet this conspiracy theory is going to spread like wildfire through the 
wingnut blogs: Obama put Petraeus in charge to keep him out of the 2012 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468765 36603 130 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 11:08:08am  
 
<P>Another lovely #tcot comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So does this mean McChrystal is free to lead a military coup and kick out the 
Obama admin now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468869 36604 9 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 11:41:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8468864" target=_blank>#7</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I often retweet these sorts of posts with a #tcot tag, so they get into the 
#tcot stream. In fact, I retweeted this one with the #tcot tag.</P> 
<P>Should I not do that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468877 36604 14 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 11:44:20am  
 
<P>More #tcot comments:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McChrystal gone.. Obama Ego Wins, Troops Lose. McChrystal defended Obama on 
video last week. Obama fails to be a man again.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>No surprise the "Whiner in Chief" fired GenMcChrystal. What a PATHETIC LITTLE 
GIRL</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Opposition to the Obama Regime is the very definition of American 
patriotism.</P> 



<P>[...]</P> 
<P>I'd rather have a Sikh President over a muslim President.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It goes on and on and on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468892 36604 26 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 11:50:13am  
 
<P>Another talking point spreading like wildfire: Obama once said mean things 
about Gen. Petraeus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468922 36604 53 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 12:05:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8468917" target=_blank>#48</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/DarrellIssa/status/16868850166" 
target=_blank>Darrel Issa</A>'s on message with today's goofy talking point:</P> 
<P>I can't recall, but did any congressional Democrat say they agreed with the 
"Betray us" moniker from the MoveOn ad? The votes against the resolution 
condemning MoveOn (which passed with strong bipartisan support) where explained 
as being in protest of political stunt resolutions. Imagine if every time a 
Right Wing PAC put out a nutty press release or published an incendiary ad 
Congress felt the need to pass resolutions condemning them - they'd have little 
time to do much else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually the "Betray-Us" ad seriously backfired on MoveOn.org. It went way 
too far, and they lost a lot of their support among liberals because of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08468975 36604 104 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 12:31:26pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, Hot Air's going with the "Obama once criticized Petraeus" 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469369 36605 317 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 3:18:14pm  
 
<P>Knock off the nasty squabbling. Nobody wants to see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469372 36605 320 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 3:20:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8469370" target=_blank>#318</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...did you see my post about Barton's office tweeting the "Barton was 
right" [to apologize to BP] article?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I noted that in the earlier post about Barton keeping his House ECC 
position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469536 36606 140 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 4:35:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8469519" target=_blank>#125</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Pamela Geller declares war on brown people ...<STRONG>Forecast: Blood on the 
Streets</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She quotes asshole blogger "Yid With Lid" as her source for the claim that 
Obama is preparing to "grant amnesty by executive order." His source? Well, he 
has no source. At all. He mentions "rumors," and that's it.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470006 36606 272 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8469951" target=_blank>#264</A> Nekama</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Socons are no more welcome than the Progs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is complete nonsense. The social conservatives are in charge of the tea 
party movement, lock, stock, and barrel. I can't believe you're trying to float 
that BS here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469718 36608 64 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 6:17:01pm  
 
<P>Also at Geller's hate-hole today, this amazing statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I believe I'm fighting for Muslims here," she said. "I have no problem with 
Muslims."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469771 36608 106 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 6:33:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8469766" target=_blank>#102</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill Randall - NC Teabagger (and African American) won his primary by 
claiming that Obama and BP intentionally caused the Deepwater Horizon 
disaster.</P> 
<P>Well, at least the GOP is getting more inclusive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beat Rachel Maddow to that story by several days:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36554_GOP_Congressional_Candidate-
_Maybe_Obama_and_BP_Wanted_the_Oil_Well_to_Leak" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469830 36608 154 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 6:46:59pm  
 
<P>And our first Geller flounce of the evening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469844 36608 165 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 6:49:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, you don't see any focus on the positive aspects of the GOP and 
the right wing at LGF because ... there ARE NO positive aspects to focus on.</P> 
<P>The right wing is off the rails, and the GOP is riding on the same 
train.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469907 36608 217 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:05:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8469892" target=_blank>#206</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weird. My typing eatted my post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out for those angled brackets. They're used to denote HTML tags, and 
our security routines strip out unsafe HTML tags. That's why posts disappear 
sometimes -- they had a "greater than" or "less than" symbol, and everything 
from that symbol on was stripped out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469953 36608 254 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:18:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/8469947" target=_blank>#250</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>replacing them with &amp; lt works &lt;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's how to include an angled bracket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469958 36608 258 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:20:01pm  
 
<P>The character entities for the angled brackets are:</P> 
<P>&amp;lt; -- &lt;</P> 
<P>&amp;gt; -- &gt;</P> 
<P>You need to terminate the character entity with a semi-colon to work in all 
browsers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08469987 36608 281 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:27:35pm  
 
<P>Just blocked another creep from the stalker blog from registering a sock 
puppet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470059 36608 345 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:48:38pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'd like to encourage all LGF readers to retweet and share this 
post as often as possible. The stalkers are already lathered up over it; let's 
see if we can cause some embolisms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470063 36608 349 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 7:50:44pm  
 
<P>As the right wing continues diving over the cliffs of craziness:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/campaign-spot/230224/we-implore-
general-mcchrystal-blow-whistle-and-go-public-what-he-knows" target=_blank>“We 
implore General McChrystal to blow the whistle and go public with what he 
knows.” - The Campaign Spot - National Review Online</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470154 36608 432 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:18:35pm  
 
<P>I've gotten three hate mails so far tonight from Geller fans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470171 36608 448 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:22:27pm  
 
<P>And now there's another outrageous outrage.</P> 



<P>The police in Dearborn stopped a fanatic anti-Muslim Christian group from 
handing out Bibles at an Arab cultural festival (a deliberately provocative 
thing they've been doing for several years), and the wingnut blogs are freaking 
out. Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470177 36608 454 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:23:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/449/8470172" target=_blank>#449</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they will maintain their hold and ultimately assist in the expulsion 
of the JBS from the conservative movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470218 36608 494 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:31:29pm  
 
<P>Powerline's John Hinderaker says tonight that because the police stopped 
these four Christians from harassing Muslims, it proves the US is about to be 
taken over by sharia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470225 36608 500 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:32:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/8470198" target=_blank>#474</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were not handong out Bibles. They were handing out tracts of The Gospel 
of John.</P> 
<P>I've seen the video. Was there anything happening during the three-minute 
void?</P> 
<P>Why did eight cops descend on a few Americans who were on public 
property?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they were being assholes and harassing people who were trying to 
enjoy a nice day without being preached at by fanatics who hate 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470227 36608 502 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:32:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/8470221" target=_blank>#496</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<P>Yep. Those are the fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470254 36608 528 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 8:38:35pm  
 
<P>And if you don't want to take my word for it that these assholes are 
fanatically anti-Muslim, go have a look at their website.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answeringmuslims.com" target=_blank 
?>www.answeringmuslims.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470373 36608 644 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:02:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/634/8470363" target=_blank>#634</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's your opinion. Not everyone who wants to share the principles of their 
faith is bent on wreaking havoc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All you have to do is take a look around their website if you're really 
interested in learning what drives this group of freaks.</P> 
<P>They are fanatically anti-Muslim, and they're determined to harass Muslims 
wherever they can. They're not "sharing the principles of their faith," they're 
deranged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470405 36608 676 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:08:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/8470402" target=_blank>#673</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I don't understand how the cops can do that either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "disturbing the peace." If you go into a place where you aren't 
welcome and cause a scene, the police can and will arrest you for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470416 36608 687 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:10:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/677/8470406" target=_blank>#677</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another report on the Dearborn story:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.freep.com/article/20100619/NEWS02/100619014/4-arrested-
at-Dearborn-festival" target=_blank>4 missionaries arrested at Dearborn 
festival</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hardcore fanatic Christian Taliban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470425 36608 696 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:12:07pm  
 
<P>And their website has links to ... guess who? Robert Spencer and Pamela 
Geller, of course, because the Muslim-haters know who their allies 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08470472 36608 742 Charles Wed, Jun 23, 2010 9:22:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/721/8470450" target=_blank>#721</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Extremists, yes, but not even close to the Taliban.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Philosophically, there's almost no difference between fanatics like acts17 
and the Taliban.</P> 
<P>The only real difference is that groups like acts17 don't have the power to 
do what they'd really like to do. If there weren't laws against it, they would 
be every bit as brutal as the Taliban.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471197 36609 498 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:33:05am  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy has decided to counterattack by pulling out my comments 
from last night.</P> 



<P>Great! I was just planning to do a post about those so-called "evangelists" 
and their agenda in Dearborn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471205 36609 505 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:35:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/8471196" target=_blank>#497</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. Watch the video. It's very clear that he's talking about the 
Republican characterizations of social welfare programs. Glenn Beck, Michelle 
Malkin, et al repeatedly claim that social welfare programs are a seekrit 
socialist plot to redistribute wealth. It's a common talking point. Attacking 
that talking point is not racist. He's pointing out the racist talking points 
often used by opponents of social welfare programs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the kind of thing these morons specialize in -- latching onto 
statements taken completely out of context, and screaming about how outrageous 
they are.</P> 
<P>It's really getting tedious. They do it every single chance they 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471208 36609 508 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:36:50am  
 
<P>Did anyone dig up any more info on the acts17 group that I should know 
about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471214 36609 514 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:41:20am  
 
<P>By the way, "Acts 17" is a famous Dominionist passage. These aren't simple 
"evangelists," they're hard core Dominionists -- fanatics.</P> 
<P>And yes, I have absolutely no hesitation about comparing groups like this to 
the Taliban. The differences are in degree, not kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471220 36609 520 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:46:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/8471215" target=_blank>#515</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.answeringmuslims.com/2009/04/answering-muslims-website-
faq_24.html" target=_blank>For a site that calls itself "apologetic" they arent 
very.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. They openly admit that they're using "weak" quotations from the Koran 
-- but they don't care. Pretty amazing that they would actually post something 
like that on their website -- but that's the kind of thing fanatics do. They're 
utterly convinced that they're right about everything, and that means they can 
use any tactics at all to achieve their aims. Including lying and 
dishonesty.</P> 
<P>This incident in Dearborn was a complete setup. Just like the fascist groups 
that Geller loves so much, they deliberately staged a confrontation with the 
police that they could blow up into a big stupid grievance 
party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471225 36609 524 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:49:49am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/521/8471221" target=_blank>#521</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<P>Psst. Don't tell anybody, but those comments are all planted by Killgore 
Trout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471232 36609 530 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 9:54:33am  
 
<P>And now the radical Christian legal group called the Thomas More Society is 
involved.</P> 
<P>This is the group that promotes and defends anti-gay and anti-abortion 
causes, and also pimps creationism across the country. They were deeply involved 
in the Dover intelligent design case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471238 36609 535 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:00:34am  
 
<P>Thomas More, by the way, is infamous for torturing and putting "heretics" to 
death.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471256 36609 550 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:07:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/8471247" target=_blank>#543</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So is bloody everyone from the sixteenth century, to be perfectly 
honest...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thomas More was also very fond of <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_More" target=_blank>burning people 
alive</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example, after the case of John Tewkesbury, the London leather-seller 
found guilty by More of harboring banned books and who was sentenced to be burnt 
to death at the stake for refusing to recant, More declared: he "burned as there 
was neuer wretche I wene better worthy."[41] In total, there were six heretics 
burned at the stake during More's Chancellorship: Thomas Hitton, Thomas Bilney, 
Richard Bayfield, John Tewkesbery, Thomas Dusgate, and James Bainham.[42] 
Burning at the stake was the acceptable punishment for unrepentant heretics at 
the time, even for more moderate people like Erasmus and many Protestants — 
about thirty burnings had taken place in the century leading to More's elevation 
to Lord Chancellor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471262 36609 556 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:10:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/8471259" target=_blank>#553</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>?</P> 
<P>Did I read that right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on. You don't actually think I was serious, do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471276 36609 570 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:14:32am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/564/8471270" target=_blank>#564</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>You have become the boogeyman to those morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471278 36609 572 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:15:08am  
 
<P>Watch out, kids! Read your Cleon Skousen and go to bed, or the Killgore will 
getcha!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471285 36609 579 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:20:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/577/8471283" target=_blank>#577</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, wow. Is this a group connected to the Dearborn fanatics, or something 
different?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471308 36609 601 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:35:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/8471301" target=_blank>#594</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By pointing out their tolerance for racist comments. They changed their 
comment policy withing 12 hours. They had a thread about it. I should keep that 
bookmarked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They changed their comment policy for cosmetic purposes only. Nothing changed 
in the actual comments. They're still overflowing with racism and hate 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471350 36609 617 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 11:02:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/613/8471342" target=_blank>#613</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>The only difference between the Taliban and Dominionists is that the 
Dominionists are stopped by our secular laws from carrying out their agenda. 
They would be killing lots of people if they could -- they openly talk about 
death penalties for gays, adulterers, and even children who diss their parents, 
and they cite Scripture to do it. And they want to keep women as uneducated baby 
factories, exactly like the Taliban.</P> 
<P>There's no real difference, other than their capability for doing harm. The 
intent is the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471340 36610 18 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 10:56:52am  
 
<P>Geller's fanboys are starting to send hate mail now. Two so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471383 36610 48 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 11:22:00am  
 
<P>Classic. Yesterday Pamela Geller posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"I believe I'm fighting for Muslims here," she said. "I have no problem with 
Muslims."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today she posts this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Muslims are finishing the work of the Mufti al-Husseini, Hitlers ally and 
mass slaughterer of Jews during the the holocaust. Sixty years later, it's the 
Muslims who are dragging the rest of the world with them, in their genocidal 
dreams of annihilating goodness, creativity, production, inventiveness, 
benevolence, charity, medicine, technology, and all of the gifts of the 
Jews.</P> 
<P>Our goodness makes them ill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. No problem with Muslims at all! They're just all genocidal murderers 
who want to destroy everything good in the world.</P> 
<P>Who would ever get the idea she has a problem with Muslims?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471433 36611 8 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 11:46:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8471428" target=_blank>#5</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I expect my favorite conservative German blog site is gonna have a field day 
with this topic, as it does play right into the Geller meme:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/world/europe/10406344.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, the crowd that threw rocks at the dance troupe was apparently not 
all Muslims. There were Germans in there too.</P> 
<P>And yes, it sucks. That's why the police arrested the ones who threw 
rocks.</P> 
<P>Geller's using this to whip up some more fury against Muslims, exactly like 
neo-Nazis use stories about black or Jewish crimes to whip up their followers. 
Exactly the same motivations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471436 36611 11 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 11:47:05am  
 
<P>She's calling me Chuckie today, an absolutely devastating tactic. I don't 
know how I'll be able to go on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471875 36611 123 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 2:10:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8471833" target=_blank>#116</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to think of the days when Geller was nominated here for the Fallaci 
award.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28409_2007_LGF_Awards_Nominations_
Open" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That right side honors column is pretty interesting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And your point is ... what, exactly? Those nominations came from readers, not 
from me, and you will now find a lot of those readers at a blog that openly 
supports genocide.</P> 
<P>They're gone from here for a reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472042 36611 130 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 2:49:26pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/8472008" target=_blank>#128</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that Geller has changed all that much since 
2007.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that means what to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472067 36611 131 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 2:55:15pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I don't agree that Geller hasn't changed. She was always on 
the hysterical side, but she's gotten progressively more extreme over the time 
she's been blogging, until now she has gone completely batshit nuts.</P> 
<P>I'm sure it's been there all along, but there was a time when she tried not 
to let her inner bigot show so much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472600 36611 136 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:23:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8472391" target=_blank>#135</A> Amory 
Blaine</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Atlas Farted scrubbed some posts...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe it. She went back and edited it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472619 36611 138 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:29:51pm  
 
<P>Correction: she didn't edit it. She just wrote another one that looks so much 
like it that I confused it with the first one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471844 36612 151 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 2:04:03pm  
 
<P>What. The. Fuck.</P> 
<P>I go out for a little while to have lunch and suddenly several threads are 
turned to shit by pointless squabbling.</P> 
<P>AGAIN.</P> 
<P>Why do you people think anyone cares about this crap except you? Why are you 
having these tantrums in public, on MY site? Do you think it makes you look 
good?</P> 
<P>I'm reaching the end of my patience with this stuff. And if I get there, 
you're not going to like what happens next.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471675 36613 16 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 1:26:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8471667" target=_blank>#12</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess "spend more" is the only accepted "non-partisan" 
stance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Helping people in need is supposed to be one of the major functions of 
government, last time I checked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08472328 36613 372 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 3:55:31pm  
 
<P>I'm so sick of these robots who just pop in to regurgitate insults and 
talking points from the far right, with a smug superior attitude.</P> 
<P>This one's first comment will be its last.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08471985 36614 2 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 2:39:05pm  
 
<P>State Department said what?</P> 
<P>This must be a mistake. Right wingers keep telling me that the Obama 
administration is abandoning Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472541 36615 199 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:09:38pm  
 
<P>That's two asshole trolls so far today. Undoubtedly from Geller's "Chuckie" 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472552 36615 209 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:11:19pm  
 
<P>This one's last comment was almost four years ago, and it was just 
lovely.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/347/3202932" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472574 36615 229 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:14:43pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I remember that thread, because it was one of the turning 
points for me when I realized there were way too many lunatics hanging around my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472603 36615 256 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:25:15pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller, by the way, went back and EDITED the post I wrote about 
earlier, to remove that sickening hate spew against Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472612 36615 264 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:26:55pm  
 
<P>Correction: she didn't edit it. She just wrote another one that looks so much 
like it that I confused it with the first one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472649 36615 298 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:41:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8472588" target=_blank>#243</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shame on me for seeing what you meant and reading some of that thread. Holy 
crap...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was right at the point when the lunatics were probably at their worst 
here. And I didn't have tools to police the site like I do now; in fact, I never 
had time to read most comments posted at LGF. We were getting the same daily 
number of comments we get now, but there was no report button, no Ajax tools, no 



monitors, and deleting comments was a tedious and lengthy process that sometimes 
would result in DB corruption, because at that point LGF was still using flat 
files.</P> 
<P>I never even saw that creep's comment about wiping his ass with the Koran 
before today. Comments like that wouldn't last ten minutes nowadays.</P> 
<P>One more point: I remain convinced that CAIR is a front for radical Islam, 
just in case anyone thinks I've changed my mind about that. I've seen way too 
much information about them; they're connected to Hamas and the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and they are very bad actors on the US political 
scene.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472677 36615 324 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:49:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/8472669" target=_blank>#316</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From Edmund Standing at Harry's Place - Nick Griffin's use of the most 
extreme elements of his party, and what it looks like when BNP Nazis discuss 
'reform' :</P> 
<P>full article :</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hurryupharry.org/2010/06/24/new-plan-for-an-aryan-
britain-employ-a-multi-racialist-blighter-and-wheel-the-jews-out/" 
target=_blank>hurryupharry.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that Pamela Geller is linking to Harry's Place today to support her 
bigoted comments. I'm pretty sure David T wouldn't be cool with 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472687 36615 332 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:51:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/8472682" target=_blank>#328</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW: Remember the "flag burning" amendments that many Republicans supported a 
while back?</P> 
<P>I believe these were just an attempt to capture the hearts and minds of a 
certain segment of voters, and no serious effort was made to try to 
implement/ratify them.</P> 
<P>I'm thinking this is a similar stunt. It makes me long for the days of "flag 
burning" amendments.</P> 
<P>Of course it would have been nice to see people like this, gathered around to 
burn the flag, prosecuted: <A 
href="http://www.bsa901.org/PICS/FlagRetirement1.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: FlagRetirement1.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it would not be "nice" to see them prosecuted. Are you 
nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472698 36615 341 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 5:53:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/8472682" target=_blank>#328</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<P>Now you have officially pissed me off.</P> 
<P>Are you aware that burning a flag that is being "retired" is the officially 
sanctioned method?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wikihow.com/Retire-a-U.S.-Flag" 
target=_blank>www.wikihow.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08472814 36615 449 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 6:29:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/8472787" target=_blank>#423</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.npr.org/blogs/allsongs/2010/06/24/128079790/exclusive-premiere-
new-ry-cooder-single" target=_blank>www.npr.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ry Cooder! Excellent. That's a great track.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472944 36616 11 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 7:29:51pm  
 
<P>Judge Andrew Napolitano defends BP on Fox News.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit desperately tries to find a way to spin it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2010/06/24/shep-to-napolitano-
youre-grossing-me-out-by-defending-bp/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472961 36616 18 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 7:42:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8472950" target=_blank>#14</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry,, but looks as if he's flat out DISagreeing with the 
'judge"!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like you fell for the spin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472963 36616 20 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 7:43:41pm  
 
<P>AP's first sentence:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He’s not really defending BP, actually, just noting that between the 
liability cap and the feds’ regulatory scheme for drilling, safety incentives 
for oil companies are, shall we say, sub-optimal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, he's disagreeing. Uh huh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472971 36616 26 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 7:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8472970" target=_blank>#25</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's trying to square the circle: criticize the judge while not alienating 
his readers. I'm not sympathetic, though: Since he did allow the Bad Craziness 
to grow there till it overran the place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allahpundit is a first class scumbag. Sorry. I have no sympathy for this guy. 
He's a creep who lets people post comments at Hot Air accusing me of being a 
child molester.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08472976 36616 30 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 7:49:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8472964" target=_blank>#21</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anti-choice campaigners are not going to like this:</P> 



<P>'<STRONG>No foetal pain before 24 weeks</STRONG>'</P> 
<P>continued:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/health/10403496.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This won't matter a bit, because the true agenda of the religious right 
toward the abortion issue has nothing to do with the fetuses.</P> 
<P>It's all about controlling women. Nothing else. The whole "when does a fetus 
turn into a human being" argument is a smokescreen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08473008 36616 58 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 8:05:33pm  
 
<P>While Allahpundit was trying his best to make excuses for Judge Napolitano, 
Napolitano was appearing on the Alex Jones show talking about impeaching 
President Obama.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/mgmu1nzt46Q&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08473024 36617 1 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 8:14:31pm  
 
<P>The first comment for the Alex Jones video at YouTube:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see a French style? revolution at hand. With alot of blood and hangings in 
front of the capital steps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08473056 36617 9 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 8:28:41pm  
 
<P>Fox News and Alex Jones are now joined at the hip. They have the same guests 
on the same day.</P> 
<P>It won't be long before Alex Jones himself is a Fox 
contributor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08473077 36617 21 Charles Thu, Jun 24, 2010 8:42:08pm  
 
<P>This was just posted on Twitter, in #tcot: <A 
href="http://www.fireandreamitchell.com/2010/06/23/why-are-flies-always-
attracted-to-obama/" target=_blank>Why are flies always attracted to 
Obama?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it’s the smell emitting from Obama’s mouth that always attracts those 
flies (and vermin).</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474098 36618 665 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 10:28:12am  
 
<P>Dave Weigel just got fired ("resigned") from the Washington Post, after 
writing a series of emails to a listserv bashing conservatives and rooting for 
Democrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08474109 36618 676 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 10:31:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/646/8474077" target=_blank>#646</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but if this was a private email, it's, a non-issue.</P> 
<P>Somebody owes Weigel an apology for publishing private correspondence, imo. I 
have found myself fuming at Weigel's breathtaking intellectual dishonesty more 
than a few times, but this isn't news. This is railroading a man in an attempt 
to destroy his career.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think when you take a job at a media source like the Washington Post, you 
have a responsibility to keep any partisan political views to 
yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474171 36619 34 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 10:56:34am  
 
<P>Weigel's resignation has led to an extended round of conservatives on Twitter 
bashing ... me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No worries. WaPo is already talking to Charles Johnson as Weigel's 
replacement.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>To ensure responsible, unbiased coverage from inside the Conservative 
movement, WaPo will replace Dave Weigel with Charles 
Johnson</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474207 36619 69 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 11:06:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8474199" target=_blank>#61</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... in private, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whether it's private or not is debatable - he posted to a listserv with many 
members. This is different from sending a private email to one 
person.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474235 36619 97 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 11:18:16am  
 
<P>A surprising comment from <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0610/Weigel_and_the_Post.html" 
target=_blank>Ben Smith</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The current flap over Washington Post blogger Dave Weigel has its roots in a 
fact that suprised me when I learned of it earlier this year: The Post appears 
to have hired Weigel, a liberal blogger, under the false impression that he's a 
conservative. The new controversy over the revelation that he's liberal is 
primarily the Post's fault, not his, except to the degree that he allowed the 
paper's brass to put him in an unsustainable position.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Post <EM>didn't know</EM> Weigel was a liberal? That's pretty amazing, 
since Weigel has a history of public writing going back years, and his 
liberal/libertarian bias has been completely open. Didn't the Post check into 
his background at all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08474303 36619 162 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 11:44:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8474237" target=_blank>#99</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Pat Buchanan is quite forward about his paleoconservative, racist, 
misogynistic, anti-Semitic, neo-nazi excusing, proto-fascist ways.</P> 
<P>Which is also why MSNBC is happy to have him and present him as a mainstream 
member of the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, MSNBC is right. Pat Buchanan has been welcomed back into the 
right wing, big time. His columns appear in every major conservative outlet, no 
matter how racist or antisemitic they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474307 36619 166 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 11:48:53am  
 
<P>I have to admit that I'm now wondering whether Weigel was being honest with 
his apparent support for Rand Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474311 36619 170 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 11:50:23am  
 
<P>And I also have to admit that I agree with pretty much everything Weigel said 
in these emails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474445 36621 10 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 12:59:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8474437" target=_blank>#4</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<P>Er, I'm pretty sure they're not a-skeered of Injuns nowadays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474480 36621 40 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 1:22:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8474473" target=_blank>#33</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given that this same enclave:</P> 
<P>I think we can conclude that the "militia" initiative is part of the broader 
wingnut movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely; there's nothing innocent about this militia idea. It's a far 
right proposal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474499 36621 58 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 1:29:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8474491" target=_blank>#50</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just jaywalked in front of three cop cars, one of which was being driven by 
the Chief, who gave me a friendly wave. I'm a little embarrassed anyway.</P> 
<P>/I shouldn't do that so close to the <STRIKE>station</STRIKE> donut 
shop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank God you don't look Hispanic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08474516 36621 74 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 1:37:37pm  
 
<P>I'm watching as liberals overwhelmingly line up to support Dave Weigel, which 
I guess isn't really surprising.</P> 
<P>But it's more than a little weird. Because much of what Weigel believes is 
exactly counter to what liberals believe. He voted for Ron Paul, and he's been a 
very determined apologist for Rand Paul. Neither of those politicians are even 
remotely liberal -- they're extreme right wing pseudo-libertarians, with a 
strong bent towards theocracy.</P> 
<P>How did Weigel become a hero of the left when he supports people like 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476774 36621 183 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 11:55:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8476131" target=_blank>#182</A> Palefrei</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So in summary... there are many crazy ideas from the right these days. A 
State Militia is not in and of itself, one of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, in and of itself, it's not necessarily a crazy idea. But combined with 
the other insane points on the Idaho GOP convention's agenda, it's pretty clear 
that this isn't the same kind of militia you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474621 36622 12 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 2:23:52pm  
 
<P>Beck is saying that slavery was really no big deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474713 36622 91 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 2:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8474687" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a segment of tonight's tv show...<A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201006250051" target=_blank>Beck suggests 
people have been misled into thinking "in the 1790s, blacks and whites hated 
each other, it was slavery"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord.</P> 
<P>I almost can't believe what I'm seeing in that one. David Barton, who gave 
speeches to white supremacist organizations, promoting the idea that things were 
just fine between whites and blacks before the Civil War.</P> 
<P>This is Stormfront territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08474971 36622 322 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 4:05:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8474934" target=_blank>#300</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When "PUSH came to SHOVE" in the American "Unpleasantness" of 1861-65, even 
the CSA recruited Blacks to "The Cause." - some of whom fought heroically at 
Richmond for a regime that wanted them enslaved forever.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is NOT true. No black soldiers ever fought for the Confederacy. 
Please don't post this kind of garbage here. This is a talking point from 
racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08474995 36622 329 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 4:18:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/8474980" target=_blank>#326</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Minor correction: operative word here is "willingly" - there were some blacks 
who were press ganged into fortifying some places entirely against their will by 
brute squads. The revisionist papers always mentions this single unit and 
neglect to mention the press ganging part.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The operative word is "fought." Yes, there were some slaves who were forced 
to work for the Confederate Army, but they never actually fought anybody.</P> 
<P>The reason why racists like to insist that blacks "fought" for the 
Confederacy is to give people the false impression that blacks <EM>enjoyed</EM> 
being slaves and wanted it to continue, so much they would fight for it. It's a 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475007 36623 47 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 4:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8474997" target=_blank>#38</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the head guru's out of the game, all because of one happy ending. What a 
time for Gore to be benched. He'd settle this stuff in no time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Al Gore is nobody's "head guru." But he sure makes a great right wing 
boogeyman, popping up and saying boo! in every discussion about global 
warming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475038 36623 76 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 4:39:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8475033" target=_blank>#71</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a Nobel! Don't forget the Nobel.Rightly or wrongly, Gore is indeed seen 
by the public as the face or spokesman for climate change science in the US ... 
just google.For example...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.theclimateprojectus.org/tcpnews.php?id=1623" 
target=_blank>www.theclimateprojectus.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What crap. Again and again, the same old silly responses to a deadly serious 
problem.</P> 
<P>This is why the right wing is so far off the rails. They'd rather focus on 
the dreaded Al Gore than face the facts and deal with a problem that's going to 
affect everyone on Earth.</P> 
<P>I find it really disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475166 36623 198 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 5:29:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8475159" target=_blank>#191</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of his matrimonial difficulties or the size of his mansion, can 
anyone really deny that Al Gore is a hero of AGW? I would venture to say tha his 
"An Inconvenient Truth" did as much or more to convince the lay public that AGW 
is a serious issue than any 50 scientific papers gathering dust on a shelf in 
some ivory tower.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As it should have. The movie is actually very good, and packed with hard 
facts about global warming. I saw it for the first time recently, after reading 



hundreds of right wing attacks and smears against it, and was very pleasantly 
surprised at how accurate and factual it was.</P> 
<P>But if you think "Al Gore is a hero of AGW," you're dreaming. He helped bring 
the issue to people's attention, but he is not a scientist and he gets no more 
credit than he deserves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475170 36623 202 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 5:30:38pm  
 
<P>In every thread on right wing racism someone brings up Robert Byrd.</P> 
<P>And in every thread on global warming someone brings up Al Gore.</P> 
<P>It's as predictable as clockwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475177 36623 209 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 5:33:23pm  
 
<P>And now the right wing homophobia comes raging out again, because I posted to 
Twitter about the Idaho GOP's measure to ban transsexuals from marrying 
anyone:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson sees the GOP trying to stymie his sex life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This comes from a bigoted stalker fuckhead, who has tried to register 
numerous accounts at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/Serr8d/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475182 36623 214 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 5:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8475180" target=_blank>#212</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I get it.Ignore AGW.Focus on Gore.That it?:/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happens every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475352 36623 298 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 6:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/262/8475231" target=_blank>#262</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I took a tour of some of the stalker blogs yesterday (something I won't make 
the mistake of doing again any time soon).</P> 
<P>I don't get the obsession. I mean, no offense—I enjoy LGF tremendously and 
there are a lot of interesting &amp; knowledgeable people here—but at the end of 
the day it's just a blog. If things here suddenly went in a direction I disliked 
or felt was unconstructive, I'd just leave and go on about my business. To do 
otherwise would mean that LGF had an inordinate amount importance in my 
life.</P> 
<P>I guess I must be missing something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally agree. If I got banned from a blog for pissing off the owner, I'd 
just move on and go somewhere else. There are millions of blogs.</P> 
<P>The insane obsession that many people seem to develop with me and LGF is a 
real mystery to me too. I don't understand it. They didn't even pay anything for 
their LGF accounts. They develop obsessions that go on for years, for losing a 
free account. It's beyond weird.</P> 



<P>If I could bottle this kind of obsession I'd be rich, until the FTC cracked 
down on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476642 36623 309 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 10:33:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8476144" target=_blank>#305</A> 
whozon3rd</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Phil Jones has acknowledged the it may have been as warm during the medieval 
period. So where's the CO2? Besides admitting there has been no global warming 
for the last 15 years. Oh excuse me the case for AGW is settled and anybody who 
questions it is brainless. How about the founder of the weather channel suing Al 
Gore over AGW claims? I guess he's brainless too.If you disagree with the 
enlightened left you need to be "re-educated", it's a brave new world baby and 
it's coming your way. Is there anything we can do to make it happen sooner? How 
about appointing more czars or grant amnesty to illegals so the "democratic 
party" can maintain their foot on the neck of the American 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are a liar. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476643 36623 310 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 10:34:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8476144" target=_blank>#305</A> 
whozon3rd</EM></P> 
<P>Unsurprisingly, this one is also a religious fanatic and apparently an End 
Times believer.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/96/8300964" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475283 36624 25 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 6:10:57pm  
 
<P>A sidenote: Thomas Sowell has completely lost his mind. I used to think he 
was one of the more rational conservative pundits. But he's waaay off the deep 
end now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475396 36624 117 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 6:49:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8475377" target=_blank>#101</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/217287_Confirmed-
_Wingnuts_are_lying_" target=_blank>Pajamas Media now pooling resources with 
Alex Jones</A>Can a show on Fox be far behind?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't even express how disgusted I am with Pajamas Media and Roger Simon. 
Creationism, climate change denial, white supremacists, and now Alex Jones.</P> 
<P>Sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475410 36624 130 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 6:52:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8475394" target=_blank>#115</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I kept thinking it looked McCain's people were keeping her muzzled, and I 
thought it was a mistake.But no.They knew exactly what they were 
doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin was picked as John McCain's VP for one reason only -- to appease 
the religious right, because McCain realized he couldn't win without their 
support.</P> 
<P>And then he lost anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475493 36624 210 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:18:41pm  
 
<P>If I want to suffer through a painful experience and end up with a permanent 
mark, I'll take a dive off my bike onto the pavement.</P> 
<P>It'll mean more than a tattoo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475497 36624 214 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:19:26pm  
 
<P>And I do have some of those tattoos already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475512 36624 229 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:21:29pm  
 
<P>The last bike crash I had ended up breaking two ribs.</P> 
<P>Now there's a tattoo you'll never forget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475521 36624 238 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:23:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8475515" target=_blank>#232</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OUCH!OOH, that hurts just thinking about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I move the wrong way I get to enjoy my tattoo all over 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475531 36624 248 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:25:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8475526" target=_blank>#243</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've learned that Charles has a sense of humor. I think he can take a little 
ribbing if done with no ill intention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, you bastard! You're out of here!</P> 
<P>Kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475591 36624 308 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:37:22pm  
 
<P>The worst thing about breaking ribs is that there really isn't much you can 
do about it. You just have to try to avoid things that hurt, until they start to 
heal. You learn to sleep in new positions. And coughing is sheer 
torture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475607 36624 324 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:41:19pm  



 
<P>If you've wondered why there are fewer threads about bicycling lately, that's 
why. I literally couldn't ride at all for more than a year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475616 36624 333 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:43:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/327/8475610" target=_blank>#327</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bet you could hardly sleep, too.Broken ribs sorta never really go away, they 
hurt for a looong time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm feeling them right now, in fact. They don't really "hurt" any more, they 
just feel like somebody sewed me up on the inside and missed a bunch of 
stitches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475627 36624 343 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:45:48pm  
 
<P>The ironic thing about it was that I've done insane mountain descents at high 
speed, more than 50 mph, but this crash happened while going less than 10 mph, 
because someone stopped in front of me without warning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475654 36624 370 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 7:50:06pm  
 
<P>The word "honco" comes from this hate mail, received on January 5, 2009 from 
someone in Malaysia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you are lying thru your teeth if you want to deny those pictures as 
"staged".. how is it staged ? just because that shows how cannibal, uncultured, 
self subservient monstrous idiots you are .. may yo and the rest of your 
sickening zionist honcos rot in hell one day</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475759 36624 475 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:23:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/8475755" target=_blank>#471</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm researching the Hezbollah invasion of the border states.</P> 
<P>So far, the source appears to be Sue Myrick.</P> 
<P>Is there ANYTHING else out there? And is there some reason why a 
Congresswoman from NC is in such close contact with 'well-trained officials' in 
Southwestern prisons?</P> 
<P>In other words, is this total bullshit?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sue Myrick is a kook. I wouldn't trust anything she says. Even Daniel Pipes 
has denounced her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475780 36624 496 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:32:12pm  
 
<P>The right wing is gearing up for a major meltdown over the Kagan nomination 
hearings, by the way. You're going to see so much lunacy, you'll be telling 
stories to your grandchildren about it.</P> 



<P>I've been getting a barrage of emails from all the right wing mailing lists 
I've been signed up for without my consent. They're planning to make this a 
major issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475782 36624 498 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:32:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/494/8475778" target=_blank>#494</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I decided sometime in the distant future after retirement I might want to 
really write ... so I'm coming out of anonymity...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://noblesseoblige.org/wordpress/2010/06/25/thanos-comes-
out/" target=_blank>noblesseoblige.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475805 36624 521 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:39:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/8475799" target=_blank>#515</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I thought about how I was saying that and well it's fitting since I've 
been in an anon closet six yrs</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That takes guts, since I'm sure you realize the stalkers are going to go 
insane over this. I salute you.</P> 
<P>I wish more bloggers would do this. The anonymity of the blogosphere has 
become one of its biggest problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475814 36624 530 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:42:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/523/8475807" target=_blank>#523</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a bit like pop psychology.</P> 
<P>"OK, do you like, Ted Nugent? How about Allahpundit?"</P> 
<P>"Who's Allahpundit?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone think it's a little weird that one of the wingnut blogosphere's 
biggest stars is hiding behind a name that insults Muslims? We're supposed to 
lend his words credence, but he doesn't even have the courage to reveal his real 
name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475830 36624 546 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:48:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/8475818" target=_blank>#534</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Not cool. And you know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475843 36624 559 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 8:53:50pm  
 
<P>By the way, this is Allahpundit:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=&amp;searchString=%22user%3Anc%22&amp;x=1&amp;y=1" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>He got his start at LGF as a commenter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08475873 36624 589 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:06:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/8475841" target=_blank>#557</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Stalker "The Osprey" just put Cato's post up. They're going to have 
a frothing frenzy over this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't possibly care less what those brain-damaged morons 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475880 36624 596 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:09:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/8475867" target=_blank>#583</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like I said I am tired of the Hitler comparisons on both sides. George Soros 
and other members of the looney left as well as pseudo conservative Andrew 
Sullivan called Bush Hitler-like throughout the Bush presidency.</P> 
<P>Later in the Bush presidency I found myself somewhat buying into what they 
were saying with the overreach of the Patriot Act and other things. Now when a 
respected person like Thomas Sowell starts making the comparison...maybe there 
is a little truth to the comparison... as it was with Bush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is disgusting.</P> 
<P>Educate yourself about the Third Reich. Comparing ANY American president to 
Hitler isn't just insulting -- it's insane, and verges on Holocaust denial.</P> 
<P>Your account is hanging by a thread when you post deranged crap like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475904 36624 620 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/612/8475896" target=_blank>#612</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Let's see. At a glance I can identify creationists, white supremacists, 
climate change deniers, racists, race-baiters, and a number of convicted 
criminals on that list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475913 36624 628 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/8475868" target=_blank>#584</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>There's a lot of truth to this, and I agree that women get much more abuse, 
and it's invariably much uglier. I can understand why women would feel reluctant 
to reveal their identities on the web.</P> 
<P>Allahpundit is not a woman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475925 36624 640 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:24:10pm  
 
<P>Beck is at number 1 on that list because it was compiled by ... guess who. 
Glenn Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475945 36624 660 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:28:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/645/8475930" target=_blank>#645</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin did not compare Obama to Hitler. Nor did Sowell. Sowell did draw an 
analogy which slipped into Godwin territory, and that is not like 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who do you think you're kidding?</P> 
<P>Thomas Sowell absolutely DID compare Obama to Hitler in the article. The 
freaking TITLE is: "Is U.S. Now On Slippery Slope To Tyranny?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475972 36624 687 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:36:09pm  
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08475985 36624 700 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:39:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/669/8475954" target=_blank>#669</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure enough. Some asshole just post a vile comment at Thanos's 
page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That freak has tried to register sock puppet accounts at LGF at least 10 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476007 36624 722 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:48:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/713/8475998" target=_blank>#713</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say ignore. Let Thanos clean it up. If we engage over there it will just 
make things messy for Thanos. Ignore the misfits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sent an email to Thanos. Notice that they only started spewing on his blog 
after he posted the link here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476033 36624 748 Charles Fri, Jun 25, 2010 9:57:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/711/8475996" target=_blank>#711</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/700/8475985" target=_blank>#700</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Question- Engage over there or ignore it? What is the smart 
play?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no point in engaging with them. That's what they want you to do -- 
it's part of their mental illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476636 36624 854 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 10:28:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/853/8476628" target=_blank>#853</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>{Charles}</P> 
<P>Hence the upright Schwinn?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one reason for the Schwinn, yep. It's pretty hard to get into the 
drops with a couple of broken ribs.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08476639 36625 484 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 10:32:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/8476604" target=_blank>#452</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful, you'll upset the "GOP hates poor people" meme;)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty hard to upset that meme, when the GOP keeps obstructing legislation to 
extend unemployment insurance, and apologizes to BP for the Obama "shakedown." 
Just to name two examples; I could easily come up with more.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately, this isn't just a "meme," it's a reasonable conclusion based 
on the behavior of the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476686 36625 528 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 11:05:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/8476683" target=_blank>#525</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, I'm aware of that talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476714 36625 550 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 11:21:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/8476703" target=_blank>#542</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what that means. Not all talking points lack sense.</P> 
<P>This is what i'm talking about. <A href="http://thehill.com/blogs/on-the-
money/801-economy/105647-snowe-seeks-stand-alone-ui-bill" target=_blank>Olympia 
Snowe wants to vote on the extensions alone.</A> So do the democrats care about 
poor people enough to agree, or is their agenda more important?</P> 
<P>(see what i did there...?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republicans have been obstructing every attempt to extend unemployment for 
months. But the unemployment insurance, as I mentioned above, is just one 
example. I don't see much point in arguing over the details; when Joe Barton 
apologized to BP, you saw the GOP's true sympathies come right out into the 
open. And it was followed by a universal chorus of "Barton is right" from the 
right wing news sites and blogs.</P> 
<P>Does the GOP "hate poor people?" No, I'd say that's probably too strong. They 
just don't give a fuck about poor people, especially when it comes down to a 
choice between them and corporate money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476726 36625 560 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 11:27:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/8476722" target=_blank>#558</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's a talking point!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the plain truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476764 36625 577 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 11:48:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/8476753" target=_blank>#574</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 99 weeks, with unemployment receding, it's officially the job-seeker's 
problem if they haven't found anything yet. let's not absolve each other of all 
responsibility for ever and ever...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if they can't find a job after 99 weeks in this limping economy, they can 
just live on the street? Or maybe die?</P> 
<P>That's pretty much what I'm talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476789 36625 585 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 12:08:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/8476776" target=_blank>#580</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That isn't a realistic alternate scenario, however. If someone's long-term 
prospects remain bleak, there are long-term programs other than unemployment 
available, like welfare, which also opens doors to a variety of educational, 
retraining and other programs, along with housing assistance. At the Federal 
level, anyway. At the state level, there are other programs, but they vary 
widely.</P> 
<P>Still, it isn't the all-or-nothing situation you're presenting 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, so they should just go on welfare, then?</P> 
<P>This is a solution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476807 36625 587 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 12:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/8476784" target=_blank>#582</A> 
hellointernet</EM></P> 
<P>Is that a joke, or are you serious?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476799 36626 52 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 12:19:39pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8476790" target=_blank>#45</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.Conversations even on a semi-private listerv should be left between 
the participants and really it is really a scummy thing to leak what people who 
have trusted you might write.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally agree with this. But as someone who's been the target of haters and 
stalkers on the web, literally for years, it's incredibly naive to expect that 
emails posted to a listserv will remain private.</P> 
<P>The inherently anonymous nature of the web does a great job of enabling 
stalkers and scumbags of all stripes. If you're a public person, you're going to 
be a target, and you need to understand that and deal with it 
appropriately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476889 36627 17 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 2:12:38pm  
 
<P>And speaking of Robert Stacy McCain, he just posted this on Twitter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/rsmccain/status/17118134358" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alternatively #USA cheers for #ARG against #MEX <STRONG>beaners</STRONG> 
#WorldCup #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476896 36627 24 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 2:18:50pm  
 
<P>And more:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/ericinva/status/17118281293" 
target=_blank>Twitter / Eric H.: @rsmccain Careful...I'm su ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@rsmccain Careful...I'm sure the Grand Imperial Lizard obsessively sifts 
through your tweets.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478681 36627 45 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 12:18:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8477973" target=_blank>#42</A> TheSwedish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roger Simon's poisonous Obama-hatred is one of the many reasons I'm glad you 
continue to call your old colleague out. I have a couple of questions, though: 
first, has he ever responded to you, at this blog or anywhere else, since you 
broke ranks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. I wrote to him last year to complain that comments were being posted at 
PJ Media saying that I was having sex with my mother (yes, really). He replied 
that I was being "too sensitive," and didn't delete those comments or block the 
person who posted them.</P> 
<P>That told me everything I needed to know.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally, any insight into what's going on with the guy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476916 36628 4 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 2:33:21pm  
 
<P>Let's see how long it takes for McCain to see this post. I'm betting he gets 
it in less than 15 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08476926 36628 11 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 2:42:37pm  
 
<P>In the aftermath of Dave Weigel losing his Washington Post job for posting 
emails to a private listserv, what do you think the odds are that <A 
href="http://spectator.org/people/robert-stacy-mccain/all" target=_blank>The 
American Spectator</A> will hold McCain accountable for spewing racist slurs in 
public on Twitter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477014 36628 95 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 3:33:46pm  
 
<P>McCain responds:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has @Lizardoid never watched George Lopez, or is he really that 
stupid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- he's just like George Lopez, the white supremacist 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08477031 36628 112 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 3:39:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8477027" target=_blank>#108</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He actaully says it a lot, especially in his stand up routines(this is in NO 
way condoning the use of it by McCain)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just one little point that ought to be obvious.</P> 
<P>George Lopez is Mexican himself.</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is a white supremacist.</P> 
<P>One of these things is not like the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477041 36628 120 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 3:42:41pm  
 
<P>Another response from McCain:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I call #ENG limeys, #GER krauts and #MEX beaners, which one do you think 
catches Charles Johnson's attention? #WorldCup #tcot #PopQuiz</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He repeats the racial slur. Brilliant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477052 36628 130 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 3:47:00pm  
 
<P>The #tcot list is now starting to defend McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477082 36628 158 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 3:56:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8477071" target=_blank>#148</A> nonsense</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But but he was insulting brits and germans, known white people, as well. He 
isn't a white supremacist, but a bigot against anything not american. Even 
Hitler felt the UK and US were part of his brotherhood and was saddened and 
confused by our declaration of war against him.</P> 
<P>Also, is that twitter photo him? I imagined someone much, much older. Maybe 
it's the name McCain, or maybe the extremely antiquated ideas he 
holds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he absolutely IS a white supremacist. Try following the link I 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477222 36628 293 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 4:58:24pm  
 
<P>The number of retweets on this post is rising rapidly. McCain may have 
finally gone too far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477227 36628 298 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:01:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/8477225" target=_blank>#296</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's such an ass. He had the nerve to Tweet those racist Tweets to 
#worldcup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he suddenly got very quiet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08477232 36628 303 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:05:30pm  
 
<P>Now McCain is claiming that he only wrote that post to mess with me.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@SethIomaa Just messing with CJ's head. And making fun of 
soccer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/DropsInTheRiver/status/17124489174" 
target=_blank>A good answer from an onlooker</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haha you see @rsmccain used ethnic and homophobic slurs to "mess with 
@lizardoid's" head and be funny. LOLOLOL how fucking hilarious! 
#idiot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477234 36628 305 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:07:22pm  
 
<P>Folks, please retweet this if you have a Twitter account. Let's spread this 
one around as much as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477251 36628 321 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:14:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8477247" target=_blank>#318</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, might want to add this:</P> 
<P>@AmSpec</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477261 36628 331 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:19:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/8477255" target=_blank>#325</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Retweet 303 or the whole post (which I've already 
retweeted).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I meant the original post - if you already tweeted it, thanks.</P> 
<P>If you do retweet, make sure to add @AmSpec to the post, so American 
Spectator gets to see what one of their writers is doing on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477262 36628 332 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:21:11pm  
 
<P>And we have yet another racist comment from the creep:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should I have tried, "Dudes hanging out in front of 7-
11"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477270 36628 340 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:25:49pm  
 
<P>I just tweeted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@AmSpec Do you have any comment on Robert Stacy McCain's use of a racist slur 
to smear Mexicans? [Link: <A href="http://j.mp/doHZrG" 
target=_blank>j.mp...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08477282 36628 352 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:33:30pm  
 
<P>This is how McCain's groupies are responding:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@rsmccain The dude's obsessive like Capt. Queeg, isn't 
he?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477284 36628 354 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:34:57pm  
 
<P>I go months without even mentioning McCain, without even <EM>thinking</EM> 
about him, but as soon as I catch him spewing racist slurs, suddenly I'm 
obsessive.</P> 
<P>Classic dishonesty from the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477297 36628 365 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:41:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8477292" target=_blank>#362</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And apparently, he thinks young mothers who take photos of their 11 mo old 
smoking a bong is Aok. He was photographed with a Bud as a kid and he turned out 
"ok" too? Well, maybe we've gotten to the root of the problem after 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he turned out OK ... except for the racism and white supremacism. Apart 
from that, just fine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477312 36628 375 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 5:47:07pm  
 
<P>Just sent the following email to the editor at American Spectator:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear Editor,</P> 
<P>As you may or may not be aware, one of your contributors, Robert Stacy 
McCain, posted several comments on Twitter today, referring to Mexicans as 
"beaners," British people as "faggots," and Germans as "Kraut swine." Do you 
have any comment on this? Is this the kind of image you want your publication to 
present?</P> 
<P>The details are in this post, quoting directly from Mr. McCain's Twitter 
feed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36628_Robert_Stacy_McCain_Posts_Ra
cist_and_Homophobic_Slurs_on_Twitter" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'll be happy to post your response at my blog. Looking forward to hearing 
from you.</P> 
<P>Regards,</P> 
<P>Charles Johnsonlittlegreenfootballs.com</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477339 36628 393 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:08:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/8477326" target=_blank>#386</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than likely, the only sounds we'll hear from American Spectator in 
response to your well-thought-out email is the wind whistling as tumbleweeds 
roll by...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm making it a little harder for them to ignore by posting it as an open 
letter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477347 36629 8 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:15:29pm  
 
<P>What McCain posted on Twitter is far, far worse than the private emails that 
got Dave Weigel fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477358 36629 14 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:19:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8477355" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RSM sez...</P> 
<P>"I meant to do that"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's running scared. He knows he went over the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477370 36629 22 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8477367" target=_blank>#19</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin: <STRIKE>Deep</STRIKE> Random Thoughts</P> 
<P>/Did she make a statement?</P> 
<P>Being that it's a Fox affiliate makes it extra special.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even Fox employees know she's a moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477392 36629 37 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:36:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8477382" target=_blank>#30</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite likely. But the voices on that tape are not those of Fox 
employees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they are. Read the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477401 36629 45 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:38:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8477387" target=_blank>#35</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Of course "Rodan" (real name: Rick Martinez) sees nothing wrong with McCain's 
comments. He's a first class racist himself.</P> 
<P>Racists supporting other racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477432 36629 72 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 6:48:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8477398" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I'm always paranoid about grilling fish. It usually doesn't end up well 
for me. Over cooked, undercooked or falls apart and falls into the fire. I'm 
really tempted to throw <A href="http://allrecipes.com//Recipe/ginger-glazed-
mahi-mahi/Detail.aspx" target=_blank>this</A> on the grill tonight. Think it'll 
work? Any advice?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rule of thumb: ten minutes of broiling for every inch of thickness. Test with 
a fork to make sure it's cooked all the way through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477479 36629 103 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 7:14:01pm  
 
<P>McCain is now desperately trying to redirect the conversation by sucking up 
to Dave Weigel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477506 36629 127 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 7:21:34pm  
 
<P>A most excellent post from Marc Cooper on Roger Simon and Pajamas Media:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://marccooper.com/pajamas-media-drops-trou/" 
target=_blank>marccooper.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477565 36629 180 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 7:47:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/8477551" target=_blank>#166</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>You're wasting your time. Those people could not care less about reason and 
logic.</P> 
<P>And I really could not care less what they have to say about me -- unless 
they threaten my life again, in which case I will make sure to pursue every 
legal avenue available.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477648 36629 260 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 8:22:11pm  
 
<P>Back on Al Gore again, eh?</P> 
<P>I guess because Al Gore is a fallible human being, that means we don't need 
to worry about global warming.</P> 
<P>Whew. What a relief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477737 36629 347 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:00:57pm  
 
<P>RS McCain is getting frisky again on Twitter. Repeating his racial slurs with 
glee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477742 36629 351 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:02:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/8477725" target=_blank>#336</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Gore is a liar when it comes to global warming. He has done the cause 
of raising the alarm some temporary good and permanent harm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08477747 36629 356 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/8477725" target=_blank>#336</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>This whole post is complete crap. Who do you think you're trying to 
kid?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477771 36629 380 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:12:18pm  
 
<P>This is how McCain is defending himself:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid In the context of #GER "kraut" and #ENG "limey" then how shall I 
describe #MEX?</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>@Lizardoid As for "faggot," well -- did you know John Edwards is a soccer 
fan? I think that's what Ann Coulter said. Maybe I 
misunderstood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477790 36629 398 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:17:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/8477787" target=_blank>#395</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it wasn't forged, it was lost. The "hockey stick" work is a most 
unfortunate misstep since it provides talking points for the other side, and 
talking points that cannot be shot down by simply insisting that all the science 
is perfect. it's not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete bullshit. You're either lying or drastically 
misinformed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477872 36629 480 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:37:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/8477871" target=_blank>#479</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>This one isn't going to be dinging down innocuous posts any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477884 36629 490 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:45:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/8477883" target=_blank>#489</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/468/8477860" target=_blank>#468</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<P>Oh man. What a jerk. Downding random stuff?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was definitely not random. It's someone carrying a 
grudge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477893 36629 498 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:50:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/8477890" target=_blank>#495</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really want to know where he lied and where he misquoted. It would matter a 
great deal to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, see, unfortunately for lostlakehiker, Al Gore really did not lie in the 
movie. Was it overly popularized? Sure. It was intended for a mass audience.</P> 
<P>But every time I've looked into one of the claims of a "lie" in the film, 
it's turned out to be a completely false accusation. The science in "An 
Inconvenient Truth" is basically sound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477903 36629 508 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 9:58:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/504/8477899" target=_blank>#504</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2006/05/al-gores-
movie/" target=_blank>Here is a review</A> from a climate scientist who is quite 
familiar with the Antarctic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. The only scientific errors they point out at RealClimate are very minor 
ones. Apart from the minor errors, though, they agree with me that the science 
in the film is basically sound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08477921 36629 526 Charles Sat, Jun 26, 2010 10:09:04pm  
 
<P>Al Gore's movie was NOT BANNED in Britain. This is another false talking 
point of the right wing.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/education/7037671.stm" 
target=_blank>news.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478503 36631 8 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:37:48am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, <A href="http://twitter.com/Serr8d/statuses/17180035138" 
target=_blank>this is how</A> McCain's sycophantic followers are responding to 
people who support me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@MaxDReinhardt Do you always drool from around the upper lip area, or is that 
just Charles Johnson's semen ? #LGF</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478519 36631 21 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:46:54am  
 
<P>McCain's post was copied to #tcot, and 5 or 6 people are now busily making 
excuses for his racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478527 36631 27 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:49:52am  
 
<P>Please retweet this one, folks. McCain's racist friends are flooding Twitter 
with the usual insults; it would be nice if we could have a similar response 
from LGF readers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478542 36631 40 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:56:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8478536" target=_blank>#36</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does one do this? I am completely ignorant of this 
phenomenon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very easy -- just go to Twitter.com and sign up for an account. Then you 
can click the "Retweet" button at the top right of my post, and it will do 
everything for you -- it creates the message and opens the Twitter page to send 
it. All you have to do then is click the "Tweet" button at 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478547 36631 45 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:58:13am  
 
<P>Twitter has one of the easiest sign-up processes I've seen, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478553 36631 51 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:00:30am  
 
<P>Here's the kind of defense conservatives are posting:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Reaganista @Cubachi: @rsmccain re: latin american prejudice ===&gt; everyone 
pretty much hates everyone else. And some hate themselves too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that a classy response. So I guess it's OK for McCain to hate 
them all too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478564 36631 60 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:07:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8478563" target=_blank>#59</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So they're trying to push that "Hey, they use it to refer to each other, so 
it's cool" BS as an excuse for his behavior?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course. Either that or it was a joke. Sometimes both at the same 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478567 36631 63 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:09:32am  
 
<P>I was skeptical about Twitter too when I first started, but once I learned 
how to use it, it's become a valuable tool for several purposes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478572 36631 68 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:13:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8478548" target=_blank>#46</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>Comments complaining about the topics posted at LGF are going to be deleted, 
as always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478584 36631 78 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:20:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8478579" target=_blank>#74</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to nitpick but Dropsintheriver is a pal of mine and he's no 
conservative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, I somehow copied the wrong link for that one, it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478598 36631 92 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:29:19am  
 
<P>I'm not suggesting people join Twitter just for this purpose, by the way ... 
Twitter is a very active front in political battles, and if you're not 
participating in it, you're ceding the battleground to obsessed freaks like the 
ones I point out in this post.</P> 
<P>And if you want to support LGF, this would be a very good way to do it -- by 
retweeting LGF posts there. It increases traffic and helps spread the truth 
about some of these people -- because believe me, they're on Twitter constantly 
smearing me and LGF, and everyone who posts here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478609 36631 101 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:42:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8478607" target=_blank>#99</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"For a white supremacist, McCain sure has a lively sense of humor."</P> 
<P>He wears many hats:<A 
href="http://i452.photobucket.com/albums/qq243/jaunte_photos/StacysCloset.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: StacysCloset.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, that's excellent. Might have to make it into a post, in 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478642 36632 5 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 11:58:54am  
 
<P>I now have my icon for any future RSM posts.</P> 
<P><A title=rsmccain.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/rsmccain.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: rsmccain.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478668 36632 22 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 12:13:47pm  
 
<P>Just so everyone knows exactly who we're talking about here, Nathan Bedford 
Forrest was the first Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478705 36632 51 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 12:26:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8478698" target=_blank>#45</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not gonna' sit here and defend racist assholes nor am I gonna' sit here 
and post the point over and over again that not all Southerners are racist 
assholes. Instead, I'm gonna' take The Kid to the pool and get some shopping and 
laundry done. bbl</P> 
<P>Have a great day, Lizards!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure nobody in this thread said that "all Southerners" are racist 
assholes. In fact, I'm certain nobody said that.</P> 
<P>Why is this the default response when the Southerners who ARE racist assholes 
get called out?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08478772 36632 115 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 12:47:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8478742" target=_blank>#85</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<P>This is all in reaction to my recent posts demonstrating her undeniable 
bigotry and hatred of ALL Muslims. Clearly, it hit a very big nerve, and now 
she's trying to paint herself as being on the side of Muslims.</P> 
<P>It's beyond disgusting. It's evil to the core. It's exactly the kind of thing 
neo-Nazis do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478788 36632 130 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 12:51:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8478760" target=_blank>#103</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand and agree with some of your points, especially as they apply to 
Geller. But the attempt to dress up a mosque at Ground Zero as an outreach 
undertaking is as disingenuous as building a church at Auschwitz. At best, the 
idea is misguided, at worst, a blatant attempt to deflect attention from what 
happened that day. It would not surprise me if ultimately, Saudi money was found 
behind the folks pushing the mosque. If the idea of building bridges is so 
appealing to the local Muslim community, a joint Christian/Muslim/Jewish 
community center or the like would be far more appropriate than a mosque no 
"infidel" would be comfortable entering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're fine with comparing all Muslims to the Third Reich?</P> 
<P>Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478808 36632 149 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8478801" target=_blank>#142</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>don't mean to butt in, but i didn't think that was the intention of the 
poster at all. i think their point was more along the lines of being sensitive 
about offending those who find auschwitz or ground zero to be sacred ground. 
maybe i'm wrong, but that's how i saw it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 9/11 attacks were horrific, there's no doubt about that.</P> 
<P>But comparing those attacks to what happened at Auschwitz is simply 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478822 36632 163 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:05:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8478814" target=_blank>#155</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/217408_Shrieking_Harpys_utterly_disin
genuous_Heartfelt_Plea_to_muslims_over_mega-mosque" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good work. I edited the title, because it's important to use her real name in 
the title, to make sure Google picks it up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478830 36632 169 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:07:43pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/8478818" target=_blank>#159</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't my point at all. I was (incorrectly, as pointed out by 
iceweasel), connecting the misplacement of allegedly good intentions inherent in 
both situations - Christians as well as Muslims being a bit tone-deaf to the 
emotional and historical context. Drawing the conclusion that I was equating 
9/11 with the holocaust is a bit tenuous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're upset about a community center at Ground Zero owned by Muslims -- and 
your first impulse is to compare it to a church at Auschwitz?</P> 
<P>Sorry, I think this is way way over the top. If you've since rethought it, 
good for you. But you definitely did compare the Cordoba Project to the Third 
Reich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478846 36632 185 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:13:33pm  
 
<P>McCain is still spewing hatred at me on Twitter, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478856 36632 195 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/8478849" target=_blank>#188</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am unwilling to let this go. I compared a mosque at Ground Zero to a church 
at Auschwitz, and later elaborated why I did so. I did not compare 9/11 to the 
Holocaust. I have admitted to being wrong about Cordoba, and happy to do so. But 
I can't allow you, by simple repetition, to establish a fact that is not. It 
takes a great twist of rhetorical forensics to equate my analogy to somehow 
establishing an equivalency of two great, but unrelated 
horrors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the attempt to dress up a mosque at Ground Zero as an outreach undertaking 
is as disingenuous as building a church at Auschwitz.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this not a comparison?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478869 36632 208 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:23:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8478867" target=_blank>#206</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: I compared a Mosque to a Church in a certain context, which I have 
since admitted is incorrect. How is that equating Cordoba (even if it were 
solely a mosque) to the Third Reich? Especially considering I am a Jew whose 
family comes from Berlin, and who worked on the 98th floor of the North Tower? I 
am definitely not given to moral or historical obfuscation, or the general 
blurring of definitions. As to my true ignorance regarding the Cordoba project, 
I have already apologized. But as to being obliquely accused of minimizing the 
Holocaust, or becoming wild-eyed and fanatic about the Muslim community - it 
simply isn't there in my post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, if you've rethought your comparison, that's great and I'm glad to see 
it. But I don't understand why you're insisting that you didn't make the 
comparison in the first place. You did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478873 36632 212 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:27:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/8478872" target=_blank>#211</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*sigh*. Again: I compared placing a church somewhere to placing a mosque 
somewhere. According to your reading, I said something along the lines of the 
Cordoba project intending to kick off the eradication of Jews, homosexuals and 
communists. It just didn't happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't write any of that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478887 36632 226 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:33:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8478882" target=_blank>#221</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happens when an interested tenant proposes to lease space in the future 
Freedom Tower to operate an Islamic organization? Do the Gellers of this nation 
propose that we create restrictions that allow only state sanctioned religious 
organizations around "Ground Zero"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They will freak out, of course. It's what they do.</P> 
<P>Maybe Geller and Spencer and their bigoted followers should start an 
initiative to ban all Muslims from New York entirely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478895 36632 234 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:38:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/8478872" target=_blank>#211</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to your reading, I said something along the lines of the Cordoba 
project intending to kick off the eradication of Jews, homosexuals and 
communists. It just didn't happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to make something really clear here.</P> 
<P>If I intended to write all that stuff about "eradication of Jews, homosexuals 
and communists," I would have written it.</P> 
<P>Please don't put words in my mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478925 36632 261 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:47:45pm  
 
<P>Looks like buzzsawmonkey is over there at McCain's hate hole impersonating me 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478933 36632 269 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:49:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8478928" target=_blank>#264</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he's being reasonable and intelligent?</P> 
<P>I doubt he can pull it off!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not. He's spewing homophobic hatred, of course, using my name and 
the green football graphic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478937 36632 273 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8478932" target=_blank>#268</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Really?Why? What is the point?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There's no point. It's pure hatred, and he does it to amuse the other 
haters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478950 36632 286 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:55:24pm  
 
<P>McCain is also deleting any comments that criticize him.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/solkleinsmith/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478953 36632 289 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 1:56:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/8478945" target=_blank>#281</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get it. I really don't get why he is being so vile. He didn't always 
seem to be such a twisted, petty asshole. But now, all he does is straight out 
of a scummy middle school playbook. It isn't like TFK or the Rodent who were 
clearly missing a screw from the start.</P> 
<P>I just don't understand how Buzzy went from being perhaps sexist and 
occasionally disagreeable but frequently smart - to utter twit writing nasty 
things on walls and behaving like a deranged, spiteful, child who needs mouth 
full of soap and a thrashing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also sent me more than a hundred evil homophobic hate 
mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478985 36632 320 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:12:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/8478962" target=_blank>#298</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: for those helping on the tweet front - just retweeting to the LGF stream 
doesn't spread it far and wide. It's good to add some appropriate hash tags for 
the right groups as appropriate to the post or tweet, here's a few of my 
favorites...</P> 
<P>#tcot = "top conservatives on twitter"#tlot - "top liberals on twitter"#media 
= hashtag for those who follow journalists and their doings#p2 = I think this 
one is "Progressives 2" someone correct me if wrong.#science = science 
posts#skeptic = skeptical posts#wingnuts = dumping ground for tweets about 
wingnuts#climate = AGW tweets#teaparty = where those aforementioned wingnuts 
gather, along with #tcot#atheist = atheist tweets#atheism = also atheist 
tweets</P> 
<P>Hash tags aren't always out there for every category you could name, search 
for them first to make sure they are used &amp; read before you add to 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent comment, thanks. I would really like to see LGF readers using the 
sharing tools more; in addition to the Retweet button front page posts, and the 
little blue Twitter icon on Pages, the "Share" button also lets you post LGF 
stuff at almost any social website.</P> 
<P>For some reason, people just aren't using these tools much -- but it would 
<EM>really</EM> help if you did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08478997 36632 332 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:18:43pm  
 



<P>Since McCain is tweeting all over the place that he isn't getting many hits 
from my link (who wants to visit a racist website, anyway?) I just checked to 
see how many visits have come from his link to LGF.</P> 
<P>6.</P> 
<P>That's SIX. Total.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479014 36632 349 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:27:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/333/8478998" target=_blank>#333</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I said in my next preceding comment - tough shit for me, 
it's legal.BTW did I say rankle? Oh crap, sorry, I meant ankle. Saudi funding 
gives me a sore ankle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "Saudi funding?" Did I miss something, or are you just making this up 
out of thin air?</P> 
<P>The funds for the Cordoba Project are coming from the Muslim community of New 
York City.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479037 36632 372 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:38:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8479029" target=_blank>#364</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please see my #247 which links to:[Link: <A href="http://www.asharq-
e.com/news.asp?section=1&amp;id=20990" target=_blank>www.asharq-
e.com...</A>]Unfortunately the Imam said one thing here but something different 
to the Pan-Arab press.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There isn't one word in that article about "Saudi funding."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479044 36632 379 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:42:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/8479042" target=_blank>#377</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me -- where does it say the money is coming from Saudi 
Arabia?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479049 36632 384 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:44:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/8479048" target=_blank>#383</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"donations from Arab and Islamic countries" = Saudi to me. Is that too much 
of a stretch, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So in other words, you're just assuming that means Saudi Arabia.</P> 
<P>There are dozens of Arab and Islamic countries, you know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479052 36632 387 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:46:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/8479051" target=_blank>#386</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>#383 - Arab and Islamic countries.I read that as including 
Saudi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can read it any way you like, but you're jumping to a conclusion that is 
not based on any facts in evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479060 36632 395 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:50:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/8479057" target=_blank>#392</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correct. But he LIED when he said the money was all from US or NYC muslims, 
didn't he? So why the heck should I believe his nuances now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did he say that? I never saw this statement, and I've been reading the 
stories about the community center.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479073 36632 405 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:53:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/8479065" target=_blank>#399</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have that link but both I (and Charles) remembered that the Imam had 
represented it that way. It was a big deal in a previous 
thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm pretty sure I never said that, but if I did I was mistaken. Because 
I have never seen a statement from the Imam that claimed all the money was 
coming from US Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479078 36632 409 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/404/8479071" target=_blank>#404</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please, you said as much yourself upthread at your 
#349.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. I did not say that. I said the money was coming from the Muslim 
community of New York, and it is. I never said it was coming ONLY from NY 
Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479080 36632 411 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:55:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/8479075" target=_blank>#407</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I can't believe you just posted that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479082 36632 413 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 2:58:08pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nathan_Bedford_Forrest" 
target=_blank>Nathan Bedford Forrest</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to Wills, in the August 1867 state elections the Klan was 
relatively restrained in its actions. State Democrats who made up the KKK hoped 



to persuade black voters that a return to their state of repression and near-
slavery, as it existed before the war, was in their best interest. Forrest 
assisted in maintaining order. It was only after these efforts failed that Klan 
violence and intimidation escalated and became widespread.[38] Author Andrew 
Ward, however, writes, “In the spring of 1867, Forrest and his dragons launched 
a campaign of midnight parades; ‘ghost’ masquerades; and ‘whipping’ and even 
‘killing Negro voters and white Republicans, to scare blacks off voting and 
running for office.’”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479114 36633 13 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 3:20:32pm  
 
<P>If you're not on Twitter, you're missing it as I slap down RS McCain over and 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479120 36633 16 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 3:25:19pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I just checked to see if RS McCain has a Sitemeter account and he does.</P> 
<P>His Sitemeter login name is: s32porchmanque</P> 
<P>"Porch Monkey."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479132 36633 23 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 3:30:29pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8479127" target=_blank>#20</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"porchmanque"</P> 
<P>Manqué = To Miss or fail.</P> 
<P>So he is s32PorchFail</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're not familiar with the term "porch monkey," Google it.</P> 
<P>He thought he was being clever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479150 36633 36 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 3:46:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8479148" target=_blank>#34</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has the American Spectator replied?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479213 36634 49 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 4:52:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8479209" target=_blank>#45</A> nonsense</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've honestly never heard his name anywhere but LGF, so I highly doubt the 
MSM would take the time to skewer someone that would make the audience go, 
"Huh?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RS McCain is regularly linked by right wing blogs, and he writes for a high 
profile conservative publication, the American Spectator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479237 36634 72 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 5:04:59pm  



 
<P>Psst. Retweet this! Share it! Your help is requested!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479586 36634 131 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:24:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/8479577" target=_blank>#130</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea. the s32 bit IIRC would have been auto-generated by site meter. 
Maybe RSM is using that name 'porchmanque' at Free Republic or similar (after he 
had his old posts under the BCD moniker deleted because he wanted to hide 
them).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'s32' is a designation added by Sitemeter to the username. It denotes the 
server on which that user's stats reside.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479306 36635 14 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 5:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8479304" target=_blank>#12</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Concern trolls about slavery and the holocaust. Look at 
0:33.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. This is one sick video. He's comparing taxes to 
Auschwitz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479371 36635 73 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8479354" target=_blank>#56</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't realize he had been kicked out of that event for the 
sign.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, he was kicked out. And then the Washington Times proceeded to promote 
him as a leader of the tea party movement, something they are still doing.</P> 
<P>Open racism is not a problem for the modern right wing. See: Robert Stacy 
McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479390 36635 90 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8479388" target=_blank>#88</A> 
Philip_Daniel</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off, you hateful moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479406 36635 105 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8479392" target=_blank>#91</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#TCOT is sheer lunacy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you've just started watching it, you ain't seen nothing yet. Racism, 
xenophobia, hate speech ... it's the unfiltered id of the right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08479409 36635 108 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:17:26pm  
 
<P>I have to admit, I'm really enjoying the disemvoweler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479476 36635 173 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:38:07pm  
 
<P>If you're just getting into Twitter, I highly recommend <A 
href="http://www.tweetdeck.com/" target=_blank>Tweetdeck</A>. It has a lot of 
features that make Twitter much more useful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479480 36635 177 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:39:34pm  
 
<P>I especially like Tweetdeck's new "global filter" feature, which lets me 
block out all the stalkers who are constantly posting sick stuff about me. (It's 
non-stop.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479505 36635 201 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 6:58:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8479499" target=_blank>#195</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: that lunatic serr8d who tweeted that incredibly disgusting homophobic 
comment that Charles mentioned downstairs? Check out what this asshole tweeted 
to Cindy McCain</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/Serr8d/status/17175800634" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Yeah, because lack of sexual desire for women is primarily a problem for...? 
The <EM>men</EM> who they won't fuck.</P> 
<P>What a fucking loser and hater. Ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain often addresses his tweets to this disgusting freak. And 
he has more than 600 followers who presumably enjoy his ugly comments.</P> 
<P>This is the new conservative movement. Misogynists, bigots, racists, and foul 
creeps you wouldn't scrape off your shoe if you stepped on them.</P> 
<P>The left has its share of creeps too, don't get me wrong; I saw some of it 
during the Gaza flotilla story.</P> 
<P>But I've never seen ANYTHING like what's being accepted on the right these 
days. Sociopathic insanity is everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479511 36635 207 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:00:23pm  
 
<P>McCain just posted 8 tweets addressed to Paris Hilton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479523 36635 219 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:04:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8479519" target=_blank>#215</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for helping us see the light Charles. I truly appreciate you pointing 
out the madness exhibited by the right these days. It needs to be done. 
Unfortunately you take quite a bit of heat for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I hadn't noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08479534 36635 229 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:07:07pm  
 
<P>"serr8d" used to have an account at LGF.</P> 
<P>He's a creationist, and a religious fanatic, who now posts disgusting 
homophobic comments about me everywhere he can.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=&amp;searchString=%22user%3Aserr8d%22&amp;x=1&amp;y=1" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479547 36635 241 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:10:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8479540" target=_blank>#235</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Zero matches, at least for me. What is the default date range of the 
search?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try this one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange
=2008-12-01+-+2008-12-31&amp;searchString=%22user%3Aserr8d%22&amp;x=1&amp;y=1" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479557 36635 251 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:13:16pm  
 
<P>And serr8d is firing up his hate machine again as we speak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479580 36635 273 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/8479565" target=_blank>#259</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks.</P> 
<P>It seems serr8d is a big fan of "teach the controversy".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Creationists always say, "I'm not a creationist, but..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479648 36635 339 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:41:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/8479634" target=_blank>#325</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BOWGATE!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Bowgate" was possibly the stupidest fake controversy out of all the fake 
controversies. That was one of the first moments when I realized how freaking 
insane the right wing was getting about President Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479654 36635 345 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:43:44pm  
 
<P>Fellowship of the Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479663 36635 354 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:45:42pm  
 
<P>To Kill A Douching Bird</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08479679 36635 370 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:48:55pm  
 
<P>The Incredibly Strange Douches Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed Up 
Massengills</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479712 36635 401 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:52:43pm  
 
<P>Honey, I Blew Up the Douchebag</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479716 36635 405 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:53:36pm  
 
<P>Clear and Present Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479723 36635 412 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:54:21pm  
 
<P>The Texas Chainsaw Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479725 36635 413 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:54:59pm  
 
<P>Even Cowgirls Get the Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479732 36635 419 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:56:14pm  
 
<P>Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479750 36635 437 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:59:05pm  
 
<P>Douchestruck</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479752 36635 439 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 7:59:34pm  
 
<P>Douche Hard</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479768 36635 455 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:01:54pm  
 
<P>"It was you, Charlie. I could've been a douche."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479774 36635 461 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:02:48pm  
 
<P>Blazing Douches</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479781 36635 468 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:03:36pm  
 
<P>The Prodouchers</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08479791 36635 478 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:04:47pm  
 
<P>Mommie Douchest</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479811 36635 498 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:07:36pm  
 
<P>"All right, Mr. De Mille. I'm ready for my douche."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479834 36635 521 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:11:00pm  
 
<P>Mr. Holland's Douche.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479842 36635 529 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:11:47pm  
 
<P>Bye Bye Douchebag</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479854 36635 541 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:13:15pm  
 
<P>A Douche Called Wanda</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479859 36635 546 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:13:46pm  
 
<P>An Inconvenient Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479871 36635 558 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:15:30pm  
 
<P>The Douche Brothers</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479911 36635 598 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:22:54pm  
 
<P>Douches With Wolves</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479921 36635 607 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:23:39pm  
 
<P>Marathon Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479926 36635 612 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:25:19pm  
 
<P>28 Douches Later</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479952 36635 638 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:31:04pm  
 
<P>Journey to the Center of the Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479959 36635 645 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:32:16pm  



 
<P>Run Silent, Douche Deep</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479966 36635 652 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:33:26pm  
 
<P>Mississippi Douching</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479970 36635 656 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:34:02pm  
 
<P>A Shot in the Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479975 36635 661 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:34:39pm  
 
<P>Don't Tell Mom the Babysitter's Douched</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08479999 36635 684 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:38:11pm  
 
<P>Inherit the Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480003 36635 688 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:39:31pm  
 
<P>Confessions of a Douchaholic</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480053 36635 738 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:50:09pm  
 
<P>Buffy the Vampire Doucher</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480062 36635 747 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:51:20pm  
 
<P>A Douche of Evil</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480065 36635 750 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:52:22pm  
 
<P>Attack of the 50-Foot Douchebag</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480091 36635 775 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 8:57:09pm  
 
<P>Big Trouble in Little Douchebag</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480143 36635 827 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:07:12pm  
 
<P>When Douches Collide</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480151 36635 835 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:08:32pm  
 
<P>The Man in the Iron Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08480167 36635 851 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:11:55pm  
 
<P>The Last Douche on the Left</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480184 36635 868 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:14:19pm  
 
<P>The Girl's Gotta Have a Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480228 36635 911 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:22:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/908/8480225" target=_blank>#908</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Miles Davis - Kind of Douche</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. Now we're getting into album names. This might never stop.</P> 
<P>Miles Davis - Bitches Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480260 36635 942 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:29:48pm  
 
<P>(Meanwhile, RS McCain's sycophantic scumbags are still going nuts on 
Twitter.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480286 36635 964 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:44:16pm  
 
<P>Another classic exchange with stupidblogger Donald Douglas. He posts:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@rsmccain What is up with that idiot Charles Johnson? Does he even have 
commenters any more? #Bloggers #JumpTheShark #SGP #p2</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To which I replied:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thousands. 2,250 comments so far today. How about you?</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>@AmPowerBlog Let's take a look at your front page: 0 comments, 0 comments, 0 
comments, etc. Way to go! #Bloggers #JumpTheShark #SGP 
#p2</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480305 36635 982 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:51:31pm  
 
<P>Here come the assholes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480320 36635 997 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 9:57:07pm  
 
<P>Enema of the State.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480342 36635 1019 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/979/8480302" target=_blank>#979</A> aurelius</EM></P> 
<P>What's the matter? Douche got your tongue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08480380 36635 1056 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:12:54pm  
 
<P>I Wanna Hold Your Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480390 36635 1066 Charles Sun, Jun 27, 2010 10:15:14pm  
 
<P>Love Me Douche</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480788 36636 319 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:42:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8480689" target=_blank>#227</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked my account and it shows 0 Direct messages sent so it didn't come 
from my account. My twitter name is Killg0reTr0ut and I'm using the same avatar 
as on lgf. Looks like the stalkers have already set up an imposter account and 
are pretending to be me. Just block whoever sent you the DM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welcome to my world! This is the kind of stuff they do 
constantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480789 36636 320 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:43:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/8480781" target=_blank>#312</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just checked, and you're right. It came from kilgoretroutlgf. I didn't 
really look at your account yesterday when you added me so I didn't remember 
your login name. But when I checked that at 5:30am this morning (yes really...), 
I was still waking up and something didn't seem quite right about the message. 
That's why I decided to err on the side of caution and DM you instead, of 
course. =)</P> 
<P>I'll block them for you. But you should be aware that yes, there is an 
imposter on twitter already pretending to be you. How sad and pathetic they are. 
And they don't even see that as unethical, immoral, and duplicitous. And they're 
the fanatics who claim the moral high ground? I think not. It makes me 
ill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably Rodan, aka Rick Martinez. That's his style. But unfortunately 
there are lots of other right wingers who have no ethics or conscience 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480794 36636 324 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/8480790" target=_blank>#321</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea, it's okay. I didn't think the reply from that account made any sense, 
and I was fairly sure that Killgore knew exactly what my stances were since he's 
probably seen me post here more than a few times. That's why I wanted to be sure 
and asked him about it. But when you're waking up at 5:30am after only a few 
hours of sleep before going to work, it is sometimes hard to double check 
everything before you get into work and all. =)</P> 
<P>Anyway, just so you know again, it came from @kilgoretroutlgf, which is 
obviously not the real KT that we know.</P> 
<P>BTW, good morning Charles. =)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>When you see someone doing this kind of crap, use Twitter's "Block and report 
as spam" feature to get their account on the way to being 
canceled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480817 36636 347 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:05:41am  
 
<P>And yes, I meant what I wrote above. There are lots of right wingers these 
days who have absolutely no conscience, no ethics, and apparently no moral 
compass at all.</P> 
<P>Just one example: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/217483_Frum_Denied_Membership_in_Cons
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the fact that Robert Stacy McCain is still welcome in conservative 
circles makes this incredibly obvious to anyone who's watching.</P> 
<P>I realize there are some LGF readers who will get upset at my 
characterization.</P> 
<P>You should be upset at the assholes who harass and try to cause harm to 
anyone they think is a "RINO." If you call yourself a right winger, these are 
the people you're traveling with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480823 36636 352 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:14:07am  
 
<P>By the way, those of you with Twitter accounts -- it would be a great idea to 
retweet those Robert Stacy McCain posts from the weekend, so that people see 
them today. There's much more traffic on weekdays, and a lot of people will have 
missed those tweets.</P> 
<P>I just retweeted them myself. You should also add "#tcot #tlot #p2" to the 
tweet, so it goes to the big political lists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480827 36636 356 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:24:11am  
 
<P>I see that Robert Byrd died.</P> 
<P>I'm going to post about it, but with great trepidation, because I know what's 
going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480835 36636 364 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:29:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/8480828" target=_blank>#357</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How come Allah from Hotair doesn't have a CNN column?? Is that what he wants 
to know? That's a laugh!</P> 
<P>Um... Frum is a VERY WELL educated man. He's a lawyer and a journalist. That 
would be TRAINED journalist. Wasn't he an editor on some national papers?</P> 
<P>These morons think they can pay an ISP to host their web page and suddenly, 
they're journalists. Allah is NO journalist! First off, the web page is a mess. 
He has no sense of borders or white space. Who can read anything on there? His 
writing isn't particularly memorable or intriguing. Oh hey, maybe CNN should 
hire him after all!! (LOL)</P> 
<P>Whatever... these guys don't even know what they're arguing 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention that CNN probably has some rules about employing people who 
don't reveal their real names.</P> 



<P>Hawkins actually thinks it would be a good idea for CNN to hire Jim Hoft -- a 
gay-hating religious fanatic who recently accused me of supporting child 
molestation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480846 36637 6 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:32:08am  
 
<P>I hope everyone realizes that I won't tolerate disrespect in this thread.</P> 
<P>If you can't restrain yourself from spewing hatred at someone who just died, 
go do it at Hot Air or Ace of Spades where they welcome that kind of stuff. 
Because if you do it here you will lose your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480856 36637 12 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:37:21am  
 
<P>I wasn't a fan of Byrd either, but I'm not going to let LGF turn into a venue 
for hatred. We all know his history.</P> 
<P>I wish I didn't even have to post that kind of warning, but from long 
experience I know it is necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480862 36637 18 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:41:13am  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is dancing on Byrd's grave today, although you'd think 
he'd be sympathetic to a former KKK member.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480865 36637 21 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:41:56am  
 
<P>Quote from McCain:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just became the best kind of Democrat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despicable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480885 36637 41 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:48:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8480883" target=_blank>#39</A> teleskiguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John McCain just lost a lot of my respect. Yeah Johnny boy, keep talkin' like 
a good portion of your constituents. That way, liberals will be in power for the 
next 20 years. Fucking dunce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What did he do this time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480910 36637 64 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:55:38am  
 
<P>I'd like to urge people again who have Twitter accounts, to retweet those 
Robert Stacy McCain posts from the weekend, because there's much more traffic on 
weekdays and a lot of people will have missed them.</P> 
<P>If you do retweet, be sure to add "#tcot #tlot #p2" to your post, so it goes 
to the main political lists as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480932 36637 85 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 11:04:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8480912" target=_blank>#66</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Donald Douglas is spamming #LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's a textbook example of the intellectual dishonesty of right wing 
blogs.</P> 
<P>Last night he posted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@rsmccain What is up with that idiot Charles Johnson? Does he even have 
commenters any more? #Bloggers #JumpTheShark #SGP #p2</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To which I replied:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thousands. 2,250 comments so far today. How about you?</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>@AmPowerBlog Let's take a look at your front page: 0 comments, 0 comments, 0 
comments, etc. Way to go! #Bloggers #JumpTheShark #SGP #p2</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>@AmPowerBlog In the last half hour, another 90 comments were posted at LGF. 
How about you? Oh, never mind. I see it's still zero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, of course, now he tries to claim that the number of comments is 
meaningless, and digs up some bogus rankings from Wikio.com (which is a 
completely worthless, biased measure) and claims that's what he really 
meant.</P> 
<P>For the record, I could not care less about any "rankings." I don't write 
anything at LGF to increase traffic, and I never have. These idiots think 
they're going to rob me of the will to live, but I just laugh at their 
stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480946 36637 98 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 11:14:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8480936" target=_blank>#89</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was looking at that. Never heard of Wikio. I did see this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikio" target=_blank>The Wikio site is 
blacklisted for Wikimedia use since 20 September 2008 based on COIBot 
evaluation.</A></P> 
<P>I was wondering if that was a subscription based ranking 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Conflict of interest. I never looked into Wikio, but that doesn't 
surprise me at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480962 36638 10 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 11:23:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8480959" target=_blank>#7</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good point ... like when Robert Bork was up for confirmation 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The country dodged a bullet when Bork's nomination failed. The guy is a 
religious fanatic with openly theocratic leanings. Definitely should not be 
anywhere near the Supreme Court.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08480970 36638 17 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 11:29:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8480966" target=_blank>#14</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>[wrote this when Sotomayor was being confirmed but is relevant for all SCOTUS 
nominees]</P> 
<P>Unless Kagan opens up and drops some kind of bomb on the proceedings, she's 
getting confirmed. This is all about Senators getting a chance to grandstand 
before microphones under the illusion of asking "questions". And who exactly is 
going to get in the way of the stampede to the microphone?</P> 
<P>The Senators have had time to suss through her positions and see if there 
were skeletons in her closet. So far, no one has found anything even remotely 
harmful to her confirmation.</P> 
<P>So, after a week of hearings, expect confirmation by the full US Senate by a 
vote of between 68-31 and 71-28.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed. This is just another opportunity for politicians to posture. They all 
know she's going to be confirmed, but they'll draw it out as long as the cameras 
are on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481042 36638 78 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 11:56:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8481036" target=_blank>#72</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>maybe so, but being "Borked" has more or less become a part of our popular 
culture. So that sort of treatment is not exclusive to one side of the political 
aisle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not exclusive to one side, true. But in the case of Robert Bork, I 
for one am very happy that he didn't get onto the Supreme Court. If anyone 
deserved to be Borked, it was Robert Bork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481120 36638 148 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:18:35pm  
 
<P>About the Supreme Court's handgun ruling today: I think it's outrageous that 
the Court has declared that cities can't ban handgun ownership. I'm generally in 
favor of the 2nd amendment, but the idea that every city in the US must allow 
handgun ownership is a judicial overreach of massive proportions, and it is 
undoubtedly going to lead to a major increase in gun violence in some cities 
that are already in trouble.</P> 
<P>And it's another sad irony that conservatives are apparently all on the side 
of <EM>taking away</EM> rights from individual states, and saying that cities 
can't take measures to protect their citizens from violence.</P> 
<P>This is a very bad ruling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481122 36638 150 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:19:56pm  
 
<P>P.S. It's not a coincidence that the GOP contingent in Congress just exempted 
the NRA from having to disclose lobbying efforts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481133 36638 160 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:24:23pm  
 
<P>Here are the details: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/06/14/AR2010061405341.html" target=_blank>House 
Democrats reach deal on campaign spending exemptions for businesses, other 
groups</A>.</P> 
<P>Republicans were obstructing the legislation until they got the concession 
they wanted, to exempt the NRA.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08481147 36638 172 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:30:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/8481139" target=_blank>#165</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. It looks as if the NRA is only the most well known of the groups that 
are exempted... it exempts any group that is over ten years old, has more than a 
million members, and which receives less than 15% of financing from 
corporations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. They phrased it that way to make it look as if it wasn't designed 
specifically for the NRA. But it absolutely was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481160 36638 181 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8481137" target=_blank>#164</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The result was 1) a large increase in the number of CCPs issued, as both 
supporters and detractors had predicted, and 2) a <EM>decrease</EM> in the 
number of gun-related crimes, which neither side had predicted, apparently 
because criminals aren't quite as stupid as was once thought, and the prospect 
of confronting a carrying citizen while committing a robbery made them think 
twice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you link to any unbiased source that backs up this assertion? The only 
sources I've ever seen for this claim are pro-gun groups.</P> 
<P>As for whether this ruling is completely legal and uncontroversial, 
apparently four of the justices on the Supreme Court don't 
agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481180 36638 201 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:41:50pm  
 
<P>Again, I'm not totally opposed to gun ownership. I own a shotgun myself, for 
home defense.</P> 
<P>But I have absolutely no problem with the idea of cities banning handguns. Is 
it a perfect solution? Of course not. With millions of handguns in circulation 
in the US, it's pretty difficult to enforce that kind of ban. But it gives 
prosecutors and police another tool to use against criminals.</P> 
<P>The idea that the way to address crime is to allow everyone to pack heat is 
an idea out of Dodge City, and I don't think anyone can prove that this is an 
effective approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481201 36638 220 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8481198" target=_blank>#217</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't an argument, it's simply a fact that that's what happened here in 
Michigan in the case of the standardization of concealed carry permits, which 
led to an increase in CCPs overall, followed by a decrease in gun-related 
crimes. It's just data.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I haven't seen any unbiased source for this claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08481206 36638 225 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:50:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/8481200" target=_blank>#219</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very difficult to get an objective analysis of the effect of right- to- 
carry laws on society, because pro-and anti-gun groups each fund their own 
studies, but universities, among them the University of Chicago, cite the Lott-
Mustard study which shows that an increase in <EM>legal</EM> handgun ownership 
results in a lower incidence of <EM>violent</EM> crime. Parenthetically, it also 
shows a slight <EM>rise</EM> in property crime, but the study concludes this is 
more than offset by the reduction in cost to the states by reduction in violent 
crime ( murder, rape, armed assault).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Lott's so-called "study" has been debunked for years. It's a total 
fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481212 36638 231 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 12:51:32pm  
 
<P>Here's a little background on fraudster <A 
href="http://www.sourcewatch.org/index.php?title=John_Lott" target=_blank>John 
Lott</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lott has given himself seventeen five-star reviews using various techniques 
to conceal that he was the author. He's also written concealed negative reviews 
of books whose authors he didn't like. (For example, after Michelle Malkin's 
column denouncing him (see above), he gave her book a one-star review.) He has 
posed as another person and posted defenses of himself on discussion groups, 
under false names like "Mary Rosh". ("I have to say that he was the best 
professor I ever had," Rosh gushed in one Internet posting. "There were a group 
of us students who would try to take any class that he taught. Lott finally had 
to tell us that it was best for us to try and take classes from other 
professors.")</P> 
<P>Unmasked by bloggers, he conceded "I shouldn?'t have used [the psuedonym"[2]. 
He later told the Washington Post, "I probably shouldn't have done it -- I know 
I shouldn't have done it -- but it's hard to think of any big advantage I got 
except to be able to comment fictitiously."</P> 
<P>But the very next day Lott started up again under a new name. He later went 
so far as to have one puppet disagree with things he posted as another 
puppet!</P> 
<P>Science editor-in-chief Donald Kennedy concluded "What [Lott] did was to 
construct a false identity for a scholar, whom he then deployed in repeated 
support of his positions and in repeated attacks on his opponents. In most 
circles, this goes down as fraud."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481239 36638 258 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8481235" target=_blank>#254</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>Lott's study has been unequivocally, undeniably proven to be fraudulent. 
Defend it all you like, but you're defending a deliberate fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481284 36638 300 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:16:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/8481263" target=_blank>#281</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is at least one operable handgun in circulation for every man, woman 
and child in this country.</P> 
<P>So can someone please explain to me how a citywide "ban" on handguns is going 
to stop any kind of violence whatsoever?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, that wasn't my claim. The point is that a ban on handguns 
gives the authorities more tools to deal with criminals, and more charges they 
can file against criminals caught with handguns.</P> 
<P>The fact is that some US cities have major problems with gun violence. If you 
think the solution to this is to remove their ability to deal with the situation 
in their own city as they feel appropriate, I strongly disagree. Elected 
officials have a duty to protect their citizenry, and the handgun ban in Chicago 
was approved by voters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481300 36638 316 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:22:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/8481298" target=_blank>#314</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, these days most decisions are 5-4. It was 
surprising.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The ruling WAS 5-4.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481313 36638 328 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/8481305" target=_blank>#321</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, as I read more about the decision, it's much narrower than it's being 
portrayed in right wing blogs and news sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481329 36638 344 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:33:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/8481307" target=_blank>#323</A> Mad Al-
Jaffee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Time for me to go home and have sex with my gun. Later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh -- a 9mm?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481333 36638 347 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 1:34:41pm  
 
<P>Drudge is linking directly to Alex Jones today, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481538 36638 396 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 2:53:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/8481491" target=_blank>#395</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>You're actually making excuses for Drudge linking to Alex Jones?</P> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08481398 36639 14 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 2:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8481391" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DNA evidence probably.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beat me to it - almost certainly they're looking for DNA, to match to samples 
from abused children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481627 36639 153 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:26:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/8481573" target=_blank>#152</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, he was talking about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481545 36640 5 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 2:57:42pm  
 
<P>Santorum introduced a dead baby to his family, then slept with it 
overnight.</P> 
<P>And he's criticizing Obama for not being "an ordinary 
American."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481572 36640 26 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:08:11pm  
 
<P>And of course, because this post mentions creationism, Google Adsense is now 
serving ads from creationist websites.</P> 
<P>They seem to have lots of money to spread their Dark Ages 
garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481576 36640 29 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:10:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8481568" target=_blank>#23</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, guess what?</P> 
<P>I'm from Hawaii. And you're full of shit. Hawaiians are Americans just like 
the citizens of any other state, and I find it frankly insulting of you to 
suggest otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481579 36640 32 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:13:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8481577" target=_blank>#30</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re the Santorum baby... You could probably find psychologists who have no 
religious affiliation at all, not just far- right ones, who would support that 
admittedly unusual choice as a way of accepting and finding closure for a 
family.Not my choice, but I don't think it has anything to do with Santorum's 
political qualification or lack of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In an earlier thread, you're making excuses for Drudge Report linking to Alex 
Jones.</P> 
<P>Is there anything you won't make excuses for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481598 36640 51 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:19:02pm  
 



<P>I'm no longer surprised, but I have to say it's really sad that there are 
people at LGF who think it's appropriate to say something like this about the 
President of the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481610 36640 63 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:22:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8481601" target=_blank>#54</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's extremely creepy, but actually was <A 
href="http://morbidanatomy.blogspot.com/2009/08/post-mortem-and-memorial-
photography-on.html" target=_blank>a common practice in the 19th 
century.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is exactly where Rick Santorum wants to bring the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481640 36640 91 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8481623" target=_blank>#76</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>So they intended to carry the baby to term, knowing full well that it would 
have only a short miserable life full of suffering.</P> 
<P>And then they used it to increase their creds with the anti-abortion 
crowd.</P> 
<P>Some people will see it differently, I'm sure, but to me, what they did is 
simply evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481653 36640 104 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:33:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8481647" target=_blank>#98</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Along with corncobs and bloodletting.</P> 
<P>I don't get it. A gruesome question for a gruesome subject: How is a 
stillborn baby not a biohazard? It's hard for me to believe modern public health 
regulations even allow that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The baby wasn't stillborn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481684 36640 134 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8481679" target=_blank>#129</A> 
kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So she expects candidates for a Senate election to have filed before the 
Senate seat was vacant? Talk about twisting the law into a 
pretzel...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. She doesn't "expect" anything like that. She's following a 
complicated law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481710 36640 157 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 3:54:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8481706" target=_blank>#154</A> 
kingkenrod</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She decided the state is not required to set up a special election, so she's 
not going to do it. The fact that the filing period has passed for the 2010 
election has nothing to do with whether a special election is held before 2012. 
It's an obfuscation on her part. In fact, the 2012 election cycle <B>will</B> 
have a special election for the remainder of Byrd's term.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think maybe she had a lawyer or two advising her on the proper way to follow 
the law? Or is she just sneaky and evil?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481736 36640 182 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 4:09:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8481722" target=_blank>#169</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry for your loss. But I have no idea why you think what I said about 
Santorum applies to you.</P> 
<P>Your tragedy doesn't have anything to do with my opinion on what Rick 
Santorum did. He used this incident to increase his credibility with the anti-
abortion crowd, and their baby was not simply impaired -- it was definitely not 
going to live.</P> 
<P>And it's even creepier that he brought a dead 20-week fetus home to introduce 
to his family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481812 36640 247 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 4:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/8481792" target=_blank>#233</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keep trying to figure out who the hell you guys are talking about.</P> 
<P>IIRC, the baby had a defect. They opted for intrauterine surgery, which was 
difficult but quite successful. Shortly thereafter, there was an infection which 
led to the premature birth and death of the baby.</P> 
<P>So...what, they should have chopped it up in utero once they realized they 
were in for a premature birth instead of delivering it and letting it expire 
peacefully? I'm going to need a LOT of help to figure out how we're allowed to 
cast judgment here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. This baby had what was described as "a fatal defect," and the Santorums 
were told it would survive outside the womb for only a few hours. And they were 
told this very early in the pregnancy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481834 36640 266 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 4:40:32pm  
 
<P>Here's an account at the New York Times: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2005/05/22/magazine/22SANTORUM.html?_r=1&amp;pagewa
nted=all" target=_blank>The Believer</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The childbirth in 1996 was a source of terrible heartbreak -- <STRONG>the 
couple were told by doctors early in the pregnancy that the baby Karen was 
carrying had a fatal defect and would survive only for a short time outside the 
womb.</STRONG> According to Karen Santorum's book, ''Letters to Gabriel: The 
True Story of Gabriel Michael Santorum,'' <STRONG>she later developed a life-
threatening intrauterine infection and a fever that reached nearly 105 
degrees</STRONG>. She went into labor when she was 20 weeks pregnant. After 
resisting at first, she allowed doctors to give her the drug Pitocin to speed 
the birth. Gabriel lived just two hours.</P> 



<P>What happened after the death is a kind of snapshot of a cultural divide. 
Some would find it discomforting, strange, even ghoulish -- others brave and 
deeply spiritual. Rick and Karen Santorum would not let the morgue take the 
corpse of their newborn; they slept that night in the hospital with their 
lifeless baby between them. The next day, they took him home. ''Your siblings 
could not have been more excited about you!'' Karen writes in the book, which 
takes the form of letters to Gabriel, mostly while he is in utero. ''Elizabeth 
and Johnny held you with so much love and tenderness. Elizabeth proudly 
announced to everyone as she cuddled you, 'This is my baby brother, Gabriel; he 
is an angel.' ''</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm in the camp that finds this ghoulish and sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481937 36640 330 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 5:42:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8481934" target=_blank>#329</A> zora</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's hard to believe the children had such a lovely time with a 20 week old 
fetus. google a pic of a 20 week old fetus if you can't imagine what one looks 
like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just mind-blowing to me that anyone would do something like this in the 
21st century. And even more mind-blowing that the hospital <EM>allowed</EM> it. 
Santorum probably pulled some strings to get them to agree to let him do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481980 36640 343 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/8481917" target=_blank>#321</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>If the New York Times got this so wrong, why didn't the Santorums demand a 
correction? This piece was an in-depth profile of Santorum, and it's actually 
pretty positive toward him. There's no doubt that he read it. Do you think he 
just didn't notice that they had misrepresented what happened -- in a section 
about one of the most emotional events in their lives?</P> 
<P>I don't know whose account is correct, but I'm inclined to accept the New 
York Times's version, because the Santorums have already demonstrated that they 
have a rather tenuous connection to reality and facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08481989 36640 348 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:08:43pm  
 
<P>And in any case, whether it's true or not that the baby had a fatal condition 
and couldn't survive, it is still deeply weird to take a 20-week fetus home and 
have your living children hold it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482025 36640 371 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:23:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/8482009" target=_blank>#358</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>The condition is operable in SOME cases. Not all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482053 36642 12 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:34:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8482043" target=_blank>#10</A> 
TampaKnight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, just so I'm clear- you don't look down on all home schooling right? 
My nephew is home schooled for time being (1st grade) because he has severe and 
fatal food allergies.</P> 
<P>If this is a dumb question, I apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they're being homeschooled with genuine textbooks that teach real science, 
I don't have a problem.</P> 
<P>But the vast majority of homeschoolers in America are being taught fanatical 
religious nonsense, with textbooks from places like Bob Jones University. And 
that kind of homeschooling I have a really big problem with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482118 36642 68 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:50:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8482109" target=_blank>#59</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, how does this fuckwad expect to win elections when he can't answer a 
simple question from a 8th grade science test because it's too complicated. Just 
image what the MSM (with the exception of Fox) would ask him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Kentucky. He has a very good chance of being elected no matter how crazy 
he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482135 36642 84 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:54:04pm  
 
<P>And ... Rand Paul and his father Ron Paul have done a very good job of 
crossing party lines, and appealing to those who agree with his libertarian 
positions on both the right and left, but are too lazy and/or stupid to learn 
what they actually believe and espouse. Even Dave Weigel, who's otherwise a 
pretty smart guy, voted for Ron Paul and constantly makes excuses for Rand 
Paul.</P> 
<P>This kind of insanity is going to get a lot worse before it gets better (if 
it ever does get better).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482157 36642 106 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 6:58:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8482126" target=_blank>#75</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, please don't disparage all of Kentucky just because of a couple of 
loons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not disparaging "all of Kentucky." But Rand Paul won the GOP nomination 
in Kentucky, despite his long record of insane positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482165 36642 114 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 7:00:11pm  
 
<P>And I am not the only one who's trying to point this out: <A 
href="http://www.courier-
journal.com/article/20100621/NEWS0106/6210302/1008/Rand-Paul-has-long-history-
of-controversial-views" target=_blank>Rand Paul has long history of 
controversial views</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08482295 36643 19 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 7:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8482280" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a douche.</P> 
<P>/was that too soon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"What good is a douche to anyone?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482314 36643 32 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 7:50:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8482305" target=_blank>#25</A> ~Fianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This actually goes along with the fatwa that Ayatolla Ali Khamenei issued in 
2005 stating that WMD are un-Islamic.</P> 
<P>I think there's a big debate in Iran over whether nuclear weapons are in 
their long-term best interest. It will be interesting to see which side 
prevails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "debate" is solely for Western eyes and ears. Within Iran, there's 
absolutely no doubt about the value of nukes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482340 36643 53 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 7:58:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8482323" target=_blank>#39</A> ~Fianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm actually not completely sure of that. I think that there is a big 
undercurrent of discontent with the results of the revolution within the country 
and that the government is afraid of its own citizens. The events of a year ago 
were pretty conclusive that a large swath of the people of Iran are tired of 
this government and that can't help but have an effect on the government 
itself.</P> 
<P>The people that are sitting are not good guys, but I'm not entirely sure that 
the full leadership is insane enough to push the rest of the world that 
far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you're entitled to that view.</P> 
<P>But meanwhile, Iran keeps adding centrifuges to their enrichment 
facilities.</P> 
<P>You might be right, but you might also be very wrong.</P> 
<P>What are the consequences of being wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482347 36643 60 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:01:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8482332" target=_blank>#47</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In last years' election between Mousavi and Ahmadinejad, there was no debate 
on the country's course of obtaining nuclear technologies. Both the 
"reformer/opposition" and the party in charge were in agreement on Iran's need 
to obtain the nuclear tech/weapons. The mullahs in charge deem it 
necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. People shouldn't be fooled into thinking that because there is 
unrest against the mullahs, it means the protesters are also against the nuclear 
weapons program. They aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482354 36643 66 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:02:24pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8482348" target=_blank>#61</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>He doesn't have to use the nukes.</P> 
<P>The mere possession of nuclear weapons is a major game-
changer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482401 36643 105 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:22:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8482389" target=_blank>#96</A> ~Fianna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'd wipe them off the map. MAD has its benefits, and we're the undisputed 
winner of that game.</P> 
<P>It would take a level of absolute insanity or righteous religious 
fundamentalism to be willing to walk up to that brink. I'm not sure that Iran in 
its current state is either that insane or that fanatical. There are elements 
that are, but I don't think that the government as a whole is that 
unstable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, they don't have to actually use a nuke.</P> 
<P>The mere fact of having nuclear weapons is a giant game-changer. The rest of 
the Middle East will see no option but to follow suit and start their own 
nuclear weapons programs. (Some of them are undoubtedly doing it already in a 
low profile way.)</P> 
<P>It's not about using them. It's about having them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482405 36643 109 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:25:30pm  
 
<P>Wow. I can't believe the email I just received.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482421 36643 123 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:29:28pm  
 
<P>I strongly suspect this is a fake, sent by a stalker, but here you go:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Assalamu Alilkum Wa Rahmatulah Wa Barakatuh Charles Johnson,</P> 
<P>For many years you were one of the biggest foes of the Islamic cause. Now in 
recent times I see your heart is warming to the plight of Muslims in Europe and 
America. You have rejected the radical Christians and their evil Zionist allies 
and have helped stop the spread of their smears. Islam is a religion that 
promotes peace, tolerance and brotherhood of men. Even in the times of The 
Prophet Muhammad(sallallahou alayhi wasallam), many at first were enemies of 
Islam. Later after hearing his message of love and peace, their hearts warmed 
and they converted. I feel now you are ready to embrace the word of Allah and 
the message of his beloved Prophet (sallallahou alayhi wasallam). Come to Islam 
Charles, in the Deen you will find the love you have been seeking. You can be a 
powerful voice for the Ummah and combat the evil Crusader-Zionist agenda that is 
attempting to destroy America and the world.</P> 
<P>Please consider this invitation to Islam.</P> 
<P>Sincerely,Abdul Ghaffar</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope "Abdul" isn't holding his breath waiting for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482452 36643 150 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:38:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/8482438" target=_blank>#136</A> Alouette</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is the sender's IP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't sent with the contact form. It's a direct email from a Gmail 
address, and Gmail doesn't include the sender's IP address in email 
headers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482472 36643 168 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:46:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8482465" target=_blank>#161</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's bogus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm pretty sure it is. But I've received similar emails before that 
were probably genuine, so I'm not entirely certain.</P> 
<P>It does have the reek of a Pamela Geller/Robert Spencer fan's 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482475 36643 171 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:47:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8482473" target=_blank>#169</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are they hoping you'll take the dude up on his offer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they're just being assholes as usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482478 36643 173 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:48:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8482474" target=_blank>#170</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would the point be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've given up trying to figure out what motivates stalkers. Now I just fuck 
with them as much as I can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482493 36643 187 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:53:46pm  
 
<P>I'm just going to point out again the incredible, insane danger of assuming 
that Iran isn't serious about acquiring nuclear weapons, despite every indicator 
that they ARE very serious, and working hard toward that goal.</P> 
<P>If your policy recommendations are accepted, and you're wrong, there will be 
hell to pay. Literally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482511 36643 199 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 8:58:52pm  
 
<P>The deluge of craziness I'm getting in my email Inbox from the Republican 
Party about Elena Kagan is just mind-boggling, by the way.</P> 
<P>The GOP has completely lost it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482521 36643 206 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:03:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8482518" target=_blank>#203</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It might be better just to give them the fucking weapons so they feel 
secure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You cannot be serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482538 36643 221 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:07:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8482523" target=_blank>#208</A> Mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely agree they are seriously pursuing a bomb. Now I doubt they would 
use it on an enemy target in an overt manner where it would be traced to them 
and bring massive retaliation. Thats not their style. I think its more likely 
they would try some scheme to make it appear some rogue terrorist group hooked 
up with the Russian mob or the Norcs. Thats how the Mullahs roll. Waging war by 
proxy while trying to look like they aren't involved. Clever 
cowards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe so, but again -- Iran doesn't have to actually use nukes. The mere fact 
of having them will change everything in the Middle East, and not for the 
better. A nuclear arms race in the Middle East, fueled by oil mega-money, is the 
worst case scenario.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482549 36643 232 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:11:16pm  
 
<P>Dave Weigel posted an entry at Breitbart's BigJournalism blog today.</P> 
<P>And tonight he's being viciously attacked by the other Breitbart writers.</P> 
<P>What's wrong with that boy? He couldn't see that coming?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482569 36643 252 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/8482559" target=_blank>#242</A> 
justaminute</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most Iranians want Nuclear Power for electricity. My husband has been there 
the past 2 weeks. The temps have averaged over 100f every day, the electricity 
has gone off everyday at 12:30 pm and stayed off till 6 PM. It's been that way 
along time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. And I know there are lots of Iranians who don't agree with 
Ahmadinejad's nuclear aspirations. But I also know that if Iran continues on its 
present course, there are going to be serious consequences, sooner or later.</P> 
<P>I don't want this to end up in a war. But a nuclear-armed Iran is simply not 
an acceptable option for the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482612 36643 295 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:28:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/8482592" target=_blank>#275</A> 
justaminute</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe the higher ups in the military have war gamed an attack on Iran and 
it is not a pretty picture. We have forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, what do you 
think will happen? That will bring out the nationalistic fever in the Iranians 
and I personally don't believe we are ready for that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody wants that to happen.</P> 



<P>But again, if Iran continues on its present course, there will be serious 
consequences, whether we're ready or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482625 36643 308 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:32:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/8482587" target=_blank>#270</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That they turned today's session on Kagan into one long diatribe against 
Marshall is very telling.</P> 
<P>Beside's Ice's Page entry, Dana Millbanks wrote a column on that tonight:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/06/28/AR2010062805129.html?nav=rss_opinion/columns" 
target=_blank>Kagan may get confirmed, but Thurgood Marshall can forget 
it</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's what the Republican Party is all about these days.</P> 
<P>The GOP in Texas pushed hard to get Thurgood Marshall removed from social 
studies textbooks, and today we saw the GOP actually smearing Marshall in 
Kagan's nomination hearing.</P> 
<P>It's appalling. One of our political parties has gone completely insane, and 
that's very bad for the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482630 36643 313 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 9:33:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/8482558" target=_blank>#241</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>went over to stalker blog expecting to see them bragging about this, instead 
found them all defending mccain and saying "porch monkey" isn't a racist 
term</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They know it's a racist term. They just lie about it, and pretend it isn't. 
It's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08482710 36643 369 Charles Mon, Jun 28, 2010 10:10:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/8482681" target=_blank>#352</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think your suspicions are correct. It doesn't pass the smell test. The tone 
is wrong, even if it was coming from a total loon. I don't want to publicly say 
exactly what is wrong with the tone as that would just assist whoever's trying 
to punk you by helping them write a better version next time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really don't know what the purpose of this is, except maybe to get me to 
post it? But if I post it and say it's obviously bogus, what do they 
achieve?</P> 
<P>Oh, wait. Here I am trying to figure out the motivations of anonymous 
Internet wackos again. Never mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483540 36644 751 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 10:48:14am  
 
<P>Those of you insisting there is no racist motive behind this: there has been 
a concerted effort to delegitimize Thurgood Marshall from the right. It didn't 
just start yesterday. As the first black justice on the Supreme Court, he is a 



constant target of right wing racists, like the ones at Stormfront that I linked 
in my post. And Jon Kyl, one of the main GOP attack dogs at the Kagan hearing, 
has a very long history of race-baiting.</P> 
<P>Yes, this is coming from racism. Sorry. I know you don't like to hear it. 
Every time racism in the GOP is pointed out, we hear a chorus of denial, and I 
mean every single time. But right wing racism has come raging back into the 
mainstream, big time. This is one more example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483546 36644 756 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 10:54:13am  
 
<P>Wow. And now Andrew Breitbart is offering money to anyone who sends him the 
full contents of the Journolist mailing list.</P> 
<P>Yes, he's offering money for unethical behavior.</P> 
<P>The right wing is so freaking insane right now, I'm really beginning to think 
they're not ever coming back to sanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483548 36644 758 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 10:54:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/753/8483542" target=_blank>#753</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morning Charles!</P> 
<P>I sent you the link to my post about exactly that. Hope you enjoy. 
=)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an excellent post. And there are many more examples, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485201 36645 59 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 9:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8484208" target=_blank>#58</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>What crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485202 36645 60 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 9:37:55pm  
 
<P>Notice how they always try to be the last comment with this kind of 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483649 36646 20 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 11:52:59am  
 
<P>There's so much crazy right wing crap going around today, I'm having a hard 
time deciding which stories to cover.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483659 36646 28 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 11:55:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8483642" target=_blank>#16</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is hilarious in that the people that support these knuckle draggers are 
the same people that claim to admire the works of Ayn Rand and think of 
themselves as "John Galt."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>99% of those people have never read Ayn Rand, because if they did they would 
be appalled and disgusted. She had almost nothing in common with the modern 



right wing; the fact that they all cite her is a case of massive cognitive 
dissonance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484000 36646 130 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:47:18pm  
 
<P>Note that Sharron Angle is saying people who commit rape or incest are doing 
God's work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483724 36647 12 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 12:28:26pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair's at it again, with another feeble slap at me. What a 
clown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483735 36647 16 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 12:34:44pm  
 
<P>It's always interesting to browse through my logs of LGF searches - I can see 
lots of searches that are obviously by people trying to find a gotcha at 
LGF.</P> 
<P>The new talking point that's all over the stalker blogs and wingnut hate 
sites is that I'm just like Capt. Queeg in The Caine Mutiny, and sure enough, 
there goes Blair parroting it like a good little robot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483746 36647 22 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 12:38:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8483742" target=_blank>#19</A> EdDantes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Queeg was the skipper of DMS Caine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it was The Caine Mutiny. Had a brainfart, brought on by the sheer 
stupidity of the subject I was writing about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483751 36647 25 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 12:39:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8483748" target=_blank>#24</A> Gang of 
One</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, how can I retweet your post?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, at the moment there's no feature for retweeting comments. Been thinking 
about adding one, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483779 36647 41 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 12:53:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8483767" target=_blank>#31</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The deuce has been using those terms for a while now.Stupid 
stalkers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens to anyone who dares to criticize the right wing. Blatant 
character assassination, childish homophobic insults, and deranged stalking 
behavior.</P> 
<P>The right wing is so much worse than the left in this regard. Even when LGF 
was mocking the far left relentlessly, I never saw anything like the non-stop 



vicious hatred that's being directed at me now from right 
wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483808 36648 3 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 1:15:42pm  
 
<P>I had to laugh at this line:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...conservatives pride themselves on being open 
minded...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483869 36648 36 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 1:49:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8483867" target=_blank>#34</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, what is a good rebuttal to that line?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy who wrote that is one of the most closed-minded bloggers on the 
web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484048 36648 100 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 3:02:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8483910" target=_blank>#67</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>OT:</STRONG> Charles, if you're reading is it best to contact you via 
the form on the sidebar, or directly via email?</P> 
<P>I got a very interesting and totally out-of-the-blue phone call from this 
afternoon and would like to give you some background on it privately before I 
comment on it publicly. It's nothing directly related to LGF, but it could prove 
useful in relation to of some of the things that are posted 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can use the form in the sidebar, or email me at charles -at- little green 
footballs -dot- com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483909 36649 5 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:08:53pm  
 
<P>Come on, folks, get out there and retweet this one!</P> 
<P>And be sure to add "#tcot #tlot #p2" to it. It's also a good idea to add 
McCain's Twitter name "@rsmccain" so it will stick in his eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483940 36649 11 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:20:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8483917" target=_blank>#8</A> Fozzie Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I refuse to use twitter. REFUSE.</P> 
<P>I'll post it on facebook instead. There I can use as many characters as I 
want.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's cool too. You can use the 'Share" button to make it easier to post it 
on Facebook.</P> 
<P>(I'm not crazy about Facebook myself, because it's a security 
nightmare.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08483952 36649 19 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8483943" target=_blank>#14</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mind it. I just follow the rule of not posting anything there I 
wouldn't mind the entire world knowing, and that way, I can't get into 
trouble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not talking about posting things you don't want people to see -- Facebook 
has been hacked over and over again. Their code is apparently a mess, and 
they've only recently begun to properly sanitize user input before displaying 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483961 36649 25 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:30:22pm  
 
<P>American Spectator is going to ignore my open letter, of course. I'm sure 
they already know exactly what RS McCain is all about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08483982 36649 38 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 2:40:23pm  
 
<P>Here's a pretty good intro to Twitter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mahalo.com/how-to-use-twitter" 
target=_blank>www.mahalo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484071 36649 106 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 3:08:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8483984" target=_blank>#40</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RSM tweeted me this am saying that he knew a few "shady characters" when I 
tweeted the second Bill White article... I think he and Weigel were having a 
conversation over it since @weigle was in the tweet, I didn't follow up because 
we were launching a center &amp; I was pretty tied up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't just "know" Bill White -- he actively promoted the guy, getting his 
articles into the Washington Times (which probably wasn't hard because the paper 
has always been friendly to white supremacists), and posting links to 
Overthrow.com to mailing lists and Free Republic.</P> 
<P>It's pretty amazing how many excuses the right wing blogosphere lets this 
freak get away with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484103 36649 133 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 3:23:31pm  
 
<P>An anti-fluoride conspiracy group just posted a comment at TrueSlant, in my 
thread about Sharron Angle. Trying to decide if I should approve it or not. 
Leaning toward not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484107 36649 136 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 3:24:43pm  
 
<P>Wow. A second anti-fluoride nut just appeared.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484190 36650 12 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:01:16pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8484179" target=_blank>#5</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's not as good as Sarah until she bags a moose or two...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not too many moose in Arizona.</P> 
<P>Lots of illegal immigrants, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484209 36650 28 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:05:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8484205" target=_blank>#25</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>heh...you're getting wiser in your old age...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm getting much less patient with craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484228 36650 46 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:11:20pm  
 
<P>Get ready for the next wingnut victimhood story:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.foxnews.com/us/2010/06/29/ma-school-officials-
wont-let-students-recite-pledge-allegiance/" 
target=_blank>www.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm not even going to investigate this one, because I'm certain there's more 
to it than Fox News is reporting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484247 36650 62 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:15:43pm  
 
<P>Get a load of this lovely comment just posted in Twitter's #tcot feed:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RT @pir8gold: RT @brooksbayne: if u have the stomach 4 killing unborn babies, 
don't pretend that a few oil-covered birds is the end of the world. 
#tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484254 36650 68 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:17:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8484248" target=_blank>#63</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course the comments are what you would expect, but this one is odd:"Until 
last week, I didn't have a problem with the Pledge. However last week I 
discovered that the Pledge was created by the progressives in the Wilson 
administration in order to create a stronger backing of the people for the 
unconstitutional actions of the Wilson administration. <STRONG>I still love this 
country but is it the right thing to do to repeat something the progressives 
created?</STRONG> It also answers another question I have had from the time I 
was a kid. The bible states that one should not put country above God, but that 
is exactly what the Pledge is doing. It seems the Pledge may have been intended 
to make country the God."</P> 
<P>Could that be something they learned from Beck?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Gotta love it. Right wingers turning against the Pledge of 
Allegiance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484261 36650 75 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:18:50pm  
 



<P>Got a chuckle from this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who has Sarah Palin on follow please tell her to block this enemy of 
hers Lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484270 36650 84 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:20:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8484262" target=_blank>#76</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean (and I don't think he meant it this way) that since there are no 
moose in Az she could be hunting Illegal Immigrants instead? Maybe LVQ will not 
call him on it, but I will. Because that is the way I read it.</P> 
<P>If I am wrong, Charles will slap me down. If I am right he will delete the 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, not going to delete the post. I was making a joke but with a serious 
point. There <EM>is</EM> a very clear threat implied when a political 
candidate's entire campaign video consists of her firing various weapons in a 
desert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484282 36650 95 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:23:22pm  
 
<P>And in Arizona, the context of the debate over their new immigration law is 
very relevant here. This isn't just an innocent, fun video showing a gun 
enthusiast enjoying her hobby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484288 36650 101 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:24:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8484284" target=_blank>#97</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Giving Senator Byrd's subcommittee chairmanship to Lautenberg... that's 
genius.//I don't blame Mary Landrieu for pitching a fit...[Link: <A 
href="http://thehill.com/homenews/senate/106181-landrieu-balks-at-giving-
lautenberg-byrds-spending-subcommittee-chairmanship" 
target=_blank>thehill.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Landrieu is pitching a fit not out of any principle, but because she's pissed 
off she didn't get the job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484302 36650 115 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:27:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8484294" target=_blank>#107</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I missed your humor. While I see your point, I don't think that implying 
someone is going to go hunting another human being for sport is cool.</P> 
<P>Just my opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I didn't say she was going to go around hunting humans, either. What I'm 
saying is that there's a really clear message in this video, and the people for 
whom it's intended will get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484313 36650 125 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:30:49pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8484311" target=_blank>#123</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>maybe not in this case, but she hardly speaks for everybody that owns a gun 
or lives near the border</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said she "spoke for everybody that owns a gun?" Certainly not me. I own a 
gun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484318 36650 129 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8484309" target=_blank>#121</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently she has a limited menu of issues to use in her ads. I can see why 
she went for the thrill of fire arms over this one:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic. A bogus conspiracy theory. She's just as kooky as she 
looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484324 36650 135 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:33:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8484320" target=_blank>#131</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>funny thing is guns are not even an issue in this election?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but illegal immigration certainly is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484332 36650 143 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:35:34pm  
 
<P>Judging from the #tcot feed, right wingers on Twitter agree: Elena Kagan is a 
lesbian Marxist baby killer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484354 36650 165 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 4:40:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8484351" target=_blank>#162</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't factcheck this but here's this on Pamela Gorman</P> 
<P><A href="http://lippard.blogspot.com/2007/01/state-legislator-who-
supported.html" target=_blank>State legislator who supported Scientology also 
supports global warming denial</A></P> 
<P>Another clone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good grief. Somebody stop the crazy train.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484549 36650 357 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 5:40:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/341/8484533" target=_blank>#341</A> Turu The 
Terrible</EM></P> 
<P>That caption was not on the video when I posted it. It must have been added 
pretty recently.</P> 
<P>In any case, it may not be a broadcast campaign ad, but she's clearly 
endorsing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08484635 36650 434 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:09:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/8484624" target=_blank>#427</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it a full moon or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just the same old denial.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484639 36651 8 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:10:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8484636" target=_blank>#6</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want my points back. I lost a lot of points saying that the numbers looked 
suspicious.</P> 
<P>It sucks to be right, but still lose.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you bother reading my whole post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484652 36651 13 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8484645" target=_blank>#10</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice generalizations. remember that not long ago THIS was considered a right 
wing blog.</P> 
<P>Sure, everyone on the right are stupid...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Buck, but the right wing blogosphere has demonstrated over and over 
that they have no ethics. When a dim religious fanatic like Gateway Pundit can 
publicly accuse me of being a child molester, and NOBODY even blinks an eye at 
it, that should tell you something about how much they value ethics and 
honesty.</P> 
<P>And don't get me started or I'll pull out dozens of other examples for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484656 36651 16 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:15:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8484645" target=_blank>#10</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice generalizations. remember that not long ago THIS was considered a right 
wing blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not by me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484664 36651 19 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:16:50pm  
 
<P>P.S. Not only did nobody on the right blink at Gateway Pundit's outrageous, 
disgusting smears, a lot of them actually cheered him on.</P> 
<P>So don't talk to me about right wing blogosphere ethics. They have 
none.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484677 36651 27 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:19:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8484662" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A rare apology from a right wing blog but of course he's only apologizing 
because it was a lefty source. How about apologizing for all the bogus 
Rassmussen polls they post all the time? (including today). How about the crap 
from Fox News? No apology?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's apologizing because he knows it will play into the paranoia. Nothing 
noble about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484686 36651 32 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:21:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8484670" target=_blank>#23</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember what the left sites accused you of being...</P> 
<P>AND when anyone attacks you many of us do more than bat an eye. I have 
personally gone to battle for you many times.</P> 
<P>I don't want to get you started, but the left "sucked less" and you know 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The vitriol and hatred I've experienced from the right wing has absolutely no 
parallel on the left. Even when LGF was regularly mocking the far left, none of 
the push-back even came close to the sick hatred being spewed at me now from all 
sides of the right wing blogosphere.</P> 
<P>Not that I really give a shit. But those are the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484723 36651 53 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:31:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8484710" target=_blank>#42</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please don't ban me for this... I promise to shut up now...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484761 36651 78 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:44:34pm  
 
<P>Wow, Angle is out of her mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484937 36651 113 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8484934" target=_blank>#112</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I shouldn't speak for anyone, but I said something similar. It seems simple 
to me,</P> 
<P>That not long ago, LGF would have been "the Right Wing Blog" that "would have 
been so forthcoming".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it would not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484949 36651 116 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:35:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8484948" target=_blank>#115</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, jeez... I don't mean that LGF was an actual Right Wing Blog... but that 
is was labled as such.</P> 
<P>You know it was, you saw it happen. Historically, MANY TIMES I pointed out 
that it was not so...that your views were more complicated than right and 
left.</P> 



<P>However that does not stop it from being a bit ironic, that it would have 
been viewed that way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't care less how it "would have been viewed" and the idea that I 
would ever deliberately mislead people is really insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487026 36651 129 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 9:59:12pm  
 
<P>Had more than enough of this shit. See ya later.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484782 36652 6 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:50:03pm  
 
<P>She said people can make more money from unemployment than from a real 
job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484784 36652 8 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:50:42pm  
 
<P>Separation of church and state: she's against it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484791 36652 12 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:51:19pm  
 
<P>She says the founding fathers didn't believe in the separation.</P> 
<P>Thomas Jefferson was misquoted.</P> 
<P>Holy shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484798 36652 18 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:52:32pm  
 
<P>She's so freaking insane. This is the new face of the GOP.</P> 
<P>Idiocracy was a documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484835 36652 44 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 6:58:41pm  
 
<P>Notice how she keeps saying "Harry Reid, Harry Reid, Harry Reid."</P> 
<P>This is a political adviser's idea. She's not smart enough to come up with it 
herself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484865 36652 66 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:05:06pm  
 
<P>Well, that was short but sweet, confirming everything I already thought about 
Sharron Angle.</P> 
<P>She's an extremely stupid person, and a religious fanatic, possibly a 
Dominionist (her views on separation of church and state are straight out of the 
Dominionist playbook), and a perfect representative of the new Teabagging 
GOP.</P> 
<P>Whee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484876 36652 75 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:07:35pm  
 
<P>Rand Paul is every bit as crazy as Angle, but slightly more polished (read: 
deceptive).</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08484884 36652 80 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:09:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8484882" target=_blank>#78</A> eclectic 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This must be all part of that whole "G-d's Plan" thing - if you're 
unemployed, it's your own fault and you deserve to suffer.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all part of God's plan, including rape and incest.</P> 
<P>Rapists and molesters are doing God's work, according to 
Angle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484890 36652 84 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:11:10pm  
 
<P>Tip of the day: when you post an image link in a comment, you should preview 
it before posting, because a lot of sites use code that blocks "hotlinked" 
images.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484914 36652 98 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:20:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8484913" target=_blank>#97</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An outrageous outrage is brewing...A Smoking Gun in the Kagan Case? 
(Powerline)</P> 
<P>I assume it's bogus like all the others but you guys are more than welcome to 
look into it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the usual bullshit. I checked it out earlier. They're spinning up 
another outrageous outrage out of a completely innocuous statement. It's what 
they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484916 36652 100 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:23:17pm  
 
<P>And by the way, there's a reason why you always see right wing blogs start 
screaming about the same bogus stories at the same time. The GOP has mailing 
lists that give them their marching orders, and they all start marching every 
time.</P> 
<P>This talking point came straight from the GOP.</P> 
<P>They put me on their lists a long time ago (without my consent) and now I 
watch as every single stupid talking point is instantly adopted by the wingnut 
blogs within minutes of the emails going out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484924 36652 107 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8484921" target=_blank>#104</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be a fun list to be on. Do you have the contact information to be 
on that list... or do you know how I can get it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are several of these lists, and I wouldn't know how you could get on 
them. Try John Boehner's site -- his office constantly spews out talking points 
for the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484946 36652 124 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:33:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8484942" target=_blank>#121</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm already in the rabbit hole, I'm a right winger, remember? I'm just upset 
that I haven't been getting any mail from my fellow wackos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, get with the game, Walter. The wackos are sending out dozens of emails 
every day. You're missing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08484950 36652 126 Charles Tue, Jun 29, 2010 7:36:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8484901" target=_blank>#91</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is a good bit smarter, also (to be fair). Idiots don't make it out of 
medical school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you've been reading the stories about Rand Paul's bogus certification 
as an ophthalmologist. This guy is a phony through and through, and 
unfortunately there really are quite a few idiots who make it through med 
school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485810 36656 24 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:17:44am  
 
<P>Wingnuts on Twitter now calling for Elena Kagan to be disbarred.</P> 
<P>Yep, really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485818 36656 32 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:20:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8485811" target=_blank>#25</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. There's a link they're passing around, but I'm not interested 
enough to click it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485830 36656 43 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:24:01am  
 
<P>Also on Twitter, dim bulb John Hawkins of RightWingFanatics.com just called 
David Frum, Andrew Sullivan, and me "turncoats."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485834 36656 47 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:25:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8485825" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instapundit sez she wants to ban books!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So freaking crazy. Of course, she's going to be confirmed, and not a single 
one of these morons will retract their absurd accusations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485842 36656 55 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:27:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8485836" target=_blank>#49</A> 
calochortus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I Googled it and apparently the wingnuts think her legal opinion in a 9/11-
related case was wrong (which it may perfectly well have been-I'm not a lawyer, 
nor do I play one on TV) and therefore she lied to the Supreme Court. Sure. I 
believe that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, you got me slightly curious about it. The link goes to the website of 
Alec Rawls. And he is certifiably insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08485852 36656 65 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:32:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8485845" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. It's really not worth looking into. It's the usual 
nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the same stupidity that they've been ranting about for months. The 
Citizens United thing. Kagan said that pamphlets paid for with government funds 
couldn't be used for political advocacy, and that the government could prohibit 
publication if they did.</P> 
<P>How they get to "banning books" from that is only understandable to the 
delusional wingnut "brain."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486047 36657 174 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 1:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8486044" target=_blank>#171</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Declaration of Independence is not a law you fuck!</P> 
<P>(Am i the only one watching this anymore?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lot of empty seats in that chamber. At this point, it's only still going on 
because idiots like Sessions want to get their weird atavistic views in front of 
the cameras.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486052 36657 179 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 1:32:38pm  
 
<P>I'm very impressed with Kagan myself, and I have no doubt she's going to be a 
great SC justice.</P> 
<P>Watching the right wingers on Twitter freak out about her is like being in 
the observation room of the loony bin. They're completely disconnected from 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486060 36657 187 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 1:37:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8486055" target=_blank>#182</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://www.charismamag.com/index.php/news/28842-prayer-leader-
supreme-court-decision-may-signal-onset-of-church-persecution" target=_blank>Lou 
Engle predicts the beginning of Christian Persecution in the 
US.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy moly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486065 36657 191 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 1:42:28pm  
 
<P>Don't forget that Engle wants to make homosexuality illegal. And he thinks 
Uganda is principled for wanting to kill gays.</P> 
<P>So from his point of view, this is horrible persecution; they're being 
deprived of their inherent God-given right to be vile bigots from the 12th 
century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486260 36658 103 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 3:33:18pm  
 
<P>A quick test of some tweaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486271 36658 113 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 3:37:28pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart says I should share a condo with Andrew 
Sullivan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486383 36659 10 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 4:19:50pm  
 
<P>I can hardly wait for the <EM>hurr hurr</EM> chorus from the wingnut 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486386 36659 11 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 4:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8486373" target=_blank>#4</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a blog/list-serv for Journalists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was ... Ezra Klein shut it down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486405 36659 19 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 4:25:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8486390" target=_blank>#13</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>cause of this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not because of Breitbart's offer - because of the leak that got Dave Weigel 
fired from the Washington Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486524 36659 90 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 5:18:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8486512" target=_blank>#80</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sorry to hear that, Hoops. My condolences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08486554 36659 116 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 5:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8486548" target=_blank>#110</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<P>I love Biden. He always goes slightly over the line, often in inadvertently 
funny directions. He's a nut. The Onion's parody is <A 
href="http://www.theonion.com/articles/shirtless-biden-washes-trans-am-in-white-
house-dri,2718/" target=_blank>just right</A>.</P> 
<P>Having said that, he has a point even if he overstated it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486565 36659 125 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 5:49:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8486556" target=_blank>#118</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect Sir I think comparing the opposition party to Nazis is 
something more than overstated. Even in a fund-raiser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think of the word 'blitzkrieg' as meaning a slash-and-burn warfare 
campaign, not so much as a complete comparison to the Third Reich. I don't 
really think Biden was intending a Nazi comparison, when you read his whole rant 
in context:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“As things heat up, you can expect House Democrats will be hit with a GOP 
blitzkrieg of vicious Swift-Boat-style attack ads, Karl Rove-inspired knockout 
tactics, thinly veiled attempts at character assassination and tea party 
disruptions.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486568 36659 128 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 5:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8486549" target=_blank>#111</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles --</P> 
<P>I've been a journalist for 40 years. My father was an LA Times editor. I have 
personally seen the leftist group-think in action, and was almost killed as a 
result (a fire bomb attack by campus radicals my father and his friends were 
protecting).</P> 
<P>I have personally witnessed innumerable events that were turned inside out 
and sideways before they reached print or the air, all to serve an ideological 
bias, a line that must never, ever, be crossed.</P> 
<P>Remember my story in LGF about the MSU crazies at UCI? Read how the Times has 
been covering that issue.</P> 
<P>But I'm still a Democrat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without getting into any of that, I still believe this kind of monetary offer 
for private emails is crossing a very dangerous line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486573 36659 132 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 5:54:19pm  
 
<P>What about Biden's larger point, though?</P> 
<P>I agree with him that we're seeing a storm of obstructionist tactics from the 
GOP, and it's probably going to get even worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08486588 36659 147 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 6:10:20pm  
 
<P>The use of the word "blitzkrieg" all depends on the context. Here's an 
example where the context tells you everything:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32417_Pat_Buchanan_Accuses_Israel_
of_Blitzkrieg" target=_blank>Pat Buchanan Accuses Israel of 
'Blitzkrieg'</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486595 36659 154 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 6:13:40pm  
 
<P>If you have a Twitter account, here's one you may want to retweet:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/Lizardoid/status/17454892138" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486598 36659 157 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 6:15:02pm  
 
<P>I'll bet Andrew Breitbart wrote this headline for Drudge Report:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Biden Compares Republicans to Nazis...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486617 36659 176 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 6:22:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8486601" target=_blank>#160</A> andres</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to derail the topic so early, but would should I post (in LGF Pages) 
about what's happening in <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puerto_Rico" 
target=_blank>Puerto Rico</A>? There was nearly a riot in the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capitol_of_Puerto_Rico" 
target=_blank>Capitol</A>.</P> 
<P>I'd post to the Google Translate page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By all means, do post it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08486624 36659 183 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 6:25:47pm  
 
<P>One of Santa Claus's reindeer is named Blitzen.</P> 
<P>OK, I'll stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487029 36660 158 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:01:08pm  
 
<P>Another angry LGF comment from another disgruntled wingnut at the end of 
another dead thread leads to another disemvoweling and blocked account. Film at 
11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487045 36661 8 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:31:36pm  
 
<P>Ohhkay. I think that will be enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487049 36661 12 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:34:09pm  
 



<P>A 'first' post and a Rick Astley video. This one is of the species Trollus 
Lamus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487053 36661 16 Charles Wed, Jun 30, 2010 10:40:46pm  
 
<P>Registered a second account too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487535 36662 16 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 9:39:15am  
 
<P>Ron Paul doesn't try to hide that his real goal is to destroy the Fed 
entirely. This will be a giant fishing expedition into one of the country's 
important financial stability mechanisms, at a time when the country needs 
financial stability more than ever.</P> 
<P>It's a horrible idea, being pushed by horrible people for horrible 
reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487584 36663 14 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:24:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8487577" target=_blank>#8</A> MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every single home-schooling parent I know would be disgusted by this bozo's 
ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are millions of children being taught this stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08489373 36663 109 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:40:45pm  
 
<P>Bye now! Take care. I'm sure you'll be much happier at some other website. 
There's one that might be right up your alley, called "Stormfront." Google it; 
lots of people there just like you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08489375 36663 110 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:52:23pm  
 
<P>Have I mentioned that I'm utterly at the end of my patience with people who 
apologize for racists?</P> 
<P>And if you can't see the difference between Huckleberry Finn -- a book that 
is one long argument AGAINST racism -- and this disgusting atavistic book that 
calls black people retarded animals, just go away. I'm not interested in 
debating it with you. Get lost. Am-scray.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08489379 36663 112 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 11:21:37pm  
 
<P>Persistent little racist, aren't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487638 36664 19 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:50:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8487628" target=_blank>#14</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<P>I don't have a hostility to the idea of "natural rights," per se. However, a 
broad definition of "natural rights" is definitely not what Coburn was driving 
at here.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08487645 36664 25 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:52:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8487639" target=_blank>#20</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was confused by his questions. It seemed he wanted her to say that the 
right to keep and bear arms is a God given right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what he was trying to get her to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487647 36664 27 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 10:54:12am  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36654_Sen._Grassley-
_God_Wanted_Us_to_Pack_Heat" target=_blank>Sen. Grassley: God Wanted Us to Pack 
Heat</A>.</P> 
<P>The GOP was pushing this one hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487684 36664 55 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 11:08:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8487660" target=_blank>#38</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Natural rights -- the concept Jefferson was talking about in the Declaration 
-- don't come from the sky. They're inherent in our nature. If, for example, we 
don't have the natural right of self-defense, then what's left to us? It's very 
disturbing that Kagan doesn't just come out and say that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree. Coburn was going for a big gotcha, and Kagan knew it, so she 
limited her response specifically to the job of a Supreme Court justice -- 
interpreting and enforcing the law and the Constitution.</P> 
<P>Come on, don't you recognize the religious right agenda in this 
one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487743 36664 103 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 11:32:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8487691" target=_blank>#60</A> The 
Curmudgeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She said, in effect, that if a right isn't in the Constitution then it 
doesn't exist. That's not only wrong, it contradicts the Ninth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's quite a lot to read into what Kagan said. She said her job as a 
Justice will be to enforce the Constitution. In fact, she said, "I am not saying 
I don't believe there are pre-existing rights, but my job is to enforce the 
Constitution."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08487749 36664 108 Charles Thu, Jul 1, 2010 11:35:37am  
 
<P>And Coburn, by the way, was also very explicitly trying to get Kagan to say 
that "pre-existing rights" come from God. Right there in the video.</P> 
<P>This is one of those rhetorical traps that has no "right" answer. No matter 
how Kagan replied, the fanatics were going to use it to smear her. So she 
(correctly) decided to give as narrow and specific an answer as possible.</P> 
<P>The really disturbing part to me is that fanatics like Coburn, Sessions, and 
Grassley are in office at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08489390 36665 382 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 12:56:50am  
 
<P>It's Sock Puppet Day at LGF. Whee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08490586 36671 5 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 4:26:59pm  
 
<P>Notice that there's someone in McCain's comments again posting with my name 
(it's probably McCain himself). And McCain's dim bulb readers actually think 
it's really me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08490716 36671 102 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 5:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8490705" target=_blank>#93</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need to do more goofy McCain drawings if he's determined to stay on the 
radar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Won't you, please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491207 36671 579 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 8:58:15pm  
 
<P>Tedious. Very tedious.</P> 
<P>The 'does not seem to exist' error only affects the display. It's the 
ampersand in the name - I'll be fixing that soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491447 36671 814 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 10:36:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/728/8491359" target=_blank>#728</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good God. These people are nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they are. This is how they prove how insignificant I am - by obsessing 
over my site and the people who comment on it, to an amazingly creepy 
degree.</P> 
<P>I can't even imagine what kind of twisted mind thinks that was a good use of 
their time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491452 36671 819 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 10:38:16pm  
 
<P>And 'Gary Herbet' is out of here. The most obvious troll I've ever 
seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491469 36671 835 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 10:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/832/8491466" target=_blank>#832</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<P>That's what happens when creationists try to crunch numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491480 36671 845 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 10:52:09pm  
 



<P>Stone the unfaithful monkey!</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/jstrevino/statuses/17622384917" 
target=_blank>Joshua Treviño</A> says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been blogging so long, I remember when Charles Johnson declared that 
Palestinians ate human remains.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08491504 36671 869 Charles Fri, Jul 2, 2010 11:00:57pm  
 
<P>Trevino's still holding a grudge for this:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33504_The_Beam_in_Joshua_Trevinos_
Eye" target=_blank>The Beam in Joshua Trevino's Eye</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08492014 36671 917 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2010 11:41:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/914/8491683" target=_blank>#914</A> 
BAWANA_JACK</EM></P> 
<P>And another sleeper awakes, to make excuses for RS McCain. 
Shocka.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08492680 36674 197 Charles Sat, Jul 3, 2010 8:32:39pm  
 
<P>We're under attack by a numbskull.</P> 
<P>That was the same waterhead who was trolling as "Gary 
Hebert".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08493559 36676 3 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2010 10:37:26am  
 
<P>Looks like Robert Stacy McCain wrote another 3000-word post attacking me and 
defending Josh Trevino for lying about me on Twitter. Which is always fun!</P> 
<P>Of course, McCain sees nothing wrong with writing for Brussels 
Journal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08493590 36676 10 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2010 10:58:32am  
 
<P>McCain's post is a textbook example of his debased intellectual dishonesty. 
For the record, this is what Joshua Trevino posted on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been blogging so long, I remember when Charles Johnson declared that 
Palestinians ate human remains.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Followed with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sad truth: Charles Johnson (@lizardoid) did, in fact, go on once about a 
Palestinian "swarm" at which human blood was licked up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Both of these statements are pure and simple, outrageously brazen LIES. I 
have never written anything like this at LGF. (However, one of their heros, 
Pamela Geller, HAS written this kind of thing many times.)</P> 
<P>So for defending myself against an outright lie, posted on Twitter by a 
contributor to a European fascist website, RS McCain declares I'm "smearing" 
Trevino. Classic turnspeak.</P> 



<P>And of course, the hurr hurr chorus immediately retweeted it a dozen 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08493738 36676 147 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2010 3:03:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8493730" target=_blank>#139</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/SteveChapman/2010/07/04/how_republicans_mad
e_their_peace_with_sodomy/page/full" target=_blank>How Republicans Made Their 
Peace with Sodomy</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republicans accepted sodomy? Which universe did that happen 
in?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08494259 36677 490 Charles Sun, Jul 4, 2010 6:31:44pm  
 
<P>I think it's cool that I can now give hat tips to readers that are links to 
their collections of Pages.</P> 
<P>Thinking of adding a feature that would make especially good Pages show up as 
front page posts, with an author byline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08494820 36678 256 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2010 10:21:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8494816" target=_blank>#252</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/218154_Robert_Spencer_Visits_Swedish_
" target=_blank>Robert Spencer Visits Swedish Nazis</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer has stopped pretending now, although he still repeats his 
usual excuses like a parrot when challenged. Nobody challenges him any more, 
though, because he's recognized as a fringe hater, just like Pamela 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08494827 36678 262 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2010 10:31:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8494818" target=_blank>#254</A> changomo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles: What is your most valuable comic so far?</P> 
<P>Cheers</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard to tell until they're graded by the CGC. But we do have quite a few 
valuable ones according to the Overstreet Guide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08494830 36678 265 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2010 10:32:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/8494825" target=_blank>#260</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an interesting way to celebrate July 4th but I suppose he has his 
priorities. I think SD is celebrating some sort of electoral victory and they <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.politikerbloggen.



se%2F2010%2F07%2F05%2F33799%2F&amp;sl=sv&amp;tl=en&amp;hl=&amp;ie=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>roughed up a bishop</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Check out this Google search:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=robert+spencer
+sweden+democrats&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08494871 36679 7 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2010 11:03:35am  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is inciting hatred against the Cordoba Project again, with the 
help of bottom feeder NY politician Jay Townsend. She just keeps repeating the 
lie that it's a "mega-mosque overlooking Ground Zero."</P> 
<P>The first comment posted in her thread shows that her followers are getting 
the message loud and clear.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At some point, we are going to have to take off the gloves and stop being 
nice. What are we prepared to do remains the 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08497196 36681 739 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 7:32:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/738/8497175" target=_blank>#738</A> mkelly</EM></P> 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08496629 36682 6 Charles Mon, Jul 5, 2010 8:42:46pm  
 
<P>Finally got a polarized filter for my Nikon D90. It makes an amazing 
difference with these photos; cuts the reflections and glare, and brings out the 
colors nicely with natural light.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499431 36687 412 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 10:24:11pm  
 
<P>Squabbling stops or I'll begin giving out timeouts. And Walter, that was low. 
You should apologize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499446 36687 424 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 10:27:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/419/8499439" target=_blank>#419</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ice... I was not talking about you. So just stop it. If you read the follow 
up comments by me (and others), it was obvious to a number of people that I was 
being humorous (in general) and that's why a number of people played along... I 
assure you my comment was not intended for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looked like it to me, Walter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499453 36687 431 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 10:29:55pm  
 



<P>OK, whatever. I'm not going to debate it. I've deleted those comments, and I 
really think all involved should give some thought about why you're always 
getting involved in these spats that turn threads into shit.</P> 
<P>And this really is the last warning. From now on, when a squabble erupts, I'm 
just going to hand out 24-hour timeouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499487 36687 462 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 10:43:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/8499475" target=_blank>#451</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for the drama Charles. It won't happen again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not me you should apologize to for that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499533 36687 508 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 11:05:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/8499490" target=_blank>#465</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, any word from American Spectator about RSM's crap? Sorry if it's 
been addressed but I've not seen anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they ignored it, as expected. But that's OK; it's on the record now that 
American Spectator has no problem with writers who use the word "beaners" to 
describe Mexicans (among RS McCain's many other documented racist comments). And 
McCain's anti-Mexican slur didn't go over well with quite a few conservatives, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499547 36687 522 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 11:11:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/8499530" target=_blank>#505</A> 
iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It started when two male posters here decided to call me a whore and think 
they could pretend they didn't.</P> 
<P>Not to belabor this, but LET ME BE CLEAR.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just going on the record to say that I think you're right. And I also 
think those people should just man up and apologize for it, instead of trying to 
pretend it was something else.</P> 
<P>I can't force anyone to do anything, of course. But this stuff is really 
getting old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08499562 36687 536 Charles Tue, Jul 6, 2010 11:22:24pm  
 
<P>Timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08500413 36687 803 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 10:39:33am  
 
<P>I guess some people's lives are so empty, this is what passes for fun for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08500415 36687 804 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 10:39:50am  
 
<P>It was also using 'Tasmanian Devil'.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08501729 36688 664 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 7:52:55pm  
 
<P>No, you don't get to troll every dead thread, sorry.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501734 36689 132 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 7:53:36pm  
 
<P>Nope, sorry -- you don't get to post crap in every thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501736 36690 190 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 7:54:07pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08500951 36691 111 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 2:29:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8500918" target=_blank>#79</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Come on, LVQ -- it's not helpful to talk about trying and executing climate 
change deniers. You're not advocating violence, exactly, because you said they 
should be tried first. But you have to know this is never going to happen, so 
what's the point of posting it except to show that you feel strongly about the 
issue (which we already know), or to get people wound up?</P> 
<P>You can make your points a lot more effectively without the rhetorical 
excess. And I don't really like dealing with the fallout. So please knock it 
off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08500997 36691 155 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 2:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8500965" target=_blank>#125</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Without getting into the larger issues, I'm trying to make a narrow, specific 
point -- that you're going overboard with the rhetoric in a way that makes it 
too easy for people to dismiss you as a hothead. (This isn't the first time I've 
made this point to you, either.)</P> 
<P>If you want to be more effective in communicating the dire nature of climate 
change (and I agree that on the current path we're going to have disastrous 
problems down the road), it would work a lot better to consciously pull your 
rhetoric back from the brink a little.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501035 36691 191 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 3:01:40pm  
 
<P>Wow. Someone is retweeting the <A href="http://twitter.com/VilestTweets/" 
target=_blank>VilestTweets on Twitter</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503331 36691 562 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 2:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/561/8502851" target=_blank>#561</A> mkelly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The science has been soundly settled..."</P> 
<P>No science was checked in this report.</P> 



<P>As Russell is quick to point out, “It is important to note that <STRONG>we 
offer no opinion on the validity of their scientific work</STRONG>. Such an 
outcome could only come through the normal processes of scientific debate and 
not from the examination of e-mails or from a series of interviews about 
conduct.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the other four investigations, and specifically the two-part Penn State 
investigation, did check the science and found absolutely no scientific 
misconduct on the part of Michael Mann or any of the other climate scientists in 
this crappy bogus "scandal."</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501326 36692 4 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:11:45pm  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone (besides me) has noticed that you're sometimes randomly 
logged out of your account and have to log in again, despite setting the 
'Remember Me' button, I think I've finally debugged that problem. So you'll stay 
logged in much more consistently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501338 36692 9 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:15:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8501333" target=_blank>#8</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<P>Well, that's how Marc sees it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501344 36692 11 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:17:05pm  
 
<P>Another small tweak of the code today: I changed the "LGF Pages" button at 
upper right, so that you can now right-click to open it in a new tab or new 
window. (Or hold Command on the Mac.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501369 36692 25 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:33:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8501360" target=_blank>#21</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you. I thought it had something to do with me mainly lurking and not 
posting. mainly noticed it when I jumped to a new thread. Back on topic, I 
noticed that the comments over at PJM rapidly degenerated into a religious 
squabble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing that never happens here.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08501386 36692 33 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:38:16pm  
 
<P>This is hilarious -- user-submitted pictures at Amazon for the <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fcustomer-media%2Fproduct-
gallery%2FB000071NUS%3Fie%3DUTF8%26ref_%3Dcm%5Fciu%5Fpdp%5Fimages%5Fall&amp;tag=
littlegreenfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>Contech Scarecrow Motion-Activated Sprinkler</A>.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ44CCA246.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ44CCA246.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ44CCA246.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08501440 36692 70 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 5:59:58pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/stansolomon/" target=_blank>Obama Derangement 
Syndrome.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08502058 36692 600 Charles Wed, Jul 7, 2010 9:38:51pm  
 
<P>Apparently, the warnings didn't take. So now I'm taking 
action.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503024 36696 54 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 11:33:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8503007" target=_blank>#40</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, lawhawk reminded me that I was going to do a page on this earlier: More 
Jindal craziness:</P> 
<P><A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2010/07/07/guns-church-jindal/" 
target=_blank>Jindal Signs ‘Gun-In-Church’ Bill, Allowing Congregants To Bring 
Concealed Weapons To Worship</A></P> 
<P>So let's recap. Carrying a gun all the time, even to church? RiGHtS 
ISHYOO!Forced pregnancy and medical rape? Some pesky 'female' thing and not a 
big deal.</P> 
<P>Wingnut Values in action, folks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, when the anti-abortion fanatics get worked up enough to 
murder doctors in church (like Dr. George Tiller), maybe the doctors could then 
shoot back.</P> 
<P>I'm only half joking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503032 36696 60 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 11:34:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8503029" target=_blank>#58</A> Baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note that Charles is correct to call this an action of the religious 
right and not the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, there isn't much space between the two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503110 36697 4 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 11:56:17am  
 
<P>Not only will I never vote for Sarah Palin for anything, if I could travel 
back in time and change my 2008 vote I would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503177 36697 23 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 12:17:27pm  
 
<P>What is reality?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503241 36698 14 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 12:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8503228" target=_blank>#11</A> ukobserver</EM></P> 



<P>Unfortunately, some companies are way too quick to add websites to 
blacklists, and they can be gamed by malicious people who want to block a site 
like LGF. This has happened a couple of times before.</P> 
<P>The only way to get the blacklisting removed is to protest to your IT 
department. If you can't do that I don't know what else to 
advise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503570 36698 285 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 3:35:51pm  
 
<P>Hey, I just noticed that we passed 8,500,000 comments today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503843 36699 1 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 5:24:19pm  
 
<P>Either everybody's stunned into silence by this awesome video (and it is 
awesome), or there's a raging slap fight going on in another 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503860 36699 5 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 5:31:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8503853" target=_blank>#4</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh, look! My nic is blue!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great idea to make your "Web site (optional)" your Pages 
address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08503891 36700 16 Charles Thu, Jul 8, 2010 5:48:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8503886" target=_blank>#12</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Not a problem, Cato, but I appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506312 36706 136 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 4:36:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8506292" target=_blank>#116</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, Drudge is now pimping Alex Jones videos...ALEX JONES: As United States 
Collapses, Media Worship LeBron James...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's possibly Andrew Breitbart choosing stories at Drudge, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506474 36707 21 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 5:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8506461" target=_blank>#12</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Put it up on my LGF Page:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/218599_Breaking-
_Matt_Drudge_Links_to_Alex_Jones_Video!" target=_blank>Breaking: Matt Drudge 
Links to Alex Jones Video!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Featured and retweeted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08506482 36707 27 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 5:52:44pm  
 
<P>If you right-click on the back cover image you can open it in a new tab or 
window, if you're really interested in this appeal to testosterone.</P> 
<P>Mike Marvel's ad was on about half of the Marvel silver age back 
covers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506486 36707 30 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 5:54:20pm  
 
<P>If you're getting into the Pages system, by the way, remember that you can 
share your pages on Twitter with the little blue T button, and on lots of other 
social web sites with the Share button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506487 36707 31 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 5:55:35pm  
 
<P>"A chest that will have you popping the buttons off your shirt with 
pride!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506495 36707 39 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 5:59:25pm  
 
<P>"After DYNAFLEX, you'll be able to roll up your sleeves and take off your 
shirt and, for the first time in your life, you'll be PROUD of your manly build. 
Yes, pal, say goodbye to your weak, flabby frame--get ready for adventure and 
romance with a solid physique that glows and vibrates with virile he-man 
appeal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506502 36707 46 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 6:01:55pm  
 
<P>Ads like that shaped my existence. I live to be proud of my manly 
build.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506614 36707 157 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 6:34:43pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ20853552.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Amazing X-Ray Vision Instantly! A Hilarious 
Laughingly Funny Illusion!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08506661 36707 201 Charles Fri, Jul 9, 2010 7:24:27pm  
 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/International/osama-bin-ladens-son-omar-
hospitalized-schizophrenia/story?id=11128862" target=_blank>Bin Laden's Son Is 
Hospitalized After He Hears His Father's Voice</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08507535 36708 822 Charles Sat, Jul 10, 2010 11:25:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/8507225" target=_blank>#524</A> Boogberg</EM></P> 
<P>That's the end of the line for you. Apparently you didn't get the hint with a 
24-hour timeout, so your account is now history.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08509399 36709 404 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 11:50:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/8509371" target=_blank>#397</A> Right 
Hooks</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, Geller defends genocidal Serbian war criminals, and spreads mind-
bogglingly stupid conspiracy theories that Obama's gonna nuke the US, or that 
he's the illegitimate son of Malcolm X, and LGF is "drinking the koolaid?"</P> 
<P>Hah!</P> 
<P>You registered to post this nonsense? You'll be much happier posting comments 
elsewhere, I'm sure. Bye now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08509315 36712 253 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 10:03:39am  
 
<P>And today Pamela Geller has a post defending Serbian genocidal war criminal 
Radovan Karadžic.</P> 
<P>Why would Geller defend a monster like this? Because he was murdering 
Muslims, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08509420 36713 51 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 12:11:02pm  
 
<P>Not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08510038 36716 5 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 5:24:08pm  
 
<P>Well, that didn't take long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08510114 36716 53 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 5:46:13pm  
 
<P>Another one!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08510124 36716 61 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 5:48:56pm  
 
<P>Does it strike anyone else as extremely weird that these issues are suddenly 
"coming up for debate" again, after every sane and reasonable person in America 
thought they were resolved forever?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08510185 36716 109 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 6:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8510183" target=_blank>#107</A> Gusbenz</EM></P> 
<P>And the South was threatening to secede ... why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08510235 36716 154 Charles Sun, Jul 11, 2010 6:16:15pm  
 
<P>I mean, we fought a dirty, bloody war over this issue. It ought to be 
settled. There's no good reason for exhuming these long-dead arguments once 
again.</P> 
<P>This is what I mean by 'bad craziness.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08512030 36716 485 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 4:00:45pm  
 
<P>The word must have gone out on the neo-Confederate sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512889 36716 486 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:52:10pm  
 
<P>Lots of sock puppet action going on in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511413 36718 336 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:14:59am  
 
<P>Matt Hedges is using a proxy IP address, which is specifically prohibited in 
the registration terms. Not to mention the blatant trolling. This is almost 
certainly a previously banned idiot, and is now banned again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511418 36718 341 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:16:56am  
 
<P>So let me get something else straight -- it doesn't bother anyone that Mark 
Steyn revealed a private email from me, for no good reason except to help Pamela 
Geller smear me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511429 36718 351 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:23:42am  
 
<P>Also on Mark Steyn -- please note that when he revealed my private email he 
also said very clearly that he has no problem with making alliances with fascist 
groups like the Vlaams Belang. That should tell you everything you need to 
know.</P> 
<P>Steyn is one of the so-called "intellectuals" who plays fast and loose with 
statistics, to give anti-Muslim bigotry a veneer of 
respectability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511612 36720 8 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 11:36:30am  
 
<P>David Swindle responded to my post about him spewing insults like a firehose, 
by calling me a "whore" on Twitter, and posting another deranged rant at David 
Horowitz's NewsReal blog (to which I won't link).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511959 36720 54 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 2:50:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8511944" target=_blank>#53</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that this was only by proxy, through the Alaskan Independence 
Party, an affiliate of the CP?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technically true -- there isn't much real difference, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511685 36721 10 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 12:07:51pm  
 
<P>The slightly less sophisticated version of Bachmann's argument:</P> 



<P><A title=ZZ56685266.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ56685266.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ56685266.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511796 36722 13 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 1:06:37pm  
 
<P>Tomorrow's stage is a beast. If Lance hasn't recovered, it could be curtains 
for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511845 36722 36 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 1:41:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8511815" target=_blank>#18</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick Reilly wrote a piece on ESPN.com saying that Lance should be given the 
benefit of the doubt when it comes to his alleged use of performance enhancing 
drugs. Some very well informed people I know say that is a load of BS, and that 
Lance could have not won seven in a row without using PEDs. Any cycling experts 
out there care to check in with a thought on this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone who has any experience at all with cycling knows that drugs are 
everywhere in the sport. In that context, it would not surprise me in the least 
if at some point, Armstrong is found to have used blood-boosting techniques.</P> 
<P>However, it has to be pointed out that he's also probably the most-tested 
athlete in the history of cycling and he's never failed a test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511850 36722 41 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 1:43:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8511846" target=_blank>#37</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<P>Lot less time for riding these days, but I'm beginning to get back into it a 
bit more seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511937 36722 107 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 2:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8511910" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was going to make a page out of this but I'm not sure I want to stick my 
neck out on this one: Instapundit sez...</P> 
<P>The general vibe of the article is that diversity programs favor blacks only 
and Hispanics, Asians and Whites pay the price. Instapundit misspells the name 
of the author, Russell K. Nieli, who also wrote <A 
href="http://bilder.buecher.de/zusatz/20/20954/20954547_lese_1.pdf" 
target=_blank>Contemporary Voices of White Nationalism in America</A>. That 
would normally set off huge alarms bells. To complicate matters his coauthor is 
Carol M. Swain, a black woman who <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:457lNb83wiIJ:www.davi
dduke.com/race-information-library/whites-are-people-
too_12165.html+%E2%80%98Whites+are+People+Too%E2%80%99:+Why+Some+White+People+ar
e+Stating+the+Obvious&amp;cd=3&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>David Duke praises for her fair treatment of White 
Nationalists</A>.Can anyone sort this one out? It makes my head 
hurt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That "Contemporary Voices of White Nationalism in America" interview with 
Jared Taylor is highly sympathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08511979 36723 14 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 3:18:07pm  
 
<P>A couple of these R. Crumb comics have covers I probably shouldn't post, 
being a family blog and all.</P> 
<P>Especially "Your Hytone Comix".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512163 36724 39 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 5:01:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8512148" target=_blank>#25</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They aren't "accusing the entire movement of racism." Rather they are 
denouncing the fact that very few in the movement are willing to acknowledge the 
racism in their midst or do anything to stop it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kinda tried to make that point in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512184 36724 57 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 5:10:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8512170" target=_blank>#46</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, because the New Black Panther Party is a nationwide movement that 
has candidates running in several states, and... what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The New Black Panther Party is the definition of a fringe group. They're 
loving all the attention they're getting from the right wing, 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512188 36724 61 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 5:13:23pm  
 
<P>No conspiracies here. The John Birch Society, the Constitution Party, and the 
swivel-eyed Paulians have perpetrated this takeover right out in the 
open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512207 36724 76 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 5:28:11pm  
 
<P>Wow, cool. I just discovered there's an English-subtitled film version of The 
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo, by Swedish writer Stieg Larsson. Downloading from 
iTunes now.</P> 
<P>Amazon has it in their <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003TTWJJO/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Video on Demand</A> section too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512216 36724 84 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 5:32:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8512212" target=_blank>#81</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Obama is getting involved...<A 
href="http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/naacp-tea-party-civil-rights-group-



considers-resolution/story?id=11144640" target=_blank>Michelle Obama Rouses 
NAACP Before Vote Condemning 'Racist' Elements of Tea Party</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She should get involved.</P> 
<P>She's been the target of some of the most disgusting right wing racist 
smears, a lot of them originating at supposedly "mainstream" sites like Hot 
Air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512751 36724 587 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:17:20pm  
 
<P>Grr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512790 36724 624 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:26:31pm  
 
<P>Apparently the last warnings didn't take.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512842 36724 675 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:39:56pm  
 
<P>In case it wasn't clear from the last four or five times I had to say it, I'm 
going to simply start handing out 24-hour timeouts when the squabbling 
begins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08512907 36724 737 Charles Mon, Jul 12, 2010 8:55:13pm  
 
<P>I'm amazed and a little disgusted at how many apologists for the Confederacy 
popped up in the thread about the Sons of Confederate Veterans. Where the hell 
do these people come from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513604 36724 1394 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 9:00:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1362/8513567" target=_blank>#1362</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Black Activists Condemn NAACP Resolution Against Tea Party Movement</P> 
<P>Washington, DC – As the NAACP plans to use their group’s prestige to bash the 
tea party movement, members of the Project 21 black leadership network are 
urging delegates at the NAACP’s national convention not to turn the NAACP into a 
pawn for progressive political bosses.</P> 
<P>(GatewayPundit)</P> 
<P>Touche'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great source there, Walter. A guy who accuses me of supporting child 
molesters.</P> 
<P>And Project 21 is a ludicrous fake front group designed by the far right to 
provide cover for attacks on minorities and civil rights leaders.</P> 
<P>Touché, indeed. A crap source for a crappy excuse floated by a crappy 
disguised front group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513613 36724 1399 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 9:08:32am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35492_Jim_Hoft_Praises_Insane_Cons



piracy_Site_for_Picking_Up_His_Homophobic_Smears" target=_blank>Jim Hoft Praises 
Insane Conspiracy Site for Picking Up His Homophobic Smears</A></P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35498_Jim_Hoft_First_Things_and_Li
belous_Accusations" target=_blank>Jim Hoft, First Things, and Libelous 
Accusations</A></P> 
<P>Gateway Pundit (Jim Hoft) is a religious fanatic. It's not surprising that he 
would promote Project 21 -- that's why Project 21 exists, to give cover to hate-
filled cavemen like Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513765 36724 1406 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 10:14:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1404/8513685" target=_blank>#1404</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>Last night the same people who always do this tried to start up another 
pissing match. I really don't have the time or patience to explain the whole 
thing, sorry. It's bad enough to see it once.</P> 
<P>When I see this starting up, I'm just going to give 24-hour timeouts, before 
it turns another thread into shit. The people who do this often try to mask it 
as something innocent, and sometimes people who aren't actually participating 
may fall for it and get caught up, for which I apologize -- but this isn't a 
permanent ban. Last night, I actually removed your timeout when I reviewed the 
comments.</P> 
<P>I'm absolutely finished giving warnings on this. They don't work. Stopping 
the problem at the source definitely does work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513714 36726 32 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 9:51:33am  
 
<P>She also wrote recently that convicted killer Scott Roeder didn't get his 
"fair day in court," and that he should have been allowed to argue the 
"necessity defense" -- that Roeder was morally obligated to murder Dr. George 
Tiller in church.</P> 
<P>This disgusting viewpoint is quite popular in the modern right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513746 36726 60 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 10:01:30am  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/LockLoadLeslie/status/18450409469" 
target=_blank>LockLoadLeslie</A> sends a love note on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid -U are grotesque - go suck some more muslim ass you piece of 
garbage. You r the flip flopping misleader; was $$ your 
epiphany?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love Tweetdeck's 'global filter' -- as soon as one of these cretins posts 
something like that, they get added to the filter list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513864 36727 25 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 11:28:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8513858" target=_blank>#22</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can somebody either link me Lidane's page, or tell me how to search for a 
page.</P> 



<P>I am ashamed to admit that I have not yet familiarized myself with all the 
extra features here at LGF, beyond the basic blogging function.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easiest way is to go to <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages" 
target=_blank>LGF Pages</A>, then enter "Lidane" in the "Author" field and hit 
Return.</P> 
<P>Each person's collection of pages gets its own URL based on their username; 
for example:</P> 
<P>littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/Lidane</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513971 36728 5 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 12:35:13pm  
 
<P>Shabazz really is a moron, by the way, every bit as much as Erickson. The 
NBPP are loving all this right wing attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08513990 36728 17 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 12:41:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8513983" target=_blank>#13</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a related note of idiocy and bigotry:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.kcci.com/politics/24244916/detail.html?" 
target=_blank>Iowa Billboard Compares Obama To Hitler, Lenin</A></P> 
<P>Blakely may want to do her best to try and pretend that the grass roots tea 
parties are not over-flowing with wingnuts, but reality does, sooner or later, 
bubble to the surface.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sign:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ29466CA5.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ29466CA5.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ29466CA5.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08514068 36729 30 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 1:19:04pm  
 
<P>This particular sign isn't explicitly racist -- that wasn't my point.</P> 
<P>But it's an interesting question whether a white Democratic President would 
have the same intensity of hatred directed at him. Bill Clinton got a lot of 
hatred, but it was nowhere near this prevalent and mainstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08514360 36731 4 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 2:49:26pm  
 
<P>In a climate change thread that's almost like posting 
"first!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08514417 36731 39 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 3:18:16pm  
 
<P>The kooks really are taking over conservative news sites now. Just published 
at Townhall.com -- an incomprehensible "international banking conspiracy" <A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/JimMarrs/2010/07/13/the_necessary_death_of_
the_bank_of_the_united_states/page/full" target=_blank>article</A> by 9/11 
Truther and JFK assassination troll <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jim_Marrs" target=_blank>Jim Marrs</A>.</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08514771 36733 69 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 6:13:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8514769" target=_blank>#67</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can say what they like but I never find it amazing that a special 
interest group finds theres a big need for said special interest the group might 
be interest in. This is one of those thing aren't on the list of things we don't 
know we know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every word in that last sentence is a link. And there were a lot more. 
Deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08514799 36733 97 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 6:21:27pm  
 
<P>The racist elements of the Tea Party movement are only one of their most 
visible problems, and maybe not even the worst. The influence of the weird Ron 
Paul paleo-libertarian cult is also a huge problem, the influence of extreme 
fundamentalist religious sects is another, and the influence of the John Birch 
Society and their offshoots is still another.</P> 
<P>The Tea Party movement is a deeply destructive force in American 
politics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08514819 36733 114 Charles Tue, Jul 13, 2010 6:28:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8514796" target=_blank>#94</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles et al, did you see the mini meltdown by Breitbart on Eric 
Boehlert?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/andrewbreitbart" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Find Eric's tweet then go up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Been watching with amusement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516048 36736 16 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 9:43:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8516042" target=_blank>#10</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Megan is one passionate lady ... and a fellow 'Cuse alum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, in my eyes she came of like a complete idiot in this clip -- and an 
aggressive, hostile idiot too.</P> 
<P>A microcosm of the modern right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516079 36736 40 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 9:53:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8516070" target=_blank>#32</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yeah, but i have watched her for years. her total body of work is not usually 
represented by what this clip contained. she and others need to dial it back a 
bit. but passion can turn quickly to anger sometimes. it happens to all of us, 
but she let herself go too far on this one. and if I were her producer, we'd 



watch that clip this morning before today's show and make sure there is no 
repeat. She is better that this ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note also that the reason for her freak-out -- the idea that the Justice 
Dept. has a policy against prosecuting cases with black defendants and white 
plaintiffs -- is a ludicrous fantasy with absolutely no basis in reality. This 
isn't something a little advice from a producer can fix. It's part and parcel of 
the garbage Fox News shovels every day, 24/7/365.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516086 36736 47 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 9:55:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8516071" target=_blank>#33</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaparty billboard in Iowa that compared Obama to Hitler and Lenin taken 
down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it was -- the Tea Party pod people are trying their best to look 
like respectable human beings these days, after the NAACP resolution and all the 
criticism over their blatant racism and extremism. The national astroturfers 
probably read the riot act to the North Iowa Tea Party rubes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516140 36736 95 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:29:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8516131" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/07/angle-flip-flops-on-reid-
attack-im-glad-he-reposted-my-old-website.php?ref=fpi" target=_blank>Angle Flip-
Flops On Reid Attack: I'm 'Glad' He Reposted My Old Website</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now Angle actually has a slight lead over Reid in polling, but it's a 
statistical dead heat (2-3%).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516145 36736 100 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:30:38am  
 
<P>That astounding thing is that Angle is even in the running. She's a flat out 
kook, who has no business being anywhere near Washington DC.</P> 
<P>It's the Crazy Time in American politics. Kooks ascendant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516161 36736 116 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:36:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8516132" target=_blank>#88</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And maybe he doesn't have a staff to advise him, and maybe he didn't know 
about the testimony before the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights I think Adams is 
a whiny, employee who didn't get his way and now trying to cause trouble), and 
maybe he didn't hear about holder dismissing the case, and maybe he didn't hear 
about all the buzz about increased cases of public racism, Tea Party stuff and 
even the NAACP statement... maybe he's been living on the moon.</P> 
<P>If this congress person has no grasp on the recent rise in racist topics in 
this country... I would be very concerned if he was MY CONGRESSMAN.</P> 
<P>You're supporting an idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If a politician doesn't know all the facts of a particular case, they will 
say they're unfamiliar with it, and would therefore rather not discuss it. 
You've never heard a politician say this before?</P> 
<P>Seems like a responsible thing to do. And I don't see why he should have been 
expected to know all the details -- it's a phony scandal. He probably has a few 
more important things on his mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516173 36736 128 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:41:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8516165" target=_blank>#120</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<P>From everything I've read about Adams and his obviously partisan agenda, I'm 
just not getting a very good reading on the Credibility Meter. Megyn Kelly is 
promoting his claims as established facts, and so is Fox News -- and that's 
deceptive and wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516184 36736 138 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:45:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8516176" target=_blank>#131</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8516160" target=_blank>#115</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>So should the allegations of the whistleblower be ignored or summarily 
dismissed by the DOJ, or should they look into the matter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, by all means -- this phony scandal should immediately trigger a giant 
fishing expedition to find out whether DOJ has an unwritten "de facto" policy of 
encouraging black racism. I call for Congressional hearings!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516185 36736 139 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:46:25am  
 
<P>I think I'm Poeing my own blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516197 36736 151 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:48:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8516194" target=_blank>#148</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about a calm, controlled, sane, investigation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An investigation into what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516225 36736 179 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 10:59:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8516209" target=_blank>#163</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>So you actually believe the allegation is credible? And all stemming from an 
obviously ginned-up, phony scandal over the scary ooga-booga Black Panthers -- a 
fringe group's fringe group?</P> 
<P>The original offender in the phony scandal was served with an injunction, and 
the Bush administration made the decision not to go any farther. Those are the 
facts.</P> 



<P>That's why I'm asking, an investigation into what? How do you plan to 
discover whether there's a sekrit unwritten policy of helping black people win 
cases against white people, if not with a ridiculous fishing expedition?</P> 
<P>I know the right wing would really love for this to turn into the next ACORN, 
but it's not going to happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516256 36736 207 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 11:22:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/8516224" target=_blank>#178</A> 
garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please.</P> 
<P>Think this through. The next GOP talking point (that you would then post 
here) would be "DOJ clears itself: what a surprise!". They would then call for 
an independent prosecutor, because clearly the DOJ cannot reliably investigate 
itself. The DOJ would appropriately resist that as the obvious waste of time and 
money that it would be, and then the next talking point would feature the phrase 
"DOJ cover-up".</P> 
<P>And so on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8516244" target=_blank>#195</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know Charles...I doubt it very much. But it seems to me that the 
administration has a golden opportunity here to nip this racial conspiracy thing 
in the bud and score some serious political points against the GOP.Or they can 
do nothing and risk looking like they're covering up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It took only 17 comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516268 36736 219 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 11:33:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8516264" target=_blank>#215</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The man quit over this after a long and distinguished career, and he claims 
to be willing to name names. Doesn't that count for anything?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given that he's a GOP activist, and after reading the DOJ's response to his 
allegations, and knowing that it was actually the Bush administration that 
decided not to pursue the case, it doesn't count much for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516389 36738 29 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 12:53:36pm  
 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/201007140035" target=_blank>Memo to 
media: Pamela Geller does not belong on national television</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516584 36738 163 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 1:53:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8516562" target=_blank>#151</A> hugo</EM></P> 
<P>Like clockwork. Someone <EM>always</EM> shows up to defend the racists, no 
matter how despicable their comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516492 36739 10 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 1:35:00pm  
 



<P>There's a post about Geller at Daily Kos too, with a bunch of quotes 
misattributed to Loonwatch that were actually written by me, followed by a cheap 
shot at LGF: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/7/14/884285/-MSNBC:-
Markos-is-not-welcome,-but-racist-crackpot-Pamela-Geller-is." 
target=_blank>Daily Kos: MSNBC: Markos is not welcome, but racist crackpot 
Pamela Geller is.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why even the right-wing nutters at Little Green Footballs refer to 
Geller as the "Poster Girl for Eurofascists".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone has an account at DK, would you please let them know that the 
majority of the quotes in that article actually originated from this "right wing 
nutter" right here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516522 36739 17 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 1:43:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8516516" target=_blank>#14</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er... you probably already know this, but, just in case. Loonwatch has a 
picture of geller on the blog entry they have, and it is a picture of her in a 
white tee shirt with little green footballs and a lizard printed on it.</P> 
<P>You down with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller posted that picture at her blog when she came in ahead of LGF in 
Wizbang's silly Internet poll. It was intended as a middle finger to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516548 36739 28 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 1:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8516544" target=_blank>#27</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>That's hilarious!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516575 36739 43 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 1:51:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8516517" target=_blank>#15</A> scogind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should it matter who anyone associates with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A 3,000-word article full of nasty, crazy quotes, a link to a search page at 
LGF with dozens and dozens more examples, and you choose to focus on 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518790 36741 20 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 11:48:28am  
 
<P>Please educate yourself. The threat of global climate change is real, and the 
language is appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516927 36742 5 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 3:30:22pm  
 
<P>English first!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08516939 36742 14 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 3:32:57pm  



 
<P>It's a hilarious yet poignant mix of "refute" and 
"repudiate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08517013 36742 80 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 4:06:07pm  
 
<P>Tea Party Express goon Mark Williams was just on Wolf Blitzer's show. He said 
the NAACP is a racist organization because they have the words "Colored People" 
in their name. Yep, really. He also says it's impossible for a Tea Party member 
to be racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08517167 36742 230 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 5:02:56pm  
 
<P>I used to work with a drummer who had a funny little schtick -- he would use 
this kind of phrase to describe every situation:</P> 
<P>Palin got all up in that muh, refudiated herself right out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08517321 36742 380 Charles Wed, Jul 14, 2010 5:57:22pm  
 
<P>On the other hand, David Weigel did use the phrase "honing in" in his post at 
Sullivan's blog.</P> 
<P>/grammar police mode off</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518440 36743 368 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 9:26:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/8518423" target=_blank>#352</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is al-Reuters visiting today?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks like someone is running some kind of automated script to monitor 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518464 36743 392 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 9:32:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8518443" target=_blank>#371</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was No. 210 deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I'm tired of you posting "There is no fun in Islam."</P> 
<P>We have several Muslim commenters here. Have you ever stopped to consider how 
that might make them feel?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518514 36744 4 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 10:03:55am  
 
<P>This really is whack. They're upset at Obama for denouncing 
terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518570 36744 51 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 10:34:29am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8518544" target=_blank>#29</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Malkin says:</P> 
<P>"THAT is his stress and emphasis, arguing that AQ is racist against black 
Africans???"</P> 
<P>No, Michelle, you ignorant slut, that's YOUR stress and 
emphasis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama did say that Al Qaeda is racist against Africans -- and he's absolutely 
correct. In fact, this has been a common talking point of the right wing for 
years, using as examples places like Sudan where Arab Islamic extremists are 
behind a lot of the persecution of black Africans.</P> 
<P>But suddenly, when Obama makes the exact same point, it's "bizarre and 
strange."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518656 36744 121 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 11:04:55am  
 
<P>This was just <A href="http://twitter.com/Dhummi/statuses/18620701045" 
target=_blank>tweeted</A> to #tcot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Though I reject Obama's ideology, I would respect him if he walked the path 
of humility over that of arrogance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All Obama has to do to gain this person's respect is to stop being so 
uppity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518751 36745 14 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 11:37:16am  
 
<P>Mark Williams has a real case of smug going on, too. The guy obviously knows 
who this crap will appeal to, and he's enjoying it because he knows he'll get a 
pass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518871 36746 2 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 12:25:05pm  
 
<P>I'm now extremely concerned about the Amish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08518890 36746 8 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 12:30:52pm  
 
<P>But seriously, don't the Amish realize the terrible danger they're in? You 
can't fight off Osama bin Laden with a butter churn!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08519952 36751 2 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 6:04:21pm  
 
<P>Suppose it was five blocks away instead of two blocks away.</P> 
<P>Would that be OK?</P> 
<P>How about if it was in midtown?</P> 
<P>Far enough?</P> 
<P>Maybe it needs to be in Queens?</P> 
<P>If you want a special exception to America's religious tolerance, where are 
you going to draw the line?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08519961 36751 7 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 6:06:20pm  



 
<P>Oh wait. They're also upset about a mosque all the way out on Long Island. So 
Queens is definitely not far enough.</P> 
<P>Jersey?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08519970 36751 12 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 6:08:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8519965" target=_blank>#8</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were opposing one in Staten Island.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so Jersey's still not far enough from the hallowed ground. What about 
Philly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08519999 36751 37 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 6:16:12pm  
 
<P>I'd like to see a diagram of the concentric circles of allowable Muslim 
activity within range of Ground Zero. Should Muslims wear identifying marks when 
they cross one of the inner circles? Discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08520011 36751 45 Charles Thu, Jul 15, 2010 6:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8520005" target=_blank>#40</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are on a freaking dangerous path.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No scheisse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08521334 36753 317 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 9:19:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/8521332" target=_blank>#315</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2010/07/16/bachmann-tea-party-caucus/" 
target=_blank>Bachmann files to start, lead House Tea Party 
caucus.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Love it. The response from the GOP to having Tea Partiers denounced as racist 
by the NAACP is to immediately try to form a caucus and legitimize them even 
further.</P> 
<P>These people live in another universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08521532 36755 102 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 11:03:44am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8521505" target=_blank>#76</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually the burden of proof lies on those claiming the entire movement is 
racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Straw man. I have yet to see a single person make the claim that the entire 
movement is racist. On the contrary -- every time I write about this, and every 
time a group like the NAACP issues a resolution, it's made incredibly, 



blindingly obvious that the criticism is directed at "elements" of the Tea Party 
movement, not the whole thing. Over and over these caveats are provided.</P> 
<P>And still the moldy old straw man comes up every single time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08521673 36756 17 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 11:56:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8521657" target=_blank>#5</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it make phone calls? If so, it's better than the 
iPhone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calls almost never drop on my iPhone here in Los Angeles; I even did a long 
drive through the desert on I-10 recently and every time I checked the iPhone I 
had 4-5 bars.</P> 
<P>I know that San Francisco doesn't have the greatest AT&amp;T coverage, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08521724 36756 40 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 12:20:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8521674" target=_blank>#18</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any tips on browsing LGF on the iPhone? A lot of times the size 
of the page and the web-2.0-ness of it is too much for mobile safari to handle 
on my 3GS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's not optimized for mobile devices. Haven't had time to work on that 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08521718 36757 15 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 12:18:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8521715" target=_blank>#13</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>YAY! Log ons are working again</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a little problem with the session handling script that I just diagnosed 
and fixed a little while ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08522088 36757 357 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 2:58:48pm  
 
<P>Been doing some tweaks to make loading LGF on an iPhone or other mobile 
smartphone faster.</P> 
<P>The front page is limited to five posts on a mobile device now, and some of 
the automated timer-based features are disabled. Also, the Amazon display ads 
and interstitial ads are turned off.</P> 
<P>Now that I have a pretty good regex to detect mobile phones I'll be tweaking 
this some more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08522092 36757 361 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 3:01:03pm  
 
<P>Reading a page of comments like this one is still a problem on mobiles, 
though. I may have it show just the last 50 comments in a thread.</P> 
<P>It's either that or the dreaded pagination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08522099 36757 367 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 3:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/8522094" target=_blank>#363</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>running a test right now, yeah. Only loaded the first ~60 comments on my 
phone so far. Memory issues, I'm presuming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will probably crash the browser. Crashes Safari on my 16 gigabyte 
iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08522546 36758 243 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 6:29:20pm  
 
<P>It may be time to form an American version of the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_Monster_Raving_Loony_Party" 
target=_blank>Monster Raving Loony Party</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08522814 36760 10 Charles Fri, Jul 16, 2010 8:11:28pm  
 
<P>The back cover of this issue:</P> 
<P><A title=Amazing-Spider-Man-030-Back-lg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/Amazing-Spider-
Man-030-Back-lg.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: Amazing-Spider-Man-030-
Back-lg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08523974 36763 224 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 1:19:57pm  
 
<P>I'm playing with the software again. Reload and everything will be back to 
normal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08524357 36766 5 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 5:26:48pm  
 
<P>According to the Overstreet Guide this book is actually fairly valuable - 
$110 in mint condition. (This one isn't mint, obviously, but it's pretty 
good.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08524376 36766 19 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 5:45:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8524368" target=_blank>#12</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, we're turning into bicyclists. Just picked up a bike for my wife today, 
a "Terry" brand (some women's only brand bike)...nice road bike though. And as 
she's signed us up for "Waves to Wine" (a two day ride benefitting the MS 
foundation from San Francisco to the Wine Country), I need to get a bike for 
myself as well. Entry level, under 1,000 dollars...any suggestions are welcome. 
Or I might go used as she did (though truth be told, the woman who had bought 
the bike new never rode it, so it's really a brand-new 1 year old bike, and was 
a screaming deal).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trek has some good entry level road bikes for around $1000. Also Specialized. 
At that price point it will probably be an aluminum bike, with decent low-end 
Shimano components.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08524385 36766 28 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 5:49:33pm  
 
<P>If you want to spend a little more -- $1500-$1700 -- you can get a carbon 
frame which will be a lot more comfortable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08524398 36766 41 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 5:58:23pm  
 
 
 
<P>Aluminum frames have a stiffer ride. On a long ride aluminum definitely does 
punish your wrists and lower back more than carbon, steel, or titanium. You can 
alleviate some of the stiffness with a carbon fork, but it still transfers more 
of the road vibration to your body.</P> 
<P>If you check around on Craig's List and eBay you can probably find a decent 
carbon bike for around $1000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08524416 36766 57 Charles Sat, Jul 17, 2010 6:14:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8524387" target=_blank>#30</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>I'd strongly advise contacting wrenchwench before buying anything. She knows 
the cycling scene and will give you the best advice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525357 36768 8 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 10:39:29am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8525353" target=_blank>#4</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the Tea Party Federation press release:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.thenationalteapartyfederation.com/press_room.html" 
target=_blank>Effective Immediately, Tea Party Express Is No Longer a Member of 
the National Tea Party Federation</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice they never even mention the reason for the expulsion.</P> 
<P>This is only happening because they couldn't nod and smile at Williams any 
more after that "open letter from the coloreds." There's absolutely no principle 
behind it -- it's a simple matter of political expediency. They haven't even 
changed their talking points; Webb is still ranting that the NAACP is a racist 
group, and denying any and all racism in the Tea Party movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525364 36768 15 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 10:42:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8525358" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say "good for them" if this had been accompanied with an acknowledgment 
that maybe, just maybe there might be a teensy problem with racism in the TP 
movement.</P> 
<P>But they're just getting rid of Williams because he's an 
embarrassment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525381 36768 30 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 10:56:49am  



 
<P>Unreal.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin is now joining the bigots against the "Ground Zero mosque."</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/status/18854876053" 
target=_blank>Twitter / Sarah Palin: Ground Zero Mosque support ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ground Zero Mosque supporters: doesn't it stab you in the heart, as it does 
ours throughout the heartland? Peaceful Muslims, pls refudiate</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly can't tell if she's joking by using the word "refudiate," or if 
she actually thinks it's a real word. It doesn't look like a 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525449 36769 27 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 11:23:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8525448" target=_blank>#26</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, looks like the original Tweet was deleted. The new one says "refute" 
instead of "refudiate".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I posted the screenshot. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525460 36769 36 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 11:24:57am  
 
<P>This is actually pretty good evidence that it's really her posting these 
tweets. With someone looking over her shoulder and saying, "Wait a minute - I'm 
not sure refudiate is a word..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525466 36769 42 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 11:26:42am  
 
<P>(I deleted my own first tweet to the LGF post, by the way, but not to hide 
anything -- because I hit Return by accident when I was posting it, and the 
title of the post didn't make sense.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525510 36769 85 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 11:40:36am  
 
<P>At least it's a real word, but "refute" is STILL wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525536 36769 110 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 11:52:22am  
 
<P>This post is getting retweeted a lot...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525549 36769 122 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 12:00:51pm  
 
<P>Sarah's really worked up about this issue! <A 
href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/statuses/18858128918" 
target=_blank>Another tweet</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Peace-seeking Muslims, pls understand, Ground Zero mosque is UNNECESSARY 
provocation; it stabs hearts. Pls reject it in interest of 
healing</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08525623 36769 196 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 12:43:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8525617" target=_blank>#190</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care where "peaceful Muslims" build their mosques, subject to normal 
building codes.</P> 
<P>However I do have reservations about the honesty of some Muslims, and a 
simple search for the name of the Imam of this new mosque reveals some highly 
questionable, if not utterly jihadist, opinions and connections that he has; and 
presumably also those paying for this facility.</P> 
<P>I recognize that in this climate, what with Palin tweets etc, it wouldn't 
take but a poorly constructed post or two for LGF to be lumped in with all those 
being correctly criticized here; but I do yearn sometimes for something juicy 
about CAIR at least.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but I have not seen any of the "jihadist" connections. I have read 
statements by the Imam, however, in which he very clearly condemns 
jihadism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525636 36769 208 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 12:46:14pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is just crowing like a harpy over Palin's tweets, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525694 36769 265 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 1:10:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8525645" target=_blank>#217</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course he does, but some of his associations don't. This is only to be 
expected is it not?</P> 
<P>Anyway, there are pages of references to him on a simple search, including 
his quotes. Some are obviously those with a counter agenda, others not, yet the 
facts match.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry I brought this up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main accusation against Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf is that he's a member of a 
group that donated money to the Free Gaza group that tried to run Israel's 
blockade. This is an extremely weak "link." Is every member of a group 
responsible for the donations made by the group? If so, we're all as radical as 
the Imam, since one of the groups that donates millions of dollars to the 
Palestinians on a regular basis is the US government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525740 36769 308 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 1:27:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/8525721" target=_blank>#289</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Refudiate" 
target=_blank>Refudiate @Urban Dictionary</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Urban Dictionary says it's a mix of "refuse" and "repudiate" -- I disagree. I 
think it's "refute" and "repudiate." Notice that in her 2nd tweet she used 
"refute."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08525762 36769 330 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 1:37:49pm  
 
<P>There's a pretty funny hash tag getting very active right now: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#search?q=%23movieswithrefudiate" 
target=_blank>#movieswithrefudiate</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525826 36769 391 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 1:57:29pm  
 
<P>Sarah's <A href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/status/18863040998" 
target=_blank>miffed at her critics</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Refudiate," "misunderestimate," "wee-wee'd up." English is a living 
language. Shakespeare liked to coin new words too. Got to celebrate 
it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525871 36769 435 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 2:10:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/8525780" target=_blank>#348</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I'd like to see the full speech instead of quotes that are pulled out 
to make him appear radical.</P> 
<P>Here's a pretty large collection of articles and interviews featuring Imam 
Feisal, and he sure doesn't come across like a radical to me. Not even 
remotely.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.asmasociety.org/about/p_press.html" 
target=_blank>www.asmasociety.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525888 36769 452 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 2:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/446/8525882" target=_blank>#446</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Radical is a relative term. I have said I am suspicious of true motives and I 
see reasons to be so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he has ulterior motives warranting suspicion, he's been doing a pretty 
amazing job of hiding it for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08525998 36769 558 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 3:14:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/8525933" target=_blank>#497</A> bklynkid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is the talk that they want to tear the building down to build the 
mosque/community center/swimming pool etc if they get their wish and when the 
new trade center(?) is built you will be able to see it from the 
mosque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now the criteria is that Muslims shouldn't even be allowed to 
<EM>look</EM> at the new WTC buildings?</P> 
<P>I guess we'll have to ban all Muslim activity in Manhattan entirely, then, 
because you'll be able to see the buildings from all over the island. And you'll 
be able to see from parts of Long Island and New Jersey too, so I guess we'll 
have to expel the Muslims from those areas too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08526023 36769 583 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 3:21:47pm  
 
<P>Heh! <A href="http://twitter.com/Bloodofmyfather/status/18865735420" 
target=_blank>SOUTHERNPATRIOT</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@SarahPalinUSA Sarah BLOCK this sob Lizardoid. he follows you. Block 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526097 36769 656 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 3:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/637/8526077" target=_blank>#637</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>None of the things you're citing in that Sun Herald article are quotes from 
the Imam. All of the worst-sounding phrases are the article writer's words, not 
the Imam's. This is why I said I'd like to see what he actually said; I don't 
trust this article. If he really said those kinds of things, they should have 
been able to produce some real quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526618 36769 967 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 6:55:47pm  
 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526624 36769 968 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 6:58:29pm  
 
<P>They always try to show up at the end of a dead thread and post their garbage 
propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526829 36769 982 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 8:18:01pm  
 
<P>Wow. Meltdown city here. Religious fanatics coming out of the woodwork. 
Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530801 36769 1000 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 11:58:03am  
 
<P>As usual, the bigots show up at the end of a dead thread and try to post 
their garbage as the last comments. I guess they think they're going to "win" by 
doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530817 36769 1001 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:03:05pm  
 
<P>And by the way, "avan" (who registered just to post this crap) is lying about 
the community center; it's not going to be "15 stories," and it's not going to 
have a view of Ground Zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531131 36769 1003 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:36:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1002/8531119" target=_blank>#1002</A> Kobalt</EM></P> 
<P>Pat Condell's video is disgusting. He's completely given in to bigotry, and 
is no longer a credible commentator.</P> 



<P>And there is absolutely no other reason than bigotry to oppose this community 
center. The US Constitution guarantees religious freedom to ALL citizens, and 
you don't get to carve out a special exception for Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531589 36769 1005 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 3:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1004/8531424" target=_blank>#1004</A> Kobalt</EM></P> 
<P>No to all your questions.</P> 
<P>Now let me ask you something: why do you think it's acceptable to deny 
constitutional rights to Muslims?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08533765 36769 1007 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 10:17:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1006/8531848" target=_blank>#1006</A> Kobalt</EM></P> 
<P>I have no idea why you think I would ever have opposed stripping away 
constitutional rights from Muslims who are trying to build bridges to non-
Muslims. Are you nuts? What did I ever write that gave you this completely false 
impression?</P> 
<P>This insane overreaction to a community center built by a Sufi Imam is pure 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526462 36770 48 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 5:42:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8526453" target=_blank>#39</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This belonged to the last thread, but what the hell -- <A 
href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/status/18863040998" target=_blank>this 
tweet</A> prompted the creation of #shakespalin. Two examples:</P> 
<P><I>Tea partying is such sweet sorrow.</I></P> 
<P><I>To suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous liberals, or to quit 
halfterm, and by opposing, rake in speaking fees</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alas, poor Couric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526529 36771 35 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 6:26:01pm  
 
<P>My favorite is still:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alas, poor Couric!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526832 36771 314 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 8:19:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/301/8526818" target=_blank>#301</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF? The Troll Hammer has gone freakazoid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing surprises me any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08526842 36771 322 Charles Sun, Jul 18, 2010 8:23:43pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/8526826" target=_blank>#309</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think most of us really understand what an incredibly powerful tool 
we have with the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages" 
target=_blank>LGF Pages.</A> I posted <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/219431_The_John_Birch_Society_praises
" target=_blank>this page</A> about an hour ago. Now if I <A 
href="http://www.google.com/#hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=glenn+beck+birch+society&
amp;btnG=Google+Search&amp;fp=6c67857170793776" target=_blank>google "Glenn Beck 
Birch Society"</A> I'm the 4th result above Dkos (which is still a huge site 
with lots of traffic), Crooks and Liars, and even ABC news. If I posted that on 
sone wordpress blog it probably would make the first 100 results. Fucking 
amazing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528446 36775 154 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 2:17:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8528323" target=_blank>#153</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<P>"Blaming" it on a cable news network? Not entirely. This guy was clearly a 
loser already. But if you're going to try to deny that the constant stream of 
hate speech and race-baiting that pours out of Fox News affects the thinking of 
people like this, you're being deliberately obtuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529689 36775 159 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 8:19:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/8529214" target=_blank>#156</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, I'm not being deliberately obtuse. Just wondering what one has to do 
with the other in this case. Any evidence that this guy even owned a television, 
much less watched Fox News? Who else, other than you, is making the connection? 
And what does that answer reveal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you could try actually reading the article for starters. The one who's 
making the connection is his own mother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08527806 36776 4 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 11:01:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8527802" target=_blank>#1</A> Ebetty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a PO Box to send donations too, or just online?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Email me at charles -at- little green footballs -dot- com and I'll reply with 
the PO Box address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08527812 36776 7 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 11:04:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8527810" target=_blank>#6</A> Mr Scientist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is there a way to pay for things through amazon using you as a referrer?im 
sure you've mentioned this for things in the past just not sure how exactly to 
go about it</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, if you click that big button over there in the left sidebar that says 
"Shop at Amazon as an LGF Associate," we get referral fees on anything you 
buy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08527965 36777 22 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 12:13:50pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart has posted his "video proof" that the NAACP is "racist," and 
man, is it weak. It's almost embarrassing to see the nonsensical race-baiting 
slop he's throwing to the hordes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08527990 36777 39 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 12:24:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8527979" target=_blank>#31</A> Macha</EM></P> 
<P>Well, that's not cool, and I apologize on behalf of LGF. However, a thick 
skin is a necessity when posting comments anywhere on the Internet, not just 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528035 36777 80 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 12:42:59pm  
 
<P>I've got a choice to make -- I just got approached by an advertiser who wants 
to place ads on LGF from the "American Energy Alliance," a well-known global 
warming denial group. This kind of issue is never easy to decide -- is it better 
to take their money and use it to continue promoting the truth about global 
warming, or turn down the ads to prevent them from using LGF to promote 
deceptions?</P> 
<P>If they don't advertise at LGF, they'll just go elsewhere, and there are 
plenty of websites that won't have a problem.</P> 
<P>Maybe I should ask the magic 8-ball.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528343 36777 375 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 1:55:02pm  
 
<P>I appreciate all the input -- and I'm probably not going to run the ads from 
the American Energy Alliance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528398 36777 404 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 2:06:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/8528183" target=_blank>#220</A> SteveMcG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I don't grind like I used to, but the ad discussion got my juices 
running a little. (I'll clean it up later) anyway, as much as I would have 
suggested Charles to question the motives of the solicitation, perhaps it's 
worth considering the motives (even unconcious ones) of Charles' query. Maybe 
running LGF is more of a burden that he would like to admit. I bet it was a lot 
easier ten years ago. I will have to hit the tip jar tonight, but keep in mind 
what we may easily take for granted here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This. What you said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528532 36778 116 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 2:53:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8528519" target=_blank>#106</A> harrisam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>None of them violently attacked &amp; killed Americans just because they were 
Americans</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure none of the Muslims involved in the Cordoba House have killed 
anyone.</P> 
<P>It's amazing how the same people who scream constantly about their 
constitutional rights are so quick to demand stripping away the constitutional 
rights of others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528609 36778 186 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 3:19:44pm  
 
<P>The thing that's especially irritating about this "Ground Zero mosque" idiocy 
is that there actually are a few Islamist organizations in the US that deserve 
criticism for a hidden extremist agenda. Sometimes not even very hidden.</P> 
<P>The fools who rant about the Cordoba House -- which is one of the best 
examples of a real moderate Muslim group I've seen -- are delegitimizing all 
criticism of the real Islamist groups, and making it very easy to paint anyone 
who raises objections for REAL reasons as being just as crazy as Spencer and 
Geller and their followers.</P> 
<P>In a weird self-defeating way, the Bigot Brigade actually makes it easier for 
the real Islamists to avoid detection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528927 36779 10 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:07:48pm  
 
<P>And it looks like Breitbart succeeded in getting this woman <A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2010/07/19/clip-shows-usda-official-
admitting-withheld-help-white-farmer/" target=_blank>fired</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528954 36779 34 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:17:25pm  
 
<P>The USDA "accepted her resignation" because they're skittish and afraid of 
negative publicity. Typical craven bureaucratic ass-covering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08528994 36779 69 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:30:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8528989" target=_blank>#65</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strativarius? Never mind the spelling; has anyone ever heard of a violin 
played in this context?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you get it? The NAACP is oppressing white people with their multi-
million dollar elitist violins. The bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529001 36780 7 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:34:28pm  
 
<P>White supremacists one degree away from the GOP's presidential candidate. 
Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529053 36780 47 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:49:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8528999" target=_blank>#5</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This crap just makes me ill.</P> 



<P>I got into it the other day with a friend for emailing me racist crap. Why do 
people all of a sudden think this crap is OK?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have a black president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529068 36780 61 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 5:51:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8529058" target=_blank>#51</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cached page of <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:V4NuTPogltsJ:www.thep
oliticalcesspool.org/jamesedwards/2010/07/16/arizona-sheriff-puts-america-
first/+http://www.thepoliticalcesspool.org/jamesedwards/2010/07/16/arizona-
sheriff-puts-america-first/&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>Arizona Sheriff puts America First! | JAMES EDWARDS</A></P> 
<P>Articles from ADL on James Edwards:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.adl.org/main_Extremism/James+Edwards.htm" 
target=_blank>Following a Four-Month Absence, White Supremacist James Edwards 
and the Political Cesspool Return to the Airwaves</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;client=firefox-
a&amp;hs=hyg&amp;rls=org.mozilla%3Aen-
US%3Aofficial&amp;q=%22James+Edwards%22+site%3Aadl.org&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql
=&amp;oq=&amp;gs_rfai=" target=_blank>General Google search of James Edwards at 
ADL.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>James Edwards is a first-class racist scumbag. He's attacked me by name 
several times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529109 36780 99 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 6:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8529097" target=_blank>#88</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see Michael Totten has joined the PJM. What a waste of his 
credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no longer surprised by anything.</P> 
<P>I can't even imagine how tense and weird the vibe must be at PJ Media these 
days. It was already miserable when I was there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529233 36780 210 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 6:29:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8529226" target=_blank>#203</A> 
TheMatrix31</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm...I wonder if "Armo" is a racist word too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? You're not really going to defend the Political Cesspool, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529238 36780 215 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 6:29:59pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I will not hesitate to hand out 24-hour timeouts if it's 
necessary to stop another stupid squabble.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529332 36780 306 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 6:48:33pm  



 
<P>Does anyone have anything to say about the topic of this thread, before I 
start handing out timeouts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529361 36780 333 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 6:56:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/8529346" target=_blank>#319</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, part of why white supremacists are flourishing today is that they have 
been allowed to publicly push the envelope with language that would never have 
been tolerated in polite society a mere decade ago. Slurs against black people, 
Muslims, Hispanics etc... would never have been breathed in public discourse 
without the degeneration of these words becoming so often heard and so often 
debated about, when everyone knows their racial tint, are now somehow passable. 
This is a process.</P> 
<P>This is a point that has been made here many times on these pages and is 
being made as an example tonight.</P> 
<P>This is a point made by you not reprimanding certain posters here, and it is 
not specious to point it out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have much better things to do with my time than monitor these pointless 
squabbles. There's a 'report' button on these comments, if you think something 
is offensive, report it.</P> 
<P>I'm beginning to reach the end of my patience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529424 36781 20 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 7:18:38pm  
 
<P>He's crazy all the time, so you may not get it at first -- but this rant has 
really crossed a whole lot of lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529755 36782 90 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 8:41:09pm  
 
<P>This kind of "speaking in tongues" is completely, 100% phony. People who do 
it are not in a real trance at all, they're acting, consciously, and they know 
it.</P> 
<P>This is the worst kind of bullshit people pull on each other -- acting crazy 
to try to convince someone else that they're in direct touch with God. In my 
opinion, it's a despicable manipulation, by con men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08529823 36782 152 Charles Mon, Jul 19, 2010 9:05:59pm  
 
<P>The amount of hatred being spewed at the NAACP tonight on Twitter's 
conservative feeds is just absolutely mind-boggling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530256 36784 3 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:26:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8530255" target=_blank>#2</A> Fozzie Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So the question is did this woman resign voluntarily, or was she "asked" to 
resign?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's very little doubt that she was asked to resign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08530281 36784 23 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:42:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8530277" target=_blank>#20</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>No, there isn't anything "fishy." Government bureaucrats engaged in reflexive 
ass-covering. They didn't want the USDA to become the next ACORN. It's the 
oldest story in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530284 36784 26 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:42:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8530279" target=_blank>#22</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apologies for OTCharles, I have been tempted to Page some poignant political 
cartoons I see out and about at major news sites. Are those okay to Page with 
good links back to the source? Or is that over the line copyright 
wise?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably best just to link -- cartoonists are usually touchy about reprinting 
their work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530290 36784 31 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:43:30am  
 
<P>Whoa - 65 retweets on this already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530302 36784 41 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:50:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8530298" target=_blank>#38</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, that's pretty amazing. You found a way to blame Obama for 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530304 36784 43 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:51:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8530295" target=_blank>#35</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying Wright is not a racist?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rev. Wright is a completely dead issue. The only reason the right wing is 
resurrecting this boogeyman again is because it plays right into the deluge of 
outrageous race-baiting that's going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530314 36784 53 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:57:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8530309" target=_blank>#48</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it's not good that they caved in right away, but if you're expecting 
principled behavior and a strong spine from government bureaucrats, you'll be 
waiting a long time to see it.</P> 
<P>It's even more disturbing that the NAACP immediately caved in and denounced 
this woman, in a misguided attempt to be "fair." They were played by a con man, 
and an innocent person paid the price.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08530330 36784 68 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:04:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8530319" target=_blank>#57</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, everybody looks real good on this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, the person who looks bad is Andrew Breitbart, no matter how you'd like to 
try to spread the blame around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530364 36784 102 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:16:53am  
 
<P>If someone from the Obama administration demanded her resignation, this is 
really going to backfire on Breitbart -- because they're not going to want to 
let him con them again.</P> 
<P>Sherrod should be reinstated, and given an apology for this knee-jerk 
reaction.</P> 
<P>Breitbart should be shunned by decent people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530374 36784 112 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:20:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8530359" target=_blank>#97</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If true, then the WH reaction may well become the main story, regardless of 
Breitbart's misconduct.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, what crap.</P> 
<P>The reaction to a lie is now a bigger story than the lie? You've got to be 
kidding with this nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530443 36784 179 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:49:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8530438" target=_blank>#175</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found a link, but I get a blank page: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.naacp.org/press/entry/naacp-statement-on-the-resignation-of-
shirley-sherrod/" target=_blank>www.naacp.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they've pulled their denunciation of Sherrod.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530444 36784 180 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:50:06am  
 
<P>Google's cache comes through again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://www.naacp.org/press/entry/naacp-statement-on-the-resignation-of-
shirley-sherrod/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.naacp.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530488 36784 209 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:10:30am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8530471" target=_blank>#204</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What would the "legal case" be?</P> 
<P>She's a public employee. Breitbart, a sensationalist "journalist" authored a 
sensationalist piece. The WH fired her. Who does she sue and on what 
grounds?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no lawyer, but I suspect she has pretty good grounds for a defamation and 
libel case against Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530517 36785 30 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:22:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8530505" target=_blank>#24</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kelley is going to focus on how the <EM>Administration</EM> pushed her 
out.</P> 
<P>I guarantee it. That will be the narrative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. I'll bet Breitbart's name doesn't even get 
mentioned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530519 36785 31 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8530513" target=_blank>#28</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A brilliant ploy: they defend her and keep the story alive all week or they 
roll over and seem weak, vacillating and/or somehow complicit.</P> 
<P>We must give this man some credit as an evil genius, worthy of a Karl 
Rove.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nah, there's no genius here, just low cunning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530561 36785 56 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:45:10am  
 
<P>I put on Fox News to see them interview Sherrod, but they're doing that 
stupid runaround thing where they keep promising she's coming right up, just to 
keep you hanging on for another hour. What a crappy channel.</P> 
<P>Megyn Fox was just snarling and hissing over the latest Journolist 
silliness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530563 36785 58 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:45:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8530556" target=_blank>#53</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IF the WH apologizes for demanding the resignation and immediately reinstates 
Sherrod to her former position; and IF the NAACP apologizes and withdraws its 
slanderous rush to judge Sherrod; then and only then will the blame be 
effectively refocused on Breitbart's malfeasance.</P> 
<P>BTW your use of "misunderestimate" is positively Palinesque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you'd like it to be that way. You've been hammering away at this 
talking point all morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530580 36785 73 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 10:52:31am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8530574" target=_blank>#67</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upding for the Bushism.</P> 
<P>Breitbart is exposed to some serious damage, but I doubt the advantage will 
be seized upon. Breitbart will have the most success if this somewhat dies down 
to a murmur, and he can take credit for the supposed victory. If this stays up 
cycle and more people look at it, the risk increases to him.</P> 
<P>If Obama or Jealous admitted to jumping to the gun and moving too quick, but 
then reinstating, then going on the attack against Breitbart and the 'politics 
of personal distruction,' I would respect that and think they would come out 
ahead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what the White House and the NAACP should do -- immediately 
apologize and then go on the attack against Breitbart for his appalling 
dishonesty. They were taken in by a fraud, and they should make THAT the 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530620 36785 101 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 11:09:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8530607" target=_blank>#91</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart said he couldn't find the full video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I definitely do not believe this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530653 36785 131 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 11:16:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8530624" target=_blank>#105</A> 
greygandalf</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She actually did act a bit racist. 20 years ago! The important part is she 
learned from the experience. That is wasn't so much race as a rich and poor 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen any evidence at all that she actually ACTED racist. By all 
accounts she DID provide a lot of help to this farmer.</P> 
<P>The speech was about her internal dialog, what she was thinking in the 
situation -- and it concluded with her saying that the experience taught her a 
valuable lesson.</P> 
<P>It was a positive story -- not a tale of racism, but a tale of overcoming 
unconscious racism. And it's been warped beyond recognition by a race-baiting 
con artist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530754 36785 216 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 11:37:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8530750" target=_blank>#212</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News just said Shirley Sherrod changed her mind and will not appear. They 
said the door remains open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for her. She realized that they were planning to use 
her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530773 36786 10 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 11:44:04am  



 
<P>My first post on this is going up on Fark.com in less than 2 hours, so be 
ready for a big traffic surge.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.fark.com/cgi/comments.pl?IDLink=5493781&amp;mode=lvhlu&amp;lv=H
4_KZ-OnaMV21ChAxQWaKt9K-Vb1t30Qgvf" 
target=_blank>www.fark.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530854 36786 64 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:19:00pm  
 
<P>Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack is planning to make a statement about 
the issue soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530859 36786 69 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:21:24pm  
 
<P>I don't blame Shirley Sherrod one bit for being angry at the White House and 
the NAACP.</P> 
<P>But the real culprit is Andrew Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530916 36786 124 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:38:07pm  
 
<P>Once again, if you watch the #tcot feed on Twitter you can see the talking 
points being settled on.</P> 
<P>They all know Breitbart and Fox News lied, but they're worked up into a fury 
at (who else?) Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530935 36786 143 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:44:20pm  
 
<P>The NAACP's Ben Jealous just tweeted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ben Jealous and NAACP calling Sherod now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08530941 36786 149 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 12:45:13pm  
 
<P>Vilsack's statement -- he's standing by the request for Sherrod's 
resignation!</P> 
<P>Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531013 36787 21 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:05:44pm  
 
<P>Why the hell is nobody talking about Andrew Breitbart's culpability in this? 
On CNN Rick Sanchez has been covering the story for hours, and he hasn't 
mentioned Breitbart once!</P> 
<P>This is like a Twilight Zone episode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531044 36787 50 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:17:54pm  
 
<P>Shirley Sherrod's father was murdered by the Ku Klux Klan. No one was ever 
tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08531050 36787 56 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:19:51pm  
 
<P>CNN has the farmers on...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531061 36787 66 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:21:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8531051" target=_blank>#57</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Second "noppy"-something to register today...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Correlator beeped on the first one, and this one too. I suspect it's a 
troll, but I think I'll wait and see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531064 36787 69 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:22:17pm  
 
<P>Well, if that was the guy they just showed on CNN, he's definitely not 
dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531070 36787 75 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:23:39pm  
 
<P>Sherrod calling in to CNN now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531089 36787 93 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:28:29pm  
 
<P>Sherrod just said the people who edited the tape and used it destroy her job 
are racists.</P> 
<P>She's absolutely right. The entire motivation for this was to retaliate for 
the NAACP resolution -- Breitbart was completely open about that. And his post 
about it was full of ugly race-baiting.</P> 
<P>Racism. In your face, people.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, the white farmers are praising her to the hills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531107 36787 111 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:31:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8531103" target=_blank>#107</A> noppy123</EM></P> 
<P>I knew it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531141 36787 143 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:40:36pm  
 
<P>Actually -- there's a distinction here. Sherrod's superior at the USDA told 
her that the White House was asking for her resignation. The superior may have 
been stretching the truth to get Sherrod to comply right away and 
resign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531145 36787 147 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8531139" target=_blank>#141</A> 
elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, where did the story about Sherrod's father and the KKK come from? 
I'd like to be able to quote it. Did she talk about that, or did somebody 
else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was reported on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531151 36787 153 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:42:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8531149" target=_blank>#151</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now it is all Glenn Becks fault...</P> 
<P>Pressure from Glenn Beck caused them to fire her.</P> 
<P>I look forward to seeing the whole tape.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The company who shot the video have already said that it backs up Sherrod's 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531162 36787 164 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:46:22pm  
 
<P>Roland Martin is going to have to eat some crow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531169 36787 171 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:48:42pm  
 
<P>Roland Martin is digging in his heels.</P> 
<P>This woman is totally being railroaded by EVERYBODY. It's 
unreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531178 36787 180 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:52:06pm  
 
<P>Roland Martin just came off like one gigantic asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531190 36787 192 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:54:58pm  
 
<P>Finally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531195 36787 197 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:55:26pm  
 
<P>Gotta admit, this is pretty riveting TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531200 36787 202 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:56:25pm  
 
<P>Rick Sanchez: "was Breitbart trying to instigate this?" READ HIS FRICKING 
POST, you moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531203 36787 205 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 1:58:43pm  
 
<P>Even if Roland Martin was just bringing up Breitbart to get himself off the 
burner, it's still long past time to get that out in the open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531212 36787 214 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 2:01:33pm  



 
<P>This is the crap being posted by conservatives on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RT @SalHansen: Shirley Sherrod should understand now how the TeaParty feels 
being called racist. I have NO pity for her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people are utterly deranged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531264 36787 263 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 2:17:27pm  
 
<P>Wow. 870 retweets on that first Sherrod post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531271 36787 270 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 2:18:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8531256" target=_blank>#255</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck says Shirley should have been promoted, not fired. Says she's been 
"politically assassinated"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I was just about to comment that Beck would probably take Sherrod's 
side, because the most important thing to him by far is attacking Barack 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531304 36787 302 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 2:30:37pm  
 
<P>Donna Brazile is now on - she heard the entire speech and says it was utterly 
distorted and taken out of context.</P> 
<P>The NAACP is going to put the entire speech on their website with a new 
statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531318 36787 316 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 2:33:34pm  
 
<P>It's beginning to look like I was right. This is going to seriously blow up 
in Breitbart's face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531566 36789 44 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 3:32:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8531546" target=_blank>#32</A> 
Pacificlady</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see the whole video.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The NAACP only released this statement after seeing the whole video.</P> 
<P>When you see the whole video and it shows that Sherrod was telling an 
inspirational story about overcoming prejudice, are you going to admit 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531573 36789 47 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 3:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8531540" target=_blank>#31</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck defends Sherrod ("Context matters")</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Beck is only defending Sherrod because he can use her to attack President 
Obama. If the USDA hadn't demanded her resignation, he'd be ranting like crazy 
about her and trying to get her fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531638 36789 91 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 3:48:35pm  
 
<P>Ben Jealous just tweeted that he personally apologized to 
Sherrod.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531733 36790 35 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 4:15:11pm  
 
<P>Good lord. Breitbart is digging in and getting even more 
hateful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532220 36791 86 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:41:12pm  
 
<P>And now the fright wing is trying to dig up more smears on Shirley Sherrod. 
She's become the Target of the Day, which has to suck.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sfexaminer.com/opinion/blogs/Examiner-Opinion-
Zone/Shirley-Sherrods-Disappearing-Act-Not-So-Fast-98846149.html" 
target=_blank>www.sfexaminer.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The right wing is trying to roll back the entire last 50 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531923 36792 13 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:17:31pm  
 
<P>I have to say ... this is one of the most loathsome episodes of creepy right 
wing dishonesty I have ever witnessed. And that's saying plenty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08531984 36792 73 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:39:15pm  
 
<P>Julian Bond on MSNBC just called out Breitbart - big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532019 36792 106 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:50:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8532008" target=_blank>#96</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>Still pushing this bullshit, eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532023 36792 110 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:54:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8532021" target=_blank>#108</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart/status/18958851505" 
target=_blank>Brietbart</A> melting down on twitter...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart hates Allahpundit. Seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532026 36792 113 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:55:17pm  



 
<P>Obama is always talking about "teachable moments." So where is he? I've never 
seen such a teachable moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532050 36792 137 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 5:59:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8532037" target=_blank>#124</A> Right 
Brain</EM></P> 
<P>That's it for you. Bye now. I'm sure you'll enjoy an insane right wing site 
more. No need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532115 36792 200 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:12:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/8532113" target=_blank>#198</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get the popcorn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me, I don't hate Allahpundit. I actually feel sorry for him. There but for 
ethics go I.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532138 36792 220 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:19:28pm  
 
<P>Ben Jealous is on Maddow's show now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532202 36792 278 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:36:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/8532191" target=_blank>#269</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Why would I get banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, did you watch the full video? Are you still going to defend what 
Breitbart did?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532224 36792 296 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:42:01pm  
 
<P>And now the fright wing is trying to dig up more smears on Shirley Sherrod. 
She's become the Target of the Day, which has to suck.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.sfexaminer.com/opinion/blogs/Examiner-Opinion-
Zone/Shirley-Sherrods-Disappearing-Act-Not-So-Fast-98846149.html" 
target=_blank>www.sfexaminer.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The right wing is trying to roll back the entire last 50 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532230 36792 302 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:42:53pm  
 
<P>Crickets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532248 36792 319 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:46:31pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart is going to redouble his efforts to smear Sherrod. 
Watch.</P> 



<P>Everything she's ever said on the record is now fodder for their 
hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532251 36792 322 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:47:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/8532249" target=_blank>#320</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice that the writer of the opinion piece is a contributor at 
Pajamas media and Newsbusters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. I noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532291 36792 362 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:57:11pm  
 
<P>Marc Ambinder tweets:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>USDA is preparing some sort of new comment on Sherrod's case; don't know the 
content.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532302 36792 373 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 6:59:32pm  
 
<P>Man, would I love to be a fly on the wall at these people's offices right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532304 36792 375 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 7:00:06pm  
 
<P>Breitbart and Eric Boehlert are apparently going to be on Good Morning 
America together tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532347 36792 416 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 7:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8532344" target=_blank>#413</A> 
brainwizard73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously, what is frame-flipping? Don't know the term. 
Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dance for me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535164 36792 673 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:32:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/8534093" target=_blank>#672</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>Right, you're a victim.</P> 
<P>The only real litmus test for posting at LGF is -- don't be an asshole. 
Usually, you fall on the right side of that line even if you do nothing but 
promote right wing BS.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532778 36793 174 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 8:53:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8532773" target=_blank>#169</A> polkadot</EM></P> 



<P>Amazing. Even after all this, you're still ranting away. Have you no 
shame?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532861 36794 6 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:10:06pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Sarah Palin is tweeting to support the Bigot Brigade again.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/statuses/19048633805" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532941 36794 50 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:30:17pm  
 
<P>The neo-Nazis, meanwhile, are all worked up tonight.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/MikeRocks88/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532955 36794 63 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8532951" target=_blank>#59</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohh now that is a truly odious bit of refuse. Who is that 
POS?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea. He posted several tweets to the #tcot list tonight. Nobody 
blinked an eye.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08532979 36794 87 Charles Tue, Jul 20, 2010 9:42:37pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts are going to be shrieking like banshees tomorrow. They're going 
to pull out all the stops to make excuses for Breitbart, attack Sherrod and the 
NAACP and Obama, and twist and distort like the nasty little agents of chaos 
they are.</P> 
<P>On Twitter, you can see them getting their attack points lined 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08533646 36796 68 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 9:18:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8533640" target=_blank>#66</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Breitbart edit the video or did he simply run with a video pre-edited? I 
know that he didn't get the whole video, which was obtainable from the 
videographer who made the original uncut video, until later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no way to know that, and Breitbart's word is 
worthless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535085 36800 40 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 4:53:42pm  
 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535640 36800 43 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 7:37:22pm  
 



<P>Listen to me: there is not going to be sharia law in America. It's not going 
to happen. Ever.</P> 
<P>The people who are telling you you're in danger of being ruled by sharia law 
are lying to you.</P> 
<P>We have our own laws and the vast majority of Americans are just fine with 
them, and the idea that somehow this booga-booga sharia thing is going to sneak 
in through the back door and take over while we're asleep is ... a paranoid 
fantasy.</P> 
<P>I know, this is hard to accept, when you've been fed propaganda. But that's 
what it is. You need to get a grip on reality. America is not being 
"Islamicized." The concept is ludicrous and its backers are bad 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534525 36801 29 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:01:40pm  
 
<P>Vlisack is now giving a press conference, and he looks extremely embarrassed. 
He just said that decision was his alone, that the White House had no part in 
it. Quote "I did not think before I acted, and for that reason this poor woman 
has gone through a very difficult time."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534529 36801 30 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:02:20pm  
 
<P>I'll bet the President read him the riot act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534554 36801 51 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:08:27pm  
 
<P>This is one of the most abject political apologies I've ever seen. Right up 
there with Clinton.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534706 36802 6 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:48:16pm  
 
<P>Tom Vilsack called Andrew Breitbart, "mean, idiotic and 
sick."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534708 36802 8 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:50:26pm  
 
<P>Tony Blankley now making excuses for Breitbart on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534724 36802 20 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:54:34pm  
 
<P>I fixed it now. Reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534735 36802 30 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 2:58:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8534733" target=_blank>#28</A> Bagua</EM></P> 
<P>That's it, man. I warned you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534751 36802 44 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:03:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8534732" target=_blank>#27</A> 
daddylawbucks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem with "pressing the attack" is that the agency believed 
Breitbarthwithout checking the facts, so they are just as culpable as he 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely wrong. The USDA is guilty of acting rashly, and they've 
apologized.</P> 
<P>This isn't close to being as culpable as Andrew Breitbart, who perpetrated a 
deliberate, sleazy fraud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534758 36802 49 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:06:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8534748" target=_blank>#42</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess, gay bashing comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the end of last night's open thread if you really want to know.</P> 
<P>I think most people know by now that when I warn commenters it's their last 
chance, I never bluff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534768 36802 57 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:08:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8534760" target=_blank>#51</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Oh really? I would have thought you'd approve of acting quickly to deal with 
an apparent open and shut case of black racism against whites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534772 36802 61 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8534766" target=_blank>#56</A> 
daddylawbucks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm certainly not defending the attack dog Breitbarth. And it did take 
"having a pair" for Valsak (sorry about the spelling) to apologize.</P> 
<P>One would expect a bit more investigation before ending someone's carer of 
over twenty years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, an apology seems kind of inadequate for the kind of treatment 
Sherrod got. But the real villain in this is not the USDA, it's Andrew 
Breitbart.</P> 
<P>And I admit I'm a bit weary of attempts to shift that blame onto other 
targets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534788 36802 76 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8534782" target=_blank>#71</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard her say she was told the White House had exerted pressure. I don't 
think that's a lie at all.</P> 
<P>I mean, I could consider the Secretary of Agriculture to be part of the White 
House. However, the more standard meaning of that is Obama and his staff.</P> 
<P>I think you ascribe far too much power and involvement to Obama; he is not an 
all-seeing, all-knowing man who is instantly involved in every incident that 
occurs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I also think that bureaucrats in a situation like this, when they need to 
apply pressure to someone who isn't really going along with it, just might say 
things like, "this comes down from the White House." Whether it did or not.</P> 
<P>I believe Sherrod was told that. I don't believe the person who told her 
that, however, was necessarily telling the whole truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534844 36802 132 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:37:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8534816" target=_blank>#104</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crap, I was wondering where the hell he found out about the Tides Foundation. 
That part made zero sense to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I assumed people knew that one; maybe I should have pointed it out in my 
post. Yes, the Tides Foundation is a frequent target of Glenn Beck; that's one 
reason for the comment in my original post about which network is always 
inciting conspiracy-fueled craziness. Bill O'Reilly frequently targets the ACLU 
too, for that matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534847 36802 135 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:39:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8534841" target=_blank>#129</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, but the loss of the use of that word is gonna make expressing some 
thoughts more difficult... oh well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. You know it wasn't just over a word. There's some context here 
too.</P> 
<P>Please drop it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534856 36802 143 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 3:42:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8534850" target=_blank>#138</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>There's some other context to this one, too -- the USDA has been caught up in 
huge scandals over racial bias for years. When Vilsack said their policy was 
"zero tolerance" for racism, I'm sure he was telling the truth. When bureaucrats 
get in a zero tolerance mode, watch out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534980 36802 259 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 4:18:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8534911" target=_blank>#194</A> the 
yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>there are two terms I dont like being used metaphorically, those are 
"lynching" and "rape". I am not mad about it just a critique.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this case, it absolutely fits. This was a lynch, with all of the ugliness 
that word entails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534982 36802 261 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 4:19:30pm  
 



<P>And it happened for the same reasons lynching happened in the bad ol' 
South.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08534991 36802 270 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 4:23:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8534985" target=_blank>#264</A> the 
yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok i am cool with it to each his own then, as long as your not trying to be 
an attention whore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, because that's a role you prefer to own yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535108 36802 383 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:05:30pm  
 
<P>David Frum is on the Olbermann show. Talking about Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535113 36802 387 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:06:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/8535111" target=_blank>#386</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Not a problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535114 36802 388 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:07:30pm  
 
<P>Frum seems surprised that conservatives are not only just fine with Andrew 
Breitbart's fraud, but eagerly promoting it and then making excuses for him.</P> 
<P>I don't know what's surprising about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535127 36802 400 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:11:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8534978" target=_blank>#257</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of racism, this outburst by Savage over at the village needs to be 
seen to be believed. Warning, this is vile. Utterly vile. It is in response to 
an Hispanic woman who counter-protested against the vile arizona law.</P> 
<P>This is the naked face of hatred on the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are threats, and should be reported to the authorities by as many 
people as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535197 36803 5 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:43:54pm  
 
<P>I know we still have some lizards who totally bought into the ACORN 
demonization thing. I did too, for a while.</P> 
<P>I hope you'll be willing to consider the possibility that, like the NAACP, 
Tom Vilsack, and a lot of other people, you were snookered by con 
men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535217 36803 17 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 5:49:29pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8535208" target=_blank>#11</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"A" con man? Charles, you can't assign that blame to just one person. 
O'Keefe, Breitbart, every right wing pundit with a radio show, 3/4s of Fox 
News...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A con man with lots of eager helpers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535330 36803 106 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:26:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8535319" target=_blank>#97</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't find it "in your face" at all - in fact, since it happens in the 
post-apartheid era, I thought it was a brave choice. When I saw the trailers I 
just assume it was all happening in Los Angeles. Johannesburg was an interesting 
choice for multiple reasons, not the least being the commentary that if a new 
class of undesirables shows up, the previous undesirables will often turn out to 
be worse exploiters than anyone else.</P> 
<P>The whole premise of the Nigerian Mafia being the worst of the worst is also 
intriguing and pretty un-PC, if you ask me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A big reason for choosing Johannesburg for the location is that those ghettos 
in the movie are real. I've been there - spent more than a month in South Africa 
on tour with Al Jarreau - and I've seen this stuff up close. Those aren't 
sets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535351 36803 126 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:31:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8535343" target=_blank>#119</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<P>Missed a closing &gt; in your blockquote. Preview is your 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535360 36803 135 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:33:27pm  
 
<P>Maddow is just pulverizing Fox News tonight, with their own video 
quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535369 36803 144 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:35:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8535363" target=_blank>#138</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>can we add a new word to our vocabulary?</P> 
<P>"vilsack"to fire without just cause</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another new word:</P> 
<P>"Breitbart"</P> 
<P>to fraudulently smear an innocent person</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535385 36803 159 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:39:25pm  
 
<P>Truly, Breitbart has screwed the pooch this week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08535457 36803 231 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 6:53:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8535425" target=_blank>#199</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has it been determined whether or not Benjamin Jealous was actually present 
at her speech?Because if he was, it's a little disingenuous for him to claim he 
was 'snookered ' when he was actually there and could have spoken in her defense 
immediately instead of leading the condemnation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was NOT present at the speech.</P> 
<P>Gateway Pundit reader, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535776 36804 155 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 8:14:29pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1008/8534600" 
target=_blank>Yeesh.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08535817 36804 192 Charles Wed, Jul 21, 2010 8:23:40pm  
 
<P>Bill O'Reilly and Fox News are still trying to find a way to shift the blame 
for the Sherrod story onto Obama. Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08536679 36808 6 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 10:08:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8536670" target=_blank>#2</A> 
studentpatriot</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, just stop trying to make excuses. If you watched Maddow's show, you know 
damned well that they promoted this story relentlessly; whether they covered it 
before or after she resigned is a stupid, obvious distraction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08536731 36808 45 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 10:24:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8536726" target=_blank>#41</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Breitbart tagalong bigots are sure to be pimping shit against Shirley 
still, I wouldn't be surprised in the least if slimeball Jim Hoft over at 
gateway and others like the GOV crowd and Atlas shrieks weren't still flinging 
poo in the air to distract from Breitbart's assholishness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller is busily pimping Serbian war criminals again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08536765 36808 74 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 10:30:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8536736" target=_blank>#50</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See?! I am psychic -- Bigot boy Hoft is trying to link Bill Ayers and Shirley 
Sherrod on his catholic hate blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord. Even after the farmers themselves came out and said Sherrod was a 
lifelong friend Hoft is still calling Sherrod the "white farmer hater."</P> 
<P>And where the hell is the Bill Ayers connection? I read some of that crap, 
but he never actually SAYS what the connection is!</P> 



<P>This is how degraded these people have become -- they just say anything, 
true/false/who cares?, and the idiots who follow them promptly go and spread it 
everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537017 36810 15 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 12:00:44pm  
 
<P>And Hoft just posted yet another deranged gay-hating rant about Kevin 
Jennings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537067 36810 59 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 12:16:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8537030" target=_blank>#23</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ohhh... and Bagua went over to the stalkers.</P> 
<P>He is now BAT MAN</P> 
<P>I am imagining throaty growls of "I'm BAT MAN..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537171 36810 157 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 12:48:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8537114" target=_blank>#104</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,597444,00.html" 
target=_blank>Glenn says the WH needs to call him in to sort out the Sherrod 
Scandal</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, now that made me laugh out loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537457 36812 25 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 2:00:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8537450" target=_blank>#18</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>You really should drop this now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537829 36814 40 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 3:43:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8537817" target=_blank>#28</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>This isn't cool, and you should reconsider what you're doing before you push 
me too far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537905 36814 114 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 4:10:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8537886" target=_blank>#95</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a false equivalence, but a necessary one. By saying that there are 
people on both sides who smear, they avoid the right-wing outrage of their 
special-needs poster child Breitbart getting called the racist smear artist that 
he is gaining legs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, I'd say there definitely are some smear artists on the left, having 
been a target of some of them.</P> 
<P>There are some parallels in the Dan Rather case; there's no doubt that 
leftist politics drove some of the willful igorance that led to that debacle. 
Mary Mapes is a very open leftist, and Rather himself is a sort of Xanax 
leftist.</P> 
<P>I don't think it's exactly equivalent to what Breitbart did, though -- the 
race baiting aspect of it sets Breitbart apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08537937 36814 145 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 4:18:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8537911" target=_blank>#120</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I saw it, it's kind of cool -- but I also see some comments in there 
that are related to what I just wrote.</P> 
<P>Somebody said I should "come clean about the Dan Rather thing" 
(paraphrasing), which sounds like he thinks I was part of a conspiracy or 
something -- which is an argument I'm so freaking sick of, there are no words. 
That's a level of denial equivalent to the righties who are defending 
Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08538161 36815 6 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 5:54:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8538159" target=_blank>#4</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<P>The sub-subgenius is a related but lesser form, devoid of 
slack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08538220 36815 56 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 6:31:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8538213" target=_blank>#49</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>Politico wants more of this kind of stuff. It pays their 
bills.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08538246 36815 80 Charles Thu, Jul 22, 2010 6:45:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8538242" target=_blank>#76</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Werktrein in Overpelt</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Engineer porn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08539881 36820 30 Charles Fri, Jul 23, 2010 1:53:30pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogs really are uniting in support of Andrew Breitbart. 
Powerline put up a post calling him "the new Buckley."</P> 
<P>I know I should be long past being surprised, but this is really mind-bending 
to see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541832 36824 21 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:38:50am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8541831" target=_blank>#20</A> manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"One of my close friends, a Muslim and a New Yorker, headed down to Ground 
Zero after the attacks, and helped set up a triage.</P> 
<P>She was buried in the rubble when the towers collapsed, but she was dug out, 
thank God, and went right back to work."</P> 
<P>Be careful believing this guy, Charles. There are no people who fit this 
description. None. Not a single one. He may be retelling the story as he heard 
it, of course, but if so he is being lied to and being insufficiently skeptical 
himself. To reiterate: There were exactly zero people who were not in the trade 
centers or who were professional first responders who were buried in 
rubble.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any proof for this assertion?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541835 36824 24 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:41:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8541827" target=_blank>#16</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>I hadn't noticed that before - you're right. The involvement of World Net 
Daily in the "Hamas support" angle definitely raises the question of whether 
this is a fair portrayal of his views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541843 36824 32 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:57:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8541839" target=_blank>#28</A> manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly and precisely 20 people were buried by rubble and survived. You can 
meet most of them: [Link: <A href="http://www.usatoday.com/news/sept11/2002-09-
05-miracles-usat_x.htm" target=_blank>www.usatoday.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article deals with people who were in the Towers or at the Ground Zero 
site. I'm pretty sure there were lots of people who were covered in debris and 
dust in the surrounding streets when the buildings fell. I don't think this 
should be considered proof that the story above is not true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541847 36824 36 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 11:02:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8541839" target=_blank>#28</A> manny</EM></P> 
<P>Also, the article you posted only mentions 9 of these 20 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541851 36824 40 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 11:05:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8541849" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'm pretty skeptical about that article too. There's only one actual quote 
from the Imam in there -- everything else is a reporter's paraphrase. That kind 
of thing makes me very suspicious. If he really said those things, why didn't 
they quote his actual words?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08541962 36824 147 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 1:00:00pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8541937" target=_blank>#122</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<P>And again -- you're getting upset about something that is not a direct quote, 
but a paraphrase by a reporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542080 36824 196 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8542060" target=_blank>#193</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know about Klein's other work but there was nothing untoward with 
that interview. He asked questions. Rauf refused to answer them. So Klein pushed 
him. Normal, everyday stuff.</P> 
<P>Again, maybe Klein is a jerk. But he did a good job in this 
interview.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm listening to it right now, and so far I haven't heard the Imam say 
anything questionable. He speaks out VERY strongly against Islamic radicalism 
and expansionism.</P> 
<P>I don't see anything wrong with his statements on Al Qaeda.</P> 
<P>And he says "I am a supporter of the state of Israel."</P> 
<P>Hello? What the hell am I supposed to be outraged about, except that a guy 
who appears to me to be pretty decent and reasonable is being portrayed as an 
extremist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542106 36824 203 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/8542100" target=_blank>#201</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't seem to be very extreme at all. It was a good interview, 
no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no, I didn't think it was a good interview. Aaron Klein started out 
sounding reasonable, but about halfway through he turned quite nasty, hectoring 
and interrupting and demanding that Imam Feisal jump through hoops. I don't 
blame him for getting irritated at that kind of bullshit attack 
interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542108 36824 204 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:17:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/8542101" target=_blank>#202</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recall when you got on CAIR's case because they would not renounce 
Hamas.Would it make a difference if Klein or you had asked CAIR the 
question?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did CAIR ever say, "We are supporters of the state of Israel," or when 
did CAIR ever condemn Islamic radicalism in completely unequivocal terms? 
Never.</P> 
<P>The cases could not be any more different. There's no parallel 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542145 36824 207 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:31:40pm  
 



 
 
<P>Please note that in that interview, Imam Feisal also points out that he had 
absolutely nothing to do with the group that donated money to the Gaza flotilla 
-- he gave a speech once to the group, and now he's being portrayed as a "key 
member." And he also points out that his father was not in the Muslim 
Brotherhood, another lie that's being spread.</P> 
<P>What the Bigot Brigade is doing to Imam Feisal reminds me a lot of what 
Andrew Breitbart did to Shirley Sherrod.</P> 
<P>Listen to that interview and then read the World Net Daily article about it -
- they completely omit his strong condemnations of Islamic radicalism, and his 
statements about bridge-building. And they completely omit, "I am a supporter of 
Israel." Instead the title they use is, "Ground Zero' imam makes stunning terror 
comments."</P> 
<P>This is typical disgusting World Net Daily garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542202 36824 217 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/8542167" target=_blank>#210</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see it as demanding that Imam Rauf jump through hoops. He was trying 
to get the Imam to answer simple question. If an organizer of a Tea Party 
refused to denounce the John Birch Society and said, "I'm a peacemaker, don't 
try to connect me with that group." Wouldn't the interviewer be correct to keep 
asking the Tea Party guy to denounce the group?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the time the Imam did this interview, he had already been through this 
routine numerous times. I hear someone who's refusing to play along with gotcha 
questions. And the proof that this was nothing but an attack job is in the WND 
article, which is such a distorted picture of the interview it's beyond 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542210 36824 218 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:49:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/8542199" target=_blank>#216</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had questions about Imam Rauf's connection with Perdana. Does that make me 
a liar? Klein asked the question. A valid question because the Imam has a <A 
href="http://www.perdana4peace.org/agenda.aspx?x=3" target=_blank>page</A> at 
Perdana. Imam Rauf answered the question. What's the problem?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that people are continuing to promote the lie that he's a 
highly placed member of the group, right now, today.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does asking a valid question make somebody a liar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542232 36824 223 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 2:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/8542212" target=_blank>#219</A> 
HelloDare</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never heard the Imam being asked about Perdana. I've made that point a 
couple times at LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The WND article never mentions that he is not a member of the group. It omits 
every positive thing the Imam said in the interview, and twists everything else 
to sound negative.</P> 
<P>For example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The WABC host asked Rauf whether the Muslim Brotherhood is an extremist 
group. "I have nothing to do with the Muslim Brotherhood. My father was never a 
member of the Muslim Brotherhood," retorted Rauf.</P> 
<P>Klein, however, had not accused Rauf or his family of being involved with the 
Muslim Brotherhood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's infuriatingly dishonest. In the interview, the Imam says 
<EM>immediately after the WND quotes</EM> that this Muslim Brotherhood 
accusation is another lie being spread about him. They conveniently left that 
out, and portrayed it as if he was hysterically ranting, when in truth it was 
obvious that he saw exactly where Klein was going with that question and tried 
to head it off.</P> 
<P>Why are you taken in by this crap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542260 36824 227 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 3:07:57pm  
 
<P>The clincher for me: "I am a supporter of the state of Israel."</P> 
<P>There is absolutely NO WAY that an Islamic extremist would ever say such a 
thing, whether they were hiding their extremism or not. You'll never hear a CAIR 
spokesman say that. They're incapable of telling that lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08542865 36824 247 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 8:53:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/8542816" target=_blank>#246</A> 
scandalous?</EM></P> 
<P>This is the third username you've registered to spread bigoted crap at LGF, 
and now this one is blocked too. Just go away. Nobody is buying what you're 
selling any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544208 36824 250 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 4:19:40pm  
 
<P>As usual they're coming out of the woodwork now that the thread has moved 
down, trying to get the last comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08543007 36826 281 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:16:20pm  
 
<P>Right wing dim bulb Donald Douglas says I'm now "an apologist for radical 
Islam."</P> 
<P>Because I believe Muslim Americans are entitled to the same constitutional 
rights and protections as any other US citizen.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://rightwingnews.com/2010/07/imam-feisal-and-the-ground-
zero-mosque/" target=_blank>rightwingnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08543038 36826 306 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:35:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8543023" target=_blank>#291</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<P>Not even remotely credible. That website is an extremely screwed up wingnut 
site, and you should not believe anything they promote.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08543046 36826 311 Charles Sat, Jul 24, 2010 10:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/8543022" target=_blank>#290</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Biking etiquette question for you...So, on a narrow side of a highway, when a 
biker is passing, is there a "shout out" to be called when passing? To let the 
pedestrian know there's a bike coming up? Had some close calls, this weekend. No 
notice from the bikers...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I usually try to say something like "on your left" as I approach someone to 
pass. Unfortunately, I've seen quite a few people get really bent out of shape 
by this, even though it's intended to keep them safe. I've even seen people get 
so pissed off they deliberately cut to the left in response. So I can actually 
understand why some cyclists might not say anything - sometimes it's safer to 
just get past as quietly as possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08543640 36828 9 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 11:05:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8543633" target=_blank>#4</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>The frame flip maneuver in the wild.</P> 
<P>Small difference: the USDA and the White House made things right when they 
realized they were played. Fox News and the right wing blogosphere made 
excuses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544085 36828 177 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 2:48:50pm  
 
<P>Another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544353 36828 182 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 6:09:31pm  
 
<P>Parrot says what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544703 36830 453 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 8:34:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/8544637" target=_blank>#392</A> Leoben 
Conoy</EM></P> 
<P>This username is a sock puppet for "Macker" from the stalker blog. It's 
amazing how creepy these people can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544740 36830 489 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 8:52:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/8544727" target=_blank>#476</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there seriously a stalker blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P> 
<P>Why do you ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544754 36830 502 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 8:56:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/500/8544752" target=_blank>#500</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems incredibly immature, and I had hope that people would have better 
things to do. I didn't believe people would put effort into stalking 
blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Never heard of this kind of thing before?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08544854 36831 9 Charles Sun, Jul 25, 2010 9:28:45pm  
 
<P>Notice: his real complaint is that these dumbasses asked Birther questions 
<EM>while he was on camera</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08547120 36832 47 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2010 12:19:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8546980" target=_blank>#46</A> Kung Fu 
Grip</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where was your outrage when Michael Moore was a featured guest at -- not a 
fundraiser -- but the DNC convention itself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right here, moron:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/11886_Moore_Gets_Place_of_Honor_at
_DNC" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545284 36833 15 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 10:28:04am  
 
<P>And bottom feeder Dan Riehl is now attacking Sherrod's 
husband.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545323 36833 53 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 10:53:37am  
 
<P>Riehl is also going after the Sherrods' daughter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545328 36833 58 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 10:55:04am  
 
<P>The right wing blogs are salivating over Riehl's "scoop."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545966 36835 34 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 4:47:48pm  
 
<P>Dan Riehl is an amazingly pathetic moron.</P> 
<P>He's doing the same thing Breitbart did, except even more obviously 
fraudulent. He found a video of Charles Sherrod in which he says this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Sherrod: "We must stop the white man and his Uncle Toms from stealing 
our elections."</P> 
<P>Charles Sherrod: "The tears that we've shed, so many times... <STRONG>When 
the TV and the newspaper comes out the day of an election, or the day before an 
election. And tell white folk</STRONG>, all over, wherever we are running 



somebody for an office ... that blacks are going to TAKE that office over. And 
thousands are coming to the polls. And you gotta get it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that Riehl puts a period in that second quote after "election" -- but 
in the video, you can clearly hear that Sherrod does NOT pause at that point. 
The next sentence is a continuation of the first -- he's saying that Southern TV 
and newspapers come out and SCARE people by telling them black people are going 
to take over.</P> 
<P>Riehl tries to say Sherrod is boasting that black people are going to take 
over. The sheer idiocy of this crap makes my head hurt. He's either too stupid 
to understand what Sherrod is actually saying, or he's deliberately distorting 
it. Possibly both.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545979 36835 46 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 4:52:12pm  
 
<P>And sure enough, I'm getting emails from idiots like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems that you're a little too quick to complain about what happened to 
Shirley Sherrod. Check out this video of her racist 
husband</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08545993 36835 60 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 4:57:40pm  
 
<P>I was going to write something about Riehl's latest crazy fantasy, but why 
bother? This is not going anywhere except to the right wing blogs, who are 
already completely out of their freaking gourds.</P> 
<P>Riehl doesn't seem to get that he and his pals have shot their credibility to 
shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08546015 36835 80 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 5:08:49pm  
 
<P>Here's an interesting email that just came in a little while ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll admit that I veered away from LGF when the tone of your sitestarted to 
change and I noticed more attacks against Republicans andConservatives rather 
than the usual radical-muslim alerts. But aftermonths of finding frothing at the 
mouth hatred, racism andclose-mindedness throughout the right-wing blogosphere, 
I'll have toadmit that you saw how things were moving much sooner than me. Keep 
upthe good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08546076 36836 6 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 5:27:06pm  
 
<P>By the way -- new feature at the bottom of the Featured Pages and Recent 
Pages sections: a "More" button that loads the previous 10 pages with Ajax and 
inserts them below the current last page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08547046 36837 56 Charles Mon, Jul 26, 2010 10:20:23pm  
 
<P>The outrageous outrage of the minute: Barack Obama skipped the Boy Scout 
Jamboree to appear on The View!!!eleven</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08547400 36837 130 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2010 9:54:40am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8547378" target=_blank>#129</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't find this very surprising. People watch cable news programming for 
the same reasons they listen to talk radio, because the on-air personality 
agrees with their opinions. Black voters vote democratic (98% last election 
cycle), I'm not surprised that MSNBC (the station with the most liberal hosts) 
gets the lion share of the viewership.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>That, and the fact that Fox New frequently lies about black people, and 
indulges in rank race baiting. That tends to drive away black viewers 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08547421 36840 18 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2010 10:20:44am  
 
<P>You can't make up shit like this:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=Is+Charles+Joh
nson+of+LGF+a+secret+Muslim%3F&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Is 
Charles Johnson of LGF a secret Muslim?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08547640 36841 190 Charles Tue, Jul 27, 2010 12:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8547590" target=_blank>#141</A> 5string</EM></P> 
<P>I know, I know. It's an epic clash of civilizations, a battle between the 
good European culture and the evil Moslems.</P> 
<P>Been there, bought the Happy Meal, threw it out.</P> 
<P>Oops, there I go with the quips and insults again. I'm 
incorrigible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08553327 36841 358 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 12:17:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/8551905" target=_blank>#357</A> 5string</EM></P> 
<P>Just go away, and spread your hatred elsewhere. You're not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556668 36844 615 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 6:30:23pm  
 
<P>Hey, you almost got the last winning comment there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08549808 36847 70 Charles Wed, Jul 28, 2010 1:39:58pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts are hilarious on this issue today. Now Malkin and others are 
arguing that the judge's ruling is going to strike down all federal immigration 
laws.</P> 
<P>That was Obama's evil plan all along, doubt. My goodness, is he ever 
sinister.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08551626 36851 19 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2010 9:19:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8551610" target=_blank>#7</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think she should sue, but I don't think she's going to be able to win. You 
have to prove malice and she is a public figure. High bars 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure Sherrod qualifies as a public figure -- she was virtually 
unknown before Breitbart's smear job.</P> 
<P>I agree, the bar for defamation is high. But in this case, the malice is 
pretty easy to demonstrate, as is the deliberate editing. And she can easily 
show damages, from the loss of her job and false portrayal of her as a "reverse 
racist."</P> 
<P>It will be interesting to see what comes of this. There's no doubt in my mind 
that some kind of correction of the right wing blogosphere's out of control 
smearing of their enemies is desperately needed. They're insane and running 
amok.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08551666 36851 52 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2010 9:46:11am  
 
<P>This guy has more than 5,000 followers on Twitter: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/OBAMA_GAMES/" target=_blank>BIG GUNS (OBAMA_GAMES) on 
Twitter</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama lover repeat every word Obama says. Someone should clue those Obama 
lovers in. A white man wrote those speeches. #p2 #cspj #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's pumping out a steady stream of these blatantly racist messages.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Obama lovers, love Obama for making them into slave of Obama's Gov't. Who 
knew Obama would bring slavery back #cspj #tcot #p2 #teaparty</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Obama lovers." Remind anyone of another phrase?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08551707 36851 92 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2010 10:05:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8551702" target=_blank>#87</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it will apparently keep the right wing in a froth for much of the same 
reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is in permanent frothing mode. They don't even 
need a reason any more. They're addicted to hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08551710 36851 93 Charles Thu, Jul 29, 2010 10:06:57am  
 
<P>It's pathetic to see right wingers on Twitter proudly posting Jon Stewart's 
quote: "Breitbart may be the most honest person in this entire story."</P> 
<P>These simple morons seem to think Stewart was praising 
Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554905 36852 92 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 6:12:20pm  
 
<P>Here come the deniers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556015 36852 96 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 12:26:46pm  
 
 



 
<P>I should have said, here come the deniers and the idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08553555 36856 206 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 9:42:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8553551" target=_blank>#203</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bigots!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, just very, very stupid. This is a real disgrace. The ADL should be 
ashamed of themselves for handing weapons to the Bigot Brigade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08553721 36857 30 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 11:04:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8553709" target=_blank>#19</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>African Americans have been a bloc vote for the Democratic party way before 
any of this recent race-baiting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there's a reason for that. It didn't start with the "recent race-
baiting."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08553728 36857 37 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 11:06:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8553710" target=_blank>#20</A> Solomon2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But aren't we carrying this too far? One doesn't greet a Japanese with an 
open palm and direct eye contact; that is considered bad etiquette. You bow 
instead. Am I a racist for offering to bow before extending my 
hand?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You seem to have a drastic confusion going on between "race" and "culture." 
Handshake styles and figures of speech have nothing to do with race. But you 
yourself identified intelligence and socially acceptable behavior as qualities 
you DO assign to race.</P> 
<P>You didn't expect to be challenged on that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08553735 36857 44 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 11:07:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8553731" target=_blank>#40</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>8) Do you think the majority of accusations of racism in politics today 
are false?</EM></P> 
<P><EM><STRONG>A) Yes: 100% (62 votes)</STRONG>B) No: 0% (0 votes)</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. 100 percent?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than one of these poll questions got a 100% response. Talk about an echo 
chamber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554062 36857 240 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 12:56:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8553980" target=_blank>#208</A> Solomon2</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, stop whining and defend your opinions if you can. Complaining about how 
mean people are being to you is tedious and annoying.</P> 



<P>You said race is responsible for intelligence and social behavior. What 
exactly did you mean by that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554225 36857 266 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:38:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8554219" target=_blank>#264</A> Juice</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a rather disturbing subset of the right, the so-called human 
biodiversity (HBD) believers. The most prominent pundit belonging to the school 
is Steve Sailer, who most of you probably have heard of. These are the people 
who believe that blacks, and other groups, are biologically inferior to whites 
and Asians. They are strong believers in the material in "The Bell Curve" and 
other similar works. I'm willing to bet many of these wingnut bloggers are 
believers in HBD, though they may not outwardly admit it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Human biodiversity?" So that's what they're calling it now?</P> 
<P>Sailer is also one of the people behind the hate site VDARE, where Michelle 
Malkin is a contributor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554583 36857 279 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 3:53:54pm  
 
<P>Yowza.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08555880 36857 302 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 10:13:15am  
 
<P>I'm no longer surprised that there are actually people who will defend 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554032 36858 106 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 12:47:52pm  
 
<P>You either support the Constitution's guarantees of religious freedom, or you 
think it's a good idea to carve out special exceptions for certain groups, and 
give them diminished status under the law.</P> 
<P>You can't have it both ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554039 36858 111 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 12:48:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8554033" target=_blank>#107</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<P>Well, sorry to disappoint you, but that's not going to happen. The Mayor of 
NY supports the project and so does the Downtown community board.</P> 
<P>Bigots are going to lose this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554090 36858 148 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:02:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8554069" target=_blank>#133</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The opposition came before the flotilla incident, but intensified after 
possible links were made between Rauf and the IHH/Perdana.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imam Rauf said he is not a member of Perdana. He spoke at one of their 
meetings -- that's the entire connection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08554102 36858 159 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:05:11pm  
 
<P>The really sickening part of this is that if you read what Imam Rauf has 
written about jihad and extremism, he's <EM>exactly</EM> the kind of Muslim all 
these so-called "anti-jihad" people claim they are looking for. He even said 
outright, "I am a supporter of the state of Israel."</P> 
<P>Yet, when a real moderate Muslim shows up, the Bigotry Brigade's smear 
campaign kicks into overdrive, lying, distorting, and justifying bigotry by 
playing on people's feelings about 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554129 36858 177 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:12:10pm  
 
<P>Does anyone know why we're getting all these hits from AOL's search 
engine?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're from different IPs, so it's real traffic, not a bot. Someone must 
have posted a link to a search page somewhere with high traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554147 36858 195 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:17:06pm  
 
<P>The AOL visitors are coming from this page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://search.aol.com/aol/search?s_it=mcamp1_1&amp;q=Arlington+cemetery+sc
andal&amp;icid=main|htmlws-main-
n|dl8|link7|http%3A%2F%2Fsearch.aol.com%2Faol%2Fsearch%3Fs_it%3Dmcamp1_1%26q%3DA
rlington%2Bcemetery%2B" target=_blank>search.aol.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>... to Lawhawk's Page on the Arlington Cemetery scandal.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/220592_Arlington_Cemetery_Scandal_Wor
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554186 36858 231 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:26:27pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8554160" target=_blank>#208</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Well, it's not necessarily something evil. And more traffic is always good, 
even if it is. I was just curious whether anyone knew where it was coming 
from.</P> 
<P>Could be a link to an AOL search on an AOL portal site, for stories related 
to the Arlington scandal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554198 36858 241 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 1:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8554192" target=_blank>#235</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "Arlington scandal"? The one where Obama failed to 
show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The staff at Arlington Cemetery mislabeled thousands of graves and urns with 
the wrong names. It's really bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08554311 36858 337 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 2:02:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/8554274" target=_blank>#302</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I step back and look here I am puzzled by the Islamic community's lack of 
prudence in its site selection, from a PR standpoint if nothing 
else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Muslims have actually been holding prayer services there for quite a while, 
in the abandoned Burlington coat factory, and nobody ever 
complained.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554867 36858 412 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 5:52:42pm  
 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08554895 36858 417 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 6:06:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/8554891" target=_blank>#416</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In what way is two blocks away from the twin towers similar to the temple of 
Solomon?</P> 
<P>Do you care about anything else in the area-- check cashing places, strip 
clubs, etc.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget the Amish Market, that will now have to dwell in the shadows of 
sharia.</P> 
<P><SUB>cough</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08555048 36858 431 Charles Fri, Jul 30, 2010 7:49:28pm  
 
<P>Nuts coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08555989 36858 455 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 12:00:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/8555461" target=_blank>#443</A> judithet</EM></P> 
<P>And another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08555990 36858 456 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 12:01:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/8555067" target=_blank>#433</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why are the crazies always late to the show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they think they win if they get the last comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08557310 36858 460 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 10:48:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/8557228" target=_blank>#459</A> krypto</EM></P> 
<P>Oh please. Exactly where did I say that Foxman "doesn't have the right to 
speak?"</P> 



<P>He has the right to express this stupid and self-defeating opinion, and I 
have the right to criticize him for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08559423 36858 468 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2010 1:16:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/8557387" target=_blank>#461</A> krypto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I quoted your exact words at the beginning of my comment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then proceeded to completely distort what I wrote. Again, this is very 
simple -- Foxman has a right to express this opinion. And I have a right to say 
he should have kept his mouth shut on the issue, because his statement is self-
contradictory, illogical, gives ammunition to bigots, and is <EM>diametrically 
opposed</EM> to the stated goal of the ADL as a civil rights organization.</P> 
<P>What Foxman has achieved with this ill-advised and deeply stupid statement is 
to degrade the credibility of the ADL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556797 36861 157 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 8:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8556606" target=_blank>#155</A> Casual 
Talker</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know what the hell kind of game you think you're playing, but that's 
the last time you play it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556552 36863 147 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 5:29:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8556542" target=_blank>#141</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today on Fox News: <A href="http://usaguns.net/patriots/free8.html" 
target=_blank>Freedom Watch With Judge Napolitano</A>A friendly interview with 
the Wikileaks guys, Justin Raimando (from AntiWar-dot-com) and Racist freak Lew 
Rockwell. This is what conservatives are watching these days. It still amazes 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The freaky Raimondo and the throwback Rockwell, together at last. 
Napolitano's bringing all the kooks out of the woodwork to be on his 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556614 36864 6 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 5:59:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8556608" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robot learns to flip pancakes</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out when the robots learn to swear when they miss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08556617 36864 8 Charles Sat, Jul 31, 2010 5:59:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8556596" target=_blank>#1</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that guy in the wheelchair have a gun that fires directly over his 
head?</P> 



<P>I guess there's no real reason not to, but I'd find that 
unnerving.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stephen Hawking has one too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08557153 36865 7 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 8:52:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8557152" target=_blank>#6</A> Stanley Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah the irony that she used a Spanish word.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She probably doesn't know it's Spanish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558954 36866 96 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2010 10:04:09am  
 
<P>"I'm proud to be a teabagger."</P> 
<P>-- <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36304_Now_Can_We_Call_Them_Teabagg
ers" target=_blank>Andrew Breitbart</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08557352 36867 74 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 11:25:33am  
 
<P>One thing that would be helpful in any discussion about the Palestinian 
people would be to acknowledge the role played by the surrounding Arab states, 
who have absolutely no interest in seeing the conflict resolved, and in fact do 
everything possible to keep the Palestinians in permanent "refugee" status. 
They're more useful as propaganda tools that way.</P> 
<P>The influence of this deliberately obstructionist position is huge. If there 
was an honest desire to resolve the conflict from the Arab world, it would go a 
long way toward a real solution. Instead, there remains a very real and very 
pervasive attachment to the idea of totally wiping out the state of 
Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08557609 36868 9 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 2:03:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8557605" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the wheels have finally come off and people are starting to notice. I 
suspect most people are missing the diagnosis. The problems run deeper than most 
people seem willing to acknowledge. This has been going on for a very long 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a funny article because David Klinghoffer is one of the kookiest 
creationists on the right -- obsessed with proving Darwin equals Hitler. I have 
to wonder what <EM>he</EM> thinks he means by "crazy cons."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558152 36870 7 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 5:21:41pm  
 
<P>If you click this one, the large image is big enough to use as a desktop 
background.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558163 36870 10 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 5:25:37pm  
 



<P>The mix of colors in this one is really nice. I was driving on I-10 and had 
been noticing the cool dark blue color of the sky. Then I came over a hill and 
saw the incredible bright colors of the sunset reflected in the lower clouds, 
fading to that deep blue, and bam, there was a rest stop. I happened to have the 
D90 in the car, so I pulled off the freeway and snapped some photos in the few 
minutes before the colors went away. Lucky timing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558227 36870 48 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 5:54:15pm  
 
<P>I took a couple of pictures without the polarizing filter too, but they 
weren't as dynamic. The polarizer makes the colors more vibrant, even though it 
does reduce the amount of light somewhat. I compensate for it by slightly 
increasing the exposure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558233 36870 53 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 5:58:43pm  
 
<P>Also, I use RAW images, not compressed JPEGs, for shots like this, because 
you have much more flexibility in editing. But for this image, I didn't need to 
adjust anything -- this is right out of the camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558235 36870 55 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 5:59:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8558232" target=_blank>#52</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>Great picture!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08558360 36871 57 Charles Sun, Aug 1, 2010 7:47:35pm  
 
<P>It's interesting to see the spin going on here -- one of the Discovery 
Institute's most persistent flacks suddenly doing the concern troll thing. 
Funny, yet pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08559504 36874 54 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2010 1:42:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8559491" target=_blank>#53</A> yasharki</EM></P> 
<P>This post has the address and an embedded Google Map:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36769_Sarah_Palin_Calls_on_Peacefu
l_Muslims_to_Refudiate_Their_Own_Religion" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08559875 36878 6 Charles Mon, Aug 2, 2010 3:58:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8559871" target=_blank>#4</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why not?</P> 
<P>Because you look foolish trying to do what has clearly been shown to be 
unconstitutional in several court cases.</P> 
<P>Oh, and by dragging "Jesus" into you little power-play you're making that 
Biblical character look like a fool too. Probably not a good 
idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He means, uh, "intelligent design!" Yeah, that's it!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08561218 36880 684 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 10:30:32am  
 
<P>It's the perennial satire excuse!</P> 
<P>I have no idea how you could possibly tell the difference between what's 
serious and what's satire at Conservapedia. It's a freaking cornucopia of 
insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561258 36880 696 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 10:44:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/690/8561245" target=_blank>#690</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<P>And when you have your own blog, you can decide what's posted there and what 
isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561227 36881 31 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 10:33:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8561216" target=_blank>#23</A> polkadot</EM></P> 
<P>Not only that, I'll block your account. For the seventh time.</P> 
<P>Some of these people are really determined to spread bigotry. When they're 
blocked, they'll keep sneaking back into LGF over and over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561235 36881 37 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 10:35:25am  
 
<P>And Dan Riehl is continuing to smear Shirley Sherrod today. It's a real 
sickness going around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563349 36881 132 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 9:08:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8562953" target=_blank>#129</A> bklynkid</EM></P> 
<P>That's the last time you try to post a bigoted slur at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561570 36882 126 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 1:06:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8561520" target=_blank>#115</A> 
Mardukhai</EM></P> 
<P>Again, I'm just not getting the basis for the outrage. Imam Rauf went to 
Sudan to support the democratic electoral process. How in the world does this 
support Sudan's dictator? And what is wrong with supporting elections?</P> 
<P>Seems to me the reality is exactly opposite to the way you're describing it. 
If this democracy stuff catches on, there won't be any dictators. Far from 
supporting the dictator, Imam Rauf is helping to build the process that makes 
dictators obsolete.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08562183 36882 156 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 3:37:03pm  
 
<P>I guess those of you who support this craziness have no idea how bad it makes 
the Republican Party look, to suddenly be questioning a constitutional amendment 
that's been in effect, and been reinforced by many court decisions, for 150 
years.</P> 



<P>This is how far off the rails the GOP has gone. The only reason to focus on 
this particular section of the 14th amendment is to drum up populist xenophobic 
support for a movement that has no real leaders or ideas but plenty of unfocused 
rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563761 36882 175 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 9:54:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8563364" target=_blank>#170</A> 
rebel7254</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website, you lunatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568038 36882 177 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 8:36:06pm  
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>The biggest loser issue of the year, and still there are people who are so 
lost in partisan blindness that they'll actually defend 
it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563752 36883 104 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 9:45:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8562730" target=_blank>#91</A> Rhino 
Dryke</EM></P> 
<P>And yet another raving bigot awakes from sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563801 36883 107 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:19:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8563493" target=_blank>#94</A> meeshlr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My husband is Muslim and he believes that it is wrong to build a mosque so 
close to Ground Zero in NYC.</P> 
<P>I know that they are completely within their rights to build a mosque on any 
property that they own. However, just because it is legal doesn't make it the 
right thing to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Your husband is a "practicing Muslim," yet you write on your blog 
about your plans to hold a bigoted pork BBQ for no reason except to offend 
Muslims?</P> 
<P>And you think people are going to believe you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563925 36883 120 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 11:01:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8563864" target=_blank>#118</A> Rhino 
Dryke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Religious freedom is one of the cornerstones of the USA. And I agree that the 
concept of that freedom probably should trump the concerns of the families. But 
let me ask those who so carelessly call others bigots: Do you think that this 
site was picked randomly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Randomly? No, of course not. It was picked because it's an empty building, 
and because there have been Muslim prayer services held there for a long time 
already. Yes, that's right. They're <EM>already there</EM>. In case you haven't 
noticed, there isn't a whole lot of available real estate in lower 
Manhattan.</P> 



<P>So let me ask you: how can you say your opinion isn't bigoted, when you're 
trying to claim that the Muslims of Park51 are furthering the work of the 9/11 
hijackers -- without ANY evidence for this belief?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563993 36883 123 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 11:31:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8563960" target=_blank>#121</A> Rhino 
Dryke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There isn't a whole lot of real estate available in Manhattan? In this 
economy?Charles, are you a mindreader? I am not using the same broad brush that 
you are in calling me a bigot.I have nothing at all against law-abiding Muslims 
who wish to practice their faith. I do not care if you believe that. I am 
sensitive to the families that have lost victims who question the motives of 
those developing this site. Why not build a multi-denominational facility that 
celebrates all faiths.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It IS a community center that will be open to all faiths.</P> 
<P>And contrary to your assertion, at least one 9/11 family group has come out 
IN FAVOR of the community center. You don't have the right to speak for all 
families of victims.</P> 
<P>Perhaps you didn't know that there were Muslim American victims on 9/11 too? 
Or don't they count?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564062 36883 130 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:11:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8564059" target=_blank>#129</A> Rhino 
Dryke</EM></P> 
<P>The person who isn't answering questions is you. I've asked you a couple of 
direct questions, and you completely ignored them, whining instead about how 
badly you're being treated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564095 36883 132 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:30:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8564074" target=_blank>#131</A> Rhino 
Dryke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whose whining? Charles, your one "question" contained an assertion that I 
inferred that the developer was furthering the cause of the hijackers. I reject 
that inference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But let me ask those who so carelessly call others bigots: Do you think that 
this site was picked randomly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, you believe there's some kind of ulterior motive for picking the 
former Burlington coat factory building.</P> 
<P>So please be more specific: what do you think is their 
motive?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564108 36883 133 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:38:20pm  
 
<P>The definition of "prejudice:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><STRONG>1</STRONG> - preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or 
actual experience : <EM>English prejudice against foreigners</EM> | <EM>anti-
Jewish prejudices</EM>.• dislike, hostility, or unjust behavior formed on such a 
basis : <EM>accusations of racial prejudice</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564668 36883 138 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 3:15:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/8564254" target=_blank>#136</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<P>I don't say that all those who feel uneasy about the mosque are bigots. 
However, there's absolutely no doubt that a large number of the most vocal 
protesters are indeed bigots, and this is the crowd that is driving this 
issue.</P> 
<P>I've looked into Imam Rauf quite a bit -- watched videos, read articles, 
etc., and from everything I can tell this is exactly the sort of Muslim we ought 
to be supporting, not accusing of harboring jihadist sentiments that he very 
obviously DOES NOT HAVE. A direct quote from Imam Rauf: "I am a supporter of the 
state of Israel."</P> 
<P>Muslims like him should be supported and encouraged, not senselessly 
demonized out of sheer prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561598 36884 8 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 1:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8561595" target=_blank>#5</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The substory about smuggling cars is freakin' awesome.</P> 
<P>"We could bring deadly weapons in, but we'd rather bring in luxury items for 
our corrupt elite!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The car was probably full of weapons too. I'm sure they didn't waste all that 
space.</P> 
<P>Notice at the end -- the tunnel starts collapsing on that nice 
Toyota.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561854 36884 215 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 2:11:35pm  
 
<P>UNIFIL definitely has a bad record in relation to Israel, but in this case 
they did come out and say Lebanon's attack was unwarranted. That's an admission 
that the tree trimming was on Israel's side of the border.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561887 36884 244 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 2:20:13pm  
 
<P>From the video you can see what the Israelis were doing -- the fence was 
built to protect a road on the Israeli side, near the border, from being a 
staging ground for ambushes. They were clearing the tree because it could be 
used for cover and to get over the fence. They weren't just trimming it to 
improve the ambience of the neighborhood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561901 36884 258 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 2:24:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/8561879" target=_blank>#238</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Later that night...</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/search?q=Nasrallah" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hmmm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=x910.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/09fY7oi6Hb7NB/x910.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: x910.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561914 36884 270 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 2:27:36pm  
 
<P>That's a lot of people watching Nasrallah on that giant screen:</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0cm0h2h96YbCj/910x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08561947 36884 303 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 2:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/8561891" target=_blank>#248</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also interesting that the video shows the Blue Helmets on the scene 
telling the Israelis to stop instead of telling the Lebanese soldiers next to 
them to not fire.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true -- however, I haven't seen any pictures yet that actually show 
UNIFIL peacekeepers standing by while weapons were fired. Lebanese soldiers are 
holding RPGs in those photos, but they're not firing them, or even in real 
firing position.</P> 
<P>I'd be careful about assuming too much from those photos without more 
evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563227 36886 16 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 8:34:31pm  
 
<P>Spammer with IP address in China. Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08562754 36887 6 Charles Tue, Aug 3, 2010 6:40:53pm  
 
<P>If one of Beck's interns screwed up, they've had more than a month to correct 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563750 36887 660 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 9:42:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/8563604" target=_blank>#533</A> kenhe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glen Beck is often repetitious, boring, and obscure, but come on, a white 
racist or nationalist, you've got to be kidding.No one is going to buy those 
charges, and it will have no impact on his ratings.I can take about 15'' of Beck 
before I have to turn the channel to someone a lot more interesting and 
original, or even a movie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Got to be kidding?"</P> 
<P>Everything I stated in this post is a FACT. Deal with that instead of 
throwing up a curtain of BS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08563762 36888 2 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 9:55:58am  
 
<P>Man, we really are getting an influx of ranting bigots at LGF recently. We 
seem to have been targeted for trolling by the anti-Muslim 
loons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563776 36888 12 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:00:48am  
 
<P>Glenn Beck fans not only don't care about this, a lot of them 
<EM>approve</EM>.</P> 
<P>Someone tweeted this in response to my post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Glenn Beck Deletes All Twitter Favorites to Hide White Nationalist 
/ shouldn't u be more concerned O has deleted prev life? #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Nirther in the wild!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563779 36888 15 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:03:56am  
 
<P>The bigots are completely running amok.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Islam is a ideology hiding behind the skirts of religion. Constitutional 
protection of religion does not apply. #tcot #p2 
#foxnews</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563799 36888 31 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:16:54am  
 
<P>And the end of the Bloomberg thread from yesterday has been pretty much taken 
over by bigots. I'm seriously considering banning anyone who rants against the 
Park51 project. I've had it with this prejudiced garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563821 36888 46 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:28:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8563809" target=_blank>#35</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was impressed by Boomburgs comments. They were spot on.</P> 
<P>I have serious doubts that Beck was aware he was favoriting a white 
nationalist site. I'm guessing it was more along the lines of agreeing with some 
commentary someone made or linking to a site a number of his fans linked.</P> 
<P>How do the twitter favorites work?</P> 
<P>...anyway- good for him on delinking the favorites if they were causing 
trouble. I don't see much difference between that and Charles deleting coments 
or closing threads where trouble makers are posting.</P> 
<P>The social media thing is hard to control as you well know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to click a star on the Twitter post, and that button is nowhere near 
any other button. It's extremely unlikely that it was clicked by accident -- and 
not only that, it was on his favorites list for more than a month.</P> 
<P>It may not have been Beck who did this, but it's HIS account. And there's 
absolutely no way you could look at that post and not realize it was by a white 
supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563830 36888 52 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 10:29:37am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8563824" target=_blank>#47</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK - was the tweet favoritied because the comment was liked or do you 
favorite organizations who tweet to your account?</P> 
<P>That makes a huge difference for me. I could find a great quote on self 
reliance and say I liked it then later find out it was from Mein Kampf without 
realizing the source. That wouldn't make me a fan of Hitlers rantings.</P> 
<P>I'm not defending Beck's lack of judgement or institutional control in this 
case. I'm just curious as to how big a connection can really be made from this 
one incident?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at the post! "WHITE PRIDE" in big capital letters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563936 36889 19 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 11:09:34am  
 
<P>Shiplord Kirel had a worldwide scoop on this last year, but the media never 
noticed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34348_The_True_Nirth_Certifikit_At
_Last" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P><A title=20090802obamanirth-lg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20090802obamanirth-lg.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 20090802obamanirth-lg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08563940 36889 22 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 11:11:25am  
 
<P>There's quite a barrage of Birther comments showing up in the conservative 
feeds on Twitter today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564057 36890 37 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:07:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8564049" target=_blank>#33</A> Judith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fear the Islamization of the North America by Wahhabists. The Saudi Block 
has used their wealth and power to pretty much take over most mosques in North 
America and fill them with radicals in positions of power, especially over those 
counselling youth. I have a lot of Muslim friends who won't let their kids go to 
the mosques for fear of the radical there and who feel they have been forced out 
of their mosques after radical took over.</P> 
<P>I am not Christian</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really think Islam is going to take over North America?</P> 
<P>Seriously?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564116 36890 84 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:42:50pm  
 
<P>The definition of "prejudice:"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>1</STRONG> - preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or 
actual experience : <EM>English prejudice against foreigners</EM> | <EM>anti-
Jewish prejudices</EM>.• dislike, hostility, or unjust behavior formed on such a 
basis : <EM>accusations of racial prejudice</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08564120 36890 88 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8564112" target=_blank>#81</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<P>Most people here are well aware of Foxman's original statement, and I have 
not changed my opinion that it was a very stupid, self-defeating thing to say. 
All Foxman achieved was to give ammunition to the bigots who oppose the Park51 
project, and harm the credibility of the ADL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564130 36890 97 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:47:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/8564123" target=_blank>#90</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The analogy is apt, though. It is about showing sensitivity to the victims, 
regarldess of what legal rights one might possess. Nazis had a right to march in 
Skokie under the U.S. Constitution, but others had the right to point out the 
insensitivity of their doing so without being accused of forgetting that Nazis 
have rights too. (Personally, I prefer the way Belushi and Aykroyd dealt with 
marching Nazis, but that's another matter.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think it's an "apt" analogy to compare the developers of the Park51 
project to the death camps of the Third Reich?</P> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564147 36890 113 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:51:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8564140" target=_blank>#106</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The extremists make it hard for everyone. I would need proof (not heresay) 
that the location and timing of the Mosque in New York was an intentional plot 
to incubate radicals in the shadow of the WTC.</P> 
<P>Having said that the timing of the dedication is at best poor understanding 
of the broader communities feelings and at worst a kind of "in your face" 
bravado.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dedication ceremony is NOT planned for 9/11. This is another lie 
circulated by the Bigot Brigade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564161 36890 126 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 12:53:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8564143" target=_blank>#109</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it was Lawhawk who spoke of "the stink" of the ADL's position. If 
one reads what ADL's actual position was, it seems to have been nothing more 
than a plea to consider a different location out of consideration for the 
sensitivities of the friends and family (and, I would add, the survivors) of the 
tragedy that occurred only a few blocks away. One may disagree with that view, 
but it is not objectively an appropriate one and hardly excuses some of the 
venom I have seen directed at ADL on this board.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not directing "venom" at the ADL -- I'm criticizing them for doing 
something that was deeply offensive, not just to me, but to many people. And I'm 
doing this because I generally agree with the ADL's positions, and was shocked 
when Abe Foxman effectively aligned himself with anti-civil rights 
forces.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08564690 36890 290 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 3:23:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/8564505" target=_blank>#283</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>I disagree 100%. The comparison between a convent at Auschwitz and the 
community center two blocks from Ground Zero is outrageously, stupidly 
overblown, and exaggerated beyond belief. To compare an act of terrorism with 
the systematic genocide carried out by a national government against millions of 
people is Holocaust minimization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564695 36890 291 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 3:24:16pm  
 
<P>And another sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564716 36892 327 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 3:29:16pm  
 
<P>Every time I post something about the Park51 community center, more nuts wake 
up and remember they have LGF accounts they haven't used in years, and start 
whining and complaining and ranting about Muslims. It's amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08564745 36892 353 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 3:36:07pm  
 
<P>The National Review went full-on bigot today. The Park51 center has become a 
line in the sand for the conservative movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565011 36893 27 Charles Wed, Aug 4, 2010 5:14:41pm  
 
<P>Head on! Apply directly to the raving freakazoid nut sandwich!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/7YscfxVuqVw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565967 36893 605 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:14:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/603/8565705" target=_blank>#603</A> shlomzie</EM></P> 
<P>After reviewing your other comments, it's no surprise to find you making 
excuses for this garbage. You're also an anti-gay bigot:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/923/8369691" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And on top of that, you were previously banned under another name. Get 
lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565973 36894 316 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:24:10am  
 



<P>We have a new Breitbart outrage today - raw footage of Katie Couric saying 
awful, terrible things about Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565974 36894 317 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:24:49am  
 
<P>For example: "where did she get those names for her kids?"</P> 
<P>Outrage!!1!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565986 36894 329 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:32:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/8565970" target=_blank>#313</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>And it doesn't matter. I'm sympathetic to these families and their "healing 
process," although there are obviously some families who don't have this problem 
with Park51.</P> 
<P>But their feelings do NOT matter in this, just like the feelings of the Bigot 
Brigade do not matter. We're a nation of laws, not populist fear-mongering 
emotion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08565992 36894 335 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:33:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/8565972" target=_blank>#315</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I say let 'em build it.</P> 
<P>However, until a group of fanatical Christians blow up a school, killing 3000 
people in the process, then ask to build a church within 1/2 a mile, your 
comparison is apples to oranges.</P> 
<P>I say let 'em build the Park 51 center. (once again for 
clarity)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in the hell does the Park51 community center have to do with Al 
Qaeda?</P> 
<P>Do you folks even realize how you sound when you say these 
things?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566008 36894 350 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 9:47:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/8566005" target=_blank>#347</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<P>Look. This is what you wrote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, until a group of fanatical Christians blow up a school, killing 3000 
people in the process, <STRONG>then ask to build a church within 1/2 a 
mile</STRONG>, your comparison is apples to oranges.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're saying the Park51 developers and the Al Qaeda terrorists are the SAME 
PEOPLE.</P> 
<P>People are being called bigots when they express bigoted, prejudiced 
opinions.</P> 
<P>Like this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566107 36894 384 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 10:34:23am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/8566098" target=_blank>#383</A> 
tnguitarist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love how these people care about the feeling of 9/11 families all of a 
sudden. Seems like I remember Ann Coulter having something to say on the issue a 
while back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They really don't care about the 9/11 families. This is just a convenient 
excuse to hide the fact that their objection to Park51 is nothing but pure 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566058 36895 15 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 10:14:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8566047" target=_blank>#6</A> kenhe</EM></P> 
<P>You were blocked once before for this kind of bigotry and hate speech, and 
now you're blocked again.</P> 
<P>Unbelievable how they just keep trying to sneak back in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566096 36895 52 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 10:29:07am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at Andrew Breitbart's "Big Peace" website, anti-Muslim wacko 
Christine Brim has a completely deranged article accusing Elena Kagan of being 
"pro-sharia."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bigpeace.com/cbrim/2010/08/04/shariah-comes-to-the-
supreme-court-elena-kagans-decisions/" target=_blank>bigpeace.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Brim is the freak who viciously attacked me when I wouldn't join forces with 
European fascist groups. Insane is too kind a description; this woman is a 
snake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566479 36895 138 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 12:33:19pm  
 
<P>And yet another anti-Muslim sleeper awakes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568897 36895 149 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 10:17:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8568378" target=_blank>#145</A> cjrael</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, just piss off, you moron. Your bigotry is entirely your 
own.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566195 36896 20 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 11:23:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8566176" target=_blank>#15</A> e5india</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pro-choice but to me this is the anti position that makes the most 
logical sense. If you're against abortion because a fetus is a human being, then 
why would rape or incest matter? I think once you start making exceptions than 
the whole fetus-is-a-human being line of reasoning is 
compromised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only way this "makes sense" is if you completely ignore the horrendous 
pain this would cause the woman who was forced to give birth to a rapist's 
baby.</P> 
<P>There's nothing logical about this. It's sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08566247 36896 31 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 11:38:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8566236" target=_blank>#27</A> e5india</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I agree with you, I'm 100% pro-choice. But if you are against 
abortion on the basis that a fetus is a human life and that abortion is murder 
then how do you go and make an exception for rape and incest? I'm not talking 
about the immorality of forcing a woman to have a rapist's child. I clearly 
understand *why* you would make the exception, but how do people make this 
exception? Did the fetus stop being a human life in this exception or does it 
just become a justifiable homicide?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can't take a heartless, illogical, and frankly crazy position and use 
that as an argument. I don't grant any legitimacy to the anti-choice position in 
the first place, so I object to calling anything about it 
"logical."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566250 36896 32 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 11:39:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8566226" target=_blank>#23</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone read zombie's diatribe on his blog, lauding Sharron Angle for pretty 
much the same stance, not because zombie would agree with her stance but because 
of its extremist fundamentalism which somehow is a sign of moral 
superiority?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't read that back-stabbing creep's blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566832 36896 58 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:33:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8566793" target=_blank>#57</A> TimPowers</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ken Buck's position is logical, if you grant the initial premise, i.e. that a 
fetus is a distinct human being. And while that premise may arguably be wrong, 
it's not insane. And by that logic, any time you abort a fetus, even if it's a 
result of rape or incest, you are killing a child. Maybe it's permissible to 
kill a child rather than go through an involuntary, devastatingly traumatic 
pregnancy.</P> 
<P>But even without Buck's assumption, I think everybody agrees that at some 
point, between conception and birth, a third person enters the picture in 
addition to the mother and father. An abortion before that point is just 
surgery, but after that point it's homicide. Possibly justifiable in some 
cases.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hi Tim, nice to see you here!</P> 
<P>The real point, I think, is that any victim of rape or incest is certainly 
not going to wait until there's a fetus; an abortion in those cases is almost 
always performed long before there's anything recognizable as a fetus, much less 
a human being.</P> 
<P>Denying a rape victim the option to abort the rapist's baby strikes me as the 
most heartless kind of controlling behavior I can imagine. It's possible to be 
opposed to abortion, without taking it to this kind of extreme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566583 36899 31 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 1:12:48pm  
 
<P>Hilarity of the day, at Weird Nut Drooly:</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=187797" target=_blank>Elena Kagan tied to 
Obama's birth certificate</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566689 36900 41 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 1:41:02pm  
 
<P>Hah!</P> 
<P>Breitbart has now pulled all of Kevin Pezzi's articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566771 36901 24 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:03:22pm  
 
<P>What's the difference between Dr. Kevin Pezzi and Pamela Geller?</P> 
<P>Geller is every bit as whacked out. Possibly more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566778 36901 29 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:06:25pm  
 
<P>I don't think Breitbart pays these chumps, so maybe the term "fired" isn't 
quite accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566859 36901 77 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:41:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8566849" target=_blank>#72</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our old pal Zombie has an article up at PJm smearing Sharrod accusing her of 
running a "slave labor farm" in the 70's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting. I believe this one originated with Dan "Dim Bulb" 
Riehl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566868 36901 82 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:44:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8566864" target=_blank>#80</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I'll wait to hear Chicken Kiev's assessment of the article.</P> 
<P>/wait, what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're referring, of course, to the sock puppet account 'zombie' used at LGF, 
to tell himself how smart he was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08566886 36901 95 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 2:47:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8566849" target=_blank>#72</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our old pal Zombie has an article up at PJm smearing Sharrod accusing her of 
running a "slave labor farm" in the 70's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The desperation just reeks.</P> 
<P>They're digging up 30-year old articles to try to find "proof" that Shirley 
Sherrod is a racist. This is what real sickness looks like, 
folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08566965 36902 14 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 3:18:07pm  
 
<P>See, if they move the Capitol, then he can do his issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567249 36903 11 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 5:19:45pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the right wing blogs have TOTALLY ignored the Dr. Pezzi story. If 
all you read are wingnut blogs, you wouldn't even know that Andrew Breitbart 
published the work of a raving racist quack to attack Shirley Sherrod.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogosphere is corrupt and partisan beyond 
belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567264 36903 24 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 5:26:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>Conservatives on Twitter are busily trying to prove that Elena Kagan was 
involved in the Obama nirth certifikit cover-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567274 36903 33 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 5:28:43pm  
 
<P>I've been seeing posts like this all day on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RT @ResistTyranny: RT @KatyinIndy: #Kagan's name comes up 9 times involving 
Obama eligibility: [Link: <A href="http://is.gd/e52x7" 
target=_blank>is.gd...</A>] #tcot #gop #hhrs #sgp #tlot</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link goes to Weird Nut Drooly, the wingnut's home away from 
home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567328 36903 85 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 5:48:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8567314" target=_blank>#72</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts really need to stop talking about race...<A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201008050059" target=_blank>O'Reilly says 
blacks "have supported a bigger federal government so it can impose social 
justice"</A></P> 
<P>"Social Justice" is not some evil plot to redistribute wealth. The Way OReily 
explains it there are now two Americas. White America and everybody else. Bad 
move. This stuff looks really really bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They need to stop talking about race, but they can't. They really can't -- 
it's a compulsive thing. Just like CAIR simply can't bring themselves to condemn 
Islamic terrorism, the modern right wing simply can't stop spewing racial 
idiocy, even when it would be politically advantageous.</P> 
<P>It's an indicator of how deeply held these atavistic beliefs 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567341 36903 98 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 5:55:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8567331" target=_blank>#88</A> Mardukhai</EM></P> 



<P>The group in question is a fanatical Christian Reconstructionist sect, that 
has been harassing people at these Muslim street fairs for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567415 36903 168 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 6:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8567395" target=_blank>#150</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a fun little story: <A 
href="http://blogs.alternet.org/oleoleolson/2010/08/05/massive-censorship-of-
digg-uncovered/" target=_blank>Massive Censorship Of Digg 
Uncovered</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not surprised, but please note that there are also leftist groups on Digg who 
systematically bury posts. LGF has no presence on Digg because we were 
specifically targeted by these groups.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: Digg is a perfect example of the tyranny of the majority, and 
the administrators care only about traffic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567573 36903 322 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 6:41:53pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow just had a segment on an issue that's very important to me -- 
the insane anti-abortion positions that are now required for GOP candidates.</P> 
<P>I've been watching in horror as this misogynistic extremism becomes 
mainstream.</P> 
<P>If the Democrats don't make this an important issue in the November 
elections, they'll be missing a huge opportunity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567606 36903 355 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 6:47:29pm  
 
<P>Please note that if personal squabbling takes over this thread, I'm going to 
be banning people. I have no patience left for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567615 36903 364 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 6:49:14pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin is too dim to be a fascist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08567637 36903 386 Charles Thu, Aug 5, 2010 6:52:21pm  
 
<P>However - even though Palin herself doesn't have the brains to be a real 
fascist, she certainly has enough populist influence to be useful to the ones 
who do have enough brains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568693 36904 562 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 8:50:06am  
 
<P>And this morning, because of this post and another one on extremist anti-
abortion fanatics, I received several emails from a religious fanatic creepazoid 
containing pictures of dead babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568738 36904 606 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 9:08:23am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/8568734" target=_blank>#602</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me get this straight.</P> 
<P>They're claiming that candidates like Sharron Angle and Rand Paul are 
Democratic plants?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and they're outraged about it! Outrageously outraged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568761 36905 10 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 9:16:58am  
 
<P>I just launched Tweetdeck, and sure enough, the sickos were also posting 
their crap on Twitter.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/zolqarnain/status/20445701483" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08568804 36905 42 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 9:38:48am  
 
<P>And the latest sick blog post being circulated by conservatives on Twitter 
this morning: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://fellowshipofminds.wordpress.com/2010/07/25/mom-of-murdered-obama-
gay-lover-speaks-up/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>Mom of Murdered 
Obama Gay Lover Speaks Up</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570840 36905 164 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 10:14:56am  
 
<P>As usual, here they come once the thread scrolls down off the top of the 
page. Happens every time, without fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570847 36905 165 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 10:23:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8570526" target=_blank>#160</A> Tweety</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with the term at which abortions are allowed always on the upward curve, 
how far are we from killing infants at birth if they are found "undesirable" for 
whatever reason?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very, very far. In fact, this is a silly fear-mongering argument. Your horror 
scenario is ridiculous, and it will never happen, and you probably know 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570848 36905 166 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 10:24:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/8570476" target=_blank>#159</A> Nebulous</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure I get this. Showing people pictures of dead babies is sick and 
horrible, but killing the same babies in the first place isn't?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You registered just to support sending out pictures of dead 
babies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570939 36905 171 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 11:30:35am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8570905" target=_blank>#168</A> Tweety</EM></P> 
<P>Newsflash: "Brave New World" was not a documentary. It was 
fiction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571807 36905 212 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:12:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8571267" target=_blank>#206</A> Nebulous</EM></P> 
<P>Disgusting. I'm so completely fed up with you anti-choice fanatics and your 
sick mind games -- as if it isn't perfectly clear to everyone what you're doing. 
Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569528 36908 22 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 2:46:25pm  
 
<P>Didn't zombie once try to promote this bogus "neurolinguistic programming" 
story?</P> 
<P>I know several right wing bloggers linked to this article during the 
presidential campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569750 36910 2 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 5:19:39pm  
 
<P>One of the coolest things about it is the EyeTV app, which didn't work too 
well on the 3G. It works fantastically well with the iPhone 4. I can watch HD TV 
anywhere I have a 3G or wireless connection, using my EyeTV HD hardware at home. 
That's pretty awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569759 36910 5 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 5:25:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8569756" target=_blank>#3</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now if it were only on a decent network...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I know. Lots of people don't like AT&amp;T, but here in LA they're not 
bad. I get 3G coverage almost everywhere, and rarely drop calls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569761 36910 7 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 5:27:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8569757" target=_blank>#4</A> JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't have gotten one regardless, but Steve Jobs' initial response to 
the antenna problem was enough to ensure that I would never buy one. Starting 
with "You're holding it wrong, spend more money on the case" to coming out with 
a software upgrade (to fix an apparent problem with the phone showing more 
reception bars than what would be accurate) and acting like that would fix the 
problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that was a bit tone-deaf. But Apple's right that all phones have these 
kinds of weak points in their design. I don't see it as a deal-breaker, myself, 
considering everything else that is pure awesome about this 
gadget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569768 36910 10 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 5:34:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8569767" target=_blank>#9</A> JamesWI</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he eventually did come out with the free case offer, after taking the 
massive PR hit for weeks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dont think it took them <EM>that</EM> long to offer the free case. I 
remember it all happening in a week or two, but I'm not too motivated to check 
right now.</P> 
<P>You have to admit, they did do the right thing, even if it took some, uh, 
coaxing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569773 36910 12 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 5:39:14pm  
 
<P>Some of the more insane right wing bloggers are now posting about my "dead 
babies" post -- they think it was really cool that I got these emails, that my 
response was hysterical and unhinged, and that they're going to win and women 
will have to bear the babies of rapists forevermore.</P> 
<P>Crazy fucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569795 36910 32 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:05:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8569793" target=_blank>#31</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hrmm -theHeat's "Why I can't pull the R lever anymore" got crossposted as a 
diary over at DKOS... that oughta drive those socons mad...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/8/6/890940/-Why-I-Can-No-
Longer-Pull-the-R-LeverAn-Excellent-Diary-From-LGF-Reader" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569810 36910 46 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:15:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8569806" target=_blank>#42</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>Works great as an alarm clock too, with a 99 cent app.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569825 36910 61 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:26:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8569816" target=_blank>#52</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you get for 99 cents that the built-in clock app doesn't already give 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Built-in clock doesn't let you set alarms - for 99 cents you get the ability 
to set alarms and use the music of your choice to wake you up. There are some 
free alarm clock apps too, lacking some of the nicer features but still capable 
of forcing you to wake up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569834 36910 70 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:30:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8569827" target=_blank>#63</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm lost when it comes to DB's... so I need a bit of help here.</P> 
<P>I blew up my blog during upgrade to Wordpress 3.01 and no, I didn't do a 
fresh install</P> 



<P>so I need to import a database to the newly installed but blank version of 
wordpress...</P> 
<P>If I export the old db and then import to the new db, should I use csv format 
or what? I</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you using phpMyAdmin to import the DB, or something else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569837 36910 73 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:32:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8569833" target=_blank>#69</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Well, you know more than I do. I never used the built-in clock's alarm 
feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569841 36910 77 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 6:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8569836" target=_blank>#72</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>Well, you should import with whatever format you export as -- usually CSV is 
the most reliable.</P> 
<P>There are a lot of options, though, and I'm not sure how your system is set 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569882 36910 113 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 7:09:49pm  
 
<P>The default configuration of MySQL contains some tables that are used for 
connection rules, permissions, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569912 36910 139 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 7:28:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8569908" target=_blank>#135</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Notice that I didn't post about this. Not because I didn't know about it, but 
because it's so stupid the idea of writing about it gave me an instant 
migraine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08569967 36910 192 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 7:53:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8569946" target=_blank>#171</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I do for my longer posts here at LGF, and wherever I post something that 
takes me longer than 30 seconds to write, is to save a copy of the text before I 
post.</P> 
<P>It helps me overcome (daily) with the log-off problem here<SUP>*</SUP>, and 
generally with blogs everywhere, given the vagaries of blog software.</P> 
<P><SUB><SUB><SUP>*</SUP>Which just happened again, with this posting's first 
attempt!!</SUB></SUB></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That log-off problem happens because of the Javascript timer routine which 
performs periodic tasks -- refreshing the comment count, the Now Playing 
section, the auto-updating last comments on the front page, etc.</P> 
<P>Some of those functions require going through the log-in checking code, and 
sometimes the timer-based Ajax script happens at the same time as you click the 



'post' button, things get confused, and your login expires. I know what the 
problem is, but haven't found a reliable solution yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570064 36910 283 Charles Fri, Aug 6, 2010 8:29:07pm  
 
<P>I have a stray cat that's attempting neurolinguistic programming on me. It 
sits outside my office window and meows, then stares fixedly at me if I come to 
the window.</P> 
<P>It's trying to mesmerize me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570793 36911 291 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:35:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8570561" target=_blank>#75</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, Media Matters should have used the whole recording, but this is <EM>not 
even close</EM> to being as serious and egregious as what Breitbart did.</P> 
<P>This kind of "you do it too" argument is ridiculously 
tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570802 36911 299 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/8570800" target=_blank>#297</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't suggest it was as bad as the Sherrod incident only that they have a 
history and a goal that has be taken into consideration. I don't really believe 
anyone is unbiased but there are some sites I don't believe you can take at face 
value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rather HUGE difference here is that when it was pointed out, Media 
Matters owned up to it and publicly apologized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570804 36911 301 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:48:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/8570784" target=_blank>#282</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No bias in THAT report</P> 
<P>City # 7,,, Phoenix ,, WHY!?!?!</P> 
<P><EM>"The (Arizona illegal immigration) law would allow police officers to 
stop anyone who looks like they may be an illegal immigrant"</EM></P> 
<P>ummm,,, errr ,,, no it doesn't!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes, it does -- no matter how much they try to argue otherwise. In 
practice, police officers will HAVE TO use profiling to determine who gets 
detained.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570808 36911 304 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:51:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/8570806" target=_blank>#302</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But only after a crime of traffic offense? Correct?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the cover story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570812 36911 308 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:53:22am  



 
<P>SB1070 is a very bad law, written and promoted by very bad 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570850 36911 342 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 10:30:03am  
 
<P>I just took a look at Hot Air's thread about Michelle Obama's vacation, and 
the comments are freaking unreal. Racist comments everywhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570891 36911 378 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 10:55:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/8570862" target=_blank>#352</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>any phpmyadmin gurus out there? I got my blog recovered, but now the picture 
content is all pointed to the wrong place... I need to mass remove one segment 
of the path in about 1500 posts..it needs to change from 
"noblesseoblige.org/public_html/wordpress/content /..." to 
"noblesseoblige.org/public_html/content/,..." is there a bulk search and replace 
way to do this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's a phpMyAdmin feature for that, but you can easily do it 
with a MySQL query. Here's a blog post that explains it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.barrywise.com/2009/02/global-find-and-replace-in-
wordpress-using-mysql/" target=_blank>www.barrywise.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571048 36911 413 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 12:38:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/412/8570935" target=_blank>#412</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, it worked great:</P> 
<P>1998 row(s) affected. ( Query took 24.7236 sec )</P> 
<P>all pics are back, thanks kindly for pointing me to the exact right place, 
you are beyond uber, you are da hoobah!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew about the REPLACE command because I've used that type of query a 
couple of times on LGF's entries table.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08570997 36912 62 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 12:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8570991" target=_blank>#56</A> 
Pacificlady</EM></P> 
<P>Please. At least <EM>try</EM> to read the article.</P> 
<P>No, the choice of the name isn't "coincidence," but it's not a sinister plot 
to mock America. If you bother to read the article that's the subject of this 
thread, you'll discover what the true motivation is, and there's nothing secret 
or sinister about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571007 36912 72 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 12:04:03pm  
 
<P>Argh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571088 36912 125 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 1:13:51pm  
 



<P>Big freaking sigh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571094 36912 127 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 1:19:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8571084" target=_blank>#124</A> SueG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>as a European knowing that in speeches of some muslim fanatics Spain is 
mentioned as Andalusia, which should be conquered ('back') - the name Cordoba 
also gives me the shivers. Its history does not mean much if crazy people use it 
as a symbol of muslim imperialism. If the mosque's name was more neutral (Mecca 
mosque, al-Salam mosque, or so) and the financing was open and transparent, 
there would be less reason to complain.Further, even though if Dialogue is what 
you would care about, setting up a whole islamic centre in the near of Ground 
Zero causing some 9/11 victims extra sorrow, is not - least to say - tactical 
and pretty insensitive. If I'd be in charge I'd go look for some other place. 
Dialogue is what I would want. Dialogue is what should be the main purpose. If 
dialogue is built on pain and sorrow in the hearts of those who lost their love 
ones, I would not want it anymore.</P> 
<P>but that's just my humble opinion</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another one who doesn't seem to know or care that there were also innocent 
Muslims who were victims of the 9/11 attacks. Their families don't count, 
apparently.</P> 
<P>Some "9/11 family" groups have come out and endorsed the Park51 project. 
Apparently, they don't count either.</P> 
<P>And this "whole Islamic center" will be open to everyone, including Jews, and 
will include a world class auditorium, a swimming pool, restaurants and other 
community facilities. It's not a giant dome with minarets, folks.</P> 
<P>Please. This information is out there. If you're still spreading inaccurate 
rubbish, it's because you don't care about the facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571398 36912 167 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 5:20:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8571201" target=_blank>#157</A> SueG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyway, Charles, do you think there would be protests if the community centre 
was built -without the mosque-? (And I'm not talking about racist shithats who 
will oppose anything who is not a "wasp", because they sure will protest 
anything like that.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that Muslims have already been using the deserted Burlington 
Coat Factory building as a prayer center for quite a while?</P> 
<P>It's too late. <EM>They're heeere.</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572914 36912 183 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:12:20pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/8572430" target=_blank>#180</A> tweav</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment at LGF. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571075 36913 14 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 1:04:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8571065" target=_blank>#7</A> nonsense</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Can you say for sure there's a concerted effort by a large group of 
progressives to target and send out kill commands to all its members against 
you? A group that creates sockpuppet accounts and just makes more when they get 
banned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, absolutely I can. I've written quite a bit about it.</P> 
<P>A reader once used some kind of script to capture the output of Digg Spy, and 
sent me the files -- there's very little doubt when you see the swarms of 
buriers that they were organized somehow. And I identified several people who 
would get banned for these kinds of activities and immediately re-register and 
take up where they left off.</P> 
<P>I eventually stopped caring about it, because I was just ramming my head into 
a brick wall. Nobody at Digg really gave a shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571819 36914 208 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 9:17:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8571725" target=_blank>#207</A> bricko</EM></P> 
<P>Fanatically ignorant is no way to go through life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573125 36914 219 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/8572091" target=_blank>#209</A> 
SixDegrees</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps not, but the occurrence of similar and even larger such calvings in 
the past make the tie to present-day warming weak, at best. It is, apparently, 
something that happens normally, if rarely.</P> 
<P>There are better measures out there. This one, not so much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://news.discovery.com/earth/giant-glacier-breaks-on-anniversary-
of-global-warming.html" target=_blank>Giant Glacier Breaks on Anniversary of 
Global Warming</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Thursday, scientists discovered that a huge mass of ice four times the 
size of Manhattan had broken free of Petermann glacier in northwestern 
Greenland. The "ice island" was the largest calving event on the glacier since 
1962, and researchers estimated Petermann lost nearly a quarter of its floating 
ice tongue in one go.</P> 
<P>Any individual calving event, like a bad storm, wildfire, or flood, is not 
necessarily a symptom of global warming. <STRONG>But large bergs also crumbled 
off Petermann in in 2001 and 2008, and Jason Box of Ohio State University has 
been studying the glacier -- and expecting this breakup event -- for some time. 
He said the glacier's behavior in recent years is "all part of a climate warming 
pattern."</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575106 36914 231 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 10:34:36am  
 
<P>What you see at the end of this thread is the climate change deniers' tactic 
known as "baffling 'em with bullshit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571413 36915 2 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 5:31:28pm  
 
<P>This is one of the best Crowded House albums in years. Really digging it. The 
iTunes version comes with 11 videos and a very cool digital booklet.</P> 
<P>Here's an iTunes store link with the LGF affiliate ID embedded:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-
bin/stat?id=05NfdasDy7Y&amp;offerid=146261&amp;type=3&amp;subid=0&amp;tmpid=1826
&amp;RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fitunes.apple.com%252Fus%252Falbum%252Fintriguer
-deluxe-edition%252Fid378441542%253Fuo%253D4%2526partnerId%253D30" 
target=_blank>click.linksynergy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571444 36915 8 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 6:14:30pm  
 
<P>I'm surprised no one has brought up the issue of Neil's odd mustache 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08571456 36915 19 Charles Sat, Aug 7, 2010 6:23:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8571450" target=_blank>#14</A> Kruk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today's right wing looniness:</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck: Obama's America is like "Planet of the Apes" (Get it? Get it? Do 
ya? Hur, hur, hur).</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/08/07/glenn-beck-compares-
obama_n_674591.html" target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh:</P> 
<P>Michelle Obama gets a media free pass as reparation for our slave past.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/08/06/rush-limbaugh-media-
givin_n_674071.html" target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Jesus wept.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rush Limbaugh is far richer than Michelle Obama will ever be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572260 36916 255 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 9:49:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8572136" target=_blank>#145</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please, can those who do, please stop calling everyone who opposes the Mosque 
(which I do not) a bigot?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/08/06/AR2010080603006.html" target=_blank>A Muslim 
victim of 9/11: 'Build your mosque somewhere else'</A></P> 
<P>Some of the opponents have valid, very personal, reasons for their 
opposition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I absolutely will NOT stop calling the bigoted opponents of the Park51 
project "bigots."</P> 
<P>There is NO valid reason to oppose this project. Every single "reason" cited 
by the Bigot Brigade boils down to simple prejudice. Period.</P> 
<P>The fact that they've found one or two Muslims who will debase themselves 
publicly and support their bigoted quest does not change this fact. This tactic 
is tedious and mindless -- Rush Limbaugh can't be a racist because he has a 
black producer, Tea Party groups can't be racist because they have a few black 
members, etc. etc. etc., ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>It's a bullshit tactic, designed to cover for bigotry and racism, and I'm not 
going to fall for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572305 36916 300 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:03:52am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/8572291" target=_blank>#286</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your inability to see, to so much as admit that an opposing view might have 
merit...</P> 
<P>I don't know what to say, really I don't. Oh well...differing opinions make 
the world go 'round.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly which opinion has merit?</P> 
<P>How in the hell can you possibly attempt to justify taking away 
constitutional rights from your fellow American citizens?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572308 36916 303 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:04:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/8572302" target=_blank>#297</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would that mean 61% of New Yorkers who don't support it are bigots? I had no 
idea bigotry was that bad in the city.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they've been tricked into supporting a bigoted cause, by people who are 
fear mongering and lying about it.</P> 
<P>It's called populism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572320 36916 315 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:09:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/8572317" target=_blank>#312</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So NYC is now a major bigot city on the east coast now? WOW. I had no 
idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're repeating another deception from the Bigot Brigade, of course. The 
fact is that a majority of Manhattan residents SUPPORT the Park51 
project.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572322 36916 317 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:10:12am  
 
<P>I'm still waiting for you to tell us which reason for opposing the Park51 
project is "valid," according to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572328 36916 322 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:11:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/8572324" target=_blank>#319</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story I linked to only asked that the owners re-think it.</P> 
<P>As did another I added to links.As did the original ADL statement.</P> 
<P>They are not going to sue, they are not going to try to stop it, they oppose 
it on moral grounds.</P> 
<P>It is a constitutional right for an American citizen to join the military, 
yet some oppose recruitment offices...It is a constitutional right to obtain an 
abortion yet some oppose clinics...</P> 
<P>Those who call all opposition bigoted are not going past the constitutional 
issue at all, to the true hurt this is causing.</P> 



<P>Build it, it can't legally be stopped, and it shouldn't legally be 
stopped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are some people's feelings more important than others to you? Why do you 
ignore the fact that innocent Muslim Americans died in the 9/11 attacks? Their 
feelings obviously just don't count to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572341 36916 335 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:16:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/8572329" target=_blank>#323</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Fact: a different poll shows that a majority of Manhattan residents do NOT 
oppose the mosque. Apparently the Bigot Brigade hasn't succeeded in hoodwinking 
everyone.</P> 
<P>And in any case -- opinion polls do NOT matter. The Constitution applies to 
all US citizens, whether bigots like it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572343 36916 337 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:17:39am  
 
<P>And I'm STILL waiting for you to tell me which reasons for opposing the 
Park51 project are "valid," in your opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572348 36916 342 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:18:55am  
 
<P>It's pretty amazing how the talking points from wingnut blogs find their way 
into LGF comments almost instantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572356 36916 350 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:20:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/8572345" target=_blank>#339</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<P>And now, because one Muslim wrote an op-ed coming out against ANY religious 
buildings near Ground Zero, that makes my points meaningless?</P> 
<P>Again: why do you think the feelings of Muslims who lost family members on 
9/11 don't count?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572367 36916 361 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:22:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/8572360" target=_blank>#354</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have held this position from the start, as you well know, because we have 
disagreed from the start.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've been wrong from the start. And I'm still waiting to hear which points 
against the Park51 project you think are "valid."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572382 36916 376 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:26:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/8572371" target=_blank>#365</A> 
bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I have also not heard how many blocks away from Ground Zero would be 
satisfactory to "concerned neighbors" like Sarah Palin and Newt 
Gingrich.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idea that the whole thing is because of the proximity to Ground Zero is a 
blatant lie.</P> 
<P>If this were true, we wouldn't be seeing this disgusting anti-mosque bigotry 
spreading across the country, powered by Fox News and GOP demagogues, and an 
underbelly of bigoted racist right wing blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572387 36916 380 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:26:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/8572385" target=_blank>#378</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you, some here have.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. I said she's supporting the bigots with her self-demeaning article. 
Apparently you're unable to get this distinction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572390 36916 383 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:28:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/8572389" target=_blank>#382</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic. Trying to turn the issue of the Constitutionality of building Park51 
into an issue of "victimizing" people by calling them out as bigots. I think we 
should call this the bigot-card.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the same old tedious frame-flipping tactic that comes up every single 
time someone calls the right wing on its bigotry and fear 
mongering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572394 36916 387 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:29:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/8572385" target=_blank>#378</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<P>I'm still waiting for you to explain which points against building the Park51 
project are "valid."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572408 36916 400 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:35:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/8572392" target=_blank>#385</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, nevermind.</P> 
<P>Really. it's is obvious that many haven't read my posts fully and have knee-
jerked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Never mind?"</P> 
<P>So I'll have to assume that you simply can't make the argument that there are 
"valid" points against building Park51. I've asked you repeatedly to explain 
what those "valid" points are, and you've just ignored me. Now you say "never 
mind."</P> 
<P>It's obvious that you can't make a rational case.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572460 36917 8 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 10:56:24am  



 
<P>Carl Paladino has already been exposed as <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36169_Tea_Parties_Racism_No_Way!" 
target=_blank>a racist piece of shit</A>. These are the people leading the 
opposition to Park51.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572811 36917 54 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 12:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8572704" target=_blank>#53</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ughughugh... this is so creepily reminiscent of the uprising of the extreme 
right in Europe a couple of years ago in forms like the German "Pro"-groups (<A 
href="http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/0,1518,526225,00.html" 
target=_blank>Pro Köln</A>, Pro NRW), the Austrian <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freedom_Party_of_Austria" 
target=_blank>FPÖ</A> (making slogans like <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/partee/247634314/lightbox/photos/partee/24763
4314/" target=_blank>"(At) Home instead of Islam"</A>) and <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alliance_for_the_Future_of_Austria" 
target=_blank>BZÖ</A>...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It definitely is reminiscent of that -- and there's a reason. The anti-Muslim 
bigotry of the European far right is being very deliberately promoted in the 
United States by people like Frank Gaffney, Robert Spencer, Pamela Geller, and a 
small but highly obsessed group of "anti-jihad" bloggers. It looks like the same 
thing because in many ways, it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572965 36917 58 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:47:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8572964" target=_blank>#57</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<P>What does any of that have to do with the Park51 project, or don't you 
care?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572969 36917 59 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:50:27pm  
 
<P>And what part of this is difficult for you to understand: Americans who 
happen to be Muslims have a constitutional right to freedom of religion, and you 
cannot take that away from them, much as you might like to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572985 36917 63 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:56:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8572980" target=_blank>#61</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<P>You mean that absurd whining victimization ploy that people are impinging on 
your rights, by criticizing the open bigotry behind this anti-mosque 
insanity?</P> 
<P>Did that answer your question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572988 36917 65 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:58:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8572986" target=_blank>#64</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 



<P>Oooh, scary. This fear of the day brought to you by Fox News and the New York 
Post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572991 36917 67 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:59:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8572990" target=_blank>#66</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, that's all the answer I have for your bullshit 
question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572997 36917 69 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:01:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8572994" target=_blank>#68</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>It's going to turn out to be another fake outrage. Guaranteed. The sources 
for this story have been pumping out the bigotry non-stop about this project, 
and have zero credibility left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573004 36917 72 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:03:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8573001" target=_blank>#70</A> Radical 
Rafe</EM></P> 
<P>So when did you stop beating your wife?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573013 36917 78 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:07:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8573011" target=_blank>#76</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny, I'm betting if you put that question to right-wing Christians, the 
number would be more like 97%.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that's part of the GOP platform, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573019 36917 79 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8573005" target=_blank>#73</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like it's just pending finalization of property deals with Con 
Edison.</P> 
<P>Nothing to see here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The developer has a purchase option, and he's using it. This is not 
"operating under false pretenses." He's exercising his guaranteed purchase 
option, but the deal is not yet finalized. Sure enough, it's another completely 
fake outrage.</P> 
<P>I don't even know why I bother reading these stories any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573022 36917 81 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8573010" target=_blank>#75</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>perhaps so ... but i brought it up with no axe to grind and i have no dog in 
the fight. but if it turns out that the ownership of the building is in 
question, that is a legitimate angle on the story.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd agree that if there really were some impropriety it would be legitimate 
news. This isn't it, though; it's just another distortion by the Distortion 
Factory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08574289 36917 130 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 8:45:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8574283" target=_blank>#129</A> zfog888</EM></P> 
<P>You are not welcome at my website. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572507 36918 5 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 11:20:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8572502" target=_blank>#2</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>was he the one that had the affair while his wife had 
cancer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He told her he wanted a divorce while she was in the hospital on her death 
bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572512 36918 8 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 11:23:50am  
 
<P>I love the line about how he was praying even while doing wrong. I'm sure he 
and his mistresses (and if he's confessing to two affairs, there are lots more, 
guaranteed) prayed fervently while getting it on. "Yes! Oh God!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572541 36918 29 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 11:42:07am  
 
<P>This isn't going to hurt Gingrich's chance of running for President. He knows 
that millions of rubes will swallow anything if it comes from James Dobson. This 
is a calculated move to appease the religious right in advance, and it will work 
because it always works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572923 36918 384 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:15:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/8572910" target=_blank>#372</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that also apply to finger pointing at Muslims? Just wondering since you 
did quite a bit of it on <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36912_Professor_Newts_Distorted_Hi
story_Lesson/comments/#cc8571084" target=_blank>yesterday's Newt 
thread</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every thread about the Park51 project has been flooded by these kinds of 
comments, after it scrolls down from the front page and they feel free to rant 
away without being challenged as much.</P> 
<P>And I mean <EM>every</EM> thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08572981 36918 433 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 1:55:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/8572973" target=_blank>#427</A> SueG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't point my finger at muslims.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You certainly do point your finger at Muslims. All Muslims. And you refuse to 
differentiate between the decent Americans behind the Park51 project and the 
terrorists who attacked us on 9/11.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/124/8571084" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573002 36918 445 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:02:17pm  
 
<P>The haters are really coming out now in the previous thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573026 36918 457 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:15:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/8573023" target=_blank>#455</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>Er, no - I wasn't referring to you.</P> 
<P>I just answered you below, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573046 36918 474 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 2:24:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/8573037" target=_blank>#466</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>No, I really don't think it needs looking into, considering the source. If 
credible reports show up elsewhere that there was some impropriety, then I'll 
start caring more. Stories from Fox News and the New York Post about the Park51 
project have zero credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573187 36919 4 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 3:30:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8573183" target=_blank>#3</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keeping hearing about the Shadow of Ground Zero. There is no shadow. We 
haven't fucking built anything there yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, if a certain area is hallowed and/or sacred enough, that alone 
will cast a gigantic shadow, within which Muslims must never 
dwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573597 36920 54 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 5:54:07pm  
 
<P>It would make press conferences much more colorful and 
amusing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08573619 36920 71 Charles Sun, Aug 8, 2010 5:58:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8573615" target=_blank>#69</A> Emmmieg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize that to his constituents, this would be a reason to vote for 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Basil Marceaux is like a drunken redneck version of 
Switzerland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575252 36922 34 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 11:43:35am  
 
<P>OT but possibly of interest: I'm adding a feature to the LGF Blog that will 
let registered users choose to receive any new comments posted in a thread via 
email. This will make it easier to keep track of comments for any Pages you 
post, or any threads you're interested in.</P> 
<P>The emails will be sent to the email in your account, so if it isn't current 
you should update it in the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
user-manage.php" target=_blank>My Account</A> page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575448 36923 31 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 1:19:37pm  
 
<P>The search function used to also show comments posted for Pages, but 
somewhere along there it stopped working. I'll get around to debugging it 
eventually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575471 36923 42 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 1:25:45pm  
 
<P>A digest is a good idea, but the first version is going to send individual 
emails for every new comment posted. I suggest setting up an email rule that 
moves these emails to their own folder, to avoid cluttering your 
Inbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575683 36923 193 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 3:16:20pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575748 36923 254 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 3:43:04pm  
 
<P>Yowza. This thing is working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575801 36923 304 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 3:59:47pm  
 
<P>I'm almost ready to turn this new feature loose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08575923 36923 399 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 4:48:47pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, you will now see the "Email new comments" checkbox at 
the lower left of the comment posting form.</P> 
<P>I highly recommend setting up a mail rule to automatically file this email in 
its own folder: I created a folder in my Apple Mail program called 'LGF 
Comments', then set up a rule to move incoming emails to that folder if they're 
from 'mailbot -at- littlegreenfootballs.com' and the subject line starts with 
'[LGF Comment]'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576043 36924 5 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 5:26:44pm  



 
<P>From the article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to this woman, who requested anonymity because of her current job 
as a clinical psychologist, "He and Randy came to my house, they knocked on my 
door, and then they blindfolded me, tied me up, and put me in their car. They 
took me to their apartment and tried to force me to take bong hits. They'd been 
smoking pot." After the woman refused to smoke with them, Paul and his friend 
put her back in their car and drove to the countryside outside of Waco, where 
they stopped near a creek. "They told me their god was 'Aqua Buddha' and that I 
needed to bow down and worship him," the woman recalls. "They blindfolded me and 
made me bow down to 'Aqua Buddha' in the creek. I had to say, 'I worship you 
Aqua Buddha, I worship you.' At Baylor, there were people actively going around 
trying to save you and we had to go to chapel, so worshiping idols was a big no-
no."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576045 36924 6 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 5:27:39pm  
 
<P>All I can say is, Rand Paul shouldn't smoke pot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576068 36924 21 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 5:36:10pm  
 
<P>It's "The Adventures of AnchorBaby and AquaBuddha," brought to you by the 
Paul family.</P> 
<P>Too funny to fact-check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576078 36924 31 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 5:38:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8576069" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Finally a likable story about <STRIKE>Ron</STRIKE> Rand 
Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Randy sowed a few wild oats in his misspent youth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576164 36925 8 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 6:10:06pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I see that no one has subscribed to a thread yet.</P> 
<P>I know how you feel. It's kinda scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576302 36926 7 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 7:07:08pm  
 
<P>Patience, grasshoppers. Patience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576364 36926 43 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 7:46:40pm  
 
<P><A href="http://bigjournalism.com/lmarcus/2010/08/09/first-black-
conservative-press-conference-sent-a-powerful-message/" target=_blank>The Andrew 
Breitbart Minstrel Show</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08576387 36926 65 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 8:06:39pm  
 
<P>I see that David Yerushalmi is now being quoted by newspapers as an opponent 
of the Park51 project.</P> 
<P>This is a formerly open white supremacist wacko, who tried to hide the 
evidence of his racist views when exposed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7016975" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2007/12/27/20819/823" 
target=_blank>www.talk2action.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576400 36926 76 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 8:18:43pm  
 
<P>It's incredibly creepy to see these people who tried so hard to enlist me, 
crawling out of the woodwork and pushing their bigoted agendas harder than 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576404 36926 80 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 8:22:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8576398" target=_blank>#74</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, he got the Internet Archive to delete their copies of his shockingly 
racist and misogynist article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08576414 36926 89 Charles Mon, Aug 9, 2010 8:31:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8576406" target=_blank>#82</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, <A href="http://www.mcadamreport.org/The%20McAdam%20Report%28585%29-05-
12-06.pdf" target=_blank>here's something.</A> (PDF)</P> 
<P>Got to page 7 and you'll find: David Yerushalmi -- On Race: A Tentative 
Discussion</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good find. I saved a copy, because it could come in handy in light of 
this:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/mta_approves_bus_ads_opposing_ground_Co
2j0MHIZ8Yc6zy9nTSY9L" target=_blank>MTA approves bus ads opposing Ground Zero 
mosque</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ads opposing a planned mosque near Ground Zero should soon be seen on city 
buses after the MTA signed off on their controversial design today.</P> 
<P>A lawyer for the New Hampshire group behind the campaign called the decision 
"a victory not just for free speech but against political correctness and Mayor 
Bloomberg's bullying."</P> 
<P>Lawyer David Yerushalmi said the ads would be printed up and posted on city 
buses within the next 10 days.</P> 
<P>The American Freedom Defense Initiative sued the MTA in Manhattan federal 
court last week to force it to accept the ads.</P> 
<P>They feature an image of an airplane headed toward the burning World Trade 
Center, along with a high-rise that's labeled "WTC Mega Mosque" and the words 
"Why There?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577198 36926 462 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:21:25am  



 
<P>If you're going to come into this thread first thing in the morning, see all 
the deletions, and just ignore it all and get right back into it, you're getting 
a 24-hour timeout. If you continue after the timeout, your account will be 
history.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577039 36927 216 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:18:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8577038" target=_blank>#215</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice article in the Daily Beast re: Park51 Mosque:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thedailybeast.com/blogs-and-stories/2010-08-
10/why-muslims-like-me-agree-with-the-tea-party-activists/?cid=hp:mainpromo5" 
target=_blank>www.thedailybeast.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Read the full piece</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, be sure to read the full piece so everyone can feel secure that they're 
not being bigots by advocating taking away constitutional rights from Muslim 
Americans. Hey, a Muslim says it too! That proves there's no bigotry at all 
here!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577041 36927 218 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:20:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8577025" target=_blank>#204</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't say it sounded like a solid plan, just that it wasn't going to be a 
typical bar/restaurant . Personally, I think it's funny as hell and it would 
make one great Monty python sketch but I wouldn't want to invest actual money in 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see anything funny about this. It's on par with the French neo-Nazis 
and their neighborhood pork parties, and you would be freaking out if someone 
proposed doing the same thing next to a church.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577046 36927 222 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:26:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8577044" target=_blank>#221</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Oh please. Who do you think you're kidding? The whole purpose of that article 
is to side with the people who are against the Park51 community 
center.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577047 36927 223 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:26:43am  
 
<P>Well, looks like the bigotry is even taking over here. 
Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577050 36927 226 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:31:15am  
 
<P>I swear, I have never seen anything like the deluge of intolerance that's 
been released over the Park51 project. It's beyond appalling. Has the whole 
country gone insane?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577081 36928 5 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:51:28am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8577078" target=_blank>#3</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What idiocy, this reminds me of the "Pig Races" someone opened a while back 
where an Islamic Group was trying to build a mosque. I really do support gays 
being able to have a bar anywhere, but you are entirely correct in pointing out 
the hypocrisy of the haters proposing this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's also similar to the French neo-Nazis and their "pork parties." Yuk yuk. 
This is the kind of stuff that makes haters chuckle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577087 36928 9 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:54:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8577085" target=_blank>#8</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is Greg Gutfeld's position on gay marriage?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wouldn't be on Fox News if he was a supporter of gay 
rights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577093 36928 15 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 9:56:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8577091" target=_blank>#13</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think working for Fox make one automatically anti-gay 
anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes ... it pretty much does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577106 36928 28 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:01:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8577101" target=_blank>#23</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I suspect he is pretty much a hypocrite, considering he calls himself a 
libertarian, and according to the libertarian platforms and opinions on the GLBT 
community, they are not against gay marriage.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Libertarian_perspectives_on_LGBT_rights" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Gutfeld has some 'plaining to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rand Paul calls himself a libertarian too, and he's in favor of a 
constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage. The word "libertarian" does not 
mean what it used to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577144 36928 66 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:11:38am  
 
<P>Please note -- this has absolutely nothing to do with a valid criticism of 
homophobia in Islam. That's very obviously not the intent of this stupid 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577181 36928 101 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:18:15am  
 



<P>I hope Gutfeld really does carry through on this (although I suspect it's all 
bullshit), because he'll lose his shirt if he does. A gay bar for Muslims in 
lower Manhattan that doesn't serve alcohol. Sounds like a real 
winner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577221 36928 138 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:29:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8577214" target=_blank>#131</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have a winner already, I won't spoil the surprise:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com/the_daily_dish/2010/08/name-that-
bar.html" target=_blank>andrewsullivan.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you understand that Sullivan is mocking Gutfeld's idea, not agreeing 
with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577230 36928 146 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:32:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8577228" target=_blank>#144</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, that's what I thought. You don't get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577241 36928 156 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:36:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8577236" target=_blank>#151</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Bryan Fischer is the fundamentalist freak who always takes the latest bigotry 
a couple of steps farther than anyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577243 36928 158 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 10:37:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8577233" target=_blank>#149</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ask him for his serious view, he would never respond to a nobody like me but 
he would for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't need to ask - his meaning is perfectly clear to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577375 36928 264 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:38:34am  
 
<P>Atheism is not a "religion," and I've never understood why it's so important 
to some religious people to insist that it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577369 36929 16 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:36:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8577363" target=_blank>#13</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since the implication has been that opposition to the project=anti-muslim 
bigotry, that was my focus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And since your implication is that opposition is NOT anti-Muslim bigotry, 
exactly what opposition points do you think have merit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577380 36929 22 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:41:19am  



 
<P>As far as I'm concerned, there are no valid objections to the Park51 project. 
Every talking point has been shown to be distorted, false, or illogical.</P> 
<P>When you eliminate rational reasons for opposing it, all that's left is 
prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577425 36929 57 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:54:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8577404" target=_blank>#40</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>You didn't answer my question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577428 36929 60 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:55:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8577407" target=_blank>#42</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You realize that we've seen Raheel Raza's name flash in front of the screen 
at least 100 times already. Most of us have already read what she has to 
say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over and over they post that one. It's supposed to end the argument, and 
prove that there's no bigotry going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577444 36929 71 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 11:58:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8577439" target=_blank>#67</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's certainly a counter argument that all who oppose the location are 
"bigots".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it really isn't. But I see why you'd like to believe 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577469 36929 90 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8577449" target=_blank>#74</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Broken down to it's simplest form, the argument over the mosque is that we 
shouldn't allow the people that destroyed the WTC build in the general vicinity. 
Considering the varied nature of Islam, that is a flawed argument. To say that 
the people building this mosque had anything to do with 9/11 is flat out 
wrong.</P> 
<P>IMO, opposition is coming in three forms: 1) there are people that honestly 
don't see that the argument is bigoted at its base (likely most), 2) bigots 
pushing the agenda (Geller/Spencer) and 3) people who see that the mosque itself 
isn't an issue, but feel that in order to keep the bigots in their little hidey 
holes, it's bad for muslim relations (IMO, that is Raza's 
segment)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree that there are some people who may be unaware that their opposition 
to the mosque is based on prejudice, either because they're ignorant about the 
facts or because they don't care about the facts. But I'm not sure that's a 
valid excuse. If you don't know the facts, continuing to spout an ignorant 
position is at best irresponsible, at worst an indication of, yes, 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08577505 36929 124 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8577481" target=_blank>#100</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, it's your opinion that opposition is based <EM>solely</EM> on bigotry. 
That there can be other considerations is not something you are willing to 
contemplate, but that doesn't mean they don't have validity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why can't you list some of the "valid" objections?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577541 36929 159 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:24:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8577531" target=_blank>#149</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have. But what is valid to one person is bunk to another, which is the way 
things work in a free society, and as I said, I don't really have a dog in this 
fight, so I'm out of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you have not. And now you're trying to just glide right out of it without 
ever defending your own statements.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577546 36929 164 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:25:14pm  
 
<P>Here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577554 36929 172 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8577533" target=_blank>#151</A> Mayor of 
Shadyville</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2. Does the organization that is building this facility openly denounce 
Islamic terror, more specifically Al Qaeda, Hezbollah, and 
Hamas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imam Rauf is on record saying, "I am a supporter of the state of Israel."</P> 
<P>Does that sound like a secret radical terrorist to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577623 36929 240 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:44:30pm  
 
<P>Geller and Yerushalmi are going to be allowed to put their misleading anti-
Cordoba billboard on MTA buses. And they're using the First Amendment to justify 
it -- the same amendment that they deny applies to Muslims.</P> 
<P>Warning: this video contains an appearance of the shrieking harpy, and may 
not be human-safe.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://wpix.vid.trb.com/wpix/video/2010/8/10/WPIX-
VID98019-IN21334-OUT26133-1A3B293B-4C60BAE4/outformats/flash/28b5eef1-b099-4c90-
a843-5b01299ac0ec.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08577631 36929 248 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:45:53pm  
 
<P>This topic wakes up the sleepers every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577648 36929 265 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 12:50:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8577632" target=_blank>#249</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh jeez. There's Raheel Raza again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It won't be the last time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577705 36929 318 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:05:06pm  
 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577707 36929 320 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:05:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/312/8577699" target=_blank>#312</A> Mayor of 
Shadyville</EM></P> 
<P>Is this the first account you've registered at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577754 36929 367 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:17:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/8577742" target=_blank>#355</A> Judith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easy, 9/11 was radical Islam or what the Canadian Muslim Congress calls 
"political" Islam. The people building the Mosque have not, according to CMC 
provided the assurances required to show they are not part of the same movement. 
If they are of the same movement then the charges of radical/political 
triumphalism and thumbing their nose at American and glorifying the terrotists 
act are correct.</P> 
<P>It is easy to show this is not the case. Let them show it. Thus far they are 
not doing so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe we should just ask them, "When did you stop beheading the 
infidels?"</P> 
<P>(A variation on "when did you stop beating your wife.")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577759 36929 372 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:18:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/8577691" target=_blank>#304</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's an interesting take by <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZ5TajZYW6Y" target=_blank>Raheel Raza</A>, 
in case you missed it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, I must have missed that the last 274 times it was 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577769 36929 382 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:20:16pm  
 



<P>It's a double-flounce thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577778 36929 391 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:21:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/8577774" target=_blank>#387</A> 
cliffster</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mine was more insightful than the others.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, if you want to rickroll me, you're going to have to post a link that I 
would consider clicking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577784 36929 397 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:22:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8577758" target=_blank>#371</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the flounce record for a single thread?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One Rush Limbaugh race-baiting thread had more than 20 flounces. It was a 
lemming run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577787 36929 400 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:23:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/8577783" target=_blank>#396</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click on it, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do I look like, an amateur?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08577815 36929 428 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 1:32:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8577800" target=_blank>#413</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently Mardukhai did, but we missed it. Or failed to understand it. Or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His claim is that Imam Rauf "supported the dictator of Sudan."</P> 
<P>It's based on the fact that Rauf visited Sudan as an election observer, in 
their very first democratic elections, and said that although the elections were 
flawed they were a good first step on the road to democracy. (I'm paraphrasing, 
of course; there's a video.)</P> 
<P>Apparently, promoting democracy in Sudan is the same thing as supporting the 
dictator.</P> 
<P>To me, it looks like Imam Rauf really is the kind of moderate Muslim we 
should all support. He travels overseas to Islamic countries to support and 
promote democratic elections. Why is this supposed to be bad 
again?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578173 36930 115 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 3:12:20pm  
 
<P>John Joseph Jay sounds a lot like one of the cretins at the stalker 
blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08578182 36930 124 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 3:16:05pm  
 
<P>And this, right here, is why I recoiled when the "anti-jihad" bloggers tried 
to enlist me to support people like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579163 36930 552 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:39:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/551/8579063" target=_blank>#551</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of the "hatred" I see here emanates from those who ether think they are 
liberal thinkers, or pretend to be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, really.</P> 
<P>So you can read the post at the top of this thread and still say all the 
hatred is coming from liberals, huh?</P> 
<P>Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579591 36930 566 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 8:51:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/8579367" target=_blank>#554</A> Crusader</EM></P> 
<P>And <EM>another</EM> sleeper awakes. It's remarkable how these threads wake 
up the anti-Muslim crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08581097 36930 569 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 6:38:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/8580619" target=_blank>#568</A> Crusader</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu, "Crusader!" I'm sure you will find other 
websites that let you crusade to your heart's content. We won't miss 
you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578598 36931 6 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 5:29:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8578593" target=_blank>#3</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's not the point. The crowd that was watching Breitbart save the goat 
really are a bunch of goatfuckers. When did this story become about 
Breitbart?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All those motorists, laughing as they tried to run that poor goat down. 
Laughing, I say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578606 36931 8 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 5:35:15pm  
 
<P>Coming soon: the 'email new comments' feature will let you receive only 
replies to your comments, in addition to the current firehose 
approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578620 36931 18 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 5:42:22pm  
 
<P>Notice how I waited until after work hours to post this. That's how sensitive 
I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08578660 36931 49 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 5:59:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8578657" target=_blank>#46</A> nines09</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now a little shout out to home schooling. Wonder who hires this 
masterpiece.<A 
href="http://blogs.riverfronttimes.com/dailyrft/2010/08/andy_schlafly_strikes_ei
nstein_theory_of_relativity_liberal_conspiracy.php" target=_blank>The crazy 
keeps coming</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andy Schlafly would be a funny caricature of conservative anti-science 
craziness, except that he's a real person who really thinks like this, from an 
influential political family with lots of money. And that's not so 
funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578704 36931 89 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:13:24pm  
 
<P>"Aldous" is out of here, by the way, after a software-aided 
review.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578714 36931 97 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:14:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8578708" target=_blank>#92</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<P>Anti-Israel troll. They do still exist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578741 36931 124 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:22:53pm  
 
<P>Regular expressions, how do I love thee? Let me count the 
ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578750 36931 132 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:24:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8578721" target=_blank>#104</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>Congratulations and best wishes, Alouette and Zedushka.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578760 36931 141 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:27:08pm  
 
<P>How can you not love a regular expression that's this cute?</P> 
<P><CODE>preg_match_all('/^re: #\d{1,4} (.+?)$/im', $s, 
$matches);</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08578806 36931 185 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 6:42:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/8578801" target=_blank>#180</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Saw that coming; the Paul family are experts at exploiting fringe libertarian 
ideology for grass-roots support, then abandoning it when politically necessary 
to get elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579051 36931 422 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:10:38pm  



 
<P>And now we test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579055 36931 426 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/8579051" target=_blank>#422</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now we test.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's see now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579062 36931 433 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:12:16pm  
 
<P>Yes, we test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579068 36931 437 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:13:14pm  
 
<P>Oh yeah. We now have a feature that can email only replies to your comments. 
Talk to me quick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579082 36931 450 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:16:10pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page you'll see that the "Email new comments" checkbox is 
now a drop-down menu with three options:</P> 
<P>Not subscribedEmail all commentsEmail replies to me</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579090 36931 458 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:17:28pm  
 
<P>Yes, it's a way to avoid missing it if someone replies to you. You get an 
automatic email when their comment is posted, if it contains the standard LGF 
'reply' line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579091 36931 459 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:17:56pm  
 
<P>Come on, work with me here, people. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579100 36931 468 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:19:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/464/8579096" target=_blank>#464</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get over a hundred emails a day I'm supposed to act on. LGF comments going 
to my email would put me right over the edge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You say that as if it would be a bad thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579101 36931 469 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:19:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8579099" target=_blank>#467</A> fat bastard 
vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do I have this right?</P> 



<P>I ask SFZ a question (like earlier) but she doesn't answer me until I'm 
beddie bye... next day I have a notification that she answered my 
query?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eggs ackley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579200 36931 562 Charles Tue, Aug 10, 2010 8:52:12pm  
 
<P>Tea Party kook Ken Buck won in Colorado.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579599 36932 190 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 8:59:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/8579587" target=_blank>#179</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>GGAAHHH</P> 
<P>That damn Racist Rush is at it again!!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=512212&amp;id=136264019722601&amp;re
f=fbx_album" target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=512224&amp;id=136264019722601&amp;re
f=fbx_album" target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that's supposed to somehow "prove" that Rush Limbaugh is not a race-
baiting asshole, which he indisputably IS, try making an argument that makes 
sense next time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579601 36932 191 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 9:02:00am  
 
<P>It's really weird, and amazingly tone-deaf, that after everything I've posted 
about Rush Limbaugh and his long history of sickening race-baiting, we still 
have people at LGF who try to brush it off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579605 36932 195 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 9:06:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8579603" target=_blank>#193</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to make an apology for Rush, because I do agree that he's said 
some stuff that's really beyond the pale. I don't even listen to him anymore. I 
do have to wonder how much of it he believes himself and how much of it he just 
throws out there for pure shock/"entertainment" value to boost his 
ratings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the difference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579606 36932 196 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 9:07:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8579604" target=_blank>#194</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't recognize that there can be honest objections to both. To me, 
legalizing gay marriage is a mistake that can't be averted. Legalizing polygamy 
is a mistake that can still be avoided.</P> 



<P>The two are separate questions. Some here want both. Some want just one and 
not the other. The same must be true nationwide. The simplest, least disruptive 
path to making just the first mistake, (my perspective), or winning gays the 
right to have their arrangements recognized in federal law as marriage (the 
other camp's perspective), is to sever the two issues and work toward gay 
marriage legalization in a way that closes the door to legalized polygamy.</P> 
<P>You'd get, not converts, but allies anyhow, from my side, if you did it that 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please link to one person who advocates both gay marriage and polygamy. I 
have never seen this. Not once.</P> 
<P>It's a fantasy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579840 36932 226 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 11:06:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8579673" target=_blank>#221</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -In the thread lostlakehiker and I are talking about, there were many 
there who either supported it, or didn't think it was any sort of big deal.</P> 
<P>Again, as I read through the thread, many folks were making the very point 
that they were trying to disprove - that is, that after gay marriage, polygamy 
would be next up on the agenda.</P> 
<P>It may be the particular lens through which I read those comments that led me 
to that conclusion - but it sure seemed a reasonable conclusion to me at the 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, well ... I didn't read that thread, so wasn't aware of any of that.</P> 
<P>My point is that I've never seen anyone seriously proposing legalizing 
polygamy in any real way, but I see the threat of it used all the time in 
"slippery slope" arguments by gay marriage opponents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579645 36933 15 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 9:37:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8579644" target=_blank>#14</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM><EM><EM>Mike catches holy hell in poll</EM></EM></EM></P> 
<P>Mayor Bloomberg's popularity rating has dropped to its lowest level in five 
years, in part because of his ardent defense of a proposed mosque several blocks 
from Ground Zero, according to a poll released yesterday.</P> 
<P>New Yorkers' approval of their third-term mayor (pictured) dipped to 49 
percent, down from 56 percent in April, as 53 percent of those surveyed said 
they disagree with his position on the mosque, according to the Marist 
survey.</P> 
<P>"The mosque is not doing him any good . . . He's certainly on the wrong side 
of public opinion on that in the city," said pollster Lee Miringoff, director of 
Marist College's Institute for Public Opinion.</P> 
<P>Read more: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/mike_catches_holy_hell_in_poll_qHNIOoNZ
cqXjig9JUmj2sK#ixzz0wJejJkj4" 
target=_blank>www.nypost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The New York Post is distorting the results of that poll. I'm going to post 
something about it soon.</P> 
<P>The fact is that a majority of Manhattanites SUPPORT the Cordoba 
House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08579708 36934 12 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 10:12:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8579697" target=_blank>#5</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, the link to the crosstabs is wrong. It should be <A 
href="http://maristpoll.marist.edu/wp-
content/misc/nycpolls/c100728/Bloomberg_RV/Views_Toward_Construction_of_Mosque_N
ear_World_Trade_Center_Site.htm" target=_blank>this</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was linking to the full PDF, but the link got messed up. Thanks -- that 
direct link to a web page is better, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579787 36934 78 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 10:41:06am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8579779" target=_blank>#70</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the link to the Marist poll:[Link: <A 
href="http://maristpoll.marist.edu/wp-
content/misc/nycpolls/c100728/Bloomberg_RV/Complete%20August%2010,%202010%20NYC%
20Poll%20Release%20and%20Tables.pdf" 
target=_blank>maristpoll.marist.edu...</A>]</P> 
<P>The poll subset says that 53% of Manhattanites support the mosque, but this 
subset carries a margin of error much greater than the poll-wide margin of 3.5%, 
therefore it is not correct to say that a clear majority of Manhattanites 
support the mosque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Every table in the poll lists a MOE of +/- 
4%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579791 36934 82 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 10:42:34am  
 
<P>And the section about New York City is simply explaining how they derived the 
number at which it was statistically significant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579800 36934 90 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 10:47:45am  
 
<P>The bottom line, in any case: in a legal sense it does not matter how the 
public "feels" about this.</P> 
<P>I really meant it when I called this a textbook example of populist 
demagoguery. The madness of crowds. A little lesson in human behavior -- how 
easily people can be misled by fearmongering and appeals to latent or not-so-
latent bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580095 36934 173 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 12:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8579809" target=_blank>#98</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles ... good job on this very polarizing story. When it comes to your 
support for Israel, the fact that you also are demanding that muslims be 
protected by the constitution shows you are as close to objective as possible. 
It enhances your credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thank you for the words of support!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580762 36934 185 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 4:11:32pm  
 
<P>Happens every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08581312 36934 190 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 8:07:31pm  
 
<P>It's a sleeperfest!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584854 36934 202 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 10:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/8584839" target=_blank>#201</A> Hieronymus 
Bosch</EM></P> 
<P>Get off my website, and while you're at it, you can kiss my ass for that 
"incitements to genocide" remark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584864 36934 204 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 10:52:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8584857" target=_blank>#203</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1.) That email comment subscription thingy is way handy.</P> 
<P>2.) You just saved me a bunch more typing. Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They always try to leave this crap at the end of threads about to be 
archived. And clearly, it's not just the wingnuts who do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08579970 36935 93 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 11:47:56am  
 
<P>Now we see why Newt Gingrich made such a big public display out of confessing 
to James Dobson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580026 36935 142 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 12:04:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8579987" target=_blank>#108</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0810/40948.html" 
target=_blank>Sen. Harry Reid doubles down on Hispanic comment</A></P> 
<P>Sure he meant that...he was just taken out of context./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure why that's supposed to be outrageous. He's saying that the 
Republican Party is hostile to Hispanics, and I think it's possible to make a 
pretty good case that this is true. What's supposed to be so horrible about 
Reid's statement?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580036 36935 150 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 12:05:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8579997" target=_blank>#117</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is it racist to point out that it's not in a Hispanic person's best 
interest to vote for a Republican?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580380 36936 13 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 1:49:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, if a comment contains more than one reply line, all the people 
replied to will receive emails if they're subscribed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580389 36936 20 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 1:53:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8580384" target=_blank>#15</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooooh...nifty!</P> 
<P>Any word on the adjustable digest option?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's quite a bit more complicated, and requires adjusting the 
server's crontab, caching the emails, etc. I'm considering it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580422 36936 49 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 2:00:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8580402" target=_blank>#31</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, and obviously you realize that this means no comment can ever again be 
"deleted," right, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not actually "deleted" now. I can always restore a deleted 
comment.</P> 
<P>I know what you mean, but the reason for deleting comments is more just to 
get them off the page so they don't keep stirring people up long after their 
shelf life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580432 36936 57 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 2:02:20pm  
 
<P>That's right -- the emails are sent at the time each comment is posted. You 
don't get anything that was posted before you subscribe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580438 36936 63 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 2:03:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8580424" target=_blank>#50</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I click the "email replies" button on THIS COMMENT, then I guess I will 
only get replies made directly to THIS comment, not any comments I make?</P> 
<P>Let's see what happens. Would someone reply to this please?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- you'll get all replies to you in the thread, even if they're replies to 
another comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580513 36936 130 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 2:32:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8580501" target=_blank>#118</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The AFA has come up with a policy on tolerance regarding the building of 
mosques in the US.</P> 
<P><A href="http://action.afa.net/Blogs/BlogPost.aspx?id=2147497353" 
target=_blank>No more mosques, period.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bryan Fischer is also the fanatical freakazoid who recently said: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36435_American_Family_Association-
_Hitler_Was_Gay_Thats_Why_He_Was_So_Evil" target=_blank>Hitler Was Gay, That's 
Why He Was So Evil</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580594 36936 204 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 3:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8580573" target=_blank>#185</A> Kreniigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we're talking technical stuff, is there some kind of weird connection 
between addthis.com and the login process? I got so irritated by those pop-ups 
that I blacklisted addthis, only to find that I couldn't log in without first 
enabling it temporarily.</P> 
<P>Just wondering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, no connection. It sounds like you might possibly have turned off 
scripts altogether when you blocked addthis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08580933 36937 149 Charles Wed, Aug 11, 2010 5:13:48pm  
 
<P>So has anyone shown up yet going, "You ignorant fools don't know the terrible 
danger we're in! Not only should we ban mosques, we should deport them all 
before it's too late??!??!1eleven What happened to you Chuckie! Are the 
moooslims paying you now!?NBUBY*T^#&amp;*FG"</P> 
<P>I'm fully expecting it, after what happens at the end of every thread on this 
topic.</P> 
<P>I'm supposed to have a phone conversation tomorrow with a Washington Post 
writer about this, by the way...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582057 36937 281 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 9:24:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/8581801" target=_blank>#279</A> scrubone</EM></P> 
<P>Right. "A case to be made."</P> 
<P>So go ahead. I'd like to see you try to make the case that America should be 
more like Saudi Arabia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582016 36940 277 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 9:08:28am  
 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>So maybe a good step toward fighting against the radicals in Islam would be 
NOT TO DEMONIZE MUSLIMS, and not to lie about, smear, and distort the words of 
people like Imam Feisal Rauf.</P> 
<P>The right wing's treatment of this man is beyond disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582096 36940 350 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 9:40:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/8582092" target=_blank>#346</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/08/cantor-opposes-ground-
zero-mosque-america-is-built-on-freedom-of-religion-but-come-on-
video.php?ref=fpi" target=_blank>Cantor Opposes 'Ground Zero Mosque': America Is 
Built On Freedom Of Religion, 'But Come On' (VIDEO)</A></P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>The Constitution is outrageous!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unbelievable. The entire Republican Party is signing on to this freak 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582293 36941 130 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 11:11:14am  
 
<P>And here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582418 36941 150 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 11:54:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8582394" target=_blank>#147</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you understood what I posted quite well.I found the irony of 
attacking one person's constitutional right in order to ( supposedly) protect 
another...to be quite amusing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's called "criticism," and it has nothing to do with Cantor's rights. Try 
harder next time.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, when a leading politician says the Cordoba House shouldn't 
be built, that's far more serious than when a private citizen says it. As an 
elected official, Eric Cantor has a responsibility to uphold the Constitution, 
but his words make a mockery of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582535 36943 12 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 12:34:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8582530" target=_blank>#9</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"We fail to honor those killed by terrorists when we betray the bedrock 
principle of religious freedom that has guided our democracy for centuries."</P> 
<P>Good quote.</P> 
<P>Now, I'm gonna lay it out there, John Esposito signed this thing, and for 
some folks that will be all they need to denounce it.</P> 
<P>/not so much</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These aren't right wing religious leaders, that's for sure. The right wing is 
lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582617 36943 67 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:03:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8582604" target=_blank>#56</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Cordoba House/ the mosque are now copacetic?No more Park51?Just 
checking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, I'm sure you realize that my objection was to the term "Ground 
Zero Mosque," which is a ludicrous distortion invented by 
bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08582618 36943 68 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:04:45pm  
 
<P>Readers with Twitter accounts -- remember to retweet LGF posts! Just takes 
two clicks and a few seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582669 36943 112 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:24:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8582611" target=_blank>#62</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<P>In your opinion, which objections to the Cordoba project are valid?</P> 
<P>I'm asking because I honestly cannot see a single objection that isn't based 
on prejudice -- on the implicit assumption that the Muslim developers are 
somehow linked to the people who attacked us on 9/11.</P> 
<P>So go ahead, tell me what I'm missing. What's the non-prejudiced, non-
stereotyping argument against Cordoba House?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582691 36943 133 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:30:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8582683" target=_blank>#125</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, my old friend, I'm not sure how to answer that.</P> 
<P>The statement, "I honestly cannot see a single objection that isn't based on 
prejudice", isn't really an invite to debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it is an invitation. I haven't seen an argument that isn't based on 
prejudice. So if you think there is one, please make that argument and then we 
can hash it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582743 36943 181 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:46:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8582723" target=_blank>#164</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<P>Does this really sound like a radical Islamist to you? <A 
href="http://newsweek.washingtonpost.com/onfaith/panelists/feisal_abdul_rauf/201
0/07/center_an_attempt_to_prevent_the_next_911.html" target=_blank>On Faith 
Panelists Blog: Center an attempt to prevent the next 9/11 - Feisal Abdul 
Rauf</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The center will be open to everyone, not just Muslims. That is our mission - 
to provide common ground for people of all faiths.</P> 
<P>Freedom of religion is something we hold dear. It is the core of what America 
is all about, and it is what people worldwide respect about our country. The 
Qur'an itself says compulsion in religion is wrong.</P> 
<P>One of our goals is to encourage all countries that now shut out religions to 
understand this.</P> 
<P>American Muslims want to be both good Americans and good Muslims. They can be 
the best assets the US has in combating extremism. They know that many American 
values -- freedom of religion, human dignity and opportunity for prosperity -- 
are Muslim values too.</P> 
<P>We believe that people of good faith can use the common core of their 
religions to find solutions to problems that will let them live together. The 
genius of America has been to overcome fear and bigotry against newcomers with 
different religions to welcome the energy of the immigrant. I am confident that 
will happen again.</P> 
<P>I have been the imam at a mosque in this same neighborhood in New York for 27 
years. I am as much a part of this community as anyone. That is why I enjoy 



local support of my neighbors who wonder why outsiders are twisting my record. 
My work is precisely to make sure mosques are not recruiting grounds for 
radicals.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582757 36943 194 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:51:03pm  
 
<P>Imam Rauf on Sudan: <A 
href="http://newsweek.washingtonpost.com/onfaith/panelists/feisal_abdul_rauf/201
0/04/sudans_democratic_potential.html" target=_blank>On Faith Panelists Blog: 
Sudan's democratic potential - Feisal Abdul Rauf</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is essential that we not whitewash the real negatives of these elections. 
But it is just as critical not to ignore the hopeful signs. The universal ask I 
got from the man and woman on the street to government leaders, in North and 
South Sudan, was not to abandon them after the elections. They understand the 
fragility of what just happened, and although they each want continued American 
engagement for their own reasons, the common plea was to help fashion Sudan in 
the American image of a federation of states, where life, liberty and pursuit of 
happiness are the common rights of all.</P> 
<P>Given our costly experiences in evolving authoritarian Iraq and Afghan 
regimes towards democracy, wouldn't you agree that America's Sudan approach is 
no less as credible?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08582785 36943 222 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 1:58:52pm  
 
<P>Imam Rauf "excoriating" (actually, not) South Park: <A 
href="http://newsweek.washingtonpost.com/onfaith/panelists/feisal_abdul_rauf/201
0/05/how_government_should_address_conflicting_cultural_norms.html" 
target=_blank>On Faith Panelists Blog: Conflicting cultural norms require 
respect, restraint - Feisal Abdul Rauf</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freedom of expression is the law in the United States. It is something that 
the government must uphold. But the people who create this insulting material 
about the Prophet Muhammad should not be naïve. They are digging deeply at the 
cultural values of huge numbers of people, many of whom now live as law-abiding 
citizens of the United States.</P> 
<P>In this enlightened age, would the producers of South Park insult the values 
of African Americans?</P> 
<P>As to burqas, it is the cultural norm in Belgium and France for women to 
reveal their faces. It is a cultural norm in Saudi Arabia that they do not. If 
Muslims support the right of the Saudi government to require Western women in 
Saudi Arabia to wear abayas that cover their bodies and heads (but not their 
faces), then Muslims must support the right of the Belgian and French 
governments to ban the burqa in Belgium and France.</P> 
<P>Can we be upset in these times of heightened national security that the 
Belgians and French want to know who is walking around on their streets? And in 
these times when sensitivity about religion and respect are at a boil, cannot 
the arbiters of Western media show a little restraint?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. A radical Islamist who supports the right of Belgium and France to ban 
burqas. Haven't seen that before.</P> 
<P>His point about South Park is pretty clear -- he's definitely not advocating 
censorship, he's criticizing them for being deliberately insensitive. Which, uh, 
South Park kinda is. And I'm pretty sure I've seen other people than Muslims get 
offended by South Park too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08582883 36943 309 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 2:27:16pm  
 
<P>This is what keeps happening when I go and read one of these articles by Imam 
Rauf that are supposed to be so upsetting -- I keep discovering that he's 
amazingly reasonable sounding, and the things I'm supposed to be upset about are 
actually either 1) exaggerated, or 2) taken out of context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583035 36943 411 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 3:22:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/8582941" target=_blank>#361</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that's subjective.</P> 
<P>To tell South Park's creators to show "restraint" over, well, showing nothing 
all that offensive, anyway, after an implied threat to their life, makes me 
queasy. It's implying that the responsibility for any backlash lies with them, 
and not the people who threaten violence. I would think a true moderate would, 
first and foremost, be unequivocal in condemning threates of violence, before 
warning that Muslims are deeply offended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are so many statements from Rauf condemning violence in the name of 
Islam, I don't see this test as really being meaningful. In fact, in the very 
article about South Park you're referring to, he is clearly referring to 
extremist violence when he says:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can we be upset in these times of heightened national security that the 
Belgians and French want to know who is walking around on their 
streets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I think it's pretty clear he isn't trying to deny that Islam has problems 
with extremists who commit violent acts.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And thanks for pointing out his statements on Darfur. I guess what I'm 
looking for is an Arab-Muslim leader to unequivocally condemn the horrific 
genocide there, and I would think a true moderate would do that. But I guess 
that's a matter of expectations, as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What he <EM>did</EM> do is to support Sudan on its first steps toward 
democracy (and with more than words, he went there as an election observer), 
while fully acknowledging Sudan's existing problems. Doesn't somebody eventually 
have to do things like this if these countries are to ever evolve out of the 
Middle Ages? And shouldn't we be supporting Americans who do?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But really, the narrative that you're hewing to - that anyone who has any 
discomfort with this is simply bigoted and stand with the bigots - is not one I 
agree with.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not my point. The real bigots are the ones who are actively 
opposing this project. Not everyone who expresses discomfort is a bigot -- but I 
think I can make a pretty good case for ignorance, because I still haven't seen 
a really good reason for this "discomfort."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583338 36945 8 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 5:29:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8583336" target=_blank>#6</A> mr.fusion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok, Tampa native here...that's actually part of the architectural design of 
the University of Tampa...but CJ I get where you're going, so---</P> 
<P>OMFG!!!1!111!</P> 



<P>This isn't a GOP convention, it's an apology tour or 
something!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I think it's supposed be the Tampa Bay Hotel:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.plantmuseum.com/" 
target=_blank>www.plantmuseum.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583402 36946 2 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 5:55:16pm  
 
<P>"Where Jesus goes to find out what He would do."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583413 36946 6 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 5:59:14pm  
 
<P>Maybe it's because I'm a musician, but the meaning of Aqua Buddha is 
perfectly clear to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583424 36946 12 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 6:05:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8583417" target=_blank>#9</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My guess is Aqua Buddha was a nickname for a bong with a nice fat 
chamber.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With embedded "bud" reference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583433 36946 18 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 6:10:35pm  
 
<P>Is anyone using the Auto checkbox to show new comments?</P> 
<P>Thinking about removing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583515 36946 90 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 6:49:36pm  
 
<P>LGF power users, I salute you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583537 36946 111 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:00:54pm  
 
<P>Penn and Teller's Bullshit tonight is on the anti-vaxxers. On now in 
LA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583550 36946 123 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:05:16pm  
 
<P>Fresh mahi mahi grilled on the beach after a fishing trip. Nothing like this 
nowhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583582 36946 152 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:14:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/221938_Man_Beaten_Up_By_Prawns" 
target=_blank>Man beaten up by prawns</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583617 36946 181 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:21:56pm  



 
<P>It's a classic prawn-beats-man story. This is news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583631 36946 193 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:24:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8583622" target=_blank>#185</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that we coudln't find the link in your link 
&gt;&gt;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The prawn sees all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08583653 36946 214 Charles Thu, Aug 12, 2010 7:33:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/8583638" target=_blank>#200</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts are excited tonight over a new list of the Best "conservative" 
sites...</P> 
<P>1 Drudge Report (links to Alex Jones)2 WND (Birthers/Lunatics)3 BreitbartTV 
(Dishonestly edited videos)4 Fox Nation (Glenn Beck/ Birch Society)5 Free 
Republic (racist maniacs)6 Town Hall (Pat Buchanan)...etc/sad</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wish I had a witty quip but it's kinda sad how crazy the right wing blogs 
have gotten. It brings a tear to my eye.</P> 
<P>OK, I'm over it now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584703 36947 619 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 9:34:44am  
 
<P>I see we had another one of the stupid assholes from the stalker blog acting 
like a baby in this thread. No longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587349 36947 651 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:16:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/8586271" target=_blank>#650</A> Dan M.</EM></P> 
<P>Do you ever have anything to say besides complaining about what stories are 
posted at LGF?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/155/8576971" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584748 36948 26 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 9:56:29am  
 
<P>Disgusting. I used to think Charles Krauthammer was one of the remaining sane 
conservatives, but he's gone as far off the rails as the rest of them. His 
column today is a completely over the top diatribe against the Cordoba 
House.</P> 
<P>I'm so finished with these cretins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584758 36948 35 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 9:59:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8584754" target=_blank>#31</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Krauthammer put to words what the majority of Americans believe:<A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/08/12/AR2010081204996.html" target=_blank>Sacrilege at 
Ground Zero</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Krauthammer is an idiot. And he's joined the bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584777 36948 53 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 10:07:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8584769" target=_blank>#45</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since I live a few miles from Gettysburg, the outrage from the planned Disney 
themed park in the area was an interesting comparison. It is happening again 
with a <A href="http://www.post-gazette.com/pg/10182/1069580-454.stm" 
target=_blank>proposed casino</A> in Gettysburg.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now you're just parroting Krauthammer's logically empty 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08584979 36949 62 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 11:38:16am  
 
<P>I've added some more to my article above, if anyone's interested. This is a 
REALLY bad piece by Krauthammer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08585103 36949 176 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 12:41:22pm  
 
<P>Oh, good grief. Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08585140 36949 213 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 12:51:28pm  
 
<P>The real problem here: there really are some Islamic groups that are 
promoting extremist views. And there really are some mosques that can be 
legitimately questioned for ties to extremism.</P> 
<P>But when the bigots take over the conversation with charges of extremism 
against Muslims who are NOT extremists, they make it difficult or impossible to 
have that discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08586854 36949 550 Charles Fri, Aug 13, 2010 11:23:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/8586809" target=_blank>#549</A> 
efuseakay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I emailed you hoping to get a response, but I never did... I found 
this post of yours from back in 2008 about Imam Rauf...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28991_Newsweek-WaPo-
_Archbishop_of_Canterbury_Was_Right" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Eh... not very comforting, to tell you the truth... It is the same guy 
involved with Park51, isn't it? :(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure I would disagree with Imam Rauf on some things -- including whether 
Britain should accommodate sharia in a limited way.</P> 
<P>But after reading a lot more of his work over a period of years, it's very 
clear that this is not any kind of radical Islamist.</P> 



<P>Have you ever thought about the kind of investigation Imam Rauf would have 
undergone to be sent overseas by the Bush administration State Department? The 
idea that he could be a secret radical Moorish agent is ridiculous. They went 
through his past with a fine toothed comb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588326 36949 556 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 4:42:23pm  
 
<P>And here we go again at the end of a dead thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589774 36949 573 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:35:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/567/8589555" target=_blank>#567</A> Solomon2</EM></P> 
<P>Look up the word "prejudice" in the dictionary. This is exactly what you are 
doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589932 36949 575 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 11:31:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/8589927" target=_blank>#574</A> Solomon2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An opinion <EM>can't</EM> be prejudice if one can demonstrate it springs from 
informed, contextual, and reasoned judgment. Charles, I deduce there is 
something here you don't want to face.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your opinion is based on pure paranoia and prejudice. You've proved that over 
and over with your comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08586960 36951 45 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 12:28:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8586929" target=_blank>#15</A> hutchrun</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the cordoba house is acceptable, then do the right thing and accept Sharia 
law as well</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08586962 36951 47 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 12:29:05am  
 
<P>The bigots are frisky tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587321 36951 392 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 8:56:05am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8587095" target=_blank>#168</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree with you about Saudi funding having to be proved.</P> 
<P>But the press, Bloomberg, and this blog are not interested in that. There has 
been absolutely no effort at public due diligence.</P> 
<P>You either stand with Charles, or you're "ignorant".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And after everything we discussed, here you are back again spewing the same 
ignorant bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08587335 36951 406 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:07:49am  
 
<P>I see that 'desperate hippy' (who is in the Netherlands) went through this 
thread dinging up every bigoted comment and dinging down every reasonable 
comment. All without posting a single comment himself since 2006.</P> 
<P>That's the last time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587341 36951 412 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:12:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/409/8587338" target=_blank>#409</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>I don't agree with you at all. It is scary to see this tide of bigotry 
catching on like this. And it's not hyperbole, when the ENTIRE GOP signs on to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587367 36951 437 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:24:25am  
 
<P>Man, they are really coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587440 36951 510 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:46:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/493/8587423" target=_blank>#493</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<P>When did it become fashionable to equate a school that undoubtedly has 
extremist associations to a project by an Imam with a long history of promoting 
tolerance?</P> 
<P>Go ahead, keep trying to throw my past posts in my face, and just ignore the 
fact that I never tried to equate all Muslims with extremists. I argued against 
this kind of crap from the start.</P> 
<P>And go ahead and keep demonizing decent people. See where that gets 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587448 36951 518 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:50:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/8587446" target=_blank>#516</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>Probably the 200th time this article has been posted. And for the 200th time, 
I'll point out that all the inflammatory statements in that article are NOT 
DIRECT QUOTES. They're the words of the reporter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587455 36951 525 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:52:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/517/8587447" target=_blank>#517</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lKZqqSI9-s" target=_blank>Never</A> 
<A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RLW0jKKRXMo" 
target=_blank>forget</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right. Never forget that we were attacked by militant Islamists. And 
never forget that not all Muslims are evil terrorists.</P> 
<P>It might be a good idea not to forget the First Amendment to the US 
Constitution either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08587468 36951 538 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:58:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/8587457" target=_blank>#527</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent, then. So it's thoroughly debunked.</P> 
<P>Did 60 minutes edit his comments and take them out of context? He's no 
Nasrullah, but he's not exactly a friendly chap, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really too much to ask that you go and read the many articles Imam Rauf 
has written, instead of relying on one article in an Australian newspaper that 
contains only ONE direct quote?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587474 36951 544 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:00:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/535/8587465" target=_blank>#535</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your blog has noted in the past that 85% of mosques in this country are 
funded by the Saudis and the Ground Zero mosque is not divulging where their 
funds are coming from, but it's wrong to have a problem with 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, I did post that entry -- quoting a claim that eventually traced 
back to Stephen Schwartz. Obviously I can't go back and fact check every one of 
about 37,000 posts, but this one I did look into -- and there appears to be no 
valid source for this claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587480 36951 550 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:02:38am  
 
<P>I wonder what will happen when Muslims try to open a prayer center in the new 
World Trade Center?</P> 
<P>You know, like the one they had in the original WTC?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587482 36951 552 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:03:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/8587479" target=_blank>#549</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<P>That's what I thought. You really don't care what he's written or what he's 
done. You just want to hate him. Facts be damned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587497 36951 567 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:11:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/8587489" target=_blank>#559</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's me, boss; that's me to a T.</P> 
<P>Facts be damned, eh? Hamas, what's his stance. How are our policies 
accessories to the attacks on 9/11? Where the Hell is he getting the money for 
the project?</P> 
<P>Bigot that I am, I'm just a bit troubled by this stuff.</P> 
<P>Still, I'd refer you to my opening post this thread for the real concrete 
evidence of the depths of my bigotry:<EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/8587308" 
target=_blank>#381</A> Guanxi88</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're interested in what Imam Rauf has written and what he's done, it's a 
matter of public record. You just told us you really don't care, and brushed off 
all of his words as lies.</P> 



<P>To me, that looks like prejudice. Go ahead and try to argue that it 
isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587510 36951 580 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:16:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/8587493" target=_blank>#563</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 
<P>I think it's fair to say your POV has become more nuanced in the last few 
years, after you saw what happened to the anti-Jihad movement.</P> 
<P>There were statements you made, where you came flat out against a Palestinian 
State, supported Serge Trikovick, among other things, etc, that were to the 
right of how I felt (and baffled me), and that today would definitely be beyond 
the pale here at LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. Just because I posted links to a few articles by Trifkovic 
doesn't mean I "supported" him.</P> 
<P>Guess what? In the days after 9/11 I was trying to learn about radical Islam. 
I wasn't already an expert. Every link I posted was not a reflection of my 
personal opinions.</P> 
<P>And some of the people who came right out to the forefront after 9/11 turned 
out to be raving bigots, who hid it pretty well for a while.</P> 
<P>I guess this is going to be the new argument tactic -- dig up my old posts 
and throw them at me. How fucking tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587512 36951 582 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:17:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/571/8587501" target=_blank>#571</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has written material intended to encourage a "dialogue" that is simply a 
far better, more nuanced version, of traditional proselytizing; don't make it 
anything more than what it is - an attempt to win converts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what I'm talking about. You could not care less what he's 
actually written. I doubt you've even read a single article by Imam 
Rauf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587519 36951 589 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:19:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/8587518" target=_blank>#588</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm not likely to be convinced by anything he's written, blinded by my 
bigotry as I am, am I?</P> 
<P>You swing the bigot club a bit too freely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you read any articles by Imam Rauf?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587526 36951 596 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:21:45am  
 
<P>Pathetic.</P> 
<P>If you keep posting links to bigoted creep websites, I'll just block your 
account. I'm finished arguing about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587530 36951 600 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:23:18am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/594/8587524" target=_blank>#594</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me, but why is this supposed to matter?</P> 
<P>Are those opinions really so outrageous that we should take away his 
constitutional rights? Seems to me his opinions are almost exactly the same as 
Ron Paul and many tea partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587537 36951 607 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:24:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/597/8587527" target=_blank>#597</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've dug up the text - through the interwebs @ Amazon, of some sections of 
his "What's Right with islam", read a transcript of his remarks on the occasion 
of the announcement of the project, and, in truth, that's it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I thought.</P> 
<P>Look up the definition of "prejudice."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587542 36951 612 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:27:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/606/8587536" target=_blank>#606</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. After the insults you've been tossing at me, that takes some 
nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587557 36951 627 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:34:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/616/8587546" target=_blank>#616</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He can go and build his center. I won't try to stop it and I don't think 
there are any valid legal objections.</P> 
<P>But does it simply not matter whether the quote is a quote or isn't? We're on 
the topic of a question of fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem with the Australian article is that it's deliberately written to 
be inflammatory, and there is only one direct quote in the piece.</P> 
<P>I'm not denying that he said those things. He did.</P> 
<P>Ron Paul said all that and worse. And he's a star in the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587560 36951 630 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:36:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/615/8587545" target=_blank>#615</A> Soap_Man</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for pointing that out. I won't even bother reading the garbage posted 
at right wing blogs about this issue any more -- they just blatantly 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587567 36951 637 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:38:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/614/8587544" target=_blank>#614</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Altogether uncalled for. I have not dismissed his rights to practice his 
faith, have said the mosque or cultural center's construction is a local matter, 
and the locals seem fine with, and have, further, in no wise engaged in conduct 



or speech (is it speech if you type it?) that suggests anything other than he's 
not a bad guy based on what I can tell about him.</P> 
<P>I am so bigoted to point out that he engages in proselytizing for Islam - as 
required by his faith - in a very sophisticated and intellectually engaging 
manner, consistent with a fine and long tradition of such practices going back 
to Ibn Rushd and al-Farabi.</P> 
<P>And I'm prejudiced, am I?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, very obviously you are prejudiced. Your own comments show it. You 
dismiss everything Imam Rauf has written as either lies or proselytizing -- for 
no objective reason whatsoever.</P> 
<P>Again, read the definition of "prejudice." This is it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587573 36951 643 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:42:13am  
 
<P>prejudice |'prej?d?s|noun</P> 
<P><STRONG>1</STRONG> -- preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or 
actual experience : English <EM>prejudice against foreigners</EM> | <EM>anti-
Jewish prejudices</EM>.• dislike, hostility, or unjust behavior formed on such a 
basis : accusations of racial prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587576 36951 646 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:45:08am  
 
<P>A quote from Imam Feisal Rauf -- from the interview with Aaron Klein of World 
Nut Daily in which Klein tried to play gotcha with that Hamas question:</P> 
<P>"I am a supporter of the state of Israel."</P> 
<P>But of course, he must be lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587578 36951 648 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:46:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/8587577" target=_blank>#647</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Williams is my favorite Teaparty Spokesman:<EM>Mark Williams, a 
controversial tea party political movement supporter, said the center would be 
used for "terrorists to worship their monkey god."</EM></P> 
<P>Really?I love monkeys. I would join a religion that worships monkey 
gods...except Williams is an idiot racist and yeah, no monkey god in Islam.</P> 
<P>via Balloon Juice</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36379_What_Racism_at_the_Tea_Parti
es" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587580 36951 650 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:49:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/644/8587574" target=_blank>#644</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>They posted the audio recording. That quote is from the recording -- World 
Net Daily did not even mention it in their article about the 
interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587585 36951 655 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:51:57am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/651/8587581" target=_blank>#651</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps the point is that the source is the same one from which the mosque 
opponents quote--but not that part. They like the part where Klein says he 
wouldn't condemn Hamas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. Fox News constantly runs the out of context quotes from this 
interview too, and ignores everything positive Rauf says on the recording -- and 
there's quite a bit of positive stuff too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587590 36951 660 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 10:55:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/658/8587588" target=_blank>#658</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry... I thought Charles was saying Klein writes for WND. I don't ever 
go to that site, I didn't know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does write for WND.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587601 36951 671 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 11:03:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/668/8587598" target=_blank>#668</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a valid source because WND is so right wing that if Klein printed that 
Rauf said it, it's true because it goes against their editorial 
line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Klein <EM>didn't</EM> print it. The WND article doesn't even mention it.</P> 
<P>I know about it because I listened to the audio recording.</P> 
<P>Fox News also runs portions of that audio constantly, but never plays any of 
the positive statements.</P> 
<P>These people are lying to you about Imam Rauf.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587622 36951 692 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 11:21:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/675/8587605" target=_blank>#675</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nice, but you are getting drawn into a discussion about the quality of Rauf's 
chacter, and that should not be the point. Quite the opposite, in fact. In 
America, assholes and fools are regularly granted permits, and that is as it 
should be.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it would be nice if Rauf's character was not part of the issue, but 
unfortunately he's been subjected to a really nasty smear attack. I've taken the 
time to watch some of the videos with Rauf in Sudan, and read through a lot of 
his posts at the Washington Post "On Faith" blog, and his articles at other 
sites, and while I do take issue with some of his statements about US foreign 
policy, I just don't see any of them as being very extreme.</P> 
<P>And a whole LOT of his opinions represent exactly the kind of moderate 
Islamic thought we should be encouraging and supporting, not smearing and 
attacking.</P> 
<P>Rauf has been very pro-America, and very pro-democracy in the past. He worked 
as an overseas emissary to the Islamic world for the Bush administration (who, 
by the way, would also have done a VERY thorough background check on him).</P> 
<P>I wonder if this insanity has colored his view of America 
now?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08587627 36951 697 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 11:25:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/694/8587624" target=_blank>#694</A> Kreniigh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do they keep referring to Obama as "Louie" as in "King Hussein Louie"? 
It's a Jungle Book reference, isn't it. To an orangutan. Am I 
correct?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right. I never made that connection before. "King Louie" was an 
orangutan in Jungle Book.</P> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587638 36951 708 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 11:37:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/8587629" target=_blank>#699</A> 
jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your past can't really escape you on the internet. I suppose that I, just 
like you, found myself much more vocal about radical Islam the few years after 
9/11 until I began to educate myself on the Middle East, religion, politics, 
culture, etc. I got in many debates with more liberal friends about the residual 
effects of radical Islam post-9/11.</P> 
<P>Islamic radicalism took the world by storm, including its own adherents. That 
doesn't mean that we can't alter our opinions and beliefs after doing the 
necessary learning. However, it will mean that what you have put on record will 
be brought up and dissected. I think it is a desperate attempt by these bigots 
to discredit you after you have moved on to not just a more nuanced view, but a 
more enlightened and educated one.</P> 
<P>It doesn't make sense to hate the whole religion of the haters. That doesn't 
make us any better than they are.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know -- I fully expect this kind of thing. It's just extremely tedious.</P> 
<P>Note: a lot of the people I linked to in the early days of LGF turned out to 
be very bad people. I'm talking about Robert Spencer especially, but he's not 
the only one. In my personal quest to learn about radical Islam there were 
sometimes links at LGF to claims and sources that I now know to be very 
questionable and occasionally outright fraudulent. I didn't claim to be an 
expert, and I was learning about the subject, who was trustworthy and who was 
not, just like everyone else.</P> 
<P>I don't regret going through this learning process, but it's been years since 
these people have been able to pull the wool over my eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587838 36952 154 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 1:40:46pm  
 
<P>Reading through the Hot Air thread about Obama's statement on the Cordoba 
House makes me think it's probably time for a new "Hot Air Comments of the Day" 
thread.</P> 
<P>The freaks are really blowing a gasket. And now that I know what it means, 
the constant references to "King Hussein Louie" and similar names make sense. 
"King Louie" is the king of the apes in Rudyard Kipling's Jungle Book.</P> 
<P>They're snidely using a racist slur for President Obama because they know 
they'll get away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587846 36952 162 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 1:45:44pm  



 
<P>I've never seen anything like the way the nuts are coming out of the woodwork 
for this "Ground Zero Mosque" idiocy. And they always post at the end of dead 
threads. We just had two more bigoted comments posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587890 36952 201 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 1:59:51pm  
 
<P>I see Tim Blair is doing another one of his weird little posts about how 
terrible it is that I've changed my mind about some things.</P> 
<P>I don't really blame him; I understand how this might seem threatening and 
confusing to a person with a petrified brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08587986 36953 15 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 3:04:32pm  
 
<P>It's almost funny to read the comments of some of the more left wing bloggers 
like Greenwald. They really expected Obama to be as radical as they are, and it 
eats at them constantly that he isn't.</P> 
<P>You'd think they just learned about politics a few months 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588036 36953 59 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 3:24:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8588025" target=_blank>#48</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>I take a statement like "I'm not commenting and will not comment" on a 
subject to mean that he isn't commenting on the subject. I understand it could 
be parsed other ways, but prima facie it isn't a walk-back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588038 36953 61 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 3:25:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8588030" target=_blank>#53</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So why did he feel the need to make any comment on "the wisdom" of putting it 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because that's what he was asked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588047 36953 70 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 3:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8588040" target=_blank>#63</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama is a very eloquent speaker and a lawyer. He surely could have 
evaded.Or, he also could have endorsed the location, which he did 
not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't comment on it precisely because of the kind of thing you are doing 
right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588333 36953 349 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 4:43:46pm  
 
<P>They're spewing all over the dead threads again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588374 36953 389 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 4:51:29pm  



 
<P>Man, I tell you. I'm just starting to laugh now. It's like a demented game of 
whack-a-mole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588812 36954 7 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 6:44:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8588797" target=_blank>#3</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>So, what do you think about what you just read above?</P> 
<P>You did read it, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588821 36954 10 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 6:47:06pm  
 
<P>We've progressed now to instant diversionary tactics, haven't 
we?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588825 36954 13 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 6:48:47pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8588797" target=_blank>#3</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>Do you think the people in the article above could fairly be described as 
"bigots?"</P> 
<P>If not, why not?</P> 
<P>Do you think the people I describe in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36930_Meet_the_Leaders_of_the_Anti
-Mosque_Movement" target=_blank>this post</A> are bigots?</P> 
<P>If not, why not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08588860 36954 25 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 6:58:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8588797" target=_blank>#3</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>No answers to my questions, eh? I'm not surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589322 36954 373 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:39:39pm  
 
<P>Auster and his pals are nothing if not hyper-sensitive. There's an attack 
post at VDARE right now. They call Jeffrey Imm "anti-white."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589326 36954 377 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:41:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/8589314" target=_blank>#365</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we might as well take my questions for rhetorical ones, as it appears 
answers are not forthcoming.</P> 
<P>This is the second time Press has tried this here at LGF. His first attempt 
was deleted, IIRC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/498/4926982" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08589350 36954 400 Charles Sat, Aug 14, 2010 9:48:33pm  
 
<P>Ugh. I just spent a few minutes looking around VDARE. What the hell is wrong 
with those people. I need a shower.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589748 36954 581 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:23:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/578/8589573" target=_blank>#578</A> 
culturist</EM></P> 
<P>Do you plan on replying to this question?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/8589272" target=_blank>#323</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tell us, Culturist, in discussing the flu outbreak in 2009 in Mexico city why 
did you label the disease "Mexican Flu" rather than the name used by the medical 
and scientific community?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591577 36954 585 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:38:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/582/8591372" target=_blank>#582</A> 
culturist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles and freetoken,</P> 
<P>I am so sick of little nit-picking ad hominem insinuations made over small 
statements taken out of context that I can no longer take it. If you want to 
post full articles and discuss ideas, let's do it. If you want to take snippets 
and declare me a "racist" use your vile horrid slander techniques on someone 
else. Debate ideas please.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just wanted to know if you planned to defend that statement or not. Looks 
like the answer is "no."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594470 36954 589 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 10:09:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/8592416" target=_blank>#588</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<P>OK, that's all I need to see. This freak no longer has an LGF 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589831 36956 44 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:53:44am  
 
<P>Notice the new name Palin is using -- the "9/11 Mosque."</P> 
<P>Because "Ground Zero Mosque" wasn't disgusting and misleading 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592004 36956 125 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 9:50:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8591766" target=_blank>#124</A> Sacred 
Plants</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"CIA mosque = equiv. to NATO's favorite quagmire"</P> 
<P>/Charles Johnson, School Yard Insult Proliferator</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And for that one, you can just piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592007 36956 126 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 9:58:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8591630" target=_blank>#123</A> William</EM></P> 
<P>And exactly why is that supposed to matter?</P> 
<P>The description "9/11 mosque" is all Palin, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592008 36956 127 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 9:59:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8590553" target=_blank>#118</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>As usual, here comes Buck to make excuses for rank bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08589896 36957 5 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 11:17:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8589887" target=_blank>#3</A> Cineaste</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To review - Republican politicians who support sanity and tolerance on this 
issue:</P> 
<P>Charlie Crist - left the partyMike Bloomberg - left the party</P> 
<P>Apparently the venn diagram of tolerance/sanity and Republicans yields two 
entirely separate circles...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there even one Republican politician who isn't joining the bigots on this 
issue?</P> 
<P>I haven't seen any. They're ALL on board.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590048 36957 117 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 12:23:59pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller has a real corker of a post on her upcoming demonstration -- 
she comes right out and says that Obama supported the 9/11 attacks.</P> 
<P>And uses the term "Ground Zero mega-mosque" at least 20 times.</P> 
<P>Attending her demonstration: Newt Gingrich, John Bolton, and Dutch anti-
Muslim bigot Geert Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590091 36958 3 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 12:42:26pm  
 
<P>I'm going to revoke that award. Publicly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590131 36958 30 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 12:56:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8590127" target=_blank>#28</A> blueraven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That statement in Gellers eyes represents standing with the 
terrorists?Right...cuz we should never be introspective about policy. Just forge 
ahead, torpedoes be damned.Unbelievable!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she's quoting that statement as evidence that Obama supports Al Qaeda 
and the 9/11 terrorists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590567 36958 431 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 2:40:28pm  
 



<P>That stupid mouth-breather was probably Rodan, aka Rick Martinez. It was in 
Tampa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590582 36958 446 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 2:43:56pm  
 
<P>Folks: please don't quote troll posts. It makes it kind of difficult to 
delete them, if they're quoted a dozen times by other people. If you want to say 
something to a troll, please use the 'Reply' button instead, which does not 
include a quote from the comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590592 36958 456 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 2:44:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/8590558" target=_blank>#422</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>'Macker' has tried to register at least 5 accounts at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08590644 36958 503 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 3:02:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/8590635" target=_blank>#495</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the deal there?</P> 
<P>Macker also just sent me an email questioning the contents of the cookbook 
(whose recipes were used, etc). I will note here that everything submitted was 
submitted of people's free will, and that I received a couple of requests from 
folks to NOT use what the submitted, and I honored those requests.</P> 
<P>Will also note here that the cookbook is a voluntary collaborative effort by 
LGF readers, and is in no way shape or form an official product of LGF the blog, 
or Charles Johnson.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should ignore anything that comes from those people. They're evil and 
malicious and will use everything possible against you -- I expect they're 
trying to set up some kind of complaint to the publisher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591452 36958 1071 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 8:49:33pm  
 
<P>Now that this post has moved down from the top of the front page, I fully 
expect the nuts to show up any minute and start ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591286 36959 55 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 7:33:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8591268" target=_blank>#41</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm!Let me think about it - I'll check with Walter to see if he has any 
suggestions.</P> 
<P>I wonder if Charles would be OK with a page for well-wishes for Albusteve, 
that we can send him the link to, to look at when he feels up to it?</P> 
<P>Anybody?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely OK with that. It's a very good use for the Pages 
feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08591395 36960 43 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 8:21:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8591311" target=_blank>#7</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is that a shot you took? Iphone 4 has a good camera! Macro no less. 
Nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, whenever you see a photo featured like this, it's one I took.</P> 
<P>The iPhone 4 camera is very good but it is limited, with a basically flat 
lens. If you understand how to work with its limits you can get some great 
shots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591418 36960 55 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 8:33:20pm  
 
<P>Wow. The freaks are really coming out of the woodwork.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591560 36960 135 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:26:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8591550" target=_blank>#132</A> JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wanted to throw a link to <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/222189_RightWingNews_20_Worst_Figures
" target=_blank>my first LGF Page</A> because it is so ridiculous you all need 
to see it. Long story short, "RightWingNews.com" polled a bunch of irrelevant 
wing-nut bloggers to come up with a list of the "Worst Figures in American 
History." It lives up (down?) to most of your worst 
expectations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Yeah I saw that yesterday. The worst three people in American history 
are all presidents. Jimmy Carter, Barack Obama, and FDR, in that order.</P> 
<P>Yes, the president who won World War II is one of the worst people in 
American history, in right wing bloggerland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591579 36960 142 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:40:05pm  
 
<P>Ha. The Bottom Comments list is pretty funny tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08591590 36960 146 Charles Sun, Aug 15, 2010 10:45:26pm  
 
<P>Jimmy Carter wouldn't even be close to my top 25 list of the worst Americans 
ever, but he was pretty bad. I was reminded how bad yesterday when I saw the US 
National gymnastics camp competition on TV, and they had a segment on Carter's 
boycott of the Olympics -- one of the stupidest empty gestures ever undertaken 
by a politician, that served only to wreck the hopes of many American 
athletes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592147 36962 103 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 11:18:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8592063" target=_blank>#23</A> oriana fan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If these folks want to earn a place in american hearts they should announce 
they are moving their "community center" to another location along with a 
sizable donation to a fund that supports the families of 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Gee, what a coincidence. That's exactly what Pamela Geller is 
saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592362 36963 64 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 12:56:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8592316" target=_blank>#23</A> 
QueenEsther</EM></P> 
<P>I wrote a very detailed post about Krauthammer's disgraceful column. Maybe 
you should bother to read what I've written before bursting in and lecturing 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592364 36963 66 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 12:58:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8592333" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/plum-
line/2010/08/breaking_reid_calls_for_mosque.html" target=_blank>Reid calls for 
mosque to be built "someplace else"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it goes.</P> 
<P>Harry Reid is running against a batshit crazy teabagger, Sharron Angle, and 
it's not at all certain that he'll win, so he's obviously hoping to appeal to 
the populist elements. It's the usual crass political 
calculation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592626 36963 290 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 2:52:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/8592562" target=_blank>#240</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be sure, this started in 2009, when Charles broke away from the loony (ie, 
nearly everybody) right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it started well before that in 2007, when I refused to get involved 
with far right European groups like Vlaams Belang and Sweden Democrats, despite 
enormous pressure from these "anti-jihad" morons, and then publicly criticized 
them for allying with outright fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08592934 36965 35 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 4:44:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8592905" target=_blank>#16</A> Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harry Reid is not pandering, he is a bigot. President Obama was pandering by 
not commenting on the location.</P> 
<P>Everyone who opposes the Park 51 center is a bigot or a tool of bigots, 
therefore, Harry Reid is a bigot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you like some milk with your martyr cookie?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08593353 36965 432 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 6:32:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/8593344" target=_blank>#423</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Read the article - Rauf did not articulate your specious argument.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/manhattan/imam_terror_error_efmizkHuBUa
VnfuQcrcabL" target=_blank>www.nypost.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article is pure misleading bullshit. I've listened to the full audio of 
that interview, and the description in the New York Post is a distorted pile of 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08593365 36965 444 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 6:34:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/410/8593331" target=_blank>#410</A> Food 
Lion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't mean to cause such a stir. I was only commenting on what I perceived 
to be a bigoted comment. I'm against racism and bigotry in all forms. I guess I 
shouldn't have said anything until I was more familiar with the poster and 
his/her intents. I should probably lurk for awhile. Again, I 
apologize.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how people suspected you of ulterior motives. In this case, it was for 
a reason.</P> 
<P>Now imagine how it might feel for the Muslim developers of Cordoba House to 
have this insane pack of fools accusing them of being terrorists, for no reason 
whatsoever.</P> 
<P>Feel that little twinge? That was your conscience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08593490 36965 568 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 6:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/8593476" target=_blank>#554</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong, but I really don't think much of their Imams' tendency of not standing 
up, forcefully and unequivocally, to the Muslim extremists in their midst who 
have perverted their religion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are flat wrong. He HAS stood up against extremist violence, repeatedly, 
in print and in person. He is unequivocally opposed to violent jihad, and has 
made that extremely clear.</P> 
<P>Did you even read the statement at the top of this thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08593836 36965 905 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 8:40:20pm  
 
<P>Amazing. Just fucking amazing.</P> 
<P>Even in a thread that features at the very top a statement from the 
developers of Park51 DENOUNCING HAMAS, we have one person after another showing 
up claiming that they WON'T DENOUNCE HAMAS.</P> 
<P>Is this thing on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08593901 36965 968 Charles Mon, Aug 16, 2010 9:05:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/954/8593886" target=_blank>#954</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>People want them to say they have no connections to or sympathy for Hamas. 
This statement makes it very clear. Not only "Hamas <STRONG>does</STRONG> not" -
- "Hamas <STRONG>will</STRONG> not speak for us."</P> 



<P>Followed by a statement that their project stands for peace and tolerance -- 
the opposite of Hamas.</P> 
<P>That's all the parsing I need to call it a denunciation. They said they have 
nothing to do with Hamas, and will never have anything to do with Hamas. Is that 
unclear?</P> 
<P>Maybe they need to have it notarized?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594419 36965 1106 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 9:25:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1105/8594414" target=_blank>#1105</A> 
ynahmias</EM></P> 
<P>I'm absolutely sick and tired of you bigoted assholes. Go away. You're not 
welcome to spread your hatred at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594421 36965 1107 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 9:27:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1104/8594303" target=_blank>#1104</A> oriana 
fan</EM></P> 
<P>You too. Get out of here. Go post your rants somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594424 36965 1108 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 9:28:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1103/8594256" target=_blank>#1103</A> 
Solomon2</EM></P> 
<P>Logic and reasoning obviously don't work. So you're out of here.</P> 
<P>I've completely had it with bigots who won't listen to 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594583 36965 1112 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 11:07:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1109/8594488" target=_blank>#1109</A> 
arielbenjamin</EM></P> 
<P>Are you aware that author and former IDF soldier Jeffrey Goldberg knows the 
Imam personally, and has said that he's an upstanding American citizen, with 
absolutely no sympathy for Hamas?</P> 
<P>Do you care?</P> 
<P>Or do you care about the fact that Imam Rauf has written literally dozens of 
articles denouncing jihad violence?</P> 
<P>If you were interested in the actual facts of this issue, you could easily 
find all these articles yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594633 36965 1114 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 11:55:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1113/8594624" target=_blank>#1113</A> 
ArielBenjamin</EM></P> 
<P>Another direct quote from Imam Rauf: "I am a supporter of the state of 
Israel."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594403 36966 55 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 9:17:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8594388" target=_blank>#54</A> mkelly</EM></P> 



<P>The resident climate denial idiot is back again, spewing nonsense, as 
usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594453 36968 11 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 9:50:11am  
 
<P>I'm finished indulging people who spout rank bigotry about this issue, and 
I've just blocked three people: Solomon2, oriana fan, and ynahmias.</P> 
<P>I'm so disgusted at the behavior of the anti-mosque crowd, there are no 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594464 36968 22 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 10:05:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8594460" target=_blank>#18</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is the deal with writing without vowels?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were disemvoweled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594587 36969 13 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 11:09:54am  
 
<P>And 40 minutes later, he claimed it was "satire."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594690 36969 40 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 12:27:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8594678" target=_blank>#39</A> mojo9</EM></P> 
<P>Believe me, it can still get worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08594680 36971 15 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 12:23:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8594673" target=_blank>#11</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stuck Mojo was in the running? The rap-metal band?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All the nominations came from readers, as well as the final 
vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08596952 36971 317 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:01:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/8596146" target=_blank>#311</A> NC Gray</EM></P> 
<P>You don't get a vote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08598886 36971 320 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 12:04:08am  
 
<P>Thank you for sharing. And now, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08595677 36974 40 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 6:45:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8595672" target=_blank>#35</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He's no longer the decider.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I had to steal that for the title.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08595693 36974 51 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 6:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8595685" target=_blank>#46</A> pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, not to be a bother, but did you check out the link to the article I 
posted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not a fan of Reason, and Reason's not a fan of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08595730 36974 81 Charles Tue, Aug 17, 2010 6:58:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8595713" target=_blank>#67</A> Max D. 
Reinhardt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://j.mp/dfvZRL" target=_blank>Chris Christie</A> 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not very enthusiastic about Christie's statement, although it's better 
than nothing. He tried to use the issue to attack President Obama, instead of 
making a simple clear statement of principle; it was just as calculated a 
political move as Newt Gingrich's decision to go Full Metal 
Bigot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08596949 36975 388 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 9:59:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/8596927" target=_blank>#367</A> 
sakublock</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this mean the majority of New Yorkers are a bunch of red neck, bogoted 
hate mongers all part of the hate muslim machine? Or should be just take up poll 
from the upper west side?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/us_ground_zero_mosque_poll" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Yeah, I know troll troll blah blah blah...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does not matter how many people buy the bullshit of the Bigot Brigade. We 
have laws in this country and a Constitution, and the creeps haven't been able 
to rewrite it yet.</P> 
<P>And yes, a lot of the people who are mindlessly opposed to the Cordoba House 
have simply given in to bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597050 36976 40 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:42:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8597014" target=_blank>#22</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, Walter. This is overwhelmingly a right wing issue. The only real 
opposition to this crap is on the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597056 36977 20 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:44:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8597033" target=_blank>#6</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's not the same as calling for a 'congressional investigation.' I think 
what Speaker Pelosi was saying was, "Hey press! Do your fucking job and stop 
being part of the problem!" But the media is too lazy to do that, by and large. 
That's why it takes a blogger at Salon to trace the outrage back to Pamela 
Geller, and it takes the Rachel Maddow show to put it on TV. Everyone else in 
the media is more interested in <STRONG>"How will this hurt President Obama and 
the Democrats in November?"</STRONG> It's their August ratings booster, like the 
death panel fears and gun-toting teabaggers from last year's town halls who were 
simply just good honest white folk worried about how that crazy black president 
was going to kill grandma.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to blow my own horn, but I've trying to warn people against Geller and 
Spencer and their ilk for <EM>years</EM>, long before Rachel Maddow or Salon got 
into it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597071 36977 33 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:50:29am  
 
<P>The media should do their job and report on who Pamela Geller really is, what 
kind of insane garbage she writes, and who she associates with. It's pathetic to 
see report after report refer to her blandly as a "conservative blogger," when 
she's completely deranged with hatred.</P> 
<P>And the evidence for this is right there in plain view on her crazed 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597088 36977 46 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:59:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8597086" target=_blank>#44</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>It's a right wing issue, Walter. It's silly to try to pretend 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597138 36977 91 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 11:23:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8597131" target=_blank>#86</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you of the belief that 70% of the public is "right 
wing"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're seriously going to deny that the anti-mosque silliness is a right wing 
issue?</P> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>Sure, it's crossed lines to some extent, but if you're actually going to try 
to say it's just as much left wing as right wing, I'm going to 
laugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597207 36977 156 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 12:08:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8597147" target=_blank>#99</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the NYC metro area - it definitely is a bipartisan 
clusterfuck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- <EM>now</EM> it's a bipartisan disgrace in New York. But the 
issue originated with and was driven by the right wing. It found resonance with 
the public because of the inflammatory term "Ground Zero Mosque," a phrase 



coined by right wing bigots and inexplicably seized on by the media, despite the 
fact that it's flat out dishonest.</P> 
<P>Democratic politicians are now trying to capitalize on the populist mob, 
because it's what politicians do. But they didn't drive this issue to the 
forefront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597515 36979 3 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 2:19:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8597512" target=_blank>#2</A> Nick 
Schroeder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No wonder conservatism is in shambles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They has went crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08597521 36979 9 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 2:23:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8597519" target=_blank>#7</A> 
OneCenterRight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fortunately, Ted's opinion is not representative of the majority of surviving 
family members. There is a huge difference between forgiveness and in your face. 
I believe a more appropriate move would be to show consideration of the affected 
families and build the mosque elsewhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no right to speak for 9/11 family members, and you don't know what 
you're talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08598649 36982 22 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 8:42:26pm  
 
<P>The harpy is all lathered up in a rage about the Michelle Boorstein article, 
even though it's nowhere near as bad as it <EM>should</EM> have been. Geller's 
calling Boorstein "Wild Boarstein."</P> 
<P>That's the vodka talking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08598689 36982 56 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 9:01:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8598676" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lefties (and probably most lizards) don't really understand where all 
this is coming from. We really dug through the facts and debated a lot of 
obscure issues here long ago which have now become fairly 
important.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It all started with this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27592_Organizing_to_Resist_the_Isl
amization_of_Europe" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08598702 36982 67 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 9:05:04pm  
 
<P>Man ... am I ever glad I didn't get sucked into the circle of these freaks. 
As soon as I learned the background of Filip DeWinter, I started getting 



nauseous about where the so-called "anti-jihad" movement was 
headed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08598805 36982 163 Charles Wed, Aug 18, 2010 10:02:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/8598794" target=_blank>#152</A> JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta love those edited quotes. Full quote was probably something along the 
lines "They're very influential with the increasingly insane right-wing bigot 
brigade. They are also batshit crazy, and believe all Muslims are out to kill 
them."</P> 
<P>This turns into "They're very influential"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not far off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08599452 36983 558 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 10:02:36am  
 
<P>Good grief. If it isn't right wing trolls, it's left wing trolls.</P> 
<P>That was probably one of the creeps from "LGF Watch," and he registered two 
accounts. Both now blocked.</P> 
<P>Even though he was an asshole, however, he was right that those were pretty 
bigoted comments. I had not seen them before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08599522 36984 26 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 10:28:28am  
 
<P>It's getting really freaking nasty out there. The floodgates of Muslim-hatred 
have been opened.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://groups.google.com/group/alt.politics/browse_thread/thread/fc28d009a
e875501" target=_blank>groups.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08599773 36985 79 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8599702" target=_blank>#15</A> Filala</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment at my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602002 36985 125 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 10:29:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8601664" target=_blank>#123</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, the term "Ground Zero Mosque" was coined by the backers of the 
mosque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely NOT true.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And not everyone who thinks it is a bad idea to build the mosque on that site 
is a bigot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, there are two possible reasons for being opposed to the 
community center.</P> 
<P>1) Bigotry.</P> 
<P>2) Ignorance.</P> 
<P>And if anyone is still ignorant of the facts, it's because they can't be 
bothered to inform themselves. Which is damned close to 
bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08600057 36986 237 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 1:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/8600039" target=_blank>#219</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. They are claiming that journalists who label them as anit-Muslim are 
endangering their lives (because it makes the violent Muslims 
angry)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whiners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08600095 36986 274 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 2:08:41pm  
 
<P>The new line going around the me-hating blogs is that I'm "jealous" of Pamela 
Geller.</P> 
<P>Apparently, most of these people never emotionally graduated from the 8th 
grade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601554 36988 920 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:30:59pm  
 
<P>Ugh.</P> 
<P>Timeout time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601474 36989 15 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:00:41pm  
 
<P>By the way, 'taxfreekiller' tried to register again today, for the seventh 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601511 36989 22 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8601498" target=_blank>#21</A> Hector1980</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, how do you like the iPhone 4 camera? The photo looks pretty 
good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a 5 megapixel camera, and the color reproduction is very good. It won't 
replace my Nikon D90, but it works very well for certain kinds of shots. Best 
cell phone camera I've seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601532 36989 28 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:22:20pm  
 
<P>A really cool thing about the iPhone 4 camera is the touch-autofocus feature. 
Let me easily focus right in on that brazen yellow flower.</P> 
<P>I just missed a bee having carnal relations with it, too. Flew away right 
before the picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601563 36989 50 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8601557" target=_blank>#47</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hm. That actually sounds a little creepy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>More than a little.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601573 36989 59 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:40:25pm  
 
<P>Joe Conason linked to my post about the Geller-thing's flirtation with German 
neo-Nazis:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/news/ground_zero_mosque/index.html?story=/politics/wa
r_room/2010/08/19/heroes_villains_ground_zero_mosque" 
target=_blank>www.salon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601576 36989 61 Charles Thu, Aug 19, 2010 11:42:50pm  
 
<P>Oops, here's the link to Conason's post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/news/opinion/joe_conason/2010/08/19/geller/index.html
" target=_blank>www.salon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601982 36989 420 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 10:13:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/416/8601978" target=_blank>#416</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More wingnut fear mongering...<A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2010/08/race_war_acomin_1.html" 
target=_blank>Race War A'Comin'?</A></P> 
<P>Dr. Laura and Palin are not alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people just absolutely disgust me. Whining like babies because they 
can't be outright racists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08601984 36989 422 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 10:15:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/8601961" target=_blank>#399</A> Slap</EM></P> 
<P>Ted Nugent has appeared more than once on the white supremacist radio show 
Political Cesspool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602253 36990 191 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 1:10:50pm  
 
<P>Wingnut blogs are just losing it today, over the AP's directive not to use 
'Ground Zero Mosque.'</P> 
<P>They just really love dishonesty, and they whine like little cranky babies 
when someone suggests it might be better to have standards and 
principles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602491 36992 58 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 3:42:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8602488" target=_blank>#56</A> 
sallieparker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rubbish. This is part of an old smear against Fr. Coughlin. I notice you 
can't actually cite any quotations or details. The anti-Coughlin campaign didn't 



begin in earnest till after he died 30 years ago and could no longer 
sue!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you insane?</P> 
<P>You're going to defend Father Coughlin?</P> 
<P>Another sleeper awakes, to defend hatred and bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602499 36992 65 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 3:44:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8602496" target=_blank>#62</A> 
sallieparker</EM></P> 
<P>That will be enough out of you. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602510 36992 72 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 3:47:16pm  
 
<P>I've never seen a Father Coughlin defender before. It's like watching shit 
come to life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603053 36992 113 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 7:26:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8603021" target=_blank>#111</A> Synesius</EM></P> 
<P>I'm sick and tired of anti-science liars, and with that comment I bid you 
adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602525 36993 14 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 3:51:02pm  
 
<P>Now I've seen everything. A sleeper popped up in the previous thread and 
defended antisemitic hate monger Father Coughlin.</P> 
<P>I'm starting to think this Internet thing was a really bad 
idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602909 36994 82 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 6:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8602890" target=_blank>#65</A> spikester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've poked around this page for a few hrsYou may be the last lgf voice of 
descent</P> 
<P>all you dingbats be sure to hit my - sign</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You, sir, are an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08602940 36994 109 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 6:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8602924" target=_blank>#95</A> spikester</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>dont't know how to respond to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give it some time. I'm sure you'll "think" of something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603069 36994 225 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 7:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8603061" target=_blank>#217</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We had a semi-flounce down in the last science thread. It's kind of strange - 
not that people might disagree with what some blogger (Charles) might write ... 
but that so many of them really think by leaving a snotty little tidbit that 
they will somehow impress somebody or other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The amazing thing is that they feel absolutely no compunction about lying, 
even when they very obviously are aware that they're not telling the truth.</P> 
<P>Anti-AGW fanatics are exactly like creationists in that respect. They give 
themselves permission to lie and deceive, because they're doing God's 
work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603107 36994 261 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 7:50:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8603096" target=_blank>#251</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I still think there's a big difference between a corrupt democracy and a 
corrupt dictatorship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. The corrupt dictatorship is much, MUCH worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603179 36995 10 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 8:28:42pm  
 
<P>After a few weeks of relative quiet, the hate mail is starting up again with 
a vengeance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603201 36995 25 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 8:37:44pm  
 
<P>From a freak in Irvine, California:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela is a Jew. and all real Jews know what Islam and Sharia mean: dead 
Jews. A little ignorant homo like you should support her, not promote your 
enemy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603205 36995 28 Charles Fri, Aug 20, 2010 8:39:11pm  
 
<P>From a freak in LA:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geez, look in the mirror asshole. Its YOU that's the hatemonger andsmear 
merchant. One question for you fuckwad: Are people that have adifferent opinion 
than you always going to be libeled by your 
cowardlyposts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603770 36995 548 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 9:58:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/8603389" target=_blank>#198</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As an aside, I was F5'ing ThinkProgress around the exact time that the LGF 
webmaster dude decided to come to us to announce his big switch from neocon to 
moderate. Which by the way, I must say counts as one of the most significant 
ideological changeovers I can think of in 20th/21st C. politics at any level. I 
actually remember seeing those posts where he was practically begging us 
"progressives" to come check him out...</P> 



<P>It's taken me a few years to take him seriously, but since I've heard from 
around the way that LGF has become a better (more even) mix of lib/con 
discussion, I'm deciding to look into it now. Looks pretty lively so far.</P> 
<P>Smart people here, from all angles. I hope I can keep up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what you're talking about. I never "begged" anyone at Think 
Progress for anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603771 36995 549 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 10:01:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/8603452" target=_blank>#260</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Educate me. The guy who went from saying that the media was lying because 
their report differed from the Army's press releases, then came to ThinkProgress 
to tell everyone who would listen that he had been wrong about everything and 
that LGF was going to now serve a completely different purpose than it ever had 
before - how is this not the ultimate "Horatio Alger" story where somebody flips 
the switch? I can only hope that future generations of screenwriters are reading 
our discussion about Charles right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never "came to Think Progress." What the hell are you talking about?</P> 
<P>And I never once said anything like "the media is lying because their reports 
differ from the Army's press releases."</P> 
<P>Where are you getting this false information from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603774 36995 552 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 10:04:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/8603467" target=_blank>#275</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh trust me, back in the day he was one of the biggest "LIBERALS DIE!" 
bastards to ever infest Right Blogistan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that is absolutely pure bullshit. I've never written anything like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603856 36997 8 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 11:08:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8603851" target=_blank>#5</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think I'll drop over to the Harpies site and see what names she is calling 
him.</P> 
<P>bbiaw</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller isn't saying a word about it. She just quietly dropped his name from 
her list of speakers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603881 36997 30 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 11:21:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8603874" target=_blank>#23</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>Well, if Miss USA says it, there's obviously no bigotry going on at all.</P> 
<P>But seriously - that's all you got?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603884 36997 33 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 11:22:18am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8603878" target=_blank>#27</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another round of lame ass tu quoque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Never stops.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08603897 36997 45 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 11:27:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8603886" target=_blank>#35</A> Linden 
Arden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of rallies, my curiosity was piqued for Beck's little 8/28 deal. 
According to his site -</P> 
<P>Also, he states no signs will be allowed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No signs! I love that. Gee, I wonder why he'd make such an odd rule?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35514_What_Racism_at_the_Tea_Parti
es" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604479 36998 502 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 3:47:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8604390" target=_blank>#413</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reviewing that thread, I pretty much did stumble clear over the line into 
trolling last night. Sorry, everybody. I've posted an apology in the appropriate 
thread and would like to reiterate it here, both to Charles and to the community 
of regulars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate the apology. But I'm still wondering where you got the idea that 
I "begged" anyone at Think Progress to accept LGF.</P> 
<P>If you weren't just trolling with that comment, I strongly suspect you were 
fooled by one of the brain-dead idiots who goes around to other sites and posts 
comments pretending to be me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604503 36998 526 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 3:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/499/8604476" target=_blank>#499</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles made an interesting post the other day, showing a post of his back in 
the day warning that not everyone joining the anti-Jihad bandwagon was a good 
person to associate with. A lot of the commenters back then didn't give a shit-- 
but Charles still did.</P> 
<P>The way that he explains it, he was still in a learning process in the 
earlier days of this blog, and he gave credence to people he later realized he 
shouldn't, and didn't moderate things that he later realized he should. It's an 
explanation that rings true, especially when one looks at his realization about 
the anti-AGW propaganda and the loathsomeness of a lot of the 'anti-jihad' 
types.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's pretty accurate, but I would add a point about moderating 
comments. In the first few years after LGF started to really become popular, I 
did believe that it was better not to moderate comments -- a naive view that 
I've since completely reconsidered.</P> 
<P>But many comments were posted here and remained on the site not because I had 
a laissez faire attitude about them, but because I didn't even know they 
existed. The software I was using at the time was quite primitive -- there was 
no comment reporting function, no Ajax, no advanced admin screening tools, no 



quick way to delete comments, etc. And I only had time to scan a small fraction 
of the number of comments that were posted every day.</P> 
<P>So another big reason why LGF is being more effectively moderated these days 
is because I went through an intensive redesigning and programming period, 
specifically to start addressing those weaknesses in the software, and ended up 
with a completely custom-programmed system.</P> 
<P>So yes, there was a change in my attitude toward moderation, but there was 
also a vast improvement in the software that allowed better moderation. And I 
also now have several monitor lizards who help out when I'm not around or busy, 
and delete any really nasty stuff before it can ruin a thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604518 36998 541 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 4:02:33pm  
 
<P>And one more point -- people often seem to assume that I read every comment 
posted at LGF, and I'm sorry to report that I don't possess that particular 
super-power. Even with the custom software, with ~3000 comments posted per day I 
still miss a large percentage of the comments posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604688 36998 708 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 5:35:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/8604669" target=_blank>#689</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, its not as if there's actually been LGF posts showcasing Gorillaz 
tunes!</P> 
<P>oh wait</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35986_Monday_Afternoon_Music-
_Gorillaz_Stylo" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604752 36999 6 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 5:51:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8604740" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also a new protest being planned to show the movie El Cid at ground 
zero (which will somehow stop the mosque).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, there's an idea. Maybe instead of putting up another dull, boring 
skyscraper, we should make Ground Zero a drive-in movie theater. What could be 
more iconic? The world's largest drive-in, with THX sound piped into every 
vehicle via Bluetooth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604781 36999 12 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 6:02:36pm  
 
<P>I'd bet most of the population of Manhattan would go to that drive-in. I know 
I would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08604816 36999 30 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 6:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8604809" target=_blank>#27</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Retweeted.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08606047 36999 60 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 10:43:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8605843" target=_blank>#59</A> roderick</EM></P> 
<P>I have a better idea. You should go away and post your comments somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08605461 37001 3 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 9:07:36pm  
 
<P>Ain't that some shit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08605561 37001 14 Charles Sat, Aug 21, 2010 9:37:40pm  
 
<P>CeeLo is speaking the universal language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606073 37002 13 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 11:01:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8606059" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Hard to look worse than this. Notice the cretin wearing a Dixie flag. Where 
did they find this many hillbillies in New York City?</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/01n512Y61j7AE/910x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606169 37002 93 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 11:32:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8606148" target=_blank>#72</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually I think he's probably a lefty plant. He's looking right at the 
camera and mosque is a pretty tough word to misspell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, in the full sized image you can see that he's not really looking at 
the camera:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/dcostin/4916692238/sizes/o/in/photostream/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>His t-shirt says "free massage."</P> 
<P>Could be a plant. But it's impossible to tell, because some of those people 
really are that stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606174 37002 98 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 11:34:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8606164" target=_blank>#88</A> Wayne A. 
Schneider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have been having an e-mail exchange with someone from Geller's SIOA blog. 
(The e-mail is director@jihadwatch.org.) Their argument that the claim that the 
mosque will be built "at Ground Zero" is that the Burlington Coat Factory 
building at 45 Park Place was a target of the attacks (just because it was 
accidentally and randomly hit.) That would be like saying that all those wedding 



parties we accidentally bombed in Afghanistan and Pakistan were the intended 
targets. (Same rationale.) I don't think this argument is over 
yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've been exchanging emails with Robert Spencer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606244 37003 12 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 12:02:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8606235" target=_blank>#6</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The moderate muslim, as a group is what is largely missing.They are here, so 
they should speak up. Forcefully, and without equivocation.That hasn't happened. 
In all seriousness, I really do not know why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're posting this in a thread about that very topic, showing a 
prominent Muslim leader who not only speaks up, but travels overseas to promote 
the US.</P> 
<P>It would be ironic if it weren't sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606247 37003 15 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 12:04:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8606242" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those who were wondering about <A 
href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/paulgentile/4916651365/" target=_blank>Wild 
Bill's protest sign.</A>/He looks normal</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness. The poster boy of the anti-Muslim movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606374 37003 123 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 12:36:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8606347" target=_blank>#99</A> swamprat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any comments on those Muslims who are condemning the mosque?</P> 
<P>They fall outside of the stereotypes presented by both 
sides.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not seen Muslims "condemning the mosque." What I have seen are a few 
articles about Muslims who question the wisdom of building it there, especially 
with the level of animosity directed against it.</P> 
<P>But I seriously doubt these few people are representative of most Muslims' 
views on the issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606458 37003 195 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/191/8606454" target=_blank>#191</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>You didn't even read this article, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606472 37003 207 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:05:54pm  
 
<P>Has anyone found a photo of the Dixie shirt guy that's not copyrighted? The 
Flickr picture is not downloadable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08606517 37003 238 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:16:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/paulgentile/4917094828/" 
target=_blank>Yikes!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606526 37003 244 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:17:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8606513" target=_blank>#234</A> Abdullah al-
Libi</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you a not very fond adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606546 37003 259 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:21:54pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606566 37003 279 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 1:31:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/272/8606559" target=_blank>#272</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is downloadable, albeit copyrighted. Flickr just made it difficult. <A 
href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4123/4916651365_587fe7e8a5_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
4916651365_587fe7e8a5_b.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I know I can get a copy. But since the photographer has reserved the 
rights, I have to respect that and not publish it. I haven't been able to find 
his contact info, or I'd ask him for permission.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606728 37004 11 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 2:22:35pm  
 
<P>Also this from Twitter:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/JC_Christian/statuses/21857807949" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606845 37004 49 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 3:17:08pm  
 
<P>Just got permission to use that photo of the Dixie shirt guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606877 37005 12 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 3:39:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8606867" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. If you had a bigger window you'd see a bigger photo - 680 x 
1024.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08606879 37005 14 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 3:39:58pm  
 
<P>You can almost read the tattoos on his knuckles at that 
resolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08606898 37005 31 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 3:47:02pm  
 
<P>Wow. This is really really bad.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/EwaNRWMN-F4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08607108 37005 57 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 5:02:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8607095" target=_blank>#55</A> Red fish</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>The sleeper strikes!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08607161 37005 66 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 5:14:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8607134" target=_blank>#60</A> Red fish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I stand by what I said.Too many times people pick someone out of a crowd who 
is different and then label him as representative of that group. The other 
hundreds of people there probably looked a lot like you, but that wouldn't make 
a "headline photo" would it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. Here's one that looks much better.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ65BAE300.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ65BAE300.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ65BAE300.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08607544 37005 74 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 7:09:13pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608616 37005 88 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 10:09:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8608510" target=_blank>#87</A> 
hellosnackbar</EM></P> 
<P>You're not seriously going to try to promote the EDL at my website, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08607216 37006 219 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 5:31:57pm  
 
<P>Countdown to the first "he wuz planted!" comment...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608504 37006 900 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 9:11:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/872/8608136" target=_blank>#872</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>25 blocks would probably work for most.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are completely full of crap. What's the excuse for the anti-mosque 
protests in other states? Are they on "sacred ground" too?</P> 
<P>What bullshit. I wish you people would just be honest and admit you're afraid 
and reacting out of fear and prejudice. That's what's going on here, and it 
couldn't be more obvious. You ignore every article posted that refutes your 
stupid talking points, and just spout them again as if nothing ever 
happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08607753 37007 20 Charles Sun, Aug 22, 2010 8:15:35pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.thelibertypapers.org/2010/08/22/8349/" 
target=_blank>After Cordoba Controversy, It’s Time To Look In The Mirror</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In moderating his approach, Charles Johnson at Little Green Footballs seems 
to be on the right path. A critic of jihadism during the Bush years, he broke 
from the right when he began to see people he respected joining up with Nazis 
and unapologetic racists. Having seen both sides, LGF is now a great staple in 
the building up of the pluralism necessary for a society in which we can all 
cohabitate. Let’s move away from the hate of the Pamela Gellers and into 
something more constructive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608518 37007 567 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 9:26:17am  
 
<P>I see that the Geller-thing has unearthed another smoking gun, that turns out 
to be more warmed-over rehashes of statements by Imam Rauf about terrorism, 
taken blatantly out of context, but with really BIG SCREENSHOTS and RED 
UNDERLINES!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608767 37009 68 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 10:54:17am  
 
<P>Uh oh -- the Loonwatch site apparently got hacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608777 37009 77 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 10:56:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8608772" target=_blank>#72</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Loonwatch?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a site run by Muslims, who cover the Spencer-Geller-Gaffney gang's 
hijinx.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608845 37009 113 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 11:30:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8608815" target=_blank>#100</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the loonwatch site there's a picture of Pamela Geller wearing a LGF t-
shirt. I wonder if that's more irritating to Charles, or to 
her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller posted that picture, by the way, to gloat when she came in ahead of 
LGF in the Wizbang wingnut popularity contest.</P> 



<P>So what's irritating to me is that without the context, the picture seems to 
imply she's approving of LGF, when the truth is exactly the 
opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08608885 37009 128 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 11:43:42am  
 
<P>If people register and then immediately burst in spewing insults with a huge 
attitude, I'm not going to give them another chance. I've seen where that ends 
up too many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609201 37009 144 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 1:41:57pm  
 
<P>Sock puppets incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609204 37011 111 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 1:43:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8609185" target=_blank>#103</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ha! Looks like EllieLicht registered to down ding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a sock puppet for the earlier creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609247 37011 122 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 1:57:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8609213" target=_blank>#115</A> 
Grimalkin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of odd folks, can anyone explain this?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.loonwatch.com/wp-
content/uploads/2009/04/pamela_gellar1.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
pamela_gellar1.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to ask me something, you can ask it directly, you know.</P> 
<P>And yes, here's the explanation:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/113/8608845" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609250 37012 55 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 1:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8609229" target=_blank>#39</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The grand sage shrieking harpy has apparently uncovered garbled audio of Rauf 
confirming he is a terrible bad evil person.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.humanevents.com/article.php?id=38673" 
target=_blank>Ground Zero Imam Says U.S. Worse than al-
Qaeda</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, he does not say "the US is worse than Al 
Qaeda."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609307 37012 104 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 2:25:38pm  
 



<P>To come to the conclusion that Imam Rauf thinks "America is worse than Al 
Qaeda," you have to ignore everything else he's written, and all the time he's 
spent condemning Al Qaeda and promoting an American version of Islam both in the 
US and overseas, and the fact that he has lived and worked in New York as a Sufi 
Muslim for decades.</P> 
<P>Imam Rauf's statements about America's image in the Muslim world are no 
different than Ron Paul's. Or any writer at The Nation's.</P> 
<P>But using this opinion to try to portray him as some kind of "stealth jihadi" 
is beyond ludicrous. I'd argue with him over that interpretation, but he's 
entitled to his opinions without being accused of being a secret agent for the 
jihad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609335 37012 129 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 2:36:40pm  
 
<P><A href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4098/4917245929_3354cd8ea6_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>The Amish Jihad.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609343 37012 136 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 2:41:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/8609336" target=_blank>#130</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where was that picture taken? It looks almost like my 
hometown.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's yesterday's protest at the Sacred Coat Factory. The Amish Market is 
right next door.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609436 37013 23 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 3:18:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8609429" target=_blank>#18</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You guys know that's been altered, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I guess the HUMOR category wasn't enough of a tipoff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609453 37013 35 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 3:23:21pm  
 
<P>Couldn't resist a little pshopping on this picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609501 37013 73 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 3:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8609479" target=_blank>#54</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>holy shit</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/08/mark_williams_new_groove
_on_mosque_mayor_bloomberg.php?ref=fpa" target=_blank>Mark Williams' New Line On 
NYC Mosque: Mayor Bloomberg Is A 'Judenrat'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller also writes stuff exactly like that, all the 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08609505 37013 77 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 3:44:07pm  
 
<P>Any Jew who disagrees with Pamela Geller gets the "kapo" label. And that's 
usually just for starters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609722 37013 280 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 5:23:53pm  
 
<P>Geller and Spencer finally added an update that Gingrich won't be at their 
rally (they say he agreed to do it), and they put the date "August 19" on 
it.</P> 
<P>Their update was added within the past few hours, today. They can't even help 
being weasels when they're making an overdue correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609731 37013 288 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 5:27:24pm  
 
<P>The most recent Google cache is August 20 -- no update:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://sioaonline.com/%3Fp=456&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>sioaonline.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609878 37014 28 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 6:39:09pm  
 
<P>OT: thanks to Obdicut for defending LGF from attacks by both the deranged 
right and the deranged left:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thelibertypapers.org/2010/08/22/8349/" 
target=_blank>www.thelibertypapers.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08609971 37014 114 Charles Mon, Aug 23, 2010 7:32:58pm  
 
<P>And as soon I posted that "thank you" to Obdicut, another stalker showed up 
to rant some more. Oh hai stalkers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08610891 37014 1005 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 9:51:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/658/8610525" target=_blank>#658</A> kamala</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read the book review. And then go read his book if you think I'm making it 
up. Aslan is a liar and an Islamist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's pretty much no Muslim that you wouldn't accuse of this, is there?</P> 
<P>Your "review" is a joke.</P> 
<P>If I regret anything about the early years of LGF, it's that my posts were 
used by bigots like you to justify your hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08610969 37016 23 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 10:30:40am  
 
<P>I have an opinion on the MEMRI article: so what?</P> 
<P>The Indonesian publisher put a different title on the book. Big deal.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, you're just ignoring the freaking CONTENT of the book.</P> 
<P>This crap is beginning to make me very sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08611035 37016 72 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 10:53:23am  
 
<P>In 2005, Prince Alwaleed bin Talal boasted about getting Fox News to change a 
headline, with a call to Rupert Murdoch:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/18497_Saudi_Prince_Buys_Fox_News_H
eadline" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611043 37016 80 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 10:55:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8611038" target=_blank>#75</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Horsehit. You and many here at LGF are suffering from an epic kool-aid 
overdose, which has suspended all critical thought and has mandated a mindless 
circling of the wagons around Rauf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're ignoring everything I post about his true moderation, and obvious 
love for American values, to keep feeding your mindless 
prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611332 37016 252 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 12:33:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/8611328" target=_blank>#250</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.cordobainitiative.org/?q=content/frequently-asked-
questions" target=_blank>Frequently Asked Questions | Cordoba</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The events of 9/11 were horrific.&nbsp; What happened that day was terrorism, 
and it shames us that it was cloaked in the guise of Islam. It was inhumane, un-
Islamic and is indefensible regardless of one’s religious persuasion. Not only 
Americans but also all Muslims are threatened by the lies and actions being 
perpetrated by these self-serving extremists and their perverted view of 
Islam.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More from the Cordoba Initiative site: <A 
href="http://www.cordobainitiative.org/?q=content/frequently-asked-questions" 
target=_blank>Frequently Asked Questions | Cordoba</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imam Feisal has always condemned terrorism (see his 1995 book “What’s Right 
With Islam is What’s Right with America” and his hundreds of speeches).&nbsp; 
Hamas is both a political movement and a terrorist organization. Hamas commits 
atrocious acts of terror. Imam Feisal has forcefully and consistently condemned 
all forms of terrorism, including those committed by Hamas, as un-Islamic. In 
his book, he even went so far as to include a copy of the Fatwa issued after 
9/11 by the most respected clerics of Egypt defining the 9/11 attack as an un-
Islamic act of terror and giving permission to Muslims in the U.S. armed forces 
to fight against those who committed this act of terror. Imam Feisal included 
this in his book to prove that terrorism must be fought even if Muslims have to 
fight fellow Muslims to stop it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you just keep ignoring this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611334 37016 253 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 12:35:16pm  
 



<P>It isn't as if you have to search for it. It's right there on Imam Rauf's 
website. Frequently asked questions. You've been asking those questions, over 
and over.</P> 
<P>Don't you care about the answers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611362 37016 262 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 12:47:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8611337" target=_blank>#255</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not.Most of what he says sounds good. But...he has said other things that 
make me wonder who the real Rauf is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get it - you think he just might be lying.</P> 
<P>And you think this, despite the many thousands of words he's written 
promoting a moderate American Islam, his repeated clear denunciations of Islamic 
extremism, and the fact that he was considered trustworthy enough by the Bush 
administration to be sent overseas as a US emissary to Islamic countries.</P> 
<P>The NYPD came out and stated that they saw no law enforcement issues. Imam 
Rauf's background was undoubtedly investigated by the Bush administration before 
he was chosen to represent the US, and uh, I think it's pretty obvious that he 
passed.</P> 
<P>None of this matters. You still think he just might be lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611544 37016 287 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 2:02:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/8611418" target=_blank>#273</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I propose that people not be labeled as "bigots" or as being afflicted with 
"mindless prejudice" ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can't take it, you shouldn't <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/75/8611038" target=_blank>dish it 
out</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You and many here at LGF are suffering from an epic kool-aid overdose, which 
has suspended all critical thought and has mandated a mindless circling of the 
wagons around Rauf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611621 37016 291 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 2:58:25pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08612994 37016 299 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 9:17:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/8612875" target=_blank>#298</A> teambru</EM></P> 
<P>You're a liar. I'm finished indulging you bigoted creeps. Get off my 
website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611094 37017 6 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 11:06:55am  
 
<P>Remember to retweet these articles, folks. Get the word out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08611165 37017 26 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 11:27:56am  
 
<P>Please note also that the Wahhabists behind the corrupt Saudi royal family 
are just as opposed to a moderate American Islam as Pamela Geller. The kind of 
Muslim-hatred Fox promotes is good for reinforcing the idea that America is the 
enemy of the Islamic world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611222 37017 51 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 11:45:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8611198" target=_blank>#35</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the course of all of this hullaballo about park 51. Iran began fueling the 
Bushehr reactor.</P> 
<P>Few have noticed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-11046174" 
target=_blank>www.bbc.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is how the State Dept convinced Israel that Iran is <EM>one year</EM> 
from a nuke.</P> 
<P>It is a pretty straightforward calculation to figure out how much plutonium 
will be produced per day in such a facility. This is very straight forward 
physics.</P> 
<P>The clock is absolutely now ticking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The current agreement forces Iran to return all spent fuel to Russia, and 
it's going to be monitored very carefully. However, if Iran withdraws from the 
NPT and starts processing the spent fuel, it could indeed be used for 
weapons.</P> 
<P>Withdrawing from the NPT would be a trigger for serious actions, though. 
There have been reports that Israel is preparing a strike; if Iran actually 
withdrew from the treaty, that strike would be guaranteed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611245 37017 58 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 11:53:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8611231" target=_blank>#52</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a new one that appears with #tcot a lot: #ocra. Any idea what it 
means?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a far right tag: Organized Conservative Resistance 
Alliance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611254 37017 63 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 11:56:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8611243" target=_blank>#57</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, I think Iran will keep playing the same games -- they won't 
abruptly grab all the plutonium, they'll play along and return it legally for a 
while, then start fudging and dragging their heels, losing shipments, etc.</P> 
<P>That's how Iran has gotten to this point, and they're not going to risk 
everything by openly provoking Israel to strike. Yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611881 37019 17 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 5:00:44pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8611876" target=_blank>#14</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>this has to be untrue. i really don't believe it.</P> 
<P>if true, she is defending the massacre of men, women and children at the 
hands of someone who ranks up there with pol pot, hitler, and whichever asshole 
was behind rawanda.</P> 
<P>defending the EDL is small beans compared to this vile, vile 
shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/218727_Pamela_Gellers_Mash_Note_to_a_
" target=_blank>Pamela Geller's Mash Note to a Genocidal Serbian War 
Criminal</A>. Not Milsoevic, but Karadzic, who's just as evil. (She also defends 
Milosevic.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08611895 37019 28 Charles Tue, Aug 24, 2010 5:08:21pm  
 
<P>Fox News is still in full-on anti-mosque mode. Just checked it out and Laura 
Ingraham is ranting away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08612991 37019 95 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 9:14:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8612496" target=_blank>#92</A> captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to agree with Spare, all reason about this is out the 
window.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A classic case of projection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08612997 37020 696 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 9:20:08am  
 
<P>I've reached the absolute end of my patience with people who use my site to 
spout this bigoted garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613203 37022 93 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 10:47:47am  
 
<P>The right wing blogs are all in that pre-talking point phase right now -- 
they're all ignoring it until someone figures out the right way to spin it, at 
which point they will all start rotating at high speed, reciting the talking 
point like idiot parrots.</P> 
<P>If I sound disgusted with the right wing blogosphere, it's because they're 
disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613212 37022 102 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 10:49:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8613189" target=_blank>#80</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Did they delete those comments? There only seems to be one comment there 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613226 37022 115 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 10:53:06am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8613221" target=_blank>#111</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are still showing up for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, there they are. Had to sort by "Oldest" to see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613306 37022 186 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 11:11:44am  
 
<P>I'll just point out that calling Intersections a "pro-Park51 group" is pretty 
misleading. Intersections is involved in a LOT of things, not just supporting 
Park51.</P> 
<P>It looks like Enright's main interest in working with them was getting his 
films financed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613319 37022 197 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 11:14:16am  
 
<P>Again: the fact that he worked with Intersections does not automatically mean 
he was "pro-Park51" at all. Intersections does a lot of things. Enright is a 
filmmaker, and apparently Intersections was funding his work.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613378 37023 2 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 11:38:50am  
 
<P>I'm trying to get out in front of the inevitable flood of talking point 
parrots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613420 37023 22 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 11:54:01am  
 
<P>One of Enright's films for Intersections:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/zLPAAIJWIBo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613425 37023 27 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 11:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8613390" target=_blank>#5</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stalker asshole "avid editor" sent out a tweet saying Charles is a "shill of 
MPACUK"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dimmest of the dim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613446 37023 43 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 12:10:54pm  
 
<P>A new follower I just picked up on Twitter: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/NancySinatra/" target=_blank>Nancy Sinatra</A>. (It's a 
verified account.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08613467 37023 61 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 12:20:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8613464" target=_blank>#58</A> 
Crimsonfisted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was this kid carrying a knife? To do this intentionally? Did he always 
carry a knife? (Or was it another stabbing weapon and I read too 
fast)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was reportedly a Leatherman tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615880 37023 124 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:23:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8615741" target=_blank>#122</A> abdul abulbul 
amir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this correct?</P> 
<P>1. Enright, a non-Muslim and a lefty, is in favor of the GZM.2. The cabbie, a 
Muslim, is opposed to building the GZM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615881 37023 125 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8615787" target=_blank>#123</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it looks like they rewrote the statement.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613692 37026 9 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 1:51:32pm  
 
<P>Some sane people need to pop over to Amazon and review Geller and Spencer's 
book. Right now it has three and a half stars.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1439189307/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613707 37026 16 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 1:56:22pm  
 
<P>"It's a phenom! A phenom!"</P> 
<P>Durr hurr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613709 37026 17 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 1:56:39pm  
 
<P>Too many syllables in "phenomenon."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613718 37026 24 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 1:59:57pm  
 
<P>She might start saying "phenomenon" and forget where to stop. 
"Phenomenomenomenom... uh, phenom!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613732 37026 30 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 2:07:24pm  
 



<P>By the way, there are reports that former Chairman of the Republican National 
Committee Ken Mehlman is coming out of the closet. Admitting to being gay even 
as he ran a host of anti-gay initiatives for the GOP.</P> 
<P>Supposedly it's going to be in a Marc Ambinder column for the 
Atlantic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08613946 37027 49 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 3:31:25pm  
 
<P>I'm getting a very strong smell of socks. Anyone else?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08614013 37027 113 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 3:47:58pm  
 
<P>Oh noes! The bottom of the barrel wingnut bloggers are all outraged at me 
again. Demanding that I apologize to the shrieking harpy, of all things. What 
will they think next?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615061 37029 5 Charles Wed, Aug 25, 2010 8:46:12pm  
 
<P>I fully expect some LGF commenters to start defending this insane point of 
view too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615862 37030 472 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:09:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/8615842" target=_blank>#452</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>You can't be seriously trying to mock and laugh off the idea that there's 
been a deluge of right wing hate mongering about the Cordoba House project, can 
you?</P> 
<P>Because that would be flat out delusional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615865 37030 475 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:12:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/8615864" target=_blank>#474</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. You're just completely puzzled at how anyone could get that 
idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615867 37030 477 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:14:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/8615866" target=_blank>#476</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say you said it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615886 37031 9 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:25:05am  
 



<P>Pamela and her paramour the Poison Dwarf Robert Spencer are fuming and 
foaming at the mouth at me today. And I wouldn't have it any other 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615895 37031 16 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:32:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8615888" target=_blank>#11</A> MarkAM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reposted from downstairs</P> 
<P>What little evidence there is thus far suggests that Enright is at least a 
Tea Party sympathizer, since his Facebook page listed "Greg Ball," a northern 
Westchester/Putnam County Tea Party politician as one of his likes. Apparently 
the page has been altered since his arrest.</P> 
<P>Screenshot and links in the comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.thelmagazine.com/TheMeasure/archives/2010/08/25/meet-michael-
enright-photo-essay" target=_blank>www.thelmagazine.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Apparently all the idiots who jumped to the conclusion that he's a 
"leftist" are now going to have egg on their faces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615911 37031 32 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:47:14am  
 
<P>So apparently, rather than being a "leftist" who "supported the mosque," it 
turns out he was a raving bigot and a teabagger.</P> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615919 37031 39 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 9:54:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8615917" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Even if he was a member of Code Pink, how the hell would that absolve these 
ranting bigots of responsibility for creating a climate of hatred and potential 
violence?</P> 
<P>People who promote this kind of garbage (he was a leftist! we win!) are 
either flat out liars trying to trick gullible people, or just plain 
stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615939 37031 59 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 10:01:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8615932" target=_blank>#52</A> deranged 
cat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>not trying to troll you, but is there any documentation regarding that? I 
just like to know the sources..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link is right there in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08615943 37031 63 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 10:02:09am  
 
<P>This isn't exactly standard leftist behavior, either:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ76EB6F35.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ76EB6F35.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ76EB6F35.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08615978 37031 95 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 10:27:31am  
 
<P>To me, whether he's politically left or right is absolutely irrelevant. The 
only reason I'm bringing it up at all is to push back against the right wing's 
attempt to muddy up the issue by painting Enright as a leftist.</P> 
<P>We've already seen that this outbreak of bigotry isn't confined to the right 
or the left. That's not news.</P> 
<P>But it's obvious that the climate of hysteria, paranoia, and hatred that's 
been stoked primarily by the right wing is going to push some borderline crazy 
individuals over the edge into violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616028 37031 144 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 10:59:08am  
 
<P>Remember, this guy was 21. Other photos on his Facebook pages mainly show him 
drinking, partying, and acting stupid. I doubt politics was his main focus.</P> 
<P>If I didn't know he was from upstate New York, from the pictures I'd think he 
was a hillbilly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618652 37031 212 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 11:43:29am  
 
<P>Here they are at the end of a dead thread again, spewing talking points 
exactly as I predicted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616092 37032 23 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 11:23:56am  
 
<P>According to the Poison Dwarf, the Muslim Brotherhood and I are joined at the 
hip:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/2010/08/muslim-brotherhood-
libelblogger-charles-johnson-blame-geller-spencer-for-leftist-pro-mosque-group-
em.html" target=_blank>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616098 37032 29 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 11:25:22am  
 
<P>Spencer categorically denies that his hate mongering has anything to do with 
anything at all. Totally harmless, he has no responsibility whatsoever. Same 
liar's game he always plays.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616105 37032 33 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 11:26:56am  
 
<P>And Spencer says it might have been a "fake hate crime," staged by 
CAIR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616123 37032 45 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 11:30:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8616104" target=_blank>#32</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>My irony meter is pinned.</P> 
<P>First, they'll deny the anti-mosque incitement has anything to do with the 
crime.</P> 



<P>Then they'll use the crime as an argument in more anti-mosque 
incitement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616132 37032 52 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 11:31:13am  
 
<P>Yeah, there's a funny smell in here suddenly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616408 37032 176 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 1:43:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8616374" target=_blank>#175</A> 
WarBicycle</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618646 37032 189 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 11:42:05am  
 
<P>Waah! They're persecuting the conservatives again! 
Waah!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616639 37035 8 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 3:00:00pm  
 
<P>I removed that navigation bar on the main page that used to contain just a 
link to "Yesterday," to get rid of some clutter in the UI. The Daily Archives 
button in the left sidebar does the same thing with more flexibility.</P> 
<P>The nav bars on sub-pages are more useful so they'll remain.</P> 
<P>Also, I moved the button that leads to LGF Pages out of the right sidebar, to 
front and center, and made it huge. Man, that's one huge button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616642 37035 10 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 3:02:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8616633" target=_blank>#4</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a Pages question-The whole point of Pages is we can have some content 
here, rather than just linking out to a blog or news site. I recall a gently 
enforced rule about blog pimping. I someone were using the pages to pimp their 
blog a lot, would that get noticed naturally by the powers that be around here 
or should that be reported?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm seriously considering allowing Pages that drop below a certain rating 
level to be 'hidden' automatically from view. People would need to start using 
the rating buttons on Pages more, though, to make this 
effective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08616877 37036 82 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 5:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8616850" target=_blank>#55</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://images9.cpcache.com/product/when+the+rapture+comes-state-
religion+-+beliefs/215324639v13_225x225_Front.jpg" target=_blank>I can't WAIT 
for the rapture, I will be rolling</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're going to be shocked when they're lifted up to heaven, though, because 
this is what they'll see:</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/oHg5SJYRHA0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08617032 37036 228 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 6:21:42pm  
 
<P>Wingnut blogs are funny! They actually seem to think they administered a real 
"smack-down" yesterday on the cabbie-stabber. Smacked everybody down, yep, they 
sure did.</P> 
<P>They're funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08617105 37036 301 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 6:39:04pm  
 
<P>Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08617116 37036 312 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 6:41:43pm  
 
<P>Found a little fruit fly in my wine glass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08617188 37038 9 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 7:08:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8617172" target=_blank>#4</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Derp! Sometimes I forget I have that little NoScript thingy. Once I allowed 
the scripts for The Onion, it showed up right away. Never mind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know who runs the Onion's media delivery system, but they've been 
messing around with it a lot lately. The newest version uses an 
IFRAME.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08617222 37038 24 Charles Thu, Aug 26, 2010 7:21:40pm  
 
<P>The thing about using an IFRAME to load video: an embedded IFRAME is 
essentially like a tab or new window loading another site. Cross-site scripting 
attacks are easier to stage, because to load an IFRAME's contents you have to 
give permission to another domain to load ... anything.</P> 
<P>Sites that use an IFRAME are doing it because it's the easiest way to allow 
HTML5 video playback, but people need to be more aware of the security problems 
of embedded IFRAMEs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618447 37040 21 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 10:29:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8618435" target=_blank>#9</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, anyone want to take odds on how many people show to this rewriting of 
civil rights history? I put the over/under at 45,000. /cause you know that Beck 



and his supports will be out there claiming 100k or more showed 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll take a wild guess and say the real crowd numbers will be way less than 
whatever Beck and the right wing blogs claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618676 37041 2 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 11:53:22am  
 
<P>Just had a very interesting conversation with a journalist from Dutch 
newspaper NRC Handelsblad, about the connections between European far right 
groups and the US anti-Muslim movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618702 37041 7 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 12:04:31pm  
 
<P>The Geller-thing's name came up quite a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618726 37041 16 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 12:19:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8618722" target=_blank>#13</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that note, this is politics here in Sweden 2010:</P> 
<P>Recently released election advert (for tv) for the Sweden Democrats:The 
voice-over is in Swedish, but the message should be easy to discern.</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Translation:"Politics is essentially about prioritizing.Now, YOU have a 
choice.On the 19th of September, you can choose - an end to immigration instead 
of an end to pensions.Vote for the Sweden Democrats."</P> 
<P>An army of burqas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. An overt appeal to xenophobia. This is what Spencer and Geller and their 
friends are trying to import to America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618755 37041 38 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 12:43:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8618742" target=_blank>#25</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breaking news!</P> 
<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0a2D8tn86MdKn/x999.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Obama rides a bicycle.</A></P> 
<P>Ed Morrissey will have the full report at 6 PM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. At least he put some air in the tires this time.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30246_This_Isnt_the_Bicycle_I_Knew
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618834 37042 16 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 1:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8618830" target=_blank>#13</A> SteveDutch</EM></P> 
<P>What "comparison?" How am I comparing anything by pointing out that Geller 
and Spencer promote and work with this group, and other European far right 
groups?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08618857 37042 34 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 1:47:46pm  
 
<P>If you want me to compare it, though, I will. The American version of this 
kind of xenophobia is just a few steps away from being this overt in its fear 
mongering and extremism -- and their main spokesperson Pamela Geller has already 
gone way past even the extremism you see in the video.</P> 
<P>If the media were really doing their jobs instead of pumping up the bottom 
line, Geller wouldn't be on any reputable news station.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08618944 37042 119 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 2:41:50pm  
 
<P>The usual choir of wingnut parrots has been attacking -- Donald Douglas, John 
Hawkins, and now the dimmest of the dim, Jim Hoft.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/223277_Jim_Hoft_Spews_Insults_Rants_I
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08619277 37043 72 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 5:58:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8619266" target=_blank>#63</A> 
tnguitarist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The people against it honestly don't care if Muslims have fewer 
rights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's worse than that. Many of the people behind this subscribe to the 
Geert Wilders Zero Sum Religious War bullshit, and ultimately want to 
criminalize the entire religion of Islam.</P> 
<P>The leader of SANE, David Yerushalmi, one of Geller's associates, is quite 
explicit about this. As is Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08619324 37044 1 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 6:20:39pm  
 
<P>The audio quality isn't the greatest in this video, but the performance more 
than makes up for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08619334 37044 2 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 6:29:09pm  
 
<P>David Horowitz sent out this mass email today, begging for more money for 
Robert Spencer:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dear DHFC Supporter,</P> 
<P>I am sure you've heard about the mosque they want to build on the sacred soil 
of Ground Zero in New York City.</P> 
<P>A group of "moderate" Muslim investors and clerics want to open a 13-story 
Islamic cultural center and mosque called the "Cordoba Center" (Remember: 
Cordoba, Spain, was once the capital of the Muslim penetration of the West) just 
a few hundred yards away from Ground Zero - the the site of the murderous attack 
on America by radical Islamofascists.</P> 
<P>The Freedom Center is in the middle of the fight to stop this insult to the 
memory of the people who died on 9/11. Our own Robert Spencer - the author of 
Islam Unveiled and other important works exposing radical Islam, director of 
Jihad Watch, and widely respected conservative leader - is spearheading the 
effort to stop the desecration of the area where 2,742 innocent people were 



slaughtered by agents of Osama bin Laden and his rabid al Qaeda followers. 
Robert is helping to organize a major demonstration against the Ground Zero 
Mosque on September 11th where tens of thousands of New Yorkers will listen as 
Ambassador John Bolton, Dutch opponent of Islamism Geert Wilders, and others 
voice their opposition to the mosque.</P> 
<P>Apologists for the Islamists and their stealth jihad in America have Robert 
in their gun sights. That's why it is critically important that Robert receive 
the financial support needed to stand toe-to-toe with the extremely well-
financed agents of radical Islam. His ability to continue his work as a tireless 
researcher and fearless opponent of Islamofascism is on the line in this battle 
against the Ground Zero mosque, and every dollar counts.</P> 
<P>That's why I'm asking you to follow this link and make a tax-deductible 
contribution of $25, $50, $100, $250 or more today. I will send you a copy of 
Robert's upcoming pamphlet on The Cordoba Mosque: The meaning of the Ground Zero 
Outrage with your gift of $35 or more. With a gift of $100 or more, I will send 
you a personalized copy of Robert's best-selling book, The Politically Incorrect 
Guide to Islam.</P> 
<P>You and I understand this isn't about religious freedom. It is about what is 
decent and appropriate. We are not forbidding Muslim citizens from worshipping 
or building a mosque at another location, but we must ensure that this insult to 
the memory of innocent Americans butchered nine years ago by Islamic radicalism 
never comes to pass.</P> 
<P>When Robert is attacked for "Islamophobia" and his voice mail is filled with 
dark threats, we know our efforts are paying off. But there are real costs 
involved in Robert's work, and the Freedom Center needs to raise an additional 
$125,000 in the next three months to ensure that Robert can continue this 
battle. Can we count on you to help?</P> 
<P>Every dollar you can spare to support Robert Spencer in these hard times will 
pay off by amplifying his passionate, reasoned voice against building this 
particular mosque on this particular site and by allowing him to bring this 
battle to a head. So please follow this link to make the most generous 
contribution you can afford.</P> 
<P>Thank you for all of your support.</P> 
<P>Sincerely,</P> 
<P>David HorowitzPresident &amp; Founder</P> 
<P>P.S. Please do what you can today to support Robert Spencer in these hard 
times. Every dollar will pay off by amplifying his passionate, reasoned voice 
against building this particular mosque on this particular site and by allowing 
him to bring this battle to a head. Please follow this link to make your tax-
deductible contribution today. Don't for get that I will send you a copy of 
Robert's upcoming pamphlet on The Cordoba Mosque: The meaning of the Ground Zero 
Outrage with your gift of $35 or more. With a gift of $100 or more, I will send 
you a personalized copy of Robert's best-selling book, The Politically Incorrect 
Guide to Islam. Thank you again!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08619378 37044 26 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 6:45:04pm  
 
<P>Just got around to reading Charles Krauthammer's op-ed.</P> 
<P>How sad. I really wish I could count on people like Krauthammer to hew to a 
truly moral line, even if they don't agree with many of Barack Obama's policies, 
but this is not to be.</P> 
<P>It's a massive irony that the man who coined the apt term "Bush Derangement 
Syndrome" is now apparently incapable of diagnosing his own Obama Derangement 
Syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08619486 37045 25 Charles Fri, Aug 27, 2010 7:21:59pm  
 
<P>Is anyone surprised that I'm not supporting the Horowitz-Spencer Axis of 
Bigotry?</P> 
<P>Are there still people out there who don't know?</P> 
<P>Do I need to create a widget button or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620325 37047 4 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:07:31am  
 
<P>I don't know how they managed to find so many incredibly awful black 
singers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620330 37047 6 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:09:35am  
 
<P>They're now pushing the white Christian founding of America 
myth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620340 37047 12 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:12:33am  
 
<P>Beck is claiming there are over 500,000 people there. It's comical.</P> 
<P>Now he's invoking God.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620348 37047 20 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:15:57am  
 
<P>Not a single black face in that crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620358 37047 30 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:19:46am  
 
<P>Seriously -- every single shot of the crowd shows nothing but a sea of shiny 
white faces. All the African Americans are on the stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620360 37047 32 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:20:31am  
 
<P>He's crying!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620407 37047 79 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:31:29am  
 
<P>It's ironic that Beck talked about the construction of the Wash. monument -- 
it was halted by the "Know Nothing" party. History is repeating in front of our 
eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620415 37047 87 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:32:50am  
 
<P>"Pick up your stick and stand!"</P> 
<P>Applause, applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620421 37047 93 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:33:24am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8620413" target=_blank>#85</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A decent shot of the crowd:<A 
href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4095/4935225128_50428029d3_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
4935225128_50428029d3_b.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Definitely not 100,000 people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620427 37047 99 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:34:00am  
 
<P>The Pillsbury Dough Boy just said, "We've had a soft life."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620483 37047 154 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:46:06am  
 
<P>Good lord. My gag reflex is starting to kick in. This is really 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620501 37047 172 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:48:46am  
 
<P>"We the people" was code for "Barack Obama is a racist who hates white 
culture."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620527 37047 198 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:52:51am  
 
<P>This is a rambling pile of cliches and crap. He's just ranting away the same 
way he does on his TV show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620552 37047 222 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:56:54am  
 
<P>The wingnuts on Twitter are already getting crazy about the crowd size. 
Watch. They're going to claim there were over a million people 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620562 37047 232 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 9:59:03am  
 
<P>That's David Barton behind Beck on the stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620571 37047 241 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 10:00:57am  
 
<P>The Kermit voice!</P> 
<P>Had to get that one in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620587 37047 257 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 10:04:09am  
 
<P>Shouting and weeping like a loon. We must be near the end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620607 37047 277 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 10:07:50am  
 



<P>Please. No. Not Amazing Grace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620682 37047 351 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 10:24:29am  
 
<P>Closing with a monumentally awful Christian rock power 
ballad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620769 37048 11 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:07:16am  
 
<P>Here we go again with the claims that there were eleventy gazillion people at 
the Beck rally.</P> 
<P>Check out this overhead photo posted at a wingnut blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://www.fireandreamitchell.com/2010/08/28/amazing-overhead-shot-of-
glenn-becks-restoring-honor-rally/&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.fireandreamitchell.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This looks like a photo of a different rally to me -- the same trick they 
tried to pull last year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620783 37048 23 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:18:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8620779" target=_blank>#20</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>pinkelephantpun is Tabitha Hale, Interactive Media Coordinator for 
FreedomWorks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Figures.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620787 37048 27 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:22:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8620785" target=_blank>#25</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, it could be. I'm just suspicious any time teabaggers post these kinds 
of photos because they've lied in the past.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620790 37048 30 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:24:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8620786" target=_blank>#26</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>Hmm. The clouds do seem wrong. But I can't say for sure that no clouds passed 
over the rally all morning. It was certainly very sunny when I was 
watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620795 37048 35 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:28:01am  
 
<P>Just hanging out on the toilets.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/rolenz/4934918147/in/set-
72157624702030045/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620816 37048 56 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:40:28am  
 



<P>My Glenn Beck haiku:</P> 
<P>Weeping Fox News hostPromoting theocracyRubes pony up cash</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620838 37048 78 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 11:49:16am  
 
<P>Ooh, the wingnuts are tweeting such mean things about me. My widdle feewings 
are hurt.</P> 
<P>Tweetdeck's Global Filter feature is great when they start acting up. I just 
make their tweets disappear. Poof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620917 37048 152 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 12:31:09pm  
 
<P>Michael Goldfarb of the Weekly Standard just tweeted that the crowd was huge 
and he didn't see a single nasty sign.</P> 
<P>That's because signs were banned. Does he not know this, or is he trying to 
mislead people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08620963 37048 195 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 12:59:05pm  
 
<P>Crazy Pamela is already trying to blame the violent EDL demonstration on 
Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621083 37049 38 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 1:50:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8621067" target=_blank>#26</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of hate. Have you heard folks? <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/link/223312" target=_blank>Since the 2008 
hate crimes report show no change in hate crimes against Muslims that means 
there hasn't been a recent rise of Islamaphobia in this country.</A> Yep, 
nothing to worry about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oddly enough, Pamela Geller happened to link to the exact same article at the 
Sacramento Bee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621093 37049 46 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 1:57:08pm  
 
<P>An amusing Twitter exchange between white supremacist blogger Robert Stacy 
McCain and me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain:FWIW, Glenn #Beck #RestoringHonor has induced another frothing 
conniption by Charles Johnson at LGF, so it must be deemed a success</P> 
<P>Me:@rsmccain Just can't stop reading my irrelevant blog, can you? It's pretty 
comfortable living inside your head, once I got past the stench.</P> 
<P>McCain:@Lizardoid It's all about YOU! YOU! YOU!</P> 
<P>Me:Can I quote you on that? RT @rsmccain: @Lizardoid It's all about YOU! YOU! 
YOU!</P> 
<P>McCain:[nothing]</P> 
<P>Me:@rsmccain Oh, BTW - did you hear your neo-Nazi friend Bill White is being 
sued for mailing swastikas to black people? [Link: <A 
href="http://bit.ly/aVuESH" target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P> 
<P>McCain:[nothing]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. What a bozo.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08621129 37049 78 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 2:12:01pm  
 
<P>A new random title: "It's all about YOU! YOU! YOU!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621193 37049 139 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 2:41:54pm  
 
<P>WWJD? Ride the Yellow/Green Line!</P> 
<P><A title=4935252607_00b4f03071_b.jpg 
href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4074/4935252607_00b4f03071_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
4935252607_00b4f03071_b.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621199 37049 145 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 2:44:21pm  
 
<P>Have no fear! Tea-Man is here!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/pnzr242/4935295367/in/pool-
21098601@N00/" target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622724 37049 258 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 10:02:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8622213" target=_blank>#257</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<P>Right. They're just misunderstood.</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0cGD4KA5vYaNj/910x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621368 37051 2 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 4:21:13pm  
 
<P>Wingnuts are gonna raise a giant stink about this figure, just 
watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621371 37051 5 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 4:22:09pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, they're already freaking out on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621474 37051 85 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:15:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8621444" target=_blank>#62</A> Kilroy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really though the days of Jonathan Edwards were over three centuries ago 
but I'm amazed a simple talk show host can draw this number of people. Many are 
in search of something!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're in search of the Perfect Cheese, but all they've found is moldy 
Velveeta.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621532 37051 127 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:36:21pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8621497" target=_blank>#100</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't see it.The only thing about it that seems at all interesting is how , 
if reports are true, MLK's niece was persuaded to be a key speaker.Probably 
bribed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alveda King is a very well known ultra-right winger. Has been for years. And 
a lot of African Americans aren't happy about the way she perverts her uncle's 
message.</P> 
<P>You didn't know that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622511 37051 154 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:41:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8621579" target=_blank>#139</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. CBS. Ever heard of the "Throbbing Memo"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've heard about that. Oh wait -- I created it.</P> 
<P>And yes, I believe the firm that CBS commissioned to do this estimate. 
They're professionals at this kind of stuff. Their estimate is 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623004 37051 156 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 12:42:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8622914" target=_blank>#155</A> 
RazorMan1988</EM></P> 
<P>By "denial of reality," you mean brushing off a commissioned scientific crowd 
estimate because it just doesn't feel good enough?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621543 37052 10 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:38:14pm  
 
<P>In JamesWI's Page about this, people popped up almost instantly to try to 
push the idea that the Muslims did it themselves.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/223317_Fire_at_Tenn._Mosque_Building_
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621566 37052 23 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:44:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8621556" target=_blank>#14</A> seopad</EM></P> 
<P>That's your last comment here. Have fun at Stormfront!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621582 37052 36 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8621578" target=_blank>#33</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>What in the hell does that case have to do with this one?</P> 
<P>What a textbook example of prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621588 37052 41 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:49:26pm  
 



<P>I think it's pretty fucking sick that your first thought is "the Muslims did 
it themselves."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621595 37052 48 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 5:51:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8621592" target=_blank>#45</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably nothing.In the page that was posted about the TN mosque burning, 
there was a reference to people making up wild accusations of inside jobs.I was 
replying to that page that it had actually happened before.Not insinuating that 
this is the case in Murfreesboro.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must really think I'm dumb to try a line like that on me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621655 37052 100 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 6:07:16pm  
 
<P>What. The. Fuck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621671 37052 114 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 6:11:05pm  
 
<P>I don't believe the crap that's going on in this thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621691 37052 132 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 6:17:58pm  
 
<P>Just as I predicted, the wingnut blogs are going bugeyed nuts over the CBS 
crowd estimate.</P> 
<P>Jim Hoft is the head moran right now. He's insisting there were 500,000 
people.</P> 
<P>I expect the claims to go over a million by tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621695 37052 135 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 6:19:27pm  
 
<P>Maybe one of the wingnuts will do a "scientific analysis" of a Yahoo News 
photo to prove how massive the crowd was. That's always fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08621719 37052 156 Charles Sat, Aug 28, 2010 6:29:37pm  
 
<P>Behind the scenes, another sock puppet who was using two accounts has been 
blocked, and a Chinese spammer who's registered six times before was discovered 
in a new block of IP addresses.</P> 
<P>I really don't want to block out the entire Chinese IP range, but I'm about 
to do it because these spammers are really getting annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622516 37054 521 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:43:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/8622494" target=_blank>#502</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Being a <STRONG>suicide bomber is the new political role model</STRONG>," 
Chris Matthews told his Friday "Hardball" audience. "Just kill everything, 
destroy everything, blow it up, nothing gets done. You're dead, but who cares?" 



he added, referring to conservative Republicans running against Democrats in the 
2010 midterms.</P> 
<P>(text link on News Busters - for what that's worth - video is available all 
over the place)</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://newsbusters.org/blogs/ken-shepherd/2010/06/25/chris-
matthews-compares-conservative-candidates-midterms-suicide-bombe" 
target=_blank>newsbusters.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is that supposed to be offensive? I think Matthews's point is exactly 
right. That IS what's going on on the GOP side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622519 37054 523 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:45:59am  
 
<P>And I completely agree that the vitriol coming out of the right wing these 
days is FAR worse than anything I've seen from the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622522 37054 526 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:47:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/522/8622518" target=_blank>#522</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First off, I wasn't part of the original comments, second I did your work for 
you and thirdly I didn't ask for any praise... I got all the "warm fuzzy 
feelings" just by proving you wrong. So, get off your soapbox... I didn't start 
this... but I certainly ended it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except, you didn't prove anybody wrong. Your few examples of Chris Mattthews 
are pretty weak compared to the hatred that's standard fare on the modern right 
wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622525 37054 529 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:48:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/528/8622524" target=_blank>#528</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way... has anyone come up with an "official" count of the people 
who showed up on the Mall for Beck's rally?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. I posted it yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622526 37054 530 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:48:16am  
 
<P>Guess you missed that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622537 37054 537 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:51:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/536/8622534" target=_blank>#536</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I imagine I missed that, since I asked. I ask because even CNN, at this 
point, mentions that "Wildly conflicting reports filed about Beck rally crowd 
size" I've seen nothing official.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2010/08/29/wildly-
conflicting-reports-about-beck-rally-crowd-size/" 
target=_blank>politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Can you give me the figure you posted, and the source.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could also read what I already wrote, instead of asking me to write it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622555 37054 554 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:58:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/539/8622539" target=_blank>#539</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Only one of those figures is based on an actual study using, you know, actual 
math and stuff. The CBS one. The lowest estimate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622558 37054 556 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:59:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/8622554" target=_blank>#553</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see why I should go with anyones figure, since all of the figures 
mentioned seems at a largely apart. That's why I asked if anyone had something 
more "official."</P> 
<P>With this kind of reporting, the "facts" will turn out to be what ever side 
can yell their count louder, and more often.</P> 
<P>No a really good way to gauge truth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should go with the CBS estimate, because it's the only one based on 
something more than a wild guess. This seems dead obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622562 37054 559 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:00:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/558/8622560" target=_blank>#558</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I consider the sources, as much as anyone would... as much as you would. I 
would prefer a unbiased scientific source... wouldn't you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of "they commissioned an outside firm" is unclear?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622571 37054 568 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:04:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/563/8622566" target=_blank>#563</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, can you please explain why <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/223348_The_Billionaires_Bankrolling_t
" target=_blank>my comment in this thread was deleted</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was deleted by one of the monitors, probably because it had a link to 
Reason magazine, which employs both raving antisemite Justin Raimondo and white 
supremacist Robert Stacy McCain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622585 37054 581 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:10:06am  
 
<P>I was just thinking, "You know it's about time for Tim Blair to post another 
lame attack on me." And sure enough, there he goes.</P> 
<P>According to Blair, Glenn Beck has "changed his mind" about Martin Luther 
King, and I'm supposed to applaud that.</P> 



<P>Seriously. This is what passes for deep thought in the loony right 
blogosphere these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622617 37054 611 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:21:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/8622523" target=_blank>#527</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went and read them. Also good finds. Park 51 does seem to have some 
malfactors in its funding apparatus. If that information holds up, they are a 
non-bigoted avenue of attack against Imam Rauf and the whole Park 51 
idea.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing new in that Steve Emerson post, but there are 
several factual distortions. There's no evidence at all of "malfactors."</P> 
<P>I think it's sad that you're still hoping to find that link to terrorism, 
after everything I've posted about this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622630 37054 624 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:25:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/620/8622626" target=_blank>#620</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a link to actual terrorist, but I'd call Mathir Mohammad a bigot (at 
least regarding Jews).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there's no link to Mahathir Mohamad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622635 37054 629 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:27:42am  
 
<P>Another shirt from the Beck rally: "Palin - Babies, Guns, Jesus"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://picasaweb.google.com/m/zoom?uname=AverageBro&amp;aid=55105693434602
38785&amp;id=5510571819314022162&amp;viewportWidth=320&amp;viewportHeight=416&am
p;fgl=true&amp;pli=1" target=_blank>picasaweb.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622660 37054 654 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:34:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/8622649" target=_blank>#643</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yahoo story I'm reading has Beck apparently "regretting" calling Obama a 
racist yet he continues to call him the anti-christ and level other crazy 
allegations at the administration and you can see from the pictures people have 
posted that his rally attenders yesterday bought the Obama is a racist line hook 
and nail.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's "regretting" it because he was confronted by an angry black radio host 
and asked to justify it. Beck is a coward.</P> 
<P>He'll be back saying the same thing before very long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622701 37054 695 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 9:47:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/684/8622690" target=_blank>#684</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No...no...no...</P> 
<P>It was this:</P> 
<P>There was no left wing version of "President Obama is the devil".I linked to 
one.Get over it, the left is as bad as the right, the right is as bad as the 
left.When ever one side say's "We are not as bad as all that," you are being 
lied to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's your opinion, but in my opinion, you're completely wrong.</P> 
<P>I've seen the left at their worst, and criticized them heavily for it. But 
the sheer hatred and racial animus that's pouring out of the unleashed right 
wing id is so far beyond the left's worst craziness that there's no comparison 
at all.</P> 
<P>I've also been a target for smear attacks from both sides, and the ugliness 
and sick hatred that has come out of the right wing towards me for criticizing 
them has absolutely no parallel on the left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622744 37054 731 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 10:27:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/720/8622731" target=_blank>#720</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just for clarity's sake, so I can diminish my own ignorance: Who was this 
"angry black radio host"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.alan.com/2010/08/29/radio-host-joe-madison-confronts-
glenn-beck-on-claim-obama-is-racist/" target=_blank>Joe 
Madison.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622782 37055 3 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 11:01:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8622781" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice to see people finally paying attention.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(She gets the acronym wrong, though - it's "EDL.")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08622905 37055 45 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 12:00:49pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable.</P> 
<P>Now Pamela Geller is digging up the bogus Flight 93 memorial controversy 
again. Will she be able to drum up a similar outrage over this one, or will the 
batshit craziness of it be obvious enough to prevent another bigotry 
outbreak?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623110 37057 3 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 1:30:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8623107" target=_blank>#2</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought your target was simply Dan Rather and the forged 
documents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My target was the forged documents, period. If someone other than Dan Rather 
had been the host of the show, it wouldn't have mattered. What I was concerned 
about was the fraud, not the personalities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08623133 37057 14 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 1:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8623117" target=_blank>#6</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So did we ever come to a consensus figure? See B.S. had 87,000, then NBC 
reported 300,000, the NYT speculated between 300-500 thousand.The CBS figure 
seems a little low, considering that NBC and the NYT aren't exactly right-wing 
pimps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no need for a "consensus figure." We have a detailed scientific 
analysis. The debate is over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623255 37057 110 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 2:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8623252" target=_blank>#107</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<P>You should read a little more carefully. He has quite a bit of experience 
doing this.</P> 
<P>And he was not the only expert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623260 37057 115 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 2:31:32pm  
 
<P>Claims of 300,000 to 500,000 all originate from either Glenn Beck or one of 
the minstrel show organizers. Excuse me if I don't consider them reliable.</P> 
<P>The CBS/AirPhotosLive.com study is the only believable one. They used the 
most reliable methods of crowd counting, based on high resolution photos from 
hot air balloons. It's pretty absurd to second guess this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623298 37057 152 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 2:47:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/8623289" target=_blank>#143</A> nonsense</EM></P> 
<P>If I'd have known the great Tim Blair was going to hold me accountable, I'd 
have tried to come up with a more accurate estimate than "eleventy 
gazillion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623306 37057 160 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 2:49:50pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8623300" target=_blank>#154</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Surely you can look up the NYT's coverage. It's all over the place.They 
didn't give a hard figure, as I said above, they <EM>estimated between</EM> 300-
500 k.But historically,they wouldn't want to add even one person to the count, 
which is the only thing that is interesting about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they REPORTED Glenn Beck's claim that there were 300-
500K.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623310 37057 164 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 2:51:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8623307" target=_blank>#161</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"NBC News estimated the turnout at 300,000...By any measure it was a large 
turnout. "[Link: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/29/us/politics/29beck.html" 
target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]]</P> 
<P>Just pointing out that the number did not come from the event's 
organizers.Those folks were claiming over 500k.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, look what captdiggs just sort of left out:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NBC News estimated the turnout at 300,000, <STRONG>while Mr. Beck offered a 
range of 300,000 to 650,000</STRONG>. By any measure it was a large 
turnout.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623333 37057 186 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:01:03pm  
 
<P>I'm unable to find any article at NBC News that contains an official 
estimate. The claim that NBC estimated 300,000 seems to originate with a Twitter 
post from one NBC reporter, Domenico Montanaro, who tweeted that it "might have 
been 325,000."</P> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me if I continue to go with the AirPhotosLive 
study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623337 37057 190 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:01:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8623321" target=_blank>#175</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it was those dots you put in place of the bold part I highlighted. 
Remember?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623368 37057 221 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:09:59pm  
 
<P>Yep, it came from Domenico Montanaro. Here's his Twitter feed:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/DomenicoNBC" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The estimate of 325,000 came from an unnamed Park Service official, just 
eyeballing the crowd. The Park Service does not officially do estimates, so this 
is no more reliable than anyone else's eyeball estimate.</P> 
<P>The New York Times overstated this seriously -- this isn't an NBC News 
estimate at all. It's one off-air reporter tweeting what one unnamed Park 
Service official guessed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623452 37057 302 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:32:26pm  
 
<P>By the way, CNN reports that AirPhotosLive actually had not two, but THREE 
independent experts who all did separate photo analyses of the crowd.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2010/08/29/wildly-
conflicting-reports-about-beck-rally-crowd-size" 
target=_blank>politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623487 37057 336 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:40:45pm  



 
<P>Heh. Sure enough, Blair seized on the "nuance" line like a crazed chihuahua. 
Who could have predicted that?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles offers a nuance defence, including this line: “Blair’s outraged today 
that I don’t believe there were eleventy gazillion people …” Actually, Johnson 
did believe that the site photograph represented gazillions. That’s why he 
thought the image was of another rally. Keep on nuancing, pal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What Blair doesn't realize is that by my own personal way of counting, 
"eleventy gazillion" actually comes out to about 87,000 decimal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623505 37057 354 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 3:53:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/8623496" target=_blank>#345</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Pal" at the end of a comment usually makes me snort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's better than "pally" or "bub" or "smart guy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623561 37057 409 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 4:23:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/8623546" target=_blank>#394</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what Wikipedia had to say about the crowd size:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Restoring_Honor_rally_%28Glenn_Beck%29#Crowd_
size" target=_blank>crowd size according to Wikipedia</A>This leaves open the 
possibility that the crowd, counting people not actually on the mall, was larger 
than AirPhotos's estimate. A scientific count of people inside a certain 
perimeter may be good as far as it goes, but if the perimeter is not that well 
chosen---?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a thumbnail image of one of the high res shots used by the analysts, 
and it clearly includes the entire area:</P> 
<P><A title=cbsimage6814705x.jpg href="http://stevedoig.com/wp-
content/uploads/2010/08/cbsimage6814705x.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
cbsimage6814705x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623907 37057 681 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 6:14:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/671/8623880" target=_blank>#671</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To me taqiyya means that lying to a non-believer is OK under certain 
conditions, most commonly in the event that the believer is in danger from the 
non-believer.It is not difficult to see how this fairly mild-sounding concept 
can have been perverted by radical Islamists to justify almost any level of 
deception, because they perceive themselves to be in constant danger from the 
disbelieving hordes.Similarly, it is not difficult to see how non-Muslims could 
slip into the prejudicial trap of ascribing the improper use of taqiyya to all 
Muslims when it is only the extremists who would promote this 
strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's not difficult to see how any human being could justify being 
dishonest about their enemies, and do everything possible to portray them in a 
bad light.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08623779 37058 6 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 5:29:37pm  
 
<P>Here he is shamelessly weaseling out of answering what he meant by "white 
culture."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/FKZ1qbDyKOM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623918 37060 9 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 6:21:07pm  
 
<P>Shots being fired near this site ... definitely something to worry about.</P> 
<P>It's Tennessee, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08623958 37060 36 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 6:44:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8623954" target=_blank>#33</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tennessee has some unfortunate history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624050 37060 123 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8624038" target=_blank>#112</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Get with the meme: SOUTHERNERS ARE BIGOTS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P> 
<P>No special reason to worry when people fire guns at an Islamic center 
construction site in Tennessee. Right after an arson incident.</P> 
<P>Tennessee is being unfairly maligned. Let's complain about 
that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624066 37060 136 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:15:46pm  
 
<P>A fascinating response to this story at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624086 37060 155 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:21:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/8624083" target=_blank>#152</A> 
MandyManners</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe I have ever dinged you but, I did so tonight.</P> 
<P>I believe that speaks volumes, Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it certainly does, and you're welcome to take your comments 
elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08624093 37060 162 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:23:59pm  
 
<P>In fact, this is the final straw. I'm not willing to indulge bigots any more, 
no matter how long they've been posting comments here. I've seen more than 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624111 37060 180 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:27:02pm  
 
<P>Should have done that long ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624119 37060 187 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:29:01pm  
 
<P>This is me, completely done with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624137 37060 205 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:34:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8624135" target=_blank>#203</A> eclectic 
infidel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This latest event is scary. Were I Muslim in TN right now, I know I'd be 
frightened and deeply concerned for the welfare of my family, and my fellow 
believers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, we still have people at LGF trying to brush it off as 
insignificant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624184 37060 251 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 7:49:48pm  
 
<P>Please note: there are plenty of decent people in Tennessee. I have friends 
there.</P> 
<P>And there is also a sizeable contingent of outright racists, unfortunately, 
who are more than capable of committing acts of terrorism.</P> 
<P>I'm finished putting up with people who try to make excuses for the 
latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08624265 37060 331 Charles Sun, Aug 29, 2010 8:07:43pm  
 
<P>Long, long overdue. I'm way too soft sometimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625284 37060 882 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 9:46:51am  
 
<P>It's amazing to me that some people seem to think I was "unfairly maligning" 
Tennessee by pointing out that Tennessee has some special history when it comes 
to race relations.</P> 
<P>I was not maligning the whole state of Tennessee and everyone in it. But it's 
absurd to pretend -- as several people tried to do, including MandyManners -- 
that there's nothing unusual at all about Tennessee, and no special reason to be 
concerned when shots are fired near a mosque that's been the target of a hate 
campaign reminiscent of the days of the KKK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08625354 37062 37 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 10:44:31am  
 
<P>Current headline at the top of Geller's site:</P> 
<P>EXTREMIST GROUND ZERO MOSQUE IMAM RAUF IS A RAT AND ROACH SLUMLORD</P> 
<P>She takes an article in the New York Post about tenant complaints (which are 
NOT unusual at all - every landlord has complaints) and goes right into Nazi-
like language:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out from under the rock crawls rats and roaches 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625471 37063 10 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 11:35:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8625465" target=_blank>#5</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think it is accidental that the cartoon drawing of White looks a 
little like G.W. Bush?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's actually McCain, not Bill White. Maybe I should add a 
caption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625520 37064 1 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 12:07:38pm  
 
<P>This is a really sick bunch of people. Every bit as bad as the Dove World 
Outreach freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625659 37064 120 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 1:20:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8625651" target=_blank>#112</A> 
beekiller</EM></P> 
<P>Arg. They're STILL passing around those bogus photos of the kid having his 
arm run over by a car?</P> 
<P>Those pictures are real, but they do not show any kind of "sharia 
punishment," like the wingnuts claim. It's a Pakistani street performer doing a 
trick.</P> 
<P>I had a post about this almost 5 years ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/18085_Sharia_Punishment_Photos_Mis
attributed" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625772 37065 53 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 2:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8625741" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The next outrageous outrage...[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/05aG6doeWW0ZA?q=obama" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Outrageous!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Presidential payola!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625837 37065 111 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 2:49:20pm  



 
<P>Wow, Tim Blair really has a bug up his ass lately about me. He's put up yet 
another brain dead attack piece.</P> 
<P>Looks like my last post hit a nerve or two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625850 37065 122 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 2:55:28pm  
 
<P>Blair is funny.</P> 
<P>He thinks I need to apologize because I posted this during the election, 
about Barack Obama's own accounts of his racist attitudes when he was 
younger:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/24231_Barack_Obamas_Racial_Obsessi
ons" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Apparently this proves yet again what a creepy hypocrite I am, because I 
criticized Glenn Beck for calling Obama "a racist with a deep-seated hatred of 
white culture." I'm supposed to beg forgiveness for posting an article that 
quoted Barack Obama's own stories about his early attitudes toward race. In 
Blair's one-liner dim bulb universe, this is EXACTLY like calling Barack Obama a 
racist.</P> 
<P>The usual stupid smear tactics. This is why I'm convinced Blair thinks he's 
writing for an audience of complete idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625864 37065 134 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 3:07:58pm  
 
<P>And by the way, those statements by Obama in his biography DO show a clear 
prejudice against white people -- but as with Shirley Sherrod, it's only part of 
the story, because Obama has very clearly moved past those early attitudes.</P> 
<P>But I do want to apologize for one thing -- voting for the McCain-Palin 
ticket. If I could go back in time and reverse that vote, I would.</P> 
<P>I'm sorry, Nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625896 37065 164 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 3:29:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8625876" target=_blank>#146</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd disagree with Charles's statement that what he said represented 
"Shockingly racist anti-white" attitudes, as I note in that thread, a poster did 
as well-- and wasn't banned, please note, Stalker Blog. I do think they 
represented confused and bitter thoughts about race, especially as they related 
to his place between races.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't put it that way today, but please remember -- this was right in 
the middle of a very heated Presidential election, and I had picked the wrong 
side, to my very real regret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625911 37065 171 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 3:34:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8625907" target=_blank>#169</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do remember. And obviously the main shocking quote on that post is the 
quote at the end, not from Obama. And that one really is worth saying 'wow' 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that was actually the main point of the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08625951 37066 45 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 3:54:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8625918" target=_blank>#15</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd also like to point out that what Blair doesn't include is what Charles 
bolded in the original article:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harris-Lacewell said such expressions of distrust toward whites will not hurt 
Obama in the Democratic presidential primaries, which are dominated by liberal 
voters.</P> 
<P>“To win the Democratic nomination, he’s got to get a part of the progressive, 
anti-war, white folks,” she said. “And those white folks tend to be suspicious 
of any black person who wouldn’t be suspicious of white 
people.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote hurts my brain, and I think 'wow' is a good response to 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly - that was actually the main point of the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08625997 37066 86 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 4:04:44pm  
 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Blotter/united-flight-arrested-terror-charges-
amsterdam/story?id=11517664" target=_blank>Two Suspects on United Airlines 
Flight Arrested on Terror Charges in Amsterdam - ABC News</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The men were identified as Ahmed Mohamed Nasser al Soofi, of Detroit, MI, and 
Hezem al Murisi, the officials said. A neighbor of al Soofi told ABC News he is 
from Yemen.</P> 
<P>Airport security screeners in Birmingham, Alabama first stopped al Soofi and 
referred him to additional screening because of what officials said was his 
"bulky clothing."</P> 
<P>In addition, officials said, al Soofi was found to be carrying $7,000 in cash 
and a check of his luggage found a cell phone taped to a Pepto-Bismol bottle, 
three cell phones taped together, several watches taped together, a box cutter 
and three large knives. Officials said there was no indication of explosives and 
he and his luggage were cleared for the flight from Birmingham to Chicago 
O'Hare.</P> 
<P>Once in Chicago, officials say they learned al Soofi checked his luggage on a 
flight to Washington's Dulles airport for connections on flights to Dubai and 
then Yemen, even though he did not board the flight himself.</P> 
<P>Instead, officials say, al Soofi was joined by the second man, Al Murisi, and 
boarded the United flight from Chicago to Amsterdam.</P> 
<P>When Customs and Border officials learned al Soofi was not on the flight from 
Dulles to Dubai, the plane was ordered to return to the gate so his luggage 
could be removed. Officials said additional screening found no evidence of 
explosives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626009 37066 98 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 4:07:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8625984" target=_blank>#75</A> 
keithgabryelski</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just to bring this all around ... Beck apologized for calling President Obama 
racist on FoxNews Sunday when we was asked about it (yesterday) by Chris 
Wallace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, that's why I'm supposed to apologize too, or I'm a hypocrite. Or 
something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626038 37066 125 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 4:15:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8626034" target=_blank>#121</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you wouldn't write that stuff today, right? You still don't think Obama 
had "shockingly racist anti-white attitudes" do you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/164/8625896" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626048 37066 135 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 4:17:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8626034" target=_blank>#121</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you wouldn't write that stuff today, right? You still don't think Obama 
had "shockingly racist anti-white attitudes" do you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Shockingly racist?" No. That was hyperbole, granted. But by his own accounts 
Obama definitely was prejudiced toward white people in his 
youth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626272 37066 351 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:08:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/8626186" target=_blank>#269</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Charles:</P> 
<P>Some of the quotes in that Examiner article were edited to be misleading, as 
was their paraphrasing. Just as a quick example, from the article:</P> 
<P>The actual quote from <EM>Dreams from My Father</EM>:</P> 
<P>Here's the page through Google Books. It's the second to last sentence:[Link: 
<A href="http://books.google.com/books?id=HRCHJp-
V0QUC&amp;lpg=PA142&amp;dq=And%20white%20-
%20he'd%20said%20himself%20that%20was%20a%20problem&amp;pg=PA142#v=onepage&amp;q
&amp;f=false" target=_blank>books.google.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch! I'd completely forgotten about this post before Blair dug it up 
to use it as a cudgel.</P> 
<P>But I read Dreams From My Father earlier this year, and yeah -- that quote 
was definitely distorted.</P> 
<P>That's another thing I don't do any more -- link to articles from the 
Examiner. They publish a lot of absolute rubbish from creationists, birthers, 
you name it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626277 37066 356 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/8626273" target=_blank>#352</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Here are three albums full of California geography and history. Enjoy!</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0009353IW/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Chavez Ravine</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000MDH8E6/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>My Name Is Buddy</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0018QCXBE/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>I, Flathead</A></P> 
<P>And no fighting chickens, although there are cats, mice, and a green 
dog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three of the greatest records of the last 10 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626280 37066 359 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:16:12pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0009353IW/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Chavez Ravine</A> in particular is just amazing. A very deep 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626284 37066 363 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:17:09pm  
 
<P>In fact, I had to put on Chavez Ravine right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626287 37066 366 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:19:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8626285" target=_blank>#364</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have you ever met Ry?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626422 37066 462 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:59:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/456/8626407" target=_blank>#456</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think people who down ding the "good afternoon!" or "good night!" posts. If 
you're on that much auto-pilot, try not to drown in your soup.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or when somebody who never comments goes through a thread down-dinging every 
comment by a particular person. I consider that counter-productive behavior and 
if I see it happening in the LGF Spy I'll block that account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626447 37066 473 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 6:06:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/8626442" target=_blank>#472</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>That's it, dude! You are OUT OF HERE!</P> 
<P>/kidding</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626473 37066 478 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 6:12:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/8626466" target=_blank>#477</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If it's any consolation. I think Obama is a one term president.When Letterman 
is already making jokes about Obama as a one termer, the party's 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you've been wrong about a host of other things, so I tend to take that 
with a handful of salt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626510 37066 490 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 6:24:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/8626498" target=_blank>#487</A> 
captdiggs</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, the Democrats might lose their majority in the mid-term elections, 
because the kook base of the right is all stirred up.</P> 
<P>But the right has absolutely no coherent platform, and no real leaders 
willing to act like adults instead of pandering to the revolting base.</P> 
<P>And I mean that literally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626367 37067 6 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:49:19pm  
 
<P>Wait. So Glenn Beck is saying that God is a goose?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626372 37067 7 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:50:03pm  
 
<P>Will this be part of the new religion I expect him to announce any 
day?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626396 37067 22 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 5:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8626385" target=_blank>#15</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3039/2902047787_3e0059cb8c.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Yeah, it was a miracle.</A></P> 
<P>Talk about being full of himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at all the holy goose poop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08626439 37067 44 Charles Mon, Aug 30, 2010 6:03:24pm  
 
<P>The First Church of Goose Scientist.</P> 
<P>The Church of Latter Day Geese.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631076 37070 700 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:37:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/8630140" target=_blank>#699</A> Longacre</EM></P> 
<P>Nonsense. That was about as far from Beck's message as it could be.</P> 
<P>He was sharing the stage with some of the most virulent historical 
revisionists in America, John Hagee and David Barton, and promoting a Christian 
supremacist world view, denying the separation of church and state. He's been 
promoting this crap on his TV show for nearly a year, and for you to claim the 
mantle of Ronald Reagan for Beck is just beyond ludicrous. He's a huckster and a 
fraud.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08627969 37072 28 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 10:42:58am  
 
<P>I wrote that Tim Blair seems to think his readers are idiots; well, maybe 
he's right.</P> 
<P>This just came in from a Blair fan in Australia:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Chuck.</P> 
<P>You are profoundly fucktarded.</P> 
<P>Cheerio,Mike.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08627974 37072 31 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 10:44:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8627944" target=_blank>#13</A> 
Sheepdogess</EM></P> 
<P>I'm blocking your account so you'll have more time to hang out at the stalker 
site. No need to thank me!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628004 37072 51 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 10:55:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8627989" target=_blank>#40</A> SteveDutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Klavan does some funny stuff sometimes but this piece ... well ... sucks.</P> 
<P>Killing a link to a legitimate news story (#13), well, that sucks, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628007 37072 53 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 10:56:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8627989" target=_blank>#40</A> SteveDutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Klavan does some funny stuff sometimes but this piece ... well ... sucks.</P> 
<P>Killing a link to a legitimate news story (#13), well, that sucks, 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, you're not really claiming that I deliberately messed up the link, are 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628018 37072 63 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 11:02:27am  
 
<P>Hey, SteveDutch: I asked a question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628048 37072 92 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 11:10:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8628030" target=_blank>#75</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Klavan's video is <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hate_speech" target=_blank>hate speech</A>. 
People need to start saying that out loud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought I did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628070 37072 110 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 11:17:04am  
 



<P>I guess I'm not going to get an answer from SteveDutch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628113 37073 30 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 11:33:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8628110" target=_blank>#27</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All kidding aside, though, does anyone honestly believe this is some great 
coup for the Taliban et al? I mean, if the preposterous claims of willful 
civilian murder and "war against Islam" don't make the sale, how in the hell 
will "some people have reservations about the construction of a mosque in 
Manhattan" seal the deal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I certainly do believe that. "Insults against Islam" are extremely 
powerful motivators in some countries, particularly Afghanistan and Pakistan. As 
we saw with the craziness around the Danish Mohammed cartoons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08630964 37073 257 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:25:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8630754" target=_blank>#255</A> 
Eli_Phant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, so the Taliban won't dig us anymore if we stop the mosque?</P> 
<P>That changes everything, build the mosque and lets have Mullah Omar at the 
ribbon cutting ceremony.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sick and tired of you bigots ranting at my site. You registered just to 
post crap like that. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08630965 37073 258 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:26:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8628495" target=_blank>#234</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look, fool, if there was no mosque in the project there would be no 
controversy, and your courts would zero in on that like a heat seeking 
missile.As for my questioning the credentials and trustworthiness of Rauf, I 
stand by everything I have written. Every single word, and I don't think Charles 
really loses a lot of sleep about my dissenting views on this, so why do you 
need to keep trying to make it otherwise?It's not a popularity contest here for 
me, in case you haven't noticed, and I will never be silenced by puerile 
downdinging.There is only one person on this site who can silence 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm reaching the end of my patience with your determinedly ignorant crap 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631031 37073 259 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:03:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8630633" target=_blank>#254</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no mosque inside the pentagon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technically this is true. It's a non-denominational chapel. But Muslims use 
it for prayer. Why aren't you outraged that Muslims are saying their "Islamic 
supremacist victory prayers" in the Pentagon?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08628230 37074 16 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 12:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8628215" target=_blank>#14</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>The point of what Breitbart is doing is not to call me an Islamophobe. In his 
world, this is a GOOD thing.</P> 
<P>What he's trying to do is discredit me among the people who are starting to 
pay attention to my stance against this anti-Muslim craziness.</P> 
<P>It's a sleazy smear attempt, typical of Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628240 37074 21 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 12:13:20pm  
 
<P>Please retweet this post, lizards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628288 37074 37 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 12:26:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8628279" target=_blank>#32</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whats up with this: smear or not? I'm trying to fact check it and the author 
seems pretty fringekookular:</P> 
<P>Exclusive: ‘Muslims-Only’ Enclave Thrives In Philadelphia<A 
href="http://www.google.com.au/search?q=Exclusive%3A+%E2%80%98Muslims-
Only%E2%80%99+Enclave+Thrives+In+Philadelphia&amp;ie=utf-8&amp;oe=utf-
8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;client=firefox-a" 
target=_blank>Your text to link...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's complete crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628759 37077 69 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 3:14:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8628693" target=_blank>#16</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no denying this guy is an islamophobic prick, but the "take home message" of 
this video is that racism is wrong, the "n word" is a demeaning word that 
shouldn't be used by anyone (black or white), and that all double standards 
(especially treating people different based on the color of their skin) are 
wrong and contrary to christianity. The video lacks any kind of subtlety, but it 
isn't racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In another thread, you're defending the English Defense League. What's up 
with this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628771 37077 80 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 3:20:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8628693" target=_blank>#16</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<P>You've posted two comments so far, and both of them are defending racists. Or 
am I missing some context?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08628813 37077 116 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 3:38:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8628693" target=_blank>#16</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<P>Cat got your tongue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08629007 37077 300 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 4:42:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/8628994" target=_blank>#290</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When is Obama's super awesome speech supposed to air?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>6:00. He's already getting it from both right and left.</P> 
<P>The left wants him to attack Bush in his speech, but Obama has too much class 
to do that. The right just hates everything he says and does, so they'll nitpick 
everything he says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629405 37077 370 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:59:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8629245" target=_blank>#362</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I'm trying to say is that I don't believe that the EDL is uniquely 
violent and hateful. I just emailed one of the friends I've been referring to 
for pictures to post of EDL members burning nazi and BNF flags.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly care less about any public relations pictures of EDL 
members "burning nazi and BNF flags." (I think you meant BNP.)</P> 
<P>You must think we're idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631018 37077 380 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8630736" target=_blank>#379</A> squiems</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I meant BNF. British National Front. More racist and right-wing than the 
BNP. And again, I simply cannot understand the inability to even imagine that 
some parts of the EDL are not as violent and extremist as you all seem to 
think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I can't understand why you think I'm going to allow you to continue 
making excuses for the EDL and Dove World Outreach at LGF.</P> 
<P>Go away. There are sites where you don't have to pretend you don't support 
those lunatics -- go post your comments there. You're not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629129 37079 33 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:11:22pm  
 
<P>The left is hating on this speech because he doesn't blame Bush for anything, 
and doesn't come out and say the Iraq War was an unnecessary failure.</P> 
<P>As if he was ever going to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629159 37079 57 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:15:28pm  
 
<P>"Reach For It!"</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ov2Z7LCIBqA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08629164 37079 62 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:16:20pm  
 
<P>The #tcot feed on Twitter is boiling with rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629170 37079 68 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:17:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8629162" target=_blank>#60</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He just sent the message that the war caused us to go bankrupt. Won't be 
enough to satiate the left, more than enough to enrage the right.</P> 
<P>From the Lazy Thinking Department: good job Prez! You're pissing off the 
right people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The war did have a horrible effect on our economy, that's pretty hard to 
deny.</P> 
<P>Close to a trillion dollars so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629182 37079 79 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:18:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8629177" target=_blank>#75</A> 
Renaissance_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the fact that a <STRIKE>Democrat</STRIKE> black President is giving 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629195 37079 91 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:20:25pm  
 
<P>From #tcot:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Obama: Ultimately.terrorists will fail to achieve their goals." Unless it's 
building a mosque at ground zero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629214 37079 108 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:22:25pm  
 
<P>Charles Krauthammer says the speech was "flat and odd."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629220 37079 113 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:23:07pm  
 
<P>Krauthammer has succumbed to exactly the mental condition he identified 
during the Bush era -- he has a raging case of Obama Derangement 
Syndrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629225 37079 118 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:24:27pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. I just got a funny smell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629310 37079 195 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:39:49pm  
 



<P>If you use a Mac, you should really install ClickToFlash. It stops embedded 
Flash objects from autoloading and replaces them with a button you have to 
click.</P> 
<P>It makes a huge difference. Flash is a ridiculous processor hog on the Mac. 
Installing ClickToFlash will let your Mac run much smoother when you're browsing 
the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629327 37079 208 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 5:43:29pm  
 
<P>Fox is running a constant parade of old white pseudo-pundits bashing Obama's 
speech.</P> 
<P>Ralph Peters just compared the speech to Nixon's Vietnamization speech. I 
think I'm getting a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629513 37079 375 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 6:22:12pm  
 
<P><A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2010/08/the-islamic-
suprmemacists-are-dancing-and-rubbing-their-hooves-in-glee.html" 
target=_blank>The Islamic Supremacists are Dancing and Rubbing Their Hooves in 
Glee</A>.</P> 
<P>"Hooves?"</P> 
<P>Are we talking about ... <EM>Satan?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629555 37079 416 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 6:30:31pm  
 
<P>Hoof rubbing! This is worse than I thought!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629702 37079 556 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 7:00:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/532/8629678" target=_blank>#532</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are certainly happy to kill some Jews before the peace 
talks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not getting what a Hamas attack has to do with Geller's post about 9/11 
families.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629766 37079 620 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 7:10:45pm  
 
<P>That's enough. Apparently a timeout is needed. It may easily turn into a full 
block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629799 37079 651 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 7:15:17pm  
 
<P>Someone needs to speak out against the plague of gleeful hoof-
rubbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629857 37079 708 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 7:24:04pm  
 



<P>My hooves are starting to feel a little chafed. Maybe I've been rubbing them 
too much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08629888 37079 739 Charles Tue, Aug 31, 2010 7:30:08pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm giving up hoof-rubbing. No matter how gleeful I feel. It's not worth 
the chafing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08630956 37080 424 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:23:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8630704" target=_blank>#184</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quoting George Bernard Shaw? That seems like painting a target on LGF for 
every person who knows his Eugenics loving, Hitler loving, controversial 
past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Blah blah blah. Maybe you haven't noticed, but I'm a little tired of this 
kind of stupid right wing talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631022 37081 34 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:58:18am  
 
<P>They're threatening to kill LGF commenters at the stalker blog 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631092 37082 29 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:50:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8631086" target=_blank>#24</A> sffilk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a rumor out there that there'll be a smaller iPod nano or somesuch. 
Any confirmation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a smaller iPod Nano and a smaller iPod Shuffle -- they're both really 
tiny, half the size and weight of the previous models, with built-in clips. Very 
cool little gadgets. 8G and 16G models.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631098 37082 35 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:57:37am  
 
<P>Here comes the Apple TV announcement.</P> 
<P>99 cents to rent HD TV episodes. Now we're talking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631099 37082 36 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:58:21am  
 
<P>TV studios are resisting, though. Only ABC and Fox are onboard right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631103 37082 40 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 10:59:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8631100" target=_blank>#37</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this available through itunes? Right now it's $2.99 to buy a TV show HD 
through itunes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08631197 37083 40 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 11:39:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8631173" target=_blank>#16</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this case they very likely would be right, but in a broken clock kind of 
way. Almost always environmental advocates who go to this far of an illogical 
extreme (Voluntary Human Extinction and such) are shrieking barking moonbats of 
the type that makes the normal leftist look like Ronald Reagan in 
comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, this is a case where a crazy person has taken some left wing ideas and 
gone all the way nuts with them. The key word is "nuts" here.</P> 
<P>But I can totally predict the stupid narrative that's now going to start 
pouring out of the wingnut blogs and media. They won't be able to stop 
gloating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631230 37083 73 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 11:48:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8631209" target=_blank>#52</A> dreggas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's really a winger who's doing this to discredit the left.</P> 
<P>//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now see, if I were someone like Pamela Geller, I would have already posted 
that claim without kidding at all, and I'd continue repeating it forever, no 
matter what other information comes out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631232 37083 75 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 11:49:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8631225" target=_blank>#68</A> veritas777</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631234 37083 77 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 11:50:24am  
 
<P>I'm surprised it took that long.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631239 37083 82 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 11:51:39am  
 
<P>That was "seopad," back with a sock puppet again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631261 37083 104 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:01:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8631257" target=_blank>#100</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:You mentioned the stalkers are up to their old trick of making death 
threats against Lizards. Are you referring to the attempt to terrorize SFZ, or 
is this a different threat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08631276 37083 115 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:07:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8631267" target=_blank>#109</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy believes overpopulation is the primary cause for war, and the way to 
stop wars is to reduce the population through attrition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and that sort of view really is not left wing or right wing. It's 
illogical and delusional. It may start with vaguely left wing concepts, but it's 
mutated into pure craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631376 37083 154 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:41:02pm  
 
<P>When these things happen, the media goes into a non-stop bullshit mode. 
Reporters feel like they have to fill up every second with stream of 
consciousness talking about everything that jumps into their heads.</P> 
<P>I just heard a local reporter describe this guy's list of demands: "he's 
written quite a bit about this subject, in rather strong language that some may 
find confusing."</P> 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake! Just say it! He's nuts. Obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631378 37083 155 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8631375" target=_blank>#153</A> Spare 
O'Lake</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A right to lifer he's not./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And a pro-choice person he's not, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631445 37083 176 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:57:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8631420" target=_blank>#172</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eek!! This is not a joke:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.freerepublic.com/focus/f-news/2581618/posts" 
target=_blank>Discovery Hostage Taker &amp; JOHN HOLDREN (Obama Czar) Both 
Followed "Thomas Malthus"</A></P> 
<P>Looks like a nutball death-match shaping up in the media. My guess is the 
Freeper poster had never heard of Malthus before today and has no idea how 
widely studied Malthusian ideas havw been the last couple of 
centuries.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yowza. Wingnuts are like elephants -- they never forget a smear.</P> 
<P>This particular smear against John Holdren was at least partly originated by 
"zombie."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631667 37083 204 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 2:10:13pm  
 
<P>When that kook flew an airplane into a building in Las Vegas, I said he was a 
loon who couldn't be classified as right or left wing, and I'm saying the same 
thing about this guy. His "manifesto" isn't like any kind of left wing ideology, 
it's just crazy.</P> 
<P>And since when is environmentalism considered left wing, 
anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08631748 37083 220 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 2:36:02pm  
 
<P>I think he was a radical Squirrelist, myself.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saving the environment and the remaning species diversity of the planet is 
now your mindset. Nothing is more important than saving them. The Lions, Tigers, 
Giraffes, Elephants, Froggies, Turtles, Apes, Raccoons, Beetles, Ants, Sharks, 
Bears, and, <STRONG>of course</STRONG>, the 
Squirrels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631764 37083 224 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 2:39:35pm  
 
<P>Note this point from his "manifesto" -- sounds like quite a right winger 
here:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>5. Immigration: Programs must be developed to find solutions to stopping ALL 
immigration pollution and the anchor baby filth that follows that. Find 
solutions to stopping it. Call for people in the world to develop solutions to 
stop it completely and permanently. Find solutions FOR these countries so they 
stop sending their breeding populations to the US and the world to seek jobs and 
therefore breed more unwanted pollution babies. FIND SOLUTIONS FOR THEM TO STOP 
THEIR HUMAN GROWTH AND THE EXPORTATION OF THAT DISGUSTING FILTH! (The first 
world is feeding the population growth of the Third World and those human 
families are going to where the food is! They must stop procreating new humans 
looking for nonexistant jobs!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Anchor baby" is not exactly a typical left wing term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631849 37083 234 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 3:07:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8631840" target=_blank>#232</A> 
ThomasLite</EM></P> 
<P>You've totally got my position wrong. I'm pretty far from trying to call this 
guy "right wing" or "left wing". He was crazy. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631277 37084 5 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:08:18pm  
 
<P>Firing a shotgun and trying to run people over takes this well beyond the 
realm of a teenage prank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631294 37084 12 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:14:18pm  
 
<P>Oh great. Now there's apparently a libertarian loon who's writing articles 
about repealing the Civil Rights Act -- and he has the same name as 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631432 37084 96 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 12:53:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8631350" target=_blank>#43</A> cajinmonk</EM></P> 



<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631593 37084 241 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 1:49:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8631578" target=_blank>#227</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are looking at a long term religious war here. This incident is just part 
of it; it's like one of those birthday candles that you cannot blow out.</P> 
<P>Try and stand aside.</P> 
<P>That's the best you can do, I think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, how do you get a "religious war" out of some bigoted teenagers shooting 
up a mosque and terrorizing people?</P> 
<P>It's a climate of hatred and bigotry deliberately ginned up by malicious 
people that's responsible for incidents like this. It has nothing to do with a 
religious war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631623 37084 266 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 1:58:43pm  
 
<P>Looks like "seopad" decided to go over to ThinkProgress and act like an 
idiot:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/66/8631592" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631713 37084 335 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 2:21:50pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is doing a segment titled "Republicans Embrace Gay 
Marriage."</P> 
<P>Except that they're really not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631775 37084 383 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 2:42:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/8631732" target=_blank>#348</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the WaPo article about Lee:"In his manifesto, Lee also demands that the 
Discovery Channel stop broadcasting "all programs promoting war" and help find 
ways to stop "ALL immigration pollution and the anchor baby filth that follows 
that," as well as "solutions for Global Warming, Automotive pollution, 
International Trade, factory pollution, and the whole blasted human 
economy."Anchor baby filth eh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Anchor baby" isn't exactly your typical left wing phrase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08631870 37085 11 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 3:11:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8631859" target=_blank>#6</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this guy was not a left-wing moonbat, then there is no such thing.</P> 
<P>Spin away, peeps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I don't see that. I see a crazy person with views from all over the 
map.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632002 37085 122 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 3:40:58pm  
 
<P>Posted at a loon site: "Libfag Charles Johnson trying to make Lee out to be a 
right wingnut".</P> 
<P>With a link to this post, which says very clearly Lee was not a right 
winger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632178 37085 292 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 4:26:04pm  
 
<P>By the way -- I'm not going to agree that all incidents like this are non-
political. When that weirdo killed a guard at the Holocaust Museum in DC, that 
was a very clear case of violence motivated by extreme right wing ideology. And 
there are many other recent cases in which the motivation was very clear.</P> 
<P>In this case, the only clear motivation is lunacy.</P> 
<P>And it's not a "double standard" to say that. It's reality. It's an absurd 
and illogical simplification to say that because I won't assign this guy to the 
left wing, that means I'm promoting a double standard by assigning other cases 
to the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632215 37085 328 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 4:36:53pm  
 
<P>Does anyone know if Lee was a child of an immigrant family?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08635117 37085 583 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 7:54:04pm  
 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632288 37086 21 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 5:00:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8632280" target=_blank>#15</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow... Palin must live in so many people's heads... who the fuck cares what 
she tweets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, nobody. If you don't count her 240,000 followers, including all the major 
journalists and politicians. Apart from them, nobody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632416 37087 27 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 6:16:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8632413" target=_blank>#25</A> zxbe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They want this to be a perfect made-for-TV event. They don't want individuals 
to express any of their own opinions. Only the opinions of the organizers are 
what matter.</P> 
<P>What are they afraid of? That the crowd will reveal their true, xenophobic, 
hateful nature?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632447 37087 51 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 6:27:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8632438" target=_blank>#44</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is this stuff about breaking ground on September 11th?Surely the 
organizers couldn't a) get the thing rolling that soon, and b) be that tone-
deaf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's bullshit. And it's been debunked over and over, by many lizards, in many 
comments.</P> 
<P>It's not true. Please stop trying to recycle it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632459 37087 57 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 6:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8632456" target=_blank>#56</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't believe anyone ever actually gave it consideration.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632525 37087 94 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 6:59:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8632496" target=_blank>#78</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought I read it was planned for 9-11 next year. Maybe it was just someone 
saying dumbass stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632533 37087 99 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 7:02:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8632520" target=_blank>#91</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me, but I saw it yet again in the posted link. Didn't realize that 
made it off limits as a serious question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's "off limits" because it's a lie promoted by Pamela Geller. Are you not 
paying attention, or are you deliberately spreading lies?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632539 37087 103 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 7:03:05pm  
 
<P>This is me, beginning to feel like I'm being played.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632698 37087 232 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 7:37:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8632674" target=_blank>#212</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No flounce. I am just logging off for the night. I am just pointing out that 
I posted a link to AS that Charles is just now linking to as a thread. The 
credit due idea is something that I think should be given, Let us face it, I 
went and swam in that pool of scum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Er, thanks for swimming in that scum, and scum it is, but I didn't see your 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08632866 37087 356 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 8:15:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/8632839" target=_blank>#335</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know. That squabble downstairs is kind of, weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoping they'll knock it off before I have to kick some ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633098 37087 548 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:37:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/8633090" target=_blank>#540</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ooh, she's insulting Michelle Obama.</P> 
<P>OK, that's enough for me.</P> 
<P>Amazing how hard it must have been to hold it all in.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good. She's free now, to be as bigoted as she wants to be.</P> 
<P>And I no longer have to deal with it. Everybody wins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633099 37087 549 Charles Wed, Sep 1, 2010 9:37:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/541/8633091" target=_blank>#541</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've scanned through there a time or two quite a while back...lots of 
familiar ex-Lizards there. I figured Mandy might wind up there at C2...at least 
she didn't join the Deuce crew. That would've burned up any respect I had left 
for her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636489 37087 649 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 11:35:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/8635790" target=_blank>#648</A> Jon a Brit in 
Euroland</EM></P> 
<P>Any opinions on the "ad hominem" approach used by Pamela Geller, which might 
be more accurately described as "batshit shrieking insane?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633615 37089 51 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 9:58:03am  
 
<P>I see that "captdiggs" was way out in front with the conspiracy theories 
about this -- and accused "Curious Lurker" of trying to "whitewash" it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/223643" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633646 37090 16 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 10:12:22am  
 
<P>What the hell is going on with these GOP politicians? It's really starting to 
get weird out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08633665 37090 34 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 10:19:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8633661" target=_blank>#30</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Yep -- idiocy and lies aren't enough to disqualify a GOP 
politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633884 37092 8 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 12:16:03pm  
 
<P><A href="http://bighollywood.breitbart.com/jjmnolte/2010/09/02/todays-
inconvenient-truth-al-gore-lied-jason-jay-lee-died/" target=_blank>What the hell 
is wrong with these people?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At a gut level most left-wing environmentalists know that they’re liars. 
Intellectually they might have somehow convinced themselves that Mother Earth is 
in some sort of man-made peril, but deep down inside where the truth won’t be 
denied, these liars know they’re lying — know that the “green movement” is all 
about a sinister political agenda to put them in the position of insect 
overlords in charge of we rubes who stubbornly refuse to let go of the idea that 
Marxism is a bad thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A case of projection on steroids. The anti-science right wing raging out of 
control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633909 37092 20 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 12:34:26pm  
 
<P>Ann Coulter says Obama is no Christian, he's an atheist. Because all liberals 
are atheists.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-503544_162-20015403-503544.html" 
target=_blank>www.cbsnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634050 37092 41 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8634041" target=_blank>#40</A> medavidson</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you see this article about how *bad* Twitter's implementation of OAuth 
is?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://arstechnica.com/security/guides/2010/09/twitter-a-
case-study-on-how-to-do-oauth-wrong.ars" 
target=_blank>arstechnica.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did see that - but it doesn't really apply to the way I'm using it. 
I'm using browser-based OAuth, not desktop client-based. The main issue is that 
it's relatively easy to grab the "secret" tokens out of a desktop 
client.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633944 37093 9 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:03:55pm  
 
<P>Video of the press conference now posted above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633972 37093 28 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:19:33pm  
 



<P>Jordan, Egypt, Israel, and the Palestinian Authority in the same room 
together. That's the kind of scene that really pisses off Al 
Qaeda.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08633991 37093 46 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:26:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8633985" target=_blank>#41</A> deranged 
cat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>did i just imagine seeing comment quotes in light grey quote 
bubbles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you didn't. One of our advertisements is putting out some bad HTML code 
that's causing that. I think it was mormon.org - I just added that URL to our 
Adsense block list, hopefully that will fix it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634011 37093 63 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:39:50pm  
 
<P>Uh, speaking of peace talks, I got a "goodbye cruel world" email from Spare 
O'Lake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634042 37093 90 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 1:48:44pm  
 
<P>It's better than the usual public meltdown and tantrum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634129 37093 170 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 2:26:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8634095" target=_blank>#138</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you mean a leaving LGF mail, rather than a leaving the world 
mail?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the former.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636777 37093 265 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 1:47:37pm  
 
<P>No, you don't get to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634289 37095 40 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 3:29:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8634285" target=_blank>#37</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - check this, I think it was Adam Serwer not 
Sargent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks - I corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634830 37095 201 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 6:27:34pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08634836 37095 202 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 6:29:13pm  
 
<P>Registered, dumped this comment, and immediately logged out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634665 37096 193 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 5:39:52pm  
 
<P>Psycho stalkers now featured writers at Pajamas Media:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/223754_PajamasMedia_readers_stunning_
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08634703 37096 224 Charles Thu, Sep 2, 2010 5:54:58pm  
 
<P>New random title:</P> 
<P>"Then, then there is that public slam of us."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636018 37098 414 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 8:49:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/8635917" target=_blank>#315</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please note... there was vandalism at that site... the only thing that 
article does is put to rest that anyone was firing shots at the mosque 
construction site or at Muslims. Didn't happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does absolutely no such thing. The sheriff said it was "PROBABLY" hunters. 
In other words, he doesn't know, and he's guessing.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why you're seizing on this very weak statement and trying to 
portray it as proof that it "didn't happen."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636027 37098 423 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 8:54:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/420/8636024" target=_blank>#420</A> oklahoma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well this is disturbing.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/nm/20100903/wl_nm/us_dutch_wilders" 
target=_blank>news.yahoo.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's exactly what Wilders wants. If you're expecting any sympathy from 
me, forget it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636036 37098 431 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 8:58:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/8636025" target=_blank>#421</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point may be that there was no stronger statement taken as proof it did 
happeniirc, the report just stated a generic "shots fired near 
mosque"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about?</P> 
<P>There were shots fired near the mosque, but they couldn't find any evidence 
that the mosque site was deliberately targeted. That doesn't mean it WASN'T 
deliberately targeted, it means there's no evidence.</P> 
<P>Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.</P> 



<P>And without saying it happened here, it's not as if Tennessee has no history 
of authorities covering up crimes of hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636043 37098 438 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:00:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/8636039" target=_blank>#434</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I'm saying is that by the same reasoning and speculative reporting that 
the shots WERE fired at the mosque, we now have that they were 
NOT!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, we do not. But we do have some people in this thread trying like crazy to 
make it seem that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636052 37098 447 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:04:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/8636039" target=_blank>#434</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, why would anyone make the assumption that just because someone has a 
Southern accent, they're from the south? They must be bigoted against all 
southerners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636062 37098 457 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:09:20am  
 
<P>I'm beginning to wonder why it's necessary to include a disclaimer with every 
single comment about racism in southern states.</P> 
<P>No matter how narrowly the criticism is put, there are ALWAYS people who pop 
up and get offended at the mere suggestion that there might be a sort of special 
history to many southern states regarding racism. Are we just supposed to forget 
that? Or are we just supposed to ignore the very real racism that definitely 
still exists in many areas of the south, because people's feelings are going to 
get hurt?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636069 37098 464 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:12:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/8636064" target=_blank>#459</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In reality it is a pretty bad way to try to identify someone's origins or 
political and social views.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When did I say you could identify someone's political or social views from 
their accent?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636077 37098 472 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:14:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8636072" target=_blank>#467</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was No. 210 deleted?</P> 
<P>Because I'm tired of you posting "There is no fun in Islam."</P> 
<P>We have several Muslim commenters here. Have you ever stopped to consider how 
that might make them feel?</P> 



<P>Imagine for a second that the word muslim was replaced with "southren" and 
the offense in question was 'the south has a history of racism so we can..." 
which is being repeated over and over.</P> 
<P>'jus sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's <EM>exactly</EM> the same. This is getting really ridiculous 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636083 37098 478 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:15:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8636072" target=_blank>#467</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<P>Been hanging on to that comment for a while, haven't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636092 37098 487 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:19:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/8636085" target=_blank>#480</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>no it's not exactly the same, but it is a broad brush that is used with 
impunity and you have people from the south who are telling you, and other 
posters, that it is offensive, and yet, you continue to defend it.</P> 
<P>Why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The racist history of the south is offensive to me.</P> 
<P>And that doesn't mean every southerner is racist. (He said for the thousandth 
freaking time.)</P> 
<P>But if you expect me to just not mention those historical facts, you're at 
the wrong blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636106 37098 500 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:24:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/8636097" target=_blank>#492</A> 
Stonemason</EM></P> 
<P>It's like talking to a wall.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636143 37099 11 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 9:39:20am  
 
<P>Notice that the Geller-thing doesn't even <EM>try</EM> to be diplomatic about 
it.</P> 
<P>These are the people she pretends to be speaking for, and she tells them to 
get lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636243 37099 77 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:23:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8636240" target=_blank>#74</A> cajinmonk</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished putting up with this crap. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636262 37099 96 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:27:57am  
 
<P>And here we go again: <A 
href="http://www.myfoxny.com/dpp/news/local_news/manhattan/mosque-investors-



donation-investigation-20100902" target=_blank>Mosque Investor Was Terror 
Contributor</A>.</P> 
<P>Except that, uh, he wasn't.</P> 
<P>An Egyptian who's contributing some money to Park51 once donated money to the 
Holy Land Foundation -- before 9/11, years before it was known to be connected 
to Hamas, because he thought he was donating money for an orphanage.</P> 
<P>Out of this information, Fox gets the headline that he was a "terror 
contributor."</P> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636273 37099 107 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:30:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8636252" target=_blank>#86</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"So Abe Foxman had his lucid moment when he came out against the Ground Zero 
mega mosque, most uncharacteristically, and has now fallen back to his 
groveling, simpering lapdog panting to jihadists. Worming his way back in, he 
smears and libels those of us who are fighting for truth, justice and the 
American way. Mighty classy, dhimmi."</P> 
<P>etc etc etc, more to be found on her scurrilous blog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She also says there's no difference between Abe Foxman and Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636290 37099 122 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:34:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8636284" target=_blank>#117</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>It's a flat out witch hunt now. Everyone who donates money is going to have 
their entire past dug up, distorted, and used against them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636355 37100 5 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:54:33am  
 
<P>Anyone recognize the headline reference?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636374 37100 12 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 10:59:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8636370" target=_blank>#10</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Nope.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636401 37100 33 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 11:05:57am  
 
<P>Nobody got it yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636425 37100 54 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 11:12:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8636415" target=_blank>#46</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I'm not that strong a swimmer".</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You win! A classic Martin Short line. Here's a better video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=4122944961711350389&amp;hl=
en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636641 37100 214 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 1:03:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/8636636" target=_blank>#209</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw this over at <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/d9556/i_work_a_block_from_ground
_zero_and_these_are_all/" target=_blank>reddit</A>:</P> 
<P>The flyer reads:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's homophobic hate preacher Bill Keller:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37064_Fanatic_Opens_Ground_Zero_Ch
urch_No_Outrage_Sighted" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636643 37100 216 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 1:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8636639" target=_blank>#212</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am still curious about "the tradition of the south" meaning in regards to 
racism. Father to son, well of course, other than that, I am not so 
sure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there is that little slavery thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636656 37100 229 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 1:10:14pm  
 
<P>If you really think there's no special issue around racism in the south, try 
going on a music tour through a bunch of small towns in the south with a band 
made up mostly of African Americans. Like I did. Several times.</P> 
<P>I got to see lots of what I'm talking about, up close and personal. Often, 
people wouldn't know I was in the band because I was white, and they would say 
jaw-dropping things to me when they thought the black band members couldn't 
hear. I could tell stories that would curl your teeth.</P> 
<P>Mandatory disclaimer: not everybody in the south is a racist. There are 
plenty of great people, and more all the time. But to pretend the legacy of 
racism is all gone now and the south is just like everywhere else, well sorry -- 
not according to my experience, it isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636867 37101 17 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 2:11:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8636863" target=_blank>#16</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - did you see that RSM interviewed Todd Palin? There's an awful photo 
of him kind of straddling one of Todd's snowmobiles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep -- McCain's been trying to ingratiate himself into the Palin inner circle 
for quite a while.</P> 
<P>So we now have a really sleazy white supremacist palling around with the 
Palin family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637134 37101 62 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 5:33:00pm  
 
<P>The <A href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100903/ap_on_re_us/us_nyc_mosque#" 
target=_blank>Associated Press report</A> on the latest nontroversy underscores 
the absurdity of trying to make this connection:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many other donors to the foundation gave thinking their donations would fund 
humanitarian programs.</P> 
<P>Other people and companies who donated money, equipment or services to the 
foundation the year Elzanaty gave included <STRONG>NBA star Hakeem 
Olajuwon</STRONG>, the <STRONG>Microsoft Corp</STRONG>., and a medical equipment 
company owned by <STRONG>General Electric</STRONG>, according to tax 
records.</P> 
<P>When the foundation's leaders were indicted, <STRONG>Attorney General John 
Ashcroft said, the case was not "a reflection on the well-meaning people who may 
have donated funds to the foundation."</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08636949 37102 25 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 2:54:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8636930" target=_blank>#10</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would hope after this comes to light, the Palins will make themselves 
unavailable to RSM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't bet on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637082 37102 143 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 4:38:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8637052" target=_blank>#116</A> elbruce</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be fair, "pallin' around" is a bit strong for "willing to do an interview 
with."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like the First Dude took the picture while McCain posed on his 
snowmobile. Is that normal behavior for an interview, or would you say it's fair 
to call that "palling around?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637094 37102 154 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 4:58:31pm  
 
<P>Somehow, I doubt Palin would have offered the same photo op to a reporter 
from the New York Times.</P> 
<P>But of course, we don't know, because he refuses to do any interviews with 
the media at all. Yet he found time to hang with RSM.</P> 
<P>Yep, "palling around." I totally stand by that description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637107 37102 167 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 5:08:03pm  
 
<P>And by the way, McCain's "interview" with Todd Palin is one of the fluffiest 
pieces of right wing slobbery fanboi tripe I've ever read.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08637120 37102 180 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 5:25:41pm  
 
<P>Wow. Awesome interview on the Olbermann show with Talat Hamdani, who lost her 
son in the 9/11 attacks.</P> 
<P>Very eloquent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637161 37102 219 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 5:42:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/8637150" target=_blank>#209</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, anybody on the Zombie question? A friend has posted a piece 
written by a "Zombie" at PJ Media and I'd love to know if it's our dearly 
departed Zombie. Any takers on the Q?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and it includes a crude illustration credited to "buzzsawmonkey," one of 
the most evil-minded misogynistic creeps who no longer has an LGF account.</P> 
<P>PJ Media is a sewer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637232 37102 289 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 6:01:12pm  
 
<P>I just got around to reading that zombie article and it's so pathetic I 
almost don't know what to say.</P> 
<P>Zombie is actually trying to support the anti-science Texas school 
curriculum, by arguing that it's the lesser of two evils.</P> 
<P>The greater evil: the commies who control our universities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637297 37102 354 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 6:20:32pm  
 
<P>Retweet this post, folks! Help get the word out about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08637352 37102 409 Charles Fri, Sep 3, 2010 6:44:01pm  
 
<P>Glenn Reynolds has been a very consistent booster of Robert Stacy McCain. 
Apparently, he's found a libertarian basis for ignoring RSM's white 
nationalism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638552 37106 196 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 2:19:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8638430" target=_blank>#114</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://amarillo.com/oklahoma-news/2010-09-04/ex-leader-abortion-
clinic-charged-bomb-scare" target=_blank>Ex-leader of abortion clinic charged in 
bomb scare</A></P> 
<P>What a dumb ass. What did she think she would accomplish by doing 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like she panicked and reported it as a bomb. Maybe in order to get 
someone there quickly. Charging her with making a false report, from the details 
in this article anyway, seems to be way overboard.</P> 



<P>The clinic had been bombed twice before. She had a good reason to be nervous 
about it. Unless there's more to the story, this isn't a case of deliberately 
making a false bomb report.</P> 
<P>Very weak arguing point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638579 37106 215 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 2:43:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/8638558" target=_blank>#202</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He names the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation as two "so-called 
republican organizations" which donate millions to PP as part of an agenda of 
genocide to wipe out the African-American population.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's actually a fairly common bizarre propaganda distortion of the right-
to-lifers. The woman who ghost-wrote Sarah Palin's book, Lynn Vincent, also 
pushes this rubbish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638590 37106 221 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 2:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8638575" target=_blank>#212</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction... so he's not insane because he used the word "froggie." What did 
he say that was "insane?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Health/MindMoodNews/discovery-channel-gunman-
james-lee-possibly-paranoid-schizophrenic/story?id=11536192" 
target=_blank>Discovery Channel Gunman James Lee Possibly Paranoid 
Schizophrenic, Say Psych Experts</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"He clearly had paranoid delusions or perceptions, and he was clearly 
psychotic," said Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, chief of psychiatry at Columbia 
University Medical Center in New York.</P> 
<P>"This is a person that is delusional and has a thought disorder of some sort, 
and one kind of thought disorder is paranoid schizophrenia," said George Pratt, 
past chairman of psychology at Scripps Memorial Hospital in La Jolla, 
Calif.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638625 37107 9 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 3:34:09pm  
 
<P>Check it out in full screen mode - there are a lot of funny 
details.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638792 37108 4 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 5:51:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8638781" target=_blank>#1</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if that is an actual scan the colors are near perfect...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a RAW image straight out of my Nikon D90. Natural light on a sunny day, 
in a room with all the windows open.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08638800 37108 7 Charles Sat, Sep 4, 2010 5:56:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8638795" target=_blank>#5</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I assume I was stored in the dark.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stored for 40 years inside this tightly sealed wooden crate:</P> 
<P><A title=TheCrate.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/TheCrate.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: TheCrate.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639483 37108 369 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 9:19:21am  
 
<P>Cato is not blocked - that was a mistake. But I really am getting tired of 
the continuing tantrums.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639486 37108 372 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 9:22:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/370/8639484" target=_blank>#370</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the clarification CharlesDoes Cato know he's not blocked? Seems as 
if the impression from people who were "here" when it transpired is that he 
was</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what, I'm beginning to be past caring. He's done this routine 
several times now, and it's getting old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639488 37108 374 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 9:23:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8639485" target=_blank>#371</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cato got very frustrated about Charles' posting selection. He felt that event 
in the middle east were far for important than "Sarah Palin's tweets", a point I 
agree with. But he also said "I am gone" regarding that. I think Charles may 
have blocked him for that, in view of his threats to leave 
earlier.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, if you don't like what I post, you can easily start your own blog. 
In fact, you could post it RIGHT HERE, in the Pages.</P> 
<P>What a completely bullshit accusation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639491 37108 377 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 9:25:44am  
 
<P>And what a coincidence - this morning, blogger Dan Collins is defending 
Robert Stacy McCain and attacking me -- and he just <EM>happens</EM> to use the 
same article posted by NJDHockeyfan, about a mistaken bombing report at a 
Planned Parenthood clinic.</P> 
<P>Strange coincidence indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639494 37108 379 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 9:39:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/8639492" target=_blank>#378</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<P>The Oklahoma state government is heavily dominated by religious right 
fanatics. I agree -- this story looks like prosecutorial misconduct, by people 
with a very obvious agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08639511 37108 395 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 10:06:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/8639506" target=_blank>#390</A> PT 
Barnum</EM></P> 
<P>Daniel Larison also links to VDARE, Lew Rockwell, and other racist hate 
sites, and has attacked LGF and defended Pat Buchanan.</P> 
<P>It's amazing to me that some people want to claim this guy as a rational 
conservative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639609 37109 39 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 11:16:07am  
 
<P>The Todd Palin-RS McCain post is featured at Reddit.com and it's driving 
thousands of hits to LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/d9q6a/todd_palin_pals_around_wit
h_white_supremacist/" target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>(If anyone would like to comment in that thread, it's pretty easy to register 
there.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639628 37109 58 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 11:23:02am  
 
<P>Someone's going around to lots of blogs this weekend and posting ugly 
comments using my name with a link to LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641216 37109 224 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 11:21:18am  
 
<P>Bye now! I'm sure you'll be much happier at some other 
site.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639809 37110 23 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 12:43:50pm  
 
<P>Daylife has some pictures of the rug -- it looks like the attribution to 
Martin Luther King isn't even embroidered on the rug. Just the quote.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/05g05f5dZl1cD?q=oval+office+rug" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08639865 37110 71 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 2:11:10pm  
 
<P>Some serious stalking action going on today. After I posted a comment about 
the link to LGF at Reddit, an anonymous coward went there, registered, and <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/d9q6a/todd_palin_pals_around_wit
h_white_supremacist/" target=_blank>posted this</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>39 CharlesSun, Sep 5, 2010 11:16:07am 2 down up report</P> 
<P>The Todd Palin-RS McCain post is featured at Reddit.com and it's driving 
thousands of hits to LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: reddit.com...]</P> 
<P>(If anyone would like to comment in that thread, it's pretty easy to register 
there.) Charlie told me to come here and post. We do just what he says to keep 
our account. If it wasn't for his lies we'd never have any hits.Seems every time 



you turn around Charlie is begging us for money again. Did I mention he is a 
liar?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How pathetic is your life when you spend it doing stuff like 
this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640066 37110 116 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:35:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8639924" target=_blank>#113</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have any information that would back up that claim?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>King had plenty of sins in his past; I think the plagiarism claim is true. 
Boston University studied his speeches and found numerous sections that were 
lifted wholesale from other sources. And I think they found plagiarism in his 
doctoral dissertation too.</P> 
<P>These claims are all true, but in a very real way they don't matter - because 
of everything else King achieved. He was a flawed, driven human being, not a 
cartoon character, but despite his flaws he was still one of the greatest 
Americans of the 20th century.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640006 37111 89 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:09:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8639992" target=_blank>#75</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a whopper from Instadouche...<A 
href="http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/opinion/columns/102252214.html" 
target=_blank>Glenn Harlan Reynolds: Who is responsible for Warmabomber's 
violent agenda?</A>By: Glenn Harlan Reynolds</P> 
<P>Read the whole thing. Insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love that. The environmentalist movement needs to be held responsible for 
the actions of a paranoid schizophrenic. But hey, don't ever suggest that the 
Tea Partiers or the right wing should be held responsible for anything. Glenn 
Reynolds is a well-paid shill for PJ Media these days, and not much 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640011 37111 94 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8640005" target=_blank>#88</A> self 
publishing</EM></P> 
<P>OK, now I'm starting to suspect you're a spammer. Are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640013 37111 95 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:10:53pm  
 
<P>Never mind. Not gonna wait for any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640028 37111 110 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:16:59pm  
 
<P>Never a dull moment. If it isn't the trolls or the sock puppets, it's the 
spammers.</P> 
<P>And here's a good one I just found Googling for something else - apparently 
Donald Douglas of the bottom of the barrel blog American Power had a post last 
year, trying to figure out if I have <EM>teh ghey</EM>.</P> 



<P><A href="http://americanpowerblog.blogspot.com/2009/06/is-charles-johnson-
gay.html" target=_blank>American Power: Is Charles Johnson Gay?</A></P> 
<P>I don't know how I missed this at the time -- oh wait, yes I do. I'd rather 
stick red hot knitting needles in my eyes than read Douglas' amazingly 
craptastic blog.</P> 
<P>Hey, Donald, no - I'm not gay. But I don't consider it an insult, either, you 
fucking Neanderthal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640037 37111 118 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:21:23pm  
 
<P>'self publishing' just tried to register again. Like a fly battering itself 
against a window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640051 37111 132 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8640045" target=_blank>#126</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That ball was started rolling by our old pal Zombie. Looking back at it now I 
think that was among the first hints of where the right wing instincts were 
headed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what I wrote: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34201_Obamas_Science_Czar_and_Ecos
cience_-_Updates" target=_blank>Obama's Science Czar and 'Ecoscience' - 
Updates</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As disturbing as the ideas in Ecoscience may seem, thinking through extreme 
situations and visualizing consequences and possible solutions is part of what 
science is about. Now that Holdren has addressed the book specifically, and made 
it clear that, 32 years later, he doesn’t endorse or recommend the ideas in it, 
there’s not much more to say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this really pissed zombie off, that I wouldn't co-sign on the smear 
job.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640075 37111 153 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:37:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8640069" target=_blank>#147</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not really a very common phobia. Strangelove was a parody of the Birch 
Society's paranoia. The fluoride thing is a direct result of 
JBS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fluoride paranoia is coming back into fashion. Sharron Angle is afraid of 
fluoride, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640080 37111 158 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:39:07pm  
 
<P>I think somebody registered an LGF account recently specifically to promote 
an anti-fluoride website, posted one comment and never showed up 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640093 37111 171 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:42:51pm  



 
<P>We had two or three hits today from this freakazoid website; all in caps, 
with extra added maniacal laughter.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://astuteblogger.blogspot.com/2010/09/bwahahaha-charles-johnson-
attacks.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>astuteblogger.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640097 37111 175 Charles Sun, Sep 5, 2010 5:44:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8640094" target=_blank>#172</A> PT 
Barnum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More like the ass toot blogger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the Kahanists who bears a very special grudge against 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640977 37112 258 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 9:08:49am  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain put up another laughable post trying to defend himself 
against the indisputable charges that he's a racist piece of shit. His defense 
amounts to this: "I have lots of friends who think I'm not a racist." Yes, 
that's it. He doesn't even attempt to explain his many racist and neo-
Confederate statements, because he simply can't.</P> 
<P>And of course, his lying post was immediately linked all over the right wing 
blogosphere, including by Glenn Reynolds.</P> 
<P>Get a load of this crap:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate is against my religion. If I am commanded to pray for my enemies, why 
then should I hate entire races of people whom I’ve never met and who have done 
me no harm?</P> 
<P>If I do not hate, neither will I fear. There are important stories I need to 
be covering, and I’ve got better things to do than to seek vengeance on a bunch 
of pissant “progressives” whose only claim to fame is their vicious obsession 
with the Palins. I’m past caring what such people think of me, but if I am 
called on to fight in defense of the good name of the Palins, I’m prepared again 
to invoke the war oath of Clan Cameron:</P> 
<P>Chlanna nan con thigibh a so’s gheibh sibh feoil!“Sons of the hounds, come 
here and get flesh!”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08640982 37112 263 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 9:13:18am  
 
<P>I'm going to delete any comments that try to bring the stupid squabbles into 
yet another thread. And if it continues despite the deletions, I'll block 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641002 37112 283 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 9:24:17am  
 
<P>The deranged stalker "serr8d" showed up in the Reddit thread about my RS 
McCain post, spewing insults and lying like a rug.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/d9q6a/todd_palin_pals_around_wit
h_white_supremacist/" target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice the new talking point they're trying to put out (I've seen it many 
other places too) -- that the animated GIF of the Dan Rather documents was 
created by someone else. This is what the right wing does when you get on their 
bad side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641017 37112 298 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 9:32:36am  
 
<P>All of those freaks posting nasty comments in the Reddit thread registered 
yesterday, after I mentioned it here and on Twitter. I was actually curious to 
see how long it would take the stalkers to spring into action -- the first 
stalker comment was posted minutes after I linked to Reddit in a comment 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641365 37114 8 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 12:46:38pm  
 
<P>Wow. Obama's really laying into the Republicans in a speech in Milwaukee. 
Live on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641411 37114 50 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:25:29pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Members of the Islamic center near the Medical Center in northwest San 
Antonio said they came out from prayers Sunday to find the cars in the parking 
lot vandalized with graffiti and <STRONG>anti-Islamic 
messages</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641436 37114 75 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:34:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8641427" target=_blank>#66</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm talking about your video linkNo mention from the on-site reporter nor the 
two people interviewed of Anti Muslim Slurs</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.kens5.com/news/San-Antonio-mosque-vandalized-amid-
national-tensions-102290119.html" 
target=_blank>www.kens5.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.kens5.com/news/Local-Mosque-Vandalized-102283944.html" 
target=_blank>Quote (again)</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Members of the Islamic center near the Medical Center in northwest San 
Antonio said they came out from prayers Sunday to find the cars in the parking 
lot vandalized with graffiti and <STRONG>anti-Islamic 
messages</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's right there on the page you're linking to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641443 37114 82 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:35:13pm  
 
<P>Incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08641454 37114 93 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8641446" target=_blank>#85</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes it is,, but it is NOT stated in the on site report,, NOR by the two young 
men (witnesses)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you trying to suggest it didn't happen because the one-minute video 
doesn't mention it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641460 37114 99 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:39:42pm  
 
<P>Sometimes you can almost feel the average IQ of the room 
drop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08641494 37114 132 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 1:54:08pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08642127 37116 12 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 5:41:30pm  
 
<P>I played on that stage at the Leverkusen festival in 1996 with Al 
Jarreau:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.leverkusener-jazztage.de/history/chronik/1996.php" 
target=_blank>www.leverkusener-jazztage.de...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08642152 37117 2 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 5:51:31pm  
 
<P>A Jimi Hendrix quote! Now I know why I changed my mind about 
Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08642192 37117 20 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 6:05:19pm  
 
<P>Everyday in the week i'm in a different cityIf i stay too long people try to 
pull me downThey talk about me like a dogTalkin' about the clothes i wearBut 
they don't realise they're the ones who's squareHey!And that's whyYou can't hold 
me downI don't want to be down i gotta moveHeyStone free do what i pleaseStone 
free to ride the breezeStone free i can't stayI got to got to got to get 
awayAlrightListen to this babyA woman here a woman there try to keep me in a 
plastic cageBut they don't realise it's so easy to breakBut sometimes i get a 
haFeel my heart kind of runnin' hotThat's when i've got to move before i get 
caughtAnd the is why, listen to me baby, you can't hold me downI don't want to 
be tied downI gotta be freeOwh!I saidStone free do what i pleaseStone free to 
ride the breezeStone free i can't stayGot to got to got to get awayYeah ow!Tear 
me loose babyYeah!Stone free to ride on the breezeStone free do what i 
pleaseStone free i can't stayStone free i got to i got to get awayStone free go 
on down the highwayStone free don't try to hold me back babyStone free oh yeah 
babyStone free got to got to get awayStone free goodbye baby</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08642424 37117 242 Charles Mon, Sep 6, 2010 7:17:08pm  
 



<P>Right wing blogs are going insane over this quote. It's a dogpile of sheer 
stupidity. Example:</P> 
<P><A href="http://dailycaller.com/2010/09/06/whos-a-good-president-obamas-a-
good-president-isnt-he-yes-he-is/" target=_blank>Who’s a good president? Obama’s 
a good president, isn’t he? Yes he is!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643346 37119 24 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 10:25:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8643343" target=_blank>#21</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Though I did pun about 'socialist vampires,' a common 30's meme was Jews as 
vampires. While I don't think Geller is actively studying and recasting a new 
(old) meme, the thought is chilling.</P> 
<P>I really don't think she's that smart, she's just a power drunk hack with a 
keyboard that cannot hold stop typing crazy shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to be smart to do that kind of thing on purpose, and Geller 
frequently uses Nazi-like language to describe Muslims, such as "parasites" and 
"vermin," and even compares them to rats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643333 37120 3 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 10:13:44am  
 
<P>P.S. I'm trying to keep these fundraising requests to a bare minimum - it's 
been more than a month and a half since the last one.</P> 
<P>And I'm working on some code to turn off the advertisements for people who 
subscribe, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643338 37120 5 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 10:19:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8643336" target=_blank>#4</A> deranged cat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>donated $20!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you very much!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643395 37120 24 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 11:13:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8643368" target=_blank>#14</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>dKos busts a Paulian sock-puppet...it's a pretty good take-down, and worth 
recognizing.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/9/7/899749/-KY-Sen:-Rand-
Paul-staffer-caught-posing-as-progressive-at-Daily-Kos" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No surprise here -- I've caught political operatives doing the same thing at 
LGF. Once we had someone trolling us for the AFL-CIO.</P> 
<P>This does show the kinds of tactics Paulians use. They're some of the most 
obsessed and reality-challenged political drones on the net, and that means they 
have no scruples about lying, trolling, stacking polls, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643436 37120 38 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 11:39:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8643422" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<P>In addition to the neo-Nazis and white supremacists and Eurofascists, Geller 
is also hooking up with the extreme fundamentalist right wing. She's also 
working with the Thomas More Law Center, one of the most extreme activist 
Christian law firms in the US -- they were instrumental in pushing the Dover 
"intelligent design" case, and many other atavistic far right 
causes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643499 37121 30 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 12:33:29pm  
 
<P>The saddest and most frustrating thing about having people like Geller be the 
loudest voices against honor killing is that they make it harder to address a 
very real problem. When the loudest voices are nuts, everyone who speaks out 
against honor killing -- a very real problem in many countries -- gets tarred 
with the loon brush.</P> 
<P>It's the same with militant Islam -- it hasn't gone away, and it really is a 
serious problem, and the loons are doing the extremists a huge favor right now 
by shrieking so loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643539 37121 62 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 1:32:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8643497" target=_blank>#28</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<P>When I was with PJ Media in the beginning there was a lot of concern about 
not making connections to bloggers and groups that were extremists or nuts. We 
got legal advice on all kinds of stuff, from comments to liability for bloggers 
in the network, ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>All of those concerns seem to have vanished now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643682 37122 53 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 2:46:52pm  
 
<P>There are situations in which it's completely appropriate to out someone 
posting anonymously on the Internet. This is definitely one of them.</P> 
<P>Another situation would be when anonymous people are posting threats or 
stealing intellectual property, and using their anonymity to avoid 
responsibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643746 37122 88 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:09:00pm  
 
<P>Yikes. We're under attack by referrer spammers today. Posting hundreds of 
links to spam sites with some kind of 'health' related title, all using 
different proxy IPs.</P> 
<P>The idiots who do this are the real bottom of the spammer 
barrel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643750 37122 89 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:11:07pm  
 
<P>Here's a love note I received earlier:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm the one impersonating you on other blogs. I shouldn't have but it is so 
darn fun.</P> 
<P>Just kidding with you! Who would want to be you? Hell you don't even want to 
be you. If I were you I'd shave my eyebrows with a cheese grater and asphyxiate 
myself while performing self abuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08643770 37122 98 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:17:36pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure this is 'buzzsawmonkey', by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643794 37122 108 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:26:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8643784" target=_blank>#103</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess time doesn't heal all wounds, you would think he would have been over 
his obsession with you and this blog. That sounds like a sick young 
man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's not young.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643851 37122 154 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:46:29pm  
 
<P>captdiggs is out of here. The asshole goes to other sites and disses me, then 
expects to just carry on at LGF. Nope.</P> 
<P>I put up with a lot of crap from him, but I'm finished now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08643858 37122 161 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 3:49:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8643854" target=_blank>#157</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good news.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now watch -- he'll start screaming that he was banned just for dissenting, 
even though he was allowed to spread his idiotic right wing talking points here 
for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08644175 37122 462 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 6:24:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/8644171" target=_blank>#458</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, she has a real fetish for blood and gore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It gets the mob slobbering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08644182 37122 467 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 6:25:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8644157" target=_blank>#444</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/201009070031" target=_blank>Fox 
calls for repeal of the 20th century</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great headline, because it's true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08644267 37122 541 Charles Tue, Sep 7, 2010 7:21:20pm  
 



<P>I don't believe what I'm seeing at the right wing blogs about the Koran 
burning stunt.</P> 
<P>A note to any of these freaks who thought I was on your side: you suck. I was 
never on your side, and your side sucks big time.</P> 
<P>(Trying to avoid using the F bomb.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645127 37124 429 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 9:02:29am  
 
<P>There seems to be a real concerted effort to post nasty comments all over the 
blogs and news sites pretending to be me, and other LGF commenters.</P> 
<P>Check out the comments for this Ben Smith post - I didn't even link to 
it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0910/Paul_campaign_Online_impersona
tor_was_impersonated.html" 
target=_blank>www.politico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645137 37124 439 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 9:14:49am  
 
<P>Politico doesn't even require registration, and they apparently do absolutely 
no moderation. A recipe for abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645188 37125 40 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 10:09:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8645179" target=_blank>#31</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is crazy time 24/7.</P> 
<P>So far this is my favorite story today:GOP House Candidate On Civil Rights: 
‘We Need To Get Our Federal Government Out Of The Way’</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2010/09/08/renacci-civil-rights/" 
target=_blank>thinkprogress.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>2 years ago no one would even have thought to say something like that.Local 
control from civil rights...it leaves me speechless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the modern GOP's agenda -- to rewind all the social progress of the 
last 100 years, and return to some idealized hyper-religious version of America 
that never existed.</P> 
<P>The entire point of the civil rights movement was that states and local 
governments should NOT be able to determine these things for themselves, because 
there are some states that will choose (and DID choose) to violate the civil 
rights of minority groups. That was the pro-segregation rallying cry of George 
Wallace: "state's rights."</P> 
<P>And now the GOP is trying to bring back these bad old days of racial 
discrimination. This is why I seriously doubt I will ever vote for a Republican 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645234 37125 79 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 10:34:24am  
 
<P>Ben Smith did delete the impersonators' comments, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645250 37126 14 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 10:44:36am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8645235" target=_blank>#7</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What next, GOP? The triumphant return of David Duke to your ranks after you 
ran him out of the party in the early 90s?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's very little difference these days between the arguments David Duke 
uses to excuse his racism, and the arguments made by mainstream Republicans. 
They both use the line that white people are the real victims of discrimination. 
If you read an article by Duke on this subject (he's written many), it's almost 
indistinguishable from the common rhetoric of the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645496 37127 43 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 12:13:42pm  
 
<P>Something pretty extraordinary is going on with Fidel Castro.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE6874LC20100908" 
target=_blank>Fidel Castro says Cuban model no longer works</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(Reuters) - Fidel Castro said Cuba's economic model no longer works, a U.S.-
based journalist reported on Wednesday following interviews with the former 
president last week.</P> 
<P>Jeffrey Goldberg, a writer for the Atlantic Monthly magazine, wrote in a blog 
that he asked Castro, 84, if Cuba's model -- Soviet-style communism -- was still 
worth exporting to other countries and he replied, "The Cuban model doesn't even 
work for us anymore."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645656 37129 31 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 1:27:18pm  
 
<P>Maybe the Troofers and Geller's Bigot Brigade will meet at the Ground Zero 
Mega-Mosque and cancel each other out like matter and 
antimatter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645870 37130 27 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 3:02:29pm  
 
<P>This guy told his followers in Germany to beat their children with rods. What 
a sicko.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08645957 37130 110 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 3:47:39pm  
 
<P>Now Sarah Palin's trying to glom onto the story... she tweeted:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Koran Burning Is Insensitive, Unnecessary; Pastor Jones, Please Stand 
Down</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And got her ghostwriter to do a new Facebook post: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=427813493434" target=_blank>Koran 
Burning Is Insensitive, Unnecessary; Pastor Jones, Please Stand Down | 
Facebook</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our nation was founded in part by those fleeing religious persecution. 
Freedom of religion is integral to our charters of liberty. We don’t need to 
agree with each other on theological matters, but tolerating each other without 
unnecessarily provoking strife is how we ensure a civil society. In this as in 
all things, we should remember the Golden Rule. Isn’t that what the Ground Zero 
mosque debate has been about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oh man. There goes my irony meter again, and I just got it fixed. Sarah 
"Death Panels" Palin lectures others on provoking strife.</P> 
<P>It's self-refudiating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646406 37130 551 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 6:33:17pm  
 
<P>Imam Rauf is on the Larry King show with Soledad O'Brian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646409 37130 554 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 6:33:54pm  
 
<P>They're playing his quote about "Osama bin Laden is made in the 
USA."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646428 37130 573 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 6:39:17pm  
 
<P>Fascinating interview. If you're following the groundzeromegamosque 
nontroversy, I advise turning on CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646443 37130 587 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 6:43:38pm  
 
<P>"I condemn everyone who has committed acts of terrorism, and Hamas has 
committed acts of terrorism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647369 37130 673 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 9:26:38am  
 
<P>What the fuck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647404 37130 677 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 9:46:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/672/8647293" target=_blank>#672</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well you see why should Moslems get any special treatment here? It just 
encourages them to riot, or worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with you? Are you tired of commenting at 
LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646539 37131 34 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:08:14pm  
 
<P>"This mosque has to go up, or there will be retribution?"</P> 
<P>What. The. Fuck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646543 37131 36 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:09:09pm  
 
<P>The Muslims are watching us! Isn't that ... <EM>scary?</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646547 37131 39 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:09:47pm  
 
<P>"This is a turf war."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08646559 37131 51 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:12:14pm  
 
<P>Where did they find these people?</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646564 37131 55 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:13:00pm  
 
<P>She's about to snap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646581 37131 70 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:18:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8646578" target=_blank>#67</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reading this CNN transcript, it doesn't sound as if the construction of this 
project at the current location is set in stone.[Link: <A 
href="http://news.blogs.cnn.com/2010/09/08/live-blog-imam-behind-nyc-islamic-
center-speaks/?hpt=T1&amp;iref=BN1" 
target=_blank>news.blogs.cnn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try to contain your glee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646612 37131 94 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:26:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8646608" target=_blank>#91</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glee, not so much.It's a long way from Tennessee, and not really on my list 
of worries.I wouldn't be sorry to see the emotions calm down on both sides, and 
the issue fade from the headlines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, well ... I say that as someone who's noticed that you're always right 
there to promote the anti-Muslim side in every single 
discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646652 37131 131 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:38:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8646637" target=_blank>#118</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some video for those of us without tv...<A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2010/US/09/08/imam.lkl/index.html?hpt=T1&amp;iref=BN1" 
target=_blank>Imam: Islamic center location a national security issue</A>This is 
the same argument made about burning the Quran. We can't burn the Quran because 
it might anger Muslim terrorists overseas. We have to build the mosque or it 
will anger Muslim terrorists overseas. I'm all in favor of building the mosque 
but I really think it's a very bad idea the start basing our freedoms on avoid 
offense to people who are <EM>always</EM> going to be offended. US casualties 
will not rise or fall over what happens to a mosque or a Quran in the US. It 
makes no fucking difference and I se no need to kiss the asses of violent 
foreign extremists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're missing the bigger picture here -- he didn't say the mosque 
had to be built to avoid enraging extremists. In fact, he said if he knew in 
advance what would happen, he wouldn't have started the proposal. His point was 



that NOW it has become an issue that is being used by extremist 
factions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646685 37131 164 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:52:31pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Cliff May: "after all, Christians were the ones who founded this great 
nation."</P> 
<P>Unreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646691 37131 170 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:53:11pm  
 
<P>I can't believe how many masks are dropping here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646710 37131 189 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 7:56:52pm  
 
<P>I just don't believe that exchange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647403 37131 293 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 9:44:37am  
 
<P>I see that the bigots are infesting the end of every thread this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646829 37132 35 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 8:27:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8646821" target=_blank>#28</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the record, there is no mention of the word "basement" in that 
clip.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe he meant the mezzanine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08646836 37132 42 Charles Wed, Sep 8, 2010 8:28:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8646832" target=_blank>#38</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is generally considered to be the best floor in the house.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty sure that wasn't what he was saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647385 37132 536 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 9:32:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/8647276" target=_blank>#431</A> kamala</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no problem with their Constitutional right to build it. But I sure do 
have the right to protest their building of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you do indeed have the right to be as ignorant, bigoted, and hateful as 
you choose to be, and you're doing a great job of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08647388 37132 539 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 9:34:39am  
 
<P>Meanwhile ... what the hell is going on here?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37130_Quran_Burning_Pastor_Learned
_Everything_He_Knows_About_Muslims_from_YouTube/comments/#cc8647242" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647458 37133 21 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 10:12:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8647450" target=_blank>#13</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>The VAST majority of the people who are opposed to the Cordoba House and the 
VAST majority of people who are prejudiced against Islam know almost nothing 
about Islam. It's absurd to claim that these people are anti-Islam because 
they're "informed." They're "informed" by a cottage industry of religious 
extremists and bigots.</P> 
<P>I used the word "prejudice" very deliberately. It describes the phenomenon 
perfectly.</P> 
<P>prejudice |'prej?d?s|noun</P> 
<P>1 preconceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience : 
English prejudice against foreigners | anti-Jewish prejudices.</P> 
<P>• dislike, hostility, or unjust behavior formed on such a basis : accusations 
of racial prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647459 37133 22 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 10:13:20am  
 
<P>And the ones who are the most prejudiced are the ones who yell the loudest 
when their prejudice is pointed out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647629 37133 91 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 11:48:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8647511" target=_blank>#62</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, to be honest: as a hardcore feminist and atheist, I have a pretty 
unfavorable view of Islam as well (and yes, pretty much every other religion 
too). But that doesn't change their right to build it. Also, using the excuse 
that it is "offensive" is the exact same excuse that they use to berate us over 
the Danish cartoons and all the rest.</P> 
<P>It's been said ad nauseum at any rate. I find it incredibly funny that Pat 
Condell uses the offensive argument about the location of that center when he 
berates Muslims for using the same argument when they think their prophet has 
been "defiled". I don't like being hypocritical and so I find myself in the 
position defending the right for this thing to be built.</P> 
<P>I've said it all before though, of course. But you've all missed me so much 
that I thought I'd grace the board once more with my goddess-like presence. 
=)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree with this -- I have no more positive feelings toward Islam than I do 
toward other religions, and I think it's clear that modern Islam does have a 
problem with violent extremist sects.</P> 
<P>It's not about Islam for me -- it's about the separation of church and state, 
and freedom of religion as guaranteed by the US Constitution. And the fact is 
that in the case of the Cordoba House, these are exactly the kinds of Muslims we 
should be supporting and encouraging, if we're really sincere about making a 



reform possible within Islam. These are the Muslims who will be the 
reformers.</P> 
<P>It's pathetic and disgusting to me that instead of looking at the record of 
Imam Rauf, what he's stood for and what he's said, so many people are just 
reacting with mindless prejudice and ignorance. I've never seen a more un-
American "movement."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08647633 37137 15 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 11:50:07am  
 
<P>The current headline at Crazy Pamela's hate site: "GROUND ZERO SUPREMACIST 
IMAM RAUF THREATENS AMERICA".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650448 37139 545 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 11:25:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/8649820" target=_blank>#544</A> 
GeorgetownPress</EM></P> 
<P>That's a lot of words to say essentially nothing.</P> 
<P>I oppose both the anti-mosque creeps and Pastor Terry Jones for the same 
reason: because they're bigots. This isn't difficult to understand, and there's 
nothing hypocritical about it; it's completely consistent.</P> 
<P>I said absolutely nothing about anyone's First Amendment rights, by the way. 
You constructed a huge straw man, attributing all kinds of arguments to me that 
I didn't make. Is that fun or something?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648308 37140 25 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 3:04:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8648302" target=_blank>#23</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam is frothing about those tricky Islamists...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the hell is NBC calling Pamela Geller? Why do they promote this obviously 
insane person?</P> 
<P>Man, the media is just really out of control lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648320 37140 35 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 3:06:36pm  
 
<P>The Defense Secretary called this psychotic freak!? What the hell.</P> 
<P>Is it too early to start drinking?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648643 37140 114 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:34:08pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648622 37141 31 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:25:38pm  
 
<P>Pushback totally expected. Not buying it any more. You know very well that 
this battle has many aspects, and that it's being strenuously promoted by the 
religious right. The ban was on federal funding, yeah, we know that. It was a 
disastrously stupid anti-science move, no matter how you want to try to split 
hairs.</P> 
<P>It does not change a thing about the points in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08648627 37141 32 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:27:19pm  
 
<P>Just to be completely accurate, I've updated the post to make these points 
clear. But nothing else in my post changes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648433 37142 19 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 3:44:17pm  
 
<P>I think the Phelps cult is too well-known for bad craziness. The media won't 
pay any attention. With Terry Jones they had a new crazy kid on the block. He's 
all used up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648459 37142 35 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 3:55:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8648445" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam has now concocted a full blown conspiracy that the Imam lied to the 
pastor to get him to cancel the Quran burning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just saw that. I actually laughed out loud. She believes the loony 
preacher's story, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648586 37143 63 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:12:08pm  
 
<P>Some comments from Geller's hate hole:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dan said...</P> 
<P>The Pastor pulled it off!! He looks like the hero, shows the world what a 
bunch of thugs Islam breeds and the nazi Rauf looks bad either way - either his 
people would hate him or the dhimmi kuffar - so it's thew dhimmi kuffar the nazi 
Rauf shits upon.</P> 
<P>Build the goddamn thing then - let it be a lightning rod forever linking 
islam with terrorism and utter brutality!!</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>gfmucci said...</P> 
<P>Dang, I'd swear many of our politicians are Muslim because they too practice 
a good game of taqiyya and kitman.</P> 
<P>Does all this mean that the Qur'an burning is still on now that Jones should 
by now be deducing that he was snookered?</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>BanIslam said...</P> 
<P>Don't call of the rally! Don't call of the Koran burning!The muslims are 
playing with you, they will build the mega mosque at Ground Zero.Look at the 
Facebook groups, they are already chanting Allahu akbar all over.This is the 
start of the fight against Islam. If you cave in now, everything will be lost.If 
America falls, Europe will be an easy pray for the muslim world. 4 more years of 
Obama and this chance will not come again. Our children will curse us for our 
cowardice.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Captain Steve said...</P> 
<P>everybody should threaten to burn a koran unless obama releases his long-form 
birth certificate!</P> 
<P>that’ll put barry in a pickle! and make him look like a bigger idiot!</P> 



<P>(spread the idea if you like it). :))</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>charlotte said...</P> 
<P>I think we all need to put pressure on Muslims in the US --shape up and adopt 
American values or ship out--back to your sandhovels in the middle east. As far 
as I am concerned, Muslims need to know that they and their primitive religion 
are not really welcome in the US or any Western country because of the way Islam 
conflicts with our ideals of freedom, equality for all(no dhimmi status or 
enslavement and beating of wives or slaves)Their culture is so backward and 
primitive and belongs in the 8th century and we cannot have this culture 
thriving in our countries in the West. Our civilisation is in grave danger 
because of primitive Islam and I say we HAVE TO push back hard all the 
time,every time. Purely on demographic grounds, we have to push back hard.They 
can have 4 wives(Rauf has 3) and breed like rabbits and this is a ticking time 
bomb.So really guys at every opportunity we have to push back hard. This means 
each and everyone of us voting against the suicidal Democrap Muslim lemmings to 
get this government and Obama out. He has enabled and emboldened the Muslims 
worldwide and is the cause of this nonsense. Muslims had a healthy respect and 
fear of us before, but with these infidel swines in power, Obama has bowed to 
them and emboldened them in a way never done before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648652 37143 117 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:36:39pm  
 
<P>Allahpundit actually bought Jones's lie about the Cordoba House moving. Man, 
has his brain ever turned to Jell-o™.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648655 37143 120 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:39:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8648626" target=_blank>#96</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A comment from Hot Air's hate hole:</P> 
<P><EM>Let’s burn the koran…and the mosque.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>dthorny on September 9, 2010 at 8:02 PM</EM></P> 
<P>It's pretty sickening there too. Someone claimed that comment was from 
you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That kind of comment was once reported to the FBI by CAIR when it was posted 
at LGF by one of the people who now frequents the stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648708 37143 137 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 6:05:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/8648666" target=_blank>#130</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<P>IE always does that. The MS Javascript engine sucks and always has.</P> 
<P>I tried to track down this error, but it's happening deep in the bowels of 
IE. Best to just ignore it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648692 37144 19 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:58:48pm  
 
<P>The far right has been working hard at unseating Bill Binnie for quite a 
while. This is only the latest tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08648695 37144 22 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 5:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8648686" target=_blank>#14</A> sagehen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bruce BartlettJim JeffordsLinc ChaffeeSusan EisenhowerChristopher 
Buckley</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Me.</P> 
<P>And I'll be their worst enemy if I can help it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648793 37144 109 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 6:30:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8648762" target=_blank>#78</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In our society we have the privilege of suing others. Amazingly even dolts 
get their chance at it:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.nypost.com/p/news/local/manhattan/first_responder_files_suit_ag
ainst_Fs0ugfjYjDq3gMwZ4YK3oN?CMP=OTC-rss&amp;FEEDNAME=" target=_blank>9/11 first 
responder files suit against Ground Zero mosque developers</A></P> 
<P>Hmmm... maybe we should file a suit against Geller et. al. claiming their 
idiocy is harming us?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always wonder why people who do this kind of thing don't just spend the 
money on a crazy lavish South Pacific vacation instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648807 37144 122 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 6:35:09pm  
 
<P>I posted several threads about the comments posted at right wing sites after 
the murder of Dr. George Tiller.</P> 
<P>I was appalled, disgusted, pick your adjective.</P> 
<P>People who make death threats, and people who actually carry out those 
threats, do not exist in a vacuum. There is always a community of enablers, and 
the murder of Dr. Tiller exposed how widespread the community 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648809 37144 124 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 6:36:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8648806" target=_blank>#121</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now what?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.cnn.com/2010/US/09/09/florida.quran.burning/index.html?" 
target=_blank>Florida pastor says he's 'rethinking" canceled Quran 
burning</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The media is dancing for him, so he's digging it. Dance, media, 
dance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08648863 37144 177 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 6:51:10pm  
 
<P>Whoo. A federal judge just decided that the military's ban on openly gay 
servicemembers is unconstitutional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08649011 37146 21 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 7:23:06pm  



 
<P>Palin-Beck 2012: Smell the tea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08649051 37146 48 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 7:29:52pm  
 
<P>Palin-Beck 2012: Tears for Fears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650093 37146 130 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 8:55:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8650016" target=_blank>#129</A> Gray 
Skies</EM></P> 
<P>If you expect me NOT to mock people like Sarah Palin and Glenn Beck, you are 
at the wrong website.</P> 
<P>I think it's pretty clear that you're only complaining because it's your ox 
that's being gored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08649100 37147 11 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 7:37:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8649088" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Hurlbut is very silly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08649103 37147 12 Charles Thu, Sep 9, 2010 7:38:42pm  
 
<P>Terry Hurlbut is apparently the editor in charge of Conservapedia's rewrite 
of the Bible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650099 37148 456 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 9:01:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/8650061" target=_blank>#421</A> fpxr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been away for quite a while, but it is good to see that lgf is back on 
track. It veered way the heck off course after 9/11 but now it seems to be back 
to its core principles and mission.</P> 
<P>I wonder if there will be any retrospective at lgf tomorrow on the 9th 
anniversary of 9/11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reviewing your past comments, I have to ask what kind of game you think 
you're playing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650118 37148 474 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 9:30:08am  
 
<P>The idiot host on CNN described the Cordoba House as "just steps from Ground 
Zero." Right. A few HUNDRED steps.</P> 
<P>And then they have that utter wingnut moron Erick Erickson to comment on the 
President's press conference.</P> 
<P>I think it's clear that the media is deliberately pushing this issue to all 
sides, in order to pump up their viewership.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08650126 37148 482 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 9:36:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/8650122" target=_blank>#478</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Well, the iPod Touch is basically an iPhone without the phone. What's your 
question?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650151 37148 492 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 9:45:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/486/8650134" target=_blank>#486</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sent mail... it sends it, but there is no copy in the "sent" or "sent items" 
box... I know it sends it, I did a test. But I can't find any setting that would 
effect whether sent mail is saved or not.</P> 
<P>There is even the little reply arrow next to the email that I replied to.</P> 
<P>Where is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it works here -- my sent emails always show up in the 'Sent' folder. 
Try going into Settings-&gt;Mail-&gt;Accounts and check how the account is 
configured.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650298 37150 12 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 10:23:10am  
 
<P>Couldn't find his Facebook page. It may have been pulled 
down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650352 37150 22 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 10:41:38am  
 
<P>Not a single right wing blog has posted about this yet.</P> 
<P>It's not on Fox News or Fox Nation, either. But when they do post it, you can 
count on numerous comments supporting Justin Carl Moose.</P> 
<P>These freaks don't live in a vacuum. There's an extensive support network of 
people who may not actually want to commit violence themselves, but have no 
problem if someone else does it for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650353 37150 23 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 10:42:59am  
 
<P>Case in point:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33810_Bad_Craziness_Watch-
_Right_Wing_Reaction_to_the_Tiller_Murder" target=_blank>Bad Craziness Watch: 
Right Wing Reaction to the Tiller Murder</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650526 37150 72 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 11:59:58am  
 
<P>Terry Jones has a large amount of support on the right wing, judging from 
comments I've been reading and the #tcot Twitter feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650764 37151 44 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:24:12pm  
 
<P>Oh boy. Here we go again. Just go away, I'm not in the mood for any more dumb 
right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08651127 37151 53 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 3:43:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8651069" target=_blank>#52</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to talk to you anymore either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet you don't, after that ass-kicking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650556 37152 2 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 12:15:22pm  
 
<P>INFESTATION!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650564 37152 8 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 12:18:48pm  
 
<P>What the hell were they teaching in his "Communication" 
courses?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650588 37152 24 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 12:27:45pm  
 
<P>I'm running for Stark Country Treasurer YOU BASTARDS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650673 37153 22 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 12:58:45pm  
 
<P>Man, there's a real chorus of chattering monkeys on Twitter who love to 
retweet nasty stuff about me. Why they got to go all up in there and do me like 
that?</P> 
<P>There's a FreedomWorks Teabagger blog convention, and "Ace of Spades" is 
talking smack. The comment that's supposed to destroy my will to live:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Charles Johnson, a cult of personality with no 
personality."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yawn. Also, this knee-slapper about Conor Friedersdorf:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Conor Friedersdorf will die broke and alone."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that's some good quality right wing funny!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650675 37153 23 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 12:59:39pm  
 
<P>Incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650688 37153 32 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:02:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8650680" target=_blank>#26</A> 
commadore183</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing about hate is that it searches for those whose mental stability 
isn't real strong, then, once the victim is infected, it just destroys all parts 
of the brain that deals with "rationality" and "logic".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention "humor." This is from a panel about humor in 
blogging.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08650775 37153 102 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:26:04pm  
 
<P>Why do they always pop up in groups of two or three?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650787 37153 113 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8650761" target=_blank>#91</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read somewhere that the proposed sight for the mosque was actual damaged 
significantly by part of one of the planes. If that is true it must be very 
close to ground zero if not considered actually part of it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you really going to try to recycle Pamela Geller lines 
here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650793 37153 118 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:31:05pm  
 
<P>Why doesn't anyone care if the strip club on the same block was hit by debris 
on 9/11?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650803 37153 128 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:32:43pm  
 
<P>Did this landing gear have special properties -- like some kind of radiation 
or something, that made every place it touched a "No Muslims" zone for the rest 
of time?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650858 37153 180 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 1:46:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/8650853" target=_blank>#176</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Updinged as a rich source of rotating titles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just added:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sure make me doubt and think that i was wrong defending that small 
headness</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650917 37153 231 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:00:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/8650893" target=_blank>#211</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/2010/09/newterdammerung.php#more
?ref=fpblg" target=_blank>Newterdammerung</A></P> 
<P>Do you want to see a primer on the Clash of Civilizations and the coming 
Islam-fueled Armeggedon hosted by a disgraced &amp; philandering former 
politician and his third and current trophy wife? If that's a movie you need to 
see,</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yikes. Newt and trophy have an extra-creepy androidish thing going on there. 
That's gonna haunt my dreams.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650926 37153 239 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:03:48pm  
 
<P>In the meantime, if you have an iPhone, this new Spider-Man game is 
completely made of awesome.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-
bin/stat?id=05NfdasDy7Y&amp;offerid=146261&amp;type=3&amp;subid=0&amp;tmpid=1826
&amp;RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fitunes.apple.com%252Fus%252Fapp%252Fspider-man-
total-mayhem%252Fid360181985%253Fmt%253D8%2526uo%253D4%2526partnerId%253D30" 
target=_blank>click.linksynergy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651028 37153 300 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:47:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/8651001" target=_blank>#289</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't go to strip clubs much anymore. But next time I'm in NYC, maybe I 
should visit the one you refer to. It is on hallowed ground, after 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many strip clubs can say that? It actually makes you holier to go 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651884 37153 320 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 8:26:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/8651657" target=_blank>#319</A> kvinay</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>m n mrcn ndn hnd. m vstng LGF ftr whl whch ws nc n f my fv sts. Shckd t s th 
chng n chrls stnc. Dd wk nd ggl srch nd m cnvncd Chrls s nthr psd sclr Dhmm. Wll 
nvr rcmmnd r vst LGF gn. f h hs prblm wth th rght thts fn bt why sympthz wth RP 
thgs. lwys rmmbr " dd mslm s gd mslm".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bye now. Have fun posting hatred somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650986 37154 10 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8650983" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recognize pretty much all the footage they used except the black figure on 
the balcony at about 0:38. Anyone know what that's from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's from the Munich Olympics massacre but I'm not 
sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650989 37154 12 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:31:17pm  
 
<P>No, never mind, I'm wrong ... it's something else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650992 37154 14 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:31:59pm  
 
<P>Want to see something really terrifying?</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.valuesvotersummit.org/" 
target=_blank>www.valuesvotersummit.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08650998 37154 17 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:35:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8650997" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good guess. I think it might be the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iranian_Embassy_Siege" target=_blank>Iranian 
Embassy Siege</A> in London.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that's it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651003 37154 20 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:36:47pm  
 
<P>Here it is:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:425,height:350,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.liveleak.com/e/5ae_1272754871" target=_blank>Liveleak 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651009 37154 22 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 2:38:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8651000" target=_blank>#18</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder how many of those people are creationists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of them, except possibly Mitt Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651177 37155 18 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 4:04:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8651173" target=_blank>#16</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the other hand, Jones got covered wall to wall here once he became highly 
topical so we are guilty as well if the media is at fault. I think no coverage 
is enough when exposing bigots as long as you are pointing out their 
evil.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is true, but on the other hand I wasn't camped out in front of Terry 
Jones's trailer, either.</P> 
<P>My main focus was actually on countering the media's way too credulous 
approach to this kook, and showing how crazy he was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651185 37155 25 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 4:07:17pm  
 
<P>I hope the psycho preacher got a few people to rethink their support for the 
equally crazy and hate-filled Geller-thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651878 37155 388 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 8:24:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/8651858" target=_blank>#381</A> Gail Wynand 
Wannabe</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough blatant trolling out of you. Go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651463 37156 11 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 6:19:50pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer must be getting pumped up for the big day tomorrow. He just 
posted a link to an article arguing that Jesus would have burned Qurans.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/2010/09/furnish-burn-baby-
burn.html" target=_blank>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice the URL of this page: the original title was "Furnish: Burn, Baby, 
Burn."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651524 37157 12 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 6:41:20pm  
 
<P>He's getting sloppy by posting this. Remember - Geert Wilders, Pamela Geller, 
and Robert Spencer, and who knows how many like-minded kooks will be partying 
tonight.</P> 
<P>I wonder how the English Defense League thugs are being 
treated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651560 37157 24 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 6:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8651554" target=_blank>#22</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesus might have burned a lot of things in our modern society. But it's 
doubtful that it would have been Korans. Islam after all recognizes Jesus as a 
prophet (albiet non-divine).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which things in "our modern society" do you think Jesus would have 
burned?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651583 37157 41 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 7:04:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8651582" target=_blank>#40</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh I dunno...</P> 
<P>I would guess that the general glorification and embrace of things material 
and carnal might rub him a bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please elaborate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08651890 37158 65 Charles Fri, Sep 10, 2010 8:28:52pm  
 
<P>The crazies are out tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652447 37159 335 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 8:09:41am  
 
<P>'Alsatian' was 'captdiggs'. That was the second sock puppet he registered 
after being banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08652479 37159 365 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 8:34:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/8652468" target=_blank>#354</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The God of this hallowed place is the one to whom I heard even atheists 
appeal ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sentiment is fine, but this line is a really sour note. One of the 
lessons of 9/11 was how destructive religious fanaticism can be, and I see some 
of that same fanaticism in this line. He's claiming 9/11 for people of faith, 
and insulting atheists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652486 37159 372 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 8:37:10am  
 
<P>The trolls are coming out. I'll be checking the correlator tool often 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652491 37159 376 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 8:40:26am  
 
<P>I'm having a really difficult time sympathizing with all this "hallowed 
ground" talk.</P> 
<P>It's a place that should be commemorated, absolutely, and there are many 
lessons to be learned from what happened.</P> 
<P>But I have a real problem with calling a mass murder site "hallowed." It's 
the scene of a terrorist atrocity. Not a church.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652535 37160 14 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 9:10:34am  
 
<P>On the morning of 9/11, I got up and, as usual, checked a web developer's 
mailing list I subscribed to, and came across a curious email from someone who 
said, "Did you see that? It went right into the building!"</P> 
<P>It was so out of place in that list that I went to the living room, turned on 
the TV, and watched as the second plane crashed into the World Trade Center, 
with cold chills going through my body.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652537 37160 16 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 9:11:57am  
 
<P>C-SPAN has a program with several Bush administration officials talking about 
the response on 9/11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652553 37160 30 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 9:20:19am  
 
<P>I'll never forget the silence, when all flights in the US were grounded. In a 
city like LA you don't even notice how much of the constant audio background is 
due to planes flying overhead -- until they completely stop. It was eerie, and 
frightening in a primal way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652562 37160 39 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 9:25:03am  
 
<P>I'm glad to see that C-SPAN is apparently not going to be broadcasting the 
Geller-thing's hate rally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08652594 37160 70 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 9:59:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8652591" target=_blank>#67</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/diaper/4979937408/" 
target=_blank>EDL?</A> I thought the Geller/Spencer-tons were only supposed to 
start their rally at 3PM...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go. They're probably getting everything set up now.</P> 
<P>I can't even express how disgusting it is to see those thugs in New York. You 
want to talk about desecrating Ground Zero? This is it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652595 37160 71 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 10:00:41am  
 
<P>Here come Geller's fans:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/diaper/4979403469/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652604 37160 80 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 10:04:50am  
 
<P>A lot of traffic coming in from Dave Weigel's tweet of a link to our posts on 
9/10/01:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/day/2001-09-10" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652653 37160 129 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 10:36:28am  
 
<P>It's a little difficult for me to read what I wrote on 9/11, because I wasn't 
nearly as good a writer then. Hard to turn off the inner critic when I read 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652711 37160 187 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 11:07:03am  
 
<P>Geller's fans didn't get the memo about "NO SIGNS ALLOWED:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.flickr.com/photos/diaper/4979513613/" 
target=_blank>www.flickr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652722 37160 197 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 11:13:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8652718" target=_blank>#193</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>The Muhajiroun cult is at it again. All 12 of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652782 37161 5 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 11:53:32am  
 
<P>It's really disgusting to see those skinhead thugs glomming onto 9/11 with an 
Israeli flag. I got this tweet from a Brit:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid I know you already know this, but the EDL do not represent the UK. 
They're morons, and the whole country is ashamed of 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08652784 37161 6 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 11:54:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8652781" target=_blank>#4</A> NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is this moron expecting to accomplish?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/breaking-news/man-burns-koran-
pages-at-site-of-controversial-new-york-city-mosque/story-e6frf7jx-
1225919022334" target=_blank>Man burns Koran pages at site of controversial New 
York City mosque</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Totally expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652830 37162 18 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:15:52pm  
 
<P>I love how the New York Post describes this loon as "hate filled," when 
they're the ones who helped fill him with hate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652838 37162 24 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:23:04pm  
 
<P>Not too many counter-protesters so far:</P> 
<P><A title=4979699781_16e374331b_b.jpg 
href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4086/4979699781_16e374331b_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
4979699781_16e374331b_b.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652843 37162 26 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:26:12pm  
 
<P><A href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4154/4979549265_d5b4827f29_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Wait. What?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652853 37162 35 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:30:43pm  
 
<P><A href="http://farm5.static.flickr.com/4111/4980308548_fe313dd66a_b.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>The crowd about a half hour ago.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652870 37163 3 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:35:55pm  
 
<P>Screen just went black. It was working when I posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652882 37163 14 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:39:24pm  
 
<P>There we go. It's back.</P> 
<P>Geert Wilders just said if the mosque is built, New York will become just 
like Mecca.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652883 37163 15 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:39:51pm  
 
<P>"Imam Rauf is not a moderate."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08652884 37163 16 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:40:03pm  
 
<P>"We are here today to draw the line."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652885 37163 17 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:40:26pm  
 
<P>"In the spirit of America's founding fathers."</P> 
<P>I want to puke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652898 37163 29 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:43:21pm  
 
<P>Now he's repeating every long-debunked talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652908 37163 37 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:45:43pm  
 
<P>Crowd chanting "NO MOSQUE HERE!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652913 37163 42 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:47:36pm  
 
<P>Wilders: "Not a single church is allowed in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia, so 
why should we do that?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652917 37163 46 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:48:11pm  
 
<P>Live tweeting from this mess: [Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/jillrayfield/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652956 37163 84 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:56:25pm  
 
<P>Did that last sentence make no sense at all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652966 37163 91 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:58:26pm  
 
<P>Bolton: "The peripatetic Imam Rauf, who can't seem to find time in his busy 
schedule to address the critics and explain his motives..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652971 37163 95 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 12:59:01pm  
 
<P>Looks like the Dutch station just cut away. They were only interested in 
Wilders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08652981 37163 104 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:05:01pm  
 
<P>I can make out enough of what the Dutch reporters are saying to know they're 
talking about Wilders' extremism and connections to other far right groups. I 
heard "Vlaams Belang" in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08652994 37163 116 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:21:07pm  
 
<P>Sometimes there's only one thing to do.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/H-Jks6rIhMY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653006 37163 125 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8653003" target=_blank>#122</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the <A 
href="http://www.geertwilders.nl/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=view&amp;
id=1712&amp;Itemid=1" target=_blank>Geert Wilders 
transcript.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. Wall of text.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653008 37163 126 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:29:17pm  
 
<P>The full quote about Lincoln is exceedingly sick:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We are here in the spirit of America’s founding fathers. We are here in the 
spirit of freedom. We are here in the spirit of Abraham Lincoln, the President 
who freed the slaves. President Lincoln said: “Those who deny freedom to others, 
deserve it not for themselves.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653012 37163 130 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:32:36pm  
 
<P>He didn't follow the written speech exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653041 37163 156 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:43:29pm  
 
<P>Breitbart video was just introduced by Geller:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/jillrayfield/statuses/24224530274" 
target=_blank>Twitter / Jill Rayfield: Geller introduces Breitbar ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's an 'icon' who is 'slaying' forces of biased mainstream 
media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653051 37163 166 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 1:49:14pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/jillrayfield/statuses/24224714296" 
target=_blank>Twitter / Jill Rayfield: Breitbart tells the crowd ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart tells the crowd that they are not the controversial ones - Katie 
Couric is</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08653118 37163 226 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 2:26:42pm  
 
<P>Here's one of the EDL thugs standing next to someone with a t-shirt labeled 
"Youth for Western Civilization" -- a thinly veiled white nationalist student 
group that often promotes alliances with Eurofascists.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ55AC93F6.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ55AC93F6.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ55AC93F6.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653122 37163 230 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 2:27:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/8653105" target=_blank>#213</A> 
Floridagirl</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They should just move the mosque.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653149 37163 256 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 2:34:52pm  
 
<P>Some info on 'Youth for Western Civilization:'</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2009/02/26/white-nationalist-
linked-right-wing-youth-group-debuts-at-cpac/" 
target=_blank>www.splcenter.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653203 37164 6 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 2:50:49pm  
 
<P>This article says there were 1500 anti-mosquers, and 2000 at the pro-mosque 
demonstration earlier.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/09/11/september-11-
anniversary-_0_n_713293.html" 
target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653226 37164 15 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 3:00:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8653217" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>protester burns Qur'an Koran burning set on Fire at Ground Zero Mosque 
9/11/2010 park51 protest</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Media swarm!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653246 37164 26 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 3:11:08pm  
 
<P>The more recent AP article on it says about 1000 pro-mosquers and "a smaller 
number" of anti-mosquers. So now it's less than 1000.</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jWUyIyWxUm8jIt3Ipxl97DbR
ImuwD9I5SMIO0" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653429 37164 149 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 5:49:23pm  
 
<P>There hasn't been much coverage of Geller's rally at all, which is 
excellent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653478 37165 3 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 6:25:51pm  
 
<P>Heh. Just as expected, Geller is claiming 40,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653516 37165 40 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 6:42:19pm  
 
<P>Geller's closing words to the masses:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As the crowds dissipated, Geller warned them against talking to members of 
the media: “Do not give them any ammunition. You know who you are. You know that 
you’re righteous. Do not give them an opportunity to deride this fine and 
honorable effort. Remember what I’m saying. They’re looking to catch you. Don’t 
give it to them.”</P> 
<P>“<STRONG>Listen to Mommy</STRONG>,” she said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653551 37165 69 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 6:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8653547" target=_blank>#65</A> The Blue 
Boy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see why Geller didn't link to the pictures directly. Her call for "no 
signs, just flags" was pretty much <A 
href="http://www.lookingattheleft.com/2010/06/stop-the-mosque-at-ground-zero-
part-ii/" target=_blank>ignored</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's from June.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653572 37165 88 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8653565" target=_blank>#83</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox said 1500 anti Mosque, 2000 pro demonstrators.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox's report is from the AP, too - an earlier version than the one I'm 
posting here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653630 37165 144 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:25:37pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller now on Fox with Geraldo. Against Malik Shabazz. Oh 
brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653632 37165 146 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:26:19pm  
 



<P>Now she's claiming 30,000.</P> 
<P>Hah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653633 37165 147 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:26:42pm  
 
<P>Geraldo's openly mocking her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653640 37165 154 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:27:16pm  
 
<P>She must be seething right now, big time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653650 37165 164 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:28:39pm  
 
<P>Sudden cut to commercial.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile Dave Weigel just tweeted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spoiler: Gingrich said the model for Obama's worldview was "Kenyan anti-
colonialism." Probably my fault; I mentioned Fanon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich is going all the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653696 37165 208 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:37:02pm  
 
<P>How weird. Geller's just sitting there while they talk about the CA gas 
explosion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653703 37165 215 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:39:20pm  
 
<P>My brain is beginning to hurt watching this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653717 37165 229 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:42:38pm  
 
<P>Clown show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653731 37165 242 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:44:06pm  
 
<P>The Geller-thing started singing the Marine Corps Hymn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653744 37165 255 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 7:45:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/8653734" target=_blank>#245</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of the blue?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Malik Shabazz brought up Thomas Jefferson, she said, "Yeah, because he 
was fighting Islam!" and started singing "On the shores of 
Tripoli."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08653943 37166 153 Charles Sat, Sep 11, 2010 8:51:14pm  
 



<P>Lunatic stalker said what? <A 
href="http://twitter.com/1389/statuses/24251750150" target=_blank>Twitter / 
1389: @JammieWF I suspect that @ ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@JammieWF I suspect that @Lizardoid was a moby to begin with, and was always 
covertly part of the leftist/jihadist convergence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654431 37168 31 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 10:01:53am  
 
<P><A href="http://plixi.com/p/44757014" target=_blank>RINO 
purge!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654563 37169 64 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 10:52:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8654535" target=_blank>#38</A> Nimed</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Nearly every top GOP politician" may be a bit of an overstatement, but there 
are still way too much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really not an overstatement at all. I've written about this several 
times -- the fact is that there are <EM>very few</EM> GOP politicians who aren't 
creationists. And the few who aren't are also the ones who are being driven out 
of the party as RINOs, or pandering furiously to the religious right in other 
ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654643 37169 127 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 11:31:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8654617" target=_blank>#110</A> 
TREKrider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not sure if this is a reason not to vote Republican ever 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just one reason out of many.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654658 37170 23 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 11:38:45am  
 
<P>This one's really funny. The female cop's trying not to crack up.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ3223A7F2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3223A7F2.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ3223A7F2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654676 37170 34 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 11:47:44am  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/evanmc_s/status/24307083037" 
target=_blank>Twitter / e mcmorris-santoro</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea party leader at the podium lays it down: "God has an army" and it's the 
tea party. "God has called us to this place, in this 
time."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654681 37170 39 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 11:49:46am  
 



 
 
<P>This is not a pot legalizing kind of crowd here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654696 37170 51 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 11:58:11am  
 
<P>Never get tired of that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654701 37170 55 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 12:00:30pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ563438E2.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Please don't prove it!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654725 37170 71 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 12:13:45pm  
 
<P>There we go again ... someone's using my name to post moronic comments at 
Robert Stacy McCain's site again. Happens in almost every thread at his site - 
he must get a real kick out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654752 37170 94 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 12:24:30pm  
 
<P>Breitbart is raving now.</P> 
<P>Just called all reporters "flat out evil."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654782 37170 121 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 12:36:11pm  
 
<P>Hey, that Ustream mobile is a pretty cool thing. You can stream live video 
directly from an iPhone 4. I just signed up. Might come in handy at some 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654851 37170 179 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:22:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/8654847" target=_blank>#177</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitpic.com/2nuihq" 
target=_blank>Inelligable!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teabonics!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656370 37170 193 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 2:04:36pm  
 
<P>Heh. Yeah, that's it. It's a leftist plant, trying to make the real 
teabaggers look bad.</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654852 37171 3 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:23:11pm  
 
<P>I'm wondering if they're counter-protesters. Check out the scowl on the lady 
at upper left -- she doesn't trust 'em.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08654875 37171 20 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:34:01pm  
 
<P>Possibly counter-protesters making a statement about "American 
Taliban?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654889 37171 31 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:44:08pm  
 
<P>These garments are for sale here: <A 
href="http://www.zarinas.com/burqas.shtml" target=_blank>Zarinas.Com: Women's 
Clothing (Burqas)</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654899 37171 41 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:47:50pm  
 
<P>Yikes. They're cheering like crazy for kooky Ken Cuccinelli.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08654916 37171 57 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 1:58:14pm  
 
<P>Dave Weigel tweeted to me that they were not counter-protesters - they were a 
big hit, went to the front.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655021 37171 161 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 2:45:29pm  
 
<P>Burka Blue.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/bpH83Vi7b9E&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655053 37171 192 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 2:59:27pm  
 
<P>Here's a video from the sign-making party the previous night; those weren't 
Muslims inside those burqas.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/ltDgDisAB8s&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656549 37171 392 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 4:01:19pm  
 
<P>Buh bye now!</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655212 37172 44 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:08:23pm  
 



<P>By the way, I'm nearly finished with the code to turn off all advertisements 
for Paypal LGF subscribers. So for only 33 cents a day ($10 a month), you'll 
never have to see another Google or Amazon ad at LGF.</P> 
<P>Only catch is that in addition to subscribing you'll need to be registered at 
LGF, and you'll have to let me know your username so I can manually enable that 
feature for you, until the automatic code is ready. (I think there's a way to 
set up callbacks with Paypal so that when you subscribe I can have it pass back 
the info needed to automatically set the flag in your user record ... but I have 
to check.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655233 37172 59 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:23:02pm  
 
<P>I see that jaunte, wrenchwench, reine.de.tout, and Rightwingconspirator are 
subscribers, and I've enabled the subscription flag on your accounts. There are 
more subscriptions, so if I've missed any other registered lizards, use the 
contact form in the left sidebar to let me know -- that way I'm sure to see 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655235 37172 60 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:23:59pm  
 
<P>The pages sure load faster without all the calls to external ad servers and 
Flash ads, etc.!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655249 37172 69 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:29:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8655246" target=_blank>#68</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will this turn ALL ads off, including the LGF premium ads?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, all the ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655252 37172 72 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:30:46pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8655236" target=_blank>#61</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What am I chopped liver ?/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You too! If you reload (may need to log out and back in), you'll see no more 
ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655259 37172 77 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:34:05pm  
 
<P>Specifically, the subscription plus registration turns off:</P> 
<P>* The top banner ad next to the logo</P> 
<P>* The right sidebar "skyscraper" ads</P> 
<P>* The two Blogads slots in the right sidebar</P> 
<P>* The 300x250 ad after the first post on the front page, and after the post 
on each individual page</P> 
<P>* The Amazon interstitial ads</P> 
<P>* The bottom Amazon banner</P> 
<P>* The "partners" ads at the bottom of the left sidebar</P> 



<P>* The "sponsored links" at the bottom of the right sidebar</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655265 37172 82 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 4:36:26pm  
 
<P>I forgot -- it also turns off the two Blogads slots in the right 
sidebar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655325 37172 107 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 5:30:01pm  
 
<P>OK, KingKenrod is also a subscriber and has ads turned off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655336 37172 109 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 5:44:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8655329" target=_blank>#108</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa just dropped in. No more ads for subscribers?! Cool. Please sign me 
up!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You already are!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655338 37172 111 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 5:45:05pm  
 
<P>The only ad you'll see if you subscribe is the cookbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655345 37172 112 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 5:50:17pm  
 
<P>I take that back -- most people who would subscribe probably already know 
about the cookbook. That one goes away too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655347 37172 113 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 5:50:50pm  
 
<P>Wow, what a difference in speed that makes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655375 37172 127 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 6:08:28pm  
 
<P>I've also set the subscription flags for all the monitor lizards, as a small 
way of thanking you for your assistance with herding all these 
cats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08655394 37172 141 Charles Sun, Sep 12, 2010 6:17:29pm  
 
<P>Wow, we're having a BoingBoing-a-lanche and I just noticed.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/09/12/american-flag-
burqas.html" target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656042 37173 362 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 8:50:15am  
 



<P>I always love waking up and seeing another stupid shitstorm created by the 
right wing blogosphere over something I wrote.</P> 
<P>This time they've CAUGHT me editing an old post about Imam Rauf to remove the 
description "Islamic supremacist." Apparently they think I was trying to "hide" 
something.</P> 
<P>It's true. I did remove the words "Islamic supremacist" from this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28991_Newsweek-WaPo-
_Archbishop_of_Canterbury_Was_Right" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And the reason I removed those words is simple -- because I was mistaken. I 
jumped to conclusions, based on bad information from untrustworthy sources such 
as Robert Spencer, and when I came across that post recently, I corrected it so 
that it wouldn't be used as some kind of bogus ammunition in this 
controversy.</P> 
<P>So, of course, they attack me for that. These people are 
idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656082 37173 391 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:11:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/8656062" target=_blank>#382</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you'd be better off acknowledging earlier mistakes in judgment, and 
accepting the flack you'll get over trying to change the history.We all change 
our opinions based on better information, and there is no shame in that. That's 
my free advice, and that's about what it's worth.s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I have to say I don't agree. If I discover an error in a post, no 
matter how old it is, I reserve the right to correct that error. It was an error 
to call Rauf an "Islamic supremacist," so I corrected it, just like I'd correct 
an error in a post I put up a few minutes ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656090 37174 18 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:15:41am  
 
<P>Robert Spencer is having another hysterical freak-out about me 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656096 37174 24 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:17:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8656088" target=_blank>#16</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's good policy to edit what was actually posted, even if you 
changed you mind and regret the content. Better to explain that you've changed 
your mind over time and accept the criticism for so doing. You'll get more flack 
for a perceived cover up than from the acknowledgment that you changed your 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. If I find a mistake in a post, no matter how old it is, I reserve 
the right to correct that mistake -- just like I'd correct a mistake in 
something I posted 10 minutes ago.</P> 
<P>It was a mistake to call Rauf an "Islamic supremacist," and I corrected it. I 
don't see anything wrong with this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656108 37174 35 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:26:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8656105" target=_blank>#32</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The amount of footnoting and documentation depends on the nature of the 
mistake and the length it has been in publication.</P> 
<P>A grammatical correction from 10 minutes ago would be on the far end of the 
"don't bother to note it" scale, while something like a revised opinion based on 
new information would be worth making a public note about.</P> 
<P>As Guanxi88 noted it will show a pattern of growth. It will also take the 
propaganda value out of "outing" your changes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I removed <EM>two words</EM> from the post. The entire post is still there 
for anyone to read. The words were removed because they were wrong. It's kind of 
silly to say I should footnote and document insignificant changes like this.</P> 
<P>If I had added or removed something of real substance I would have noted it 
in a dated update, as I always do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656114 37174 40 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:28:37am  
 
<P>Wow, that Spencer post is really out there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656117 37174 43 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:31:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8656113" target=_blank>#39</A> John Q</EM></P> 
<P>That part of what I wrote is accurate -- WaPo's "On Faith" has definitely 
given a platform to quite a few radical Muslims, including the spiritual leader 
of Hezbollah and Hamas spokesmen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656125 37174 51 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:36:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8656118" target=_blank>#44</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<P>Please note: I'm not trying to correct all errors in everything I've ever 
written. I removed those two words for specific reasons: 1) they were wrong, and 
2) this is a hot issue; and people were looking for things to use against Imam 
Rauf, and I didn't want to be responsible for spreading misinformation.</P> 
<P>The rest of the post is completely intact, including the link to the article 
by Rauf, that anyone can read and decide for themselves what they 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656126 37174 52 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:36:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8656121" target=_blank>#47</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The two words you removed changed the characterization of the person you were 
describing (and rightly so) from a radical Imam to a moderate Imam.</P> 
<P>In no way am I criticizing that or your right to edit your own blog.</P> 
<P>By being open about changes that impact the meaning of a phrase or post you 
will take away an underhanded weapon of your less honorable critics. It's not 
right that you have to do so but it is prudent in the political 
arena.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that's what I was doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656152 37174 76 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:51:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8656142" target=_blank>#67</A> avanti</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly, I guess it's the fact that the footnote comes after the discovery of 
the edit which may give Charles's enemies more ammo. In my perfect world, 
Charles would have noticed that his opinion had changed over the years on this 
hot button issue, mentioned the old post and the reason for the edit and taken 
the flack for that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I don't agree at all. First, there's no way to do this so that it 
would avoid giving ammunition to the enemies -- they don't need ammunition. If 
they can't find something real, they'll just make something up, or twist my 
words to find some way to attack. It's absolutely pointless for me to start 
changing how I do things because of what the enemies will say.</P> 
<P>I corrected an error. And if I see similar errors, I'll do it 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656175 37174 99 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 10:01:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8656173" target=_blank>#97</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. He can't email Charles (IP block, I imagine) so he goes through a 
Minion. He's taken a hit and can't strike back. He must be a bit 
frustrated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he can email me any time he wants. I'm not blocking him. He's just a 
sleazy coward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656193 37174 117 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 10:20:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8656189" target=_blank>#113</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IMHO, that was not a minor correction, no matter the good intent. Charles 
knew in hindsight that he was wrong about the Islamic supremacist tag, and knew 
it would be used against him and acted. The only discussion is about the way it 
was done.Upon reflection, I do agree with Charles that no matter how he handled 
a correction, he's get attacked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Correction: I didn't take out those two words because I "knew they'd be used 
against me." I removed the description because it was wrong, and I didn't want 
it to be cited by people trying to smear Rauf. (You may have noticed that there 
are a few of those people out there.)</P> 
<P>Nothing I do at LGF is in reaction to what the enemies will do or say. I 
consciously decided not to play that game long ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656196 37174 118 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 10:26:26am  
 
 
 
<P>Just for the record, I've now added an update to that post, linking to this 
one, so there's no confusion about what happened.</P> 
<P>And I do appreciate the feedback on this from LGF readers, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656203 37174 123 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 10:34:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8656199" target=_blank>#120</A> Logician</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - do you consider Christopher Hitchens to be mistaken in <A 
href="http://www.slate.com/id/2264770/" target=_blank>his opinion of Imam Feisal 
Abdul Rauf</A> too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I do. Hitchens repeats some of the talking points of the anti-mosque 
crowd, unfortunately -- talking points that are debunked. He should do a little 
more research before taking the nonsense that's been circulated about Rauf as 
accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656205 37174 124 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 10:39:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8656199" target=_blank>#120</A> Logician</EM></P> 
<P>As a "Logician," by the way, I'm sure you're familiar with the logical 
fallacy known as the "appeal to authority."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656248 37174 136 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 11:26:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8656243" target=_blank>#135</A> Vreejack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hitchens does not call the imam an Islamic supremacist as much as he calls 
him a theocrat. Faisal Abdul Rauf is literally that, in that he believes in the 
sort of Islamic Republic that Iran has created. We have laws against that 
here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have not seen any evidence that backs up your claim that Rauf is a 
"theocrat."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656281 37174 143 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 11:55:47am  
 
<P>Class of 2004, waking up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656292 37174 147 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 12:08:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8656291" target=_blank>#146</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't remember what year I registered, but I find it fascinating that 
Hitchens was adamantly used as the final authority on Mother Teresa, but now his 
research is questionable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I find it fascinating that you seem unable to imagine how someone might 
be right about one thing, but wrong about another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656293 37174 148 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 12:10:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8656291" target=_blank>#146</A> jill e</EM></P> 
<P>Never mind -- I see that this is a sock puppet account for someone previously 
banned. So instead I will just bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656304 37174 153 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 12:20:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8656302" target=_blank>#151</A> John Q</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:</P> 



<P>Agreed. But you were clearly putting Rauf in their company in your 
post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what point you're trying to make. I have no intention of 
rewriting the whole post; that would be kind of silly. I simply wanted to 
correct a specific mistaken description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656331 37174 156 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 12:54:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8656330" target=_blank>#155</A> elizmr</EM></P> 
<P>I do not agree that Britain should incorporate sharia into their existing 
legal framework, but it's important to actually read what Imam Rauf wrote here, 
because he's not saying he wants to impose sharia, and in fact he's only talking 
about "aspects" of sharia that do not conflict with existing British law:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharia law is unequivocally clear that Muslims who live as minorities in non-
Muslim majority communities are required to abide by the law of the land. That 
doesn't prevent British Muslims from practicing aspects of Sharia that don't 
conflict with British law, or from seeking changes in British 
law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can argue with his opinion, but this is not some kind of extremist call 
for imposing sharia law on the UK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656339 37174 158 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 1:20:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8656338" target=_blank>#157</A> dwells38</EM></P> 
<P>See, this is the kind of stupid knee-jerk, no-thinking BS that really gets on 
my nerves.</P> 
<P>What part of this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do not agree that Britain should incorporate sharia into their existing 
legal framework...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... is unclear to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656340 37174 159 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 1:22:06pm  
 
<P>And I'm going to make it easier for you not to post here any more after your 
idiotic "goodbye cruel world" comment by blocking your account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656366 37174 163 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 1:53:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8656362" target=_blank>#161</A> elizmr</EM></P> 
<P>A quote from Imam Rauf on the subject of women's rights:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In surveying the women who have been prominent in the history of the Islamic 
world, it becomes increasingly clear that there is a strong prototype for Muslim 
women and that women's rights are alive in the very theology of Islam. But, as 
in most countries the world over, the reality for women does not match the 
ideals we all know are right and just. As American women are fighting for equal 
pay for equal work, for reproductive rights and affordable childcare, Muslim 
women are fighting for compulsory education (in Afghanistan), the right to drive 
(in Saudi Arabia), and the right to cover their hair (in France and in Turkey). 
As American women are knocking through glass ceilings to acquire the rights due 



to them in the Constitution, Muslim women are doing the same to gain full access 
to their rights as laid out in the Quran and sunnah.</P> 
<P>Many of the limits placed on women in Muslim (and non-Muslim) societies are 
the result of custom, and these limits continue because people have a hard time 
changing their customs. In terms of realizing social rights, the Muslim world is 
following a similar trajectory as in the West, and changing a society's notions 
of what is acceptable in gender roles takes generational change. Just as in 
America roles have changed dramatically, especially in the last hundered years 
as America has implemented the Abrahamic ethic to a greater degree, it is 
reasonable to expect that Muslim societies implementing the justice called for 
in Islamic theology will undergo parallel transformations.</P> 
<P>This is why granting political rights is the most effective way to redress 
legitimate women's grievances. For as a nation becomes increasingly 
democratized, the ballot box becomes the means by which each constituent group 
in society attains its objectives.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657875 37174 181 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:37:56am  
 
<P>And another member of the class of 2004 wakes up and melts down.</P> 
<P>Whenever I post an article defending myself against an attack from these 
idiots, this happens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657910 37174 183 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 9:12:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/8657903" target=_blank>#182</A> mishuga</EM></P> 
<P>Why would you think "class of 2004" applies to you? You just registered last 
month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659469 37174 189 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:04:11pm  
 
<P>Dead thread assholes again. What a surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656267 37176 8 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 11:46:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8656265" target=_blank>#6</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I subscribed, but I still see ads everywhere! (Probably because I have not 
notified you yet nor have I even tried reloading the page, but I still blame you 
Charles!)</P> 
<P>///J/K</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Log out and back in and the ads will vanish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656277 37176 15 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 11:52:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8656274" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She sings? I haven't made it through the whole thing yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She breaks into the Marine Corps Hymn - "shores of Tripoli".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656295 37176 24 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 12:11:14pm  



 
<P>Wow, the nuts are really starting to come out of the woodwork 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656345 37176 58 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 1:29:56pm  
 
<P>As expected, this new feature has all the stalkers whipped up into a fine 
frothy lather.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656690 37176 71 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 6:12:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8656656" target=_blank>#69</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles;</P> 
<P>I would like to subscribe. But having had our (my wife's and I) credit card 
info not once, but twice, compromised by PayPal I will not use them again unless 
I am using a prepaid card. Is there another way?</P> 
<P>I am subscribed to this thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, right now the only subscription option is Paypal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657370 37176 74 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 9:08:52pm  
 
<P>Man, they're coming out of the woodwork today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657986 37176 76 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 9:55:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8657704" target=_blank>#75</A> all4one</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - I paid but it didn't take. Please hook me up, 
thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're set up now -- just log out and log back in and the ads will 
disappear.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656351 37177 2 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 1:42:59pm  
 
<P>Ludnecks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656908 37177 61 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 7:25:20pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656413 37178 10 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 2:29:49pm  
 
<P>See, if it were my sign and I finished it, and then noticed that I'd 
misspelled an incredibly simple word in huge honking black letters, I'd probably 
sit back down and do it over, rather than make myself look like a complete idiot 
in front of hundreds of people.</P> 
<P>I'm just a perfectionist, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08656429 37178 23 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 2:39:54pm  
 
<P>Full disclosure announcement!</P> 
<P>I should note, since it's the topic under discussion today, that I also 
recently deleted several (3 or 4, I'm not sure) early LGF posts about the Flight 
93 memorial controversy, that were written before it became clear to me that the 
story was complete and utter bunk being promoted by loons. (I realized that 
years ago, by the way.)</P> 
<P>I deleted these posts because I noticed from our referral logs that they were 
being linked to in an attempt to resurrect the controversy again, and I want no 
part of that.</P> 
<P>This is a story I should never have believed, and one of the few real regrets 
I have about what I've covered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656433 37178 26 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 2:44:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8656432" target=_blank>#25</A> 
tnguitarist</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656452 37178 38 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 2:59:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8656448" target=_blank>#36</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that sign have the numbers 1389 over to the right? If so you know who it 
might be...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does look like '1389' there, but I can't see what else it 
says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656457 37178 42 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:00:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8656454" target=_blank>#39</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What next from the loons, links to the early comments about AGW 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tim Blair has already done several rants about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656463 37178 45 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:02:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8656455" target=_blank>#40</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is 1389 in reference to?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, just another seriously deranged stalker, that's all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656479 37178 57 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8656477" target=_blank>#55</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the server having hiccups? I seem to be having a hard time opening windows 
for pages/comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not here -- must be a local network issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08656481 37178 59 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:10:56pm  
 
<P>Another lovely image from Geller's rally: "No Muslim Immigration".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/gallery/2010/09/no-more-
mosque-protesters-rally-against-park51-islamic-center.php?img=12" 
target=_blank>www.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656495 37178 71 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:16:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8656486" target=_blank>#63</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I tried to put up a Pages entry, but when I went to check it out the 
body had been eaten (perhaps a missed tag?) Since then I've not been able to 
open any new LGF windows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like it's time to quit the browser and relaunch.</P> 
<P>I fixed that Page for you -- it was a mangled HTML tag that caused it to 
disappear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656517 37178 90 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8656509" target=_blank>#84</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Closed all my open LGF windows and opened a new one... and now everything is 
fine.</P> 
<P>Computers - reducing productivity everywhere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656525 37178 97 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:33:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8656518" target=_blank>#91</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/research/201009130053" target=_blank>Hey 
Breitbart, look to your left</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://s3.mediamatters.org/static/images/item/912rally-20100912-
breitbart.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 912rally-20100912-
breitbart.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Classic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656536 37178 107 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:41:23pm  
 
<P>Wow, they've been pretty busy out there in the me-hating blogosphere today. 
There's another outrageous outrage brewing because I posted about AFA's Bryan 
Fischer saying all Muslims were inbred and that's why they're terrorists.</P> 
<P>Apparently because I linked to a New York Times article in 2003 about a Saudi 
Arabian public health study on inbreeding in that country, now I'm not allowed 
to comment on Bryan Fischer's blatantly bigoted statement claiming that all 
Muslims are inbred. If I do, I'm a hypocrite, or being paid, or crazy, or 
something.</P> 
<P>I know. Idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08656547 37178 118 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 3:57:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8656545" target=_blank>#116</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<P>I think that one is a lefty stalker. A die-hard from the LGF Watch days. 
Totally obsessed with proving how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656568 37178 136 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 4:16:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8656559" target=_blank>#129</A> tum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been a while since I've found the time to read lgf. Your personal 
political journey over the last 9 years matches mine almost exactly. It's nice 
to see you're keeping it real! I always said lgf was a community of reason, not 
of extremism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the nice words!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656708 37179 16 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 6:18:24pm  
 
<P>The Michigan State University chapter of Young Americans for Freedom is a 
really ugly group of outright racists. They're the ones who brought over Nick 
Griffin of the BNP to speak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656784 37179 89 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 6:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8656773" target=_blank>#78</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?q=%22YWC+at+9-
11+Ground+Zero+Protest%22&amp;hl=en&amp;tbo=1&amp;output=search&amp;source=lnt&a
mp;tbs=rltm:1&amp;sa=X&amp;ei=CtKOTOC5CcH6lweP7fnnAg&amp;ved=0CAQQpwU" 
target=_blank>Straight from the source of YWC:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656843 37179 148 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 6:58:16pm  
 
<P>Dinesh D'Souza tried to argue that Al Qaeda had a legitimate grievance 
against the US, because we've become a godless society prone to sin and 
sodomy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656854 37179 159 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 7:00:29pm  
 
<P>It's almost as if Newt Gingrich is kook-fishing. Trying to find the best 
insane meme to exploit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656859 37179 164 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 7:01:21pm  
 
<P>And D'Souza is also a shill for the Discovery Institute creationist think 
tank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08656959 37179 226 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 7:46:14pm  
 
<P>The kooks are unusually worked up today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08656933 37180 14 Charles Mon, Sep 13, 2010 7:35:34pm  
 
<P>Frum isn't quite getting it. He's still trying to cling to a party that's 
rejecting him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657886 37181 298 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:50:19am  
 
<P>I see we had another alumni of the class of 2004 melt down last night, in the 
'mistake' thread.</P> 
<P>That's one reason why I occasionally defend myself against the ankle biters' 
attacks -- it invariably brings out some lurkers with grudges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657887 37181 299 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:51:23am  
 
<P>Also, the moron who runs that dumb-as-a-post blog 'jumpinginpools' tried to 
register two sock puppets last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657906 37181 307 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 9:07:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8657898" target=_blank>#305</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.icenews.is/index.php/2010/09/11/sweden-democrat-blogger-
claims-africans-have-%E2%80%98rape-gene%E2%80%99/" target=_blank>Sweden Democrat 
blogger claims Africans have ‘rape gene’</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In his blog entitled “Landskronabackspege”, meaning Landskrona rear view 
mirror, 76-year-old retiree Wahlberg wrote about what he sees as the “genetic 
characteristics” of black Africans.</P> 
<P>“For many thousands of years, the Negro could chill out in the heat, eat some 
bananas, rape some passing woman or child, fight with other negro males and eat 
them up, play the drums a little, run around a bit, catch an antelope, eat a few 
bananas, f**k a bit, get drunk on fermented fruits or herbs, and so on. This has 
been going on for millennia without any evolutionary pressure in the form of 
environmental factors forcing the Negro to develop in another direction,” the 
blog read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08657934 37182 4 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 9:27:35am  
 
<P>At least now we can say Rush Limbaugh actually supports at least one person 
of color. (Orange.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08658389 37182 22 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 1:13:40pm  
 
<P>Also see:<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34938_Rush_Limbaugh_in_His_Own_Wor
ds" target=_blank>Rush Limbaugh in His Own Words</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08659487 37184 18 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:06:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8659276" target=_blank>#17</A> WMKaffir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the Prime Minister of Turkey, there is no such thing as moderate 
Islam. There are only Moslems who don't fully practice their religion. Although 
the recent election in Turkey, indicates that moderation is in the eye of the 
beholder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That will be enough out of you. Go post your bigoted crap somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08658038 37185 19 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 10:32:40am  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659113 37187 15 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 6:28:51pm  
 
<P>LGF Pages (the individual pages with comments) now have a new look - similar 
to the posts on the front page, with the author's byline at the top under the 
title.</P> 
<P>(I noticed that some people were wrongly attributing Pages to me, probably 
because the author's name was at the bottom of the post where it could be easily 
missed. This should fix that, and let you properly get the credit for any Pages 
you post.)</P> 
<P>I also removed the light green background and rounded corners from the 
individual pages, and changed some other things about the font styling to get 
things more consistent.</P> 
<P>If you click the user's icon, the Profile window pops up. If you click their 
username, you go to their LGF Pages and see everything they've 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659124 37187 24 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 6:35:20pm  
 
<P>Should I allow profile viewing for non-registered readers? 
Discuss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659155 37187 52 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 6:45:05pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Just launched tweetdeck for the first time all day (been coding), and 
look at all the angry wingnut bloggers saying mean things about me. Imagine my 
pain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659186 37187 79 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 6:57:41pm  
 
<P>Wow. Carl Paladino is winning the GOP nomination, despite his well-documented 
racism, misogyny, and insanity.</P> 
<P>Why I'll never vote Republican again. The crazies are in 
charge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659254 37187 145 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 7:21:34pm  



 
<P>Anti-masturbation candidate wins in Delaware. Maybe now we can finally do 
something about the horrible scourge of self-abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659358 37188 21 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 7:46:13pm  
 
<P>And it looks like the racist misogynistic psycho Carl Paladino is also going 
to win. GOP over the cliff. It's all over but the cross-burning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659383 37188 35 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 7:51:45pm  
 
<P>Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659394 37188 44 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 7:52:37pm  
 
<P>Why do wingnuts hate masturbation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659517 37188 144 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:11:14pm  
 
<P>There's a serious influx of morons and trolls going on 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659591 37189 23 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 8:30:02pm  
 
<P>It's a teabag world, and we're all just brewing in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08659964 37189 343 Charles Tue, Sep 14, 2010 9:39:03pm  
 
<P>Sarah Failin' just tweeted this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Competitive trongmsgssent&amp; tonite;congrats 2 the victors;Now, Commonsense 
Constitutionalists, let's unite</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huh, what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660435 37190 230 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 8:45:50am  
 
<P>Wow, I haven't seen the wingnuts stirred up like this in a long time. They 
really seem to think it's a wonderful achievement to nominate O'Donnell and 
Paladino.</P> 
<P>I am not a Republican. Please do not ever refer to me by that label again. I 
may not always be a Democrat either, but I am completely, utterly finished with 
the Republican Party. Done. They've gone insane.</P> 
<P>Also lots of idiots out there gibbering away at me on Twitter. Apparently, 
deleting two mistaken words from a years-old post is the proof they've finally 
been looking for, that I'm a stinking liar and nothing I've ever written should 
be trusted. It's like elementary school for hateful, vindictive 
adults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660450 37190 240 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 8:57:02am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8660438" target=_blank>#231</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's another thing going around about you giving a membership to somebody 
who put the Koran in a toilet and then got charged for felonies or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wondered if they'd get around to that one. I definitely did think the 
person who put a Koran in a toilet should not have been charged with a crime. 
However, at no time did I ever support the actual act of putting a Koran in a 
toilet, and in fact when some people tried to get me to sign on to an effort to 
get a lot of people to put Korans in toilets (idiots), I refused in no uncertain 
terms and ended up banning one of the most persistent idiots.</P> 
<P>I don't think Terry Jones should have been charged with a crime either, if he 
had burned a Koran. This isn't criminal behavior, it's bigoted hateful 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660755 37191 60 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 11:17:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/8660726" target=_blank>#59</A> loubob57</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know several people with engineering degrees who are also full-on YECs. It 
is amazing the capacity of the human mind to rationalize the non-sensical into 
reality (for them anyway). Sigh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Many people have noted the weird correlation between engineers and 
creationists. Many of the most vocal creationists are engineers; Henry Morris, 
for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660508 37192 6 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 9:23:13am  
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh is bashing Karl Rove. And Dan Riehl is calling for Rove to be 
fired from Fox News and investigated.</P> 
<P>There's a major meltdown going on. The teabaggers really shot themselves in 
the foot by electing these goons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660524 37192 17 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 9:27:43am  
 
<P>At what point does tacit enabling of racism and looking the other way turn 
into outright racism itself?</P> 
<P>How could any sane individual cast a vote for Paladino?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660530 37192 20 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 9:28:58am  
 
<P>Mitt Romney has endorsed Christine O'Donnell. Pathetic. I'm so done with this 
screwed up party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660617 37193 28 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:11:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8660601" target=_blank>#16</A> beekiller</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: [Link: <A 
href="http://bighollywood.breitbart.com/vjackson/2010/09/15/the-perfect-
feminist/" target=_blank>bighollywood.breitbart.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>LoLoLoL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh man. How pathetic. And look at all the comments praising her as a 
genius!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660621 37193 30 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:13:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8660616" target=_blank>#27</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...everybody else?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.fitsnews.com/2010/09/14/how-republicans-party/" 
target=_blank>You guys need to see this for yourselves.</A></P> 
<P>I am not ready to really comment on this yet. I'm still in 
shock.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is the bad craziness accelerating out of control like an unrecalled Toyota, 
or is it me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660626 37193 35 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:14:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8660624" target=_blank>#33</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I loved her on SNL. The "dim-bulb ditzy-blonde" that she normally 
played did little to make me to want to take her seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't an act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660630 37193 39 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:16:18am  
 
<P>The #tcot feed on Twitter is really crazy today.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Message to Rove: Next time you wanna win an election, better put on a black 
wig and make-up, GOOO O'Donnell! #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660674 37193 77 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:37:20am  
 
<P>The Values Voter Summit this weekend is going to be a real freak show. The 
nuts are going to be really worked up, and almost anything could 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660689 37193 89 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:41:19am  
 
<P>My goodness. Such hatred coming at me today from the right wing blogs. For 
example:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://iowntheworld.com/blog/%3Fp=35677&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>Bashing Charles Johnson Is Like Heckling The Special 
Olympics</A></P> 
<P>This person tried to register an account yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660717 37193 116 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:57:05am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8660711" target=_blank>#110</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And she says:</P> 
<P>That's quite the ego on display there. A half witted imbecile with Obama 
derangement syndrome and an amateurish ability at photo editing. I'll forget 
they even existed within the next hour.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the nutjob who supplies Pamela Geller with crude photoshops of me as 
the joker, Elena Kagan as a Nazi, etc.</P> 
<P>There's a chorus of idiot wingnut parrots on Twitter who instantly retweet 
any articles like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660720 37193 119 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 10:59:47am  
 
<P>The funny thing is that they include my Twitter username with it, so I'll be 
sure to see it -- as if they think it's going to damage me somehow. They seem to 
think I'll be so distraught at the mean things they say that I'll just give up. 
Like Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660834 37195 10 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 11:48:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8660830" target=_blank>#7</A> steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dressed as a Confederate General? And here I thought that the Yankees only 
wore blue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: <A 
href="http://www.quartermastershop.com/CW%20CS%20Officer/cs_general_frock.html" 
target=_blank>Confederate General's Frockcoat</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660840 37195 16 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 11:50:04am  
 
<P>Sorry, link was broken - here's the right one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.quartermastershop.com/CW%20CS%20Officer/cs_general_frock.html" 
target=_blank>www.quartermastershop.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660842 37195 17 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 11:50:27am  
 
<P><A title=1001%20Frks%20collage.jpg 
href="http://www.quartermastershop.com/CW%20CS%20Officer/images/1001%20Frks%20co
llage.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
1001%20Frks%20collage.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660894 37195 51 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8660869" target=_blank>#35</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "official call" for the event <A 
href="http://www.nfrw.org/documents/forms/board_fall_2010.pdf" 
target=_blank>says this</A>:</P> 
<P>Wikipedia says this:</P> 



<P>...and a whole lot more. So, not slaves, but still incredibly tone deaf about 
how it looks. The official call also says this:</P> 
<P>Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gullah language and culture developed in the slave communities of the coastal 
South -- so they still represent slaves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660904 37195 59 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:17:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8660899" target=_blank>#54</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect they were there to represent a culture born from Slavery, not to 
represent slaves. The Gullahs still exist as a culture today (one of Americas 
oldest continuous cultural groups) and they are fiercely proud of their 
heritage.</P> 
<P>I don't blame the black actors (who may be actual Gullahs) for this. If 
anything I suspect they were probably being polite to have their picture taken 
with someone in a Confederate General costume.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean his choice of costume and photo opportunity was good in any 
way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I'm sure there are plenty of ways to make excuses for this. And I'm sure 
nobody came right out and said they were supposed to represent slaves. They're 
<EM>Gullahs</EM>.</P> 
<P>I don't blame the black actors either, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660906 37195 61 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:18:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8660901" target=_blank>#56</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They might have represented free, post-war Gullah.</P> 
<P>But when placed next to a Confederate general, well, it really brings home 
the issue of the Civil War.</P> 
<P>Black people + Confederacy = slaves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660916 37195 70 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:20:49pm  
 
<P>By the way, you can see someone else in a Confederate uniform in the picture 
too -- O'Donnell wasn't the only one dressed that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660922 37195 75 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:24:54pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts are really trying hard to put out the meme that I've been doing 
wholesale editing of my old LGF posts. It's all over the place today.</P> 
<P>I haven't, of course. This is all based on deleting TWO WORDS from one 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660948 37195 94 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:33:12pm  
 
<P>Wow. Now apparently every change I make to LGF is part of some master plan to 
cover up ... something or other.</P> 
<P>Including removing the little leftist/terrorist illustration from the logo. 
And changing the sidebar. Everything I do is part of my scheme.</P> 



<P>I really am a mastermind of evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08660998 37195 136 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 12:48:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8660955" target=_blank>#100</A> eachus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This picture has been taken out of context as a smear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly what did I write that qualifies as a "smear?" If you read my post a 
little more carefully, you'll find that I simply described the event 
factually.</P> 
<P>If people think it looks bad, that's probably because it <EM>looks bad</EM>. 
Not because I "smeared" anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661040 37195 163 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 1:14:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8661026" target=_blank>#151</A> Bill 
Jefferson</EM></P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661050 37195 169 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 1:17:22pm  
 
<P>Class of 2004 strikes again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661515 37195 186 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 3:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8661445" target=_blank>#185</A> 
SteveDutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't the Confederacy wear gray? And the Union wore blue? I'm a stickler for 
details.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, well, if you're such a stickler for details, you might want to read the 
previous comments before bringing that up for the third time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669019 37195 193 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 11:40:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8669013" target=_blank>#192</A> 
JosephineSouthern</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661475 37197 125 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 3:20:13pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/SarahPalinUSA/statuses/24607597789" 
target=_blank>Sarah Palin burbles</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Independents/GOP: focus. The weakened Leftist party is the pt; it allows 
unified effort 2 reign in Fed govt's overreach&amp;protect 
Constitution</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661520 37197 163 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 3:42:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8661518" target=_blank>#161</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does this change the field of presidential nominees? Mitt is out for sure. 
Tancredo? Palin? Maybe even Ron Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure -- been saying all along -- that Palin is going to run.</P> 
<P>Tim Pawlenty will probably run too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661558 37197 198 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 4:00:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8661543" target=_blank>#184</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Santorum is already crawling over Iowa.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.desmoinesregister.com/dmr/index.php/2010/08/18/rick-santorum-
at-iowa-state-fair-encouraged-in-weighing-2012-gop-campaign/" 
target=_blank>blogs.desmoinesregister.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick "Creamy" Santorum is every bit as much of a throwback as Christine 
O'Donnell - a creationist, obsessed with other people's sexual behavior. He 
might be a little smarter, but that only means he's more 
dangerous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661702 37198 6 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 5:10:49pm  
 
<P>This loon also spammed the New York Observer with the same rant, twice.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.observer.com/2010/politics/andrew-effect" 
target=_blank>www.observer.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661717 37198 19 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 5:18:35pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are losing their silly minds today, too. Why they got to go all 
up in there and do me like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661797 37198 89 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 5:51:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8661789" target=_blank>#86</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Republicans voted for this person!</P> 
<P>There are no words, only LOL</P> 
<P>LOL is not enough</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody should ask her if she masturbates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08661840 37198 131 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 6:08:06pm  
 
<P>Christine O'Donnell is the most amazingly crazed GOP politician I've seen 
since the last amazingly crazed GOP politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08662009 37198 298 Charles Wed, Sep 15, 2010 7:05:11pm  
 
<P>Why does it feel like Friday night, when it's only Hump Day?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08662780 37201 13 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 9:18:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8662771" target=_blank>#5</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>"Party trumps person?" Is that supposed to be a smart analysis?</P> 
<P>What about when the party is completely taken over by extremists and crazy 
persons? We're supposed to just hold our noses and vote for the lunatics, out of 
some misguided loyalty to a party that has long since abandoned principles, 
ethics, and even sanity?</P> 
<P>No, thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08662857 37202 37 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 9:58:12am  
 
<P>Wait til you see the next post on O'Donnell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08662990 37202 109 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 10:23:21am  
 
<P>Obvious troll is obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08662956 37203 42 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 10:18:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8662930" target=_blank>#30</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one thing to be concerned about the bioethics of a new technology on the 
forefront of science and medicine and frequently the ethics of a particular 
situation lags behind the technology, but she's way past concern in crazy 
territory thinking that scientists are going Dr. Frankenstein and putting human 
brain tissue into mice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just brain tissue -- <EM>fully functioning</EM> human 
brains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665267 37203 408 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 8:54:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/8664998" target=_blank>#405</A> 
Liet_Kynes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don’t know of any ancient civilization that lacked belief in any 
god.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you think this is a point in religion's favor -- that it was conceived 
during the Bronze Age?</P> 
<P>Rather than assuming this means religious fervor is "innate," I suggest it's 
much more likely that these primitive cultures were exactly that -- primitive, 
utterly ignorant of science, and dominated by superstition.</P> 
<P>Your argument says exactly the opposite of what you think it 
says.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663182 37204 14 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 11:42:17am  
 



<P>Anyone have any comments on the new look for individual LGF pages? I think it 
looks much less cluttered and easier to read with the latest design 
changes...</P> 
<P>For example: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/224825_My_Ex-
Gay_Life_With_Tea_Party_" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663197 37204 17 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 11:45:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8663164" target=_blank>#11</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, in case any friendly Lizards are wondering: the gunman at Hopkins 
Hospital has been shot dead. The doctor he shot will be fine. And yes, my dad 
was there, and I didn't hear anything about it until my mom called to say that 
he was OK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow - glad to hear your dad didn't get caught up in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663287 37204 42 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 12:22:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8663266" target=_blank>#34</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I liked an earlier version that had the ratings box on the left. Too many 
little colored squares together when it's by the t &amp;#9829 ! X 
stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Say what?</P> 
<P>Yeah, I'm still not totally sure about having all the buttons together on the 
right, but it makes more room for the headline and byline. And those look better 
flush left, I think.</P> 
<P>I could put the rating box at the bottom left, like the front page articles, 
but people would probably use it less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663357 37204 67 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 12:51:07pm  
 
<P>New York Magazine linked to the mouse brain article:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://nymag.com/daily/intel/2010/09/christine_odonnell_will_save_u.html" 
target=_blank>nymag.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663402 37204 92 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 1:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8663383" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/09/odonnell-in-1996-
investigate-bill-clinton-for-murder-of-vince-foster.php?ref=fpa" 
target=_blank>O'Donnell In 1996: Investigate Bill Clinton For Murder Of Vince 
Foster (VIDEO)</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Christine O'Donnell truly is the motherlode of bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08663413 37204 102 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 1:14:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8663407" target=_blank>#97</A> 
karmic_inquisitor</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Sharon Angle is using the same "prestigious Claremont Institute" 
to puff herself up.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:uz5WxNWmy3MJ:www.nvsa
hu.org/+prestigious+claremont+institute&amp;cd=5&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us
" target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Claremont Institute is a Koch Brothers libertarian think 
tank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08663502 37204 160 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 2:04:40pm  
 
<P>Speaking of rats and mice ... STARE DOWN!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/D2jEM5aHHJc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08664159 37205 121 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 5:46:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8664134" target=_blank>#119</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never seen a picture of a "Gott mit uns" belt buckle for either the SA 
or the HJ. This has an urban legend smell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=buckle.jpg href="http://www.bowness.demon.co.uk/buckle.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: buckle.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08668909 37205 160 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 11:00:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8667166" target=_blank>#157</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<P>You've got be kidding. Your evidence for this is a one-minute video clip 
uploaded to YouTube by a raving fundamentalist nutjob?</P> 
<P>Sure, the Nazis were influenced by occult ideas, but to say they wanted to 
"smash and replace" European religious tradition is a ridiculous exaggeration, 
bordering on completely untrue.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08664187 37206 487 Charles Thu, Sep 16, 2010 5:57:11pm  
 
<P>Just watched some of Glenn Beck's show about not wearing costumes, and I 
think he may actually be having that nervous breakdown everyone's been 
predicting for the past two years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665276 37207 671 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 8:59:44am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/8665271" target=_blank>#666</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.slate.com/blogs/blogs/weigel/" target=_blank>Dave 
Weigel</A> is on the scene.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I'm done with Dave Weigel after this unbelievable post he put up at 
Slate:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>my favorite response to the article is this pithy one from Steve Sailer, the 
underappreciated and un-P.C. writer on race who rightly sees D'Souza's "Kenyan 
anti-colonialism" thesis as a watering down of Sailer's own thesis in his book, 
America's Half-Blood Prince.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve Sailer -- the white nationalist who runs VDARE, is 
"underappreciated?"</P> 
<P>I think Weigel just let something really ugly slip out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665314 37207 707 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 9:24:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/703/8665309" target=_blank>#703</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? The Republican party is financially backing her? 
Wowser.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The RNC has given her $42,000, the maximum allowable donation. The entire GOP 
has fallen into line and they're backing an outright lunatic.</P> 
<P>Not for the first time, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665549 37209 15 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:01:50am  
 
<P>There's a live video feed from the Values Voter Summit, but the audio is 
absolutely horrible, breaking up and full of distortion and clipping -- 
whoever's running the sound is an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667337 37209 44 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 9:23:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8666905" target=_blank>#43</A> 
aerial_drone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abortion has been around since pregnancy. Only in recent decades has it been 
celebrated as a political cause.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- by idiots like you.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665571 37210 1 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:13:35am  
 
<P>Rick Santorum just said separation of church and state is not an American 
value, and that America not only should, but MUST legislate 
morality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665585 37210 13 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:19:33am  
 
<P>Santorum's speech is a condensed version of this one:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.eppc.org/publications/pubID.4252/pub_detail.asp" 
target=_blank>www.eppc.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>He blames JFK for pretty much everything that's wrong with America (by which 
he means not enough fundamentalist religion).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665595 37210 22 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:25:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8665593" target=_blank>#20</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People of faith aren't welcome to the public square? That's a new one on 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had to laugh at that. Always the victims, aren't they?</P> 
<P>When in fact, the truth is exactly the opposite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665621 37210 45 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:30:58am  
 
<P>Now comes the serious gay-bashing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665676 37210 92 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:46:06am  
 
<P>Parents won't let their children join the military if they let teh ghey 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665679 37210 95 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:46:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8665669" target=_blank>#85</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"it really stabs at the heart" - how many times will he use that 
phrase?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's deliberately mimicking Sarah Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665704 37210 116 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:52:12am  
 
<P>"A chaplain who believes homosexuality is an abomination is going to feel 
suppressed" (because he can't preach hatred).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665716 37210 128 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 11:53:49am  
 
<P>"It would be difficult for a transvestite to choose which uniform to wear." 
Durr hurr hurr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665797 37210 203 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:28:10pm  
 
<P>They're going to go nuts when O'Donnell hits the stage.</P> 
<P>She's the new Palin on the block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665808 37210 212 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:35:10pm  
 



<P>Come on, cut to the chase, Christine. What about 
masturbation?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665809 37210 213 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:36:40pm  
 
<P>Very bland speech so far.</P> 
<P>Say something crazy already!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665816 37210 219 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:38:00pm  
 
<P>Christine O'Donnell is against tentacles that weasel their 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665837 37210 240 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:44:01pm  
 
<P>"The anti-americanism that taints every aspect of the ruling class."</P> 
<P>Hmm. So far she's mentioned tentacles and taints. Freudian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665859 37210 261 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:50:35pm  
 
<P>Ergun Caner is the guy who lied about being a former jihadi.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665867 37210 269 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 12:54:54pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ergun_Caner" target=_blank>Ergun 
Caner</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Caner has said that he was born in Sweden and raised as a devout Sunni Muslim 
in Turkey before converting to Christianity, after he moved to Ohio in 1968. In 
a November 2001 sermon at First Baptist Church in Jacksonville, Florida, he said 
that "Until I was 15 years old, I was in the Islamic youth jihad." In the same 
sermon, he said that "I was trained to do that which was done on 11 September, 
as were thousands of youth."[3] He also co-wrote a book with his younger brother 
Unveiling Islam: An Insider's Look at Muslim Life and Beliefs which said that 
his parents wed in Sweden and the family moved to Ohio when Caner was young. The 
divorce records of Caner's parents show that his family moved to Ohio when he 
was 3 or 4, contradicting Caner's claim of living as a teenager in Turkey.[4] 
Caner has co-authored several books with his brother Emir, president of Truett-
McConnell College, a Baptist school in Cleveland, Georgia.</P> 
<P>After bloggers began to post about discrepancies in his statements, in April 
2010, Caner and others removed audio and video recordings of him on the internet 
that were being cited to support the claims against him,[5] and made changes to 
his personal website. [6] In one particular video, Caner appears not to be 
familiar with the basic testimonies of faith that anyone raised Muslim would 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665898 37211 7 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:03:56pm  
 
<P>He's telling them to emulate a Christian martyr?</P> 
<P>Whut?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08665923 37211 28 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:11:25pm  
 
<P>Oh this is going to be great. Dale Peterson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665926 37211 31 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:12:21pm  
 
<P>A full out nut in a cowboy hat. Been waiting for this moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665938 37211 43 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:14:24pm  
 
<P>"We got a President of the United States who doesn't like America ... trying 
to bring down America ... he makes my skin crawl."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665968 37211 68 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:21:38pm  
 
<P>Off air! Was he about to give out his phone number?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665972 37211 72 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:22:30pm  
 
<P>I think they cut the end of his speech when he started to say his phone 
number.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665996 37211 95 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:29:11pm  
 
<P>We have a lot of hits coming in from this British secularist site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.secularism.org.uk/" 
target=_blank>www.secularism.org.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08665998 37211 97 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8665995" target=_blank>#94</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has Bryan Fischer spoke yet? Or is he out looking for Muslims to have 
incestual sex with?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bryan Fischer's speech is tomorrow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666022 37211 120 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:35:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8666016" target=_blank>#114</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering... when was the last time one of these social conservative 
fundamentalist politicians were able to get a federal law passed that supported 
their ideology?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They managed to hold back embryonic stem cell research for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08666061 37211 156 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 1:43:00pm  
 
<P>God woke her up at 4 in the morning, to tell her that America doesn't love 
him enough. Sent her on a mission.</P> 
<P>She's on a teabagging mission from God himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667490 37211 436 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 10:44:46am  
 
<P>And another sleeper awakes.</P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667491 37211 437 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 10:45:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/8667479" target=_blank>#434</A> bkisan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone is said to have an American pronounciation of an Arabic phrase (often 
having lived in America for several decades) and that is taken as proof of them 
being a total fraud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you missed the part about him lying about growing up in 
Turkey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667527 37211 439 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 11:31:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/8667497" target=_blank>#438</A> bkisan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His claims about Jihad do sound iffy ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Indeed they do. And that's the point, isn't it?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is a campaign to discredit these people based often on total 
rubbish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you just said it wasn't rubbish, didn't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666527 37213 1 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 5:41:25pm  
 
<P>She just said "refudiation." That's her thing now -- exploit the sympathy of 
the rubes for ignorance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666542 37213 14 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 5:46:59pm  
 
<P>Wonder how much they paid the grifter for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666544 37213 15 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 5:48:06pm  
 
<P>Some great unedited interview-yelling going on now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666553 37213 23 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 5:51:21pm  
 



<P>C-SPAN is keeping the audio feed open while she talks to the crowd and the 
press. Interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666563 37213 33 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 5:53:59pm  
 
<P>She may be as dumb as a post, but it's hard to deny that she's a lightning 
rod for a certain element of the right wing electorate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666593 37213 58 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 6:19:32pm  
 
<P>Extra, extra! We have a new Jon McNaughton work of extreme bad craziness:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mcnaughtonart.com/" 
target=_blank>www.mcnaughtonart.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666600 37213 65 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 6:24:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8666598" target=_blank>#63</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that Joe the Plumber on the bench?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's The White Man In America, dismayed at what's become of His 
Country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666603 37213 68 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 6:25:29pm  
 
<P>Black president against a sea of old white faces. Oh no. No racism 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666654 37213 117 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 6:56:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8666652" target=_blank>#115</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instaracist declares taxpayers are Obama's Negroes...</P> 
<P>Hmmm...I wonder where <A href="http://washingtonindependent.com/73036/n-word-
sign-dogs-would-be-tea-party-leader" target=_blank>I've seen that argument 
before?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. That's ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666678 37213 140 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 7:05:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8666653" target=_blank>#116</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the stalkers are celebrating the one year anniversary of my Hot Air 
stunt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8666670" target=_blank>#132</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Happy AnniversaryIt took balls to pull off what you did at Hot Air. You 
exposed that they tolerated blatant racist comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Could not agree more.</P> 
<P>And Hot Air still tolerates those comments, but so does the entire right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08666681 37213 143 Charles Fri, Sep 17, 2010 7:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8666675" target=_blank>#137</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>You made some people aware of it. Sometimes that's the only reward you 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667427 37214 220 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 10:03:20am  
 
<P>Obvious troll is getting even more obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667431 37215 80 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 10:05:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8667425" target=_blank>#75</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>No, she absolutely is a star. Just take a look around the "conservative" 
websites and news sites if you don't think so. The right wing is in love with 
this dim bulb.</P> 
<P>All the GOP establishment pols who objected to her have now fallen into 
lockstep. This is the future of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667439 37215 88 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 10:11:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8667438" target=_blank>#87</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Newt whines:</P> 
<P>Effort to discredit? Seems to me that O'Donnell and Angle did that job all by 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By "effort to discredit," Newt Gingrich means "reporting their own 
words."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08668889 37215 143 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 10:54:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8668867" target=_blank>#142</A> 
brandoncraig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What she did or thought in high school or college is meaningless in 
2010.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, who cares if she's a fundamentalist anti-science creationist fanatic! 
Is she against taxes? That's all I care about!</P> 
<P>/dripping</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669128 37215 145 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 12:28:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8668901" target=_blank>#144</A> 
brandoncraig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wouldn't you agree Charles that far more votes come before the Congress that 
deal with taxes and other financial issues than deal with creationism or other 
religious/science issues?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's only scratching the surface of how flat out stupid, ill-informed, 
and crazy this person is. Not to mention dishonest -- she's in trouble for 
illegally spending her campaign money for personal reasons.</P> 
<P>If you have no trouble voting for loons, go ahead and vote for her. But her 
craziness is absolutely relevant to the discussion of whether she's fit for 
office. She isn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669389 37215 147 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:34:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8669332" target=_blank>#146</A> 
brandoncraig</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would agree that she's unfit for office for many reasons. Misuse of her 
campaign money would certainly be on that list. The fact that she dated a 
Satanist should not be on that list.</P> 
<P>My point is that people of all political persuasions should start focusing on 
issues of substance. I care about where the candidates stand on domestic and 
foreign policy and if they are honest. I couldn't care less about their 
religion, race, sexuality or what they did or said when they were a 
teenager.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She didn't tell this story while she was a teenager -- she was telling a 
scary fear story about Satanism while she was an adult, on national television. 
And I strongly suspect she made the entire thing up. A Satanic altar with blood 
on it? Please.</P> 
<P>Your problem is that you're assuming this is a random story about teenage 
hijinx. It's not -- it's a calculated pander to the crazies on the religious 
right, based on her own fundamentalist beliefs, and I doubt there's even a grain 
of truth to it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667542 37216 39 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 11:54:45am  
 
<P>Meanwhile at white nationalist site VDARE, they're advising Jews to get 
onboard with the neo-Nazis before it's too late.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://vdare.com/girin/100913_anti_semitism.htm&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-
8" target=_blank>VDARE.com: 09/13/10 - Wistrich's New Book On Anti-Semitism: 
It's Not The Right, It's The (Muslim) Immigrants</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my view, Jews must draw a lesson from all this: only an alliance with, and 
support for, hard right anti-immigration parties like the Vlaams Belang, the 
Front National, and the BNP will ensure their survival in 
Europe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667546 37217 1 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:00:50pm  
 
<P>She's ranting about the war on marriage. "If you're just shacking up you 
still get health care."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667559 37217 12 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:09:20pm  



 
<P>Crazy lady is crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667573 37217 25 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:13:13pm  
 
<P>Schlafly was one of the ERA's loudest and most persistent 
opponents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667577 37217 29 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:15:08pm  
 
<P>And now the leader of this fearfest, Tony Perkins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667586 37217 38 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:17:03pm  
 
<P>Presidential straw poll results:</P> 
<P>VVS Straw poll: #2 - Mike Huckabee ... #5 - Sarah Palin ... #4 - Newt 
Gingrich ... #3 - Mitt Romney ... #1 - Mike Pence</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667590 37217 42 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:18:03pm  
 
<P>Vice presidential straw poll winner - Sarah Palin!</P> 
<P>Can't have no woman in charge with this gang.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667600 37217 52 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 12:25:36pm  
 
<P>Mike Pence and Sarah Palin. Now there's a dream ticket.</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667778 37219 33 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 2:21:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8667746" target=_blank>#12</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and I see the new formatting has reached the big page of Pages. Looks 
nice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm still working on it, but I like the clean look much more, with 
larger headlines and similar styling to the front page posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667833 37219 71 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 2:49:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8667828" target=_blank>#66</A> 
aerial_drone</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667966 37220 4 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 4:51:43pm  
 
<P>I had to listen to this a second time. About halfway through you can see his 
right hand clearly as he rips into one of those runs, and his technique is just 



incredible. His hand barely seems to move as all these notes pour out, perfectly 
articulated.</P> 
<P>He's always been one of the most gifted pianists in modern 
jazz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08667969 37220 5 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 4:56:06pm  
 
<P>The <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages" target=_blank>LGF 
Pages</A> redesign is complete...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08668078 37221 14 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 6:27:08pm  
 
<P>Probably a leftist plant trying to make Glenn Beck look bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08668156 37221 88 Charles Sat, Sep 18, 2010 7:08:21pm  
 
<P>Pushing Christine O'Donnell's button:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ43044F1C.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ43044F1C.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: ZZ43044F1C.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08668919 37224 36 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 11:03:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8668914" target=_blank>#32</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, -- when you get around to it could you do me a favor and fix the 
link in your sidebar to my blog? I moved it from "[Link: <A 
href="http://Noblesseoblige.org/wordpress" 
target=_blank>Noblesseoblige.org...</A>] to plain root directory "[Link: <A 
href="http://noblesseoblige.org" target=_blank>noblesseoblige.org"...</A>] on 
the last upgrade at Wordpress</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669403 37224 125 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:56:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8669132" target=_blank>#109</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not sure where you got the idea that I agree with this. I haven't written 
one word to that effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669405 37224 126 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:58:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8669395" target=_blank>#124</A> Truth 
Dr.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Burning a book does not warrant a violent reaction. Period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some of us have to live in the real world, though, where there really are 
some extremists who might commit violence over something like this. I disapprove 
of it too, but that doesn't change reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08670208 37224 138 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 8:50:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8669865" target=_blank>#135</A> 
Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<P>Who said anything about "giving in to threats of violence?"</P> 
<P>I really don't see what point you're trying to make. You can argue all you 
want that being offended doesn't give you the "right" to commit violence -- 
nobody said it does, and certainly not me.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean it's a good idea to just ignore the fact that, in the real 
world, there ARE some people who will commit violence when they're offended, 
whether they have the "right" to do it or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669016 37225 16 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 11:38:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8668978" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's quite a wingnut slap fight between AllahPundit, Powerline, Dan Riehl, 
Ace and Malkin. I suspect LGF may get more company as the RINO purges 
continue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A tweet I saw yesterday:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How long before @DanRiehl goes total Charles Johnson?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. These people are so deranged it's not funny any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669066 37226 25 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 12:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8669062" target=_blank>#21</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh, it just doesn't look that bad. Somebody redirected her because she was 
going the wrong way it seems... into the reporters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. You can hear her say: "Who's this?"</P> 
<P>It is what it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669358 37226 273 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:04:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8669337" target=_blank>#255</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those who were curious about the wingnut slapfight...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=+CRASH%3A+Speaking+
The+Truth+&amp;btnG=Google+Search" target=_blank>CRASH: Speaking The Truth</A> 
(via google)</P> 
<P>Reihl retorts...</P> 
<P>Honesty not welcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of those people are out of their minds. I've been watching this meltdown 
with amusement, as the ones who aren't completely stupid start to realize who 
they're in bed with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669362 37226 277 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:05:36pm  
 



<P>Riehl's viciously attacking Allahpundit too. I'm trying so hard not to gloat, 
just a little bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669383 37226 295 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 2:25:11pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/225074_Robert_Stacy_McCain-
_Youre_So_" target=_blank>Robert Stacy McCain: 'You're So Damned 
Superior'</A>.</P> 
<P>Illustration by jaunte.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669523 37227 8 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 5:15:48pm  
 
<P>The HBO series from Martin Scorsese is debuting tonight on HBO - 'Boardwalk 
Empire.' Looks great...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669528 37227 11 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 5:20:04pm  
 
<P>Boardwalk Empire previews here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/viewPodcast?id=382625078
" target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669585 37227 57 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 6:00:55pm  
 
<P>You folks who want to talk about the Manning brothers face-off -- one of you 
should start a Page about it, and I'll feature it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08669614 37227 76 Charles Sun, Sep 19, 2010 6:28:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8669603" target=_blank>#69</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow the right wing blogs are a fun read this evening. It's now "Tokyo Rove" 
and David Frum "Totalitarian Progressive", makes you wonder what Reagan would be 
today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know it's getting bad when they're calling each other "Charles 
Johnson."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670308 37230 13 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 9:58:45am  
 
<P>Pajamas Media is trying to resurrect the Black Panther nontroversy AGAIN.</P> 
<P>*facepalm*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670319 37230 23 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:02:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8670315" target=_blank>#20</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, to be clear, the U.S. Congress, in its defense of marriage act, sought, 
in some degree, to criminalize homosexuality, and did so out of homophobia. 
Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670324 37230 26 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:06:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8670314" target=_blank>#19</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, we have a President who, with his support of Rick Warren, supports 
the death penalty for homosexuals.</P> 
<P>(Read this month's Harper's article by Jeff Sharlat. Even though Warren tried 
to distance himself from the "death penalty" provisions, there's a clear 
connection. The Obama apologists at Harpers shamefully didn't mention the 
connection between Rick Warren and Barack Obama.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. Obama supports the death penalty for gays because he invited Rick 
Warren to the inaugural celebration? Talk about a stretch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670358 37230 56 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:23:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8670336" target=_blank>#38</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He dumped the Rev. Jeremiah Wright, whose church supports equality for same-
sex couples, and replaced him with Rev. Rick Warren, who supports the death 
penalty for homosexuals.</P> 
<P>It wasn't as if he had a meeting with Warren; he hand-picked him to speak at 
one of the most watched media events of the decade. This surely empowered 
Warren. I have no idea why Obama enjoys the support of the majority of the gay 
community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh ... I seem to recall that Rev. Wright had a few other problems that might 
have been slightly more important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670364 37230 60 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:24:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8670359" target=_blank>#57</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<P>That's true, there are a few Republicans who don't go along with this kind of 
stuff. They're the ones who are being systematically purged from the 
party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670442 37231 7 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:51:46am  
 
<P>I could have titled this "Why I'll Never Vote Republican Again, Part 
327."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08670464 37231 10 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 10:56:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8670459" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oops, sorry. that was O'donnell. I'm getting my nuts mixed 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we all know how painful that can be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08671077 37232 212 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 5:21:29pm  



 
<P>Another wingnut in whose head I apparently live, good old pally Tim Blair, 
had another search through LGF archives, to find posts related to sharia law - 
then he posted them as evidence of, you know, something. I checked out his links 
and yep, he's right -- I did post about sharia law a few times. Mostly links to 
articles about, you know, sharia law.</P> 
<P>He's ranting that I need to explain and apologize for all these posts before 
I can criticize the idiots who want laws preventing sharia in America.</P> 
<P>But oddly enough, I don't see a post where I claimed sharia law was about to 
take over America and we needed special legislation to stop it.</P> 
<P>And I never wrote that kind of crap because we already have a law to prevent 
sharia, called the US Constitution.</P> 
<P>Try harder, Tim, you ignorant Murdoch slut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08671126 37232 258 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 6:13:14pm  
 
<P>By the way, our pal Rick "Rodan" Martinez tried to register again late last 
night, probably on a bender.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08671297 37233 104 Charles Mon, Sep 20, 2010 7:40:11pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>The loons are out tonight.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35933_How_to_Get_Banned_From_LGF" 
target=_blank>This guy</A> registered a sock puppet account, laid low for a 
couple of weeks, then posted a completely whacked out Page.</P> 
<P>Bye again, don't come back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08671901 37236 47 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 10:49:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8671894" target=_blank>#41</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2010/09/15/remarks-
president-congressional-hispanic-caucus-institutes-33rd-annual-a" 
target=_blank>Remarks by the President at the Congressional Hispanic Caucus 
Institute's 33rd Annual Awards Gala</A></P> 
<P>Excerpt:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the transcript of the speech as he delivered it.</P> 
<P>There are numerous reports that it wasn't in the written speech: <A 
href="http://blogs.cbn.com/thebrodyfile/archive/2010/09/20/president-obama-ad-
lib-leaves-out-creator.aspx" target=_blank>President Obama Ad-Lib Leaves Out 
'Creator'</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you look at President Obama’s prepared remarks before the speech was 
delivered, the Declaration of Independence line was not in there so clearly 
President Obama ad-libbed the line...and gets it 
wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08672088 37237 9 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 12:41:30pm  
 



<P>And yes, I know the GOP's procedural excuse for blocking this is that they 
weren't allowed to make enough amendments to the bill, but they've already made 
the real reasons extremely clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08672649 37237 201 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 5:48:58pm  
 
<P>The Joint Chiefs seem to think the DREAM Act is necessary to maintain 
military recruitment levels. But what do they know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08672309 37238 60 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 2:19:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8672306" target=_blank>#58</A> dv3300</EM></P> 
<P>Disemvoweled and blocked for being an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08672371 37239 10 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 3:07:42pm  
 
<P>"You know, it riles me up every time you walk in here, Ellie. You set my 
blood to dancin' with all yer pillowy parts."</P> 
<P>"Oh, stop it, Joad."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08672585 37240 27 Charles Tue, Sep 21, 2010 5:16:17pm  
 
<P>Man, I'm going nuts trying to set up a wireless network with an Airport 
Extreme master and two Airport Express stations. It worked fine with just one 
Airport Express in 'Extend a wireless network' mode - my mistake was thinking I 
could just add a second Express easily to extend the network into an upstairs 
area with poor connectivity.</P> 
<P>Anyone out there have any experience with an Airport Extreme connected to a 
cable modem with Ethernet, and more than one Airport Express wireless 
extenders?</P> 
<P>Right now, after messing with it most of the afternoon, I have the Airport 
Utility recognizing both Expresses, but I couldn't set both in 'Extend' mode - I 
had to set one in 'Extend' mode and the other in 'Join a wireless network' mode. 
They're all showing up, but I'm not sure I'm actually doing things the best 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08673619 37242 3 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2010 9:05:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8673616" target=_blank>#1</A> friarstale</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe this a the wrong decision for any candidate...</P> 
<P>but I would think the website which helped bring down Dan Rather would be a 
bit sympathetic to her line of reasoning</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08673668 37242 42 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2010 9:51:15am  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08673835 37243 18 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2010 11:20:56am  
 
<P>According to "Ace of Spades," Obama said this because he's trying to 
brainwash America into not responding to terrorist attacks.</P> 
<P>This is what passes for commentary on right wing blogs these 
days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08674312 37246 168 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2010 3:46:24pm  
 
<P>Sock alert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08674654 37246 492 Charles Wed, Sep 22, 2010 6:21:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/487/8674649" target=_blank>#487</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since we've broached the subject of science, let me get off my chest that I 
am getting really fed up with Nature Publishing Group and their editorial slant, 
which could be summarized as simultaneously push controversy while white-washing 
the truth.</P> 
<P>E.g., yesterday's article:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nature.com/news/2010/100922/full/467388a.html" 
target=_blank>Science and society: A Pacific divide</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The limitations of knowledge." The woo is strong in this 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675228 37248 53 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 10:29:11am  
 
<P>New outrageous outrage alert.</P> 
<P>Right wing bloggers really love it when they find a Democrat who says 
something they can construe as racist, and here's the latest example: Loretta 
Sanchez, a California Democrat who says (in Spanish): "the Vietnamese and the 
Republicans are trying to take away this seat."</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/AyTDAHdZFNk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Background info: [Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.ocweekly.com/navelgazing/politics/loretta-sanchez-on-
unvision-vi/" target=_blank>blogs.ocweekly.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Wingnuts are all pointing fingers and gloating over this. But is it really an 
example of racism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675574 37250 33 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 2:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8675552" target=_blank>#12</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Focus on substantive issues facing America?</P> 



<P>You mean like the pledge to cut spending "with commonsense exceptions for 
seniors and soldiers"? Like no cutting entitlements and defense spending?</P> 
<P>Oh, we're going to balance the budget by getting rid of NPR and the NEH, 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they're real issues at least, but I didn't say the solutions were any 
good.</P> 
<P>Better to talk about cutting spending than mice with fully functioning human 
brains.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675583 37250 42 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 2:29:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8675572" target=_blank>#31</A> AJStrata</EM></P> 
<P>Right -- but you also believe climate change is a giant hoax perpetrated by 
evil scientists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675650 37250 108 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 3:04:26pm  
 
<P>OK, we're past 100 comments - how does everyone like the new look for the 
retweet button and counter at the top right of the front page posts? Matches the 
style used in the Pages, and takes up less screen real estate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675695 37250 151 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 3:37:01pm  
 
<P>Gus 802 picking up some Twitter clicks for his latest Page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/225479_Clinging_to_Dumbest_Man_on_the
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675696 37250 152 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 3:37:57pm  
 
<P>KT's post on Jim Russell got a lot of Twitter clicks too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/225390_GOP_candidate_dropped_after_es
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675728 37250 183 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 4:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8675711" target=_blank>#167</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've never seen anyone lament the lack of Cindy Sheehan posts before. Wingnut 
is wingnutty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I just had a post featuring Cindy Sheehan too.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37129_Trutherfest_Coming_to_New_Yo
rk_on_9-11" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675736 37250 189 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 4:06:58pm  
 
<P>We have a sudden influx of socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08675832 37251 49 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 5:47:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8675812" target=_blank>#30</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to go OT, but Charles, something is up with the site. Pop ups like 
crazy, the screen size has reduced to smalll.</P> 
<P>I checked my google chrome, all appears normal, pop ups blocked 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm experimenting with some new ads -- but here's a quick fix for Chrome. Go 
to:</P> 
<P>Preferences-&gt;Under The Hood-&gt;Privacy-&gt;Content Settings</P> 
<P>and click "Ask me when a site tries to set data". The next time you load LGF 
you'll see a whole bunch of prompts for the various cookies that need to be set 
for ads, web services, etc. etc., and just OK all of them. Chrome remembers them 
so you only have to do it once.</P> 
<P>After you do this, any popups that might appear will only show up once in a 
24-hour period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675854 37251 71 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 5:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8675837" target=_blank>#54</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was going to make a joke earlier about you trying to torture people into 
subscribing. Good thing I didn't, because apparently it's true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh - not really <EM>torturing</EM> exactly, but I do need to start getting 
better performance from the ads (running LGF ain't getting any cheaper), so I'm 
experimenting with some different approaches. I don't want to hurt nobody.</P> 
<P>(If you subscribe, of course, you won't even see any of this experimentation 
... all ads vanish when you log in.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675859 37251 75 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:00:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8675855" target=_blank>#72</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I would subscribe if I had the scratch, but the content has become a 
bit thin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, thanks dude. After everything I've put up with from you, that's 
especially appreciated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675867 37251 83 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:10:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8675861" target=_blank>#77</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honest opinion. I won't subscribe to the Baltimore Sun, either, and they at 
least tell me who's dead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. That certainly lets me know what it's worth to you to participate 
here, and I'll be sure to keep it in mind the next time you stage a theatrical 
meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08675871 37251 87 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8675869" target=_blank>#85</A> Cato the 
Elder</EM></P> 
<P>No problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675879 37251 91 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:16:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8675870" target=_blank>#86</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, OK, so where is the subscribe button or linky?The content is great, and 
the price cheaper than cable TeeVee...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Subscribe button's in the left sidebar, right under the ad for the 
cookbook.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675904 37251 111 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:27:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8675897" target=_blank>#106</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to bite my tongue on this one, other than to say that was an 
unpleasant turn of events.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're welcome to join him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675907 37251 113 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:28:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8675890" target=_blank>#100</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given some of the folks walking free around this place, I wouldn't say 
<EM>Cato</EM> was intolerable.</P> 
<P>Dang.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have no idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675908 37251 114 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:28:36pm  
 
<P>Anyone who wants to join Cato in a walk-out, just let me know. I'll be happy 
to oblige.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675910 37251 116 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:30:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8675909" target=_blank>#115</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think I need to choose between Cato and LGF. He has my info if he 
wants to stay in touch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then what exactly were you "biting your tongue" about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675914 37251 120 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:32:38pm  
 



<P>OK, I've learned many times that it's not good to wait for the meltdown, but 
I keep forgetting the lesson.</P> 
<P>See ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08675946 37251 133 Charles Thu, Sep 23, 2010 6:49:24pm  
 
<P>When I give someone more chances than most, and they respond with that kind 
of crap ... see ya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676931 37253 266 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 12:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8676492" target=_blank>#231</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>maybe he needs to do some introspection ... being a dick is one thing, but 
intentionally taunting Charles is flat stupid. he had many chances to behave 
himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that -- he actually did a full-on flounce at least twice and 
announced he was done with LGF -- but I didn't block his account, because I 
wanted to give him a chance to reconsider. At least twice. And once he followed 
this up with an angry email to me.</P> 
<P>I gave him many more chances than I'd give most people. In return, he acted 
like a complete asshole for no reason. I'll give people chances when they've 
been at LGF for a long time, but I will only be pushed so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676546 37254 23 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:00:41am  
 
<P>This isn't just comedy, of course. He made a number of very sharp points 
about the hypocrisy and lack of reality in the immigration 
debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676551 37254 27 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:01:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8676545" target=_blank>#22</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, no one has a problem that this was a big waste of time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Compared to the other colossal wastes of time perpetrated by the politicians 
in that room, a 5-minute speech by Colbert is nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676568 37254 43 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:05:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8676562" target=_blank>#37</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love how everyone is suddenly all concerned with congress being 
mocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lots of concern being expressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676603 37254 77 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:12:54am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8676586" target=_blank>#61</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even the part about self-picking vegetables is not 100% joke. Green chiles 
are being bred to be able to be machine harvested because "it's too expensive" 
to have humans pick them. (The scare quotes are to indicate a complex economic 
issue.) The other qualities of produce tend to suffer when it's bred for 
durability.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Qualities like flavor. A few years ago many of the strawberry growers in 
California switched to a new breed of berry that travels and stores very well. 
And tastes like cardboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676630 37254 104 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:19:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8676617" target=_blank>#91</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People on the right were warning of all of the bad things that would happen 
if a fruitcake like Franken was elected. I hate the guy but maybe he should be 
an example to the left that a few "fruitcakes" on either side won't spell doom 
for this country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or maybe describing Franken as a "fruitcake" was just wrong.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, "fruitcake" is too forgiving a term for people like 
Christine O'Donnell, Carl Paladino, Rand Paul, etc. etc. etc. 
...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676641 37254 115 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:21:53am  
 
<P>I think it's hilarious to see all these pundits and politicians harrumphing 
and getting their back hairs up over Colbert.</P> 
<P>What they do is IMPORTANT. It must not ever be MOCKED. How DISRESPECTFUL.</P> 
<P>These people take themselves <EM>way</EM> too seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676645 37254 118 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:22:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8676640" target=_blank>#114</A> joest73</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep... she may be a little crazy but at least she wasn'tthe ring leader of 
the SNL coke parties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. She's a LOT crazy. And she illegally used her campaign fund as a personal 
bank account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676685 37254 158 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:34:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8676681" target=_blank>#154</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at the Republicans faces was worth it. I can see the Buicks all 
parked out front.</P> 
<P>Too bad they didn't ask Steve King of Iowa to leave.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Steve King was throwing murderous hate vibes at Colbert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676702 37254 172 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 10:40:31am  
 



<P>The important difference between Colbert and someone like Rush Limbaugh: with 
Colbert you never get the feeling that he's simply mean or vicious. His humor is 
basically good-natured, and very often has a real point lurking amid the 
sarcasm.</P> 
<P>Limbaugh, on the other hand, is a bitter, angry, vicious man, and what he 
calls "humor" is really just thinly disguised hostility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676784 37255 7 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 11:09:48am  
 
<P>The #tcot idiots are ranting like crazy about Stephen Colbert. Tons of 
comments like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allowing Steven Colbert to testify in front of Congress insults all 
Americans! Waste of time! Waste of money! #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676938 37255 118 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 12:41:04pm  
 
 
 
<P>I'm posting this here so that people know the truth behind the Cato banning, 
because certain numbskulls are trying to make a big deal of it. This was my 
answer to RememberTonyC in another thread...</P> 
<P>***</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8676492" target=_blank>#231</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>maybe he needs to do some introspection ... being a dick is one thing, but 
intentionally taunting Charles is flat stupid. he had many chances to behave 
himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not only that -- he actually did a full-on flounce at least twice and 
announced he was done with LGF -- but I didn't block his account, because I 
wanted to give him a chance to reconsider. At least twice. And once he followed 
this up with an angry email to me.</P> 
<P>I gave him many more chances than I'd give most people. In return, he acted 
like a complete asshole for no reason. I'll give people chances when they've 
been at LGF for a long time, but I will only be pushed so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08676950 37255 128 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 12:49:00pm  
 
<P>By the way, for the past few days, several of the chuckleheads from the 
stalker blogs have been trying to register sock puppet accounts 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08677037 37255 189 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 1:46:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/8677018" target=_blank>#176</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't there a lot of moonbat bannings before that? The OG stalker blog was a 
lefty site IIRC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really a lot. A few, but only if they were truly obnoxious. Gordon got 
away with posting here for years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08677001 37256 5 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 1:24:37pm  
 
<P>I had a pretty detailed piece on Yerushalmi and other associates of Pamela 
Geller, last month -- several of those articles cite my piece: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36930_Meet_the_Leaders_of_the_Anti
-Mosque_Movement" target=_blank>Meet the Leaders of the Anti-Mosque 
Movement</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08677425 37256 83 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 7:12:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8677338" target=_blank>#82</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>today:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31821" target=_blank>nov 
2008</A>:</P> 
<P>I'll take door number two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's all you could dig up? Where's the post where I called for the Muslim 
Brotherhood to be banned, or for sharia law to be banned?</P> 
<P>Oh, that's right, it doesn't exist.</P> 
<P>But if you really prefer to be afraid of things that don't exist, it's your 
choice.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, the Muslim Brotherhood and other extremist groups are getting the 
message, occasionally via Predator drone, that Barack Obama is not really their 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678182 37256 89 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:27:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8677771" target=_blank>#84</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<P>And you still haven't managed to find a single post calling for the Muslim 
Brotherhood to be banned, have you?</P> 
<P>Being aware of their agenda is a good thing. Fear mongering and calling for 
unconstitutional laws is paranoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678392 37256 92 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:05:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8678391" target=_blank>#91</A> 
maryatexitzero</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not downplaying anything. I said very clearly in my post that being 
informed about the Muslim Brotherhood and other radical Islamic groups is 
important and necessary. But the idea that we need to pass laws to prevent 
sharia taking over our legal system is ludicrous and silly, and nothing but fear 
mongering. The Muslim Brotherhood isn't going to take over 
America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678433 37256 95 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:40:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8678408" target=_blank>#94</A> 
maryatexitzero</EM></P> 
<P>And again, that's exactly what I said -- that it's important to be aware of 
the Muslim Brotherhood and their agenda.</P> 



<P>America isn't threatened by sharia not only because of our military, but 
because we have an open society that doesn't allow these kinds of totalitarian 
ideologies to flourish here. That's why the push to criminalize sharia is 
exactly the wrong approach. You don't guarantee your own freedoms by restricting 
others' freedoms for no reason except mindless fear, drummed up by 
demagogues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678759 37256 98 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 12:58:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8678703" target=_blank>#97</A> 
maryatexitzero</EM></P> 
<P>I think there's probably some truth to the Foreign Policy assertion that 
radicalism is not universal to all branches of the Muslim Brotherhood, but if a 
case can be made that they're a serious threat to the US, we already have a 
means of dealing with that -- the State Department's list of terror-linked 
organizations.</P> 
<P>Returning to the original point, the call for special legislation to prevent 
a takeover of the US legal system by sharia (that's what Newt is advocating) is 
unnecessary, unrealistic, and just reeks of blatant fear mongering. And the 
people who are pushing it (Yerushalmi, Gaffney, Christine Brim, etc.) really 
suck, to use a technical term. There's a reason why this particular cause is 
attracting these bigots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678857 37256 103 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 3:24:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8678855" target=_blank>#102</A> kamala</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished putting up with your kind of bigotry. There are lots of websites 
that have no problem with the crap you spew, so go post it at those sites. 
Because you're not welcome here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08677612 37259 6 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 8:53:02pm  
 
<P>It's mind-boggling when you realize that this kind of ignorant mindset is 
widespread in the right wing. This is what the Republican Party stands for -- 
ignorant and proud of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08677676 37259 63 Charles Fri, Sep 24, 2010 9:16:06pm  
 
<P>My latest follower on Twitter is the Heartland Institute -- the prime wingnut 
global warming denial machine. Lovely.</P> 
<P>I guess I should feel flattered, because they have to know that I'm their 
sworn enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678365 37259 725 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 8:29:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/8678327" target=_blank>#689</A> Eugene 
Mathis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's honest in that she speaks her mind, even though it's (obviously) made 
her unpopular.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you're not being honest, are you? You blatantly violated this rule when 
you registered:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not register while using an anonymous proxy. Registrations are 
monitored, and any accounts that use a proxy will be blocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what kind of game you think you're playing, but you won't be 
playing it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678378 37259 736 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 8:38:13am  
 
<P>We also had another registration attempt last night by an idiot from the 
stalker blog; this could be the same person using a proxy. Or maybe not. It 
doesn't really matter, because the result is the same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678819 37259 761 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:40:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/758/8678806" target=_blank>#758</A> The 
Ompaloskeptic</EM></P> 
<P>That's "aerial_drone" back with another sock puppet.</P> 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08679637 37259 764 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 10:45:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/763/8679564" target=_blank>#763</A> ECN_PHX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, if you say you won't vote for any GOP candidate because of 
O'Donnell's beliefs, you may as well refrain from voting for any party.</P> 
<P>Every party has fringe politicians. O'Donnell is one of 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Donnell, Sharron Angle, Rand Paul, Ken Buck, Michele Bachmann, Newt 
Gingrich, Rick Santorum, etc. etc. etc.</P> 
<P>Christine O'Donnell is not a fringe candidate. She's the new face of the 
GOP.</P> 
<P>And I didn't say I won't vote for the GOP <EM>only</EM> because of O'Donnell. 
She's just one of many, many reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678396 37260 5 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:07:12am  
 
<P>Wow. So the right is now demonizing Rachel Carson too?</P> 
<P>I haven't been keeping up with the hate lists lately, I 
guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678400 37260 9 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:08:55am  
 
<P>The idea that the ban on DDT is responsible for "millions of malaria deaths" 
is a silly right wing canard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678401 37260 10 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:09:32am  
 
<P>But of course, the right is always in favor of poisonous substances that 
benefit large corporations, aren't they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08678467 37260 69 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:02:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8678461" target=_blank>#63</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope... that sideshow yesterday failed in one aspect... in carny, in 
sideshow, we give you something to walk away with, the knowledge that you have 
been fooled, screwed, cheated, and you do it with a smile on your face, because 
you know the rules, and that's part of the game. And a good successful sideshow 
does that with grace.</P> 
<P>Too many folks took Colberts sideshow seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like you took it pretty seriously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678475 37260 77 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:06:10am  
 
<P>I thought Colbert's appearance in the House was brilliant, by the way. He 
made a number of important, serious points about immigration issues by couching 
them in humor. The politicians were scowling, and now there's outrage all over 
the right wing, because he hit the target dead center and illustrated their 
shameful hypocrisy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678494 37260 94 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:13:10am  
 
<P>One irritating thing about the video was that both Maher and MacFarland seem 
to have uncritically swallowed the right wing propaganda that the East Anglia 
scientists "fudged some data."</P> 
<P>They absolutely did NOT fudge any data. There have been three investigations 
now and ALL of them have cleared the CRU of scientific wrongdoing. But the right 
wing's big lies about "Climategate" have obviously been maddeningly 
effective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678529 37260 129 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:31:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8678517" target=_blank>#117</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good catch, I forgot that. Maher was worse in that he made that concession as 
a safe play but there was no 'fudging' of data. I think Maher deep down accepts 
AGW but gets caught between denier talking points so he just lays 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill Maher is an idiot on science issues too. He's said some really asinine 
things about vaccination. But he comes at it more from a leftist woo position 
than a position of outright denial like Christine O'Donnell and most of the 
right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678545 37260 145 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:40:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8678540" target=_blank>#140</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ie: The lefts idiot are excused, the rights idiots are not. 
Simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, I'm making all kinds of excuses for him.</P> 



<P>How do you get "excusing" out of saying Bill Maher is an 
idiot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678560 37260 160 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:45:50am  
 
<P>There's no tu quoque here, by the way. Anti-science idiocy is FAR more 
prevalent and far more serious on the right wing; I know someone will always get 
bent out of shape when I say that, but it's an indisputable fact.</P> 
<P>Sure, there are idiots like the antivaxers who cross party lines, but anti-
science attitudes are deeply entrenched on the right, tied in with 
fundamentalist religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678564 37260 164 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:49:55am  
 
<P>"Woo" is short for "woo-woo" -- it's used to describe "New Agey" kinds of 
superstitious beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678574 37260 173 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 10:57:00am  
 
<P>What really brought home the horrible prevalence of anti-science attitudes on 
the right were the first LGF threads in which I started confronting the 
creationists, and making it clear that I was NOT on their side. I was astounded 
at how many LGF commenters were outright creationists -- I knew there were some, 
but had no idea how widespread it really was.</P> 
<P>A lot of those people are now at stalker blogs, posting daily about how much 
they hate me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678594 37260 190 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 11:08:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/8678579" target=_blank>#178</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You would be really surprise then at how many democrats in churches across 
this country are creationist.</P> 
<P>There is nothing wrong with being a creations, even a young earth 
creationist, 6 days and the whole deal, just as long as it's kept out of 
politics and science.</P> 
<P>It's a belief issue, not a political or scientific issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First, creationism absolutely is a political issue, as I've documented in 
many LGF posts.</P> 
<P>Second, there is something wrong with clinging to false beliefs and 
indoctrinating children with false beliefs. It's damaging to the nation to have 
an entire subclass of home-schooled ignorant people, who believe it's their duty 
to go out and spread the ignorance even further. Belief in creationism is a 
total rejection of science, and there is very definitely something wrong with 
that.</P> 
<P>People have a right to believe anything they like, but that doesn't mean 
there's nothing wrong with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678599 37260 195 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 11:10:29am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8678582" target=_blank>#181</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, what I've never gotten from an early age is why they want to teach 
creationism in science classes. You can believe in Adam and Eve or biblical 
creation if you so please but it does not belong in a biology classroom. 
Darwin's theories are biological in nature and hence why they are and should be 
taught in biology classroom. Maybe I am guilty of simplfying things here but 
this is something I've never gotten from the moment I learned about the Scopes 
Trial in 8th grade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a control issue. A lot of religious right victimhood stems from 
the feeling that they've lost control over the masses (which they have, to some 
degree). They want to teach creationism to everyone's children because in 
reality, they don't believe in freedom of religion -- they just want to be in 
control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678614 37260 210 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 11:20:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8678610" target=_blank>#206</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of anti-science: Left-coast antivaxers=dead infants.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.myfoxla.com/dpps/news/californians-face-whooping-cough-
outbreak-dpgonc-km-20100918_9700557" 
target=_blank>www.myfoxla.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but you can't blame anti-vaccination craziness on the left. It's 
bipartisan.</P> 
<P>It's magical balance fairy time again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678624 37260 220 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 11:26:44am  
 
<P>By the way, there are several GOP state platforms that include anti-
vaccination positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678625 37260 221 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 11:27:06am  
 
<P>But no Democratic platforms that I'm aware of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678710 37261 12 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 12:06:21pm  
 
<P>Steve Martin's Twitter feed: [Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/SteveMartinToGo/" target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>You know you want to.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678802 37262 6 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:22:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8678800" target=_blank>#5</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,Thanks dude.</P> 
<P>So if I put a link in a comment back to my page, does that response show up 
as a click? Or view?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That counts as a view. Clicks are only counted in the spinoff links areas or 
the Featured/Recent Pages areas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678805 37262 9 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8678803" target=_blank>#7</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Since a domain registration costs about $20 a year (that's on the high side, 
I'm not sure what .ly domains are going for right now), I'm not too concerned 
about supporting Qadafi.</P> 
<P>I use j.mp because they have a nice API that lets me call their servers and 
get the number of clicks on their shortened links.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678809 37262 12 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:33:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8678807" target=_blank>#10</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the sense I was getting from the outrage I saw, without specific 
amounts mentioned, though. I have since unfollowed the person who seemed 
passionate about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't think so. As far as I know, unless the .ly domain does things 
differently than everyone else, the registration fee is the only payment they 
get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678815 37262 14 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 2:38:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8678808" target=_blank>#11</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very nice.</P> 
<P>Also, it sort of explains why I might have a comment on a page, but zero 
"clicks". I was wondering about how someone could view a page and leave a 
comment, without there being a "click" counted. Now I know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main difference between "clicks" and "views" is that "clicks" also counts 
the clicks on any outgoing links inside the Page text. I'm actually thinking of 
discontinuing the "clicks" counter, because it duplicates the "views" counter 
but is less reliable. Either that, or I'll change "clicks" so that it only 
counts clicks on the outgoing links, to differentiate it from 
"views."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678871 37262 57 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 4:05:05pm  
 
<P>In the Featured and Recent Pages sections, I just changed the code to show 
the number of Views instead of Clicks, because Views is a better number. It's 
how many times the page has been loaded.</P> 
<P>(It will also be a larger number than Clicks.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678919 37262 104 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 5:08:25pm  
 
<P>Well, I'm going to give Trader Joe's "Grande Reserve" Cabernet Sauvignon a 
try. Most of the Trader Joe's wines are just rebranded bottles from major 
wineries; I wonder which one this comes from?</P> 



<P>Opened it a half hour ago. Should be ready to drink now.</P> 
<P>It's hot in LA. Heat wave in the city.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678928 37262 112 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 5:18:59pm  
 
<P>Wow, this is a very nice Cabernet. Lots of body and fruit flavor but not too 
much acid. Not bad for $6.99.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678933 37262 117 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 5:21:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/8678932" target=_blank>#116</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes the "cork" has the vinters name on it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I've seen that, but this cork was unlabeled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08678943 37262 126 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 5:28:43pm  
 
<P>By the way, in the past 4 days we've had 11 attempts by stalkers to register 
sock puppets. Something has them all lathered up again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08679173 37262 336 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:27:12pm  
 
<P>The concern trolling is getting pretty thick in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08679182 37262 345 Charles Sat, Sep 25, 2010 9:31:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/8679181" target=_blank>#344</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Try someone else. I'm not interested in playing tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08679607 37263 345 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 10:19:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8679314" target=_blank>#57</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. Teaching kids religious fairy tales is offensive, but it's a 
peripheral issue. The main thing people should be concerned about is overall 
quality of education.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder why every time the subject of creationism comes up, suddenly people 
appear telling everyone not to worry, it's no big deal, look over there at the 
evil government instead.</P> 
<P>And I mean every time.</P> 
<P>You'd almost think they were trying to pull the wool over your eyes, wouldn't 
you?</P> 
<P>And oddly enough, almost always the people who spout this stuff are 
creationists themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08679862 37265 24 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 2:36:01pm  
 



<P>The "fisting" meme seems to really touch a primal right wing nerve. Jim "The 
Dim" Hoft is constantly ranting about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680252 37266 3 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 5:49:57pm  
 
<P>Watching that number increase is mesmerizing. Don't try this while 
driving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680274 37267 2 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 6:07:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8680273" target=_blank>#1</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a relief. I thought you were posting pictures of a physically naked 
Geller. I see she was just intellectually naked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680276 37267 4 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 6:09:20pm  
 
<P>Let's see if I can predict her response:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The traitor Chuckie Greenballs, tool of CAIR is now dooing the biding of CBS 
60 Mintes! He should be FLOGGED... ... ... hic ..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680291 37267 15 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 6:22:54pm  
 
<P>Notice that the developer was inspired by a Jewish community center, where he 
was a member.</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, these are "Islamic supremacists."</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680325 37267 49 Charles Sun, Sep 26, 2010 6:44:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8680312" target=_blank>#36</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>Geller is the Islamic center's most ardent opponent. Geller is a former 
New York media executive who writes a <STRONG>politically far right blog that 
mixes news, opinion and conspiracy theories.</STRONG></EM></P> 
<P>Love it. Pam Geller: far right loon/conspiracy theorist.</P> 
<P>This is odd <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2010/09/24/60minutes/main6897035_page2.shtm
l?tag=contentMain;contentBody" target=_blank>from the CBS site</A>:</P> 
<P><EM>Geller is the Islamic center's most ardent opponent. Geller is a former 
New York media executive who writes a politically far right blog <STRONG>(do we 
want to include the link: www. atlasshrugs2000. typepad. com)</STRONG> that 
mixes news, opinion and conspiracy theories.</EM></P> 
<P>I added the space to the URL to disable the link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah.</P> 
<P>A note to an editor that went unheeded. Paraphrasing: should we link to this 
loon's hate site?</P> 
<P>Now that's a real head-scratcher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08680883 37270 13 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 10:57:30am  
 
<P>I predict Sarah Palin is going to be the GOP nominee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08680928 37272 18 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 11:22:43am  
 
<P>I can't believe how hot it is in LA today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681077 37273 25 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 12:28:00pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8681075" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't looked into this one yet. Past stories from Hidatha and Wikileaks 
stuff have been bogus or overblown. This one looks real?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one's real, all right. They've been charged by the 
military.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681154 37274 12 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 1:19:24pm  
 
<P>It might be more newsworthy if someone could find a Republican who 
<EM>doesn't</EM> deny global warming.</P> 
<P>Now that would be a 'man bites dog' story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681315 37276 8 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 4:12:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8681310" target=_blank>#5</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AAPS is headed by Jane Orient.</P> 
<P>Who is Jane Orient? Well, for one, she is a board member of <STRONG>Art 
Robinson</STRONG>'s "institute".</P> 
<P>I call it the "Web of Idiocy."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All roads seem to lead back to Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681316 37276 9 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 4:12:58pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul is a real epicenter for all kinds of bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681343 37276 32 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 4:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8681334" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has a history of creepy associations. I think he worked to the Uk's 
conservative nationalist party UKIP (BNP lite). He might just be all all purpose 
Dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure Dick Morris is a human-animal crossbreeding attempt that 
resulted in a toad with a fully functioning human brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08681452 37276 136 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 5:44:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8681435" target=_blank>#119</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That could be quite the multi-purpose answer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In Ozzie's case it has the advantage of being true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08681475 37276 159 Charles Mon, Sep 27, 2010 5:55:02pm  
 
<P>If anyone's using Chrome here's an easy tip to make sure you only see one 
popup ad per day -- go to:</P> 
<P>Preferences -&gt; Under the Hood -&gt; Content Settings...</P> 
<P>... and make sure you're looking at the Cookie settings in the left panel of 
the content settings window. Then click the 'Exceptions' button, click 'Add', 
and enter 'zedo.com' as the Pattern, and set the Action to 'Allow'. Then click 
'Done' to save it, and you won't be plagued by multiple popups any more.</P> 
<P>I'm still experimenting with this type of ad - please bear with me for any 
inconvenience while I figure out how best to use it, or whether I'll continue 
using it at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682248 37279 21 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 9:34:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8682245" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but there's also the problem that the current administration is one of 
the most incompetent in history. Hard to say who deserves more of the 
blame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You obviously don't read a lot of history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682255 37279 27 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 9:38:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8682250" target=_blank>#23</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<P>Have you ever been registered at LGF with a different name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682262 37279 33 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 9:42:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8682258" target=_blank>#30</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<P>Since you aren't in the US, I'm curious why you're spouting Tea Party talking 
points at LGF? Do you have some sort of special interest in this 
election?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682331 37281 6 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 10:21:07am  
 
<P>I had lunch at the Harvard cafeteria once -- so I attended Harvard 
University.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08682375 37281 44 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 10:39:05am  
 
<P>Oh, good grief.</P> 
<P>I'm starting to see people retweeting my post about Pamela Geller saying 60 
Minutes is "part of the Islamic supremacist agenda" -- without realizing that 
I'm laughing at her.</P> 
<P>They actually take that statement at face value as the truth. 
Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08684741 37281 137 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 11:08:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/8684649" target=_blank>#136</A> 
unsavoryagent</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, that sounds believable.</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682806 37284 5 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 1:56:30pm  
 
<P>Here's the full quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Webster</STRONG>: So, write a journal. Second, find a verse. I have a 
verse for my wife, I have verses for my wife. Don’t pick the ones that say, ‘She 
should submit to me.’ That’s in the Bible, but pick the ones that you’re 
supposed to do. So instead, ‘love your wife, even as Christ loved the Church and 
gave himself for it’ as opposed to ‘wives submit to your own husbands.’ She can 
pray that, if she wants to, but don’t you pray it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true that Grayson turned the statement into something it wasn't. However 
... what Webster actually is saying is that if women choose to make themselves 
subservient because the Bible tells them to, that's just fine with him. He's not 
saying that <EM>nobody</EM> should use those verses, he's just saying men 
shouldn't do it. I guess he thinks it's rude or something.</P> 
<P>It's kind of a soft patriarchalism. He's not into forcing any women to become 
chattel, but gee, it sure would be great if they chose it themselves, wouldn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682855 37284 37 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 2:12:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, regardless of what Grayson did here -- Daniel Webster really is a 
religious fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08682893 37284 67 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 2:26:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just found a link to the Republican National Coalition for Life 
PAC where they rate GOP candidates on their anti-abortion purity, and my jaw is 
on the floor at how many of these candidates support the cruelest and most 
extreme anti-abortion positions -- forcing women to give birth to a rapist's 
baby, even if the rapist is her father.</P> 
<P>By the number of these people, it looks to me like there's going to be a very 
big push to make abortion flat-out illegal in all cases, coming soon.</P> 
<P>If I'm reading the page correctly, 112 of the GOP candidates in this election 
support outright bans on abortion.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rnclife.org/pac/2010_Primary_PAC_Report.html" 
target=_blank>www.rnclife.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08683944 37286 143 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 8:16:57pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08683290 37287 145 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 5:44:08pm  
 
<P>Pretty amazing speech by Arnold Schwarzenegger today. He blasted the oil 
industry for standing in the way of climate change legislation, and named 
names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08683498 37288 46 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 6:44:28pm  
 
<P>Meg Whitman wants to fund immigration enforcement by penalizing companies 
that hire undocumented workers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08683544 37288 89 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 6:53:59pm  
 
<P>I'm more impressed with Jerry Brown than I thought I'd be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08683926 37289 11 Charles Tue, Sep 28, 2010 8:12:34pm  
 
<P>Link is fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08684619 37291 53 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 10:03:03am  
 
<P>Actually, he should be arrested and charged with conspiracy to commit 
assault. This really does go beyond creepy into criminal 
territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685274 37292 187 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 2:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8685215" target=_blank>#172</A> 
scienceisreal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just ran simple regression on GSS data comparing political ideology to the 
likelihood of agreeing that whites should be allowed to maintain segregated 
neighborhoods. Highly significant results, with conservatives much more likely 
to say they should be allowed. This was just the first race variable I saw, feel 
free to mess around with others.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.norc.uchicago.edu/GSS+Website/Data+Analysis/" 
target=_blank>www.norc.uchicago.edu...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very interesting site - you should post it as an LGF 
Page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08684970 37293 174 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 12:17:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8684943" target=_blank>#150</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<P>Didn't you just say yesterday you weren't "spouting Tea Party talking 
points?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08684980 37293 183 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 12:19:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/8684975" target=_blank>#179</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, here you are spouting Tea Party talking points. What a 
coincidence!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685102 37293 279 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 12:52:54pm  
 
<P>Most right wing sites are giant echo chambers full of people reinforcing each 
other's prejudices. If you're used to that, it can be a somewhat wrenching 
experience to come to a place like LGF where you're expected to back up 
assertions with facts. It's common for a person in that situation to respond 
with hostility, confusion, and personal attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685463 37295 25 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 3:50:02pm  
 
<P>Anti-government, anti-Muslim, ex-military, wants to start a religious war 
between Christians and Muslims ... I don't know, this doesn't seem to fit any 
particular profile.</P> 
<P><SUB>snort</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685623 37297 18 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 5:54:40pm  
 
<P>If you have a Reddit account, go vote this one up:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/comments/dkrce/112_gop_candidates_support
_forcing_women_to_bear/" target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685627 37297 22 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 5:59:30pm  
 
<P>Colbert is doing this nation a great service. It's not easy to stay terrified 
and angry, year after year, mosque after mosque. Kudos to him for reminding us 
that swivel-eyed paranoia is part of the fabric of America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08685680 37297 65 Charles Wed, Sep 29, 2010 6:31:38pm  
 
<P>But here's another perspective on military bands -- some of America's 
greatest musicians gained invaluable experience and knowledge playing in 
military bands. One of history's greatest drummers, Steve Gadd, for example.</P> 
<P>For young musicians, sometimes the military is their only chance to gain the 
skills they need.</P> 



<P>There's plenty of waste in the military, but as a musician (who worked with 
Steve Gadd and many other musicians who went the military band route), I think 
people should direct their attention elsewhere.</P> 
<P>How much is one Steve Gadd worth?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08687906 37306 12 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2010 9:55:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8687902" target=_blank>#8</A> Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Charles, you're wrong. He actually said that CNN was run by the 
jooos.</P> 
<P>Sounded like it, anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Clearly, reading comprehension isn't your strong suit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08687999 37306 31 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2010 10:58:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8687930" target=_blank>#22</A> 
Johnny2Times</EM></P> 
<P>This is the third account you've registered at LGF, and you lied when you 
said you hadn't registered before.</P> 
<P>And now your third account is blocked too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08688013 37307 45 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2010 11:03:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8687993" target=_blank>#44</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, an oddity has cropped up in the Pages. The nic of imp_62 has been 
changed to Turnabout is Fair Play. Only in the Pages, though. 
Freaky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's using a new feature -- if you go to your 'My Account' page, at the 
bottom you'll see a new field, the "display name." This is the name that will 
show up on any Pages you post.</P> 
<P>The idea behind this was to let people use their real names for Pages, so 
they'd get the credit in the real world. But it doesn't have to be used for 
that; you can always see the LGF username for anyone by clicking their 
avatar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08689859 37309 30 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 2:03:56pm  
 
<P>Here - this is what they're calling a Star of David, but it's clearly an 8-
pointed design:</P> 
<P><A title=star%20of%20david%202.jpg 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/star%20of%20david%202.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
star%20of%20david%202.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08688747 37311 101 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2010 6:26:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8688740" target=_blank>#95</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hot Air links to Anti-Semite and holocaust denier Pat Buchanan...The tea 
party versus neoconservatives?<STRONG></STRONG></P> 
<P>Hot Air readers love it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air has to promote their fellow TownHall writers. That's who Michelle 
Malkin sold them to; Buchanan comes with the deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08688756 37311 108 Charles Fri, Oct 1, 2010 6:30:54pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain is having a major meltdown over not being invited to a 
big conservative online conference:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/rsmccain/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691558 37313 536 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 9:47:36am  
 
<P>And another dead thread sleeper troll pops up.</P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08689573 37314 45 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 9:52:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8689569" target=_blank>#41</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Ed Schultz may be a ranter, but I agree that this kind of thing is flat out 
evil:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rnclife.org/pac/2010_Primary_PAC_Report.html" 
target=_blank>www.rnclife.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08689667 37314 133 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 10:37:28am  
 
<P>Van Jones got a really raw deal at the hands of the right wing. He was one of 
the first victims of the dishonest smear tactics that are now used against 
everyone in the Obama administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08689692 37314 156 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 10:53:00am  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure the Colbert-Stewart rally is going to have better comedy than 
this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08689749 37314 206 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 11:35:27am  
 
<P>That's a pretty large crowd now. Looks at least as big as the Beck rally, 
maybe bigger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08690076 37317 3 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 4:18:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8690074" target=_blank>#1</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well that's beautiful!</P> 
<P>Was that how the natural light was on it, or did you light it in some 
way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one's natural sunlight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08690275 37318 27 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 8:54:26pm  
 
<P>The Fox "web network" is their farm team of lunatics. This is where Judge 
Andrew Napolitano began his march to greatness, by interviewing Alex Jones and 
Lew Rockwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08690283 37318 34 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 8:57:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8690257" target=_blank>#9</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. But "rubes" just comes across wrong, IMO. My advice is purely 
tactical, as Charles is entirely correct on the substantive 
point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People who listen to this crap and actually believe Barack Obama is the 
Antichrist -- well, I make no apologies to anyone for describing them as 
"rubes."</P> 
<P>That's one of the kinder terms that occurred to me, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08690303 37318 54 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 9:12:25pm  
 
<P>There used to be some End Times believers commenting at LGF, too -- all now 
playing at stalker blogs.</P> 
<P>They got quite a shock when they discovered I didn't share their 
delusions.</P> 
<P>Here's a classic from 2005, featuring one of the most obsessed stalkers, 
'song_and_dance_man'. And no, this was not a joke.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/2329322" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08690319 37318 69 Charles Sat, Oct 2, 2010 9:21:55pm  
 
<P>By the way, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7668543" 
target=_blank>about that 'song_and_dance_man' comment</A> -- I wrote this last 
year:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that he predicted some kind of disaster was going to hit LA in 2006. 
He actually emailed me several times with creepy, insane warnings that I needed 
to get out of town before the END.</P> 
<P>After he was banned he started emailing me creepy threats that I was being 
"watched."</P> 
<P>This is who the stalkers are hanging out with. The guy should be in a mental 
institution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08692041 37318 459 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 1:27:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/458/8691917" target=_blank>#458</A> redbrink</EM></P> 



<P>Bye now. I'm sure you're going to be much happier posting comments somewhere 
else.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691168 37322 226 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2010 7:07:56pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy's rant about 20/20 is absolutely hilarious!</P> 
<P>She must have been hitting the vodka hard before sitting down to the keyboard 
for this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691276 37323 43 Charles Sun, Oct 3, 2010 8:28:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8691271" target=_blank>#40</A> 
FrankZappaLives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller's partner-in-crime, Robert Spencer, got torn a new a-hole at 
Amanpour's program This Week, courtesy of Reza Aslan (starts at 3:04 into the 
clip):</P> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>Reza Aslan (to Robert Spencer): <I>"...you're on the wrong side of history, 
and very soon, in a couple of decades, you will be swept, and your ideas will be 
swept into the garbage bin of history, along with the anti-Semites of the 20th 
century and the anti-Catholics of the 19th century..."</I></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spencer acted like an insufferable boor throughout the show, snickering 
openly at everyone who said anything about moderate Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691569 37324 11 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 9:53:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8691564" target=_blank>#7</A> NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A href="http://www.lvrj.com/opinion/election-offers-clear-choice-
104232129.html" target=_blank>Las Vegas Review-Journal</A> has given Angel their 
endorsement today. They endorsed Harry Reid 6 years ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't care if Ronald Reagan came back from the grave and endorsed 
Sharron Angle. She's one of the most disturbingly crazy candidates in this 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691580 37324 17 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 10:08:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8691572" target=_blank>#12</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Harry Reid is a shitbag. I have no dog in this race since I'm in Virginia but 
if Reid loses I won't shed a tear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Reid loses that will mean you have an unreconstructed John Birch Society 
lunatic in office, who believes women should be forced to bear rapists' babies, 
and fluoridation is an evil government plot.</P> 
<P>I guess that's not a problem for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691588 37324 24 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 10:13:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8691584" target=_blank>#21</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To me, Reid has blocked the nuclear industry from finding a national 
repository at Yucca Mt even though the feds have been taking fees from nuclear 
power plants for years for that very purpose and the uncertainty over nuclear 
waste storage is a continuing cost and curb on development of an energy source 
that delivers large amounts of energy with no COx or other greenhouse emissions 
and can do so in a much smaller footprint than solar or wind.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reid has blocked the nuclear industry's plans to use Yucca Mountain, true -- 
with overwhelming support from the voters in Nevada: <A 
href="http://www.lvrj.com/news/11882701.html" target=_blank>Poll finds Nevada 
voters strongly oppose Yucca</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08691628 37324 59 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 10:38:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8691623" target=_blank>#57</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps the people of NV just got tired of all the various sexist &amp; 
racist comments by Reid. You can only get away with that for so long before you 
are voted out of office for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reid's so-called "sexist and racist comments" are absurd distortions of what 
he said by the right wing. I'm not a particular fan of Harry Reid myself, but 
the accusation that he's a "racist" is just silly beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08692028 37325 25 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 1:23:14pm  
 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693715 37325 97 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 11:31:18am  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise to find some anti-Muslim bigots and fans of Robert 
Spencer ranting away in a dead thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08694959 37325 104 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 9:43:38am  
 
<P>Bigoted assholes are not welcome to spew their crap at LGF any more. Go hang 
out at Robert Spencer's hate site -- you'll feel much more welcome 
there.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08692106 37326 422 Charles Mon, Oct 4, 2010 1:48:42pm  
 
<P>I'm always a little amazed at the kinds of things right wingers will 
defend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693589 37330 435 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:12:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/8693574" target=_blank>#422</A> St. Louisville 
Cards</EM></P> 
<P>You may now piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08693601 37330 443 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:22:51am  
 
<P>It really is astounding how cruel and inhuman right wingers are being about 
this fire department story. They actually are saying that this family deserved 
to have their house burned down and their pets killed.</P> 
<P>Absolutely fucking unreal. I can't even express how disgusted I am at this 
attitude. This is where the right wing has ended up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693618 37331 15 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:29:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8693614" target=_blank>#12</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any info on the station or moderator? Any particular bias 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>KOA is an extreme right wing radio station. Ken Buck will not be challenged 
there, he'll be celebrated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693621 37331 18 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:31:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8693610" target=_blank>#10</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting... Ken Buck (mentioned in the article above) is currently on KOA 
radio for a hour debate... Michael Bennett, his Democrat opponent is not at the 
debate... he refused to show up.</P> 
<P>Who's hiding?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know it's very important to you to pretend the Democrats are every bit as 
bad as the Republicans in every respect, but this running away phenomenon is 
overwhelmingly happening on the right wing. Thats just a simple 
fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693634 37331 31 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:36:05am  
 
<P>KOA host Mike Rosen is a frequent substitute for Rush 
Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693642 37331 39 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 10:40:14am  
 
<P>Correction: "frequent" may not be the right word; I don't listen to Rush 
enough to know how frequently he subs for Rush. But he's done it several 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693700 37331 89 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 11:21:57am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8693696" target=_blank>#85</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upon searching "mike rosen koa" with google, I found <A href="http://obama-
08.blogspot.com/2007/02/denver-radio-host-calls-obama-osama.html" 



target=_blank>this</A>. The whole "oops silly me I keep accidentally calling the 
senator with the funny name Osama, what an innocent mistake, teehee" bit 
shouldn't fool anyone. He's a bomb thrower, not merely a partisan. Some of the 
other things that showed up raised eyebrows as well, but I think that little 
"gaffe" (as if it weren't intentional) reveals much.</P> 
<P>Partisans advocate for a particular point of view. Wingnuts use cheap verbal 
association tactics to demonize opponents. Rosen is a wingnut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Featuring a bonus photo of Rosen with one of his idols, Pat 
Buchanan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08693918 37332 8 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 1:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8693907" target=_blank>#5</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could I make one teeny weeny little request, Charles? Can you please add 
"Food" to the list of categories? I will bake you a pie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually -- I was considering going the other way, and simplifying the 
category list drastically into very broad topics. The idea would be to use the 
"tags" feature to add more specific topics, such as "food," which might fit into 
the broad "Lifestyle" category, for example.</P> 
<P>In the long run, it's going to be easier to organize/search the data if the 
main categories are kept limited, and tags are used to extend it as needed. It 
also gives you more freedom to add whatever you think is 
necessary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08694087 37332 11 Charles Tue, Oct 5, 2010 3:33:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8693916" target=_blank>#7</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I test drove the "Show More Articles" button. Nice.</P> 
<P>I have a category suggestion for the drop down menu on the Pages page: 
"Featured Pages". Then I can peruse them with their descriptions.</P> 
<P>Also, should "Sort by Clicks" be changed to "Sort by Views"?</P> 
<P>Also too, should "Links posted" in a lizard's profile be changed to "Pages 
posted"?</P> 
<P>Change is hard. Always leads to more change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good suggestions, thanks -- all implemented now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08694968 37335 294 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 9:52:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/8694889" target=_blank>#225</A> 
filetandrelease</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My concern is that currently AGW is taking a big hit politically. This add is 
only doing more damage. By keeping this type of crap up, it pushes any actual 
dialog which might be used to convince skeptics something needs to be done, 
further away.</P> 
<P>Later</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you're "concerned," eh?</P> 
<P>As a global warming denier yourself, I'd think you'd be happy to see anything 
that you can use for propaganda. Do you really think anyone who knows your 
commenting history is going to believe in your sudden "concern?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08694970 37335 295 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 9:53:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/8694967" target=_blank>#293</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linking to Jammiewearing fool? Not smart.</P> 
<P>In any case the ad merely suggests the possible impact of global warming on 
future generations. They are not suggesting that children be hanged.</P> 
<P>Jesus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we just got a look at what 'filetandrelease' is really up to at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08694974 37335 299 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 9:59:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/293/8694967" target=_blank>#293</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Linking to Jammiewearing fool? Not smart.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of hard to miss the deranged animosity toward me at that site. Why 
would someone who enjoys reading that kind of sick hatred also want to hang out 
at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08694980 37335 305 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 10:04:27am  
 
<P>Just for the record, 'jammiewearingfool' is a first class stalker and a 
creep, who registered three accounts at LGF and posted this comment with one of 
them before he was blocked:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/122/7710297" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is a guy who I trusted to be an LGF monitor, and who I let post 
thousands of links to his crappy blog, so many that people complained about him 
blog-pimping. He's a back-stabbing, two-faced, dishonest, thoroughly rotten 
human being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08695109 37336 87 Charles Wed, Oct 6, 2010 11:13:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8695095" target=_blank>#76</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even if it's true that there are more pictures that show women looking bad 
than there are that show men looking bad, it would not be enough to make a case 
for sexism here, it would be random information. If it bothers her, it won't be 
the only thing here that bothers her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Flattering/unflattering" can be a matter of opinion. I think idiot GOP 
candidate Ron Johnson looks like a total doofus (which he is) in the photo for 
this post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37311_Why_Ill_Never_Vote_GOP_Again
_Part_65-_Ron_Johnson_(R-WI)" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And I wouldn't call this pic of Carl Paladino "flattering" either:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37301_GOP_Candidate_Paladino_to_Re
porter-_Ill_Take_You_Out" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08696322 37342 53 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 10:36:44am  
 
<P>It needs to be pointed out that this kind of tragic absurdity is the 
inevitable consequence of treating essential government services (such as 
firefighting) as if they were private enterprises.</P> 
<P>When you require people to pay a subscription fee to protect their homes 
against fire, you're creating a situation in which this kind of sickening 
outcome is unavoidable. How could the system possibly be enforced if the 
firefighters went ahead and extinguished fires in homes owned by people who 
hadn't paid up?</P> 
<P>This is a very bad road to travel, and it has consequences for society that 
go far beyond one house burning down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696336 37342 67 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 10:42:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8696330" target=_blank>#61</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, when I click through to the article, the page is black unless I 
highlight the text. Does this have some significance?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed that - it could be just inept HTML coding, or maybe he changed the 
text color to match the background because he thought he could hide it that way. 
Which is pretty stupid, but then Fischer is pretty stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696348 37342 79 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 10:46:17am  
 
<P>Just checked some other articles at Fischer's blog and they all have the text 
set to black.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696454 37342 182 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 11:50:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8696377" target=_blank>#107</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I didn't mean to say it's inevitable in all cases -- most fire chiefs 
won't take it to this extreme. But there will inevitably be some bureaucrats who 
get too obsessed with the letter of the law and make incredibly bad decisions 
like this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696459 37342 187 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 11:54:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8696439" target=_blank>#167</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone been following the "Lake Pirate" story?<A 
href="http://www.talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/2010/10/coming_up_empty.php?ref=
fpblg" target=_blank>Coming Up Empty</A></P> 
<P>TPM has been insinuating the story is bogus, Any thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been reading the stories - the wife's story does seem a bit suspect, but 
so far there's no solid evidence against her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696511 37343 10 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 12:30:59pm  
 



<P>Speaking of anti-science nonsense, I just spent more than an hour searching 
the web for a single example of a GOP candidate with a rational, non-denialist 
position on global warming - and came up completely blank. As far as I can tell, 
denial is the unanimous GOP stance. Total lockstep.</P> 
<P>Maybe I missed someone. Anyone know of a Republican candidate in this 
election who's not a climate change denier?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696518 37343 16 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 12:35:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8696513" target=_blank>#12</A> funky 
chicken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark Kirk</P> 
<P>The Hot Air crowd hates him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But didn't Kirk fall in line and refuse to sign the Waxman-Markey 
bill?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696538 37343 31 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 12:53:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8696533" target=_blank>#27</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dave Reichert</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://reichert.house.gov/Issues/Issue/?IssueID=4119" 
target=_blank>reichert.house.gov...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, although he appears to be decent on environmental issues, on 
global warming Dave Reichert <A 
href="http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/localnews/2003277430_reichertenviro2
7m.html" target=_blank>sounds like every other Republican</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last week, Reichert, of Auburn, said he remained unsure about climate change 
or what role humans might play.</P> 
<P>"The problem is, you have some scientists who say it's happening, and some 
who say it's not happening. The problem is the Sierra Club says that every 
scientist says it is," said Reichert, a member of the House Science 
Committee.</P> 
<P>"I'm going to wait until all the facts are in. There were many scientists who 
used to say the world was flat."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696918 37344 204 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 5:43:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/203/8696916" target=_blank>#203</A> NC Gray</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Things here are getting absurd, if you folks want more of what Harry Reid is 
dealing, then you are going to be living in the age of hyper inflation and 
ultimate poverty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ultimate poverty sounds pretty scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696808 37345 1 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 3:49:45pm  
 
 
 
<P>I don't know where they're going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08696817 37345 9 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 3:54:00pm  
 
<P>The amazing thing about these pigs is that they're only 1/4 inch in 
length.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696823 37345 13 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 4:01:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8696819" target=_blank>#10</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Mine are antiques, from before the government over-regulated the mini-pig 
market. The newer mini-pigs are gargantuan by comparison.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696888 37345 70 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 5:08:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8696867" target=_blank>#51</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahhh, <A href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:y-cyiRA-
EIQJ:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2010/10/gpal-
alert.html+Atlas+Shrugs+gpal&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client
=safari" target=_blank>the harpy seems to be having problems with her 
donations.</A></P> 
<P>But GPAL is having problems. How bad? I don't know but I do know that I have 
not been able to transfer any monies donated to Atlas and SIOA out of GPAL. 
Robert at Jihadwatch is experiencing the same thing.</P> 
<P>Karma. It's a bitch</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She signed up with a payment system apparently run by gun enthusiasts. The 
'G' in 'Gpal' stands for ... guns.</P> 
<P>Now she's wondering why she's having problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08696953 37345 125 Charles Thu, Oct 7, 2010 6:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8696947" target=_blank>#119</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mormons have a hit squad?</P> 
<P>DEAR GOD.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't all religions have hit squads?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08697999 37346 655 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:21:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/654/8697997" target=_blank>#654</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<P>Art Robinson is a <EM>first class kook</EM>. See:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36408_The_GOPs_Newest_Star-
_Far_Crazier_Than_Rand_Paul" target=_blank>The GOP's Newest Star: Far Crazier 
Than Rand Paul</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36418_GOP_Candidate_Arthur_Robinso
n-_Dump_Oil_and_Nuclear_Waste_at_Sea" target=_blank>GOP Candidate Arthur 
Robinson: Dump Oil and Nuclear Waste at Sea</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36663_Why_I_Left_the_Right_Exhibit



_R_for_Robinson" target=_blank>Arthur Robinson sells racist book suggesting 
Africans are like "retarded children"</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698007 37346 658 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:29:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/657/8698005" target=_blank>#657</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Baloney" is hardly an acceptable counter argument to his claims. I haven't 
heard your scientific arguments against his theories. Please present them. I 
like to come to informed conclusions, so make sure you study up and be as 
comprehensive as possible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698018 37346 663 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:37:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/659/8698009" target=_blank>#659</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry. I don't click on links.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? How in the world do you use the Internet then?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698024 37346 666 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:39:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/661/8698014" target=_blank>#661</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remain open to new ideas and information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as it can be done without clicking any of those link 
things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698047 37346 676 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:51:39am  
 
<P>I love this breed of troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698073 37346 687 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:00:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/8698042" target=_blank>#673</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you're right. I misspoke. I rarely click on links of unknown origin. I try to 
avoid viruses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe viruses exist. Have you actually investigated for yourself 
the process by which viruses are created? If not, how can you claim to know that 
they exist, and why are you afraid of them? If you have done this important 
research, please explain to us how these viruses are supposed to work, in 
detail, with footnotes, or I'll be forced to conclude that your claims of having 
a truly open mind are overblown and vapid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08698168 37346 752 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:35:48pm  
 
<P>Heh. Look at that karma rating. Registered less than 2 hours and already -
122.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698185 37346 764 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:40:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/758/8698174" target=_blank>#758</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I registered so I could comment on the post. I saw a blog post elsewhere 
about the interview but they didn't provide a working link so I googled it and 
this is what I got. Saw the comments and decided to blow off work for the rest 
of the afternoon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you typed in the URL instead of clicking the virus-laden link. If not, 
you must immediately disinfect your intranets to avoid permanent 
brickage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698194 37346 768 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:41:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/766/8698190" target=_blank>#766</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i typed it in... well actually I copied and pasted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whew. That was close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698245 37346 800 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:55:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/8698243" target=_blank>#798</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>should it be taught as a fact?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should evolution be taught as a fact?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698249 37346 804 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:56:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/798/8698243" target=_blank>#798</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My kids still come home with stuff calling "honest" abe the freer of slaves. 
a widely dispelled mistruth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you hate Abraham Lincoln?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698265 37346 815 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 1:01:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/810/8698260" target=_blank>#810</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate him!!! lol.</P> 
<P>Of course I don't hate him, but clearly he did not take the country to war to 
free slaves and there were slaves across america well after the emancipation was 
signed. I know my own history.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So that minor slavery issue was just an excuse for "honest" Abe to do ... 
something else? What, exactly? Please be as detailed as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698318 37346 848 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 1:20:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/844/8698314" target=_blank>#844</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<P>You're providing a viewpoint we don't normally see around here, for which I 
thank you. Where do you stand on the Darwin issue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698357 37346 873 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 1:31:31pm  
 
<P>Perfect. A Paulian. Your last name is "Robinson." Any relation to Art up 
there at the top of this thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698436 37346 885 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 1:59:17pm  
 
<P>Suddenly the sound of crickets is heard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701497 37346 893 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 9:16:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/892/8701437" target=_blank>#892</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<P>I repeat my question: Your last name is "Robinson." Any relation to Art up 
there at the top of this thread?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701501 37346 895 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 9:20:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/894/8701499" target=_blank>#894</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he's white. I'm black...but you never know. I like to think I'm related to 
Jackie Robinson, but I wouldn't be too upset about sharing genes with a 
scientist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're black, and you're a Ron Paul fan?</P> 
<P>Wow. Are you aware of the blatantly racist newsletters he published? Do you 
care?</P> 
<P>Paulians are weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701532 37346 898 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 9:39:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/897/8701516" target=_blank>#897</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<P>Right, I thought so. Typical Paulian behavior.</P> 
<P>Apparently, it also doesn't bother you that in his self-teaching course, 
Arthur Robinson sells a book that compares black Africans to retarded 
children.</P> 
<P>Paulians are very very weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08701538 37346 901 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 9:43:47am  
 
<P>I love it. A "black" Ron Paul fan who doesn't care if he's a racist, and also 
admires Lew Freaking Rockwell.</P> 
<P>There's another well-known libertarian philosopher you might find to your 
liking, named David Duke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701574 37346 904 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 10:04:53am  
 
<P>A black Ron Paul/Lew Rockwell fan who never heard of David Duke until 
recently, and has no problem allying with racists.</P> 
<P><SUB>eye roll</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701595 37346 909 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 10:17:42am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701621 37346 920 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 10:29:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/916/8701614" target=_blank>#916</A> 
iossarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here we go with the "private property" bit. Have you ever actually read John 
Locke? Or any other "private property" theorists?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably too busy catching up on those David Duke videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701622 37346 921 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 10:30:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/918/8701619" target=_blank>#918</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're arguing against the entirety of civil society, 
basically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of repeating myself, Paulians are really, really 
weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701766 37346 958 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 11:39:18am  
 
<P>-323.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701792 37346 964 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 11:45:12am  
 
<P>Har.</P> 
<P>The ultimate Paulian's paradise -- Somalia.</P> 
<P>You couldn't make this up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701809 37346 970 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 11:49:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/962/8701787" target=_blank>#962</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 



<P>I hope you didn't click a link to get to Wikipedia -- you know there are 
viruses all over those links, and you probably have them now. You may have to 
get a new computer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701880 37346 992 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 12:20:07pm  
 
<P>-361.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701899 37346 997 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 12:27:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/995/8701894" target=_blank>#995</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<P>Now that's some free enterprise for your ass!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701912 37346 1004 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 12:34:10pm  
 
<P>Paulian comes out in favor of charging money to view severed heads. Film at 
11.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701937 37346 1016 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 12:50:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1012/8701926" target=_blank>#1012</A> 
reason0911</EM></P> 
<P>And then we can have the same freedom and personal liberty they enjoy in 
beautiful Somalia! A severed head for every small business entrepreneur, 
unencumbered by evil statists. And people could pay to see their severed heads 
with whatever currency they choose!</P> 
<P>Sounds almost too good to be true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701954 37346 1027 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 12:56:39pm  
 
<P>-585.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701995 37346 1053 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 1:08:39pm  
 
<P>You may say I'm a dreamerBut I'm not the only oneI hope someday you'll join 
usAnd the world can be like beautiful downtown Mogadishu</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698013 37347 65 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:34:05am  
 
<P>Charles Leaf really was one of the most aggressive and in my view dishonest 
Fox reporters on this issue, and was featured on the main Fox News channel many 
times. I don't know about drawing political connections from it, but since 
that's what he's mainly known for, it's reasonable to describe him that way in 
the headline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698031 37347 69 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:44:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8698026" target=_blank>#67</A> garhighway</EM></P> 



<P>Uh, excuse me ... but I often report on crimes like this when they involve 
people who are figures in other stories I've covered.</P> 
<P>It turns out that one of the main promoters of the anti-mosque crap on Fox 
News, including some ridiculous personal smears on the developers, seems to be a 
real creep who abuses children. The whole anti-mosque "movement" (if you want to 
call it that) shouldn't be tarred with this, but it's not exactly news that many 
of the people involved in pushing this idiocy are creeps of one kind or 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698217 37347 87 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 12:47:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8698214" target=_blank>#86</A> garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you think this thread is appropriate?</P> 
<P>"Anti-mosque reporter charged with child abuse" works for you? No 
misgivings?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have absolutely no misgivings about the headline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700337 37347 104 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 9:36:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8700218" target=_blank>#103</A> Hawaii69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FOX NEWS is a joke, but this guy didn't work for FOX News.</P> 
<P>He worked for a local FOX Network affiliate...the guys who air The Simpsons 
and Furturama.</P> 
<P>Equating them with FOX Cable News isn't accurate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why you're pointing this out as if it's a "gotcha," when my 
post is extremely clear about that.</P> 
<P>His anti-mosque stories were featured many times on Fox News, however, and he 
appeared personally to promote them.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698010 37348 27 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 11:31:51am  
 
<P>Almost immediately after posting this, a fan of GOP nutjob Arthur Robinson 
popped up a couple threads down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698283 37348 98 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 1:04:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8698276" target=_blank>#96</A> steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of climate change, this just in[Link: <A 
href="http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-
bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2010/10/07/BAOF1FDMRV.DTL#ixzz11iqEfuN9" 
target=_blank>www.sfgate.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's good news. I'm glad they discovered the faulty 
calculations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698581 37348 323 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 3:32:23pm  
 
<P>Looks like it's gonna be one of those days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08698613 37348 355 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 3:44:22pm  
 
<P>Obvious troll is obvious, and I don't feel like waiting for it to become any 
more annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698671 37349 25 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 6:07:34pm  
 
<P>New feature in the LGF Pages bookmarklet: you can create a caption for 
uploaded images. Just upload the image file as usual, then enter the caption on 
the line labeled, oddly enough, "Caption."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08698698 37350 17 Charles Fri, Oct 8, 2010 6:33:17pm  
 
<P>Embedded video seems to be not working. Click the link in the post 
instead...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699377 37352 4 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 10:31:24am  
 
<P>If they did this in Germany, of course, they'd be arrested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699460 37352 79 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 11:58:16am  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699475 37353 12 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 12:11:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8699470" target=_blank>#7</A> philosophus 
invidius</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Under what name did she post here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her first comment as a registered user:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/1138675" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699535 37353 61 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 12:51:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8699516" target=_blank>#45</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah. This is the first time I've seen that metaphor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a very common metaphor used by the European fascist far right -- it 
means you slice away one piece of salami ("freedom") at a time and nobody 
notices. It's similar to the "boiling a frog" metaphor.</P> 
<P>It's mentioned in Safire's Political Dictionary:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://books.google.com/books?id=c4UoX6-
Sv1AC&amp;pg=PA639&amp;lpg=PA639&amp;dq=salami+political+metaphor&amp;source=bl&
amp;ots=V0Ek4vsxNs&amp;sig=qiWbJjRgxMK7reDy4f590RTXVGE&amp;hl=en&amp;ei=AcewTNaj
H4b0swOn6NnyAw&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=book_result&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=1&amp;ved=0C
BUQ6AEwAA#v=onepage&amp;q=salami%20political%20metaphor&amp;f=false" 
target=_blank>books.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08699566 37353 77 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 1:13:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8699563" target=_blank>#74</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/04S96uu9Mve6R?q=edl" target=_blank>I 
like fascists. They taste like chicken!</A>/om nom nom</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Closeup of skinhead doggie munch:</P> 
<P><A title=x910.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/04S96uu9Mve6R/x910.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: x910.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699569 37353 79 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 1:14:47pm  
 
<P>Looks like that pooch got a nice taste of the EDL. That's gonna leave a 
mark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699583 37353 88 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 1:23:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8699577" target=_blank>#85</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the article:</P> 
<P>I added the bold. That's what is so insidious about creeps like the now 
banned (multiple times, yet still stalks on Twitter) richard12, who insisted 
that the feelings of people objecting to Park51 must be considered. By 
considering (and whipping up) those people's feelings, racists like Geller have 
made this country less home-like, less welcoming, and probably less safe for a 
lot of Americans and wanna-be Americans.</P> 
<P>Have another drink, Pam. Reality will not make you feel 
better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'richard12' has tried to re-register sock puppet accounts three times so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699606 37353 101 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 1:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8699602" target=_blank>#98</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Referring to me using terms like "socialite," "dilletante," and other words 
invoking silly, superficial, purposeless women, is downright 
farcicial.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their prediclictions are overshelming farcicial!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699627 37353 119 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 2:56:51pm  
 
<P>Wait. Whut?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699787 37353 212 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 6:10:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8699772" target=_blank>#207</A> 
BabaOriley</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Bring the troops home, from everywhere ww2 was 65 years ago japan and 
Germany will be fine without us. Stop policing the world there are bad guys 
everywhere let's worry about ours.</P> 
<P>2. State and local elections are key, elect people who will resist the 
federal gov</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what do you think about Ron Paul?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699805 37353 229 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 6:18:44pm  
 
<P>Obvious trolls are very obvious, and will only get so many comments at LGF. 
This one's quota has been exceeded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699834 37353 249 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 6:30:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8699823" target=_blank>#243</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles. BabaOriley2 on the starboard bow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699668 37354 1 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 3:42:13pm  
 
<P>And now I know -- nope, it doesn't use t.co.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699673 37354 4 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 3:53:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8699671" target=_blank>#2</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It did when I tested just</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it works when you post it through the new Tweet Button. I meant when I 
first post the article with my LGF Blog software, which is registered as a 
Twitter app to use their API. It doesn't appear to automatically shorten links 
posted that way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08699703 37354 6 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 4:23:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8699676" target=_blank>#5</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a Tweet oddity yesterday. I tried to tweet <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/226694_Juandaacute;rez_officer_gunned
" target=_blank>this Page</A>, and Twitter couldn't do more than "Ju", 
apparently stopped by the accented u. I changed it to an unaccented u and it 
went through. Stuck on html?</P> 
<P>Juandaacute;rez , That spells "Juarez" with the accented u in html. Works in 
preview...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. There's some funny business going on with the way Twitter handles HTML 
character entities. Because of little weirdnesses like that, I usually try to 
keep accented characters out of my article titles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08699752 37354 25 Charles Sat, Oct 9, 2010 5:42:21pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/226794_9-
11_Trutherism_comes_to_Fox_N" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700326 37356 6 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 9:23:05am  
 
<P>If it came out that Barack Obama had dressed as a Nazi for WWII reenactments, 
I'm sure conservatives would defend him too.</P> 
<P>Not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700360 37356 35 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 10:08:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8700352" target=_blank>#28</A> schnapp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, but I have been reading this blog pretty much every day since early 2007. 
I still read it every day. I rarely comment though.But I read some where that 
you deleted posts about the Flight 93 memorial. Is that just a 
rumour?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a rumor. I deleted my posts about the Flight 93 memorial because 
the story is a complete pile of crap, and I did not want anyone to use my posts 
to promote the story. (Which they were doing.)</P> 
<P>This is one story I regret putting credence in; I realized it was complete 
nonsense years ago. When I saw the anti-Muslim crowd linking to these old posts, 
I deleted them to stop them from using my years-old mistaken posts to promote 
their bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700366 37356 39 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 10:12:40am  
 
<P>Geller's fans are flooding me with hate mail today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700464 37356 109 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 11:26:43am  
 
<P>Nazism and the Third Reich was absolutely, definitely a far right phenomenon. 
This new revisionist attempt to label it as "left wing" is beyond 
ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700735 37356 123 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 5:35:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8700625" target=_blank>#121</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles -</P> 
<P>Seems like all'y'all have a tummescence regarding White Europeans wanting to 
protect the inheritance of the "Enlightenment against the "Muslim 7th Century 
BORG." WHY IS THAT?</P> 
<P>-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what? I just reached the end of my patience with you. Go hang out 
somewhere else with your "White European" friends, you're not welcome to 
continue posting this garbage at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08700428 37357 9 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 11:04:29am  
 
<P>More information on Rabbi Nachum Shifren: <A 
href="http://barthsnotes.wordpress.com/2010/10/10/english-defence-league-making-
links-with-us-groups/" target=_blank>English Defence League Making Links with US 
Groups - Bartholomew’s Notes on Religion</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700693 37357 171 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 5:05:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8700597" target=_blank>#114</A> Dr. 
Shalit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lizardoids All-</P> 
<P>British "soccer Hooligans" will save the Western World, given the chance. The 
UK didn't fight WWII , and defeat the "Nah-zees. to surrender to the likes of 
Capt. Hook Chaudary and his "Merry Jihadists." The UK is made of sterner stuff. 
-S-</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a bunch of crap. Yeah, the way to "save Western civilization" is by 
wandering around town beating up people who look like they might be Asian. 
Idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700513 37358 2 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 1:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8700511" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think you will put the new button in the pages?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm planning to, but I need to rearrange the ratings buttons and the other 
buttons. I'll probably end up making the LGF Pages look exactly like the front 
page posts; seems like the most efficient layout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700547 37358 7 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 2:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8700526" target=_blank>#4</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is, and the button works really well.</P> 
<P>I noticed embiggen is gone from the photos with captions, which is no loss as 
I see it. That works better with a smaller image and then images of about 500k 
&amp; up imo. The page features are really working well, so thanks again.</P> 
<P>OT-Now if I can just find an <EM>onshore</EM> person to do some code for 
me... Online its all India, no thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That 'embiggen' feature now works when you add a caption - that was a bug, 
now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700790 37359 105 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 6:34:22pm  
 
<P><A title=20101010ObamaBookThrow.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20101010ObamaBookThrow.jpg
" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 
20101010ObamaBookThrow.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08700829 37360 4 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 7:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8700824" target=_blank>#1</A> Alecto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am intrigued the Daily Mail has the option of how I can "get the look" 
President Obama was wearing.</P> 
<P>Also, does this mean they will be confiscating all books 
now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marketing goes to the next level. Now you too can dress like the President of 
the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08700847 37360 20 Charles Sun, Oct 10, 2010 7:21:42pm  
 
<P>The book came from pretty far away - whoever threw it made a serious 
effort:</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/09ia1c7cxr1jR/910x.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701535 37362 6 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 9:40:45am  
 
<P>The "black" Paulian is back in the Art Robinson thread. These people are 
completely insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08701762 37364 71 Charles Mon, Oct 11, 2010 11:37:50am  
 
<P>Man. Once a Paulian gets started spewing their crazy shit, they just don't 
stop. 'reason0911' is posting reams of it in the Art Robinson thread.</P> 
<P>My own approach to this kind of stuff is to just make fun of them; engaging 
them just makes the craziness gush out even more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08702937 37365 555 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 9:29:41am  
 
<P>MKelly is a dyed in the wool, hard core climate change denier. He's been 
posting pseudo-scientific nonsense at LGF for a long time, along with every 
single deniers' talking point that appears on Watts Up With That.</P> 
<P>He's completely irrational on the subject, and rejects or ignores any and all 
evidence that contradicts his silliness. He's an object example of the right 
wing's bizarre and destructive anti-science attitude, and that's really the only 
reason he's still being allowed to spew this nonsense here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08702985 37367 4 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 9:57:17am  
 
<P>Notice what Google Adsense is serving up for this post -- a global warming 
denial ad from the GOP/Koch Brothers front group the Heartland Institute.</P> 
<P>These people are spending huge amounts of money to spread ignorance and 
lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703018 37367 21 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 10:12:46am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8703010" target=_blank>#14</A> brownbagj</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, and do please forgive my ignorance here, just how much of AGW is 
attributable to man? How much do need we need to cut back?</P> 
<P>Are there real answers to those questions beyond the fact that we do 
influence/cause AGW?</P> 
<P>In other words, how drastic do the cutbacks have to be? If we are responsible 
for 10%, then should we find a way to cut back that amount? Or 1%?</P> 
<P>These questions to me have a big economical impact and need to be fully 
discussed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the best sites for answers to questions like this is Skeptical 
Science: <A href="http://www.skepticalscience.com/empirical-evidence-for-global-
warming.htm" target=_blank>Empirical evidence that humans are causing global 
warming</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703019 37367 22 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 10:13:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8703015" target=_blank>#18</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Toomey's considered a moderate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a party dominated by loons, he's about as moderate as it 
gets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703159 37367 156 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 11:13:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8703044" target=_blank>#47</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a moderate? Compared to...who, again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These days I think the standard is that if you don't talk about secession or 
repealing the Civil Rights Act or forcing women to bear rapists' babies, you're 
a "moderate" conservative.</P> 
<P>Note that I didn't say that <STRONG>I</STRONG> considered Toomey a moderate. 
I'm done with these people and the conservative "movement" in general, and I 
think almost all of the top GOP pols are either nuts or thoroughly 
corrupt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703299 37368 10 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 12:59:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8703288" target=_blank>#4</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no way that the Birther post was written by anyone other than Geller. 
It matches the form and style of her other postings, just a whole lot longer and 
more tedious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, but since I can't actually prove she wrote it, I have to maintain my 
magical balance.</P> 
<P>Even though I've rarely seen such an obvious, in your face 
lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703557 37369 15 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 4:01:57pm  
 



<P>If you allow cookies from zedo.com, they will only pop up twice in a 24-hour 
period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703565 37369 23 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 4:05:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8703550" target=_blank>#9</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, it didn't work automatically for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I know why -- in the meantime, I set your flag manually. Thanks for 
subscribing!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703567 37369 25 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 4:07:35pm  
 
<P>Obdicut's auto subscription worked -- which link did you click, the one in 
the post above, or the one in the left sidebar?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703571 37369 29 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 4:10:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8703566" target=_blank>#24</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am almost up to my 1000th comment, so it was time to hit the tip jar 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I know what happened. You logged in, but didn't refresh the page, so 
some variables that needed to be passed to PayPal weren't set in the page 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703616 37369 70 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 4:27:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8703570" target=_blank>#28</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>subscribing... NOW</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you did the same thing Reginald Perrin did -- logged in but didn't 
refresh the page before clicking the subscribe link.</P> 
<P>I've now added some code to fix this little unforeseen problem.</P> 
<P>In the meantime, I manually enabled your ad-free subscription -- log out and 
log back in and the ads will disappear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08703736 37369 184 Charles Tue, Oct 12, 2010 5:34:04pm  
 
<P>This PayPal Instant Payment Notification thingie is pretty danged useful for 
managing subscriptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08704660 37373 14 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 10:00:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8704650" target=_blank>#5</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you're overselling the headline.</P> 
<P>The article says it was his son William that owned and operated them - and 
that they were located in buildings owned by Carl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A fair point - I changed the title to read "profited from" instead of 
"owned."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705107 37375 192 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 2:04:35pm  
 
<P>Just finished a piece for the Guardian's 'Comment Is Free' blog on Pamela 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705157 37375 237 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 2:36:28pm  
 
<P>I just had a look at the Wikipedia page for LGF and someone has posted that 
absurd bullshit about the deleted posts, including a completely false claim that 
I didn't acknowledge changes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705164 37375 244 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 2:40:54pm  
 
<P>I'm just wondering why I seem to be the only blogger who has no right to 
delete old posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705344 37375 415 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 4:08:20pm  
 
<P>The debate is coming up between Christine O'Donnell and Chris Coons - I'll be 
posting live video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706761 37375 636 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 10:01:35am  
 
<P>Brutal, inhuman, and totally lacking in common empathy.</P> 
<P>The anti-choice position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706963 37375 679 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 12:52:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/678/8706961" target=_blank>#678</A> 
Liet_Kynes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abortion is not a religious issue for me...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How gullible do you think we are?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705566 37376 79 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:09:17pm  
 
<P>Scheisse, I missed it. What did she say about evolution?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705627 37376 123 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:26:23pm  
 
<P>Obama doesn't think illegal aliens should be deported?</P> 
<P>Since when?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705637 37376 132 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:27:50pm  
 



<P>She dodged the question again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705659 37376 151 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:33:48pm  
 
<P>The abortion question. She said the "rape and incest" exception is a "scare 
tactic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705726 37376 214 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:54:05pm  
 
<P>"Lock step and barrel?"</P> 
<P>LOL!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08705742 37376 228 Charles Wed, Oct 13, 2010 5:58:10pm  
 
<P>She just said Coons is "in lock step" with Barack Obama. I'll bet she was 
rehearsing her closing statement in her head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706855 37378 90 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 11:18:12am  
 
<P>Sure enough, the stalkers have shown up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706938 37378 136 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 12:26:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8706936" target=_blank>#135</A> Yashmak</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very much encouraged that the vast majority of the comments seem to be in 
agreement with/support of the article (even those who leaven their comments with 
a sprinkling of snark).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But now the stalkers are ranting away like crazy, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706943 37378 139 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 12:30:42pm  
 
<P>Both Spencer and Geller have now responded with their typical 
venom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706974 37378 151 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 12:57:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8706962" target=_blank>#148</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, I'm not a fan of the idea of siting an Islamic center in a building 
that was damaged during 9/11. I'm not foaming at the mouth about it, and I have 
a problem with the fact that the minority of people who are foaming at the mouth 
about it tend to get the rest of us tarred with the same brush.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why?</P> 
<P>No, seriously, why? I see people saying this all the time, but I've never 
understood how you can make this argument honestly without admitting that 
there's a component of bigotry involved in it. It's a statement of emotion, not 
logic or reason -- and the emotion is based on prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08707009 37378 159 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 1:21:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/8707003" target=_blank>#158</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to seem obtuse, but to which argument do you 
refer?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's right there in the quote. You don't like the idea of a mosque in that 
location.</P> 
<P>Why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707020 37378 161 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 1:28:55pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are in full roar over at the Guardian now. I'm "jealous" of Geller's 
traffic, according to them, and I'm just as bad as her. Which is a funny 
argument to make, at the same time as you're praising her as a heroine.</P> 
<P>The false claim that I called Rachel Corrie "St. Pancake" shows up, the false 
claim that I've deleted all my anti-Islam posts shows up ... it's pretty much a 
stalkerfest now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707040 37378 163 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 1:53:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8707037" target=_blank>#162</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>(By the way, I didn't write either the title or the 
subheading.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707053 37378 166 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 2:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8707037" target=_blank>#162</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>I'm starting to get the feeling Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer don't like 
me. Just a hunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707092 37378 173 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 2:48:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8707090" target=_blank>#172</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<P>Would 3 blocks be far enough?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707129 37378 179 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 3:22:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/8707123" target=_blank>#178</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three or four crosstown blocks away, on the site of a building that hadn't 
been damaged during the 9/11 attack? Yes, that would be far 
enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what if they put it next door in a building that wasn't damaged? Is it the 
damage that makes it special? In that case, how about a building that wasn't 
damaged, but only one block from Ground Zero? Would that be OK?</P> 
<P>Strip clubs are OK on this "sacred ground," though?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707174 37378 186 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 3:59:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8707163" target=_blank>#183</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<P>So we're establishing the size of the Muslim-free zone you think should be 
enforced. Four blocks away is OK.</P> 
<P>But we still haven't gotten to your explanation for WHY this is necessary. Is 
it really impossible for you to distinguish between Sufi Islam -- the type 
practiced by Imam Rauf -- and the Wahhabi extremism of the 9/11 hijackers? How 
can you possibly make an honest argument that equating every Muslim with Al 
Qaeda murderers is not, at its heart, pure prejudice?</P> 
<P>What happens when the new World Trade Center is built, and Muslims -- who 
will undoubtedly be working in the buildings, as they were on 9/11 -- need a 
place to perform their daily prayers? Are we going to have another gigantic 
outrage then?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707307 37378 202 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 4:47:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8707246" target=_blank>#194</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't believe that he should build it there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, you've said that over and over, and I've been asking these 
questions to see if you can make an argument for this position that is not based 
on emotional prejudice, and does not implicitly equate all Muslims with the 9/11 
hijackers.</P> 
<P>So far, you haven't come close to doing that. You simply assert, again, that 
you're opposed to building it there, without dealing with the underlying 
question of WHY you are opposed to it.</P> 
<P>And by the way, I know that you were banned previously from posting at LGF, 
in case you think you're fooling anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707335 37378 205 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:07:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8707314" target=_blank>#204</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This ought to be good. What was its previous nic, if I may 
ask?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were several.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707373 37378 210 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:24:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8707342" target=_blank>#207</A> foobear2</EM></P> 
<P>And you still haven't even tried to make a coherent argument.</P> 
<P>This is why I say I haven't seen a single logical argument against the 
Cordoba House that isn't ultimately (after you get past all the 
rationalizations) based on prejudice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08706978 37379 7 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 12:59:19pm  
 
<P>Wow. The nuts are taking over the comments at the Guardian article.</P> 
<P>This is what you deal with when you stand up against the bigots and kooks of 
the right wing blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08707006 37380 2 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 1:20:01pm  
 
<P>Yes, looks like NPR is down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707068 37380 38 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 2:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8707064" target=_blank>#36</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I posted it because I didn't see it being covered in the news, and it 
really should be. She didn't even try and couch it in stealth-creationism / 
psuedo-science (like Intelligent Design) -- she just outright said it's a 
violation of constitutional rights when a public school isn't allowed to put 
creationism on equal footing with evolution in the classroom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a great Page, thanks. I actually missed where she said that - I stepped 
out of the room for a minute right before it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707252 37381 66 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 4:36:17pm  
 
<P>This just in: Robert Spencer is demanding a chance to defend Pamela Geller at 
the Guardian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707260 37381 71 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 4:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8707205" target=_blank>#28</A> 
Shropshire_Slasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't accept his Charles argument, period. What is taught in the local 
schools should be kept local, if the federal guvmint underwrites my local 
school, I don't want it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad. The Supreme Court has ruled over and over in favor of my position 
and against yours. Sucks to be you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707313 37381 117 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 4:50:47pm  
 
<P>"State's rights."</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707381 37381 176 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:27:29pm  
 
<P>Anyone know of an embeddable live video feed for the Angle-Reid 
debate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707408 37381 200 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:37:58pm  
 
<P>Wow, the stalkers have totally taken over the Guardian comment thread.</P> 
<P>All the same names you always see, whenever I post a link to a site that 
allows comments, ranting like rabid cretins.</P> 
<P>And now we have the lunatic 'Bob in Breckenridge,' who has tried to sneak 
back into LGF more than 10 times with sock puppet accounts. What a bunch of 
obsessed loons with daddy issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08707413 37381 204 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:39:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8707401" target=_blank>#195</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me take this opportunity to pimp a new Page I just put up on this 
topic:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/227264_Creationism_In_Local_American_
" target=_blank>Creationism In Local American Politics</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent! This is the kind of stuff I created the Pages system for. 
Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707440 37381 229 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 5:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8707433" target=_blank>#223</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regarding my latest creationism Page, I've had those links open in tabs for a 
couple of days now, but just didn't have the time to write up what was 
needed.</P> 
<P>Also, it seems like there are certain times of the day are better for posting 
than others.</P> 
<P>I also have a bunch of tabs open on candidates that <STRIKE>The 
Sarah</STRIKE> Esther endorsed on Monday:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.facebook.com/notes/sarah-palin/more-great-candidates-to-
support-this-year/440080678434" target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There are a couple of real "winners" in that list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, I was starting to look into those Palin endorsements too, because you 
know that anyone Palin backs is going to be cuckoo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707494 37382 17 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:03:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8707487" target=_blank>#12</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP is going to foreclose on the house of Nancy Pelosi in Nov. 2010. All 
the whining, screaming, lying, storming off TV sets, mocking comedians soiling 
the congress, casting calls for "town meetings" on MTV, on the job training, 
discovering what "shovel ready" doesn't mean... isn't going to help the 
Democrats... it's going to be an up or down vote on the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Utopia!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707505 37382 23 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:05:45pm  
 
<P>She played the Ritz-Carlton card!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707522 37382 35 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:07:56pm  
 
<P>C-Span's video feed is ridiculously low quality. Where are we, 
1988?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08707531 37382 42 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:09:15pm  
 
<P>This is a contest between "old" and "crazy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707573 37382 77 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:15:08pm  
 
<P>Good lord. These are the best politicians America has to 
offer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707587 37382 91 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:16:49pm  
 
<P>Angle plays the autism card.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707641 37382 142 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:24:05pm  
 
 
 
<P>American politics is broken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707654 37382 155 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:26:03pm  
 
<P>Reid is dropping random syllables.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707703 37382 204 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:35:05pm  
 
<P>"Man up, Harry Reid, you useless worm."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707732 37382 233 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:38:39pm  
 
<P>Why aren't Sharron Angle's connections to the John Birch Society an issue in 
this debate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707753 37382 253 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:41:01pm  
 
<P>Did she just say nuclear plants can be cooled by "liquid 
metal?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707780 37382 280 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/8707760" target=_blank>#260</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's accurate. Specifically, lead.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.technologyreview.com/Energy/15865/" 
target=_blank>www.technologyreview.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the liquid lead reactor is just a design concept right now. Has one 
of these reactors actually been built?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08707804 37382 304 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:48:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/8707787" target=_blank>#287</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liquid_metal_cooled_reactor" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>For submarines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A liquid metal reactor for a military submarine is vastly different from a 
power generating reactor for civilian use. Angle implied that these kinds of 
reactors would solve the problem of cooling water, and that's not just a 
stretch, it's ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707842 37382 341 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 6:53:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/8707828" target=_blank>#328</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles is the subject of some serious bile from both crazy Pam and the 
stalker site over the Guardian piece this evening. Basic thrust of the argument 
is that he is a Jew hating, Muslim lover//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So what else is new?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707891 37382 385 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 7:04:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/8707875" target=_blank>#371</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, they're clear nuts, but I'm not a fan of Charles having anything to do 
with the Guardian. It's a moonbat rag, and unworthy of him IMO. It's his 
decision, though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't recall asking your permission, but you don't change any minds by 
preaching to the choir.</P> 
<P>The Guardian is no worse and no better than any other mainstream 
newspaper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707963 37382 445 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 7:44:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/8707958" target=_blank>#440</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for those comments. I warned editor Matt Seaton that this was going to 
happen, so they weren't surprised. I notice they're starting to delete some of 
the worst stalker droppings.</P> 
<P>Those people really are pitiful, pathetic losers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707982 37382 463 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 7:51:40pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just rewatched some of that debate, and I think Harry Reid may 
have handed the election to the Tea Party loon tonight. That was a really bad 
performance, when he needed to be at least passable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08707995 37382 476 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 7:55:57pm  
 



<P>Just had one of the stalker morons try to register three sock puppets in 
about 5 minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708000 37382 480 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 7:57:24pm  
 
<P>If I lived in Nevada I'd be voting for Harry Reid, despite every crappy thing 
he's said or done. Sharron Angle is a complete disaster and should not be 
allowed anywhere near Washington DC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708136 37383 30 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 9:00:42pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are really worked up tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708139 37383 32 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 9:01:59pm  
 
<P>One of them tried to register a sock puppet with the name '4b612c'.</P> 
<P>When I blocked him immediately, he tried to register twice more:</P> 
<P>gophukyourselfwhatanahole666</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708160 37383 48 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 9:13:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8708145" target=_blank>#38</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They don't seem to be persuading anyone at Comment is Free. Rather the 
opposite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But they're still ranting away like lunatics. I see the fanatic creationist 
Kirly has showed up now.</P> 
<P>It's always the same freaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708189 37383 74 Charles Thu, Oct 14, 2010 9:35:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8708182" target=_blank>#67</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another one.</P> 
<P>downdingerflouncy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all the same moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708629 37383 466 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 10:34:51am  
 
<P>Wow, so we actually have people posting here who see nothing wrong with vast 
sums of money flowing into GOP campaigns from secret sources.</P> 
<P>Hyper-partisanship does strange things to people's minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708649 37383 485 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 10:45:37am  
 
<P>By the way, the comments for that Guardian article turned into an epic 
stalker pile-on. Dozens of comments had to be deleted by their moderators, but 
they're still spewing hatred at me. If anyone feels like putting in a word in 
defense of LGF, here's the link:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2010/oct/13/ground-
zero-islam?showallcomments=true#end-of-comments" 
target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>LudwigVanQuixote posted a couple of excellent comments, thanks. But apart 
from him, the freaks are running wild. You'll recognize a lot of their fake 
names -- they're the obsessed creeps who post at the stalker 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709681 37383 599 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 6:42:40pm  
 
<P>Hyper-partisanship causes strange cognitive distortions, including making 
excuses for vast sums of money donated to politicians by anonymous sources.</P> 
<P>I mean, hey ... what could possibly go wrong with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708788 37384 22 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 11:56:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8708780" target=_blank>#20</A> sagehen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“It’s like Woodstock, except it’s going to be everywhere, and without the 
mud.”</P> 
<P>And without the nudity, because it's like, late October in DC. If you want 
naked people, you have to set your event for either summer, or 
elsewhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably won't be a lot of brown acid to worry about, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708786 37385 21 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 11:56:02am  
 
<P>Sure, the idea's been around on the fringes, but I don't think anyone really 
took it seriously, not even Gingrich.</P> 
<P>Now it's a mainstream opinion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08708827 37385 48 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 12:08:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8708817" target=_blank>#43</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>And that's one reason why I never joined in the idolization of 
Reagan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710461 37385 171 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 10:32:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8710352" target=_blank>#170</A> pokeefe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Federal control of education is "social progress" ?</P> 
<P>You really have gone over the edge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well then, you won't mind if I take away your account, so you won't be 
tempted to read my "over the edge" ravings any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709091 37386 92 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 1:46:45pm  
 



<P>Now showing up at the Guardian article: banned creep 'captdiggs', who has 
tried to register at least 4 sock puppet accounts. It's old home week for 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709108 37386 109 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 1:55:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8709101" target=_blank>#102</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's also "apachewhoknows" (or AWK!) who has JUST looked at LGF for the 
first time, but somehow knows all about sock puppets and questions why sock 
puppets are "feared" (weird conclusion for someone who just popped in and looked 
at LGF for the first time, but there you have it, guy's a genius, I tell 
ya).</P> 
<P>Hm. Is there a banned person who claimed to be part Apache?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the tortured grammar and misspellings sure suggest one stalker in 
particular, but who knows? There are plenty of nuts on the Internet.</P> 
<P>Thank you for sticking up for me over there, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709122 37386 121 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 2:03:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8709115" target=_blank>#115</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh I know who that is. TFK</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. Almost certainly it's that psycho. These are the kind of weird games he 
plays.</P> 
<P>Another one who has tried to register multiple times -- dozens, 
actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709185 37386 181 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 2:40:27pm  
 
<P>Just lowered the boom on 'captdiggs' at the Guardian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709194 37386 189 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 2:45:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8709190" target=_blank>#186</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/227351_History_Channel_to_Air_Confede
" target=_blank>History Channel to Air Confederate Commercial?</A></P> 
<P>Hoax?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link is broken - I think you pasted some text instead of a URL. Who said 
this is going to run on the History Channel?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709204 37386 198 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 2:52:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8709200" target=_blank>#194</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I fixed the link in my page. Now goes to here: [Link: <A 
href="http://sncspan.tv/georgia_division_1.shtml" 
target=_blank>sncspan.tv...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, the Sons of Confederate Veterans are feeling frisky, aren't they?</P> 
<P>Civil War revisionism in all its noxious glory.</P> 
<P>I don't know whether to believe the claim about the History Channel or not. 
The ad is so outrageous I find it hard to believe they'd accept 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709218 37386 211 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 3:01:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8709211" target=_blank>#204</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possible troll registered. Hmmm. <EM>WildersWon111</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the same moron who tried 6 times last night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709282 37386 274 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 3:42:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/8709254" target=_blank>#246</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for that, RWC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709498 37387 45 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 5:32:02pm  
 
<P>The Guardian article is turning into an endless parade of stalker talking 
points. It's ridiculous.</P> 
<P>I just had to debunk the "St. Pancake" lie again, for the nth 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709505 37387 51 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 5:39:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8709503" target=_blank>#49</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They are such liars! They created the name. I also made comments about that 
at the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- some of the people who now constantly bring up "St. Pancake" 
are the same ones who USED the phrase constantly at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709518 37387 61 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 5:48:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8709508" target=_blank>#53</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find that very odd and it displays the high level of cognitive dissonance 
they possess. It wasn't even very long ago when it was almost hard to watch many 
of the remaining nutters when the MV Rachel Corrie made its way to Gaza and a 
few of them still brought it up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way ... that's it? That's all they have? "St. Pancake," a phrase I 
never used, and didn't like?</P> 
<P>It was crass and tasteless and that's why I didn't like it. But even if I HAD 
used it, this is pretty weak stuff with which to argue that I'm an evil monster 
and must be shunned by all decent people forever. Thank the gods I never blogged 



while I was a touring musician. "St. Pancake" wouldn't have even raised eyebrows 
on a tour bus.</P> 
<P>It's an essentially dishonest ploy on a very basic level too, because many of 
the people who are using it know very well it's a smear, and not 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709536 37387 76 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 5:55:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8709527" target=_blank>#67</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Captdiggs was an obsessed nut and remains an obsessed nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew when I blocked the creep that he was going to go full metal 
stalker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709539 37387 79 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 5:58:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8709530" target=_blank>#70</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it baffles me. I can understand it being used as ammunition by left-
leaning anti-Charles types. But this is the stalkerblogger types, right? They 
should LOVE the phrase.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They do! But now it's more important to try to use it to discredit me with 
the Guardian, because these people aren't just obsessed and crazy, they do 
whatever they can to try to cause me actual harm in the real world.</P> 
<P>It's the same evil vindictiveness that led the stalkers to try to get PayPal 
to cancel my account -- at which they failed miserably.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709546 37387 85 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 6:01:11pm  
 
<P>Yay! My brother and I sold our CGC-graded copy of X-Men #1 on eBay for a very 
nice price.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709594 37387 127 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 6:15:21pm  
 
<P>Karl Rove's anonymously funded organizations are spamming the hell out of 
Google Adsense with attack ads.</P> 
<P>I'm wrestling with the question of whether to block them because they suck so 
mightily, or to keep taking their money because it helps LGF, and leaning toward 
the latter. I doubt anyone who reads LGF is going to be tricked by their 
disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709714 37387 232 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 6:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8709706" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How are they wrong? I haven't seen a lot of disinformation out of Rove, but 
I've seen a good bit out of ThinkProgress lately trying to smear the US Chamber 
of Commerce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=130569589" 
target=_blank>Analysis: Little Truth In Many Groups' Campaign Ads</A>.</P> 



<P>Dishonesty on both sides, but vastly more on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709906 37387 417 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 8:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/8709890" target=_blank>#402</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have their fair share of garbage over there but it's nothing compared to 
what goes on over at Fox News. Fox has become something along the lines of Alex 
Jones' infowars. DKos, Huffpo and Media Matters are far more reliable and 
accurate these days. It's a sad state of affairs but it's a 
fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News is a reeking cesspool of bigotry and disinformation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709939 37387 448 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 8:21:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8709926" target=_blank>#436</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice to see the outraged stalkers creating so much 
traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now they're claiming that I've deleted hundreds of old posts at LGF. It's 
like an insane asylum there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709952 37387 460 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 8:24:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8709926" target=_blank>#436</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's nice to see the outraged stalkers creating so much 
traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I especially like the lying creep who claims to have an account at LGF, but 
he's just terrified to express his real opinions, so he goes to the Guardian 
instead. Do these morons really think anyone is taken in by their 
crap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08709959 37387 467 Charles Fri, Oct 15, 2010 8:28:27pm  
 
<P>I'm seriously considering deleting every old post at LGF prior to 2008.</P> 
<P>Just to fuck with their heads.</P> 
<P>Then I'll restore them after they get worked up into a 
lather.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710412 37388 9 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 9:39:58am  
 
<P>Stalkers are STILL at it in the Guardian comment thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2010/oct/13/ground-
zero-islam?showallcomments=true#end-of-comments" 
target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P>The hatebot known as 'spidly' dug up <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/46362_Ode_to_St._Pancake_on_BookTV" 



target=_blank>a very old LGF page</A> posted by 'No Submission' (who's banned, 
of course) that used the term "St. Pancake," and he's claiming that I wrote it, 
then deleted all the comments for it.</P> 
<P>They have no compunctions at all about lying through their 
teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710493 37390 9 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 11:01:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8710485" target=_blank>#4</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief.</P> 
<P>My only question would be, are halal methods of slaughter more or less humane 
than the other options? If it's more humane, I couldn't care less if it's a 
slaughter method advocated by wicans, zombies, tea partiers, or whomever. But if 
it's inhumane, then stop it. Really simple.</P> 
<P>But to worry just because it's halal? Who the heck cares?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't take a single word of her ridiculous post at face value. The whole 
thing is made up out of thin air.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710561 37390 59 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 11:41:07am  
 
<P>Look who shows up on the first page of a search for antisemitic "secret 
kosher meat" conspiracy theories:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=secret+kosher+
meat&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710567 37390 64 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 11:46:20am  
 
<P>Please don't link to that creep at my site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710599 37390 93 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 12:22:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, when I see someone register with a proxy IP address in Germany, 
and an email address from a Russian site, I'm not going to wait to see what 
happens. Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710601 37390 95 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 12:25:17pm  
 
<P>My troll detectors are getting a pretty high reading on the guy who 
registered last night as 'costly1960' too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710722 37391 13 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 2:20:24pm  
 
<P>Just lowered the boom on 'spidly' the stalker at <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2010/oct/13/ground-
zero-islam?showallcomments=true#start-of-comments" target=_blank>the 
Guardian</A>.</P> 



<P>He was claiming he was banned just for disagreeing, as usual. So I checked, 
and he was actually banned after posting a comment speculating about killing 
Barack Obama's adviser Rahm Emmanuel and his brother.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/275/7576119" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710730 37391 17 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 2:24:57pm  
 
<P>Alexander Meleagrou-Hitchens, by the way, is Christopher Hitchens's 
son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710816 37391 93 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 3:58:17pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are working in shifts now at the Guardian. Another one just 
posted a long rant full of outright lies and distortions.</P> 
<P>Why they got to go all up in there and do me like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08710846 37391 123 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 4:24:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8710842" target=_blank>#119</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. That spidly guy, in order to prove that he wasn't wishing for anyone's 
death by saying their names should be removed from the Book of Life, just linked 
to a site that says this:</P> 
<P>Not the brightest bulb on the Christmas tree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice his user icon at LGF - a pistol.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/275/7576119" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08711143 37393 6 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 6:46:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8711134" target=_blank>#2</A> brookly red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sorry, I got a hard time getting my head around men trying to tell women 
what women should think... it's just me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin can think whatever she wants to think, no matter how reactionary 
and deceptive it is.</P> 
<P>And I can criticize her for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08711227 37393 66 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 7:25:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8711211" target=_blank>#53</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazies are so crazy they think you're insanely afraid of their 
awesomeness...<A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;safe=off&amp;biw=1280&amp;bih=644&a
mp;q=Are+Big+Media+afraid+of+us%3F&amp;btnG=Search&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql=&am
p;oq=&amp;gs_rfai=" target=_blank>Are Big Media afraid of us?</A> (via google)By 
Joseph Farah</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a very common right wing delusion -- they mistake contempt and 
derision for fear.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08711232 37393 71 Charles Sat, Oct 16, 2010 7:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8711231" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts have become convinced their mistakes are their greatest 
achievements.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they're right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712015 37394 11 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 10:58:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8711999" target=_blank>#3</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He is very, very, very slightly marginally right-- one of the reasons we're 
seeing more anti-Muslim rhetoric now is because of the absence of Bush. Bush, 
his other faults aside, made sure to repeatedly state that we were not at war 
with Islam, not at war with Muslims, and that, in fact, we were fighting radical 
Muslims for the sake of other Muslims. Sure, Bush tried to connect Iraq and Al-
Queda, which made no sense, but that was to shore up support for his desire to 
invade Iraq; it wasn't an attack on all Muslims.</P> 
<P>Since Bush has left, the GOP and the right-wing in general have slipped 
quickly down into pure anti-Islamic rhetoric of the nastiest sort. Sort of like 
how the GOP, post-Bush, has turned on Hispanics with a vengeance. And has become 
much more comfortable with antisemitism, as well.</P> 
<P>So, sorry, Glenn, you got within ten miles of an actual true point but then 
sailed as quickly as possible in the opposite direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your point about Bush's calls for tolerance is right -- but that's not what 
Reynolds is saying at all. He's referring to the "bull-horn" speech, which was a 
threat and a promise to attack Al Qaeda. There was nothing about tolerance in 
that speech.</P> 
<P>Reynolds thinks threatening, violent rhetoric is what kept Americans from 
attacking Muslims after 9/11, and Obama isn't doing enough of that. It's so 
fucking sick and twisted I almost don't believe it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712178 37394 153 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 12:21:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8712167" target=_blank>#142</A> 
elevenbravo1969</EM></P> 
<P>It's very important to let daddy know they hate, hate, hate him.</P> 
<P>No way they can just stop visiting LGF -- a statement has to be 
made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712323 37394 295 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 1:08:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/271/8712299" target=_blank>#271</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have a newbie troll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not so much of a newbie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712346 37394 318 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 1:12:30pm  



 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712365 37394 337 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 1:16:37pm  
 
<P>It's Rodan, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712366 37394 338 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 1:16:51pm  
 
<P>Excuse me, I mean Rick Martinez.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712381 37394 353 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 1:20:06pm  
 
<P>So long again, Rick, you pathetic loser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712414 37394 385 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 2:11:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/8712412" target=_blank>#383</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent! That has to be a front pager.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712424 37394 394 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 2:19:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/389/8712418" target=_blank>#389</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can discover the users MAC address from any incoming switch device and it 
doesn't matter where they are on the Net ..Every single device in the world has 
it's own individual MAC address.. This is the basis of 802.1x 
security.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, MAC addresses are useful for wireless security, that's true. But 
they're quite easy to change or spoof, and no more reliable than IP addresses 
for identifying individuals over the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712636 37396 58 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 4:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8712628" target=_blank>#52</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, look at this closely.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:I0OGMFbgMLYJ:www.vdar
e.com/letters/tl_031208.htm+Danusha+PhD+Patterson+NJ&amp;cd=5&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=c
lnk&amp;gl=us" target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Tell me what you see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. It's a racist kook. A typical Pamela Geller fan, in other 
words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712692 37396 99 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 4:53:55pm  
 
<P>Obama has a very large crowd for his "Moving America Forward" rally.</P> 



<P>Live video: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.barackobama.com/live/?source=HQB_101710&amp;ref2=true" 
target=_blank>www.barackobama.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712717 37396 114 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 5:11:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8712702" target=_blank>#107</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She obviously has some issues with racism and bigotry and shouldn't be 
teaching classes on the subject. The letters should go to her 
employer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm working on a post about this. Geller's calling for vigilante justice 
based on the ravings of this racist loon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712792 37397 12 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:08:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8712786" target=_blank>#8</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Civil Rights Activist?</P> 
<P>Whadahuh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is a civil rights activist.</P> 
<P>She's actively working to take civil rights away from Muslim 
Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712796 37397 16 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:09:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8712791" target=_blank>#11</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.codypublishing.com/goska/writings.html" 
target=_blank>Danusha V. Goska</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She loves Hitler movies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712800 37397 20 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:12:04pm  
 
<P>If you have a Twitter account, don't forget to retweet this one. Geller has 
really crossed a line this time by calling for vigilante 
violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712822 37397 42 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:24:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8712820" target=_blank>#40</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if the "auxiliary law enforcement" will also tackle the noisy 
Hispanic problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She needs peace and quiet to enjoy all the nuances in the soundtrack of "Jud 
Süss". Can you blame her?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08712829 37397 49 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8712825" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Video]</P> 
<P>It's Awesomely Aryan!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. It's worse than I imagined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712835 37397 55 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 6:40:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8712833" target=_blank>#53</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Big movie fan. Here's the prof's take on Passion of the Christ. (Hint: It's a 
plea for tolerance.)[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&amp;source=web&amp;cd=1&amp;sqi=2&amp;ved=0
CBQQIDAA&amp;url=http%3A%2F%2Fwebcache.googleusercontent.com%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcach
e%3AWeCBpZbVKjUJ%3Awww.thescreamonline.com%2Ffilm%2Ffilm4-
2%2Fpassion_goska.html%2BDanusha%2BGoska%2Bpassion%26cd%3D1%26hl%3Den%26ct%3Dcln
k%26gl%3Dus&amp;rct=j&amp;q=Danusha%20Goska%20passion%20&amp;ei=hKS7TIqJCsX_lge0
78X7DQ&amp;usg=AFQjCNFXqS8WhmtEC9ppBzVCAkgx8dG3_w&amp;cad=rja" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That is a cache link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeccch.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I grew up eating the flesh of the head of the pig: headcheese. I still like 
it, crave it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712855 37397 75 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 7:05:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8712848" target=_blank>#68</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Didn't take much effort since she's not exactly a private person. The 
redacted part was rather stupid since she's already been featured at VDARE on 
numerous occasions regarding her letters of grievances. I say that because the 
usual moron will think I have secret powers. You remember like that last nut we 
located regarding Hawaii and the Obama nirth certificate? That guy was 
certifiable. Of all things he was another writer of sorts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very likely that Geller deleted her last name deliberately, to try to 
hide Goska's history of craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712927 37397 147 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 7:56:10pm  
 
<P>Interesting.</P> 
<P>Several bloggers are now suddenly posting about Instapundit's attempt to 
blame Obama for anti-Muslim craziness. And none of them are hat-tipping me. See 
Andrew Sullivan, for example.</P> 
<P>Gotta love it. I guess I'm invisible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712953 37397 173 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:07:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8712949" target=_blank>#169</A> 
pharmmajor</EM></P> 
<P>If you post anything like that at LGF again it will be the last 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712956 37397 176 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:08:57pm  
 
<P>On second thought, that WAS the last time. He knew damned well that kind of 
crap is unacceptable here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712959 37397 179 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:12:34pm  
 
<P>And don't email me.</P> 
<P>It will go straight into the trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08712999 37398 4 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:49:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8712992" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did she lie, or did the Times just fuck it up?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure Geller told the Times that figure. They wouldn't make it up out of 
thin air -- but they apparently didn't check it, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713004 37398 5 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:51:51pm  
 
<P>By the way, according to Google Analytics (which is usually very much on the 
low side), last month LGF had 405,255 monthly unique visitors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713016 37398 13 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 8:58:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8713014" target=_blank>#12</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/atlasshrugged.com" target=_blank>Alexa 
page on Atlas Shrugged</A>.</P> 
<P>Not quite as she advertises.</P> 
<P>323,980Alexa Traffic Rank</P> 
<P><EM>The rank is calculated using a combination of average daily visitors to 
atlasshrugged.com and pageviews on atlasshrugged.com over the past 3 months. The 
site with the highest combination of visitors and pageviews is ranked 
#1.</EM></P> 
<P>As I understand it, that's a third of what she claims.</P> 
<P>If I'm wrong. please correct me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alexa's stats are bogus, and should not be trusted. They're derived from 
people who've installed the Alexa toolbar, a very small subset of Internet 
users. Nobody who knows their business uses Alexa stats for anything 
important.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713019 37398 16 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 9:00:22pm  
 
<P>See: <A href="http://hoboken411.com/archives/47689" target=_blank>Alexa 
traffic numbers are worthless</A>.</P> 



<P>And there are lots of other sources to back this up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713028 37398 23 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 9:03:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8713025" target=_blank>#21</A> the yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They caught it in the end. How are they to know that they were talking to an 
habitual liar. That they would have to fact check every single thing she said. I 
mean do you expect them to research everyone they talk to before writing an 
article about them, lol.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The New York Times got some very important figures wrong about LGF when they 
did a profile on me, too, but never corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713034 37398 29 Charles Sun, Oct 17, 2010 9:12:34pm  
 
<P>In the case of LGF, Times writer Jonathan Dee drastically underestimated our 
traffic and the number of commenters.</P> 
<P>I won't speculate why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713511 37400 14 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 10:48:13am  
 
<P>I like the comment about my "puritanical distaste" for Geller's bikini 
picture.</P> 
<P>Actually, it's more of an aesthetic distaste.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713523 37400 19 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 10:54:56am  
 
<P>Calling on all LGF readers with Twitter accounts to retweet this post! 
Spencer and Geller's fans are going nuts; let's help them get 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713753 37400 23 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 12:53:43pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8713553" target=_blank>#21</A> mp11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if you get the chance please bring up the contradiction between what 
Robert says Pamela says (distinction between moderates and extremists) and what 
she actually says:</P> 
<P>"How dare they use the word "extremists"? That is islamophobic! These are 
devout Muslims. There are no moderates. There are no extremists. Only 
Muslims."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/12/24-
british-muslims-in-jet-bomb-plot-1.html" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Devout Muslims should be prohibited from military service. Would Patton have 
recruited Nazis into his army? "</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the tip - I included those quotes in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713755 37402 29 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 12:58:44pm  



 
<P>By the way, the Guardian's "recommendation" system for their comments is 
almost ridiculously easy to game. All you have to do is reload the page, and you 
can click again on the same "Recommend" link over and over. You can even double-
click on a link and both clicks will be counted.</P> 
<P>In case you're wondering why the comments supporting these creeps have 
thousands of recommendations.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/cifamerica/2010/oct/15/islam-
religion?showallcomments=true#comment-fold" 
target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713789 37403 16 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 1:53:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8713783" target=_blank>#10</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New registration"leftists groom jihad"</P> 
<P>What a dork.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not going to wait for that one to post. Buh bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713796 37403 23 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 1:55:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8713790" target=_blank>#17</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>50¢ says it's TFK.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>British IP address - it's one of the EDL supporters from the Guardian 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713803 37403 29 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 1:59:54pm  
 
<P>Oh, here we go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713819 37403 45 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 2:05:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8713804" target=_blank>#30</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh...new "personhood prop 62" ad has President Obama as the Angel of 
Death</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that is one completely insane advertisement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713909 37404 65 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 3:09:26pm  
 
<P>I see that Pamela Geller is loading up her homepage with graphic, gruesome 
pictures of dead people again, from the Mumbai terror attack.</P> 
<P>This is a great technique to instill rage in her audience, and she uses it 
often. Never fails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713911 37404 67 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 3:10:24pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8713893" target=_blank>#51</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeffrey Goldberg linked you Charles</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2010/10/pamela-
geller-supports-english-pogromists-south-african-fascists/64693/" 
target=_blank>www.theatlantic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller calls Jeffrey Goldberg, who served in the IDF, a 
"Jewhadi."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713916 37404 72 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 3:13:44pm  
 
<P>Check out this post at the shrieking harpy's hatehole about Jeffrey 
Goldberg:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2008/05/goldberg-
jewici.html" target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08713919 37404 75 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 3:16:51pm  
 
<P>Geller's hard drive is probably indistinguishable from a jihadi's hard drive 
-- lots of graphic pictures of murdered people. She must catalog them so that 
she can pull them out and reuse them at regular intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714182 37404 127 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 5:01:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8714093" target=_blank>#117</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's Salamantis? Did he flounce/getbanned?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As smart as Salamantis was about some topics, he turned out to be a dyed in 
the wool global warming denier, and got very pissed off at me for my posts on 
the subject.</P> 
<P>And so it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714234 37405 248 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 5:29:53pm  
 
<P>Man. The GOP's loony candidates are out of control tonight. There are several 
debates going on, and in every one of them the GOP candidate is completely 
insane, advocating policies that are so far out on the fringe they sound like 
raving street corner preachers.</P> 
<P>This country is going to be in big trouble if these ranting demagogues get 
elected. Extreme anti-abortion positions, calls for revoking several 
Constitutional amendments, calls for eliminating public education and Medicare 
and Social Security...</P> 
<P>I think it may finally be getting weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714238 37405 252 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 5:33:28pm  
 
<P>West Virginia GOP loon John Raese just said: "The myth, I say, myth, that 
there is global warming."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08714252 37405 266 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 5:36:46pm  
 
<P>West Virginia Constitutional Party loon Jeff Becker is a full-out 9/11 
Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714290 37406 7 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 5:49:30pm  
 
<P>I thought I'd be tricky and grab their live feed, but C-SPAN apparently has 
code to prevent it. And so it goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714563 37407 187 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 6:59:09pm  
 
<P>Meghan McCain has been thoroughly excommunicated by the modern GOP. Why is 
she still trying to make that bad relationship work?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714633 37407 253 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 7:39:12pm  
 
<P>The Geller-thing is raging like a lunatic at Jeffrey Goldberg tonight.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jeffrey Goldberg, something of a Jewicidal jihadist and would-be 
annihilationist of Israel, ignores my numerous refutations of this libel. I 
fiercely disagree with Terre'blanche's ideas, but I don't believe he (or anyone 
else) should be viciously hacked to death for their ideas by supremacists. 
Apparently Goldberg is a supporter of vigiliantism. I am not.</P> 
<P>Goldberg echoes co-conspirator, Hamas linked CAIR's talking points, and 
steals their talking points. Surprised? Me neither. These anti-semites deserve 
each other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Co-conspirator, Hamas linked CAIR's talking points" -- well, that would be 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08714646 37407 265 Charles Mon, Oct 18, 2010 7:48:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/8714644" target=_blank>#263</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does she have any evidence of this disagreement? I couldn't find 
any.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, NOW she "fiercely disagrees," because she was forced to actually learn 
something about the evil white supremacist she supported, and it really makes 
her look bad. So she's making a lot of noise.</P> 
<P>This is one despicable human being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715405 37408 255 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:56:45am  
 
<P>Sock puppet said what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715408 37408 256 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:59:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8715151" target=_blank>#249</A> Steve</EM></P> 
<P>That is a really pathetic rationalization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08715716 37408 257 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 11:32:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8715164" target=_blank>#251</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nail them? Are they doing something illegal? Outrageously outrageous? 
Politics is a bloodsport and always has been, relax.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So let's see -- you think there's nothing wrong with vast sums of money 
contributed to Republicans by anonymous donors, and you see nothing wrong with 
an outright un-American ad telling Latinos they shouldn't vote.</P> 
<P>Is there anything the GOP could do that you'd think wasn't just 
peachy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715462 37410 19 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:28:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8715449" target=_blank>#10</A> jbevan70</EM></P> 
<P>This is 'pharmmajor', who apparently thinks he can just sneak back in with a 
sock puppet account and not be noticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715465 37410 22 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:29:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8715450" target=_blank>#11</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is good... the GOP will still gain the majority, and idiots like this 
will eliminate themselves from the victory parties...</P> 
<P>It's a win-win.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The entire GOP thinks like this, Walter. Every single major candidate in this 
election is a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715470 37410 26 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:32:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8715467" target=_blank>#23</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not going to stop them from gaining the majority... it's not an issue with 
most voters... at least not the ones I talk to up here in rural 
America.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you think that's a good thing, evidently. Sure, let's elect the anti-
science party. What could possibly go wrong?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715491 37410 45 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:40:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8715487" target=_blank>#41</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Gallop poll taken a few years ago showed that 38% of <B>Democrats</B> are 
young earth creationists, and only 17% believed in scientific evolution (no 
deity necessary). It's not surprising that politicians are so gutless, there's 
very little political risk in being a creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you forgot to mention that the Gallup poll found that 
<STRONG>60%</STRONG> of Republicans are young earth creationists.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/108226/Republicans-Democrats-
Differ-Creationism.aspx" target=_blank>www.gallup.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>Sorry, the magical balance fairy says this doesn't really balance 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715502 37410 55 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:45:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8715497" target=_blank>#50</A> 
mmnowakjr85</EM></P> 
<P>You're right, that's the standard religious right line. And it's blatantly 
deceptive, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715550 37410 100 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 10:11:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8715546" target=_blank>#96</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air has a thread about this story in the Headlines section. The wingnuts 
are completely stumped as to why a room full of constitutional scholars would 
find this outrageously stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm taking a look at that thread, and already beginning to get a migraine 
from it. The determined ignorance of that crowd is repulsive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715604 37411 7 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 10:36:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8715599" target=_blank>#6</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bit at 6-7 minutes in is when she very clearly is also saying that she 
doesn't believe that the part of the first amendment forbidding establishment of 
religion exists, either.</P> 
<P>And yet many people on Hot Air and other 'conservative' sites are insisting 
that she's technically correct about 'separation of church and state' not being 
in the Constitution.</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. It's very clear that she had no idea at all that the 
Establishment Clause is part of the first amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715616 37411 15 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 10:45:57am  
 
<P>It's astounding to me that she actually showed up for a debate at a <EM>law 
school</EM> completely ignorant of the Bill of Rights.</P> 
<P>She's not just stupid, she's <EM>lazy</EM>. How hard would it have been to 
read the amendments to the Constitution before this event? Good freaking 
grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715659 37411 55 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 11:02:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8715648" target=_blank>#45</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Coons do any better on this than O'Donnell? From <A 
href="http://dyn.politico.com/members/forums/thread.cfm?catid=1&amp;subcatid=2&a
mp;threadid=4644888" target=_blank>Politico</A>:</P> 
<P>That section isn't in the clip above but followed several minutes 
later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If you watch the clip above, it's pretty clear that Coons is vastly more 
knowledgeable about the Constitution than O'Donnell. This is a lame attempt at a 
'gotcha' and it was probably suggested to her by a staffer on her Blackberry, 
because I seriously doubt she came up with it herself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715673 37411 67 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 11:06:46am  
 
<P>Sure enough, the entire right wing blogosphere is already screaming about the 
'five freedoms' exchange.</P> 
<P>Who could have predicted that?</P> 
<P>Never mind that Christine O'Donnell is a religious fanatic young earth 
creationist -- look, she got him with that one!</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718030 37411 112 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 11:42:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/8718007" target=_blank>#111</A> 
JustaDummy</EM></P> 
<P>Why do you ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718185 37411 116 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:08:04pm  
 
<P>And poof! He vanishes into the mist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718340 37411 118 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 3:00:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8718335" target=_blank>#117</A> 
justadummy</EM></P> 
<P>The Declaration of Independence is not the document that defines this 
nation's legal infrastructure. The US Constitution is.</P> 
<P>And the Constitution makes absolutely no mention of God or a Creator. In 
fact, it very specifically LIMITS the influence of religion in the US 
government, for a very good reason -- because the founders saw the horrors that 
result when governments are tied to religions.</P> 
<P>This "Declaration of Independence" talking point is a tedious, endlessly 
rehashed attempt to deceive that comes straight from the religious right. But 
you know that, don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715815 37412 95 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 12:04:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8715813" target=_blank>#93</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahh nothing says class more than aging, projecting, frightened, smelly white 
men in denim and leather.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chick magnets!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715842 37412 122 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 12:10:24pm  
 
<P>We're having an invasion of sock puppets today. Three so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08715948 37412 211 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 12:51:41pm  
 
<P>Another sock puppet attempt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715954 37412 217 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 12:53:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/8715938" target=_blank>#201</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Meanwhile, O'Donnell has issued a statement clarifying her 
comments:</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This 'five freedoms' talking point must be a recent development. I never 
heard anything called by that name when I studied the Constitution in 
school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08715981 37412 242 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 1:00:28pm  
 
<P>There really is a first time for everything.</P> 
<P>One of the people who tried to register a sock account just wrote a very nice 
email to me and asked if she could be unblocked.</P> 
<P>I'm actually kind of stunned. I'm not used to this kind of 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716008 37412 267 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 1:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8715989" target=_blank>#249</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out why you blocked her and make the call.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Judging from past comments, seems to be a relatively sane person who was 
abused and piled on by the loons who used to hang out here, and ended up posting 
some trollish comments and got blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716022 37412 279 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 1:10:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/8716004" target=_blank>#264</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point of course is not being able to rattle of "5 freedoms". I don't 
think even O'Donnell did so. The point also is that Coons is not against the so 
called 5 freedoms. The larger point is that O'Donnell not only misunderstands 
the 1st Amendment and the the Establishment Clause but that she is steadfastly 
against the separation of church and state and also thinks that creationist 
garbage should be taught in public schools. Alongside other things no doubt like 
turning our classrooms into Christian schools.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excellent points. I'm thinking about doing a post on this. Does anyone know 
where or when this 'five freedoms' talking point originated?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716065 37412 315 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 1:28:56pm  
 
<P>I just posted this comment in the 'Talk' section of <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Green_Footballs#Alteration_and_Deletio



n_of_Posts" target=_blank>Wikipedia's article on LGF</A>, because someone added 
the stupid stalker talking points about me deleting and altering old posts:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious to know if Wikipedia editors plan to go through every blogger's 
old posts to see what they deleted or altered?</P> 
<P>If not, why is this section in the article about Little Green 
Footballs?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716069 37412 319 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 1:31:24pm  
 
<P>I'm not finding any references to "Five Freedoms" prior to 2000. I think this 
is a brand new meme.</P> 
<P>And as such, it's not surprising that Chris Coons couldn't immediately reply 
with the expected rote answer.</P> 
<P>This is looking more and more like a completely bogus attempt at a 
gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716132 37412 378 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 2:00:04pm  
 
<P>There's quite a battle going on over the LGF page at Wikipedia. Right wing 
nuts are doing everything they can to get negative items posted.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716159 37412 402 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 2:17:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/8716155" target=_blank>#398</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you think it is time to consider a chapter at Wiki about the 
serial stalker trolls?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it would be appropriate for me to add that, but if someone else 
wants to, I think it would be a great idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716211 37412 432 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 2:56:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/429/8716205" target=_blank>#429</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not too converse on how Wki works, but iirc (as evidenced of what Charles is 
talking about) anyone (them) can go and add/ edit things</P> 
<P>Why give them a forum?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. It does NOT work to ignore this kind of crap.</P> 
<P>And I can't help wondering why someone always pops up to try to get people to 
ignore it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716233 37412 436 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 3:04:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/435/8716223" target=_blank>#435</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<P>The links are ALREADY being hijacked by stalker talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08716269 37415 4 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 3:31:40pm  
 
<P>And of course, Glenn Beck and David Barton are pumping out the revisionist 
history day after day on Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716283 37415 13 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 3:41:40pm  
 
<P>Rand Paul and Ron Paul are also theocrats.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2010/5/20/175036/669" 
target=_blank>www.talk2action.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716325 37415 39 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 4:15:41pm  
 
<P>And today, of course, Rush Limbaugh came out supporting Christine O'Donnell's 
idiotic claim. He says "separation of church and state" is an incorrect 
interpretation of the First Amendment.</P> 
<P>Quote: "The fact that people laughed about this is REALLY 
SCARY."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716358 37415 67 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 4:33:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8716354" target=_blank>#63</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn, now <A href="http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/39750368/from/toolbar" 
target=_blank>Obama's</A> reading here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting quote from Obama. Sounds pretty similar to what I said to the New 
York Times about Pamela Geller, and wrote in my Guardian article. I 
wonder?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716368 37415 77 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 4:38:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8716361" target=_blank>#70</A> 
theMattHatter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>First off, a while back I saw a letter from a member, and he said something 
to the effect of "I stopped coming to LGF because when the GOP went into it's 
reactionary, far right nose dive, I thought it would happen here too. But I see 
that the wide spread, zealot inducing gas leak didn't make it to your house." 
Well, I couldn't agree more. In a time of disillusionment and disgust, the fact 
that there are still some people and places where honesty is valued, and 
integrity is preserved, is reassuring. I look forward to being tried and burned 
for heresy with all of you, once the Beck Administration takes 
over!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With that said, I have a question for you, Charles: what's the deal with the 
"Good News," creationist tract advertisement? Immediately after reading this 
post, I look over, and BAM! It's like Ben Sleim snuck in while no one was 
looking. I know times are hard, but...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't control what ads appear there -- they're served automatically by 
Google Adsense according to the page's content.</P> 



<P>But I really don't have a problem taking money from creationists while 
destroying their arguments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716447 37415 150 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 5:17:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8716377" target=_blank>#85</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohhh I've pissed the stalker scum off into a fine lather. They are down to 
insulting Miss S and howling like semi-literate, brain damaged children who've 
been spanked.</P> 
<P>Well the second part is normal for them.</P> 
<P>I suppose that pointing out that the GOP clearly doesn't want Hispanics to 
vote has pissed some of them off.</P> 
<P>Then there was the fact that poor grimcargo is especially peeved that they 
were caught talking about their small, small members.</P> 
<P>Perhaps we should be more sensitive to people who are both mental and manhood 
midgets.</P> 
<P>Nah...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The editors at the Guardian also deleted some of the links to their nasty 
little websites, that they were spamming the threads with. Probably because they 
took a look at it and went, WTF!?</P> 
<P>Like any sane, normal person does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716456 37415 159 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 5:21:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8716451" target=_blank>#154</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, not go OT but do you have plans to go the Rally to restore 
Sanity and or fear?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, I'm not big on rallies. Although that one might be more fun than 
most.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716471 37415 174 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 5:26:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/8716468" target=_blank>#171</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's to court more white votes, I believe.</P> 
<P>The GOP has done absolutely nothing to try court black votes at all-- and in 
continuing to kowtow to Limbaugh, and with the whole Shirley Sherrod thing, and 
the ACORN debacle, they really couldn't be doing more to aggressively say that 
they don't want any black votes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. The GOP has totally given up on the minority vote, that much is 
blindingly obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716483 37415 186 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 5:31:47pm  
 
<P>President Obama is going on The Daily Show on October 27th:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://today.msnbc.msn.com/id/39750368/ns/today-
entertainment/?utm_source=web&amp;utm_medium=twitter" 
target=_blank>today.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08716504 37415 205 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 5:38:35pm  
 
<P>I see that Keith Olbermann (who's still a dick, by the way) has the even-
more-of-a-dick Cenk Uygur as guest host tonight.</P> 
<P>Cenk Uygur is a reminder that there are definitely still some sleazy scumbags 
on the left as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716579 37415 276 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:08:38pm  
 
<P>There's a reason why Glenn Beck is going to these fringe outfits for ads on 
his shows: because sane advertisers are deserting him en masse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716585 37415 282 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/278/8716581" target=_blank>#278</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a good link for that? I would be interested to see the source data. 
Thanks...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are several posts at LGF -- the search feature is your 
friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716617 37415 313 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:20:16pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow is kicking ass and taking names tonight.</P> 
<P>Republican racism is the subject. And I couldn't agree more -- this is a huge 
reason why I'm completely done with the Republican Party. At this point, my 
distaste for the GOP has reached the level of absolute disgust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716629 37415 325 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:23:44pm  
 
<P>Maddow: "you risk being seen as a bigot in order to gain the votes of white 
bigots."</P> 
<P>This.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716661 37415 357 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:31:31pm  
 
<P>This is what's going on among conservatives on Twitter tonight -- they're 
giddy with excitement over Christine O'Donnell's religious right nonsense.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1st amendment used by godless 2 oppress christians- o'donnell says NO 
MORE!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716752 37415 446 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 6:51:46pm  
 
<P>It really is amazing - the sheer blatant racism that's oozing out of every 
pore of the GOP in this election. And not just racism -- misogyny is also a huge 
part of the GOP campaign this year. And Christian supremacism. And nauseating 
homophobia. And glorification of stupidity.</P> 
<P>I've never seen anything like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08716794 37415 487 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 7:00:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/8716783" target=_blank>#476</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and what happens next?</P> 
<P>that's what really makes me nervous...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what happens next: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/20/us/politics/20koch.html?_r=2" 
target=_blank>Koch Industries and Network of Republican Donors Plan 
Ahead</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716872 37415 562 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 7:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/557/8716867" target=_blank>#557</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert de Posada is on MSNBC explaining himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, not really. He's spinning like crazy to try to legitimize his sickening 
anti-American ad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716923 37415 612 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 7:37:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/8716894" target=_blank>#584</A> Big 
Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess Jon Stewart who has made a living making fun of racism in others, 
has a little race problem of his own...<A 
href="http://www.edlundart.com/pages/whosontv.html" target=_blank>Who's On late 
Night TV</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What nonsense. Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Daily Show only has 1 guest per show, so the data set for that program is 
very small. It may well have looked a bit more diverse in another 6-week 
period.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a meaningless statistic, an excellent example of how you can mislead 
people with numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08716979 37415 667 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 7:55:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/651/8716963" target=_blank>#651</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So there is no evidence you can link to for this accusation. Aside from that, 
who gives a shit who she banged years ago? President Bill Clinton's life has 
been filled with cheating on his wife and nobody cares.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody cares?</P> 
<P>Did I imagine that impeachment thing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717015 37415 702 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:06:00pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts are trying to destroy my will to live again.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>With your continued ripping of the right wing, noticed a drop-off in traffic? 
Don't worry, your left wing buddies will make up the difference, I haven't been 
here in 2 months, just thought I'd shoot you a message. Goodnight liberal. 
Bill</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that does it! I want some traffic! Evolution is a myth! Hispanics 
shouldn't vote! Obama is a Kenyan stealth Muslim Manchurian candidate! Rush 
Limbaugh is God!</P> 
<P>Maybe that'll do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717050 37415 737 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:13:53pm  
 
<P>More wingnut hate mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Congress shall make no law respectingam establishment of religion or the 
free excersise thereof". The words "separation of church and State" do not 
appear in the Constitution.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, the exact phrase "separation of church and state" isn't in the 
Constitution? Is that what you're saying? Wow, you've got a real point there, 
dude!</P> 
<P>I'm converting to Pentecostal fundamentalism tonight. Who do I 
call?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717085 37415 772 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:20:33pm  
 
<P>I forgot:</P> 
<P>War on Christmas! Piss Christ! Darwin was a Nazi! Hitler Hitler Hitler! 
Atheists are genocidal monsters! Global warming is a hoax! Black people have 
lower IQs! Muslims want to kill us all!</P> 
<P>Now can I have some traffic, please?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717212 37416 75 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 8:52:39pm  
 
<P>Keep going, folks! I can feel the traffic pouring in already!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717272 37416 129 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:03:18pm  
 
<P>Socialism! Communism! Marxism! Stalinism! Embolism!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717345 37416 195 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:15:15pm  
 
<P>Wow. It's really amazing how much of this stuff there is, isn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717379 37416 225 Charles Tue, Oct 19, 2010 9:21:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/8717360" target=_blank>#209</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very bad one</P> 
<P>Obama used campaign $ to visit his dying Grandmother.</P> 



<P>Something along that line. It made me cringe then, and 
still.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's nothing -- several right wing blogs tried to claim that Obama KILLED 
his grandmother to get sympathy during the election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717843 37417 15 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 9:33:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8717821" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That reminds me: Did we ever get an update from the History Chanel and the 
neo-Confederate ad?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No -- they haven't responded to my questions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717927 37417 55 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 10:26:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8717887" target=_blank>#38</A> shreck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://e-biscuit.com/images/uploads/blackcwsoldiers.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: blackcwsoldiers.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you trying to foist off a faked picture as evidence in favor of neo-
Confederate revisionism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718106 37417 80 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:23:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8717968" target=_blank>#71</A> shreck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several thousand blacks were enlisted in the Rebel cause...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is simply not true. See:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.bluffton.edu/~bergerd/essays/trclark.htm" 
target=_blank>History gives lie to myth of black Confederate 
soldiers</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717943 37418 37 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 10:34:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8717921" target=_blank>#27</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is common here and elsewhere to discount information from discredited 
sites. The reference for this post is from a site that still openly argues that 
Sarah Palin faked her pregnancy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't aware of that -- nevertheless, everything they assert about Dropzone 
is well-documented with links to other sources.</P> 
<P>I'm not endorsing the Trig Palin stuff, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717938 37419 3 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 10:32:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8717936" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They really did an excellent job on this. Very comprehensive. Of course, 
since it comes from the NAACP the Tea Parties will consider it a secret 



government plot to get revenge for Sherry Sharrod (or 
something).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dimwit Jim Hoft is already desperately trying to spin this all 
away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717956 37419 7 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 10:41:31am  
 
<P>Every single right wing blog is parroting the talking point today that 
Christine O'Donnell was "right" when she said separation of church and state 
isn't in the Constitution. Their point is ridiculously childish -- they're 
ignoring the fact that the Supreme Court has ruled for nearly a century that the 
First Amendment does dictate the separation of church and state, and mindlessly 
repeating that the exact phrase isn't in the Constitution.</P> 
<P>And they think they're actually making a valid point with this stupid 
crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08717966 37419 11 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 10:43:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8717944" target=_blank>#5</A> bloodstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you sure the Republican party is actually using the Tea Party at 
this point? It seems to me more likely that the Tea Party has won the war for 
the Republican soul and is using the corpse to conceal the unsavory truth about 
who the Tea Party really is.</P> 
<P>That or there really are that many bigots in America and the Tea Party is 
just the first part of a cresting wave of bigotry and hate that's sweeping 
America. A wave fueled by fear and anxiety which is sweeping away reason and 
replacing it with jingoistic slogans and tearing away debate and replacing it 
with echo chambered soundbites.</P> 
<P>Blah, I think I've burned out. (heh)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To some extent the Tea Party is a GOP astroturfing operation, and to some 
extent they're riding the tiger and hoping not to get bitten. It's impossible to 
quantify these things, but there's no doubt that the entire GOP is now onboard 
with the baggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718148 37419 82 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:48:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8718147" target=_blank>#81</A> WSchaeffer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no qualms with the report; however, I'd like to see the NAACP place 
the same amount of effort into an analysis of racism within their own 
organization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? Which racism is that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718243 37419 94 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:34:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8718237" target=_blank>#92</A> WSchaeffer</EM></P> 
<P>The NAACP released a report on hate groups and extremists within the Tea 
Party for one reason -- because the Tea Party is absolutely lousy with these 
vile connections. Maybe you should read the report before criticizing it, and 
see how prevalent this is among TP organizations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08720839 37419 99 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 5:50:45pm  
 
<P>And with that, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722248 37419 116 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 1:13:14pm  
 
<P>On second thought, I'm going to leave those comments posted.</P> 
<P>An interesting, if nauseating, look at the people the NAACP's report is 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722251 37419 118 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 1:14:51pm  
 
<P>"Tony Curtis" is blocked, of course. The freak was imparting his wisdom to us 
from his mommy's basement, somewhere in British Columbia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722259 37419 123 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 1:18:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8722254" target=_blank>#119</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you disable the link to his <STRIKE>blog</STRIKE> sewer? Or make it go to 
a cache?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gone now if you reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718046 37420 5 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 11:48:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8718043" target=_blank>#4</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why on earth did Romney endorse her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he's a tool. Any respect I might have had for Mitt Romney has long 
since evaporated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718057 37420 11 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 11:51:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8718048" target=_blank>#6</A> EastSider</EM></P> 
<P>No. Why would I keep statistics on that kind of stuff? We have stalkers for 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718070 37420 22 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:02:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8718063" target=_blank>#16</A> EastSider</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's basically my story in a nutshell. The one consistency has been the 
self moderated quality of the comments on the site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to differ on that last point. Self-moderation has been a complete, 
dismal failure as far as I'm concerned, at every site that tries it including 
LGF. I used to be naive about this, and had an attitude that absolute freedom to 
post anything you want was the best way, because the sane people would rein in 
the nuts.</P> 
<P>Wrong. I drastically underestimated the power of crazy obsession, enabled by 
Internet anonymity. This does not work, and I now believe it cannot work. The 



nuts will take over any forum where they're allowed to, and drive out the sane 
people. Because who wants to hang around a bunch of ranting, deranged freaks, 
except other ranting, deranged freaks?</P> 
<P>The only reason LGF's comments are now a place for rational discussion 
(mostly) is because I developed tools to moderate the comments very effectively, 
and enabled several 'monitors' who can help out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718137 37420 68 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:43:51pm  
 
<P>We have another live one over here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37411/comments/#cc8718100" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718151 37420 78 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:50:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8718149" target=_blank>#76</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>does charles keep a running tally just for fun of how many times rodan and 
speranza have been banned from here in the past two years</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dozens of times. I don't bother with counting them. Rodan got in again just a 
couple of days ago and promptly posted more than 20 screwed up 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718152 37420 79 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 12:50:37pm  
 
<P>And we have yet another live one over here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37419/comments/#cc8718147" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718200 37421 15 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:14:20pm  
 
<P>Mah granddaddy wadn't no monkey, you librul elitist eggheads!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718214 37421 27 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:19:40pm  
 
<P>Just received from someone who's apparently working at LAX (the IP traces to 
a Raytheon server at LAX Gate 2):</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have the fucking gall to hail the NAACP report about racism in the Tea 
Party. The NAACP is one of most vile and anti-semitic hate groups you fat pony-
tailed slob. They hosted Farrakhan at one of their meetings and now they have 
the brazen temerity to smear the Tea Party??? You are evidently in bed fellating 
the NAACP and other Jew-haters. Fuck you Jew-hating bastard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I'm going to report it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718227 37421 38 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:26:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8718222" target=_blank>#34</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>You're sure it's not just some random traveller who's using their 
wifi?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't look like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718277 37421 80 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 1:52:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8718268" target=_blank>#71</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the real world (as contrasted with the psychiatric wing of Americana known 
as Fox-land), "Lion" looks to be most interesting:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.apple.com/macosx/lion/" 
target=_blank>www.apple.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The Finder is one of the most cobbled-together pieces of OSX, and it crashes. 
Let's hope the new desktop software in Lion is better.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looks very interesting indeed. Apple is taking the Mac OS in the direction 
of iOS. It will be fascinating to see how far they take this -- one major change 
in iOS is that "files" don't really exist any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08718343 37421 130 Charles Wed, Oct 20, 2010 3:01:25pm  
 
<P>The nuts are really stirred up today. Two more hate mails so 
far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720830 37424 426 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 5:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/8720706" target=_blank>#421</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/cair-asks-npr-to-address-
analysts-remarks-on-muslims-105370723.html" target=_blank>CAIR Asks NPR to 
Address Analyst's Remarks on Muslims</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that supposed to be a surprise? This is what CAIR does. Just like Andrew 
Fakebart, CAIR tried to exploit this issue for their own purposes.</P> 
<P>I have no more affection for CAIR than I ever did, but if you think they had 
anything at all to do with this, you need to read the interview with NPR's 
CEO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720876 37424 432 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 6:06:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/8720870" target=_blank>#430</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, that CEO doesn't seem like the most reliable source of information 
considering <A href="http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-
way/2010/10/21/130728202/npr-ceo-williams-views-of-muslims-should-stay-between-
himself-and-his-psychiatrist" target=_blank>her bizarre comments today</A>, 
which she's apologized for, about how Juan Williams' views should stay between 
him and his psychiatrist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think those comments are bizarre at all.</P> 
<P>Sounds like something I might write, actually.</P> 
<P>And I agree with it. Juan Williams sounded paranoid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08721313 37424 434 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 8:33:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/433/8720902" target=_blank>#433</A> 
SeafoodGumbo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you think his comments show that he needs medical care? That's what 
paranoia requires, huh?</P> 
<P>Unbelievable. What medication would you prescribe for his 
comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I think Schiller was pissed off and said what she really thought, that 
Juan Williams sounded like a paranoid with his comments about "people in Muslim 
clothes." And with the history, I think she had a perfect right to be 
irritated.</P> 
<P>She already apologized for that remark, by the way, but I do not see anything 
wrong with it. Nope. It kinda made me laugh, in fact. Not a belly laugh, really, 
but more sort of a rueful chuckle.</P> 
<P>Turns out Williams was crazy like a Fox, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720105 37425 135 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 12:16:21pm  
 
<P>I really don't think Williams was fired for this statement - it was just the 
last straw. He's been dancing on the line with his NPR job for quite a while 
with his Fox News appearances, and this pushed the last button.</P> 
<P>I don't think he would have been fired without that history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720146 37425 175 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 12:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8720121" target=_blank>#150</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should Mara Liasson also be fired for her appearances on 
FOX?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But Williams wasn't fired for appearing on Fox News - he was fired for 
violating his agreement with NPR. I recommend reading the interview with NPR's 
CEO to get more of the background on this -- and no, they're not firing Mara 
Liasson:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.ajc.com/radio-tv-talk/2010/10/21/first-
interview-with-nprs-vivian-schiller-on-juan-williams-firing/?cxntlid=thbz_hm" 
target=_blank>blogs.ajc.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720177 37425 203 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 12:51:32pm  
 
<P>I really haven't expressed an opinion whether the firing of Juan Williams was 
"correct" or not, but after learning more of the history I certainly think NPR 
has good enough reasons for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721838 37425 242 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 9:38:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/8721658" target=_blank>#239</A> Bourdain's 
Breakfast</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Someone has posted the full unedited video of <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRwok2Ffoys" target=_blank>Juan Williams 



Appearance</A> — and it completely vindicates him. His comments are an 
inspirational call to end anti-islamic bigotry, not a boast about hating muslims 
— as some portrayed it.</P> 
<P>(<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36792_The_Full_Shirley_Sherrod_Vid
eo" target=_blank>reference</A>)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The full clip does not "vindicate" Williams at all.</P> 
<P>It's sad to see people parroting the dumbest right wing talking points at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722895 37425 244 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 9:41:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8722517" target=_blank>#243</A> last 
turnip</EM></P> 
<P>I hear they're also in the fire hydrants now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720841 37427 266 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 5:51:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8720765" target=_blank>#195</A> Libtard</EM></P> 
<P>Sock puppet said what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08720844 37427 269 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 5:53:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/258/8720831" target=_blank>#258</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can people down ding deleted posts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Usually because the page has been open for a while, so the post is still 
there for them even if it was deleted in the time between when they loaded the 
page and the troll was 86'ed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721528 37427 855 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 11:23:09pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721895 37427 874 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:10:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/859/8721665" target=_blank>#859</A> Gorelick</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the difference between a "correspondent" and a "commentator"? Maybe 
Juan Williams should be challenged too since he spoke of the lack of diversity 
at NPR. More lies from Juan.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Lots of lies in here this morning.</P> 
<P>This one is a sock puppet, banned twice before for raving about Barack Obama 
and spewing insults.</P> 
<P>Speaking of "lies."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721327 37428 2 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 8:39:05pm  
 
<P>It's been quite a while since somebody tried to float the "climate denial is 
offensive because it sounds like Holocaust denial" talking point. Have they 
stopped with that one?</P> 



<P>(I know. I can dream, can't I?)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721338 37428 6 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 8:43:15pm  
 
<P>I already know how the wingnut blogs are going to react to what I wrote about 
the timing of Juan Williams's move to Fox News: I'll be a conspiracy theorist in 
their alternate reality puppet show. They're tediously 
predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721392 37428 23 Charles Thu, Oct 21, 2010 8:58:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8721383" target=_blank>#18</A> Phocid</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suggesting that skepticism about catastrophic manmade climate change is on a 
par with creationism is basically dishonest and shows ignorance of the 
fundamentals of the scientific method. Science is not a religion and challenging 
any particular viewpoint or theory is not a heresy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All right! That's pretty close to what I mentioned in #2. We have a 
winner!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721899 37429 259 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:12:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8721897" target=_blank>#257</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: pavlovian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See: passive aggressive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721906 37429 266 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:17:33am  
 
<P>I guess we're going to get every single deceptive right wing talking point 
about Juan Williams posted here this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721912 37429 271 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:24:00am  
 
<P>You know, I just read that post that contained the words "lawn jockey," and 
while I don't think it's ever appropriate to label people with those kind of 
terms, it's pretty damned clear that it was a CRITICISM of Fox News for using 
Williams as a token African American, to legitimize their unremitting race-
baiting.</P> 
<P>This is a LONG, LONG way from being a "racist" comment in and of itself. It's 
really telling that the same people trying to promote the BS that Williams was 
"taken out of context" are blatantly taking DougJ's comment radically out of 
context.</P> 
<P>But that's how the right wing rolls these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721924 37429 281 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:34:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/8721754" target=_blank>#143</A> 
KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think the rotten statement from Vivian Schiller yesterday (that Williams 
should keep his feelings on muslims between him and his psychiatrist or 
publicist) points to long-standing feelings of hatred towards Williams at NPR 
that probably extends to most of the MSM. They really don't like him. It's too 
bad because in spite of his Fox appearances he has a distinguished 
career.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll repost what I put up in an earlier thread:</P> 
<P>Schiller was pissed off and said what she really thought, that Juan Williams 
sounded like a paranoid with his comments about "people in Muslim clothes." And 
with the history, I think she had a perfect right to be irritated. If it were 
me, I would fired his ass a long time ago.</P> 
<P>She already apologized for that remark, by the way, but I do not see anything 
wrong with it. Nope. It kinda made me laugh, in fact. Not a belly laugh, really, 
but more sort of a rueful chuckle.</P> 
<P>Turns out Williams was crazy like a Fox, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721951 37429 305 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:49:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/292/8721938" target=_blank>#292</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't and that's what he should have said instead of using something 
that loaded. Where I come from we used to call lawn jockeys "targets", he 
thought he could get away with using racially charged language like that because 
he's liberal and therefore can't possibly be racist. BS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know you think this is a terrific "gotcha." And of course, it's the talking 
point of the day on right wing blogs.</P> 
<P>But at least have the honesty to admit that DougJ was denouncing racism, not 
being racist himself.</P> 
<P>Then you can get back to hyperventilating over an out of context 
phrase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721969 37429 316 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 10:56:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/8721966" target=_blank>#315</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling someone a token isn't racist, it may not be all that sensitive but I 
don't see it as racist. Calling someone a black characheture like lawn jockey 
crosses the line, at least in my book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, unless Rush Limbaugh says it, in which case it becomes brilliant 
satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722029 37429 331 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 11:20:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/8721991" target=_blank>#322</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I absolutely agree, and I think it was a terrible choice to use the term.</P> 
<P>However, it is really, very different when, say, Chris Rock rants about 
"n***" and when someone in the KKK does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RogueOne is promoting a very common right wing spin. They focus on the WORD, 
and not the intent. This lets them flip the frame around and point the finger 
back at their accusers, in an imaginary legalistic universe in which the WORD 
itself has all the power and context means nothing. So Chris Rock using the N 
word becomes just as bad as David Duke using it.</P> 



<P>I think some of the people who do this obvious frame-flipping know very well 
that it's a deception, but do it anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08721989 37430 16 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 11:03:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8721958" target=_blank>#2</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The right thing would have been to kick him out of the party. And given that 
this guy was in a race for a district where the GOP had no chance of winning, it 
would have been able to send a message that this kind of crazy will not be 
tolerated. The statement that it was merely inappropriate gives this kind of 
crazy cover. And it was wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right -- but outright denunciations of craziness just are not 
happening in the GOP these days. And I think the reason's pretty obvious -- the 
GOP is desperate to regain power, and they realize that the racists and the 
anti-government wackos are a very important part of their base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08722245 37431 79 Charles Fri, Oct 22, 2010 1:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8722240" target=_blank>#76</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comment has been terminated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I restored the comment - I'm going to leave those ones posted.</P> 
<P>That asshole is in British Columbia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08724725 37436 266 Charles Sun, Oct 24, 2010 2:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/8724696" target=_blank>#239</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mediaite wrote a piece about Maddow's selective sound-bites re the Juan 
Williams fiasco, saying they were strung together almost like something you'd 
find Breitbart doing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, that's what they wrote.</P> 
<P>But they presented absolutely no evidence to support the claim that the clips 
were out of context -- and in fact, they were not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08725490 37436 326 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 10:03:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/321/8725470" target=_blank>#321</A> 
jabkabatat</EM></P> 
<P>You seem to have wandered into the wrong blog by accident. Take care, 
now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08725497 37436 330 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 10:07:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/8725164" target=_blank>#275</A> bkisan</EM></P> 
<P>So freaking stupid.</P> 
<P>Now can you please list all the incidents of airplane-based terrorism that 
involved Muslims wearing traditional clothes?</P> 
<P>Go ahead, count them all up. Let's see, there's ... uh ... well, and there's 
... er ...</P> 



<P>Gee, I seem to be drawing a blank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08725654 37436 357 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 11:46:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/8725533" target=_blank>#334</A> bkisan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Err, excuse me if you read and digested what I wrote you'd rephrase that 
question. Pleae reread it and see where I say the opposite to what you imply I 
do.</P> 
<P>If you cuss and hollar can I too? If you say freakin stupid can I too or will 
I get banned pronto? Coz if I'm allowed to talk like you do then I'd say your 
response has a bit of the freakin stupid about it when I say that personally I 
am paranoid on planes to a limited degree but I very much expect if any type of 
action happened it'd be from those NOT wearing Muslim dress as I explain and you 
fail to notice before dishing out the abuse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'll ban your ass because you're already on the edge with this bigoted 
crap.</P> 
<P>Your point is that you're well aware that there have been NO attacks inside 
America by terrorists wearing traditional Muslim clothing -- but you're still 
going to be suspicious of any Muslim dressed that way and everyone else should 
be too.</P> 
<P>Look up the term "prejudice," if you're confused about my 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08726799 37436 372 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 9:57:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/8726162" target=_blank>#365</A> bkisan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ban my Ass if you so wish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great idea! Thanks for suggesting it.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08725819 37440 9 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 2:12:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8725815" target=_blank>#7</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in hell?</P> 
<P>Talk about layering the paranoia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NPR's CEO explicitly said CAIR had nothing to do with their decision and I 
don't see any reason to doubt her. Gaffney doesn't mention that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08726076 37440 251 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 5:36:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/8726012" target=_blank>#189</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<P>My "dilemma?" I didn't realize I was in the midst of a dilemma. Does that 
mean I'm doomed?</P> 
<P>The Geller-thing came up with a new name today: "Little Green Vomit," which 
is something she has a lot of personal experience with, after over-imbibing on 
mint liqueur.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08726115 37441 2 Charles Mon, Oct 25, 2010 5:54:12pm  
 
<P>Google obligingly serves up an ad for the good Sheriff.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08726863 37443 81 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 10:32:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8726860" target=_blank>#79</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just plain dumb to try to defend the men involved in this 
stomping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08726877 37444 13 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 10:39:21am  
 
<P>Right wing blogs are digging into the woman's background. So she gets beaten 
and stomped by Rand Paul's thugs, then virtually raped by the goons of the 
wingnut blogosphere.</P> 
<P>I do not believe the ugly comments being posted at almost every right wing 
blog. The entire movement has turned into a pack of rabid 
animals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08726954 37444 74 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 11:35:31am  
 
<P>I'm putting together a post on right wing blog reactions - if you see an 
especially interesting one, post it in this thread and I'll include 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08727051 37445 42 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 12:32:50pm  
 
<P>They have a somewhat plausible excuse for grabbing her (if she did rush at 
Paul), a less plausible excuse for wrestling her to the ground, and no excuse at 
all for stomping on her shoulders and head while she was bent over a 
curb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08727056 37445 47 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 12:34:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8727055" target=_blank>#46</A> Nick 
Schroeder</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, the Paul campaign denounced the attack, and the guy himself is now 
apologizing. This means the right wing rage-o-sphere will stop defending this, 
right?</P> 
<P>Right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08727115 37446 4 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 1:13:20pm  
 
<P>Stomper Tim Profitt is being served with a criminal summons:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/plum-
line/2010/10/cops_share_more_details_on_pro.html" 
target=_blank>voices.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08727568 37449 8 Charles Tue, Oct 26, 2010 5:32:46pm  



 
<P>This just in: Dana Loesch is a cut-rate Coulter for teabagger 
sensibilities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08728795 37451 5 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 11:34:50am  
 
<P>The GOP is really pushing these religious right issues HARD in this election. 
Nearly every GOP candidate is sounding like Pat Robertson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08728851 37451 43 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 11:54:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8728839" target=_blank>#34</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coming next from the GOP, a return to the principles of the divine rights of 
Kings.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We actually had someone arguing for that once at LGF, not joking or trolling. 
He thinks it all started to go wrong when we abandoned the monarchy system. He 
was into fiefdoms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08729560 37454 16 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 5:25:24pm  
 
<P>If they had stopped at wrestling her to the ground, we probably wouldn't be 
talking about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08729635 37454 89 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 5:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8729596" target=_blank>#52</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The window was down until just before the door was opened, and I saw the sign 
go towards the car's window twice. Nobody looked like they felt that was too 
scary, though. They didn't even take the sign from her. The stomper was 
assisting in taking her down, by pulling on her jacket, I think. The stomp was 
out of anger. She was already in the fetal position, although next time I bet 
she tucks her head in a little more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It looked like she was trying to get Rand Paul to read the sign. She put it 
into the window backwards the first time, then pulled it out and tried to put it 
in the other way, then someone pushed her away. She was pretty aggressive about 
it.</P> 
<P>But one thing that should be noted is that Profitt and the others who 
assaulted her apparently knew she was a MoveOn activist pulling a publicity 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08729645 37454 99 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 5:44:00pm  
 
<P>Oh good grief.</P> 
<P>My last nerve is talking to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08729735 37454 188 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 6:10:50pm  
 



<P>I finally listened to my last nerve, by the way. It's not wrong very 
often.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08729753 37454 205 Charles Wed, Oct 27, 2010 6:15:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8729747" target=_blank>#199</A> PT 
Barnum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope that means I'm not getting the boot for admitting I don't like jazz 
all that much downstairs.</P> 
<P>//</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You bastard! You're out of here.</P> 
<P><SUB>/kidding</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730688 37454 533 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 9:29:05am  
 
<P>That was "ZetaC" back again with a sock puppet, using a proxy IP.</P> 
<P>They think it's clever to pretend to be someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730657 37455 511 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 9:11:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/8730502" target=_blank>#390</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today is starting out to be a great day, even Jesse Jackson agrees with me 
this morning:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great -- so Jesse Jackson's now your friend, eh? Maybe you should take a look 
at his other positions and rethink your opposition to them, since he's making 
<EM>so much sense</EM> about this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730786 37457 11 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 10:35:38am  
 
<P>There are lots more of these nuts running in this election. Glen Urquhart, 
Art Robinson, Ron Johnson, Renee Ellmers, etc. etc.</P> 
<P>It's the farthest right GOP roster I've ever seen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730811 37458 9 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 10:55:10am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/10/27/tom-the-dancing-bug-24.html" 
target=_blank>Tom the Dancing Bug: Muslim on a Plane</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730848 37458 36 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 11:21:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8730832" target=_blank>#25</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2010/10/28/914505/-BREAKING:-GM-to-
buy-back-ALL-shares-from-US-govt-and-lots-MORE-Good-News" target=_blank>GM 
Buying back ALL SHARES of stock from the US Government.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was working on a post on this as you commented - it just popped up in my 
Google News homepage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08730863 37459 12 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 11:28:31am  
 
<P>Yikes!</P> 
<P><A href="http://gawker.com/5674353/" target=_blank>I Had a One-Night Stand 
With Christine O'Donnell</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08730864 37459 13 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 11:30:23am  
 
<P>I'm no Christine O'Donnell fan but that Gawker article is 
creepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08731220 37460 188 Charles Thu, Oct 28, 2010 2:25:53pm  
 
<P>'Justadummy' had a final email note for me yesterday:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really Charles? You suspended my account? For what?I think I know.Just think 
about this. For as long as you live you will remember thatyou got PWNED in the 
comments section of my link about Obama telling theLatinos to punish their 
enemies by a semi-evolved simian namedJustaDummy.I am in your brain Charles. And 
no amount of drinking of drugs will beable to get me out.By the mere fact of me 
pointing this out to you, you will never be ableto forget it.I love it. :)</P> 
<P>And, by the way. I have screen shots of everything. :P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my terror. Screen shots? Oh no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08732957 37463 17 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 1:22:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8732855" target=_blank>#16</A> 
BlarneyStone</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is she complaining? Even though Geller originally published Obama's birth 
conspiracy theories under her own name, they gave her the benefit of the doubt 
by going with her later version that it was written another anonymous 
author.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are dozens of Birther posts at Geller's site. For her to claim she's 
never advocated it herself is just beyond ludicrous.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08732587 37464 12 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 10:44:09am  
 
<P>Preliminary tests have found no explosives. Officials have announced that 
they believe Al Qaeda in Yemen is behind it.</P> 
<P>Possibly a dry run, to test the feasibility of this kind of attack.</P> 
<P>And again, I have to note that Al Qaeda's ability to attack America is almost 
nonexistent, if they're reduced to shipping mail bombs through UPS -- and they 
even get caught at that, while still in the dry run stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08732858 37466 10 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 12:44:10pm  
 
<P>Monty Python, once again, are the true prophets of our time.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/fUspLVStPbk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08733199 37467 182 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 2:41:49pm  
 
<P>Who's more clueless? The Alaska Quitter or the Nevada Bircher?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/prMIs4l6Iso&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08733207 37467 190 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 2:44:46pm  
 
<P>"You know, the two wars that we're in right now is exactly what we're 
in."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08733238 37468 11 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 2:54:17pm  
 
<P>I feel more like I do now than I did when I got here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08733246 37468 16 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 2:55:52pm  
 
<P>Now watch the right wing blogosphere try to argue that she was making a 
really excellent point about the two wars we're in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08733579 37470 14 Charles Fri, Oct 29, 2010 6:07:51pm  
 
<P>Latest news is that the Saudis passed information to Western law 
enforcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734208 37472 6 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 9:22:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8734204" target=_blank>#4</A> KenJen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Where are you getting your several hundred thousand people 
number?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Several journalists on Twitter have estimated there are more than 200,000 
people there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734210 37472 8 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 9:23:25am  
 
<P>Finally got the embedded video to work above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734240 37472 38 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 9:42:49am  
 



<P>The crowd is huge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734243 37472 41 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 9:43:53am  
 
<P>Mythbusters estimates 150,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734288 37472 86 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 10:19:12am  
 
<P>Right wing bloggers are all making sour faces and sneering. I think their 
non-stop hate-on has ruined their ability to enjoy anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734303 37472 101 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 10:26:51am  
 
<P>Yikes, Cat Stevens.</P> 
<P>My respect for him vanished when he supported the fatwa against Salman 
Rushdie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734329 37472 127 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 10:37:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8734315" target=_blank>#113</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For what it's worth, <A 
href="http://www.mountainoflight.co.uk/talks_cw.html#20" target=_blank>he claims 
it was a bad joke:</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, but I saw the video, and it really didn't look at all like he was 
joking. He went into detail about his opinion that Rushdie had committed a grave 
sin and deserved to die for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734336 37472 134 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 10:40:06am  
 
<P>The Ozzie vs. Cat Stevens "Crazy Train vs. Peace Train" bit was good, though. 
I'll give Yusuf credit for renouncing what he said back then, but I don't buy 
the "satire" excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734399 37472 194 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 11:11:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/8734361" target=_blank>#158</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's surprised that people are still getting their panties in a twist 
20 years later after he's said he was wrong back then, and even Salman Rushdie 
seems to have moved on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My panties aren't twisted, but it was a real shock to me when Cat Stevens 
endorsed the murder of a writer. I was a huge admirer of his music -- I played a 
lot of his songs in my early bands in Hawaii. For someone who personified peace 
and love and all that stuff, to suddenly come out and sound so bloodthirsty was 
a nasty surprise. And please note -- my distaste for what he said isn't coming 
from a right wing viewpoint. What he said was the epitome of an illiberal, Dark 
Ages opinion. Nobody should ever be killed for writing a book.</P> 



<P>He's no threat to anyone, and I don't want to see him in Gitmo or anything 
like that, but it's pretty hard to forgive that kind of statement, especially 
when he tries to float the transparently false excuse that it was a 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734421 37472 216 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 11:22:34am  
 
<P>All the liberal policy wonks are Twitter are kvetching about the rally. Just 
not enough of a progressive message for them.</P> 
<P>What a bunch of fussbudgets. Sometimes fun and humor are the most powerful 
political statements of all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734446 37472 241 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 11:32:41am  
 
<P>A private estimate from a Park Service employee: <A 
href="http://www.tbd.com/articles/2010/10/jon-stewart-rally-live-blogging-to-
restore-sanity-photos--27167.html" target=_blank>Jon Stewart Rally Live: 
Blogging to 'Restore Sanity' (photos) | TBD.com</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Publicly, Parks Service doesn't estimate crowds. Privately, it has told 
Viacom there are "<STRONG>well over 200,000</STRONG>" people at the rally, exec 
says.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734522 37472 297 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 12:41:34pm  
 
<P>Adios, muchacho!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734527 37472 301 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 12:53:06pm  
 
<P>By the way, the estimate of "well over 200,000" is sourced to Brian Stelter 
of the New York Times: [Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/brianstelter/statuses/29206741606" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734599 37472 311 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 2:31:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/8734565" target=_blank>#310</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having seen both video and still shots of this crowd, and the earlier Beck 
crowd, which was bigger? Anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one looks quite a bit larger to me. There's going to be a CBS estimate 
at 6 pm, by the same company that did the aerial photograph analysis of Beck's 
rally. This one looks at least twice as large to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734578 37473 61 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 2:15:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8734566" target=_blank>#49</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crowd photo.</P> 



<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/06MvcCv56ndfQ/999x.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: 999x.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does look like a couple hundred thousand there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08734584 37473 67 Charles Sat, Oct 30, 2010 2:21:24pm  
 
<P>There's supposed to be a semi-official crowd estimate from CBS at 6 pm, by 
the same firm that analyzed the Beck rally with aerial 
photographs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735699 37477 138 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:09:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8735641" target=_blank>#101</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>The entirely predictable effort by the right wing to make this into a big 
issue is going nowhere, because this case is not even remotely comparable.</P> 
<P>You do this every time - try to take attention away from the right's 
extremism by drumming up fake outrages. It's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735716 37477 152 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:35:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8735707" target=_blank>#144</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://dailycaller.com/2010/10/29/moveon-supporter-remorseful-after-
roughing-up-conservative-in-arizona/" target=_blank>Conservative James Massee 
released video of Highton grabbing his throat and face after the face-stomping 
video from a Kentucky rally for Republican Rand Paul.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://dailycaller.com/2010/10/29/moveon-supporter-remorseful-after-
roughing-up-conservative-in-arizona/" target=_blank>“I released it just to show 
there are some lefties who could be violent too,” Massee said.</A></P> 
<P>On the other hand, maybe I'll choke him myself. What a moron.</P> 
<P>"It's not that I minded being assaulted, it's just that I need to show that 
lefties are also bad..."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one was "choked." That's ridiculous hype, as usual. If the guy was really 
choking him he wouldn't have been able to yell. The video shows two guys in a 
clinch, and you can't tell who initiated the aggression.</P> 
<P>It's not even remotely comparable to the curb stomping incident. This is 
another fake outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735726 37477 162 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:42:05am  
 
<P>We have a moron this morning at Patterico claiming that I completely rewrote 
my post about Bush bowing to Saudi King Abdullah.</P> 
<P>I didn't, of course. He also claims that I added a word to a post (gasp!), 
and I didn't do that either.</P> 
<P>The right wing blogs are now resorting to just making shit up about me. I'm 
their boogeyman. I rewrite everything and change everything and ban people just 
for breathing. It's mass hysteria.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735729 37477 164 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:42:50am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8735727" target=_blank>#163</A> 
ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did not contrive it, he is just exploiting a really stupid slip-up on the 
part of some reporters. But they will be made to represent an entire "smear 
campaign" against him by the whole of the press, which plays right into his 
hands and allows him to continue to ignore and/or "refudiate" the press at all 
points of contact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can see the talking points developing right here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735737 37477 172 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:46:22am  
 
<P>That post at Patterico is completely, mind-blowingly stupid. They're trying 
to claim that the Beck rally was much larger than the Stewart-Colbert rally, and 
mocking me because I believe the CBS News estimate -- which is based on a 
scientific analysis of aerial photos, of BOTH rallies.</P> 
<P>The idiocy of these people is just unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735748 37477 182 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:56:38am  
 
<P>Someone should start going through the archives of these bloggers who are 
spreading the smears about me that I routinely delete old posts, and see how 
many posts THEY'VE deleted. I know for a fact that Pamela Geller has deleted 
several of her posts when she was caught lying or promoting an obviously false 
meme.</P> 
<P>It's very important for the right wing blogs to spread this smear about me, 
because they're scared of what I represent -- someone who sees right through 
their bullshit and isn't afraid to call them on it. They wouldn't spend so much 
time scrutinizing every word I write if they weren't terrified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735753 37477 187 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 9:58:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8735747" target=_blank>#181</A> 
bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is why I am so confused about everyone saying "oh just wait until 
Tuesday night, there will be some fireworks around here...blah blah blah." There 
is hardly a man, woman or child in the world who thinks the GOP WON'T win the 
house. I am not going to be distraught over it at all, and anyone who is jumping 
for joy over having to caucus with a bunch of young earth creationists who are 
anti-science and would deny a raped woman an abortion needs their head 
examined.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you know they will be gloating like crazy anyway. You even still see 
people at LGF who think it's a good idea to vote for these people despite their 
sick social attitudes and universal anti-science derangement.</P> 
<P>Well, I'm going to do my part to stop them, even if it's futile. I registered 
as a Democrat in California for this election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735760 37477 194 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 10:02:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8735756" target=_blank>#190</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The serial trolls over at the stalker blog are the ones who started this BS 
about deleted posts. What is hilarious is that the Tampa Twit, Rick martinez, 
has deleted several entire stalker blogs to hide his and Mark (savage) Donato's 
trolling past.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main stalker blog started out by wholesale theft of LGF posts -- they 
literally copied every LGF post at their hate site, for months, including the 
pictures, which they hotlinked. Go look at their early archives. The ripped-off 
posts are all still there.</P> 
<P>This kind of behavior is just fine with the right wing, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735796 37478 9 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 10:52:13am  
 
<P>That latest outrageous outrage from Sarah Palin and Andrew Breitbart is about 
to blow up in their faces again.</P> 
<P>The tape that they claim shows journalists plotting to damage Joe Miller was 
another case of blatant distortion. I'm about to put up the statement from KTVA 
in Alaska.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735866 37478 73 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 11:21:38am  
 
<P>We have a live one here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735892 37478 96 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 11:27:27am  
 
<P>Won't someone think of the rare earths? Why do libruls hate Rare Earth?</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/QZsppOw2Mxk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735949 37478 140 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 11:40:33am  
 
<P>-90 already. Impressive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735920 37479 11 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 11:32:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8735907" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course the wingnuts don't mind Breitbart's bogus videos...<STRONG>KTVA: 
Yeah, that was us, but it’s not what you think</STRONG></P> 
<P>posted at 1:48 pm on October 31, 2010 by Ed Morrissey</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing he can write that crap with a straight face as he's citing a 
story promoted by Andrew Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08735995 37479 23 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 12:04:01pm  
 



<P>Here's the Palin-thing chiming in, classy as always!</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/SarahPalinUSA/status/29270486491" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @Sarah Palin: Corrupt bastards. CBS/medi ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Corrupt bastards. CBS/media plot against Joe Miller before our Anchorage 
rally Thurs Kinda'what I've put up w for 2 yrs</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736034 37479 35 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 12:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8736026" target=_blank>#28</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<P>It reads like some journalists sitting around BS'ing about their jobs. This 
is going to turn out to be nothing at all. Don't get taken in by yet another 
Breitbart scam.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736137 37480 23 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 1:20:41pm  
 
<P>Sheesh, what a pest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736148 37480 33 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 1:22:59pm  
 
<P>Does anybody see a sign on this blog that says, "Trolls Welcome 
Here"?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736160 37480 44 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 1:24:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8736150" target=_blank>#35</A> Sionainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd love to share some of my rally pictures, but I have no idea how to make 
that happen. Any tips?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can post a Page for that -- there's a button in the posting window that 
lets you upload images to LGF, and inserts the code to display them into your 
post.</P> 
<P>Try it! I'd like to see your pics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736229 37480 106 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 2:12:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8736219" target=_blank>#98</A> Sionainn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just made a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/228728_Photos_from_the_Rally_To_Resto
" target=_blank>page.</A></P> 
<P>For some reason, I couldn't add images so I made a link to a Photo Bucket 
slide show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great pictures -- I added one to your Page for you. It links to the 
slideshow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736280 37480 149 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 2:34:37pm  
 
<P>Looks like the usual suspects are pissing and moaning that I didn't have a 
post about Cat Stevens at the rally. Back when I was sane, you see, I had some 



posts about his support for the fatwa against Salman Rushdie, and now I'm not 
saying anything at all, according to them.</P> 
<P>I'm surprised they didn't see my comments -- they were right there in the 
thread with the live video feed. Usually they read every word I post, comments 
or front page articles, but for some odd reason they missed those. How 
weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736673 37481 225 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 4:53:38pm  
 
<P>The pests are working in shifts today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736685 37481 236 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 4:58:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8736681" target=_blank>#232</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not many on the far right would bother with calling Charles a racist. Sure, 
it's an assumption on my part, but...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a right-leaning idiot. Previously he supported shooting illegal 
immigrants. Should've been banned for that comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736711 37482 5 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 5:19:23pm  
 
<P>Unlike Cat Stevens, Todd Rundgren has never called for anyone's death. That I 
know of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736766 37482 48 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 6:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8736751" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trainwreck!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Indeed. I bet Todd will be glad when this is over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736785 37482 65 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 6:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8736771" target=_blank>#52</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh...</P> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/201008200023" target=_blank>Iowa paper 
reports Ted Nugent said, "There's a lot of white people in this crowd -- I like 
that!"</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://hubpages.com/hub/Whats-so-terrible-about-Ted-Nugent" 
target=_blank>And:</A></P> 
<P>Yeah. Classy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ted Nugent has appeared on the white nationalist radio show "The Political 
Cesspool."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736860 37482 133 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 6:36:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8736851" target=_blank>#125</A> 
bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do I...but open your freakin ears! Now that he is being accompanied on the 
big Wurlitzer and can focus on singing, the show has improved 
dramatically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That performance of "Pretending to Care" almost redeemed the rest of the 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736871 37482 144 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 6:40:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8736859" target=_blank>#132</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. The idea is to excoriate Nugent because he's a whack job 
righty.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Appearing on "The Political Cesspool" is a serious statement. And not a good 
one. It's an overtly white nationalist show, run by an avowed racist.</P> 
<P>As far as I'm concerned, Ted Nugent and Cat Stevens are equally insane, and 
for many of the same reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08736935 37482 206 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 7:05:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8736924" target=_blank>#196</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like Breitbart misunderstood his invitation to appear on ABC<A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/abreitbart/2010/10/31/email-reveals-abc-news-
walked-back-bigs-publisher-participation-in-election-night-coverage/#more-
189113" target=_blank>Email Reveals ABC News Walked Back ‘Bigs’ Publisher 
Participation in Election Night Coverage</A>Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. He's like a guy play-acting at being completely paranoid and melting 
down in public.</P> 
<P>Except he isn't play-acting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737013 37483 9 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 7:45:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8737001" target=_blank>#4</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Is that a brain back there, or is it a jello salad from a mould, with 
included fruit?</P> 
<P>2. Two more days 'till refudiation day.</P> 
<P>3. Hillary vs. Sarah for 2012? Cat fight, Fitz Roww! It would be very 
entertaining.</P> 
<P>4. Good night all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm amazed and appalled that you seem to think that electing this batch of 
weirdos, science-deniers, and religious fanatics is a good thing.</P> 
<P>Sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737123 37483 60 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 8:16:59pm  
 
<P>Stalkers are having a good old time vandalizing the LGF page at 
Wikipedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08737155 37483 81 Charles Sun, Oct 31, 2010 8:34:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8737141" target=_blank>#70</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They sure are, aren't they?</P> 
<P>May I quote a piece of it? (I've bolded one sentence).</P> 
<P>This whole thing is just crap.</P> 
<P>And that bolded sentence is all a grammatical mess.</P> 
<P>"...a recent thread where he removes . . . " (not "removed")</P> 
<P>"...all the vowels from someone he has just blocked..." -</P> 
<P>Charles - you remove vowels from people?That's some kind of good trick . . 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those edits were added by someone who registered with the name 
"MadKingChucky".</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Little_Green_Footballs&amp;actio
n=history" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737721 37484 6 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 10:49:02am  
 
<P>I fully expect the Republicans to go the impeachment route. They'll find some 
ridiculous twisted charge and pursue it like rabid wolverines. It's going to be 
like Clinton's second term, but probably much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737828 37484 100 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 11:23:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8737805" target=_blank>#86</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The entire article is very badly written. I've signed up as an editor there 
and when I get some free time I'll try to write up some good, factual, quality, 
referenced stuff to counter the drek.</P> 
<P>Won't be for a couple of weeks, though, I've got a ton of work and I don't 
really understand Wiki editing policies just yet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that! It ought to be pointed out that the person making the 
malicious edits is actually using a name that mocks me specifically. How they 
can let someone make edits to a page who has such a clear hate-on for me is 
beyond my understanding. That person should be banned from editing 
Wikipedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737948 37485 24 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 12:43:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8737861" target=_blank>#10</A> manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We hereby declare that the investigations into the 9/11 terrorist attacks, 
the illegal invasion of Iraq, Abramoff and other lobbyists, the Hurricane 
Katrina response, and other major issues were inadequate and warrant review. 
[12/9 PC 2010]</P> 
<P>Whereas many disturbing facts were consciously ignored by the 9/11 
Commission; Be it resolved, therefore, that the CDP calls for the establishment 
of a truly independent Grand Jury and public investigation into these and other 
anomalies in order to find the truth of the September 11, 2001 attacks, so that 



we have a greater probability of preventing attacks of this nature in the 
future. [Eagle 16/3]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree that this qualifies as "Trutherism." If it had said this...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The CDP calls for the establishment of a truly independent Grand Jury and 
public investigation into the Israeli and American government's participation in 
the September 11, 2001 attacks...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>... then it would be Trutherism. Simply calling for more thorough 
investigations can be defended logically without resorting to conspiracy 
theories.</P> 
<P>I don't agree with them that another investigation is warranted, and I think 
their prime motivation here is political - to try to find some dirt on the Bush 
administration. But it's not Trutherism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737980 37485 27 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 1:06:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8737959" target=_blank>#26</A> manny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was sponsored by a 9-11 troof organization called "Architects for 9-11 
Truth" which holds, among other things, that "nano-thermite" brought down the 
Trade Centers: [Link: <A href="http://911blogger.com/news/2010-10-31/colorado-
democratic-party-calls-grand-jury-investigation-9-11" 
target=_blank>911blogger.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That article doesn't support your claim that the 9/11 Truthers (and I agree, 
those are Truthers) are the "sponsors" of the bill. In fact, I wouldn't put any 
credence in any claims coming from such a website - why do you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737883 37486 6 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 12:03:22pm  
 
<P>The hammer has fallen on the stalkers vandalizing LGF's Wikipedia page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs#Inclusion_of_mate
rial_related_to_revisionist_content_editing" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737927 37486 39 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 12:22:23pm  
 
<P>I'm glad to see IBD doing such an impartial list of blogs -- their editorial 
slant is pretty far to the right these days. Kudos to them for not letting this 
influence their rankings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08737970 37486 63 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 1:02:19pm  
 
<P>I just noticed that the Shrieking Harpy spat some hideous venom at me 
yesterday, again. Apparently I have awesome witch-hunting power, just like Mao 
did, to threaten news organizations and tyrannize the world. Groovy.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2010/10/blacklisting-
breitbart-words-fail.html" rel=nofollow target=_blank>Blacklisting Breitbart, 
'Words Fail' - Atlas Shrugs</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at the traitor Johnson (who is paying him is anyone's guess). He 
threatens news orgs who want to have me or other conservatives on. He accuses 



them of racism and white supremacism, and like in Mao's China, they either 
comply or are also accused of the same. He is a witch 
hunter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738088 37487 34 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 2:22:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8738079" target=_blank>#29</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got it.Seriously.<A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0006HUQZ6/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>I've got the red stapler.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually have this one and it's an awesome stapler: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00016UVKW/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Collectors Edition Swingline 747 Polished Chrome Classic Desk 
Stapler</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738161 37487 86 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 3:15:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8738131" target=_blank>#68</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go. This video is of better quality.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-
video/video/2010/11/01/trick-or-treat-with-president-and-first-lady" 
target=_blank>www.whitehouse.gov...</A>]</P> 
<P>Right at 1:50 you'll see the kid. It's skull make-up not "The Joker." I can't 
tell what the costume itself is. I'm downloading the MP4.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right -- it's not even the Joker at all!</P> 
<P>I never LOL but ... lol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738312 37488 135 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 4:13:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8738277" target=_blank>#102</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I_registered_at_LGF_with_a_big_ol'_chip_on_my_sh oulder"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I saw that one. Subtle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738327 37488 149 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 4:16:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8738277" target=_blank>#102</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama_Called_Me_An_Enemy</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's in the previous thread, probably working on a comment right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738346 37488 166 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 4:19:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8738316" target=_blank>#139</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 



<P>Was that you posting in the Talk section at Wikipedia? If so, thanks for the 
well-phrased comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08738353 37488 173 Charles Mon, Nov 1, 2010 4:20:48pm  
 
<P>The suspense is killing me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740246 37491 4 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:22:11am  
 
<P>I'm voting straight Democratic. The Republicans have gone insane, and do not 
deserve to win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740254 37491 8 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:24:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8740252" target=_blank>#7</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree... even if you are an enemy of the state (ie: conservative - per 
President Obama)... you need to vote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, President Obama never said anything remotely like that, but I 
guess that's fun for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740278 37491 26 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:30:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8740261" target=_blank>#13</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I know... that's why he apologized for not saying it... [Link: <A 
href="http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSTRE69929420101101" 
target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You distorted what he said, Walter. Just admit it.</P> 
<P>And it's more than a little hypocritical for right wingers to be complaining 
about something like this, when one of their constant 24/7/365 talking points is 
that liberals are evil and hate America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740281 37491 28 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:31:21am  
 
<P>This is what you wrote, Walter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>even if you are an enemy of the state (ie: conservative - per President 
Obama)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very close to being a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740321 37491 65 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:40:49am  
 
<P>I'm going to have fun today watching the right wingers indulging their worst 
impulses to gloat and be insufferable.</P> 
<P>Far from making me feel bad, it's just going to confirm to me yet again that 
I made the right choice to get as far away from them as 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08740369 37491 107 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 10:05:06am  
 
<P>This is the election of the John Birch Society -- many of the top GOP 
candidates in this election are open supporters of the Birchers. And it's the 
election of the climate change deniers and creationists -- I haven't found a 
SINGLE Republican candidate who isn't both a climate denier and a creationist. 
Not one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740414 37491 150 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 10:24:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8740405" target=_blank>#142</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought the discussion of Bill Maher last night was just hypothetical but 
it seems the wingnuts are really outraged.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.mediaite.com/tv/bill-maher-stands-by-mohammed-remarks-i-
dont-need-to-apologize-for-being-a-proud-
westerner/?utm_source=feedburner&amp;utm_medium=feed&amp;utm_campaign=Feed%3A+me
diaite%2FClHj+%28Mediaite%29" target=_blank>Bill Maher Stands By Mohammed 
Remarks: ‘I Don’t Need To Apologize For Being A Proud Westerner’</A>Big 
difference: Maher is a comedian, Williams is a news anchor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not really outraged, they're just doing what they always do - 
pretending to be outraged.</P> 
<P>Is it news that Bill Maher is extremely anti-religion -- all religions? Of 
all the entertainers I'd respect for political (or any other) opinions, Bill 
Maher is pretty close to the bottom of the list. His opinions are all over the 
map. Who cares?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740444 37492 9 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 10:35:03am  
 
 
 
<P>When the Fox moron starts with that "it's both a car and a bus" bit, you 
realize that they know <EM>exactly</EM> what they are doing. It's sheer 
calculated dishonesty, intended to incite race-based hatred.</P> 
<P>This was an especially nasty and obvious example, but this is absolutely 
standard practice at Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740480 37492 37 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 10:51:23am  
 
<P>The crazed weirdos who stalk me on the web are being totally shut down by 
Wikipedia's editors. It's pretty funny stuff.</P> 
<P>There's a guy who actually registered with the name "MadKingChucky," and then 
just can't understand why they think he might be a little nuts. These cretins 
aren't just obsessed - they're really really dim.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740523 37492 68 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 11:07:12am  
 
<P>We have several new registrations today, and some of them are causing the 
troll detector to beep.</P> 



<P>The list so far:</P> 
<P>TheQuadsantisueAsTheWormTurnsmikewestlilorphantGiveWarAChance</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740528 37492 71 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 11:08:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8740518" target=_blank>#65</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>This thread is about a case in which Fox News outright lied about a statement 
by Obama, and made up an entire false narrative consisting of blatant race-
baiting. Any thoughts about that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740721 37492 238 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 12:58:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8740709" target=_blank>#227</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wikileak's days are numbered...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,2028283,00.html" 
target=_blank>WikiLeaks: Is Russia the Next Target?</A></P> 
<P>Idiots</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd have a lot more respect for Wikileaks and Assange if they went after 
countries that actually are doing very bad things on a massive scale. Of course, 
that's not as safe as releasing classified US documents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740725 37492 241 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 12:59:45pm  
 
<P>Why You Must Vote No on Prop 19</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/228892_Why_You_Should_Vote_No_on_Prop
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740883 37493 30 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 2:29:54pm  
 
<P>Here's a little bit of geekery that I don't want to make a full post out of, 
but I'll mention here in a comment:</P> 
<P>I realized that our "Views" counters were actually missing quite a few real 
world views, because they were only being incremented when someone loaded the 
individual post for that article. Since our front page contains the full text of 
the last 10 (or more, it's configurable) articles, every time someone loads the 
front page the views for those articles should be incremented too. And the same 
for the Pages.</P> 
<P>So now that's what happens. Every time someone loads the front page, the LGF 
Javascript app sends the list of articles to the server via Ajax, where a PHP 
script connects to the database and increments the counters for those 
articles.</P> 
<P>The immediate thing you'll notice is that the counts will be higher - a lot 
of Views were being missed by not counting the front pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740893 37493 36 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 2:41:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8740892" target=_blank>#35</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How do you know that someone is actually reading all of those front page 
entries?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You never know that. All you can measure is whether it's loaded by a web 
client of some kind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740899 37493 41 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 2:46:38pm  
 
<P>Gonna be interesting to see how Jerry Brown does. Pretty amazing comeback for 
a guy who was pretty universally mocked for a while. He's been impressive in the 
debates, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740918 37493 57 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8740909" target=_blank>#49</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201011020028" target=_blank>Breitbart 
lashes out at Media Matters, ABC News during radio 
interview</A>Ssoorroooss!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sounds like he's about to cry.</P> 
<P>Not a single hint that he understands he brought this on himself. It's all a 
huge conspiracy against him by the radical left George Soros operatives. 
Pathetic. Waaah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740925 37493 64 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:07:11pm  
 
<P>Breitbart really doesn't understand how low and ugly his smear against 
Shirley Sherrod was, and how much disgust he engendered in the general public 
because of it. That's the reason why a lot of people expressed their disapproval 
to ABC News. He did something very creepy, and now he's painting himself as a 
victim because people think he's a creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740935 37493 74 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:17:33pm  
 
<P>How does "House Speaker Michele Bachmann (R-Mars)" sound to 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740944 37493 82 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:20:38pm  
 
<P>John Boehner already polishing up his tan in preparation. Notice that he 
completely faded off the scene in the last few weeks?</P> 
<P>This will also go down as the Election of the Disappearing GOP Candidates. 
Fear of confrontation with the press was a major theme of GOP campaigns across 
the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08740983 37494 4 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:42:48pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, someone immediately tried to register three sock puppet 
accounts. Someone in, uh, Florida. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08740998 37494 17 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 3:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8740993" target=_blank>#13</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is charles gonna be deputizing anybody tonight for troll 
wackin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking of giving the monitors the power to block accounts, 
actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741040 37494 54 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 4:02:36pm  
 
<P>MSNBC is already projecting Rand Paul to win in Kentucky.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741252 37494 252 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 4:49:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/8741231" target=_blank>#231</A> 
RaphDaRussian</EM></P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741309 37494 308 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:02:02pm  
 
<P>Florida's going to the Tea Party creationist Marco Rubio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741322 37494 321 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:03:53pm  
 
<P>24 hatchlings and 6 blocked socks so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741340 37494 339 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:06:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/8741332" target=_blank>#331</A> cwolff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a rejection by the voters of the current democratic policies. 
Republicans should be humble and listen to the American people or this will 
happen to them in 2012.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it wasn't. Polls show that voters disapprove of both parties equally. The 
economy's in bad shape, and that's what is driving this election. It's no 
mandate for the Republicans or the Tea Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741431 37494 429 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:27:49pm  
 
<P>I wonder what brand of champagne they're drinking tonight at John Birch 
Society headquarters?</P> 
<P>They really are the comeback story of the last two years. Not long ago, 
associations with the Birchers would have been the political kiss of death. Now 
they're everywhere in the GOP.</P> 
<P>The resurrection of the John Birch Society is one measure of the extremist 
takeover of the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08741458 37494 456 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:32:07pm  
 
 
 
<P>Amazing how many more people register when I mention it on the front page. We 
sure have a lot of lurking new users here - step forward and introduce 
yourselves!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741502 37494 497 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:38:26pm  
 
<P>New thread posted - this one's starting to get full.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741622 37495 63 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 5:55:27pm  
 
<P>Marsha Blackburn, Stepford Wife.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741707 37495 134 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:08:09pm  
 
<P>The first nut surfaces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741751 37495 176 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8741737" target=_blank>#163</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have two actually unless they are the same sockmaster.</P> 
<P>I'm curious how long you will let them post droppings in their ohh so scary 
sock attack.</P> 
<P>Because you know... having the lower house and not the senate or the 
presidency is "mandate" in stalker ville.</P> 
<P>Are you ready to capitulate and admit under the weight of their calling us 
Nazis - when they actually in the case of the Rodent are genocidal fascist 
supporting real live Nazi scum - because of the brilliance of their masterful 
attacks yet?</P> 
<P>Charles, I hate to break it to you, but the stalkers, don't like you. They 
don't like me either, and they think we aren't like cool or anything.</P> 
<P>I don't know how I will live with it. Could you help me there buddy? After 
all, you are so much stronger than me and I need your protection from their 
brilliant arguments and insults that have cowed me. Just the sheer volume of 
their massive attack is scaring me Charles. What should I do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel your pain. It's so stressful to click one button and block the 
stalkers. Sometimes I don't know how I carry on. And yet, I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741789 37495 213 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:23:27pm  
 
<P>I've intercepted seven sock puppet attempts so far tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741816 37495 240 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:28:28pm  
 



<P><A href="http://blogosphereauthorityindex.com/" target=_blank>Blogosphere 
Authority Index</A> -- LGF is #13 in "Conservative" blogs, a classification 
which fills me with ironic amusement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741957 37495 377 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:50:53pm  
 
<P>Deval Patrick is reelected in Massachusetts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08741964 37495 384 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 6:52:17pm  
 
<P>The Deval Patrick win is big.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742033 37495 451 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 7:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/442/8742024" target=_blank>#442</A> 
KansasMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh <EM>hell</EM>. I just got home, logged onto local news and...Governor 
Brownback (Kansas)</P> 
<P>O'Reilly will be thrilled. Me? Notsomuch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. A young earth creationist governor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742148 37495 565 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 7:21:47pm  
 
<P>Pajamas Media is pushing another horrifically horrible New Black Panthers 
story, right on cue like the good right wing lapdogs they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742171 37495 588 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 7:23:58pm  
 
<P>This is beginning to look like it's not going to be the Tea Party's night, 
after all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742283 37495 698 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 7:39:11pm  
 
<P>Ron Johnson has won in Wisconsin -- another hard core anti-science 
Republican.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742491 37496 61 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 8:09:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8742482" target=_blank>#56</A> Jordan 
Duram</EM></P> 
<P>Who do you think you're kidding? Beat it, sock puppet.</P> 
<P>That one was "Macker."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742569 37496 132 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 8:20:49pm  
 
<P>Carl Paladino - a loathsome reptile to the very end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08742933 37496 472 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:04:48pm  
 
<P>A creepy little email from the asshole 'Macker' who was banned using the name 
"Jordan Duram":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just so you know...one day I'll get in and you won't be able to catch 
me...until I decide to do so. But not now. Have a good evening!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why we call them stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08742974 37496 513 Charles Tue, Nov 2, 2010 9:10:37pm  
 
<P>I'm closing registration now because the cretins are all worked up and 
gibbering like loons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744694 37498 49 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8744673" target=_blank>#48</A> barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the intention no doubt, but it seems a bit optimistic to think that 
principle will survive very long. If the same outcome could be achieved under 
either law, there wouldn't be much point in having separate systems would there 
?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that's not the "intention," that's the ruling. I know it conflicts with 
the narrative that "Britain allows shariah law," and that's why you're trying to 
make light of it, but it's the key point -- if shariah arbitration conflicts 
with British law, it will not apply. Period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744200 37499 23 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 9:58:01am  
 
<P>Obama's news conference coming up at 1pm ET. Posting live video in a new 
thread in a minute...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744209 37500 4 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:04:02am  
 
<P>Paul LePage will apparently be Maine's new governor.</P> 
<P>A theocrat, a climate change denier, and a creationist - he epitomizes Tea 
Party values.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744214 37500 7 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:06:11am  
 
<P>No teleprompter for Obama today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744228 37500 15 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:13:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8744222" target=_blank>#12</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last night really represented the first and only political "defeat" of 
President Obama's career. Sometimes you need to accept and face up to your own 
shortcomings before you can reinvent yourself in a productive way. I believe 
President Obama is capable of this, but he will have little incentive to modify 



his positions unless the people who "won" last night are willing to shake hands 
and meet him half way. So it would be wrong to expect ONLY the POTUS to modify 
his positions. For this to work, both sides need to compromise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Top GOP politicians have made it extremely clear that they see this election 
as a mandate to get even more hardened and extreme in their positions. There 
will not be any compromise from the GOP side. We're about to see two years of 
political insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744241 37500 26 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:16:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8744234" target=_blank>#20</A> SteveC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell has been going on for the <STRONG>last</STRONG> two 
years???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You ain't seen nothin' yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744250 37500 35 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:19:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8744245" target=_blank>#30</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll see about that. If the POTUS takes the high road and sincerely works to 
try and find common ground, the people of this country, particularly the 
Independents who decide every election will give him credit for it. And if the 
GOP decides that they received some sweeping mandate last night and does not 
need to compromise, they'll screw themselves with Independents and be punished 
in two years. I'm going to hope you are wrong and keep a very close eye on the 
behavior of the GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just relating what the new GOP House leadership has already said. I take 
them at their word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744285 37500 63 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:30:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8744276" target=_blank>#56</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>"The big deficit that I inheritied."</EM> Obama didn't "inherit" 
anything. He actively campaigned for this responsibility. The President needs to 
get his staff to help him find his nads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he actually did inherit the deficit and the financial crisis. It's a 
fact, something you don't seem too well acquainted with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744337 37500 111 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:46:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8744306" target=_blank>#81</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm fully aware of what has happened and how we got here. Why can't he just 
illustrate how he plans to move forward? I'd like to see examples instead of him 
reminding everyone all problems are caused by Republicans. If he comes across a 
little less divisive he can start to win over the other side. Clinton was in the 
exact same scenario in 1994 and believed the media while they continually told 
him he was their hero. Only when the polls showed that the Republicans' idea to 
balance the budget was the mitigating factor for his reelection did he finally 



compromise. He may also want to re-think his continual assault on the private 
sector.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing talking point word salad.</P> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744355 37500 128 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:51:41am  
 
<P>Media to President Obama: "Admit it! You screwed up! Now are you sorry? See 
how you are?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744372 37500 144 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 10:56:26am  
 
<P>The "left wing media" seems to be almost unanimously asking right wingish 
questions today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744408 37500 177 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 11:03:04am  
 
<P>My last nerve is starting to talk to me again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744625 37501 64 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:00:44pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the creepy stalkers who've been trying to vandalize LGF's 
Wikipedia page are <EM>still</EM> pissing and moaning about being shut down by 
WP editors.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744638 37501 74 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:06:36pm  
 
<P>If I see John Boehner weeping one more time I'm going to projectile-
vomit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744652 37501 86 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:10:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8744628" target=_blank>#66</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The admins and real editors over there are good people, and the stalkers 
aren't helping their case by being rabid and incomprehensible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I really want to thank you and Obdicut for getting involved over there. 
I posted a couple of comments, but I don't think it's really appropriate for me 
to get involved in arguing at Wikipedia, or editing the page. Even if I had time 
to do it, which I don't.</P> 
<P>The page itself is really out of date, by the way, and missing quite a bit of 
important information. The only ones editing it seem to be people with axes to 
grind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744662 37501 95 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:13:29pm  
 



<P>Wow, it looks like Ken Buck isn't going to win after all. Excellent. One more 
far right freakazoid bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744683 37501 113 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:17:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8744677" target=_blank>#108</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CO also defeated a proposition to redefine person to the "beginning of the 
biological development" - pretty much making ESCR impossible (and throwing a 
monkey wrench in the abortion debate).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the Personhood bill went down too, which is excellent. No one thought 
that would pass, anyway, but it's not over -- they will be back stronger than 
ever. This extremist religious right position is on the rise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744699 37501 127 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 12:31:32pm  
 
<P>By the way, we got 43 new users yesterday when I announced registration was 
open, plus 11 accounts that were attempted sock puppets by the usual cretins. 
Here's the list (and there could still be a troll or two lurking in here):</P> 
<P>TheQuadsantisueAsTheWormTurnsmikewestlilorphantGiveWarAChancesvetovSep-
amrywfesehollandalpuzAaronYzackbagencaldercwolffTorontoEmergsylwesteraMurphysMom
NorthOfAtlantaRepentantrehemsizzleRIeconomicsprofessorPete 
PumamilynilyBulworthteachinkoreaCurryworks1magsxgirltomassoredbird250MistyOhio 
2010harrogateLRonHooverhumanoidpandaAmpersanderphillytransplantTalking Point 
DetectiveMarek BageDeeCookseathingchildBadNewsModerate</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744767 37501 189 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 1:10:06pm  
 
<P>Does anyone ever use the "Show Links" button?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744832 37501 246 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 1:34:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8744819" target=_blank>#234</A> 
bloodstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally I read it as "not an IP okay" (!?) as an exasperation with wiki 
and their use for IPs for signatures when people aren't logged in.</P> 
<P>Hope that makes sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note that this person was posting his edits with at least six different IP 
addresses. It's clear to me that he was trying to conceal his 
identity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744869 37502 10 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 1:52:00pm  
 
<P>Her eyes are glazed, her affect is completely flat, and if you saw the whole 
thing she was robotically parroting the same words over and over. I laughed out 
loud when Matthews asked this question, because I was thinking the same 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744937 37502 71 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 2:08:55pm  
 



<P>I hope everyone noticed how the great scandal of a few days ago, in which 
Sarah Palin and practically every right wing blog hyped the Andrew Breitbart 
story about the reporters plotting how to sabotage Joe Miller's campaign, seems 
to have completely vanished into the mist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744951 37502 82 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 2:13:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8744945" target=_blank>#77</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The reporters got fired for unprofessionalism, but the station held firm that 
they were in no way planning sabotage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's ridiculous to fire the reporters, honestly. Are they trying to 
create an atmosphere in which their journalists are afraid to brainstorm 
ideas?</P> 
<P>But the real point is that there were no more tapes or transcripts. That was 
it. That was all Breitbart had. And once again, innocent people were hurt 
because of his smears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08744980 37502 107 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 2:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8744967" target=_blank>#96</A> MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Michelle Bachman's eyes have always seemed a little strange to me. Almost too 
light-colored for her skin tone and hair . . . maybe it's her makeup. But I 
think Matthews was just upset about the snarky sign in the background. (I would 
be, too, but he's supposed to be a professional.) The proof, and the best part, 
was at the end when he got all defensive about getting a thrill up his 
leg.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Defensive?" I don't see that at all.</P> 
<P>And it's not unprofessional to ask someone who appears to be hypnotized if 
they are, in fact, hypnotized.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745071 37502 189 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 3:12:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8745014" target=_blank>#139</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I watched the Youtube version, which is a little longer, and Matthews goes on 
for about a half-minute describing the leg-thrill incident. Seemed a bit 
defensive about it to me - ended with a pouty statement something along the 
lines of "and now they're making fun of me for it". But . . . maybe 
defensiveness is in the eye of the beholder.</P> 
<P>As to the hypnotized part, do you suppose he REALLY thought she'd been 
hypnotized? Or was it a rhetorical and snarky question? I can't imagine a 
serious journalist dismissing the idea that she wanted to say what SHE wanted to 
say, no matter what he asked . . . and instead going with the notion that The 
Amazing Kreskin got a hold of her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the whole thing -- I don't see any defensiveness in what Matthews says 
about the 'tingle' business. And what he points out about Bachmann's calls for 
investigations of 'un-American' activity is vastly more important. Sure, he's 
poking fun at Bachmann, but she doesn't deserve to be taken seriously.</P> 
<P>I wish more journalists would ask the kind of off-the-wall questions Matthews 
does. That's when things get interesting.</P> 
<P></P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://msnbc.vo.llnwd.net/e1/video/flash/n_pol_cma_ti
ngle_101102.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745076 37502 194 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 3:14:00pm  
 
<P>Forgot the video - here it is:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://msnbc.vo.llnwd.net/e1/video/flash/n_pol_cma_ti
ngle_101102.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" target=_blank>FLV 
Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745077 37502 195 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 3:14:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8745072" target=_blank>#190</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm dying to know if Murkowski won. What's the consensus on how long it will 
take to get the write ins counted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably going be a matter of weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745231 37502 335 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 4:06:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8744912" target=_blank>#50</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, I keep meaning to urge everyone who posts to LGF Pages, to set 
your personal Pages URL as your 'Homepage' in your Account. Then it will 
automatically be linked to your username when you post a comment.</P> 
<P>For example, LVQ's personal URL is:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/LudwigVanQuixote" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Then if someone wants to see your Pages, they can just click on your name in 
any comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745607 37503 88 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 6:37:37pm  
 
<P>Dan Quayle's son won. Comedy writers rejoice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745613 37503 93 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 6:39:00pm  
 
<P>Jan Brewer releected despite insane debate meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745915 37503 351 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 9:05:28pm  
 



<P>Please note: the stalker posing as a Wikipedia editor is planning his next 
move: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>Talk:Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i addressed similar concerns upthread in the talk item for my original 
inclusion [17]. please read that item, because i stated it much better there, 
but to reiterate down here, there are a lot of things in the article as it 
stands which would certainly be trivial in other articles, but which are not at 
all trivial in the context of this article. for instance, the event of johnson 
writing a post about how he doesn't like republicans anymore hardly caused a 
ripple outside of a fraction of the blog-o-sphere, but it was an important event 
in the context of little green footballs, and so it's important enough to be 
included in the wikipedia article about little green footballs. the event of 
johnson <STRONG>revising his archives of paranoid rightwing hate-speech</STRONG> 
is a subsequent, related event of proportionate weight.</P> 
<P>if you were really looking for a candidate to place the WP:UNDUE tag on, you 
might look at the "charitable contributions" section [18].</P> 
<P>i agree with obdicut that the article needs a significant re-write. perhaps 
when i've satisfied this particular inclusion, i'll attempt one as well so we 
can have two models to draw from. Notanipokay (talk) 03:17, 4 November 2010 
(UTC)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Paranoid right wing hate speech?" Is it possible for anyone to be more 
biased?</P> 
<P>This is the guy who previously used six different IP addresses, now trying to 
appear sane. Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08745917 37503 353 Charles Wed, Nov 3, 2010 9:07:07pm  
 
<P>I may have to take this Wikipedia insanity public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746435 37505 124 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 9:38:18am  
 
<P>In case anyone has any doubts about where I stand, waterboarding is torture. 
Period. If the US calls it torture when it's used against our soldiers -- and we 
do -- we don't get to claim a special exemption when we use the same damned 
technique on our enemies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746530 37505 210 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 10:08:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/8746519" target=_blank>#201</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh...[Link: <A href="http://www.mediaite.com/tv/results-are-in-and-most-
agree-fox-news-offered-more-balanced-election-coverage-than-msnbc/" 
target=_blank>www.mediaite.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it supposed to be a surprise that Mediaite promotes Fox News? Or is that 
supposed to be proof of something, other than Mediaite's own very obvious 
bias?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746573 37505 253 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 10:19:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8746543" target=_blank>#223</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mediaite is just as likely to slam Fox news as promote it...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, they really are not. But I understand why you'd like to pretend they 
are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746717 37505 318 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 11:00:59am  
 
<P>I actually understand the impetus to defend the waterboarding of people like 
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed. I freely admit that after 9/11 I wasn't concerned at all 
with the human rights of the people who attacked us, and I made light of the 
waterboarding issue, using the rationalization that it didn't cause permanent 
physical harm and therefore couldn't be classified as torture.</P> 
<P>I now realize that I was wrong. One of the real turning points for me was 
when Christopher Hitchens, who was a hawk as far as the Iraq War and 9/11 and 
radical Islam, underwent waterboarding, was greatly affected by it, and wrote a 
piece unequivocally condemning it as torture. And when I started researching the 
history of waterboarding and its use against US troops in Vietnam and other 
wars, and realized that our government had no hesitation about classifying it as 
torture when it was used against us, I simply had to admit that I was wrong 
about it, and that waterboarding IS torture. It evokes a primal, uncontrollable 
panic reaction, and yes -- people can be permanently harmed by it, both 
physically and mentally.</P> 
<P>It's torture.</P> 
<P>You may think the use of torture can be justified in some extreme cases (I 
don't), and that at least is an arguable position. Wrong, but arguable.</P> 
<P>But it's torture. At least have the honesty to admit that 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746741 37506 100 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 11:10:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8746733" target=_blank>#92</A> 
djameswrites</EM></P> 
<P>So your point is that everyone should just roll over and go back to 
sleep?</P> 
<P>Go right ahead. I don't think I'll join you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746778 37506 132 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 11:21:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8746704" target=_blank>#67</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, unless the one I posted just before it also really has 4475158 tweets 
too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there's something going wrong right now with the bit.ly code. Probably 
because I'm working on setting up a custom URL-shortening domain with them.</P> 
<P>Instead of j.mp, our shortened links will use lgf.bz. We're having some 
trouble getting things configured, but it should be working again 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08746914 37507 17 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 12:33:20pm  
 



<P><A href="http://solveclimatenews.com/news/20101104/inaction-climate-change-
putting-decades-human-progress-risk" target=_blank>Inaction on Climate Change 
Putting Decades of Human Progress at Risk</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747038 37508 35 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 1:38:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8747033" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what KSM gave up under torture...</P> 
<P><A href="http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/6452789.stm" 
target=_blank>Khalid Sheikh Mohammed's '31 plots'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are things he admitted to in his Gitmo hearing. Are you sure they're 
all obtained through waterboarding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747051 37508 46 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 1:44:09pm  
 
<P>The CIA investigator who looked into the waterboarding of Khalid Sheikh 
Mohammed said they don't know <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/08/28/AR2009082803874_2.html" target=_blank>how much of 
the information they got from KSM was valid</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John L. Helgerson, the former CIA inspector general who investigated the 
agency's detention and interrogation program, said his work did not put him in 
"a position to reach definitive conclusions about the effectiveness of 
particular interrogation methods."</P> 
<P>"Certain of the techniques seemed to have little effect, whereas 
waterboarding and sleep deprivation were the two most powerful techniques and 
elicited a lot of information," he said in an interview. "But we didn't have the 
time or resources to do a careful, systematic analysis of the use of particular 
techniques with particular individuals and independently confirm the quality of 
the information that came out."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747645 37508 590 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 5:17:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/586/8747639" target=_blank>#586</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand why Charles posted this today. There is a problem with the LGF 
Wiki page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, there is a problem going on over there, true, but it really has nothing 
to do with this post. It came up in the earlier thread, and I posted it publicly 
because I thought it needed to be said. That's the whole reason.</P> 
<P>I never post anything in reaction to the creeps who stalk me around the web, 
unless it's specifically about them, and that's rare. They don't set my agenda, 
and they never will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747654 37508 599 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 5:24:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/8747650" target=_blank>#595</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I was referring to the person with multiple IP numbers who is making an issue 
out of missing posts. The claim that you are trying to cover-up you past 
positions on certain "sticky" issues. An sincere honest admiration such as 
today's, kills that argument.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I see how you're looking at it -- but honestly, that couldn't have been 
farther from my mind when I wrote this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748926 37508 837 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 11:31:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/835/8748578" target=_blank>#835</A> 
SteveDutch</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But one question, which I seriously doubt will be answered coherently, is 
this: If it's okay to denounce torture as absolutely wrong in all times and 
places, what's your grounds for condemning other people who say the same things 
about abortion or homosexuality?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you kidding?</P> 
<P>You really don't see the difference between condemning <EM>torture</EM> and 
condemning people for their sexual orientation?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747741 37509 8 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:05:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8747733" target=_blank>#7</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<P>What, did something happen? Maybe a discussion about torture or 
something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747756 37509 13 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8747754" target=_blank>#11</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this rate someday the various catalogers of internet sites might take you 
off the list labeled "conservative."</P> 
<P>Glacially...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Like this one, for example?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogosphereauthorityindex.com/" 
target=_blank>blogosphereauthorityindex.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747791 37509 23 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:19:43pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. The Paulians are freaking out tonight about Killgore's post:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/228998_Extremist_GOP-
_lunatic_Ron_Pau" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747796 37509 25 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:20:33pm  
 
<P>The link to their kook site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ronpaulforums.com/showthread.php?t=267292" 
target=_blank>www.ronpaulforums.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08747803 37509 27 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:22:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8747793" target=_blank>#24</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2010/11/exclusive-palin-
emails-abc-news-to-push-back-on-taliban-muslim-twitter-controversy.html" 
target=_blank>Palin Emails ABC News to Push Back on 'Taliban Muslim' Twitter 
Controversy</A></P> 
<P>/satire</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's possible that she did accidentally 'favorite' that tweet from 
Ann Coulter. She's just that stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747820 37509 34 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:28:05pm  
 
<P>John Boehner looks like some kind of strange puppet statue made out of a 
pumpkin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747837 37509 40 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:31:20pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow made some terrific points tonight about the right wing echo 
chamber and their fake outrages and made-up stories.</P> 
<P>They're living in an alternate reality. I've seen it developing for years, 
and now it's gone completely into the Twilight Zone. The right wing is 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747850 37509 47 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:37:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8747845" target=_blank>#43</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see that at all. He looks normal to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=ZZ3F65AEF7.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3F65AEF7.jpg" 
rel=fancy1d9a147c target=_blank>Image: ZZ3F65AEF7.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747861 37509 55 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:41:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8747860" target=_blank>#54</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seattle Times declares Patty Murray winner in Washington; Rossi concedes; 
Michelle Malkin weeps big tears.Just call me, happy to be living on the west 
coast.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The west coast has largely avoided the Tea Party disaster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747871 37509 62 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:43:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8747868" target=_blank>#60</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That leaves the GOP with a gain of 5 seats. Still good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it's very bad. The GOP does not deserve to win. They are the party of 
atavism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747878 37509 65 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:48:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8747876" target=_blank>#64</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the water... we fluoridate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Communism is in our teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747893 37509 75 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 6:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8747881" target=_blank>#67</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this, you and I do not agree. I was glad to vote for Mark Kirk, and happy 
when he won. I've never liked Obama and I'm glad he'll be checked. I also think 
that given some formal power, the party establishment will be able to reign in 
the crazies somewhat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You will eat those words. We're about to see a nightmarish example of what 
happens when right wingers gain power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747912 37509 87 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 7:00:32pm  
 
<P>If the right wing had responded to Obama's election with principled criticism 
of his policies, we might be in a very different place today.</P> 
<P>Instead, the GOP and the Tea Party base have indulged themselves in an orgy 
of racism and irrational behavior unlike anything I've ever seen. The Republican 
Party has <EM>totally</EM> lost me, and I know I'm not alone.</P> 
<P>Instead of doing the hard work to come up with alternatives to the Democratic 
agenda, the GOP dove to the bottom as fast as they could. The Southern Strategy 
was almost mild compared to what's going on now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747939 37509 102 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 7:12:19pm  
 
<P>David Frum is lost in Dreamland. He still thinks there's a real centrist 
conservative movement that has a chance of taking control back from the 
loons.</P> 
<P>The loons are ascendant, and totally in control. There's a reason why Frum 
can only get airtime on MSNBC -- he's been excommunicated, but he's still in 
denial about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747967 37509 111 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 7:22:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8747956" target=_blank>#107</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does Frum acknowledge that a non-trivial portion of the electorate is in full 
revanche mode? I fail to see how those people will, very quickly, suddenly 
accept a future with the US more accommodating to international pressure while 
crawling along with minimal economic growth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He acknowledges it, but then he comes right back and talks about the 
wonderful conservative values we should all support, just on the off-chance that 
they might not be crazy.</P> 
<P>It's really sad to see a smart person who lies to himself like 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08747989 37509 129 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 7:28:58pm  
 
<P>Karl Rove says "climate is gone."</P> 
<P>He's more right than he knows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748067 37510 31 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 7:57:50pm  
 
<P>Four attempted sock puppet registrations today, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748189 37510 143 Charles Thu, Nov 4, 2010 8:50:58pm  
 
<P>Not this again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748696 37511 11 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 9:35:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8748684" target=_blank>#1</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not universally--at Hot Air, Allahpundit is congratulating himself for not 
biting on this one despite the headlines at Drudge.But he hastens to underline 
the "tragedy" of Obama bringing a teleprompter with him to address the Indian 
parliament.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Allahpundit is the right wing's court jester. His own readers have nothing 
but contempt for him -- he's regularly trashed and vilified in the comments for 
his own posts.</P> 
<P>I hope he's being paid well. There isn't enough money in the world to get me 
to degrade myself the way he does on a daily basis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749327 37512 13 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 2:57:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8749274" target=_blank>#12</A> deranged 
cat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just throwing it out there; i am a pretty good deal finder. if anybody needs 
to find something for cheap, ask me!and in my experience, $10 - $15 per inch is 
a the price you should be going for a 1080p LCD TV. These prices seem ok, and 
Amazon doesn't charge tax for most states, so that's a bonus!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The no-tax part is a biggie on a relatively high-ticket item, and on a lot of 
these sets you get free shipping as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749325 37513 36 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 2:54:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8749227" target=_blank>#34</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To be an actual "unapologetic Birther" doesn't anyone think that there should 
be an actual statement where he says some kind of support for being a 
birther?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you think you should actually read the article before complaining? That 
would be a great way to avoid making a fool of yourself, next 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748852 37514 19 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 11:02:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8748844" target=_blank>#13</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is making non sense to me. I get why Juan Williams was released from 
further service from NPR since his position was supposed to be neutral in his 
reporting. However, KO was never neutral nor was there any such intent. His show 
and commentary was always representative of the left/progressive viewpoint. Is 
MSNBC claiming some kind of bizarro conflict of interest?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the update above -- apparently, he violated MSNBC's ethics policy.</P> 
<P>(Fox News has no ethics policy, or if they do it's routinely 
ignored.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08748963 37514 118 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 11:42:51am  
 
<P>Right wing loons on Twitter have already cooked up a conspiracy theory for 
this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MSNBC firing of Olbermann for contributing to Democrats is PR ploy to cover 
their tracks on how leftist they really are. Matthews? #tcot 
#RS</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that must be it. MSNBC is trying to cover up their leftist 
bias.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749013 37514 163 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 11:59:53am  
 
<P>Remember, folks -- It wasn't the donations that actually got Olbermann 
suspended. It was the fact that he apparently didn't inform MSNBC about 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749020 37514 170 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 12:02:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8749017" target=_blank>#167</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>According to the statement you posted in the update, it wasn't about 
informing them it was about getting permission. There is a difference... isn't 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, he was supposed to inform them in advance and obtain 
permission.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749025 37514 175 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 12:05:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/8749023" target=_blank>#173</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>An update on Pamela Geller's new "free speech" hero...<A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/11/student_who_sent_threat_
to_il_mosque_sentenced_to.php" target=_blank>Man Who Sent Threat To IL Mosque 
Sentenced To Year In Prison</A>Here's the email...</P> 
<P>Yikes!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. She's sticking up for the right to threaten Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749041 37514 191 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 12:20:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8749031" target=_blank>#181</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just be careful scrolling down the front page of her site today. She's 
posting bloody pictures of dead babies again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing gets Geller's crackpot readers worked up like dozens of large, 
graphic dead baby pictures. She obviously hunts for them and saves them, since 
she recycles them often.</P> 
<P>The woman is a disgusting moral toad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749059 37514 207 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 12:27:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8749042" target=_blank>#192</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>You should post this as an LGF Page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749330 37514 456 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 2:59:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/454/8749326" target=_blank>#454</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Magical Balance Fairy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Far from it. The comparison is completely unbalanced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749340 37514 466 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:08:49pm  
 
<P>I'm ambivalent about Olbermann's suspension. On the one hand, it seems like 
this is a BS reason to suspend him; if MSNBC thought it would damage anyone's 
perception of Olbermann's impartiality, they're delusional. Nobody thinks 
Olbermann is impartial. He's probably the least impartial person on TV.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, if it really was in his contract and he did fail to follow 
the proper procedure, then tough luck for Keith. It looks as if MSNBC wanted to 
send him a message, and found an excuse to do it.</P> 
<P>It might also have something to do with this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://choosen.tv/msnbc-overhaul-works?page=1" target=_blank>MSNBC 
Overhaul in The Works?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749344 37514 470 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:12:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/457/8749331" target=_blank>#457</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>On Twitter:@chrislhayes: OK: I'm not filling in on Countdown tonight because 
I didn't feel comfortable doing it given the circumstances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going to be MSBC news anchor Thomas Roberts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749349 37514 474 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:15:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/8749345" target=_blank>#471</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That site has very annoying ads. The one on top of the text won't go 
away.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't see that for some reason. Try turning off Javascript and reload the 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749360 37514 480 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:22:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/8749357" target=_blank>#477</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I highlight the text I can read it. I don't want to ask for the tutorial 
on turning off Javascript. Was there a date on that article?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's a better post at C&amp;L: [Link: <A 
href="http://crooksandliars.com/karoli/what-role-did-comcast-play-keith-
olbermanns" target=_blank>crooksandliars.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The button to turn off Javascript should be in your browser settings 
somewhere. Safari has it in Preferences-&gt;Security.</P> 
<P>I often turn Javascript off/on when I'm visiting some sites with those ads 
that walk, fly, or ooze slowly across the text you're trying to 
read.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749364 37514 484 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:26:37pm  
 
<P>Note that the latest update at C&amp;L does have a statement from Comcast 
saying they had no part in this decision. And they point out some mistakes in 
the original C&amp;L post - Anschutz is not involved in Comcast management, 
although he is a major shareholder and partner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749437 37515 43 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:57:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8749429" target=_blank>#36</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's hope it doesn't go further than that. I'm also a little concerned about 
the information he'll have access to. Leaking financial information could do a 
lot of damage to the economy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already made his plans pretty clear - he'll search for any 
irregularities and technicalities, or anything even slightly out of order, and 
use that to justify wider investigations. He doesn't try to hide that he's on a 
witch hunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749440 37515 46 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 3:58:58pm  
 



<P>The Fed is already audited on a regular basis, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749456 37515 62 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 4:04:22pm  
 
<P>The Wikipedia entry on the Federal Reserve is very good, lots of detail on 
these issues:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_System#Government_regulation_
and_supervision" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749479 37515 84 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 4:18:42pm  
 
<P>By the way - I know someone will point out that my headline isn't precise. 
Ron Paul's not "in charge of" the Fed. He's in charge of persecuting the Fed. I 
know this.</P> 
<P>But that didn't have the same ring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749539 37515 143 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 4:59:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8749490" target=_blank>#95</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Completely random and shamelessly apolitical unrelated question:</P> 
<P>Are there any other linux nerds in the crowd? Am I the only FOSS (free and 
open source software) zealot here, or are there others?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The LGF web server uses Apache running in Red Hat. I've gotten pretty good 
with Linux because I had to. Set up a full rsync-based backup system for our 
database server, with shell scripts.</P> 
<P>Also played around with installing various Linux distros on my desktop 
machine - Ubuntu, Fedora, OpenSUSE.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749554 37515 158 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 5:13:02pm  
 
<P>In fact, if anyone's a shell script guru here, I have a question that just 
came up with a script I'm working on.</P> 
<P>This part of the script reads a directory looking for files with the 
extension '.tmp.php' and renames them to '.php' -- strips off the .tmp part. 
It's working fine but I can't figure out how to do something that ought to be 
very simple.</P> 
<P>Here's the code, a simple loop:</P> 
<P>for tmp in *.tmp.phpdomv -i $tmp ${tmp/.tmp/}done</P> 
<P>The problem is that if there are no files in the directory that match the 
search spec, the shell kicks out a harmless but annoying error message.</P> 
<P>I tried this, to test for the existence of any files with the proper 
extension and only execute the loop if found:</P> 
<P>if test -f *.tmp.phpthenfor tmp in *.tmp.phpdomv -i $tmp 
${tmp/.tmp/}donefi</P> 
<P>... but no dice. (I'm sure it's so simple I'll feel like an idiot when 
someone shows me what I'm doing wrong.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749560 37515 164 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 5:21:03pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8749558" target=_blank>#162</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<P>Off the top of my head, why not try:</P> 
<P>while [ -e *.tmp.php ]do{your for loop}done</P> 
<P>That might do it. Of course, a while loop instead. (slaps forehead) I'll 
check it out, thanks.</P> 
<P>I need to get a good book on shell scripting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749572 37515 175 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 5:31:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8749565" target=_blank>#168</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you redirect the Error IO to /dev/null?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but I'd rather do it with a loop that just exits if there are no 
matching files.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749590 37515 193 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 5:44:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8749583" target=_blank>#186</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(when coupled with cron and SSH)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep - the system I created for our DB server uses rsync and ssh to back up a 
nightly dump of the most important DB tables to an offsite storage 
system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749593 37515 196 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 5:45:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8749584" target=_blank>#187</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Holy shit the TCOT twitter feed is insane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Fox News audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749629 37515 230 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 6:00:47pm  
 
<P>Gotta see what Rachel Maddow has to say about the Olbermann.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749680 37515 279 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 6:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/259/8749660" target=_blank>#259</A> 
GreenDroll</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is anyone suggesting that the Fed can not endure some 
scrutiny?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Fed already gets plenty of scrutiny. Your point?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749765 37515 359 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 6:45:44pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow has learned the format well - she postponed her statement on 
Keith Olbermann until the last segment, perfectly timed to fit between the ads, 
with a little promo kicker at each break.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08749768 37515 362 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 6:46:37pm  
 
<P>Wow, extra kicker inserted by MSNBC, who obviously know an opportunity when 
they see one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749791 37515 385 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 6:51:41pm  
 
<P>Wow, they squeezed out another commercial break. Imagine the suspense out 
there in cable-land.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749888 37515 482 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 7:15:16pm  
 
<P>Florida again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08749979 37516 11 Charles Fri, Nov 5, 2010 7:41:32pm  
 
<P>Uh - just a minute. She said she understands why MSNBC has the rule in their 
contracts, and that other people had followed the rule, and she never said 
Olbermann didn't deserve to be suspended.</P> 
<P>She's making a much larger point with her comparisons to Fox News -- and 
that's how utterly out of control Fox's GOP cheerleading has 
become.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750555 37516 397 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:21:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/8750548" target=_blank>#396</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<P>That's ridiculous. Did you even watch the video? She says very clearly that 
Olbermann violated his contract and does NOT defend him at all. Not one bit.</P> 
<P>She's not "distracting" from anything. Why are right wingers so determined to 
promote obviously false memes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750565 37516 401 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:28:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/8750562" target=_blank>#399</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why mention Fox News at all. There's a time and place for bringing up 
the wrong-doing of others, and it's not in the middle of your own 
controversy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please.</P> 
<P>Now I know you didn't watch it. Or if you did, you were watching through 
right wing goggles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750573 37516 404 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:32:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/402/8750569" target=_blank>#402</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Did either of you read my first post? The typical 6th grade argument was 
always "Yeah, but". Just as Maddow is acknowledging the wrong-doing, but . . 
.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read your post, and it's a ridiculous mischaracterization of what Maddow 
said.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750574 37516 405 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:32:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/8750572" target=_blank>#403</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or, it's possible that I watched it and came away with a different 
opinion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- an opinion that isn't based on anything close to 
reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750578 37516 407 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:33:40am  
 
<P>Maddow is right, by the way -- Fox News apparently has NO ethics policy. Or 
if they do, it isn't posted anywhere on the Internet where people can check the 
behavior of Fox's propagandists against it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750586 37516 412 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:42:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/408/8750579" target=_blank>#408</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess we'll have to agree to disagree. I'm sorry you felt it necessary to 
ridicule my opinion by calling it a ridiculous mischaracterization, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How did I know that would be the next response?</P> 
<P>You can't defend what you wrote, because it's a blatant, obvious 
mischaracterization, so instead you'll start in with the victimhood stuff.</P> 
<P>I've only seen this about 26,723 times before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750594 37516 414 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:48:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8750592" target=_blank>#413</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, name-calling without explanation is ridicule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But of course, comparing Rachel Maddow to a 6th grader is carefully reasoned 
and not ridicule at all.</P> 
<P>When you post a ridiculous, distorted mischaracterization, you're going to 
get called on it. You're not helping your case by whining about it and trying to 
pretend you're being mistreated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750601 37516 417 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 9:56:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/8750598" target=_blank>#415</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've already defended what I wrote. I see Maddow's comments as a juvenile 
distraction, otherwise there would be no need at all to bring Fox News or anyone 
else, for that matter, into the discussion. You disagree. I could state it 
again, and you could disagree again if you'd like, and we could go on all 
day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I understand that you have a really obvious bias, and it's clouding your 
judgment and making you see things that aren't there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750609 37516 419 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:00:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/8750604" target=_blank>#418</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I feel the same about you. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So go ahead and explain to me what I'm seeing that isn't there. You made 
ridiculous right wing claims that Maddow was making excuses for Olbermann -- and 
she simply is not. Not at all. She admits right up front that he violated his 
contract.</P> 
<P>And yet, you still insist that she did make excuses. I shouldn't be surprised 
any more by this kind of stuff, I guess. It's how right wingers argue: ignore 
reality and just cling to those talking points like a drowning man with a life 
preserver.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750631 37516 423 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:18:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/421/8750620" target=_blank>#421</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said in my first post, she said Yeah, but look at Fox News, they're way 
worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And just like your first post, this is a ridiculous, blatant 
mischaracterization.</P> 
<P>Your attempt to drag it down to the level of a 6th grade argument is 
pathetic. She made a very good point, supported by a mountain of evidence, that 
Fox News actually does engage in exactly the kind of behavior that is prohibited 
at MSNBC.</P> 
<P>That's the point you don't want people to see, and that's why you're trying 
to minimize and mock it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750638 37516 426 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:24:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/8750636" target=_blank>#425</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, and my kids had definitive proof that Joey shoplifted. Point is, they 
were trying to minimize my anger with them by bringing it up when they did. Same 
as Maddow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, I understand that's what you're saying. But calling it a "point" is an 
exaggeration. It's a deliberate distortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750644 37516 429 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:30:39am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/8750640" target=_blank>#427</A> 
MurphysMom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think it's not. Seems neither of us will change the others' mind, so I 
guess we'll have to agree to disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The difference is that your opinion is based on a fantasy version of a Rachel 
Maddow show that never existed. She doesn't distract, she doesn't make excuses, 
she doesn't minimize. Anyone can watch and see for themselves that she began 
with a very clear summation of what happened, acknowledged that Olbermann had 
violated his contract and that other MSNBC reporters had followed theirs, and 
basically said he deserved it. No excuses, no distractions. It was clear as 
day.</P> 
<P>Then she proceeded to illustrate, with numerous examples and hard facts, that 
Fox News has no such ethical standard.</P> 
<P>The "facts" part is what you seem to be desperately trying to 
ignore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750677 37516 445 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:59:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8750676" target=_blank>#444</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that help even more to clear up why your attacks on Maddow are rather 
off the mark?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm guessing not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750649 37517 221 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:37:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/8750647" target=_blank>#220</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I asked Charles but he missed my post..I was going to order from 
Amazon</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, I was arguing with someone in the previous thread. Heh.</P> 
<P>Do you need a pocket camera or a DSLR style? How "pro" do you need it to 
be?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750658 37517 227 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:44:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/8750651" target=_blank>#222</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not..I don't know about cameras.. Something cool for about 500 
bucks...Does that buy me something of quality?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you can spend $500, I'd recommend the Canon G12:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0041RSPRS/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Canon G12 10MP Digital Camera with 5x Optical Image Stabilized 
Zoom and 2.8 inch Vari-Angle LCD</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750661 37517 229 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:47:05am  
 
<P>I have the earlier model, the G10, and it's a terrific camera. Has many DSLR-
style features to give you greater control if you need it, and a vastly superior 
lens to a pocket camera's.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08750675 37517 234 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 10:54:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8750669" target=_blank>#232</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like a good camera to take sports shots with..Thanks 
Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lot of the photos I've posted were taken with the G10.</P> 
<P>Of course, for a bit more than $500 you could also get an entry-level Nikon 
DSLR like the D5000, if you want a more professional camera with interchangeable 
lenses and a much better image processor:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00267S7TQ/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Nikon D5000 12.3 MP DX Digital SLR Camera with 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6G 
VR Lens and 2.7-inch Vari-angle LCD</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750719 37518 1 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 12:48:06pm  
 
<P>New feature in the LGF Master Spy -- you can now see user logins and logouts 
in real time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750723 37518 3 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 12:51:46pm  
 
<P>It's very cool to see people logging in and out. One thing I noticed 
immediately in testing this feature this morning is that a lot of people never 
bother to log out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750731 37518 11 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 12:55:40pm  
 
<P>It's neither good nor bad - just something I noticed. Doesn't hurt anything 
if you don't log out - except maybe in work situations or where others can use 
your computer, I guess.</P> 
<P>One thing it affects is the 'Show Users' feature, though -- if people never 
log out, their name will still show in that list for about 30 minutes after 
they're no longer actually browsing LGF. I had to use a timeout limit in that 
case because there's no way to tell if they're really still 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750739 37518 18 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 12:58:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8750737" target=_blank>#16</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you never log out, will it still show you as logging in when you 
arrive?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depends how long you've been doing something else with no LGF windows open. 
If your session has expired, but you set the Remember Me button (which uses a 
cookie), it will show you as logging in again at that time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750776 37518 46 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 1:29:30pm  
 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8750771" target=_blank>#43</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Show Users" says he's gone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a difference between clicking the Spy button for an article (at lower 
right of the article) and the "LGF Master Spy" in the upper left login 
panel.</P> 
<P>The Master Spy shows much more information -- all comments in every thread, 
logins, new registrations, etc. The Spy for individual articles only shows the 
events for that article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750779 37518 48 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 1:35:55pm  
 
<P>I did see Semper Fi's logout in my Spy window.</P> 
<P>Try it yourself - leave the spy window open while you log out and log 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750788 37518 57 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 1:51:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8750783" target=_blank>#52</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You get to see a lot more sleepers with this feature.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, didn't think about it when I programmed the feature, but it does have 
that capability too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750826 37518 86 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 2:45:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8750823" target=_blank>#84</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any chance of getting the upding / downding / favorite / report buttons in 
the Spy?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried it once, but the problem was that with the unpredictable scrolling it 
was way too easy to miss, or worse, hit the button for the wrong post.</P> 
<P>Instead, you can click the username on a comment, which opens the individual 
comment page, and do it from there. Where things are nice and stable and not 
moving all around.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752009 37519 133 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 9:13:43am  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyb8f9ac25 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08750925 37520 7 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 3:44:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8750919" target=_blank>#4</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think Karla und Henrika are German. Their leotards say Deutschland, and 
their fans in red in the stands are waving German flags. I'd sure like to see 
the other competitors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right! I just noticed that too and changed the title. I saw the big 
sign about the Netherlands and thought it was a Dutch event.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08751009 37520 52 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 5:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8751007" target=_blank>#50</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The parade of sleepers who log in is amazing. Also, this guy is posting 
Pages, even though he's blocked.</P> 
<P>Weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah. Yeah, that was a stalker's attempt to register my name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08751011 37520 53 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 5:29:29pm  
 
<P>It's a little hypnotic to watch the logins. Do not operate heavy machinery 
while viewing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08751063 37520 98 Charles Sat, Nov 6, 2010 6:08:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8751057" target=_blank>#92</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>/ Take note, this is us over here, so I expect a little more respect around 
here!1!1</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.abc.net.au/news/stories/2010/11/07/3059289.htm?section=justin" 
target=_blank>US 'has no better friend' than Australia</A></P> 
<P>Ms Clinton has also thanked Australia for its support in the aftermath of 
September 11 terrorist attacks.</P> 
<P>She says the United States has no better friend than 
Australia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I totally agree with Secretary Clinton. Australia has been a great and good 
friend of America for the past difficult decade, and I for one will be eternally 
grateful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752101 37522 89 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 10:15:40am  
 
<P>Had a little server hiccup there for a couple of minutes. It's a good idea to 
reload the page to make sure everything's cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752117 37522 104 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 10:27:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8752054" target=_blank>#43</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CEO income is more often than not sanctioned and set by Boards of Directors 
and often based on performance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. There's no rational measure of performance that could possibly 
justify the gigantic salaries CEOs of top corporations receive -- and the 
salaries are only the beginning. These people are wealthy beyond your wildest 



dreams. They deserve fair compensation, sure, but the current system is an 
obscenity.</P> 
<P>And often, it's completely disconnected from performance. CEOs who fail get 
the same huge payoffs as CEOs who succeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752211 37522 193 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 11:15:49am  
 
<P>My web connection just completely dropped for almost an hour, always a fun 
experience. Thank you, Time Warner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752409 37522 277 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 1:08:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/8752394" target=_blank>#275</A> 
djameswrites</EM></P> 
<P>Are you 'Stonemason,' by the way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752428 37522 286 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 1:15:43pm  
 
<P>Right, that's what I thought. You'll feel much more welcome elsewhere, I'm 
sure, so I'm blocking your second sock puppet account. No need to thank 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08752301 37523 31 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 11:59:44am  
 
<P>Web connection dropped again. Pixies in the lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08753159 37525 1 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 6:41:15pm  
 
<P>If there's going to be a third party in US politics, I propose "The Sane 
Party."</P> 
<P>Somebody has to do it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08753175 37526 2 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 6:51:42pm  
 
<P>Guaranteed a lot of viewers on Tuesday night.</P> 
<P>Not allegatin'. Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08753213 37526 16 Charles Sun, Nov 7, 2010 7:04:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8753208" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an old shock jock radio gimmick. They break into the boss' office and 
steal the tickets to the big Aerosmith concert and give them away to the 100th 
caller and get suspended for a week of vacation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the rubes fall for it every time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754498 37527 235 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 3:18:41pm  
 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8754443" target=_blank>#234</A> wondervu</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>I wanted to give you some personal and positive feedback related to this post 
and NOAA. I do not know how to email you directly and privately. Can you contact 
me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you look in the left sidebar near the top of the page, there's a Contact 
form in there, right under 'Tag Cloud'; you can use that to get in touch with 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754684 37530 475 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 6:00:03pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754318 37531 12 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 1:46:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8754300" target=_blank>#8</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried to read Pam's response to this but quickly gave up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, she's full-out incoherent. Just added her rant above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754323 37531 14 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 1:49:20pm  
 
<P>She'll now accuse me of being in league with CAIR again. But the OK amendment 
is ludicrous and stupid and deserved to be blocked, regardless of CAIR's 
involvement as the plaintiff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754408 37531 74 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 2:36:27pm  
 
<P>By the way, I finally fixed that bug in the Pages retweet code that caused it 
to cut off most of the tweet text, if the title contained an accented character 
- e.g. 'Juárez'.</P> 
<P>It now passes along any accented characters intact to 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754430 37531 90 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 2:49:37pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyf511365a target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754535 37531 178 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 3:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/8754534" target=_blank>#177</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Seems to be a common right wing meme suddenly that Obama is about to do 
something drastic. For example:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/229343_Did_you_hear_Obama_is_going_to



" target=_blank>Did you hear? Obama is going to cancel the 2012 
elections!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754666 37532 9 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 5:35:40pm  
 
<P>In the solo he plays a string of uninterrupted 32nd notes for about 20 
seconds, and it sounds like he's picking every one. It's pretty 
astounding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754677 37532 13 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 5:52:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8754669" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's his guitar on the album cover. Looks cool, almost like a Gretsch or 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of his Ibanez signature models:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ibanez.com/ElectricGuitars/Series-pgm" 
target=_blank>www.ibanez.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08754879 37533 3 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 7:21:04pm  
 
<P>The Vulture was featured in many Spider-Man story lines.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08755254 37533 72 Charles Mon, Nov 8, 2010 9:28:11pm  
 
<P>That was the last straw. Finished with that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08755615 37534 48 Charles Tue, Nov 9, 2010 10:29:34am  
 
<P>Just checked through the clips from Glenn Beck's radio show at MM - man, that 
guy is <EM>really</EM> going out there now. I might have to start watching his 
show again because he sounds like he's about to have a 'Network' style 
meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08755751 37535 83 Charles Tue, Nov 9, 2010 11:50:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8755737" target=_blank>#70</A> yasharki</EM></P> 
<P>The links to individual comment pages save much more load on the server, 
because when someone links to a comment from another LGF page or from another 
site, the entire page of comments doesn't have to be loaded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08755876 37535 190 Charles Tue, Nov 9, 2010 12:57:27pm  
 
<P>If it really was a missile, I'm sure we're going to be hearing more about 
it.</P> 
<P>I do think the meteorologist's explanation sounds plausible, and he's 
speaking as someone who's seen similar optical illusions.</P> 
<P>It's the 48-hour rule again. With this much interest there's bound to be more 
info coming soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08755902 37535 207 Charles Tue, Nov 9, 2010 1:13:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8755900" target=_blank>#206</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>I can't say for sure, and I'm not making any final judgment, but this post 
has some photos of jet contrails that look VERY similar to the 'missile 
launch.'</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://uncinus.wordpress.com/2010/11/09/4/" 
target=_blank>uncinus.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08756268 37536 320 Charles Tue, Nov 9, 2010 6:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/8756195" target=_blank>#248</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mystery solved...Ultimatum to Obama and all Hostiles, Surrender or Die!</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. You should post that in your pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08757326 37540 125 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2010 12:37:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8757183" target=_blank>#70</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CHARLES:</P> 
<P>You just sent out this on twitter:</P> 
<P>Lizardoid Charles JohnsonBrits Say Cargo Bomb Was Timed To Detonate Over US 
East Coast [Link: <A href="http://lgf.bz//9uzAf" target=_blank>lgf.bz...</A>] 
#LGF #lgfpages #tcot #tlot #p23 minutes ago Favorite Retweet Reply</P> 
<P>The link isn't working; it goes <A href="http://lgf.bz//9uzAf" 
target=_blank>this page</A>.</P> 
<P>Extra characters, apparently, but which ones are the extra 
ones?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for letting me know! There was a little teensy bug in the machine - 
now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08757612 37543 20 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2010 3:25:41pm  
 
<P>The point is that no amount of "more science" is going to convince the right 
wing at this point. Climate change denial is an article of faith. They say they 
want "more evidence," but it's a lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08757792 37543 185 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2010 5:03:13pm  
 
<P>Anybody want to help me come up with parodies of Pamela Geller post 
titles?</P> 
<P>Here's what I have so far:</P> 
<P>Stop the Islamization of Our Precious Bodily Fluids Before Its Too 
Late!!!</P> 
<P>Obummer's Kenyan Grandmother - A Crack Whore???</P> 
<P>Islamic Supremacist Mega Mosque! Islamic Supremacist Mega Mosque!</P> 



<P>Milosevic - Misunderstood Hero in the War Against Islamic Supremcists</P> 
<P>Barack Soetoro Hussein - Weak Girlyman or Sinister Islamic 
Puppetmaster???</P> 
<P>Release the Long Form Nirth Certificate!!!</P> 
<P>Geert Wilders, The Most Interesting Man Alive...</P> 
<P>Filthy Lying Muslim Spreads Evil</P> 
<P>English Defence League Patriots Totally Don't Riot At All!!!</P> 
<P>Libel Blogger Charles Johnson Lives in My Head!!!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08757803 37543 195 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2010 5:06:21pm  
 
<P>(Doing my own version of the Shrieking Harpy Rant Generator ... titles are 
for that...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08757892 37543 282 Charles Wed, Nov 10, 2010 5:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8757878" target=_blank>#268</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm starting to wonder again about Fox's legal liabilities. George Soros is 
well protected but all those little groups that Beck names as part of the vast 
conspiracy don't have security or armed guards. After watching this week's shows 
there's no doubt in my mind what's going to happen. I'm sure Fox lawyers have 
approved all this stuff so I suppose they are legally safe. I'm also starting to 
wonder about Beck's motives. I always thought of him as just cashing in on the 
conspiracy stuff but it's really starting to look like he's trying to get people 
killed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree. He's so far over the top he's exposed himself to liability if/when 
someone acts on his incitement. Especially since there are well-documented cases 
already in which people were inspired to commit violence by his insane 
ranting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08758698 37545 12 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 9:46:44am  
 
<P>Google has a nice logo today:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.google.com/" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08758777 37546 3 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 10:30:34am  
 
<P>The news helicopter guy filmed the contrail for 10 minutes. That puts this 
story to bed. A real missile would have been halfway around the world in 10 
minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08758783 37546 4 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 10:32:56am  
 
<P>A US ICBM travels at about 15,000 mph, according to my exhaustive Google 
research. (OK, it was the second result for 'ICBM speed.')</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08758967 37547 126 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 1:04:16pm  
 



<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I'm still tinkering with it and rewriting the phrases, but here's a sneak 
preview of the brand new <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
shrieking-harpy-generator.php" target=_blank>Shrieking Harpy Rant 
Generator</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759137 37548 50 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 3:19:57pm  
 
<P>I can understand anyone wanting to know about George Soros's doings, because 
the guy really has been involved in some pretty iffy business dealings, and he 
really does pump a significant amount of money into political causes. I wanted 
to know more when I heard about George Soros years ago, just like I wanted to 
know more when I started hearing about the Koch Brothers.</P> 
<P>But Beck has been taking it to the level of a superheated conspiracy 
theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759203 37548 106 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 3:55:44pm  
 
<P>Did everyone see the sneak preview of the new improved <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-shrieking-harpy-generator.php" 
target=_blank>Shrieking Harpy Rant Generator</A>?</P> 
<P>I'm looking for pics now - those photoshop pics she loves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759240 37548 142 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 4:13:27pm  
 
<P>I have the pic of me in Joker makeup, Elena Kagan as a Nazi, and the scary GZ 
imam pic - anyone have any other favorite Geller photoshops?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759308 37548 205 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 5:05:25pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8759307" target=_blank>#204</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See the fifth photo on this page: [Link: <A 
href="http://pibillwarner.wordpress.com/2010/08/29/white-supremacists-find-
common-cause-with-pamela-geller%E2%80%99s-anti-islam-campaign-i-warned-you-
about-pamela-geller-in-august-2009/" 
target=_blank>pibillwarner.wordpress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>That site also seems to be where I got this:</P> 
<P><A href="http://pibillwarner.files.wordpress.com/2010/02/hpim0351.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Image: hpim0351.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good one - I added that to the random pics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759312 37548 209 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 5:09:23pm  
 
<P>Another lovely Geller Photoshop job:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2009/08/who-is-the-real-



villian.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759314 37548 211 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 5:10:37pm  
 
<P>The Obama-Osama pic did come from her site, by the way:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2008/03/chchchchchchchc.
html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759352 37548 249 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 5:36:04pm  
 
<P>Interesting on TV tonight: Jon Stewart on the Rachel Maddow 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759469 37548 360 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 6:42:11pm  
 
<P>Jon Stewart's interview with Rachel Maddow is going to be a big topic 
tomorrow. Very odd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08759714 37550 7 Charles Thu, Nov 11, 2010 9:13:57pm  
 
<P>Not gonna wait for another thread to be derailed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08760940 37550 314 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 6:32:18pm  
 
<P>Well, it looked pretty uncomfortable to me. Just sayin', is 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08760027 37551 2 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 9:30:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8760026" target=_blank>#1</A> Taqyia2Me</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My guess is he ultimately does not chair that committee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's the favorite right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762270 37552 38 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 6:49:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8761923" target=_blank>#37</A> Dan M.</EM></P> 
<P>My post doesn't say he was "proven innocent." It says that the most damning 
evidence against him was proven wrong.</P> 
<P>That's a fact.</P> 
<P>As for who's ultimately responsible, last time I checked, the death penalty 
buck stops at the Governor's office.</P> 
<P>Was Jones innocent? Well, the point is rather moot now, isn't 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08760213 37553 77 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 10:38:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8760189" target=_blank>#61</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, I have to hand it to Google's Adsense, for sticking a Goldline ad 
right below this story on the main page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've obviously purchased ads for the "Glenn Beck" keyword.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08760854 37555 250 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 5:44:32pm  
 
<P>Big ups to all the people posting Pages today. Great, great 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08760861 37555 257 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 5:46:40pm  
 
<P>You know what would be a great feature, if someone wants to take it on? (I 
may do it myself...)</P> 
<P>A weekly LGF Page that just links to the week's best Pages. A carnival of 
Pages, if you will. There's so much good stuff being posted, it would be really 
nice to have a kind of digest to help people find the best 
Pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08760900 37555 295 Charles Fri, Nov 12, 2010 6:07:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/8760884" target=_blank>#280</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it would be kinda cool if there was a "nominate" button that would 
tally up votes. Page views could be inflated, and up-dings aren't always the 
best indicator of a good story... maybe retweets... (just thinking out 
loud)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if you check the top of the page in the 'Show Top Rated Pages' drop-
down menu, you can sort the Pages by various fields, like rating, # of comments, 
etc. That would give you plenty of material.</P> 
<P>I think it really should be on Friday afternoon, though, an end of the week 
Happy Hour type thing.</P> 
<P>Anyway, I'm just throwing the idea out there - if someone wants to run with 
it, you could own the feature and I'd promote it to the front 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761501 37557 462 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 10:33:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/8761476" target=_blank>#441</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I keep thinking it's unprecedented as well, but is it? I'm trying to think of 
another example, of a Congressman announcing to a foreign leader that his party 
will serve as a 'check' on the President's foreign policy. Is this actually 
routine, and I just never noticed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly bad form. And Cantor's reason for doing this had nothing to 
do with his support for Israel -- it was intended to send a message to the loony 
right wing base, who are convinced despite all evidence to the contrary that 



Obama is anti-Israel. Cantor was reinforcing this utterly false meme, and that 
was the real reason for his creepy statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761511 37558 6 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 11:08:06am  
 
<P>I was not happy with Nancy Pelosi for her trip to Syria either, but what 
Cantor said here goes way beyond anything Pelosi did. Pelosi didn't openly 
subvert the Bush administration like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761515 37558 10 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 11:11:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8761513" target=_blank>#8</A> abbyadams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you play the "switch parties" exercise, and this becomes Pelosi speaking 
to another foreign leader, I can imagine there would be more than a little 
outrage. This, IMHO, is disgusting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pelosi did speak to Syria's leader, and said some pretty fatuous things (she 
called him a "man of peace," which is ludicrous), but she didn't assure him that 
the Democrats would be on his side against the Bush 
administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761591 37558 73 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 12:47:42pm  
 
<P>Speaking of the angry delusional right wing base, one of my admirers on 
Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Little Green Crap balls Charles Johnson is flirting with antisemitic trope of 
dual loyalty on Eric Cantor</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761616 37558 92 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8761605" target=_blank>#82</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My analytical functions went cold on that one too, but I think they're trying 
to insinuate Charles is accusing Cantor of putting a supposed allegiance to 
Israel over his allegiance to America over this backdoor diplomacy with 
Bibi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The nice people who follow my every word are always trying to pin 
antisemitism on me -- they think if they can "get" me on that one it will be the 
final straw that destroys my will to live, once and for all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761621 37558 97 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:25:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8761618" target=_blank>#94</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As well she shouldn't have. Syria is not exactly an ally like Israel is. 
Doesn't that make a difference to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say no, it doesn't make a difference. Openly saying you're going to 
support a foreign power when their policies conflict with official US policy, 
for partisan reasons, sucks. Not to put too fine a point on it. Ally or not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As you pointed out, Pelosi's statements were more fatuous than affecting on 
any real policy. But that was her point going there--by comparison, what of 
Obama's policies towards Israel exactly was Cantor countermanding? Obama hasn't 
made any policy statement that the US was abandoning its relationship with 
Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought that was the entire point of what I wrote. This really had nothing 
to do with support for Israel - it's just simple pandering to the loony 
base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761631 37558 106 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:34:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8761626" target=_blank>#101</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All Cantor really was saying was the Repubs would be better allies. I didn't 
see anything in the statement claiming Cantor would "side with 
Israel".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said the GOP would “serve as a check” on the Obama administration. In 
other words, oppose the administration's policies. I don't see any other way to 
interpret that without tying yourself into a pretzel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761642 37558 117 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:45:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8761634" target=_blank>#109</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Serving as a check is a far cry from siding with a foreign power in my mind. 
In the context of the US government, minority parties serve as a check against 
the president or leadership of either house. That doesn't mean they are siding 
against the interests of the American people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But come on! Checks and balances in internal US politics are another matter 
entirely.</P> 
<P>This is in the context of a statement Cantor made to the prime minister of 
Israel. There wouldn't be much point in saying this to the PM of Israel if he 
didn't intend it to be taken as supporting Israel against the Obama 
admin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761665 37558 140 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:52:48pm  
 
<P>George H. W. Bush called East Jerusalem "occupied territory:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://articles.chicagotribune.com/1990-03-
14/news/9001210604_1_indivisible-capital-israeli-government-american-jews" 
target=_blank>articles.chicagotribune.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761676 37558 151 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 1:58:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8761669" target=_blank>#144</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't that HW?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I corrected the comment, but you saw it before my edit. Quick on that 
button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08761706 37558 181 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 2:21:29pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/8761698" target=_blank>#173</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...what I'm saying is that, therefore, Cantor's statement doesn't even work 
as simple pandering.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I think it does work as simple pandering, because there's no need 
for logic, facts, or consistency when pandering to that audience. I checked out 
a few wingnut blogs and they're all cheering for Cantor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762219 37559 304 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 6:25:51pm  
 
<P>Some trolls are more obvious than others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762825 37559 441 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 9:48:05am  
 
<P>I'm not "anti-theistic," but the idea that actual, real demonic beings can 
possess the bodies of humans is ludicrous, backward, and very dangerous. People 
who claim to be possessed by demons are either 1) faking it, or 2) mentally ill. 
And treating mental illness with magical incantations is cruel and dangerous. No 
one will ever be "cured" by an exorcism; the entire concept is phony from start 
to finish, and it comes from an era of human history when darkness and ignorance 
were the ruling principles.</P> 
<P>This IS superstition, and it's absurd that the Catholic Church is still 
pushing this nonsense. And they're pushing it more than ever these days - when I 
was a kid going to Catholic school, we never heard a single word about this 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762978 37559 444 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 11:53:58am  
 
<P>I loved the film "The Exorcist," by the way. But it was not a 
documentary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763367 37559 452 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 5:53:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/8763361" target=_blank>#451</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously? If you think about what's been happening in the Catholic Church 
lately, 'we need more exorcists' is not a rational response by the 
management.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762199 37560 4 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 6:15:22pm  
 
<P>The groove has rendered the lizards mute.</P> 
<P>A really good groove can do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08762227 37560 13 Charles Sat, Nov 13, 2010 6:29:19pm  
 
<P>I have personally witnessed the devastating effects that a deep groove can 
have on unsuspecting witnesses. It can be unsettling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08762967 37561 46 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 11:41:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8762928" target=_blank>#12</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>Welcome to the jungle, Sergey. You did some excellent work digging up RS 
McCain's neo-Confederate Usenet posts. I still find it a little amazing that 
he's gotten a complete pass from the right wing media on his long history of 
racist statements and associations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763194 37562 4 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 2:48:04pm  
 
<P>The full non-mobile version of LGF is actually pretty workable in Safari on 
the iPhone 4, but that's because it has plenty of RAM and a fast processor, 
comparatively speaking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763218 37562 20 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 3:12:42pm  
 
<P>I'm a little torn between using Mobify and coding my own mobile version. 
Mobify's probably easier and they've already done a lot of the grunt work - but 
the way it's designed, you end up downloading a lot more code than you really 
need to.</P> 
<P>I also have a couple of books on iPhone app development that I need to find 
time to get into.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763232 37562 30 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 3:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8763230" target=_blank>#28</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't have AdBlock (never used ad blockers), only NoScript. I do see ads. I 
enabled scripts for LGF domain from the start, but I guess the code for the 
plus-minus thingie comes from another domain.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which page are you not seeing the rating buttons on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763237 37562 34 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 3:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8763236" target=_blank>#33</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see the rating buttons in the comments, but not in the main postings either 
on frontpage or in the pages. I know it's not an LGF bug but rather it must be 
some checkbox or other in my noscript options. No big deal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the LGF front page articles, the ratings buttons should be at bottom 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763248 37562 45 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 3:48:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8763242" target=_blank>#39</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Are they flash based by any chance? Because I don't do flash for my "main" 
browsing. Hangs up my browser sometimes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no Flash. Just HTML and Javascript. You should try turning off NoScript 
entirely and see if that's the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763368 37563 2 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 5:54:41pm  
 
<P>That open tuning is wild. A lot of close intervals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08763372 37563 6 Charles Sun, Nov 14, 2010 5:58:28pm  
 
<P>Episode 3 of 'The Walking Dead' is on AMC tonight. A very well done 
adaptation of the graphic novel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764158 37566 80 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 11:39:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8764151" target=_blank>#74</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>holy shit the front page of drudge right now lol</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The picture is from years ago. I'm pretty sure I posted it here, but I can't 
seem to find the post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764186 37566 106 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 11:49:01am  
 
<P>Yep - here's my post, with the photo linked to the Flickr page:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/27161_Homeland_Absurdity" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764539 37566 137 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 2:10:13pm  
 
<P><A href="http://blog.oup.com/2010/11/refudiate-2/" target=_blank>OUPblog » 
Blog Archive » OUP USA 2010 Word of the Year: Refudiate</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764262 37567 40 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 12:29:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8764255" target=_blank>#33</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<P>I'm very sorry to hear that - my condolences to you and your 
family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764310 37567 84 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 12:48:05pm  
 
<P>A Twitter #tcot comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If obongo and the libtards would stop kissing Muslim ass the TSA would not 
have to do these things to us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764794 37570 2 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 6:14:11pm  
 



<P>The Apple-Apple conflict has been pretty serious for years - the original 
Macs were prohibited from including a MIDI port because of legal agreements not 
to impinge on Apple Records' music business. They must have spent billions on 
their law firms by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764850 37570 43 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 6:42:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8764839" target=_blank>#35</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What song was the source of Lennon's feud with Todd 
Rundgren?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe it was "Rock and Roll Pussy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764854 37570 47 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 6:43:50pm  
 
<P>Dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764910 37570 88 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 7:16:47pm  
 
<P>I betcha Apple<SUP>2</SUP> makes hundreds of millions of dollars almost 
immediately after putting the catalog on sale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08764924 37570 101 Charles Mon, Nov 15, 2010 7:21:40pm  
 
<P>Notice how this deal just happens to be reached in time for 
Christmas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08765671 37572 174 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2010 11:43:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/8765654" target=_blank>#157</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see Drudge found a new link to the old video about the little girl and the 
TSA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, the top screaming headline at Drudge is actually a link to Alex Jones. 
Outstanding. Drudge has gone all the way crazy now.</P> 
<P>I wonder if Andrew Breitbart is still posting articles at Drudge Report, or 
if this is all coming from Matt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08765884 37574 5 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2010 1:31:47pm  
 
<P>This should make steam shoot out of the Shrieking Harpy's ears:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2010/11/the-pamela-
geller-automatic-rant-generator/66635/" target=_blank>The Pamela Geller 
Automatic Rant Generator - Jeffrey Goldberg - National - The 
Atlantic</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08766104 37574 194 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2010 3:19:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8766020" target=_blank>#113</A> fraxinus 
americana</EM></P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyc5a6dd2c target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08766664 37575 246 Charles Tue, Nov 16, 2010 6:17:04pm  
 
<P>We have a slick new image displaying script tonight, that uses a more 
sophisticated animation routine.</P> 
<P>Example (you may need to reload the page to get the updated Javascript code 
installed):</P> 
<P><A title=CaptAmerica-100-lg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/slideshows/comics/CaptAmerica-100-
lg.jpg" rel=fancy8fae760e target=_blank>Image: CaptAmerica-100-
lg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08767777 37577 86 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 9:59:10am  
 
<P>And today Palin is profiled by the New York Times, in an article with a 
strangely respectful tone that finds almost nothing negative to report: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/21/magazine/21palin-
t.html?_r=1&amp;partner=rss&amp;emc=rss&amp;pagewanted=all" target=_blank>Inside 
Sarah Palin’s Inner Circle</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08767884 37577 175 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 10:46:18am  
 
<P>I agree that it might be counter-productive for the Democratic Party to 
attack Sarah Palin for being dumb, but I'm not a shill for either party and I 
intend to continue calling it as I see it. And Sarah Palin is a religious 
fanatic, a creationist, a global warming denier -- incredibly ignorant and 
apparently proud of it. She wears her stupidity like a badge of 
achievement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08767939 37577 222 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:05:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/217/8767934" target=_blank>#217</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I find hard to believe is that anyone would even question that. Many 
people identify with her. Calling her stupid doesn't exactly look like a winning 
strategy to me. Saying that you have to be "stupid" to vote for her seems even 
more obviously a losing strategy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not calling her 'dumb' as part of a 'strategy.' I'm calling her dumb 
because she's dumber than a blue soap dish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08767955 37577 237 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:11:26am  
 
<P>You know, maybe it's time for a Sarah Palin Facebook Post 
Generator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08767988 37577 270 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:23:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/8767974" target=_blank>#256</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ultimately, the assertion that she's "dumb" is unprovable in some objective 
sense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. There are a huge number of data points proving the hypothesis 
that Sarah Palin has the mental power of a soap dish. Search LGF for 
'Palin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768002 37577 282 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:26:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/8767996" target=_blank>#276</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just like Charles mines blog comment threads to confirm his analysis of 
what's happening to the GOP ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? When was the last time I did that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768044 37577 321 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:38:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/294/8768016" target=_blank>#294</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>Speaking of objectively proving assertions, when was the last time I "mined 
blog comments to confirm my analysis of what's happening in the GOP?"</P> 
<P>Should be easy for you to prove that I "mined blog comments," specifically 
for that purpose, since you're an expert in critical thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768048 37577 325 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 11:39:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/8768039" target=_blank>#316</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm confused.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can tell.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen multiple posts where you put up the disgusting comments of GOPers 
from blogs like Hotair.</P> 
<P>How is that different than what I described?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please cite the post where I used those comments to "confirm my analysis of 
the GOP."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768334 37577 376 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 1:06:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8768214" target=_blank>#364</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>Great work! You dug up two of my earliest posts about Sarah Palin, in the 
middle of a heated Presidential campaign.</P> 
<P>What point is it that you're trying to make, exactly? That when I first was 
exposed to Palin I didn't immediately see through her?</P> 
<P>Guilty.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, you ignored at least a hundred other posts.</P> 



<P>And this kind of crap, by the way, is why people suspect you of being a troll 
who was previously registered under a different name. Are you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768418 37577 383 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 1:27:54pm  
 
<P>The person I supported during the election was McCain, far more than Palin. I 
criticized Palin for her creationist views, while taking at face value her 
pledge that she wouldn't try to push it into schools -- with the caveat that she 
would just be vice president, and couldn't do much harm anyway.</P> 
<P>Not exactly full-throated support.</P> 
<P>None of that has anything to do with her intelligence or lack thereof. The 
more I saw of her, the clearer and more obvious her dim-wittedness 
became.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768488 37577 395 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 1:56:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/388/8768462" target=_blank>#388</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>You continue to miss the point -- I really don't care about 'strategy' here, 
and I'm not writing about Sarah Palin in order to cleverly cause her defeat in 
2012. Your contention seems to be that I'm somehow 'wrong' to characterize her 
as dumb, despite the fact that she's really really dumb, because it's 
'counterproductive'.</P> 
<P>Two points: 1) I don't agree that pointing out stupidity in a political 
opponent is 'counterproductive', and 2) even if I did, I still wouldn't hesitate 
to do it when the stupidity is so blindingly obvious.</P> 
<P>And point #3, from which points 1 and 2 stem: I repeat, I'm not shilling for 
either side. I'm trying to write honestly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768495 37577 398 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 1:59:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/8768483" target=_blank>#391</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW - how different are McCain's announced stances than Palin's?</P> 
<P>McCain nominated Palin as a candidate. Do you think a presidential candidate 
you supported would nominate an obviously "stupid" person?</P> 
<P>I don't know how much he's weighed in on creationism, but he's pretty much 
"refudiated" any of his previously "moderate" stances. He's a politician just 
like Palin - they do what they think will win them votes. That is their 
criteria. Do you really know that Palin actually believes that the Earth is 
6,000 years old, or is that a stance that she's taking to pander to 
fundamentalists?</P> 
<P>How about the long line of other Repubilican candidates who toe the line on 
creationism? Are they all stupid also? Or, are they cravenly appealing to 
ignorance out of political expediency?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lmgtfy.com/?q=mccain+creationism" 
target=_blank>lmgtfy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08768224 37579 9 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 12:41:28pm  
 
<P>Murkowski's win shows how much Sarah Palin's endorsement is worth in the 
state where she served as half-Governor.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08768524 37581 6 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 2:18:51pm  
 
<P>Gene's comment at Harry's Place:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What’s that you say? The generated rants are indistinguishable from the 
comments posted here obsessively by some of our wingnut readers?</P> 
<P>Why, I didn’t notice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769094 37584 5 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 5:47:36pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller is Keith Olbermann's "Not Really the Worst Person in the World" 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769097 37584 6 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 5:48:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8769082" target=_blank>#2</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cute little guy in picture. He's there to get his PhD from the Discovery 
Institute, right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. I only included the picture to show off the new fancy zoom 
effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769173 37584 57 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 6:15:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8769139" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, I hadn't paid attention to this one since it dropped off the front page: 
<A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/229734_The_John_Birch_Society_roots_o
" target=_blank>The John Birch Society roots of Glenn Beck's obsession with 
George Soros</A>87 comments?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed a lot of Twitter activity on that one too. There have been some 
really great Pages posted this week - yours included, especially the Drudge 
posts. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/229873_When_Libertarians_get_sick_Oba
" target=_blank>This one</A> got 151 retweets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769299 37584 169 Charles Wed, Nov 17, 2010 7:03:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/8769295" target=_blank>#165</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That came out with this...</P> 
<P>The requested content cannot be loaded.Please try again 
later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the nice features of the new fancy zoom script. No more 
endlessly spinning busy icons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769949 37586 53 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 10:26:09am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8769925" target=_blank>#29</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ailes wasn't the first to go down this road. I do wish there was the same 
outrage.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nctimes.com/news/national/backpage/article_c8b0c066-1cf0-
54e0-8907-55a8080fb373.html" target=_blank>Ted Turner compares Fox News to 
Nazis</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very large difference between the two cases. Sure, Ted Turner is a 
loon. But CNN does not (and never did) have a roster of shows that ALL promote 
the line that the Obama administration is like Nazi Germany.</P> 
<P>Turner's opinion is just as crazy as Ailes', yes -- but it isn't reflected in 
actual CNN coverage.</P> 
<P>Fox News, on the other hand, very obviously is influenced and directed by 
Ailes's attitude. And he's far from alone there. I know from personal experience 
that many of their top execs are just as far to the right as 
Ailes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08769981 37586 85 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 10:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8769965" target=_blank>#69</A> DaddyG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does right wing bias (even extreme right wing bias) equate to mental 
illness?</P> 
<P>The issue I'm having with this discussion is the use of hyperbole to answer 
hyperbole. It just fuels the partisan flames and causes all parties to become 
more entrenched.</P> 
<P>To borrow a phrase from Researchok: Anti-Idolatry begs for intellectual 
consistency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's mental illness to refer to NPR execs as 'Nazis.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770008 37586 112 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 10:50:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8769997" target=_blank>#101</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<P>Um, OK. It's not <EM>literally</EM> mental illness.</P> 
<P>It is crazy, illogical, nonsensical, extreme, stupid, obviously false, and 
delusional.</P> 
<P>Let's say it shows many of the same signs as mental illness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770084 37586 185 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 11:09:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/8770031" target=_blank>#132</A> Major 
Tom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So a question...</P> 
<P>If a person (lets say at Fox) is repeating verbatim what Hitler said in a 
speech, (except instead of Jews he was railing against, lets say progressives,) 
you can't call him a Nazi because that would be polarizing and misrepresenting 
the holocaust? I guess what I'm asking is does a person have to commit genocide 
before you can compare them to the Nazis? ...and along those lines, how would 
you warn people of the extremism being presented without the comparison? 
Wouldn't it be dangerous to describe a person like that with more moderate 



examples? Doesn't that, in effect, contribute to the banality of 
evil?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In what way is it reasonable to compare the executives at NPR to 
Nazis?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771827 37587 100 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 10:26:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8771818" target=_blank>#99</A> vofr</EM></P> 
<P>Sock puppet said what?</P> 
<P>That's the third account for this one.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770313 37588 23 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 12:39:59pm  
 
<P>It's a law of the Internet that any blog post about climate change must 
immediately turn into a discussion about Al Gore, even if he has absolutely 
nothing to do with the topic at hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770457 37590 6 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 1:30:58pm  
 
<P>These two really are just unbelievably awful. The GOP is 
broken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770465 37590 13 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 1:34:41pm  
 
<P>And the worst thing about Barton and Shimkus is that they're not unique in 
the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08770685 37591 23 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 3:25:35pm  
 
<P>OT - I mentioned before that I've been doing some work on a feature to 
"promote" LGF Pages to the front page. But as I started doing the coding I 
realized there are some issues that make it more difficult than I first 
envisioned. That's why it hasn't happened yet - but I am still working on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771762 37591 684 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 9:13:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/650/8771670" target=_blank>#650</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Right. It "bit them on the ass" so badly that Ghailani will be spending the 
rest of his life in prison.</P> 
<P>And you don't even see how completely absurd your predictable attacks on 
Obama are, because you're living in an alternate universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771796 37591 685 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 9:49:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/655/8771682" target=_blank>#655</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was dumb and the conclusion of the trial could be seen from the first 
moment the decision was made.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, a life sentence with no chance of parole?</P> 



<P>Yeah, that's just an awful defeat for the Obama administration.</P> 
<P>Seriously, this line of argument is incredibly pathetic. At least try to 
notice the real world once in a while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771822 37591 687 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 10:21:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/686/8771809" target=_blank>#686</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>I don't expect you to stop trying to make this foolish argument, because 
you're just not living in the real world.</P> 
<P>If the Bush administration hadn't authorized "enhanced interrogation" against 
Ghailani, he probably would have been convicted on the other charges too. I know 
this is impossible for you to accept, but facts are facts.</P> 
<P>And if he'd been convicted on the other charges, he might have received 280+ 
consecutive life sentences. Would that have been enough punishment for you, or 
do you think he should have been tortured some more first?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771861 37591 691 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 10:58:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/8771856" target=_blank>#689</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>The system worked. He's going to jail, probably for the rest of his life with 
no possibility of parole. And our court system sent a very clear message that 
the "enhanced interrogation" tactics you're still defending are not acceptable 
in American justice.</P> 
<P>This is the most ridiculous outrageous outrage yet. You're complaining and 
yelling that it was a failure, when it was an unqualified success. I'm finished 
discussing it with you, because you're just not being rational.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771939 37591 696 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 12:30:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/689/8771856" target=_blank>#689</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Oh. And one more point:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We'll know who is right when the administration decides on where KSM is going 
to get his trial. I don't believe there is any chance they'll put him in front 
of a civilian judge which will be an admittance that they made a 
mistake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize in advance that if KSM is tried in a military court, you'll be 
furiously trying to spin it as a loss for Obama, when the reality is that -- 
again -- the problems with trying KSM all stem from the wrong-headed and 
indefensible use of torture to gain information. With KSM this issue is even 
clearer.</P> 
<P>He's a scumbag of the first degree, you get no argument from me on that. But 
if he has to be tried in a military court so that he doesn't avoid justice for 
his many crimes, the blame has to be placed squarely on the Bush 
administration's acceptance of torture. They created a hell of a mess for any 
administration that followed them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771985 37591 700 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 1:06:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/699/8771962" target=_blank>#699</A> Fearless 
Fred</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But he wasn't involved in 'unjust' civil behavior, or crimes, was he? Wasn't 
he involved in an organized effort to wholly eliminate us and our country? Does 
our idea of "justice" which he may or may not have succeeded in "avoiding" 
matter at all to him? Why then does it matter to us? Was he really behaving as a 
criminal citizen, or as a part of a serious threat to our very 
existence?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"A serious threat to our very existence?" You're kidding, right?</P> 
<P>KSM was responsible for causing the deaths of many people, and needed to be 
stopped before he killed more. But neither he nor Al Qaeda ever had the actual 
power to be a threat to the "very existence" of America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772030 37591 702 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 1:42:20pm  
 
<P>Having a goal is not the same as having the capability to achieve that goal. 
Yes, Al Qaeda has the desire to destroy America, and of course we need to be 
aware of that. But it's unrealistic to believe they can actually achieve it. 
They can hurt lots of people, and we can't relax our guard because they're still 
trying to do that, but they can't destroy us.</P> 
<P>What can destroy us is compromising our dedication to our own principles, as 
a nation that stands for human rights and against things like 
torture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771420 37592 75 Charles Thu, Nov 18, 2010 7:49:58pm  
 
<P>Ultimate Kitten Snuggle!</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/McNRDGwitts&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08771844 37593 29 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 10:42:31am  
 
<P>Psst - if anyone has a Fark account, you should submit the Shrieking Harpy 
Rant Generator over there. Seems like it would be right up their 
alley.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772292 37598 78 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 5:34:38pm  
 
<P>New feature in comments! Now, if you post several links to image files, 
they'll be automatically turned into a slideshow. You can use the keyboard 
arrows to move through the pictures, or click on the picture's left or right 
side to advance.</P> 
<P>An example, using some of the Nikon pics:</P> 
<P><A title=18415_1_Huisman.jpg 
href="http://www.nikonsmallworld.com/images/gallery2010/fullsize/18415_1_Huisman
.jpg" rel=fancyf6b370fb target=_blank>Image: 18415_1_Huisman.jpg</A><A 
title=18640_1_Rouse.jpg 
href="http://www.nikonsmallworld.com/images/gallery2010/fullsize/18640_1_Rouse.j
pg" rel=fancyf6b370fb target=_blank>Image: 18640_1_Rouse.jpg</A><A 
title=Millard_18652_1.jpg 



href="http://www.nikonsmallworld.com/images/gallery2010/fullsize/Millard_18652_1
.jpg" rel=fancyf6b370fb target=_blank>Image: Millard_18652_1.jpg</A><A 
title=18373_3_Sykora.jpg 
href="http://www.nikonsmallworld.com/images/gallery2010/fullsize/18373_3_Sykora.
jpg" rel=fancyf6b370fb target=_blank>Image: 18373_3_Sykora.jpg</A><A 
title=Knight_17355_2.jpg 
href="http://www.nikonsmallworld.com/images/gallery2010/fullsize/Knight_17355_2.
jpg" rel=fancyf6b370fb target=_blank>Image: 
Knight_17355_2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772301 37598 87 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 5:44:07pm  
 
<P>The automatic slideshow feature works in LGF Pages too. Just put each image 
URL on its own line. Instant slideshow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772318 37598 103 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 6:14:41pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin just had another Twitter brain fart.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ1B939F26.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ1B939F26.jpg" 
rel=fancya5b028be target=_blank>Image: ZZ1B939F26.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772335 37599 8 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 6:25:59pm  
 
<P>"Tweef": n. a hastily posted comment on Twitter that ends up being incredibly 
embarrassing. See: elevator fart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08772441 37599 107 Charles Fri, Nov 19, 2010 7:05:09pm  
 
<P>I'm making a meal from the LGF Cookbook right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773141 37601 54 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 11:45:35am  
 
<P>I just took a look around at some right wing blogs to see what they have to 
say about the GM IPO, and they're <EM>universally</EM> declaring it a failure 
and a disaster for Obama, despite the fact that practically every economist on 
record says it's a very positive development, for a company that was in 
bankruptcy a very short time ago.</P> 
<P>These same people love to insult LGF as an "echo chamber" -- but the right 
wing blogs have turned into the world's largest hermetically sealed echo 
chamber, all of them repeating the same talking points in lockstep, with 
absolutely no regard for fact-checking or honesty.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773149 37601 62 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 11:48:03am  
 
<P>Yeah, VLC is the greatest video player, although its interface can be a 
little quirky.</P> 
<P>And it's even available on the iPhone, which removes the need to convert 
video files before playing them on the iPhone.</P> 



<P>Here's the link to the App Store: [Link: <A 
href="http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/vlc-media-player/id390885556?mt=8" 
target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773212 37601 121 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 12:21:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8773199" target=_blank>#108</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Speaking of stalkers - look who shows up at Digg: [Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm going to start submitting articles to Digg! Myself! I'm reduced to that! 
The outrage!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773215 37601 124 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 12:22:59pm  
 
<P>Anyone with a Digg account, by the way: you can support LGF by clicking on 
the Digg button for our articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773224 37601 132 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 12:24:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8773213" target=_blank>#122</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We need a sequel to <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/229734_The_John_Birch_Society_roots_o
" target=_blank>this page</A>. It's been archived, and ernie has no place to 
go...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was a very odd exchange.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773420 37603 4 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 3:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8773416" target=_blank>#2</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'm hooked. What happened in the story?</P> 
<P>;-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go - the story in detail:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.captaincomics.us/index.php?option=com_content&amp;task=view&amp
;id=663&amp;Itemid=1" target=_blank>www.captaincomics.us...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08773621 37603 137 Charles Sat, Nov 20, 2010 6:01:21pm  
 
<P>I wish I didn't have to do it, but I'm getting really tired of the blatant, 
in your face trolling, and albusteve is now under a 24-hour 
timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774490 37605 44 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 2:08:28pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8774451" target=_blank>#41</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least in the original Italian version, there is no "male" qualifier of 
prostitute.</P> 
<P>“Vi possono essere singoli casi giustificati, ad esempio quando <STRONG>una 
prostituta</STRONG> utilizza un profilattico, e questo può essere il primo passo 
verso una moralizzazione, un primo atto di responsabilità (...)“</P> 
<P>I'm an agnostic but I think this makes a difference. The "male" only crept 
into the translations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Pope Benedict was specifically talking about male prostitutes. The 
quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Benedict said that <STRONG>for male prostitutes — for whom contraception 
isn’t a central issue</STRONG> — condoms are not a moral solution. But he said 
they could be justified “in the intention of reducing the risk of 
infection.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774323 37606 6 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 11:42:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8774319" target=_blank>#4</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many of these GOP denialists also deny evolution? Aside from the human 
problem of denying what goes against closely held beliefs, how much of this is 
the belief the big guy in the sky will not allow us to screw 
ourselves?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a large factor too. The religious far right ideology of many of the 
top GOP politicians dictates that when the Bible and reality conflict, the Bible 
always wins -- science be damned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774349 37606 28 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 11:55:02am  
 
<P>Speaking of the climate denial money from the Koch Bros -- every time I post 
a thread on global warming, Adsense starts showing Heartland Institute denial 
ads. They've spent a lot of money buying keywords.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774367 37606 42 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 12:15:56pm  
 
<P>By the way, the stalkers are swarming the post I put up at Digg, as expected, 
and impersonating LGF commenters.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774390 37606 60 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 12:49:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8774384" target=_blank>#55</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<P>Don't forget to digg the post while you're at it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774392 37606 62 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 12:50:42pm  
 



<P>Also - you should report the impersonator too -- it's a blatant violation of 
Digg's TOS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774416 37606 85 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 1:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8774411" target=_blank>#80</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good grief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. They do this kind of stuff, then try to claim they're "not 
stalkers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774481 37606 145 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 1:49:45pm  
 
<P>Looks like Digg took quick action against the stalker-impersonator - the 
comment is gone.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that deliberately conspiring to bury posts is also against 
their policy, and I'll bet they're openly doing that at one or more of the 
stalker blogs, because they're too stupid and obsessed to try to hide 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774552 37607 24 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 3:19:17pm  
 
<P>By the way, the stalker using the name Pink_Flamingo at Digg is mocking 
Dark_Falcon. Just so you know.</P> 
<P>He's now infesting this Digg thread too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/a_poignant_cry_from_a_former_congressman_can
_the_gop_accept_science" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774554 37607 25 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 3:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8774530" target=_blank>#9</A> Jeff In Ohio</EM></P> 
<P>And a timeout. I got tired of the hostility and trolling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774674 37607 125 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 5:05:03pm  
 
<P>No time for idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774752 37607 195 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 5:45:08pm  
 
<P>The stalkers are all ranting away and spewing crap all over Digg's 
comments:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>By the way, ChenZhen is one of the most obsessed losers among them. Reine: 
don't kid yourself when he says he didn't notice the stalker impersonating you. 
He's lying. It's what he does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774777 37607 220 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 6:03:06pm  
 
<P>It's ironic how the stalkers still try to mimic me, even while they spew 
hatred at me. I've seen several of them use my line about living inside their 
heads, including Robert Stacy McConfederate. The main stalker blog started by 
actually copying everything I posted for months, in a pathetic wounded psycho 
way.</P> 
<P>Any graduate students in psychology out there? Here's an opportunity for a 
killer thesis on how the Internet enables deranged and dysfunctional stalking 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774798 37607 240 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 6:15:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8774793" target=_blank>#235</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok.. I'm gonna steal that verbatim. You're royalty check's in the mail if it 
gets a good reaction from her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The morons who made "Loose Change" and I go way back:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/25536_Mainstreaming_9-
11_Conspiracy" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Dylan Avery tried to spread his crap at LGF for a while. He was one of the 
first obsessed LGF trolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774873 37608 33 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 7:03:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8774858" target=_blank>#19</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>as would I... I just lost some respect for you KT, if you think our rights 
come from our rulers, I am sorry but I can't consider you 
American.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Human rights come from human beings, not from a book, and not from a 
supernatural being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08774902 37608 58 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 7:11:39pm  
 
<P>The new episode of "The Walking Dead" is on, so I'll be incommunicado for a 
little while.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775026 37608 176 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 7:44:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8775020" target=_blank>#170</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8775008" target=_blank>#160</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8775008" target=_blank>#160</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<P>and of course your dislike for me negates the will of our founding fathers... 
wow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Declaration of Independence is not the "founding document" of this 
country, the US Constitution is. And it makes no mention of God.</P> 
<P>And it's pretty offensive of you to set yourself as up as the judge of who's 
"American" enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775059 37608 208 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 7:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8775038" target=_blank>#187</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sir I will admit that it is not my place to judge, but if the delectation of 
independence is NOT our founding document pray tell what is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775101 37608 249 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:04:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/8775096" target=_blank>#244</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo. <EM>That</EM> is why some Reconstructionists have low opinions of the 
Constitution!</P> 
<P>If the Constitution was more Biblical in it's origin it would acknowledge the 
true religion.</P> 
<P>Some of the colonial charters were very explicitly Christian, and there are 
those (like North) who want to return to that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, we have some sympathy for the Reconstructionist viewpoint right 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775114 37608 262 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8775104" target=_blank>#252</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm lost on this thread. I am just not understanding the need to diminish the 
Declaration of Independence. I can see the reverence to the creator as offensive 
to atheists, but then the founders did the right thing in taking explicit steps 
to prevent theocracy. We got the best of both. What's the issue?</P> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8775084" target=_blank>#232</A> 
freetoken</EM>IMO=The lower the origin of the rights the easier to remove them. 
If we hold them as more important than our day to day crap , something bigger 
than us they have a better chance to continue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's "diminishing" the Declaration of Independence? It's an important 
document, but it does not have the force of law. The US Constitution is the 
basis for American law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775115 37608 263 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:09:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/8775113" target=_blank>#261</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Jets are self destructing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not the only ones self-destructing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775137 37608 285 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:16:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/8775122" target=_blank>#270</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee I guess that means I should go away now... I hope every one has a happy 
thanksgiving and much to be thankful for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now you're a martyr. Right on schedule.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775146 37608 294 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:21:45pm  
 
<P>"I hope everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving, even you godless un-American 
traitors."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775182 37608 329 Charles Sun, Nov 21, 2010 8:32:17pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.loc.gov/loc/lcib/9806/danpre.html" 
target=_blank>Jefferson's Letter to the Danbury Baptists</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believing with you that religion is a matter which lies solely between Man 
&amp; his God, that he owes account to none other for his faith or his worship, 
that the legitimate powers of government reach actions only, &amp; not opinions, 
I contemplate with sovereign reverence that act of the whole American people 
which declared that their legislature should "make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," thus 
building a wall of separation between Church &amp; State.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And people are still trying to subvert the obvious wisdom of this statement, 
even today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775453 37608 420 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 9:52:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/8775305" target=_blank>#413</A> pyite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry but this article is really getting close to being batshit conspiracy 
insane.</P> 
<P>There are plenty of reasons to oppose the Fed that have nothing to do with 
religion. At the very least, more people should take some time to consider what 
they do exactly -- and <STRONG>who owns them (hint: it is not the US 
Government)</STRONG>. Giving these people control over our money supply is 
nuts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gee, let me guess -- the Trilateral Commission? The Illuminati?</P> 
<P>Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775450 37609 132 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 9:46:59am  
 
<P>Every once in a while, one of the stalkers decides it's time to go for the 
Big Lie, and make up a story out of absolutely nothing to smear me with. Here's 
today's example:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator/20101122041
251:590fef8b020f4cd782102c2bb4813411#20101122041251:590fef8b020f4cd782102c2bb481
3411" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Do I have to tell you that everything this person says is a complete 
fantasy?</P> 
<P>I've complained to Digg - and I'd like to ask LGF readers to flag that 
comment too if you have a Digg account. These people continually find new ways 
to be disgusting creeps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775493 37609 143 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 10:40:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/8775479" target=_blank>#141</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For sure. The psychos have nothing better to do. I recognize a certain name 
there. Some guy that used to play Mr. Nice Guy in here but turned out to be 
another Super Stalker. Those losers got blocked well over a year ago but are 
still thinking about it every day.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one you're talking about registered at least four accounts at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775507 37609 145 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 10:46:51am  
 
<P>Also -- don't be fooled by the idiot using the name "Pink_Flamingo." This is 
another stalker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775585 37611 53 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 11:57:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8775562" target=_blank>#32</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prince William County, Northern Virginia.This is the first time since right 
after 9/11 that I saw fighters over the city like this.And that was because some 
jackass in a Cessna entered restricted airspace.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was some kind of incident at the White House -- a rumor that a plane 
was flying toward it. I saw some Twitter activity about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775716 37611 137 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 1:52:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/8775637" target=_blank>#95</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The name that doesn't fit the pattern is MassResistance. That sounds like 
left-wing radicals. Although "resistance" is fast becoming a right-wing 
virtue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MassResistance is one of the ugliest of the bunch - they're the ones that Jim 
"Dim" Hoft (Gateway Pundit) has cited in his attacks on Obama's education czar 
Kevin Jennings. They're the "gays teach school kids how to fist" 
bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775770 37613 7 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 3:04:55pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8775766" target=_blank>#3</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone else into hiking enough to know the good GPS unit for 
that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any of the wristwatch-style GPS units should be good for that. If you have an 
iPhone there are some apps designed for hiking that use the built-in GPS, I 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775857 37613 66 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 4:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8775845" target=_blank>#58</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another interesting one:</P> 
<P>Tiny suggestion for the Master Spy: a slightly different color for the out-
loggers, to differentiate from the in-loggers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea - reload the Spy and it is done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775863 37613 72 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 4:55:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8775861" target=_blank>#70</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>You'll have to reload to see the real color.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775907 37613 113 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 5:11:54pm  
 
 
 
<P>Would you believe the stalkers are still at it at Digg?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>They're trying to prove they're not really stalkers, by ranting crazily, 
impersonating LGF commenters, spewing insults, and making up outrageous lies 
about me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775925 37613 129 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 5:27:28pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Digg, are there people who like that style of commenting system? 
One of the reasons I'm posting LGF articles there is because I wanted to check 
out their redesigned interface, and so far I'm pretty underwhelmed. The comment 
system is a real hassle to navigate and use - the way it's designed, it's very 
difficult to find newly posted comments, especially if you have clicked the 
dislike button on one of the comments in a thread. They've made it so that a 
click on the thumbs down button means you not only don't see that comment, you 
don't see any comments posted in reply to it, forever, and if you should want to 
see what's going on in one of those subthreads you have to drill down through 
layers upon layers of hidden/buried comments.</P> 
<P>I think comment threading can work, and Ajax can really help, but the Digg 
approach seems to be trying to force their users into a certain rigidly defined 
way of thinking about the discussion. Maybe it's just me, but it feels pretty 
unpleasant.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08775974 37613 171 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 6:02:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8775944" target=_blank>#144</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Good on ya, Ludwig. I always come back to the fact that these people are 
carrying venomous grudges for years(!) because they were banned from a blog, at 
which they were posting comments under fake names that they registered for free. 
I think the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diagnostic_and_Statistical_Manual_of_Mental_D
isorders" target=_blank>DSM</A> needs a new entry for this type of Internet 
aberration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775982 37613 179 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 6:12:10pm  
 
<P>And by the way, don't forget to hit the thumbs down button on this pile of 
crap:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator/20101122041
251:590fef8b020f4cd782102c2bb4813411#20101122041251:590fef8b020f4cd782102c2bb481
3411" target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The person who posted this one tried to register at least four 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08775987 37613 184 Charles Mon, Nov 22, 2010 6:21:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/8775986" target=_blank>#183</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Last time I checked, 'ChenZhen' had 19 Twitter followers. Just for some 
perspective.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08776501 37614 181 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 9:19:37am  
 
<P>The good guys can use some help over here, folks:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://digg.com/news/politics/the_pamela_geller_rant_generator" 
target=_blank>digg.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The thread is lousy with ranting, raving stalkers and impersonators. They've 
been at this all night.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08776503 37614 183 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 9:21:38am  
 
<P>Rick Moran is held in contempt by the rest of the right wing blogosphere, and 
he's a first class jerk himself. And Pajamas Media is dedicated to promoting AGW 
denial.</P> 
<P>Sorry, no credit from me for this half-assed attempt to appear 
rational.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08776982 37617 4 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 12:57:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8776975" target=_blank>#2</A> Okami</EM></P> 



<P>Sure, if you believe that's all there is to it. I'm pretty skeptical that 
this could be going on totally without China's knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777035 37617 20 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 1:12:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8777001" target=_blank>#11</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<P>Thats what one expert says, yes - but notice the way he phrased it. "No 
evidence" that Beijing is secretly approving or willfully ignoring nuclear 
exports. That doesn't mean they are not doing it - it just means there's no 
evidence for it.</P> 
<P>Exporting equipment to build uranium enrichment facilities is not like 
exporting bags of rice. It's tightly controlled and regulated, even in China. 
Again, I seriously doubt it could be getting to North Korea without some level 
of Chinese government awareness.</P> 
<P>China is quite capable of playing with several decks of cards at 
once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777045 37617 25 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 1:14:40pm  
 
<P>I don't have any evidence for the idea that the Chinese government is 
involved, of course. Just a healthy level of cynicism about Chinese political 
gamesmanship.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777070 37617 32 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 1:23:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8777060" target=_blank>#28</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed, but the Chinese Government is even more corrupt than our own. So it 
could be argued that while the aid wasn't/isn't officially approved at the 
highest level, officials at those levels could have been bribed to turn a blind 
eye to these transfers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's probably no easy way to distinguish what's official policy and what 
isn't. That's my point.</P> 
<P>I see the statement from ISIS that there's no evidence more as a diplomatic 
reassurance that they're not accusing China of anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777745 37618 293 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 5:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/8777714" target=_blank>#270</A> mich-
again</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm opposed to the idea of using HUD money to help pay for a Mosque/Community 
Center, just like I'd be opposed to HUD money paying for a Catholic 
Church/Community Center or a Baptist Church/Community Center or any other 
religious facility. Now if the precedent is set that the LMDC is using the HUD 
money to subsidize other religious institutions, then theres no reason to 
exclude the Mosque/Community Center.But don't get confused by the phrase 
"Community Center" in the name. Many Mosques and other religious institutions 
refer to their facilities as Community Centers. It doesn't change the fact that 
the primary reason for the facility is the house of worship. And HUD has no 
business distributing tax dollars to anything of the sort.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How about some facts here?</P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Park51" target=_blank>Park51</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>The majority of the center will be open to the general 
public</STRONG> and its proponents have said the center will promote interfaith 
dialogue. It will contain a Muslim prayer space that has controversially[7][8] 
been referred to as the "Ground Zero mosque". It would replace an existing 1850s 
Italianate-style building that was being used as a Burlington Coat Factory 
before it was damaged in the September 11, 2001 attacks. The proposed multi-
faith aspects of the design include a 500-seat auditorium, theater, a performing 
arts center, a fitness center, a swimming pool, a basketball court, a childcare 
area, a bookstore, a culinary school, an art studio, a food court, and <STRONG>a 
memorial to the victims of the September 11 attacks</STRONG>. The prayer space 
for the Muslim community will accommodate 1,000–2,000 people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're just flat wrong that "the primary reason for the facility is the 
house of worship." Not even close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777806 37618 336 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 6:11:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/315/8777777" target=_blank>#315</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Man, am I glad they didn't have the Internet when I was in my twenties. That 
guy who I beat out in the audition for the George Duke Band would still be 
stalking me today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08777841 37618 368 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 6:21:43pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/8777827" target=_blank>#355</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DEZes surprised me.And not in a nice way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just want to say that the way they're harassing you really stinks, and I know 
it and they know it (that's why they do it), but I appreciate your support more 
than you know.</P> 
<P>And the same goes for all LGF readers as we head into 
Thanksgiving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08778067 37618 551 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 7:55:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/8778058" target=_blank>#544</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>That damned possessive plural. A major point of contention in the world of 
grammar. I try to follow what sounds best if you say it out 
loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08778131 37618 610 Charles Tue, Nov 23, 2010 8:41:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/604/8778125" target=_blank>#604</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They're all going to my pages. I don't even know how to use reddit so it's 
not me. Is something going on?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been posting some pages to Reddit today...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08779254 37618 693 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2010 2:31:07pm  
 
<P>Did somebody smell something in here?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08779144 37623 208 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2010 12:56:15pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogs are utterly silent about Napolitano the 
Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08779887 37626 191 Charles Wed, Nov 24, 2010 8:13:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8779885" target=_blank>#190</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As expected, not a single right wing blog, pundit or politician spoke out 
against Fox news anchor Andrew Napolitano admiting he's a 9-11 truther. Get 
ready, the floodgates are open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how they all ignored the story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08780245 37629 23 Charles Thu, Nov 25, 2010 10:52:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8780241" target=_blank>#19</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air finally acknowledge Napolitano's 9-11 truth statement in the 
Headlines section. Some mild outrage and some denial from readers. Nobody's 
talking about a campaign to actually remove him from fox. They'll forget about 
it by later this afternoon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing, really. They deliberately hide the story in their Headlines 
section.</P> 
<P>These are the same people who were screaming for Van Jones's head, because he 
once signed a petition without knowing it would be used by Truthers. Jones never 
said a SINGLE WORD to support the charge that he was a Truther, and in fact 
explicitly DENIED it.</P> 
<P>Napolitano comes right out and flaunts it on Fox News, and they don't even 
blink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08781041 37633 24 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2010 10:31:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8781039" target=_blank>#22</A> stockman</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/note.php?note_id=463364218434" 
target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>OTOH. in the interest of fair and balanced reporting, Palin is not the only 
gaffe-prone individual whose slipups have drawn attention.</P> 
<P>Not that I think much of Palin</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too difficult to actually read the post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08781063 37633 44 Charles Fri, Nov 26, 2010 10:41:35am  
 
<P>Read this run-on sentence again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“This is stemming from, I think, a greater problem when we’re all sitting 
around asking, ‘Oh no, what are we going to do,’ and we’re not having a lot of 
faith that the White House is going to come out with a strong enough policy to 
sanction what it is that North Korea is going to do.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like a parody of a dim-witted politician.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782045 37636 9 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 9:57:59am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Pamela Geller is sticking up for the rights of genocidal Serbian 
war criminals again today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782053 37636 17 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 10:08:46am  
 
<P>Hot Air is fear-mongering like crazy over this incident, of course. Mocking 
the FBI for calling it an isolated incident (even though they've been tracking 
the guy since August 2009 and would certainly know if it wasn't), and telling 
their already crazed readers that terrorists are out to get them and might 
strike anywhere at any time.</P> 
<P>Not even a hint of appreciation that law enforcement stopped this guy before 
he even got started.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782985 37636 236 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 10:18:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/8782465" target=_blank>#232</A> anand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I'd beg to differ. It's a good thing that the FBI intervened. If 
they hadn't, we'd have had another Faisal Shahzad on our hands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'd beg to differ with what? Where did I say it wasn't a good thing the FBI 
intervened, and why would you even think that was my opinion?</P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782281 37637 8 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 3:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8782272" target=_blank>#2</A> Varek Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, he's most certainly fallen into deep ODS.And wth was up with his "START 
is irrelevant" nonsense of an column?Sheesh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was so stupid, it was too depressing to write about. For Krauthammer of 
all people to take such a blatantly illogical position purely out of partisan 
motives ... really sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782309 37637 34 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 3:44:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8782307" target=_blank>#32</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<P>Things always slow way down on Thanksgiving and Christmas 
weekends.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08782317 37637 42 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 3:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8782310" target=_blank>#35</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at CK's wiki entry, I see that he was a critic of ID creationism, so 
at least intellectually he was a head above other RW pundits (how I hate this 
word...). Yet he opposed Park51 on specious grounds, so morally he is on their 
average level as far as I'm concerned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I said Krauthammer was frequently one of the most rational right 
wing pundits.</P> 
<P>He didn't deny the existence of human-caused climate change, either. But 
lately he has also joined the partisan GOP denial brigade on this too.</P> 
<P>At this rate, he may end up a believer in Biblical creationism before too 
much longer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782531 37637 164 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 8:01:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8782509" target=_blank>#163</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>Any conservative who doesn't toe the "intelligent design" line -- and is 
willing to call it BS -- qualifies as one of the most rational. Non-creationist 
conservatives are almost as rare as the dodo bird. (In other words, 
extinct.)</P> 
<P>Krauthammer also was against Sarah Palin from the beginning.</P> 
<P>My point is that there are signs of independent thought 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782617 37639 36 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 9:45:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8782609" target=_blank>#28</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tech note-Just me?Clicking on my avatar and then recent comments just takes 
me to the main LGF page, not the search page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Small bug introduced while working on the search page -- it's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782652 37639 71 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 10:04:26pm  
 
<P>Please note: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37283_Wikileaks_Staffers_Resign_in
_Internal_Revolt" target=_blank>Wikileaks Staffers Resign in Internal 
Revolt</A>.</P> 
<P>Because they believed the material was not being properly 
redacted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782674 37639 93 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 10:18:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8782642" target=_blank>#61</A> TheSwedish</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Do you share Sanger's view, Mr. Johnson? Just as I respect your tendency to 
root through facts and make a considered judgment, I'm interested to read what 
your take is. I'd add that Assange is alleged to be quite the a-hole toward 
women, so that is one more reason to be ticked at him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't respect what Assange is doing. He's targeted the United States 
because he knows the US isn't going to hunt him down and kill him for what he's 
doing -- unlike many of the nations that are the REAL bad actors in this world. 
The US is a safe target. It would take real guts to do what he's doing to a 
nation like North Korea or Russia -- and that's why he doesn't go after 
them.</P> 
<P>Assange is not accountable to anyone. Why should I trust him more than the 
people elected to run this country? The answer is, I don't. And he has no right 
to expect the same level of trust that I would give to those who are elected in 
a democratic process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782693 37639 112 Charles Sat, Nov 27, 2010 10:42:04pm  
 
<P>Uh, look ... you really ought to know by now that it's not cool to post 
comments like that at LGF. Don't you think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782931 37639 335 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 9:06:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/328/8782924" target=_blank>#328</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what I call the UnCivil War© for the GOP begins to heat 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unfortunately, the war is over, and the kooks won a decisive 
victory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08782974 37640 13 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 9:56:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8782969" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MSM dimwits sit around and wonder why they keep getting duped by Drudge...<A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201011280005" target=_blank>Kurtz wonders if 
Matt Drudge is "America's assignment editor?"</A>They completely miss the fact 
that Drudge is getting his stories from conspiracy sites like Alex Jones and 
World Net Daily and the videos were made my libertarian extremist nut jobs. 
Idiots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing to see the influence these conspiracy freaks have on the right 
wing and the news in general -- and nobody seems to notice or 
care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08783012 37641 12 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 10:48:16am  
 
<P>So far I haven't seen any information that wasn't already either public 
knowledge, or could be easily inferred by anyone paying attention to the news. 
Saudi Arabia is the biggest funder of Al Qaeda? Imagine my 
shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08784162 37641 396 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 8:56:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/395/8784080" target=_blank>#395</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe in accountability and transparency. I also do not believe it should 
have come to this. The United States had several years to admit its abuse early 
on and risk a smaller global backlash than it did early on.</P> 
<P>What makes the United States stand out amidst other countries committing 
graver human rights abuses (e.g. Russia and China) is that they also pride 
themselves as a role model of human rights. As such, it is especially 
hypocritical of them to go to such lengths to cover it up or distract from 
them.</P> 
<P>If there is anyone to be held accountable, it is those members of the United 
States government that actively engaged in these cover-ups. Julian Assange is 
the messenger, and should not be proverbially (or literally) shot for 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What cover-ups are you talking about, exactly?</P> 
<P>Because from what I've seen so far, there's not much covering up being 
exposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08786183 37641 400 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 8:52:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/399/8786006" target=_blank>#399</A> Leo3</EM></P> 
<P>You're going to equate Julian Assange with Charles Darwin and Galileo? On one 
hand, you have two of the greatest scientists in human history, and on the other 
you have an anarchist who pimps stolen documents.</P> 
<P>You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08784182 37644 41 Charles Sun, Nov 28, 2010 9:45:37pm  
 
<P>The trailer for Forbidden Planet:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/8y4crGU7dkg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08785151 37646 80 Charles Mon, Nov 29, 2010 5:05:36pm  
 
<P>Registered today: someone using the name "Tom Metzger" -- the notorious neo-
Nazi. IP traces to Warsaw, Indiana, so it's probably the real white supremacist 
asshole himself.</P> 
<P>Blocked as soon as I saw it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08785798 37648 16 Charles Mon, Nov 29, 2010 8:16:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8785784" target=_blank>#10</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles where did you get this old photograph? Looks to be 1860 or 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This was in a batch of old family photos. Apparently, I'm related to one of 
the women in the image somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08785982 37648 172 Charles Mon, Nov 29, 2010 10:12:43pm  
 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08786170 37649 3 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 8:43:46am  
 
<P>It's not going to happen. Scarborough is dreaming.</P> 
<P>Sarah Palin is the best representative of the GOP in the 21st century - 
ignorant and proud of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08786198 37649 26 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 9:10:30am  
 
<P>A Sarah Palin fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08786199 37649 27 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 9:11:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8786195" target=_blank>#23</A> stevemcg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP CAN'T refudiate her. The problem with the GOP isn't Sarah Palin, it's 
their anti-intellectualist core.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. That's why I said Palin is the best representative of the modern 
GOP. She's not the problem -- she's just one of the most obvious 
symptoms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08786228 37649 53 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 9:29:40am  
 
<P>If Palin retired tomorrow and never got involved in politics again, the 
Republican Party would still be just as full of crazies and fanatics and anti-
science morons as it is now. It wouldn't change a thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787448 37651 662 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 10:09:59pm  
 
<P>I've been out today - and I see that one of the stalkers made yet another 
pathetic attempt to get my attention. Daddy, daddy, look! I hate you daddy!</P> 
<P>I don't read stalker bullshit, of course -- I just auto-delete it. So all 
that effort was wasted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787465 37651 679 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 10:19:57pm  
 
<P>That was ChenZhen? He's really still doing this? Wow. What a freak.</P> 
<P>Here's his real name, if anyone's interested.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cougardb.com/ChenZhen/1834" 
target=_blank>www.cougardb.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787481 37651 693 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 10:38:04pm  
 



<P>By the way, I know the stalkers will go nuts now, because I posted a link to 
ChenZhen's real name. Please note that his name, Bret Elert, is publicly posted 
on the Internet -- because previously, these obsessed chuckleheads have 
fraudulently tried to claim that I used PayPal information to do this, and tried 
to get my PayPal account canceled.</P> 
<P>My real name is also public on the Internet.</P> 
<P>I have absolutely no feelings of guilt about outing people who stalk me and 
engage in the kind of pathetic psychodrama you saw today. They've been pulling 
this crap for years now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787502 37652 9 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 11:35:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8787501" target=_blank>#8</A> theye1</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, it's not an arrest warrant, but rather a notification of his 
whereabouts, in the lead up of an extradition request.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nobody said it was an arrest warrant. But it's not a minor thing to be added 
to Interpol's wanted list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787505 37652 12 Charles Tue, Nov 30, 2010 11:47:39pm  
 
<P>I have a hard time seeing Assange as any kind of hero. He's no hero, he's an 
anarchist. He's doing with computers what the black bloc does with rocks and 
bricks -- trashing shit for no other reason than the fact that he can, without 
any regard for the lives he's fucking with, the people he's fucking over, or the 
international relationships he's distorting in dangerous and unpredictable 
ways.</P> 
<P>I have no respect for what he's doing. He's an anarchist asshole. I don't 
think he should be executed (as right wing asshole Mike Huckabee said today) but 
if he gets into a world of hurt over his self-aggrandizing international monkey-
wrenching, he will have brought it entirely upon himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08787890 37652 361 Charles Wed, Dec 1, 2010 10:22:39am  
 
<P>By the way - yes, I wrote too quickly when I implied that Huckabee called for 
Assange to be executed. As I wrote in the update to the post, he called for the 
<EM>leaker</EM> to be executed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08788333 37654 69 Charles Wed, Dec 1, 2010 1:22:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8788315" target=_blank>#60</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the one hand I don't like Amazon making political decisions about who they 
will and will not host. That's a slippery slope I'm not entirely comfortable 
with. On the other hand, whatever happened with Bristol on Dancing with the 
Stars? That was much more upsetting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible that the US government contacted Amazon and asked them to do 
this, but I think it's more likely that Amazon's legal team took a look at the 
situation and decided that on balance it was a bad idea to host Wikileaks, since 
Amazon's public image is a huge part of their brand.</P> 
<P>Assange (or someone using the @wikileaks account) is <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/wikileaks/status/10073870316863488" 



target=_blank>complaining</A> that his first amendment rights have been 
violated:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Amazon are so uncomfortable with the first amendment, they should get out 
of the business of selling books.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoever tweeted this has a serious misunderstanding of the first amendment, 
which protects free speech from government interference. Key word: government. 
Amazon.com is not the US government. Amazon is a private company, and the first 
amendment of the US Constitution does not apply.</P> 
<P>Assange is still free to host his site with any company that will let him, or 
he can pay for his own servers and host it himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08788346 37654 79 Charles Wed, Dec 1, 2010 1:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8788337" target=_blank>#71</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People always forget that freedom of speach does not obligate any one to 
support you or provide a platform.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's telling that these people -- who are screwing with international 
relationships -- have such a dim and fuzzy understanding of the US 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08788988 37656 8 Charles Wed, Dec 1, 2010 5:59:00pm  
 
<P>I included my links to the 'defund NPR' idiocy because that's the previous 
big idea that came up through YouCut. It's as if the commenters at Free Republic 
are running the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789773 37657 116 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 10:40:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8789754" target=_blank>#97</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, please do a page on the ark. Pretty please. More people need to see 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm putting links together right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789781 37657 124 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 10:41:44am  
 
<P>I'm astounded that Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear is actually going to try to 
give state funding to a creationist theme park. How does this not violate the 
Establishment Clause?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789789 37657 132 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 10:43:32am  
 
<P>That video is a hoot.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/68o3kJ8dmeY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>They want to show the "feasibility" of the ark. This is a monumental 
facepalm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789803 37657 145 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 10:47:40am  
 
<P>Thanos actually posted a link to this story a couple of days ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/231255_GOP_politicians_are_not_the_on
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789820 37657 161 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 10:53:13am  
 
<P>Has Beshear ever made a statement about his own beliefs on creationism? Is he 
just doing this purely for economic reasons?</P> 
<P>Part of me is insisting this has to be some kind of weird 
joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789854 37657 195 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 11:01:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8789834" target=_blank>#175</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.wkyt.com/home/headlines/10215651.html" 
target=_blank>Yes</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. So he doesn't support teaching creationism, but sees nothing wrong with 
handing over millions of state dollars to build a ludicrous creationist park for 
a dishonest fundamentalist Christian group run by fanatics.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with Beshear?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789973 37658 48 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 12:07:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8789962" target=_blank>#39</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I think you can draw a line between education and entertainment. As 
long as they can claim that it's just a theme park they they have a leg to stand 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's going to be pretty hard to maintain that fiction, when Answers in 
Genesis is an explicitly Christian fundamentalist group that very actively 
proselytizes for the cause of creationism.</P> 
<P>I think a strong case can be made that this is a clear violation of the 
Establishment Clause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08789989 37658 63 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 12:11:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8789978" target=_blank>#52</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So, how did Noah take care of the fish on the Ark? He would have had to make 
preparations for salt versus fresh water, as well as pressure differences for 
different species.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Answers in Genesis people have answers for all of those trick 
questions.</P> 
<P>For example, how did Noah prevent the dinosaurs from eating up everything 
else?</P> 
<P>Answer: amazingly enough, kids, dinosaurs were actually mild-mannered 
vegetarians!</P> 
<P>Not kidding. That's really what they believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790004 37658 78 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 12:15:26pm  
 
<P>Here's Answers in Genesis attempting to explain dinosaur fossils to the 
rubes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.answersingenesis.org/articles/nab/what-happened-
to-the-dinosaurs" target=_blank>www.answersingenesis.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790541 37658 282 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 6:03:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/8790314" target=_blank>#279</A> aagcobb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beshear is running for reelection and unemployment is 10% in Kentucky; he 
would give tax incentives to a satanic theme park if it would generate 
jobs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt that. And I mean, very seriously doubt that. Unless you're 
talking about an alternate universe Kentucky in which satanism is the dominant 
religion.</P> 
<P>If you watch the video it's crystal clear that this is an explicitly 
religious project -- an explicitly fundamentalist Christian project. Beshear is 
supporting it because it appeals to the fundamentalist demographic, and he 
thinks he'll be able to milk those rubes for lots of money.</P> 
<P>And the pathetic, sad part of it is that he might be right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790319 37659 95 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 2:51:37pm  
 
<P>By the way, I thought I'd let some of our regular commenters know that one of 
the things "ChenZhen" (real name: <A 
href="http://www.cougardb.com/ChenZhen/1834" target=_blank>Bret Elert</A>) did 
with his "The Blue Boy" sock puppet account was to search through comments, with 
some particular users as targets -- especially people who've been around at LGF 
for a longer time. So if you find some old comments of yours posted somewhere by 
this stalker creep, this is how he got them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790324 37659 99 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 2:55:24pm  
 
<P>Well, what do you know! Looks like Bret Elert decided to do a little memory 
holing of his own. He deleted his name and location (Maple Grove, Minnesota) 
from the page where I discovered it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cougardb.com/ChenZhen/1834" 
target=_blank>www.cougardb.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08790328 37659 103 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 3:03:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8790326" target=_blank>#101</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean this internet stalker "rebel" lives in a moderately priced <EM>tract 
castle</EM>? There's something so not rebel-y about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess it's a little less amusing to this weasel when someone starts digging 
into his background.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790333 37659 108 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 3:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8790330" target=_blank>#105</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not receiving emails of comments from Pages I subscribed to. I tried 
changing the address I'm using--no difference. And I emailed you about it, but 
now I don't know if I could get an email back if you were to send 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check into that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790341 37659 114 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 3:14:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8790330" target=_blank>#105</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not receiving emails of comments from Pages I subscribed to. I tried 
changing the address I'm using--no difference. And I emailed you about it, but 
now I don't know if I could get an email back if you were to send 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welp, just tested it and it worked over here. Maybe it's getting caught by a 
spam filter or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08790567 37661 103 Charles Thu, Dec 2, 2010 6:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8790552" target=_blank>#93</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't go that far but I think we knew what he had. That dipshit Manning 
didn't steal anything important or secret. If Assange really had something we 
didn't want him to release he probably would have been stopped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have yet to see a really surprising revelation from the Wikileaks dump. 
Pakistan has terrorists? We're worried about their nukes? Arab nations secretly 
plot against Iran?</P> 
<P>Right. If you haven't been asleep for the past ten years you're already aware 
of all those things too. The most interesting part of the Wikileaks diplomatic 
cable dump might be how unsurprising it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08791419 37663 11 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2010 10:26:28am  
 
<P>Trickle down!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792050 37665 58 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2010 5:14:34pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8792030" target=_blank>#57</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like coding by hand, and still use vim for almost everything. But, I run 
vim in a terminal emulator, within gnome. I tend to prefer command-line 
utilities because i'm nuts about scripting everything, and scripts are just 
easier to write for things you already know how to use at the command line.</P> 
<P>However, i'd be lost without my file manager, VLC, and a few other things 
that are just easier for me to do with a mouse. Using cat and piping to do word 
processing just isn't for me lol. (I've seen it done)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just have one word for you: Emacs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792051 37665 59 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2010 5:22:10pm  
 
<P>I never look at McCain's crappy, verbose blog, so I didn't notice that he 
recently posted another attack on me, too.</P> 
<P>He just can't get me out of his head. Barrett and I have a time-share in his 
medulla oblongata.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792097 37665 69 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2010 6:10:50pm  
 
<P>And for local editing of text files, the One True Editor is <A 
href="http://www.barebones.com/products/bbedit/index.html" 
target=_blank>BBEdit</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792016 37666 15 Charles Fri, Dec 3, 2010 4:52:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8792006" target=_blank>#9</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure most of us have seen this already:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://tpmmuckraker.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/12/tea_party_nation_founder
_its_a_wise_idea_to_only_l.php?ref=fpb" target=_blank>Tea Party Nation Founder: 
'A Wise Idea' To Only Let Property Owners Vote</A></P> 
<P>Keep diggin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was under the apparently mistaken impression that this issue was settled, 
oh, about 150 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792584 37668 16 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 10:08:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8792582" target=_blank>#15</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>Unfortunately, PayPal restored the shrieking harpy's account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792691 37668 22 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 11:19:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8792626" target=_blank>#19</A> Nick 
Schroeder</EM></P> 
<P>At this point, though, I seriously doubt that the government had to even say 
a word to PayPal about this, even if they had wanted to. I'm sure any company 
that does business with Assange is having their lawyers and advisers check out 



whether he's violating their terms; you don't need a phone call from the State 
Department to realize that Assange has crossed some big lines and it might not 
be smart to be doing business with him.</P> 
<P>And the fact is that the PayPal terms of service really do prohibit them from 
doing business with Wikileaks:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...our payment service cannot be used for any activities that encourage, 
promote, facilitate or instruct others to engage in illegal 
activity</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what Wikileaks is. They're encouraging people to break laws, 
and promoting the product of that illegal activity. Seems clear to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792847 37669 247 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 12:57:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/8792840" target=_blank>#240</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<P>My post doesn't say anything about an arrest warrant with Interpol. It 
stated, accurately, that an arrest warrant had been filed with British 
authorities, by Swedish prosecutors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792950 37669 328 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 2:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8792854" target=_blank>#254</A> 
zuckerlilly</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, sorry, Charles, this is NOT an arrest warrant which had been filed with 
the British authorities but a red notice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then you should take it up with the UK Independent, because <A 
href="http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/net-closes-on-assange-
arrest-by-british-police-expected-in-days-2149805.html" target=_blank>they say 
it is</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792937 37670 8 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 2:18:54pm  
 
<P>Does this mean George Soros also wants to destroy Hillary 
Clinton?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792945 37670 15 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 2:22:47pm  
 
<P>Or is the plot to destroy Clinton all a Soros thing, and Obama's just doing 
his bidding?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08792955 37670 24 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 2:44:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8792954" target=_blank>#23</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyway, who is the author of that picture of <I>Harpeia 
Ululans</I>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was created by 'CuriousLurker'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08792983 37670 40 Charles Sat, Dec 4, 2010 3:14:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8792978" target=_blank>#35</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Realclimate has an article up about how those harpies over at WUWT help bring 
to the western blogosphere yet another bit of manipulation from the Russian 
propaganda outlets:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2010/12/coldest-
winter-in-1000-years-cometh-%E2%80%93-not/" target=_blank>Coldest Winter in 1000 
Years Cometh – not.</A></P> 
<P>The American know-nothing-rightwing are such easy targets for 
propaganda.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anthony Watts sent me a couple of angry emails after my last post- I 
clarified one point, then he insisted on more changes (wanted me to include some 
of his anti-AGW propaganda). Obviously got his attention.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08793985 37672 57 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 11:18:48am  
 
<P>This is nothing but red meat for the right wing base. 
Literally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794247 37674 13 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 1:26:24pm  
 
<P>The idea that it's even possible to "obliterate Wikileaks' electrons" is a 
major instance of headdesk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794328 37674 78 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 2:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8794323" target=_blank>#75</A> Eymerich</EM></P> 
<P>Sock puppet said what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794369 37674 115 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 3:11:40pm  
 
<P>When I commented that Assange is an "anarchist" the other day, I wasn't just 
tossing an insult -- if you read his own writings he was heavily influenced by 
anarchist philosophers. If he has any real politics at all, it's: "Smash the 
state, man." I think at one point he wrote that he wanted to destroy every 
single organ of government and start fresh and clean in a utopia where no one 
will ever need to have secrets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794889 37675 29 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 6:47:24pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin totally killed that caribou tonight. She ended up covered in 
blood. Presidential material!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794915 37675 48 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 6:55:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8794907" target=_blank>#41</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And she quoted Ted Nugent.</P> 



<P>Yep, a high point in American culture. Surely a sign of American 
exceptionalism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Covered in blood and quoting the Nuge. A lock on the 2012 
nomination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08794942 37675 69 Charles Sun, Dec 5, 2010 7:02:37pm  
 
<P>We need to see every glistening caribou organ to understand Palin's Alaska. 
Where life itself depends on slaughtering these noble beasts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08795743 37678 9 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2010 12:05:04pm  
 
<P>By the way, I'm not squeamish about slaughtering animals for food. I know 
where the meat I eat comes from.</P> 
<P>But killing and chopping up an animal on TV to make money and advance a 
political career is about as despicable a thing as I can 
imagine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08795762 37678 25 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2010 12:15:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8795746" target=_blank>#12</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just my 2 cents from a film point of view.</P> 
<P>You don't actually see Sarah shoot a caribou in that clip.</P> 
<P>You have one segment with her firing her shots, "You missed. You shot 
high."</P> 
<P>Then you have another segment of a caribou on the ridge, finally getting 
shot, including an edited "scope view" shot.</P> 
<P>A few splices, redubbing, and voila. Sarah shot a caribou.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is true. I also notice that the clip of the animal being shot is edited 
to cut out the actual moment of impact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08795789 37678 50 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2010 12:28:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8795772" target=_blank>#34</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be fair on that point I was watching Swamp People on History (they hunt 
gators) and every time they shot a gator the camera would cut away so as not to 
show the actual bullet entering. It may just be a company policy not to show 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which is weird, because they then proceeded to skin and hack the animal to 
pieces, very graphically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08795863 37678 114 Charles Mon, Dec 6, 2010 1:03:19pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8795811" target=_blank>#68</A> Lanzman</EM></P> 
<P>I tried to head off this reaction with <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/9/8795743" target=_blank>comment 
#9</A>, but I should have known it wouldn't matter.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08797323 37682 36 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2010 11:11:08am  
 
<P>OT: I just decided to block out two entire IP ranges used by the company <A 
href="http://www.ubiquityservers.com/" target=_blank>Ubiquity Server 
Solutions</A>, because there's a ridiculous amount of referrer spam coming from 
a lot of different IPs in these CIDRs.</P> 
<P>deny from 173.208.60.0/22deny from 69.147.224.0/19</P> 
<P>A Google search shows that the company has been the subject of many spam 
complaints:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=ubiquity+serve
rs+spam&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08797357 37682 61 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2010 11:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8797345" target=_blank>#52</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, I saw that - but I also note a pattern going back years of all kinds of 
'bottom-feeding' spam coming from Ubiquity. Trackback spam, comment spam, 
referrer spam, etc.</P> 
<P>I can't really judge whether they're allowing it to happen or not, but it's 
clear there's a recurring problem with the company.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08797399 37683 15 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2010 11:41:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8797393" target=_blank>#11</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Er, nope -- not this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08798107 37684 393 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2010 3:23:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/377/8798088" target=_blank>#377</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Teaching children to use sunscreen... What's next, trying to get them to eat 
healthily?</P> 
<P>When will we stop being burdened with these Soros-planned plots to destroy 
American society?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican War on Sunscreen!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08798367 37685 21 Charles Tue, Dec 7, 2010 5:01:58pm  
 
<P>Here's a nice picture.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ60E92E7B.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ60E92E7B.jpg" 
rel=fancy3f934bba target=_blank>Image: ZZ60E92E7B.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799397 37687 16 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 10:24:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8799389" target=_blank>#8</A> BishopX</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PayPal has <A href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2010/dec/08/paypal-us-
pressure-wikileaks-mastercard" target=_blank>admitted</A> that they froze the 
wikileaks account after the state dept asked them to. I wouldn't be surprised if 
MasterCard and Visa have been asked as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not quite correct -- PayPal said the State Department contacted them and said 
Wikileaks was engaged in illegal activity. They did not say that State asked 
them to suspend the account.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The site's vice-president of platform, Osama Bedier, told an internet 
conference the site had decided to freeze WikiLeaks's account on 4 December 
after government representatives said it was engaged in illegal activity.</P> 
<P>"State Dept told us these were illegal activities. It was straightforward," 
he told the LeWeb conference in Paris, adding: "We ... comply with regulations 
around the world, making sure that we protect our 
brand."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799424 37687 39 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 10:33:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8799413" target=_blank>#29</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think there is a pretty fine line between a government agency calling up a 
company and telling them that a client is doing something illegal, and a 
government agency calling up a company and asking them to sever contact with a 
client.</P> 
<P>What else are they going to do once they've been informed that this was 
illegal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know what PayPal did, but if I were them I'd immediately contact my 
own lawyers and ask them to look at the situation and recommend a course of 
action. It's naive to think the government just called and bullied PayPal into 
this. They're a large corporation and they have procedures and rules that they 
follow, in all things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799431 37687 46 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 10:36:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8799425" target=_blank>#40</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How so? I know that was the case with the Swiss Bank/Post Office, but what 
was Wikileaks screw up here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Their statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“PayPal has permanently restricted the account used by WikiLeaks due to a 
violation of the PayPal Acceptable Use Policy, which states that our payment 
service cannot be used for any activities that encourage, promote, facilitate or 
instruct others to engage in illegal activity. We’ve notified the account holder 
of this action.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's not much wiggle room there. Wikileaks DOES encourage and facilitate 
the breaking of laws, and promotes the product of that illegal 
activity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799454 37687 66 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 10:43:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8799440" target=_blank>#54</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>To me, the telling thing is that paypal immediately started talking about 
their "brand". I think they made a cold-blooded decision that possibly running 
afoul of the US wasn't worth whatever profits they were receiving from WL. I'm 
not saying that Hilary Clinton called the paypal CEO on a red telephone and told 
him to shut it down. You are right that they have procedures in place to deal 
with this sort of thing. but the fact that they're only going after WL and not 
the other papers who have the cables makes it seem political.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PayPal has a fiduciary responsibility to act in ways that won't hurt their 
brand, just as every large company does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799531 37687 141 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:01:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8799500" target=_blank>#112</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the State Department has no business telling private companies what 
they feel is illegal.</P> 
<P>If it is, get a court order. Should be easy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I see nothing wrong with this. The State Department is at the heart of 
this matter -- it's THEIR cables that were leaked. They're not making a "ruling" 
on the legality of what Wikileaks did - as far as I can tell, the only thing 
State did was to contact PayPal and point out that Wikileaks was in clear 
violation of PayPal's own TOS.</P> 
<P>The State Department has a very real, legitimate concern when their 
classified information is leaked, and it's naive (again) to expect them not to 
react.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799550 37687 157 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:05:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8799529" target=_blank>#139</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"encourage, promote, facilitate or instruct others to engage in illegal 
activity"</P> 
<P>With that clause you can terminate any contract if you want 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, of course. Why do you think companies like PayPal have terms of 
service?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799555 37687 162 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:08:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/8799551" target=_blank>#158</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe. Manning of course is in far bigger trouble. If Assange ever gets 
prosecuted in the USA remains to be seen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he's convicted of leaking, he's in very serious trouble and will probably 
spend a long time in prison.</P> 
<P>I'm a little amused at all the outrage that companies and governments are 
pushing back at Assange. Did you folks think they were going to give him awards 
and medals?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799564 37687 170 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:10:54am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/8799559" target=_blank>#165</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No you couldn't.</P> 
<P>That's like saying that knowing that there are fences out there encourages 
you to steal things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does. That's one reason why fencing stolen goods is 
illegal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799571 37687 176 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:13:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8799379" target=_blank>#2</A> 
imherefromtheinternet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Anonymous" is not a "hacker group". It's more like an ideology/lifestyle in 
the way people relate to the web.</P> 
<P>Anonymous is just the roiling mass of haters, jokers, mischief-makers, and 
meme-creators that inhabit influential corners of the online world.</P> 
<P>Some of them are hackers. On steroids. If you don't immediately understand 
that reference, you don't understand Anonymous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you know, sometimes you call them a 'hacker's group' because they're a 
group, and they're engaging in DDOS attacks.</P> 
<P>It's a little more concise than:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The roiling mass of haters, jokers, mischief-makers, and meme-creators that 
inhabit influential corners of the online world has attacked the website of 
Mastercard...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799626 37688 17 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:30:46am  
 
<P>McCain will now write 1500 words trying to explain, and only end up further 
justifying his creepy little date rape fantasy, and being even more 
offensive.</P> 
<P>Oh wait - <A href="http://hotair.com/greenroom/archives/2010/12/07/running-
around-with-sharp-sticks/" target=_blank>he already did</A>. Complete with a 
quote from Hunter S. Thompson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799638 37688 23 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 11:36:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8799631" target=_blank>#20</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The real Hunter S. Thompson would have hated RSM and everything he stood for, 
especially since he was also from the South. It's almost insulting for that 
racist little shit to quote HST like that, especially since it's blatantly out 
of context. =P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just one of the creepy things McCain does - he cloaks himself in the 
aura of Hunter S. Thompson, when he certainly knows that Thompson would have 
despised everything about him. And he gets away with it because Thompson is dead 
and can't tell him to knock it off or face immediate 
destruction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08800355 37688 286 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 5:09:17pm  
 



 
 
<P>I was hoping everyone would get this sorted out, but it's apparently not to 
be. I hope you all know where I stand with using derogatory language against 
women.</P> 
<P>LVQ is on timeout. That last comment was over the line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08800394 37688 294 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 5:35:04pm  
 
<P>Well, that's one way to kill a thread.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/293/8800376" target=_blank>A 
note about timeouts.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799883 37689 5 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 1:56:28pm  
 
<P>If you read the full article, he actually kind of figured out that he was 
being set up by the FBI but went ahead anyway.</P> 
<P>Seems to be a few screws short of a tight seal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799968 37690 1 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 2:45:42pm  
 
<P>These script kiddies are really fucking with the wrong people. This could get 
really ugly for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799976 37690 6 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 2:48:35pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/zI5hrcwU7Dk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08799989 37690 14 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 2:54:52pm  
 
<P>Thing is, the anonymous folks may think they're really anonymous and all 
proxied up and everything, but if a company like Visa has virtually unlimited 
money to spend on it (which they do), they will be identified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08800369 37690 288 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 5:17:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/8800360" target=_blank>#281</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whew. Could hear the noise coming up from downstairs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Irritating, the noise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08800376 37690 293 Charles Wed, Dec 8, 2010 5:23:53pm  
 



<P>By the way, the purpose of the timeout function is not to humiliate anyone or 
publicly shame anyone. It's to give someone a chance to cool off when they're 
caught in one of those Internet arguments that feeds on itself like the Worm 
Ouroborous, and defending positions they shouldn't because the worm is 
hungry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08801499 37695 1 Charles Thu, Dec 9, 2010 10:46:58am  
 
<P>I can't see any rational reason to oppose the DREAM Act. The people who would 
take advantage of it are exactly the kinds of immigrants we want to become US 
citizens. What the hell is wrong with the GOP?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08802209 37695 126 Charles Thu, Dec 9, 2010 6:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8802154" target=_blank>#125</A> stockman</EM></P> 
<P>Illegal aliens. Creeping in. Booga booga. They're under your 
bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08801874 37697 2 Charles Thu, Dec 9, 2010 3:15:39pm  
 
<P>Why can't SNL be funny like this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803093 37701 132 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 12:47:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/8803059" target=_blank>#123</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With "megalomanic" Assange you have 1200 cables out of 250000 out right now, 
vetted and edited by some of the world's most respected newspapers, to minimize 
danger to informants of the U.S. government.</P> 
<P>With "Openleaks" you'd have 250000 cables out right now, un-edited, with 
every name exposed that the U.S. government failed to protect properly.</P> 
<P>Maybe the U.S. should give Assange a medal instead of persecuting 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so -- one of the reasons these people disassociated from 
Wikileaks was because they didn't feel the material was being properly 
redacted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803137 37701 144 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 1:13:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8803116" target=_blank>#138</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it can, because it isn't an it. It's a shorthand for any number of 
people unknown to the world at large, but certainly known to their friends, 
families, co-workers, and associates.</P> 
<P>Anon isn't an it, it's just a useful shorthand. It's a virtual guy fawkes 
mask. it's really not even an it at all. I guess you could say it's a 
subcultural movement, but even calling it that would be overblowing it's 
cohesiveness.</P> 
<P>The people that populate 4chan aren't in any way colluding with each other 
except in the vaguest sense. It's a mantle people claim as their own. That idiot 



who went on TV and gave an interview as a representative of anon is just an 
example of that.</P> 
<P>How would you prove that someone <EM>isn't</EM> anon? How would you prove 
that they <EM>are</EM>? Anybody can post something on the internet. Anybody can 
push files into Tor. Antbody can start the initial seed of a torrent. Anybody 
can use Lamo. And anybody can talk a friend into doing something stupid, just 
like anybody can claim to represent anon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When they're running botnets (voluntary or otherwise) that are all focused on 
a single task, though (e.g. attacking Visa or Amazon), they ARE an organized 
group at that point -- and with the proper subpoenas and tech work (and money), 
they can be identified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803364 37703 94 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 2:34:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/8803360" target=_blank>#90</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, did you delete the page?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't delete it - maybe one of the monitors did for some reason. Didn't 
even see it, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803389 37703 113 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 2:45:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8803370" target=_blank>#97</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps monitors shouldn't delete the pages without any stated reason and 
without even informing the author?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, there was a reason posted when it was deleted -- because the site 
contained un-redacted documents with names included.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803412 37703 136 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 2:58:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8803403" target=_blank>#127</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not wrong. What's wrong is deleting pages without notice. Anything 
else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have always had a policy at LGF of not allowing links to sites that 
contain illegal material, and the un-redacted documents could be interpreted as 
such. Also, websites that publish that kind of material are often hosts for 
various kinds of viruses and Internet bad things, so there's a practical reason 
for this policy too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08803800 37704 67 Charles Fri, Dec 10, 2010 6:32:34pm  
 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain's tortured attempt to explain the neo-Confederate 
viewpoint:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://theothermccain.com/2010/12/01/charles-johnson-wrong-
again/" target=_blank>theothermccain.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08805018 37705 246 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2010 7:49:10pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/8804919" target=_blank>#245</A> Peter_P3</EM></P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy12167aa1 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08804468 37707 12 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2010 12:36:01pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.simpleweb.org/reports/loic-report.pdf" target=_blank>The 
full report</A> is interesting, if you're a geek.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08804481 37707 20 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2010 12:44:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8804479" target=_blank>#18</A> wlewisiii</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh, rather basic stuff. Of course you don't run this kind of thing through 
clear net from your home PC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet a lot of people have, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08804571 37707 99 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2010 1:59:00pm  
 
<P>Speaking of games, here's the most beautiful iPhone/iPad game yet -- takes 
full advantage of the hi-res iPhone 4 Retina display: <A 
href="http://click.linksynergy.com/fs-
bin/stat?id=05NfdasDy7Y&amp;offerid=146261&amp;type=3&amp;subid=0&amp;tmpid=1826
&amp;RD_PARM1=http%253A%252F%252Fitunes.apple.com%252Fus%252Fapp%252Finfinity-
blade%252Fid387428400%253Fmt%253D8%2526uo%253D4%2526partnerId%253D30" 
target=_blank>Infinity Blade</A>. Worth 6 bucks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08804613 37707 132 Charles Sat, Dec 11, 2010 2:31:32pm  
 
<P>I know people like to believe "Anonymous" is an anarchic Internet phenomenon 
unlike anything the world has ever known, but I keep trying to point out that 
when this decentralized hive mind uses software like LOIC to stage coordinated 
attacks against single targets, it stops being an amorphous, anonymous cloud of 
entities and turns into an organized group of easily identifiable individuals, 
just like any other organized group of human beings. Even if it were feasible to 
use Tor with this kind of software (and I don't think it has good enough 
throughput), they could still be tracked and identified, if the tracker had 
enough time and money for the job.</P> 
<P>In other words, the idealized new state of being turns out to only pertain as 
long as they don't try to significantly interact with the rest of the real 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08805504 37710 7 Charles Sun, Dec 12, 2010 10:45:11am  
 
<P>On Friday Hasan had a piece in the Huffington Post: <A 
href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/muhammad-ali-hasan/why-im-leaving-the-
gop_b_795163.html" target=_blank>Muhammad Ali Hasan: Why I'm Leaving the 
GOP</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08805513 37710 15 Charles Sun, Dec 12, 2010 10:54:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8805510" target=_blank>#12</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say, from that, it sounds as though he was a purely fiscal 
Republican who has gotten fed up that his major interest was on the back burner 
for the foreseeable future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than anything else, you have to remember that he's an American 
politician. That article reads like a politician's statement - he's walking back 
the bigotry accusations like almost any politician would do.</P> 
<P>The comments quoted in the Colorado Independent seem much more emotional, and 
more real.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08805529 37710 27 Charles Sun, Dec 12, 2010 11:19:11am  
 
<P>Wow. We suddenly got blitzed with hundreds of page requests in a few minutes 
from many different IP addresses, all with the user agent string 'Mozilla/4.0 
(compatible; ICS)' - which seems to be a proxy caching agent.</P> 
<P>Maxed out the server for a couple of minutes. Could have been an 
attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08805724 37711 25 Charles Sun, Dec 12, 2010 1:50:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8805722" target=_blank>#23</A> JeffFX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of communist conspiracy, I just ran across this photo of an earlier 
better quality of flag-waving bigot from the 50's. Thin, better dressed, and 
they can spell: [Link: <A href="http://imgur.com/fvGXo" 
target=_blank>imgur.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember that picture...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36116_Tea_Partiers_Circa_1950" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806119 37714 31 Charles Sun, Dec 12, 2010 7:37:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8806098" target=_blank>#15</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this Gawker's fail for getting hacked? Kinda like blaming the victim, 
isn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's not their fault they were attacked -- but it IS their fault if 
their database was so easily compromised. It's a major failure of their 
security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806772 37716 20 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 10:55:13am  
 
<P>Part of the stuff released -- a screen shot of an internal Gawker chat 
session in which they KNEW the attack was taking place weeks ago -- but because 
it only affected their users, it didn't matter. Quote: "just the peasants."</P> 
<P>Nice. That arrogant snotty attitude you see on Gawker sites goes all the way 
to the top.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08806781 37716 27 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 10:57:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8806743" target=_blank>#11</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>Also, to encrypt the passwords, they apparently used the very old, very 
insecure DES encryption algorithm that was cracked in 1990. This is probably a 
more serious problem than failing to salt the hashes -- these passwords could be 
pretty easily cracked even if they were salted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806796 37716 36 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 11:01:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8806784" target=_blank>#28</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many letters/digits can LGF passwords include?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF passwords can be 6-12 characters, any combination of numbers and 
letters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806801 37716 39 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 11:03:38am  
 
<P>One of the best ways to be secure is to use 1Password:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://agilewebsolutions.com/onepassword" 
target=_blank>agilewebsolutions.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>This is a fantastic program -- I have it on all my systems. It lets you use 
completely different random passwords for every site. All you have to remember 
is one master password.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806888 37717 9 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 11:48:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8806882" target=_blank>#4</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really not feeling that sentiment. I mean sure, it's not a good idea to 
go around taunting criminals, but does that mean I deserve to get my head 
stomped in because I stuck my tongue out at some thug?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's the point -- it's just an acknowledgment of reality. 
It's a little like walking into a KKK meeting and calling them a bunch of dumb 
racist hicks. You might be right about that, but you also might get an ass-
kicking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806890 37717 10 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 11:49:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8806887" target=_blank>#8</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gawker's security experts are likely in for a real rude awakening - and I 
wouldn't be surprised if a bunch get fired for their incompetence/failure to 
contain the problems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Gawker <EM>had</EM> security experts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08806919 37717 23 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 12:18:46pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8806895" target=_blank>#13</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They couldn't have, if they were using DES. Or at least, if they did, they 
may not have actually been alive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And to make it even worse, their code was PHP-based, and PHP has much better 
options for encryption than DES. I'd never use DES for anything except non-
critical encryption - it's been known for a LONG time that it's easily 
decrypted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807114 37718 53 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:01:37pm  
 
<P>Just had the first person try to register with a mailinator throw-away email. 
Blocked.</P> 
<P>Watching LGF Spy. Uh oh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807163 37718 87 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:15:34pm  
 
<P>Yesterday we had four attempted registrations using tor proxies. Somebody's 
trying hard to get in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807173 37718 93 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:19:09pm  
 
<P>And I also found another sock puppet account, probably from one of the 
stalker sites, going through user profiles again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807224 37719 15 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:49:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8807220" target=_blank>#12</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now all I can see is a giant "j" in the middle of the logo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read it as "The Patr Cauc Jots Pac."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807242 37719 31 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:56:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8807233" target=_blank>#22</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it really new? Because the messages on the site are quite old, e.g.:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thepatriotcaucus.net/forum/topics/why-i-think-
president-obama-is?commentId=2932491%3AComment%3A37178" 
target=_blank>www.thepatriotcaucus.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>Or did she just "overtake" some old group?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect it was "repurposed."</P> 
<P>Eric Odom has quite a long history with LGF, by the way. Reginald Perrin can 
tell you a lot about Odom's involvement with various stalker 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807243 37719 32 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 2:56:54pm  
 



<P>No addresses or WHOIS dumps, please. You can link to a WHOIS page, but don't 
post it here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807322 37719 95 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 3:24:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8807309" target=_blank>#83</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Prepare for a major headache.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thepatriotcaucus.net/forum/topics/theory-of-
evolution-vs-truth" target=_blank>www.thepatriotcaucus.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>And he goes on and on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother. Not unusual, though. You can find this kind of nutty stuff at any 
Tea Party site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807518 37719 263 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 5:34:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8807510" target=_blank>#255</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She just finished her <EM>first semester</EM> of college.Biology for Science 
majors, Biology Lab, Animal Science, Animal Science, Math and Music 
Appreciation.</P> 
<P>She just got her grades.All A's.</P> 
<P>I could burst with pride.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Congrats!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08807746 37720 72 Charles Mon, Dec 13, 2010 7:33:47pm  
 
<P>A stunning <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/12/13/AR2010121305198_pf.html" 
target=_blank>postscript</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As he was sedated for surgery, his final words were to his Pakistani surgeon, 
according to family members: "You've got to stop this war in 
Afghanistan."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808434 37722 5 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 10:01:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8808425" target=_blank>#2</A> 
Shropshire_Slasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The dems pulled it so the bill can come up again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not correct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808479 37722 37 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 10:34:22am  
 
<P>It's not about taxes.</P> 
<P>It's about a black man in the White House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808514 37722 71 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 10:55:38am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8808483" target=_blank>#41</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always like to give people the benefit of the doubt...</P> 
<P>(Besides do you think they wouldn't be doing this to 
Hillary?)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm finished giving the right wing the benefit of the doubt. I haven't seen 
such an eruption of bigotry and racism in my whole life -- all following the 
election of a black President. It's not a coincidence, and the craziness goes 
WAY beyond the usual GOP reaction to a Democratic President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808618 37723 8 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:03:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8808613" target=_blank>#5</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anarchists aren't opposed to people living in big houses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought most anarchists were opposed to capitalism. But maybe it's OK if 
you inherit the money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808626 37723 15 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:08:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8808624" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All those walls, hedgerows and gates should keep the peasants out. Lot's of 
privacy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>High walls are great for keeping the anarchists out, except the ones you 
choose as pets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808630 37723 19 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:09:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8808627" target=_blank>#16</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anarcho-capitalism" 
target=_blank>Anarcho-capitalism.</A></P> 
<P>Anarchism is a wide ranging collection of highly varied and disparate 
philosophies, which on the opposite end includes <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anarcho-syndicalism" target=_blank>Anarcho-
syndicalism</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's why I said "most" anarchists. I'm well aware of the anarcho-capitalist 
aberration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808632 37723 21 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:11:10pm  
 
<P>Just for the heck of it, I Googled "Anarchism and capitalism," and look what 
popped up: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anarchism_and_capitalism" 
target=_blank>Anarchism and capitalism - Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Some anarchists advocate free-market, laissez-faire capitalism,[1] while 
<STRONG>most anarchists oppose it</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just sayin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808643 37723 30 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:21:58pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ1F8975BE.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Anarchy expressed in wardrobe.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808666 37723 51 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:29:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8808656" target=_blank>#42</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a good time to point out that Wikileaks published the edited CRU 
emails that were used as propaganda to smear scientists.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely correct. And a perfect example of how this blunt instrument can be 
abused -- easily -- by people who want to spread pernicious propaganda. It 
doesn't help that the main guy is one of the propagandists, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808670 37723 55 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:30:22pm  
 
<P>Is there an echo in here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808676 37723 60 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:32:09pm  
 
<P>And when I label Assange a "propagandist," I'm doing it on the basis of the 
edited video he released, titled "Collateral Murder," that actually showed 
nothing of the sort. His bias absolutely reeked in that one, and to be honest it 
pissed me off. He libeled American soldiers, and even I bought it for a short 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808690 37723 73 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 12:36:17pm  
 
<P>After Assange pulled that shit with "Collateral Murder," I for one do not 
trust his motivations or his scruples, and I can't see him as any kind of 
hero.</P> 
<P>And I'm speaking as someone who's partially sympathetic to the 
<EM>concept</EM> of Wikileaks - but not sympathetic at all to their current 
tactics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808730 37723 107 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 1:00:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8808721" target=_blank>#100</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That the media is in a terrible state does not, logically, lead to the 
conclusion that we need Wikileaks.</P> 
<P>I think we need people who don't publish, for example, the edited, hacked 
emails of climate scientists that are being pushed in an effort to discredit 
them and derail an international meeting on climate change.</P> 
<P>What do you feel about their publication of the CRU emails?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I notice that Wikileaks supporters don't seem to want to discuss this very 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808774 37723 149 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 1:17:39pm  
 
<P>One of my main objections to the massive document dump approach is very 
simple, and based on the human right to a reasonable expectation of privacy.</P> 
<P>When you just release every stolen document you get your hands on, you're not 
just a noble warrior for the freedom of information - you're fucking around with 
thousands of people's lives. In the case of these diplomatic cables, the 
consequences of having their communications leaked in some countries may be 
extremely severe, and not just for the people named in the documents. It's naive 
and irresponsible in the utmost to think there won't be serious problems for 
many people.</P> 
<P>What did these people do to deserve having their lives disrupted by Julian 
Assange's galactic ego? So far, the vast majority of what's been released shows 
these people doing their jobs, to the best of their abilities. But now their 
names and reputations and possibly their freedoms and lives are at risk.</P> 
<P>The whole concept of doing it like this stinks. It's cruel and irresponsible, 
and completely disregards the human beings involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808854 37723 227 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 1:58:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8808832" target=_blank>#206</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of those 250000 cables, only 15,652 are classified as "secret" (and most of 
those still are nothing more than political evaluations, stories about arms 
dealings etc.) Names are x-d out. Every cable has been vetted by editors of one 
of those 5 major newspapers.</P> 
<P>Of the rest 101,748 are classified as confidential. If a confidential cable 
puts lives at risk I'd rather go to the guy who classified them in the first 
place and allowed them to be read by 2,5 million people with a clearance that a 
simple Private would have.</P> 
<P>The remaining 133,887 are unclassified. They can't be a security risk. I find 
lovely witty stories like "Bruno the Problem Bear running wild in 
Bavaria".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK.</P> 
<P>Suppose you're a government official in, say, Egypt or Syria, and you've been 
communicating with counterparts via classified diplomatic cables. Here comes 
Wikileaks and dumps all your classified cables for the past year, but "redacts" 
your name out of them.</P> 
<P>How safe would you feel?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808883 37723 253 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:14:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/8808870" target=_blank>#242</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably the same way the Chinese leadership feels about <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiananmen_Papers" target=_blank>The Tienanmen 
Papers</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not talking about the leadership. I'm talking about an official in the 
bureaucracy, who presumably has a family and a life like most other fairly 



successful people. What gives you or anyone else the right to arbitrarily decide 
that everything he wrote should now become public? Do his human rights and 
livelihood just not matter, because he was in a position to write classified 
cables?</P> 
<P>And I mentioned Egypt and Syria as two examples where one of the best 
outcomes for someone who wrote something the regime didn't like would be to lose 
their jobs. There might be real problems just for having your name appear, 
regardless of the content.</P> 
<P>Redaction is meaningless, when they're posting digital source documents that 
can easily be checked against originals. It's trivial for the governments 
involved to figure out who wrote the cables.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808893 37723 261 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:21:30pm  
 
<P>By the way, this isn't a purely academic discussion. An Algerian reporter has 
already been put in harm's way by the cable release: <A 
href="http://turtlebay.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2010/12/03/how_many_sources_has_w
ikileaks_put_at_risk" target=_blank>How many sources has WikiLeaks put at 
risk?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despite warnings from the U.S. government that the publication of secret 
diplomatic cables could put the local reporters and human rights activists 
identified in them at risk, WikiLeaks this week published the name of an 
Algerian reporter who accused Algerian President Abdelaziz Bouteflika of 
manipulating a 2006 parliamentary election during talks with American diplomats, 
according to a journalists' rights group.</P> 
<P>The reporter's name was redacted on Thursday, two hours after the New York-
based advocacy group, the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), asked a lawyer 
representing WikiLeaks, Mark Stephens, to remove it. The disclosure shows that 
despite measures by WikiLeaks and some news organizations to prevent exposure of 
individuals at risk, some vulnerable names continue to slip through the 
cracks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808913 37723 279 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:35:19pm  
 
<P>How safe do you think that Algerian reporter feels right now? This was 
written Dec 3rd - he's probably in hiding with his family, or has fled the 
country. (I sure would.)</P> 
<P>Thanks, Julian.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808916 37723 281 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:37:01pm  
 
<P>And that's one reporter brave enough to criticize a corrupt regime, 
silenced.</P> 
<P>Is that what Wikileaks is for?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808920 37723 285 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:42:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/8808918" target=_blank>#283</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BreakingNews</P> 



<P>U.S. Air Force blocks Internet access to NYT, Guardian and 23 other sites 
posting WikiLeaks documents - Reuters</P> 
<P>Doesn't make sense to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Here we go with the inevitable bureaucratic 
overreactions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808925 37723 290 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:43:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/8808924" target=_blank>#289</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is exactly what Assange predicted would happen, 
unfortunately.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't take a genius.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08808941 37723 305 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 2:59:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8808939" target=_blank>#303</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<P>So the Algerian reporter doesn't matter? Collateral murder?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809032 37723 388 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 3:43:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/8809011" target=_blank>#373</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should afford the same margin of error to WL as you afford to the 
military.</P> 
<P>We can certainly assume that nobody at WL wants to put the Algerian 
journalist into harm's way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The US military is accountable on many levels, with lots of oversight. It's 
part of a government that's democratically elected, or as close to that as we 
can come.</P> 
<P>Who holds Wikileaks and Julian Assange accountable? Who elected 
them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809091 37723 432 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 4:03:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/415/8809066" target=_blank>#415</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who elected the free press? We all do, by using it, by contributing to it. If 
we, the people, do not want WL to exist, it would disappear.</P> 
<P>Instead many people chose to mirror the WL site so that it won't 
disappear.</P> 
<P>WL exists because a lot of people think that the media isn't doing it's job 
properly. Remember who invented the word "embedded".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, you're fine with a self-appointed autocrat with very strong 
political biases, accountable to no one, determining what should be secret and 
what shouldn't.</P> 
<P>I'm not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08810058 37724 503 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 8:41:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/485/8809810" target=_blank>#485</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK I spent the last 2 hours in French language forums dealing with this 
particular journalist.The redacting of her name seems rather pointless for most 
since everyone in Algeria seems to be familiar with her name.Nobody seems to 
assume that she is in any danger, just a bit embarrassed. She didn't tell the 
Americans anything that wasn't common knowledge.Btw the cable is classified 
Confidential only. And the ONLY published cable from Algiers not classified 
Secret.You'd think that the embassy in Algiers should have protected her a 
little better.Yes WL (and whoever vetted the cable) should have redacted her 
name and that of her paper. But her name has been out for 2 weeks in Algeria now 
and I can't find a single person voicing concern for her safety, and they do 
have lively discussions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really. So you come here to share your knowledge that there's absolutely no 
problem with this, but can't even post a link to support it. We should all just 
take your word that this is nothing to worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810806 37724 506 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 10:58:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/8810245" target=_blank>#505</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, well then, there's nothing to worry about, is there, if posters on blogs 
say there's no problem?</P> 
<P>I note that your response to this is to throw out a whole bunch of confusing 
nonsense that has nothing to do with the point -- and the point is that 
Wikileaks supporters do not seem to give one shit about the human lives that are 
being screwed with. You've reinforced that point very well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811500 37724 508 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 4:44:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/8810856" target=_blank>#507</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No ... "wow" is finding out that the Russian representative for Wikileaks is 
a notorious Holocaust denier and raving, deranged antisemite. Now, that's a 
"wow."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811822 37724 510 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 7:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/509/8811628" target=_blank>#509</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<P>Got it. I should be worried about a possible revival of the Espionage Act and 
the First Amendment rights of people who steal classified documents, and I 
should stop being so concerned about this Algerian peasant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809514 37725 25 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 6:34:10pm  
 
<P>In the context of this news, it's interesting that unedited versions of the 
Wikileaks cables turned up on Russian websites first.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08809670 37725 105 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 7:08:29pm  
 
<P>It's incredibly revealing to me that Assange is hanging with one of the most 
insane, actively obsessed antisemites in the world. Shamir is every bit as crazy 
as a David Duke or a Nick Griffin -- maybe more, because he doesn't even try to 
hide it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809739 37725 157 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 7:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8809732" target=_blank>#153</A> parkerCT</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not saying that if you dislike Wikileaks you need to support Sarah Palin. 
But if your hatred of her actually causes you to try and minimize Assange's 
crimes and the danger he poses, you <STRONG>know</STRONG> you've got a severe 
case of PDS (Palin derangement syndrome), as well as some seriously twisted 
priorities.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin is a dim-witted fanatic. Don't kid yourself. Just because I'm not 
a fan of Wikileaks doesn't mean I'm ready to give myself a pre-frontal lobotomy 
so I can accept the stupidest right wing politician ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809832 37725 232 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 7:50:49pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809858 37725 253 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 7:54:58pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller's latest pile of stink at American Thinker is even crazier than 
usual:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/2010/12/the_theft_of_ground_zero.html" 
target=_blank>www.americanthinker.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The Muslims have stolen the very idea of Ground Zero, with their evil sneaky 
ways! My precious... they takesss it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08809875 37725 269 Charles Tue, Dec 14, 2010 7:58:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/8809826" target=_blank>#227</A> parkerCT</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well first of all, as the Time cover story pointed out recently, she wasn't 
always a right winger. it's regrettable how far to the right she's gone, but if 
you notice it's very rarely on social issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Sarah Palin has been an extreme fundamentalist 
Christian and a far right winger for as long as she's been in politics. She was 
photographed in 1995 (15 years ago) sitting at her desk with the John Birch 
Society's official magazine open in front of her.</P> 
<P>Who do you think you're kidding with this nonsense?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810409 37726 67 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:05:28am  
 



<P>One way to lose an LGF account is to act like a belligerent jerk over the 
policies of the site, cop a big attitude, and abuse other users who call you on 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810748 37726 380 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 10:04:57am  
 
<P>Dave Weigel is smearing the Southern Poverty Law Center 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810873 37729 22 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 11:50:37am  
 
<P>Note: I restored 000G's account, because he emailed and apologized for acting 
like a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810891 37729 37 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 12:03:10pm  
 
<P>I can't help noticing that our Wikileaks supporters have absolutely nothing 
to say about the Holocaust denier who works as Wikileaks' Russian 
representative.</P> 
<P>The silence is deafening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08810911 37729 56 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 12:14:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>Incoming!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811216 37729 340 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:29:37pm  
 
<P>Uh, wait. Glenn Greenwald now thinks solitary confinement is torture?</P> 
<P>Socky McSockpuppet has always been, and remains, an ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811231 37729 352 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:36:38pm  
 
<P>Glenn Greenwald has flat out lied about me numerous times, attributing 
opinions to me that I have never held, such as advocating dropping nukes on 
Mecca. He's a slimy, dishonest creep with logorrhea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811237 37729 356 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:40:00pm  
 
<P>And yes, I would automatically assume that he's lying about almost anything 
he writes about, unless it's an easily checked fact. He's demonstrated many 
times that he has no scruples and no concept of ethics. He's the most dishonest 
blogger on the left, by FAR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811240 37729 359 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:42:53pm  
 
<P>Just so nobody gets the wrong idea, I think what he did was damned close to 
treason (if not all the way there), but Manning should absolutely be treated 
fairly and humanely, and I would never support any kind of "torture."</P> 



<P>And Glenn Greenwald is an ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811266 37729 384 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:54:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/8811256" target=_blank>#375</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which of course was phrased by Weasel Zippers. Figures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He stole that name from my rotating titles, by the way. My brother 
contributed that phrase more than 9 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811269 37729 387 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:55:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8811260" target=_blank>#379</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder what Charles thinks of Glenn Greenwald?</P> 
<P>/// ///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine fellow. Writes a lot of words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811274 37729 392 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 2:57:55pm  
 
<P>First comment on Manning at "Weasel Zippers":</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have an idea. Lets shot the traitor instead. Bastard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His post is basically saying, yeah, let's torture him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811294 37729 407 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:12:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/398/8811283" target=_blank>#398</A> 
elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is one of the problems with a culture that starts to accept torture. It 
quickly moves from "We torture in exceptional cases to get urgently needed 
information" to "we can torture anybody we have in custody who might possibly be 
a a terrorist" to "lets just torture some sap who has already confessed because 
we feel like he deserves it."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't assume too much from comments at Weasel Zippers, though. Those are 
the real dregs of the wingnutosphere, crazy even for the right. And I don't 
think it's the result of gradually accepting torture -- they were always like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811303 37729 416 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:18:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/411/8811298" target=_blank>#411</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>This is a case in which I happen to know quite a lot about Israel Shamir, 
unfortunately. I've been following his career of overt hatred and antisemitism 
since 2002 -- not constantly, but he's been the subject of quite a few LGF 
posts. It's not exaggerating to say that he's one of the most hateful, deranged 
people I've come across in all those years.</P> 
<P>It's more than disturbing to me that someone like this works in an official 
capacity for Wikileaks. It's an indictment.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08811308 37729 421 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:19:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/8811305" target=_blank>#418</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Muskrat Love. The most heinous torture device ever invented by 
man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811344 37729 452 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:31:56pm  
 
<P>Manning is defined as a "Maximum Custody Detainee," I see. Which, given the 
seriousness of the charges, is the only classification he would get.</P> 
<P>He's in a US Marine brig. He admitted to deliberately, knowingly, with 
malice, leaking a huge number of classified documents. Among the crimes you can 
commit in the military, it's hard to think of many more serious that don't 
involve violence.</P> 
<P>What did he think was going to happen to him? A brief stint in country club 
prison, then on to the book deals and the parties? Good grief.</P> 
<P>He may go to jail for the rest of his life. The military doesn't fuck around. 
You get in trouble there, and you're in real trouble. And he's in about the 
worst trouble imaginable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811351 37729 459 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:34:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8811345" target=_blank>#453</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll trust that Shamir is the devil himself. Do we have more than a 
Libertarian magazine and self-referencing blog traffic to show he is actually 
part of Wikileaks? Is there a wiring diagram or statementy from 
WL?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quite a few Russian sources confirmed that Shamir was working for Wikileaks 
as their Russian "content aggregator." Follow the links in the Reason article; 
it appears pretty well-sourced or I wouldn't have covered it here. Because I'm 
not generally much of a fan of Reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811359 37729 467 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:41:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/8811353" target=_blank>#461</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This will likely be <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Disciplinary_Barracks" 
target=_blank>Bradley Manning's retirement home.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hard time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811362 37729 469 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 3:43:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/8811353" target=_blank>#461</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This will likely be <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Disciplinary_Barracks" 
target=_blank>Bradley Manning's retirement home.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But notice that they recently improved the prisoners' accommodations:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A new state-of-the-art, 515-bed, USDB became operational in September 2002, 
replacing the old stone wall and brick castle.</P> 
<P>The new barracks opened at a cost of $67.8 million and is about a mile north 
of the original barracks. It is on 51 acres (210,000 m2) on the site of the 
former USDB Farm Colony and is enclosed by two separate 14-foot (4.3 m) high 
fences. There are three housing units each of which can accommodate up to 142. 
The units described as "pods" are two-tiered triangular shaped domiciles.[7] The 
cells in the new facility have solid doors and a window. There are no bars. The 
new facility is said to be much quieter than the old one and is preferred by 
inmates.[8] Colonel Colleen McGuire, the first female commandant of the USDB, 
said in 2002 that the new facility is "much more efficient in design and layout 
-- much brighter and lighter."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811542 37729 633 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 5:12:20pm  
 
<P>Michael Moore was on the Olbermann show last night. He also offered to host 
the Wikileaks site, but I don't think he really was clear about what that meant. 
He's grandstanding, as usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811547 37729 636 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 5:16:14pm  
 
<P>And sure enough, right on cue, tonight Olbermann's pushing the Glenn 
Greenwald Pvt. Manning torture claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811678 37730 13 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 5:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8811669" target=_blank>#10</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<P>I recommend listening to the clip - sometimes there are hard reasons to talk 
with these people. Holbrooke did it to help bring accountability for their 
victims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08811715 37730 24 Charles Wed, Dec 15, 2010 6:18:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8811712" target=_blank>#23</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<P>That's why their US allies are promoting the story too. Coincidence? I don't 
think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813429 37730 509 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 5:58:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/8812519" target=_blank>#508</A> 
CaptainMongles</EM></P> 
<P>Deep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812347 37731 75 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:27:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8812345" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Glenn Beck's readers at the Blaze seem open to the alliance: <A 
href="http://www.theblaze.com/stories/hacker-group-anonymous-sends-open-letter-
to-glenn-beck/" target=_blank>Hacker Group ‘Anonymous’ Sends Open Letter to 
Glenn Beck</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, that "we are not a group, we are everyone and everywhere" crap is 
really starting to sound stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812354 37731 82 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:29:02am  
 
<P>Anonymous is a group. It's an organized group. Period. When they all run 
scripts designed to do the same thing, that's an organized 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812410 37732 8 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:46:01am  
 
<P>Did I really need a sarc tag on this post?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812445 37732 37 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:54:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8812409" target=_blank>#7</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where in the letter do they claim they are not a "movement"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Barrett, but the idea of a group sending an open letter in which they 
claim not to be a group, and the pretentious language, and a million other 
things about this just strike me as so absurd I can't help but laugh at 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812450 37732 40 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:55:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8812448" target=_blank>#39</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<P>And I don't mean laugh <EM>with</EM> it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812462 37732 50 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 10:59:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8812456" target=_blank>#45</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really, really hard to explain this stuff to people who didn't grow up 
in a culture of relentless anonymous trolling. The joke is that the only joke is 
that people think it might not be a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really. I totally get it. I grew up in the culture of musicians. I get 
the joke, but it stops being funny when they organize into a group that 
vandalizes websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812467 37732 55 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:00:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8812464" target=_blank>#52</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>/facepalm.</P> 
<P>i'll be back later.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I forgot - it's something brand new, so meta that no one who isn't part of it 
will ever understand. Lulz!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812498 37732 83 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:05:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8812484" target=_blank>#71</A> 
ArchangelMichael</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be a bit serious for a second though, I've noticed that many people seem 
to have a hard time accepting the fact that large groups of people can act 
independently towards the same or interrelated goals with little or no planning 
or contact with each other. People think there must be an organization, a 
leader, or a conspiracy.</P> 
<P>So to someone who doesn't get net culture, anonymous trolling, or the Greater 
Internet Fuckwad Theory; it's <I>obvious</I> that this must be an organized 
group or movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I repeat -- when any so-called anonymous disorganized group all runs the 
same program and uses it to attack a website, at that point they are an old-
fashioned, non-meta organized group, no matter what kind of pretentious rhetoric 
they use to describe themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812509 37732 94 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:08:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8812502" target=_blank>#87</A> valuepack</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:are comments now invisible if you're not logged in, or am i missing 
something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - I'm doing some work on the database to fix some small 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812518 37732 103 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:09:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8812504" target=_blank>#89</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, somebody posts the script, millions download and run it. It doesn't 
imply actual organization. It's just a crapload of independent 
assholes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I don't think the people who track down and arrest these 
disorganized non-entities see that quite the same way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812539 37732 121 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:18:00am  
 
<P>There's one way I'm definitely old-fashioned, and not very meta at all.</P> 
<P>I don't find anything amusing about vandals. Whether they're vandalizing 
someone's property or vandalizing a website. Not funny. No lulz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812556 37732 136 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:27:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8812527" target=_blank>#110</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<P>I've been trying to get the comment DB into an easier to use system - with 
almost 9M comments it's become unwieldy for some operations I need to do, for 
searching, etc. And it was designed a long time ago - the indexing and cross-
referencing desperately needs a redesign to work smoother. Problem is, a table 
that large becomes a big PITA to change.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812571 37732 151 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:34:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8812557" target=_blank>#137</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think sociological definitions would come up in a US court. The laws 
have definitions of what constitutes a breach of the law, and I think they'll 
have enough to go on there. Groups don't get prosecuted, individuals do. I don't 
think they can be prosecuted just for belonging to a group, unless it's shown 
that there was a conspiracy to break the law. They already have a definition for 
conspiracy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an interesting point - not a lawyer, of course, and I don't know which 
laws might apply, but it seems like a case for conspiracy could be made if all 
these disorganized non-entities were using the same program to attack the same 
website, coordinating via IRC and Twitter, etc.</P> 
<P>How is that <EM>not</EM> a conspiracy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812584 37732 163 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:41:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8812581" target=_blank>#160</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: just adding a shopping item for my gift list here so when I click to buy 
the thing Charles gets his cut.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000G18A3W/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you found a variation on Amazon's URL that causes my regex replacement 
great pain. I fixed it, but you'll have to reload the page to see the 
fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812587 37732 166 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:43:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/8812582" target=_blank>#161</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conspiracy carries with it a prerequisite of conscious cooperation, and the 
definition of conspiracy is not generally met by a number of people doing the 
same thing at the same time, without a proven element of 
planning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The attacks with the LOIC tool were coordinated via simple JSON files with 
setup instructions for the program, and they were distributing them via Twitter 
and IRC. Pretty obviously, this is not only coordination but 
planning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812602 37732 179 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:47:01am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/8812585" target=_blank>#164</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see people here talking about this is if there is a cure to people being 
assholes. That's what's so funny about this to me. Anonymous isn't a thing you 
can go after.</P> 
<P>They can, and should, go after people who engage in hacking. But that's not 
at all the same thing as going after anon, which is literally impossible.</P> 
<P>Don't confuse individuals with groups, people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think anyone's trying to say that "anonymous" can be wiped out. It's 
a simple point -- those non-members of this non-group who organize into a group 
that vandalizes websites become a group that can indeed be tracked by 
authorities and prosecuted. They won't arrest everyone, of course, they'll go 
after the ones who post the information to set up the LOIC, and the most 
prolific attackers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812629 37732 206 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 11:57:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8812615" target=_blank>#192</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am in no way defending the actions of the hackers. As a former defense 
attorney, I am pointing out that legal definitions and standards are often non-
intuitive. In this instance, I would provide the following illustration to the 
court: leaving a bag of unassembled parts in a public place with instructions on 
how to assemble them into a bomb is not equivalent to conspiring with the person 
who happens along and actually assembles the device. The person leaving the bag 
and instructions would be indictable on a number of offenses, but conspiracy 
might not be one of them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, that would be a pretty good defense. But in any case, those who did 
pick up those parts and make bombs would still be in trouble, just maybe not to 
the level of conspiracy.</P> 
<P>But there would be more evidence than just the circulation of the setup 
files. There's undoubtedly more coordination going on behind the scenes than 
this.</P> 
<P>Who knows? I'm just speculating. But I think it's pretty darned naive and 
childish for people to think they become amorphous cloud beings by declaring 
themselves "anonymous."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812654 37732 230 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 12:07:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/8812647" target=_blank>#223</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think so. I think the thing they want is anonimity -- something not 
talked about much here. No names, no accounts, no personas, no responsibilities, 
nothing being traced back... Of course, there is a lot of delusion going on 
about these points, especially when it comes to the crucial technical and 
technological understanding, but still: they want anonimity. And crucially, 
<EM>that is contradictory to the idea of absolute freedom of information</EM> 
because of course they don't want the information about their actual offline 
identity to be known.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cognitive dissonance is the new black.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812664 37732 239 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 12:12:12pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/8812657" target=_blank>#233</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not really new.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing anything qualitatively new and different about this at all. 
It's just a matter of scale, and speed of communication. The concept itself is 
as old as homo sapiens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812709 37732 284 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 12:23:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/8812690" target=_blank>#265</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know a lot of people who support anon, guys. People I've known for ten 
years before I ever set foot here. :) Are they part of it? I really don't 
know!</P> 
<P>Am I consorting with criminals?!?!?!?! Not sure!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, I'll repeat -- nobody said that everybody who claims to be a non-member 
of anon is a criminal, and nobody said anon should be shut down, and nobody said 
everyone in anon should be arrested.</P> 
<P>I'm just seeing some very naive assumptions about anonymity going on. I've 
been involved in computer and web technologies for a lot of years now, and 
please believe me -- the illusion of anonymity is exactly that, an illusion.</P> 
<P>And if you raise your head above the crowd and do things like the DDOS 
attacks against major financial organizations, you'll find out very quickly that 
it's an illusion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812785 37732 356 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 12:43:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/8812777" target=_blank>#349</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, noes! Why won't people respect his privacy?<A 
href="http://gawker.com/5714043/the-creepy-lovesick-emails-of-julian-assange" 
target=_blank>The Creepy, Lovesick Emails of Julian Assange</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812790 37732 360 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 12:44:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/8812777" target=_blank>#349</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, noes! Why won't people respect his privacy?<A 
href="http://gawker.com/5714043/the-creepy-lovesick-emails-of-julian-assange" 
target=_blank>The Creepy, Lovesick Emails of Julian Assange</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking at these emails, the rape allegations seem a lot more credible. This 
is pretty creepy behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812834 37732 398 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 1:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8812810" target=_blank>#379</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've just realized I have no earthly idea how to change the blue nick 
thing</P> 
<P>:P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Leave the "Web site" field blank, but check the box that says "Show email." 
Then your username becomes a link to our email obfuscating script that lets 
people send you an email after they do some stuff to prove they're not a 
bot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812842 37733 8 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 1:09:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8812840" target=_blank>#7</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"What the rising water heat means, he said, is that even if humanity got 
organized and soon stopped emitting greenhouse gases, there is already too much 
heat in the oceans to stop a lot of impacts -- like the melting of a huge amount 
of Antarctic ice."</P> 
<P>hate to be a negative Nelly, but if this says we have no ability to effect 
change of the deep water heat...</P> 
<P>Time to hit the Craps table</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No matter what, we can still do a lot to avoid making it even 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812848 37733 14 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 1:11:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8812843" target=_blank>#9</A> Lawrence 
Schmerel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems I always hear new global warming stories (hottest year in history, 
oceans releasing stored heat, etc.) during the coldest periods of the year, when 
most people on the planet are talking about how extremely sever this winter is. 
(I am not engaging in climate change denial. I am just commenting on a counter-
productive trend I think I have noticed.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not cold at all here in LA. I don't believe in all this "cold weather" 
alarmism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812878 37734 4 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 1:39:34pm  
 
<P>Assange got her phone number, and her license number, without her permission 
or knowledge, and wouldn't tell her how. But she says she didn't feel 
threatened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08812904 37734 27 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 1:50:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8812898" target=_blank>#21</A> 
cenotaphium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Serious question: does this really change anything? Not just these emails, of 
course, but the rest of the charges as well. How intertwined are WikiLeaks and 
Assange? Does the founder being a sleazebag change the releases either way?</P> 
<P>I think the coverage will certainly sway some people, there might be a need 
for a change of leadership at the end of this. The outlet will remain, and it 
will be determined how big a part Assange had in getting information to flow in. 



Otherwise it seems inconsequential to the operations of the 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then, of course, there is that little matter of the Holocaust denier and 
his son, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813014 37734 120 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:25:06pm  
 
<P>I'm considering allowing people to edit their comments. Any opinions from the 
crowd on whether this would be a good thing, bad thing, or the end of 
civilization as we know it?</P> 
<P>Editability would stop after 7 days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813046 37734 152 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:31:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8813018" target=_blank>#124</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it might give some bad actors the ability to "memory hole" crappy or 
abusive comments.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe, but it wouldn't take long to figure out that someone was doing 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813053 37734 158 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:33:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8813048" target=_blank>#154</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reliability of gawker. I don't read it, so I don't know. Is it considered a 
responsible, reliable site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agree with Obdicut on this -- I think Gawker's been pretty slimy with some of 
the stuff they've posted, but I don't think they've ever been found to have 
actually faked something like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813063 37734 168 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:38:55pm  
 
<P>OK, general consensus is shorter edit time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813072 37734 177 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:41:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/8813068" target=_blank>#173</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps also a marker to show a comment has been edited, just a * or some 
other tag.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was thinking of a note in a small font at the bottom of the comment. 
"Edited: [date]"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813077 37734 182 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 2:43:53pm  
 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8813062" target=_blank>#167</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd prefer something more like 5 minutes, as I usually catch my grammar mess-
ups just after posting. Alternatively, though I'd imagine this would be a PITA 
to code, a wiki like history on comments that were edited after the first 5 
minutes or so. Or perhaps even making the editing window effected by Karma to 
prevent shenanigans (example: 5 min after the first 50 Karma, 1hr after 200, 7 
days after 1000). :P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought about an edit history, but if the edit window's only a few minutes 
that would be kind of superfluous.</P> 
<P>Karma buys longer edit times - interesting idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08813150 37734 253 Charles Thu, Dec 16, 2010 3:21:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/238/8813134" target=_blank>#238</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think most people actually know what he's been charged with. As 
usual, people tend to have a surface understanding.</P> 
<P>Most people think he's been charged with straight-up rape, I 
think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Didn't one of the lawyers say he had unprotected sex with a sleeping 
woman?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814370 37734 620 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:31:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/602/8813518" target=_blank>#602</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, you should really think about pursuing a job as a producer at one of 
the cable networks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any particular network in mind, Barrett?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814465 37737 28 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 10:15:14am  
 
<P>My goodness. My, my. Pamela Geller is really out there today:</P> 
<P>EVEN THE DEAD CANNOT ESCAPE THE VIOLATION AND HUMILIATION OF ISLAMIC 
SUPREMACIST GRAVE ROBBERS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814483 37737 41 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 10:19:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8814465" target=_blank>#28</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My goodness. My, my. Pamela Geller is really out there today:</P> 
<P>EVEN THE DEAD CANNOT ESCAPE THE VIOLATION AND HUMILIATION OF ISLAMIC 
SUPREMACIST GRAVE ROBBERS!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds like a quote from an Ed Wood movie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814508 37737 65 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 10:35:46am  
 
<P>Wow. Geller is REALLY off her meds. She posted another pro-Serbian genocide 
article, claiming that Bosnian Muslims "harvested Serbian 
organs."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08814514 37737 71 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 10:38:38am  
 
<P>If anyone doubts that a lot of right wingers are climate change deniers for 
religious reasons -- have a look at this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://www.bluecollarphilosophy.com/2010/12/deep-oceans-are-releasing-
heat-that-man-has-nothing-to-do-with-uh-oh.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.bluecollarphilosophy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814650 37739 9 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 12:11:46pm  
 
<P>Assange seems surprised that someone who sets themselves up as the uber-
watcher, exposing everyone's secrets, would be subject to the same treatment. 
Transparency for thee, but not for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814683 37739 38 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 12:28:32pm  
 
<P>Even the Guardian, who have been extremely pro-Wikileaks in their coverage, 
are now asking what the hell is going on with Israel Shamir: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/andrewbrown/2010/dec/17/wikileaks-
israel-shamir-russia-scandinavia" target=_blank>WikiLeaks and Israel Shamir - 
WikiLeaks is represented in Russia and Scandinavia by a father and son team with 
a disturbing record of antisemitism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814695 37739 50 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 12:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8814682" target=_blank>#37</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always suspect Russia, but that's 'cuz I grew up in the Cold War and 
watched Red Dawn a lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one reason why the Israel Shamir angle is interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814724 37739 76 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 12:40:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8814699" target=_blank>#54</A> bloodstar</EM></P> 
<P>I don't really care much about the leaked love letters, except to the extent 
they lend credibility to the rape charges.</P> 
<P>The Holocaust-denying Russian-born antisemite with six pseudonyms and 
apparently no history before 2001, who used to write sick Jew-hating pieces for 
Arab News - that concerns me a bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814753 37739 104 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 12:57:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8814750" target=_blank>#101</A> 
jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's probably right. I don't see any other point in releasing his private 
emails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that it's Gawker. That's what they do.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08814759 37739 110 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:03:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8814754" target=_blank>#105</A> 
jordash1212</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that make it less of a smear then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it makes it a typical Gawker smear. My point is that Assange seems to be 
alleging that this is some kind of targeted smear campaign to take Wikileaks 
down -- it's not. It's just Gawker being Gawker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814764 37739 115 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:04:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8814757" target=_blank>#108</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<P>I also allowed your completely unsupported claim that the United States 
deliberately murders journalists to remain posted, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814772 37739 123 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:09:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/8814770" target=_blank>#121</A> Barrett 
Brown</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The one in which I linked to a newspaper that you yourself have written for 
as evidence as well as a discussion between Bush and Blair about killing more of 
them? Thanks, Charles.</P> 
<P>Again, thanks to those who have engaged me in honest discussion over the 
issue, and I'm sorry to be leaving, but I'm involved with too many efforts to 
allow myself to be portrayed in the manner in which some here have decided is 
appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article does not support your claim that the US military deliberately 
killed journalists. That's a simple fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814777 37739 128 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:11:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8814774" target=_blank>#125</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, there's an element of payback, but they'd publish this stuff anyway 
even if there was no history going on. They've done it before to other people, 
and they'll do it again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814795 37739 144 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:17:57pm  
 
<P>By the way, if someone shows me proof that the US military has deliberately 
murdered journalists, I'll be yelling louder than anyone for investigations and 
prosecutions.</P> 
<P>But you need to have proof before making an accusation like that. And I don't 
consider "I have lots of highly placed friends who tell me it's true" to be 
proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814810 37739 157 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:23:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/8814778" target=_blank>#129</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's actually an untruth, Barrett.</P> 
<P>They were not discussing killing more, because that implies they acknowledged 
killing some.</P> 
<P>You did not make your case that the US military purposefully targeted 
journalists. Civilians dying in wartime does not point to a conspiracy to kill 
them. People talking about a potential bombing that never occurred does not 
indicate other bombings did occur.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For some unfortunate reason, Barrett is stubbornly refusing to acknowledge 
those facts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814831 37739 178 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:30:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8814828" target=_blank>#175</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>Apparently, you missed my point by several miles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814848 37739 194 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:39:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8814828" target=_blank>#175</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>I would have thought from my comments it was clear that I'm not a fan of 
Gawker's sleazy exposés, but the point remains that nobody has ever shown that 
they fabricate this stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814853 37739 199 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:41:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8814850" target=_blank>#196</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you believe this?</P> 
<P>Why do you think that it's not the case that,among the vast numbers of people 
on anon, there are groups of people who make common cause and organize-- and who 
don't do so transparently inside the chans or otherwise?</P> 
<P>That's what I don't get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole lotta self-mythologizin' goin' on...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814860 37739 206 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 1:43:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8814853" target=_blank>#199</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole lotta self-mythologizin' goin' on...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're supposed to imagine me saying this with an Elvis 
voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814951 37739 241 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 2:31:58pm  
 
<P>One last word about one of the incidents Barrett Brown claims shows the US 
military deliberately "murdered" journalists -- <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestine_Hotel" target=_blank>here are the 
facts</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A controversial incident occurred during the 2003 invasion of Baghdad. On 
April 8, 2003, an American tank fired a shell on the hotel, killing two 
journalists, Reuters cameraman Taras Protsyuk and José Couso of Telecinco 
Spanish television. Three journalists were wounded.</P> 
<P>On May 27, 2003, the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) published a 
report of their investigation into the tank shelling of the Palestine Hotel on 
April 8, 2003.</P> 
<P>After interviewing "about a dozen reporters who were at the scene, including 
two embedded journalists who monitored the military radio traffic before and 
after the shelling occurred" the CPJ determined that the facts suggest that the 
"attack on the journalists, while not deliberate, was avoidable". The CPJ 
determined that the tank thought it was firing upon an Iraqi forward artillery 
observer when it hit the hotel. The report went on to say "CPJ has learned that 
Pentagon officials, as well as commanders on the ground in Baghdad, knew that 
the Palestine Hotel was full of international journalists and were intent on not 
hitting it." [2]</P> 
<P>A U.S. military investigation in August 2003 cleared Philip DeCamp and the 
other two soldiers concerned, Sgt. Shawn Gibson and Capt. Philip Wolford, of 
wrongdoing, saying they acted properly because they believed they were firing on 
enemy troops. According to the inquiry, American commanders reacted to the 
tank's firing on the building immediately with anger and consternation, with 
Lieutenant Colonel DeCamp, the battalion commander, berating Captain Wolford, 
his subordinate, for giving Sergeant Gibson clearance to fire. However the 
inquiry never clarified why he or anybody else were unable to prevent the attack 
from taking place.</P> 
<P>A few days after the April incident, DeCamp was quoted in the Los Angeles 
Times as saying "I'm sorry to say it, but I'm the guy who killed the 
journalists. I'm really sorry, and I feel badly for their families, but I had no 
choice. My soldiers' lives were in danger."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So ... not even the Committee to Protect Journalists alleges this incident 
was a case of deliberate murder, the US military investigated and exonerated the 
soldiers, and the soldier who fired the shell clearly explained why he did 
it.</P> 
<P>This case is closed, there's absolutely no evidence to support his claims, 
and I think it's a shame that Barrett chose to make this a last 
stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814963 37739 243 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 2:40:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/242/8814959" target=_blank>#242</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great, so now the burden of proof has become to disprove a negative. Thus far 
we can't prove that Gawker lies, which somehow lends credibility to the theories 
that Christine O'Donnell has a hairy vagina, that Travolta has interracial gay 
public sex and that Julian Assange's purported creepy emails say something about 
the likelihood that he sticks his penis in sleeping women. We don't like what 
they're doing because it's clearly sleazy and poorly sourced, but we're going to 
go ahead and let them drive the narrative because nobody's proven yet that they 
don't have credibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's "letting them drive the narrative?" I told you I don't really care 
about that stuff, and that I'm far more concerned about the Holocaust denier 
with the shady Russian history.</P> 
<P>But the emails do show someone who's intensely narcissistic and seems to have 
real problems with objectifying women. That's why I said they tend to lend 



credence to the rape allegations, and I don't see any reason to assume they're 
faked. I doubt it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08814922 37740 23 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 2:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8814915" target=_blank>#16</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LMAO @ the Comic Sans!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>&lt;blockquote class="creationist"&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815023 37741 4 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 3:17:05pm  
 
<P>Independents and Democrats are at 34%, which is also pretty freaking 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815052 37741 23 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 3:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8815045" target=_blank>#18</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My initial reaction on freetoken's page was to point out that we are destined 
to have a GOP presidential candidate who is a YEC (possibly as soon as 15 months 
from now)...but the idea that more than a third of Democrats and independents 
could reject science like this is even more depressing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost certainly the next GOP nominee will be a young earth creationist. They 
all are, except Mitt Romney, and he'll never be the nominee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815272 37742 35 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:07:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8815270" target=_blank>#33</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>They are very, very afraid of teh ghey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815273 37742 36 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:07:37pm  
 
<P>The GOP is more afraid of homosexuals than they are of nuclear 
war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815290 37743 12 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:35:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8815288" target=_blank>#10</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>4 votes for gay?</P> 
<P>What's up with that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably anarchists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815295 37743 16 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:37:59pm  
 
<P>Yeah, the senior GOP guys promptly retreated. Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08815309 37743 29 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:47:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8815308" target=_blank>#28</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>Lulz!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815316 37743 35 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 6:55:01pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul has a commanding lead in the poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815581 37744 122 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 8:56:44pm  
 
<P>Uh, wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815618 37744 159 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:10:08pm  
 
<P>It's been a week full of surprises, has it not?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815625 37744 166 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:13:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/8815608" target=_blank>#149</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Another friend told police that during the evening Miss A told her she had 
had "the worst sex ever" with Assange: "Not only had it been the world's worst 
screw, it had also been violent."</P> 
<P>This is the same night that an excited Miss A twitters to the world that 
she"s hanging out at 2am in the morning with the coolest guys on this 
planet.</P> 
<P>A tweet she desperately tries to remove from the web after she went to police 
with Miss W.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's gross to blame the women for Julian Assange's bad 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815664 37744 205 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8815645" target=_blank>#186</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not blaming them for anything.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's pretty clear what you're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815669 37744 210 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8815666" target=_blank>#207</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Assange is very obviously lying about his prior relationship with 
Manning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815671 37744 212 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:43:02pm  
 



<P>And he has a very good motive to lie -- because this could put him in jail 
for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815702 37744 243 Charles Fri, Dec 17, 2010 9:59:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8815579" target=_blank>#120</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not defending a nerd's rather weird sex life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It certainly seems like you are, despite this claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815844 37744 374 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:46:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/367/8815836" target=_blank>#367</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bank of America has stopped processing fees for Wikileaks, and Wikileaks has 
responded with the following from twitter:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/wikileaks" target=_blank>From 
Twitter</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I'll go open an account at BofA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815846 37744 376 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:49:43am  
 
 
 
<TABLE class="comtop c2 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">376</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sat, Dec 18, 
2010 12:49:43am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 
<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">3</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
08815848 37744 378 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:54:11am  
 
<P>Well, that certainly clarified things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815851 37744 381 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:56:56am  
 
<P>By the way, since I didn't tell you anything in that private email that I 
haven't already posted publicly, go ahead and be an asshole, Barrett. 
Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08815867 37744 397 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 1:29:30am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/382/8815852" target=_blank>#382</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<P>If you expect US authorities to hand CIA operatives over to a German court, 
you're hallucinating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816115 37744 610 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 9:16:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/581/8816061" target=_blank>#581</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ever notice that the hot babes on the right seem to get the most rocks thrown 
their way?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot babes? Michele Bachmann?</P> 
<P>You shouldn't start drinking this early.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816097 37745 8 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 9:00:59am  
 
<P>Barrett Brown is threatening to publish a private email from me, I see - a 
threat that's hilarious for its sheer childish stupidity. I didn't say anything 
in that email I wouldn't say publicly.</P> 
<P>Here's the email:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- the guy who commented at OG, ChenZhen (real name: Bret Elert), is one 
of the main people behind that site. The other main guy is a psycho Floridian 
dimwit who goes by 'Rodan' (real name: Rick Martinez). After being banned from 
LGF for various offenses (Martinez was advocating wiping out every last Muslim, 
for example), they've dedicated huge amounts of their time to stalking and 
harassing me everywhere on the Internet. They've tried to register at least 50 
LGF accounts between the two of them.</P> 
<P>I actually haven't been to that site in months - made a rule not to look at 
it.</P> 
<P>CJ</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: these two individuals run a blog dedicated to stalking me, they've been 
at it for years, they've tried to get my PayPal account canceled, they've posted 
threats against my life, etc. etc. I have absolutely no feelings of guilt about 
outing them, and I did NOT use any information from LGF to do it. These morons 
left a trail on the web that anyone could find.</P> 
<P>Barrett Brown was thrown off the League of Ordinary Gentlemen because he used 
information from a commenter's profile to out someone who simply criticized his 
pretentious anarchist bullshit -- so now he's lashing out like a 4-year old 
throwing a tantrum because he faced some actual criticism at LGF.</P> 
<P>It's really pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816111 37745 20 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 9:13:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8816086" target=_blank>#1</A> Stanley Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cheers to the end of DADT!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, very good news!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816112 37745 21 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 9:13:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8816110" target=_blank>#19</A> Thanos</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is truly pathetic - I was certainly hoping for better from him. Like 
many people he appears to have a single overwhelming bias. Overwhelming in that 
it over rides reason, fact, and the true skeptic in him. Let's hope at some 
point he's able to step back and take a good laugh at himself after all 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's posting at the stalker blog, or so I'm told. Even posted his phone 
number there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816389 37746 58 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:37:24pm  
 
<P>That's it! DADT is dead. Final vote 65-31.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816234 37747 4 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 11:11:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8816230" target=_blank>#3</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The link isn't working for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816238 37747 7 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 11:12:09am  
 
<P>Here's the PDF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.langerresearch.com/uploads/1119a7%20Obama-Palin-
Bloomberg.pdf" target=_blank>www.langerresearch.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816278 37747 36 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 11:32:54am  
 
<P>I don't see how any GOP candidate stands a chance of the nomination unless 
they're onboard with the full religious right agenda. With the advance of the 
Teabaggers, the fundamentalist throwbacks have really solidified their hold on 
the GOP, and I can't see it changing soon. If ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816316 37747 74 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:00:30pm  
 
<P>OT: I can't believe how much referrer spam is being spewed onto the web 
lately. Every time I check our referrers page, there's more of it. What a pain. 
If I don't continually zap the IPs and URLs, they'll fill up the whole page.</P> 
<P>I've now blocked most of the Ubiquity Servers network, because they're 
responsible for an enormous amount of the bottom-feeding spam that's coming from 
the US. In case you run a server and want to block them too, here's the list of 
CIDRs I'm using:</P> 
<P>deny from 173.208.60.0/22 #Ubiquity Serversdeny from 174.34.170.0/23deny from 
69.147.224.0/19deny from 64.120.30.0/23deny from 173.234.28.0/22deny from 
173.208.14.0/24deny from 173.234.244.0/22deny from 64.120.116.0/24</P> 
<P>There are probably more blocks in the Ubiquity network, but these seem to be 
the worst offenders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816382 37748 10 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:35:22pm  
 



<P>Assange calls Sciutto a 'tabloid schmuck,' but he's simply asking about a 
detail in the official charges.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816402 37748 13 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 12:42:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8816392" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Smart way to play it would have been to say something like "I have no comment 
on those details at this time," and show no reaction. The more he throws these 
prima donna tantrums, the less sympathetic he looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816429 37748 25 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 1:07:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8816410" target=_blank>#15</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wanted to create a page on this, but for some reason I cannot get the 
Mediaite embed code to work: <A href="http://videos.mediaite.com/video/Shep-
Smtih-911-First-Responders" target=_blank>Shep Smith and Chris Wallace talk 
First Responders Bill, fail to mention GOP obstructionism</A>, same with <A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201012180003" target=_blank>Fox &amp; 
Friends</A>…</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mediaite uses an IFRAME instead of embed/object tags. Can't do those with 
Pages, too many security issues with IFRAMEs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816438 37748 33 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 1:20:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8816435" target=_blank>#30</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the page I linked, when you click "Embed" it gives you three options: 
IFrame Player, IFrame Image, and HTML Image. I thought the latter might work, 
but it didn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think HTML Image may be the setting that uses Javascript, and I can't allow 
Javascript in Pages either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816443 37748 38 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 1:23:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8816439" target=_blank>#34</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotcha. Well, thanks for clearing that up for me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All Mediaite does is repackage video from other sites, by the way. If you go 
to the original sources you can almost always find the same video in a form you 
can use in a Page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816479 37749 2 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 1:56:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8816477" target=_blank>#1</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course I support LGF when I can, but I also support the guy across the 
street who sells used CDs, although the new price is only a little bit higher 
than the $5.99 I just paid for this one: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000009D10/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>John Hiatt - Greatest Hits: The A&amp;M Years '87-'94</A>.</P> 



<P>Now back to assembling the tandem bicycle that a customer bought from Amazon 
for a <A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B000LELCIE/littlegreenfo-
20" target=_blank>screaming deal of a price</A>. I think I'll make more just for 
assembling it than Amazon did selling it at that price.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great price for a tandem if it's built well!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816507 37749 16 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 2:14:22pm  
 
<P>By the way, hate to say this in a festive holiday thread and all, but I've 
added Barrett Brown to my auto-bounce list, and will be ignoring any weirdness 
he tries to pull. He's threatening to release every email I ever wrote to him, 
if you can believe that. All this because I was nice enough to let him post at 
LGF, and even left up posts by him that were outright dishonest because I 
thought the discussions were valuable.</P> 
<P>Barrett Brown has several important screws loose, and he can bite me.</P> 
<P>I have copies of every email I sent him, and for the record there are 33 of 
them, with nothing even remotely embarrassing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816553 37749 52 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 2:44:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8816548" target=_blank>#47</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He sees absolutely nothing wrong with the criminal behavior of his comrades. 
In fact, he lauds them for it. So yeah, I can believe that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure how I ended up as Barrett Brown's personal villain, but if you 
look at the posts and comments that led up to this derf-fest, you'll find that I 
was pretty damned fair to him. If he thinks the proper way to repay that, and 
all the promotion I've done of his work, is to hand over every private email I 
wrote him to stalkers and psychos, then what can I say? I'm glad I didn't share 
any more personal information with him than I did, and I'll certainly never 
communicate with him through email again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816560 37749 59 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 2:49:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8816558" target=_blank>#57</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That did it for me too, although I was willing to give him another chance. 
The threat to 'out' someone was the kicker.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It wasn't just a threat - he lost his posting privileges at League of 
Ordinary Gentlemen for that. Someone criticized the great one, so he outed them, 
using information only their authors could see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816567 37749 65 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 2:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8816563" target=_blank>#62</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess he was a train wreck looking for a place to happen.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a memorable train wreck, I have to give him that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816769 37749 107 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 4:52:47pm  
 



<P>Just realized I was wrong with the total number of emails I sent to the Brown 
thing. It's more like 100 or so; I forgot I'd archived some stuff from last 
year. Just want to be accurate. Still haven't seen anything remotely 
embarrassing, but I sure hope I didn't reveal the terrible secret of LGF in one 
of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816780 37749 112 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 5:02:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8816775" target=_blank>#110</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a memorable train wreck, and I hope you didn't tell him anything that 
you now regret!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing I'm concerned about is the terrible secret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816851 37749 115 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 6:09:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8816784" target=_blank>#113</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right now the hot deal in cameras is:Nikon Coolpix S1000pj 12.1MP Digital 
Camera with Built-In Projector and 5x Wide-Angle Optical Vibration Reduction 
(VR) Zoom...for $129, regularly $349.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B002KANWQ2/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>really good camera</A> with a very cool and useful projector 
feature. Highly recommend.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08816846 37751 5 Charles Sat, Dec 18, 2010 6:06:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8816844" target=_blank>#4</A> prononymous</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems like they are actually making a conscious effort to pick the worst 
possible people for top positions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The worst possible people for the top positions are the ones who are most 
popular with the teabase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817397 37751 520 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 7:57:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/481/8817351" target=_blank>#481</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There may be just a little schadenfreude involved when the chickens come home 
to roost.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you thought you were hiding this, but it's coming through 
loud and clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817544 37751 591 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 9:42:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/588/8817538" target=_blank>#588</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>But the classes of information bear no resemblance to each other, and when 
the US government acquires information about people, it doesn't make public. The 
comparison makes no sense.</P> 
<P>I do not get why anyone would feel any pleasure at all about diplomatic 
secrets being revealed. I can see why people might say that some of the secrets 
are important and warrant action, but simply going "Haha, you had your secrets 
exposed!"-- why would that bring happiness or pleasure?</P> 
<P>I don't get it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You aren't the only one who doesn't get it. I think we're supposed to be all 
like, "lulz!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817546 37753 1 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 9:43:17am  
 
<P>The only vote in my life that I truly regret.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817626 37753 47 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 10:29:27am  
 
<P>Somebody mentioned the comments at Hot Air - I just took a look at their 
thread on DADT repeal, and great googly moogly. Things have gotten a lot worse 
there since the last time I looked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817654 37754 1 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 10:50:37am  
 
<P>Since Julian Assange makes no bones about the fact that he <EM>intends</EM> 
to damage the diplomatic process of nation states, I guess he can give himself a 
pat on the back for a job well done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817669 37754 6 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 10:58:01am  
 
<P>Of course, that's what you'd expect from a right wing nut job like Joe 
Biden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817678 37754 9 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:13:13am  
 
<P>By the way, since it's quite a spectator sport lately among deranged 
obsessives to document every little thing I do or say, I'd like to point out 
that I added two sentences to the post above, shortly after writing it, but I 
did not scrupulously document the change.</P> 
<P>Because that's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817692 37754 17 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:22:37am  
 
<TABLE class="comtop c1 comdel"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR> 
<TD class=cnum><A class=uh href="#">17</A><A onclick="return Profile(this)" 
href="#"><IMG class=ui alt="" src="lgfu.png"></A></TD> 
<TD class=cinf><STRONG>Charles</STRONG>[deleted]&nbsp;&nbsp;<EM>Sun, Dec 19, 
2010 11:22:37am </EM></TD> 
<TD> 
<UL class=ci> 



<LI class=cra><A class=rateup onclick="return Rating(this)" href="#">6</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="imi igray" onclick="return false" href="#">down</A></LI> 
<LI><A class="ipl igray" onclick="return false" 
href="#">up</A></LI></UL></TD></TR></TBODY></TABLE></DIV> 
 
 
08817697 37754 21 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:28:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8817695" target=_blank>#19</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Charles, are you worried about the impending Assangement of your emails 
with Trainwreck Brown?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sweating bullets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817706 37754 30 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:42:25am  
 
<P><SUB>Pssst ... let's not mention comment #17, OK?</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817709 37754 33 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:46:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8817707" target=_blank>#31</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>Delete what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817714 37754 37 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 11:54:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8817712" target=_blank>#36</A> 
justaminute</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think there's any inconsistency there. In the Mitchell interview he's 
saying there hasn't been the kind of substantive damage that would make it 
<EM>impossible</EM> to do diplomatic business. In the Meet the Press interview 
he's saying that nonetheless, it has done damage and negatively affected the 
process.</P> 
<P>Which, you know, is pretty much common sense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08817777 37755 19 Charles Sun, Dec 19, 2010 1:08:09pm  
 
<P>No joke about the cost of the iq.org domain, by the way. Names like that can 
go for auction at tens of thousands of dollars or more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818637 37759 3 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 10:08:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8818632" target=_blank>#1</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess they saw the Klan as competition.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They <EM>were</EM> the Klan. The cleaned up version without the white 
hoods.</P> 
<P>And today they're called the Council of Conservative Citizens, and Ann 
Coulter defends them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818666 37759 26 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 10:30:38am  



 
<P>Have the right wing bloggers started defending Barbour yet? You know it's 
coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818705 37759 58 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 11:01:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8818701" target=_blank>#54</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I won't. Weigel posted a defense of Steve Sailer, an openly racist white 
supremacist and separatist. Weigel's just turning in another day's work, saying 
the same shit as RS McCain, but getting respect for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I used to think Weigel just wrote crap like that in order to keep his lines 
of communication open to these freaks, but I no longer believe that. It's clear 
that he has some kind of sympathy for their views.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818721 37759 68 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 11:14:13am  
 
<P>Had to respond to Weigel's post.</P> 
<P>A weird post from Dave Weigel, defending Barbour: <A 
href="http://www.slate.com/blogs/blogs/weigel/archive/2010/12/20/haley-barbour-
and-the-citizens-councils.aspx" target=_blank>Haley Barbour and the Citizens 
Councils</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barbour is not dumb. If he's being a revisionist about race in Mississippi, 
he's not alone, and he's fighting back against a media standard that all 
conservatives hate -- this idea that Southerners and conservatives can never 
stop atoning for Jim Crow. Why should he have to apologize for this, after all? 
He wasn't in a Citizens Council.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Barbour was speaking to a writer for the <EM>Weekly Standard</EM>, hardly the 
kind of person who would ask him to "atone for Jim Crow." And in fact, Barbour 
wasn't even asked about the Citizens' Councils; he volunteered his defense of 
one of the most overtly racist organizations that has ever existed in the United 
States, all on his own.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With the exception of some people, like Howell Raines -- who covered 
Barbour's 1986 Senate bid -- how many of these reporters know what they're 
talking about, anyway?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, he was talking to the <EM>Weekly Standard</EM>, not <EM>The 
Nation</EM>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there are few things conservative voters hate more than being told they 
were on the wrong side of the Civil Rights movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They could have avoided being "told" they were on the wrong side of the civil 
rights movement by not <EM>being</EM> on the wrong side of the civil rights 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818821 37761 2 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 12:14:14pm  
 
<P>Turner made it a lot worse with this statement. It's a trivial matter to show 
that the Citizens' Councils were repellent white supremacist organizations.</P> 
<P>And I don't believe Turner doesn't know this. How could he not know?</P> 
<P>It's like they just can't help themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08818877 37761 35 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 12:38:31pm  
 
<P>The White Citizens' Councils didn't terrorize and murder black people like 
the Klan did, because they were businessmen. A permanent underclass was very 
valuable to them. So instead of killing African Americans, they just denied them 
education and opportunities.</P> 
<P>Unless, of course, they happened to be wearing their Klan robes. Because 
there was a LOT of crossover between the CC and the Klan: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Citizens'_Council" target=_blank>White 
Citizens' Council</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>African Americans who were seen as being too supportive of desegregation, 
voting rights, or other perceived threats to whites' supremacy found themselves 
and their family members unemployed in many instances; whites who supported 
civil rights for African Americans were not immune from finding this happening 
to them as well. Members of the Citizens' Council were sometimes Klansmen, and 
the more influential the Citizens' Council member, the more influence he had 
with the Klan. In fact, the WCC was even referred to during the civil rights era 
as "an uptown Klan," "a white collar Klan," "a button-down Klan," and "a country 
club Klan." The rationale for these nicknames was that it appeared that sheets 
and hoods had been discarded and replaced by suits and ties. Much like the Klan, 
WCC members held documented white supremacist views and involved themselves in 
racist activities. They more often held leadership in civic and political 
organizations, however, which enabled them to legitimize discriminatory 
practices aimed at non-whites.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08818980 37761 121 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 2:07:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8818976" target=_blank>#118</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<P>I just saw your comment about the Blumenthal book, and it's worth reading. As 
far as I can tell, all the factual assertions in the book are correct, but I 
don't buy some of his pop-psychology analysis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819045 37761 185 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 3:16:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8819041" target=_blank>#181</A> Slap</EM></P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/k0vQN2DxSQU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>Pappy with the Khaki sweatbandBowed goat potbellied barnyard that only he 
noticedThe old fart was smartThe old gold cloth madonnaDancin' t' the fiddle 'n 
sawHe ran down behind the knoll'n slipped on his wooden fishheadThe mouth worked 
'n snapped all the beesBack t' the bungalow</P> 
<P>Momma was flatten'n lardWith her red enamel rollin' pinWhen the fishhead 
broke the windowRubber eye erect 'n precisely detailedAirholes from which breath 
should comeIs now closely fitWith the chatter of the old fart inside</P> 
<P>An assortment of observations took placeMomma licked 'er lips like uh 
catPecked the ground like uh roosterPivoted like uh duckHer stockings down 
caught dust 'n doughballsShe cracked 'er mouth glaze caught one eyelashRubbed 



'er hands on 'er gorgeous ginghamHer hand grasped sticky metal intricate 
latchworkOpen t' the room uh smell cold mixed with bolognaRubber bands crumpled 
wax paper bonnetsFat goose legs 'n special jelliesIgnited by the warmth of the 
roomThe old fart smelled this thru his important breather holesCleverly he 
dialed from within from the outside we observedThat the nose of the wooden 
maskWhere the holes had just been uh moment agoWas now smooth amazingly blended 
camouflaged inWith the very intricate rainbow trout replica</P> 
<P>The old fart inside was now breathin' freelyFrom his perfume bottle atomizer 
air bulb invention</P> 
<P>His excited eyes from within the dark interior glazed;watered in appreciation 
of his thoughtful preparation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819064 37762 10 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 3:29:23pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, you'll now see a video at the top with a pretty cool 
new song by Paul Simon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819242 37762 171 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 4:59:10pm  
 
<P>Well, we sure won't be seeing the lunar eclipse tonight in LA. I was hoping 
to get some photos, but alas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819261 37762 188 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:26:14pm  
 
<P>Just had a couple of apparent attempted socks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819280 37762 205 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:37:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8819267" target=_blank>#194</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've long since stopped expecting comments fields on news stories to make 
sense</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty ridiculous. I don't know why more mainstream sites don't do 
something about comment trolls and raving fools. I've completely given up trying 
to read the comments on almost all the mainstream sites. The biggest ones are 
the worst. Youtube - eccch.</P> 
<P>The problem with a completely hands-off approach to comments is that the 
trolls and idiots inevitably take over, and no sane person who values their time 
wants to read through their crap, so it becomes a vicious circle, getting worse 
and worse. The orcs drive out the hobbits.</P> 
<P>I've become convinced that the only way to have a discussion forum that isn't 
a complete waste of everyone's time is for someone to take charge of shutting 
down the trolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819281 37762 206 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:38:48pm  
 
<P>And I say that as someone who has lived through the worst case 
scenario.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819318 37762 239 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:52:23pm  



 
<P>I just realized that comment #205 makes me just like Hitler.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819321 37762 242 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:53:35pm  
 
<P>No wonder people get obsessed and stalk me around the web. I'm exactly like 
Hitler. Whoa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819332 37762 253 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:56:15pm  
 
<P>'babenudei' is a known spammer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819341 37762 262 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 5:58:06pm  
 
<P>Oh well. Here come the socks. Time to close the window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819349 37762 270 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 6:01:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8819256" target=_blank>#184</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.businessinsider.com/shep-smith-names-every-single-
republican-who-refused-to-come-on-and-talk-first-responders-bill-2010-12" 
target=_blank>Shep Smith Names Every Single Republican Who Refused To Come On 
His Show And Talk 9/11 First Responders Bill</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I admit I haven't been the biggest fan of ol' Shep, but good on him for 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08819366 37762 287 Charles Mon, Dec 20, 2010 6:07:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/8819364" target=_blank>#285</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Coulda been, you know, like 17.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820573 37764 28 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 1:43:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8820567" target=_blank>#27</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Otherwise, this just becomes another gotcha website that serves no real 
purpose other than to smear and humiliate those political figures that are 
disliked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Give me a break.</P> 
<P>If Barbour had said something like, "Back in those days we had the Citizens' 
Councils, and they were up to some pretty bad things, but I didn't really see a 
lot of trouble myself," I would be applauding him.</P> 
<P>Instead, he said, "Why, the Citizens' Councils were made up of civic leaders, 
who drove out the Klan! Don't believe those sissy Northerners."</P> 



<P>Gov. Barbour has only himself to blame for this mess, and it's not "smearing" 
to report it when a major GOP politician openly praises one of the most overtly 
racist organizations of the Jim Crow era.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820238 37765 8 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 10:25:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8820232" target=_blank>#3</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that's right, these regulations essentially let the big wireless 
corporations kneecap their competitors. That's why I called it a huge windfall 
for wireless providers, because the future of the web is going to be more and 
more tied to wireless connectivity. These companies know that, and they've 
traded off the ability to set tiers on wired connections for a better long-term 
wireless deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820301 37766 16 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 11:03:10am  
 
<P>Women find him irresistible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821143 37766 198 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 8:05:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/197/8820831" target=_blank>#197</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he's referring to this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.hawaiifreepress.com/main/ArticlesMain/tabid/56/articleType/Arti
cleView/articleId/502/Wikileaks-writers-killed-in-Kenya.aspx" 
target=_blank>www.hawaiifreepress.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And death threats against him are ten a penny.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So when is Wikileaks planning to release a hundred thousand Kenyan documents? 
What? Don't hold my breath?</P> 
<P>Don't worry, I wasn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820529 37767 15 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 12:55:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8820526" target=_blank>#13</A> harrylook</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I followed the LGF link to Amazon last night and bought a kindle for my wife. 
I hope it gets here in time. And I hope LGF really got some $$ out of 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you! I see on the report page that someone did buy a Kindle - guess 
that was you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821130 37767 25 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 8:01:03pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B00008Y0VN/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Celestron SkyMaster Giant 15x70 Binoculars with Tripod 
Adapter</A></P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820565 37769 13 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 1:33:13pm  
 



<P>It's a Raging Duck congress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820566 37769 14 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 1:33:52pm  
 
<P>That's what it takes to get Democrats to act - lose an 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820888 37770 4 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 6:12:55pm  
 
<P>Speaking of outer space, has Barrett Brown found the terrible secret of LGF 
yet in those private emails of mine that he was going to reveal to the 
world?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820976 37771 48 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 6:56:59pm  
 
<P>On Rachel Maddow's show, Michael Moore is making the case that the United 
States should not be allowed to have any secrets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08820982 37771 53 Charles Tue, Dec 21, 2010 6:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8820979" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is she putting up with his nonsense?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually not -- she's pushing back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821830 37774 42 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 12:32:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8821690" target=_blank>#2</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll probably miss Christmas if you ship using super saver (which can be 
free for eligible purchases $25 or more), but if you sign up for <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fprime%3Fie%3DUTF8%26ref_%3Damb_link_84306931_4&amp;tag=litt
legreenfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>Amazon Prime</A> (annual membership of $79), you get unlimited 2 
day shipping. If you do most/all of your online shopping through Amazon and have 
a need for speed, Amazon Prime may be right for you...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I second the <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fprime%3Fie%3DUTF8%26ref_%3Damb_link_84306931_4&amp;tag=litt
legreenfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" 
target=_blank>Amazon Prime</A> recommendation! I've been a member for several 
years - it's one of the greatest deals on the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821753 37775 19 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 11:23:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8821743" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This issue has vexed me despite some time spent reading.Charles if I may ask-
What would you like to see as a blogger and power user?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had a hard time parsing out the issues too, for a while. I'm now totally in 
favor of keeping the Internet as free from ISP-dictated "service tiers" as 
possible. In the long run, if big corporations are allowed to stratify the web 
the way they want, I think it will destroy the web as we know it and turn it 
into a sort of network TV on steroids. This bill doesn't go nearly far 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821762 37775 28 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 11:33:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8821748" target=_blank>#15</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>As a matter of clarification, this isn't pending legislation, but rather <A 
href="http://www.fcc.gov/Daily_Releases/Daily_Business/2010/db1221/DOC-
303745A1.pdf" target=_blank>FCC rules</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, thanks - I just noticed that myself.</P> 
<P>Note to anyone who's obsessively documenting every word I write: I changed 
the word "legislation" to "regulations" in my post, but because I'm evil, I 
didn't tell anyone. Except that I just did. Oops. Have to practice being 
evil.</P> 
<P>But you never can tell. I might change words <EM>all the time</EM> like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821845 37775 105 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 12:39:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8821832" target=_blank>#92</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lol@Fox News: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/gov-haley-
barbour/2010/12/20/haley-barbour-fends-left-wing-racial-smears-ease" 
target=_blank>Haley Barbour Fends off Left-Wing Racial Smears with 
Ease</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! And then Barbour came out with an abject apology. Gotta love it.</P> 
<P>I wonder why they haven't deleted it yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821847 37775 107 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 12:40:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8821844" target=_blank>#104</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation is also pimping some crap from WND about prayer services being 
taxed. They are living in a fantasy world of their own creation. Not even 
remotely connected to reality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation has been given the go-ahead to get as out there as they 
like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821946 37777 3 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 1:58:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8821938" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think he's wrong that Assange doesn't have it in specially for America. 
We're not just another obnoxious national entity; we're a 
superpower.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I differ with some of his points, too - I don't think Assange is really a 
mastermind planning every detail. I think he's pretty much making it up as he 
goes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08821967 37778 1 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 2:09:20pm  
 
<P>Another interesting take on Assange and Wikileaks at Salon: <A 
href="http://www.salon.com/news/politics/war_room/2010/12/22/lind_wikileaks/inde
x.html" target=_blank>Yes, Julian Assange actually is a 
criminal</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822014 37778 24 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 2:39:50pm  
 
<P>Sometimes you don't even need to wait for a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822019 37778 29 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 2:44:48pm  
 
<P>It's just, you know, registering the name "Anti-Christian" right at 
Christmastime ... I don't know. Seems just a tad on the unnecessarily offensive 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822032 37778 41 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 2:49:57pm  
 
<P>Hmm, says he'll play nice. Maybe I'll unblock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822041 37778 50 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 2:54:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8822034" target=_blank>#43</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out of curiosity how is that different from all the "Kafir's" around 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not that different, it's just that one of the common loon talking points 
about me is that I'm "anti-Christian," so it sets off the troll warning siren, 
particularly at this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822609 37779 74 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 8:11:50pm  
 
<P>Not to be too authoritarian or anything, but when you register, these are the 
first two rules:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your username shows up when you post comments; choose the name that best 
represents you to the world. The name must be at least 4 characters long, and 
may not contain HTML tags. You cannot change your username.</P> 
<P>If you pick an offensive username, containing obscenities or racial slurs, or 
any other offensive content, your account will be 
blocked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08822632 37779 94 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 8:19:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8822616" target=_blank>#81</A> Anti-
Christian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I'm truly sorry, I truly did not realize that the title of a book 
would be so insulting. If we could chang it that would be 
fantastic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll change your username to "StreetPundit," because you seem to be on the 
level. You'll have to log out and log back in with the new name.</P> 
<P>I don't do this for many people. Don't make me sorry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08822643 37779 105 Charles Wed, Dec 22, 2010 8:22:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8822635" target=_blank>#97</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<P>Nobody would recognize you if you suddenly added an 'n'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823328 37782 47 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 12:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8823325" target=_blank>#44</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm...The video keeps auto-playing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. Autoplay flag was set to true -- it should be fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823329 37782 48 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 12:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8823304" target=_blank>#26</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a ballsy claim, all right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds nuts to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823342 37782 58 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 12:42:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8823337" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hugh Hewit and Caroline Glick are joining Crazy Pam in calling for the 
release of convicted spy Johnathan Pollard. So much for wingnut 
patriotism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're all Pamela Geller now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823639 37783 92 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 5:04:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8823630" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New Wingnut Outrage: DADT repeal will offend Muslims, Fuel Terrorism...<A 
href="http://dailycaller.com/2010/12/23/will-dadt-repeal-cause-problems-for-



american-troops-serving-in-muslim-countries/" target=_blank>Will DADT repeal 
cause problems for American troops serving in Muslim 
countries?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suddenly they're afraid of causing trouble for troops serving in Muslim 
countries. Irony is dead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823748 37784 50 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 6:07:01pm  
 
<P>A huge source of income for these people is the fundamentalist Christian 
home-schooling market. They're peddling this mind-rot to an appalling number of 
American kids.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823854 37784 147 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 6:54:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8823849" target=_blank>#142</A> aagcobb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beshear doesn't care if they put unicorns on the Ark, he's supporting this 
because he's running for reelection and it promises to create a lot of jobs. 
Beshear is no favorite of the fundies, he ran for governor on a platform of 
legalizing casino gambling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Something has to replace the income from tobacco.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823868 37784 161 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 7:00:42pm  
 
<P>Kentucky moves from destroying lungs to destroying minds. One organ to 
another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08823884 37784 177 Charles Thu, Dec 23, 2010 7:05:27pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow's segment on Haley Barbour's connections to the Council of 
Conservative Citizens was great. It's no wonder Barbour apologizes for these 
people.</P> 
<P>They were the town leaders in the 60s and 70s under the name "Citizens' 
Councils," and before that as the "White Citizens' Councils," and it's pretty 
clear that they still have a lot of influence in the South.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824491 37785 340 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 10:52:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8824478" target=_blank>#329</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He got into an argument with Iceweasel over some poorly chosen words of his. 
The argument ended with him being put in indefinite timeout (clicking one of his 
posts shows him in timeout, not blocked) after throwing a particularly nasty 
insult at Ice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no "indefinite" timeout -- it's for 24 hours. He has not come back, 
which is a shame, but the bottom line is that if anyone else started flinging 
ugly words at women on LGF, they would have been banned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824496 37785 343 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 10:57:38am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/8824494" target=_blank>#342</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Merry Christmas Charles</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same to you, Hoops, and to everyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824522 37785 351 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 11:09:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/345/8824503" target=_blank>#345</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles. When I clicked his nic on that thread a few days later, it 
had showed him in timeout. I misinterpreted that. Please excuse my 
error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will say 'timeout' until the person logs in again. But they're only 
prevented from logging in for 24 hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824553 37786 51 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 11:50:05am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Pamela Geller is calling for Mayor Michael Bloomberg to be 
"brought up on charges," because he supported the Cordoba House. She doesn't say 
what kind of "charges" those might be; Felony Not Hating Muslims? Conspiracy to 
Commit Sanity?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824590 37787 7 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 12:19:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8824587" target=_blank>#5</A> Stanley Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's paid for this by Breitbart? What the hell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt Breitbart pays people like Geller very much, if at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824606 37787 19 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 12:33:29pm  
 
<P>And speaking of facepalms, I don't think I'll ever understand why people like 
Andrew Sullivan link with approval to Daniel Larison. Haven't they ever noticed 
that Larison links to several white nationalist websites in his sidebar? Is that 
cool with them, because Larison is an anti-war paleocon?</P> 
<P>I don't get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824645 37787 45 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 1:04:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8824620" target=_blank>#30</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>VDARE is not even surprising. But Sobran?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention Lew Rockwell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824654 37787 52 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 1:08:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8824646" target=_blank>#46</A> researchok</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you saying there is a long history of support for Geller by Caroline 
Glick?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, definitely. Check the reviews: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1439189307/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>The Post-American Presidency: The Obama Administration's War on 
America: Pamela Geller, Robert Spencer, John Bolton: Books</A>. (Her book's 
currently #45,896 at Amazon.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824705 37787 100 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 1:28:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/8824678" target=_blank>#74</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most of us know about Dewinter and Geert. The other guy in the video is <A 
href="http://www.oe24.at/oesterreich/politik/Neues-Foto-zeigt-Strache-mit-
Nazis/129155" target=_blank>FP...-Chef Heinz-Christian Strache</A> (Mit 
Nazis!)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like DeWinter and Strache have been pushing for a while to have ties 
with the Israeli right, and Ms. Glick, by the way, supports this. It's pretty 
sickening to see it happen, exactly as I warned back in 2007. No good can come 
of this. The right way to deal with people like Strache is to not ever deal with 
people like Strache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824744 37787 134 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 1:57:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8824742" target=_blank>#133</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think they were specifically saying he was a muslim, but they were 
happy to beat to death that he is not pro israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that Obama is pro-Israel.</P> 
<P>This is such a tedious, obviously false right wing talking point. But if 
laughing at cheap dishonest smears is your thing, knock yourself 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824967 37788 9 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:02:38pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of posting two open Christmas threads -- one for the cranky 
humbug people and one for the sentimental saps. There might be some cross-over, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08824993 37788 34 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:14:54pm  
 
<P>I have a confession to make -- Barrett Brown is actually me. I made him up 
just to enhance the LGF mystique. That whole meltdown thing was a clever 
plot.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825004 37788 42 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:22:14pm  
 
<P>You have to admit I had everybody fooled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08825011 37788 49 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:25:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8825008" target=_blank>#46</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has my email addy from the Project PM effort. I decided against 
contributing to that. I'm hoping he is not a completely vindictive 
person.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All seriousness aside, I apologize for promoting that. I didn't know he was 
the kind of person who would reveal private emails out of sheer malice. Mea 
culpa.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825018 37788 56 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:29:41pm  
 
<P>I have people over, and we're making potato salad and candied yams and a 
bunch of other goodies, so if I fade in and out you know why...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825043 37788 79 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:49:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8825023" target=_blank>#61</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF is a pretty unique place and most pundits/writers from other big sites on 
both the right and the left probably see us as the enemy. I'm kind of surprised 
Frum hasn't reached out to lgf but other than that I don't think many other 
people are interested in us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David did ask me to reconsider after I posted my infamous "Why I parted ways 
etc." post.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35420_A_Reply_to_David_Frum" 
target=_blank>A Reply to David Frum</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825048 37788 84 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:54:24pm  
 
<P>And if anything, the situation with the right wing and the GOP has gotten 
even worse since I posted that last year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825049 37788 85 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:55:36pm  
 
<P>Question for the foodies amongst us: should potato salad have 
olives?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825052 37788 88 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 5:57:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/8825050" target=_blank>#86</A> Mr 
Pancakes</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Green or black?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I insisted on green onions, but the olives seem to be a point of 
contention.</P> 
<P>Kalamata's what we got.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08825088 37788 123 Charles Fri, Dec 24, 2010 6:16:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8825083" target=_blank>#118</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I would do, is split the potato salad in half, and put olives in one 
half, leave them out of the other half.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this, you are like the wise king Solomon. Also, that's exactly what the 
crowd just settled on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825486 37791 41 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 1:16:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8825480" target=_blank>#35</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Technically we do not know yet whether it was him who did it. Apart from the 
chat protocol, I haven't heard of any evidence yet, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Manning took credit for the theft of classified information in online chats 
and emails. There's very little doubt that he did it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abcnews.go.com/WN/wikileaks-case-pvt-bradley-
manningss-alleged-role-leaking/story?id=11254454" 
target=_blank>abcnews.go.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826066 37791 132 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 1:32:56pm  
 
<P>Wow, a Birther! Look, everyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826530 37791 174 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 7:29:37pm  
 
<P>Birthers are NOT welcome at LGF, and that should have been way past obvious 
by now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825581 37792 9 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 6:19:03pm  
 
<P>Notice that the guy with the X-Ray Spex is drooling while looking at a hand. 
That's because he was originally looking at a girls' silhouette, and they 
replaced it with the hand when parents got upset, but didn't change the peeping 
tom's lolling tongue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825582 37792 10 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 6:19:38pm  
 
<P>Kids still got the message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825665 37792 59 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 7:31:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8825663" target=_blank>#57</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We have three whoopee cushions. They're fun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very embarrassing but loads of laughs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08825680 37792 70 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 7:51:46pm  
 
<P>Just for the heck of it I checked eBay, and this issue of Spider-Man, in good 
condition (CGC 7-7.5), is going for $400+.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825689 37792 79 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 7:58:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8825682" target=_blank>#72</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you check "completed listings"?I also suspect an auction house, doing a 
comic auction, would command greater $ from more serious bidders than 
Ebay.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an idea. We do have a pretty serious collection here -- something like 
2000 books total. Might be interesting to an auction house.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825700 37792 90 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 8:06:18pm  
 
<P>By the way, even when I was 14 years old, the typo in that ad for the whoopee 
cushion used to aggravate the shit out of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825704 37792 94 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 8:09:01pm  
 
<P>And they never fixed it, month after month.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825739 37792 129 Charles Sat, Dec 25, 2010 9:06:40pm  
 
<P>Get a $5 credit on Amazon movies and TV, just for tweeting their link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/feature.html/ref=tsm_1_tw_vod_tweetsave?ie=UTF8&a
mp;docId=1000646031" target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825960 37793 2 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 10:51:57am  
 
<P>How disgusting to see Israellycool promoting European fascists Filip DeWinter 
and Heinz-Christian Strache. I thought he was keeping his head on straight, but 
apparently the sickness is everywhere on the right.</P> 
<P>I'm removing his blog from our RSS feeds -- I will not link to people who 
promote neo-Nazis and fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825962 37793 4 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 10:59:42am  
 
<P>It's a case study in how mindless fear turns people really, really stupid. 
Pro-Israel Zionists promoting people who have direct ties to Nazis. What the 
hell is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825969 37793 10 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 11:15:25am  
 



<P>I'm starting to feel like Kevin McCarthy in "Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825972 37793 13 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 11:20:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8825971" target=_blank>#12</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I am just confused, and by 'group' she is not referring to the German 
Freedom Party and Vlaams Belang?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly who he's talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08825973 37793 14 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 11:20:52am  
 
<P>But note that the Jewish Defense League is a Kahanist group, so in a way it's 
not surprising to see them hooking up with fascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826068 37793 90 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 1:34:55pm  
 
<P>I didn't know we still had any Birthers left, but sure enough one just popped 
up:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37791_Hawaii_Gov._Abercrombie-
_I_Was_Here_When_That_Baby_Was_Born/comments/#cc8826065" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826069 37793 91 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 1:35:55pm  
 
<P>If you've ever wanted to try to figure out what makes Birthers tick, here's 
your chance. I've given up. Now I just point and laugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826163 37794 32 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 2:44:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8826150" target=_blank>#24</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most welcome,</P> 
<P>I am interested in how the Guardian got the transcripts of a witnesses 
statement.</P> 
<P>I think its an important question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a feeling they used ancient, secret techniques known as "journalism" 
and "sources."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826190 37794 55 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 2:58:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8826173" target=_blank>#40</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed, wouldn't it be nice to know who they are?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can make some reasonable inferences about who might have leaked the 
information to the Guardian; but reporters develop sources in all kinds of 
places, so who knows?</P> 
<P>I thought the whole point of the Wikileaks Phenomenon was that information 
just wants to be free, and sources don't matter, because just the simple 



glorious revelation of all secrets will bring a new age of wonderfulness. Or did 
I miss something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826198 37794 63 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 3:02:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8826192" target=_blank>#57</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>"Sweden is the Saudi Arabia of feminism?"</P> 
<P>What does that even mean?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826215 37794 80 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 3:08:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8826208" target=_blank>#73</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apart from Assange, and I know it's early to go OT, I'm eagerly awaiting a 
review of the kalamata olives-in-the-potato-salad dish.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was just dandy. We kept some aside so the purists would have their 
untainted portion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826475 37797 5 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 6:54:53pm  
 
 
 
<P>The GOP's obstructionism on this issue was absolutely despicable, and that's 
what Jon Stewart recognized. Good for him for refusing to play politics as 
usual, and calling out the assholes for what they were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08826535 37797 27 Charles Sun, Dec 26, 2010 7:32:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8826532" target=_blank>#25</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been around much lately, and didn't look at the thread below. We 
still have birthers hanging out here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827033 37798 7 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 10:25:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8827028" target=_blank>#4</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they are attacking I can't tell, the site is eyeblink responsive no matter 
what Link I click.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was down earlier for a while, but it looks like BofA has blocked out the 
bogus traffic now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827052 37798 24 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 10:49:28am  
 
<P>Looks like the hacker heroes may be attacking LGF now because I criticized 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827053 37798 25 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 10:50:10am  



 
<P>Yep. We're getting referrals from anon chat servers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827057 37798 29 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 10:56:32am  
 
<P>Yep, we're definitely being targeted. I've alerted our host, so they can 
start blocking traffic upstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827063 37798 35 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:09:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8827056" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, there are several referrals in there from anon IRC channels. Guess they 
didn't like being called 'vigilante morons.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827068 37798 39 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:13:24am  
 
<P>Well, either they're calling off the hounds, or HM has enabled the deflector 
shields. The flood seems to be subsiding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827069 37798 40 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:14:26am  
 
<P>Right when the attack started, this guy followed me on Twitter -- one of the 
BofA attackers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/veteran_anon/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827075 37798 46 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:16:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8827072" target=_blank>#43</A> 
ihateronpaul</EM></P> 
<P>And this is one of the dumbest, most naive posts I've read on this subject 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827077 37798 48 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:17:35am  
 
<P>'Leaderless movement' my ass.</P> 
<P>These attacks are coordinated by leaders. It's pure idiocy to insist that 
it's some amazing new hive mind phenomenon. Stupid self-aggrandizing 
idiocy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827084 37798 55 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:22:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8827081" target=_blank>#52</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Anyone who actually buys their "leaderless non-organization" spiel is a 
sucker. Sure, most of their drones are script kiddies who've watched too many 
movies, but they do have key figures.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If they ever do any real damage while attacking BofA or Visa, they'll find 
out very quickly that their fantasy about being anonymous was a pipe 
dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827090 37798 61 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:26:19am  
 
<P>Here's one of the sites where this non-organization with no leaders is 
coordinating these attacks:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://02.chat.mibbit.com/" 
target=_blank>02.chat.mibbit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827093 37798 64 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:27:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8827091" target=_blank>#62</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>It's what I would do if I had an IT department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827114 37798 85 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:33:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8827107" target=_blank>#78</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one of the things that demonstrates most obviously why the average 
Anonymous is such a dunce: LOIC does not provide anonimity, and anonimity on the 
web at large is a very different thing from 4chan, mostly just available in 
rather obscure fractions like Tor and Freenet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're not anonymous on tor, either. Just more difficult to track. Not 
impossible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827120 37798 91 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:35:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8827101" target=_blank>#72</A> 
ihateronpaul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yes, I'm aware that every participant in an internet attack risks being 
caught. The point of anonymous is that if you catch those people, others will 
take their place with better spoofing and encryption than 
before</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's why I said you're being really really naive.</P> 
<P>All it will take will be for a few of these 'anonymous' leaders to be caught, 
made examples of, and sent to prison, and suddenly the noble internet payback 
warriors will start losing their enthusiasm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827127 37798 98 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:37:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8827121" target=_blank>#92</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The question, as I have already asked it before, is whether arresting and 
putting to trial some of the offenders is going to significantly change the 
behaviour of the movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Of course it will -- unless you believe these are some new breed of human, 
mutated by playing too much Call of Duty into strange ghost like beings with no 
physical presence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827137 37798 108 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:41:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8827130" target=_blank>#101</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. For a lot of practical purposes that's merely theoretical, 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it's theoretical until the network is used to do major damage to an 
organization with very deep pockets like BofA.</P> 
<P>Right now, anon is more annoying than anything. Their LOIC botnet is a very 
weak tool, compared to the criminal botnets that exist out 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827173 37798 144 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:53:16am  
 
<P>So, to recap:</P> 
<P>Bank of America cancels Wikileaks' account.</P> 
<P>This non-organized group of ghost like beings decides to take revenge for 
what they see as an attempt to stifle Julian Assange's free speech, by attacking 
the BofA website.</P> 
<P>I criticize this action publicly, and the ghosts decide to attack LGF 
too.</P> 
<P>Questions:</P> 
<P>Does my free speech matter too?</P> 
<P>In what way is this different from a KKK lynch mob?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827180 37798 151 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 11:55:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8827173" target=_blank>#144</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In what way is this different from a KKK lynch mob?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A: nobody's being actually harmed. But the essential ingredients are 
identical. A masked mob of unaccountable people acting in concert to commit 
crimes and intimidate those who criticize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827218 37798 189 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/8827196" target=_blank>#167</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Er, well, I wasn't trying to say it's exactly like a KKK lynch mob; obviously 
it's not. But the analogy of a lynch mob pretty closely describes these 
attacks.</P> 
<P>And when they direct this crap at LGF, it can very definitely have a big 
impact on the site. This isn't Visa or BofA here, it's a small website and even 
a weak tool like LOIC can do real damage if they keep it up for long enough.</P> 
<P>As far as I'm concerned, the people who did this are criminals who attacked 
my livelihood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827292 37798 263 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:26:49pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8827286" target=_blank>#257</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hence, anon is not at all like a political party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree - it's more like a lynch mob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827300 37798 271 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:28:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/8827294" target=_blank>#265</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe because imagining constantly identical, directing forces behind 
Anonymous is not unlike how the John Birch Society understood social 
change?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you're familiar with the term "straw man argument."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827311 37798 282 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:33:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/8827305" target=_blank>#276</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>You don't seem to appreciate that for me, this argument just stopped being 
academic. This gang of thugs sent me a message today, to keep my mouth shut. I 
tend to take those things personally.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827317 37798 288 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:36:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/286/8827315" target=_blank>#286</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>DId you consider this a threat? If so, have you notified relevant law 
enforcement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's not much point in that; I've tried before and unless there's a very 
direct, stated threat, nobody will even talk to you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827324 37798 295 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:39:27pm  
 
<P>Been checking logs, and sure enough it was an LOIC attack. They didn't keep 
it up for very long, it was obviously just intended to send a message.</P> 
<P>Like Guido the Enforcer: "we wouldn't want to see anything happen to this 
nice little website you got here."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827365 37798 336 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 12:53:11pm  
 
<P>By the way, they apparently didn't stop the attack, as I first thought. HM 
started redirecting the botnet's requests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827511 37799 26 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 1:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8827510" target=_blank>#25</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF? Was that another DDOS attack?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08827529 37799 44 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 1:59:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8827524" target=_blank>#39</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anything we can do to help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, nothing unfortunately. HM is on top of the situation 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827533 37799 48 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 2:04:38pm  
 
<P>The error_log is very interesting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827561 37799 73 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 2:38:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8827553" target=_blank>#65</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two attacks on LGF today, that I am aware of. This is the kind shit that guy 
supports and/or facilitates. The kind of crowd that this guy thinks is just 
peachy.</P> 
<P>KT had his number quite early on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The attack is still going on, I think. But the traffic is being 
redirected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827622 37800 3 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 2:59:51pm  
 
<P>If you listen to that whole video, it's a pretty mind-boggling example of 
Palin's patented word salad approach.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827626 37800 5 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 3:00:50pm  
 
<P>And notice that the whole show is promoting the typical "reverse racism" 
persecution crap so beloved by Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827661 37800 24 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 3:16:26pm  
 
<P>Yep, the DOS attack is still going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827924 37800 284 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 4:55:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/8827804" target=_blank>#166</A> 
StreetPundit</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I've been here for years asshole. Been thrown off four times since 2003. 
Let's make it five, shall we? "-)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a problem. And no need to thank me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827930 37800 290 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 4:57:05pm  



 
<P>I had a feeling I was making a mistake by giving that one another 
chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08827962 37800 321 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:12:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/305/8827946" target=_blank>#305</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:CUzTFau6_rQJ:www.stre
etwisepundit.com/get-you-black-ass-out-and-do-
something.php+http://www.streetwisepundit.com/madcast-radio-illegal-mexicans-
lazy-blacks-and-angry-white-men.php&amp;cd=4&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>Some more WTF from Streetpundit.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes. Now I see where that question to SFZ came from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828032 37801 14 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8828026" target=_blank>#10</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Enlarge doesn't seem to actually enlarge the picture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It zooms to the size of your window...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828035 37801 17 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:45:43pm  
 
<P>Actually, since the zoomed image is larger than most people's windows, I took 
it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828045 37801 26 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:54:56pm  
 
<P>Each little node in the botnet sends a burst of requests all at once, then 
goes to sleep for a random time.</P> 
<P>The attack was actually going on for quite a while before I noticed it 
affecting the site. From the error log it looks like it started very early this 
morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828049 37801 30 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:57:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8828016" target=_blank>#3</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, if someone registers with the nic "fancybox", we should go look at their 
website?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a nonexistent file - not sure why they used that name. Possibly to make 
it look innocuous, since I am using a jQuery plugin called 
'fancybox'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828052 37801 33 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 5:58:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8828047" target=_blank>#28</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>was that <EM>before</EM> you called them morons?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i think I've said a few other unkind things about these no-account bottom 
dwellers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828058 37801 39 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 6:02:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8828056" target=_blank>#37</A> uncle meat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's one fearsome attack...not</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not as bad as a serious DOS attack by a huge criminal botnet, but it did 
manage to crash Apache several times today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828083 37801 62 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 6:17:17pm  
 
<P>I've checked a bunch of the IPs involved in the attack, and the majority of 
them seem to be simple consumer ISP connections, no proxies, no anonymizers.</P> 
<P>I did find one that seemed to be hosted at Bank of America, and one that 
traced to the FAA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828098 37801 77 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 6:21:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8828090" target=_blank>#69</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that mean, people using work accounts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They could have been compromised servers acting as anonymous proxies without 
the owners' knowledge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828103 37801 82 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 6:30:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8828101" target=_blank>#80</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nahh, Anonymous was just stupid enough to release a generic DOS tool into the 
blogosphere that anyone can use against any site. The source of this attack is 
probably much closer to home, most likely the idiot stalkers.</P> 
<P>I don't see why the channers would be attacking this site, it really doesn't 
ring true. But I can sure see why the stalkers would be now that they have a 
script kiddie tool to do it with...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one isn't the dumb-ass stalkers. But there's plenty of evidence that it 
was connected to anon somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828184 37801 160 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 7:16:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/8828176" target=_blank>#152</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>to be fair, you guys did sorta imply he was committing computer 
crime</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd just like to point out that I went out of my way to invite him to post at 
LGF, even when it was controversial, gave him links to his posts at other sites, 
and generally acted like a friend.</P> 



<P>Barrett Brown has no honor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828217 37801 193 Charles Mon, Dec 27, 2010 7:40:45pm  
 
<P>In return for my acting like a friend, and encouraging him to make his 
arguments at LGF, Barrett Brown threatened to reveal private emails I sent him, 
and then proceeded to do it. At a site dedicated to stalking and harassing 
me.</P> 
<P>I don't know what the definition of "creep" is these days, but this seems 
pretty damned close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828498 37802 124 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 9:03:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8828491" target=_blank>#118</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where have we heard this before... FoxNews, Prison Planet... now MSNBC? 
Another birther joins the ranks...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2010/12/27/chris_matthews_why_doesn
t_obama_just_release_the_birth_certificate.html" 
target=_blank>www.realclearpolitics.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Birther is someone who believes President Obama was not born in the US, and 
Chris Matthews very obviously does not fit this description.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828557 37803 6 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 9:59:13am  
 
<P>Dictators like Robert Mugabe couldn't ask for a better ally than 
Wikileaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828631 37803 71 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 10:46:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8828624" target=_blank>#69</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having now read the link, BTW, I think Assange is saying that people who say 
he's working with Soros and Mossad are idiots, and that the NYTimes is covering 
for Israel, which is different from saying that Soros and Mossad are working 
against him for Israel.</P> 
<P>Just to clarify.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idea that the New York Times "covers" for Israel is pure far-left 
craziness, with more than a hint of antisemitism. The truth is actually almost 
the exact opposite - the Times has been one of Israel's harshest critics for 
many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828647 37803 73 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 11:13:34am  
 
<P>A tweet from the author of this article, <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/chrisalbon/" target=_blank>Chris Albon</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Comments on my WL article make one thing clear: People are more than eager to 
throw Zimbabweans under the bus to protect Assange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08830064 37803 85 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:21:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8829773" target=_blank>#84</A> nakhish</EM></P> 
<P>Excellent comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828717 37805 58 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 12:39:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8828712" target=_blank>#54</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>The Harpy shrieks:</P> 
<P>SHOCK AUDIO: NEW BLACK PANTHER LEADER REVEALS COLLUSION AT NYC MEETING WITH 
AHMADINEJAD TO BUILD ALLIANCE, SECURE RAW MATERIALS AND OVERTHROW 
AMERICA!!!1!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08828721 37805 62 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 12:41:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8828686" target=_blank>#28</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also from Fox: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/new-black-
panthers/2010/12/28/new-black-panthers-plot-ahmadinejad-overthrow-america" 
target=_blank>New Black Panthers Plot With Ahmadinejad to Overthrow 
America</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All three of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829157 37806 267 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 5:43:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8829146" target=_blank>#257</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wingers pulling out of CPAC because gay group will be there:[Link: <A 
href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/12/right-wing-groups-pull-out-of-
cpac-because-gay-group-will-be-there.php?ref=fpb" 
target=_blank>tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But the John Birch Society will be there bigger than ever, as an "affiliate" 
with two booths:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://www.jbs.org/press-room/6544-the-john-birch-society-to-attend-
cpac-2011-as-affiliate&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.jbs.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829158 37806 268 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 5:44:54pm  
 
<P>The JBS is probably being pressured by the fundies too. It will be 
interesting to see if they pull out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829208 37807 18 Charles Tue, Dec 28, 2010 7:08:10pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8829203" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a little unfair still pining Glenn Greenwald's creepiness on the 
left. He is kinda all over the map.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True - but he's been adopted by the left, and they just don't seem to notice 
the wrap-around effect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829942 37807 729 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 8:58:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/8829799" target=_blank>#592</A> 
mikehaas82</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now this forum slams one of the better and admittedly "left-wing" 
blogger/journalists, Glenn Greenwald, who's award winning commentary as been met 
with much praise and slams him both professionally, personally and yes, with the 
type of bigotry LGF has up until now, abhorred, at least officially. Yes, 
Greenwald is a Jew. So am I. Scant mention of whom Greenwald has been 
professionally associated with - he's dismissed here as some run-of-the-mill 
'net blogger, which he is not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't care if Greenwald had been canonized by the Pope. He's a liar and 
a smear artist. He lied numerous times about me, in ways that would be easy to 
check -- if anyone cared to check instead of just mindlessly cheering their 
leftist "hero."</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with you, to make a charge like this? It's creepy to 
insinuate that he's being criticized because he's Jewish. He's criticized 
because he lies on a regular basis. But I can see that doesn't matter to you -- 
you'd rather throw out stupid smears just like your hero does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829949 37807 736 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 9:01:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/8829944" target=_blank>#731</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I missed that. Bigotry? Where is the bigotry at?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's no bigotry. This was a rotten attempt to play the antisemitism card 
to defend a despicable human being.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829990 37807 766 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 9:32:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/762/8829981" target=_blank>#762</A> 
mikehaas82</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You on the other hand (and here goes - I'll get banned now) have done nothing 
but hurl invective against Greenwald but I honestly (and perhaps I missed it) 
have not seen much substance behind that invective.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. "Perhaps" you missed it.</P> 
<P>Try following the link in my post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829997 37807 767 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 9:36:33am  
 
<P>And by the way, the idea that Glenn Greenwald is universally applauded by the 
left is another lie -- there are quite a few people on the left who have been 



smeared by this lying jackass too, and have no love for 
Greenwald.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830038 37807 783 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:03:49am  
 
<P>Piss off, moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830047 37807 786 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:10:58am  
 
<P>That was an exact mirror image of the right wingers who spew abuse and 
flounce when I criticize Rush Limbaugh. People who don't want to (or can't) 
think for themselves just lose it when their idols are shown to have feet of 
clay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830082 37807 793 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:32:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/789/8830066" target=_blank>#789</A> 
avoidswork</EM></P> 
<P>I view Glenn Greenwald the same way I view trolls -- not worth the time or 
effort to respond. Anyone who churns out thousands of outraged words a day will 
occasionally come up with valid points, but in Greenwald's case they're buried 
amid so much dishonesty and exaggeration that I can't understand why anyone even 
bothers.</P> 
<P>My history with Greenwald goes back years, and he's been a perfect ass for 
that whole time. I have no interest in poring through any more of his verbose 
screeds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830094 37807 798 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:36:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/795/8830088" target=_blank>#795</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What does that have to do with WL &amp; Greenwald?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just another random shot from a Greenwald groupie.</P> 
<P>I got out of PJ Media long before they started promoting the Tea Party, of 
course, and I've called them out for their extreme tilt to the far right. More 
than once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830242 37807 805 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 11:54:52am  
 
<P>By the way, I restored mikehaas82's spittle-flecked rant at #776, because 
it's a classic of the genre.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830323 37807 807 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 12:36:49pm  
 
<P>And of course, I got the inevitable ranting email follow-up, whining that he 
was banned just for mildly disagreeing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830430 37807 810 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 1:19:26pm  
 



<P>Things I discovered today: worshipping Glenn Greenwald is considered 
mandatory by some on the left, despite Greenwald's long history of dishonest 
self-aggrandizing behavior.</P> 
<P>Problem for me is that Greenwald personally smeared my reputation, over and 
over, with outright lies, attributing opinions to me that I did not express and 
never held, and never once even had the decency to acknowledge when his 
distortions were factually corrected.</P> 
<P>He's a guy who uses sock puppet accounts to leave comments praising himself, 
and agreeing with his own points.</P> 
<P>It's unfortunate that he's become popular on the left, but parting ways with 
the right wing does not mean I'm compelled to make nice with Glenn Greenwald, 
who I consider one of the most personally dishonest pundits on either 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830898 37807 816 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 5:35:52pm  
 
<P>I find Hansen's and Poulsen's replies to Greenwald very convincing, and 
Greenwald's counter-reply pedantic, verbose, and very unpersuasive.</P> 
<P>I felt like I had to go read Greenwald's latest after all this, and what a 
chore. People enjoy slogging through those logorrheic posts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08829993 37808 5 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 9:34:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8829989" target=_blank>#3</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are they so damn scared of?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What they're really afraid of: they sense that their unearned power over 
people's lives is slipping away, and they're too stupid and greedy to understand 
why. So they react with hatred and fear. Pretty basic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830061 37808 43 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:18:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8830052" target=_blank>#34</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my perfect world . . .</P> 
<P>Those who would otherwise identify with the Republican Party would fight 
harder for their right to be there or start a third party instead of joining the 
Democratic Party.</P> 
<P>We need a viable multi-party system in this country. I'm very glad CPAC made 
this move.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't be too quick to applaud CPAC. We haven't seen yet if this boycott 
will have an effect. I wouldn't be surprised at all if GOProud gets tossed out. 
The Family Research Council is a huge player in the modern conservative 
movement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830069 37808 48 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 10:24:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8830063" target=_blank>#45</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think they can toss GOPround without looking like overtly bigoted 
assholes. And doing that would have detrimental effects on the elected officials 



and party honchos who speak at CPAC. So I think they likely stand their 
ground.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Frankly, the fact the John Birch Society is back again this year bigger than 
ever <EM>already</EM> makes CPAC look like overtly bigoted assholes. I don't 
think the organizers care much about that. In past years, openly racist 
organizations like the Council of Conservative Citizens have attended 
CPAC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830152 37809 12 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 11:05:20am  
 
<P>The last paragraph is right on point:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Assange is no boon to American journalists. His activities have already 
doomed proposed federal shield-law legislation protecting journalists' use of 
confidential sources in the just-adjourned Congress. An indictment of him could 
be followed by the judicial articulation of far more speech-limiting legal 
principles than currently exist with respect to even the most responsible 
reporting about both diplomacy and defense. If he is not charged or is acquitted 
of whatever charges may be made, that may well lead to the adoption of new and 
dangerously restrictive legislation. In more than one way, Mr. Assange may yet 
have much to answer for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830254 37809 29 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 12:00:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8830218" target=_blank>#27</A> 
ihateronpaul</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Take the "collateral murder" video. WikiLeaks released to the world (not just 
the media like how things like this worked in the past) a 40 minute long edit of 
the events. Now yes, it is not the complete raw footage, for all we know they 
redacted some parts to protect mannings then-secret identiy. But the whole point 
of that video is it's context of military engagement, and the wl staff created 
subtitles and video overlays, which are, you know, ANALYSIS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and it was a DISHONEST ANALYSIS, based on a deceptively edited 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830258 37809 30 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 12:04:01pm  
 
<P>Otherwise known as "propaganda." Not usually considered the same thing as 
"analysis."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830301 37809 35 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 12:29:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8830297" target=_blank>#34</A> Noyjinh</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Ellsberg is supporting Wikileaks and Mr. Assange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we know that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830315 37809 36 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 12:33:25pm  
 
<P>And in fact, Abrams addresses that in his column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08830394 37811 83 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 1:04:14pm  
 
<P>Things I discovered today: worshipping Glenn Greenwald is considered 
mandatory by some on the left, despite Greenwald's long history of dishonest 
self-aggrandizing behavior.</P> 
<P>Problem for me is that Greenwald personally smeared my reputation, over and 
over, with outright lies, attributing opinions to me that I did not express and 
never held, and never once even had the decency to acknowledge when his 
distortions were factually corrected.</P> 
<P>He's a guy who uses sock puppet accounts to leave comments praising himself, 
and agreeing with his own points.</P> 
<P>It's unfortunate that he's become popular on the left, but parting ways with 
the right wing does not mean I'm compelled to make nice with Glenn Greenwald, 
who I consider one of the most personally dishonest pundits on either 
side.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830399 37811 87 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 1:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8830395" target=_blank>#84</A> JWBurns</EM></P> 
<P>Just checking something -- have you previously registered as 
'YoungLibertarian92'?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830421 37811 101 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 1:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8830408" target=_blank>#94</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he may have had more incarnations on this site than the CPUSA ever 
had members, at this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>5 or 6, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830423 37811 102 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 1:15:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8830410" target=_blank>#96</A> JWBurns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, this is my first time registering.</P> 
<P>I've been following the blog for a little over a year or so, but I kept 
missing the registration windows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, just checking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830562 37812 12 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 2:15:59pm  
 
<P>Well, I did predict that attacking major financial organizations was the best 
way to get the feds interested in you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830587 37812 33 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 2:22:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8830563" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Despite what Barret Brown claims in his official Anon press releases...</P> 



<P>That really is one of the shittiest aspects of this whole thing. The 
leadership perpetuates the myth that the kids who actually carry out the ordered 
attacks aren't doing anything illegal. They are fucking up a lot of young kids 
and their families.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The details in this affidavit show how false that idea of anonymity really 
is. One of the servers traced to a man in France who apparently didn't know his 
computer was being used - it had been rooted. So much for that "completely 
voluntary" botnet.</P> 
<P>And it should also be pointed out that there's a lot of international 
cooperation going on in the investigation. I think anon may have left their 
flaming bag of dog shit on the wrong doorstep this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830596 37812 41 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 2:25:55pm  
 
<P>What's in the affidavit is only the tip of the iceberg. I'm sure there's a 
lot more going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830651 37812 89 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 2:51:09pm  
 
<P>Even when I was 14, I'm pretty sure I would have realized that using my 
computer to attack the Bank of America website might not be smart.</P> 
<P>I agree that it would probably be overkill to give underage kids jail time. 
But when the FBI and international police get involved, somebody's going to end 
up being made an example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830910 37813 7 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 5:50:35pm  
 
<P>If you have the Spy open, you'll have to reload the page, because I just made 
a change on the back end that will make it stop working until you 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08830997 37813 60 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 6:24:32pm  
 
 
 
<P>This year, instead of a Fiskie Award (which, honestly, is starting to feel 
kind of dated to me), I'm thinking of a "Nontroversy of the Year" award -- the 
most ridiculous hyped-up outrageous outrage of the year.</P> 
<P>There were so many this year, it should give us plenty of possible 
candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831000 37813 63 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 6:25:38pm  
 
<P>This was the Year of the Nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831026 37813 83 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 6:33:00pm  
 
<P>It happened in 2009 but this is still one of my very favorite right wing 
freakouts:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34860_Outrageous_Outrage_of_the_Da
y!" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831085 37813 117 Charles Wed, Dec 29, 2010 7:02:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8831079" target=_blank>#115</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anyone wants some reminders of bogus outrages Hot Air has been counting 
down their "top 50 posts" of the year. Almost half of them were completely fake 
stories. They should be embarrassed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're too busy fleecing the rubes to be embarrassed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831803 37816 17 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 10:48:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8831787" target=_blank>#8</A> stevemcg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, if it weren't for this blog, I would hardly hear anything at all 
about Pamela Geller.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So the fact that she's on Jewish Week's 2010 list of 7 people who 
made a difference is just a fluke, eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831820 37816 30 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 10:55:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8831809" target=_blank>#23</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly, Arutz Sheva is no longer on my list of "reliable Israeli media 
sources" after publishing op eds by Geller and <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:lH7ZI7-
hCXAJ:www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/9878+the+english+defence+
league+by+brian+of+london&amp;cd=3&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us" 
target=_blank>now this crap</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Israeli settler movement is lurching to the far right, big time, making 
alliances with the very worst fascist right wing parties in Europe. I hate to 
see it. There's always been a contingent of extremists there, but with support 
from people like Avigdor Lieberman, the extremists are now taking over 
completely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831838 37816 44 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 11:14:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8831835" target=_blank>#42</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<P>When I see major Israeli political figures from the settlements making 
alliances with groups like the EDL, Vlaams Belang, and the Freedom Party of 
Austria, I consider that a very pronounced lurch to the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831850 37816 52 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 11:25:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8831847" target=_blank>#49</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>A point on which we agree. Jews have had too great and too recent experience 
with European fascists for such an alliance to make sense from a strategic, as 
opposed to a short-term tactical, perspective.</P> 
<P>I disagreed with Charles only in that I don't find it to be proof that the 
"settler movement" is "lurching to the right", for the reasons I 
discussed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Israelis making alliances with parties who are linked to actual Third 
Reich Nazis isn't a "lurch to the right," what would you call 
it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832179 37816 143 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 3:59:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8831886" target=_blank>#87</A> stevemcg</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So for the last time, I will just simply try to restate my point that I think 
you guys worry about her too much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very easy for you to start your own blog, you know. Takes about five 
minutes at wordpress.com. Then you can get all the credit for writing about 
exactly what you think is important.</P> 
<P>And then everyone can come over to your blog and tell you why you shouldn't 
be writing about those things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08831936 37817 4 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 12:56:30pm  
 
<P>Note that this doesn't necessarily mean religion IS losing its influence on 
America, just that 70% of Americans THINK it is.</P> 
<P>And they won't all be atheists either. A significant part of that 70% will be 
fundamentalists who are convinced they're being persecuted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832064 37818 1 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:10:55pm  
 
<P>The only way it would make sense for Wired NOT to publish the transcripts if 
there really is big news in them is if there's some kind of conspiracy or cover-
up going on. That's what Greenwald is alleging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832069 37818 3 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:12:05pm  
 
<P>Not to put too fine a point on it, it's nuts. Wired is in business to draw 
eyeballs, just like Greenwald is. If they had something big they would have 
published it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832099 37818 10 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:35:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8832097" target=_blank>#8</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Enh. I found <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2010/12/29/lamomanning-
wikileak.html" target=_blank>this</A> to be newsworthy. But: 
meh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? That's what they've been saying all along. Just because they confirmed 
it, suddenly it's newsworthy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08832108 37818 17 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8832103" target=_blank>#13</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not sure who you mean with "they". Wired? They said that Lamo's 
statement wasn't backed up by the chats?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wired has been saying all along that they've already released everything 
newsworthy. Or is the argument now that they're supposed to release everything 
exactly because it isn't newsworthy?</P> 
<P>It's a fine mess Greenwald has made.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832118 37818 27 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:45:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8832114" target=_blank>#23</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I find the fact that Lamo's claim about the private server that he made in 
other publications is not in the chats newsworthy. Just my opinion, though. You 
and Wired my disagree. I am certainly not going to throw lightning bolts over it 
like Greenwald seems to like to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's inconsequential. If Manning and Assange did have a server set up for the 
files, the government will have other evidence of it. None of this will matter 
in whatever case eventually goes to trial. It's just Greenwald saying, "Look at 
me!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832124 37818 32 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:46:51pm  
 
<P>Excuse me, I mean "Manning and Assange."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832126 37818 34 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:51:03pm  
 
<P>In any case, the only person any of this affects is Assange. The chats 
contain more than enough to send Manning to jail for a very long time.</P> 
<P>If there was a server set up, and files were transferred to it by Manning, 
the government already has all the details about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832133 37818 41 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 2:54:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8832128" target=_blank>#36</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, either Lamo didn't provide the entirety of the chat transcripts to Wired, 
or he did and what he says is in them isn't. Has he said he provided every 
single chat transcript to Wired?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what Lamo says - he didn't give Wired everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832140 37818 48 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 3:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8832139" target=_blank>#47</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to be getting more confusing all the time as wired says they have 
the complete unedited logs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, they say they have complete unedited copies of everything Lamo gave 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832142 37818 50 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 3:07:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8832130" target=_blank>#38</A> bloodstar</EM></P> 
<P>I dunno - I have kind of a hard time seeing Wired Magazine as a puppet of The 
Man.</P> 
<P>It's true that media outlets have sometimes held back on publishing things 
when the government requests it, but I don't see why the government would 
request it in this case. If we use Occam's Razor on this, the most likely 
possibility is that Lamo is telling the truth and that there's more on whatever 
hard drives the FBI seized. Somewhat less likely is that he's mistaken or lying 
about it.</P> 
<P>The government isn't going to be telling Glenn Greenwald what's on Lamo's 
hard drives, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832157 37818 61 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 3:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8832156" target=_blank>#60</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<P>If Wired does have all the transcripts, then it's more likely that Lamo is 
mistaken or lying. In either case it's still inconsequential. If a server was 
set up the government will have proof from other avenues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832233 37818 128 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 5:04:18pm  
 
<P>If you were watching the Spy a few minutes ago you might have seen 
'nudebabeq' register. That was the third attempt to register by what looks like 
some kind of spambot, originating in:</P> 
<P>City: TrogirRegion: ZadarskaCountry: Croatia</P> 
<P>Previous names:</P> 
<P>celebritynudehbabenudei</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832238 37818 133 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 5:06:54pm  
 
<P>I'm going to put in some code to prevent bots from registering entirely - the 
same token-based system I use with the contact form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832313 37818 200 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 6:01:05pm  
 
<P>The registration page should now be protected from all but the most 
sophisticated spambots. Since I installed this technique for the contact form I 
haven't received a single spam email through it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832328 37818 214 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 6:06:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8832320" target=_blank>#207</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Havent looked at the reg page in a while, but have you considered a Captcha 
feature?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No need - this trick uses some Javascript techniques combined with PHP/Ajax 
to achieve roughly the same level of protection without the annoying captcha 
stuff.</P> 
<P>I haven't seen a bot get past it yet, for several years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832442 37818 326 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 6:54:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/8832438" target=_blank>#322</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News: Mocked Meteorologist Gets Last Laugh</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to believe him because he has mad scientist hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08832449 37818 333 Charles Thu, Dec 30, 2010 6:59:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/8832447" target=_blank>#331</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's also a New World Order conspiracy guy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833018 37821 15 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 12:18:04pm  
 
<P>Hurr hurr! Right! Excuse me while I go shovel the global warming out of my 
driveway! Al Gore! Derf.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833041 37821 26 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 12:31:48pm  
 
<P>It's pretty clear that the author, Maxim Lott (John Lott's son), knew he was 
peddling crap. Most of those examples are 40 years old, and he had to have known 
it as he was hacking together this garbage.</P> 
<P>Maxim Lott is also a gay-baiter, of course.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/200912140040" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833049 37821 32 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 12:36:34pm  
 
<P>About Maxim Lott's father: <A href="http://scienceblogs.com/deltoid/lott.php" 
target=_blank>John Lott's Unethical Conduct</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833144 37821 97 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 1:39:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8833096" target=_blank>#65</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have misunderstood him - I believe Fozzie meant that 
<EM>suspicion</EM> of lurkers is the "peculiarity" of LGF 
culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Unfortunately, that suspicion arises out of a lot of experience. Since I 
publicly split with the right, the number of really nasty trolls that have come 
out of the woodwork at LGF is pretty amazing.</P> 
<P>However, I certainly don't suspect all lurkers of being trolls, and I don't 
think most LGF readers do either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833196 37821 142 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 2:09:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8833194" target=_blank>#140</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Happy New Year to you and to all!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833275 37822 4 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:35:18pm  
 
 
 
<P>By the way, if you can include a link to an LGF post about your suggestion, 
that would be great. I think most of the year's outrageous outrages have been 
covered here...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833276 37822 5 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:35:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8833273" target=_blank>#2</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37110_Nontroversy_of_the_Weekend-
_A_Quote_on_a_Rug" target=_blank>Nontroversy of the Weekend: A Quote on a 
Rug</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, like that!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833289 37822 17 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:40:54pm  
 
<P>Here's one I almost forgot:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35492_Jim_Hoft_Praises_Insane_Cons
piracy_Site_for_Picking_Up_His_Homophobic_Smears" target=_blank>Jim Hoft Praises 
Insane Conspiracy Site for Picking Up His Homophobic Smears</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833291 37822 19 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:42:22pm  
 
<P>Another good one:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36347_Outrageous_Outrage_of_the_Da
y!" target=_blank>Outrageous Outrage of the Day!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833296 37822 24 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:45:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8833293" target=_blank>#21</A> Max D. 
Reinhardt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What about a non-wingnut related OO, how about the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36467_Israels_Fiendish_Plot" 
target=_blank>Gaza Flotilla Raid</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I considered that one, but it seems like it's a different type of incident 
than an "outrageous outrage." More like a war of propaganda - not really the 
same.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833298 37822 26 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:46:43pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36608_Pamela_Geller_Salivates_Over
_the_Coming_Civil_War" target=_blank>Pamela Geller Salivates Over the Coming 
Civil War</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833324 37822 51 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 3:59:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/8833319" target=_blank>#46</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops. That's not really a nontroversy. It's pretty well established that 
Glenn Beck is a raving freakazoid nut sandwich.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/7YscfxVuqVw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833329 37822 56 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 4:03:03pm  
 
<P>I was trying to think of an equivalent left wing nontroversy to some of 
these, but I'm drawing a blank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833337 37822 64 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 4:11:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8833335" target=_blank>#62</A> Max D. 
Reinhardt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've got one: <A 
href="http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.php?az=view_all&amp;a
ddress=389x7533622" target=_blank>Citizens United v. FEC = Dred Scott</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34981476/ns/msnbc_tv-
countdown_with_keith_olbermann/" target=_blank>Olberman's comment</A> on the 
case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the comparison may be overblown, but the underlying premise isn't 
complete BS, which I think has to be one of the qualifying features of an 
outrageous outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833432 37822 151 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 5:43:17pm  
 



<P>The Andrew Breitbart-Shirley Sherrod idiocy has to be in there 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833482 37822 200 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 6:36:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8833476" target=_blank>#194</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could use Glenn Greenwald's claims of "coverup" over those chat logs. 
Certainly that qualifies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess that does qualify as a nontroversy, but we don't really have the 
final verdict on that situation yet. And it also lacks the WTF!? quality that 
distinguishes a true outrageous outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833487 37822 205 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 6:48:56pm  
 
<P>Mmm. Maui onions. I loves dem. Just finished the last of the Christmas ham 
with pineapple and Maui onions.</P> 
<P>I loves dem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833499 37822 217 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 7:01:52pm  
 
<P>2011 is going to be The Year Preceding the Election That Ate The World. I 
predict we'll see a drastic escalation in very bad craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833511 37822 229 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 7:06:57pm  
 
<P>On the other hand, tomorrow will be 1/1/11, and how cool is 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833543 37822 260 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 7:44:31pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Barrett Brown continues his bizarre public meltdown by taping an 
argument with his girlfriend's roommate, and posting it at YouTube to 
demonstrate his awesomeness.</P> 
<P>The train wreck that keeps on giving.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/MehVUBj7Nd8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833567 37822 283 Charles Fri, Dec 31, 2010 7:56:31pm  
 
 
 
<P>Wow, the Geller-thing has produced an amazingly monumental tribute to herself 
tonight - thousands of misspelled words and megabytes of photographs. It's a 
real hoot! The year of the whack-a-doodle.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08833988 37822 377 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:29:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/376/8833973" target=_blank>#376</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>I think you're a little unclear on the concept. "Nontroversy" means the 
underlying premise is bogus, but in the case of Sarah Palin she really is a dim-
witted fanatic who lies to the public on a regular basis in order to stoke right 
wing fears of just about everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833965 37823 297 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:00:39am  
 
<P>Ignorant racist cretin Robert Stacy McCain takes a swipe at me today for not 
being a global warming denier. He linked to LGF right at the top of his post; 
usually he doesn't link when he smears me.</P> 
<P>And now I know why. It's been up for more than an hour, and so far the number 
of referrals from his link totals -- 5.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833969 37823 301 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:02:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/8833963" target=_blank>#296</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/12/tea-party-group-homeland-
security-dept-a-liberal-hate-group/" target=_blank>Tea party group: Homeland 
Security ‘a liberal hate group’</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're exactly like children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833972 37823 304 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:11:16am  
 
<P>As usual, in the comments for RS McCain's post, there's someone nic-jacking 
me. McCain never cleans that stuff up - it's very amusing to him. I suspect he's 
the one posting that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08833994 37824 8 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:35:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8833991" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to mention the stalkers since they thrive on the attention but Chen 
Zen is trying to get registered lizards to vote in the stalker blog poll 
claiming it's safe and anonymous. Don't do it. He got my name and email address 
from a comment I made on his blog when he was a lizard in good standing. He's 
been sharing the information privately for years and is always threatening to 
publish the information.Don't take the risk of giving these creeps your personal 
information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. You can't trust a single thing they say, and they've proven 
many times over that they have no honor or decency. Don't get tricked into 
giving them your information.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834004 37824 15 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:46:40am  
 



<P>Oh yeah - super strong French Roast coffee, black. That'll straighten your 
aura right out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834007 37824 18 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 10:49:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8834005" target=_blank>#16</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't come from no monkey!</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mah granddaddy wadn't no MONKEY!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834028 37824 38 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 11:26:12am  
 
<P>We're now up to 7 hits from McCain's link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834060 37824 67 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 12:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8834053" target=_blank>#61</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huffpoo: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/lynn-parramore/tortured-
until-proven-gui_b_803018.html" target=_blank>Tortured Until Proven Guilty: 
Bradley Manning and the Case Against Solitary Confinement</A>Hooray for 
traitors!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. I agree with some of her points about the US incarceration system 
-- it's pretty obviously broken in many ways.</P> 
<P>But Manning is a soldier who's charged with one of the most serious crimes a 
soldier can possibly commit -- the biggest intentional leak of classified 
documents in US history.</P> 
<P>To call his solitary confinement "torture" is just ridiculous. What did he 
think was going to happen to him when he got caught?</P> 
<P>Manning is under suicide watch, which is why his confinement is more harsh 
than usual. And he should be on watch -- he thought he was going to be a big 
hero and go on the talk shows and go to parties, and instead he's looking at 
spending the rest of his life in military prison. Suicide might look like a 
better alternative to him; he wouldn't be the first.</P> 
<P>I wonder how these people will feel if they succeed in getting the military 
to loosen the restrictions on Manning, and then he kills 
himself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834076 37824 83 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 12:33:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8834066" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This could be interesting...<A 
href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/01/01/jon-huntsman-2012-
president_n_803205.html" target=_blank>Jon Huntsman 2012? Obama Ambassador Hints 
At Run For President</A>Could he get the nomination? Will the wingnuts tolerate 
a reasonable candidate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very doubtful. Not just because he's relatively moderate in a party that's 
gone batshit nuts -- he's also a Mormon. No chance he'll ever be a 
nominee.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08834079 37824 86 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 12:35:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8834072" target=_blank>#79</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>isn't he a creationist?...seems like that was the buzz a year 
ago</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's not a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834084 37824 91 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 12:37:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8834082" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's pretty moderate. In favor of civil unions for gays, healthcare reform, 
protecting the environment, etc. I don't know if he's a 
creationist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a creationist. He's the ultimate RINO.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834087 37824 94 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 12:39:20pm  
 
<P>Before he bailed to Beijing, Huntsman was being smeared all over the country 
by the social conservative wing, for not being an anti-abortion 
fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834172 37825 5 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 2:04:38pm  
 
<P>It's not only Islamic countries that have blasphemy laws: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35499_Irelands_Ridiculous_Blasphem
y_Law_Goes_Into_Effect" target=_blank>Ireland's Ridiculous Blasphemy Law Goes 
Into Effect</A>.</P> 
<P>No death penalty, but it wasn't that long ago that Christian societies were 
executing people for blasphemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834245 37825 68 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 3:39:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8834243" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.npr.org/2010/12/31/132437790/john-ridleys-top-7-
nontroversies-of-2010" target=_blank>John Ridley's Top 7 'Nontroversies' Of 
2010</A>We've been scooped!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, that bastard! I'll sue!</P> 
<P>Actually, no I won't. The Shrieking Harpy's Ground Zero Islamic Supremacist 
Mega-Mosque Attack is almost certainly going to be my lead nontroversy too.</P> 
<P>But his list is pretty weak. Misses plenty of hilarious 
stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834277 37825 98 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 4:18:55pm  
 



<P>Can anyone recommend a good place to get bank checks online? I ran out of 
checks, and when I went to reorder with my bank they wanted a ridiculous fee for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834288 37825 108 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 4:31:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8834283" target=_blank>#104</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marvel Heroes Checks - 8 Scenes</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.walmartchecks.com/product.aspx?lineid=41&amp;productid=1241" 
target=_blank>www.walmartchecks.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the suggestions all ... these Walmart checks are by far the 
cheapest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834293 37825 113 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 4:46:01pm  
 
<P>In fact, it's amazing how cheap the Walmart checks are. I can get four boxes 
for the price of one through my bank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834297 37825 117 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 4:52:20pm  
 
<P>But wait, that isn't counting shipping/handling - more like 3 boxes for the 
price of 1. Still amazing, though.</P> 
<P>A box of duplicates from my bank costs about $28 including shipping. I can 
get four boxes from Walmart, but shipping adds about $10 to the 
cost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834300 37825 120 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 5:00:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8834298" target=_blank>#118</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buying checks from the bank? I've used Checks in the Mail, and found them to 
be pretty cost effective - although I've all but stopped writing checks - online 
banking has made it all but obsolete other than for gifts and those businesses 
that don't have online payment setups.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I don't write many checks any more myself, but I still have a few 
things that need to do it the old-fashioned way. That's why I was surprised when 
I saw how much the bank charged. It's been a long time since I 
ordered!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834331 37826 11 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 5:53:29pm  
 
<P>Boardwalk Empire is a terrific series, by the way. If you liked The Wire and 
The Sopranos, this show is right up your alley. The CGI stuff is supporting a 
real story in this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834342 37826 21 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 6:03:39pm  
 
<P>Filming stuff like this used to take set designers and carpenters and special 
permits and hundreds (or thousands) of extras. It's great from the producer's 



and consumer's point of view, not so great for all those people who used to make 
a living from doing those things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834376 37826 50 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 6:30:00pm  
 
<P>The film industry is undergoing the same technological winnowing that crushed 
the music industry in the 80s and 90s. Computer techniques are becoming more 
cost-effective than hiring real people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834422 37826 95 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 7:01:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/09U04pJ5AJ8cm/910x.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>That's gotta hurt.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834456 37826 129 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 7:17:41pm  
 
<P>Interesting that the only place bullfighting still survives is in 
Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08834476 37826 148 Charles Sat, Jan 1, 2011 7:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8834467" target=_blank>#139</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They also do it in Mexico. Was it practiced elsewhere? I've only ever heard 
of it being done in Spain and places the Spanish colonized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Mexico also carries on the tradition, but Spain is the leader in animal 
torture and mutilation for mass amusement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835036 37828 32 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 12:35:23pm  
 
<P>Republicans are now talking about blocking a raise of the debt ceiling.</P> 
<P>They're going to shut down the government again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835045 37828 41 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 12:45:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8835041" target=_blank>#37</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/01/02/austan-goolsbee-debt-
ceiling_n_803307.html" target=_blank>Hitting Debt Ceiling Would Be 'First 
Default In History Caused Purely By Insanity'</A>They are playing chicken but I 
don't think they actually have the guts to drive the country over the cliff. 
They are nutty but when it comes right down to it I don't think they're actually 
that insane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did it last time they gained control of the House. I think they just 
might be crazy enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835066 37829 1 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 1:03:39pm  
 



<P>Hope I don't need a sarcasm tag on that last line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835233 37830 9 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 3:12:11pm  
 
<P>I'm trying a smaller top banner ad, and also starting to map out a major 
redesign of the LGF front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835365 37831 36 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 5:32:34pm  
 
<P>A little birdy sent me this photo. Guess who:</P> 
<P><A title=ChenZhen-BretElert.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/stalkers/ChenZhen-BretElert.jpg" 
rel=fancya4f63d9f target=_blank>Image: ChenZhen-
BretElert.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835378 37831 46 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 5:40:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8835373" target=_blank>#43</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>Reload the page and look at these comments again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835410 37831 76 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 5:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8835389" target=_blank>#55</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8835382" target=_blank>#49</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, got it. Thanks. I've only ever seen it (the loser blog) once, so the name 
wasn't familiar...i'm more of a "they clearly want attention so they aren't 
getting any from me" sort of lizard with regard to the dunce club over 
there...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd ignore them too, except that they're constantly trying idiotic stunts to 
get my attention, like registering sock puppets, pretending to be supporters, 
then posting a nasty page in the middle of the night. Or staging a ridiculous 
multi-comment flounce full of homophobic slurs, which has happened more than 
once. "Look at me, Daddy! I hate you!"</P> 
<P>They also monitor every word I post, and when I link to a blog that allows 
comments they'll be sure to show up there spewing their weird obsessive 
hatred.</P> 
<P>The last time I visited the site (several months ago), every other post and 
comment was directed to me as if I were reading it. "So Chuckie, now you think 
you're smart or something?"</P> 
<P>At that point I made a rule not to go there any more, and I've kept that 
rule. I'd really like to ignore them totally, but they're determined to do shit 
that makes me respond.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835412 37831 77 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 6:01:55pm  
 
<P>Here's an email sent by the psycho 'Macker' yesterday with the LGF contact 
form, from Mesa, Arizona:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey selrahC! Are you ready for this year's challenge?May the hunt 
begin!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Macker distinguished himself by writing a bizarre homophobic fantasy that 
featured me being ass-raped by Saddam Hussein in hell. No, I'm not 
kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835414 37831 79 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 6:04:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8835406" target=_blank>#72</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be honest, I don't get the "outing" of bloggers. Outing someone, just 
tends to start a outing contest between blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone hosts a blog where threats against my life are posted, I have 
absolutely no hesitation or guilt about outing them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835418 37831 83 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 6:07:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8835416" target=_blank>#81</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea what 'this year's challenge' or 'the hunt' means. Do 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not. It's the way psycho stalkers talk. They have some kind of 
grand fantasy being played out in their minds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835429 37831 92 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 6:13:06pm  
 
<P>In case anyone missed it, this is "ChenZhen" aka Bret Elert, of Maple Grove, 
Minnesota:</P> 
<P><A title=ChenZhen-BretElert.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/stalkers/ChenZhen-BretElert.jpg" 
rel=fancy2650d18c target=_blank>Image: ChenZhen-
BretElert.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835572 37831 222 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 7:22:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8835564" target=_blank>#214</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Yawn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835581 37831 231 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 7:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8835574" target=_blank>#224</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Please don't post their mindless crap over here. I don't visit their site 
because I don't want to read the ravings of sick minds, so let's not help them 
get their rocks off by posting it here. OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08835631 37831 274 Charles Sun, Jan 2, 2011 7:51:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/8835591" target=_blank>#241</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles. I accidentally ran my reply to you into a gag post I was 
typing. Could you please delete #238?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Note that I do appreciate when people let me know these sick freaks are up to 
something I should be aware of. But you don't have to post quotes from them; it 
just makes them feel important in their sad little empty lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837362 37831 357 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/353/8836840" target=_blank>#353</A> FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All of this hyperventilating does not change this overlay into something 
scientifically valid. Which was my <EM>only</EM> point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to excuse me if I value the expertise of the National Snow and 
Ice Data Center over yours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836245 37833 3 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 10:31:07am  
 
<P>The RNC debate is going on on C-SPAN. Every single politician is a social 
conservative. Right now they're all stressing how much they hate gay 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836292 37834 7 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 10:57:19am  
 
<P>Watching this, I'm so glad I disassociated from the right wing. These people 
are authoritarian assholes in the pockets of major corporations, dishonest and 
corrupt to the core.</P> 
<P>Saul Anuzis: "we have to reach out to Hispanics and African Americans" ... 
This one made me laugh out loud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836301 37834 11 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 10:58:48am  
 
<P>Steele is the only one up there who's even giving lip service to idea of 
being inclusive. All the others are extreme right wing 
ideologues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836317 37834 20 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:02:34am  
 
 
 
<P>Here comes the ranting about ACORN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836318 37834 21 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:04:22am  
 
<P>Now they're promoting the absurd fiction that "voter fraud" is rampant. 
Persecution politics at its finest.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836333 37834 31 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:06:57am  
 
<P>Gotta watch for "voter fraud" in those "URBAN" areas. Nudge nudge, wink 
wink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08836349 37834 44 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:12:47am  
 
<P>"During the Bush administration we didn't increase spending..." WTF!</P> 
<P>They're just lying outright.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836392 37834 81 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:29:03am  
 
<P>They all think Sarah Palin can win an election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836393 37834 82 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:29:23am  
 
<P>And they all want to defund Planned Parenthood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836429 37834 111 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 11:42:39am  
 
<P>How was that a "debate?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836480 37835 5 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 12:30:37pm  
 
<P>Not one of the obsessions I listed above is an actual policy issue of real 
importance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836514 37835 32 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 12:59:01pm  
 
<P>There was one amusing moment in the debate:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/8tEDZjVrM7A&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836573 37836 3 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:00:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8836570" target=_blank>#2</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>He signed a petition years ago calling for more investigations into 9/11, 
that was subsequently recycled by a Truther group and used to make it look as if 
important people supported them. Several of the famous names on the list came 
out and said they never signed it. And Van Jones issued this statement:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"...the petition that was circulated today, I do not agree with this 
statement and it certainly does not reflect my views now or 
ever."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano, on the other hand, is on video saying:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"9-11 couldn't possibly have been done the way the government told 
us."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08836594 37836 9 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:15:58pm  
 
<P>The Van Jones incident was really disgusting in my opinion. Here's what I 
wrote at the time:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34594_Truther_Document_Signatories
_Say_They_Were_Misled" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Now that I've actually researched Van Jones and his real opinions for myself, 
it's clear to me that the country lost a very good man for the "green jobs" 
position when he was forced to resign. And the one who started all this was ... 
Jim "Dim" Hoft. He's the one who dug up the misleading petition on a Truther 
website and caused a huge stink.</P> 
<P>Now they have a Fox News host who OPENLY says he's a Truther, and nobody even 
blinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836605 37836 19 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:22:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8836602" target=_blank>#16</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh crap, zombies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They always attack in pairs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836620 37836 31 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:26:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8836599" target=_blank>#13</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You really know how to flush out the morons on Twitter. Breitbart just barfed 
some partially-chewed word salad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As soon as Breitbart attacked me on Twitter, 5 or 6 idiots chimed in.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, the next big outrage you'll be seeing at the anti-LGF sites is 
that I banned Israellycool (aka AussieDave) because his blog promotes the 
English Defense League.</P> 
<P>Yep, it's absolutely true. I would have thought it would be very clear by now 
that I will not have anything to do with people who promote groups like the EDL, 
but apparently Dave is whining about it on Twitter.</P> 
<P>I have no apologies and no regrets. I'm sorry Dave chose to side with creeps 
like the EDL, but that was his choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836634 37836 45 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:33:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8836630" target=_blank>#41</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I remember that post, but i went back and reread it anyway to re-familiarize 
myself with some of the details and did a double-take here...</P> 
<P>i do, on occasion, have cause to regret for the nic i chose while i was 
scrambling not to miss the open reg window/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I had to rewrite that today, I would support Van Jones. He got a really 
raw deal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836650 37836 61 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:42:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8836649" target=_blank>#60</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 



<P>I recommend reading his book:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B003GAN3FK/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836652 37836 62 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:44:02pm  
 
<P>If you read the book you'll see that the charges that Jones is a Truther or a 
communist are utterly ludicrous. The book is all about promoting capitalism in 
an environmentally friendly way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836659 37836 69 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:47:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8836649" target=_blank>#60</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<P>The noetic sciences stuff is pretty woo-woo, but he wasn't hired for a 
science position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836677 37836 81 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 2:59:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8836672" target=_blank>#78</A> Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i agree. my quarrel is more that he's a "human rights and environmental 
leader" (Amazon's words) who was hired for a jobs position.</P> 
<P>in any case, he's no Napolitano with regard to trutherism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he was hired clearly on the basis of the book -- he's obviously 
thought a lot about the issues around "green jobs," and he has some pretty 
persuasive solutions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836707 37836 107 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 3:17:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/8836691" target=_blank>#93</A> 
reloadingisnotahobby</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano is not TOTALLY nuts ...Compared to ah ...ah...Rosie 
"O".../close...but not quite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. He's a 9/11 Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836779 37836 137 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 4:21:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/8836752" target=_blank>#126</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just reading up on the pro-Israel blogs on twitter. It seems they've 
all pretty much all decided to endorse Vlaams Belang and FPO. What a 
shame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they're all calling me names because I don't want to jump into a hot 
tub with freaking NAZIs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836786 37836 142 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 4:27:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/8836775" target=_blank>#134</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure. That's probably part of it but I suspect they see the European 
fascists as helping them mainstream pro-Israel sentiment in Europe. These far 
right parties are on the rise for now but I think it's very short sighted. I 
don't think that Europe is really going to become an alliance of various ethnic 
nationalist governments. It could happen but I think it's pretty 
unlikely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out what "Brian of London" was tweeting to me. These people have really 
lost it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/brianoflondon/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836804 37836 155 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 4:36:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/150/8836799" target=_blank>#150</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that. Bragging about his friendship with Strache is pretty gross. 
What's more troubling to me is that Israel MP's were involved in the trip too. 
If Israel as a society decides to take this path they are fucked. I didn't even 
make a page about the visit because I didn't want to create bad publicity for 
the Israelis and give their enemies more ammo. The story went mostly unnoticed. 
It's bad enough when the American bloggers decided to hand out with the Nazis 
but now there's a faction in the Israeli government. This is very 
bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very bad indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836835 37836 182 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 4:53:40pm  
 
<P>Tea Party Patriots leader on Chris Matthews saying he's going to put maximum 
pressure on the Republicans to refuse to raise the debt ceiling and shut down 
the government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836845 37836 191 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 4:59:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8836834" target=_blank>#181</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you still stand by <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34250_Obamas_Pseudo-Science_Czar" 
target=_blank>this</A>? I hope not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't write it the same way, but everything in the post is factual as 
far as I know. Jones did have a background of radical leftism (since renounced), 
and he does appear to believe in some pretty hokey New Age woo.</P> 
<P>The point I've been making is that this story is very incomplete. It's like 
the Breitbart tape of Shirley Sherrod, it didn't tell the whole 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836871 37836 215 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 5:12:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8836870" target=_blank>#214</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think most people are betting that the Republicans won't actually do it. I 
don't think they will either. It would be absolute insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think they might. I really do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836890 37836 233 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 5:16:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/8836885" target=_blank>#228</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A few of them like Ron Paul don't hide the fact that they want to destroy the 
country to rebuild it from scratch but most of them know the consequences would 
be bad for the country and bad for themselves personally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe we should have a poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836997 37836 250 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/8836917" target=_blank>#248</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://noetic.org/directory/person/van-jones/#library" 
target=_blank>Here's what he did at the noetic sciences</A> thing. Is there 
anything quacky in there? He basically just did talks. He wasn't bending spoons 
or levitating or anything silly like that link you gave 
implied.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, you don't need to convince me. I've been saying the US lost a good man 
for the job when he was forced to resign.</P> 
<P>I just have an aversion to woo, and the Institute for Noetic Sciences is a 
world center of woo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836907 37837 3 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 5:28:04pm  
 
<P>It could go either way, but I do think they have enough crazy in them to 
carry out the threat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836942 37837 34 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 5:40:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8836923" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is mostly obligatory noise to appease the Tea Partiers and get a 
little bit of bargaining power with the Dems.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe. But when they take control of the House they're going to be in Peak 
Wingnut mode, full of populist fervor - and there's a LOT of support out there 
in the right wing base for shutting down the government, because they simply 
don't understand what it means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08836977 37837 69 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 5:56:05pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8836972" target=_blank>#64</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lordy. Default is unthinkable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Default is what the GOP is threatening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837006 37837 96 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:02:34pm  
 
<P>GOP representatives were all over the weekend talk shows talking tough about 
blocking raising the debt ceiling. This is mainstream GOP thinking right now, 
not just the Tea Party fringe.</P> 
<P>We shall see how serious they really are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837046 37837 132 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:12:48pm  
 
<P>This is all about testing Barack Obama, so a lot will depend on his response, 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837143 37837 226 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:39:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8837138" target=_blank>#221</A> OIFVet</EM></P> 
<P>What are you talking about? Are you aware that the Bush administration did 
more to fight AIDS in Africa than any previous admin?</P> 
<P>There are plenty of reasons to criticize the Bush admin, but their record in 
Africa is not one of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837161 37837 244 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:43:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/8837146" target=_blank>#229</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35350_The_African_Baby_Boom_and_Bu
shs_Abstinence_Programs" target=_blank>Excuse me?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Bush administration TRIPLED America's aid to Africa. Yes, there was a 
contingent of evangelical crap, but there was also a lot of medicine and medical 
expertise that had a huge positive impact on the problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837163 37837 246 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:45:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/8837162" target=_blank>#245</A> OIFVet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not, I am just stating that we can deploy much quicker to any country in 
the world, without maintaining large overseas bases of tanks and heavy fighting 
vehicles. Having bases of tanks in Europe doesn't help us deploy any quicker to 
regions which are much more likely to erupt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're essentially in favor of isolationism. And not helping Africa, and 
defunding the DOE. Right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837168 37837 251 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:46:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/8837165" target=_blank>#248</A> laZardo</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "huge missed opportunity" does not equal "no good was 
done."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837175 37837 258 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/255/8837172" target=_blank>#255</A> OIFVet</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm completely in favor of helping Africa, by treating the cause not the 
symptom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what is "the cause?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837183 37837 266 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:50:55pm  
 
<P>From noted friend of the Bush administration, the New York Times: <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/05/washington/05aids.html?pagewanted=all" 
target=_blank>In Global Battle on AIDS, Bush Creates Legacy</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837202 37837 285 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 6:58:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/8837190" target=_blank>#273</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Are you aware that the evangelicals and their abstinence-preaching were a 
very small part of the Bush administration's Africa program?</P> 
<P>Sure, I'd prefer if they weren't involved at all, and yes, you can criticize 
the Bush admin for that. But the idea that the whole program was worthless 
because of it is just stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837227 37837 309 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:05:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/8837213" target=_blank>#295</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As I said above, no I don't think "the whole program was worthless because of 
it", I never said that.</P> 
<P>Also, this does not read like "a very small part", at least in regards to the 
AIDS prevention funds (I have no idea how more general Africa programs helped 
combat AIDS):</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. So you really have no idea of the scale of this program, do 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837230 37837 312 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:07:04pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.csmonitor.com/World/Africa/2008/0219/p01s03-woaf.html" 
target=_blank>Africans don't seem to have a problem understanding this 
issue</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looking through the lens of 2001, it might have been difficult to predict 
that Africa would become the place on the planet where President Bush would be 
voted most popular. When Bush and his Republican Party came to power in 2001, 
the continent was low on the list of foreign policy priorities. Many fiscal 
conservatives promised to end foreign aid as we knew it, and to focus American 



tax dollars, diplomacy, and military might where American interests 
demanded.</P> 
<P>Now, as Bush is midway through a six-day, five-nation tour of Africa, it's 
clear the world has changed.</P> 
<P>This week, after signing a major $700 million US development package with 
Tanzania, Mr. Bush heard these words from his Tanzanian counterpart, President 
Jakaya Kikwete: "Different people may have different views about you and your 
administration and your legacy," he said. "We in Tanzania, if we are to speak 
for ourselves and for Africa, we know for sure that you, Mr. President, and your 
administration, have been good friends of our country and ... of Africa."</P> 
<P>In a recent poll by the Pew Research Center for People &amp; the Press, eight 
of the Top 10 nations that gave America the highest approval ratings were 
African, a reflection of increases in American aid as well as trust in its 
institutions and leadership. (The other two nations in the Top 10? Israel, and 
America.)</P> 
<P>"The thing is, Africa basically falls outside the geopolitical attention of 
American foreign policy, and as a whole, it tends to be noncontroversial," says 
Francis Kornegay, a senior researcher at the Center for Policy Studies in 
Johannesburg. "So it is not surprising that you would find a positive reception 
for certain policies in Africa," particularly those that offer development 
aid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837239 37837 321 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:09:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/8837232" target=_blank>#314</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are we talking about <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepfar" 
target=_blank>Pepfar</A> or not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pepfar" target=_blank>this 
PEPFAR</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PEPFAR has been called the largest health initiative ever initiated by one 
country to address a disease.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, America really sucks, doesn't it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837248 37837 330 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:12:55pm  
 
<P>Look, there's plenty to criticize the Bush administration for, but saying he 
failed in Africa is just plain wrong. He helped millions of people in Africa, 
despite having to make political compromises to get it done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837262 37837 344 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:16:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/8837257" target=_blank>#339</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Compromises that may lead to the actual failure down the 
road.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a feeling the people who are still alive today because they received 
American medicine and treatment would disagree with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837264 37837 346 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:17:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/8837260" target=_blank>#342</A> jaunte</EM></P> 



<P>Excellent article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837267 37837 349 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:19:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/8837266" target=_blank>#348</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wait till the population explosion becomes too hard for their parent 
governments to handle. Or perhaps it'll add more to future religious lynch mobs 
that plaster pictures of the country's prominent gays on the front page of their 
news magazines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837272 37837 354 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 7:22:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/8837266" target=_blank>#348</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just wait till the population explosion becomes too hard for their parent 
governments to handle. Or perhaps it'll add more to future religious lynch mobs 
that plaster pictures of the country's prominent gays on the front page of their 
news magazines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So if I understand your point, you're upset at the Bush admin for helping 
Africans because they don't deserve to live?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837546 37837 616 Charles Mon, Jan 3, 2011 9:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/8837463" target=_blank>#534</A> Noyjinh</EM></P> 
<P>What rock did you crawl out from under? Get lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837897 37841 3 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 10:24:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8837893" target=_blank>#2</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It boils down to money. WOR doesn't think that they're getting their money's 
worth from the Beck show, and they're replacing him with a lower cost 
alternative in Gallagher.</P> 
<P>Don't expect him to end up at WABC because there aren't any available slots 
at the moment, which means Beck will probably go to lesser station as his 
syndicator hopes to keep Beck in the NYC metro area.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right -- and Gallagher is just as much of a raving loon as Beck, so they'll 
get the same loon demographic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837906 37841 6 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 10:31:26am  
 
<P>Aussie Dave of the Israellycool blog is whining at me on Twitter today, by 
the way. He thinks I should respect his right to free speech and his right to 
promote Nazis like the EDL.</P> 
<P>I do. He has a perfect right to do that. But he doesn't have a right to 
expect any kind of support or respect from me for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837946 37841 14 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 10:51:58am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8837913" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really bummed that we seem to have lost the battle against the 
Eurofascists. Maybe it was an unwinnable situation. I don't think it could have 
possibly been handled better and I can't think of anything that could have been 
done differently.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never expected to win, to be honest. What happened is that the so-called 
anti-jihad blogs have stopped pretending that it's about anything for them 
except sheer bigotry and xenophobia. I was naive to ever believe it was 
otherwise, but you live and you learn.</P> 
<P>The pro-Israel bloggers who are supporting the EDL and DeWinter and Strache 
are making a gigantic mistake. But I can't stop them, and I honestly no longer 
care to try to convince anyone. I'll continue to focus on exposing the agenda of 
these groups, with facts. Anyone who chooses to believe they're just really nice 
folks, knowing the facts, is either blind or not smart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08837956 37841 17 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 11:06:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8837955" target=_blank>#16</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>Dare we hope that Glenn Beck's appeal is burning out?</P> 
<P>I honestly don't understand how anyone can watch an episode of his show. It's 
so demented these days it's actually unsettling to watch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838475 37843 129 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 5:20:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8838456" target=_blank>#110</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>AllahPundit the atheist wingnut is outraged about blasphemous Doritos 
ad...<STRONG>Video: The obligatory “fan-created Doritos Super Bowl ad mocks 
Christian rite” clip</STRONG></P> 
<P><STRONG>Even to an ex-Catholic like me, it feels cheap. Blasphemy in defense 
of principle, like free speech, is welcome; blasphemy in the service of humor 
can be fun. Blasphemy to sell bags of Cool Ranch chips? 
Eh.</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, as an ex-Catholic, it didn't bother me in the slightest and I don't 
consider it "blasphemy." In fact, I don't even believe in "blasphemy."</P> 
<P>The new year is only four days old and already there's a stupid right 
nontroversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838492 37843 146 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 5:29:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8838481" target=_blank>#135</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Allahpundit", can I just say, that is one of the worst pseudonyms for a 
blogger or an internet opinion dude or whatever that I've ever heard, it's 
like...I'm embarrassed for the guy, it makes me cringe</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention that someone using the name "Allahpundit" whining about 
"blasphemy" seems insanely ironic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08838541 37844 16 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 5:54:11pm  
 
<P>I love the Hare Krishna guy waiting in line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838543 37844 18 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 5:54:57pm  
 
<P>Or maybe he's a Buddhist, or some other heathen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838551 37844 25 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 5:57:58pm  
 
<P>I kind of miss having to run a gauntlet of Hare Krishna drones to get to an 
airport gate. Those were the days. I used to have a lot of fun with those 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838558 37844 32 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 6:01:06pm  
 
<P>The shrieking harpy's take on the outrageously outrageous Doritos 
advertisement:</P> 
<P><A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/01/pepsi-take-
the-jihad-challenge.html" target=_blank>PEPSI, TAKE THE JIHAD CHALLENGE! - Atlas 
Shrugs</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny? Not. Insulting to Catholics? Totally. In a free country, these 
demeaning cheap shots are to be expected, but I dare Pepsi to mock Islam.</P> 
<P>I dare Pepsi to give the same treatment to Imams. I dare Pepsi to mock the 
Islamic flock. I dare Pepsi not to crap their pants and put the safety of the 
Superbowl in jeopardy and insult Islam.</P> 
<P>Assclowns. And they pay millions to Madison Avenue maroons. If Pepsi airs 
this, demand Catholic sensitivity training. Demand apologies. Demand 
contributions to groups that advance Christianity.</P> 
<P>But certainly do not drink Pepsi or eat those damn 
chips.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838570 37844 43 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 6:03:05pm  
 
<P>I honestly think the ad is pretty funny. There doesn't seem to be any malice 
directed against the clergy characters -- they're actually portrayed 
sympathetically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08838587 37844 56 Charles Tue, Jan 4, 2011 6:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8838583" target=_blank>#53</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pastors do seem like nice people. As do the 
parishioners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't sell corn chips by going negative.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839629 37847 13 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:01:56am  
 



<P>I think Boehner had himself bronzed for his first speech as 
Speaker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839630 37847 14 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:02:09am  
 
<P>He's choking up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839641 37847 24 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:04:42am  
 
<P>Sure enough, he's weeping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839645 37847 28 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:06:00am  
 
<P>Boehner's wife is just as orange as he is. They must have a private tanning 
bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839668 37847 48 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:15:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8839659" target=_blank>#40</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't look that bad in the photos I'm seeing. It used to be extreme. 
Now, I wouldn't really notice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He looks pretty burnished on my TV:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ23C33E6E.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ23C33E6E.jpg" 
rel=fancyc00346a1 target=_blank>Image: ZZ23C33E6E.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839694 37847 74 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:21:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8839686" target=_blank>#66</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boehner did a good job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a good speech, but let's face it, nothing but the usual political 
boilerplate. Promises to work with Democrats, etc. None of it is true; they're 
going to be more obstructionist and absolutist than ever, and it's going to 
start right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839717 37847 97 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:30:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8839682" target=_blank>#62</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<P>Can't agree. I don't have any problem with making fun of politicians; as far 
as I'm concerned, one reason we have politicians is for the 
humor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839728 37847 107 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:35:32am  
 
<P>The Republicans are going to read the entire Constitution tomorrow.</P> 
<P>I have nothing but respect for the US Constitution, as anyone who's read my 
blog surely knows.</P> 



<P>But this is a cheap stunt for the Tea Party base, nothing more. It's an 
excellent indicator of how the GOP House is going to operate. Time-wasting 
bullshit will reign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839734 37847 113 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:38:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8839730" target=_blank>#109</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah - that can't possibly be enacted. And that's not the legislative 
branch's decision to make, anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839743 37847 122 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 11:40:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8839735" target=_blank>#114</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, I have no idea what you're talking about.</P> 
<P>What is the other side of the story to Boehner siding with the anti-gay 
groups against the SPLC?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - not just Boehner, the whole GOP (or at least the ones who went 
on record) backed the anti-gay hate groups. This is probably the most anti-gay 
House majority ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839867 37848 12 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 12:26:50pm  
 
<P>Tea Partier: "wait a durn minute. That wasn't mah constitution - I didn't 
hear the word 'God' even oncet!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08839901 37848 44 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 12:48:11pm  
 
<P>One good thing about reading the Constitution -- if any Tea Partiers actually 
watched, it was probably the first time they were exposed to the real 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840205 37849 27 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 3:52:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8840196" target=_blank>#20</A> Frozen 
Minnesotan</EM></P> 
<P>Really, you're in Minnesota? Right now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840210 37849 31 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 3:55:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8840207" target=_blank>#29</A> Frozen 
Minnesotan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually no. I am visiting friends in Maryland for J term</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have any idea why your IP matches that of a user previously blocked 
twice?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840225 37849 44 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 4:04:59pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8840222" target=_blank>#41</A> Frozen 
Minnesotan</EM></P> 
<P>All it would take would be to give me a reason, but you know you can't. The 
correlator alerted me for more than just the IP. I don't know what kind of game 
you're trying to play but I'm not interested. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840402 37851 29 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 6:12:29pm  
 
<P>Do we have any "Dexter" fans here? I just finished watching the whole series 
up through season 5. Great stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840408 37851 35 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 6:21:06pm  
 
<P>The meeting of the minds (or, the Bachmann Geller Overdrive):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2010/11/scenes-from-the-
restoration-weekend-warrior-women-revolution.html&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840422 37851 44 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 6:34:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8840418" target=_blank>#43</A> sizzleRI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great show. The 4th season was my favorite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That ending was a stunner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08840431 37852 11 Charles Wed, Jan 5, 2011 6:37:38pm  
 
<P>The most disturbing thing to me is that a Vogue spread like this doesn't 
happen without the participation of a LOT of people. Nobody thought it was 
strange? WTF!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841377 37855 22 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 11:04:06am  
 
<P>You realize what this means, of course.</P> 
<P>America is doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841448 37856 10 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 11:39:37am  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone's on Twitter, I've been getting into it with Andrew 
Breitbart today. Blogger Adam Holland chimed in too. It's a pretty fun little 
roast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841481 37856 23 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 12:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8841471" target=_blank>#18</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, I've been looking at it but can't figure out who it's 
about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It started when Breitbart attacked me out of the blue a couple of days ago, 
for noting that Andrew Napolitano is a 9/11 Truther. He brought up Van Jones in 
a pathetic attempt to excuse Napolitano, and it's developed from there into a 
discussion of his shabby smear of Shirley Sherrod.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841505 37856 33 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 12:16:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8841497" target=_blank>#30</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uggh, I need turn the brightness down on my display. An afterimage of neon 
Breitbart heads is now burned into my retinas (from visiting his <A 
href="http://twitter.com/AndrewBreitbart" target=_blank>twitter feed</A>).</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://a1.twimg.com/profile_background_images/185099501/eboehlert.jpg" 
rel=fancy5aed2c2c target=_blank>Image: eboehlert.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of cute how Breitbart retweets everything negative someone says to 
him -- he's calling in the knuckle-draggers who follow him. His tweets are 
invariably followed by a chorus of dim-witted sycophants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841521 37856 42 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 12:30:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8841517" target=_blank>#39</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't sound like Jihadis to me. Probably either an anti-government 
wingnut or someone with a grudge over a traffic ticket/court ruling/Tax 
dispute.Thankfully it seems their bomb wasn't properly 
constructed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do we know for sure these were bombs? There are other things that can explode 
and/or catch fire -- batteries, spray cans, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841837 37857 205 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:28:19pm  
 
<P>Breitbart's really getting worked up now on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841841 37857 209 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:31:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/8841839" target=_blank>#207</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart probably obsesses about how many followers he has and follows 
random people in the hopes they'll follow him back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm having a lot of fun winding him up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841843 37857 211 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:31:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/208/8841840" target=_blank>#208</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's got his knickers in a knot now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/andrewbreitbart/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841845 37857 213 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/8841844" target=_blank>#212</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where'd Boo Radley come from? And "shut-in"? Maybe he <EM>isn't</EM> sleeping 
at night...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some kind of strange insult that's supposed to destroy my power. He's 
funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841848 37857 216 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8841846" target=_blank>#214</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's Bohelert on his twitter page right? WTF, dude is such a victim. And we 
know how perpetual victims react right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he uses a picture of Eric Boehlert as his icon. Some kind of tribal 
thinking going on there -- he's stealing Boehlert's soul or something.</P> 
<P>Breitbart has some important screws loose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841852 37857 220 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:41:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8841847" target=_blank>#215</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That reminds me that his "Big" sites sure flopped. No big names, no breaking 
stories, wingnut blogs rarely link to him. Looks like his exclusive videos have 
caused too much embarrassment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even the hard core wingnuts are slightly embarrassed by his Shirley Sherrod 
smear. That one was so obviously fraudulent it even hurt his standing in the 
right wing. And it takes a lot to do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841854 37857 222 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:45:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/221/8841853" target=_blank>#221</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would anyone treat a guy who just has weird yellow copies of his head as 
his twitter background as any kind of news source</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not his head - it's Eric Boehlert of Media Matters. Yes -- he has one 
of his worst enemies as his avatar.</P> 
<P>He also retweets anything negative that gets posted about him on Twitter. He 
seems to feed on negative energy like a psychic lamprey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841863 37857 231 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 5:53:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/8841862" target=_blank>#230</A> 
webevintage</EM></P> 



<P>He just finished reading 'To Kill a Mockingbird'. He's probably studying up 
on tried and true methods of race-baiting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841905 37858 13 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 6:39:47pm  
 
<P>Immediate diversionary tactic noted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841934 37858 39 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 6:51:12pm  
 
<P>Now down-dinging diversionary comments. Nothing personal. But you know what 
you were doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841942 37858 47 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 6:53:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8841938" target=_blank>#43</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>diversionary tactics?...sounds vewy vewy insidious</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Insidious? No. Tedious? Yes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841948 37858 53 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 6:54:41pm  
 
<P>If someone can interpret Andrew Breitbart's latest tweet to me, I'd be much 
obliged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841970 37858 75 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 7:02:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8841962" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Core is run by <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roy_Innis" 
target=_blank>Roy Innis</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm familiar with Roy Innis. Is it supposed to be news that his 
organization would support what Breitbrat does?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08841991 37858 96 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 7:12:27pm  
 
<P>Wow. Breitbrat is totally losing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08842031 37858 135 Charles Thu, Jan 6, 2011 7:29:11pm  
 
<P>Got him <EM>really</EM> wound up now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08842753 37860 252 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 10:43:26am  
 
<P>Breitbart is still at it on Twitter... throwing around 'reverse racism' 
accusations like a lunatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08842906 37861 127 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 1:13:33pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/8842853" target=_blank>#75</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Whether it's GOProud or some other reason (and I wouldn't be very trusting of 
what the Heritage Foundation says about it -- they lie about many other things, 
remember), the simple fact is that Heritage is just as anti-gay as every other 
conservative think tank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843268 37864 34 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 3:56:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8843258" target=_blank>#24</A> 
jamesfirecat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FLIP FLOPPER!</P> 
<P>Does anybody know if he believes in global warming or 
evolution?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's good on science. Not a creationist, doesn't deny global warming.</P> 
<P>Another reason he doesn't stand a snowball's chance in hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843434 37865 12 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 5:46:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8843426" target=_blank>#8</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>If you're asking me, I don't know. He creeped me out when he threatened to 
release private emails just because his Vanity Fair author's ego was wounded by 
some Internet critics, and I won't be communicating with him any more for 
obvious reasons.</P> 
<P>I don't know why anyone would trust him in anything, after 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843435 37865 13 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 5:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8843423" target=_blank>#6</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>hey, so let's end this ridiculous fiction that dennis prager was a swell guy 
before recently, huh?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/234482_Dennis_Prager_in_the_1990s_was
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the Dennis Prager Trilogy.</P> 
<P>I wasn't aware of his anti-gay writing in the 90s, but I'm not 
surprised.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843438 37865 15 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 5:51:21pm  
 
<P>I arranged the Dennis Prager Trilogy in the Featured Pages section, earliest 
to most recent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843443 37866 1 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 6:02:08pm  
 



<P>If I'd posted this at LGF in 2007, Asimov would have immediately been accused 
of being a commie atheist hack sci-fi writer with no idea what the fuck he was 
talking about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843449 37866 5 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 6:09:58pm  
 
<P>I had a whole shelf of Asimov books when I was a teenager.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843453 37866 8 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 6:12:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8843451" target=_blank>#6</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Issac Asimov was a prolific suthor. [Link: <A 
href="http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Isaac+Asimov" 
target=_blank>encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was nothing short of amazing. A real polymath. I had a lot of his science 
books, and learned something new from all of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08843458 37866 12 Charles Fri, Jan 7, 2011 6:17:19pm  
 
<P>Across the country the GOP is gutting environmental committees and 
appointments. It's bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845031 37868 118 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 12:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8845010" target=_blank>#97</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly but keep in mind that it still might not be political. Think about 
John Hinckley. It's a very real possiblity.If this is politically motivated and 
if it does end up being a wingnut I don't expect anything to change. They aren't 
going to back down on the conspiracies and overblown rhetoric until it ends up 
costing them votes. Glenn Beck still continues after one of his fans was stopped 
on his way to assassinate people at the Tides foundation. I don't expect 
anything to change.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it might not be politically motivated. We don't know yet, but it 
doesn't look good.</P> 
<P>In any case, the killer is in custody so we'll find out pretty 
soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845055 37868 141 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 12:45:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/8845041" target=_blank>#128</A> Get busy 
livin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Giffords was one of the Democrats listed on this map/enemies list posted by 
Sarah Palin’s PAC, with gunsights indicating the location of their enemies"</P> 
<P>Sooo...Sarah Palin's responsible for this? Isn't it a little too soon to be 
placing blame here, Charles (other than on the shooter, of course)? Since we 
really don't know anything about the shooter or his/her beliefs at this point, 
it seems premature to be placing blame. Also, even if the shooter was a Sarah 



Palin supporter or card-carrying member of the Tea Party, does that mean that 
Palin and the Tea Party are responsible for the actions of every one of their 
supporters/members? Are you responsible for the actions of every lizard? Do the 
beliefs and comments of every lizard represent your own?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you have a reading comprehension problem. There was nothing in 
those sentences that "placed blame" on Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>This enemies list with violent rhetoric is absolutely relevant here, as is 
the flood of extremist rhetoric from the right wing since Obama's 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845062 37868 148 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 12:46:43pm  
 
<P>During the health care vote, Giffords was the target of violence - a brick 
was thrown through her window.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845229 37868 315 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:16:57pm  
 
<P>If that's his YouTube page, it's exactly what I feared. He's an extreme right 
wing libertarian type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845245 37868 331 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:20:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/8845239" target=_blank>#325</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If both, then politically neutral. A better result than either side partisan. 
Let us hope for neutral crazy here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's nothing neutral about his writings and videos. He's an extreme anti-
government right wing libertarian. This isn't just random 
craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845309 37868 395 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:31:11pm  
 
<P>A screenshot from his MySpace page before it was scrubbed:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ3FC02BF2.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3FC02BF2.jpg" 
rel=fancyaf07c543 target=_blank>Image: ZZ3FC02BF2.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845314 37868 400 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:31:45pm  
 
<P>And this could be him:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ3195A962.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3195A962.jpg" 
rel=fancy1e0445dc target=_blank>Image: ZZ3195A962.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845353 37868 439 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:38:14pm  
 
<P>Another picture of Loughner:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://azstarnet.com/events/collection_aebeb63c-2f9e-11df-
9021-001cc4c002e0.html?mode=image&amp;photo=8" 
target=_blank>azstarnet.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08845372 37868 458 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:41:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/8845365" target=_blank>#451</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Just because he posted that list doesn't mean he actually read the 
books.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845386 37868 472 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:44:51pm  
 
<P>Sure enough. The Twitter wingnuts are already calling him a 
"leftist."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845403 37868 489 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:47:03pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin just went back and deleted this tweet:</P> 
<P><A title=mGMts.png href="http://i.imgur.com/mGMts.png" rel=fancyebb07b88 
target=_blank>Image: mGMts.png</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845433 37868 519 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:53:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/507/8845421" target=_blank>#507</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<P>Looks like a fake to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845451 37868 537 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 1:57:20pm  
 
<P>Posted at Sarah Palin's Facebook page:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ165CCEF5.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ165CCEF5.jpg" 
rel=fancyf4a9be87 target=_blank>Image: ZZ165CCEF5.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845479 37868 565 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 2:02:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/559/8845473" target=_blank>#559</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure "false flag" lingo will percolate up soon enough from the far right. 
It always does.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It already is. The #tcot feed on Twitter is just unreal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845485 37868 571 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 2:03:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/566/8845480" target=_blank>#566</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<P>No, that was a fake page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845543 37868 629 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 2:13:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/583/8845497" target=_blank>#583</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We called it Moby when they were doing it to this site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Oh please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845673 37869 34 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 2:33:07pm  
 
<P>See the correction above - that tweet was not deleted, contrary to the 
reports on several websites.</P> 
<P>However, TakeBackthe20.com has definitely been deleting the gunsight 
maps.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845852 37869 143 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 3:05:37pm  
 
<P>The twisted "philosophy" he spouts in his videos is straight out of the 
extreme right wing libertarian handbook. Anti-government, obsessed with currency 
and the gold standard, etc.</P> 
<P>He's out on the fringe where the right and left meet, but his ideology is 
straight from Ron Paul. You can find similar rants at any extreme libertarian 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845903 37869 186 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 3:15:02pm  
 
<P>It's amazing to watch the wingnuts on Twitter seizing on that YouTube reading 
list like a life preserver.</P> 
<P>Real herd behavior - hundreds of them instantly start spouting the exact same 
diversions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845916 37869 199 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 3:17:39pm  
 
<P>Presented without comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tjic.com/?p=19638" 
target=_blank>tjic.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08845940 37869 221 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 3:22:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8845916" target=_blank>#199</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Presented without comment:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tjic.com/?p=19638" 
target=_blank>tjic.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure that's not a left wing blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08846047 37869 323 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 3:48:43pm  
 
<P>Tweeted the link to that sick blog, and almost immediately got this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid That guy isnt right wing, he's just another nut. Now apologize to 
real conservatives. Thanks in advance.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08846120 37870 7 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 4:12:03pm  
 
<P>I have many, many more photos like this in my archives.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08846169 37870 33 Charles Sat, Jan 8, 2011 4:22:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8846150" target=_blank>#21</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have a good collection of antisemetic signs that were displayed at 
leftist rallies as well...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word is "antisem<STRONG>i</STRONG>tic."</P> 
<P>And yes, I do have examples of antisemitism from the left. But the volume and 
ugliness of the hate coming out of the right has no parallel on the 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847828 37871 35 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 9:40:19am  
 
<P>Wow, the hatred directed at me on Twitter today is really over the 
top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847854 37871 56 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 9:50:11am  
 
<P>Here's one lovely example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson is a child molesting Pedophile. ignore him. He's also a Jew 
Hater. Picks on Pamela Geller all the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847867 37871 67 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 9:53:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8847856" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>he was whining to Fox News today as well...<A 
href="http://politics.blogs.foxnews.com/2011/01/09/american-renaissance-denies-
dhs-charges-any-affiliation-shooter#ixzz1AYj8pUx1" target=_blank>American 
Renaissance Denies DHS Charges, Any Affiliation With 
Shooter</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Fox is now promoting the propaganda of an outright white supremacist 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847885 37871 85 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 10:00:05am  
 
<P>That tweet came from this psycho:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35933_How_to_Get_Banned_From_LGF" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847915 37871 115 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 10:10:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8847896" target=_blank>#96</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so tempted to start taunting Breitbart but I'm trying to behave myself. 
Damn it's tempting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If I felt better I'd be doing that myself. Breitbart's fun to wind 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847942 37871 141 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 10:19:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/8847913" target=_blank>#113</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.thedailybeast.com/blogs-and-stories/2011-01-08/gabrielle-
giffords-shooting-dont-blame-sarah-palin/2/" target=_blank>Howard Kurtz</A> has 
called for both sides to do that:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so weary of these absurd attempts to equate the rhetoric "from both 
sides." It's NOT the same. Right wing rhetoric has been completely demented 
since Obama was elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08847983 37871 179 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 10:38:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/8847973" target=_blank>#169</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>RS McCain denies up and down that he's a white supremacist, and yet here he 
is running interference for a blatant undeniable hate group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848395 37872 20 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 1:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8848374" target=_blank>#4</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jonah Goldberg, author of Liberal Fascism, potkettles:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, Goldberg also thinks Hitler was a leftist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848398 37872 23 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 1:37:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8848396" target=_blank>#21</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think insane people can be easily categorized in any case, and making 
political points at this time is just gross.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why are you doing it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848436 37872 59 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 1:49:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8848426" target=_blank>#49</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The guy is, if anything, a lefty but he's really not anything other than a 
loony. I have ABSOLUTELY no interest in making political 
points.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then why do you keep doing it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848443 37872 65 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 1:53:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8848441" target=_blank>#63</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There are communities where that might not be an extremely unusual statement. 
He sounds screwed up, but there are always these guys at college who are screwed 
up. I recall this one guy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing unusual about right wingers comparing abortion to 
terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848455 37872 76 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 1:59:54pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft is just absolutely disgusting today. He's flat-out lying and 
claiming that he spoke to "Democratic strategists" (unnamed) who told him they 
planned to blame the shooting on right wingers.</P> 
<P>What an evil man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848467 37872 88 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:05:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8848462" target=_blank>#83</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<P>Really? So reading the Communist Manifesto automatically classifies one as a 
left winger?</P> 
<P>How in the world can you possibly make that claim?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848472 37872 93 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:06:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/8848462" target=_blank>#83</A> Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a nut. He had some lefty beliefs and readings (e.g., the Communist 
manifesto) and some rightly beliefs and readings. This is not 
surprising.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no evidence that he had "leftist beliefs." And there's 
plenty of evidence that he had extreme right wing libertarian 
beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848495 37872 115 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:11:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8848479" target=_blank>#100</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had right wing beliefs, for sure. He was also an out and out psycho,</P> 
<P>The latter is what really counts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I don't agree. His extreme right wing beliefs almost certainly played a 
part in his choice of victim. This wasn't a random killing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848501 37872 121 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:12:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/8848489" target=_blank>#109</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't claim that it makes him a left winger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, actually, you did.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He had some lefty beliefs and readings (e.g., the Communist manifesto) 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08848559 37872 179 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/8848540" target=_blank>#160</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do the words, "if anything" have any meaning? He was, if anything, a lefty 
(meaning the left evidence exceeds the right evidence, IMHO). I went on to say 
that neither is right; he's a nut.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the only "evidence" you've cited for that dumb claim is that he had the 
Communist Manifesto on a reading list (that also included Mein Kampf, or do you 
consider that "leftist" too?), and someone who knew him in 2007 described him as 
a leftist.</P> 
<P>Anything else? Because his own writings and videos show an incredible amount 
of evidence that his beliefs were completely in line with the extreme 
libertarian right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848583 37872 203 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:30:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/8848565" target=_blank>#185</A> 
Pythagoras</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I said, "If anything, he's a lefty" and went on to say he's really just a 
nut.</P> 
<P>I give up.</P> 
<P>Bye.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw shucks. Now we'll never get to see all that evidence that Loughner is a 
left winger. And I was really looking forward to changing my 
mind.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848620 37872 239 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:41:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8848616" target=_blank>#235</A> 
TheAntichrist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't agree with Charles here. This guy was schizophrenic, and severely 
so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you his psychiatrist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848656 37872 274 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 2:57:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8848650" target=_blank>#268</A> 
eightyfiv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This incident reminds me a bit of Joe Stack -- remember him? Someone with 
contradictory, poorly thought out political beliefs -- neither consistently 
right nor left, though showing a libertarian streak -- goes postal at the 
government.</P> 
<P>The question of how much someone like that is influenced by overheated 
rhetoric remains...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again -- I just don't agree that his views were not consistently right wing. 
They absolutely were.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08848682 37872 300 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 3:03:55pm  
 
<P>I'm seeing a lot of tweets from wingnuts defending American Renaissance.</P> 
<P>It's a white supremacist group. But they're defending it.</P> 
<P>Their true colors are showing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08848693 37872 311 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 3:05:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8848685" target=_blank>#303</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any "mainstream" conservatives that we'd recognize?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, for one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08849766 37873 273 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 8:55:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/8849739" target=_blank>#247</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>brianoflondon just signed in. I wonder what his real town 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for pointing that out. "brianoflondon" is a supporter of the EDL and 
other European fascists, and he no longer has an account here. He was 
undoubtedly planning to post a hateful comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08849837 37873 341 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 9:58:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/8849827" target=_blank>#331</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>All of the things you cite are perfectly consistent with an extreme right 
wing libertarian ideology, of the Ron Paul/Alex Jones variety.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08849873 37873 371 Charles Sun, Jan 9, 2011 10:20:26pm  
 
<P>Well, it turns out that Jared Lee Loughner is a registered Republican.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lauramartin.tumblr.com/post/2680767575/jared-lee-
loughner-is-a-registered-republican-giffords" 
target=_blank>lauramartin.tumblr.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08850737 37874 47 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 11:09:20am  
 
<P>By the way, yesterday I posted a comment with a link to a screenshot 
purporting to be from the Arizona Secretary of State website showing Loughner 
registered as a Republican -- I went back today to check it again, and it looks 
like this is another fake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08850760 37874 66 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 11:16:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8850744" target=_blank>#53</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The first screenshot was fake, so the second might be too, but it spells his 
surname correctly - Loughner - while initial reports had Laughner, so...Is there 
a way to check it for the general public?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - I went to the AZ website and tried to look it up, but you need a voter 
ID or driver's license number.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851865 37874 205 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 3:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8851499" target=_blank>#204</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So Jim Hoft is sort of a second-rate right wing Dan Rather (without 
<STRIKE>most</STRIKE> <STRONG>any</STRONG> of Rather's real accomplishments)? 
Not much credibility lies therein.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FTFY</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851867 37874 206 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 3:13:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8851499" target=_blank>#204</A> palomino</EM></P> 
<P>He's like Dan Rather, if Rather was a semi-literate religious fanatic with 
terminal homophobia.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08850909 37875 19 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 11:52:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8850902" target=_blank>#14</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<P>I'm curious too - have you had an account at LGF before, under another 
name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08850982 37875 81 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 12:10:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8850974" target=_blank>#73</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<P>Did you read what it says about the "display name" on your account 
page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08850985 37875 84 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 12:11:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8850970" target=_blank>#70</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they posted the sheriff's phone number and suggested everyone call and 
ask him to step down. After all, asking to cool the rhetoric is grounds for him 
to quit./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Do you have a link for that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851025 37875 118 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 12:23:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8851007" target=_blank>#102</A> Burgher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said... If they bring a knife to the fight.. we bring a 
gun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sean Connery in "The Untouchables."</P> 
<P>It was a quote from a movie, you dolt.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08851031 37875 124 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 12:24:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8851007" target=_blank>#102</A> Burgher</EM></P> 
<P>Remember what I wrote about "a lockstep recital of talking points and 
deflections?"</P> 
<P>That's you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851184 37875 222 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 12:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8851124" target=_blank>#196</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Conservatives' are not the problem. The modern GOP and the hijacking of the 
party by FOX is the problem.</P> 
<P>Political violence is not, by nature, more of a part of any of the political 
spectrum than any other.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree -- what's happened to the GOP since Obama's election has nothing to 
do with real "conservatism."</P> 
<P>I do not consider myself a "conservative," but the basic principles of sane 
conservatism are logically defensible and not really extreme.</P> 
<P>The Tea Party, Family Research Council, Andrew Breitbart style of the right 
wing is not really "conservative" -- it's far, far right. That's what has taken 
over the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851641 37875 342 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:09:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/8851217" target=_blank>#233</A> Burgher</EM></P> 
<P>Bye bye Burgher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851387 37877 111 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 1:32:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8851263" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that real or is it another photoshop going around?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's real. The image on the left is randomly chosen each time you 
reload and if you reload enough times you'll see the gun picture.</P> 
<P>Here it is at Beck's site:</P> 
<P><A title=bg19.jpg 
href="http://www.glennbeck.com/publish/themes/glennbeck/img/bg/content/bg19.jpg" 
rel=fancyba9f7bde target=_blank>Image: bg19.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851533 37878 22 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 1:52:08pm  
 
<P>They deleted the image! Unreal. Luckily I saved a copy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851593 37878 60 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:00:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/8851578" target=_blank>#51</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not just <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/104/8851374" 
target=_blank>this?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's actually gone from their server now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851614 37878 77 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:03:51pm  
 
<P>Glad I saved a copy. I had a feeling they might try to hide 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851617 37878 80 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:04:34pm  
 
<P>Browser cache will hang on to the image until you clear it, or refresh that 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851626 37878 87 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:06:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8851604" target=_blank>#68</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do posts where I quote keep getting eaten?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have some funky HTML in those quotes - the image tags are all weird. What 
browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851656 37878 104 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:13:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8851637" target=_blank>#91</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>IE7, and didn't include HTML. Just hit quote, typed a response with no links 
and hit post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, looks like IE7 is adding a bunch of weird crap to the tag that isn't 
there in the original, and screwing up the quotes too. It happens when you quote 
a comment with an image link in it. I'll check it out.</P> 
<P>Have I mentioned lately how much I despise Internet Explorer?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851669 37878 116 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:17:22pm  
 
<P>Beck is on now ... he says 9/11 Truthers are dangerous.</P> 
<P>He had one HOSTING HIS SHOW -- Judge Andrew Napolitano!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851681 37878 126 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:19:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8851674" target=_blank>#120</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wish I could watch, I wanted to see if he's going to deflect or if he's going 
to double down...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's doing a lot of his pouty serious face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851684 37878 128 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:20:30pm  
 



<P>Now he's bashing Sheriff Dupnik.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851688 37878 132 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 2:21:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8851668" target=_blank>#115</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note to Instapundit and followers: even if you want them to not be 
crosshairs, those aren't "crop marks, commonly used in printing." The printers 
call them register marks, because they're used to register CMYK 
film.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're not crop marks, and Glenn Reynolds knows it. He's just outright 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851852 37878 190 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 3:10:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8851818" target=_blank>#186</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Fix is saying it's confirmed that Loughner's last voter registration was 
(I) in 2006</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Registering as "Independent" is also very consistent with an extreme right 
wing libertarian ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08851875 37879 100 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 3:14:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8851845" target=_blank>#81</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0e2W0KHfKD18Z?q=Loughner" 
target=_blank>His hair sure grows fast.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the booking photo would have been from Saturday, so he'd probably have 
some stubble by today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852146 37880 87 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 4:43:53pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is really reaming a Tea Party leader on his show. It's 
great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852157 37880 97 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 4:47:47pm  
 
<P>I don't always like Chris Matthews, but when he's on, he's on. They already 
have the video up at MSNBC - I'll be posting it soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852223 37881 9 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:05:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8852217" target=_blank>#7</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who again, is Judson Phillips?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, uh, it's right there in my post and in the video, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852248 37881 22 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:12:19pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8852193" target=_blank>#1</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Why sure, that's exactly the same.</P> 
<P>/facepalm</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852253 37881 25 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:13:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8852251" target=_blank>#23</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And where did I say it was exactly the same... or is that your 
question?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where did I say you said that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852286 37881 50 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:22:51pm  
 
<P>They apparently found some pretty creepy stuff at Loughner's house, like a 
shrine with a human skull in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852308 37881 68 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8852297" target=_blank>#60</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>There's a photo on this page at Getty:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.gettyimages.com/Search/Search.aspx?contractUrl=2&amp;language=e
n-US&amp;family=editorial&amp;p=loughner+home&amp;assetType=image&amp;ep=1" 
target=_blank>www.gettyimages.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852326 37881 84 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:31:43pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/107961834/Editorial-Specials" 
target=_blank>This is apparently where Loughner hung out.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852338 37881 96 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 5:34:12pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts on Twitter are all re-tweeting this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arizona Sheriff Dubnik Was Aware of Loughner's Mental Illness, Did Nothing 
[Link: <A href="http://is.gd/kw481" target=_blank>is.gd...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Link goes to Andrew Breitbart's site.</P> 
<P>They're blaming Dubnik for the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852599 37881 346 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 6:33:37pm  
 
<P>Look, folks. Arizona's gun laws are nuts. Even their own law enforcement 
people are saying it.</P> 
<P>They're now about to pass legislation that will let teachers carry guns into 
schools. I'm sorry, regardless of my support for the Second Amendment, that is 
batshit insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08852605 37881 352 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 6:36:29pm  
 
<P>The former ATF agent who was on Maddow's show made a great point -- citizens 
in Arizona can legally buy and carry much more lethal firepower than the police 
are allowed to have. This is what crazy looks like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852670 37881 416 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 6:50:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/391/8852645" target=_blank>#391</A> 
silentalfa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well what if gifford had been carrying a gun</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She would still have been shot. He walked up behind and shot her in the 
head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852704 37881 450 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 6:58:14pm  
 
<P>A loser like Loughner was absolutely helped in his crime by the insane 
laxness of Arizona's gun laws. This guy would never have been able to get it 
together to find a criminal to buy a gun from.</P> 
<P>But because it's so easy to buy a gun with an extended cartridge, it was very 
easy for him to carry out his assassination plot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852725 37881 471 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:04:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/8852715" target=_blank>#461</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Minor quibble, but it was an extended magazine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oops! That's what I meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852762 37881 508 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/473/8852727" target=_blank>#473</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gonna disagree with that latter part. The ease with which to buy a gun 
allowed Loughner access with the means to carry out his assassination attempt. 
Giffords would have still been hit (and from what I can tell, the first shot was 
fired at her) regardless of whether it was an extended or standard clip.</P> 
<P>The only difference had Loughner not had access to extended clips is that the 
number of people injured and/or killed might have been reduced - assuming that 
he couldn't reload quickly enough with standard clips. It would not have 
prevented the assassination attempt, but it may have reduced the number of 
casualties.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's actually what I meant. The ease of purchasing the weapon helped 
him carry out the attack, and the ease of buying the extended magazine helped 
him kill and injure more people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852776 37881 522 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:14:44pm  
 



<P>Another fact to deal with if you're tempted to blame Sheriff Dupnik for not 
doing anything to stop Loughner -- what the hell was he supposed to do? This 
country's public mental health system was gutted in the 1980s by everyone's 
favorite conservative, Ronald Reagan, and nothing has ever taken its 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852788 37881 534 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:17:10pm  
 
<P>If you've noticed, I've never joined in the idolization of Ronald Reagan, and 
that's just one reason why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852817 37881 560 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:26:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/554/8852811" target=_blank>#554</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if you remember this..But in the late 70's and early 80's 
California pretty much shut down Mental hospitals..Napa State was shut down and 
the inmates were put out on the streets...Big scandal in Napa</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure do remember - that's exactly what I'm talking about. At the time, I 
thought it was one of the cruelest, most inhuman things I'd ever seen government 
do.</P> 
<P>I still think that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852830 37881 573 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/565/8852822" target=_blank>#565</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he had plenty of help in that from the left. Many leftists felt that 
deinstitutionalization was empowering to the mentally ill. So it was just a 
failure of the right. It was a FAIL of the entire political 
spectrum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the way I remember it AT ALL. Do you have any links to back that 
up?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852929 37881 671 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:51:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/598/8852856" target=_blank>#598</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The de-institutionalization of the mentally ill happened during the <A 
href="http://books.google.com/books?id=lPhL9CmSjPYC&amp;pg=PA103&amp;lpg=PA103&a
mp;dq=jimmy+carter+involuntary+commitment+mental+health&amp;source=bl&amp;ots=8l
RGDjAcQJ&amp;sig=WB2SY5-nYjIGE3WODmolUy0Obps&amp;hl=en&amp;ei=Is8rTZ-
hGMP6lwfW9dHJCg&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=book_result&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=3&amp;ved=0
CC4Q6AEwAg#v=onepage&amp;q=jimmy%20carter%20involuntary%20commitment%20mental%20
health&amp;f=false" target=_blank>CArter administration.</A></P> 
<P>It resulted from a whole HOST of factors, not just some liberal touchy-feely 
let's empower people by letting them out of institutions.</P> 
<P>Businesses, mental health professionals, mental health institutions - all 
were represented on his commission or whatever to study mental health issues, 
and this was one of the results of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's not that simple, as your link points out. Carter replaced the old mental 
health system with the Mental Health Systems Act, intended to be a new national 
program, but the act was abolished by Reagan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08852947 37881 689 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 7:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/685/8852943" target=_blank>#685</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can research it, but there was an accidental collusion. The liberal side 
emphasized "mainstreaming" or "community-based care" from academic and 
human/civil rights perspectives. It might have worked if there had been follow-
through.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly my point -- Reagan destroyed the possibility of follow-
through, and left all those people on the street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853064 37881 806 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 8:27:07pm  
 
<P>Hate mail, showing once again that strange obsession with homosexuality 
that's so common on the far right:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now that it has come out that it was the negligence of the Sheriff andhis 
cronies that allowed the events to unfold, I'm sure you will cover this like 
your obsession with Glenn Beck. Are you queer for Beck or 
what?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853142 37881 884 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 8:43:20pm  
 
<P>The Men Who Stare At Alinskys</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853149 37881 891 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 8:44:33pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart IS Cool Hand Alinsky</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853311 37881 1051 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 9:18:00pm  
 
<P>A classic thread, indeed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853344 37881 1083 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 9:25:55pm  
 
<P>Alinsky. You keep using that word. I do not think it means what you think it 
means.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853404 37882 20 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 9:58:58pm  
 
<P>Getting Breitbart wound up again on Twitter. It's becoming a 
habit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853418 37882 33 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 10:09:12pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8853413" target=_blank>#29</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is a 'shut-in?'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no idea why he keeps saying that. He's demented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853436 37882 45 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 10:18:10pm  
 
<P>Now Breitbart is threatening me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid The more you bring her up, the weirder it's going to be for you. I 
promise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853444 37882 53 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 10:26:12pm  
 
<P>My reply:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And by the way, you couldn't possibly make it weird enough for 
me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853460 37882 67 Charles Mon, Jan 10, 2011 10:40:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8853451" target=_blank>#60</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh my, what a childish insult.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shut-in" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And stupid too. Breitbart knows absolutely nothing about my life. He's making 
up an insult that has no relationship to reality, just like he made up his smear 
of Shirley Sherrod.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853902 37882 427 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 9:46:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/422/8853897" target=_blank>#422</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're probably correct, that would define me almost to a tee. Except when 
I'm being obtuse on purpose or trying to make a point 
sarcastically.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since you very obviously post a lot of comments just to get people upset, why 
are you outraged and surprised when they get upset?</P> 
<P>That's why people call you a troll, by the way, because you post comments 
intended solely to elicit an emotional reaction, often without any logic or 
sense.</P> 
<P>You work so hard at being a troll - why not just be who you 
are?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853909 37882 434 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 9:51:34am  
 
<P>A poll that says most Americans don't <EM>believe</EM> that violent political 
rhetoric influences violent behavior tells you absolutely nothing about whether 



violent political rhetoric actually does influence violent 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853921 37882 446 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 9:56:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/430/8853905" target=_blank>#430</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you telling me?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know how to be any clearer than that. I saw a lot of comments from 
you belittling people who called you out on your trolling, but you also openly 
admit that it's what you do. It gets old, Walter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853947 37882 472 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 10:16:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/8853930" target=_blank>#455</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>Irrelevant to my point. People believe all sorts of things that have no 
relationship to reality. Public opinion tells you absolutely nothing about 
whether a claim is true or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853951 37882 476 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 10:17:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/467/8853942" target=_blank>#467</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody who lists both Mein Kampf and Communist Manifesto as favorites 
doesn't have any coherent political philosophy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've read both of those books too. Well, sort of read them. They're tedious 
in the extreme.</P> 
<P>Does that mean I don't have a coherent political philosophy?</P> 
<P>You're drawing conclusions based on non sequiturs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853956 37882 481 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 10:19:19am  
 
<P>It's just weird to me that people think they can divine a person's political 
orientation from their reading list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853958 37882 483 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 10:21:14am  
 
<P>And by the way, all you really know from the fact that Loughner posted a list 
of books is that he posted a list of books. You don't even know that he actually 
read them. He could have copied and pasted that list just to impress people.</P> 
<P>There's an awful lot of jumping to conclusions based on that one flimsy piece 
of evidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08853985 37883 1 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 10:32:34am  
 
<P>And yes, I absolutely am saying there's a connection between the election of 
a black President and the right wing going completely batshit insane. It's 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08854148 37883 106 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 11:45:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8854114" target=_blank>#73</A> 
ContinentalOp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Jay, who is a sometime guest blogger -- NOT a mere commenter -- on Pam 
Geller's blog, wrote <EM>i advocate armed insurrection to excise radical leftist 
politicians and marxism from our body politic, if necessary [. . .]it is also 
clear that the present united states administration and democratic congress of 
the united states are hell bent for election to usurp, restrain and infringe our 
ancient liberties and rights, and that they fully intend to impose a european 
socialist state upon our politics. they are well on their way to achieving 
precisely that . . . they need removed from office, immediately, by any means 
necessary, including armed insurrection . . .</EM>[Link: <A 
href="http://wintersoldier2008.typepad.com/summer_patriot_winter_sol/2009/12/thi
s-is-what-i-advocate-stated-in-a-straightforward-manner-.html" 
target=_blank>wintersoldier2008.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I posted this on Ms Geller's blog, but she deleted the post. Jay also has 
posted instructions for making a nifty silenced sniper rifle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Jay is a founding member of the hate group run by Geller and Robert 
Spencer, SIOA. He has openly called for people to murder Muslims en 
masse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854343 37884 100 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 12:53:50pm  
 
<P>By the way, if you aren't following Steve Martin on Twitter 
(@SteveMartinToGo) you're missing teh funny.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854482 37885 72 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 1:52:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8854461" target=_blank>#55</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, this one won't fly, POTUS would have to veto it.After all, he's the one 
who suggests bringing a gun to the fight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854495 37885 85 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 1:54:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8854477" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that from a recent show?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's from 2009. I saw it before - Jones looks like he's about to pop a vein 
in his neck, he's screaming so loud about his demented shit. The mic starts 
distorting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854506 37885 95 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 1:56:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8854478" target=_blank>#68</A> tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If Dupnik had been on duty, the creep could have been off the streets. He had 
warning. No wonder he had so much to say... Preemptively, before the 
lawsuits:[Link: <A 
href="http://www.azcentral.com/arizonarepublic/opinions/articles/2011/01/11/2011
0111tue1-11.html" target=_blank>www.azcentral.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We can always depend on you to parrot the most ridiculous right wing talking 
points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854553 37885 137 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:11:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8854547" target=_blank>#131</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>At this time, there's no evidence at all that Loughner ever threatened 
Giffords directly. Without that, there's absolutely nothing the police can 
do.</P> 
<P>This issue is 100% pure bogus bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854571 37885 151 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:16:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/144/8854564" target=_blank>#144</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama said knife and gun in the same sentence. Obviously the man is inciting 
violence./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I'm continually amazed at the sheer ridiculousness of some of these 
arguments. Every time I read one of these pathetic diversions, I can't believe 
there are actually people who <EM>believe</EM> them and don't see the blatant 
silliness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854580 37885 160 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:19:02pm  
 
<P>Sheriff Dupnik is on the Chris Matthews show right now...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854601 37885 181 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:29:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/8854593" target=_blank>#173</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Dupnik specifically said that Loughner never directly threatened 
Giffords.</P> 
<P>End of story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854611 37885 190 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:32:40pm  
 
<P><A href="http://azdailysun.com/news/local/state-and-
regional/article_663d67a8-0e82-569b-a2fe-46306174e1fe.html" 
target=_blank>Suspect in rampage called 'very disturbed'</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dupnik said the suspected shooter has made death threats before and been 
contacted by law-enforcement officers. The threats weren't against Giffords, 
Dupnik said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08854631 37885 209 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 2:40:09pm  
 
<P>I have some experience with how the police deal with death threats, 
unfortunately, and I can tell you that unless there is a very direct threat on 
your life, the police will not and cannot do anything.</P> 
<P>The idea that you can just call in the guys with the butterfly nets to haul 
people like Loughner away is a stupid fantasy, being promoted by the right wing 
because they're feeling guilty about what Sheriff Dupnik said, and they're 
lashing out at him like vindictive morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854748 37886 16 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 3:17:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8854729" target=_blank>#6</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where's Tradewind? Man I miss having a direct line to the mind of the modern 
wingnut</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we have a stand-in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854765 37886 29 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 3:24:41pm  
 
<P>It's always amazing to me what a grip this kind of blatant bullshit has on 
the mind of your average wingnut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854787 37886 48 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 3:30:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8854779" target=_blank>#41</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did a very quick read. Where does it say that anyone was encouraged not 
press charges?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The article doesn't say anything like what msboxer posted. And it's full of 
misinformation, no surprise for the Daily Mail. The title itself is 
false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854823 37886 81 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 3:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8854821" target=_blank>#79</A> MSBoxer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSN0824904120110109" 
target=_blank>www.reuters.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"Dupnik said there had been earlier contact between Loughner and law 
enforcement after he had made death threats, although they had not been against 
Giffords. He "</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. You didn't even read my post, did you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854830 37886 88 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 3:42:49pm  
 
<P>I swear, it's like talking to marionettes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854990 37886 237 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 4:42:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/8854888" target=_blank>#142</A> 
disillusioned</EM></P> 
<P>Previously seen at LGF spouting neo-Confederate propaganda:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4/8510036" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08854999 37886 244 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 4:44:21pm  
 
<P>I think parrots have more self-awareness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855026 37886 271 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 4:52:30pm  
 
<P>Judging from Twitter, this is only the beginning of the attacks on Dupnik. 
The hatred directed at him from the right wing is very 
revealing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855033 37886 278 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 4:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/8855023" target=_blank>#268</A> Tinian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I maintain that Giffords was a victim of the "War on Drugs" and the Federal 
Reserve banking system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no. Here come the Paulians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855068 37886 311 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:05:28pm  
 
 
 
<P>Sign a letter of support for Sheriff Dupnik: <A 
href="http://site.pfaw.org/site/PageServer?pagename=sheriff&amp;autologin=true" 
target=_blank>People For the American Way: Stand Up for Sheriff Clarence 
Dupnik</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855096 37886 337 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:13:27pm  
 
<P>This must be the eleventyeth recital of those talking points since 
Saturday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855102 37886 343 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:14:17pm  
 
<P>I think we're seeing a competition for the bottom comments. A race to the 
bottom, if you will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855122 37886 359 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:19:18pm  
 
<P>The #tcot tweets on Sheriff Dupnik are getting crazier and crazier:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheriff Dupnik is actively setting up open season on #TEAparty 
members.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08855130 37886 367 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:20:36pm  
 
<P>They seem to settled on the all-important derogatory name for Dupnik: 
"Supercop."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855143 37886 380 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:23:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8855125" target=_blank>#362</A> 
disillusioned</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok that was fun.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bam!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855165 37886 402 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:32:47pm  
 
<P>Another wingnut tweet:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is sheriff Dupnik's rants a coverup? What did he know, and when did he know 
it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855167 37886 404 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:33:10pm  
 
<P>That guy has 2,269 followers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855213 37886 450 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:50:09pm  
 
<P>I'm starting to worry that the #tcot feed might explode. The rage is building 
and building against the Sheriff, getting increasingly demented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855235 37886 472 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:54:35pm  
 
<P>Sheriff Arpaio says Sheriff Dupnik should shut his mouth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855244 37886 481 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:56:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/8855237" target=_blank>#474</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aside from her brief facebook post on Saturday, Sarah Palin still silent on 
the Giffords shooting. Methinks she's afraid to come out from her Wasilla bunker 
or that her writers haven't figured out a way to make her sound like she 
actually gives a shit.</P> 
<P>What's the over/under on how many days it will take for her to say something 
that doesn't sound like a defensive bullshit "leave me alone" 
plea?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her aides know that anything that comes out of her mouth is likely to just 
make her look even worse, so they're keeping her in the bomb shelter until it 
blows over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08855254 37886 491 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 5:58:06pm  
 
<P>Now they're posting pictures of their gun collections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855372 37887 15 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 6:30:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8855369" target=_blank>#13</A> gdalpert</EM></P> 
<P>So you're just going to ignore the context of the poll?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855382 37887 22 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 6:31:20pm  
 
<P>I think we're seeing the right wing talking point emerging quickly.</P> 
<P>"They were just thinking about the American Revolution!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855401 37887 35 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 6:34:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8855396" target=_blank>#32</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, Markos is still a douchebage. If he's lying about this I'm gonna be 
really pissed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wouldn't say he got this from CBS if he didn't. That would be really 
dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855428 37887 57 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 6:39:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/8855408" target=_blank>#40</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>The entire poll is about the Arizona shootings. If this one question had been 
asked on its own, without any context, the GOP response might be explainable as 
a hypothetical situation in which the government became a tyranny. But you'd 
still have to explain why nearly three times as many Republicans as Democrats 
answered yes.</P> 
<P>Here's the complete poll:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/pdf/CBSNewsPoll_011111.pdf?tag=contentMain;c
ontentBody" target=_blank>www.cbsnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855476 37887 105 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 6:53:50pm  
 
<P>Do it now! Sign a letter of support for Sheriff Dupnik: <A 
href="http://site.pfaw.org/site/PageServer?pagename=sheriff&amp;autologin=true" 
target=_blank>People For the American Way: Stand Up for Sheriff Clarence 
Dupnik</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855505 37887 134 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 7:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8855473" target=_blank>#102</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this really neccessary to point out with an opinion poll? Serious 
question.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, it is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855572 37887 201 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 7:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8855567" target=_blank>#196</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother. They're working in shifts today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855737 37887 358 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 8:13:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/303/8855680" target=_blank>#303</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't mention the time when our President said he needs to bring a gun to 
a knife fight (paraphrasing). Reasonable people know he didn't want anyone to be 
hurt. It's just an expression from a movie.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have the 211th repetition of the quote from The Untouchables, 
presented as if it was a call to violence. Pathetic. Over and over and over 
today, this blindingly lame talking point.</P> 
<P>Facepalm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855847 37887 468 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 8:48:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/440/8855819" target=_blank>#440</A> pyite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just have one devil's advocate kind of thought - it doesn't look like they 
polled about the circumstances in which violence would be justified. I'm sure 
everyone can think of an extreme case where they would take up arms. It would be 
interesting if they could poll different groups to see where they would draw the 
line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that is a weakness of the phrasing of the question. However, please bear 
in mind the full context of this poll, which contained seven other questions, 
and was <STRONG>entirely</STRONG> about the shootings in Arizona. This question 
wasn't asked all on its own with no context.</P> 
<P>Here's the PDF of the full poll:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/pdf/CBSNewsPoll_011111.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.cbsnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08855911 37887 531 Charles Tue, Jan 11, 2011 9:32:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/8855905" target=_blank>#525</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<P>I saw that a little while ago - latest word is that there's no 
coup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856768 37889 10 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:19:03am  
 
<P>The entire right wing will now start parroting the blood libel claim, in the 
world's largest echo chamber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856773 37889 13 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:19:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8856765" target=_blank>#7</A> Lateralis</EM></P> 



<P>Didn't take long for an apologist to show up. They're mobilized today to 
defend their dim heroine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856805 37889 32 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:28:00am  
 
<P>Two apologists in the first 25 comments. I guess I'm not surprised; wingnuts 
probably knew this was over the line, so they're really primed to spew the 
talking points today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856827 37889 51 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:34:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8856816" target=_blank>#41</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was not a mistake, but a cynical career move. Brand building with 
colossal indifference to other people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. She didn't write this speech, her handlers did. It was entirely 
about keeping the nutty base fired up with righteous victimhood, and building 
her mystique as the brave liberal basher.</P> 
<P>She's using a mass murder to advance her political ambitions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856866 37889 84 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:44:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8856851" target=_blank>#71</A> Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really...apologist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, apologist.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, Charles you are always so fanatic about science but when it comes to 
this situation, is it ok to make a causal link when there is 
none?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're full of shit. Not once have I claimed that Sarah Palin is the "cause" 
of this mass murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856874 37889 91 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:45:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8856871" target=_blank>#88</A> Earwig</EM></P> 
<P>Piss off. I'm really not in a mood to deal with idiots like you 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856903 37889 115 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:55:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8856902" target=_blank>#114</A> 
Lateralis</EM></P> 
<P>Not surprised you're defending this. You're also a fan of 9/11 Truther Andrew 
Napolitano.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856907 37889 119 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 10:57:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8856903" target=_blank>#115</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, wrong apologist. That was the now-gone "Earwig."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08856975 37889 180 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 11:22:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/8856973" target=_blank>#178</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Harpy has joined the fray. (Google Cache)</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:ToDn1yJ0w0AJ:www.atla
sshrugs.com/+atlasshrugs.com&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client
=safari" target=_blank>a-conspiracy-against-the-mind-against-life-against -man-
and-the-virtue-of-sarah</A></P> 
<P>"Today Sarah Palin responded to the vicious blood libel leveled against her 
by the army of destroyers. The ferocious, relentless attacks on Sarah Palin is a 
testament to her greatness, proof of how deathly afraid of her they are, like 
Dracula to the silver cross."</P> 
<P>GAG!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering when she would start raging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08856986 37889 191 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 11:25:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/8856984" target=_blank>#189</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. I think maybe that should be a post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857007 37889 212 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 11:34:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/8857001" target=_blank>#206</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>It is mentioned in the comments there, twice. That's the citation for a 
Wikipedia edit?</P> 
<P>This really stinks. Could be a coincidence, of course. But wow, the 
timing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857025 37889 229 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 11:40:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/8857011" target=_blank>#216</A> 
harlequinade</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Blood_libel" 
target=_blank>discussion page</A> says it all happened today because of what she 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just reading that. But I don't understand why the edit shows as January 
11, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857091 37889 277 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:04:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/8857031" target=_blank>#235</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where does it say the 11th? Are you misreading 2011 as the 
11th?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This is an old revision of this page, as edited by RedSunBlueSkies (talk | 
contribs) at 13:58, 11 January 2011. It may differ significantly from the 
current revision.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1:58 in the afternoon on January 11th.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857138 37889 302 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:15:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/8857136" target=_blank>#300</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Panic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, that's what I think too. Imagine the phone calls going on among the 
Palin camp right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857149 37889 306 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:17:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/8857142" target=_blank>#304</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like she locked it, then somebody told her that will only make it worse, 
and then she unlocked it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt that she herself is doing any of this. The underlings deal 
with stuff like Vimeo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857157 37889 311 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:19:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/308/8857151" target=_blank>#308</A> otoc</EM></P> 
<P>It works now, if you reload the page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857183 37889 321 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:27:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/8857173" target=_blank>#318</A> otoc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Server end technology allows for blocking on an IP based block list. Not to 
feed a conspiracy, but perhaps Charles and his readers were just not worthy. And 
then second thoughts prevailed. Who knows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it was down for everyone. There were plenty of comments on Twitter about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857189 37889 322 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:28:47pm  
 
<P>The Palin camp definitely took the video offline for a short time. Possibly a 
mistake, caused by panic or confused signals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857200 37889 326 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:30:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/8857195" target=_blank>#325</A> Cog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't add up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try a calculator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08857259 37889 337 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/8857240" target=_blank>#335</A> Cog</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, if people read your selective and distorted version, they might be 
fooled into not noticing the far right elements of Loughner's delusional 
"ideology."</P> 
<P>You should be ashamed of <EM>yourself</EM> for promoting bullshit to excuse 
the right, but I know you aren't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857890 37889 358 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:44:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/8857747" target=_blank>#355</A> davesax</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The blood libel and kooky anti-Semitism reigns in the Arab world, and it 
doesn't get a fourth the coverage in a year that his stupid statement by Palin 
has gotten in the last 24 hours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anything good comes out of this, maybe it will raise people's 
consciousness about the history of the blood libel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857172 37890 57 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:24:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8857164" target=_blank>#53</A> Tony (New 
Zealand)</EM></P> 
<P>Here come the talking point parrots again.</P> 
<P>That's about the 2000th time someone has tried to float that bullshit since 
Saturday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857174 37890 58 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:25:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8857164" target=_blank>#53</A> Tony (New 
Zealand)</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for showing up again, though, after nearly four years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857177 37890 60 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:25:59pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy40a842ba target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857206 37890 80 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 12:32:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8857182" target=_blank>#64</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn HTML</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's that damned IE7 that's the problem. Switch to something else! Chrome is 
really nice these days - MUCH faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857837 37890 474 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:32:13pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8857777" target=_blank>#436</A> 
KayInMaine</EM></P> 
<P>You've asked several times to be banned, and after reading some of your 
comments I think you'll be much happier not posting any more at LGF, and so will 
everyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857488 37891 44 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 1:39:10pm  
 
<P>Retweet count is mounting fast on this one ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857694 37891 125 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:08:40pm  
 
<P>I notice that several unregistered individuals have been searching the LGF 
archives for references to "blood libel."</P> 
<P>Sorry, folks - you're not going to find me using it like Palin did. It has 
appeared at LGF, but always in the proper context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857703 37891 131 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:10:53pm  
 
<P>Maybe searches should appear in the Spy too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857705 37891 132 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:11:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8857696" target=_blank>#127</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way, Kayinmaine, last thread, turns out to be a 9/11 truther, "The 
Jews did it" about the Iraq war, and, weirdly enough, thinks that Al Queda works 
for the Bush family.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857802 37891 174 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/8857760" target=_blank>#158</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, do you know how or where to see the slideshow referenced in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36058" target=_blank>this 
article</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should work now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857851 37891 193 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:34:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8857843" target=_blank>#190</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Frank says:</P> 
<P>You can't write a chord ugly enough to say what you want sometimes, so you 
have to rely on a giraffe filled with whipped cream. -- On a postcard from 
Rykodisc"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He wasn't kidding either. I rehearsed with George Duke in the same studio 
where the Mothers rehearsed, in back of Herb Cohen's office in Hollywood, and 



the giraffe was there, along with a bunch of other bizarre 
props.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857921 37891 233 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 2:55:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/8857918" target=_blank>#230</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do Lawyers put Esq. (uire) after their names?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To scare you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08857962 37891 269 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 3:21:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/8857947" target=_blank>#257</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32782" target=_blank>Richard 
L. Kent, Esq.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah!</P> 
<P>He finally stopped sending me hate mail. Don't get him all stirred up 
again.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858019 37891 320 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 3:55:00pm  
 
<P>A classic RW tweet:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing Palin says or does will ever satisfy the Left...except her complete 
silence &amp; bowing to Left Wing 1- party rule.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858198 37892 5 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:05:27pm  
 
<P>Aaron Copeland is an excellent opener.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858201 37892 8 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:05:50pm  
 
<P>Sorry, I mean 'Copland.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858215 37892 18 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:09:15pm  
 
<P>This is going to drive the wingnuts crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858217 37892 20 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:09:27pm  
 
<P>(A short drive.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858233 37892 34 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:13:01pm  
 
<P>Sure enough. They're going crazy on Twitter about the 
applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08858237 37892 37 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:14:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8858236" target=_blank>#36</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any good hash tags to follow?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#tcot is the center of bad craziness, always.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858241 37892 41 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:15:29pm  
 
<P>Somebody really should tell the college students to knock it off, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858259 37892 58 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:19:32pm  
 
<P>David Corn also tweeted that the conclusion of Obama's speech is a 
stunner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858300 37892 97 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:29:33pm  
 
<P>Great speech. I'm changing my mind about the applause, too. It's as if Tucson 
is giving a big middle finger to the vicious killer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858310 37892 106 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:31:49pm  
 
<P>I almost don't believe the sheer ugliness that's pouring out of #tcot. Except 
that I do believe it, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858316 37892 112 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:32:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8858311" target=_blank>#107</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air readers are claiming Brewer was being booed. I didn't hear 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't hear boos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858375 37892 170 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:44:04pm  
 
<P>Wingnuts now complaining that we didn't have a service like this for the Fort 
Hood shootings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858421 37892 215 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:50:29pm  
 
<P>The applause is really wrong now.</P> 
<P>They need to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858458 37892 252 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 5:56:53pm  



 
<P>Wow. Gabby opened her eyes. That's pretty amazing, just 5 days after being 
shot through the head.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858488 37892 282 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 6:02:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/8858472" target=_blank>#266</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it would have been nice if they had a memorial, just saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There was. With a speech by President Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858551 37892 343 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 6:11:36pm  
 
<P>What an enormous contrast with Sarah Palin's statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858651 37893 23 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 6:25:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8858647" target=_blank>#19</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a good time to let personal beefs go for a few hours.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858787 37893 141 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 6:46:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8858759" target=_blank>#117</A> 
abbyadams</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't get the problem with the applause. I won't lie - I wished the 
audience would have toned it down a little. But I can and will not tell people 
how to act at a community memorial service when I am not in that community. This 
is not about me. Or anybody on #tcot, or DKos either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The applause really only bothered me when Obama was talking about the people 
who were killed. That just didn't feel right to me.</P> 
<P>I didn't mind the applause for Gabrielle's husband or for Daniel 
Hernandez.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858959 37893 308 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 7:36:20pm  
 
<P>David Frum on MSNBC, with David Corn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858961 37893 310 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 7:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/304/8858955" target=_blank>#304</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Wait, what? Ludwig? Nice to see you back. I admit I wondered whether you 
whether you were pissed at the timeout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08858965 37893 314 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 7:38:33pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/291/8858942" target=_blank>#291</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well Kona is my first love, but this Kuaii is just phenomenal as well. Hoops 
you are always the best.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're in Kauai? Where are you staying? I spent quite a bit of time on Kauai 
playing various hotels in my bar band days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859010 37893 358 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 7:53:26pm  
 
<P>I'd love to be a fly on the wall in Sarah Palin's handlers' war room tonight. 
Imagine the drama.</P> 
<P>I say "Palin's handlers" because when she's finished giving a statement, they 
turn her off and store her in a closet until the next one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859057 37893 405 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 8:04:56pm  
 
<P>Oh here we go again. For some reason, Newsmax is targeting LGF with anti-
Obama ads through Adsense. The question is always whether to block those kinds 
of ads (which I can do) or let them pay me for being one of their worst enemies. 
I usually decide the latter, but not always. I blocked the Church of 
Appliantology ads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859085 37893 432 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 8:10:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/425/8859078" target=_blank>#425</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a tshirt that says "SPACE LORD MOTHER FUCKER" on it</P> 
<P>this is the reason I can't run for office :D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Monster Magnet!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859102 37893 449 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 8:14:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/436/8859089" target=_blank>#436</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, my favorite band</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/dscfeQOMuGw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859112 37893 459 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 8:18:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8859106" target=_blank>#453</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, I'd love to, but I think a statement like that might violate the 
Adsense TOS.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08859254 37894 18 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 8:54:53pm  
 
<P>An Islamic supremacist blizzard has forced courageous Pamela Geller to cancel 
her righteous crusade against stealth jihadist Mayor Doomberg and the NYC 
Council hearing of totalitarian assclowns.</P> 
<P>Also, Walmart.</P> 
<P>(All hate phrases taken directly from Geller's site.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08859312 37894 48 Charles Wed, Jan 12, 2011 9:15:13pm  
 
<P>By the way, I never thought I'd say it, but Jan Brewer rose to the occasion 
today and gave a very nice speech herself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860152 37897 237 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 1:17:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/226/8860141" target=_blank>#226</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Welp. I was given an offer I can't refuse. Tomorrow I have to go to the 
hospital at around 8 AM.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry to hear that, Gus. Hang in there! And let us know as soon as you can 
what's going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860264 37897 335 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 2:07:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/8860256" target=_blank>#329</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn Beck though Obama's speech was great. Heads exploding as we 
speak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet it's just part of his schtick. By the end of the show he'll be 
explaining how it was really all coded Hitlerian Marxism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860393 37898 32 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 3:14:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/8860381" target=_blank>#23</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF is wrong with google???Sheesh. Way to frak everything 
up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure the main factor behind their decision is that H.264 is a closed 
proprietary format, with licensing restrictions. Google's very committed to open 
source, and they must have decided that WebM can be competitive with H.264 in 
the long run.</P> 
<P>The last time I checked into this, though, WebM and Theora had some very 
significant disadvantages compared to H.264. Maybe Google has overcome some of 
the problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860631 37899 6 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 5:51:38pm  
 
<P>And remember, I'm supposed to be Satan Incarnate because I moderate LGF's 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08861093 37899 130 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 8:30:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8860717" target=_blank>#81</A> blinky42</EM></P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy923f0ffa target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861097 37899 131 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 8:32:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8860717" target=_blank>#81</A> blinky42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which was further proven when it came out the shooter was a lib and the 
victim was a bluedog.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Incredibly Dim Talking Point That Stopped Living And Became a Mixed-Up 
Zombie</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861130 37899 134 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 9:06:27pm  
 
<P>This must be the fifth one since the weekend that's woken up after years of 
slumber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860766 37900 5 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 6:57:16pm  
 
<P>These idiots don't even care any more about their own credibility. They're so 
crazed they just vomit out the first hateful thing that pops into their heads, 
without fact-checking anything at all. And Malkin is far from the only right 
wing blogger who doesn't give a shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860770 37900 7 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 6:58:06pm  
 
<P>As I was saying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08860844 37900 65 Charles Thu, Jan 13, 2011 7:16:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/8860831" target=_blank>#53</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see Michelle Malkin is still a regular contributor the the White 
Nationalist sire VDARE.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Natch - she's a close friend of the president of the "VDARE Foundation," <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/get-informed/intelligence-files/profiles/peter-
brimelow" target=_blank>Peter Brimelow</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861704 37901 433 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 10:15:08am  
 
<P>Feel the good Christian love directed at me on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>@Lizardoid you are proof of God's graciousness. Remember.God to, has a 
boundary and when you reach it...the gates of hell will swing 
wide.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861725 37902 8 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 10:32:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8861721" target=_blank>#5</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because really, it's the height of Presidential gravitas and seriousness to 
go to speak at a gun show while a member of Congress is in the hospital after 
being shot in the head.</P> 
<P>I understand that this was likely booked in advance of the shooting, but 
still. Would it kill this woman to show even the slightest bit of empathy or 
class?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They just announced it. Apparently Palin was booked after the 
shooting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861850 37902 64 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:39:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8861757" target=_blank>#34</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A commentator on Frum who attends this convention yearly points out that this 
is the SAFARI CLUB, not gun-toting rednecks. The Safari Club is, apparently, a 
bunch of wildly wealthy Republicans. They are not buying Glocks, they are buying 
expensive "wildlife art" and $200,000 elephant guns (I kid you not) while 
brandishing their conservation credentials. They hunt with guides in Africa, not 
with shotguns in Appalachia.</P> 
<P>Possibly, of course, she is planning to have them all join hands and sing 
"Kumbaya," before they donate their money to African 
orphanages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, it's not like a gun show at the Iowa County Fair.</P> 
<P>But guns are the reason why this show exists, and they're a huge part of 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861779 37903 6 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:03:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8861774" target=_blank>#4</A> garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not good when the only way you can justify liking a GOP contender is to 
convince yourself that he really doesn't believe half the shit he says. ("He's 
not really anti-gay and anti-science, he just says he is to get the 
nomination.")</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pawlenty totally believes all of this stuff. He's not 
pretending.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861790 37903 12 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:09:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8861782" target=_blank>#8</A> garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think we'll ever really know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's lived his entire life promoting it. Hard to argue he's just 
pretending.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08861798 37903 16 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:15:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8861795" target=_blank>#14</A> garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think there will be any moderates in the GOP field in 2012, or is 
Pawlenty, Palin, and Huckabee all we have to look forward to 
there?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At this point, I don't expect ever to vote for a Republican President 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861836 37904 3 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:27:41am  
 
<P>How long until the Shrieking Harpy starts gibbering about an Islamic 
supremacist takeover of Tunisia, I wonder?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861844 37904 9 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:36:32am  
 
<P>It would be great if Tunisia could actually seize this opportunity to become 
a more open society, instead of trading one despot for another. But given the 
history of the region, the latter is far more likely.</P> 
<P>Maybe they'll beat the odds. I hope so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861861 37904 22 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:43:49am  
 
<P>Wikileaks is already trying to claim credit for this, even though the 
protests have to do with the economy and food shortages, and have been going on 
for quite a while. Some Wikileaks cables showed the corruption of the Ben Ali 
government, and may have contributed slightly to the unrest, but that would be a 
very minor contribution compared to, say, famine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861892 37904 46 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 11:54:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8861887" target=_blank>#42</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your tweet has awakened The Barrett.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but I'm not interested in ever interacting with him 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861957 37904 96 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 12:30:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8861935" target=_blank>#78</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>MSNBC had a throwaway line about wikileaks too in its coverage, but they 
framed it as the leaks vindicating the Tunisians who have complained for years 
about corruption.</P> 
<P>So, the leaked documents talk about widespread corruption in Tunisia or other 
African countries. How shocking. //</P> 
<P>The leaked documents have less to do with the current situation than the fact 
that peaceful demonstrators took to the streets over the rising food prices and 



a situation that was heading towards a Zimbabwe-type finish when Ben Ami's 
forces started firing on the demonstrators causing riots.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed - Wikileaks may have added fuel to the fire, by confirming what 
Tunisians already knew, but suggesting the cables played a "key part" in the 
revolution (Andrew Sullivan just wrote that) is bad analysis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08861997 37905 23 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 1:08:15pm  
 
<P>By the way, a story I read somewhere said that another man heard the shots 
and ran over to help -- and he was armed. When he got there he saw someone 
holding a gun and nearly shot him.</P> 
<P>The man with the gun was one of the victims, who had grabbed the gun away 
from Loughner. When the armed bystander drew down on him, other people yelled, 
"No, no! He's not the shooter!"</P> 
<P>So for those of you who like to think that more guns would have done 
something to prevent the massacre -- in fact, there were plenty of guns around, 
and an innocent victim was very nearly killed because of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862024 37905 42 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 1:16:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8862019" target=_blank>#38</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<P>I can't seem to find the story now ... I'll check.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862026 37905 44 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 1:18:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8862022" target=_blank>#41</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read the people holding Loughner down shouted "drop it, drop it!" when he 
picked up the gun. The guy who was armed in the store said he had his hand on 
his concealed weapon but saw the other guy pick up and drop the gun and didn't 
draw it out, though he said he did have his safety off and was ready to fire if 
necessary.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I think that's right. But I believe the guy in the store did say he 
almost shot the guy with the weapon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862035 37905 52 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 1:20:47pm  
 
<P>Yeah, that's the guy, Joe Zamudo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862166 37905 168 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 2:31:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8862152" target=_blank>#154</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart just has to be squabbling with somebody, every day.</P> 
<P>Today it's David Frum and Frum's wife Danielle Crittendon, about a <EM>party 
invitation</EM>.</P> 
<P>Latest from Breitbart:</P> 
<P>good grief.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Frum has been having a kind of rude awakening lately about how bad the 
vitriol has gotten on the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08862171 37905 173 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 2:33:05pm  
 
<P>And the vitriol gets much worse, directed at you, when you criticize it. 
That's what's happening to Frum now.</P> 
<P>He came out and said the right wing was losing it, without trying to equate 
it to left wing extreme rhetoric, and that's a big step off the 
reservation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862203 37905 205 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 2:38:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8862179" target=_blank>#181</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>And if we don’t have a chairman who understand that being a Republican 
means something, that <STRONG>if you’re pro-abortion, pro-stimulus, pro-G.M. 
bailout, pro-AIG, well you know guess what, you might not be a 
Republican.</STRONG></EM> -- Reince Priebus</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he's an extremist. Of course. That's where the GOP is going. Actually, 
they've already arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862227 37905 229 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 2:49:12pm  
 
<P>Before you can Reince, don't you first have to ince?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862352 37906 28 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:22:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8862349" target=_blank>#25</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really like the TR Power Trio videos. Start <A 
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rhf5_tqxatc" target=_blank>here</A> (sorry, 
still not sure how to embed here) and follow the other songs from that show. 
Those all sound pretty good, and damn big for a 3 piece band.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's easy to post YouTube videos - just put the video's URL on its own line 
and it becomes a video.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Rhf5_tqxatc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862364 37906 40 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:34:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/8862360" target=_blank>#36</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As long as we are rocking out, I can highly recommend Cheap Trick's recent 
appearance on Austin City Limits:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://video.pbs.org/video/1701084827" 
target=_blank>video.pbs.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>After nearly two decades in the musical wilderness, these guys are making 
very impressive new music and playing a variety of old favorites as 
well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I didn't know Austin City Limits videos could be embedded. 
Awesomeness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862375 37906 51 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:43:19pm  
 
 
 
<P>Another really good song from this Utopia concert in Japan:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/4mxZiKTRybI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P> 
<P>They're singing so good I almost wonder if it's overdubbed in the studio, but 
I can usually tell and this doesn't look like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862381 37906 57 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:48:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8862380" target=_blank>#56</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles - just curious. What did you think of 'Arena?'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862384 37906 60 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:51:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8862380" target=_blank>#56</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<P>The last Todd album that I really liked was "Liars." I think that one is one 
of his all-time best, if not <EM>the</EM> best.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862392 37906 67 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:55:29pm  
 
<P>I actually jammed with Todd Rundgren once, in the musicians' bar in Montreux, 
Switzerland, during the Montreux Jazz Festival. 12-bar blues, with about 15 
musicians on the stage in addition to Todd and me. And I had an interesting talk 
with him at the promoter's house.</P> 
<P>I don't think he played at Montreux that year, he was just 
hangin'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862393 37906 68 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 5:56:30pm  
 
<P>I wonder if there's a video somewhere of that jam session. That would be a 
trip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862403 37906 78 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 6:03:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8862396" target=_blank>#71</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What year?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I think it was 1994 or 95. I also had a chat with him at a SIGGRAPH show in 
the 80s, for a computer magazine now defunct.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862423 37906 97 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 6:18:45pm  
 
<P>Let's not forget "The Ever Popular Tortured Artist Effect." Definitely one of 
the top 5 Todd albums. I've read that he considered it a kind of toss-off album, 
and it shows a bit in the production, but the tunes are 
incredible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08862486 37906 156 Charles Fri, Jan 14, 2011 6:52:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8862436" target=_blank>#110</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863272 37907 446 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 9:36:16am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/8863257" target=_blank>#431</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<P>Time for the talking point parrot again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863297 37907 471 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 9:54:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/8863291" target=_blank>#465</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i'm not disagreeing with you. but in this case, hopefully through the broken 
clock syndrome, i happened to like that particular editorial. if we leave TW out 
of this for a second, would you disagree?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The editorial is wrong on the facts. Yes, Jared Loughner apparently has 
mental health issues, but the influence of extreme right wing libertarianism on 
him is undeniable.</P> 
<P>Well, not really "undeniable," I guess, because lots of people are 
desperately trying to deny and ignore it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863334 37907 508 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 10:12:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/8863323" target=_blank>#497</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have zero knowledge about it, just passing along the info as I believe 
Charles or someone mentioned Wikileaks (not being significant) yesterday WRT 
Tunisia.</P> 
<P>Tunisians have been living under a despot for a long time and it's their 
blood &amp; treasure on the line, so if I was Tunisian I wouldn't appreciate 
anyone else taking (or giving) significant credit to anyone but the Tunisian 
people either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These spoiled trust fund kids just can't believe there could be a revolution 
in Tunisia without a white guy being responsible.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08863414 37908 43 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 11:00:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8863404" target=_blank>#38</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, check the spelling on the first instance of 
"Preibus".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He has a name that practically compels swapped-vowel typos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863464 37909 11 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 11:39:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8863462" target=_blank>#10</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course it really helped the scales fall from my eyes as I watched all of 
these supposedly "just conservative but passionate" bloggers flee to religious 
sites after the PJM implosion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoft is no longer at First Things. I wonder if he got to be too much even for 
them?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863514 37909 50 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 12:34:49pm  
 
<P>AP news text on my phone: Gabrielle Giffords has been taken off the 
respirator.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863535 37909 70 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 12:46:11pm  
 
<P>Giffords is still in critical condition, though. Not out of the woods 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863540 37909 75 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 12:47:38pm  
 
<P>Tracheotomy is actually mild compared to what they did to relieve the brain 
swelling. They cut out a portion of her skull.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863548 37909 82 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 12:55:59pm  
 
<P>Remember when Powerline delinked LGF -- and added <A 
href="http://www.powerlineblog.com/archives/2009/09/024486.php" rel=nofollow 
target=_blank>Jim Hoft and Andrew Breitbart to their blogroll instead</A>? Ah, 
good times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863552 37909 86 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 1:01:11pm  
 
<P>And it gets better, because the other dim bulbs of the wingnut blogosphere 
are now jumping on Hoft's post.</P> 
<P>Pamela "Shrieking Harpy" Geller: <A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/01/together-we-
writhe.html" target=_blank>"TOGETHER WE WRITHE": OBAMA MAKING HIS BONES ON THE 
BONES OF THE DEAD</A></P> 



<P>Doug Ross: <A href="http://directorblue.blogspot.com/2011/01/white-house-we-
were-shocked-shocked.html" target=_blank>White House: we were shocked that 
Tucson memorial crowd hooted and hollered throughout because our APPLAUSE signs 
were actually quite discrete</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863621 37909 151 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 2:04:22pm  
 
<P>John Cole at Balloon Juice linked (thanks, John!).</P> 
<P>One of the comments is very stupid and very wrong, though:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Pajamas Media decided to not pay anybody and shut down their ad revenue 
sharing stream. He had a hissy fit and now spends nearly as much time smearing 
the wingnuts he used to laud as he did smearing the Dems. It’s all about the 
Benjamins with those cretins.When Pajamas Media decided to not pay anybody and 
shut down their ad revenue sharing stream. He had a hissy fit and now spends 
nearly as much time smearing the wingnuts he used to laud as he did smearing the 
Dems. It’s all about the Benjamins with those cretins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh no, I didn't have anything approaching a "hissy fit." Here's my post about 
it: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32615_PJ_Media_Ad_Network_Closing" 
target=_blank>PJ Media Ad Network Closing</A>.</P> 
<P>I don't know how anyone can see that as a hissy fit. In truth I was glad to 
be cutting all ties with them at that point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863631 37909 161 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 2:12:16pm  
 
<P>Heh. This is currently the top item at <A href="http://www.memeorandum.com/" 
target=_blank>memeorandum</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863633 37909 163 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 2:17:08pm  
 
<P>Here's the link to Balloon Juice: <A href="http://www.balloon-
juice.com/2011/01/15/too-stupid-to-spoof/" target=_blank>Too Stupid to 
Spoof</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863640 37909 170 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 2:23:24pm  
 
<P>And now, of course, it's at Pajamas Media:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/eddriscoll/2011/01/15/wellstone-
memorial-redux-2/" target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pretty soon Newt Gingrich will be calling for an 
investigation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863675 37909 202 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 3:06:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/8863665" target=_blank>#194</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a hell of a note:</P> 
<P>Arizona shooting survivor <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37905_Veteran_Wounded_in_Tucson_Sh
ootings_Blames_Palin_Beck_and_Angle" target=_blank>Jim Fuller</A> has been 



charged with threats and intimidation and will apparently be charged with 
disorderly conduct after an incident at an ABC Town Hall taping.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.kgun9.com/Global/story.asp?S=13849741" 
target=_blank>Death threat at ABC-TV Town Hall event 
Saturday</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. Arizona is reverting to the Wild West.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863764 37910 65 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 3:56:27pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyc727e842 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863778 37910 79 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 4:01:15pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/jpicUOJ9xL0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863957 37910 254 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 5:29:14pm  
 
<P>I never could have predicted that the righties would start sneering and 
gloating about this story immediately.</P> 
<P>Not in a million years. I am stunned. Flabbergasted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863969 37910 266 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 5:35:30pm  
 
<P>Threats like this aren't acceptable, on any level, and Fuller needs to be 
taught that lesson.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, a verbal threat isn't quite on the same level as being 
shot, twice, which is what happened to Fuller, along with many others killed and 
wounded.</P> 
<P>But suddenly to the wingnuts, there's no difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08863996 37910 292 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 5:58:23pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft has updated his post with links to Doug Ross and PJ Media ... but no 
correction!</P> 
<P>What a complete dolt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864013 37910 309 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:08:31pm  
 
<P>Oh no ... it's the Return of the Alinsky Movie Titles!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864017 37910 313 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:09:14pm  
 



<P>Sgt. Alinsky's Lonely Hearts Club Community Organization</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864018 37910 314 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:09:50pm  
 
<P>But this time it's the Alinsky Song Titles! Aaah! We're 
doomed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864030 37910 326 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:12:40pm  
 
<P>Cum On Feel the Alinsky</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864042 37910 338 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:14:25pm  
 
<P>Smells Like Teen Alinsky</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864044 37910 340 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:15:02pm  
 
<P>Saul Alinsky's Eyes</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864062 37910 358 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:18:53pm  
 
<P>Hello, It's Alinsky</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864063 37910 359 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:19:14pm  
 
 
 
<P>Alinsky's Got a Brand New Bag</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864108 37910 404 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:26:41pm  
 
<P>I'm tweeting some of these song titles, because they're making me laugh. With 
the hash tag #alinskysongtitles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864222 37910 518 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:47:34pm  
 
<P><A href="http://gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com/2011/01/figures-charles-
johnsons-hero-arrested-for-threatening-to-kill-tea-party-leader-on-national-tv/" 
target=_blank>Jim Hoft strikes back!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864234 37910 529 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 6:50:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/527/8864232" target=_blank>#527</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>oh, we were 'praising' Fuller? Odd how that doesn't show up in his 
screenshot.</P> 



<P>(and i love the screenshot, as if you're the type who goes back and seekritly 
edits their posts)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't praise Fuller at all, or make him a "hero." I reported the story 
straight with no editorializing.</P> 
<P>This is what Hoft does, he just lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864348 37910 641 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 7:16:31pm  
 
<P>More pushback from the moron squad:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@MelissaTweets: Wondering if @markos @mattyglesias @davidfrum@Lizardoid 
@KeithOlbermann consider their own rhetoric as a cause for Fuller's death 
threat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A: No. I think being shot twice and seeing people die all around him just 
might be a slightly bigger influence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864455 37910 747 Charles Sat, Jan 15, 2011 7:47:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/8864439" target=_blank>#731</A> samgak</EM></P> 
<P>That's a terrible column, full of factual errors and stupid counter-intuitive 
nonsense. Charles Blow has previously called out the right for their rhetoric, 
but suddenly he sees nothing wrong with it. He's an ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864917 37912 7 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:04:19am  
 
<P>To the right wing, Eric Fuller verbally threatening that Tea Party leader is 
<EM>exactly the same</EM> as opening fire with a 30-round magazine and 
committing mass murder. No difference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864921 37912 11 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:11:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8864919" target=_blank>#9</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has there been anything from the shooter's family yet? Last I heard they were 
boarded in and the FBI was trying to get in to talk to them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, they put out a statement that they were horrified and expressed grief 
for the families.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864932 37912 22 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:22:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8864929" target=_blank>#19</A> mr.fusion</EM></P> 
<P>Great -- if you find a right wing blog post making a (slightly more) 
reasonable point like that, please let me know. I haven't seen 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864934 37912 24 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:23:54am  
 
<P>Incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864940 37912 29 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:26:32am  



 
<P>That one went six years (!) without a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08864953 37912 40 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 9:46:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8864947" target=_blank>#35</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<P>Doesn't matter. As soon as they surface they'll get banned and deleted and 
they know it. It takes one click for myself or the monitors to do it, so they're 
not even succeeding in being annoying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865001 37912 83 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 10:44:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8864994" target=_blank>#76</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hoft is frequently linked by Glenn Reynolds, PJ Media, and other conservative 
blogs.LGF isn't the real reason he's getting publicity, and it's reasonable that 
someone point out that a lot of his stories don't hold water.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's even worse than that -- quite a few of Hoft's absurd and hateful blog 
posts have been picked up by Fox News and other right wing 
media.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865016 37912 96 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 10:55:57am  
 
<P>Does anyone know if Jim Hoft ever made a statement about leaving First 
Things? I couldn't find anything.</P> 
<P>I'm beginning to suspect he was fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865087 37913 15 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 12:15:48pm  
 
<P>The lyrics to this song are some of my very favorite. It's impressionistic 
songwriting - little details from a heartbreaking story that's never quite 
told.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865109 37913 32 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 1:03:02pm  
 
<P>Wow, the things you learn about yourself from Andrew Breitbart's 
sycophants!</P> 
<P>Did you know I once had a post that said Palestinians are cannibals? No? 
Neither did I. (And in fact, I didn't.)</P> 
<P>Did you know that I've been engaged in mass deletions of my archives, to hide 
all evidence of my extremist past? No? Neither did I. (I haven't.)</P> 
<P>Did you know that I've deleted a lot of comments from LGF? Actually, yes, 
that is true, because I block-wiped the entire contributions of some of the 
worst abusers of LGF's earlier days, people like Iron Fist and the venal little 
twerps who run the stalker sites. I make no apologies for that whatsoever. Their 
hateful, often sick comments were laying there like old turds, and the place is 
cleaner without them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865143 37913 59 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 1:30:49pm  
 



<P>Someone sent me a copy of the stalker blog's 'memory hole mosaic' recently. I 
had to laugh.</P> 
<P>They have 47 pages that I deleted. There are currently 37,913 posts at LGF by 
me. That means I've deleted a WHOPPING 0.123% of my archives! Call the police! 
Wholesale deletion!</P> 
<P>There are a couple that weren't deleted at all, they're still visible.</P> 
<P>The stalkers include my post with Michael Yon's picture of a soldier holding 
an Iraqi boy. Michael Yon himself asked that I delete this post; he was being 
very protective about his copyright, which was his absolute right, so I deleted 
it.</P> 
<P>And of the rest, again - I make no apologies to anyone for deleting any of 
them. Some were deleted shortly after being posted because they were mistakes or 
proved to be bad sources. Others were deleted because I want nothing at all to 
do with the people I linked, like European fascist mouthpiece Fjordman.</P> 
<P>And I deleted all the posts about the Flight 93 memorial, because, as I 
commented at the time when I deleted them, I was seeing a lot of referrals to 
those old pages from crazy "anti-jihad" blogs, trying to drum up the bogus 
controversy again, and I did not want them to be used for that purpose. I 
realized this story was completely full of crap many years ago, and I regret 
ever posting about it -- and I'm not trying to "hide" something by deleting 
those entries, I'm trying to keep bad information off the 
interwebs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865157 37913 69 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 1:50:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8865153" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They make charts and graphs, collate numbers and cross reference stuff, 
They've turned it into a whole science. I'm pretty obsessive about my garden and 
even I'm not that weird with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=wrongontheinternet.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/wrongontheinternet.jpg" 
rel=fancy18570f4b target=_blank>Image: 
wrongontheinternet.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865164 37913 75 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 2:02:27pm  
 
<P>I wonder why none of these people ever talk about Allahpundit's ENTIRE BLOG 
that disappeared completely?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865187 37913 97 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 3:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/8865180" target=_blank>#90</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart is actually pulling the "pony tail insult" thing. Can you imagine 
that? Trying to insult people for having a pony tail in 2011? It's like a 
throwback to Archie Bunker days. Of course that's a display of the level of 
discourse they're only capable of which is flinging high school level 
insults.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think he's doing it to needle me, because he has to know it just 
makes me laugh at him. He's doing it for his 31,000 followers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08865190 37913 100 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 3:08:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8865188" target=_blank>#98</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For the hur, hur factor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that you on Twitter as Gus_802? (Making sure...)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865264 37913 167 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 3:58:54pm  
 
<P>Ha! Jim Hoft's latest is another piece of dim-witted genius.</P> 
<P>The photographer who took the picture of the Jumbotron that he lifted off 
Twitter with no concern for the copyright contacted him and told him he had to 
take it down. So he calls her a leftist and posts a screenshot of her Twitter 
page instead (what a dick!), and then plays like it means she was trying to hide 
the troof!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com/2011/01/stunner-
leftist-yanks-pep-rally-applause-photo-threatens-lawsuit/" 
target=_blank>gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865314 37913 211 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 5:33:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/8865300" target=_blank>#199</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>Come on, Buck. Sarah Palin herself has already described those symbols as 
bullseyes. Give it up.</P> 
<P>On another note, even though we disagree on almost everything lately, I do 
want to thank you for tweeting today to Breitbart and his goons that I never 
accused Palestinians of cannibalism. It's irritating to see these idiots just 
blithely spreading such a nasty lie, so thanks for chiming in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865340 37913 235 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 5:52:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/8865316" target=_blank>#213</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The thing is, I can't imagine Breitbart objecting if one of his current 
friends wrote NOW that Palestinians were cannibals, so why should it be an issue 
at all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller writes much worse than that all the time, and she's a featured 
contributor at Breitbart's site.</P> 
<P>When these people bash me for the "extremism" at LGF back in the day, what 
they never seem to get is that they're bashing themselves. LGF started to get 
better when I cleaned out the stables and got rid of THEM, because they 
sucked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865341 37913 236 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 5:54:33pm  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augeas" target=_blank>A similar stable 
cleaning job</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fifth of Labour of Heracles was to clean the Augean stables. This 
assignment was intended to be both humiliating (rather than impressive, as had 
the previous labours) and impossible, since the livestock were divinely healthy 
(immortal) and therefore produced an enormous quantity of dung. These stables 



had not been cleaned in over 30 years, and over 1,000 cattle lived there. 
However, Heracles succeeded by rerouting the rivers Alpheus and Peneus to wash 
out the filth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865352 37913 246 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 6:04:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/8865349" target=_blank>#243</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/201101140003" target=_blank>Why Are 
There So Many Jews In Beck's Rogues Gallery?</A>January 14, 2011 1:00 am ET by 
Ned Resnikoff</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glad people are finally noticing. The wall between Beck's crazy theories and 
classic antisemitism is paper thin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08865393 37914 7 Charles Sun, Jan 16, 2011 6:57:42pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/e-OK7sS855M&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866160 37915 11 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 10:29:20am  
 
<P>I always like MLK's birthday, because it's a tribute to a great American 
figure.</P> 
<P>And also because it drives the right wing crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866297 37916 61 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 12:00:52pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, a reader emailed me the latest dumb post from the stalker blog, 
concerned that they were releasing information that could compromise the 
security of LGF.</P> 
<P>But it's not a big deal, folks. I posted a picture that showed the name of 
our home directory on the web server, then removed the picture when I realized 
the mistake. I deleted it not because it revealed some crucial secret, but 
because I'm a perfectionist and even though it's not a security risk, I just 
don't like having that information out there. It doesn't help them hack in or 
anything like that (much as they would like to). Obscurity is not security.</P> 
<P>(The interesting part of them publishing it, though: it shows how obsessively 
they monitor LGF, and how eager they are to cause me harm.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866331 37916 79 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 12:09:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/8866322" target=_blank>#78</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Daddy mentioned our blog!!11!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know they'll be all worked up now. Who cares.</P> 



<P>I didn't write that comment for the stalkers - I wrote it for LGF readers. 
Since someone emailed me concerned about it, I thought I should let people know 
the score so no one else is worried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866335 37917 18 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 12:10:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8866330" target=_blank>#16</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<P>Boing Boing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866485 37917 159 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 12:54:23pm  
 
<P>Oh. My. Goodness.</P> 
<P>Even Ed Morrissey is falling for Applause-Gate.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/01/17/obamateurism-of-the-
day-429/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866557 37918 34 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 1:31:59pm  
 
<P>Notice that Morrissey starts by complaining that he and Allahpundit were 
getting slammed by their own readers for not hatin' on Obama enough. But the 
magic power of stupid shall bring them back together.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866563 37918 40 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 1:40:57pm  
 
<P>The applause prompt in its natural habitat.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ5FF7F817-lg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ5FF7F817-lg.jpg" 
rel=fancy54aef388 target=_blank>Image: ZZ5FF7F817-lg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08866650 37918 123 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 2:41:20pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/weeklypolling/2011/1/14" target=_blank>13% 
of Tea Partiers think violence is justified against the current American 
government</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867024 37919 59 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:00:44pm  
 
<P>Here we go. Hannity's exclusive (wonder why?) interview.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867026 37919 61 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:02:37pm  
 
<P>She looks tired.</P> 
<P>Been a tough week, I bet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867038 37919 69 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:06:25pm  
 
<P>At least she didn't try the 'surveyor's mark' excuse. Or the 'printer's mark' 
excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08867039 37919 70 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:06:42pm  
 
<P>I wonder if she'll address the fact that Gabrielle Giffords herself expressed 
concern about that map.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867045 37919 75 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:09:13pm  
 
<P>Oh here we go with the MLK lip service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867078 37919 107 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:30:19pm  
 
<P>Her free speech is in danger, yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867097 37919 126 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 6:42:04pm  
 
<P>Man, that was hard-hitting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867194 37920 26 Charles Mon, Jan 17, 2011 7:21:43pm  
 
<P>What's up with David Frum's left eye?</P> 
<P>It seems to be getting worse the more he tries to make excuses for the 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867827 37922 8 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 10:40:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8867823" target=_blank>#6</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know how you have certain pictures to accompany posts about certain 
people (e.g. Palin, Geller, RSM, etc)? I'd like to suggest <A 
href="http://media3.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/photo/2010/05/12/PH2010051204164.jpg" rel=shadowbox 
target=_blank>this one for Rand Paul</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867847 37922 21 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 10:59:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8867842" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...and the military.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It will be interesting to see if Randy Rand stays true to his libertarian 
isolationist hooey with big military cuts.</P> 
<P>After his election, I'm sure the GOP bigwigs had a come-to-Jesus moment with 
Rand Paul, and let him know what would be expected of him. I wouldn't be 
surprised to see him tone down his Paulian isolationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867892 37923 12 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 11:29:05am  



 
<P>It's not just the phone numbers, addresses, credit cards, etc. that are at 
risk, though.</P> 
<P>Developers can use the info they get through Facebook's API to do very 
accurate user tracking across websites, especially for people using mobile 
phones. Facebook is becoming Skynet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867912 37923 30 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 11:41:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8867897" target=_blank>#16</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>Here's one API security hole discovered last year: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2010/apr/26/facebook-privacy-hole" 
target=_blank>www.guardian.co.uk...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867919 37923 37 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 11:45:55am  
 
<P>Ever notice that I don't use any official Facebook widgets in the LGF Blog 
software? This is why. I don't trust them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867933 37923 50 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 11:57:08am  
 
<P><A href="http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2011/01/3-shot-at-gardena-
high-school-gunman-still-at-large.html" target=_blank>3 shot at Gardena High 
School; gunman still at large [Updated] | Los Angeles Times</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Updated at 11:13 a.m.: TV footage showed police cars and fire engines lined 
up in front of the school and one victim being take out to a waiting 
ambulance.</P> 
<P>Police helicopters were searching the area for the suspect, who fled from the 
high school on foot.</P> 
<P>A source confirmed that the suspect and at least one of the victims were 
students.]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08867989 37923 98 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 12:26:32pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/8867982" target=_blank>#91</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Wow. Crazy Pam's source is about two clicks away from white supremacists. I 
followed a few links and almost immediately got deep into the neo-Confederate 
fever swamp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08868247 37926 58 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 2:30:28pm  
 
<P>Joe Lieberman is bailing on a 4th term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08868539 37930 2 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 6:06:07pm  
 



<P>It was placed on a concrete bench that would have directed the force of the 
blast toward the parade marchers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08868582 37930 26 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 6:25:56pm  
 
<P>Everyone's favorite fascist sympathizer Robert Spencer is apparently going to 
testify in Peter King's Muslims Are Suspicious hearings next month. 
Lovely.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08868597 37930 36 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 6:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8868589" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope they bring out Crazy Pam too. That could have some entertainment 
value.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller wouldn't last one minute in front of a Congressional hearing, but I do 
hope someone brings up Robert Spencer's long history of apologizing for, and in 
some cases outright support for, European far right organizations.</P> 
<P>And his relationship with anti-Muslim hatemonger Pamela Geller should also be 
an issue for anyone who questions him about his qualifications to testify on 
Muslim extremism in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08868610 37930 45 Charles Tue, Jan 18, 2011 6:39:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/8868607" target=_blank>#44</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not. I took a look around and <A 
href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0111/47756.html" target=_blank>found 
this at Politico</A> (today's date):</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Robert Spencer - still too radioactive even for the new Tea Party 
House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08869203 37931 23 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 10:17:13am  
 
<P>Wow, I just got a giant wall of text email from someone ranting at me about 
the story that the Vatican told Irish bishops not to report child abuse.</P> 
<P>How the hell can anyone defend the Catholic Church in this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08869335 37933 5 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 11:10:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8869332" target=_blank>#3</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>The parade hadn't started yet - so I assume it wasn't time to detonate 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08869336 37933 6 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 11:10:44am  
 
<P>You can't ignore the target.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08869520 37934 20 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 1:32:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8869517" target=_blank>#18</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really, really upsetting story:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://edition.cnn.com/2011/CRIME/01/19/pennsylvania.abortion.doctor/" 
target=_blank>Philadelphia doctor accused of murdering patient, 
newborns</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If the charges are true, that guy is a criminal and should spend a long time 
in jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08869522 37934 22 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 1:33:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8869519" target=_blank>#19</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it a crime for a married Lizard to have a crush on Brooke Alvarez?</P> 
<P>:-D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She will crush you like a bug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08869700 37935 78 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 3:10:12pm  
 
<P>The wingnuts are all stirred up because Gov. Abercrombie hasn't produced 
Obama's birth certificate yet.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to find it in me to care enough to write one more post about 
Birthers or Weird Nut Drooly, but really the whole mess is just pathetic and sad 
at this point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08870001 37936 4 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 6:02:14pm  
 
<P>encapsulate |en'kaps(y)??lat|verb [ trans. ]enclose (something) in or as if 
in a capsule.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>• express the essential features of (someone or something) succinctly : the 
conclusion is encapsulated in one sentence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08870027 37936 26 Charles Wed, Jan 19, 2011 6:18:05pm  
 
<P>A truly lethal summation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08871356 37941 13 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 12:24:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8871339" target=_blank>#4</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idea that abortion is creating a black genocide of sorts has been going 
around in some circles for a long time. It began as a pro-life argument, but 
seems to occasionally expand into a reason that African-Americans should vote 
Republican. So far this has not been effective, to put it mildly.</P> 
<P>In this case, it sounds more like a nasty slam on Obama than an attempt at 
outreach, however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Right, it's a common propaganda point. Sarah Palin's ghostwriter Lynn Vincent 
is infamous for writing an article titled "Black Genocide."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34788_Sarah_Palins_Book_Ghostwritt
en_by_Associate_of_White_Supremacist_McCain" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08871625 37942 12 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 2:37:05pm  
 
<P>My mafia nickname: Chuckie Greenballs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08871710 37942 46 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 3:03:28pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08871722 37942 54 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 3:07:53pm  
 
<P>'Chuckie' is a test account I've had for a long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08871738 37942 63 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 3:12:52pm  
 
<P>I suddenly realized it probably looked like that, so I'd better come clean, 
spill my guts, and snitch on Chuckie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872077 37942 342 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 5:42:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,594343,00.html" target=_blank>A 
transcript of Beck's incoherent rant at Fox News</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea parties believe in small government. We believe in returning to the 
principles of our Founding Fathers. We respect them. We revere them. Shoot me in 
the head before I stop talking about the Founders. Shoot me in the head if you 
try to change our government.</P> 
<P>I will stand against you and so will millions of others. We believe in 
something. You in the media and most in Washington don't. The radicals that you 
and Washington have co-opted and brought in wearing sheep's clothing — change 
the pose. You will get the ends.</P> 
<P>You've been using them? They believe in communism. They believe and have 
called for a revolution. You're going to have to shoot them in the head. But 
warning, they may shoot you.</P> 
<P>They are dangerous because they believe. Karl Marx is their George 
Washington. You will never change their mind. And if they feel you have lied to 
them — they're revolutionaries. Nancy Pelosi, those are the people you should be 
worried about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872093 37942 357 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 5:50:53pm  
 
<P>Patterico's having the vapors again:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://patterico.com/2011/01/20/no-charles-johnson-glenn-
beck-did-not-tell-his-viewers-to-shoot-anyone-in-the-head/" 
target=_blank>patterico.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08872102 37942 365 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 5:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/8872101" target=_blank>#364</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Patterico wants you to believe that "Johnson wants you to 
believe".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never said any of the things he's responding to! He's having a private 
debate with a fantasy version of me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872109 37942 372 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 6:03:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/368/8872105" target=_blank>#368</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And good grief.People are <EM>still telling</EM> their "I was banned" 
stories!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at what they're making excuses for - a disturbing, incoherent rant 
involving shooting lots of people in the head, including Beck himself.</P> 
<P>And they wonder why they were banned, and whine like babies, often for years, 
over the loss of accounts registered to fake names like "Iron Fist," often with 
throwaway email addresses, that they didn't pay a penny to 
register.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872179 37942 441 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 6:55:03pm  
 
<P>Wow, the wingnuts on Twitter really don't like that Glenn Beck clip. 
Apparently, it hit home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872253 37942 511 Charles Thu, Jan 20, 2011 7:37:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/477/8872218" target=_blank>#477</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instapundit is now linking to Patterico's "shoot them in the head" defense of 
Beck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>King of the passive aggressive link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872719 37943 221 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 9:37:10am  
 
<P>Every gibbering right wing loon on Twitter is spewing hatred at me today. 
Patterico is outright lying, and they know it, but they're all gleefully 
reposting the link to his distorted piece of crap post accusing me of saying 
things I never said.</P> 
<P>Just another day at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872803 37944 19 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 10:38:52am  
 



<P>Please retweet this post -- hundreds of right wingers on Twitter have been 
retweeting Patterico's smear, and we need to make sure my reply gets seen 
too.</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain has jumped on it now, of course -- he wrote another 2000-
word post mocking me for failing and being irrelevant and having no traffic. 
That would be about the 97th post by McCain on that theme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08872851 37944 65 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 11:23:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8872838" target=_blank>#54</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I extracted a much better and longer clip of the rant (it's about 2 1/2 min). 
Here it is:</P> 
<P>Glenn Beck's Irresponsible Rant (06-09-2010)</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks! I replaced the shorter clip with yours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873035 37944 241 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 12:45:24pm  
 
<P>Ah, I see Patterico's moving straight to stalker talking points now. Through 
obsessive searching of years-old comments, they've discovered that I once 
deleted a comment in which I (gasp!) used the term "Saint Pancake."</P> 
<P>I had to look up the comment in the DB because I don't remember it, and the 
reason is simple - the timestamp shows it was deleted very soon after I posted 
it (8 years ago!), probably because I didn't like it (as I've always said), 
regretted using it, and didn't want to encourage its use. I say "probably" 
because this was so long ago and so completely insignificant I have no memory of 
it at all. I didn't "lie" about it - I didn't remember it. I've posted more than 
45,000 comments over the life of LGF, in addition to nearly 38,000 articles. 
Anyone who thinks I remember each and every one, even the deleted ones, has a 
much higher opinion of my memory and intelligence than I do.</P> 
<P>I'd say this is pathetic how they're reaching back for every tiny comment I 
ever made to find a smear, but if they want to waste their time I say go for it. 
And it's ironic that the people who are most enthusiastically promoting the 
smear are exactly the same people who were banned for using "St. Pancake" 
constantly -- and for much worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873037 37944 243 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 12:46:01pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the commenter they quote, NC, is now a very well-known right 
wing blogger who uses a pseudonym.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873049 37944 255 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 12:56:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/8873045" target=_blank>#251</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The nitwits have tweeted that about 5,000 times. You'd think they'd found a 
new species or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of cool that they have such awe of me, actually, to believe that I 
remember every single comment I've ever posted at LGF, even one-sentence 
comments posted 8 years ago. I must be pretty smart, and diabolical 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08873227 37945 5 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 1:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8873223" target=_blank>#4</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Remember he was on Sharron Angle's Election Committee letter head. At that 
time, Charles, you said you had already lost all respect for him (or words to 
that effect).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I <EM>have</EM> lost all respect for him. There's no possible way I'd ever 
vote for Mitt Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873249 37945 14 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 2:03:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8873246" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True. I think he can win the nomination without the Tea Partiers but he'll 
still have to run on a Republican platform; repeal healthcare reform, oppose the 
bailouts and stimulus that saved the economy, etc. It would be a tough 
sell.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Romney's big problem is the social conservative wing. He's a transgressor in 
several important ways, and the socons are the ones who are really in control of 
the GOP.</P> 
<P>I'd be surprised if he ever wins the GOP nomination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873302 37945 51 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 2:21:58pm  
 
<P>I was going to post a reply to the latest "St. Pancake" silliness, but 
decided it's not worth the effort unless the nuts get crazier than they are 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873366 37945 91 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 2:45:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/8873357" target=_blank>#85</A> Merkin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good news, all of this speculation has been rendered mute. <A 
href="http://blogs.ajc.com/political-insider-jim-galloway/2011/01/21/a-newt-
gingrich-presidential-campaign-out-of-
buckhead/?cxntfid=blogs_political_insider_jim_galloway" target=_blank>Newt is 
going to run.</A> The Republic is saved! The Republic is saved!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Newt Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873389 37945 114 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 2:49:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/8873367" target=_blank>#92</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201101210032" target=_blank>Beck 
Explains His "You're Going To Have To Shoot Them In Head" 
Comments</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's lying - got the lie straight from Patterico. Nobody said he was telling 
his audience to shoot people in the head. Nobody. And the full context was right 



there from the beginning - the YouTube video had a link to the full 
transcript.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873392 37945 116 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 2:50:06pm  
 
<P>And his explanation of the comments is just as creepy and 
insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873557 37946 3 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 4:09:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8873552" target=_blank>#2</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Serial downdinger "happyface" is spamming the minus key in the 
pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873716 37946 143 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 5:29:19pm  
 
<P>So Andrew Breitbart is now on the "advisory board" of GOProud, 
eh?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873732 37946 154 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 5:56:20pm  
 
<P>Wow ... Keith Olbermann's show is over?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873758 37947 14 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 6:07:21pm  
 
<P>Next Glenn Beck will announce his retirement. I can dream, can't 
I?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873767 37947 23 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 6:11:10pm  
 
<P>Man, that was abrupt.</P> 
<P>I'll bet Olbermann got some bucks for allowing MSNBC to do him like that. As 
he should.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08873809 37947 65 Charles Fri, Jan 21, 2011 6:30:07pm  
 
<P>Erick Erickson is gloating: [Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/ewerickson/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08874819 37949 5 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 9:20:34am  
 
<P>It's all about the money. Baby Doc stole billions from Haiti, and what are 
the odds that some of that money made it into the bank accounts of US 
politicians?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08874837 37949 21 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 9:34:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8874829" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very possible but I suspect there's also some ideological 
rationalization mixed in there too. The libertarian extremists see this as a 
thumb in the eye of New World Order organizations like Amnesty International and 
the UN. They probably also see strongman dictators as a useful counterweight to 
American imperialism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be, but I'm having a hard time seeing how this fits with libertarian 
ideology.</P> 
<P>Maybe the rationale is that if countries like Haiti are ruled by violent 
strongmen it makes it easier for the US to be isolationist? Arg, I'm giving 
myself a headache trying to figure it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08874855 37949 39 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 9:51:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8874842" target=_blank>#26</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sometimes see here and elsewhere nostalgia for Buckley as some "sane 
conservative" icon. But how is this different from the above?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fair.org/index.php?page=3406" 
target=_blank>www.fair.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I give Buckley credit for two things - calling out right wing antisemitism 
(especially Pat Buchanan and Joe Sobran), and leading the fight to expel the 
paranoid John Birch Society.</P> 
<P>And in an age when a lot of conservative leaders flaunt their stupidity, I 
also give him credit for not being stupid, most of the time - with some very 
notable lapses, like his rejection of evolutionary science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08874856 37949 40 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 9:54:13am  
 
<P>Today's conservative movement, of course, has welcomed back both Pat Buchanan 
and the John Birch Society, so Buckley's efforts have been 
defeated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08874862 37949 46 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 9:57:01am  
 
<P>Wow, 650 retweets of my reply to Patterico. That's great; lying assholes like 
Patterico should not be allowed to get away with the kind of sleazy smear he 
tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08874948 37950 14 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 11:59:41am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I see that Cenk Uygur is getting a full-time show on MSNBC, so 
that's one more MSNBC show I won't be watching. I can't stand Uygur. Olbermann 
was irritating, but usually honest. Uygur is a dishonest far left propagandist, 
and virulently anti-Israel. MSNBC is already pretty left wing, but with Uygur 
they're moving into whacked out Indymedia territory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08874969 37950 35 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 12:25:58pm  
 
<P>Listening to Beck in this clip, it's easy to see why unbalanced personalities 
could be influenced by his rhetoric, because Beck himself is so completely 
deranged and paranoid.</P> 
<P>We've gotten used to this from Beck. But if you could go back a few years and 
see one of Beck's shows without having seen him before, you'd be horrified. How 
did this bad craziness ever become mainstream cable news 
programming?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875207 37951 41 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 3:06:09pm  
 
<P>Wow, 714 retweets now on that Patterico post. Must be driving him crazy. (A 
short drive.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875212 37951 45 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 3:08:57pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, patterico hits back with the dreaded Pancake!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875232 37951 62 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 3:19:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8875217" target=_blank>#50</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Relevance being..?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None whatsoever! That's what I love about hacks like patterico - they just 
barge right in and proudly spout the dumbest stuff.</P> 
<P>He's just going to repeat that now -- that I "lied" about using "St. 
Pancake." It's like arguing with clowns from another reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875234 37951 63 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 3:21:03pm  
 
<P>I'll go on the record right now and say, it's true. I was mistaken (not 
dishonest) when I said I had <EM>never</EM> used that term at LGF. I used it 
exactly once in more than 45,000 comments, and deleted it almost immediately 
because I regretted it and didn't want to encourage its use. I didn't recall 
posting it, and because it was marked deleted it didn't show up in a search.</P> 
<P>I hope that clarifies things! Make sure to take a screenshot, 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875242 37951 70 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 3:25:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8875237" target=_blank>#66</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<P>Yes. They seem to believe they've found the gotcha of life, because I once 
used it and immediately deleted it.</P> 
<P>It actually demonstrates pretty nicely what I've been saying all along - I 
didn't use it, and didn't like it when others did. The one time I did use it, I 
deleted my own comment.</P> 
<P>Sure would be nice if could remember every one of my 45,000+ comments 
verbatim. I wouldn't need the LGF search engine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08875323 37951 145 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 4:08:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/8875317" target=_blank>#140</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Pathetico is gonna pop a vessel if he continues like 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a good one too:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid The funny thing is, this is eating you up inside, because deep 
down, you know I'm right. Me, I'm having a great time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's funny. Drooling on the keyboard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875440 37951 260 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 5:50:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8875429" target=_blank>#249</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Googling the username is always a good idea. Lots of people use the same name 
for many different websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08875556 37952 7 Charles Sat, Jan 22, 2011 7:57:55pm  
 
<P>This is not a tax issue. It's a possible violation of the laws for federal 
judges regarding disclosure of spousal income. See the last sentence of the 
quote above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876420 37953 6 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 10:25:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8876417" target=_blank>#5</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not in a "blog war" with anyone. These people aren't smart enough to have 
a "war," they're just morons and/or unscrupulous ideologues. I don't agonize 
over giving them too much attention -- they're obsessively reading and screen-
shotting every word I post anyway.</P> 
<P>Just wanted to let them know, again, that Daddy doesn't even care enough 
about them to read their insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876452 37953 24 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 10:44:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8876427" target=_blank>#10</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT, and in sadness:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/235849_The_Shawna_Forde_trial-
_Anti-i" target=_blank>The Shawna Forde trial: Anti-immigrant extremists murder 
nine-year-old girl</A></P> 
<P>The co-founder of the Minutemen may be involved.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://crooksandliars.com/david-neiwert/minuteman-founder-
jim-gilchrists-tie" target=_blank>crooksandliars.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would not be surprising -- Gilchrist is a real nutjob. He hangs around 
with white supremacists on the Political Cesspool radio show. I don't know why 
more people haven't noted his ties to outright hate groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08876466 37953 37 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 10:53:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8876459" target=_blank>#31</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The 911 tape is available on that link. It's pretty horrifying.</P> 
<P>I have no idea why I hadn't heard about this case before. It's insane. They 
executed a nine year old girl in front of her mother.</P> 
<P>So many monsters around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There have been three LGF posts about this horrible case:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchkey=lgf&amp;searchString=forde" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876976 37953 155 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 2:27:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/8876931" target=_blank>#154</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have Tweetdeck all set up and ready to go. Right now I think of it as a 
means of avoiding the mentally deranged wingnuts commonly known as The 
Stalkers™.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tweetdeck is a great program. Add usernames to the global filter and you 
never see their tweets again. Really helps keep the Idiot Brigade from 
cluttering up the timeline.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876613 37954 44 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 11:47:37am  
 
<P>Jane Hamsher of FDL is at the Quantico brig trying to see Bradley Manning, 
and she and her companion David House have apparently just been arrested by the 
MPs.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/JaneHamsher/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hamsher tweets:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For whatever reason, Quantico Marine brass don't want Manning 2 have visitor 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"For whatever reason?"</P> 
<P>Uh - Manning is accused of one of the most serious crimes a soldier can 
commit. That might have something to do with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876627 37954 54 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 11:52:29am  
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RedState" 
target=_blank>RedState</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Erick Erickson is the Chairman of the Board and Managing Editor of Redstate, 
and Dan McLaughlin, Victoria Gardner Coates, and Mike Krempasky are on the Board 
of Directors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08876745 37954 151 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 12:53:10pm  
 
<P>I just created an open thread in the Pages for discussing the Packers-Bears 
game...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08877081 37954 382 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 3:19:55pm  
 
<P>The Geller-thing is full-on Birther today. She has heat map analysis. I 
actually LOLed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08877425 37955 138 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 5:22:51pm  
 
<P>Look out. LGF Blog now haz snarky subtitles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08877453 37955 165 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 5:32:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/8877435" target=_blank>#147</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you sneak that in there <EM>without telling 
anybody</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08877511 37955 221 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 5:51:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8877493" target=_blank>#204</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So where did that dumbshit Hoft come from, anyway? Was he just some guy who 
thought Breitbart was a role model and started talking out his ass in the hopes 
of becoming somebody on the internets? Or is he someone I should give a crap 
about? I know how Geller got here...cosmetic surgery and some crazy rants at the 
right time. But where did Hoft come from?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jim Hoft used to email me nearly every day, begging me to link to his anti-
Islam blog.</P> 
<P>Now he hopes I won't link to him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08877936 37955 589 Charles Sun, Jan 23, 2011 9:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/8877831" target=_blank>#510</A> elisa</EM></P> 
<P>Just go away now. You're obviously at the wrong website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878485 37955 636 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 10:19:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/635/8878420" target=_blank>#635</A> William of 
Orange</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, very funny that she lauds the Rathergate farce. A story Charles himself 
broke! She should know better than to mess with the master.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't you heard? According to Geller and the rest of the right wing 
blogosphere, I had nothing to do with Rathergate. They've done their best to 
completely erase me from their memories of the scandal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878439 37957 5 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 9:52:21am  



 
<P>I see that Patterico is raving like a lunatic again. What a tedious 
hack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878673 37959 43 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 11:23:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8878634" target=_blank>#25</A> Blizzard</EM></P> 
<P>Sarah Palin absolutely did cry about the death threats she received, at great 
length.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878755 37959 114 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 11:43:27am  
 
<P>Here's the article that the right wing is currently using to smear Piven 
with: <A href="http://www.thenation.com/article/157292/mobilizing-jobless" 
target=_blank>Mobilizing the Jobless | The Nation</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An effective movement of the unemployed will have to look something like the 
<STRONG>strikes and riots</STRONG> that have spread across Greece in response to 
the austerity measures forced on the Greek government by the European Union, or 
like the student protests that recently spread with lightning speed across 
England in response to the prospect of greatly increased school 
fees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the National Review, Stanley Kurtz seized on this one phrase to claim that 
Piven was advocating that the unemployed should riot in the US.</P> 
<P>But read the whole article. You may not agree with her politics, but she's 
making a point that's hard to deny -- that mass protests can affect governmental 
policies. She doesn't "call for rioting," as Kurtz falsely claimed -- she 
predicts mass protests due to unemployment and says the progressive movement 
should join those protests.</P> 
<P>Agree or disagree with this analysis, it's nothing but a distortion to say 
it's a call for violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878837 37959 192 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 12:06:11pm  
 
<P>Sure enough, immediately after I post the link to the Nation article, a 
parrot shows up with the talking point of the day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878839 37959 194 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 12:07:16pm  
 
<P>It shows that these people don't even bother reading the thread first to see 
if it's already being discussed - they're just here to dump the talking 
point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878872 37959 227 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 12:14:26pm  
 
<P>Reaching end of patience for troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878887 37959 241 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 12:18:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/234/8878880" target=_blank>#234</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>rule #1 of Lizard Fight Club: don't quote the troll</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quoted for emphasis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08878927 37959 281 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 12:35:46pm  
 
<P>"we just chopped off Charles Johnson’s head and mounted it on a pike on our 
collective front lawn..."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://lgf.bz/fNG0QC" 
target=_blank>lgf.bz...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879006 37959 352 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 1:11:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/324/8878972" target=_blank>#324</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>She didn't "call for mass demonstrations on the model of Greece" at all. 
That's a willful misreading of the article. She's not "calling" for anything -- 
she's making the point that mass demonstrations can affect government policies, 
which seems pretty undeniable, and she cites the protests and riots in Greece as 
one example. She also mentions the student protests in Britain.</P> 
<P>Stanley Kurtz's article at the National Review is just crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879018 37959 364 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 1:16:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/8879015" target=_blank>#361</A> 
Aceofwhat?</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, she didn't call for that. But she's hoping for some sort of 'social 
movement from the bottom'. She's not inciting violence; she's hoping for 
stupidity. The proper response from Kurtz et al would be to roll eyes and move 
along, not pretend that she is calling for violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not all social movements from the bottom are stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879062 37959 408 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 1:30:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/8879048" target=_blank>#394</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We had one of those:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah ha! The reason for the butthurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879089 37959 433 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 1:36:56pm  
 
<P><A href="http://rudepundit.blogspot.com/2011/01/frances-fox-piven-is-not-
afraid-of-you.html" target=_blank>Frances Fox Piven Is Not Afraid of You and She 
Will Kick Your Ass</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Rude Pundit is going to describe, in short, the infamous Cloward-Piven 
Strategy, a 1966 plot concocted in the minds of two Uhmerka-hating enemies, 
Profs. Richard Cloward and Frances Fox Piven, according to Glenn Beck and the 
nutzoid right. Are you ready? Can you take it? Because you're about to discover 
the network, motherfuckers. You are about to look into the filthy roots of the 



tree of radicalism, you ignorant bastards, and get your brains dirty. For, 
indeed, it is something so insidious, so contemptuous of everything that Uhmerka 
stands for that it would force Uhmerka to its knees and beg for the socialist 
raping to stop. Holy shit, here it comes:</P> 
<P>People who are eligible for welfare benefits should sign up for 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879303 37961 1 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 3:44:07pm  
 
<P>By the way, Patterico's real name was publicized by right wing blogs when 
they were attacking him for his very mild criticisms of Robert Stacy McCain. 
(Before I get accused of outing someone.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879316 37961 10 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 3:51:30pm  
 
<P>And I'll just point out that you'll never find me using that kind of rhetoric 
at LGF - not in almost 10 years of blogging.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879358 37961 47 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 4:08:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8879342" target=_blank>#31</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, since racism is making a come back, George Allen is deciding to 
jump back into the ring and run for senate again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Macaca!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879534 37961 216 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 5:47:47pm  
 
<P>Right-wing hacks the world over are piling on. Now my "mate" Timmy Blair is 
chiming in, inevitably, on the dreaded 8-year old deleted "St. Pancake" 
comment.</P> 
<P>The Eight Year Old Deleted Comment That Decapitated Little Green Footballs 
and Proved for All Time That Chuckie Greenballs is an Evil Irrelevant Liar Whose 
Site I Search Obsessively Every Day.</P> 
<P><SUB>(And they don't even seem to see how stupid and venal it makes them 
look.)</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879545 37961 227 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 5:57:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/8879538" target=_blank>#220</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to clarify because wingnut logic seems so odd.</P> 
<P>They claim you are bad for that phrase.</P> 
<P>So the phrase is bad... OK</P> 
<P>BUT, you hated the phrase and deleted it while they like it.</P> 
<P>But if they like it they are bad right?</P> 
<P>But if they hate the phrase then they should like how you deleted those who 
wrote it right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Careful - you'll get a headache trying to follow the strange logic here. 
Remember, most of these people are creationists, climate change deniers, and car 
salesmen. They don't live in the world of logic.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08879551 37961 233 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 6:02:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/220/8879538" target=_blank>#220</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>The strategy behind these attacks is pretty obvious - they think I'm trying 
to curry favor with the left, so they're hitting hard on a theme they believe 
will poison the well and damage me as much as possible. That's why they have no 
compunctions about making themselves look bad in the process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879605 37961 283 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 6:39:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/8879587" target=_blank>#265</A> 
GM_Yitzhak</EM></P> 
<P>You have an account. What's stopping you from posting what you feel is "real 
news," in an LGF Page?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879651 37961 324 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 6:58:01pm  
 
<P>Wow, the latest Patterico rant breaks new ground in craziness. What a 
freak!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879652 37961 325 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 6:58:50pm  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles Johnson, you are a hypocritical, dishonest lowlife punk. This post of 
yours guarantees that I’ll be doing a new post about you every single time I 
find out about another lie of yours.</P> 
<P>Every. Single. Time.</P> 
<P>In doing so, Charles Johnson, I will metaphorically crush you. I will 
metaphorically disembowel you and eat your innards. But I will not do a single 
physical thing to you. Nor will I encourage others 
to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879656 37961 329 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 7:00:30pm  
 
<P>This guy works for the government of California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08879687 37961 359 Charles Mon, Jan 24, 2011 7:14:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/8879677" target=_blank>#349</A> 
GM_Yitzhak</EM></P> 
<P>Was there something stopping you from posting those stories as LGF 
Pages?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880394 37962 399 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 9:13:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8880051" target=_blank>#79</A> Reginald 
Perrin</EM></P> 



<P>I don't have any idea what you are talking about, and your comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walter, I can't speak for Charles, it's not my blog (yet).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...is WAY off base. This is never going to be your blog, and what the hell 
did you mean by that?</P> 
<P>I strongly suggest you stop for a minute and reconsider what you're doing. I 
don't appreciate it when people use my name and imply that I'm taking part in 
something when I am not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880728 37962 461 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 12:40:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/8880688" target=_blank>#460</A> reginald 
perrin</EM></P> 
<P>Dude - you keep commenting as if I'm in on some kind of plan with you. I'm 
not. Whatever you're doing (or not doing), it's on your own.</P> 
<P>And if you want to continue in this vein I suggest you start a blog of your 
own to do it, because I know for a fact that it's getting on many commenters' 
nerves here, even people who are generally friendly to you. You've posted some 
funny stuff and some worthwhile info, so I'd prefer not to ban you - but I 
really don't need the grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880868 37962 474 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 1:39:28pm  
 
<P>OK, man, you're leaving me no choice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880901 37962 481 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 1:52:15pm  
 
<P>If someone needs help for emotional issues, they should get that help.</P> 
<P>But they need to go somewhere other than LGF. This is not a clinic, I'm not a 
therapist, and if someone begins acting out in some apparently irrational way, 
after being warned more than once to knock it off, they will lose their 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880968 37962 484 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 2:22:23pm  
 
<P>Just to be really clear, my concern has to be for the whole of the LGF 
community. That's my job here.</P> 
<P>I'm not trained to offer emotional counseling, and what's more I don't want 
to. I already have a job and it's not as a counselor. If you need a counselor, 
there are plenty available and it doesn't take much to seek someone out -- in 
person, not over the Internet in a comment forum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880461 37963 21 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 9:43:32am  
 
<P>It's been a while since Mubarak really let his thugs loose. This could turn 
really ugly if he feels backed into a corner.</P> 
<P>I don't think Egypt has reached the kind of critical mass yet where the 
government could fall, but I'm not placing bets either way. If it does happen, 
the Muslim Brotherhood will almost certainly take over, and that would 
definitely not be good news for anyone -- least of all the Egyptian 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08880483 37963 40 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 10:03:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8880468" target=_blank>#28</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>That's why I said I wouldn't bet either way. Egypt's a different case than 
Tunisia, though - the power is much more concentrated in the hands of the 
regime, and they're much wealthier than Ben Ali and his crime family.</P> 
<P>The Muslim Brotherhood is officially banned, but it's no secret that they 
have their fingers in almost all the opposition groups. If/when the Mubarak 
regime finally collapses we may see Egypt become an Islamic theocracy, like a 
Sunni version of Iran.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880587 37965 7 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 11:19:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8880585" target=_blank>#6</A> deranged cat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i can't believe she's the one speaking on behalf of republicans.</P> 
<P>i predict Obama's SOTU will be about peace and tolerance and love and all 
that stuff he's good at speaking about, and Bachmann's will be "socialism is 
coming to this country! arm yourselves! communists! BLA! FEAR!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, she's not speaking for the GOP - Paul Ryan is giving the official GOP 
response. Bachmann is the official representative of the 
teabaggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880648 37965 48 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 11:44:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8880645" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"In school sex clinics!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/CxLYDQ-01pE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880734 37966 15 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 12:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8880715" target=_blank>#5</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>He wasn't convicted on the other charges, though, because the evidence was 
obtained through torture and was thrown out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880875 37966 98 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 1:41:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8880847" target=_blank>#81</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just saw that. I think he's having some mental health issues. Very sad to 
see.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be, I don't know. But I'm not a therapist, and he's 
blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08880920 37966 121 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 2:03:36pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is threatening to take a chainsaw to a cute bunny rabbit. What a 
card.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08880999 37966 174 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 2:44:13pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is great today! I love it when Tweety gets all righteous 
against teabaggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881299 37967 58 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:35:03pm  
 
<P>Rand Paul's budget has been released, and it's a hoot.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.randpaul2010.com/wp-
content/uploads/2011/01/Overview-500-billion-cuts-2.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.randpaul2010.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>He's got a vision of a very different kind of America - no EPA, no DOE, no 
foreign aid at all, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881302 37967 60 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:36:19pm  
 
<P>Rand Paul wants to cut 83% of the Department of Education's 
budget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881303 37967 61 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:36:48pm  
 
<P>And eliminate the Department of Energy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881304 37967 62 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:37:07pm  
 
<P>Eliminate HUD.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881318 37967 76 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:40:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8881312" target=_blank>#70</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only a 6.5% decrease for the military. Interesting. I'm pretty sure you win a 
bet on that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just call me Little Green Nostradamus. The bigwigs had a come-to-Jesus moment 
with Rand over his libertarian isolationism.</P> 
<P>No problem with completely eliminating foreign aid, though. 100% 
cut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881339 37967 96 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:43:59pm  
 
<P>I'll have live video of the SOTU speech from the White House, in case you 
aren't watching a TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08881348 37967 105 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 5:47:02pm  
 
<P>CNN is actually going to have Erick Erickson commenting on the 
SOTU.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881414 37968 22 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:09:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8881409" target=_blank>#17</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>It's just amazing. This is where the Tea Party wants America to 
go.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881425 37968 32 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:11:48pm  
 
<P>The Republicans and Democrats are all sitting next to each other tonight 
instead of in separate blocks. Civility!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881427 37968 34 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:12:19pm  
 
<P>Makes it a little harder to behave like an asshole. I 
approve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881534 37968 138 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:27:55pm  
 
<P>Republicans not applauding for clean energy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881711 37968 315 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:47:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/8881695" target=_blank>#299</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No applause from Beohner on rep existing conditions.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching John Boehner is like seeing the Republican Party's puppet masters at 
work. He's signaling to the conservatives how to react.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08881720 37968 324 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 6:48:50pm  
 
<P>Michele Bachmann is giving Obama the Stepford Wives Stare.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08882147 37969 40 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 7:48:26pm  
 
<P>Unedited backstage Bachmann:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://interactive.foxnews.com/livestream/live.html?chanId=5" 
target=_blank>interactive.foxnews.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08882185 37969 78 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 7:51:18pm  
 
<P>Very crazy eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08882221 37969 113 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 7:53:40pm  
 
<P>Why is Michele Bachmann staring at my left shoulder?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08882400 37969 290 Charles Tue, Jan 25, 2011 8:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/282/8882392" target=_blank>#282</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were a wingnut I'd be furious with Fox. They put her setup for the 
speech on a live feed and she had no idea she was being broadcasted. They're 
very lucky she was only talking about cupcakes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea Party professionalism!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08883221 37973 21 Charles Wed, Jan 26, 2011 11:53:54am  
 
<P>Eliminate education and social programs, eliminate all foreign outreach, and 
keep military funding at its current level.</P> 
<P>Sounds like a recipe for eternal war.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08884745 37977 71 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 9:28:44am  
 
<P>Just got my 1600th Twitter follower! Number of followers has increased by 
almost 200 in the past couple of weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08884774 37977 97 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 9:41:14am  
 
<P>And now the wingnuts are all accusing Obama of "plagiarism" in the SOTU 
speech.</P> 
<P>I can't believe they never feel stupid, with this constant parade of phony 
outrages. It's mass insanity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08884777 37977 100 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 9:43:34am  
 
<P>At least Ed Morrissey had the honesty to shoot down the plagiarism 
accusations, but dozens of other wingnuts are gleefully parroting the 
stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885052 37979 12 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 12:06:14pm  
 
<P>In a land of dimwits, the half-wit is queen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885154 37980 25 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 12:55:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8885142" target=_blank>#17</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<P>OK, I deleted it. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08885177 37980 38 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 1:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8885172" target=_blank>#35</A> Tigger2</EM></P> 
<P>Of course, you realize the stalkers already have screen shots.</P> 
<P>/half</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885263 37980 109 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 1:54:27pm  
 
<P>I swear - I don't know how people stand working on a Windows PC. Every time I 
start up Win 7 there are more updates to install, and most of the time they 
require a restart, sometimes more than one restart. It's annoying as all 
heck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885277 37980 122 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 2:02:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8885275" target=_blank>#120</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The newer Macs can run Windows as well, so you can conceivably have the best 
(or worst) of both worlds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I run Win 7 in a VMWare Fusion sandbox on my Mac Pro.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885309 37981 1 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 2:14:24pm  
 
<P>Just upgraded to the latest version of Parallels too, so I'm installing Win 7 
in that at the same time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885333 37981 10 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 2:21:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8885322" target=_blank>#5</A> 
_remembertonyc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles ... Did you move to Riverside?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.azcentral.com/offbeat/articles/2011/01/25/20110125monitor-
lizard-california-neighborhood.html" 
target=_blank>www.azcentral.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.azcentral.com/offbeat/articles/2011/01/25/20110125monitor-
lizard-california-neighborhood.html" target=_blank>Note:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Back at the shelter, staff found the reptile was well-behaved for a Monitor 
lizard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885336 37981 12 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 2:21:26pm  
 
<P>So it couldn't have been me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885463 37981 113 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 3:20:02pm  
 



<P>Breaking ... Rahm Emanuel back on the ballot ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08885489 37981 138 Charles Thu, Jan 27, 2011 3:33:05pm  
 
<P>There's an update for iTunes to support the Verizon iPhone, with other fixes 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08886965 37985 133 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 10:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8886937" target=_blank>#105</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We had a few a while back but the Muslims were chased off as Islamists and 
even a few Copts have registered over the years but were labeled traitors by the 
Christian supremacists. That was all on the old "right wing"LGF</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that kind of crap is why I had to clean out the stables.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887327 37988 20 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 12:26:05pm  
 
<P>It's quite amazing what's happening in North Africa and the Middle East. I'll 
bet the Saudi royal family is sweating bullets right now.</P> 
<P>I hope this resolves into more democratic societies, instead of violence and 
chaos. There are some powerful forces in those areas that have no interest in 
seeing more democracy take hold.</P> 
<P>Interesting times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887341 37988 29 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 12:29:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. This is not good.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ0183B5C0.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ0183B5C0.jpg" 
rel=fancy95e7bbe9 target=_blank>Image: ZZ0183B5C0.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887578 37988 182 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 1:26:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8887556" target=_blank>#162</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>Gee ... who could ever have predicted that fucking with some of the largest 
financial organizations in the world just might result in mellows being 
harshed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887666 37988 236 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 1:46:37pm  
 
<P>Recall that our foreign aid deal with Egypt sprang out of the fact that 
Israel and Egypt have been involved in two outright wars. The deal is not 
without a rationale, but it's been used for too long to prop up a corrupt and 
double-dealing regime in Egypt, almost as a bribe to stop them from becoming 
aggressive again.</P> 
<P>There are realpolitik reasons behind all of this, but a photo of a tear gas 
can made in the USA is a powerful image.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08887780 37988 329 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:13:53pm  
 
<P>To make it worse, the tear gas used on demonstrators in Cairo had <A 
href="http://www.almasryalyoum.com/en/news/expired-tear-gas-used-protesters-
during-cairo-demonstrations" target=_blank>a 2008 expiration 
date</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887781 37988 330 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:14:11pm  
 
<P>You beat me to it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887796 37988 342 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:15:52pm  
 
<P>Mubarak supposed to make a major announcement soon ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887805 37988 349 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:17:12pm  
 
<P>Mubarak is speaking...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887839 37988 380 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:23:15pm  
 
<P>He's trying to sound like a nice guy. It's weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887858 37988 397 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:25:35pm  
 
<P>I think Mubarak needs a hug.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887887 37988 423 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:29:02pm  
 
<P>No, he didn't step down. He called for a new government, meaning a new puppet 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887920 37988 454 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:33:12pm  
 
<P>Uh oh. Looks like people are taking to the streets of Cairo after Mubarak's 
little speech...</P> 
<P>Reviews are not positive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887977 37989 12 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:44:19pm  
 
<P>Whoa. Things are getting intense in Cairo. CNN live feed is starting to get 
pretty scary.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08887979 37989 14 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:44:56pm  
 
<P>Big crowds chanting, cars honking... a lot of people in the 
streets.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08887993 37989 24 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 2:48:09pm  
 
<P>Here's a live stream at CNN:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnn.com/video/flashLive/live.html?stream=stream4" 
target=_blank>www.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08888124 37989 134 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 3:21:43pm  
 
<P>That live CNN feed is showing rivers of people in the streets and buildings 
on fire... serious shit going down.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08888164 37989 171 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 3:33:14pm  
 
<P>Obama speaks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08888168 37989 175 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 3:33:55pm  
 
<P>Our first concern is preventing injury or loss of life. Calls on Mubarak to 
avoid violence against protesters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08888169 37989 176 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 3:34:16pm  
 
<P>Calls on Mubarak to open the web connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08888466 37989 462 Charles Fri, Jan 28, 2011 6:02:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/8888456" target=_blank>#453</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm no longer lowballing my estimates on how far they'll go. This is going to 
get much much worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And yet, it still isn't weird enough for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889401 37991 27 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 10:49:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8889380" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'll never understand why this kind of rhetoric appeals to some leftists. By 
any objective measure, political Islam is diametrically opposed to what we think 
of as "Western" liberalism. No freedom of speech, no freedom of religion, brutal 
repression of women, the list goes on and on. This has always been the 
ideological reason why I worked to oppose militant Islam.</P> 
<P>It's insane (or at least, incredibly naive) to say we shouldn't be worried 
about an Islamic theocracy in Egypt. Theocracy is a bad thing, 
period.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889415 37991 41 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 10:55:22am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8889404" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's any chance they would exclude the MB from future 
elections and I don't think they'll even try. They'd be getting a lot more 
international support if there was a plan in place to exclude the MB.Listen, I'm 
really hesitant to shit on these protests. Most of the people in these protests 
really want freedom but I don't think that's what they're going to 
get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Most people say the MB has about 20-30% support among the Egyptian public. 
It's not inevitable that they'll end up in charge, but whoever does is going to 
have to deal with them in one way or another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889523 37991 143 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 11:49:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8889513" target=_blank>#133</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not you. I'm surprised at all the "MB ain't so bad" sentiment I'm seeing in 
general. Maybe it's a pushback against Bolton saying Mubarak is a better 
alternative and his lack of support for the protesters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Bolton pines for the days when the US could just give a repressive 
tyrant lots of money and weapons, and they would keep the masses quiet so we 
didn't have to worry about them, or see the atrocities committed against 
them.</P> 
<P>But it looks like those days are gone for good -- it's not possible any more 
to maintain the level of absolute autocratic control necessary to keep that 
status quo functioning, with huge populations of tech-savvy young people 
becoming increasingly aware of how rotten their governments are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889524 37991 144 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 11:51:10am  
 
<P>CNN is reporting that sources say Mubarak is about to step 
down...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889579 37991 199 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 12:23:53pm  
 
<P>If you're watching CNN, it's not looking good in Egypt. Violence is 
spreading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889596 37991 216 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 12:31:42pm  
 
<P>The Muslim Brotherhood has announced that if Mubarak goes, they will put the 
peace treaty with Israel up for a referendum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889700 37991 318 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 1:16:05pm  
 
<P>Al Jazeera now confirms that Hosni Mubarak’s wife has left Egypt for 
London.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889751 37991 367 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 1:38:52pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8889746" target=_blank>#362</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I can't seem to be able to embed a video in the LGF pages any more. 
Maybe I'll send you and email.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which video were you trying to embed?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889759 37991 375 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 1:39:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/362/8889746" target=_blank>#362</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Your latest page has a video in it - no problem I can see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889773 37991 389 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 1:43:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8889763" target=_blank>#379</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I ended up just using the regular Vimeo link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh - it's probably because of the iframe code that YouTube and Vimeo have 
started using instead of the usual EMBED tags.</P> 
<P>I think both of those sites have an option to use the EMBED tags instead, if 
you hunt for it a little bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889924 37992 8 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 3:30:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8889923" target=_blank>#7</A> HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I feel like an idiot...I can't figure out how to create a page.. I've looked 
all over here but just can't find directions..I think it's my destiny to run the 
sports pages here..But standing in the way is my 
stupidity..Help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36422_Tech_Note-
_LGF_Pages_Bookmarklet_Now_with_Image_Uploading" target=_blank>How to use the 
LGF Pages bookmarklet</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889942 37992 19 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 4:04:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8889933" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there any support for time stamp bookmarks for youtube videos yet? They 
have a great feature that allows you to start a clip at 0:35 sec (for example) 
but I've never been able to get it to work on lgf.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes, it does work -- you add the 'start' parameter to the URL (in 
seconds) like this:</P> 
<P>youtube.com/watch?v=24gtrW4_BAs&amp;start=30</P> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/24gtrW4_BAs&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08889945 37992 21 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 4:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8889942" target=_blank>#19</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Oops, I'm wrong, it doesn't work! Hang on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08889998 37993 1 Charles Sat, Jan 29, 2011 6:09:56pm  
 
<P>At the end, comedian D.L. Hughley also says he doesn't believe in evolution, 
after speaking earlier about the importance of science. Arg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08890582 37995 1 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 10:05:05am  
 
<P>Fareed Zakaria is interviewing Mohamed ElBaradei on CNN right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08890607 37995 22 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 10:26:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8890605" target=_blank>#20</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>I've been pointing out that Al Jazeera is a propaganda arm of the Muslim 
Brotherhood for years. See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/22523_Tunisian_Writer-
_Muslim_Brotherhood_Controls_Al_Jazeera" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08890650 37995 65 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 10:41:54am  
 
<P>I still don't believe it's inevitable that the MB will end up in power in 
Egypt. If Obama can convince Mubarak to bail out, and a process begins quickly 
to set up free elections with a clear timetable, Egypt could still become a 
model for democratization in the Middle East.</P> 
<P>And it's a little hard to complain about the influence of Islamism, when the 
US encouraged Iraq to ratify a constitution that enshrines sharia law. The 
simple fact is that any system that arises in Egypt is going to have to deal 
with Islamists. Mubarak's way of doing this was to outlaw and brutally oppress 
them, and we're seeing where this approach ends up right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08890788 37995 200 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 11:32:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8890780" target=_blank>#192</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story fell through the cracks this week...<A 
href="http://www.myfoxdetroit.com/dpp/news/local/terrorist-threat-at-local-
mosque" target=_blank>Terrorist Threat At Local Mosque</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but 'explosives' is an exaggeration - the article says he had 'Class C 
fireworks,' which are consumer-level fireworks, not really 
bombs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08891583 37997 8 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 5:39:31pm  
 
<P>Another great song from this album: You Wanted a Hit.</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/vZiFZ4P_foI&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08891647 37998 22 Charles Sun, Jan 30, 2011 6:59:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8891614" target=_blank>#2</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happened to 'Click to embiggen'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Embiggening is so 2010.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892222 37998 572 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 10:22:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/533/8892180" target=_blank>#533</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well it is a hoax... you didn't think I was suggesting that anything Reggie 
says is truth. The man is obsessed with trolls and stalkers, yet he is a primary 
example of a troll and stalker. Someone sent me a link to 3 different threads on 
DoD (the stalker blog) where he was banned three times, using "Reggie" and two 
other sock puppets. It is evident that he is mentally unstable.</P> 
<P>And I don't think it's funny. He has continued to claim Charles and himself 
are working together, on other blogs, he makes claims that certain posters are 
really Lizards, who keep following him and trying to stalk him, and he has 
repeatedly tried to convince people that this has been all planned as a way to 
shake out trolls from left leaning blogs.</P> 
<P>This in turn has resulted in other blogs, blogs not favorable to Charles, to 
post articles about Reggie and speculating the devious nature of Charles' 
evolvement.</P> 
<P>You would have to ask Charles if he know that Reggie is still out there doing 
this and whether he cares or not.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks, I know what he's doing. I never planned anything with him, of course, 
and he's obviously got a few screws loose, but the people who hate me don't care 
about the truth -- they just want to get those smears out there.</P> 
<P>There's not much I can do except make a public announcement, and I don't 
think that's a good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892226 37998 576 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 10:22:51am  
 
<P>After that ugly comment about using napalm on demonstrators, 'ryannon' 
obviously doesn't care to have an LGF account any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892431 37998 629 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 12:41:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/8892077" target=_blank>#434</A> ryannon</EM></P> 
<P>I restored this deleted comment.</P> 



<P>If anyone wants to know how to get banned from LGF, this is definitely one 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892929 37998 632 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 3:27:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/630/8892621" target=_blank>#630</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>He showed up almost immediately at the stalker blog, talking 
trash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892378 38000 57 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 12:07:31pm  
 
<P>By the way, if anyone was watching 'ryannon' melt down in the overnight 
thread, I just got an email telling me he's already posting hate comments at the 
stalker blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08892570 38001 139 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 1:31:07pm  
 
<P>Possibly the wackiest wingnut post on Egypt yet: <A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/taylorking/2011/01/29/did-muslim-brotherhood-
learn-day-of-rage-egypt-protest-tactics-from-obama-allies-bill-ayers-and-code-
pink/" target=_blank>Did Muslim Brotherhood Learn ‘Day of Rage’ Egypt Protest 
Tactics From Obama Allies Bill Ayers and Code Pink? - Big Government</A></P> 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08893404 38003 35 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 6:22:49pm  
 
<P>Man, the founding fathers sure owned a lot of slaves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08893633 38004 68 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 8:19:16pm  
 
<P>I'd just like to state, possibly for the thousandth time, that I am not a 
Republican, and I am not a conservative.</P> 
<P>I want nothing to do with the Republican Party or the conservative movement. 
I don't know why some people still insist on putting me in that 
category.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08893765 38004 188 Charles Mon, Jan 31, 2011 10:41:37pm  
 
<P>And the first stalker has already shown up at TPM.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08894104 38005 43 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 8:56:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8894087" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Morrisey is promoting the new bogus planned parenthood video despite the 
fact that Planned Parenthood called the cops on the film makers about two months 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, it's all over the wingnut blogs today. And you're right -- most of the 
people promoting this garbage probably know (or at least suspect) it's faked, 
but they promote it anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08894585 38008 96 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 12:59:17pm  
 
<P>Hosni's still using that lovely Dracula mood lighting. It's really working 
for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08894600 38008 108 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 1:05:19pm  
 
<P>This translator is horrible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08894621 38008 125 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 1:10:32pm  
 
<P>The crowd is chanting for Mubarak to leave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08894788 38008 259 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 2:23:59pm  
 
<P>Clashes are breaking out in Alexandria ... things are getting 
ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08895030 38009 128 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 4:57:24pm  
 
<P>I never thought I'd say this, but I miss Keith Olbermann on MSNBC. I was 
never Olbermann's biggest fan, but good grief, Cenk Uygur is an idiot. He has 
all of Olbermann's partisan fervor but none of the intelligence. And he needs to 
take diction lessons; he slurs words constantly. I just turn off the TV when he 
comes on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08895041 38009 139 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 5:02:26pm  
 
<P>I've been told by a little birdy that Cato the Elder has now become a stalker 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08895114 38009 210 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 5:34:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8895108" target=_blank>#204</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I haven't read any of the comments in question, because I don't visit 
that site. But the little birdy has been pretty accurate in the past.</P> 
<P>I'd like to think Cato wouldn't do that, but absolutely nothing surprises me 
any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08895145 38009 241 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 5:55:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/8895119" target=_blank>#215</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Me <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/wrenchwench" 
target=_blank>neither.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/236763_A_very_long_interview_with_Flo
" target=_blank>interview</A> with Landis was quite a read.</P> 
<P>I can sympathize with what he went through -- when I began to realize how 
widespread doping is in pro cycling I was pretty shocked too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08895180 38009 274 Charles Tue, Feb 1, 2011 6:26:46pm  
 
<P>By the way, if someone can prove that Cato is <EM>not</EM> posting at the 
stalker blog, I will very gladly update my comment.</P> 
<P>But I have a sad (but not surprised) feeling that's not going to 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08896121 38012 50 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 9:59:32am  
 
<P>See the update above -- video of Anderson Cooper describing being 
attacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08896629 38013 360 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 1:18:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/8896587" target=_blank>#322</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Greenwald goes after Hillary...</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/ggreenwald/status/32891174750523392" 
target=_blank>@ggreenwald</A><EM>"I really consider President and Mrs. Mubarak 
to be friends of my family" - Hillary Clinton, 3/10/2009 [Link: <A 
href="http://is.gd/Lisz11" target=_blank>is.gd...</A>]</EM></P> 
<P>Yawn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Greenwald is losing his fan base. His drama queen hysterics are even getting 
on the nerves of many progressives lately. See:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://shoqvalue.com/regarding-team-bradley-manning" 
target=_blank>shoqvalue.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08896678 38014 22 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 1:37:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8896663" target=_blank>#11</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or more likely, his official twitting aide posting his comments for 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This. If you recall, during the campaign we found out that McCain is really 
lousy at this Intertubes thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08896693 38014 31 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 1:44:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8896683" target=_blank>#26</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain's Twitpic is the face of a man who has just farted and was able to 
successfully shift the blame to someone else.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The Holy Grail of Flatulence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897040 38015 5 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:09:23pm  
 
<P>David Corn got in a good line about John Bolton and Egypt: "he's looking for 
the silver lining, which would be bombing Iran."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897046 38015 10 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:12:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8897042" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Beck's theorhy about leftist conspiracy is of course bullshit. Sadly the 
Muslim Brotherhood, which is Egypt's largest political party, openly states 
their desire to establish a pan Muslim caliphate. They also operate in many 
Middle eastern countries including Tunisia. It's very debatable if they could 
make it happen but it is their long term goal. My guess is they may get 
something to work partially modeled on the EU. A common market arrangement or 
something like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to say that after reading a lot of Egyptian sources I'm not getting 
the feeling that the Muslim Brotherhood is about to take over. There seems to be 
quite a bit of popular opposition to that idea, and remember that the median age 
in Egypt is 24. Most young Egyptians don't want to live in a Muslim Brotherhood 
society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897054 38015 17 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:14:42pm  
 
<P>Cato the Elder just wrote to me, by the way, and denied that he's posting at 
the stalker blog, which I'm glad to report. He also got in a couple of digs at 
me in his email, which I'm not so glad to report -- including an insinuation 
that I might not correct my earlier statement.</P> 
<P>So here you go, Cato. No need to say thanks, I got the 
message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897111 38015 68 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:33:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8897098" target=_blank>#56</A> The Yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is from a old blog post Charles wrote, but what is the reason for 
Charles calling Mohamed ElBaradei feckless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because during his time as head of the IAEA, he actually achieved almost 
nothing, if the goal was to check the spread of nuclear 
proliferation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897114 38015 71 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:35:50pm  
 
<P>I will give ElBaradei credit for being completely right about Iraq not having 
WMDs, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897131 38015 88 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 4:43:18pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8897111" target=_blank>#68</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because during his time as head of the IAEA, he actually achieved almost 
nothing, if the goal was to check <STRONG>the spread of nuclear 
proliferation</STRONG>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the Department of Redundancy Department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897218 38015 173 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 5:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/8897215" target=_blank>#170</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>He's parroting someone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897269 38016 4 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 5:59:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8897267" target=_blank>#3</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<P>Please tell me you aren't using Internet Explorer 6.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897272 38016 6 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 6:01:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8897270" target=_blank>#5</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<P>Investigating...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897283 38016 10 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 6:06:09pm  
 
<P>Yup, problem in IE8 confirmed.</P> 
<P>&amp;%^$*#</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897289 38016 16 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 6:07:13pm  
 
<P>Now reverting to jQuery 1.4.4 ...</P> 
<P>Internet Explorer is the bane of my existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897346 38016 58 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 6:28:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8897343" target=_blank>#55</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been checking out Chrome and I like it - but I like to have a Google 
search toolbar up next to my address bar so I can Google search w/o going to the 
Google website - and surprisingly, I haven't been able to find a way to install 
one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The address bar IS the search toolbar in Chrome. You can type in a search 
query instead of a URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897362 38016 71 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 6:32:51pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8897355" target=_blank>#66</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chrome really is the best browser out there, IMHO. If you aren't using it, 
check it out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a race between Chrome and Safari right now. I still use Safari as my 
default browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08897423 38017 11 Charles Wed, Feb 2, 2011 7:01:57pm  
 
<P>Anderson Cooper on CNN ... holed up somewhere in Cairo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08898321 38019 11 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 10:15:23am  
 
<P>Yeah, not quite the 4th yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08898616 38022 56 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 1:47:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8898610" target=_blank>#50</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you see how nice things are around LGF when Walter is gone? My HP of 8 
years finally died, and I've been spending the last few days making this new 
Dell Windows 7 box act like a real computer.</P> 
<P>One of the most interesting surprises has been how Itunes and your past 
purchases for a Touch acts on a new computer. Basically I have learned that 
unless every single purchase you have ever made on Itunes is currently on your 
Touch (I imagine this is true of Iphone too), you're never going to see these 
purchases again, even though Apple has a record of what you purchased.</P> 
<P>Be in and out until I get this this computer running to my 
liking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the Mac there's a program called iRip that will copy music files from the 
iPod Touch to the Mac:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.macupdate.com/app/mac/12213/irip" 
target=_blank>www.macupdate.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There's probably a similar program for Windows.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08898621 38022 61 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 1:50:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8898610" target=_blank>#50</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I get it - you want to move your library to another computer. Here's a 
pretty good article on that:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.associatedcontent.com/article/789495/how_to_transfer_your_itune
s_library.html?cat=15" 
target=_blank>www.associatedcontent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08898832 38024 9 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 3:20:25pm  
 
<P>If you're looking for loons, there's no place like Palm 
Springs.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08898930 38025 14 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 3:58:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8898917" target=_blank>#7</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>I see that the real libelous loons have now showed up at TPM -- including the 
latest sleazy little smear they're passing around, that Pamela Geller "jilted" 
me and that's why I criticize her. As if. There are few things that fill me with 
more dread than the thought of ever being personally involved with Pamela 
Geller.</P> 
<P>Thanks for posting. There's no way to stop the loons once they get going, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08899160 38025 220 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 5:39:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/8899124" target=_blank>#186</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/media/2011/02/03/shoot-out-hannity-
confronts-radical-imam-you-evil-sob" target=_blank>Hannity Confronts Radical 
Imam</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Anjem Choudary is getting a little long in the tooth. Like a pro 
wrestler bad guy that the media trots out to scare people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08899218 38026 2 Charles Thu, Feb 3, 2011 6:30:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8899214" target=_blank>#1</A> drool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that "former Christian"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She had a successful career as a Christian pop star with Reunion 
Records.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900027 38029 46 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 12:38:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8900023" target=_blank>#42</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>I think we need a BIG NSFW warning on that one, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900035 38029 52 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 12:41:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8900028" target=_blank>#47</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I mean, as if the GOP's insane adhesion to radical social 'conservatism' 
wasn't enough reason to reject them, they're also idiotically insistent on 
ignoring AGW.</P> 
<P>I really want to see Huntsman run just because he's not an AGW denier, and, 
in fact, is very pro-doing-something-about-AGW. I want to see someone try to 
pummel the truth into the Republican base.</P> 
<P>He's already getting savaged on the loony blogs, by the way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Huntsman stands a chance; if he does run it will be a symbolic 
move, to make a statement about the extremism of the GOP. The base will never 
vote for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08900062 38029 78 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 12:55:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8900057" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air has another thread pimping the Paulian plan to stop foreign aid to 
Israel. Universal agreement in the comments. The wingnuts sure are 
different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air's been in the midst of a big lurch even further to the right, not 
surprising for a Townhall-owned property.</P> 
<P>I notice Allahpundit is kind of scarce these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900161 38030 45 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 2:08:05pm  
 
<P>Yeesh, now Glenn Beck is ranting about "Islamic socialism."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900219 38030 100 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 2:45:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/8900218" target=_blank>#99</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can understand the Realpolitikal point behind Hoft's support of Mubarak. I 
can't understand the tone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you give him way too much credit to assume there's any "realpolitik" 
at work. Hoft just hates him some Muslims, that's all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900368 38030 245 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 4:47:14pm  
 
<P>The wingnut blogosphere really is a lot like a schoolyard playground.</P> 
<P>This idiot says I'm "misogynistic" because I described Lila Rose as a "wacko 
anti-choice fanatic."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bluecollarphilosophy.com/2011/02/the-misogynist-
attack-of-lila-rose-by-little-green-footballs.html" 
target=_blank>www.bluecollarphilosophy.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here's Lila Rose saying abortions should take place "in the public square" 
because then we'd get so disgusted that we'd hear the angels sing.</P> 
<P>Yep. "Wacko anti-choice fanatic" is actually one of the kinder descriptions I 
could have used.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900371 38030 248 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 4:47:57pm  
 
<P>The Lila Rose video:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Piny4Ur1EEA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900381 38030 258 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 4:53:17pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8900377" target=_blank>#254</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Gee, why do you think that guy was banned?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/572/6591681" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900459 38031 29 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 5:43:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8900453" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am feeling like a bit of a dinosaur. I was lucky to get introduced to 
computers at an early age with the apple II but I've been so poor for my adult 
life that I can't afford gadgetry. I've only spoken on a cell phone once or 
twice. I spent 15 minutes with an Ipad a few months ago. In a few more years I 
won't know how anything works anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do pretty well with those stone axes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08900469 38031 39 Charles Fri, Feb 4, 2011 5:47:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8900460" target=_blank>#30</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<P>I was using the jQuery plugin version of supersleight. It's always worked 
before, but for some reason I can't be bothered to chase down, it breaks with 
the new version of jQuery.</P> 
<P>I tried two other jQuery PNG fixes, and they had the same problem. Bottom 
line: it's time for all browsers to properly support PNG images, so the kludges 
can go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901414 38034 18 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 9:07:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8901405" target=_blank>#13</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile RSM is spreading <STRIKE>santor</STRIKE> a rumor that "CJ forbade 
any LGF member from posting anywhere else". Would be funny if it wasn't so 
sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another day, another smear.</P> 
<P>I'd like to know when I "forbade" anyone from posting anywhere else.</P> 
<P>What I have said, and I make no apology for it, is that if someone with an 
LGF account starts posting nasty comments at one of the blogs that stalks me, I 
will block their account, immediately.</P> 
<P>Robert Stacy McCain, by the way, deletes a lot of comments at his website, 
and blocks people who disagree with him. For some reason, that's supposed to be 
A-OK, but if I block someone who advocates wiping out entire races of people or 
napalming peaceful protesters, I'm a Stalinesque monster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901423 38034 27 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 9:11:07am  
 
<P>Also, note that at most blogs, people never notice the comments that are 
deleted, because they just vanish completely.</P> 
<P>I decided to make LGF transparent when a comment is deleted, and leave a 
marker to show it. And for trying to be relatively open about it, I'm being 



viciously attacked by people who do delete comments and block users simply for 
disagreeing - but are NOT open about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901448 38034 48 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 9:29:28am  
 
<P>OK, I just read Robert Stacy McCain's latest rant about me - that must be 
about the hundredth post he's written about how insignificant and irrelevant I 
am. McCain quotes the stalkers to say I deleted the links in <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33620_New_LGF-Related_Blog-
_Defending_the_Defensible" target=_blank>this post</A> -- gasp! How evil I must 
be! Why, I'm so evil I even added an update after removing the links to say why 
I did it.</P> 
<P>And I notice that the morons at the stalker blog are getting even crazier -- 
they apparently now believe that everything I do at LGF is a reaction to them, 
and refuse to believe that I don't read every word they excrete.</P> 
<P>Well, I don't read their site. I made that vow last year, and I've kept it. 
There are people who occasionally email me about something the stalkers write, 
if they think I need to see it -- like the occasional death threat or libelous 
comment.</P> 
<P>I know, it's hard to believe that not everybody in the world hates me with an 
overriding obsessed passion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901604 38035 109 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 11:24:14am  
 
<P>Thinking of doing a post addressing the long list of smears and outright lies 
posted as a comment in my TPM article.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://tpmcafe.talkingpointsmemo.com/2011/01/31/the_amazing_self-
reinforcing_paranoid_rube_goldber/index.php" 
target=_blank>tpmcafe.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I know that I can't really say anything to change the minds of the people who 
obsessively post these things, but maybe I should have a post that I can link to 
when they do it again. On the other hand, dignifying the distortions with a 
reply might give them more respect than they deserve.</P> 
<P>Maybe I'll do some coding instead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901620 38035 124 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 11:40:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/8901616" target=_blank>#120</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Geller" claim is perhaps the most bizarre.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly sleazy, and they know it. It shows you where they're coming 
from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901625 38035 129 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 11:48:40am  
 
<P>Here's one note on those charges, specifically that I am an anti-Latino 
racist (which would come as a great surprise to all the Hispanic musicians I've 
worked with); I wrote a comment in 2009, addressing my earlier posts about the 
National Council of La Raza -- which I now realize were mistaken, because I had 
equated La Raza Unida (a truly radical group) with NCLR, and because my personal 



experience of La Raza in the 60s and 70s had convinced me they were a radical 
separatist group. I've since learned better.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/7230285" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I were to post those articles again, I'd be a little more careful with how 
I describe the National Council of La Raza. I've learned a lot more about them 
since then.</P> 
<P>When the group started, they did have ties to shady causes and some pretty 
incendiary political positions, but the modern version of NCLR has become a 
pretty moderate organization, and you don't find their representatives espousing 
"Aztlan" or Hispanic supremacist positions any more. In fact they're a 501(c)(3) 
organization now, with funding from major corporations like Walmart and 
Citigroup, who aren't known for being involved with extremist groups.</P> 
<P>And by the way, they deny that "La Raza" means "The Race." According to their 
website, it means "The People," and was originally "La Raza Cosmica," signifying 
all the different Latino strains.</P> 
<P>Are they hiding their extremism? I don't know, but from the evidence I can 
see, they seem to have changed quite a bit from their founding years in the 
1960s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901633 38035 137 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 11:53:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/8901629" target=_blank>#133</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're being accused of racism by a guy who celebrates the massacre and 
forced conversion of Muslims and Jews in Spain, someone who celebrates the 
massacre of Muslims by Serbs.</P> 
<P>I wouldn't worry about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "wristaction" loon is not the same as "Rodan" (aka Rick Martinez). He 
seems to be a lefty stalker; he's the one who posts as "jummy" at other 
sites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901645 38035 147 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/8901644" target=_blank>#146</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah, sorry, Charles, I directly linked to Conservapedia. Feel free to delete, 
I can reproduce the comment with a webcache.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK, I love Conservapedia. One of the funniest right wing sites on the 
web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901678 38035 180 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:22:10pm  
 
<P>Also, "wristaction" claims that I had my "own warblog space on david 
horowitz's frontpagemag website" ... that had nothing to do with me. Frontpage 
started reposting items from LGF, without ever asking permission. It kind of 
irritated me, to tell the truth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901679 38035 181 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:23:06pm  
 
<P>Horowitz is known for grabbing content like that, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08901691 38035 192 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:25:49pm  
 
<P>Another false claim is that I referred to Muslims as "[bigoted word]s."</P> 
<P>This is completely untrue. In fact, I commented more than once that I did not 
like that term, and I deleted many comments that used it ... by some of the 
people who are now stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901695 38035 196 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:27:05pm  
 
<P>Oh look! I forgot that I had the word in the filter, specifically to prevent 
it from appearing in one of those people's comments.</P> 
<P>The word is "K o r a n i m a l."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901710 38035 211 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:34:21pm  
 
<P>I just did a DB search for that anti-Muslim term, and look at all the banned 
people who used it over and over, many of whom are now at the stalker 
site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901758 38035 258 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 12:55:14pm  
 
<P>Another stalker talking point I'll debunk while I'm at it -- that I referred 
to Arabs in general as "oil ticks." (I had a Twitter argument once with Oliver 
Willis over this; he still insists on it.)</P> 
<P>But again, it's totally false. I did use that term - but <EM>only</EM> to 
refer to the Saudi royal family, never to refer to Arabs or Muslims in 
general.</P> 
<P>In fact, the expression was intended to communicate sympathy for the average 
Saudi -- because they were ruled by a parasitical monarchy with obscene amounts 
of unearned wealth. It's a derogatory term, yes - but not a bigoted one. It was 
directed very specifically at the House of Saud, not at the Saudi people, and 
not at Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08901964 38036 79 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 3:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8901962" target=_blank>#77</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was underinflated. No doubt about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still laugh at that picture - he really was riding on a flat 
tire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902204 38037 9 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 5:25:01pm  
 
<P>I don't recommend trying to parse that verbal arugula. You'll get a brain 
cramp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902223 38037 23 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 5:32:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8902218" target=_blank>#18</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do they even solicit her opinion on this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's CBN. She's a superstar to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902236 38037 34 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 5:38:32pm  
 
<P>"I'm not real enthused about what it is that that’s being done on a national 
level and from DC in regards to understanding all the situation there in 
Egypt."</P> 
<P>Palin 2012!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902368 38037 165 Charles Sat, Feb 5, 2011 7:08:45pm  
 
<P>For those following the soap opera at home, the stalker who goes by the name 
"wristactionadmin" is a banned LGF user, who previously posted comments here 
with several names: "jummy," "hiney von pewps," "reasonable_man," and most 
notably "-=@$$=-" ...</P> 
<P>Would you be surprised to learn that he's a Paulian?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/4633516" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902809 38037 337 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 12:07:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/8902568" target=_blank>#330</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>OK, maybe he's not actually a Ron Paul supporter - it's possible that he only 
supported Ron Paul at LGF because he's a moron.</P> 
<P>Or, he might just be lying. Because here's another comment in which he 
describes himself as an "anarcho-capitalist."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/283/3067669" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you browse through the comments this obsessed loon posted at LGF, you'll 
find out that for all of his screaming about my extremism, he was actually far 
more extreme.</P> 
<P>In one of his comments at TPM, he blasted me for using the term "Religion of 
Peace" -- well, he was an enthusiastic user of the term himself:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/9/3145547" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Here he is saying that the Muslim Public Affairs Council is composed of 
"rats:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/249/3067635" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>There are also several comments in which he, ironically, demanded that I ban 
other LGF users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902827 38037 340 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 12:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/8902823" target=_blank>#339</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>It's very revealing to look through his comments. He posted hundreds of them, 
and he was a very enthusiastic participant in all of the stuff for which he now 
tries to smear me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08902781 38038 206 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 11:35:08am  
 
<P>Sure enough -- the right wing blogs all think Palin's incoherent blather 
about Egypt was brilliant.</P> 
<P>*Facepalm*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902812 38038 234 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 12:08:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/8902800" target=_blank>#224</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile <A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/259072/kristol-beck-
rich-lowry" target=_blank>Kristol went after Beck and Lowry blurbed it on 
NR</A>. The comments don't agree with Kristol or Lowry. haha</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Geller-thing is ranting about Kristol too, calling him all kinds of ugly 
names.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902961 38039 82 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 1:43:12pm  
 
<P>If Mubarak really wanted to launch a crackdown, he should do it today during 
the Superbowl. Most Americans wouldn't even blink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08902988 38039 109 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 1:54:40pm  
 
<P>Obama's takin' it to O'Reilly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903002 38039 123 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 1:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8902994" target=_blank>#115</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is there a live feed?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't think so. It's the Superbowl pre-game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903012 38039 133 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 2:02:06pm  
 
<P>O'Reilly: "I hope you think I'm fair to you, I try to be."</P> 
<P>Obama just looked at him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903077 38040 7 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 2:26:47pm  
 
<P>I'm watching on my 30" Apple monitor, via <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36531_Tech_Review-_EyeTV_HD" 
target=_blank>EyeTV HD</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903304 38040 203 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 5:03:13pm  
 
<P>Go Lakers!</P> 
<P>Wait, what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08903411 38040 310 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 5:53:56pm  
 
<P>Go Quakers!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903451 38040 350 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 6:14:23pm  
 
<P>My favorite moment from the O'Reilly interview was right at the end, when 
BillO said "I try to be fair, I hope you know that" ... and Obama just looked at 
him. Perfect timing. Just long enough to make the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08903511 38041 2 Charles Sun, Feb 6, 2011 6:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8903509" target=_blank>#1</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<P>They're very aggressive about protecting their copyrights on YouTube, and 
they have the right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904238 38043 62 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 10:57:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/8904197" target=_blank>#24</A> MarkAM</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not only women's rights (though that's a big part of it.) This bunch 
doesn't believe in sex for anything other than procreation.</P> 
<P>While they won't go so far as advocating stoning, they do think that non-
procreative sex is worthy of punishment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, some Christian Reconstructionists do indeed advocate stoning as 
punishment for infidelity or adultery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904248 38043 72 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 11:00:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8904242" target=_blank>#66</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.alternet.org/story/40318/" 
target=_blank>www.alternet.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Gary North is one of those freaks. And note that this isn't really a 
"fringe" group - they have significant political influence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904526 38044 94 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 12:39:17pm  
 
<P>Breitbart's calling out his hounds on Twitter. He takes the bait every 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904567 38044 124 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 12:52:02pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart says he wants to "debate" me. To show the kind of debate he 
has in mind, here's his tweet:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll debate @lizardoid any place, any time. All proceeds go to 'Get the Stuff 
Outta Charles Johnson's Crustacean-Encrusted Ponytail Fund'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Breitbart's tactic is to call out his sycophantic followers by retweeting my 
posts, and they predictably respond with dim-witted abuse. It's an idiot's 
chorus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904953 38045 11 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 5:46:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8904948" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More Comedy from Pam on the AOL Huffpo purchase...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, the Geller-thing's concept of a "rational, sane American" is a 
fascist-sympathizing swivel-eyed loon who checks every night for stealth jihadis 
under the bed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08904961 38045 18 Charles Mon, Feb 7, 2011 5:53:48pm  
 
<P>New feature in the <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php" target=_blank>LGF Referrers page</A> tonight.</P> 
<P>I restored a feature that was dropped during the conversion from flat files 
to MySQL, with enhancements -- you can now show the search requests that led 
visitors to LGF. Occasionally there are some interesting and off the wall 
searches, among the constant searches for porn, the Interweb's most popular 
commodity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905695 38048 116 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 10:55:14am  
 
<P>This is why I love regular expressions. Have you ever seen a more confusing 
sequence of characters? But it actually does something useful.</P> 
<P><CODE>\^=([^"][^\]]*[^"])\]</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905715 38048 136 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 11:06:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8905698" target=_blank>#119</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. No, this is a search for jQuery attribute selectors in the LGF 
Javascript application that aren't enclosed in double quotes. The replacement 
part of the regex then adds the quotes:</P> 
<P>^="\1"]</P> 
<P>This is to be fully compatible with the new version of jQuery, which is more 
strict about quoting attribute selectors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905732 38048 152 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 11:12:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8905716" target=_blank>#137</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Computer-based regular expressions actually are derived from the mathematical 
concept of regular sets; it's a way to express patterns within natural 
language.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905741 38048 161 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 11:16:21am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/8905722" target=_blank>#143</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<P>I make use of PHP function calls within regular expressions, which are 
incredibly powerful. It's one part of the code that converts YouTube URLs into 
embedded videos in comments, for example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905756 38048 175 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 11:20:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/8905743" target=_blank>#163</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why didn't the backslashes work? (/) (|) ()</P> 
<P>They were there when I typed them...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to double the backslashes in a comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905889 38049 52 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 12:15:54pm  
 
<P>People need to understand that for all of George Soros' political 
contributions, he's a piker compared to the Koch family.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08905947 38049 105 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 12:32:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8905927" target=_blank>#88</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't forget folks. Papa Koch, Fred, was a <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Birch_Society#Origins" 
target=_blank>founding member of the John Birch Society.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, and the family money came from Dad's work with Joseph Stalin, 
building energy plants for the commies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08906130 38050 94 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 1:49:20pm  
 
<P>The only restrictions that should be put on abortion are on later-term 
abortions where there aren't serious health risks. Apart from that, it's 
absolutely nobody's damned business to question a woman's responsibility for her 
own body.</P> 
<P>In that sense, I guess I'm an absolutist, because I wouldn't put any 
restrictions on early abortions. There should be generous resources for women 
who don't choose abortion. But the government should keep their blue-nosed 
Republican busybodies out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08906165 38050 128 Charles Tue, Feb 8, 2011 2:00:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8906141" target=_blank>#105</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't tell you how refreshing it is to see somebody take this stand.</P> 
<P>Thank you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There used to be a semi-serious ban on discussing abortion here, but I just 
can't be quiet about this any more. It's disturbing to see the regressive wing 
of the GOP getting so aggressive.</P> 
<P>The aggressive regressive wing. That has a ring.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08907422 38054 3 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 10:41:48am  
 
<P>I'm not a fan of Barry Goldwater, but there isn't a single GOP politician 
today who would stand up to the Bible-beaters like he did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08907568 38055 4 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 11:28:43am  
 
<P>DiLorenzo is another one of these Austrian Economics kooks. It's just mind-
boggling to see people like this influencing the future of the Federal 
Reserve.</P> 
<P>This is going to end very badly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08907593 38055 22 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 11:36:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8907577" target=_blank>#10</A> Jamie</EM></P> 
<P>You're right! Now corrected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08907599 38055 27 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 11:38:52am  
 
<P>For some reason I seem to have difficulty telling Ron and Rand apart. 
Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08907603 38055 29 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 11:41:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8907597" target=_blank>#25</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So is another witness, <A href="http://mises.org/journals/aen/aen19_1_1.asp" 
target=_blank>Dr. Richard Vedder</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just discovered that too. These are the people now in charge of the Federal 
Reserve - the extreme right wing libertarian school of economics. I'd bet all of 
these nuts also want a return to the gold standard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908191 38057 69 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 5:29:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8908166" target=_blank>#45</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This place <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31808_Video-
_Black_Panthers_Menace_Voters_in_Philly/comments/#ctop" target=_blank>used to be 
guilty</A> of <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31805_Election_Day_Thread_3/commen
ts/#ctop" target=_blank>worrying about the black panthers</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When the story was in the news, there was nothing wrong with covering it at 
LGF. But you'll notice I didn't jump on board with the attempt to blow the 
incident up into something more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908211 38057 87 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 5:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8908194" target=_blank>#71</A> recusancy</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not trying to go after or anything <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/197/6164593" 
target=_blank>but...</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the Panthers are pretty creepy, you have to admit that.</P> 
<P>As for how much influence they have, not much, but any is too much.</P> 
<P>But I was talking about the effort to smear the Obama administration with the 
charge that they didn't pursue prosecution - that's what I didn't jump onboard 
with, because it was full of shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908355 38058 9 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 6:14:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8908341" target=_blank>#6</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It certainly is. I see my "Paris Hilton" page is closing in on 17,000 
views.</P> 
<P>My most throw-away Page ever... and it's the top view 
getter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Behold, the power of porn.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908393 38058 19 Charles Wed, Feb 9, 2011 6:24:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8908385" target=_blank>#16</A> 
dragonfire1981</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are porn searches leading to Lgf??</P> 
<P>Also "photos of murdered women" WTF???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because every website gets those kinds of searches.</P> 
<P>Welcome to the jungle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908926 38060 3 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 10:06:28am  
 
<P>Newt Gingrich makes me nauseous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908965 38060 16 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 10:17:06am  
 
<P>"Freedom is under its greatest attack in this country - it's literally on the 
precipice."</P> 
<P>The usual CPAC message: we're all doomed, the left is destroying our 
freedom.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08908973 38060 21 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 10:18:08am  
 
<P>Are they really playing "Pump Up the Jam" as bumper music?</P> 
<P>Cognitive dissonance much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909136 38060 94 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 11:09:21am  
 
<P>Santorum is pushing the non-separation of church and state. Hard.</P> 
<P>This is a big selling point with the knuckle-draggers. Yay, 
theocracy!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08909344 38060 203 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:13:55pm  
 
<P>The NRA's Wayne LaPierre is deep into a xenophobic rant about illegal aliens 
raping our children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909390 38062 8 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:24:04pm  
 
<P>This poll of the Egyptian public from the Washington Institute is a real eye-
opener:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/html/pdf/pollock-
Egyptpoll.pdf" target=_blank>www.washingtoninstitute.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Bottom line: we probably don't need to worry that the Muslim Brotherhood is 
going to take over. The Egyptian people don't want that - and a majority don't 
want to eliminate the treaty with Israel, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909423 38062 33 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:31:21pm  
 
<P>Wow, the crowd is freaking enormous in Tahrir Square.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909487 38062 94 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:46:16pm  
 
<P>Here it is...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909494 38062 101 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:47:34pm  
 
<P>No Dracula mood lighting today. He looks almost human.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909498 38062 105 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 12:48:21pm  
 
<P>Doesn't sound like a resignation so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909589 38062 191 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 1:03:00pm  
 
<P>This translator is getting completely incoherent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909631 38062 232 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 1:15:14pm  
 
<P>Crowd's getting nuts. A LOT of angry people there. This could turn out 
badly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08909665 38062 263 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 1:23:51pm  
 
<P>A large crowd is headed toward Egyptian State Television 
headquarters...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08910238 38063 66 Charles Thu, Feb 10, 2011 5:46:06pm  



 
<P>The Pamela Geller - Donald Rumsfeld convergence:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ1FE78A36.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ1FE78A36.jpg" 
rel=fancy90d58f7c target=_blank>Image: ZZ1FE78A36.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911157 38067 38 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 9:48:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8911121" target=_blank>#8</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well then, I guess that settles it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Xenophobic and paranoid is no way to go through life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911234 38067 106 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 10:19:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8911222" target=_blank>#96</A> kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.salon.com/news/politics/war_room/2011/02/11/cpac_romney" 
target=_blank>Mitt Romney upstaged by fake Sarah Palin</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Mitt Romney has completed his transformation to a Tea Party 
candidate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911434 38068 35 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 11:49:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8911430" target=_blank>#31</A> 
tomg51spence</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. Indeed.</P> 
<P>I just found it humorous that some GOP were irritated that she continued to 
find reasons not to attend year after year.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last year, Sarah Palin's handlers put out the word that she didn't attend 
because the John Birch Society was there. I remember thinking at the time, 
"Bullshit."</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35547_Sarah_Palin_Bails_on_CPAC_Go
es_for_SoRepubCon" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911455 38068 50 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 11:58:57am  
 
<P>Anybody watching CPAC? Matt Kibbe has the creepiest sideburns in the world. 
Who looks in the mirror at that and says, "Yeah! You're looking good, dude!" 
?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911460 38068 51 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:01:03pm  
 
<P><A title=ZZ50308785.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ50308785.jpg" 
rel=fancydc0c5588 target=_blank>Image: ZZ50308785.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08911467 38068 56 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:03:43pm  
 
<P>Here comes Smiling Tim Pawlenty. Wonder if he'll talk about bringing back 
DADT?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911471 38068 59 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:05:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8911468" target=_blank>#57</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the same guy who didn't know if Obama was Muslim or not 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, that was the Dallas Tea Party leader. Kibbe actually said he "takes Obama 
at his word."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911515 38068 98 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:22:42pm  
 
<P>Tim Pawlenty is trying to be more of a Bible thumper than Mike Huckabee. The 
GOP's candidates in 2012 are going to be the godliest ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911580 38068 157 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:43:05pm  
 
<P>It's a full house for Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911586 38068 163 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:44:48pm  
 
<P>Triumph of the Paulians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911606 38068 181 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:49:58pm  
 
<P>Cheering for isolation now. Yay!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911617 38068 192 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:53:19pm  
 
<P>A lot of people in the room are not clapping for the Crazy Uncle. This speech 
is revealing a big schism in the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911631 38068 205 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:55:36pm  
 
<P>Lot of boos for that one - the "military industrial complex."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911639 38068 213 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 12:57:05pm  
 
<P>They're chanting "End the Fed!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911710 38068 280 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 1:36:49pm  
 



<P>Killgore: you were talking about the fact that the US version of Google.com 
wasn't showing up in the new search requests page -- well, it wasn't because we 
aren't getting hits from Google, it's because one of the filters that screens 
for search results was not behaving properly.</P> 
<P>Google now shows up fine. There are actually a LOT of hits from Google; I had 
to reset the list, so it will take a little while to fill up 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911714 38068 284 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 1:38:30pm  
 
<P>Rick Perry is a buffoon. Does he always talk like that or is he exaggerating 
the hick accent for the CPAC crowd?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08911970 38069 28 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 4:54:46pm  
 
<P>The search requests page is now working great. It was missing all the Google 
searches before -- and that's most of them!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php#searches" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08912039 38069 88 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 5:56:26pm  
 
<P>Tonight, I'd just like to say "thank you" to my earlier self for never giving 
in to the pressure to attend CPAC. Thanks, earlier self.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08912148 38069 194 Charles Fri, Feb 11, 2011 7:00:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/8912146" target=_blank>#192</A> Bob The 
Cat</EM></P> 
<P>At least Opus didn't try to register at LGF five times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08912891 38071 72 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2011 11:20:17am  
 
<P>I'm not sure Egypt and Iraq are really comparable at all. Before the US 
invasion, Iraq was a closed society ruled by an absolute monster of a dictator. 
They had very little contact with the outside world, no political freedom, and 
religious rivalries kept in check by brutal repression.</P> 
<P>Egypt is a much more open society, even with Mubarak's despotic rule; they 
have a thriving tourist industry, a real middle class, and secularism is much 
more prevalent than in Iraq.</P> 
<P>Iraq never would have had a revolution, as long as Saddam and his family were 
in charge, which would have been forever.</P> 
<P>Egypt's revolution arose on its own, from the real grassroots, with no 
leaders -- that could only happen in a society with a degree of openness in the 
first place.</P> 
<P>I think Egypt has a good chance to come out of this better than they were 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08913378 38072 4 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2011 5:11:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8913377" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's more to the story that they aren't talking about...</P> 
<P>Ron Paul is no more or less crazy than he's ever been.I wonder what the real 
reason is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll bet they're very pissed about the Paulian heckling of Rumsfeld and 
Cheney. And then the Crazy Uncle's defiant isolationist CPAC speech was the last 
straw.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08913496 38072 112 Charles Sat, Feb 12, 2011 6:03:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8913459" target=_blank>#76</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crazy Pam clarifies...</P> 
<P>Pamela Geller at CPAC</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a reason why left wing bloggers are seeking out interviews with the 
Geller-thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08914575 38074 114 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2011 12:15:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/8914559" target=_blank>#98</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To answer my own question: no. She's no longer rational. It's a pity. She's 
been looking into the abyss for too long I guess.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://scienceblogs.com/tfk/2011/01/ayaan_hirsi_ali_should_not_tes.php" 
target=_blank>scienceblogs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I hadn't seen that interview with Hirsi Ali before. Disappointing, but 
not surprising.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08914590 38074 129 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2011 12:26:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/118/8914579" target=_blank>#118</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this <EM>possible</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, in addition to these anti-Muslim loons, we also have white 
supremacists, the John Birch Society, Birthers, lots of rabidly anti-gay groups, 
religious fanatics, and of course, the Paulians.</P> 
<P>CPAC itself is beyond being embarrassed -- but if there are any rational 
conservatives left, they must be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08914675 38074 196 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2011 1:38:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/8914645" target=_blank>#180</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<P>You seem to be saying that all rational criticism of militant Islam is based 
on bigotry, and I strongly disagree. After the 9/11 attacks, it was a perfectly 
rational response to want to know more about the Islamic rationale for jihad, 



and that was always my main focus at LGF -- getting as much information about 
the subject as possible.</P> 
<P>I've made it extremely clear that I want nothing to do with any form of 
bigotry, and I've been smeared and vilified all over the web as a result. I 
think I paid my dues on this issue, in spades, and I don't really appreciate the 
implication that I was a "bigot" for wanting to do what I could to push back 
against terrorism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08914694 38074 201 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2011 1:51:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/200/8914687" target=_blank>#200</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For example, one basic criterion for me was a blanket characterization of 
people who differed in their opposition to militant Islam as appeasers. That was 
happening in spades all over the rightwing anti-jihad 
blogosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does characterizing people as "appeasers" equate to "bigotry?" That seems 
like a pretty flexible criterion. Is there no possible use of the term 
"appeasers" that doesn't connote bigotry?</P> 
<P>In any case, I don't take any responsibility for what other people write, and 
I fail to see what that has to do with my point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08915139 38077 28 Charles Sun, Feb 13, 2011 6:23:17pm  
 
<P>I noticed that a lot of our Google search hits were coming from their image 
search pages, so the new search requests feature of our referrers page now has 
popup images for any Google image searches.</P> 
<P>It's interesting to see which images people find through Google.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php#searches" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916167 38082 1 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 3:16:27pm  
 
<P>There are so many hits from image searches, I may have to break them out into 
a third tab. They're overwhelming the regular text searches.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916186 38082 4 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 3:25:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8916185" target=_blank>#3</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a way to get the search text in the light box with the picture? Or 
at least something to click to bring it pack to the search 
term?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The search term isn't included in the referral URL, 
unfortunately!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916192 38082 6 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 3:30:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8916176" target=_blank>#2</A> sod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Google's image search is pretty darn good. Bing has one too - is anybody 
using it? Do you see much action from Bing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are plenty of hits from Bing's image search, but they don't include the 
image URL in the referrer, as Google does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916202 38082 10 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 3:45:54pm  
 
<P>Hang on - I just realized that the Google image referrer actually does 
contain the search term in the referrer URL's query string after 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916303 38082 71 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 5:46:52pm  
 
<P>Groovy. Image searches now show the search term that led to that image, with 
a direct link to the Google image search results page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916307 38082 74 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 5:55:30pm  
 
<P>I'm noticing that one of the most popular images at LGF is this one:</P> 
<P><A title=20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg" 
rel=fancy134ab999 target=_blank>Image: 20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Why are so many people searching for "aardvark?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916414 38083 29 Charles Mon, Feb 14, 2011 7:08:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8916379" target=_blank>#16</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://biggovernment.com/publius/2011/02/14/sherrods-pigford-
lawsuit-makes-her-hometown-paper/" target=_blank>Breitbart comments on the 
lawsuit</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart questions the timing. Cough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08916941 38084 31 Charles Tue, Feb 15, 2011 9:46:24am  
 
<P>Greg Sargent got in touch with the bill's sponsor, State Representative Phil 
Jensen, and he insisted that the bill would not <A 
href="http://voices.washingtonpost.com/plum-
line/2011/02/south_dakota_legislator_defend.html" target=_blank>legalize killing 
abortion doctors</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just had a spirited conversation with the bill's chief sponsor, State 
Representative Phil Jensen, and he defended the bill, arguing that it would not 
legalize the killing of abortion doctors.</P> 
<P>"It would if abortion was illegal," he told me. "This code only deals with 
illegal acts. Abortion is legal in this country. This has nothing to do with 
abortion." In other words, since abortion is not "homicide," the law could not 
apply.</P> 
<P>Jensen's defense of the bill, however, is unlikely to make abortion rights 
advocates any happier, since he seemed to dismiss as irrelevant the possibility 
that the measure could inflame anti-abortion fanatics to violence. ...</P> 



<P>When I asked Jensen what the purpose of the law was, if its target isn't 
abortion providers, he provided the following example:</P> 
<P>"Say an ex-boyfriend who happens to be father of a baby doesn't want to pay 
child support for the next 18 years, and he beats on his ex-girfriend's abdomen 
in trying to abort her baby. If she did kill him, it would be justified. She is 
resisting an effort to murder her unborn child."</P> 
<P>Pushed on whether the new measure could inflame the unhinged to kill abortion 
doctors, as some critics allege, Jensen scoffed. "You can fantasize all you 
want, but this is pretty clear cut," he said. "Never say never, but if some 
loony did what your suggesting, then this law wouldn't apply to them. It 
wouldn't be justifiable homicide."</P> 
<P>Asked whether he was conceding that the law could conceivably encourage such 
behavior, Jensen pushed back: "You could cross the street and get hit by a car. 
Could happen, couldn't it?"</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08917489 38086 10 Charles Tue, Feb 15, 2011 1:34:04pm  
 
<P>Good lord, the comments at CBS News are freaking unbelievable. Why don't they 
delete some of that sick garbage?</P> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>by Bmoney1234 February 15, 2011 4:22 PM EST</P> 
<P>MUSLIMS ARE, HAVE ALWAYS BEEN AND WILL ALWAYS BE SAVAGES. THE WEST HAS BEEN 
FIGHTING THESE PEOPLE FOR YEAR. WAKE UP</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08920762 38087 289 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 12:59:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/288/8920214" target=_blank>#288</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An appropriate response to the media asking about this issue should be 
this:</P> 
<P>"I thought it was the job of the media to uncover the truth about these 
things. What have you discovered about this? With first amendment rights come 
responsibilities."</P> 
<P>:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you're a Birther too?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08918008 38088 5 Charles Tue, Feb 15, 2011 6:32:16pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy19043aa9 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08918017 38088 11 Charles Tue, Feb 15, 2011 6:36:47pm  
 
<P>The Crazy Nastyass Honey Badger:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/4r7wHMg5Yjg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 



<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08918780 38089 9 Charles Wed, Feb 16, 2011 9:26:36am  
 
<P>John Boehner won't condemn Birthers, Haley Barbour won't condemn neo-
Confederate racism. There seems to be a pattern here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08919136 38090 65 Charles Wed, Feb 16, 2011 12:52:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/8919103" target=_blank>#41</A> harald</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. But if it is true that multiple men repeatedly raped an American 
reporter in the middle of the square while shouting "Jew! Jew! Jew!" I would say 
this story is quite exceptionally horrendous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The story might be true, but at this point the only source for it is the New 
York Post, and that makes it questionable.</P> 
<P>It wouldn't be surprising that thugs and criminals who rape and beat women 
are also antisemites. But it also wouldn't be surprising if the Post report is 
exaggerated or outright wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08919287 38090 182 Charles Wed, Feb 16, 2011 2:58:16pm  
 
<P>Hey, look who's on Twitter -- religious right Neanderthal Bryan Fischer:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/BryanJFischer" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08920311 38095 22 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 10:05:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8920310" target=_blank>#21</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. Cops, firemen, and teachers-- those are definitely the troublemakers 
bring us down.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so glad to see the GOP focusing on the real problems in America - 
teacher's unions. Yeah. We'll show those scumbag teachers who's 
boss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08920763 38095 141 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 1:00:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8920612" target=_blank>#138</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bachmann should have responded: "I thought it was the job of the media to 
find out these things. What have you discovered about this? With first amendment 
rights come responsibilities."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I take it you're a Birther too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08920766 38097 89 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 1:01:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/8920744" target=_blank>#72</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>"it could turn into a breeding ground for terrorists who fly planes into 
skyscrapers..."</P> 
<P>Didn't that happen already?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I take it you're a Birther, since you posted this comment twice today?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/138/8920612" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08921013 38098 7 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 2:46:01pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is tying all his ideas together into one Grand Unified Theory of 
Bad Craziness today. We're in the End Times, man. Game over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08921020 38098 12 Charles Thu, Feb 17, 2011 2:48:22pm  
 
<P>Oh for fuck's sake. Glenn Beck is literally talking about the End Times 
today. I think this could be his final meltdown. Where can he go after the End 
Times?</P> 
<P>I can hardly believe what I'm watching. He had this guy Joel Richardson on 
before, but he didn't outright endorse his ridiculous crap. This time he has 
three blackboards full of sinister connections.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922553 38102 12 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 11:07:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8922543" target=_blank>#8</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>In defensum tu quoque.</EM></P> 
<P>They seem to be stuck on Nir Rosen's Tweets. Jeffrey Goldberg however has 
another interesting take on Nir Rosen: <A 
href="http://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2011/02/the-creepiest-thing-
nir-rosen-ever-said/71398/" target=_blank>The Creepiest Thing Nir Rosen Ever 
Said</A></P> 
<P>Rosen still apologized and resigned from his stint at NYU over his Lara Logan 
Tweets. Which is more than we can say about the wingnuts who said equally or 
worse yet are still lauded within the vacuum and isolated right wing 
blogosphere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hadn't even heard of Nir Rosen before this, but yeah, he seems to be pretty 
far to the left, all right.</P> 
<P>It's sad when even extreme leftists can outclass the right wing 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922589 38102 43 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 11:21:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8922562" target=_blank>#21</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamella Geller declares victory against Islamization of soup: 
<STRONG>VICTORY! Campbell's Sales fall 8% After Boycott for Muslim Brotherhood-
Linked Collaboration</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What. A. Freaking. Moron.</P> 
<P>If you read the actual article, Campbell's expected this result and so did 
Wall Street, and it had NOTHING to do with Geller's asinine boycott.</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20110218/ap_on_bi_ge/us_earns_campbell_soup" 
target=_blank>Campbell says sales, profit dip; cuts guidance</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922610 38102 62 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 11:30:07am  
 
<P>Heh:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@HuffPostHill: Look for @AndrewBreitbart galloping through the Madison crowd 
on a camel tomorrow. Keep your heads down, folks</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922615 38102 67 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 11:31:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8922603" target=_blank>#55</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The House just voted to ban all funding to Planned Parenthood.</P> 
<P>Shitheads.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP is disgusting. It won't pass the Senate, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08923813 38103 130 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 8:16:36pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I take out the garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922810 38104 52 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 12:37:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8922757" target=_blank>#13</A> dannyhiggs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I honestly don't think EITHER should be funded by federal money. Just because 
you have a right to kill your unborn child does not mean you are entitled to 
federal funding for it. However, I find that those who are usually in favor of 
federally funded abortion tend to be of the "well meaning" crowd of people who 
think abortion is a necessity to limit the birthrate of 
"undesirables".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you aware that Planned Parenthood gets no federal funding for abortions? 
(Apparently not.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08922868 38104 103 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 12:57:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8922858" target=_blank>#94</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Framing the issue as "NASCAR vs. Planned Parenthood and NPR" is a false 
dichotomy and creates an unnecessary conflict. It is therefore a diversion from 
the real issue. The real issue is the very substantial reduction the GOP wants 
to make in certain services, and their purely ideological, theocratic motivation 
for doing so.</P> 
<P>They're after NPR and PP now, next year it might be me and other evolution 
proponents, if it isn't already.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's telling in the sense of where the GOP's priorities lie. The 
NASCAR sponsorship funding has already been voluntarily dropped by most branches 
of the military because it apparently didn't help recruitment. So cutting this 



would be pretty uncontroversial, it seems to me, and a quick way to save some 
money, since they're all about fiscal conservatism.</P> 
<P>PP, on the other hand, indisputably does an enormous amount of good for 
millions of women, providing vital services to women who couldn't afford them 
otherwise. But this is what the GOP wants to cut, while NASCAR funding sails 
through the House.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08923300 38105 7 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 5:27:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8923298" target=_blank>#5</A> Tumulus11</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>. Very nice. This music is cool - takes the edge off the prevailing wind of 
nonsense.Metheny's left hand is running up and down the fretboard like a hyper-
caffeinated spider. <EM>Very</EM> cool jazz.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The solo is mixed kind of low in this video. On the album, it's one of the 
most amazing jazz guitar solos ever recorded. I once spent about a week 
transcribing and learning the whole thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08923308 38105 10 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 5:39:58pm  
 
<P>Wow, we've gotten <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
referrers.php#referrers" target=_blank>a lot of traffic</A> from stumbleupon.com 
yesterday and today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08923346 38105 20 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 6:04:47pm  
 
<P>We also have a minor sock-puppet invasion going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08923348 38105 22 Charles Fri, Feb 18, 2011 6:07:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8923344" target=_blank>#18</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not a solid body..It's a semi hollow body.. Looks like a Gibson but 
could be a Gretch Jazz</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of Pat's Ibanez models:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.ibanez.com/HollowBodyGuitars/Series-pm" 
target=_blank>www.ibanez.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08924918 38108 42 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 11:07:30am  
 
<P>People on Twitter are saying there are only about 300 Teabaggers in 
Wisconsin, and they're screaming "homo" and "commie" at the 
protesters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08924941 38108 63 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 11:15:27am  
 
<P>By the way, <A href="http://online.wsj.com/article/BT-CO-20110218-
711548.html" target=_blank>Wisconsin is not broke</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08924955 38108 77 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 11:20:06am  
 
<P>About "Joe the Plumber:" <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33577_Joe_the_Plumber_Speaks_Out_A
gainst_Queers" target=_blank>Joe the Plumber Speaks Out Against 
'Queers'</A>.</P> 
<P>He's a bigoted reactionary idiot. That explains how he became a right wing 
symbol.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08924980 38108 101 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 11:27:36am  
 
<P>This is what's coming out of right wingers on Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>RT @slicedsky: RT @jbtalker: #WI Fire all teachers TODAY! They do not deserve 
our hard earned dollars. // I 2nd that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08924989 38108 110 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 11:30:47am  
 
<P>There's a live stream from Wisconsin here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.channel3000.com/localvideo/index.html?v=live" 
target=_blank>www.channel3000.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>A lot of people there!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925089 38108 207 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 12:05:01pm  
 
<P>Tea partiers cheering for union-busting. Absolutely bizarre.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925117 38108 235 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 12:10:44pm  
 
<P>Breitbart: "America is going to be community organized no 
more."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925136 38108 254 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 12:14:06pm  
 
<P>Breitbart: "The mainstream media is trying to provoke Tea Partiers to 
violence."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925158 38108 276 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 12:19:54pm  
 
<P>I can feel my IQ dropping as he talks.</P> 
<P>"Military veterans are the only people who deserve anything from the federal 
government."</P> 
<P>Good lord.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925204 38108 321 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 12:33:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/313/8925196" target=_blank>#313</A> 
Jadespring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Malkin twittering that there are thousands at the Pro-Walker 
rally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That means hundreds, in the real world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925446 38108 552 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 1:52:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/489/8925373" target=_blank>#489</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>trollratemeimtryingtosetarecord</STRONG>Registered since: Feb 19, 
2011 at 1:25 pmNo. of comments posted: 0No. of Pages posted: 0</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh sure -- come on in and announce to the world that you're trying to troll 
LGF. Good luck with that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925555 38109 5 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 2:36:22pm  
 
<P>It's becoming increasingly mainstream on the right wing to take inhuman, 
completely insane positions on abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925871 38109 216 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 4:42:13pm  
 
<P>My piece for Talking Points Memo drew the attention of one of VDARE's 
Neanderthal writers.</P> 
<P>Google cache link: [Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;
q=cache:http://vdare.com/fulford/110217_fulford_file.htm&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;oe=UTF-8" target=_blank>vdare.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925872 38109 217 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 4:43:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/8925801" target=_blank>#156</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<P>My condolences for your loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08925923 38110 19 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 5:34:29pm  
 
<P>There's a moment in this video where Rachel Maddow seems to be totally lost 
for words. I know how she feels. There are times when I just can't believe how 
insane the right wing has gotten.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926076 38110 154 Charles Sat, Feb 19, 2011 6:59:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/8926050" target=_blank>#131</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O'Reilly was already attacking George Tiller as a 'baby killer' back in 
2005.</P> 
<P>He's always been a shithead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In a sane world, Bill O'Reilly would have been shamed off the air for his 
disgusting incitement against Dr. George Tiller. O'Reilly played a huge part in 
Dr. Tiller's murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926687 38112 15 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 10:12:18am  



 
<P>I see that all the little wingnuts are passing around pictures of the 
horrible, horrible signs at the Wisconsin demonstrations, signs with awful 
offensive messages like "Fox Fabricated Nonsense, Inciting Ignorance."</P> 
<P>Hate speech! They're persecuting Fox News!</P> 
<P>I almost have to laugh at the predictability of it. They spun their idiot 
heads off to make excuses for the thousands and thousands of signs at Tea 
Parties advocating racism, violence, conspiracy theories, and worse, but now 
that they've found a few offensive signs in Wisconsin they're screaming like 
babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926937 38113 140 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 1:31:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/8926896" target=_blank>#100</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look at the next post after that one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a presidential campaign, and I wanted my side to win. I don't 
apologize for trying to promote the side I thought was better at the time; 
that's what happens in elections.</P> 
<P>If I had to do it over again, though, knowing what I know now about the 
motivations of the people against Barack Obama, I would have been on the other 
side, working just as hard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926944 38113 147 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 1:33:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/8926942" target=_blank>#145</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would you still title the post after that one the way you 
did?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I've already answered that question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926955 38113 158 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 1:41:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/8926952" target=_blank>#155</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ok fair enough. I've never heard you admit to being wrong about 
generalizing/vilifying Muslims...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because I didn't do that. I stated many times that my criticisms were 
directed against radical Islam, and never against ALL Muslims. In fact I went 
out of my way many times to highlight stories that showed Muslims fighting back 
against the radicals.</P> 
<P>I understand why you think I did that -- it was a very common leftist smear 
against me in the years right after 9/11. But it was never true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926961 38113 164 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 1:45:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8926959" target=_blank>#162</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sarcastically calling it the religion of peace would seem to me to be a 
smear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you look up the posts in which I used that phrase, you'll find that 
they were always about either terrorist attacks, or Islamic clerics advocating 
some form of violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926971 38113 174 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 1:48:58pm  
 
<P>About "Religion of Peace" -- the bottom line is that NO religion has the 
right to call itself the "religion of peace." All religions have a history of 
intolerance and violence, except possibly Buddhism (which might not even be 
classified as a religion).</P> 
<P>When I used the sarcastic term "Religion of Peace," it was intended to point 
out that this is nothing but propaganda -- and it was often propaganda used by 
the very same Islamic clerics who preached violence against Israel and the 
west.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08926986 38113 189 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 2:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/8926969" target=_blank>#172</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm aware. But there was a pattern of constant fixation on Islam/CAIR/"Jihadi 
elements in America" etc... I don't see a difference between that and the 
constant fear by the current crop of wingnuts that Sharia Law is creeping in on 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may not see the difference, but here are some facts: CAIR really is a bad 
actor in the US, and they really do run interference for radical Islam. My 
opinion about CAIR has not changed, and I'm glad to see that their influence in 
the media has drastically declined.</P> 
<P>As for focusing on "jihadi elements in America," did you forget that there 
actually WERE jihadi elements in America?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927027 38113 218 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 2:18:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/8927011" target=_blank>#210</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't seen you use the same "religion of peace" line since you've changed 
political views. That can't be because there hasn't been any terrorist attacks 
by jihadists since.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't use the term because it was co-opted by people who really are bigots, 
and who really do use it to denigrate all Muslims, and I don't want to be 
associated with that crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927034 38114 10 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 2:21:14pm  
 
<P>In the Tucson shootings, a bystander with a gun very nearly shot one of the 
people who was fighting the killer, because he was holding the killer's weapon 
after grabbing it away from him.</P> 
<P>This is a far more likely scenario than some Wild West fantasy of saving the 
day by blowing away a bad guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08927102 38114 63 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 2:52:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/8927094" target=_blank>#55</A> GatorAtLaw</EM></P> 
<P>We don't have to be hypothetical about this. We have a recent example, in 
Tucson, in which the wrong person was very nearly killed by a bystander who 
misunderstood the situation. He was only prevented from shooting because someone 
yelled at him to stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927112 38114 73 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 2:57:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/8927107" target=_blank>#68</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>then maybe if someone was armed and pulled up at the outset, lives would have 
been saved...but each incident has it's twists of fate, and accidental shootings 
are not unheard of</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the Tucson shooter was able to easily buy a semi-automatic weapon 
with an extended magazine, and conceal it until he was right in front of 
Gabrielle Giffords, there's nothing anyone could have done to stop him. He 
killed several people in the first few seconds of the attack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927135 38114 95 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 3:05:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/8927120" target=_blank>#80</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not quite. He had not drawn his weapon and he acted correctly in verifying 
whether he had the proper target.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was interviewed on television, and was very obviously shaken up because he 
came close to shooting the wrong person. And again, the only reason he didn't 
shoot was because people yelled at him that the guy holding the gun was not the 
attacker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927143 38114 102 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 3:08:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/8927130" target=_blank>#90</A> GatorAtLaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This hysteria over college students arming themselves and having gun battles 
in the middle of calculus is just that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not hysterical, and I don't think there are going to be "gun battles in 
calculus class," although I do appreciate the straw man argument.</P> 
<P>I do, however, think this is an insane idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927433 38115 52 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 5:49:24pm  
 
 
 
<P>The Republican Party and their right wing followers are diving into the 
gutter because their sole objective is regaining power. They'll say and do 
anything to make that happen.</P> 
<P>We wonder how they can lie without a guilty conscience -- it's because they 
see themselves in an all-out war to preserve their privileged white lifestyles 



against the encroachment of the evil dusky hordes. You can see this attitude 
just reeking out of Williams' post.</P> 
<P>And I strongly suspect this is one of the main reasons for the right's 
opposition to what's happening in Wisconsin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927439 38115 58 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 5:52:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8927425" target=_blank>#45</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has to be one the most sophomoric political movements in modern 
political history. Maybe it's a sign of the times. Maybe it's a certain 
demographic. They're typically white males over the age 40. And by "they" I'm 
thinking of the 3 most recent clowns that have surfaced over the situation in 
Wisconsin: Williams, Bretibart, and Hoft.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm constantly amazed at how much the behavior of the right wing resembles 
the behavior of a spoiled child.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08927655 38115 271 Charles Sun, Feb 20, 2011 7:10:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/254/8927638" target=_blank>#254</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quoting from elsewhere, but it's interesting...</P> 
<P>Barrett BrownFebruary 20, 2011 at 5:35 pmQuadddafi is fleeing to Venezuela. 
#OpVenezuela has been rekindled as of five minutes ago. irc.anonops.in 
#opvenezuela. Hope to see our conservative friends as we hassle Chavez and 
Khaddafi all at once.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't trust a single thing that comes from Barrett 
Brown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929230 38119 67 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 4:12:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8928994" target=_blank>#66</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>just more talking points being repeated by someone we've mever seen 
before</P> 
<P>I wonder if every guy that does this knows he was exactly like the last 30 
guys that came to LGF, let loose some GOP talking points, and then 
disappeared?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Amazing, isn't it? I especially liked the guy who popped up out of nowhere to 
say that no federal money should go to Planned Parenthood for abortions, then 
just vanished when people pointed out that PP already gets no federal money for 
abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08928672 38120 4 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 11:12:07am  
 
<P><A href="http://www.theonion.com/articles/an-excerpt-from-refusal-to-play-an-
in-depth-look-i,19234/" target=_blank>An Excerpt From 'Refusal To Play': An In 
Depth Look Into Obama's Distant Relationship With His Dog</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08928800 38121 2 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 12:54:57pm  
 



<P>I haven't found any statements from Scott Walker on it, but I'd be willing to 
bet he's also a creationist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929192 38122 4 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 3:50:18pm  
 
 
 
<P>You're being extra dickish today, Walter. Somebody pee in your cornflakes 
this morning?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929313 38122 112 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 5:13:12pm  
 
<P>By the way, if I disagree with Brayton on anything, it's that Dominionists 
are a "tiny fringe with little power." The fact is that there are quite a few 
highly placed Republican politicians who are Dominionists -- to name one, James 
Inhofe.</P> 
<P>It's true they don't have much power <EM>as Dominionists</EM>, in the sense 
that their crazy beliefs are not mainstream and not accepted. But it's hard to 
deny that they have an outsized influence on policy -- and the current all-out 
war against women's rights is just one example.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929498 38122 283 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 6:30:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/240/8929454" target=_blank>#240</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, since I don't think we're really talking about a religious trend-- nor 
do I agree that either religious, political, or climactic trends necessarily 
need a longer period than ten years, that's kinda moot.</P> 
<P>But even if we just take 1999: Since 1999, we have seen an increase in the 
push for creationism in the classroom, anti-abortion laws, anti-AGW attitudes, 
et al., all from conservative Christians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen a huge increase in this kind of craziness since the 2010 election. 
The forces of atavism are emboldened -- there are regressive efforts going on in 
every state, trying to roll back progress on women's rights, climate change, 
science, tolerance, you name it. The nuts are in charge of the Republican 
Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929701 38123 26 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 7:25:44pm  
 
<P>Notice that the Daily Show's John Oliver told the guy shooting the video to 
turn his camera off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929722 38123 37 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 7:29:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8929704" target=_blank>#29</A> The Yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My god you people are soft. The animal got his foot stuck in the fence and 
eventually got back up. Probably could of happen in the best of 
weather.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They put an animal in a frightening situation, for LAUGHS, and it slipped and 
fell. It could have broken a leg and then they would have had to put it 
down.</P> 



<P>And you're fine with that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929794 38123 86 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 7:44:06pm  
 
<P>I'm a big fan of the Daily Show. But this was a real fuck-up, and I hope Jon 
Stewart apologizes for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929819 38123 102 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 7:52:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/8929797" target=_blank>#89</A> The Yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So are you guys against using animals for stunts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When animals are used in stunts, serious precautions are taken to make sure 
they don't get hurt.</P> 
<P>Do you really not see the difference between carefully staged animal stunts, 
and this botched attempt at humor, with NO safety precautions visible at 
all?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08929840 38123 123 Charles Mon, Feb 21, 2011 7:55:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8929832" target=_blank>#115</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except in Mexico and some foreing countries. Look at old spaghetti Westerns, 
or Conan The Barbarian (filmed in Spain, I believe). Horse tripping is/was one 
of the most common stunts, and led to a lot of broken legs and dead animals. 
Absolutely barbaric.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know that used to be the case, but those kinds of stunts haven't been used 
in the US for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08930591 38126 40 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 10:39:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8930544" target=_blank>#13</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why nobody should ever trust a fundamentalist who says "I'm about 
<EM>fiscal</EM> conservatism":</P> 
<P>"War on fertility." Is that a new one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Magical thinking -- the solution to ALL of America's problems is to totally 
outlaw abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931788 38126 208 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 5:37:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/8931636" target=_blank>#204</A> robdouth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is kind of pathetic. Using a colloquialism is now going to be taken as a 
literal meaning of the words. So now if someone accuses someone else of 
"shooting off at the mouth" are you going to say they actually said his mouth 
was a weapon with which to shoot people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Talk about "unclear on the concept." You're kidding, right?</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What happened to Charles battling these outrageous outrages, instead of 
manufacturing them. This is an inaccurate statement by Bachmann to be sure, but 
it's hardly over the top or inflammatory.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess you're not kidding. That's just sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08930808 38128 4 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 12:04:46pm  
 
<P>In 2009, Scott Walker refused stimulus money from the feds even though 
Milwaukee County badly needed it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.expressmilwaukee.com/article-5157-scott-walker-
puts-milwaukee-county-residents-at-risk.html" 
target=_blank>www.expressmilwaukee.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08930963 38128 125 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 1:06:16pm  
 
<P>I'm sensing a very strong troll smell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931474 38132 9 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 3:25:02pm  
 
<P>The website for the "9/12 Taxpayer March" now redirects to Dick Armey's 
FreedomWorks astro-turf operation, which of course, it was all 
along.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931523 38132 47 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 3:35:27pm  
 
<P>Whoa, 100 retweets already on this one. That was fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931770 38132 227 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 5:24:19pm  
 
<P>Absolutely fantastic Pages being posted today. I can't keep up with all the 
interesting stuff. Thanks to all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931812 38132 258 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 5:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/8931800" target=_blank>#249</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P><A href="http://host.madison.com/wsj/news/local/govt-and-
politics/article_551d34c2-3e8f-11e0-8f91-001cc4c03286.html" 
target=_blank>Wisconsin State Journal: Walker warns state workers layoff notices 
could come next week if bill isn't passed</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He thinks he's the Zombie Reagan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08931987 38133 89 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 6:51:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8931960" target=_blank>#82</A> UMCRevMom</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08931996 38133 90 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 6:53:44pm  
 
<P>If right wingers think they're going to use LGF to spread their garbage anti-
union propaganda, they have another think coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08932010 38134 85 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 6:56:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8931989" target=_blank>#66</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>What you posted in the previous thread is your last comment at LGF.</P> 
<P>I've had it with this right wing garbage. Totally had it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08932045 38134 117 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 7:11:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8932029" target=_blank>#103</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friendly fire? All I see is comments about not getting PBS from Direct 
TV.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was an indirect link to Jim Hoft, now deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08932064 38134 136 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 7:17:12pm  
 
<P>I am absolutely not going to let LGF be used to "out" the Wisconsin Democrats 
who are resisting this disgusting union-busting effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08932086 38134 158 Charles Tue, Feb 22, 2011 7:22:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8932081" target=_blank>#153</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does someone read this blog and not know who Jim Hoft 
is?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they're not reading this blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933214 38138 14 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 10:21:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8933204" target=_blank>#8</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool. Let's put together a list of laws that we think the president should 
rescind by decree. Why stop at just one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a sick, unconstitutional law that has no business existing, and the 
Justice Department made the decision, not Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933245 38138 26 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 10:28:36am  
 
<P>Right wingers on Twitter are already losing their alleged minds over this 
news. I've seen several comments already in the vein of, "What's next, marrying 
your dog?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08933693 38140 180 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/8933637" target=_blank>#128</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Good lord. This guy is as bad as the very worst right wing 
bloggers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933710 38140 197 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:12:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8933687" target=_blank>#174</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:FbnQcOl2TiIJ:procynic
.blogspot.com/2008/03/disaster-for-race-
relations.html+blacks+crime+site:procynic.blogspot.com&amp;cd=4&amp;hl=en&amp;ct
=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=firefox-a&amp;source=www.google.com" 
target=_blank>Another one...</A></P> 
<P>Not sure about this being racist but it sure is weird.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's racist as hell. He's actually saying that anti-black racism is 
justified!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933741 38140 227 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:21:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/8933723" target=_blank>#210</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HE WAS FIRED!!!</P> 
<P>YAY</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.oliverwillis.com/2011/02/23/indiana-dep-attorney-
general-fired-after-tweet-about-shooting-protesters/" 
target=_blank>www.oliverwillis.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oliver Willis isn't going to like seeing that referral - he hates me with a 
passion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933831 38140 309 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:42:19pm  
 
<P>Scott Walker is now spinning like crazy ... says his anti-union bill is "all 
about jobs."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933897 38141 8 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:54:55pm  
 
<P>He bailed after four questions!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933905 38141 15 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 12:56:22pm  
 
<P>A union rep just got up to speak, and the Governor's goons opened the doors 
to let in noise and drown him out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08933953 38141 45 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 1:05:11pm  
 



<P>The right wing is completely letting the mask drop now - National Review has 
several articles calling for the complete end of public sector 
unions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934157 38142 9 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:07:23pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft just launched an especially flaccid attack on me, with a link to the 
stalker site, where they're apparently ranting and raving because I banned 
NJDHockeyfan yesterday.</P> 
<P>Idiots.</P> 
<P>Unfortunately for the moron squad, NJD emailed and apologized for that 
comment, and I restored his account.</P> 
<P>Fail. Again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934181 38143 17 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:14:00pm  
 
<P>Not much to see here. I was hoping for something stronger, but this was just 
a boilerplate call for Libya to respect the rights of the people and refrain 
from violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934185 38143 20 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:14:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8934178" target=_blank>#14</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well that's nice. Way to take a stand!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if he'd taken a stand, you'd be bashing him for that, too. You know it's 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934193 38143 25 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:16:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8934189" target=_blank>#22</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Reagan BOMBED Ghadaffi.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, but only after direct terrorist actions against American 
citizens.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934210 38143 38 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8934196" target=_blank>#28</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been railing against his refusal to take a stand since the Iranian 
elections.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've been railing against everything Obama does since he was 
elected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934267 38143 87 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:35:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/8934249" target=_blank>#71</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Say the words "We don't like [insert name of dictator] and want them gone". 
Easy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who knew it was so simple to deal with international politics? Sure, what 
could possibly go wrong with the President saying we want to see the leaders of 
countries deposed?</P> 
<P>I'm sure all the other leaders in the region would 
understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934273 38143 91 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:38:03pm  
 
<P>I love it. All the wingnuts are shrieking on Twitter about me banning 
NJDHockeyfan.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, his account has been restored since early this morning when I 
received his email apologizing and asking to be reinstated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934275 38143 92 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:38:27pm  
 
<P>Breaking News! Charles Johnson Bans Someone! World Horrified!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934294 38143 110 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 2:46:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/8934289" target=_blank>#105</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree, strenuously, with NJDHockeyfan on many, many issues. But I'm glad 
he's not banned, and that he apologized. He obviously is a patriotic dude who 
wants what's best for the country. We just disagree a lot on what that best 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to be clear, the banning happened because he linked to a website that 
was engaged in trying to "out" the Wisconsin Democrats who left the state, and I 
refuse to let LGF be used for that purpose. He was not banned simply for 
"indirect linking" to Gateway Pundit.</P> 
<P>In any case, an apology was offered and accepted, and his account is 
restored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934360 38143 168 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 3:12:41pm  
 
<P>Religious fanatics openly calling for the destruction of the public school 
system: <A 
href="http://townhall.com/columnists/terryjeffrey/2011/02/23/do_wisconsins_publi
c_schools_deserve_to_survive" target=_blank>Do Wisconsin's Public Schools 
Deserve to Survive?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934652 38144 202 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 5:00:52pm  
 
<P>Lawrence O'Donnell has the guy who pranked Scott Walker on his show. Starting 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934910 38144 447 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 6:59:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/432/8934895" target=_blank>#432</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Democrat's decided he's not so cool with the New Civility.[Link: <A 
href="http://thehill.com/blogs/blog-briefing-room/news/145627-dem-lawmaker-on-
labor-protests-get-a-little-bloody-when-necessary" 
target=_blank>thehill.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I always love these triumphal announcements of left wing bad behavior! I 
never get tired of the endless attempts to whitewash the incredibly sick 
behavior of the right wing with false equivalence! What fun!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934919 38144 455 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:01:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/450/8934913" target=_blank>#450</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<P>Every time one of these phony outrages gets hyped by the right wing blogs, we 
can always count on tradewind to bring it up here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934933 38144 468 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:06:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/8934911" target=_blank>#448</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not as bad as the "live ammunition" line, but still very bad. That has to be 
read as a call for violence. It's on a par with the Tea Party calls for the 
"Tree of Liberty to be refreshed from time to time with the blood of Patriots 
and Tyrants."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no, it's nothing like that.</P> 
<P>Here we have one person who said "go out in the streets and get a little 
bloody."</P> 
<P>On the Tea Party side, we have thousands and thousands of people parroting 
the "tree of liberty" line, even Republican politicians.</P> 
<P>Not. Even. Close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934942 38144 477 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:08:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/8934939" target=_blank>#474</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Considering that you don't believe this, why bother?Oh, yeah, to 
deflect.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly. Tradewind is parroting the latest right wing talking point, and 
we're not supposed to notice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934960 38144 494 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:17:23pm  
 
<P>I understand why it's important to do everything possible to promote the 
false equivalence -- it's because the modern right wing is a depraved 
reactionary force in American politics, and if you're still loyal to that you've 
got to be feeling a little desperate if you're still posting comments at 
LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08934988 38144 522 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:31:07pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/505/8934971" target=_blank>#505</A> 
tradewind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Out.And hopefully, so soon and safely are all the Americans who are still 
left in Libya...( or , as the WH press office release has renamed it, 
Lybia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're really the last one who should be bashing other people's spelling 
errors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935104 38144 573 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:56:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/544/8935023" target=_blank>#544</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The text of the post asserts that the author of the piece "puts religious 
indoctrination <EM>above</EM> reading and math."</P> 
<P>But the quote goes</P> 
<P>The author LITERALLY puts teaching math and reading above religious 
indoctrination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong.</P> 
<P>The quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...ultimately, American freedom depends on fidelity to our Judeo-Christian 
heritage <STRONG>even more</STRONG> than it depends on proficiency in reading 
and math.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935046 38145 23 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:44:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8935035" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/rev-wright/2011/02/23/qaddafi-has-
been-tied-rev-jeremiah-wright" target=_blank>Qaddafi has Been Tied to Rev. 
Jeremiah Wright</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's very old news. I pointed out Wright's trip to Libya during the 2008 
election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935090 38145 57 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:53:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8935067" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a winnar!<A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andy_Martin_%28American_politician%29" 
target=_blank>Andy Martin</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andy Martin is a truly disgusting human being. He was featured here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35465_Why_I_Left_the_Right_Exhibit
_H_for_Homophobia" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935108 38145 66 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 7:58:40pm  
 



<P>By the way, another reminder: don't quote the trolls. You can use the reply 
button (not quote) if you want to mock them, but if you quote them your comment 
will also be deleted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935178 38145 119 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 8:24:37pm  
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935188 38145 129 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 8:26:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/8935164" target=_blank>#106</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did this story slip under the radar today?</P> 
<P><A href="http://thinkprogress.org/2011/02/23/tennessee-bill-dubs-sharia-law-
treasonous-would-punish-muslims-with-15-years-in-jail/" target=_blank>Tennessee 
Bill Dubs Sharia Law ‘Treasonous,’ Would Punish Muslims With 15 Years In 
Jail</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was posted in the Pages earlier today - I was planning to do a front page 
post on it tom'w. Notice that Pamela Geller's insane racist lawyer David 
Yerushalmi wrote the bill.</P> 
<P>Here's some background on this lunatic: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36930_Meet_the_Leaders_of_the_Anti
-Mosque_Movement" target=_blank>Meet the Leaders of the Anti-Mosque 
Movement</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935211 38145 148 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 8:31:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/8935199" target=_blank>#139</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Yerushalmi a Tennesseean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he's an antisemitic Orthodox Jew. I'm not kidding. He's completely off 
his rocker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935230 38145 165 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 8:36:23pm  
 
<P>Saw that coming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935245 38145 179 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 8:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/8935227" target=_blank>#162</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idea of a guy named "David Yerushalmi" being involved in this drek 
disturbs me almost as much as the drek.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you didn't read my link, you really should. This guy is completely nuts, 
and a vile racist as well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935317 38146 18 Charles Wed, Feb 23, 2011 9:05:17pm  
 
<P>Here's another funnyass video from Randall:</P> 



<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/HaNJPlXk2uM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08935994 38149 22 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 10:57:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8935991" target=_blank>#19</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From: <A href="http://jacksonville.com/news/metro/2011-02-22/story/catholics-
mike-hogan-wrong-think-they%E2%80%99re-ok-clinic-bombing-humor" 
target=_blank>Catholics: Mike Hogan wrong to think they’re OK with clinic 
bombing humor</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's good that some people were appalled -- however:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Parishioner Brian Shields, founder of a Catholic media company in 
Jacksonville, agreed the joke was a blunder but cautioned against 
overreaction.</P> 
<P>"There's no reason to get so serious about the whole thing," Shields said. 
"Honestly, sometimes we say things that maybe we could have said 
better."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936278 38149 250 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 1:44:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/8936249" target=_blank>#222</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyway, I know this won't be a popular viewpoint, but I actually think the 
reaction to this is disproportionate, just as it was with Wright. The guy is a 
dick, undoubtedly, said something stupid, undoubtedly, but I think it is quite 
unlikely that he really supports the bombing of abortion clinics, and I think it 
is highly unlikely that people in the audience who might have snickered at his 
remark would do so either. Not impossible, but highly unlikely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not disagree more. These kinds of "jokes" are the soil in which 
violent extremism grows. When GOP politicians do this kind of thing, they're 
signaling to the radicals that they're going to look the other way.</P> 
<P>Sure, Hogan himself probably doesn't support bombing clinics, but he's giving 
a nod and a wink to those who do. He is FAR from the only politician who does 
this; it's very common on the right wing.</P> 
<P>And the right wing base is getting the message, in spades: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/33810_Bad_Craziness_Watch-
_Right_Wing_Reaction_to_the_Tiller_Murder" target=_blank>Bad Craziness Watch: 
Right Wing Reaction to the Tiller Murder</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936298 38149 268 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 1:53:24pm  
 
<P>Almost launch...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936322 38149 291 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 1:58:44pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/8936306" target=_blank>#276</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those signals are coming through loud and strong outside of this kind of 
joke. Focusing on this is a weak strategy - easily defended, and in the end, 
unproductive as it only drives away people who might be swayed. People on the 
fence aren't going to respond well to the insinuation that he or the people 
listening to him speak support bombing abortion clinics.</P> 
<P>Go after Bill O'Reilly. He actually does damage on this 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Am I allowed to focus on more than one thing at a time?</P> 
<P>And by the way, I've gone after Bill O'Reilly on this topic, and others, many 
times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936408 38150 21 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 2:34:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8936399" target=_blank>#15</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.guitarmasterclass.net/wiki/images/b/bd/Buckethead.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Yes, but it is safe to say that Buckethead 
rocks.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buckethead now wears a plain white bucket sans KFC logo.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ51ADAEE8.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ51ADAEE8.jpg" 
rel=fancyc6b9469e target=_blank>Image: ZZ51ADAEE8.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936413 38150 23 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 2:36:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8936411" target=_blank>#22</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, yes...I remember hearing about that transition. I take it you've listened 
to him, Charles? He's really not a bad guitar player.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I loves me some Buckethead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936418 38150 25 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 2:38:06pm  
 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/DnYBanVywcA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936456 38150 56 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 2:49:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/8936453" target=_blank>#54</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Conservatives don't care anymore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In this way, they're exactly like the crazy nastyass honey 
badger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08936514 38151 5 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:12:12pm  
 
<P>Alex Jones is only extreme right at the moment because it makes him 
money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936532 38151 9 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:15:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8936518" target=_blank>#6</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jones or Drudge?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Drudge is a definite right winger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936543 38151 14 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:20:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8936541" target=_blank>#13</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936563 38151 26 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:26:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8936548" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think he's changed any. It's the wingnuts who have changed. If there 
was a major terrorist attack today Drudge, Glenn Beck and Fox news would all be 
exposing the "inside job" nonsense.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know - during the Bush years, he was much more identified with the 
far left. He showed up at International ANSWER rallies, etc., and there was that 
infamous video in which he badgered and screamed at Michelle Malkin. But he was 
always so far out that the "left/right" thing became pretty meaningless.</P> 
<P>I think he fits much more on the extreme right. He seems to have really found 
his voice since he started pandering to the Patriot movement 
crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936569 38151 29 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:28:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8936562" target=_blank>#25</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>Backslashes have to be doubled up. I like the Gaddafi regex. You've just 
unlocked the LGF Nerd badge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936575 38151 32 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:30:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8936570" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been noticing a bug with the pages for a while now; When I look at <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/?page=1&amp;cat=&amp;sort=date&amp;d
ir=down&amp;perpage=100&amp;show=1&amp;xor=OR&amp;name=Killgore%20Trout&amp;date
s=2010-11-26%20-%202011-02-24" target=_blank>my list of pages posted</A> there's 
a lot of stuff missing.I had to do a <A 



href="http://www.google.com/images?q=drudge%20alex%20jones&amp;hl=en&amp;prmd=iv
nso&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;source=og&amp;sa=N&amp;tab=wi&amp;biw=1280&amp;bih=644" 
target=_blank>google search</A> to find my <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/230540_Alex_Jones_wins!_%28not_Drudge
%29" target=_blank>Drudge-alex Jones photoshop</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not a bug, actually -- that's the date range. Check it out -- it's set by 
default to 90 days to minimize load on the server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936604 38151 49 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 3:40:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8936585" target=_blank>#37</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you for the nice words!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936815 38152 141 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 6:05:14pm  
 
<P>Another movie available for free through Amazon Prime that I highly 
recommend:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001V7YJMG/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Let the Right One In</A>.</P> 
<P>A lot of vampire movies really suck, but this one was an interesting take on 
the subject, technically very well done from all angles. Watch the subtitled 
one, the dubbed version loses a lot of the atmosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936852 38152 173 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 6:19:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8936846" target=_blank>#168</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. After I got the stick from Charles I didn't think I would be back and 
ignored it because of working until this morning when I was able to get 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe it or not, I'm not Stalin. All it takes is not being a dick, and I 
thank you for that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936864 38152 185 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 6:23:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/8936863" target=_blank>#184</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, stop trying to horn in on my territory, I'm the dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll let you dicks fight it out amongst yourselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08936882 38152 203 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 6:30:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/8936875" target=_blank>#196</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you mean i bought all those red army bonds for no reason???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try calling the Koch Brothers - their dad was tight with Uncle Joe. Maybe 
they're still redeeming them.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08937083 38152 383 Charles Thu, Feb 24, 2011 8:14:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/347/8937041" target=_blank>#347</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There ain't much hope in fatwas. They stink and are generally issued by 
shitty people with stupid ideas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't have said it better myself. Fatwas stink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08937780 38154 13 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2011 10:44:07am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Michelle Malkin is spinning like a crazy person, posting pictures 
from Wisconsin and calling the demonstrators "racist, sexist, and homophobic." A 
perfect storm of right wing projection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08937784 38154 15 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2011 10:45:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8937773" target=_blank>#10</A> Dreggas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>according to TPM he chuckled too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than that -- the question got a "big laugh" from the audience: <A 
href="http://athenscms.com/blogs/2487/" target=_blank>Question to Broun: Who’s 
going to shoot President Obama? | OnlineAthens Blogs</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At Rep. Paul Broun’s town hall meeting on Tuesday, the Athens congressman 
asked who had driven the farthest to be there and let the winner ask the first 
question.</P> 
<P>We couldn’t hear the question in the back of the packed Oglethorpe County 
Commission chamber, but whatever it was, it got a big laugh. According to an 
outraged commenter on the article, the question was, when is someone going to 
shoot Obama?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08938270 38157 87 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2011 3:12:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/8938250" target=_blank>#69</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recall <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/muman" 
target=_blank>"muman"</A> from the LGF Lounge. He's a pretty screwed up guy. Had 
somebody living with him that he called "homeless". Re-found his religion after 
9/11, and had a "holier than thou" attitude.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah - <EM>that</EM> guy. Want to know why he was banned from LGF?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/754/5468834" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I just restored this comment - it was deleted shortly after he posted it and 
he was blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08938457 38157 250 Charles Fri, Feb 25, 2011 5:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/213/8938415" target=_blank>#213</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Congrats to Geller and Spenser for being listed in the SPLC annals of hate 
groups. They join the esteemed company of Neo-Nazis, white supremacists, 
anarchists, radical Christian theologists, black supremacists, racist skinheads, 
general haters, and anti Muslim groups nationwide.</P> 
<P>Great company to keep - and totally deserving.</P> 
<P>*shaking my head*</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I'm proud to say that all of the above hate me to the point of obsession. 
Wouldn't have it any other way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08939138 38159 6 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2011 11:38:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8939132" target=_blank>#2</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course I had to googleimage her.</P> 
<P>Strangely, Google mostly gives the images of this hot blonde:</P> 
<P><A href="http://ariversideview.files.wordpress.com/2010/11/galyna-
kolotnytska.jpg" rel=fancyd71e6d54 target=_blank>Image: galyna-
kolotnytska.jpg</A></P> 
<P>It's not her, however. Ukrainian sites have her family photos:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://photo.segodnya.ua/ukraina/ukrainskaya-medsestra-
muammara-kaddafi/" target=_blank>photo.segodnya.ua...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Same thing happens if you Google almost any woman's name that's in the 
news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08939192 38159 46 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2011 12:27:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8939162" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's like they've never eaten a vegetable before. Fresh fish? 
Outrageous!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You want to hear something really disgusting? I had a Thai spicy sesame 
chicken salad last night with noodles and avocado. What kind of Hitler eats 
stuff like that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08939212 38159 63 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2011 12:43:12pm  
 
<P>Heh, 95 retweets on this one already. Can't go wrong with a voluptuous blonde 
Ukrainian nurse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08939240 38160 1 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2011 1:19:06pm  
 
<P>That's Jerry Lewis as Professor Julius Kelp, not as Buddy 
Love.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08939508 38161 242 Charles Sat, Feb 26, 2011 3:55:34pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Gaddafi with his voluptuous Ukrainian nurse:</P> 
<P><A title=gaddafinurse-lg.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/gaddafinurse-lg.jpg" 
rel=fancy70a08efc target=_blank>Image: gaddafinurse-lg.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08940454 38163 13 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2011 10:57:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8940447" target=_blank>#7</A> HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, she really loves small government except when it gets in the way of her 
shoving her morals to the rest of us. Listen, if you want to use contraception 
when you have sex, that is your decision and right and if you don't, that also 
is. I have nothing against couples who choose to have large families but at the 
same time, I realize that not everyone wants a large family.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like Lopez can only be truly happy when they're dominating other 
people's lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08940643 38163 188 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2011 1:19:36pm  
 
<P>It's amazing how people like Kathryn Lopez blatantly lie about those Planned 
Parenthood sting videos. PP reported the incidents where Lila Rose's actors 
pretended to be prostitutes <EM>immediately</EM>, long before Rose's edited 
videos were released.</P> 
<P>But they just repeat this lie without any compunctions, over and over, like 
robotic parrots. It's bizarre, almost sociopathic behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08940656 38163 199 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2011 1:32:15pm  
 
<P>Here's that cartoon that <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/239352_Cartoon_of_Geert_Wilders_leadi
" target=_blank>Geert Wilders suppressed</A>:</P> 
<P><A title=wilderscartoon.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/wilderscartoon.jpg" 
rel=fancya8cd4f04 target=_blank>Image: wilderscartoon.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08940677 38163 216 Charles Sun, Feb 27, 2011 1:47:16pm  
 
<P>Here's the advertisement that Kathryn Lopez is so horrified about, that 
doesn't show the pain and desperation she just knows these women really 
feel:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/4rFv0rMWHSg&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08942588 38167 315 Charles Mon, Feb 28, 2011 5:04:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/8942518" target=_blank>#252</A> 
Renaissance_Man</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had the misfortune of catching about 10 minutes of Megyn Kelly and Michelle 
Malkin talking today about the 'violent leftist thugs' in Madison and how the 
violence was spreading all over, all thanks to Obama's 'community organising' 



and how he was preparing for major violence in 2012. Not to mention how the left 
was attacking the First Amendment and how the vile liberals were daring to 
attack the Tea Party, and why Obama was suddenly silent and not calling for 
civility, after daring to blame the Tea Party for lack of civility.</P> 
<P>Holy shit.</P> 
<P>FOX is bizarre. You can't satirise this. I swear I could watch the hate and 
fear spread throughout the cafeteria I was in, on every face. I half-expected 
someone watching to stand up and yell, 'let's git them libz before they get us!' 
and half the people in the room to storm out chanting behind 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Geller-thing is raving like a loon, too. In other words, her usual 
state.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's every day now. Every. Day. The left is itching for civil war. What 
decent Americans would call themselves members of this 
party?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08943666 38167 421 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 9:50:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/8943411" target=_blank>#405</A> ElSuerte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's kind of like sermonizing people about their fatass kids while chowing 
down on ribs and fatty waygu beef.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're like parrots. They just can't help themselves. The talking points get 
all mixed up, reflecting their mixed-up thought processes, and out comes stupid 
crap like this.</P> 
<P>And he was doing so well trying to sound knowledgeable up to the point where 
the obsession took over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08942625 38168 5 Charles Mon, Feb 28, 2011 5:29:10pm  
 
<P>Also see:</P> 
<P></P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/m0VPPJscIL4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV> 
<P></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08943729 38169 41 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 10:48:04am  
 
<P>I don't believe the urination excuse. Both witnesses said they saw him 
masturbating, and it's pretty difficult to confuse urinating into a bottle with 
wanking while looking at a playground.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08943761 38169 72 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 11:02:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8943741" target=_blank>#52</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<P>When two witnesses say the same thing, though, it's much less likely to be a 
mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08943794 38169 104 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 11:15:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/8943786" target=_blank>#97</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<P>Welp, he's admitted it now, so the point is moot.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wdsu.com/r/27039818/detail.html" 
target=_blank>www.wdsu.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944008 38171 20 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 12:40:14pm  
 
<P>Faith2Action's Janet Porter, who's involved in pushing this bill, is also a 
Birther.</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944044 38171 44 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 12:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8944009" target=_blank>#21</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>-Wingnuts are outraged: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/planned-
parenthood/2011/03/01/holder-no-prosecution-connection-planned-parenthood-video-
sting" target=_blank>Holder: No Prosecution in Connection With Planned 
Parenthood Video Sting</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. The Fox Nation knuckle-draggers jumped right in with racist comments, 
too.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>rwext 7 minutes ago</STRONG>Planned Parenthood has a business 
membership with the New Bl-ck Pan-thers</P> 
<P>[...]<STRONG>patriotfromct 8 minutes ago</STRONG>Eric Holder: Planned 
Parenthood p i m p.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944284 38172 10 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 2:17:23pm  
 
<P>Uh, guess what, Mike. The British WERE imperialists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944323 38172 45 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 2:27:24pm  
 
<P>Are there people who don't know what this is really about?</P> 
<P>The black President who secretly grew up in Africa?</P> 
<P>I mean, it's not even hidden, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08945283 38172 571 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 9:14:15pm  
 
<P>You've got to be kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944868 38173 9 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 6:05:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8944866" target=_blank>#8</A> Varek Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh, a wild troll has appeared on the AGW thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yeah, that one again. I'm giving it about a dozen more comments before the 
full-on meltdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08944944 38174 3 Charles Tue, Mar 1, 2011 6:46:09pm  
 
<P>And by the way, we're approaching another LGF milestone: at our current 
commenting rate, we're going to see the <STRONG>nine millionth</STRONG> comment 
posted in about three weeks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08946496 38179 225 Charles Wed, Mar 2, 2011 5:50:08pm  
 
<P>By the way, it's amazing how many hits we get every day for this photo:</P> 
<P><A title=20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg" 
rel=fancy3c31bb56 target=_blank>Image: 
20081229AardvarkBaby.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08947340 38181 36 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 10:44:11am  
 
<P>Wow. I just finished watching that video from Yorba Linda. Truly 
horrible.</P> 
<P>The context is that the speakers for this event really are extremists. Amir 
Abdel Malik Ali is an open supporter of terrorism; I've posted several videos 
here showing him saying absolutely disgusting things. And Siraj Wahhaj, although 
he has toned down his rhetoric in recent years, also has a long history of 
encouraging militant Islamic ideology.</P> 
<P>But no context can excuse what those protesters did. That was an open display 
of pure hatred, and it made me nauseous. And when these Neanderthals behave this 
way, they make it easier for people like Malik Ali to get away with what they're 
doing; they give the extremists cover.</P> 
<P>The so-called 'anti-jihad movement' has become a movement of unadulterated 
bigotry, often driven by fundamentalist Christian fanaticism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08947642 38182 31 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 12:55:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/8947637" target=_blank>#30</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A Burkha’ on the Statue of Liberty? Are we sure that isn't the Onion? I just 
went to that website and all I can say is that it seems like they're mostly 
playing head games which should easily play into the paranoid segment of the 
American anti-Jihad movement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently Choudary links to that website, so it's probably his. He's playing 
the anti-Muslim nutjobs like violins.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08947679 38182 45 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 1:13:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/8947672" target=_blank>#42</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone's draping the Statue, I'm not thinking Mohammed or Christ--I'm 
blaming <STRONG>Cristo</STRONG>.</P> 



<P><A 
href="http://1.bp.blogspot.com/_dtkZnwt4nAg/TL3sU_p8ttI/AAACE/3Eyu1EjZOjM/s1600/
christo_valleycurtain.jpg" rel=fancy31e907b1 target=_blank>Image: 
christo_valleycurtain.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That photoshop of the Statue of Liberty in a burqa is years old, by the way, 
and if I recall correctly it was done by a European artist as part of an 
exhibition of similar works.</P> 
<P>I think I may have posted it here once, but I couldn't find the 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08947698 38182 53 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 1:23:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/8947694" target=_blank>#50</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When I clicked the photo link in Decatur Deb's post, I got the "requested 
content cannot be loaded" error message. I've noticed this always seems to 
happen with images hosted on blogspot, including ones I try to put in my own 
posts. Are they incompatible with the LGF lightbox script due to some kind of 
hotlinking restriction?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, Blogspot blocks hotlinks. You should always check with the Preview 
function to make sure the image will display.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08947746 38182 75 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 1:47:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8947741" target=_blank>#73</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<P>Choudary really has no popular support, and very few followers even in 
Britain. He's kind of a professional wrestler bad guy version of a radical 
Muslim, cartoonishly exaggerated. I don't know if he does it just for publicity 
or if he gets some kind of financial payoff. But he's also living on the dole in 
Britain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948153 38183 140 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 5:42:07pm  
 
<P>David Frum just said Tim Pawlenty would be "a very fine President."</P> 
<P>WTF moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948159 38183 146 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 5:44:55pm  
 
<P>Frum always brushes off the creationism issue, because he knows it makes the 
Republican Party look like ignorant throwbacks, and because he knows that if 
people really start to understand the cost of indoctrinating children with anti-
science nonsense, they'll never vote for these bastards again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948174 38183 161 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 5:48:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/8948133" target=_blank>#122</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I'm shocked that Pamela actually had a dim awareness that the video made them 
look bad. I wonder if it was the part where they threw crosses at the praying 



Muslim guy, or the part where they chanted, "Jeesus! Jeesus! Jeesus! 
Jeesus!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948176 38183 163 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 5:51:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8948039" target=_blank>#35</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wasn't "New Comments" uncapitalized last week?</P> 
<P>/<SUB>or am I losing it...?</SUB></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gotta wake up pretty early to sneak one past you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948208 38183 194 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 6:06:40pm  
 
<P>I've been noticed on Twitter by a far right anti-Muslim fanatic with a lot of 
followers (almost 50,000), who I've never heard of before:</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/andilinks/" target=_blank>andilinks</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Ponder just one fact, seek it out --&gt; deception is baked in the 
Islamic cake. #sharia #jihad #islam #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948215 38183 201 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 6:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/8948212" target=_blank>#198</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What the hell is an Islamic cake? Is that something they serve during 
Eid?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Incredibly Horrifying Islamic Cake of Deception.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08948234 38183 218 Charles Thu, Mar 3, 2011 6:20:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/8948231" target=_blank>#216</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He looks like a spammer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's a woman - Andi Silver. A right wing firehose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949366 38185 113 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 12:25:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/8949362" target=_blank>#112</A> 
OldHickory</EM></P> 
<P>Here we go again.</P> 
<P>Are you aware that Planned Parenthood gets NO federal funds for 
abortions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949391 38185 114 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 12:39:42pm  
 
<P>&lt;crickets&gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949650 38185 120 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 2:58:54pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/8949623" target=_blank>#119</A> 
OldHickory</EM></P> 
<P>And you're being deliberately dense if you're trying to argue that wiping out 
PP's federal funding wouldn't either destroy it outright or come damned 
close.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949644 38189 17 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 2:55:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/8949630" target=_blank>#12</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check out the way-too-happy people behind Newt waving American flags [Link: 
<A href="http://newtexplore2012.com/" 
target=_blank>newtexplore2012.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>NEWT AND HIS ROBOT LADY WILL EXPLORE!!! @_@</P> 
<P><SUB>they'll explore some stock photos</SUB></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How multicultural that enthusiastic crowd appears!</P> 
<P>In your dreams, Newt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949653 38189 22 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 3:01:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8949649" target=_blank>#19</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, now I <EM>really</EM> want to know where that photo came 
from.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably iStockPhoto.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08949981 38191 8 Charles Fri, Mar 4, 2011 6:24:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8949978" target=_blank>#5</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles I hope you saw the news or the page I did on Archie #1. Highest price 
ever paid for a non superhero comic they say. $167,000 or so. 
WOW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw it! We have several hundred Archie comics, but I don't think any of them 
are that valuable. Yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08950562 38192 4 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 12:00:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/8950560" target=_blank>#2</A> emcesq</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Theocrat? Yes. Squirrel-eating? Seems a bit too gratuitous.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.rawstory.com/news/2007/Huckabee_We_used_to_fry_squirrels_0116.h
tml" target=_blank>Huckabee: 'We used to fry squirrels in a popcorn 
popper'</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Mika, I bet you never did this," Huckabee went on, addressing Mika 
Brzezinski. "When I was in college, we used to take a popcorn popper, because 
that was the only thing they would let us use in the dorm, and we would fry 
squirrels in a popcorn popper in the dorm room."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08950565 38192 7 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 12:06:16pm  
 
<P>Huckabee loves him some fried squirrel.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Yj3QAzSWVA4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08950570 38192 12 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 12:13:07pm  
 
<P>I admit, I only posted this as an excuse to put up a photo of Natalie 
Portman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08950683 38193 26 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 1:41:47pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8950674" target=_blank>#17</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right...I agree. So isn't it in the insurance company's interest to fund 
them? I stated in my post I agreed they save money and lives. Since the federal 
level is only funding 20% of them, why can't states figure out how to pick the 
rest up, even, as I suggested, by taxing insurance companies.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would be hard to find a better example of a federal program that should 
NOT be cut. It indisputably saves lives, and also saves enormous amounts of 
money.</P> 
<P>It's bullshit. An easy target for Republicans that they can add to their 
bogus list of cuts, while doing immeasurable harm and wasting big money in the 
long term.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08950999 38194 2 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 5:42:12pm  
 
<P>If posting seems light on weekends lately, it's deliberate. Decided to take 
more time off for other pursuits on weekends, as if I were a normal 
human.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951010 38194 5 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 5:55:22pm  
 
<P>Today I set up a 'gaming corner' in my main office, with a new <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B0038JED6W/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Toshiba 32E200U 32-Inch 1080p LCD HDTV</A> and my Playstation 
3.</P> 
<P>This TV is a great deal, for a medium-small HDTV. It's amazingly light, does 
full 1080p, has lots of inputs and optical audio out for 5.1 sound, and even has 
a pretty decent built-in speaker system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951011 38194 6 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 5:56:03pm  
 
<P>And now I'm hooked on Uncharted 2.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08951021 38194 12 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 6:19:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8951019" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Page pimping...<A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/240056_GOP-
_Islamic_Rally_Videotape_D" target=_blank>GOP: Islamic Rally Videotape Doctored, 
Bonus: Unedited Video</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An excellent post. The SPLC <A 
href="http://www.splcenter.org/blog/2011/03/04/after-vicious-anti-muslim-rally-
a-deafening-silence/" target=_blank>Hatewatch</A> blog had an interesting take, 
too:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yorba Linda Mayor Nancy Rikel, responding to a raft of angry E-mails, tried 
unsuccessfully to get ICNA to choose new speakers. Waqas Syed, the deputy 
secretary general of ICNA, told Hatewatch that both speakers were told to 
refrain from political oratory and did, adding that the whole episode had 
convinced ICNA to rework the way it vets speakers. He would not condemn Ali’s 
anti-Semitism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice that the SPLC fully understands the extremism of Malik Ali and Wahhaj, 
and says a protest against those speakers would have been legitimate -- but it 
devolved into an ugly demonstration of bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951032 38194 18 Charles Sat, Mar 5, 2011 6:55:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8951023" target=_blank>#13</A> nutz4Tuna</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, how do you feel about Jarrett's performance idiosyncracies, being a 
musician yourself? He comes off as being kind of a prick (in regards to audience 
members sneezing, etc), musical genius notwithstanding.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Keith has been a prick sometimes, it's true. The first time I saw him play 
live, an usher's walkie-talkie emitted a short burst of static, and he stopped 
playing and walked off.</P> 
<P>But then he returned after a few uncomfortable minutes, and started playing 
the most amazing dissonant improvisation I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>So yeah, he's a prick sometimes, but it's because he cares too much. And 
that's the best reason in the world to be a prick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951461 38195 6 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 11:01:38am  
 
<P>The GOP really is going to shut down the government. Watch.</P> 
<P>The entire right wing blogosphere is calling for it. National Review has an 
article by Larry Kudlow titled, "Government Shutdown? So What?"</P> 
<P>They've gone berserk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951534 38195 56 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 11:51:17am  
 
 
 
<P>Meanwhile, Glenn Greenwald and Jane Hamsher are trying to stir up another 
phony outrage over Bradley Manning.</P> 



<P>They appear to be completely oblivious to the simple fact that Manning 
allegedly committed one of the worst crimes a soldier can 
commit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951557 38195 73 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 12:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8951545" target=_blank>#63</A> 
kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<P>Nobody is being "tortured." Manning is being treated exactly like any other 
soldier would be treated who was accused of such a serious 
crime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951570 38195 83 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 12:23:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/77/8951563" target=_blank>#77</A> 
kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<P>I think it's a bad idea to take the propaganda of Greenwald, Hamsher, and 
Manning's defense lawyer at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951580 38195 92 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 12:32:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/8951569" target=_blank>#82</A> 
kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<P>But Manning's alleged crime goes far beyond simply giving information to an 
enemy. He's responsible for the largest intentional leak of classified documents 
in history.</P> 
<P>As for the suicide watch, he's apparently being required to strip naked in 
the evenings now, according to his defense lawyer. Why? Because he made a "joke" 
about killing himself. This guy is a major idiot, if he thinks joking around in 
a military prison is going to be tolerated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951583 38195 95 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 12:34:21pm  
 
<P>And another point -- how cruel and barbaric can Manning's treatment possibly 
be, if he's still cracking jokes about killing himself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951605 38195 113 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 12:56:17pm  
 
<P>Yeah, things are running slow for some reason. I'm 
investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951649 38195 145 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 2:21:42pm  
 
<P>Been checking everything to see what's causing the slowdown - couldn't find 
anything obviously wrong, so I sent in a support ticket.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951692 38196 14 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 3:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8951686" target=_blank>#9</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, just a bit of info. A very old trick that makes it easy to edit webpages 
on the fly in the browser:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.quickonlinetips.com/archives/2008/07/edit-any-web-
page/" target=_blank>www.quickonlinetips.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Just tried it, works in FF and Opera.</P> 
<P>That means that any screenshots are really worthless. Not that it wouldn't 
have been possible to fake any screenshot, but this trick makes it as easy as 
typing a few words.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can do the same kind of tricks with the Web Inspector in Google Chrome or 
Safari.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951720 38196 33 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 4:20:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8951708" target=_blank>#26</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I wrote to you about it and rather than being an annoyance I will 
try to reinstall my browser with new settings. Still I think you might be 
interested in this apparent bug. I just left a test comment in one of the pages. 
During the preview the name of the topic was not seen, as well as it is not seen 
in the Spy window. The address of the comment is [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/8951707" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>] and leads to 
nowhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah - now I see what you're talking about. You posted the comment using the 
LGF Spy page. Yes, there's a bug - I know what's causing it and will 
fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951736 38196 47 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 4:38:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8951708" target=_blank>#26</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>Wait, no - that couldn't be it. There's no Spy icon for individual Pages. 
What Preview are you talking about? The one that appears when you click the 
'Preview' button?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951778 38196 77 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 5:43:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/8951757" target=_blank>#61</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since a few days ago I'm getting obligatory previews for comments both in the 
frontpage articles and in the pages.</P> 
<P>No problems with posting in the articles, but in the pages there was a 
problem: the comments posted there after the obligatory preview started going 
into ether. The problematic part clearly happened before I was hitting the 
"post" button in the "preview" mode - the preview page in the articles mode had 
the title of the article, while the same page in the page mode lacked the title 
(just as the comments posted in the pages mode lacked the title when seen in the 
LGF Spy).</P> 
<P>I don't know if it's my settings, but after having installed another clean-
slate FF, several minutes ago I posted normally in marjoriemoon's page, then the 
commenting failed again in researchok's page ( the address was [Link: <A 



href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/8951744" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>] ), then it worked OK again. 
Dunno.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, there's no 'obligatory preview' feature that I know of, and I'd know 
since I wrote the code. You have to click the button; I haven't changed 
this.</P> 
<P>Can you describe exactly what this preview looks like?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951785 38196 82 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 5:51:20pm  
 
<P>Ah, now I get it. Sergey, you must be blocking Javascript at LGF, probably 
with NoScript. You were encountering an obscure bug in the non-Javascript 'fall-
back' version of the comment-posting script.</P> 
<P>I fixed that bug - but you should really set NoScript to allow Javascript to 
run at LGF. You're missing a lot of nice features without it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951791 38196 86 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 5:55:26pm  
 
<P>Yep, I know things are still slow. Haven't found the cause 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951792 38196 87 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 5:55:55pm  
 
<P>It is getting a little better, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951826 38196 114 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 6:34:14pm  
 
<P>Sorry about the slowdowns, folks.</P> 
<P>It looks like it may be some kind of problem in the pipes that connect our 
web server to our DB server. At this point it's out of my hands, but hopefully 
there will be a resolution soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951832 38196 118 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 6:37:29pm  
 
<P>It is improving as we speak, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951844 38196 124 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 6:44:00pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, <A 
href="http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/bioshock/id414198302?mt=12" 
target=_blank>Bioshock is available for Mac OS</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951850 38196 129 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 6:49:10pm  
 
<P>OK, definitely seeing some improvement now. Somebody's working on those 
pipes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951864 38196 141 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 6:56:41pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8951857" target=_blank>#135</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<P>Libertarian game designers have inadvertently come up with the best argument 
against their own ideology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08951903 38196 178 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 7:27:59pm  
 
<P>These pipes are clean!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952038 38197 19 Charles Sun, Mar 6, 2011 8:28:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8952030" target=_blank>#15</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I especially didn't get the part where Pajamas Media sent him to 
Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't ask me. I was gone before that episode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952658 38198 25 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 11:14:01am  
 
<P>I know things are still slow, folks. There's apparently some kind of clog in 
the lines between our web server and our DB server, possibly a bad router. 
Nothing I can fix on my end, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952734 38199 33 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 1:36:59pm  
 
<P>Having some server issues - I'm in touch with Hosting Matters and the NOC, 
and we're working on it. Hopefully will be resolved soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952753 38199 51 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 1:56:08pm  
 
<P>We're not seeing the kinds of requests we'd see if this were an attack. But 
we're still investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952804 38199 92 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 2:48:42pm  
 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952806 38199 94 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 2:51:10pm  
 
<P>I think we've finally unclogged the tubes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08952821 38199 109 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 3:04:27pm  
 
<P>Welp, I didn't change anything in the software, so it looks like a connection 
problem as I suspected, that got straightened out by whoever was responsible. 
There's no evidence of an attack at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08952928 38200 2 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 3:53:09pm  
 
<P>Mutant hamsters are a taciturn bunch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08953036 38200 72 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 4:50:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/8953026" target=_blank>#64</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You supposedly only need to reboot a *nix server when you do a kernel upgrade 
and I know people who have had them up for years. The max uptime I've managed on 
my VPS is about 8 months because I either have to upgrade the kernel or add RAM 
or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The web server's been running for almost two years now, and it goes through 
all kinds of automatic upgrades for the host's domain management tools, all the 
time. And there's been a LOT of traffic through that server in that time.</P> 
<P>I know the theory is that Linux almost never needs to be rebooted, but I've 
seen many times that a reboot will fix mysterious problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08953049 38200 84 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 4:56:51pm  
 
<P>And by the way - I'm not saying for sure that rebooting the servers solved 
our slowdown issue. The way it suddenly opened up makes me suspect a hardware 
issue somewhere that got fixed - it could have been coincidence that it happened 
shortly after restarting the DB server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08953066 38200 101 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 5:10:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/8953059" target=_blank>#94</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, one of the things I like about Linnode is they don't have any control 
panels with needless dependencies scattered all over your system. In the past 
when I had a box that came with Plesk or some other control panel I just 
uninstalled it and did everything manually. My main webhost up until 2003 or so 
was my free account on a .edu HP-UX box. I was rather horrified to emerge from 
school to find out that the non-academic net was ruled by control panels. I hate 
those damn things. They eat RAM and do things to your system behind your 
back.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely, I hate 'em too. I actually asked HM if it was possible to remove 
cPanel from our servers, but it's too integrated into the system to easily 
remove. cPanel has a nasty habit of reverting changes to the Apache config file 
and other system files. It can be a major PITA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08953071 38200 106 Charles Mon, Mar 7, 2011 5:13:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8953068" target=_blank>#103</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<P>Because I'm getting an awesome deal where I am, and they've always treated me 
really well when I need support.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954045 38203 9 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:18:24am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8954041" target=_blank>#5</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I agree with you on TP fully (I was the first to say that Schiller 
told the truth on this). But what followed was much more problematic. And NPR 
apologized for everything objectionable Schiller said.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.npr.org/blogs/thetwo-way/2011/03/08/134358398/in-
video-npr-exec-slams-tea-party-questions-need-for-federal-funds" 
target=_blank>www.npr.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What people seem to be forgetting, though, is that this was a fundraising 
meeting. He wasn't there to get in arguments with people. He was courting what 
he thought was a potential big donor.</P> 
<P>Schiller is a professional fundraiser; he had no input into the editorial 
side of NPR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954052 38203 14 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:20:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/8954048" target=_blank>#10</A> Big Steve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to be the magic balance fairy here but...</P> 
<P>Is this not the same as the radio guy who called the Governor of Wisconsin 
posing as one of the Koch Brothers and taped the conversation?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Scott Walker is a very public figure. I think there's a significant 
difference between a prank phone call to a controversial governor and an 
elaborate, staged attempt to trick a private citizen into saying something that 
can be used to smear an entire group.</P> 
<P>In fact, I don't think they're similar at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954063 38203 22 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:23:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8954055" target=_blank>#16</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed 100%. I understand why people would be offended by him not objecting 
to antisemitism from the hoaxers or laughing with them, nodding.</P> 
<P>But yes, "he had no editorial input" is the key pat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, he did object to the statements about "Zionism" later in the 
video.</P> 
<P>But again - his job wasn't to make a stand for anyone's opinions. It was to 
raise money. You don't raise money by getting in arguments with 
donors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954114 38203 62 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:49:39am  
 
<P>It should also be noted that this fundraising meeting wasn't over some chump 
change donation -- O'Keefe's phony Muslims told Schiller they wanted to donate 
$5 million.</P> 
<P>It's kind of ridiculous to expect someone whose job is raising money for NPR 
to get into a big fight over politics with a $5 million donor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954131 38203 76 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:56:01am  
 



<P>It's not a coincidence that these sting videos all come out right at the same 
time as legislation against the very same targets: ACORN, Planned Parenthood, 
and NPR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954146 38203 90 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 10:59:23am  
 
<P>I've noticed a move to the center in NPR's Israel-Palestinian coverage lately 
too, by the way. The bias used to be pretty irritating, but it seems to me as a 
very long-time listener that it's improved a lot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954195 38203 131 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:20:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8954187" target=_blank>#124</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That Walker admits he is bought and paid for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you called up Scott Walker's office and said, "Hi this is Buck ___, and 
I'd like to talk to the Governor, please!" ... do you think you'd get put right 
through to Scott?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954197 38203 133 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:22:01am  
 
<P>Groups that are targeted by the right wing need to start vetting their 
meetings a lot better. They should have checked to make sure this Muslim group 
really existed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954235 38203 170 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:37:39am  
 
<P>Heh...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://topics.npr.org/article/0eMTdDs7j712V" 
target=_blank>topics.npr.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954242 38203 175 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:43:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/8954240" target=_blank>#174</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think it's totally automated, though -- somebody chose the excerpt 
from my post, it isn't just the first 50 words or whatever. It was edited by 
someone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954263 38203 195 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:56:16am  
 
<P>I haven't watched the full video -- is there a section where Schiller 
actually agrees with any of the more outrageous statements by the fake Muslims? 
In the 11-minute video, the most he ever does is sort of nod, as if he's 
listening. When the fake Muslim says "Jews control the media," Schiller doesn't 
even nod - he just looks at the phony Muslim and then goes on to another 
subject.</P> 
<P>Unless there's more than that in the full video, which I doubt, this is so 
stupid it's giving me a headache. "The Protocols of the Elders of NPR?" Good 
grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08954265 38203 196 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 11:56:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/8954261" target=_blank>#193</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I refreshed the page, and it changed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the corrected link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://topics.npr.org/article/0eMTdDs7j712V" 
target=_blank>topics.npr.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954310 38203 240 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 12:16:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/8954300" target=_blank>#230</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One thing that bothers me and that is not addressed by the fact the it was a 
fundraising event. They presented themselves as basically an MB outlet. 5 
million or 10, I don't think NPR should be sponsored by MB-linked groups, n'est-
ce pas? Was Schiller so stupid as not to understand this?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt they told anyone in advance that they were a Muslim Brotherhood 
group, that would have tipped someone off to their intentions. It was sprung on 
the execs at the dinner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954546 38204 72 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 1:38:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8954478" target=_blank>#13</A> changomo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Please clarify, was the fetus a child/alive or not?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When does the woman carrying the child become a human being?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08954626 38205 6 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 2:01:45pm  
 
<P>"Lawmakers suggest doctors wear sunglasses to make lying 
easier."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08955318 38206 35 Charles Tue, Mar 8, 2011 6:18:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8955307" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it's a 335. mine has a switch on the lower bout by the neck, 
his doesn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gibson has quite a few different models in the ES line now:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www2.gibson.com/Products/Electric-Guitars/ES.aspx" 
target=_blank>www2.gibson.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956091 38207 510 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 10:08:56am  
 
<P>Wow -- the wingnut monkeys are all screeching and gibbering at me today, over 
the James O'Keefe post. Looks like I hit the target dead center.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08956099 38207 518 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 10:14:27am  
 
<P>It's true -- LGF became a place that was way too comfy for bigots. Partly 
because I believed in a hands-off policy on commenting, and partly because I did 
not have tools to police them.</P> 
<P>When I realized that the community could NOT be trusted to police itself, 
things changed rapidly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956105 38207 524 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 10:16:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/8956096" target=_blank>#515</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think O'Keefe is going to consider the CEO of NPR's resignation a big 
victory, but what does it actually achieve? Any CEO is always under internal 
political pressure, so I doubt her resignation is going to weaken NPR at 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Organizations like NPR need to do two things:</P> 
<P>1) start verifying that the people they meet with aren't right wing phonies, 
and</P> 
<P>2) stop reacting to these phony controversies in such a knee-jerk fashion, 
and start fighting back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956146 38207 544 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 10:45:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/8956136" target=_blank>#540</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, Buck - I didn't say LGF was a 'hate site.' I said there were 
unfortunately quite a few bigots hanging out in our comments, because I wrongly 
believed it was better to take a hands-off approach. Yes, I did ban outright 
racists and genocide advocates, but with primitive software and thousands of 
comments per day, it was impossible to get them all.</P> 
<P>Since I created more effective tools to screen and get rid of nasty comments, 
this has improved radically. But you can't read through some of those old 
comment threads without seeing that there were indeed some bigots here -- and a 
lot of those people have turned into deranged stalkers now, which isn't really 
surprising because they were obviously not well in the first 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956179 38207 556 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:11:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/546/8956151" target=_blank>#546</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You didn't make it comfortable for them here. AND we didn't make them feel 
comfortable here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again ... I didn't say I 'made it comfortable' for bigots, and I'm not saying 
that everyone who posted at LGF in the early days was a bigot.</P> 
<P>But this is the way of the Internet: if site administrators don't take charge 
of moderating comments and deleting bad ones, the raving nuts inevitably take 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956180 38208 29 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:13:06am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/8956176" target=_blank>#28</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meanwhile, the antisemitism in the GOP is getting more and more open:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2011/03/arkansas-goper-it-
was-inadvertent-that-i-called-my-political-rival-a-pro-abortion-jewish-
lawyer.php?ref=fpblg" target=_blank>tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>and I don't hear jack shit said or done about it from the national 
GOP.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With the rising influence of Ron Paul libertarianism, it's no surprise that 
right wing antisemitism is also becoming more visible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956206 38208 40 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:26:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8956191" target=_blank>#32</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<P>But I think one of the reasons why NPR is so unique in American journalism is 
because they don't have to rely on advertising to survive. The ad-based business 
model is what drives the rest of the media's short-attention-span shallow news 
coverage. It's a simple equation: the more eyeballs you get, the more money the 
company makes.</P> 
<P>NPR has the luxury of being able to get much deeper into subjects, because 
they're not in that highly competitive game. If they switch to an ad-based 
model, I fear that would be the beginning of the end of one of the best sources 
of journalism in the US.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956229 38208 55 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:37:56am  
 
<P>And by the way, I also think it's quite possible that if NPR goes to an ad-
based model, they simply wouldn't be able to survive with their current 
programming.</P> 
<P>This is exactly what the right wing wants to see happen, because the 
Republican Party is opposed to a knowledgeable, well-informed 
populace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956247 38208 65 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:44:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8956241" target=_blank>#63</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To recap:NPR: ~$400,000,000Deficit: ~$1,600,000,000,000</P> 
<P>Or,</P> 
<P>cutting NPR funding will reduce the deficit by:</P> 
<P><STRONG>0.025%</STRONG></P> 
<P>(unless I have no idea how to work a calculator, which is not 
impossible)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right - this isn't a budget issue, very obviously. It's an ideological 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956251 38208 68 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 11:47:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8956250" target=_blank>#67</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<P>I was just going to post those vids. It's an interesting 
argument.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08956458 38210 67 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:31:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8956445" target=_blank>#63</A> Lateralis</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sure he has done creative editing in the past. In this case it seems the 
person made the statements that are being reported in the media. Maybe they were 
taken out of context, but I doubt it. I may be wrong, but many are complaining 
about the GOP not being in touch with reality but I would say the lefts 
attacking the messenger falls in line with what they are accusing the right of 
doing. If he made those comments, what implications does his views have on how 
NPR conducts it business with federal funding-taxpayer dollars?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It has zero impact. Ron Schiller was not involved in editorial decisions at 
NPR.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956383 38211 23 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:03:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/8956377" target=_blank>#19</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A fellow Army vet. Well, hell and damn.</P> 
<P>I didn't want to mention it earlier but the design of the bomb did suggest 
someone with some kind of professional experience or training. The device was 
sophisticated and probably very lethal, but had been made with relatively simple 
and widely available components. The latter included ordinary sporting goods 
store gunpowder, a simple "line of sight" detonator like a garage door opener, 
and the especially vile addition of rat poison. The latter was probably included 
not to poison the victims but because it typically contains an anti-coagulant. 
In theory at least, this would have made it more likely that the injured would 
bleed to death.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe this disgusting practice originated with Palestinian terrorist 
groups.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956385 38211 25 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:04:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/8956382" target=_blank>#22</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:DFwsD8bv7wMJ:www.vnnf
orum.com/showthread.php%3Ft%3D70054+%22Kevin+Harpham%22&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;c
t=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;source=www.google.com" target=_blank>Same 
guy?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956443 38211 68 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:27:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/8956429" target=_blank>#56</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will be a race by right wing blogs to say that he's a 
democrat?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're searching the voter records right now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956448 38211 70 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:29:16pm  



 
<P>The Turner Diaries is a white supremacist novel about the overthrow of the US 
government, leading to a race war that exterminates everyone except, you guessed 
it, white people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08956449 38211 71 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 1:29:25pm  
 
<P>Wikipedia: [Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Turner_Diaries" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08957200 38212 401 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 7:07:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/8957183" target=_blank>#384</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>Ignore them, and you deprive them of oxygen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08957355 38212 556 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 7:43:15pm  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>Stand back to avoid the castoff from the frenzied right wing 
spinning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08957434 38212 635 Charles Wed, Mar 9, 2011 8:03:28pm  
 
<P>Wow. I just turned on Fox Business Channel and Judge Andrew is screaming like 
a lunatic about shutting down the government.</P> 
<P>The Alex-Jonesification of Fox News is proceeding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958404 38214 5 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 9:10:05am  
 
<P>Paul Broun says he doesn't think there's a single Republican who's 
Islamophobic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958505 38214 64 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 9:44:32am  
 
<P>Lots of hate mail came in overnight - looks like about 11 rants, several from 
the same person pretending to be different idiots.</P> 
<P>One of them is from the World's Angriest Creationist, Richard L. Kent, Esq., 
warning me that James O'Keefe is going to sue me for libel and take everything I 
own.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Defamationist Charles "The Squire of Gothos" Johnson committed an act oflibel 
and defamation in his blog a couple of days back, describing JamesO'Keefe as 
follows:</P> 
<P>"ACORN sting film editor and admitted felon James O’Keefe is at 
itagain..."</P> 
<P>James O'Keefe is not a felon; he is a misdemeanant. If he were guilty ofa 
felony he would have been found such by a court of law. He pled guiltyto a 
misdemeanor (only) in Federal court.</P> 
<P>To accuse someone of a crime or criminal status when they have not 
beenconvicted as such is defamation per se.</P> 



<P>Be careful, Trelayne, or Mr. O'Keefe may wind up owning LGF. And if nothim, 
then someone else. Eventually you're going to fuck with someone whocan afford 
more lawyers than you can.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I did make a mistake in calling O'Keefe an "admitted felon," and corrected it 
yesterday.</P> 
<P>O'Keefe was originally charged with a felony, but pled it down to a 
misdemeanor. In my opinion, he should have gone to jail for a stunt like trying 
to bug a Senator's phones.</P> 
<P>(The threat that someone's going to sue me for something like this is 
ridiculous, of course.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958647 38214 157 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 10:16:43am  
 
<P>Sorry, I'm tweaking something and had a slight problem. Just reload the page 
and it'll be OK.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958703 38214 197 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 10:28:20am  
 
<P>We now have a custom wingnut tag as suggested by negativ. For example, here's 
a quote from Pamela Geller, surrounded by the wingnut tag:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>This is what it must have looked like in pre-war Nazi Germany. One after 
another, they all fall down.</P> 
<P>The ALA is the same craven organization that caved and cancelled Robert 
Spencer in 2009 after Hamas-linked CAIR demanded adherence to Islamic law. "Do 
not defame or insult Islam." The ALA accommodates the sharia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You may have to reload the page to see the wingnut font.</P> 
<P>To use the tag yourself, surround the wingnut quote with starting and ending 
tags, like so:</P> 
<P>[ wingnut ]Raving wingnut quote ...[ /wingnut ]</P> 
<P>(Take out the spaces from the tags.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958718 38214 205 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 10:32:28am  
 
<P>The wingnut tag isn't quite working correctly yet - if there's more than one 
paragraph, only the first uses the wingnut font. I know what's causing it and 
I'll have a solution soon...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958760 38214 234 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 10:41:30am  
 
<P>Heh. Try to make a fun little feature and it ends up getting more and more 
complicated. I'll have the wingnut quote feature working soon; more involved 
than I originally thought, because of our comment-filtering 
methods.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958808 38214 270 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 11:03:36am  
 
<P>OK, here's another try with that Pamela Geller quote and the new wingnut 
tag:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>This is what it must have looked like in pre-war Nazi Germany. One after 
another, they all fall down.</P> 



<P>The ALA is the same craven organization that caved and cancelled Robert 
Spencer in 2009 after Hamas-linked CAIR demanded adherence to Islamic law. "Do 
not defame or insult Islam." The ALA accommodates the 
sharia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958810 38214 272 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 11:05:15am  
 
<P>The wingnut tag is turned into a blockquote with a special style, so you 
don't need to use blockquote in addition to wingnut.</P> 
<P>Just surround the wingnut text with:</P> 
<P>[ wingnut ] ... [ /wingnut ]</P> 
<P>(Without the spaces in the tags.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958815 38214 276 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 11:06:16am  
 
<P>Again, you'll have to reload the page to get the new CSS styles for this 
special tag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958824 38214 284 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 11:09:06am  
 
<P>Purple just seems appropriate for a wingnut color, for some 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08958878 38214 317 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 11:34:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/309/8958864" target=_blank>#309</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>All good points. People shouldn't pretend that there are no problems at all 
with radicalization among Muslims - it's clear that we need to be aware of the 
extent, and do what we can to defuse it and deal with the causes, while 
preventing attacks from the fanatics who are already too far gone.</P> 
<P>But by focusing exclusively on Muslims, King's agenda also became very clear. 
Islam has become one of the GOP's scariest demons with which to frighten the 
public, and that was the original motive behind this debacle. It was watered 
down quite a bit after the criticism started; I'm sure if people hadn't 
screamed, Spencer, Gaffney, Brigitte Gabriel, and maybe even the Geller-thing 
would have been called to testify.</P> 
<P>If the Republicans had widened the scope and included other extremists, like 
the homegrown terrorist who tried to bomb the Spokane MLK parade, or the anti-
choice fanatic who murdered Dr. Tiller, or the numerous "Patriot" movement 
organizations, it would have been harder to criticize them for the obvious 
bigotry of targeting one highly visible, already demonized 
group.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08959364 38217 199 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 4:09:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/8959329" target=_blank>#176</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anybody bothered to watch the new oKeefe NPR video? Is it worth looking 
into?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Meh.</P> 



<P>Fake Muslims asked to remain fake anonymous, NPR employee said she'd look 
into it, looked into it.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, NPR was already backing away from the group when they found the 
address was a UPS office.</P> 
<P>It's BS, like the first tape. I cut these NPR reps a lot more slack than most 
people seem to be willing to. Nobody's trained to handle the kinds of patently 
outrageous things O'Keefe's actors deliberately say to provoke uncomfortable 
reactions they can overplay and distort. Real life doesn't follow a script. 
People don't always do or say what seems obvious in hindsight.</P> 
<P>The O'Keefe technique of pretending to be a "protected minority," saying 
over-the-top things, and filming the response is just the worst kind of bullshit 
ambush pseudo-journalism. It sucks, and so does James O'Keefe and anyone who 
works with him.</P> 
<P>I hope NPR doesn't rush into another knee-jerk over-reaction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08959490 38218 6 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 6:28:34pm  
 
<P>I watched "Sin City" for the second time this afternoon - what an incredible 
movie. Harrowing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08959492 38218 8 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 6:32:58pm  
 
<P>Anyone seen "Winter's Bone?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08959539 38218 49 Charles Thu, Mar 10, 2011 7:26:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8959526" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://christwire.org/2011/03/minecraft-the-game-that-teaches-kids-
how-to-make-penis-with-digital-blocks/" target=_blank>Minecraft – The Game That 
Teaches Kids How to Make Penis’ with Digital Blocks</A></P> 
<P>Guilty as charged.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Christwire" - parody site.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08960389 38220 90 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 10:39:37am  
 
<P>Wow. So right wingers will actually defend cutting the budget for tsunami 
warnings, even as thousands of people die from a tsunami.</P> 
<P>Nothing really surprises me any more, but ... wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963470 38221 256 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 11:14:25am  
 
<P>I knew eventually someone would show up and defend this idiocy. It's 
inevitable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08960866 38222 15 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 2:34:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8960857" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://sisinmaru.blog17.fc2.com/blog-entry-835.html" 
target=_blank>Maru is safe</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I AM MARU." can become purchase even in foreign countries!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08960884 38222 31 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 2:42:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8960872" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.amazon.co.jp/%EF%BC%A4%EF%BC%B6%EF%BC%A4%E5%86%99%E7%9C%9F%E9%9
B%86-%E3%81%BE%E3%82%8B%E3%81%A7%E3%81%99%E3%80%82%EF%BC%92-
%EF%BD%8D%EF%BD%95%EF%BD%87%EF%BD%95%EF%BD%8D%EF%BD%8F%EF%BD%87%EF%BD%95/dp/4048
951831/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&amp;s=books&amp;qid=1279856420&amp;sr=1-1" 
target=_blank>I am Maru</A> costs 1,575 somethings. Seems like a 
lot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is a damned cute cat, though. I see why people were 
concerned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08960892 38222 39 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 2:45:02pm  
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/TexasFFL/status/46335333331238912" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08960900 38222 45 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 2:47:26pm  
 
<P>The tsunami wave propagates -- from the NOAA Tsunami Center:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/PBZGH3yieLc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961020 38223 15 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 3:44:16pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>Computer models? Aren't those the same damned things they use to pull the 
global wamring hoax?!</P> 
<P>I'm too smart for these un-American egghead 
traitors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961046 38223 32 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 3:54:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/8961031" target=_blank>#21</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One day nobody was posting in purple comic sans, and I see posts in purple 
comic sans, please to explain :D</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/197/8958703" target=_blank>How 
to use the wingnut tag.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08961057 38223 42 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 4:00:05pm  
 
<P>Note that the wingnut tag is transformed into a blockquote with a special 
style. So you don't need to surround a wingnut quote with blockquote 
tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961214 38224 1 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 6:06:30pm  
 
<P>A little zing in there for Allahpundit, if I'm not mistaken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961227 38224 7 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 6:17:38pm  
 
<P>It's funny because it's true - this really is the hole the Republicans have 
dug for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961236 38224 11 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 6:25:38pm  
 
<P>Interesting - that CNN video I posted earlier seems to be generating 
thousands of referrals for some reason.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961239 38224 14 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 6:33:21pm  
 
<P>Registration is now open, for the proverbial limited time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08961245 38224 20 Charles Fri, Mar 11, 2011 6:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/8961241" target=_blank>#16</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool beans... open registration.</P> 
<P>BTW Charles, any chance you could include a topic for Africa in the 
pages/spinoffs? With all the craziness there lately (libya, ivory coast, 
zimbabwe, tunisia, sudan, somalia, etc.), dumping that into world news doesn't 
quite fit (when we have topics for asia, middle east, europe, 
etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08962534 38226 166 Charles Sat, Mar 12, 2011 5:30:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8962499" target=_blank>#135</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>I fixed that video problem you had.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963429 38229 5 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 10:44:55am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, I see that Pamela Geller is posting graphic, disgusting photos of 
the Israeli family murdered by Palestinian terrorists.</P> 
<P>The woman is just a ghoul. She collects photographs of murdered 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08963430 38229 6 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 10:45:38am  
 
<P>And her commenters are calling for genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963437 38229 12 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 10:53:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8963434" target=_blank>#9</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>I see one email, not "death threats," plural. And I see no proof that this 
threat came from someone connected with the pro-union demonstrators. Is there a 
reason why you're just assuming that to be the case?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963444 38229 18 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 10:55:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/8963440" target=_blank>#15</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>And the "source" is a far right talk radio host.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963489 38229 41 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 11:28:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/8963475" target=_blank>#39</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They have threatened violence. No need for me to imagine. Where were you and 
the GOP in condemning it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were too busy trying to make excuses and divert attention away from 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963623 38231 13 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 1:46:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8963616" target=_blank>#6</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And folks, do yourselves a favor: don't read the comments on this article. 
It's yahoo; they're always a cesspool. Yahoo apparently doesn't think they have 
any responsibility to moderate their comments section.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know why Yahoo allows comments at all. The comments posted there are 
utterly worthless, and completely dominated by creeps and sickos. And it's been 
that way for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963645 38231 35 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:02:56pm  
 
<P>If you think Yahoo's comments are bad, though, just have a look at what's 
being posted at the Geller-thing's site, where she published graphic oversized 
photos of the murdered children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963674 38231 60 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:22:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8963648" target=_blank>#38</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You make a fair point about the media failing to point out the darker sides 
of the Palestinian culture. My point is larger than that. I cringe whenever 
Southerners are being beaten up here, though I understand the point of those 
making these comments. I cringe whenever someone accuses "the Germans" of the 
Holocaust. The comments about dysfunctional culture are fair and necessary. E.g. 
I think it's not racist to point out the dysfunction in the African American 
culture. But it's bad to say something negative about "the blacks". That's the 
whole of my point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm very uncomfortable with the idea of collective guilt as well.</P> 
<P>But is collective guilt <EM>always</EM> wrong, or is there a point at which 
it becomes correct to say that a society in general, collectively, must bear 
some guilt for terrorist crimes like this?</P> 
<P>This incident really brings the question into sharp relief, because no one 
can deny that both the Hamas and Fatah governments do engage in near-constant, 
mind-blowingly hateful incitement -- and they start indoctrinating their 
populace at a very early age.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963685 38231 71 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:27:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8963681" target=_blank>#67</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should be noted that societies do automatically bear collective punishment 
during the time of war. Because it's not possible to wage a war otherwise. But 
that's the exception. Otherwise it's too slippery a slope. Where it stops nobody 
knows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Collective punishment" is a different thing from "collective 
guilt."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963701 38231 85 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:32:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/8963691" target=_blank>#76</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were all southern white people (during slavery) collectively guilty for 
slavery?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd have to say yes. Their elected government's main purpose was to protect 
the institution of slavery, and their society was built around it in many 
ways.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963722 38231 106 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:40:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8963717" target=_blank>#101</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, only those who supported it. Which might have been 99%, for all I know. 
I'm quite sure there were exceptions though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saying that Southern society was collectively guilty for slavery, again, 
doesn't equate to saying they all deserved the same punishment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963728 38231 112 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:41:26pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/8963724" target=_blank>#108</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why leave out the <A 
href="http://www.canerivercolony.com/History/story_of_melrose.htm" 
target=_blank>southern blacks</A> and <A href="http://www.lauraplantation.com/" 
target=_blank>mixed-race creoles</A> who owned slaves?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, it was not just white people who owned slaves -- it was a societal 
dysfunction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963737 38231 121 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:43:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/8963730" target=_blank>#114</A> 
garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Were they in a position to set the policy of the southern states? Could they 
even vote?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No doubt, the vast majority of the power in the Confederate South was in the 
hands of whites. But if you look at the issue of slavery throughout history, 
it's a human problem, not just a black-white one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963745 38231 129 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:47:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/8963741" target=_blank>#125</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And if you look at the history of warring states and geographically divided 
tribes you'll find that it's a human problem. Not a defect of having been born a 
Palestinian.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you get the impression I felt otherwise?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963750 38231 134 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 2:49:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/8963743" target=_blank>#127</A> 
garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what you mean when you say it was a "human problem". By the mid-
1800's, many human societies had renounced slavery, including the northern 
United States.</P> 
<P>Were there other kinds of master-slave relationships in human history? Sure. 
Are they relevant to the southern US? I don't see how.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the Confederate South, as I said, it <EM>was</EM> a black-white issue, I'm 
not arguing that point.</P> 
<P>I'm trying to point out, though, that it's not correct to say there's 
something unique about European Caucasians that makes them more prone to enslave 
other people. Practically every race of humankind has engaged in 
slavery.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963834 38233 4 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 3:25:17pm  
 
<P>Code got munged somehow. Reload - it works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08963846 38233 12 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 3:30:37pm  
 
<P>Kinetic energy released on a massive scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08963892 38233 51 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 3:51:37pm  
 
<P>Here's another almost unbelievable video:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://video.l3.fbcdn.net/cfs-l3-
snc6/81489/34/1605260179420_2624.mp4?oh=ac31b4d8738221641ba490396dc19636&amp;oe=
4D7F9F00&amp;l3s=20110313100648&amp;l3e=20110315101648&amp;lh=0a6cfa5eeaecd6dc12
abf" target=_blank>video.l3.fbcdn.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08964078 38234 6 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 5:53:59pm  
 
<P>I donated $100 to the Red Cross today for tsunami relief, and you should 
donate as much as you can afford too.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://american.redcross.org/site/PageServer?pagename=ntld_main&amp;s_src=
RSG000000000&amp;s_subsrc=RCO_FrontPagePanel" 
target=_blank>american.redcross.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08964082 38234 9 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 5:56:18pm  
 
<P>Not to get all lecture-y. But Japan's really going to need help after this. 
We're just starting to understand how huge it is - there are probably going to 
be tens of thousands dead, and property damage on an unthinkable scale.</P> 
<P>I love Japan, and the Japanese people, and my heart goes out to them. I had 
many Japanese friends growing up in Hawaii, and I lived in Japan for 6 
months.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08964100 38234 20 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 6:07:45pm  
 
<P>I'm seriously thinking of switching to Google Chrome for my default browser. 
The newest version is really fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08964147 38234 37 Charles Sun, Mar 13, 2011 6:38:49pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/asiapcf/03/13/japan.rescues/index.html" 
target=_blank>"I thought today was the last day of my life."</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965099 38236 11 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 11:41:37am  
 
<P>Do I have to say anything?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965116 38236 24 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 11:48:41am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8965111" target=_blank>#20</A> garhighway</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Three deletes in eight posts? Is that some sort of record?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close. Check out some of the posts where I first started openly 
criticizing Rush Limbaugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965176 38237 3 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 12:28:55pm  
 
<P>Yikes.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/pamnsc/statuses/47378301525835776" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965196 38237 16 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 12:36:40pm  
 
<P>As usual, the Bigot Brigade takes a grain of truth and turns into a giant 
boogeyman. The type of sharia practiced in Saudi Arabia and Iran really is a 
brutal repressive legal system. That much is true.</P> 
<P>But to jump from this fact into a weird fantasy where America is in danger of 
becoming like Saudi Arabia is completely whacked out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965336 38238 31 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 1:26:13pm  
 
<P>OT: I really hate the way Facebook alters links to external sites to use its 
own redirect page, effectively making it impossible to see what Facebook page is 
linking to you. We have a fair amount of referrals coming in from Facebook to 
the Frank Gaffney post, but they're all from the Facebook redirect page.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965347 38238 39 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 1:29:22pm  
 
<P>Here's that Ira Glass interview as embedded audio:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:40,type:'mp3',flashvars:{displaywidth:0,showeq:true,title:'otm
031111d.mp3'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://audio.wnyc.org/otm/otm031111d.mp3" target=_blank>MP3 
Audio</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965415 38238 86 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 1:52:56pm  
 
<P>I think it's fascinating that someone who works for Glenn Beck's The Blaze 
pseudo-news site actually had qualms about the O'Keefe video. Somebody must have 
slipped up in the hiring process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965890 38240 68 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 5:53:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8965863" target=_blank>#47</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://english.kyodonews.jp/news/2011/03/78008.html" 
target=_blank>URGENT: Radiation shoots up at Fukushima nuke plant after blast 
heard</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Ugh. But look on the bright side - maybe that gaffer's tape and plastic 
sheeting from the Bush-era GWOT will finally be useful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08965911 38241 2 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 6:02:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8965910" target=_blank>#1</A> Simply Sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sneaky bastard./</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm so covert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08966025 38241 100 Charles Mon, Mar 14, 2011 6:56:42pm  
 
<P>Registration is now closed, and any sock puppets should just come clean right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967169 38246 20 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 11:28:46am  
 
<P>There's a real pattern in who the GOP is attacking: teachers, scientists, 
NPR, PBS. All sources of relatively unbiased information.</P> 
<P>A knowledgeable electorate is the Republican Party's worst 
enemy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967256 38246 81 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 11:56:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/8967238" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the kind of thing that woke me up to the delusion of "fiscal 
conservatism". We're in a serious economic crisis and their idea of helping is 
to defund NPR? The GOP proposed budget cuts would cost almost a million jobs, 
they insisted on tax breaks for the wealthy which increased the deficit. It's a 
joke and it's obvious that they are completely out of ideas that will actually 
help the country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an ideological crusade, obviously - has nothing to do with the budget. 
The GOP's priorities speak for themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969948 38247 105 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2011 10:55:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/8968841" target=_blank>#104</A> acacia</EM></P> 
<P>Not even close. The real issue absolutely IS the anti-science craziness of 
the GOP. If Republicans were to admit that climate change is actually happening, 
they'd be put in the uncomfortable position of having to do something about it, 
and doing something would involve the EPA.</P> 
<P>This isn't about the EPA's role in climate legislation -- it's about a 
Republican Party so in thrall to energy special interests that they're in craven 
denial of the worst problem facing humanity today.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967617 38248 10 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 2:48:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8967605" target=_blank>#5</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles, I appreciate the need for ads, but it is very irritating to sudden 
be blasted with a loud voice ad for toilet bowl cleaner, and I'm in my home 
office, not somebody else's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you're saying but that complaint should go to the Onion - the 
video ads are theirs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967621 38248 13 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 2:55:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8967618" target=_blank>#11</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was wondering where they came from. I guess you have no way to block sound 
ads then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you talking about an ad that plays when you start the Onion video, or one 
that just plays out of nowhere?</P> 
<P>If it's the latter, then it must be a Google Adsense ad. They're strict about 
that kind of stuff, so it will most likely be removed soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967750 38249 54 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 5:22:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/8967744" target=_blank>#48</A> Jadespring</EM></P> 
<P>They grew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967763 38249 67 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 5:41:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8967761" target=_blank>#65</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-or anyone who knows how this works--Okay so if I want to make it easy 
to RSS to my pages, I just include a link like Charles showed or will there be 
an RSS icon that readers can click? In the share box with all those sharing 
icons?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good idea - there should be an easy link to the author feeds somewhere. Maybe 
in the user profile...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967774 38249 74 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 5:58:36pm  
 
<P>The user profile popup dialog now contains a link to the LGF Pages author 
feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967781 38249 80 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 6:06:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/8967780" target=_blank>#79</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow...I have my own RSS...I'd like to buy a vowel please!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll have to license that vowel from Dave Winer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08967919 38249 202 Charles Tue, Mar 15, 2011 7:57:42pm  
 
<P>Registration has now closed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08968596 38251 5 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 10:14:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8968595" target=_blank>#4</A> Tigger2005</EM></P> 
<P>Here's a good resource at DeSmogBlog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/global-warming-denier-database" 
target=_blank>www.desmogblog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969052 38251 160 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 4:09:19pm  
 
<P>Nice try, 'jummy.'</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08968880 38253 7 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 1:02:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/8968875" target=_blank>#5</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all the crises going on (which in Florida's case is ongoing economic 
troubles, real estate collapse, unemployment - aka the economy) - <EM>this</EM> 
is what the GOP is pushing? Pushing junk/crank science into classrooms where 
they do not belong?</P> 
<P>To rephrase a common adage. It's the <EM>ECONOMY</EM>. 
Stupid!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not just Florida - there's a record number of these creationism bills 
introduced this year, all over the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969023 38253 109 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 3:05:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/8968976" target=_blank>#70</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's official. After the Huffington Post was acquired by AOL, they have lost 
their fucking minds.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.mediabistro.com/fishbowlla/andrew-breitbart-among-others-
now-writing-for-huffington-post_b24400" target=_blank>Andrew Breitbart, Among 
Others, Now Writing for Huffington Post</A></P> 
<P>Yes, not only is the conservative agitator now blogging on the formerly 
iconographic liberal website, he’s using the site to credit his propensity for 
“honest debate.”</P> 
<P>Honest like taking out-of-context videos of Shirley Sherrod, putting them 
online and–knowingly mind you–falsely accusing her of being a racist?</P> 
<P>Et tu, HuffPo?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart was involved in the startup of Huffington Post, although I'm 
not sure exactly what he did - some unspecified technical stuff, I think. The 
relationship goes way back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969091 38254 8 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 5:23:27pm  
 
<P>Evolution - don't knock it if you haven't tried it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969247 38254 149 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 6:44:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/8969246" target=_blank>#148</A> polypam</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Darn it. I haven't been able to post much over the last week and when I do 
finally, I kill the thread.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See how you are?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08969304 38254 203 Charles Wed, Mar 16, 2011 7:42:56pm  
 
<P>I started playing the Mac OS version of Bioshock, but I got killed right 
away, after the lengthy opening movie.</P> 
<P>May have to watch one of those YouTube walkthroughs just to get started with 
this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08970651 38260 8 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2011 5:47:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/8970636" target=_blank>#3</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uhhh...it's not gonna work. Find an article you want to read, google the 
title and read it for free, It also seems their business model is to punish 
people who go to the NYT and browse around their site. People who arrive from 
google of blogs get the same content for free.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not really, though, because even though you can click through to an article 
from a blog, you can't then look at any other NYT content -- related links, 
etc.</P> 
<P>I'm skeptical whether this can work, but I do understand the reasons for 
doing it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08970678 38260 28 Charles Thu, Mar 17, 2011 6:00:37pm  
 
<P>Off-topic tech note - the retweet counters on our front page posts are now 
cached, to make page loading faster. Previously, those counters were updated 
every time the page loaded, by calling the external bit.ly API to get the post's 
statistics. Now, they're only updated at 90-second intervals (to keep the 
results reasonably fresh).</P> 
<P>The visible result is that the Twitter counters at right of each post's title 
should appear much, much faster.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08971611 38262 25 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 11:13:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/8971606" target=_blank>#20</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help! We've been exposed to 4:47 rems of stupid!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What?! A wingnut using a discredited scientific study to support a batshit 
crazy argument?</P> 
<P>What next?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08971664 38262 72 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 11:30:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8971656" target=_blank>#66</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, like I said, Coulter is (Apparently, since I can't watch the video 
right now) taking something where there at least seems to be a legitimate 
scientific debate and is twisting it to mean something well outside that debate. 
It's the black and white presentation of the world. Which doesn't work very well 
in a Technicolor world.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it's worse than that. She's citing discredited studies to support a 
position that basically no scientist believes.</P> 
<P>Sound familiar? It's the same tactic right wingers use to attack evolution, 
climate change, tobacco legislation, etc.</P> 
<P>People like Coulter know that their audience won't bother to check their 
citations and find out that the studies are bogus, and will ignore it when 
anyone points it out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08971705 38262 106 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 11:59:16am  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>All you libruls need is a nice mega-burst of gamma rays! Toughen ya right up. 
Quit whining.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08971708 38262 108 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 12:00:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/8971706" target=_blank>#107</A> Dante41</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One person on Fox trying to spread the derp, one person trying to halt 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Shep Smith is trying to halt anything. He's Fox News's 
beard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08971745 38263 13 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 12:34:02pm  
 
<P>Note that Gaddafi has a history of suddenly caving in when it looks like his 
skin is on the line. The situation could change quickly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08972284 38264 19 Charles Fri, Mar 18, 2011 6:26:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8972270" target=_blank>#14</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The comments are lovely on that one...<EM>No wonder there is a lot of haight 
towards Knyggerz.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation is currently the most public playground of the white supremacist 
far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973114 38265 17 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 12:29:20pm  
 
<P>Whoa! Over 100 retweets already. That was fast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973213 38265 99 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 1:15:53pm  
 



<P>NBC reporter said that Gaddafi is freaking. Weeping and complaining that only 
a month ago, these European countries were having dinner with him and making 
deals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973234 38265 120 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 1:23:59pm  
 
<P>Yowza. 362 retweets in a little over an hour. This post is setting a 
record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973273 38265 158 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 1:36:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/137/8973251" target=_blank>#137</A> teh 
flowah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I had any faith in Palin, I would have said this was easily an out of 
context statement in which she could have meant</P> 
<P>"Don't ask me, I wasn't the top ticket. Ask him"</P> 
<P>But this is Palin we're talking about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought about that possibility, but if you parse what she said, it goes 
like this: McCain-Palin lost because Obama ran a good campaign and presented 
himself as the 'change' candidate. Reporter asks: "but didn't you stand for 
change too?" Her answer: sure, you betcha, but I wasn't the presidential 
candidate.</P> 
<P>I don't see any way to contextualize that away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973280 38265 165 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 1:38:25pm  
 
<P>Obama repeated today that there will be no US ground troops in 
LIbya.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973907 38267 3 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 5:29:12pm  
 
<P>Do not miss the supermoon. It's no ordinary moon.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/r1yalg_Apdw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08973909 38267 5 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 5:29:50pm  
 
<P>Unfortunately, we may miss the supermoon in LA because a storm's coming 
in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08974048 38267 122 Charles Sat, Mar 19, 2011 6:57:27pm  
 
<P>Mississippi Moon:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/WxBG5Y9oLsY&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975313 38269 162 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 1:26:57pm  
 
<P>Gaddafi was turning artillery against his own people. I support action to 
prevent that, but with misgivings -- because it doesn't seem like the strategy 
is clear beyond the immediate goal of stopping Gaddafi's 
massacres.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975496 38270 8 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 3:12:23pm  
 
<P>BTW, I blocked those obnoxious "Tea Party Patriot" ads, and another 
irritating over-the-top anti-Obama ad too. Coming from Adsense, which always 
seems to serve these ultra-conservative ads when certain keywords appear in the 
text of the article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975505 38270 13 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 3:18:27pm  
 
<P>But back to the topic - this song was written almost 40 years ago. Still one 
of the greatest lyrics ever written, with a weird unsettling darkness to it. And 
that bridge section is reminiscent of Aaron Copeland, with those wide open 
cadences. Amazing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975635 38270 97 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 5:08:57pm  
 
<P>Speaking of rain, pretty wild weather in LA tonight. The wind is howling 
around here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975650 38270 111 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 5:29:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/8975639" target=_blank>#101</A> mracb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good weather map...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wxug.us/8059" 
target=_blank>wxug.us...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great! I didn't know there was a map like that at Weather Underground - 
where's the link to that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975681 38270 135 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 6:23:33pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2011/03/the_neighborhood_mosque.html" 
target=_blank>Naked fear-mongering at American Thinker.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08975690 38270 143 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 6:40:02pm  
 
<P>Oh no ... they're delivering supplies ... in <EM>very heavy boxes!</EM></P> 
<P>We're doomed! Doomed, I say! Aieee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08975697 38270 148 Charles Sun, Mar 20, 2011 6:47:40pm  
 
<P>Fear the coming of the stealth heavy boxes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976422 38272 26 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 10:05:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8976403" target=_blank>#17</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT</P> 
<P>Charles, one of the ads loading keeps causing IE to suffer an app crash when 
you load the page.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not good, but I can't do anything unless you can identify which ad is 
causing the problem...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976513 38272 34 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 11:30:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8976504" target=_blank>#33</A> baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Personally, I think Williams got screwed by NPR and he has a legitimate 
grudge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. Williams had been warned before about his Fox News work, which 
was a clear violation of his contract, and NPR was completely within their 
rights to fire him. Where NPR went wrong was in the aftermath - they should have 
defended their position more strongly, because they were not 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976524 38272 38 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 11:41:42am  
 
<P>I suspect the whole thing was staged, anyway, to hype Juan Williams' switch 
to Fox News. The way he suddenly ended up with a $2M contract a day after being 
fired from NPR is just a little too neat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976433 38273 5 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 10:26:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/8976432" target=_blank>#4</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Stripping away immunization protection is especially stupid since it will 
increase the presentation of these diseases at hospitals, driving up everyone's 
costs. This is one of those 'screw the poor' moves that screws 
everyone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, not everyone -- it doesn't screw the GOP's corporate 
masters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976443 38273 14 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 10:37:08am  
 
<P>It really is striking to look at the legislation being pushed in the House. 
It's all about protecting the richest people with tax cuts and corporate welfare 
programs, and stripping away regulations that cut into their profits. In some 
cases they're trying to outright eliminate whole agencies that act as checks on 
corporate greed and environment-raping.</P> 



<P>And while protecting the tiny minority at the very top, Republicans are 
simultaneously attacking nearly every program that helps the vast majority who 
aren't at the top, and hitting hardest at the very poorest people.</P> 
<P>I don't think I've ever seen the GOP this crazed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976460 38273 29 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 10:48:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8976448" target=_blank>#18</A> brennant</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But does any of this have a chance at actually passing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The problem is that these items don't just get rejected as they should -- 
they're negotiated, and incremental changes are made. The GOP may not be able to 
cut their full $156M, but chances are good they'll be able to do significant 
damage. If you read the full article, CDC officials are already preparing for 
the impact of cuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976737 38274 2 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 2:57:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/8976725" target=_blank>#1</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've even had some non-bots and non-LGF people start to follow me. 
Wahoo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last week I had at least two dozen bots suddenly follow me, with names like 
Tina_Stephenson, Theresa_Gray, Eugene_Evans, Albert_Owens, etc., all common 
first/last names separated by underscores, all with 200-500 followers 
themselves. The bots' own Twitter feeds consisted of retweets of other people's 
posts mixed with random quotes and dumb sayings -- all of them with an identical 
flavor, but not identical quotes.</P> 
<P>Something weird going on there, because there was no obvious spamming. I 
almost suspect someone was testing one of those "persona management" 
systems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976772 38274 19 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 3:28:48pm  
 
<P>About persona management software:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://blogs.howstuffworks.com/2011/02/25/persona-management-
software-a-little-birdie-created-your-opinion/" 
target=_blank>blogs.howstuffworks.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08976794 38274 29 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 3:41:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/8976791" target=_blank>#27</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sockpuppets! Now I think know what's going on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An automated army of sockpuppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977177 38275 118 Charles Mon, Mar 21, 2011 6:44:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/8977173" target=_blank>#115</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I do not know what we could do in Libya other than what we are doing.</P> 
<P>I fully support our President in this endeavor. We, and the UN (from what I 
can tell) are on the side of the Angels on this one.</P> 
<P>(and I do not blame our President for the pictures coming out of Afganistan, 
any more than I blamed President Bush for the pictures out of Abu Ghraib.)</P> 
<P>I'm still a Rightie. But I'll be damned if I will not support my President 
when I agree with his efforts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bravo, FBV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977820 38277 21 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 9:53:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8977804" target=_blank>#9</A> 
moderatelyradicalliberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it was the White Citizens Council, which is known today as the 
Conservative Citizens Council or the CCC.</P> 
<P>CCC get it? Isn't that cute?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The White Citizens Councils <EM>were</EM> the KKK, slightly cleaned up and 
slightly less violent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977853 38277 45 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 10:06:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8977840" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ed Morrisey at Hot Air is jumping on Glenn Beck's story about janitors 
plotting the destruction of the US.An outrageous outrage is 
born.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Morons.</P> 
<P>The guy in question was FIRED by the SEIU for this crap, but they're still 
going to freak out about it. Idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977857 38277 49 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 10:07:30am  
 
<P>Now I know why the #tcot feed on Twitter is full of wingnuts ranting about 
SEIU.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977892 38277 83 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 10:16:23am  
 
<P>In the last presidential election, three GOP candidates admitted they were 
creationists.</P> 
<P>In the next one, they're ALL going to be creationists, with the possible 
exception of Mitt Romney.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08977908 38277 99 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 10:20:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8977896" target=_blank>#87</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Trying out LGF on the new Firefox 4.0... so far only change is everything 
seems faster. Good job Charles on creating a standards complaint site. 
Everything from cutting edge browsers to iPhones seem to have no problem 



rendering the site. Honestly one of my favorite sites from a User Interface 
perspective (content too of course).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for the nice words.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978036 38278 18 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 11:21:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/8978028" target=_blank>#11</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, just losing my temper a tiny bit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm amazed that women in South Dakota (and some of the other states where 
these laws are being passed) aren't out in the streets protesting. There's a 
very serious right wing effort under way to roll back all the advances made in 
women's rights over the past 40 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978089 38278 40 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 12:16:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/8978059" target=_blank>#26</A> John Q</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, Charles:</P> 
<P>Don't you mean - Who’s coercing <EM>whom</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aw, come on. Whom cares?</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978145 38279 31 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 12:53:08pm  
 
<P>I'm torn on whether to mercilessly mock the right wing outrageous outrage of 
the day (SEIU JANITOR PLOTTED TO DESTROY AMERICA!), or ignore it because it's so 
fucking stupid it makes me sleepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978154 38279 39 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 12:59:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/8978146" target=_blank>#32</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>You're getting a lot of retweets for your AZ 'race and gender' post. Already 
#4 in the most-tweeted Pages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978167 38279 51 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 1:06:09pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/8978159" target=_blank>#43</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the criteria for going featured? Just how many updings it 
gets?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No set criteria - whatever seems topical and important. I tend to favor Pages 
that include commentary of some kind, not just bare links and quotes - but not 
always.</P> 
<P>At this point people aren't using the Pages rating buttons enough for them to 
be a reliable way of automatically driving the better stuff to the 
top.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08978219 38279 94 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 1:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/8978211" target=_blank>#87</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox: Obama Believes In One World Government , Not National Sovereignty</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The loons are completely out now. Napolitano is sounding crazier and 
crazier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978224 38279 98 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 1:36:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/8978177" target=_blank>#60</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Would it be possible to have a "most tweeted links" filter at the top of the 
page, along with the highest rated, most commented, most recent and most clicked 
filters?</P> 
<P>Thanks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Check the left sidebar -- 'Tweeted Pages'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978292 38279 145 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 2:41:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/8978282" target=_blank>#135</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uncle Ted...<A href="http://mediamatters.org/blog/201103220005" 
target=_blank>Nugent: "No Country" In "Dark Continent" Of Africa "Truly Respects 
Freedom Or The Rule Of Law"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is where I remind everyone that Ted Nugent has appeared on the white 
supremacist radio show "Political Cesspool."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978488 38280 103 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 5:07:58pm  
 
<P>Wow! I'm the subject of another right wing conspiracy theory today. I'm so 
evil that I created an army of sockpuppets to pimp LGF on Twitter. I'm the Dr. 
Evil of the blogosphere.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://filmladd.com/?SockPuppets" 
target=_blank>filmladd.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978506 38280 120 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 5:15:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/8978503" target=_blank>#117</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's the weirdo? I mean besides another useless internet right 
winger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently a buddy of RS McCain. They're all tweeting to each 
other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08978669 38281 91 Charles Tue, Mar 22, 2011 7:31:03pm  
 



<P>America now has no-go zones for doctors who perform 
abortions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08979444 38282 33 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 10:57:16am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Pamela Geller is calling for genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08979637 38283 18 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 12:31:44pm  
 
<P>It looks like yesterday's hugely outrageous outrage, the SEIU janitor 
organizer who was going to destroy America, has sunk beneath the waves without a 
trace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08979822 38284 27 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 1:32:28pm  
 
<P>Obama has completely tied the right wing in knots over Libya, just by acting 
like a President of the United States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08979938 38284 104 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 2:38:26pm  
 
<P>I still think it's possible that Gaddafi is going to suddenly fold, and make 
a deal to spend the rest of his life under house arrest in Saudi Arabia or 
Venezuela.</P> 
<P>It will be tougher to justify the intervention if the no-fly zone continues 
for an extended time, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08980150 38285 3 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 5:26:15pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller made it into Tucker Carlson's Daily Caller today. Hate speech 
goes GOP mainstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08980154 38285 4 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 5:28:33pm  
 
<P>It's amazing that any reputable editor could look at Geller's work and not 
resign on the spot for being forced to sign off on that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08980183 38286 8 Charles Wed, Mar 23, 2011 6:07:09pm  
 
<P>It sounds like the NYT's developers are confused about something very basic -
- the code that runs in a user's browser versus the code that lives on the 
server and serves up the protected content.</P> 
<P>Wow. I'm surprised to see this level of software naivete at such an exalted 
level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981090 38288 13 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 10:34:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8981084" target=_blank>#9</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Bryan Fischer is welcome with open arms by the Republican 
Party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - this is a very important point. Fischer's disgusting views are 
simply a slightly more open expression of the GOP's positions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981374 38292 20 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 1:26:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8981352" target=_blank>#9</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart has said worse stuff much earlier than today. It was very poor 
judgment to publish him in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He turns into a really creepy, red-faced bully type when pressed on anything. 
One tactic he uses on Twitter is to retweet negative comments about himself, to 
get his 30K+ followers to pile on and scream insults at the target. And we're 
talking real knuckle-draggers; homophobic, threatening, you name it. Every time 
Breitbart retweets something of mine I get a couple dozen of these kinds of 
comments back.</P> 
<P>(Luckily Tweetdeck has its great Global Filter, and those are the last tweets 
I see from those people. It's actually useful to bait Breitbart, just to get 
more idiots for the idiot list.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981481 38292 96 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 3:39:38pm  
 
<P>Uh oh, looks like Breitbart's teensy ego is damaged again. He's linking to 
the stalker blog on Twitter. Isn't he clever?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981499 38292 108 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 3:52:53pm  
 
<P>I wonder if it would matter to Breitbart if he knew that the stalker blog 
he's linking to is also a big supporter of genocidal Serbian war 
criminals?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981763 38293 190 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 5:47:02pm  
 
<P>Wow - the Blu-ray Director's Edition of Frank Miller's Sin City is one of the 
best showcases for HD I've ever seen. Just amazing visuals.</P> 
<P>Highly recommended if you have a Blu-ray system. Now half off at Amazon:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B001R4KQDE/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Sin City (Two-Disc Theatrical &amp; Recut, Extended, and Unrated 
Versions)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981884 38295 17 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 6:53:31pm  
 
<P>Trouble all over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08981908 38295 32 Charles Thu, Mar 24, 2011 7:04:22pm  
 
<P>As Frank Zappa put it:</P> 
<P>No way to delayThat trouble comin' every day</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08982453 38296 5 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 10:13:06am  
 
<P>"Oh sure, I'm completely nuts and want to impose 15th century punishments for 
things that are none of my business -- but don't worry! I won't let my personal 
beliefs influence my picks for judges."</P> 
<P>Good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08982631 38297 4 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 11:52:39am  
 
<P>Joe McCarthy was a Senator from Wisconsin. Looks like his legacy is alive and 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08982856 38298 19 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 1:34:25pm  
 
<P>The most powerful people in the GOP are all sitting there listening to 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983104 38299 6 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 3:37:08pm  
 
<P>He votes FOR random drug testing for recipients of government benefits, but 
AGAINST making it illegal to refuse a drunk test while CARRYING A FIREARM.</P> 
<P>This is a special breed of spectacularly crazed bumpkin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983116 38299 15 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 3:41:42pm  
 
<P>Kent Sorensen - standing up for the right to pack heat while 
drunk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983293 38300 2 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 5:24:55pm  
 
<P>Why, I'm so insignificant that a quote of mine turned up in the <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/post/michele-bachmann-isnt-
the-one-sounding-kooky-today/2011/03/04/AB7yvBRB_blog.html?hpid=z4" 
target=_blank>Washington Post</A> today. Woe is me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983309 38300 17 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 5:35:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/8983299" target=_blank>#7</A> sadangel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles...you wail?! I wanna hear that! <EM>*bad 
angel...down...behave*</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strange, when I wrote that I imagined myself speaking in a very reasonable 
tone of voice.</P> 
<P>Now, "He Who Hates Attractive GOP Women" -- <EM>that</EM> kinda sounds like 
wailing to me, from a boorish moron whose ox has been gored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983347 38300 52 Charles Fri, Mar 25, 2011 6:00:06pm  
 
<P>If you haven't seen this video, it sheds a lot of light on Michele Bachmann's 
motives:</P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Af4cRJ8A308&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983930 38302 10 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 12:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8983929" target=_blank>#9</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure. Everyone should just ignore the politicians who think they get their 
driving lessons directly from God, no matter what legislative effect they might 
be having on the state level.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the years I've learned to recognize many of the tactics used by 
partisans on both sides. This is the "calm down, it's no big deal" diversionary 
tactic. It's intended to embarrass you into looking elsewhere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983936 38302 16 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 12:32:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/8983933" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Huntsman has already made powerful right wing enemies by not being anti-
abortion enough. Romney too. Both of them are way out of the mainstream GOP.</P> 
<P>I'd be surprised to see either of them get very far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983957 38302 34 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 1:15:02pm  
 
<P>This is too much. Did the shrieking harpy do this on purpose? She posted 
another crazed paranoid article at her site and at Breitbart's Big Government -- 
with a glaring spelling error in the title. Yesterday. Hasn't been corrected, 
and a search through the comments for both of those posts shows <EM>nobody</EM> 
noticed or remarked on it.</P> 
<P>Maybe she was going for some kind of lame alliterative neologism? Too funny: 
<A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/03/pamela-geller-
big-government--1.html" target=_blank>PAMELA GELLER, BIG GOVERNMENT: DURBIN’S 
DEDITION AND DAWAH: LET THE PANDERING BEGIN</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983960 38302 37 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 1:21:10pm  
 
<P>I notice, by the way, that the letter D is right next to S on the keyboard. 
Just like Birther/Nirther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983990 38302 65 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 1:37:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/8983981" target=_blank>#58</A> blueraven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm...surprise to me but there is a word dedition</P> 
<P><EM>(n.) The act of yielding; surrender.</EM></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thinkexist.com/dictionary/meaning/dedition/" 
target=_blank>thinkexist.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, what do ya know! It's not in Merriam-Webster or the Cambridge 
dictionary, and it's not in the Mac OS dictionary app, but it seems to show up 
in some online dictionaries.</P> 
<P>OK, I take it back. Pamela wasn't drunk this time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08983997 38302 72 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 1:40:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/8983986" target=_blank>#62</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think that's what whe meant though, because the second paragraph 
starts with this:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you could be right, but there is an obscure word (of French origin) 
that fits her paranoid article's premise, so I gotta give her the benefit of the 
doubt this time.</P> 
<P>She's still a complete raving kook and idiot to boot. The big feature on her 
site today is an amazingly long-winded Birther rant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08984014 38302 88 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 1:55:59pm  
 
<P>Speaking of Geller, here are some, uh, interesting photos of her friends in 
the English Defense League:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.hopenothate.org.uk/news/article/1818/EDL-photo-
SHOOT" target=_blank>www.hopenothate.org.uk...</A>]</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ009EE4AB.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ009EE4AB.jpg" 
rel=fancy3de5cc6c target=_blank>Image: ZZ009EE4AB.jpg</A></P> 
<P>Notice the flag of the Ulster Volunteer Force, a Protestant terrorist group 
that carried out numerous bombings against Catholic civilians in 
Ireland.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08984054 38302 126 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 2:39:06pm  
 
<P>And right on cue, Google ads serve up an attack on 'Obamacare' from 
michelepac.org.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08984081 38303 2 Charles Sat, Mar 26, 2011 3:00:00pm  
 
<P>The left hand's amazing. He keeps that accompaniment going flawlessly while 
he plays incredible syncopated lines with his right. There aren't many musicians 
I'd call geniuses, but he's definitely one.</P> 
<P>He was playing like this at the age of 17, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08985354 38303 612 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 2:52:39pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>testing something...</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>Where's the birth certificate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08984986 38305 8 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 11:00:08am  
 



<P>Get a load of this comment from Bachmann's speech:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She also made a joke about Chinese President Hu and the national debt, saying 
“So we know now that Hu is your daddy.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racist much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08984998 38305 18 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 11:05:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/8984994" target=_blank>#14</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not necessarily racist, but at least a groaningly bad pun on "Who's your 
daddy?"</P> 
<P>Still, she's a moron...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow, I doubt she'd be making that "joke" about a white Democratic 
president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08985011 38305 30 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 11:11:29am  
 
<P>This is the crap they're selling the right wing these days: that fiscal 
conservatism will just sort of naturally happen once they take care of all those 
social issues like abortion and gay marriage.</P> 
<P>It's pure magical thinking, wrapped up in a nice package of covert 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08985012 38305 31 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 11:12:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/8985010" target=_blank>#29</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lemme qualify that...she wouldn't be Birtherizing if a white 'Murican were in 
office, but like TonyC, having not heard the bad pun in context, I can't speak 
to her intent.</P> 
<P>Sometimes, you don't need to ascribe to malice what can be chalked up to 
incompetency.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That may be, but I have to say that I'm finished giving these people the 
benefit of the doubt for their dog whistle racist comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08985816 38306 614 Charles Sun, Mar 27, 2011 6:43:36pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/8985120" target=_blank>#37</A> kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, a lot of Evangelicals haven't given Newt a pass yet.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.renewamerica.com/columns/fischer/110302" 
target=_blank>Bryan Fischer: "I believe social conservatives and all those in 
the pro-family movement must have grave reservations about his 
candidacy."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bryan's just playing hard to get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986663 38309 45 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 10:50:42am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/8986648" target=_blank>#34</A> JEA62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Birtherism has nothing to do with race.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely wrong. It has <EM>everything</EM> to do with race. He's the scary 
black man with the mysterious background, possibly from Kenya, possibly a 
Muslim, but definitely not one of "us."</P> 
<P>Birtherism is racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986675 38309 56 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 11:03:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/52/8986670" target=_blank>#52</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn. I think the wingnuts had about 500 cups of coffee this morning.</P> 
<P>I could almost feel it in the air this morning. Must be National Wingnut Day 
or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest Jack Cashill garbage is all over the right wing blogosphere too. 
Bill Ayers wrote Obama's autobiography - yes, that again.</P> 
<P>These idiotic conspiracy theories just refuse to die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986686 38309 67 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 11:13:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/8986682" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>lol, their source claims to be a CIA "double agent".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CBN News is a crazy religious right website masquerading as 
"news."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986694 38309 75 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 11:17:11am  
 
<P>I love it. They found an obscure video made by the 12th Imam sect that 
predicts the end of the world.</P> 
<P>Meanwhile, here in America, the "Left Behind" novels that very seriously 
predict the end of the world, with graphic violent imagery, are some of the 
best-selling books ever published -- more than 65 million copies 
sold.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986764 38310 38 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 11:57:32am  
 
<P>And to top it off we have some referrals coming in from Alex Jones sites 
today. They didn't like one of your articles about Drudge linking to them, 
Killgore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986861 38310 130 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 1:02:59pm  
 
 
 
<P>The comments at Fox Nation for this stupid story are off the hook 
hilarious.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/bill-ayers/2011/03/28/bill-ayers-
admits-he-wrote-obamas-dreams-my-father" 
target=_blank>nation.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P><STRONG>Gibbsdithers 1 hour ago</STRONG></P> 
<P>WHAT!!!???</P> 
<P>Why isn't this front page news? Why isn't it the lead story on FOX? Is this 
another 'Onion' rib? Clearly not, since it comes out of Ayer's own mouth. This 
would certainly support the pre-election theory's that Obama and Ayer's 
definitely were not merely acquaintances but close friends. Gee, does that mean 
that perhaps he understood every nuance of Reverend Wright's animated sermons 
anchored in Marxist Theology? Which he shouted to the rafters, jumping around 
like a maniac. How could you deny that you heard him, understood him, followed 
him?</P> 
<P>Hmmm. That would mean that Obama is not quite 'transparent'. Even though 
ACORN Obama is such a casual liar, even if their were footage of him kissing the 
top of Ayer's bald head he'd deny he ever knew him.</P> 
<P>Now the question remains. Did Ayer's mean DREAMS OF MY FATHER is a work of 
fiction that he (Ayer's) completely conjured to the point that he 'gave Obama a 
life and a history'? Or that Ayer's acted as a traditional ghost writer in the 
true sense of the word and who worked on this autobiography based on the 
'factual' memories of ACORN Obama? Now even his literary career appears to be 
murky.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986928 38310 191 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 1:39:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/190/8986927" target=_blank>#190</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In heaven, everyone gets a set of bagpipes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds more like hell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986936 38310 198 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 1:40:45pm  
 
<P>Imagine billions of people playing bagpipes.</P> 
<P>Hard to imagine a worse everlasting punishment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986951 38310 211 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 1:50:21pm  
 
<P>Might be worse to go to heaven, and find out it's full of people like Jerry 
Falwell and Pat Robertson.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08986985 38310 230 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 2:17:53pm  
 
<P>I don't mind bagpipes, if it's one guy wearing a kilt playing all alone on a 
beach at sunset. And I'm listening from about 100 yards away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08987088 38310 311 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 3:17:08pm  
 
<P>Flashback to 2008: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/30908_Obama_Birth_Certificate_Link
s_Not_Welcome" target=_blank>Obama 'Birth Certificate' Links Not 
Welcome</A>.</P> 
<P>Hey, I tried. I really did. They just <EM>wanted</EM> to be 
crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08987093 38310 315 Charles Mon, Mar 28, 2011 3:19:39pm  
 
<P>A subtle headline from Fox Nation (who I added to our left column RSS feeds 
because they're so whacked out):</P> 
<P><A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/barack-obama/2011/03/28/obama-faces-
massive-muslim-problem#disqus_thread" target=_blank>Obama Faces Massive Muslim 
Problem</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08988586 38314 26 Charles Tue, Mar 29, 2011 11:29:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/8988576" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the whole segment: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/sarah-
palin/2011/03/29/palin-slams-obamas-libya-speech-calls-it-post-american" 
target=_blank>Palin Slams Obama's Libya Speech, Calls It 'Post-
American'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How interesting. It's the Sarah Palin-Pamela Geller convergence. That's the 
name of Geller's crappy book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08989248 38314 383 Charles Tue, Mar 29, 2011 5:08:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/8988785" target=_blank>#153</A> one2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Overstating the cost by a factor of 7 actually equates to overstating it by 
600%. Not 700%. More basic math!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's your first comment after 7 years of being registered?</P> 
<P>I wondered if anyone would bring this up - but it depends on how you look at 
it. Palin's figure is 700% of the real amount, so it's not inaccurate to say she 
overstated it by 700%. If she <EM>hadn't</EM> overstated it, it would have been 
100% of the real amount.</P> 
<P>If I had written that her amount was "700% higher," that would have been 
inaccurate. So I didn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08989061 38315 16 Charles Tue, Mar 29, 2011 2:43:17pm  
 
<P>It wasn't just Sammon who pushed this, of course -- he encouraged everyone at 
Fox News to do it, and practically every right wing media source joined in.</P> 
<P>I have to apologize for falling for this line of crap myself during the 
campaign. I learned a lesson about Republican political tactics and the lowest 
common denominator, though, that I won't forget.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08989066 38315 18 Charles Tue, Mar 29, 2011 2:47:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/8989062" target=_blank>#17</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a given. "So what if Fox did it, all the 'liberal' news stations do it 
too!" My guess? They'll point to Memogate as their proof...which, sadly, is a 
bit hard to argue against.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's different, though, because in case of the fake memos, CBS News wasn't 
pushing something they <EM>knew</EM> to be false.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08989106 38315 44 Charles Tue, Mar 29, 2011 3:15:15pm  
 
<P>Sheesh. Reading the comments for Jim Hoft's brainless post about this story 
will make you lose all hope for humanity.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com/2011/03/dumbest-
website-on-internet-media-matters-releases-first-big-hit-piece-fails/" 
target=_blank>gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Hoft <EM>doesn't get it</EM>, again. He completely misses the point of the 
story, that Sammon knew he was promoting a "far-fetched" smear, and thinks it's 
all about a "Fox contributor" who said Obama is a socialist.</P> 
<P>The density.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990233 38319 9 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 9:51:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/8990228" target=_blank>#8</A> HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do they actually think the American people want this and will respond 
positively to it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not. That's why they're already trying to sleaze their way out of 
being blamed for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990354 38319 76 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 10:42:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/8990342" target=_blank>#73</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is what he said, I didn't take anything out of context. I also said he's 
right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the very next sentence, Dean said he was not in favor of a shutdown.</P> 
<P>Yes, you did take it out of context.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990401 38319 96 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 11:02:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/8990374" target=_blank>#81</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. My exact words:</P> 
<P>Politically it would be the smart move <I>if</I> they believe they won't get 
any of the blame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can disagree all you like, but it's obvious that you're quoting out of 
context to promote a dishonest frame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990538 38319 122 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 12:18:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/8990428" target=_blank>#102</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>This is one of the dumbest attempts to flip things around I've seen yet.</P> 
<P>Howard Dean said he would be "quietly rooting" for a shutdown if he were a 
partisan, because the public would rightly blame the Republicans for it. He's 
right about that, because the Republicans are to blame.</P> 
<P>Then he continued on -- in the next sentence -- and said that he would not 
want a shutdown because of the damage it would do to the country.</P> 
<P>You took it out of context, and now you're denying taking it out of context, 
even though it's dead obvious that you are.</P> 



<P>Do you think this kind of transparent spinning is fooling 
someone?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08991401 38319 127 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 10:28:03pm  
 
<P>Dead thread derp.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990307 38320 4 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 10:28:06am  
 
<P>There are about 2000 Muslims in Alaska.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990526 38320 66 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 12:12:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/8990375" target=_blank>#47</A> hicsuget</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it so ridiculous? Take this example from Pennsylvania two weeks ago:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/judge-rejects-amish-
request-to-deal-privately-with-alleged-ponzi-
schemer/2011/03/21/ABdiEi7_story.html" target=_blank>Judge rejects Amish request 
to deal privately with alleged Ponzi schemer</A></P> 
<P>So long as the ban on religious courts is applied against all religions, and 
not just against Islam, I don't see a problem. Depending on the wording, it may 
well end up being a victory, not for Islamophobes, but for secularism and 
humanism, and end up biting the fundamentalists pushing for it in the end 
anyway. And if it is worded specifically against Muslims, then the Supreme Court 
won't let it stand. NBD.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't be ridiculous. We already have something in place to protect us from 
"religious courts." It's called the Constitution of the United 
States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990512 38321 67 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 12:04:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/8990497" target=_blank>#57</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wingnuts at PJM (who are largely responsible for hyping this bogus 
scandal) are now calling for a congressional investigation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they are.</P> 
<P>PJM started as a place that was intended to go beyond the right-left 
paradigm. It's turned into a far right propaganda site in every way. World Net 
Daily with slightly better web design.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08990563 38321 114 Charles Wed, Mar 30, 2011 12:31:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/8990559" target=_blank>#110</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are not really following this are you? They (The Obama DOJ) dismissed the 
convictions.</P> 
<P>That is what this is all about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, what this is all about is an attempt by the right wing to drum up more 
phony outrage, by waving the NBP in front of the base like scary black 
boogeymen.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08991740 38324 8 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 9:01:14am  
 
<P>The idea that I "regret taking down Dan Rather" is ludicrous. I didn't expose 
those fake memos because I wanted to "take down Dan Rather." I have no animus 
toward Rather and never did. I did it because I care about the truth.</P> 
<P>A quality that seems to have completely vanished from the right wing 
blogs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992125 38324 363 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 12:51:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/346/8992106" target=_blank>#346</A> Logician</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If that is so, isn't he guilty of something more than having been 
fooled?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For someone with the name 'Logician', your questions aren't tracking 
logically.</P> 
<P>Dan Rather still thinks the documents are genuine. How in the world do you 
get from this to "he knew they were fakes?"</P> 
<P>I don't believe Rather's lying. He really does think they're genuine. And 
what that proves is MY point -- that he did not deliberately promote a story he 
knew to be false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992135 38324 372 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 12:56:36pm  
 
<P>Dan Rather, by the way, is not all there, and hasn't been for quite some 
time. I'm surprised more people don't mention the way he slurs his words and 
sometimes appears disoriented. He may have some kind of medical condition, 
possibly dementia or Alzheimer's.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992166 38324 401 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 1:14:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/374/8992137" target=_blank>#374</A> 
ContinentalOp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>HBGary Federal CEO Aaron Barr suggested leaking fake documents in order to 
discredit Wikileaks. I know of no evidence that Karl Rove and friends arranged 
for CBS to find the false Rather document, but that's what I suspect happened. 
See <A href="http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2011/02/spy/2/" 
target=_blank>Wired</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No way.</P> 
<P>And here's why: the key fact about those documents was that the forgery was 
laughably obvious. Nobody plants documents that are obvious fakes. All it would 
have taken for the plot to be exposed was one person who knew the difference 
between typewritten text and computer printed fonts. With a presidential 
election on the line, nobody is stupid enough to try something like that.</P> 
<P>It's one of the major media fails of all time that nobody in the whole 
editorial chain at CBS News smelled something fishy. But it's incompetence, not 
a Karl Rove conspiracy.</P> 
<P>There was a conspiracy on somebody's part -- probably Bill Burkett. But it 
was a very very lame conspiracy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08992178 38324 411 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 1:24:17pm  
 
<P>Right on cue, Tim Blair is proving again how insignificant and meaningless I 
am by searching obsessively through old LGF posts, desperately trying to find 
some way to prove that I'm lying, somehow. He just knows I'm lying.</P> 
<P>He dug up a post where I questioned how much Mary Mapes knew -- as if that 
shows that I claimed they knew in advance. Uh, no, Tim, you ignorant obsessed 
slut. It means I asked the question.</P> 
<P>He also dug up some posts in which I wrote harsh things about Dan Rather, to 
try to prove that I really DID want to take him down, even though I say I 
didn't.</P> 
<P>It's like arguing with a 2-year old on crack.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992198 38324 429 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 1:37:54pm  
 
<P>Here's the post Tim Blair thinks proves I'm a liar when I say CBS News didn't 
know the documents were false:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34541_Rathergate-
_Mapes_Knew_Bush_Volunteered_for_Vietnam" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The post is about producer Mary Mapes. Tim quotes these words:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rather’s producer, Mary Mapes, knew all along that the premise of the report 
was false.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And he insinuates that this shows Mapes deliberately promoted documents she 
knew were fake.</P> 
<P>But that's not at all what the quote is really about. The article I posted 
about, by Bernard Goldberg, points out that the investigation showed that Mary 
Mapes was informed by several people prior to the 60 Minutes broadcast that GW 
Bush had volunteered for Vietnam.</P> 
<P>Neither my post nor the article I linked makes any claim that Mapes knew the 
documents were frauds. But I did ask that question:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does raise an interesting question, though: since Mapes was apparently 
willing to cover up what she knew about Bush volunteering for Vietnam, did she 
also know all along that the documents were frauds? Most people have assumed 
that Mapes and CBS were tricked into airing the memos — but what if it was 
deliberate?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now, because I asked a pretty obvious question before any facts were known 
about the origin of the documents, I'm supposed to be "lying" when I say CBS 
didn't know they were frauds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992207 38324 435 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 1:50:52pm  
 
<P>One more note about Timmy's obsessions before I do something more 
interesting, like watch paint dry.</P> 
<P>I reply to about one out of every four of Timmy's feeble-minded attacks -- 
he's been doing this kind of stuff on a semi-regular basis, and most of the time 
I can't be arsed. I don't think about him, read his blog, or frankly give one 
shit about his opinions.</P> 
<P>He's a dishonest anti-science moron, a hard right ideologue with no real 
thoughts of his own, just tedious put-downs and lame one-liners.</P> 
<P>And he has a little version of me living inside his head. Must be miserable 
to be Tim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08992347 38324 460 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 3:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/426/8992195" target=_blank>#426</A> 
ShiksaGrrrl</EM></P> 
<P>Thank you very much for the kind words!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993354 38325 194 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 10:04:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/8993160" target=_blank>#187</A> 
beartiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was obviously joking.</P> 
<P>I hate it when the right takes things that people say in jest and tries to 
make it seem they were serious. I don't think we who oppose the right should do 
it, either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, talk about missing the point. You think this post is trying to say Mike 
Huckabee literally wanted to force people at gunpoint?</P> 
<P>Guess what? I do actually get that he was making what passes for a joke on 
Planet Huckabee.</P> 
<P>But he was not joking at all about wanting to force Americans to listen to 
David Barton's nasty revisionism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993405 38325 198 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 10:39:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/8993367" target=_blank>#195</A> 
beartiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, you missed the point completely, then.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't even believe that. I believe in context it's clear it's hyperbole, 
intended to expressive his great admiration for Barton.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And you're wrong. He repeats several times in the video that ALL Americans 
should be subjected to Barton's historical revisionism.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jesus Christ, sorry for daring to disagree. :/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Help! I'm being oppressed!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992423 38326 1 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 5:25:41pm  
 
<P>Lots of hits from reddit today...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08992451 38326 16 Charles Thu, Mar 31, 2011 5:39:26pm  
 
<P>I'm actually on the road right now, traveling the highways and byways of this 
great nation, in search of an honest man. Or maybe just some really good 
barbecue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993402 38327 57 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 10:36:12am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/8993375" target=_blank>#33</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pajamas Media reports a massive constitutional crisis...BREAKING President 
Obama's Birth Certificate: The Debate May Be Over, But a New One Begins</P> 
<P>[Video]This doesn't appear to be an April Fools spoof. They seem fairly 
serious about it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing humor is always hilarious.</P> 
<P>I mean, never hilarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993578 38329 6 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 1:24:01pm  
 
<P>The demonstrators who killed the UN workers are the ones responsible for the 
murders, make no mistake.</P> 
<P>But Terry Jones deliberately, with malice, incited this riot with full 
knowledge of what the result might be. This is what he was trying to 
provoke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993621 38329 42 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 1:48:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8993616" target=_blank>#38</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With due respect, Charles, I understand how you feel about Jones, but do you 
realize how much your comment sounds like "I don't blame her for the fact she 
was raped, but if she wasn't wearing a skin-tight micro-
minidress...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993625 38329 46 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 1:50:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8993613" target=_blank>#35</A> ZeroGain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Charles, even you have to resort to comments to back off the blame 
factor. Give me a break, if you mean that say it in your post, don't hide it in 
the comments. No, you never SAY it's his fault, but the context of your post is 
perfectly clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm NOT backing off the blame factor. Terry Jones is to blame for provoking 
this incident, knowing full well that it would happen. He WANTED it to 
happen.</P> 
<P>The killers are responsible for their actions, and Terry Jones is responsible 
for his.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993655 38329 73 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 2:08:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/8993648" target=_blank>#66</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, quite sane, and using an extreme and obviously imperfect analogy to 
illustrate a point. If you consider carefully what you wrote, you said that you 
blame the rioters for their actions, but you don't really blame them because its 
Jones' fault.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That is 100% pure bullshit. I said nothing like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993668 38329 85 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 2:13:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8993647" target=_blank>#65</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll stand up for his right to do it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- I stand up for his right to do it, too.</P> 
<P>I do not stand up for him actually doing it. He doesn't deserve to go to 
jail, but he doesn't deserve to be exonerated of all blame, either, like 
sliv_the_eli is trying to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993673 38329 90 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 2:15:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/8993667" target=_blank>#84</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That said, I still disagree with Charles' desire to point the finger at 
anyone other than those who knowingly and voluntarily chose to immediately 
incite to riot and those who, listerning to the preaching of their imams, 
voluntarily and knowingly chose to riot and murder.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are you working so hard to exonerate Terry Jones of blame for an act that 
was deliberately calculated to incite violence?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993678 38329 95 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 2:18:59pm  
 
<P>My admirers on Twitter are already screaming about this post.</P> 
<P>Gotta love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993688 38329 105 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 2:22:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/8993679" target=_blank>#96</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<P>I was right. You really are trying to exonerate Terry Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993791 38329 201 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 3:08:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/8993721" target=_blank>#138</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because I am not willing to curtail an asshole's First Amendment right to be 
an asshole in resopnse to mob violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What are you talking about? Who exactly said his first amendment rights 
should be curtailed?</P> 
<P>You're arguing with some fantasy version of me, and ignoring what I actually 
write. I've said several times now in this thread that Jones has the right to do 
what he did, he doesn't deserve to go to jail, etc. etc. blah blah blah.</P> 
<P>Having the RIGHT to do something does not mean it's necessarily RIGHT to do 
it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jones is an asshole. He got exactly what he wanted, which he will use to 
raise his profile and promote his hateful screed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Weren't you just trying to tell me that he didn't intend for this to 
happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993835 38329 243 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 3:48:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8993804" target=_blank>#214</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This may be free speech but it's also cowardly speech. If he wants to make a 
point he should go over there himself and put his own life on the line. Don't 
make your point safely removed from the real fallout that your acts 
produce.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instead, 7 UN workers paid the price for Terry Jones's hateful 
stunt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993837 38329 245 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 3:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/8993836" target=_blank>#244</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It would have been tiptoeing for said pastor to modify his actions due to the 
threat of violence from others. Intimidation it is called, and it is a slippery 
slope, and at the bottom of it there is no freedom.</P> 
<P>This whole thing is ugly, but it is important.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're missing the point. He was warned by none other than the Secretary of 
Defense that violence would be the result.</P> 
<P>Jones <EM>intended</EM> to provoke violence. He's no hero of free speech. 
He's a disgusting hate-obsessed creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993896 38329 296 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:07:57pm  
 
<P>The reason why wingnuts are all screaming about "leftists misplacing the 
blame" is because the right wing has become so completely dominated by bigotry 
that many of these people see Terry Jones as some kind of hero.</P> 
<P>He's a hateful Christian fundamentalist nutjob, and an outright racist, and 
now he's actually got blood on his hands.</P> 
<P>The perfect hero for the modern right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993898 38329 298 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:09:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/8993894" target=_blank>#295</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have an angry dinger at 12 o'clock!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. This thread's really attracting them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993908 38329 307 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:12:38pm  
 
<P>If you search the comments by Lateralis, it's pretty obvious why he's dinging 
his way through the thread.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?doSearch=search&amp;searchWith=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;search
Days=30&amp;searchString=%22user%3ALateralis%22" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
08993984 38329 381 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:44:07pm  
 
<P>Here they come.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993996 38329 393 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:46:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/379/8993982" target=_blank>#379</A> cowwoc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of please... Do we really need to excuse the behavior of a murdering mob? You 
might not like what the Pastor did but implying that he is somehow responsible 
for this is a stretch. Today the Pastor offends their sensibilities. Tomorrow 
someone draws a cartoon they dislike.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you bothered to read what people said in this thread before mouthing off, 
you would have discovered that nobody is making excuses for the mob.</P> 
<P>But you didn't do that, so you just look like a jackass, lecturing 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08993999 38329 395 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 5:47:09pm  
 
<P>Now Westward Ho's doing the ding thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08994049 38329 444 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 6:03:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/441/8994046" target=_blank>#441</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you know! 32767 updings in five seconds!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Followed by a stack overrun and total lockup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08994121 38329 511 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 6:20:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/8994120" target=_blank>#510</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Marines can defend themselves very well thank you. Have you not heard of 
western humanitarian workers murdered in Afghanistan( 5-7 doctors), somalia, 
sudan, Iraq, Mauritania etc? Don't you see a pattern here? Why would you want to 
risk helping the locals if there is a chance of being murdered?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people are just stupid, I guess.</P> 
<P>Asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08994160 38329 549 Charles Fri, Apr 1, 2011 6:32:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/510/8994120" target=_blank>#510</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<P>I do want to thank you, though. By being such a heartless bastard, you've 
reminded me why I had to clean up LGF's comment threads, back in the day when 
people who thought like you were way too prevalent here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



08994906 38329 621 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 8:15:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/618/8994778" target=_blank>#618</A> 
sliv_the_eli</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then I shall repeat my stragithforward answer, since you did not understand 
it the first time. You are not truly supporting someone's First Amendment rights 
when you blame that person for the fact that another person halfway around the 
world chooses to use what he says as an excuse to incite others to riot, pillage 
and murder. You might <EM>say</EM> that you support the speaker's First 
Amendment rights, and you might even <EM>think</EM> that you are doing so, but 
you are not. You are, instead, speaking out of both sides of your mouth on the 
issue.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. So you're still spewing this nonsense.</P> 
<P>You have a distorted and sick view of the First Amendment. I'm not "truly 
supporting" the right of free speech?</P> 
<P>Well, you're openly supporting a hate-filled bigot, and telling me that the 
deaths of 7 people are just the price that had to be paid. But no one is allowed 
to criticize the bigot, because that would not be truly supporting free 
speech.</P> 
<P>Terry Jones was warned repeatedly not to do this, that it would result in 
violence. He chose to do it anyway. And I'm supposed to "support" this?</P> 
<P>The murderers are the ones responsible for the killings, but Terry Jones is 
responsible for deliberately, with full knowledge, putting the lives of US 
troops and foreign aid workers in danger because of his idiotic bigoted 
stunt.</P> 
<P>You're full of shit, and I'm tired of being polite about it. It's not me who 
lacks an understanding of free speech, it's you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997524 38329 623 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 12:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/8997321" target=_blank>#622</A> 
beartiger</EM></P> 
<P>There's nothing "polite" about telling me I "don't truly support free 
speech," when it's dead obvious from everything I've posted that I do. That's 
utter crap, and I'm not going to refrain from calling it what it 
is.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995948 38330 532 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:21:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/529/8995148" target=_blank>#529</A> 
SidewaysQuark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Setting a book on fire is no reason to kill people. I'm not sure why that's a 
hard concept to grasp. Attacking the beliefs of a religion isn't the same thing 
as attacking its members. If a person wants to take an attack on their 
irrational beliefs as a personal attack on himself/herself, that's really the 
individual's problem, and if he/she gets mad and kills people, there's no one 
else to blame.The Reverand Jones is a dumbass, but where would you draw the 
line? Is "Everybody Draw Muhammad Day" 'hateful'? Is the South Park episode with 
Muhammad 'forbidden art'?</P> 
<P>All other ideas are open to criticism. Religion doesn't deserve special 
treatment just because superstitionalists call it "sacred™", and attacking a 
religious belief doesn't automatically become "bigotry™" just because of that 
label. Instead of getting worked up of stupid stuff, people around the world 



would be better off learning that their religion isn't really that special and 
getting thicker skin.</P> 
<P>Calling attention to a "bigot" when the elephant in the room is "multiple 
murder" is just acting as enabler to the problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, bullshit. Some of us can hold two concepts in our heads at one time -- 
that the rioters in Afghanistan are responsible for their actions just as much 
as Terry Jones is responsible for his.</P> 
<P>Jones deliberately, with full knowledge of what would happen, put other 
people's lives on the line to pull this bigoted stunt. Why is this a difficult 
concept for some people to grasp? He did this on purpose. He didn't kill those 
people himself, but he absolutely did set their deaths in 
motion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995049 38332 116 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 10:54:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/8995036" target=_blank>#103</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I suspect you give him too much credit. I have little doubt he's just 
thrilled with the outcome cuz it makes him feel like such a big influential 
dude, but I imagine his motivation was simply to get attention. It worked for 
him last Sept and he wanted another 15 minutes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, no -- he absolutely did know this was a likely result. He was 
warned about it by the Secretary of Defense. General Petraeus made a statement 
about it too.</P> 
<P>He did know what would happen, and he got exactly what he 
wanted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995071 38332 134 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 11:09:28am  
 
<P>A <A href="http://gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com/2011/04/muslims-slaughter-9-
torch-girls-school-in-afghanistan-over-fl-koran-burning/#comment-298958" 
target=_blank>comment at Jim Hoft's hate site</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mark1957 commented:</P> 
<P>There is no such thing as a moderate muslim, only those who commit atrocities 
like this and those that keep their mouths shut when atrocities happen. The only 
good muslim is a dead one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995080 38332 143 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 11:14:19am  
 
<P>Good lord. I almost can't believe the comments being posted at Hoft's 
site.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ar05075 commented:</P> 
<P>Islaminals don’t need an excuse to murder, they’re disgusting vermin and ALL 
of them should be shot on site. Everywhere and anywhere. Now, I’ve got to get 
back to my bonfire of the rag book.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995131 38332 193 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 11:39:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/8995127" target=_blank>#189</A> Talking Point 
Detective</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm on board with this reaction to the Koran-burning.</P> 
<P>so...</P> 
<P>As much as I think that cartoonists should certainly have the right to draw 
whatever cartoons they want, and as much as I find it abhorrent that anyone 
would commit violence because their religious icons were negatively portrayed in 
a cartoon - I also hold at least some of the Danish cartoonists involved 
responsible for the violence that ensued because some of the cartoons were drawn 
to be deliberately provocative.</P> 
<P>Is there some distinction between the Koran burning and the cartoons that I'm 
missing?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I think there is a big distinction. First, those cartoons were not 
uniformly negative about Islam -- several of them made positive statements. 
Political cartoons are much easier to see as a valid expression of free 
speech.</P> 
<P>Burning a religion's holy book is a very different thing. The only reason to 
do it is as an expression of hatred. It doesn't make any point aside from this. 
It's not criticism. It's intended only to insult and degrade.</P> 
<P>Both of these things are protected by the US constitution as they should be. 
But burning books is NOT the same as drawing political cartoons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995333 38333 33 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 5:57:01pm  
 
<P>If you want to see just how deranged the commenting sections of right wing 
blogs have gotten, just go read any of them. Gateway Pundit, Hot Air, Shrieking 
Harpy -- all of them are packed with comments calling for genocide against 
Muslims.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>#2 April 2, 2011 at 8:32 amMark1957 commented:</P> 
<P>There is no such thing as a moderate muslim, only those who commit atrocities 
like this and those that keep their mouths shut when atrocities happen. The only 
good muslim is a dead one.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>#9 April 2, 2011 at 8:41 amBig L commented:</P> 
<P>the Islams are enraged because they spent their youth crapping on their mom 
and theiradult male family members tapping them in the a**. Imo, of course. But 
all sexual repression and abuse. Also they are nuts.and the Imams havea scam 
going to rake in the dough.Go to Titty bars with the money in the west.and we 
have Rules for Engagement that prevents bombing these savages.Everything is 
Marquis-de-Queensbury rules…Afghan should have been,province by privince. a 
flat,glass-topped coffe table.Then can patrol for 50 miles, anything pops head 
up:Bang or “Budda-Budda-Buddda”</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>#11 April 2, 2011 at 8:54 amar05075 commented:</P> 
<P>Islaminals don’t need an excuse to murder, they’re disgusting vermin and ALL 
of them should be shot on site. Everywhere and anywhere. Now, I’ve got to get 
back to my bonfire of the rag book.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>#41 April 2, 2011 at 2:24 pmBilly commented:</P> 
<P>the muslim rats need to be exterminated</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Grimcargo said in reply to Frank...What you can conclude is, this is evil 
impersonating human beings. They can not be reasoned with nor trusted to live in 
civilization. All you can do is herd them. Place all of them on some isolated 
island together and hope they kill each other.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 



<P>Gleaner1 said...Pastor Jones is a very brave Christian, and a clear example 
of the action we all need to take in order to confront and destroy that 
affliction on the minds of backward men, islam. That we, the free men of the 
West will, by degree, have to fight to defend our families and freedom is 
becoming more widely understood. Christians, be of good heart, you have nothing 
to fear, you're cause is just, the Lord of hosts is with you. Gleaner 1.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>patrick said...when is the world going to wake up to the fact that islam is 
not compatable with civilized society. It can't get along with any other 
religion or peoples. we must all band together and get ride of it before it 
destroys us all</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>fern said...They are not human, they are cruel evil demonic monsters.Who are 
they trying to kid, as if they need an excuse to kill and behead innocent women, 
men and children!There is no place in this world for this sick cult.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Blue Collar Todd said...Of course Charles Johnson at LGF is blaming Terry 
Jones.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.bluecollarphilosophy.com/2011/04/liberal-blogger-
attacks-terry-jones-over-muslim-rampage-in-afghanistan.html" 
target=_blank>www.bluecollarphilosophy.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Idiot.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Rob said...I am so bloody sick of watching these cave people murder, 
desecrate and destroy. They only have one reaction and that is to kill if we 
anger them. Well I say enough is enough!The west needs to reply in kind to these 
barbaric little savages.When these crazed muslims attack a compound and kill 
people the response should be twice as destructive with a larger body 
count.Christians/Jews and western people are being targeted and killed all over 
the world by these thugs and it needs to be stopped at any cost!!!A crusade 
needs to be organized and launched before it is to late.Some of you may think I 
am being to extreme or maybe suggesting the un-suggestible, but what are our 
options? I will not be a slave to islam and I will not stand idly by while 
others are.</P> 
<P>God bless us all.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Bohemond1096 said...Why waste time burning korans when we should be nukeing 
Mekka during the hajj?Cut off the head of the snake and the body 
dies..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It goes on and on and on like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995344 38333 43 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 6:04:22pm  
 
<P>Hot Air is still upscale enough that there are at least a few people trying 
to be sane. But it's a losing battle. There are just as many religious fanatics 
and bloodthirsty genocide advocates there as anywhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995347 38333 46 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 6:10:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/8995346" target=_blank>#45</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you have to 'try' to be sane, you've already lost the 
battle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The bottom line for any site that allows comments: if you don't have strict-
but-fair administrators to keep the nutjobs out, they <EM>will</EM> take over. 



Their brains are not functioning properly, and they have much more energy than 
normal people to pursue obsessions.</P> 
<P>The Internet has enabled the basement kook more than any other modern 
technology.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995351 38333 50 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 6:13:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/8995350" target=_blank>#49</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ladies and Gentlemen, I give you FoxNation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't checked Fox Nation's thread on this story yet. 
Shudder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995410 38333 100 Charles Sat, Apr 2, 2011 7:48:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/8995396" target=_blank>#88</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously, a priest just tweeted</P> 
<P>StJohnsPriest Steven J. Kelly</P> 
<P>#CharlieSheen would have been better off across the street from the Fox 
tonight, at my Church. twitpic.com/4gbr0w</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>An appalling number of Irish children might beg to differ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995998 38334 448 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:42:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/407/8995955" target=_blank>#407</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this is different like commenters named "Muck the Fuslims" on a previous 
incarnation of LGF? Who told me to go to hell because I opposed all the reveling 
in shooting dead insurgents in the head to make sure they were dead? (Which is 
probably necessary, by the way, just not a thing to be super-proud of and happy 
about).</P> 
<P>Of course, Charles repeatedly made clear that the views of commenters don't 
reflect his own views, and shouldn't be used against him. Which is totally true. 
But shouldn't that principle be applied across the board?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's different because I threw those people out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08995999 38334 449 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:44:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8995993" target=_blank>#444</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: 413</P> 
<P>Hello!</P> 
<P>re: 414, 431</P> 
<P>The point is either comments reflect badly on the blogger or they don't. It's 
seriously disingenuous to use a principle to condemn someone and then say the 
exact same principle doesn't apply you, when it can be used against you.</P> 
<P>Look, frankly I've followed pretty much the same journey away from the right 
as Charles, but in some cases he has really not consistent - or shoehorns his 
own actions into a framework that looks good, but condemns almost exactly the 
same actions on the part of others, like when he was caught editing an old 
post.</P> 



<P>But I still more or less agree with him, so no point in getting hot an 
bothered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me? "Caught" editing an old post? So your source for these comments is 
a stalker blog?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996001 38334 451 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:45:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8995993" target=_blank>#444</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>re: 413</P> 
<P>Hello!</P> 
<P>re: 414, 431</P> 
<P>The point is either comments reflect badly on the blogger or they don't. It's 
seriously disingenuous to use a principle to condemn someone and then say the 
exact same principle doesn't apply you, when it can be used against you.</P> 
<P>Look, frankly I've followed pretty much the same journey away from the right 
as Charles, but in some cases he has really not consistent - or shoehorns his 
own actions into a framework that looks good, but condemns almost exactly the 
same actions on the part of others, like when he was caught editing an old 
post.</P> 
<P>But I still more or less agree with him, so no point in getting hot an 
bothered.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And for that matter, how about if you tell me your real name, so I can hunt 
obsessively through your background and make sure you've always been totally 
consistent and never done anything slightly questionable?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996010 38334 459 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:52:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/8996005" target=_blank>#455</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>looks like the stalkers are back at work on the lgf wikipedia page too 
fyi</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's that same obsessed weirdo again, putting back the badly-sourced edits 
that he was told he could not make, several times before. If you would leave a 
note for the admins, I'd appreciate it. I can't do it myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996012 38334 461 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:53:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/444/8995993" target=_blank>#444</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<P>How many accounts have you registered at LGF, by the way?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996018 38334 467 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 10:57:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/462/8996013" target=_blank>#462</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sure, the last admin and i were on the level about it all. ill write him 
after im done with this paper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. That guy should be blocked from making edits -- he's demonstrated 
many times over that he's not on the level, and now he's sneaking back in to 
make edits he was told he could not make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
08996053 38334 501 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 11:19:48am  
 
<P>One last remark on the irritating comments by 'dcmc': the fact is that 
genocidal comments like you see in the post above were never tolerated at LGF. 
And I mean NEVER. I banned anyone who did it, as soon as I became aware of their 
comments.</P> 
<P>Yes, there were way too many extreme commenters at LGF. It wasn't a simple 
job to clean them out, and I took an enormous amount of shit for doing it, from 
all sides. A lot of those banned assholes are now posting at stalker blogs, 
dedicating large amounts of time to keeping this smear going -- even though THEY 
were the ones responsible for it in the first place.</P> 
<P>But to insinuate that a comment like "the Muslim rats need to be 
exterminated" would ever have been allowed here is extremely 
disingenuous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996093 38334 538 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:06:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/534/8996087" target=_blank>#534</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But honestly, what happened to civility? Why I have to get the wrath of God 
after making a comment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm not God, but my 'wrath' is because you characterized a minor edit 
in an old post, to correct a statement that I knew to be wrong, as being 
"caught" doing something sneaky. I do not accept that framing of this phony 
issue (that originated at one of the stalker's blogs). It's false. There's 
nothing wrong with correcting posts, even old ones. My only mistake, that left 
me open to this ridiculous accusation, was not making a note that the edit had 
been made.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course I have no documentary evidence since I haven't been archiving and 
cross-referencing this site in my spare time. The "Muck the Fuslims" account 
told me to go to hell (for opposing gloating about "security rounds") in 2005, 
MAYBE late 2004.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, it made quite an impression on you if you still remember it. I 
don't. But that person is long gone, and in any case that still doesn't even 
approach the level of "exterminate the rats."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I do remember other bloggers trying to besmirch you because of comments 
on your site and you replying, rightly, that you had nothing to do with 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And as I've written several times previously, no matter how many times a 
blogger repeats that disclaimer, and despite that it's true in a real sense, the 
fact is that to a certain extent a blogger must assume responsibility. And 
allowing comments like "exterminate the rats" is way over that 
line.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996104 38334 541 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:17:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/540/8996101" target=_blank>#540</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I dance around nothing. So if a comment is genocidal it automatically 
besmirches the blogger, but something simply anti-Islam, calling to "muck the 
Fuslims" it doesn't? And if Charles changed his mind on the relevance of 
comments, why isn't he equally as guilty retroactively? Or half as equally as 



guilty if the comments were half as bad? Or shouldn't an honest post on Charles' 
behalf say: "even though people used to make somewhat less offensive comments on 
my blog and they didn't apply to me, I use very bad comments on other blogs and 
conclude without any benefit of the doubt that the comments apply to the other 
bloggers."</P> 
<P>Now that I'm done criticizing someone else and not doing anything 
constructive of my own I'll take a nap or something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You could also look at who runs those blogs, to see if maybe they really DO 
tolerate and encourage those comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996115 38334 545 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:23:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/542/8996105" target=_blank>#542</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Talmud says "you will be judged as you judge others." So there is some 
disingenuity going on somewhere. But not on my part, since I'm not producing 
anything, just criticizing other people's work without offering an 
alternative.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting.</P> 
<P>Is there a Talmud quote about using the Talmud to exonerate yourself from 
disingenuity?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996119 38334 549 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:30:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/547/8996117" target=_blank>#547</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand. Please elaborate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's kind of the ultimate appeal to authority, wouldn't you say? 
Picking out a quote from a sacred book and using it to prove that you're not 
being disingenuous, seems kind of chickenshit to me.</P> 
<P>Not to put too fine a point on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996121 38334 550 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:32:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/543/8996108" target=_blank>#543</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I actually know Pamela Geller.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She is, in fact, batshit insane, but it's going a bit far to say she's 
genocidal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Though I suppose you can find a post of hers disproving me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Easily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996141 38334 560 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:44:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/555/8996133" target=_blank>#555</A> DCMC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/549/8996119" target=_blank>#549</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Not an appeal to authority.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This will quickly turn into a game of "I know you are, but what am I," to 
quote the sage, Pee Wee Herman.</P> 
<P>Yes, it is an appeal to authority. A really obvious one.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And what is this "chickenshit" nonsense? Why am I being subjected to ad 
hominem attacks on this liberal, tolerant blog?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You asked me to elaborate, so I told you exactly what I 
meant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996240 38334 570 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 2:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/568/8996224" target=_blank>#568</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've noticed that the treatment meted out to people who disagree with Charles 
is EXACTLY the same as the old days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It could also be that you're wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997316 38334 590 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 9:48:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/589/8997238" target=_blank>#589</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any reason you're ignoring the very simple explanation in my 
565?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's too busy being traumatized by an insult from an anonymous person that 
happened 7 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997436 38334 594 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 10:56:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/592/8997413" target=_blank>#592</A> 
beartiger</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't say he was traumatized by it, not that what he actually said 
matters, I guess, in the rush to demonize him as a horrible person who dares to 
disagree.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, he didn't "say" he was traumatized, but it's obvious. He's brought up 
that horrible insult at least four times in this thread, while ignoring every 
explanation offered to him in rebuttal to his stupid claims.</P> 
<P>And it's pretty clear you're grinding an axe too, with your idiotic 
"demonization" whine. If you can't stand having your opinions challenged, you're 
at the wrong blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997464 38334 596 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 11:17:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/595/8997458" target=_blank>#595</A> dcmc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The substance of whether Charles was right or wrong in this post is not at 
issue any more.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true. Now you just want to whinge and complain about how persecuted 
you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997471 38334 597 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 11:25:00am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/584/8997048" target=_blank>#584</A> DCMC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You will all notice that despite remaining anonymous, I have not insulted a 
single person...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. You started off by accusing me of being "caught" sneakily editing 
old posts to conceal something -- which is not true, and is extremely insulting. 
Then you proceeded to accuse me of hypocrisy for pointing out the genocidal 
language on right wing sites.</P> 
<P>Then when people pushed back, you started whining about it, and you haven't 
finished yet.</P> 
<P>You've been an arrogant, insulting ass from the very 
beginning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997564 38334 614 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 12:46:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/8997529" target=_blank>#605</A> 
beartiger</EM></P> 
<P>I'm finished putting up with your snide comments. Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997578 38334 620 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 12:56:48pm  
 
<P>'beartiger', by the way, has the same IP address as the banned stalker 
'Fenway_Nation'.</P> 
<P>Coincidence? I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996125 38335 19 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 12:36:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/8996098" target=_blank>#6</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, sort of. Here's his closing...</P> 
<P>I can understand the pacifist argument but it has its own moral bankruptcy. 
Should we have allowed Germany to exterminate the Jews? Were we right to have 
not interfered in Rawanda? Darfur? Each particular conflict has its own pros and 
cons but so sit back, as the richest most powerful country in the world, and 
willfully allow honorific suffering is lazy and selfish. I would also argue that 
as a foreign policy it would be very very stupid.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Agreed - that point got a bit too absolutist. I suspect that if pressed on 
it, Myers would concede the point that absolute pacifism has its own 
problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996255 38335 125 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 2:24:17pm  
 
<P>Really great comments in this thread, folks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996277 38335 145 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 2:36:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/8996259" target=_blank>#128</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fear of violence should you be critical of everyone who might (or might 
not) do something that the crazy guy disagrees with? OR is he really the only 
one responsible for the violence he commits?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Even if there were no fear of violence, I would still condemn Terry Jones and 
anyone else who burns books.</P> 
<P>The violence makes what he did even worse, because he knew his hateful stunt 
would probably cause bloodshed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996286 38335 152 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 2:42:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/8996285" target=_blank>#151</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I condemn the burning of books as well.</P> 
<P>The actual incitement to violence was done by other people thousands of miles 
away from the book burning. I condemn those people more because THEIR incitement 
certainly caused bloodshed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it's your position that those 7 UN workers who were dragged out and 
lynched would have been killed anyway, so we shouldn't criticize Jones so 
much?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996329 38335 191 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 2:56:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/8996312" target=_blank>#175</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and that is the fault of the people who are inciting the crowd to 
violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Including Terry Jones. Or don't you think General Petraeus (who warned Jones 
personally) knows what the hell he's talking about, either?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996382 38335 240 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 3:57:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/229/8996368" target=_blank>#229</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Briefly changing topics... <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/0/8995798" target=_blank>I mentioned 
this morning</A> about Rand Paul's star shining brightly in Iowa on Saturday. 
And now from today:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2011/04/03/Son-Ron-Paul-wont-be-
ignored-this-time/UPI-98631301869247/" target=_blank>Son: Ron Paul won't be 
ignored this time</A></P> 
<P>The GOP is certainly going mad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is definitely another measure of the GOP's lurch to the far 
right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996460 38336 33 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 5:30:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/8996449" target=_blank>#25</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I have to put the picture on the web in order to post it here. Okay. Thank 
you for the information.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you create a page for it you can upload the photo to LGF. Go to LGF Pages 
(big button at top), then click Create A Page in the right column. A window 
opens with the form to post an LGF Page. Click the button at bottom left that 
says "Upload Image," then select and upload the image file.</P> 



<P>Then click the button to insert the image code into the page editing box. 
Give it a title and a category and maybe some kind of description, and submit 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996465 38336 37 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 5:38:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/8996463" target=_blank>#35</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>darn. It did not work. It said no image selected. I will try at another date. 
Thanks.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the standard HTML uploading process, which is actually a common cause of 
confusion. You have to first choose the file on your computer, using the system 
file selector. Then you can click the Upload button. It's a two-step 
process.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08996468 38336 40 Charles Sun, Apr 3, 2011 5:43:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/8996466" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also if the file is too large you get a "no file selected" error. It's 
happened to me before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the standard HTML upload form basically sucks. Bad error-handling 
combined with confusing interface, combined with slightly different 
implementations across browsers.</P> 
<P>It's pretty much the only way to do it, though. There are Flash-based 
solutions, but relying on Flash has its own problems.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997479 38338 63 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 11:32:10am  
 
<P><A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs#replacing_valid_c
ontrib" target=_blank>The stalker who tried to insert false information based on 
a Tim Blair post is back editing the LGF Wikipedia entry</A>, and he's watching 
this site obsessively.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997488 38338 71 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 11:38:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/8997482" target=_blank>#65</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. I just took a very brief look. So much time spend psychoanalyzing 
Charles. One would think people have nothing better to do that sit in front of 
their computer and rant all day and night.</P> 
<P>Come to think of it, I have laundry to fold.. BBL</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was told in no uncertain terms that he would not be allowed to make this 
edit, last year. So he waited until the attention was elsewhere, then came back 
and did the same thing again.</P> 
<P>This is the definition of obsession.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08997585 38338 139 Charles Mon, Apr 4, 2011 12:58:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/8997554" target=_blank>#124</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OCD... and his buddy beartiger.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another stalker sock puppet has been outed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08998840 38341 192 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 11:59:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/8998829" target=_blank>#181</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Egypt eager to drag the entire region into war...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4051939,00.html" 
target=_blank>ElBaradei: We'll fight back if Israel attacks 
Gaza</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although I wouldn't be surprised if this is accurate, right now I'm skeptical 
that ElBaradei's statements are being correctly reported.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08998845 38341 197 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 12:01:01pm  
 
<P>The only source for that statement by ElBaradei is Ynet, and the article is a 
jumbled mess. Something doesn't smell right about this story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08998868 38341 220 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 12:11:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/8998862" target=_blank>#214</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The arabic source of the interview is <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=ar&amp;u=http://www.alw
atanvoice.com/&amp;ei=eWebTaawKJO4sQP40aWVBA&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=re
sult&amp;resnum=1&amp;ved=0CCcQ7gEwAA&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3DDonya%2BAl-
Watan%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG%26biw%3D1280%26bih%3D644%26prmd%3Divns" 
target=_blank>Donya Al-Watan</A> and I don't see the story on their 
site.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find that interview with ElBaradei at the site, 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08998879 38341 231 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 12:16:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/8998873" target=_blank>#225</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm saying the argument that our debt is due to our 2 wars is baloney. If 
we hadn't have gone to war in either place for the last 10 years we still 
wouldn't have saved enough money to make up for 75% of <B>one</B> years 
shortfall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Iraq War costs about $200 million every single day. The total cost is 
estimated to be somewhere around $2 TRILLION dollars.</P> 
<P>If you don't think that has a huge effect on the deficit, you're 
dreaming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08998954 38341 305 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 12:50:52pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/8998925" target=_blank>#276</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I just found it.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.alwatanvoice.com/arabic/old/news/2011/04/01/172451.html" 
target=_blank>www.alwatanvoice.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's the article, and it's titled "ElBaradei: We will declare war on 
Israel if it attacked Gaza". But there's no quote in the article from ElBaradei 
where he actually says those words. This isn't smelling any 
better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999119 38341 467 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 1:57:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/8998984" target=_blank>#334</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The headline may be hyperbole, but the text does tend to support it - when it 
claims that he would support joint Arab defense agreements and stand against 
Israel's aggression against Gaza.</P> 
<P>That would run counter to the Camp David Accords, and it would further 
support that he's trying to curry favor with the Islamists and those Egyptians 
who want to end the CDA. It also posits that he values supporting Hamas over 
continuing peace with Israel.</P> 
<P>I'd say that it is extremely troublesome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree - it is troublesome. However, there's a big difference between saying 
he would support Arab defense agreements, and saying he would "declare war on 
Israel." If he didn't actually say those words (and so far I haven't seen any 
indication that he did), then this story is a blatant exaggeration.</P> 
<P>Again, I wouldn't be surprised if he DID say this, but I also wouldn't be 
surprised if the story has been distorted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999698 38345 15 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 8:22:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/8999691" target=_blank>#9</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they don't see a tiny little contradiction between this and the "Planned 
Parenthood Genocide" claim?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Planet Wingnut, there are no contradictions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999722 38345 34 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 8:33:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/8999717" target=_blank>#31</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good line. It's not overt enough to be considered "open racism" in my eyes. 
It is racist though, that much is very clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please. "Rut like rabbits" is absolutely classic racism. As blatant and 
in your face as it could possibly get.</P> 
<P>He's saying that African Americans are out of control, sex-crazed 
animals.</P> 
<P>It doesn't get any more racist than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999855 38345 163 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 9:14:07pm  



 
<P>By the way -- sometime in the next couple of days, we're going to go over the 
9 million comment mark at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999881 38345 186 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 9:26:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/168/8999860" target=_blank>#168</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next couple of days? Assuming the ID in the comment URL is the post number, 
it seems like it might be closer to a couple of hours. Of course, if those 
numbers don't exactly match, then I've got nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, the ID number doesn't exactly correspond to the number of comments, for 
several technical reasons. It's ahead by several thousand.</P> 
<P>That makes it a bit tricky to figure out which comment will actually be 
#9,000,000.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
08999885 38345 190 Charles Tue, Apr 5, 2011 9:28:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/8999883" target=_blank>#188</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<P>It's under "Statistics" in the left sidebar: 8,996,818 as I 
write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09000574 38347 72 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 10:38:10am  
 
<P>Breaking...</P> 
<P>In search for host with equivalent credibility, Fox will replace Glenn Beck 
with Yahoo Serious. Developing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09000751 38348 2 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 12:17:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9000748" target=_blank>#1</A> chan</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it is. What a disgrace.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001070 38350 18 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:20:03pm  
 
<P>Had to turn on Beck's show -- he's in the middle of an utterly incoherent 
rant tying together all the conspiracies in the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001089 38350 31 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:40:27pm  
 
<P>You know, I've always wanted to put a picture of Yahoo Serious on the LGF 
front page. Finally I had the chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001090 38350 32 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:41:25pm  
 
<P>Beck: socialists and communists and anarchists and Muslims are coming for 
you. Oh, and Nazis too.</P> 
<P>We're so doomed.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09001095 38350 37 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:45:27pm  
 
<P>I haven't watched a full episode of Beck's Comedy Hour in a long time. He 
really HAS lost every credible advertiser. It's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001104 38350 45 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:51:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9001101" target=_blank>#42</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201104060031" target=_blank>Beck 
Suggests Soros Meeting, Unrest In North Africa, And Japan, NZ Earthquakes Aren't 
"Isolated Incident[s]"</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, just watched that. It's pretty obvious where he's headed.</P> 
<P>Antichrist.</P> 
<P>End of the world.</P> 
<P>Aieee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001111 38350 52 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:54:00pm  
 
<P>He's explaining the departure now.</P> 
<P>He says he didn't want to do the show in the first place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001116 38350 56 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 2:55:57pm  
 
<P>Just compared himself to Paul Revere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001165 38350 100 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 3:18:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9001128" target=_blank>#67</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.cnn.com/2011/US/04/06/california.military.crash/" 
target=_blank>2 killed in California F/A-18 crash</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bad news. Sorry to hear about that - condolences to the 
families.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001168 38350 102 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 3:24:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/9001167" target=_blank>#101</A> 
blueraven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Can anyone recommend an online site where I can order a nice gift basket: 
fruit, cheese, wine etc...that will ship fast and is good 
quality?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/gp/redirect.html?ie=UTF8&amp;location=http%3A%2F%2Fw
ww.amazon.com%2Fs%3Fie%3DUTF8%26redirect%3Dtrue%26ref_%3Dsr_nr_i_0%26keywords%3D
gift%2520basket%2520fruit%2520cheese%2520wine%26qid%3D1302128534%26rh%3Dk%253Agi
ft%2520basket%2520fruit%2520cheese%2520wine%252Ci%253Agrocery&amp;tag=littlegree



nfo-20&amp;linkCode=ur2&amp;camp=1789&amp;creative=390957" target=_blank>Amazon 
has a very nice selection.</A> I just bought someone a gift basket from there 
myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001664 38352 7 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 6:31:08pm  
 
<P>The Tea Party ? Donald's hair.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001668 38352 9 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 6:32:35pm  
 
<P>Most people don't know this, but Donald's coif is a direct copy of Thomas 
Jefferson's do. He has founding father hair.</P> 
<P>David Barton told me, so it must be true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001681 38352 17 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 6:35:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9001672" target=_blank>#10</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it true people have witnessed an image of Jesus in his 
hair?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Donald could really lock up the nomination if he follows up the 
Birtherism with some good ol' Rushdoony-style religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09001737 38352 50 Charles Wed, Apr 6, 2011 6:50:22pm  
 
<P>Breaking: The Donald has investigators on the ground in Hawaii - and you 
<EM>won't believe</EM> what they're discovering about the Impersonator in 
Chief!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thepage.time.com/2011/04/06/trump%E2%80%99s-hawaii-
investigation/" target=_blank>thepage.time.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09002791 38353 548 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 10:52:04am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9002222" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Shropshire_Slasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I thank God every day for my sobriety. I take offense at calling people 
who believe in God superstitious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good thing I didn't do that. But feel free to take offense 
anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09003005 38355 60 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 12:59:18pm  
 
<P>We're now about 60 comments away from 9 million...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09003022 38355 71 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 1:08:34pm  
 



<P>You can find the true comment number by subtracting 3064 from the comment ID, 
which you can see if you click the relative comment number to open the comment 
in an individual window. The ID is in the URL.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09003035 38355 77 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 1:14:36pm  
 
<P>To put it the other way, the ID of comment 9M will be 
9003064.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09003084 38355 116 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 1:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/9003064" target=_blank>#102</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>booger</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I probably won't be featuring the 9 millionth comment on the front 
page. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09003128 38356 33 Charles Thu, Apr 7, 2011 1:40:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9003105" target=_blank>#18</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well, interracial could be too big a word for them to understand...always 
good to answer not sure in those instances.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I doubt there are many people in Mississippi who don't know what interracial 
marriage is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09004260 38359 2 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 12:09:25am  
 
<P>For comment 10 million, I think I won't even mention it's 
approaching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09004264 38359 4 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 12:17:18am  
 
<P>Meanwhile ... get a load of <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs" 
target=_blank>who's been administrating the LGF page at Wikipedia</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, I've taken a closer look at the edits in question (represented by this 
diff). I'm not going to make any changes myself as I have a slight conflict of 
interest as a booted former LGF commenter, and don't really want to get involved 
except as an observer. But, for the record, it seems to me that the "alteration 
and deletion" section, at least, needs to be rewritten in a less accusatory and 
more neutral tone. Notanipokay seems to be trying to wave a bloody shirt here. 
While I approve, to some degree and for personal reasons, of the idea of seeing 
CJ portrayed as a buffoon, I have to point out that it's simply not 
encyclopedic. Let's stick to the facts and apply as little slant as possible. 
Mark Shaw (talk) 21:11, 5 April 2011 (UTC)</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09004692 38359 322 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 10:09:28am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/9004641" target=_blank>#279</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think there's much fake about this. It Looks like the Republicans are 
willing to crash the economy unless we implement their social agenda. If they go 
through with the shutdown (which seems likely at this point) there's not much of 
a way for them to backdown and save face. If it's a long shutdown it could do 
serious damage to the recovery. I think it's a very dangerous 
situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been saying all along that the Republican Party really <EM>has</EM> gone 
insane enough to shut down the government in the midst of a financial crisis -- 
and not over fiscal issues, but over abortion, NPR, and the EPA.</P> 
<P>The GOP is run by extremists. They are now actively turning into real enemies 
of the country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005131 38360 332 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 1:20:32pm  
 
<P>GOP Teabagger now on CNN, insisting that Planned Parenthood does use federal 
funds for abortion.</P> 
<P>This is apparently all over the right wing sites and Fox News -- they're 
actually putting out a BLATANT LIE, because all these people know damned well 
that PP is forbidden by law from doing this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005187 38361 14 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 1:39:48pm  
 
<P>Rush sounds like the kind of guy who frequently uses hookers. Totally 
objectifies and dehumanizes women.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005200 38361 23 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 1:44:47pm  
 
<P>Michele Bachmann may have just caved on the shutdown:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/MicheleBachmann/statuses/56456483503751168" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am ready for a big fight that will change the arc of history. The current 
fight in Washington is not that fight [Link: <A href="http://tiny.cc/whj7s" 
target=_blank>tiny.cc...</A>] #tcot</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005240 38361 57 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 2:03:29pm  
 
<P>Rush's caller (who first came out with the 'close her legs' line) concludes 
with this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm hoping that we can get 'em all out and turn this country back to a 
Christian country, a God-fearin' country, where uh uh we can balance our budget 
and have some people up there with some common sense and some brains. 
Again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005410 38361 194 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 3:48:06pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/9005403" target=_blank>#188</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If there is no shutdown today I will also be relieved but still pissed. The 
Republicans have already decided if there will be a shutdown or not but they 
aren't going to tell the rest of the country until the last minute. I think 
they're playing a game and it's shitty thing to do to our soldiers and their 
families. It's shitty and heartless.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vote Republican -- Shitty and Heartless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005418 38361 201 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 3:52:08pm  
 
<P>The entire right wing blogosphere is howling for Planned Parenthood's blood 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005436 38361 216 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:03:26pm  
 
<P>I've been exploring the fever swamps, like the blog of the Family Research 
Council:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thecloakroomblog.com/" 
target=_blank>www.thecloakroomblog.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>For the FRC, abortion is THE issue driving a shutdown. The whole front page 
is full of posts slamming "abortion giant" Planned Parenthood.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005448 38361 227 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:07:23pm  
 
<P>I haven't seen the religious right this worked up in, well ... 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005497 38361 274 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:25:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/9005490" target=_blank>#267</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been using the Chrome browser off and on for a couple of days. It 
doesn't zip you back up to the comment you're replying to, which makes me miss 
giving some deserved updings. Or am I doing it wrong?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let me test that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005523 38361 295 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:33:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/9005497" target=_blank>#274</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, let me test that out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005527 38361 299 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:34:29pm  
 
<P>Works OK in Safari. I'll check Chrome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09005596 38361 366 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:51:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/9005588" target=_blank>#358</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess ... Reload?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't change anything. I don't know why it isn't working for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005604 38361 374 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:53:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/9005599" target=_blank>#369</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.microsoft.com/typography/cleartype/tuner/step1.aspx" 
target=_blank>www.microsoft.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Won't give you Mac-like fonts, but you can adjust it a 
<EM>little</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah - I know about that Cleartype panel. I was hoping there was something 
that actually worked.</P> 
<P>Seriously. You Windows users put up with some pretty crappy looking 
type.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005610 38361 378 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 4:54:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/371/9005601" target=_blank>#371</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eh, maybe I'll go back to Firefox.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll give it a try with Windows XP ... is that what you're 
using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005628 38361 395 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:05:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/390/9005622" target=_blank>#390</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe if I check the little box that says, "Return after posting reply", that 
might help?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005629 38361 396 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:06:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/392/9005625" target=_blank>#392</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On that note, I think I'll slink on home and come back tomorrow when it's 
forgotten...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. If you check it, the next time you reply it remembers and comes up 
checked again. Uses a cookie to save the state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005636 38361 403 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:11:20pm  



 
<P>Look out. Pamela Geller has some very serious competition in the crazy-eyed 
angry female wingnut category...</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/_LCLDjPNpf4&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005649 38361 416 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:15:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/413/9005646" target=_blank>#413</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You sat through 15 minutes of this?!?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bacon bookmarks. Very creative bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005651 38361 418 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:16:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/417/9005650" target=_blank>#417</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She has nice hair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pulled so tight on the right side, it's warping her 
brain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005653 38361 420 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:17:18pm  
 
<P>This is the kind of stuff you find when you start browsing around right wing 
blogs and clicking links. Yeesh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005662 38361 429 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:19:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/423/9005656" target=_blank>#423</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tried that once, but after about 10 minutes of self-torture, I had to close 
the links. One can only take so much bile and hatred before they have to pop a 
few nitroglycerin pills.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I reminded myself why I don't do that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09005668 38361 435 Charles Fri, Apr 8, 2011 5:21:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/427/9005660" target=_blank>#427</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Think how I, who was aware of its existence, feel.</P> 
<P>/really slinking home now...later, lizards. Be nice to the 
hatchling.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's OK, I always love booting up in XP Pro.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09006940 38363 59 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2011 11:41:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9006922" target=_blank>#43</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Hamas truce goes as predicted...<A 
href="http://www.jpost.com/Defense/Article.aspx?id=215857" target=_blank>Rockets 
fired from Gaza bombard Ashkelon, western Negev</A></P> 
<P>Israel Air Force Identifies Terrorist Squad Firing from Cemetery in 
Sajaiya</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're trying to provoke another massive retaliation from Israel, because 
they think with Mubarak gone they would get support from Egypt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09006962 38363 79 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2011 12:14:59pm  
 
<P>Got two emails last night that LGF is causing Internet Explorer 7 to 
crash.</P> 
<P>I had to uninstall IE8 in Windows Vista to revert to IE7, but when I finally 
got that to work, sure enough... IE7 crashes trying to load LGF.</P> 
<P>I'll get Stinky to investigate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09007059 38363 164 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2011 2:49:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/9007033" target=_blank>#138</A> 
prononymous</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, a virtual machine could really help in these situations. That way 
you can just run a VM for each of the configurations/browsers that you rarely 
use and never have to even touch the config of any of your installed OSes. And 
you can easily clone/backup VMs so altering a config and really screwing stuff 
up is basically a non-issue as well.</P> 
<P>My dream is nearly here where OSes are reduced to the level of libraries. The 
future is now. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I already use. I have separate VMs for XP, Vista, and Windows 7, 
and I thought I had Explorer 6, 7, and 8 installed, respectively. But one of 
those automatic updates in the endless series of updates that happens nearly 
every time you boot up Windows went ahead and updated IE to version 8, in the 
Vista VM, without my knowledge. Hate it when that happens. That's why I had to 
uninstall version 8.</P> 
<P>The IE7 crashing problem is very strange, though. I completely disabled all 
Javascript and that didn't fix it. Turned off ads, didn't fix it. The crash 
report says it's crashing in mshtml.dll, which suggests some bad HTML code, but 
the page validates perfectly with the WC3 validator.</P> 
<P>Puzzling.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09007321 38364 3 Charles Sat, Apr 9, 2011 6:12:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9007317" target=_blank>#2</A> Targetpractice, Worst 
of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Baby Assad just following in his old man's footsteps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hama_massacre" target=_blank>It worked 
for Dad.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09008148 38365 457 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 11:00:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/451/9008140" target=_blank>#451</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.frumforum.com/a-great-week-for-the-gop" 
target=_blank>David Frum</A>:</P> 
<P>In other words...</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Frum is letting his partisanship cloud his judgment again.</P> 
<P>The right wing base had NOTHING to do with Glenn Beck leaving Fox. He wasn't 
repudiated -- the most important factor in his show being canceled was the loss 
of tens of millions of dollars in advertising.</P> 
<P>And Birtherism is not being "quarantined" in the GOP -- it's running rampant. 
That article is complete crapola.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008160 38365 467 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 11:11:50am  
 
<P>Birtherism == Racism.</P> 
<P>Period.</P> 
<P>I no longer have any doubt about this whatsoever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008164 38365 471 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 11:13:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/461/9008153" target=_blank>#461</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More like Trump has, for his own reasons, decided to be the birther stalking 
horse, and take some of that spotlight away from the other candidates (who will 
still benefit from the message).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My point is that there's no sign at all that Birtherism is being 
"quarantined." Every poll shows that it's spreading, not getting less. David 
Frum is indulging in pure wishful thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008177 38365 482 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 11:26:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/479/9008173" target=_blank>#479</A> 
rightcancuck</EM></P> 
<P>Sure, she said she "believed" Obama was born in Hawaii. That's all it takes 
to convince some people that she really isn't pandering to Birthers, 
apparently.</P> 
<P>Never mind that the rest of what she said was all about validating the 
Birthers and parroting their talking points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008299 38366 23 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 12:19:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9008289" target=_blank>#16</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>One of the saddest and most pathetically silly right wing talking points is 
that people "hate" Sarah Palin.</P> 
<P>They know it's bullshit, of course. They just say it to pump each other up. 
Nobody else buys it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09008318 38366 35 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 12:26:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9008305" target=_blank>#26</A> windsword</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think fighting for the social issues in the budget was insanity, it 
was an intentional, fairly common technique to get more money.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, it was.</P> 
<P>But I guess I'm still enough of a political outsider to find these kinds of 
tactics incredibly cynical. I understand why they do it, but it doesn't change 
the fact that it really, really sucks. And one of the reasons our political 
system is in big trouble is because this kind of cynicism is so widespread and 
accepted, instead of denounced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008628 38367 5 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 3:42:57pm  
 
<P>New feature in LGF Search - you can now choose to search either comments for 
articles or comments for Pages.</P> 
<P>I finally got around to fixing the bug that stopped comments in Pages from 
appearing, and ended up separating the two types of comments into two options, 
to make it easier to distinguish them.</P> 
<P>The feature used to work before I redesigned LGF Pages, but it was a little 
confusing because the comments for Pages would appear mixed in with comments for 
articles. This simplifies things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008661 38367 17 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 3:59:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9008646" target=_blank>#10</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, did the 9 millionth comment include those in the pages?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes -- all the comments are in one database table.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008836 38368 8 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 6:24:01pm  
 
<P><A href="http://chickswithstevebuscemeyes.tumblr.com/page/3" 
target=_blank>Chicks With Steve Buscemeyes</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008841 38368 12 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 6:25:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9008837" target=_blank>#9</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the address bar of your browser, type "illuminati" backwards, and add a 
.com at the end...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, now they're just fucking with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09008887 38368 47 Charles Sun, Apr 10, 2011 7:30:53pm  
 
<P>Blackest Eyes.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Q51FQqPF9yA&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09009379 38370 44 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2011 11:17:36am  
 
<P>Here we go -- another week packed with right wing lunacy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09009485 38371 72 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2011 12:02:59pm  
 
<P>OT - for those of you who've been following the ongoing attempt to insert 
false negative information into the LGF Wikipedia page (based on a blog post by 
Tim Blair that links to a stalker site), check out the latest posts on the LGF 
Discussion page from Mark Shaw, who's been actively editing and administrating 
the page, and from the stalker who keeps inserting the false section even though 
he's been told not to:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk:Little_Green_Footballs#replacing_valid_c
ontrib" target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I've left a note on the Talk page for SpikeToronto, who stepped in previously 
to revert this defamatory edit, but so far he has not replied.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User_talk:SpikeToronto#a_friendly_heads-up" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm not sure about Wikipedia protocol, but I believe it's not appropriate for 
me to get personally involved in the Discussion for the page on my site. But 
it's really outrageous what's going on here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09009937 38374 5 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2011 6:03:31pm  
 
<P>Until I saw this video today, I never knew that the most memorable moment in 
Neil Innes' astounding solo was played with his teeth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09009938 38374 6 Charles Mon, Apr 11, 2011 6:04:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9009935" target=_blank>#3</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm kind of sad to be leaving a thread with the word 'vagina' in its 
title.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's our first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09010551 38376 16 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 9:51:55am  
 
<P>Notice that Mitt Romney's support is falling drastically.</P> 
<P>It's crazy time for the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09010582 38376 46 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 10:04:10am  
 
<P>Even if Trump is just a "sideshow," notice who's tied with him for first.</P> 
<P>Religious fanatic Mike Huckabee.</P> 
<P>And Romney is dropping like a rock.</P> 
<P>This is the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09010588 38376 52 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 10:07:00am  
 
<P>Huckabee's strategy of going on Fox News and portraying himself as a kindly 
old uncle type, playing the bass and relating cornpone pseudo-wisdom, has really 
worked. He built up a lot of support among the religious right with help from 
Fox, and that's why he's polling so high now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09010617 38376 80 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 10:18:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9010613" target=_blank>#76</A> baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Opinion. And I'm not painting an entire group of people nuts or racist based 
off one silly poll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently, you missed the last two years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09010630 38376 93 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 10:22:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9010613" target=_blank>#76</A> baier</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Opinion. And I'm not painting an entire group of people nuts or racist based 
off one silly poll.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, so let's take a look at a few other recent polls:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38352_Donald_Trumps_Birther_Lunacy
_is_Working_(Big_Time)" target=_blank>NBC/WSJ poll: Trump tied for 2nd in 2012 
GOP field</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38243_Gallup_Poll_Confirms-
_Crazies_Rule_the_GOP" target=_blank>Gallup Poll Confirms: Crazies Rule the 
GOP</A><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38087_New_Poll-
_51_of_Likely_GOP_Voters_Are_Birthers" target=_blank>New Poll: 51% of Likely GOP 
Voters Are Birthers</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37839_Pew_Poll-
_Majority_of_Republicans_Are_Global_Warming_Deniers" target=_blank>Pew Poll: 
Majority of Republicans Are Global Warming Deniers</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37741_New_Gallup_Poll-
_Majority_of_Republicans_Are_Young_Earth_Creationists" target=_blank>New Gallup 
Poll: Majority of Republicans Are Young Earth Creationists</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09010653 38376 112 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 10:33:43am  
 
<P>I will be voting for Barack Obama in 2012. At this point, I seriously doubt 
that I'll ever vote for a Republican again. The party is hopelessly corrupt, 
hopelessly anti-science, and completely controlled by religious 
fanatics.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09011375 38379 39 Charles Tue, Apr 12, 2011 8:31:48pm  
 
<P>Just go away. You people make me sick.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012725 38383 107 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 2:49:29pm  
 
<P>Wow, we still have a couple of Birthers hanging around, I see.</P> 



<P>Don't bother trying to bring up facts or logic, folks. They're not going to 
read anything you write.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012749 38383 108 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 3:00:33pm  
 
<P>I have a theory about the predilection of Birthers and other kooks to leave 
their rants on inactive or dead threads. I believe that subconsciously, they 
realize that they're about to type something mind-bogglingly dumb and post it on 
the Internet where everyone in the world can see it, and so they're torn between 
two conflicting compulsions: to blather about Birtherism, and to avoid 
embarrassing themselves. So they deal with the disconnect and cognitive 
dissonance by posting at the end of a thread that comparatively few people will 
read, preferably a day or more after the blog has moved on to newer 
subjects.</P> 
<P>This way, they get the obsessive's satisfaction of having the last word, and 
also mitigate the conflicting need to avoid embarrassment at the sheer stupidity 
of that last word.</P> 
<P>That is my theory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09011997 38385 40 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 10:55:05am  
 
<P>Transcript of the speech:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/plum-line/post/obama-
speech-open-thread/2011/03/03/AFzwX9WD_blog.html" 
target=_blank>www.washingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012015 38385 52 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 10:58:11am  
 
<P>This is the kind of idiocy being posted at Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All I hear is "we want your money to fund a Muslim takeover of the world". 
#tcot #teaparty</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are there so many insane people on the right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012083 38385 115 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 11:15:06am  
 
<P>Awesome speech. He's not pulling any punches. About time.</P> 
<P>The wingnuts on Twitter are completely losing it.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama just said he wants America to be like China, Korea, and 
Brazil</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012121 38385 152 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 11:24:35am  
 
<P>You are going to hear such a howl of outrage from the right wing after this. 
The wingnut blogs are going to shriek like wounded banshees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012205 38385 234 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 11:45:09am  
 
<P>Stalinist?</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09012732 38387 96 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 2:52:30pm  
 
<P>A couple of Birthers showed up in last night's dead thread:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38383_Time_to_Stop_Candy-
Coating_It-_Birtherism_Is_Racism/comments/" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I had no idea there were actually still a few Birthers with LGF accounts who 
hadn't flounced.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012753 38387 115 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 3:03:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/108/9012749" target=_blank>I 
have a theory about the predilection of Birthers and other kooks to leave their 
rants on inactive or dead threads.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09012982 38388 13 Charles Wed, Apr 13, 2011 5:53:03pm  
 
<P>Apex predators have the cutest babies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09013788 38390 22 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 10:59:13am  
 
<P>Many Protestant groups do not oppose contraception, but if you examine the 
platforms of nearly every religious right group with "Family" in their name, 
they're universally opposed to contraception.</P> 
<P>This is one of the main reasons why they're rabidly obsessed with Planned 
Parenthood. It's not just about abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09013992 38392 6 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 1:38:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9013978" target=_blank>#1</A> Virginia 
Plain</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another reason why not to use your Facebook or Twitter accounts to log in to 
comment on blogs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, when you log in to a blog site via Facebook or Twitter, your 
password isn't given to the blog site. It uses a protocol called OAuth, that 
exchanges "tokens" instead of passwords; it's more secure.</P> 
<P>I think the article is referring to Facebook and Twitter passwords for 
Wordpress admins, and possibly their VIP clients -- not for people who've simply 
logged in via Facebook/Twitter to post on a Wordpress blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09013999 38392 12 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 1:42:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9013995" target=_blank>#9</A> Simply Sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, good. I had hoped and expected it to function that way, since that's 
about the only sane way (That or something similar) to handle it. The wording in 
the article was vague, so I wasn't sure what it was saying...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Also, when you log in via Facebook/Twitter, the tokens that the blog gets are 
unique; they're not useable on other blogs. So even if a hacker does get the 
tokens used in one blog, it doesn't help gain access to other 
accounts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09014007 38392 19 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 1:45:57pm  
 
<P>I highly recommend <A href="http://agilewebsolutions.com/onepassword" 
target=_blank>1Password</A>. It lets you use completely different, very strong 
random passwords for every website you visit, without having to remember them 
all. Very cool application. I use it on the iPhone and the Mac 
desktop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09014229 38393 7 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 5:45:31pm  
 
<P>"Atlas Shrugged" gets the very rare 0% rating from Rotten Tomatoes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/atlas_shrugged_part_i/" 
target=_blank>www.rottentomatoes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I'm amazed anyone even tried to make a film out of that turgid pile of 
ideologically silly crap. If it were me, the 0% would also apply to the 
book.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09014241 38393 18 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 5:54:52pm  
 
<P>"Atlas Shrugged" is one of the few books I've read that I actually feel 
hostile towards. There was something deeply wrong with Ayn Rand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09014268 38394 12 Charles Thu, Apr 14, 2011 6:19:09pm  
 
<P>Kyl's falsehood was entered into the Congressional Record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09015862 38398 6 Charles Fri, Apr 15, 2011 6:49:24pm  
 
<P>LGF registration is open tonight - if you know someone who's been wanting to 
get in, give them a heads-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09015880 38398 11 Charles Fri, Apr 15, 2011 6:56:24pm  
 
<P>If there's a heaven for guitar players, Stevie Ray is smiling down on 
Joe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09015950 38398 47 Charles Fri, Apr 15, 2011 7:32:24pm  
 
<P>There's been another very large earthquake in Japan...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09018465 38399 552 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 5:39:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/548/9017688" target=_blank>#548</A> 
unrememberable</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Would it be unfair to draw any inference from the fact that one of the 
highest rated comments on this thread is one consisting of the two words 
F.U.?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The inference you should draw is that there are much better ways to spend 
your time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016629 38400 1 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 11:37:27am  
 
<P>Breitbart introduced Sarah Palin by screaming "Go to hell! Go to hell! Go to 
hell!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016645 38400 15 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 11:41:23am  
 
<P>Palin lied blatantly about "violent rent-a-mobs" trashing the capitol 
building. Never happened.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016721 38400 90 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 12:01:47pm  
 
<P>Two excellent new GOP slogans emerged today, courtesy of Breitbart and Palin: 
"Go to hell!" and "Fight like a girl!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016736 38400 105 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 12:10:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/9016734" target=_blank>#103</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bill Ayers wrote Obama's book!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's birth certificate had secret brain surgery, then wrote Bill Ayers's 
book!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016923 38401 53 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 1:39:07pm  
 
<P>The LGF comment thread about the witch doctor picture, nearly two years 
ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34267_Disgusting_Racist_of_the_Day
/comments/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Ugh. A lot of the people making excuses in that thread are now 
stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09016946 38401 73 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 2:05:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9016933" target=_blank>#62</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jim Nolte of Big Hollywood must be on another bender.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The nice thing about using Tweetdeck is its Global Filter feature. I just add 
people like Nolte to the filter list and I never see a single stupid insult they 
spew.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09018449 38401 170 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 5:06:52pm  
 
<P>I'm really getting a distinct odor of troll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09018482 38401 179 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 6:04:33pm  
 
<P>The smell's not getting any better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09018490 38401 182 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 6:11:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/9018489" target=_blank>#181</A> 
unrememberable</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to ask which parts about my post #178 you disagree 
with...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you would.</P> 
<P>I'd like to ask you if you've ever been registered at LGF with a different 
name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09018492 38401 184 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 6:14:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/9018491" target=_blank>#183</A> 
unrememberable</EM></P> 
<P>And on that poignant note, I bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09018495 38401 187 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 6:16:34pm  
 
<P>And now I await the inevitable hate mail followup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017141 38402 87 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 4:35:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9017124" target=_blank>#71</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good God you should read the crap these psychos Tweet to Charles. A lot are 
still stuck on the ponytail thing. What a bunch of slack jawed regressive 
dipshits. It's 2011. No one gives a fuck about ponytails except for wingnuts I 
reckon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/informedblackmn/status/59388525103169536" 
target=_blank>You mean, like this one, from "informedblackmn?"</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Nice ponytail. Are you accepting donations at your website for 
your sex-change operation? 
#uglyhippiesarerediculous</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017142 38402 88 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 4:35:32pm  
 
<P>I just add them to the Global Filter after one tweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017145 38402 91 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 4:38:58pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/9017144" target=_blank>#90</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly who I was referring to. What a creep. I <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/Gus_802/status/59395995397660672" 
target=_blank>responded</A> to the idiot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure there are a lot more -- I saw some retweets of a bunch of insults 
from that chucklehead Jim Nolte. Whenever Breitbart or his suck-up Nolte do 
this, there are a dozen or so drooling knuckle-draggers who chime in; a lot of 
the worst ones are already in my global filter, so it's very easy to ignore them 
because I never see them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017447 38402 385 Charles Sat, Apr 16, 2011 6:33:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/9017412" target=_blank>#350</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't think. I'm going to report the comment and ask Charles to delete 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, you asked. The answer is no.</P> 
<P>If you didn't mean to say that, explain what you did mean to 
say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017865 38404 12 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 10:29:52am  
 
<P>I knew Hot Air's audience was getting nuttier and nuttier, but when did they 
get overrun by Birthers?</P> 
<P>A hate mailer sent me this link to let me know that Allahpundit was 
"apparently as sociopathic as you."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/04/15/jon-meacham-lets-undo-
the-birther-horror-by-repealing-the-natural-born-citizen-clause/" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017869 38404 15 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 10:36:06am  
 
<P>Wow. I don't believe how crazy that Hot Air thread is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017886 38404 31 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 10:46:58am  
 
<P>Allahpundit is in an abusive relationship with his own readers.</P> 
<P>I'd feel sorry for him if he wasn't such a dick himself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017968 38404 107 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 11:46:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/9017951" target=_blank>#93</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<P>I feel your pain.</P> 
<P>About "nuking the world" -- they're already saying that.</P> 
<P>Check this Hot Air comment page, in which a commenter says that when Barack 
Obama is revealed as the imposter/traitor he is, he'll react by ordering a 
nuclear strike ... on America.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/04/15/jon-meacham-lets-undo-
the-birther-horror-by-repealing-the-natural-born-citizen-clause/comment-page-
2/#comments" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he DOES release it <EM>[the birth certificate]</EM> it could very likely 
cost him his freedom. A friend of mine pointed out a year ago that if he 
knowingly usurps the office of Presidency, and swears the oath of office, he has 
effectively committed treason. He would have by his “affirmative act” of taking 
the office that he KNOWS he’s not eligible for, INTENTIONALLY committed treason 
against the nation.</P> 
<P>Yeah, i’m thinking he may not show that birth certificate no matter what he 
is threatened with. I likewise think some people in Hawaii and the DNC may be 
going to jail if that thing ever gets into the public eye.</P> 
<P>I literally expect him to order Nuke strikes on the country before he 
releases anything which will put him in prison.</P> 
<P>DiogenesLamp on April 15, 2011 at 11:25 PM</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller has also spread this creepy meme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09017973 38404 112 Charles Sun, Apr 17, 2011 11:51:01am  
 
<P>Here's the Shrieking Harpy's version of "nuke the world:"</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36709_Pamela_Geller-
_Obama_is_Planning_to_Nuke_the_US" target=_blank>Pamela Geller: Obama is 
Planning to Nuke the US</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019221 38407 479 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 12:21:12pm  
 
<P>The right wing is very much in favor of people making money by exploiting and 
destroying the environment.</P> 
<P>Making money by helping protect the environment is evil, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09021416 38407 484 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 7:26:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/483/9021358" target=_blank>#483</A> mph</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Very few profit more from the status quo than Al Gore.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oil company executives make vastly larger amounts of money than Al 
Gore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019085 38408 22 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 9:49:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9019082" target=_blank>#19</A> Lawrence 
Schmerel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It sounds to me like Juan Williams is saying that the Republican candidates 
and Haley Barbour are the ones saying the offense, crazy stuff.</P> 
<P>And, Chris Wallace does not like the way Juan Williams is looking at 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes - I didn't write that very clearly. Perino is the one who calls Obama 
"crazy and offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019095 38408 28 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 10:10:09am  
 



<P>Sheesh. I just took a look around a few right wing blogs (feeling 
masochistic, I guess) and the fail is all over the place today.</P> 
<P>Check out this post at Patterico's wingnut site, by the always delightfully 
crazed Aaron Worthing, whining furiously that climate denier Anthony Watts 
ripped off one of his idiotic anti-science posts:</P> 
<P><A href="http://patterico.com/2011/04/18/watts-up-with-taking-content-
without-attribution/" target=_blank>Patterico's Pontifications » Watts Up With 
Taking Content Without Attribution?</A></P> 
<P>They're reduced to fighting over who owns the stupidity.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019114 38408 45 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 10:27:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9019101" target=_blank>#33</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bonus stupidity from that:</P> 
<P>UTC? <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordinated_Universal_Time" 
target=_blank>What on earth could that be?</A> Sumpin Asian I guess, 
hyuck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those Chinee furriners are stealin' our time!</P> 
<P>Worthing's whole post is mind-numbingly dim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019116 38408 47 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 10:28:45am  
 
<P>He's never heard of UTC, but he feels qualified to dismiss the conclusions of 
the entire world's climate scientists.</P> 
<P>This is the wingnut mind in a nutshell. Emphasis on "nut."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019120 38408 51 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 10:30:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9019117" target=_blank>#48</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. Seriously? My posts getting eaten is getting old. WTF?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The blockquote tag wasn't closed...</P> 
<P>Preview is your friend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019172 38408 95 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 11:07:12am  
 
<P>Yeah, I think I'm gonna have to post about this one. It's too juicy to pass 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019203 38409 9 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 11:59:18am  
 
<P>Worthing won't be able to resist responding with a blast of hatred. Should be 
a hoot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019217 38409 21 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 12:15:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9019214" target=_blank>#19</A> Cankles 
McCellulite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Wow. I have always found German to be a brusk sounding language anyways. Even 
'i love you' sounds like a threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/hSwJ2rjUSdc&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019274 38409 65 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 1:11:00pm  
 
<P>As usual, Worthings' been tweeting stupid comments to me -- he suddenly 
demands that I answer him about why I didn't comment on Cat Stevens being at the 
Jon Stewart rally.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/AaronWorthing/statuses/60069425595957248" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And of course, I did:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/194/8734399" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019327 38410 16 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 1:56:16pm  
 
<P>I'm having a great time getting Aaron Worthing worked up on Twitter. What a 
tool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019396 38410 70 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 2:29:36pm  
 
<P>Aaron Worthing tweeted about a dozen times that I 'tried to get Patterico 
fired' from his job as a deputy DA. Where the hell did they get this from? I 
never said anything like that at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019420 38410 86 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 2:41:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9019405" target=_blank>#76</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I already reminded the birdbrain that RS McCain and Jeff Goldstein went at it 
with Patterico a couple of years ago. How soon they forget. Plus Patterico was 
mentioned in the New York Times in the past. It's the same old victim bullshit 
the wingnuts try to pull on you. They tried to lay that same blame on me as you 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His name is public knowledge. If he's going to viciously attack me and spread 
falsehoods about me, using my real name, I see absolutely no reason why I should 
refrain from pointing out that the guy writing that stuff is named Patrick Frey, 
and he works as a deputy DA in Los Angeles.</P> 
<P>But since he brought it up, I find it interesting that he doesn't seem to be 
concerned about the effect on his job of posting stuff like <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/37961_Quote_of_the_Day" 
target=_blank>this</A>. Public officials have been fired for a lot 
less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019456 38411 19 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 3:09:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9019450" target=_blank>#14</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: All of my SF friends just said there was a little 
earthquake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A 3.8 earthquake in San Francisco along the San Andreas fault: [Link: <A 
href="http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqscanv/FaultMaps/122-
38.html" target=_blank>earthquake.usgs.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019517 38411 69 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 4:02:32pm  
 
<P>Almost unbelievable:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=obama+as+monke
y&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;tbm=isch&amp;source=og&amp;sa=N&amp;hl=en&amp;tab=wi&amp;biw=1218&amp;bih=
1464" target=_blank>obama as monkey - Google Search</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019649 38412 14 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 5:50:47pm  
 
<P>I guess Todd Rundgren had better stay out of France too:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/hxW4U-SOqN8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019668 38412 32 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:02:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9019661" target=_blank>#25</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<P>The very fact that the reaction to Serrano's photo was so vehement proves the 
power of the artwork.</P> 
<P>If you didn't know you were looking at urine, what would you think of it? 
Suppose this was presented as a photo that had been manipulated to give it that 
stressed golden look?</P> 
<P>One of art's functions, if it has to have a function (which I would dispute), 
is that it can make your brain do more than sit there on idle. Andres Serrano 
succeeded at this, more than most artists could dream of.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019686 38412 49 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:13:09pm  
 
<P>The throwbacks who staged this attack are exactly like the mobs who rioted 
and killed people over the Danish Mohammed cartoons. And when they start 
terrorizing people in public places to do this, there's a very real problem 
brewing.</P> 
<P>This is not the only sign of a dangerous rightward lurch in France. The 
forces of atavism are on the march in Europe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019772 38412 132 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:35:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/9019763" target=_blank>#123</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>i had no idea that urine was such a powerful disruptive 
force</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Human secretions are deeply connected to human emotions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019821 38412 179 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:46:33pm  
 
<P>Art is whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019824 38412 182 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:47:47pm  
 
<P>If you don't want to call it "art," don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019829 38412 187 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:48:43pm  
 
<P>But I might.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019846 38412 203 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:54:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/9019843" target=_blank>#201</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It used to be better than that.</P> 
<P>There is still beauty however.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree. It was always like it is now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019872 38412 227 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 6:59:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/9019861" target=_blank>#216</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think if you go back 6 to 8 hundred years it is different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure ... because they used to kill people like Andres Serrano back 
then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019884 38412 238 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 7:04:46pm  
 
<P>Now they symbolically kill Serrano by destroying his art.</P> 
<P>And threaten very real people with weapons in the process. What if a guard 
challenged them? Would they have injured or killed to do what they did?</P> 
<P>The answer has to be yes. You don't invade the public space of a 
controversial artwork like this to destroy it, without being prepared to 
kill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019965 38412 317 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 7:28:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/306/9019954" target=_blank>#306</A> samgak</EM></P> 
<P>For a large part of human history, Christians did indeed act exactly "like 
Muslims," if that's intended to mean barbaric torture and brutal 
suppression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09019992 38412 343 Charles Mon, Apr 18, 2011 7:35:15pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/9019979" target=_blank>#331</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is dangerous because some Christians are going to come to believe that 
if they want the deference afforded Islam, they need to act like Muslims when 
offended.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. They just need to act like Christians used to act when they had the 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020636 38414 24 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 10:30:11am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9020632" target=_blank>#20</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>520 bucks an hour?Damn!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Boehner is getting a deal. Their normal rate is 
<STRONG>$900/hour</STRONG>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020669 38414 56 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 10:40:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9020657" target=_blank>#45</A> GatorAtLaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can see a lot of people here have never hired an attorney on a per-hour 
basis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah -- the GOP has to have the absolute best lawyers to keep denying gay 
people rights. Otherwise the homos might take over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020682 38414 69 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 10:43:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9020675" target=_blank>#62</A> GatorAtLaw</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, to be certain, my disdain for Boner's actions knows no bounds. I'm more 
amused by the surprise at the attorney's fee.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's surprised? I fully expect the GOP to spend as much money as they need 
to for this sick, fucked up "cause."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020731 38414 114 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 11:00:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/9020721" target=_blank>#106</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, IIRC the judge declared that he'd been in a same-sex relationship 10 
years ago, which the bigots who lost claims is grounds for having the ruling 
thrown out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Strange - nobody ever accuses heterosexual judges of bias when they rule 
against gay marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020818 38415 35 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 11:54:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9020806" target=_blank>#27</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, a poll just out from PPP shows Trump not resonating that well in 
Iowa despite his fanatical birtherism. They're all longing for Huck to enter the 
race:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://publicpolicypolling.blogspot.com/2011/04/huckabee-up-
in-iowa-romney-otherwise.html" 
target=_blank>publicpolicypolling.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know -- being pretty much tied for second place isn't doing that 
poorly. He's doing a lot better than Romney nationally.</P> 
<P>Huckabee has done his share of pandering to the Birther base, too. And he has 
better credentials as a raving theocratic fanatic, which is also popular with 
the right wing base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020821 38415 38 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 11:56:13am  
 
<P>That should have been: "He's doing a lot better than Romney 
<EM>nationally</EM>."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09020870 38415 71 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 12:33:16pm  
 
<P>Tim Blair posted my quote about Al Gore, without even adding one of his usual 
lame snarky comments. Apparently, the mere mention of Al Gore with approval is 
enough to whip up the wingnuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09021402 38417 74 Charles Tue, Apr 19, 2011 7:20:26pm  
 
<P>The butt-hurt just reeks in Aaron Worthing's latest post.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://patterico.com/2011/04/19/charles-johnson%E2%80%99s-
perfection-on-display/" target=_blank>patterico.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>What a sad little man.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09021915 38418 6 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 9:46:50am  
 
<P>They're all birthers. All of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09021983 38419 15 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 10:28:02am  
 
<P>A partial guest list for Political Cesspool:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:i0cvRqEGdzIJ:www.thep
oliticalcesspool.org/guestlist.php+Political+Cesspool+guest&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&a
mp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari&amp;source=www.google.com" 
target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that Ted Nugent is there, as are Pat Buchanan and Bay Buchanan, 
several GOP politicians, Corsi, and many others whose names you'll 
recognize.</P> 
<P>Also note that Political Cesspool is not trying to hide anything -- they're 
absolutely open about their white supremacism. All of these people knew exactly 
what the show was about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022021 38419 38 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 10:43:18am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9022014" target=_blank>#34</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sad thing is, I don't think she even knew about the certificate of live 
birth until it was shown to her. I expect she'll back track in 1-2-
3...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm certain that she did know. Bachmann is a shameless liar.</P> 
<P>And notice that even as she seems to say Birtherism is "over," she still uses 
the weasel words, "I take the President at his word." That's a deliberate 
political ploy, implying there might still be some doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022186 38420 102 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 12:43:12pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart is on MSNBC again promoting his book, and he just praised 
World Net Daily loon Jack Cashill said he believes Bill Ayers wrote Obama's 
autobiography.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022286 38421 8 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 1:48:58pm  
 
<P>Seems to be a problem on Media Matters' end. Here's the link to the video at 
their site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201104200027" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022300 38421 15 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 1:57:03pm  
 
<P>If you reload the page, you'll see the video; I found it at MSNBC. Much 
better quality, too. You can see every vein popping out on Andrew Breitbart's 
forehead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022308 38421 21 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 2:00:44pm  
 
<P>Defamation lawsuits are notoriously difficult to win, but if this is how 
Breitbart intends to defend himself against Shirley Sherrod, she just might 
win.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022557 38421 189 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 5:54:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/9022477" target=_blank>#129</A> 
blueraven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of fish...and Safeway. Yesterday was my MIL's birthday. She loves 
fish so I went shopping and found a nice salmon to cook for her.</P> 
<P>I used the method in this video from Alton Brown. Turned out great! I served 
with grilled asparagus and a couscous/quinoa vegetable dish. And cake of 
course...cheescake w/fresh strawberries.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.5min.com/Video/Alton-Browns-Grilled-Salmon-Recipe-
362342327" target=_blank>www.5min.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an awesome-looking recipe. I'm crazy for salmon, and I think I'm going 
to have to give that a try.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022594 38423 7 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:06:28pm  



 
<P>This is the state in which a lunatic just committed mass 
murder.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022638 38423 49 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:33:47pm  
 
<P>America has a very strange and very self-destructive infatuation with lethal 
weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022642 38423 52 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:36:04pm  
 
<P>At the very least, voting to enshrine a 'state gun' so soon after the mass 
murder in Tucson is unbelievably tasteless.</P> 
<P>I think it borders on insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022652 38423 61 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:38:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/9022647" target=_blank>#56</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well I don't know; in any group of people you want the most moral people to 
be the best armed, or the evil prey on the weak and innocent; if firearms are 
rare, then the bad guys will have proportionally more of same, because they make 
sure they get them; &amp; so perhaps it is best if firearms are widely 
distributed even though there are bad side effects.</P> 
<P>So some think.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the "most moral person" the best-armed in Tucson?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022660 38423 69 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:40:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9022650" target=_blank>#59</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In your opinion. Our gun culture may seem strange (it does to me at times), 
but its not really a bad thing. And its been a source of real pride in Arizona 
for generations. I don't think this action should be taken as anything but a 
fairly mild statement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How many people have to die before you'd consider the possibility that 
America's infatuation with guns might be "a bad thing?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022667 38423 76 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:42:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9022662" target=_blank>#71</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. &amp; that was a problem, wasn't it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How was it a problem? Arizona has some of the most lax concealed carry laws 
in the country.</P> 
<P>Are you actually suggesting that more guns would have prevented those 
killings?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022677 38423 86 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:45:32pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/9022671" target=_blank>#80</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It could be that someone with another firearm could have stopped the nutcase 
quite early.</P> 
<P>That's all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And in the real world, there was someone with a concealed weapon in the area 
-- and he very nearly killed one of the rescuers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022686 38423 95 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:47:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/9022676" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't consider Laughner's actions a product of a gun culture. They're the 
product of a lunatic who wasn't influenced by that culture.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? So he just sort of figured out all on his own how to buy a semi-auto 
handgun with two extended magazines?</P> 
<P>Not part of "gun culture?" Bullshit. Loughner was born and bred in Arizona's 
gun culture, and it helped him to kill a lot of people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022696 38423 104 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:49:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9022689" target=_blank>#98</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But 'no guns' isn't realistic. The scumbags will always find a way to get a 
weapon. England banned and confiscated all handguns, and that did not reduce gun 
crime.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This right wing claim is complete bullshit.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.guninformation.org/" 
target=_blank>www.guninformation.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022725 38423 131 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 7:58:10pm  
 
<P>I actually agree that there's a place for personal gun ownership, with TIGHT 
regulations.</P> 
<P>But to enshrine a 'state gun' is just completely insane. And especially this 
soon after one of the worst cases of gun violence in Arizona 
history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022738 38423 144 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 8:03:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/9022723" target=_blank>#129</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My impression, perhaps drawn incorrectly, is that the shooting in Tucson 
actually helped spurred them on to do this move. In a sense, they're trying to 
reaffirm their beliefs by legislation as a way of giving the middle finger to 
all the social critics who point out America's, and Arizona's, infatuation with 
guns just might be a problem.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right. The right wing reacts to a hideous mass murder by defiantly 
doubling down on their love of guns.</P> 
<P>It's sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09022773 38423 178 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 8:12:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/9022759" target=_blank>#164</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To the gun control/ anti gun posters-Okay lets say guns are all illegal at 
all times. Just for a thought experiment.You then have to ask yourself-What 
would the "device" of last resort be for an ordinary citizen when confronted 
(perhaps at home perhaps elsewhere) with violent rape or murder by a human 
predator? What will we allow them to have if not a contemporary 
weapon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of how anyone feels about gun control, let's not lose sight of the 
issue here. Republicans in Arizona have reacted to an appalling case of mass 
murder by concealed weapon, by enshrining a STATE GUN.</P> 
<P>I'm at a complete loss to understand how any sane person can consider this to 
be a rational way of dealing with these issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022826 38423 231 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 8:25:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/9022783" target=_blank>#188</A> 
WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Getting an illegal gun now? Easy as pie, easy as scoring 
weed</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's actually much easier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09022867 38423 270 Charles Wed, Apr 20, 2011 8:41:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/9022779" target=_blank>#184</A> 
Petero1818</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't mean to offend in any way, but I think you have to be American to not 
see the stupidity of this argument. The rest of the world seems to have figured 
it out. More guns, more dead people. It's easy math.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not offended. I totally agree. America is suffering from mass insanity when 
it comes to guns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023332 38424 24 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 10:00:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9023323" target=_blank>#21</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cripes. Pajamas Media. What a joke.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pajamas Media is now featuring an interview with Pamela Geller too.</P> 
<P>When I was there, Pamela Geller was a complete persona non grata. Roger L. 
Simon told me many times that she was "crazy."</P> 
<P>Now they feature her.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023346 38424 27 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 10:06:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9023336" target=_blank>#25</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yep. I checked out Pajama Media at Archive.org a couple of months ago and saw 
that it had an eclectic mix. Right now it's just another right wing blog which 
includes the denialists, theocons, pseudo-science, Islamaphobes, and corporate 
astroturfing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw this coming, and it's a big reason why I decided to 
bail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023361 38424 31 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 10:11:23am  
 
<P>A featured article on PJ Media is defending the guy who wrote this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:lX5Bqxalz6wJ:www.exam
iner.com/libertarian-in-philadelphia/cair-an-islamic-terrorism-group-coming-to-
delaware-county-next-month%3Frender%3Dprint" 
target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CAIR is an Islamic group that forwards the false belief that Islam is a 
"religion of peace" when it is simply a terroristic world-dominating political 
movement and not a religion at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023387 38424 42 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 10:19:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/9023381" target=_blank>#39</A> jhrhv</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm wondering if Obama is waiting until the GOP nominate a full on birther 
then after that person has spent a couple of months going birther crazy all over 
the MSM if he'll show all the documents these crazies are crying about?</P> 
<P>I think it would be a great move for him to come out late and say we have 
been going through a tough recovery, wars... and instead of helping the nation 
with these issues they / him / her has been concentrating for X number of years 
on crazy ass topics like NPR, my birth certificate, "soaking the rich"...</P> 
<P>Seems to me like that he would totally discredit the opponent in a flash and 
take back a huge number of independents in one fell swoop.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already shown the certified, verified copy of his official certificate 
of birth. There's nothing else for him to show.</P> 
<P>Even if there really was one of these mythical "long form certificates," it 
wouldn't matter one bit to the Birthers anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023391 38424 45 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 10:20:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9023388" target=_blank>#43</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Makes me pretty glad that I never did meet up at that original launch party 
and didn't get more involved than I did in the venture.</P> 
<P>A person's reputation is only as good as the trust they engender online - and 
these folks at PJ have pretty much trashed any trust one could have had in the 
venture because they've veered completely off the rails.</P> 
<P>Thanks for continuing to be a voice of reason.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for not going off the rails like so many others in the center right 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023583 38426 30 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 11:58:39am  
 



<P>Sure enough: <A href="http://stevengoddard.wordpress.com/2011/04/21/obama-
compares-people-who-disagree-with-him-to-holocaust-deniers/" target=_blank>Obama 
Compares People Who Disagree With Him To Holocaust Deniers | Real 
Science</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023680 38427 29 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 12:55:13pm  
 
<P>Would it be OK if I pray to Cthulhu?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023729 38427 75 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 1:07:57pm  
 
<P>I have nothing against anyone praying for anything they like, by the way.</P> 
<P>But the simple reality is that praying will not make it rain. This is Dark 
Ages thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023756 38427 102 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 1:15:50pm  
 
<P>Why is God punishing Texas with a drought?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023891 38427 232 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 2:06:52pm  
 
<P>Hot Air has turned into such a joke. Allahpundit posts about the NY Times 
poll on Birthers, with his usual weak equivocations -- and his audience posts a 
deluge of Birther comments.</P> 
<P>If they polled right wing blog commenters, the percentage of Birthers would 
approach 100%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09023957 38427 295 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 2:33:54pm  
 
<P>Bigot Jerome Corsi's Birther book is now #1 on Amazon.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1936488299/littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024199 38428 119 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 4:28:14pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>...when you have a teacher who is in a position of authority 
standing before a class of fifth-, sixth-graders telling them they come from a 
monkey, it has a traumatic influence and effect on them.</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>But telling a fifth grader that if he breaks the wrong religious rule he'll 
spend all of eternity being horribly tortured by demons ... well, that just 
builds character.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024329 38429 3 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 5:23:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9024323" target=_blank>#1</A> HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>If he had been a Democrat, the family values crowd would be using this as 
proof that liberals are immoral decedents. Ensign's just another hypocrite who 
talked about family values while bonking his mistress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People like this invariably have been cheating and sleazing around for many 
years. He only got caught once.</P> 
<P>He's resigning because he doesn't want any more of his crappy behavior to 
come out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025420 38429 69 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 10:56:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9025131" target=_blank>#66</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just because he's resigning doesn't mean more of his "crappy behavior" won't 
come out. Resigning isn't going to prevent that.</P> 
<P>Now about "family values" (whatever that means). How about we start valuing 
the family?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who exactly doesn't "value the family?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025830 38429 72 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 1:52:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9025682" target=_blank>#71</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, you're the one who said it. Instead of playing games, why don't you 
explain what YOU meant?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024406 38430 5 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 5:59:31pm  
 
<P>Ugh. Robert Stacy McCain's neo-Nazi pal Bill White has been released from 
prison.</P> 
<P>Great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024416 38430 15 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 6:06:30pm  
 
<P>Bill White is the reason I own a Mossberg.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024421 38430 20 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 6:07:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9024419" target=_blank>#18</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LOL!do what you must</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude. He threatened me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09024431 38430 30 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 6:09:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9024427" target=_blank>#26</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shotgun?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It ain't a pea shooter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09024484 38430 77 Charles Thu, Apr 21, 2011 6:29:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/9024464" target=_blank>#61</A> 
HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What is Stacy McCain's connection to White by chance? Not surprised but I 
hadn't heard about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McCain met Bill White at a conference of American Renaissance, a white 
supremacist group. He then helped White get several articles published in the 
Washington Times, and posted many links to White's racist hate site 
Overthrow.com at Free Republic.</P> 
<P>See: [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34727_The_Other_Other_McCain" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025768 38432 351 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 1:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/302/9025716" target=_blank>#302</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I take exception with the tongue sandwich...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've always felt weird about tasting something that could taste you 
back...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025848 38433 37 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 1:59:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9025843" target=_blank>#32</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<P>Added that link as an update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025849 38433 38 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 2:01:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9025812" target=_blank>#10</A> mr.fusion</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>awesome</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wondered if anyone would catch that snide reference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025877 38433 64 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 2:37:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/9025876" target=_blank>#63</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just clearing this up for people who thought that the congressional record 
was supposed to be what was said in Congress.</P> 
<P>Of course Kly lied, no one is questioning that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the Congressional Record is the record of what was said in 
Congress.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09025879 38433 66 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 2:38:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/9025878" target=_blank>#65</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it can be changed.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, duh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026156 38435 13 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:09:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9026154" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess-He was using an SOB holster and was removing the gun for seated 
comfort. SOB refers to Small Of Back.</P> 
<P>Ironic, no?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Either that or he was walking through the parking lot at night carrying the 
gun with the safety off, after his interview, because he's a paranoid 
weirdo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026171 38435 21 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:16:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9026170" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.clickondetroit.com/news/27624669/detail.html" 
target=_blank>Terry Jones Jailed After Not Posting $1 Bond</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See -- they should have arrested him for the accidental shooting. Much better 
excuse to hold this moron.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026177 38435 27 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:20:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9026164" target=_blank>#16</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"America's Dumbest Muslim-Hater". Hmmm. That actually has some "reality TV" 
potential to it.</P> 
<P><EM>Coming up next week on "America's Dumbest Muslim-Hater" we'll have Pamela 
Geller!</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are a lot of potential candidates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026217 38435 56 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:47:52pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I uncork an ice cold Chimay Grand Reserve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026222 38435 61 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:49:25pm  
 
<P>Brewed at Scourmont Abbey.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026231 38435 68 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:52:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9026227" target=_blank>#66</A> WindUpBird</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>these guys kick my ass, probably the closest America has to a Trappist 
brewery: [Link: <A href="http://www.ommegang.com/" 
target=_blank>www.ommegang.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hmm. Don't know that one, I'll have to investigate 
thoroughly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026233 38435 70 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 5:52:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9026228" target=_blank>#67</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/97/Abbaye_ND_de_Scourmont_
JPG02.jpg" rel=fancye3fc10d6 target=_blank>Image: 
Abbaye_ND_de_Scourmont_JPG02.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The abbey that beer built.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026281 38435 118 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 6:15:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/9026268" target=_blank>#105</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<P>Wow, man. You're incredibly lucky the bullet only nicked your femoral artery, 
as I'm sure you know. If it's severed you have minutes to live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026323 38435 159 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 6:36:41pm  
 
<P>Right wingers are preparing to try to erase me from the history of 
Rathergate:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/Beregond/status/61603916789465088" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026382 38435 215 Charles Fri, Apr 22, 2011 7:04:56pm  
 
<P>Whoa ... 'Goldfinger' is on MGM HD tonight. Eye TV recording 
scheduled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026995 38436 358 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 9:40:13am  
 
<P>Today's wingnut blogosphere fake outrage: Obummer is responsible for high gas 
prices!</P> 
<P>The fucking idiots never stop with this brain-dead nonsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09026999 38436 361 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 9:44:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/360/9026997" target=_blank>#360</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>High gas prices... it's Bush's fault...</P> 
<P>"How Bush Pushed Gasoline Prices Sky High "</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.yuricareport.com/Energy/How%20Did%20Oil%20Prices%20Get%20so%20H
igh.htm" target=_blank>www.yuricareport.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Magical Balance Fairy on a hair trigger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09027002 38436 364 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 9:45:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/363/9027001" target=_blank>#363</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, you realize the two cases have absolutely nothing in common, but 
that's what you do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027011 38436 371 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 9:53:56am  
 
<P>Right wingers feel it's their God-given right to waste as much energy as they 
possibly can, just for the sheer hell of it. But if the price goes up as the 
supply dries up, they scream bloody murder and blame it on Obama.</P> 
<P>If Obama says he can't do anything in the short run to lower prices, they 
scream, "He says we just have to get used to it!" (That's what all the right 
wing blogs are parroting today.)</P> 
<P>Well, Obama didn't say it but I will. Yes, you're going to have to get used 
to paying more for gas. America has had an artificially low price on gasoline 
for many years, while the rest of the world paid for it. Those days are coming 
to an end.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027018 38436 376 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 9:59:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/373/9027015" target=_blank>#373</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>Right. Exactly what I said. Obama told the crowd he couldn't do much to lower 
prices in the short term.</P> 
<P>Is there a point to posting that, or did you just want to confirm what I 
said?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027022 38436 379 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 10:01:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/378/9027021" target=_blank>#378</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was confirming what he said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good, then you agree with me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027026 38436 382 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 10:05:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/380/9027024" target=_blank>#380</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It happens, only very rarely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, see -- it's become completely impossible to tell when you're serious, 
or when you're doing the usual passive aggressive troll thing.</P> 
<P>If that's what you wanted, you've succeeded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027064 38437 15 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 10:54:31am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9027057" target=_blank>#9</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>In order for America's highly mobile lifestyle to remain relatively 
unaffected, it's imperative that the human race develop a clean source of energy 
that can compete with oil in terms of energy yield.</P> 
<P>That's why it's so wonderful that the Republican Party is doing everything 
possible right now to sabotage those kinds of efforts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027072 38437 23 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 11:00:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9027055" target=_blank>#7</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In my experience, the drivers of giant SUVs and pickups are really attached 
to the idea that they can intimidate other drivers and bully their way through 
traffic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I especially love it when a gigantic black 4WD truck with black tinted 
windows tailgates at 75 mph when the freeway's crowded.</P> 
<P>I've been doing a bit of traveling lately and there are some parts of this 
country where the giant pickup trucks have literally driven out smaller 
vehicles. Everybody has them, just to survive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027074 38437 25 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 11:02:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9027073" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Our energy policy has sucked for decades. There are a lot of things that we 
should be doing like using more natural gas as a short term solution and 
developing solar, wind, and other renewable sources. We are way behind the rest 
of the developed world and we need to get serious soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In large part, the suck is caused by right wing politicians doing the bidding 
of energy industries. There are some Democrats in the energy industry pocket, 
too, but it's mostly Republicans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027081 38437 32 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 11:06:12am  
 
<P>I highly recommend clicking the link above that says "the rest of the world 
paid for it." Very interesting graphs and stats on global gas 
prices.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027337 38439 5 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 4:00:29pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/harpeia_ulul
ans.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Harpeia Ululans</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027355 38439 20 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 4:07:43pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/450px-
Duvel_and_glass_sunday.jpg" rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Another outstanding 
Belgian ale.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09027362 38439 26 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 4:13:28pm  
 
<P><A title=982060.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/982060.jpg" 
rel=fancy52fe6777 target=_blank>Image: 982060.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027413 38439 74 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 4:51:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/9027393" target=_blank>#54</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles you may be aware of this but I notice the slide show feature used for 
multiple images in a post seems to apply across images from different 
posts.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's another hidden feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027416 38439 77 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 4:52:50pm  
 
<P>I kinda like being able to flip through all the images in the 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027489 38439 148 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 5:22:32pm  
 
<P>OK, just to see if this works better -- now the slideshow feature is limited 
to each comment, instead of flipping through all the images on the page. (This 
happens in new comments - previously posted comments will still be part of a 
page-wide slideshow. Reload the page to refresh the Javascript code.)</P> 
<P>You can create a slideshow within a comment just by posting multiple images 
in one comment - they'll all have the same unique identifier that lets the 
slideshow see that they're part of the same "gallery."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027504 38439 162 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 5:28:59pm  
 
<P>Testing the slideshow feature with some random images:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/0004.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox32c9cf11 target=_blank>Image: 0004.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/9_61_041708_
cartersmile2.jpg" rel=shadowbox32c9cf11 target=_blank>Image: 
9_61_041708_cartersmile2.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/1064316867.3
758211153.jpg" rel=shadowbox32c9cf11 target=_blank>Image: 
1064316867.3758211153.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/10mexi.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox32c9cf11 target=_blank>Image: 10mexi.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027526 38439 184 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 5:44:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/9027524" target=_blank>#182</A> 
abolitionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Foreward &amp; back buttons are not obvious without mousing over the images, 
so there's a bit of a learning curve. Nifty tho.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can also use the keyboard arrow keys and Esc to exit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027535 38439 192 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 5:57:56pm  
 
<P>I always say, a squid eating dough in a polyethylene bag is fast and bulbous. 
Got me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027542 38439 198 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 6:02:19pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/4997885277_a
5fe92a413_b.jpg" rel=shadowboxeafd235b target=_blank>Elephants on a 
road.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027562 38439 216 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 6:15:17pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/Both-
Sides-e.jpg" rel=shadowboxd5d0fa1a target=_blank>Teach me both 
sides!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09027569 38439 223 Charles Sat, Apr 23, 2011 6:27:03pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/23/capt.sge.hao
09.070406152144.photo00.photo.default-210x384.jpg" rel=shadowbox91a1a6f5 
target=_blank>Happy Easter.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028201 38440 283 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 10:45:41am  
 
<P>Ludwig: I understand the anger, but that comment was really way over the 
line. Please don't do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09029905 38440 336 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 9:05:40am  
 
<P>OK, now I'm starting to get pissed off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09029981 38440 348 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 9:39:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/322/9029865" target=_blank>#322</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Excuse me, but when the hell did it become OK to talk about "napalming" 
people at LGF? Have you lost your mind?</P> 
<P>I'm really getting sick of this. You know damned well what you wrote that was 
over the top, and I don't appreciate having smoke blown up my 
ass.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030016 38440 361 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 9:56:32am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/352/9029988" target=_blank>#352</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>No. That was not the only problem.</P> 
<P>I'm absolutely fucking sick and tired of hearing people ranting about 
destroying the symbols of other people's religion. I worked my ass off to get 
rid of the nutso Kahanists who used to hang out at LGF and spew that garbage, 
and I'm not about to let it get started up again.</P> 
<P>When you start ranting like that, I don't see much difference between you and 
Pamela Geller. Think about it. Is that who you want to be like?</P> 
<P>Because that kind of person is not going to be welcome at this 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030653 38440 498 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 2:18:24pm  
 
<P>Sheesh, what a thread.</P> 
<P>Was it the Captain Beefheart quote?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028180 38442 3 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 10:34:32am  
 
<P>The party of limited government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028350 38442 132 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 12:21:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9028327" target=_blank>#110</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<P>Are you also a fan of Alex Jones, since I'm sure you know Ron Paul is 
regularly featured on his show?</P> 
<P>And Ron Paul's racist newsletters -- they don't bother you? Or his 
associations with extreme right wing groups like the Robert Taft Club? Or his 
opposition to abortion rights? His creationism? His life-long association with 
the John Birch Society?</P> 
<P>Libertarianism is such a remarkably flexible term these days. Pretty much any 
kook can claim to be one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028368 38442 149 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 12:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/9028360" target=_blank>#141</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't let perfect get in the way of good enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh. So a little racism and John Birch Society and Alex Jones is OK?</P> 
<P>How much would it take not to be OK?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028381 38442 162 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 12:44:16pm  
 
<P>It's copy pasta time!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028391 38442 172 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 12:48:06pm  
 
<P>The official Ron Paul newsletter, June 1992, right after the LA riots:</P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Order was only restored in L.A. when it came time for the blacks to pick up 
their welfare checks."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another newsletter quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The criminals who terrorize our cities -- in riots and on every non-riot day 
-- are not exclusively young black males, but they largely are. As children, 
they are trained to hate whites, to believe that white oppression is responsible 
for all black ills, to 'fight the power,' to steal and loot as much money from 
the white enemy as possible."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. But it's "collectivism" that causes racism. Said the 
racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028417 38442 198 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 1:01:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/9028412" target=_blank>#193</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<P>And he backs up the claim that Ron Paul is not a racist with a link to ... 
the Ron Paul website, and an Alex Jones article.</P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028425 38442 205 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 1:03:44pm  
 
<P>I guess if Ron Paul and his friends and cultist followers say he's not a 
racist, we should just take them at their word and completely forget about the 
words that were printed in Ron Paul's official newsletter.</P> 
<P>I posted two quotes. There are LOTS more like this. But hey, Paul says he's 
not a racist, so he can't be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028430 38442 210 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 1:06:02pm  
 
<P>We haven't had a Paulian around here for so long, I'd kind of forgotten what 
they're like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028486 38442 265 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 1:33:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/9028470" target=_blank>#250</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't understand why he published a racist newsletter for 10 years if 
he's not racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because shut up that's why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028597 38442 373 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 2:46:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/9028593" target=_blank>#369</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, you put up a "source" that Laup Nor isn't racist that points back to his 
(unofficial or official?) forums? Pardon me if I take that "proof" with a 
trainload of salt...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>As soon as someone links to Alex Jones as a source -- for anything -- that's 
it. They've lost me.</P> 
<P>I'm not even going to read it. Life's too short.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09029165 38442 590 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 8:54:43pm  
 
<P>Nothing like a Paulian to bring out the comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028951 38443 130 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 5:55:02pm  
 
<P>Testing the comment slideshow feature...</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/24/tiny_monkey.
jpg" rel=shadowbox6df9e874 target=_blank>Image: tiny_monkey.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/24/stooges3.jpg
" rel=shadowbox6df9e874 target=_blank>Image: stooges3.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/24/ZZ5FF7F817.j
pg" rel=shadowbox6df9e874 target=_blank>Image: ZZ5FF7F817.jpg</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/24/r4014711955.
jpg" rel=shadowbox6df9e874 target=_blank>Image: 
r4014711955.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028952 38443 131 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 5:59:31pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/24/tiny_monkey.
jpg" rel=shadowbox64d8056d target=_blank>We're having a real problem this year 
with finger monkeys.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028955 38443 134 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 6:00:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/9028954" target=_blank>#133</A> 
prononymous</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cacti really make those bees <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/prononymous/2011/04/24/Bee_work
ing.jpg" rel=shadowboxab3eb5fa target=_blank>work for it.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Man, that's one determined bee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028965 38443 144 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 6:06:31pm  
 
<P>To make it a little easier to post more than one image in a comment and 
create a slideshow, there's now a button in the Upload Image window (after you 
upload) that lets you insert the code and return to the file selection screen to 
upload another picture.</P> 
<P>It was a little tricky to get the "gallery ID" to persist across the various 
states of the uploading process. Session variables come through 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028987 38443 161 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 6:27:10pm  
 



<P>Wikileaks just published a batch of secret Gitmo documents. Probably part of 
the Manning haul.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://wikileaks.ch/gitmo/" 
target=_blank>wikileaks.ch...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09028991 38443 165 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 6:30:03pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/wikileaks-discloses-new-details-
on-whereabouts-of-al-qaeda-leaders-on-911/2011/04/24/AFvvzIeE_story.html" 
target=_blank>WikiLeaks discloses new details on whereabouts of al-Qaeda leaders 
on 9/11 - The Washington Post</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09029031 38443 198 Charles Sun, Apr 24, 2011 7:15:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/185/9029013" target=_blank>#185</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From the link...</P> 
<P>Blazing Saddles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Freeze! ... or the terrorist gets it!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09029962 38444 832 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 9:29:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/820/9029938" target=_blank>#820</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Charles, when I look at Alouettes pages/rss feed link, I see the naked 
XML.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/rss/Alouette" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Using Chrome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chrome doesn't have the ability to display formatted RSS. There are several 
extensions that can add this feature...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030022 38445 34 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 9:59:59am  
 
<P>Excuse me while steam shoots out of my ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030102 38446 20 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:40:43am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9030095" target=_blank>#15</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True enough, which leads me to believe this fellow considers defending DOMA 
"unpopular" because he's every bit the bigot that the GOP is appearing. Or, then 
again, it could be because he sees a fat paycheck out of it and is simply 
attempting to blow smoke up our collective asses.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A gigantic paycheck, in fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030111 38446 26 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:44:04am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9030103" target=_blank>#21</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have mixed feelings about this. On one hand DOMA is an offensive piece of 
law that should be taken out back and set on fire, but on the other hand the US 
is uses an adversarial justice system, and attacking lawyers and law firms that 
defend wrong, evil pieces of shit weakens the system.</P> 
<P>I feel that attacking lawyers for who their clients are is out of 
line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not attacking the lawyer - I'm attacking his rationalization for choosing 
to defend DOMA.</P> 
<P>This case is different from a criminal case where even the lowest POS must 
and should have representation. Clement is defending an unjust law, not a 
person. And his rationalization is crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030116 38446 30 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:47:51am  
 
<P>We have another fake outrage brewing:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=white+house+ea
ster+proclamation&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030130 38446 43 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:53:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9030121" target=_blank>#34</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes his rationalization is crap, and yes it's not a criminal case where there 
is someone who has a right to be represented. I still feel though that a win by 
default on these cases is not a good thing. It makes for bad 
law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disagree -- the bad law is already there. A win by default is the best 
thing that can happen, short of repealing the bad law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030132 38446 45 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:54:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9030131" target=_blank>#44</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was this not enough?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/photos-and-video/video/2011/04/19/easter-
prayer-breakfast" target=_blank>Easter Prayer Breakfast | The White 
House</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course not. It wasn't a proclamation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030133 38446 46 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 10:54:28am  
 
<P>Obama must proclaim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030253 38447 6 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 11:30:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9030251" target=_blank>#4</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did any previous presidents release 'statements' for Easter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure -- and so did Obama!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030266 38447 9 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 11:34:30am  
 
<P>If you watch the video above, Obama's speech is really nice, very religious, 
and the idea that someone could choose to be offended in spite of that is so 
dumb it gives me a headache.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030614 38447 281 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 1:43:12pm  
 
<P>Real right wing tweets:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://viletweets.com/" 
target=_blank>viletweets.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Assassination threats are common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030655 38447 319 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 2:22:51pm  
 
<P>Here's a test to see if you can count the number of basketball passes:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/vJG698U2Mvo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030659 38447 323 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 2:24:56pm  
 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://theinvisiblegorilla.com" 
target=_blank>theinvisiblegorilla.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030683 38447 342 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 2:47:51pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/04/25/killdozer.jp
g" rel=shadowboxaad40d6d target=_blank>Killdozer.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030704 38447 359 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 3:03:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/9030700" target=_blank>#356</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles! I saw Bob Schneider a month ago! Love it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a fun album!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030849 38447 490 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 5:09:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/455/9030811" target=_blank>#455</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I just finished Portal 2. Great game and another wonderful ending. They did a 
great job with it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just ordered that game for my PS3. Which version did you 
play?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09030874 38448 23 Charles Mon, Apr 25, 2011 5:36:53pm  
 
<P>Franklin Graham is on the Lawrence O'Donnell show, sounding like a complete 
loon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09031845 38449 727 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 9:57:20am  
 
<P>Neither Bachmann nor Priebus actually denounced Birtherism. They're doing the 
same thing Republicans always do with this issue - trying to have it both ways. 
They "believe" Obama was born in the US, but they never say affirmatively that 
he was.</P> 
<P>And they don't say a single negative word about Birthers. If you're waiting 
for a sign of courage from the GOP leadership on this issue, don't hold your 
breath.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09031917 38450 44 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 11:01:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9031907" target=_blank>#35</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>Hinderaker had to know that his greeting card source was ludicrous. But he 
used it anyway.</P> 
<P>He probably also knows Obama made a very nice Easter statement -- after all, 
he apparently read my post which contained the video of that statement. But he 
insisted Obama said "nothing."</P> 
<P>They just lie, blatantly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032369 38450 117 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 3:38:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/9032212" target=_blank>#116</A> alexknyc</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I may be late on this one but I think Easter 2008 occurred in March.</P> 
<P>I'm sure there was nothing proclaimed then either but accuracy does count for 
something.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for pointing that out -- I added the proclamations for March 2008, and 
of course there's no Easter proclamation then either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032076 38452 19 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 12:38:01pm  
 
<P>I love how Juan Williams just sits there blandly while the moron Lars Larson 
rants about Kwanzaa. How do you like your new pals, Juan?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032149 38453 24 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 1:39:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9032144" target=_blank>#19</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama hates Easter so much he had a prayer breakfast for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The bastard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032205 38454 5 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 2:19:03pm  
 
<P><A href="http://thescoopblog.dallasnews.com/archives/2011/04/as-my-kid-would-
say-this-doesn.html" target=_blank>A Bruce Tomaso notes</A> at Dallas News, not 
only are there no official Presidential Proclamations for Easter since at least 
1980, there don't appear to be any official proclamations for Muslim holidays 
either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032229 38454 24 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 2:28:46pm  
 
<P>Pat Buchanan is such a racist piece of shit. I can't believe he keeps getting 
on national TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032274 38454 67 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 2:48:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9032267" target=_blank>#60</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I tell you what. The stupidity I've seen today on Twitter really has me 
wondering about the future of this country. I feel like I'm in some kind of time 
warp where so called adults are using their computers only to act like 12 year 
olds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you use Tweetdeck yet? You should try it. The Global Filter makes Twitter 
much more enjoyable. Just add usernames to the filter and you'll never see their 
sub-moronic chatter again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032415 38455 8 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 4:03:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9032405" target=_blank>#1</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pat doesn't look any happier than usual. He looks typical Pat: heady eyed, 
constipated, pinched, like he sat on a porcupine.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he did break out in laughter several times... seemed to be very amused 
by the direction of the conversation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032585 38456 6 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 5:57:05pm  
 
<P>Man, am I ever glad tonight that I didn't sign up for the PlayStation 3 
Network.</P> 
<P>Total security breach. All user data possibly stolen, including credit cards 
and street addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032616 38456 34 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 6:09:53pm  
 
<P>Cool ... Google Adsense now has an option to block ads because they're a "bad 
fit" with the site. B'bye, townhall.com, newsmax.com, and a few other hard-right 
ad budgets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09032623 38456 41 Charles Tue, Apr 26, 2011 6:11:50pm  



 
<P>It's amazing how much money the far right spends on Google 
Adsense.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09033493 38458 72 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 8:37:18am  
 
<P>The right wingers are settling on their talking points. The hard core loons 
will continue ranting that the BC is a fake, while the majority will simply 
declare themselves the victors for "forcing" Obama to show his certificate.</P> 
<P>That's right. They're spinning an utterly humiliating, degrading defeat that 
makes them look like deranged racists ... as a victory.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034031 38458 333 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 12:21:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/317/9033876" target=_blank>#317</A> 
aracona69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of where he was born, it's totally obvious that image has been 
Photoshopped.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034066 38458 336 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 12:40:20pm  
 
<P>Here they come!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034067 38458 337 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 12:40:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/9034059" target=_blank>#335</A> trdlgmsr</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. Thoughts?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034359 38458 347 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 3:07:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/9034212" target=_blank>#342</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not a Birther, BUT the Whitehouse scanned this with Adobe software in a 
strange way. They have left alot for the Nirthers to grab onto.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/buck/2011/04/27/BC_1.JPG" 
rel=shadowbox11b1a3de target=_blank>Image: BC_1.JPG</A></P> 
<P>Meta data? that can be removed...</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/buck/2011/04/27/BC_2.JPG" 
rel=shadowbox11b1a3de target=_blank>Image: BC_2.JPG</A></P> 
<P>You just have to hate when that happens...</P> 
<P>---Don't misunderstand me, I know this is just a scanning issue. Adobe doing 
something strange to the TIFF file they scanned...but who needed 
this...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buck -- please learn how PDF files are constructed.</P> 
<P>Maybe you'll believe the National Review: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/265767/pdf-layers-obamas-birth-
certificate-nathan-goulding" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09037976 38458 373 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 9:46:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/369/9037942" target=_blank>#369</A> perrie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Will this comment get deleted, too?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but your account is history. Birthers who link to World Net Daily: get 
lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09037977 38458 374 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 9:47:33am  
 
<P>This one registered a second account too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09033801 38459 53 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 10:59:25am  
 
<P>It's fascinating to watch the right wing talking points develop on Twitter's 
#tcot feed.</P> 
<P>Far from destroying Donald Trump's credibility, they now are talking 
themselves into believing Trump is a hero -- the only Republican who has put 
Obama on the "defensive."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034002 38459 218 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 12:08:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/9033985" target=_blank>#202</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Via Instapundit: <A href="http://market-ticker.org/post=185094" 
target=_blank>This document has been altered and whoever did it wasn't even very 
clever in doing so.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Idiots again.</P> 
<P>People who don't understand how JPEG compression works. The usual. "Look, 
there are funny pixels around the edges!!?! It was obviously 
FAKED!!eleventy1"</P> 
<P>No matter how many times JPEG artifacts are explained to these derfs, they do 
this every damned time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034327 38460 25 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 2:54:57pm  
 
<P>Yeah, Tweety really hammered Judson Phillips with the righteous hammer of 
justice. Made him squirm visibly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034338 38460 36 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 2:59:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9034335" target=_blank>#33</A> 
prononymous</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, it's the nested brackets. Looks like the regex isn't greedy enough. 
I'll check it out when I have a chance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034344 38460 41 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 3:01:07pm  
 



<P>Maybe I should read some Ayn Rand to the wingnut regex.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034396 38460 83 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 3:25:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9034377" target=_blank>#66</A> iWatas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can someone explain the layers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please, won't someone explain them?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/265767/pdf-layers-
obamas-birth-certificate-nathan-goulding" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034467 38460 108 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 3:49:03pm  
 
 
 
<P>Counting the # of times a long-dormant LGF account pops up to post a link to 
the neo-Birther "PDF layers" conspiracy theory: 3 so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09037042 38460 117 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 6:02:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9034947" target=_blank>#114</A> iWatas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To all those who responded to a simple question with vituperative and 
condescending bile (that would be everyone): thank you for being thoughtful and 
considerate of others.</P> 
<P>I'll stay away this time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Birther thing is over. Some of us have reached our last nerve dealing 
with this ridiculous crap.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034471 38461 49 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 3:49:59pm  
 
<P>Counting the # of times a long-dormant LGF account pops up to post a link to 
the neo-Birther "PDF layers" conspiracy theory: 3 so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034567 38461 139 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 4:23:17pm  
 
<P>Cool, just got my copy of Portal 2. See you guys next week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034709 38461 280 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 5:02:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/9034640" target=_blank>#211</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awesome science, graphs, arrows and heat maps from Crazy Pam...<A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/04/layering-obamas-
new-colb-raises-more-questions-than-it-answers.html" target=_blank>Layering: 
Obama's New COLB Raises More Questions than it Answers</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I knew she'd do this. She has to. She's completely painted herself into a 
corner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09034747 38461 317 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 5:14:32pm  
 
<P>Geller's Photoshop experiments are just embarrassing.</P> 
<P>Seriously. Are there actually people who fall for that?</P> 
<P>I took one look and I know exactly what she did -- she imported the PDF into 
Photoshop "as Images". There are two choices when you open a PDF, Pages or 
Images. The Images option rasterizes the document and loses a lot of other 
information, resulting in the blanked out image she posted.</P> 
<P>Import it as "Pages" and it looks just fine. So of course, she didn't do 
that.</P> 
<P>Note that the default when you open a PDF is "Pages," so she probably did 
that first, then used the other one because it looked 
"suspicious."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034785 38461 355 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 5:28:15pm  
 
<P>Actually, to be precise, Geller picked a comment from Free Republic that 
contained the bogus Photoshop import. She probably doesn't have a clue how to 
open a PDF in Photoshop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034833 38461 403 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 5:41:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/9034827" target=_blank>#397</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As evidenced by this NRO lead article (top left online column) and its 
comments:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/265781/birthers-unimpressed-
release-daniel-foster" target=_blank>Birthers Still Disbelieve</A></P> 
<P>Even supposedly "educated" self declared conservatives really want to find 
ways to keep exploiting this issue to raise hatred towards President Obama.</P> 
<P>The reality is simply this: the complaints were never about the law (of 
certificates, etc.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's racism. Flat out racism. I no longer have any doubt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09034863 38461 433 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 5:53:46pm  
 
<P>Lawrence O'Donnell just made a huge scene of throwing Orly Taitz off his 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09035001 38461 565 Charles Wed, Apr 27, 2011 6:35:56pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile in Alabama:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:280,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{clip_id:'22970879',server:'vimeo.com',show_title:1,show_byl
ine:1,show_portrait:0,color:'',fullscreen:1}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://vimeo.com/moogaloop.swf" target=_blank>Vimeo 
Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09036131 38463 29 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 10:25:53am  



 
<P>In addition to being a blatant racist, Sally Kern is <A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/2011/01/28/sally-kern-anti-evolution/" 
target=_blank>also a creationist</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09036331 38463 95 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 11:39:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/9036326" target=_blank>#93</A> theheat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Building Coalitions and Mobilizing Minority 
Voters</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They knew that one wouldn't be too popular, so they scheduled it at the same 
time as "Why Abe Lincoln Was a War Criminal" and "The Bell Curve: Time for 
Another Look?"</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09036723 38464 107 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 2:16:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/9036710" target=_blank>#95</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>What was Andrew Breitbart's new name for me again? Oh yeah -- "Jazzy the 
Creepy Ponytailman!"</P> 
<P>I kinda like it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09036785 38464 152 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 2:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/9036726" target=_blank>#109</A> 3eff 
Jeff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet the intern deliberately turned on the OCR just to troll these guys. I'm 
just picturing said intern confessing that to Obama and the two of them having a 
good laugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't have to have OCR turned on. On or off, the PDF file still breaks 
different elements down into layers. It was off in the example 
above.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09036831 38464 173 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 3:09:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9036802" target=_blank>#160</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, this has nothing to do with OCR. What Acrobat is doing is optimizing the 
document by segmenting the scanned image into different components using 
different compression algorithms for several sections.</P> 
<P>Images in PDF are rasters compressed by one of the following;[Link: <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portable_Document_Format#Raster_images" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you open the document in a hexeditor (or vi like I did), you can see the 
different XObject compression schemes used, I found;* FlateDecode* JBIG2Decode 
(only one raster uses this)* DCTDecode</P> 
<P>If the conspiracy theorist had half a brain, they would have guessed this had 
to do with a compression scheme since the images are divided into subdivided 
square areas.</P> 



<P>BTW these are XObjects, Illustrator is intepreting them as layers but it 
really has nothing to do with layers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The other hilarious example was the Freeper who opened the file with 
Photoshop, chose to import "Images", then screamed FRAUD! when most of the text 
showed up blank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09037025 38466 14 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 5:51:34pm  
 
<P>Portal 2 is a really great game! Having a blast with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09037080 38466 48 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 6:28:44pm  
 
<P><A href="http://dayriffer.com/category/28/l/2056/looks-like-trump-s-right-
how-the-hell-em-did-em-this-president-get-into-those-ivy-league-
schools#ixzz1Kr8n2lz5" target=_blank>Looks Like Trump's Right: How the Hell Did 
This President Get Into Those Ivy League Schools?</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09037120 38466 75 Charles Thu, Apr 28, 2011 7:01:25pm  
 
<P>We have some real winners trying to register tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038027 38467 7 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 10:17:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9038019" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great video posted in last thread:</P> 
<P>[Video]The Tea Party types who got elected are just goddamn amazed to be 
called on their shit. What wimps.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>People are getting wise to the absolute garbage Republicans are 
pushing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038124 38468 4 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 11:01:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9038121" target=_blank>#3</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<P>Brain fart.</P> 
<P>But there's not much difference between Oklahoma and Utah, as far as stuff 
like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038807 38469 108 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 5:13:02pm  
 
<P>Cough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038416 38471 18 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 1:32:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9038377" target=_blank>#13</A> Ming</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, if you want to run for President, it's not enough to satisfy all the 
legal requirements. Apparently, in some cases, you have to do more than 
that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Especially in the case of being a black president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038423 38472 26 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 1:37:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9038404" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Outrageous outrage of the day: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/president-
obama/2011/04/29/obama-makes-tornado-about-himself-ive-never-seen-devastation" 
target=_blank>Obama Makes Tornadoes About Himself: 'I've Never Seen Devastation 
Like This'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think 'Dim' Hoft is writing the Fox Nation headlines now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038541 38473 81 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 2:39:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/9038533" target=_blank>#73</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's funny watching Breitbart on twitter. He'll retweet insults directed at 
him but if you include a link debunking his videos he won;t retweet. 
Heh</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He retweets critical comments because he knows his knucklehead followers will 
direct a torrent of abuse at the target. Every time he retweets something from 
me I immediately get a few dozen dimwitted insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038660 38474 44 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 3:48:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9038650" target=_blank>#34</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What gets me is all the voices, particularly Sully, who were bleating 
yesterday that "He should have done this sooner." Why? Because you look and see 
that, within hours of the release of the fabled "long form," there were already 
numerous "experts" on the internet claiming it's a fake. From "layers" to 
"phantom numbers" to all other BS. What makes those folks saying he "should" he 
released it sooner think the same thing wouldn't have happened 
then?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It should have stopped after he released the first document. It's a disgrace, 
really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09038680 38474 63 Charles Fri, Apr 29, 2011 3:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9038676" target=_blank>#59</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But are there ponytails involved?</P> 
<P>///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jazzy creepy ponytails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09039770 38477 20 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 12:39:57pm  
 
<P>I agree with her. The government has no business funding cowboy 
poetry.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09039781 38477 28 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 12:50:26pm  
 
<P>I mean, if some no good, shiftless cowboy wants to lay around all day doing 
nothing but writing sonnets, that's fine, but the feds shouldn't be paying for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09039810 38477 51 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 1:03:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/9039798" target=_blank>#40</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This thread needs some Cowboy Junkies</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>See, that's what I mean. Bunch of junkies, sitting around writing their 
poetry on the federal dole. How do we know they're not using their poetry money 
to buy drugs? It's an outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09040014 38478 9 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 3:25:15pm  
 
<P>Sorry, switched the numbers ... it is '8 7 6'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09040015 38478 10 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 3:25:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9040012" target=_blank>#7</A> wlewisiii</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That would be the 7th printing. When you have a series of numbers like that, 
the lowest present is the current printing. That is done to simplify changing 
the print run for the next one because all they have to do is remove (as in 
scratch off) one number rather than change the whole plate. This only dates from 
the rise of offset press printing.</P> 
<P>That one was funny, but I always preferred the Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers 
&amp; the strips with the cat in them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, thanks! So it's probably the sixth printing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09040060 38478 44 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 4:14:54pm  
 
<P>By the way, Crumb says a lot of his early work was inspired by his heavy LSD 
use.</P> 
<P>I know, that's a shock.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09040230 38479 56 Charles Sat, Apr 30, 2011 6:12:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9040204" target=_blank>#32</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the top of Drudge..</P> 
<P>Just above a pic of Obama eating a strawberry in a tuxedo.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The epitome of subtlety.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041062 38481 60 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 10:30:10am  



 
<P>It's great that the school is able to raise money for scholarships. But it's 
a sad commentary on this nation that they do it by enlisting a speaker who may 
have done more than any other public personality to degrade the political 
discourse in this country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041083 38481 81 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 10:43:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/9041081" target=_blank>#79</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked into that story a while ago and I don't think it's going anywhere. 
Through the course of an investigation undercover agents sold the guns to see 
where they go, who buys, who sells, where the money comes from, how are the 
groups organized, etc. That's how investigations work. If they just busted the 
lackeys who showed up with the money that would have been the end. I think this 
is standard procedure for investigations. We used to do the same thing with the 
mob too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my take on it too. Unless something more incriminating comes out, this 
looks to me like another fake outrage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041136 38482 21 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 11:04:41am  
 
<P>Pamela Geller has a post up that's crazed even for her. She's convinced that 
Barack Obama is an illegitimate child, and that apparently means he's not 
allowed to be President. She's totally losing her shit over 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041146 38482 29 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 11:06:42am  
 
<P>Quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There is no way that the founders of this great nation intended for an 
illegitimate child of a foreign bigamist to attain the highest, most powerful 
position in the new land.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041169 38482 49 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 11:15:09am  
 
<P>Obama was born in Hawaii, a US state. That's the end of this discussion. He's 
a natural born citizen by the legal definition, even if you grant all these 
crazy accusations about his father. (Which I don't.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041310 38483 45 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 12:14:14pm  
 
<P>Bastardgate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041374 38483 104 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:01:03pm  
 
<P>So Pope Benedict beatified John Paul II today. Doesn't beatification require 
proof that the candidate performed a bona fide miracle?</P> 



<P>What miracle did John Paul II perform, besides hiding the molestation of 
millions of children?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041384 38483 113 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:08:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9041381" target=_blank>#110</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<P>It's not nothing, but it's not a miracle either.</P> 
<P>What bothers me is the idea that we're supposed to believe JPII got a free 
ticket to Heaven, and now he's someone you can pray to.</P> 
<P>I wonder who all the molested children prayed to?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041388 38483 117 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:11:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/9041386" target=_blank>#115</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=fr&amp;u=http://fr.wiki
pedia.org/wiki/S%25C5%2593ur_Marie_Simon-Pierre&amp;ei=nb29TdM4iPa2A9-
otNsF&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=8&amp;ved=0CF8Q7gEwBw&a
mp;prev=/search%3Fq%3DMarie%2BSimon-
Pierre%26hl%3Den%26sa%3DG%26biw%3D1280%26bih%3D644%26prmd%3Divnsuo" 
target=_blank>Sister Marie Simon-Pierre</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see. So John Paul II was actually already dead when this miracle happened. 
Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041396 38483 125 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:12:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/9041393" target=_blank>#122</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the requirement. For beatification, one post-death miracle through the 
intervention of the Blessed person. Canonization requires two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And they know it was because of the dead person ... how?</P> 
<P>I know, I shouldn't ask.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041401 38483 130 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:14:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/9041398" target=_blank>#127</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that's part of the requirement. I think the official rule was 3 post 
death miracles but they lowered the bar for JP to expedite the 
process.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having the saintly person be dead sure avoids all those messy requirements 
for, you know, actual proof.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041405 38483 134 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:15:39pm  
 
<P>Asking these kinds of questions is what got me in trouble in Catholic 
school.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09041440 38483 163 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:30:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9041435" target=_blank>#160</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>With the decades-long flood of revelations about what was going on in the 
Church, with the complicity of the highest levels of the Vatican, I just find it 
incredibly tasteless, to say the least, to assert that children can now pray to 
John Paul II for intercession.</P> 
<P>They got no help from him while he was alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041469 38483 190 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 1:50:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/179/9041457" target=_blank>#179</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Just sent you a DM on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09041514 38483 228 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 2:39:14pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/andilinks/status/64760085435518977" 
target=_blank>A charming image</A> from a right winger with more than 45,000 
followers:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joe McCarthy will get his hero's statue in Washington DC after we waterboard 
all the commies with sewer water.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042054 38484 1 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:29:02pm  
 
<P>Osama bin Laden?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042072 38484 15 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:33:01pm  
 
<P>Live White House video now added above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042099 38484 39 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:36:18pm  
 
<P>Osama bin Laden confirmed dead... the news is coming out...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042108 38484 48 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:38:14pm  
 
<P>Just rumors right now, please note. But the Twitters are all 
abuzz.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042140 38484 77 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:44:12pm  
 
<P>The US has the body of Osama bin Laden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042231 38484 167 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 7:59:13pm  



 
<P>What an incredible moment. I've been waiting to hear this news for a long 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042302 38484 237 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:07:52pm  
 
<P>Bin Laden killed in a mansion outside Islamabad, with several family 
members...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042427 38484 361 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:23:10pm  
 
<P>I've thought Osama was dead for years, and we'd never really know for sure, 
but I'm highly gratified to be wrong about that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042435 38484 369 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:24:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/9042431" target=_blank>#365</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*cough* You mean Osama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042486 38484 420 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:31:45pm  
 
<P>Huge crowd outside the White House cheering and singing the Star Spangled 
Banner...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042519 38484 453 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:35:17pm  
 
<P>Here he comes...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042564 38484 498 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:40:36pm  
 
<P>Not a drone operation -- a man-to-man battle ending in a firefight. All US 
forces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042683 38484 617 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:53:46pm  
 
<P>I'm raising a toast to the end of bin Laden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042737 38484 671 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 8:59:34pm  
 
<P>A statement from George W. Bush:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH</P> 
<P>Earlier this evening, President Obama called to inform me that American 
forces killed Osama bin Laden, the leader of the al Qaeda network that attacked 
America on September 11, 2001. I congratulated him and the men and women of our 
military and intelligence communities who devoted their lives to this mission. 



They have our everlasting gratitude. This momentous achievement marks a victory 
for America, for people who seek peace around the world, and for all those who 
lost loved ones on September 11, 2001. The fight against terror goes on, but 
tonight America has sent an unmistakable message: No matter how long it takes, 
justice will be done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042826 38485 16 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 9:11:15pm  
 
<P>Here's the town where they got the bastard:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/maps?f=q&amp;source=s_q&amp;hl=en&amp;q=Abbott%C4%81
bad,+Abbottabad,+Khyber+Pakhtunkhwa,+Pakistan&amp;aq=&amp;sll=34.009099,-
118.388126&amp;sspn=0.024137,0.01796&amp;ie=UTF8&amp;geocode=FWsJCQIdhTFdBA&amp;
split=0&amp;hq=&amp;hnear=Abbott%C4%81bad,+Abbottabad,+Khyber+Pakhtunkhwa,+Pakis
tan&amp;ll=34.146689,73.21641&amp;spn=0.012049,0.00898&amp;t=h&amp;z=17" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09042935 38485 113 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 9:27:59pm  
 
<P>The official New York Times obituary for <A 
href="http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/02/world/02osama-bin-laden-obituary.html" 
target=_blank>The Most Wanted Face of Terrorism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09043103 38485 273 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 9:55:06pm  
 
<P>Osama's compound had no telephones and no Internet. He was living a total 
paranoid nightmare for years. Good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09043116 38485 286 Charles Sun, May 1, 2011 9:57:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/9043007" target=_blank>#183</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>" I've never wished a man dead, but I've read some obituaries with great 
pleasure." - Mark Twain</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And we have our overnight quote...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044379 38487 13 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 10:40:41am  
 
<P>Right wingers are being disgusting pigs about this, as usual.</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/BryanJFischer/status/65105581807112192" 
target=_blank>Bryan Fischer</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sad day for Al Gore. Bin Laden was a big-time proponent of Gore's crackpot 
theories on global warming. Al will have to soldier on 
alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044484 38488 10 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:12:20am  
 
<P>The conspiracy theories are already starting, of course.</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.facebook.com/cindyssoapbox/posts/128596820550958" 
target=_blank>Cindy Sheehan</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am sorry, but if you believe the newest death of OBL, you're stupid. Just 
think to yourself--they paraded Saddam's dead sons around to prove they were 
dead--why do you suppose they hastily buried this version of OBL at sea? This 
lying, murderous Empire can only exist with your brainwashed consent--just put 
your flags away and THINK!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044577 38488 54 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:35:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/9044553" target=_blank>#53</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>THEIR objection is simple "Asking for proof must mean that you don't 
believe".</P> 
<P>If you don't believe Obama, you must be a racist... something along those 
lines.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe not a racist, but if you don't believe Obama on this, you're an 
idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044578 38488 55 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:35:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9044540" target=_blank>#48</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>J. Michael Walker on Breitbart’s website is saying something similar, and 
getting a lot of heat for it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he is an idiot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044585 38488 56 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:36:24am  
 
<P>And by the way, if anyone thinks I'm going to let them start spreading this 
ridiculous garbage at LGF, you'd better think again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044593 38488 58 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:37:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/9044587" target=_blank>#57</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do. You know that. BUT there are people who are asking for more. Not me 
mind you, but some people want more.</P> 
<P>If a person on the right asks for more, they are an idiot, if a person on the 
left asks for more...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't care less that some idiots want "more."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044526 38489 2 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:24:06am  
 
<P>The White House video player lacks an option to NOT autoplay on load. There 
was another WH video on the front page -- I removed it, so you should only hear 
this one now if you reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044567 38489 32 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:33:24am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9044534" target=_blank>#7</A> Dreggas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The world has to be ending,</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/05/02/972321/-You-must-listen-at-
Rush-Limbaughs-suprising-effusive-praise-of-Obama-" target=_blank>Rush Limbaugh 
has praised Obama...effusively</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It didn't last long. In the same show: <A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201105020004" target=_blank>Limbaugh: If 
Obama Were A Shoo-In For Re-Election 'Osama Bin Laden Would Still Be Alive 
Today'</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044672 38489 109 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 11:58:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/9044662" target=_blank>#100</A> kwb2003</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On Jim Hoft's site, post after post tries to put this in the most negative 
way for Obama, even when he first announced it on his blog, he threw in a remark 
about how the President's speech will pre-empt Trump's Celebrity Apprentice. why 
can't people just enjoy the moment?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because the President is black.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044759 38490 8 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 12:29:25pm  
 
<P>By the way, Rush Limbaugh is laughing at all the media reports that he 
"praised" Obama.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201105020008" 
target=_blank>mediamatters.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09044965 38492 58 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 1:22:16pm  
 
<P>It always amazes me a little bit that there are actually people who think 
America should be a place where we hang mutilated corpses in public, and degrade 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045092 38492 176 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 2:02:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/9045069" target=_blank>#153</A> Locker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So you are claiming that he was hiding where we just found him 10 years 
ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't remember where I read it, but one report said he'd been living there 
for 6 years. And the compound may have previously been used as an ISI "safe 
house."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045217 38492 297 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 2:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/223/9045143" target=_blank>#223</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not saying that our leaders should allow these fantasies... but I 
understand and don't judge the people who repeat them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course you don't judge them, because they're right 
wingers.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09045582 38494 227 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:12:07pm  
 
<P>There's a video recording of bin Laden's burial at sea.</P> 
<P>And the woman killed with him may not have been his wife after 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045584 38494 229 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:12:29pm  
 
<P>There's also video of the raid on the compound.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045589 38494 233 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/9045586" target=_blank>#231</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you have a link of the posting? The DoD said earlier today they had videos 
that they <EM>might</EM> release - I've been looking for links of any 
posting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No links yet. I don't think anything's been released.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045590 38494 234 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:14:05pm  
 
<P>That info is from the tube.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045612 38494 255 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:19:39pm  
 
<P>Obama is speaking at a bipartisan dinner...</P> 
<P>Standing ovation... it's on MSNBC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045663 38494 303 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 5:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/285/9045642" target=_blank>#285</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you regret voting for McCain/Palin?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've already written that if I could go back and do it over, I'd vote for 
Obama. Totally mean that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045752 38494 390 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:01:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/9045710" target=_blank>#348</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I haven't checked to see how the lefty sites are coping with that fact. 
I assume they'd rather just ignore it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>However, the information came from KSM during regular interrogation, not 
during waterboarding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09045763 38494 401 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:06:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/384/9045746" target=_blank>#384</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also I think it's important to remember why many of us old timers came to LGF 
in the first place. The much of neoconservative thing was not the traditional 
religious right. Many of us were classical liberals who believe in freedom, 
democracy and were turned off by the left's reactions to 9-11.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. With one correction: "some" of the left's reactions. It wasn't 
everyone, just like all Republicans don't align with the Tea Par...</P> 
<P>Oh, wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045778 38494 416 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:12:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/405/9045767" target=_blank>#405</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yea, but you would have been down dinged on your own blog back than. 
:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was down-dinged to death just for trying to be gracious after the 
election.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/31817_President_Barack_Obama" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045798 38494 434 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:19:11pm  
 
<P>That's when I first started to think there might be something more primal 
going on, in the reaction to our first African American 
president.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045816 38494 452 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:24:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/445/9045809" target=_blank>#445</A> 
bloodstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a little leery of delving further.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Village of the Damned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045831 38494 467 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:32:20pm  
 
<P>"Country first" was a controversial statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045847 38494 482 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:39:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/9045845" target=_blank>#480</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I never understood TFK. He was probably just too brilliant for my simple mind 
to grasp.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09045864 38494 499 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:42:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/497/9045862" target=_blank>#497</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wouldn't say that if you knew who he really is. Nuft 
said.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would, and I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09045887 38494 522 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 6:47:02pm  
 
<P>I warned 'taxfreekiller' many times when he posted racial slurs not to do it. 
And he did it again, over and over. Please don't ask me to grant this freak any 
more leeway than he already got from me.</P> 
<P>LGF is a MUCH better place with people like him elsewhere, even if they 
dedicate the rest of their wretched lives to smearing me on the 
Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09046311 38495 147 Charles Mon, May 2, 2011 9:23:38pm  
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart's Cult of Stupid is spewing an impressive amount of hatred 
at me tonight on Twitter. Music to my ears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047190 38497 15 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 11:17:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9047187" target=_blank>#13</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ulsterman hates O'bama.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a completely deranged Obama-hating lunatic. Perfect source for 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047207 38497 28 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 11:22:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9047197" target=_blank>#19</A> lgffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller is simply yzarc. but why even pay attention to her?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because she's a very popular right wing blogger who continues to be featured 
on Fox News. Also because this stuff is hilarious.</P> 
<P>I don't know why I should have to point this out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047302 38497 112 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 11:50:33am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/9047300" target=_blank>#111</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a joke. Her source seems to be some psycho wingnut that blogs with the 
name "Ulsterman". The "unnamed source" he uses read like one of those stupid 
chain emails people get that Snopes frequently debunks. <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&amp;q=Point%20of%20determination%20made



%20FOR%20Obama%20not%20BY%20Obama.%20%20Will%20clarify%20as%20details%20become%2
0more%20clear.%20%0D%0A%0D%0ARead%20more%3A%20http%3A%2F%2Fnewsflavor.com%2Fpoli
tics%2Fus-politics%2Fdid-senior-militaryintelligence-officials-overrule-
president-obama-regarding-mission-to-kill-osama-bin-
laden%2F%23ixzz1LJgKdzWk%0D%0A#sclient=psy&amp;hl=en&amp;biw=960&amp;bih=694&amp
;source=hp&amp;q=%22Point+of+determination+made+FOR+Obama+not+BY+Obama.++Will+cl
arify+as+details+become+more+clear.%22&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql=&amp;oq=%22Poin
t+of+determination+made+FOR+Obama+not+BY+Obama.++Will+clarify+as+details+become+
more+clear.%22&amp;pbx=1&amp;fp=6e51f3b7bd5a4d48" target=_blank>And it's not 
just Geller promoting this latest bullshit conspiracy.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This story is all over the second-string right wing blogs. Has it shown up on 
Fox Nation yet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047333 38497 139 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 11:57:15am  
 
<P>The Osama bin Dead picture may have just been leaked:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitpic.com/4swmw4" 
target=_blank>twitpic.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Warning, very graphic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047363 38497 163 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 12:03:31pm  
 
<P>Jay Carney announced this morning at the press briefing that the President 
has decided to release one photo of dead Osama.</P> 
<P>I don't know if that picture is the one, but it doesn't look obviously 
Photoshopped. Still could be, it's too low res to really tell. But the wounds 
are consistent with the descriptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047584 38497 367 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 1:10:33pm  
 
<P>Testing comment with jQuery 1.6...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047632 38497 403 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 1:38:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/9047596" target=_blank>#375</A> avanti</EM></P> 
<P>In other words, another random Internet kook pranking the 
rubes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048164 38497 450 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:06:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/9047723" target=_blank>#443</A> dean_k</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if this is common knowledge outside the UK, but being called 
'Ulsterman' implies he's a rightwing, nationalist Brit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, or someone who sympathizes with that viewpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047744 38499 3 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 2:51:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9047743" target=_blank>#2</A> kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>possibility: [Link: <A href="http://www.nerdscene.com/2009/05/05/115/#more-
115." target=_blank>www.nerdscene.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope -- the problem with LGF happens just trying to load the page. It starts 
loading, then crashes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047751 38499 8 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 2:56:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9047748" target=_blank>#5</A> kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<P>How would I do that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047759 38499 14 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 3:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9047755" target=_blank>#10</A> William of 
Orange</EM></P> 
<P>Haven't installed IE9 yet -- is it officially released or is it still a beta 
version?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09047877 38499 108 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 4:08:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/9047864" target=_blank>#99</A> Naso Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Thinking about the Playstation fiasco, not to mention Wikileaks and 
others; even though it is hard to prevent all hacking, even with stolen 
passwords, how hard could it be to have a system that will simply not allow any 
large data dumps to come from certain databases?</P> 
<P>Even if they are accessed constantly internally, there have to be 
characteristic that would identify any non legitimate bulk data transfer, 
particularly if it comes from (or goes to) an outside address.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, yeah ... but the problem is that a hacker who gains root access (which 
the Sony PS hacker did) can disable any protection like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048082 38499 281 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 5:42:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/256/9048053" target=_blank>#256</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I guess I'd reply that those kinds of strange traffic requests are 
better handled by competent sysadmins. There's no reason in theory why such a 
hardware protection system couldn't work, but with the Playstation network, 
they're already in the business of transferring very large amounts of data 
routinely -- the user database may have been relatively small in comparison to 
an update for Dead Space 2, for example.</P> 
<P>Sony was apparently shockingly lax in their security. The user passwords were 
reportedly not even hashed. Stored in plain text. Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048093 38499 292 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 5:46:15pm  
 
<P>Yes, "Paki" is an offensive racial slur: <A 
href="http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Paki" target=_blank>Paki - 
Wiktionary</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The abbreviation Paki acquired offensive connotations in the 1960s when used 
by British tabloids to refer to subjects of former colony states in a derogatory 



and racist manner. In modern British usage "Paki" is typically used in a 
derogatory way as a label for all South Asians, including Indians, Afghans and 
Bangladeshis. To a lesser extent, the term has been applied as a racial slur 
towards Arabs and other Middle Eastern-looking groups who may resemble South 
Asians. During the 60's many emigrants were also dubbed as "black" to further 
segregrate them from the white community. Some would say such a division still 
exists in parts of England.</P> 
<P>In recent times there has been a trend by second and third-generation British 
Pakistanis to reclaim the word. The word has been turned into a keepsake for the 
young British Pakistani community that is not acceptable for someone outside the 
community to say it, including Indians and Bangladeshis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I should add it to the filter that replaces offensive words with 
"[bigoted word]".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048128 38499 326 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 5:54:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/9048120" target=_blank>#318</A> Naso 
Tang</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I live in a relatively insult free world. Still, I don't need to 
upset all the non Pakistanis for no good reason, so I'll watch my abbreviations 
in the future.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you!</P> 
<P>This is why LGF has the best commenters on the web.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048169 38499 362 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:08:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/354/9048158" target=_blank>#354</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it was on LGF that I learned that Hottentot was a pejorative. Even though the 
Cowardly Lion uses it in "The Wizard of Oz".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazing how many racial slurs you encounter that you never knew existed, 
when you run a blog like this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048179 38499 371 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:14:05pm  
 
<P>The far right is really trying hard to push the idea that "Obama's hand was 
forced:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/war-terror/2011/05/03/ex-navy-seal-
says-obamas-hand-was-
forced?utm_source=feedburner&amp;utm_medium=feed&amp;utm_campaign=Feed%3A+FoxNat
ion+%28Fox+Nation%29" target=_blank>nation.foxnews.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pamela Geller is a pretty reliable weathervane for right wing crazy 
ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048194 38499 386 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:19:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/381/9048189" target=_blank>#381</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if Paki is offensive why do so many restaurants offer Indie/Paki 
cuisine...</P> 



<P>should I be offended by the local Tex/Mex place?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The local Tex Mex place doesn't get a dozen angry emails when they use a 
racial slur against Pakistanis.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048204 38499 396 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:24:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/393/9048201" target=_blank>#393</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want to get all silly with you but in these parts (NYC) Paki is just 
a term...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Isn't that nice for you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048228 38499 419 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 6:31:12pm  
 
<P>A friendly warning: if you try to tell me I should tolerate the use of the 
term "Paki" to refer to Pakistanis, you're treading on thin ice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048297 38499 485 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:16:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/484/9048295" target=_blank>#484</A> 
eightyfiv</EM></P> 
<P>Almost certainly a bug in IE7's code. No other browser has this 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048308 38499 496 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:26:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/492/9048304" target=_blank>#492</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK I am back I got some take out from a local ethnic restaurant, but I am 
afraid to say which one...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you really are bursting to use a racial slur, just go ahead. Let it all 
hang out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048314 38499 502 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:29:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/501/9048313" target=_blank>#501</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>is Hunan a racial slur</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You tell me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048319 38499 507 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:32:16pm  
 
<P>I guess I'm supposed to play along with this passive aggressive bullshit.</P> 
<P>Sorry, not interested. If you're chafing because you really want to use a 
racial slur but feel like you're being suppressed, just go ahead and do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09048327 38499 515 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:35:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/513/9048325" target=_blank>#513</A> brookly 
red</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, look are my posts racist? I am reading off the menu 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This game is ending. Go play somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048336 38499 523 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:38:43pm  
 
<P>It's incredibly easy to NOT use a racial slur. All you have to do is say to 
yourself, "well, that's a racial slur, so maybe I should be a decent human being 
and refrain from using it."</P> 
<P>Or you can be an asshole and try to prove something, in which case you can do 
that somewhere else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09048344 38499 531 Charles Tue, May 3, 2011 7:46:11pm  
 
<P>Bottom line: if you signal to me that you're going to be a pain in the ass 
whose comments make LGF look bad, I'm not even going to spend 1 minute thinking 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049259 38501 5 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 10:54:31am  
 
<P>Every time something like this pops up, I'm amazed at the number of random-
seeming bugs in Internet Explorer. If a browser doesn't recognize a particular 
form of CSS syntax, it's supposed to ignore it. Not crash.</P> 
<P>Internet Explorer is one of the most popular buggy pieces of crap that ever 
existed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049188 38502 3 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 10:33:53am  
 
<P>Doesn't bother me.</P> 
<P>In any case, the photo will be leaked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049208 38502 17 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 10:39:19am  
 
<P>Here's how it works out logically: if you already don't believe the 
President, no photo is going to make a difference anyway. If you do believe the 
President, what's the point of seeing a gory picture?</P> 
<P>I've seen enough gory pictures. All you have to do to see grotesque images of 
dead bodies is visit Pamela Geller's site on any given day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049226 38502 32 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 10:42:46am  
 
<P>I now believe the photo that came out yesterday is a fake -- reportedly, bin 
Laden's left eye was destroyed by the bullet that killed him, and in that photo 
both eyes are intact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09049368 38503 24 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 11:26:23am  
 
<P>There's a live briefing going on now about this:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/live/briefing-press-secretary-jay-
carney-26" target=_blank>www.whitehouse.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049634 38504 100 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 12:35:30pm  
 
<P>If you're on Twitter, please do me a favor and "Block and report as spam" 
this impersonator:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/LGF_Charles/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049727 38504 169 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 1:00:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/9049722" target=_blank>#166</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I finally closed the LGF hashtag because even the blocked show up if they're 
using it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tweetdeck's Global Filter could put a stop to that. Just add the username to 
the list. Bam. Never see them again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049740 38504 175 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 1:05:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/9049738" target=_blank>#173</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>They've been busily proving that they're not stalkers by registering one 
impersonator account after another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049743 38504 177 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 1:05:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/9049739" target=_blank>#174</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty much on topic...</P> 
<P>Apparently scientists are using too many syllables:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jV8J1meZ0lD1PNbOkWYWdpCh
RMXA?docId=1fa900b287114805b741c83d2e751498" target=_blank>Climate scientists 
told to 'stop speaking in code'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, that's kind of sad, but also true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09049795 38504 208 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 1:28:30pm  
 
<P>The Gellerthing shrieks:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last night I was interviewed by CBS news on why we must release the death 
photos of Osama Bin Laden. If, as Obama claims, Osama was "not a Muslim leader," 
then what is he worried about, right? Such nonsense is consistent with the 
bubbles belching from Obama's lips. Osama was a Muslim leader, and that is why 
Obama won't release them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>The "bubbles belching from Obama's lips?"</P> 
<P>WTF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050492 38504 465 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 5:58:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/364/9050055" target=_blank>#364</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am getting more and more disgusted with my fellow lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty obvious, and maybe you should decide whether you want to 
continue putting up with them. Because I don't need this shit, and I'll make the 
decision if you don't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050677 38504 480 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 7:25:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/471/9050621" target=_blank>#471</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not going to be dragged into this mess. I'm simply telling you that 
you're alienating a lot of people with your posts. People who would otherwise be 
your friends, but you're losing your way, and you don't see it.</P> 
<P>You're creating a lot of extra work for me, because you refuse to back down 
off the ledge, and it's getting very wearisome.</P> 
<P>And I'm reaching the limit of how much I'm willing to put up 
with.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050062 38505 1 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 3:06:09pm  
 
<P>Next idea: have a feature to automatically send a tweet when a new LGF Page 
is posted.</P> 
<P>That will require LGF users to grant access to the LGF Twitter web app, to 
update your account. I still have to write the code, but no passwords will be 
required -- you just do a little authorization thing once, and it will be 
automatic after that. LGF never gets access to your password, and you can revoke 
the authorization at any time in your Twitter account settings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050213 38506 7 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 3:58:26pm  
 
<P>Well, someone from Conan's office sent the link to me, so I don't think he's 
too worried...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050395 38506 120 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 5:21:04pm  
 
<P>Uh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050432 38506 151 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 5:30:43pm  
 
<P>Trying to decide if I should wait to let the troll do whatever it's planning 
to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050448 38506 163 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 5:39:37pm  



 
<P>Nope, not gonna wait. That was a classic troll design 
pattern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09050500 38507 3 Charles Wed, May 4, 2011 6:05:35pm  
 
<P>Of course, this comes from Saudi Arabia, so take it with a whole lot of 
salt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051328 38509 564 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 10:29:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/552/9051316" target=_blank>#552</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BO didn't just fuck up the OBL raid, he botched it TEN different ways!...why 
I post this shit, I don't even know...I've said my piece and that's 
that...tomorrow BO will have fucked up 15 different ways!...the guy is a 
DISASTER!...[Link: <A 
href="http://blogs.telegraph.co.uk/news/tobyharnden/100086478/10-ways-barack-
obama-botched-the-aftermath-of-the-masterful-operation-to-kill-osama-bin-laden/" 
target=_blank>blogs.telegraph.co.uk...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What in the hell are you talking about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051333 38509 567 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 10:30:08am  
 
<P>That article is pure crap. Good grief.</P> 
<P>Serious outbreak of Obama Derangement Syndrome in here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051339 38509 573 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 10:32:12am  
 
<P>Been looking around the right wing blogs and they're approaching some kind of 
twisted Crazularity. The spewing is completely out of control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051350 38509 584 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 10:35:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/580/9051346" target=_blank>#580</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>as I've said, my admiration for BO has skyrocketed...I don't like people 
dissing my CinC or our troops...nobody else and no other country is capable of a 
mission like that</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wel, I'm glad to hear that was sarcasm. But sometimes it's awfully hard to 
tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051407 38510 6 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:01:17am  
 
<P>Ha ha! Torture is so hilarious!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051417 38510 13 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:03:48am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9051413" target=_blank>#10</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>(er... off topic)... that's not cool... ad above for "repeal Obamacare" 
showing President Obama as the Joker...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing loons are spending big money to promote that crap. I'll go block 
this one. They're using a lot of different URLs, all using the joker picture. 
It's sickening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051429 38510 21 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:07:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9051424" target=_blank>#18</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Waterboarding is used in SERE training to teach operatives to resist ... you 
guessed it ... torture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051434 38510 25 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:09:26am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, it's become another right wing article of faith that we found 
Osama bin Laden because we tortured people.</P> 
<P>Never mind that there is absolutely no factual basis for this belief. There's 
no factual basis for almost all right wing beliefs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051458 38510 48 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:23:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/9051449" target=_blank>#40</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I decided to check out (through google cache - I'm not giving folks like 
those any legitimate hits) the site that put up that ad. This is the kind of 
racist crap I found:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:dz-
HjrlUCqkJ:visiontoamerica.org/story/video-obama-openly-mocks-god--
bible.html+visiontoamerica.org&amp;cd=2&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;sour
ce=www.google.com" 
target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whenever you see one of these kinds of offensive ads, let me know the URL of 
the site it's linked to, please, so I can block it. Everyone sees different ads 
when they load LGF, so I'm probably not aware of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051470 38510 59 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:28:08am  
 
<P>Thanks, I already blocked that one. It takes a little while for it to get 
through the system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051490 38510 75 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 11:37:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9051478" target=_blank>#66</A> andres</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should we also send you the Goldline and/or Ann Coulter 
ones?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, let me know the site URLs for any ad that seems wrong. I can't 
guarantee I'll block all of them, though. I'm trying to only block the ones that 
are blatantly offensive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051626 38512 12 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 12:39:02pm  
 
<P>Osama bin Laden was living in that house in Abottabad for SIX years.</P> 
<P>That means that bin Laden was cooped up in one place, hiding in plain sight, 
for the last three years of Bush's presidency.</P> 
<P>In the third year of Obama's presidency, Osama bin Laden is Osama bin 
Dead.</P> 
<P>I think it's reasonable to question how devoted Bush really was to finding 
bin Laden.</P> 
<P>But on the other hand, he does deserve some credit for the overall 
effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051671 38512 48 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 12:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9051669" target=_blank>#46</A> BongCrodny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If we could but find a way to productively harness the power of 
derp.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What do you think the Tea Party is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051907 38514 16 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 2:29:39pm  
 
<P>They're most known for their paranoid anti-communism, but the Birch Society 
also promotes a host of crazy anti-government stuff and conspiracy theories. 
They're about one degree removed from Alex Jones on the Kook Scale. Just have a 
look through their website some time. They're also pretty blatantly theocratic, 
creationist, climate change deniers, etc.</P> 
<P>Their revival has been amazing to see. And not in a good way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051965 38514 72 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 3:01:50pm  
 
<P>Check out the debaters tonight - starts at 9pm ET:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Debate participants include Atlanta businessman Herman Cain, former New 
Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson, Texas Rep. Ron Paul, former Minnesota Gov. Tim 
Pawlenty and former Pennsylvania Sen. Rick Santoum.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whack jobs, one and all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09051968 38514 75 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 3:03:30pm  
 
<P>Sorry, that's 9pm ET.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052046 38514 143 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 3:28:22pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ46930974.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Nice doggie.</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09052069 38514 165 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 3:36:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/9052050" target=_blank>#146</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How awesome is that! Source?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a DoD picture - found it here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.foreignpolicy.com/articles/2011/05/04/war_dog?page=0,0" 
target=_blank>www.foreignpolicy.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09053967 38514 388 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 11:08:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/387/9052754" target=_blank>#387</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I am certain that we can. <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Birch_%28missionary%29" 
target=_blank>100%</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This was a Chinese spammer, leaving this comment as cover while posting spam 
comments in other threads. Now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052292 38515 3 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 5:38:25pm  
 
<P>I hope the 'two little girls' story doesn't turn out to be 'fog of war' stuff 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052295 38515 6 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 5:39:38pm  
 
<P>Were those two girls bin Laden's daughters?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052331 38515 31 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:01:17pm  
 
<P>I don't think it was necessarily a kill mission, but when the most wanted man 
doesn't immediately raise his arms and surrender, but instead runs back into a 
room and sends two kids out, the SEALs absolutely did the right 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052357 38516 2 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:12:12pm  
 
<P>Rick Santorum says he's not anti-Islam, he's "just recognizing the 
reality."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052364 38516 6 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:13:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9052362" target=_blank>#4</A> mr.fusion</EM></P> 
<P>I thought it was my doorbell too. The bastards.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052368 38516 10 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:14:09pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9052365" target=_blank>#7</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Live stream link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't found one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052371 38516 13 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:14:46pm  
 
<P>"Torture in secret military prisons"...</P> 
<P>Ron Paul gets wild applause.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052387 38516 24 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 6:18:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9052374" target=_blank>#15</A> bloodstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least he called a spade a spade.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's trying to play you. In every other way that matters, Ron Paul is a 
reactionary far right lunatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052588 38516 213 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 7:01:30pm  
 
<P>Juan Williams, lost in a parallel universe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052676 38516 298 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 7:14:32pm  
 
<P>Gary Johnson sounds so reasonable on drug policy.</P> 
<P>What a shame that he also wants to repeal child labor laws.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09052705 38516 323 Charles Thu, May 5, 2011 7:19:03pm  
 
<P>Gary Johnson: We're on the verge of collapse unless we put all these lazy 
kids to work!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054007 38518 60 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 11:34:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/9054004" target=_blank>#57</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/search/photos/2/grid?__site=daylife&amp;q=london+bi
n+laden" target=_blank>London cops prevent Islamist Extremists and EDL hooligans 
from beating the crap out of each other.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've seen this going around the right wing blogs, of course. They simply 
don't mention the EDL, and they're all saying there were "hundreds" of 
Islamists.</P> 
<P>From the pictures at Daylife, it looks more like a couple 
dozen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054016 38518 68 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 11:39:42am  
 
<P>English Defence League member:</P> 



<P><A title=x910.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/07SvfDCeOy1aO/x910.jpg" 
rel=fancyf5c7c996 target=_blank>Image: x910.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054036 38518 88 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 11:48:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/9054026" target=_blank>#78</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like they are using the same "Islam will Dominate the World" signs from 
previous demonstrations.</P> 
<P>There are no wide shots so it's hard to tell how many of each side there are. 
My guess is equivalent numbers of EDL and Muslim protestors, with an equal 
amount of police officers separating them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the group of Islamists surrounded by police... definitely not 
"hundreds" of them.</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/00RVdcE0KE0sX/910x.jpg" 
rel=fancy3552f4ba target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054051 38518 102 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 11:58:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/9054043" target=_blank>#94</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like about a hundred+</P> 
<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0bLL7aq8Jj1B2/610x.jpg" 
rel=fancy21a96230 target=_blank>Image: 610x.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't tell how far back the group of Islamists goes, though. Here's a larger 
image:</P> 
<P><A title=910x.jpg 
href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0bLL7aq8Jj1B2/910x.jpg" 
rel=fancyeae1ce4e target=_blank>Image: 910x.jpg</A></P> 
<P>It looks like about 10 rows to me, with an average of 5 or 6 in each row. 
Still less than a hundred, I think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054062 38518 112 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 12:05:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/9054054" target=_blank>#104</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Islam will dominate the world" signs aren't exactly helping their cause. 
Morons.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are the same wackos who always turn out to demonstrate in London. A 
very small group of loud Islamists led by Anjem Choudray.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054350 38519 80 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:09:05pm  
 
<P>It's interesting -- there are some leftists who are losing it over bin Laden 
too. Michael Moore and Glenn Greenwald are both yelling very loudly about 
"extra-judicial assassination."</P> 
<P>The difference, however, is that this viewpoint is not being widely accepted. 
There's a lot of pushback, and Greenwald and Moore are getting hammered on 
Twitter by liberals.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09054367 38519 96 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:16:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/9054361" target=_blank>#90</A> kragar (proud to be 
kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Napolitano said the same thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, Napolitano's so far out there on the far right he starts to wrap around 
a little.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054382 38519 111 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:23:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/9054375" target=_blank>#104</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's easy to understand: The Right's bent over the "weak foreign policy/limp-
wristed apologizer" meme went up in smoke the moment OBL's cranium was 
ventilated, while the Left's bent over what they view as Obama signing onto the 
whole "War on Terror" mindset when they viewed him as being the guy who'd bring 
it all to an end once in office.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, but Obama actually made the promise way back during his campaign that 
he would not hesitate to go into Pakistan to get Osama bin Laden. He got a lot 
of heat for saying this, but he kept his promise.</P> 
<P>I don't know why anyone on the left would be surprised. Obama was totally up 
front about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054402 38519 130 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:30:47pm  
 
<P>Here's what I wrote back when Obama made that promise: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/26490_Obama_Promises_to_Invade_Pak
istan_Edwards_Promises_to_Get_Tough_With_Saudi_Arabia" target=_blank>Obama 
Promises to Invade Pakistan, Edwards Promises to Get Tough With Saudi 
Arabia</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The anti-war presidential candidate who vows to pull out of Iraq immediately, 
then begin unconditional talks with Iran, says if he’s elected he’ll invade 
Pakistan: Obama vows to hunt down terrorists.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WASHINGTON - Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama said Wednesday 
that he would send troops into Pakistan to hunt down terrorists even without 
local permission if warranted — an attempt to show strength when his chief rival 
has described his foreign policy skills as naive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah. That’ll work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, Charles of 2008: put down the Koolaid pitcher!</P> 
<P>But seriously, I couldn't have been more wrong. Obama came 
through.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054423 38519 151 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:35:37pm  
 
<P>I note, however, that Obama also promised to immediately pull out of Iraq and 
start unconditional talks with Iran.</P> 
<P>And those promises he didn't keep. Which is also good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09054433 38519 161 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 2:38:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/9054411" target=_blank>#139</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fact that you were wrong means nobody can ever trust you on anything 
again, because nobody else is every wrong. And the fact that you learned and 
realized your error and are admitting it means you're a hypocrite for reasons 
that are rather unclear.</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know. Sometimes that realization robs me of the will to live. But then I 
take a shower and feel better.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054533 38520 14 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 3:11:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9054531" target=_blank>#12</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Have 'em together and it could be Corvid Ala Mode.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Eewww.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054981 38520 448 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 6:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/439/9054972" target=_blank>#439</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<P>You have to use square brackets: [ ]</P> 
<P>Not angled brackets: &lt; &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09054997 38520 464 Charles Fri, May 6, 2011 6:18:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/452/9054985" target=_blank>#452</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah. I thought I was screwing it up. It just doesn't show up in preview. 
Doh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should work in preview mode now...</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE class=wingnut> 
<P>Hey! I'm a wingnut!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09055831 38522 13 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 10:51:17am  
 
<P>I'm really glad to see that there's starting to be a substantial pushback 
from liberals to the idea that Manning is some kind of hero. The far left can be 
just as hare-brained as the far right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09055995 38522 34 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 1:23:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9055973" target=_blank>#31</A> Typhaeon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I disapprove of Wikileaks because it might put lives, American and otherwise, 
in jeopardy, but am not able to actually tell to what extent this might be, nor 
is anyone outside of people with security clearances sworn to secrecy. The vague 



threat of harm is unpleasant, but lacks the weight of 
specifics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This analysis is exactly backwards. The fact that you can't tell how much 
damage might be done by a bulk dump of this magnitude is precisely WHY it's such 
a horribly bad practice. It's irresponsibility carried to an absurd extreme, and 
you can't brush aside the near certainty that people will be harmed, by simply 
avoiding responsibility because you didn't know exactly how it would happen. To 
my way of thinking, this kind of behavior is reckless and immoral.</P> 
<P>"Transparency" doesn't mean "no secrets." Only a fool could possibly believe 
that a modern society could operate in that fashion.</P> 
<P>And "whistle-blowing" doesn't mean "download everything you can and dump it 
out there without even reading it."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056013 38522 36 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 1:39:28pm  
 
<P>And by the way, I'm also someone who believes that all governments and many 
corporations occasionally do bad things and try to hide them, and that "whistle-
blowing" is a good thing. So I'm predisposed to be sympathetic to something like 
Wikileaks if it were done responsibly.</P> 
<P>But not the way it is. Wikileaks stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056977 38522 52 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 10:36:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9056384" target=_blank>#43</A> Nemesis6</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Digging up dirt, eh?</P> 
<P>Also, I like how it's implied here that killing Osama was more important than 
revealing stuff like the Baghdad airstrike video. Killing terrorists obviously 
takes precedence over the army being held accountable for killing 
civilians.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That "Baghdad air strike" video was fraudulently presented by Wikileaks. So 
yes, I'd say killing Osama bin Laden was VASTLY more important than smearing the 
American military with fraudulent claims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09055857 38523 10 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 11:35:13am  
 
<P>The place looks like a total dump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056063 38524 4 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 2:39:09pm  
 
<P>Yeah, it's not looking good for my Lakers this year. They'll be back, though. 
They always are. And they still might surprise you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056272 38524 185 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 5:36:56pm  
 
<P>Fark has a registered-users only post up with the title: "Former hater 
extraordinaire Charles Johnson serves himself a slice of crow pie."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.fark.com/comments/6178397/Former-hater-
extraordinaire-Charles-Johnson-serves-himself-a-slice-of-crow-pie" 
target=_blank>www.fark.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>To my many other titles I can now add "Former Hater 
Extraordinaire."</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09056276 38524 189 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 5:40:45pm  
 
<P>I've unlocked the Former Hater Extraordinaire badge on 
fark.com.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056351 38524 258 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 6:36:52pm  
 
<P>"Former hater extraordinaire" is now a random right column 
quote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09056356 38524 263 Charles Sat, May 7, 2011 6:38:33pm  
 
<P>The random quotes are a little like tattoos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057009 38527 6 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 11:20:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9057005" target=_blank>#3</A> Max D. 
Reinhardt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NPR had a good segment about this yesterday. They reported that the American 
Academy of Pediatrics is a strong advocate of gun control and that their stance 
has become a source of concern for Floridian gun owners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They support gun control because they experience first-hand the human carnage 
produced by America's dysfunctional right wing gun culture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057053 38527 38 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 11:52:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9057047" target=_blank>#35</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>The thing is, for every story of a cougar that could have been shot if 
someone had a gun, pediatricians personally observe the effects of gun violence 
on a day to day basis, especially if they're in a large city.</P> 
<P>I have to disagree that this isn't a doctor's business. And I disagree that 
there's anything reflexive about it; if the American Academy of Pediatrics is an 
advocate for gun control, it isn't because they're squishy liberals scared of 
guns -- it's because they deal with the violent results, in cases by the 
millions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057078 38527 61 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:04:21pm  
 
<P>This info is a bit out of date, but probably still close to the current 
situation; in fact, it's probably gotten worse. From the American Academy of 
Pediatrics: <A 
href="http://aappolicy.aappublications.org/cgi/content/full/pediatrics;105/4/888
" target=_blank>Firearm-Related Injuries Affecting the Pediatric Population -- 
Committee on Injury and Poison Prevention 105 (4): 888 -- AAP Policy</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In 1997, 32 436 firearm-related deaths (12.12/100 000) occurred in the United 
States, of which 4223 of the victims were children and adolescents younger than 
20 years of age.1Handguns continue to account for the majority of deaths and 



injuries from firearms in the United States.2–6 Compared with the period from 
1980 through 1985, death rates from firearms for children and adolescents 
increased by 31.8% during 1986 through 1992, primarily as a result of increases 
in the number of homicides.7 The data from 1993 through 1997 indicate a decline 
each year in the overall number of deaths and death rates from firearms. For all 
ages, the rate of firearm-related deaths fell in 1997 to 12.12 after peaking in 
1993 at 15.36 per 100 000. In 1997, firearm-related deaths for adolescents 15 
through 19 years of age decreased from 28.00 in 1994 to 18.84 in 1997 (Fig 1). 
This decrease establishes a downward trend after nearly 10 years of 
increase.&nbsp;Nonetheless, by the year 2003, firearm-related deaths may become 
the leading cause of injury-related death.8 In fact, in 1996, in 5 states 
(Alaska, Louisiana, Maryland, Nevada, and Virginia) and the District of 
Columbia, firearm-related deaths already outnumbered the deaths related to motor 
vehicle crashes (A. Crosby, written communication, February 1999).</P> 
<P>In 1997, firearm-related deaths accounted for <STRONG>22.5% of all injury 
deaths in children and adolescents 1 through 19 years of age</STRONG>.1 Among 
adolescents 15 through 19 years of age, <STRONG>32.2% of all injury deaths are 
firearm related</STRONG> (Table 1). Among black males 10 through 34 years of 
age, <STRONG>injuries from firearms are the leading cause of death</STRONG>.9 
Most firearm-related deaths of children occur before their arrival at the 
hospital.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057095 38527 78 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:15:33pm  
 
<P>In any case, even if the American Academy of Pediatrics has a "political 
agenda" (which I'm not willing to grant), this Florida law is insane. It's 
clearly putting children at risk to prevent their doctors from even ASKING 
QUESTIONS about gun safety in their home.</P> 
<P>The real political agenda here is from the NRA and gun rights advocates. 
They've identified the AAP as one of their more effective enemies, so the NRA is 
moving to silence them, using the Tea Party's political clout.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057097 38527 80 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:15:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/9057087" target=_blank>#70</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For pools better equipment &amp; responsible behavior is advocated. For guns, 
not having them is advocated. Hmmm. Could it be the guns are evil meme?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://dcspoolbarriers.com/water-related-injuries-fact-sheet-
from-the-cdc-1-risk-factor-lack-of-pool-barriers/" 
target=_blank>dcspoolbarriers.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Children: In 2005, of all children 1 to 4 years old who died, almost 30% died 
from drowning. Although drowning rates have slowly declined,1, 3 fatal drowning 
remains the second-leading cause of unintentional injury-related death for 
children ages 1 to 14 years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Swimming pools have a purpose other than killing people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057112 38527 94 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:25:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/9057101" target=_blank>#83</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've lived my entire life in homes with guns, properly stored and locked 
away.</P> 
<P>And not a single one of those guns was owned for the purpose of killing 
people.</P> 
<P>They were owned for the purpose of learning to use them for target shooting; 
and at one time, the Roi hunted, though he hasn't done that in 
years.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then obviously, you're not part of the problem. The American Academy of 
Pediatrics is specifically concerned with handguns and "assault rifles," and 
these weapons really have only one purpose: killing people. This isn't always a 
bad thing. The best case is self-defense, of course.</P> 
<P>But that's what they do. One thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057119 38527 101 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:28:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9057116" target=_blank>#98</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm still trying to wrap my head around the Constitutionality of this. The 
doctor/patient relationship is also a private contract, and doctors have 1st 
Amendment rights like any other American. They can discuss anything they like 
with their patients, and the patient is free to find another doctor if he or she 
is unhappy.</P> 
<P>I do not see how the hell this can even remotely pass any court 
challenge.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's just crazy, on a lot of levels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057126 38527 108 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:31:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/9057118" target=_blank>#100</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, but guns do have recreational uses too. Not just defensive, not just 
hunting or wildlife management. Setting that fact aside underpins the guns are 
evil meme.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see guns as inherently evil. I own one myself. But a gun is a tool 
for committing violence, that's just a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057146 38527 127 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:42:42pm  
 
<P>Even recreational use of guns is a violent activity, by the way.</P> 
<P>That doesn't mean I'm saying it's bad, I'm not. But it's potentially deadly 
violence, requiring special safety precautions.</P> 
<P>That's why I bristle a little when gun ownership is compared to swimming 
pools. They're simply not in the same class, and not comparable. A swimming pool 
is designed to help people, not kill them. It's potentially dangerous, but not 
remotely the same way as a handgun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057156 38527 136 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 12:47:46pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/clergywomen/status/67311552461676544" 
target=_blank>Crazy right wing tweet of the day</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>#CONGRESS SHOULD LOOK INTO #OBAMA #BLACK #ELECTED #TRAITORS OUT 2 
"REPATRIATE" #AMERICANS 2 #AFRICA!!! -me #freedomfever #tcot #p2 
#traitor</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057499 38527 190 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 3:22:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/186/9057458" target=_blank>#186</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No its not stupid. The American Academy of Pediatrics is a anti-gun bunch of 
busybodies. I like this law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a blatant violation of the First Amendment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057502 38527 191 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 3:24:38pm  
 
<P>If the bill becomes law, it will be challenged and struck down without a 
doubt. There's no way it's constitutional to tell doctors they can't discuss 
safety risks with patients.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057998 38527 200 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 9:35:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/9057831" target=_blank>#199</A> ilzito 
guacamolito</EM></P> 
<P>Better check under the bed for scary teachers and doctors before you go to 
sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057189 38528 3 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:00:18pm  
 
<P>End of 1st quarter: Lakers 23, Mavericks 27.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057202 38528 11 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:04:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9057198" target=_blank>#9</A> HappyWarrior</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT to basketball but my brother who's been in Kauai for the last couple 
months sent me some photos. Looked like paradise.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It is, pretty much. If you don't mind a lot of rain - that's why it's so 
green.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057204 38528 12 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:05:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9057199" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm slow to learn that. What do most people use these days?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I use McAfee on my virtual PCs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057214 38528 20 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:07:49pm  
 
<P>Oh man. Lakers are getting their asses kicked.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09057220 38528 26 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:10:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9057217" target=_blank>#23</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>McAfee blows chunks, IMO...if your VMs (or any of your regular machines) are 
running XP, Vista, or 7, I recommend Microsoft Security Essentials. It's pretty 
good, fairly light on resources, and free from Microsoft.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll check that out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057237 38528 40 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:15:41pm  
 
<P>Good grief. Dallas is hitting 3-pointers like crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057257 38528 53 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:26:26pm  
 
<P>Another one!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057264 38528 58 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:30:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9057261" target=_blank>#55</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: I completely messed up the last page I posted, Is there any way the whole 
thing can be deleted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can delete it yourself -- the little X icon does that. And the pencil 
icon lets you edit it after posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057286 38528 71 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 1:42:36pm  
 
<P>Magic Johnson: "this is the worst I've ever seen the Lakers play in a game 
that they needed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057392 38528 163 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 2:37:12pm  
 
<P>Whoa, Bynum just totally went for the nasty elbow block. 
Ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057457 38528 225 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 3:00:06pm  
 
<P>Dallas hits one more 3-pointer, just to rub it in.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057474 38528 240 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 3:05:55pm  
 
<P>Phil Jackson has nothing to be ashamed about. He's one of the greatest 
coaches in NBA history, with more than his share of triumphs. It's too bad the 
last game couldn't be one of those triumphs, but you can't take his legacy away 
from him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09057488 38528 249 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 3:12:49pm  
 
<P>Man, the Lakers are gonna get a world of shit for that lousy unprofessional 
behavior at the end of the game.</P> 
<P>Local sports people are already starting to rant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057613 38529 59 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 5:45:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9057604" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For those of us without TV...<A href="http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-504803_162-
20060530-10391709.html?tag=component.0" target=_blank>Obama on bin Laden: The 
full "60 Minutes" interview</A> (video)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sponsored by Viagra.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057669 38530 45 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 6:39:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/9057663" target=_blank>#39</A> 
daddylawbucks</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Forgive my ignorance, but why does there seem to be such problems with the 
helicopters?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because they're going into areas where helicopters aren't intended to go, 
landing in spaces that aren't intended as launch pads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057678 38530 53 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 6:42:43pm  
 
<P>Now doing a full scan on my Windows 7 virtual machine with Microsoft Security 
Essentials.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057681 38530 55 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 6:44:45pm  
 
<P>Every time I launch Windows, I spend the next 2-3-4 hours waiting for a 
seemingly endless series of updates to install. Restarting between each 
batch.</P> 
<P>I honestly don't know how you daily Windows users put up with 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09057692 38530 66 Charles Sun, May 8, 2011 6:50:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9057686" target=_blank>#60</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mine is set to update in the background. Once the system is caught up, the 
number of updates reduces dramatically, although if you wait a number of days or 
weeks between boots it can look worse.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's probably why it seems so intrusive -- I'm not using Windows on a daily 
basis.</P> 
<P>It's just very striking how often the system needs to be 
patched.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09058583 38532 124 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 11:54:20am  
 
<P>We currently have the #2 post in Reddit's 'politics' category.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reddit.com/r/politics/" 
target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09058765 38534 68 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 1:21:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9058755" target=_blank>#58</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really?</P> 
<P>I guess I'm beginning to figure out where I stand here, 
then.Unwelcome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that's certainly not how I feel. I didn't even see Spacejesus's comment 
til you mentioned it, but that doesn't speak for me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09058768 38534 71 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 1:23:25pm  
 
<P>Major traffic coming from Reddit -- we're #5 on the front page now.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.reddit.com/" 
target=_blank>www.reddit.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09058875 38534 165 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 2:13:12pm  
 
<P>We're now at #4 on Reddit. Just might get to #1. Go baby go!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09059167 38536 6 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 6:03:07pm  
 
<P>In other news, I know everyone's shocked to hear that <A 
href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/celebritology/post/whitney-houston-
checks-into-rehab/2011/05/09/AFfQPTZG_blog.html?hpid=z11" target=_blank>Whitney 
Houston is back in rehab</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09059172 38536 11 Charles Mon, May 9, 2011 6:08:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9059171" target=_blank>#10</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>the very best National Anthem I ever heard at a big event...the NBA All Star 
Game maybe...it was a doozie</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the beginning of her career, Whitney Houston was so good it was scary. 
It's sad to see someone squander a talent that huge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09059670 38538 4 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 11:16:36am  
 
<P>Republicans must never foster inappropriate attractions!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09059914 38539 13 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 2:03:24pm  
 



<P>That nerd who's always getting into arguments with the philosophy prof about 
Kierkegaard will soon be packing heat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060106 38539 179 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 5:10:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/9060020" target=_blank>#99</A> Imachkn</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not a troll, I can only register where I work. If someone else has 
already registered here then Charles is gonna block me. What are you afraid of. 
This site used to be open to everyone. What is wrong with differing opinions. I 
hardly come here anymore cause most everybody sounds the same. True I usually 
agree with most of what is said here. I expect to be blocked soon. Thanks for 
the post. Love you all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wut?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060111 38539 183 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 5:17:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/9060020" target=_blank>#99</A> Imachkn</EM></P> 
<P>That's one of the weirdest first comments ever. It's so weird I'm tempted not 
to block you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060177 38541 14 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 6:19:14pm  
 
<P>Karl Rove hitting the "Obama invited a thug rapper to the White House" theme 
hard on Fox News.</P> 
<P>Outrageous outrage of the microsecond.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060181 38541 17 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 6:21:04pm  
 
<P>'Common' is probably about as far from a 'thug' as it's possible to be in hip 
hop/rap music.</P> 
<P>Gah. The right wing's racism is bubbling closer to the surface than 
ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060210 38541 37 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 6:41:08pm  
 
 
 
<P>Wow. Fox News is really hitting the anti-Muslim bigotry buttons tonight on 
the Sean Hannity show.</P> 
<P>The Muslim Brotherhood is taking over America!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060230 38541 56 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 6:48:29pm  
 
<P>Sean Hannity's moving on from scary Muslims to scary black 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060279 38541 103 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 7:21:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/9060258" target=_blank>#82</A> sod</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should there be any prerequisites to having an abortion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09060327 38541 146 Charles Tue, May 10, 2011 7:40:53pm  
 
<P>By the way, the Twitter user named <A href="http://twitter.com/LGF_Charles" 
target=_blank>@LGF_Charles</A> is not me. It's a stalker, using my picture, my 
description, and a link to LGF.</P> 
<P>Don't be fooled.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061106 38544 41 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 11:23:47am  
 
<P>And now they're also freaking out about Jill Scott.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061231 38545 17 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 12:33:59pm  
 
<P>It's all about getting the focus off Osama bin Laden.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061232 38545 18 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 12:35:06pm  
 
<P>So they're just reminding their audience that even if he did get bin Laden, 
the President is still black.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061263 38545 42 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 12:52:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9061253" target=_blank>#35</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Surprisingly the comments on Fox News are full of racism...<A 
href="http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2011/05/11/white-house-defends-invite-
political-rapper-poetry-event/#comment" target=_blank>White House Defends Invite 
of Political Rapper to Poetry Event</A></P> 
<P>...and that's just the stuff that's not being deleted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. And they're just pouring in, too. The Fox News audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061463 38545 83 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:11:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/9061441" target=_blank>#79</A> Chaplain</EM></P> 
<P>She's saying that there's a historical racist element to the whole black man-
white woman thing, and that she's reacting to that feeling of being implicitly 
degraded by the cultural indoctrination that white women are supposedly 
preferable to black women.</P> 
<P>It really isn't that hard to understand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061311 38546 10 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:21:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9061309" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It's amazing how fast the comments are pouring in. Fox knows how to blow that 
dog whistle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the dogs come running.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061320 38546 19 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:23:12pm  
 
<P>The admins over there are working their asses off to hide this flood of sick 
racism. New comments are coming up hidden now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061324 38546 23 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:24:05pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>chefjim Just now in reply to&nbsp;bobeechuck  
<P>We need to pray to God that He would come and take up His scepter of 
Righteousness and REIGN! Man can't do it! Look at history; about 200 years is 
the average for a government to rise and fall. We are long overdue for falling 
and when it happens, I am going to fall right into the arms of 
Jesus!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061404 38546 92 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:46:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/9061377" target=_blank>#68</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love how the same crowd who argues that illegal aliens should be shot if 
they get caught crossing the border are screaming that killing Bin Laden was 
illegal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That struck me too -- I've seen more than a few right wingers very seriously 
arguing that we should have a Berlin-type wall, with a minefield.</P> 
<P>And I believe I banned someone from LGF once, for saying we should put 
automatic motion-activated machine guns on the Mexican border.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061414 38546 102 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:50:35pm  
 
<P>I heard that Obama line about Republicans not being happy until we have a 
moat with alligators, and laughed. He actually stopped way short of the extreme 
crap they really do talk about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061422 38546 109 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:53:25pm  
 
<P>I've been taking a run around the right wing sites, and I haven't seen this 
much sickness on display since the murder of Dr. George Tiller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061431 38546 117 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 1:59:37pm  
 
<P>Wow, the comments are pouring in for that article! Over 1800 already.</P> 
<P>They're using creative misspellings to avoid the automatic detectors:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>johhnytrain</STRONG> Just now</P> 
<P>leave it to the obamas to lower the prestige of the white house. by bringing 
the hood and the pnikkers the obamas really are and 
represent.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09061436 38546 122 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:01:17pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>flicker66</STRONG> Just now  
<P>He acts like an uncivilized African native.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061438 38546 124 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:02:43pm  
 
<P>"Pnikkers."</P> 
<P>That's a new one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061470 38546 151 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:14:27pm  
 
<P>I guess the word 'watermelon' isn't in Fox News's automatic comment filter, 
because they're really yukking it up with the watermelon jokes over 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061510 38546 188 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:31:47pm  
 
<P>Gingrich 2012: He'll never divorce America. #NewtSlogans</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061512 38546 190 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:32:16pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/search/%23NewtSlogans" target=_blank>Twitter / 
Search - #NewtSlogans</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061529 38546 205 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 2:37:14pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE><STRONG>nappybegone2012</STRONG> 0 minutes ago  
<P>White House has turned into a rap , watermelon and fried chicken 
fest</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061674 38548 3 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 4:46:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9061668" target=_blank>#1</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The outrageous rapper is up now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was pretty short in the vile department.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061695 38548 14 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 5:03:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9061689" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox news commenters are still spewing racism.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good grief. Over 3300 comments now and still pouring in.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>nativeson1</STRONG> 6 minutes ago in reply to nickthecat</P> 



<P>DONT RE-NIG IN 2012 !</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P><STRONG>elsargento</STRONG> 6 minutes ago in reply to idahojon</P> 
<P>HOW TO WINK AT A N I 6 6 E R. HOLD YOUR WEAPON OUT STRAIGHT AND CLOSE ONE 
EYE. NUFF SAID.</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P><STRONG>paintaz</STRONG> Just now</P> 
<P>Another classless move, from a classless president...they will be bustin out 
some fortys !</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P><STRONG>contributorj</STRONG> Just now</P> 
<P>i wonder if moochelle will sneak off and perform a common bj...</P> 
<P>---</P> 
<P><STRONG>kingtiger44</STRONG> Just now</P> 
<P>All in attendence will recieve a white lawn jockey statue, and a coupon for 
KFC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061737 38549 10 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 5:28:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9061731" target=_blank>#8</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of these jokes are even funny. Most are not even really jokes. Most are 
just regurgitations of racial stereotypes, with no actual joke.</P> 
<P>The ones that are actually 'jokes' are generally the most evil, too.</P> 
<P>Like this one:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes! I didn't see that one. Is it still there?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061743 38549 15 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 5:32:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9061738" target=_blank>#11</A> ShaunP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>kingtiger44 [Moderator] 18 minutes agoAnimal Control responded after a report 
of loose porch monkey's.</P> 
<P>4 people liked this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061755 38549 24 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 5:37:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9061750" target=_blank>#21</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find it now, but Fox's 'load more comments' system is hyperannoying, 
so I can't really tell. It might have gotten vanished, but the commenter himself 
just posted something new, so he didn't get blocked or anything.</P> 
<P>Deleting a comment like that without banning the person who said it is 
pointless. You know they're just going to say shit like it over and 
over.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the worst comment systems I've seen. They're using Disqus, which 
is not bad, but they've implemented it horribly. The window's always jumping all 
over the place, and the Ajax updates frequently just stop working. Bad 
code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09061897 38549 147 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 6:58:03pm  
 



<P>And by the way, big ups to President Obama for not caving in to the right 
wing pressure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09062126 38549 355 Charles Wed, May 11, 2011 8:56:40pm  
 
<P>The admins are all asleep, so the Fox News audience isn't even trying to hide 
it any more.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>firewatch</STRONG> 0 minutes ago</P> 
<P>justmepat1954...blacks are one thing..._nig gers_ 
another</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09062746 38549 516 Charles Thu, May 12, 2011 10:05:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/515/9062662" target=_blank>#515</A> FQ Kafir</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These people are disgusting... the comments are way beyond the pale. Nothing 
positive ever comes from this kind of hateful rhetoric.</P> 
<P>Common may have glorified a cop-killer, but there is still no excuse for 
this.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But he didn't "glorify a cop-killer" at all. He wrote a poem, from the 
perspective of an inner city youth. And the whole point of that poem was to 
repudiate the cop-killers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09062708 38551 31 Charles Thu, May 12, 2011 9:43:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9062697" target=_blank>#24</A> mattand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's the white half gov chickThat's a quitting machine to all 
Alaska?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you dig it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09062759 38551 36 Charles Thu, May 12, 2011 10:14:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9062739" target=_blank>#35</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've seriously never heard Rapper's Delight by the Sugar Hill Gang?</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd pay big money to see Sarah Palin perform this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09062860 38553 36 Charles Thu, May 12, 2011 11:26:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9062819" target=_blank>#12</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, he's giving more weight to Panetta's view of events over that of then AG 
Mike Mukasey. Panetta could turn out to be wrong on this - or not.</P> 
<P>Which one of them are you going to believe. McCain says he believes Panetta's 
version of events, which also conveniently falls into his own view on torture - 
which is born of personal experience at the hands of the North 
Vietnamese.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When you look at the two accounts, though, you see that Mukasey's claims are 
pretty vague and unspecific, while McCain's account is detailed and very 



specific. I tend to think McCain's version is closer to the truth 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064023 38557 20 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 10:23:59am  
 
<P>Uh oh. We have another giant fake controversy brewing, getting hyped by all 
the usual suspects:</P> 
<P><A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/american-flag/2011/05/12/school-tells-
child-take-down-drawing-american-flag" target=_blank>School Tells Child to Take 
Down Drawing of American Flag</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.wwlp.com/dpp/news/local/franklin/Controversy-over-
child's-flag-drawing" target=_blank>Note the real reason</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>22News tried to contact the Superintendent, Dr. Paul Burnim. He refused to go 
on camera, but told 22News over the phone that nobody ever told Franklin the 
drawing was offensive, and said the only reason it wasn't hung was because 
Franklin was supposed to be doing other work; not drawing a picture. In a 
statement he said: "Each of our schools flies the American Flag every day. At 
the Butterfield School, the Pledge of Allegiance is recited by students and 
staff. And the other schools recite the Pledge of Allegiance at least once per 
week."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064655 38557 56 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 4:18:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9064604" target=_blank>#55</A> chaosium</EM></P> 
<P>The story comes from Reuters, and they cite multiple sources for it.</P> 
<P>If you don't want to believe it, that's your choice. But it's as well-sourced 
as any other news story, and it certainly doesn't sound far-fetched at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064736 38557 60 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 5:15:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/9064663" target=_blank>#57</A> chaosium</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's possible, I find it more likely that they exist for steganographic 
purposes, if true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? Don't you think bin Laden had a penis or something?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064051 38558 8 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 10:45:29am  
 
<P>Want to bet that the father is a teabagger?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064078 38558 31 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 10:59:40am  
 
<P>Wingnut parents have figured out that they can easily get on Fox News by 
pushing fake stories about the flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064135 38559 4 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 11:36:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9064129" target=_blank>#1</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>There is a Moat... it is called the Rio Grande. I am surprised the President 
didn't already know that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a joke, Buck. You do realize that, don't you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064277 38559 112 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 1:01:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/9064248" target=_blank>#91</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Walsh has taken his #moatgator campaign to YouTube.</P> 
<P>[Video]He holds a toy alligator as he speaks on the House 
floor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*facepalm* followed by *headdesk*</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064387 38560 28 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 1:40:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9064383" target=_blank>#25</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's next? 'Pickaninny?'</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the creeps who now stalks me around the web was banned from LGF for 
referring to Condoleezza Rice as a "pickaninny."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064480 38560 105 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 2:40:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9064462" target=_blank>#89</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>New page up... Very creepy stuff.</P> 
<P><STRONG>Your iPhone Is Secretly Tracking Everywhere You've Been</STRONG></P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/246887_Your_Iphone_is_tracking_you_ev
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>My personal guess is that this is an NSA project. Remember... there is a war 
on terror. etc...etc... The end of the day is that we actually line up to pay 
for Big Brother in our lives if we make the packaging shiny 
enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, that's kind of old news -- and Apple has already released an update to 
the iPhone software that fixes this issue.</P> 
<P>It wasn't actually keeping track of everywhere you've been -- the article you 
posted is misleading. It was keeping a record of the cell phone towers accessed 
by your phone, as a way to speed up the iPhone's built-in location services, 
because GPS alone can be sluggish.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064487 38560 112 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 2:42:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9064485" target=_blank>#110</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK fair enough...</P> 
<P>I just found the first two articles... I am following up for 
updates.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Google Android phones do the same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09064527 38560 147 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 2:52:58pm  
 
<P>I'm not going to let this thread turn into a bickering 
session.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064559 38561 3 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 3:06:08pm  
 
<P>The maddening thing is that some of his positions start out sounding almost 
reasonable. He's right that the "war on drugs" is a ridiculous and tragic 
failure. But to jump from that to legalizing heroin is where his kook flag 
starts to fly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064602 38561 33 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 3:27:50pm  
 
<P>Remember when Rand Paul said the same thing about the 64 Civil Rights Act, 
and people thought it probably spelled the end of his campaign?</P> 
<P>Nope. The right wing base has NO problem with politicians who express de 
facto support for segregation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064659 38561 80 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 4:21:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/9064649" target=_blank>#72</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. I'd say you are not an extremist, and I'd say Luap Nor is an extremist. I 
don't think he believes in humanitarian aid to foreigners.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He doesn't even believe in humanitarian aid to Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064791 38561 172 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 5:57:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/9064662" target=_blank>#83</A> 
blackvalleybob</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On the contrary, Charles, Paul held his own and did not get flustered at all-
-I am not a Paulist by a long shot--but you can't say he is a bad 
debater</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, you're wrong: He's a bad debater. I said it, and I stand by it.</P> 
<P>Ron Paul is a dyed in the wool far right kook, who's learned how to push a 
few buttons. Pushing buttons is not debating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064947 38561 175 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:01:56pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/9064883" target=_blank>#174</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the way to bargain. You have to start at an extreme position, like 
Paul, and by negotiating you get to the middle, which is where you want to be. 
Unlike Obama, who doesn't know how to bargain. He starts in the middle (where he 
wants to be) and lets the opposition drag him to the right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Hah! Right. Obama should be more like Ron Paul. Now pull my other leg.</P> 
<P>We seem to have some stealth Paulians among us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064953 38561 176 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:03:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/174/9064883" target=_blank>#174</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, you forgot to say that you're not a fan of Ron 
Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065176 38561 208 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 9:37:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/205/9065161" target=_blank>#205</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<P>"Racism is too strong a word?"</P> 
<P>Are you nuts?</P> 
<P>Those newsletters contained pure unvarnished racism. What bullshit are you 
trying to pull here?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065195 38561 210 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 9:53:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/9065188" target=_blank>#209</A> unwashed 
masses</EM></P> 
<P>And you're welcome to express your support for a racist kook somewhere else, 
because you won't be doing it at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065203 38561 212 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 10:00:12pm  
 
<P>Un-freaking-real. He caps it off with a Lew Rockwell citation.</P> 
<P>This is just the beginning - the Paulians are going to be worse than ever 
this election.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064782 38562 15 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 5:51:01pm  
 
<P>Been playing Portal 2 and it's really fun. Some very tough puzzles to figure 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064809 38562 36 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 6:19:58pm  
 
<P>Sarah Palin just retweeted this -- a crazy blogger's post that says liberals 
can't possibly be true patriots because they don't love this country with a 
blind unquestioning love. Good grief.</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/SarahPalinUSA/statuses/69208343092277248" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @Sarah Palin: Oh, you captured it!Love o ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you captured it!Love of country...MT"@streeterryan: @JonahNRO wrote very 
Chestertonian Goldberg today on patriotism [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/kWsqGS" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's Chestertonian!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09064814 38562 41 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 6:24:31pm  
 
<P>We're finding out where Sarah Palin gets her news.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064834 38562 57 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 6:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9064821" target=_blank>#48</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>G.K. Chesterton is not someone that whackjobs should cite in support of 
themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Palin and her fellow travelers live in a world in which nobody ever checks 
this kind of stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09064986 38562 167 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:21:32pm  
 
<P>Tedious flouncer is tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065010 38562 178 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:36:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/9064999" target=_blank>#172</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I found.[Link: <A 
href="http://www.wbko.com/news/headlines/Fourth_In-
Flight_Airplane_Scare_in_Three_Days_121664579.html" 
target=_blank>www.wbko.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw the story. It wasn't even close to being terrorism, it was just some 
guy freaking out on a plane flight, which happens more than most people realize. 
I've been on two flights in which someone lost it, and had to be restrained in a 
straitjacket.</P> 
<P>I guess I was supposed to do the "booga booga" thing like every other wingnut 
blogger, or I've "changed."</P> 
<P>Might as well face it, they're addicted to fear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065032 38562 194 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:43:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/187/9065021" target=_blank>#187</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's that one-track mind thinking that we see so often in wingnuts. Guy who 
goes nuts onboard a plane and tries to do something that could potentially bring 
it down? Obviously got to be an Islamic terrorist, because who else would hijack 
a plane, <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dan_Cooper_%28aircraft_hijacker%29" 
target=_blank>a white guy</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was all over the wingnut blogs a few days ago; Pamela Geller was shrieking 
about it. I don't know why these people still expect me to join in when the 
idiots start singing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065053 38563 7 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 8:56:48pm  
 



<P>I'm reading this over and over, trying to find the part where they aren't 
really saying that citizens have no right to resist an illegal entry into their 
homes by police.</P> 
<P>I'm just not finding it, because that's exactly what the Supreme Court ruled. 
It says, explicitly, that citizens cannot resist an illegal police entry.</P> 
<P>Gobsmacked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065190 38563 119 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 9:47:39pm  
 
<P>And now we have a stealth Paulian in the Ron Paul thread, desperately 
spinning Paul's racist past.</P> 
<P>They think we're too stupid to see what they're doing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065266 38564 20 Charles Fri, May 13, 2011 11:30:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9065264" target=_blank>#18</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I know, it's him. Just checked.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It isn't me. It's an imposter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065608 38565 1 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 11:34:24am  
 
<P>Don't even bother reading the comments for this Politico article, unless you 
want to see another deluge of right wing racism and hatred. They're swarming 
over there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065639 38565 18 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 11:58:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9065637" target=_blank>#16</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know if you saw my comment last night, but "LGF_Charles" is an 
impersonator/stalker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065642 38565 21 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 12:00:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9065637" target=_blank>#16</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<P>I just followed you with my real account. Please block that stalker 
toad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065646 38565 25 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 12:03:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9065645" target=_blank>#24</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<P>And "LudwigVanQuxote" is another stalker, by the way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065694 38565 62 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 12:36:36pm  
 
<P>Cats with bucket crowns.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 



href="http://www.youtube.com/v/nhnzwLY6q5Q&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065827 38566 68 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 2:22:23pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/peterose1985/status/69510199123251200" 
target=_blank>Wow</A>. Right-wingers are really letting the N-word hang right 
out lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066705 38566 196 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 8:08:55am  
 
<P>It's totally about race.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09065992 38567 32 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 5:37:45pm  
 
<P>I wouldn't be surprised, by the way, if Huckabee says he's not going to 
run.</P> 
<P>He's pulling down big paper on Fox News.</P> 
<P>We'll see if his lust for power outweighs his lust for bank.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066034 38567 71 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 5:55:46pm  
 
<P>I called it.</P> 
<P>God told Mike Huckabee not to run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066061 38567 97 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 6:02:05pm  
 
<P>God wants MIke Huckabee to keep collecting paychecks from Rupert 
Murdoch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066112 38567 147 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 6:18:09pm  
 
<P>We just saw the naked influence of Fox News on US politics. Huckabee bailed 
because he's making too much cash as a Fox star.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066170 38567 202 Charles Sat, May 14, 2011 6:36:17pm  
 
<P>One of the Republican Party's front-runners just bailed. Imagine the phone 
conversations going on tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066855 38569 21 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 10:47:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9066854" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think she's endorsing Allen West. Not sure why.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because he loves Muslims as much as Geller does.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09066862 38569 28 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 10:57:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9066861" target=_blank>#27</A> Linden 
Arden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too bad Huck wouldn't say what the real reason was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's pretty obvious. He's making boatloads of money on Fox 
News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066972 38569 107 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 1:53:59pm  
 
<P>By the way, I just discovered that Ron Paul has also been a guest on the 
white supremacist radio show Political Cesspool. But the troglodyte who runs the 
show, James Edwards, has apparently scrubbed Paul's interview from his website, 
and he isn't mentioned on the guest list. Hmm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066976 38569 110 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 1:56:49pm  
 
<P>The interview took place on August 16, 2006:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:OygOwkfG1TAJ:austinfa
rleyyourhero.blogspot.com/2006/08/congressman-ron-paul-tonight-
on.html+ron+paul+interview+political+cesspool&amp;cd=10&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&am
p;gl=us&amp;client=safari&amp;source=www.google.com" 
target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066978 38569 112 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 1:58:15pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul's interview happened just a week after The Political Cesspool hosted 
David Duke:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:g4Z23NheIJIJ:www.davi
dduke.com/general/download-dr-dukes-latest-radio-
interview_855.html+ron+paul+interview+political+cesspool&amp;cd=5&amp;hl=en&amp;
ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari&amp;source=www.google.com" 
target=_blank>webcache.googleusercontent.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066980 38569 114 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:03:18pm  
 
<P>There appears to be no record of the interview on the web. 
Curious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066982 38569 116 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:12:08pm  
 
<P>I'm really getting curious about this interview. This could be the most 
direct connection yet between Ron Paul and the neo-Nazi white supremacist 
underground.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066996 38569 130 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:26:56pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9066991" target=_blank>#125</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>Saw that. Whoever posted it says "our" show, so I assume it's James Edwards 
using the name "RONPAULREVOLUTION".</P> 
<P>But there are numerous places on the web with announcements that the 
interview is scheduled. Maybe Ron Paul canceled - or maybe he knows how damaging 
it would be to be associated with these overt racists, and it's being covered 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09066999 38569 133 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:27:56pm  
 
<P>Ugh. As soon as you start searching for information on this, you're at neo-
Nazi websites. They sure do love Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067024 38569 156 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/143/9067010" target=_blank>#143</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's definitely in the "Jews aren't white" camp. Geez, it's getting so hard 
to tell if I'm white these days. I should get an email alert about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I'm not black, but there's a whole lotta times I wish I could sayI'm not 
white."</P> 
<P>-- Frank Zappa</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067035 38569 167 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 2:52:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/9067020" target=_blank>#152</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What about that picture of him with Don Black?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul dodged that one by saying, hey it was crowded, they came up and took 
a picture, it doesn't mean anything. Then he refused to return a campaign 
donation from Black's site Stormfront.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067244 38569 194 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 5:35:33pm  
 
<P>Spammer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067275 38571 3 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 6:16:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9067268" target=_blank>#1</A> Mark Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Nikon D90 is an excellent camera, actually better than its pricier 
successor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I love the way the D90 captures color. It's incredibly accurate, with a lot 
of depth and clarity. When I want a really good picture, the D90's the one I 
use.</P> 
<P>It has a bit of a learning curve, and it's a little quirky, but I don't mind 
that in a really good piece of pro equipment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067277 38571 4 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 6:18:38pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9067274" target=_blank>#2</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. I have about 20 pictures of this scene, with different exposure speeds. 
This was the special one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067279 38571 5 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 6:21:06pm  
 
<P>What you can't see is that this little waterfall is in an area with 
overhanging trees on all sides, with plenty of leaves. That's what gives it the 
deep green cast.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067289 38571 14 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 6:32:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9067280" target=_blank>#6</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you use a faithful or a landscape color setting?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, this is the RAW image with minimal editing in Aperture: boosted the 
shadows and contrast a little bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067403 38571 112 Charles Sun, May 15, 2011 8:02:02pm  
 
<P>One of Pamela Geller's admirers:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>shaunantijihad said...</P> 
<P>Correct. Pamela IS the most dangerous woman in America... dangerous to the 
Communist plot unfolding; to the Muslim political ideology that never will end 
until Mecca, Medina and Qom are incinerated or free people submit to slavery; 
dangerous to those who want to destroy the US Constitution and end freedom of 
speech...</P> 
<P>This is the language of the enemy. Pamela is dangerous to those who wish to 
destroy the Constitutional freedoms guaranteed in the US (and UK) Constitutions. 
She is certainly a dangerous woman. She opposes the second class status of 
beautiful Womankind and non-Muslims under the barbaric Sharia of the 
Muslims.</P> 
<P>But she's not dangerous to lovers of freedom and Womens' rights, nor to 
lovers of the Constitutional freedoms guaranteed in the greatest document ever 
written by Man.</P> 
<P>Keep your powder dry guys, women like this are worth 
defending.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09068343 38572 37 Charles Mon, May 16, 2011 1:42:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9068286" target=_blank>#33</A> nealjannol</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Glenn beck is not going to make a whole lot of money taking people to israel 
in august. It is hotter than hades in august, and i doubt his followers will go. 
So, i do not think it is about him and the money. He has an empire of stuff from 
websites, to radio, to tv (well, for a few months), to books (who reads that 
stuff).</P> 
<P>I just do not understand what happened to this site - I went to a CUFI dinner 
and someone said that LGF was not what it was, i said, give me a break, CJ is 



one of Israel's most tried and true supporters, and now i see a lead post taking 
the piss out of glenn beck for going to israel. There are a million (no, about 5 
million) ways to take the piss out of glenn beck. His leading a mission to 
israel is not one of them IMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should consider that the reason I'm criticizing Glenn Beck is 
precisely because I AM a supporter of Israel.</P> 
<P>Beck is bad news. Israel doesn't need the kind of "support" Glenn Beck is 
bringing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09067802 38573 33 Charles Mon, May 16, 2011 10:16:42am  
 
<P>I see that some of the usual C-list wingnut bloggers are trying to get 
outraged about me calling Ted Nugent a white supremacist, while completely 
ignoring the fact that he's appeared more than once on a radio show that also 
hosts David Duke.</P> 
<P>Whatever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072120 38585 2 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 9:32:13am  
 
<P>Apology tour!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072281 38585 140 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 10:38:40am  
 
<P>By the way, here's the exact quote from Obama's speech:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The borders of Israel and Palestine should be based on the 1967 lines with 
mutually agreed swaps, so that secure and recognized borders are established for 
both states.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Note: he didn't say "1967 borders," and he didn't "side with the 
Palestinians." It's nothing but a re-wording of the same position the US has 
taken for many years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072298 38585 157 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 10:46:53am  
 
<P>That AP article is ridiculously distorted.</P> 
<P>Obama absolutely did NOT say the borders should be based on the pre-war 1967 
lines. That's complete made-up crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072306 38585 164 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 10:49:11am  
 
<P>When people refer to the "1967 lines" they're <EM>always</EM> talking about 
the post-war armistice lines. The Associated Press article is full of 
shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072312 38585 170 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 10:51:23am  
 
<P>Bizarre. First, an Associated Press writer tries to distort what the 
President said to promote a pro-Palestinian line, then you have Drudge Report 
using that distorted article to promote an anti-Obama line.</P> 
<P>I can has journalism?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09072455 38586 28 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 11:38:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9072437" target=_blank>#10</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm a bit puzzled on all this, to be honest. Every media outlet I see (AP, 
NYT, BBC) says pre-1967. Are we really sure that this is just someone in the 
media getting confused and others running with it? I'm starting to wonder if we 
aren't the ones that are mistaken here, since I'd have thought the White House 
would have been very quick to correct this mistake if it was, in fact, a 
mistake.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He said "1967 lines." That can only mean one thing -- the armistice lines 
following the 6-Day War. He absolutely did not say "pre-1967 
borders."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072519 38586 86 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 11:57:05am  
 
<P>Obama simply restated the US position. This is just absurd.</P> 
<P>Netanyahu is picking fights with Obama for other reasons. He knows this is 
nothing new.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072528 38586 95 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 11:59:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9072508" target=_blank>#76</A> Get busy 
livin'</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not just the right-wing new blogs/news organizations that got it wrong: 
[Link: <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/43091459/ns/world_news-
mideast_n_africa/." target=_blank>www.msnbc.msn.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the same AP article, repackaged by MSNBC.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072575 38586 141 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:15:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/9072566" target=_blank>#132</A> gwlaw99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Green line is the 1948 Armistice line.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_Line_(Israel)" 
target=_blank>en.wikipedia.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama didn't even mention the Green Line. He said "the 1967 
lines."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072582 38586 147 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:16:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/139/9072573" target=_blank>#139</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I quite sure the White House will correct this in 5... 4... 3... 
2...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The White House has nothing to "correct." The media are the ones who should 
correct their false reports.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09072588 38586 153 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:17:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/149/9072584" target=_blank>#149</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I quite sure the White House will <STRIKE>correct</STRIKE> clarify this in 
5... 4... 3... 2...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The White House has nothing to "clarify." What Obama said was a perfectly 
clear restatement of long-standing US policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072604 38586 168 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/9072597" target=_blank>#161</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently is wasn't perfectly clear since all the news organization are 
reporting something different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not President Obama's fault that his words are being 
misrepresented.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072627 38586 190 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:28:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/9072605" target=_blank>#169</A> Venezuela 
lover</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Obama, tell the Palestinians to stop violence and accept Israel as a 
neighbor.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You obviously didn't even read or listen to the speech, because he did say 
exactly that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072641 38586 201 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 12:37:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/9072637" target=_blank>#198</A> 
martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could someone please explain to me what the difference between the "1967 
borders" and the "1967 lines" are, or provide a link in map form? It is Israel's 
position that the borders/lines/whatever you want to call them dividing the 
State of Israel from the territories controlled by Syria, Jordan and Israel on 
June 4, 1967 would be very difficult to defend against an aggressive attack. 
Also, Jews had no access to the old city of Jerusalem under these 
borders/lines/whatever.</P> 
<P>To return to these lines is a non-starter for Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There were no "1967 borders." There were only the armistice lines after the 
6-Day War; that's why Obama used the phrase "1967 lines."</P> 
<P>The media are using "borders" incorrectly.</P> 
<P>And as for the Jerusalem question, this is why the US position has been that 
land swaps have to be mutually agreed upon. Which Obama also 
repeated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072891 38586 448 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 2:32:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/434/9072876" target=_blank>#434</A> gwlaw99</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Green line is the 1948 Armistice line.</P> 
<P>[Link: en.wikipedia.org...]</P> 
<P>Obama didn't even mention the Green Line. He said "the 1967 lines."</P> 
<P>Charles,I agree the land swaps makes all the difference, but you are wrong 
about what the 1967 linesmeans . The 1967 line means the line BEFORE the 1967 
war which is the same border as 1949. The END of the 1967 war resulted was 
Israel in control of the west bank and the Sinai.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No matter how you choose to define the "1967 lines," the fact is that the 
Green Line is essentially Israel's border today. The only part that wasn't 
within the Green Line is East Jerusalem, and this is clearly the reason for the 
statements about mutually agreed land swaps.</P> 
<P>The most important point is that none of this is remotely new, or shocking, 
or outrageous. Obama merely restated the position the US has held for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09072986 38586 533 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 3:35:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/516/9072966" target=_blank>#516</A> gwlaw99</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"No matter how you choose to define the "1967 lines," the fact is that the 
Green Line is essentially Israel's border today. The only part that wasn't 
within the Green Line is East Jerusalem, and this is clearly the reason for the 
statements about mutually agreed land swaps.</P> 
<P>The most important point is that none of this is remotely new, or shocking, 
or outrageous. Obama merely restated the position the US has held for 
years."</P> 
<P>I am not quibling with Obama. I am quibling with your misunderstanding of the 
meaning of land swaps and the meaning of thethe Green line which is not 
"essentially" Israel's border -- that is the whole crux of the issue. When 
Palestinians refer to the green line or the 1967 border, they explicitly mean 
the removal of hundreds of thousands of Israelis from towns just over the green 
line the west bank. Towns where no Palestinian has ever lived nor was ever part 
of any arab country. So it is important to undestand that land swaps refers to 
keeping the Israeli towns just over the green line in exchange for land that is 
on the Israeli side of the green line. It really has nothing to do with 
Jerusalem which is another issue entirely.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can quibble all you like, but you're not making sense. Neither President 
Obama nor anyone else mentioned the Green Line today. I know very well what 
Palestinians mean when they talk about the Green Line, but what does that have 
to do with any of this?</P> 
<P>Pretty obviously, the status of Jerusalem would have to be part of whatever 
agreement is mutually reached.</P> 
<P>This is such a non-issue, I find it amazing that people are getting worked up 
about it. It's been US policy for at least 10 years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09073013 38586 558 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 3:58:06pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyf22b00e5 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09073101 38586 639 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 4:53:56pm  
 



<P>I'm removing my point about the 1967 lines from the post above, because it's 
being misunderstood and used as a point of attack, when it's actually not the 
important point about the AP's misleading article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09073109 38586 644 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 5:06:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/643/9073108" target=_blank>#643</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<P>Heh. More than one, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075166 38586 778 Charles Fri, May 20, 2011 11:44:34pm  
 
<P>Bye now!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09073245 38587 19 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 6:50:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9073235" target=_blank>#11</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>They're incorrect that there's anything new about the policy. It's really not 
even a "subtle shift," the latest take on it. It's been explicitly stated by the 
last few US administrations, using slightly different words.</P> 
<P>We went from the initial "OBAMA SIDES WITH PALESTINIANS!" headlines to a 
"subtle shift" within an 8-hour news cycle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09073263 38587 31 Charles Thu, May 19, 2011 7:13:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/9073259" target=_blank>#28</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09074006 38589 14 Charles Fri, May 20, 2011 11:59:12am  
 
<P>An amazing number of sleepers awoke yesterday, all of them spewing ignorant 
hatred at President Obama. At least a dozen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075469 38592 686 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 10:32:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/653/9075430" target=_blank>#653</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've always found setting the date range for searches a little confusing. I 
think the interface could be a little more intuitive.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. I should probably redesign that.</P> 
<P>The date range setting isn't that hard, though. When the double calendar pops 
up, the idea is to click on two dates - the starting date and the ending 
date.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075479 38592 693 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 10:44:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/579/9075338" target=_blank>#579</A> Walter L. 
Newton</EM></P> 
<P>You know, I'm reaching the limit of my patience with this passive aggressive 
routine of yours.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09075731 38592 733 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 2:28:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/731/9075695" target=_blank>#731</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<P>Like I said, there have been other complaints. I'd prefer not to ban anyone, 
but if I have numerous complaints, and then have to deal with veiled hostility 
and passive aggressive needling, I reach a point of diminishing 
returns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076036 38592 734 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:24:14pm  
 
<P>(And by the way, he isn't banned.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076077 38592 735 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:40:50pm  
 
<P>Walter: I just realized that I must have hit the wrong button and blocked you 
instead of doing a 24-hour timeout. My bad - I didn't intend that. It's fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075654 38593 135 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:06:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/9075650" target=_blank>#131</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, palkia! The Spy is even more fun when you can see your <EM>own</EM> 
comment go by. Try it!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let me guess. The Israel thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075659 38593 140 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:08:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/9075657" target=_blank>#138</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She or he is logged in here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, OK. Not an angry dinger, for once.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075683 38593 163 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:31:26pm  
 
<P>Just went through the open thread, and someone seems to be losing interest in 
having an LGF account. And this comes when I've also received more than a few 
complaints from other users, too.</P> 
<P>Now on timeout while I weigh options.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075688 38593 168 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:50:38pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075689 38593 169 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:50:56pm  



 
<P>Sorry, I broke the comment posting script for a few seconds there. It's back 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075696 38593 175 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:54:24pm  
 
<P>I'm installing some code so that when you change your user icon it won't be 
cached by the browser, and the new one will show up immediately in your 
comments.</P> 
<P>Previously, you'd have to empty the cache and reload to see the new 
icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075697 38593 176 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 1:56:02pm  
 
<P>Cool. It's working for comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075703 38593 181 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 2:00:50pm  
 
<P>The return of the Baby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075796 38593 269 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 2:59:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/9075791" target=_blank>#265</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<P>Once you start checking out the earthquake stats, you realize how often they 
really happen around the world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075873 38593 343 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 3:45:45pm  
 
<P>I saw some Rapture billboards when I was traveling this week - "The Bible 
GUARANTEES it!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09075878 38593 348 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 3:48:09pm  
 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ247BA8B2.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>The Bible GUARANTEES it!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076048 38593 513 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:26:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/508/9076043" target=_blank>#508</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Evening all. I saw that Walter got blocked. What happened?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't know where you saw that -- he did get a timeout, 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076066 38593 531 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:35:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/524/9076059" target=_blank>#524</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shows up as blocked in his profile.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm, really? I'll check - I might have hit the wrong button.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076071 38593 535 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:38:11pm  
 
<P>Well, it did show as blocked -- oops! I must have hit the wrong button, 
didn't intend to block him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076093 38593 555 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:46:41pm  
 
<P>And a timeout is intended as a gentle warning, not just because he's 
irritating me (although the sniping is wearing), but because I'm getting tired 
of complaints from people who don't like dealing with blatantly trolling 
comments, and the occasional outbursts of hostility.</P> 
<P>I'm not getting paid enough to deal with that kind of crap, and if I have to, 
I'll make decisions to deal with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09076110 38593 571 Charles Sat, May 21, 2011 5:53:28pm  
 
<P>One more note: I'm not saying any of that to embarrass Walter, although I 
hope he takes the unsubtle hint. This isn't personal, it's a matter of keeping 
LGF free of pointless, increasingly personal bickering, leading to anger from 
all sides, which is one of the persistent problems of any website that allows 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077072 38596 18 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 10:30:10am  
 
<P>And now, <A href="http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/43126534/ns/politics-
white_house/" target=_blank>Netanyahu is dialing down the outrage</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Netanyahu, who will address the pro-Israel lobby Monday and Congress on 
Tuesday, played down the rift.</P> 
<P>"The disagreements have been blown way out of proportion," he told The 
Associated Press on Saturday. "It's true we have some differences of opinion, 
but these are among friends."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079048 38596 61 Charles Mon, May 23, 2011 8:00:01pm  
 
<P>And another ranting moron burns his account.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077327 38598 21 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 1:42:47pm  
 
<P>Came out today that Tim Pawlenty's running for Pres.</P> 
<P>He apologized for once accepting the existence of global warming, wants to 
allow schools to teach creationism instead of science, wants to reinstate DADT, 
and has reversed his once-moderate views on gay marriage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09077333 38598 27 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 1:46:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9077329" target=_blank>#23</A> iceweasel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Repeal DADT or oppose its repeal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry -- oppose the repeal, that's right. He's a perfect example of 
Weisberg's point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077425 38598 101 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 3:00:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/9077420" target=_blank>#96</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, Did you add another feature to the weblog? I just reloaded the 
website and noticed my icon in the "logged in" block and it was not there 
before. That is a nice touch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I just finished that code.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077436 38598 111 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 3:18:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9077435" target=_blank>#110</A> andres</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for letting me know -- I'll communicate it to the ad 
server.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077462 38598 136 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 3:44:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/9077459" target=_blank>#133</A> 
makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is nice - <A 
href="http://photography.nationalgeographic.com/photography/photo-of-the-
day/camel-thorn-trees-namibia/" target=_blank>Photograph masquerading as 
painting</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fantastic photo!</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/charles/2011/05/22/camel-
thorn-trees-namibia_35259_990x742.jpg" rel=shadowboxe3e50e4c 
target=_blank>Image: camel-thorn-trees-
namibia_35259_990x742.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077465 38598 139 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 3:48:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/9077464" target=_blank>#138</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, good freaking grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09077650 38599 25 Charles Sun, May 22, 2011 7:41:37pm  
 
<P>Ugh. The 60 Minutes segment on Lance Armstrong was really 
sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09078312 38601 59 Charles Mon, May 23, 2011 11:27:24am  



 
<P>Note that these recent weather disasters have been predicted by climate 
scientists, as one of the consequences of global warming.</P> 
<P>It's difficult to say whether any particular case is directly attributable to 
climate change, but we're going to be seeing more of these kinds of extreme 
weather events, and they're going to increase in frequency -- because we have a 
large percentage of Americans who've been convinced by the right wing that 
there's nothing to worry about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079600 38602 131 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 9:14:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/9079584" target=_blank>#130</A> 
studentpatriot</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some people call it math.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Roy Spencer is a creationist, and his pronouncements about climate science 
have ZERO credibility. He's helping the deniers confuse and mislead people, and 
you're shilling for him. Pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09078852 38603 256 Charles Mon, May 23, 2011 6:02:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/9078846" target=_blank>#251</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On a kindle? I didn't even realize you could browse on a 
kindle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The latest version of the Kindle has a browser that can actually deal with 
most of LGF's features.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079740 38605 57 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 10:38:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9079734" target=_blank>#51</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's the "layers" thing, the very first iteration that I was able to track 
down was actually at the Council of Conservative Citizen's 
website.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thus making the connection between Birtherism and racism even more 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079771 38606 9 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 11:04:32am  
 
<P>Flashback: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36478_Ron_Paul-
_Gaza_is_a_Concentration_Camp_Israel_is_Starving_Palestinians" target=_blank>Ron 
Paul: Gaza is a Concentration Camp, Israel is Starving 
Palestinians</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079919 38606 119 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 12:16:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/9079899" target=_blank>#102</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, they have a word filter for the common racist terms wingnuts use for 
the President.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Word filters are a good idea, but they don't mean shit unless the admins 
follow up and take action when creepy racists try to sneak past the filters with 
creative misspellings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09079928 38606 127 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 12:18:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/9079922" target=_blank>#122</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>yup. the comment still remains. It's the first comment on the thread so it's 
hard to miss.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It also tells you very clearly that the people who use those kinds of words 
know damned well that they're using racist slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09080084 38606 271 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 1:07:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/9080041" target=_blank>#231</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<P>I'd be happy to add you to that list, too. Your comments are way out of line 
and I'm giving you a timeout, while you decide whether you want to continue 
being a jerk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09080097 38606 284 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 1:12:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/277/9080090" target=_blank>#277</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you are asking if I think they are the same, no they are not the same.It 
is abusive, and adds nothing of value to the thread though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't blame Alouette one bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09080362 38608 39 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 3:10:25pm  
 
<P>Live raw unedited video of the News9.com helicopter crew -- they're 
chattering about granola bars right now...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.news9.com/category/207228/pop-up-video-player-
kwtv-encoder-2?redirected=true" 
target=_blank>www.news9.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09080376 38608 50 Charles Tue, May 24, 2011 3:16:56pm  
 
<P>Unbelievable live shots of the tornado now:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.news9.com/category/184600/severe-weather-embedded-
live-stream-kwtv1?redirected=true" 
target=_blank>www.news9.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09081496 38612 23 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 9:58:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9081485" target=_blank>#14</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just so you know: For an early pregnancy, which is when the vast majority of 
abortions are performed, this is not one of those external sonograms. <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/179/9078757" target=_blank>Stanley 
Sea found a photo.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yikes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09081854 38615 32 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 12:09:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9081846" target=_blank>#24</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but it isn't name calling if it is true. Metaphorically speaking, these 
pundits are all self promoting whores.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's inherently sexist and degrading to use a term like 'slut' to describe a 
woman. It's possible to strongly criticize female media figures without 
resorting to sexist slurs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083123 38615 388 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 9:58:46am  
 
<P>Man. This is really starting to get old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083601 38615 393 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 1:19:05pm  
 
<P>I notice that the only ones who can't or won't acknowledge the inherent 
sexist nature of using 'slut' to describe a woman are men.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09082164 38616 16 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 2:26:09pm  
 
<P>The scarf is there to mute the strings above the nut - when you're hammering 
like this they can ring with unpleasant discordant harmonics.</P> 
<P>Also to look cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09082195 38616 38 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 2:46:57pm  
 
<P>The GOP fetus inspection device in action:</P> 
<P><A title=gop-transducer.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/gop-transducer.jpg" 
rel=fancyb434504b target=_blank>Image: gop-transducer.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09082327 38616 150 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 4:50:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/9082313" target=_blank>#140</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://talkingpointsmemo.com/archives/2011/05/msnbc_suspends_ed_schultz.ph
p?ref=fpblg" target=_blank>MSNBC Suspends Ed Schultz</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Begins after his show tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09082328 38616 151 Charles Wed, May 25, 2011 4:51:28pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/9082325" target=_blank>#148</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yup. The real problem is the sad state of journalism that this kind of crap 
passes as news these days.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least MSNBC did make it clear that it wasn't acceptable.</P> 
<P>Fox News never even blinked at Eric Bolling's "Obama's chugging 40s" 
comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083258 38619 8 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 11:23:53am  
 
<P>Notice that "Fundamental Restoration of America" is in quotes on the tour 
bus.</P> 
<P>I've been Googling the phrase, and it appears to have originated with Glenn 
Beck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083275 38619 23 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 11:27:42am  
 
<P>The more I search the phrase, the clearer it is that the word "fundamental" 
is in there very deliberately, to signify fundamental Christianity. This phrase 
is all over the religious right websites -- it didn't start with Palin. It's a 
far right Dominionist meme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083465 38619 194 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 12:38:42pm  
 
<P>Here's another right wing politician using the exact same rhetoric: <A 
href="http://www.sharma2012.com/meet-dr-sharma" target=_blank>MEET DR. SHARMA | 
SHARMA FOR US SENATE</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dr. Sharma has educated himself on the Constitution, American history, and 
monetary policy. &nbsp; It is these concerns that has propelled him to pursue a 
political path for a fundamental restoration of America, not a fundamental 
transformation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083495 38619 223 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 12:45:53pm  
 
<P>Heh. LGF is now the first result for "Fundamental Restoration of 
America:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?num=20&amp;hl=en&amp;newwindow=1&amp;safe=off
&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;biw=1218&amp;bih=1464&amp;q=Fundamental+Restor
ation+of+America&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql=&amp;oq=" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083625 38620 42 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 1:33:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/9083623" target=_blank>#40</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>I just posted that one as an update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083632 38620 47 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 1:40:20pm  



 
<P>A big part of Netanyahu's popularity has always been due to the fact that he 
never hesitates to get in people's faces. I think the Israeli public is 
responding to that.</P> 
<P>But they also know there's a big element of showmanship to it, so they don't 
think it will hurt US-Israel relations because it's assumed everyone is aware of 
that.</P> 
<P>Pragmatism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083642 38620 55 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 1:46:58pm  
 
<P>And by the way, if you've ever been to Israel you know that getting in 
people's faces is considered an important quality to have there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09083682 38620 90 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 2:04:59pm  
 
<P>Putting these two polls together, it seems the Israeli public likes Bibi's 
pugnacious attitude, but thinks he probably overplayed the staged outrage for 
his Israeli right wing constituency. (And for the American 
right.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09084238 38621 11 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 6:43:39pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow's reporting that an anti-abortion kook has been arrested in 
Madison, Wisconsin, for plotting an attack on a Planned Parenthood 
clinic...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09084315 38622 50 Charles Thu, May 26, 2011 7:15:56pm  
 
<P>Anyone who's been paying attention to the right wing's demonization of 
Planned Parenthood should not be surprised by this arrest.</P> 
<P>This is where the rhetoric leads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085180 38625 14 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 12:43:21pm  
 
<P>The technology's improving all the time, and it won't be long before electric 
cars are truly competitive with gas-powered vehicles.</P> 
<P>The LEAF is a really great car, as long as your trips are relatively short 
and you have access to chargers. But if you do more driving than that, it's not 
going to cut it.</P> 
<P>I think we'll start to see really useful electric cars in 3 to 5 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085212 38626 7 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 1:04:51pm  
 
<P>It's a bizarre result. Giuliani has a lot of positions that, while 
surprisingly sane for a Republican, should disqualify him among the right wing 
base. He's pro-choice, not a creationist, doesn't deny climate change.</P> 
<P>Maybe they forgot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09085228 38626 20 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 1:11:59pm  
 
<P>There was a time when I probably would have voted for Rudy Giuliani, but 
that's way over now.</P> 
<P>Unless the party goes through gigantic changes, I doubt I'll ever vote to put 
a Republican in the White House again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085503 38627 15 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 3:10:01pm  
 
<P>Lots of hits coming in from Facebook:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-referrers.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Can't tell what page they're coming from, though, because of Facebook's 
annoying redirection link. Anyone know where the link is?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085614 38628 4 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 5:24:45pm  
 
<P>Notice that he doesn't even believe in global warming -- so asking this 
question serves no purpose whatsoever except to fuck with the climate 
scientists. He's proposing it as a "solution" to a problem he doesn't believe 
exists.</P> 
<P>What a total creep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085634 38628 22 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 5:33:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9085617" target=_blank>#6</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are the consequences of letting religious fanaticism and magical 
thinking take over. The GOP has spent so long pandering to the ignorant and the 
delusional and now we're stuck with idiots like Rohrabacher saying that clearing 
the rainforests will stop global warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except that he doesn't even believe in global warming! That's the twisted 
part of this. He's not really bringing this up as a legitimate idea. He's just 
sticking a thumb in the scientists' eyes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085680 38628 58 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 6:09:53pm  
 
<P>LGF is now on Facebook:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.facebook.com/people/Charles-
Johnson/100001584879058" target=_blank>www.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I've had the account for several months, finally getting around to using it. 
There are a few test posts there.</P> 
<P>Facebook's software is amazingly obtuse, for such a popular 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09085689 38628 64 Charles Fri, May 27, 2011 6:15:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9085685" target=_blank>#62</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just sent you a request.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think I just granted you access to something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09086491 38630 38 Charles Sat, May 28, 2011 1:30:27pm  
 
<P>It's interesting that Farah thinks Jesus will rule Jerusalem for "1000 
years."</P> 
<P>Then what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09086507 38630 54 Charles Sat, May 28, 2011 1:35:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/9086494" target=_blank>#41</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.creation-science-prophecy.com/1000years.htm" 
target=_blank>www.creation-science-prophecy.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Aieee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09086706 38631 4 Charles Sat, May 28, 2011 5:08:24pm  
 
<P>Got some new Twitter and Facebook buttons in the upper right column -- I'm 
finally getting around to using the Facebook account I set up last 
year.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087255 38632 19 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 10:49:16am  
 
<P>Rep. Christian also recently introduced two amendments to a fiscal bill that 
would <A href="http://www.dallasvoice.com/wayne-christian-lgbt-resource-centers-
texas-universities-1077299.html" target=_blank>eliminate college LGBT resource 
centers</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087352 38633 2 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 11:50:34am  
 
<P>Auto-posting, she's a no work. Debugging time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087429 38633 49 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 1:11:47pm  
 
<P>All right - auto-posting to Facebook is now operational.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087433 38633 53 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 1:16:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9087430" target=_blank>#50</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone could teach me how to direct-link to "tweets" (VOMIT!) under the 
new Twitter interface, I'd be grateful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The timestamp is a link to the individual tweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087487 38633 99 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 2:19:13pm  
 
<P>Whoa, I just checked my FB account and I already have a few dozen friend 
requests.</P> 
<P>Another thing to keep up with...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09087496 38633 106 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 2:26:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/9087493" target=_blank>#104</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<P>I have 'See your friend list' set to 'Only Me'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087511 38633 118 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 2:48:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/9087499" target=_blank>#109</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>FB has a feature called "networked blogs" that automatically update to FB 
when you post on your blog. That's what I do with my main blog. It's another way 
to get subscribers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just listed LGF in NetworkedBlogs:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://apps.facebook.com/blognetworks/blog/little_green_footballs_829928/" 
target=_blank>apps.facebook.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087523 38633 124 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 3:11:32pm  
 
<P>I also noticed that someone had previously listed LGF in NetworkedBlogs -- it 
had about 40 followers. I claimed the blog as owner (by installing their widget 
and verifying it), and deleted that listing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087546 38633 145 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 3:39:16pm  
 
<P>Hmm. I'm not going to use the Networked Blogs feature to auto-post to my 
wall, though. That's what the code I just wrote does, and it gives me more 
control than just dumping everything from the RSS feed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087627 38634 17 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 5:38:51pm  
 
<P>Man, I've been getting the ultimate Facebook crash course today. Learning how 
it works from a user's point of view at the same time as I learn their API as a 
developer.</P> 
<P>Their API history is littered with the burned-out shells of former 
interfaces.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087655 38634 42 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 5:56:49pm  
 
<P>A lot of Facebook friend requests today! If I missed you, leave a comment and 
let me know your Facebook name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09087771 38635 53 Charles Sun, May 29, 2011 6:58:41pm  
 
<P>Judge Andrew Napolitano is substituting for Sean Hannity tonight, mainlining 
far-right insanity directly into the veins of millions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092156 38635 477 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 3:35:20pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/476/9089326" target=_blank>#476</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Saudi Prince: 'We Don't Want the West to Find Alternatives'"</P> 
<P>No, because that would be SO bad for jihad!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Alwaleed bin Talal could not care less about jihad. He's motivated purely by 
money, much like the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092214 38635 479 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 4:22:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/478/9092212" target=_blank>#478</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And none of that Saudi money funds jihad (but most of the 9/11 hijackers were 
Saudi). Nope, nothing to see here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ridiculous. If you want to be scared of something, be scared of the 
Republican Party, which is doing everything it possibly can to make sure that we 
DON'T get weaned off Saudi oil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094156 38635 481 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 1:37:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/480/9093125" target=_blank>#480</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<P>Running out of oil is a "myth?" We have "plenty of oil" in America and don't 
even need foreign oil?</P> 
<P>That's just delusional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088261 38636 31 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 11:29:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9088252" target=_blank>#24</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Criminal hacking. This ain't about Tupac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They did a lot more than post a fake story about Tupac -- they stole and 
released passwords and login information for a lot of PBS users and 
employees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088283 38636 51 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 12:01:53pm  
 
<P>The wingnut blogs are frothing like rabid dogs over this story, utterly 
refusing to believe it's a fraud.</P> 
<P>At some point they're just going to get so full of rage they'll explode.</P> 
<P>Jim Hoft is especially disgusting and stupid, as usual:</P> 
<P><A href="http://gatewaypundit.rightnetwork.com/2011/05/gennette-was-not-
alone-weiners-twitter-friends-include-dozens-of-young-lucious-hook-ups/" 
target=_blank>Gennette Was Not Alone… Weiner’s Twitter Friends Include Pages of 
Young Lucious <EM>[sic]</EM> Fans | The Gateway Pundit</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088290 38636 57 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 12:07:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/9088289" target=_blank>#56</A> allegro</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...anyone who thinks that this is anything but a fraud and idiotic prank has 
less sense than a block of wood.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just described Jim Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088418 38636 82 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 3:10:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9088410" target=_blank>#81</A> sergey 
romanov</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, that's what I posted in the update 2 above -- someone apparently did 
upload the photo to Weiner's account.</P> 
<P>Latest news is that the photo was supposedly retrieved from a cache, and has 
meta tags that are nothing like the other photos posted by Weiner with his 
Blackberry.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/05/30/980617/-Breitbarts-
Weiner-hoax:-New-photos-surface!-Analysis,-and-Surprise!" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088431 38636 85 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 3:38:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/9088422" target=_blank>#83</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it wasn't from his Bb then it supports his account about hacking (though 
he wrote about his <I>FB</I> being hacked, go figure), though it doesn't provide 
iron-clad evidence (it's not like he necessarily uses only Bb). I don't 
necessarily believe one version over another at this point.</P> 
<P>Anyhow, it's not the prurient aspect that interests me here (couldn't care 
less, frankly), rather it's the widespread acceptance of faux photo-pseudo-
analysis by DailyKos and progressive blogosphere, which is not unlike what 
happened to Obama's birth certificates. "Heat maps", anyone?</P> 
<P>OK, rant over. Back to the lair.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Error level analysis is a very real forensics technique, though; it's been 
used by intelligence services to analyze Al Qaeda photos, for example:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2007/08/researchers-ana/" 
target=_blank>www.wired.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089592 38636 93 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 1:49:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/9089569" target=_blank>#92</A> Bird Dog</EM></P> 
<P>What a hoot! You really really want this to be true, don't 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089766 38636 95 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 3:07:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/9089758" target=_blank>#94</A> Bird Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weiner changed his story from "hack" to "prank"...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OMG! It's a smoking gun!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089911 38636 97 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 4:49:54pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/9089878" target=_blank>#96</A> Bird Dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whatever, Charles, but I think you jumped the gun by uncritically taking 
Weiner's initial statements at face value, and now you're backtracking with CYA 
updates. Strange that Weiner is lawyering up instead of policing up. I remember 
when Palin's e-mail account was hacked. It became a police matter in short 
order. No such deal with Weiner.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I think you're a gullible fool, who can't tell the difference between 
updates as a story breaks and "CYA updates," or between Andrew Breitbart right 
wing fantasies and reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088337 38637 20 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:23:18pm  
 
<P>Instapundit is also busily hyping the right wing idiocy over the penis 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088341 38637 24 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:26:19pm  
 
<P>And by the way, there was no hacking involved. The photo was never posted to 
Weiner's account. Someone crudely photoshopped a screenshot of a yfrog page to 
make it look like it came from Weiner's page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088347 38637 30 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:34:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/9088346" target=_blank>#29</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<P>See my comment #24 - there was no uploaded photo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088355 38637 37 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:45:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9088351" target=_blank>#34</A> 
RadicalModerate</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, the entire event was probably a fabrication created by "patriotusa76" Dan 
Wolfe, since apparently only he and BigGovernment employees saw the picture 
prior to its being posted on Brietbart's site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the most likely explanation.</P> 
<P>Here's a site that performed an error level analysis of the faked 
screenshot:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://errorlevelanalysis.com/permalink/428f7a2/" 
target=_blank>errorlevelanalysis.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I hadn't heard of this technique before, but it looks like a good way to 
detect some types of image manipulation. If you go to the home page you can 
submit a picture file to run the analysis on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088358 38637 40 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:50:43pm  
 
<P>This whole penis story is so stupid on so many levels, it's giving me a 
headache.</P> 
<P>It would be a trivial matter to produce a screenshot that didn't need to be 
photoshopped at all, and appeared to be from "RepWeiner". You can edit the HTML 



code for the page with Safari's (or Chrome's) web inspector, and it would be 
totally indistinguishable from a screenshot of a real page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088365 38637 47 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:56:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9088362" target=_blank>#44</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/05/30/980617/-Breitbarts-Weiner-
hoax:-New-photos-surface!-Analysis,-and-Surprise!" target=_blank>Breitbart's 
Weiner hoax: New photos surface! Analysis, and Surprise! 
(UPDATED)</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So now they're saying it looks like the yfrog account really was broken 
into?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088367 38637 49 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 1:57:47pm  
 
<P><A href="http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0511/55908.html" 
target=_blank>Anthony Weiner hires attorney in Twitter 
incident</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088411 38637 81 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 3:03:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/9088406" target=_blank>#80</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Is this you on Twitter? If so, you should enter your Twitter username in your 
LGF account settings, so people can verify it's really you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088413 38637 82 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 3:04:03pm  
 
<P>Sorry, the link:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/freetoken/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088443 38637 101 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 3:48:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9088439" target=_blank>#98</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://errorlevelanalysis.com/permalink/a5568ca/" target=_blank>You 
mean like this?</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Or like this:</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ4AEEF3B1.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ4AEEF3B1.jpg" 
rel=fancy445a15ba target=_blank>Image: ZZ4AEEF3B1.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088488 38637 124 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 5:22:52pm  
 
<P>Ooh, Andrew Breitbart's very mad at me. He's about to blow a gasket on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088503 38638 1 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 5:51:43pm  



 
<P>And oh yeah ... fresh cranberry sauce with some kind of delicious stuff 
floating in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088517 38638 12 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 6:14:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9088515" target=_blank>#10</A> Mark 
Winter</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a German, let me extend my thanks to all the American soldiers, who gave 
their life so that I could be born into a free and democratic 
society.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for that, Mark.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088522 38638 16 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 6:16:59pm  
 
<P>Wow - just noticed that there are 646 retweets on the Breitbart post. No 
wonder he's so tweezed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088526 38638 20 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 6:21:19pm  
 
<P>I'm thinking of removing the 'spinoff links' that accompany each post. It's 
extra overhead that's duplicated by the LGF Pages, and the logs show that not 
many people ever click those little disclosure triangles anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088561 38638 41 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 6:55:38pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/ShadowsMomCA/statuses/75378642154291200" 
target=_blank>Why ppl hate on him?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>11/302009 @lizardoid renounced #RW policies [Link: <A 
href="http://goo.gl/WDSYB" target=_blank>goo.gl...</A>] He has spent time since 
exposing #RW hypocrisy. Curious why ppl hate on him?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious too. Why ppl hate on me?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09088641 38638 84 Charles Mon, May 30, 2011 7:46:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/9088636" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Instadoucche is doubling down on Breitbart's bogus Weiner pics. What a 
dick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And linking to the biggest creeps and racists of the wingnut 
blogosphere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089131 38639 29 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 10:16:02am  
 
<P>CNN just had Breitbart the Fraud King on, ranting that 'Weinergate' is the 
same kind of thing as the Mark Foley scandal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09089133 38639 30 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 10:17:47am  
 
<P>The wingnuts are in fine form today. Here's a Redstate post that actually 
made me laugh out loud:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.redstate.com/conservativecurmudgeon/2011/05/26/hmmm-tis-
something-in-the-wind-that-makes-me-think-sarah-palin-might-be-this-generations-
jfk/" target=_blank>Hmmm… ‘Tis something in the Wind that makes me think Sarah 
Palin might be this Generation’s JFK… | RedState</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089918 38639 100 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 4:59:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/9089843" target=_blank>#99</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<P>And the idiocy just keeps on going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090610 38639 102 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 9:20:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/9090582" target=_blank>#101</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So tell me again why you posted the video I linked after 
all??</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't really think it's because I buy this right wing garbage, do 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089230 38640 20 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 10:51:04am  
 
<P>Robertson is using a new right wing talking point that may have originated 
with Geert Wilders. In their twisted world, they're standing up for free speech 
when they spew hatred against Muslims and advocate stripping them of 
rights.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089608 38642 53 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 1:55:32pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, at the high-class news site The Daily Caller:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://dailycaller.com/2011/05/31/weinergate-poll-does-photo-
show-congressman-weiner/" target=_blank>dailycaller.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089688 38642 127 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 2:34:19pm  
 
<P>Every single headline on Breitbart's Big Government site is about 
'Weinergate'.</P> 
<P>They're pumping this one for all they're worth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089916 38642 329 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 4:55:35pm  
 
<P>And by the way, the only reason this vote even happened was because 
Republicans wanted to score some political points and try to embarrass 
Democrats. It's a political stunt staged by a party that's bankrupt of real 
ideas.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09089917 38642 330 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 4:57:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/9089913" target=_blank>#326</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry it took me so long to get in here (PC froze) but I do need to say that 
I would have voted the same way as Bachmann on this bill. I oppose a 'clean' 
raising of the debt ceiling. Tying an increase to spending constraints is key to 
bring the budget under control. I don't want a default, but Republicans can't 
role over on this either.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is absolutely the wrong place to make a stand like that. You don't 
threaten to burn the house down to get someone to pay their utility 
bill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089926 38642 337 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 5:04:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/9089922" target=_blank>#334</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Raising to the debt ceiling is paying existing debts. It has to happen.</P> 
<P>So any posturing of this sort is just that. Posturing. Or blackmail, against 
the US.</P> 
<P>It is not responsible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely -- the Republican Party is blatantly holding the nation's economy 
hostage, to push a crazed far right agenda of slashing social programs and 
handing windfalls to their corporate masters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089932 38642 342 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 5:13:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/9089928" target=_blank>#339</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I say again that I think that's baloney. The GOP is doing what it needs 
to do. The debt ceiling <EM>does</EM> need to be raised, but first we need to 
established a plan for getting spending under control to reduce the need for 
borrowing in the future. Otherwise nothing will get done. The GOP has to stand 
its ground on spending and such a position does carry risks. But keeping America 
from going bankrupt requires those risks be run.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The GOP could not possibly care less about America "going bankrupt," and the 
very idea that this is about to happen is pure propaganda.</P> 
<P>The GOP is focused like a laser beam on their agenda of radical social 
engineering. It has nothing at all to do with fiscal issues. Newt Gingrich 
actually told the truth when he pointed this out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089951 38642 358 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 5:27:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/348/9089938" target=_blank>#348</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At some point the risk of harm to the innocent simply has to be accepted or 
nothing will get done.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican Party is not only "willing to risk harm to the innocent," 
that's the basis of their whole budget plan.</P> 



<P>And at the same time, granting windfalls to big corporations and the very 
richest Americans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090053 38642 398 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 6:07:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/9090048" target=_blank>#397</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I'm saying my mind is made up on the <EM>plan from the Progressive 
Caucus</EM>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Without even reading it, apparently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09089991 38643 14 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 5:46:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9089987" target=_blank>#11</A> RanchTooth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa... it just changed... There is someone watching!?!?!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The all-seeing eye of Mad King Chuckie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090013 38643 28 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 5:53:08pm  
 
<P>Man, the right wing blogs are in a total feeding frenzy over this story.</P> 
<P>Am I ever glad that I'm not associated with these loons any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090226 38643 225 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:12:53pm  
 
<P>Anthony Weiner is being attacked by the right wing because he's an effective 
voice for the Democratic Party -- and especially because he's calling on 
Clarence Thomas to recuse himself from voting on health care.</P> 
<P>This stuff doesn't happen in a vacuum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090230 38643 229 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:13:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/9090225" target=_blank>#224</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given his history I think it's a safe assumption it's fake. ACORN, Planned 
Parenthood, Shirley Sharrod, etc, ,all fake stories based on doctored evidence. 
I see no reason to believe this is any different.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, no, no! We're supposed to completely forget about Andrew Breibart's 
history of fraud whenever he comes up with a new fraud. Come on, get with the 
game.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090239 38643 238 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:17:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/9090233" target=_blank>#232</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which Thomas will not do, nor should he. He's not required to recuse himself 
because of where his wife worked and he never lied about it. Weiner is trying to 



get rid of a conservative vote that is sure to go against Obamacare. Not that I 
blame him, since if the sides were reversed I'd do the same 
thing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His family directly benefits from the very organizations he's being asked to 
make a ruling about.</P> 
<P>Yes, he absolutely SHOULD recuse himself, and if he won't there should be 
hell to pay.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090246 38643 245 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:19:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/9090245" target=_blank>#244</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not interested in a uniform rule. This is something I'd support or oppose 
based on who it was and which side they were on. This is one of those points on 
which my views are governed almost solely by partisanship.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090254 38643 253 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:22:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/9090249" target=_blank>#248</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There won't be. There is no way to pressure him and conservatives are sure to 
support him. I'd rather a tainted takedown of Obamacare than let it into 
law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that certainly tells us where you stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090260 38643 259 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:23:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/248/9090249" target=_blank>#248</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There won't be. There is no way to pressure him and conservatives are sure to 
support him. I'd rather a tainted takedown of Obamacare than let it into 
law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really now? Corrupt politics is just fine with you as long as it's 
Republicans being corrupt?</P> 
<P>Have you lost your mind?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090279 38643 278 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:29:43pm  
 
<P>We're finding out just how important it is for right wingers to gain power. 
They're willing to throw their ethics right out the window for 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090282 38643 281 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:30:24pm  
 
<P>And yeah, this is me, being disgusted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090298 38643 297 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 7:36:45pm  



 
<P>In a way, the last three years have been the story of Republicans and the 
right wing completely abandoning any pretense at ethical behavior, in a naked 
lust for political power.</P> 
<P>The right has lost its ethical moorings, and will now lie, cheat, steal, 
smear, and libel anyone if they think it will get them the control they 
crave.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090393 38644 29 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:07:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9090386" target=_blank>#24</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting theory but is Breitbart that smart, informed or politically 
savvy? Probably not. Is Brieatbart editing videos and faking screenshots on the 
orders of some secret conservative cabal? Maybe but probably not. Weiner is pro 
Israel and fairly hawkish, just the kind of guy wingnuts might like to keep 
around for certain occasions but he's outspoken, socially liberal and has a D. 
That's enough.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I know for a fact that Andrew Breitbart is highly connected in the 
right wing social scene, and I don't think it's at all far-fetched that this was 
coordinated. I don't know for sure, of course, but the timing is awfully 
suspicious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091107 38644 119 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:55:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/9091013" target=_blank>#116</A> Girl with a Pearl 
Earring</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weiner unfortunately did himself no favors with that testy interview. He has 
also retained counsel. So I ask: If someone has committed a crime against you do 
you shop for a good defense attorney or someone with the connections to start a 
criminal investigation? Now which did Wiener do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a ridiculous right wing talking point. Yes, you do consult a lawyer.</P> 
<P>Good grief. This is what passes for critical thinking among 
wingnuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091111 38644 120 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:57:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9090988" target=_blank>#114</A> scogind</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles the only thing that makes your scenario unbelievable is Weiner has 
not asked for any investigation to find the hacker. Instead he seems to just 
want things to "move on."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how exactly do you know that Weiner hasn't asked for an 
investigation?</P> 
<P>Because Andrew Breitbart told you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091115 38644 121 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:59:10am  
 
<P>Next they'll be making a big deal that Weiner said "prank" instead of "hack" 
in one sentence.</P> 
<P>Oh, wait. They already used that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09091232 38644 123 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 10:14:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/9091199" target=_blank>#122</A> scogind</EM></P> 
<P>Keep sticking to that brainless point. It's really working for 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091271 38644 125 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 10:28:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/9091241" target=_blank>#124</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. I'd hire an attorney.</P> 
<P>Why is that weird to you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not really weird to them. It's just the right wing talking point, so 
they're all parroting it without even thinking.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090490 38645 16 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9090485" target=_blank>#12</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>I don't think she's actually good at promoting herself either. She just 
lucked into being a right wing heroine, and she's riding the tiger with no idea 
where it's going.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090495 38645 21 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:44:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9090489" target=_blank>#15</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>Very weak troll. You're not even trying any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090500 38645 26 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:46:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9090497" target=_blank>#23</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That last seems a nasty stereotype to me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She IS a beauty pageant girl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090508 38645 33 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:47:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/9090503" target=_blank>#28</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>In addition to being laughably trollish, you're smug too. A real winning 
combination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090527 38645 50 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:53:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9090522" target=_blank>#45</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That your tour bus has got big pictures of you plastered on the side.</P> 
<P>Donde esta la photographias?</P> 



<P>“It’s painted up with the Constitution and with the ‘We the people’ and part 
of our pledge of allegiance,” she said. “<STRONG>It is not pictures of Sarah 
Palin on this bus</STRONG>, because it isn't about me.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't have pictures of her, but it has her signature all over it with 
links to her SarahPAC website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090534 38645 57 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:55:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/9090530" target=_blank>#53</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I read that, too. Right there in the article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I posted the picture last week.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38619_Palin_Tour_Bus-
_Join_the_Fundamental_Restoration_of_America" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090541 38645 64 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 8:57:14pm  
 
<P>Jim Hoft is now tweeting about Rep. Weiner's "sick predatory behavior."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/gatewaypundit/status/75771340510072832" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09090580 38645 99 Charles Tue, May 31, 2011 9:13:52pm  
 
<P>Whee! The right wing bloggers are starting to go after me in earnest 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091118 38646 4 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:00:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9091108" target=_blank>#1</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re-posted from last thread - Both the New York Post and NYC news radio outlet 
1010WINS have picked up on Dim Hoft's 'Weiner has a bevy of beauties on Twitter' 
trash and are running with it.</P> 
<P>Of course, 1010WINS is framing it as 'the New York Post is reporting...' - as 
if they're <I>not</I>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disgusting bottom feeders.</P> 
<P>This is why I post about Jim Hoft. The stupid cretin makes so much ugly noise 
that he actually gets noticed by right wing media and his stories get into the 
mainstream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091130 38646 11 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:18:38am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9091127" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As far as I can tell the only person who claims to have actually seen the 
message in question is the wingnut who was obsessed with Rep Wiener and 
predicting a photo sex scandal several weeks ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the blog posts I read yesterday said that several people had actually 
seen the tweet when it was posted.</P> 



<P>But that Dan Wolfe guy was flat out stalking Weiner and the young woman in 
question. The Internet has legitimized this kind of creepy, sick, obsessive 
behavior to an appalling degree. And now the mainstream media characterizes 
Wolfe's actions as "monitoring."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091137 38646 16 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:25:08am  
 
<P>And now Breitbart is spewing his idiotic insults at me again on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091163 38646 36 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:39:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9091148" target=_blank>#23</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This isn't really a stalking case. It's a hacking case. You can block 
stalkers on twitter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you cannot. It's a simple matter for a stalker to continue following 
anyone, even if they're blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091173 38646 41 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:47:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/9091169" target=_blank>#39</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can make your twitter account <A 
href="http://support.twitter.com/entries/14016-about-public-and-protected-
accounts" target=_blank>protected</A>. But that kind of defeats the purpose, 
especially when you're a public figure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's my point. You can't block stalkers if you're going to have a public 
Twitter profile.</P> 
<P>This is one of the real dark sides of the Internet. It has enabled this kind 
of sick obsessive behavior more than any other technology, because stalkers can 
almost always remain anonymous, while their targets must remain 
public.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091293 38647 40 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 10:49:58am  
 
<P>This story may be about to break wide open.</P> 
<P>It's apparently possible to post a picture to anyone's Yfrog page <EM>without 
having their password</EM>.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://cannonfire.blogspot.com/2011/06/weiner-affair-close-
to-solution-but-i.html" 
target=_blank>cannonfire.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091351 38647 83 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:17:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/61/9091323" target=_blank>#61</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I guess I don't understand. A message was sent from his Twitter account. This 
needs his password to be done. Forget for a moment the yfrog part. A message was 
sent from his Twitter account. If he didn't send it, who did? He said he didn't 
send it. Someone would need his password to do that, and that is a hack (in the 
same way reading Sarah Palins Yahoo email was).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it does not. When a picture is posted to yfrog with that email method, a 
tweet is automatically posted to Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091361 38647 90 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:22:21am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/9091358" target=_blank>#88</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I was able to post the image to yfrog like that, but it didn't 
generate a tweet. Could it be a setting???</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you link your yfrog account to your Twitter account?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091363 38647 92 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:23:09am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/9091358" target=_blank>#88</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>Did the picture appear without a URL, as described at 
Cannonfire?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091375 38647 102 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:27:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/9091372" target=_blank>#100</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Picture does appear without a URL in it;[Link: <A 
href="http://yfrog.com/h0moocwj" 
target=_blank>yfrog.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fascinating! It really does work.</P> 
<P>It's a frame-up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091448 38648 49 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:46:33am  
 
<P>It doesn't have to be a Blackberry. I just confirmed that the technique also 
works with an iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091488 38648 75 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 11:59:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/9091483" target=_blank>#72</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can anyone check to see whether this affects Android phones?</P> 
<P>If it does, then that means that the security hole/exploit affects all 
iterations of the Yfrog system, and not just versions for iPhone or 
Blackberry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not about the type of phone - you just need to use MMS to send the pic. 
It will probably work from any MMS client.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091514 38648 86 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:04:32pm  
 
<P>This technique isn't even a secret -- it was announced by yfrog in 2009:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://gizmodo.com/5368060/yfrog-lets-you-iphone-mms-photos-
directly-to-twitter" target=_blank>gizmodo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091520 38648 90 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:07:31pm  
 
<P>More on yfrog's MMS feature:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://gigaom.com/2009/09/25/yfrog-lets-you-post-media-to-
twitter-via-an-iphone-mms-text/" 
target=_blank>gigaom.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091541 38648 105 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:12:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/9091535" target=_blank>#101</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Cannonfire article talks about emailing pics, not MMS. Is the email 
feature the one only available to Blackberrys? It seems you may have added an 
aspect to the original theory then.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think he confused email with MMS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091551 38648 112 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:13:54pm  
 
<P>This is not a "theory," by the way -- it's a documented fact now that it's 
possible to post pictures to anyone's yfrog account without a password, if you 
have their yfrog email address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091594 38648 142 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:24:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/9091576" target=_blank>#132</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, the point being he didn't exploit any flaw in the software. He used 
features in the software as they were intended and it let him in, so calling it 
a hack or a breech of security is a bit of a stretch. If anything, the greatest 
security hole was using yahoo for mail in the first place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's true, and I've changed the title of this post to reflect that this is 
a documented feature, not really a security hole -- although it obviously does 
have security implications.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091633 38648 170 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:30:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/9091614" target=_blank>#155</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, that's an interesting bit of info, but I don't think it explains 
anything in this story. A tweet was sent out from Weiner's account with the 
yfrog link. This info doesn't explain the tweet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does -- when a picture is posted to yfrog through MMS to an account 
that's linked to Twitter (the most common way to use yfrog) a tweet is 
automatically sent to that user's Twitter account, with a link to the pic at 
yfrog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09091644 38648 178 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:31:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/9091637" target=_blank>#173</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Starting to get a little traffic from fark.I can't wait until lgf gets a link 
from Drudge/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We did, with the Dan Rather story in 2004. At that point we had a very 
underpowered server, and the site crashed in about 45 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091654 38648 186 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:34:19pm  
 
<P>Note that whoever posted this photo through yfrog's MMS did not have to do 
any exploiting or hacking. This technique was <EM>advertised</EM> by yfrog as a 
feature. Nothing secret about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091674 38648 204 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:38:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/9091660" target=_blank>#192</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Automatically sent to GennetteNicole? How does that work, 
exactly?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You simply include the text you want to be in the tweet. Tweets aren't 
"addressed" to anyone in a structured way -- all you do is put the user's name 
in it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091679 38648 208 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:38:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/193/9091661" target=_blank>#193</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anybody else mind creating another yfrog account and telling us how different 
it is from: "gudom"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mine has the last 3 letters "dom".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091698 38648 225 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:42:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/9091690" target=_blank>#218</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, if so, that is the most probable explanation. One thing I don't get is 
<I>where</I> does one insert the text in yfrog interface?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You just include it in the body of your MMS message.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091729 38648 255 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:48:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/9091725" target=_blank>#251</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When?</P> 
<P>Last I heard he refused to say the photo wasn't of him!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>He stated VERY clearly that he did not send that tweet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091765 38648 289 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 12:58:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/284/9091759" target=_blank>#284</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just recently I finally regged a twitter account. And now a gaping security 
hole like this is found. Who knows how many more are there? It's a scandal after 
scandal in the "social media" (esp. Facebook). Basically, to trust the private 
data to these sites is foolish. Thankfully, I don't enter any private data when 
registering in these places.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not Twitter that's the problem here -- it's yfrog, the picture-hosting 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091788 38648 308 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:03:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/9091773" target=_blank>#295</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They let an untested site to post tweets on the user's behalf. It's a hole in 
the Twitter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, no, not really. The yfrog user has to specifically grant yfrog access to 
Twitter, and can revoke that access at any time. This is how OAuth validation 
works -- it's not a problem in Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091805 38648 324 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:11:56pm  
 
<P>Weiner's about to go live on CNN ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091835 38648 353 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:18:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/350/9091832" target=_blank>#350</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, lol. I tried with another account and got a different but not 
"difficult" string, it's looking likely that there's a limited set of strings 
and it's not that hard to figure out.</P> 
<P>But yeah, yfrog sucks big time. At least, if you do get this done, you can 
revoke access via twitter to yfrog so it can't post on your 
twitter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I revoked Twitter access for my yfrog account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091840 38648 358 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:20:07pm  
 
<P>Weiner's on now - just denied sending the tweet and posting the 
picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091856 38648 374 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:23:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/365/9091847" target=_blank>#365</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Asked twice if the photo was of him</P> 
<P>Didn't say "no" either time, except "it doesn't look familiar to me, although 
I can't say with certaintude ,,,"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wrong. He absolutely said he did not post the picture or send the tweet.</P> 
<P>He said he can't say with certainty that the picture is not of him. This is 
not the same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091863 38648 381 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:24:30pm  
 
<P>Come on, folks -- he's just trying to be as accurate as possible. There's no 
way he can say with absolute certainty that the picture is not 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091885 38648 402 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:28:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/9091880" target=_blank>#397</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, can't agree. The bottom line is that there is NO WAY to handle 
something like this "well." No matter what he says or does, the media is going 
to keep going at him.</P> 
<P>And as for the right wing, forget it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091912 38648 429 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:33:36pm  
 
<P>One of the women posted as "lucious" by the creep Jim Hoft is Weiner's 
<EM>sister-in-law</EM>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09091947 38648 462 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 1:41:43pm  
 
<P>And now the hate mail is starting...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092120 38649 22 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 3:07:58pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, Drudge Report is totally ignoring the Weiner story.</P> 
<P>That's very odd. Something's up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092125 38649 26 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 3:10:01pm  
 
<P>Of course, as soon as I post that, I go there and discover that he now has 
some articles linked. But it's not the big story, which is still very odd. These 
kinds of trashy scandals are Drudge's meat and potatoes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092280 38650 18 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 4:59:52pm  
 
<P>RedState.com dimwit Caleb Howe has absolutely no idea how easy it is to hack 
a single five letter word: <A 
href="http://www.redstate.com/absentee/2011/06/01/case-closed-leftblog-claims-
definitive-proof-weiner-was-framed/" target=_blank>Case Closed? Leftblog Claims 
Definitive Proof Weiner Was Framed</A>.</P> 



<P>These people are such morons, and so incredibly smug about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092287 38650 24 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 5:02:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9092284" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I think he's simply trying to be as careful as possible, because he knows it 
could be an altered photo or one that was taken at an unguarded moment -- say, 
in a gym. And if he comes out and says "absolutely not me" and then it turns out 
to be a photo he didn't know about, he'll get clobbered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092317 38650 51 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 5:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9092312" target=_blank>#46</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are attributes-- specifically, the missing URL-- that indicate someone 
else uploaded it to his yfrog account.</P> 
<P>That's also consistent with the fact that the weirdo stalker dude predicted 
that a sex scandal would occur. Your scenario offers no explanation for that, at 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, a blank URL also appears if you send to your own account. That part 
of the Cannonfire post wasn't right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092328 38650 61 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 5:13:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9092316" target=_blank>#50</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those are good points in-favour of some kind of conspiracy I agree. I still 
find the balance of evidence to tip in the other direction.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's absolutely no evidence that Weiner sent the photo himself, and a very 
compelling argument that the yfrog MMS feature was exploited to do 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092350 38650 81 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 5:24:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/9092347" target=_blank>#78</A> Hawaii69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would never say "I believe him" or not at this point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I do believe him. I can't say I'd be shocked to find out that he really did 
send the pic (nothing shocks me when it comes to politicians), but the evidence 
we have so far points toward a dirty trick intended to create exactly this kind 
of media frenzy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092501 38650 217 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 6:20:43pm  
 
<P>Rep. Weiner answers the question about Ginger Lee in the video I posted.</P> 
<P>Maybe you should watch it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092585 38651 25 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 6:54:02pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9092579" target=_blank>#21</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I created 10 fake twitter accounts (wanted to do 10 until twitter prevents me 
from doing more), then I enabled yfrog ... BUT ... it seems like yfrog has 
stopped posting the internal email name they use for now. Wonder if they're 
reacting to this.</P> 
<P>Was hoping to see what the pattern is for the string, I have a feeling it's a 
static list of strings that is not very large in the first 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm quite sure that yfrog's tech people are scrambling 
tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092594 38651 32 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 6:56:52pm  
 
<P>If I were in charge of yfrog, I'd be extremely unhappy about this ridiculous 
lapse in security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092613 38651 48 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:03:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9092608" target=_blank>#44</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In your opinion is the major lapse the fact that the four or five digit part 
of the Yfrog email address is too short?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. It's simply the WRONG way to implement security. 100% wrong. Obscurity is 
not security.</P> 
<P>I'm actually shocked that a company with such a high profile is so lax about 
security. They're going to suffer because of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092631 38651 65 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:08:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/9092619" target=_blank>#53</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does it include numbers and letters?</P> 
<P>I doubt this feature is going away - the ability to easily submit content to 
your twitter feed is the lifeblood of the website. If anything, I expect to see 
more features in that vein. Perhaps with longer more random strings of 
digits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter how many digits you use. This is the wrong approach. 
Period. Web security 101.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092653 38651 85 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:15:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/9092635" target=_blank>#68</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmmm. Well even with four digits I think that's still well over 300,000 
possible combinations.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which takes about 3 seconds for a computer script to crack.</P> 
<P>Obscurity is not security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092655 38651 87 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:16:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/9092652" target=_blank>#84</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't the number of digits increase the amount of time required for a 
'brute force' attack? The digit system functions essentially the same way as a 
password, no? Maybe I've got this wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to keep saying it until it sinks in.</P> 
<P>Obscurity is not security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092667 38651 98 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:23:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/9092659" target=_blank>#90</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Although that is a truth, it is also true that many sites will block access 
after 'x' amount of failed attempts within x amount of time. It helps a lot, it 
is something I have used since last century.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These kinds of access blocks are trivially easy to get around. Maybe you 
could get away with that last century, but not now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092672 38651 103 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:25:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/95/9092664" target=_blank>#95</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If its 256-bit password (like the AES-256 one used to protect the Wikileaks 
"Insurance File"), it might not in principle be 'secure" in the sense of being 
impossible to brute force defeat. But in practice it is currently pragmatically 
secure.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.popsci.com/technology/article/2010-12/how-secure-julian-
assanges-thermonuclear-insurance-file" target=_blank>PopSci.com 
source</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, you just don't know what you're talking about. This kind of thing is 
what I do, and I promise you that any web security expert would be horrified at 
the idea of using a public email address and expecting it to be secure.</P> 
<P>It's not secure. Period. This is the wrong approach to 
security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092688 38651 118 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:33:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/9092683" target=_blank>#113</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be sure we are talking about the same thing I use fail2ban.</P> 
<P>To be bypassed the person logging in would have to avoid having the log file 
of the particular service written to.Yes they can use multiple source ips, but 
then to they would have to slow the queries.Because of this its easier for most 
to 'go somewhere else'.</P> 
<P>Its still a maintained application, I lock out hundreds of brute force 
attacks per day across my internet facing servers.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, because there are probably millions of antiquated scripts still 
using the brute force, hit it as fast as you can method. Spammers are much 
smarter than that now, and you're not going to catch them that 
easily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092702 38651 129 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:41:47pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9092697" target=_blank>#125</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course its not a single solution, but I was replying to the quote, 300,000 
attempts could be made in 3 seconds.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You still need to have protection against brute force dictionary and random 
letter attacks, but things have progressed a lot in the spammer world, and 
that's just not enough for reasonable security these days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092706 38651 133 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:44:22pm  
 
<P>Not to brag, but I've been running LGF for close to ten years now, and we've 
never been hacked. It could still happen, but the reason why we've been secure 
is because I take these issues extremely seriously.</P> 
<P>Yfrog obviously doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092731 38651 157 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 7:59:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/9092719" target=_blank>#145</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<P>Public-private key authentication is definitely the best type of web 
security, but in a consumer app intended to accommodate non-techie users it's 
just not feasible.</P> 
<P>There are still much better ways to approach this situation than a freaking 
secret email address. Good grief. It really does amaze me that a site with 
millions of users is so horribly insecure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092748 38651 174 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:05:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/9092740" target=_blank>#166</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ohh absolutely. LGF did what it does best. It debunked a bit of media 
idiocy.</P> 
<P>LGF is in general vastly better than average discussion.</P> 
<P>My problem is that average seems to be stuck, on all of the problems in the 
world, going on and on about a medium sized BVD clad anonymous 
penis.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think this is actually pretty serious. It was an attempt to take down one 
of the most effective Democrats against the Republican reactionary agenda. 
Weiner is calling it a "prank," but it's much more than that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092759 38651 180 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:11:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/178/9092756" target=_blank>#178</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BINGO, now I've found 3 words that differ only by 1 character, used for 
different users ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should create an LGF Page to document your findings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092817 38651 194 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:31:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/9092776" target=_blank>#189</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was thinking about that, trying to get more information.</P> 
<P>I'm wondering if I should post the words that I found they're using or just 
describe how they're composed and how some of them differ ...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Post them. Their idea of security needs to be completely exposed, so they'll 
stop putting their users at risk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092755 38652 3 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:08:52pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9092752" target=_blank>#2</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is just a strange issue. The people pushing this really have to have egg 
on their face, so I don't know why they would still push it. All I can think of 
is that a segment of the US populace is just desperate for some sort of 
controversy to fill their time in between reality TV shows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was a very serious attempt to destroy the reputation of one of the most 
effective Democrats in America. I don't think it's strange at all -- it's a 
political dirty trick that could have had enormous consequences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092801 38652 33 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:25:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9092788" target=_blank>#22</A> Timmeh</EM></P> 
<P>If I were planning a serious attempt to bring these creeps to justice, that's 
exactly what I would say too.</P> 
<P>I don't know how this will turn out, but don't make the mistake of taking any 
of these statements at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092825 38652 51 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:33:15pm  
 
<P>There's an amazing number of loons ranting at me tonight on Twitter. Never 
seen it so bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092877 38652 102 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 8:53:29pm  
 
<P>Woot. Just went over 1900 followers on Twitter. The more the loons attack, 
the more followers I get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092927 38652 150 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:17:41pm  
 
<P>Yfrog has now completely disabled posting pics via email.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092946 38653 6 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:27:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9092944" target=_blank>#5</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, writing it now. Although a bit irrelevant ... :-(</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Not at all. I'm sure there will be many people interested in your 
results...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09092953 38653 12 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 9:33:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9092948" target=_blank>#8</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CYA powers... activate!</P> 
<P>@yfrogyfrogOur recent security audit reported no _system_vulnerabilities_ 
exist on yfrog.com or been reported by our users. via [Link: <A 
href="http://fro.gy/150bo" target=_blank>fro.gy...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, they're running scared. They know this could be a real disaster for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093009 38653 49 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 10:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9093004" target=_blank>#46</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<P>Facebook also has the same kind of insecure email uploading 
system.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093018 38653 57 Charles Wed, Jun 1, 2011 10:12:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9092988" target=_blank>#36</A> Floral 
Giraffe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, would you please clarify the log ins &amp; the log outs of the 
spy?Or, is there a link? I'm getting confused, trying to follow 
friends.TIA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It just shows you when people log in or out. Not much more to 
explain!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093248 38653 244 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:03:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/9093209" target=_blank>#209</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know what, I just checked my email logs, and I sent exactly 3 wrong email 
addresses to my main twitter account, then a valid one and it posted. So they 
were NOT disabling anything after 3 wrong emails.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a very transparent lie. The people who are telling you that yfrog 
"locks out" an account after 3 tries are simply making it up. The only way they 
could possibly know that is if they actually tried it themselves. And what 
"account" could be locked? These attempts would be semi-random - it would not be 
possible to tie them to a specific account.</P> 
<P>The technical term for this kind of excuse-making is "horse 
shit."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093298 38654 5 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:43:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9093296" target=_blank>#4</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Actually, I had the devil's own time getting my Chase account unblocked after 
I accidentally tried to use the wrong password too many times.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Banks are a completely different story, for obvious reasons. It would be 
insane and completely unnecessary for a picture hosting service to use that kind 
of super-tight security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093307 38654 12 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:51:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9093300" target=_blank>#7</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>My point is that it can't be tied to a specific account <EM>with 
certainty</EM>, as a username/password script could be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093314 38654 19 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:55:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9093304" target=_blank>#10</A> hugh59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So why is Weiner uncertain whether or not the photo is of his shorts? Why not 
just ask for law enforcement to investigate. If the police or FBI then say there 
was no crime, so be it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you remember every picture ever taken of you? And even if you think you 
do, would you be able to say for certain it was you, if someone had made 
modifications to the photograph?</P> 
<P>Rep. Weiner was simply trying to be accurate. He can't say with certainty 
that it isn't a picture of him, because there's no way to be certain of 
something like that, in the era of Photoshop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093319 38654 23 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:56:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9093311" target=_blank>#16</A> sharona</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe it's just me, but his own admissions on this issue are getting 
dangerously close to "Yeah. It's me." I am thinking he didn't realize that he 
was posting what was meant to be a private tweet in a very public way, which 
makes him a dumbass, not matter what his political affiliation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What admissions?</P> 
<P>He said very clearly that he did not send the photo or post the tweet. How do 
you get an "admission" out of that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093329 38654 31 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:58:38am  
 
<P>I have some boxer briefs that look almost exactly like those. I can't say 
with certainty that it isn't me, either.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093334 38654 36 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:59:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/9093328" target=_blank>#30</A> sharona</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Spoken like the good lawyer you are. It's plausible deniability, but it seems 
that he getting closer to "Yeah. It's me." AGain, I think he wanted to send it 
to this girl (just because he's married to a beautiful woman doesn't 
automatically mean he is faithful) but screwed up.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>How does "I did not send that picture" get closer to "Yeah, it's 
me?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093351 38654 51 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:04:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/9093346" target=_blank>#47</A> hugh59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I am a conservative Republican so I will have a good laugh at Weiner's 
expense as long as this pathetic excuse for a scandal goes on. Gosh knows, Dems 
have not been shy about laughing when some Rep embarrassed 
himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely attitude. Someone is being smeared with a false story and you're 
gloating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093365 38654 64 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:07:29am  
 
<P>I got more than a dozen hate mails overnight, all like this one:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So which Soros funded organization pays your bills? It certainly can'tbe this 
shitty blog. What a farce you are! You are a person with noalligences but to 
himself! P.O.S.!</P> 
<P>This Weiner guy can't even deny whether it is a picture of his junk ornot. So 
that tells me he does take pictures of his unit and distributeit on the internet 
and that shows a incredible lack of good judgement.Do you really want this type 
of jackass making policy desisions for us??Well, apparently you do by your 
defense of this "alleged" derelict.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wingers are so cute when they're apoplectic with rage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093396 38654 94 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:14:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/90/9093392" target=_blank>#90</A> sharona</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it is, and it wasn't sent to this woman by Weiner himself, but rather a 
hacker intent on causing Weiner harm, I would think Weiner was a victim. But I 
would also think him naive for thinking that a pic like that couldn't harm him 
if it fell into the wrong hands.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you say with absolute certainty that there are no photos out there, 
anywhere, that would embarrass you if they were posted on the 
Internet?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093422 38654 119 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:21:46am  
 
<P>By the way, if this were a court case, the fact that yfrog is so easy to 
"hack" would almost certainly constitute more than enough reasonable doubt to 
have the charges dismissed against Weiner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093436 38654 131 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:26:54am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9093429" target=_blank>#125</A> hugh59</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, liberals laughed at fake stories about George W Bush all the 
time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>So go ahead and be just as bad, if that's what floats your boat. I think it's 
pretty creepy to do that, myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093533 38654 184 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:52:01am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9093476" target=_blank>#160</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the difference between guessing somebody's else's password that's easy 
to guess and guessing somebody's else's password that's hard to guess?</P> 
<P>I guess I'm missing the point.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yfrog's "secret code" is NOT a "password." It's not even close to being the 
same thing. Obscurity is not security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093539 38654 185 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:53:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/9093494" target=_blank>#170</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it's a secret as long as you are the only one that knows it, 
right?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The yfrog email address was revealed in many places. It's in the "From" line 
if you email a picture, it's visible onscreen when you're looking at your page -
- very much <EM>unlike</EM> a password.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093544 38654 186 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:54:34am  
 
<P>Web security 101: Obscurity is not security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093577 38654 199 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 10:04:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/9093571" target=_blank>#196</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<P>You don't have to be told. It's visible right there on your yfrog page. 
That's the point. They didn't even try very hard to obscure this.</P> 
<P>It's vastly different from a password system, and I'm honestly a little 
suprised that a company with millions of users is so incredibly lame about 
security.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093483 38655 11 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:43:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9093475" target=_blank>#8</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fuck. Does that mean I can only shop at one grocery store, and only buy one 
brand of milk?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And the only brand of toilet paper will have big splinters in 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093496 38655 16 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:45:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9093487" target=_blank>#14</A> 
Shropshire_Slasher</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Romney was referring to the Federal Government's health care 
overhaul</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh ... you mean the health care overhaul that is almost exactly like the 
health care overhaul Romney signed into law in Massachusetts?</P> 
<P>That health care overhaul?</P> 
<P>Why does Mitt Romney hate Massachusetts?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093587 38655 72 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 10:09:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/9093582" target=_blank>#69</A> Bulworth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a hard time seeing it, too. But Daniel Larison makes a pretty good 
case for why it's highly likely. Also, too, the rest of the field is pretty 
weak.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amconmag.com/larison/2011/06/02/republican-party-
elites-and-the-2012-nomination/" 
target=_blank>www.amconmag.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And note that Daniel Larison links in his sidebar to white nationalist 
websites.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093599 38655 79 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 10:13:56am  
 
<P>I wish, just once, that people who cite Daniel Larison with approval would 
notice that he seems to be disturbingly close to open white nationalists like 
VDARE, Takimag and the League of the South.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093600 38655 80 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 10:14:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/9093598" target=_blank>#78</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They say:</P> 
<P>Emphasis added. At least they included a link.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Another leftie who's way behind the LGF curve.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093752 38656 18 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 11:21:04am  
 
<P>Good news: Google Analytics says that for the month of May, traffic at LGF 
increased by 26.25%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093795 38656 43 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 11:38:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/9093790" target=_blank>#40</A> McSpiff</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Its a feature of Yfrog to be able to impersonate other users? You'll 
need to show me where on the site they say that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obviously, the feature was not intended to be used that way, but yfrog's 
incredibly insecure implementation allowed it to be.</P> 
<P>I'll bet the people who run yfrog are very nervous today. If the press ever 
notices this angle it could be very damaging to their 
reputation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09093846 38657 14 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 11:54:22am  
 
<P>If you ask me, the stacking is even worse than the fork. People who stack 
pizza are often Satan worshippers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093933 38657 79 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:24:00pm  
 
<P>I always know I hit the target dead center when the long-inactive users start 
showing up and ranting at me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093949 38657 92 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:28:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9093916" target=_blank>#67</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>Did you really nuke posts of people you do not like in your in your new 
avatar, the camel prophet, Iron Fist., Bigel.. et al, given your political 
metamorphosis</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Let's see:</P> 
<P>Camel Prophet - a weird, deranged ranting creep who advocated genocide 
against Muslims.</P> 
<P>Iron Fist - a weird, deranged creep who advocated genocide against Muslims 
and often indulged in sick violent fantasies of murdering people.</P> 
<P>Bigel - a weird, deranged creep who advocated genocide against Muslims.</P> 
<P>See anything these names have in common?</P> 
<P>You better believe I nuked all their posts. I realized I didn't want to leave 
their sickening garbage at my site. And I'd do it again in a heartbeat.</P> 
<P>You think that's "intellectually dishonest?" Piss off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093959 38657 100 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:31:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9093936" target=_blank>#81</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<P>Oh really? So you're in Beijing, China, are you? You think you're pulling a 
fast one, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093977 38657 114 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:35:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/9093973" target=_blank>#111</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I missed 'Camel Prophet'. I didn't know camels could prophesy.</P> 
<P>The other two I know, or know OF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Camel Prophet' was banned over and over and kept coming back with new names, 
but the same old hate speech. In fact, he tried to register again not very long 
ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093981 38657 116 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:36:31pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9093954" target=_blank>#97</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<P>How's the weather over there in Beijing?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09093991 38657 123 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:42:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9093954" target=_blank>#97</A> Westward 
Ho</EM></P> 
<P>What's the matter? Kuomintang got your tongue?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094017 38657 143 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:49:12pm  
 
<P>OK, I think that will be enough. Go hang out with those people -- I'm sure 
you know where they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094055 38657 176 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 12:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/9094050" target=_blank>#171</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, hell, sometimes we'd have six or seven of those a night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One Rush Limbaugh thread had more than 30 flouncers. Criticizing their idol 
really sets them off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094109 38657 220 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 1:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/9094105" target=_blank>#216</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://images.cheezburger.com/completestore/2011/6/2/dec05882-12e0-
49fd-a2f3-6fcf381fd394.jpg" rel=fancy2172f3a5 target=_blank>Image: dec05882-
12e0-49fd-a2f3-6fcf381fd394.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094132 38657 240 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 1:24:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/9094117" target=_blank>#228</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>dude, its been what 80 posts since that guy got the boot? Everybody is going 
on about 'flouncings greatest hits!'</P> 
<P>People love talking about the stalkers, altho yer right htat its not usually 
taken to the point of maniacal obsession that those other guys seem to have.</P> 
<P>Still a symbiotic relationship :p</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, the last time you started up with this crap, you ended up getting a 
timeout. I'm not going to be as generous next time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094159 38658 15 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 1:39:11pm  
 
<P>Twitter rumors are flying that Anonymous is going after 
Breitbart...</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09094254 38659 12 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 2:14:29pm  
 
<P>Glenn Beck is a real hoot today. He's weeping out of control, can hardly 
speak. Sniffling, red eyes.</P> 
<P>And it's all about the Nazis again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094267 38659 24 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 2:17:12pm  
 
 
 
<P>He's pushing his $5000 Israel trip.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094290 38659 44 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 2:25:31pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews is way off base today. He's blaming Rep. Weiner for the whole 
scandal and saying it's going to cause big problems for the Democratic 
Party.</P> 
<P>Sometimes Tweety is a real dunderhead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094325 38659 71 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 2:38:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9094307" target=_blank>#55</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnuts are throwing the source of the Weinergate scandal under the bus. 
This was published about an hour after Breitbart leaked his emails...</P> 
<P><A href="http://wireupdate.com/joereport/news/my-own-email-interactions-with-
patriotusa76-aka-dan-wolfe/" target=_blank>My own email interactions with 
PatriotUSA76 (aka Dan Wolfe)</A>Posted by Joe Brooks</P> 
<P>Nothing terribly interesting except...</P> 
<P>They knew the story was bogus but went through with it 
anyways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course they did. It was coming from a deranged stalker and was very, VERY 
suspect, and they knew that.</P> 
<P>This is how the right wing rolls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094445 38659 159 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 5:33:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/9094428" target=_blank>#145</A> 
bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there anyone reading this who doubts that Mitt Romney will be torpedoed by 
his own party long before the convention?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sarah Palin took a pretty good shot at it today. She's going to be the 
spoiler in this campaign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094544 38659 248 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 6:21:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/9094540" target=_blank>#244</A> Surabaya 
Stew</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The only thing new about Ms. Bachmann that I learned from the link was 
this:</P> 
<P><EM>Bachmann and her husband, Marcus, who have five children and have opened 
their home to 23 foster children...</EM></P> 
<P>Wow...just, WOW! I had no idea. I'm not sure if I should respect or fear her. 
No way I could ever do that!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right -- Bachmann has 28 children.</P> 
<P>It's a <A href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/0807010731/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>quiverfull</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094587 38660 15 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 6:34:07pm  
 
<P>This post is taking off on Twitter. I hope it wakes up America's women and 
makes them realize that their rights are in real peril, before it's too 
late.</P> 
<P>I can't believe how crazy this shit is getting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094618 38660 35 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 6:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9094584" target=_blank>#13</A> Kefirah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>as a pro.choice woman, i will freely admit that it's a bit disturbing that 
she fraudulently purchased drugs over the internet to induce an 
abortion.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not disturbing. It's horrific. She was forced into this choice 
because there was NO OTHER OPTION.</P> 
<P>This is where America used to be, before Roe v. Wade. And we're heading back 
there at warp speed.</P> 
<P>And this is why I'll never vote for a Republican again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094633 38660 46 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 6:47:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9094629" target=_blank>#43</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The tragedy and outrage is that she had no where to go from the onset.</P> 
<P>Her choice at 20-24 weeks (a <EM>bad</EM> choice) only highlights the need 
for a coherent abortion policy in this country. This is necesary as the age of 
viability decreases.</P> 
<P>We can't hang these women out to dry.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She made this choice at 20-24 weeks because the Republican Party has closed 
off all other options.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094826 38660 224 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:43:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/219/9094821" target=_blank>#219</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If she committed fraud to obtain the drugs, then she must be jailed for it. 
Such an action cannot be tolerated.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. Dude. Listen to yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09094830 38660 228 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:44:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/216/9094818" target=_blank>#216</A> 
kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Self-administered abortions should be illegal. Trying to abort a 5 month 
fetus on your own is crazy and is going to wind up getting women killed or 
sterilized. It could also damage (not kill) a fetus and result in a live birth 
of a gravely injured child. There's no way the government can look the other 
way, regardless of the circumstances. I wouldn't be surprised if every single 
state has a law against this. Of course this whole situation is a great argument 
in support of public subsidies for abortions. Desperate people do desperate 
things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck with that.</P> 
<P>You're arguing that this country should just give in and go back to the Dark 
Ages.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094835 38660 233 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:44:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/9094832" target=_blank>#230</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For her? None. It's intended to send a message: Obtain drugs by fraud and you 
go to jail, period. Letting her get away with fraud is a "broken window", if you 
understand my meaning.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are really losing me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094845 38660 243 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:47:07pm  
 
<P>I'm flat out astounded that there are actually LGF readers who think this is 
a good thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094854 38660 252 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:48:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/9094847" target=_blank>#245</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not the abortion I'm concerned with, it's the fraud. Regardless of how I 
feel for her (and I'm not without sympathy, nor would I impose a long sentence 
(and it would be jail, not prison)), the fact remains that the state can't 
simply let her skate on this. What she did is illegal for a reason, and 
tolerating it will cause it to be repeated. Only next time the woman may 
die.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She had no fucking choice, because the party that YOU support made all other 
choices impossible. You forced her into a corner, and now you think it's a good 
thing to punish her for making a desperate attempt to get control of her 
life.</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094868 38660 266 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 7:53:02pm  
 
<P>This kind of right wing thinking is why Roe v. Wade was passed in the first 
place -- the country was sickened by it.</P> 



<P>And now the right wing is sneaking back, passing legislation to restore the 
misogynistic laws of the early 20th century, and hoping nobody notices until 
it's too late.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094934 38660 331 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:13:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/9094921" target=_blank>#318</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's almost always an elective medical procedure...in most cases it's merely 
birth control</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Only a male could ever say something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094937 38660 334 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:14:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/329/9094932" target=_blank>#329</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She'd be in a state facility, James. She hasn't been charged with violating a 
federal law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She's been forced into a corner by the Republican Party, and acted out of 
sheer desperation. And you think it would be "lenient" to just send her to 
jail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094959 38660 354 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:19:12pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/9094947" target=_blank>#344</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, but even if she would not be deterred, that does not deter me. 
Desperation is not a legal defense. To refuse to take action allows people to 
walk all over the law and that is not be done. To do that is encourage others to 
break the law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's BAD law, written by religious fanatics and the Republican Party that YOU 
blindly support. It's a law that oppresses women, very deliberately and very 
disgustingly.</P> 
<P>This law should be broken. It's an abomination. This woman should not be 
prosecuted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094965 38660 360 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:21:59pm  
 
<P>And yes, I'm thoroughly disgusted with people who try to make excuses for 
this far right lunacy.</P> 
<P>This country is turning into something I don't even 
recognize.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094988 38660 383 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:30:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/9094947" target=_blank>#344</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know, but even if she would not be deterred, that does not deter me. 
Desperation is not a legal defense. To refuse to take action allows people to 
walk all over the law and that is not be done. To do that is encourage others to 
break the law.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I plan to encourage as many people as possible to break this 
law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09094993 38660 388 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:31:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/385/9094990" target=_blank>#385</A> mracb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure it has something to do with a GUY that can't keep his dick in 
his pants.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And those guys are the ones who arrest and prosecute women like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095013 38660 406 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:35:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/396/9095001" target=_blank>#396</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe. The fact is, I do not think the current court wants to overturn 
Roe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The way things are going, it won't be necessary to overturn Roe v. Wade. The 
Republican Party will just keep chipping away at women's rights, making it more 
and more difficult to get a legal abortion, until the law is simply moot.</P> 
<P>That's their plan. And it's working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095045 38660 438 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:47:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/428/9095035" target=_blank>#428</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here are some more Idaho abortion laws:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/government-and-you/state-
governments/state-profiles/idaho.html?templateName=template-
161602701&amp;issueID=1&amp;ssumID=2545" 
target=_blank>www.prochoiceamerica.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/government-and-you/state-
governments/state-profiles/idaho.html?templateName=template-
161602701&amp;issueID=18&amp;ssumID=2546" 
target=_blank>www.prochoiceamerica.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/government-and-you/state-
governments/state-profiles/idaho.html?templateName=template-
161602701&amp;issueID=8&amp;ssumID=2549" 
target=_blank>www.prochoiceamerica.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for posting those links.</P> 
<P>This is what a woman in Idaho has to go through -- and every one of these 
laws was written, promoted, and signed into law by a religious 
fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095048 38660 441 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:49:30pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/9095044" target=_blank>#437</A> 
moderatelyradicalliberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure about that. I haven't seen any evidence that right wingers in 
all branches of the government aren't going for the kill. They know that their 
time to fundamentally remake the country and take it back to the 1950's (or 
1850's) is limited. It's now or never. Do or die. The Conservative Movement has 
gone full bore against everything and everyone they hate so I'm not the least 
bit comfortable with a challenge to Roe going to the SC anytime 
soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely. I believe that the right wing knows their time is coming to an 
end, and so they're engaging in an all-out effort to do as much damage to 
"liberal" laws as possible. They know that a lot of their crap won't stand up to 
legal challenges, but they're in a nihilistic, blind frenzy to roll back all the 
progress of the past century, while they still think they can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095063 38660 455 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 8:58:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/447/9095054" target=_blank>#447</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That wasn't even all of them. Here's the full NARAL Idaho profile:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.prochoiceamerica.org/government-and-you/state-
governments/state-profiles/idaho.html" 
target=_blank>www.prochoiceamerica.org...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Idaho is just one of 50 states. This is going on in nearly every state of 
the union.</P> 
<P>When I use the subtitle "The Republican Party's total war on women's rights" 
it's not hyperbole. It's a simple statement of fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095072 38660 464 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:02:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/459/9095067" target=_blank>#459</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do not get to let someone bleed to death simply because you don't like 
how they got hurt.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But that's exactly the situation the Republican Party's anti-abortion 
insanity is bringing about.</P> 
<P>You're going to see more and more women dying in filthy back room abortion 
clinics, and dying of the drugs they take because the GOP has made the safe ones 
illegal.</P> 
<P>It's your party. This is what they're doing. Face it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095079 38660 471 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:04:23pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/465/9095073" target=_blank>#465</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that the use of RU-486, in the manner it is directed to be used, 
should not be illegal, in the first trimester at least. Given that this fetus 
was in the <EM>second</EM> trimester, the rules are a bit different. But she did 



not know that, and that would also need to be taken into account. If she took 
RU-486 I'd need to know more before I could render judgement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What gives you the right to "render judgment" over a woman's 
body?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095116 38660 507 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:22:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/495/9095103" target=_blank>#495</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Abortion isn't a major issue for me. I don't vote based on 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you do. Every time you vote for a Republican you're voting to destroy 
women's rights.</P> 
<P>I know you don't like hearing it, but it's your party and this is what 
they're doing. Own it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095799 38660 610 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 10:38:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/607/9095596" target=_blank>#607</A> 
tomg51spence</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I vote republican more often than not.</P> 
<P>I understand that this entire chain of events is my 
fault?Really?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Since the war on women's rights is exclusively the doing of the Republican 
Party, and every single GOP politician is involved in it, well ... you do the 
math.</P> 
<P>This wouldn't be happening if people didn't vote them into 
office.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095196 38661 9 Charles Thu, Jun 2, 2011 9:49:50pm  
 
<P>(This video is from 2008, by the way.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095606 38662 2 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 9:23:08am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9095605" target=_blank>#1</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't believe we are still talking about this.</P> 
<P>It is embarrassing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I'm sure you don't want to talk about it, now that it's completely 
falling apart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095632 38662 22 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 9:31:02am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9095628" target=_blank>#19</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just like your previous lie, that is a lie as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not a lie at all, Buck. I read what you wrote.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09095640 38662 30 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 9:34:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9095635" target=_blank>#25</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>I'm going to be ignoring you now. If you continue, I'll just block your 
account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095673 38662 62 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 9:50:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9095670" target=_blank>#59</A> 
SidewaysQuark</EM></P> 
<P>Has anyone considered the near certainty that Weiner's lawyers advised him to 
say that?</P> 
<P>This is what lawyers do. They try to have their clients avoid saying anything 
that can be used to paint them into a corner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095716 38662 83 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 10:13:52am  
 
<P>Approaching 200 retweets on this post already...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095881 38662 89 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 11:19:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/88/9095874" target=_blank>#88</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Such an end-of-thread hero.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They always do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095885 38662 91 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 11:22:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/9095870" target=_blank>#87</A> hugh59</EM></P> 
<P>Yesterday, you said you didn't care whether Weiner was being dishonestly 
attacked or not, because you were just enjoying it so much.</P> 
<P>And you accuse <EM>liberals</EM> of "nastiness?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095732 38663 32 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 10:16:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9095727" target=_blank>#27</A> 
LoneStarSpur</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't wait for the Liberty Bell visit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Oh, look! The poor thing is cracked. How in the world did that 
happen?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095834 38663 130 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 10:57:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/9095831" target=_blank>#127</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yfrog tries to go on the offense, claims it wasn't "hacked."A pretty obvious 
harm-minimization PR story here.</P> 



<P><A href="http://mashable.com/2011/06/03/yfrog-email-upload/" 
target=_blank>Yfrog Says It Wasn’t Compromised in Wake of Weiner 
Photo</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's true. They weren't hacked. Someone used a documented feature to 
upload that photo to Weiner's account. No hacking involved.</P> 
<P>This is a diversionary tactic, to keep attention away from the simple fact 
that their uploading feature was ridiculously insecure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097612 38663 242 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:12:08pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/225/9097096" target=_blank>#225</A> 
jimbraiden</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, for Pete's sake. I knew this moronic excuse would soon appear here, and 
sure enough, here comes the idiot squad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097616 38663 243 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:13:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/241/9097422" target=_blank>#241</A> 
jimbraiden</EM></P> 
<P>Three years without a comment, and then you embarrass yourself with this 
ignorant garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097794 38663 248 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:17:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/246/9097646" target=_blank>#246</A> 
jimbraiden</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have a feeling that this will be my last post here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You must be psychic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095917 38664 11 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 11:37:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9095911" target=_blank>#7</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really do wish the'd find photos without the kids in them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They could probably do that if Sarah didn't constantly keep the kids right 
there in front of the cameras.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09095928 38664 20 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 11:40:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9095924" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ouch[Link: <A 
href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/06LM5f5fzZauC?__site=daylife&amp;q=palin" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. "arrives for a clam back?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096018 38664 78 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 12:41:54pm  



 
<P>Every time I look at this post from Hoft, I just start cracking up. I think 
this might be the most hilarious thing he's ever posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096225 38666 16 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:26:10pm  
 
<P>I think Obama was a bit naive when he took office. His promise to negotiate 
with Iran is an example.</P> 
<P>Those days are long past, though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096227 38666 18 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:26:58pm  
 
<P>The right really loves this "apology tour" idiocy. It's an article of 
faith.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096235 38666 26 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:31:18pm  
 
<P>Right wingers on Twitter are now claiming Sarah Palin was RIGHT about Paul 
Revere!</P> 
<P>You can't write comedy like this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096245 38666 36 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:41:13pm  
 
<P>Just went over 500 retweets for the "Breitbart's Source Deletes Twitter 
Account" article.</P> 
<P>It's near the top of Memeorandum too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096271 38666 55 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:58:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9096265" target=_blank>#51</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, That sure is a whopper. Right up there with "Ted Nugent is a white 
supremacist".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ted Nugent IS a white supremacist.</P> 
<P>Or do you think everybody goes on openly white supremacist radio 
shows?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096274 38666 57 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 2:59:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/9096273" target=_blank>#56</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pretty sure Ted isn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? Care to explain why he's appeared several times on a radio show 
that is blatantly, openly racist?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096279 38666 61 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:01:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9096277" target=_blank>#60</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Nope. Can't explain that. Been a fan foreverm and I just don't think it's so. 
You tell me. You ever cross paths with the man?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you can't explain it, but you still think it's a "whopper," because you 
just feel it can't be true.</P> 
<P>Ted Nugent appeared on a radio show that often hosts David Duke. Maybe Duke 
isn't a white supremacist either?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096292 38666 72 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:07:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/9096288" target=_blank>#68</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what he said in 1990, defending his choice to play in apartheid South 
Africa:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My being there (South Africa) isn’t going to affect any political structure. 
Besides, apartheid isn’t that cut-and-dry. All men are not created equal. The 
preponderance of South Africa is a different breed of man…They still put bones 
in their noses, they still walk around naked, they wipe their butts with their 
hands. And when I kill an antelope for ‘em, their preference is the gut pile. 
That’s what they f***ing want to eat, the intestines. These are different 
people. You give them toothpaste, they f***ing eat 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa. I hadn't seen that quote before. Ugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096300 38666 78 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:10:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/9096290" target=_blank>#70</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If appearing on a radio show is the only evidence, it seems a stretch to me. 
I've heard him speak many times. I know he honors and respects Motown. You 
must've met him along the way, Charles. Is there more to the 
story?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, I haven't met Ted Nugent. Never wanted to.</P> 
<P>Any reaction to the quote Obdicut just posted?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096317 38666 90 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:17:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/9096313" target=_blank>#87</A> Charleston 
Chew</EM></P> 
<P>But he did find out that promising to negotiate with Iran was just not going 
to work, didn't he?</P> 
<P>Because I sure haven't seen any negotiations going on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096324 38666 93 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:20:49pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/9096312" target=_blank>#86</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://partners.dubuque365.com/photofeatures/nugent/365_Image_Vault/nugent
.html" target=_blank>Here you go</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What does that have to do with Nugent's disgusting racist comments about 
apartheid?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096327 38666 96 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:21:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/9096323" target=_blank>#92</A> mr. hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right, sorry. It was a response to albusteve, I think.I cannot rebut 
what Obdicut reported.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. So can I assume you'll be apologizing now for saying I told a 
"whopper?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096377 38666 117 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:33:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9096371" target=_blank>#114</A> mr. 
hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all. Before now, the only evidence I'd read was Charles comment 
that Nuge had appeared on a particular radio show.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - not just some "particular" radio show. An openly racist and anti-semitic 
radio show run by a completely unapologetic white supremacist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096403 38666 127 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:41:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/122/9096386" target=_blank>#122</A> Charleston 
Chew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please. The President offered to talk to Iran without preconditions. If 
Iran said "you have to stop supporting Israel first", the President's response 
would be, "No, I won't."</P> 
<P>I still don't get what's "naive" about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Given the 40-year history of Iran's interactions with America, I still 
believe to this day that it's naive to think it would ever be possible to have 
negotiations with "no preconditions." Either naive, or just a campaign position 
that wasn't really intended to ever happen.</P> 
<P>As I said, I think those days are long past, though. Iran basically spit in 
Obama's face, exactly as I knew they would.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096406 38666 128 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9096371" target=_blank>#114</A> mr. 
hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not at all. Before now, the only evidence I'd read was Charles comment 
that Nuge had appeared on a particular radio show.</P> 
<P>Just trying to find the full, unedited quote.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How exactly do you think the "full, unedited quote" is going to make the 
blatant racism of those comments go away?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096439 38666 144 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 4:01:38pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/138/9096426" target=_blank>#138</A> mr. 
hammer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, but do I have to get rid of my old Byrdland too? 
Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guitars can't be racist - only their owners.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096345 38667 12 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 3:25:38pm  
 
<P>There's no way the right wing base will be OK with this. Climate change 
denial is at an absolute fever pitch on the right. They're completely deranged 
about it and utterly disconnected from reality.</P> 
<P>They'll savage him for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096443 38667 48 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 4:03:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9096437" target=_blank>#45</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart via Fox News: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/president-
obama/2011/06/03/obama-s-clumsy-jeep-analogy-gets-boos-chrysler-workers" 
target=_blank>Obama Booed at Chrysler Plant</A>Heh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, good lord.</P> 
<P>They "booed" him because he made a joke about the Wrangler jeep. It could not 
possibly have been any more good-natured.</P> 
<P>These people are insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096564 38667 152 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 5:31:20pm  
 
<P>Wingnut humor, from the comments for Jim Hoft's "Sarah Pets Lobster" 
post:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lobsters are probably not shariah compliant, Imam Hussein wouldnt go near 
them. Unless Moochelle force him to get some lobster tamales. Then he would pet 
them with his tail between his legs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somebody get this person a gig at the Comedy Store!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096568 38667 156 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 5:36:19pm  
 
<P>Wow. The comments at Hot Air about Romney's climate change statement are 
totally fulfilling my predictions. They're just reviling him for it.</P> 
<P>And Allahpundit put up one of the most fatuous, idiotic posts I've ever seen 
from him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096584 38667 167 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 5:59:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/9096579" target=_blank>#163</A> JRCMYP</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what I don't understand. Any Republican candidate that embraces 
climate change, marriage equity, women's rights, and other reasonable issues, 
PLUS, they focus on jobs and the economy, it seems like a win-win, no? They'd 
corner the Independent market, the RINO market and the blue dog market.</P> 



<P>Why try to go after the Republican base? Or is it just because they first 
need to win the primaries?</P> 
<P>I think I've answered my own question :p</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Republican base has lurched so far to the right in the last 3 years that 
any candidate who deviates from the party line even one millimeter is going to 
be attacked, and lose a lot of support.</P> 
<P>I'll be very surprised if Romney's able to overcome this huge obstacle. He 
already has a major strike against him, just by being a Mormon instead of a 
fundamentalist Protestant. The climate change stuff is going to kill him.</P> 
<P>The Republican Party absolutely hates any science that doesn't make big 
corporations money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096592 38667 174 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 6:09:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/9096590" target=_blank>#172</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is a great blog about books:[Link: <A 
href="http://yetistomper.blogspot.com/2011/05/for-win-guide-to-2011s-best-of-
best.html" target=_blank>yetistomper.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool link! Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096593 38667 175 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 6:10:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/9096591" target=_blank>#173</A> ozbloke</EM></P> 
<P>Has anybody checked to see if they're coming from Tim Blair's IP 
address?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096615 38668 7 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 6:30:25pm  
 
<P>My favorite comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a absolute moron.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096620 38668 12 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 6:32:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9096613" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Romney has a lot of support from GOP bigwigs, probably because he comes from 
a wealthy long-time Republican family. But he's lost the base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096645 38668 37 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 6:54:05pm  
 
<P>Another incredibly crazy Weinergate conspirator is outed by the Smoking 
Gun:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.thesmokinggun.com/documents/internet/mike-stack-
weinergate-co-pilot-219073" 
target=_blank>www.thesmokinggun.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096675 38669 6 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 7:08:10pm  
 



<P>The reek of this story is becoming eye-watering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096790 38669 116 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 7:53:33pm  
 
<P>Currently consuming an amazing salad. Romaine, pearl tomatoes, garbanzo 
beans, mushrooms, black olives, avocado, buffalo mozzarella.</P> 
<P>With olive oil balsamic vinegar dressing.</P> 
<P>Kill me now. No better salad can there be.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09096898 38669 218 Charles Fri, Jun 3, 2011 8:53:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/207/9096887" target=_blank>#207</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>I just bumped your Page to the top. Awesome job.</P> 
<P>Don't miss this one, folks.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/248720_Adam_Eve_Human_Genetics_and_th
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097410 38670 371 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 9:50:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/366/9097397" target=_blank>#366</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Does It Ever Cross Their Mind That Sarah Palin Might Actually Know 
Something?!"[Link: <A href="http://patterico.com/2011/06/03/does-it-ever-cross-
their-mind-that-sarah-palin-might-actually-know-something/" 
target=_blank>patterico.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"So Now All These People Will Apologize to Sarah Palin About Paul Revere, 
Right?"[Link: <A href="http://legalinsurrection.blogspot.com/2011/06/so-now-all-
these-people-will-apologize.html" 
target=_blank>legalinsurrection.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's one of the most pathetic right wing spectacles I've seen yet. They're 
actually trying to spin away Palin's moronic Paul Revere comments.</P> 
<P>This shows that there's absolutely nothing they won't try to make excuses for 
-- but I already knew that, when I saw right wingers making excuses for 
blatantly racist images of Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097428 38671 5 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 10:15:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9097427" target=_blank>#4</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"The Republicans’ 2012 budget plan proposes changing SNAP [“Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program”] from an entitlement to a block-grant program that 
would be tailored for each individual state, much like their proposal for 
Medicaid. States would no longer receive open-ended subsidies and the aid would 
be contingent on work or job training. It would also limit funding for the 
program."</P> 
<P>I don't see anything wrong with this. Block grants are cheaper by virtue of 
eliminating duplicate bureaucracies and they don't nannymind the states. I'm for 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course you are. So far you haven't blinked at a single GOP program that 
hurts poor people.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09097433 38671 9 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 10:20:15am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9097432" target=_blank>#8</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Block grants have worked as a program option, Charles. Newt Gingrich (who is 
still an asshole, to be clear) proved their cost reducing ability in the 1990's 
and the logic is still sound. This is the Republican Party running a play 
they've run successfully before, to the nation's betterment (block grants and 
welfare reform helped reduce waste and pave the way for a pair of balanced 
budgets).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What part of "limiting funding" is unclear? They are very deliberately 
undercutting these programs, and it's intellectually dishonest to ignore 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097439 38671 13 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 10:21:24am  
 
<P>Of course, the GOP is also proposing to do away with child labor laws. So at 
least those poor 5-year olds will have some way to make enough money to buy a 
crust of bread or two.</P> 
<P>Disgusting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097446 38671 19 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 10:27:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9097444" target=_blank>#18</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funding is being limited as part of a general effort to reduce the deficit. 
Almost all non-national security related programs are going to take a hit. Block 
grants are a tool used to minimize that hit to the actual recipients by cutting 
bureaucratic jobs instead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And somehow all these "efforts to reduce the deficit" seem to be directed at 
the poorest and most disenfranchised segments of society. Meanwhile, the largest 
corporations and the wealthiest Americans are enjoying enormous profits and 
paying almost no taxes.</P> 
<P>Must be a coincidence. I'm sure they'll get around to noticing the disparity 
eventually, right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098170 38671 99 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:00:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9097866" target=_blank>#97</A> Mr.Boots</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a part-time Floridian, I often wonder how the Florida Tea Party's pet 
anchor baby senator, Rubio, can look Scott in the eye without 
cringing...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whenever you wonder something like that, the answer is either money or 
power.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097602 38672 63 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:06:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9097595" target=_blank>#59</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Enough about Geller; shes a waste of oxygen and life.</P> 
<P>No one is going to be thinking on their death bed: "Damn I wish I spent more 
time thinking about and being angry at Geller."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I couldn't disagree more. Pamela Geller is becoming more and more influential 
with the right wing. She appears frequently on Fox News and Fox Business. She 
writes columns for right wing media and Andrew Breitbart.</P> 
<P>It's important to stand up and point out when someone who has real influence 
is denying genocide.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097627 38672 81 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:17:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/9097609" target=_blank>#69</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes the best way to undermine these fools is to ignore them. Think 
Sarah Palin or Ron Paul.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think ignoring people like this has ever worked. Sarah Palin is more 
popular with the right than ever, and Ron Paul's influence in the GOP is 
soaring.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097681 38673 2 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:42:41pm  
 
<P>See the update - a new order was issued, granting him permission. False 
alarm.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097714 38673 5 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 1:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9097688" target=_blank>#3</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's this conference about?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://ffcoalition.com/" 
target=_blank>ffcoalition.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Okay. So all the GOP candidates are embracing the full Glenn Beck crazy.</P> 
<P>That's sad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not to mention that the man in charge is Ralph Reed -- a corrupt, cynical 
exploiter of religion, and one of the main conspirators in the Jack Abramoff 
scandal.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097748 38673 9 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:03:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9097735" target=_blank>#8</A> Varek Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whoa!You corrected your post and shit!CONSPIRACY!!!/:)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, don't worry -- they'll still attack me. It's already starting on 
Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097753 38673 10 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:05:06pm  
 
<P>And of course, if I were to delete the post to be responsible about not 
spreading a mistaken story, then they'd start screaming that I was trying to 
hide something.</P> 
<P>I can now predict exactly what the response will be from the wingnuts to 
almost anything I post.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09097826 38674 9 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:31:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9097819" target=_blank>#6</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe I'm unduly optimistic, but I feel like the lunatics' days are numbered 
on this one. Yesterday Mitt Romney said that climate change was real, and at 
least in part caused by mankind, and apart from a few sad shrieks of "RINO! Is 
there anything on which Mitt doesn't agree with Obama?" there was silence from 
the Right. It was nothing at all like the furor when Newt suggested that 
Ryancare was sub-optimal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er ... you may want to take a look around the right wing blogs to see what 
they're saying about Romney. He's being absolutely savaged.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097850 38674 16 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:41:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9097844" target=_blank>#12</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<P>Lunatics are not the fringe in the GOP any more. They're the base.</P> 
<P>And I seriously doubt that anything is going to "peak" before the election. 
For Pete's sake, look at the candidates! Every one of them is rushing to pander 
to the extreme right wing base, even Romney.</P> 
<P>If you vote for a Republican in the next election, you'll be supporting the 
far right agenda -- destroying women's rights, class war, homophobia, and 
religious fanaticism. That's all that's left of the Republican 
Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097883 38674 36 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:55:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9097880" target=_blank>#33</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the best idea.</P> 
<P>No one says you have to vote for a presidential candidate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll be voting for Barack Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097885 38674 37 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 2:56:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9097872" target=_blank>#26</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The economy will have to get worse before it can recover, BO cvan at best 
limit the collateral social damage that it will precipitate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, but it's so much FUN to blame Obama for it anyway!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097897 38674 47 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:00:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/9097886" target=_blank>#38</A> Ojoe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well except who knows what will transpire between then and 
now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It doesn't matter what happens. I'll never vote for a Republican again. This 
morally bankrupt, anti-science, race-baiting party of luddites and lunatics has 
totally lost me, forever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09097939 38674 80 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:18:59pm  
 
<P>I hope this doesn't burst anyone's anti-Obama bubble: <A 
href="http://www.usatoday.com/money/economy/2010-08-30-stimulus30_CV_N.htm" 
target=_blank>Economists agree: Stimulus created nearly 3 million 
jobs</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097944 38674 85 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:20:47pm  
 
<P><A href="http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/06/11/wait-did-the-stimulus-
work/" target=_blank>Wait, Did the Stimulus Work?</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Based on its economic models, the Congressional Budget Office recently 
estimated that between 1.4 million and 3.4 million workers who have jobs would 
be unemployed if the stimulus hadn’t been enacted. Three of the best-known 
private economic research firms — IHS Global Insight, Macroeconomic Advisers and 
Moody’s Economy.com — have come up with similar estimates. The average estimated 
effect on employment is about 2.5 million jobs.</P> 
<P>Nariman Behravesh, IHS Global Insight’s chief economist, has a nice way of 
summarizing what the bill did (and, to some extent, didn’t) do: “It prevented 
things from getting much worse than they otherwise would have been. I think 
everyone would have to acknowledge that’s a good 
thing.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097947 38674 87 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:22:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9097940" target=_blank>#81</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably not unless something serious happens. I used to be more skeptical 
about the stimulus, bailouts, healthcare reform, etc, until I figured out the 
economic conservatism is full of shit. None of their predictions came true about 
hyperinflation, economic collapse, etc. Yes, the debt is a serious concern but 
very few of the people complaining about it are serious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. The right wing propaganda about the economy is ludicrous, and designed 
simply to mislead.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097959 38674 98 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:25:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/93/9097954" target=_blank>#93</A> talon_262</EM></P> 
<P>I know -- never say never. But the only way I'd ever vote for the GOP again 
is if the party changes so much that it's nothing like the current 
GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09097965 38674 104 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:28:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9097958" target=_blank>#97</A> JamesWI</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://www.blogger.com/comment.g?blogID=6329595&amp;postID=579380778533318
8896" target=_blank>Over at Althouse,</A> we see the Right twisting themselves 



silly to try to make Sarah Palin look <EM>smart</EM> in the whole Paul Revere 
story debacle.</P> 
<P>Basic roundup - Since, when Paul Revere was captured by the British, he lied 
and <STRONG>warned</STRONG> the British that American soldiers were coming...and 
since some people rang bells along the route...that means that Sarah's word-
salad really is the truth, and it's all of us that are the idiots. Forget about 
all that "he was, um...firing those warning shots and...ringing those 
bells...doncha know, to warn the British they weren't going to take our arms." 
She clearly meant to tell the real story.</P> 
<P>Good lord. It is actually impossible for them to see how retarded this woman 
is. She could get up there and say "four times four equals forty four" and 
they'd rewrite the rules of mathematics to make it so.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's hilarious. They actually want people to believe that Sarah Palin read 
Revere's 1789 Massachusetts letter.</P> 
<P>This is the woman who can't even remember what magazines she reads.</P> 
<P>The only magazine she's ever been photographed reading is the official 
publication of the John Birch Society.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098002 38674 138 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 3:53:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/9097999" target=_blank>#136</A> Varek 
Raith</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still, doesn't beat Mike Gravel randomly throwing a rock into the 
Potomac.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The best political advertisement of all time.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0rZdAB4V_j8&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098012 38674 146 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 4:04:09pm  
 
 
 
<P>Don't know yet whether this is completely legit, but the latest news on the 
smear attack against Anthony Weiner is pretty interesting -- there may be a new 
"Wrecking Crew" pulling off political dirty tricks:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/06/04/982122/-Breaking:-
Christian-Infowar-Militia-Attacked-Congressman-Weiner" 
target=_blank>www.dailykos.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098092 38674 225 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 5:10:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/212/9098079" target=_blank>#212</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the nics in the proposed Infowar net is quite interesting to chase 
down. Google arguments for 'jihadihunter', 'Rev Bill Turner', or 'First American 
Patriot Church' will take you to an interesting part of Cloud Cukoo Land. I 
would only approach using caches or other sanitary methods.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I've been seeing this "jihadihunter" person's posts on Twitter for quite a 
while -- he's an outright racist and anti-Muslim lunatic. He posts some of the 
most disgusting stuff on #tcot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098180 38675 38 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:04:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/9098171" target=_blank>#29</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we'll see artisan labs keeping some of that alive. Unless the 
materials become impossible to get.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are some excellent apps for Macintosh that do a great job of simulating 
hand tinting. Here's one:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hand-tint/id427971223?mt=12" 
target=_blank>itunes.apple.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098183 38675 41 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:04:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/9098172" target=_blank>#30</A> Mr 
Pancakes</EM></P> 
<P>Very sorry for your loss.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098193 38675 51 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:13:13pm  
 
<P>Good lord.</P> 
<P>Check out this Twitter profile, with more than 700 followers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/peterose1985/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098204 38675 62 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:25:08pm  
 
<P>One of the right wing's staging grounds for conspiracy theories, dirty 
tricks, and talking points:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.stumpreport.com/" 
target=_blank>www.stumpreport.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098212 38675 70 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:29:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9098209" target=_blank>#67</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Lizarddawg any relation to LGF? Former poster?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one by that name ever registered here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098227 38675 85 Charles Sat, Jun 4, 2011 6:37:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/9098224" target=_blank>#82</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Still, it is interesting that some of the rebel groups, including those in 
Libya are contemplating better relations with Israel.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Indeed. The Arab world may be starting to realize how they've been played and 
brainwashed by their corrupt leaders.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098784 38677 8 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 9:55:04am  
 
<P>Another gotcha question: "What time is it?"</P> 
<P>Sarah's answer: "You mean, now?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098829 38677 46 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:12:08am  
 
<P>Looks like Sarah's giant cross is giving her a rash.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098871 38677 85 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:32:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9098862" target=_blank>#76</A> stevej</EM></P> 
<P>Buh bye!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098878 38677 91 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:33:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/9098860" target=_blank>#74</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>Obviously, you think you've got a winning talking point there!</P> 
<P>(Fail.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098890 38677 103 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:37:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/9098850" target=_blank>#65</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, if anyone on Twitter is being followed by a user called ShitDorkSays, 
it's a stalker who is Tweeting whatever D_F posts and trying to mock him in that 
stalker-ish sort of way.</P> 
<P>Just FYI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've registered nearly a dozen of these kinds of fake accounts.</P> 
<P>Sound familiar? It's exactly the same as what @patriotusa76 and his cronies 
did to Rep. Weiner. This is a right wing tactic.</P> 
<P>And I've never seen lefties do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098901 38677 114 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:42:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/9098887" target=_blank>#100</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At least Obama didn't come out the next day and insist there actually were 57 
states.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, if Palin had said something like, "I was doing a hundred different 
things, and I misspoke," or took responsibility in <EM>any way</EM> for botching 
the story so badly, I would be able to respect that.</P> 
<P>Instead she digs in and makes herself look even dumber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09098927 38677 138 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 10:54:15am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/9098919" target=_blank>#131</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<P>There's no doubt that these are Palin fans trying to edit history to match 
Palin's idiocy. Check out the revisions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099080 38678 123 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:26:35pm  
 
<P>My goodness. Look how many retweets on this article.</P> 
<P>And almost 6000 people online.</P> 
<P>And I just went over 2000 Twitter followers.</P> 
<P>Thanks to you folks who pointed this out in the previous 
thread!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099090 38678 131 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:33:34pm  
 
<P>Looks like we're 'trending' on Twitter now...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://trendsmap.com/local/united+states" 
target=_blank>trendsmap.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099093 38678 133 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:36:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/9099089" target=_blank>#130</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a little depressing that this gets retwittered more than, say, a post 
about AGW, but that's Twitter for you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come for the Twinkies, stay for the main course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099099 38678 137 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:40:16pm  
 
<P>Heh. Maybe it's time to open registration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099110 38678 144 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:46:36pm  
 
<P>Pamela Geller's main source for her Serbian genocide denial posts, Julia 
Gorin, is raging and tossing insults at me on her blog.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099130 38678 159 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 12:58:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/9099121" target=_blank>#151</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<P>It's not a troll. Check his posting history. Obviously a 
wingnut.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099132 38678 161 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 1:00:37pm  
 
<P>Oh for Pete's sake. Suddenly Adsense is serving up Ron Paul "money bomb" 
ads.</P> 
<P>Excuse me while I block this garbage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099167 38678 190 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 1:40:49pm  



 
<P>Oh man. I think I might have to buy one of those life-size Sarah Palin 
cardboard cutouts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099182 38678 205 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 1:52:37pm  
 
<P>Can't wait to see how the right wing blogosphere will attack me for this 
post. Should be a hoot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099188 38678 210 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 1:55:40pm  
 
<P>Wow... more than 3000 retweets!</P> 
<P>And more than 7000 online.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099190 38678 211 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 1:57:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/9099183" target=_blank>#206</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't tried Tweetdeck yet, but according to Charles, it has a global 
filter function that lets you block obnoxious stalker/troll types so you never 
see anything from them ever again. I don't think Twitter alone offers an 
equivalent function (only the ability to block people from following 
you)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, the Global Filter feature is absolutely terrific.</P> 
<P>It also lets you see as many Twitter streams as you like, all on one page but 
separated into columns.</P> 
<P>It might be the only Adobe AIR application worth running.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099239 38678 255 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 2:41:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/9099231" target=_blank>#247</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Almost 6,500 people viewing LGF right now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It was over 8000 for a couple of minutes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099323 38678 320 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 3:30:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/318/9099321" target=_blank>#318</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.conservapedia.com/Paul_Revere" 
target=_blank>Conservapedia</A> disagrees with Palin.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah!</P> 
<P>I expect they'll be fixing that shortly to be in line with the new right wing 
version of history.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099348 38678 343 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 3:50:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/339/9099343" target=_blank>#339</A> Alouette</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>eww.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Having an outright lunatic and hateful bigot like Pamela Geller as such a 
high-profile "friend of Israel" is doing a lot of damage to the Israeli PR 
effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099379 38678 370 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 4:17:31pm  
 
<P>Someone just emailed and asked me if Anthony Weiner ends up being guilty of 
sending that dick pic, will I apologize?</P> 
<P>Not a freaking chance. I'll never apologize for calling it like I see it. If 
he sent the picture, I'll certainly post that news, and I'll note that I'm 
surprised and disappointed, but I'm not apologizing to anybody.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099382 38678 373 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 4:18:23pm  
 
<P>P.S. I still don't think Weiner did it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099551 38678 468 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 6:32:22pm  
 
<P>Now approaching 5000 retweets on this post...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099490 38679 8 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 5:36:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9099489" target=_blank>#7</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know. But if the admins are locking down the page, there's a 
reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099496 38679 14 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 5:42:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9099489" target=_blank>#7</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I counted that one strange guy (was reading his page and I can't figure him 
out)...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I checked out his page and previous edits, and what I see is very typical of 
the confused pseudo-libertarian right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099498 38679 15 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 5:45:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9099494" target=_blank>#12</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, many of the right-wing websites have already decided that Palin 
was right, or at least that she somehow wasn't wrong.</P> 
<P>I love that the gotcha question was what she learned.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I decided not to even try to refute the idiotic anti-historical claims coming 
out of the right wing blogs -- there's no point. They don't care about facts. 
Anyone who knows the history knows she was ridiculously off-base, and anyone who 
thinks Palin is the GOP's savior will never admit she was wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09099504 38679 20 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 5:57:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9099501" target=_blank>#17</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://news.yahoo.com/s/yblog_thelookout/20110603/us_yblog_thelookout/firs
t-man-functionally-cured-of-hiv" target=_blank>First man ‘functionally cured’ of 
HIV</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty danged awesome. Let's hope it turns out to be 
true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099510 38679 26 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 6:01:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9099508" target=_blank>#24</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to have to read his previous comments because this guy doesn't make 
sense to me. On his page he seems to mock Palin's interpretation of events.</P> 
<P>Look what he just posted on the wiki talk page;</P> 
<P>Guy is either a brilliant comedian mastering sarcasm, or truly 
dellusional.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's the latter. This is what I meant when I said it's consistent 
with the pseudo-libertarian right -- I've seen this kind of strange thinking too 
many times.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099518 38679 34 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 6:06:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/9099514" target=_blank>#30</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is Chris Wallace cynically hyping his interview or is he truly this 
stupid?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.mediaite.com/tv/chris-wallace-after-palin-
interview-first-time-i-ever-thought-this-women-is-a-serious-candidate/" 
target=_blank>www.mediaite.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was told to do it by Fox execs, I'm sure. They definitely didn't like his 
earlier statement that Palin got it wrong.</P> 
<P>It's called: protecting the big paycheck.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099529 38679 43 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 6:17:24pm  
 
<P>The web server's hamsters just got very tired for a few seconds.</P> 
<P>(In tech-speak, Apache crashed under the massive load of traffic we've had 
today. Restarted and we're back online.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099584 38679 88 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 6:56:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9099576" target=_blank>#81</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lizards time for me to leave. To my Sister, who passed this morning.</P> 



<P>[Video]I loved you Debbie. May you find the peace you so long 
sought.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My sincere condolences.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099645 38679 144 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 7:19:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/9099634" target=_blank>#133</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apache crashed? Colour me very surprised.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not unusual for Apache to crash.</P> 
<P>(Imagine that sung by Tom Jones.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099655 38679 154 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 7:24:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/9099649" target=_blank>#148</A> 
talon_262</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does that mean the Lizardettes are compelled to toss their undies 
onstage?</P> 
<P>;-P</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Along with their room keys. Rawrr.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100329 38679 184 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:44:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/9100320" target=_blank>#183</A> arromdee</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, the idiot here is you, because you didn't even bother to look at 
that person's other posts before blathering about getting "trolled."</P> 
<P>But this is what right wingers do -- they frantically try to spin everything. 
Kinda pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099669 38680 3 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 7:32:41pm  
 
<P>Oops - hit return by mistake - full post soon to appear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099764 38680 77 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 8:00:03pm  
 
 
 
<P>God wants Americans to pack heat!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099850 38680 155 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 8:34:36pm  
 
<P>Meanwhile, a bigot named 'persianjew' who has registered at least 3 accounts 
at LGF just posted a Page ranting about "the Palestinians are the whores of the 
Middle East."</P> 
<P>Banned all 3 accounts. This is not how you "support" Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099856 38680 161 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 8:38:27pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/9099853" target=_blank>#158</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>I still don't think that proves he was making fun of her. Looks to me like 
he's just trying to find any way at all to get the citation in 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099863 38680 168 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 8:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9099758" target=_blank>#71</A> jc717</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Consevapedia is a parody site right? It's got to be. Some 'San Francisco 
ghey unreal American' ™ is laughing all the way to the bank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope. Unfortunately, it's 100% on the level. It's run by Andrew Schlafly, son 
of ultra-conservative maven Phyllis Schlafly, and the idiocy you see there is 
completely sincere.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09099891 38680 193 Charles Sun, Jun 5, 2011 9:04:31pm  
 
<P>Retweets are still pouring in for that original post -- close to 5800 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100265 38681 205 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 7:47:43am  
 
<P>Yikes - more than 10,000 people online!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100281 38681 220 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:09:59am  
 
<P>According to right wing blogs I'm now under "suicide watch," because Andrew 
Breitbart has a new "scoop" on Anthony Weiner. Aren't they cute?</P> 
<P>If you go to Breitbart's site, he's posted two of these "shocking" pictures 
already. (Hint: they're not even close to being "shocking.")</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100282 38681 221 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:20:28am  
 
<P>Hang on, we're going over the rapids...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100290 38681 229 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:29:04am  
 
<P>Yes, if the tweet came from Tweetdeck, that does eliminate the yfrog email 
hack as a possible method.</P> 
<P>Still doesn't prove Weiner actually sent it, though -- Tweetdeck is a free 
app with millions of users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100292 38681 231 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:30:43am  
 
<P>We're doing fine right now, but the server hamsters are giving me dirty 
looks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100296 38681 235 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:32:41am  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/9100293" target=_blank>#232</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.businessinsider.com/sarah-palin-fans-try-to-rewrite-
wikipedia-history-of-paul-reveres-ride-2011-6" target=_blank>Business 
Insider</A> posted a link to LGF. Did that bring a bunch of traffic 
here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not even close to other sources.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100311 38681 248 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:37:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/237/9100298" target=_blank>#237</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are those pics his big scoop? Pretty lame.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His first post claimed he has "graphic" pictures. We'll see. I suspect he's 
posting these mild pics just to get people to jump.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100333 38681 267 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:46:59am  
 
<P>We have some more sleepers turning up in the previous threads now, 
desperately spinning. As expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100340 38681 274 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:48:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/265/9100331" target=_blank>#265</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, curious what settings you applied to handle the load 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are several things I can do in the LGF software to reduce overhead. But 
if the traffic goes over 10,000, all bets are off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100343 38681 277 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:51:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/9100342" target=_blank>#276</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wonder if you would improve things big time by getting rid of the polling 
for new comments. That has got to be driving your servers 
nuts!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That only happens for registered users.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100394 38683 9 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 9:39:39am  
 
<P>The wingnuts are really stirred up this morning. Already received half a 
dozen hate mails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100413 38683 22 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 9:58:16am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9100409" target=_blank>#18</A> 
thedopefishlives</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sharesies? We thrive on seething outrage.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nothing particularly interesting yet. Just insults like:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I bet you feel really stupid today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No more stupid than any other day, actually.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100428 38684 3 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:14:47am  
 
<P>Bye bye, scroll bars.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100443 38684 15 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:23:26am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9100437" target=_blank>#10</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still think Apple is a cult.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Everything you see at LGF was developed on a Mac.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100447 38684 19 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:25:17am  
 
<P>Wow, some great stuff being announced. System-wide auto-save, Resume, built-
in version control...</P> 
<P>Version control for consumers! I've been using Subversion for development for 
years. It will be interesting to see how this works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100466 38684 34 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:50:43am  
 
<P>I really could not care less about the computer wars - who's better, Apple or 
Windows?</P> 
<P>I use computers to get things done, and the simple fact is that Apple's 
software is vastly better than Windows - more elegant, more functional, better 
integrated, and it just looks better too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100479 38684 42 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:57:40am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9100467" target=_blank>#35</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>Unless and until this is independently verified, I'm going to remind everyone 
that Andrew Breitbart is NOT trustworthy. And you should not take this stuff at 
face value.</P> 
<P>Anonymous sources are always a problem, but when they're used by Andrew 
Breitbart, the default position should be that it smells very 
bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100507 38684 61 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 11:15:54am  
 
<P>Man, Apple is just killing it with these software upgrades - there is some 
amazing new stuff coming out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09100544 38684 67 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 11:37:59am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9100526" target=_blank>#66</A> Ericus58</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, I have 10.5 on my Macbook Pro... have a copy of Snow but haven't 
installed it. Does it make that much of a difference?</P> 
<P>Or should I wait and just straight to Lion when it's 
released?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Snow Leopard wasn't a huge improvement in terms of features, but it 
definitely speeded things up across the board.</P> 
<P>You may need to install it before upgrading to Lion - don't know 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100524 38685 6 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 11:26:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9100520" target=_blank>#3</A> Bulworth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But if she supposedly got it "right" in the word-salad she offered up in 
response to this question, then why was it a "gotcha question"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's useless to try to find logic in any of this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100580 38685 51 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 12:03:09pm  
 
<P>Weiner is going to give a press conference at 4 pm ET in New York. We shall 
see what we see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100582 38685 53 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 12:03:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/9100567" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has anyone taken a close look at Breitbart's latest screenshots?<A 
href="http://biggovernment.com/files/2011/06/Screen-shot-2011-06-05-at-9.09.59-
PM.png" rel=fancy9ac9d83d target=_blank>Image: Screen-shot-2011-06-05-at-
9.09.59-PM.png</A></P> 
<P>There are a couple of anomalies. Especially comparing the center and right 
pic. If you zoom in he has a dark smudge over is right eye in the right pic but 
not in the left pic. Also in the reflection on the right pic there's a dark line 
on the back of his neck which doesn't appear in the center pic. Any photoshop 
experts want to take a look?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pictures are too small to make any conclusions about whether they were 
altered.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100639 38685 90 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 12:36:56pm  
 
<P>Twitter wingnuts are attacking me like crazy. They're going to "publicly 
shame" me. And I've "finally lost all credibility."</P> 
<P>This is at least the 50th time this year that I've "finally lost all 
credibility."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100699 38686 10 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:03:01pm  



 
<P>Breitbart is at the press conference - tweets say he's "taking 
over."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100754 38686 55 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:11:54pm  
 
 
 
<P>Rarely have I felt this disgusted.</P> 
<P>Why are Weiner's people letting Breitbart do this? Tell that clown to get 
away from the mic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100774 38686 72 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:14:35pm  
 
<P>Nope - Weiner did schedule the conference, and he's reportedly about to 
speak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100786 38686 83 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:16:16pm  
 
<P>After that, Weiner should cancel the news conference.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100788 38686 85 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:16:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/9100782" target=_blank>#80</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Breitbart claims he wants to "save his family" referring to Weiner. He has 
more explicit photos he doesn't want to release. But he does want an apology. 
Shit.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word for that is "extortion."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100865 38686 155 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:26:18pm  
 
<P>Well, he's copping to it. Game over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100934 38686 221 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:32:17pm  
 
<P>I think this is the most abject apology I've ever seen a politician 
make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09100998 38686 282 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 1:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/274/9100990" target=_blank>#274</A> Racer X</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I'm sorry I got caught"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh please. This could not possibly be any more sincere.</P> 
<P>If you want to see a sleazy non-apology, try watching some old Lawrence 
Vitter videos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101181 38686 457 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 2:02:29pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/448/9101171" target=_blank>#448</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Except for the part that it is easy to find out the yfrog email 
address.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Buck. That was absolutely true. You don't know what you're talking 
about.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101206 38686 481 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 2:05:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/474/9101199" target=_blank>#474</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lotta suicidal socks today.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fully expected.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101333 38686 596 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 2:33:04pm  
 
<P>So when is Andrew Breitbart going to apologize to Shirley Sherrod for trying 
to destroy her reputation with a fraudulent video?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101417 38686 660 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 2:52:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/651/9101407" target=_blank>#651</A> The 
Mongoose</EM></P> 
<P>And what you're missing in this analysis is that Andrew Breitbart has 
demonstrated many times over that he will distort, misrepresent, and 
deceive.</P> 
<P>He simply did not, and does not, deserve the benefit of the doubt -- 
ever.</P> 
<P>Yes, he was right this one time, and I have no trouble admitting it. But I 
will always believe one of Breitbart's smear targets first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101638 38686 774 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 3:48:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/772/9101629" target=_blank>#772</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not happy with Weiner, either.</P> 
<P>But Breitbart's influence on the right is already overwhelming. I don't think 
this will increase it any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101631 38687 20 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 3:44:28pm  
 
<P>Right wing blogs are already freaking out because I won't apologize to Andrew 
Breitbart. I love it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101654 38687 36 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 3:52:36pm  
 
<P>On the bright side, I think we might have flushed out some of the few 
remaining LGF wingnut ravers this morning.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09101662 38687 41 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 3:54:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/9101657" target=_blank>#37</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sadly, it looks as though Weiner will be thrown to the wolves by the House. 
From TPM's front page:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, well... they have to do this. No way to avoid it 
politically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101769 38687 120 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 4:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9101756" target=_blank>#110</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now, I have stated my opinion in full, and I am not going to defend it 
further. You have proven yourself to have a double standard in these 
matters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because you can't defend it further. It's a silly, stupid right wing talking 
point. And you probably know it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101813 38688 11 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:15:32pm  
 
<P>By the way, I do think it's appropriate for Weiner to apologize to Breitbart. 
Weiner lied when he accused Breitbart of fraud, and he knew he was lying. An 
apology is called for.</P> 
<P>I didn't lie to anybody, and I'm not going to apologize for disbelieving a 
proven liar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101819 38688 15 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:18:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9101811" target=_blank>#10</A> sod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But do you dismiss it out of hand or check another clock first? Or maybe two 
other clocks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it comes from Breitbart, you dismiss it unless and until someone with 
actual credibility verifies it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101830 38688 25 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9101824" target=_blank>#19</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I was trying to say. Even saying that you'd apologize if he 
apologizes for say the Sherrod case is the wrong type of moral equivalency. It 
makes it sound like not believing Briebart is the same as smearing an innocent 
person with malice as he did in her case.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I only wrote that because I know there's not a chance in hell he will ever 
apologize; that was the point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101835 38688 30 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:22:34pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9101826" target=_blank>#21</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<P>Pretty good, but you have to also repeat "Jazzy Ponytail Jazzy Jazzy" over 
and over like you're a stuck record.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101851 38688 45 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:34:36pm  
 
<P>This is an interesting glimpse into the deranged wingnut mind, though. To 
Jacobson, there seems to be no difference between Rep. Weiner and me. The fact 
that I believed Weiner's excuses and mistakenly defended him makes me just as 
guilty as Weiner himself.</P> 
<P>Of course, they don't actually believe this crap. They're just in full-on 
gloat mode, and trying to press what they see as an advantage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101890 38688 79 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:50:43pm  
 
<P>It's really easy to disagree with me or anyone else here and still keep your 
LGF account. All you have to do is not be a dick.</P> 
<P>Apologies to Rep. Weiner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101902 38688 90 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:54:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/9101896" target=_blank>#84</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<P>Anyone with a clue disbelieves anything Andrew Breitbart 
pushes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101924 38688 112 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:58:23pm  
 
<P>Incoming!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101926 38688 114 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 5:58:47pm  
 
<P>I guess it's time to start watching the Spy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101940 38688 128 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:04:05pm  
 
<P>I'm pissed off at Anthony Weiner. He lied, and got a lot of people to defend 
him, when he knew he was not telling the truth.</P> 
<P>But what he did today took a lot of guts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09101985 38688 172 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:23:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/170/9101983" target=_blank>#170</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I'm wondering how much the lawyers had to do with this. He said it 
a few times that he was talking with his lawyers or legal counsel. At some 
point, they most have told him he had to come clean. Maybe he thought what he 
did wouldn't be discovered even by them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Having dealt with more lawyers in my life than I ever wanted to, I can assure 
you that lawyers almost never tell their clients to come clean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102012 38688 198 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:32:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/9102005" target=_blank>#192</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/9101988" target=_blank>#175</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>It's not a matter of law, he didn't break any law, but of conscious which is 
a big part of his job still.</P> 
<P>But Charles may be right! Although the scenario in my head was him trying to 
convince the lawyers that these pics weren't him and it didn't 
fly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good lawyer wouldn't even ask if the pictures are really him. It's 
irrelevant to their job, which is to advocate for the client. They don't want to 
know, because if the client tells them something that indicates guilt, they're 
ethically bound to recuse themselves.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102023 38688 209 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:35:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/9102013" target=_blank>#199</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I propose that a lot of people are letting their moral dissent (at the idea 
of a married person flirting online with someone not their spouse) get 
manipulated by meme-engineers.</P> 
<P>There are very roughly 100,000,000 married people in this country. A 
significant portion of them will engage in flirtations outside of marriage, and 
a non trivial number of them will actually engage in sex outside of 
marriage.</P> 
<P>I'm not saying it is right. However, the subject of flirting is certainly 
popular and any online search will come up with millions of hits, e.g.: <A 
href="http://www.glamour.com/sex-love-life/blogs/smitten/2009/01/why-married-
men-flirt.html" target=_blank>Why Married Men Flirt</A></P> 
<P>So why is the case of Anthony Weiner special?</P> 
<P>Because he is an effective rhetorician for the Democratic Party, and certain 
vested interests don't like that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there was no "real" sex involved.</P> 
<P>Unlike with, say Arnold Schwarzenegger, whose illegitimate child with an 
employee has fallen completely off the radar.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102035 38688 220 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:39:58pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow just showed the LGF page on Wikipedia...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102063 38688 247 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:44:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/244/9102059" target=_blank>#244</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Didn't the last Palin/Wiki post get something like 7000+ tweets? And many of 
us follow her.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now over 8000 retweets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102088 38688 272 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:50:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/264/9102080" target=_blank>#264</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What happened? Is there a link?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There will be, as soon as MSNBC posts the episode.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102124 38688 307 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 6:57:25pm  
 
<P>I think the sleepers are finished trying to post hateful comments for 
today.</P> 
<P>But they may return when the night gets older and the alcohol is 
ingested.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103397 38688 571 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:11:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/562/9102768" target=_blank>#562</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The line on this forum was that Breitbart's story about Weiner was fraudulent 
from top to bottom. A complete fabrication.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, and I'm not apologizing for defending Weiner, or for 
disbelieving Andrew Breitbart.</P> 
<P>Breitbart was right this time, but it doesn't change the fact that he's a 
despicable creep who smears innocent people. And the next time he does it, I'll 
defend Breitbart's target then too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102368 38689 5 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:17:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9102366" target=_blank>#3</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Upding for shout-out. Much of the rest of the piece, even its title is a 
typical liberal hack-job.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In other words, it hit close to home.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102421 38689 43 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:34:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9102407" target=_blank>#33</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Concur. He's actually the straight laced honest type.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mitt Romney is "honest?"</P> 
<P>We are talking about the guy who's desperately trying to distance himself 
from his own health care program, right? The guy who says the US "is on the 
brink of ceasing to be a free market society?"</P> 
<P>Apparently, you measure "honesty" differently than I do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09102444 38689 62 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:41:52pm  
 
<P>The only reason why Mitt Romney is in the running is because he comes from an 
ultra-wealthy long-time Republican family with big-time connections.</P> 
<P>If he gets the nomination, it won't be because he has the support of the 
base. It will be because the party's real owners know they can count on him to 
bend over and do everything they want him to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102475 38689 90 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:51:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/9102470" target=_blank>#86</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it'll be because he put in the time and effort lining up the needed 
support and money. He can run a better ground and air game than his opposition 
and that may give him the win.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dream on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102482 38689 97 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 8:52:37pm  
 
<P>If Mitt Romney is the GOP nominee, I'll be doing everything I can to make 
sure he isn't elected. But Barack Obama won't need my help, because the GOP base 
will sabotage Romney without it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102528 38689 140 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 9:08:19pm  
 
<P>Mitt Romney is a Mormon.</P> 
<P>He accepts the reality of evolution.</P> 
<P>He accepts the reality of climate change.</P> 
<P>He signed into law a public health care program identical to Obama's.</P> 
<P>Did I mention he's a Mormon?</P> 
<P>No matter how much he panders to the loons with pro-forma anti-Obama 
rhetoric, he's never going to be President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102582 38689 189 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 9:24:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/9102562" target=_blank>#172</A> The Shadow 
Do</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to me that the Morman dislike meme is being driven almost exclusively 
from the left.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You've got to be kidding. That shows me that you've never even paid attention 
to the rhetoric coming from your own party -- or you're trying to pretend it 
isn't there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09102585 38689 192 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 9:26:46pm  
 
<P>It's entirely possible that the GOP's corrupt owners will succeed in propping 
up Mitt Romney to be the GOP candidate. But the base absolutely hates 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09102685 38689 290 Charles Mon, Jun 6, 2011 10:00:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/158/9102547" target=_blank>#158</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow... LGF blew through the 200,000 page-view mark a few minutes ago.</P> 
<P>Not bad for a blog that was going down the "drain of 
irrelevance".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's such a shame that I've "finally lost all credibility."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103610 38690 503 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:30:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/488/9103283" target=_blank>#488</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In fact the Far left invented smears, lies, and defamation of innocent 
people.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buck, are you hallucinating?</P> 
<P>You can't be serious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103258 38691 22 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:29:42am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, the Associated Press covers the Wikipedia editing and completely 
ignores the fact that LGF broke the story:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory?id=13781085" 
target=_blank>abcnews.go.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103300 38691 53 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:42:08am  
 
<P>Lots and lots of hate mail yesterday and last night -- looks like about 20 
raging right wing haters spewing insults.</P> 
<P>I think I'll put up a post with just the insults from these 
idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103308 38691 60 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:44:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9103302" target=_blank>#55</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<P>This is apparently one of the only historians who believes Palin was "right." 
I posted this yesterday:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38687_Historians_Say-
_Sarah_Palin_Really_Garbled_the_Paul_Revere_Story" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>But if you really want to keep grasping at straws, don't let me stop 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103559 38691 137 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:20:10am  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/132/9103509" target=_blank>#132</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Sure, but Sarah Palin's comment was NOT a student paper. It was a spoken 
quick comment while people were shouting questions at her.</P> 
<P>If everyone was followed around and had every comment they made dissected and 
rated for perfect accuracy, it would be a different world.</P> 
<P>AND I think that Biden would get a pass 100% of the time, where SP would get 
buried 100% of the time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? You're <EM>still</EM> trying to spin this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103801 38691 154 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 12:45:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/140/9103628" target=_blank>#140</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<P>Do you behave like this in your real life too? When someone criticizes what 
you say, do you whine, "if you want me to leave, I'll just leave?"</P> 
<P>Because this just doesn't seem a way to win an argument.</P> 
<P>You were spinning, just like you've been frantically trying to spin Palin's 
idiotic remarks from the very beginning. Apparently you don't realize that it's 
obvious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103404 38692 22 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:13:58am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9103378" target=_blank>#9</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about a list from Twitter? Oh, wait. Global Filter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I didn't filter out the Twitter insults, that would be all I'd see.</P> 
<P>It was a freaking deluge of wingnut hatred yesterday.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103410 38692 25 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:16:50am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9103401" target=_blank>#20</A> Jamie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought Breitwat was a fan of "Jazzy," which must absolutely cut to the 
core.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he thinks it's an insult ... but I have gold records on my wall, and 
I've played with a lot of the very best musicians on the planet. Those are real 
accomplishments -- unlike Breitbart's fraudulently edited videos, hate speech, 
and dumb right wing pandering.</P> 
<P>So I wear his goonish insult as a badge of honor.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103413 38692 27 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:18:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9103405" target=_blank>#23</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<P>Well, since I'm not gay, I can only conclude that it comes from a very 
twisted and sick kind of projection.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103505 38692 101 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:04:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/9103471" target=_blank>#72</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT ,, (sorry)</P> 
<P>Dear Bashar</P> 
<P>When your own forces start turning against you, it may be time to re-think 
your strategy</P> 



<P>Regards</P> 
<P>Captain Queeg</P> 
<P>And here [Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38692_LGFs_Hate_Mail_Glossary/comm
ents/" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>] he’s all indignant that 
he’s being called names, the same vein of names that he allows Goddamfrank and 
LQV to call rightys on a daily basis!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"indignant?" Hardly. You must have missed the pretty damned obvious fact that 
I think it's funny.</P> 
<P>On the other hand, what you're doing here is pretty accurately described as 
"whining."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103669 38694 7 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:49:07am  
 
<P>Hey, Adam Baldwin just insulted me on Twitter! I've arrived.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103679 38694 12 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:51:32am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9103675" target=_blank>#10</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you serious! What did he say?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He retweeted one of the idiot brigade's insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103681 38694 13 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:52:00am  
 
<P>I just tweeted back:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@adamsbaldwin Wow - I know I've really arrived when a 12th-string has-been 
wingnut actor insults me!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09103693 38694 22 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 11:54:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9103686" target=_blank>#17</A> Bulworth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Adam Baldwin is a wingnut? That's too bad.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's the wingnut's wingnut. And a religious fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104275 38696 23 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 3:33:32pm  
 
<P>This is too funny. Earlier I was exchanging pleasantries with Breitbart goon 
Adam Baldwin, and he kept writing things like this:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Ur craven failure to link to Ur favorite 'epiphany' post is 
noted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I responded:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who's this "Ur" you keep talking about?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And now there's a wingnut ranting at me:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid @adamsbaldwin is Charles so dumb he doesn't know that "ur" is an 
abbreviation of "you are"? Does HE know how to "Google"? #liar</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm dyin' over here! Humorless wingnuts are the best.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104287 38696 32 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 3:42:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9104286" target=_blank>#31</A> Charleston 
Chew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, is that the <EM>actor</EM> Adam Baldwin, the voice of Breakdown in 
<EM>Transformers: Prime</EM>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep, and raving wingnut writer for Andrew Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104326 38697 25 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:00:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9104309" target=_blank>#8</A> allegro</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I do think it's low and ridiculous. If he's having an affair, 
that's not our business. I'm getting sick of hearing about the sex lives of 
politicians. Boehner's an ass and there are plenty of other job related things 
he can be called to answer for.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he is having an affair with a lobbyist, it's definitely the people's 
business to know about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104374 38697 69 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:14:43pm  
 
<P>Just updated - someone emailed the link, and I didn't notice the date. Sorry 
for the false alarm!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104381 38697 76 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:16:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/9104378" target=_blank>#73</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure you'll be admonished.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ya think?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104401 38697 96 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:22:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/9104384" target=_blank>#79</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<P>Just missed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104404 38697 99 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:23:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/9104396" target=_blank>#91</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It happens. Done it few times myself in some of my links.</P> 
<P>But you know of course someone is going to use this as a "gotcha" moment and 
try slime you even though you have made the correction and announced/corrected 
the error.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>They're already doing it - but you know what? I couldn't care 
less.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104431 38697 125 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 4:33:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9104403" target=_blank>#98</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm familiar with <EM>Plato's Republic</EM> but I've never heard of the 
phrase "figure ground analysis." I thought maybe it was a specific 
interpretation of the work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a philosophical concept, dealing with perception. Google 
it...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104498 38698 45 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 5:37:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/9104481" target=_blank>#30</A> Irenicum</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why are people so obsessed over the lizards here?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really sucks that they harass LGF users, but it shows you exactly what kind 
of mentally ill freaks they are. It's all intended to harm me and harm LGF, any 
way possible, and they think they can drive away my readers by harassing them in 
this way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104553 38699 18 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 6:27:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9104540" target=_blank>#9</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>wow... Maddow's in rare form tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't help but think this show might have been partially inspired by my 
earlier post: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38694_Eric_Cantor_Calls_on_Weiner_
to_Resign_But_Gave_Sanford_and_Ensign_a_Pass" target=_blank>Eric Cantor Calls on 
Weiner to Resign, But Gave Sanford and Ensign a Pass</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104558 38699 23 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 6:30:09pm  
 
<P>Rachel Maddow just totally exposed Michael Steele as the hackiest of partisan 
hacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104570 38699 34 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 6:49:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9104567" target=_blank>#31</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles:So I stop by the lodge after work for a beer and everybody was 
watching a news story about Sarah and her vision of history..They were doing 
screen shots on the news of somebody trying to change Wikki...The boys were just 
so down on Sarah...Were mocking her! The 25 yr old beautiful bartender was 
saying every time Palin talks I get a little dumber...And this is in Oklahoma! I 
wanted to yell down the bar that you should boys just read LFG more you'd know 
this stuff before TuesdayBut those efeen cowboys would probably just kick my 



ass.../I need a cowboy hat Charles..And Boots...gotta have boots 
here...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah!</P> 
<P>Nobody could possibly watch Palin's pathetic attempts to pretend she knew the 
history, and not laugh.</P> 
<P>(Except the entire right wing blogosphere.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104572 38699 36 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 6:50:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9104567" target=_blank>#31</A> 
HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<P>And you better get you some boots, right quick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104707 38699 163 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 7:59:06pm  
 
<P>I'm just horrified after watching that show.</P> 
<P>What these people did to children is flat out evil.</P> 
<P>And it was presided over by a self-hating gay man, who undoubtedly was 
getting his own rocks off, while torturing "effeminate" children.</P> 
<P>If anyone ever asks why I'm so utterly disgusted with the right wing, this 
story is your answer. Evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104921 38699 338 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:51:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/336/9104919" target=_blank>#336</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why the Hell would you say that? Why not wish for a moderate Republican who 
would be a voice in the gOP against the worst SoCon excesses? I'm guessing 
because its too much fun for you, mocking the other party.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are no "moderate Republicans." You're lost in a partisan 
dream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104936 38699 353 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/9104925" target=_blank>#342</A> BryanS</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he does deserve it. He went out on a press tour promoting false 
accusations that his account was hacked. The organizations running the service 
he used had to spend resources investigating his knowing lies. He deserve all 
the flack he is getting.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree, he deserves the flack.</P> 
<P>But the next time Andrew Breitbart attacks and smears someone, I'll give them 
the benefit of the doubt too, and I'm not going to apologize for it.</P> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart is a lying right wing con artist, who happened to be right 
once. He's damaged and destroyed many innocent people's reputations for 
political reasons, and being right this one time doesn't change 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104941 38699 358 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 9:57:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/349/9104932" target=_blank>#349</A> BryanS</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You are saying it is not possible to not be a social liberal and economic 
conservative?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right, it's not possible to be a "social liberal and economic 
conservative," and be a Republican. All you have to do is look at this pathetic 
crop of candidates to see this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104960 38699 377 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:03:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/361/9104944" target=_blank>#361</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In some states, that's true. But it's not true in Illinois, I'll tell that 
much.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Illinois Republican Party platform for 2008:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rowtgop.org/pdf/IRP2008Platform.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.rowtgop.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Radically anti-abortion, radically anti-gay, anti-immigrant, etc.</P> 
<P>Oh yeah, they're completely different from those <EM>other</EM> 
Republicans.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104971 38699 388 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:05:44pm  
 
<P>And oh yes -- the Illinois GOP is also anti-vaccination:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We note with concern the increasing tendency of school officials to place 
children on medication to control their behavior. We should protect the 
fundamental right of parents to have the final say in what is best for their 
child’s well-being. We believe parents should receive advance notice of any 
medicine or medical treatment their child may be offered or seek and that 
parents should have the right to consent – or withhold consent – for any such 
treatment.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09104983 38699 400 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:08:03pm  
 
<P>And anti-contraception:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We call on the Governor and the General Assembly to restore funding stripped 
from the 2008 budget to make abstinence education available to students in our 
public schools throughout Illinois.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And "English only!"</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Children should be immersed in English from the earliest days of their formal 
schooling, and remediation should be offered to those for whom English is not a 
native language.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If this is the "moderate" version of the GOP, I'd hate to see the extreme 
version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09105007 38699 424 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:14:42pm  
 
<P>The Illinois GOP platform strongly urges the reversal of Roe v. Wade, of 
course.</P> 



<P>This is where the GOP stands, DF. The Illinois branch is no more moderate 
than any other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09105046 38699 463 Charles Tue, Jun 7, 2011 10:29:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/438/9105021" target=_blank>#438</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>You can make excuses for it all you like, but the Illinois GOP platform is 
just as extreme and just as reactionary as any other state's GOP platform. This 
is where the Republican Party is right now, and if you vote for a Republican 
you're going to be voting for a reactionary agenda, an agenda that will take 
away rights from women and gays, harm childrens' education, harm the 
environment, and benefit ONLY the wealthiest Americans and the largest 
corporations.</P> 
<P>It gives me no joy to make this evaluation. This country needs two 
functioning parties, but right now the GOP is completely insane and 
dysfunctional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09105857 38701 55 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 11:03:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9105825" target=_blank>#42</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just think it illustrates an important point about Mittens. He's not the 
habitual flip-flopper devoid of any convictions apart from his own political 
aggrandizement that he is often caricatured as. That was a brave statement to 
make and I certainly applaud him for making it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it was really brave -- he's been on record for a long time as 
accepting the science of climate change. His only choices were to "apologize" 
for it (as Tim Pawlenty did) or repeat his previous statements.</P> 
<P>I predict he's soon going to either walk it back entirely and apologize like 
Pawlenty, or he'll try to split the difference and say climate change is real, 
but there's no need to do anything about it immediately.</P> 
<P>On some right wing blogs, they're already trying to do this kind of clumsy 
triangulation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09105913 38703 12 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 11:39:54am  
 
<P>The story about the DOE SWAT team turns out to be false: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/EDPressSec/status/78518093403525120" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @EDPressSec: The Inspector General’s Of ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Inspector General’s Office does not execute search warrants for late loan 
payments. Search was related to a criminal 
investigation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09105978 38704 4 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 12:23:06pm  
 
<P>See the update for more GOP wonderfulness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106012 38705 9 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 12:55:56pm  
 



<P>Unbelievable.</P> 
<P>He goes on the radio show of two shock jocks known for pulling extreme 
pranks, shows the picture to everyone in their studio, then acts surprised when 
it turns up on the Internet.</P> 
<P>He's "mortified." Right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106030 38705 23 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 1:13:49pm  
 
<P>What a shame. Just when the media were starting to say Breitbart had improved 
his credibility, he goes and does something like this. Such a 
shame.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106037 38705 30 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 1:19:42pm  
 
<P>He actually passed his phone around the studio. Wow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106051 38705 43 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 1:29:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9106041" target=_blank>#34</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who keeps pictures of other guy's dicks on the their phone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Next to photos of his children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106137 38706 19 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 2:23:40pm  
 
<P>Oh man. News is now coming out the Rep. Weiner's wife is pregnant.</P> 
<P>Ouch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106183 38706 63 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 2:50:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9106168" target=_blank>#48</A> triple</EM></P> 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy13d99322 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106196 38706 75 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 2:54:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9106192" target=_blank>#71</A> triple</EM></P> 
<P>And the next time Andrew Breitbart attacks someone, I'll be defending that 
person too, with no apologies.</P> 
<P>Breitbart is a sleaze ball. But apparently the right wing is just fine with 
sleaze balls.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106210 38706 89 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 2:56:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9106192" target=_blank>#71</A> triple</EM></P> 
<P>And just to be clear about it, since you seem to be under the totally 
mistaken impression that I'm still defending him, Anthony Weiner is also a 
sleaze ball.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09106229 38706 107 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 3:00:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/94/9106216" target=_blank>#94</A> triple</EM></P> 
<P>The "logical disaster" is your silly claim that anyone is defending Weiner, 
now that he's admitted everything.</P> 
<P>And yes, my default position is absolutely that Andrew Breitbart's "scoops" 
should NOT be trusted. Period. Only an idiot would trust Breitbart after what 
he's done to so many people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106434 38706 304 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 4:10:43pm  
 
<P>I think Andrew Breitbart just blocked me on Twitter. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106442 38706 312 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 4:12:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/9106396" target=_blank>#266</A> Big_Iron</EM></P> 
<P>Here's Big_Iron's last appearance at LGF:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/263/5687580" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106514 38706 383 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 4:58:08pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I brag: According to Google Analytics, from May 8 - June 7, 
LGF traffic increased by 55.97%.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106538 38706 407 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:16:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/397/9106528" target=_blank>#397</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>The idiots who harass me love to point at Alexa rankings -- but I just laugh 
at them. That /. article is exactly right. Alexa rankings are worthless, and 
their traffic measurements border on fraudulent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106575 38707 14 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:39:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9106570" target=_blank>#10</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Obama taking a nose dive... here comes Romney!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how do you feel about the fact that Romney is pro-choice, and accepts the 
reality of evolution and climate change?</P> 
<P>And that Obamacare system he signed into law in Massachusetts -- I assume 
you're fine with that too?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106607 38707 43 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:50:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9106589" target=_blank>#25</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>climate change IS a reality. I live in Alaska, and that fact is more visible 
here than anywhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how do you feel about evolution?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09106616 38707 52 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:52:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9106612" target=_blank>#48</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's b.s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow I knew you'd say that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106620 38707 56 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:54:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9106612" target=_blank>#48</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>it's b.s.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you also believe the earth is only 6,000 years old?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106631 38707 67 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:55:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/9106628" target=_blank>#64</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Because.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106643 38707 79 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 5:58:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9106635" target=_blank>#71</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>why are you asking me these stupid questions? i've been around here long 
enough that you should know me.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just curious. Since you think evolution is "b.s." I'd like to know where 
you stand on the age of the Earth.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106658 38707 94 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:01:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/9106651" target=_blank>#87</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>God created Earth.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, OK. How long ago? Any idea?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106702 38707 136 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:11:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9106691" target=_blank>#125</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<P>So I guess you don't want to commit yourself on a controversial topic like 
the age of the planet you live on?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106746 38707 180 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:23:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/9106739" target=_blank>#173</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm not going to commit myself to reading the smartass b.s. jokes that 
everyone throws at me when I try and defend my beliefs.I believe in God and His 
Son Jesus Christ.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not going to throw smartass b.s. jokes at you, but I might challenge you 
to think.</P> 
<P>Do you actually believe the earth was created exactly in its present form, 
6,000 years ago?</P> 
<P>And if so, how do you explain the extensive fossil record?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106799 38707 232 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:38:43pm  
 
<P>I always knew America had a lot of creationists, but I remember being pretty 
surprised to find out how widespread this anti-science attitude was. I had no 
idea that so many LGF readers were creationists, until I started criticizing 
creationism, and all heck broke loose.</P> 
<P>And when challenged, almost all the creationists responded with anger and 
irrational arguments. I got dozens of emails saying I was doomed to burn in 
hell. Some of these people now stalk me on the Internet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106841 38707 274 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:50:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/9106700" target=_blank>#134</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you are speaking of the Koran.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is the Koran "a work of fiction," but not the Bible?</P> 
<P>Both of these books were written by desert-dwelling Bronze Age people, who 
lived in a brutal world with no science and no technology, and no 
Enlightenment.</P> 
<P>What makes the Bible better, except the fact that you were raised to believe 
in it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106853 38707 286 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:53:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/9106848" target=_blank>#281</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>have you read them both?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why yes, I have indeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106874 38707 307 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 6:59:26pm  
 
<P>The main difference between the Bible and the Koran is that the Bible is 
better organized.</P> 
<P>But both books come from an era in which women were chattel, life was short, 
and people were often murdered on a whim. And both books reflect that 
reality.</P> 
<P>The Koran is no more brutal than the Bible. Both books contain numerous 
stories of horrific abuse at the hand of God. And that's because both books were 
written by people who were confused and awed by a world they didn't understand, 
and invented supernatural reasons to explain the seemingly random brutality they 
had to endure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09106899 38707 332 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 7:09:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/311/9106878" target=_blank>#311</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>if it was my daughter, i would encourage her to have the baby and give it up 
for adoption. rape is not the baby's fault.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>So you're opposed to allowing abortion for rape victims?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106918 38707 351 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 7:16:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/343/9106910" target=_blank>#343</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i did NOT oppose it with regard to my own child, i said i would encourage her 
to have the baby. but ultimately it would be her choice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would you encourage your daughter to carry a rapist's baby?</P> 
<P>You do understand that this would mean your daughter would be compelled to 
have a relationship with her rapist, for the <EM>rest of her life</EM>, 
right?</P> 
<P>Do you really think this is healthy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106957 38707 389 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 7:39:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/383/9106951" target=_blank>#383</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it bears mentioning that a father who might face criminal prosecution 
is unlikely to demand his parental rights.</P> 
<P>Or would even want to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no, that's not right at all.</P> 
<P>Rape is about control. If a rapist knows that his victim was forced to bear 
his child, the chances are very good that he will take every opportunity to 
torment both of them, as long as he possibly can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09106983 38707 415 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 7:47:56pm  
 
<P>Almost 1400 retweets on the previous post.</P> 
<P>Breitbart droogs are raging at me on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107013 38707 445 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 8:02:50pm  
 
<P>Wow, the Breitbart fact-checking post is taking off. Almost 1600 
retweets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107015 38707 447 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 8:05:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/9107011" target=_blank>#443</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And here is Breitbart, who now claims he didn't know there were cameras in 
the room, passing his phone around the studio with a hand held camera three feet 
in front of him...Breitbart Shares Weiner's Explicit Photo with Opie &amp; 
Anthony and Vincent D'Onofrio</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, wow. I am loving this. Breitbart has killed his chance at 
credibility.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107054 38708 9 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 8:27:18pm  
 
<P>Wingnuts on Twitter now trying to claim the video was "edited."</P> 
<P>Irony meter broken.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107057 38708 12 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 8:27:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9107052" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They fucked him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107209 38708 118 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 9:27:54pm  
 
<P>Approaching 2300 retweets on the "Fact Checking" post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107259 38708 164 Charles Wed, Jun 8, 2011 10:18:54pm  
 
<P>Oh, this is rich. Breitbart sycophant Lee Stranahan is claiming that I 
"selectively edited" Breitbart's statement ... even though I posted every word 
of it.</P> 
<P>That's how tricky I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107757 38710 8 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 9:32:49am  
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P>I see that the wingnutosphere already has their stupid talking points out -- 
I "failed" again, and I've "finally destroyed my credibility" again, because I 
said "his computer is apparently there" in the Ann Coulter picture.</P> 
<P>This is how the wingnut echo chamber functions -- they find some tiny detail 
to quibble over, then pretend among themselves that they've "won."</P> 
<P>It's just sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107768 38710 15 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 9:37:33am  
 
<P>If you look around the wingnut blogs today, you'll find that I'm 
"hallucinating," and I've "beclowned" myself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107771 38710 16 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 9:39:41am  
 



<P>Breitbart writer Lee Stranahan actually posted that I "selectively edited" 
Breitbart's statement -- even though I posted every word of it, verbatim. These 
people are amazingly silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107787 38710 26 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 9:48:01am  
 
<P>At this point, the wingnut blogosphere is totally playing to their own crowd, 
doing victory dances when they've lost the game. It's pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09107831 38710 43 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 10:12:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9107802" target=_blank>#35</A> Ogami Itto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As creepy as I think Weiner is for doing what he did, I find it even creepier 
that a bunch of "straight" guys are sitting around discussing and ogling a 
picture of another man's erect penis. Ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's incredibly creepy. Check out how Breitbart says, "You wanna see it?" 
with a voyeuristic leer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108140 38712 174 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 12:16:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9108032" target=_blank>#81</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>This is NOT cool. You're getting on my last nerve and this is the last 
timeout you'll get.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108285 38715 10 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 1:02:17pm  
 
<P>Chances are good that there's a really juicy scandal approaching for 
Gingrich.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108551 38715 206 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 2:37:28pm  
 
<P>Hilarious! Breitbart camp follower Lee Stranahan is now claiming that he 
"discredited" my piece about Breitbart's lies.</P> 
<P>Another right wing article of faith is born.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108628 38715 271 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 3:27:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/269/9108625" target=_blank>#269</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just saw that myself. He's obsessed with LGF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seems to happen a lot.</P> 
<P>I notice that absolutely nobody is buying his line of crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108631 38715 273 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 3:30:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/9108622" target=_blank>#266</A> The Ghost of a 
Flea</EM></P> 



<P>The right wing blogs are ranting at me like lunatics today. It's 
fun!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108633 38715 275 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 3:32:21pm  
 
<P>Wow -- and now right wingers are retweeting my post about Herman Cain, 
without getting that I think he's a complete loon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108641 38715 280 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 3:36:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/279/9108638" target=_blank>#279</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? How could anyone who's been following LGF think you'd support 
Cain?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This guy is a repulsive racist. Check out some of his other tweets. N-word 
all over the place: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/peterose1985/status/78951490047311872" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @peterose1985</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid: Herman Cain: I'll Veto Bills Longer Than 3 Pages, Gays Are 
Sinners, Muslims Are Traitors NOW WE'RE TALKING!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108645 38715 284 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 3:37:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/268/9108624" target=_blank>#268</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<P>You're right. RS misquoted Palin on that.</P> 
<P>But the fact remains that Palin is the most ignorant kind of creationist. And 
I'll bet she only said that because she thought it was what she was supposed to 
say.</P> 
<P>See: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35144_Palin_Proudly_Owns_Her_Creat
ionism" target=_blank>Palin Proudly Owns Her Creationism</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108666 38715 294 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 4:05:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/290/9108660" target=_blank>#290</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<P>By "the most ignorant kind" I'm referring to her statement that "humans 
didn't come from no tree-swingin' monkeys."</P> 
<P>I wouldn't be too quick to credit her with not being a young earth 
creationist, though; I seriously doubt she even understands those 
issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108696 38715 301 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 4:57:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/297/9108672" target=_blank>#297</A> Claire</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't understand what you mean- she doesn't understand how old the earth 
is? She talks about the millions of years it took to form the mountain ranges in 
Alaska. My take was it was her way of clearing up exactly those 
issues.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Well, I think Sarah Palin is perfectly capable of talking about mountains 
being millions of years old, while <EM>still</EM> being a young earth 
creationist.</P> 
<P>No, it doesn't make sense. But then, neither does Sarah 
Palin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108721 38717 3 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 5:27:15pm  
 
<P>This kind of evasion drives me nuts. (I know, it's a short drive.)</P> 
<P>"Are you in favor of gay marriage?"</P> 
<P>"I believe a marriage is between a man and a woman."</P> 
<P>"Yes, but would you favor making gay marriage legal?"</P> 
<P>"I believe a marriage is between a man and a woman."</P> 
<P>"But how do you personally feel about making gay marriage legal?"</P> 
<P>"I believe a marriage is between a man and a woman."</P> 
<P>Arrrgghh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108729 38717 7 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 5:30:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9108726" target=_blank>#5</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>gay marriage should not be legal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? How does it harm you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108754 38717 27 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 5:38:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9108732" target=_blank>#10</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how does little kids being murdered harm you? if you don't know 
them?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. You're even crazier than I thought.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108795 38717 62 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 5:49:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9108774" target=_blank>#46</A> jaerik</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did Alaska Kim seriously just equate gay marriage with infanticide?</P> 
<P>Have I gone completely nuts, or did that just happen?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It really did happen.</P> 
<P>This is how these people think. She's not alone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108829 38717 92 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 6:00:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9108826" target=_blank>#89</A> Alaska Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm actually 'from' Texas.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Color me shocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108873 38717 135 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 6:09:55pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/127/9108865" target=_blank>#127</A> Alaska 
Kim</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>black people weren't having same sex marriages in the 60's.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So how do you feel about interracial marriage?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108894 38717 155 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 6:15:29pm  
 
<P>Don't get me wrong, in many ways Texas rocks. I've spent a lot of time there, 
and had some great experiences.</P> 
<P>But the nuts are in charge of the political side. Big time.</P> 
<P>I'm currently looking at an amazingly weird and disturbing website, with Gov. 
Rick Perry's endorsement:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://theresponseusa.com/" 
target=_blank>theresponseusa.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If you click on the Register button you'll discover that this event is 
sponsored by afa.com -- the American Family Association, home of of raving bigot 
Bryan Fischer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09108918 38717 179 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 6:24:00pm  
 
<P>I think Alaska Kim has finished her idiotic trolling for this 
evening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09109011 38717 269 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 6:59:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/9108989" target=_blank>#247</A> reuven</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where in the Constitution does it say "Marriage is between a man and a 
woman?" That would have been a good question for him. In fact, where does it say 
"Marriage?"</P> 
<P>He claims he can separate religious beliefs from his duties as President, 
then goes ahead and blurs them. (To be fair, no candidate is perfect on this 
point.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he's going to have any chance at the Presidency, Romney <EM>must</EM> blur 
these lines.</P> 
<P>And this is not a spur of the moment decision. Everything a GOP candidate 
says is focus-grouped and vetted to within an inch of its life, to make sure 
they're not alienating the racist reactionary base of ignorant Republican 
voters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09109144 38718 2 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 7:42:50pm  
 
<P>This video made me want to puke.</P> 
<P>What the hell is wrong with these people?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09109155 38718 10 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 7:48:07pm  
 
<P>Mark Foley is about one inch away from being a child molester. This is 
unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09109237 38718 80 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 8:53:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/9109231" target=_blank>#74</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andy Schlafley isn't the kind of man for whom facts matter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why is he different from any other high-profile Republican? The anti-science 
craziness at Conservapedia isn't really extreme at all, in the Republican Party. 
Most of the current Presidential candidates are 100% in line with 
Conservapedia's views on science, evolution, climate change, gay rights, 
etc.</P> 
<P>Conservapedia is only noteworthy because they don't sugar-coat the lunacy for 
general consumption.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09109288 38718 129 Charles Thu, Jun 9, 2011 9:25:56pm  
 
<P>Just for the hell of it, I removed all the usernames I've added to 
Tweetdeck's Global Filter and reloaded Twitter.</P> 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>The sheer hatred being directed at me tonight is unbelievable.</P> 
<P>If I gave a shit about what these deranged Neanderthals think, it would be 
very disturbing.</P> 
<P>But I don't, so I just added the names back to the Global Filter. That was an 
interesting experiment. They hate me ... they <EM>really</EM> hate 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110264 38718 824 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 1:26:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/804/9110223" target=_blank>#804</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No that is the lefts version of what is critical to republicans.</P> 
<P>During the 8 years of the Bush Administration. A republican administration. 
Was there actually any real reduction in the availability of abortions? During 
those two terms, did the judges who were appointed to the Supreme court actually 
and measurably change the availability of abortions?</P> 
<P>Are many republicans pro-life? Of course. But I think striking down rowe v 
wade is the bogey man that the left likes to use to strike fear in 
voters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is just ridiculous, even for you.</P> 
<P>There's a full-on war going on right now against women's rights, and you're 
actually denying that it's even happening. Do you think anyone is buying this 
hooey you're spouting?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09109996 38719 33 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 10:41:28am  
 
<P>I just updated with an embedded Scribd document containing a number of the 
emails...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110179 38720 44 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 12:25:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9110153" target=_blank>#34</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><STRONG>Dope-Smoking, Menstruating Monkey Study Got $3.6 Million in Tax 
Dollars</STRONG></P> 
<P>Dude ,,, pass the bananas ,,, FRAKKIN NOW!!!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.cnsnews.com/news/article/feds-spent-36-million-
research-studies-d" target=_blank>www.cnsnews.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is an excellent example of ludicrous right wing anti-science idiocy.</P> 
<P>That's why you posted it, right? Not because you actually buy this 
crap?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110214 38720 53 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 12:46:01pm  
 
<P>Wingnut blogs are now trying to press their advantage with Rep. Weiner by 
claiming he "talked dirty to underage girls."</P> 
<P>They have absolutely no evidence that this happened. But speculation is good 
enough to mount the smear campaign.</P> 
<P>Patterico and Lee Stranahan are screaming that the mainstream media are 
ignoring their shocking scoop. Probably because there's no scoop -- just the 
usual right wing histrionics.</P> 
<P>And by the way, just so no one thinks I'm defending Rep. Weiner, yes, he's a 
creep. But this is nothing but a smear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110220 38720 54 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 12:50:05pm  
 
<P>From Patterico's dumb blog:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But is there evidence that Congressman Weiner ever talked dirty to someone 
about fighting for the country in his cape and tights?</P> 
<P>As it turns out, there is.</P> 
<P>Namely, that sexually explicit conversation he had with Lisa Weiss:</P> 
<P>[WEINER:] computer back up?</P> 
<P>[WEINER:] no sense in you being clever if nobody can read it. good 
morning.</P> 
<P>[WEISS:] hi honey! computer’s back up…what’s up with you? busy saving my 
country rom this f***in tea baggers?</P> 
<P>[WEINER:] Yep. Cape. Tights. Looking for my sidekick.</P> 
<P>It gets very explicit after that.</P> 
<P>So we know that Congressman Weiner talked dirty to Lisa Weiss about fighting 
for the country in his cape and tights.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what passes for "sexually explicit" in WingnutLand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110225 38720 56 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 12:54:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9110224" target=_blank>#55</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, he says it gets explicit after that. The key part being after-- the 
cape and tights part has nothing to do with the explicitness.</P> 
<P>Talking with people online is tricky. It's entirely possible that, if Wiener 
texted with a lot of women, some of them might have been underage, and 
representing themselves otherwise.</P> 
<P>After all, I could be a twelve year old Tibetan girl.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, he says it gets explicit after that ... but oddly, doesn't post the 
"explicit" part. And he claims that the "cape and tights" comment is "talking 
dirty."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09110228 38720 58 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 12:57:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9110224" target=_blank>#55</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>Notice that he links to Radar Online's dump of Rep. Weiner's sexually 
explicit chat -- with a Las Vegas blackjack dealer.</P> 
<P>Pretty sure she's not "underage."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110235 38720 61 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 1:01:10pm  
 
<P>It's hard to follow Patterico's post because he's such a terrible writer, but 
here's his "evidence" -- the person who's apparently a high school girl (another 
assumption with no solid evidence) retweeted Weiner's post about "cape and 
tights."</P> 
<P>That's it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110239 38720 63 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 1:06:44pm  
 
<P>OK, I'm gonna stop trying to understand the "underage girls" craziness now, 
because trying to follow their enormous leaps of illogic is making my head 
hurt.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110341 38720 98 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 2:13:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9110323" target=_blank>#89</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you sign up to follow me on twitter recently? I just want to make sure 
it's not a stalker impersonating you.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hint: you can check to see if a Twitter username for an LGF user is genuine 
by looking at their user profile. If they've entered the Twitter name into their 
account settings, there will be a follow button in the profile, with their 
genuine Twitter name.</P> 
<P>That's one of the reasons I added this feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110450 38721 25 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 3:15:51pm  
 
<P>That must be it - I'm afraid of God.</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/conservtivemom/status/79306848204894208" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @conservtivemom: Little Green Footballs is ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Little Green Footballs is Afraid of GOD: Rick Perry's 'Prayer Rally' 
Sponsored by Insane, Fanatical Bigots [Link: <A href="http://bit.ly/izoA2G" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>] #lgf #haters</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110509 38721 66 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 3:43:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9110485" target=_blank>#45</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why was Fox News there when the police arrived? Were the police called at 
their suggestion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>What? Fox News was already there when the police arrived? What's up with 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110512 38721 69 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 3:45:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9110501" target=_blank>#59</A> The Ghost of a 
Flea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not sure what terrifying demiurge people like Fischer worship, but I sure 
as hell wouldn't want to draw its attention. Apparently it's willing to red-
shirt large tracts of the world to teach America to fly straight.</P> 
<P>Disproportionate retribution and bad aim is a dangerous combination in an 
omnipotent being.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If I believed in the same apparently psychotic deity these people do, I would 
be terrified. And I wouldn't have posted this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110520 38721 74 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 3:49:47pm  
 
<P>There are two possible reasons why a Fox News reporter would be at the house 
before the police. Either the girl's parents called them, or the police did. And 
I doubt it was the police.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110538 38721 91 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 4:01:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9110536" target=_blank>#89</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>IF</STRONG> Weiner was sending sexually explicit messages to an 
under-age girl, he has gone from pathetic laughingstock to common criminal, and 
the only house where he needs to be a member is the jailhouse. We shall see 
though.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he knew the girl was underage, and sent her explicit messages, he deserves 
everything that happens to him, I agree.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110556 38721 107 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 4:19:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/106/9110553" target=_blank>#106</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<P>I'm not going to even try to defend Weiner, but I do have one caveat -- I 
read a few of the right wing blogs pushing this story this morning, and not one 
of them had any real evidence that Weiner sent explicit messages to this 
girl.</P> 
<P>He may have, but the fact that the police were called doesn't prove it one 
way or the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110672 38721 212 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 5:29:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/9110669" target=_blank>#210</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone want a write-up on recent Libya events? I stopped for a while 
because of burn-out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Absolutely! Go for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110678 38721 218 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 5:32:13pm  
 
<P>Oh joy! There goes the idiot Adam Baldwin again on Twitter, currying favor 
with his daddy Breitbart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110690 38721 229 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 5:36:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/224/9110685" target=_blank>#224</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"According to Congressman Weiner, his communications with THIS person were 
neither explicit nor indecent." - Weiner communications director on the tweets 
to a 17 year old.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I guess we'll see. I kind of doubt Weiner would lie about this too, 
when the truth is bound to come out -- but he did lie before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110692 38721 231 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 5:37:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/9110691" target=_blank>#230</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that a Baldwin brother? Like asshole Stephen and dorky wonk 
Alec?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's the Firefly clown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110799 38722 6 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 6:22:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9110792" target=_blank>#1</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>sorry about the other night, Charles...man I really blew my stack, and broke 
a few of my own rules too</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for that, Steve. I appreciate it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110818 38722 21 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 6:33:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9110813" target=_blank>#16</A> 
moderatelyradicalliberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know absolutely nothing about Twitter, so could someone tell me whether or 
there is a profile that lists a person's age or DOB and that Weiner would have 
known she was 17? Or is it like Facebook, where what you put on your visible 
profile is optional? I make no excuses for him, but I'm curious as to whether or 
not he could have possibly not known how old she was.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, there's no way to tell how old anyone is on Twitter. But in this case, 
Weiner apparently met the girl at a speech he gave at her high 
school.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110970 38722 162 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 7:41:25pm  
 



<P>It's great that Mark Foley has come to terms with his sexual orientation.</P> 
<P>But why isn't there any accountability for the incredible damage he did to 
gay rights while he was hiding it, and all the while trying to find 
Congressional pages to fuck?</P> 
<P>Mark Foley is the poster boy for Republican anti-gay hypocrisy, and he only 
came out because he had no choice. If he hadn't been caught, he'd still be 
wreaking havoc to this day.</P> 
<P>No respect from me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09110981 38722 172 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 7:47:34pm  
 
<P>P.S. Mark Foley hid his gay lifestyle because he was profiting mightily from 
being an anti-gay Republican. It's all about money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09111022 38722 213 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 8:20:51pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/9111018" target=_blank>#209</A> Decatur 
Deb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NYT on the Weiner texts 45 minutes ago:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/11/nyregion/weiner-says-he-
sent-private-messages-to-girl-17.html" target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Family is pissed at private talk, but says communications were not 
criminal.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So there was no impropriety.</P> 
<P>The quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A member of the girl’s family who spoke on the condition of anonymity to 
protect her identity characterized the messages as 
“harmless.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09111061 38722 251 Charles Fri, Jun 10, 2011 8:38:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/9111059" target=_blank>#249</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A "group of conservatives" from Twitter were also harassing her. Not the 
Congressman.</P> 
<P>That was the beginning of what the sleeper typed upthread. Trifecta of 
ick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sounds very familiar. I've been targeted in a similar way, for 
years.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09111513 38722 669 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 10:05:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/666/9111510" target=_blank>#666</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Even the Kos kidz haven't found anything outrageously outrageous in Palin's 
emails. That story's going nowhere.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The most outrageous thing about them is that Palin's legal team decided to 
leave in all the personal contact information for anyone who criticized Palin -- 
email addresses, phone numbers, even some street addresses.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09111522 38722 677 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 10:12:55am  
 
<P>By the way, yes, I banned 'Alaska Kim' last night, because I didn't want to 
wake up to another Inbox full of complaints about her trolling and race-baiting 
comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09111668 38724 8 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 12:53:38pm  
 
<P>Stranahan's already raging on Twitter. Gotta love it.</P> 
<P>But I'm irreeelevant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112681 38724 18 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 9:20:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9112340" target=_blank>#17</A> Udon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, that menu looks like a computer screen to me. :-/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently it looked like one to Stranahan too -- so he jumped to that 
conclusion, pretended I was wrong, then did a victory dance.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114539 38724 20 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 12:26:40pm  
 
<P>And once again, a dead thread hero bites the dust.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09111761 38725 78 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 1:57:26pm  
 
<P>Anothony Weiner could have avoided all this if he had just put on a diaper 
before taking those photos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112083 38726 7 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 5:50:01pm  
 
<P>Imagine my surprise that Lee Stranahan responded to my post with more 
clownish idiocy.</P> 
<P>This is exactly what I said in the post. There's no point engaging with these 
people; they'll just double down and be even more stupid and insulting.</P> 
<P>I expect the rest of the right wing blogosphere to follow suit. It's pathetic 
what's become of those people. They used to pride themselves on getting facts 
and logic correct -- now they're so consumed with hatred and paranoia they've 
turned into a huge joke. The world's biggest echo chamber, with no deviation 
from the received wisdom allowed.</P> 
<P>Left wing blogs have their own problems, but there's much more real debate 
and honest argument going on there these days. I can't even read most of the 
righty blogs any more; they're just depressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112089 38726 10 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 6:05:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9112087" target=_blank>#9</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Just had a sip of some small batch silver tequila my brother got from a 
client of his. Fuck that shit is smooth. I may have to ask him to get me another 
bottle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out. I hear that silver tequila tends to bring out the Rep. Weiner in 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112110 38726 29 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 6:31:17pm  
 
<P>The new Bruce Hornsby live album is really, really great. This guy continues 
to make good music, even if the music industry isn't paying attention. Packed 
with funny moments and excellent musicianship.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/B004WB0QNE/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112114 38726 33 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 6:34:16pm  
 
<P>Just noticed that I have more than 2200 Twitter followers now - almost 500 
new followers in the last 2 weeks.</P> 
<P>More proof that I've become irreeelevant. Oh, woe is me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112156 38726 68 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 7:18:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/9112150" target=_blank>#65</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/thomasfuchs/status/78835370816585728" 
target=_blank>Nasa in reverse</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sad, but true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112184 38727 15 Charles Sat, Jun 11, 2011 8:04:15pm  
 
<P>If you wanted to criticize President Obama for meeting with the Gabonese 
leader, it would be pretty easy to do this without sounding like a KKK 
member.</P> 
<P>Bolling went right to the ugliest possible kind of rhetoric, and Fox put it 
on the air.</P> 
<P>It's hard to express how disgusting this is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09112749 38728 26 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 10:05:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9112745" target=_blank>#22</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd like to remind everyone that Satnorum isn't far outside the GOP 
mainstream in this regard.</P> 
<P>The GOP party has a plank of adding a personhood amendment to the 
Constitution, one that would define a person-- and rights-- as beginning at 
conception.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right -- this has become the standard Republican 
position.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113121 38730 17 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 2:54:14pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9113117" target=_blank>#14</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<P>What? You're not a Patriot?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113536 38731 71 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 8:42:17pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9113512" target=_blank>#50</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By booting them you make clear that your organization will not tolerate their 
racism. No criminal action can be taken, as the 1st Amendment does protect that 
hateful cartoon from criminal liability, but imposing a major social cost on 
racism is one way to reduce it, or at least reduce its 
visibility.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a reason why these people are NOT being booted out of the GOP. It's 
called the "Southern Strategy," and it's a deliberate appeal to the racist, 
ignorant base of voters on which the GOP relies. It's been this way for 
decades.</P> 
<P>The party of reactionaries needs the reactionary voters. It's that 
simple.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113561 38731 95 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 8:50:07pm  
 
<P>Marilyn Davenport, who sent this disgusting picture to her email list, is 
still a member of the Orange County Republican Central Committee. She was 
"censured," a slap on the wrist, and went right back to work for the party.</P> 
<P>She's also a raving anti-Muslim bigot, of course. These things are NOT a 
problem for the Republican Party.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113573 38731 106 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 8:55:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/9113570" target=_blank>#103</A> 
researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Racism is the result of ignorance, not politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But only one party deliberately exploits racism to appeal to the ignorant. 
That party is the GOP.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113581 38731 114 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 8:56:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/110/9113577" target=_blank>#110</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>currently. these things have a habit of flip flopping.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's been this way for the last 40 years at least.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09113612 38731 143 Charles Sun, Jun 12, 2011 9:06:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/9113601" target=_blank>#133</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>It was "the other way" for over a hundred years. No, that does not make me 
feel better about what is going on now, nor does it excuse what is going on now. 
But GGT does have a valid point about long term ebb and flow.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I seriously doubt it will turn around again. The long term trend is toward 
progress and against racism. The GOP still exploits racist feelings because they 
are the reactionary party, longing to return to the bad old days. And it's not 
just the racism -- they're also reactionary in terms of women's rights, gay 
rights, and science. All of these things are part of the whole, and it's not a 
pretty picture.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114348 38732 19 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:44:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9114336" target=_blank>#8</A> acfunk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Disastrous effects? I guess if you attribute everything bad to global warming 
you might have a point. But you will still be wrong. Global warming can't be 
stopped by republicans, or democrats, or bloggers, or tweeters, or scientists, 
or anyone else. To put it plainly: Mother Earth is nobody's bitch. She gonna do 
what she gonna do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bullshit. Human beings are the cause of global warming, and there are things 
that can be done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114359 38732 28 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:46:33am  
 
<P>You can see how invested right wingers are in their ignorance on this subject 
-- we got a talking point parrot almost right away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114376 38732 44 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:53:01am  
 
 
 
<P>It's always nice when a right winger pops up and demonstrates the exact point 
I'm trying to make.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114381 38732 48 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:54:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9114374" target=_blank>#42</A> acfunk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not anti-science.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? Then what did this comment mean?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/608/6680457" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114397 38732 64 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:58:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9114393" target=_blank>#60</A> 
scienceisreal</EM></P> 
<P>But... but... they have <EM>graphs!</EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114401 38732 68 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 10:59:09am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/9114396" target=_blank>#63</A> acfunk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I believe that was a joke. Remember when you owned a sense of humor charles? 
What did you do? Sell that along with your Integrity?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And with that, I cordially invite you to fuck right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114420 38732 83 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 11:03:34am  
 
<P>Typical wingnut progression there:</P> 
<P>1) Parrot bullshit talking point</P> 
<P>2) Get defensive and accuse everyone of "group think"</P> 
<P>3) Parrot another bullshit talking point</P> 
<P>4) Piss on the carpet and spew insults</P> 
<P>5) Buh bye</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114598 38732 172 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 12:58:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/9114589" target=_blank>#169</A> 
flamingtoad</EM></P> 
<P>Now why would I ban you, when you're making such cogent, intelligent 
arguments?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115994 38732 212 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:40:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/211/9115868" target=_blank>#211</A> jrausta</EM></P> 
<P>The idiocy. It burns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115998 38732 214 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:41:36pm  
 
<P>Another dead thread hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114545 38733 4 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 12:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9114543" target=_blank>#3</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A government so small, it fits in your bedroom.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hah! I think I'll steal that quip for the subheading.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114936 38735 24 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:04:35pm  
 
<P>Herman Cain is NOT a politician. He just plays one on TV.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114951 38735 39 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:06:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9114946" target=_blank>#34</A> teleskiguy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Johnson is absent. That's because he is sane.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Johnson is pretty far from being sane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09114959 38735 47 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:07:50pm  
 
<P>Waiting for the first "Reagan" incantation... they're 
slipping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114965 38735 53 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:08:53pm  
 
<P>They all hate government, but want to be the leader of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09114982 38735 70 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:10:54pm  
 
<P>Gingrich is the first to play the Reagan card!</P> 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115015 38735 103 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:15:09pm  
 
<P>We can't drink when they say Obamacare. We'd all be under the table 
already.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115030 38735 118 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:17:29pm  
 
<P>Romney desperately trying to explain that his health care was nothing like 
Obama's health care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115033 38735 121 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:17:55pm  
 
<P>"Obamneycare." Possibly the dumbest and clumsiest political chimera ever 
coined.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115056 38735 142 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:20:50pm  
 
<P>Tim Pawlenty always looks like he's about to blurt out, "Ga-
hork!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115064 38735 150 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:22:07pm  
 
<P>Hey, Rick Santorum: why the long face?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115088 38735 173 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:24:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9115074" target=_blank>#160</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Tea Party is disaffected Democrats.</P> 
<P>Yep.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Laughed out loud. There's nothing these people won't say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115120 38735 205 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:28:09pm  



 
<P>Nothing but softballs so far.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115133 38735 218 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:29:06pm  
 
<P>Bachmann advocates destroying the EPA.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115155 38735 240 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:31:13pm  
 
<P>Shock! Tim Pawlenty's family listens to Rush Limbaugh. No 
way!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115208 38735 292 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:39:00pm  
 
<P>Crazy Uncle Ron Paul says government is stupid and useless. That's why he 
wants to be President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115212 38735 296 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:39:21pm  
 
<P>Michele Bachmann has "Christmas with Elvis" on her iPod. In 
June.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115266 38735 350 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:45:46pm  
 
<P>Newt Gingrich is a big fan of going into space. No comment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115282 38735 366 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:47:47pm  
 
<P>Gingrich: The US is "not a developed country." Wait, what?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115341 38735 424 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 5:56:13pm  
 
<P>Ron Paul deserves points for honesty. He wants to destroy every governmental 
organization. Except the Presidency, which he deserves to have.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115487 38735 569 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:14:11pm  
 
 
 
<P>Watch out, Mitt. The audience applauded Cain's anti-Muslim paranoia. Dead 
silence when Romney said "we're not gonna have sharia law."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115568 38736 53 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:27:31pm  
 
<P>Now they're insisting that women who are raped or are victims of incest 
should be forced to bear their molesters' children.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09115604 38736 89 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:34:30pm  
 
<P>I'm beginning to feel nauseous. The US is in big trouble if these people are 
the best representatives of one of our two political parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115622 38736 107 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:37:46pm  
 
<P>The US is in big trouble if these people are the best representatives of one 
of our two political parties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115650 38736 134 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:41:22pm  
 
<P>"Clean coal" simply does not exist. It's a fraud, perpetrated by the 
industries that benefit from dirty old coal. And they know they're 
lying.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115697 38736 181 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:47:41pm  
 
<P>Republicans opposed to Libyan intervention. You can't write comedy like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115754 38736 238 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 6:53:09pm  
 
<P>Oh, just stop pretending. The Libyan intervention came from Obama, so they're 
opposed to it. Otherwise they'd be screaming, "Bomb Libya!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115861 38736 345 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:06:30pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/9115846" target=_blank>#330</A> 
diamonda2u</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have to like Ron Paul, at least you know what your getting... the other 
"clones" don't even know what mold to act out this week...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, you know what you're getting with Ron Paul, but no, you don't have to 
like it.</P> 
<P>He's a racist, misogynistic bigot who advocates insane monetary policies that 
were discredited in the last century.</P> 
<P>There's nothing to like about Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115870 38736 353 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:07:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/9115846" target=_blank>#330</A> 
diamonda2u</EM></P> 
<P>And now I'm curious - have you been previously registered at LGF with a 
different name?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115879 38736 362 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:09:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/9115846" target=_blank>#330</A> 
diamonda2u</EM></P> 



<P>Because you seem an awful lot like another Paulian who was banned over and 
over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115923 38736 406 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:20:31pm  
 
<P>&lt;... crickets ... &gt;</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09115959 38736 442 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 7:28:34pm  
 
<P>And now the Ron Paul robots are frantically spamming every silly Internet web 
poll, so they can pretend he "won."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116184 38737 20 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:49:39pm  
 
<P>We already have some Paulians spamming away. They're nothing if not 
persistent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116191 38737 24 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:51:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9116189" target=_blank>#23</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Romney won. He looked good and nobody hit him hard. He's the favorite 
right now, and I hope he wins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll do everything in my power to make sure he doesn't.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116206 38737 38 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:56:10pm  
 
<P>Mitt Romney showed tonight that he's every bit as extreme and hypocritical as 
every other GOP candidate.</P> 
<P>His statement that he would have let the auto industry go into bankruptcy was 
absolutely pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116212 38737 43 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:57:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9116204" target=_blank>#36</A> 
fenrisdesigns</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this poll, or some other site?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>On this poll. Watch. Ron Paul's numbers will very quickly outpace the 
others.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116219 38737 49 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:59:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9116213" target=_blank>#44</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why do you think that "pathetic"?</P> 
<P>/channeling James here</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Because he was simply wrong. If the auto industry had gone into bankruptcy it 
would have been a gigantic disaster for the economy. Instead, it's a big 
success, because idiots like Romney didn't get their way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116220 38737 50 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 8:59:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9116214" target=_blank>#45</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You have people voting RonPaul for the fun of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know, but I'm watching other stuff too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116234 38737 63 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 9:06:06pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9116233" target=_blank>#62</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, I think the smarter ones are well aware that they're peddling complete 
bullshit. And that means Romney. He's too smart to believe that crap. He was 
pandering to the idiot Tea Party base, once again.</P> 
<P>He's lucky John King didn't have the cojones to bring up the climate change 
issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09116272 38737 99 Charles Mon, Jun 13, 2011 9:27:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/9116269" target=_blank>#96</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this an open poll or only available to those of us who have 
registered?</P> 
<P>I ask this as I am curious as to how many paulbots are still slithering 
amongst us.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's open, and the referral page shows that the ronpaulforums.com crowd is 
already on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117114 38739 154 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 1:27:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/120/9117079" target=_blank>#120</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Well, that article is in the extreme right wing Washington Times, and it's by 
a blogger for Newsbusters, so I suggest it would be a very good idea to 
independently verify the claims. Because both of those sources are shameless 
liars.</P> 
<P>But even if there's a kernel of truth in this, the bigger question is: what 
would have been the effects on the US economy if the auto industries had gone 
bankrupt?</P> 
<P>Answer: it would have been a catastrophe. Even if it's true (which I doubt) 
that taxpayers will still be out $25B, this is a drop in the bucket compared to 
what it would have cost to let them fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117151 38739 190 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 1:43:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/177/9117138" target=_blank>#177</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Fortunately I found fact check and wired to help me make my point. I agree in 
full a chapter 7 shutdown of GM and Chrysler would have been a disaster. You 
might agree with me both sides have been overstating or cherry picking to help 
their points. Like GM paying the loans with unspent TARP money. That's (to me at 
least) kinda revealing. I'm not saying Romney was right. I am saying it's not 
wise to get too excited about the loan payoff given how that came about. GM 
stock has a long way to go before the peoples investment in that stock would 
break even.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, the stock is devalued.</P> 
<P>But it would have been worth exactly zero if the companies had been allowed 
to go under.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117337 38739 339 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 3:01:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/9117299" target=_blank>#323</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And, for the record, Texas has an excellent educational system, as you know 
perfectly well, as do the thousands who come here from around the world to learn 
the hard sciences. When gabby Giffords was treated in Houston, it wasn't by 
faith-healers, you benighted bigot.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38317_Texas_School_Board_Chairwoma
n_Nominates_Creationists_to_Science_Panel" target=_blank>Texas School Board 
Chairwoman Nominates Creationists to Science Panel</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36397_Texas_BOE_Member_Dunbars_Ope
ning_Prayer-_A_Christian_Land_Governed_by_Christian_Principles" 
target=_blank>Texas BOE Member Dunbar's Opening Prayer: 'A Christian Land 
Governed by Christian Principles'</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36380_Texas_Board_of_Education_Fan
atics_At_It_Again" target=_blank>Texas Board of Education Fanatics At It 
Again</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36380_Texas_Board_of_Education_Fan
atics_At_It_Again" target=_blank>Texas Board of Education Fanatics At It 
Again</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36358_US_History_According_to_Crea
tionists_and_Theocrats_in_Texas" target=_blank>US History According to 
Creationists and Theocrats in Texas</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35965_Texas_BOE_Member_Walks_Out_A
s_Racists_Take_Over" target=_blank>Texas BOE Member Walks Out As Racists Take 
Over</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35964_Texas_BOE_Throws_Thomas_Jeff
erson_Down_the_Memory_Hole" target=_blank>Texas BOE Throws Thomas Jefferson Down 
the Memory Hole</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35787_Far_Right_Texas_School_Board
_Members_Push_Revisionist_History" target=_blank>Far Right Texas School Board 
Members Push Revisionist History</A><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35540_Why_Creationists_Seek_to_Inf
luence_Texas_Schoolbook_Purchases" target=_blank>Why Creationists Seek to 
Influence Texas Schoolbook Purchases</A></P> 
<P>There's a <EM>lot</EM> more where that came from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117389 38739 358 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 3:29:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/356/9117384" target=_blank>#356</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 



<P>Ridiculous. Yes, there has not only been evidence, there's been proof that 
the educational standards of Texas are being lowered, by religious fanatics and 
bigots. And your attempt to minimize it is absurd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117394 38739 361 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 3:32:26pm  
 
<P>I shouldn't be surprised, though. This is how right wingers invariably try to 
deflect attention away from the kinds of things the State Board of Education is 
pulling in Texas -- it's insignificant, don't worry, it's exaggerated, just roll 
over and go back to sleep.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117453 38739 386 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 4:03:47pm  
 
<P>I used to to try to argue with people who pulled this kind of crap. Now I 
know it's pointless, because they're not being honest in the first place, so 
argument isn't going to affect anything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117496 38739 408 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 4:29:13pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/403/9117486" target=_blank>#403</A> Guanxi88</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>...the East Texas bible-belters are pandered to, but they hold precious 
little clout here.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete and utter bullshit. Who do you think you're fooling?</P> 
<P><STRONG>The governor of Texas</STRONG> is holding a massive prayer rally with 
the participation of every religious right hate group in America.</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38721_Rick_Perrys_Prayer_Rally_-
_Sponsored_by_Insane_Fanatical_Bigots" target=_blank>Rick Perry's 'Prayer Rally' 
- Sponsored by Insane, Fanatical Bigots</A>.</P> 
<P>But just roll over and go back to sleep, everyone. They have no clout 
whatsoever.</P> 
<P>Pure D bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117468 38740 89 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 4:11:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9117424" target=_blank>#71</A> 
celticdragon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shoot me now. I just watched a political reporter on CBS 
<EM>enthusiastically</EM> describe Michelle Bachmann as a "serious candidate" 
with a "real grasp of complex issues".</P> 
<P>The village is going in the tank for her and will not illuminate her batshit 
craziness.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The media have a vested interest in promoting crazy candidates, because they 
make news. So they'll gloss over the crazies until it's more 
advantageous/profitable to attack them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117542 38741 8 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:05:47pm  
 



<P>Absolutely not a parody. Ladd Ehrlinger Jr. is one of Robert Stacy McCain's 
admirers -- a confirmed wingnut, and now very obviously a racist as 
well.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117572 38741 35 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:24:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9117558" target=_blank>#22</A> 
OhCrapIHaveACrushOnSarahPalin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why? Willie Horton ads worked and that was only a little over 20 years 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is way beyond the Willie Horton ads. I think it may be a bridge too 
far even for the sick Tea Party right, and I wouldn't be surprised to see Mr. 
Ehrlinger Jr. disowned by the CA GOP, because no sane person would want to be 
associated with this.</P> 
<P>But on the other hand, it's also possible that this is now acceptable on the 
right. If Eric Bolling can spew open racism on Fox News, and get away with it, 
we might be in a brave new age of right wing racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117583 38741 46 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:27:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9117579" target=_blank>#42</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<P>Yep -- already corrected it. Thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117646 38741 108 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:51:03pm  
 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36628_Robert_Stacy_McCain_Posts_Ra
cist_and_Homophobic_Slurs_on_Twitter" target=_blank>Racist</A> <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/34727_The_Other_Other_McCain" 
target=_blank>neo-Confederate</A> blogger Robert Stacy McCain reacts in 
predictable fashion, by attacking me: <A 
href="http://theothermccain.com/2011/06/14/breaking-democrats-call-on-gop-
candidate-to-denounce-pac-video/" target=_blank>BREAKING: Democrats Call on GOP 
Candidate to Denounce PAC Video : The Other McCain</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117654 38741 116 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:53:40pm  
 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9117652" target=_blank>#114</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why does he have someone impersonating you in the comments?</P> 
<P>What a sad, sad man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's probably him. This is the kind of thing right wingers 
do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117661 38741 123 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:56:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9117652" target=_blank>#114</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why does he have someone impersonating you in the comments?</P> 
<P>What a sad, sad man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And this happens every time McCain attacks me. He clearly encourages this 
kind of stuff.</P> 
<P>If someone registered a fake account at LGF under his name, I'd ban them. 
Creepy stalking behavior is a right wing tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117669 38741 131 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 5:59:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9117663" target=_blank>#125</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seen that one before, if I remember right Charles even made a post about it 
previously.</P> 
<P>Oh right, to answer your question it is because he is a juvenile dickweed who 
still thinks that sock puppets are the height of hilarity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's much worse than "juvenile" -- he's been promoting racism and right wing 
craziness for many years, and the right wing blogosphere united to support him 
when I began pointing it out, ignoring all facts and 
documentation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117680 38741 142 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 6:03:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/9117672" target=_blank>#134</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<P>There's a limit to how many timeouts I'll give someone. And you're now at 
that limit. Time for you to decide whether you want to continue participating 
here or not, because I'm not going to put up with this any more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117710 38741 172 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 6:13:39pm  
 
<P>Folks, this is not a false flag operation, unless Ladd Ehrlinger Jr. has been 
under deep cover for a very long time. This is a real video, produced by someone 
who really thinks this way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117734 38741 195 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 6:23:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/9117728" target=_blank>#189</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No fucking way. Charles post this! Nice catch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a WordPress theme. Might be the same person, but impossible to 
prove.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117894 38741 351 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 7:36:56pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/332/9117875" target=_blank>#332</A> Capitalist 
Tool</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, Goldwater did, and more's the pity. He did so not as a racist, because 
he surely and obviously wasn't, but he thought that it was better that 
adjustments be made at state and local level and by changing federal law where 
applicable. Up until the famous meeting between Martin Luther King and Barry 
Goldwater, where Goldwater laid out his reasoning for not supporting the CRA, 



blacks were almost universally Republican in viewpoint.MLK went to the black 
community and asked them not to support Goldwater and they didn't and have 
turned away from conservatives ever since, almost as a unified bloc. Who knows 
how our society might be now, if things hadn't turned as they did on that one 
incident.</P> 
<P>If it hadn't been for the true conservatives in the senate at the time, the 
CRA would never have passed, but the Republicans carried the day, a fact largely 
ignored by the black community.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, but if you don't think Goldwater opposed the CRA because he was 
currying favor with the racist far right, you're dreaming.</P> 
<P>I'm old enough to remember what Goldwater really stood for, and he was NOT a 
representative of progress. He was a pure reactionary, and he didn't hesitate to 
exploit racism to advance his political career.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117916 38741 372 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 7:44:18pm  
 
<P>A great post that's highly relevant to this discussion: <A 
href="http://wearerespectablenegroes.blogspot.com/2011/06/13-ways-that-new-
hampshire-republican.html" target=_blank>We are respectable negroes: 13 Ways 
that the New Hampshire Republican Presidential Debate was a Monster’s 
Ball</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09117926 38741 382 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 7:49:34pm  
 
<P>I've been seeing this right wing attempt to rehabilitate Barry Goldwater's 
reputation for years. It's complete crap. There are very good reasons why his 
name is associated with bigotry and racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09118208 38741 523 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 9:13:57pm  
 
<P>Again. Barry Goldwater was NOT an example of a principled non-racist 
conservative. He was exactly the opposite of this, and it really irritates me to 
see people trying to rehabilitate his reputation here at LGF. If he were alive 
today, he'd be hanging out with Pat Buchanan and Pat Robertson, and the asshole 
who's the subject of this thread.</P> 
<P>Barry Goldwater was the prototype for today's sly GOP racist, who hid it just 
enough to give himself deniability, while still dog whistling like crazy for the 
racist base. He was the original Southern Strategist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119616 38741 559 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 9:03:06pm  
 
<P>No, I'm not going to let you have the last word in this thread with your 
apologies for racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09118031 38742 16 Charles Tue, Jun 14, 2011 8:25:14pm  
 
<P>Pakistan is currently believed to have about 100 nuclear 
weapons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09118626 38743 14 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 11:06:40am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9118618" target=_blank>#10</A> Robert O.</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just out of interest, Charles, are you getting poll hits from the same block 
of IP addresses?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Honestly, it's not even worth the time to check. Internet polls are only for 
fun - anyone who takes them seriously needs to find a good 
shrink.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09118655 38744 2 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 12:05:01pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9118654" target=_blank>#1</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Qaddafi is a dictator, but I would not call him Islamist, he is way too 
secular. Islamists do not have female bodyguards...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Been following Gaddafi for many years, and he absolutely follows the Islamist 
line in his speeches. Like many Arab dictators, he's corrupt as hell in his 
personal life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09118682 38744 25 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 12:19:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9118667" target=_blank>#12</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller's readers are speculating that Obama hates the military so much that 
he's putting them in danger so they get killed and don't vote./Not 
kidding</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>rodney said...Here's my theory.</P> 
<P>Obama, as we know, takes all possible steps to exclude military men and women 
from voting--since he knows they are predominantly opposed to him.</P> 
<P>So, by engaging in pointless, endless wars, he puts their lives in danger and 
decreases his opposition.</P> 
<P>How else to explain his pretending to fight the sources of terror, or 
tyranny, but not really doing so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119007 38746 19 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 3:07:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9118989" target=_blank>#11</A> 
Martinsmithy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I recently read an interesting book on this topic:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/7799004-merchants-of-
doubt" target=_blank>www.goodreads.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Global Warming Denialism is nothing more than the corporate-funded attempt to 
debunk and discredit previous scientific facts, such as 
cigarettes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree - I've read this one too and it's excellent. Many of the same groups 
and even the same people who whitewashed the tobacco industry are now engaged in 
promoting climate change denial.</P> 
<P>Here it is at Amazon: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/1608193942/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Merchants of Doubt: How a Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth 
on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09119455 38747 115 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 7:50:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/9119432" target=_blank>#111</A> samgak</EM></P> 
<P>I'm no longer surprised when people try to defend the blatant racism of ads 
like this.</P> 
<P>But I'm still disgusted. You should be ashamed of yourself.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119482 38747 119 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:01:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/9119471" target=_blank>#117</A> samgak</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, you can piss off. Apologists for racism are not welcome 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119490 38747 120 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:03:29pm  
 
<P>And don't bother emailing me - I won't read it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119525 38747 125 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:18:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/123/9119509" target=_blank>#123</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<P>There's absolutely nothing that right wingers won't try to spin. Obama as a 
witch doctor with a bone through his nose, Obama as a shoeshine boy, Obama as a 
monkey -- with every one of these examples, we've had right wingers arguing that 
there was no racism involved.</P> 
<P>And they KNOW that there is racism involved.</P> 
<P>At the bottom of it, what this shows is that right wing racists are cowards, 
who don't even have the courage to stand up and admit it when they're exploiting 
stereotypes. They think everyone is as stupid as they are, and if they just lie 
persuasively enough they'll get away with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119555 38747 126 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:31:43pm  
 
<P>And of course, he followed up with an email, which went straight into the 
trash unread. Too bad, so sad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119317 38748 31 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 6:46:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9119312" target=_blank>#26</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Paulians pointing me to the (neo-Confederate) Mises Institute to get read on 
the "gold standard."</P> 
<P><A href="http://mises.org/money/2s3.asp" target=_blank>This chapter in 
particular.</A></P> 
<P>Someone help me out on this one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I'll help you out.</P> 
<P>Why are you even paying any attention to those lunatics?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119476 38748 175 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:00:27pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9119457" target=_blank>#157</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>The retweet stats come directly from bit.ly's API.</P> 
<P>I have much better things to do with my time than worry about their latest 
idiotic smears.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119505 38748 199 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:08:32pm  
 
<P>Note this post, from when I first implemented this code: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35052_Tech_Note-
_The_Retweet_Button" target=_blank>Tech Note: The Retweet Button</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This retweet function uses the LGF account with bit.ly, a URL shortener that 
tracks statistics; the number shown above the green Retweet button is the number 
of incoming clicks from the bit.ly URL for that article — in other words, the 
Twitter traffic for that article.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And that's the last time I'll deal with the latest stupid harassment 
tactic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119542 38748 233 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:26:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/9119539" target=_blank>#230</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Let's be honest, Weiner's actions aren't why he's being put on the fast track 
out the front door, it's the public reaction to it. He's become politically 
toxic, such that a reelection bid might result in his seat flipping Republican, 
and the party leadership is scared of that scenario.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This.</P> 
<P>If the Weiner story had died right away (like the Schwarzenegger scandal did, 
and that one involved real sex, an illegitimate child, and lying for YEARS), 
none of these people would be calling for his resignation.</P> 
<P>He's a political liability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119596 38748 283 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 8:56:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/276/9119589" target=_blank>#276</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watching a scrolling feed of #tcot is sort of like brain surgery - you don't 
feel any immediate pain but you know something is dying up 
there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are times when it's absolutely nauseating to read those comments. I had 
to delete the Tweetdeck column for #tcot, because even looking at that insanity 
made me feel unhealthy.</P> 
<P>It's the uncensored id of the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119630 38748 315 Charles Wed, Jun 15, 2011 9:07:29pm  
 
<P>I beg to differ on whether Weiner needs treatment -- I think he very clearly 
needs to try to understand what drove him to be so incredibly reckless, when he 
had so much to lose.</P> 



<P>This is a serious psychological problem, and there are methods that can help 
people like this, if they want to be helped.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119987 38749 152 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:30:48am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/9119898" target=_blank>#83</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's an even thousand. Maybe the counter is busted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that when I opened LGF a few minutes ago, so I double-checked with a 
test program that queries the bit.ly API and shows the raw results -- and that's 
what it's reporting. So nothing's broken on this end, but I think there must be 
a glitch in bit.ly's stats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09119989 38749 153 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:34:55am  
 
<P>Yep, here's the bit.ly stats page, and that's what it shows:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bitly.com/mrsnKO+" 
target=_blank>bitly.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120007 38749 155 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:45:53am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/9119999" target=_blank>#154</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it's the stalkers somehow trying to prove you lied (when you 
explained exactly how this works) by mass-clicking on that direct link.</P> 
<P>Seriously.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It seems to be very important to the right wing blogosphere to spread the 
absurd smear that I'm lying about <EM>something</EM>. My statistics, my bit.ly 
counts, the type of bacon I like, whatever.</P> 
<P>It's the way they demonstrate how irreeelevant I am - by obsessively 
monitoring everything that happens here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120017 38749 158 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:55:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9120014" target=_blank>#157</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The statistics show all the clicks on it were 'direct'-- "Email Clients, IM, 
AIR Apps, and Direct" so that means not from Twitter-- unless there's any 
Twitter-enabling AIR apps.</P> 
<P>Whereas here you can see [Link: <A href="http://bitly.com/jea4QU+" 
target=_blank>bitly.com...</A>] clicks coming in from twitter.</P> 
<P>So, what this means is that the tracker keeps track of how many people click 
the link, and if someone wants to intentionally distort it by hammering on that 
link, they can.</P> 
<P>How this somehow works out to Charles's detriment you'd have to ask someone 
crazier than I am.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, at least it keeps them off the street.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120026 38749 159 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:08:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9120014" target=_blank>#157</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 



<P>By the way, Tweetdeck is an Adobe AIR app. But I think you're probably right 
-- they're trying to "prove" something by running a script, or more likely, by 
sitting there in their mother's basements clicking away like dumb little 
robots.</P> 
<P>Just posted this in the next thread up, but roll your mouse over the Twitter 
counter and see what pops up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120010 38750 14 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:48:04am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9119993" target=_blank>#3</A> Bulworth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Weiner is, was, pretty stupid and from the sound it, a potential predator, if 
not an actual one.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's a creep who engaged in stupid risky behavior, and lied about it, but 
calling him a 'predator' is kind of ridiculous.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120013 38750 17 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:51:10am  
 
<P>Here come the gloaters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120020 38750 22 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:59:05am  
 
<P>When I checked Tweetdeck this morning, I saw a whole lot of right wingers 
ranting and gloating that I'd been <EM>finally exposed</EM> as a fraud, because 
I was <EM>rigging</EM> my tweet counters to show clicks! Not retweets!</P> 
<P>Roll your mouse over the counter, and tell me what it says.</P> 
<P>That's pretty tricky of me, to "rig" the counter and explain exactly what it 
was doing, all at the same time. But that's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120057 38750 49 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:25:07am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9120052" target=_blank>#45</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right leaning Lizards have been blistered in the past for invoking the 
"magical balance fairy".</P> 
<P>Just want to let you know, bringing up Vitter doesn't bother me. Because it 
is <EM>completely relevant</EM> to the discussion. Either side who engages in 
behavior like V&amp;W did deserves whatever scorn they get once they're 
busted.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>David Vitter got no scorn at all from the GOP. In fact, he gets standing 
ovations when he appears at Republican events.</P> 
<P>He's a hero to them. A diaper-wearing, prostitute-using hero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120069 38750 61 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:32:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9120066" target=_blank>#58</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Okay, so while we ARE invoking Magical Balance Fairies, so did Gerry Studds 
when he appeared at Dem events</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, excuse me, but he was censured by the House of 
Representatives.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09120075 38750 67 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:34:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9120070" target=_blank>#62</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>The scorn I have for Vitter (and republicans in general) is that they 
proclaim themselves the party of morality and "family values" (whatever the hell 
that means)</EM></P> 
<P>So as long as one doesn't verbally aspire to be moral they can be forgiven 
when they are not moral?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you deliberately being obtuse?</P> 
<P>The point is the massive hypocrisy of making a political career out of 
"family values" and anti-gay hate speech, then practicing your wide stance in 
public bathrooms and whorehouses when no one's watching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120087 38750 79 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:39:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/9120078" target=_blank>#70</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Somehow that sounds to me like you are saying Weiner had no base morality and 
therefore when he lies and acts in this childish way he is at least not being a 
hypocrite.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, Buck. Weiner didn't <EM>present himself</EM> as a holier-than-thou 
upstanding moral citizen, and he didn't demonize and attack people who chose 
different lifestyles than he did.</P> 
<P>The Republican Party has a complete monopoly on that kind of holy 
hypocrite.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120097 38750 89 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:43:22am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/9120071" target=_blank>#63</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And given a standing ovation upon his return</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerry_Studds" target=_blank>Uh, again. 
That's just not true.</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Studds received two standing ovations from supporters in his home district at 
his first town meeting following his congressional censure.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not from the House of Representatives, from his constituents.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120120 38750 102 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 10:12:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9120106" target=_blank>#97</A> 
thecommodore</EM></P> 
<P>I have to say I think it's pretty creepy that he was engaging in this kind of 
risky behavior (not sexually risky, because there was no real sex involved, but 
risky politically and career-wise), while married with a pregnant wife.</P> 
<P>But I agree that the calls for his resignation were absurdly out of 
proportion to what he actually did.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120128 38751 15 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 10:14:25am  
 



<P>By the way, Paulians are <EM>still</EM> trying to inflate Ron Paul's numbers 
in our debate poll. It's hilarious. They're so freaking crazy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120141 38751 26 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 10:20:03am  
 
<P>The Paulians have managed to put Ron Paul ahead of all the other GOP 
candidates, but Barack Obama is still way ahead of all of them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120229 38751 99 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 11:04:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/9120211" target=_blank>#82</A> LRonHoover</EM></P> 
<P>The fan of Judge Napolitano is back, I see.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/12/8836598" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>"9/11 was an inside job!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120275 38751 140 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 11:31:39am  
 
<P>Wow, that was ugly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120288 38751 152 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 11:36:54am  
 
<P>It sounded like more than one screaming idiot to me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120465 38752 20 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 1:42:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9120460" target=_blank>#15</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><I>Jungbauer was ordained by Christian Motor Sports International out of 
Gilbert, Ariz. His Senate biography says the organization provides “chapel 
services, pastoral care, outreach and Christian fellowship at car races, car 
shows, cruise-ins and tractor pulls.” …</I></P> 
<P>not a joke?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, it's not a joke. I know it's hard to believe, but here's their 
website:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.christianmotorsports.com/" 
target=_blank>www.christianmotorsports.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120547 38753 15 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 2:59:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9120539" target=_blank>#8</A> garzooma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apparently the unemployed people he was talking to don't think he has such a 
humor problem. From the article:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I kind of doubt they're going to act upset when they've been invited to sit 
at his table.</P> 
<P>Do you really not understand why this is such a tone deaf attempt at a 
"joke?" Do you know Romney's history of buying out companies, selling off their 
assets, then firing all the employees and walking away with millions in 
cash?</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09120603 38753 59 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 3:52:28pm  
 
<P>You guys are obviously in cahoots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120705 38754 8 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 5:26:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9120693" target=_blank>#2</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sooo...how do we know foreign interests aren't pumping money into elections 
again? I remember that being a big deal once...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We don't know that. And they probably are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120720 38754 18 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 5:35:24pm  
 
<P>Left wingers used to accuse me of being on Karl Rove's payroll.</P> 
<P>Now right wingers accuse me of being on George Soros's payroll.</P> 
<P>That's just how evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120911 38755 11 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 7:28:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9120904" target=_blank>#6</A> Hal_10000</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Love to pile on Breitbart, but I don't see this has much to do with him. This 
was an investigation into the allegations of voter fraud, not the prostitution 
videos.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, please.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120923 38755 20 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 7:35:50pm  
 
<P>The spinners are working overtime tonight, I see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120927 38755 24 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 7:37:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9120922" target=_blank>#19</A> Hal_10000</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I recommend that people do "glance over the full report," because 
they'll learn that your attempt to spin it is transparent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120963 38755 59 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 7:57:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/9120958" target=_blank>#54</A> Hal_10000</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Read my correction to my comment. There was "not" I left out. The voter 
registration fraud was a separate issue from the videos. It had to do with all 
these voter registrations turned in with ridiculous names like the roster of the 
Dallas Cowboys. That wasn't really a Breitbart thing. And it was the more 
serious allegation. There are people out there who insist ACORN stole he 2006 
and 2008 elections.</P> 
<P>I'm not going to defend AB at all. I'm a conservative and AB drives me 
nucking futs. He gets attention going after conservative bette noires while the 



real investigative heroes out there go unmentioned. Even if we imagine a 
Bizzarroworld where everything he ever said were true (no laughing please) he 
would not have done nearly as much as good as, say, the LA Times exposing Bell 
California's corruption. Or any of a dozen organizations out there fighting real 
corruption and scandal.</P> 
<P>His popularity in certain circles in a barometer on their sanity (or lack 
thereof).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The law requires that ALL voter registrations must be turned in. It's not the 
registrars' duty to verify them.</P> 
<P>But you probably know that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120969 38755 65 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 7:59:45pm  
 
<P>I get really weary of seeing the same old long-debunked idiotic "voter fraud" 
accusations repeated again and again, as if no one ever heard them 
before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09120988 38755 84 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:08:22pm  
 
<P>Make no mistake -- ACORN was targeted as part of a deliberate campaign of 
race-baiting and fraud, aimed at damaging the organizations that help the poor 
and minorities.</P> 
<P>This has been Breitbart and O'Keefe's modus operandi all along, and they're 
not operating in a vacuum. They're the attack dogs of a consciously directed war 
against groups like ACORN, Planned Parenthood, and the NAACP.</P> 
<P>The congruence of these efforts is not a coincidence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121004 38755 100 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:19:37pm  
 
<P>And one of the biggest reasons why I made such a public break with the right 
wing was because I realized what was going on. I realized that I wanted no part 
of this ugly reactionary agenda.</P> 
<P>Long ago, when I was a lot more naive than I am now, Andrew Breitbart once 
tried to get me to attend David Horowitz's "Restoration Weekend." These kinds of 
events are where operations like the ACORN and Planned Parenthood stings are 
planned.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121025 38755 121 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:41:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/9121015" target=_blank>#111</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>ACORN was targeted as a proxy for the POTUS. Since he was a community 
organizer/and they were community organizers... smear them? Smear 
him.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>More than that - it was part of a multi-pronged attempt to destroy the voting 
base of the Democratic Party. It's not just an ideological thing - they're 
attempting to bring about very real consequences.</P> 
<P>The attack on women's rights, the attack on gay rights, the attack on unions, 
the attack on science -- all of these are part of a coordinated 
effort.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09121029 38755 125 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:43:00pm  
 
<P>And now, check out what Breitbart's camp follower Lee Stranahan is up to 
tonight:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/968679247/the-decline-
and-fall-of-little-green-footballs" 
target=_blank>www.kickstarter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121047 38755 142 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 8:50:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/133/9121038" target=_blank>#133</A> sagehen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>you're gonna be a movie star!!</P> 
<P>I can't wait to see what Joan Rivers says about your red carpet 
outfit...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>$87.00? Stranahan's gonna destroy me with an $87.00 film?</P> 
<P>I love it when wingnuts get goofy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121064 38755 158 Charles Thu, Jun 16, 2011 9:04:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9121063" target=_blank>#157</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A lie can travel halfway around the world while the truth is still putting on 
its shoes ~ Twain</P> 
<P>What about the raging, the infighting, bigotry, drunk typing, sockpuppetry, 
trolling, spamming karma buttons... to name a few.</P> 
<P>Betcha that won't be in the flick.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's not going to be a movie -- this is just another juvenile attempt to 
get my goat, by a right wing moron with a grudge. Yawn. Same old same 
old.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121524 38757 10 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 10:16:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9121520" target=_blank>#8</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sure we'll get hit again. All of these plots are pretty ridiculous and 
they have varying degrees of potential success. In theory 9-11 was pretty absurd 
but they pulled it off. We've been lucky for a long time.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know if I agree - in a thoroughly evil way, the 9/11 plot was 
actually brilliant. It exploited a terrible weakness that we didn't even know 
existed at that time, turning airplanes into weapons of mass destruction.</P> 
<P>And I don't think it's just luck that's prevented us from being hit again. 
Some of the measures put in place after 9/11 are absurd and counter-productive, 
but some of them have definitely been effective as well. It's very unlikely that 
another 9/11-style attack could be pulled off, for example.</P> 
<P>But it's definitely true that we're not going to be able to catch every 
terrorist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121553 38757 30 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 10:32:32am  
 



<P>Hot Air readers love Sarah Palin - she appeals to the intellectual level over 
there:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/greenroom/archives/2011/06/17/hot-air-
approval-survey-june-results/" target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Followed by Rick Perry, Michele Bachmann and Herman Cain.</P> 
<P>I sometimes wonder whether "Allahpundit," as an atheist and social liberal, 
wakes up in the middle of the night screaming, "How did I get here?" He's 
trapped in a job where ALL of his readers are hate-obsessed anti-gay religious 
fanatics, and more and more his posts read like he's just phoning them in.</P> 
<P>I hope he's making plenty of money. But there's not enough money in the world 
to get me to do something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121559 38757 36 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 10:37:26am  
 
<P>You may notice that I turned off the tweet counters on open threads, because 
they were obviously being inflated by the usual idiots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121831 38759 11 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 2:09:41pm  
 
<P>If it seems like I'm ignoring Andrew Breitbart's latest stunt (crashing the 
Netroots conference) it's because I am.</P> 
<P>Oops. I guess I'm not ignoring it if I comment about it. OK, but just this 
once. Because this was so predictable it's just tedious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121833 38759 13 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 2:12:14pm  
 
<P><EM><SUB>ssshhh... don't tell anybody... I'm rigging the Twitter counter 
again...</SUB></EM></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09121963 38759 122 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 4:05:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/100/9121939" target=_blank>#100</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's actually the other way around; the GOP is the political arm of the 
right-wing media (including Fox).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm afraid you may be right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122005 38760 1 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 5:30:05pm  
 
<P>Check out the earth-shaking new look for the Tag Cloud, in the left sidebar. 
Now with much more cloud-like appearance, thanks to CSS 3 background color 
opacity manipulations and other subtle CSS effects.</P> 
<P>You'll feel as if you're flying through the clouds above Paris, 
France.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122015 38760 4 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 5:36:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9122012" target=_blank>#3</A> sod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I miss the days of the 1x1 pixel transparent .gif and when it was cool to use 
tables for layout.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I sure don't.</P> 
<P>I actually looked recently at the code for a table based design I did for a 
client long ago. The horror.</P> 
<P>Looked great in all the hot browsers - Internet Explorer 5, Netscape 4, and 
even IE5 for the Mac. But a freaking nightmare to maintain.</P> 
<P>Those were not the days.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122031 38760 13 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 5:54:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9122024" target=_blank>#10</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it perpetual? Or updates daily? (clueless question)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Updates about every 60 seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122033 38760 14 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 5:56:06pm  
 
<P>The Tag Storm (every LGF tag on one page) now uses the same extra-cloud-like 
CSS code.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-tagstorm.php" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122039 38760 17 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 5:59:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9122036" target=_blank>#15</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck fuck</P> 
<P>(sorry, just had to, it's Friday ya know)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see what you did there!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122047 38760 24 Charles Fri, Jun 17, 2011 6:05:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9122043" target=_blank>#21</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does the tag cloud include page tags?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's just the entry tags - that's one of many things on the development 
to-do list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122816 38762 24 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2011 2:57:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9122625" target=_blank>#22</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I fully agree with you. None of this would have happened had Weiner 
showed a lick of common sense.</P> 
<P>I just always thought there was a lot more to this story than what was 
covered by the media. Charles' post does seem to bear this out.</P> 



<P>And part of Weiner's problem is not that he's not smart enough. I get the 
feeling he thought he was smarter than everyone else and could deny it away and 
people would buy the lies about hackers and everything else.</P> 
<P>Hubris and lack of self-control. In Weiner's case, a lethal combination, 
IMO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If anything, this part of the story really drives home how incredibly stupid 
Weiner was being. He had to know his every online word was being watched by 
these obsessive people, but he continued acting like a kid in 
college.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122663 38763 30 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2011 1:15:31pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9122658" target=_blank>#25</A> charleston 
chew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a good episode of the PBS series <EM>NOVA</EM> about this called 
<EM>Judgement Day: Intelligent Design On Trial</EM> <A 
href="http://video.pbs.org/video/980040807" target=_blank>available for viewing 
on their website</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the complete show on Google Video (which is supposed to be shutting 
down pretty soon...):</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv {width:425,height:344,type:'swf', params: 
{allowFullScreen:true,allowScriptAccess:'always'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docid=-
404729062613200911&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=true" target=_blank>Google 
Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122968 38764 179 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2011 5:18:26pm  
 
 
 
<P>Had some old CDs I had imported to iTunes at 160-256 kbps - today I re-
imported them as Apple Lossless instead of MP3. Big improvement in audio 
quality.</P> 
<P>The very high frequencies have a lot less distortion - the sound is much less 
"brittle." Some of these Keith Jarrett trio albums are noticeably clearer; you 
can hear Jack Dejohnnette's brushes whisk across the cymbals.</P> 
<P>Listening to the re-imported <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/B0000262WI/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Koln Concert</A> now - one of the most incredible performances 
ever recorded. The MP3 version had a lot of that high-end distortion, this one 
sounds crystalline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09122979 38764 190 Charles Sat, Jun 18, 2011 5:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/9122977" target=_blank>#188</A> 
wlewisiii</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I listen to that one a whole lot. I'll have to try to re-rip it that way. Is 
the disk usage significantly different for the lossless files?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yeah, they're much larger. But I have my iTunes library on a dedicated 2TB 
Firewire 800 drive, so it's not a big problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09123676 38767 4 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 11:02:04am  
 
<P>The problem for any GOP candidate is that without the support of the 
religious right and the Tea Party (really the same thing), they won't be able to 
beat Obama.</P> 
<P>John McCain ran up against this wall in the last election, and the wall is a 
lot higher now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123690 38767 12 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 11:23:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9123686" target=_blank>#10</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>John Stewart tears up Fox news on a Sunday morning...<A 
href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201106190003" target=_blank>Jon Stewart To 
Chris Wallace: A "Designed Ideological Agenda" Is "The Soup You Swim In"</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://mediamatters.org/mmtv/201106190001" target=_blank>Jon Stewart 
On Fox News Sunday: "In Every Poll" Fox Has "Most Consistently Misinformed Media 
Viewers"</A></P> 
<P>The full video is supposed to be here but it's not loading for me: <A 
href="http://video.foxnews.com/v/1006873447001/exclusive-jon-stewart-on-fox-
news-sunday/" target=_blank>Exclusive: Jon Stewart on 'Fox News 
Sunday'</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just watched it at Mediaite - Stewart was great. I'm going to post it, but I 
was waiting for the Fox video to work -- I don't like Mediaite's embedded 
player.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123703 38767 22 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 11:35:24am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9123698" target=_blank>#18</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Romney's likely to win the nomination without Tea Party support, but the 
party leadership's going to insist on a "balanced ticket," i.e. a Tea Party-
approved VP. That may be somebody who he's already sharing the stage with, some 
potential candidate who's not yet announced, or (like Palin) a total unknown who 
pops up out of the bushes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's how things would have played out in the past, and it's exactly what 
McCain did.</P> 
<P>But the Tea Party base is the difference this time. They didn't even exist in 
the last election, and they had a huge influence in the mid-terms. Things really 
have changed since 2008 -- extremists are much more influential, and they're 
feeling more emboldened than ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123714 38767 33 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 12:09:29pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9123712" target=_blank>#31</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Soooros!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123716 38767 35 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 12:13:04pm  
 



<P>By the way, that World Public Opinion poll is only the most recent one. There 
are quite a few other polls showing that Fox News viewers are disproportionately 
misinformed, especially on right wing hot button issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123751 38767 64 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 12:44:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9123733" target=_blank>#50</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the specific Gallup story:</P> 
<P>June 13, 2011<A href="http://www.gallup.com/poll/148016/Romney-Support-
Widens-Advantage-2012-Preferences.aspx" target=_blank>Romney Support Up; Widens 
Advantage in 2012 Preferences</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The polls are all over the place right now - it's probably too early for them 
to mean much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123789 38768 2 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 1:17:32pm  
 
<P>Somebody screwed up the editing in this web video - there's a funny moment at 
the beginning where they hit the rewind button and start over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123820 38768 17 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 1:45:29pm  
 
<P>Chris Wallace's examples of "liberal bias" really are laughable. One fake 
outrage after another. Leaving out a detail about the AZ immigration law is 
supposed to prove bias? Really, really lame. Wallace ends up looking like a 
complete tool in this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09123821 38768 18 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 1:46:44pm  
 
<P>Stewart came right out and said what I believe about Chris Wallace, and 
Shepard Smith to a lesser degree -- they're the Fox News 
"beards."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09124077 38769 9 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 6:16:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9124074" target=_blank>#6</A> eightyfiv</EM></P> 
<P>Nope, that's just Internet Explorer again, doin' it wrong. I'll have a 
look.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09124081 38769 12 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 6:19:18pm  
 
<P>Internet Explorer is ugly and it wants to die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09124182 38769 103 Charles Sun, Jun 19, 2011 7:40:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/9124180" target=_blank>#102</A> 
eightyfiv</EM></P> 
<P>Actually, the problem is that Microsoft chose to implement a non-standard 
version of CSS opacity, using their proprietary "filters," and even version 8 of 
IE continues that error.</P> 



<P>And this is nothing new; Microsoft has ignored standards for a very long 
time, and only recently have they even tried to correct that 
mistake.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125100 38773 27 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 11:48:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9125093" target=_blank>#24</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I found a blog post detailing what happened at the ANSWER Event in LA 
yesterday. As such, a page is born.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, if you go into your LGF account settings and set your homepage 
address to the following link, when you post a comment your username will be 
linked to an index of all your posted LGF Pages...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/ProLifeLiberal" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>h t t p : / / littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/ProLifeLiberal</P> 
<P>(Take out the spaces.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125413 38774 11 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 3:08:34pm  
 
<P>I decided today to remove the "Related Pages" fold-down menus -- after 
watching the usage for a couple of weeks it was clear that not many people used 
those "spinoff links" menus at all, except a few LGF users keeping the feature 
alive by posting stuff to them. Everyone's using the LGF Pages indexes or the 
Featured/Recent Pages listings in the sidebar, and I'd like to encourage that to 
be the default, in fact.</P> 
<P>It cleans up the look a bit, and also lets me get rid of a lot of now-
superfluous Javascript code. Any time you can load less code for a web page is a 
good time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125424 38774 21 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 3:18:54pm  
 
<P>I also increased the size of the main body text by 5 measly 
percent.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125518 38774 100 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 4:53:16pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9125453" target=_blank>#43</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh. OK. I can take a hint, I guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, not just you, by any means - there were a few others still posting with 
the old method too! And you're still very welcome to continue posting Pages, of 
course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125548 38774 128 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:03:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9125453" target=_blank>#43</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh. OK. I can take a hint, I guess.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>By the way, you've tried the LGF Pages bookmarklet, haven't you? It's a lot 
easier to post with that, instead of cutting and pasting the individual 
fields...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125565 38774 145 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:10:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/135/9125555" target=_blank>#135</A> Alouette</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's bookmarked now. :)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should drag that link off the page into your browser's bookmark bar - 
then you can click it while you're on a news site and have some of the fields 
filled in automatically.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125568 38774 148 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:11:18pm  
 
<P>Here's the Help page for the LGF Pages bookmarklet:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/36422_Tech_Note-
_LGF_Pages_Bookmarklet_Now_with_Image_Uploading" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125589 38774 166 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:29:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/9125587" target=_blank>#165</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really really lame question. But the reason I don't post pages anymore. I 
cannot get the bookmarklet to drag &amp; drop in Vista. Yes, I'm on Vista. Long 
story. I have been bummed for 7 months now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Which browser are you using?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125592 38774 169 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:33:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/167/9125590" target=_blank>#167</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The rounded corners on the YouTube links are nice, but maybe they're jamming 
up the Spy. When I click on one there, I get a white YouTube screen and no more 
Spy updates (except thin lines stacking up at the top).</P> 
<P>It's just me, isn't it.</P> 
<P>Firefox.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Should be fixed already...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125600 38774 177 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:38:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/171/9125594" target=_blank>#171</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chrome. Maybe that's it, I don't completely understand chrome's bookmarks 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, try this - look in the View menu and make sure "Always Show Bookmarks 
Bar" is checked. The bar that appears when you do this is where you should drag 
the link to.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09125612 38774 188 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 5:46:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/181/9125604" target=_blank>#181</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh, not worth your time, I cannot find the view menu!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, the PC version. OK, do this instead - click the little wrench icon at the 
far right of the top bar, then click "Options" in the menu.</P> 
<P>In the window that pops up, check the box labeled "Always show the bookmarks 
bar".</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09125626 38774 199 Charles Mon, Jun 20, 2011 6:04:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/9125618" target=_blank>#192</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>THANK YOU!</STRONG> It works!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09126583 38777 10 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 10:32:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9126580" target=_blank>#7</A> sproingie</EM></P> 
<P>That's what I was looking for! That one gets added to the 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09126585 38777 11 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 10:34:24am  
 
<P>Heh. I couldn't remember the name of that piece - knew it was something 
sarcastic. "Entry of the Gladiators."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09126589 38777 15 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 10:37:55am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9126578" target=_blank>#5</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>The Killer Klown one is good too.</P> 
<P>Funny - the top comment on the classical orchestra version:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Theme? song of modern politics.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09126967 38778 169 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 4:57:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/9126923" target=_blank>#129</A> Boz44122</EM></P> 
<P>Even Politifact gets things wrong sometimes: <A 
href="http://firedoglake.com/2011/06/21/fact-checking-politifact/" 
target=_blank>Fact Checking Politifact: Wrong About Jon Stewart’s Use of the 
Word “Misinformed”</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09127021 38779 1 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 5:59:11pm  
 



<P>It ends in the middle of the drum solo, sorry, but there was so much great 
playing before that, I couldn't resist posting it. Joey Calderazzo's solo is a 
face-melter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09127031 38779 8 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 6:14:00pm  
 
<P>I played at that festival in Leverkusen several times with Al Jarreau and 
others. Beautiful little city.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09127079 38780 17 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 6:55:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9127076" target=_blank>#14</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Whole bunch of rich folks have big accounts like this. I don't see the big 
deal. I worked for a guy once who could've bought a very nice house with his 
visa/mc/Amex credit line.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's why the big deal:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.businessinsider.com/tiffanys-lobbyist-is-a-former-
gingrich-aide-2011-5" target=_blank>Tiffany's Lobbyist Is A Former Gingrich 
Aide</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09127085 38780 23 Charles Tue, Jun 21, 2011 7:00:25pm  
 
<P>Regular jewelry purchases are probably in all of Newt's pre-nuptial 
contracts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09127875 38783 25 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 11:54:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9127865" target=_blank>#17</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apart from angry partisan assumptions about the vouchers themselves how do 
you know that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I went to the Fox News studios in Los Angeles when I broke the story of the 
Reuters Lebanon photo tampering, and after I did an interview with them (only a 
few seconds of it ever aired), one of the LA Fox bigwig producers wanted to meet 
me. So I went to his office and he was interviewing a woman who looked like a 
model; I waited for a while, then he just started talking to me, saying if I 
needed anything call him, etc. Gave me his card. Then as we were just making 
small talk the subject of why Fox's coverage was different from the other news 
channels came up; I forget exactly how.</P> 
<P>But I remember his comment: "because they're all commies." I kind of looked 
at him in a little bit of shock, expecting him to smile or laugh or something, 
but he was dead freaking serious.</P> 
<P>I don't know if all the execs at Fox are like this, but this guy was a 
definite ideologue of the far right variety. I found that exchange kind of 
disturbing and eye-opening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09128513 38786 23 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 5:14:00pm  
 



<P>All he's doing here is starting the drawdown of the additional "surge" 
troops. The actual final departure date is in 2014.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09128528 38786 35 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 5:18:23pm  
 
<P>Wow, short one.</P> 
<P>So. My question is, if we've decided it's time to withdraw, shouldn't we be 
doing it even faster?</P> 
<P>If the goal is 'no safe haven for terrorists,' haven't we already achieved 
that? Al Qaeda will never get back to the kind of open operations they had 
before 9/11, and since they'll already be operating undercover, a traditional 
military presence seems unnecessary.</P> 
<P>Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are the weapons of the future for wars like 
these.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09128549 38786 54 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 5:32:31pm  
 
<P>Even after the surge drawdown, there will still be more than 50,000 troops in 
Afghanistan, by the way. This war ain't over.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09128575 38786 76 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 6:00:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/9128569" target=_blank>#72</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's all tribes. We never figured it out in Iraq until we started throwing 
money at the Sunnis to stimulate "The Awakening". That worked pretty well. It'll 
be the same in Afghanistan. Maintain a strike presence with drones and fast-
reaction teams and see if we can knit together a coalition that can rule that 
poor benighted failed state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ultimately it's going to have to be the Afghans who decide what kind of 
society they live in, because the people living there are the only ones who can 
make that happen permanently.</P> 
<P>But I always thought the purpose of going to Afghanistan was 1) 
killing/capturing Osama bin Laden, and 2) making sure terrorists could not 
establish a base there again.</P> 
<P>If those objectives have been accomplished, there's no need to have 80-
100,000 troops and spend the incredible amounts of money it takes to keep them 
there.</P> 
<P>Ten Years After.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09128590 38786 91 Charles Wed, Jun 22, 2011 6:12:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/86/9128585" target=_blank>#86</A> 
okiefrommuskogie</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'Afternoon folks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, Alaska Kim.</P> 
<P>I'm unblocking your latest account because it's obvious that you really miss 
posting comments here. But you're stuck with that name now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09129652 38789 64 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 11:48:32am  



 
<P>Weird - I just noticed that the 'Online' counter was suddenly increasing, so 
I checked one of my traffic analysis tools and discovered that we were getting 
crawled by some kind of botnet that seems to be originating in colleges around 
the nation. Since the bots were ignoring the Crawl-delay setting in robots.txt, 
I blocked most of them. I wonder what's up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09130079 38789 345 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 3:39:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/331/9129971" target=_blank>#331</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>when that happened I informed Walter...he claims there is a ruse, and I think 
he may have lost interest, but I don't really know</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have no time for "ruses."</P> 
<P>His timeout expired on May 23 - all he has to do is log on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09129993 38790 9 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 2:31:43pm  
 
<P>The 'anti-jihad' kooks aren't going to like this one:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.theatlanticwire.com/global/2011/06/geert-wilderss-
american-fan-base/39188/" target=_blank>Geert Wilders's American Fan Base - 
Global - The Atlantic Wire</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09130005 38790 15 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 2:41:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9129997" target=_blank>#11</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<P>I wish I could get Google's ad sales people to take me off whatever list it 
is that keeps serving up ads for extreme right wing BS. Tea Party groups, 
Bachmann, Santorum. Blech.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09130018 38790 27 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 2:58:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9130010" target=_blank>#20</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do what I do: Subscribe. Never see another ad!</P> 
<P>/</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I could just turn them off, but I want to know what people see when 
they load LGF, ads, warts, and all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09130022 38790 30 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 3:00:03pm  
 
<P>And yes, I've been playing with the CSS link colors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09130043 38790 50 Charles Thu, Jun 23, 2011 3:09:39pm  
 
<P>If you reload, the link colors are now back to the tried and true 
blue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09131085 38792 26 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 10:15:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9131070" target=_blank>#12</A> rahmanager</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/97/7961592" target=_blank>Last 
comment</A>, a year and a half ago:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hurry up global warming, it's dumping snow like crazy! Al Gore was in town 
last month, and of course we have been having lows teps since. It's the funniest 
thing how snow storms seem to follow global warming conferences whether it's in 
Copenhagen or DC.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131089 38792 30 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 10:17:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9131084" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Yep, they're very good at enforcing party discipline, especially with a black 
President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131091 38792 32 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 10:19:53am  
 
 
 
<P>I know the Magical Balance Fairy is desperately flying around here, but I 
think the Democratic Party is demonstrably less likely to choose politics over 
foreign policy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131150 38793 5 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 10:47:41am  
 
<P>Wouldn't want any rogue Republicans to get crazy ideas and do something 
stupid, like preventing the nation from defaulting on its debts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131195 38793 25 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 11:04:19am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9131186" target=_blank>#20</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>It's not responsible or even sane to look at the debt of a nation like the US 
the same way you look at a person's individual debt. The effects of failing to 
raise the debt ceiling will be felt across the entire world, and will be 
especially catastrophic right here where we live.</P> 
<P>It's indefensible, and you know damned well that all the lofty talking points 
about the "burden of bad choices etc." are just camouflage for the real agenda, 
which is to damage the office of the President by any means 
possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131202 38793 32 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 11:07:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/28/9131198" target=_blank>#28</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>So, in other words, you just don't care about what happens when we default as 
a nation on our loans. OK, just wanted to make that clear.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131214 38793 41 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 11:10:37am  



 
<P>This is where ideologues always end up -- completely unwilling to examine the 
real world consequences of the hard-line positions they take.</P> 
<P>Cutting off nose to spite face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131260 38793 84 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 11:26:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9131243" target=_blank>#67</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I still don't think the Republicans are crazy enough to default on the debt. 
I think they're just playing up the fear that they might be crazy enough to 
crash the global economy. When it comes down to it I don't think they'll pull 
the trigger. It would be insanity.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's politically advantageous for them to take it right up to the last 
freaking minute to squeeze out as many concessions as possible, and we can look 
forward to that.</P> 
<P>I hope you're right and there will be a compromise of some kind right at the 
bitter end, but I've never seen the rhetoric so heated and the craziness in the 
base so intense. With things like this, I think there's actually a slim 
possibility that they really might pull that trigger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131793 38795 17 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 3:05:42pm  
 
<P>I think a lot of the Fox headlines are actually from Fox Nation, but that's 
really no excuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131795 38795 18 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 3:06:05pm  
 
<P>Sometimes I think the editor of Fox Nation is Jim Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131911 38795 112 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 5:00:46pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I test something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131917 38795 114 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 5:08:10pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131992 38797 6 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 6:20:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9131987" target=_blank>#3</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No offense, Charles, but why mention the issue of jobs creation at all? It 
wasn't a major subject of the convention and it wasn't what the candidates came 
there to discuss, They were there to solidify their credentials with the anti-
abortion base. You can call it culturally conservative, and some of those 
attending are indeed reactionary, but it hardly exemplifies 'magical 
thinking'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quote: “probably the most important issue of our age.”</P> 



<P>Clearly, it's more important than job creation, since the GOP is spending so 
much time and money on it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09131993 38797 7 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 6:22:40pm  
 
<P>And yes, it's very relevant to bring up job creation, because that was the 
issue the GOP exploited in the midterm election. And it's the issue they've done 
absolutely nothing to address.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09132051 38797 46 Charles Fri, Jun 24, 2011 7:00:46pm  
 
<P>The patriarchs are on the prowl.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133117 38798 82 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 12:13:32pm  
 
<P>Testing ...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133184 38799 1 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 1:01:26pm  
 
<P>Testing a little something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133186 38799 2 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 1:01:50pm  
 
<P>Groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133220 38799 8 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 1:19:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9133200" target=_blank>#4</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>LGF has been loading A LOT faster for me since sometime in the last couple of 
days. Whatever you tweaked in the code, it worked wonders.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been working on bits of code all week, optimizing and refactoring some 
functions. One change that probably gives the perception of faster loading -- 
the Featured Pages and Recent Pages are now preloaded along with the rest of the 
page instead of being called through Ajax after the page loads. So the page will 
seem to be completely finished loading a bit faster (even though it was still 
readable even while the Pages sections were loading w/ Ajax).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133243 38799 11 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 1:38:09pm  
 
<P>Testing again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133266 38799 22 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 2:04:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9133246" target=_blank>#13</A> ausador</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Once again Charles all the videos on the page have jumped, this thread shows 
"Altissimo" where "Surf Zapping" should be, "Chute" is where "Altissimo" should 
be and "Joad" is where "Chute" should be.</P> 



<P>This seems to happen every time I use the back button either from a thread or 
a member page to reach the main page. Not a hugh problem, I just reload the 
page, still it is kinda annoying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, just checked this in Firefox 5 under Windows 7 and Vista, and couldn't 
duplicate your problem with the back button. Videos always load where they're 
supposed to. Maybe check to see if you have the latest Flash 
Player...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133276 38799 27 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 2:13:11pm  
 
<P>A small tweak on the home page -- the timestamps for each article's last 
commenter are now "live," updated every five seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133325 38799 43 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 3:12:33pm  
 
<P>For some reason known only to them, someone has been playing with a script of 
some kind that repeatedly loads the URLs of our shortened links that are posted 
on Twitter. In effect, they're artificially inflating the numbers that show up 
in our tweet buttons at top right of each article. I won't even speculate on 
why.</P> 
<P>The last article that got "inflated" like this was the "Fox News Headlines" 
article, now showing 672 clicks. Here's the bit.ly stats page for it - if you 
set the drop down menu at the right of the 'clicks' graph to "24 hours, you can 
see that the script ran last night around 8 pm PDT, adding 570 clicks in that 
period.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bitly.com/jg1edx+" target=_blank>bitly.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>I can't do anything to block them with bit.ly's control panel, so for now 
I'll just let them pump up the numbers if that's what floats their 
boats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133331 38799 46 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 3:15:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9133329" target=_blank>#45</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That explains why the other night I saw one of the tweet button's number hit 
"999"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, that's why.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09133429 38799 89 Charles Sat, Jun 25, 2011 5:10:26pm  
 
<P>Just another test, yo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134215 38801 3 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 10:48:47am  
 
<P>Here's Ed Morrissey showing his idiocy once again:</P> 
<P><A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/06/15/a-new-ice-age-approaches/" 
rel=nofollow target=_blank>A new Ice Age approaches? « Hot Air</A></P> 
<P>Morrissey falls for every one of these lies.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134273 38801 15 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 12:01:16pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9134262" target=_blank>#13</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At the risk of a downding storm for defying Charles's conventional wisdom:<A 
href="http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/SunspotCycle.shtml" target=_blank>The 
Sunspot Cycle</A> from NASA.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does that "defy" my "conventional wisdom?" Odd way to put it, since all 
I'm trying to do is bring some scientific facts into this discussion. I didn't 
make up these facts.</P> 
<P>And the NASA page you linked is a good description of the Maunder Minimum and 
its effects, which nobody is denying.</P> 
<P>But there's no mention of a "mini-ice age," which is the entire point of this 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134276 38801 16 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 12:03:10pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9134240" target=_blank>#11</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<P>It's nice to see a right winger actually admit that all the lies, all the 
phony graphs and phony stories like this one, endlessly passed around blogs and 
Fox News, are just falsehoods told for political advantage. Thanks for 
clarifying that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134302 38801 21 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 12:36:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9134286" target=_blank>#19</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This <EM>is</EM> about the <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Ice_Age" target=_blank>Little Ice 
Age</A>, which is ignored or scoffed at by the ahistorical Al Gore 
school.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no -- the claim being promoted by right wing blogs and media is that the 
Maunder Minimum will cause ANOTHER mini-ice age.</P> 
<P>You're confusing the description of a historical ice age with the subject 
under discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134575 38801 28 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 5:38:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9134573" target=_blank>#27</A> MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was right that questioning the conventional wisdom, and especially 
blaspheming St. Al of Gore, would get me a storm of down-dings, including 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True, you were right, and I even answered your post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134241 38802 5 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 11:40:11am  
 
<P>"I'm not running to be anyone's judge," said one of the most judgmental, 
reactionary politicians in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134245 38802 7 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 11:44:11am  
 



<P>By the way, I sent in a support request to bit.ly, to see if they can do 
something about blocking the numbskulls who've been jacking around with our 
bit.ly statistics. (The numbers next to the retweet buttons.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134256 38802 14 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 11:51:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9134236" target=_blank>#1</A> Hal_10000</EM></P> 
<P>I don't know -- she's right behind Romney in the first Iowa poll. Romney 23%, 
Bachmann 22%.</P> 
<P>The interesting question for this election is how far right the GOP really 
has swung. I think the party as a whole is farther right than I've ever seen it, 
and more dominated by the religious right than ever, and I wouldn't be shocked 
to see someone like Bachmann actually get the nomination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134263 38802 20 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 11:56:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9134251" target=_blank>#10</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Knee jerk reactions aside, it is had to believe that Bachmann actually 
believes these silly things.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree. She has the glassy stare of the true believer. And here's 
a video from 2006 to show just how serious she is about this stuff:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Af4cRJ8A308&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134342 38803 9 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 1:31:13pm  
 
<P>Chris Matthews once asked Bachmann if she was hypnotized. Her glassy stare is 
kind of unnerving.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134354 38803 18 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 1:37:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9134345" target=_blank>#12</A> Slumbering 
Behemoth</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Kiss ass.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, he probably got chewed out by Ailes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134446 38804 1 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 3:02:35pm  
 
<P>Been messing around with various functions and classes so I thought I should 
test the private thread feature to make sure it still works.</P> 
<P>No big secrets to hide from anybody. This time. Moo ha ha ha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134458 38804 7 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 3:14:54pm  
 



<P>This is as good a place as any to mention that I removed the "Clicks" 
counters from the LGF Pages, because they weren't really showing anything 
meaningful.</P> 
<P>They were originally intended to count the number of outgoing clicks to 
external sites, but since LGF Pages developed, those links now go to the LGF 
Page itself, instead of directly to the external site. The numbers bordered on 
being random, i.e. 22, 29234, etc. So it just didn't make sense to keep those 
antiquated counters around. Saves code and loading time to get rid of them.</P> 
<P>The tweet counters, as always, show the number of incoming links from the 
shortened URLs that are posted on Twitter when you use our retweet buttons -- in 
other words, the Twitter traffic. There's apparently been some confusion about 
this, but the fact is that bit.ly doesn't track the number of times a particular 
link is "retweeted"; the only meaningful statistic you can access through their 
REST API is the number of clicks on links that go through their 
service.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134555 38804 85 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 5:12:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/82/9134551" target=_blank>#82</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Chavez was also really popular on lefty sites like DKOS. Cindy Sheehan and 
code pink love him. They think he's just spiffy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's true - there are some far leftists and dumb actors who idolize Chavez. 
He represents some kind of naive socialist ideal for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134568 38804 97 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 5:24:48pm  
 
<P>And since I notice that a lot of right wing bloggers are promoting another 
lie that I "rigged" the tweet counters -- I may have confused the terminology 
and called them "retweet counters" a few times, which isn't quite accurate, but 
I explained in depth about what the button did (it creates a "retweet" post for 
Twitter) and what the counters showed, in this post:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35749_Tech_Note-
_Retweet_Code_Revamp" target=_blank>Tech Note: Retweet Code Revamp</A></P> 
<P>If I were really trying to fool anyone, I went about it in a really stupid 
way -- by telling everyone what I was up to, in great detail.</P> 
<P>Nothing is rigged. The numbers show the number of clicks on the shortened 
links posted to Twitter -- which is what you want to know, if you're measuring 
traffic. Who cares if someone "retweets" your link, if it doesn't result in a 
click? The clicks are the meaningful statistic.</P> 
<P>And it's hard to argue that I'm "rigging" them, when they come directly from 
bit.ly -- and anyone can go and use bit.ly's analysis tools to confirm that 
their click numbers exactly match the numbers shown at LGF. If LGF shows 16660, 
bit.ly will show 16660.</P> 
<P>There's also the simple fact that even if I wanted to show the "retweet" 
count for some reason, you can't even do that with bit.ly. Their API returns the 
number of clicks on links shortened with their web services. Period. Nothing 
about "retweets."</P> 
<P>The people promoting this idiotic attack have no idea what they're talking 
about. They're literally making a huge deal of absolutely nothing, as 
usual.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09134572 38804 99 Charles Sun, Jun 26, 2011 5:33:18pm  



 
<P>I also explained how the button and counters worked in the very first post 
about it, when I was using John Resig's code (author of jQuery):</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35052_Tech_Note-
_The_Retweet_Button" target=_blank>Tech Note: The Retweet 
Button</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135109 38805 46 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 10:10:26am  
 
<P>Heh...</P> 
<P>Every articleIs hate spewing vitriolGod of the braindead</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135123 38805 60 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 10:15:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9135113" target=_blank>#50</A> latitude51</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, why do you love Hezbollah so much?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You know, I often ask myself that question. And by "often," I mean 
never.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135145 38805 82 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 10:20:45am  
 
<P>Thank you for provingNobody hates like librulsYou braindead 
pansy</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135171 38805 106 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 10:28:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/9135168" target=_blank>#103</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<P>On a waiting listAll boxes currently usedAt my post office</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135278 38806 47 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 11:27:21am  
 
<P>Update: I mentioned that I contacted bit.ly support about the situation where 
someone's messing with our link statistics; exchanged a couple of emails this 
morning and they're investigating.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135411 38807 3 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 12:36:37pm  
 
<P>Yeah, something got messed up - reload and it will be there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135710 38807 64 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 3:31:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/47/9135489" target=_blank>#47</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The #NMFire Twitter tag has now become useless, filled with, "Oh, no! R 
thoughts R with U" stuff. Here's info about the <A 
href="http://nmfireinfo.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/mandatory-evacuations-for-las-
alamos/" target=_blank>Los Alamos evacuation</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, it's not looking good at all for that area. Hope there aren't any LGF 
readers in danger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135509 38808 13 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 1:32:20pm  
 
<BLOCKQUOTE>UPDATE:  
<P>The Bachmann campaign sent this explanation: "John Wayne is from Iowa, his 
parents lived in Waterloo."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135511 38808 15 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 1:34:01pm  
 
<P>If you hate clowns don't click on the <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/johnwaynegacyclown.jpg" 
rel=fancy9135510 target=_blank>John Wayne Gacy</A> link.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135844 38809 19 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 5:01:58pm  
 
<P>By the way -- I turned off the "Private" setting for the video thread last 
night, since I verified that it works as designed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09135846 38809 20 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 5:02:15pm  
 
<P>I don't think anyone said anything too embarrassing, did 
they?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136003 38809 140 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 7:25:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/9135975" target=_blank>#115</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT: Has Charles explained somewhere why he has gutted LGF Pages by 
deactivating the click counter?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "clicks" counter was an outdated feature -- in the days of "spinoff 
links" this counter measured the number of clicks on outgoing links, i.e., links 
to external websites. Because of the way LGF Pages have evolved, this feature 
just isn't relevant any more.</P> 
<P>A much more relevant number, if you want to see the popularity of your LGF 
Page, is the "Views" counter, which measures how many times your Page has been 
loaded by someone's browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136006 38809 143 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 7:27:38pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/9135993" target=_blank>#131</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Stalkers were using it to inflate the number of clicks and then claim 
Charles was "lying". He closed down the counter to cut off the oxygen to an 
asshole line of attack.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Er, no -- you're confusing two separate issues. The "clicks" counter was 
outdated and not meaningful. Nothing to do with any stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09136053 38809 187 Charles Mon, Jun 27, 2011 7:49:46pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/164/9136028" target=_blank>#164</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>With all due respect, it seemingly offered a way to gauge how many users were 
sufficiently interested to go to the full post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what the "Views" counter shows you -- how many times your full 
post has been loaded by somebody's browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136624 38811 21 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 10:59:32am  
 
<P>Someone tried to edit Wikipedia's John Quincy Adams article.</P> 
<P>See the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136640 38811 36 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 11:06:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9136629" target=_blank>#25</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, it looks like everybody immediately thought of checking 
Wikipedia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136657 38811 50 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 11:12:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9136651" target=_blank>#46</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh. I think you got the wrong diff. <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=John_Quincy_Adams&amp;diff=next&
amp;oldid=436695299" target=_blank>This is the correct one</A>. The one linked 
in the update adresses <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=John_Quincy_Adams&amp;diff=next&
amp;oldid=436696037" target=_blank>a different kind of 
vandalism</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's the correct one. It has the edited text, including the "founding 
fathers" claim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136677 38811 68 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 11:23:42am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9136651" target=_blank>#46</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, I see what you mean -- you're talking about the revision. I wanted to use 
the most current version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09136753 38811 140 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 12:06:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/125/9136736" target=_blank>#125</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Notice how the minute George mentions the "flake flap" that phony, shit-
eating grin drops from her face.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That was very revealing. Her feelings were obviously very hurt by that, and 
she's still upset days later!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09136788 38811 174 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 12:25:52pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/9136785" target=_blank>#172</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I know -- see comment <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/68/9136677" 
target=_blank>#68</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140443 38811 313 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 3:18:55pm  
 
<P>Another dead thread hero. Stars in his eyes.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140063 38813 37 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 10:58:06am  
 
<P>'Cydney' is a sock puppet for "Girl With a Pearl Earring," and both of these 
accounts are now blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09137364 38815 11 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 6:25:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9137338" target=_blank>#1</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, we all smell fantastic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The smell is definitely one of the attractions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09137387 38815 24 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 6:33:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9137382" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Shall we not tweet open registration?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn the torpedoes, I say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09137403 38815 33 Charles Tue, Jun 28, 2011 6:37:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9137389" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't see the autotweet thingy. Manual tweeting may be beyond my 
capabilities. I think I only have about 50 followers anyways.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you reload, the retweet button is there now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09138463 38818 18 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 10:47:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9138459" target=_blank>#16</A> elizajane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>1. Pawlenty has never been the brightest bulb on the Christmas tree.</P> 
<P>2. As his numbers tank, he's scurrying to find a line that will endear him to 
the Republican base again.</P> 
<P>That's all it is. Nothing to do with science, knowledge, or understanding of 
any sort except simplistic, short-term political calculus.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's true, but the problem is that what he's saying here is totally 
mainstream Republican thinking. It's not just Pawlenty -- it's ALL of them. Even 
Huntsman, who doesn't outright deny the existence of climate change, is saying 
there's no pressing need to do anything about it.</P> 
<P>The GOP as a whole has taken a stand against science in two very critical 
areas -- biology and climatology. The implications of this stance are very 
disturbing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09138528 38818 68 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 11:20:41am  
 
<P>I love the part of the video where Steve Doocy derps, "It's OK to change your 
mind!"</P> 
<P>Sure, it is. Just look at how OK it was for me to change my mind on climate 
change.</P> 
<P>Of course, I changed from being a skeptic to accepting the evidence, because 
I took the time to actually educate myself about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09138620 38818 143 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 12:39:35pm  
 
<P>Well, this sucks - Amazon is killing their associates program in California 
because of the new sales tax law, as of Sept 30th.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.boingboing.net/2011/06/29/amazon-kills-
associa.html" target=_blank>www.boingboing.net...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139250 38818 319 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 7:17:36pm  
 
<P>Absolutely pathetic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139774 38818 326 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 7:47:52am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/9139741" target=_blank>#323</A> 
groovimus</EM></P> 
<P>You have an "advanced degree in one of the sciences?" Wow! Very 
impressive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139818 38818 329 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 8:21:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/323/9139741" target=_blank>#323</A> 
groovimus</EM></P> 
<P>And yes, by "absolutely pathetic" I was referring to your tedious and 
entirely predictable recital of right wing anti-science talking points. If you 
think you're fooling anyone with your claim to be a "scientist," let me disabuse 
you of that notion. We've seen this tactic tried at LGF over and over and over, 
by right wing parrots, and we give it exactly the weight and credibility it 
deserves -- i.e., zero.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139889 38818 332 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 9:03:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/330/9139867" target=_blank>#330</A> 
groovimus</EM></P> 
<P>Wow, that sounded all science-y.</P> 



<P>Abiotic petroleum is a bogus theory, and it's been discredited for more than 
a hundred years. But I'm not surprised to find a pseudo-scientist promoting 
pseudo-science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140066 38818 336 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 11:01:07am  
 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139169 38820 54 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 6:27:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/9139162" target=_blank>#49</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>There's nothing praiseworthy about what Moore is doing. She's making a 
political calculation to distance herself from the EDL, because she can't 
credibly deny what they're doing any more.</P> 
<P>Will Spencer and Geller do the same?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139387 38821 27 Charles Wed, Jun 29, 2011 8:18:44pm  
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy544381e5 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139851 38821 402 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 8:36:50am  
 
<P>Wow. Where do I even start with Pamela Geller's statement about the EDL?</P> 
<P>I've never seen such a load of utter crap in my life. And she has the 
unmitigated gall to say "the EDL has done a Charles Johnson." 
Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139912 38822 19 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 9:20:05am  
 
<P>Just noticed this email in my LGF Inbox, titled "Congratulations on being a 
fucking liar, Charles."</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You claim Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer are "oddly silent" about the 
EDL?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/06/edl-
shake-up.html" target=_blank>atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Pamela Geller:</P> 
<P>"Now that the person whom I most trusted in the EDL, Roberta Moore, 
hasresigned, as she was increasingly uncomfortable with the neo-fasciststhat had 
infiltrated the administration of the group, I too amwithdrawing my support from 
the EDL. I hope that genuine anti-jihadistsin Britain will also leave the EDL 
and work with Roberta on starting anew group that will resist definitively and 
firmly all attempts todivert it from its mission of fighting against jihad and 
for humanrights."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.jihadwatch.org/2011/06/change-for-the-worse-at-
the-edl.html" target=_blank>www.jihadwatch.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Robert Spencer:</P> 
<P>"Pamela Geller has a statement on the English Defence League with whichI 
agree wholeheartedly:"</P> 



<P>Well? Are you going to publish an update to your dishonest lying crapstory? 
Or are you incapable of even the slightest bit of honesty?</P> 
<P>We're waiting and watching, Little Green Fucktard.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope this post qualifies as an "update."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139915 38822 21 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 9:21:27am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9139911" target=_blank>#18</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The shared hate of Muslims is too powerful. Pam thinks Philip Dewinter is a 
swell guy even though there are pictures of him giving the Nazi salute, But he 
hates Muslims so Pam thinks he deserves support.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Geller and Spencer idolize the EDL because they're taking action -- they go 
into the streets, provoke riots, and terrorize minorities. This is what they'd 
like to see happen here in America.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139960 38822 52 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 9:50:09am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9139942" target=_blank>#36</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sheesh, Charles, are you &amp; LGF insignificant or not??</P> 
<P>Make up your mind already. ///</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, they're going take screenshots of this post and any comments I 
make, and analyze them obsessively to find the sinister lies therein, in order 
to prove how irrelevant and small but nonetheless evil I am.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09139977 38822 63 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 10:02:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/9139964" target=_blank>#54</A> darthstar</EM></P> 
<P>I do have a picture of my junk that I'd like to share with everyone. Excuse 
me while I whip this out:</P> 
<P><A title=myjunk.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/myjunk.jpg" 
rel=fancy338414f4 target=_blank>Image: myjunk.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140053 38822 85 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 10:51:46am  
 
<P>Geller comments on her site, making it clear that the whole time she's been 
smearing and vilifying me for pointing out the nature of the EDL, she 
<EM>knew</EM> there were neo-Nazis and extremists in the organization:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller said...</P> 
<P>This is much bigger than Roberta Moore. It has been going on for some time. I 
have been warily watching. The EDL needs a purge. I am not going to discuss 
details so that the enemy has even more ammo.</P> 
<P>Reply Thursday, June 30, 2011 at 10:39 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140008 38823 4 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 10:22:18am  
 
<P>Testing something...</P> 



<P><A title=myjunk.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/myjunk.jpg" 
rel=fancy162963a8 target=_blank>Image: myjunk.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140055 38823 26 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 10:52:06am  
 
<P>Pamela Geller comments on her site, making it clear that the whole time she's 
been smearing and vilifying me for pointing out the nature of the EDL, she 
<EM>knew</EM> there were neo-Nazis and extremists in the organization:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pamela Geller said...</P> 
<P>This is much bigger than Roberta Moore. It has been going on for some time. I 
have been warily watching. The EDL needs a purge. I am not going to discuss 
details so that the enemy has even more ammo.</P> 
<P>Reply Thursday, June 30, 2011 at 10:39 AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140072 38823 32 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 11:05:28am  
 
<P>Dead thread sock puppet weirdness in the David Barton thread. I always love 
it when one person pretends to be two.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140092 38823 39 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 11:22:09am  
 
<P>We have a pretty hilarious troll in the climate change thread too. One of 
those "I'm a scientist" trolls with a good line of science-y sounding bullshit. 
He's now challenging me to find flaws in his scientific paper.</P> 
<P>We used to get a lot of these types, now they don't come around too much any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140158 38824 2 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 12:14:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9140157" target=_blank>#1</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>, many of them small website owners, because of the new sales tax law 
just signed by Governor Brown</EM></P> 
<P>I read about this earlier today and was going to ask you if/how it affects 
you</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it does. I got an email yesterday saying I had until September 30th, 
then another email this morning saying, nope, it's over right 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140165 38824 5 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 12:18:01pm  
 
<P>Pretty brutal termination after years of helping them sell merchandise, if 
you ask me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140198 38824 18 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 12:42:15pm  
 
<P>Amazon has a legitimate gripe with CA on this. That new law is VERY 
counterproductive. But at the same time, it's not fair for Amazon to use their 
Associates as pawns in the fight - I don't depend on the Associates program for 



my main income, but I'm sure that there are many who do, and this is a serious 
blow to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140216 38824 23 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 12:51:36pm  
 
<P>I suspect Amazon might have a hope that by cutting off this many people 
they'll cause a popular revolt against the new law and get it repealed, or 
struck down in court.</P> 
<P>One thing Amazon is definitely burning -- a lot of built-up good will among 
their customers and Associates in California.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140256 38824 48 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 1:05:29pm  
 
<P>Whether or not you think this is a justified action for Amazon to take, from 
a public relations standpoint it's going to be really bad for them. It's never a 
good idea for a company to just burn its best promoters/customers like 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140274 38824 64 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 1:10:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/9140265" target=_blank>#56</A> 
ElCapitanAmerica</EM></P> 
<P>You're missing the point. Amazon is going to have to start charging sales tax 
to CA residents, whether they cancel the associate program or not. They're 
canceling the program because it wipes out the margin that used to be paid to 
associates - or that's the excuse anyway.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140342 38824 112 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 1:40:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/9140306" target=_blank>#87</A> danarchy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Are you sure this is the case? I thought the point of terminating the 
associate program was so that they would get rid of their "physical presence" in 
the state and therefore not have to comply with the tax collections. To my 
knowledge Amazon has pretty much said they will not collect the 
taxes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're absolutely right - I stated that wrongly. They're doing it to avoid 
paying sales tax on the Associate referrals, according to the latest article I 
just found.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140347 38824 115 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 1:46:20pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/9140343" target=_blank>#113</A> Simply 
Sarah</EM></P> 
<P>The real problem is that the CA law is an end run around the Supreme Court's 
"Quill v. N. Dakota" case. It could be struck down for that reason, but it will 
have to go through months of challenges - too late to save many small web 
businesses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140367 38825 7 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 2:13:54pm  
 



<P>Glenn Beck is reciting the omnibus of his conspiracy theories, many of them 
from the John Birch Society and Alex Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140368 38825 8 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 2:15:15pm  
 
<P>There's the Kermit voice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140378 38825 14 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 2:24:15pm  
 
<P>The end of the first segment was dedicated to bragging about how much better 
he was than Jon Stewart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140390 38825 24 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 2:29:39pm  
 
<P>"This show has become a movement, and that's why it doesn't belong on 
television any more." - Glenn Beck</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140392 38825 26 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 2:29:57pm  
 
<P>"I'm going to Israel in search of courage. It's a ticking time bomb and they 
know it." - Glenn Beck</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09140447 38825 71 Charles Thu, Jun 30, 2011 3:21:04pm  
 
<P>I think I'm settling on having a row of sharing buttons at the bottom of each 
post, with Google Plus One, Facebook Like, and an AddThis button with a popup 
menu of other sharing services. I moved the AddThis button from upper right to 
the bottom with the other sharing buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141335 38827 9 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 10:28:06am  
 
<P>Wow - the "anti-jihad" meltdown is reaching nuclear proportions. Pamela 
Geller just posted a vicious attack against "Baron Bodissey" and Gates of 
Vienna.</P> 
<P>Good. I hope they eat each other alive.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141356 38827 25 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 10:44:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9141344" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been watching that this morning. From the comments at Pam's site I think 
they also quietly parted ways with Vlaams Belang and Geert Wilders at some 
point. It's not like they weren't warned about this a long time 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What assholes. Of course, they'll never admit that I was right all along, as 
they were smearing and mocking and lying, doing everything in their power to 
damage my reputation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09141361 38827 30 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 10:47:14am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9141344" target=_blank>#16</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>This anti-jihad armageddon has to be related to money somehow. I suspect one 
of their big backers is getting scared of the Nazi connections, and threatening 
to cut the purse strings. Geller and Spencer would have no problem 
otherwise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141386 38827 51 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 11:12:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9141376" target=_blank>#44</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Considering all the damage she has done and (I have no doubt) will continue 
to do, I can't find her a sympathetic figure in the least. I feel sorry for 
anyone whose life she touched, including her daughters.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her claim to be shocked -- shocked! -- at the Nazis and extremists is pure 
bullshit. The history and nature of the EDL is no secret, and Pamela knew all 
along exactly who she was palling around with.</P> 
<P>The EDL has tried to keep the thuggishness under wraps, but lately the thugs 
are getting restless and letting their racism and antisemitism spill out in 
public, more than usual. And Geller couldn't ignore the antisemitism any longer, 
when an EDL leader actually starts quoting from the Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141391 38827 56 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 11:14:25am  
 
<P>Meanwhile, in addition to the usual Muslim-bashing, Geller is continuing her 
now-open denial of the Serbian genocide against Muslims.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141933 38829 104 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 4:45:45pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/9141930" target=_blank>#101</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Imagine, if you will, my cosmic amusement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09141990 38830 17 Charles Fri, Jul 1, 2011 6:24:18pm  
 
<P>In the previous month, according to Google Analytics, LGF's overall traffic 
increased by 27.32%, with more than a million pageviews, and more than half a 
million visits.</P> 
<P>(Just felt like bragging a little.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09142570 38831 30 Charles Sat, Jul 2, 2011 2:29:53pm  
 
<P>Just finished watching the rebroadcast of the Tour de France opening. 
Contador had some trouble today!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09142576 38831 35 Charles Sat, Jul 2, 2011 2:49:25pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9142572" target=_blank>#32</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't find my enthusiasm for it this year. I think it rolled under the 
bench somewhere...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know what you mean. I think all the doping scandals have taken a lot of the 
fun out of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09142577 38831 36 Charles Sat, Jul 2, 2011 2:50:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9142531" target=_blank>#3</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <STRONG>Open</STRONG> Road</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's a great performance - better than the album version.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09142585 38831 43 Charles Sat, Jul 2, 2011 3:16:53pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/9142582" target=_blank>#41</A> wlewisiii</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For you bike people out there - the forkless bike.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.arielpayopay.com/wordpress/?p=1491" 
target=_blank>www.arielpayopay.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How about this - the Nulla Bike. No spokes, no hubs, no chains.</P> 
<P><A title=nullabike.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/nullabike.jpg" 
rel=fancy197ac904 target=_blank>Image: nullabike.jpg</A></P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://bradfordwaughdesign.com/index.php?/project/nulla-
bike/" target=_blank>bradfordwaughdesign.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143527 38834 5 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 11:16:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9143525" target=_blank>#3</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<P>When you're arrested for DWI, you also get tested for drugs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143559 38834 37 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 11:37:47am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9143534" target=_blank>#12</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9143527" target=_blank>#5</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>Not exactly. He refused a breathalyzer and failed a field sobriety test. 
Under Ohio law, the police/DA could ask for (and did) a blood test to determine 
BA levels.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, OK. Didn't know that about Ohio.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143584 38834 60 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:08:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9143579" target=_blank>#55</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>From that blog</P> 



<P><A href="http://www.plunderbund.com/2011/07/02/dash-cam-video-of-mecklenborg-
arrest/" target=_blank>Dash cam video of Mecklenborg arrest</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143609 38834 83 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:20:53pm  
 
<P>Here's the video embedded:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/6beRRv2CAvo&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143611 38834 85 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:21:27pm  
 
<P>He totally fails every part of the field sobriety test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143623 38834 96 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:33:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/91/9143617" target=_blank>#91</A> Jeff In 
Ohio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The real kicker is this happened on April 23. Over two months ago. And for 
some reason it's just coming out now.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Probably because it didn't happen in his own state. I don't think he could 
have done anything to keep it quiet if it had happened in 
Cincinnati.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143647 38834 118 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:55:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/9143632" target=_blank>#105</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How does a 26-yo become a girl, Charles?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, uh, I did write "woman" in the story, but it's a fair point. So I 
revised the headline.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143648 38834 119 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 12:56:34pm  
 
<P>I think I'm being zinged by the Magical Balance Fairy, Political Correctness 
Division.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143667 38834 136 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:09:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/9143659" target=_blank>#128</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I want to? Charles has arranged things so that only posts by his 
claque will get read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have? When did I perpetrate this nefarious scheme?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09143695 38834 162 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:19:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/128/9143659" target=_blank>#128</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why would I want to? Charles has arranged things so that only posts by his 
claque will get read.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You do realize there's an entire index for LGF Pages, right? And you can 
easily see that you've had several Pages in the Featured list in the past few 
months.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages/?page=1&amp;cat=-
1&amp;sort=date&amp;dir=down&amp;perpage=10&amp;show=1&amp;xor=OR&amp;name=mikey
sdca&amp;dates=2011-04-03%20-%202011-07-03" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>If this is about your question on the "Clicks" counter -- I'm sorry, but it's 
just a fact that "Clicks" was not measuring anything meaningful. It was code 
that was rendered outdated by the changes in LGF Pages, and if you were counting 
on it to show you how popular your Pages were, it wasn't giving you that 
information in any real way.</P> 
<P>Those counters were supposed to show the number of OUTGOING clicks, on links 
to external sites. In the original "spinoff links" design, there was only one 
link in the post -- the link to the external site. So at that point, the 
counters worked, to show you how many people had clicked on your link.</P> 
<P>Now, the titles of your Pages are links to the individual page here at LGF -- 
NOT to the external link. For a while, I tried to change the "Clicks" counter to 
show the number of clicks on any links within the Page that went to external 
sites, but that's a meaningless statistic; someone could post a Page with no 
links at all, and it would show zero clicks, but that would have nothing to do 
with its real popularity.</P> 
<P>I hope this explanation helps you see why this change was made. It wasn't to 
get you, or to make sure anyone's Pages get priority.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143703 38834 170 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:23:30pm  
 
<P>P.S. The "Views" counter is a much better measure of an LGF Page's 
popularity, because it shows how many times that Page has been loaded in 
someone's browser.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143732 38834 198 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:34:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/9143708" target=_blank>#175</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What "View" counter? Certainly no "Most Viewed".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The main index for LGF Pages has always had an option to sort by Views.</P> 
<P>If you mean the "Top-Rated Pages" area, I just finished adding that feature 
to the drop-down menu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143741 38834 206 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:37:46pm  
 
<P>If you watch that whole video, it's obvious that Mecklenborg was so fucked up 
he definitely should not have been driving. Apart from the obvious hypocrisy of 
a family values Republican doing something like this, anyone who gets behind the 



wheel and drives when they're that messed up is a cosmic 
asshole.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143767 38834 231 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 1:56:42pm  
 
<P>Hey folks - remember to click those Google Plus One and Facebook Like buttons 
if you have a Gmail account or a Facebook account. They work very unobtrusively 
- if you're already logged in at Google or Facebook, it's a one-click 
operation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09143826 38834 287 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 3:00:36pm  
 
<P>The individual LGF Pages now have their own Google +1 and Facebook Like 
buttons too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144270 38834 618 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 8:37:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/553/9144180" target=_blank>#553</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not suggesting anything so recondite. Some may have drifted with the tide 
in the manner of <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anastas_Mikoyan" 
target=_blank>Anastas Mikoyan</A>. Random thought: How about Kilgore 
Trout?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude, if you want to stop posting comments at LGF, just do it. The drama is 
getting stupid.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144278 38834 623 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 8:46:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/622/9144276" target=_blank>#622</A> 
MikeySDCA</EM></P> 
<P>I went out of my way to explain things to you, but if you want to choose to 
be an asshole, so be it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144300 38834 633 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 9:07:55pm  
 
<P>How tedious. Of course, he follows up with an email, as usual:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You wanted me to flounce, but were afraid I'd tell to many home truths 
instead. Enjoy your little kingdom.</P> 
<P>MikeySDCA</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, look out for those "home truths."</P> 
<P>I invite anyone to look at what I posted in this thread and decide for 
yourself whether I treated this person fairly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144022 38835 7 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 5:39:44pm  
 
<P>George Papoon for President. He's not insane.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144029 38835 10 Charles Sun, Jul 3, 2011 5:46:09pm  



 
<P>Not insane. Is that too much to ask?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145006 38835 402 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:55:50pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/401/9144851" target=_blank>#401</A> Leggs</EM></P> 
<P>I humbly beg your forgiveness. Never again will I transgress in such a 
flagrant manner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144747 38836 74 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 10:22:45am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9144730" target=_blank>#58</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BBC says it started 07:00 BST (2am EST)Guardian says they started 10am BST 
(5am EST)</P> 
<P>I don't know why this is so hard to figure out, but I didn't see them so I 
can't confirm the time.</P> 
<P>It seems they were deleted at 12:30pm EST.</P> 
<P>So if Guardian is right... then they were up for 2.5 hours...</P> 
<P>Again, I don't know. I would like to see a confirmed 
timeline.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not correct. I saw them online this morning at about 8:45 
PDT.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144761 38836 86 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 10:34:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/9144758" target=_blank>#84</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fine, your JPG says five hours ago. What time did you take the 
screenshot?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I didn't take the screenshot -- it's from the Times. I saw the tweets on my 
iPhone at about 8:45, made some coffee and went to the computer, and they were 
gone before I could get a screenshot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144794 38836 115 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 11:23:46am  
 
<P>Apparently the hackers who did this call themselves "Script Kiddies."</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://thinksb.com/2011/07/think-talks-with-the-group-that-
hacked-a-fox-news-twitter-account/" target=_blank>thinksb.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>The @scriptkiddi3s Twitter account is suspended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144799 38836 120 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 11:25:16am  
 
<P>They posted comments before the fake assassination tweets, and changed the 
Fox News background image:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/07/04/fox-news-twitter-
hacked_n_889590.html" 
target=_blank>www.huffingtonpost.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144802 38836 123 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 11:35:55am  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/9144800" target=_blank>#121</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF is the <EM>antisec</EM> movement? The Matrix fantasy equivalent of 
survivalist culture?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it stands for "anti-secrecy."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144833 38836 153 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 11:51:39am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/134/9144813" target=_blank>#134</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure its actually "anti-security."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, since it's another one of those amorphous, totally unorganized 
spontaneous non-groups, I guess it could mean whatever anyone wants it to 
mean.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144889 38837 11 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:15:58pm  
 
<P>I have some fresh Alaskan King Salmon, and this is the first time I've tried 
to barbecue salmon. Is it better to wrap it in foil, or cook it right on the 
grill?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144918 38837 36 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:23:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/30/9144912" target=_blank>#30</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you have steaks you can do them right on the grill. If it's filets or 
whole I usually do it on a cedar plank.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cedar plank! That's what I need. But don't have.</P> 
<P>I'm hearing a lot of support for the foil, or cookie pan method, but I'm 
still tempted to live dangerously and put them right on the grill because I'll 
bet they taste a lot better that way. These are pretty thick filets, really 
fresh. I'm gonna go for it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144936 38837 54 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:28:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9144930" target=_blank>#48</A> windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm presuming you have a copper river, or other wild-caught fish?</P> 
<P>Those have a TON of oil/fat in them and I just feel like you'll lose more of 
that if you cook it directly on the grill.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'll try one piece first and see how it turns out. Should be ready to go in 
about an hour.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144940 38837 58 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:28:42pm  
 
<P>In the meantime, the filets are marinating in a light teriyaki-style 
sauce.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09144961 38837 75 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:43:21pm  
 
<P>What about covering the grill and getting it a little smokey flavored? Is 
that totally insane?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144973 38837 86 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:46:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/76/9144963" target=_blank>#76</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahem.There are some salmon recipes/directions in Volume 2 of the LGF 
Cookbook.Just sayin'.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Don't you mean: <A href="http://www.lulu.com/product/paperback/reality-bites-
--lgf-volume-2/10792796" target=_blank>Volume 2 of the LGF 
Cookbook</A>?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09144981 38837 94 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 12:48:30pm  
 
<P>By the way, I had some more email communications with MikeySDCA, and I've 
unblocked his account.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145085 38837 184 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 1:54:40pm  
 
<P>Just had someone try to register with a proxy IP and a throw-away email 
service. Thanks but no thanks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145088 38837 187 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 1:56:26pm  
 
<P>The first piece of fish turned out amazing. We're putting the rest of the 
filets on the grill now after we let it cool off and oil it.</P> 
<P>Someone on Twitter suggested using a cold grill - one that wasn't over the 
heat. I think that made the grilling effect extra nice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145092 38837 190 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 1:59:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/9145090" target=_blank>#189</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How can you tell the difference between a proxy IP and a regular 
one?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can't always, but often there are ways.</P> 
<P>And yes, I do block accounts registered with Tor IPs (when I discover them), 
for the simple reason that most of the people using those kinds of accounts are 
trolls of one kind or another.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145107 38837 203 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 2:14:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/201/9145105" target=_blank>#201</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>Don't worry - I'm pretty sure there are one or two trolls 
incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09145118 38837 212 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 2:22:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/210/9145116" target=_blank>#210</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>I believe Ludwig posted a comment just a day or two ago...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145208 38837 285 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:23:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/9145206" target=_blank>#283</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF does "Eject before disconnecting" mean?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The computer sees the iPod as a disk, so you're supposed to eject it before 
unplugging the USB cable to make sure everything's cool.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145211 38837 288 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:24:29pm  
 
<P>There are some alternatives to iTunes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/6-ways-sync-ipod-computer-
itunes/" target=_blank>www.makeuseof.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145215 38837 291 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:25:45pm  
 
<P>I've checked out "Songbird" -- works pretty well. Both Mac and PC versions 
available.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145220 38837 296 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:33:36pm  
 
<P>Vote for George Papoon! He's ... not insane!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145221 38837 297 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:34:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/9145204" target=_blank>#281</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it possible to use an Ipod without using Itunes? If I plug this thing into 
my computer will I be stuck with Apple software that will constantly reinstall 
itself?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why don't you like iTunes? It's a pretty cool program for managing media and 
music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145226 38837 302 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:40:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/9145224" target=_blank>#300</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've had it installed in the past an it keeps trying to reinstall itself. I 
forgot why I deleted it but I found it annoying for some reason.It probably kept 
asking me if I was interested in special offers or something. I'm not going to 



use it for music. I just want to download mp3's of crow distress calls to blast 
through an outdoor speaker to see if I can get rid of these damn 
crows.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should show them HD movies of predator birds, like falcons and 
hawks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09145235 38837 310 Charles Mon, Jul 4, 2011 4:51:11pm  
 
<P>Join the Papoon Bandwagon!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.firesigntheatre.com/papoon/index.html" 
target=_blank>www.firesigntheatre.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09146137 38839 179 Charles Tue, Jul 5, 2011 12:13:40pm  
 
<P>Over the July 4th weekend we had an amazing number of hits from web bots 
originating in China and Russia. The spammers were really out in 
force.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09146143 38839 184 Charles Tue, Jul 5, 2011 12:14:51pm  
 
<P>We've also picked up a few bots that keep checking for open registration, 
also originating in China, Russia, Romania, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09146620 38841 4 Charles Tue, Jul 5, 2011 6:15:48pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9146619" target=_blank>#3</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The resemblance is striking, eh? I wonder what the angels on the four corners 
are betting on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Those angels must be gigantic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09146721 38842 28 Charles Tue, Jul 5, 2011 7:25:43pm  
 
<P>Anyone know what this image is supposed to signify to the wingnut brain?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/Barry_O44/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Obama smoking a dozen cigarettes at once, wearing a hat made out of hundreds 
of cigarettes. It's surreal hatred.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147364 38842 631 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 8:59:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/591/9147314" target=_blank>#591</A> Milty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I realize Charles is no longer in the same place politically as he was in the 
aftermath of 9/11...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And where do you think I was "politically" after 9/11? The problem is that a 
lot of you far right social conservatives just assumed I was on board for the 
whole agenda -- anti-abortion, anti-science, anti-women's rights, 
xenophobic.</P> 



<P>You were wrong. Just because I favored a strong response to the 9/11 attacks 
doesn't mean I agreed with your entire repressive agenda. You know what they say 
about assuming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147384 38842 649 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 9:10:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/605/9147332" target=_blank>#605</A> Milty</EM></P> 
<P>That video is a racist piece of garbage. What the hell is wrong with 
you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147387 38842 652 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 9:11:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/642/9147377" target=_blank>#642</A> 
kirkspencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I had to go digging. This is a lie.</P> 
<P>The report it references is at [Link: <A 
href="http://www.politi.no/vedlegg/lokale_vedlegg/oslo/Vedlegg_1309.pdf" 
target=_blank>www.politi.no...</A>] .</P> 
<P>Page 52 is the start of the section on nationality and citizenship of the 
offender. See for a specific page 54. Even if you can't read Norwegian or use 
Google Translate the chart's pretty easy to figure out. In 2010, 38.2% of 
offenders were Norse, 13.7 European, and 2.3% American. So much for all of them 
being non-Western.</P> 
<P>Again, the video reporters are lying. It's that simple.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the kind of crap the "counter jihad" bloggers pass around. It's pure 
dishonest bigotry and racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147398 38842 662 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 9:20:27am  
 
<P>Is this Right Wing Nutjob day at LGF?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147412 38842 676 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 9:28:20am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/673/9147409" target=_blank>#673</A> Gepetto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>good point. have you any indication that the President has changed his 
position now that he's been President for acouple of years, and if so, 
how?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, to recap, you're going to insist that one statement by Barack Obama 
discussing the consequences of an unplanned pregnancy means that he views all 
babies as "punishment?"</P> 
<P>Why don't you put down the talking points for a minute and actually think 
about what you're saying?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147455 38842 706 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 10:03:13am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/703/9147451" target=_blank>#703</A> Gepetto</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>President Obamas quote was obviously ill-concieved in any 
context.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>No, it wasn't. It was blown way out of proportion, and everything else he 
said in the interview was ignored, by right wing fundamentalists seeking to 
smear him.</P> 
<P>He didn't say anything wrong or outrageous, and the full context makes it 
exceedingly clear how deceptive and dishonest this line of attack really 
is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147456 38842 707 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 10:03:44am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/693/9147437" target=_blank>#693</A> Milty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But seriously Charles, you think there is no sexual assault campaign being 
waged against Europeans? These stories are all bogus?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147601 38842 784 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 11:39:46am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/783/9147591" target=_blank>#783</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And there's a mighty unfortunate link in there.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep ... I'll just point out that I simply linked to an article at Aftenposten 
about a Norwegian police study -- I wasn't promoting some grand conspiracy 
theory. The claims I quoted in the article and the headline are directly from 
Aftenposten.</P> 
<P>There were links to several such studies at LGF (along with links to 
thousands of other studies and articles on many subjects) -- but I soon realized 
that the way these studies were being promoted by people like Mark Steyn and 
Robert Spencer was nothing I wanted to be associated with. They were using 
deceptive statistics to paint the picture that Milty is now echoing 
here.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147632 38842 787 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 12:11:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/786/9147630" target=_blank>#786</A> Milty</EM></P> 
<P>Not at all. I don't mind looking at that stuff one bit. Yes, I was misled by 
some of the people I thought were experts on the subject, and for a while echoed 
some of their charges and accusations. But there was a point at which I realized 
that the emperor had no clothes, and the bullshit they were promoting wasn't 
coming from a place of intellectual honesty, but from sheer bigotry and often-
hidden religious agendas.</P> 
<P>I regret spending any time at all promoting the work of Spencer, Bat Ye'or, 
Andrew Bostom, etc., but I learned quite a bit from that 
experience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147737 38842 841 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 1:30:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/833/9147725" target=_blank>#833</A> Milty</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don;t understand. I am an Israeli. Who gets to talk about Israelis if I 
don't?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm curious: have you served in the IDF yourself?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09147613 38844 3 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 11:55:49am  
 
<P>I just figured out how to stop the autoplaying on White House videos. Have to 
add a Flashvar they don't include in their embed code -- 
autostart:false.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147674 38844 35 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 12:41:42pm  
 
<P>USGS says it's a 7.8:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/usc0004pbm.php" 
target=_blank>earthquake.usgs.gov...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09147676 38844 37 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 12:42:25pm  
 
<P>736 miles from New Zealand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09148058 38845 164 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 5:39:09pm  
 
<P>I just moved Bobibutu's Page to the Featured list, and posted this 
comment:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to feature this Page, but I have to say that I'm very skeptical 
about these allegations.</P> 
<P>Bottom line: there have been too many fake controversies from the right. My 
default position whenever an outrageous outrage arises at Fox News or in the 
right wing blogosphere is to disbelieve it.</P> 
<P>Nobody should trust these sources.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09148071 38845 170 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 5:43:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9148049" target=_blank>#160</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's <A href="http://www.azcentral.com/photo/19440#phototop" 
target=_blank>a big slideshow of images</A> from Phoenix's giant dust 
storm.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I blame Al Gore.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09148123 38846 13 Charles Wed, Jul 6, 2011 6:07:45pm  
 
<P>Wow. The latest version of Firefox has some pretty serious bugs. What's going 
on with that project? It seems to be going off the rails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09148988 38847 10 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2011 9:57:49am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9148985" target=_blank>#8</A> kingkenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So with the entire editorial staff fired, there can be no internal 
investigation and accountability. How sleazy...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>That's right - and the sleazebags who authorized and benefited from the 
hacking will simply go to work for another Murdoch paper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09149150 38848 37 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2011 11:58:35am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9149099" target=_blank>#13</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Americans are still fat, Fox declares victory!<A 
href="http://nation.foxnews.com/michelle-obama/2011/07/07/michelle-obama-anti-
obesity-campaign-failing" target=_blank>Michelle Obama Anti-Obesity Campaign 
Failing</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And of course, the commenters spew racism like Klan members.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>mpisi</STRONG> 33 minutes ago</P> 
<P>Monkey see, monkey do!Maybe Moochie should substitute carrot sticks for her 
deep fried lobster and hushpuppies??</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P><STRONG>1usamale</STRONG> 47 minutes ago in reply to Renne Martin</P> 
<P>You can take the bunny out of the jungle but you can't take the jungle out of 
the bunny!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09149627 38849 203 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2011 5:43:07pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/188/9149610" target=_blank>#188</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>She doesn't have a boat yet, but she has a name for it:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's funny in a very pathetic, dysfunctional way how Geller and her Bigot 
Brigade are using the title of Obama's book as the basis for the name of their 
idiotic anti-jihad cruise vacation. They hate him so much that they emulate 
him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09149730 38850 69 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2011 6:53:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9149719" target=_blank>#58</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The wingnuts at Hot Air have been outraged all day demanding front page 
coverage of the latest bogus angle on the ATF/Stimulus scandal. Allahpundit 
delivers...<STRONG>Too bad to check: Project Gunrunner was funded by … the 
stimulus</STRONG></P> 
<P>Sample comment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Desperately hoping that this bogus scandal will finally bring down the black 
President.</P> 
<P>The same way they hoped every other bogus scandal would bring down the black 
President.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09150041 38851 59 Charles Thu, Jul 7, 2011 8:53:12pm  
 
<P>I don't know why they're "rejecting Sharia Islam".</P> 
<P>As far as I can tell, there's no difference between "sharia Islam" and the 
"Family Leader" agenda.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09150829 38852 35 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 11:38:00am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9150819" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/eric-holder/2011/07/08/washington-times-
holder-accused-cover-atf-probe-expanding" target=_blank>Washington Times: Holder 
Accused of Cover-up, ATF Probe Expanding</A>First comment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow. There are dozens of death threats in that comment 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09150855 38853 5 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 12:01:27pm  
 
<P>Notice how they put spaces in their racial epithets, to avoid the automatic 
word filters.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09150909 38853 42 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 12:50:39pm  
 
<P>More from this ranting freak:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>joseywhales</STRONG> 6 minutes ago</P> 
<P>Hey holder: When you go to prison, I'm going to offer to pay twenty five 
thousand dollars to the first inmate who shanks you.</P> 
<P>2 people liked this. Flag<STRONG>joseywhales</STRONG> 1 minute ago in reply 
to joseywhales</P> 
<P>For that matter. I'll pay twenty five thousand dollars right now to anyone 
who takes you out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09150992 38854 4 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 2:28:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9150991" target=_blank>#3</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? I don't think you would normally accept that sort of source.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, however even if true, it only makes Rep. Darrell Issa guilty 
of "felony stupid" as well. The DOJ should release the documents requested, and 
include any documentation they have about briefings to 
congress.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But then again, Buck, you've enthusiastically promoted absolutely EVERY right 
wing fake outrage for the past 3 years. So I wouldn't expect you to do anything 
else with this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09151001 38854 10 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 2:32:21pm  
 
<P>By the way, Buck, if you had bothered to read the article before trying to 
cast doubt on its veracity, you would have discovered that Issa's office 
confirmed to the Washington Post that they had received this 
briefing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09151006 38854 14 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 2:35:39pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9151005" target=_blank>#13</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that, but acknowledging an ATF briefing on “weapons smuggling by 
criminal cartels” is not the same thing. However I said very clearly it would 
make Rep. Darrell Issa guilty of "felony stupid" as well.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh really? You saw that, but still tried to pretend there was doubt about 
it?</P> 
<P>Typical.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09151015 38854 21 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 2:42:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9151010" target=_blank>#17</A> ralphieboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Arizona police used to regularly arrange shipments of drugs into the USA to 
trace the routes to get to the heads of the organizations on our side of the 
border.</P> 
<P>SOP</P> 
<P>Outrageous outrage. Kneejerk reaction to anything to do with dark skinned 
folks</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely right. This operation may have been botched, but the concept is 
nothing new, and it's used every day by law enforcement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09151037 38854 37 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 2:58:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/33/9151032" target=_blank>#33</A> Summer</EM></P> 
<P>What's different about this story is that the right wing sees an opportunity 
to attack the Obama administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09151328 38855 102 Charles Fri, Jul 8, 2011 6:32:39pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/9151310" target=_blank>#85</A> 
austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't care who does it:</P> 
<P>Gays who infiltrate "sexuality modification" orgs or twits who bring 'hos 
into an ACORN office. Fishing for controversy is just wrong.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P> 
<P>In the former case, you have people who are trying to expose a crazy pseudo-
scientific fraud.</P> 
<P>In the latter case, you have right wingers trying to smear an organization 
that hasn't done anything wrong.</P> 
<P>One of these things is not like the other.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152400 38857 6 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 11:45:53am  
 
<P>I've replaced all the bulbs in my house with "warm" CFLs, and the light is 
indistinguishable from incandescent bulbs.</P> 
<P>They last for years, and are MUCH cheaper to operate. I really don't 
understand why so many people hate them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152468 38857 69 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 12:26:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/9152467" target=_blank>#68</A> 
Spocomptonite</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the time this gets anywhere, if at all, CFL's will probably be obsoleted 
by LED lightbulbs, which offer as much energy savings over CFL's and CFL's do 
over incandescent bulbs.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then the GOP will be against LED bulbs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152617 38858 30 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 2:41:51pm  
 
<P>Can't help but suspect that one reason why the GOP is anxious to kill this 
project is because this telescope may discover things about the origin of the 
universe -- things that will seriously undermine the fundamentalist mindset.</P> 
<P>When you believe in the literal truth of the Bible, you're going to be 
hostile to projects like this because they have the very real potential to wreck 
your world view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152629 38858 39 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 2:50:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9152625" target=_blank>#35</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frank_Wolf" target=_blank>Frank R. 
Wolf</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wolf believes abortion should be illegal and he opposes subsidized birth 
control for federal employees. Congressman Wolf has also voted to deny funding 
to Planned Parenthood. He also opposes funding for international family planning 
in developing countries. Frank Wolf is against the Employment Non-Discrimination 
Act for fear it would destroy religious freedom. He believes marriage is between 
one man and one woman.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152635 38858 45 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 2:53:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9152632" target=_blank>#42</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>I looked up three more of those Republicans, and they're ALL social 
conservatives. Which means they're almost certainly all 
creationists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152649 38858 59 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 3:00:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9152614" target=_blank>#27</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, it's true that some scientists are protesting at the cost overruns of 
the Webb Telescope.</P> 
<P>But if it's built and starts sending back images as planned, they'll forget 
all about the protests.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152714 38858 100 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 3:49:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/99/9152700" target=_blank>#99</A> Coracle</EM></P> 
<P>And as I wrote above, as soon as the Telescope is in space and sending back 
images, all the people upset about the cost overruns will forget they ever had a 
problem with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09153815 38858 115 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 11:19:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9153378" target=_blank>#114</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>Not surprised to see you defending killing this project. You invariably shill 
for every single far right agenda item of the Republican Party. 
Invariably.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152727 38859 26 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 3:57:14pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9152723" target=_blank>#24</A> The Yankee</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought what this commenter said was sort of funny.</P> 
<P>Makes me wonder what he really wanted to say if not for all the 
censoring.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He does have a point - the Fox commenting system is a rancid pile of crap. 
Really, really awful coding.</P> 
<P>And they censor it heavily because they know their audience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152775 38859 68 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 4:53:22pm  
 
<P>Wow. Every once in a while I discover a right wing loon on Twitter who is 
almost unbelievably obsessed. Here's today's loon - every few minutes this 
person spews another bizarre, hateful comment about President Obama. I'm not 
exaggerating.</P> 
<P>And he/she has almost 34,000 followers.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/OBAMA_GAMES/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152799 38859 86 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 5:18:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/9152792" target=_blank>#80</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I always picture people like that kinda chanting incoherently as they rock 
back &amp; forth in their chair, then occasionally jerking their head up, 
cursing, and wildly flailing at the keyboard as they bang out their newly formed 
ODS insult. Then they slowly slump back into semi-catatonia.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one is really a freak. 34000 followers for this!</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey ! ,what happen to those jobs Obama said was coming ? He must have gave 
them to the Chinese . Thanks for nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's another one - I posted about this person before, but she has more than 
45000 followers. Today she's been tweeting over and over about how RIGHT Joe 
McCarthy was:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://twitter.com/#%21/andilinks/" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152836 38859 117 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 5:38:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/107/9152826" target=_blank>#107</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Charles (or anyone) what is "MT"?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>'MT' is a variant of 'RT' -- it stands for "modified tweet." People use it 
when they edit someone's tweet, even if it's just for brevity, to make it clear 
that it's been modified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152857 38859 136 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 5:45:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/9152849" target=_blank>#130</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Johnson <A href="http://www.garyjohnson2012.com/gary-johnson-calls-
family-leader-pledge-offensive-and-unrepublican" target=_blank>says he shouldn't 
have voted for Chuck Baldwin</A> and the Constitution Party in '08:</P> 
<P>Or at least that's what he should have said about '08. Instead he's 
pretending it didn't happen, and contradicting himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gary Johnson is trying to position himself as a sane Republican - but he's an 
extreme libertarian crank, who has some positions that sound sane until you 
examine what he really stands for.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152862 38860 6 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 5:47:53pm  
 
<P>The teabaggers are going to freak out. Put on the popcorn.</P> 
<P>If he really is backing down, this is a huge win for Obama.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09152877 38860 12 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 5:57:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9152869" target=_blank>#9</A> engineer dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>as i read it, the threat of tax increases is gonna make the gop back down on 
its insistence on big cuts and plead for smaller cuts without tax increases</P> 
<P>they still want spending cuts only</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right - Boehner seems to think he can avoid having taxes raised for his rich 
backers by reducing the level of craziness in his demands. But even if they 
reduce their demands by half, they're still crazy.</P> 
<P>Obama should hold firm and insist on the tax increases.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09153009 38861 62 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 7:02:35pm  
 
<P>Michele Bachmann's people realized that this was a huge mistake, when the 
media started pointing out the insane slavery language. So all of a sudden, Fox 
News runs an article denouncing that section of the pledge, and Family Leader 
backs down and pretends their statement was "misconstrued."</P> 
<P>It's pretty obvious what happened here -- it's called an "Oh shit!" 
moment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09153030 38861 79 Charles Sat, Jul 9, 2011 7:12:11pm  
 
<P>When I read that Fox News article earlier, I thought, "Why do they sound like 
they're condemning this, when they promote similar views all the time?"</P> 
<P>Now we know why -- because Michele Bachmann's candidacy was in danger, and 
they knew it. We're seeing the right wing close ranks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09154109 38863 252 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 3:11:57pm  
 
<P>Testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154152 38863 292 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 3:37:09pm  
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154275 38864 30 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:06:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9154269" target=_blank>#25</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not entirely clear what's meant by the phones having been "hacked". The 
non-tech media generally refers to any form of unauthorized access as "hacking". 
Are they just talking about somehow obtaining (e.g., social engineering) or 
brute-forcing the PIN to their voicemail box, or is it something else? I've 
often wondered why cell carriers don't enforce a limit to the number of times 
you can fail a password check before your account is locked out entirely.</P> 
<P>When I think of "phone hacking" I think of phreakers and <A 
href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_box" target=_blank>things that have been 
obsolete since the 80s or so</A>. It would be interesting to know what they're 
talking about.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think it means they cracked the passwords for voice mail. That's what 
happened in all these cases - they accessed the private messages.</P> 
<P>For most phones this wouldn't be all that difficult to do. A lot of older 
phones use very simple 4-digit passwords for voicemail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154277 38864 32 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:07:47pm  
 
<P>This story is huge in Britain and it may end up costing Rupert Murdoch his 
FCC license in the US too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154280 38864 35 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:09:18pm  
 
<P>In that 9/11 hacking case, though, it sounds like they hired someone to get 
much more detailed info, including a record of all calls to and from their 
numbers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154282 38864 37 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:10:19pm  
 
<P>That's the first time I saw that story. Should be cautious with it because 
it's from another tabloid, the Mirror.</P> 
<P>But at this point, it doesn't sound implausible at all. This was a systematic 
criminal operation going on within Rupert Murdoch's papers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154297 38864 49 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:22:25pm  
 
<P>Has anyone seen an article about the technical details of how the phones were 
hacked? Now I'm interested...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09154303 38864 51 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:25:53pm  
 
<P>A good new article on the Murdoch scandal by Carl Bernstein:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.newsweek.com/2011/07/10/murdoch-s-watergate.html" 
target=_blank>www.newsweek.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154313 38864 61 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:35:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/55/9154307" target=_blank>#55</A> makeitstop</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2388157,00.asp" 
target=_blank>PD Mag explains</A>.</P> 
<P>And there is <A href="http://news.cnet.com/8301-27080_3-20077732-245/kevin-
mitnick-shows-how-easy-it-is-to-hack-a-phone/?title" target=_blank>this</A>, 
featuring former Enemy Of The State Kevin Mitnick...</P> 
<P>Incidentally, the <A 
href="http://www.philly.com/philly/blogs/attytood/Murdochs-phone-hacking-
scandal-comes-to-America----in-the-most-revolting-way.html?cmpid=41373197" 
target=_blank>Philly Enquirer</A> is running with the 9/11 victims story. This 
one might have legs...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interesting. So there were actually some phones that used caller ID as the 
only authentication to access a voice mail box! That's insanely insecure. No 
wonder even Murdoch's journalists could do this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154324 38864 71 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:42:51pm  
 
<P>By the way, I made a major change in the way the user avatar icons are 
displayed today, that has no visible effects at all, but should help with the 
page loading of longer comment threads.</P> 
<P>But to make it work better, you should go to your Account Settings and re-
upload your image if you can.</P> 
<P>What I changed: the web addresses for user icons no longer have a query 
string added, to make them automatically refresh when you change them. Now the 
version number is encoded right into the filename.</P> 
<P>This should ensure that the user icon images are properly cached, which 
should make the pages load faster. (Some browsers and proxies won't cache static 
resources with query strings.)</P> 
<P>The reason I'm asking you to re-upload your images is that this switch 
requires a different way of saving and encoding the image URL. Once you re-
upload, it's fixed for good to take advantage of improved 
caching.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154332 38864 77 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 5:47:30pm  
 
<P>I'm pretty sure it's seriously illegal to access someone's voicemail this 
way.</P> 
<P>I see that a lot of the celebrities who were invaded by Murdoch's crime army 
are starting to file lawsuits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154349 38864 88 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 6:08:50pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/83/9154340" target=_blank>#83</A> 
PhillyPretzel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I noticed when I looked up my karma score the green football is my icon not 
the SHAEF shoulderpatch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks. Got that one soon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154376 38864 89 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 6:27:44pm  
 
<P>Profile bug: fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154380 38865 32 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 6:28:49pm  
 
<P>Profile bug now fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154428 38865 78 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 7:06:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/69/9154419" target=_blank>#69</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<P>Are you posting comments through the LGF Spy?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154459 38865 105 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 7:39:46pm  
 
<P>Yet another test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154491 38865 132 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 8:16:06pm  
 
<P>OK - I believe the icon problem has now been debugged. If you were having 
trouble, please try uploading your icon one more time...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154514 38865 152 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 8:36:15pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/9154501" target=_blank>#141</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<P>I'll check into it; I have to admit I haven't even launched Opera in quite a 
long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154543 38865 171 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 9:19:45pm  
 
<P>Remember when someone was artificially inflating the Twitter clicks on LGF 
pages and articles?</P> 
<P>Well, they're still at it, for who knows what reason.</P> 
<P>Actually, it's kind of obvious what they're up to this time -- they've been 
pumping up the counts on 'MikeySDCA's' posts, clearly to sow discord.</P> 
<P>So I've reported the URLs for those pages to my contact at bit.ly. In the 
meantime, I'm removing MikeySDCA's Pages from the list of top tweeted pages.</P> 
<P>I'm sure bit.ly's tech people will find a way to stop this idiocy soon, and 
then I'll remove that block.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09154557 38865 184 Charles Sun, Jul 10, 2011 9:35:45pm  



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/9154547" target=_blank>#175</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>I just want to make sure everyone knows why MikeySDCA's Pages aren't showing 
in the "Tweeted Pages" list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155419 38866 19 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 11:14:56am  
 
<P>These people really thought they were above the law -- hacking into the 
private account of the country's leader! Man, I thought I'd seen everything. 
This is the worst media scandal of all time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155481 38866 69 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 11:52:16am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/57/9155465" target=_blank>#57</A> 
DeaconBlues</EM></P> 
<P>This is the third sock puppet account of "Girl with a Pearl Earring." 
Blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155538 38867 33 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 12:28:24pm  
 
<P>On that issue with our Twitter counters - I've heard from bit.ly and they've 
confirmed that someone has been messing with our statistics. Apparently they're 
discussing some kind of "definitive answer to this issue."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155598 38867 79 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 1:01:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9155573" target=_blank>#60</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I can't make a comment post over there, so I'll say it here: How does that 
square with his vote for Chuck Baldwin in 2008? Chuck could have 
<EM>written</EM> that pledge. Gary Johnson helped the Constitution Party attain 
ballot status in NM by voting for Baldwin. Could Johnson have changed so much in 
3 years? Or is he just another lying sack of shit Libertarian? You may have 
surmised my opinion...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly right! This is one of the major reasons I distrust Gary Johnson's 
"moderation." No one could possibly support Chuck Baldwin without knowing full 
well what he stands for. Baldwin and the Constitution Party are overt 
theocrats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155658 38867 133 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 1:25:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/9155639" target=_blank>#115</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I get this ad at LGF at this moment...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep. That's what happens when the talk turns to Ron Paul or Michele Bachmann 
-- the keywords they purchase from Adsense start matching, and here come the 
ads.</P> 
<P>I actually asked Google once if they were categorizing sites as left or right 
wing, and the answer was no -- it's all keyword-based.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09155682 38867 153 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 1:42:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/151/9155680" target=_blank>#151</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>By the way, this is showing up in our referrers:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=cache:http://h
ateblogwatch.yuku.com/topic/328/Hate-Blogger-Sergey-Romanov-spotted-promoting--
HC-hate-blog&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8&amp;nucr=CAEQs5S618TNwaw6GIbc7fAE" 
target=_blank>hateblogwatch.yuku.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155699 38867 170 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 1:46:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/162/9155691" target=_blank>#162</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, this is my personal stalker...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just what we need around here - more stalkers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09155722 38867 192 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 1:51:12pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/172/9155701" target=_blank>#172</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>PJM covered the Murdoch scandal as an attack on the New York Times. looks 
like the marching orders have been issued. The wingnuts are going to turn this 
into a victimhood passion play about the oppression of conservative 
media.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They can spin all they want, but when a news organization starts hacking into 
the private voicemail of private citizens, by the <EM>thousands</EM>, that's 
simply unprecedented criminal behavior from a media 
organization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09156047 38868 180 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 5:12:10pm  
 
<P>All we are sayingIs give peas a chance</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09156113 38868 244 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 5:40:58pm  
 
<P>Shuffling some things around -- I moved the LGF Pages button to the top of 
the left sidebar, and moved the top banner ad down, underneath the logo and 
masthead. I moved the ad because with smaller window widths, it looks like ass 
and overlaps the logo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09156122 38868 252 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 5:52:29pm  
 
<P>Yeesh. As soon as you post something about Ann Coulter, Google Adsense 
bombards you with Tea Party ads, right wing t-shirts, anti-abortion groups, 
kooks of all stripes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09156128 38868 257 Charles Mon, Jul 11, 2011 5:55:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/249/9156118" target=_blank>#249</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like the really clean look the page has without the ads now. (Subscribe!) 
The pages bar looks better. Top rated pages is a great link to have handy. That 
tool works really well, thanks! When I'm late to a thread it's nice to start 
with pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks .. I was considering getting rid of 'Top-rated Pages' along with the 
'Spinoff links' sections, but it's pretty useful as a quick way to see what's 
shaking in the Pages.</P> 
<P>I may remove those popups that show the content when you hover over the 
title, though. It's another hold-over from the days when the 'spinoff link' 
descriptions were very limited - my sense is that it's a little obtrusive now 
that it shows the whole post in a popup, and sometimes part of the content 
disappears off-screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09156997 38870 366 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 9:44:14am  
 
<P>The +/- buttons are back -- apparently AddThis.com suddenly changed something 
about their code, and it wasn't getting along with some Facebook code. Fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157293 38872 36 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 11:22:19am  
 
<P>Ugh. Had some referrals from Stormfront yesterday. The Neanderthals are 
talking about us on a private page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157321 38872 55 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 11:30:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/53/9157318" target=_blank>#53</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox Nation: <A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/debt-ceiling/2011/07/12/obama-
threatens-withhold-social-security-checks-seniors-and-vets" target=_blank>Obama 
Threatens to Withhold Social Security Checks from Seniors and 
Vets</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lovely. The actual Reuters headline: "Obama: seniors could be hurt without 
debt deal."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157391 38873 19 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 11:53:49am  
 
<P>I think Jim Hoft must be writing the headlines for Fox 
Nation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157407 38873 29 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 11:59:30am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9157402" target=_blank>#26</A> 
lostlakehiker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Why not include a link to the article itself? It could be instructive to see 
what the actual content of the Reuters story is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The images are links to the articles...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157447 38873 62 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 12:10:42pm  
 
<P>Still testing the Facebook Like button - unfortunately there seems to be a 
latency problem somewhere. If the button is clicked shortly after a post appears 
at LGF, the number changes to '1' but then immediately goes back to nothing, and 
the Like doesn't appear at FB. Anyone else noticed this?</P> 
<P>The solution I found is to run the Facebook Lint app at: [Link: <A 
href="http://developers.facebook.com/tools/lint" 
target=_blank>developers.facebook.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>After running Lint the Facebook Like button behaves itself; this must update 
whatever caches are not getting flushed, or whatever transaction isn't being 
committed across their DB servers. I hope Facebook fixes this problem soon.</P> 
<P>In the meantime I wrote a quick Javascript bookmarklet that does the Lint 
operation with one click.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09157712 38874 4 Charles Tue, Jul 12, 2011 1:45:44pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9157705" target=_blank>#2</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,How is the Google +1 doing for you? Caught on with the lizards much 
yet?Oh and thanks for you patience with a certain noob who is just learning how 
this place rolls.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Some posts have a bunch of clicks on the Google +1 button, but I notice that 
Facebook Like is getting much more traffic. I have a Google+ account set up, but 
I haven't used it very much yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09159339 38878 185 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2011 12:14:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/9159316" target=_blank>#182</A> jvic</EM></P> 
<P>Uh, from the article linked above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Tea party members are far from alone in opposing the new rules. The Crystal 
River City Council and Citrus County Commission contend the new regulations will 
be bad for the local economy.</P> 
<P>Kings Bay, famed as the one place in Florida where humans can swim with and 
even touch the manatees, is facing a renewed battle over how much protection for 
manatees is too much. That argument has been going on there since Jacques 
Cousteau featured Kings Bay's manatees in his 1972 documentary Forgotten 
Mermaids.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He may not have quoted them, but he certainly did acknowledge that the 
Teabaggers aren't the only ones opposed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09159547 38880 276 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2011 2:02:05pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/273/9159544" target=_blank>#273</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Must've been some primo bud.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09159582 38880 309 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2011 2:23:19pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/287/9159559" target=_blank>#287</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Since he's a friend of yours, I should mention that I've been close to 
blocking him a couple of times for those all-caps rants.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09159624 38880 343 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2011 3:31:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/338/9159617" target=_blank>#338</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<P>Saw that article earlier - very interesting stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09159628 38880 347 Charles Wed, Jul 13, 2011 3:36:26pm  
 
<P>Posted a Page for it:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/252513_How_Digital_Detectives_Deciphe
" target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160815 38884 220 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:01:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/9160787" target=_blank>#192</A> 
BongCrodny</EM></P> 
<P>Are you using Internet Explorer by any chance?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160821 38884 226 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:04:55pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/192/9160787" target=_blank>#192</A> 
BongCrodny</EM></P> 
<P>Yes, I see that you are -- there's the problem. IE does some weird things 
with HTML tags, when you're grabbing them with Javascript; leaves off quotation 
marks and generally mangles the code.</P> 
<P>If you quote that comment again, but before posting it take a close look at 
the &lt;A&gt; tag in the quoted section you'll see what I mean.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160836 38884 241 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:10:35pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/9160826" target=_blank>#231</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Preach it!</P> 
<P>One Twitterer that Stanley and I follow has formed Team Fuck Yeah. She's 
taking on the Firebaggers (as she calls 'em), the ones who want to primary 
Obama. #TFY</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that "AngryBlackLady?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160911 38885 2 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:40:59pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9160904" target=_blank>#1</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>Oops, pasted in the wrong link. Fixed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09160925 38885 6 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:50:56pm  
 
<P>I just realized that anyone with a Twitter account can already automatically 
tweet their Pages -- if you use something like <A href="http://twitterfeed.com/" 
target=_blank>Twitterfeed</A>.</P> 
<P>Your pages have their own RSS address -- just use that for Twitterfeed, and 
your new Pages will automatically go up on Twitter. If you 
wanna.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160930 38885 8 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 2:53:03pm  
 
<P>(I'm still going to add the linked account feature though -- it's smoother 
and doesn't require a 3rd party service.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09160992 38885 42 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 3:35:47pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9160961" target=_blank>#20</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hot Air is covering the outrageous outrage that Obama doesn't like Fox but no 
mention of the FBI investigation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At a time when Rupert Murdoch's whole news organization is in deep 
international trouble for ethics violations and possibly criminal activity, it 
takes real chootzpah (to use Michele Bachmann's term) to attempt this ultra-lame 
spin.</P> 
<P>And of course, they can't do this stuff without being dishonest at some 
point: <A href="http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2011/07/emails-show-
white-house-aides-venting-about-fox-news/241958/" target=_blank>Emails Show 
White House Aides Venting About Fox News</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In its summation, Judicial Watch also includes a seemingly damning quote from 
communications aide Josh Earnest, "We've demonstrated our willingness and 
ability to exclude Fox News from significant interviews..." but omits the rest: 
"... -- but yesterday, we didn't."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161014 38885 61 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 3:52:57pm  
 
<P>Well, Pamela Geller is all the way into the genocide denial hooch again 
today. She posted a bunch of Serbian propaganda videos, and another deranged 
rant from Julia Gorin.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161150 38885 160 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 5:50:00pm  
 
<P>Excuse me while I test something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161152 38885 162 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 5:50:27pm  
 
<P>Testing again:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind they had in</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
 
09161161 38885 169 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 5:54:44pm  
 
<P>One more time.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind they had in <A href="http://i51.tinypic.com/281wuo3.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox target=_blank>Repo Man</A>?</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161165 38885 173 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 5:55:27pm  
 
<P>There we go. That Internet Explorer problem with mangling HTML tag attributes 
is now worked around, with a gnarly regular expression.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161176 38885 182 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 6:00:01pm  
 
<P><CODE>$regex = '/(&lt;[a-z1-6]+\s+([a-z\-]+="[^&gt;"]*"\s+)*[a-z\-
]+=)([^\"\s&gt;]+)([^&gt;]*&gt;)/is';while (preg_match($regex, $htmltext)) 
{&nbsp;&nbsp;$htmltext = preg_replace($regex, '$1"$3"$4', 
$htmltext);}</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161197 38885 202 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 6:06:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/182/9161176" target=_blank>#182</A> Charles</EM></P> 
<P>This is actually a handy little bit of PHP code -- it goes through an 
arbitrary string of text, finds HTML tags, and puts quotes around any unquoted 
attributes those tags contain.</P> 
<P>It's a little tricky to encode the whole process in one regular expression, 
so I use a 'while' loop to do each unquoted attribute in turn. Not the most 
efficient way to do it, but for LGF comments that are limited in length it works 
just dandy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09161210 38885 213 Charles Thu, Jul 14, 2011 6:17:49pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/204/9161199" target=_blank>#204</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>so it fixes broken tags? That's pretty awesome.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one fixes unquoted attributes, but there are many other ways to break 
HTML tags.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09163309 38892 20 Charles Sat, Jul 16, 2011 11:40:46am  
 
<P>I've read the WSJ for more than 20 years, and when Murdoch took over it very 
clearly took a turn to the right, especially visible in the editorial pages, 
where you now find every far right economic and social position advocated, 
including climate change denial. And the interview mentioned above was just a 
sycophantic joke.</P> 
<P>Yes, DF -- I would expect the Wall Street Journal to report honestly on its 
owner. That's what great newspapers are supposed to do.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09163622 38893 62 Charles Sat, Jul 16, 2011 6:00:46pm  
 
<P>Big new feature in LGF Pages - auto-posting to Twitter, by linking your LGF 
account to your Twitter account. I'll have a post about it later, but you can 
try it right now -- go to your Account Settings, and you'll see a new section 
with a button labeled "Connect to Twitter." Click that bad boy and you'll go to 
Twitter, where you can grant our Twitter app (called "LGF Connect") access to 
your Twitter account to post automatic tweets when you post LGF Pages.</P> 
<P>The tweet is sent from your account, with our app, "LGF Connect."</P> 
<P>(You can revoke access for LGF Connect at any time, in your Twitter settings. 
Go to the Applications tab and revoke access for LGF Connect, and it's done. 
There's also an option to "Disconnect" in your LGF account settings, but this 
does not revoke privileges, it just deletes our access codes -- only Twitter can 
revoke the access privileges.)</P> 
<P>After you authorize LGF Connect to post to Twitter, you'll see a couple of 
new options in the LGF Pages posting form -- a checkbox that lets you determine 
whether or not auto-tweet happens, and an input field for any Twitter hashtags 
you feel like adding.</P> 
<P>It's all automatic from there; the URL of your LGF Page is automatically 
shortened using our lgf.bz shortener, and the title of the Page becomes the text 
of the tweet. I've been using a form of this code to automatically post to 
Twitter for more than a year. You should be mindful of your title's length -- 
the auto-tweet code truncates titles more than 100 characters to try to avoid 
going over Twitter's 140-character limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09163691 38894 15 Charles Sat, Jul 16, 2011 6:45:57pm  
 
<P>The main political hashtags are #tcot (Top Conservatives On Twitter), #tlot 
(Top Demonic Liberals On Twitter), and #p2 (progressives).</P> 
<P>I've sorta stopped using the #tcot hashtag myself, because there's so much 
ugliness in that stream.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164265 38894 528 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 10:25:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9163698" target=_blank>#21</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe they just enjoy &amp; appreciate all the features and would like to 
help promote the site as a form of thanks?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But some people apparently believe they're owed everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164260 38895 13 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 10:23:41am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9164252" target=_blank>#6</A> sattv4u2</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>The Texan with the slight Southern drawl who <STRONG>has called dozens of 
top Iowa Republican activists</STRONG> in the past few weeks sounds more and 
more like he’s about to run for president.</EM></P> 
<P><EM>I’m getting more and more comfortable every day that this is what I’ve 
been called to</EM> <EM>do</EM></P> 
<P>I think he's more talking about feedback from "top Iowa Republican 
activists"</P> 
<P>as well as</P> 



<P><EM>But his wife, Anita, and hundreds of people nationwide say they want him 
to run, he said.</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, he doesn't mean God's calling him. How could anyone ever think that? 
I'm sure that giant prayer rally is just a coincidence, and his support for 
creationism, all that stuff. Has nothing to do with God-- he's talking about 
fellow Republicans! Why sure, that's it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164282 38895 33 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 10:35:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9164274" target=_blank>#26</A> 
OhCrapIHaveACrushOnSarahPalin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope you don't really think "what I've been called to do" isn't an 
Evangelical dogwhistle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, what do you mean? He said he's been calling people! Doesn't that prove 
he isn't saying God called him?</P> 
<P>(Sometimes I can't believe the spinning that goes on.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164304 38895 55 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 10:43:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9164291" target=_blank>#42</A> 
OhCrapIHaveACrushOnSarahPalin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're right! A politician playing an audience would <EM>never</EM> use the 
standard dogwhistles heard every Sunday on a weekly basis. 
Impossible!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick Perry is probably the most fanatical fundamentalist Christian Governor 
in America, or at least he's doing an excellent impression of it.</P> 
<P>When he says "this is what I've been called to do," everybody knows he's 
talking about being chosen by the Man Upstairs.</P> 
<P>Except sattv4u2, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164323 38895 74 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 10:52:28am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9164311" target=_blank>#62</A> Kid A</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, if I get a chance, I might go to that freak show in August at 
Reliant Stadium. Should make for some interesting photography.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great idea. If you get some good photos, I'll feature them at LGF. With this 
amazing list of extremist sponsors, it's going to be a real freak 
show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164343 38895 92 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 11:01:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9164316" target=_blank>#67</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He can believe anything he wants, my question is, can he separate the beliefs 
that drive him from the actions he needs to perform as 
president?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already demonstrated that he <EM>can't</EM> separate his beliefs from 
his politics. Just have a look through LGF's archives in the "Texas" tag, for 
example after example:</P> 



<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/tag/Texas" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164910 38897 4 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 5:13:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9164905" target=_blank>#2</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hooked up my twitter account, but it's not working for me. Do I need to 
clear cache or something?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Try logging out and logging back in...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164924 38897 6 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 5:20:02pm  
 
<P>Hmm, yeah, something is amiss. Will fix.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164941 38897 9 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 5:30:23pm  
 
<P>Forgot to push out a revision. Everything works now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164952 38897 13 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 5:38:45pm  
 
<P>I think I'll start doing most of my posting with LGF Connect.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09164982 38897 22 Charles Sun, Jul 17, 2011 5:56:22pm  
 
<P>Oh, and ... that new user "JuneBug"? Alaska Kim.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09166443 38900 83 Charles Mon, Jul 18, 2011 11:08:52am  
 
<P>Funny -- the title of this page is "Shoots Own Foot" -- Google Adsense starts 
serving up ads for foot doctors.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09167051 38901 3 Charles Mon, Jul 18, 2011 5:08:23pm  
 
<P>A right winger who believes she should be submissive to her husband, and 
believes we're in the final days of the universe.</P> 
<P>Yeah, let's give <EM>her</EM> the nuclear button!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09168120 38903 5 Charles Tue, Jul 19, 2011 11:22:34am  
 
<P>Didn't realize they were that close to adjourning -- video's 
done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09168624 38906 94 Charles Tue, Jul 19, 2011 5:36:22pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9168617" target=_blank>#89</A> Hawaii69</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Okay...I didn't realize tha "ribbon" was a drawn on graphic untilI enlarged 
it. For a minute, I tbought there was a perfectly shaped,smooth, 600 light year 
wide ring of supercooled metal at the center of thegalaxy.</P> 
<P>That's some campy shit right out of the original Star 
Trek...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But you have to admit, it would have been awesome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170152 38910 31 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 3:42:43pm  
 
<P>I think having somebody like Milty around keeps everybody on their toes.</P> 
<P>Ahem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170250 38910 90 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 5:32:32pm  
 
<P>The first thing you notice in Lion - no more scrollbars! The Age of the 
ScrollBar has ended.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170267 38910 105 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 5:44:33pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9170260" target=_blank>#98</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>WTF am I going to do with the scroll wheel on my mouse!?!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You'll still use it! An indicator appears in what used to be the scrollbar 
area when you scroll up or down, and fades out when you stop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170274 38910 112 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 5:47:48pm  
 
<P>The Apple Mail application has a whole new look. Nice grouping of 
conversations.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170278 38910 115 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 5:51:49pm  
 
<P>Just discovered the first thing I don't like in Lion -- Safari 5.1 no longer 
lets you view or delete individual cookies! Wow, that's a big removal of an 
important feature for developers. Hope there's an alternative soon - I used it 
all the time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170295 38910 129 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 6:02:04pm  
 
<P>The Republican Party really is going to take this debt ceiling showdown right 
up to the last fucking minute. Why does anyone still pledge allegiance to this 
group of reactionary assholes?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170323 38911 2 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 6:31:12pm  
 
<P>It's all about a function at the junction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170325 38911 3 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 6:32:44pm  



 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/0ALDyv_BCNQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09170385 38911 20 Charles Wed, Jul 20, 2011 7:07:48pm  
 
<P>?Refrigerator Cat.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/AvazJv_Ibp0&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171070 38913 13 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 10:32:34am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9171056" target=_blank>#2</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Charles: how did the OS upgrade go?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Great! Mac OS 10.7 is a really nice upgrade -- had no problems with the 
installation at all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171176 38913 92 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 11:24:03am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/9171156" target=_blank>#78</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why should he expect his misogynistic abuse would stay private? If someone 
insults the shit out of you in private, do you feel honor-bound to never tell 
anyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If someone sends me an email like that, I'll tell you right up front that I 
have no compunction at all about making it public. You lose the right to demand 
your emails remain private when you use your email as a weapon of 
abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171183 38914 6 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 11:26:07am  
 
<P>Repost from previous thread:</P> 
<P>If someone sends me an email like that, I'll tell you right up front that I 
have no compunction at all about making it public. You lose the right to demand 
privacy for your emails when they're abusive and insulting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171221 38914 23 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 11:36:30am  
 
<P>The new version of Safari has some pretty awesome features! The back and 
forward buttons really work nicely - they save a snapshot of each page in its 
final state right before you leave it, and when you swipe left or right on a 
trackpad or Magic Mouse, they slide in the snapshot with no reload or delay. 
Only if you stay on that page for a second or two does the page reload 
itself.</P> 



<P>This makes it easy to swipe back and forth to find something in your browser 
history. Very handy feature.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171671 38915 8 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 3:47:59pm  
 
<P>By the way -- you can now pop up the LGF Connect Twitter posting form at any 
time by typing Control-t. If you're not logged in you'll be given the option to 
do that session-only authorization thing I described earlier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09171687 38915 17 Charles Thu, Jul 21, 2011 3:55:51pm  
 
<P>And another small change you might have already noticed -- when you log in 
with the form at the top of the left sidebar it now reloads the page after 
authenticating you. That's deliberate -- ensures that all the various parts of 
everything are working correctly with each other.</P> 
<P>With a lot of user customization options it's simpler to let the server-side 
code handle all the setup, rather than trying to walk through the whole DOM and 
change things from a logged-out to a logged-in state. So it reloads now (like 
most other sites).</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09172955 38917 80 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 11:22:51am  
 
<P>Reports coming over Twitter say more than 30 people were 
killed...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09172971 38917 95 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 11:28:14am  
 
<P>The simultaneous attacks sound like Al Qaeda to me, as does the scale of the 
bombing. If the bomber was blond/Nordic in appearance that may or may not be 
evidence against Al Qaeda.</P> 
<P>Note this, from the article above:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Earlier this month, a Norwegian prosecutor filed terrorism charges against an 
Iraqi-born cleric who had allegedly threatened the lives of Norwegian 
politicians. Mullah Krekar, the founder of the Kurdish Islamist group Ansar al-
Islam, said in a news conference in 2010 that if he was deported from Norway he 
would be killed and, therefore, Norwegian politicians deserved the same fate, 
according to an AP report. The Norwegian government had considered deporting 
Krekar because he was seen as a national security threat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That could be why the attack happened in Oslo, directed at the 
government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09172999 38917 123 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 11:36:23am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/108/9172984" target=_blank>#108</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nettavisen.no/nyheter/article3196145.ece" 
target=_blank>www.nettavisen.no...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Translated:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=no&amp;u=http://www.net



tavisen.no/nyheter/article3196145.ece&amp;ei=o8IpTqKhGePciALJpf2kBg&amp;sa=X&amp
;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&amp;resnum=1&amp;ved=0CBwQ7gEwAA&amp;prev=/search%3F
q%3Dhttp://www.nettavisen.no/nyheter/article3196145.ece%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsaf
ari%26rls%3Den%26prmd%3Divns" 
target=_blank>www.nettavisen.no...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173238 38917 352 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 1:03:25pm  
 
<P>Latest Twitter word -- Norwegian police say they think it may be a case of 
domestic terrorism...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173262 38917 374 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 1:10:54pm  
 
<P>Just learned that the attacks were actually hours apart, so that makes the 
case for Al Qaeda quite a bit weaker. It's possible that a single killer (who's 
now in custody) staged both attacks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173277 38917 388 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 1:15:01pm  
 
<P>Raw video of the scene after the blast:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/hIoJxoeWxWw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173302 38917 413 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 1:23:02pm  
 
<P>More from Twitter:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>All trains from #Oslo Airport suspended due to 'suspicious boxes'. There may 
be explosives on #Utøya, writes Dagbladet.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173811 38919 40 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 5:06:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9173797" target=_blank>#26</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.google.com/search?q=Anders+Behring+&amp;ie=utf-
8&amp;oe=utf-8&amp;aq=t&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&amp;client=firefox-
a#sclient=psy&amp;hl=en&amp;client=firefox-a&amp;hs=vYQ&amp;rls=org.mozilla:en-
US%3Aofficial&amp;source=hp&amp;q=%22Anders+Behring%22+fjordman&amp;pbx=1&amp;oq
=%22Anders+Behring%22+fjordman&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql=1&amp;gs_sm=e&amp;gs_up
l=60550l62114l1l62433l8l8l0l0l0l0l459l2693l0.1.1.3.3l8&amp;bav=on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw
.&amp;fp=44eb8ccc40613db6&amp;biw=1077&amp;bih=836" target=_blank>"Anders 
Behring" fjordman</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, wow. Is that really 'Fjordman?' The article seems to say 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173819 38919 48 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 5:07:10pm  
 



<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&amp;sl=sv&amp;u=http://www.rea
listen.se/2011/07/23/anders-behring-breivik-gripen-for-terrordaden-i-
oslo/&amp;ei=dBAqTrjbFZLWiAL_k5mwAg&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=translate&amp;ct=result&amp;
resnum=1&amp;ved=0CBwQ7gEwAA&amp;prev=/search%3Fq%3D%2522Anders%2BBehring%2522%2
Bfjordman%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dfirefox-a%26rls%3Dorg.mozilla:en-
US:official%26biw%3D1077%26bih%3D836%26prmd%3Divnso" 
target=_blank>www.realisten.se...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173839 38919 68 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 5:14:00pm  
 
<P>I feel an "I told you so, motherfuckers" moment coming on.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173904 38919 130 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 5:31:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9173829" target=_blank>#58</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, before anything is deleted I saved the url [Link: <A 
href="http://www.document.no/2009/10/dumhetens_pris/" 
target=_blank>www.document.no...</A>] here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.webcitation.org/60NZj3ECk" 
target=_blank>www.webcitation.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Note that when you just open the page, you can't see the comments since 
they're hidden by CSS, you'll either have to turn off styles, or just look 
directly inside the HTML code.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks -- good idea.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173928 38919 154 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 5:45:37pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/9173926" target=_blank>#152</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>BTW, I believe it deserves its own post...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just updated with some of this information. Been trying to find something 
else tying Breivik to Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173958 38919 184 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 6:01:29pm  
 
<P>Tweet counter taking off on this one!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09173989 38919 214 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 6:17:29pm  
 
<P>Incoming.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09174092 38919 304 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 7:42:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/298/9174085" target=_blank>#298</A> 
pragmatist</EM></P> 
<P>Get the hell off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09174099 38919 311 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 7:43:54pm  
 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/pamelageller/statuses/94597819264024577" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @pamelageller: Heads Explode: Libelblogge ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heads Explode: Libelblogger Charles Johnson is claiming that the Norway 
shooter is a "Pamela Geller fan," and th... [Link: <A 
href="http://bit.ly/pbSwHI" 
target=_blank>bit.ly...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09174236 38919 447 Charles Fri, Jul 22, 2011 8:42:31pm  
 
<P>'Varun' registered four days ago, and just found what he thought was the 
perfect opportunity to take a big crap in the middle of the living 
room.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175231 38920 676 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 10:19:43am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/647/9175202" target=_blank>#647</A> JJ42</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watched the press conference now</P> 
<P>No real changes in death count. 92 dead, 5 missing. The guy (ABB) used a 
handgun and a (full) automatic weapon, and was able to keep shooting for 90 
minutes. Apparently he took his time and shot people twice to make sure they 
were dead. When the swat team arrived on the island, he surrendered voluntarily. 
No shots were fired during the arrest.</P> 
<P>Interrogation progresses slowly. He has admitted to being on the island and 
firing shots. No motive so far.</P> 
<P>Regarding his political ideas, it was pretty much your average 
Fjordman/Geller/GoV-fan. Judging from his writings on document.no ([Link: <A 
href="http://translate.google.com/translate?js=n&amp;prev=_t&amp;hl=en&amp;ie=UT
F-
8&amp;layout=2&amp;eotf=1&amp;sl=no&amp;tl=en&amp;u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.document.no
%2Fanders-behring-breivik%2F)," target=_blank>translate.google.com...</A>] which 
is a fairly moderate site (though critical of radical islam,) one wouldn't 
suspect that this was a person who would go on a killing spree. As you can see, 
he links to both Pamela and LGF, and his opinions are fairly logical, although 
he's quite obsessed about 'cultural marxism', 'feminization', etc. He also 
referred to a lot of political youth groups as 'Marxist / Islamist Jugend', so 
it's obvious that he had some issues with them. He was also a member of a 
conservative populist party (FRP) some years ago, but apparently left because he 
thought they were too liberal.</P> 
<P>Judging from his facebook (down) and twitter page ([Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/AndersBBreivik)," target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>] 
they appear to have been created a week ago, probably as a kind of press kit. He 
was also a 3rd degree freemason (conspiracy nuts are going to love this), but 
was not said to be active within the lodge.</P> 
<P>On his public tax forms ([Link: <A 
href="http://skattelister.no/skatt/profil/anders-behring-breivik-33747942/)" 
target=_blank>skattelister.no...</A>] he's not listed with an income for last 
year (probably due to him being self employed), but he's listed with a net worth 
(right word?) of $72 000.</P> 
<P>According to live news broadcasts he's not affiliated with any far right 
/neo-nazi groups, and appears to have acted alone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>On that page you linked, he posted one link to LGF; along with articles to 
other news sites, Wikipedia, etc. I can promise you that nobody in that 
"counter-jihad" crowd will ever link to my site with approval again, because 
I've made it extremely clear that I want nothing to do with their hate speech 
and bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175354 38922 3 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 11:42:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9175348" target=_blank>#1</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>I think you're right, it's Swedish. It's a crazy site all right -- there are 
links to books about the Bilderbergs, etc. No way to know if what they say is 
true -- that's why I was careful to note that the information was unverified 
yesterday.</P> 
<P>I wanted to update with their new post, though, because it's relevant in 
light of the earlier post -- and it does show the kinds of connections going on 
in this creepy world of Eurofascists.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175510 38923 36 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 1:00:00pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9175495" target=_blank>#22</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pam retorts...<STRONG>Norway Shooter a Charles Johnson 
Fan</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Little green shew?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175593 38924 16 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 1:32:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9175584" target=_blank>#8</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>That must have been written years ago. The salient point is that I cut all 
ties with them LONG ago -- while Geller and Spencer continued to encourage and 
incite this kind of violence, to this day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175597 38924 18 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 1:35:08pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9175584" target=_blank>#8</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Damn.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That quote is from Fjordman, not Breivik.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.freebritannia.org/post?id=1847786" 
target=_blank>www.freebritannia.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175756 38924 155 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 2:54:05pm  
 
<P>Isn't that cute - all of Pamela's fans are retweeting her "Norway Shooter a 
Charles Johnson Fan" post, even though they must realize it's complete 
bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175820 38924 215 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 3:20:43pm  



 
<P>Spencer and Geller and their European counterparts have been inculcating a 
view among their followers that their governments are weak, powerless to stop 
the infiltration of the Moslem hordes, or even worse, in league with the global 
jihad and deliberately helping it spread.</P> 
<P>I think this is why Breivik lashed out at the hated symbols of the government 
-- their offices, and their children. He must have felt they were more to blame 
than the radical Muslims, or else why didn't he attack a mosque or some other 
symbolic Islamic target?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175825 38924 220 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 3:23:04pm  
 
<P>Wow, this "manifesto" he wrote is obsessive, but not disordered. It's highly 
organized - with dozens and dozens of Fjordman articles. I predict a visit from 
The Man in Fjordman's future.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175873 38924 268 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 3:40:11pm  
 
<P>Wow, I see what you folks were talking about. This is a terror manual - he 
goes into great detail about assembling and testing the bomb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09175923 38924 318 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 4:01:04pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/9175919" target=_blank>#314</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not in the US, anyway. <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/0873646606/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>This is for sale at Amazon</A>, and was one of Timothy McVeigh's 
"textbooks".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The Anarchist Cookbook is for sale on Amazon too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09176200 38924 586 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 6:18:01pm  
 
<P>It was deleted earlier but someone re-uploaded the killer's YouTube 
video:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/rAwp2FnRmsE&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09176243 38924 626 Charles Sat, Jul 23, 2011 7:03:16pm  
 
<P>Norway's prime minister reacts:</P> 
<P><A title=stoltenberg_oslo_terror_04.jpg href="http://guru-media.no/tommy/wp-
content/uploads/2011/07/stoltenberg_oslo_terror_04.jpg" rel=fancy8dc7a8db 
target=_blank>Image: stoltenberg_oslo_terror_04.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177013 38926 11 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 9:49:12am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9177010" target=_blank>#8</A> Summer</EM></P> 



<P>It's difficult to distinguish between Breivik's writings and Fjordman's 
articles, because he included more than 30 Fjordman pieces in that manifesto. 
But the one you're quoting is also from Fjordman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177015 38926 13 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 9:49:36am  
 
<P>I've emailed Ms Esman about this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177048 38926 40 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 10:03:17am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9177022" target=_blank>#16</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>By the way. She also authored <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/0313348472/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Radical State: How Jihad Is Winning Over Democracy in the West</A> 
There we find a glowing review from Robert Spencer:</P> 
<P>You may notice that she didn't mention Robert Spencer or Jihad Watch <A 
href="http://blogs.forbes.com/abigailesman/2011/07/23/what-really-lies-behind-
the-oslo-attacks-and-why-it-may-happen-again/" target=_blank>in her latest piece 
at Forbes</A>. Yet Robert Spencer is mentioned numerous times (in the positive 
and in 46 instances) in <A 
href="http://unitednations.ispnw.org/archives/breivik-manifesto-2011.pdf" 
target=_blank>Breivik's manifesto.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Curious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177066 38926 56 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 10:09:01am  
 
<P>Esman is refusing to issue a correction.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177112 38926 101 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 10:24:31am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/89/9177100" target=_blank>#89</A> 
marjoriemoon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reload her page. She removed the LGF reference.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, she removed the reference, when I told her I was going to contact 
Forbes's editors. And she was NOT gracious about it -- accused me of "defaming" 
her with this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177136 38926 122 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 10:40:00am  
 
<P>Now she demands that I delete this post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177150 38926 136 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 10:42:51am  
 
<P>She's reading these comments, obviously, and complained that registration was 
closed, so I've opened it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177376 38926 268 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 12:06:01pm  
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/266/9177336" target=_blank>#266</A> 
beekiller</EM></P> 
<P>Nice to see you back. I was wondering what happened to you...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177407 38926 271 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 12:28:58pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/270/9177395" target=_blank>#270</A> The Ghost of a 
Flea</EM></P> 
<P>It's a repellent argument, I agree -- I didn't even get into this in my post, 
but the whole premise is twisted. That's another reason why I was unhappy to be 
cited in it, even apart from the fact that the citation was flat 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177547 38928 26 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 2:07:43pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9177530" target=_blank>#10</A> researchok</EM></P> 
<P>I can't agree that Breivik is "insane." He appears to be highly intelligent, 
highly organized, and very effective at achieving his goals -- not disordered or 
impulsive or any of the other characteristics of insanity.</P> 
<P>Someone like him is much more frightening than a madman.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177575 38928 52 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 2:24:11pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/9177562" target=_blank>#39</A> mattand</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hate to be "that guy", but what was it about Fjordman's article that 
interested you in the first place? He sounds like a nasty piece of 
work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He didn't just write these articles - he also frequently emailed links to 
info on radical Islam, and for a while there was nothing obviously racist about 
what he wrote. At the time I was looking for any and all information on radical 
Islam, and he seemed to have quite a bit of it.</P> 
<P>Do I wish I could have seen what he and Spencer and the rest of them were up 
to a little bit sooner? Yes, I sure do; it's hard to really judge someone you 
know only through the Internet.</P> 
<P>But as soon as the scales fell from my eyes I walked ... no, ran away from 
that crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177646 38928 118 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 3:03:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/9177640" target=_blank>#112</A> 
SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>they were none to pleased with my nic back then</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I got many calls to ban you, you freak.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177787 38928 252 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 4:19:45pm  
 
<P>Geller's latest post is a real hoot.</P> 
<P>Apparently, it was me refusing to be a Muslim-hating racist that caused 
Breivik to snap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09177802 38928 267 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 4:27:36pm  
 
<P>"We are a love blog!"</P> 
<P>"Comments closed until further notice."</P> 
<P>Oh ha haha ha. Help, I can't stop laughing at that one!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177948 38928 410 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 5:26:06pm  
 
<P>Been exchanging emails with a reporter for NPR's NY affiliate today. Should 
be an interesting week.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09177985 38928 447 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 5:40:57pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/443/9177981" target=_blank>#443</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry for not being here today, guys. I've been running from interview to 
interview, and was flown to Oslo by the state broadcaster for a debate, so it's 
a been a busy day. That said, lots of information is coming out in English now, 
so who needs a Norwegian translator anyway.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just want to say thank you for helping to keep us informed as the news 
broke yesterday. Much appreciated!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09178285 38928 743 Charles Sun, Jul 24, 2011 8:06:05pm  
 
<P>We're a love blog that doesn't need to close comments.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09179099 38928 1004 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 9:36:18am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1002/9178868" target=_blank>#1002</A> Dom</EM></P> 
<P>I'm curious what you think would constitute "revisiting the issues," because 
from my perspective, I've been revisiting these issues over and over and 
over.</P> 
<P>I think the actions I've taken speak much louder than any words I could write 
on this subject.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09179104 38929 498 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 9:44:43am  
 
<P>I see that the right wing blogosphere is desperately trying to float the 
"lone crazy person" meme today. How drearily predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09179193 38931 2 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 10:40:10am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9179192" target=_blank>#1</A> 
Boondocksaint</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the site shut down or did the creators delete it 
voluntarily?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Click the link - it says it was deleted by the owner.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09179200 38931 6 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 10:42:37am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9179196" target=_blank>#4</A> Dreggas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So in other words either the European equivalent of Geller's outfit gets it 
and has a bit of a conscience or they are trying to hide what they were 
saying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going with the latter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09179206 38931 9 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 10:44:06am  
 
<P>I've seen the SIOE site before, and it was a European version of Pamela 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09179436 38931 228 Charles Mon, Jul 25, 2011 12:26:12pm  
 
<P>I have to do some traveling today so I'll be out for a little while. Play 
nice, and no bickering, you kids!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09184755 38942 9 Charles Wed, Jul 27, 2011 10:31:54pm  
 
<P>The right wing blogs are uniting to defend their heroes today - Pamela 
Geller, Robert Spencer, Fjordman, et al.</P> 
<P>This herd behavior no longer surprises me. It's what I've been writing about 
for years -- there are no boundaries of decency or honesty for these people any 
more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09185311 38942 457 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2011 10:09:36am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/418/9185218" target=_blank>#418</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who is @ChenZhen on Twitter? They keep replying to my Tweets with ancient LGF 
links.</P> 
<P>The Page I posted about Breivik got me a link to an old post about Obesssion 
from 2006. WTF.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>His real name is Bret Elert: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.linkedin.com/in/bretelert" 
target=_blank>www.linkedin.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09185278 38943 12 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2011 9:52:25am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9185270" target=_blank>#5</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And how quickly before they latch on to <A 
href="http://news.google.com/news/more?hl=en&amp;gl=us&amp;q=terra+satellite&amp
;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;ncl=dF_-E9xUPTsHIxMp0tGffex-bbvMM&amp;ei=8JExTueGF8T-
sQKV9vHsCg&amp;sa=X&amp;oi=news_result&amp;ct=more-
results&amp;resnum=2&amp;ved=0CFAQqgIwAQ" target=_blank>this</A> - that 
supposedly new NASA data from the Terra satellite undermines the urgency to deal 
with AGW.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They've already latched onto it. I got a hate mail this morning about it.</P> 



<P>The paper they're crowing about is by Roy Spencer -- the creationist. Unless 
his results are confirmed by reputable scientists, I have no problem completely 
dismissing it out of hand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09185603 38945 51 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2011 12:42:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/9185575" target=_blank>#49</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://gatesofvienna.blogspot.com/2011/07/comments-by-breivik-at-
gates-of-vienna.html" target=_blank>GoV found Breivik posts on their 
website.</A> From October 2008.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Saw that -- I searched our users table for any matches to '2083' or '2183', 
and found nothing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09185553 38946 24 Charles Thu, Jul 28, 2011 12:21:28pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9185541" target=_blank>#17</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hiding from reality...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.daylife.com/photo/0ajHeSNajs556?q=tea+party" 
target=_blank>www.daylife.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://cache.daylife.com/imageserve/0ajHeSNajs556/x910.jpg" 
rel=shadowbox0 target=_blank>Get this flag offa me!</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09187616 38949 71 Charles Fri, Jul 29, 2011 12:19:09pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9187605" target=_blank>#66</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No need, really. We have Franks word. If someone doubts it, they will say he 
edited the file.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I just updated with a link to the Free Republic page that quotes the 
"stockpiling weapons" line yesterday evening. Geller edited the post within the 
last 12 hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09188714 38949 335 Charles Fri, Jul 29, 2011 11:52:49pm  
 
<P>And another dead thread hero shows up to defend Pamela 
Geller.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09189769 38954 27 Charles Sat, Jul 30, 2011 3:09:26pm  
 
<P>Made real progress today at last on the feature I mentioned a while ago -- 
the ability to promote LGF Pages to the front page.</P> 
<P>Turned out to be much more complicated than I originally thought; it required 
some upgrading of the user permissions system and some semi-gnarly MySQL table 
joining queries. But the actual code to promote a Page is almost ready to 
test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09190026 38954 241 Charles Sat, Jul 30, 2011 5:31:02pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/183/9189967" target=_blank>#183</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh no she didn't.</P> 
<P>Pam just thanked Patrick Adkins for defense.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/64/9189500" 
target=_blank>This</A> Adkins.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When Richard Metzger interviewed me for Dangerous Minds, Patrick Adkins 
showed up in the comments there and posted a death threat to me:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/35933_How_to_Get_Banned_From_LGF" 
target=_blank>How to Get Banned From LGF</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09190962 38955 512 Charles Sun, Jul 31, 2011 10:49:11am  
 
<P>Looks like Pat Metheny is pretty popular on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09192695 38957 317 Charles Sun, Jul 31, 2011 9:32:26pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/316/9192329" target=_blank>#316</A> 
BrainSurfer</EM></P> 
<P>Somehow, I will find the strength to carry on despite your crushing 
disappointment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09191675 38958 2 Charles Sun, Jul 31, 2011 3:59:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9191664" target=_blank>#1</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And she goes openly racist too, caption under a photo: "Note the faces which 
are more MIddle Eastern or mixed than pure Norwegian"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To be accurate, though, those aren't her words. They're from the anti-Muslim 
blog she's re-posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09193408 38958 1061 Charles Mon, Aug 1, 2011 11:46:06am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1060/9193367" target=_blank>#1060</A> 
Rocktheboat</EM></P> 
<P>That's enough. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09193364 38960 15 Charles Mon, Aug 1, 2011 11:09:03am  
 
<P>Geller fan desperately spinning: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/Kittensradio/status/98091330676334592" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @Kittensradio: @Lizardoid Surely I'm not ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Surely I'm not the only one who doesn't understand why pointing 
out faces is racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 



09196916 38966 504 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 10:56:29am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/502/9196451" target=_blank>#502</A> l1e9e6e1</EM></P> 
<P>Hey look, we flushed out another Pamela Geller fan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09196035 38967 3 Charles Tue, Aug 2, 2011 7:17:27pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9196033" target=_blank>#2</A> austin_blue</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles-</P> 
<P>Is a baritone guitar like the difference between a fiddle and a viola, 
dropping the high string and adding a lower?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, a baritone guitar is usually tuned a fifth lower, with heavier strings 
and a longer scale length.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09196975 38968 3 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 11:24:01am  
 
<P>Pamela Geller has directed another blast of venom in my direction today, 
too.</P> 
<P>She's very upset that LGF readers are posting comments at Amazon, to let 
people know what kind of racist Neanderthal wrote her book.</P> 
<P>Here's the Amazon page: [Link: <A href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/1936488361/" 
target=_blank>www.amazon.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09196985 38968 9 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 11:30:42am  
 
<P>The right wing blogs have decided on another line of counter-attack -- 
they're claiming I'm "obsessed" with Pamela Geller.</P> 
<P>Pathetically predictable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09197292 38969 22 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 1:31:35pm  
 
<P>Aieee! I am "<A 
href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/08/little-green-
astroturds.html" target=_blank>infected with the poison of 
evil!</A>"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09197322 38969 48 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 1:47:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/45/9197319" target=_blank>#45</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Worst thing is that it will probably be a bestseller and all this will only 
help her. That's the way it usually works.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Her previous book was a flop.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09197325 38969 51 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 1:50:01pm  
 
<P>Apparently, now I'm "stalking" Pamela Geller. Gotta love these right wing 
chuckleheads.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09197719 38970 316 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 7:01:41pm  
 
<P>I think "Infected with the poison of evil" pretty much has to be one of the 
rotating aphorisms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09197732 38970 328 Charles Wed, Aug 3, 2011 7:07:42pm  
 
<P>Man, that "hate speech" tag is really taking off over there at Amazon. The 
shrieking harpy has a lock on the #1 "hate speech" slot.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09198925 38975 119 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2011 2:44:01pm  
 
<P>Sort of OT: If you're a Mac user, I highly recommend the utility <A 
href="http://www.keyboardmaestro.com/main/" target=_blank>Keyboard Maestro</A>. 
I just used it to set up a hot key macro that goes through all the steps needed 
to add the Twitter username of someone who's being abusive or stupid to 
Tweetdeck's "Global Filter." Now I can just type Control-Option-F, and I never 
see anything from them again.</P> 
<P>Comes in very handy when Andrew Breitbart calls out his army of pinhead 
followers to flood the Twitter stream with insults.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09199089 38975 239 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2011 5:09:54pm  
 
<P>Robert Spencer just tweeted <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/jihadwatchRS/statuses/99270222908899328" 
target=_blank>again</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@Lizardoid Calling truth and fighting for freedom "bigotry," &amp; claiming I 
caused Norway wont make it true. Learning from Goebbels, are 
you?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Godwinned himself right out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09199184 38976 22 Charles Thu, Aug 4, 2011 6:11:11pm  
 
<P>Oh, now I see why Spencer and Breitbart and all the kooks are so stirred up 
today - links coming in from Andrew Sullivan, Jeffrey Goldberg, Norwegian 
newspaper sites, Reddit, Fark, etc.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09199972 38977 12 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 10:18:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9199965" target=_blank>#6</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would include some examples in the front post. People are 
lazy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now updated.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200012 38977 42 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 10:48:33am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9199997" target=_blank>#31</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Did Fjordman actually have an account on LGF or did he just manage to get 
Charles to post a couple things on the front page?</P> 
<P>If he had an account someone should search through that and see if there is 
any evidence of encouraging violence. What are the laws like in Norway for 'hate 
speech' and 'inciting violence'?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Posts that encourage violence have never been allowed at LGF, and would have 
caused Fjordman to be banned. I'm fairly sure no advocation of any kind of 
violence was ever posted by Fjordman here, but if someone finds such a comment 
I'll certainly report it to Norwegian authorities.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200015 38977 44 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 10:49:51am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/41/9200011" target=_blank>#41</A> EmmmieG</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I thought Charles deleted his stuff.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No - I deleted my own links to his essays. His comments are still visible to 
registered users. To search for them, you have to set a date range in the search 
form.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200023 38977 52 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 10:52:54am  
 
<P>Here's a comment directed at Killgore Trout, when he pointed out that 
Fjordman seemed to have some <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/87/4419546" target=_blank>skinhead 
allies</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Killgore Trout :</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The shaved head leads me to believe that this young man might be a white 
supremacist Skinhead.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fuck you! Do you know how many people I know who have shave heads, including 
hardcore Leftists? You have basically just decided that any European is a Nazi 
and deserves whatever is coming his way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200377 38977 264 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 1:49:17pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/263/9200372" target=_blank>#263</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-
search.php?searchkey=lgf&amp;searchWhat=comments&amp;maxPerPage=25&amp;therange=
2007-10-18+-+2007-11-01&amp;searchString=%22user%3AFjordman%22&amp;x=1&amp;y=1" 
target=_blank>Linky</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's 2007 me, predicting what's happening now: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/342/4433285" target=_blank>LGF 
Comment</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, Fjordman, I'm wondering tonight why I ever thought you had 
anything worthwhile to say. If the time comes when it "backfires" on me that I 
linked to your essays, I'll be happy to say "Mea 
culpa."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200259 38978 14 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 12:55:32pm  
 



<P>Another thing they do at Fox Nation: dig up and post videos showing African 
Americans committing crimes. For example:</P> 
<P><A href="http://nation.foxnews.com/philadelphia/2011/08/05/shock-video-
spanking-sparks-gunfight-philly-bus" target=_blank>SHOCK VIDEO: Spanking Sparks 
Gunfight on Philly Bus - Philadelphia - Fox Nation</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200391 38979 35 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 1:54:37pm  
 
<P>Reposting from the Fjordman thread -- here's 2007 me, predicting what's 
happening now: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/342/4433285" 
target=_blank>LGF Comment</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, Fjordman, I'm wondering tonight why I ever thought you had 
anything worthwhile to say. If the time comes when it "backfires" on me that I 
linked to your essays, I'll be happy to say "Mea culpa."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Interestingly, the only people trying to make it "backfire" on me are the 
very people I renounced in 2007.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200436 38980 6 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 2:29:42pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9200434" target=_blank>#5</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh, is it true?<A 
href="http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2011/08/govt-official-us-
expecting-sp-downgrade.html" target=_blank>Govt official: US expecting S&amp;P 
downgrade</A></P> 
<P>Fuck.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And it's totally on the GOP. The entire debt limit crisis was manufactured by 
the Republican Party for political purposes, and this did NOT have to 
happen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200452 38980 18 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 2:37:18pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9200442" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So it looks like Obama chose to risk the downgrade instead of trying to push 
the Republicans into revenue hikes which would have possibly ended in default. 
Ugh.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a logical position, when faced with nihilism. Default would have been 
worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200730 38980 247 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 5:27:22pm  
 
<P>They did it. The US credit rating has been downgraded.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200743 38980 260 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 5:30:41pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/250/9200733" target=_blank>#250</A> 
ProLifeLiberal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Your opinion on S&amp;P?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Regardless of what anyone thinks about S&amp;P, this is a disgrace.</P> 
<P>Maybe they're jumping the gun, maybe they're making a political statement, 
but the fact is that the Tea Party right takes ALL the blame for this. S&amp;P 
would not have even thought of doing this if the GOTP hadn't turned this debt 
ceiling hike into a political nightmare.</P> 
<P>Assholes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202102 38983 35 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 11:50:05am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/31/9202097" target=_blank>#31</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's very alien to me as well--the emotionality, the emphasis on preaching, 
the ideas.</P> 
<P>But there's nothing wrong with it, it's just not what I believe or what I'm 
used to.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, yes -- there is a LOT wrong with this. If you haven't read this 
yet, take a look at the speakers and sponsors of this rally. This is not a 
harmless religious get-together.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rightwingwatch.org/content/fact-sheet-gov-rick-
perry%E2%80%99s-extremist-allies" 
target=_blank>www.rightwingwatch.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202137 38983 69 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 12:03:32pm  
 
<P>Pajamas Media hits rock bottom.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/blog/pamela-gellers-book-stop-the-
islamization-of-america-is-a-work-of-love-not-hate/" 
target=_blank>pajamasmedia.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202287 38984 3 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:19:52pm  
 
<P>And another comment for the sheer heck of it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202299 38984 5 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:22:37pm  
 
<P>It's an admin feature -- lets me promote LGF Pages that are especially 
noteworthy into front page articles, with the author credit, tags, ratings, 
comments, etc. intact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202315 38984 8 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:27:35pm  
 
<P>I was also considering an automated feature to do this, with any LGF Page 
that exceeds a certain number of positive ratings or tweets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202321 38984 11 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:29:35pm  
 
<P>Also, any links to the promoted LGF Page will automatically be redirected to 
the new article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



 
09202328 38984 13 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:30:40pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/10/9202320" target=_blank>#10</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<P>Yeah, I'd probably base it on the ratings, now that you mention it, since I 
don't control the bit.ly click stats.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202349 38984 19 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:35:13pm  
 
<P>One little hitch I haven't resolved is what happens if someone is typing a 
comment right at the point where the Page is promoted. When you hit the "Post" 
button, you'll probably see an error message saying "This item has been 
closed."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202365 38984 23 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:38:21pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9202358" target=_blank>#22</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perhaps the message should be just reloaded so the text is not lost, and so 
it can be submitted again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if that does happen you'll see that error message in an alert box, and 
the text of the comment will still be there, so you can copy and paste 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202434 38984 31 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 1:59:48pm  
 
<P>Stand back, I'm almost ready to test this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202458 38984 33 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 2:09:36pm  
 
<P>Groovy. It works.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202524 38984 72 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 2:29:54pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9202488" target=_blank>#51</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That which I have dinged in the Page does not show as having been dinged by 
me in the Article. But it does give the error message if I try to do it 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yep! You found one of the inevitable bugs. If you reload the page, that one's 
already fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202545 38984 88 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 2:46:25pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/9202542" target=_blank>#85</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How is this supposed to work again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>This post started life as an LGF Page, and it had about 30 comments as a 
Page. Then I used my new "promote" feature to convert it into a front page 
post.</P> 
<P>As a test, I used one of my own LGF Pages, but as soon as I polish the rough 
edges it will be used to convert noteworthy Pages by lizardoids into front page 
articles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202786 38984 315 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 5:04:03pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/9202781" target=_blank>#310</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait, did a new thread appear and then disappear?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Testing, 1, 2, 3...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200473 38987 13 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 2:48:36pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9200466" target=_blank>#12</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<P>Thanks for cross-posting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200711 38987 35 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 5:21:51pm  
 
<P>I'm tempted to try my new "promotion" code on this LGF Page and promote it 
into the first front page post not written by me. (Or my brother - he wrote a 
few posts very early on.)</P> 
<P>It would make a good test page. Maybe I'll give it a shot over the 
weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09200727 38987 36 Charles Fri, Aug 5, 2011 5:26:10pm  
 
<P>By the way, Oyvind - do you mind if I change the title to something more 
descriptive of the "fascism" point?</P> 
<P>Also, if you want to show your real name on posts like this one, instead of 
"oslogin," go to your <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/lgf-user-
manage.php" target=_blank>Account Settings</A> page and enter your real name as 
the "screen name."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202835 38987 57 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 5:39:51pm  
 
<P>Man, this is some tricky code. Sorry for the false starts - this one will 
remain. I think I've debugged the ding updating now. Some of these many-to-many 
relationships I've designed in the DB are headache-inducing.</P> 
<P>One limitation right now: authors can't edit their front page posts once 
they've been promoted, but I can if something really needs to be changed. 
Editing promoted Pages is next on the to-do list.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202854 38987 74 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 5:50:29pm  
 
<P>LGF just became a group blog for the first time in its 10-year history.</P> 



<P>Here's a toast to a new chapter in the convoluted saga of Little Green 
Footballs. (I just opened a bottle of Hillgate Rousanne that has an incredible 
velvety finish.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202908 38987 128 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 6:31:32pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/9202901" target=_blank>#121</A> Peter_P3</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I probably know less about this guy than Charles does, so why these personal 
attacks? Charles used to be a fan/friend of him not so?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the last replies I ever posted to Fjordman, in 2007: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/342/4433285" target=_blank>LGF 
Comment</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Believe me, Fjordman, I'm wondering tonight why I ever thought you had 
anything worthwhile to say. If the time comes when it "backfires" on me that I 
linked to your essays, I'll be happy to say "Mea 
culpa."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202911 38987 131 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 6:32:34pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/121/9202901" target=_blank>#121</A> Peter_P3</EM></P> 
<P>Anything else you need to know?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202915 38987 135 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 6:37:43pm  
 
<P>People like Anders Behring Breivik do not exist in a vacuum.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09202929 38987 149 Charles Sat, Aug 6, 2011 6:47:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/147/9202927" target=_blank>#147</A> oslogin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, the HTML in my comment was shown fine of course. In the text it says 
oslash ;</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You Europeans and your weird characters. If you reload it should be fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09204102 38987 834 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 3:51:24pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/831/9203988" target=_blank>#831</A> Chayma</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Jaunte,</P> 
<P>Presumabely, that is why Fjordman's English was better than most Norwegians, 
because Gates was editing it for him?</P> 
<P>What is Ned May's story then? He's based in the USA isn't he? Where is this 
Jensen character hiding? I don't believe Norway police are through with him, nor 
would they let him leave the country.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's already been questioned by Norwegian authorities - search Google for the 
name Peder Jensen, there are many articles about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09203793 38989 16 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 1:20:58pm  



 
<P>Alex Jones is also pushing this meme.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09203819 38989 33 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 1:30:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9203806" target=_blank>#24</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I deleted it, because it's a totally inappropriate topic for an LGF 
Page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09204007 38990 10 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 3:15:58pm  
 
<P>I can forgive John Kerry for many things, but I can't forgive this:</P> 
<P><A title=kerry-football-crotch-01.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Pictures/kerry-football-
crotch-01.jpg" rel=fancy5b386897 target=_blank>Image: kerry-football-crotch-
01.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09204113 38990 104 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 3:56:30pm  
 
<P>S&amp;P's not blameless either -- they have plenty of skeletons in their 
closet. But they wouldn't have had the excuse to do this downgrade if the 
Republican Tea Party hadn't manufactured a completely phony, unnecessary 
"crisis" in order to force through a far right agenda of economic social 
engineering.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09204147 38990 136 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 4:15:36pm  
 
<P>Get out of my yard!</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/8vS6syL0-jM&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09204272 38990 251 Charles Sun, Aug 7, 2011 5:55:53pm  
 
<P>How about something mellow?</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/vVFa2iuKmFw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09205685 38995 15 Charles Mon, Aug 8, 2011 2:10:23pm  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/12/9205681" target=_blank>#12</A> Charleston 
Chew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just to get the context straight, am I witnessing a disconnect between the 
speaker and the audience here? Is she saying "How dare they link this terrible 
downgrade to us," while her audience is communicating, "Hooray! We succeeded in 



creating this awesome downgrade!" Am I witnessing the speaker lady 
underestimating the level of crazy in her own tea party?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You betcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09207288 38999 1023 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 10:15:56am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/629/9206844" target=_blank>#629</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The AGW crowd gets caught routinely mis-representing reality and calling it 
"science!". When you've led for decades with doom and gloom, millions dead, 
billions dislocated, "we're all gonna die!", and then it turns out the warming 
is barely within the margin of error on the lowest scale possible...it should be 
hard to get worked up when the other side uses the same tactics.</P> 
<P>My problem with the AGW crowd has always been when they say "we're 95-99% 
certain!". Knowing how little we actually know and knowing that every year we 
learn half a dozen things about our planet that are counter to what we 
thought...it makes my bullshit meter go off every time I hear 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Your bullshit meter is calibrated backwards.</P> 
<P>Why don't you ever apply the same standard of proof to the bullshit that 
right wing propagandists spew about climate change? You just recited a list of 
dumb talking points, so I'll challenge you to to produce ONE example of climate 
scientists "misrepresenting reality." That's utter crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09207292 38999 1027 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 10:17:36am  
 
<P>And as for the complaints that Newsweek picked the "worst" picture for this 
cover -- face it. This is what Bachmann looks like, and it's not hard at all to 
find more examples. She's deranged.</P> 
<P>The picture is dead-on accurate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 
09207339 38999 1071 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 10:33:57am  
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/648/9206864" target=_blank>#648</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The warming is barely within the margin of error on the lowest scale. Did 
anyone say during the last 20 years that "It might barely get warmer"? No. All 
we heard was the stuff designed to scare people into compliance. I don't blame 
them for doing it necessarily, fear has been the best sales pitch since before 
humans had a written language, but that doesn't make it right.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete nonsense. You don't have any idea what you're talking about 
-- you're just parroting right wing propaganda.</P> 
<P>Why do you let liars and ideologues do your thinking for you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
<br> 
09207875 39000 136 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 1:31:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>See the update above -- apparently this was not from Whole Foods HQ, but from 
one of their 12 regions. The promotion is not being 
canceled.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09207931 39002 108 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 1:55:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/9207863" target=_blank>#54</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<P>I definitely see more of a point to your argument than the "sexism" argument. 
But I think the real motivation for choosing that photo was because Newsweek 
knew it would provoke a controversy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208071 39002 226 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 3:02:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/9208059" target=_blank>#215</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I hate the autocorrrect in Safari, I have decided.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Couldn't agree more. Is that in Lion? The other day it insisted on 
substituting "Pat Methane" for "Pat Metheny." If you don't always watch the 
screen when you type, the autocorrect can be a real pain in the nethers.</P> 
<P>To turn off Safari's autocorrect in Lion, you have to be inside an editable 
text area, then go to the Edit menu and turn off Edit-&gt;Spelling and Grammar-
&gt;Correct Spelling Automatically.</P> 
<P>You have to do the same thing to turn it off in Mail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208118 39002 268 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 3:33:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I knew Debbie Schlussel would see what I wrote earlier, and sure enough she's 
ranting about me. I'm a "crackpot turncoat," which does have a certain ring to 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208134 39002 283 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 3:47:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/275/9208125" target=_blank>#275</A> 
darthstar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not true, Charles...you're no turncoat.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I see what you did there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208361 39003 144 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 6:12:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/9208358" target=_blank>#141</A> BishopX</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Anyone want to start a page and see if we can get it 
promoted?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Go for it. Give it your best shot. You never know.</P> 



<P>I'm actually still working on parts of the promotion code, so it's not quite 
ready for the official roll-out. Oyvind's post was sort of the first public 
test.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208383 39004 5 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 6:23:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>TPM has a scoreboard - results starting to come in:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://talkingpointsmemo.com/news/scoreboard.php" 
target=_blank>talkingpointsmemo.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208462 39004 77 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 6:56:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The European "counter-jihad" movement is not pleased with me, judging from my 
Inbox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208496 39004 111 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 7:05:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>British nationalists are all worked up tonight, too. I have several emails 
from BNP/EDL supporters. Fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09208509 39004 124 Charles Tue, Aug 9, 2011 7:08:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/9208500" target=_blank>#115</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<P>One of the emails links to this website (Google cache):</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:CBQejqAhjgYJ:britainf
irst.org/a-dark-future.html+http://britainfirst.org/a-dark-
future.html&amp;cd=1&amp;hl=en&amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari&amp;sourc
e=www.google.com" target=_blank>britainfirst.org...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09209544 39006 13 Charles Wed, Aug 10, 2011 10:28:26am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart is spewing the same old inane insults at me on Twitter 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09210521 39008 9 Charles Wed, Aug 10, 2011 7:53:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Just testing something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09212135 39008 497 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 5:56:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/9210641" target=_blank>#105</A> Conservative 
Moonbat</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do they get pissy when you use a lot of RAM and hammer the CPU? I got tired 
of shared hosting setups when it reached the point where they would 
automatically try and force me into their top tier plan because of the system 
resources I was using.</P> 
<P>I've run my own VPS at Linnode for the past 5 years or so but as my database 
has expanded I've had to keep throwing more RAM at it until I'm up to $60 a 
month now.</P> 
<P>I'm about to convert everything from MyISAM to InnoDB which should improve 
performance but not help on the RAM front.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I can't speak for them in all cases, obviously. But when I've needed 
improvements at LGF they've always been great about it. A while back, we did a 
major upgrade of the LGF web server to a whole new dedicated box, and they gave 
us personal service through the whole process.</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09211322 39009 94 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 10:30:50am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>How to get banned from LGF:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/254903_Norway_Never_Happened_Just_As" 
target=_blank>Norway Never Happened, Just Ask The Police (Suppressed 
Video)</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09211810 39012 10 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 3:05:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9211806" target=_blank>#7</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<P>I dunno - maybe some kind of browser glitch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09211948 39013 3 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 4:58:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yeah, it starts at 9 pm ET.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09211951 39013 6 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 4:59:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I mean 9, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09211963 39013 13 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 5:04:28pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt Romney sure got the shit heckled out of him today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212047 39013 93 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 5:27:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Anyone have any idea why in the world Sarah Palin would crank up her bus tour 
again, right in time for the Iowa straw polls? She is a weird spectacle. Is she 
suddenly going to decide to run after all?</P> 
<P>And why am I asking all these questions?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212079 39013 125 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 5:34:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Some of these people tonight have kind of backed off the Muslim-bashing 
lately. Herman Cain earned himself a deranged rant from the Shrieking Harpy 
because he clumsily tried to walk back some of the bigotry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212145 39013 189 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 5:59:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The luckiest people in the world:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/wOIMXxytv2U&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212172 39014 2 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:07:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt: "I'm not gonna eat Barack Obama's dog food."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212181 39014 7 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:08:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul: "The country's bankrupt."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212184 39014 10 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:09:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul: "LIQUIDATE IT! YOU HAVE TO LIQUIDATE IT!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09212194 39014 17 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:10:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9212188" target=_blank>#14</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ron Paul? Again?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Always, Ron Paul. Relentlessly, Ron Paul.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212204 39014 25 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:12:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ask them about Charles Darwin, Bret. That's always fun.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212230 39014 47 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:15:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>All these candidates have little bombs of controversy they're going to drop 
at strategic points.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212261 39014 75 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:18:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Pawlenty dodges the Bachmann migraine issue by attacking "the headache Barack 
Obama has given the country."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212285 39014 99 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:20:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And Bachmann delivers the coup de grace! Pawlenty is powerless! The 
"lightbulb of their choice!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212309 39014 122 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:22:22pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Bachmann: "When others ran, I fought!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212322 39014 135 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:23:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michele Bachmann (R-Mars): "The light bulb of your choice!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212346 39014 157 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:26:28pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>The Fox News live feed I posted has their pin-headed talking heads filling up 
airtime during the commercials.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212351 39014 162 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:27:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>(It's not on TV.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212499 39014 309 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:45:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Pawlenty-Bachmann slap fight!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212538 39014 347 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 6:50:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's Newt's last stand.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09212717 39014 526 Charles Thu, Aug 11, 2011 7:24:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I almost want to vote for Ron Paul just because he's so freaking 
entertaining. Almost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09214818 39018 196 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2011 8:16:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Excuse me while I test something...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09214820 39018 198 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2011 8:19:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09214824 39018 201 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2011 8:28:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Posting comments was broken for a few minutes... working now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09214854 39018 226 Charles Fri, Aug 12, 2011 9:37:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Testing again...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215497 39020 8 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 11:11:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Election after election, the GOP hauls out the same old hackneyed fear-
mongering - "Vote for me or America is doomed!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215519 39020 29 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 11:25:09am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Crazy Uncle Ron Paul -- the "libertarian" who wants to restrict women's right 
to choose.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215532 39020 42 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 11:29:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul's anti-war message gets the usual mix of cheers and 
boos.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215541 39020 51 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 11:32:06am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There it is! Ron Paul waves his idiotic Gold Standard freak 
flag.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215551 39020 61 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 11:35:25am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul: "It's time to bring the troops home." You can feel the profound 
discomfort in the room right through the TV screen.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215693 39020 202 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:37:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And the Kook Factor goes through the roof as Thaddeus McCotter takes the 
stage!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215721 39020 230 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:46:32pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P>Thaddeus McCotter is giving me narcolepsy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215729 39020 238 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:48:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Good grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215743 39020 252 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:52:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Thaddeus McCotter will NOT work for the bundlers! Whew. That's a 
relief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215748 39020 257 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:53:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Watch out for those nefarious bundlers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215761 39020 270 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 12:56:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>These GOP musical bumpers are robbing me of the will to live.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215780 39020 289 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:01:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Herman Cain swears to turn America into one huge strip mine.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215805 39020 314 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:07:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michelle Obama: "For the first time in my adult lifetime, I am really proud 
of my country."</P> 
<P>Republicans go insane.</P> 
<P>Michele Bachmann: "You have restored in me my faith in America."</P> 
<P>Crickets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215849 39020 358 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:16:55pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/355/9215846" target=_blank>#355</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the worst things about summer: being handed soggy money. At least it 
hasn't been pulled out of a shoe yet, as happened last summer. Words do not 
suffice.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. When I ride in hot weather I always keep money and ID in a plastic 
ziplock baggie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215853 39020 362 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:17:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The Ames music is so crappy because every decent musician in America told the 
GOP not to use their songs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215885 39020 394 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:29:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Very little doubt that Ron Paul's going to win the straw poll. His followers 
may be nuts, but man, can they ever stack a poll.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09215970 39020 477 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 1:56:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Those little comment preview popups on the front page now show the 
commenter's icon.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216081 39020 587 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 2:43:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/574/9216068" target=_blank>#574</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<P>It sounds like a connection issue between your stuff and the LGF web server. 
I'm not having those problems, and I've actually tested in quite a few locations 
recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216147 39021 6 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 3:36:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Uh...</P> 
<P><A title=bachmanncorndog.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/bachmanncorndog.jpg" 
rel=fancybc70c8e9 target=_blank>Image: bachmanncorndog.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216157 39021 13 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 3:45:54pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P>I'm shocked that the Paulians couldn't outdo Michele Bachmann's 
followers.</P> 
<P>And now they're playing "Don't Stop Believing" by Journey. Because no one 
ever gets tired of that song.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216314 39021 147 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 5:39:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Heh.</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/JulesPSpencer/status/102523300525244417" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @JulesPSpencer:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Four yrs ago, Charles Johnson (lgf) was leading the cyberforces against 
Islam, lies of DailyKoz, anti-Semitic congressmn, MSM lies re 
Israel</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/JulesPSpencer/status/102524142485635072" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @JulesPSpencer:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Then the whole Creationism vs Evolution battle (post 2008 election) started 
&amp; he started banning conservs. Now, I hear he's hero of 
Kozkids</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216317 39021 149 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 5:42:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Forgot this one...</P> 
<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/JulesPSpencer/status/102521334453637120" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @JulesPSpencer:</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wait until Charles Johnson (lgf) gets the Kozkids stirred up re: Perry's 
Creationism vs Evol beliefs. 4 yrs ago lgf was THE site 4 
conservs</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah! You just wait.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216326 39021 157 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 5:54:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/155/9216324" target=_blank>#155</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>*One who is content to ignore evidence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dover, Pennsylvania was the site of the big smackdown of the intelligent 
design movement. I wonder if this person was involved somehow.</P> 
<P>These creationist initiatives don't happen without lots of support from the 
fundamentalist base.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216388 39022 35 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 6:33:59pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9216384" target=_blank>#32</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's less about her being a woman, and more about her being a congresswoman. 
Both major US parties prefer to nominate governors, and many Tea Party voters 
would vote for Perry on that basis. Its more a strategic vote, not because he's 
a man.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just keep telling yourself that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09216402 39022 49 Charles Sat, Aug 13, 2011 6:46:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry is much MUCH farther to the right than Mitt Romney ever was.</P> 
<P>The Republican Party has arrived at its destination.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09217095 39024 7 Charles Sun, Aug 14, 2011 10:45:29am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9217091" target=_blank>#4</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>Huntsman is a soft denier. He doesn't deny climate change is happening -- he 
just says we don't need to really do anything about it very soon.</P> 
<P>It amounts to the same thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09217107 39024 18 Charles Sun, Aug 14, 2011 10:55:12am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michele Bachmann really loves her some corndogs.</P> 
<P><A title=ZZ3A5CD926.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/ZZ3A5CD926.jpg" 
rel=fancy1ea93228 target=_blank>Image: ZZ3A5CD926.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09217442 39026 9 Charles Sun, Aug 14, 2011 3:05:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9217439" target=_blank>#6</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's with these people? Don't they realize Mogadishu is <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/995/8701894" 
target=_blank>Libertarian paradise</A>? No regulation, no welfare state, no EPA, 
no cops, no pc schools, no unions, no minimum wage; they should love the 
place.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And lots of serious weaponry everywhere. It's a right wing 
utopia.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09217736 39026 261 Charles Sun, Aug 14, 2011 6:19:05pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/257/9217730" target=_blank>#257</A> Stanley 
Sea</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>chucktodd Chuck Todd<BR>Anecdotal but the folks I talked to leaving the 
dinner seemed to lean Perry over Bachmann but hedged as Iowans do saying 
#tooearly to decide</P> 
<P>I thought they were just eating their filet still. Apparently it's over.</P> 
<P>PERRY PERRY PERRY betcha</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perry is next in the Texas hierarchy. But Romney is next in the DC Good Ol' 
Boy hierarchy. It'll be interesting, if disturbing on a very deep level, to see 
how that conservative choice pans out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09218654 39029 17 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 10:56:17am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Another good piece on the same theme:</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/ezra-klein/post/breaking-down-
rick-perrys-texas-miracle/2011/08/15/gIQAzRHFHJ_blog.html" 
target=_blank>Breaking down Rick Perry’s ‘Texas miracle’</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09218799 39030 34 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 12:26:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9218776" target=_blank>#16</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Speaking of things having a detrimental long-term effect on Texas...</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.americanindependent.com/198824/approaching-record-
drought-texas-water-districts-consider-oil-and-gas-industry-use" 
target=_blank>Approaching record drought, Texas water districts consider oil and 
gas industry use</A></P> 
<P>"Whiskey's for drinkin', water's for <STRIKE>fighting</STRIKE> 
fracking".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I thought Rick Perry just had a giant prayer rally that was supposed to 
fix stuff like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09218814 39030 49 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 12:33:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9218787" target=_blank>#23</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't we already seen this shit before? Wasn't this called George W. Bush 
about a decade ago?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wasn't fond of Bush during the 2000 campaign -- voted for Gore, in fact. 
But Perry is much more of a religious fanatic and proselytizer than Bush ever 
was.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09218838 39030 72 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 12:48:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/58/9218823" target=_blank>#58</A> SpaceJesus</EM></P> 
<P>For example: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/32150_Bush_Talks_About_Creationism
_and_Evolution_on_Nightline" target=_blank>Bush Talks About Creationism and 
Evolution on Nightline in 2008</A> -- he said the Bible is “probably not” 
literally true, and there is “scientific proof” for evolution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09218872 39030 100 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 1:22:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/96/9218866" target=_blank>#96</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I did apply wingnut tags to it, because I do believe that acceptance of 
evolution precludes religious belief in destroying the creation myths that form 
religion's foundation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree. There are many scientists who are religious, but they simply 
don't see the creation myths as literal truth.</P> 
<P>Acceptance of evolution may preclude <EM>fundamentalist</EM> religious 
belief. But not all religious belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09218877 39030 104 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 1:31:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And by the way, I say that as an atheist myself. I just know for a fact that 
some excellent scientists, such as biologist Ken Miller, are able to reconcile 
their science with their religious beliefs. You may think they're wrong, but it 
works for them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09219296 39031 29 Charles Mon, Aug 15, 2011 6:05:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9219291" target=_blank>#26</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now why would you say that?<BR><A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/img/jaunte/2011/08/15/PallasCon.jpg
" rel=shadowboxfe02cda0 target=_blank>Image: PallasCon.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gah!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220009 39032 45 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 9:19:23am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9219998" target=_blank>#34</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Errr. Alex Jones makes it pretty clear that he is not an antisemite (and I 
don't think "the Bilderberg Group" is a big thing in antisemitic 
circles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of the ways antisemites get away with spreading their hatred is by loudly 
denying they're antisemites. They'll often loudly proclaim allegiance to Israel. 
It's a bad idea to take their statements at face value.</P> 
<P>In my opinion, Alex Jones is one of the most insidious antisemites currently 
spewing hatred in America. And yes, the 'Bilderberg' conspiracy theory is 
<EM>huge</EM> in antisemitic circles.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220034 39032 67 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 9:31:09am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9220015" target=_blank>#51</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it's just not the same as hating on a certain set of people for their 
religion or "race" (heritage), Jones just doesn't do the 
latter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I could not possibly disagree more.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, <EM>all</EM> conspiracies are huge in antisemitic circles. That's the 
number reason for the big overlap.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You're ignoring the very strong historic antisemitic tradition of secret 
Jewish banking conspiracies. The Bilderberg conspiracy theory is a prime example 
of antisemitic thinking. Maybe not everyone who buys it is antisemitic, but it's 
just wrong to say it doesn't have a strong antisemitic 
component.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220083 39032 88 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 9:47:03am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/9220046" target=_blank>#73</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're calling him out for not being sufficiently anti-Semitic. He's not 
open enough with his anti-Semitism, even though he's got it laced throughout 
quite a few of his pet crank theories.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly -- this is standard hate group behavior.</P> 
<P>Alex Jones understands that in order to continue publicly spreading this 
hatred, he can't be overt in his antisemitism, and this pisses off the really 
stupid antisemites who don't understand or care about public appearances.</P> 
<P>But his websites absolutely reek of antisemitism (in addition to all the 
other sick crap). There's a reason why he attracts so many Jew-haters, and it's 
not an accident.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220122 39032 95 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 10:02:10am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/9220106" target=_blank>#92</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>Sorry, I think you're just wrong. I don't know why you're refusing to see it, 
but I've been following Alex Jones for years and I have absolutely no doubt that 



antisemitism is one of the things he espouses. Apparently, he's doing it 
cleverly enough to fool you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220804 39036 22 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 3:30:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Andrew Breitbart, impervious to irony, is accusing MSNBC's Ed Schultz of 
"selectively editing" a video.</P> 
<P>Here's the clip Breitbart posted: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.breitbart.tv/outrage-nbc-news-ed-schultz-uses-deceptive-edit-
to-paint-rick-perry-as-racist/" target=_blank>www.breitbart.tv...</A>]</P> 
<P>Watch carefully, because you'll see that Ed Schultz played the FULL video 
clip of Rick Perry, including the part Breitbart says was edited!</P> 
<P>It's right there in the clip -- the first segment with Schultz.</P> 
<P>Then the rest of Breitbart's video does a bizarre repetition over and over 
that Ed Schultz edited the video (he didn't) and misrepresented it (he didn't!), 
ending with "Ed Schultz Should Be Fired."</P> 
<P>It's utterly bizarre. It's like Breitbart is trying to hypnotize people into 
believing the exact opposite of reality.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220808 39036 26 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 3:32:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9220805" target=_blank>#23</A> Lidane</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hasn't that been his MO all along? ACORN, Shirley Sherrod, 
etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really, though - wait 'til you see this one. It's creepy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220920 39036 117 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 5:45:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/39/9220826" target=_blank>#39</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I gave it a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/255334_Secrets_of_the_U.S._Border_Pat
" target=_blank>test drive.</A> It works great, just like it did before. But the 
categories-- they're HUGE!</P> 
<P>Only drawback: the subheading line for snark doesn't show up in the Preview. 
And you know I'm Preview-dependent. (We're no longer <EM>just friends.)</EM></P> 
<P>Other than that, it's perfect, just like it was before.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You reminded me that I've been meaning to debug the preview function, and it 
should be much better now. Much closer to what it looks like when 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09220967 39036 161 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 6:06:44pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>By the way: a tip on using blockquotes, for all LGF Page authors!</P> 
<P>When you include a quote from an article, please make sure to surround it 
with &lt;blockquote&gt; tags, to make it clear what part of the post is your 
writing, and what part came from the linked article.</P> 
<P>And when you use a blockquoted section, put blank lines before and after the 
blockquote. This helps our CSS apply the proper styles to 
everything.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09221003 39036 191 Charles Tue, Aug 16, 2011 6:30:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Cool - I just won the <A href="http://twitter.com/#!/Lizardoid" 
target=_blank>2500 followers badge</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09221694 39038 10 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2011 10:26:42am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9221690" target=_blank>#7</A> garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>We're seeing the resurrection of the Tobacco Institute.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The exact same people who tried to deny and cover up for Big Tobacco are now 
shilling for Big Energy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09221709 39038 20 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2011 10:39:33am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Just added video above...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09221791 39038 98 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2011 11:25:28am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>You know, the kind of crap you see Perry spouting is one of the biggest 
reasons why I had to make such a public break with the "conservative" movement. 
To spread this insidious lie that we don't need to be concerned about climate 
change really does border on criminal behavior at this point. We're in the last 
years of actually being able to do something about this critical issue, and the 
Republican Party is being suicidally reckless.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09222000 39039 15 Charles Wed, Aug 17, 2011 1:31:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9221994" target=_blank>#11</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bus Force 1...</P> 
<P><A href="http://cryptome.org/info/obama-protect44/pict136.jpg" 
rel=fancyfb79bfb1 target=_blank>Image: pict136.jpg</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NPR had an interesting segment on the bus:</P> 



<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:400,height:24,type:'mp3',flashvars:{soundFile:'http://pd.npr.org/anon.npr
-
mp3/npr/atc/2011/08/20110815_atc_08.mp3',titles:'20110815_atc_08.mp3',animation:
'no',transparentpagebg:'yes'}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://pd.npr.org/anon.npr-mp3/npr/atc/2011/08/20110815_atc_08.mp3" 
target=_blank>MP3 Audio</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223290 39043 10 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 10:47:04am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9223274" target=_blank>#1</A> Dreggas</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>well at least he calls it for what it is and not "Intelligent 
Design"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If he thinks he can trick someone by using the term "intelligent design," 
he'll do that without hesitation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223353 39043 58 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 11:08:13am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>At Hot Air, Ed Morrissey is bashing the kid's mother.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/08/18/video-mom-pushes-kid-
to-ask-perry-about-evolution/?utm_source=twitterfeed&amp;utm_medium=twitter" 
target=_blank>hotair.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223372 39043 76 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 11:17:08am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>National Review editor's reaction: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/DanFosterNRO/status/104253568575488000" 
target=_blank>Twitter / @DanFosterNRO: Vast majority of liberal c ...</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Vast majority of liberal condescension on evolution and AGW done by people of 
average intelligence w/liberal arts degrees.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Lol, wut?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223416 39043 119 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 11:33:31am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Huntsman may accept the word of scientists about AGW, but what he's been 
saying on the campaign trail is effectively the Republican position. He's 
against actually doing anything that might help.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223421 39043 124 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 11:34:52am  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/101/9223398" target=_blank>#101</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's an opinion from outside. The kid was probably as into it as the mom, 
just not so good at remembering his lines.</P> 
<P>/been there, done that</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I agree! My first thought was, "Good for that kid!"</P> 
<P>Interesting that Morrissey just assumes the mom had to force the kid to ask 
Perry about evolution. I would have been right there too at that 
age.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223441 39043 141 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 11:47:39am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Oh, how nice! Look at all the Hot Air commenters saying such kind things 
about me.</P> 
<P>They're also screaming for someone to track down the identity of the woman 
and her son.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223575 39043 256 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 1:19:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/232/9223550" target=_blank>#232</A> 
mythicknight</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm really trying to explain evolution and scientific theory &amp; law for 
the ignorant in the HotAir comments. Is it a lost cause? All I keep getting back 
is "hurrdurr then how universe begun peanut butter?" and I've just about lost my 
patience.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The lostest of lost causes. There is no cause more lost. It's uber-
lost.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223602 39044 3 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 1:38:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>This is supposedly Rick Perry's Texas A&amp;M transcript. If it is, he was a 
C and D average student.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.scribd.com/doc/61684192/Rick-Perry-s-Texas-A-M-
Transcript" target=_blank>www.scribd.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223609 39044 7 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 1:39:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Notice the redesigned right sidebar with more room for the featured and 
recent Pages...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09223944 39045 8 Charles Thu, Aug 18, 2011 7:27:38pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9223943" target=_blank>#7</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The <A href="http://www.kansascity.com/2011/08/17/3082525/as-submissive-wife-
bachmann-delicately.html" target=_blank>Family Research Council</A> explains 
that 'submission' means when a husband and wife disagree, the husband wins 
because that's how God wants it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, isn't that helpful.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224485 39047 26 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 10:01:56am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/23/9224481" target=_blank>#23</A> jc717</EM></P> 
<P>I couldn't disagree more -- it's very shortsighted to look at a speculative 
study like this and declare it useless. This is what research does, and if your 
criteria is whether the usefulness is immediately apparent, probably the 
majority of research studies would fail.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224487 39047 28 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 10:03:22am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9224484" target=_blank>#25</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know exactly how much was spent on these speculations?<BR>It 
seems that three people could put together a 33 page .pdf in a day or 
two.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's the paper at the Cornell library:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://arxiv.org/abs/1104.4462" 
target=_blank>arxiv.org...</A>]</P> 
<P>Notice that the bit about global warming is a <EM>tiny</EM> part of the 
study.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224495 39047 34 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 10:10:42am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The Guardian is partly to blame, too, for a ridiculous clownish article that 
focuses on one tiny part of the study to make the whole thing look 
silly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224499 39047 37 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 10:13:10am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9224484" target=_blank>#25</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Does anyone know exactly how much was spent on these 
speculations?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I couldn't find any info on that, but the budget was probably very 
small.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224549 39047 84 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 10:49:57am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/60/9224524" target=_blank>#60</A> jc717</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When it comes to aliens:</P> 
<P>1) We're pretty sure that intelligent, spacefaring life doesn't exist 
elsewhere in the solar system.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>2) We're pretty sure that FTL travel is impossible.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not true. Many scientists have speculated about possible methods of FTL 
travel, and I don't think "impossible" is the right word to use. It's probably 
not going to be achievable very soon, true.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The level of technology that alien visitors would need to possess to travel 
the vast interstellar distances would make their tech indistinguishable from 
magic, and they could likely, if they so chose, appear to us as angels, gods, or 
vorlons ;).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree again --I think technology does not automatically impart 
godlike powers, even highly advanced technology. Suppose a completely unexpected 
breakthrough was made that allowed humans to travel intact through a 'wormhole' 
-- say, a hundred years from now. They'd still be humans, and they'd be pretty 
far from godlike.</P> 
<P>Speculative research is a perfectly valid, even necessary part of science. 
Again, it's very shortsighted to say scientists shouldn't do this kind of 
thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224665 39047 117 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 11:53:00am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/114/9224648" target=_blank>#114</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Scenario analysis is a process of analyzing possible future events by 
considering alternative possible outcomes (scenarios). Thus, the scenario 
analysis, which is a main method of projections, does not try to show one exact 
picture of the future. Instead, it presents consciously several alternative 
future developments. Consequently, a scope of possible future outcomes is 
observable. Not only are the outcomes observable, also the development paths 
leading to the outcomes. In contrast to prognoses, the scenario analysis is not 
using extrapolation of the past. It does not rely on historical data and does 
not expect past observations to be still valid in the future. Instead, it tries 
to consider possible developments and turning points, which may only be 
connected to the past. In short, several scenarios are demonstrated in a 
scenario analysis to show possible future outcomes. It is useful to generate a 
combination of an optimistic, a pessimistic, and a most likely scenario. 
Although highly discussed, experience has shown that around three scenarios are 
most appropriate for further discussion and selection. More scenarios could make 
the analysis unclear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You ain't foolin' nobody with that scientismic mumbo jumbo.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09225290 39047 134 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 6:46:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/131/9225113" target=_blank>#131</A> Roper 
Doper</EM></P> 
<P>I have a question too:</P> 
<P>Do you think we're stupid around here?</P></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224862 39050 33 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 2:38:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wow - mention 'abstinence' in a post and Google immediately starts showing 
ads for "ChristianMingle.com."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09224934 39050 97 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 3:55:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I just love sock puppets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09225360 39050 452 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 7:38:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/9225082" target=_blank>#239</A> 
enigma3535</EM></P> 
<P>And with that, I kindly invite you to piss right off.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09225367 39050 455 Charles Fri, Aug 19, 2011 7:42:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>One of the lovely things about running a site like LGF is dealing with weird 
interpersonal reactions that have nothing to do with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09226316 39055 5 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2011 6:54:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9226310" target=_blank>#2</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm going to have to disagree here. I think that for a teacher to put down a 
student's beliefs like that was unprofessional and grounds for a reprimand at 
minimum. I also not sure this conclusion will be upheld. The 9th Circuit <EM>en 
masse</EM> would likely uphold it, but that doesn't say much. The 9th is the 
most liberal circuit in the country, and it's long been too liberal to be worthy 
of respect in my eyes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Even if I agreed that his statements were "unprofessional and grounds for a 
reprimand" (I don't -- he's right on a purely factual basis), that's a helluva 
long way from a violation of the First Amendment of the US 
Constitution.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09226330 39055 14 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:00:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Bottom line: creationism IS superstitious nonsense, and the right wingers who 
refuse to drop the crusade are doing a huge disservice to the United States.</P> 
<P>I applaud and support any teacher who conveys this message to his/her 
students. It's time to stop indulging fanaticism. It's costing 
us.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09226344 39055 26 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:03:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9226338" target=_blank>#20</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science teachers should be allowed to teach their students what science and 
the scientific method is, without worrying about how the students feel about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Exactly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09226352 39055 32 Charles Sat, Aug 20, 2011 7:06:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/20/9226338" target=_blank>#20</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Science teachers should be allowed to teach their students what science and 
the scientific method is, without worrying about how the students feel about 
it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To expand on this point -- the reason why this teacher is being targeted by 
the creationist right is because he scares them. The larger agenda is to 
intimidate any teachers who speak the truth about creationism, with the threat 
of legal action and the accompanying huge bills.</P> 
<P>They can't be allowed to succeed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227325 39055 765 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 12:59:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/739/9227116" target=_blank>#739</A> 
im_gumby_damnit</EM></P> 
<P>If this teacher was having a running battle with another teacher who was 
actually teaching <EM>creationism</EM> in school, that definitely does add more 
context to the story -- but not in a way that makes the anti-creationist look 
bad. If true, that other teacher was breaking the law, not just having a 
philosophical discussion.</P> 



<P>I applaud the anti-creationist teacher -- who now won't have to worry about 
being sued by religious fundamentalists. There's very clearly a big problem in 
that school with activist fundamentalist Christians. Somebody stood up to them -
- and good for him.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227298 39056 22 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 12:41:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's flounce time at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227172 39057 53 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 11:29:58am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Test...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227446 39058 32 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 2:11:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Gaddafi reported dead on Twitter...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227503 39059 39 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 2:49:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Gaddafi's ranting like a madman on AJ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227556 39059 88 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 3:16:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I can't wait for the walkthrough of his wardrobe closet. It's probably a 
whole wing of a mansion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227666 39059 198 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 3:47:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Sky News live feed is also good:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://go.sky.com/vod/page/playLiveTv.do" 
target=_blank>go.sky.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227887 39059 412 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 5:49:01pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>If Gaddafi had accepted the reality and stepped down early on, he probably 
could have had a relatively comfortable retirement from the life of a 
dictator.</P> 
<P>Instead, he went mad dog, and ensured that he's going to face war crimes 
charges.</P> 
<P>Hopefully, this will be a lesson to the area's other despots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227917 39060 19 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 6:11:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I wonder what's become of the Colonel's female bodyguard 
squad?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227941 39060 41 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 6:26:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Bizarre - Libyan State TV is still on-air.</P> 
<P>Dictator latency.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09227959 39060 58 Charles Sun, Aug 21, 2011 6:37:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The Sky News video feed is just crazy. Their reporter is wearing a military 
helmet. Guns firing all over the place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09229365 39063 240 Charles Mon, Aug 22, 2011 5:10:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/233/9229358" target=_blank>#233</A> Nadnerb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How do the Vostok ice cores relate to this graph?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A good video on this subject:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/c90nab5i-TQ&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09230776 39067 91 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 11:25:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Expecting an incredibly stupid remark from Pat Robertson any 
minute...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09230965 39068 116 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 12:17:11pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P>One of Hoft's commenters <A 
href="http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2011/08/earthquake-rattles-washington-
dc/#comment-416704" target=_blank>wishes</A> all the liberals and Democrats in 
DC had been killed in the earthquake:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To bad that all, ALL the liberals weren’t in that tunnel going out into 
Virginia from the Capital and our representatives buildings, and it caved in 
taking them all out! Then that way the largest majority in Washington would be 
the conservative Republican’s. Then when Obama came back from Martha’s Vineyard 
he’d have no one to support his crazy ideas that are destroying this nation. You 
know that Obama is good friends with Maurice Strong who thinks he runs the world 
with all his bogus organizations and even more bogus NGO’s. Our conservative 
Republican’s could defund all the U.N. agreements where we don’t know where the 
money goes. America could begin returning back to where it ought to be. And if 
all the liberals were dead, Obama couldn’t do a damn thing to stop it. I would 
like to see him in a situation like that, and I would like to see America in a 
situation like that, where we would have a small conservative government that 
got the things done that it is supposed to do and that’s 
all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231009 39068 159 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 12:26:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wingnuts are going crazy all over the web. Joel Rosenberg -- Glenn Beck's 
frequent guest -- says it's a sign of the END TIMES! Aieee!</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://flashtrafficblog.wordpress.com/2011/08/23/rare-
earthquakes-shake-american-east-coast-rocky-mtn-states/" 
target=_blank>flashtrafficblog.wordpress.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231040 39068 189 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 12:34:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way - I'm going to block any new registrations from China. Last night 
a spammer got in and dumped 10 comments; luckily one of the monitors saw it 
happening and deleted them almost immediately. And it was apparently a real 
person, not a bot.</P> 
<P>This one got through, but I block out spam attempts from China on a very 
regular basis -- referrer spam, attempts to use the contact form, etc.</P> 
<P>There's almost no valid traffic coming from that country at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231069 39068 218 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 12:47:50pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/214/9231065" target=_blank>#214</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Seriously? Is there a reason why we don't get the "little fix-it window"?</P> 



<P>"I decided not to" is a good enough reason. But, I'm 
curious.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mongo not understand your question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231086 39068 234 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 12:53:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/222/9231073" target=_blank>#222</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A while back, you posted that you were toying with the idea of giving folks a 
minute or so to fix a typo or syntax of a post. I forgot why or if the idea went 
down the memory hole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, I see. Yeah, that's still on the to-do list. Just haven't gotten to it 
yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231735 39068 851 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 5:45:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>You will need to reload your browser to get all the latest code in 
place.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09231761 39068 877 Charles Tue, Aug 23, 2011 5:52:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>You have two minutes after posting your comment to decide you need to change 
something.</P> 
<P>Once you click the pencil icon and open the editing dialog, you have five 
minutes from the time your comment was posted to submit your changes.</P> 
<P>I'm deliberately keeping the time limits rather short, because the idea is to 
quickly fix a typo, not rewrite an entire comment.</P> 
<P>Also, once your comment is posted, everyone who has already loaded it in 
their browsers will continue to see the old, unedited comment until they reload 
the page. There's no easy way to force all the browsers out there to reload 
edited comments, unfortunately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09233442 39073 161 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 3:44:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Steve Jobs resigning from Apple, effective immediately...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09233614 39074 130 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 5:39:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'd just like to say how much I love the MYSQL query "INSERT INTO ... ON 
DUPLICATE KEY UPDATE".</P> 



<P>If you don't know what I'm talking about don't worry about it. But this query 
is the cat's PJs. Solved a problem I've been wrestling with for months.</P> 
<P>If the table has a unique index, and you want to insert a row with a 
duplicate value in that indexed column, it falls through to the "ON DUPLICATE 
KEY UPDATE" clause, without the need for two queries (one to check for the 
duplicate key, one to insert/update). An elegant way to handle a common 
problem.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09233622 39074 137 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 5:41:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/9233613" target=_blank>#129</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I hate the fact that Apple overcharges because Apple fans don't know the 
difference?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I know the difference, and I'll always buy an Apple product before someone 
else's. I've owned all kinds of computers, and the bottom line is that Apple's 
hardware has always been top notch. More expensive, as quality gear must be, but 
my philosophy is that buying the best possible tools always pays off in the long 
run.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09233632 39074 147 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 5:48:04pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/142/9233627" target=_blank>#142</A> 
windsagio</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>my whole point is that you're buying worse tools for more money, but brand 
loyalty is clouding your judgement. But, arguing with the site owner is a 
nonogoodjob, so I withdraw from the field.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm telling you that Apple hardware and software is the best quality on the 
market. If any PC maker had gear that was of equivalent quality, I'd happily 
sing its praises to the world.</P> 
<P>Brand loyalty is for suckers. I'm interested in results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09233668 39074 177 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 6:10:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/9233652" target=_blank>#161</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>No doubt that the brand adds something to the price of the equipment. But my 
own personal, anecdotal experience with Apple equipment, compared to all the 
other types of equipment now taking up space in my garage, is that Apple builds 
the best stuff.</P> 
<P>I know familiarity plays a big part in this calculation, too, and I'm not 
trying to convert anyone to an Apple apostle. Just telling my own story.</P> 
<P>Every single word I've posted at LGF was created on an Apple computer, except 
for some of the more recent ones, which were posted with an 
iPhone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09233684 39074 192 Charles Wed, Aug 24, 2011 6:17:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And one of the big reasons I prefer Apple stuff is that Microsoft stuff has 
caused me very big problems, more than once. More than 10 times, in fact.</P> 
<P>I rate computer gear by the amount of pain it causes. Apple's way ahead on 
that scale.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09234273 39075 27 Charles Thu, Aug 25, 2011 10:03:32am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Don't forget this classic Gaddafi moment: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4611" target=_blank>Dictator 
on the Make</A>.</P> 
<P><A title=miss-net-cries-01.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/Pictures/miss-net-cries-
01.jpg" rel=fancy5cfaed97 target=_blank>Image: miss-net-cries-
01.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09234550 39076 169 Charles Thu, Aug 25, 2011 1:08:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And now I must test something.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It involves blockquotes.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As you can see.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09234560 39076 179 Charles Thu, Aug 25, 2011 1:11:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Another test of the blockquote regex.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This had only one linefeed in front of it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Now there should be two, both before and after.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09234618 39076 233 Charles Thu, Aug 25, 2011 1:48:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Oops. Sorry, small bug there in the comment editing, fixed 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09235861 39080 37 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2011 10:47:05am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/7/9235818" target=_blank>#7</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is this the second ever front page promotion?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it is -- I'm still working on the promotion code, which is why there 
haven't been more yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09235905 39080 77 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2011 11:01:30am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/54/9235879" target=_blank>#54</A> lgffan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. I am still skeptical about Islam being the religion of peace. 
Or any religion being a religion of peace for that matter. I do believe there 
are a significant number of middle eastern and other moslems who hate america, 
americans, israel, israelis, the west in general and jews. I do not believe the 
fear mongering, but candidly, do believe there is a clash of civilizations 
occurring and that we (westerners) are generally in denial about the parties 
involved.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Who said anything about a "religion of peace?" I don't think anyone denies 
that around the world, Islam does have problems with extremist sects. But 
Muslims have no monopoly on hatred directed at members of other religions; 
there's plenty of that to go around in the world, from ALL sides.</P> 
<P>The point of this report (as I see it) is not to whitewash Islamic extremism 
-- it's to expose the groups that are actively demonizing ALL Muslims and 
spreading irrational "shariah panic."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09236116 39080 269 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2011 12:26:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The only difference I have with this report is the use of the word 
"Islamophobia." I'm still not fond of this neologism, because it implies that 
fear is the main driving force -- and while there's an element of fear to it, I 
think at the bottom it's really just good old-fashioned human being-style 
bigotry and prejudice, often fueled by long ethnic and tribal histories and of 
course, by religion.</P> 
<P>I prefer "anti-Muslim" instead of "Islamophobic," because the bigots are 
actually prejudiced against the people, not primarily afraid of the 
religion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09236733 39081 133 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2011 7:54:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/9236500" target=_blank>#130</A> Dewd</EM></P> 
<P>Oh brother.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09236618 39083 43 Charles Fri, Aug 26, 2011 6:38:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Apple's App Store has added the Grand Theft Auto games in the last week, so I 
may be incognito this weekend.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09237440 39084 13 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2011 11:39:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Why did God put that turtle on a fencepost to start with? Seems harsh. Did 
the turtle commit a sin?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09237493 39084 58 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2011 12:14:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9237482" target=_blank>#48</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, looks like the wingnuts are throwing Spencer and Geller under the bus. 
After the Norway Terror attack they seem eager to get rid of them as soon as 
possible. The "Rick Perry is a stealth Jihadist" seems to be the last 
straw.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I read something last night that made me laugh out loud - something about 
"Pamela Geller's usually right, but on this one..."</P> 
<P>You know she's gone too far when even people who think she's "usually right" 
are starting to back away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09237566 39084 130 Charles Sat, Aug 27, 2011 12:45:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I love that the worst insult "Ace" and Pamela Geller are throwing at each 
other is that they're just like me! Little old harmless, insignificant me.</P> 
<P>Booga booga!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09238910 39087 8 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 11:00:16am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9238906" target=_blank>#5</A> rwmofo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, at least we have a teachable moment. Hurricane Irene shows us how our 
current computer models can't accurately predict either the size, strength, or 
precise location of a hurricane within hours of it making landfall. Yet we're 
supposed to radically change our entire economy over what computer models are 
forecasting regarding the impact carbon dioxide theoretically will have on the 
climate decades out.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks for letting us know the latest brain-dead right wing anti-science 
talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09238925 39087 21 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 11:06:46am  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9238921" target=_blank>#18</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Re: 16<BR>That didn't take long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's a crazy person who keeps trying to register sock puppets, to whine about 
how I'm being unfair to libertarians. He first registered here as 'pharmmajor,' 
and he's tried to register 7 or 8 accounts since.</P> 
<P>Yeah, that's going to improve my image of libertarians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09239029 39087 115 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 12:41:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/patrick-michaels" target=_blank>Patrick 
Michaels</A> is actually connected to more than 11 climate change denial 
organizations funded by Exxonmobil, and is a "Senior Fellow" at the Cato 
Institute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09239031 39087 117 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 12:43:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Patrick Michaels is mentioned prominently in this eye-opening report from the 
Union of Concerned Scientists: <A 
href="http://www.ucsusa.org/assets/documents/global_warming/exxon_report.pdf" 
target=_blank>Smoke, Mirrors &amp; Hot Air: How ExxonMobil Uses Big Tobacco’s 
Tactics to Manufacture Uncertainty on Climate Science</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09239530 39089 2 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 5:51:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Been tightening up the code in several spots today, by the way. The rating 
buttons for LGF Pages now behave like all the other rating buttons - you can 
completely cancel a ding by clicking the opposite button, and reverse a ding by 
clicking the opposite button twice.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09239552 39089 12 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 6:19:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9239549" target=_blank>#9</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/256290_S._Florida_children_saved_by_f
" target=_blank>this Page</A> isn't letting me ding it one way or the other. 
Using Firefox 6.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fixed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09239558 39089 15 Charles Sun, Aug 28, 2011 6:26:06pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9239556" target=_blank>#14</A> Targetpractice, 
Worst of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<P>Well, that answers the question that's been keeping me up at night: is "Best 
Buy" truly the "Best Buy?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09241330 39093 20 Charles Mon, Aug 29, 2011 6:04:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>A real baked-from-scratch chicken pot pie with all fresh ingredients is 
pretty awesome.</P> 
<P>That's not what Rick Perry's brain is like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09242728 39097 31 Charles Tue, Aug 30, 2011 1:05:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9242723" target=_blank>#26</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think it would be wrong to have an IA investigation of a police 
officer involved in an affair with a married person. Especially someone married 
to an influential media person and living in the community where the officer 
works. At the least it indicates bad judgement and that alone reflects poorly on 
the department as a whole.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That might be true -- if the investigation had originated within the 
department. If it happened because Bill O'Reilly called some friends in the PD 
and got it going, that's a completely different story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09242912 39098 77 Charles Tue, Aug 30, 2011 3:46:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/50/9242883" target=_blank>#50</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He also think FDR was responsible for the attack on Pearl Harbor. C'mon, this 
guy is a nutcase.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually he said he didn't think anyone could pinpoint exactly when Pearl 
Harbor or 9/11 might have been attacked. Yeah, he's pretty left-wing, but I 
didn't see him promoting conspiracy theories in that video...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09242926 39098 91 Charles Tue, Aug 30, 2011 4:11:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Well, just to be clear about one thing, I'm not in favor of war crimes 
prosecutions for former top officials. I think that's a very dangerous precedent 
to set, and the case would have to be VERY compelling to get me to support 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09244552 39101 79 Charles Wed, Aug 31, 2011 12:38:05pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>From one of the wingnut pinheads who sends me frequent hate mail:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooo. Dirty pictures!!</P> 
<P>Site gets better all the time. Keep it up. How about some tits 
next<BR>time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At first I thought maybe he was seeing a racy ad or something -- then I 
realized he meant the medical illustration of a sonogram that I posted last 
night.</P> 
<P>How Wingnuts Think, episode 11,725.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09245164 39103 66 Charles Wed, Aug 31, 2011 6:52:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Obama just agreed to postpone his congressional speech until September 
8th.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09245831 39105 27 Charles Thu, Sep 1, 2011 12:14:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9245814" target=_blank>#11</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hate to go OT here so soon but Charles did you see this over at Hot Air? <A 
href="http://hotair.com/archives/2011/09/01/the-other-anti-science-party/" 
target=_blank>Howard Portnoy suggests that liberals are ignoring the "science" 
on "race and intelligence" and comes to this conclusion:</A></P> 
<P>IOW. Hot Air is promoting an alleged limitation of intelligence of blacks as 
an <STRONG>"inborn limitation."</STRONG></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, the Bell Curve, at Hot Air.</P> 
<P>I think they've finally arrived at the place they were headed 
toward.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09246148 39106 83 Charles Thu, Sep 1, 2011 5:10:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Cat vs. Balloon Cat.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/mL3cKY1ptlw&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247072 39108 33 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 10:34:43am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9247054" target=_blank>#21</A> RogueOne</EM></P> 



<P>Right, the Washington Times, a paper run by people with connections to white 
supremacists. No agenda there.</P> 
<P>Also in today's Washington Times: an attack on Martin Luther King, Jr.</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2011/sep/1/martin-luther-king-
jrs-mixed-legacy/" target=_blank>KUHNER: Martin Luther King Jr.'s mixed legacy - 
Washington Times</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247077 39108 38 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 10:37:01am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And to back up my statement: <A href="http://www.huffingtonpost.com/george-
archibald/top-washington-times-edit_b_30565.html" target=_blank>Top Washington 
Times Editor's Wife Confirms Racism Allegations</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The second most powerful editor at The Washington Times is a white 
supremacist racist who says blacks are "born genetically 15 to 20 IQ points 
lower than a white person" and that abortion is necessary "to keep the black and 
minority population down in this country." His wife, Marian, confirmed this, on 
the record, in an interview with reporter Max Blumenthal for the Oct. 9 issue of 
The Nation magazine.</P> 
<P>Francis B. Coombs Jr., the managing editor of The Washington Times, a major 
media ally of the Bush administration, is described by multiple newsroom sources 
in Blumenthal's piece as an unreconstructed "racial nationalist" and a hater of 
blacks and Jews.</P> 
<P>Following Blumenthal's cover story in The Nation (posted Sept. 20 on the 
magazine's Web site), Coombs wrote a letter denouncing the supposed "mendacity" 
of the piece and categorically labeled its serious allegations as false without 
explanation.</P> 
<P>The serious problem with Coombs' line of defense is that his wife, Marian 
Kester Coombs, confirmed his racist white supremacist worldview in her own on-
the-record interview with Blumenthal.</P> 
<P>Fran Coombs attacked Blumenthal for his story's "smear" of Marian, saying it 
was "beneath contempt." Yet the only reason Blumenthal described Marian Coombs' 
white supremacist activities in detail was because they confirmed her husband's 
own racist views.</P> 
<P>Marian Coombs is a close friend of Jared Taylor, notorious white supremacist 
and founder of the neo-eugenicist group, American Renaissance. She admitted in 
her Nation interview that she attended American Renaissance conferences to meet 
with her old friend, Nick Griffin, leader of the neo-fascist whites-only British 
National Party (BNP).</P> 
<P>Marian Coombs has written frequently for Occidental Quarterly, an openly 
white supremacist and anti-Semitic publication. In one article, she wrote the 
United States had become a "den of iniquity" because it allowed too many 
minority immigrants. In another piece, she criticized interracial marriage, 
stating: "white men should 'run, not walk' to wed 'racially conscious' white 
women and avoid being outbred by non-whites."</P> 
<P>On American Renaissance's Web site, she posted this comment in 2001: "Whites 
do not like crowded societies, and Americans would not have to live in crowds if 
our government kept out Third-World invaders."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247086 39108 45 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 10:39:18am  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/40/9247079" target=_blank>#40</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think we need to factcheck what Obama's really proposing here. Anyone have 
a link to Obama's actual proposal?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2011/09/02/statement-
president-ozone-national-ambient-air-quality-standards" target=_blank>Statement 
by the President on the Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards | The White 
House</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Over the last two and half years, my administration, under the leadership of 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, has taken some of the strongest actions since 
the enactment of the Clean Air Act four decades ago to protect our environment 
and the health of our families from air pollution. From reducing mercury and 
other toxic air pollution from outdated power plants to doubling the fuel 
efficiency of our cars and trucks, the historic steps we’ve taken will save tens 
of thousands of lives each year, remove over a billion tons of pollution from 
our air, and produce hundreds of billions of dollars in benefits for the 
American people.<BR>&nbsp;<BR>At the same time, I have continued to underscore 
the importance of reducing regulatory burdens and regulatory uncertainty, 
particularly as our economy continues to recover. With that in mind, and after 
careful consideration, I have requested that Administrator Jackson withdraw the 
draft Ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standards at this time. Work is already 
underway to update a 2006 review of the science that will result in the 
reconsideration of the ozone standard in 2013. Ultimately, I did not support 
asking state and local governments to begin implementing a new standard that 
will soon be reconsidered.</P> 
<P>I want to be clear: my commitment and the commitment of my administration to 
protecting public health and the environment is unwavering. I will continue to 
stand with the hardworking men and women at the EPA as they strive every day to 
hold polluters accountable and protect our families from harmful pollution. And 
my administration will continue to vigorously oppose efforts to weaken EPA’s 
authority under the Clean Air Act or dismantle the progress we have 
made.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247087 39108 46 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 10:39:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9247085" target=_blank>#44</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Friends of RSM?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes. This is why RSM got a job at that paper.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247421 39109 8 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 1:02:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I just updated with a video report from CNN.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247556 39110 2 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 2:36:25pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>This almost reads like a parody of a crazed racist right winger. 
Unbelievable.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247819 39111 10 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 6:07:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9247817" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Quiet tonight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Too quiet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09247822 39111 13 Charles Fri, Sep 2, 2011 6:17:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Excuse me while I make a Romaine salad with white beans, garbanzo beans, 
avocado, grated sharp cheddar cheese, sliced white mushrooms, tomatoes, 
buttermilk croutons, and a low-fat Parmesan Ranch dressing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248161 39112 2 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 10:05:29am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Excellent post - promoted to the front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248195 39112 35 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 10:41:27am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I just turned on C-SPAN, and ... the horror.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248199 39112 39 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 10:42:13am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Tea Party rock. Kill me now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248206 39112 46 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 10:44:06am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I can hear you, all right. Singing flat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248236 39113 4 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:02:19am  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Oh well, I thought I could grab C-SPAN's live video feed, but they're 
blocking embedding.</P> 
<P>Now we have the angry teabag country singer. "God and country is the first 
thing we should be singin' about on the radio. And the last. And everything in 
between."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248248 39113 15 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:07:30am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Here comes Mama Grizzly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248254 39113 21 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:09:38am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wow, total word salad.</P> 
<P>"Demographics, all across this great land, so many 
demographics."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248270 39113 37 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:15:07am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Palin: "The tea party is like the civil rights movement." Right - except that 
Tea Partiers are OPPOSED to the Civil Rights Act.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248297 39113 64 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:23:50am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Palin agitated against raising the debt ceiling. Now she's complaining about 
the "embarrassment" of the credit downgrade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248319 39113 85 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:29:48am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"Sudden and relentless reform." I don't like the sound of 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248326 39113 92 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:31:48am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"My plan is a bona fide, real workin' man's plan!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248331 39113 97 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:33:48am  
<br> 
 



 
<P>I love it when all the aging teabaggers on Medicare stand up and cheer for 
calls to repeal "Obamacare."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248339 39113 105 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:36:41am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Drill baby drill! You know, I've been missing that brainless 
slogan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248347 39113 113 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:38:33am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"We will make America the most attractive country on Earth ... to do business 
in." Drill baby drill!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248351 39113 117 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:38:55am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"We will make America the most attractive country on Earth ... for me to poop 
on!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248383 39113 149 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:46:45am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"As President John F. K said..."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248384 39113 150 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:47:26am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>These people have a pathetic need to feel like they're 
exceptional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248391 39113 157 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 11:48:09am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>She's leaving them hanging again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248419 39113 184 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 12:08:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Good grief. People are bringing guns for her to sign.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09248457 39114 2 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 1:20:38pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9248454" target=_blank>#1</A> Targetpractice, Worst 
of Both Worlds</EM></P> 
<P>He's already out there claiming that the IPCC is trying to shut him 
up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248540 39115 1 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 4:39:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The video's actually very funny, when you realize what's going on in 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248554 39115 5 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 5:33:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9248550" target=_blank>#2</A> Shiplord 
Kirel</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is everyone?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's the traditional Labor Day weekend slowdown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248572 39115 16 Charles Sat, Sep 3, 2011 6:04:50pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Anybody notice what's really going on in this video?</P> 
<P>That's not Bob.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248948 39117 8 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 9:50:23am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9248878" target=_blank>#4</A> prononymous</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's right Erick, your friends are even more ignorant than you are. Own it. 
LOL.</P> 
<P>I wanted to upding this article, but it seems that I can't even see article 
ratings much less ding them. Cleared the cache, but still nothing. Help me 
Charles.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you're using Firefox with NoScript, disable NoScript. (NoScript is the 
most common cause of problems.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248949 39117 9 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 10:00:55am  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Right wingers always lie about the importance of creationism in their 
ideology. Ever since I began writing on the subject at LGF, right wing 
commenters have tried to push the same kind of denials: it's unimportant, a 
minor issue, only a minority believe it, it doesn't matter in the long run, etc. 
etc. ad nauseam.</P> 
<P>If they can convince enough gullible people that these things aren't 
important, it's much easier for them to sneak creationism into schools (and all 
the other right wing agendas).</P> 
<P>Erickson is just following a long tradition of lying to cover up the right 
wing's true extremism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09248979 39117 37 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 11:10:37am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Server got a little bogged down there for a few minutes because I was 
changing one of the database tables. Back to full speed now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249026 39117 79 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 12:10:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Coming soon - you'll be able to create polls for your LGF Pages. The same 
format as the polls you've seen on the LGF front page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249227 39118 84 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:10:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Until this country gets control of the industries that profit from murder, 
we're going to continue dying for the profit of the gun manufacturing lobby.</P> 
<P>The people who own gun companies care only for themselves, and they have lots 
of money, so they don't care about the carnage on America's streets.</P> 
<P>The carnage makes them money.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249241 39118 98 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:22:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/92/9249235" target=_blank>#92</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm sorry, but that's not it at all. No one is "dying for the profit of the 
gun manufacturing lobby", they're dying for the profits of drug produces, and 
drug dealers. It's less about the guns than the criminal activity associated 
with gun murders. Cut down on drug gangs and armed robbers and the number of 
shootings falls greatly.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right, it's all about the people, never about the tens of millions of lethal 
weapons sold to those people for the express purpose of killing other 
people.</P> 
<P>But just keep shilling for them. It's how they continue to reap their bloody 
profits.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09249253 39118 110 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:31:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/105/9249248" target=_blank>#105</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<P>The bottom line is obvious to anyone not blinded by ideology: this country 
has a serious problem with guns. And the reason we haven't addressed it is 
because the super-rich people who manufacture weapons don't want it to be 
addressed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249261 39118 118 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:36:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/9249259" target=_blank>#116</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where is this purpose expressed by the gun manufacturers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>These are tools for killing people. Why would you try to deny 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249271 39118 127 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:41:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Gun manufacturers get away with pretending their weapons aren't inherently 
violent, because there are millions of customers who run interference for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249274 39118 130 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:43:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/9249268" target=_blank>#124</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There are many purposes. Self defense and hunting being two of the most 
common reasons for gun ownership.</P> 
<P>Where is the purpose of killing people expressed by the manufacturers and/or 
dealers?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And another common reason for owning a gun is to kill someone. But we 
shouldn't notice that, I guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249276 39118 132 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:44:38pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/129/9249273" target=_blank>#129</A> 
Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>And by "customers who run interference for them," I'm talking about 
you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249282 39118 137 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:48:42pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder" target=_blank>Murder</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Murder rates vary greatly among countries and societies around the world. In 
the Western world, murder rates in most countries have declined significantly 
during the 20th century and are now between 1-4 cases per 100,000 people per 
year. Murder rates in Japan, Ireland and Iceland are among the lowest in the 
world, around 0.5 cases per 100,000 people per year; <STRONG>the rate of the 
United States is among the highest of developed countries</STRONG>, around 5.5 
in 2004,[38] with rates in larger cities sometimes over 40 per 100,000.[39] 
666,160 people have been killed in the United States between 1960 and 
1996.[40]</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249285 39118 140 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:51:22pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's sad to see LGF readers doing the bidding of the bloody-handed gun 
lobby.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249293 39118 148 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 6:55:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/141/9249286" target=_blank>#141</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think, however, that gun manufacturers actually count on or profit a 
lot from mayhem in the streets in the US. Some do, certainly, to a certain 
extent, but I get the feeling that their large-scale sales, to other countries 
and the like, are more important.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have to disagree. These are huge corporations, and they don't make any 
business moves without projecting the consequences. I submit that gun 
manufacturers know perfectly well how their weapons are going to be used, and 
how many are going to vanish off the grid and be untraceable, and it all factors 
into their profitability analysis.</P> 
<P>Murder is good for the gun business.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249312 39118 166 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:08:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/159/9249305" target=_blank>#159</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not running interference for anyone. I am expressing my personal views. I 
speak for no one else. No inanimate object is inherently violent. That thought 
is just totally illogical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Guns are not simply "inanimate objects."</P> 
<P>They're not soap dishes.</P> 
<P>They are tools designed for a purpose, and that purpose is violence.</P> 
<P>And the vast majority of the weapons sold in the US are designed for violence 
against human beings.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09249319 39118 173 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:12:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/9249297" target=_blank>#152</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd say there's a difference between the shitholes who made the Tec-9 and 
even specifically advertised it as 'fingerprint resistant'-- fingerprints are 
not going to appreciably damage a gun, and Tec-9s are pieces of crap that nobody 
cares about cosmetically-- and Remington, whose guns don't show up in a lot of 
crime scenes, cost quite a bit more, etc.</P> 
<P>I mean, we're always going to have to have gun companies. There's not not a 
choice not to. I think it's important to separate the ones who specifically make 
their guns cheap and disposable from those who are really more for sportsmen and 
the like.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The gun industry is huge, and there are definitely manufacturers who don't 
profit from murder.</P> 
<P>But when I go into the local neighborhood gun shop, what I see on the shelves 
are tools for killing people. Not for hunting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249333 39118 186 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:19:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/175/9249322" target=_blank>#175</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Depends on your definition of violence.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>My definition of violence is: using a gun to fire a projectile that will 
destroy a human being's internal organs, and cause them to die.</P> 
<P>Is this a hard concept to grasp?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249348 39118 201 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:26:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/9249346" target=_blank>#199</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<P>The VAST majority of gun owners in America have never hunted game in their 
lives, and have no intention to do so.</P> 
<P>They own guns to do violence against other human beings, not against 
animals.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249352 39118 205 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:27:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Sorry for insisting on bringing reality into this discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249370 39118 223 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:37:53pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/206/9249353" target=_blank>#206</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, but that concept was unstated and for people to discuss an emotional 
subject in a reasonable way, it is best not to assume what the other person's 
definition is for an ambiguous term. If you think self defence and hunting are 
violent, then we are in agreement about the main purpose of most firearms. If 
your definition is something else, then further exploration is needed to see if 
we really disagree. Is that a hard concept to grasp?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"If you think self defence and hunting are violent, then we are in agreement 
about the main purpose of most firearms. ..."</P> 
<P>And if you DON'T think hunting and self-defense are inherently violent acts, 
you're just not living in the real world.</P> 
<P>Animals don't lie down and die on their own. They have to be brutally 
slaughtered, often in horribly painful ways, by guns that wreak havoc on their 
bodies.</P> 
<P>And if you defend yourself against a criminal with a gun (a very rare 
occurrence in this country), you're doing so by committing terrible violence 
against that person. Maybe he/she deserved it, maybe not, but don't pretend you 
aren't committing a violent act.</P> 
<P>The vast majority of violence in this country is committed by criminals with 
handguns. But let's just keep talking about hunting.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249381 39118 233 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:42:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/227/9249374" target=_blank>#227</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But I'd have to ask, if the vast majority were intent on doing violence 
against other human beings as opposed to having a good mechanism for deterring 
other human beings being violent against them, wouldn't we see much more 
alarming gun violence numbers than we do?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Every year, more than 100,000 Americans are victims of gun violence.</P> 
<P>That's not alarming to you?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249391 39118 243 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:45:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/9249387" target=_blank>#239</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, could you please link your source.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.nij.gov/topics/crime/gun-violence/" target=_blank>Gun 
Violence | National Institute of Justice</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249394 39118 246 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:46:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://www.lcav.org/statistics-polling/gun_violence_statistics.asp" 
target=_blank>LCAV - Gun Violence Statistics</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09249402 39118 254 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:48:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's incredibly easy to find statistics showing the appalling frequency of 
gun violence in America. But still we have people who try to deny it's 
happening.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249427 39118 278 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 7:57:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/261/9249409" target=_blank>#261</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles' number is 100000 violent gun crimes. There were over 1.3 million 
violent crimes in 2009 (last year with complete stats). Saying 100,000 is a vast 
majority of 1.3 million shows stunning ignorance of the 
subject.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pathetic. I didn't say anything like that, and you know it. You're 
just trying to divert attention away from your sad attempts to whitewash and 
minimize gun violence.</P> 
<P>I repeat: more than 100,000 people are victims of gun violence every year. Go 
ahead, try to spin that out of existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249443 39118 293 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:02:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/9249439" target=_blank>#289</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I for one do not deny it. We are way too violent a people for my 
liking.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right. So let's keep supplying those violent people with plenty of guns, so 
they can act on their violent impulses.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249460 39118 306 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:10:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/300/9249453" target=_blank>#300</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Last sentence of #223 is where you said:</P> 
<P>The vast majority of violence in this country is committed by criminals with 
handguns.</P> 
<P>Is 100,000 a vast majority of 1.3 million? The 1.3 million violent crimes for 
2009 comes from the FBI.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Excuse me ... I left out the word "gun" from the word "violence."</P> 
<P>I should have written, "the vast majority of gun violence in this 
country."</P> 
<P>But don't let me stop you from idiotic nit-picking to shore up a 
failing<BR>right wing talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249468 39118 313 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:13:08pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/310/9249464" target=_blank>#310</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<P>When I've actually made an ignorant statement, I appreciate being 
corrected.</P> 
<P>When someone is stupidly nit-picking to score points, not so 
much.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249473 39118 317 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:15:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way, I'm a gun owner myself. But I'm not going to try to blow smoke up 
anyone's ass and claim it's not a tool for violence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249486 39118 323 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:19:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/319/9249475" target=_blank>#319</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<P>I don't expect you to argue, because you can't. All you're doing is parroting 
talking points you picked up from the right wing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249494 39118 329 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:21:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/326/9249490" target=_blank>#326</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good for you. Where did I say guns were not tools for 
violence?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's just sad. At least own your own argument, dude.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249509 39118 339 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:26:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/335/9249504" target=_blank>#335</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you buy it to kill people?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, if I need to, for self defense. I've been threatened.</P> 
<P>And I'm not going to lie about it, like you are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249527 39118 345 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:36:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/342/9249516" target=_blank>#342</A> gamark</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Calling someone a liar because you can't back up an argument is a lousy thing 
to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>And lying about the purpose of guns is even lousier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249559 39118 363 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:46:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/357/9249549" target=_blank>#357</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But, it is also true that highly armed neighborhoods are less likely to be 
burglarized.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I have never seen a single report or study that comes to that conclusion. 
Where are you getting this from?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249584 39118 377 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:54:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/372/9249576" target=_blank>#372</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry, Charles, I don't have access to the links right now from this computer 
(I don't want to pay for JSOTR). When I can access it tomorrow I will happily 
supply links to studies that show areas with high (legal) gun ownership suffer 
less criminality.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I really hope you aren't going to pull out a study by the proven fraud John 
Lott.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249609 39118 395 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 9:02:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/394/9249607" target=_blank>#394</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>When gun ownership (legally) rises, crime tends to fall.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Again, I strongly dispute this. I don't think you can find any reliable 
statistics to back up that statement.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249497 39119 13 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:23:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>But remember, since only people can kill other people, these missing guns are 
completely harmless.</P> 
<P>/</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249519 39119 24 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:33:15pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9249514" target=_blank>#21</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think what the ATF is alleging there is that a small percentage of gun 
shops knowingly sell large amounts to straw buyers who then turn around and sell 
the guns to the criminals, or to fixers or other middle men.</P> 
<P>There's obviously a huge, gaping leak in the gun industry, or we wouldn't 
have so many guns on the street. I would think, if they were a responsible 
industry, plugging that hole would be priority number one for 
them.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is why I said in the previous thread that murder is good for the gun 
business.</P> 
<P>Those missing guns made money for someone. That's the only thing that matters 
to the gun industry, and if it weren't true, we wouldn't be discussing 
this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09249565 39119 43 Charles Sun, Sep 4, 2011 8:49:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9249536" target=_blank>#32</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And frankly. The NRA doesn't give a crap. I know they claim to be about gun 
safety and all that. Some of which is good. But the primary function of the NRA 
if to lobby for gun manufacturers. The bottom line is sales. Anything that 
interferes with those sales negates their profits. I'm not saying they're 
consciously supporting the sales to hoodlums but they by and large look the 
other way. It's sort of like selling Everclear or being a drug 
dealer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Absolutely - the NRA is a hard right wing lobby for the gun industry, and 
they could not possibly care less about public safety or crime.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250224 39120 44 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 1:10:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>One Cat, One Vote, One Beer</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/JkXwEmku1Hk&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250335 39120 139 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 2:38:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/136/9250332" target=_blank>#136</A> negativ</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is there a way to embed in an LGF post a Youtube link to a specific time in 
the video?</P> 
<P><A href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8ko2nCk_hE#t=1m47s" 
target=_blank>This works</A>, but this</P> 
<P>[Video]doesn't.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Yes, you can do that, but when a video is embedded in a web page the YouTube 
start time format is a little different. Your URL would look like this 
instead:</P> 
<P>youtube.com/watch?v=U8ko2nCk_hE&amp;start=107</P> 
<P>(I left off the 'http' so it wouldn't be turned into an embedded video.)</P> 
<P>The 'start' parameter is the number of seconds. Since you had the start time 
as '#t=1m47s' (1 minute 47 seconds) -- 60 + 47 = 107.</P> 
<P>Example:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/U8ko2nCk_hE&amp;start=107&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250435 39121 11 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 4:00:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And to make it worse, it looks like Fox News produced more than one edited 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250499 39121 66 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 4:40:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9250451" target=_blank>#25</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think the point of the video was to highlight the hypocrisy of President 
Obama being there with Hoffa speaking in those terms. All the righty blogs I've 
read about it are making a point of the words and imagery used, not suggesting 
that Hoffa was actually calling for some sort of workers violent uprising.</P> 
<P>What happened to the New Tone President Obama said we needed to cultivate 
post Tuscon?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>So, any comment on the fact that Fox News is deliberately lying to their 
viewers?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250506 39121 72 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 4:45:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And before we hear the excuse that this is just "the same thing every news 
channel does" -- no, it's not. Not by a long shot. This was a deliberate, 
calculated smear, intended to get exactly the response it got from the far right 
base.</P> 
<P>It makes me sick that the media has gotten so debased that this isn't cause 
for investigations and people being fired.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250511 39121 77 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 4:48:11pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/73/9250507" target=_blank>#73</A> albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I fight and don't much care how it turns out...there is a solution to the MSM 
bent on bending policy and candidates to their will...if the narrative that the 
lawyers and the media and K Street rule our lives and we can do nothing then I 
say fuck it all...nobody owns me or my thoughts...let's all have a beer and 
chill...what's the use eh?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you want to have a beer and chill, go right ahead. No one's stopping you. 
Other people seem to want to have a discussion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250591 39121 155 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:30:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/153/9250589" target=_blank>#153</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I replied to someone else, they shouldn't have edited the video as they did. 
It was stupid of them to do it, and opened them up to people like you calling 
them out on their BS.</P> 
<P>But when I watched the edited clip, I took from it the exact same message as 
what was in the unedited clip. I never thought for a moment Hoffa was calling 
for massive violence, only firing up his audience at a political rally for the 
cause of... politics (i.e getting them to GOTV and other political activities). 
Albeit with rhetoric the President was condemning not so long 
ago.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh huh.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/J0xodEV2FIU&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250603 39121 167 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:37:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/163/9250599" target=_blank>#163</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<P>Really, no right wingers said Hoffa called for civil war? You sure about 
that?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/10/9250331" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250607 39121 171 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:39:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/9250605" target=_blank>#169</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I may not be Earl the Pearl, but I don't get it. Are you saying I'm 
lying to you about what I took from the video?</P> 
<P>What?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>I'm saying that your efforts to spin this egregious Fox News scandal are not 
going unnoticed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250612 39121 176 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:43:04pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/173/9250609" target=_blank>#173</A> Atlas 
Fails</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's saying you realize Fox got caught in a lie and are now desperately 
spinning to minimize that fact.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250641 39121 204 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:54:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/194/9250630" target=_blank>#194</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.mediaite.com/tv/teamsters-president-jim-hoffa-urges-
president-to-fight-harder-wipe-these-people-out-in-2012/" target=_blank>Hoffa 
said on Morning Joe about a week-and-a-half ago</A>, with little or no outrage. 
He said ““There’s going to be an election in ’12, and maybe the answer is, we 
wipe these people out.”</P> 
<P>Nothing about doing it by voting</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The word's gone out, obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250655 39121 218 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:59:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/215/9250652" target=_blank>#215</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What I think is not the topic.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is true.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250670 39121 233 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:02:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Fox News gets caught in a blatant, evil lie, and suddenly we're supposed to 
talk about the other things James Hoffa might have said, based on posts at right 
wing blogs.</P> 
<P>Right.</P> 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250677 39121 240 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:04:29pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/228/9250665" target=_blank>#228</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and I know that the anti-gay GOP gets coverage here, but for some 
reason, I can't quite put my finger on it, there seems to be much more activity 
when the said anti-gay GOP member turns out to be gay.</P> 
<P>Funny, that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you mean "funny haha" or "funny peculiar?"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250693 39121 256 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:09:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/251/9250688" target=_blank>#251</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the problem with being a minority voice. I gets too much attention. I 
was responding to someone who says hypocrisy doesn't bother them that much.</P> 
<P>It bothers a lot of people, something I demonstrated with that post. No 
grousing going on, just illumination.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why am I getting the feeling you might have had an account at LGF before this 
one?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250702 39121 265 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:13:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/260/9250697" target=_blank>#260</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Funny peculiar. And I find it odd that my pointing out hypocrisy is an 
animating factor is causing so much consternation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Odd" like someone who thinks it's odd, or "odd" like someone doing their 
best to spin a horrible Fox News scandal and seeing it fail?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250707 39121 270 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:14:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/9250704" target=_blank>#267</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know.</P> 
<P>Can't you check something like that?</P> 
<P>If you'd rather I didn't comment just say so and I'll delete and go on my 
merry way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just curious. Care to answer the question directly?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250714 39121 277 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:17:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>That smell is getting stronger.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09250719 39121 282 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:21:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/281/9250718" target=_blank>#281</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I had no clue I was speaking in riddles. I was just using an example that 
came to mind quickly and would be known to commenters here.</P> 
<P>So, let's dispense with the examples.</P> 
<P>Does hypocrisy matter at all?</P> 
<P>And, because I will be seen as trying to "spin" for FOX unless I add 
something like this to every post on this thread:</P> 
<P>FOX should not have edited the video at all. It was a stupid, underhanded 
thing to do. While it didn't matter much to me, there are many people out there 
it mattered to, and FOX should report news, not make it up. Bad 
FOX.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>A textbook example of how to minimize right wing lies. Bravo!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250813 39121 370 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 6:56:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I expect to see more of this kind of blatant trolling as we get closer to the 
election.</P> 
<P>Much more.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250834 39121 388 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 7:02:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/386/9250832" target=_blank>#386</A> 
ConservativeMe</EM></P> 
<P>Your wish is my command.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09250868 39121 422 Charles Mon, Sep 5, 2011 7:16:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm disappointed. We never got to see the voluminous research supporting 
"ConservativeMe's" claim that heavily armed neighborhoods are so much 
safer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251641 39123 22 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 9:50:55am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9251613" target=_blank>#3</A> Dark_Falcon</EM></P> 
<P>You know very well that top GOP politicians and Tea Party leaders have often 
used violent rhetoric.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09251642 39123 23 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 9:51:48am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Notice that the first comment is a lame attempt to spin. The word is 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251656 39123 37 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 10:04:53am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>So ... Fox News deliberately edits a video to falsely accuse someone of 
calling for violence ... and then what? Everybody just moves on?</P> 
<P>It's kind of amazing that this is getting so little play in the media. This 
is one of the most blatant, egregious, deliberate violations of journalistic 
ethics I've ever seen.</P> 
<P>I mean, I know people have learned not to expect honest journalism from Fox, 
but this one really crosses a red line. And nobody gives a shit?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251889 39123 95 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 12:19:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancyc088c821 target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252535 39123 103 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 7:33:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And with that, we bid you adieu.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251832 39124 109 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 12:00:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Seeing some chatter that the shooter may be the boyfriend of an IHOP 
employee.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251927 39125 12 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 12:46:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>You're gonna like this poll-creation feature -- it's really easy to 
use.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09251943 39125 27 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 12:50:20pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/16/9251932" target=_blank>#16</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any limitations on the number of choices in the poll?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't want them to get absurdly long - I'm thinking of 10 as a 
limit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252252 39125 302 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 3:40:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/299/9252249" target=_blank>#299</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not seeing that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The button is in the LGF Pages posting form...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252292 39125 338 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 4:09:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The preview feature now shows your poll as it will look when 
posted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252295 39125 341 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 4:10:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/340/9252294" target=_blank>#340</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks<EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/9252278" target=_blank>#325</A> Gus 
802</EM></P> 
<P>Hm. Clicked save and the poll button stayed red, and I got no poll in the 
Page. Must be doing something wrong. Question-"My political affiliation is-
<BR>Options<BR>Republican<BR>Dem<BR>Indy<BR>Other</P> 
<P>Then I clicked save poll and got nothing.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In the poll form, the save button just says you're done editing and want to 
keep your changes. The poll isn't actually created until you post the Page.</P> 
<P>Use the preview button to see what it will look like.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252372 39126 12 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 5:38:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9252369" target=_blank>#9</A> HoosierHoops</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can you do multiple polls on the same page? Let's say when football season 
starts I want to do a page that allows lizards to vote on who will win each NFL 
division..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, you'd have to do a Page for each one. I may allow multiple polls in a 
single Page in the future -- but it complicates the interface quite a 
bit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09252425 39127 16 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 6:19:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9252419" target=_blank>#11</A> Meitantei</EM></P> 
<P>Hence the rant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09252458 39127 41 Charles Tue, Sep 6, 2011 6:33:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/35/9252451" target=_blank>#35</A> Fozzie 
Bear</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey Stanley!</P> 
<P>So I start a new job tomorrow with a web development firm in Orlando, after a 
few months of fitful nail-biting unemployment. I'm going to be using Ruby on 
Rails, NodeJS, and a few other technologies I am totally unfamiliar with. Should 
be very stressful, but fun.</P> 
<P>Wish me luck, i'll need it.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Best of luck to ya. I've been looking at NodeJS myself 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253160 39129 10 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 11:59:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9253159" target=_blank>#9</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What kind of people get lied to and it just doesn't bug them at 
all?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The kind of people who already know they're being lied to, and enjoy it. 
There's a vindictiveness behind it that's pretty sick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253290 39130 2 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 1:53:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I made a few small edits and included the embedded version of the poll 
results ... and I'm about to promote this to the front page. Good followup to 
the earlier post!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253392 39130 59 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 2:47:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I think it's fascinating that about 80% of Americans tell pollsters they 
believe prayer can literally, in the real world, help someone heal from an 
injury or illness.</P> 
<P>This means a majority believe in a real-world effect which has never been 
actually observed or recorded or studied. And despite amazing amounts of 
empirical evidence to the contrary.</P> 



<P>Magical thinking has a hold on this country.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253457 39131 3 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 3:35:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>In other news, I discovered the first case I've ever come across in SQL 
programming in which a sub-select works faster than a table join. Much 
faster.</P> 
<P>It's in the code that handles the 'More' buttons in the Featured Pages and 
Recent Pages columns. Displaying more recent pages is much faster than it was 
before. A typical query would take 6-7 seconds before. Now it's in the 
neighborhood of 0.06 seconds.</P> 
<P>Been trying to optimize that code for a while without much luck, then I 
thought of trying a sub-select to get the tweet counters instead of a join. Bam. 
Speed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253459 39131 5 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 3:44:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Oh, and another detail, in addition to the sub-select, was that I needed to 
force MySQL to use a combined index on one of the tables in the query, because 
it just wouldn't do it otherwise, even though it was the fastest index to 
use.</P> 
<P>All this is in a query that accesses three tables at once to get the info 
needed to display those Pages columns.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253461 39131 6 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 3:45:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9253458" target=_blank>#4</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>How's your node.js skills/work coming along?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Haven't had time to really investigate it yet. Ran into some problems 
installing it on our server so I referred it to the host for 
installation.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253464 39131 8 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 3:48:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Just checked the query again with an EXPLAIN clause, and I was wrong about 
the execution time - it isn't 0.06 seconds, it's 0.006. So that's another order 
of magnitude. Almost instantaneous from our point of view.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253470 39131 12 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 3:54:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9253467" target=_blank>#9</A> recusancy</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You don't do your dev/learning on a local machine?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To a certain extent - I have a localhost server set up with MySQL and PHP - 
but some stuff has to be tested live. I want to use a specific command line 
program that requires Node.js to do something on the web server, so that's where 
it's got to be installed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253485 39131 23 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 4:09:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The thing that makes the MySQL tweaks I mentioned especially interesting is 
that if I remove either one -- the sub-select or the 'USE INDEX' clause -- the 
speed goes away again. So it's the combination of these two things that results 
in a massive speedup.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253532 39132 10 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:09:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Not that old "Al Gore said he invented the Internet" chestnut again.</P> 
<P>Groan. Right wingers never get tired of that one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253542 39132 19 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:12:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Herman Cain has a '999' plan? Uh, anyone notice what happens when you turn 
'999' upside-down? Aieee!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253561 39132 37 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:21:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul: "Do we need the federal government to tell us whether we buy a safe 
car?"</P> 
<P>Well, there were all those unsafe cars that were sold to unsuspecting 
Americans by the sacred free market, before the government started regulating 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253565 39132 41 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:22:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Remember the Ford Pinto? Gas tank exploded if someone tapped the rear 
end?</P> 
<P>The free market at work! All hail the free market!</P> 
<P>/silly libertarians</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253574 39132 50 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:24:34pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P>I keep hearing Captain Beefheart's Trout Mask Replica whenever Huntsman 
talks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253598 39132 74 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:31:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Santorum: "I've done more for the poor than anyone." Then boasts about 
cutting welfare. Way to help, Rick.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253603 39132 79 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:33:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/9253599" target=_blank>#75</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Perry dodges question on black poverty?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Total dodge.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253619 39132 95 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:35:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>How does Michele Bachmann operate a Blackberry with fingernails like 
that?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253634 39132 110 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:37:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Huntsman gets a wild round of applause. Kidding.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253694 39132 169 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:47:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And now, the Social Security question for Perry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253699 39132 174 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:48:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ponzi scheme! Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253748 39132 223 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 5:56:11pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P>Michele Bachmann comes out strongly in favor of communicable 
disease.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253794 39132 269 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:00:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul accuses TSA agents of sexual abuse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253804 39132 279 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:01:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ron Paul: 9/11 was caused by too much government.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253862 39132 337 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:08:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/320/9253845" target=_blank>#320</A> mracb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This site needs an auto-scroll mode for these fast threads!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here you go:</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/spy/article/39132" target=_blank>LGF 
Spy</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09253919 39132 394 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:17:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Huntsman is sounding more and more like Captain Beefheart as his voice wears 
out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254007 39132 482 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:30:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry leads with the weak compliment, follows up with major right wing 
talking point.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254037 39132 512 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:33:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"Global caliphate!" Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254071 39132 544 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:36:34pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P>Huntsman: "We can't run from science." Oh yes, they can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254090 39132 563 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:38:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry: "Galileo got outvoted fer a spell ... find out what the science 
truly is."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254118 39132 591 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:39:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Now comes the mandatory EPA-bashing. Because they acquitted themselves so 
well on the climate change issue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254186 39132 659 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:46:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Judge Dredd comes to life.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254210 39132 683 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 6:50:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Crazy Uncle Ron Paul "resists accusations" that he's a deranged heartless 
ideologue.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254293 39133 27 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 7:06:50pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>In some good news from the GOP debate, apparently the party now accepts the 
discoveries made by Galileo.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09254434 39134 4 Charles Wed, Sep 7, 2011 7:49:15pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And yes, this is the first time the word "motherfucker" has appeared on the 
LGF front page. It just seems to fit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255030 39135 82 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 10:59:29am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Judging from the wingnut insults coming at me on Twitter, this post hit a 
nerve.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09257435 39135 188 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 5:06:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/180/9257266" target=_blank>#180</A> 
groovimus</EM></P> 
<P>Your stupid right wing anti-science talking point has already been debunked 
here, by people who actually understand what the CERN CLOUD project is all 
about: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/39091_Climate_Change_Denial_Blogs_
in_Fail_Mode_Again" target=_blank>Climate Change Denial Blogs in Fail Mode 
Again</A>.</P> 
<P>Try to keep up, and you might not embarrass yourself by gloating over 
something that's already been conclusively shown to be bogus.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257988 39135 191 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 11:10:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>My patience for smug right wing climate change denying trolls is all 
gone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255179 39136 40 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 11:59:15am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Notice in the video that Perry actually smiles when he hears the start of the 
question.</P> 
<P>He actually boasts about taking lives. Saying that he never even struggles 
with the moral issues is the mark of a true fanatic.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255182 39136 42 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 12:01:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry is Judge Dredd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255245 39136 98 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 12:32:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A title=sleeper.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/sleeper.jpg" 
rel=fancy2cd1c3ed target=_blank>Image: sleeper.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255533 39138 1 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 3:58:59pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>The sound seems to have vanished from the live video. Hope they get it 
back.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255561 39138 22 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:08:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Good thing he's not under any pressure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255610 39138 69 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:18:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I don't think so.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255666 39138 124 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:26:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Warren Buffet's secretary should get a raise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255719 39138 174 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:34:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yeah, sure, jobs, right, but what about American exceptionalism and creeping 
shariah?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255729 39138 183 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:36:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Did Obama just dis libertarians?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255801 39138 254 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:45:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Great speech! No way any right wingers will be upset over that. I'm sure the 
bill will pass right away. (That's me in pathetically naive 
mode.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255812 39138 265 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:48:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I mean, what could anyone be upset about in that? All good positive 
suggestions to make the economy better.</P> 
<P>You'd have to be crazy to take offense at anything in that 
speech.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09255852 39138 305 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 4:59:15pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>New terror threat from Pakistan.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255899 39139 20 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 5:15:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The poll creator in the LGF Pages app now includes an expiration date/time, 
with a nifty popup date- and time-picker. When you set an expiration date, 
voting on the poll closes at that second.</P> 
<P>Since the LGF server is located in the Central US time zone, you'll need to 
do a simple adjustment based on where you are. For example, if you're on the 
East Coast, subtract an hour; West Coast, add 2 hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255933 39139 49 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 5:35:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Getting a very strong vibe of 'concern troll'.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255940 39139 55 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 5:39:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The vibe isn't getting weaker.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09255978 39139 91 Charles Thu, Sep 8, 2011 5:51:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>That vibe is getting stronger.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09256821 39140 11 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 9:24:55am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Check out the update.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09256833 39140 23 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 9:34:23am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9256832" target=_blank>#22</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<P>They're doin' it wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09257443 39141 51 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 5:15:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9257409" target=_blank>#24</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the code for starting a Youtube video at a specific 
time?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can do this by pasting in the URL of the YouTube video, and adding 
'&amp;start=xxx' to it, where 'xxx' is the number of seconds from the start of 
the video.</P> 
<P>For example, this URL:</P> 
<P>youtube.com/watch?v=z57bJ2jT4es&amp;start=30</P> 
<P>produces this video:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/z57bJ2jT4es&amp;start=30&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257447 39141 55 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 5:18:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/38/9257425" target=_blank>#38</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Buck never did come back to acknowledge that he fell for a completely bogus 
outrage. I really don't mind having conservatives or even wingnuts around but 
completely ignoring facts is very annoying.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Being a wingnut means never having to say you're sorry. If the intent is to 
make people think they're so stupid they can't remember the debunkings of their 
parrot-like utterances, it's working.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257451 39141 59 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 5:19:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/56/9257448" target=_blank>#56</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mice. So we can use this to jump to a particular point in a You Tube video? 
What about load time? Say the particular time frame is 3 minutes into a 5 minute 
video?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No problem, it will start right there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257460 39141 67 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 5:23:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/65/9257458" target=_blank>#65</A> Bubblehead 
II</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Understood, but will it speed up the download time of the 
video?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Doesn't seem to have much effect on the download speed as far as I can 
tell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257526 39142 4 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 6:14:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>According to my logs, the guy (has to be a guy) who registered yesterday as 
"JustWantSex" tried to register 5 more times in the space of about 14 minutes 
after being blocked.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257529 39142 6 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 6:15:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9257528" target=_blank>#5</A> Cannadian Club 
Akbar</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I register a sock? PLEASE!!!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think you just did, n'est ce pas?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257564 39142 29 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 6:36:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And by the way, LGF Pages are often indexed by Google and show up near the 
top of the search results within seconds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257566 39142 31 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 6:37:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I've been amazed by how fast some Pages show up in Google's search 
results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09257580 39142 44 Charles Fri, Sep 9, 2011 6:46:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9257578" target=_blank>#42</A> Criminal</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I have to ask. Why is this registration limited but other places just want 
an email address?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe you should ask Cannadian Club Akbar that question.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258352 39144 35 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 11:12:19am  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Instapundit, Ed Morrissey at Hot Air -- all of the "top" wingnuts led with 
this story today. All of them.</P> 
<P>It's like they've been possessed by demonic entities that make them dim-
witted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258455 39144 133 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 11:55:59am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/124/9258444" target=_blank>#124</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. That could be a practical joke. Imagine Charles changing RGB values by 
one each day. We wouldn't notice any diff from day to day, but in the end would 
go from one color to another.</P> 
<P>/nerd over</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, yes, I did!</P> 
<P>I just discovered the HTML 5 "::selection" pseudo-selector.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258459 39144 137 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 11:57:30am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I see that Pamela Geller is vehemently denying she has ever said or implied 
that Islam is evil.</P> 
<P>I'm very tempted to put together some quotes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258471 39144 149 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 12:02:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There's an LGF Page idea for anyone who wants it: some quotes about Islam 
from the Shrieking Harpy, since she's claiming today that neither she nor anyone 
else in "the movement" ever says or implies Islam is evil.</P> 
<P><A href="http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/09/ground-zero-
radical-raufs-blood-libel-in-the-wall-street-journal.html" target=_blank>WALL 
STREET JOURNAL PRINTS GROUND ZERO RADICAL RAUF'S BLOOD LIBEL!!! - Atlas 
Shrugs</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Today's Wall Street Journal actually printed another blood libel from the 
silver-tongued stealth jihadist, Ground Zero mosque imam Feisal Rauf, 
unchallenged:&nbsp;</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"I launched my effort last year to build an Islamic Community Center in Lower 
Manhattan as part of reconciliation after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the&nbsp; 
vitriol hurled against me and Islam was overwhelming. Islam is evil, our critics 
said. The only good Muslim is a dead Muslim."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am outraged. This is the disgusting and vile lie of a leading "moderate" 
Muslim in the US. No one in the oppostion has ever thought of such a thing, let 
alone said it.</P> 
<P>Anyone who has read any or all of my work (two books, hundreds of columns, 
and over 20,000 blog posts) knows that I fight violence, value human life above 
all, and have never implied such a thing. Ever. No one who I work with has ever 
talked such jihadist tripe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09258481 39144 158 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 12:08:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=islam+evil+sit
e:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-
8#sclient=psy&amp;hl=en&amp;client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;source=hp&amp;q=%22isla
m+is+evil%22+site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;pbx=1&amp;oq=%22islam+is+evil%
22+site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;aq=f&amp;aqi=&amp;aql=&amp;gs_sm=e&amp;g
s_upl=2620906l2625024l0l2625542l5l5l0l0l0l0l175l715l1.4l5l0&amp;bav=on.2,or.r_gc
.r_pw.&amp;fp=20dbb3f1de671a75&amp;biw=1249&amp;bih=1464" target=_blank>'islam 
is evil' site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com - Google Search</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258504 39144 181 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 12:20:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/169/9258492" target=_blank>#169</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This includes lots of comment results.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it's all comments -- you're probably not going to find a post where 
Geller wrote those exact words.</P> 
<P>She may not be dumb enough to come right out and say it, but every day she 
allows those things and much worse to be posted at her site. Calls for killing 
and deporting Muslims and banning Islam are incredibly common.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258510 39144 187 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 12:25:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Check out this comment that was apparently deleted, but is still in the 
Google cache: <A 
href="http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:_UeN7C30T0IJ:atlasshr
ugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2011/04/pamela-geller-big-government--
1.html+%22islam+is+evil%22+site:atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com&amp;cd=13&amp;hl=en&
amp;ct=clnk&amp;gl=us&amp;client=safari" target=_blank>Pamela Geller, Big 
Government: Islamic Law Comes to Dearborn - Atlas Shrugs</A>.</P> 
<P>At first I thought it was one of her typical crazed followers, but when I 
read the whole thing I realized it was someone mocking Geller and her rhetoric. 
Very revealing that THIS is the comment she deletes.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>and you can't tell me they were ALL afraid of Muslims... the police were 
saving Jones from his own ignorance... I wish he had held his rally, then the 
captivated audiences of the United States could see him hang himself by his own 
crazy actions and rhetoric</P> 
<P>he admits to his own lack of expertise regarding Islam, and yet it doesn't 
stop him from condemning it (I dare say many writing on this blog are in the 
same boat, including its architect): [Link: <A 
href="http://www.myfoxdetroit.com/dpp/news/let_it_rip/controversial-florida-
pastor-sits-down-with-dearborn-muslim-cleric" 
target=_blank>www.myfoxdetroit.com...</A>]</P> 



<P>I'm sure Muslims around the world are bending backward to thank Ms. Geller, 
Mr. Jones, and all you patriotic Americans for making their Shari'a so clear to 
them... who knew that Shari'a was so evil!! So thank you thank you thank you 
THANK YOU for enlightening those backward, blinded, barbaric [bigoted word]s 
about their own religion. Maybe they'll get their heads out of their asses now 
and listen to Imams Gafney, Boykin, McCarthy, et al for their tireless 
essentializing and demonizing of Muslim's own religion. Once Muslims come to 
their senses and realize that Islam, aka Shari'a, is evil they'll finally come 
to the straight path, aka Christianity.</P> 
<P>Posted by: Zulfiqar | Saturday, April 23, 2011 at 01:18 
AM</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09258606 39144 279 Charles Sat, Sep 10, 2011 2:21:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Excuse me while I check out Dead Island...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259431 39147 80 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 1:28:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/68/9259416" target=_blank>#68</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/?entry=4030" 
target=_blank>Palestinians Party on September 11</A><BR>AP and Reuters ran the 
pics. They shouldn't be hard to hunt down for those who are 
skeptical.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, looks like those pictures have gone missing. Must be another of my 
nefarious plots.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259469 39147 112 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 1:48:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There really were thousands of Palestinians celebrating the attacks. I 
watched some of the coverage as it happened.</P> 
<P>I'm sure it wasn't everyone in the Palestinian areas. But it was more than a 
few.</P> 
<P>At the time, as someone who knew only a little about Middle East politics, it 
blew my mind. I was still reeling from what I'd seen that morning, and the idea 
that any human being could take joy from it was hard to 
comprehend.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259475 39147 118 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 1:53:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/115/9259472" target=_blank>#115</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And I should say the polls show more than Palestinians dedicated to the 
conflict, they show a very high support for terrorist attacks on civilians, and 



overwhelming support for military conflict-- even though they must know in a 
pure military conflict they would not be able to win. Or maybe they don't know, 
maybe they don't actually know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>True - I've had links to many Palestinian polls, and they consistently show 
those kinds of results.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259478 39147 121 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 1:58:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/9259474" target=_blank>#117</A> 
Alexzander</EM></P> 
<P>There's a non-trivial difference between criminals convicted in a court, with 
due process, and people who went to work in a New York office building, wouldn't 
you say?</P> 
<P>The cheering at the GOP debate was ugly, sure, but not even close to being 
the equivalent to cheering for a terrorist sneak attack on thousands of innocent 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259490 39147 131 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 2:16:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>One reason some people are a bit defensive about insisting on the facts about 
Palestinians celebrating after 9/11 is that for years, there was a very 
determined propaganda campaign to deny that it ever happened at all. Some 
journalists in the Middle East received threats.</P> 
<P>And there were more than a few left wing sites that uncritically repeated 
this propaganda and attacked anyone who spoke up to refute it.</P> 
<P>There's propaganda from both sides, sure - right wingers also use this 
footage to demonize Muslims and Palestinians in general. We know that.</P> 
<P>But it's a fact, it happened. Nobody benefits from denying facts.</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:300,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{file:'http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/video/20010911
PalestiniansParty.flv',autoload:true,showdigits:true}}" onclick="return 
Vid(this);" href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/mediaplayer.swf" 
target=_blank>FLV Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259603 39149 9 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 6:20:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yet another reason to stop supporting the Republican Party. If you still do, 
why?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09259631 39150 28 Charles Sun, Sep 11, 2011 7:36:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/25/9259627" target=_blank>#25</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 



<P>"Muslims Against Crusaders." Heh. I guess that's the latest incarnation of 
the "Al Muhajiroun" clown show.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260497 39152 3 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 2:53:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9260492" target=_blank>#1</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Unless they have fat guys in revolutionary war cosplay, old ladies wearing 
teabags on their heads and signs calling for "2nd amendment solutions", its not 
a Tea Party debate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You can pretty much count on a few tricorne hats, at least, if not full on 
founding father duds. Gadsden flags, you know the drill.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260643 39153 3 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:02:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>CNN's intro video is just ludicrous.</P> 
<P>Please. Lose the majestic music.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260646 39153 6 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:03:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ominous drums pounding behind Wolf Blitzer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260663 39153 21 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:07:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Would it be the end of the world if we didn't have a pseudo-celebrity sing 
the national anthem at every freaking one of these circuses?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260675 39153 33 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:08:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Gah. This is awful. Who is this woman?</P> 
<P>Oh. A Christian rock diva. Now I get it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260685 39153 41 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:10:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wolf Blitzer plays bossy teacher.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260724 39153 79 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:15:56pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Governor Perry, was your granddaddy a monkey?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260757 39153 108 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:20:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt Romney's giving Ron Paul a beautiful condescending 
smirk.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260770 39153 121 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:23:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Woot! Huntsman goes for the Cobain reference. Hippest wingnut on the 
stage.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260776 39153 127 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:23:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Zero reaction for Huntsman's evocation of Nirvana. Fitting, 
somehow.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260807 39153 156 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:29:04pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>What the hell is Santorum rambling about?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260818 39153 167 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:31:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Here we go again with the balanced budget amendment bullshit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260868 39153 216 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:38:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/9260840" target=_blank>#189</A> KenJen</EM></P> 
<P>I was wondering if you'd care to expand a little on <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/267/9244933" target=_blank>this 
comment</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bet Obama would not do a jobs address coinciding with the NCAA final four 
tournament.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09260901 39153 248 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:41:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yeah, Michele Bachmann comes out strongly in favor of defaulting on America's 
debts! Now that's some tea party red meat.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260919 39153 266 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:42:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/239/9260892" target=_blank>#239</A> KenJen</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is it false?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>False? I don't know.</P> 
<P>But it sounds completely fucking racist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09260939 39153 286 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:45:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Romney: "if you need a turn-around, that's what I do." No 
shit.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261052 39154 10 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 5:59:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry repeats his "almost treasonous" slander against Ben 
Bernanke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261085 39154 34 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:03:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/24/9261074" target=_blank>#24</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Any non-whites in the audience?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>CNN found two so far; security has been notified.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261129 39154 73 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:08:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry comes out against vaccinating for cervical cancer, because the 
religious right wanted children to suffer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261147 39154 90 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:10:22pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>The Republican Party comes out in support of the anti-vaccination movement. 
Imagine my surprise.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261178 39154 121 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:14:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Opposition to government vaccination is now a core tenet of the GOP. Yes, it 
really is that bad.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261358 39154 296 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:34:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Huntsman just really pissed off Perry.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261393 39154 331 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:38:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Huntsman is in WTF mode tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261439 39154 377 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:44:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The GOP is a mess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261523 39155 28 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:54:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Notice how Blitzer completely stayed away from questions about science.</P> 
<P>Because it wouldn't make their partners look good.</P> 
<P>CNN stinks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261543 39155 47 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 6:56:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michele Bachmann comes all-out in favor of communicable 
disease.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09261627 39155 119 Charles Mon, Sep 12, 2011 7:16:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/116/9261624" target=_blank>#116</A> KenJen</EM></P> 
<P>I just took a stroll through your previous comments, and clearly you should 
have been banned long before this.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09262265 39156 490 Charles Tue, Sep 13, 2011 9:55:04am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/482/9262257" target=_blank>#482</A> 
NJDhockeyfan</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's the opinion of Think Progress. The video is up 4 posts. Look at it 
yourself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dude - they did boo him for saying "the whole Muslim world" wasn't 
responsible for 9/11. You're right, it's right there in the 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09262313 39157 18 Charles Tue, Sep 13, 2011 10:25:16am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9262300" target=_blank>#9</A> Kragar (Proud to be 
Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/257551_Rick_Perry-
_Taken_Aback_By_Let" target=_blank>Rick Perry: 'Taken Aback' By Let Them Die 
Cheer At Debate</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rick Perry was only "taken aback" because he sees an opportunity to attack 
Ron Paul.</P> 
<P>None of these candidates should be surprised at the bloodthirsty attitudes of 
Tea Partiers, and if they pretend they are, they're lying. They've been 
pandering to this crew of morons for years now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09262404 39157 103 Charles Tue, Sep 13, 2011 11:13:48am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Unfortunately, no questions from Wolf Blitzer last night on science, climate 
change, evolution - I can just imagine the Tea Party audience's reactions to 
those issues.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09262420 39157 118 Charles Tue, Sep 13, 2011 11:23:37am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wow, the religious right is all stirred up about the Perry HPV story. They 
really hate that vaccine. It's an evil, evil vaccine that leads young women into 
lives of debauchery.</P> 
<P>I wish I were kidding about that attitude. It's how they really 
think.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264003 39160 65 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 10:54:10am  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9263996" target=_blank>#59</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Not JUST Israel. I never said that. BUT it did have more than a little to do 
with the President. To deny that is to deny Linda Goldberg, 61 of 
Queens.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Why, sure! What one person says in Queens is a wonderfully reliable indicator 
of national political trends. Thank goodness we have you, Buck, to point out 
these simple truths.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264151 39160 201 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 12:15:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/111/9264057" target=_blank>#111</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Obama's policies on Israel are what is being discussed. Loud and 
clear.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The idea that the Obama administration is doing anything different in regards 
to Israel than any other US administration is a ludicrous, easily disprovable 
lie. The kind of lie only a dedicated right winger pretends to 
believe.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264184 39160 229 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 12:27:50pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/218/9264170" target=_blank>#218</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thanks everyone. I have it plugged into the computer and will wait to let it 
charge a while. It may be that it got turned-on somehow in my purse and 
drained.</P> 
<P>Then I'll see if iTunes comes up, if not, I'll try a hard boot.</P> 
<P>If none of that works, I'll cry cause I can't get to the At&amp;T store until 
Friday.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If it's more than a year old it could be a dead battery. I had to replace the 
battery in an iPhone 3G recently.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264195 39160 239 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 12:33:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/230/9264185" target=_blank>#230</A> 
garhighway</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Is that hard to do? My wife's is losing battery life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, it's possible to do it yourself, if you have some experience in working 
with small electrical parts. There are YouTube videos showing how.</P> 
<P>But there are some really tiny, really delicate connectors that are easy to 
break, and if you do, you're screwed.</P> 
<P>The Apple Store charges close to $100 to do the job last time I checked -- I 
Googled 'iPhone battery repair' in my area and found a guy who did it for $40 in 
about 10 minutes while I waited.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09264392 39160 416 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 2:25:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Look at that - Twitter seems to be completely offline. Haven't seen that 
happen before.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264397 39160 421 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 2:27:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Hmm. Maybe it's just from my connection.</P> 
<P>Anyone else having trouble getting on Twitter?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264419 39160 443 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 2:30:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Checked the iPhone with 3G - Twitter's fine there. Can't load it with my 
cable internet connection. Weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264653 39161 16 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 4:57:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I've been out most of the day, but I see that the wingnuts are all barking at 
the moon again, over Obama's "AttackWatch" site that refutes false claims about 
him. They're all throwing poop, shrieking that Obama is paranoid.</P> 
<P>Yeah -- this is the guy who these same people accuse of being a stealth 
communist, possibly a jihad supporter, born in a foreign country, Kenya, 
Indonesia, who cares. He hates America. His wife hates America. They're 
indoctrinating our children with commie ideas.</P> 
<P>He must be paranoid to think anyone would spread false rumors and claims 
about him. Let's all smirk and laugh.</P> 
<P><SUB>When did the conservative movement go simple?</SUB></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264714 39162 42 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 5:49:23pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/9264701" target=_blank>#29</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>One of Bush's failings was he didn't defend himself very well. Obama could do 
better but Fox News is pretty effective at what they do. It would be nice to see 
an effective pushback against the bullshit from Fox and right wing blogs but the 
very existence of such a wevsite shows that the Obama administration has no 
clue. Why not just pay some staffers to cruise through Media Matters, TPM, Think 
Progress, Huffpoo, DKOS, etc. Double check the facts and issue a counter 
offensive. The fact that they're using a tip line shows they're too lazy to get 
a couple staffers to do the work themselves.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Fox News has become an awesomely efficient and relentless delivery system for 
far right propaganda.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09264757 39162 81 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 6:03:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I actually wonder if somebody's deliberately rattling the right wing monkey 
cage with the design of AttackWatch.com.</P> 
<P>I mean, how much more commie-lookin' could it get?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264763 39162 87 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 6:03:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Maybe a <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/38132_Glenn_Beck_Rants_About_Commi
e_Logo_That_His_Own_Group_Used" target=_blank>clenched fist logo</A> or 
two?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09264873 39162 193 Charles Wed, Sep 14, 2011 6:47:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'd just like to say .. Dead Island. Possibly the most impressive 'immersive' 
video game ever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266801 39162 665 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 11:48:42am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/658/9265477" target=_blank>#658</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not going to make any difference. It looks like any discussion on the 
jobs bill is going to be drowned out by the Solyndra scandal.</P> 
<P>I predict the next 12 months will be 80% Solyndra and Fast/Furious...</P> 
<P>Solyndra looks like it is shaping up into the next Whitewater... How stupid 
is that?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You mean, how stupid is it to say something like that? Pretty stupid.</P> 
<P>I thought the New Black Panthers voter intimidation scandal was going to be 
the next Whitewater. Remember when you were hyping that one? Whatever happened 
to that giant scandal, anyway?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09265420 39163 21 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 10:29:51am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9265415" target=_blank>#17</A> uncah91</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles,</P> 
<P>In this case, I don't really think it has much to do with religion. This is 
really a distrust if the "establishment". On the left it manifests as a belief 
that government is controlled by shadowy forces in big business and that this is 



the reason for all ills, and on the right it manifests that "big government" is 
trying to destroy us for mysterious reasons...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The opposition to Gardasil in particular is mostly from Christian 
fundamentalists who believe the vaccine thwarts the will of God, who punishes 
promiscuous women with cervical cancer.</P> 
<P>Really. That's how they think. You can find this stuff on any religious right 
website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09265422 39163 23 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 10:33:46am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/14/9265410" target=_blank>#14</A> Eric J</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OT ( so soon?) How does one respond to this? What does this mean, has this 
guy gone off his meds?</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.climatedepot.com/a/12797/Exclusive-Nobel-
PrizeWinning-Physicist-Who-Endorsed-Obama-Dissents-Resigns-from-American-
Physical-Society-Over-Groups-Promotion-of-ManMade-Global-Warming" 
target=_blank>www.climatedepot.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I've already gotten the mandatory gloating right wing hate mail over 
this. It's this week's tedious "take-down" of global warming. Yawn.</P> 
<P>Like most scientists who deny climate change, Giaever has no background in 
climate science, and no research in the field. He's a physicist.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09265430 39163 29 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 10:44:43am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9265426" target=_blank>#26</A> uncah91</EM></P> 
<P>I agree that in general, the anti-vaccination delusion is not necessarily 
religious or right wing.</P> 
<P>My point is that in this case, for the HPV vaccine in particular, the 
opposition is overwhelmingly for religious reasons, and that's the position 
Bachmann is attacking it from.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266086 39164 296 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 6:41:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/295/9266082" target=_blank>#295</A> 
parkinson1963</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>To find out what Michelle said go to this link.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.alldeaf.com/sign-language-oralism/94601-anyone-
able-make-out.html" target=_blank>www.alldeaf.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Amazing how they fold that flag."</P> 
<P>Of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266062 39165 62 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 6:34:47pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Rick Perry == Joe Isuzu?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266065 39165 65 Charles Thu, Sep 15, 2011 6:35:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>When fascism comes to America, it will come with 0% financing from date of 
purchase.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266870 39168 102 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 12:45:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Suddenly there are Chinese bots all over the place. Now online: 4,670? I 
don't think so. More like a series of Hong Kong-based IPs crawling through the 
whole site as fast as possible.</P> 
<P>If we didn't have a couple of LGF readers in China I'd just block the whole 
freaking continent. It's ridiculous how much spamming and illicit activity 
originates in China.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09266880 39168 111 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 12:51:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/104/9266872" target=_blank>#104</A> 
publicityStunted</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oooh, <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/9266858" 
target=_blank>look at the high-profile global-warming denier shill, feeling just 
a little heat over LVQ's page!</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, we have a representative of the Heartland Institute visiting.</P> 
<P>A little bit of context here: <A href="http://www.desmogblog.com/heartland-
institute-and-academy-tobacco-studies" target=_blank>The Heartland Institute and 
the Academy of Tobacco Studies</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09267164 39169 54 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 5:34:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Breaking news from AP: plane crash at Reno Nevada air show... "mass casualty 
situation"...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09267210 39169 97 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 5:57:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's bad:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.rgj.com/article/20110916/EVENTS05/110916036/Plane-
crashes-Reno-National-Championship-Air-Races" 
target=_blank>www.rgj.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09267216 39169 103 Charles Fri, Sep 16, 2011 6:01:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The plane crashed into the VIP "box seat" area.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09267882 39170 532 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 11:14:19am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/525/9267870" target=_blank>#525</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>For anyone who's interested, I've finished my very long page on how I became 
a glibertarian as a kid and then learned why it was bupkus.</P> 
<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/257917_Growing_up-
__Leaving_behind_na" target=_blank>Growing Up: Leaving behind naive 
glibertarianism<BR></A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Promoted to the front page!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269208 39171 106 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 1:08:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Also see these two comments for more details on "pull quotes:"</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/48/9268297" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/50/9268299" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270746 39171 159 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 6:58:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Freak. Get off my website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268249 39173 11 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 3:41:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>If you saw <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/257779_How_to_Create_Pull_Quotes_in_L
" target=_blank>Curious Lurker's Page</A> on using "pull quotes" in your LGF 
Pages, I made it a lot easier to do today.</P> 
<P>Instead of using style tags, all you need to do is wrap the quote in a 
&lt;span&gt; tag, and add two classes to the span, like this:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;span class="aleft pullquote"&gt;"A pull 
quote"&lt;/span&gt;</CODE></P> 
<P>That creates a pull quote that floats to the left of a paragraph. To put it 
on the right, use the class "aright" instead of "aleft."</P> 
<P>You can also have a second "credit line" in a smaller font, by using a second 
span tag (with no class) nested inside the first one, like this:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;span class="aleft pullquote"&gt;"A pull quote"<STRONG>&lt;span&gt;-
- Credit line&lt;/span&gt;</STRONG>&lt;/span&gt;</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09268254 39173 13 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:00:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I used the new pull quotes in Obdicut's post today, by the 
way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268271 39173 25 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:15:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/17/9268260" target=_blank>#17</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<P>It might be better from a semantic coding standpoint to use the blockquote 
tag to style the quotes - I notice that's how you did it, with paragraphs inside 
the blockquote. But blockquotes are problematic for other reasons and there's 
already a lot of special case code to handle them - I didn't want to add any 
more complexity.</P> 
<P>Spans are semantically not great, but I don't have to change anything in the 
back-end code to accommodate them. On the other hand, I just discovered an HTML 
tag I hadn't known about before: &lt;q&gt;. Specifically for marking up small 
quotes. I may switch to this one.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268272 39173 26 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:15:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Good article on styling quotes:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2008/06/12/block-quotes-and-
pull-quotes-examples-and-good-practices/" 
target=_blank>www.smashingmagazine.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268282 39173 35 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:25:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/32/9268279" target=_blank>#32</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>There's a &lt;cite&gt; tag, and also a "cite" attribute for the &lt;q&gt; 
tag. I don't think the cite attribute is supported very well 
though.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268285 39173 38 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:28:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9268283" target=_blank>#36</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update on the massive planned protests in New York...<BR><A 
href="http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2011/09/protesters-begin-effort-to-



occupy-wall-street/" target=_blank>Protesters Begin Effort to ‘Occupy Wall 
Street’</A></P> 
<P>Almost as big as a Sarah Palin rally.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I saw that - had to laugh. Great idea, "protest" Wall Street on a Saturday. 
And pretend it's in solidarity with the Arab Spring. Those people are 
delusional.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268297 39173 48 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:49:23pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>OK - I added the &lt;q&gt; tag to the list of allowed HTML tags for LGF 
Pages, for marking up pull quotes. So you can do this:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;q class="aleft"&gt;"A pull quote"&lt;/q&gt;</CODE></P> 
<P>To put it on the right, use the class "aright" instead of "aleft."</P> 
<P>The second "credit line" in a smaller font still uses a nested span tag:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;q class="aleft"&gt;"A pull quote"<STRONG>&lt;span&gt;-- Credit 
line&lt;/span&gt;</STRONG>&lt;/q&gt;</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268299 39173 50 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 4:55:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Here's the CSS for pull quotes:</P> 
<P>q {<BR>width: 200px;<BR>border-style: double none double none;<BR>border-
color: #D0D0D0;<BR>padding: 0.4em 0;<BR>text-align: left;<BR>font-size: 
1.5em;<BR>font-weight: bold;<BR>font-family: 'Trebuchet MS', sans-
serif;<BR>letter-spacing: -0.06em;<BR>color: #00880B;<BR>line-height: 
1.3em;<BR>position: relative;<BR>top: 6px;<BR>margin-bottom: 2px;<BR>}<BR>q span 
{<BR>display: block;<BR>font-size: 0.7em;<BR>font-weight: normal;<BR>letter-
spacing: normal;<BR>color: #888;<BR>}<BR>q:before, q:after {<BR>content: 
"";<BR>}</P> 
<P>That last part removes the default quotation marks that browsers add to 
content inside &lt;q&gt; tags, so you can use whatever quotation mark style you 
want.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09268315 39173 60 Charles Sat, Sep 17, 2011 5:21:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9268300" target=_blank>#51</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. How dare they freely express themselves in a democracy amidst the 
institutions that destroyed our economy for years to come.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, don't get me wrong. They have a perfect right to protest. My eyebrow 
starts going up, though, when they compare themselves to Arab protesters, who 
risked massacres and torture after living under brutal dictatorships for their 
whole lives.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269200 39175 9 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 12:53:44pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9269194" target=_blank>#6</A> b_sharp</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cosmic rays cause cloud formation. Clouds under certain circumstances are a 
positive feedback, under other conditions are a negative feedback, however, both 
models and observations show the positive feedbacks override the negative 
feedbacks. This research does nothing to change that, it only gives an 
additional source of clouds. This may mean the models develop too few clouds but 
the ratio of positive to negative feedbacks is not changed.</P> 
<P>So where does this show cosmic rays are causing warming? Where is the 
physical evidence that variation in cosmic rays leads to variation in global 
temps?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it doesn't even say that cosmic rays cause cloud formation. The 
study comes to the conclusion that cosmic rays can cause "nucleation" of 
particles in the atmosphere, which could <EM>potentially</EM> lead to cloud 
seeding if there's enough of it. But they specifically state that their 
experiment produced only very small amounts of nucleation, and they don't know 
what amount would be necessary to produce clouds.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269203 39175 11 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 12:57:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>If anyone wants to read this paper, you can rent it for $3.99 here:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.deepdyve.com/lp/nature/role-of-sulphuric-acid-
ammonia-and-galactic-cosmic-rays-in-atmospheric-WUZv0Mu5JH?key=nature" 
target=_blank>www.deepdyve.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269305 39176 4 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 4:48:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Whoa, more than 1800 clicks on the tweeted link for Killgore's Breitbart 
post. No wonder he was frothing at the mouth all day yesterday.</P> 
<P>His right wing followers were spewing Twitter insults at me all night long 
too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269330 39176 22 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 5:19:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9269314" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's really hard to find something specific. I looked for the thread on 
reddit but never could find it, I just noticed the traffic on the LGF referrers 
pages.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reddit tip: you can find LGF articles by searching for:</P> 
<P>site:littlegreenfootballs.com</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269338 39176 27 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 5:33:11pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9269336" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Dis they reverse the ruling on the Amazon partnership thingy for California 
residents? I have some online shopping to do soon.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No word on that yet.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269353 39176 40 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 6:04:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9269346" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bummer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just sent Amazon customer support an email about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269430 39176 111 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 7:30:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I love getting Andrew Breitbart worked up on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269456 39176 134 Charles Sun, Sep 18, 2011 8:14:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"Your prose reeks of your reality" just became one of our random 
aphorisms.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269891 39178 13 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 9:39:19am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9269878" target=_blank>#8</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could we get some juicy examples of those tweets quoted? Would love to read 
that prose…</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's one that just came in:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>@jaredmares68: @Lizardoid Nobody cares about a leftist ****! Get out of our 
great country!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's pretty typical. I just add these morons to the Tweetdeck global filter 
after one comment like this. Takes one keypress to block them 
forever.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269950 39178 45 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 10:27:02am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/43/9269940" target=_blank>#43</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>D'uh:</P> 
<P><STRONG>Cracking OS X Lion Passwords</STRONG></P> 
<P>And voilà! You will be prompted to enter a new password without the need to 
authenticate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.defenceindepth.net/2011/09/cracking-os-x-lion-
passwords.html" target=_blank>www.defenceindepth.net...</A>]</P> 
<P>That article isn't accurate. I just tried the technique described, and I 
could not change another user's password without entering the old one.</P> 
<P>The currently logged in user can change his own password without 
authentication, and that's not a good thing. But it's nowhere near as bad as the 
article makes it sound.</P> 
<P>Getting a user's hashes is pretty worthless with SHA encryption, unless you 
have an array of high-powered computers you can dedicate to cracking them, and 
it will still take a really long time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269954 39178 48 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 10:33:38am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9269952" target=_blank>#46</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think that was the point: You can change the password of a logged-in user 
without being prompted for the old one. From the article, emphasis 
mine:</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, OK -- but you need to have physical access to the machine to do this, 
and according to other comments there it still does not change the keychain 
login passwords.</P> 
<P>Should be fixed, definitely. But it's not much of a security risk in the real 
world.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09269974 39178 59 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 10:46:44am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/9269959" target=_blank>#49</A> lawhawk</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would think that this is an issue in public use computer locations - 
schools, colleges, libraries, etc., but not so much for a private 
computer.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, in situations where other people have access it could be a problem. But 
if you use a computer in a public location and don't lock your screen when you 
leave it unattended, you're already in trouble from a security 
standpoint.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270220 39179 60 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 12:49:04pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way, this is a very interesting site:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.deepdyve.com/lp/nature/role-of-sulphuric-acid-
ammonia-and-galactic-cosmic-rays-in-atmospheric-WUZv0Mu5JH?key=nature" 
target=_blank>www.deepdyve.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>A lot of scientific papers are published in subscription-only journals that 
are very expensive. It's expensive to buy individual papers too.</P> 



<P>Deepdyve lets you rent papers like this one for $3.99, which seems like a 
reasonable investment if you're planning on writing an article about the paper 
and what it says.</P> 
<P>Unless you're a wingnut, of course. Then you don't care.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270598 39181 6 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 5:09:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9270592" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Hey, by the way - did you find that video of Breitbart at the datechidiot 
blog originally? I didn't see it anywhere before you posted it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270669 39181 27 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 5:47:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9270614" target=_blank>#9</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, I see what you're asking. Yes, it was an original find first posted on 
LGF. I was originally interested in some Datechguy's post of a video with 
Breitbart spewing some revisionist history about godless communism in America. I 
checked his youtube channel and found the civil war clips. LGF had the story 
before anyone else, I feel pretty confident about that.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's what I thought too. Kinda sucks that some of the big sites aren't 
giving you the credit for digging it up first.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270693 39181 38 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 6:22:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There's going to be a segment on the Ed Schultz show tonight about 
Breitbart's murder fantasies, with Eric Boehlert. MSNBC, 7pm Pacific 
time.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09270739 39182 19 Charles Mon, Sep 19, 2011 6:52:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9270717" target=_blank>#8</A> The Mountain That 
Blogs</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So I guess we are back to Lincoln being a prominent early Republican. That 
didn't last long.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They were just kidding. Satire.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271390 39184 20 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 11:02:44am  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/18/9271388" target=_blank>#18</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is untrue, and clearly a harmful generalization.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, it's not untrue at all. It's a fact. Fundamentalist Christians support 
Isreal because the appearance of Israel is supposed to bring about the End Times 
in their mythology.</P> 
<P>Fact. Deal with it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271406 39184 32 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 11:09:10am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/29/9271402" target=_blank>#29</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No it is not a fact that Perry, or Romney or Palin, or ...Support Israel for 
that reason only.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh, you'll love my next post, then.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271444 39185 8 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 11:25:53am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/5/9271436" target=_blank>#5</A> Buck</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That is not an end of times link at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, let's just ignore the fact that Rick Perry's prayer rally was 
absolutely packed with extreme Christian Zionists, and that he personally 
advances their agenda every chance he gets.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271568 39185 121 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 12:18:23pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://www.talk2action.org/story/2011/8/16/152647/490" 
target=_blank>Christian Zionist Agenda Exposed by NAR Apostle Don Finto at Rick 
Perry Event, and Few Noticed</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271575 39185 128 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 12:22:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And by the way, another important point about Christian Zionist mythology is 
that at the End Times, Jews must <EM>convert to Christianity</EM> in order to 
trigger the return of Jesus.</P> 
<P>This is "supporting Israel?" Yeah, kind of like a farmer supports a hog until 
it's time for the market.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09273903 39185 497 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 5:52:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/496/9273899" target=_blank>#496</A> Buck</EM></P> 



<P>This is one of those rare moments in which I agree with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271807 39186 6 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 1:38:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9271803" target=_blank>#2</A> erik_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please correct me if I'm wrong. I don't really understand the connection 
between Fox News and Fox Nation, but isn't the latter something of a public 
forum? Isn't it a little disingenuous to call a post there a 'Fox News 
headline', popular though it may be?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No. Fox Nation is part of Fox News. It's in the navigation on every 
page.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271809 39186 8 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 1:39:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And these headlines are not submitted by users, they're written by Fox News 
employees.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09271818 39186 13 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 1:42:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9271812" target=_blank>#9</A> erik_t</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So while a lot of content is presumably user-generated, it must be promoted 
(or wholly written) by an official representative of News Corp. Do I have that 
right?</P> 
<P>/edit: never mind, see #8<BR>//edit rocks!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>None of the content is user-generated -- just the comments. All the posts are 
created by whoever is doing this at Fox News.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09272298 39187 5 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 6:17:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>They're trying to find a talking point that won't make them sound like 
Neanderthal throwbacks who hate women, so they've latched onto the "crony 
capitalism" meme like lampreys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09272670 39187 294 Charles Tue, Sep 20, 2011 11:33:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Look out. The wingnut blogs are foaming at the mouth again.</P> 
<P>Apparently, pointing out Rick Perry's fanatical Christian Zionism makes me an 
anti-Semite, who is probably going to end up murdering homeless people.</P> 
<P>Yep! They really are writing stuff like that tonight. Morons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09273135 39188 41 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 10:59:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I see we have another mind-blowingly stupid outrageous outrage again on the 
wingnut blogs - a photo of Obama with a group of world leaders at the UN, in 
which he waved at someone and obscured the face next to him. They're all 
throwing poo and jeering again about Obama's enormous gaffe.</P> 
<P>I guess they've never seen anything like this happen in a photograph 
before.</P> 
<P>Every single moment of Obama's existence is evil to them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09273273 39189 17 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 12:26:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Trying to decide if it's worth a post to respond to this: <A 
href="http://mypetjawa.mu.nu/archives/209465.php" target=_blank>The Jawa Report: 
Charles Johnson Has A New Title</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09273297 39189 34 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 12:35:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Leaning toward not.</P> 
<P>It's interesting that Rick Perry and Christian Zionists in general believe 
all Jews must convert to Christianity. The second coming of Jesus, in their 
mythology, depends on the complete destruction of Judaism.</P> 
<P>But I'm the antisemite?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09273334 39189 56 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 12:51:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It is pretty funny, though, to see Vinnie at Jawa Report slavishly imitating 
Andrew Breitbart's insults (twice!), but making them sound even 
dumber.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09273907 39190 191 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 5:55:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Did Mahmoud Abbas drop the Palestinian statehood bid or not? It's amazing how 
much contradictory information is out there.</P> 
<P>It's a propaganda war and the media are not helping.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09274223 39191 25 Charles Wed, Sep 21, 2011 9:17:19pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><A href="http://twitter.com/#!/AndrewBreitbart/statuses/116723238477901825" 
target=_blank>AndrewBreitbart losing it again</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Said the liar: bit.ly/jSI0JY @Lizardoid Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. 
Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. Liar. 
Liar.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09274758 39194 17 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 11:27:54am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9274752" target=_blank>#13</A> Ming</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's almost slightly refreshing to read about someone who is really crazy 
(Ahmadinejad) and realize it's not an article about a 
Republican.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ahmadinejad has a lot in common with today's Republican Party. He's 
enthusiastically pro-death penalty, virulently anti-gay, and wants to make sure 
women are kept under control.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09274921 39194 139 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 12:49:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's pretty cool how all the right wing blogs are expressing gratitude to 
President Obama for standing by Israel and forcing Mahmoud Abbas to abandon the 
Palestinian statehood bid, then walking out on Ahmadinejad's antisemitic 
speech.</P> 
<P>It's so nice to see them drop the hatred and give credit where it's due.</P> 
<P>I'm kidding, of course.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275183 39195 74 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 4:03:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Well, they're trying beat the public into submission with yet another debate 
tonight, at 5:30 pm Pacific time. Got a live video feed from 
Fox.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275347 39196 20 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 5:43:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>You know, I never watch him so I'd almost forgotten what a loud-mouthed 
ignoramus Bill O'Reilly is.</P> 
<P>On another subject, Dead Island is a great game. Huge environment to wander 
around in. And plenty of over the top gore. Killin' zombies in a tropical resort 
setting fully rocks.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275382 39197 8 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:07:07pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P>Gotta love it when Apache crashes for no discernible reason.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275390 39197 14 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:08:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michele Bachmann is looking especially glassy-eyed tonight.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275421 39197 45 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:15:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Cumulative time spent on hair preparation for tonight's debate: at least 20 
hours.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275432 39197 56 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:18:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>What was that guy wearing on his head?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275445 39197 69 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:20:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>"Yeah, honey, we're gonna be on NATIONAL TV! Bring me mah special 
hat!"</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275476 39197 97 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:26:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Scott: the governor with one of the lowest approval ratings in the 
nation. Gotta get his little promo spot in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275482 39197 103 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:27:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Isn't Megyn Kelly perky, though? She's so perky!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275508 39197 128 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:32:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Opportunity! Capitalism! Government! Big! I Love this country! I didn't 
inhale!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09275554 39197 172 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:38:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yeah, Gary Johnson wants to eliminate the Department of Education! Who needs 
smart kids. Not the GOP, that's for sure.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275565 39197 181 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:40:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The entire GOP field co-signs on eliminating the Department of 
Education.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275648 39197 254 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 6:54:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>This is hilarious.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275707 39197 311 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:04:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Oh, good grief, not the "apology tour" BS again. Right wing meme that refuses 
to die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275719 39197 323 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:06:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>On the day President Obama stood up for Israel unequivocably, the GOP 
candidates attack him for not standing up for Israel.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275732 39197 336 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:09:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Redneck alert.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275747 39197 351 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:12:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Michele Bachmann is feeling ignored.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275809 39197 413 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:19:18pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Megyn Kelly comes out against the rape exception for criminalizing 
abortion.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275835 39197 439 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:22:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'll go out on a limb and predict that Bret Baier won't ask a single question 
about science.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275840 39197 444 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:23:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And the crowd cheers for colon cancer.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275929 39198 10 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:35:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry had a serious brain freeze at the end of that last 
segment.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275934 39198 13 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:37:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And yes, the crowd really did boo a gay soldier serving in 
Iraq.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09275998 39198 68 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:44:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Gary Johnson goes for the poop joke, gets huge applause. This is a bathroom 
crowd.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09276065 39198 134 Charles Thu, Sep 22, 2011 7:54:26pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>My favorite moment: Rick Perry's fantasy of Herman Cain and New Gingrich 
"mating."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277139 39201 7 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 11:50:12am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9277129" target=_blank>#1</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/user/Devil%27s%20Advocate" 
target=_blank>Lee Doren's former LGF account</A>, according to Gus 
802.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh yes, now I remember him. I believe he also wrote a hit piece about me for 
the idiotic "Right Wing News" website.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277194 39201 41 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 12:20:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>On Fox News today Rick Santorum claimed he didn't hear the boos for the gay 
soldier.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277201 39201 47 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 12:22:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/13/9277147" target=_blank>#13</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>I guess so. I don't read that crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277210 39201 55 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 12:28:44pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/51/9277206" target=_blank>#51</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Whoa. OK. That one deserves a post. The comments are just overflowing with 
racism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277220 39201 65 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 12:37:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/64/9277219" target=_blank>#64</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the wingnuts need to be creative to get around the automatic 
filter.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, I don't think there's an automatic filter, because I've seen 
outright racial slurs appear often, including the N word.</P> 
<P>I think they do it so when the admins search for those words they won't find 
the posts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277384 39202 111 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 2:34:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I understand where you folks are coming from, with the drama going on at the 
UN, but I honestly don't believe Israel is in any greater existential danger at 
this moment in time than at any other moment of the last six decades.</P> 
<P>In many ways, in fact, the level of menace toward Israel is actually less now 
than at other times in history. And I have to believe that events in the Arab 



world (protests and overthrow of dictators) have to bode well for the region in 
the long run.</P> 
<P>One of the main reasons for the animosity toward Israel is the cynical 
disinformation fed to the masses by despots, to keep the population's anger 
directed away from the despots themselves.</P> 
<P>When people start to awaken and throw off the rule of these cowards and 
psychopaths, they're on the road to casting off the brainwashing and propaganda 
they've been fed, as well. They can't go back to ignorance -- that road only 
goes one way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277410 39202 134 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 2:46:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/117/9277391" target=_blank>#117</A> imp_62</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I appreciate the sentiment and you may very well be correct, as to the 
overall threat level. But the animosity felt by the Arab street, I fear, is the 
result of many hundreds of years of carefully held grudges and tribal hatred. 
The events in Egypt make this point, I believe.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not gonna be peace in our time right away. Tribal hatreds and long-held 
grudges also play a part.</P> 
<P>But if someone had told you just a few years ago that one Arab country after 
another would rise up and peacefully protest in huge numbers against their 
leaders, you probably wouldn't have believed it possible.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277667 39203 10 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 8:02:23pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/9/9277666" target=_blank>#9</A> ggt</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No one asked me.</P> 
<P>I can't get the bookmarklet link to open.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sorry about that! Reload the page and it will work now. (The link got messed 
up.)</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09277678 39203 18 Charles Fri, Sep 23, 2011 8:06:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ugh. Something keeps messing up the link. Instead of using the one in the 
post, go to the LGF Pages index page and use the bookmarklet link in the right 
sidebar:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/pages" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09278470 39205 1 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2011 1:42:05pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>The smarter GOP politicians probably see the illogicality of their anti-
science positions, and are cynically pandering to the unwashed right wing 
masses.</P> 
<P>But I think some of the current crop of clowns really are as dim as they 
portray on television. Perry, Bachmann, Santorum -- these aren't anyone's idea 
of intellectuals.</P> 
<P>The real problem is that such a large portion of the American public doesn't 
understand the simple logic you outlined, and is in reactionary/rejection mode 
on issues like climate change -- and it's largely because of well-funded 
propaganda campaigns by powerful corporations, who have their own logic based 
solely on profitability.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09278589 39205 100 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2011 3:03:16pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/74/9278560" target=_blank>#74</A> Avram</EM></P> 
<P>Howzit, Lawrence?</P> 
<P>By the way, the "pull quote" insert I put in your post is something you can 
do yourself, should you be so inclined.</P> 
<P>It's even simpler now -- all you have to do is put the quote inside &lt;q&gt; 
tags at the start of a paragraph, and have the rest of the paragraph begin 
immediately after the closing tag. Example:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;q&gt;"Let your moral argument stand on its own, and let the facts 
stand on their own."&lt;/q&gt;For instance, at the risk of incurring some 
cognitive dissonance...</CODE></P> 
<P>That creates a left-aligned pull quote by default. You can snap it to the 
right side instead by adding a class to the tag:</P> 
<P><CODE>&lt;q class="aright"&gt;"Let your moral argument stand on its own, and 
let the facts stand on their own."&lt;/q&gt;For instance, at the risk of 
incurring some cognitive dissonance...</CODE></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09278619 39205 122 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2011 3:20:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/9278606" target=_blank>#113</A> Avram</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Howzit brah.</P> 
<P>Thanks for the formatting tip - that's exactly the pull-quote I would have 
chosen, if I'd known how to do it.</P> 
<P>This is my first foray into using LGF pages, but I'll be sure to contribute 
in the future, if I think of anything worthwhile to add.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you discover the little pencil icon for editing your Pages?</P> 
<P>Also, if you want you can use your real name by going into 'Account Settings' 
and entering a display name. You can also upload a picture to use as your 
personal icon there, and other stuff.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09278634 39205 134 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2011 3:28:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/9278602" target=_blank>#109</A> 
prairiefire</EM></P> 



<P>Very sorry to hear that. My thoughts are with you.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09278668 39205 156 Charles Sat, Sep 24, 2011 3:56:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/154/9278666" target=_blank>#154</A> Avram</EM></P> 
<P>Right now, you can't edit once it's been promoted, but I'm working on 
that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279362 39205 723 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 10:24:47am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/358/9278925" target=_blank>#358</A> tshinkle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can I play too?</P> 
<P>1. Since the globe hasn't warmed in several years then we shouldn't 
fundamentally change the US economy<BR>2. Our totalitarian instincts say we must 
do whatever we can to fundamentally change the US economy<BR>3. We need to 
change the verbiage from "Global Warming" to "Climate Change" so even if the 
world cools instead of warms we still get to be right and control the 
economy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hey, thanks! It's always nice when a right wing parrot pops in and validates 
a post like this one, by completely failing to understand the point but still 
being incredibly smug and condescending.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279441 39207 8 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 11:33:02am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Breitbart is already ranting at me on Twitter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279482 39207 46 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 12:01:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/22/9279457" target=_blank>#22</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<P>He's welcome to look through our old comments -- he's going to have to go 
back years, though, before we had any tools for moderating or reporting 
anything, and it was impossible to keep up with everything. And then he's going 
to find a lot of deleted comments, because once I <EM>did</EM> have the proper 
tools to manage things, I went back and cleaned as much up as I could, including 
nuking all the comments of several of the worst morons who used to abuse our 
comments section.</P> 
<P>Many of those morons now spend their days trying to smear me for what 
<EM>they</EM> posted at LGF.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279714 39207 251 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 3:00:34pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/235/9279692" target=_blank>#235</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Apropos:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/AndrewBreitbart/status/118074585315946497" 
target=_blank>twitter.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I knew he'd say the comments were planted by me. He doesn't even 
believe that himself, it's just red meat for his flying monkeys.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279762 39207 292 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 3:43:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/289/9279759" target=_blank>#289</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He's deleted them after the LGF post.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>No, actually, he left a lot of the ones I quoted above. He deleted a few of 
the worst, but there are still PLENTY of racist comments in the 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279765 39207 295 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 3:45:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Now Breitbart has explicitly called out his Twitter followers to drown me in 
bullshit.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So 'followers' - how do you feel about @THEHermanCain's race? My non-
followers @billyscoggins (&amp; @Lizardoid) wanna 
know!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279789 39207 319 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 4:00:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/314/9279784" target=_blank>#314</A> Fat Bastard 
Vegetarian</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Plants can not type.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't know. I think sometimes they can.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279799 39207 329 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 4:04:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Breitbart:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Brilliant strategy, getting your 2k plus hard-earned followers to take your 
cue to write anonymous racist comments at my sites. @Lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What a pathetic clown.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09279832 39207 362 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 4:23:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/9279750" target=_blank>#280</A> 
chunkymonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's really no way to prove who left the comments one way or the other. 
Anonymous comments could come from anyone for any purpose. What should a website 
moderator do? Does Breitbart endorse the comments in some way? Should he 
moderate the blog in real time? If so, should he delete the offensive remarks, 
post a reply to each one as they arise, or something else?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you think Andrew Breitbart runs all of his sites by himself?</P> 
<P>He's using a modern commenting system with reporting features and very quick 
admin response. Yes, he should get rid of racist comments immediately.</P> 
<P>Your attempt to make excuses is noted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279843 39207 372 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 4:30:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>New Ry Cooder album! One of my favorite musicians in the world.</P> 
<P>It's really great.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279930 39207 447 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 5:15:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/437/9279918" target=_blank>#437</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I see Andy is trying to drag Hoops' name through the 
mud.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Where was that? I must have missed it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279941 39207 456 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 5:22:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/453/9279937" target=_blank>#453</A> JasonA</EM></P> 
<P>Oh, that was from one of the lame-brained stalkers, addressed to Breitbart. I 
don't see those tweets, thanks to Tweetdeck's Global Filter.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09279969 39207 482 Charles Sun, Sep 25, 2011 5:40:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/466/9279953" target=_blank>#466</A> 
LudwigVanQuixote</EM></P> 
<P>Gotcha.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09281174 39210 158 Charles Mon, Sep 26, 2011 2:54:03pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/156/9281172" target=_blank>#156</A> Kragar (Proud to 
be Kafir)</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Nope, he just decided to move on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wut? When did this happen?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09281185 39210 167 Charles Mon, Sep 26, 2011 3:01:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/160/9281176" target=_blank>#160</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<P>Mmf. Well, I don't know what that was about; looking back through his Pages, 
they've almost all been featured. Don't recall getting any emails either, but 
maybe I missed something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09281394 39211 8 Charles Mon, Sep 26, 2011 5:45:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Yes, more logic on the LGF front page. Don't be afraid -- you'll just feel a 
little pinch in your cerebral cortex.</P> 
<P>See? That wasn't so bad, was it?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09283334 39211 63 Charles Tue, Sep 27, 2011 7:41:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9283262" target=_blank>#62</A> tshinkle</EM></P> 
<P>Of course you realize that, in your overweening smugness, you've completely 
missed the point again, don't you?</P> 
<P>Who am I kidding. Of course you don't. You're just parroting the things 
you've been told to say.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09284706 39211 77 Charles Wed, Sep 28, 2011 9:07:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/70/9284660" target=_blank>#70</A> tshinkle</EM></P> 
<P>Your "understanding" is nothing more than pathetic right wing talking points. 
It's sad; you have no understanding at all of these issues, but just regurgitate 
the nonsense you've been fed.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09284757 39211 80 Charles Wed, Sep 28, 2011 10:04:37pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/79/9284756" target=_blank>#79</A> tshinkle</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P><A 
href="ftp://ftp.aviso.oceanobs.com/pub/oceano/AVISO/indicators/msl/MSL_Serie_EN_
Global_IB_RWT_NoGIA_Adjust.txt" target=_blank>Sea Level Stats</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/weather-
cycles-cause-a-drop-in-global-sea-level-scientists-
find/2011/08/25/gIQA6IeaeJ_story.html" target=_blank>WaPo Reports Sea Level 
Drop</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://www.ijis.iarc.uaf.edu/en/home/seaice_extent.htm" 
target=_blank>Sea Ice 2011 vs 2007</A></P> 
<P>Not saying I'm right, just saying that it's pretty complicated out there and 
a lot of guys that are a whole lot smarter than any of us are questioning AGW. 
And as Deep Throat said, "follow the money".</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is complete crap. Why are you trying to spread this bullshit propaganda 
at my site?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09284760 39211 81 Charles Wed, Sep 28, 2011 10:10:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Seriously - do right wingers like you know how to do anything but lie? You 
certainly must know that the VAST majority of climate scientists do NOT question 
the fact that human-generated CO2 is causing the Earth's atmosphere to warm up, 
rapidly and dangerously.</P> 
<P>But you're just lying about it, apparently because you think people here are 
dumb enough to take your lies at face value.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285711 39211 88 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 6:48:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/87/9285700" target=_blank>#87</A> tshinkle</EM></P> 
<P>This is absolute bullshit, again. Still you continue to lie. The energy 
industry lobby has pumped untold millions of dollars into the campaign to 
mislead the public about global warming, and they simply don't care about the 
truth.</P> 
<P>You're their representative at LGF, parroting nonsense to deceive the 
gullible. And you're not fooling anyone.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09282462 39213 6 Charles Tue, Sep 27, 2011 11:23:56am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9282460" target=_blank>#4</A> MicheleR</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The name seems familiar, but a google check really doesn't go indepth- I 
admit I do not know much about her-<BR>Andrew's site must be one of those loose 
and unchecked sites that were referenced in an earlier post that I commented on- 
about the members policing the site with the moderator.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You should read what's on the front page. The excuse that it's "unmoderated" 
is a flat-out lie.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09282612 39213 124 Charles Tue, Sep 27, 2011 12:37:52pm  
<br> 



 
 
<P>The "Martian flag" comment was pretty stupid, but that's all it was. When 
Republicans make anti-science comments, they're doing it out of loathing for 
science itself, and because they're protecting polluters and advancing the cause 
of religious fundamentalism.</P> 
<P>No, it isn't "just as bad."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09283231 39215 141 Charles Tue, Sep 27, 2011 7:05:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/130/9283220" target=_blank>#130</A> 
albusteve</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>how many do you want?...did I call you an asshole?...chill out before you 
embarrass yourself</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm pretty sure you've been warned about this kind of abusive behavior, 
haven't you?</P> 
<P>More than once?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09284427 39220 6 Charles Wed, Sep 28, 2011 5:45:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Had a small bug in the 'New Comments' code for a few minutes -- you may have 
seen the endless spinner. Reload and everything will be groovy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09284445 39220 13 Charles Wed, Sep 28, 2011 6:05:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way, I did a little research on the person who sent the link to the 
Rick Perry video I <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/39214_Rick_Perry-
_1770_Boston_Colonists_Had_to_Walk_Around_in_Disguise" target=_blank>posted</A> 
a few days ago (i.e., I checked his YouTube profile page), and apparently he's 
worked for the Republican National Committee.</P> 
<P>Take from this what you will.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285116 39222 25 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 11:19:00am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Have to agree, these cases do have a strong smell of entrapment. In all of 
them, the suspects were pretty obviously intent on committing murder, but 
without the FBI supplying them with fake weapons and encouraging them to 
continue, how far would their plans have gotten?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285119 39222 27 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 11:21:21am  
<br> 
 



 
<P>I just checked out the website of Pamela Geller associate John Jay this 
morning, and he's openly advocating the murder of public officials, journalists, 
and Muslims in general. I wonder what the result would be if the FBI set the 
same kind of trap for someone like this?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285123 39222 31 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 11:24:52am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Here's the post I'm talking about -- I hope the FBI is watching this guy 
closely. He sounds like a dumber version of Anders Behring Breivik:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=%22start+the+r
evolution%22+site:wintersoldier2008.typepad.com&amp;ie=UTF-8&amp;oe=UTF-8" 
target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285143 39222 48 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 11:43:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Well, well. That post has been deleted now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285157 39222 58 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 11:51:34am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I was trying to decide if I should write a post about John Jay's horrific 
call for murder; but since he's deleted it, I'm writing the post now. These 
people shouldn't be allowed to hide the evidence of their incitement of criminal 
behavior.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285168 39222 67 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 12:00:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/9285163" target=_blank>#63</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Looks like it's still there; scroll down to Sept. 26<BR>[Link: <A 
href="http://wintersoldier2008.typepad.com/" 
target=_blank>wintersoldier2008.typepad.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, it's back. Don't know what's going on there, but I'm still writing the 
post.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285188 39222 80 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 12:12:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/75/9285183" target=_blank>#75</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Today's outrageous outrage: Obama top adviser admits to secret 
plot...<BR>Obama's Senior Advisor Valerie Jarrett: To African Americans, The 
Point of Government Is To Give People A Livelihood So They Can Provide for Their 
Families</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Oh brother.</P> 
<P>She says government has to create jobs so people can have better lives. 
OUTRAGEOUS!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09285364 39224 5 Charles Thu, Sep 29, 2011 1:59:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/3/9285359" target=_blank>#3</A> 
dragonfire1981</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I need to make a graphic that says "sigh...not this shit again!" so I can 
break it out whenever one of these threads pop up (and unfortunately they pop up 
a lot).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A title=facepalm.jpg 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/weblog/pictures/facepalm.jpg" 
rel=fancy15a9ccc8 target=_blank>Image: facepalm.jpg</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09286529 39226 32 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 11:19:49am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's not a bad idea to have the discussion about killing an American citizen 
without due process. This does raise some uncomfortable issues about the limits 
of presidential power, since Obama reportedly personally ordered this drone 
attack.</P> 
<P>But it's absurd to bring up the "slippery slope" argument here. Anwar al-
Awlaki was at war with the United States. He may not have been officially 
stripped of citizenship, but he clearly renounced his own citizenship by joining 
a terrorist organization dedicated to mass murder.</P> 
<P>There's no reason to think President Obama is going to go rogue and start 
killing everyone who disagrees with him. I'm not troubled by taking out declared 
enemies of this country before they can murder anyone else.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09286562 39226 59 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 11:33:17am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/48/9286549" target=_blank>#48</A> JeffM70</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please. You're taking my comment to ridiculous lengths. I'm not claiming 
government conspiracy or that Al-Awalki was innocent. But to kill a U.S. citizen 
without due process simply because the government said he was a terrorist is to 
grant the President extensive power.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Al-Awlaki identified <EM>himself</EM> as a terrorist. He could not have been 
more clear that he was a self-declared enemy of the United 
States.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09286604 39226 101 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 11:43:29am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9286600" target=_blank>#97</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I am not spinning anything. I am just really interested in the issue and how 
people around here understand it.</P> 
<P>To the point: Jeffrey Dahmer got a trial. Judicial review, due process, all 
that jazz.</P> 
<P>Even the judge who dismissed Anwar Al-Awlaki's case seemed to admit that this 
was... different...</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703296604576005391675065166.
html?mod=googlenews_wsj" target=_blank>online.wsj.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sure sounds a lot like "due process" to me. The case was thoroughly 
reviewed and tested in court. Without capturing al-Awlaki and putting him on 
trial (not an option) what more would you expect any government to 
do?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09286719 39226 215 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 12:11:42pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/176/9286680" target=_blank>#176</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm not talking about theory but about what I read about the actual 
process. AFAIK Awlaki was only put on the list after he ceased to be a mere 
propagandist and began to take part in training and such.</P> 
<P>If Gadahn fits this profile, he might be on the list.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Adam Gadahn renounced his own citizenship and burned his passport in one of 
his Al Qaeda videos.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://articles.cnn.com/2008-01-06/world/gadahn.tape_1_adam-
yahiye-gadahn-qaeda-muslim-palestine?_s=PM:WORLD" 
target=_blank>articles.cnn.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09286797 39227 9 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 12:57:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9286792" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://thehill.com/blogs/ballot-box/gop-presidential-primary/184859-
huckpac-shoots-down-report-of-huckabee-weighing-a-2012-run" 
target=_blank>HuckPAC shoots down report of Huckabee weighing a 2012 
run</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Nothing these people say can be believed. They'll lie about his plans 
right up to the last minute.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09286944 39230 24 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 3:34:52pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/19/9286939" target=_blank>#19</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is the second of their children to live and die this way. I'm sure 
genetic counseling and screening would be out of the question for these 
parents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good lord, I missed that part of it. You're right -- they've done this now 
<EM>twice</EM>. They know they have a genetic disorder that they're passing on 
to their children, but just keep having children.</P> 
<P>Horrifying. Just plain evil.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287017 39230 75 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 5:23:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9287009" target=_blank>#71</A> 
chunkymonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>What's the point? The claim here is that the parents are jerks for inflicting 
suffering on the child. I claim no suffering. Your question is not relevant to 
the situation.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"Jerks?"</P> 
<P>No, they're monsters, who are having children without testing for a genetic 
disorder they KNOW exists, and that has now killed two of their children.</P> 
<P>They're monsters who forced an unnecessary, painful procedure on a helpless 
child, because of their fanatical belief in a God that wanted the child to 
suffer.</P> 
<P>And apparently you didn't notice that the parents and their "pro-life" 
enablers also DENY that the child was in a persistent vegetative 
state.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287053 39230 78 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 6:02:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Suddenly the sound of crickets is heard.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287069 39230 82 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 6:28:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/80/9287061" target=_blank>#80</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm just now catching up, and your comment is as good as any other to move 
into what I would like to say.</P> 
<P>I don't know what sort of decision I would have wanted to be made had I been 
related to Terri Shiavo, or to the family in this story. I do know that based on 
the advice of my dad's doctors, I did NOT opt to have a feeding tube placed into 
him when he stopped eating - he suffered heart problems, some sort of dementia - 
and as the doctor said, loss of appetite is part of the process of dying. My dad 
was dying. And while the feeding tube may have prolonged his life a few more 



months, it would have been another aggravation for him to deal with, and in his 
state, he didn't need that.</P> 
<P>However, I had the right to make and the responsibility for making that 
CHOICE, not some impersonal board somewhere. And as far as I'm concerned, that 
choice <EM>should</EM> belong to the person's caretakers.</P> 
<P>What creeped me out about the Terri Shiavo case was her husband, but not 
about his wish to remove her feeding tube. As her nearest kin and caretaker, 
that was properly his decision to make. What bothered me about HIM was, 1) Terri 
Shiavo had received some sort of financial award that, 2) her husband had access 
to as long as he stayed married to her which 3) he did, even though he moved on 
with his life and had a new partner and family, and 4) which is why, IMO, he did 
not want to divorce Terri and let her family take over her care taking, which 
they were willing to do. That bothered me - that he would hang on as her 
husband, despite the fact that she meant nothing to him anymore, in order to 
retain access to whatever was left of her financial settlement rather than 
turning it and Terri over to her family. If that money had not been there, I 
suspect he would have divorced her and turned her care over to her family early 
on.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is what Terri Schiavo's brain looked like when she died:</P> 
<P><A title=Schiavo_catscan.jpg 
href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/98/Schiavo_catscan.jpg" 
rel=fancy1245d7d8 target=_blank>Image: Schiavo_catscan.jpg</A></P> 
<P>She had no brain. The religious right lied to you about this story.</P> 
<P>I cannot judge her husband. He spent many years trying to help her, and 
finally faced reality -- and for that, the fanatics who exploited this woman 
smeared him relentlessly.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287097 39230 84 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 6:46:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terri_Schiavo_case" target=_blank>Terri 
Schiavo case</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>In November, Michael took her to the University of California, San Francisco 
for experimental nerve stimulation – the Thalamic stimulator. The treatment took 
several months but was unsuccessful. Michael returned to Florida with her in 
January 1991 and admitted her as an inpatient to the Mediplex Rehabilitation 
Center in Bradenton, Florida. While there, he later said that he often took "her 
to parks and public places in hopes of sparking some recovery". On July 19, 
1991, Terri was transferred to the Sabal Palms Skilled Care Facility, where she 
received neurological testing and regular speech and occupational therapy until 
1994.[12][13] In mid 1993, Michael requested a do not resuscitate order for 
Terri after she contracted a urinary tract infection. The court appointed 
guardian ad litem, Jay Wolfson,[14] later wrote a report stating that Michael's 
decision was "predicated on his reasoned belief that there was no longer any 
hope for Terri's recovery."</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And then the religious right got involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287008 39231 11 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 5:12:51pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The usernames picked by these people are pretty telling, too:</P> 



<P><A href="http://intensedebate.com/people/TheSouthWasRght" 
target=_blank>TheSouthWasRght</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287041 39231 33 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 5:43:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wow. Now Andrew Breitbart is calling out his lunatic fans to dig up the 
personal info on someone who heckled him:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://biggovernment.com/abreitbart/2011/09/30/name-that-
h8ful-h8er-i-told-you-not-to-touch-me-twice/" 
target=_blank>biggovernment.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287063 39231 48 Charles Fri, Sep 30, 2011 6:20:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>If I had ever called out LGF readers to attack and dig up personal 
information on someone who criticized me, I would have been mercilessly attacked 
by the right wing.</P> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart blatantly calls on his users to stalk a personal enemy and 
try to ruin him, and the right wing obediently starts digging.</P> 
<P>Yeah.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287669 39232 15 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 10:52:21am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And of course, Breitbart's fans post a sickening torrent of misogyny and hate 
speech:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.breitbart.tv/breitbart-at-tea-con-janeane-
garofalo-hollywoods-sympathy-fk/" 
target=_blank>www.breitbart.tv...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09287682 39232 27 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 11:02:28am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And the scandal is getting even more interesting. Breitbart's own far right 
blogger Warner Todd Huston notes that TeaCon organizer Steve Stevlic, whose 
whereabouts are currently unknown, may also have been playing some <A 
href="http://teapartybrew.com/articles/2011/10/teacon-2011-some-good-but-some-
scandal/" target=_blank>funny games with the event's money</A>.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The sex issue isn’t the bad part for Tea Party supporters, though. The sad 
thing is that Steve knew of his troubles but all these revelations have hit his 
supporters and followers completely unawares. He did not reveal his troubles 
even to the higher members of the Chicago Tea Party. Worse, I’ve spoken to 
several members of the upper level of the group who are worried that there are 
financial issues yet to be fully sussed out — they don’t want me to use their 
name because there are possible legal troubles here.</P> 
<P>Few, it seems, have any clue where the Chicago Tea Party’s funds have gone, 
who has the accounts, what’s in them, etc.</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09287913 39232 235 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 2:46:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/189/9287866" target=_blank>#189</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Good luck in all your endeavors. It's been a fun ride for the past 3 years. 
But I finally decided it's time to stop posting here. So long folks. Have a nice 
life.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, OK. Sorry to see this. But good luck to you too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288057 39233 6 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4:06:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9288045" target=_blank>#2</A> freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The pig seemed to act as if he had an idea the camera was there... the other 
animals were pretty but clueless.</P> 
<P>Hmmm... I wonder if there is a lesson in there for life...</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Pigs are among the most intelligent animals - and that one was clearly 
curious about the camera.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288058 39233 7 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4:06:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Looks like he just had a highly satisfying roll-around in some nice slimy 
mud, too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288098 39233 23 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 4:45:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There it is, the moment I've been waiting for: <A 
href="http://twitter.com/#!/AndrewBreitbart/statuses/120279504236195841" 
target=_blank>@AndrewBreitbart</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you wear a Foot Locker referee jersey as you police the Interweb from your 
magical &amp; jazzy ponytail lair? @Lizardoid</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288190 39233 44 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 6:11:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9288128" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Btw, it's very sad to see Gus leave. especially since it was, at least in 
part, on account of my postings. I've always been a softy when it comes to 
lizards leaving and I've had more leave because of me than I care to remember. 



The one that still haunts me the most was one of the earliest ones back in about 
2005-2006. A guy named MiguelDowninMexico. Seemed a nice enough guy, very 
prolific poster and very religious. He took issue to my postings as an atheist. 
I don;t think I ever argued with him or exchanged cross words but he didn't like 
my content. He flounced a few times but would always come back after a week or 
two. Then he flounced and was gone for a month or two. When he came back he told 
us that he had a stroke. It was obvious that he'd suffered a pretty serious 
stroke and lost motor control and really couldn't type anymore. Very slow, lots 
of typos, no caps, etc. He made a few posts and was gone forever. I hope he's 
doing ok.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If Gus wants to return, he's always welcome.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288139 39234 6 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 5:39:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9288137" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gangster rap videos on MTV? They haven't shown music videos since '92. His 
act needs work. That reminds me that I haven't seen the wingnuts pimping videos 
from that Zo guy. Those were really uncomfortable too.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wingnut humor. What can you say?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288165 39234 24 Charles Sat, Oct 1, 2011 5:55:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Crowder whined about being turned down by The Daily Show. He claimed it was 
because of liberal bias.</P> 
<P>This video is Exhibit A.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288760 39235 4 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 11:20:05am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/2/9288757" target=_blank>#2</A> BigPapa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><EM>It's racism to point out racism</EM></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This has become the standard right wing knee-jerk response to stories like 
this, whether it makes any sense or not.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288764 39235 8 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 11:24:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9288762" target=_blank>#6</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<P>The Post's article says the rock was seen as recently as 
2008.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09288789 39235 27 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 11:48:50am  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Come on, this is a non-story. After all, it's not like Texas has any kind of 
history of racism or hate crimes.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09289588 39235 262 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 10:15:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>What a shock to find the resident wingnuts making excuses at the end of 
another dead thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09289031 39236 2 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 2:01:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And of course, there are racist comments posted in Hoft's 
thread.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09289150 39236 99 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 3:24:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/71/9289121" target=_blank>#71</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Do you know what you should be worried about instead? You should be worried 
that the progressive base of the Dem party takes the first opportunity to trip 
over their own dicks by embracing anti-Oamaba Marxists and anarchist hackers 
supporting Bradley Manning. They are getting sucked into a movement that makes 
the Tea Party look sane by comparison.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, there are way too many of those far left groups and lame-brained 
anarchists participating - but on Twitter I'm seeing a lot of progressive types 
uncomfortable with that too. I don't think there's a lot of support for these 
demonstrations in the wider progressive/left community.</P> 
<P>There are some valid, if unfocused points being made about the outrageous 
financial behavior of Wall Street, etc., and I'd like to support it myself -- 
but not while International ANSWER and World Can't Wait and Anon and Ron Paul 
are involved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09289163 39236 112 Charles Sun, Oct 2, 2011 3:31:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/109/9289160" target=_blank>#109</A> laZardo</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I would like to believe that there is a concerted effort to keep broadcasting 
the image that they are primarily supported by the extremists - which makes it a 
dangerous self-fulfilling prophecy. The left stays disillusioned, and the 
corporatists get their way.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Whether the extremists are the primary organizers or not, I'll never support 
any movement that includes those kinds of groups. I won't support the Tea Party 
for very similar reasons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290125 39239 10 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 11:24:39am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/8/9290122" target=_blank>#8</A> Thanos</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This is like something crazy Pam might do, Andrew's either reached the edge, 
or he's cynically milking the wingnuts for every page hit they are worth, 
knowing what will draw them like flies. (hint: any old bullshit about Obama will 
do.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's amazingly pathetic. He does seem to be getting more unhinged 
lately.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290137 39239 19 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 11:36:07am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/15/9290133" target=_blank>#15</A> 
Rightwingconspirator</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>O/T<BR>Just a quick thanks and kudos on the tag suggestion feature in Pages. 
Very helpful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Cool new feature, huh? I'll be doing a "Tech Note" post about that 
today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290347 39240 16 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 1:32:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rush Limbaugh concern-trolled Herman Cain.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290364 39240 30 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 1:40:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The National Review's Andrew McCarthy totally falls for Andrew Breitbart's 
bogus story -- doesn't realize Obama was at the Voting Rights March celebration, 
and calls it a New Black Panther rally:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nationalreview.com/corner/278961/breitbart-obama-
appeared-and-marched-new-black-panther-party-2007-photos-included-andr" 
target=_blank>www.nationalreview.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290427 39241 32 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 2:13:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The entire wingnut blogosphere is now parroting Breitbart's false 
story.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09290433 39241 38 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 2:15:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9290429" target=_blank>#34</A> 
chunkymonkey</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Power Line at least provides analysis with their posts so that a reader can 
dig deaper.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Watch out. Go too deap and you'll never climb out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290469 39241 68 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 2:33:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>This is an epic fail for the right wing blogosphere. Incredible. None of them 
are aware that they're talking about the Voting Rights March 
celebration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09290844 39242 9 Charles Mon, Oct 3, 2011 5:45:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>A lot of non-profits in California were relying on the Associates program to 
help them pay the bills - this will also be welcome news for 
them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09291799 39244 61 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 11:16:03am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/42/9291773" target=_blank>#42</A> aagcobb</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And Dan Rather lost his job. No wingnut blogger will ever lose his job for 
telling lies about Obama; in fact its a requirement.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Right wing blogs have FAR surpassed Dan Rather in terms of dishonesty and 
partisan extremism. I don't believe Dan Rather was deliberately misleading the 
public - he was just clueless, and trusted his producers without checking for 
himself. He was a patsy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09291820 39244 80 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 11:26:10am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The iOS 5 demo is showing some really impressive stuff. A new app called Siri 
that takes voice control to a sci-fi level.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09291904 39244 164 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 11:44:13am  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/126/9291866" target=_blank>#126</A> 
_RememberTonyC</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Rather was the managing editor of CBS News. I think you are giving him too 
much of a break by calling him a patsy. He had an agenda regarding GWB, and he 
indulged in some wishful thinking regarding Mary Mapes' material, but that does 
not make him a patsy.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think Dan Rather has been all there for a long time now. He slurs his 
words, seems unfocused, and that was even in 2004.</P> 
<P>I have no trouble believing Mary Mapes knew the documents were faked; she was 
a rabid partisan who hated GWB. But Rather, partisan though he is, was just used 
in this case.</P> 
<P>He's convinced himself that the documents were never proven to be fakes. Says 
it to this day.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09291917 39244 177 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 11:48:08am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/145/9291885" target=_blank>#145</A> 
recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's exactly what it is. The blog may have moved left but there's still a 
strong authoritarian streak.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Really? The whole blog has an authoritarian streak? Quite a judgment to make 
there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09292385 39245 96 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 5:37:43pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Signs of the apocalypse: LGF linked at ThinkProgress: <A 
href="http://thinkprogress.org/security/2011/10/04/335823/pam-geller-john-jay-
mass-murder/" target=_blank>Pam Geller Linked Anti-Muslim Activist Calls For 
Mass Murder Of Congressmen, Muslims, Liberals And Journalists 
(Updated)</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09292387 39245 98 Charles Tue, Oct 4, 2011 5:39:38pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>John Jay has a pretty hilarious rant about me at his site, too:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://wintersoldier2008.typepad.com/summer_patriot_winter_sol/2011/10/sta
rt-the-revolution-.html" target=_blank>wintersoldier2008.typepad.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>And he's feeling abandoned by his fascist friends:</P> 
<P><A 
href="http://wintersoldier2008.typepad.com/summer_patriot_winter_sol/2011/10/fro
m-this-day-forth-i-will-write-no-more-forever-.html" target=_blank>summer 
patriot, winter soldier: from this day forth, i will write no more forever 
...</A></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09293516 39247 18 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 10:40:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The Magical Balance Fairy showed up right away today.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09293570 39247 46 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 10:53:24am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/44/9293567" target=_blank>#44</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, based on this evidence you present of mutual pathological dishonesty in 
both major parties, who would you suggest I should vote for?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Heh. Let me guess.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09294401 39249 461 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 5:15:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Oh man. Not again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09294463 39250 53 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 5:33:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's not a good idea to continue down this road.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09294485 39250 74 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 5:41:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/62/9294473" target=_blank>#62</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A 
href="http://media.npr.org/assets/img/2011/09/21/apple_jobs_8451233_custom.jpg?t
=1316633360&amp;s=51" target=_blank>"Then, in Zork, you type in whether you want 
to turn left and look out the window, or right, and go 
downstairs..."</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I was just looking at the box for the Atari version of the original Zork. I 
had all the Infocom games - the Zork series, Leisure Suit Larry, Trinity, 
Hitchhiker's Guide. I even wrote a Zork ripoff game in Atari Basic -- that's how 
I taught myself what arrays were and how to use them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09294938 39251 336 Charles Wed, Oct 5, 2011 11:05:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/195/9294794" target=_blank>#195</A> 
freetoken</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Is that Alaska Kim I hear creeping around in the basement?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, it was. Back again, and just as dumb.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09295706 39253 118 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 1:05:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm getting more sympathetic to the demonstrations myself. I still don't like 
some of the elements that are involved -- especially the Ron Paul-influenced 
"End the Fed" idiocy, and the extreme lefties like ANSWER.</P> 
<P>But unlike the Tea Parties, this really does seem to be a classic example of 
a true populist movement. The basic message is that the middle and lower classes 
are getting increasingly screwed over by an obscenely bloated upper class, and 
that's a message that resonates.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09295849 39253 251 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 1:44:59pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Here we go again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09295852 39253 253 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 1:45:22pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm starting to feel very disrespected by you, LVQ.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09296021 39253 416 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 2:50:33pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Shouting? I'M NOT SHOUTING!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09296090 39253 474 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 3:25:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/460/9296073" target=_blank>#460</A> Jimmah</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I hope zombie has been alerted about the penises. HE/SHE/IT NEEDS TO 
KNOW!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart's all over that story.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09296355 39254 16 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 5:53:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/1/9296304" target=_blank>#1</A> bratwurst</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Utrecht is actually in the Netherlands, but within about an hour of Germany. 
The language in the film is certainly Dutch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Thanks, I corrected it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09296358 39254 18 Charles Thu, Oct 6, 2011 5:56:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9296325" target=_blank>#6</A> SteelPH</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Close friend of mine attempted suicide. Was able to stop her with the help of 
another friend and now she is currently getting help. I'm still worried sick 
about her though..</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Awful news. Hang in there.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297297 39256 23 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 10:46:04am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It was at the Values Voter debate in 2007 that Ron Paul had his infamous 
photo-op with Stormfront:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/28353_Ron_Pauls_Photo-
Op_with_Stormfront" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297411 39257 4 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 12:01:32pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's Katherine Jean Lopez from the National Review, Ed Morrissey, and a 
fundamentalist evangelical whose name I didn't catch.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297440 39257 15 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 12:14:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Ed Morrissey says, be wise about your sources.</P> 
<P>This is the guy who parrots Andrew Breitbart's fake stories, and recycles 
every bogus climate change denier's claim.</P> 
<P>It's pathetic to hear these people congratulating themselves on their 
integrity and fact-checking. What a joke.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297583 39257 144 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:40:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>No exceptions at all for abortions, says Herman Cain. Rape, incest, the life 
of the mother, none of it matters. No exceptions.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297586 39257 147 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:41:52pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P>They love him. He's as fanatic as they are.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297592 39257 153 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:43:06pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The all-white audience goes wild when Cain says he's not angry for America's 
treatment of black people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297600 39257 161 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:46:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Cain: "We've got some ALTERING and ABOLISHING to do!"</P> 
<P>Crowd goes nuts.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297607 39257 168 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:48:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Man, Herman Cain is even more whacked out than I thought. When he gets in 
front of the fundamentalists, he lets it hang out.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297619 39257 180 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 1:52:05pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Of course, you all realize what 999 is when it's turned upside-down, 
right?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297690 39257 247 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 2:16:08pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/103/9297542" target=_blank>#103</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Attention moonbats and OWS apologists: Here's the video that resulted in the 
outrageous nightstick beatdown (AKA "police brutality")<BR>#Occupywallstreet 
Protesters Attack Police And Then Get Beat Down</P> 
<P>[Video]This backs up the story the police told. The crowd counts down and 
rushes the police.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I haven't been paying much attention to this story, but that video definitely 
does show the protesters rushing the police.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297698 39257 255 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 2:18:11pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>I still don't think anyone should have been beaten. But face the fact: the 
police set up a line. The protesters counted down and then advanced across that 
line very aggressively. At that point, it's a little more than civil 
disobedience.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09297721 39257 277 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 2:26:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/267/9297710" target=_blank>#267</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>C'mon. You can't attack police like that. If you were do do that as an 
indivilual they could legally shoot you for it. They used non lethal response 
because of the protests but you simply can't attack police like that. A beatdown 
and pepper spray were completely appropriate.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>NYPD has been overreacting to the demonstrations from the start, though. Some 
of those cops definitely seem to be ready to hurt people.</P> 
<P>They should use whatever force is necessary to stop the crowd from advancing. 
But some of the beatings I've seen on video go pretty far past that point and 
turn into payback. That's not right.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298075 39258 5 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 5:30:12pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Apparently she's going way over her allotted time. Heh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298083 39258 12 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 5:34:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>She's going to bow out of the race very soon. Now she'll have to figure out 
why God told her to run. I'm sure she'll come up with a 
rationalization.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298092 39258 19 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 5:36:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And now, president of Media Research Center, Brent Bozo. Oops, I mean 
Bozell.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298098 39258 23 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 5:39:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The circus music as they introduced Ken Cuccinelli was quite 
appropriate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298108 39258 31 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 5:50:49pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>The Values Voter Summit has chosen classical marches (read: circus music) for 
their bumper music. Copyright-free and culture war approved.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09298146 39258 66 Charles Fri, Oct 7, 2011 6:22:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Bobby Jindal talking about helping children succeed. This is the governor who 
signed a creationism law in Louisiana.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299139 39261 32 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 12:11:31pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>This is hilarious, in a very disturbing way.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299155 39261 45 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 12:19:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Values Voter straw poll results:</P> 
<P>Paul 37%<BR>Cain 23%<BR>Santorum 16%<BR>Perry 8%<BR>Bachmann 8%<BR>Romney 
4%<BR>Gingrich 3%<BR>Huntsman <STRONG>0%</STRONG></P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299227 39261 105 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 1:07:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I thought Romney's statement was pretty weak. If he had actually called out 
some of the people by name -- they do have names -- I might respect him 
more.</P> 
<P>As it was, it was more an expression of Romney's frustration at not making 
more headway with this important voting bloc, even with all the pandering and 
flip-flopping on abortion and the other embarrassing concessions he's made to 
them.</P> 
<P>I'll bet he ends up doing what McCain did -- getting the nomination because 
he's next in the GOP good ol' boy line of succession, and picking a VP who makes 
the religious right happy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299130 39262 8 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 12:08:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I tried to get through Atlas Shrugged once, but I couldn't finish it -- not 
so much because it was boring or difficult to read (although it is) but because 
I found her ideology ugly and repellent.</P> 
<P>It's one of the few books I've read that actually disgusted 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09299491 39263 57 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 4:31:09pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/37/9299468" target=_blank>#37</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>While we have a tech thread...</P> 
<P>Did the left side column get a little bigger about a week and a half ago? I 
still have a scroll bar at the bottom of my screen, and that's after the latest 
Firefox update and stuff. My screen resolution is set at 1024 x 768, in case 
that matters. And I think it <EM>looks</EM> bigger...but I could be wrong.</P> 
<P>I first noticed it <A 
href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/showc/251/9282761" target=_blank>Tuesday, 
Sept. 24th.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, I increased the width of the left column to make it equal to the right 
column.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299524 39263 82 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 5:00:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/59/9299495" target=_blank>#59</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, thanks.</P> 
<P>Can I get rid of the scroll bar without having to get a new 
monitor?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, I trimmed some pixels -- if you reload, does it fit now?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299531 39263 87 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 5:05:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/84/9299527" target=_blank>#84</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes!</P> 
<P>Thanks! My monitor is so small, every pixel counts!</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The content area's supposed to be exactly 1000 pixels wide - when I changed 
the column widths I forgot to account for padding, so it went slightly over 1000 
pixels.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299533 39263 89 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 5:06:45pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/85/9299528" target=_blank>#85</A> 
OhCrapIHaveACrushOnSarahPalin</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does for me.</P> 
<P>Charles - when did you redo the CSS? I've noticed a performance improvement 
in the past week or so while using my dumbphone.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Could have been the CSS compression - I just implemented this technique a few 
days ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300422 39263 149 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 10:02:02am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/148/9300202" target=_blank>#148</A> jaffa</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Please view page speed results for littlegreenfootballs.com</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://pagespeed.googlelabs.com/pagespeed/#url=www.littlegreenfootballs.co
m&amp;mobile=false&amp;rule=DeferParsingJavaScript" 
target=_blank>pagespeed.googlelabs.com...</A>]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And?</P> 
<P>I'm well aware of Google Page Speed, and I've already optimized whatever code 
can be optimized. Most of the resources that are being flagged by Page Speed are 
not loading from LGF -- they're ads, or Google/Facebook buttons, etc.</P> 
<P>Note that LGF gets a score of 91 out of 100. That's pretty 
good.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299628 39264 37 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 6:27:38pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9299627" target=_blank>#36</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update on something I posted about previously...<BR>Occupy Atlanta Mob 
Refuses To Allow Civil Rights Hero John Lewis To Speak</P> 
<P>[Video]<BR>Surreal and hypnotic with the repetition and wiggling of hands. 
Very odd.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Andrew Breitbart was hyping this video earlier on Twitter.</P> 
<P>I suspect there's something we're not being told about this 
video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299638 39264 47 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 6:37:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm just speculating, but the audience in that video may have been disabled 
people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299670 39264 77 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 6:49:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/72/9299665" target=_blank>#72</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK. That was rather gross. What Occupy Atlanta did with John Lewis. I don't 
know what else to say.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'd still like to hear the context behind that video.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09299811 39264 212 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 8:13:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>The context missing from Andrew Breitbart's video: <A 
href="http://www.publicbroadcasting.net/wabe/news.newsmain/article/1/0/1861512/A
tlanta./Hundreds.Turn.Out.to.'Occupy.Atlanta'" target=_blank>WABE: Hundreds Turn 
Out to 'Occupy Atlanta' (2011-10-08)</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The meeting which began at 6pm and went late into the evening was mostly for 
logistical and planning purposes. Since no one is technically in charge of the 
group, anyone can have a say and everyone votes on consensus, explains one of 
the meeting's moderators, a guy in his early 20s named Marlow: "With consensus, 
the whole group has to make a proposal that everyone in the group is at least ok 
with".</P> 
<P>While going through these rules, Congressman John Lewis emerged, unannounced 
through the crowd. When a proposal was put forth to allow Lewis to speak about 
two dozen people raised their hands to block it and one young man voiced his 
concern: "The point of this general assembly is to kick start a democratic 
process in which no singular human being is more valuable than any other human 
being".</P> 
<P>They went through this voting process 3 times but the crowd remained divided, 
eventually deciding that he could speak much later in the agenda. Lewis left 
without addressing the crowd. Still, he was optimistic about the movement: 
"<STRONG>In another time in another period when I was very young we participated 
in a similar process so this is no something strange or out of the ordinary for 
me</STRONG>."</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09299827 39264 227 Charles Sat, Oct 8, 2011 8:29:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>If John Lewis isn't upset by what happened, I'm not going to get upset 
either. He was there. I watched a video.</P> 
<P>And that video is being hyped like crazy by the same people who 
<EM>smeared</EM> John Lewis for saying he was called the N-word by Tea 
Partiers.</P> 
<P>Not gonna fall for this.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300492 39266 9 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 10:54:37am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/4/9300486" target=_blank>#4</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>Well, I'm aware that some protesters have gone over the line. Regardless, 
this is absolutely classic agent provocateur behavior. The guy was blatantly 
encouraging protesters to charge into the museum -- and he's bragging about 
it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300495 39266 12 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 11:00:08am  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/11/9300494" target=_blank>#11</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Maybe the headline should be "Right wing radical causes 
riot!"</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's not the headline because it's not what happened. What happened was 
that a right wing operative played a key role in the incident at the Air and 
Space Museum. It's just a fact.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300513 39266 23 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 11:06:21am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>This guy is an assistant editor at American Spectator, and he doesn't know 
how to spell "alter ego."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300521 39266 31 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 11:10:35am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/26/9300516" target=_blank>#26</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He says he ran in past the pepper spray which makes him a douchebag. He 
deserved to get maced or arrested as much as anyone else in the crowd but the 
protest, attacking the security guard, etc would have happened with or without 
him. His presence had no discernible effect on the events. He was there to 
report it, which he did. If he was there to secretly incite the crowd he 
wouldn't be bragging about it in his column.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no. Please read:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Suspecting that the entire crowd would be able to get inside, I ran blindly 
across the floor of the Air and Space Museum to find a place to observe, drawing 
the attention of hundreds of stunned khaki-clad tourists (some of whom began 
snapping off disposable-camera portraits of me). I strained to glance behind me 
at the dozens of protesters I was sure were backing me up, and then I got hit 
again, this time with a cold realization: I may have been the only one who had 
made it through the doors.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He was one of the only ones who got into the museum. This means he was not 
just hanging out, reporting. He was leading the charge.</P> 
<P>Would it have happened anyway? Maybe. But this guy was doing everything he 
could to make it worse.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300526 39266 35 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 11:14:13am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9300525" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As is this. Instead of focusing on the left wing radical violence the focus 
becomes the one conservative reporter who infiltrated the protest. It a 
convenient way to distract attention from their own behavior. It's a very old 



trick. Wingnuts still blame me every time a racist comment shows up anywhere on 
the internet. Instead of dealing with the problem and denouncing their own bad 
behavior many people find it easier to deflect blame onto their political 
opponents.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I've been pretty clear about condemning the bad behavior of the protesters, 
when it happens. I'm not going to turn a blind eye, though, when right wingers 
infiltrate the demonstrators deliberately to cause trouble, then openly brag 
about it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300550 39266 57 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 11:29:55am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/34/9300525" target=_blank>#34</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>You know, I get that you're completely negative about these demonstrations, 
and you've made some really good points about some of the groups involved. But 
I'm not completely negative, because as Paul Krugman wrote last week, unlike the 
Tea Party OWS is angry at the right people.</P> 
<P>I don't like the communist groups and the Paulians one bit, and that's why 
I'm not wildly enthusiastic. And if they end up completely dominating the 
movement, I'll be right where you are. But I don't think this is the same kind 
of reactionary negative phenomenon as the Tea Party. There are real grievances 
and serious issues underlying OWS.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300650 39266 155 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:10:56pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/152/9300646" target=_blank>#152</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So, is this the beginning of the "American Autumn" 9/11 troofer Van Jones 
predicted the other week?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Van Jones is not a 9/11 Truther.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300655 39266 160 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:12:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/157/9300652" target=_blank>#157</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Has it been proven he's a troofer? That's a serious accusation, you 
know.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As a matter of fact, it was explicitly and definitively <EM>disproven</EM>. 
But it's one of those right wing memes that refuses to die.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300661 39266 166 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:14:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/161/9300656" target=_blank>#161</A> jaunte</EM></P> 



<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sean Hannity said so, so it must be true.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The "Van Jones is a Truther" smear was launched by Jim Hoft.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300668 39266 171 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:16:58pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/165/9300660" target=_blank>#165</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Was the story that Van Jones signed some other petition, without the truther 
language? I only vaguely remember all those events.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, and several other people whose names appeared on it also said it was 
used by the Truther group without their permission. And Van Jones clearly stated 
that he is not a "Truther" and doesn't believe in 9/11 conspiracy theories.</P> 
<P>This was one of the pure smears the right perpetrated that worked, in the 
early days of the Obama administration.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300692 39266 194 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:23:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>From what I just read at Boing Boing, Patrick Howley's article originally had 
even more damning details about his role as an agent provocateur, but the 
article has been edited to remove them.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300706 39266 207 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:27:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/199/9300698" target=_blank>#199</A> Winny 
Spencer</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It could happen to anyone. Signing a 9/11 troofer statement, that 
is.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>He did not sign a "9/11 troofer" statement. He signed a petition to call for 
more investigations of 9/11, after the release of the commission's report. There 
was nothing "troofer" about it. The petition was then reposted at a 9/11 Truth 
site and the text altered, without Van Jones' permission, and without permission 
from several of the other original signers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300719 39266 220 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:29:57pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://my.firedoglake.com/cgrapski/2011/10/09/american-standard-
editor-admits-to-being-agent-provacateur-at-d-c-museum/" target=_blank>An 
altered quote in which he admits he was there to undermine the 
demonstration</A>:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>“as far as anyone knew I was part of this cause — a cause that I had 
infiltrated the day before in order to mock and undermine in the pages of The 



American Spectator — and I wasn’t giving up before I had my 
story.”</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300722 39266 223 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:31:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>That post at FDL has quite a few quotes that were edited out of the current 
article.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300738 39266 239 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:38:38pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/231/9300730" target=_blank>#231</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://spectator.org/archives/2011/10/08/standoff-in-dc" 
target=_blank>Standoff in D.C.</A></P> 
<P>By Patrick Howley</P> 
<P>He's so crafty he deleted it yet left it still visible in his article. Wow, 
this guy's good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, no.</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>a cause that I had infiltrated the day before <STRONG>in order to mock and 
undermine in the pages of The American Spectator</STRONG> 
...</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300747 39266 248 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:41:37pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/243/9300742" target=_blank>#243</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ah, ok. Kind of an odd thing to edit out. He left in all the illegal stuff he 
did but covered his ass against allegations of mockery. 
Strange.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not the mockery he was concerned with, it's the "undermining." And that 
makes him look guilty as hell to delete something like that.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300749 39266 250 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:43:55pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/245/9300744" target=_blank>#245</A> 
SanFranciscoZionist</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I wouldn't take Michael's word without substantial corroborating evidence. 
(This does not indicate my belief or lack thereof in the idea that the thing was 
altered, but Michael's not what I think of as a reliable 
source.)</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Rachel Ehrenfeld and Howard Zinn also said their names were used without 
permission. As did Van Jones.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300760 39266 260 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 12:47:37pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/252/9300751" target=_blank>#252</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>So do you really think he instigated the incident, made the banner and led 
the charge into the museum to frame the lefties but somewhow deiced to expose 
his role the next day? Seems like a strange thing to do.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Come on! Of course he didn't do all that. But he was masquerading as a 
demonstrator to cause trouble, and I don't think it's unreasonable to say that 
he probably made the situation worse. He says himself that he led the charge 
past the security guards. He wasn't just hanging around watching -- he was 
actively inciting people.</P> 
<P>He's not the sole cause, and I don't even support what happened at the museum 
at all, but this is fucked up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300792 39266 291 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 1:01:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/283/9300784" target=_blank>#283</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I want to believe better about people, especially those that might be 
described as "on the same side of the political divide as me" and those attacked 
by nutjobs. However the case is not closed by simply citing a politician's 
statement absolving himself.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>After Jim Hoft "broke" this bogus story (by Googling for Van Jones' name), 
every journalist in the US and every blogger tried to find something else that 
showed he was a 9/11 Truther, and came up with absolutely nothing. I was one of 
them. I searched a <EM>lot</EM> for anything tying Jones to Truthers, and found 
nothing.</P> 
<P>It was a false story. One of the templates for every false story you see the 
right wing circulating today -- a grain of truth taken absurdly out of context 
and distorted.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300819 39266 318 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 1:19:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Meanwhile in Egypt, people are being massacred:</P> 
<DIV class=comvid><A class="cv 
{width:500,height:304,type:'swf',params:{allowfullscreen:true,allowscriptaccess:
'always'},flashvars:{showsearch:0}}" onclick="return Vid(this);" 
href="http://www.youtube.com/v/Ps0cZESV-ec&amp;hl=en&amp;fs=1" 
target=_blank>Youtube Video</A></DIV></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300855 39266 354 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 1:37:11pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/325/9300826" target=_blank>#325</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Charles, are you tinkering with code? None of the little chiclet buttons on 
the Pages or article are doing what they're supposed to. I cleared my cache, 
then logged out &amp; back in, but it didn't help.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Just checked Firefox and apparently it was choking on the new 'async' 
attribute I added to our &lt;script&gt; tags. Should be OK now if you 
reload.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300891 39266 387 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 1:52:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/9300877" target=_blank>#375</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reloading isn't helping. I'll try logging out &amp; clearing cache 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Hmm. Well, works in the Mac version of Firefox but I'll check the PC 
version...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09300912 39266 406 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 2:01:07pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/375/9300877" target=_blank>#375</A> 
CuriousLurker</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Reloading isn't helping. I'll try logging out &amp; clearing cache 
again.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, the PC version of Firefox doesn't like the async attribute at 
all.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302698 39266 735 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 2:07:10pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/733/9302684" target=_blank>#733</A> Jenny</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Mr. Johnson,<BR>I've been reading you happily for years and have registered 
to leave a wee little complaint.<BR>"No good looking 20 year olds in the Tea 
Party"?<BR>We are too good to pull an immature, mean stunt like that. There is a 
blogger who shall remain nameless who loves to bag on women's looks; funny how 
only strong Democratic women get hit by him.<BR>Proceed, Mr. Johnson, with your 
good work.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Actually, it had nothing to do with bagging on women's looks -- it's more of 
a comment on the relative age of the Tea Partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301306 39267 59 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 4:49:56pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Man, I'm so sick of this clown coming back with sock puppet after sock 
puppet. Just go away.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301313 39267 66 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 4:51:40pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>A case study in why I'm negative toward libertarians.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301321 39267 74 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 4:53:46pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/67/9301314" target=_blank>#67</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It's not younglibertarian, is it?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>This one started out as "pharmmajor," and has registered at least 6 more 
accounts, always to whine about the same things.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301328 39267 80 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 4:55:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/63/9301310" target=_blank>#63</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Update on the update: It's back again.<BR><A 
href="http://spectator.org/blog/2011/10/08/standoff-in-dc" 
target=_blank>Standoff in D.C.</A><BR>Maybe it needed further 
edits.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Wow, he's still cleaning it up! Couldn't look more guilty if he 
tried.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301334 39267 85 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 4:57:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way, folks - when you see a troll like this, try not to quote its 
comments. The reason why I delete their comments is to deny them what they want, 
which is to leave a big turd in the middle of the living room. If you quote the 
turd, I have to delete your comments too.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301472 39268 15 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 6:11:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>By the way, now that I'm promoting posts to the front page, I don't want any 
of you folks who've posted awesome LGF Pages in the past to feel slighted -- if 



you posted something you think is great and still relevant, don't hesitate to 
let me know.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301496 39268 37 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 6:23:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And you folks who are posting Pages -- don't forget to link your LGF account 
to your Twitter account in "Account Settings," so an automatic tweet is sent 
when you post something.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301502 39268 43 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 6:27:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And ... if you have something you really believe should be on the front page, 
email me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301562 39268 100 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 7:00:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/97/9301559" target=_blank>#97</A> KingKenrod</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I think Loesch is saying RomneyCare was constitutional, but still a bad idea 
because it is a socialistic solution. That's how I read it. The reference to 
"federalism" arguments refers to supporters of RomneyCare arguing that the state 
mandate is a legitimate exercise of state power (thus an "excuse" for 
it).</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The quote:</P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I like Romney’s ‘pay your own way’ approach to healthcare. Now the debate is 
starting to sound like an exercise in conservatism. First time all 
night.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That sure doesn't sound like she was calling it a "bad idea."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301625 39268 156 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 8:20:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Just testing...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301638 39268 168 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 8:31:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I invited St. Louis Activist to post at LGF -- he's been doing really good 
work fact-checking the Breitbart crowd at his blog:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://stlactivisthub.blogspot.com/" 
target=_blank>stlactivisthub.blogspot.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09301677 39268 203 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 9:12:30pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm removing the Google Plus One buttons from the front page but leaving them 
installed on the individual article pages. Discovered that every one of those 
buttons was loading 44K of Javascript code from Google, which means more than 
400K for the front page. What up, Google?</P> 
<P>You should notice a big speed improvement on the front page without those 
buttons.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09301688 39268 213 Charles Sun, Oct 9, 2011 9:30:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/209/9301683" target=_blank>#209</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>OK, well, maybe it's just me. But I have the "auto" box checked for new 
comments; but I'm not getting new comments until a click the "new comments" box. 
I don't see a number in there, like I used to see the number of new comments. 
Clear the cache, reboot, reload, what? Actually reloaded and it did no 
good.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>If you reload, is it working now? I've been messing with asynchronous 
Javascript loading but some browsers don't seem to like it. I removed it for 
now.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302369 39269 41 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 10:32:07am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>According to the twitterverse, James O'Keefe has showed up at the OWS 
demonstration in Liberty Plaza. (You knew it was just a matter of time.)</P> 
<P>Breitbart and O'Keefe are going to these demonstrations because they know 
they're hated figures. They're trying to provoke a juicy incident for the 
cameras.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302380 39269 49 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 10:38:20am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/46/9302377" target=_blank>#46</A> Charleston 
Chew</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Also, <A href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_force_in_Iraq" 
target=_blank>when you come to these "insignificant" countries to ask for a 
favor</A>, it's nice to already have established a relationship and rapport with 
them. If you want Georgia to send 2000 troops to Iraq (adjusted for population 
that's like the US sending 150,000), it's a nice touch to say how much you like 
to eat Khinkali and Khachapuri.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>And probably not so nice to make fun of their country's name.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302707 39270 14 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 2:13:54pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/6/9302675" target=_blank>#6</A> wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, Firefox just crashed on me, but I'm pretty sure it was the fault of 
icanhascheezburger.com, where I was looking for a 
'con<STRONG>cat</STRONG>enating' <A 
href="http://icanhascheezburger.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/funny-pictures-wait-
wait-you-havent-heard-the-best-part.jpg" 
target=_blank>joke.</A></P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Each new version of Firefox seems more unstable than the last. That project 
is getting weird.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302737 39270 35 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 2:38:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/27/9302722" target=_blank>#27</A> recusancy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. They're becoming the new IE. I think they're addressing it, or at least 
I hope they are.</P> 
<P>Have you tried using lab.js or head.js in the past before?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, but I'm now using the async attribute of the script tag, because the 
major browsers all support it (finally). Keeping dependencies straight is not 
easy to do with those loaders, and it becomes too much trouble to maintain when 
you change something.</P> 
<P>Right now, there's just one big concatenated Javascript file with everything 
in it, loading asynchronously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09302944 39270 188 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 4:43:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/112/9302847" target=_blank>#112</A> 
reine.de.tout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, I'm in a mood to set myself up for the bottom ten today.</P> 
<P>I've watched the OccupyAtlanta video clip a few times, mostly because I can't 
help but laugh hysterically at this group of probably mostly lefties, many of 
whom probably at one time or another have complained about "right-wing echo 
chambers", sitting around and repeating <EM>every single word</EM> that's said 
by the speaker.</P> 
<P>I swear, when I watch that video, that's the only thing I can get my head 
around.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>It does look pretty strange the first time you see them doing it, but there's 
actually a reason for it. The crowd becomes a "human microphone," amplifying the 
speaker's words. And the reason they do it this way is because cities like NY 
have ordinances against amplified voices -- the "human microphone" lets them get 
around this law.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303061 39270 292 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 5:53:39pm  
<br> 
 



 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/280/9303048" target=_blank>#280</A> jaunte</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/ezra-klein/post/conservatives-
launch-we-are-the-53-percent-to-criticize-99-
percenters/2011/10/10/gIQA70omaL_blog.html" target=_blank>Conservatives launch 
“We are the 53 percent” to criticize 99 percenters</A></P> 
<P>Oops.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Joshua Trevino and Erick Erickson, two of the smelliest right wing bottom 
feeders in existence.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303086 39270 316 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 6:05:36pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/247/9303015" target=_blank>#247</A> 
wrenchwench</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><A href="http://newamericanregenerationparty.com/" target=_blank>Here's the 
flag again.</A></P> 
<P><A href="http://newamericanregenerationparty.com/party-platform" 
target=_blank>Party platform.<BR></A><BR>Bah.</P> 
<P>Later, lizards.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Ugh. Paulians.</P> 
<P>As if World Can't Wait and International ANSWER weren't bad 
enough.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303117 39270 346 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 6:18:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>In a way I have to hand it to Ron Paul. His position in US politics is pretty 
unique. He's found a formula that appeals to the extremists on both sides, a 
distorted libertarian ideology that includes the most repressive memes of the 
religious right and the most delusional isolationism of the radical 
left.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303125 39270 354 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 6:20:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And neither side notices the intense cognitive dissonance that results from 
supporting the Crazy Uncle.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303222 39271 13 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 7:02:29pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Just make sure to clean up your own trash. And don't do that weird finger 
waving thing.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09303401 39272 86 Charles Mon, Oct 10, 2011 8:23:51pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Good post from someone who used to be an adversary:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/page/259928_The_Mahablog-
_Clowns_to_the_Le" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304300 39274 22 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 1:03:48pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><A href="http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/israel-mulls-deal-
to-free-captive-soldier/2011/10/11/gIQAU6AzcL_story.html?hpid=z3" 
target=_blank>Netanyahu announces deal for Gilad Shalit 
release</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305453 39274 72 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 7:17:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And here come the dead thread warriors, getting the all-important last word 
with their right wing talking points.</P> 
<P>Never fails.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09306934 39274 80 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 11:53:18am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/78/9306786" target=_blank>#78</A> Beltboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>But it isn't "dumb stuff". Obama ended up getting elected anyway even though 
he sat in the church of "God Damn America" for 20 years. Only the gullible 
believed his phony speech about him distancing himself! And anybody who called 
him a liar was called a racist.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Here's what Obama said about Rev. Wright:</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/29/us/politics/29text-
obama.html?ref=politics" target=_blank>www.nytimes.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>When I read this again, I don't see anything "phony" about it. I guess that 
makes me "gullible."</P> 
<P>But I'd rather be "gullible" than be so consumed by hatred that I'd still 
hang on to an issue that was settled more than 3 years ago.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307169 39274 82 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 2:02:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/81/9307130" target=_blank>#81</A> Beltboy</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I'm not consumed by hatred. I'm just wondering why you think this is even a 
story at all.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Thank you for your concern.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 



<br> 
09304363 39275 3 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 1:57:03pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>She's updated the post since she first put it up, without correcting 
"Pengaon."</P> 
<P>The heroine of the right wing. Writer for World Net Daily.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304682 39277 10 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:20:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Drink!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304684 39277 12 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:20:22pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Drink again!</P> 
<P>And again!</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304696 39277 24 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:22:18pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Newt Gingrich didn't really defend "death panels," did he?</P> 
<P>Yes! He did! Idiocy rampant.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304704 39277 31 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:23:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9304693" target=_blank>#21</A> Alexzander</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huntsman is doing amazing so far.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Huntsman got 0% of the Values Voter Summit straw poll.</P> 
<P>Zero. Nada. Zilch. He's done.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304752 39277 75 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:29:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt Romney's taking on a resemblance to Bruce Campbell in "Army of 
Darkness."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304782 39277 104 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:32:57pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Asking Ron Paul if he'd get the federal government out of housing? Are you 
kidding? He wants the government out of EVERYTHING.</P> 
<P>Except women's wombs.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304796 39277 118 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:34:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I miss the Fox News Toby Keith bumper music. OK, not really.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304803 39277 124 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:36:11pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>It's probably best that they don't ask Rick Perry too many questions about 
the economy. Answers would involve math.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304831 39277 150 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:39:47pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Rick Perry: "That's why Americans are so untrustworthy..." Good 
grief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304838 39277 157 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:41:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Perry: "That's why Americans are so untrustworthy..." Why does Rick Perry 
hate America?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304917 39277 233 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:49:54pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Hey, Michele Bachmann stole my 999/666 joke. Difference is, she probably 
really believes it.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09304923 39277 239 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 5:50:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/202/9304885" target=_blank>#202</A> 
Barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>"...Republican candidates explaining why the most draconian far right 
economic solutions that have never worked before need to be given one more 
try…"</P> 
<P>Just to go back to your opening statement. Examples ?<BR>Maggie Thatcher, 
Reagan, Pinochet ? So none of their "far right" solutions worked ? Got any 
examples of leftie "solutions" achieving anything ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 



<P>Pinochet! And now I laugh.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305487 39277 337 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 7:26:35pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/334/9305439" target=_blank>#334</A> 
Barflytom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>You miss my point.<BR>I think it's easier to defend the legacy and real, 
practical effects of Pinochet - or Warren G Harding - than to make a case for 
any leftie leader.</P> 
<P>Consider the alternatives that were available at the time.</P> 
<P>How does Chile look now compared to Cuba for example ?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sure, let's just ignore the horrific torture, the murders, the disappearances 
-- he got the trains running on time!</P> 
<P>Wow. Right wing moral bankruptcy, in your face.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305047 39278 35 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:10:50pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt Romney: "we need great schools." From the party that wants your kids to 
be taught creationism.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305113 39278 97 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:20:53pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Mitt Romney knows very well that he's next in line for the GOP coronation. 
The whole thing is a charade.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305224 39278 207 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:41:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/198/9305215" target=_blank>#198</A> 
wozzablog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The fuck is Gingrich talking about now?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Gingrich wants us to know that he's smarter than everyone else at the 
debate.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305247 39278 229 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:45:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Herman Cain is going to have to repeat Nein-Nein-Nein again before the debate 
ends. The focus group stressed the importance of repetition.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305269 39278 251 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:47:12pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Will Herman Cain parrot "9-9-9" again in his closing remarks? The suspense is 
killing me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305292 39278 274 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:49:39pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Amazing. All of these candidates grew up in harsh poverty. Who 
knew?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305354 39278 334 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 6:58:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>That was hideous beyond belief.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09305599 39278 562 Charles Tue, Oct 11, 2011 8:12:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/560/9305596" target=_blank>#560</A> Nick 
Schroeder</EM></P> 
<P>I will never vote for a Republican again. The Republican Party is disastrous 
for America, on every level.</P> 
<P>I may not always wholeheartedly support the Democrat candidate, and sometimes 
I may not even vote for the Democrat, but Republican? Never 
again.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09306719 39280 20 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 10:09:12am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I'm not willing to cut him any slack, sorry. This guy presents himself as the 
most patriotic person in America, and makes the founding fathers and the 
Revolution a huge part of his spiel. For him to make such a ridiculous mistake 
really does reveal how utterly phony he is.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09306755 39280 48 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 10:21:50am  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I think you folks are being way too forgiving of this. This wasn't just a 
small slip-up -- Perry really is ignorant of these things. And it's not the 
first time he's made a mistake like this, either.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A href="http://littlegreenfootballs.com/article/39214_Rick_Perry-
_1770_Boston_Colonists_Had_to_Walk_Around_in_Disguise" 
target=_blank>littlegreenfootballs.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09306807 39280 93 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 10:52:40am  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9306737" target=_blank>#36</A> 000G</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Can somebody please confirm this and assure me that I am not just seeing 
things?</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yes, definitely the same guy.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307203 39282 36 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 2:38:02pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/21/9307174" target=_blank>#21</A> simoom</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah, I saw this earlier and I couldn't figure out how the RW media managed 
read all of that BS out from the diplomatic cable.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>They're probably searching the cables for any mention of "apology" or 
"apologize."</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307306 39283 20 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 3:45:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Wow.</P> 
<P>I just spent about an hour looking through comments about OWS at right wing 
blogs.</P> 
<P>I feel like I need a shower. Every single right wing site is just crammed 
with comments from people threatening violence, talking about their weapon 
collections, all caps rants saying "BRING IT ON!", fantasies of driving tanks 
into the demonstrations, fantasies of murder of all kinds.</P> 
<P>There must be hundreds of thousands of these comments. At Breitbart's sites, 
Hot Air, Pajamas Media, Free Republic, everywhere. All of them are crammed with 
violent wingnut fantasies.</P> 
<P>Bad Craziness.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307318 39283 31 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 3:50:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>A lot of these commenters write stuff like, "payback is coming sooner than 
you think." Just absolutely menacing stuff. None of the admins of these sites 
are deleting any of this crap.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307329 39283 40 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 3:55:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/36/9307325" target=_blank>#36</A> wozzablog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Payback for what exactly?...</P> 



<P>Bunch of hotheads with grudges against young folks and hippys will start 
lashing out and people will die.</P> 
<P>This is leading to another Kent state.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>At Pajamas Media, they're actually using Kent State as an example to follow. 
Seriously.</P> 
<P><A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/tatler/2011/10/11/occupy-l-a-speaker-
violence-will-be-necessary-to-achieve-our-goals/" target=_blank>The PJ Tatler » 
Occupy L.A. Speaker: Violence will be Necessary to Achieve Our Goals</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P><STRONG>Ray</STRONG><BR>Remember Kent State. That just about ended it for 
these wackos. Want them to try to torch my car.</P> 
<P>[...]<BR><BR><STRONG>SSgt Rock</STRONG><BR>Only problem with kent state was 
the shooting accuracy of the Ohio National Guard was very poor. 868 shots and 
only 4 kills. These socialists will not be allowed to reign supreme in America. 
It IS THE LAND of THE FREE and THE HOME of THE BRAVE!!! If they want a violent 
revolution they better look around them first. I do not see many of the 
protestoers that look able to take up arms… BTW, the Ohio National Guard is MUCH 
better shots now…</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P><STRONG>SailFishMan</STRONG><BR>They probably pawned their weapons to get 
cash so they could attend this farce of a protest. I on the other hand, thanks 
to my 20 years in the military, have many, many weapons with plenty of ammo to 
use on these radical liberals as target practice.</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P><STRONG>Johngaltsscreams</STRONG><BR>That was my first thought; “Bring it”. 
I’m well-armed and ready.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>672 comments, most of them in this vein.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307360 39283 68 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:09:01pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/49/9307340" target=_blank>#49</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Video<BR>"Anti-Zionist" sign at Occupy Wall Street</P> 
<P>[Video]</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh, well, yeah, there was a guy with an anti-Zionist sign, but didn't you 
notice that they were throwing the bastard out?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307365 39283 73 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:10:21pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/66/9307358" target=_blank>#66</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Two guys out of a crowd of hundreds. Not much but it's a start. Maybe if 
people stopped ignoring or excusing the radicals and actually worked to 
marginalize them it might be helpful.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's more than I ever saw happen at any Tea Party. Two guys out of hundreds 
is pretty good if you ask me. Most people don't want to get that 
confrontational.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 



09307391 39283 97 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:29:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>There are numerous references to "the tree of liberty" in that Pajamas Media 
thread: <A href="http://pajamasmedia.com/tatler/2011/10/11/occupy-l-a-speaker-
violence-will-be-necessary-to-achieve-our-goals/" target=_blank>The PJ Tatler » 
Occupy L.A. Speaker: Violence will be Necessary to Achieve Our Goals</A></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Sometimes the Tree of Liberty needs watering with the blood of tyrants and 
patriots.This may well be one of those times.So be it.</P> 
<P><BR>[...]</P> 
<P>The Ohio NG was using standard M-2 ball ammo, as per Geneva 
Conventions.<BR>Cops, and civilians, are not so constrained, and will be using 
soft-point/hollow-point hunting and self-defense rounds that are much more 
lethal.</P> 
<P>“The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of 
patriots and tyrants.”<BR>- Thomas Jefferson</P> 
<P>[...]</P> 
<P>Looks like I need to go to Walmart and get some more 00 buck for my 870. If 
they want to attack me here out in the peaceful country of Tidewater Virginia, 
they will have me and many of my friends who are armed, trained and ready. BTW, 
30 years retired military so I have some training with firearms. Thomas 
Jefferson said that the Tree of Liberty needs to be refreshed from time to time 
with a revolution so bring it, you foolish ones! Vote for Liberty, vote Ron Paul 
2012!</P></BLOCKQUOTE></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307394 39283 100 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:31:17pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/98/9307392" target=_blank>#98</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>I don't doubt that it's real but that looks like it isn't even a stage, just 
a portable mic set up in some corner, with a really small audience. When they 
applaud it doesn't even sound like 100 people.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307400 39283 106 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:34:49pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/102/9307396" target=_blank>#102</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Did you notice that this is a post by Zombie? This commie guy is his wet 
dream.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Of course, I noticed. This is a fake outrage. The amp for the mic looks like 
it's in a freaking shopping cart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307406 39283 112 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:38:49pm  
<br> 
 
 



<P>Just listened more closely with the volume up. That applause is coming from 
about a dozen people, two dozen at the most.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307409 39283 115 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:41:27pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/113/9307407" target=_blank>#113</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Occupy LA - 10/01/2011 Another Open Mic Speech.</P> 
<P>[Video]WWII was orchestrated by the Rothschilds. Bankers make 
wars.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>There's a very active group of Larouche followers in LA, who are always 
stationed outside public places. This smells like their work to 
me.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307411 39283 116 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:42:00pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And the amp for the mic IS in a freaking shopping cart.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307426 39283 130 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:51:13pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/119/9307415" target=_blank>#119</A> Sergey 
Romanov</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Well, if we say that #O events are grassroots, they do with what they can. 
So, why not an amp in a cart? That alone doesn't mean much 
IMHO.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>The point is that this could be anyone. I don't think it's fair to generalize 
to the thousands of people there, if some crazies set up a crappy PA in a 
shopping cart and start ranting. You haven't seen this in New York because there 
are laws against it; in LA nobody stops anyone from doing this.</P> 
<P>It is a problem that so many crazies are showing up, don't get me wrong. But 
I just can't buy into the narrative people like Zombie are pushing. They're 
deliberately showing only the very worst examples they can find, very 
obviously.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307428 39283 132 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:52:19pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>And they're not above provoking this stuff themselves. There's another video 
on Breitbart.tv today in which the wingnut deliberately taunts, baits, and 
provokes someone until they try to grab his camera. This is crap.</P> 
<P>No left wingers did that kind of stuff to Tea Partiers.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307438 39283 141 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 4:58:37pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P>Another big difference is the median age of the protesters. Teabaggers are 
about 40 to 50 years older on average. They're a lot less likely to act out or 
get exuberant or fly into emotional states, because it's not safe for them to 
get their blood pressure up.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307446 39283 148 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 5:07:24pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/146/9307443" target=_blank>#146</A> Obdicut</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah. Lysenko was a bunko scientist who the Soviets supported and 
propagandized for and persecuted scientists who correctly pointed out that his 
research was crap.</P> 
<P>Sort of like the way the GOP rallies around any scientist who's currently 
denying global warming.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Yeah - Lysenko promoted Lamarckian genetics, and was trying to get the entire 
Russian agricultural industry to follow Lamarck's discredited ideas. There's a 
great book by Stephen Jay Gould that has a chapter on this: <A 
href="http://www.amazon.com/dp/0393311031/?tag=littlegreenfo-20" 
target=_blank>Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toes: Further Reflections in Natural 
History</A>.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307486 39283 186 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 5:47:52pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/166/9307466" target=_blank>#166</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<P>With the zombie and ringo videos, how many people do you think were even 
aware it was happening?</P> 
<P>When I posted extremist signs from Tea Party events, they were right out in 
the open with everyone else. And it wasn't just a few dozen -- I have something 
like 250 photos from those events and could easily have added another 250 while 
they were going on. The John Birchers and the extreme anti-abortion groups were 
right there on the stage with top GOP politicians.</P> 
<P>Sure, let's criticize what needs to be criticized, and there's plenty, but I 
for one have too much experience with the tactics of zombie and his associates 
to trust the narrative he's pushing to the red meat righties.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307493 39283 192 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 5:50:14pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/184/9307484" target=_blank>#184</A> engineer 
dog</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>i've never cherry picked the tea party - i'm against the whole thing root and 
branch.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>As am I. I never believed it could be a positive force, and I wasn't 
wrong.</P></DIV></DIV> 



 
<br> 
09307507 39283 203 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 6:00:25pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/196/9307497" target=_blank>#196</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>That's because the wingnuts didn't care. They made excuses and deflected 
blame for the extremists. They wanted to rally and didn't care. I see the exact 
same thing with OWS.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't agree. I see a lot of criticism and skepticism about OWS on Twitter 
from the smart lefties I follow, with cautious support for the overall concept. 
There's a much higher degree of awareness and non-denial about the extremist 
groups than I <EM>ever</EM> saw from a Tea Partier.</P> 
<P>For just one example out of many, read this: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.mahablog.com/2011/10/09/clowns-to-the-left-of-me-jokers-to-the-
right/" target=_blank>www.mahablog.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307624 39283 312 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 7:06:34pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/296/9307608" target=_blank>#296</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Bingo.</P> 
<P>Tea Party license plate frame.</P> 
<P>[Link: <A 
href="http://www.presstelegram.com/portlet/article/html/imageDisplay.jsp?content
ItemRelationshipId=4017143" target=_blank>www.presstelegram.com...</A>]</P> 
<P>Suspect vehicle.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Uh oh. Wingnut storm of denial approaching.</P> 
<P>Write this up, with pics, and you have a front page 
promotion...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307634 39283 322 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 7:10:41pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>Are those piranha on the front license plate?</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307640 39283 327 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 7:11:28pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P>I think they are piranha. Compare: [Link: <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=piranha&amp;oe
=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;hl=en&amp;tbm=isch&amp;source=og&amp;sa=N&amp;tab=wi&amp;biw=1225&amp;bih=
1486" target=_blank>www.google.com...</A>]</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307665 39283 349 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 7:23:14pm  



<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/344/9307660" target=_blank>#344</A> 
goddamnedfrank</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Look closely at the head shape and dorsal fin. I'm fairly certain they're <A 
href="http://www.google.com/search?client=safari&amp;rls=en&amp;q=mahi+mahi&amp;
oe=UTF-8&amp;um=1&amp;ie=UTF-
8&amp;hl=en&amp;tbm=isch&amp;source=og&amp;sa=N&amp;tab=wi&amp;biw=1024&amp;bih=
664" target=_blank>Mahi Mahi</A>.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Could be, hard to tell without more detail. Doesn't really matter, just a 
side note.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307768 39283 438 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 8:09:20pm  
<br> 
 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/431/9307761" target=_blank>#431</A> Gus 802</EM></P> 
<P>I'll leave your post in Pages for a little while so you can edit to keep up 
with breaking stories. Once it's promoted you can't edit (I'm working on 
it)...</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
<br> 
09307813 39283 478 Charles Wed, Oct 12, 2011 8:26:37pm  
<br> 
 
<P><EM>re: <A href="/showc/472/9307806" target=_blank>#472</A> Killgore 
Trout</EM></P> 
<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>Possibly but we're verging on territory of Drudge linking to videos of black 
people fighting. People are fighting but their blackness isn't relevant to the 
fight.</P></BLOCKQUOTE> 
<P>I don't think either of you have enough information right now to definitively 
make that judgment. One sentence in a NY Times article isn't the final 
word.</P></DIV></DIV> 
 
 


